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WAR DEPARTMENT,
Surgeon General's Office,

Washington, D. O, January 2, 1883.

Brigadier General Charles H. Crane,

Surgeon General, U. S. Army.

Sir:

With the present volume, which I have the honor to submit to you, the surgical series

of the Medical and Surgical History of the War of the Rebellion is complete.

The treatment of regional injuries of gunshot, origin is continued, and those of the

Lower Extremities are taken up and thoroughly discussed in Chapter X. Miscellaneous

Injuries not strictly gunshot in character, but incident to the military status, form the sub-

ject of Chapter XL Chapter XII, on Wounds and Complications, includes facts of general

interest and of statistical value relative to wounds; to the nature, peculiarities, and effects

of missiles and projectiles; to conditions affecting the course and results of wounds, with

especial reference to the graver complications of secondary haemorrhage, erysipelas, pyasmia,

gangrene, and tetanus; and, finally, a condensed summary of operations and treatment.

Anaesthetics, with reference to their use in the Army, are treated of in Chapter XIII. A
brief historical sketch of the Medical Staff, and a description of the Materia Chirurgica

will be found in Chapter XIV. The methods of field, railway, and water transportation

of the wounded are detailed in the concluding Chapter (XV).

It was attempted, from the inception of the work, to give, in the beginning of each

chapter, the number of cases to be treated therein. But, as the work progressed, new cases

had to be added, duplicates had to be eliminated, or additional information changed the

nature of a case, so as to transfer it to a group different from the one to which it had been

originally assigned. Thus the total number of cases given in the beginning of a chapter

was frequently found to be incorrect at its close, and as the preceding pages had been

stereotyped, it was not practicable to make the necessary corrections. The percentages and

general deductions, however, were not materially affected by these discrepancies, which

have been corrected in the summary^ of cases given in Chapter XII, in this volume.

In undertaking the completion of this work, interrupted by the untimely death of its

distinguished author, it may be proper to say that no change in, or deviation from, the
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original plan has been attempted; that, so far as known, his wishes and intentions with

regard to the arrangement and development of the History have been scrupulously regarded.

The work was entered upon, not without serious misgivings as to the wisdom of the

choice of successor, and with a full appreciation of the delicate nature of the task and the

difficulties involved in its satisfactory solution ; its prosecution has been a source of pleasure,

while the labor has been materially lessened by the valuable assistance afforded by Mr.

G. J. Myers, who has been associated with the work as colaborer since its inception, and

to whose faithful and assiduous care the reliability and accuracy of the History is largely

due. The completed volume now awaits your approval and the judgment of the profession.

It is hoped that its short-comings may not seriously impair or detract from the beauty and

harmony of the masterpiece, which must remain a living monument to the intelligent

industry, perseverance, and professional learning of the late Surgeon George A. Otis.

I am, sir,

Very respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

D. L. HUNTINGTON,
Surgeon, U. 8. Army.

IV
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THK

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL HISTORY
OF THE

WAR OF THE REBELLION (1861-651

PART III, VOLUME II.

BEING THE THIRD SURGICAL VOLUME.

ON SPECIAL WOUNDS AND INJURIES—CONTINUED.

CHAPTER X.

WOUNDS AND INJUEIES OF THE LOWER EXTREMITIES.

In attempting to furnish a description, as adequate as practicable, of the various

classes of injuries inflicted by war-weapons that were reported during the late war in

this country, I have reviewed and analyzed at great length, in two preceding volumes,

histories of cases of wounds of the head, neck, trunk, and upper extremities. It remains,

to complete this branch of the subject, to discuss, in like manner, Wounds of the Lower

Extremities, a very important group, comprising not only a larger number of those cases

that come under the treatment of the military surgeon than any other group, but a greater

proportion of cases demanding operative interference than is observed in other regions,

and presenting to the field surgeon, especially in connection with lesions of the hip and

thigh, some of the most difficult practical problems he has to encounter.

Gf the 253,142 cases of wounds returned during the War that have been examined

and classified and entered on the permanent registers of the Surgeon-General's Office,

89,528 are cases of Wounds of the Lower Extremities. Of these, 59,376 are entered as

Flesh Wounds, of which 674 were punctured or incised wounds, and the rest shot wounds.

The remaining 30,152 cases were all returned as shot fractures, and were distributed as
ISLUG. Ill—

1



2 INJURIES OF THE LOWER EXTREMITIES. [Chap. x.

follows: Shot Fractures of the Femur, including fractures penetrating the hip joint, 7,776;

Fractures involving the Knee Joint, 3,557; Fractures of the Shafts of the Tibia or Fibula,

or of both, 10,026; Fractures implicating the Tarsus, Metatarsus, and Phalanges, 8,793.

It must be borne in mind that this total of 89,528 cases of wounds of the lower extrem-

ities represents only those cases that have been accurately determined and entered on the

registers, and by no means all the cases belonging to this group that were reported during

the War, and hence as the work progresses the figures will need to be modified. Besides

the 253,142 registered cases, quite a number, reported with insufficient details for class-

ification, have been noted for investigation; and, by searching the Pension Records, and

through Union and Confederate reports which continue to be sent in, even at this late date,

and by special reports from surgeons who kept note-books, and who, since the publication

of the First Surgical Volume, have been led to transmit particulars of their cases, it will

be possible, as each successive subject is taken up for analysis, to sensibly augment the

aggregates of each group. This was observed in the discussion of the Wounds of the

Upper Extremities. In Table XII, on page 454 of the Second Surgical Volume, but

84,718 cases of such wounds are recorded as registered, but in examining Chapter IX it

will be found, as mentioned in the Memorandum at page III of that Volume, that 88,741

eases are actually specified, the particulars of 4,023 additional cases having been obtained

through information derived from various sources. Such additions may be expected in

this Volume also; but they will not invalidate the approximate correctness of the figures

above given, so far as relates to the relative frequency of wounds of the lower extremities.

For such a purpose, the numbers 89,528 : 253,142 are ample, and the ratio is perhaps

quite as reliable as it could be made by larger aggregates.

The relative frequency of wounds of the lower extremities received in battle, com-

pared with the total number that came under treatment, appears from the above returns

to be represented by a ratio of 35.3 per cent., or a little over one-third. There is good

reason to believe that this is a very near approximation to the precise facts. Note, for

example, its correspondence with returns from other campaigns:

Table I.

Collated Returns, indicating the lielative Frequency of Shot Wounds of the Lower

Extremity in Aggregates of Wounded Men who came under Treatment.

Wars, Campaigns, and Other Occasions.

July, 1830, days in Paris and Lyons (Serriek's table 1

).

Crimean War (Matthew's return')

Crimean War (Ciienu'b return3
)

Italian War of 1859 (Chexu's return4
)

Italian War of 1859 (Demme's estimates5)

Danish War of 1864 (HEINE )

Franco-German War (Consolidated returns7
)

Totals 106, 212

Aggregate
Wounded.

Wounds of
Lower Ex-
tremity.

784



INTRODUCTION. WOUNDS OF THE LOWER EXTREMITIES.

It will be observed, by comparing the tubular statement on page 434 of the /Surgical

Volume of Part II, that the relative frequency of shot wounds of the lower extremities

does not exceed that of wounds of the upper limbs to the extent that might be anticipated

from the greater size of the lower limbs. This is doubtless due to the fact that, in all

fighting in entrenched positions, the lower part of the person is partially screened from

injury. In the last year of the War, the field casualties of the Union armies were reported

with much completeness and accuracy, as has been already noticed (supra, Part I, Vol. II,

p. 600, Part II, Vol. II, pp. 6, 917), and over a hundred thousand cases of wounds were

recorded with careful discrimination of their nature and position. In the engagements

during this period, the combatants had learned to cover their positions with hastily

improvised earthworks; and this may partly account for the smaller ratio of wounds in the

lower limbs presented in these returns. Notice, for example, in the following tabular

statement, the very small proportion of wounds of the lower limbs in the siege operations

before Mobile. Another probable cause why the proportion of wounds of limbs was

smaller in the field than in the general hospital returns, is that a large number of rapidly

mortal wounds of the head and trunk appear on the held casualty lists, representing

patients who never reached the base hospitals.

Table II.

Partial Numerical Statement of Shot Wounds of the Lower Extremities in the Field or

Primary Hospitals in various Campaigns during the last year of the War, 1864-65.

CAMPAIGNS.
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Examining carefully several series of a thousand each of the 89,528 registered cases

of wounds of the lower extremities,
1 including only those in which the seat of injury was

noted with precision, a predominance of wounds of the left lower extremity is found in the

following proportion: Both limbs, 3.4 per cent.; left limb, 53.1; right limb, 43.5.
2

A word may be added regarding the recorded instances of evulsion of one or other

of the lower limbs by solid shot, fragments of shell, torpedoes, or other large projectiles.

Of 164 such instances 93 recovered, 62 or 40 per cent, were fatal, while in 9 instances

the results were not ascertained. In 129 of the 164 cases it is noticed that ablations,

many of them doubtless resembling merely the paring and regularization of the soft tissues

with removal of splinters or sharp projections of bone, rather than legitimate amputations,

were performed. Two of these, however, were successful formal disarticulations at the

ankle joint, 2 successful amputations at the knee joint, 1 a fatal exarticulation at the hip.

Seventy-six, with 56 recoveries, 14 deaths, and 6 unknown terminations, were opera-

tions in the continuity of the leg; forty cases, 26 successful, 13 fatal, 1 doubtful, were

amputations in the thigh. In 4 cases, both legs were removed in the continuity with 2

recoveries, 1 fatal and 1 unknown result. In 1 fatal case the left thigh and right leg were

simultaneously removed; in 1 case of recovery amputation was performed in the right

thigh and through the left knee joint; in 1 fatal case simultaneous amputation of both

thighs in the continuity was practised; and in one instance disarticulation of the left hip

and ablation of the right leg was performed, the case terminating fatally. In 35 of the

aggregate of 164 cases there is no record of operative interference. Of these, 1 was a

fatal instance of evulsion of both limbs in the continuity of the thigh; in 6 fatal cases

both limbs were torn off in the leg; in 4 fatal cases the right or left limb was torn off in

the thigh, and in 24 the mutilation took place in the continuity of the leg with 4 recoveries,

19 deaths, and 1 with unknown result.

An additional proof that of the shot wounds received in action those inflicted upon

the lower extremities ordinarily constitute about one-third of the aggregate, is found in

the carefully prepared statistical researches of Councillor G\ Fischer.3

1 The lamented LtEFFLEU, one of the soundest of modern Prussian military surgeons, sets forth (Gcneral-Bcricht iiber den Gcsundheitsdienst im
Feldzuge gtgen Danemark, 1804, Berlin, 1867, p. 48) that of 2,388 Prussians killed and wounded iu the Danish War of 1804, about 31 per cent, were

struck in the lower extremities, and remarks (S. 49): " The comparatively small proportion of wounds of the lower extremities may appear strange.

One is accustomed to regard the preponderance of such injuries as considerable. The protections above referred to (trenches, and, in Schleswig, brush-

hedges f
Knicks]) would undoubtedly partially protect the lower limbs. But statistics that omit the killed are defective ; they give to the shot wounds

of The extremities an undue preponderance, because their immediate fatality is much more limited than is observed in wounds of the head and trunk."

Professor H. Fischer (Lehrbuch der Allgemeinen Kriegschir., Erlangon, 18G8, S. 25) observes :
" In later wars, in which the fighting was mainly in tho

open field, the remarkable fact has almost uniformly appeared, that among shot injuries those of the lower extremities far exceed those of the upper limbs.

Dr. MACLEOD'S statistics refer 68 per cent, of wounds in action to wounds of the lower extremities. [This is an oversight. Dr. MACLEOD (Notes on the

Surgery of the War in the Crimea, 1858, p. 414) gives the proportion of wounds of the lower extremities among the men as 31.7; among officers 35.2.

Professor Fischeu seems to have added these ratios together.] DJOERUF reports the proportion of wounds of the lower limbs in the Danish army, in the

war of 1848-50, as 40.5 per cent. In Paris in 1848, and in Italy in 1859, the wounds of the lower extremities constituted a third, and those of the upper

limbs nearly another third. When it is considered that the remaining third was made up of cases of injuries of the head, chest, abdomen, and pelvis, it is

apparent how enormously large is the number in modern wars that have to be transported with the utmost care and skill. Hence, perhaps, the most

difficult problem for the modern military surgeon is the management of the ambulance trains. Losffler, it is true, has said that the preponderance of

wounds of the lower limbs in modern wars is seeming rather than real, and is conditioned on the less proportion of immediate fatality in wounds of the

limbs. This assumption, though assuredly founded on facts, might explain the conspicuous fact that the shot injuries of the limbs predominate greatly

over those of the head and trunk ; but does not explain the extraordinary disproportion between the shot injuries of the upper and lower limbs." I may
remark that the statistics I have examined do not show any greater disparity in the frequency of wounds in the upper and lower limbs than is warranted

by the relative size and position of the extremities.

* HEINE (C.) {Die Schussverletzungcn der unteren Extremitaten, Berlin, 18G6, p. 30) remarks that in the Schleswig-Holstein War, 1800,27 of tho

502 cases of injuries of the lower extremities both limbs were injured, or a percentage of 4.8, and FISCHER (G.) (Statistik der in dem Kriege 1870-'71, rfc,

vorgekommenen Verwundungen und Tddtungcn, Berlin, 1876) tabulates 780 cases of injuries of both limbs in a total of 20,100 cases of injuries of the lower

extremities, or 3.8 per cent.

3 The Statistik der in dem Kriegc 1870-1871 im Preussischen Beerc, vorgekommenen Verwundungen und Tddtungcn von G. FISCHER comes to

hand as these pages are going to press. Tabelle C (loc. cit., p. 59) contains a recapitulation of the seat of injury in 04,897 cases (7,735 killed and 57,162

wounded). In 18,905 instances, or 29. 14 per cent., the upper extremity was injured, and in 20,100, or 31. 00 per cent., the lower extremity was involved,

The latter percentage varies but little from that given on page 2 (ante 30. 5), which was consolidated from a number of publications by various authors

that have appeared since the late Franco-Prussian War.
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Section I.

FLESH WOUNDS OF THE LOWER EXTREMITIES.

The reader is respectfully referred to the introductory observations to the first section

of the Ninth Chapter, in Part II, Volume II, page 435, for many remarks on the Flesh

Wounds of the Upper Extremities, which are equally applicable to the cases of the cate-

gory now to be considered. The gravity of flesh wounds in the lower extremities greatly

exceeds, however, that of analogous injuries in the upper limbs. The dangers arising from

lesions of the great blood-vessels and nerves of the lower extremities, from peri-articular

wounds, and especially from deep seton wounds and lacerations of the massive muscles

of the thigh, are great. Many perforations of the thigh that are lightly regarded at the

outset, present ultimately formidable complications. Dr. H. Fischer remarked, 1
in the late

Franco-German War, that "many a wounded man sent to the rear with the diagnosis

'slight shot wound of the thigh,' succumbed to burrowing of pus, detected too late and

treated with too little vigor. We had five such cases, and succeeded in all in controlling

this terrible complication by early and deep incisions, absolute rest, and disinfecting band-

ages. When the first stage is neglected, the surgeon loses the mastery, pyaemia delighting

to develop in deep phlegmonous cavities."

It was impossible, with the clerical force available, to make more than a superficial

examination of the individual cases of the immense series of nearly sixty-thousand flesh

wounds of the lower extremities.
2 All that has been attempted has been to sift out dupli-

cated cases and those that ultimately proved to be complicated by contusion of bone or by

fracture, and to scrutinize the series sufficiently to select instances illustrating the different

varieties of injuries of this group, to determine the average distribution of the wounds in

the several regions of the limb, and to ascertain approximative^ the mortality.

Of the series of flesh wounds of the lower extremities, six hundred and seventy-four

were punctured or incised, and fifty-eight thousand seven hundred and two were shot

wounds.

PUNCTURED AND INCISED WOUNDS.-There were reported six hundred and

seventy-four cases of punctured or incised wounds of the lower extremities, including a

hundred and seventy-six bayonet wounds, twenty-two sabre wounds, and four hundred and

seventy-six wounds from daggers, knives, axes, or other pointed or cutting weapons.

Bayonet Wounds.—The series of bayonet wounds included sixty-two stabs in the

thigh, with two deaths; seventy-seven penetrations of the leg, with two deaths; and thirty-

1 FiscnER (H), Kriegscltirurg. Erfahrungm, Yor Mttz, Erlangen, 1872, S. 1R4. Dr. Fischer, professor of surgery at Breslau, was a volunteer

surgeon in the Prussian army during the campaign from Saarbriicken to Metz, August 10 to October 27, 1670.

2 Of the 89,528 registered cases of wounds of the lower extremities, 30,153, or 33.() percent., were returned as fractures, so that, as in the uppor

limbs, the wounds of the soft parts alone constitute very nearly two-thirds of the aggregate—59,376 in 89,528 cases.
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seven wounds of the soft parts of the foot, with one death,—the series of a hundred and

seventy-six cases thus presenting a mortality of 2.8 per cent. Several of the cases present

particulars of interest:

Case 1.—Private P. Dietrich, Co. E, 151st New York, aged 34 years, was wounded at Spottsylvania, May 12, 1364,

and admitted to the field hospital of the 3d division, Sixth Corps. Surgeon E. Barr, G7th Pennsylvania, recorded : "A bayonet

thrust through the right leg.'' The patient was transferred to Douglas Hospital, Washington, subsequently to Summit House,

and lastly to the Satterlee Hospital, Philadelphia, whence he was discharged April 27. 1805, because of "lameness of the right

leg, caused by chronic eczema," following a bayonet injury. Examiner H. X. Loomis, of Buffalo, New York, May 8, 1805,

certified : "A bayonet was thrust through the right leg between the tibia and fibula, about six inches below the knee. The

wound healed; but is followed by chronic eczema, extending from the knee to the ankle, much inflamed, with some ulceration,

and producing so much lameness as to unfit him for any kind of labor." In August, 1808, the pension examiner states that the

eczematous eruption occupies about half the space between the knee and the ankle, and that the limb is still inflamed, ulcerated,

and swollen. This pensioner was paid to March 4, 1870, since when he has not been heard from.

In two cases the femoral artery was reported severed by a bayonet. One of these is

related by Surgeon J. A. Lidell,
1 U. S. V.: A soldier of the 106th Pennsylvania received

a thrust in the upper inner part of the thigh from a sabre-bayonet, in a picket skirmish

near Fair Oaks, in June, 1862, and perished from haemorrhage before assistance could

reach him. The result of the second case suggests the probability that a minor branch,

rather than the main femoral trunk, was injured by the weapon:

Case 2.—Corporal E. Hacket, Co. A, 1st Pennsylvania Chasseurs, was accidentally wounded near Camp Whipple,

Philadelphia, in August, 1803. Acting Assistant Surgeon L. D. Eadzinsky reported : "While at bayonet exercise he received

a punctured wound of the right femoral artery, below Poupart's ligament. The wound was received a short distance from the

camp. When brought to the hospital tent the man was considerably exhausted from loss of blood. Judging from the clots

found in his clothes he must have lost at least twelve ounces. The haemorrhage was immediately controlled by manual pressure

upon the external iliac artery, a compress and spica bandage applied, and pressure continued with a tourniquet for three days,

at which time the tourniquet was removed, a new dressing applied, and pressure continued with the spica bandage. He was

returned to duty five days afterwards, and lias not had any untoward symptoms since." Hacket is not a pensioner.

Surgeon T. H. Squire, 89th New York, reports a case in which the synovial cavity of

the knee was penetrated by a bayonet without bad results, remarking that Dr. James

Allen, of Marathon, New York, examined the recent wound and concurred in the diagnosis:

Case 3.
—"Private C. A. Ball, Co. K, 89th New York, aged 10 years, in the spring of 1802, at Roanoke Island, while

jumping for exercise, accidentally sprang against the point of a bayonet. At a moment when the joint was partially flexed,

the point of the bayonet penetrated the cavily of the knee joint, the wound being immediately above the centre of the patella.

The patient was immediately received into the regimental hospital, and Assistant Surgeon W. A. Smith, 89th New York,

enjoined perfect rest in bed and low diet, with cold applications to the joint. The wound was from the first regarded as a

dangerous one. Some days after the accident occurred, Dr. Squire saw the case with Dr. Smith. There was then synovial

swelling of the joint, and other conclusive evidences that the joint had been penetrated. The boy was kept in hospital till the

recovery was complete, when he again entered the ranks for duty. The recovery was complete, and no bad effects followed.

The wound was not very extensive. The point of the bayonet may have gone through the synovial membrane half an inch or

so, and in such a glancing direction as not to injure the cartilage or bone. Dr. Squire did not know exactly how long the boy

was kept in hospital, but thought about four weeks." The field registers show that this Private Ball received a gunshot wound
of the right side of the thorax at the battle of Chapin's Farm, September 29, 1804, which fact is corroborated by the examining

surgeons. For this injury he is a pensioner, but the Pension Records make no mention of a bayonet injury of the knee.

Of the five fatal cases in this subdivision of bayonet wounds in the lower limbs, three

succumbed from gangrene, one from pyaemia., and one from primary haemorrhage. The

following is one of the cases complicated by gangrene

:

Case 4.—Private S. Dick, Co. E, 79th Indiana, was wounded at Chickamauga, September 19, 1863, and sent to hospital

No. 13, Nashville, October 1st. Assistant Surgeon J. K. Bauduy, U. S. V., reported: "He was admitted with a flesh wound of

the calf of the left leg, caused by a bayonet. The wound was superficial and slight, and did well for several days ; treated

with cold-water dressings. On October 20th, hospital gangrene manifested itself; the disease was then prevailing endemically

in the hospital. This patient was immediately transferred to the gangrene ward, and applications of pure bromine were made.

Tincture of iron and fluid extract of cinchona were freely administered. Milk-punch and beef-tea were also given at stated

intervals. His bowels, which were inclined to be costive, were kept open with enemeta of salt, molasses, and tepid water.

The disease steadily progressed, and large sinuses formed in all directions in the intermuscular spaces. One immense sinus ran

LIDKLL (J. A.), Bayonet Wounds, with castt, In Am. Med. Times, 1866, Vol. VII, p. 153.
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along the course of tlie tendo-achilles. The sinuses were freely opened and injected with chlorinated soda solution, and bromine

was thoroughly applied, taking great care to get it well into the intermuscular spaces. Disinfecting poultices were used in the

removal of the sloughs. November 4th, the gangrene at this date was entirely arrested, but symptoms of pyemia arose. The
pulse became frequent and weak, ranging between 140 to 150. Rigors; skin cold and clammy; breathing oppressed and

labored. Patient complained of pain in chest. The conjunctiva assumed an icteroid hue, and the whole surface of the body

became tinged with a pale yellow appearance. The knee and ankle joints commenced to swell and cause great pain. The
following treatment was then resorted to: Carbonate of ammonia in large and frequent doses; stimulants every half hour;

iron and cinchona continued; tincture of iodine and blisters to swollen joints; surface of body washed with whiskey and

water. Patient continued to sink, and died on the afternoon of November 7, 18(33. Post-mortem : Lungs healthy ; no metas-

tatic foci could be found in either of them or in the liver; but microscopical examination of the latter revealed a fatty infiltra-

tion. The liver was also greatly hypertrophicd. The heart, spleen, pancreas, bowels, and kidneys were all healthy. There

was an accumulation of pus in the left knee joint.
-
'

Sabre Wounds.—None of the twenty-two reported sabre-cuts of the lower limbs
1 were

of a sufficiently grave character to prove fatal. Seventeen of the patients returned to

duty, and five were discharged for slight disabilities. Six cases were flesh wounds of the

thigh, ten of the leg, and six of the foot. One of the patients, Corporal Rice, 1st Vermont

Cavalry, whose case is recorded on page 22 of the Mrst /Surgical Volume, suffered also

from a sword-cut of the frontal; but he, with the rest, recovered without serious trouble.

Other Punctured and Incised Wounds — Besides wounds caused by legitimate

weapons of war, a considerable number were reported as inflicted by daggers, dirks, or

bowie-knives, arrows, picks, and other pointed implements, and by knives, scythe-blades,

hatchets, axes, and other cutting instruments. There were seventy-two of these serious

punctured wounds of the lower limbs, and four hundred and four cases of severe incised

wounds. There were eight deaths in this series of four hundred and seventy-six cases, a

mortality-rate of 1.6 per cent., and disability leading to discharge from service resulted in

a hundred and two of the cases. Twenty-eight cases were wounds of the thigh, a hundred

and seventeen wounds of the leg, three hundred and thirty-one wounds of the foot.

Ligations.—In four instances, at least, of this series, ligations of arteries were practised

on account of haemorrhage or aneurism. One of these, an instance of aneurismal varix

from puncture of the femoral artery and vein, by a pocket-knife, has been narrated, with a

figure of the specimen, at page 336 of the Surgical Volume of Part II.
2 The three other

cases were ligations of the tibial arteries:

Cases 5, 6, 7.—Assistant Surgeon J. C. G. Happersett, U. 8. A., reports that Private T. J. Moore, Co. B, 82d Ohio,

aged 29 years, received, July 14, 1805, a punctured wound near the right ankle. The haemorrhage was so uncontrollable that,

on July 23d, Assistant Surgeon II. M. Lilly, U. S. V., ligated the posterior tibial artery, placing a single proximal ligature.

July 24th, unhealthy gangrene attacked parts, and bromine dressings were applied. The patient recovered, and was transferred

to Jeffersonville October 19th, and to Post Hospital, Louisville, December 16, 1863.—(5. Surgeon C. A. Cowgill reports that

Lieutenant T. Linder, Co. E, 158th New York, aged 30 yean, received, May 11, 1804, a punctured wound by a sharp knife on

the inner side of the right leg at the juncture of the lower and middle thirds, dividing the posterior tibial artery through one

half its diameter and causing a diffused traumatic aneurism. He was admitted into the Foster Hospital, New Berne, May 20th;

the cellular tissue and intermuscular spaces were filled with coagula, which had temporarily arrested haemorrhage. There

was great tension and considerable sloughing of the soft parts. May 22d, Surgeon C. A. Cowgill, U. S. V., made an incision

five inches long over the wound, through the integuments down to the posterior tibial artery, and, ligating it above and below

the wound, the coagula were removed and the wound closed by adhesive straps. A good recovery ensued, and the officer

returned to duty June 29, 1864.—7. Surgeon G. A. Otis, 27th Massachusetts, reports that Private C. D , Co. B, 27th

Massachusetts, in December, 1863, at Newport News, Virginia, received a severe wound in the left leg from an axe, about three

inches above the annular ligament. The tendons of the tibialis anticus, the common and proper extensors, and the anterior

'In old times, aud in the combats of the trained European Cavalry, Babrc cuts of the lower limbs were not uncommon. Ravaton (Chirurfjie

d'armee, 17G8, Chap. IX, p. 518) gives many examples, in which not only the soft parts but the bones were hacked by sword-cuts. M LEdOUEST also

(Vhirurgie d'armee, 2eme ML, 1S7J, p. 461) details several such examples, and refers to illustrations in the Museum of Hutin at the Hotel den Invalides-

Abstracts of interesting incised wounds of the lower limbs may be found also in T.E Dkax (Observat. dt Chir., 1731, T. II, p. 33J) and in La Motte

( Traiti compute de Chirurgie, 1771,'T. Ill, p. 143 et seq.).

2 First the femoral, then the external iliac, and finally and fatally the common iliac were ligated by Dr. J. B. Cutteie. The operator has published

abstracts of these ligations in the Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1864, Vol. XI.VIII, p. 36, Ibid., 1863, Vol. L, p. 391. The pathological specimen, showing tbo

communication between the artery and vein and the huge sacculation of the latter, is numbered 3597 in Sect. I of the Army Medical Museum.
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tibial artery veins and nerve were divided, and the periosteum. The wound gaped widely, and the artery gave freely per saltum.

The vessel was completely severed. Ligatures were at once placed by Dr. Otis about the upper and lower orifices of the artery,

and the wound was united by sutures. Recovery was rapid and uncomplicated, and the soldier returned to duty.

Amputations.—In four instances, after deep incised wounds by axes, complications

arose, and recourse was had to amputation. Two were thigh amputations:

CASES 8, 9.—Private Christian Webber, 8th Co., New York Independent Volunteers, received, September 24, 1863, a

severe wound from an axe, severing the quadriceps of the left thigh two inches above the patella. He was sent to Fairfax

Seminary Hospital, September 26th, and deep-seated suppuration having appeared, burrowed, and finally penetrated the knee

joint, Surgeon D. P. Smith thereupon decided to amputate the limb. The operation was practised, October 4th, at the junction of

'-.lie lower and middle thirds of the femur. The patient was transferred, convalescent, to York, Pennsylvania, October 30th, and

subsequently discharged. The portion of the femur amputated has been catalogued in the Army Medical Museum, 1 but exhibits

nothing abnormal—9. Private T. H. Breckridge, Co. C, Cth New York Artillery, received a wound by an axe in March, 1864,

and was sent to Armory Square Hospital. Surgeon D. W. Bliss, U. S. V., reported that the wound involved the right tarsus

and metatarsus, and presently became erysipelatous, and that gangrene then supervened. On this account, on May 27th, Dr.

Bliss amputated the limb, at the junction of the middle and lower thirds of the femur, by antero-posterior flaps formed by

transfixion. Recovery was satisfactory. On December 28, 1864, he was supplied with an artificial limb at Ladies' Home, New

York, by Dr. E. D. Hudson, at Government expense. The stump was then soundly healed, and "creditable" in shape. This

soldier was discharged July 12, 1865, and pensioned. His pension was paid March 4, 1876.

In two instances the leg was amputated for incised wounds of the ankle or foot:

CASES 10, 11.—Private M. Dunham, Co. D, Engineer Battalion, aged 23 years, received a severe incised wound of the

left ankle January 24, 1804. He was sent to hospital at Alexandria. Surgeon E. Bentley, U. S. V., reports that long-con-

tinued suppuration had ended in necrosis of the tibia-tarsal articulation, the patient being of a strumous habit. Dr. Bentley

practised a circular amputation in the lower third of the leg May 5, 1804. Pysemia supervened, and death ensued June 18,

1804.—11. Private A. Stacy, Co. H, 12th Kansas, received a severe wound of the left leg by an axe on March 17, 1864. He

was sent to hospital at Fort Leavenworth. In September, 1864, the limb was amputated by short anterior and long posterior

flaps by Dr. Clark. The patient recovered with a good stump, and was fitted with an artificial limb by B. Frank Palmer, at

New York, June 23, 1866. He is a pensioner, and was paid March 4, 1876.

The foregoing instances comprise nearly all the seriously complicated cases reported

of punctured and incised wounds of the lower extremities. There was a case (Private

Wherry, 115th New York) where half the small blade of a pocket-knife broke off against

the femur after perforating the quadriceps two inches above the knee joint; attempts at

extraction of the foreign body failed; the patient recovered with partial false anchylosis

at the knee. Except those noted, the examples of sloughing or consecutive bleeding were

trivial, and no case of tetanus was observed.

SHOT FLESH WOUNDS.—In the vast series of fifty-eight thousand seven hundred

and two cases of shot wounds of the soft parts of the lower limbs placed on the registers,

it is difficult in many cases to determine, from the hasty field notes or brief hospital entries,

the exact positions and extent of the wounds. As nearly as can be approximated, how-

ever, it would appear that about twenty-six thousand of these wounds were in the thigh,

about twenty-one thousand in the leg, and about ten thousand in the foot, a certain number

of reports presenting no indication of the precise seat of injury.

These wounds were of eveiy grade of severity, from trivial skin-scratches to huge

lacerations by large projectiles; long furroughed wounds with tortuous tracks, deep seton

perforations, superficial or deep penetrations with lodgement of the missile, filling up the

gamut. In reviewing the great series, two small groups especially claim attention—the

wounds attended by lesion of the principal nerves, and those with injury of the mam

blood-vessels. We shall consider these first, and then typical examples of shot injuries

of the soft parts, selecting for illustration those cases remarkable for extent of lacerations,

those in which foreign bodies were lodged in the limb, those ultimately complicated by

extension of inflammation to the joints, or by disease of the arteries, or by gangrene,

tetanus, and other complications. ^_
1 See No. 2004, Section I, p. 3(14, of Catalogue of the Surgical Section of the Army Medical Museum, Washington, 1866.
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Flesh Wounds of the Lower Limbs
;
with Injury of the larger Nerves.— Instances

in which wounds of the larger nerves were sufficiently distinct and uncomplicated to be

returned under this head were comparatively few; they were less frequent, indeed, than in

the upper limbs.
1 The relations of the large nerve trunks of the lower extremities to the

blood-vessels, bones, and joints are such that they are more liable to share in the injuries

of these parts than in wounds mainly involving the muscular tissues. Moreover, it is

probable that in many flesh wounds, nervous branches of magnitude were implicated with-

out manifestation of any very serious results, and that such cases were not returned as

injuries of nerves.
2 Presenting less urgency in relation to immediate treatment than lesions

of the arteries and bones, these accidents nevertheless were frequently very grave, entail-

ing a vast amount of protracted misery, and sometimes fatal consequences. Of fifty-nine

cases referred to this category, thirty-one were reported as wounds of the sciatic, two of

the crural, five of the long saphenous, one of the middle cutaneous, nine of the popliteal,

five of the anterior tibial, three of the posterior tibial, and three of unspecified large nerve

trunks. Eleven cases proved fatal, of which six succumbed from tetanus. Amputation

was resorted to in four cases, briefly noted in succeeding tables. Two amputations in the

thigh were successful; one through the knee joint, and one in the leg proved fatal.

Of thirty-one cases of wounds of the sciatic nerve, twenty-five recovered, including

one in which amputation in the thigh was practised, and six were fatal. Four died of

tetanus.
3 One succumbed, long after the injury, from secondary traumatic coxitis.

4

Eiysipelatous inflammation with sloughing, extending to the hip joint, and resulting in

ulceration of the cartilages and caries of the head of the femur and acetabulum. The

fourth fatal case
5 was an example of exhaustion from protracted suffering. Of the

1 As indicated in Part II, Vol, II, p. 461, there were 9G cases distinguished as nerve lesions of the upper extremities, contrasted with 59 instances in

the lower extremities. Professor A. SOCIN {Kriegschir. Erf., Leipzig1

, 1872, p. G4) remarks a similar disproportion in the Franeo^German War. Relating

16 cases of shot injuries of the nerves, he observes that: " more than five-eighths of these concerned t lie upper extremities."

2 Iu their treatise on Gunshot Wounds and other Injuries of Nerves. By 8. WWB MITCHELL, M. D.
t
GEORGE B. MOREHOUSE, M. D., and

"William W. Keen, M. D., Philadelphia, 1864, the authors detail (pp. 02, OH) two cases of shut injury of the sciatic nerve: Private K. flrim, Co. B t

121st Pennsylvania, who received at Fredericksburg, December 13, 1862, a shot perforation of the left thigh, the ball entering externally four inches

above the upper border of the patella, and emerging on the insideof the thigh, two inches lower down, slightly injuring the sciatic nerve. He had, July,

1803, severe burning on the dorsum of the left foot, and eczema, with ulceration about the nails, complete paralysis of the flexors of the foot and partial

paralysis of the flexor communis and calf muscles. The other patient entered the hospital about the same time, a ball wound passing close to the sciatic.

He had complete loss of power in the flexors of the foot, defective sensation on the; outside of the leg and foot, and eczema with burning pain. Both

patients were treated with electricity, with gradual gain of motion and relief of pain, and were regarded as fair types of partial wound or commotion of

a nerve. At page 128, of the same work, the case of Private J. S. h. Scott, Co. V, 121st New York, aged 31 years, is related: He had a shot wound of

the calf of the right leg. at Chancellorsville, May 3, 1863, The ball passed between the fibula and tibia about mid-leg. Total loss of motion below

knee, slightly tactile insensibility, foot extended and powerless. September, 1863, rapid improvement followed alternated cold and hot douches, with

faradization, and a splint to correct the malposition of the foot. Discharged, improved, February 12, 1864. The reports of Pension Examiners Maun and

Lanning, of Manchester. Ohio, where this pensioner now resides, recapitulate the foregoing facts, nnd describe the paralysis as in all probability perma-

nent. The latest report by Dr. Lanning, February 4, 1874, states that "paralysis of the foot and toes is nearly complete," and recommends that the

pensioner be excused from further biennial examinations, as his disability is considered irremediable. This recommendation was opposed, and the pen-

sioner's condition was unchanged when he was last paid, March 4, 1876. Iu Circular 6, S. G- O., 1864: On lZ*Jtex Paralysis resulting from shot wounds,

the same authors narrate two examples of reflex paralysis of the upper extremity induced by shot flesh wounds implicating the nerves of the lower

limbs : Private W. W. Armlin, Co. D, 134th New York, aged 23 years, was shot at Gettj'sburg, July 1, 1863, the ball entering anteriorly about midway
on the inner part of the right thigh and emerging outside and below the tuberosity of the ischium, just above the fold of the uates. The sciatic nerve

was probably injured. There was partial paralysis of the right leg, and reflex paralysis of the right arm. The latter speedily recovered.—Private I>.

Kent, Co. B, 145th Pennsylvania, aged 24 years, was struck, at Gettysburg, July 2, 1863, over the upper third of the right rectus femoris, by a musket

ball, which passed through the thigh, emerging at the inner side a little below the fold of the nates. There was loss of motion and sensation in the

thigh and leg, and reflex motor paralysis in the right arm. The patient was discharged January 20, 1864, for tuberculosis. The paralysis had amended
under the use of hot and cold douches, active motor, and faradization. In his work, entitled Gunshot Wounds of the Nerves and their Consequences^

Philadelphia, 1872, Dr. S. Weir Mitchell cites the case of Sergeant C. Beatty, 26th Pennsylvania, shot through the calf, at Chancellorsville, May
3, 1863, who suffered intensely from causalgia. The foot, a few days after injury, was prickling and burning intensely. After a fortnight the prickling

ceased; but the burning persisted. He recovered in about five months, without treatment. In this valuable work, abounding in illustrations of the

effects of shot lesions of the nerves of the trunk and upper limbs, I find no other example of shot wound of the nerves of the lower extremities.

3 Privates Albro, 27th Michigan ; Fry, 3d New Jersey ; Riley, 10th New York ; and Smith, 46th New York.
4 Case of Private T. J. Dame, Co. E, 18th Mississippi, wounded at Antietam, September 17, 1862. Died June 1\), 1863. See Spec. 3849, A. M. M. f

Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 243.

•Case of Private E. M. McGregor, Co. C, 76*li New York, shot through the left sciatic nerve September 6, 1862. The missile lodged and could

not be detected during life. He had motor paralysis of the leg muscles, and intense pain in the upper part of the track of the perineal and anterior tibia,

and used hypodermic injections of morphia. He died February 1, 1863.
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10 INJURIES OK THE LOWER EXTREMITIES. [CHAP. X.

twenty-five survivors, one fully recovered and returned to duty, three entered the Veteran

Reserve Corps, and twenty-one were discharged. With few exceptions, they suffered from

neuralgia or from partial motor paralysis. One (Private Armlin, 134th New York) had

reflex paralysis of the arm on the side corresponding with the injury to the sciatic nerve.

Notes of two of the cases of persistent neuralgia are appended:

Case 12.—Private W. T. Burk, Co. F, 151st New York, aged 24 years, was wounded at Monocacy, July 9, 1864, and

admitted to hospital at Frederick the following day. Acting Assistant Surgeon E. R. Ould reported: "Gunshot flesh wound

of both thighs, perforating upper third and injuring the sciatic nerve of the right thigh. The patient is of a nervous and

irritable temperament. Simple dressings were applied, and opiates given at night; wound healing. July 20th, great pain

complained of in the course of the sciatic nerve and increasing in the region of the foot and ankle
;
pulse accelerated, 100 per

minute; pain increasing; general appearance moderately good; appetite poor. Applied pounded ice to foot and gave two

drachms of solution of morphia four times a day. August 1st, the ice moderated the amount of pain; treatment continued.

Patient slept half the night. August 12th, patient much improved; ice discontinued; prescribed morphia, iron, and quinine

four times a day. September 1st, pain more severe; the wounds have entirely healed ; treatment continued. September 20th,

walking about with crutches, but very lame; stimulating and anodyne liniment used night and morning. September 25th,

patient finds great relief by keeping his hands wet with water; bowels regular; pulse natural. October 1st, but slight

improvement; continued the quinine and iron mixture, also one drachm of fluid extract of cimicifuga. October 30th, still

walks lame, the leg being very painful on motion. October 31st, furloughed this day; patient has but little prospect of a speedy

recovery." He subsequently returned to the hospital, and was mustered out of service May 31, 18G5, and pensioned. Examiner

J. II. Helmer, of Lockport, New York, February 9, 1868, certified: "Ball entered right thigh, upper third, passed through in

front of the bone, and through the left thigh back of the bone, destroying the femoral nerve. Left leg two inches smaller than

the right; muscles flabby; no voluntary motion of the left foot. He can walk, but walks like a paralytic." At a subsequent

examination it was additionally reported that "the temperature of the left leg and foot is reduced," etc. The pensioner was

paid June 4, 1876.

Case 13.—Private C. J. Keegan, Co H, 80th New York, aged 40 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 1, 1863, and

entered the York Hospital on July 19th. Acting Assistant Surgeon G. Byers reported: "Gunshot flesh wound of right thigh;

ball entered the middle third below the edge of the sartorius muscle, passing upward and outward, made its exit two inches

below and behind the trochanter, injuring the great sciatic nerve in its course. The wound closed kindly; the leg and foot,

however, continued oedetnatous, and the man has suffered very greatly with pains of a darting character. Ho has at no time

been able to use the limb since the receipt of the injury. Liniment of aconite was applied to the leg, and opiates were given

internally. May 23, 186J, the pain has much diminished in intensity within the last two months." The patient was discharged

from service June 28, 1864, and pensioned. Examiner H. B. Day, of Utica, New York, certified, February 16, 1865: * *

" The great ischiatic nerve must have been injured, as he has constant pain, numbness, and partial paralysis of the parts supplied

by this nerve and its branches, rendering him unable to stand for any length of time," etc. Examiner I. Spencer, of De Ruyter,

certified, October 19, 1865: "Permanent lameness of the thigh. The foot is also deformed by an unnatural action of the muscles

contracting the toes obliquely, and there is an unnatural fixedness of the arch of the foot," etc. Subsequent examiners reported

substantially the same, and all concur in their belief as to the nerve injury. This pensioner was paid June 4, 1876.

The two patients wounded in the anterior crural nerve, were discharged without

relief of the persistent pain that followed their injuries. Surgeon I. I. Hayes, U. S. V.,

has furnished a detailed report of one of the cases

:

Case 14.—Private W. H. Cookson, Co. E, 42d New York, aged 23 years, was wounded at Antietam, September 17,

1862, and entered the Satterlee Hospital, Philadelphia, nine days afterwards. Four months after his admission Surgeon I. I.

Hayes, U. S. V., reported: "He was wounded by a mini*) ball entering on the outer side of the right thigh, about midway
between the anterior superior spinous process of the ilium and the trochanter major, and, passing obliquely upward, made its

exit near the middle of Poupart's ligament, wounding, I infer, the anterior crural nerve, from the intense pain he has suffered

in the course of that nerve. The wound has long since healed. The suffering experienced over the front and side of the thigh,

parts supplied by the anterior crural nerve, is instructive as showing the effect of an injury in the course of a nerve manifesting

itself in the extremities of that nerve. The pain has not abated by the use of the most powerful anodynes, and sleep is only

procured through the influence of sulphate of morphia. A question, which is still 'subjudice,' arises: Shall we excise that

portion of the nerve which is wounded, hoping thereby to relieve his almost intolerable suffering ¥' The patient was discharged

from service February 28, 1863, and pensioned. Drs. T. S. Johnston and R. H. Hope, of Rock Hill, S. C, in certifying to the

results of the wound, May 9, 1874, stated that "from this cause he is now suffering with neuralgia and partial paralysis of the

extensor muscles of the thigh." The pensioner was paid June 4, 187C.

Of the five cases of wounds of the long saphenous, one resulted in complete recovery,

1 J. Masox Wahben, in an interesting article on Neuralgic Affections following Injuries of Nerves, in Am. Jour. Med. Set., N. S., 1864, Vol.

XLVII, p. 316 (which is reproduced in his excellent Surgical Observations, Boston, 1867, p. 46o). details the case of a soldier with wound of the sciatio

nerve, who was probably Private D. Callahan, Co. E, 111th Massachusetts, aged 'J,
1 years, whose history on the registers of this Office closely corresponds

to the graphi-' description given by Dr. Warren, to which the reader is referred. His Tension Report for 1876 ma}' be added : Thero was atrophy of the

injured thigh and leg, with diminished temperature and grea'ly diminished motor power iu the muscles of the leg and frwt.
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four in more or less paralysis and atrophy. 1 The case of wound of the middle cutaneous

nerve was attended with severe neuralgia, which yielded to blistering and other remedies,

and the patient returned to duty.

The series of nine cases of wounds of the popliteal nerve comprises a fatal case of

tetanus.
2 The other patients recovered, and three entered the Veteran Reserves, while

five were discharged, one after recovery from amputation in the thigh, and one with

excruciating neuralgia.

The category of five cases of wounds of the anterior tibial included one death from

tetanus.
3 The four survivors had partial paralysis of the extensor muscles. An instance

is detailed

:

Case 15.—Private D. S. Pierce, Co. P>, 1st Michigan, aged 22 years, was wounded at Bull Run, August 150, 1862, and

admitted to Eyland Chapel Hospital, Washington, three days afterwards. Surgeon J. A. Lidell, U. S. V., reported: "The

patient was admitted to Stanton Hospital from Ryland Chapel, December 5th, with wound in the right leg. The bullet entered

the outer part of the front of the middle third of said leg, about midway between the tibia and fibula. The bullet did not go

through the limb. It, however, went in so deep that it could not be reached by exploration. The wound has been healed since

the middle of October. The missile has gravitated through between the tibia and fibula, and can now be i'elt deeply seated in

the muscles of the calf. It gives him no trouble. The anterior tibial nerve was divided by the bullet, in consequence of which

the muscles of the front of the leg are paralyzed. The end of the foot points downward from activity of those on the back of

the leg, and the case resembles talipes equinus. The patient walks haltingly, but without a cane, by the aid of a high-heeled

shoe. He has suffered but little pain since the wound healed, and considers himself to be slowly improving. lie was discharged

December 16, 1862." Examiner D. Hudson, of Lansing, Michigan, reported, May 8, 186;}: "Ball passed through both peroneal

muscles, dividing the tibial nerve * * and lodging deep in the soleus muscle. Ankle joint became stiff at an obtuse angle,

requiring a heel more than an inch higher on the right shoe than on the left one. Neuralgic pain in foot and ankle daily and

hourly." Drs. J. B. Hull and I. H. Bartholomew, of the Lansing Examining Board, certified, December 7, 1870: "The ball

passed down, and now lies under the skin above the inner malleolus. He cannot stand on his leg but a short time, and is getting

worse," etc. They also stated that they excised the ball, and reported, September, 1872: "The nerve is diseased, and he suffers

great pain through the whole leg; is emaciated and feeble, and growing worse." This pensioner died of "consumption,"

November 22, 1872, superinduced, in the opinion of the attending physicians, by "the continually depressing effects of the pain

and tenderness of his limb."

The three cases of wounds of the posterior tibial nerve were fatal. Two involved

unsuccessful amputations, one at the knee joint and one in the leg, and the third was fatal

from gangrene. 4 The two amputations were practised after tetanus had supervened:5

Case 16.—Corporal B. Prather, Co. D, 103d Ohio, aged 18 years, was wounded at the battle of Nashville, December

15, 1864, and was admitted to the Cumberland Hospital on the following day. Surgeon B. Clark, U. S. V., reported: "Gun-
shot wound of right foot, ball entering immediately under the metatarsal bone of the great toe and burying itself in the plantar

fascia. The soft parts were remarkably sensitive in the vicinity of the wound, showing a great degree of muscular and nervous

irritability. The foot was not swollen, the bones were not fractured, nor the tissues severely lacerated. December 26th, the

ball was removed by Acting Assistant Surgeon S. G. Ayres ; second operation, exsection of a half inch of the posterior tibial

nerve, behind the inner malleolus, by Assistant Surgeon W. B. Trull, U. S. V.; third operation, amputation of the toe, with

removal of the first metatarsal bone, by Acting Assistant Surgeon L. E. Tracy. The patient complained, on December 26th,

saying that a feeling of stiffness had been coming on for three days, especially in the shoulders, neck, and jaws. The latter

gradually closed until it was impossible to introduce food into his mouth. There was a tetanic spasm of the muscles of deglutition,

so that the patient was dying from inability to swallow. Chloroform alone seemed to afford temporary relief from his intense

sufferings. Relaxation of the jaws was effected by division of the nerve, but the spasms of the muscles immediately returned.

At midnight of the 27th, amputation at the lower third of the leg was performed by Acting Assistant Surgeon S. G. Ayres, but

without effect. Large opiate injections were afterward given, and the patient obtained sleep. A copious warm perspiration

breaking out upon the face and the improved pulse were considered favorable symptoms. Died December 28, 1864."

The three cases of shot wounds of unspecified nerves were probably examples of

1 Cases of Lieutenant A. Rodman, 2d Wisconsin, wounded in 1862, and who recovered. Also of Private W. Lette. Co. F, 29th New York, wounded

at Bull Run, August 09, 18G2; Corporal A. McNeal, Co. A, 121st New York, wounded October 19, 1862; Sergeant C J!. Clark, Co. H. 32d Virginia,

wounded at Spottsylvania, May 12, 1864 ; and Private P. J. Vitnont, Co. C, 7th Kentucky Cavalry, who were discharged for disability.

'Case of Private J. G. Grissetta, Co. D, 2d Alabama; wounded at Fort Blakely, April 9, 1864; died April 21st. It is stated that the popliteal

nerve was "dark and disorganized."

3 Private James Rollins, Co. H, 28th North Carolina, aged :!0 years ; wounded at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863 ; tetanus July 20th
;
death, July 22, 1863.

4 Case of Private G. Richmoud, Co. D, 111th New York, wounded at Bristow Station, October 14, 1863, in the upper third of the left calf by a

carbine ball. He was setit to the Third Division Hospital at Alexandria. The wound was dilated by an incision. Gangrene appeared and spread very

rapidly, and death took place October 23, 1863.

5CaSR 16, and the case of Private J. Leonard, Co. G, 5th Ohio, aged 22 years, wounded at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863 ; tetanic symptoms July 14th.

imputation at knee joint July 16th, and death three hours after.
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injuries of the sciatic in one instance, of the anterior and posterior tibials in the others.

Abstracts of two of the cases are subjoined; the third case has been published, and has

been noticed in the foot-note on page 9 (case of Private J. S. L. Scott, 121st New York).

Case 17.—Sergeant J. W. Crane, Co. A, 79th New York, aged 27 years, was wounded at Bull Run, August 30, 1862,

and admitted to Judiciary Square Hospital, Washington, one week afterward. On May 9, 1863, he was transferred to DeCamp
Hospital, David's Island, whence Acting Assistant Surgeon J. W. Dickie reported: "A ball passed through right thigh at about

the junction of the upper and middle thirds. The wound closed about the first of March, and a small abscess formed, about

that time, a little below the wound. When the abscess healed a pain commenced in the left hip joint, extending to the foot. This

pain was constant. No pain was felt in the right leg except when pressure was made on the wound. The pain was most severe

in the hip and calf of the leg. It would at times ascend and affect the respiratory muscles, causing great distress and difficulty

in breathing. Appetite poor when admitted, yet the patient is quite fleshy. Had taken considerable quantity of morphia, so

much as to be free from pain. May 13th, had recurrence of pain and dyspnoea, and spasm of upper extremities. Gave chloro-

form, twenty drops, and repeated the dose in fifteen minutes. May 17th. had another spasm; same treatment. Has slighter

attacks more frequently, which are relieved by exposure to cold. May 19th, had another spasm ; two grains of sulphate of

morphia given
;
pain checked. May 24th, another spasm

;
gave chloroform one drachm, and sulphate of morphia one grain

;
pain

relieved. On the next day cauterization was performed along the course of the great ischiatic and peroneal nerves. May 28th,

gave nine grains of sulphate of quinine and a half grain of sulphate of morphia, and repeated every evening. May 29th,

had a recurrence, but not much spasm. June 12th, the cauterized surface is healed; patient improving and has but little pain.

June 22d, walked out, supporting himself by means of canes." The patient was subsequently transferred to McDougall

Hospital, where he was recorded as having been "returned to duty December 28, 1803." The records, however, do not show

that he resumed active duty in the field. He was mustered out October 0, 1804, and pensioned. The Hartford Examining

Board certified, May 3, 1871: * * "The muscles and skin are bound down to the bone and are much impaired in action.

Partial paralysis of both limbs, owing to the injury to the nerves." The same Board reported, September 15, 1873, that "owing

to the injury to some nerve he suffers excruciating pain on slight exercise or change of temperature," and, at a subsequent

examination, they stated that "pain extends to the spine and down the other leg, and the limb at such times is drawn up

spasmodically ;" also that " he is confined to bed from one to three months every year," etc. The pensioner was paid June 4, 1876.

Case 18.—Private J. W. Young, Co. E, 137th New York, aged 27 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 2, 1863,

and admitted to Harewood Hospital, Washington, three weeks afterward. Acting Assistant Surgeon T. II. Elliott reported:

"Gunshot wound of right leg. Ball entered through upper portion of gastrocnemius muscle and emerged near the head of the

fibula. The foot, immediately after the injury, dropped to full extension; all of the muscles of the leg paralyzed from division

of nerves; flexors of thigh contracted, causing the heel to be raised from the floor three inches in the erect posture. Patient is

unable to bear any weight on the limb. August 6th, wound unhealed; paralysis of extensor muscles complete. Patient

discharged from service August 10, 1863." Examiner J. G. Orton, of Binghamton, New York, September 15, 1866, certified:

"The power of flexion of the foot upon the leg is impossible in consequence of injury to flexor muscles; walking is performed

with much difficulty and not without assistance." On February 29, 1876, he reported :
* * "The power of flexion of the

foot is entirely gone. It is at present almost worthless, the foot being swollen, and drags when he walks; he cannot walk

without assistance." The pensioner was paid March 4, 1876.

In addition to the cases of reflex paralysis cited from Dr. Keen in foot-note 2 on

page 9, a report of an instance of this rare affection is given below. 1 Special reports of

operations on tins subject are infrequent.2

1 Private C. Sullivan, Co. K, G9th New York, aged 3(i, was wounded at Spottsylvania, May 10, 18(14. From a field hospital of the Second Corps

he passed to Douglas Hospital at Washington, and thence to South Street at Philadelphia, from all of which places "a shell wound of the left leg" was

reported. Assistant Surgeon S. A. STORROW, U. S. A., in charge of the Filbert Street Hospital, described the injury as ''a shot wound of the gastro-

cnemius muscle, involving the posterior tibial nerve." Acting Assistant Surgeon L. Tosier reported the patient's admission tothe Ladies' Home Hospital,

New York City, November 7th, and the following history: "A shell wound of the posterior portion of the leg, severing the lower portion of the gastro-

cnemius muscle. The wound has healed with considerable contraction of the parts, flexing the foot strongly and leaving the ankle joint exceedingly

tender and painful—almost immovable. On the morning of July 11th the patient awoko with almost complete paralj'sis of each forearm and band, in

which condition they yet remain." The patient was discharged December 9, 1864, and pensioned. Examiner E. Bradley, of New York, on February 10,

1806, certified to atrophy of the wounded limb and an open ulcer occupying the lower nnd posterior surface: also to partial paralysis of the right hand.

The New York Examining Board reported, September 11, 1872: "A shell wound, etc., leaving a tender cicatrix which is constantly breaking open.

Locomotion is interfered with. The limb is very tender, and it is painful for him to walk. He cannot move his right hand on account of total paralysis

of it. nor close the fingers. He states that both hands became paralyzed after he was wounded, and that he recovered the use of the left hand, but the

other hand remained useless. We cannot discover any connection between the wound of the leg and the paralysis of the hand." Dr. A. B. MOTT, of

New York City, who was surgeon in charge of Ladies' Home Hospital at the time of the pensioner's discharge from service, certified, February 22,

1873: 'At the time of his admission to the hospital the patient had lost the use of both arms, but he recovered the use of the left arm. As far as my
memory serves me, it was my opinion at that time that the paralysis was due to shock at the time of receiving the wound." The pensioner was paid

June 4, 1877.

2 On wounds of the nerves of the lower extremities the reader can consult, in addition to the works already cited, and the researches of CuuiK-

SHANK, FONTANA, J. F. MECKEL, ItETZIUS, TIEDEMANN, and other experimenters in surgical physiology on the results of division of the nerves, the

following authors: DESCOT, Diss, sur les affections locales des nerfs, Paris, 1823, No. 233 ; Swan (J.), A Treatise on Diseases and Injuries of the Nerves,

2d ed., London, 1834 ; HAMILTON (J.), On some effects resultingfrom Wounds of Nerves, in Dublin Jour, of Med. Sci., 1834, Vol. Xin, p. 38 ; WALLER,
Nouv. meth. anat. pour Vinvestigation du systeme nerveux, Bonn, 1852; PHILLIPEAUX and VULPIAN, Recherches sur la regeneration des nerfs, in Mem.
de la Sort He de Biologic. 1859; DuCHEXNE, De electrisation localisie, etc., 2d ed., 18G0; LoNUE, Recherches sur les n&vralgics, consicutives aux lesions des

nerfs, Paris. 1860, No. 199 ; TILLAUX (P.), Des Affections Chirurgicales des Nerfs, Paris, 1866 ; PAULET, Les Suites immediates et eloignees des lesions

traumatiques des nerfs, in Gaz. LTebdom. de Paris, 1868, T. V, p. 283 ; FOLLK (E.), Traitl Hem. de path, ext., Paris, 1807, T. II. p. 233.
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Flesh Wounds of the Lower Limbs with Injury of the larger Blood-vessels.—As
indicated in my preliminary surgical report in Circular 6, S. G. 0., 1865, p. 38, shot

wounds of the larger arteries of the lower extremity, the femoral, profunda, peroneal, and

tibials, uncomplicated by fracture of the adjacent bones, or by extended disorganization or

complete removal of the limb by the impact of large projectiles, that come under the treat-

ment of the military surgeon, are comparatively infrequent. It is difficult to convince

surgeons who have had little field practice of the rarity of this form of accident.
1

It is

strikingly illustrated by the fact that, in the series of fifty-eight thousand seven hundred

and two cases of shot flesh wounds of the lower extremities we are now discussing, only a

hundred and fifty-six instances of this particular lesion, or 2.6 per thousand, were reported.

Of one hundred and fifty-six cases, thirty-three were treated without operative inter-

ference, eighty-seven by ligation, twenty-three by amputation, and eight by ligation

followed by amputation. These four groups will be separately considered.

Wounds of Blood-vessels treated without Operation-—This group comprises eighteen

cases of wounds of the femoral artery, in two of which the femoral vein was likewise

implicated. Of these fifteen terminated fatally. There were three fatal cases in which

ihe femoral vein alone was involved. There were four cases of wounds of the popliteal,

with two recoveries. Of two cases of wounds of the posterior tibial, one complicated by

wound of the peroneal was fatal. Of two cases of wounds of the peroneal one was fatal,

and the result in the other case cannot be ascertained. Two cases of wounds of the

mternal saphenous vein resulted favorably, as did a case of wound of the dorsalis pollicis.

A case of wound of an unspecified artery of the lower extremity had a fatal result.

Twenty-three of the thirty-three cases terminated fatally, a mortality of 71.8 per cent. A
few examples of these injuries will be detailed, commencing with a case of occlusion of the

femoral artery from contusion, and two instances of direct lesion of that vessel:
2

Case 19.—Private S. T. Newell, Co. B, 1st U. S. Artillery, aged 21 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 2, 1803,

and entered the Satterlee Hospital, Philadelphia, July 11th. Acting Assistant Surgeon W. C. Dixon reported: "The missile,

<i piece of shell, struck the inner side of the left thigh, middle third, producing a severe flesh wound. Simple dressings were

applied. On the 19th the wound assumed a gangrenous appearance; a mixture of equal parts of creasote, alcohol, and water

was applied. Under that treatment it remained about the same until July 28th, when the sloughing commenced to spread

rfipidly and nitric acid was applied. On the 29th the femoral artery was exposed at the upper and lower edges of the wound,

with a large amount of sloughing tissue occupying the intermediate space. Two days later the slough was removed from

around the artery, which was found to have been converted into a fibrous cord bearing no resemblance to an artery. It was

watched closely to guard against haemorrhage. At 2 o'clock P. M. on August 1st the artery separated, and the proximate and

distal extremities of the vessel were found to be perfectly occluded. The wound healed rapidly, and in September the patient

was transferred to Fort Hamilton." He was discharged, at Fort Independence, December 7, 1863, and pensioned. Examiner J.

H. Crombie, of Derry, N. H., certified, May 6, 1874: * * "Was struck by a piece of shell, * * making a wound six

inches in length and three in width, penetrating nearly to the bone. The limb is weakened very much. The muscular power

is considerably limited. He is unable to walk or labor on the limb for any length of time by reason of weakness." The

pensioner was paid June 4, 1876.

1 Heine (C.) (Die Schussverletzvngen der unteren Extremitaten, Berlin, 1866, p. 127) remarks that :
" The rarity with which shot injuries compli-

cated by serious arterial haemorrhages present themselves to surgeons at the stations for first dressings (erste Vrrbandplatz) is an experience that repeats

itself in every campaign. Hence operative interference on account of wounded blood-vessels is seldom necessary at this stage. From the last war [the

Danish war of 1864J I cannot recall a single case in which ligation or amputation was performed fur primary bleeding at the field ambulance stations."

Tho first chapter of GUTHRIE'S Commentaries on the Surgery of the Peninsular War, that excellent vade-mecum of the military surgeon, and the chap-

ter on gunshot wounds of the extremities by MATTHEW, the historian of the surgery of the British army in the Crimea, have already established the

doctrine above enunciated. The misconceptions which such an authority as Valentine Mott adopted in his paper On Hxmorrfiage from Wounds,—
n paper contributed to the publications of the SAN1TABY Commission,—can only be explained by his comparatively slight acquaintance with the effects

of shot injuries.

2 Of the remaining fifteen cases of shot wounds of the femoral artery treated on the expectant plan, one resulted successfully—case of Wammack,
5th North Carolina—and fourteen fatally, viz: Dinguid, Griffin's Battery; Ledbetter, 9th Alabama; Sylvester, 9th New Hampshire; Riming. 8lst Penn-

sylvania; Corris, 17th Illinois; Collins, Ordnance Corps; Blaisdell, 17th Massachusetts; Lawrence, 9th New York Cavalry; Masser, 14Jd Pennsyl-

vania; Craft, 144th New York; Stephen, 147th New York ; Geary, 4th Georgia; Bailey, 8th Illinois Cavalry, and Clarendon, 26th Massachusetts. In

the last two cases the femoral vein was also implicated. It is impracticable to give the details of these cases, but the names are mentioned in order that

students of this special subject may be enabled to refer to them in the M.S. records of the Surgeon General's Office.
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Of the cases of wounds of the femoral artery treated without operation, a case of

recovery and a fatal case will be detailed:

Case 20.—Lieutenant L. Hallman, Co. D, 51st Pennsylvania, aged 24 years, was wounded at South Mills, April 19,

1862, and admitted to Hygeia Hospital, Fort Monroe, five days afterwards. Surgeon K. B. Bonteeou, U. S. V., reported:

"Gunshot wound of femoral artery, a bullet traversing the middle of the left thigh, entering anteriorly, and escaping on the

posterior aspect just opposite. Pulsation could indistinctly be felt in the pedal and posterior tibial arteries. About one week

after admission a smart arterial haemorrhage came from the anterior wound. Compression by a bandage and cold wet applica-

tions were made, and the haemorrhage was controlled, but returned the next day. We proceeded to his room to tie the femoral

;

on consultation, however, it was decided to wait, and, if it should bleed again, to operate. He continued doing well. Treat-

ment : Absolute rest and cold wet applications, ice in small portions being allowed to melt on the bandage which surrounded the

thigh. May 20th, abscess of the skin appeared, and discoloration of the great toe, which eventually sloughed to the first pha-

lanx; temperature of the foot all the while good. He was sent to Philadelphia, in June, quite well." Lieutenant Hallman

was transferred to the Veteran Reserve Corps on March 14, 1864, and ultimately mustered out of service June 30, 1866, and

pensioned. Examiner W. Carson, of Norristown, Pennsylvania, March 3, 1867, certified :
" Ball passed through left thigh, *

* wounding the sciatic nerve; has lost first joint of great toe, with immobility of all the toes. Atrophy of limb equal to one

inch in circumference; foot cold." Examiner H. E. Goodman, of Philadelphia, certified, September 18, 1869: * * "Limb
much weakened and painful all the time." The pensioner died, of consumption, November 24, 1871.

Case 21.—Sergeant II. Booth, Co. E, 7th Indiana Cavalry, aged 24 years, was admitted to the Gayoso Hospital,

Memphis, April 18, 18G4, having been wounded on the previous day by the accidental discharge of a revolver held in the hands

of one of his comrades. Surgeon F. N. Burke, U. S. V., made the following report : "The ball entered the left thigh directly

over the course of the femoral vessels, two inches below Poupart's ligament, and escaped at the crease of the nate and median

line of the left thigh. There was copious haemorrhage at the time the wound was received, but it was arrested by application

of the tourniquet. As a precautionary measure it was left on at the time of admission, but not tightened. The wound became

unhealthy and had a gangrenous smell on the fourth day. Charcoal cataplasms were then applied, and Labarraque's solution

used to the wound. On the sixth day haemorrhage again occurred, amounting to about six ounces, but pressure again arrested

it. For the twenty-four hours preceding this the whole limb had become swollen and cedematous, especially the upper portion

of the thigh. The patient had become very much prostrated and his pulse quite weak. He was naturally of a weak constitu-

tion. It was thought that to tie the artery there would result in gangrane of the limb, as its vitality was evidently quite low,

and, the wound being unhealthy, secondary haemorrhage from the sloughing of the vessel would be imminent. Amputation

was then thought of, but it was obvious that the patient was too much prostrated to hope for a successful result. Oozing of

blood occurred a couple of times during the ensuing few days, but the formation of a small clot was sufficient to arrest it. He
died on April 28, 1864. The post-mortem examination discovered the femoral artery to have been perforated so as to admit the

passage of a duckshot through the wound about half an inch below the origin of the profunda. The femoral vein was found

to have sloughed for a distance of about one and a half inches, gangrene having extended along the fascia and cellular planes

from one to one and a half inches at different parts along the course of the wound. The ball had passed between the femoral

vessels and the femur."

Of the four casss of injury of the popliteal artery, a fatal instance and one that

eventually resulted in fatal aneurism arc selected for illustration - 1

Case 22.—Private J. C. Mapes, Co. K, 103d Pennsylvania, aged 22 years, was wounded in the left leg at Kinston,

December 14, 1862, and entered the Stanley Hospital, New Berne, six days afterwards. Acting Assistant Surgeon J. B. Upham
reported : "A minie ball entered three inches above the knee joint, on the inside, over the track of the femoral artery, and

passing downward and backward emerged in the popliteal space near the insertion of the biceps, lacerating, in its course, the

popliteal artery. His condition at the time of his admission was one of great mental and bodily depression. He was treated

by stimulants, warm applications, and generous diet. Three days afterwards, secondary haemorrhage coming on, attempt was

made to ligate the femoral artery by dilating the wound, which failed. Amputation was not resorted to on account of the con-

dition of the patient. Gangrene below the point of the injury came on rapidly, and the patient died December 29, 1862, fifteen

days after the reception of the wound. The post-mortem examination revealed the injury of the artery already alluded to,

which extended for a considerable distance, the track of the ball being almost in a direct line with the course of the vessel itself."

The other case referred to is a remarkable example of aneurism developed after

fourteen years, as the remote result probably of a shot contusion of the popliteal artery:

Case 23.—Private W. Young, Co. K, 4th New York, aged 19 years, was wounded at Fredericksburg, December 13,

1862, and admitted to Campbell Hospital, Washington, four days afterwards. Surgeon J. H. Baxter, U. S. V., recorded:

"Gunshot wound of leg; patient transferred to Baltimore January 8, 1863 " Surgeon L. Quick, U. S. V., reported that the

patient was discharged from McKim's Mansion Hospital, March 18, 1863, for "gunshot wound of left leg, ball entering near

the head of the tibia and emerging through the internal belly of the gastrocnemius muscle, producing lameness." The Boston

Examining Board certified, October 27, 1865: "Has had wound of leg below knee, * * ball emerging one inch below and

behind the internal condyle of the femur, evidently passing across the internal saphenous vein. Cicatrices not adherent, but

there is some loss of substance of muscle, and the veins of the leg are varicose, probably in consequence of the wound. Mo-

tions of joint good. He says he has pain in leg on walking or standing, and much pain in popliteal space while sitting." On
August 25, 17i\">, thi,s pensioner came under the care of Dr. J. Collins Warren, at the Massachusetts General Hospital, who

1 The other two cases of shot wounds of the popliteal artery are those of Pogue, 110th Ohio, who recovered and was discharged, and of Thompson,

120th New York, who died sixteen days after the reception of the injury.
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reported tin- further progress of the case to the Boston Society for Medical Improvement, in the Boston Medical and Surgical

Journal, Vol. XCV, No. 18, as follows : "Was wounded fourteen years ago, at the battle of Fredericksburg, by a musket ball,

which entered the calf of the left leg a little to the inside, and came out opposite the inner aspect of the knee joint. There
was no unusual amount of haemorrhage at the time, and the wound healed well, but on recovery a small bunch remained in

the popliteal space, growing larger at times, and again almost wholly disappearing. One year ago it grew larger than before

and began to pulsate. It soon filled the hollow of the knee, and during the last two months has spread rapidly on the inside

of the thigh. The skin over the popliteal space is made tense by an ill-defined pulsating mass, which spreads along the course

of the femoral artery to within eleven inches of the anterior superior spinous process of the ilium. The left knee is nineteen

inches in circumference, while the right knee measures but thirteen and one-fourth inches. The patient suffers severely from

pain in the calf and foot, which is relieved only by frequent subcutaneous injections of morphine. A pound cannon-ball applied

to the femoral diminishes but does not arrest pulsation in the vessel. Heavy pressure with the hand arrests pulsation entirely.

August 30th: The patient was etherized and pulsation in the femoral was arrested by two hospital tourniquets applied, near

the apex of Scarpa's triangle, alternately every fifteen minutes for twelve hours. During this period the patient was kept

profoundly etherized, about a pound and a half of ether having been consumed for that purpose, with the exception of a few

minutes during the afternoon, when some beef-tea and brandy were administered. The pulse during this time gradually rose

from the normal rate to about 120, but subsided somewhat after nourishment, had been taken. On removing the tourniquets

pulsation had ceased, although on auscultation a slight murmur was heard beneath the tumor. At midnight there was no

return of the pulsation, but the next morning a slight pulsation was observed, which gradually increased to its previous force.

September 10th: Pressure was applied as before by tourniquet without other, the patient preferring to bear the pain, and was

continued for twenty hours, but had no effect upon the pulsations, which reappeared after it was removed. September l'Jth :

The patient was etherized, the sac laid open, the clots, which were numerous, everted, and the artery tied at each end. Il was
found that the sac extended to the point of bifurcation of the popliteal artery. Two ligatures were therefore necessary at this

point. The patient rallied well from the operation, and for the first week the wound healed rapidly. An attack of erysipelas

arrested the healing process and reduced the patient greatly. On October 3d, haemorrhage occurred from the upper end of the

wound during the afternoon, and although digital pressure was immediately resorted to by an attendant, and in a few minutes

the tourniquet was applied, the patient sank, and died the same evening. Dr. Eitz showed the specimen, which consisted of the

aorta from its origin, the left femoral, and a portion of the aneurism in continuity. The fatal haemorrhage had resulted from

the sloughing of the walls of the artery at the upper end of the aneurismal sac, where the ligature had been applied. There

was no alteration of the inner surface of the femoral artery, but the fibrous tissue was indurated around it, corresponding with

the region where compression had been applied. The entire inner coat of the thoracic aorta was thickened, wrinkled, elevated

in patches of an opaque grayish-white color, and the canal was dilated, especially that of the arch. Just above the coeliac axis

these alterations ceased abruptly, the interior of the abdominal aorta being smooth and yellow, its walls evidently in a normal

condition. The specimen was particularly interesting from the absence of changes at the point of compression and the presence

of chronic inflammatory conditions of the thoracic aorta, such as are associated with the formation of aneurisms in a young
man in whom a popliteal anuerism had arisen directly or indirectly from a traumatic cause."

Of five cases in which large veins were wounded, three in which the femoral vein

was separately injured proved fatal, and two, in which the internal or long saphenous was

believed to be lacerated, recovered. One of these is detailed:
1

Case 24.—Lieutenant L. D. Martin, Co. A, 29th Illinois, aged 32 years, was wounded through the left thigh at the

siege of Fort Donelson, February 15, 1862. Dr. Madden, of Nashville, noted the following history of the case, which was
forwarded by Surgeon E. Swift, U. S. A., Medical Director: "A rifle ball entered the limb at a point directly over the

saphenous opening and glanced around upon the fascia lata to the outer aspect of the thigh, where it emerged one inch below

the trochanter major. There was a copious flow of blood from the wounded veins at the time of the injury, but this was readily

checked with lint. The patient was conveyed to the Academy Hospital at Nashville. On the eighth day there was a recur-

rence of venous haemorrhage from the inguinal wound. This was again arrested by pressure, and the patient continued to

improve till the evening of the 5th of March, when the bleeding was suddenly renewed to such a degree that the coats of the

femoral artery were supposed to have yielded. Surgeon E. Swift, Medical Director in this city, having been consulted, he

directed that the artery should not be ligated but judiciously compressed, and it was decided to postpone till the next morning

any attempt to place a ligature upon the vessel. Pressure with the fingers upon the artery at the point of its emergence from

beneath Poupart's ligament was maintained during the whole night by relays of assistants. Next morning, on intermission of the

pressure, there was no haemorrhage, nor was there any pulsation distinguished below the wound. A compress was placed over

the artery, and a bandage applied from the toes to the groin. This was removed at the expiration of twelve hours, and the

limb was wrapped in flannels. Pulsation below the groin was not perceptible for several days. The limb, however, retained

its temperature and its vitality, and the circulation gradually became re-established. There was no recurrence of haemorrhage.

The patient recovered his strength rapidly, and returned to his home April 5, 1862, at which time he was able to walk with the

assistance of a cane." Lieutenant Martin resigned the service September 17, 1862, and was pensioned. Examiner J. W.
Redden, of Shawneetown, Illinois, March 1, 1864, certified: ''The ball entered the front of the left thigh near the femoral

artery, which seems to have been wounded; there is general derangement of the nerves affecting the joints, and muscular

activity and strength of the limb." Examiner H. W. McCoy, of Golconda, Illinois, September 16, 1873, reported the pensioner

as having received a "flesh wound of the left shoulder" in addition to the above injury, but no mention is made of this in any

previous reports. The pensioner was paid June 4, 1876.

1 Tbe three cases of injur)- of the femoral vein are : Scullen, 25th Ohio, who died of pyaemia on the lGth day ;
Bninbrulge, o'4th New York, fatal on

the 23d day (fur autopsy see Lincoln Hospital Case Book No. 17); and Schumaker, 2d New York Cavalry, who died on the eighth day after the reception

of the injury. The ether case tA injury of the internal saphenous vein is that of Johnson, 7th Connecticut, who recovered and was discharged.
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The result of this series of thirty-three shot wounds of the larger arteries and veins

of the lower limb sufficiently prove that compression, styptics, or a let-alone practice

cannot be safely adopted in such grave accidents. The histories of three fatal cases of

wound of the femoral vein corroborates the argument of Surgeon S. W. Gross, U. 8. V.,

in favor of the ligation of wounded venous trunks. 1 Surgeon J. A. Lidell, U. S. V., in

his excellent memoir on traumatic haemorrhage,2 has cited two or three other instances of

shot lesions of the great vessels of the thigh, reported by Surgeon W. Clendenin, U. S. V.,

of which I am unable to find any mention in the official returns. The comparative rarity

of profuse primary bleeding from shot wounds of the large blood-vessels of the extremities

can hardly be seriously contested.
3

Wounds of Blood-vessels treated by Ligation.—Eighty-seven cases were reported of

shot flesh wounds of the lower extremities with lesions of the larger blood-vessels, treated

by primary or intermediary ligation of arteries. Only twenty-six of these resulted

favorably, leaving the formidable mortality-rate of 70.1 per cent. Six cases in which

the external iliac artery was tied for wound of the femoral or profunda, or of these vessels

and their accompanying veins, were fatal. Of sixty-two ligations of the femoral but

seventeen, or 27.4 per cent., were successful. One of two ligations of the profunda was

successful. In seven ligations of the popliteal, two patients survived. There were two

ligations of the anterior tibial with one recovery,—live of the posterior tibial with four

recoveries,—two of both tibials with one recovery,—and one fatal case of ligation of the

peroneal artery. All of these cases will be hereafter enumerated in brief abstracts or in

tabular form; but, as there are many other cases of deligation of the same vessels in shot

flesh wounds without primary arterial lesion, it will be most convenient to classify the

analogous cases further on, and there will be presented here only a single abstract of a

remarkable recovery after, ligation of the femoral artery for shot injury:
3

Case 25.—Assistant Surgeon R. S. Vickery, 2d Michigan, aged 33 years, was wounded at Petersburg, July 30, 1864,

and admitted to the field hospital of the 3d division, Ninth Corps. Surgeon P. A. O'Connell, U. S. V., reported : "Gunshot

wound of upper third of left thigh by minie' hall; ligation of femoral artery performed by Surgeon W. B. Fox, 8th Michigan."

From the field hospital the patient was moved to City Point, and subsequently to New York. Assistant Surgeon J. E. Semple,

U. S. V.. reported his admission to the Officers' Hospital, Bedloe's Island, August 25th, with "flesh wound involving direct

injury to the large artery of the thigh." In January following, the invalid was transferred to Armory Square Hospital, Wash-
ington, where he was discharged from service March 11, 1805. Examiner J. Nichols, of Washington, certified, March 24,

1865 :
" Gunshot wound of left thigh, inner aspect, upper third, ball severing femoral artery. Limb much atrophied and shrunk

away almost to the bone; leg partially flexed upon the thigh; inability to extend it. Great danger of secondary hemorrhage

from the artery, which requires a long time for restoration. Limb perfectly useless; prognosis doubtful—may yet have to be

amputated." Dr. Vickery was a pensioner until May 14, 1867, when he was appointed Assistant Surgeon in the regular army.

1 GROoS (S. W.), Iiemarks upon the General Applicability of Ligation as a Venous Hemostatic Agent, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1867, Vol. LIU,

pp. 17, 305.

* In his paper on the Wounds of Blood-vessels, Traumatic Hemorrhage, Traumatic Aneurism, and Traumatic Gangrene, in the Surgical Memoirs

of the Sanitary Commission, 1870, Vol. I, p. 51, eto., Dr. JOHN A. LIDELL published several abstracts, contributed by Surgeon W. CLENDENIN, U. S.V.,

purporting to bo descriptions of examples of "complete division of arteries by gunshot projectiles.
1

' Although these abstracts aptly illustrate the subject

in hand, it lias been found impracticable to verify the cases on the regimental and hospital returns ; but in tho confusion of the battle-field it is probable

that not c ow important surgical accidents failed to get recorded In the case of James Brown, 3d Tennessee Mounted Infantry (loc. cit., p. 51), it

api ars i ...t this regiment was never in action, and the patient's name is not on the hospital registers, nor does it appear on the death records. In

the case of James O'Neal {loc. cit., p. 55), it is left to conjecture whether tho man belonged to the 10th Tennessee Mounted Infantry or to Wheeler's

Cavalry. No reference to such a case is found on the files of the "War Department. In the case of Sergeant French, 4th II. S. Cavalry (loc. cit., p. 56),

neither the date of the injury nor the engagement in which it was received are given, and on inquiry of the Adjutant General it has been ascertained

that "there is no record of the enlistment of any soldier by the name of French in tho 4th U. S. Cavalry, from 185G to 1865, inclusive."

3 BILLROTH (Til.) (Chirurgische Briefe, etc., Berlin. 1872, p. 113) remarks: "Of the immediate results of injuries of the larger blood-vessels, of

profuse haemorrhages on the field of battle, 1 have as little to relate as other surgeons that have served in the field. None of tho colleagues with whom
I conversed had observed such bleedings. Nowhere did I find a case of primary ligation of a large blood-vessel. It has been asserted that injuries of

this kind prove fatal so rapidly on the battle-field that any assistance comes too late. There is no valid proof of this assertion. * * Observations are

accumulating that arteries, even of the size of the aorta, when perforated by some modern shot projectiles, do not invariably bleed. In Carlsruhe, I have

learned of a case a priori incredible, but attended by a careful autopsy, in which a shot through the aorta caused no bleeding until several days after the

injury; the patient was therefore transported from Worth to Carlsruhe with a hole in his aorta without any bleeding. I have, myself, seen three cases

of shot wounds of the external iliac and fomiral artery in which no bleeding occurred." Froiessor BILLROTH then details the cases.
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Dr. F. H. Hamilton states (Appendix to Treatise on Military Surgery and Hygiene, 1865, p. C40) that in this case "the

bleeding was arrested temporarily by a tourniquet, and three hours afterwards Surgeon Fox, of the 8th Michigan, enlarged the

wound and tied the femoral loth above and below the scat of injury."

No military surgeon now disputes the propriety of tying both ends of a bleeding

artery at the wounded point,
1 and it is probable that if the judicious practice of Surgeon

Fox had been more generally followed, and the precepts of Guthrie better appreciated, the

deplorable fatality of this series of cases might have been largely averted.

Wounds of Blood-vessels treated by Amputation.—There were twenty-eight cases in

which amputation was practised on account of uncontrollable bleeding from shot wounds

of the larger blood-vessels of the lower extremity, and eight cases mentioned in the next

subsection, in which recourse was had to amputation after proximal ligation of main

arterial trunks had proved ineffectual. The series of twenty-eight cases includes twenty-

six thigh amputations with only seven recoveries, a fatal amputation at the knee, and a

fatal amputation in the leg. In this series the femoral artery was wounded in eleven

instances, the profunda in one, the popliteal in nine, one of the tibials in six, and the long

saphenous vein in one. All of these cases are tabulated further on. Details of two are

inserted here

:

CASE 26.—Corporal H. Scbatt, Co. H, 64th New York, aged 30 years, was wounded at Hatcher's Run, March 25,

1865, and was admitted to the field hospital of the 1st division, Second Corps, where Surgeon F. M. Hammond, 120th New
York, noted "a shot wound of the leg." On the following day the man was sent to City Point and thence to Washington.

Assistant Surgeon II. Allen, U. S. A., reported his admission to Mount Pleasant Hospital April 2d, and contributed the follow-

ing history: "Gunshot wound of left lower extremity, ball passing through popliteal space from without inward, injuring the

popliteal artery. When admitted the patient's pulse was small, sharp, and fast; face

pale and tongue coated. His toes were of a bluish tint, and the foot was covered with

bluish and yellowish purple spots. The entire leg was greatly swollen and the super-

ficial veins enlarged; the small veins of the lower third of the thigh, on the external

surface, were somewhat discolored, and the integument was assuming a yellowish color.

The limb was amputated at the lower third of the thigh, on the day of admission, by

Acting Assistant Surgeon H. Craft. The operation was peiformed by the circular

method, very little blood being lost. Two double ligatures were applied to the femoral

and four to the branches. The anaesthetic consisted of equal parts of Bother and chloro-

form. After the oper-

ation, cold-waterdress-

ings were applied, and

a stimulating course
Fig. i!...— Stump after intermediary amputa-

adopted. Ihehgatures tion of thigh. Sptc. 2283.
FIG. 1.—Cylindrical sequestrum from stump of left femur. Spec. 171. J. ,v • ,i» ~-» * j 3 came away on the sixth

and seventh days. On May 10th, there were symptoms of the femur exfoliating. The 6tump was nearly healed, when a

collection of pus formed around the bone, and to give exit to it an incision was made just above the end of the stump. This

was kept open by a tent and the stump (jncouraged to heal. Simple dressings were continued, and the tonic and stimulating

course was persevered in. The exfoliating process steadily progressed up to June 19th, when a sequestrum was removed

which proved to be nine inches long and was nearly a perfect shaft, extending nearly or quite to the trochanter major. It

had only been partially destroyed on its under surface, and a new shaft of bone had formed around it. The stimulants and

tonics were now increased, with nourishing diet, and by Juno 30th the patient was progressing favorably." The sequestrum

was forwarded to the Army Medical Museum by Dr. Allen, and is represented in the annexed cut (FlG. 1). The patient was
subsequently transferred to Rochester, and ultimately discharged from Ira Harris Hospital, Albany, September 25, 1865.

Assistant Surgeon J. II. Armsby, U. S. V., contributed a cast of the stump (Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 554), which shows the

inferior portion to be baggy, and a deep and poorly healed cicatrix at that point, caused by loss of substance over; he b$ne

(Fig. 2). Examiner G. W. Cook, of Syracuse, N. Y., July 9, 1873, certified: "Tenderness of stump and slight covering over

end of bone. He does not, nor can lie, wear an artificial limb." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1876.

Another case of this category is selected for illustration because it affords quite a

typical example of what is likely to occur after a shot wound of the popliteal artery
— - -

1 Heine <C.) (Die Schussverktzungen tier untercn Extremitdttn, Berlin, 1866, p. l&J), speaking of shot flesh wounds with injury of the arteries,

remarks :
" The ligation of the femoral artery was practised eight times [in the Danish War of 1864] and the external iliac was tied twice. In one of

the latter cases, the femoral artery had been previously ligated; but as bleeding recurred, the external iliac was tied. This is the only case of the ten

ligations that proved successful. * * The bleeding was primary in two cases only. * * In two other oases, no bleeding at all occurred, although tho

artery was completely severed in the wound ; in the rest cf the cases the bleeding was secondary,—from the seventh to the seventeenth day after the

injury.

Surg. Ill—

3
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unless the proximal and distal ends of the vessel are promptly secured by ligature, and

the formation of traumatic aneurism in the ham and consequent gangrene of the leg

prevented. Moreover, in this instance, the patient having been brought to Washington, a

very conscientious artist was able to depict the appearance of the gangrenous limb, in a

water-color drawing, which is reproduced with tolerable accuracy in the chromolithograph

opposite

:

Case 27.—Sergeant G. W. Gardner, Co. A. 12th Illinois Cavalry, aged 29 years, was wounded at Mitchell's Ford,

on the Rappahannock, October 11, 1863. Surgeon S. B. Wylie Mitchell, 8th Pennsylvania Cavalry, reported that he was
struck by a conoidal carbine ball, which entered four inches above the right knee, passed through the inner hamstring muscles

and the adductor maguus, outward and downward, and lodged under the integument on the outer side of the thigh. Upon
extracting the ball through an incision there was a profuse haemorrhage, which ceased spontaneously. The patient was sent

by railway tj Washington, and entered Emory Hospital on October 13th. Acting Assistant Surgeon J. Walsh reported that

"he was feeble/and pallid; no pulsation could be detected in the tibial arteries of the injured limb.

There was loss of sensibility and slight discoloration of the skin of the right foot. The leg was
packed in raw cotton, and the temperature was kept up by bottles of hot water. Frictions with a

Stimulating liniment were occasionally employed. After October 18th, the leg was daily immersed

in a bath of oxygen gas. On October 25th, two bits of blue cloth and a small piece of white cotton

cloth were extracted from the wound. The foot was decidedly gangrenous, and gangrene began

to advance rapidly up the leg." At this time a sketch of the appearances of the limb was made,

under Surgeon J. H. Brinton's direction, by Hospital Steward B. Stauch. This drawing was

elaborated, after the lamented death of Mr. Stauch, by Hospital Steward Schultze, and has been

reproduced by chromolithography in the plate opposite (PLATE I, 28). On October 29th, Acting

Assistant Surgeon W. H. Ensign amputated the limb at the lower third of the thigh. On exam-

ination of the amputated member it was found that the artery had been completely divided by the

ball near the point at which it passes through the opening in the great adductor. The divided

extremities of the artery were occluded by dark grumous clots. After the operation the patient

was attacked by diarrhoea, and, on December 5, 1863, the case terminated fatally. A wet prepa-

^ „ _ .... ration of the lower half of the right femur, with a portion of the soft tissues, including the popliteal
Fir.. 3.— Preparation of lower

. .

D ' F
. . „

half of the right thigh, showing artery and vein, was contributed to the Army Medical Museum by Acting Assistant Surgeon J.

arfe'ry.'^c!"™.'
118 popliteal Walsh (Cat. Surg. Sect, 1866, p. 521), and is represented in the adjacent wood-cut (Fig. 3).

Wounds of Blood-vessels treated by Ligation and subsequent Amputation.—Of the

eight instances in which consecutive amputation was had recourse to after the failure of

proximal ligation of large arteries for primary bleeding, six succeeded ligation of the

femoral, one ligation of the popliteal, and one ligation of the posterior tibial. Five were

amputations in the thigh, and three of the leg. Only one of the eight patients recovered,

a case of wound of the popliteal artery treated by tying the femoral and subsequently

amputating at middle thigh. One of the fatal cases is detailed:

Case 28.—Corporal J. M. Harris, Co. E, 14th Iowa, aged 20 years, was wounded in the right thigh at the battle of

Tupelo, July 15, 1864, and entered the Adams Hospital, Memphis, five days afterwards. Assistant Surgeon J. M. Study, U. S.V.,

made the following report: "A minie' ball entered the lower portion of the middle <rf the thigh and passed beneath the bone

without fracturing it. Aneurism of the femoral artery resulted. On July 27th, Surgeon J. G. Keenon, U. S. V., probed the sac

with the finger, when excessive haemorrhage ensued, and, after great difficulty in finding the ends of the artery, the vessel was

ligated above and below the sac. Acting Assistant Surgeon S. S. Jessup assisted at the operation. Sphacelus of the foot and

leg afterward necessitated amputation, which was performed, just below the knee joint, by Acting Assistant Surgeon R. W.
Coale. The patient died of pyaemia August 3, 1864."

Recurrent haemorrhage from the lower end of the wounded vessel was what com-

monly necessitated amputation in these cases.

Flesh Wounds of the Lower Limbs unattended by Primary Injury of the Large

Nerves or Blood-vessels.—While in the two hundred and fifteen cases discussed in the

two foregoing subsections, direct shot injury of the larger blood-vessels or nerves was

regarded as the paramount lesion distinctively characterizing them, there were many other

instances in the immense category of recorded shot flesh wounds of the lower extremities

where the nerves and vessels shared in the laceration of the muscular and other soft parts

by large projectiles, or were indirectly involved in the morbid processes following penetra-
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ting or perforating wounds by small missiles. These are included in this third subsection

of shot flesh wounds of the lower extremities, a group of fifty-eight thousand four hundred

and eighty-seven reported cases, which (as stated on page 8) it is difficult to classify.

Some instances remarkable for the extent of laceration of the soft parts will be cited, some

of lodgement of foreign bodies, and some distinguished by the complications of pyaemia,

tetanus, gangrene, erysipelas, haemorrhage, secondary involvement of joints, etc., will be

adverted to. In a hundred cases, ligation of the larger arterial trunks was resorted to, and

in a hundred and sixty-one recourse was had to amputation. It will be recollected that in

the two preceding subsections ninety-five examples of ligations and forty of amputations

have been alluded to, as connected with primary injury of the nerves or vessels. All of

these cases of ligations and amputations will be cited in consolidated tabulations at the

close of this section. Some cases of shot wounds of the lower limbs, in which no operative

interference was undertaken, will now be detailed.

Shot Lacerations.—After extensive destruction of the fleshy parts of the thigh and

leg, reparation was usually slow and imperfect, sometimes as much so as in the remarkable

case of laceration of the buttocks, narrated at page 430 of the Second Surgical Volume.

Practitioners accustomed to regard mere flesh wounds as of little moment were not always

happy in their prognoses of shot injuries of the soft parts in the lower limbs.
1

Case 29.—Sergeant J. W. White, Co. F, 14th New Jersey, aged 24 years, was wounded at Monoeacy, July 9, 1864,

and admitted to hospital at Frederick on the following day. Acting Assistant Surgeon J. H. Baftholf reported :
" The patient

was wounded by a cannon ball, or, as he says, by an unexploded shell, which tore through the back of his left thigh and killed

a man close by him. It produced a very extensive lacerated wound, extending on the back of his thigh from near his knee to

the fold of his buttock—a huge flap hanging downward and a shorter one attached at the upper end of the wound. He was
admitted here the next day, without then suffering from any shock. Free suppuration followed, but not any sloughing, and

simple measures only were required, viz: poultices, dilute solution of permanganate of potash, balsam of peru, water dress-

ings, oakum, simple cerate. It granulated, contracted, and healed till, on November 25th, the raw surface was only four inches

square. No loss of motion at the knee joint, strange to say, resulted from this extensive involvement of the muscles. Decem-

ber 22d, he is transferred to hospital at Beverly this day. The wound is very nearly healed, and the patient in good health."

Subsequently the man was transferred to the Whitehall Hospital, whence he was discharged June 17, 1865, and pensioned.

The Trenton Examining Board certified, September 4, 1873: "The muscles of the posterior portion of the left thigh were very

badly lacerated by a fragment of a shell ; all the flexor muscles were torn through and a most persistent and gangrenous sore

followed the wound, and the cicatrix is very large and tender, the leg weakened, so that he cannot walk far or stand long on

it." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1876.

Even in young and healthy subjects the progress of repair was slow after large

solutions of continuity:

Case 30.—Corporal A. W. McCausland, Co. B, 16th Maine, aged 18 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 2, 1863,

and admitted to the field hospital of the First Corps. On August 24th he was transferred to Camp Letterman, where he came

under the care of Assistant Surgeon W. F. Richardson, C. S. A., who recorded: "A Bhell struck the outer side of the left

thigh, inflicting a terrible flesh wound eight inches long by four in width, with ragged edges. When admitted the patient was

in good health, the wound looking well and filling up with healthy granulations. Up to date the treatment has been cold-

water dressings. Stimulants are given and simple cerate dressings now used. The patient improved rapidly, and the wound

closed." In October the man was transferred to Satterlee Hospital, Philadelphia, and on January 10, 1864, he was discharged

from service by reason of "lameness of left leg resulting from the wound." Examiner T. Hildreth certified, September 4, 1873 :

" Was wounded by a shell in the posterior part of the thigh, carrying away a very large part of the muscles and integument,

resulting in a tender cicatrix. He now sutlers from numbness of the limb." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1876.

Sometimes small projectiles produced extended lacerations by driving into the soft

parts coins,
2 knives, or other hard objects carried in the pockets of the soldiers:

Case 31.—Private J. C. Haggerty, Co. I, 124th New York, aged 21 years, was wounded at Chancellorsville, May 3,

1863. Surgeon J. S. Jamison, 86th New York, noted a "shot wound of the right thigh." The patient passed from a Third

1 Dr. 0. IIEIXE {Die Schussverletzungen der unteren Extremitaten, Berlin, 1866, p. 65) thinks that large 6hot lacerations of the fleshy parts of the

lower extremities are peculiarly liable to be followed by tetanus ; but I find in the records under discussion little to corroborate this view. 1 will revert

to the subject in treating of Tetanus.

2 SociN (A.) (Kriegschir. Erf., Leipzig, 1872, p. l(i) gives a drawing of a flattened Langblei (the missile of the needle-gun), together with three bent

French copper sous pieces and two vest buttons, all of which wei j extracted from the thigh of a French soldier at the Swiss ambulance at Lure. The

ball and the large copper coins were detected and removed soon after the reception of the injury, but the buttons were not extracted until three months

afterwards.
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Corps hospital to Fairfax Seminary, and thence to Satterlee Hospital, when Acting Assistant Surgeon I. Roberts reported the

case as interesting, inasmuch as the ball struck a silver coin in the right pocket of the man's trousers and was thus detlected

from the track of the femoral vessels; but passed through the soft parts, driving fragments of the pocket-book into the tissues,

and escaping at the gluteal fold. The wound progressed favorably for a time, but, about July 20th, deep abscesses formed, and

there was some sloughing at the aperture of entrance and exit. The abscesses were incised, and several fragments of the

pocket-book came away with the pus. There was so much constitutional irritation that quiuia and stimulants were freely

exhibited. The wound healed about the middle of December, and the man was transferred to the Veteran Reserves. He was

quite lame, and the right foot was much everted. He was discharged October 7, 1834, and pensioned. Examiner J. Nichols, of

Washington, certified : "Ball entered anterior aspect of upper third of right thigh, passing directly through, and indicting a

frightful flesh-wound. Rone uninjured; cicatrix very deep and adherent to all the soft parts below, nearly to the bone, render-

ing free motion of the limb impossible, and, if much used, very painful." Examiner J. Gordon, of Newburgh, New York,

reported, February 28, 187G: * * '"There remains a large ambilicated cavity, with adhesions of skin, fascia, and muscles.

He suffers more particularly from distress in the leg, extending in part to the foot, accompanied, before atmospheric changes,

with shooting, darting pains, * * so severe at times as to unfit him for manual labor." This pensioner was paid June 4, 1876.

Extensive lacerations of the calf were very slow in healing, and usually resulted in

adherent cicatrices with atrophy of the remaining muscular tissues, greatly disabling the

functions of the leg and foot:

Case 32.—Sergeant F. A. Ingerson, Co. K, 27th Massachusetts, was wounded at New Berne, March 14, 1862.

Surgeon G. A. Otis, 27th Massachusetts, reported that "a large fragment of shell striking the calf of the left leg carried

away the greater portion of the bellies of the gastrocnemius and soleus muscles. There was inconsiderable bleeding. The

laceration was so very extensive that it was difficult to coaptate or adjust the wound, and much of it had to be dressed open."

The patient was sent to Academy Green Hospital. After the separation of sloughs, there remained a huge granulating sur-

face. On April 19th, the patient was sent to a northern hospital, and discharged December 19, 18G2. Examiner A. Lambert,

of Springfield, reported, March 11, 1863, the wound " unhealed and discharging constantly." The Boston Examining Board

stated, March 23, 1870: "A fragment of shell engaged the left calf. During the suppurating process that ensued a considerable

portion of the belly of the calfrvas lost. The wound has not entirely closed, and the injured leg is notably larger than the other."

In October, 1875, Examiner A. W. Nelson, of New London, reported: "There is a large cicatrix of left calf, with loss of most

of the substance of the gastrocnemius ; * * patient unable to walk a long distance."

In a similar case, amputation was contemplated; but the patient ultimately made a

satisfactory recovery without operative interference:

Case 33.—Private P. C. WTiidden, Co. B, 13th Massachusetts, aged 22 years, was wounded at Antietam, September 17,

1862, and entered the Mason Hospital, Boston, January 22, 1863. Acting Assistant Surgeon W. E. Townsend noted :
" Shot

wound of left leg. Patient returned to duty November 1, 1863." The following detailed account of his injury and its result

was forwarded by the man in July, 1866, through Dr. II. I. Bowditch, of Boston : "Was struck by a piece of shell on the

posterior aspect of the left leg, causing extensive laceration and loss of the soft tissues, without injury to the bone. The wound
extended from just above the ankle joint about eight inches up the hack of the leg, from which, within these bounds, the soft parts,

integuments, tendons, muscles, both arteries, and the posterior tibial nerve were entirely carried away, exposing the bones

through nearly the whole length of the wound. On the front of the leg, corresponding to the middle of the wound, but about

an inch of sound skin was left. A rounded flap, about an inch and a half long, containing the lower portion of the tendo-

achilles, was torn up and laid back over the heel. The upper part of the wound was ragged and contused, and the middle

portion cleanly cut away. There was but little haemorrhage. He walked with great difficulty to the rear, and was then carried

to a house a short distance from the field, where a consultation as to the propriety of amputation was held, six surgeons being

present. Four decided that amputation was necessary to preserve life; one assented to this under existing circumstances, but

thought that under more favorable conditions there was a possibility of recovery without the operation; the other that amputa-

tion was uncalled for. The patient decided to retain the limb. The wound was dressed with lint and was not disturbed for five

days. On the fifth day, he was carried in an ambulance a distance of twelve miles to the hospital in Ilagerstown. Upon
examination the wound was suppurating profusely and full of maggots, and it was dressed with yeast poultice and powdered

charcoal. It was then determined to amputate, but the operation was postponed for three days, and nourishing diet and stim-

ulants were ordered. On the fourth day an examination preliminary to the operation was made, when healthy granulations

appeared along the edges of the bones, and the operation was abandoned. The patient was then carried to a private house,

where he received proper nourishment and good nursing, and at the end of a month, no bleeding having at any time occurred,

went to his home in Boston Granulations had been going on rapidly; the wound had been filling up without a sign of inflam-

mation, and a pellicle was spreading out from the sound skin all around the borders of the wound. After the journey the parts

became irritated and inflamed, and the process of cicatrization went on much more slowly. By the first of March following

the parts were perfectly healed, and the patient walked about with the aid of a cane. But the pellicle covering the surface being

excessively thin was easily abraded, and the newly formed tissues possessing but little vitality, it healed slowly, new portions

being rubbed off before the old were renewed, so that at no time since the wound was first closed has it been entirely free from

slight superficial ulceration. At the present time the gap is partially filled up with cicatricial tissue, which has undergone con-

traction, making the wound appear much smaller than it originally was. It is covered with a thin layer of epithelium which

constantly desquamates. The flap torn up and laid over the heel, as referred to above, instead of presenting the narrow outline

of the tendo-achilles, has, in healing, become a thick flabby mass beneath the cicatrix, and after long walking becomes oedema-

tous. The length of the cicatrix from top to bottom, on each side of the flap, is seven inches in the median line; from the top
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of the cicatrix to the edge of the flap five inches; across the widest part at top and hottom, three and a half incites; in the

middle, the narrowest part, three inches. Four inches and a half above the malleoli the leg measures in circumference six and

a half inches; the sound leg at the corresponding part, nine inches. The integument on the front of the leg, at its narrowest

part, is three and a half inches in breadth. The muscles of the calf contract but exert no influence over the foot, the tendons

being absent, and extension cannot be performed, but the foot drops with its own weight. Owing to contraction of the cicatrix

the foot can be flexed to but little less than a right angle with the leg. Sensation, which was lost in the external border of the

foot and heel, has gradually returned. There is slight obstruction to the circulation from the slow return of venous blood. The

patient walks with ease, unaided by a cane, and without the slightest perceptible limp." The report of the Adjutant General

of Massachusetts shows that Private Whidden was discharged from service, by order of the War Department, December 11,

1863. He is not a pensioner.

In extensive lacerations of the soft tissues of the thigh and leg by shell fragments, or

other large projectiles, it was often difficult to make out the exact extent of the injuries

inflicted, and the field returns of the surgeons who examined the primary wounds, and the

later reports of the hospital surgeons and pension examiners were often, of necessity,

wanting in precision regarding such lesions.
1

Lodgement of Missiles.—A few cases o

driven by them into the soft parts of the lower limbs will be cited

lodgement of projectiles or of foreign bodies

Case 34.—Private W. H. King, Co. E, 17th Maine, aged 24 years, was wounded at Bartlett's Mill, November 27, 18G3,

and admitted to Prince Street Hospital, Alexandria, one week afterwards. Acting Assistant Surgeon J. Cass contributed the

specimen (Fig. 4), with the following history: "He was wounded by a musket ball which struck two pocket knives, breaking

them and driving the fragments with the ball into the anterior side of the middle third of the left thigh. A hundred fragments

of the knives and four of the ball wore removed on the Held. Lime-water dressings applied to the wound, and fifteen drops

of tincture of iron given before meals. On December 13th, he suffered considerable pain in the wound, and on the following

day an incision was made two and a half inches from the wound, and a jagged piece of ball an inch long and three-fourths of

an inch wide was extracted. ICth, complained of strangury and some pain in the. limb. A teaspoonful of spirits of nitre

given three times a day. 17th, was restless during the night; sweats profusely, and had a chill this morning. Gave morphia

and whiskey, also half an ounce of castor-oil. Has had no stool for forty-eight hours; pulse 115

and feeble; tongue coated ; vary thirsty; some soreness in inguinal glands. Prescribed extract of

ginger and turpentine ten drops each, to be repeated in six hours if it does not operate, and gave

tonics and stimulants. 18th, pulse 100, tongue moist and coated. Sweats all the time, and vomited

in the night. Bowels moved freely and urinates more freely; appetite better. There is a

greater discharge of pus from the wound. 19th, pulse 115 and feeble; vomited considerable during

the day. Ordered two quinine pills to be taken before meals, and an anodyne injection at bedtime.

50th, about the same; had a chill yesterday; granulations are pale and flabby. 21st, pulse 140 and

very feeble; great prostration ; had a chill this morning and is delirious. Takes stimulants every

hour. 22d, rested well, but is more prostrated and shows tendency to coma. Died at 4.30 r. M.

Autopsy eighteen hours after death: On cutting through the muscles of the thigh, an inch and a

half from the surface and an inch from the main channel of the wound, a sliver of horn from a knife-

handle was found, half an inch long and one-sixteenth of an inch wide; also a brass rivet one-sixteenth

of an inch in diameter and one-fourth of an inch long. In another place two pieces of horn from the

other knife-handle, one three-eighths of an inch long and one-fourth wide, and the other one-eighth

each way, were found; also a piece of a blade one-fourth of an inch long and one-eighth wide; and

two pieces of brass, one being three-eighths of an inch long and one-sixteenth wide at one end and

tapering to a sharp point at the other, and the other piece measuring one-eighth of an inch each way. Opposite the external

wound the periosteum was found in places thickened, inflamed, jagged, discolored, slightly ossified, and separated from the

bone for the space of two and a quarter inches longitudinally, and one inch transversely, with some pus beneath it." Dr. Cass

Fig. 4 —Fragments of ball

and pocket knife extracted
from thigh. Spec, 3230.

1 ClIEXU (J. C.) (Apcrcu hist. stat. et din., etc., pendant la guerre de 1870-71, T. I, p. 283) observes: " U&clat de bombe ou dobus cause le plus

souvent de targes plaies avec pert?, de substance. Nous connaissons quatre faits dans lesquels la partie antero-interne des t6guments de la cuisse fut

enlev6e d'un seul coup sans lesion do Torture femorale ; on voyait les battements du vaisseau au fond de la plaio." The same surgical annalist cites a

case, in which disarticulation at the hip joint was performed in extremis by M. MAURICE Raynaud on a soldier of the National Guard, aged 19, with

a terrible flesh wound of the thigh.

2 Among interesting published cases of lodgement of shot projectiles in the thigh is that of Major It. H. Stephenson, 24th Massachusetts, described

by the late J. Mason Wauukn (Surgical Observations, with Cases and Operations, 1807, p. 540): A musket ball, entering the front of the left thigh,

about two inches below Poopart's ligament, was concealed somewhere beneath the rectus, and eluded the researches of a number of experienced surgeons.

"Waiuiex, after ineffectually searching for the ball a month after the injury, advised that the patient should use (he limb with a view that'muscular action

would bring the ball from its hiding place. This prevision was justified, and a fortnight afterwards the position of the ball was recognized, and WauUEX
cut down and extracted it, and the officer speedily rejoined his regiment. The same writer has related (Boston Med. and Surg. Jour., 1802, Vol. L-XVI,

p. 473) the case of Lieutenant C , 2d Massachusetts, wounded in the retreat from Winchester, a musket ball makingalong track in the gastrocnemius,

and carrying before it, like a glove-finger, a patch of trousers and flannel underclothing, making a huge plug, which could only be removed the following

day by free incisions. I)r. M. GOLDSMITH, of Rutland, Vermont, formerly Surgeon U. S. V., has described ( The Search for Balls in old Gunshot Wounds,

in Nevf York Med. Jour., 1868, Vol. VI, p. 420) the case of a color-bearer of a Vermont regiment, in which a ball deeply buried in the thigh was reached

by dilating the sinus leading to it by sponge-tents.
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also contributed five inches of the shaft of the femur of the injured thigh, which constitutes specimen 1985 of the Surgical

Section of the Army Medical Museum. It is sawn longitudinally, and shows the shaft to he denser than usual and apparently

somewhat hypertrophied. (See Cat. Bury. Sect., I860, pp. 258, 617.)

There were several eases in which large missiles buried in the fleshy parts escaped

recognition; but none have been observed in which such concealed foreign bodies equalled

in magnitude the projectiles that have been cited in some works on military surgery as

embedded in the great muscles of the lower limb: 1

Case 35.—Lieutenant L. Soistman, Co. II, 98th Pennsylvania, aged 23 years, was wounded at Salem Heights, May 3,

1883. Three days afterwards he entered the Campbell Hospital, Washington, where he obtained a leave of absence on May 19th.

On July 8th, he was admitted to the Officers' Hospital, Philadelphia, where Acting Assistant Surgeon W. Cammac recorded

the following history: "A piece of shell entered the right thigh at the most depending inner part of the middle of the upper

third, went under the deep fascia, and upward under the femoral artery anil buried itself. The missile appears not to have been

noticed at first, as the wound was sewed up. After going to his home in Philadelphia he was attended by a private physician,

but the missile remained still undiscovered. On July 8th, Acting Assistant Surgeon W. Hunt was called in, who was struck

by the peculiar feel, and on introducing a probe immediately found the foreign body, and ordered the patient to the hospital to

have it removed. On July 9th, Dr. Hunt enlarged the wound, and, after considerable trouble from the proximity of the large

vessels, removed, with the assistance of the forceps, a piece of shell weighing nine ounces, which had lodged in the thigh sixty-

six days. Its presence had given rise to no great disorganization, but he complained, he says, of a weight in the part during

the whole time. After recovery from the effects of the ether, a half grain of sulphate of morphia was given. Cerate dressings

and light pressure were applied, and the wound drawn together with adhesive straps. The patient's general health was

excellent. He did remarkably well and felt greatly relieved by the operation. On July 13th, cataplasms were ordered, the

wound looking well and suppurating moderately, and the patient having better appetite than any time since wounded. On
September 5th he was attacked with intermittent fever, which was checked after several days by quinine. By October 1st the

wound had nearly healed, but the leg was still weak from extensive disorganization of the great muscles of the thigh. On

November 9, 1833, he was returned to duty. This officer was again wounded, at the battle of the Wilderness, May 5, 1804, in

the right side, for which injury he was treated in hospitals at Philadelphia and Annapolis. On August 2, 1804, he was again

returned to duty, and on October 13, 1884, he was mustered out of service. The Philadelphia Examining Board certified,

October 19, 1870 :
* * "A deep flesh wound, which, in healing, caused a cicatrix about five inches long and four inches wide,

with loss of portion of muscular tissue, causing partial loss of power in the limb upon making much exertion," etc. The pen-

sioner was paid March 4, 1876.

Sometimes musket balls buried themselves in the muscular parts of the lower limbs

aftep ricochetting from stony or metallic surfaces

:

Case 36.—Private A. Wegner, Co. A, 16th Michigan, aged 25 years, was wounded at Gaines's Mill, June 27, 1862.

Surgeon P. B. Goddard, U. S. V., contributed the specimen (FlG. 5), and reported: "He was wounded in the right hip by

a shell and ball, taken prisoner June 30th, and carried to Richmond
;
paroled July 25th, and arrived at Sixth

and Master Streets Hospital, Philadelphia, July 30th. This ball ricochetted from a stone or some hard

substance, entered the front of the thigh near the femoral artery, and was cut out at the gluteus maxim us

muscle four inches higher up than the orifice of entrance. It did not touch the bone, but carried in with it a

long strip of trousers." The patient was discharged January 26, 1863, and pensioned. In the certificate of

disability Surgeon Goddard stated that "the ball wounded the sciatic nerve." Examiner R. G. Jennings, of

Little Rock, certified, Septembers, 1873: * * "One ball entered the right hip near the joint, glanced,

ami was cut out from the gluteal muscles. The wound occasionally discharges pus. Suffers from frequent

pain in the joint. The leg remains weak and of comparatively little service to him, as he is unable to walk
Fio.o. Distorted or s(and long upon it." In January, 1876, the same examiner reported : "Has periodical discharges of pus

moved from tlio and spiculao of bone. The sensation of the right leg is much impaired and the motion impeded by partial
ig

.
.per.. /„. paralysis," etc. The pensioner was paid June 4, 1876.

1 Henxex (Principles of Mil. Surgery, 3d ed., 1829, p. 79) has recorded several examples of the lodgement of large projectiles in the thigh. He
remarks that :

" Masses of very extraordinary and almost incredible sizes are found. . . I have frequently seen them," he says, " of one and sometimes

two pounds weight." He then cites the case of Lieutenant F , 12th Regiment, wounded at Seringapatam. A cannon shot rolled over the banquet

behind which this officer was lying down, and buried itself in the muscles of the hip. The bearers who conveyed him on a dooley to the tent of the

chief medical officer, Dr. Ai.r.XAXDEa AxoEUsox, complained of the difficulty of carrying him from the trenches, owing to the litter "having been

unusually heavy on one side.'
1 The officer was moribund on his arrival ; but, after his death, Dr. AxoEtisON cut out what he told Dr. IIEXXEX was

"unequivocally a thirty-two pound shot." GUTIIUIE (Treatise on Gunshot Wounds, 1871, p. 72) relates the ease of a soldier at Dadajos, with a large

piece of shell 1 idged in the thigh and buttock. llF.NXEN says (loc. cit., p. 79) that the projectile weighed eight pounds. It was removed, and the man
recovered. LARRBt {Mem. tie Chir. Mil., 1812, T. Ill, p. 582) describes a case in which he removed a ball weighing five pounds from the thigh of a

soldier. It had caused him little inconvenience, except a feeling of weight in the limb. Paillako {Relation chir. du siege d'anvers) mentions that

Begix told him of a case in which a nine-pound shot was embedded in the muscles of the thigh. Dr. O. M. IS. MACLEOD (Notes on the Surgery of the

War in the Crimea, 5th ed.. p. 108) states that he "saw a case at Scutari, in which a piece of shell weighing nearly three pounds was extracted from

the hip of a man wounded at the Alma, which had been overlooked for two months, and to which but a small opening led." He further relates that

Baudf.ns describes the case of a French soldier in the Crimea, in which a shell fragment weighing 2 kilog. 150 grammes, or about five and three-quarters

pounds avoirdupois, buried itself in the thigh so as to be invisible. I have not found this case in the Guerre de Crimee of Bauoens, or in his letters of

that date to the Gazette Medicate. A surgeon of a Maine regiment told me of a twelve-pound solid shot, that he had extracted from the muscles of the

thigh of a volunteer soldier at Portland, which he should send to the Museum ; but the missile never arrived, nor could the injury referred to be identified

on the surgical records.
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The small iron balls from spherical case-shot, having only a slight velocity at a little

distance from the point of explosion, often lodged:

Case :S7.—Private E. E. Middleton, Co. C, 12th Now Jersey, aged 24 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863,

and admitted to Newton University Hospital, Baltimore, several days afterwards. Surgeon C. W. Jones. U. S. V.,' reported

:

" The patient was in good condition when admitted. A ball entered near the posterior border of the tibialis anticus, a little

above the middle third of the left leg, and, passing downward and backward, was removed July 13th, from the posterior

portion of the leg by a counter-opening about four inches below the point of entrance. The missile on being removed proved

to be a round ball from a spherical ease shot. The wound has healed well and rapidly, but the contraction of

the muscles makes the man look as if he had talipes equinus. However, the contraction is growing less by

passive motion, and there is reason to hope that he will soon have perfect use of the limb. Simple dressings

were used all the time." The missile was contributed to the Museum by Surgeon Jones, and is represented

in the cut (FlO. (i). On February 2, 1834, the patient was transferred to Patterson Park Hospital, and one

week afterwards he was returned to his command for duty. On June 4, 1865, he was mustered out of service.

In his application for pension lie alleged that "the wound healed, but broke out afresh in the sprinff of 18(35. Flr'- ''• — Iron
case-shot extract-

and discharged pieces of bone." Examiner B. II. Stratton. of Masonville, N. J.. September 4. 1873, reported ed from the thigh.

the leg as being in an ulcerated condition from necrosis of bone. Examiner F. Ashurst, of Mount Holly, p̂rc
'
3199 "

certified, September 18, 1875: * * "The cicatrices are healed, and the pensioner enjoys very good health." This pensioner

was paid June 4, 1876.

Ill the next case, a musket ball had remained, innocuously, for more than two years,

encysted near the outer hamstring tendons, and was not removed until the patient under-

went amputation in the thigh on account of a complicated fracture of the leg. The cyst

is of dense connective tissue.
1

Case 38.—Sergeant H. M. Lambert, Co. D, 12th Illinois Cavalry, aged 29 years, sustained a contusion of the right leg

by the falling of his horse during a charge on the enemy near Germanna Ford, October 10, 1803. Three days after the accident

he was admitted to Emory Hospital, Washington, whence Surgeon N. K. Moseley, U. S. V., contributed the specimen (FlG.

7), with the following report: "Slightly comminuted fracture of both bones of right leg at middle third, followed by copious

discharge of sanious pus. The patient having become weak and debilitated, tonics and stimulants were resorted to with the

desired effect. On October 25th, double-flap amputation at the upper third of the leg was performed by

Acting Assistant Surgeon W. H. Ensign. Simple dressings and adhesive straps were used. The patient did

well, and the stump had almost entirely healed, when, on November 8th, haemorrhage supervened. Graduated

compresses were resorted to without avail, and on November 10th the limb was reamputated at the lower third

of the thigh by the double-flap method. The stump was again well-nigh healed, when, on November 2(ith,

haemorrhage again set in, and Dr. Mott's tourniquet was applied with perfect success. On December 10th

the tourniquet was removed, and no return of the haemorrhage followed. By January 18, 18C4, the patient

was up and about the ward, and doing well. The specimen, a conical ball enclosed in a sac, was removed

from the amputated leg at the second operation. The patient had received this ball in a skirmish with the crated in connect-

enemy in Kentucky, in October, 1861, and the missile had remained in the popliteal space beneath the outer ivetissue.Sp.lSTfl.

hamstring tendons, without inconvenience, for two years and one month." The amputated tibia and fibula, showing no attempt

at union, were contributed by the operator (See Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 511), and constitute specimen 1744 of the Surgical

Section of the Army Medical Museum. The patient was subsequently transferred to Judiciary Square Hospital, and discharged

from service July 30, 1864. He is a pensioner, and was paid June 4, 1876.

There were cases in which missiles gravitated for considerable distances from the

point at which they at first lodged:

Case 39.—Pri vate A. J. Dougherty, Co. 1, 13th Indiana, aged 19 years, was wounded in the thighs at Turkey Bone Bridge,

November 2, 1861. After being treated for a time at the regimental hospital he was returned to his company for duty, and

subsequently he received a furlough to visit his home in Philadelphia. Acting Assistant Surgeon H. M. Bellows reported the

following history : "He was admitted to Broad and Cherry Streets Hospital, April 13, 1863, at which time a foreign body was

discovered beneath the skin on the front of the right thigh, five inches above the patella, which gave rise to considerable pain

whenever the patient walked. On the next day it was removed by Surgeon J. Neill, U. S. V., and proved to be the half of a

round leaden ball. He stated that the missile entered the left thigh just below and in front of the trochanter, where the only

visible scar was found. After the injury he had some pain and tenderness on pressure over the lower part of the abdomen, with

difficult micturition for a few days. On examination the presumption was that the fragment must have crossed from left to

right, either in front or just above the pubes, and thence gradually downward into the thigh. The wound healed by granula-

tions and by the 5th of May had completely cicatrized." The missile was contributed to the Museum by the operator, and

constitutes specimen 1776 of the Surgical Section. The patient was subsequently transferred to Indiana, and mustered out at

the expiration of his term of service, June 19, 1864. He afterward again enlisted, and was finally discharged June 21, 1865,

1 At the points a a the ball is uncovered by the cyst ; but the cellular envelope was probably nicked by the scalpel in cutting out the ball. This

is one of the few good examples the Museum possesses of the " Kyste definiUf" surrounding balls as defined by Baudens {La Guerre de Crimec, Seme
6d., 1858, p. 119). This " Kyste primitif" which he claimed to havo "peremptorily demonstrated" to always invest balls embedded in the muscular

tissues, even when extracted immediately after the infliction of injury, has not been observed by others (See MACLEOD, Notes, etc., op. cit., p. 109), and

doubtless means nothing more than that missiles sometimes get uu investment from the intramuscular areolar tissue.
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and pensioned. Examiner E. A. Smith, of Philadelphia, August 28, 18C5, certified: * * "Pain in right testicle, and left

leg feela perfectly dead at times; walks with difficulty." The Philadelphia Examining Board reported, February, 18, 1874:

* * "Complains of pain in both limbs. Alleges that he has difficulty in passing water at times from irritable condition oi

bladder, and pain in the whole course of the ball. Cicatrices are without adhesions to the bone, and there is no atrophy of the

limb. Slight stiffness about the left hip joint." This pensioner was paid June 4, 1876.

As in Chapter XI the peculiarities of shot wounds in general will be discussed, it

would be superfluous here to dwell longer on the particular instances of missiles lodged in

the fleshy parts of the lower limbs. 1 While not wishing to be rudely incredulous in regard

to the almost marvellous accounts that some authors have given of large projectiles

embedded in the soft parts of the thigh and leg, I may say that analogous authenticated

examples are not to be found in the experience of the American War, and that in most of

the remarkable heretofore recorded cases there is reason to believe that they were probably

associated with fractures.

Peri-articular Wounds.—After the shot wounds of the soft parts of the lower

extremity implicating the larger vessels and nerves, or producing great lacerations, or

complicated by the lodgement of foreign bodies, cases are to be considered in which mis-

siles, without immediately injuring the osseous articular surfaces, so injure the surrounding

ligaments and other soft parts, in some instances even the synovial membrane, as to light

up immediate or consecutive inflammation in the capsular cavity, or to induce, through

the formation of cicatricial bridles or bv other deformities, a diminution or even abolition

of the movements of the joint. These injuries have been discriminated by M. Legouest

under the title of Peri-articular Wounds? He apparently includes in this group only

cases in which the capsular cavity is not primarily opened; but I prefer to adhere to the

definition proposed in my monograph on Excision of the Head of the Femur? and have not

felt at liberty to exclude from this category the rare instances in which evidence indicates

the probability of a primary lesion of the synovial membrane without direct implication

of the bones of the articulation, and I observe that Drs. Beck and Fischer adopt a similar

view- 4 After a careful analysis of the reports of cases liable to belong to this group, four

hundred and thirty-seven have been classified as instances of peri-articular shot wounds of

1 The Army Medical Museum is rich in specimens of projectiles extracted from the soft parts of the lower limbs. Besides those described in the

text, there are twenty examples of small missiles extracted from the soft parts of the thigh. These specimens are numbered 176,

1095, 1308, 2559, 2654, 2971. 4460, 4476, 4480, 4501, 4502, 4507, 4520, 4521, 4552, 4553, 4561, 4574, 4624, 4693. Brief notes of the

particulars regarding those cases may be found in the Catalogue of the Surgical Section, of 1866, from pages 593 to 597. Two of

the most remarkable are illustrated in the annexed wocd-euts. That represented in FlGUEE 8 was extracted by Assistant

Surgeon J. T. CAU10UN', U. S. A., from the thigh of a private of the 12Cth New York, at the battle of the Wilderness, May 7,

1864, and was regarded as an explosive ball. Specimen 4553 (FlO. 9) was remarkable for having entered

the left thigh below and in front of the great trochanter, and having passed subcutaneous!}' around the

pubic region and lodged in the right' high five inches above the patella. The ease is that of Private A.

G. D , 13th Indiana, wounded at Gauley River, November 2, 1862 ; the ball was extracted by Surgeon

JOHN' NRIU,, U. S. V., April 14, 1863. There are seven specimens of missiles extracted from the fleshy

parts of the leg in the Museum, viz: Numbers 1586. 2326. 3199, 4482, 45C0, 4514, 4695, and two specimens

extracted from the soft parts of the foot, viz: 1580 and 4523. All of these specimens are described, with

notes of the cases to which they belong, in the 27th Chapter of the Surgical Catalogue already referred

to. These specimens arc neatly mounted on brass rods. Dr. A. ScniNZlXGEK (Das Reservdazareth

Schwetzingen im Kriege 1870-71, Freiburg, i. B., 1873, p. 37) relates that he has a small collection of
Fro. 8. Distorted extracted bullets remarkable for their deformation, and that those extracted from German soldiers have r„nn fl ball extracted

thhrb. Spec 4561 been mounted in silver, and on the setting the name of the wounded man and the date of the battle from thigh. Spec. 4553.

engraved, at the thoughtful suggestion of the princess of that province.

2 Legouest (L.) (Traite de Chirurgie d'Armee, 2e
>me 6d., Paris, 1872, p. 442). Some citations from his remarks on this subject may be found in

the Surgical Volume of Part II of this work, footnote 1, p. 503. His further observation on this point is worthy of consideration, that "when shot wounds

and notably even slight contused wounds are situated on the side of extension of joints, where they are exposed to continual attritions and tractions, they

readily inflame and sometimes give rise to circumscribed abscesses or diffused phlegmous of more or less gravity.''

3 Otis (G. A.), A Report on Excisions of the Head of the Femurfor Gunshot Injury. Circular No. 2, War Department, Surgeon General's Office,

Washington, D. C, 1869, pp. 63, 90, 92.

4 BECK (B.) (ClUrurgie der Schussverletzuvgen, 1872, p. 609) details 25 cases, in which the soft parts of the knee joint were either primarily or

secondarily involved. Four, or 16.0 per cent., terminated fatally. He also gives 7 cases of flesh wounds of the ankle joint; no deaths. FISCHER (H.)

(Kriegschir. Erfahr., lster Theil, Yor Metz, Erlangen, 1872, p. 102) gives an account of 7 cases in which the knee joint was injured without lesion of the

bony structure. Two, or 28.5 per cent., had a fatal termination.
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the lower limb, of which forty-nine are referred to the hip joint, three hundred and fifty-

one to the knee joint, and thirty-seven to the ankle joint. Each of these subdivisions will

be concisely discussed.

In peri-articular shot wounds of the Hip Joint, the difficulties of diagnosis are almost

insurmountable in the present state of our knowledge. In the cases of recovery, the exact

extent of the lesions can only be surmised, and in the fatal cases necroscopic examination

will scarcely determine with absolute precision whether the articular capsule was primarily

or secondarily opened. Memoranda of forty-nine cases of shot wounds, which the reporters

believed to have led to the opening of the coxo-femoral articulation without direct injury

of the bones, are found on the registers. Thirty-five instances are adduced in which it

was supposed that there was primary lesion of the joint capsule; twenty-one of them are

reported as recoveries. Abstracts of seven of these have been already published.
1 Of the

remaining fourteen recoveries, such scanty information as can be found in the reports is

condensed in the appended abstracts:

Cases 40-48.—Lieutenant D. H. Miller, Co. II, 75th Ohio, aged 28 years, was wounded and captured at Gettysburg,

July 1, 18G3. After remaining a prisoner for a few days, he was admitted to the Eleventh Corps Hospital. Several weeks later

he proceeded to his home in Logan, Ohio, where he was attended by Drs. G. W. Pullen and J. Sharp, who reported his case

as follows: "The ball entered the posterier and inferior part of the glutei muscles of the left hip, passed over the neck of the

femur, and came out on the inner side of the trochanter major. February 15, 1864, the wound has closed, but the motions of

the hip joint are diminished to a great extent, and the leg is so weakened that he is unable to walk without the use of crutches."

The patient was discharged from service January 22, 1864, Surgeon A. M. Speer, U. S. V., certifying to "shot wound of hip

joint without fracture." Examiner T. O. Edwards, of Lancaster, Ohio, in February, 1871, stated that "the wound had opened

and discharged a portion of his blouse," etc. Examiner W. C. Hyde certified, September 10, 1873: "There is flattening of

muscles of the hip, the cavity of the joint injured by the missile, and the joint partially ancbylosed." The pensioner was paid

March 4, 1877.—Corporal L. Bertram, Co. A, 6th Louisiana, entered a Confederate hospital at Richmond with "shot wound of

right hip, involving the joint," received May 4, 1863, and was furloughed April 15, 1864.— T. J. Brandon, a member of Co. F,

14th Alabama, was treated in the Confederate hospital at Farmville for "shot wound in the buttock with injury to hip joint,"

and was furloughed October 22, 1862.—Private If. Eimb'erlin, Co. G, 48th Virginia, received a gunshot injury of the right hip

joint, producing lameness, and was furloughed from the Confederate hospital at Farmville.—Private C. C. McMurray, Co. H,

15th North Carolina, was admitted to hospital No. 24, Richmond, with "shot wound of hip joint," and was discharged Septem-

ber 13, 1862.—Private G. TV. Williams, Co. F. 3d North Carolina, appears on a Confederate hospital case-book as having

received a "shot wound of the hip joint, May 3, 1833, the ball being extracted near the knee." Furloughed.—Private J. Hilk,

Co. B, 112th Pennsylvania, was wounded in June, 1862. Surgeon E. Griswold, of the regiment, reported, "an injury to hip

joint by a pistol ball." The man was discharged from service October 16, 1832. He is not a pensioner.—Private I. J. Brown,

Co. A," 18th Infantry, was wounded at Stone River, December 31, 1862. He was treated at various hospitals, and lastly at

Camp Thomas, Ohio. Acting Assistant Surgeon C. R. Reed reported that he was discharged March 17, 1864, by reason of

"shot wound of left hip joint." He is not a pensioner.—Private M. Ahern, Co. E, 183d Pennsylvania, aged 24 years, was

wounded at Spottsylvania, May 14, 1864. Surgeon L. A. Edwards, U. S. A., reported his admission to Lovell Hospital with

"shot wound of right hip joint." The man was mustered out July 13, 1835, and is not a pensioner.

Spontaneous luxation after traumatic coxitis from shot injury of the hip joint with-

out fracture, was reported in three instances:

Cases 49-51. Serjeant I. Murdick, Co. I, 134th Pennsylvania, aged 23 years, wounded at Fredericksburg, December

13 1862. He was admitted to Stone Hospital, Washington, December 20th, with "gunshot wound of left thigh." Assistant

Surgeon C. A. McCall, U. S. A., reported that the man was discharged from Mount Pleasant Hospital, April 16, 1863, because of

"gunshot wound over left trochanter, passing in the direction of the hip joint ; ball undiscovered and interfering with the free use

of the joint." Examiner G. McCook, of Pittsburg, June 22, 1834, certified :
* * "Inflammation and suppuration have ensued

and have progressed until the round and capsular ligaments of the left hip joint have been destroyed and the femur drawn at

least two inches above the acetabulum. The left leg is thrown across the right at least two inches or more above the right knee,

resemblin" the position of a dislocated femur. The heel is elevated, and it is with extreme difficulty that he can walk with the

aid of crutches. The toes of the left foot rest on the dorsum of the right." On November 22, 1837, the pensioner was furnished

1 OTIS (GEOUGE A.) (A Report on Excisions of the Head of the Femurfor Gunshot Injury. Circular So. 2, War Department, S. G. O., Washington,

1869 pp. 90-92): CASE 166, Corporal H. C. Boyd, 39th 111.; Case 169, Lieut. C. Duncan, 18th Ind.; Case 176, Pt. G. W. Micnick, 7th Md.; Cask 177,

Pt W M. Moore 3d Ohio; Case 178, Pt. W. N. Morgan, 9th Peun'a Reserves ; Case US, Pt. Jacob Widmann, 97th Xew York; Case 186, Pt. Henry

Witzleben 28th Ohio. Id all seven cases the evidence of direct lesion of the articulation was inconclusive, and the opinions of the several surgical

attendants were conflicting in each instance. Two cases (Witzleben, Morgan) terminated in false anchylosis. In the latter the adhesions were forcibly

and successfully broken up by Professor S. D. GROSS. In one case (Widmann), after suppuration of the joint, the head of the femur was apparently

luxated. Professor B. von LAKGEXBECK holds (Ueber die SchussverUtzungen da Iliiftgelenks, in Archiv fur Klin. Chir., B. XVI, p. 286) that, "the

most usual result (constanteste Ausgang) of healing shot injuries of the hip joint is in anchylosis."

SURG. Ill—

4
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with an apparatus for dislocated hip joint, by Dr. E. D. Hudson, of New York City. Examiner J. K. Reinholdt, February 7,

1871, certified : ''The downward momentum caused the hall to imbed itself securely in the hip joint. * * Parts swollen and

tender; wound discharging; more or less injury to great sciatic nerve; limb deficient in temperature; more or less constant

pain; confined to bed months at a time," etc. This pensioner died May 7, 1874, of convulsions superinduced by the results of

his wound, his attending physician and others stating that the serious attacks of inflammation, resulting in the formation of

abscesses, proved a severe tax upon his vitality and prepared the way for his sudden demise.—Private R. Emerick, Co. D, 82d

Pennsylvania, aged 28 years, was wounded at Cold Harbor, June 1, 1864, and admitted to hospital at Alexandria, and subse-

quently to Pittsburg. Surgeon J. Bryan, U. S. V., reported that he was transferred to the Veteran Reserve Corps, October 8,

1864, by reason of "a grapeshot wound, dislocating the right femur." Not a pensioner.—Lieutenant F. Heck, Co. I, 74th Penn-

sylvania, aged 37 years, was wounded in the right thigh at Kappahannock Ford, August 22, 1862, and was discharged from

service October 9, 1863. In 1874, the Examining Surgeons report : "Firm anchylosis, with head of femur thrown out of socket;

knee and ankle joints entirely stiff; foot in an extended position, and limb shortened two inches."

Two cases are reported as injuries of the hip joint by large projectiles:

Cases 52-53.—Private J. Teeters, Co. A, 84th Pennsylvania, aged 34 years, was wounded at Bull Run, August 30, 1862,

and discharged from service March 29, 1863. Assistant Surgeon J. D. McClure, of the regiment, certifying to ''an injury in

the right hip joint by a piece of shell, producing paralysis of the whole leg." This man was a pensioner, but has not been heard

from since September 4, 1864.—Private TV. S. Gardiner, Co. A, 14th South Carolina; injury to hip joint from bomb; furloughed.

The entire subject of traumatic lesions of the hip joint is of such importance that it

is deemed proper to adduce or to refer to the previous publication of all the information

that can be found on the registers, with the warning that, in many instances, the facts are

derived from reports suggestive of superficial examination, and sometimes of diagnoses

that must be regarded as little more than conjectures.
1

Of the fourteen Fatal Cases in the series of thirty-five shot injuries believed to have

been attended with primary lesion of the hip joint without, fracture, the details of all are

published in Circular 2, S. G. 0., 1869, already cited.
2 In the reports of many of these

cases it is stated that the character of the lesions was verified by necroscopic examination,

and in others it may be inferred that autopsies were made, so that the series is, as a whole,

more reliable than the preceding.
3

Of the series of forty-nine cases of reported peri-articular shot wounds of the hip

joint, fourteen may be classified as examples of secondary traumatic coxitis.
4 Seven were

1 VOX LANGENBECK (B.) (tjber die Shussverletzungcn dcs Huftgelenks, in Archivfiir Klinische Chxrurgie, Berlin, 1874, B. XVI, p. 280) remarks:

"It may be taken for granted that a gunshot injury of the hip joint may heal under favorable circumstances without traumatic coxitis beginning. Coxitis

may certainly be avoided in simple capsule wounds, which are kept perfectly quiet from the commencement, as well as in gunshot injury of the knee

joint, as I have seen the recovery of several cases without any inflammation arising. As, however, in most cases (Pott's) side splint was recommended

by the surgeon or adopted by the patient, and as during the last war not a few of the men were subjected to distant transport, and, injury of the hip joint

not having been discovered, were allowed to go about, it was difficult in such cases to avoid inflammation. It appears to me that we must admit that in

all those cases in which coxitis suddenly appears a considerable time after the injury, recovery is certain under favorable external circumstances without

any further trouble occurring." [The translation is the version of James F. West, F. It. C. S.j

2 Circular No. 2, S. G. O., 18G9, op. cit., pp. 90, 91, 92. The names of the patients, the duration of life after injury, and the names of the reporters

are noted: Case 105, W. Blair, survived injury 23 days; extent of injury demonstrated by autopsy; McKEE, reporter.

—

Case 167, A. D. Bradshaw,

survived 19 days; verified by autopsy; Burne, reporter.—CASE 168, P. Cornell, survived 3 days; WOLFE, reporter.

—

Case 170, J. W. Falconer,

survived 13 days; autopsy; MORONG, reporter.

—

Case 171, S. Finnegan, survived 1 day; Cole, reporter.

—

Case 172, G. Green, survived 14 days;

Graham, reporter.

—

Cask 173, F. M. Hate, survived 102 days; Hatchitt, reporter.

—

Case 174, J. E. Leedy, survived 7 days ; LEAVITT, reporter.

—

Case 175, J. McMahon, survived 19 days; Bliss, reporter.—Case 179, B. F. Pittman, survived 73 days; JANES, reporter.—Case 180, W. E. Reeves,

survived 16 days; autopsy; Harrington, reporter.

—

Case 181, T. Smith, survived 28 days; autopsy; Vanderkieft, reporter.

—

Case 182, R. Taylor,

survived 4 days ; autopsy ; Seabrook, reporter.

—

Case 183, B. K. Wagoner, survived 265 days ; Hatchitt, reporter.

—

Case 184, of J. Wells, was also

reported in Circular 2 as belonging to this group ; but the carbine ball inflicting the injury, much deformed, with large bone fragments embedded in it

(Specimen 2994, Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 603), has since been discovered, and the case has been transferred to the category of shot fractures of the neck

of the femur. In three cases, in which the patients died within a few days after the infliction of the injury, it is probable that there were grave concom-

itant lesions. In those in which they survived two months, three months, and eight months, respectively, there were no autopsies held, and the lesions

were not accurately determined. In the eight remaining cases, the patients lived from one to four weeks ; the mean was 16 days.

'Billroth (Th.) (Chir. Briefe, u. 8. w., Berlin, 1872, p. 238) observes: "I am of opinion, that neither the direct injury of the joint capsule and

bone, nor the secondary necrosis, can always be early diagnosticated. In cases resulting favorably, the diagnosis can generally only be made ex post,

from the total anchylosis of the hip joint, and in many cases only after the discharging of some necrosed bone. . . Nevertheless I had not imagined

the diagnosis to be so difficult ; I had thought that there must be, under all circumstances, symptoms of acute coxitis ; but I was mistaken therein. . .

But gradually we arrive at a correct diagnosis in the majority of these cases from the slow progress after the injury, the copious suppuration, rapid

debilitation, and speedy decubitus."

4 Circular No. 2, S. G. O., 1869, op. cit., pp. 93, 94. The cases of five of the seven patients who partially recovered have been enumerated in the

Circular above cited : Case 190, of Capt. H. C. Mason, 20th Massachusetts, is more extensively reported by J. MASON Warren in his excellent Surgical

Observations with Cases and Operations, BostoD, 1867, p. 565. A fortnight after the accident, acute inflammation of the hip joint came on, and WARREN
out down and removed the ball from directly over the capsule of the joint. He ultimately recovered with stiff joint. The next case, No. 191, A. McGce,

will be noticed on the next page. In Case 193, Private S. Schafer, 81st Ohio, was struck in the left hip at Resaca, May 14, 1864, and recovered with a

•tiff joint, according to Surgeon W. THRELKELD, U. S. V., and others. Case 196, Private W. A. Shingledecker, 101st Pennsylvania, Gettysburg, July
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fatal, and seven resulted in recovery. Abstracts of five of the latter have been published

in Circular 2, and two others are here noted:

Cases 54-55.—Sergeant J. A. Heady, Co. B, 15th Kentucky, aged 22 years, was wounded at Chickamauga, September

20, 1863, and was discharged from Camp Chase July 18, 18C4. Surgeon J. T. Carpenter, U. S. V., certified to "shot wound

of left hip, the ball entering three inches above and posterior to the trochanter major and remaining; function of hip joint inter-

fered with, and marching impossible." This man is an applicant for pension. The Louisville Examining Board reported, in

1875, that the missile was still unextracted.—Private E. D. Bates, Co. B, 24th New York Cavalry, aged 21 years, was wounded
in the left hip at Petersburg, June 17, 1864, and was treated at various hospitals. Surgeon R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V., reported

his discharge from Harewood Hospital, Washington, May 5, 1885, by reason of "shot wound resulting in necrosis of head of left

femur." The various Examining Surgeons certify to more or less injury of the bone, also that the missile remains in the limb.

Of the seven examples of secondary coxitis from shot wounds which recovered, the

most interesting is the one numbered 191 of Circular 2, in which the nature of the

injuries was observed more than seven years after reparation had taken place.

Case 56.—Albert McGee, a negro refugee, aged about 30 years, is reported to have been struck at the first battle of Bull

Run, July 21, 1861, by a musket ball, which probably entered the right hip at the level of the trochanter major, and, passing

downward and forward, made its exit from the inner surface of the thigh just below the perineum. He made a complete

recovery with the right lower limb shortened two

and a half inches. About seven years subsequently

McGee entered the Howard Grove Hospital, at Rich-

mond. Assistant Surgeon J. H. Janeway, U. S. A.,

then stationed at Richmond, learned from Dr. D. R.

Brower that the man came to Howard Grove Hos-

pital in the latter part of October from the settlement

of refugees at Hampton, Virginia, aud was then

suffering with Bright's disease. Professor Hunter

McGuire, of Richmond, and Dr. J. N. Upshur, at the

time resident physician at the Howard Grove Hos-

pital, have kindly contributed their recollection of

the case. 1 An autopsy was made by Dr. J. N.

Upshur, and the surgeons who examined the injury

of the hip were of the opinion that the head of the

femur had been grooved by the ball at its lower part.

The pathological specimen3 was sent to the Army Medical Museum, and there a vertical section of the epiphyses and upper

portion of the femur was made, and it clearly appeared that there had never been a fracture of the head, and that the groove,

supposed to have been made by the ball, was a depression resulting from a former abscess. The appearances closely resembled

those sometimes observed in cases of chronic rheumatic arthritis. They are represented in the wood-cut above (FlG. 10), and

yet more satisfactorily in the heliotype opposite (Plate LVI).

2, 1863, after a gunshot wound disordering the functions of the right hip joint, recovered with a stiff joint, according to the testimony of Examiner of

Pensioners G. MCCOOK.

—

Case 1D7, Private T. Swartwood, 25th Ohio, was wounded May 8, 1862, by a musket ball which injured the right hip joint.

Pension Examiner C. HUPP testified that the limb was shortened two inches and all movements of the articulation caused severe pain.

1 Dr. HUNTER McGuiRE writes, Richmond, Va., October 17, 1877 :
" I have received your letter of the 12th inst., and am sorry to be able to give

you so little information about the case you speak of (Case 101 of your report on excisions at the hip joint). I think I gave you at different times two

specimens of shot wounds of the head of the femur. One uf these cases you saw in the College Hospital here, before I operated. [Heference is made to

Specimen No. 6*217, Surg. Sect., A. M. M., an excised head and upper extremity of the right femur with osteomyelitis.] The other is the specimen Dr.

Upshur speaks of, the one you here refer to. My recollection of this case is not very distinct, but I am quite certain that I looked upon it at the time

as a case of peri-articular gunshot wound of the hip, and that the changes about the head and neck of the femur were due to the resulting coxitis. . .

Dr. D. It. Brower was in charge of the Howard Grove Hospital when this specimen was obtained. He was, afterwards, superintendent of the Insane

Asylum at Williamsburg, Virginia, and I think is now in Chicago and holds some office there under the government. lie may be able to give you

further information about the case, but I do not think it probable that he will remember anything about it." Dr. J. N. UPSUUK iu a letter to Dr. HUXTKlt

McGuire, dated Richmond, October 16. 1877, remarks : "In compliance with your request, I would state in regard to the history of the negro man eon-

cerning whom you have received a letter from the surgeon in charge of the Medical Museum at Washington. He came to Howard Grove Hospital,

then a hospital for freedmen—suffering with Bright's disease of the kidneys. Having noticed considerable shortening of the right leg, with inversion

of the foot, I enquired if he had had fracture of the thigh ; he replied that he had been in the army, and was shot by a Confederate sharpshooter

stationed in an apple tree, the ball passing just below and through the hip joint. The wound had healed perfectly, and he possessed some motion in the

joint. There was no reason for surgical interference at that time. After his death, which occurred a few weeks subsequently, I made a post-mortem exam-
ination, removing the head of the femur, which I found had been fractured within the capsule, and recovered with perfect bony union. As well as I

remember, the bone bore plainly on its surface the track of the ball. The specimen was removed and given to you, and sent by you to the Medical

Museum. I could not obtain from the man, who was an ignorant negro, a clinical history of the case."

2 This specimen closely resembles one figured by M. LBI3EUT ( Traiti d'Anatomic, pathologique gin. tt spec., Folio, 1861, T. II, p. 603, et Atlas, T.

II, PI. CLXXXI (Figs. 1-3), in his magnificent iconographic work. This is a specimen presented by M. VEttXEUIi. as "a beautiful typical specimen of

dry arthritis (arthrite sgche) of the upper part of the femur. The upper ledge of the head of the bone is crushed down in the shape of a mushroom. At
the anterior part of the neck a considerable projection is seen, a true exostosis of irregular surface, perfectly isolated by a line of demarcation from the

rest of the bone. This tissue was at that point very red and vascular. On the surface of the head of the femur is found a multitude of rounded cartil-

aginous vegetations, some of which, narrow at their base, might have ultimately detached themselves and fallen as foreign bodies into the articular

cavity. In spots the diarthrodial cartilage is ossified abnormally. On the specimen a condensation or kind of concentric hypertrophy of the head of the

femur is observed in the section, while the lower part of the head of the bone presents, on the contrary, an atrophic rarefaction of its tissue. There is,

therefore, an unequally distributed process of osteocartilaginous new formation, of atrophio absorption, and of ossification of the normal cartilage." Loc,

Fig. 10.—Chronic traumatic arthritis of the right hip joint following a shot injury,

with secondary suppurative transformations which ultimately eventuated in recovery.
Spec. 5518.
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Abstracts of six of the seven fatal cases of secondary arthritis from peri-articular shot

wounds of the hip are published 1
in the oft-cited Circular 2. The following is the seventh:

Case 57.—Private C. M. Blackweldcr, Co. A, 52d North Carolina, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 2, 1863, and

admitted to hospital at Chester about three weeks afterwards. Surgeon E. Swift, U. S. A., reported :
" Gunshot wound, followed

by a dissecting abscess involving the head of the femur and its ligaments. The patient died of pyaemia, September 21, 1863.

The post-mortem showed inflammation of the arachnoid membrane with serous effusion, also effusion of serum in the other serous

membranes, and twelve ounces of pus in the left pleura."

Of peri-articular shot wounds of the Knee Joint, three hundred and fifty-one cases

were reported. It would appear that of two hundred and fifty-five of these cases, accord-

ing to the evidence available, the articular capsule of the knee joint was directly involved

without fracture, and that in ninety-six cases the projectiles did not injure the joint, which

was opened by secondary traumatic arthritis.
2 Of the aggregate of the three hundred and

fifty-one cases, ninety-eight or 27.9 per cent, had a fatal termination. Three hundred and

thirteen cases were treated without operative interference and thirty-eight were followed

by amputation. The latter will be enumerated in the tabular statements of amputations

following shot flesh wounds of the lower extremities. Of the three hundred and thirteen

cases treated without operative interference, two hundred and forty-four recovered and

sixty-nine or 22 per cent, proved fatal.

In the following two cases of recovery the joint appeared to be directly injured. The

patients recovered with considerable use of the limbs:

Case 58.—Private A. Parker, Co. K, 5th Maine, aged 18 years, was reported by Surgeon C. S. Tripler, U. S. A., as

having received a "bullet wound of the left knee" at the battle of West Point, May 7, 1862. Surgeon A. B. Mott, U. S. V., in

charge of the Ladies' Home Hospital, New York City, recorded the following description and result of the injury: "A musket

ball entered the left knee joint at the junction of the tibia and fibula, passed through the joint, and emerged at the inner edge of

the internal hamstring. Bleeding occurred freely for about forty-five minutes and then ceased spontaneously. The pain after

the wound was very Bevere. On the day following a consultation of surgeons was held, when it was thought amputation would

be necessary; but tlie operation was postponed. Two days after he went to Fort Monroe, where he remained until May 25th,

when he came to this hospital. While at Fort Monroe he suffered considerable pain for six days after the receipt of the injury,

and cold-water dressings constituted the entire treatment, with perfect quiet of the limb. When admitted here the leg and foot

were badly swollen; discharge slight and watery; orifice of exit closed. The external wound was attacked with gangrene, and

a deep slough came away. Charcoal poultices were used, and creasote, and the wound stuffed with pulverized cinchona. After

the slough came away there was some synovitis, and tincture of iodine was applied for several weeks. The general treatment

was tonic and sustaining
;
porter and ale were taken occasionally but not regularly. September 5th, wound has healed with a

good cicatrix. There is stiffness in the knee which is gradually improving. Treatment : cold douche, passive motion and

careful use of the limb. Patient has used crutches and afterwards a cane, but now uses neither. December 30th, the knee can

be flexed to but little more than a right angle and is very straight. Patient walks without a limp, and there is very little weak-

ness in the limb. He has been on guard duty for more than two months." This man was assigned to the Veteran Reserve

Corps November 27, 1863. ne is not a pensioner.

tit., p. 603. In many respects this specimen closely resembles that of McGee, which is represented in FlGUIIE 10, and in the heliotype print, Plate
LVI, Med. and Surg. Hist, of the War of the Rebellion. Part III, Vol. II, op. page 27. In the specimen in the Army .Medical Museum there is more
extensive ossification of the cartilage at the rim of the acetabulum, and the neighboring osseous surfaces are more densely studded with osteophytes.

The atrophic rarefaction and absorption are more pronounced at the inferior portion of the head, giving rise to the appearance which was mistaken for a

groove made by a ball. On such lesions consult further CARL ROKITAXSKY, Lehrbuch der Pathologischen Anatomic, Dritte Umgearbeitete Auflage,

Wicn, 1856, B. II, S. 205.

1 Circular No. 2, S.G. O., 1869, op.cit., pp. 93. 94. The six published cases are: Case 187. Pt. J. Delaney, 51st New York, wounded at Antietam,

Sept. 17, 1863; matter burrowed about the left hip joint, and the thin part of the acetabulum was perforated. Dr. WILLIAM M. NOTSON" reported his

case and death, Dec. 24, 18J2.

—

Case 198. Pt. O. J. Dunn, 18th Mississippi, was struck at Antietam, Sept. 17, 1862. Secondary involvement of the head

of the left femur, from which he died June 19, 1863. A wood-cut of the specimen is reproduced in the Circular.—CASE 189. Pt. A. Hall, 1st Cavalry,

was wounded in Louisiana, Sept. 27, 1865, the ball penetrating ultimately into the hip joint of the left side. Death, January 12, 1866, Asst. Surgeon A.

Hartsuff, U. S. A., having reported the case.

—

Case 194. Serg't C. M. Scovil, 14th Connecticut, wounded May 12, 1864, received a musket contusion

of the left hip joint. He died July 14, 1864, as reported by Surgeon T. R. SPEXCER, U. S. V.

—

Case 195. Lieut. J. G. Seldon, 2d Cavalry, received

July 3, 1863, at Gettysburg, a wound of the left thigh in the vicinity of the hip. The hip joint became involved secondarily. He died Sept. 17, 1863.

Asst. Surgeon R. F. WEIR reported the case.

—

Case 198. Serg't C B. Wheeler, 81st Indiana, received a shot wound of the left hip joint, near Atlanta,

August 8, 1861. The injury soon affected the articulation, and Surgeon M. S. Siiehman, 9th Indiana, reports that ho had profuse suppuration, and died

October 7, 1864.

2 Hkin'K (C) (Die Schussverletzungen der unteren Extremitdten^crYin, 1866, p. 58) observes: "Shot wounds of the soft parts, in which, secondarily,

suppuration of the joint resulted from the breaking down of the tissues surrounding the shot channel, especially at the knee joint, were not very rare,

while at the hip joint we only observed a solitary but very remarkable case of this kind." KIRCHXKR (C) (Aerztlicher Bericht iiber das Koniglich

Prevtische Feld-Lazareth im Palast zu Versailles, Erlangen, 1872, p. 86) tabulates 27 injuries of the soft parts of the knee joint ; but does not give the

results. Arnold (J.) (Anatomischc Beitrage zu der Lehre von den Schusswunden, Heidelberg, 1873, pp. 123, 124) gives details of 2 cases of shot

wounds of the knee joint, in which, at the autopsies, the bones of the joint were found uniDJured.
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Case 59.—Private G. Deacon, Co. G, 14th Virginia Cavalry, aged 25 years, was wounded at Boonesboro', July 8, 1863,

and admitted to the Cavalry Corps Hospital. Surgeon S. B. W. Mitchell, 8th Pennsylvania Cavalry, noted a "flesh wound at

the knee joint." One week after the reception of the injury the wounded man was transferred to hospital at Frederick, whence

Acting Assistant Surgeon W. S. Adams reported the following history: "He was wounded by a spent ball, which entered on

the outer lateral surface of tlie right knee, passing inward and forward, striking the patella and lodging. The patient worked

the ball out witli his finger on the field. By examination I find no evidence of the ball having entered the cavity; the joint can

be moved without pain, and there is no evidence of effusion. Simple dressings were ordered to the wound. On July 25th the

external opening had closed and an abscess was forming at the point of lodgement of the ball. Enlarged the external opening

so as to communicate with the abscess, when about a half ounce of pus escaped, but no synovial fluid, although there was

evidence of the joint being involved, but perhaps not communicating with the opening. On the following day the swelling of

the joint was more extensive and fluctuation well marked. Tincture of iodine was then ordered to be applied to the joint twice

a day, and the limb was placed in Smith's anterior splint. On August 10th the wound had nearly healed, effusion within the

joint had almost entirely subsided, and the patient was comfortable. By August 20th the wound was entirely healed ; appearance

of joint natural. Considerable anchylosis existed, partly owing perhaps to deposit and partly to long continuance in one

position. About a week later the splint was removed, and afterwards passive motion was resorted to without producing much
pain or tenderness. On September 5th the patient was transferred to Baltimore, having considerable and daily increasing

motion of the knee." He was paroled from West's Buildings Hospital on September 25, 1303.

Then follow three fatal cases of direct shot injury involving the cavity of the knee

without lesion of the osseous surfaces:

CASE 60.—Private J. Wagoner, Co. F, 116th Pennsylvania, aged 23 yeans, was wounded at Petersburg, June 22, 1864,

and admitted to the field hospital of the 1st division, Second Corps, where Surgeon D. II. Houston, 2d Delaware, recorded:

"Flesh wound of left thigh by a niinie' ball." Surgeon G. L. Pancoast, U. S. V., contributed the pathological specimen (Cat.

Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 333, Spec. 3260) with the following notes of the case: "The patient entered Finley Hospital, Washington,

July 1st, with shot wound through left knee joint. The bone was not injured. He died July 17, 1864. Two days before death

signs of pneumonia presented themselves. An autopsy was made by Acting Assistant Surgeon G. II. ilopkins, who found

extensive inflammation extending all around the joint and its neighboring parts. The femur and tibia were denuded of cartilage

around the edges. In the cavity of the thorax there was considerable pleuritic adhesion, with effusion of thick pus, the lungs

themselves being very much congested and hepatized—in fact, the lungs were diseased throughout their entire extent. There

was also effusion both in the pleura and pericardium." The specimen consists of the bones of the injured knee joint.

Case 61.—Private E. Dolan, Co. D, 5th U. S. Cavalry, aged 21 years, was wounded at Gaines's Hill, ^"\
June 27, 1862. Acting Assistant Surgeon R P. Thomas contributed the pathological specimen (Cat. Surg. M

tj!J
Sect., 1836, p. 333, Spec. 227), with the following description :

" The patient was wounded by a bullet, which Mr f
entered on the outside of the left knee joint opposite its lower portion, and made its exit at the inside of the jfTL <
popliteal region, nearly on a horizontal line with the wound of entrance. He was admitted to the Episcopal . ,li^V<i>j3t

1 [ospital, Philadelphia, July 30th, and died on September 30, l^ii'i. During this period he was in a very low VC '".Vj&jtt

condition, the wounds and abscesses in the neighborhood of the joint discharging profusely the greater part of '>33fiH*v

the time; lie also suffered from diarrhoea. An autopsy, performed a few hours after death by Acting Assistant ^ItSst
Surgeon 11. I'. Thomas, showed "loss of cartilage, and ulceration of the heads of the femur, tibia, and fibula, I jffrS
with extension of the disease on the posterior aspect of the femur and between the heads of the tibia and \ 'jffcVv
fibula. There was also ulceration of the posterior face of the patella and abscesses in the soft parts." The

specimen (FlQ. 11) consists of the bones of the knee. The age of the patient is perhaps overstated. The (jjj

epiphyses, both in the tibia and fibula, were not united, and the real age was, probably, under 20; possibly did no. 11. Boimof
not exceed 19 years of age. left knee. &.9S7.

CASE 62.—Private U. Conn, Co. M, 12th Pennsylvania Cavalry, aged 28 years, was wounded during a cavalry skirmish

at Frederick, July 10, 1364, and was admitted to hospital the same day. Acting Assistant Surgeon J. II. Bartholf reported:

"He was wounded in the right knee joint by a pistol ball. The missile entered at the lower inner edge of the patella, and I

removed it from the joint, having put in my finger between the femur and tibia after enlarging the wound to feel the ball. There

was no fracture of any bone. On consultation, it was determined to try to save the i mb. The joint was freely opened and local

antiphlogistic treatment was employed. Great pain and swelling, for a few days only, ensued, with but slight irritative fever at

any time, and the pulse for weeks ranged from 85 to 95. Sometimes for a fortnight at a time he had a really good appetite ; this

notwithstanding that extra capsular abscesses appeared early and continued throughout to discharge much; at other times he

was in a precarious condition. He was placed on a water-bed, being thin in flesh on admission and soon troubled with bed-sores.

About a month before his death there was some cough. He sank very gently, and died October 14, 1864. The post-mortem

examination revealed the recovery from the joint wound by obliteration of its cavity and bony anchylosis, which was not so firm,

however, but that accidental violence partly broke it. The crucial ligaments were still uudestroyed. There was one vast abscess

from the knee to the groin encircling the femur, and another four inches long from the kuee downward—neither of them com-

municating with the joint. He had gray hepatization (pneumonic) of two thirds of the middle lobe of the right lung, all the

rest of the lungs being healthy. The heart was very small and its weight six ounces. All the other organs were healthy."

In the three following cases the projectile did not open or enter the knee joint, and

the involvement of the articulation was secondary in its nature:

Case 63.—Private E. Williams, Co. E, 5th Michigan Cavalry, aged 26 years, was wounded during the engagement

at Shepherdstown, August 26, 1864. Acting Staff Surgeon N. F. Graham reported his admission on the day of the injury to
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the field hospital at Sandy Hook with "shot wound of right thigh," and his transfer to Frederick two days afterwards.

Acting Assistant Surgeon J. C. Shinier, from the latter hospital, made the following report of the case: " He was wounded

by a fragment of a shell, which lodged in the external muscles of the lower third of the thigh in close proximity to the bone.

It was extracted on the field through the opening. Upon admission the patient's general condition was good. He experienced

no pain whatever from the injury. Suppuration was going on finely and everything indicated a speedy recovery. The wound

was thoroughly examined with the finger and a sinus found leading in the- direction of the knee, but not into the joint. Sep-

tember loth, patient complains of slight pain and tenderness in knee. The discharge has nearly subsided and the wound is

healing. I enlarged the opening so as to allow free vent for the pus. Tincture of iodine is directed to be applied every other day.

September 25th, for the last few days there has been some general derangement of the whole system ; appetite somewhat impaired

;

pulse excited; bowels irregular. The knee is still painful, especially upon pressure, and the discharge is the same in quantity.

Ordered fifteen drops of tincture of iron three times a day, with a half pint of milk-punch, a poultice of flaxseed meal to be

applied around the joint, and the limb to be kept at rest. September 30th, no change in the general condition. The discharge

of pus has ceased, but a thin oily looking material, resembling synovia, constantly exudes from the small opening that remains

at the entrance of the wound. October 10th, patient has been doing well until to-day; is very restless; pulse accelerated to

128; appetite very moderate; complains of excruciating pain in the knee. The wound has healed externally. Tonics, stimu-

lants, and generous diet are continued; one pill of opium is given four times a day, and blisters are applied over the joint.

October 20th, patient has received considerable relief from the blisters. The blistered surface having healed on October

25th, I directed them to be reapplied and the surface to be kept excoriated by an ointment of Goulard's cerate and powdered

cantharides. The other treatment was continued. 28th, pulse 113; suffers but little pain in knee, and feels quite encouraged.

An opium pill is given at bedtime. 30th, pulse 110; appetite improving; bowels regular; tongue clean; knee of its original

size and no pain on pressure. November 10th, general health rapidly improving; the ointment is discontinued. November

18th, walks about the ward with a splint adjusted to favor the knee and keep it at rest; general health excellent. On Decem-

ber 1st the tonics and stimulants were discontinued and the splint removed from the limb ; the knee is anchylosed, and no

passive motion is made for fear of exciting inflammation. On December 21st the patient received a fall, the entire weight of

the body resting for the time on the injured limb. He was directed to be confined to bed, the limb to be kept at rest, and

iodine to be applied over the knee; parts painful. December 24th, doing well; no constitutional disturbance. December 29th,

pain and swelling subsided; patient on crutches again. January 10, 1865, patient transferred to Michigan." Assistant

Surgeon D. O. Farrand, U. S. A., reported that the man was discharged from Harper Hospital, Detroit, May 20, 1865, by

reason of "anchylosis of the knee joint, produced by the wound." Williams is a pensioner, and has been reported by various

examiners as suffering from "complete anchylosis of the right knee joint." He was paid June 4, 1876.

Case 64.—Private T. G. Scott, Co. B, 54th North Carolina, aged 45 years, was wounded at Harper's Farm, April 6, 1865,

and admitted to the field hospital of the 3d division, Second Corps. Surgeon O. Everts, 20th Indiana, noted,

"shot flesh wound of left knee." From the field hospital the wounded man was transferred to City Point,

and thence, on April 22d, to the West's Buildings Hospital, Baltimore. Acting Assistant Surgeon A. Kess-

ler contributed the specimen, represented in the annexed wood-cut (FlG. 12), with the following descrip-

tion : "A mini6 ball passed through the left leg just below the knee joint, implicating the joint but not laying

it open. The leg became much swollen and discolored, and from the openings flowed a quantity of what

appeared to be arterial blood. Soon after the patient's admission there appeared severe constitutional

symptoms : rigors followed by high and continued fever, delirium, extreme nervousness, much prostration,

constant vomiting, and sleeplessness. Amputation, which, at an earlier period, might have saved his life,

was then pronounced impracticable, and the patient died with symptoms of pyaemia, May 4, 1865. A
post-mortem examination of the limb revealed the fact that the tissues above and below the joint, the

muscles, fascia, etc., were a gangrenous mass, and that the greater portion of the joint itself was divested

Fig. 12.—Caries of left °f 'ts periosteum and rapidly assuming the character of caries. Otherwise the joint was found to be intact,

knee joint. Spec. 4205. exhibiting no fracture."

Case 65.—Private W. P. Werden, Co. K, 34th Massachusetts, aged 20 years, was wounded at New Market, May
15, 1864. Surgeon J. V. Z. Blaney, U. S. V., reported his injury as "a shot wound of the knee." Acting Assistant

Surgeon J. II. Bartholf contributed the following history from the General Hospital at Frederick :
" The patient was ad-

mitted here May 25th, from the post hospital at Martinsburg, with a flesh wound of the left leg near the knee, caused by a mini6

ball. The missile entered a half inch below the patella, between it and the tuberosity of the tibia, directly over the

quadriceps extensor tendon, and lodged superficially just under the skin, whence it was extracted the same day. He was

removed in an ambulance sixty miles to Martinsburg. The joint soon became inflamed and swollen, and remained so until his

admission here. Water dressings had been applied. I found the joint inflamed and very much distended, probably with

synovia or a collection of pus, over the tendon of the quadriceps. A counter-opening was made at the lowest part of this, and

evaporating lotions applied, on the 29th of May. On the 1st of June the patient was somewhat better. June 4th, ice applied

to the knee. June 11th, patient has made very rapid and great improvement, so that the synovitis is nearly gone and the

abscess is almost healed ; but there is communication with the knee joint from the abscess, a minute orifice having been made

by ulceration apparently, through which healthy-looking synovia has been flowing in small quantities for a couple of days.

There is no constitutional trouble. June 12th, no more synovia comes out. June 17th, patient is permitted to get out of bed

and walk a little. July 4th, has gone on very favorably to this time, walking with a cane. Is now transferred to Baltimore."

After this date the patient was treated in hospital at Annapolis until September 13, 1864, when he was returned to duty. The

Adjutant General of Massachusetts reports that the man was mustered out June 30, 1865. He is not a pensioner.

Of thirty-eight recorded instances of lesions of the knee joint without injury to the
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articular surfaces, followed by amputation, twenty-nine or 76.3 per cent, were fatal. Two
of the cases will be detailed, and all will be enumerated in the tables of amputation at

the end of this section:

Case 66.—Lieutenant J. A. Boies, Co. H, 13th Infantry, aged 22 years, was wounded in the assault on Vicksburg,

May 22, 18G3. He was admitted on a hospital transport and conveyed to Memphis, whence he was admitted to the Marine

Hospital at Chicago on June 8th. Acting Assistant Surgeon R. N. Isham reported : "He was struck upon the outer side

of the left knee by a cannon shot from a distance of about two miles. The ball probably only glanced over the surface, for

there was the merest trifling appearance of a redness, but no wound or bruise upon the surface. Amputation at the upper third

of the thigh was performed on June 18th, and death resulted June 28, 1803, from pyaemia. A frequent pulse, brown tongue,

anxious expression of the face, and diarrhoea indicated the existence of the poison on admission. The strongest symptom, that

of profuse discharges from the bowels, almost involuntary, and of a color, smell, and consistency of the discharge from the

stump, together with the sickening sweetish odor of the perspiration and chills, indicated the invasion of the disease in a marked

manner on the night of the 18th. The treatment was by iron, quinine, and stimulants. Scrupulous attention was given to the

stump, removing all soiled dressings three times a day and injecting the wound with a solution of bromine and occasionally

with tincture of myrrh and balsam pern. This partially succeeded in correcting its unhealthy appearance and producing the

secretion, for a short time, of good-looking pus. There never was any attempt at healing in the wound, the edges of which

looked like 'cut edges of pork.' The discharge from the wound was of a dark-colored thin offensive character. There was no

sloughing or gangrene. The system seemed to make great efforts to eliminate the poison, as evidenced by the profuse per-

spiration and diarrhoea. The blood seemed to part with its serum easily. No clot was formed in the stump, and late in the

progress of the disease the discharge consisted of altered blood. The pulse during the case was from 130 to ICO. No post-

mortem was allowed by his friends, but the sudden invasion of pain in the joints, a swelling of the knee and fluctuation,

satisfied me that pus had formed in the synovial cavity."

Case 67.—Sergeant G. A. Dyer, Co. G, 6th Maine, aged 21 yeo*" , was wounded at Rappahannock Station, November

7, 1863, and was admitted to Armory Square Hospital, Washington, two days afterwards. Surgeon D. W. Bliss, U. S. V.,.

reported: "A niinid ball entered four inches below and in line with the trochanter major of the right thigh, took a down-

ward and inward course, and could not be found on admission to the hospital. On November 29th,

the missile was extracted from the popliteal space; suppuration continued free and of good char-

acter. Two weeks subsequent to the extraction of the ball a bit of woolen cloth came from the

lower wound. December 10th, patient was allowed to get up and move about, using crutches.

December 25th, knee joint became painful and continued to swell from this date. Under iodine the

swelling subsided to a considerable extent, but the pain continued; suppuration still free and at

times thin and poor in character. On February 1, 1864, synovial fluid was observed from the upper

point in the discharge; pain in knee joint still considerable at night, and leg enlarged. On February

19th. the thigh was amputated above the condyles by flap operation; four arteries tied; loss of blood

small
;
patient in fair condition constitutionally. On opening the knee joint after the operation,

erosion of the cartilages was discovered, and an abscess below the knee joint communicating with it.

February 22d, patient doing well." The specimen represented in the adjacent cut (Fig. 13) was

contributed by Surgeon Bliss, and consists of the bones of the knee of the amputated limb, showing

a slight deposit of callus on the posterior aspect of the shaft, apparently due to the irritation set up

by contact with the ball in position. The patient was discharged from service April IS, 1864, and

pensioned, and subsequently furnished with an artificial limb. In his application for commutation,

dated 1870, he described the stump as being in a sound condition. The pensioner was paid June 4,

1876. In the cut only a portion of the specimen, which consists of the four bones entering into the fem ,','

r studded with oateo-

articulation, is represented. The amputation was done at the middle of the femur, and not through Ph J'
te
J "?er shot c"n,uslon -

. , ,
Spec. 2047.

the lower third as represented in the cut.

Of peri-articular shot wounds of the Ankle Joint, thirty-seven cases are indicated on

the records; 1 but the evidence in regard to the precise nature of the injury may be termed

unsatisfactory. In fifteen cases, of which one proved fatal, no operative interference was

deemed necessary. In the remaining twenty-two cases the limb was amputated at the

leg, with fatal results in twelve instances. One case may here be detailed; all the cases

of amputations of leg for peri-articular shot wounds of the ankle joint will be enumerated

in the tables of amputations following shot flesh wounds of the lower extremities:

Case 68.—Corporal E. D. Goodell, Co. D, 25th Massachusetts, aged 21 years, was wounded at Cold Harbor, June 3,

1864. Surgeon S. A. Richardson, 13th New Hampshire, recorded his admission to the Eighteenth Corps field hospital with

"shot wound of right ankle." Surgeon R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V., reported the result of the injury a» follows: "The patient

entered the Harewood Hospital, Washington, June 10th, with shot wound of right foot near os calcis, the ball severing the

1 The records of shot flesh wounds of the ankle joint without injury to the bones are very meagre. KluciiSEIl (C.) (Aerztlicher BericM iiber das

Koniglich Preussische Feld-Lazareth im Palast zu Versailles. Erlangen, 1872. S. 86) tabulates 8 eases of flesh wounds of the tibio-tarsal articulation but

gives no results. HEISE (C.) (Die SchussverUtzwngen der unUren Extremitdten, Berlin, 186f>, S. 5) thinks it very remarkable that not a single case of

secondary arthritis following "shot wound of the ankle joint without lesion to the bone " was observed.
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tendo-achilles. On admission, lie was very weak. The parts were swollen and suppurating freely, and became subsequently

gangrenous, the tarsal and metatarsal bones denuded. An operation was deemed necessary, and performed on July 22d by

Acting Assistant Surgeon 13. E. Butcher, who amputated the leg at the lower third by the circular method. Sulphuric ether

was used. The patient improved after the operation, and was furloughed August 17th, the stump looking well." The bones

of the amputated ankle were contributed to the Museum by the operator, and constitute specimen 3332 of the Surgical Section.

In December following the man was admitted to Dale Hospital, Worcester, whence Surgeon C. II. Chamberlain, U. S. V.,

reported that the stump assumed a large suppurating surface with several sinuses leading to diseased bone, and that on February

20, 1835, he removed a sequestrum eight inches in length by a longitudinal incision. After this the patient, was reported as

having made excellent progress, and the stump as being nearly healed on March 31st. He was ultimately discharged from the

Soldiers' Rest, at Boston, October 31, lSGo, and pensioned. The pensioner was paid March 4, 1877.

Peri-articular shot wounds of the joints should be treated at the outset by complete

immobilization of the articulation, by wire-cloth splints, or plaster bandages, the wound

being covered with simple dressings of thick compresses saturated with cold lotions. The

complications are to be combatted.as they arise.

Complications of Shot Flesh Wounds of the Lower Extremities.—In the great series

of 58,702 shot flesh wounds of the lower limbs, besides the groups characterized by lesions

to the principal blood-vessels and nerves, by extensive lacerations, by lodgement of foreign

bodies or extension of inflammation to the joints, there were many examples of compli-

cations of Pyaemia, Gangrene, Tetanus, Erysipelas, and Haemorrhage. A certain number

of cases haVe been classified in each of these categories. The reader, however, must guard

'against the belief that this class of cases is complete, for, as explained heretofore, there

was neither time nor clerical assistance for an exhaustive search. The cases, however,

have been impartially selected, and the results probably present a fair average.

Pyaemia.—Three hundred and twenty-eight cases, of which three hundred and twenty,

or 97.5 percent., resulted fatally, were found recorded. One of the eight cases of recovery

will be detailed:

Case 69.—Private S. S. Chase, Co. L, 1st Maine Cavalry, aged 43 years, was wounded at Stony Creek, October 27,

1864, and admitted to the field hospital of the 2d division, Cavalry Corps, where Surgeon F. LeMoyne, 16th Pennsylvania

Cavalry, noted: " Shot flesh wound of both legs." The patient was moved to City Point on the following day, and on November

14th ho was transferred to Washington. Surgeon D. W. Bliss, U. S. V., made the following report: "He was admitted to

Armory Square Hospital with wounds of the right thigh and left leg. The first ball entered the thigh posteriorly, about the

junction of the middle and upper thirds, passing inward and a little downward, and emerging on the inner side of the thigh;

the second ball entered the left leg on the posterior aspect, about the middle, and passed directly forward, emerging on the inner

side, one and a half or two inches from point of entrance. The patient had an unhealthy appearance and was considerably

emaciated when admitted, the wounds discharging a very thin and offensive matter, not very profusely. On November 26th,

pytemia became developed
;
patient had several violent chills, which were repeated on the following days, when his wounds

became dark colored and dry and ceased to discharge, and he grew delirious. From this period quinine, iron, and chlorate of

potassa were prescribed, with stimulants and the most nourishing diet, together with applications of creasote, tannin, and solu-

tion of chlorate of patassa to the wounds, under which treatment he gradually improved. At present (December 31st) his

wounds are about healed and he is able to leave his bed, being greatly improved in every respect, and convalescent." The man
was discharged from service March 24, 1865, because of "permanent contraction of the gastrocnemius muscle of the left leg,

resulting from the wound." Examiner J. O. Perry, of Portland, Maine, certified, April 30, 1868, that "both wounds are very

tender;" and that "the wound in the leg so far involved the nerves that the leg below it and the foot are quite numb." The
Portland Examining Board reported, in 1S73 and 1875, that they find deep, and, on the left leg, adherent scars, with considerable

loss of tissues in both wounds. The pensioner was paidjune 4, 1876.

In the greater proportion of the fatal cases, although the ratio of mortality was so

large, necroscopic appearances were not recorded:

CASE 70.—Sergeant M. Armstrong, Co. M, 6th Cavalry, was wounded at Williamsburg, May 4, 1862, and admitted to

the Hygeia Hospital, Fort Monroe, five days afterwards, when Surgeon R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V., noted a "shot wound of

left thigh." Acting Assistant Surgeon S. J. Radcliffe contributed the following history, from Hospital No. 1, Annapolis : "The
ball entered the external aspect and posterior of the upper third of the thigh, passing inward and downward, and emerged

about the centre of the middle third. The patient was in hospital at Fort Monroe about ten weeks, when he rejoined his

regiment. He went through most of the great battles and skirmishes until Gettysburg, in July, 1863, when he was taken

prisoner at Fairfield, Peun., and went to Richmond via Staunton, arriving there on July 20th. He was paroled and left

the enemy's lines on the 23d, arrived at Annapolis on the 24th and at Camp Parole on August 2d, and entered this hospital

September 20th. He states that the leg has not been painful except in cloudy weather, and has not swelled, and that his health
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has been good. Prescribed pills consisting of quinine one and a half grains, and blue mass and capsicum one half grain each,

to be given every four hours. September 25th: Had a chill yesterday ; tongue coated; skin dry; pidse quick; conjunctiva

yellow; countenance dejected and of painful expression; great lancinating pain in leg; nervousness; bowels irregular.

Stopped the pills and gave quinine in solution, five grains every six hours. September 27th : Has lost flesh during last week.

Has had continued fever, and the leg has been swelling for two or three days and is very painful, the least motion being painful;

abscess forming between the former orifices of the •wound on the posterior aspect; general condition unfavorable. A large

flaxseed poultice was applied to envelope the whole thigh, and the quinine was continued. Patient objects to U.king stimulants,

and takes but little. October 1st, A. M.: The thigh, from the groin to the knee, has continued to enlarge to this date, with

sharp throbbing pain, sleeplessness, depressed nervous condition, deafness, fever of a low type, diarrhoea and loss of appetite;

patient quite hectic, pulse quick, and cheeks flushed; abscess pointing at the eschar or orifice of wound of exit. Made an in-

cision from one to five inches long, and a full stream of dark, thin, offensive matter followed, amounting to nearly two pints;

bathed with warm water and vinegar, and continued the stimulants, beef-tea and quinine, with an occasional dose of compound

mixture of catechu. 5 P. M.: Patient feels better; pulse quick and feeble; skin in good condition; tongue cleaner; bowels

better. Ordered spirits of mindereri, one half ounce, to be given alternately with the other medicine. October 3d: Abscess

still discharging very dark, thin, and fetid matter; patient very prostrate; emaciation very rapid and distinct. Gave stimu-

lants freely and often. October 3, A. M.: Patient very feeble, pale and thirsty; pulse quick and sharp; bowels worse ; delirium

most of the night, and nausea; abscess still discharging; leg very much swollen and highly sensitive; sloughing about the

wound. Applied charcoal and yeast poultices, and gave tincture of chloride of iron, twenty-five drops, with quinine every four

hours. 3 r. M.: Pupils contracted; stupor; pulse 120, feeble, sharp, and quick; very sensitive to touch; bowels more invol-

untary; leg largely infiltrated, red and swollen, and pits at the knee; very little discharge of bloody serum; patient sinking.

Died at 5.30 a. M. on October 4, 18G3."

An example of the series of fatal cases in which autopsies were made is subjoined.

This series constitutes seventy-three of the three hundred and twenty cases.

Cask 71.—Sergeant D. A. Lent, Co. A, Cth New York Heavy Artillery, aged 24 years, was wounded at Cedar Creek,

October 19, 1864. Surgeon W. A. Barry, 03th Pennsylvania, noted his admission to the Sheridan Field Hospital with "shot

flesh wound of right leg." Several days after being wounded the man was transferred to the Camden Street Hospital, Baltimore,

and subsequently to ltulison, Annapolis Junction, whence Acting Assistant Surgeon A. Marion reported the following history :

"The patient was admitted to this hospital January 4, 1865, with a wound of the right leg, middle third, a miui6 ball entering

on the anterior aspect one inch outside of the tibia, lodging between the tibialis amicus, tibialis posticus, and the anterior tibial

artery. When admitted the wound was completely healed up, but the leg was much swollen and no ball could be detected.

During the first week after his admission the patient had his leg rolled up with a bandage, and the swelling completely disap-

peared. He became able to walk about until January 18th, when he again complained, and on examination I found the leg

again much swollen, with a dark spot located where the wound first healed up. After this flaxseed poultices were constantly

applied until February 2d, when, on opening the wound, the ball was carefully removed from its place of lodgement. On the

two days following the operation the patient had a severe fever and chills, with extreme pain and great depression. I ordered

eight grains of calomel with ten grains of rhubarb to be taken at once, followed by a saline aperient. On the morning after the

4th, I ordered strong beef-tea, with brandy, to be taken freely. This treatment was continued until February 7th, with some

saline draughts, according to the condition of the bowels. On the morning of the 8th, I found the patient greatly depressed and

complaining of extreme pain in the joints, and on examining the wrists and the left shoulder joint I discovered them to be very

much swollen, with a peculiar boggy feel to the touch. All these symptoms were attended with rigors, drowsiness, yellowness

of the skin, and offensive perspiration, sometimes accompanied with delirium. Poultices were applied over the joints, with

warm fomentations, and opium was given to relieve the pains every night. The treatment was continued, but no amelioration

whatever of the symptoms took place, the patient gradually sinking until the morning of February 15, 1865, when he died.

At the post-mortem, an abscess was found in the upper lobe of the right lung, about two and a half inches long and two inches in

width and depth, filled with thick pus. Both lungs were much congested. The right ventricle of the heart was filled with a

semi-organized clot. Kidneys about six inches long and four inches wide; small abscesses were found in the cortical portion of

each one. Pus was also found in the urethra. Liver, spleen, pancreas, stomach, and intestines normal. About one teaspoonful

of thick fetid pus was found in the right knee joint, and about half as much in the right wrist joint. There was no pus in the

ankle joints."

It is to be regretted that autopsies were not more generally practised in cases of this

group, and that in the exceptional cases the necroscopical records were so imperfect.

Hospital Gangrene.—The shot flesh wounds of the lower, extremity that were

distinguished by the supervention of hospital gangrene1 numbered two hundred and

eighty-three, with one hundred and fifty-eight deaths, or 55.8 per cent. Details of three

cases of recovery are appended:

Case 72.—Private W. J. Briggs, Co. A, 102d Pennsylvania, aged 27 years, was wounded at Chancellorsville, May
3, 1863. Assistant Surgeon J. C. McKee, U. S. A., in charge of the General Hospital at Pittsburgh, reported the following

! In Investigations upon the Nature, Causes, and Treatment of Hospital Gangrene as it prevailed in the Confederate Armies. 1861-1865, by Joseph

JONES, M. D., published in tho Surgical Memoirs of the War of the Rebellion collected and publisJud by the U. S. Sanitary Commission, the author details

many illustrations of gangrenous wounds resulting from shot wounds of the lower extremities. Instances may be found in the San. Comm. Memoir,

Surg. Vol. 11, pp. 234, 250, 310, 311, 315, 318, 329, 331, 334, 337, 347, 375, 3S0, 388, 394, 399, 406, 411, 437.

SURG. Ill—
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history :
" The ball passed between the tibia and fibula, about the middle of the leg, escaping through the calf opposite the point

of entrance. The patient was four days at Falmouth Hospital, seven days at Douglas, Washington, and was then removed

to Satterlee, Philadelphia. Seventeen days after his admission to the latter he was furloughed and came to Pittsburgh.

The wound had healed at its entrance and was still discharging at its exit, but was considered fit to travel with. lie had

several slight chills before leaving Philadelphia, and one of a more severe character after his arrival home, followed by haemor-

rhage from the posterior wound, which was arrested. The next day he came to the hospital. The wound presented the

unmistakable evidence of gangrene. He was isolated, and nitric acid was freely applied to all parts. The disease was found

very extensive, involving the greater part of the calf of the leg. Poultices of charcoal and pyroligueous acid, etc., were applied.

The constitutional remedies were quinia, muriated tincture of iron, stimulants, beef-tea, etc. The disease was checked, and

the patient is (July 31st) recovering rapidly. The interest in this case is the distance the man carried the contagion, the

great rapidity and destructiveness of its attack, apparently uninfluenced by the comforts of a good home and the best of food

and nursing.'' The patient remained in the hospital until September 3, 1864, when he was mustered out, his term of service

having expired. The Pittsburgh Examining Board certified, in 1873 and 1875, that there was wasting of the gastrocnemius

muscle from gangrene, and that the resulting adhesions have impaired the action of that muscle and cause pain in the ankle.

The pensioner was paid June 4, 1870.

Case 73.—Private A. W. Bretz, Co. D, 49th Ohio, aged 23 years, was wounded in the right thigh, at Murfreesboro*,

December 31, 1862. Surgeon J. R. McClurg, U. S. V., in charge of the General Hospital at Cleveland, contributed the follow-

ing history: ''The ball entered upon the outer and posterior aspect of the limb, passed through the biceps, semi-meinbra-

nosus and semi-tendinosus muscles, and out upon the inner side of the thigh. The patient was in Hospital No. 21, Nashville,

about ten days, after which he was sent to the West-End Hospital, Cincinnati, where he remained over three months. Ho
says his limb was at one time almost healed, but it soon manifested symptoms for the worse, and afterward discharged consid-

erably for several days. He was forwarded to and arrived at this hospital upon the evening of the 29th of April, and on the

30th his wound was examined and dressed. At this time we found a ragged, foul ulcer upon the back part of the limb, where

the ball entered, about one and a half inches in diameter, surrounded by an erysipelatous—or a halo of dusky red—inflamma-

tion, hard and painful to the touch. The patient was feverish, restless, unable to sleep; had poor appetite, and appeared much
prostrated. He complained of severe shooting pain in the limb and of the disagreeable odor of the wound. We dressed the

wound with the creasote ointment and prescribed a tonic treatment. Some three days afterwards the whole integument and

cellular tissue, previously inflamed and diseased, became one putrid mass and dropped out, leaving a large cavity, large enough

to admit the whole hand. The hemorrhage at this time was considerable, and was arrested at the time by applying the pure

creasote to the whole bleeding cavity, together with compresses, adhesive strips, and a roller from the foot to the groin. The

haemorrhage was by this process arrested, and for two or three days afterwards my assistant surgeons reported the case favor-

ably. But I was again called upon to visit the patient, who was reported to be sinking very fast, and that the wound was

bleeding very much. I found to my surprise the whole bandage and bed saturated with blood, and the patient truly in a

dangerous condition. Upon removing the bandages and compresses a large mass of coagulated blood and dead tissue dropped

out, having the most intolerable stench imaginable. The haemorrhage was still very great, and I was almost at a loss to know

how to stop it. The whole back part of the thigh appeared to be one bleeding cavity. I introduced my hand into the wound

and found I could pass my fingers almost up to the tuber ischii. At the bottom of the cavity, entirely exposed to view, were

the belly of the biceps, the semi-membranosus and semi-tendinosus muscles. We used cold water, which succeeded in a measure

to stop the hemorrhage temporarily. Immediately afterward, or as soon as the patient had recovered from the shock produced

by the loss of blood, I put him under the influence of equal parts of sulphuric ether and chloroform; then commencing imme-

diately below the tuber ischii and cutting through the parts down to the muscles, I brought the knife down and out at the upper

part of the cavity, turning the flaps outward and exposing the whole cavity; with a pledget of lint tied to a probang I cauterized

every part of this cavity—the flaps and even the muscles—with pure nitric acid until they became perfectly charred and nil

hemorrhage entirely ceased. The flaps were now brought together and fixed with wide adhesive strips around the thigh. A
compress saturated with a lotion of nitric acid was applied, and over this a roller from foot to groin. The patient was ordered

sulphate of quinine one grain, and tincture of chloride of iron fifteen drops, every two hours; also, eggnog, brandy-punch,

and essence of beef. From this moment he began to improve rapidly and complained of no more severe stinging pain in the

limb. Not the least haemorrhage ensued afterward, and that most offensive fetid discharge subsided at once. We dressed the

sore twice per day afterward, still using a weak lotion of nitric acid. It has progressed and is still (June 1st) progressing

most favorably." The patient was assigned to the Veteran Reserve Corps December 11, 1863. There is no record of his ever

having applied for pension.

In addition to the history of the case, Surgeon McClurg submits the following remarks in relation to the treatment

of gangrene: "There is not a doubt in my mind but that the nitric acid is one of the most, if not the most, eificient remedy

in use for sloughing phagedena and hospital gangrene. I am aware that of late bromine 1 and its compounds are exciting

considerable interest in the medical profession as curative agents in hospital gangrene, but I must acknowledge that my expe-

rience with these agents will not allow me to call them specific, and I certainly regard them as secondary remedies to nitric

acid. The acid is an old and common remedy, and I believe the reason it has not oftener proved its superiority over all other

remedies in hospital gangrene has been on account of the cautious manner in which it has been used. This is a serious disease,

and the remedy should be freely applied. In the above case, I placed one ounce of acid in a tumbler, dipped my pledget of

lint in again and again until the whole diseased part was effectually cauterized. All danger was at once over, and the disease

that moment arrested."

1 Among published papers on the local application of bromine in hospital gangrene may be mentioned Bromine, in Hospital Gangrene, by K. L.

Stanford, M. D., Surgeon U. S. V., in Am. Med. Times, 18G3, Vol. VII, p. 24, and Remarks on Hospital Gangrene, by Surgeon G. R. Weeks, U. S. V ..

in Am. Med. Times, 1863, Vol. VII, p. 46. GOLDSMITH (M ), A Report on Hospital Gangrene, etc., Louisville, 1863. THOMSON (WM.), Report of Cases

of Hospital Gangrene treated in Douglas Hospital, Washington, D. C., in Am. Jour. Med. Sci.. 186*4, Vol. XLVII, p. 378.
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Case 74.—Private' H. Barr, Co. I, 21st Iowa, aged 4i! years, was wounded at the Black River Bridge, May 17, 1863,

and was transferred from a field hospital to Memphis, two weeks after the injury. Acting Assistant Surgeon W. M. Dorran

contributed the following history: "He received a flesh wound of the right leg, the hall entering about two inches below the

head of the fibula, external aspect, passing inward and downward behind the bones of the leg. and escaping three inches below

the head of the tibia, internal aspect. On June 4th, he was admitted into the Jackson Hospital, in this city. The wounds

were then small, the external one nearly healed; both wounds were suppurating, and the pus was 'darkish,' the patient stated.

Either pus burrowed or a diffuse abscess formed six inches below the internal wound on the calf of the leg, pointed and broke

there, discharging a considerable quantity of pus. The tissues all around this new sore began to slough, and a destructive

process extended down to within two inches of the ankle, up to the internal wound, forward to the spine of the tibia, and

backward to the median line of the muscles of the calf. A consultation was held over the case, and it was decided to ampu-

tate, the patient states; but the superintendent of the hospitals happened to be present and overruled the decision, and had the

patient transferred to the gangrene section of this, the Union Hospital, on June 30th. On admission, a large portion of black

dead tissue surrounded the breach of the surface, which, when cut away by the scissors, made the ulcer to be about eight inches

long and four inches in width at the middle of the leg. The tibia was denuded of periosteum to the extent of four inches in

its middle third. The internal saphenous vein was a black cord for about six inches. The gastrocnemius and soleus muscles

had sloughed to the median line, and the fascia between these two muscles, and also under the soleus, had sloughed away

much farther in extent than the muscles. After it was cleaned as well as possible by cutting and washing, fuming nitric acid

was applied, or almost poured on the dead and dying tissues still remaining, and with a piece of wood it was worked into their

structure, and the semifluid slush or mud was cleaned away, as it formed, by the application of the acid. Then the whole leg

was enveloped with a poultice of charcoal and linseed-meal, covered by an oilcloth, and bandaged from the toes to the knee.

After the cauterization, when the patient was under the influence of some stimulants and morphia given to him during the

operation, lie expressed himself as feeling better than he had for two weeks past, and the leg easier. July 1st, Sloughing by

acid not ready to be removed yet ; acid again applied where gangrenous ulceration still proceeded, also the poultice and tight

bandage. July 4th, The patient rests well at night, and his appetite is rather improved. He is cheerful and hopeful, and of

the opinion now that there is a chance of his leg being saved, whereas before he had made up his mind that it was to be lost.

The slough by the acid was removed to-day, and the sore is fresher in appearance anteriorly, but posteriorly the fascia is still

sloughing. The strong acid was again applied in this region, causing the formation of a mass to be cleaned away to the

amount of two or three ounces. Lint saturated with a solution of bromine and bromide of potassium is now introduced into

every crevice and sinus and over every sloughing part, and over this a poultice and bandage. Stimulants are given four times

a day, also tonics of quinine and tincture of chloride of iron. July 8th, By assiduous attention to treatment, after the manner

already described, the sore has been brought to present a fresh and rather healthy base, and some granulations are springing up

on the anterior part. Nitric acid has still to be applied under the muscles of the calf, and at the lowest margin of the ulcer

some dead tissue remains. July 12th, The ulcer is quite clean and has quite a healthy appearance; granulations are springing

up very beautifully, except at the lower margin. The patient's general condition has improved. Resin cerate is used to dress

the parts where granulations are springing up, but solution of bromine or Labarraque's solution where any unhealthy appear-

ance presents itself. July lGtli, The sore appears quite healthy and granulating all over. The muscles that were separated

from each other by destruction of tissue between them are beginning to grow together. The tibia, which was bare for some

distance, is again being covered by granulations. The edges of the ulcer are becoming depressed and rather inverted instead

of being indurated and everted. The internal saphena vein has been destroyed for eight inches of its length and cut away.

There was no haemorrhage at any time. September 1st, Ulcer very much reduced in size. Nitrate of silver is used at times

to depress exuberant granulations. October 1st, Wound almost completely healed, and patient able to walk about." He was

discharged April 6, 1864, and pensioned. Examiner R. S. Lewis, of Dubuque, Iowa, certified, June 16, 1864: "The right leg

has been pierced by a hall about three inches below the knee, * * * followed by gangrene ; is still discharging, leaving

the limb useless." This pensioner was last paid September 4, 18C8, since when he has not been heard from.

The pathology and treatment of gangrene of the lower extremities will be considered

in the chapter on the general subject. In the lower limbs traumatic gangrene is usually

of the humid variety and commonly progresses with great rapidity.

Tetanus.—Among cases of shot wounds of the lower extremities not attended by

lesions of the bones, joints, great vessels or nerves,
1 there were one hundred and seventeen

1 Surgeon J. JULIAN ClIISOLM, C. S. A., in his Manual of Military Surgery for tlie use of Surgeons in the Confederate States Army (Columbia,

S. C, 3d ed., 18G4, p. 257), observes that the results described by Laruey in his campaigns in Egypt and Germany (Memoires de Chir. Mil. et Cam.

pagnes, PariB, 1812. T. lit, p. €66), in the frequent appearance of tetanus in wounded soldiers upon exposure on battle-fields to cold and damp night air,

never followed the leaving of wounded soldiers upon the battle-fields of the Confederacy. Dr. Edwaku Warrex, Surgeon General of the -State of North

Carolina, declares (An Epitome of Practical Surgeryfor Field and Hospital, Richmond, 1863, p. 132) that "the experience of all surgeons establishes the

fact that changes of temperature are prolific sources of this disease;" and Professor Samuel D. Gross {A System of Surgery, etc., 5th cd., 1872, Vol. I,

Chap. X, p. 238) remarks that gunshot wounds are peculiarly liable to be followed by tetanus only when the sutTerers are neglected, or permitted to lie

upon damp, cold ground, or in currents of cold air, after an engagement. Dr. ClIISOLM says (I. c, p. 258) that "a trifling puncture or scratch is. at times,

sufficient to cause an attack ; and it has been noticed by military surgeons that the scraping of the skin by a ball, with bruising of the nerves, is more

liablo to this complication than the more severe wounds." " Wounds in certain situations," Dr. CH1S01.M adds, "are thought to favor its appearance, viz

:

injury to the hands, feel, joints, etc." . . "Its common period for appearing is between the fifth and fifteenth days.*' Professor Jos. JONES, Surgeon

P. A. C. S., in an article on Traumatic Tetanus, in Confed. States Med. and Surg. Jour., 1864. p. 1, dwells upon the good effects of chloroform mixture,

administered by the stomach, in shot flesh wounds. The compilers ofA Manual of Military Surgery preparedfor the use of the Confederate States Army,

Richmond, 1863 [Surgeons A. Tallev, VV. P. Campbell, St. Georok Peachey, A. E. Peticolis, and J. Duxx are reported to have constituted the

commission that prepared this workj. in the chupter on Tetanus, on page 9, refer to the effect of draughts of cold air in determining violent exacerbations

of muscular rigidity.
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cases of tetanus noticed, with one hundred and six deaths, or 90.5 per cent. An example

of one of the eleven instances of recovery is appended:

Case 75.—Private G. C. Nichol, Co. C, 22d Iowa, aged 20 years, was wounded at Vicksburg, Way 22. 1863. Surgeon

T. F. Azpell, U. S. V.,- noted his admission to the Steamer R. C. Wood, from a field hospital, June 4th, with ''shot wound of

right thigh." Assistant Surgeon J. M. Study, U. S. V., reported the following history from Union Hospital, Memphis, where

the patient was admitted June 8th: "The injury for which this man was admitted was an ordinary flesh wound, the ball

passing transversely from without inward, through the posterior aspect of the right thigh. At the time of his admission the

wound showed no indication of having made any progress toward reparation, but presented an extremely irritable margin.

Warm-water dressing was applied, and on the following day there were marked symptoms of tetanus, chietly confined to the

jaws, which, however, soon became more general, and in addition to the trismus there was that frightful condition of the body

intermediate between opisthotonos and pleurothotonos. Sufficient quantity of chloroform was administered by inhalation, to

produce complete anaesthesia, twice regularly in twenty-four hours. Sulphate of morphia, in half-grain doses, was given each

evening at bed-time, and brandy ad libitum. June 11th, no notable change in the case
;
patient is stupid, and there is an absence

of muscular rigidity as long as the combined effects of the chloroform and morphia continue. June 14th, patient much in the

same condition as wdien last noted, excepting an extensive tumefaction of the left limb, which tumefaction, so far as the most

careful scrutiny would show, is entirely idiopathic in its nature. A roller was applied to this limb from the toes to the groin;

otherwise the treatment of the case is the same. June 18th, tetanic symptoms subsiding somewhat; the wound has changed in

appearance but little since first noted; tumefaction in left leg still present. Chloroform is given less freely than before; morphia

continued the same, also the brandy. June 21st, patient is now able to separate the jaws to the width of half an inch; his

general condition is improving rapidly; appetite is ravenous; the bowels are regular; swelling in left leg disappeared; wound

beginning to suppurate. Morphia, in one-third doses, is given at bed-time; brandy, one ounce every two hours. June 28th,

the wound has been suppurating freely, a large amount of the adjacent tissues having sloughed away. The warm-water dress-

ing, which has been continued until now, is stopped, and scraped lint moistened with glycerine is applied. Patient takes one

pint of ale daily. July loth, the wound is quite healed, and the patient walks with the aid of a cane. On August 19th, he was

furloughed." The registers of the Union Hospital show that this man returned from furlough, and was sent to his regiment for

duty September 30, 1863.

Two examples of fatal cases are subjoined. It has been impracticable to discover

any details of autopsies throwing any light on the subject.
1 Apparently there were no

instances recorded in this group in which microscopical examinations of sections of the

spinal cord were undertaken

:

Case 76.—Private P. Brown, Co. A, 169th New York, aged 36 years, was wounded at Cold Harbor, June 3, 1834, and

admitted to Harewood Hospital, Washington, five days afterwards. Surgeon R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V., reported : "Shot flesh

wound of left leg. Patient furloughed July 29th." Assistant Surgeon M. F. Coggswell, U. S. V., in charge of the Albany

Hospital, reported the following result of the case: "The patient was admitted August 1st. having a large ulcer, measuring six

by five and a half inches, on the calf of the leg, the result of a gunshot wound. His general health was very poor, and he was

anasmic and debilitated. Gangrene had appeared previous to his admission to this hospital, and the ulcer was indolent, foul,

and unhealthy. Nitrate of silver was applied and solution of chlorinate of soda, also poultices of flaxseed-meal mingled with

pulverized charcoal. This treatment was followed in twenty-four hours by a healthy discharge of pus and a general improve-

ment of the ulcer. Beef-tea, milk-punch, and extra diet were ordered. On the 2d of August his tongue was red and dry, his

appetite failed, and he manifested great uneasiness and appeared to labor under an impression of impending evil. That night

(August 2d) the weather, which had been very hot and dry for several days, suddenly became damp and chilly, and on the

morning of August 3d, at 4 o'clock, symptoms of trismus appeared, and were followed in two hours by a general spasm of all

the voluntary muscles. The risus sardonicus was marked, and the patient was in great distress; deglutition was impossible.

Beef-essence and milk-punch were administered by enemata, and half a grain of sulphate of morphia was injected hypodermic-

ally over the epigastrium. The latter acted so speedily and powerfully that in two hours all the muscles were relaxed. The
patient's strength, however, was completely exhausted, and at 8 o'clock p. M. he expired, there being no recurrence of the

tetanic symptoms. No general post-mortem was made; a local examination did not reveal anything. The trunk of the posterior

tibial nerve was intact, but its muscular and cutaneous branches were involved."

Case 77.—Sergeant W. "Walters, Co. B, 87th Pennsylvania, aged 29 years, was wounded at the Wilderness, May 8,

18G4. Surgeon N. R. Moseley, U. S. V., reported his admission to Emory Hospital, Washington, May 16th, with "shot

wound of foot." Surgeon J. II. Taylor, U. S. V., reported the following result of the injury: "The patient was admitted to

Summit House Hospital, Philadelphia, May 20th, having been wounded by a ball striking the plantar surface of the left foot

at the first interosseous space, one and a half inches from the metatarso-phalangeal joints, going directly through on the dorsum

and producing a flesh wound. Cold-water dressings were applied. The patient is of strumous diathesis, having scars on the

side of his neck, the remains of scrofulous abscesses. May 30th, at 8 a. M, lie was in excellent health; at 12 M. he com-

plained of stiffness and pains in the jaws and neck; great pain, referred to articulation of left inferior maxilla with temporal

bone, together with constant fixed pains at the epigastrium, shooting around to the spine; jaws seemingly tied, as the patient

expressed; mouth gradually closing; twitching of facial muscles; some difficulty of respiration, but none of deglutition.

1 ClIISOLM (J. Jui.iax), 51. D., (in his Manual of Military Surgery, 3d cd., Columbia, 1864, p. 259) states: "That fruitful source of information,

pathology, gives us no instruction in this disease. An autopsy reveals to the eye nothing commensurate with the intensity of the symptoms. A slight

congestion of the spinal cord and medulla oblongata is all that can be discerned. ''
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Treatment: Bowels unloaded by injections; brandy and quinine given in large quantities, milk-punch and beef-tea by mouth

and rectum. Liquor of morphia, one half ounce, was given every two hours for eight or ten hours, but with no effect. Injected

one grain of sulphate of morphia, dissolved in one drachm of water, hypodermically just over the temporal region; but even

this failed to produce any narcotic effect. Counter-irritation was used at the spine with chloroform and covered with oiled silk,

but so severe was the burning pain : hat it soon had to be discontinued. On May 31st, the patient was attacked with severe

cramps in the abdomen, the muscles here becoming hard and tense, the muscles of the back rigid and prominent; great pain,

referred to chest in inspiration
;
pupils contracted. There was profuse perspiration over the entire body from the commence-

ment of the disease; pulse natural. A solution of sulphate of atropia, one grain to an ounce of water, was now injected, in

quantities of one drachm, a little to the left of the median line of the neck at first, and subsequently on each side of the spine,

below the scapula, at intervals of one half, one, and two hours, in all seven or eight times. The pupils were now dilated, but

• there was not tiie slightest relaxation of muscular spasm
;
perspiration still profuse. An effort to rouse him from this state with

cold douche had but little effect. The spasms continued to increase in frequency and violence until 3 A. M. on June 1, 18C4,

when he died."

Extraction of foreign bodies, removal of all causes of irritation to the wound, avoid-

ing cold and currents of air, were the prophylactic measures advised. Anaesthetics and

narcotics were generally employed, but in grave and confirmed cases the therapeutical

results were most discouraging.

Erysipelas.—In forty-five cases, of which thirty-four proved fatal, extended erysipe-

latous inflammation was the most characteristic feature. An example of recovery from

this complication is detailed:

Case 78.—Private W. Howling, Co. B, 1st Maryland Cavalry, aged 22 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 4, 1803,

and entered the Frederick Hospital two days afterwards. Acting Assistant Surgeon W. S. Adams reported: "The patient was

wounded by a minie ball winch entered two inches above the right patella, passing downward, striking that bone and glancing,

and came out at its lower border, without causing fracture or involving the joint. The patient's general health was good. Cold-

water dressings were ordered, and rest. July 20th, evidence of erysipelas appeared this morning; bowels constipated; pulse

quick. Ordered lead and ojnitm wash to the knee joint, and gave three compound rhubarb pills. 21st, bowels open freely;

pulse less frequent ; tongue furred, with red edges and tip; skin dry; loss of appetite; erysipelas extending above and below

the wound. Applied tincture of iodine around the limb beyond the disease. 23d, erysipelas extending rapidly; considerable

gastric irritation
;
pulse quick but feeble. Ordered one pint of milk-punch a day, and three grains of quinine three times a day.

24th, erysipelas still extending and now occupying the entire right leg and thigh, and the pelvic region down the left thigh as

far as the knee; right limb very oedematous and assuming a decided phlegmonous character. Evaporating lotions of ether were

ordered to the worst points, and the other treatment continued. 30th, erysipelas still extending up the body and now occupies

the entire left limb. It has subsided in its original seat, and desquamation has taken place. Numerous longitudinal incisions,

extending from the instep to the toes of the left foot, were made to relieve the tension. Stimulants were increased to one pint of

whiskey per day, and beef-tea and generous diet pushed as far as possible. August 2d, general condition much better, but

erysipelas still continues on the feet and ankles, and there is some sloughing of the integuments over the metatarsus of the left

foot owing to the incisions not having been made in due time. August 6th, condition still improving; erysipelas has nearly

disappeared. 9th, decidedly convalescent; ulcer of left foot granulating finely; appetite good. 30th, ulcer entirely healed;

wound^>f knee nearly so. October 13th, wounds entirely healed, and patient this day transferred to Baltimore." Surgeon T.

II. Bache, U. S. V., reported that the patient was paroled from West's Buildings Hospital November 12, 1803.

The graver cases of erysipelas complicating fleshwounds were pernicious and contagious

:

Case 711.—Private L. Brittin, Co. M, 1st Pennsylvania Cavalry, aged 35 years, was wounded at Hanoverton, May 28,

1864, and admitted to the field hospital of the 3d division, Fifth Corps, where Surgeon L. W. Read, U. S. V., noted "a shot

wound of leg." From the field hospital the patient passed to Washington and thence to Philadelphia, entering the Summit
House June 28th, and subsequently the Satterlee Hospital. Surgeon I. I. Hayes, U. S. V., recorded the following history :

" The
injury was caused by a mini6 ball passing transversely and producing a slight flesh wound of the upper third of the right leg.

The wound healed, when it was attacked by gangrene, and after again becoming healthy the whole limb was seized with erysip-

elas. On March 24, 1865, the whole external lateral surface of the knee presented two sloughing wounds, one on a line with

the head of the tibia, the other just above the tendon of the muscle. The whole limb was swollen, red, and painful. General

condition poor, with headache, fever, dry tongue, and dry hot skin. On March 26th, a large collection of pus, amounting to

about six ounces, was evacuated immediately below the patella. The patient's bed was moved, the old splint removed and a

Smith's anterior applied. On rinsing the limb a sloughing wound involving nearly the whole popliteal space was found. On
the following day the patient was slightly more comfortable, but there was not much change in his general condition. On March

31st, there was no change in the appearance of the wound, but the patient's strength was evidently becoming exhausted. There

were symptoms of pyaemia, and he was delirious during the afternoon, but better toward evening. His pulse was 120 and very

small ; countenance sunken, with hectic spots on the cheeks. He complained of no pain, but was evidently partially unconscious.

He died April 6, 1865."

Haemorrhage.—In addition to the group of cases of shot flesh wounds of the lower

limbs with primary lesion of the large blood-vessels, as discussed on pp. 13,' 18, ante, one
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hundred and fifty cases have been noted-—and this is probably an imperfect summary

—

of consecutive bleeding from the large vessels, among which were sixty-four examples of

recovery, eighty deaths, and six cases with unknown results, a mortality rate of 55.5.

Consecutive bleeding was from vessels varying in magnitude. 1 Tabulations have been

made showing the time from the reception of the injury to the onset of the bleeding, the

amount of blood lost, and the treatment, but there is not space to reproduce this analysis.

Two illustrative cases are appended:

Case 80.—Private J. C. Corliss, Co. G, 17th Illinois, aged "21 years, was wounded before Vieksburg, May 19, 18C3, and

entered the Jackson Hospital at Memphis eight days afterwards. Acting Assistant Surgeon II. D. Garrison recorded the follow-

ing description of the injury and its result: "A conical ball entered the left thigh anteriorly, about five inches below Poupart's

ligament, passing upward and slightly inward in its course. The wound was examined at the time by a surgeon, who was
unable to extract the ball. When admitted to this hospital the man was in good health, and his wound gave him but very little

pain. Water dressings were applied and all went well until about noon on the 28th, when, from some slight motion, copious

(Hemorrhage commenced suddenly. The femoral artery was almost instantly compressed over the pubic arch, but not until much
blood was lost. A consultation being called, it was believed that the profunda femoris was probably severed, and that a tourni-

quet with a small roller for a pad placed over the track of the ball would probably be sufficient, to prevent the recurrence of

haemorrhage until nature had time to permanently close the vessel. This plan was accordingly adopted and proved successful

for twenty-four hours, when—while Surgeon E. M. Powers, 7th Missouri, in charge of the hospital, was looking at the appliance

and congratulating the patient on his safety—the haemorrhage again set in with all its former force. On consultation it was
then agreed to inject the wound with solution of persulphate of iron, which was accordingly done, and the tourniquet was
re-applied. No further haemorrhage occurred afterwards, but in spite of stimulants freely administered the patient expired

fourteen hours after the last attack. The post-mortem examination revealed the fact that the femoral artery was opened about

an inch below the origin of the profunda. The opening was about the size of a small pea and seemed to have been caused by

the sloughing of the coats. In this case the pulsation of the tibial and popliteal arteries demonstrated that the flow of blood

through the femoral was uninterrupted and led to the adoption of an erroneous diagnosis." Surgeon Powers in his report

stated that the loss of blood in this case amounted to four and a half pints, also that the bullet was extracted from its place of

lodgement after the patient's admission to Jackson Hospital.

Cask 81.— Private A. Kunkle, Co. B, C'2d Pennsylvania, aged 18 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 2, 1863,

and remained at a field hospital for two weeks, when he was transferred to Baltimore. Acting Assistant Surgeon J. Dickson

made the following report from Jarvis Hospital: "He was wounded through the right thigh, the missile entering near the

tuberosity of the ischium, and, passing about fourteen inches through the deep muscles, emerged outside of the femur four inches

from the knee. He stated that he bled very freely on the field, and after being taken to a neighboring house there was a recur-

rence, lasting all night. No further haemorrhage occurred until the patient was brought to this hospital. At. that time he was
very anaemic and feeble. Generous diet and iron were ordered. On July 17th, an alarming haemorrhage occurred from both

wounds, which was arrested by compression and the local application of persulphate of iron. Two days afterwards there was
another haemorrhage as profuse as before, and the same treatment was resorted to with the same result. On July 28th, there

was a recurrence nearly as profuse as the last. Amputation and ligation of the femoral artery was thought of; but it was
concluded he would die after either, and compression upon the femoral and along the course of the wound was resorted to. On
July 30th, the patient was rallying. On August 6th, another slight haemorrhage came on, followed by a discharge of sanious

pus, the contents of an aneurismal sac. By August 29th the wounds had almost healed and the patient quite built up and walking

on crutches, his leg being considerably contracted but straightening gradually." In October following the patient was trans-

ferred to the Satterlee Hospital, Philadelphia, and subsequently to Pittsburg, whence he was returned to his regiment for duty

February 12, 1864. The Adjutant General of Pennsylvania reports that the man was mustered out with his command July 13,

1864. He is not a pensioner.

Ligations of Blood-vessels of the Lower Limbs after Flesh Wounds.—At page 16 it

will be recollected that attention was called to a considerable number of cases of direct

injury of blood-vessels treated by primary or consecutive ligation, and that it was promised

that further on such examples would be enumerated, together with cases of deligation of

the same vessels for flesh wounds without primary arterial lesion. The series which will

be here presented numbers one hundred and ninety-five instances,—one hundred and

ninety-four ligations of arteries and one of the saphenous vein. It will be noticed, how-

ever, that among the hundred and ninety-four cases of arterial ligations there were six

instances in which the femoral vein was simultaneously tied with the artery it accompanied.

1 An analysis of the series shows 1 fatal ease of bleeding from the external iliac ; there were 23 eases of haemorrhage from the femoral, with 18 fatal

results, 3 recoveries, and 2 unknown. The haemorrhages from the profunda, circumflex, and other branches were 19 with 5 deaths. There were 13 cases

of secondary bleeding from the popliteal with 8 deaths; 6, of bleeding from the anterior tibial with 1 death, and 15 of the posterior tibial with 9 deaths.

It is hardly necessary to follow out the statistics of the smaller vessels. There were 13 cases of profuse venous haemorrhage of which 10 were fatal.

This includes 4 cases of bleeding from the femoral veins, all of which were fatal.
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A fatal instance of deligation of the common iliac artery is first detailed, constituting

one of the six instances in which this operation was practised during the American civil

war. This operation now (1877) foots up sixty-one cases with forty-eight deaths:

Case 82.—Private J. Boner, Co. I, 48th Pennsylvania, aged 19 years, was wounded at Tolopotomy Creek, May 31, 1804,

and admitted to the field hospital of the 2d division, Ninth Corps. Surgeon J. Harris, 7th Rhode Island, noted, "shot flesh

wound of both thighs hy a minie ball." Four days after being wounded the man entered Judiciary - Square Hospital.

Washington. Assistant Surgeon A. Ingram, U. S. A., corroborated the above description of the injury, and reported the result

as follows: "Disorganization of tissue from a deep flesh wound; hemorrhage took place on June 10th, from the small vessels,

and was controlled by pressure, but recurred on June loth, when the femoral artery was taken up at Scarpa's triangle. This

vessel was again ligated, on June 18th, at Poupart's ligament ; hemorrhage again occurred on the morning of June 22d, when
the common iliac was ligated. The patient died during the day.'' The report does not show which of the two limbs was

operated on, and diligent search has revealed no additional record of the particulars of the case.

The reader may compare, on page 333 et seq. of Volume II of Part II, the details and

comments on four other examples of ligation of the common iliac artery practised during

the War, two for shot wounds of the pelvis and two on account of aneurisms arising from

punctured wounds. Yet another instance of unsuccessful ligation of the common iliac

artery for consecutive haemorrhage after a shot wound of the pelvis has been recorded by

Medical Inspector F. H. Hamilton, U. S. A. The particulars, so far as they can be

ascertained, are stated in the foot-note.
1

Ligations of the External Iliac Artery.—In four of these examples ligatures were

placed at first on this trunk, but in the seven remaining cases after the femoral had been tied.

CASE 83.—Private G. W. Husk, Co. F, 1st Maryland Cavalry, aged 47 years, was wounded at Deep Bottom, August

l(i, 1804. Assistant Surgeon C. Wagner, U. S. A., reported, 2 from the hospital at Beverly, New Jersey: "Admitted from City

Point with a gunshot flesh wound of the upper third of the right thigh. Bleeding occurred from the femoral artery on Novem-

ber 10th, fifteen ounces of blood being lost. The patient was feverish, pulse 130, appetite wanting. Acting Assistant Surgeon

.1. C. Morton administered chloroform and ligated the external iliac artery. The patient died November 17, 18C4, from recurrent

haemorrhage."

Case 84.—Private J. H. Gatewood, Co. F, 21st Georgia, aged 32 years, wounded at Manassas, August 28, 1862, Surgeon

J. Chambliss, P. A. C. S., reported :
3 " Small ball entered just behind the left trochanter, passed out below the perineum, entered

the right thigh opposite, and emerged at the external aspect at middle of upper third of the thigh.; bleeding was profuse for

several minutes. Aneurism of the femoral artery; digital compression repeatedly used without avail. January 31, 1864, liga-

tion of the external iliac artery, pretty much after Cooper's method, by Surgeon Jackson Chambliss, P. A. C. S. February 3d,

erysipelatous inflammation subsided. February 15th, the wound presented a healthy granulated appearance and discharged

healthy pus. Pie continued to improve until February 17, 1804, when violent arterial haemorrhage occurred, from which he

died in a few minutes."

1 Professor Frank Hastings Hamilton*, A. M., M. D., LL. P., in The Principles and rraclice of Surgery, Xew York, 1873, in treating of liga

tions of the common iliac, states, at page 232, that: "On the 15th of May, 1804, after the battle of the Wilderness. 1 tied the same vessel in the presence

of Dr. WALSEK and my student Mr. IlOYN. The patient, John E. Preston, of the tilth Pennsylvania Vols., had been wounded by a rifle-ball which had

traversed the pelvis, and the operation was made to arrest a haemorrhage which had already nearly proved fatal, lie died on the following day. but

without a recurrence of the bleeding. 1
' In editing the surgical report iu Circular No. 0, S. G. O., 1805, p. 78, 1 cited from the records but three cases of

ligation of the common iliac practised during the American civil war,—the operation ou the left common trunk by Surgeon J. Cooper MclvEE, U. S. A.,

for haemorrhage after shot wound of the pelvis (which afforded the specimen 3464, Sect. I, A. M. M.), and the operations by Acting Assistant Surgeon It.

N. lsi'AM of Chicago, and J. B. Cutter of Newark, for aneurisms consequent on stabs. In the seventh chapter of Volume II, of Part II, of the Medical

and Surgical History of the War, pp. 233-0, these three cases of ligation of the common iliac artery were detailed, and a fourth operation of ligation of

this trunk for hemorrhage following shot injury, in the case of Colonel J. 11. Scott, 19th Illinois, was quoted from the report of the operator, Professor 1>.

Brainaieu, in the Chicago Medical Journal, 1804, Vol. XXI, p. 97, and reprinted in the Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1864, Vol. XLVH, p. 565. Tho operation

of ligation of the common iliac for haemorrhage after shot flesh wound of the lower extremity reported above (Case 82) by Assistant Surgeon A. INGHAM,

U. 8. A., is the fifth, and the case adduced by Professor F. 11. HAMILTON is the sixth, example of the war-series of this important procedure. From
Professor Hamilton's printed report of tho case of Preston I was unable to trace the injury upon tho records, as there is no mention made of it either in

the 19th or 1 19th Pennsylvania Volunteers; but after repeated diligent search the original manuscript entry of the case was found on the field register of

the 3d division of the Sixth Army Corps hospital, at tho Baptist Church, Fredericksburg, Virginia. It is there stated that Corporal John E. Preston, of

Co. G, 1 19th Pennsylvania, was wounded at the battle of the Wilderness, receiving a " gunshot injury of the anterior superior spinous process of the left

ilium." The precise date and extent of the injury is not noticed, nor the disposition made of the patient ; but, in a list of deaths in the 3d division

hospital. Sixth Corps, at the Baptist Church, Fredericksburg, the death of Corporal John E. Preston, on May 14, 18G4, is recorded. In another part of

the register, signed by Dr. J. W. Walser, is a list of operations performed at Baptist Church Hospital after the battle of the Wilderness, by Drs. Ham-
ilton and BUCK, which comprises: " One ligation of the common iliac,—death in twenty-four hours." The data are very imperfect, but the probabilities

are. from the documentary evidence accessible, that Corporal Preston, 119th Pennsylvania, was struck, on May 7th, at the Wilderness, by a musket ball

which fractured the anterior superior spinous process of the left ilium, and that he was sent to Fredericksburg by the hospital trains that reached that

town on May 11th. Further, that uncontrollable haemorrhage arose, and that Medical Inspector F. II. Hamilton, U. S. A., ligated the left common iliac

artery on May 13th, and that the filial termination of the case took placo twenty-four hours afterwards, May 14, 1804.

2 See Report on Interesting Surgical Operations performed at Vie Hospital at Beverly, N. J., by Assistant Surgeon C. Wagner, U. S. A., 1804, p. 13.

3 Chambliss (J.), Case of Traumatic Femoral Aneurism— Treated by Digital Compression—Ligation afterwards of the External Iliac Artery, in

Confed. States Med. and Surg. Jour., 1804, Vol. I, p. 97.
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Cask 85.—Private J. R. Spaulding, 1 Co. F, 112th New York, aged 23 years, was wounded at Fort Fisher, January 15,

18G5. Assistant Surgeon S. H. Orton, U. S. A., reported, from McDougall Hospital, New York Harbor: "A minie ball entered

the upper and inner aspect of the left thigh, and, passing a little downward and outward, emerged near the knee, apparently

avoiding the hone and all important vessels. Simple dressings were applied for about three weeks, when the wound began to

look unhealthy and had a tendency to slough. Solution of the permanganate of potash was freely used and tonics given. On
March 23d, haemorrhage occurred from the posterior wound and was arrested by sulphate of iron and pressure. On March 31st,

bleeding commenced from the anterior wound. Dr. Orton applied a ligature to the external iliac artery. On April 21st, the

haemorrhage recurred from the anterior wound, probably through the collateral circulation, which in the meantime had become

established. The bleeding was successfully restrained by the application of the horse-shoe tourniquet, which was kept con-

stantly retained for the space of two weeks, -when it was omitted without any subsequent recurrence of the haemorrhage. At

this time the patient was greatly afflicted with bed-sores, which were a source of great annoyance and sufficient to exhaust his

strength. The wounds, however, were healing kindly. On May 31st, the. patient was attacked with dysentery, which, in his

enfeebled condition, resisted all efforts at once. The patient continued to sink under this complication, and died June 15, 18G5,

five months after the receipt of the original injury and about two and a half months after the operation of ligating the artery.

At the time of his death the wounds were nearly healed."

The fourth case of this group is that of Private J. Langford, printed in full in the

American Medical Times, 1863, Volume VI, page 256. A somewhat extended abstract

of this interesting case is here appended:

Case 86.—Private J. H. Langford, Co. F, 10th Georgia, was wounded at Antietam, September 17, 18C2. Assistant

Surgeon R. F. Weir, U. S. A., reported from the hospital No. 1, Frederick, that the patient entered that hospital October 27th.

He had been struck by a musket ball which entered half an inch below Poupart's ligament, below the right groin, just, over the

vessels, and made its exit on a line with the right tuber ischii, about two inches and a half behind it. Profuse immediate

haemorrhage of arterial color produced syncope, and there was recurrent bleeding when the fainting was over. The patient

was confined to his bed only about a week, and, by September 27th, both orifices had cicatrized. When he left his bed the thigh

was Hexed on the pelvis, extension causing pain. On October 27th, an examination revealed an

aneurismal pyriform tumor in the right groin, its apex directed toward the scrotum and the

greatest transverse diameter corresponding with Poupart's ligament. At the base its diameter

extended to the vessels about four and a half inches; at the apex, internal to the vessels, and

about three inches external to the vessels. Starting from Poupart's ligament, the tumor extended

in its outer portion three fingers' breadth toward the anterior superior spin?, and in the iliac fascia

it extended a similar distance. Near the cicatrix of the wound of entrance the aneurismal thrill

was very distinct. The patient said he perceived this thrill since he had been able to go about.

The prominence of the tumor was moderate. The limb was flexed on the pelvis at an angle of

about 45°. Neuralgic pains affected the anterior surface of the thigh and bitterly increased in its

intensity. Pressure on the aorta or external iliac completely arrested pulsation. The pulsation

of the posterior tibeal at the ankle was feeble. The patient was of fine physique, and reported

himself as in excellent health prior to injury. By November 5th the tumor had rapidly aug-

mented in bulk, and, after consultation, it was determined to operate by Syme's method on the

following day. The measures proposed contemplated compression on the right common iliac, an

incision through the cicatrix oftthe wound of entrance sufficient to introduce the left index, and

feel and plug the original opening into the artery, then to freely lay open the sac and ligate the

vessel above' and below the point of injury. November 6th, at noon, patient was placed under

ether. A straight incision two inches long, starting from just within the middle of Poupart's

ligament and running obliquely downward along the thigh, was made. The upper end of this

opening was prolonged by a curved incision one and a half inches long, running upward and

outward as far as the ligature of the external iliac artery. This incision was deepened through

the superficial fascia, and the knife being then laid aside, the dissection was carried on by means

of the handle of the scalpel and the finger nails. The lymphatic of the saphenous opening was
thus brought into view, immensely enlarged, congested, and pushed upward. The aneurismal tumor was found to have

partially forced its way through this opening, overlapping its upper edge like a femoral hernia. Commencing at the inner

margin of this opening the dissection was carried on without much difficulty to Poupart's ligament, which was found very tense,

and the artery could be felt beating just beyond. The upper end of the incision was then prolonged one inch toward the umbil-

icus, and after dividing the tendons of the external oblique on a director, the ligament was divided directly over the artery by

blunt-pointed scissors. The sheath of the artery was soon brought plainly into view and its covering pushed up to one-half

inch beyond the epigastric and circumflex arteries, at which point a ligature was placed around from within outward by means

of a Mott's aneurismal needle. The effect of ligation was to arrest pulsation in the tumor. The curved wound was closed by

means of silver interrupted sutures. One small artery, the superficial epigastric, required ligation. Not more than one ounce

of blood was lost during the operation. The limb was enveloped in cotton batting. An anodyne was given after recovery from

the anaesthetic, and repeated at midnight. At 4 o'clock P. M. the patient was quiet; pulse 120, temperature of sound limb 93,

of limb operated upon 95 in popliteal space. November 7th. patient passed a quiet night, though sleeping but little, and states

that the neuralgic pains have ceased. In a paper on Hospital Gangrene, by Acting Assistant Surgeon A. North, printed in the

Flu. 14.— Ligation of rijrlit ex-
ternal iliac forshot injury. Sp. '.Y.)86.

1 The case is briefly noted by Surgeon J. A. LlDELL, U. S. V
coll. and pub. by the U. S. San. Comm., 1870. Surgical Vol. I. p. 231.

Gunshot Wound of Thigh, etc., in Surgical Memoirs of the War of the Rebellion.
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American Medical Times, 1833, Volume VI, p. 257, the sequel of the history is given: "The operation was successful, and in

two weeks the wound was nearly healed, when it took on an unhealthy action, and patient then complained of a burning pain

in it. Anticipating what was coming, he was immediately moved to a stone building where there had previously been no gan-

grene; and here. November 21st, he came under my care. He remained here for four days before the disease became sufficiently

developed to justify his removal to the gangrene tent. November 25th, patient is very desponding, and is growing weaker day

by day; has considerable headache
;
pulse 120 and almost imperceptible; tongue furred, brown, tip and edges red and dry.

The ulcer, which is three inches in width, extends from the pubes up nearly to the anterior spine of the ilium; has an unhealthy

and sloughy appearance. Patient complains of a slight burning pain in wound, the edges of which are everted, jagged, and

undermined for about two inches; the integument is indurated and tumefied, and extremely sensitive to the touch or the least

movement of the limb; characteristic odor not well marked. The sinuses extending under the integument were freely laid open

and the surface of the ulcer scraped with a spatula, to which the acid was first applied with a mop, and then worked in with a

stick so as to get it down to the comparatively healthy tissue, and was also applied in a similar manner to the tissue surround-

ing the ulcer, to destroy, in this way, both the cuticle and cutis vera and thus to limit the extension of the disease. Superficially

antiseptic poultices were applied, and opiates given to relieve pain ; takes half an ounce of brandy and beef-tea every half hour.

November 20th, although the pain following the application of the acid was so severe as to cause slight convulsions for a time,

patient is feeling better to-day; pulse 108 and gaining in strength. Fearing that the progress of the disease lias not been

entirely arrested, the acid was again thoroughly applied. Takes stimulants and tonics, with fifteen grains of tartrate of iron

and potass three times a day. November 28th, the black, charred slough has separated, revealing a healthy, granulating

surface beneath. The extreme sensitiveness to the touch, together with the induration and swelling of the surrounding parts,

has almost entirely disappeared; applied oakum saturated with acid wash to the ulcer. December 5th, patient represents

himself as feeling much better; mind hopeful and cheerful ; appetite good; ulcer is cicatrizing rapidly ; continue stimulants and

tonics. December 15th, all unfavorable symptoms have disappeared and patient is regarded as convalescent. For two months

after this date patient was up and about the ward, when secondary haemorrhage, following sloughing of the sac, supervened,

and in four days resulted fatally," March 15, 1801?. Assistant Surgeon R. F. Weir's notes state that a sudden change occurred

on February 25th, when, in the evening, the patient had high fever; pulse 140 and almost imperceptible. On February

27th, considerable pain over the right tuber ischii and knee joint. A consultation failed to discover the cause of this change

for the worse. On March 2d, an opening formed at the upper portion of the cicatrix and discharged twelve ounces of ill-

conditioned pus. The opening was enlarged and examined digitally and with a probe; the cavity was syringed out. March

9th, the patient's condition had improved since the opening of the sac. March 13th, about the same, discharge increasing in

quantity. It was decided to make a counter opening at the lower extremity of the sac, on the inside of the thigh, and seven

ounces of fetid pus escaped, which was soon succeeded by a jet of arterial blood. The sac was laid freely open, and a compress

of sheet-lead was held over the sac by an assistant provided with relays of assistants. About seven ounces of blood was lost

during the operation. On March 14th, at 9 o'clock A. M., pressure was removed and bleeding occurred, five ounces being lost.

Pressure was again applied. On March 15th, the patient was much brighter, and it was decided to keep up pressure until

bleeding recurred, and then to enlarge the lower opening, search for the bleeding point, and, if it could not be found, to freely

lay open the sac. At 7 o'clock P. M., seven ounces of blood were lost. Chloroform was given and the opening enlarged; clota

were turned out, the entire cavity was exposed, and nothing more than a general oozing could be found. The cavity was

thoroughly cleansed, and the slight oozing of blood was stopped by cold water. The patient sank soon afterwards, from the

antecedent haemorrhages and the shock of operation. An autopsy was made four hours after death: "Body much emaciated;

rigor mortis well marked: right thigh flexed on pelvis and everted. The incision, made for the purpose of opening the suppu-

rating cavity to arrest the hasmorrhage which occasioned death, was seven inches long, commencing about one and a half inches

to the inner side and on a level with the anterior superior spinous process, and terminating on the inner side of the thigh. The

thickness of the tissue divided, part of which was cicatricial, was about three and a quarter inches, in which ran the femoral

vessels. These were found to have been divided by this incision but did not otherwise directly communicate with the aneur-

ismal cavity. This cavity occupied the iliac fossa of the right side and was situated between the fibres of the iliac muscles, and

had crowded the caput coli toward the median line. It extended from a level with the fourth lumbar vertebra to four and a

half inches below Poupart's ligament. The sac or abscess in the thigh was about four inches in diameter and of a size nearly to

contain a foetal head. It had dissected up the tissues with the exception of the tendons, psoas, and iliacus from lesser trochanter,

and anterior and inner surfaces of the femur. Below this point, at the bottom of the cavity, a track extended to the inside

of the lesser trochanter and approached to within an inch of the surface of the tuberosity of the ischium. Another track

extended in front of the pubes toward the root of the pubis. This extensive cavity contained about four ounces of coagulum

mixed with blood, which gave to the smooth wall a sloughy appearance. At the inferior, beneath the femoral artery, a small

quantity of fresh coagulum was found in the cellular tissue, suggesting the idea that the hemorrhage had proceeded from this

point, but the vessels causing it could not be found. An attempt had been made to inject the artery, but had failed for the want
of proper instruments. On dissection of the abdominal walls the peritoneal cavity and its contents were found in a healthy

condition. The external iliac artery of the right side, from its origin to the point of ligation, had diminished to a small cord

about one-eighth of an inch in diameter, firm to the touch, and of a dark color from its containing clot. The principal branch

of the external iliac, the epigastric, and circumflex were found larger than the corresponding arteries of the left side. The
sacral artery was also enlarged. The chain of lymphatic ganglia along the inside of the iliac artery was much enlarged and

indurated, and the tissue in the region of Poupart's ligament had been much altered and firmly matted together by inflamma-

tory action. The femoral artery, as it passed under the ligament, was nearly three-fourths of an inch nearer the pubis than

usual. The femoral vein was in a normal condition. The artery below the point of ligature to the point of division, in the

operation immediately preceding death, was about three and one-fourth inches in length. This portion was laid open, together

with the upper portion of the femoral artery, in order to ascertain, if possible, the locality of the original injury. About one

and a half inches below the origin of the epigastric and its inner margin there was a faint permanent discoloration, which also

Surg. Ill—
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presented a slight linear appearance; elsewhere the artery presented no peculiar appearance." The specimen is represented in

the wood-cut (Fig. 14), drawn from the preparation 3986, Section I, A. M. M., and presented by Dr. Weir to the Museum.

In the other seven cases of ligation of the external iliac the femoral artery had

previously been ligated. Successful results were finally attained in two instances:

Cases 87-93.—Private J. S. Degolia, Co. A, 7Gth Pennsylvania, aged 32 years, wounded at Drury's Bluff, May 1(5,

1864. Surgeon A. Heger, U. S. A., described the injury and its result as follows :
" The patient was admitted to the Point

Lookout Hospital May 19th, having been wounded by a musket ball entering the right hip at the external and posterior aspect,

passing across, over the pubes, to the left thigh, and downward toward the knee, wounding the great vessels of the left side,

and making its exit one inch above the knee, on the external surface. On May 24th, the femoral artery was ligated above the

wound two inches below Poupart's ligament. The patient was much prostrated from the severity of the wound and loss of

blood. Stimulants were used, and warm applications to the limb. Eepeated haemorrhage required the ligation of the external

iliac on May 29th. The patient died, of gangrene, June 1, 1864. The first operation was performed by Surgeon A. Heger,

U. S. A., and the second by Surgeon J. IT. Thompson, U. S. V."—Private W. S. Marshall, Co. E, 11th Pennsylvania Reserves,

aged 26, wounded at Gaines' Hill, June 27, 1862. Assistant Surgeon C. Wagner, U. S. A., reported that the patient was admitted

into Hammond Hospital with a "gunshot wound of the right thigh and false aneurism of the femoral artery. The aneurism

measured six and a quarter inches in its longest diameter. Dr. Wagner ligated the femoral near Poupart's ligament. On
September 6th, haemorrhage to the extent of forty ounces occurred from the femoral artery. Dr. Wagner then tied the external

iliac. The bleeding did not recur. The patient died September 16, 18C2, from exhaustion."—Private II. Locke, Co. II, 6th

Vermont, aged 23 years, wounded at the Wilderness, May 5, 1864. Surgeon Henry Janes, U. S. V., reported, from Sloan

Hospital, Montpelier: "Gunshot wound, right thigh; ligation of femoral and iliac arteries for secondary haemorrhage. Trans-

ferred to Veteran Keserve Corps December 5, 1864."—Sergeant-Major L. C. Sears, Oth New Hampshire, aged 22 years,

wounded at Fredericksburg, December 13, 1862. Surgeon T. Antisell, U. S. V., reported from Harewood Hospital, Wash-
ington : "A conical ball entered the right thigh two inches below Poupart's ligament. On the morning of December 19th there

was a slight haemorrhage from the wound. Search was made for the ball without result. A counter opening was made and a

seton inserted. He remained very comfortable until the 22d instant, when a severe haemorrhage occurred, which necessitated

the tying of the femoral in the ward, by Dr. Antisell. On Sunday, January 4, 1863, there occurred a haemorrhage which was
arrested by means of styptics and compression. Another haemorrhage followed on the evening of January 7th, which could

not be controlled by styptics. Search was made for the bleeding vessel without result. The patient lost much blood. On the

following morning, January 8th, the patient was again brought into the operating room and the wound was carefully explored,

hut the bleeding vessel was not found. The operation of tying the external iliac artery was then performed by Dr. Antisell, in

the hope of arresting the haemorrhage permanently. The operation was no sooner completed than there was a welling up of

blood from the point from which the previous haemorrhage had proceeded. Styptics and compression were applied, and the patient

was returned to the barrack. Stimulants and beef-tea were freely given, and warmth was applied to the extremities to restore

reaction. He revived toward evening, and remained sensible and quite comfortable until the evening of the 10th instant. He
died January 11, 1863, from exhaustion."—Lieutenant J. A. McQuillan, Co. I, 38th Ohio, aged 25 years, wounded near Atlanta,

July 29, 1864. Surgeon J. H. Phillips, U. S. V., reported, from Hospital No. 1, Chattanooga: "Gunshot wound of right

thigh. Haemorrhage occurred on September 20th, thirty ounces of blood being lost. The femoral artery was ligated Sep-

tember 20th, in the wound, which was gangrenous. On the 26th, the haemorrhage again returned, and it being found

impossible to ligate it again in the wound, the external iliac was ligated just above Poupart's ligament, after which the

haemorrhage did not recur, but the gangrene continued, and the patient sank, and died October 2, 1864."—Private E. B. Corn-

well, Co. A, 93d Ohio, aged 23 years, wounded at South Mountain, September 14, 1862. Assistant Surgeon W. E. Waters,

U. S. A., reported from Caspari Hospital that the patient died November 3, 1862, of peritonitis. Acting Assistant Surgeon L.

Heard reported: 1 "The shot had entered some four inches below Poupart's ligament, over the track of the femoral artery. An
examination gave evidence that the femoral artery had been wounded and that a traumatic aneurism was forming. Water
dressing was applied till the 29th, when compression by means of a horse-shoe tourniquet was made, and continued until Octo-

ber 4th. On October 10th, Drs. J. F. May and Shippen, assisted by Drs. Hall and Seeley, ligated the femoral artery. Ligatures

were placed on the cardiac and distal sides, and the vessel was divided between the two ligatures. On the sixth or seventh

day bleeding occurred, which was soon arrested and a tourniquent placed upon the limb. In about a fortnight after the oper-

ation the proximal ligature came away of itself, with knot and loop at the end. On October 30th, profuse secondary haemor-

rhage took place, which greatly reduced the strength of the patient. Dr. May ligated the external iliac artery. The patient

gradually sank, and died November 3, 1862.''—Sergeant J. K. Zeiders; Co. I, 53d Pennsylvania, aged 19 years, wounded near

Gettysburg, July 3, 1863. Acting Assistant Surgeon W. V. Keating reported, from Broad Street Hospital, Philadelphia:

"Gunshot flesh wound of the right thigh by a conical ball. The wound sloughed, and secondary haemorrhage occurred from the

femoral artery on July 28th. The haemorrhage recurring on August 4th, Acting Assistant Surgeon A. Hewson ligated the

femoral artery just above Scarpa"s triangle, and on August 11th again ligated the vessel higher up. The thigh became some-

what oedematous; by October 28th the wounds of the previous ligations had nearly healed externally. A sinus extended into

the tissues below, which were found to he in a softened broken-down condition ; ligature separated. On October 8th, Dr.

Hewson administered ether and ligated the external iliac artery through a curved incision about three inches long; about six

ounces of blood lost. October 25th, slight haemorrhage from point of ligature, and another in the afternoon, amounting in all to

about six ounces; controlled by styptics to wound and oil of turpentine and veratrum viride internally. Pulse 130 and weak."

The patient was discharged from service May 14, 1864.

1 Heard (L.), Wound of the Femoral Artery—Ligation of both Cardiac and Distal Sidesof Severed Vessel—Secondary Hiemorrhage—Ligature

qf External Iliac—Peritonitis—Death , in Am. Med. Times, 1862, Vol. V, p. 337; and Boston Med. and Surg. Jour., 1862, Vol. LXVTI, p. 369.
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Professor John Ashhurst, jr., has lately remarked 1
that a study of the statistics of

the operations of tying some of the larger 'arteries impresses the fact that "as cases have

accumulated, the percentage of mortality has greatly increased."2 This comment, however,

is less applicable to the series of ligations of the external iliac artery.
3 In studying the

statistics the operations for disease and for traumatic cause must be discriminated. The

war cases have a fatality more than twice as great as those in civil practice.
4

Ligation of the Femoral Artery.—In a previous portion of this section, commencing

at page 16, reference is made to sixty-two ligations of the femoral artery for direct shot

injury of the vessel, with the large mortality of 72.6 per cent. An interesting example

of a well-managed successful case is adduced, and the great importance of ligating the

distal as well as proximal extremities of the vessel is urgently enjoined. In addition to

these sixty-two cases there were sixty-five instances in which the femoral artery was tied

for consecutive bleeding unattended by primary injury to the vessel. The hundred and

twenty-seven examples are enumerated in the summary entitled Table III. This series

presents the same grave mortality as when the cases of direct lesion of the vessels were

separately considered. References to publications of detailed cases arc given; a few

abstracts will be presented of cases which furnished pathological material for the Museum

:

Case 94.—Private B. Ayres, Co. A, 5th Iowa, aged 40 years, was wounded at Vicksburg, May 19, 18015, transferred by

hospital steamer to Memphis, and admitted into Gayoso Hospital on the 'J7th. On the Medical Descriptive List appear the

following notes by Acting Assistant Surgeon A. W. Nelson: "A minie ball entered the left thigh through the centre of Scarpa's

triangle, passing to the inside of the vein and out at the lower part of the left nates. At the time .

of admission the wound was in a very dirty and sloughing condition and the skin had a dark tinge.

There was considerable diarrhoea, with free perspiration; he was dozing a good deal of the time

without any opiate; pulse 100. Water dressings were applied, and he was ordered to lie on the

abdomen occasionally to allow the discharge to escape. Ale was given daily. He had a severe

rigor on the evening of the 30th, and on the 31st, at 7 o'clock P. M., had hemorrhage from the

anterior wound, which was checked by a compress. Fifteen grains of quinine were divided into

four powders, one powder to be given every four hours. At 2 o'clock P. M. on June 1st the wound
was opened to the sheath of the femoral vessels and a darning needle removed from the sheath;

there was no hemorrhage, and all compression was removed. The wound was thoroughly cleansed,

and the patient removed to bed. About 8 o'elcjpk r. m. blood, in large quantities, burst forth in a

jet, apparently from below ; it was quite dark, but the exact shade was not observed. The femoral

artery was immediately ligated, but with difficulty owing to the thickened and diseased condition of

the parts. There was no hemorrhage after ligation, but patient did not rally under the use of

stimulants, and he died at 11 o'clock P. M. Chloric ether was used during the operation. The

autopsy disclosed great sloughing in the course of the wound. There was a slough of the femoral fig. 15.—Femoral artery and

vein of the size of a three-cent piece. The vein was pierced by the large needle alluded to above, JJSs'
I^Katlon of nrler>'- Specs.

two small holes existing opposite each other; the artery was healthy. It was observed that well

marked symptoms of pyemia existed several days before his death; however, the autopsy was not carried far enough to verify

this diagnosis." The specimens (Fig. 15) consist of wet preparations of the left femoral artery ligated below7 the origin of the

profunda, and of the femoral vein, showing the point of perforation by the needle, which were contributed by Dr. Nelson.

1 Transactions of the International Medical Congress of Philadelphia, 1877, p. 572.

"Thus Professor AsniumsT observes that when Dr. G. W. NORMS published his classical paper in 1847 (Am. Jour. Me.d. Set., Vol. XIII, p. 24),

he had collected sixteen eases of ligation of the common iliac artery with eight recoveries and eight deaths, a mortality of fifty per cent., while there

are now recorded sixty-one cases with only thirteen recoveries and forty-eight deaths, a mortality of seventy-nine per cent.

3 Thus Honcsox (Treatise on Diseases of Arteries, etc., 1815, p. 416) enumerated rweaty-one instances of ligations of the external iliac following

the first operation by AiiERNETIIY. in 1796, and fifteen of the twenty-two patients completely recovered, or G8.2 per cent. In 1875, Dr. 1: at.k collected

(Deutsche Zeitschrift fur Chir.. Leipzig, 1875, 15. V, p. 213) two hundred and seven cases of ligations of the external iliac, of which one hundred and

thirty-five recovered, or 63.9 per cent., advancing the dcatli rate but 3 per cent., though the number of cases is decupled.
4 Among American Surgeons two principal methods of ligating the external iliac artery are taught and practised. ARERXETHY, who first ligated

this vessel on the living subject in 179(1 ( Tlie Medical avd ]Viysical Journal, London, 1802, Vol. VII, p. 97, and The Surgical and Physiological works

of Joux Abernetiiy, London, 1830, Vol. I, p. 292), made a perpendicular incision "about three inches in length, through the integuments of the

abdomen in the direction of ttie artery, and thus laid bare the aponeurosis of the external oblique muscle, which was next divided from Poupart'e liga-

ment, in the direction of the external wound, for the extent of nearly two inches. The margins of the internal oblique and transversalis being thus

exposed, the finger was introduced beneath them for the protection of the peritonaeum, and they were divided. Next, the peritonaeum and its contents

were pushed upward and inward, and the external iliac artery taken hold of with the finger and thumb. It now only remained to pass a ligature round

ttie artery and tie it ; but this required caution on account of the contiguity of the vein." In his second case. ABKRXETIIY made his incision in a line a

little external to the artery to avoid the epigastric. Both of these operations failed, but Abernethy"s third and fourth attempts were completely suc-

cessful. Sir Astley COOPER'S operation is generally preferred as endangering the peritoneum less, and less weakening the abdominal parietes so as to

pive a tendency to hernia. Sir A. Cooper saved four of his six patients. His method of operating is described in HODGSON (op. tit., p. 42), by HARRISON
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Fig. 16.—
Ligation
of femoral.
Spec. 1024.

Cask 95.—Private S. Brown, Co. G, R!4tli New York, aged 1C years, was accidentally wounded on August 30, 1862,

and entered the Mansion House Hospital, Alexandria, six days afterwards. Assistant Surgeon W. A. Conover, U. S. V.,

contributed the following report of the injury : "The ball entered the left leg at the posterior middle third, penetrated the tibialis

posticus muscle, and was extracted at the same opening. At first there was free discharge of laudable pus, but

suppuration increased rapidly, and by September 26th infiltration of the tissues had nearly reached the popliteal

space. Under a supporting treatment the patient seemed to gain rapidly until November 14th, when,

during his sleep, a profuse haemorrhage occurred from the sloughing of the posterior tibial artery and

a great quantity of blood was lost before it was discovered. His condition not admitting an operation,

the wound was plugged with styptics and a bandage was applied from the toes to the hip. This treat-

ment controlled the haemorrhage for eight days, stimulants being given freely in the mean time in order

to prepare the system for an operation, if necessary. On November 28th another attack of bleeding

was promptly controlled by the attendant, and, upon consultation, ligation of the femoral artery at the

lower third was agreed upon as giving the patient a chance for his life. The operation was performed

with some difficulty, owing to the abnormal structure of a branch artery which had to be carefully

avoided. The patient bore the operation very well considering his condition, and, on the following day,

his extremities were perfectly warm and remained so, showing that circulation had been re-established.

The discharge, however, continued excessive, and although stimulants and tonics were used very freely,

the patient sank steadily, and died of pyaemia on December 7, 1862. The autopsy confirmed the

extensive disorganization from infiltration of pus, the artery being in an unhealthy condition up to

within an inch of the ligature. The tying of the artery was a success, the clot having been perfectly

formed and the circulation re-established by the profunda, which was sufficiently enlarged for the

purpose.'' The ligated artery was contributed by Dr. Conover, a wet preparation of which is shown

in the cut (Fig. 16).

Cask 96.—Private W. Colgan, Co. C, 2d Massachusetts Cavalry, aged 21 years, was wounded at Berry-

ville, September 1-1, 1804. On the following day he was admitted to hospital at Sandy Hook, and three days

afterwards he was transferred to Frederick. Assistant Surgeon R. F. Weir, U. S. A., reported: The wound was —
JQ ]7_Left

caused bya conoidal ball, which entered on the outer border of the popliteal space of the left limb, took a diagonal femoral artery

course up behind the femur, and emerged on the inner aspect at the lower portion of the upper third. The half inches be-

patient was-verv anaemic when admitted, and stated that he lost a considerable amount of blood on the field. lowthcpmfun-
da Spec 3972

Stimulants and generous diet were ordered. On September 24th there was an attack of haemorrhage to the

amount of twelve ounces, which was checked by compression. On the following day another haemorrhage occurred, when the

femoral artery was ligated four and a half inches below the profunda by Acting Assistant Surgeon J. C. Shimer. On the morn-

ing of September 28th there was slight oozing of arterial blood, when the openings were enlarged and the source of bleeding

searched for ineffectually. Recourse was had to digital compression. Death ensued at 10 o'clock, September 28, 1864. At the

post-mortem (see the adjoining wood-cut, Fig. 17) the femoral and profunda arteries were found to be intact. (See the Catalogue

of the Surgical Section of the Army Medical Museum, 1866, p. 463.)

Case 07.—Private I. Curler, Co. G, 5th Michigan, was wounded at Fair Oaks, May 31, 1862, and admitted to Hygeia

Hospital, Fort Monroe, four days afterwards. Surgeon, R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V., reported: "Gunshot wound of femoral

artery, the ball entering the anterior and middle portion of the right thigh amkjiassing out opposite posteriorly, going close to

the inside of the femur. The temparature of the limb was good, although the artery at the ankle beat feebly.

Haemorrhage from both wounds occurred on June 10th, and returned in a few hours. An unsuccessful attempt

to find the artery below the wound was made, and I tied the femoral, as I supposed, above the profunda; but

pulsation being so strong in the artery exposed below the ligature, further search was made and the profunda

was found unusually high up. This was also tied, and no haemorrhage returned. The foot, before the operation

warm, now became cold; but by the aid of external heat its temperature returned on the following day. The
patient was a fine healthy looking young fellow. He was transferred to New York by steamer on June 12th."

Surgeon S. WT
. Gross, U. S. V., contributed the specimen shown in the annexed cut (Fig. 18) and reported the

result of the case as follows : "The patient was admitted to DeCamp Hospital, David's Island, New York, June

15th, and was placed under the charge of Acting Assistant Surgeon W. K. Cleveland. At the time of his admis-

sion the ligature had come away but the wound had not united. On June 17th, profuse haemorrhage occurred

from the profunda femoris, around which a ligature was cast. The patient, however, had lost so much blood

The specimen (FlG. 18) consists of a small section of the

Via. 18.—Sec-
tion of right fem-
oral and profun-
da. Ligatureon
the former has that he succumbed two hours alter the operation,
out its way out
Spec. 1004.

femoral and profunda arteries, and shows the femoral blocked up with a clot at the seat of the ligature, also the

ligature around the profunda, where another clot was formed.

Case 98.—Private D. Rapp, Co. K, 7th Indiana, aged 20 years, was wounded at Robinson's Creek, November 30, 1863.

He was admitted to the field hospital of the 1st division, First Corps, where Surgeon G. W. Metcalf, 76th New York, noted:

"Gunshot wound of left thigh." On December 6th, the wounded man was transferred to Douglas Hospital, Washington.

Three days afterwards he was operated on by Assistant Surgeon W. Thomson, U. S. A., who furnished the following detailed

{Surg. Anat. of the. Arteries, 4th ed., 183!>. p. 351), and most of the text-books. Dr. STEPHEN Smith has published a good aecount of thirty-two deliga-

tions of the primitive iliac artery (Am. Jour Med. ScL, 1860. Vol. XL, p. 17). I have mentioned many of the more recent cases in a foot-note to Part II,

Vol. II, p. 333, of the Med. and Surg. Hist, of the War. But h}* far the most comprehensive analytical summary furnished is given by Dr. L. RACK [Zur

irnterbindung der grassen Grfassstamme in der Continuitdt by Erkran-Kungen and Verletzungen der vnteren Extrcmitaten, in Deutsche Zeitschriftfur
Chir.. Leipzig. 1875. It. V, p. 213), who tabulates 207 cases of ligations of the external iliac, of which 72, or 34.7 percent., proved fatal. Of these 207 case*

the author distinguishes 34 with 22 deaths (u'4.7 %) as war cases, and 173 with 50 deaths (28.0) as cases from civil practice. In four of the cases from

civil life the common iliac was afterwards ligated (twice successfully), and in one of the cases from war practice the same vessel was tied with temporary

success. This was Dr. BitADIAUD's case, published in the Chicago Med. Jour.. 18C4. Vol. XXI, p. 97, which Dr. Raise quotes from Professor GURLT'8
Jahresberirtd for 1864.
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report of the case: He was a well developed and very muscular man and bad been apparently in good health. At the moment

of injury be was retreating, and was struck by a bullet on the posterior aspect of the left thigh a short distance below the

gluteal fold, which passed through the limb to the inside of the bone, divided both femoral artery and vein, and made its exit

three anil a half inches below Poupart's ligament, at the point of election in ligating the femoral in Scarpa's space. There was

profuse haemorrhage at the time of injury, and an immediate want of sensibility in the leg and foot. When examined on t lie

7th of December, the whole limb was found warm and the collateral circulation had been established ; lint there was uo pulsa-

tion in either of the tibial arteries. At the superior margin of the wound of exit there was a small tense swelling, which

pulsated synchronously with the systole of the heart. An aneurismal thrill, resembling the loud purring of a cat, was distinctly

felt, extending along the course of the vessels into the pelvis, but not communicating laterally. The little linger was intro-

duced into the wound at the time of the operation, and the pulsation and thrill were found to be closely localized and confined

to the divided ends of the femoral vessels. There was no extensive effusion of blood into the tissues of the thigh, and hence

this was not in the strict surgical sense of the word a traumatic aneurism. It was concluded that the sac was composed only

of the sheath, which had been united by inflammation after the division and retraction of its vessels, and had then been some-

what distended after the heart had regained its force. It was also suggested by Surgeon Lidell, who kindly saw the case with

me, that there was a free communication between the divided artery and vein in this sac which permitted the arterial blood to

return freely by the vein, as evinced by the pulsation communicating with such force backward toward the heart in the line of

the vessels. It was unmistakable that there existed a wound of the femoral artery sufficient to cause its obliteration, that an

aneurism was being developed at the divided proximal extremity, and that the proper surgical procedure would be to secure

the ends of the vessel at the point of the injury. It was determined to emulate the example of Mr. Syme, to lay open boldly

the sac by a free incision and search for and secure the bleeding orifices. It was hoped that the profunda had escaped injury,

and every precaution was to bo used to secure the femoral below its origin. A small haemorrhage on December 9th rendered

immediate interference necessary, and the following operation was then done with the assistance of Surgeon

Lidell and the medical officers of the hospital. After the patient had been fully etherized and the femoral artery

thoroughly compressed on the pubes by the thumb of a reliable assistant, as evinced by the loss of pulsation in

the tumor, an incision four inches in length was made through the skin and fascia;, immediately over the tumor

and including the gunshot wound, in a line parallel witli the sartorius. A second incision was now made into

the tumor, which was dilated instantly by the finger to the size of the first. Distal haemorrhage was anticipated,

and it caused but little surprise when a most profuse dark colored torrent poured out from the incision. The
lower angle of the incision was rapidly searched in vain for the source of the haemorrhage, and it was feared

that it might come from the dark softened depth of the track of the ball. No pressure on the artery hod the

least controlling effect upon it. The removal of the sponge was followed instantly by a boiling dark torrent of

venous blood, which so quickly filled the cavity as to prevent any examination. So profuse and uncontrollable

was the flow that visions of ligating the external iliac were vividly presented to the mind. When the flow

was found to arise from the superior angle of the incision numerous and ineffectual efforts were made to secure

the vessel, but the parts were so hardened by local inflammation that the forceps glided over them as it would

over a cartilaginous surface. This point, from whence the dark blood seemed to flow, was finally compressed

by the point of the left index finger, and by means of the nail of the small finger of the right hand a vessel was

isolated, a ligature passed around it with an aneurism needle, and this haemorrhage, most embarrassing because

uncontrolled by pressure, was finally suppressed. The first ligature was applied at the superior angle of the J™*"
f^'Teiniirai

incision to the proximal extremity of the divided femoral vein, from which this unexpected and most annoying artery and vein,

haemorrhage escaped by regurgitation from the saphena. The blood found its way into the limb by means of
' pec '

arteries arising from the iliac above the point compressed, was finding its way back by the saphena, enlarged to compensate for

the occlusion of the femoral, was poured into the femoral a short distance above its divided proximal extremity, and then regur-

gitated through the stump of the femoral into the superior angle of the incision. The proximal end of the femoral artery, from

which a crimson tide escaped on relieving the pressure slightly, was now easily found, and this was ligated. The wound was
now thoroughly cleansed of all clots of blood. The femoral artery and vein, denuded of their sheath for a distance of two inches,

were clearly seen at the bottom of the wound, their divided extremities having become adherent to the neighboring tissues during

the inflammatory action of the previous ten days. As a precautionary measure a ligature was cast around the femoral artery at

the lower angle of the wound, and some little difficulty was experienced in discriminating between the artery and vein, owing

to the fact that from ten days' disuse the vein in becoming an impervious cord had become similar in size, color, and consistency

to the artery. A small orifice was observed in the vein near its distal extremity, and from this occurred a free black flow on

moving the limb. This was also included in a ligature. The wound was now closed by one or two sutures and the patient

placed in his bed. A brief recapitulation may give clearness to the above account. The first vessel tied was, therefore, the

proximal extremity of the femoral vein near the entrance of the saphena; the second, the femoral artery a short distance below

the origin of the profunda, both at the superior angle of the incision; the third, the femoral artery at the lower angle of the

incision and two inches from its distal extremity; the fourth, the femoral vein near its distal extremity at the centre of the

incision, and to control a How from an incision through its coats, which may have been made accidentally. The profunda had

not been seen, and it was hoped that it would suffice to keep up the circulation. No important arterial channels had been

interfered with by the operation, and a successful issue might be expected. The man was stimulated, took morphia, and his

leg was covered closely in bed with blankets to preserve the animal warmth. This man had lost blood freely at the time of the

injury; he had been subjected to a very long and fatiguing transport in ambulances and cars before reaching the hospital, and

for seven days his food had not been as good or sufficient as might have been desired for one about to undergo such an operation.

He was pallid and haggard looking, and iron, nutrients, and stimulants were freely ordered. There was great pain and restless-

ness during the ensuing night, and large quantities of morphia were required to procure sleep. December 10th, no interference

with the circulation; leg and foot both warm. The whole limb is swollen, and bloody serum escapes freely at the point of
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the injury. December 1 — 1 1 . the restlessness has been the most marked symptom, caused seemingly by constant and severe 1 in

indescribable pain in the limb. The pulse is 120. the countenance pale and haggard, the tongue dry and coated, and the

general symptoms indicate great nervous prostration. Large quantities of morphia have been found requisite. The whole

limb and foot are much swollen and cedematous. On the evening unmistakable signs of sphacelus appeared, the foot became

cold, and a hue of purple discoloration was observed as high up as the ankle. The neuralgic pain and restlessness still con-

tinued. On December 13th, all the symptoms were worse. The discoloration, the dark purple hue of gangrene, extended

rapidly upward, particularly on the inside of the limb. The whole thigh became crepitant, the pulse more rapid and feeble.

He became more and more depressed, and finally died at 12 o'clock at night. These final scenes all surgeons can imagine. The
post-mortem revealed nothing interesting in the great cavities. The whole thigh and leg were found gangrenous as far as the

point of the injury. The vessels were dissected, spread upon a board, and a most faithful picture was made of them by the

artist under Dr. Brinton's direction. Only the proximal extremities of the vessels were found in the softened gangrenous

mass; but they threw light upon the history of the case. The artery was divided below the origin of the profunda, which was
uninjured, but not enlarged, as one would expect if the whole force of the circulation had been directed toward it by the oblit-

eration of the main artery. In ten days the profunda should here have been as large as the femoral, if'all the blood brought

to the divided femoral had been seeking a passage through its calibre. Its undilated condition gives color to the idea that most

of the blood brought to the divided femoral extremity found its way quickly back by the divided femoral vein ; that the pressure

was thus relieved, and that the profunda received only its usual supply of blood. That the limb was nourished by a collateral

circulation, arising above the brim of the pelvis, is clear from the fact that no pressure on the external iliac would restrain the

How of blood from the saphena through the femoral vein. The saphena vein is normal, and its relation with the femoral

indicates how easily the regurgitating haemorrhage was caused, as no valves are there to prevent it. For several days—from

the 9th to the 12th—there were no signs of an interference with the circulation, but at that time gangrene appeared and spread

with great rapidity. This may have been due to the recent phlebitis of the profunda vein, which is now filled with a pink

firm coagulum. The irritation caused by the operation, or due to the passage of the ball, may have induced the

inflammation of this vein, now so vital to the support of the circulation. This seems to have been a wound
of an artery, resulting in an aneurism the sac of which was composed of the re-united sheaths and enlarged

probably by some dissection upward, in which a free passage of blood took place from the artery to the vein. No
question as to the propriety of the operation now exists in my mind, since, as the sequel shows, no digital com-

pression over the femoral would have sufficed to prevent or control a secondary haemorrhage." The two speci-

mens were contributed by the operator, Dr. William Thomson (see FlG. 19). The case is cited by Dr. Lidell. 1

Case 99.—Lieutenant R. W. Smith, Co. I, 5th Pennsylvania Reserve Corps, was wounded at the battle

of Bull Run, Virginia, August 30, 1862, in the right thigh. He was conveyed to Alexandria in a rough wagon,

and thence brought to Washington, and admitted to Douglas Hospital, September 5, 1862, with a circumscribed

false aneurism of the femoral artery. The vessel was ligated in the continuity on September 7th. Secondary

haemorrhage followed, and the patient died September 8, 1862. At the autopsy it was ascertained that the

haemorrhage had been temporarily restrained by the direction of the wound and coagula in the large aneurismal

sac. Recurrent haemorrhage had led to the fatal result. The preparation is well represented in the accompanying

wood-cut (Fig. 20) reduced to one-half.

Cask 100.—Private J. Hubner, Co. K, 5th Michigan, aged 29 years, was wounded at Fair Oaks, May
successful prox- 31, 1862, and conveyed to New York City one week afterwards. Dr. F. T. Foster, of the New York (Civil)
rmal ligation of H gpjtal reported the following history: "He was admitted on June 8th, having been wounded by a musket
the right femo- " ' * ° J ' D J

ral artery for ball, which entered the posterior fleshy part of the right thigh and had not been removed. The case presented

rism™''.^" silt" uofbing peculiar, and under simple treatment progressed well until June 27th, when there occurred from the

wound a copious arterial haemorrhage, controlled with difficulty by the application of lint and pressure. On
the same day he was etherized and the wound opened; but the source of the haemorrhage was not discovered. The wound
was again stuffed with lint and the limb bandaged, after which Dr. T. M. Markoe tied the femoral artery a short distance

below the origin of the profunda. The ligature came away on the 8th of July, and the incision and the original wound soon

began to close by granulation. On the 29th the ball could be felt encysted beneath the integument on the anterior aspect of the

thigh, but he declined to have it removed. On September 3d he was discharged from the hospital with the wound entirely

healed and the limb in good condition." The man was discharged from service, at Fort Hamilton, New York Harbor, October 1,

1862, and pensioned. Examiner H. F. Montgomery, of Rochester, New York, certified, February 2, 1863: "A ball entered the

right thigh in middle third, over the femoral artery, and was not abstracted. There is a long cicatrix in this region, and

another behind, on the inside of the bone. His foot is benumbed, and, on exercise, swells and is painful. He is apparently in

good health. He has a buckshot in the right leg below the knee." Examiner J. J. Lutze, of East Saginaw, Michigan, reported,

March 4, 1874: * * "Large tender cicatrices on outer and inner posterior thigh, points of entrance and incision. Adductor

brevis and longus muscles impaired and injured." This pensioner's rate of compensation was reduced from five-eighths to

one-fourth on March 4, 1873, since which date he has not drawn any pension.

Besides the cases of ligation of the femoral artery above detailed, numerous other

cases have been narrated at length in journals or elsewhere, to which references are given

further on. In Table III, the entire series of thirty-six r«»covcries and ninety-one fatal

cases are noted alphabetically, and the principal facts regarding them are soncisely recorded.

1 Lidell (J. A.). On the Wounds of Blood- Vessels, Traumatic Hemorrhage, Traumatic Aneurism, and Traumatic Gangrene, in Surgical

Memoirs of the War of the Rebellion, collected and published by the United States Sanitary Commission, 1870, Vol. I (Surgical), p. 143.
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Table III.

Summary of One hundred and Twenty-seven Cases of TAgaiion of the Femoral Artery for Haemorrhage

from Shot Injuries unattended by FraxsLurcs.

Name. Military
Description, and Age

Ambrose, T. L.. Chap-
lain, 12th New Hamp-
shire, nge 35.

Archibald, T., Ft, O,
24th Mass., age 18.

Atwood, L. IX. Pt.. II,

32d Mass.. age 31.

'Ayres. I!., Pt., A, 5th
Iowa. age 40.

Bailey, J., Pt., I. 55tli

Perm., age 20.

nautili, T., Scrg't. C,
19th Indiana, age 20.

Barkeloo. J., Pt.. M, 2d
Ohio Cav., age 28.

Bcdinofirld, J. 7'., Capt.,

G,60thGoorgia,ngo25.

Bell, J. C, Pt., E. 34 th

Iowa, age 23.

Hills. C, Pt., K, 17th
New York, ago 20.

Blake, G„ Pt., I, 3d
West Virginia.

Brown, S.. Pt., 6, 1:14th

New York, age lti.

Brown. IF., Serg't, 1st

Maryland Artillery.

''Check, .11., Pt., I, 01st

North Carolina.

Clark, W. L., Pt.. II,

25th North Carolina,
age 20.

Claypole, 8., Pt., D,62d
Penn.. age 27.

Clelland, W., Pt., A, 8th
New York Heavy Art.,

ago 18.

Clover. B., Civilian, age
16.

Clymer, .1., Pt., B, 104th
Pennsylvania.

3 Coble. J. .1., Pt., F,45tli
North Carolina, age 20.

Colgan, W., Pt., C, 2d
Mass. Cavalry, age 21.

Council. M., Pt., K, 2d
NewY'ork Heavy Art.,

age 34.

Coultes, W. H., Lieut,
C, 61st New York.

Coy, J. H., Scrg't, K,
0th Maine, age 28.

Dates.

J ul v 25,

Aug. 15,

ltU4.

April 2,

12, '05.

Sept. 30
Oct. 31,

1804.

May 22,

June 1,

1863.

June 18,

Ttll.9,'64

May 12,

Juno 12,

1864.

Julv 19,

1863.

Mar. 25.

April 15,

1865.

April 0,

17, '65.

Aug. 30,

.Sept. 20,

1802.

Aug. 26,

Sept. 0,

1863.

Aug. 30.

Nov. 28,

1862.

Dec. 10,

—, '63.

July 30,

Aug. 3,

1804.

April 1,

10, '65.

May 30.

Juno 8.

1804.

Juno 1,

Julv 24,

1803.

Aug. 23,

Sept. 1,

1804.

May 31,

June 10,

1862.

Nov. 27,

'63, Jan.
23, '64.

Sept. 14,

25, '64.

April 7,

Juno 15,

1865.

June 1,

18, '62.

\ov. 7,

24, '63.

Injury, Operator, axl>

Result.

Right thigh; lucm.: femoral lig.;

hsBm. from branch ofprofunda

—

large branch tied. Died Aug.
20, 1864.

Rightfemoral artery wounded and
ligatcd: one end tied. Died
April 26, 1805. pyaemia.

Loft thigh, middle third ; ligation

of femoral, both ends tied. Died
November 0, 1864.

Left thigh; ha?m.; woundopencd
and a darning needle removed
from sheath of vein; artery lig-

atcd. Died June 1, '03. pyemia.
Specs. 2020, 2085. A. M.*.M.

Left thigh; ligation of femoral.
Died July 10, 1804.

Left thigh; femoral ligated, by
Surg. '1'. R. Crosby, U. S. V.
Died June 12, 1864, pyaemia.

Right popliteal artery severed;
primary lig. of femoral artery;

amp. thigh. Disch'd Mar. 17. '65.

Both thighs; left femoral ligatcd,

by A. A. Surg. N. A. Robbing.
Died April 25, 1805, exhaustion.

Left leg, cutting post. tib. artery;

fem. lig., by Surg. A. Mc.Yluhon.
U. S.V.; amp. thigh forreourrent
litem. Died A p. 23, '65, exhaus'n.
Wound of thigh, involv. profunda
artery : both ends femoral tied;

sloughing. Died Oct. 4, 1862.

Shot wound of left femoral artery;

vessel tied, by Surgeon W. D.
Stewart, U. S. V. Purloughed
Nov. 12, 1863. Wounds healed.

Left leg; fem. lig. in lower third,

by Asst. Surg. W. A. Connor,
U. S. V. Died Dec. 7, 1862,
pyaemia. Spec. 1024, A. M. M.

Left thigh ; femoral ligatcd. Ke-
covcred.

Femoral artery severed; femoral
artery ligated, by Surg. D. F.
Wright, P. A. C. S. Recovered.

Shot wound lower third right fem-
oral artery; arterytied, by A. A.
Surg. J. Morris. Died April 19,

1805, gangrene.
Right leg ; femoral lig.. by Asst.
Surg.W.F. Norris, U.S.A. Died
Aug. 4. '64, astheniaand pleuro-
pneumonia.

Left thigh : one end of femoral
tied. Died July 24, '64, typhoid
fever.

Left fem. artery injured; aneur-
ism; femoral tied. Recovered.

Left popliteal space ; femoral lig.,

bv A. A. Surg. M. K. Cleveland.
Died June 16. 1862.

Left thigh; diffused trail, fem'l
aneurism; fem. lig. above and
below ; femoral vein also tied.

Recovered.
Left thigh ; fem. lig. in continuity,

by A. A. Surg. J. C. Shrime'r.

Died Sept. 28. '64, loss of blood
andexhaust. Spec. 3972. A.M. M.

Right thigh ; one end of fem. tied,

by A. Surg. O. P. Sweet, U.S.V.
Died June 16, 1865, exhaustion.

Middle of thigh; both ends femoral
tied, bv A. A. Surg. W. Hunt.
Died June 23, 1862. shock.

Left thigh; femoral lig., by A. A.
Surg. J.C.W. Kcnnon ; ha?m. re-

curred; rcligated, byA.A.Surg.
T. O. Bannister. Dec. 1 ; again
on Dec. 23, bv Surg. D.W. Bliss.

U. S. V. Died Deo. 23, 1863.

NO.
Name. MILITARY

Description, and age

Cromlrr. />. ./.. l't..

Stamford's Bat rv, age
23.

Cummings, J. M.. l't.,

D, 49th Indiana.
Cummins. II.. l't.. A. 7th

West Virginia, age 21.

Curler, L, P., G, 6ih

Michigan.

Darling. S. (!.. Pt., D.
32d Maine, age 19.

Delamater. M., Corp'J.

O, 7th Michigan Cav-
alry, ago 20.

Dicr,W.,Corp'l.A, 129th

Pennsylvania, age 23.

Doyle, L., Pt.. K. 8th

Maine, age 34.

Dunn, (!. 11.. Serg't, I"..

25th S. Carolina. ag<-\'n.

Edwards, J. W.. l't.. B,
28th Illinois, ago I*.

Edwards, 1!., Pt., G,
981 h Illinois.

Eiiioit. K., pt.. ii. neth
Pennsylvania, age 21.

Freeman. C. A., Serg't,

li, 37th Muss., ngu 22.

Gardner, R. 71, Ft , A,
1st MU. Battal'n.age 19.

Billey, M.. Pt., 1. 9th

N. York State Militia.

age 37.

Goodwin, A., Pt., B, 2d
New Hampshire.

Graham, J. A., Serg't,

H, 116th Penn., age 21.

Gray, J..Pt.,D, 2d Penn-
sylvania Heavy Art'y,

ago 17.

•Gross. C. Pt., K, fith

Pennsylvania Cavalry,
age 26'.

'Hagan. J., P., C, 70th
Pcnnsvlvania.

Hamilton, F... Cnpt., G.
15th New Jersey, age
19.

Harbatigh, II. . Serg't. K.
7th Wisconsin, age 22.

Harrington. W. J.. Pt.,

C, 16th Wisconsin.

Harris, J. M.. Corp], C
:

14th Iowa, age 20.

Harrison, L\. Serg't. P.,

inth New York.

Hickcy, T.. Pt., G. 73d
Pennsylvania, age 53.

Horn. S.. Pt.. H. 53d
North Carolina, age 21.

Dates.

I lee. 10.

01, Jan,

9, '65,

Doe. .'.-'.

1802.

May 8.

25, ''0-1.

.May 31,

June 10,

17, '62.

May 12,

1864,

On field.

May 28.

Julv 10,

180-1.

Dec. 13,

62. Feb.

22, '03.

May 20,

June 1,

1804.

May IC,

29,' '04.

.Mar. 20.

April 20,

1865.

June 25.

Jul. 6. '03.

June 3,

13. '04.

April 6.

15, 'Cj.

Julv 2.

23. '03.

Mav 5,

—,
''64.

Julv 2,

20, '03.

June 1.

10, '64.

June 18,

30, 'fi4.

May 30,

31, '01.

July 17,
23.' '64.

Mav 6,

15, '64.

July 2,

Sept. 13,

1803.

Julv 5,

16, '64.

July 15,

27, '114.

Mav —

,

1864.

Aug. 30,

Re. 27. '62.

Mar. 25,

Julv 9,

1865.

Injury, operator, axi>
Result.

Right thigh: ligation of femoral.

by A. A. Surg. D. D. Talbot.

Died Feb. 3. 1865, gangrene.
Shot wound right femoral artery:

vessel ligated. Died Jan. 2!'. '03.

Right thigh: femoral tied above
profunda. Died May 23, 1804.

Right thigh; fem. and profunda
lig.; ha'iu. recurred; profunda
relig. Died Juno 17, 1802. Sjkc.

1004, A. M.M
Fem. artery severed: vessel lig.;

May 20th, thigh amp., by Surg.
R. 11. Bontecou, U. s. V. Died
May 26, 1804, haemorrhage.

Right thigh: lig. of femoral, by
A. Surg. H. M. Sprague, 11. S. A.
July 12th. thigh amputated.
Died Aug. 7. 1864, pya'mia.

Left popliteal space; femoral lig.

Died Mar. 4, 1803, pya-mia.

Right thigh: femoral and several

branches ligated above ami be-

low wound, by Surg. A. lleger.

IT. S. A. Juno Olh. thigh amp.
Died .lone 0, 1861, exhaustion.

Right thigh; femoral ligated.

Recovery.
Right leg- femoral ligated, by A.
A. Sorg. II. B.Colo. Recovery.

Both thighs; femoral ligated.

Died July 11. 1863.

Right thigh; femoral ligated, by
Asst. Sing. II. Allen. U*. S. A.
Died June 21. 1804. gangrene.

Left thigh : femoral art'y ligated,

by Surg, B. A.. Ynndoi kieft, 11.

8.V. Died April 18, '05, ananiia.
Both thighs: left femoral ligated.

Doing well November 30. 1803.

Right thigh, involving femoral
artery; femoral ligated. Died
May 27, 1804, of pyaemia.

Left thigh ; femoral ligated above
and below. Died Aug. 8. 1803.

Right thigh : Iwrin.: profunda lig.;

bsem. recurred: fem. lig. Died
June 13. 1804.

Left thigh: femoral lied in con-

tinuity, by Surg. N. R. Mosely.

II. S.'V. * Died July 12. 1864!

Left femoral artery divided ; liga-

tures placed above and below.

Died Juno 8, 1864, exhaustion.
Right thigh ; fem. tied at proximal
extrem. and accompanying vein

at prox. and distal ends; gnn:^.

Died July 27. 1864.

Right femoral vein and branch of
profunda divided : femoral tied.

bv Surg.Il. W.Ducuohot.U.S.V.
Died May 16, 1864 ; exhaustion.

Left thigh: femoral ligated. Dis
charged July 21, 1864, atrophy
of thigh and leg.

Left thigh : both ends of femoral
tied, by Surg. G. F. French, II.

S. V. 'Died July 20. 1864.

Right fem. art. injured ; aneurism
;

art. ligated above and lielow sac.

by Surg. J. O. Keenon, U. S.V.;

amp. leg, by A. A. Surg. R.W.
Coale. Died Aug. 3. '04. pyaemia.

Right thigh: ligation of femoral.
bv Surg. M. Rizer, 72d Penn.
Died May 22, 1864.

Right thigh : common femoral tied

in continuity. 1 lied Sept. 27, '62.

Left thigh; femoral ligatcd. by
A. A. Surg. J. Morris. Died
July 14, 18li5. haemorrhage.

1 Lidell (J. A.), On Wounds of Veins, in Surg. Mem. of the War of the Rebellion, coll. and pub. by U. S. San. Comm.. 1 870. Vol. I, p. 141.

''Dudley (J. G), Case of Diffused Traumatic Aneurism, in Confederate States Medical and Surgical Journal, 1865. Vol. I, p. 35.

3 Wright (D. F.), The Effects of the LTuntenan Method of Ligation, in Confed. States Med. and Surg. Jour.. 1864, Vol. I. p. 177. and Richmond
Med. Jour., 1866, Vol. I, p. 309. 4 Lidell (J. A.), op. cit.. p. 53.

•MUNN (C. E.), Post-mortem Examinations of Cases, etc., in Boston Med. and Surg. Jour., 1864, Vol. LXXI, p. 113.
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No.

75

NAME, MlI.ITAIIY

Description, and At

ll.uiscr. P., Serg't, ](,

76th Pennsylvania, ago
S!6.

Hiibner, J., l't.. K, 5th
Michigan, ago 29.

Hoggins. W., Serg't. G,
50th Illinois, ago 33.

Hunt, J. L., Pt.. G. 57th
New York, age 41.

Hurlbut, G. Q., Pt.. G,
109th N. York, age 37.

Jones, W. II., Pt., C,
14th New Y'ork Heavy
Artillery.

Jones, IF. IF"., Ensign,
Thomas's Legion, age

Judd, I. E., Lieut., K,
49th Mass., age 25.

Karlmyer, P., Pt., K,
48th New York, ago 37.

Kimher, \V., Pt., D, 36th
Illinois, age 33.

London. L., Lieut., II,

tith Colored Troops,
age 20.

Lang, W. JL. Pt., C,
40th New York, age 34.

Lapp, C, l't., 1. 22d
Wisconsin, ago 21.

Layne. J. B., Pt., 13,

i'.ith Virginia, age 18.

Lee. J. A.. Pt., I. 17t!t

Mississippi, age 25.

Lelino.O, Serg't, C, 8th
Michigan, age 27.

'Lenneghan. P.. Serg't,

B, 88th New York, age
30.

Lesler, .1., Pt„ K, 148th
New Y'ork, ago 28.

Lund, E. T., Pt., 0, 4th
New Hampshire, age
20.

MeNally,J..Pt., G. G9th
New York, ago 24.

McRevnolds, J., Corp'l,

COth'OhioS. S., ago 20.

Mason. J.W., EH., 1, 12th
New York, age 21.

Miller, O. II.. Pt., F, 3d
Iowa, age 23.

Mills, .L. Pt.. n, 4th
Missouri Cavalry.

Moore. IF., Pt.. G. 5th

North Carolina, age 27.

Aug. Ill,

Sept. 10,

18(14.

May 31,

Juno 27,

1862.
Mar. Ill,

April 3,

5, '05.

May 5,

Julv '>,

i8f;4.

May 17,

June 8,

1864.

June 9,

Julv 5,

1864.

Sept. 19,

Oct. 2,

1864.

May 25,

June 12,

1863.

Juno 1,

9, '0'4.

Nov. 29,
'114, Jan.
20, '(;.-».

Sept. 29,

Oct. 9,

18(14.

April 2,

13, '65.

July 28,

Auk-. 11,

1864.
April (i,

25, '65.

Julv 2,

21, '63.

Nov. 28,

Dec. 5,

1864.

April 6,

20, '65.

June (i.

Julv 28,

1864.

June 30.

Aug. 12,

1864.

June 16,

July 4,

1864.
Aug. 19,

Sept. 5,

1864.

Aug. 30,

— ,
'62.

May 18,

June 3,

1863.

Jan. lfi,

Eeb. 7,

1864.

Oct. 19,

20, 'G4.

IXJUKY, OPERATOR, AN1>
RESULT.

Left thigh: femoral ligated in

continuity, by A. A. Surg. J. II.

Packard." Disch'd May 20, 1865,
and pensioned. Lameness.

Right thigh; femoral ligated. by
Dr. T. M. Markoc. 1 tiseharged
Oct. 1, 1862; pensioned.

Right thigh : ha'm.; profunda lig.,

by A. A. Surgeon H. Sanders;
loom, recur.; fern. tied, by A.A.
Surg. E. DeVVitt. Died April
8, 1865.

Left thigh ; femoral ligated ; dry
gangrene of toes; Sept. 5th. amp.
toes. Disch'd Juno 6, 1865.

Both thighs; haem.: tern. lig. in

continuity; haem.; profunda lig.;

ha?m.: vessel religatod. Died
Juno 8. 1864.

Right thigh ; fern, tied in wound,
by Surg. II. Palmer, U. S. V.
Died Sept. 25, 1864, chronic
diarrhoea.

thigh, involving fern, artery;

ligation of femoral artery. Died
Oct. 5, 1864, haemorrhage.

Right thigh ; fern. art. tied at both
ends, by Med. Insp. P. Pineo,

V. S. A.; fern, vein included in

a ligature. Died June 13, 1863.

Right thigh; femoral ligated. by
Surgeon E. llentlev, U. S. V.
Discharged May 20,' 1865.

Left thigh ; botli ends of femoral
tied. Died January 26, 1865.

Left thigh ; alsofraet. left radius
;

both ends of fern, tied in wound.
Died Oct. 28, '04, pyaemia.

Right leg; femoral ligated. Died
April 16, 1865, mortification.

Left fern, art'y wounded j
vessel

lig.. by A.A.Surg. J. M. Brown.
Died Aug. 11, '64, haemorrhage.

Right thigh : fcm. veiu rupt.; fcin.

lig. at middlo portion, and vein
above and below rupt., by A. A.
Surg. J. Morris; haem. recurred
Mav 6, fem. relig. abo. profunda.
Died May 7, 1865.

Left leg; femoral artery ligated.
Transferred to prison at Fort
McIIenry, Md., March 2. 1864.

Right fem. art'y injured; ligature
applied, by A. A. Surg. S. T.
Williams. Died Dec. 5, 1864,
shock and haemorrhage.

Right thigh; femoral ligated in

continuity, by Surg. J. Aiken,
71st Penn. Disch'd July 26, '65;

pensioned. Died Nov.—,1875.
Left leg; both ends femoral tied,

by A. A. Surg. W. P. Moore.
Disch'd January 11, 1865.

Left thigh, and tract, right knee
joint; left fem. tied above and
below, by Asst. Surg.W. Thorn-
son, U. "S. A. Died Aug. 23,

'64, pyaemia. Spec. 3592. A.M.M.
Right thigh; femoral tied in con-
tinuity, by A. A. Surg. O. P.
Sweet. Furloug'd Nov. 1, '64.

Both thighs; femoral tied, by A.
A. Surg. H. B. Maben; litem,

recur. Sept. 11th j artery relig.,

by A. A. Surg. E. De Witt.
Died Sept. 17, '64, haemorrhage.

Right femoral artery; ligature
applied. Died Sept. 28, 1862.

Both thighs, dividing right pro-

funda artery: right fcm. ligated.

Died Juno 10, '63, haemorrhage.
Spec. 2086, A. M. M.

Left fem. nrtery wounded: liga-

ture applied. Died February
17. 1861.

Right fem. artery wounded ; lig.

npplied. by Surg. J. F. Pearson.
5th N. C. Exch'd Feb. 16, '65.

N vmf.. Military
Description, axu Age

95 Row

96

97

98

99

loo

101

102

103

104

105

106

Moserip, \V. S.. Serg't,

K, 19th Wis., ago :;:;.

"O'Keefe, J., Major, 2d
New York Cavalry.
age 24.

I',id:. ./. R.. Pt., D,39th
North Carolina, age 17.

Paden, W., Corp'l, G,
10th Pennsylvania Re-
serves, age 22.

Palmer, .1. C., Pt., G,
10th Conn., age 18.

ZJ'aschal. J., l't., I, 2d
N. Carolina Cavalry.

Pennsyl, E., T>t., II, P3d
Pennsvlvania.

Perry. T., Serg't.D, 16th
Michigan, age 30.

Peters, W. C, Tt., C,
68th Penn., age 19.

Pickett, J., Pt., F, 8th
Illinois Cavalry.age2l.

Pope, P. P.. Pt., M, 67th
Ohio, age 22.

Pope. W., Pt., I, 2d N.
York Artillery, age 19.

4 I!app, D., Pt., K, 7th
Indiana, age 20.

Reed, J. P., Pt., 19th
Alabama, age 20.

Ringer, O., Pt., C, 60th
Ohio, age 21.

Roberts, A. P., Pt.. I,

127th Illinois, ago 20.

Rodgers, S. J., Pt., A,
2d Michigan, age 21.

Ross, A. O., Corp'l, I,

13th Mississippi,age 21.

towe. J. B., Pt., G, 12tn

N. Hampshire, age 22
Kb,

« S W
New Y'ork.

, 1, 17th

Sager, W., Serg't. E,
188th N. Y'ork, age 19.

Sassaman, L. II., Pt.. E,
12th Penn. Reserves,
age 24.

S-lf. J., Pt., H, 11th

Alabama.
Sharpe, A„ Pt., D, 11th
Pennsylvania.

Sheaffer, C, Pt., D, 1st

New Y'ork Cavalry.

Sheffer, G. W., Pt., C,
5th U. S. Art., age 22.

Simmons, T.,Pt., F. 97th
New York, age 26.

Smith, II, Pt., F, 21st

Virginia, age 41.

Smith, J., Pt., D, 97th
Pennsylvania, age 22.

Smith, R. W.. Lieut.,

G, 5th Penn. Reserves,
age 24.

Dates.

Aug. 22.

27, VI.

Mar. 31,

— , '65.

April 8,

27, 'Go.

May 23,

June 1,

1864.

April 2,

10, '65.

Aug. 16,

27, '64.

Mav 31,

J'o 16.62.

Sept. 30,

Nov. 19,

1864.

Julv 2,

15, "'63.

Juno 20,

20, '63.

Mav 9,

21. '64.

June 3,

20, '64.

Nov. 30,

1 863.

April 6,

May 29,

1862.

July 6,

Aug. 22,

1864.

May 1!'.

J'o 5, '63,

Juno 17,

July 26,

1864.

Oct. 19,

—, '64.

May 14,

June 12,

1864.

Sept. 1,

12, '64.

April 1,

22, '65.

May 8,

Juno 4,

1864.

— , July
11, '62.

Juno 21,

21, '64.

June 5,

July 8,

1864.

May 24,

24, '64.

June 18,

July 27,

1864.

Oct. 19,

Nov. 10,

1864.

May 18,

Juno 2,

1864.

Aug. 30,

Sept. 7,

1862.

INJURY, OI'KRATOIt,
Result.

Left fcm. artery injured; femoral
ligated. Died Sept. 14. '64. ha'm.

Rigltt fcm. art'y injured: femoral
tied, and, haem. recurring,vessel
rcligated. Died May 31, 1865.

Right fcm. artery wounded ; lig-

ated, by A. A. Surg. H. B. Cole.
Died April 27, 1865, Cong, chill.

Great laceration right thigh; fem.
tied in continuity, by Surg. G.
L. Pancoast, U.S.V.: leg gang.;
amp. leg by same operator. Died
June Sol 1864, gangrene.

Right thigh; femoral tied at both
ends. Disch'd July 5,'65; pen'd.

Right thigh; femoral ligated, by
Surg. D. F. Wright, P. A. C. S.

Retired February 22, 1865.

fem. artery wounded: vessel

tied. Died July 5, '62, pyaemia.
Right thigh ; femoral tied at both
ends, by A.A. Surg.G.B.R. Rob-
inson, Died Nov. 21, '64, exh'n.

Left thigh ;
artery secured. Died

July 15, 1863, haemorrhage.
Right fem. artery severed ; artery
secured. Disch'd June 9; '64.

Right thigh ; fem. tied in continu-
ity. Died May 22, '64, exh'n.

Lei't thigh; one end of artery tied.

Died June 24, '64, haemorrhage.
Left thigh ; fem. art. and vein di-

vided; double lig. placed upon
fem. art. and vein. Died Dec. 13,

1863. Specs. 2249, 2250, A. M. M.
Bight thigh ; fem. artery ligated,

bv Surg. J. T. Hodgen, U. S. V.
Died Juno 30, 1862.

Right thigh; femoral ligated, bv
A. A. Surg. J. F. Holt. Died
Aug. 25. 1864, haemorrhage.

Left popliteal space ; fem. artery
tied. Died Juno 7, 1863.

Right thigh. July 22d, aneurism
;

fem. tied, two ligatures, bv A. A.
Surg. O. W. Peck. Died July
30, 1864, haemorrhage.

R't and left thighs ; fem. wounded
and lig.; Nov. 8, amp. right leg
ahoveank. Retired Mar. 14, '65.

Right thigh; gang.: fem. artery
lig. in wound, both ends tied, by
Surg. A. Heger, U, S. A., and
A.A.Surg. T. Liebold. Disch'd
June 5, 1865

;
pensioned.

Right thigh; proximal endof fem.
artery tied, by Surg. E. Batwell,
14th "Michigan. Sent to rear ten
weeks after injury.

Right thigh ; both ends of femoral
tied, by Asst. Surg. W. F.Norris,
U.S.A. Died ApT29, '65, pyaem.

Right leg. wounding ant. tibial

artery; femoral tied, by A. A.
Surg. J. S. Cohen. Disch'd July
21, 1865

;
pensioned.

thigh; femoral ligated. Died
July ll, 1862.

Both thighs ; both ends of
femoral tied. Died June 26, '64.

Right fem. artery injured; vessel
secured, by Surg. R.F. Baldwin,
P.A.C.S. DiedJ'y21,'64,gang.

Left fem. artery severed ; ligated,

by Surg. N. Hayward, 20th
Mass. Disch'd Jan. 30, 1865.

Left thigh; femoral ligated in

continuity and wound. Died
August 3, 1864, gangrene.

Both thighs, scrotum, right fem.
artery severed : vessel tied, by
Surg. W.W.Wilkerson, C.S.A.
Retired from service Mar. 14, '65.

Both thighs ; haem. from circum-
flex ; right femoral tied. Died
June 5, 1864, haemorrhage.

Right thigh : fem. art'y wounded ;

lig. in contin'y. Died Sept. 7, '62,

loss of blood. Spec. 509, A.M.M.

1 Udell (J. A.), op. cit.. p. 262. * Ibid., p. 233.

3 Blackman (G. C), On the Treatment of Inflammation of the Limbs by the Compression, or Ligature, of their Main Arterial Trunk, in

Cincinnati Lancet and Observer, 1868. Vol. XI, p. 77, and Richmond Med. Jour., 1866, Vol. I, p. 307.

4 Lidell (J. A .), On the Wounds of Blood-vessels, etc., in Surgical Memoirs of the War of the Rebellion, collected and published by the U. S. San-

itary Commission, 1870, Vol. I, p. 143. 5 Batwf.ll (E.), Surgeon, Nth Michigan, in Med. and Surg. Reporter, 1865, Vol. XIII, p. 50. Probably

the case of M. Shaw, Pt., I, 17th New York, ago 19. Died Nov. 16, 1864.
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There were also a few examples of ligations of large branches of the profunda involv-

ing very difficult and troublesome dissections; instances in which the external circumflex,

posterior perforating, and anastomotica arteries were tied are here briefly noted. In

several cases it was impracticable to determine what particular branch was severed:

Cask 107.—Private S. Michaels, Co. E, 9th Maine, aged 35 years, wounded at Petersburg, June 28, 1864. Surgeon J.

J. Craven, U. S. V., reported Ids admission into the 2d division hospital of the Tenth Corps with a "gunshot wound of both

thighs." Assistant Surgeon E. MeClellan, U. S. A., reported from Hampton Hospital, Fort Monroe: "On July 30th, bleeding

occurred from the descending branch of the external circumflex artery: six ounces of blood were lost. Assistant Surgeon E.

Curtis, U. S. A., applied ligatures at both ends of the bleeding vessel in the wound—the injury was about the middle of the

thigh. On August 4th, a haemorrhage occurred from the femoral artery of the left thigh of about one pint; it was arrested by

pressure, but the patient died from exhaustion a short time after.*'

Cask 108.—Private Theodore B. Benedict, Co. D, 7th Connecticut, age 32 years, wounded at Drury's Bluff, May 10,

1804. Assistant Surgeon E. MeClellan reported from Hampton Hospital, Fort Monroe: "Gunshot wound of right thigh, flesh.

On June 9th, haemorrhage to the extent of eight ounces occurred from one of the posterior perforating arteries. The bleeding

vessel was ligated in the wound at one end. The haemorrhage did not recur." On July 25th, the patient was sent north. He
was Subsequently treated in McDougall Hospital, New York, and Knight Hospital, New Haven. Surgeon P. A. Jewitt, II. S.V.,

reported from the latter hospital that the patient died May 3, 1865, of pneumonia.

Case 109.—Corporal Thomas Haglemeyer, Co. D, 41st Ohio, aged 49 years, was wounded at Nashville, December 1(1,

1804. Surgeon C. N. Hoagland, 71st Ohio, reported from the 3d division, Fourth Corps: "Gunshot wound of hip ; simple

dressings." Surgeon J. E. Herbst, U. S. V., reported that the patient was admitted into hospital No. 2, Nashville, December

22, 1804, with a "gunshot wound of the upper third of the right thigh. Wound gangrenous from Scarpa's triangle to the

popliteal space. December 29th, separation of the slough caused haemorrhage from the superior perforating and anastomotica

arteries—oozing surface. The patient was much exhausted from repeated haemorrhage—blood detibrinated. Acting Assistant

Surgeon S. Blackwood applied proximal ligatures to the bleeding arteries in the wound and lint to the oozing surface. Simple

dressings were applied, and iron and ale ordered. The patient died January 15, 1804."

Ligations of the Popliteal Artery.—Of seventeen cases of. ligation of the popliteal

for shot flesh wounds of the leg, thirteen were fatal, or 76.5 per cent. Five patients

succumbed after amputation of the thigh following ligation of the popliteal. The series

is enumerated in Table IV, and a case is detailed:

Table IV.

Summary of Seventeen Cases of Ligation of the Popliteal Artery for Haemorrhage from Shot Injuries

unattended by Fractures.

No
Name, Military

DESCltU'TIOX, AND AGE.

Dittus. W., I't., H, 42d
Illinois, age 27.

Elliot, J. K., Corpl. E,

2d Pennsylvania Cav-
ulry. age 24.

Fletcher, .1. M.. Corpl,
V, 3:)th Massachusetts,
age 28.

Gray, W\, Pt., E, 18th

Infantry, ago 20.

Kmisohe, G.,Pt.. D. 20th

New York, age 35.

Kraher. J. P.. Pt., D.
u'th New York Heavy
Artillery, age 35.

Leonard.'. 1.. Pt., L, 7th

New York Heavy Ar-
tillery, age 21.

Lynch, J., Corp'!, K,
14.ith N. York, age :I4.

Srl'l'n. B., Pt., II, 0th

Virginia Cav., ago 23.

May 14.

June G,

18(14.

April 1,

29, 'G3.

June 18,

Aug. 14,

18ii4.

Dec. 31,

'62, Jan.
12, "S3.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

June 1,

July 24,

1864.

.May 30,

July 3.

18.14.

May III.

17, •(14.

July 8.

t/l, 'G3.

Injury, Operator, and
Result.

Right popliteal region; sloughing;
both ends of popliteal art'ry tied

in wound, by Ass't .Surg. B. E.
Fryer, IT. S. A. Disch'd Aug.
lb', 18G5; pensioned,

ln'rside left leg: poplit'l art. iig.,

lower portion; hami. recurred;
thigh amp. May 5th. Died from
shock two hours after operation.

Flesh wound up. third right leg;
sloughing : both ends artery tied

in wound, by A. A. Surg. J. M.
MoOrath. Died Aug. 24, 18U4,

typhoid fever.

N'ear popliteal region ; both ends
artery tied in wound. Died Jan.
2-', 1863. gangrene.

Laceration of right poplit'l space;

up. end art. tied in wound ; luem.
recurred. Disch'd Aug. 13, '03.

Left thigh near knee
;
gang.; one

end of artery tied in wound.
Disch'd Mar. 15. 'Go: pensioned.

Left leg; art. tied boh. knee; baam.
recur d: thigh amp. just abuve
knee July 8. Died ,Iuly23,'G4.

Left popliteal region : lig. poplit'l,

by Ass't Surg. C. A. MoCnll, U.
S. A. Died May 23,'64. pyemia.

Left post. tib. art. wounded
;
pop-

liteal tied, by A. A. Surg. VV.S.
Adams. Died Aug. 2,'63, pysetn.

NO

1G

Name, Military
Description-, anl> Age.

Smith, A. M., Serg't, F,
20th Maine.

Smith. F., Pt.. Ii, 1st

Mass. Heavy Artillery.

Smith, P. D., PL, C, 8th

Iowa Cavalry, age 20.

Dates.

May 15,

15, 'G4.

May 23.

June 20,

1864.

Mar. HI,

-May 6,

18G4.

Taber, J. A., Serg t. E, Mar 31

5th Michigan, age 23. April IS

1865.
Vnnn, D., Pt., B. 8th June 3,

New York Artillery, 16, 'G4.

ago 18.

Walker, M.. col'd serv-

ant, K, 58th Penn., age
13.

June 3.

2G, 'G4.

'Wick. J.CPt., C, 155th Mar. 25,

Pennsylvania, ago 22. May 23,

i

1HG5.

Wild, C. B.. Corp'l, E, ' Sept. 10,

114th New York. I Oct. 1,

18G4.

Injury, Operator, and
Result.

Wound of popliteal artery; art'y

tied. Died May 22, 18G4.

Rt. and 1'ft thighs; luem. from post,

tib.: rt. post. tib. lig. in continu-
ity: luem. recurred: poplit'l lig.

Died Juno 20, 18G4.

Rigid ankle; gang.: hsem. from
post. tib. art'y; poplit'l arty lig.

in continuity, by A. A. Surg. D.
McLean. Disch'd Mar. 21, 1865.

Right leg ; poplit'l art'y lig. in

contin'ty, bvSurg. J. C. McKee,
U.S.A. Died April, 18, '65, luem.

Left poplit'l art y injured; art'y

lig., by Surg. R. B. Bontecuu,
U. S. V.: h£em. recurred; new
lig. applied June 20; same day
amp. thigh. Died June 22, 18G4,

gangrene.
Right poplit'l art'y injured: vessel

tied above bleeding point, by
Surg. R. B. Bonteeou. I'. S. Y.
Died July 3,'G4, diarrhoea. [See
Case 107.]

Both thighs; left poplit'l art'y tied

above and below, by Ass't Surg.
A. Delany, IT. S. V.; June 14,

amp. thigh. Died June 20, '65.

Right thigh thro' poplit'l space;
lig. of poplit'l: luem. recurred;
Oct. 12. amp. thigh. Died Oct.

13, 18G4, of exhaustion.

1 This is probably the case referred to by Prof. A. C. POST, in the Addendum to Section I of the Surg. Mem. of the IVar of the Rebellion, pub. by

the V. S. San. Comm., 1870, Vol. I, p. 262.
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Case 110.—M. Walker, a colored servant of the 58th Pennsylvania Volunteers, aged 13 years, was wounded at Cold

Harbor, .June .'J. 1804, by a ininie ball, which entered on the inner side of the lower third of the right thigh, passed through the

popliteal space, injuring the popliteal artery, and making its exit latterly. Twelve days after the reception of the injury lie

was admitted to llarewood Hospital, Washington. Hemorrhage to the amount of from three to five ounces took place on

June 25th, and was controlled by pressure. On the following day haemorrhage recurred, and the popliteal artery was ligated by

Surgeon II. li. Bontecou, U. S. V., by enlarging the wound of entrance, the patient being under the influence of sulphuric

ether. The leg was placed in Smith's anterior splint with a fenestra opposite the wound to facilitate dressing, and a supporting

treatment was ordered. The patient exhibited typhoid symptoms with very profuse diarrhoea until death, which occurred July

3, 1834. An autopsy showed that the coats of the artery had been injured by the ball, causing sloughing and the subsequent

haemorrhage. The history was reported by the operator.

Ligations of the Posterior Tibial Artery separately.—In a series of seventeen liga-

tions of the posterior tibial artery for shot wounds of the soft parts of the leg and foot,

thirteen recovered, or 76.5 per cent. Three patients submitted to consecutive amputation,

of whom one died. The cases are enumerated in Table V:

Table V.

Summary of Seventeen Cases of Ligation of the Posterior Tibial Artery for Haemorrhage from Shot

Injuries unattended by Fractures.

No,
Name, military

Description, and Age.

Ball, J. D.. Corp'I, A,
125th New York, age

Brown, W. II., Bugler,

5th New Jersey Batte-

ry, ago 25.

Backer, J. F.. PL. B, 1st

Confederate, age 21.

Dow. . I. A.. Pt.,E, 136th
New York, age 20.

Emery. R.. PL, D, 5th
Vermont, age 33.

Elannugan, H. A., Ser-

geant, H, IGth Penn.
Caw, age 25.

Gilmore. M., Pt., B, 9(')th

Illinois, age 22.

Hagey, J. D., PL, I,

138th Pennsylvania,
age 24.

Dates.

May 13,

28, 'G4.

May 24,

June 10,

1864.

April 6,

16, '62.

June 20,

20, '64.

May 5,

Aug. 4,

1864.

April 7,

May 14,

1865.

Aug. 3,

3, '64.

April 2,

May 8,

1865.

Injury, Operator, and
Result.

Right post. tin. artery wounded
;

artery tied in wound, by Ass't
Surg. A. Ingram, U. S. A. Dis-
charged Dee. 20, '64

; pens'd.

Left leg ; posterior tibial art. tied.

Died July 7, 1064, pyamiia.

Right leg ; posterior tibial artery-

tied. Recovered.
Right posterior tibial art, severed;
vessel tied, by Surgeon I. N.
Dimes, 73d Ohio, Disch'd June
13, 1865; pensioned.

Left leg ; gang.: ends of art'y tied

in wound, bv A. A. Surg. J. B.
Crandall. Disch'd Dec. 16, '64

;

pens'd ; Aug. 28. '65. amp. leg.

Left posterior tib. art'y wounded;
vessel tied at its middle third.

Died June 15, 1865, erysipelas.

Left leg, involving posterior tib.

artery ; vessel tied, by Surgeon
S. H. Kersey, 36th Indiana.
Disch'd Jan. 10, 1865; pens'd.

Left posterior tibial art. opened;
one end of arterv tied in wound,
by A. A. Surg. II. M. Bellows;
sloughing; May 10, amp. leg, by
A. A. Surg. II. A. Drane. Dis-

charged July 26, 1865; pens'd.

NO.

10

11

12

13

name, Military
Description, anu Ace.

Ingalls, II. 1!., PL, L.
1st Maino Cavalry, age
25.

Maran, M., PL. A, 2d
New Jersey Cavalry,
age 20.

Oaklcv. C. N.. PL, A.
85th New York, age 31.

Righcy, T., PL, C, 9th
N. Hampshire, age 23.

1 Hitter, D. T„ Corp'I, F,
208th Pennsylvania,
age 10.

Sherdan, J., Pt., D, 68th
Pennsylvania, age 31.

Thompson. S., PL, E,
4 th N. Jersey, ago 23.

Trowbridge. D. A., Cor-
poral. L, 5th Illinois

Cavalry.
Wright, E., PL, F, 119th
Pennsylvania, age 18.

Dates.

Mar. 31,

April 0,

1865.

Feb. 11,

27, '64.

March 8.

8, 1865.

June 20,

J'y3, 64.

Mar. 25,

April 7,

1865.

July 3,

25, '63.

Sept. 22,

Oct. 10,

1864.

July 8.

Sept. 23,

1863.

May 5,

23, "'64.

Injury, Operator, and
lfr.su lt.

Right leg; post. tib. arterv lig..

by Surg. E. Griswold, U. S. V.
Disch'd Aug. 12, 1865; pens'd.

Right leg; gang.; posterior tibial

art. ligated on ulcerated surface,

by A. A. Surgeon S. S. Jcssop.

Disch'd Oct. 21, 1865
;

pens',';.

Left leg; lig. post. tib. and pero-

neal arteries. Died Mar. 23. '65.

Left leg
;

post. tib. artery tied at

wound. Furl'd Aug. 11, 1864.

Left post, tib, art. wounded ; both
ends of vessel ligated, by Surg.
G. L. Pancoast. It. S. V. Dis-
charged June 37, 1865; pens'd.

Right leg; posterior tibial artery
tied at both ends. Discharged
Feb. 6. 1865: pensioned.

Right leg; both ends of posterior

tibial arterv ligated in wound,
bv A. A. 'Surg. J. \Y. Kerr.
Duty March 30. 1865.

Right leg: artery ligated in

wound. Disch'd Nov. 17, 1863.

Ball cutting right post, tibial art.;

gang.: art. tied in wound, bv
Surg. E. Bentley. U. S. V.; May
25, hasm. recur'd ; leg amp. Died
May 28, '64, asthenia ami pyaun.

Ligations of the Anterior Tibial Artery.—Of ten cases of ligation in which the

anterior tibial was separately tied, seven were successful, one after consecutive amputation.

The cases are here briefly noted:

Cases 111-120.—Captain C. C. Brewster, Co. D, 10th Connecticut, aged 45 years ; wounded at Bermuda Hundred, May
16, 1864; shot flesh wound of left leg. Admitted into Chesapeake Hospital, Fort Monroe, May 21st. Bleeding from the anterior

tibial artery to the amount of eight ounces occurred. The vessel was ligated in the wound at the cardial end. Haemorrhage

did not recur. Discharged September 19, 1864, and pensioned. Examiner G. C. Jarvis, of Hartford, reported, August. 24,

1869: "The wound is now an open, deep ulcer; occasionally pieces of bone come out from some part of the sore.'' Pensioner

died June 17, 1873, of phthisis pulmonalis.—Private \V. Brommel, Co. E, 15th New York Artillery, aged 30 years; wounded at

Boydton Plank Road, March 31, 1865; shot wound of left leg, lower third. Admitted into Columbian Hospital, Washington.

Haemorrhage from anterior tibial artery ; vessel ligated by Acting Assistant Surgeon P. W. Briggs. Pied May 2, 1865. from

exhaustion from loss of blood.—Corporal T. Condon, Co. ('. 2d New York Artillery, aged 21 years; wounded at Deep Bottom,

August 16, 1864; shot flesh wound of the middle third of the right leg; the ball entered the posterior portion of the leg and made
its exit at a corresponding point anteriorly. Admitted into Satterlee Hospital, Philadelphia. Haemorrhage. August 26th, Ligation

of anterior tibial artery above and below bleeding orifice by Acting Assistant Surgeon W. F. Atlee. Collateral circulation

re-established in twenty-four hours. Discharged July 26, 1865, and pensioned. The New York Examining Board reported,

March 4, 1876 : "There is a cicatrix three and a half inches in length on anterior surface of right leg ; the ball emerged through

1 The case numbered 13 in Table V is detailed by Professor A. C. POST in the Surg. Memoirs of the U. S. San. Comm., Surgical Vol. I, p. 262.
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the calf. Bdili cicatrices arc adherent and interfere witii locomotion and tlic strength of llic limb."—Sergeant M. C. Glass, Co.

P, KitJi Michigan, aged 24 years; wounded at Hatcher's Run, February 7, 18(*>.r>: shot wound of right anterior tibial artery.

Admitted into Jarvis Hospital, Baltimore. Ulceration and haemorrhage; six ounces of blood lost. Ligation of anterior tibial artery

in continuity, February 20, 1865. Hied February 28, 1805, of hemorrhage.—Private J. L. Renshaw, Co. H. 191st Pennsyl-

vania, aged 28; wounded at Petersburg, Juno 24, 18C4 ; shot flesh wound of left leg by a conoidal ball; sloughing and

haemorrhage from anterior tibial artery to extent of eight ounces. Ligation of artery above and below wound. The patient

recovered, and was discharged May 18, 1865.—Private S. Riley, Co. H, 92d New- York, aged 21 ; wounded at Cold Harbor, .1 me
1, 1804 ; conoidal ball passed through the integument of tho left leg one inch below the knee. June 25th, sloughing and erys'p-

elas. July 8th, recurrent haemorrhage to the extent of six ounces from the anterior tibial artery. The artery was tied in I he

wound. The patient was discharged February 9, 1865, and pensioned. Examiner II. O. Hitchcock, of Kalamazoo, report! d,

June 8, 1867: "Ball passed below the patella and under the ligament. The wound was followed by gangrene and large

sloughing, and now there is an extensive cicatrix, causing lameness and great weakness of the knee.'' Examiner J. A. Brow •,

of Detroit, reported, September 28, 1869 : "Gunshot wound of left knee, the ball striking the inner condyle of the tibia and

the patella, causing weakness and impaired motion of the knee, mostly from contraction of the cicatrix." Examiner D. F.

Wooley, of Big Rapids, reported, April 1, 1875: "Ball entered at upper and inner third of the tibia, passing directly in front

and under the patella and out, severing the attachment of the lower end of the patella and fracturing the upper end of the

tibia; resulting in loss of part of upper portion of the tibia and weakening of knee joint to a serious extent, with slight

adhesions of the muscles; on the whole seriously impeding locomotion and requiring care to maintain a standing position upon

it." The pensioner was paid March 4. 1876.—Corporal I. Sampson, Co. F, 1st Massachusetts Cavalry, aged :>5. was wounded

during Sheridan's raid, May 11, 1864; shot wound of right leg, middle third, outside. Admitted into Hammond Hospital,

Point Lookout. Gangrenous sloughing set in, destroying the coats of the anterior tibial artery. June 28th, haemorrhage to the

extent of four ounces from the anterior tibial artery. Both ends of artery tied in the wound by Acting Assistant Surgeon T.

Liebold. The bleeding did not recur. The patient recovered, and was mustered out October 16, 1864. Examiner W. H. Page, of

Boston, reported. April 11, 1865 :
" Ball struck about the middle of the left leg, fracturing and splintering the tibia, a large part of

which, at seat of injury, has been removed, and there is a deep cicatrix throe inches by one and a half The whole leg is much
swollen and ccdematous, and there is probably more dead bone to be removed." The Boston Examining Board reported, Decem-

ber 2, 1874: "Ball entered middle third of leg anteriorly and passed directly through. The tibia was shattered, and necrosis

has resulted therefrom. The leg is weak and the wound is still open, an ulcer at the time of examination existing the size of

a five-cent piece, surrounded by an areola four inches in diameter and somewhat eczematous. His leg is painful and weak
upon long standing, and this interferes with the performance of manual labor." In September, 1875, tho Board reported:

"Large adherent cicatrix, inflamed and very tender; anchylosis of ankle." Pensioner paid June 4, 1876.—Private W. Sauls-

bury, Co. K, 39th U. S. C. T., aged 36; wounded at Petersburg, July 30, 1864; flesh wound of lower third of right leg. He
was admitted into Summit House Hospital, Philadelphia. Secondary haemorrhage ; ligation of anterior tibial artery January

19, 1865. Amputation of right leg at lower third by double-flap method. Transferred to hospital at Beverly, and discharged

May 26, 1865. He died July 16, 1871.—Private J. Skiffington, Co. I, 2d New York Heavy Artillery, aged 28; wounded at

Petersburg, June 16, 1864; flesh wound of lower third, right leg. Admitted into Satterlee Hospital, Philadelphia; wound
sloughing. Acting Assistant Surgeon W. F. Atlee ligated both ends of the anterior tibial artery in the wound, on account of

haemorrhage, July 28, 1864. The patient died August 29, 1864, of pyaemia.—Private L. Weaver, Co. G, 4th Virginia, aged 23
;

wounded at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863. Admitted into Twelfth Corps Hospital. Shot flesh wound of both legs and face. July

13th, bleeding of eight ounces from the anterior tibial artery, which recurred on the 14th, sixteen ounces of blood being lost.

The anterior tibial artery was tied above and below the point of division. The patient was paroled November 12, 1863.

Ligations of the Anterior and Posterior Tibial Arteries.—There were two instances

in which the posterior and anterior tibial arteries were conjointly tied for shot flesh wounds:

Cases 121-122.—Private J. Hoar, Co. G, 144th New York, aged 22 years, wounded at White Plains, July 24, 1863.

Shot wound of right foot; admitted into Douglas Hospital, Washington; haemorrhage to the extent of six ounces occurred

from the metatarsal artery on August 1st. Assistant Surgeon W. Thomson, U. S. A., ligated the anterior tibial artery in the

continuity at the instep and the posterior tibial behind the malleolus. The wounds healed well, and the patient was returned to

duty from Central Park Hospital, New York, April 11, 18C4. He is not a pensioner.—Private J. Kercher, Co. D, 7th Michigan

Cavalry, wounded at Gettysburg, July 2, 1863. Shot wound of right leg and of anterior and posterior tibial arteries; admitted

into McDougall Hospital, New York Harbor. July 29th, ligation of anterior and posterior tibial arteries. August 10th,

haemorrhage, amounting to thirty-two ounces of blood. Died August 10, 1863.

Zdgation of Veins.—Six cases in which the femoral vein was tied simultaneously with

the artery are noted on page 38. Specimens from two of the cases are shown in Figures

15 and 19. A case of ligation of the saphenous vein is detailed:

Cask 123.—Private A. Kendig, Co. B, 97th Pennsylvania, aged 31 years, wounded at Bermuda Hundred, May 18, 1864.

Assistant Surgeon E. McClellan, U. S. A., reported from Hampton Hospital, Fort Monroe: "Gunshot wound of left thigh,

inner surface, upper third ; the ball entered near the apex of Scarpa's space, passed through the adductor longus muscle, and

made its exit over the upper third. Gracilis muscle wounded; phagedaena. On May 24th, haemorrhage to the extent of six

ounces occurred from the saphenous vein. Both extremities of the vein were ligated in the wound. The haemorrhage did not

recur, but the patient sank and died of exhaustion June 4, 1864."

Amputations following shot flesh wounds will next be considered.
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Amputations in the Lower Limbs after /Shot Flesh Wounds.—Two hundred and one

cases were reported of amputations in the lower extremity for shot wounds involving only

the soft parts, comprising one hundred and thirty-one amputations in the thigh, six

disarticulations at the knee, sixty-three amputations at the leg, and one of the toes.

Amputations in the Thigh.—In the hundred and thirty-one cases of this series, ninety-

four or 71.7 per cent, were fatal. The cases are enumerated in Table VI. Ten of the

operations were primary, with only two recoveries. Fifty-seven intermediary operations,

with forty-eight deaths, gave a mortality rate of 84.2 per cent.; sixty-four secondary

operations, with thirty-eight deaths, had a death-rate of 59.4 per cent. The amputations

were necessitated for the most part by complications of consecutive haemorrhage, gangrene,

or secondary disease of the bone or joints, and in some instances were resorted to after

ligations, removals of sequestra, or other interference had been unavailingly employed

:

Case 124.—Private H. Boot, Co. 15, 104th New York, aged 2G years, was wounded at Petersburg, June 22, 1804,

and admitted to the field hospital of the 3d division, Fifth Corps. Surgeon L. W. Read, U. S. V., noted, "buckshot flesh

wound of right leg, slight." On June 30th, the patient entered the Harewood Hospital, Washington, whence Surgeon R. B.

Bontecou, U. S. V., contributed the specimen (Fig. 21), with the following brief history: "Gunshot wound of

right leg, middle third, injuring soft parts. On admission the constitutional state of the patient was very poor;

condition of injured parts tolerably good, but wound very painful. The parts subsequently became gangrenous,

with rapid sloughing of soft parts; about one half of the lower third, and three-fourths of the upper third, and

all of the middle third of the tibia exposed and denuded of periosteum. The tibia became necrosed throughout

its whole extent, and at this time the patient became jaundiced. On October 29th, about ten inches of necrosed

bone was extracted by Acting Assistant Surgeon D. I. Evans. The general condition of the patient improved

soon afterwards, under a supporting treatment throughout, and was doing tolerably well, parts improving,

when transferred to hospital at Elmira, January 4, 1865." Two weeks after his transfer the patient obtained a

furlough and proceeded to his home in Tioga County, New York, where his limb was subsequently amputated

at the middle third of the thigh. Dr. S. Knapp, his attending physician, certified that "he found him suffering

from a badly cared for and neglected wound," etc., and that "on February 28, 1865, it, became necessary to ampu-

tate the leg," which operation he performed, being assisted by Dr. E. Daniels. About two months afterwards

the patient returned to the hospital, and on Jury 21, 1865, he was discharged from service and pensioned. • He
died July 25, 1870, of consumption, resulting from the wound and its effects, more than five years after the ampu-

tation. The parts removed by the amputation at mid-thigh by Dr. Knapp were not transmitted to the Museum;

but the large sequestrum comprising the greater part of the diaphysis of the tibia is represented in the wood-cut

(FlG. 21), and, as mounted, is nine inches in length (see Catalogue of the Surgical Section of the Army Medical

Muesum, Washington, 1866, p. 405).

In a grave case of hospital gangrene following a shot wound at the ankle, the lamented

artist, Hospital Steward E. Stauch, made a colored drawing of the appearances after the

sloughing surfaces had cleaned off under the applications of fermented cataplasms. The

drawing is copied in the chromolithograph opposite, Plate XXVII.
Case 125.—Corporal C. H. Dudley, 11th Indiana Battery, received at Chicamauga, September 20, 1863, a wound of the

right foot, a conoidal ball entering the under portion just below ankle joint. He was taken prisoner, conveyed to Richmond,

and on October 29, 1803, was admitted to Division No. 1 hospital, Annapolis, from the steamer New York. The wound had

sloughed extensively. On October 30th and 31st there was hemorrhages from the dorsalis pedal artery, which was promptly

arrested by the use of styptics. Soon after admission a phagedenic ulcer made its appearance on the posterior face of the right

leg, immediately below knee joint, and an examination, made November 19, 1863, revealed a deeply excavated sloughing

wound. Yeast poultices were applied to the sloughing tissues, and when the gangrenous masses had cleaned off a colored

drawing was made of the parts by Hospital Steward E. Stauch. November 23d, haemorrhage amounting to eight ounces

occurred from this wound, and was restrained by finger compression on the femoral artery; tourniquet was loosely applied on

limb, and stimulating draughts given. On November 24th, Assistant Surgeon W. S. Ely, U. S. V., who had charge of the case,

reports that the "wound from which the haemorrhage proceeded was thoroughly examined and the diseased tissues found

more extensive than had been supposed ; the finger could be passed beneath superficial border of ulcer to a considerable extent,

and the popliteal artery was found to be divided by the extent of the ulcerative process, and the ligamentous structures of the

knee joint were found extensively destroyed. Amputation was determined on as the only rational treatment. It was imme-

diately performed, after the circular method, directly above the knee joint, by Surgeon T. A. McParlin, U. S. A., assisted by

Surgeon B. A. Vanderkieft, U. S. V. Patient bore the operation well, and the tissues at seat of amputation appeared healthy.

No sutures were used to approximate the flaps, wet straps being the only retentive treatment employed." The case progressed

favorably until December 2d. Acting Assistant Surgeon C. Hayes kept the further record of the case. On December 8, 1863,

haemorrhage, amounting to eight ounces, occurred from the stump. He failed rapidly after this, and died December 11, 1863.

Surgical Series of Drawings, Nos. 59, 60, S. G. 0., Plate XXVII.

FlO. 21.—Se-
questrum of
right tibia.
Spec. 3T>01.
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Table VI.

Numerical Statement of One Hundred and Thirty-one Amputations in the Thigh for Shot Injury

unattended by Fracture.

K0.
Name, militaki

Description, and Ac.b.

Atwood. II., l't.,K, Mth
New Hampshire.

Raker, J., Pt., A. lltli

Connecticut, ago 32.

Barkeloo, J., rt.. M. 2d
Ohio Cavalry, age 28.

Iiaruum, C. I".. Pt., IS,

187th Penn., ape 30.

Barry. 1'... Pt., A, 82(1

Penn.. uge 24.

6
|
maker. J. I'.,Pt.,E, 15th

Infantry, ape Id.

Bras1ed,A.A., Scrg't.H,
96tb New York, age 2-2.

Bell. .1. C. Pt.. E, 34th
Iowa, ago 23.

9 Belt. W. II. II.. Pt., A.
lllth Ohio Cavalry, ag<
21.

Bishop. .1.. Pt., M, 22(1

New York Cavalry,

age 20.

Black. J. M., Corp'I, D,
35th Ohio, ago 21.

Blaisdell. II.. Pt.. II.

58th Pennsylvania.

Boies, .1. A.. Lieut.. II,

13th Infantry, age 22.

Brockman. II.. Pt.. I.

6th Kentucky.

<HurJ:e. IT., Pt., B, 24th
Alabama.

Burroughs, II. C, C,

7th C. S. Cavalry.

Butler. II.. Pt.. II. 1st

New York Artillery,

aire 2!.

Cameron. ,1., Serg't, K,
31st Maine, age 27.

Carroll, R. A.. Pt.. F,

3d Alabama, ago 19.

Case. E. I'., Pt.. G, 13th
Michigan.

Chapman. C. II.. Scrg't.

E. 13th New Hamp-
shire, age 26,

Chapman. J. S.. Pt.. F..

4th Maine, ago 33.

Chan-go. M. W.. Pt., H,
401h New York, ago 21.

Dates.

Sept. l!i

2:i, '(14.

June 15

26. 'HI.

Julv Id.

20. 'o3.

Juno IS'.

Sept. 7,

1804.

June 3.

Aug. 11.

1804.

Aug. 7.

.Sept. Hi.

, 1804.

I .rune 1,

Nov. 7.

1 8114.

April (1.

18, '65.

Feb. in,

April 21

1863.

Aug. 2.7.

Sept. (!,

1864.

July 2(1.

Aug. 1.7,

1804.

April 21).

June 28,

1803.

Slav 22,

June 18.

1803.

April II,

June 2d,

1802.

Sept. 19,

2:t. '03.

April 1.

Mnv 1.7,

18(1.7.

June I

.

Aug. 5,

1864.

Juno 2".

'64, July
5. 'Co."

July 3,

Nov. 29,

1SC3.

Sept. 19,

26, '(13.

Sept. 30,

(14. Apr.

7, '65.

June 18,

Julv 5,

18(i4.

May 13,
17,' '64.

IXJLUY, OPEKATOB,
RESULT. NO.

Bight fem, art. injured : circulat'n

destroyed; gang.: circ. amp. at

low. third thigh, bv A. Surg.W.
Fritz, 12th Mo. Died Sept. 30, 1,1.

Sheath (fright fern. art.wounded :

loom, from branch of profunda :

flap amp. thigh, bv A. A. Surg.
J. S. Hill. Died June 29, 18n4.

Bight popliteal artery severed;
lorn. art. ligated : Hapnmp. thigh
at up. third. Disch'd Mar. 17,'05.

Left log: amp.bel. tubere. of tibia
;

htsm.; amp. thigh, circ lo. third,

bv A. A..Surg. J. Morris. Died
(let. 13, CI. AJ)«c.3132.A. M. M.

Left leg: flap amp. at mid. third,

bv Dr. J. shields. Discharged
Sept. 2. 1863.

Left leg; gang.: ant. post., lower
third thigh, bv A. A. Surg. K.
\V. Forrest. Died Sept. 18, 1864,
exhaustion.

Bight knee joint
; gang.; joint

opened; circ, low. third thigh,

bv A. A. Surg. A. .1. Smith.
Died Nov. 30, 1864, exhaustion.

Left posterior tibial artery cut by
ball: gang.; h:v:n.; lig. of fem.
artery: amp. at low. third thigh,

by A. A. Surg. L. M. Cowan.
Died April 23. 'Ii,7. exhaustion.

Shot perforation left thigh ; ery-

sipelas: flap amp. at mid. third,

bv Surg. J. I!. MeClurg. F.S.Y.
Disch'd ,s,.pt. 2, 1863.

Bight leg. destroying post, tibial

artery, vein, and nerve; b:em.:
thigh amp. at low. third, by A.
A. Surg. \V. J. Mellcnoh. Died
Sept. 1.7, 1804. py;emia.

Bight leg: gang.: llapamp. thigh.

low. third, by A. A.Surg. .1. E.
Crowe. Died'Aug. 18,'(il.e.\h'n.

Bight leg near knee: no fracture;

thigh amp. at middle third, by
Siirg. J.F. (lallo-pe. 17th Mass.
Died July Mi. 18o3.

Left knee. by spent shot
; pyaemia :

amp. of thigh at upper third.

Died June 28, 1863.
Bight femoral artery cut : double
flap amp. thigh. Disch'd Aug.
9. 1803.

thigh : gangrene ; thigh amp.
Died Sept 23. 1803.

Poplit'l space, rt leg
;
gang.: circ.

amp. thigh, bv Surg. YV. Hayes.
F.S.Y. Died'May 17. '65, gang.

Left leg just below poplit'l space :

gang : amp. thigh, bv A. A Surg.
\V. C. Way. Died'Aug. (>. '04.

Bightthigh ; ch. arthritis: double
flap, thigh, by Ass't Surg. II. E.
Brown, (

r
. S. A. Recovery.

Bight leg: daub, dap amp. thigh,
by A. A. Surg. J. E. Steele;

haemorrhage: fem. nrt'ry ligated.

Died Feb. 17, 1864, pyaemia.
Left fem. artery severed; gang.;
Sept. 24. amp. leg four inches
below knee ; 20th. thigh amp. at

upper third. Died Sept. 27. '03.

Bight thigh : gang., destroying
profunda art v; litem.; circ. amp.
up. third, by Surg. It. LP. Good-
win. Died live hours after ope'n.

Left knee ; amp. post. flap, thigh,

by Surg. E. Bcutley, U. S. V.
Died July 0, 18(!4, exhaustion.

Bight leg: gang.: ha?m.: amp. at

low. third, by Asst. Surg. C. A.
MoCall, IT. S. A. Died May 19.

1864, pyaemia.

Name, Military
Description, and Age

Cheseltine, YV. ('.. Pt.,

C, 1st Maryland Cav-
alry, age 22.

Christ, J., Corp'I. M..
198th Penn., ago 27.

Cook, L., Scrg't, C,2Gth
Ohio, ago 25.

Cooper, T., Pt., C, 4th
Penn. Reserves, age 18.

Curtis, J. A., Pt., D,
101st Ohio, ago 25.

Curtis, G„ Pt., A, 1st

Colored Troops, age 23.

Daniclson. II. A.. Pt.,

G, 7th Minnesota, age
23.

Darling. S. G., Pt., D,
32d Maine, age 19.

Decker, E., Pt., II, 81st

Ohio.

Dcinlein, D., Pt., C. 5th

Ohio, ago 43.

Delaniater, M., Corp'I,

G, 7th Mich. Cavalry,
ago 20.

Deniker, D. H., Pt., E,
2d Maryland, age 20.

Dodge, YV. M., Serg't,

F, 137th New York,
ago 4.7.

Doyle, L., Pt., K, 8th
Maine, age 34.

Drilling, II., Pt.,C, 124th
New York, age 30.

Dudley, C. II., Corp'I,

1 1th Indiana Battery.

2 Dutcher, .1. IL, Pt., M,
2d New York Heavy
Artillery.

Dyer, G. A., Serg't, G,
6th Maine, ago 21.

Edwards, C. S., rt., G,
57th Indiana.

Elliot, J.. Corp'I, E, 2d
Pennsylvania Cavalry,
age 24:

Fardcr, J., Pt., 1st N.
Carolina Cavalry, age
25.

Fcarv. G. M., Pt., B,
108th Now York.

Dates.

May 27,

June 4,

1804.

Mar. 2.7.

April 7,

180:7.

June 18,

Aug. 10,

1864.

June 22.

'04, Mav
3, '70.'

June 27,

Aug. 7,

1804.

Oct 27,

Nov. 19,

1804.

Dec. 16,

01. Fob
11, '65.

May 12,
26,' 'C4.

Julv 22,

1864.

Mav 2,7.

Julv 10,

18G4.

May 28.

Julv 12.

1864.

Sept. 26,

28, '04.

Julv 2,

10, ''63.

May 20,

June 0,

1864.

Oct. 26,

Nov. 1,

1864.

Sept. 20.

Nov. 24,

1803.

May 31,

June 5,

1864.

Nov. 7,

•63. Feb.
19, 'C4.

Dec. 31,

'62, Mav
26, '63.'

April 0,

Mav 5,

1863.

Juno 20,

Sept. 1,

1864.

Julv 2,

14, '63.

injubt, opebatob, and
Result.

Bight thigh, severing fem. vein;
gang.; circ. amp. thigh, by Asst.

Surg. YV. F. Norris. I'.* S. A.
Died June 9, 1804, exhaustion.

Bightthigh ; circ. amp. thigh, by
A. A. Surg. J. II. Gillman. Died
April 2.7, 180.7. pyaemia.

Bight thigh. Aug. 9, luoni.; amp.
post, flap, mid. third, by A. A.
Surg. E. H. Sands. Died Aug.
11, 1804.

Left thigh and leg
;
contraction of

muscles ; Dee. 31, hamstring ten-

dons divided. Disch'd June 23,
'65 ; leg deform 'd and paralyz'd

;

amp. above knee, by Surg. O.
Pemberton, F. R. C. S.. of Birm-
ingham, England.

Right thigh
;
gang.: tlaps of skin.

cir. of muscles, bv Surg. S. E.
Fuller, U.S. V. Died Aug. 15,

1864, pyaemia.
Shell contusion of right thigh and
leg ;

gang.; amp. thigh, bv Asst.

Surg. J. H. Fronts, II. S. A.
Died Jan. 13. 1805. pyaemia.

Left thigh ; gang.: am]». thigh, by
A. A. Surg. S. YV. Thompson.
Disch'd August 10, 1865.

Bight fem. artery severed; artery

tied on field: gang.: thigh amp.
by Surg# R. B. Bontecou. F.S.Y.
Died May 26, '64, haemorrhage.

fem. art. wounded: primary
amputation of thigh. Died Aug.
3. 1864.

Right popliteal space, producing
aneurism : amp. thigh, bv A. A.
Surg. O. D. Norton. Died Aug.
I, 1864, in lowtyphoid condition.

Right thigh ; gang.: haem.: July
10, femoral ligated : amp, thigh,

by Asst. Surg. II. M. Sprugue,
U.S.A. Died Aug 7. '64, py'mia.

Right leg ; thigh amp. at lower
third, by A. A. Surgeon M. M.
Townsend. Died Sept. 29. '04.

Right leg: gang.: luem.: amp.
thigh, by Surg. IL E. Goodman,
28th Pe'nn. Died July 13, '63.

Right thigh perforated: June 1,

luem; fem. ligated: recurred;
amp. thigh, by Asst. Sure. AY.

II. Gardner, U.S. A. Died June
6, 1864, exhaustion.

Right fem. vein and art'ry wound-
ed : hasm.: amp. thigh, bv Surg.
D. YV. Bliss, U.S.Y. Died Nov.
21, 1864, pyaemia.

Bight foot
; gang., involving pop-

liteal artery; baem.; amp. thigh,

bv Surg. T. A. Mcl'arlin.U.S. A.
Died Dec. 11, '63, hann., debility.

Left popliteal artery divided near
end

;
gang.: thigh ump.,bv Surg.

J. A. Lidell, U. S.V. Died June
8, '64, exhaustion.

Bight thigh ; amp. thigh,bv Surg.
I). YV. Bliss, IT. S. V. Disch'd
April 19, '64. Spec. 2047, A.M. M.

Left leg; amp. thigh, by A. A.
Surgeon J. B. Burns. Disch'd
Aug. 23, 1863.

Left leg ;ha?m.: April 29, popliteal

artery ligated: hsem. recurred;

amp. thigh. Died May 5, 1863,

from shock, 2 hours after amp.
Right thigh and left leg; amp. left

thigh, bv Surg. II. L. YV. Bur-
rift. IT. 8. V. Died Sept. 2, '64.

Bight thigh, severing fem. artery;

luem.: gangrene; amp. of thigh.

Died Julv 24. 1863.

1 FEItf'.v ((T.I, Report of Wounded treated in Field Hospital of landman's Division, etc.. in Confederate States Med. and Surg. Jour., 1864, Yol.

2 L111ELL (J. A.), Wounds of the Arteries, in Surg. Mem. of the War of the Rebellion, by the C S- Sanitary Commission, 1870, Vol. I, p. 59.
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No,

46

49

5]

Name. MiLlTAlt?
DESCRIPTION, and AGE.

Dates.

[•"enton, C, Serg't, E,
]st Penn., ago 25.

r..ss. A. J.. Pt., F, 13th
N. Hampshire, age -1

.

Foul, •/.. ft., — , North
Carolina Artillery, age
37.

Gardner. G. W., Serg't,

H, 12th Illinois Cav-
alry, ago 29.

Goldsborough, II. J.,

Pt., 13, 31st Illinois.

Gooding, H. P., Pt., H,
10th Michigan Cav'ry.

Hasey.W. II. It., Serg't,

E iiuth Maine, age 23.

Haskell, A. M., Corp'l,

K, ISth .Maine, ago 23.

Ilaynes, A., Major, 29th
Virginia.

l Uemherf/, A. J., — , K,
<lth Alabama.

Hickey, J., Pt., C, 23d
Massachusetts, age 1!).

Hogstead, P., Corp'l, A,
187th New York, age
21.

Hopper. B., Pt.. P, (i4th

New York, age 28.

Huhhaeh, H., Corp'l, P,

68th New York, age 42.

Hyatt, J. B., Pt., E, 7th
Indiana Cavalry, age
18.

Jenkins, W. H., Pt„ C,
39th Illinois.

Johnson, P., Pt., E. 2d
Penn., age 27.

Johnson, W„ Pt.,G, 31st

Alabama, age 22.

Jones. J. T., I't„ II. 8th

Wisconsin, age 21.

Keep, M., Pt., E, 3Gth
Massachusetts, age 23.

66 Keller, B., Pt„ E, 1st

Mich. Cavalry, age 3(1.

67 Kenyon. B. G-, Corp'l,

II, 11th New Hamp.
68 Kintnor, S. L., Corp'l.

A. 24th Iowa.
2 Kogel. C, Pt., D, 15th
Now York H'vy Art'y,
age 39.

Lane, D., Pt., K, 14th
Ohio, age 34.

69

71 Larkin, T., Pt., K, 4th
Mass., age 18.

I

May 6,

22, %i.

April 27.

U y8/63.
Mar. 27,

June 17,

1800.

Oct. 11.

29, '03.

June 26,

Dec. 16,

1863.

Jan.' 3D,

Feb. 27,

1865.

Julv 1.

30, ''64.

Oct. 19,

Nov, 15.

1864.

May —

,

27. '64.

Sept. 19,

Oct. 1,

1863.

July 2,

Aug. 5,

1863.

Feb. 7,

26, '65.

May 12.

June 16.

1864.

Aug. 30,

'62, Oct.

6, '65.

July 9,

19, '64.

Oct. 13,

1864.

Mav 5.

1863.

June 27.

Oct. 19,

1864.

June 15.

J'yl,'04.
Dec. 16,

'61, Pel).

26, '65.

May 19,

June 4,

1864.

May 11.

Julv 2,

1864.

Je.16/64.
Jan.3,'67.

Julv 12,
—,''63.

May 30,

June 6,

1864.

June 14,

Aug. 7,

1864.

June 23.

63, June
15, '64.

Ixjukt, Operator, and
Result.

T.el't thigh, wound'g profunda art.;

frequent lurins.; amp. thigh, by
Surg. R. B. Bonteeoll. U. ,S. V.
Died Mil}' 22, '64, exhaustion.

Bight leg; gang.; amp. thigh.

Died May 8, 1863.

Left knee, not involv'g joint ; ex-
tensive siippurat'n in vol v'gjoint;

am]), thigh, by A.A.Surg. J. Gil-

man ; luem.; artery lig.; July 10,

pya?mia. Died J 'y 25, 'ii~t, exh'n.
Right fern, artery injured: gang.;
amp. thigh, by A. A. Surg. Yv*.

II. Ensign. Died Dec. 5, 1863,

debility. Spec, 1760, A. M. M.
Left knee; ulceration of articular

surface of hone ; amp. thigh, bv
A. A. Surg. .1. 1). Davis. Died
April 15, 1864.

Left knee; extensive siippurat'n.

joint disorg'zed ; tlap. low. third,

by A. A. Surg. 'P. \V. Branch.
Died March 4. 1865

;
pyaemia.

Right leg : gang, and hieui.: amp.
thigh, by A. A. Surg. II. B. Ma-
ben. Died Sept. 28, '64, exh'n.

Right knee ; amp. post, flap, June,
lower third, by A. A. Surg. YV.

Kempster. Nov. 21, hffim.; lig.

fern.; hsem. 27th and 30th. Died
Dec. 1, 1864, exhaustion.

Right fern. art. injured: single flap

amp. of thigh. Died May 30, '64.

Lower portion popliteal space;
DSBm. from popiit'l art.: amp. just

above knee. Died end third day.
Right leg, follow'd by trail, ancur.
of ant. and post, tibial arteries;

hsem.; gang.: amp. thigh, by
Surg. C.W. Jones, U.S.V. Died
Aug. 16/63. Spec. 1698, A. M. M.

Left leg; amp. thigh, by A. A.
Surgeon R. Wosteding. Died
March 8, 1865.

Left knee; destructive inflamma-
tion in joint; amp. thigh, bv A.
A. Surg. J. E. Dexter. Died
June2f. 1864. pyamiia.

Left thigh. Discii'd Nov. 20, '63.

Contract'n of flex, of thigh, and
atrophy; flap amp. thigh seven
inches from body, by Dr. L.
Bauer, of Brooklyn. Recovered.

Left popliteal art. inj.; gang.; amp.
thigh, by Surg. J. Or. Keenon.
U.S. V.: gang, of stump and left

lung. Die'd Aug. 1 1 .'64, pyaemia.
Righ'tthigh. Disch'd. May 18/65,
three large exostoses rein., bone
scraped ; Oct. 24, rem. large se-

questrum : May 5/68. thigh amp.
at base of trochanter, bv Surg.
C. M. Clark, late 39th ill. Re-
covered, Oct. 2, 1869.

Right knee; sloughing; amp.
thigh, bv A. A. Surg. W. P.
Moon. Died Oct. 21, 1864.

Left gastrocnemius ; amp. thigh.

Died July 12, 1864, pyaemia.
Left leg

;
gang.; amp. thigh. byA.

A. Surg. C. P. Barnard. Trans-
fer'd Sept. 20, '6T>, for musterout.

Left popliteal space; knee joint

ope'dby suppurat'ii; amp. thigh,
by Surg. D. P. Smith, tl. S. V.
Died Juno 9, 1864, pyaemia.

Right thigh ; eire. amp. of thigh,
by Surgeon A. Heger. IT. S. A. I

Died July 3. 1864. exhaustion.
|

Left leg ; amp. thigh, by Prof. A.
II. Crosby, Disch'd Sept. 27. '65.

B't thigh : amp , Surg. J. L. Dick-
ey. 47th Ind. Died July 16. '63.

Right leg : gangrene: amp. thigh,

by A. A. Surg. C. H. Osborne.
Died June I6

t
1864, pyaemia.

Leftknee: sloughing : amp. thigh. .

by Asst. Surgeon B. E. Fryer.
Died Aug. 16, 1864, pyaemia.

Left thigh and wrist. Diso'd Aug.
20, '63. A trophyand exe. pain

;

nmp. at up. third thigh, by Dr.

C. II. Stedman, Boston. Ree'd.

NO.

78

Name, Militaky
Description, and age.

Dates.

Lauch, II., Pt., Brax-
ton's Artillery, ago 34.

Lee, W. H., Corp'l, F,
32d Colored Troops,
age 26.

Leonard, J., Pt„ L, 7th
New York H'vy Art'y,

Lloyd" R., Pt., B, 1st

Kentucky.

Lyon, II. J., Serg't, H,
4Uth Illinois, age 24.

McCarthy, D., Pt., C,
2d Mass., age 22.

McClure.R., Pt., L, 15th
Kansas, age 18.

McMahon, E., Lieut., D,
80th New York, ago 21.

Maher, L., Pt., C, 69th
New York.

Martin, J. H., Pt., E,
100th Pennsylvania.

Martin, M., Pt., II, 1st

Artillery, age 24.

3 McCroary, S.C., Pt.,F.
lOllth Pennsylvania.

Mather, II. G., Pt., H,
90th Penn., age 20.

Mathers, YV. D., Pt.. I,

6th Vermont, age 28.

Meyer, M., Pt., L, 15th
New York Artillery,

age 44.

Miller, P., Pt., A, 64th
Ohio, age 40.

Moore, T., Pt., E, 51st
Virginia, age 19.

Moss, B. P., Corp'l, B,
101st Illinois, age 43.

Nichols, M. S., Pt., G,
91st Ohio, age 23.

Nobler, B., Pt., F, 85th
Illinois, age 21.

4 Nottingham, G. M., Pt.,

I, 56th Ohio.

'Parte, A. C, Capt., D.
21st Virginia.

Percel. J.. Pt., — , 148th
Pennsylvania.

Pittce. R., Corp'l, F, 50th
New York.

Ports, I. A., Pt., D, 27th
, Oct. 3,

Ohio. ' 12, '62.

Price, G., Pt., C, 2d July 2. 2.

Delaware. 1863.

Rayser.J.J., Pt.. B, 14th

Penn. Cav., age 40.

Injury, Operator, and
Result.

Sept. 19, Left thigh, severing fein. art. and
28, '64. vein: luem : amp. thigh. by Surg.

G. M. Burditt, P. A. (J. s" Died
Sept. 28, shock opera and gang.

Feb. 10. Right thigh: exten. suppii n. knee
.Mar. 11, joint inv.; cire., lower third, bv
1865. Surg. A. II. Thurston. I'. S. V.

Died March 14, 1865, irritative

fever, shock.
May 30. Left leg: July 3. beam.; ligation

July 8, of posterior tibial artery; amp.
1864. thigh. Died July *3, 1864.

Dec. 31, Left thigh: amp. thigh at lower
•62, Ap'l third. Disch'd Aug. 26, 1863.

4. '63.

Julv 21, Left popliteal space: gang.: amp.
28,"'64. of thigh, bv Surg. E. J. Buck.

18th Wis. Disch'd April26. '65.

Aug. 9, Right popliteal space: amp. right

Sept. 15, thigh, by A. A. Surg. T. B.
1862. Townsend. Disch'd June 17/64.

Jan. 21, Right leg. severing ant. tibial art.

24, '64. and nerve
; mortification j amp.

thigh, by Surg. A. C. Van Dozen,
U. S. V. Disch'd Nov. 14. 64.

Aug. 30, Left knee; circ, lower third, by
'62, Feb. Asst. Surg. E.J. Marsh, U.S.A.
7/63. Jul. Re-amp., bv Prof. W. Parker.
— , 1864. Recovery. 'Spec. 1054.

Sept. 17, Right knee: amp. post flap. up.
Nov. 24, third, by Surg. II. S. Ilewit, U.
1862. S. \'.; necrosis. Disch'd April

12,1864. Spec. 754.

May 12, Left leg, injuringsaphenous vein
j

12, '64. gangrene; amp. thigh at lower
third. Died May 18. 'til.

June 24, Left ki ;
eire., mid. third, by

Aug. 14, Surg. E. Bentlev, U. S. V. To
1864.

|
duty I 9. 1864.

Sept. J, Right loir. perioral 'g ant. lih.art'v;

I
14. '62. amp. thigh. Disch'd Dec. 4. '62.

June 17, Left leg; gang.; amp. thigh, bv
July 20, A. A. Sure. (1. Badger. Died

' 1864. July 20, 1864.

Oct. 19, Left leg; gang, and liaun.: amp.
Nov. 13, thigh, by A. A. Sitrg. F. F. Mur-
1864. dock. Died Dec. Hi. 'til. pyaemia.

Aug. 18, Left leg: gang.: amp. thigh, by
Oct. 6. A. A. Surg. j. P. Arthur. Died
1864. Oct. 7, '64. Spec. 3280, A.M. M.

Dec. 16, Left leg: gang.: thigh amp., by
Jan. 22, Surg. R. II. Gilbert, U. S. V.
1865. Died Feb. 9. '65. pyaemia.

Sept. 19, Right knee; abscess': circ, lower
Nov. 14, !

third, bv Surg. B. M. Cromwell,
1864.

|
C. S. A. Died Nov. 14, 1864.

July 25.
|

Left leg: gang.: amp. leg, bv A.
Nov. 11, Surg. W.lS.Trull. U.S.V. Nov.9,
1864. diffused aneur. in popiit'l region;

litems.: amp. thigh, by Dr.Trull;
lueins. from and ligation of fern.

artery. Disch'd June 25, '65.

Sept. 19. Left leg: knee joint opened by
Nov. 14, i

ulceration: ami), thigh, by Asst.

1864. I Surg. N. F. ( iraliam. U. S. \
r

.

I
Died Dec. 7. '64. pyaemia.

June 30. ! Right leg ; sloughing and hffinl.;

Aug. 4, |

amp. thigh at lower third, bv A.
1864. !

A. Surg. S. c. Ayres. Died
Aug. 14. '64. atnrmia.

May 1, !
Left popliteal region secondarily

20, '63. involv'g popliteal artery: lupin.;

amp. thigh, bv A. A. Surg. L.

Dyer. Died Slay 29, '63.

Sept, 16, Post. tib. art. cut bv ball ; incip.

16, '62. mort.: amp. thigh, by R. T.Cole-
man, chief surg. Gen. Stonewall
Jackson's Corps. Recovered.

Slav 3, Thigh : aneurism : amp. up. third.

21, '63. by Surg. C. S. Wood, With New-
York. Died May 21, 1863.

Dec. 11, Popliteal space, destroying popli-

11, '62. teal vessels and nerves: hsem.;
amp. thigh. Died Dec. 12, 62.

Perfor. right popiit'l space: gang.;
amp. thigh. Discii'd April 7, '63.

Left foot and leg : gang.: primary
amp. thigh, bv Sure- C.S.Wood,
66th N. Y. Died July—, 'fi&

Oct. 19, Right knee: joint opened by in-

Nov. 8, flam.: amp. post. flap. mid. third,

1864. | bv A. A. Surg. A. W. Emory.
Died Nov. 8, 1864.

' Eve (P. P.), Cases of Secondary Hemorrhage, etc., in Surff. Mem. of the War of the Rebellion, XT. S. San. Comm., 1870, Vol. I (Surgical) p. 210.

2 LTDELL (J. A.), op.cit., p. 61. ZIbid.. p. 57. 4 BRYAN (J). Amputation of Left Thigh, upper third, in Am. Med. Times, Vol. VII, p. 5.

COLEMAN (R. T.), Items of Army Experience, in Virginia Clinical Record, 1872, Vol. II, p. 141.
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SECT. 1.

1

AMPUTATIONS IN TIIK LEG FOR SHOT FLESH WOUNDS. 57

Amputations in the Leg.—Of sixty-three operations in this category thirty-three

proved fatal, or 52.8 per cent. Two primary cases were successful :
ol twenty-four inter-

mediary operations, seventeen, or 70.8 per cent., proved fatal; ol thirty-

secondary amputations, sixteen, or 43.2 per cent., proved fatal. The Mi

possesses pathological specimens from some of the cases. Two "I

are detailed, and all are enumerated in Table VIII:

Case 126.—The late Dr. Bodisco Williams, of Georgetown, D. C, who served in tin' Confederate Army,

presented Acting Assistant Surgeon F. Schafhirt, of the Army Medical Museum, with the specimen figured below,

with the accompanying history :
" Rev. J. L , a young priest from New Orleans, acting voluntarily as field

chaplain, tried to persuade a company of Irish railway laborers to take up arms to fight against the Yankees in

-even

useum

cases

Fig. 22.— si*
Inches of shaft

of the left tibia,

carious and erw
.led. Spec. 858.

front of Fredericksburg, December VZ, 1802; but during his speech a large shell exploded close in front of the

group and killed three and wounded eight, including the priest, who received a small skin wound over the

inner surface of the left tibia, about five inches above the tarsal articulation. Rev. L did not take much

notice of the wound until the leg was in full inflammation up to the knee. He had returned to Lynchburg,

where he applied bread and milk poultices for several weeks, but afterwards he sent for a physician, who

exerted all his knowledge to save the leg. Hut nothing would avail, anil caries of the bone having supervened,

gangrene at last reminded the attendant of amputation, which was performed by Dr. Pearson, of \ irginia, who

took the leg off one inch below the tuberosity of the tibia. August ~'.">. 1863. But even this remedy did not

improve the physical health of the patient; and his soul left Lynchburg, September 2, 1863, for that great and

blissful haven, it may be hoped, which he had promised to those Irishmen in front of Fredericksburg.' The

specimen represented in the adjacent wood-cut (FlO. '2'2) presents great erosion, as though from caustic

applications made to arrest the progress of gangrene, and there are neighboring evidences of extensive periosteal

thickening with osseous exudations and deposits. See Cat Surg. Sect., Army Medical Museum, 1863, p. 394.

Case 1'27.—Private G. Brown, Co. C, 97th Pennsylvania, aged 18 years, was wounded at Petersburg, dune 17. 1864,

and was admitted to hospital at Fort Monroe two days afterwards. Assistant Surgeon F. McClellan, IT. S. A., reported:

"Gunshot wound of right foot, flesh." From Fort Monroe the wounded man was transferred to Knight Hospital. New Haven,

where amputation was performed but not recorded. Subsequently the patient was transferred to

McDougall Hospital, and lastly, on .January I'd, 1865, to Central Park, New York City, whence

Surgeon 1!. A. Clements, U. S. A., reported: "Gunshot wound of light foot; a uiinic hall passed

through the metatarsus, entering on the dorsum of the fool. Mortification supervened and the

condition of the injured parts became very bad; constitutional condition of patient feeble; loss of

appetite; unable to sleep from pain in wound. On July 11th, amputation (apparently circular) of the

leg just above the ankle joint was performed at the Knight Hospital, New Haven, by Acting Assistant

Surgeon C. Lindsley. Two ligatures were applied, and ether was used as the anaesthetic. Healing

progressed well for three weeks, when the stump sloughed, which was arrested in four or five days."

The specimen represented in the annexed wood-cut (FlG. 23) was contributed by Acting Assistant

Surgeon S. Teats, who performed re-amputation on April 16, 1S(>.">, on account of "a sloughing ulcer

and a cold and blue condition of the stump." The stum]) healed at the end of five weeks after the

last operation, and the patient was supplied with an artificial leg about two months afterwards. He
was discharged from service August 17, 1865, and pensioned. In his application for commutation,

dated 187"), the pensioner described the stump as being in good condition. He was paid bis pension June 4, 1876.

Fig. 23.—Two and a half

inches of stump of right leg.

Spec. 4329.

Table VIII.

Summary of Sixty-three Qises of Amputations of tlie Leg for Complicated Shot Injuries unattended by

Fracture.

No.
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Name, Military
description', am) aoe.

Drown, «>.. rt., C, 97th
Penn.. ago 18.

Bor&a, a., Serg't, C,

155th N. York, age 51.

Barley. 31. !">., I't . G,
4.»ih Penn.. ago i?.

Burns. T., Ft., n, 8th N.
Vi r'.c II. Art'rv. age 34.

Case. E P., I't".. O, nth
Michigan.

Cousins. J. A.. Corp'l,

I. 1st Slaine If'vy Art.,

age i>4.

Cross. G. P.. Pt.. F, 1st

Mass. Heavy Artillery,

age 10.

Dixon, J. II, Pt.. K, 24th

N. Carolina, ago 24.

Downey, J., Pt., F. 29th
Penn., age 30.

Emery, R., Pt.. I). .

r
>tli

Yermont, age 33.

Gilbert. G. II.. Lieut.. II,

122U New York.

Goooh, A. B., Pt., P,

12th Ohio, ago 21.

Goodell. E D.. Corp'l,

D, 25th .Massachusetts,

age 21.

Goodrich, .1.. Pt., (1.

148th N. Yurk. age 40.

Green, J. A.. Serg't. P..

2d Connecticut Art'ry,

age 2j.

Gutting. A.. Pt„ D, Uth
Mich. Cavalry, age 96.

Hagey, J. 1>., Pt., I.

138th Peun., age 24.

Harris. J. SI., Corp'l, C.

14th Iowa, age 20.

Hays, A.. Corp'l, P, 3d
Delaware, age 20.

James, A, Pt.. I, 2d Ten-
nessee Cavalry, age 20.

Kane, H„ Pt., A, 24th
Iowa, ago 25.

'Knoble, H.,Pt.,D,149th
New York, age 27.

Kuentzler, J., Pt., H,
56th Penn.. age 24.

Leasure, J.. Pt., F. 62d
Penn., age 23.

L J , Chaplain
(field).

McCurley, H., I't.. D,
1st Maine, age 18.

Maguire, E., Pt.. I. 8th
Conn., age 26.

Dates.

Juno 17,

Julv 11.

04,'Ap'l

16. '65.

June 3,

Aug. 26,

1864.

May (i.

Sept. 13.

1864.

June 17,

17. '64.

Sept. 19.

24, '63.

May 19.

June 16,

18.14.

June 16,

Aug. 18.

1864.

Mar. 25.

April 12,

18&».

May 15,

Julv 13,

1854.

M'v5.'64.
Aug. 28,

13(i5.

N'nv. 8,

Dec. 7.

1863.

May 9.

Nov. 19.

1864.

Juno 3.

Julv 22.

1864.

May 9,

Juno 5,

1864.

June 7.

28. '64.

Oct. 2,

Nov. 9,

1864.

April 2,

May 19,

1865.

July 15,
27. ''64

Juno 18,

Aug. 10.

18C4.

Dec. 17,

'64. Feb.
4, '65.

Sept. 19.

Deo. 30,

1864.

Nov. 27,

Dec. 14,

1863.

June 18,

Julv 2.!.

1864.

May 12,

June 2,

1864.

Dec. 11,
'62. Aug.
25, '63.

June 21.

July 23.

1864.

Sept. 29.

1864.

Mar. 22.

1865.

INJI'UV, OrEUATOR, AM)
Result.

Right foot: gang.: amp. just above
ankle, by A. A Surg. Limlslcv;
sloughing: reamp. leg. Disoh d
Aug. >8,'U5. .V/w. 4329. A.M..M.

Right leg; sloughing; amp. leg,

by A. A. Surgeon M. Lampeu.
Died Aug. 27. 1864, pyaemia.

Itiglit leg': amp, leg, by A. A.
Surg. IV. Wilson, gang.; hann.
Disch'tl Jan. 2.'. ISim.

Right leg: amp. log. Discharged
June 2U. 1865.

Left thigh, sevo'gfem. art.: gang.:
amp below knee; gang, extend-
ing; Sept. 25. amp. at up. third

thigh. Died Sept. '.7. 63. gang.
Lett foot: slonghingnnd crysipe-
Ions : flap amp. at up. third, by
Dr. SleCunnor. Disch'd July
10, 1865.

Right leg : gang.: hsem.: amp. leg,

by Surg. E. Bentlcy. V . S. V.:

two ounces ofblood injected into

veins. Disch'd Juno 9, '65.

Right leg: gang.: amp. leg. by
A. A. Surg. J. P. Arthur. Died
May 4. 1865. exhaustion.

Left leg; caries; amp. leg. by
Ass't Surg. II. '1. Legler.U.S.V.
Disch'd Sept 1, 1864.

Left leg; gang.; hiem.; Aug. 4,

18.il. post, tibial lig'n. Disch'd
Dec. 10. '64; log amp.

Both feet contused by spent ball

;

gang, left foot ; amp. left leg. by
Surg. II. YV. Dueaehet. I*. S.Y.
Disch'd May 23, 1804.

Left ankle; caries inv.ank. joint:

flap amp. mid. third, by Surg.
N. (lay. (J. S. Y. Disch'd Feb.
13. 1865.

Itiglit foot: gangrene; amp. leg.

by A. A. Surg. B. F. Butcher.
Disch'd Oct. 31, '65. Spec . 3:33.!,

A. M. M.
lloth ankles: gang.; amp, right

log. by Ass't Surg. 11. C. Roberts.

U. S.Y. Died Juno 5, '64. oxh'n.
Left foot : eirc. amp. up. third leg.

by A. A. Surg. P. Wilson. Died
July 7. 1864. pyaemia.

Right leg: amp. leg. by Surg. J.

I). Murphy. U. S. A.' Disch'd
Sept. 14. 1865.

Left log; artery opened: hsem.
from post, tibial artery: art. tied;

amp. leg. by A. A. Surg. II. A.
Drane. Disch'd July 26. 'Ho.

Right thigh: aneurism: sphacelus:
ati'mal sac probed: execs, lue.m

;

fern, tied: amp. leg. by A. A.
Surg. R. W. Coale. Died Aug.
3. 1864, pj-aemia.

Right foot : slough'g uleer : amp.
leg. by A. A. Surgeon W. W,
Sharpie v. Disch'd May 18, '65.

Spec. 3668, A. M. M.
Left ankle: ball removed: gang.;
circ. amp. lower third leg. by
Ass't Surg.W. B. Trull, IJ. S.Y.
Died May 16, 1865.

Left leg; gangrene: amp. leg. by
A. A. Surg. J.W. H. Baker. DiS
charged May 29. 1865.

Botti thighs, ball impinging on
sheath ot'left fern, artery: gang.:
amp. left thigh. Died' Jan. 14,

'64, pyaemia. Spec. 2114, A.M.M.
Itiglit leg : sloughing: amp. leg,

by A. A. Surg. E. K. Tell. Died
Aug. 6, 1864, pyaemia.

Left leg: hfem. ; amp. leg. by A.
A. Surg. John Priestley. Died
June 15. '64, haein. and pyaemia.

Left leg; gang.: amp. leg. by Dr.
Pearson. Died Sept. 2, '1863.

Spec. 858. A. M. M.
Right ankle; gang.; circ. amp.
mid. third, by A. A. Surg. (1. E.
Brickctt. Died Aug. 28, 1864,

pyaemia.
Right leg: gang.; ulceration of
ante, tibial art.: amp. leg, by A.
A. Surg. W. B. Casey. Disch'd
Nov. 28. 1865.
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Name, Military
Description, and Age
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Siangan, J.. Pt., F. 82d
Ohio, age '-8.

Moudenhall, J., I't., B,

97th Penn., age 30.

Moser. ('.. I't., K, 5th

Michigan, ago 4.1.

.Moss, B. P., Corp'l, B,
101 st Illinois, age 43.

Mott, J., Pt.. E, 105th
Illinois, age 37.

Paden, W., Corp'l. G,
10th Penn. Reserves,

age 22.

Pannenter, J. D., Pt.,

(1, 67th Penn., age 16.

Prather. P... Corp'l, D,
103d Ohio, ago 18.

Reed. J., Corp'l. P, 101st

New York.

Iioss, A. G.. Corp'l, I,

loth Mississippi,age21.

Saulsbury, W., Pt., K,
3.1th Colored Troops,
ago 36.

Smith, W., Pt.. D, 17th
Infantry, ago 22.

Stark, O. 11., Serg't. II,

13th New Hampshire,
age 36.

Stebbins. E., Serg't, L,

3d New York Cavalry,
age 26.

Stultz, G., Serg't, K,
5th New Jersey, age 26.

Sullivan, D., Pt., F, 1st

Penn. Rifles, age 23.

Tawncy, A.,Pt„ D, 74th
Indiana, age 38.

Tewksbury. D., Pt., F,
73d Ohio; age 22.

Thompson, J. A., Corp'l,

K. 10th Indiana, age
27.

Thornton, R. SI., Serg't,

K, 4th Rhode Island,

age 26.

Tillotson, C. A., Pt., E,
39th Iowa, age 32.

Tryan, N.. Pt., E. 4th

Ohio, age 26.

Wares, D., Corp'l, 22d
Massachusetts, age 31.

61 Williams, C... Pt., II,

j

29th Colored Troops,
I age 37.

62
]

Wolf, C, Corp'l, D, 5th

I

Minnesota, age 31.

63
,
Wright, E.,Pt., F, 119th
Penn., age 18.

Dates.

July 20,
22," '64.

May 20.

July 22.

1864.

June 18,

July 10,

1864.

July 25,

Aug. 24,

1864.

June 26.

July 26,

1864.

Slay 23,

June —

,

1864.

April 6,

June 21.

1865.

Dec. 15,

27, '64.

lune, '62.

Interme-
diary.

Oct. 19,

Nov. 8,

1864.

Julv 30,

1864.

Jan. 19,

1865.

May 12,

July 8,

1864.

Sept. 29,

Dec. 25,

1864.

Sept. 6,

Oct. 12,

1862.

June 16,
'64, Jan.
9, '65.

Dec. 13,

29, '62.

Sept. 19,

Nov. 29,

1863.

July 2.

'63, Ap'l
8, '04.

Aug. 3,

Sept. 3,

1864.

July 30,

Sept. 28,

1864.

Oct. 5,

Dec. 25,

1864.

May 5,

Julv 3,

1864.

Slay 5,

20, '64.

Sept. 27,

Oct. 22,

1864.

Dec. 16,

'64, Jan.
5, '65.

Slav 5,

25, ''64.

Injury, operator, and
Result.

Left leg; amp. leg. by Surg. II.

K. Spooncr, tilsf Ohio; hsem.;
lig.of anteiiortibial artery Aug.
15, '04. Disch'd May 23,' '65.

Right leg; sloughing; amp. leg,

by A. A. Surgeon A. 1). Hall.
Died July 29, 1864, pyaemia.

Left ankle and thigh : gang. : amp.
log. bv A. A. Surg. F. D Weisse.
Died July 26, 1864, pyaemia.

Left leg; gang.; amp. leg. bv A.
Surg. W. li.Trnll. U. S.V.; dif-

fused aneurism
; litem.; Nov. 11.

amp. thigh ; huem.: Dec. 15, lig.

fcm. Disch'd June 25, 1865.

Lel't leg: slough, ant. tibial; hsem.;
amp. leg, by Ass't Surg. B. E.
Fryer. U. S. A.; July 27, trans-

fusion. Died Aug. 5, '64. haein.

Right thigh; Slay 29, 31, hsem.;
June 1. femoral tied; amp. leg.

by Surg. G. L. l'nnooast, U.S V.
Died June 20, 1864. gangrene.

Left foot ; gangrene and necrosis
;

amp. leg. bv Surg. R. B. Bontc-
cou, TJ.S.V. Disch'd Nov. 23, '65.

Right foot: exe'nhalf in. post. til),

nerve ; Dec. 26, amp. groat toe ;

amp. leg, by A. A. Surg. S. O.
Ayres. Died Dee. 29, '64, tetanus.

Shot flesh w'nd of ank. joint ; circ.

amp. at jnnct. of low. third leg,

by Ass't Surg. P. S. Connor, If.

s'. A. Died July 29. 1862.

Right fern. art. injured ; also w'd
of left thigh ;

gang.; lig. (if fern.;

amp. right leg three ins. above
ankle. Retired .March 14, 1865.

Rigltt leg; sloughing: hsem. ant.

tibial art.; art. lig. in w'nd ;hsem.
recur'd; art. relig.: amp. leg. by
A. A. Surg. o. Shiftier. Disch'd
Slay 26, '65. Died July 10. 71.

Right ankle joint; suppurative in-

flam'n, caries; amp. leg, by A.
Surg A. Ingram, V. S. A. Died
July 20, '64. Spec. 2865, A. SI. SI.

Right ; slough.; amp. leg. by A. A.
Surg.ILII James; sloug'g; Jan.
3, 1865, amp. thigh; hsem.; lig.

Died Jan. 13, '65, pyamiia.
Lel't leg: haem.: amp. leg. Dis-
charged June 15, 1863.

Left leg; gang, and necrosis: amp.
leg. bv Surg. E. Bentley.U.S.V.
Left hospital April 18. '1865.

Left foot; extensive inflammat'n
;

amp. leg, by A. A. Surg. C. H.
Bowen. Discharged.

Left leg: hsem.; amp. leg.by Surg.
(4. Grant. IT. S. V.; gang. Died
Dec. 6, 1863, gangrene.

Left leg.; gang.; amp. leg. by
Surg. A. 3L Speer, U.S.Y. Died
Slay 8, 1864, pyaemia.

Left leg; gang.; amp leg. by A.
A. Surg. A. L. Rice; haem. from
popliteal artery; artery tied.

Died Oct. 4, 1864.

Lett leg; lisein.; amp. leg. by A.
Surgeoa S. A. Orton, U. S. A.
Disch'd January 28, 1865.

Right ankle ; slough'g and hsem.;

ant. post flap amp. at mid. third.

by Ass't Surg. B. E. Fryer, U.
S. A. Died Jan. 6, '65, pyaemia.

Left foot; gang.; amp. leg, by A.
A. Surg. A. SIcLetehie. Died
Aug. 10, 1864, asthenia.

Righfrleg; amp. leg. by Surg. D.
W. "Bliss, U. S. V. Discharged
October 25, 1664.

Left leg ; haem.: amp. leg. by A.
A. Surgeon J. II. Buchanan.
Died Oct. 25, '04, exhaustion.

Left leg, also wound of right leg

;

amp. left leg. bv A. A. Surg. L.

E. Tracy. Died Jan. 19, 1865,

gangrene.
Right leg, cutting post, tibial art.;

gang.: haem.; May 22. lig.: hsem.
recur'd; amp. leg. bv Surg. E.
Bentley, U. S. V. Died Mayi8,
1864, asthenia and pyaemia.

1 LIDELL (J. A.), Wounds of the. Arteries, in Surg. Mem. of the War of the Rebellion, coll. and pub. by the V. S. San. C'omm., 1870, Vol. I, pp. 27, 551.
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Amputations of the Toes.—There was a single example of amputation of the great

and second toes for gangrene following ligation of the femoral artery for a shot wound of

the thigh. (Case 55 of Table III, p. 48.)

Case 128.—Private J. L. Hunt, Co. G, 57th New York, aged 42 years, was wounded at tlie Wilderness, May 5, 18C.4.

Assistant Surgeon J. C. McKeo, U. S. A., reported his admission to Lincoln Hospital, Washington, May 26th, with ••gunshot

wound of left thigh.'' Two weeks afterwards the patient was transferred to Camden Street Hospital, Baltimore, and on

October 23d he entered Mower Hospital, Philadelphia, where Acting Assistant Surgeon F. W. Saunders recorded the

following: "A minie ball entered the thigh at the inner side, upper third, and, passing backward and outward behind the

femur, emerged just below the tuberosity of the ischium. Deficient circulation from ligature or otherwise of the great trunks

occasioned mortification in the foot, rendering necessary the amputation, previous to admission, on September 5th, of the first

and second toes at the second joints." The patient was subsequently transferred to McDougall Hospital, New York Harbor,

whence he was discharged June 5, 1865, Assistant Surgeon S. il. Orton, U. S. A., certifying, " the wound has been gangrenous
;

extensive cicatrix remaining, causing great contraction of muscles; little use of leg." On June 1. 18G(i, the pensioner was

supplied with a supporting anil extensor apparatus by Dr. E. D. Hudson, of New York, who in his statement reports the

ligation as having been performed on "July 9." The New York City Examining Board certified, December 8. 1875: "There

is a cicatrix five inches by four on inner side of left thigh, middle third, which is adherent and radiated. The femoral

artery has been cut and tied. There is great loss of muscular substance. The great and second toes have sloughed away
;

foot poorly nourished. Has to wear an artificial appliance to enable him to walk. There is considerable atrophy of muscles

of the limb. The disability is equal to the loss of the limb." The pensioner was paid March 4, 1876.

Tenotomy.—There were five examples of tenotomy for the relief of deformities result-

ing from shot wounds of the lower extremities. The case of Sergeant Louis Morel] (Case

243, Med. and Surg. Hist, of the War, Part II, Vol. II, Chap. VI, p. 80, and Plate V,

Pig. I) has been detailed. In the case of Private H. B. Franklin, Co. E, 52d Indiana,

aged 21, Surgeon A. Hammer, U. S. V., divided the tendo Achillis at the Marine Hospital,

St. Louis, November 5, 1864, and relieved talipes of several months' standing. He was

returned to duty January 24, 1865.

Case 129.—Private J. H. Armidon, Co. I, 49th New York, aged 19 years, was admitted to Satterlee Hospital. Phil-

adelphia, June 21, 1863. Acting Assistant Surgeon M. J. Perry reported: "The patient was received from hospital at

Washington, suffering from diarrhoea. He had previously received a gunshot wound of the leg at the battle of Antietam. Leg

bent almost on to thigh. The hamstring tendons were cut by Acting Assistant Surgeon T. G. Morton, formerly in charge of

the ward. October 30th, leg much straighter; is obliged to walk with crutches. November 20th, is able to walk about

with a cane; leg still a little bent. December 13th, wound nearly healed; general health good. January 1, 18j4, patient

returned to duty, cured." Several weeks afterwards the man entered Augur Hospital, whence he was discharged for disability,

February 10, 1864, Surgeon S. B. Hunt, U. S. V., certifying to " Shell wound of popliteal space of right leg. received at

Chancellorsville, May 3, 1863, causing permanent lameness; still discharging." The Washington hospital records show that

Armidon was "admitted to Lincoln Hospital on February 27. 1833, with intermittent fever," and that he "deserted June 20,

1863," but no note was made of the wound. He is not a pensioner.

Case 130.—Private T. Caswell, Co. C, 6th New Hampshire, aged 30 years, was wounded in the right leg, "at Bull

Run, August 29, 1862. He was admitted to the Georgetown College Hospital, subsequently transferred to Satterlee, Philadel-

phia, and lastly to Lovell, Portsmouth Grove. Assistant Surgeon W. F. Cormick, U. S. A., in charge of the latter, reported:

"Wound healed with severe contraction of the tendo-achilles, resulting from extensive and repeated sloughing. On October

5, 1863, tenotomy was performed, by dividing the tendo-achilles, by Acting Assistant Surgeon J. W. dishing. The wound

caused by the operation healed by November 25th, and the splints, etc., were removed, the foot and ankle resuming their former

positions and functions. On December 15th the patient was able to walk without crutch or cane. He was discharged from

service December 30, 1833." Examiner W. G. Perry, of Exeter, N. H., February 17, 1864, certified: "Ball entered the out-

side about midway between the knee and ankle joints, passing directly across the leg. * * There is contraction of the tendo-

achilles, which has been partially relieved by division, but he cannot bring his heel entirely down. Standing causes pain." In

October, 1869, he reported that contraction in the use of the leg had produced irritation of the eschar, resulting in ulceration.

Examiner E. B. Hammond stated, September 11, 1875: "The foot is reduced in size, the leg is weak, etc." The pensioner

was paid June 4, 1876.

The fifth case in which tenotomy was practised has been already noted as 27 of Table

VI, on page 54, amputation being resorted to twelve years after the reception of the injury

on account of the uselessness.of the limb.

Case 131.— Private T. Cooper, Co. C, 4th Pennsylvania Reserves, aged 18 years, was wounded near White Sulphur

Springs, June 22, 1864. He was admitted to the Post Hospital at Beverly, and, on August 8th, transferred to the Grafton

Hospital. Surgeon S. N. Sherman reported :
" Gunshot wound of left thigh; ball entered two inches above knee, on outer side,

exit near tuberosity of the ischium; also flesh wound of middle of leg. December 31st, leg flexed at nearly right angle to the

thigh, caused principally by contraction of the semimembranosus and semiteudiuosus ; motion of knee joint perfect; consid-
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erable talipes varus, though without anchylosis. Subcutaneous division of the hamstring tendons performed by Surgeon S. N.

Sherman, U. S. V.; chloroform used. Patient reacted promptly, being in good health, though of rather delicate constitution.

After division of the tendons the leg was forcibly extended and secured to a straight splint, extending from nates to heel.

Twenty-four hours after operation patient rested quite easy and entirely free from pain." The patient was furloughed on April

11, 186,"), and admitted to the Emory Hospital, Washington, several weeks afterwards. On June 23, 1865, he was discharged

by reason of "paralysis and deformity of the left leg caused by the wound," and pensioned. The man subsequently removed

to Birmingham, England, where, in December, 1870, he was seen by Mr. J. B. Gould, the U. S. Consul, who described his

condition as follows: "His left leg and foot are withered, the foot icy cold and curled up like a bird's claw, and the leg with-

ered and dead to the hip joint," etc. About this time the pensioner was also examined by Surgeon Jos. Morris, M. K. C. S.,

who certified : "I find him suffering from the effects of a gunshot wound of the left thigh. The sciatic nerve has been injured,

and the entire limb rendered permanently and entirely useless. He suffers great pain in the injured limb," etc. This certificate

was corroborated by Surgeon Jordan, F. R. C. S., and Professor of Surgery at Queen's College, at a subsequent examination

on March 4, 1871 . Surgeon Oliver Pemberton, F. R. C. S., in charge of the General Hospital at Birmingham, certified, on

June C, 187C: "On the third day of May, 1876, I amputated the left leg of Thomas Cooper above the knee, the said limb

having become useless on account of a gunshot wound," etc. The pensioner was paid June 4, 1876.

A case of shot injury of the foot in a distinguished general officer may conclude the

illustrations selected for this section:

Case 132.—Major-General J. Hooker, U. S. V., was wounded at the battle of Antietam, September 17, 1862. The injury

was reported by Assistant Surgeon B. Howard, U. S. A., as follows: " He was wounded in the right foot by a minie ball while

leading his command, being on horseback at the time, and standing in the stirrups with his weight thrown on his right foot,

which was turned outward. The ball struck the inner side of the foot inferiorly to the middle of the scaphoid bone, passing

between the first and second layers of the plantar muscles, almost transversely across the plantar portion of the foot, and emerg-

ing inferiorly to the anterior border of the cuboid bone. The bones of the foot were uninjured. On the morning of September

18th, I was sent by the Medical Director of the Army of the Potomac to attend General Hooker, * * then lying in a farm-

house near the battle-field. Warm-water dressings had been applied previous to my visit. There was no constitutional

disturbance, but the foot was hot and inflamed. By means of a syringe I thoroughly washed out the wound with warm water,

and finding it most agreeable to the patient, substituted cold- for warm-water dressings. The next day I found the patient very

comfortable; the appearance of the foot had greatly improved and the inflammatory symptoms had disappeared. I then ordered

a lotion of plumbi instead of cold-water dressings as being more likely to allay any irritation that might arise in the parts.

Before the General left that evening, for Washington, I advised him to resume the use of tepid water as soon as all tendency to

active inflammation should cease. On October 25th, I heard that tetanic symptoms had manifested themselves, but received a

letter from the General a few days afterwards stating to the contrary. On November 25th the General, who had returned to

duty in the field, requested me to look at his wound, which still troubled him somewhat. I found the newly formed cicatrices

somewhat tumefied; they were painful on pressure, and the General was still unable to mount his horse unaided, though he

persisted in being on active duty. On November 30th, I found there had been a steady improvement, and, although the step

bad not its former elasticity, the wound had left no serious inconvenience behind." General Hooker remained in active service

until the close of the war, and was ultimately retired October 15, 1868.

Wounds of the soft parts of the lower extremities, though constituting the largest

group of injuries received in action, have seldom been much commented on by authors. 1

1 In addition to the bibliographical references cited in previous pages of this section the following may be consulted with interest : Pare (A.)

((Eucres'compliles, ed. Malgaiqxe, Paris, 1840, T. II, Chap. XXXVII, p. 110) remarks: " Les plaies faites au dedans des Cuisses sont souvent cause de

mort snbite, quand elles penetrent en la grosse veine Saphene, ou grosse artere, et aux nerfs qui les aceompagnent: ce que j'ay veil souvent advenir"

. . and "Mais quand elles penetrent profondement, souvent advient grands accidens, cotntne inflammation, aposteme, et pourriture aux membranes qui

couvrent les muscles, qui causentque l'ulcere jette une tres-grandequantitede matiere, defacrm quele malade meurt en atrophie, et tout desseiche." . . .

RAVATON (Chir. d'armee, ou Traite des plaies d'armes a feu, Paris, 1708, p. 321 et seq.) dwells on the importance of flesh wounds of the lower extrem-

ities, and cites many and exceedingly interesting examples of extensive lacerations, lodgement of missiles and other foreign substances. He details six

cases of shot flesh wounds of the thigh (Obs. 81, 83, 84, 85, 8C, 87), an instance (Obs. 00) of shot wound of the knee, the missile opening the joint without

lesion (sans toucher) of bone, and four cases of shot flesh wounds in the leg (Obs. 91. 93, 94, 95), one of which {Obs. 94) was followed by amputation of the

leg. . . . LE Dran (II. !•'.) (Obs. de Cliir., Paris, 1731, T. I, p. 347) records a case of shot flesh wound of the thigh followed by repeated haemorrhages.

, . . WILI.IAM80X (G.) (Military Surgery, London, 18G3, p. 133), in a subsection on Simple Flesh Contusions and Wounds of the Lower Extremities, records

130 cases of this kind from the mutiny in India, 1857-58 ; 117 were slight. 13 severe. Of the 130 cases, 90 were returned to duty, 15 to modified duty, and

25 were invalided. . . . TuOMrsox (JOUN) (Report of Obs., etc., after the Battle of Waterloo, Kdinburg, 181(1, p. 125) refers to several cases of extensive

lacerations of the soft parts by large missiles. . . . NEALE (JOHN) ( Chirurgical Institute, London, 1805, p. 247 et seq.). . . . GORDON (C. A.) (Lessons on

Hygiene and Surgery, London, 1873, pp. 152, 153) cites several examples of flesh wounds of the thigh, and on page 157 gives three cases of recovery after

periarticular wounds of the knee joint. . . . Klebs (B.) (Beitr'dge zur Path. Anatfrmie der Schusswunden, Leipzig, 1872, pp. 42, 58) cites six obductions

in cases of shot flesh wounds of the lower extremities—3 of the thigh and 3 of the leg. . . . CHF.XU (J. C.) (Apercu hist. stat. et din. pendant la guerre

de 1870-71, Paris. 1874, T. T, p. 278) very briefly adverts to two cases of flesh wounds of the thigh, one of the leg and a penetrating flesh wound of the

knee joint, followed by traumatic arthritis. . . . FISCHER (II.) (Kriegschir. Erf., 1872, p. 164) says :
" The wounds of the soft parts of the leg, as a rule,

progressed very favorably. . . Much worse proved the wounds of the soft parts of the foot. Nearly always circumscribed or diffuse phlegmonous

abscesses developed necessitating repeated incisions. . . . MacCormac (\V.) (Notes and Recollections of an Ambulance Surgeon, London, 1871. p. 129)

tabulates 63 cases of wounds of the soft parts of the thigh without fracture, with 6 deaths, and 30 cases of wounds of the soft parts of the leg, with 1 death.

. . . LfJCKE (ALBERT) (Kriegschir. Fragen und Jleme.rk., Bern, 1871, pp. 0-9) details sir cases of shot flesh wounds of the lower extremities compli-

cated by secondary bleeding, among them three cases of ligation of the crural artery, and remarks: "In recent injuries we yet ligate now and then

successfully the crural artery, but we will more and more come to the conclusion rather to tie the external iliac than the crural artery." . . . SciiDllek

(M.) Kriegschir. Skizxen, Hannover, 1871, p. 18) tabulates 130 eases of shot flesh wounds of the lower extremities. All recovered. . . . Schixzinuer

(A.) (Das Reserve- iMzaretk Schwetzingen, Freibnrg i. Rr., 1873, p. 68) notes the gravity of Boot wounds of the soft parts of the thigh after the battle of

Weistenburg.
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Section II.

WOUNDS AND INJURIES OF THE HIP JOINT.

In the important class of injuries of the joints, those of the hip joint are preeminently

hazardous to life, obscure in diagnosis, and difficult in treatment. In the Surgical History

of the War of the Rebellion, a comprehensive and systematic classification of this group

of wounds and injuries should include the contusions and sprains and dislocations and

simple fractures at the articulation, shot wounds involving the tendinous and ligamentous

structures about the joint, or laying open the capsule, and shot fractures implicating the

acetabulum or head, neck, and trochanters of the femur, examples of secondary coxitis

from extension of inflammation, or septic infection from injuries of the upper part of the

shaft, and lastly, cases in which operative interference at the hip is imperative from the

extension of lesions of the upper part of the shaft to the articulation. Yet, in this Section,

it is proposed to treat mainly of shot fractures involving the hip joint,
1 and of operations

at the hip following shot injuries, except in a single instance.
2 There appear on the records

notes of about thirty-five examples of luxations at the hip, fifteen simple fractures believed

to implicate the hip joint, and forty-four cases returned as contusions or sprains at the

hip; but these cases will be referred to in subsequent chapters of this volume, as more in

accordance with the classification heretofore adopted. Examples of coxitis from periartic-

ular wounds, in which the primary lesions were believed to be confined to the membranous

or ligamentous or other adjacent soft tissues, were discussed in the last Section, and of

instances of secondary coxitis from extension of lesions of the shaft we shall find many in

the following Section on shot fractures of the shaft of the femur.

In the preceding Section (pp. 26, 28) all pains has been taken to collect the obser-

vations that were recorded of periarticular shot wounds at the hip, and details are referred

to of all the facts that could be collected of forty-nine cases that were reported. Professor

H. H. Smith3 and other systematic authors believe that shot wounds of the hip joint,

unattended by injury of the bone, are very rare; but there seems to be a growing convic-

tion among military surgeons that, owing to the extreme difficulties of diagnosis, many
such cases may escape observation, or be misinterpreted until late in their progress. The

early recognition of the precise extent of wounds of the hip joint is of the utmost practical

1 JOHN Hennen, in his classical treatise, remarks :
" The injuries occasioned by balls lodging near or about the joint of the hip arc among the

most serious of military surgery. The fever, the profuse discharges, the tedious exfoliations, all tend to sink the patient, and arc but too often fatal. In

some of these cases the course of tho ball is so obscure, and its place of lodgement so uncertain, that it can only be detected after death. I have seen

balls lodged in almost every part of the trochanters, neck, and head of the bone, and yet the most accurate examination during life did not lead to a

discovery of their situation."

—

Principles of Military Surgery, 2d ed., Edinburgh, 1820, p. 155.

2 Among the coxo-femoral disarticulations one examplo will be cited where the operation was a re-amputation following an amputation in the

continuity of the thigh for a bayonet stab in the knee joint, the only case to be adverted to not connected with shot wounds.
8 Professor H. H. Smith (Princ. and Pract. of Surgery, 1863, Vol. I, p. 52(i) remarks that "wounds of the hip joint, uncomplicated by injuries of

the bone, arc seldom seen. The joint lies quite deep, and is protected by the shelving outward of the ilium and by the prominence of the great trochanter.

An injury reaching it is almost necessarily associated with some fracture of the bones."
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importance, and demands a careful and prompt examination to determine whether conserv-

ative measures are admissible or if operative interference is advisable. Yet here the

greatest obstacles present themselves. It must still be admitted, and cannot be too much
impressed on the minds of surgeons, that far greater attention and care and trouble are

requisite in these than in the injuries of other joints. Until comparatively recent years

shot injuries of the hip were regarded as almost inevitably hopeless, and military surgeons

enquired into them but little;
1

but now it is agreed that recoveries may be obtained in this

group of cases, either under conservative measures or by operative interference, and the

1 In the section on the surgical literature of shot wounds of the hip juint with which Professor B. von Langexijeck prefaces his essay Ucber die

Schussverletzungen des Iliiftgelenks, read before the second session of the German Surgical Congress, April 19, 1573, and printed in the Arclriv, B. XVI,

S. 264, the learned professor observes that in ancient military surgical literature we find wounds of this joint seldom mentioned. This is emphatically

true. Not only in SCHEXCKlus;of Graeffenburg, who laboriously summarized the labors of his predecessors in chronicling rare cases, in PLATER, in

FAliRICIls HILDANU6, in the monumental BONETUS, and in other collectors of curious pathological observations, one searches in vain for instances of

wounds of the hip; but wc scan the writings of the early teachers who treated specially of shot injuries with as little success. MAGGIES, FERRIUS,

Rota, and the excellent Botallus, VlGO, Felix Wl'Rtz, Hieronymus of Braunsweig, GERBDORF, and even the so-called father of modern army

surgery, Amijroisk Pake, are silent on this subject. At last, toward the end of the seventeenth century, we find a detailed example of recovery from a

shot wound of the hip. MATTHIAS GOTTFUIKI) PURMANX (Funfftzig Sonder- und Wunderbahre Schusswundai Curcn, Frankfurt, 1721, Obs. XLI11, p.

324) relates the case of Pt. S. Kirsky, of the regiment Gbtz, wounded at the siege of Stettin, 1677, in the right hip by a falconet ball, injuring ilium and

upper portion of femur. Recovery in twenty weeks, with complete anchylosis of hip. In the writings of English surgeons of the time, in GALE, WISE-

MAX, Buowx, andRANBY; among the Germans who were then eminent for treating of shot wounds, HEIBTER, Thedex. and ScilMUCKER; and of French

authors who refer particularly to shot wounds of the joints, like LeDuax, Garengeot, and Faudacq, wo look in

vain for instances of shot injuries implicating the hip. MORASlt and Uavatox, it is true, in the middle of the eight-

eenth century, advocated coxo-femoral amputation for shot fractures high up in the femur, but do not allude to any

fractures at or above the trochanters. BlLGUEQ, who cites (Chirurgische Walirnehmungcn, Berlin, 1763, p. 3SJ8 et seq.)

117 cases of shot injuries of the lower extremities during the years 1736-62, among them cases of wounds of knee and

ankle joints, gives not a single instance of a shot injury of the hip joint. JEAN MEHEE (Traite des plaics d'armes

cL feu, Paris, An. VIII—1800), who systematically divides the wounds of the joints into three classes, those of tho

lower joints (ankle and wrist), middle joints (knee and elbow), and upper joints (hip aud shoulder), and who cites

numerous examples, only gives examples of wounds of the shoulder joint in the last-named class, and entirely omits

wounds of the hip joint. The next definite instance of shot injury of the hip joint found in surgical annals is remark-

able on several accounts. The case is recorded by Dr. JAMES JOHNSTONE, of

Worcester, in the London Medical Journal, 1780, Vol. VIII, pp. 135-140. Dr.

JOHXSTONE took pains to have prepared a drawing the size of nature, representing

the exfoliated fragment of the head of tho femur, which is accurately copied in the

annexed wood-cut, FIGURE 24. The case was attended by Sir. JOSEPH BRAN-

DISH, a " deserving surgeon and apothecary, at Alcester,"and has been sometimes

cited as an early example of excision at the hip for shot injury. Mr. Brandish

treated a lad aged 12, who had accidentally shot himself December 23, 1783. The
contents of the gun "passed into the upper part of the thigh, adjoining to the

middle of the groin, and came out about the middle of the glutaeus maximus."

Several successive abscesses were formed, and several exfoliations came away;

one. in particular, which appeared to be a considerable portion of the head of the

thigh bone with a shot sticking in it. Much as Baron LARREY has to say of oper-

ations at the hip joint, he only once describes a case of shot fracture involving

the hip. It appears in the Clinique Chirurgicale (1836, T. V, p. 242): A young

officer of the Dth deini-brigade of Infantry of the army of Egypt, at the siege of

Alexandria, was wounded at the outer and upper part of the left thigh, the ball

embedding itself in the neck of the femur. The officer recovered with anchylosis

of the hip. The presence of the missile was not recognized until after the death

of the patient, at Bruxellcs, twenty years after the injury. The specimen was

presented to Baron Larkey by Dr. Seltin, and ultimately was deposited in the

Museum at Val-de-grace. Professor LegOUEST had a drawing made of it, which is copied in the adjacent wood-cut (FIG. 25). Tho chief British

surgical authorities in the great Napoleonic wars, Hexnex, GUTHRIE, and BALLIXGAIX, cite no cases of shot wounds of the hip. HEXNEX, in his

classical Observations, dwells (3d ed., 1821), p. 158) on tho extreme difficulties of detecting the course of balls lodged in this region. "I have seen," he

remarks, " balls lodged in almost every part of the trochanters, neck and head of the bone, and yet the most accurate examination during life did not

lead to a discovery of their situation.'' Dr. JOHN" THOMSON' (in his Report of Observations made in the British Military Hospitals in Belgium after the

Battle of Waterloo, 1816, p. 123) refers to a case of wound of the hip joint, in which the ball lodged
;
paralysis was produced, and great swelling of the

foot and leg supervened ; and to another case, in which the head and neck of the thigh bone together with the acetabulum were, at the autopsy, found in

a diseased state ; und to one or two other cases which seem to have progressed favorably but were not followed up to the final issue ; and to other instances

where the ball, without penetrating the capsule of the joint had injured the parts around it, induciug abscesses in the joint and ulceration of the articular

cartilages, with softening and absorption of the head aud neck of the femur. Writers on'more recent wars have cited but few cases and very few of recovery.

ME-XlEiiK (P.) (L' flotdDicu de Paris en Juillet ct Anut, 1830, Paris, 1830, p. Hi) gives the case of M. Firer, aged 23, shot fracture of head of femur. Death

August 30, 183'J. Jobert (A. J.) (Plaits d'armes a feu, Paris, 1833, p. 247) cites two cases of recovery after 6hot wounds of the hip joint received in the

Paris Revolution of 1830- Baudkns (M. L.) (Clinique des Plaies, etc., Paris, 183d, p. 445) relates a fatal case, in which the ball had perforated the head of

the femur, in Algiers, November 15, 1835, and adds: '" Had I remained at the Algiers Hospital I should have practised disarticulation or resection. 1 '

Alcock (J.) (06s. on Injuries of the Joints, in Med.-Chir. Transact., 1840, Vol. XXIII, p. 261) tabulates four cases of shot wounds of the hip
; but in two

only tho.joint was primarily involved ; both wcro fatal. MACLEOP (G. H. B.) (Notes on the Surgery of the War in the Crimea, London, 1858, p. 300)

relates the case of A. McPhail, aged 33, wounded at Dubba, March 24, 1843, by a matchlock ball, which entered anteriorly above the great trochanter of

the right limb. The wound in tho skin cicatrized; but tho patient died of tetanus, May 9, 1843. The ball was found embedded in the head of the

femur, having fractured the brim of the acetabulum. The specimen is preserved in the Fort Pitt Museum, and numbered 2604. HYRTL (J.) (Handbvch
*Ur topog. Anatomic, Wien, 1805, p. 534) relates the case of a member of the national guard, wounded in 1848; the neck of the femur was fractured; the

Fig. 24.—Carious fragment of
the head of the femur: 1. Outer
surface of exfoliation ; 2, same
bone, showing cancellous surface
with (A) lead shot sticking in it.

[After JOHNSTONE, op. cit.)

Fig. 25.—Musket ball lodged in

the neck of the left femur. [After
LECOL'EST.]
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credit of surgery, and still more the interests of humanity, imperatively require that the

most favorable periods and conditions of treatment should be diligently sought. Drs. H.

H. Smith, 1 H. Fischer,
2
E. Klebs,3

B. Langenbeck, and other modern writers on military

surgery, have dwelt on the inaccessibility of the parts to exploration through the long

narrow shot tracks produced by missiles of comparatively small calibre, on the frequent

ahsence of shortening or displacement, or escape of synovia, or indeed with scarcely any

serious disturbance of the functions of the joint, until the inflammatory and infiltration

patient recovered. STROMEYER (L.) (Maximal, u. s. w., Hannover, ]855, p. 750) tabulates five cases of shot fractures of the neck of the femur

from the Dauish War, 1848-1850; all were fatal. Two of these five cases are detailed by Dr. H. Schwaktz (Beitrdge zur Lehre von den Schuss.

wunden, Schleswig, 1854, p. 14'3). J. J. COLE {Military Surgery, etc., London, 1852, p. 13G) cites a case of fracture of ihe neck of the femur during the

war in India, 1848-40, but the result is not recorded. Bertiieuand (A.) {Campagnes de Kdbylie, Paris, 1802. p. 301) relates the case of Mohammed
ben Aehmed, shot in the right hip joint at Icheriden, June £5, 1857; death, August 31st. MATTHEW (T. P.) (Med. and Surg. Hist, of Brit. Army,

London, 1858, Vol. II, p. 351) refers to three cases of wounds of the hip joint in the Crimean War, which proved fatal in a few hours. CHENU
(.1. C.) (Rapport au Conseit de Saute" des Armees de Campagne d'Oricnt, Paris. 1605, p. 372) tabulates 30 cases of shot wound of the hip joint, of

which two recovered. The same author (in Rapport, etc., de Campagne d'Jtalie, Paris, 1800, T. II, p. 000) groups 26 cases of shot wounds of the coxo-

femoral region, of which 10 recovered, but it is not even indicated whether the wounds were fractures or simple flesh wounds. Demmk (II.) (Mil. Chir.

Studien, Wiirzburg, 1801, p. 252) details two cases of recovery after shot fractures of the bones of the hip joint. HEINE (C.) (Die Schussverktzungen

der Unteren Extrcmitiiten , Berlin, 1P0G, p. 305) records four cases of shot wounds of the hip joint from the Schleswig-IIolstein War of 1804 ; all proved

fatal. STROMEYER (L.) (Erfahruvgen ubcr Schusswunden im Jahrc 1800, Hannover, 1807, p. 8) tabulates four fatal shot fractures of the hip joint

treated at Langensalza. Laxgenbeck (IS. v.) (Vber die Schussverletzungen der Huftgelcnhe, in Arch, filr Klin. Chir., 1874, B. XVI, p. 270) relates the-

case of Major J. Preuss, wounded in the hip joint at Munchcngratz, June 28, 1800. The patient died September 13, 1807 ; and another fatal case of a

soldier wounded in 1804. In the latter instance, the autopsy showed that the ball had entered the outer point of the left trochanter major and passed

through the neck of the femur in its length into the acetabulum. BRUCE (A.) ( Observations in the Military Hospitals of Dresden, London, 1800, p. 24)

describes the case of a Prussian wounded at Sadowa^ July 3, 1800, which terminated fatally. Biefel (It.) (Im Reserve- Lazareth, in Langenueck's

Archiv, B. XI, p. 441-2) treated a case of .shot fracture of the hip joint at Landesbut, in 1800, which proved fatal on the 17lh day. In the Archiv fiir

Klinische Chirurgie, Berlin, 1874, B. XVI, p. 300, B. v. Langexbeck tabulates 25 cases of recovery and 03 fatal cases after shot wounds of the hip

joint, during the Franco-Prussian War, 1870, collected from various sources. Among the cases of recovery he cites the case of 11. Rousseau (Cahe 12,

p. 313), observed by Dr. ScilINZINGElt, although the latter (Das Reserve!azareth Schwetzingen, Freiburg, i. Br. 1873, p. 50) distinctly states "hip joint

intact
1 ' (Uuftgelenk ijdact); also the case of Scha?fer (CASE 10, p. 315), observed by SOCIN (Kricgschir. Erf., Leipzig, 1872, p. 135), who remarks

that the patient died, on the 188th day, of exhaustion. Of the ten cases treated by himself, Professor LaN'GENBECK. had the satisfaction of recording eight

recoveries. Stabsarzt DEIXIXUER, of the Railway Battalion (Beitrdge zur den Schussfracturen des Hiiftgelenks nnter besonderer Berucksichtiguvg der

Erfahrungen aus dem Fcldzuge 1870-71. und Benutzung der Aden des Kihiiglichen Kriegsministeriums, in Deutsche Militairdrztliche Zeitsrhrift, 1874,

B. Ill, p 314), in his statistics describes GO cases of shot wounds of the hip joint, of which 13 recovered. All but 15 of these cases are contained in von

Laxgexbeck's enumeration. Of the 15 cases not contained therein (CASES 5, G. 7, 8, 31. 32, 33, 37 [Recovery], 38 [Recovery!, 49, 50, 51, 54 [Recovery J,

50, 5S), 12 were fatal while only 3 recovered. Besides the cases collected by Professor von Langenbeck and Dr. Delnlnger I have found the following

from the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71, not contained in the tables of either. Assistant Surgeon Evkrs, Saxon train battalion No. 12 (Celenkwunden

undihr Ausgang, in Deutsche mil-arztl. Zeitcshrift, 1874, B. Ill, p. 381), gives the case of Frode. wounded August 29, 1870; ball penetrated the right hip

joint
;
patient recovered but is totally disabled. LOSBEN (H.) (Kriegschir. Erf. etc., in Deutsche Zeitschrift fiir Chir., 1873, B. II, p. 04), case of Th.

Margaillon, 22d French Infantry, shot wound of neck and trochanter of left femur, August 18, 1870; died September 4, 1870. Mayer (L.) (Kriegschir.

Mitth., etc., in Deutsche Zeitschrift fur Chir., 1873, B. Ill, p. 47), case of Sommerfeld, 3d Prussian Jaegers, shot fracture of head and neck of femur

;

fatal. The cases referred to in this note give a total of 173 cases with 38 recoveries, 134 deaths (a fatality of 77.9 per cent.), and one result unknown.
1 Smith (II. H.) (The Principles and Practice of Surgery, 1803, Vol. I, p. 520) says: "The diagnosis is difficult, as the joint lies so very deep as

to be almost beyond the reach of the finger. There may be neither shortening of the limb nor eversion. and at first the patient may be able to move the

limb without very much pain."

2 Professor H. Fischer, of Brcslau, in his Kriegschirurgische Erfahruvgen Vor Metz (Erlangen, 1872, p. 201), remarks cm the difficulties encoun-

tered in diagnosticating wounds of the hip joint :
" The deep position of the hip joint, strongly protected by thick layers of muscles ; the generally long

wound-canal, the termination of which is so difficult to determine; the absence of all severe disturbance of the functions of the joint, and the very trivial

subjective complaints of the patient, render it often impossible to determine precisely the lesion soon after the injury. All authorities, from LARREY and

GUTHRIE to contemporary surgeons, agree in this. LEGOUEST relates (Chirurgie d'Arme'e, 2e ed., 1672, p. 440) that a zouave, who, at the Alma, received

a shot in the hip, traversing from the groin to the buttock, and completely fracturing the upper rim of the cotyloid cavity, yet still walked about for ton

days, escaping all our explorations," and adds that this apparent innocuity or benignity led into error our young surgeons and the patients themselves; the

former not daring to propose, and the latter utterly rejecting, the sole means of averting the almost inevitably fatal termination. "In the case of our

palieut Emmerich, '' Dr. FISCHER continues, "the ball had lodged in the shattered head in the hip joint. He moved about for some time after the injury

and even from one bed to another a short time before his death, from syncope. The wounded man, Ilenkel. also repurted that he had walked a consid-

erable time on his injured limb. This remarkable insensibility in the hip joint immediately after shot injury, if one reflects on the ordinary painfulness

at the head of the femur in coxitis, appears to be explained only by the supposition of a contusion-paralysis, » r direct severing of the sensory nerves of

the hip joint. In the course of time a view of the injury generally becomes clearer and the diagnosis easier. In Henkel's case, the characteristic pains

at the knee joint set in, and the local pains at the hip joint were also present ; but with other patients these highly important diagnostic symptoms

remained entirely absent. In Henkel's case the head of the femur was intact and its sensibility therefore undisturbed. Profuse suppuration, early septic

infection and prostration, and the necessity of making counter openings, always led us, unfortunately too late, to the diagnosis. But here the question

may be asked of what use is an accurate diagnosis if no help can be rendered when attained. It is for this reason that I deplore the difficulty, nuy,

impossibility, of the same so much, because I believe that primary excision at the hip would be the best metlfbd of treatment for shot fractures at the hip,

no matter how difficult the operation might be. All later operative interference is frustrated by the exhaustion and septic infection of the patients, by

extensive and profuse suppuration, and by phlegmonous and gangrenous processes in deep tissues about The pelvis."

3 KLEBS (E.) (Beitrdge zur Pathologischen Anatomic der Schusswurtdfn. Leipzig, 1672, p. 20) observes :
" The shot injuries of the hip joint that I

Jiad occasion to observe had this in common, that they proved fatal at a comparatively early date, viz: at from thirteen to twenty-four days; and also

.hat even in the more protracted cases no vestige of a healing process was apparent.'' And. on page 34, he adds: "As you may surely depend upon the

fact, that in all cases where the ball does not perpendicularly strike the spongy substance of the neck considerable fracture, generally into the joint,

exists, and that these fissures, even after four weeks, show no inclination towards reparation ; but that they offer the most favorable conditions for infec-

tion, namely thrombus of the veins; a cure without operation, according to my judgment, is absolutely not to be expected, and the dictum of the American

Circular No. 6, 1805, S. 01, in which, on account of the absolute incurability of these fractures ' when abandoned to the resources of nature,' the excision

of the head of tho femur was reoommended, has again been sadly confirmed by the experience of this war."
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period arrived. The dictum of Henncn, cited at the outset of this Section,' that the diffi-

culties of early precise diagnosis in shot injuries of the hip joint are sometimes insuperable,

is corroborated by Dr. F. H. Hamilton2
in reviewing the surgical experiences of the

American civil war, and by Drs. Billroth3 and Deininger4
in recording their personal observa-

tions and the contemporaneous surgical literature of the Franco-German War of 1870-71.

The evidence regarding shot injuries of the hip joint presented in the annals of the

protracted American civil war is numerically very imposing; yet attempts to analyze it

with a view to learn the principles that should govern the treatment of these grave injuries

are beset with difficulties. The abstracts of the individual cases are for the most part

wanting in precision, still the material must be classified and consolidated as systematically

as practicable, and permitted by the character of the reports.

In the preliminary surgical report made by me in 1865, in Circular 6, S. G. 0.,
5 at

page 31, ninety-seven cases of shot fractures involving the hip joint were tabulated, and

some of the more remarkable cases were detailed and several were illustrated by drawings.

In 1867, in a monograph on amputations at the hip joint,
6 fifty-three examples of that

operation practised during the civil war in America were described, and seven cases were

narrated that resulted favorably under conservative measures, although it was alleged,

though not absolutely demonstrated, that the shot lesions described involved the articulation

at the hip. In 1869, in a report of excisions of the head of the femur for shot injury,
7
I

detailed sixty-three instance's of this operation performed during the American civil war,

with minutes of a number of doubtful or not well authenticated cases, and narrated the

facts collected respecting two hundred and seventy-four examples of shot wounds believed

to implicate the hip joint and treated either by extracting fragments or by strictly

expectant measures. In 1871, in a report on surgical cases treated in the army of the

United States from 1865 to 1871, 8 the histories of four examples of shot fractures involv-

1 Hexsen (John) {Principles of Military Surgery, 2d ed., 1820, p. 155, cited in foot-note 1, p. 61, ante,). He asserts emphatically: "In some of

these cases the course of the ball is so obscure, and its place of lodgement so uncertain, that it can only be detected after death. I have seen balls lodged

in almost even,- part of the trochanters, neck, and head of the bone, and yet the most accurate examination during life did not lead to a discovery of their

situation.

"

Professor Frank. H. Hamilton (Princ. and Pract. of Surgery, 1872, p. 407), while regarding the results of excisions at the hip as favorable in

comparison with those obtained in amputations at the hip joint, and possibly when compared with the results of the expectant plan, concludes: ''I see,

in the probable inaccuracy of diagnosis, in both classes of cases many sources of error. Indeed, in my opinion, the surgeon is still justifiable in exercis-

ing a considerable amount of discretion as to the course to be pursued. Jf, for example, he has reasons to believe that the comminution is not extensive,

and the patient is in a favorable condition as to health ; if he is neither very fat nor very muscular ; if the limb can be kept at rest and moderate extension

continuously applied, I believe an attempt may be properly made to save the limb without excision."

3 BILLROTH (Til.) ( Chintrgische Briefeaus den Kricgs Lazarethcn, u. s. w., Berlin, 1872, S. 238) . In the foot-note No. 3, on page 26, of the preceding

Section, some of Professor IJn.LROTll's emphatic declarations on the occasional impossibility of diagnosticating direct shot injury of the capsule or bones

of the hip joint have been cited. The length of the shot canals and the great variety of direction in shot perforations of the muscular masses about the

coxo-femoral articulation, greatly modified by the changing postures of the soldier, are great obstacles to satisfactory explorations, and, owing to the

form of the pelvic bones and ligaments, the course of the missile is very liable to bo deflected. The index finger is generally too short to reach the

projectile or fracture, and a sound or catheter is but a poor substitute. Moreover, the surgeon is puzzled by the absence of symptoms he has been taught

were pathognomonic. In none of the cases examined by Billroth and CZERNY was found the displacement and peculiarity of position usually ascribed

to fractures implicating the hip ; and the characteristic intense pain in the hip and knee, aggravated on motion, was missing in many instances. Space

forbids further citations, but the reader may profitably consult the comments of tho Viennese professor on this difficult subject.

4 IUCininoer (licilrdge zit den Schnssfracturen des Huftgelenks, u. s. w., in Deutsche Mil.-arztl. Zeitschrift, 1874, Jahrg. Ill, p. 237): "The diffi-

culty of dingnosing a hip joint fracture in its first stages is very great, and frequently it can only be ascertained in the subsequent course whether the joint

is really injured, and, sometimes, the fracture is not ascertained until after death. For instance, in the preparation exhibited by TBBXDJELENBURQ in the

Second Congress of the Deutsche Gescllschafl fur Chirurgie, the Langblei ball had comminuted the head and nock of the left femur and lodged among
the fragments of the head of tho bone; a slight fissure existed in the acetabulum. The patient died in consequence of purulent infiltration; during life it

was not possible to determine with certainty an injury of the joint. The fragments had been held together by the periosteum, and a dislocation was not

Indicated. Even walking on the injured limb is no proof that the hip joint has not been fractured." I>r. Deininger (I. c, pp. 238 and 245) refers to 12

cases in which the injured limbs could be used for some time after the injury, although the autopsy subsequently proved fracture of the joint.

5 Surgical Report of " Report? on the Extent and Nature of the Materials availablefor the Preparation of a Medical and Surgical History of the

Rebellion." Printed at Philadelphia, 1865. CIRCULAR No. 6, War Department, Surgeon General's Office, Washington, November 1, 1865, 4to, pp. 88.

A Report on Amputations at the Bip Joint in Military Surgery. Circular No. 7, War Department, Surgeon General's Office, July 1, 1867,

4to, pp. 88, PLATES 9.

7 A Report on Excisions of the Bead of the Femur for Gunshot Injury. Circular No. 2, War Department, Surgeon General's Office, Wash-

ington, January 2, 1869, 4to, pp. 142.

*A Report of Surgical Cases treated in the Army of the United States from 1865 to 1871. CIRCULAR No. 3, War Department, Surgeon General's

Office, Washington, August, 1871, 4to, pp. 296.
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ing the hip joint were detailed, one resulting fatally under expectant measures, and three

treated by formal excision, of which two recovered and one had a fatal result.

Three hundred and eighty-six cases of shot fracture directly involving the articular

surfaces at the hip are found recorded in the returns of the Union and Confederate armies.

Though the reports are, in many instances, very imperfect, they permit an approximate

analysis of the cases in Table IX following, according to the particular portion of the

articulation injured, and also with reference to the treatment of the cases, either by rest

and suitable position, with splints and extension and other expectant measures, or by

freely incising the joint and removing, if necessary, fragments of bone, projectiles, or other

foreign bodies, cases numbering three hundred and four,
1 and grouped as treated by

conservation; and then follow two groups treated by formal operative interference, a series

of fifty-five cases of excisions at the hip, and a series of twenty-seven cases of amputations

at the hip.

Table IX.

Tabular Statement of Three Hundred and Eighty-six Shot Fractures of
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cases to be considered in the three following subsections. If the conclusions deductible

from these numerous examples are in many respects unsatisfactory, it may be borne in

mind that the surgical experiences of the Six Weeks' Prusso-Austrian War of 1866, of the

Franco-German War of 1870—71. and of the Russo-Turkish War of 1876-77, have not

so far proved more fruitful in results tending to solve the difficulties that beset the subject.

SHOT FRACTURES AT THE HIP TREATED BY CONSERVATION.-Thrce
hundred and four cases in which shot wounds at the hip were believed to have been

attended with fracture of the articular surfaces were treated on the expectant plan, 1 or

with such incisions and removals of fragments or foreign bodies as was consistent with a

true conservative treatment.

Five modern writers on military surgery,2 the late Dr. H. Demme, of Berne, Professor

1 Professor B. VON LAXGEXIIECK, in seeking for examples of recoveries after shot wounds of the hip joint (Ueber die Scltussverletzungen des Iluft-

gelenks, in Archiv fur Klin. Chir., 1874, B. XVI, p. 263) finds none recorded prior to recent wars, ''apart from a case communicated by Henxen, in Ins

classical work (Obsercat ions on Some Important Points of Military Surgery, Edinburgh, 1818, p. 172), and several cases mentioned "by THOMSON
{Report of Observations made in the British Military Hospitals in Belgium, Edinburgh, 1816, p. 123) of hip joint wounds which seemed to have pro-

gressed favorably, but were not followed up to the final issue ;" but it can hardly have escaped Professor LAXGENUECK's notice, in IlEXXEX's account of

his Cask XXVII, of .Spontaneous Luxation of the Hip Joint, that HEXXEX say* :
" Whether the luxation in this case was produced from a primary

injury of the bone, or of the cartilages, anil sebaceous glands of the joints, or from a secondary scrofulous affection, it is impossible to say with certainty,"

and by no means cites this instance of the mounted officer, wounded July 22, 1812, as an instance of recovery from shot wounds of the hip joint. In a

later portion of his work, Dr. John THOMSON' (Report of Observations * * after Waterloo, Edinburgh, 1816, p. 275} observes: "The proportion of

cures which has been obtained from amputation at the hip joint is, I believe, much greater than of cures from gunshot fractures of the head or neck of the

thigh bone. Indeed, of recoveries from these injuries I know of none which have been recorded. Those who, for a time, seem to do well, in the end sink

under the hectic which supervenes. This has been the fate, I believe, of the two cases which I have mentioned in the account of injuries of the hip joint as

having put on a favorable appearance." With such examples, the propriety of caution in admitting recoveries after shot wounds at the hip as incontestable

is apparent. Dr. RICHARD M. HODGES (The Excision of Joints, Boston, 1861, p. 94) observed: " The extent of injury, and the condition of the parts after

a gunshot wound of the hip joint, are as notoriously difficult to determine as the cases are certain to terminate fatally. Even when the upper part of the

femur has been shot through, shortening, rotation outwards, and crepitus are not always present, and sometimes a very considerable power of flexion and

extension remains." After citing GUTHRIE'S famous picture (Commentaries, etc., Gfh London ed., 18.35, p. 77) of "a man lying with a small hole either

before or behind in the thigh,—with no bleeding, no pain, nothing but an inability to move the limb, to stand upon it,—and Hunk that lie must inevitably

die in a few weeks, worn out by the continued pain and suffering attendant on the repeated formation of matter burrowing in every direction, unless his

thigh be amputated at the hip joint, or he be relieved by the operation of excision, which, I insist upon it, ought first to be performed,'' Dr. HODGES
declared that :

*' By following an expectant course and trusting to the resources of nature, an almost invariable mortality t\ ill ensue. A case occurring

at the battle of Solferino, diagnosticated as fracture of the neck of the femur, and another seen at Nantes, in 1830, by M. BoiNET, are the only recoveries

I am aware of which have followed gunshot wounds of the hip joint." Dr. HODGES refers to the two exceptional recoveries after Solferino and Nantes

in L' Union Me'dicate, 28 Juin, 1800. The discussion of the Sociitd de Chirurgie here given, from p. 605 of V Union Midicale, is, in that journal, errone-

ously attributed to May 30, 1860. The discussion was on June 6, 1860, and is correctly reported in the Bulletin de la Societi de Chirurgie de Paris, 1861,

2me ser., T. I, p. 3:26. The Solferino case refers to a soldier, wounded June 24, 1859, and presented before the Sociiti de Chirurgie June 6, 1860, bj- M.
TjEGOUEST. This soldier, after receiving shot wounds of the left shoulder and of the neck of the left femur, the latter ball entering anteriorly and passing

out through the sciatic notch, entered the hospital at Cremona. Numerous and largo splinters were extracted. The neck of the femur perfectly consoli-

dated, with three centimetres shortening. M. BOIXET mentioned "a man wounded at Nantes, in 1830, by a shot fracture of the neck of the femur with

grave complications, now perfectly cured, and able to take long walks notwithstanding the anchylosis that had followed the accident." (See Circular 2,

S. G. O., 1869. p. 65.) Professor Richard VOLKMAXX (Die Resectionen der Gelenke, in \\\s Sammlung Klinischer Vortrdge, Leipzig, 1873, No. 51, p. 301),

speaking of the American statistics of excision and exarticulation at the hip for shot injury, declares that they "demonstrate that after both operations only

exceptionally a patient survives; but that also, under a purely conservative treatment, the result is invariably none better, on the contrary, rather still

somewhat worse. The wounded with shot fractures of the hipjoint about nearly all perish. This is also the experiences which we, who participated in the

two last great wars, the Austro-Prussian and Franco-German, alas, could only confirm. I myself saw only fifteen instances of this injury. Three times

I performed resection, twice after the battles of Beaumont and Sedan, once in Dijon. All three patients died ; two, as I believe, chiefly from the eon-

sequences of a coexisting decubitus ; in a third an extensive comminution of the pelvis was found at the resection ; but the remaining, about twelve cases

treated conservatively, also perished. Among them also one in which the head of the femur, separated by the ball and spvd in two halves, was extracted

by an incision opening the joiut. Only one patient I see still now and then, who, at Toul. received an undoubted intracapsular shot fracture of the neck

of the femur, but which had not been diagnosticated, and who recovered, after exfoliation of several pieces of bone with relatively little shortening, and

with anchylosis of the joint.'* LOHMEYEit (C. F.) (Die Schusswunden und ihre Behandlung, Gottiiigcu, 1859, S. 198) remarks: "An operation for the

simplification of the wound, in cases where the acetabulum has been crushed, is naturally out of the question
;
but, in cases of comminution of the head or

neck of the femur with injury of the capsule, one is called upon to operate, as such injuries, without artificial help, uniformly prove fatal after the patients

have undergone terrible suffering." LOffler, (F.) (Grundsdtze und Regeln fur die Behandlung der Schusswunden im Kricge, Berlin, 1859, Erste

Abtheilung, p. 66), speaking of shot injuries of the hip joint, remarks :
" The conservative treatment of this injury, according to the experience hitherto

acquired, gives no prospoct ofsaving life. Even if pyaemia does not supervene, death ensues sooner or later from exhaustion following endless suppuration."

With such testimony as the foregoing, together with that of Drs. II. FISCHER and E. Kl.EBS, in the foot-note to page 63, ante, we are indispused to ooneur

in the declaration of Dr. SAMUEL W. GROSS (Military Surgery, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1867, Vol. LIV, p. 447) that "those surgeons who pointedly

condemn all efforts to save the limb after gunshot fracture of the surgical or anatomical neck of the thigh bone, exercise, in our judgment, but little

discrimination, when they declare, as does the surgical historian of ihc late American War, that 'experience has demonstrated the uniform fatality of

gunshot fractures of the head or nock of the femur when abandoned to the resources of nature,* '' and that "no statement can be farther from the truth. 1 '

The compiler of the surgical report in Circular So. 6, S. G. O., 1865, might have said "almost uniform fatality," but his statement, if lacking qualifica-

tion, was assuredly not widely apart from the truth.

2 DEMME (H.). Spec. Chir. der Schusswunden, WUrzburg, 1864. S. 348- PlROGOFF (N.), Grundzuge der Allg. Kricgschir., Leipzig, 1864, p. 814.

GnOBS (S. W.)i Military Surgery, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1867, Vol. LTV, p. 447. Spd.lmann, £tude Anal, et Crit. d'un Rapport sur la Resection de la

Tete du Femur, Paris, 1870, Extrait du Rcc. de Mem. de Mid, de Chir. et de Pharm. Mil., 3""> s6r., T. XXVIII, 1870. p. 48. LAXGENBECK (B. vox),

Ueber die Schussverletzungen des Uuftgelcnks, in his Archives fitr Klin. Chir., Berlin, 1874, B. XVI. p. 263, nnd translated as Surgical Obs. on Gun-shot

Wounds of the Hip-Joint, by JAMES F. WE£T, F. R. C. S., in Birmingham Med. Review, Vol. V, 1876, pp. 29, 88, 167.
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N. Pirogoff, Dr. S. W. Gross, Dr. E. Spillmann, and Professor B. von Langenbeck, have

taught latterly that the expectant plan of treatment of shot injuries of the hip joint is

inadequately appreciated by surgeons, and have collected instances more or less apposite

to prove that the commonly received opinion that such injuries are uniformly fatal when

abandoned to the resources of nature is altogether fallacious.
1

It cannot be legitimately contested that, in very rare instances, of shot wounds

involving the hip joint, life may be preserved without operative interference. A remark-

able case, that has seldom been cited, was reported by Surgeon J. B. Porter, of the recovery,

under expectant treatment, of a soldier wounded at Vera Cruz, August 3, 1847, by a mus-

ket ball that shattered the neck of the right femur.2 The case observed by Brandish, in

1783, where a lad of twelve survived the exfoliation of a large fragment of the head of

the femur with a lead shot sticking in it, demonstrated that such injuries are not inevitably

fatal. Though the instances of recovery under expectant measures from shot injuries at

the hip quoted by Dr. S. W. Gross from D. J. Larrey and M. Legouest were cases of

extracapsular fractures at the trochanters, yet the case of recovery given by Hyrtl, and

that observed by M. Legouest in the French soldier at Solferino, and that recorded by M.

Boinet, of the soldier wounded in 1830, at Nantes, were indisputably illustrations of the

successful terminations of shot injuries at the hip treated on the expectant plan. Of the

twenty-five examples tabulated by Professor Langenbeck of shot injuries of the hip joint

recovering under conservative treatment in the Franco-German War of 1870-71, it is

incontestable that at least twenty-one appear to be indubitable examples of recovery after

intracapsular shot fractures of the hip, implicating either the neck or head of the femur

or the acetabulum, while four of the series are open to objection.
3 In the large series of

three hundred and four cases of shot injuries reported from the American civil war of

1861-65, a number of recoveries under expectant treatment are alleged.

Recoveries after /Shot Fractures at the Hip under Conservative Treatment.—Of fifty-

five tabulated examples of recovery, one is referred to the series of eleven cases in which

the osseous lesion was confined to the acetabulum:

Case 133.—Private J. L. Harvey, Co. F, 12th South Carolina, appears on a Confederate certificate of disability as

having been retired from service, February 18, 18C5, by reason of "gunshot wound of right hip, partially destroying the

acetabulum and luxating the head of the femur; lameness consequent upon the luxation resulted."

There is no evidence that the diagnosis proposed in this case by the Retiring Board

had been entertained at the time the injury was received.

' II. Demme's 2 cases of alleged recovery from shot fracture involving the hip joint are those of C. Borelli and Franz Veter, wounded at Magenta,

June 4, 1859 (DEMME, Mil.-Chir. Studien, Wilrzburg, 1861, pp. 252, 253). N. PIROGOFF'S 20 cases " observed in full process of healing," but not identi-

fied by names, dates, or ulterior histories, are alluded to in Pirogoff's Grundziige der Allgemeinen Kriegschirurgie, Leipzig, 1864, p. 814. Dr. S. W.
Gross quotes the 22 cases of DEMME and Pirogoff, 1 case mentioned by the elder Larrey (Clin. Chir., 1836, T. V, p. 242. See Fig. 25 in foot-note

to p. 62, ante), 1 case of Hyrtl, in 1848 (Handb. der topog. Anat., "Wien, 1865, p. 534), 3 cases witnessed by LEGOUEST and described by him as shot

fractures of the trochanters (Bee. de Mem. de Mid., de Chir., et de Phar. Mil., 1855, 2™° ser.. T. XV, p. 240), 1 case (Vanderbeck) related by Professor F.

H. Hamilton (Treat, on Mil. Surg., 1865, p. 397), 2 cases (Bugh and McCabe) reported by Dr. B. B. Miles, and 1 case that occurred to Brandish in

1783 (see FIG. 24 and reference in foot-note to p. 62, ante), and claims that this resume of 31 cases conclusively shows that attempts to save limbs after

shot fractures of the hip are far from hopeless. Professor E. Spillmann adds no facts, but urges that such positive testimony as adduced by Demme,
Pirogoff, and H. Larrey (Bui. de I'Acad. de Med., T. XXVII, 1861, p. 138) in favor of conservation should not be lightly rejected. Professor B. VON
Langenueck, finding in ancient and recent military surgical literature few examples of recovery, under conservative treatment, in shot fractures at the

hip, presents tables of 25 cases of recovery after shot wounds at the hip joint in the Franco-derman War of 1870-71, and of 63 fatal cases under like

treatment.

2PORTER (J. B.), Medical and Surgical Notes of Campaigns in the War with Mexico, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1852, Vol. XXIII, p. 34.

'Langenbeck (B. VON), Ueber die Schussverletzungen des Huflgelenks, in Archiv fur Klin. Chir., 1S74, B. XVI, pp. 309-316. In Dr. ScniNZIK-

gea'8 case, No. 12 of the Table, of R. Rousseau, Dr. S. states positively in his report "Das Beserve-Lazareth Schwetzingen, Freiburg i. B, 1873, p. 56,"

"rechtes HUftgelenk intact." In Professor II. Fischer's case of Renz, numbered 18, the author in his work " Kriegschirurgische Erfahrungen, Tor

Metz, Erlangen, 1872, p. 173, pronounces the injury extracapsular. In Professor SociN's case of Scbaeffer. numbered 19, the patient died of exhaustion on

tho 188th day, as noted by Professor SOCIN in his Kriegschir. Erfahrungen, Leipzig, 1872, p. 135. The case ascribed to Dr. \V. MACCORMAC (Notts and

Recollections, etc, London, 1871, p. 118) is invalid, amounting only to the numerical statement that of three patients with hip joint shot wounds at Sedan,

two died.
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Of the thirty-three shot injuries in Table IX involving the "acetabulum and head of

femur" and treated without operative interference, one terminated in recovery. Accounts of

this remarkable case have been heretofore published by Dr. J. F. Miner, and by the editor

of this volume in the Surgical Series of Photographs of the Army Medical Museum, Vol.

IV, No. 6, 1866, in Circular No. 7, S. G. 0., 1867, p. 74, and in Circular No. 2, S. G. 0.,

1869, p. 105. Additional information, gathered from the records of the Pension Office

since the date of the latter publication, has been added to the history, and the appearance

of the patient's limb four years after the date of the injury is represented in Plate LVII.

This well known case has been very generally cited by writers on military surgery as an

incontestable example of recovery without operative interference after shot fracture of the

articular surfaces at the hip:
1

Case 134.—Lieutenant Colonel James C. Strong, 38th New York, was wounded at the battle of Williamsburg, May 5,

1862, by a conoidal musket ball, which entered the right thigh in front, a little below the groin, and made its exit through the

buttock, over the lower right-hand border of the sacrum. Surgeon A. J. Berry, 38th New York, examined the wound, and found

that the ball had deeply grooved the head of the femur and had fractured the upper rim of the acetabulum. A detached

fragment of the rim nearly an inch and a half in length, a part of it covered with articular cartilage, together with portions of

clothing, were extracted from the wound. On the 8th of May the patient was transferred, by a steamer frem Queen's Creek

Landing, to the Hygeia Hospital at Fort Monroe. Here he remained until the 13th, when he undertook a painful journey of

five days, on a litter, and reached his home in Buffalo. The injured limb was semiflexed and rotated inward, the head of the

femur being dislocated upon the dorsum of the ilium. Any attempt to place the limb in position produced such acute suffering

that the effort was abandoned. For ten weeks there was profuse suppuration, with burrowing of pus in the thigh and intense

pain, with chills, profuse perspiration, and great prostration, after which a very gradual amendment took place. On December

12, 1862, the patient was removed to Philadelphia, and entered the Officers' Hospital, at Camac's Woods, where he was able

to bear treatment by Buck's method of extension by weights. Here a number of spicule of bone were extracted or was-hed

from the wound. On January 6, 1863, the patient was discharged from hospital. On June 1st the wounds wei ? nearly closed,

and he rejoined his regiment on crutches, and was mustered out with the regiment on June 22, 18C3. On September 29th he

was appointed Colonel in the Veteran Reserve Corps. He was subsequently brevetted Brigadier General. In July, 1836, he

visited the Army Medical Museum, when his photograph was taken. This is represented in the lithograph opposite, Pl.ATK

LVII. General Strong was in good health. His limb was shortened nearly five inches, but by the flexibility acquired by the

lumbar vertebrae, the inclination of the pelvis and extension of the toes, he was enabled to walk with surprising ease with or

without a cane. The head of the femur was firmly anchylosed on the dorsum of the ilium. The cicatrices appeared sound.

Early in 1869 General Strong was in Washington, at Willard's Hotel, and sprained his ankle in falling in a dark corridor.

The compiler was summoned to see him, and found that he had but little trouble with his anchylosed hip joint, and that his

general health was excellent seven years after the reception of so grave an injury. The various reports of the Pension Exam-
iners reiterate substantially the same account of the injuries until the report of January, 1875, of the Buffalo Board. Drs. H. R.

Hopkins and M. B. Folwell state that "the ball destroyed a large portion of acetabulum and allowed dislocation of head ol

femur upon dorsum of ilium, where it now remains permanently and firmly fixed. Limb shortened about five inches. Thigh

six inches smaller than fellow. The pensioner claims partial hemiplegia of right side during the past two years, which, in the

lower extremity, has apparently been on the increase, but is rather to be ascribed to the progressive atrophy of the muscles of

the limb. Since the attack of hemiplegia he has not been able to dress himself." On June 6, 1877, Examiuers H. R. Hopkins

and M. B. Folwell add :
" Ball entered four inches below the origin of the sartorius and came out at right margin of lower edge

of sacrum ; there is loss of a portion of the acetabulum and dislocation of femur on dorsum of ilium, with shortening of five inches

the thigh is six inches smaller than its fellow; patient claims incomplete hemiplegia of right side, which is increasing in lower

extremity ; is unable to dress without the aid of another person to put on his sock. He further states that upon receipt of a

1 MINER (J. F.), Gunshot Wound, with removal'of rim of acetabulum and dislocation of femur, in Buffalo Med. and Surg. Jour., May, 1866, Vol.

V, p. 380. Dr. MINEK, who attended Colonel Strong after his painful transit from "Williamsburg to Fort Monroe, and thence, starting May 13th, to New
York by water, and thence by rail to Buffalo, a distance in the aggregate of 842 miles, first published an account of the case, remarking that " perhaps

the whole surgical history of the rebellion will not furnish a parallel." The regimental surgeon, Dr. BERRY, died soon after the battle of Williamsburg,

and the records of Hygeia Hospital and Camac's Woods afford only the scanty data recorded in the text. The photograph from which the lithograph

was copied was taken at the Army Medical Museum in July, 1866, and numbered 156 of the Surgical Series of Photographs, Vol. IV, No. 6, and a

history was compiled by Assistant Surgeon G. A- Otis, U. S. A., from the hospital records above noted and from General Strong's oral statement, and

this was reproduced in Circular No. 7, S. G. O., 1867, p. 74, and in Circular No. 2, S. G. 0., 1869, p. 105, with notes of the subsequent progress of the case

by the same editor. Professor E. Spillman, of the military medical school of Val-de-Grace, has translated the case in full in his important Etude analit-

ique et critique sur la resection de la tete du femur, Paris, 1870, as an incontestable example of recovery from an intracapsular shot lesion obtained "not

by expectation, but by conservative surgery, a most important distinction." The history of the case has been cited by a number of European writers,

most of whom have quoted, not the reports of Drs. MINER or Otis, but a careless summary in the Jahresbericht, in which the report of tl.e case is

ascribed to the late Dr. A. H. HOFF. At page 70 of Circular 7 is an extended citation from Dr. Hoff's views of the treatment of shot injuries at the

hip, and the reviewer has inadvertently ascribed to Dr. HOFF not only the succeeding illustrative cases of recovery without operation after shot injuries

at the hip joint, but also the entire compilation of Circular 7. Professor B. v. Langenbeck in his memorable discourse Ueber die SchussverUizungen

des Hiiflgelenks, in three places (in Archiv fur Klin. Chir., B. XVI, S. 265 and 285) has been misled by this erroneous reference. Even his transiator,

Dr. James F. "WEST, in his English version of Surgical Observations of Gunshot Wounds of the Eip Joint, in the Birmingham Medical Review, 1876,

Vol. V, p. 31 and p. 89, and issued separately in pamphlet form, fails to correct this error, although he has acknowledged his indebtedness to the Surgeon

General's Office for copies of the Circulars on the hip joint, and professes to append an abstract of Circular 7.
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wrench or twist of foot, lie has sudden pain running up the limb and spine to the head, causing convulsive action, lasting from

one to four hours, followed by confinement to the house for two or three days. These attacks occur only as the result of violence

to the ankle or foot." The Examiners state that they are unable to conneot the disability claimed with the original injury, and

are of the opinion that the present degree of his disability does not require the constant attendance of another person or entitle

him to an increase. The pensioner's brother and wife certify that since he was wounded he has always required and does now

(April 28, 1877) require the attendance upon him of another person, and that the attacks of nervous prostration, occurring at

times as often as once a week, and sometimes taking on the character of a violent mania, are such as to make it unsafe for him

to go about alone. The pensioner was paid to September 4, 1878, having survived his terrible injury over sixteen years.

In eleven cases of recovery the reports state that the "head of the femur" was

involved. The testimony in regard to the opening of the articulation in these cases is

very inadequate ; one will serve as an example •}

Case 135.—Private Jacob Wright, Co. E, 96th Pennsylvania, aged 17 years, was wounded at Spottsylvania, May 8, 1864,

by a conoidal musket ball, which fractured the head of the right femur. He was captured and remained in the hands of the

enemy until August 14th, when he was paroled and conveyed by steamer to Annapolis, Maryland, and admitted into hospital

No. 1. The diagnosis here was wound of the left thigh. On September 21st he was transferred to Camp Parole, and thence, on

February 17, 1865, to Eulison Hospital, at Annapolis Junction. A fracture of the head of the right femur was diagnosticate'!.

On April 13th he was transferred to the Satterlee Hospital, at Philadelphia. A gunshot wound in the upper third of the left

thigh was recorded. July 16th, he was sent to the McClellan Hospital. A gunshot fracture of the upper third of the left femur

was reported. Necrosis of the femur existed. He was discharged from service on September 9, 1865. His disability was rated

at one-third. The case is reported by Assistant Surgeon John Bell, U. S. A. Pension Examiner G. M. Masser, of Scranton, Pa.,

reported, November 1,1866: " Gunshot wound of left thigh; fracture of the os femoris near trochanter, with dislocation down-
ward, causing a lengthening of the leg three inches more than the right leg; is very lame and wound still discharging. Is unable

to perform manual labor." The Scranton Board reported, September 4, 1877 : "Ball entered left thigh through trochantermajor,

passed through gluteal muscles and coccyx ; loss of a portion of trochanter, great loss of soft parts, and adhesion of muscles. The
whole limb is covered with a network of large varicose veins. Disability equivalent to loss of limb."

The following is a case in which the head and neck of the femur was reported to have

been injured; it was successfully treated without operative interference; but the evidence

is entirely insufficient to prove an intracapsular fracture:

Case 136.—Sergeant James M. Adams, Co. D, 13th Georgia, aged 37 years, was struck, in the action at Monocacy, July

9, 1864, by a round musket ball, which slightly injured the head and neck of the left femur. He was conveyed the following

day to the General Hospital at Frederick City. A gunshot wound of the left thigh and hip, involving the joint, was diagnosti-

cated. Simple dressings were applied, and tonics and stimulants were given. Extensive abscesses formed in the anterior and

posterior parts of the thigh. On September 20th the patient was conveyed to West's Buildings Hospital in Baltimore, and was

transferred thence, on October 27, 1864, to Point Lookout, Maryland, for exchange. Surgeon A. Chapel, U. S. V., reports the case.

1 The remaining ten cases were: 1. Pt. J", Hughes, G, 1st Alabama Cavalry, HartsviUe, Tenn., April 11, 1863, shot fracture head of femur; recov-

ered and applied in person to a Confederate relief association for a suitable apparatus. Mr. Hughes resided in Crawford County, Arkansas. The case is

recorded in the register of a Confederate Relief Association (Circular No. 2, S. G. O., "Washington, 1869, p. 74).—2. Pt. O. A. Crymes, B, 22d Virginia

Battery, Chancellorsville, May 2, 1863 ; shell fracture right femur, involving head of bone ; Nov. 11th, shortening and partial anchylosis ; furloughed

for sixty days (Ci'rc. 2, p. 98).—3. Serg't F. M. Hunter, Co. E, 24th Tennessee, age 24, Eesaca, May 15, 1864 ; appeared January 27, 1865, before Con-

federate examining board, who reported: " "Wound by musket ball entering the superior articulation of right thigh, causing partial paralysis ; disability

permanent. Soldier is unable to serve the government in any capacity;" retired from service (Circ. 2, p. 99).—4. Colonel L. S. Slaughter, 56th Virginia,

June 27, 1862; gunshot wound of thigh witli a fracture of the femur, which was believed to involve the hip joint; he appeared before a medical examin-

ing board, of which Surgeons Crenshaw, Read, and Peebles were members, and was retired from service on account of "gunshot wound upper third

of thigh, fracturing head of bone; deformity, shortening, and permanent loss of usefulness of limb" (Circ. 2, p. 99).—5. Pt. J. 5. Smith, II, 2d North

Carolina, age 22, Chancellorsville, May 3, 1863. Confederate Surgeons W. A. HOLT and F. W. HENDERSON certified to shot wound of right hip joint,

fracturing head of femur, resulting in necrosis of femur. A Confederate board of examiners certified that he was permanently disabled on accouut of two

gunshot wounds : one a wound of the left wrist, resulting in anchylosis of the joint and partial loss of use of the hand ; the other wound through right hip,

fracturing femur ; wound still open and discharging; locomotion difficult and painful; retired from service (Cire. 2, p. 99).—6. Pt. It. Finkle, H, 15th

Illinois, age 31, Shiloh, April 6, 1862; discharged at Marine Hospital, Chicago, August 9, 1862, on certificate of disability, by Acting Assistant Surgeon

R. N. I8IIAM, for "wound of right nates with injury of femur." Examiner W.W. BURNS certified, September 14, 1863: "Bullet entered hip on posterior

side, passed obliquely through to the front, and fractured the head of the femur."—7. Pt. J. Kivel, B, 12th Wisconsin, age 21, Atlanta, July 5, 1864. At
hospital No. 2, Chattanooga, and at Cumberland Hospital, Nashville, the injury was reported as a "conoidal ball wound of the left hip;" at Jefferson-

ville Hospital as a "shot fracture of the left ilium, anterior spinous process." He was discharged at Swift Hospital, Prairie-du-Chien, May 22, 1865, for

"shot wound of left hip, fracturing head of femur." Examiner C. Cowles, of Baraboo, reported, September 29, 1867: "Ball entered left groin and

passed obliquely backward and downward close to the head of the femur."—8. Pt. W. Swank, C, 78th Ohio, age 26, Atlanta, July 22, 1864. Surgeon J.

Benson, 14th Wisconsin, from the field hospital, reported: "Gunshot wound of pubes and 6crotum." Ass't Surgeon G. Saal, U. S. V., reported, from

Seminary Hospital, Columbus : "Gunshot wound of left groin, ball lodging." He was discharged at Marine Hospital, Cincinnati, November 16, 1865, for

" inguinal hernia of right side and partial anchylosis of left hip joint from gunshot wound, ball entering groin and lodging near bead of femur." Exam-
iner T. A. Reamy certified that the ball entered from the right 6ide, midway of Poupart's ligament, passed into the left groin and lodged in the head of

the femur, shattering it. The Columbus examining board certified that the ball impinged upon the horizontal ramus of the pubis, remained lodged for

seven years, and was finally removed just below the tuberosity of the ischium.—9. Pt. O. Wilson, C, 13th Iowa, age 24, Atlanta, July 21, 1864 ; a "shot

wound of left thigh" was recorded at the field hospital. At the hospital at Keokuk, Surgeon 51. K. TAYLOR reported: " Penetrating wound of left hip,

fracture of trochanter major; ball entered posteriorly to hip joint and lodged beneath the integuments of the left groin. Ball removed by an incision

two inches long over the point of lodgement." Mustered out May 15, 1865. Examiner S. G. WHALEY, of Osceola, certified, in September, 1873 :
" Shot

wound of left hip by canister shot entering about 1$ inches behind trochanter major and passing to groin, same side, where it was taken out, in its passage

destroying the head of the femur and part of the acetabulum."—10. Pt. C. Wilson, A, 20th Georgia, Chickatnauga, September, 20, 1863; in an applica-

tion for retirement from the Confederate army it is stated that he was furloughed from the Confederate hospital at Fort Valley, Georgia, March 29, 1865,

for "gunshot wound of right hip, fracturing head of femur, resulting in anchylosis of the joint and deformity of the limb."
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Twenty-six recoveries after shot fractures of the "neck of the femur
M
were reported.

Several of these patients have since died, and it is to be regretted that it was imprac-

ticable to obtain records of the autopsies, if such were made. Twelve of the cases are here

detailed.
1

Case 137.—Captain William A. Bugh, Co. G, 5th Wisconsin, aged 35 years, was wounded at the engagement at Wil-

liamsburg, Virginia, on May 5, 1862, and after lying a few hours on the field he was removed to a temporary hospital, and thence

to a hospital transport in the York River and sent to Baltimore, where he was received at the Camden street U. S. A. General

1 Brief accounts of the remaining fourteen cases are here adduced: 1. Pt. J. W. Galyean, E, 10th Indiana, age 28, Atlanta, August 6, 1864; severe

injury near left hip by conoidal ball, thought, however, to have only involved the soft tissues ; treated in various hospitals, and discharged May 24, 1865-

Examiner C. Hays, of Warsaw, Indiana, probably relying on the patient's statements, reported, in June, 1865, that '"the neck of the femur had been

shattered by the missile
; that spiculae were found at dressing of the wound, and others for several months were eliminated in the discharges." None of

the various surgeons who treated the Injury reported any elimination of bone fragments or other indication of partial or complete fracture (Circ. No. 2,

S. G. O.). Galyean was drowned near Keokuk, June 5, 1871.—2. Pt. J. Doody, C, 6th New Hampshire, aged 23 ; Bull Run, August 29, 1862 ; discharged

from service at Mower Hospital, Philadelphia, March 16, 1863, for shot wound through hip, just below the joint, breaking the bone. Examiner W. S.

Pekry, of Exeter, X. H., reported, August 13, 1863: " Bone fractured and not united; the leg is shortened; the fracture was so near the head of the

bone that union could not be obtained;" in April, 1867, Dr. Perry reported: " The bone is thrown hack onto the dorsum of the ilium
; leg shortened two

inches." Doody is reported to have died July 9, 1873 (Circ. No. 2, p. 95).—3. Pt. W. V. Trail, C, 57th Virginia, aged 27; wounded at Gettysburg, July

3, 1S63, was retired from service in February, 1864, on account of a " fracture of the left thigh bone near the socket," permanently disabling him.—4. Pt.

S. T. Hook, B, 79th Indiana; Stone River, December 31, 1862; conoidal ball, stated by Surgeon F. Seymour, U. S. V., to have perforated neck of right

femur; case diagnosticated as a gunshot flesh wound of right thigh at Louisville and New Albany hospitals. Discharged May 7, 1863, and pensioned.

The Indianapolis Examining Board reported, in October, 1873: " Ball entered two inches below Poupart's ligament, anterior aspect right thigh, passed

posteriorly and outward, and made its exit on outer aspect of right nates, fracturing femur in upper third, leaving it shortened one and a half inches."

—

5. Pt. W. Miles, A, 60th Illinois, aged 18 ; Bentonville, March 19, 1865; conoidal ball struck righthip; stated to have involved neck of femur. Discharged

June 26, 1865; pensioned. Examiner G. W. SCHUCHARD, of Jonesboro', reported, July 29, 1867: "Ball entered the right hip, striking the ilium at the

posterior crest of the acetabulum, and has never been extracted." Examiner W. C. Lence reported, in September, 1875: "Ball entered hip about two

inches below the posterior superior spine of ilium, passed inward, and remains lodged in external iliac fossa; there were no bones fractured."—6. The
details of the case of Pt. T. Winans, B, 28th Illinois, wounded at Shiloh, April 6, 1862, in which the neck of the left femur was said to have been frac-

tured, will be found at page 283, Second Surgical Volume, Case 816.—7. Pt. J. "W. Britton, C, 16th West Virginia, aged 23; Lynchburg, June 18, 1864.

Surgeon B. A. VANDF.RKiEFr, U. S. V., noted a "shot fracture of the right thigh;" Surgeon S. N. SHERMAN, U. S. V., a "fracture of the neck of the right

lemur." He was examined July 15, 1865, and discharged on account of "shot fracture of right femur, upper third." Examiner SI. D. BENEDICT, of

Washington, reported, August 8, 1865: "Ball passed through upper portion of thigh, fracturing neck of femur." Examiner T. KENNEDY, of Grafton,

reported, September 4, 1873: " Fracture three inches below hip joint; imperfect union; overlapping of upper portion of bone."—8. Pt. A. G. Cotton, Co.

H, 6th Indiana, aged 20 years, was wounded at Stone's River, December 31, 1862, and admitted to hospital No. 6, Nashville, January 5th. Surgeon C.

SCHUSI.EU, 6th Indiana, recorded: "Gunshot wound of left hip, dangerous." One week afterwards the patient was transferred to hospital No. 7, at Louis-

ville. Acting Assistant Surgeon W. W. GOLDSMITH reported that the man was discharged from service March 19, 1863, by reason of "gunshot wound

of ischium, ball ranging forward and lodging under the sartorius muscle." Examiner J. G. HtNDUICKS, of Madison, Indiana, certified, January 14,

1864 :
" Ball entered the posterior part of the head of the left femur, passing forward and outward, dislocating the head of the femur, and lodging in the

trochanter major, whence it was extracted on March 7, 1863. The limb is shortened some three and a half inches and partial anchylosis of the hip joint is

produced." Examiner W. W. Potter, of Washington, D. C., reported, March 28, 1871 : "A ball entered centre of left gluteal region, passed forward,

transfixing the hip, and made its exit on the anterior aspect of the thigh on a line drawn horizontally with the pubis. The neck of the femur was fract-

ured. Union has taken place with two and a half inches shortening. The thigh measures three and a half inches less than its fellow, and in progressive

locomotion the weight of the body falls on the ball of the foot." Examiner J. C. BURT, of Vernon, Indiana, reported, September 13, 1873: "A musket

ball entered the left hip posteriorly, nearly over the great trochanter, and, passing obliquely inward and downward, caused an oblique fracture of the

femur through the trochanters. There is overlapping and shortening of the femur about one inch. Owing to contraction of the hamstring muscles the leg

is shortened three inches. Walks with a great halt, and motion of the leg is limited and difficult to perform." Substantially the same was reported in

1875. The pensioner was paid March 4, 1876.—9. Pt. F. Kimball. E, 1st Vermont Cavalry; aged 37 ; Stony Creek. June 27, 1864. He was discharged

February 22, 1865, by reason of "two inches shortening of left lower extremity, occasioned by fracture of the femur at the surgical neck, etc." Exam-
iner H. M. Chase, of Lawrence, believes that the ball fractured the femurat or near the neck. The pensioner was paid December 4, 1875.—10. Pt. R. P.

McCutchen, A, 42d Indiana, aged 23; Chickamauga, September 20, 1863. Assistant Surgeon R. Baktholow reported, from the field hospital at Chatta-

nooga: "Gunshot fracture of left femur." The man was discharged for gunshot wound of left thigh, fracturing femurat neck. Examiner T. C. Van Nay,

of Evansville, certified to a compound comminuted fracture of neck of femur. Pensioner paid December 4, 1875.—11. Pt. W. B. Reynolds, H, 46th

Alabama; Champion Hills, May 16, 1863. Surgeon H. Z. Gill reported: "Gunshot fracture of neck of left femur. Sixty days after the injury the limb

was shortened three or four inches, very crooked, and, in my opinion, there was no prospect of a useful limb."—12. Lieutenant C. P. Stoneroad, G, 51st

Pennsylvania, aged 24 years, was wounded at the Weldon Railroad, August 19, 1864, by a conoidal ball. He was treated at the field hospital of the 3d

division. Ninth Corps, and on August 25th was admitted into the Third Division Hospital, Alexandria. Surgeon E. BENTLEY, TJ. S. V., reported: "Ball

entered the posterior and lateral aspect of the right thigh about one inch below the trochanter major, striking and slightly fracturing the femur. The
wound was much swollen. Cold-water dressings were applied and an anaesthetic given, while dressing the wound, to alleviate the severe pain. Septem-

ber 10th, the wound had almost entirely closed and the swelling had nearly gone; the paiu was still very great and prevented any attempt to move the

hip joint. October 4th, the wound had closed entirely and he began to go about on crutches. November 3d, he left the hospital on a leave of absence;

he had very little use of his leg; there was considerable shortening of the limb, the toe turning inward ; he could bear but little weight upon it, and was

compelled to use crutches." On December 18, 1864, Stoneroad entered the Officers' Hospital, Annapolis. Surgeon B. A. Vanderkieft, U. S. V., reports:

" Ball entered at the upper margin of the acetabulum, dislocated the hip joint, fractured the neck of the femur, and lodged beneath the floor of Scarpa's

triangle." He was discharged December 30, 1864. Examiner E. GREEN, of Bellefonte, June 16, 1865, reports that he cannot decide " whether the mis-

sile fractured the neck of the femur or caused partialdislocation ;
* * * the foot turns out and the limb is shortened about an inch and a half. He

only complains of pain on taking severe exercise and in wet weather." Examiner G. F. Harris reports, September 4, 1873: "Ball still lodged, dis-

location of joint, shortening two and a quarter inches." Examiner T. R. Hayes, September 8, 1875, makes a similar report, and states that "he is quite

lame." Disability total. Last paid June, 1877.—13. Pt. D. Strickler, H, 25th Virginia, aged 19 ; Gettysburg, July 2, 1863. Surgeon H. Janes. U. S. V-,

noted: "A mini6 ball entered the right thigh externally, fractured the neck of the femur, and lodged ; October 26th, bone has united." Surgeon A.

Chapel, U. S. V. reported a "gunshot fracture of right femur," and Surgeon A. Heger, U. S. A., a "gunshot fracture of upper third of right femur."

He was transferred for exchange April 27, 1864.— 14. Pt. J. Weber, I, 68th Pennsylvania, aged 23; Gettysburg, July 2, 1863. Surgeon S. W. GROSS
reported a "gunshot fracture of neck of left femur," and Ass't Surgeon D. BACHE, U. S. A., a "gunshot wound of left gro!te and fracture of femur." He
was discharged July 1, 1865. The Philadelphia Examining Board reported, in October, 1871: "Ball entered left groin near anterior superior spinous

process of left ilium, passed through hip joint and out three inches behind left trochanter," and in November, 1873, that "the ball fractured the surgical

neck of the femur."
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Hospital on May 1", 1862. A conoidal musket ball bad entered the right groin, passed slightly downward, traversed the line

of union between thigh and trunk, fractured the neck of the femur in its transit, and emerged posteriorly at the fold of the but-

tock. On Hexing or rotating the thigh crepitus was plainly distinguished. His limb was suspended by Smith's anterior splint,

and this treatment was continued for two months. The case progressed without a single untoward symptom, and in the middle

of July, 1862, consolidation of the fracture was sufficiently firm to permit the patient's removal to the house of a friend. The
limb was shortened one and a half inches. In October Captain Bugh was able to move about on crutches, and the wounds were

entirely healed. About this time he took a journey to Washington, and was promoted to a lieutenant colonelcy in the 33d Wis-

consin and placed on recruiting service. He served until April '25, 1863. His recovery was so rapid and uninterrupted that he

reluctantly assented to the opinion of his surgeon, Dr. Edmund G. Waters, that he woitld be incapable of active duty in the

field. A letter was received from Lieutenant Colonel Bugh, dated June 12, 1867, more than five years subsequent to his injury,

in which he stated that he had partial anchylosis of the hip joint and was unable to perform any labor in a stooping posture.

Otherwise his condition was satisfactory, though he was more readily fatigued and debilitated than before he was wounded. He
suffered no inconvenience from the slight shortening of the femur. His death occurred eight years afterwards, on August 19,

1875, of phthisis pulmonalis. Examining Surgeon N. M. Dodson, of Berlin, Wisconsin, informed this office on December 13,

1878, that " no post-mortem was had in the case of Captain Bugh. The wound healed in 1866, and the limb remained sound

afterwards. Bugh filled the position of postmaster, was much upon his feet, and residing for some years three-quarters of a mile

from the post office, he walked to and fro three times a day with very little inconvenience, using only a cane. The joint was
firmly anchylosed. He suffered from pain of a neuralgic character in the whole limb, and at night frequently with cramps in leg

and foot."

Case 138.—Private J. T. Elliott, Co. H, 22d Georgia, of Sorrell's Brigade, aged 24 years, received, at the engagement at

Deep Bottom, Virginia, August 16, 1864, a gunshot fracture of the neck of the left femur. He was conveyed to Richmond and

admitted to the Jackson Hospital. He recovered with three inches shortening of the limb, and being permanently disabled and

totally disqualified for any military duty, he was retired from the Confederate States service on February 17, 1865. The case

is reported by' Surgeons A. J. Semmes, Thomas F. Maury, and W. D. Hoyt, members of the medical examining board of the

Jackson Confederate Hospital, at Richmond, Virginia, in February, 1865.

Case 139.—Private Charles Miller, Co. A, 9th Illinois, aged 26 years, was wounded at the battle of Shiloh, Tennessee,

April 6, 1862, apparently by a small rifle ball entering at a point midway between the left trochanter major and the tuberosity

of the ischium and fracturing the neck of the left femur. He was conveyed to the general hospital at Savannah, and a month

afterward was transferred by steamer to Quincy, Illinois, and admitted to hospital on May 7th. An unsuccessful search for the

missile was made, and Buck's apparatus was applied. The bone united and the wound healed. He was discharged from service

on October 14, 1862, having limited motion at the hip joint. The case is reported by Surgeon R. Niccolls, U. S. V. On April

7, 1864, Dr. John C. Hupp, Pension Examining Surgeon at Wheeling, West Virginia, stated that the limb was shortened by

about two inches, a partial luxation of the head of the femur upward apparently having been produced. Any movement of the

thigh created severe pain. The cicatrices were firm and there were no fistulous orifices. In December, 1870, Examining Surgeon

C. Griswold, of Fulton, Illinois, reported :
" The ball entered posteriorly through the glutei muscles, and fracturing the femur near

the socket, resulted in partially stiffened joints both at hip and knee of left leg. The hip joint will admit of only a little forward

motion and rotation outward. The knee joint allows only partial flexion, and cannot be crossed over the right leg in a sitting

posture. The leg is shortened about one-quarter of an inch. He cannot walk without limping." In August, 1873, Examiner P.

J. Farnsworth, of Clinton, Iowa, stated :
" The bullet remained in for four years, and was found under the superficial fascia: three

inches below the wound. Motion of hip joint impaired. Contraction of abductor muscles, causing stiffening and retraction of

knee joint. Constant neuralgic pain of thigh and leg, and considerable atrophy of muscles. Thigh two inches less in circum-

ference than right at upper third. The original disability has increased." On May 1, 1878, the Davenport, Iowa, Examining

Board reported :
" There is shortening of the thigh to the extent of three-quarters of an inch, whence it is inferred that fracture

of the upper portion of the acetabulum, or neck of femur, occurred; there is partial anchylosis of the knee joint. The patient

walks with a cane with considerable impairment of motion."

Case 140.—Private T. L. Lomax, Co. K, 30th Virginia, wounded at Antietam, September 17, 1862, and admitted to hospital

No. 5, Frederick, on October 20th. Dr. A. V. Cherbonnier communicated, in June, 1869, that "it was supposed, when Lomax

was admitted to hospital, he was merely suffering with a fracture of the thigh, high up, with no accurate knowledge of the

extent. He was removed to a private residence, and after removal his limb was explored and a full knowledge and extent of

the injury was ascertained. The injury was found to be serious, involving the upper portion, the trochanter, and, if I remember

correctly, the neck. In the presence and with the assistance of Surgeon H. S. Hewit, U. S. V., and Assistant Surgeon J. H.

Bill, U. S. A., I removed all the fragments of bone, and with the gouging forceps removed a considerable portion of dead and

rough bone. The operation was repeated a couple of weeks after. The whole of the trochanter major was removed, going deep

into the shaft, and leaving, if I remember correctly, but a shell of bone. When I left Frederick I had the satisfaction of seeing

young Lomax on crutches. I cannot, with no notes, do justice to what I consider a most interesting ease," etc. Surgeon Hewit,

in a note dated July 26, 1869, stated : "It was a case of comminution of the hip. Three secondary operations by gouging were

performed by myself, in which nearly all the head, neck, and trochanteric portion of the femur were removed. He subsequently

made a good recovery." Dr. G. Johnson, of Frederick, subsequently, on October 21, 1869, furnished the following details of

the case: " Mr. Lomax was wounded in the left hip. The ball struck the femur, shattering it by his account, but producing no

solution of the continuity. He remained in the temporary hospital near the battle-field for weeks, was then brought to Frederick,

and on October 31st was transferred to a private residence and came under my charge. His strength at this time was gradually

succumbing to profuse suppuration and pain, and although he rallied somewhat at first by the change of circumstances and

improved hygiene, it soon became apparent that surgical interference was demanded to arrest the downward tendency. Until

this time his only treatment had been the abstraction of detached pieces of bone, detergent washes to the wound, and anodynes

and tonics. Carious bone in considerable extent being evident to the probe, it was determined to attempt its removal, and on
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November 15th Drs. Hewit and Charbonnier operated for that purpose, under chloroform. A large quantity of diseased bone

was removed from the outer part of the upper third of the femur. There was but trifling hemorrhage, but much depression and

irritability of stomach succeeded the operation, yielding, however, in a few days, to stimulants and effervescing draughts. For

a fortnight the patient steadily improved under nourishing diet and tonics. He then again began to deteriorate under increasing

suppuration, and on December 15th it was determined to again operate for the removal of diseased bone. This was accordingly

done on that day by Dr. Hewit, the patient being under chloroform. The great trochanter and about two-thirds in circumference

of the shaft of the femur were removed for several inches. The depression consequent was not so great as before, but on

December 17th congestion of the right lung occurred, with expectoration of a quantity of typhoid pneumonic sputa. I painted

the chest thoroughly with iodine tincture, and gave hydrochlorate of ammonia, with milk punch and animal soup. No consolidation

of the lung occurred, and after a few days his chest gave no further trouble. I will not weary you with a detailed account of

his symptoms and treatment during the four months ensuing. There was at no time any inflammation of the hip joint. Erysip-

elas twice gave much trouble, as also the usual disposition in such cases to form purulent sinuses. On January 23, 18G3, I

noted hard and excessive swelling of the limb, with grave constitutional disturbance attributed to lymphatic inflammation, and

after this subsided much cedematous infiltration. Pieces of carious bone became from time to time detached, and were removed

as soon as detected; the feeble circulation was supported by careful bandaging; the wound was kept thoroughly clean and his

hygiene perfect. He took exercise in the open air in carriage and on crutches as soon as strength permitted, and in May was

quite convalescent. June 8th, he left Frederick for exchange, still on crutches and wound discharging slightly, but looking

healthy—almost robust. A year after, he wrote that he was perfectly well and walked comfortably with a cane. In mentally

reviewing this case some points of interest occur to me: As to the cause of so extensive a caries—this was a true bone ulcer.

The several operations did not consist of merely removing sequestra or detached portions of dead bone, but in paring and pinching

off the diseased bone from that which was still sound. The ulceration was progressive. The second operation was more extensive

than the first and at a month's interval. These facts are consistent with the theory (suggested, I think, by Dr. Hewit) that the

caries depended upon osteitis, and this probably caused by the peculiar velocity with which the mini6 ball strikes. The amount

of callus effused after the final operation was immense, fully equalling the new bone of a prolonged case of necrosis, and soon

allaying the fear at first felt of fracture of the continuity of the bone through muscular action or otherwise. As regards the

statistical value of the case it ended well ; but after an illness in which his life was in extreme jeopardy several times, and under

circumstances rarely attainable in private practice, and I should think impossible in military life. The patient had full advantage

of every circumstance that affection could prompt and pecuniary means procure. He was in the prime of life and entirely free

from constitutional taint. He was free from depressing influences of every kind, while in his medical and surgical treatment I

had the counsel and assistance of scientific and thoroughly experienced men. Among them, both he and I are under lasting

obligations to Dr. Hewit, to whose operative skill, no less than to his humanity in permitting his removal from hospital, is due

whatever credit may pertain to the issue of the case." The bone removed at the two operations referred to consists of a number

of fragments, and was subsequently contributed to the Museum by Dr. Johnson, and constitutes Spec. 5C52 of the Surgical Section.

Case 141.—Private M. M. Phillips, Co. F, 42d Mississippi, aged 23 years, was wounded at the battle of Gettysburg,

Pennsylvania, July 3, 1863, by a musket ball, which entered the posterior and outer aspect of the left buttock, fractured the

neck of the femur, and emerged in the left groin. He was captured and removed to the hospital for Confederates, and was

treated by the expectant plan. On July 22d he was transferred by rail to the De Camp Hospital, in New York Harbor. The
wounds of entrance and exit had healed. He was able to walk by the aid of a crutch or cane and suffered no pain. The limb

was shortened one and three-quarter inches. By flexing and rotating the limb true osseous crepitus was obtained. There was

no inversion or eversion. The patient, much against his will, was placed upon a fracture-bed, where extension was produced

for six weeks by a twelve-pound weight acting over a pulley. He was then permitted to rise and directed to use passive motion

and friction. On September 20, 1863, he was paroled, being able to walk without assistance of any kind. The limb was short-

ened one and a quarter inches. The case is reported by Acting Assistant Surgeon George Edwards.

Iii the next case, as in the case of Private Charles Miller (Case 139, page 71), partial

anchylosis of the knee joint had supervened many years after the injury:

Case 142.—Private James Vanderbeck, Co. F, 145th New York, aged 21 years, was wounded at the battle of Chancellors-

ville, May 3, 1863, by a conoidal musket ball, which entered the left thigh above and behind the trochanter major, passed forward

and inward, fractured the neck of the femur, and made its exit at the groin. He was made a prisoner and remained in the hands

of the enemy eleven days. He was then exchanged and conveyed to the Twelfth Corps Hospital, at Aquia Creek. The injured

limb was simply placed in a comfortable position without any attempt at extension. On June 14th the patient was removed on

a hospital transport to Alexandria and placed in the First Division Hospital. He was in good condition. The suppuration was

comparatively slight, and no bone splinters were found loose and none had come away. Three days subsequently he was trans-

ferred to Philadelphia, and thence, on October 12th, to New York, where he was admitted to the Ladies' Home Hospital. The

wounds were closed at this date. The patient was discharged from the hospital and from the service of the United States on

November 19, 1863. On that date he walked with crutches. His limb was shortened two inches, with eversion. He was allowed

a pension. On August 2, 1866, Dr. E. Bradley, Examining Surgeon of the Pension Bureau, reported that Vanderbeck's general

health was good, but that there was much lameness. The fracture was firmly consolidated. Commissioner C. C. Cox reports

that Vanderbeck received his pension at the agency in New York City on March 4, 1868, and that his disability was then rated

by the examining surgeon as total. On September !), 1873, Examining Surgeon T. F. Smith, of New York City, states: "Ball

entered left nates and emerged beneath left popliteal ligament, fracturing the femur; there is union with deformity and three inches

shortening." On September 7, 1875, the New York Examining Board, Surgeons T. F. Smith, J. F. Ferguson, and M. K. Hogan,

report "that the knee is anchylosed and the patient is obliged to wear a sole on his shoe three inches thick, and to walk with a

cane ; the leg is useless for purposes of labor."
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Cask 143.—Private T. C. Garvin, Co. 11, 94th Now York, aged 43 years, was wounded at Hatcher's Run, February 7,

1865, and admitted tu the field hospital of the 3d division, Fifth Corps. Surgeon D. 0. Chamberlain, 94th New York, noted:

" Gunshot wound of genitals." Four days after the reception of the injury the man was admitted to the Newton University

Hospital, Baltimore, whence Surgeon R. W. Pease, U. S. V., reported: " Gunshot wound of penis and right testicle, ball emerging

from right gluteal region, fracturing the femur." In a ease book it is recorded that Buck's apparatus and counter-extension

were used, also that there was free suppuration from the wound, and that evidence of union of the bone set in about March 10th.

Assistant Surgeon D. C. Peters, U. S. A., reported that the patient was admitted to Jarvis Hospital May 23d, and described the

injury as follows: " Gunshot wound of penis, right testicle, and fracture of femur involving the neck. Urine escapes through

the lower opening of the penis. He had some union of limb, with about three inches shortening." The patient was discharged

from service June 11, 1865, and pensioned. Examiner G. \V. Cook, of Syracuse, New York, certified, April 25, 18G6: " Bullet

struck the glans penis, passing downward and backward through the urethra, producing hypospadia, through which the urine

is voided, thence into the right testicle, which is destroyed, thence into the right thigh, fracturing the same." The pensioner died

January 3, 1869. Dr. A. Welch, his attending physician, certified that "to the time of his death Garvin was laboring under

severe pain and difficulty from a wound which he received in the hip of the right side, passing through the joint and through

the testicle, destroying the hip joint, and producing shortening of the limb, and an open wound from which pus and portions of

the joint, consisting of splinters of bone, were discharged to the time of his death."

Case 144.—Corporal Daniel Bachler, Co. G, 82d Illinois, aged 23 years, was wounded in the battle of Chancellorsville,

Virginia, May 2, 1863, by a round ball, which, entering just above the right trochanter major, fractured the neck of the femur, and

emerged beneath Poupart's ligament about two inches from the symphysis pubis. He stated that he lay thirteen days on the

plank road unattended. He was admitted May 15th to the field hospital of the 3d division, Eleventh Corps, and was transferred

thence, by steamer, to Alexandria, and admitted May 25th into the First Division Hospital. The patient had been informed

that the wound involved the soft parts only; cold-water dressings had been applied. The limb was shortened about three inches.

A fracture through the neck was discovered. Partial union had taken place. There was little suppuration and the pus was

healthy ; the parts were but little swollen. Smith's anterior splint was applied and moderate extension made by weight and pulley.

He was furloughed on July 14th for sixty days, and went to Chicago, Illinois. On September 10th Bachler was received into the

City General Hospital in Chicago. A gunshot wound of the right hip joint was recorded. He was transferred to the 2d bat-

talion of the Veteran Reserve Corps on August 7, 1864. The case is reported by Surgeon Norman S. Barnes, U. S. V. The

patient was discharged on July 15, 1865. The Chicago Examining Board, Drs. Win. C. Lyman, E. D. F. Roler, and F. A.

Emmons, report on September 10, 1873 :
" The pensioner was shot through the hip close to the joint; there was loss of some small

pieces of bone, and half an inch shortening of the limb." On April 3, 1878, the Board state: "There is partial loss of flexion

and of power of leg, with neuralgic pains; the neuralgia is increasing."

Case 145.—Private James McCabe, Co. A, 12th Massachusetts, was wounded on September 17, 1862, at the battle of

Autietam, by a musket ball, which entered just below the right groin and made its exit at the buttock, fracturing the neck of the

femur in its passage. He was conveyed to hospital No. 5, at Frederick, Maryland, and was treated witli the limb in an extended

position. On November 9th he was transferred to Frederick Hospital No. 1. In December a large metastatic abscess formed about

the right shoulder, which was laid open by Assistant Surgeon R. F. Weir, U. S. A., a large quantity of pus escaping. After the

healing of the abscess there was much weakness of the muscles of the acromial and humeral region, and the patient could not

raise his hand above his chin. On June 16th he was sent in good condition to the Jarvis Hospital at Baltimore, and thence to

Point Lookout Hospital, where he remained until July 25, 1864, when, the wound being healed, he was discharged. He was

mustered out of service August 5, 1864. On June 10, 1867, he was examined at the office of Surgeon General Dale, of Massa-

chusetts. The fracture was firmly consolidated. There was but a slight limp in walking. His general health was excellent.

He received a pension and was employed in the Soldiers' Messenger Corps. He experienced no pain, except on change of

weather or when his walk was extended beyond two miles. He considered his injury but a slight disability in his business,

since he had free passes on all the lines of horse cars in Boston.

Case 146.—Sergeant Edward G. Gilliam, Co. C, 11th Virginia, aged 24 years, was wounded in the engagement at Drury's

Bluff, Virginia, May 16, 1864, by a rifle ball, which, entering the upper portion of the right thigh in front, fractured the neck of

the femur, and lodged. He was conveyed the same day to Richmond and admitted into Chimborazo Hospital. There was ever-

sion of the limb, but no shortening. On placing the finger upon the seat of fracture and rotating the thigh it was observed that

the trochanter major moved with the shaft. There appeared to be but little comminution, and there was no escape of synovial

fluid. The parts were but little tumefied. The limb was comfortably adjusted on pillows. The patient complained of severe

pain in the thigh, especially along its inner aspect, and had frequent twitchings of the muscles. The pulse was 80, the tongue

clean, the appetite poor. Half an ounce of whiskey was directed every fourth hour, and a nourishing diet, with one-third of a

grain of morphine given at bedtime. During the latter part of May there was severe local pain, with rapid emaciation, and a

bed-sore formed over the sacrum. On June 15th the limb was swung in a Smith's anterior splint. The patient's appetite soon

began to improve, the pulse about 96. On June 27th he yet suffered severe pain in the hip and along the inner part of the

thigh. On July 1st synovial fluid in large amount issued from the wound, after which the pain subsided. His appetite continued

to improve, and he now slept well at night. One or two small spiculce of bone were eliminated in the discharges. On July 10th

he was stronger and had no pain ; the bed-sore was healing; the discharge from the wound was small in quantity, and the oedema

was disappearing. For several days, about July 20th, he suffered pain at the knee, and the splint was removed. On July 30th

the bed-sore was healed and his health was greatly improved ; but any movement of the hip joint continued to create severe pain.

By August 10th he had become stout and fleshy and could suffer the limb to be moved, and August 22d it could be moved freely

without producing pain. At this date a small spicula of bone was removed. There was only a slight discharge from the wound.

On September 5th he was able to raise the limb a short distance from the bed, and September 14th he sat up in a chair. There

was limited motion of the hip joint. He was furloughed for sixty days on September 20, 1864. The case is reported by Surgeon

E. M. Seabrook, C. S. A.

Surg. Ill—10
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Case 147.—Surgeon B. W. Avent reports tliut an officer received a gunshot fracture of the neck of the femur ; two fingers

at entrance and exit fully explored the wound; date of injury unknown. The wound was dilated at entrance and spieulte was

removed with saw and forceps. He lingered for months, but finally recovered with a limb four inches short, hut able to walk

with the assistance of a cane.

Cask 148.—Private E. Yerger, Co. I, 11th Pennsylvania, aged 31 years, was wounded at Antietam, September 17, 1862,

and entered the Broad and Cherry Streets Hospital, Philadelphia, on December 12th. Surgeon J. Neil], U. S. V., reported

:

"He was admitted to this hospital with an undetected fracture of the neck of the right femur. A minie ball entered on the front

of the thigh on a vertical line with the anterior superior spinous process of the ilium and four inches below it, and, passing

obliquely upward and backward, was cut out on a line with and about two inches below the posterior superior spinous process

by the surgeon of the regiment on the field. At the time of his admission the wound had entirely healed, but the patient was

unable to bear weight on the limb without pain. The tissues over and above the trochanter were flattened, and the fold in the

buttock was absent. Eotation was imperfect, and when an attempt was made to bear weight on the limb distinct crepitus could

be felt in the neck of the bone, and he complained of pain at that point. Measurement from the xiphoid cartilage revealed two

and a half inches shortening of the injured side, and from the anterior superior spinous process of the ilium it was three-fourths

of an inch. The fracture appeared to be impacted, and the whole of the right innominate bone was considerably elevated above

its normal position. The posterior superior spinous process of that side was also more prominent than that on the other side,

giving the idea that the sacro-iliac symphysis had been injured and in that way accounting for the marked amount of shortening

by measurement from the xiphoid cartilage. He stated that when shot he fell, the right hip striking the ground, and any attempt

to move the limb gave rise to severe pain in the hip joint ; also that the surgeon told him it was only a flesh wound and would

soon be well. He remained in a field hospital for nine days, when he was removed to Chambersburg and treated for nine weeks,

during which time he was allowed to get up to go to stool. The wound healed about two weeks before admission to this hospital.

No fragments of bone were removed; crepitis is not so distinct, and his general condition is good. The amount of shortening

from the anterior superior spinous process has increased from three-fourths to a full inch since admission." The patient was dis-

charged from service April 27, 1863, and pensioned. Examiner J. J. McCormick, of Irwin Station, Pennsylvania, certified,

Septembers, 1873: '"Ball entered right thigh in front of trochanter major and came out one inch from lower end of sacrum,

fracturing the neck of the femur. The limb is two and one-half inches shorter than the other; strength so much impaired that he

cannot walk without a cane. Muscles of limb are atrophied." In an examination for increase of pension, in April, 1880,

Examiner McCormick reports: "There is great impairment of the strength and usefulness of the limb. The pensioner cannot

work at all, nor can he set on a chair except a little on the left hip. The injury is nearly equivalent to the loss of Uio limb."

In five instances of recovery after alleged shot fracture of the hip joint the "neck

and trochanters" or "the neck and shaft" of the femur were reported to have been frac-

tured. Three of the cases
1
are here given in detail

:

Case 149.—C. F. Beyland, Q. M. D., aged 26 years, was wounded December 8, 1861, by a conoidal musket ball, which

fractured the great trochanter and neck of the right femur. Excision was proposed and refused. The fracture was treated by

Hagedorn's apparatus. After protracted and profuse suppuration the patient recovered with a limb shortened two inches. In

July, 1863, he had dispensed with crutches and walked quite well. Assistant Surgeon C. K. Winne, U. S. A., reported the case.

Case 150.—Corporal Luke English, Co. E, 2d Wisconsin, aged 21 years, was wounded at the battle of Gettysburg, Penn-

sylvania, July 1, 1863, by a conoidal musket ball, which entered at a point between the left trochanter major and the tuberosity of

the ischium, emerging near the anus, penetrated the right thigh and fractured its trochanters, and lodged. He was admitted the

next day into the Seminary Hospital at Gettysburg. Search for the missile was unsuccessful. Two fragments of bone were

extracted. Cold-water dressings were applied. On July 17th he was transferred by railroad to York Hospital. Early in

August the average discharge of pus was about four ounces. The wound of entrance had nearly closed. On November 4th he

could walk a little, the wound, however, discharged considerably. He was discharged from the service of the United States on

June 23, 1864. Surgeon Henry Palmer, U. S. V., reports the case. His attorney, John Hancock, of Oshkosh, Wisconsin,

reports that English died in 1867.

Case 151.—Private Philip Sweeney, Co. C, 3d New York, was wounded in the affair at Big Bethel, June 10, 1861, by a

conoidal musket ball, which shattered the trochanters of the right femur. He was admitted to Hygeia Hospital, Fort Monroe,

on June 13th, and was treated by Surgeon E. B. Bontecou, U. S. V., by moderate extension and dilatation of the wound by

sponge tents in order to facilitate the extraction of primary sequestra, of which many were removed. Suppuration and exfolia-

tion persisted until March, 1862. In April there were two severe attacks of erysipelas, involving the entire limb, which greatly

reduced the patient, but he quickly rallied, and in May was able to run a race on crutches with his wounded companions. He
was transferred to Albany in June, 1862; but his name does not appear upon the hospital reports until March, 1863, when he

was admitted to the Ladies' Home, in New York City, where a number of necrosed fragments were removed. On May 25, 1863,

'The remaining two cases were: 1. Serg't P. Casserleigh, A, 38th Illinois; Chickamauga, Sept. 19, 1863; conoidal ball entered behind the right

great trochanter, passed inward and forward, fractured the apophysis, and, it was believed, injured the anterior crural nerve. It was considered possible,

though not probable, that the joint was injured. He was discharged July 11, 1803. Examiner T. S. HENIXG, of Springfield, reported, in May, 1865,

that a ball entered the right hip a little posterior to the great trochanter, passed into the hip and remained concealed in the tissues ; limb one and a half

inches shortened ; motion and power of joint destroyed; and in November, 1866, that "the ball fractured the head and neck of the femur." The Springfield

Examining Board reported, in August, 3874: "Thelimhisanchylosed in a semiflexed position and shortened four inches (Circ. 2, p. 94, Case 201).—2. Pt. T.

Purcell, F, 96th Pennsylvania, aged 22; Chancellorsville, May 3, 1863; a conoidal ball was stated to have produced a fracture of left femur in upper

third, extending into hip joint. From a field hospital of the Sixth Corps he was transferred to Armory Square Hospital, Washington, and subsequently

to Cuyler Hospital, Germantown, Pennsylvania. No mention was made at either of the latter hospitals of the involvement of the hip joint. At Mower
Hospital, Philadelphia, the injury was noted as a "gunshot wound of upper third of left thigh with loss of four inches of bone." He was discharged

July 8, 1865. Examiner J. T. Carpenter, of Pottsville, reported, in September, 1873 :
" Entrance of wound about four inches below anterior superior

•pinous process of ilium, upper third of femur shattered ; five inches shortening; no power; wasting of limb." (Circ. 2, p. 95, Case 211.)
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he was discharged, being able to walk without a crutch and the limb being but slightly shortened, lie soon afterwards engaged

himself as a laborer at an iron foundry in Troy, New York, where lie has since worked without intermission. On July 20, 18GC>

he was examined by Brevet-Colonel R. 13. Bontecou, who found him in perfect health, the injured limb a trifle shortened, and

the knee rather stiff, owing to the destruction of connective tissue about the extensor muscles of the thigh during the suppura-

tion following the erysipelatous attacks, and, doubtless, the formation of adhesions. The knee joint was in good condition and

had sufficient motion to allow a firm, good gait. In a letter dated November 23, 1808, Dr. Bontecou states that Sweeney is at

work at Troy in a spike factory, and was able to sit at and run a machine. His knee was stiff from agglutination of the sheath

of the extensor muscles of the thigh, otherwise the limb was useful. The Albany Examining Board, Drs. W. Craig, K. B. Bon-

tecou, and C. H. Porter, record, in September, 1873 :
" Gunshot wound through the trochanters, fracturing the femur at the neck,

leaving adhesions of all the muscles of the thigh from deep-seated sloughing, the result of erysipelas, making knee joint stiff in

the extended posture." In September, 1875, Examining Surgeon R. B. Bontecou certified that "adhesions have rendered the

knee immovable and the limb comparatively useless."

The parts injured were not particularly specified in ten instances of recovery after

alleged shot fracture of the hip joint. Two are here detailed, and eight are briefly recorded

in the foot-note.
1

Case 152.—"Private William C.Watson, Co. A, 4th Michigan, was struck in the left hip, at the battle of Malvern Hill,

Virginia, July 1, 1862, by a conoidal musket ball. A fracture through the trochanteric region, with fissures probably extending

to the joint, was reported. He was conveyed to Philadelphia and admitted into the Episcopal Hospital July 30th, transferred

to Master Street Hospital on March 18th, and to South Street Hospital May 11th. The patient stated that for weeks his life

was despaired of in consequence of the excessive suppuration which took place. Abscesses formed in the upper third of the

thigh. Spicules of bone escaped at intervals for months from the wound and through the incisions made for the evacuation of

the abscesses. On January \, 1864, suppuration had nearly ceased. The limb was shortened several inches and there was much

deformity. On March 24th he was admitted into Christian Street Hospital, where he was discharged from service May 5, 1864.

He received a pension in September, 1868, and his disability was rated as total and permanent." Surgeon Paul 13. Goddard,

U. S. V., reports the case.

Case 153.—Private Samuel Hensel, Co. H, 114th Pennsylvania, aged 31 years, was wounded at the battle of Chancellors-

ville, Virginia, May 3, 1863, by a musket ball, which entered the central portion of the left buttock. The soldier was conveyed

by steamer to Washington, where, on May 8th, he was received into Armory Square Hospital. The wound was probed daily in

search of the missile, which, at the end of two weeks, presented itself at the point of entrance and was extracted by the patient.

He states that it was a round ball, but was flattened on one side, and had, in this surface, a clean cut filled with osseous matter.

The treatment consisted of rest, position, and the application of cold-water dressings. On June 16th the patient was transferred

to McKim's Mansion Hospital, in Baltimore. About the middle of July the nurse, while dressing the wound, discovered in it a

foreign substance, which, upon removal, proved to be a portion of the haversack. The patient was soon afterwards transferred

to Mower Hospital, Philadelphia. Early in September a spicula of hone, nearly two inches in length by one in width in its

1 Cases of: Corp'l J. J. Atkenson, B, 1st Tennessee; wounded .at Murfreesboro* ; be was examined at Lauderdale, Mississippi, by Surgeons J. T.

Kennedy, D. W. Whimfek, andll. YANDELL, P. A. C. S., who certified that he was suffering from a shot wound of left hip, fracturing bone, and wound of left

hand, loss of use of two fingers ; shortening and deformity of leg ; retired to Confederate Invalid Corps (Circ. 2, p. 98, Case 228).—2. Sergeant Albert G.

Beebe, A, 85th Illinois, received, in the engagement near Perryville, Kentucky, October 8, 1802, a gunshot wound of the right hip, which was believed to

involve a fracture of the joint. He was conveyed to hospital No. 7, in Perryville. He was discharged from service on February 15, 18G3. His disability

was rated as total. He is a pensioner. Examiner P. L. Diffexuecheu. of Havana, Illinois, reported, May 29, 1870 " " Wound of right leg ; ball entered

on the anterior aspect about three and a half inches below the groin, passed posteriorly and wounded trochanter major, superior aspect. Exit just

posterior to the thigh joint ; bones and muscles destroyed; also large cicatrix at point of ingress. Hip joint and leg affected by rheumatism aggra-

vated by fatigue and exposure." The case is reported by Assistant Surgeon H. S. WOLFE, 81st Indiana.—3. Pt. D. J. C. Campbell, E. 3d Virginia,

aged 30 ; Payne's Farm, November 27, 1803; shot wound left hip, ball entering near the trochanter major and lodging in the bone in the vicinity of the

hip joint; retired from service, unfitted for any duty (Circ. 2, p. 98, Case 229).—4. Corp'l H. Koch, F, 7th Missouri, aged 20; Chickamauga, September

20, 1803; conoidal ball splintered left femur above the shaft; discharged May 10, 18G4. The St. Louis Examining Board reported, June 3, 1874: "Ball

struck left thigh near trochanter major, shattering the bone" (Circ. 2, p. 100, CASE 245).—5. Pt. A. C. Woodall, G, 55th Pennsylvania, aged 17 ; Drury's

Bluff, May 10, 1804; fracture left hip, involving the articulation; mustered out June 8, 1805, and pensioned (Circ. 2, p. 101, CASE 254).—0. Corp'l T. Gal-

lagher, F, 105th New York, aged 30; Port Hudson, May 27, 1863; canister ball entered two and a half inches below great trochanter, passed backward

and upward, and lodged three inches from place of entrance
;
projectile and several fragments of bone removed ; discharged December 19, 1803, and pen-

sioned. The New York Examining Board reported in October, 1872: *' Ball struck outer aspect upper third left hip, fracturing or splintering the femur,

and leaving two well-marked cicatrices; interferes with locomotion" (Circ. 2, p. 103, Case 261).—7. Pt. R. F. Carter, B, 20th North Carolina, aged 21

years, was wounded at Gettysburg. July 1, 1803. His injury is entered on the register of the Gettysburg field hospital as a "gunshot wound of thigh and

hip, with compound comminuted fracture of hip joint." On September 4th the patient was admitted to Camp Letterman, where Surgeon H. JAKES, U.

S. V., recorded: "A mini6 ball entered outer side of upper third of left thigh, lodging in the left groin and fracturing the femur in its course. When
admitted the general health of the patient was good; leg a little swollen. On September 12th a small piece of bone was removed. October 10th, wound
discharging freely, and fracture united with firm callus thrown out. November 8th, improving slowly. Patient can bear about one-tenth of the weight

of his body on the limb. November 10th, transferred convalescent." Surgeon A. ClIAPEL, U. S. V., reported that the man was admitted to West's Build-

ings Hospital, Baltimore, with "gunshot wound of left hip," and that he was paroled November 12, 1803.—8. Pt. II. Murlatt, G, 12th Illinois Cavalry,

aged 19 years, was wounded at Upperville, June 2L, 1803. He was admitted to a Cavalry field hospital, where Surgeon J. B. W. MITC1IEM,, 8th Penn-

sylvania Cavalry, noted :
" Wound of left thigh by a pistol ball." Surgeon J. A. LlDELL, U. S. V., recorded his admission to Stanton Hospital, Wash-

ington, June 23d, with "wound of thigh," and his "return to duty on November 25, 1803." It is believed, however, that the man did not return to active

field service, but was discharged from the hospital only to accompany his command when changing station from the Army of the Potomac to the Western

armies. He was subsequently admitted to Camp Gamble, whence he was transferred to the Lawson Hospital, St. Louis, on February 15, 1804. Surgeon

C. T. Alexander, U. S. A., reported: "Gunshot wound of left thigh two inches below Poupart's ligament; ball passing downward, inward, and

lodging. Wound healed when admitted, General condition good; uses crutches. Patient discharged from service February 27, 1864." Examiner C.

Hay, of Warsaw, Illinois, certified, December 20, 1865: "A pistol ball entered the anterior upper third of the thigh, ranging towards the hip joint. The
joint was in all probability injured, as he has not been able to move the limb upward since the casualty. The ball was lodged in or near the hip joint,

upon the thigh bone, and still rests there. The bones composing the hip joint ore now carious. The urinary organs are much deranged in their functions."
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central portion, was extracted from the wound. Flaxseed poultices were applied. Subsequently ten other pieces, varying in

size from one-fourth to one inch in length, were eliminated. The wound soon closed and the patient was able to get about on

crutches. On September 24th he was transferred to McClellan Hospital, Philadelphia, where, on May 13, 1864, he was dis-

charged from service "because of a compound fracture of the left thigh, upper third, incapacitating him for duty." Pension

Examining Surgeon H. L. Hodge, of Philadelphia, reported, May 26, 1864 : "On account of a gunshot fracture, probably of the

OS innominatum (left), there is a luxation of the head of the femur, which destroys the usefulness of the whole limb." On
November 1, 1866, an apparatus was fitted to the disabled limb by Gemrig, of Philadelphia. Examining Surgeon James Cum-
miskey reported, April 6, 1867 : "Was wounded by a ball entering the left buttock and lodging for a time in the left groin, frac-

turing the head of the femur badly, and resulting in shortening of the limb about three and a half inches and much wasting and

feebleness of the limb. He is obliged to wear constantly an iron instrument to support the limb in walking. He suffers much
pain at night." In a communication to this office dated Philadelphia, February 13, 1868, Mr. Hensel states that he is unable to

walk without the use of the apparatus and a cane, but by the aid of these he can walk from a half to three-quarters of a mile,

being obliged, however, to rest for two or three minutes once or twice by the way on account of pain and weakness in the limb.

The Philadelphia Examining Board, Drs. H. E. Goodman, T. C. Rich, and James Collins, reported, September 4, 1875: "Has
had a ball enter the left buttock, which was extracted from the wound of entrance. Has lost bone from head of femur, and the

limb is nearly three and a half inches shortened. He has to wear a support with a high heel and sole shoe. Motion of hip joint

limited to one-eighth degree. Spine curved from short limb."

Details of twenty-one of the reported cases of recovery after alleged shot fractures of

the hip joint have been cited in the preceding pages, and the remaining thirty-four cases

have been briefly alluded to in the foot-notes. The hip joint was undoubtedly involved in

three of the fifty-five cases, viz: Case 134, of Lieutenant Colonel H. C. Strong, 38th New
York Volunteers; Case 140, of Private T. L. Lomax, 30th Virginia; and Case 143, of

Private T. C. Garvin, 94th New York Volunteers. The latter died four years after the

injury, but the opportunity was not improved of ascertaining unequivocally the precise

nature of the injury to the articulation. Twelve cases
1 were probably examples of fractures

of the trochanteric region or base of the neck of the femur, without the capsule. In

thirteen cases the evidence is, to say the least, contradictory as to the seat of injury.
2 In

five cases the evidence adduced is compatible with the supposition that the fractures were

extracapsular. 3 In five other cases it is not proven that the articulation was directly

injured.
4 The case of Private A. C. Woodall {Note 1, page 75) seems to have been a

periarticular injury only. In the case of Private J. W. Galyean, 10th Indiana Volunteers

{Note 1, page 70), the Pension Examining Surgeon, years after the injury, diagnosticated

an injury to the joint. In the case of Private J. Hughes, 1st Alabama Cavalry, the evi-

dence consists of an affidavit of an unknown surgeon before an "Association for the relief

of maimed soldiers." In thirteen cases
5
the evidence is entirely insufficient to prove that

the injuries were intracapsular shot fractures of the joint. In the case of Private W. 0.

Watson (Case 152, page 75), 4th Michigan Volunteers, there remains room for argument,

but the weight of evidence is adverse to the supposition that the hip was implicated.

Of the fifty-five cases of alleged recoveries after shot fractures of the hip joint treated

without operative interference, eighteen were Confederate and thirty-seven Union soldiers.

In the cases of the Confederate soldiers no information subsequent to the close of the war

could be obtained. Of the thirty-seven Union soldiers four had died previous to 1880,

one had not been heard from since 1866, and thirty-two were pensioners.

Cases of: Pt. Philip Sweeney (Case 151, p. 74, ante); Pt. Charles Miller (Case 139, p. 71); Pt. M. M. Phillips (Case 141, p. 72); Pt. James

Vanderbeck (CASE 142, p. 72); Pt. J. Doody (Note 1, p. 70); Corp'l D. Bachler (Case 144, p. 73); Serg't E. G. Gilliam (Case 146, p. 73); Pt. J. Wright

(Case 135, p. 69); Corp. L. English (Case 150, p. 74); Serg't A. G. Beebe (Note 1, p. 75); Corp. T. Gallagher (Note 1, p. 75); Pt. S. Hensel (CASE 153, p. 75).

'Cases of: Pt. J. Kivel, Pt. W. Swank, and Pt. O. Wilson (Note 1, p. 69); Pt. J. W. Britton, Pt. A. G. Cotton, Pt. P. Kimball, Pt. R. P.

McCutchen, Lieut C. P. Stoneroad, Pt. D. Strickler, and Pt. J. Weber (Note 1, p. 70); Serg't P. Casserleigh and Pt. T. Purcell (Note 1, p. 74); and of

Pt. H. Marlatt (Note 1, p. 75).

3 Cases of: Capt. W. A. Bugh (Case 137, p. 70); Pt. J. T. Elliott (Case 138, p. 71); Surgeon B. W. Avent's case of an unknown officer (Case 147,

p. 74); Pt. R. Yerger (Case 148, p. 74); and C. F. Beyland (Case 149, p. 74).

4 Casesof: Pt. J.McCabe (CASE 145, p. 73); Pt. S. T. Hook, Pt. W. Miles, and Pt. T. Winans (Note 1, p. 70); and Corp'l H.Koch (Note 1, p. 75).

•Cases of: Pt. J. L. Harvey (CASE 133, p. C7, ante); Pt. G. A. Crymes, Serg't F. M. Hunter, Colonel L. S. Slaughter, Pt. 7. 5. Smith, Pt. R
Finkle, and Pt. C. Wilson (Note 1, p. 69); Serg't J. M. Adams (Case 136, p. 69); Pt. W. V. Trail and Pt. W. B. Reynolds (Note 1, p. 70); Corp'l J. J

Atkmson, Pt. D. J. C. Campbell, and Pt. S. F. Carter (Note 1, p. 75).
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FIG. 26.—Erosion i«f light

OS innominatum and head- of

femur after shot contusion.

Spec. 758.

Shot Fractures at the Hip Joint unsuccessfully treated by Conservation.—Two hun-

dred and forty-nine fatal cases of shot fractures of the bones of the hip joint treated by-

conservation were found on the various reports and hospital registers. In ten instances

the acetabulum was recorded to have been fractured:

Case 154.—Private G. W. Gentle, Co. E, 5th Ohio, was wounded at Antietara, September 17, 1862, and admitted to

hospital No. 3, Frederick, October 1st. Assistant Surgeon J. H. Bill, U. S. A., reported: "The ball entered to the outside of

the right pyramidalis muscle, passed outward and downward in front of the femur, and emerged at a spot in the integument

corresponding to the insertion of the gluteus maximus. Nothing happened in this case, and no injury

of a grave character was suspected. On the 23d of October, however, a haemorrhage from both

wounds took place. It was dark in color and readily checked by a tampon. Accordingly no action

was taken, and, on the 25th, it recurred. It was now found that the thigh and hip were much
swollen, an abscess present, seated in the track of the wound, and haemorrhage evidently due to the

ulceration of some vessel. In consultation with Surgeon H. S. Hewit, U. S. V., ligation of the

external iliac was determined on. The man, however, refused the operation, and as the haemorrhage

externally had ceased, it was considered proper to wait. On October 27th, the haemorrhage returned

and the man wanted the artery tied. He was nearly moribund, and the case otherwise being unprom-

ising still, the operation was undertaken by an incision parallel to but outside of the epigastric

artery. The external iliac was found and tied without any difficulty. Previous to tying the ligature

it was intended to lay open the abscess and search for the bleeding vessel, knowing that the circu-

lation could be controlled. But at this stage of the operation the shock to the patient was so severe

that it was necessary to finish all operative interference as soon as possible. The patient survived

the operation only twenty-four hours. The autopsy showed the external iliac tied a quarter of an

inch below the internal iliac, and the vein and peritoneum uninjured. A syringe was introduced into

the femoral artery below the origin of the profunda and water thrown upward, but the bleeding

vessel was not discovered, notwithstanding a careful dissection and prolonged search. The syringe

was now introduced into the internal iliac and the water thrown downward, but with no better result.

Failing thus to discover an ulcerated vessel on the cadaver, what likelihood would there have been of a successful search for

the bleeding point on the living patient? The operation performed was unquestionably the proper one, as it checked the hemor-

rhage, and was the only feasible method of doing this.'' The specimen represented in FlG. 26 was contributed by Assistant

Surgeon J. II. Bill, and consists of "the right os innominatum and head of the femur. The joint was opened and the ischium

at the lower border of the acetabulum contused by a musket ball which escaped through the glutaeus maximus. The articular

surfaces are eroded, but the implication of the joint was not suspected during life."

—

{Cat. Surg. Sect., A. M. M., 1866, p. 235.)

The remaining nine cases of fatal shot fracture of the acetabulum have been detailed;

seven in Circular No. 2,
1 and two in the Second /Surgical Volume.2 The ten patients

belonging to this group survived the injury 10, 11, 28, 31, 31, 32,

41, 46, 85, and 160 days respectively, and in two instances frag-

ments of bone were removed. 3 Autopsies verifying the injury to

the hip joint were made and recorded in nine

of the ten cases, and in seven instances the

specimens are preserved in the Army Medical

Museum. Specimen 1285 (Fig. 27) is from the

case of Private Joseph D , Co. E, 129th

Pennsylvania, aged 20 (Circular No. 2,

S. G. 0., 1869, p. 90, Case 161). A conoidal

ball had chipped the upper edge of the coty-

-p^ZI.-Boves of left hip joint bid Cavity, Causing Slight exfoliation. The Fig. 2& -Carious bones of left hip

with conoidal ball. Spec. 1285. , -,,,,,. -, i ,11 J°mt" ** 6M '

head of the lemur and the acetabulum were

deprived of periosteum. The injury to the bone was very trivial. The patient survived

the injury thirty-one days. Specimen 694 (Fig. 28) is from the case of Private C. H.

1 Circular No. ;, p. 88 : CASE 150, Pt. Win. P. F , 121st New York, Spec. 3525, A. M. M. Case 160, p. 89, Pt. J. Brandon, 119th New York,

Spec. 1843. Case 161, p. 90, Pt. J. Donegan, 129th Pennsylvania, Spec. 1285. CASE 162, p. 90, Pt. T. McGowan, 121st New York. (See Boston Med.

and Surg. Jour. 1863, Vol. 68, p. 439.) Case 163, p. 90, Pt. C. H. Roberts, 1st New Jersey, Spec. 694. Case 164, p. 90, Pt. Wm. H W , G, 4th

New York. Case 257, p. 102, Capt. S. J. Alexander, B, 9th New Hampshire.

'ifed. and Surg. History of the War of the Rebellion, Part II, Vol. II, p. 317: Case 920, Pt. L. M. B , I, 1st Massachusetts, Spec. 116; CAB*

922, p. 318, Serg't T. A , C, 119th New York, Spec 1183.

•CASE of J. Brandon, F, 119th New York, Circular 2, p. 89, and Case of Capt. S. J. Alexander, B, 9th New Hampshire, Circular 2, p. 102.
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Roberts, Co. C, 1st New Jersey Volunteers, aged 19 (Circular No. 2, p. 90, Case 163).

The point of impact of the missile appears to have been at the lowest margin of the

acetabulum, where a square inch of the ischium is necrosed and nearly separated.

The acetabulum and head of femur were recorded as having been fractured in thirty-

two of the two hundred and forty-nine fatal cases of shot fractures of the hip joint. Autop-

sies are recorded in twenty instances, and in thirteen cases the

specimens are preserved in the Army Medical Museum. Specimen

1908 (Fig. 29) is from the case of Private Joseph W , K, 6th

Maryland, aged 45 (Circular 2, p. 89, Case 154). Death occurred

in thirteen days. The lower margin of the acetabulum was

Fig. 29.—Bones of right hipjoint. Dall
impacted in head of femur. Spec. 1508.

FIG. 30.— Shattered
head of the left femur.
Spec. 1 248.

and seven will

chipped by the ball, which lodged in the summit of

the head of the right femur, splitting it perpendic-

ularly. Specimen 1248 (Fig. 30) is from the case

of Corporal G. Greenwood, D, 13th Massachusetts

(Circular 2, p. 113). The patient survived the

injury thirteen days. The ball had shattered the

head of the left femur and lodged in the pelvis.

Twenty-five of the cases have been published in detail in Circular No. 2,
1

here be recorded:

Case 155.—Lieutenant C. P. Bailey, Co. D, 6th Vermont, aged 40 years, was wounded at Lee's Mills, April 16, 1862.

Surgeon J. B. Brown, U. S. A., described the injury as a "wound of the groin." Surgeon R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V., reported

:

"He was admitted into the Hygeia Hospital, Fort Monroe, on April 22d, having been wounded by a round ball, which entered

the left groin, passing between the femoral artery and anterior crural nerve, then entering the ramus of pubis and acetabulum,

furrowing deeply the head of the femur, and passing through the acetabulum into the pelvis and resting by the left side of the

rectum, about four inches above its termination. On admission, he was suffering much pain when the limb was moved. Wet
applications and soothing treatment, with perfect rest, made him for some days comfortable. Fever of a low form occurred,

and a yellow condition of the skin followed, with delirium, and death on May 1, 1862."

Case 156.—Private H. U. Cady, Co. K, 207th Pennsylvania, was wounded at Peters-

burg, April 2, 1865, by a conoidal ball. He was carried to the field hospital of the Ninth

Corps, and remained there until April 5th, when he was taken on board the hospital steamer

State of Maine. He died April 6th, during the trip to Alexandria, and was buried from

the Third Division Hospital. Surgeon E. Bentley, U. S. V., who presented the injured

upper extremity of the left femur, with portions of the ilium and ischium, to the Museum,

furnishes the following description of the specimen, No. 3205, A. M. M., represented in the

adjoining wood-cut (Fig. 31): "The bullet entered one inch above the symphisis and to

the left of the median line, shattered the ramus of the pubes, left the obturator vessels

untouched, passed through the acetabulum, grooving the head of the femur, and lodged

in the loose tissue beyond. The ramus of the ischium appears to have been fractured by

indirect violence. The bony fragments in the track of the ball are thoroughly necrosed."

Case 157.—Private W. Hobbs, Co. C, 22d Indiana, was wounded at Mission Ridge, November 25, 1803, and entered the

General Field Hospital at Chattanooga, December 4th. Acting Assistant Surgeon C. E. Ball reported: "He was wounded by

a minie" ball in the right inguinal region just above Poupart's ligament, the missile passing downward, toward and into the

thigh apparently. The patient has double pneumonia. The bullet was in the wound, and the surgeons could not find it. The

wound granulated well. Patient was in a recumbent position from the first. December 30th, has pneumonic symptoms still;

wound granulating finely. Gangrene appeared in the wound January 3d. Bromine was applied and scissors used, also stim-

ulants on poultice. Most of the wound granulated healthily again, but in spite of stimulants and iron, carefully given, the

patient died January 23, 1864." Acting Assistant Surgeon G. E. Stubbs contributed the specimen (Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866,

p. 240, Spec. 2103), with the following account of the autopsy : "A sloughing wound, circular in form, and five and a half inches

1 Circular No. 2, 1809: CASE 40, p. 70. Corp'l Wm. Francks, G, 24th Iowa (Boston Med. and Surg. Jour., 1865, Vol. 72, p. 29), Spec. 3793. Cask

123, p. 85. Corp'l II. Achlcy, (i, 2d New York II. A. Case 125, p. 85, Pt. J. H. Brown, A, 19th Mass. CASE 126, p. 85, Pt. C. 11. Calhoun, H, 7th North

Carolina. Case 127, p. 85, Pt. J. II. Carlon, D, 184th Pennsylvania. CASE 128, p. 85, Pt. G. II. C , F, 59th Mass., Spec. 3582. Case 131, p. 86, Pt. H.

De Coux, Depeak's Confederate Battery. Case 133, p. 86, Pt. J. S. Fabus, 1, 169th New York. Case 134, p. 86, Pt. David F , G, 111th New York, Spec.

1616. CASE 135, p. 86, Sergeant S. Garvor, K, 69th Indiana. Case 136, p. 86, Pt. F. Geyser, F, 1st Minnesota. Cask 138, p. 86, Serg't W. N. Hinds, D, 152d

New York. Case 141, p. 87, Pt. W. D. Little, G, 100th Indiana. CASE 144, p. 87, Pt. Royal S. N , A, 26th Mass., Spec. 3726. Case 146, p. 88, Pt. C.

Robinson, C, 2d District Columbia. CASE 147, p. 88. Pt. C. R , 49th New York, Spiec. 1247. CASE 148, p. 88, Pt. Z. S , K, 2d Ohio Cavalry, Spec. 3904.

CASE 149, p. 88, Pt. H. II. Stnrdivant, A, 179th New York. CASE 152, p. 89, Corp'l J. P. White, II, 115th Illinois. Case 154, p. 89, Pt. Joseph W , K, 6th

Maryland, Spec. 1908. Case 155, p. 89, Pt. J. Wiley, A, 155th New York. CASE 156, p. 89, Pt, J. B. Wilson, E, 20th Mass. Case 157, p. 89, Pt. h. Winalow,

A, 67th Ohio. CASE 239, p. 100, Pt. D. A. Brewer, E, 37th Kentucky. Case 275a, p. 113, Corporal G. Greenwood, D, 13th Mass., Spec 1248.

FIG. 31 .-Grooved head of left femur.with
portion of ilium and ischium. Spec. 3205.
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in diameter, occupies the light inguinal region. The hall entered two inches from the anterior superior spinous process of the

ilium, descended behind the caecum, one and a half inches from the ramus of the pubis, passing through the bone and laying

open the acetabulum, and fractured the tuberosity of the ischium, where it lodged. The head of the femur is denuded. The
left lower extremity is much larger than the right and pits under the finger. The femoral glands are enlarged and prominent;

the tissues about them infiltrated with serum. The right femoral vein is filled with a thrombus more or less attached to its wall,

which may be detached without impairing the integrity of the lining of the vein. This thrombus consists in the main of greyish

granular matter with portions of black coagulum, and extends to the junction of the iliac veins. A similar thrombus is found in

the left iliac and femoral veins." 1 The specimen consists of the bones of the right hip joint. Much of the head of the femur is

eroded, but a small circular portion of sound bone remains on the anterior aspect, surrounded by diseased tissue.

Case 158.—Sergeant M. B. Pendley, Co. E, Cth North Carolina, aged 36 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 1,

1863. He remained at a field hospital until August 7th, when he was admitted to Camp Letterman. Acting Assistant Surgeon

D. R. Good reported: "Gunshot wound of right hip joint. A minie ball passed through his pocket book, and entered the right

iliac region one and a half inches inside of the anterior superior spinous process of the ilium, passed directly in the region of

the joint and remained. The patient's general health has been very good, though he has suffered constant and severe pain from

the injury and cannot endure the least motion of the limb. There has been comparatively very little inflammation and swelling

of the surrounding parts. Simple dressings were applied and generous diet given. August 15th, for some time the limb has

been flexed and drawn over and in front of the other leg. Administered chloroform and straightened the limb, and applied

splint to keep the leg at rest. 22d, patient is comfortable so long as his limb is not moved, and is doing well. The general

treatment is continued. 27th, general health not so good; limb more swollen. Administered tonics and some stimulants.

30th, has slight diarrhoea; opiates prescribed. September 4th, diarrhoea continues; ordered opiates and astringents. 10th,

considerably better ; treatment continued, with tonics and stimulants. 12th, diarrhcea still troublesome at times; his strength

failing considerably. 16th, greatly prostrated ; evidence of pyaemia. 17th, gangrene in the parts about the wound. Died

September 17, 1863, at 10 o'clock P. M. Post-mortem : The ball had passed directly into the joint,

slightly fracturing the head of the femur, and was buried in the acetabulum. The cavity was filled

up with bone, and a large quantity of pus was found to have accumulated in and about the joint."

The os innominatum and the upper portion of the femur were forwarded to the Museum by Acting

Assistant Surgeon E. P. Townsend. The specimen shows a fracture extending through the acetabu-

lum at the point of impact, which is necrosed, nearly the entire remainder of the articular surface

being carious. A large portion of the head of the femur has been absorbed. Slight osseous deposits

exist on the outer margin of the acetabulum.

—

(Cat. Surg. Sect. 1866, p. 242, Spec. 1942.)

Case 159.—Corporal G-. TV. Stepps, Co. C. 20th North Carolina, aged 20 years, was wounded

at Spottsylvania, May 12, 1864, and entered Lincoln Hospital, Washington, on May 22d. Assistant

Surgeon J. C. McKee, U. S. A., reported: "Gunshot wound of right groin, a minie ball entering half

an inch below and exterior to the middle of Poupart's ligament, fracturing the head of the femur

and the acetabulum, and escaping at the middle of the right nates. Death occurred on June 10,

1864." A portion of the os innominatum, represented in the wood-cut (FlG. 32), was contributed

bv Acting Assistant Surgeon H. M. Dean.—(Cat. Surn. Sect., 1866, p. 236, Spec. 2488.)° 6 V »>>*>* '
FIO. 32.—Portion of right in-

Case 160.—Private G. S. Turner, Co. I, 19th Maine, aged 18 years, was wounded at Gettys- nominatum, with fracture of

burg, July 3, 1863. He remained at the field hospital of the 2d division, Second Corps, until July
base of the acetabulum. Spec.

14th, when he was transferred to the Jarvis Hospital at Baltimore. Assistant Surgeon D. C. Peters,

II. S. A., reported: "Gunshot wound of left hip joint. The anterior wound was about the middle, and above Poupart's

ligament; the posterior near the tuberosity of the ischium. Blood oozed almost continuously from the wound in front, and

twice alarming haemorrhages occurred. He had a bad and colliquative diarrhcea, and was nearly pulseless when admitted. No
reaction came on such as would warrant so formidable an operation as tying the common iliac. Constant pressure by com-

presses was made. Death occurred on July 19, 1863. The post-mortem revealed an immense traumatic aneurism and abscess

about the hip joint. The femoral artery was lacerated and a mass of decomposed tissue. The musket ball struck the acetabu-

lum and the head of the femur, gouging them, and subsequent disorganization denuded them of periosteum. The structures

around were in an advanced state of decomposition, and it is a wonder the patient lived so long as he did."

Case 161.—Private JET. West, Co. A, 3d North Carolina, aged 20 years, was wounded at Antietam, September 17, 1862,

and admitted to the hospital at Locust Springs, November 22d, where Surgeon T. H. Squire, 89th New York, recorded: "The
patient came to this hospital from Sharpsburg. He was wounded by a musket ball, which entered the right gluteal region

midway between the summit of the trochanter and the crest of the ilium and lodged in some unknown part of the body. There

is a general fullness, and some hardness and redness in the groin and region of Poupart's ligament, and possibly the ball may
be in that neighborhood. The patient's general health is tolerable." On January 19th he was transferred to the Smoketown

Hospital, and, on May 11th, to hospital No. 1, at Frederick. Assistant Surgeon R. F. Weir, U. S. A., reported that he died,

July 6, 1863, of "gunshot wound of hip, involving the joint." Acting Assistant Surgeon G. M. Paulin contributed the os

innominatum and the head of the femur of this case to the Museum. The specimen shows that a round bullet entered obliquely

from the right front, fractured the superior portion of the head of the femur, perforated the acetabulum, and lodged in the body

of the ilium without derangement to its own form. One half of the head of the femur has been absorbed; the anterior superior

third of the acetabulum is carious and partially detached; near the fundus of the acetabulum ulceration has perforated the bone,

and the bullet communicates with the head of the femur by a carious channel. The missile is encircled with a wall of new

bone thrown out from the irritation of its presence; there is also considerable deposit of callus on the ilio-pubic legion, which

caused, during life, a prominence in the region of Poupart's ligament. The dorsum ilii and the posterior surface of the body of

the ischium show evidence of periosteal inflammation.— (Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 242, Spec. 3865.)

^IDELL (J. A.J, in Memoirs of V. S. Sanitary Commission, New York, 1870, Surgical Vol. I, p. 551, describes the thrombosis with pyaemia.
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FIG. 3:5.—Bones of the left hip
joint. Head of femur shattered at

junction with the neck. Spec. 2174.

In twenty of the two hundred and forty-nine cases with fatal terminations after shot

fractures of the hip joint, the acetabulum with the head and neck or trochanters and shaft

were injured. Post-viortevi examinations are recorded in seventeen instances, and the

Army Medical Museum possesses eight specimens belonging to cases of this group. Fifteen

of the cases have been detailed in Circular No. 2;
1
five will here be given in full:

Case 162.—Private R. Snyder, Co. K, 13th Illinois, was wounded at Ringgold, November 27, 1803, and admitted to the

general field hospital at Chattanooga on the following day, where Surgeon J. Perkins, U. S. V., recorded: "Gunshot wound

of left hip." Two weeks afterwards the patient was transferred to Nashville, where he was admitted to hospital No. 19.

Surgeon W. Foye, U. S. V., described the case as follows : "Admitted December 15th, with

gunshot fracture of left femur; the ball, which proved to be a large mini6, entered about one

and a half inches to the left and below the anterior superior spinous process of the ilium and

had not emerged. The wound was quite small, and discharging a small quantity of pus of a

somewhat serous character; pulse weak, about 90, and feverish. Simple dressings, supporting

diet, and tonics were ordered. The following day the discharge was of a fair character and the

patient feeling better. As the ball had been searched for twice without success, it was deemed

best not to disturb the parts unless rendered necessary. On December 18th the discharge was

very profuse, amounting to nearly a quart of sanious and watery matter of very fetid odor.

The wound was laid open and probed; the path of the ball was apparently along the inner

side of the femur, yet that was not sufficiently large for so profuse a discharge ; but no other

path or sac was found, though the neck of the femur was ascertained to be much comminuted.

He seemed more feverish during the day, and had some dyspnoea and cough
;
pulse 100. Treat-

ment continued. On December 19th the patient was evidently failing; pulse 110, and weak;

discharge more profuse and of the same character. On the 20th the symptoms were all aggra-

vated. He died on December 21, 1863. The autopsy showed that the ball had entered at tho

point above described and struck the neck of the femur, completely severing it and partially dividing the head, comminuting

the lower part of the acetabulum and passing through the ilium, and lay about an inch within the cavity of the pelvis. It was

surrounded by coagula, but had done no injury to the intestines. A smaller track was made along the inner side of the femur.

No piece of ball was found in this path. Intestines normal ; liver and spleen considerably enlarged and friable. The right lobe

of the lungs was inflamed but not hepatized. There were no abscesses in any of these organs. The heart and other organs

were in good condition." The bones of the injured hip joint were contributed to the Museum by Surgeon Foye. (Cat. Surg.

Sect., 1865, p. 242, Spec. 2174.) The specimen (Fig. 33) shows the borders of the bony wound to be necrosed.

Case 163.—Private A. Kibble, Co. C, 81st New York, aged 26 years, was struck in the right hip by a cannon ball

during the engagement near Petersburg, May 19, 1864. He was admitted to the General Hospital at Fort Monroe, where he

died May 25, 1864. Assistant Surgeon E. McClellan, U. S. A., reported: "Both the os innominatum and the femur were frac-

tured and much comminuted, all the bones entering into the formation of the joint being literally crushed by a solid shot."

Case 164.—Private C. Cook, Co. F, 18th Illinois, aged 41 years, is reported by Surgeon J. Simons, U. S. A., as having

died of "gunshot wound," at the General Hospital at Cairo, December 4, 1861. In a report of surgical cases transmitted in

April, 1873, by Dr. J. H. Brinton, late Surgeon U. S. V., the injury is described as follows: "Cook was shot while drunk, by

a guard, on December 1st, at 6 o'clock P. M., at a distance of thirty yards. The missile, a Maynard rifle ball, entered in left

side on a line with the crest of the ilium, passed outward and downward, and emerged at the posterior part of the left buttock.

I saw him shortly after the injury in a state of collapse from the shock, pulse 132, feeble and thready; skin cold, white and

waxy; cold sweat on forehead; constant venous dribbling from both openings. December 2d, no discharge from his bowels

since being shot
;
passes his urine; is in a very prostrate condition; has reacted but very little. Stimulants have been freely

given. A few spicula; were extracted from near the exit orifice. December 3d, patient failing fast; pulse feeble and not to be

counted; urine scanty; pulse imperceptible; skiu hot and dry; urine voided involuntarily; bowels have not been moved. Died

at 9 o'clock A. M., on December 4th. Post-mortem two hours after death : Tissues around wound of entrance dissected up all

around for an inch. Ball had passed obliquely outward and downward, grazing the anterior lip of acetabulum, passing through

head of femur, splintering it and the neck, and destroying the posterior lip of the acetabulum. The extravasation of blood had

passed down from wound of entrance, along and superficial to tendon of external oblique muscle as far as the external ring,

then up the inguinal canal through the internal ring, and was collected in a clot of three or four drachms around the internal

ring. Both rings were enlarged; a hernia came down after injury, which was reduced; no wound of the peritoneum. The

tissues were loosened around the wound of entrance in a circumference of one and a half inches." In addition to this case Dr.

Brinton makes the following. remarks: "This loosening of tissues around the entrance wound of a conoidal ball I have since

observed in hundreds of cases. It is undoubtedly peculiar. Usually the point of a finger passed through the wound can be

hooked under the skin and swept around without encountering resistance sufficient to impede its motion. The earlier the wound
is examined the more perfectly will this phenomenon be observed, as clots, etc., afterwards block up the disintegrated zone."

Circular No. 2, I860: CASK 80, p. 77, Pt. Wm. O. M , C, 24th Iowa, Spec. 3792. Case 124, p. 85, Pt. P. Baker, I, 3d Vermont. CASE 129, p. 85,

Pt D. Combe, K, 209th Penn. Case 130, p. 86, Pt. Ch. Cushion, 179th New York. CASE 132, p. 86, Pt. S. N. E , G, 40th Indiana, Spec. 3390. CASE 137,

p. 86, Corp'l J. T. Glancy, F, 2d Rhode Island. Case 139, p. 86, Pt. D. U. Johnson, 1, 13th Alabama. CASE 140, p. 86, Pt. George L , D, 5th Louisiana,

Spec. 3946. Case 142, p. 87, Pt. L. L. Lowe, E, 101st Ohio. Case 143, p. 87, Pt. Peter M , A, 28th Mass., Spec. 4227. Case 145, p. 87, Serg't Charles G.

P , G, 13th Penn., Spec. 3632. Case 151, p. 88, Pt. G. F. Tilton, E, 1st Mass. Car. Case 153, p. 89, Serg't William Whitney, K, 147th New York. Case

158, p. 89, Pt A. Wormack, G, 48th North Carolina. CASE 159, p. 89, Corp'l M. F. Yoder, G, 51st Ohio.
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Cask 1C5.—Private IT. ('. L"siuur. Co. C, 3d Georgia, was wounded at Liberty Gap, June 25, 1863, and admitted to

hospital at Murfreesboro' two days afterwards. Assistant Surgeon \V. r. MeCullogli, 78th Pennsylvania, recorded: "Gunshot

wound of right thigh, ball entering trochanter and passing inward and backward. The missile was traced through the

trochanter but could not be found." The treatment is noted as having consisted of water dressings, morphia, stimulants, and

tonics, and, in the latter stage, astringents were given to control the diarrheca. On .Inly Sth, the wound was suppurating freely

and the leg was bandaged. On August 1st. an incision was made and some spicuUc of bone removed,

a discharge of pus to the amount of eight ounces taking place. On August 9th the patient was

slowly sinking, and, on the lGth, he was failing rapidly. He died August 19, 18C15. An autvpsy

was held eight hours after death, and is recorded lis follows: ''The ball entered the trochanter

major, passing through it and entering the capsule of the joint, carrying away a portion of the

head of the femur and ligament um teres, and posterior portion of acetabulum, and was found

lodging in the lower attachment of the latissimus dorsi. A large abscess was found in the locality

of the iliacus interims and psoas muscle, the cartilage and bone of the joint much absorbed, and

the cancellated structure infiltrated with sanious pus."

Case 106.—Private M. J. II. Perkins, Co. K, 6th Maine, aged 21 years, was wounded at

Cbancellorsvillc, May 3, 18.S3. He was admitted to Judiciary Square Hospital, Washington, May
7th, and transferred to MeDougall Hospital, Fort Schuyler, New York Harbor, one month after-

wards. Assistant Surgeon E. Bartholow, U. S. A., contributed the specimen (Cat. Stay. Sect.,

1866, p. 233, Spec. 1650), represented in the adjacent wood-cut (Fig. 34), with the following descrip-

tion: "A minid ball entered the left hip, striking the neck of the femur within the capsule, passing

through the obturator foramen and between the rectum and urethra without injuring either, and

escaped behind the ramus of the right ischium. Inflammation of the prostate gland, and priapism

set in. The patient died June 13, 1863." The specimen consists of the bones of the hip joint, the

articular surfaces being entirely eroded.
joint.

.31.—Bones of the left hip
Spec. 1G59.

fractures of the hip joint,

In ten instances autopsies

Of the two hundred and forty-nine fatal cases of shot

twenty-three were limited to the head of the femur alone,

were performed, and six specimens are preserved

in the Army Medical Museum. Two are represented

in the adjoining wood-cuts. Specimen 1968 (Fig. 35)

was obtained from Corporal J. E. G , Co. I, 2d

South Carolina, aged 22 years,

wounded at Gettysburg, July

2, 1863. The head of the

femur was slightly fractured;

the acetabulum became cari-

ous, and the patient died from

exhaustion on Oct. 12, 1863,

one hundred and two days

after the. injury (Circular 2,
Fig. 35.—Bones of the right hip joint. ^ » *

Head of femur nearly absorbed. Spec, page 71, CASE 42). OpeCWtien

2198 (Fig. 36) shows the bone

of the left hip joint. The head of the femur is carious and the articular surface has been

roughened by ulceration. The history of the case from which the specimen was obtained

is given in detail in Circular No. 2, page 82, Case 104. Besides the specimen cases here

referred to, fifteen have been detailed in Circular No. 2.
2 The histories of the remaining

six cases will here be recorded

:

Case 167.—Private I. Conduri, Co. D, 1st Michigan Cavalry, aged 22 years, was shot in the right thigh while on scout

near Culpeper, April 24, 1804. He was admitted to the Third Division Hospital, Alexandria, whence Surgeon E. Bentley,

Fig. 3C.—Bones of the left hip joint with carious head of

femur. Spec. SI £18.

1 MOSES (J.). Surgical Notes, etc, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 18C4, Vol. XLVII, p. 337.

'Circular No.2,1869: Case 9, p. GG, Pt. C. Benjamin, 118th Pennsylvania. Case 14, p. G7, Pt. F. Bowman, F, 1st U. S. Sharpshooters. Case 25,

p. 69, Pt. J. A. Deyo, B, 20th Indiana. Case 53, p. 73, Pt. J. Harrigan, K, 3Gth Mass. CASE :~, p. 73, Pt. Root. N. II , D, 1st New Jersey Cav., Spec.

3G36. Case 70, p. 76, Pt. J. Lawler, B, 12th New York Cav. Case 74, p. 76, It Chas. II. M , G, ;!d Maryland, Spec. 3!'23. Case 85, p. 78, Pt. lohn M ,

1, 61st New York, Spec. 1G02. Case 101, p. 82, Pt. H. Sault, 1, 5th New York. Case 1(8, p. 83, Pt. J. Spangler, A, 38th Ohio. Case 111, p. 83, Sergeant H.

Stulter, D, 53d Pennsylvania. CASE 113, p. 83, Pt. Peter L. Swank, I, 38th Ohio. CASE 115, p. 83, Serg't V. Tidball, H, 122d Ohio. CASE 246, p. 100, Pt.

F. Krergar, B, 18th Georgia. Case 251, p. 101, Pt S. Sellers, I, lGSth Ohio.

Surg. Ill—11
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U. S. V., reported: '"The treatment consisted of water dressings, tonics, stimulants, and extra diet. The patient died June 11,

18G-1. The post-mortem showed that the ball entered the thigh at its middle third, on its anterior aspect, passed upward ami

entirely through the articulation of the hip joint, and lodged in the body of the sacrum."

Case 103.— Sergeant J/. 1). Ensor, Co. C, 20th North Carolina, aged 2(5 years, was wounded and captured at Winchester,

September 19, 1864. On the following day he was admitted to the Prisoner's Hospital, where Assistant Surgeon II. B. Noble,

2d Ohio Cavalry, recorded: "Gunshot compound comminuted fracture of upper third of right femur; Desault's lung splints

applied and simple dressings." Surgeon A. Chapel, U. S. V., reported the man's admission to West's Buildings Hospital,

Baltimore, January l'J, 1865, from Winchester, with ''gunshot wound, the ball entering near the trochanter of the ihigh bone,

producing fracture." On May 9th the prisoner was transferred to Fort Mcllenry. Surgeon W. Hays, U. S. V.. in charge of

the Post Hospital at the latter place, reported that the man "died from exhaustion, resulting from excessive suppuration caused

by gunshot fracture of head of femur, June 3, 18C5."

Cask 109.—Private A. Fann, Co. C, 18th Tennessee, was wounded at Stone's River, December 31, 1862, and admitted

to hospital No. 4, Nashville, January 27th. Acting Assistant Surgeon F. L. Tower reported: "Gunshot fracture of head of left

femur and wound of abdomen. Death on January 31, 1863."

Case 170.—Private S. Irwin, Co. C, 10th Massachusetts, aged 25 years, was wounded at the Po River, May 12, 1864.

Surgeon S. F. Chapin, 139th Pennsylvania, noted his admission to the field hospital of the 2d

division, Sixth Corps, with "gunshot wound of left thigh." On May 24th the wounded man was

admitted to Prince Street Hospital, Alexandria, whence Acting Assistant Surgeon J. Cass con-

tributed the specimen (Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 234, Spec, 2374) and the following report: "The

patient suffered considerable pain, had chills, was very uneasy and anxious, had no appetite, hic-

cough, and great prostration, and died May 28, 1864. At the autopsy the left groin was found

considerably discolored, and, on examination, "it was discovered that the wound commenced just

below the middle of Poupart's ligament, extending downward and inward, and terminating at the

ischium, which was fractured. The ball was found near that bone, between it and the head of the

femur, which was also fractured. The ligaments of the hip joint, the soft parts in the groin, and

the upper part of the thigh were gangrenous." The specimen (FlG. 37) consists of a portion of the

am and "upper part of femur" ' L'ft ischium and the upper extremity of the femur. There is a partial fracture of the head of the

Spec. 2374. femur at its articular border and of the ischium by a battered round ball, which is attached.

Case 171.—Lieutenant J. Snyder, Co. K, 83d Ohio, aged 33 years, was wounded at Fort Blakely, April 9, 1863, and

admitted to the St. Louis Hospital, New Orleans, five days afterwards. Surgeon A. McMahon, U. S. V., reported: "Gunshot

wound of right thigh and nates, fracturing the ischium and the femur at its neck. Death resulted from peritonitis following

inflammation of the pelvic fascia."

Case 172.—Private A. Underbill, Co. C, 10th New York, was wounded at the Wilderness, May 6, 1864, and admitted

to the field hospital of the 2d division, Second Corps. Surgeon J. F. Dyer, 19th Massachusetts, reported: "Gunshot fracture

of head of femur." The wounded man was conveyed to Fredericksburg, where he died May 15, 1864.

In seventeen of the fatal cases after shot fracture of the hip joint treated by conserva-

tion the head and neck, or head, neck, and trochanters of the femur were injured. Full

details of fifteen of the cases, with illustrations of eight specimens, have been given in

Circular 2.
1 Meager details of two cases will here be added

:

Case 173.—Private H. Peters, Co. D, 18th U. S. Infantry, was wounded at Chickamauga, September 19, 1863. He
was admitted to hospital at Chattanooga ten days after the injury. Surgeon J. S. Woods, 99th Ohio, reported: "Fracture of

head and neck of right femur. Patient in bad condition; several pieces of bone were removed." The man died October 11,

1863. On the list of casualties at the battle of Chickamauga, furnished by Surgeon G. Perin, U. S. A., Medical Director of the

Army of the Cumberland, the injury in this case is reported as a "wound of privates and right side."

Case 174.—Private F. Benda, Co. F, 26th Wisconsin, aged 19 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 1, 1863, and

admitted to the field hospital of the 2d division, Eleventh Corps, where Surgeon W. II. Thorn, U. S. V., recorded: "Gunshot

wound of left hip; ball extracted." On August 6th the patient entered Camp Letterman Hospital, where Surgeon II. Janes,

U. S. V., recorded: "The patient suffers from a compound comminuted fracture of femur. The ball entered from the outsido

of the hip, crushing the bone from the trochanter major upward, then passing obliquely upward entered the pelvis near the

sacrum. No history of this case could be procured previous to his admission to this hospital. August 12th, the patient suffers

from diarrhoea and hectic fever and is sinking rapidly. He died from exhaustion, August 20, 1863. Treatment: Exhibition

of tonics, stimulants, and anodynes."

1 Circular 2, 1869: Case 6, p. 66, Pt. J. Barnes, B, 52d Indiana. Case 8, p. 56, Ft. Anthony B , C. 12th Illinois, Spec. 466. CASE 10, p. 66,

t»t. Charles It. B , E, 16th Maine, Spec. 598. Case 17, p. 67, Pt. \V. C , 159th New York, Spec. 1291. CASE 21, p. 08, Pt. D. Curran, A, 5th

Kentucky. Case 45, p. 72, Major John J. G , G. 47th Pennsylvania, Spec. 3789. CASE 52, p. 73, Corporal Benjamin II , C, 9th West Virginia,

Spec. 42G7. CASE 76, p. 77, Corporal Donald McD , E, 12th New York Cav., Spec. 2170. Case 89, p. 79, Serg't S. W. N , E, 15th Now Jersey,

Spec. 1253. CASE 91, p. 80, Captain Samuel Oakley, 77th New York. Case 102, p. 82, Pt. C. Saunders, O,0th Louisiana Cavalry. Case 106, p. 82,

Pt. G. II. S , II, 2d North Carolina, Spec. 1967. Case 118, p. 84, Pt. It. A. Walker, E, 2d Now Hampshire. CASE 275, p. 1 13, Pt. A. Kwanson, II,

3d Michigan. In the case reported by Dr. J. Dickson Buuxs (Ci'rc. 2, S. G. O., 1869, p. 57), a first attempt to remedy the injury by an operation was
itispendcd, as the hemorrhage was very great. Some ten days or two weeks after, an excision of the head of the femur was attempted, as an examination

had shown that the neck was extensively split. After the primary incisions had been made, and several fragments of the neck had been removed, the

operation was discontinued, as it became apparent that death was inevitable.
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FIG. 3a—Shot fracture

of neck oi" left femur.
Spec. 3951.

Fig. 39.—Shot fracture

of neck of right femur.
Spec. 1661.

'Gun-

Seventy instances are recorded, among the two hundred and forty-nine fatal cases of

shot fractures of the hip joint treated by conservation, in which the neck of the femur was
stated to have been fractured. Fifty-six of the cases have

been recorded in Circular 2;
1 fourteen will be recorded

here. Autopsies were made in twenty-one of the cases,

and eleven specimens are preserved in the Army Medical

Museum. A specimen belonging to this group, represented

in the adjoining wood-cut (Fig. 38), was received without

history. It consists of the upper fourth of the femur, with

a fragment of a round ball embedded in the neck within the

capsule. There is no evidence of chronic articular disease.

The specimen is a fair illustration of injury to bone by

round balls at low velocities. A similar specimen is rep-

resented in Fig. 39, showing a round ball embedded in the neck of the femur near the

trochanter major, fracturing the neck within the capsule. The history of this case has

been detailed in Circular No. 2, p. 81, Case 98.

Case 175.—Private J. Boca, Co. A, 1st Confederate States Cavalry, was wounded at Stone's River, December 31, 1862.

He was admitted into No. 19 Hospital, Nashville, January 20, 1863. Surgeon J. Shrndy, 2d Past Tennessee, noted

:

shot compound fracture of the neck of the right femur." He died February 4, 1863.

Case 170.—Private J. W. Connor, Co. D, 81st Pennsylvania, was wounded at Fredericks-

burg, December 13, 1862. Surgeon J. E. McDonald, 79th New York, recorded his entrance into

the field hospital of the 1st division, Ninth Corps, with "Gunshot wound of left thigh." Surgeon

J. A. Lidell, U. S. V., contributed the specimen represented in the adjoining woodcut (Fie.

40) (Cat. Sun/. Sect., 1866, p. 243, Spec. 622), and reported the following history: "Admitted

to Stanton Hospital, Washington, December 2Gth, with gunshot fracture of left thigh in upper

third; ball not extracted. The injured limb was a good deal swelled; pus (lowing from the

wound. Exploration did not discover the ball; thigh found fractured high up; amount of

displacement small. The case did pretty well till December 31st, when symptoms of pyaemia

showed themselves. He grew rapidly worse, and died January 2, 1863. The necropsy showed

inflammation of the femoral vein, pus in the femoral and iliac veins, a comminuted fracture in

the neighborhood of the trochanters, and the ball firmly impacted in the ischium." The specimen

consists of the bones of the hip joint with a portion of the ligaments, the head of the femur being

dislocated. The track of the hall is necrosed, but a small quantity of callus has been thrown

out on the anterior surface of the femur.

Case 177.—Private A. E. Davis, Co. E, 1st Maine Cavalry, aged 22 years, was wounded during the Richmond raid,

March 2, 1864, and admitted to the General Hospital at Port Monroe five days afterwards. Assistant Surgeon E. McClollan,

U. S. A., reported : "Gunshot wound of right hip. The patient was admitted in good condition; wound healthy. Pyaemia

was developed on March 12th, and death occurred within twenty-four hours. The autopsy discovered that the ball had pierced

the neck of the femur. There were symptoms of inflammation of the femoral vein; six ounces of dark bloody fluid in left

' Circular 2, S. G. O., 1809.- Case I, p. 65, Pt. A. Baker, 5th Maiue Battery. Case :!, p. G5, Pt. J. Balines, C, 20th Wisconsin. Case 4, p. 06, Pt. W.
Bancho, H, 3d New Hampshire. Case 5, Corp'1 M. Harden, K, 10th Mass. Case 12, p. 67, Serg't G. Bond, A, 137th Illinois. Case 18, p. 08, Pt. P. C ,

Q, 24th Alabama (see also Ctmftd. Stales Med. Juur., Vol. I, p. 76). Case 19, p. 08, Pt. J. Connelly, C, 1st Louisiana (Colored) Cavalry. Case 23, p. G6, Pt.

II. Dumback, 1, 17th Ohio. Case 26, p. 09, Pt. J. Dice, 43d Missouri. Case 27, p. 09, Pt. C. ( i. Dodson, C, 13th West Virginia, Case 29, p. 01), Pt. E. II.

Dunklcbcrg, F, 11th Infantry. Case 30, p. 69, Pt. N. II. Eisenhower, F, 103d Ohio. Case 33, p. 70, Pt. D. Elmer, M, 14th New York II. A. Case 05, p. 70,

Pt. A. B. Fields, B, Cth Maine, Spec. 2932. Case 36, p. 70, Pt. S. Fleig, E, 45th New York. Case 38, p. 70, Pt. J. Foreman, E, 5th Alabama. Case 41, p.

71, Pt. S. F , E, 111th New York, Spec. 14G2. Case 44, p. 71, Pt. J. G , B, New Hampshire II. A., Spec. 3540. CASE 47, p. 72, Pt. B. F. Green, E,

125th New York. Case 48, p. 72, Pt. T. Green, L, 12th Tennessee Cnv. Case 50, p. 72, Pt. D. Haley, B, 57th Mass. CASE 54, p. 73, Pt. L. P. Harvey, B,

11th New Hampshire. Case 58, p. 74, Pt. IP". Huger, D, 7th Virginia. Case 62, p. 74, Pt. P. C. Johnson, II, 15th Ohio. CASE 65, p. 74, Pt. D. A. Kimble,

G, 3d Minnesota. CASE 72, p. 70, Corp'l J. G. Mallory, C, 31st Indiana. CASE 75, p. 70, Pt. J. Matthews, A, 11th Louisiana (Colored). CASE 77, p. 77, E.

McGee, Secret Service. Case 78, p. 77, Lieut. T. H. McKinley, B, 29th U. S. C. T. Case 81, p. 77, Pt. J. W. Moore, II, 0th Penn. Cov. CASE 82, p. 78, Pt.

J. M , F, 03d Now York, Spec. 782. Case 83, p. 78, Pt. J. R Morrill, D, 184th Penn. Case 84, p. 78, Pt. P. SI , B, 1st Virginia, Spec 3a Case 86,

p. 79, Pt. J. B. Mullen, G, 13th Indiana. CASE 95, p. 81, Pt. J. L. RiUy, I, 21st Mississippi. Case 98, p. 81, Pt. L. It , F, 48th New York, Spec. 1061. Case
100, p. 81, Serg't F. Snllyards, A, 70th Ohio. Case 107, p. 82, Corp'l H. F. Smith. B, 1st Wisconsin. Cask 109, p. 83, Corp'l J. A. Staunton, II, 1st Florida.

CASE 1 10, p. 83, Pt. J. Stewart, B, 20th Ohio. Case 112, p. 83, Pt. J. S , B, 43d Ohio, Spec. 405. Case 117, p. 84, Pt. J. Wagoner, F, 81st Illinois. Case
119, p. 84, Pt. I. W. Winans, C, 3d Wisconsin. Case 120, p. 84, Corp'l G. W. Wright, Blount's Virginia Battery. CASE 121, p. 84, Pt. W. I'. Ycargin, E,

22d Georgia. Case 212, p. 90, Pt. 8. Randall, G, 118th New York. Case 236, p. 99, Serg't S. K. Arrison, A, 118th Illinois. Case 240, p. 100, Pt. J. T. Cone,

7th Virginia (see Am. Med. Times, 1804, Vol. VIII, p. 13). Case 241, p. 100, Pt. W. A. Dibble, C, 106th Penn. Case 249, Pt. B. Page, I, 51st North Carolina.

Case 255, p. 103, Corp'l G. W. W , Virginia Battery. Case 259, p. 102, Pt. B. T. Elam, A, 11th Virginia, Spec. 9. Case 268, p. 104, Pt. E. Longyear, D,

72d Penn. Case 209, p. 104, Pt. L. N. P. Rodeubough, D, 55th Illinois. CASE 271, p. 105, Pt. L. Schmidt, II, 8th Kansas. CASE 270, p. 114, Serg't E. Scott,

A, 1st New Jersey Cavalry, Spec. 3520.

Fig. 40.—Bones of the left hip
joint with dislocation of head of
femur. Spec. 622.
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thorax, with an oily fluid floating on it; two ounces of light colored bloody fluid in pericardium; an oily substance collected on

the blood from all parts of the body. Liver engorged and soft. No formation of pus discovered.''

Case 178.—Private G. W. Fierstine, Co. K, 93d Pennsylvania, was wounded at Fair Oaks, June 1, 1862, and admitted

to the Fifth and Buttonwood Streets Hospital, Philadelphia, six days afterwards. Acting Assistant Surgeon A. C. Bournonville

reported: "Fracture of neck of femur, tuberosity of ischium shot off and pelvic bones shattered; no wound of bladder or

rectum. Prognosis fatal. Patient was most comfortable by having the limb elevated and supported by pillows. He died June

12, 1862."

Case 179.—Private J. M. Hayse, Co. K, 14th Kansas Cavalry, was accidentally wounded May 19, 1864, and admitted

to hospital at Fort Smith. Surgeon C. E. Swasey, IT. S. V., reported : "Gunshot wound of left thigh into abdomen, with

fracture of neck of femur. Death resulted, from perforation of the bowels, on May 20, 1864."

Case 180.—Private F. M. Hayes, Co. A, 211th Pennsylvania, aged 21 years, was wounded at Fort Steadman, March

25, 1865. He was admitted to the field hospital of the 3d division, Ninth Corps, where Surgeon M. F. Bowes, 211th Pennsyl-

vania, recorded: "Wound of right hip by conoidal ball." Two days afterwards the man was moved to the Depot Hospital at

City Point, and ten days later he was conveyed on a hospital steamer to Alexandria, where he entered the Third Division

Hospital. Surgeon E. Bentley, U. S. V., reported: "Gunshot fracture of right hip. Light cold-water dressings and a bandage

were applied over the thigh to facilitate the discharge of pus from the wound. The limb was retained in position by means

of an inclined plane, with slight extension and counter-extension. Alcoholic stimulants and nourishing diet were freely admin-

istered. He died April 14, 1865. Autopsy thirteen hours after death : Tissues of thigh very much disorganized by the extent

of suppuration, involving the entire limb. The femur was fractured at the neck. The ball had passed under the pubis and was
found in the pelvis, -external to the peritoneum."

Case 181.—Private C. Hambrecht, Co. E, 4th New Jersey, was wounded at South Mountain, September 14, 1862, and

admitted to the field hospital at Burkettsville. Assistant Surgeon H. A. DuBois, U. S. A., reported: "Gunshot wound through

os pubis and neck of femur. Secondary haemorrhage occurred on October 18th. A ligature was applied to the external iliac

and the femoral arteries. But little blood was lost, the surgeon being in the ward at the time the haemorrhage commenced.

The operation was difficult, it being necessary in order to stop the haemorrhage to compress the artery on each side and close to

the wound, which was directly below Poupart's ligament. The patient rallied after the operation and was able to read a letter,

but died six hours after."

Case 182.—Private W. J. Little, Co. I, 57th Pennsylvania, aged 22 years, was wounded

at the Wilderness, May 5, 1804, and admitted to the field hospital of the 3d division, Second

Corps. Surgeon O. Lvarts, 20th Indiana, noted: "Gunshot wound of left hip." Surgeon

D. W. Bliss, U. S. V., forwarded the specimen (Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 241, Spec. 2398)

and reported: "The patient entered Armory Square Hospital, Washington, May 28th. He
was wounded by a conoidal ball, which entered the right gluteal region on a line with the

coccyx, two inches above the anus, passing under the fascia in a direct line and through the

ramus of the ischium, comminuting the left femur at its neck, and making its exit over the

great trochanter. Powerful stimulants were given but with no effect. The patient died from

the effects of the injury, May 30, 1864." The specimen shown in the wood-cut (Fig. 41)

P,0- 4i Hones of left hip joint, consists of the bones of the left hip joint, and shows the head of the femur, with the exception

Neck of femur shattered. Spec. 2338. f a slight fissure on its articular surface, to be uninjured.

* Case 183.—Private J. McAlpine, Co. C, 7th Illinois, was wounded at Allatoona, October, 5, 1864. Surgeon J. K.

Zearing, 57th Illinois, reported his admission to the field hospital of the 4th division, Fifteenth Corps, with "gunshot fracture

of neck of femur," and his death on October 8, 1834.

Case 184.—Musician F. McNeil, Co. B, 17th Illinois, was wounded at Shiloh, April 6, 1862, and admitted to hospital

at Quincy twelve days afterwards. Surgeon R. Niccolls, U. S. V., reported : "Compound comminuted fracture of right femur

at the neck and transverse fracture of left femur at the middle third. Dr. Buck's weight and pulley were employed. Death

took place on April 27, 1862. At the post-mortem a minie ball, split longitudinally, was removed from the neck of the femur."

Case 185.—Private U. T. Palmer, Co. I, 1st Maine, aged 33 years, was wounded at Cedar Creek, October 19, 1864, and

admitted to the field hospital of the 2d division, Sixth Corps. Surgeon S. F. Chapin, 139th Pennsylvania, noted : "Gunshot

fracture of left thigh." On October 27th the wounded man was admitted to Camden Street Hospital, Baltimore, whence

Surgeon Z. E. Bliss, U. S. V., reported as follows: "Gunshot wound of left gluteal region, with fracture of neck of femur.

Smith's anterior splints were applied, and quinine and carbonate of ammonia, etc., were resorted to, but unsuccessfully. The

patient died of pyaemia, November 3, 1864. At the post-mortem pus was found in the synovial cavities near the hip joint."

Case 186.—Sergeant W. Peabody, Co. C, 10th Vermont, aged 22 years, was wounded at Monocacy, July 9, 1864, and

admitted to hospital at Frederick the following day. Assistant Surgeon R. P. Weir, U. S. A., reported: "Gunshot fracture

of neck of left femur and flesh wound of thigh and scrotum. Ball removed July 11th. Tonics, opiates, and stimulants

administered; Buck's extension apparatus applied. Death, from exhaustion, July 23, 1864."

Case 187.—Private J. H. Smith, Co. H, 12th South Carolina, appears on a report from the Confederate Hospital at

Charlottesville as having died June 1, 1864, of "gunshot wound of left thigh; missile found in neck of femur."

Case 188.—Captain R. Ward, Co. B, 33d Alabama, was wounded at Perry ville, October 8, 1862. On a report of "Sick

and Wounded Confederates left behind after the battle," signed by Surgeon C. Longenbecker, 13th Louisiana Regiment, C. S. A.,

his injury is described as a "gunshot fracture of left thigh through neck of femur into the joint and os ischii, ball in pelvis,"

and his death is stated to have occurred on October 27, 1862.
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several musket balls.

PIG. 42.-Comminuted frac-

ture <if upper third of left fe-

mur, with fissure extending
into the neck. Spec. 49:10.

FIG. 43.—Upper portion of left femur,
with fragments of bone removed nfter

shot fracture of the neck. Specs. 3143
and 67.

Of the two hundred and forty niue fatal shot wounds of the hip joint treated by conser-

vation fifty were instances of shot injuries of the neck and trochanters, or neck, trochanters

and shaft of femur. Autopsies were performed in thirty-two instances, and twenty-five

specimens are deposited in the Army Medical Museum. All of the cases have been

reported in Circular No. 2,
1 and only a few of those in which interesting specimens are

preserved will be here briefly noticed.

Case 1S9.—Private C. H. Elliott, Co. U, 61st Pennsylvania, was wounded at the battle of Pair Oaks, May 31, 1862, by

One entered near the right acromion process and emerged at the insertion of the deltoid muscle; another

at the gluteal fold; a third passed through the tipper part of the thigh ; a finger was also shot away.

Ho was conveyed to Portsmouth, and on June 5th was admitted into the Balfour General Hospital.

A fracture of the head of the humerus was recognized, and, on June

14th, Assistant Surgeon Sheldon, U. S. A., excised the head and

about three inches of the shaft (see Second Surgical Volume, p. 58G,

Case 23). Abscesses formed in the left thigh. Pyremia super-

vened, and the patient died on June 17, 1862. At the autopsy the

upper third of the femur was found to be shattered. There was a

collection of pus near the wound in the hip. Assistant Surgeon II.

L. Sheldon, U. 8. A., reports the case. The specimen, 4930, repre-

sented in Fig. 42, was contributed by Assistant Surgeon W. Thom-
son, U. S. A.— (Circular No. 2, p. 09, Case 31.)

Case 190.—Private Philo Wilbur, Co. I, 185th New York, aged

19 years, was wounded in action at the Southside Railroad, Virginia,

March 25, I8C5. A conoidal ball entered over the left trochanter

major, produced a comminuted fracture of the process, and emerged

at the lower and inner border of the left buttock. He was taken to

City Point and Washington and admitted, on April 2d, into the

Mount Pleasant Hospital. On April 7th there was febrile action and anorexia. On April 9th, Assistant Surgeon H. Allen,

U. S. A., removed several detached fragments of bone. Irritative fever and anorexia continued. On April 14th he had a rigor;

pyaemia appeared, with vomiting and diarrhoea. On April 18th secondary haemorrhage of from six to eight ounces occurred

from branches of the external circumflex, and was arrested by compression of the femoral. He died April 20, 1865. The
history, with the specimens 3143 and C7 (Fig. 43), were contributed by Assistant Surgeon II. Allen, U. S. A.

—

(Circular No. 2,

p. 106, Case 274.)

Case 191.—"Alfred G. E , Adjutant 134th Pennsylvania, aged 24 years, was wounded in the upper part of the left

femur by a round ball, which partially fractured the trochanter major, at the battle of Fredericksburg, December 13, 1862. The
wound received no attention for some days, and was then dressed with side splints firmly bound by a roller, a plug of lint being

tightly inserted in the wound. On the 20th of December he was admitted to E Street Infirmary, Washington. He stated that

for some days he had experienced occasional twitchings in the limb, and had taken large doses of opium. The wound was a

little behind the trochanter major. Upon removing the plug of lint about half a pint of blood and pus was discharged. There

was no crepitus upon rotation, nor shortening. Owing to his weakened condition, no extended search was made for the missile.

Simple dressings were applied, and half grain doses of sulphate of morphia were given. For the two succeeding days he

seemed to improve. The twitchings of the limb occurred every few minutes, with occasional intermissions of a few hours. On
the 23d the spasms became more violent and frequent, and it was deemed advisable to extract the missile. He was etherized,

and the wound was enlarged two inches downward and backward. A gum catheter was made to follow the course of the

missile behind and beneath the neck of the femur to the body of the pubis, where the ball was found in the scrotum near the

spermatic cord. A flattened round musket ball was extracted through an incision at the base of the scrotum. A portion of it had

1 Circular No. 2, 1869 : CASE 15, p. 67, Pt. T. B , 14th North Carolina, Spec. 548. Case 20, p. 68, Pt. J. C , 1, 10th New Jersey, Spec. 3806.

Cask 23, p. G8, Pt. J. C , C, 5th New York Cav., Spec. 3181). Case 24, p. 68, Pt. M. D , U, 14th New York II. A., Spec. 3261. Case 28, p. 69, Pt. A.

D , 1!, 43d New York, Spec. 3797. Case 31, p. 69, Pt. C H. E , D, 61st Penn., Spec. 4930. Case 34, p. 70, Pt. J. F , H, 1st Mass. Cav., Spec. 2704.

Case 46, p. 72, Pt. F. G , 1st Louisiana, Spec. 1300. Cask 49, p. 72, Pt. G. H , D, 20th Michigan, Spec. 2839. Case 51, p. 72, Serg't W. D. H , A,

0th Iowa, Spec. 3488. Case 55, p. 73, Pt. W. Ilerold, B, 6th Alabama. CASE 56, p. 73, Musician J. B. H , A, 41st Ohio, Spec. 2178. CASE 61, p. 74, Pt.

H. J , P, 14tb N. York, Spec. 2309. CASE 64, p. 74, Pt. M. K , D, 65th N. York, Spec. 3419. CASE 66, p. 74, Pt. A. J. K •, E, 8th Florida, Spec. 1932.

Case 67, p. 75, Pt. L. P. L , K, 91st Penn., Spec. 1343. Case 08, p. 75, Pt. J. Laner, F, 39th N. Jersey. Case 69, p. 75, Capt J. M. L , I, 20th Indiana,

Spec. 505. Case 71, p. 76, J. McCarthy, E, 76th New York. Case 73, p. 76, Capt. II. D. M , K, 79th Illinois, Spec. 1747 {Am. Jour. Med. Sci.. 1864, Vol.

XI.VII, p. 337). Case 88, p. 79, Pt T. M , C, 14th Maine, Spec. 1728. Case 90, p. 79, Serg't W. Norton, I, 5th Wisconsin ( U. S. Sanitary Commission

Memoirs, Vol. I, p. 526). CASE 92, p. 80, Pt. W. O , K, 2d U. S. Cav., Spec. 2528. Case 94, p. 80, Adj't A. O. R , 134th Penn., Spec. 545. Case 96, p.

81, Pt. J. R , C, 69th New York, Spec. 86. Case 99, p. 81, Pt. T. R , K, 210th Penn., Spec. 4168. Case 103, p. 82, Capt. E. F. S , K, 1st New York

Cav., Spec. 4213. Case 114, p. 83, Corp'l J. M. Thompson, B, 29th .Mass. Cask 122, p. 84, Serg't D. Y , H, 100th New York, Spec. 3931. Case 199, p. 94,

Serg't J. B. Bridwell, B, 87th Illinois Mounted Infantry. Case 200, p. 91, Pt. W. Campbell, A, 23d Missouri. Case 203, p. 95, Serg't W. G. Davis, II, 19th

Ohio. Case 205, p. 95, Pt. C. Falk, E, 20th New York. Case 206, p. 95, Pt. W. T. Fostner, F, 28th Virginia. Case 207, p. 95, Pt. H. B. Gardner, F, 38th

Illinois. Case 208, Pt. M. Haehl, A, 32d Indiana. Case 209, p. 95, Capt. J. D. Irwin, C, 124th Ohio. Case 213, p. 96, Pt J. Scbeets, 1, 111th Ohio. Case
214, p. 96, Pt. D. Schamill, II, 50th Penn. Case 215, p. 90, Corp'l G. Williams, D, 11th Missouri. Case 242, p. 100, Corp'l M. J. Fitzharris, E, 42d N. York.

Case 258, Pt. F. Beck, F, 115th Penn. Case 263, p. 103, Pt. T. Hayward, F, 5th Penn., Spec. 592. Case 205, p. 104, Corp'l W. Hermka, D, 1st Maryland

Cav. Case 206, p. 104, Pt. J. Leehart, C, 10th Mississippi. Cask 270, p. 104, Capt. II. A. Sand, 103d New York. Case 273, p. 105, J. T. Tindcll, K, 18th

Mississippi Cav. (Confed. States Med. and Surg. Jour., January, 1865). Case 274, p. 106, Pt. P. Wilbur, I, 185th New York, Spec. 3143. Second Surgical

Volume : Case 859, p. 295, Serg't W. Spend lovfl, E, 1st New York Cav., and Case 935, p. 324, Serg't C. Moulton, D, 2d Maryland.
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FIG. 44.— Fracture
of trochanter and neck
of the left femur by a
round musket ball. A
fragment of lead is im-
pacted in the neck.
Spec. 545.

Fig. 45.—Fissure of

rig-lit femur, caused by
a conuidal ball lodging
in the neck. Spec. Z931,

been chipped ofF. The patient rested well that night, but on the following day the spasms were increased in intensity, commencing

in the injured limb and extending over the body. < Mollis saturated with chloroform and olive oil were applied to (lie limb, and an

antispasmodic and anodyne mixture was prescribed. He rested quietly until the following morning, when clonic spasms returned

and persistently increased. The patient's countenance became pinched, wan, and haggard, and expressive of fright. There

was no pain nor trismus, and he partook freely of nouislnnent. At times there was complete opisthotonos. On December 25th

he took four dozen pills of assaftetida of four grains each, and one half ounce of fluid extract of Cannabis Indies in divided

doses, without any benefit. Sulphate of morphia in doses of one grain was then prescribed, to be administered every two

hours, and a poultice of powdered opium and cinchona applied to the wound, but, as before, without apparent benefit. The
mind, up to this time, continued clear and undisturbed, his pulse moderately full and strong, ranging at about 100. ITo now
became drowsy, and at times lay in a semi-comatose condition. His pulse ran up to 150. Respiration was free, but at times

hurried, from 525 to 28 per minute. The skin became bathed in sweat, which exhaled a peculiar pungent odor. The bowels

were regular; the urine was scantily secreted and high colored, though voided without difficulty. The
discharge from the wound was thin, bloody, and offensive. On December 27th opisthotonos recurred,

and was temporarily relieved by the application of chloroform to the entire extent of

the spine. Subsequently, violent epileptiform convulsions set in, and death resulted

from exhaustion, on December 28, 1862." The pathological specimen is figured in

the wood-cut (Fig. 44). and shows a fracture of the great trochanter of the left femur

and a piece of a leaden ball embedded in the neck. The specimen and history were con-

tributed by Surgeon C. L. Allen, II. S. V.—{Circular 2, S. G. O., 1869, p.80, Case 94.)

Case 192.—"Sergeant David Y- , Co. II, 106th New York, aged 29 years, was

wounded at the battle of Monocacy Junction, July 9, 1864, by a conoidal musket ball,

which entered two inches posterior to and one inch above the right trochanter major,

passed forward and inward, and lodged in the neck of the femur at its middle portion.

He was admitted to General Hospital at Frederick, Maryland, on the same day, and

the wound did well until the 12th of July, when it assumed tin unhealthy appearance.

A careful examination was made with the finger and by the probe, and the integu-

ments and fascia were divided, giving free exit to sanious and fetid pus. Large quan-

tities of stimulants and beef tea were given. On July 19th symptoms of pyaemia made
their appearance, such as rigors followed by profuse perspiration and acceleration of the pulse and respiration, dryness of the

tongue, and anorexia. Another examination of the wound was made, and the ball was found embedded in the femur, but, owing

to the patient's condition, its removal was deemed inadvisable. On July 20th another rigor occurred, and gradual aggravation

of all the symptoms followed. He died at 3 o'clock P. M., July 22, 1864." The pathological specimen and history (Fig. 45)

were contributed to the Army Medical Museum by Assistant Surgeon R. F. Weir, II. S. A.

—

(Circular 2, p. 84, Case 122.)

Case 193.—"Captain James M. L , Co. I, 20th Indiana, was twice wounded in an engagement in front of Richmond,

on June 27, 1862. The first wound was through the lumbar muscles, and, while lying on the field, he was again struck by a

conoidal musket ball, which entered on the outer side of the left thigh a little below the great trochanter,

and, passing upward and inward, lodged. He was conveyed to Washington, and on June 29th was

admitted to the Columbia College Hospital. A finger could be readily passed into the perforation of

the femur, but the ball could not be reached. There was no shortening or eversion of the limb, interfering

with the motion of the joint. Three formal attempts to ascertain the position of the ball and accomplish

its removal were unsuccessfully made. The patient died from exhaustion, August 19, 1862." The speci-

men is represented in the adjoining wood-cut (Fig. 46). It shows the upper portion of the left femur

perforated between the trochanters on the posterior surface. The track of the ball is carious. The

great trochanter has been split off, but is reunited by callus. The space between the trochanters is

bridged over by a displaced fragment of bone, attached in its new position by slight osseous deposits.

The missile was found resting against the capsular ligament. Assistant Surgeon W. M. Notson, U. S. A.,

who attended and reported the case, is confident that the ball was external to the joint; but as the

grooving of the neck extends upward nearly to the articular surface of the femur, it is hardly possible

that the joint escaped.

—

(Circular 2, p. 75, Case 69.)

In twenty-seven of the two hundred and forty-nine shot fractures of the hip joint with

fatal terminations the parts of the joint involved were not indicated. The details in the

cases are very meagre, and no autopsies were made. Fifteen have been recorded in Circular

No. 2
;

x such information as was obtainable of the remaining twelve will here be given

:

Case 194.—Private J. Cilley, Co. E, 19th Maine, aged 22 years, was wounded at Petersburg, June 22, 18C4, by a conoidal

ball. He was taken to the field hospital of the 2d division, Second Corps, where Surgeon J. F. Dyer, 19th Massachusetts,

noted : "Shot fracture of the left hip joint." On July 1, 1864, he was admitted into the Carver Hospital, Washington, and he

died August 30, 1864. Surgeon O. A. Judson, U. S. V., reports cause of death : "Exhaustion following shot fracture left ilium."

FIG. 46. —-Perforation
of the neck of left femur
by aconoidal musket ball.

Spec. 565.

' Circular 2, 1863 : Case 2, p. 65, Corp'l J. A. Baker, C, 4!)th New York. Case 7, p. 66, Pt. C. S. Bates, G, 27th Michigan. Case 13, p. 67, Corp'l W.
Bowen, K, 56th Penn. Case 37, p. 70, Pt. J. Forbes, C, 31st Mass. Case 39, p. 70, Pt S. Fowler, 4th Michigan Battery. Case GO, p. 74, Pt. W. Jackson, B,

106th New York. Case 63, p. 74, Pt. II. Jones, 1, 151st Penn. Case 87, p. 7SI, Lieut. M. Mullen, G, 69th Penn. Cask 97, p. 81, Corp'l J. Robinson, 1, 3d

Maryland Cavalry. Case 105, p. 82, Capt. R. Shaw, K, 56th Penn. Case 184, p. 92, Pt. J. Wells, C, 1st Mass. II. A. Case 202, p. 95, Pt. J. E. Clark, E, 23d

Pennsylvania. Case 210, p. 95, Pt A. Latten, Morgan's Command (see Confed. Slates Med. and Surg. Journal, 1865, p. 9). CASE 250, p. 101, Pt. E. Powell,

A, 3d U. S. C. T. Case 252, p. 101, Pt. J. Shafer, A, 7th Maryland,
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Cask 195.—Private J. Fanvll. Co. 13, Wtli IT. S Infantry, aged 35 years, was wounded at Spottsylvania, May 12, 1804,

and admitted to the field hospital of the 2d division, Fifth Corps. Surgeon W. R. DeWitt, jr., recorded: ''Gunshot wound of

left thigh; severe." On May 18th the wounded man was received into Douglas Hospital, Washington, Assistant Surgeon W.
Thomson, U. S. A., reported : ''Gunshot wound of left hip; fracture of pelvis and femur. Haemorrhage to the amount of two

ounces occurred from a museular branch on May 28th, and ceased spontaneously. The patient died of asthenia May 28, 18C4.

Cask 19ii.—Colonel C. Knoderer, 107th Pennsylvania, was wounded at Suffolk, January 30, 18G3. Surgeon D. M.

Marshall, of the regiment, reported: "Wound of left hip produced by a piece of shell, completely shattering the hip joint and

causing immediate prostration. Stimulants were given internally, and cold applications, combined with styptics, were used.

Death occurred on February 15, 1803."

Cash 197.—Corporal E. W. Mulford, Co , E, 74th Illinois, was wounded at Chattanooga, November 25, 1803, by a

conoidal ball, which fractured the right hip. He died December 10, 1803, in the 2d division, Fourth Corps, field hospital.

Surgeon F. W. Lyth, 30th Illinois, records the case.

Cask 193.—Private M. Murphy, Co. D, 8th New York Heavy Artillery, was wounded at Cold Harbor, June 3, 1864,

by a conoidal ball. He was taken to the field hospital of the 2d division, Second Corps, where Surgeon J. F. Dyer, 19th

Massachusetts, records : "Shot fracture of the right hip joint and wound of both shoulders." He died June 6, 1864. The cause

of death is given on the burial records as "shot wound of bowels."

Cask 199.—Private A. Olds, Co. F, 8th New York Heavy Artillery, was wounded at Cold Harbor, June 3, 1864, and

admitted to the field hospital of the 2d division. Second Corps. Surgeon J. F. Dyer, 19th Massachusetts, reported : "Gunshot
fracture of left hip joint. Died June 5, 1864."

Cash 200.—Private C. Tease, Co. C, 4th Michigan, was wounded in the left hip at Gettysburg, July 2, 1863. He was

treated at a Kifth Corps field hospital until July 24th, when he was admitted to Camp Letterman. Surgeon H. Janes, U. S. V.,

reported that the man "died August 7, 1863, of gunshot fracture of left hip joint."

Case 201.—Private H. Stratton, Co. U, 99th Pennsylvania, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 2, 1863, by a conoidal

ball. He was taken to the field hospital of the 1st division, Third Corps, where Surgeon G. W.Lyman noted: "Gunshot

compound comminuted fracture of the right thigh implicating the hip joint." He died July 4, 1863.

('ask 202.—Private J. J. Stumple, Co. A, 7th West Virginia, was wounded at Cold Harbor, June 3, 1864, by a conoidal

ball. He was taken to the field hospital of the 2d division. Second Corps, where Surgeon J. F. Dyer, 19th Massachusetts,

noted: "Shot fracture of the right hip." He was admitted into the Second Division Hospital, Alexandria, June 7th, where

Surgeon T. R. Spencer,' IT. S. V., records "shot wound, right thigh." He died June 25, 1864.

Cask 203.—Private T. O. Tucker, Co. D, 01st Pennsylvania, aged 39 years, was wounded at Spottsylvania, May 15,

1804, by a shell. He was taken to the field hospital of the 2d division, Sixth Corps, where Surgeon S. J. Allen, 4th Vermont,

noted: "Wound of the right groin." On May 26, 1864, he was admitted into the Second Division Hospital at Alexandria. He
died the following day. Surgeon T. R. Spencer, U. S. V., reported the cause of death "shot wound of the right hip joint."

Case 204.—Private J. Volkommer, Co. C, 46th New York, aged 19 years, was wounded at Petersburg, July 30, 1864,

and admitted to the field hospital of the 3d division, Ninth Corps. Surgeon P. A. O'Connell, U. S. V., reported: "Gunshot

wound of left hip; ball entered one and a half inches from the trochanter major, wounding the capsular joint." Three days

after the reception of the injury the wounded man was transferred to the Depot Hospital at City Point, whence he was sent to

De Camp Hospital, David's Island, New York Harbor, August 7th. Assistant Surgeon W. Webster, U. S. A., in charge of the

latter, reported that the patient died November 19, 1864, of "gunshot wound of left hip, with fracture of femur."

Case 205.—Private S. Waisner, Co. E, 28th North Carolina, was wounded and captured at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863,

and entered Camp Letterman on July 23d. Surgeon H. Janes, U. S. V., reported : "Gunshot fracture of right hip joint.

Death on August 18, 1863."

Of the series of two hundred and forty-nine cases of shot fractures of the hip joint

unsuccessfully treated by conservation, fifty-two have been detailed in the preceding pages

and one hundred and ninety-seven cases have been briefly noted, the details of the cases

having been cited in Circular No. 2.

In one hundred and eighty-four cases the injuries were caused by small, and in fifteen

cases by large projectiles, while in fifty instances the nature of the missile was not indi-

cated. Fragments of bone were removed in twenty-one of the two hundred and forty-

nine fatal cases of shot fracture of the hip joint treated by conservation. Pya?mia was

indicated in thirty-eight instances, gangrene in thirteen, tetanus in one case, erysipelas in

one case, peritonitis in five cases, and secondary haemorrhage in fourteen cases. In one

instance (Case of John McCarthy, Co. E, 76th New York, Circular No. 2, p. 76, Case 71,

and foot-note 1, p. 85) the femoral artery was tied, and in two instances (Cases of: Cor-

poral J. P. Smith, Co. B, 1st Wisconsin, Circular No. 2, p. 82, and 107, of Private C.

Hambrecht, Co. E, 4th New Jersey, Case 181, p. 84, ante) the external iliac artery was
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ligated. In four instances the missile penetrated the abdomen; in nine cases the pelvic

cavity was pierced, hut apparently without injury to the viscera. In fifteen cases a shot

fracture of either the ilium, ischium, or os pubis was reported; in two instances the blad-

der was involved, 1 and in twenty-two easc^ the injury to the hip joint was complicated by

various other injuries of less gravity. Eleven patients died on the day of the reception

of the injury; fifty-three survived the injury from one to ten days; scventv, from eleven

to twenty days; thirty-two, from twenty-one to thirty days; twenty-one, from thirty-one

to forty-days; the remaining sixty-two patients lived from forty-one to two hundred and

sixty-three days, and one patient lingered for nearly two years and a half.
2 In eighty-

three instances it was reported that the missile had lodged, in nineteen of which it was

stated to have been extracted.

In seventy-eight of the two hundred and forty-nine fatal cases of shot fracture of the

hip joint treated by conservation, the specimens indicating the bony lesion at the hip are

preserved in the Army Medical Museum. Illustrations of forty of these seventy-eight

specimens were given in Circular No. 2, pp. 66-114, and twenty-one have been repre-

sented by wood-cuts in the preceding pages.

In tabular statement IX, on page 65, ante, the total number of alleged shot fractures

at the hip joint treated by the conservative expectant mode was given as three hundred

and four, of which fifty-five were reported to have recovered; but, from an analysis of the

cases, it becomes clearly evident that it would be impossible to arrive at just conclusions

regarding the mortality of injuries of this nature from the total number of cases tabulated.

It has already been stated on pp. 76, 77, ante, that in fourteen of the fifty-five eases of

recovery after alleged shot fractures at the hip joint the evidence is contradictory, or

adverse to the supposition that the hip was implicated; that in nineteen instances the

evidence is vague and insufficient, and that in two cases the testimony consists solely of the

statements of examining surgeons based upon examinations made long after the injury had

healed. Deducting these thirty-five cases, there remain two hundred and sixty-nine cases

with twenty recoveries, giving a mortality of 92.5 per cent. But it was further stated on

.pages 76 and 77, ante, that in twelve instances the evidence is compatible with the sup-

position that the fractures were probably in the trochanteric region, and that in five

instances the fractures were extracapsular. Eliminating these seventeen cases, there

remain only two hundred and fifty-two cases with three recoveries, or a mortality rate of

98.8 per cent. Of the three patients that recovered after undoubted intracapsular shot

fracture of the hip joint, one, Private T. C. Garvin, Co. H, 94th New York (Case 143,

ante), died nearly four years after the reception of the injury, from which pus and portions

of the joint, consisting of splinters of bone, were discharged to the time of his death. In

the case of T. L. Lomax (Case 140, ante), in which it remains a disputed point whether it

should be regarded as an example of treatment by excision or by conservation, it was

impracticable to ascertain whether the patient is still living. The third patient, Colonel

J. C. Strong (Case 134, ante), was in tolerably good health in December, 1878.

From the evidence recorded on the registers of this Office in the alleged examples of

recovery after shot fractures of the hip joint treated by temporization, I must continue to

share the unfavorable impression of the results in this class of injuries of Guthrie, and

•The details of these cases have been published with Injuries of the Parts Contained in the Pelvis, Section II, Chapter VII, Second Surgical Volume,

viz: Sergeant T. A , Co. C, 119th New York, Case 922, p. 318; see also Note 2, p. 77, ante; and Sergeant W. Spendlove, Co. E, 1st New York

Cavalry, Case 859, p. 295, and Note 1, p. 85, ante.

'Case of Private Louis Schmidt, 8th Kansas, wounded at Chickamauga, Sept. 19, 18li3, died Jan. 3, I860. Circular No. J, 18(59, Case 271, p. 105.
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many of the older as well as more modern writers on military surgery, and can only

reiterate the conclusion I hat .1 have already expressed in Circular No. 6, at page 61, and

in Circular No. 2, at page 117, that shot injuries of the hip joint, when abandoned to the

resources of nature, prove almost uniformly fatal.
1

With regard to the twenty-five cases of recovery after shot injuries of the hip joint

under conservative treatment in the Franco-German War, 1870-71, tabulated by Professor

vim Langenbeck, and alluded to on page 67, ante, it may be hoped, in the interest oi sur-

gical science, that the future histories of these patients will be noted, and that when death

ensues it may be found practicable to have the extent of the injury to the hip joint pre-

cisely ascertained by post-mortem examination. The difficulties of such a task are apparent

and have hitherto proved insurmountable. In five of the fifty-five cases of recovery after

alleged shot fracture at the hip joint cited from the American civil war, the patients have

since died; but so far the opportunity to verify the diagnosis by an autopsy has not been

improved.

EXCISION AT THE HIP AFTER SHOT INJURY.—A large addition to our

statistical information on this subject was afforded by the experience of the American civil

war as indicated by the accompanying tabular statement:

Table X.

Numerical Statement of Sixty-six Cases of Excision at the Hip Joint for Shot Injury.

Operations.
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of sixteen examples of this operation in military surgery prior to our war. Of these,

a primary excision by Mr. T. C. O'Leary, in the Crimea, in 1855, was successful. The
patient died ten years afterwards of phthisis. A secondary excision, by Dr. Neudorfer, in

1859, was followed by amputation at the hip, which the patient happily survived. In the

foot-note
1 instances of excision at the hip for shot injury are enumerated, in addition to

those practised in the United States service.

At the date of the publication of Circular No. 2, S. G. 0., January, 1869, the records

of this Office contained sixty-three, as was then believed, authenticated cases of excision

of the head, or of the head and neck, or head and neck and portion of the shaft of the

*1. OPPENHEIM (F. W.) (Die Extirpation des Schenkelkopfes aits der Gelenkhuhle, in Zeitschrift fur die gesammte. Afedicin, ll;mihurg, 1836,

B. I, S. 137); a Russian chasseur wounded May 5, 18:29, at the battle of Eski-Arna-Utlar ; fracture of neck of left femur and rim of acetabulum.

Primary excision May 5, 1829 ; death from plague May 23, 182!\—2. SElTlX (Resection de la partie supericitre du femur, in Bulletin General de Ther-

apeutique, Paris, 1833, T. IV, p. 371); Private Lisieux, 25th Infantry; fracture of neck, trochanters, and upper fourth of right femur. Primary excision

Decembers, 1832; death on the fourth day, from gangrene.—3. C. TIZXTOU (KARL TEXTOR, Der Zweite Fall von Ausstigung des Schenkelkopfes mit

volkommeneni Erfolg, Wtfrzburg, 1858, S. 15, No. 12); Kaspar Artes, aged 44 ; caries of head of right femur consequent upon gunshot fracture. .Secondary

operation on November 8, 1847; death on November IS, 1847.—4. Dr. H. SCHWARTZ (Bcilrdge zur Lehrc von den Schusswunden, Schleswig, 1854,

p. 142); O , Danish soldier; shot fracture of trochanters of left femur. Intermediary excision May 13, 1849; death. May 20. 1849.— 5. Dr. G. ROSS

( Deutsche Klinik, 1S50, B. II, p. 451); Karl Engelking, aged 23, received, at Frederieiu, May 8, 1848, a shot fracture of the left trochanter. Secondary

excision, June 10, 1850; death, June 13, 1850.—0. Professor BAUM (LOHMEYER, Vie Schusswunden, 1859, p. 1ST); a subaltern officer; shot comminu-

tion of neck of femur. Primary excision in 1854 ; death in twenty-two hours.—7. G. K. BLEXKIxs (G. IT. It. MACLEOD, JS'otes on the Surgery, etc.,

London, 1858. p. 311, and G. J. GUTHRIE, Commentaries, Loudon, 1855, p. 021); Private C. Monstcrey, 3d Batt. Grenadier Guards ; shell fracture of neck

and trochanters of right femur. Primary excision in June, 1855; death in five weeks.—8. G. II. B. MACLEOD (Notes on the Surgery of the War in the,

Crimea, 1858, p. 338); Private Couch, of the Rifle Brigade; fracture of the neck of left femur, June 18, 1855. Intermediary excision .Inly 5
;
death firm

cholera July 10, 1855.—9. Surgeon J. CREEAR (G. J. GUTHRIE, Comment'atic*, 6tli ed., London, 1855, p. (522); Private W. Smith, 1st Royals; grenade

fracture of trochanter and neck of left femur. Primary excision August 6, 1855; died August 21, 1P55.—10. T. C. O'Leauy (T. P. Matthew, Medical

and Surgical History, etc., during the War against Russia, 1854-'55-'56, London, 1858, Vol. II, p. 378); Bpivate T. McKevena, 08th Regiment; shell

fracture of trochanter and neck of left femur. Primary excision August 20, 1855; recovery.—11. Dr. Gkorge HTDE (MATTHEW, t. &, Vol. II, p. 378);

Corporal B. Shcehan, 41st Regiment
;
grapeshot comminution of trochanter and neck of femur. Primary excision September 8, 1855; death September

14, 1855.— 12. Dr. COOMHE (MACLEOD, loc. cit., p. 344); British artillery soldier; shot fracture of neck of femur. Intermediary excision in 1855 ; death in

a fortnight.—13-19. J. NeuhjRFEU (Das Endresultat der Gelenkrescctionen, in Wiener Med. Presse, 1871, B. XIT, p. 407) remarks : "I have performed

the hip joint reseotiou for shot wounds seven times
; six died from the eighth to the eleventh day, and the seventh I exarticulated at the hip after a fen-

days on account of purulent infiltration of the excised joint. The patient recovered after the exarticulation, and lives here in Vienna." J. Schranz. 7th

Jmger Bat., wounded at Palestra, May 30, 1859. Excision at left hip joint November 27th. Purulent infiltration followed, and, on December J, 1859,

amputation at the hip joint was performed by Professor NeuporfeR. The patient recovered, and lived in Vienna in 1808. During the Schleswig-

Holstein War, 18*34, Dr. NKDDObfEB twice excised the hip joint, on Austrian soldiers, for shot fracture of the upper extremity of the femur. Inter-

mediary operations. Both cases proved fatal (C. Heine, Vie Schussverletzungen, etc., 1866", p. 369). Of the remaining four operations by NEUUORFKK
I have been unable to find any details.—20. A successful secondary excision of the hip joint for shot wound received in the Austro-Prnssian War, 1866,

was performed by Dr. Wagxer in Kontgsberg. NEUPORFER (Handbuch der Kriegschir., Leipzig, 1872, Zweite Halfte, Ahth. 2, p. 1458) states that

he saw the patient in November, 1866, at Gdrlitz, when his recovery was yet doubtful, but that in 1872 the patient was living at Graz, entirely recovered.

He could walk without a cane, and could ascend and descend stairs.—21-23. B. von Laxgkxheck (fiber die Schussfracturen der Gele?ike. 18fP. p. 16);

Kueharsky, aged IP, fracture uf left trochanter, March 22, 1863. Secondary excision July, 1863; death in fourteen daj-s. Austrian soldier, wounded

July 3, 1866; shot fracture of the neck of the right fernur. Intermediary resection August 5, 1866: death August 12, 1866. Emil Bauer, ICth Saxon

Infantry, wounded June 29, 1866; shot fracture of the neck of right femur. Secondary excision August 20th; death in September, 1866.—24. Dr.

Scmonborn (B. v. Laxgkniseck, loc. cit., p. 16); Maxim Glutschak, aged 24; wounded July 3, 1866, fracture of head of the right femur. Secondary

resection August 22, 1866 ; recovery.—25. B. BECK (Kriegschir. Erf., 1867, p. 351); A. F. S , "Wiirtemberg drummer, wounded July 24, I860; shot

fracture of neck of femur and trochanter major. Intermediary resection August 5th ; died August 7, 1860.—26. L. Stromeyek (Erfahntngen fiber

Schusswitnden, 1867, S. 52); a debilitated subject; intracapsular shot fracture of the neck of the femur. Intermediary resection in 1866; death in two

days.—Stabsarzt Dr. DEIXIXGER, of the Railway Battalion (Beitrdge zu den Schussfracturen des Hiiftgelenks writer besonderer Beriicksichtigung der

Erfahrungen aus dem Feldzuge 1870-71, und Benutzung der Acten des Koniglichen Kriegsministeriums, in Deutsche Mil.-arztl. Zeitschrift, 1874,

Jabrgang III, pp. 237-335), gives a tabular statement of forty-five cases of resection of the head of the femur for shot injury, from the Franco-Prussian

War, 1870-71. The eases are: 1 primary case fatal, 26 intermediary cases (all fatal), and 17 secondary {with 5 recoveries and 12 deaths), and 1 ease

in which the time of operation was not recorded. Brief details are given : 27. A. Stephan, 3d Pioneer Bat.; shot fracture of neck and trochanter

major of left femur, September 20, 1870: excision same day, by Dr. B. BECK; died September 29, 1870.—28. Piurko, 22d Infantry; shot fracture of

trochanter and neck of right femur, September 23, 1870; excision October 25. 1870, by SZMUI.A ; recovered, with useless limb.—29. A soldier wounded

at Orleans; comminution of head of femur; intermediary excision, by Dr. METZLER ; died 4 days after operation.—30. J. B. MUller, 85th French

lane ; shot fracture of head of right femur and rim of acetabulum at Beaune la Rolande, November 28, 1870 ; excision, by Dr. RUITET,, December

2d; died December 7, 1870.—31. Corporal Heinartz, 75th Prussian, wonnded at Orleans, December 9, 1870 ; ball fractured acetabulum and opened joint;

excision, December 14th, by Dr. LaxgexrecK; died of septicaemia, December 20, 1870.—32. A. Eichner, 2d Prussian Lancers; shot fracture of head

of right femur, Orleans, December 4, 1870; excision, by Dr. LAXGEXBECK, December 12th
;
died December 18, 1870.—33. J. Sehone, wounded at. VYeissen-

berg. August 4, 1870, splintering trochanter and head of femur; excision, by Dr. C/ERNY, August 13th; died August 16, 1870.—34. M. Echtetbruch,

Corporal, 78th Infantry ; shot fracture of left femur below the greater trochanter, August 16, 1870 ; excision, by Dr. MulleR, August 26th ; died Sept. 7,

1870.—35. J. Pakowsky, 14th Inf., wounded Decembers, 1870, in left hip joint; excision, December 14th, by Dr. NEWHAUS; died December 20, 1870.

—

35, J. Unterberg. Oldenberg Infantry No. 91 ; shot fracture of left trochanter, August 16, 1870; excision, August 27th, by Dr. A. Ewalp; died Sept. 9,

1870.—37. J. Wiedener, 52d Infantry, shot wound in right hip joint, August 16, 1870; excision, by Dr. Trendelenberg, August 28th; died September

2, 1870.—38. F. Kopzinsky, 5th Artillery, shot fracture of left hip joint, Sept. 19, 1870; excision, October 2d, by Dr. Wegner ; died October 28, 1870.—

39. J. Busse, 24th Infantry, shot fracture of the left femur, August 16, 1870; excision of hip joint, August 29th, by Dr. MARCUSE; died Sept. 7. 1870.—

40. F. Patzwald, 9th Infantry, shot wound of left hip joint, December 2, 1870; excision, by Dr. BRA8CH, December 16th ; died December 21, 1870.—41.

V. Vaillant, 42d French Line, shot fracture head of left femur, September 30, 1870 ; excision, October 14tb, by Dr. Grandies ; died October 17, 1870.

—

42. A. Dettki, 4lst Infantry, shot comminution of neck of left femur, August 31, 1870 ; excision, by Dr. SACHS, Sept. 15th ; died October 11, 1870.—43. P.

Congacz, French Guards No. 3, shot fracture of head of left femur, August 18, 1870; excised, by Dr. LAXGEXBECK, September 1st ; died Sept. 2, 1870.

—

44. C- C. Petit, French Infantry No. 67, comminution of left hip joint, August 16, 1870; excision, by Dr. LAXGEXRECK, September 1st; died September
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femur, for shot injury. It lias since been ascertained that in one of these cases the head

of the femur was not removed; 1 but records of four additional cases
2 have since been

obtained and added to the list of this operation, making a total of sixty-six cases of

excision at the hip joint done for shot injuries received during the American civil war.

As indicated in Table IX, at page 65, ante, fifty-five of these operations were performed

for shot injuries of the hip joint, while in eleven instances the excision was practised for

fracture of the shaft of the femur that did not primarily implicate the hip.

4, 1870.—45. C. Paoot, 50th French Infantry, shot fracture of neck of right femur, Weissenburg, August 4, 1870; excision, by Dr. Billroth, Aug. 20th;

died August 20, 1870.—46. W. Liesegang, 24th Infantry, shot fracture of neck of left femur, Vionville, August 1G, 3870; excision, September Cd, by Dr.

GAEHDE; died September 3, 1870.—47. E. W. Hoffman, of the Prussian Guards, shot fracture of hip joint, St. Privat, August 18, 1870; excision, by Dr.

LiJCKE, September 5th; died September 13, 1870.— 48. A. Weraert, Corporal, 10th Dragoons, wounded in trochanter major, August 14, 1870; excision,

by Dr. FISCHER, September 1st; died September 13, 1870.—49. 15. Payant, 32d French Infantry, shot fracture of upper third of right femur, August 10,

1870: excision, September 4th, by Dr. NEUHAUS; died Septembers. 1870.—50. A. Fiasecki, .5th Infantry, comminution of neck of left femur, September

9, 1870; excision, by Dr. WAGXER, September 29th
; died October 11, 1S70.—51. P. Perrot, 13th French Infantry, comminution of right femur into joint,

Gravelotte, August 8, 1870; excision, by Dr. BUSCH, September 12th; died September 23, 1870.—52. J. Fitzer, 83d Infantry, comminution of trochanter

major and neck of left femur, Worth, August C, 1870; excision, by Dr. PagexsI'ECHER, September 1st; died September 10, 1870.—53. Sergeant-major

B , 3d French Infantry, shot fracture of trochanter and neck of right femur, Worth, August 6, 1870; excision, by Dr. BECK, at the end of August

;

died in the latter part of September.— 54. C. Schmock, of the Guard Sharpshooters, shot wound in left hip joint, St. Privat, August 18, 1670; excised, by
Dr. BKSSBKRO, September 14th ; died September 19, 1870.—55. P , 61st Infantry, comminution of neck of left femur, January 21, 1871 ; excision, by
Dr. VOLKMANX, February 20th; died February 22, 1871.—5G. J. Blanchct, French Garde Mobilier, shot fracture of head of left femur, November 28. 1870;

excision, by Dr. Heixemaxn, December 29th ; died January 12, 1871.—57. K. Paschke, 58th Infantry, comminution of neck and trochanter of right

femur, October 2, 1870; excision, by Dr. BORETIUS, November Gtli ; died November 16, 1870.—58. A. Schoblock, 7th WUrtemberg Infantry, shot frac-

ture of femur high up, Chainpign}*, December 2, 1870; excision, by Dr. HUETER, January (5, 1871 ; died January 13, 1871.—59. Bnrtseh. 2d Guards, shot

fracture below trochanter, with Assuring of neck of left femur, August 4. 1870; excision, September 13th, by Dr. ScHILLHACH ; died in a few hours.

—

GO. D. Blennemann, 7th Infantry, shot wound <>f hip joint, Gravelotte, August 18, 1870 ; excision, about six weeks later, by Dr. WlKDBCHEIDT; recovery,

witli good use of limb and one and a half inch shortening.—fil. F. Geier, 9th Infantry, shot through left hip joint, Worth, August 6, 1870; excision, by

Dr. BILLROTH, September 28th ; died October 27, 1870.—6*2. Svhnal, 10th French Infantry, shot wound in right hip, August 10, 1870; excision, by Dr.

JOSETHSON*, October 24th ; death October 25, 1870.—03. F. John, 8th Infantry, shot wound of right hip, fracture of acetabulum, Saarbrlicker., August

6, 1870 ; excision, by Dr. Hut'EDEX, November 4, 1870; recovery, with moderately free use of limb and one inch shortening.—01. B , 2d Zouaves, shot

fracture of upper third of femur, Worth, August 0, 1870 ; excision six months after injury, by Dr. WELKKK ; recovery.—05. French soldier, shot fracture

of hip joint September 30, 1870; secondary excision
;
recovery, with comparatively good use of limb.—00. J. Pieper, 21st Infantry, shot wound of left hip;

secondary excision of head of femur, February 19, 1871, by Dr. JacohY; died Feb. 23, 1871.—07. G. Rossmanieck, 4th Infantry, shot in left hip in August,

1870; secondary excision of hip joint; died Sept. 7, 1870.—08. P , 17th Infantry, shot wound of right hip joint; secondary excision of joint; died.—09.

Unknown soldier; secondary excision, by Dr. Rattlkhner; fatal.—70. Unknown soldier; shot fracture of neck of femur j secondary excision, three months

after Injury, by Dr. HErrXEE
; death in two weeks.—71. Unknown soldier, shot fracture of neck and trochanter ;

resection three and a half months after

injury; died a week afterwards. In a tabular statement of cases of resection of the hip joint performed during the same period, and collected by Professor

B. v. LAXGEXRECK (Vber die Schussvcrletzuvgen des Hiiftgelenks, in Archiv filr Klinische Chirurgie, Berlin, 1874, B. XVI, p. 263), I find 7 eases

(2 intermediary fatal cases, CASES Nos. 2, 5, pp. 329, 330,)—1 secondary fatal (CASE No. 14, p. 334)—and 4 fatal cases, period of operation not stated

(CASES 12. 20, 21, and 27, pp. 333, 335, 336), not contained in Dr. DEIXINGER's tables. They are: 72. Lieut. Roma, 9th French Infantry, shot frac-

turo of left hip joint, August 18, 1870; excision, by Dr. LAXGEXUECK, August 31st; died September 4, 1870.—73. Petit, C7th French Infantry, shot

fracture of right hip joint, Mare la Tour, August 10, 1870; excision, August 30th, by Dr. LaxgexbecK; died December 10, 1870.—74. Unknown soldier,

shot fracture of hip joint; excision, by Dr. BILLROTH; died 24 hours after operation.—75. Unknown soldier, shot fracture of pelvis: secondary involve-

ment of hip joint ; secondary excision of head and neck, by Dr. KCstek ; death eight days after the operation.—70, 77. Unknown soldiers ; excisions, by
Dr. VOLKMANX; fatal.—78. Unknown soldier; excision of head of femur, by Dr. GUAF; fatal.—79. Another intermediary case of excision of head of femur

for shot injury during the late Franco-Prussian War, 1870-71, not reported by either Dr. Deixixger or Professor B. v. LAXGEXRECK, is reported by Dr.

GEORGE FISCHER (Dorf Fining und Schloss Versailles, in Deutsche Zeitschrift filr Chirurgie, Leipzig. 1872, B. I. S. 227); unknown, fracture of head

of left femur. September 30, 1870; wound of exit and entrance on a level with the trochanter major. October 20th, resection; October 28th. death from

pyaemia. An operation ascribed to Dr. LUTTER, in Lancet, 1870, Vol. II, p. 452, is identical with the case described by Dr. H. FISCHER {Kricgschir.

Erf. vor Metz, Urlangcn, 1872, p. 200), and included in cases collected by Drs. DEIXLXGEIt and v. LaXi;exheck. (No. 48, ante).—80-97. ClIEXU (J. C.)

{Aperqu hist, stat. et clin., etc., pendant la guerre de 1870-71, Paris, 1874, T. I, p. 493) tabulates eighteen cases of excisions of the hip joint for shot frac-

tures, in the Franco- Prussian War, 1870-71, with three recoveries. The same author (loc. cit., T. II, pp. 1-150) records, by name, tho cases of recovery

after amputations, disarticulations, and excisions ; but, after a careful search, I have been able to find onl}' one of the (3) successful cases of excisions at

the hip joint among them. The case is detailed on p. 8^: " Lande (P. P.), born June G, 1849, at Valogncs (Maneho), 109th line. Fracture of head of

femur for shot wound. Resection of head of femur.'*- The case is duplicated and again appears, on p.8G, as Laude, giving same details in every respect.

I find no record of the two other cases. There is nothing to indicate whether the cases are primary, intermediary, or secondary operations. The eases

reported by Dr. Duuheil (Gaz. mid. de Paris, 1871, T. XVI, p. 314) and Dr. ARXAUD (GrellOIh, Hist. mid. de blocus de Metz, 1872, pp. 351-353) are

undoubtedly includedin CHEXU'S (loc. cit., p. 493) statistics.—98. RORERTSOX (J. B.) (Resection at the Hip joint—Removal of the Had with Four Inches

of the Femur— Tetanus— Cure by Physosiigma, in Pacific Med. and Surg. Jour., 1878, Vol. XX, p. 500), excised, on April P, 1870, the head and four

inches of the shaft of the femur in the case of George Miller, aged 45, who had suffered for over a year from a sinus, evidently resulting from a rifle shot

received two years previously. The wound healed by first intention. Tetanus, which supervened about three weeks after Ihe operation, was successfully

treated with physostigma. In February, 1873, Miller was '"well and able to ride on horseback and herd cattle in the mountains."—99. Dr. RUDDUCK
(MAUXOUUI, Rapport sur It mouvement de I'ambulance No. 5 du Croissant Rouge a Orchanie, du 17 Octobre au 8 Novemhrc 1877, m Le Pmgris Medical

t

1878, No. 1, p. 0) excised, on October 21, 1876, the head of the left femur in tho case of Mehemet-Osman, for shot wound received in the Turco-Russian

War; secondary operation
;
pneumonia; death. Summing up the cases of resection of the hip joint referred to in this note we have a total of 99 cases

with 80 deaths, a fatality of 86.8 per cent. Of these 99 cases 8 were primary operations with 7 deaths (87.5 per cent.); 37 were intermediary, all fatal

;

27 were secondary with 18 deaths (GG.G per cent.); nnd in 27 instances with 24 deaths the time of operation was not specified.

1 The case of Lieutennnt Dwight Beebe, 3d New York, cited in Circular 2, at page 32. Information received since the publication of the case

proves it to be an example of removal of three and a half inches of the upper portion of the femur just without the capsule. The case will be detailed

with excisions in the continuity of the femur in the third section of this chapter.
2 Cases of: 1. Private,/. W. Epton, Co. I, 5th South Carolina, referred to in Circular 2. at p. 120, but not included in the tabular statements on

pp. 59 and 137; 2. Private C. Raines, Co. E, 25th North Cnrolina; 3. Private G. W. Tilliston, 1st Ohio Light Artillery; and 4. Private T. W. Pease,

Co. H, 19th Indiana.
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Primary Excisions.—Ot thirty-three well authenticated primary excisions at the hip

practised during the War, twenty were performed upon Union and thirteen upon Confed-

erate soldiers. The only successful result was in the ease of Private Camion, a young

soldier of a Georgia regiment, on whom Dr. J. J. Dement, of Huntsvillc, Alabama,

operated. The particulars of the case were communicated by Dr. Claude H. Mastin, of

Mobile, formerly Inspector of Hospitals in the Confederate service, and by Dr. J. B.

Duggan, of Toombsborough:

Case 20G.—Private Cannon, Co. A, 49th Georgia, aged 24 years, was wounded at the battle of tlie Wilderness, May 5,

18G4, by a conoidal musket ball, which struck an inch below the left trochanter major, extensively comminuting the femur and

lodging in the adductor muscles. The Confederate line being forced back, the wounded man lay on the ground all night until

the early morning, when the Confederates recovered their wounded. In Cannon's case, the consultation at the field infirmary by

Surgeons J. J. Dement, Holt, J. J. Wynne, and P. P. Henderson, it was determined to enlarge the wound and remove the

detached fragments of bone. Accordingly, the patient having been chloroformed, Surgeon Dement made an incision two inches

upward from the entrance wound, and extending from the wound downward four inches. On ascertaining the condition of the

parts, it was decided to exarticulate the head of the femur. This was readily accomplished, and then the neck and upper extremity

of the shaft were removed. The fragments of the upper extremity of the femur, when put together, measured four and a half

inches. The haemorrhage during the operation was trivial. All the medical gentlemen present remarked upon the slight degree

of shock induced by the operation. The limb and body were confined by roller bandage to a straight splint extending from the

axilla to the foot, A full dose of sulphate of morphia was then administered. In a few hours the patient was placed in an

ambulance wagon and conveyed to Orange Court House, twenty-five miles distant, and thence by rail to Staunton, about

seventy miles farther, where the after treatment was conducted at the general hospital. Little can be learned of the after treat-

ment, save that the patient was supplied with rich diet, a liberal allowance of wine, and that no untoward complication occurred

except the formation of abscesses attendant on an exfoliation of a ring of bone from the upper end of the shaft. When this was

eliminated, the wound rapidly healed. At the end of nine months the cicatrix was firm. The limb was shortened three inches,

and was useless for purposes of locomotion. The patient was in fine health, and moved about on crutches. He went to his

home, in Toombsborough, Georgia, in February, 1835, and earned a livelihood by his trade of shoemaking. He enjoyed good

health until November 12, 18G5, when lie had an attack of diphtheria which terminated fatally on November 23, 1865.

The thirty-two unsuccessful primary excisions at the hip may be arranged in three

categories. The first comprises thirteen instances where the circumstances were favorable,

the patients of mature and robust organization, the lesions of bone limited to the upper

extremity of the femur, the important vessels and nerves intact; the injuries to the soft

parts were not excessive; there were no complications of wounds in other regions, and the

patients were not subjected to hazardous removals; yet all thirteen succumbed within two

or three days, or in one case as late as the fourth day, from the conjoined shock of the

injury and the operation.

Case 207.—Captain Frederick M. Barber, Co. H, Kith Connecticut, aged 32 years, was wounded at Antietam, Septem-

ber 17, 18G2, by a musket ball, which entered behind the right trochanter major and shattered the trochanters and neck of

femur. He was conveyed to the field hospital of the 3d division of the Ninth Corps. His general health was good, and there

was but little shock. There was no swelling of the soft parts; the fracture was accessible to exploration, and appeared limited

to the epiphysis. The case was one in which excision seemed peculiarly applicable, and, after a consultation of several surgeons

of the division, that operation was decided upon. On the morning of September 18th, the patient being anaesthetised by chlo-

roform, Surgeon Melancthou Storrs, 8th Connecticut, made a straight incision four inches long, passing through the wound of

entrance. The comminuted fragments of the neck and trochanter were extracted, the round ligament divided, the head of the

femur removed, and the fractured upper extremity of the shaft was sawn off by the chain saw. The edges of the wound were

then approximated by adhesive straps, and simple dressings were applied. Little blood was lost, and the patient rallied

promptly from the operation, and appeared quite comfortable during the day. Surgical fever soon set in, however; the patient

sank rapidly under the constitutional irritation, and died on September 20, 18G2.

Case 208.—Sergeant Edwin T. Brown, Co. C, 21st Massachusetts, aged about 30 years, was wounded in front of Peters-

burg, on July 23, 1864, by a ragged fragment of a mortar bomb, which struck the left thigh over the trochanter major and

comminuted the upper extremity of the femur. The wounded man was immediately conveyed to the hospital of the 1st division

of the Ninth Corps. Surgeon Whitman V. White, 57th Massachusetts, and Surgeon James Oliver, 21st Massachusetts, saw

the patient a short time after his admission to the hospital. He was a strong, healthy man, five feet ten inches in height,

weighing about one hundred and sixty pounds, with a constitution of iron, and was in perfect health when injured. The soft

parts about the seat of injury were lacerated and torn, and the upper extremity of the femur, to an extent of five inches, was

crushed to fragments. No important arteries or nerves were wounded. Excision of the fractured bone was decided upon. On
the afternoon of the day on which the injury was received chloroform was administered, and Dr. White made a longitudinal

incision and removed the shattered fragments. The ligamentum teres was divided and the head of the bone turned out. The
broken extremity of the shaft of the femur was evened off with a chain saw. The patient reacted promptly from the shock of
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tlie operation. The limb was placed in proper position, and stimulants were freely used. Dr. Oliver states that lie saw the

man several times on the following duy, who was in excellent spirits, and talked and laughed, and did not complain of any

pain. On the 20th his appetite failed and he began to sink. He died July 27, 18G4.

CASE 20!).—Private Charles Beard, 12th Mississippi, was wounded and made a prisoner in the engagement on the

Weldon Railroad, August 23, 1804. With nearly two hundred other Wounded Confederates he was received at the field

hospital of the 1st division of the Fifth Corps at Reams's Station, where it was found that a conoidal musket ball had

entered the front of the right thigh a little to the outside of the course of the great vessels, and had comminuted the neck of the

femur and fractured the head, and lodged in the acetabulum, of which the lower portion of the rim was broken off. A few

hours after the reception of the wound the patient was placed under the influence of chloroform, and,

after a thorough examination, it was deemed expedient to excise the upper extremity of the femur.

The operation was performed by Surgeon A. A. White, 8th Maryland. An incision, commencing a little

below the anterior superior spine of the ilium, was carried downwards below and behind the prominence

of the trochanter major. From the lower extremity of the first, another incision, Dr. McGill states, was

carried backwards. The muscular attachments were then dissected aside, and the chain saw was passed

around the bone, which was divided just above the lesser trochanter. The head of the femur was then

readily exarticulated, and the ball and splintered fragments were removed. The wound was then approx-

imated by sutures and adhesive strips, and the limb was suspended by Smith's anterior splint. The »f head of right femur.
fsfiPC 1410

patient reacted favorably; but very soon after the operation there was a marked rigor, and on the follow-

ing day there was extreme irritability of stomach and retention of urine. The case terminated fatally on August 25, 1804, two

clays after the reception of the injury. At the autopsy, it was found that the fracture of the acetabulum did not communicate

with the interior of the pelvis; but the articular surface was intensely injected; its cavity was filled with offensive sanious pus.

The sawn extremity of the femur was black. One report states that the patient's appearance was of one who had undergone

great privations and was not in a favorable condition to undergo any severe operation. The excised portions of bone, repre-

sented in the accompanying wood-cut (Fig. 47), were sent to the Army Medical Museum without a memorandum; but were

ultimately identified, and numbered 1410 in the Surgical Section.

Case 210.—Private Bartholomew Dempsey, Battery I, 4th Artillery, was wounded February 25, 1804, at Buzzard's

Roost, Georgia, by a piece of shell, which passed through the upper portion of the right thigh, crushing the trochanter and neck

of the femur, and producing fissures which extended to the head of the bone. The wounded man was taken to a private house

in the neighborhood, at a place called "Big Spring," or in another report "Burke's Spring." a place ten miles northwest of

Dalton, where, shortly after the reception of the injury, it was decided, on the recommendation of Surgeon S. G. Menzies, 1st

Kentucky, that excision should be performed. Chloroform having been administered. Surgeon Nathan W. Abbott, 86th Illinois,

made an incision five inches in length, commencing two inches above the trochanter major. After dissecting aside the muscular

attachments and removing many fragments of the neck and trochanteric portions of the femur, the shaft of the bone was

smoothly divided by the chain saw at a point an inch or a little more below the lesser trochanter. Then, with a straight

bistoury, the capsular and round ligaments were divided, and the fractured head of the femur was exarticulated. The wound
was then approximated by sutures and adhesive strips. The patient rallied satisfactorily from the shock of tin? injury and

operation, and his condition was encouraging on the following morning, when the Union forces retired, sending all the wounded

who could be moved to the hospitals at Chattanooga. Private Dempsey alone was left at Big Spring. On the evening of

February 26th Surgeon Menzies sent Assistant Surgeon P. F. Ravenot, 7f th Illinois, with a cavalry escort from General Cruft's

camp, to Big Spring, a distance of five miles, to learn of Private Dempsey's condition, and, if possible, to bring him off. The
escort was dispersed and Dr. Ravenot was captured. The fate of Dempsey could not be definitely ascertained. He is dropped

from the rolls of his company as "missing in action at Buzzard Roost Gap." Dr. Abbott afterwards heard, indirectly, that

Dempsey survived the operation four or five weeks; but was not satisfied that this information was reliable. That the case bad

a fatal termination there can be no doubt. The excised portions of bone were preserved by Dr. Barnes, of Centralia, Illinois,

who was present at the operation. A statement has been received from Brevet-Major E. B. Atwood, 10th Infantry, that he had

learned from parties who attended Private Dempsey after he was wounded that he died on February 28, 1864, at the house of a

Mr. Rogers, ten miles northwest of Dalton, Georgia.

Case 211.—Private T. J. Hohson, Co. H, 32d Tennessee, aged 23 years, was wounded at Kenesaw Mountain, June '-4,

1804, by a conoidal musket hall, which struck the femur and comminuted the neck and trochanters. The fracture extended

within the capsular ligament. The shock was very great. The patient was seen by Surgeon J. F. Grant, P. A. C. S., who
found that amputation was not practicable except at the hip joint, and deemed it expedient to undertake the operation of excision,

as giving, in his judgment, the best chance for recovery. The army was then retreating, and if the patient was removed to the

rear it was doubtful if surgical relief could be had. Accordingly, about twelve hours after the reception of the injury, the patient

being placed under the influence of chloroform, Dr. Grant proceeded to operate, by making a linear incision ten inches long on

the outside of the thigh over the trochanters. The articulation was exposed, the capsular ligament divided, and the head of

the bone enucleated. The shattered fragments were then removed, and the shaft of the femur was divided by a straight saw

just below the trochanter. The loss of blood was slight. Immediately after the completion of the opeiation the patient was
placed upon a box-car and transported forty miles over a very rough road to the rear. Reaction was never complete, though

the patient lingered three days, and died on June 27, 1864.

Case 212.—Lieutenant John A. McGuire, Co. I, 148th Pennsylvania, was wounded on May 12, 1804, at ?pottsylvania,

by a musket ball, which smashed the trochanters and neck of the right femur. He was carried to the hospital of the 3d division

of the Ninth Corps, where, after an exploration of the wound under chloroform and a consultation of the senior surgeons of the

division, it was determined to excise the injured bone. The head, neck, and trochanters were accordingly removed through a

longitudinal incision by Surgeon George W. Snow, 35th Massachusetts. The patient died on May 15, 1864.
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Case 213.—Private O'Rourkc, 18th Mississippi, aged 24 years, healthy and of fine constitution, was wounded at the

Wilderness, May 6, 1864, by a musket ball, which entered the right thigh a little behind the trochanter, shattered the neck of

the femur, and lodged. There was little injury to the soft parts, and the important vessels and nerves were unharmed, lie

was taken to a field hospital, and his injury was examined under chloroform, by Surgeon J. T. Gilmore, Chief Surgeon, 1st

division, Longstreet's Corps. The limb was everted and shortened, the fracture appeared to be confined to the epiphysis, and

there was no bleeding. Believing that removal of the injured bone offered the best chance of preserving life, Surgeon Gilmore

proceeded to excise the head and neck of the femur. A curvilinear incision four or five inches long, with its convexity back-

ward, was carried downward from a point a little above and behind the trochanter, and was made to pass through the entrance

wound. The muscles inserted in the trochanter were then divided, the head was readily disarticulated, and the femur was then

smoothly divided through the trochanters by a chain saw. The operation was accomplished with the loss of but little blood.

Yet the patient did not react, but gradually sank, and died May 9, 1804.

Case 214.—Private Thomas G. Pease, Co. B, 117th New York, was wounded October 28, 18G4, near Fair Oaks Station.

The trochanters and neck of the right femur were shattered by a musket ball, which lodged against the head in the cotyloid

cavity. The soft parts were not injured badly, and it was determined by surgeons on duty at the field hospital of the Tenth

Corps that excision of the upper extremity of the femur was expedient. The operation was performed, a few hours after the

reception of the injury, by Surgeon N. Y. Leet, 70th Pennsylvania. The patient died on October 29, 1864.

Case 215.—Sergeant James M. Tolman, Co. H, 18th Wisconsin, aged 30 years, was wounded May 14, 1863, near Jack-

son, Mississippi, by a conoidal musket ball, which comminuted the head and neck of the left femur, lodging, and producing

fissures which extended about two inches below the lesser trochanter. The important nerves and vessels of the region and the

walls of the pelvis had escaped injury. The patient was a somewhat, cachectic subject, debilitated by malarial disorders. It was

deemed that the gravity of the injuries of the upper extremity of the femur rendered operative interference imperative. About

twenty-four hours after the reception of the injury, the patient was placed under the influence of chloroform, and Surgeon Henry
S. Hewit, U. S. V., exarticulated the head of the femur. The incision commenced a little above and anterior to the trochanter

major and extended downward in a curved direction with the convexity backward, and passed through the wound of entrance.

The splintered fragments of the head and neck and the ball were removed, and then the fissured upper extremity of the shaft

was sawn two and a half inches below the lesser trochanter. The operation was well borne, and the patient was removed the

same day to a hospital in the city of Jackson, where he was supplied with every comfort and provided with the most careful

attendance. He did apparently well until the third day, when lie began to sink, the wound from this time forward exhaling a

faint cadaveric odor. He died four days after the operation, May 19, 1863.

Case 210.—An unknown private soldier of the Fifth Corps, Army of the Potomac, was wounded in the engagement at

Laurel Hill, near Spottsylvania Court House, on May 10, 1804, by a musket ball, which fractured the trochanteric portion of

the left femur. He was conveyed to the field hospital of the Fifth Corps, at Cassin's, on the Block House road. He was placed

under the influence of chloroform, and the head, neck, and trochanters of the left femur were excised. Assistant Surgeon J. S.

Billings, U. S. A., saw him on the following morning, when he appeared to be in a comfortable condition. Dr. Billings recollects

that he was a young and healthy looking man. The attendants mentioned the character of the operation and the name of the

operator, but Dr. Billings cannot recall these particulars. On revisiting the hospital three days subsequently, Dr. Billings

learned that the patient had died on that morning, May 13, 1864.

Case 217.—An unknown soldier of the Eighteenth Corps was wounded, in the assault on the enemy's intrenched lines

at Cold Harbor, June 3, 1864, by a fragment of shell, which completely comminuted the trochanter and neck of the right femur.

Shortly after the reception of the injury he was conveyed to the field hospital of the Eighteenth Corps, and immediately anaes-

thetized and examined. Excision of the head, neck, and trochanters of the right femur was then practised. Assistant Surgeon

Billings, U. S. A., saw the patient soon after the operation, and observed that he had rallied encouragingly, and was in a com-

paratively comfortable condition. On June 7th the wounded of the Eighteenth Corps were placed in wagons and sent to the

rear. Dr. Billings visited the hospital with a view of preventing the removal of this patient, but was informed by the director

of transportation that the man had died the previous night, June 6, 1804.

Case 218.—A Confederate private soldier was wounded at the battle of Fredericksburg, December 13, 1862, by a frag-

ment of shell, which struck the trochanter of the right femur and fractured it and the neck of the bone, and lacerated the soft

parts, but without injuring any of the important vessels or nerves. He was conveyed to a field infirmary, where, a few hours

after the reception of the wound, he was placed under the influence of chloroform, and Surgeon Hunter McGuire, Medical

Director of Jackson's Corps, having ascertained the extent of the injury, decided that although the lesions of the soft parts

rendered the case an unpromising one, yet excision was the only resource that offered any hope, and proceeded to excise the

head, neck, and trochanters, dividing the shaft just below the trochanter minor with a chain saw. The wound was left open;

the limb placed in a comfortable position by means of pillows, without splints, and the patient was treated at the temporary

hospital at which the operation was performed. Notwithstanding the most careful attention to the after-treatment, he succumbed

two or three days after the operation.

Case 219.—A Confederate soldier of Kershaw's South Carolina Brigade was wounded at the battle of Chancellorsville,

May 3, 1863, by a musket ball which shattered the neck of the femur. It having been decided, after an examination of the

wound under chloroform, that the case was a favorable one for the operation of excision, the important nerves and vessels being

intact, and the injury limited mainly to the neck of the bone, the operation was performed by Surgeon James, 16th South

Carolina, on the day after the reception of the wound. The patient died May 6, t863.

In a second category are placed nine cases of primary excision at the hip which

resemble each other in that in each the operations were fairly indicated and offered favor-
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able prospects of success. The patients, for the most part, were robust soldiers, and the

lesions were limited to shot fracture of the upper extremity of the femur. All made a

struggle for existence, several lived three or four weeks and one for sixty days, and the

fatal results were due, in several instances, to the imperative military exigencies that

necessitated the removal and inopportune and disastrous transportation of the patients.

Case 220.—Private Robert Cole, Co. B, 29th Connecticut (colored troops), was wounded near Fair Oaks, October 27,

1864, by a musket ball, 'which shattered the upper extremity of the right femur without injury to any important vessels or

nerves. He was conveyed to the hospital of the Tenth Corps, where the wound was explored, and it was decided to excise the

head, neck, and trochanters of the femur. The operation was performed by Surgeon C. M. Clark, 39th Illinois, a few hours

after the reception of the injury, by a longitudinal incision over the trochanter major, and division of the superior portion of the

shaft by a chain saw. Dressings to secure the immobility of the limb were applied, and the patient was removed to the base

hospital of the Army of the James, at Point of Rocks, where he was received on October 28th, and died on October 29, 1804.

Case 221.—Private John Coon, Co. C, GOth Indiana, aged 20 years, a robust man, was wounded at Arkansas Post, Jan-

uary 11, 1883, by a conoidal musket ball, which entered the right buttock and passed forward and outward, striking the femur

on the inter-trochanteric line and comminuting the neck and upper part of the shaft of the bone. A few hours after the recep-

tion of the injury the patient was conveyed to a hospital steamer, and a consultation was held, at which it was determined to

excise the injured portions of bone. The loss of blood which had taken place and the patient's exposure to inclement weather

were regarded as very unfavorable circumstances, but it was considered that on the whole an excision was the best thing to be

done. An ounce of brandy and other restoratives were administered, and half an hour subsequently the wounded man was
placed under the influence of chloroform, and Surgeon Milton T. Carey, 48th Ohio, made a semi-circular incision, beginning two

inches above the prominence of the great trochanter downward in the direction of the shaft of the femur. The muscular

attachments were then divided, and the capsular ligament freely incised. Some difficulty was then experienced in dividing the

ligamentum teres; but this was finally accomplished, and the head of the femur removed. The extent of splintering having

been determined, the shaft was sawn below the trochanter minor by means of a chain saw. The edges of the wound were then

brought together, and a retentive apparatus was applied. After the operation the patient seemed much prostrated, but he

rallied after a few hours, and was conveyed on the hospital transport D. A. January to Memphis, Tennessee, and placed in the

military general hospital at that place, where he died ten days subsequently, January 21, 186:!.

Case 222. —Private J. W. Epton, Co. I, 5th South Carolina, was wounded at Deep Bottom, August 16, 1864, and was

conveyed to the third division of the Jackson Hospital at Richmond. Surgeon J. G. Cabell, in charge, entered on the hospital

register, page 214: "A mini<5 hall penetrated the right hip joint, on account of which a primary resection of the head and neck

of the femur was practised. The patient sank, and died September 2, 1864."

Case 223.—Private Timothy Greely, Co. C, 74th New York, aged 20 years, was wounded October 5, 1861, by a round

musket ball, which entered near the fold of the left natis, struck the left femur at the digital fossa, splintered the neck into the

articulation, and made its exit outside the vessels anteriorly. He was conveyed to the E street Infirmary, Washington, on the

same day. A stream of blood and another of clear and pellucid synovia issued from the wound of exit. There was but little

constitutional irritation, the pulse was but slightly depressed, and the patient congratulated himself on having escaped with

what he regarded as a slight injury. On the morning of October 6th Assistant Surgeon John W. S. Gouley, U. S. A., assisted

by Surgeon C. H. Laub, U. S. A., Assistant Surgeon C. B. White, U. S. A., Surgeon T. Sim, and Assistant Surgeon H. E.

Brown, proceeded to operate. Insensibility having been induced by chloroform, Dr. Gouley made an incision seven inches long,

commencing above and behind the trochanter major and continued downward in the axis of the limb. The neck of the bone

was found to be badly shattered, but the fracture did not extend to the shaft. A section through the great trochanter and base

of the neck was made with the chain saw. The head of the bone was then disarticulated and removed, and the fragments of

the neck were extracted. There was very little loss of blood. The wound having been approximated and dressed simply, the

patient was put to bed, and the limb was kept in position by pads and cushions. Surgical fever set in soon after the operation;

pyeemia was developed, and the patient gradually sank, and died on October 12, 1861. His friends would not permit an

autopsy. The pathological specimen and Dr. Gouley's notes of the case were destroyed in the conflagration which shortly

afterwards consumed the Infirmary.

Case 224.—Sergeant Samuel Grimshaw, Co. H, 6th New York Cavalry, aged 31 years, was wounded at Cedar Creek,

October 19, 1864, by a fragment of shell, which, after lacerating the scrotum, entered at the upper inner part of the left thigh

near the femoral artery, making a wound one and a half inches in length, and passing upward and backward, shattered the

head and neck of the femur and produced fissures extending four and a half inches in the shaft, and lodged in the acetabulum.

The shock to the nervous system was great. The patient was desponding, and he complained of severe pain. He was con-

veyed to a field hospital, and two hours after the reception of the injury he was placed under chloroform, and Surgeon A. P.

Clark, 6th New York Cavalry, made a straight incision seven inches in length over the trochanter major, and excised the head

and four and a half inches of the shaft of the femur. The wound was then dressed, and the limb was supported by pasteboard

splints. On the following day no bad symptoms were observed. Beef essence and stimulants were freely given, and afterwards

sulphate of morphia was administered. He was removed to the Sheridan Field Hospital at Winchester on October 20th, and

there died on November 5, 1864.

Case 225.—Private B. C. Johnston, Co. B, 56th North Carolina, Ransom's Brigade, was wounded on the night of the

17th of June, 1864, in front of Petersburg, by a conoidal ball probably, in the right thigh. The ball entered on the inner aspect

of the limb and passed obliquely upward and outward, producing a comminuted fracture of the neck of the femur and driving

the fragments of bone into the surrounding tissues. The shaft of the bone was not shattered, and, as the man was very much
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worn and exhausted, as most of the Confederate troops were at that time, it was considered advisable to perform resection of

the head and neck of the femur, as offering a better chance of recovery than amputation. ' The operation was performed on

June 18th, twelve hours after the reception of the wound, and tin' bono was sawn through the trochanters. He bore the opera-

tion well, and, although weak, was hopeful. Ho was sent to the Fair Grounds Hospital, from which he was removed in a few

days, placed in a tent, and attended by Surgeon Ladd, 56th North Carolina, and Dr. ('. J. O'Hagan. He survived the operation

two months, and succumbed at last to suppuration, caused by the want of proper food and stimulants, and the general prevalence

of pyemic infection, which at that period intervened in neatly all the surgical cases in the neighborhood of that hospital. To

this account Dr. J. D. Jackson adds :
" I recollect very distinctly of being present at the operation of Dr. Ladd, being then of

the same division with him, hut not of the same brigade. It was on the 18th or 19th of June, 1804, that it was done, the place

being an unfinished brick church in the centre of Petersburg, which we were then occupying as an hospital. There were also

present some four or five other surgeons, among whom I recollect Surgeon C. J. O'Hagan, Dr. Wilson, of Virginia, then the

senior Surgeon of Ransom's Brigade, Dr. Luckie, of the same brigade, and, if I mistake not, Dr. R. L. Brodie, then Medical

Director of General Beauregard's army, was among the number. The man operated upon was of Dr. Ladd's own regiment;

his age, and any other personal peculiarities, I have forgotten, though I think he was young and comparatively robust. The

wound had apparently been done by a musket ball, and the range of the wound was, I think, from the inner and upper aspect

of the thigh, and nearly transversely through, ranging slightly upward, the aperture of exit being over the trochanter major.

If I recollect aright, the trochanter was torn oiFand most of the neck of the femur shattered to fragments, the shaft of the femur

being entirely separated from the head. Chloroform was given, and Dr. Ladd operated by making a slightly curvilinear incision

over the acetabulum and trochanter—the aperature of the wound being in its line—cut down upon the head of the femur, exartic-

ulated and removed it, and cut off a sharp fragment of the remaining end of the femur. The difficulty of performing the opera-

tion seemed to be small. The haemorrhage was trifling. I do not recollect that I saw the patient again, he being sent oft' to the

General Hospital at what was then known as the "Fair Grounds Hospital," situated in the suburbs of Petersburg. But I

further remember distinctly of hearing Dr. Ladd, Dr. O'Hagan, and probably others of Ransom's Brigade speaking of his

death, which was on the sixtieth day after the operation, and which all agreed at the time in ascribing to want of good food in

proper quantity. Owing to the scarcity of our supplies, and the immense number of wounded men then crowding the city in

consequence of the battles fought in front of Petersburg on the 17th, 18th, and 19th of June, food really proper for wounded men

was not obtained, and anything like delicacies were out of the question."

Case 22C—Private Edward A. McDonald, Co. F, 149th Pennsylvania, aged 31 years, a robust, athletic man, was

wounded on August 20, 1804, on the Weldon Railroad. A conoidal musket ball entered the upper anterior part of the right

thigh and lodged in the head of the femur, after splintering its neck. He was carried to the hospital of the 1st division of the

Fifth Corps, and placed under the influence of chloroform a few hours after the reception of the injury, and Surgeon F. C.

Reamer, 143d Pennsylvania, assisted by Surgeon Thomas, 119th Pennsylvania, and others, proceeded with the operation. A

V-shaped incision, arranged to traverse the entrance wound, exposed the muscular attachments of the neck and trochanter.

These being divided, with the capsular and round ligaments, the head of the femur was exarticulated. Fragments of the neck

were extracted, and then the femur was sawn through the trochanteric ridge by the chain saw. The wound was then partly

closed by sutures and adhesive plasters, a pledget of lint being inserted at the lower end, and the limb was bandaged and

suspended by a Smith's anterior splint. Little loss of blood had been incurred, and the patient reacted and his condition

appeared hopeful. Two days afterwards it was deemed necessary to remove the severely wounded from the advanced position

of the Fifth Corps, and McDonald was sent in an ambulance wagon several miles, over a rough road, to the railroad to the

hospital at City Point. There he remained three days, and was placed on a hospital transport and sent to Philadelphia, entering

Broad and Cherry Streets Hospital August '27th. The injured limb was extended by means of a weight and pulley, concentrated

nourishment and stimulants were administered, with quinia and opium. August 31st, symptoms of pyaemia were noted and the

complication made rapid progress. Death took place September 4, 1804. At the autopsy large metastatic foci were observed

in both lungs.

CASE 227.—Private Charles Morrison, Co. C, 185th New York, was wounded on the Quaker Road, south of Petersburg,

on March 29, 1865. A conoidal musket ball struck the outside of the left thigh, fractured the trochanter, and separated the

neck from the shaft. In less than two hours after the reception of the injury he was placed on the operating table at the field

hospital of the 1st division of the Fifth Corps, and Lis wound was examined while he was under the influence of chloroform.

He was a robust man, in the best health. In the judgment of the operating staff, the case was a very favorable one for the

operatiou«f excisiou. Surgeon William Fuller, 1st Michigan, was requested to perform the operation, and proceeded with it

without delay. He entered his knife an inch above the great trochanter and made an incision three and a half inches in length,

divided the muscular attachments, and readily exarticulated the head of the femur. A fissure was found to extend downwards

half an inch below the trochanter minor. The shaft was divided by a chain saw at this point. The ball could not be found,

but, from the direction of its track, it was the opinion of the operator and his colleagues that it had entered the pelvis through

the obturator foramen. There was scarcely any hemorrhage during the operation, no artery requiring ligation or torsion. A
tent was introduced into the wound, which was then approximated by two sutures and covered by a compress dipped in cold

water. A full dose of morphia was then administered, and the patient was made as comfortable as possible in a bed in a hospital

tent. In the middle of the night Surgeon Fuller returned to the hospital to visit his patient, but found that he had been removed

to City Point, in compliance with orders from a superior authority. Dr. Fuller was subsequently informed by Surgeon Joseph

Thomas, 118th Pennsylvania, that the man died on the way to the base hospital, about twelve hours after the operation. There

was some haemorrhage a few hours after the operation, but it was not considerable. The report of the patient's death was

premature. The records of the City Point Hospital show that he was received there, and survived until April 26, 1865.

CASE 228.—A Confederate private soldier of Ewell's Corps was wounded at the battle of the Wilderness, May 5, 1804,

by a conoidal musket ball, which broke the neck of the left femur into several fragments and lodged in the bone at the junction
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of the head and neck. A few hours after receiving his wound he was placed under the influence of chloroform at n Geld hospital,

and was examined hy Surgeon Hunter McGuire, the Medical Director of the Corps, who decided that the ease was well adapted

for the operation of excision of the head of the femur, and proceeded to remove, through a longitudinal incision, the head and

shattered fragments of the neck, and to smooth oft' with a saw the jagged upper extremity of the shaft. The operation was

accomplished with hut trilling haemorrhage. It is Dr. McGuire's impression, hut, owing to the loss of his notes he cannot state

positively, that in the subsequent rapid movements of the army it was necessary to send the patient to the rear, and besides the

disadvantages of removal, he failed to receive such nourishment and careful treatment as his case demanded, lie died of

pyaemia, May 22, 1804. As in the majority of the primary field excisions the shattered epiphysis removed was not preserved.

Ten fatal cases of primary excision al the hip are placed in a third category. These

ten might almost be set aside in estimating the value of the operation, inasmuch as the

interference would hardly have been undertaken, had the extent of the lesion been fully

ascertained. Four of the cases were complicated by penetration of the pelvic cavity,

inducing hopeless peritonitis; four were prostrated from excessive loss of blood; in two

instances extensive longitudinal splintering of the shaft of the femur forbade the anticipa-

tion of a favorable result.

Case 229.—Private J. T. Goodc, Co. K, 6th Virginia, aged 21 years, was wounded before Petersburg, July 31. 1864, by

a conoidal musket ball, which fractured the upper extremity of the left femur. A few hours after the reception of the injury

he was anaesthetized by a mixture of chloroform and ether, and the wound being explored excision was decided upon. Surgeon

G. S. West, C. S. A., proceeded to perform the operation, assisted by Dr. W. L. Baylor and others. Upon making a linear

incision in the axis of the limb and exposing the fracture, it was found that it extended longitudinally much lower on the shaft

than was anticipated. Dr. Baylor reports that one of the surgeons present thinks that fully one-third of the femur was excised.

The patient never fairly rallied from the shock of the operation, but he lingered until August 2, 1804, when he died. Dr. Baylor

adds that the circumstances were very unfavorable, the patient being fully nourished and nosocomial gangrene at the time

pervading the surgical wards.

Case 230.—Private John McCullo ,h, aged 35 years, a recruit at the depot for volunteers at Camp Dennison, Ohio, was

wounded on August 30, 1801, hy the accidental discharge of a musket. The ball, taking effect at the distance of a few yards

only, severely shattered the upper part of tl»« femur and lacerated the soft parts extensively. The patient was conveyed to St.

John's Hospital, in Cincinnati, and on arriving was greatly depressed hy loss of blood. Professor George C. Blackmail deter-

mined that removal of the shattered bone oftrrcd the best resource for the preservation of life, and, the patient having been

rendered insensible by chloroform, excision of the head, neck, and trochanters was practised without delay, through a vertical

incision on the exterior of the thigh. The patient died August 30, 1801, four hours after the completion of

the operation. This was the first excision at the hip for shot injury in this country.

Case 231.—Private G. W. Mayo, Co. B, 25th Battalion Virginia Reserves, was wounded at the affair

between Yellow Tavern and the outer defences of Richmond, Virginia, May 12, 1804, by a conoidal musket

ball, at short range, which entered the right buttock and passed forward and outward through the thigh,

striking the femur between the trochanters, and producing very extensive splintering of the neck and shaft.

He was admitted to the Receiving and Wayside Hospital, at Richmond, early the next day, and his wound

being examined under chloroform, Surgeon Charles Bell Gibson, C S. A., determined to proceed at once with

the operation of excision of the head and upper extremity of the femur. The injured bone being exposed by

a long straight incision, the muscular and ligamentous attachments were divided, and the head of the femur

was disarticulated. Numerous detached fragments were then removed, and the shaft of the femur was sawn

at a point five or six inches below the trochanter minor. The operation was rapidly accomplished, but the

shock, added to the depression already existing from the injury, was such that the patient did not react. He Kio.48.-Shotcom-

died at 9 o"clock a. m. on May 15, 1804, about forty-five hours after the operation. The pathological speci-
"nd'tachan'tore'of

men was preserved, and has lately been contributed to the Army Medical Museum by Dr. W. P. Richardson, left femur. Spec.
. 5498

It is represented in the annexed wood-cut (Fig. 48).

Case 232.—At the assault on Knoxville, Tennessee, on November 10, 1863, a soldier of a Michigan cavalry regiment

was wounded and made a prisoner. He was a man about eighteen years of age, five feet eight inches in height, with light hair

and blue eyes, and was in robust health when he received the injury. A minie ball entering about the centre of the nates,

passed forward, shattering the head and upper part of the neck of the femur, but did not injure the acetabulum. No haemor-

rhage of importance followed the wound. It was considered that the case demanded excision of tho head of the femur, and the

operation was performed on the day of the reception of the injury by Surgeon J. S. D. Cullen, P. A. C. S. "The operator

made his incision posteriorly, directly through the thickest part of the gluteal muscles, on a line parallel with the os femoris,

instead of laterally. In making his incision, which, at the least calculation, was ten inches in length, he cut the gluteal artery

near its point of exit from the pelvis." The artery was ligated finally, though not until there had been much loss of blood.

The head and neck of the femur were then excised. " When the siege was abandoned," another report states, " General Long-

street retired to Russellville, and this patient was left behind. I am positive that he could not have recovered, for the suppura-

tion that followed the operation was immense, and he was suffering from hectic fever when I last saw him, some six days after

the operation." There can be but little doubt that the patient referred to in this account was Private Isaac Melcar, Co. A, 8th

Michigan Cavalry, aged 18 years, who was found abandoned on the retirement of the Confederate army from Knoxville, and

SUKG. Ill—13
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was taken to hospital No. 3, in that city, and entered as a case of "gunshot fracture of left hip." No other Michigan cavalry

soldier is reported at the period referred to with this or any similar wound. This man died on Decemher 2, 1863. The register

of the Knoxville Hospital gives no particulars of the case.

Case 233.—Private ./. ./. Phillips, Co. G, Cist Virginia, was wounded on the second day of the

battle of thi! Wilderness, May 0. 1864, hy a conoidal musket ball, which entered at the posterior upper

portion of the left thigh, fractured the femur, and lodged. He was immediately conveyed to Richmond
liy rail, and was admitted to the Receiving and Wayside Hospital on May 7th. The wound was at once

thoroughly explored under chloroform, and excision of the shattered bone was decided on. Surgeon

Charles Bell Gibson, C. S. A., performed the operation. A long vertical incision over the trochanter major

exposed the injured bone. It was found that the ball had produced extensive longitudinal splintering

and had itself split, a small fragment lodging in the medullary canal, while a larger portion had buried

itself in the gluteal muscles about two inches from the point of impact upon the bone. The muscles

inserted into the trochanter having been divided, the head of the femur was exarticulated, and the upper

extremity of the shaft was smoothed off with a saw. The operation was accomplished without much
haamorrhage, and the patient rallied promptly from the shock. He had an anodyne, and passed a good

night, and, on the following day, May 8th, he appeared to be doing well. On the 9th, however, there

was much constitutional irritation, and on the morning of the 10th it was apparent that the man was sink-

Fiu. 49.— Fissuring of ing. He died at 4 o'clock A. M., May 11, 18C4. The pathological preparation was contributed by Dr.

r

,

ieMVmiir
Pn

5;)«°549!) Richardson to the Army Medical Museum, and is a fine illustration of the characteristic longitudinal

Assuring produced in the femur by conoidal balls. It is represented in the adjoining wood-cut (Fig. 49).

In a letter dated Chicago, September 18, 1869, Dr. C. M. Clark, late Surgeon 89th

Illinois Volunteers, reports the following case of excision at the hip

:

Cash 234.—" Private C. Euincs, Co. E, 2oth North Carolina, was wounded June 2, 18C4, by a conoidal ball, which

entered the right thigh at the upper and outer third, near the great trochanter, passing obliquely downward and inward, and

making its exit near the junction of the middle with the upper third of the femur. This man was not seen until eight hours

after the wound was received, being among the last to be brought from the field. When he reached the operating table he was

"almost exsanguinated and pulseless, having lost a large amount of blood. After free administration of milk punch and beef tea,

with comfortable rest for two hours' time, ho was placed on the operating table at 7 o'clock P. M., and the following operation

performed : Chloroform was given (which added greatly to the stimulation of the system—pulse 80 and full), and a longitudinal

incision made from the great trochanter down to the extent of six inches. The femur was found to bo extensively comminuted,

and some sixteen fragments were removed, leaving the periosteum behind. There was diffused ccchymosis with clots through-

out the extent of the fracture. The lower fragment was turned out and smoothly sawn off, and then attention paid to the upper

portion, which was found comminuted within the capsule to such a degree as warranted the removal of the head of the bone,

which was done by extending the incision upward one inch, opening the capsular ligament, turning head of bone out and

dividing the ligamentum teres. The parts were then thoroughly cleansed and brought together with eight interrupted sutures.

Applied strip of lint to the wound, wet with solution of tannic acid and collodion, then bandaged with spica turns about hip and

splint, etc. He rallied well from the operation and passed a comfortable night at the hospital. In the morning he was taken,

per hospital transport, to the Chesapeake Hospital, and I have no knowledge of the case since that time, but presume the records

of that hospital will furnish the result. The bone removed below the trochanter major measured three and a half inches." This

case has been identified as that of " C. C. Kaines, a rebel prisoner," aged 23 years, who was reported hy Assistant Surgeon E.

McClellan, U. S. A., as having been admitted to hospital at Fort Monroe, June 4, 1864, with "shell wound of right side and

abdomen," and as having died the same day of "exhaustion."

Case 235.—Captain Thomas R. Robeson, 2d Massachusetts, aged 24 years, an athletic man, was wounded July 3, 1863,

at Gettysburg, his regiment having become warmly engaged under a musketry fire at short range. A rifled musket ball struck

him over the right trochanter major, shattering the neck and head of the femur, and, as was subsequently ascertained, fractured

the pelvis and penetrated its cavity. He was carried a short distance to the rear, where the stretcher-bearers became exhausted

and laid him down. Sergeant Francis O'Doherty, of his regiment, coming shortly afterwards wounded to the rear, impressed

some stragglers and had the wounded man conveyed to a field station of medical officers of the Twelfth Corps. In the after-

noon he was brought into the Twelfth C'orpsjiospital, and was examined by Surgeon John McNulty, U. S. V. The sufferings

of the patient were intense, and he urgently demanded some operative interference for his relief. Although the prospect was

very discouraging, it was decided to comply with his request. An exploration of the wound indicated that there was some

injury of the pelvic wall. The patient was placed under the influence of chloroform very soon after his admission to the hospital,

and a few hours subsequent to the reception of the injury Dr. McNulty made an incision over the trochanter major six inches

long, passing through the wound of entranee and continued downward in the axis of the limb, turned out the shattered superior

extremity of the femur and sawed the bone just below the trochanters. The fragments of the head and neck were then removed.

There was more bleeding in this than in Dr. McNulty's other operations of excision of the head of the femur, yet the haemor-

rhage could not be called profuse. The patient survived the operation fourteen hours. During this interval he appeared to be

unconscious.

Case 236.—It has not been possible to learn the name and military description of the subject of this operation. He was

a private soldier of the First Corps, and a Frenchman, for the operator recalls the broken English in which he begged for the

operation, and expressed his relief and thanks after it was performed. He had a terrible comminution of the upper extremity

of the left femur, inflicted by a fragment of shell at the battle of Antietam, September 17, 186J. Surgeon John McNulty, U. S. V.,

excised the head and neck of the femur, five hours after the reception of the injury, through a vertical incision six inches long,
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under chloroform. As in two other operations performed by Dr. McNulty, it was found that the lesions extended into the pelvis.

Consequently there could be little or no liopo of a successful result. This patient survived the operation only ten hours.

Case 237.—Private , of the First Corps, was wounded at the second battle of Bull Run, August 30, 180:2,

by a conoidal musket ball, which entered the left hip below and in front of the trochanters, and fractured the femur at the junc-

tion of the head and neck. He was conveyed to the hospital of General King's division of the First Corps in the brick house

which had been occupied as the rebel headquarters at the first battle of Bull Run. The prostration from shock was great, yet

it was thought that cxurticulatiou of the femur was the only resource, and that excision would be less hazardous than amputa-

tion. Accordingly, fifteen hours after the reception of the injury. Surgeon John McNulty, U. S. V., proceeded to excise the

head and neck of the left femur through a vertical incision on the exterior of the limb about six inches in length, the patient being

under chloroform. On dividing the round ligament to enucleate the head of the bone, it was discovered that the ball had pene-

trated the pelvic cavity through the lower ]iortion of the acetabulum. The femur was sawn through at the junction of the shaft

and neck by a narrow-bladed saw. After the removal of the shattered fragments of bone, the patient suffered much less pain.

There were no symptoms of peritonasal inflammation at the date of the operation, but they were subsequently developed. The
patient died August 31, 1862.

Case 238.—Private , was wounded on August 28, 1802, in the engagement between General Rufus King's

division of the First Corps and the advance of General Jackson's column on the Washington turnpike, near Gainesville. A
conoidal musket ball had splintered the neck and trochanters of the left femur, and was supposed to have

lodged about the acetabulum, though the operator discovered in the sequel that it had penetrated into the

cavity of the pelvis. The symptoms of shock were very grave and the prognosis very unfavorable; hut

the chief medical officer of the division, Surgeon Peter Pineo, U. S. V., determined to remove the upper

extremity of the femur. The upper fourth of the femur was excised a few hours after the reception of the

injury. The excision was done under chloroform, with little apparent loss of blood, through a vertical

incision on the outside of the limb. The femur was sawn about two inches below the lesser trochanter.

It was now discovered that the ball had passed through the innominatum, and that internal haemorrhage

was going on. During the night of August 28th General King's division was driven back to Manassas,

and this patient with other wounded fell into the hands of the enemy. It is probable that he survived

but a very short time. Dr. Pineo secured the specimen, and it is preserved in the Surgical Section of the

Army Medical Museum as No. 71. It is figured at page 233 of the Catalogue of the Surgical Section, and

another view is given in the accompanying wood-cut (Fig. 50). The trochanter major is separated into

live fragments, and a long oblique fissure produces a complete solution of continuity in the shaft of the

femur.—(Circ. 6, S. G. O., 1865, p. 62, Case 5, and Circ. 2, S. G. O., 1809, pp. 21, 132.)

The successful primary excision at the hip and thirty-two unsuccessful operations will

now be concisely tabulated in alphabetical order for convenience of comparison and reference:

Table XL
Summary of Thirty-three Gases of Primary Excision at the Hip after Shot Injury.

FIG. 50.—Perforation

of trochanter and Assur-

ing of tbo shaft of left

femur. Spec. 71.

No. NAME, AGE, AND MILITARY
DESCRIPTION.

Cannon, —, Pt., A, 49th May 5,

Georgia, age 24. 1864.

Date
OF

INJURY
NATURE OF INJURY.

Barber, P.M., Capt.,H, 16th
Connecticut, age 32.

Beard, C, Pt.,

sippi.

12th Missis-

Brown, E. T., Sergeant, C,
21st Massachusetts, age 30.

Cole, R., Pt., B, 29th Con-
necticut.

Coon, J., Pt., C, 60th Indiana,
age 20.

7 ' Dempsey, B., Pt,, Battery
I, 4th Artillery.

Epton, J. W., Pt., I, 5th S.

Carolina.
Goode, J. T., Pt., K, Cth
Virginia, age 21.

Sept. 17,

180T

Aug. 23.

1864.

July 23,

1864.

Oct. 27,

1864.

Jan. 11,

1863.

Feb. 25,

1864.

Aug. 16.

1864.

July 31.

1864.

Conoidal ball comminuted left

femur one inch below trochan-
ter major and lodged.

Shot shattering trochanters and
neck of right femur.

Conoidal ball fractured head
and neck of right femur and
lodged in acetabulum.

Fragment of bomb fractured
upper extremity of left femur,
five inches.

Musket ball shattering upper
oxtremity of right femur.

Conoidal ball comminut'g neck
and upper part of shaft of
right femur.

Fragment of shell crushing
trochanters and neck of right
femur.

Conoidal musket ball wound of
right hip.

Conoidal ball fracture upper
extremity of left femur.

Date
OF

OPERA-
TION.

OPERATION AND OPERATOR.

Mav 6,

1864.

Sept. 18
1862.

Aug. 23
1864.

July 23,

1864.

Oct. 27,

1864.

Jan. 11

1863.

Feb. 2f

1864.

Prim'ry.

July 31,

1864.

Head. neck, and upper extrem-
ity of shaft, through incision

in wound six inches long, by
Surg. J. J. Dement, P. A.C.S.

Head, neck, trochanters, and
tract, upper extremity, thro'

straight incision four ins. long,

by Surg. M. Storrs. 8th Conn.
Head and femur, just above
lesser troch., thro' angular in-

cision, by Surg. A. A. White,
8th Marj'land.
Head and broken extremity of
shaft, thro' longitudinal in-

cision, by Surg. W.V."White,
57th Massachusetts.

Head, neck, trochanters, and
portion ofshaft by longitudinal
incision over troch. major, by
Surg. C. M. Clark, 39th 111.

Head and shaft below troch.
minor, through semi-circular
incis'n, by Surg. M. T. Carey,
48th Ohio.

Head, neck, and shaft an inch
below trochanter minor, thro'

longitudinal incis. five ins., bv
Surg. N. W. Abbott, 8Cth III.

Head and neck of right femur.

IIead.neck,and nearly one-third
of shaft, thro' linear incision,

by Surg. G. S. West, C. S. A.,

and others.

Result and Remarks.

Recovered, February. 1865, short-

ening three inches : limb useless

for locomotion. Died Novem-
ber 23, 1865, diphtheria. Circ.

No. 2, pp. 26, 133.

Surgical fever. Died September
20, 1862. Circ. 2, pp. 22, 133.

Died Aug. 25. 18G4. Spec. 1410,

A. M. M. Circ. 2, pp. 31, 134,

and Circ. 6, p. 70.

Died July 27, 1864.
30, 134.

Circ. 2, pp.

Died October 29, 1864. Circ. 2,

pp. 33, 134.

Died January 21, 1863. ClVc. 2,

pp. 23, 133.

Died Februarv 28, 1 864. Circ. 2,

pp. 25, 133.
'

Died September 2, 1864. Circ.

2, p. 120.

Died August 2. 1864, from shock
ofoperation. Circ. 2, pp.30, 134.

1 AimoTT (N. W.), Cases of Resection, in Chicago Medical Examiner, 1864, Vol. V, p. 612
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23

24

35

27

28

29

;w

31

32

33

Name, Age, and Miutabx
Description.

'Greely, T., Pt.,C, 71th New
Yorfc, ago 20.

Grimshaw, s.. Sergeant. II.

6th X. V. Cavalry, ago 31.

* Ilobson, r. ^., Pt.. II, 32d
Tennessee, ago 23.

Johnston. Jl. C, Pt., R, 5Gtb
North Carolina, ago 26.

McCulloch, .T., Recruit, ago
35.

McDonald. E. A., Ft., F,
140th Pennsylvania, age 31.

McGuire. J. A., Lieut.. I,

148th Pennsylvania.

Mayo. G. W., Pt., B, 25th
Virginia Reserves.

Melcar. I., Pt., A, 8th Mich-
igan Cavalry, age 18.

Morrison. C, Pt., C, 185th
New York, age 21.

O'Rourke. —
, Pt., J 8th Mis-

sissippi, age 24.

Pease, T. G., Pt., B, 117th
New York.

Phillips, J. J., Pt,, G, 61st
Virginia.

Raines, C, Pt., E, 25th N.
Carolina, age 23.

Robeson, T. K., Capt., 2d July 3,

Massachusetts, age 24. 1863.

Date
" OF
IN.IUUV

Oct. 5.

1861.

Oct. lit.

1864.

June 24,
1664.

Juno \~i

1864.

Aug. ;ju,

1861.

Aug. 20.

1864,

Xati'ki; or In.iukv.

Round ball splintering neck of
left lemur into articulation.

I DATE
OF

, Opera
I

'HON.

Oct. 6,

1861.

Fragm'nt of shell shat'ing head Oct 10,

and neck of left femur, fissures 1864
extending four and a half ins.

in shaft, lodged in acetahul'ni.

Conoidal ball tract, neck and June 24

trochanters of lemur, extend- 1864.
into capsular ligament.

Conoidal ball severing headJ.Jime 1"

and portion trochanter major, 1864.

right femur.

Shot shattering upper part of Aug. 30,

femur.
j

1861.

Conoidal ball splintered neck
and lodged in head of right

femur.

May 12, Musket ball smashed truchaut-
1864. ers and neck of right femur.

May 12, Conoidal ball fractured neck
1864. I and shaft of right femur.

16,. Conoidal ball shattered head
and upper part neck of left

femur.
Conoidal ball separated neck
from shaft of left lemur and
tract, trochanter major, and
probably lodged in pelvis.

May*.. Musket ball shattered neck of
right femur and lodged.

186:

Mar. 29.

1865.

1864.

Aug. 20
1864.

MavlS
1864.

Mav 13

1864.

Nov. m
186:}.

Mar. 29
186."..

Mav 6,

1864.

Oct. 28,

1864.

May 6,

1864.

June 2,

1864.

Talman. J. M.. Sergeant, If,

18th Wisconsin, age 30.

Unknown, Pt., 1st Army-
Corps (a Frenchman).

Unknown, Pt., First Army
Corps.

Unknown, Pt., General R.
King's division, First Army
Corps.

Unknown, Pt., Fifth Army
Corps.

Unknown. Pt., Eighteenth
Army Corps.

Unknown, Pt., C S. A

Unknown, Pt., Ewell's Corps.

Unknown, Pt., Kershaw's
S. C. Rrigade.

Mav 14.

1863.

Musket ball shattered trochant- Oct. 28,

ers and ncek of right femur I J 864.

and lodged in cotyloid cavity.
Conoidal ball, extensive longi- May 7,

tudinal splintering of shaft of 1864.

right femur.
Conoidal ball, extensive com- June 2,

munition of shaft and upper 1864.

portion of right femur within
the capsule.

OpEltATION AND Ol'EKATOK.

Conoidal ball shattered head
and neck of right femur, frac-

tured the pelvis, and pene-
trated its cavity.

Conoidal ballcomminuted head
and neck of left femur, and
lodged in neck ; fissures ex-
tending down shaft.

July 3,

1863.

Mav 15,

1863.

Sept. 17, Fragment of shell comminut'g Sept. 1"

1862. upperextremity ofleft femur, 186S

|
lesions extending into pelvis.

Aug. 30,' Conoidal ball fractured the left 'Aug. 30.

1862. I femur at junction of head and 1862.

I neck, pen. pelvic cavity.

Aug. 28, : Conoidal ball splintering neck Aug. 28
1862.

|
and trochanters of left femur, 1 862.

and pen. pelvic cavity.

May 10,

1864.

June 3,

1864.

Musket ball fracturing trochan-
teric portion of left femur.

Fragment of shell comminuted
trochanter major and neck of
right femur.

Dec. 13,1 Fragment of shell fractured
1862.

i
trochanter major and neck of
right femur.

May 5, Conoidal ball fractured neck of
1864. ' left femur, lodging.

May 3, Musket ball shattered neck of
1863. i femur.

May 10,

1864.

June 3,

1864.

Dec. 13,

1862.

Mav 5,

1804.

Mav 4.

1 863.

Head and fragments of neck,
through incision seven inches
long,sect, thro' troch. maj. and
base of neck, bv Ass't Surg.
J. W. S. Gouley, U. S. A..
and others.
Head and four and a half ins.

of shaft, through straight in-

cision seven inches long, by
Surg. A. P. Clark, 6th New-
York Cavalry.

Head and shaft just below tro-

chanters, through linear in-

cision ten inches long, by
Surg. J. F. Grant, P. A. C 8.

Head and fragments, through
curvilinear incision live ins.

long, roughened projection of
shaft cut off. by Surg. C. IT.

Ladd, 56th N. C.
Head, nock, and trochanters,

through vertical incision, bv
Prof. G. C Blackmao.

Head, fragments of neck, and
shaft, thro' trochanteric ridge.

V -incision, by Surg. F. C.
Reamer, 143d Peon.

Head, neck, ami trochanters,

thro' longitudinal incision, bv
Surg. G.W. Snow, 35th Mass.
Head and shaft, five inches be-
low troch. minor, through
straight incision, by Surg. C.
It. Gibson. P. A. C. S.

Head and nock, thro' incision

ten inches long, by Surg. J.
S. 1). Cullon, C. 8. A.

Head and shaft, half inch be-
low trochanter minor, thro*

longitudinal ineis'n, bvSnrg.
\V. Fuller, 1st Mich.

Head, neck, and shaft, through
trochanters, curvilinear incis.

four inches long, by Surg. J.

T. Gilmore, 0. S. A.
Upper extremity of femur, by
Surg. N. Y. Leet, 76th Penu.

Head and up. extremity, thro'

long vertical ineis'n, by Surg.
C. B. Gibson, C. S. A.

Head, neck, trochanter major,
and three and a half ins. of
shaft, thro' longitudinal incis-

ion six inches long, by Surg.
0. M. Clark, 39th 111.

Head, neck, and shaft just be-
low trochanters, thro' ineis'n

six inches long, by Surg. J.

McNulty, U. S. V.
Head, neck, and shaft, twoand
a half inches below lesser

trochanter, curved incision,

by Surgeon H. S. Hewit,
u. s. v:

Head and neck, thro' vertical

incision six inches long, by
Surg. J. McNulty. U. S. V.

Head and shaft, at junct'n with
neck, vertical incision six ins.

long, by Surg. J. McNulty,
u. s. V.

Head and shaft, about two ins.

below trochanter minor, vert-

ical incision, by Surgeon P.

Pineo, U. S. V.

Head, neck, and trochanters...

Head, neck, and trochanters. -

.

Head. neck. andtrochanters,by
Surg. II. McGuire, P.A. C- S.

Head and shafd fragments of
neck and shaft, longitudinal
ineis'n, by Surg. II. McGuire,
P.A. 0. S.
Head and neck, by Surgeon
James, 16th South Carolina.

Result anp Kemakks.

Surgical fever, pyaemia. Died
Oct. 12, 1861. Circ. 6, p. 02, and
Circ. 2. pp. -Jl. 133.

Died Nuvomborfi, 1864. Give. 2,

pp. 32, 134.

Reaction never complete. l)ied

June 27, 1864. Circ. 2, pp. 30,

134.

Died August 1G, 1864. from ex-

haustion, probably the result of

caries and ill-judged diet. Circ.

2, pp. 29, 134. KVB {I. c, p. 263)

.

Died August 30, 1861, four hours
after operation. Circ. 2, pp.
20, 132.

Died September 4, 1864, of pyae-

mia. Circ. 6, p. 70, and Circ.

2, pp. 30, 134.

Died May 15, 1864. Circ. 2, pp.
L'8, 134.

Died May 15, 1864, from shock.

Spec. 5498, A. M. M. Circ. 2,

pp. 28 134.

Died December 2. 1863. Circ. 2,

pp. 25. 133. EVE (/. c, p. 257).

Haemorrhage. Died April 26,

1865, irritation and profuse sup-
puration. Circ. 2, pp. 33, 13-1.

Didnotreact. Died May 9, 1864.

Circ. 2, pp. 27, 133, and Eve
(I. c. p. 257).

Died Oct. 29, 1864. Circ. 2, pp.
32, 134.

Died May 11. 1864. Spec. 5499,

A. M. M*. Circ. 2, pp. 27, 133.

Died June 4, 1864, exhaustion.

Didnotrally. Died July 3, 1863.

Circ. 2, pp. 25, 133.

Died Mav 19, 1863. Circ. 6, p.

66. and Circ. 2, pp. 24, 133.

Survived the operation ten hours.

Circ. 2, pp. 22, 133.

Died August 31, 1862, from shock
of injury and operation. Circ.

2, pp. 22, 132.

Patient fell into the hands of the

enemy, probably survived but
a short time. Spec. 71, A.M. M.
Phot. Ser., Vol. 1, p. 13, S. G. O.
Circ. 6, p. 62; Circ. 2, pp. 21. 132.

Died May 13, 1864. Circ. 2, pp.
28, 133.

Died June 6, 1864. Circ. 2, pp.
29, 134.

Died two or three days after

operation, from shock. Circ. 2,

pp. 23, 133.

Died Mav 22. 1 864. pyaemia. Circ.

2. pp. 36, 133.

Died May 6. 1863. Circ. 2. pp.
24, 133, and Eve (I. c, p. 257).

'Calhoun (J. T.), Army Correspondence, in Med. and Surg. Reporter, 1862, Vol. VIII, p. 76.

*EVE (P. F.). Contribution to the History of the Hip Joint Operations, etc., m Trans, of Am. Med. Ass., 1867. Vol. XVIII, p. 261.
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01 the thirty-throe primary excisions at the hi}' seventeen were on the right side,

thirteen on the left, and in three cases the side of the injury was not indicated. In

twenty-two instances the straight, vertical longitudinal or linear incision, as variously

termed by the different operators, was employed; in four instances the curvilinear; in one

the V-shaped, and. in six cases the mode of incision was not indicated. In live instances

the missile, either whole or in part, was excised with the injured bone.

Intermediary Excisions.—Of twenty-two excisions classified as intermediary, two

resulted successfully, a mortality rate of 90.9. Sixteen of the operations were practised

on Union and six on Confederate soldiers. The shortest interval between the dates of

reception of injury and operation was two days, the longest twenty-eight, the average

interval being about thirteen days. .Details of the two successful intermediary excisions

will be first noticed :

Case 239.—Lieutenant James M. Ja/rrett, Co. C, 15tli North Carolina, a spare man, "28 years of age, of medium size,

of fair complexion, of temperate habits, and good general health, was wounded at the affair at Bristow Station, Virginia,

October 14, 1863, by a conoidal musket ball, which entered in front and a little to the outside of the median line of the left thigh,

two inches below Poupart's ligament, shattered the femur, and made its exit posteriorly at the outer part of the limb, the wound
of exit being on a rather higher level than that of entrance. The fracture was dressed

with a straight splint, and the wounded officer was placed in an ambulance wagon and

transported over rough roads to Richmond, a distance of one hundred and sixty miles.

On October 20th, lie was admitted to hospital No. 4. at Richmond, in an exhausted

state, and was placed in charge of Surgeon James ]?. Read, P. A. C. S. He complained

of extreme pain upon any movement of the limb, and was unwilling to submit to an

examination of the injury unless insensibility was induced. Chloroform having been

administered, the splints and soiled bandages were removed, and the limb was p.laced

in an easy position on pillows. Water dressings were applied to the wounds, and an

opiate was administered. For the next three weeks, the progress of the case was very

unfavorable. The wound of exit discharged copiously unwhole-

some thin pus, mixed with blood and bubbles of fetid gas and

small hits of dead bone. The pulse was quick and small, the

tongue red and dry. There was a tendency to diarrhoea, and

night sweats frequently recurred. On November 9th, as the

patient was steadily growing worse, a consultation was asked

for, and Surgeons C. 15. Gibson and M. Michel saw the case with

Dr. Read. It was decided that the circumstances called for

operative interference, and that an excision of the head of the

femur offered the best prospect of recovery. On November 9th

the patient was anesthetized, and then placed on his right side

on the operating table. A straight incision was commenced two

inches below the posterior or exit wound, and was carried through

this to the great trochanter, and thence upward for two inches

further, thus making a wound about seven inches in length. This

incision being carried down to the bone, the upper end of the shaft

of the femur was examined and was found to be jagged and

pointed, thin layers of bone about three inches long being broken

off from its anterior aspect. The lower fragment was projected through the incision by adducting the limb and pushing the

knee upward, and it was sawn about two inches below its upper sharp extremity. The trochanteric portion of the femur was

then sought for, and was found drawn upward by the psoas and iliaCHS interims. Its extremity was seized by the lion forceps

and drawn downward, and the attachments of these muscles to the lesser trochanter were divided. To luxate the head of the

femur so as to admit of the division of the round ligament was a work of great difficulty. It was finally accomplished, partially

by twisting the neck of the bone, and the head was exarticulated. The appearance of the principal portion of this excised

bone is shown in the annexed wood-cut (Fig. 51). Several large detached fragments and splinters were then extracted, and

other closely attached bits of bone were enucleated by the finger-nail. The wound was cleansed and then closed by sutures and

adhesive strips. Dry dressings were applied, and the thigh was fixed by a large straight splint. The patient was ordered two

grains of opium and a drachm and a quarter of brandy every two hours. At bed-time the patient was quite comfortable, and

could shift his position slightly without pain; his pulse was 120. On the following day, anodynes were given at greater inter-

vals. On November 11th, they were omitted, except at bed-time, and nutritious diet was ordered. The next day the sutures

were removed; the wound began to discharge laudable pus in small quantity. The case progressed without, any untoward

complication. On December 9th the wound was healed, except at two points, connected by sinuses leading to the cotyloid

cavity and the upper end of the shaft. The patient had gained flesh and strength; his pulse was full and strong at 76 ; his

Fig. 51. — Shattered
upper portion of the left

femur. (From a weed-
cut after Itli.ui.

]

Fir.. 52.—Appearance of limb seven months
after operation. [From a photograph. 1
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appetite mid digestion were natural ; he slept well, was cheerful, and did not complain of pain. The limb was shortened five

inches. The daily discharge of pus was less than half an ounce. Two weeks subsequently the wound was entirely united; the

cicatrix was firm ; the patient could move about his bed without inconvenience ; there was no pain on pressure about the muscles

of the injured part. The patient was now removed to his home in North Carolina, and was soon able to move about on crutches.

In September, 1804, ten months after the operation, he reported that he was able to bear considerable weight on the limb, and

that lie had discarded his crutches and walked about in a high-heeled boot with the aid of a cane. The appearance of the

patient, seven months after the operation, is exhibited in the wood-cut on the preceding page (Fig. 52). copied from a photo-

graph presented to the compiler by Assistant Surgeon Latimer, C. S. A.

Case 240.—Private Hugh Wright, Co. G, 87th New York, aged 28 years, a robust, healthy man, was wounded on May
5, 1864, at the battle of the Wilderness, by a conoidal musket ball, which entered the right thigh an inch within the track of

the femoral vessels and two inches below Poupart's ligament, passed backward and outward, shattering the neck and trochanters

of the femur, and, having been greatly flattened and distorted by the impact, it lodged amid the fragments of bone. The precise

direction of the fracture is indicated in the accompanying wood-cut (Fig. 54). ' He stated

that after being wounded, he was carried to the rear by a number of his companions, and,

in the evening, was taken to the field hospital of the 2d division of the Second Corps.

Here he remained for three days. He was then sent in an ambulance wagon to Fredericks-

burg, and placed in a temporary hospital. He stated that his wound was repeatedly »

examined by different surgeons, but that no treatment was instituted beyond the applica-

tion of a compress dipped in cold water to the wound. He was transferred, after a fort-

night, on a hospital steamer, to Washington, and on May 25th he was admitted to Stanton

Hospital, then under the charge of Surgeon 15. B. Wilson, U. S. V. He was placed in Ward
6, under the care of Acting Assistant Surgeon J. B. Garland, who communicated a special

report of the case. The injured limb was swollen, everted, and shortened. Pus had

accumulated in the tissues about the hip. Notwithstanding the gravity of the injury, the

patient's constitutional condition is said to have been hopeful. On exploring the wound
with the finger, the patient being under the influence of chloroform, detached fragments of

hone could be felt. On consultation with Acting Assistant Surgeon George A. Mursick, 2

an operation was decided upon, for the purpose of removing these loose fragments, and

the missile, if it could be found. On May 27th, the patient was rendered insensible by

sulphuric ether, and Dr. Mursick, assisted by Dr. Garland and

others, made a straight incision, commencing above and behind the

trochanter major and carried downward in the axis of the thigh.

It was not in contemplation, at the beginning of the operation, Dr.

Garland states, to exarticulate the head of the femur; but when the

" muscular attachments were divided, and the full extent of the frac-

ture was revealed, and the joint was found distended with pus, it

was at once determined to make a formal excision. The fragments

of the neck were extracted piecemeal. The ball was found lying

behind the neck, and was extracted. The capsular ligament being
' ^ ° Fid. 54.—Shotcommi-

FlO. 53.—Appearance of limb two years freely inflised, a bistoury was inserted into the cotyloid cavity and nution of neck and tru-
and five months after operation. [From a , , ,. , , , ., , , » ., - chanters of right femur,
photograph.] the round ligament was severed, and the head of the lemur was s 3:i75

<*

removed without difficulty. The jagged upper extremity of the

shaft of the femur was then turned out of the wound by carrying the limb over the opposite knee, and was smoothed oif by a

chain saw. There was but trifling haemorrhage, and no ligatures were required. The wound was carefully cleansed, dressed

with dry lint, and left to heal by granulation. To keep the limb in position, long sand bags were laid on either side of it, and

moderate extension was made by means of a weight attached to the leg and suspended from the foot of the bed. At night he

took a grain of sulphate of morphia in a draught. The operation seemed to depress him very much, and reaction was slow.

He passed a restless night, manifesting much nervous excitement. In the morning his pulse was feeble and frequent; his

tongue dry and furred. He was ordered an ounce of brandy every three hours, a grain of opium every four hours, and as much
beef tea and concentrated nourishment as he could take. On May 29th his general condition had much improved; the pulse

was less frequent and stronger. There was free suppuration. The wound was dressed with a weak solution of permanganate

of potassa. On June 1st he continued to improve, the wound looked well, and the character of the suppuration was good.

The amount of brandy was reduced to four ounces daily. On August 1st he was still doing well. The wound was filled up

with granulations from the bottom, with the exception of a sinus leading to the bone. It continued to suppurate quite freely,

and some small pieces of dead bone had come away with the discharges. He had gained in flesh, and his health and spirits

were good. On August 22d, he attempted, for the first time, to sit up in bed, but, owing to the rigidity of the parts and the

agglutination of the muscles, the pain caused by the sitting posture was so severe that he was compelled to lie down again.

Cold evaporating lotions were applied to the thigh. On August 23d the upper part of the thigh swelled and was painful, and

the discharge was increased in quantity. On August 27th the swelling of the thigh had increased, the discharge from the

wound was very free, thin, and flaky, and the surrounding surface was glazed and doughy to the touch. The wound of entrance

had re-opened and discharged thin pus. An abscess formed on the inner side of the thigh, and about four ounces of thin flaky

1 An anterior view of this specimen is printed in the surgical report in Circular No. G, S. G. O., 1865, p. 74, and in the Catalogue of the Surgica

Section of the Army Med. Museum, 180*6. p. 246.

2 MUIISICK (G. A.), A successful Case of Excision of the Head of the Femur for Gunshot Fracture, in New York Med. Jour., 1865, Vol. I, p. 424.

See also Circular Xo. 6, S. G. O., 1865, p. 68, Circular No. 2, S. G. O., 1869, pp. 41, 135, Photographic Series, A. If. M., Vol. IV, p. 38.
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pus was discharged. The patient was restless. He was ordered twenty drops of the tincture of the sesquichloride of iron

every six hours, with stimulants and nutritious diet. On September 1st the swelling and inflammation of the thigh continued.

He complained of nausea and want of appetite. An abscess formed on the outer side of the thigh. On September 5th the

abscess was incised, and a large quantity of thin, flaky, and offensive pus was evacuated. He had an irritable stomach, and

Hoffman's anodyne was administered. On September Gth the edges of the incision in the abscess were beginning to slough, and

nitric acid was freely applied. On September 9th he had diarrhoea; ten grains of subnitrate of bismuth and a grain of opium

were given every six hours. On September 13th the diarrhoea had nearly ceased. The patient's general condition had improved,

and the wound looked well, though the suppuration was still copious, and had improved in quality. On September 85th a large

ring-shaped exfoliation from the upper end of the femur was removed through the wound of operation. On September 26th

another exfoliation was removed. On October Gth, 18G4, Private Wright was discharged from the military service on account

of the expiration of his enlistment. On October 7th the swelling of the thigh had subsided; the discharge from the wounds

had much diminished in quantity, and presented the appearance of laudable pus; the diarrhoea had ceased, and his general

condition was much improved, he being able to sit up in bed. On October 30th. a sinus communicating with necrosed bone

opened on the outside of the thigh. In the latter part of December, another abscess formed on the outer side of the thigh.

When this was opened the swelling and inflammation subsided. He continued to do well until February G, 18G5, when another

abscess formed in the lower third of the thigh, on the outer side. This was incised and the pus evacuated. Several pieces of

dead bone came away with the discharges from the wound of operation. About the middle of March, 18G5, he was able to get

out of bed, and to walk about the ward on crutches. Soon after, in getting out of bed, "he let his leg fall and hurt it." This

accident was followed by inflammation and swelling of the thigh, and an abscess in the lower third of it, on the inner side.

This was incised, and a small quantity of pus was evacuated. He was now attacked with erysipelas, which extended from the

knee to the hip. This was combated with tonics and stimulants, such as iron and quinine, and rapidly disappeared. From this

time he did well, taking daily exercise about the hospital on crutches. On April 17th, he was transferred to the Ward Hospital,

at Newark, New Jersey. His general health was tolerably good. He could not bear much weight on his limb, and inflamma-

tion and abscesses followed any unusual exertion. He remained at this hospital until May G, 18G5, when it was reported that

he "eloped." As a discharged soldier, he was no longer under military authority, and was at liberty to go. For many months,

though diligent inquiries were made, he could not be traced; but, in July, I860, Surgeon General L. W. Oakley, of New Jersey,

transmitted a letter from Dr. W. Pierson, of Orange, New Jersey, which stated that Wright had entered the almshouse at that

place in June, 1865, and had remained there until the following spring, under Dr. Pierson's professional care. At first, the

mutilated limb had been enormously swollen from cedema, and there was an ichorous discharge from a sinus near the hip joint.

With careful bandaging, the oedema gradually disappeared. In the spring of 1866, Wright left the almshouse, and engaged

himself as a laborer on a farm. He wore, Dr. Pierson reported, a cork-soled shoe of his own manufacture. The limb was

shortened precisely five inches. The circumference of the injured thigh at the highest part was one inch less than that of its

fellow. He walked well without crutch or cane, bearing his full weight on the mutilated limb. There was quite free motion at

the hip, but little at the knee. There were no open listules, and no tenderness about any of the cicatrices. Dr. Stephen Wickes,

of Orange, reported, in the summer of 1866, that Wright was in good health, though somewhat intemperate; that he worked

daily at light tasks, and was even able to mow grass. He commonly walked with a cane. According to the measurement

of Dr. Wickes, the limb was shortened four and three-quarter inches. About this period, Dr. Mursick, the operator in the

case, discovered his former patient, and examined him. He found the resected end of the femur firmly attached to the pelvis

by ligamentous tissue an inch and a half long. The agglutination of the muscular sheaths had nearly disappeared. The limb

was quite under control. The man could flex and extend it slightly, and adduct to a limited extent; the power of rotating and

abducting was lost. Motion at the knee was quite restricted, on account of the thickening and consolidation of the surrounding

tissues resulting from inflammation. He stated that latterly the improvement in his limb had been very decided; that when he

first commenced to walk, the limb felt like a weight attached to the body; this sensation had entirely disappeared. January

15, 18G7, Hugh Wright was found duly established at his residence in North Orange, Essex, New Jersey, receiving a pension

dating from October, 1864, the date of his injury. The Pension Examiner, Dr. A. W. Woodhull, of Newark, reported "that

at that date there was about six inches shortening, with no power of flexion or extension at the hip and the power of rotation

to a very limited degree. All motion of the injured limb for progression was imparted by lateral swing of the body itself. I

may add that the knee joint of the injured limb is stiffened." On October 19, 1867, Dr. Mursick again examined Wright, and

took him to New York, and had his photograph taken. The negative is preserved at the Army Medical Museum, and is No.

188 of the Surgical Series of Photographs, a reduced copy of the lower limbs as shown, in the photograph, is presented in the

wood-cut (Fig. 53). At this period, Wright reported that his limb had given him no trouble since the sinuses healed, in May,

1865, and that it sufficed for all purposes of locomotion. He stood on it very firmly, and could move it in any direction with

an easy, swinging motion. He had been engaged for a year and a half as a farm hand, and was employed at that time as a

wood-chopper. Ho had for a short time earned larger wages as a hod bearer, and had climbed high ladders with a heavy hod

of bricks on his shoulders; but he found this avocation too fatiguing. His general health and physical condition were good.

The knee joint continued quite stiff. It could be flexed to about quarter, perhaps, of the normal extent. When he walked,

the rounded upper extremity of the femur played up and down on the dorsum of the ilium over a space of an inch and a half.

In November, 1888, Dr. Mursick again examined Wright, and reported on his condition. The utility of his limb had augmented

during the twelve months that had elapsed since the last examination. The attachment of the femur to the pelvis was strong;

the cicatrices were firm and healthy. All the movements of the thigh were performed with almost as much facility as in the

normal state; rotation, even, as well as flexion, extension, adduction, and abduction. His general health was good. On August

3, 1872, Wright's pension was increased to $18 per month on account of increasing disability and because additional legislation

permitted larger payment to the more gravely mutilated. In September, 1873, Pension Examiner A. W. Woodhull reported the

local disability unchanged, and, on October 26, 1874, the sudden death of the pensioner, Hugh Wright, from supposed cardiac

disease was reported. Unfortunately no autopsy was made and the valuable opportunity of examining the relations of tht

resected joint was unimproved.
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In tlio twenty unsuccessful intormediarv excisions the average duration of life after

operation was twelve and a half days. One patient (Cask 248) survived seventy-five days,

ther than to the effects of the injury and

three weeks with colliquative diarrhoea

lesions seemed to indicate the operation,

first category. The first was a solitary

and apparently succumbed to climatic influences ra

operation; another (Case
#
251) died at, the end of

and malarial complications. Four cases where the

mad.' little or no recuperative effort, and form the

instance of fracture by a shell fragment:

FlO. 55.—Neck ami tro-

chanters of right femur
shattered by a fragment
of Shell, anil excised.
Spec.840. Sec.I, A..M.M.

Cask 241.—Private Cornelius Callaghan, Co. G, 2d Delaware, was wounded in the left hip by a fragment of shell, at

the battle of Antietam, September 17, 1802. On September 19th, he was admitted to hospital No. 3, at Frederick, Maryland.

IIo was placed under the influence of chloroform, and an examination of the wound was made by Assistant Surgeons Bill and

Colton, IT. S. A. The wound being enlarged sufficiently to admit of free exploration, the trochanteric region of the femur was

found to be badly comminuted, the great trochanter entirely detached and drawn backward by the action of the gluteus, while

fissures extended up the neck within the capsular ligament. No fissures extended below the trochanter minor. The patient's

general condition was good, and all the circumstances being favorable to such an attempt, it was determined, in a consultation

of the medical staff, and with the approval of Medical Inspector Coolidge and Surgeon Milhau, U. S. A., that the injured

portions of bone should be excised. On September 20th, Assistant Surgeon J. H. Bill made an incision

from the wound three inches downward in the course of the shaft, and another three inches long curving

upward and inward from the wound to a point a little below the anterior superior spinous process of the

ilium. The muscular attachments being dissected aside, a chain saw was passed around the shaft of the

femur and made to divide it just below the trochanter minor. The head of the hone was then disarticu-

lated. The edges of the wound were united by six sutures, and adhesive plasters anoVwater dressings

were applied. The limb was kept in position by pillows, without the use of splints. A full dose of morphia

was given, and light but nourishing food was directed. On the following day the patient was quite com-

fortable. His pulse, which was 100 before the operation, now beat 120. He was ordered a diet of beef

tea, eggs, and oysters, with a small amount of wine. At midnight he was sleeping quietly. On October

1st he was still cheerful. His pulse was very compressible at 120, and he was sweating profusely. The
thigh was swollen and painful. A draught of aromatic sulphuric acid with a little quiuia was added to his

prescriptions, and the allowance of wine was increased. The prognosis was now v<-vy unfavorable. On October 2d the sweating

was checked, but diarrhoea had supervened. The pulse was still softer and more frequent, and suppuration had commenced.

At midnight the patient was attacked with vomiting and hiccough. On October 3d the vomiting persisted, and the sweating

was renewed. This state continued through the day and night, the patient sinking gradually. He died at 3 o'clock P. M. of

October 4, 18J2. The pathological preparation is deposited in the Army Medical Museum, and is numbered 840 of the Surgical

Section. An anterior view of it is presented at page 247 of the Catalogue of the Surgical Section, and a posterior view in the

accompanying wood-cut (FiQ. 55).

Cash 242.—Private D. M. Noe, Co. C, 4Cth Ohio, aged 22 years, was wounded at the battle of Shiloh, Tennessee, April

C, 18G2, by a conoidal musket ball, which shattered the neck of the left femur. The patient was placed on board the hospital

transport steamer Lancaster, under the charge of Surgeon George C. Blackmail, U. S. V. On April 16, 1802, chloroform having

been administered, Dr. Blackmail made a longitudinal incision four inches in length over the trochanter, and excised the head,

neck, and trochanters, together with three inches of the shaft of the femur, the dinphysis being divided by a common amputa-

ting saw. The patient reacted well after the operation, and for five days the symptoms progressed favorably. Pyaemia was

subsequently developed, and death ensued on April 24, 1862, eight days after the operation.

Case 243.—Private Marsclla Smith. Co. F. 38th Virginia, a robust middle-aged man, was wounded near Spottsylvania,

early in the morning of May 10, 1804, by a conoidal musket ball, which entered at the upper posterior part of the left thigh,

passed through the periiueum without injuring the urethra, and through the soft parts of the right hip. He was sent to Rich-

mond by rail, and was admitted to hospital No. 0, otherwise known as the Eeceiving and Wayside Hospital,

on the following morning. On May 12th he was placed under chloroform and the wound was thoroughly

explored. The limb was everted and shortened and swollen; there was crepitus on rotation. The fracture

appeared to be limited to the great trochanter and neck. It was supposed that the urethra was divided; but

this was afterwards proved not to be the case. Surgeon Charles Bell Gibson, C. S. A., decided to excise

the injured bone, and the operation was performed forty-eight hours after the reception of the injury, the

head, neck, and two inches of the shaft being removed. It is stated that the effects of the chloroform were

unfavorable. On the following day ''patient commenced sinking at an early hour, and continued growing

Fig. 5G.— Oblique, more and more feeble until 3 o'clock p M.. when death ended his sufferings," May 13, 18G4. The excised
sunshotfr.ictureoftlie portion of the femur was preserved by Dr. Richardson, and has been presented by him to the Armv Medicalupper portion ot shaft * J ^ * *

of left femur. Spci;. Museum. It is represented in the accompanvina' drawing (Fig. 5G), and shows that the injury to the bone
5500, Sect. I, A.M. SI. ,, t , , , , tl -u- twas altogether external to the hip joint.

Cask 244.—A soldier of General Buell's army was wounded in a picket skirmish, about seven miles from Nashville, in

March, 1832, by a conoidal musket ball, which shattered the neck and trochanters of the femur. He was immediately conveyed

to Nashville, and placed in the College Hospital, under the care of Surgeon A. H. Thurston, U. S. V. Surgeon M. Goldsmith,

U. S. V., saw him in two days after the reception of the injury, and deemed the case peculiarly well adapted for the operation

of excision. The surgeon in charge concurring in this opinion, the patient was anaesthetized, and Dr. Thurston proceeded to

excise the head and splintered upper extremity of the femur, through a long straight incision. The operation was accom-
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pushed with but littla luEmorrhagi'. and although tin- patient wan much prostrated l>_\ the shock of t li<- injury and of (lie opera-

tion, liu reacted and was in a comfortable condition for several days. But surgical fever and suppuration soon set in, and lie

gradually sank, and died one week after the operation. There can he little doubt that the subject of this operation was Corporal

Henry F. Smith, Co. B. 1st Wisconsin, who. according to the records of the Nashville Hospital, was admitted for a gunshot

wound of the hip, and was the only patient who died from wounds in Dr. Thurston's wards, at the period referred to. 1

Corporal Smith died on March 15, 1832. The operation was probably done on March 10th.-

In the .second category of intermediary excisions arc grouped eight cases well adapted

from the local lesions for the operation in which all the patients made a struggle for

recovery, and two survived respectively five and eleven weeks

:

Case 245.—Private T. C. Christopher, Co. D, 18th South Carolina, aged 21 years, a robust -man, was wounded at

Williamsburg, Virginia, May 5, 1832, by a conoidal musket ball, which entered about two inches below and behind the left

trochanter major, and passed forward, upward, and inward. He was stooping at the time he received the injury. 1 Fe was made
prisoner, and sent to York River, and thence on a hospital steamer to Washington, and placed in Cliffhnme Hospital, May 17th.

His pulse was 100, and he complained of severe pain in the hip and knee. The tissues

about the hip were much swollen; the limb was everted, and shortened one and a half

inches. The opening made by the bullet was very small, and discharged a thin sanious

pus. There was no orifice of exit. The patient was etherized, and careful exploration

of the wound revealed a fracture of the inner portion of the neck and probably of the

head of the femur. It was decided that excision should be performed, and the patient

was placed upon a soothing and supporting regimen preparatory to the operation. May
20th, Assistant Surgeon J. S. Hillings, IJ. S. A., made a curvilinear incision, four inches

in length, one inch behind the great trochanter, that revealed the condition of the parts.

Fragments of the inner extremity of the neck were removed piecemeal. The bead was
then removed from the cotyloid cavity, except a small fragment which was extracted

from an intermuscular space. The ball was now discovered lying in the obturator

externus muscle, and extracted. Little blood was lost, and reaction took place. Water

dressing was applied, and a grain of sulphate of morphia administered. E version of

the foot was corrected by fastening the limb by straps of adhesive plaster to an upright

piece of wood screwed to the foot of the bedstead, and, the latter being raised, adequate

extension and counter-extension were secured. On May 21st, the patient reported a

comfortable night, but now had a very irritable stomach, with frequent vomiting. His

skin was cool and clammy ; his pulse small and feeble at 115. He was ordered aromatic

spirits of ammonia in small doses, brandy, egg-nog, and beef essence, with sinapisms to

the epigastrium. On May 23d, the irritability of the stomach had subsided. The

patient was weaker; stimulants and concentrated nourishment were given. On May
24th, the patient rapidly grew weaker. Capillary hemorrhage took place from the

surfaces of the incision, but was readily checked by the application of a solution of persulphate of iron. Enemata of beef

essence and brandy were administered, and these articles also by the mouth. Tin' patient sank rapidly, and died May 24th,

five days after the operation. At the autopsy, twelve hours after death, the soft parts about the seat of injury were found dark

in color and softened. The acetabulum was eroded. A clot of blood of three ounces was found between the peritoneum and

iliacus externus muscle. The innominatum and superior portion of the femur were removed, and, together with the excised

fragments, forwarded to the Army Medical Museum, and numbered 11) of the Surgical Section, having been mounted among its

earliest specimens, and it is represented in the wood-cut (Fig. 57).

—

{Circ. 6, S. G. O., 18G5, p. 02, and Circ. 2, S. G. O., 1809,

pp. 35, 135.)

Case 240.—Private T. E. Foulke, Co. I), 2d Alabama, aged 17 years, was wounded and captured at Fort Blakely,

Alabama, April 9, 1865. A conoidal musket ball entered posteriorly at the middle third of the left thigh, fractured the upper

third of the femur, including the trochanters and neck, and was removed from above the anterior superior spinous process of the

left ilium. The patient was then transferred to New Orleans, and, on April 15th, be was admitted to the St. Louis Hospital.

On admission he was very much exhausted by profuse suppuration, the soft parts about the hip-joint being filled with unhealthy

pus. On April 27th Surgeon A. McMahon, U. S V., excised the head, neck, trochanters, and two inches of the shaft of the

left femur, the patient being under the influence of chloroform. He was placed on nourishing diet, with two bottles of porter

daily, eggs, beef tea, and everything be desired. On May 23th he was transferred to the Marine Hospital at New Orleans. He
was then doing well ; but hi? gradually failed, and died .lime 5, 1835, of exhaustion, thirty-nine days after the operation.

Case 247.—Private Charles E. Marston, Co. F, 1st Massachusetts, aged 19 years, a pale and delicate boy, was wounded

at the second battle of Bull Run, August 30, 1832. He was admitted to the College Hospital, Georgetown, D. C, on Septem-

ber 0th, having laid on the battle-field several days, and then moved in an ambulance wagon thirty miles over very rough roads.

An examination revealed a large bullet wound an inch anterior to and on a line with the right trochanter major, with great

comminution of the bead and neck of the femur. The limb was shortened, and the foot was everted. The circumference of the

1 The above account has been submitted to Dr. M. Goldsmith, who states that he thinks that the Identification of the case is complete. Surgeon

Thurston died during the war.
2 The report of the Adjutant General of Wisconsin for lSfio, p. 33. states that on March 8, 1862, five companies of the 1st Wisconsin Volunteers were

sent out beyond Nashville on picket duty. They were attacked by a cavalry force, and Private Willett Greenly was killed
—" the first Union soldier

killed in Tennessee"—while Corporal II. F. Smith and one other were wounded, and were sent to Nashville.

Surg. Ill—14

Flo. 57.—Transverse shot fracture of the

anatomical neck of the left femur, with caries.

Sjxc. 19.
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FlO. ~>&.—Shot commi-
nution of head and neck
of ri^ht femur. Spec. '32B.

limb exceeded that of its fellow by half. The pulse was 112, and of moderate volume. The tongue was rather dry. The
patient suffered little pain. The general condition was not promising, and yet not very bad. Excision of the fractured bone

was decided upon, and, on the '27th of .September, Assistant Surgeon B. A. Clements, U. S. A., assisted by Assistant Surgeon

Charles II. Alden, U. S. A., and the surgical staff of the hospital, proceeded to perform the operation. Chloroform was

administered, and a slightly curved incision five inches in length was made on the outside of the thigh, the shot hole in the

middle of tin- incision, and the trochanters and neck were thus exposed. The neck was crushed into about forty fragments,

which were extracted. The head was also much broken, and the round ligament was absorbed or destroyed, so that exarticula-

tion was easy. The roughened portion of the neck, at its attachment with the trochanter, was sawn off with a small chain saw.

The missile, a conoidal musket ball, wot found on the inner side of the thigh at the bottom of a large

cavity, and was removed with difficulty. After thoroughly syringing the wound and removing the pow-

dered bone, the wound was closed by silver sutures, except at the bullet hole, and sand bags were placed

to keep the limb in position. Slight extension was made by a weight to the foot. The patient expressed

himself as relieved by the operation, and he slept well that night. On the following day his pulse had

risen to 128, and the discharge from the wound was very copious, thin, and brown. On September 29th,

his pulse was still quick and feeble, and his tongue dry, and, though he took nourishment well, and was

free from distress, he gradually sank, lie died on September 30, 1862, at half past 8 o'clock A. jr., three

days after the operation. At the autopsy, on October 1st, made by Acting Assistant Surgeon G. K. Smith,

the wound made by the operation was found to bo filled with very offensive pus. The upper end of the

shaft of the femur was found to be diseased on its posterior surface near the trochanter minor, and the

periosteum was loosened from the bone for some distance above and below this point. The fracture of the

ischium, which was noticed at the operation, extended obliquely upward and backward from the lower

border of the acetabulum, terminating in the sciatic notch, about an inch and a quarter above the spine of the ischium. The

lower half of the acetabulum had been broken into several fragments, which were held in position by the cotyloid ligament. The

excised portions of the femur were forwarded to the Army Medical Museum, and are numbered 328 in the Surgical Section.

They are represented in the adjoining wood-cut (Fig. 58).

Case 2-18.—Private John Miller, Co. E, lG2d New York, aged about 38 years, a robust, phlegmatic German, in good health,

was wounded on June 14, 1833, in the assault on Port Hudson, Louisiana, by a conoidal musket ball, which passed through

the upper portion of the thigh, breaking the neck of the left femur transversely, and splitting it longitudinally, but without

great comminution. The pelvis was uninjured, and there was no serious damage to the soft tissues. The patient was conveyed

to New Orleans on a hospital transport, and was placed in the St. Louis Hospital, on June Kith. It was determined that

excision of tin; injured bone was advisable, and the officer in charge of the hospital, Surgeon F. Bacon, U. S. V., being confined

to his bed by illness, the operation was performed on July 8th, by Assistant Surgeon George W. Avery, 9th Connecticut. The

head, neck, and great trochanter were removed in the usual way, through a single straight incision of moderate extent over the

trochanter and in a line with the axis of the femur. There was an immaterial loss of blood. The state of the tissues involved

and the constitutional condition of the patient were as good as might be. Dr. Bacon remarked that the operation was well and

rapidly performed. The patient rallied from it promptly, and afterwards received the most assiduous care. His progress was

very favorable until the early part of September. The wound had nearly healed, and Surgeon Bacon and his assistants were

very hopeful of the patient's recovery. But in September the weather became most oppressively hot, and the patient steadily

declined. The wound assumed a bad appearance, discharging copiously, and despite sustaining measures, the patient sank and

died from exhaustion on September 21, 1882, seventy-five days after the operation. Dr. Bacon examined the fragments of bone

removed, and found the periosteum adherent throughout the larger pieces.

Case 249.—Private Henry Phillips, Co. I, 140th New York, a robust man, aged 34 years, was wounded at the South

Side Railroad, near Petersburg, on April 1, 1835, by a conoidal musket ball, which entered the left thigh and lodged against the

anterior surface of the neck of the femur. The patient was conveyed to the field hospital of the 2d division of the Fifth Corps,

and thence by ambulance and rail to City Point, where ho arrived on April 4th, and was transferred by steamer to Washington,

and, on April 6th, was admitted into Douglas Hospital. He was much exhausted and had

considerable fever, though in frequency the pulse and respiration were nearly normal. The
wound was painful, and the beginning of its grave constitutional aspect was becoming man-

ifest. There was no shortening or deformity of the limb. At a preliminary exploration the

ball was found impacted near the anatomical neck, and was extracted. The limited nature

of the fracture was also ascertained, and excision was decided on. On April 8th the patient

was placed under the influence of ether, and Assistant Surgeon William F. Norris, U. S. A.,

excised the head, neck, and trochanter major through a curved incision six or seven inches

in length with its convexity forward. About twelve or sixteen ounces of blood were lost

during the operation. One small artery required a ligature. The ball had crushed in the

laminated structure of the anterior face of the neck, and from this cup-shaped cavity a small fissure ran up the articular surface

and a deep fissure nearly around the neck; but the separation between the head and neck was incomplete. During the opera-

tion this fracture was converted into a complete one in rotating the bone to facilitate the exarticulation. The operation concluded,

the limb was supported by pillows, and the patient was ordered beef tea and milk punch every three hours, and a full dose of

opium at midnight. He had another dose of laudanum at four o'clock the next morning. On the 9th, 10th, and 11th, there

was little pain, and anodynes were not required, but concentrated nourishment and stimulants were assiduously administered.

It was thought the nurse exceeded his instructions in the amount of whiskey given, for on April 12th, the patient had hiccough

and nausea, and his breath was redolent of alcoholic fumes. He was now transferred to the immediate charge of Acting Assistant

Surgeon C. Carvallo. A laxative enema was administered, and, when the bowels were unloaded, a sinapism at the epigastrium,

and small doses of creasote allayed the irritability of stomach. On April 13th the stomach was quiet, pulse 120, rather weak,

FIG. 59.—Fracture of head and neck
of left femur by a conoidal musket ball.

Spec. IS235, Sect. I, A. M. M. J
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and there was profuse perspiration. The patient was ordered a cupful of beef tea every two hours, one of milk punch every

four hours, milk toast and soft boiled eggs at breakfast and dinner. No change the next day. On the 14th the wound
looked well. Some shreds of disorganized connective tissue were removed by the dressing forceps. There was some pain and

difficulty in micturition. Small doses of tincture of the sesquichloride of iron were directed thrice daily, and chicken broth was

added to his dietary. No entry of importance appears on the ICth. On the 17th the pulse was 120, respiration 32. Slight pain

on right side, and signs of pleurisy on auscultation. There was an erythematous blush about the wound, and, in the evening,

there was diarrhoea, which was checked by pills of opium and nitrate of silver. On the 18th the pleurisy was worse, the

breathing more rapid, and there was retention of urine, so that it was necessary after this to use a catheter. April 19th the

countenance was sunken, and the wound was flabby. There was a sore on the sacrum. The patient was moved to a Crosby

Invalid Bed. He had a draught containing ammonia and sugar, and a blister on his side. April 20th the nurse reported a chill

during the night. The breathing was labored. There were sordes on the teeth. At the next morning visit the patient was

very low. He died before noon, April 21, 1865, eleven days after the operation. The autopsy revealed dry pleurisy on either

side; lungs healthy, somewhat congested posteriorly; heart and liver not abnormal. A large sub-peritoneal abscess in the

course of psoas and internal iliac muscles, which appeared to originate in the obturator foreamen and ascend along the left iliac

fossa, denuding the bone of its periosteum. No evidences of pyaemia were found, though it was strongly suspected after the

occurrence of the chill on April 20th. The pathological specimen, contributed by the operator to the Army Medical Museum, is

represented at page 24G of the Catalogue of the Surgical Section of 18f>0, and by the wood-cut (Fig. 59).

Cask 250.—Captain John Phelan, Co. A, 73d New York, aged 22 years, received a compound comminuted fracture of

the neck and upper extremity of the left femur at the battle of Spottsylvania Court House, on May 14, 18G4. On May 16th, he

was admitted to Mount Pleasant Hospital. Washington. The rapid and incessant influx of wounded was such that the attention

of the overworked hospital staff was not especially drawn to his case for some time after his admission, and the delay in

minutely examining the case was extended by the uncomplaining fortitude of the sufferer, who expressed his wish that the more

serious cases should first be attended to, and declared that his own sufferings were comparatively slight. When, however.

Acting Assistant Surgeon Mulford, the ward surgeon, proceeded, on June 3d, to adapt apparatus to what he supposed to be an

ordinary gunshot fracture of the upper third of the thigh, he was led to apprehend that the injury extended to the coxo-femoral

articulation, and requested the opinion of the surgeon in charge of the hospital, Assistant Surgeon C. A. McCall, U. S. A., as to

the diagnosis and treatment. Dr. McCall immediately visited the patient, and found him to be a large, muscular, finely formed

man, whose previous health had been excellent. When lying quietly in bed, he suffered but little. His appetite was good; and

his strength, so far, had diminished but little. Altogether, his general condition was extraordinarily good, in view of the gravity

of the injury he had sustained. The ball had entered in front, just over the point at which the profunda is given off from the

left femoral artery. The aperture of entrance was small and characteristic as an entrance wound of a conoidal musket ball.

The missile had passed toward the great trochanter and shattered it. Further, its course could not be ascertained at the time.

Any movement of the limb caused extreme pain. Though the femur was much comminuted, Dr. McCall was not positive that

the hip joint was implicated, and, with a view to a full exploration of the injury, he directed Dr. Mulford to make a longitudinal

incision three inches in length over the trochanter, to explore the parts thoroughly, and to ascertain by digital examination the

condition of the articulation. If it was uninjured, Dr. Mulford was instructed to extract detached fragments of bone and foreign

matters, to close the upper part of the wound, and to avail of the

lower portion for drainage. In the afternoon the patient was ether-

ized, and the exploratory incision was made, and it

was found that the fracture extended to the head of

the femur. It was then decided to excise the head.

The patient was again rendered insensible by the

inhalation of sulphuric ether, and Dr. McCall

extended Dr. Mulford's incision upward an inch

or more, and then made an oblique incision across

its upper extremity, as represented in the accom-

panying figure (Fig. 01). The two flaps thus

marked out were reflected, and the joint was read-

ily exposed, the round ligament divided, and the

head of the femur exarticulated. The acetabulum

was carefully examined and found to be uninjured.

Seven large and numerous small fragments of the

neck and trochanter major were then removed, a task requiring much time and patience, many fragments being driven into the

gluteal muscles, or deeply retracted by the muscles attached to the great trochanter. The fractured upper extremity of the

femur was then brought out at the wound, by adducting and pushing upward the knee of the injured limb, and all diseased

tissue was removed. The periosteum was in a healthy condition quite up to the end of the bone. The wound was now
thoroughly washed out, and approximated by three stitches, and by adhesive strips. A grain of sulphate of morphia was

administered, and the patient was put to bed. The operation lasted three-quarters of an hour. Dr. McCall thinks that the ball

was removed during the operation ; but is not positive on this point. The hospital report, which is quoted at page 69 of Circular

No. 6, S. G. O., 1865, states that the patient's pulse was quick and irritable at the time of the operation, that he had a furred

tongue and diarrhoea, and was reduced by suppuration. But Dr. McCall (letter of February 11, 1868; thinks that this report

exaggerates the gravity of the constitutional symptoms, and is quite sure that the general condition was favorable. The patient

rallied well from the operation. For two days the wound was dressed with lint. Suppuration then commencing, the limb was

placed in Fergusson's apparatus for excision of the head of the femur, the counter-extension straps being left off. The wound
was freely syringed with cold water containing a little permanganate of potassa. A nourishing diet was ordered, with tonics

Fig. GO.—Excised
head and fragments
of neck of left femur.
Spec. 2C18.

rtuW A\^.vij\,;/f-
;

Fig. 61.—Direction of (he incisions in case of excision of the

head of the femur. [From a drawing by Dr. McCall.]
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and stimulants. For si week or ten days subsequently, the case progressed favorably. Suppuration was moderate in amount,

and of a healthy character. About the middle of .1 the weather became intensely hot. The atmosphere of the wards, in

which nearly every lied was occupied by a patient with suppurating wounds, became intensely oppressive. About this time,

the patient began to grow worse. The cheerful resolution and .hopefulness he had hitherto evinced, gave way. Diarrhoea

supervened, and he lost strength rapidly. The fatal event was thought to have been delayed by the plan which was pursued

of daily removing the patient in bis bed at nine in the morning to a spot beneath the shade trees near the hospital, where he had

pun; air and escaped the distressing scenes of the ward ; he remained each day until live in the afternoon. He died on June 21,

1834. The portion of hone excised was forwarded at the time of tl peration to the Army Medical Museum. The preparation

is No. 2618 of the Surgical Series. It is represented in the adjacent wood-cut (Fig. GOV

Case 251.—A private soldier of General Pope's Army of Virginia, was admitted on September 2, 1802, to the Cliff'burne

Hospital at Washington, D. C, with a gunshot fracture of the neck of the left femur, received at the second Bull Run battle, on

August 29, 1802. A conoidal musket ball bad entered the left hip directly over the trochanter major and embedded itself in the

neck of the femur. The trochanter major and the neck of the femur were split and comminuted, but the head was uninjured.

The patient had suffered greatly from the journey from the battle-field to the hospital, and was prostrated by diarrhoea and

malarial complications. The tissues about the hip joint were but slightly swollen, and the wound discharged healthy pus. It

was decided that excision was the most hopeful resource, and on September 4, 1802, Assistant Surgeon John S. Billings,U. S. A.,

proceeded to operate. Chloroform was administered, and a straight incision was made over the trochanter major, and the head

and fragments of the. neck were removed. The shaft of the femur was then divided by a chain sawat the level of the trochanter

minor.
°
The patient reacted well from the operation. He was placed on a fracture bed, and extension by means of a weight

was made on the injured limb. The diarrhoea increased in severity despite all treatment, anil the patient succumbed, exhausted,

on September 24, 1862, twenty days after the operation.

Case 252.—"Private Michael Welsh, Co. II, 10th Kentucky, aged 40 years, was struck by a conoidal ball in the region

of the left great trochanter, at the battle of Ohickamauga, September 20, 1863, ami at once conveyed to a field hospital, which

soon after fell into the hands of the enemy. Ten days subsequently, he was brought to Chattanooga; and during the period of

his captivity the only nourishment that he received was a small portion of corn-meal gruel daily. Having lost his blankets, he

also suffered much from cold, ami had contracted a rather severe bronchial inflammation. On the 1st of October, he was

admitted into the general field hospital of the Fourteenth Corps, when a conoidal musket ball was removed from

among a mass of small fragments of the neck of the femur, the ball having entered just anteriorly to the great

trochanter. Two days subsequently, Surgeon F. II. Gross, IT. S. V., carried a curvilinear incision, with its con-

vexity presenting forward, and including the opening made by tho ball, from above downward, and excised the

head of the femur along with the attached greater portion of the lower surface of the neck of the bone. Many

froctoreofneok fragments were removed with the forceps; but as the trochanters were not involved in the injury, the remaining

s ,'°54 o'

mm''

Bharp portions of the neck were trimmed off close to the inter-trochanteric lines, which completed the procedure.

No ligatures were required. The man bore the operation well, and the limb was placed in a comfortable position.

From the date of the operation up to October 20th, the man did very well, in spite of his enfeebled condition and bronchial

trouble, when the discharge from the wound became sanious. On the same night he had a chill and was delirious, and the

pulse was very feeble and frequent. On the 25th of October his condition is thus described : Pulse 125 and very feeble; tongue

dry and red ; had a natural alvine evacuation. At 9 o'clock A. M. haemorrhage recurred from the wound, which was arrested by

injecting a solution of sulphate of iron. Stimulants freely administered, but the man grew more and more feeble, and expired

at 2 o'efock P. Jr. No post-mortem examination was held, but death was evidently due to pyremia. The specimen shows that

about one-fifth of the head at its upper aspect has been shot away, together with the entire upper surface of the neck, about

one-half of the anterior and posterior surfaces and the lower border of the neck remaining." The pathological specimen, illus-

trated by the accompanying wood-cut (Fig. 62), was forwarded to the Army Medical Museum, June 3, 18G8, by the operator.

The third category of intermediary excisions includes eight cases in which the con-

ditions revealed on exploration offered little prospect of success. All of the patients were

subjected to rough transportation. The first case was complicated with shot perforation of

the elbow, the second was a man of sixty in poor health, the third a lad, rudely exposed

in a wagon without springs; two others had wounds penetrating the pelvic cavity, and, in

one of these cases, a splinter of the left innominate bone opened the internal iliac vein, and

led to uncontrollable haemorrhage, while, in the other, hyperacute peritonitis supervened.

Case 253.—Private G. TV. Brantley, Co. C, 2d Alabama, aged 18 years, was wounded and taken prisoner at Fort

Blakely, Alabama, April 9, 1865. A conoidal musket ball bad passed through the left groin, fractured the neck of the femur,

and emerged posteriorly at the apex of the left buttock. He also received a gunshot fracture of the external condyle of the

right humerus. He was conveyed to New Orleans, and, on April 15th, he was admitted to the St. Louis Hospital. The thigh,

groin, and surrounding parts were infiltrated with unhealthy pus, and the patient was very much exhausted. On April 28th,

the patient was anaesthetized by chloroform, and Surgeon A. McMahon, U. S. V., proceeded to excise the head, neck, and

trochanters of the left femur. No arteries required ligation. The patient did not rally very well. Stimulants were freely

administered; but the patient sank, and died on May 2, 1865, of capillary haemorrhage. The condition of the patient did not

admit of any operation on the elbow joint.

Cask 254.—Private Peter Boyle, Co. D, 59th Massachusetts, aged 60 years, was wounded at Petersburg, July 30, 1864.

A conoidal musket ball entered the left hip and passed antero-posteriorly through the soft parts and surgical neck of the femur,
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trochanter major. His entry at the base hospital at City Point and transfer to Washington are recorded on

was conveyed to Washington on an hospital steamer, and on August 3d was admitted to Douglas Hospital.

trough exploration

Pig. 63.—Shot per-

foration of neck of left

femur. Spec. 30!«.

and fractured III

August 1st. If>

His constitutional condition, on admission, was poor The wound, however, had an healthy aspect, and a tli

si towed that the injury to the soft tissues involved no important part, and that the fracture at the junction of

tin- neck and trochanter major was not accompanied by much longitudinal splintering in either direction.

Assistant Surgeon William Thomson, U. S. A., decided that ail excision of the injured bone was expedient,

and that the operation should be done as soon as the patient had rallied from the fatigue and irritability

induced by his long journey. On August 5th. ether having been administered. Assistant Surgeon Thomson

proceeded to excise the head, neck, and trochanters of the left femur, through a straight incision of sufficient

length made over the trochanter major. The rotator muscles and the tendons of the psoas and iliacus being

divided, the round ligament was readily cut and the head exarticulated. The section of the shaft was made

by a chain saw at the level of the trochanter minor. The operation was rapidly accomplished, and there

was no haemorrhage of moment. The wound was dressed with an antiseptic solution of one drop of creasotc

to each ounce of water on charpie, and the limb was supported by a sand bag on either side. The patient

reacted well after the operation; but at night there was profuse sweating and some nausea. On the following morning he ate a

good breakfast. He still had a cool, sweating skin, and his pulse was at 128. He gradually sank, and died from exhaustion on

August 7, 18o4. The pathological preparation, presented by Dr. Thomson to the Army Medical Museum, is figured by the

accompanying wood-cut (Fig. 6:1).

Case 255.—Private Charles C. Cleaver, Co. C, "2d Infantry, aged 18 years, was wounded at the battle of Spottsylvania,

on May 12, 18iJ4, by a conoidal musket ball, which fractured the neck and trochanters of the right femur. He was transferred to

Fredericksburg and thence to Belle Plain in a wagon, and thence on a steam hospital transport to Washington. On May 18th

he arrived at Washington, and was admitted to Judiciary Square Hospital. The soft parts of the upper and

outer part of the thigh were extensively lacerated, and pus of an ill-conditioned character was burrowing

in every direction around the wound. The patient's condition was unfavorable; but it was decided that

excision of the fractured portion of the femur afforded the only prospect of relief. Accordingly, on the

19th, Assistant Surgeon Alexander Ingram, U. 8. A., proceeded to make a curved incision six inches in

length, through which the head, neck, and four and a quarter inches of the shaft of the femur were removed.

Carpie soaked with permanganate of potash was applied to the wound, and tonics and stimulants were

freely given. Pyaemia supervened, and the patient died on May 2:i, 1804, four days after the operation.

The pathological specimen, figured in the accompanying wood-cut (FlG. (>4), is in the Surgical Section of

the Army Medical Museum.

Cask 25(i.—Private Alexander Ewing, Co. A, 140th Pennsylvania, aged 30 years, was wounded at

the battle of Spottsylvania, on May 12, 1864, by a conoidal musket ball, which comminuted the upper part

of the left femur. He was taken to the hospital of the 1st division of the Second Corps, and on the follow- tare of the neck nnd

ing day was sent to the rear in a wagon. Arriving at Belle Plain after a three-days' journey over rough mOT. Stow. 98&.
roads, he was conveyed on an hospital steamer to Washington, and, on May 18th, he was admitted to

Judiciary Square Hospital. There was considerable inflammation and swelling of the soft parts, and the patient was in poor

health. On the following day he was anaesthetized, and Acting Assistant Surgeon J. F. Thompson made an incision five inches

in length over the great trochanter, including in it the wound of entrance. The muscular attachments being divided, it was

found that the neck was splintered, that fissures extended within the capsule, that the great trochanter was separated from the

shaft, and the upper part of the shaft much comminuted. The head and fragments of the neck and trochanters were removed,

and the shaft was sawn just below the trochanter minor. Ice was applied to the wound, and stimulants were freely administered.

The wound assumed an unhealthy action, and the patient gradually sank and died from exhaustion on May 24. 18li4, five days

after the operation. The pathological specimen was not received at the Army Medical Museum.

Case 257.—Corporal Henry C. Sennett, Co. F, 122d New York, aged 27 years, was wounded in front of Petersburg.

March 27, 1835, by a conoidal musket ball, which entered midway between the anterior superior spinous process of the ilium

and the trochanter major, and lodged in the head of the left femur. The patient was removed to Washington, and, on April 2d.

was admitted to Mount Pleasant Hospital. He was feverish and fretful, and his tongue was furred; but

the wound bad a healthy aspect, and there was but little swelling or deformity of the limb. But explo-

ration with the finger proved that the ball bad penetrated the hip joint. On April 4th the patient being

anaesthetized by an equal mixture of chloroform and ether, Assistant Surgeon II. Allen, U. S. A., made
a T-shaped incision, four inches by six inches, over the trochanter major, and excised the head and neck

of the femur. The head was fractured into three pieces, and the ball was embedded in it. Violent

hiccough came on immediately after the operation and continued through the night, but was finally

arrested by the persistent use of antispasmodics. On April 5th and Cth there was great tympanitis, the

bowels being obstinately constipated. An enema of castor oil was administered without effect, and in

two hours another of molasses and water and salt, which induced a slight evacuation. Singultus again

recurred. On April 7th the bowels moved freely. A chill occurred, lasting half an hour. There was

great abdominal tenderness on pressure, and other well marked symptoms of peritonitis. On the 8th
j,,I(

.

the hiccough continued; the abdomen became greatly distended; the countenance became pinched and tryofthe left femur, from

ghastly, and the patient died at ten at night. At the autopsy, made twelve hours after death, the lungs conoidal hall in it, has

were found healthy; the liver greatly hypertrophied; the lower fifth of the ilium inflamed and injected, been excised.—Spec. 103.

The tissues surrounding the hip joint were in a sloughing condition, and were infiltrated with fetid pus, which had burrowed

several inches under the gluteal muscles and two inches below the trochanter minor. The acetabulum was denuded and slightly
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fractured at its upper and posterior border. Two inches of the upper extremity of the shaft of the femur was denuded of peri-

osteum. The specimen was presented by Dr. Allen to the Army Medical Museum, and is represented in the adjoining wood-

cut (Fig. 05). The innominate bone was not removed ; but the upper fourth of the femur was sawn off after death, and mounted

with the excised head to show how completely the injury to the femur was limited to the epiphysis. Had it not been for the

fracture of the pelvis, it would have been difficult to have found a case better adapted for the operation of primary excision.

Cask 208.—Private F. Machlin, 1 11th Pennsylvania, a robust man, was wounded at the second battle of Bull Run,

August 30, 1862. He laid on the field several days, and was then transported thirty miles in a wagon to the Warehouse Hos-

pital, Georgetown, D. C, where he was received on September 8th. A musket ball had entered the right buttock and emerged

an inch and a half below and within the anterior superior spinous process of the ilium. The limb was shortened, and the foot was

everted; any movement gave excessive pain. A thorough examination was made under the influence of chloroform, and showed

that the neck of the bone was comminuted and the shaft uninjured. The case was considered to be a particularly favorable one

for the operation of excision of the broken fragments, and the general condition of the patient was such as to offer some hopes

of its success, and it was determined to do the operation on the following day. But the surgeon in charge of the hospital was
confined to his bed by illness, and was unable to see the patient for five days. On September 13th the general condition of the

latter was less favorable. His pulse was 130, quick and weak, and his tongue was dry. He was placed under very careful

nursing, and beef essence, brandy, eggs, and milk, and other concentrated nourishment and stimulants were administered ad

libitum. By September 20th this treatment had produced slight improvement, and though he was still in a very unfavorable

condition for an operation, it was determined, on consultation, that an excision might afford the patient relief from©the constant pain he suffered, and that it could not greatly depress him. At noon on September 20th, accordingly

Assistant Surgeon B. A. Clements, U. S. A., assisted by Dr. George K. Smith, of Brooklyn, and the surgical staff

of the hospital, performed the operation. An incision five inches in length was made from a point two inches

behind and an inch below the anterior superior process of the ilium, downward over the prominence of the

Fig. 66.-Ex- trochanter major. The incision exposed the parts freely, and the muscular insertions being divided, and several

cised head of small loose fragments of bone removed, the irregular broken extremity of the shaft, at its junction with the neck
right femnr. ° ° J ' J

Spec. 329. and the tip of the great trochanter, were excised by a chain saw. The remnant of the capsular ligament and the

round ligament were now cut, the joint being opened from below and in front with a probe-pointed bistoury.

A blade of a long bullet forceps was then introduced as a lever and the head was disarticulated by gently prying it out of the

cotyloid cavity. These steps in the operation were facilitated by rotating the trochanter outward, and by lifting the extensor

muscles by a metallic retractor. A small vessel was tied at the upper end and another at the lower end of the wound. The
wound was well washed out by means of a syringe and a few stitches were applied, the middle portion of the wound being left

open. The limb was suspended in a Smith's anterior wire splint. The patient appeared to rally from the operation satisfactorily.

At 9 o'clock P. M. he was free from pain; his pulse was 136, and the skin was cool and natural. He had slept tranquilly. On
the following day, September 21st, his pulse was 120 and very feeble. The discharge from the wound was dark and thin, and

copious. His countenance was placid, the pinched, distressed expression it had worn having disappeared. But in the afternoon

he sank rapidly, and died in the evening, thirty-six hours after the operation, September 21, 1862. The specimen is No. 329

of the Surgical Section of the Army Medical Museum, and is represented in the accompanying wood-cut (Fig. 66).

—

(Circular 6,

S. G. O., 1865, p. 64; Circular 2, S. G. O., 1869, pp. 37, 135.)

Case 259.—Lieutenant D. N. Patterson, 46th Virginia, aged 31 years, was wounded at an engagement on the Boydton

Plank Road, near Petersburg, March 29, 1865, and was captured and sent to City Point, and immediately conveyed on an

hospital transport to Washington, and placed in Armory Square Hospital on April 2d. On examination, it was found that a

conoidal ball had entered the left thigh behind the trochanter major, and had passed inward and forward, fracturing the trochan-

ter, neck, and head of the femur, and the anterior border of the acetabulum. On the day after the patient's admission, five days

subsequent to the reception of the injury, Surgeon D. W. Bliss, U. S. V., in charge

of the hospital, decided that the case was one in which excision of the upper extrem-

ity of the femur was applicable. The wounded man was anxious that an operation

should be performed, and his general condition was very satisfactory. On April 3d

he was placed under the influence of chloroform, and Surgeon Bliss exposed the

fractured bone by a curvilinear incision with its convexity forward. The shattered

fragments of the neck were extracted, the rent in the capsular ligament was enlarged

and the round ligament was divided, and the head of the femur was exarticulated.

It was found that the ball had not only comminuted the head, neck, and great

trochanter, but that fissures extended down the shaft of the femur. The bone was
divided by the chain saw two inches below the trochanter minor. The deep wound
was now washed out, and small fragments of bone were removed, and search was

made for the ball. It was finally detected by means of a NeTaton probe deeply

buried in the obturator muscle near the posterior margin of the obturator foramen.

The operation was accomplished with little loss of blood, and the patient reacted
Flo. fi7.—Extensive fracture* of the shaft, tro- r v ' r

chanters, head, and neck of the left femur, and of satisfactorily. The wound was lightly dressed, sufficient outlet for discharges being
theosinnominatuin. Spec. 4048.

left> fM q^ ]imb WM exten(led aud 8Upp rted by pillows. Careful nursing was

provided, and such stimulants and concentrated nourishment as seemed best adapted to the patient's condition. For three days

he progressed very satisfactorily. Notwithstanding the extensive lesions of the pelvis, which were not detected until after

death, there was no indication of peritonitis or disturbance of the urinary organs. On April 7th, however, profuse haemorrhage

Bates (S. P.) {History of Pennsylvania Voluntetrt, 1861-5, Harrisburg, 1869, Vol. I, p. 30) records the name of this patient as Philip Mechling,

Co. T, lHh Pennsylvania Volunteers.
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took place, which could not be controlled, and the patient died on the morning of that day. At the autopsy it was (build that

the bleeding had proceeded from the internal iliac vein, gradually worn away by a sharp bit of bone forced inward by the ball.

The pathological specimen, represented in the adjoining wood-cut (Fig. 67), is also figured at page 246 of the Catalogue of the

Surgical Section of the Army Medical Museum, where another view is given.

Case 260.—"I have the honor to report," writes Dr. Hooton, "that I did not take charge of hospital 21 until March 10,

1833, and did not treat the case referred to. I was somewhat conversant with its history, however, and will give it to you as I

received it from Surgeon Sennet, 94th Ohio, whom I relieved. The wound was received at the battle of Stone River or

Murfreesboro', the last of December, 1862, or January 1, 1863. Resection of the upper part of the shaft, including the shattered

trochanters, was performed on the field. The head of the bone was left in the cotyloid cavity. A few days subsequently the

patient was sent by rail to Nashville, a distance of twenty miles. Notwithstanding the fatigue of the long journey, his general

condition was very satisfactory, and the wound looked well. Part of the incision healed; but there was a profuse discharge

from the lower part, and gradually this discharge became thin and ichorous. About January 21st it was determined to reopen

the wound. It was found that the head of the bono was carious throughout its whole extent. It was therefore removed. After

this operation, which was accomplished without haemorrhage or other untoward circumstance, the limb swelled very much,

irritative fever set in, and the patient died exhausted in a few days." [The records of the hospital identify this patient as

Sergeant Dallas W. Hade, Co. H, 101st Ohio, wounded at Stone River, December 31, 1862; died January 31, 1863.]

Of the twenty-two intermediary excisions at the hip, four were on the right side,

sixteen on the left; in two cases the side of the injury was not reported. A straight

longitudinal incision was made in nine instances, a curvilinear in seven, a crucial in one, a

T-shaped in one, and in four operations the mode of incision was not stated. In five

instances the missile was removed at the time of the operation. Twenty excisions were

performed by Union surgeons and two by Confederate surgeons. Pathological specimens

illustrating thirteen of the excisions are preserved in the Army Medical Museum, with

photographs of the two survivors of intermediary excisions at the hip.

Table XII.

Summary of Twenty-two Cases of Intermediary Excision at the Hip Joint for Shot Injury.

No Name, Age, and Military
Description.

1 Jarret, J. M., Lieut., C, Oct. 14,

15th North Carolina, age 28. 1863.

Date
op

INJURY

1

2 Wright, H., Pt., G, 8th N.
Jersey, age 28.

Boyle, P., Pt., D, 59th Mas-
sachusetts, age 60.

Brantley, O. W., Pt., C, 2d
Alahama, age 18.

Callaghan, C, Pt., G, 2d
Delaware.

Christopher, T. C, Pt., D,
18th South Carolina, age
21.

Cleaver. C. C Pt., C, 2d
Infantry, age 18.

May 5,

1864.

July 30.

1864.

April 9,

1865.

Sept, 17.

1862.

May 5,

1862.

May U
1864.

Nature of Injury.

Left femur shattered nt upper
third by a conoidal ball.

Conoidal ball shattered the
neck and trochanters of right

femur and lodged,greatly flat-

tened and distorted, amid the
fragments of bones.

Conoidal ball perforated surgi-

cal neck of the left femur and
fractured trochanter major.

Conoidal ball fractured neck of
left femur ; also fract. of extl

.

condyle hum.

Comminut'n ofleft trochanteric
region, fissures extending up
neck of femur, by a fragment
of shell.

Conoidal ball fractured head
and neck of left femur and
lodged in obturator cxtemus
muscle.

Neck and trochanters of right

femur fractured by a conoidal
.ball.

Date
OF

Opera
tion.

Nov. 9,

1863.

May 27,

1864.

Aug. 5,

1864.

April 28,

1865.

Sept. 29.

1862.

May 20,

1862.

May 19

1864.

Operation and Operator. Result and Remarks.

Excis'n of head, neck, trochant-
ers, and a port'n of shaft of left

femur; several large detached
fragments and spirilla- rem'd,
by Surgeon J. 13. Read, P. A.
C. S.; chloroform ; straight I

incision seven inches long.

Head, neck, and both trochant-

ers of right femur removed
thro' Btraight incision

; missile
extracted ; jagged upper ex-
tremity of shaft turned out
and smoothed off, by Ass't
Surg. G. A. Mursick. U. S.V.

Head, neck, and shaft of left
'

femur at level of troch minor, I

excised through straight in-
j

cision, by Ass t Surgeon W.
Thomson, U. S. A.; ether.

Head, neck, and trochanters of
,

femur excised, by Surg. A. I

M. McMahon, U. "S. V.

Head, neck, and portion ofshaft
of left femur excised, by Ass't
Surgeon J. H. Bill, U. S. A.;

curved incision ; shaft divided
.just below trochanter minor.

Shattered fragments of head
and neck of left femur remo'd
through a curvilinear incision

four inches long, by Assistant
Surg. J. S. Billings, U. S. A.

Head, neck, and four and a
quarter inches of shaft of right
femur removed thro' a curved
incision, by Ass't Surgeon A.
Ingram, U. S. A.

September, 1864. Recovered.

Disch'd October 6, 1864. and pen
sioned. Spec. 3375, A. M. M.
Sept. 4, 1873, "Six and a half
inches shortening." Pensioner
died October 26, 1874, of heart
disease.

Died August 7, 1864, from ex-
haustion. Spec. 3593, A. SI. M.
Circ. 0, S. G. O., 1865, p. 70.

Circ. 2, S. G. O., 1869, pp. 45,

136.

Died May 2, 1865, of capillary

haemorrhage. Circ. 6. S. G. O.,
1865, p. 74. Circ. 2, S. G. O..

1869, pp. 47, 136.

Died October 4, 1862. Spec. 840,
A. M. M. Circ. 6. S. G. 0.,1865,

p. 64. Circ. 2, S. G. O., 1669,

pp. 37, 135.

Died May 24, 1862. Spec. 19,

A.M.M. Ci'rc.6,S.G.O., 1865,

p. 62. Circ. 2, S. G. O., 1869,

pp 35, 135.

Died May 23, 1864, of pyaemia.
Spec. 2819, A. M. M. Circ. 6,

S. G. O., 1865. p. 66. Circ. 2,

S. G. O., 1869, pp. 43, 135.

1 RK.AD (J. B.), Resections of the Hip Joint, in Confederate States Medical and Surgical Jour., 1864, Vol. I, p. 5. Phot. Scr., A. M. M., Vol. I, p. 41

.

Circular No. C, S. G. O., 1865, p. 06. Circular No. 2, S. G. O., 1869, pp. 39, 135. Eve (P. F.), A Contribution to the History of the Hip Joint Opera-

tions, etc., in Trans, of tin Am. Med. Association, 1867, Vol. XVIII, p. 256.

'MunsiCK (G. A.), A Successful Case of Excision of the Head of the Femurfor Gunshot Fracture, in New York Med. Jour., 1865, Vol. I, p. 424.

Circular No. 6, S. G. O., 1865, p. 68. Circular No. 2, S. G. O., 1869, pp. 41, 135. Surgical Photograph Series, A. M. M., Vol. IV, p. 38.
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Name, Age, ami Military
Description.

En-rag, A., Pt., A. 140tl

Pennsylvania, ago 30,

Fovlke, T. /,'.. Pt.. 1>, 2d
Alabama! age 17.

Hade, I). \V., Sergeant, H,
101st Ohio.

Marston, (*. E.. Pt., F, 1st

Massachusetts, age 19.

MachHn, P., Pt., I, 11th

Pennsylvania.

Miller, J., Pt., K, 162d N.
York, age 38.

Noe, D. M., Pt., C, 46th Ohi-
age 22.

Patterson^ D. N., Lieut.,

40th Virginia, age 31.

Phelan, J., Capt., A, 73d
New York, age 22.

Phillips, II., Pt., I, 146th
New York, age 34.

Sennett, II. C, Corp'], F,
122d New York, age 27.

Smith, Jtf., Pt., F, 38th
Virginia.

Unknown soldier of General
Buell's Army. [Probably
Corporal II. P. Smith, 12th
Wisconsin.

|

Unknown soldier, private of
Gen'l Pope's Army.

'Welsh, M., Pt., II, 10th

Kentucky, age 40.

DATE
OF

fKJUUY

Mav 12

18(14.

April 9,

1865.

Dee. 31

1862.

Aug. 30
1862.

Aug. 30.

1862.

June 14

1863.

April 6
1802.

Mar. 29
1 865.

May 14.

1864.

April I.

1865.

Mar. 2'

1865.

Mav 10,

1864.

Mar. -
1862.

Aug. 29
1862.

Sept. 20.

1863.

Nature ok Injury.

Conoidal ball splintered neck,
separated the great trochanter
from shaft, and comminuted
upper part of the left femur.
The fissure extended within

the capsule.
Neck, trochanters, and upper
third of left femur fractured
by a conoidal ball, which
lodged above the ant. sup.
spinous process of the left

ilium. Missile removed.
Shot fracture of the trochanters

of femur; resection of the
upper part of the shaft and the
shattered trochanters on the
field; head of bone left in

cotyloid cavity.
Neck of right femur crushed,
and the head of the bone com-
minuted by a conoidal ball,

which lodged in the inner side
of the thigh.

Comminution of neck of right
femur by a musket ball ; fis-

sure extending into the head
of the bone.

Conoidal ball perforated upper
portion of left thigh, breaking
the neck offemur transversely
and splitting it longitudinally,
but withoutgreatcomminut n.

Neck of left femur shattered

by a coiioidal ball.

Conoidal ball fractured the tro-

chanter major, neck, and head
Of the left lemur, and anterior
border of the acetabulum

;

fissures extended down shaft.

Missile lodged.

Left trochanter major shattered
and neck of femur fractured
to the head by a conoidal ball,

which lodged ; many fragm'ts
driven into gluteal muscle.

Conoidal ball crushed in the
laminated structure of the an-
terior surface of neck of left

femur, where it lodged. Mis-
sile extracted.

Left acetabulum fract'd slight-

ly at its up. and post, border
by a conoidal ball, which also
fractured the head ofthe bone
and lodged in the same.

Conoidal ball fractured the
upper portion of the shaft of

left femur, passed through the
perineum without injuring
the urethra, and through the
soft parts of the right hip.

Neck and trochanters of
femur shattered by a conoidal
ball.

Conoidal ball split and commi-
nuted the left trochanter ma-
jor and neck of the femur and
lodged in the latter.

Conoidal ball fractured the
neck and head of left femur
and lodged. Oct. 1st, ball

removed.

Opera-
tion.

Mav 19,

1864.

April 2'

1865.

Jan. 21,

1863.

Sept. 27,

1 862.

Sept. 20
1862.

July 8

April 16,

1862.

April 3,

1865.

•Tune 3,

1864.

April 8.

1865.

April 4

1865.

May 12

1864.

Two
days

after in

jury.
Sept. 4.

1862.

Oct. 3,

1863.

< iteration AMI i iterator.

Removal of the head and frag-

ments of the neck and tro-

chanters through an incision

five inches long, by A. A.
Surgeon .1. r. Thompson.

Excision of the head, nek,
trochanters, and two inches of
the shaft of femur, by Surg.
A. M. McMahon, V. s. V.

On reopening the wound the

head of the femur was found
carious throughout its entire
extent; it was therefore re-

moved, by Surg. E. Sennet,
94th Ohio.

Fragments of neck removed,
head of hone exartieulated,
the roughened portion of the
neck at its attachment with
the trochanter sawn off with a
small chain saw. and the mis-

sile removed with dillieulty at

the bottom of a large cavity;
slightly curved incision, by
Ass't Surgs. B. A. Clements
andC. II. Alden, U.S.A.

Loose fragm'ts removed, irreg-

ular broken extremity of shaft
excised, and head of bone dis-

articulated : incis'n live inches
long; Ass'tSurg. B. A. Clem-
ents, U. S. A., assisted by Or.
O. K. Smith, of Brooklyn.

Ass't Surg. G. W. Avery, 9th
Conn., excised the head, neck,
and great trochanter through
a single straight incision.

Excision of the head, neck, and
trochanters, and three inches
of the shaft of femur; incision

four inches long, by Surg. G.
C. Blackman, U. S. V.

Shattered fragm'ts of the neck
extracted, head of femur ex-
articulated, and shaft divided
two inches below the trochan-
ter minor, through curvilinear
incision; missile removed, by
Surg. 1>. W. Bliss, U. S. V.

Head of femur exartieulated
and the fragments of the neck
and trochantermajorremoVd,
thro' crural incision, bv Ass't
Surg. C. A. McCalT, U. S. A.

Head, neck, and trochanter
major removed through a
curved incision six or seven
inches long, bv Ass't Surg.
W. P. Norris, U. 8. A.

Head and neck excised thro'

a T-shaped incision, by Ass't
Surgeon H. Allen, U. S. A.

Head. neck, and two inches of

the shaft of femur excised, by
Surg. C. B. Gibson, C. S. A.

Head and splintered upper ex-
tremity offemur remov'd thro'

a long Straight incision, by
Surg. A. H. Thurston.U. S.V.

Head and fragments of neck of
the femur removed: the shaft

of femur was then divided at
the level of trochanter minor,
straight incision, by Assistant
Surg. J. S. Billings. U. S. A.

Head of femur excised, together
with the attached greater por-
tion of the lower surface of
the neck ofthe bone, fragments
removed and remaining sharp
portions of neck trimmed off;

Surg. F. H. Gross, U. S. V.

Result and Remarks.

I tied May 24, 1864, from exhaus-
tion. Circ. 6, S. G. O., 1865, p.

C^. Circ. 2, S. G. O., 1869, pp.
43, 135.

Died June 5, 1865, from exhaus-
tion. Circ. 6. S. G. O.. 1865. p.

74 Circ. 2, S.G.O., 1869, pp.
At i )*:

Died Jamuuy 31, 1863. from ex-
haustion. CtYc.2, S. G. O., 186!.),

pp. 38, 135.

Died Sept. 30, 1862. Spec. 328,
A .M . M . Circ. 6, S . G . O

.
, 1 865,

p. 64. Circ. 2, S. G. O., 1869,

pp. 36, 135.

Died Sept. 21, 1862. Spec. 329,
A.M.M. Circ. 6, S.G.O., 1865,

p. 64. Circ. 2, S. G. O.. 1869,

pp. 37, 135.

Died Sept. 21 , 1863, from exhaus-
tion. Circ. 2, S. G. O., 1869,

pp. 38, 135.

Died April 24, 1862, of pya?mia.
Circ. 2, S. G. O., 1869, pp. 34,

135.

Died April 7, 1865, from haemor-
rhage. Spec. 4048, A. M. M.
Circ. 6, S. G. O., 1865, p. 72.

Circ. 2, S. G. O., 1869, pp. 45,

136.

Died .Tune21, 1864,from diarrhcea.

Spec. 2618, A. M. M. Circ. 6,

S. G. O., 1865, p. 68. CHre.%
S. G. O., 1869, pp. 44, 136.

Died April 21, 1865. Autopsy:
Pleurisy on either side ; large

subperiosteal abscesses. Spec.

3235, A.M.M. Circ. 6, S.G.O.,
1865, p. 72. Circ. 2, S. G. O.,

1869, pp. 47, 136.

Died April 8, 1865, from peri-

tonitis. Spec. 153, A. M. M.
Circ. 6, 8. G. O., 1865, p. 72.

Circ. 2, S. G. O., 1869, pp. 46,

136.
Died May 13, 1864. Spec. 5500,

A.M.M. t'irc.2, S.G.O., 1869,

pp. 43, 135.

Died one week afteroperat'n,from
surgical fever and suppuration.
Circ. 6.S.G.O., 1865, p.62. Circ.

2, S. G. O., 1869, pp. 34, 135.

Died Sept. 24, 1862, from exhaus-
tion. Circ. 6, S. G. O.. 1865, p.
64. Circ. 2, S. G. O-, 1869, pp.
36, 135.

Died October 25, 1863. Spec.
5442, A. M. M.

1 GROSS (S. W.), Head of the Thigh Bone removed by Excision on account of Gunshot Injury, in Am. Jour. Med. Srf., 1868, Vol. LV, p. 410.

Oris (G. A.), Observations on some Recent Contributions to the Statistics of Excisions and Amputations at the Hip for Injury, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci.*

1868, Vol. LVI, p. 130. Circular No. 2, S- G. O., 1869, pp. 39, 135.
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Secondary Excisions.—Thero wore reported eleven secondary excisions at the hip

practised on nine Union and two Confederate soldiers, resulting in three recoveries and

eight deaths, a mortality rate of 72.7 per cent,
1 The shortest interval between the recep-

tion of the injury and the operation was thirty-one days, and the longest eight years and

four months. Two of the survivors of secondary excision at the hip are still pensioners in

comparatively good health, at a period remote from the date of operation.

Case 261.—Private Joseph Brown, Co. I, 3d Michigan, aged 38 years, was wounded at the second battle of Bull Run,

August 29, 1832, by a musket ball, which passed through the left thigh, fracturing the femur just below the trochanter minor,

lie laid on the battle field three days, and was then removed to Centreville. On September 11, 18G2, he was admitted to

Fairfax Seminary Hospital, near Alexandria. The limb was kept in position by appropriate apparatus; but suppuration was

profuse, and, on two occasions, fragments of bono were removed from the wound. Early in March, 1833, there was great

swelling of the thigh, the discharge became scanty and fetid, and pus burrowed amid the muscles. On March '-1st, an explo-

ratory incision was made from three inches above to five inches below the prominence of the great trochanter. The neck and

upper extremity of the shaft of the femur were found to be extensively diseased, and excision was decided on. Surgeon D. P.

Smith, U. S. V., performed the operation. Difficulty was experienced in separating the mus-

cular attachments from the trochanters, on account of the foliaceous masses of callus that had

been thrown out. When this dissection was accomplished, many necrosed fragments were

extracted, and the periosteum and now bone were separated by the handle of the scalpel and

preserved as far as practicable. The shaft of the femur was then divided by powerful cutting

bone forceps, about six inches below the tip of the great trochanter. A screw was driven into

the mass of callus, below the trochanters, to be used as a lever in disarticulating the head, but

it would not hold, and the bone was seized with large forceps and rotated, so as to facilitate

the division of the capsular and round ligaments. The head, neck, and trochanters, and the

masses of callus adhering to the trochanters, were then removed. The operation was accom-

plished with but very trifling haemorrhage, yet great prostration followed, and the patient

rallied slowly. As the anaesthesia passed off, he had much nausea and vomiting. As soon as

this subsided, he was given a very full allowance of concentrated nourishment, such as strong

beef-tea, eggs, milk, etc, with half an ounce of brandy every two hours. The wound was par-

tially closed; the limb was supported on pillows until the third day, when it was dressed in a

Smith's anterior splint. About forty-eight hours after the operation, an erysipelatous blush

pervaded the limb, and the constitutional symptoms assumed a typhoid

character. A female catheter was passed through the middle of (he

wound and another at its lower extremity, through which much offensive

decomposed serum and grumous blood escaped. The wound was

thoroughly washed out through the catheters with warm water impreg-

nated with chlorinated soda. On the fifth day there was a rigor, and

haemorrhage to the extent of six ounces. As the anterior splint did not

permit convenient access to the limb, it was removed, and the leg and

thigh were suspended in a canvas hammock, the leg being horizontal

A piece of soft toweling

femur, with foliaceous extending from the perineum to the popliteal space, and, connected by
callus. Spec. 11 S3. .75 , , , , JI , , f , , ,

cords with an upright post at the head of the bed, supported the muscles

on the sides and under surface of the thigh. The wound freely discharged synovia, bloody serum, and thin pus, until the seventh

day, when healthy suppuration was fairly established. During April, 1863, the patient's progress was satisfactory. He was

supplied with very nutritious diet, with porter, and cod-liver oil. He took for a time as much as a half a pint of oil daily.

During May, the case continued to progress favorably. It was necessary to keep a tube in the wound until June 1st. Pre-

viously, whenever it was removed pus would accumulate and burrow. A mesh of suture wire was finally substituted for the

tube. This was retained until June 20th, when the patient began to get about on crutches. In the latter part of July the wounds

closed. In August, Brown was reported as "well," and on August 23, 1833, he was discharged from the hospital and from

the military service of the United States. On March 21, 1831, he wrote from his homo in Coopersville, Michigan, that his health

was good; that he could get about and attend to home business ; could saw and split a little wood for fuel, though his knee was

stiff and his leg painful. On the whole, there had been steady improvement, In September, 1835, he again wrote, and stated

that his general health was good; that he had some control over the movements of the thigh, being able, when standing on the

right foot, to swing the left backward and forward, and to adduct the thigh enough to carry the injured limb across the other.

He could bear some weight on the limb, and use but one crutch, with a stirrup for the foot. There had been no fistulous orifices

since March 1834, and there was no soreness about the cicatrices. In November, 1835, in accordance with a request from the

Surgeon General's Office, Mr. Brown had a photograph (FIG. 69) taken to represent the amount of deformity in his limb. This

picture is numbered 110 in the Photograph Series of the Army Medical Museum. It is carefully copied in the accompanying

wood-cut. The excised bone is preserved at the Museum, and is numbered 11D2. Section I. It is represented in the adjacent

wood-cut (Fig. 68). On February 12, 1868, he wrote to the compiler of this report :
" I take pleasure in informing you that my

1 Besides the nine cases recorded in the Report on Excisionx of the Hrad of the Femur for Gunthot Injury, S. G. O., 1869, a successful example has

been reported by Dr. E. STKltLINO, of Cleveland, Ohio, and another successful operation was performed in 1871, by Dr. J. Ii. BlGKLOW of Indianapolis.
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years after the operation. [From a
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limb is in as good condition as when I lust wrote von ; but think there is no improvement, except that it is not as tender. There

have been no abscesses, nor any pain in the limb, excepting slight pains about the knee, just before storms About two years

ago, I slipped and fell upon the ice, injuring the limb severely about the knee, and was thereby confined to the house for about,

three weeks. In March last I had a severe attack of ague. The limb swelled quite badly at this time, and was much inflamed for

about ten days. I applied cold water and a bandage to reduce the swelling. I had to keep it bandaged about two weeks after

the inflammation was removed. Since that time the limb has given me no more trouble than usual. Since I was discharged J

cannot see that there is any lengthening of the limb. I have to use a crutch and cane all the time when moving about, and 1

think I shall always have to do this. The injured limb has wasted away somewhat since I last wrote. The circumference of

the well limb at the upper extremity is 22 inches, and the injured limb measures at the same place 19.} inches. The knee of the

well limb measures around the centre of the knee-pan 15J inches; the injured limb measures at the same place 17 inches. The
above measurements were made in the evening; 1 think that in the morning the measurements of the injured limb would be

less. The knee still remains quite stiff, and gives me about all the pain there is anywhere in the limb. 1 have been troubled

during cold weather by coldness of the outer side of the leg, and I have to warm it, by the fire before going to bed nearly every

night when I have been out." On November 19, 1863, another letter was received from Mr. Brown, from which the following

extract is made: "I take pleasure in informing you that my limb is in as good condition as it has been at any time since it was
entirely healed, and, if anything, in better condition. It does not pain me about the knee as much as it did one year ago. It

does not have any spell of swelling at the knee as it did for the first two years after my discharge, and there is less soreness

about the limb than there was even one year ago. I can get around without hurting it as much as formerly. I can bear some
weight upon it. I have walked across a room without the aid of crutch or cane, by stepping very quick with the well limb;

but it is more like hopping than walking. There have been no abscesses in the limit I think that it is gradually improving, and

hope that I may yet see the day that I can go without a crutch. My general health is good. I have not been sick a day for a

year and a half, and then only a few days with ague. My weight now is 1G7-J pounds. Before I entered the army my weight

was never quite up to those figures, but within a few pounds of it. I have been postmaster at this office over a year, and have

attended to all the business of the office almost entirely without assistance, and it gives me pretty good exercise." On Septem-

ber 0, 187o, the date of his last examination for pension, the Grand Rapids Examining Board stated: "There is now a false

joint with shortening of the limb." Since then this pensioner has been exempted from further surgical examinations. He was
paid September 4, 1877, remaining in comparatively good health more than fourteen years after the operation.

The next successful secondary excision at the hip after .shot injury was tiot identified

at the Surgeon General's Office until alter the puhlication of Circular 2, in 1869.

Case 26i.—G. W. Tilliston, Co. D, 1st Ohio Artillery, aged 44 years, was wounded at Laurel Hill, July 7, 1801, by a

rifle ball, which entered the right groin, passing backward through the neck of the femur and lodging in the large muscles of

the buttock. Two weeks after the reception of the injury he was mustered out by reason of expiration of service, and subse-

quently he was admitted on the Pension Rolls. Dr. E. Sterling, of Cleveland, who was the regimental surgeon and treated the

wounded man in the field, subsequently certified to the nature of the injury and reported the following: "Extraction of the

ball was impossible. The wound was dressed, and within a few days the patient was removed to his home iu Cleveland. On
or about the 20th of September following it became necessary to remove that portion of the bone traversed by

the ball, and I performed the operation of excision at the hip joint." Examiner J. Laisy, of Cleveland, on

July 17, 1857, certified to resection of the head and part of the neck of the femur, and stated: "A fistulous

opening has formed six inches below the anterior superior spinous process of the ilium, which is keeping up

a constant and profuse discharge of purulent matter. The right leg, in consequence of the operation, is short-

Fio. 7o'—Shat- enud about three inches. He is unable to bear any weight on the injured limb, and obliged to walk on crutches."

tcrcd head ofright Two years later, in August, 1809, the excised head of the femur,, represented in the wood-cut (Fig. 70), was
lemur. Spec.oo'JO. - _ -- ,

,
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transmitted to the Museum by the operator, who deplored the loss <>t the other portion ot the resected bone, and

described the case as being attended with "perfect recovery and a good limb, the pensioner being able to go up and down stairs

with ease."' Dr. N. M. Jones, attending physician of the pensioner, certified that he died September 0, 1871, and added that a

post-mortem examination, held by himself, revealed "extensive necrosis of the upper third of the femur * * * and f the

ilium, having entirely destroyed the acetabulum and penetrated the pelvis." He also stated that he found an enormous abscess

covering the entire right ilium and sacrum.

The third successful secondary excision at the hip was practised, in 1871, for ostitis

and coxitis, eight years and four months subsequent to the reception of the shot injury.

Case 283.—Private T. W. Pease, Co. II, 19th Indiana, aged 26 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 1, 1863, by a

conical musket ball, which entered the anterior aspect of the right thigh three inches below Poupart's ligament, passed back-

ward and outward, and lodged just behind the trochanter major, having fractured the upper third of the femur and passed

through the trochanter. The wounded man remained for several months at a Corps hospital at Gettysburg, where merely a

"shot wound of right thigh" was noted, but no progress of the case recorded. According to his statement, the missile was
extracted by incision three days after the injury, and on July 9th, while under the influence of ether, nearly three inches of bone

was removed in fragments. Extension and counter-extension were applied, but the latter caused so much pain that it was discon-

1 Professor II. CulrertsOX, M. D. (Excision of the Larger Joints of the Extremities, Prizo Essay, Trans. Am. Med. Assoc.. Vol. XXVII, Supple-

ment, 1876, pp. 5 and 50), reports this operation as practised "August 20, 1861," which would make it the first excision at the hip after shot injury

performed in tho United States, tho primary excision practised by Professor Blackman, on Private J. McCulloch (Case 230, p. D7, ante) having been

done August 30, 1861. Dr. E. Sterling in his letter transmitting the specimen (3590) also asserts that his excision of the head of the femur in Tilliston's

case was the first during tho war. Pension Examiner LAISY also states that the patient was wounded July 7, 1861, and that resection was performed six

weeks afterwards; but, in bis official report to the Pension Office, Dr. STERLING states that the operation was performed " on or about the 20th of September."
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tinued at the end of twenty-four hours. Smith's anterior splints were applied on July 20th, and cold-water dressings were used.

The patient also stated that the limb was swollen and painful, the discharge of pus profuse, and his general health bad. For
the first two weeks he suffered from constipation, after which, having taken a laxative, diarrhoea set in and troubled him, with

short intermissions, for about three months.
. The records of Camp Lettcrman Hospital show that the patient was admitted there

on September 5th, also that Acting Assistant Surgeon E. A. Koerper took charge of the case on October 6th, who opened a large

abscess on the inner side of the thigh on November 3d, and removed the splints several days afterwards, the fracture having

become united and the patient's health improved. The subsequent progress of the case was recorded by Acting Assistant Surgeon

11. L. Smyser, at the York Hospital, where the patient was transferred on November 14th. The wound of entrance and exit

at that time had closed, but there was still discharge from an opening on the middle and external part of the thigh, and the

limb was swollen and curved outward, with three inches shortening. After this a steady improvement followed until January

12, 1334, when the patient was seized with a chill, followed by fever, and a deep seated abscess began to form on the anterior

part of the thigh, which was opened four days afterwards. Abscesses continued to form at intervals and suppuration was more
or less constant, causing the cicatrices of the wound to be reopened. On February 29th, symptoms of tetanus appeared, being

exhibited by stiffness of the muscles of the neck and inability of the patient to open his mouth more than half an inch. This

attack was subdued, by the administration of pills of camphor and opium, after several days' duration, and during the succeed-

ing night and morning it was followed by an almost constant hiccough, after which another attack of diarrhoea came on. In

April following the wound had again healed, and the patient had so far amended as not to require any more medicine. On July

3d, he was able to walk about on crutches for the first time. His term of service having expired, he was mustered out August

8, 1834, and pensioned. Examiner (}. YV. Clippinger, of Indianapolis, certified, October 17, 1833:
* * * "Almost total anchylosis of knee joint, with foot turned inward at the toes; extensive

necrosis of entire shaft of bone, with discharge at three points. * * * Discharge offensive and
exhaustive. Is feeble and emaciated, has frequent night sweats, and requires constant aid and
attendance." Dr. A. L. Lowell, of the Pension Office, who made a special examination of the pen-

sioner on July 20, 1838, reported the following: * * * "The wound is still discharging from

its anterior opening and the process of exfoliation is still progressive. The eoxofemoral articulation

is firmly fixed and immovable. * * * The subject travels with the assistance of crutches. II is

general health is good." Dr. J. K. Bigelow, attending physician of the pensioner and late Surgeon

of the 8th Indiana, reported that he, being aided by Surgeon J. S. Bobbs, "on September 2, 1808,

removed ten and a half inches of the necrosed shaft of the femur, said necrosed hone having kept

up a constant and exhaustive discharge from three or four large sinuses at various places along the

inner and posterior part of the thigh," etc. The Indianapolis Examining Board certified, February

8, 1870: "The pensioner is very obnoxious to erysipelas, which frequently causes large inguinal and

popliteal abscesses," etc. Two years afterwards the same Board reported that "the operation for

removal of necrosed bone two years ago, apparently resulted in good recovery. * * One year

after said operation erysipelas of the limb, with ulceration, etc., again ensued, and on October 20,

1871, he was again attacked with large abscesses, and several sinuses made their appearance. Upon
careful examination it was found that the new bone was necrosed and

necessitated coxo-femoral exsection, which was performed on the 8th of

November, 1871. There is ten inches shortening. He requires the con-

stant attention of a nurse," etc. In a report recapitulating the history

of this case, transmitted by Dr. Bigelow, in September, 1877, he describes

the operation of exsection as follows: "While under the influence of

chloroform, an incision was made from the middle of the dorsum of the

right ilium down the outer aspect of the thigh to within two inches of

the knee joint. The femur was exposed and divided five inches below

the trochanter with Hoy's saw, and on account of the extensive perfora-

tions of the muscles surrounding the bone by osteophytes (Fig. 71) the

epiphysis was with difficulty and considerable hemorrhage, enucleated

and unjointed from the acetabulum. It was found to consist of a very

large dead involucrum, filled in all its aspects with sharp projecting spicule. A portion of the leaden ball was found embedded

in the cancellous structure near the trochanter. The wound healed kindly, and was entirely closed in twenty-eight days. In

three months a cartilaginous union had taken place, and now—-in September, 1877—with the assistance of a ' six-inch lift' on

the right boot the man can walk quite well with a cane, having nearly a perfect arthrodial joint at the hip, and being able to

attend to the ordinary duties of a Deputy United States Marshal." In 1873, in visiting the Surgeon General's Office, Dr. J. K.

Bigelow contributed a photograph of the excised epiphysis, which is copied in t lie wood-cut (Fig. 71). In 1877, Dr. Bigelow

contributed to the Museum another photograph representing the cicatrix and appearance of the injured limb, which is copied in

the right hand wood-cut (Fig. 72). This pensioner was paid September 4, 1877.

The number of patients who survive shot injuries involving the hip joint until the

secondary period without operative interference is small ; but such cases may be regarded

in reference to their ability to sustain excisions as becoming analogous to the subjects of

excisions at the hip for pathological causes. Now we learn from the experience of civil

practitioners that excisions at the hip for disease have a mortality rate in children aver-

aging perhaps below 45 per cent., yet in adults of the military age rising to an average

FIG. 71.—Shot fracture of tro-

chanter major of right femur.

[From a photograph furnished

by Dr. Bigelow.]

Fig. ~~.—Appearance of the
limb six years after the opera-
tion. [From a photograph.]
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of over 60 percent. It is found on examination, that, as might be anticipated, the second-

ary excisions at the hip for traumatic effuse attain a mortality rate approximating that of

excisions for disease in adults of about the same age. The three survivors of secondary

excisions at the hip after shot injury were robust mature men of 26, 34, and 44 years of

age. In the eight unsuccessful cases the ages varied from 18 to 43 years. In seven of

the eight unsuccessful operations the patients succumbed in from one to eight days from

the dates of operation, a mean of a little over four days, while the eighth lived over a

hundred days after the operation, and succumbed apparently to unfavorable climatic influ-

ences and only in part to traumatic causes.

Cash 264.—Private Hugh Fiain, Co. G, 31st Massachusetts, aged 22 years, was wounded February 1. 1865, by a

conoidal musket ball, which entered the anterior surface of the middle third of the left thigh, ranging upward, and making its

exit above the left gluteus, fracturing the neck of the femur in its course, lie was on horseback, his regiment serving at the

time as mounted infantry. He was treated in the regimental hospital for several days, and then, on February 13th, he was

admitted to the St. Louis Hospital, at New Orleans. When admitted, he stated that the surgeon of his regiment had given him

chloroform, and examined the wound, and that the bone was not touched. He had walked upon the limb, and there was then

no evidence of fracture. His general health became poor. He had night sweats. His tongue was cleun and moist, and his

appetite was good. The whole thigh gradually became dissected with pus of an unhealthy character. Abscesses discharged

through fistulous openings in the groin. The limb was inverted and shortened, and was drawn over to the right. It was

decided that an excision of the head of ihe femur was expedient. On March 24th, Surgeon A. McMahon, IT. S. V., proceeded

to perform the operation. An incision four inches in length was made over the great trochanter, the soft part..; were dissected

up, and the femur was divided by the chain saw just below the trochanter minor. The ligameutum teres was softened, and the

head of the femur was removed without difficulty. The wound was filled with lint, and the patient was ordered porter, chicken

broth, eggs, stimulants, and everything necessary to sustain the drain upon his system. He felt easier for a few days after the

operation, but he gradually sank, becoming very much emaciated, and died March 30, 1885, six days after the operation. The

ball had injured the neck of the femur, and the subsequent caries had caused the destruction of the head and the disorganisation

of the surrounding tissues.

Case 2,>5.— Private Edward Hunt, Co. D. 71st Pennsylvania, aged 24 years, was wounded at the battle of Antietam,

September 17, 1863, by a conoidal musket ball, which entered about two and a half inches above the trochanter major, and

grazing the neck of the right femur, passed out at the nates. Shortening and eversiou were not present, and it was thought

that there was not a complete fracture. After the battle, he was removed to a barn near the battle-field, where he was treated

with cold-water dressings for eleven days. He was then removed to the City Hotel at Frederick,

Maryland, and the cold applications were continued up to November 19th. During this period the

wound was discharging healthy pus profusely. As pus was burrowing in the muscles, a seton was

run through the wound and six inches down the thigh. On November 19th, he was removed to Jail

Street Hospital, and about the last of December he was transferred to the U. S. Hotel Hospital, and

thence, on January 20, 1833, to hospital No. 5, at Frederick, Maryland. On January 31st, an

abscess formed on the anterior internal aspect of the thigh, which was opened, and discharged nearly

a quart of laudable pus in twenty-four hours. On February 2d, the opening on the posterior aspect

of the thigh was enlarged and the wound syringed out with warm water. Erysipelas attacked the

wound, but it was not of an intense character, and by February 10th, it had subsided, and the patient

was in good condition comparatively. On February 23d, he had become more emaciated and had

night sweats, but his strength continued good. • On exploring for the ball with the finger, in the

opening on the inner, side of the thigh, a round, smooth surface was felt, which was thought at first

to be a piece of a conoidal ball, but was ascertained to be the head of the femur just outside of the

acetabulum. Excision of the hip joint was now decided upon, and Assistant Surgeon Henry A.

Dubois, U. S. A., operated, the patient being under chloroform, by enlarging the opening on the

inner side of the thigh, cutting the capsular ligament, and removing the head of the femur. The

Heck was divided by the lion-jawed cutting forceps. A small quantity of pus was found behind the head of the bone. But

very little blood was lost during the operation, and the patient rallied partially, but he never fully recovered from the shock,

and died February 25, 1833, two days after the operation. At the autopsy the neck of the femur was found rounded off, and

formed a false centre of motion on the inner side of the acetabulum. The rounded extremity of the neck and the acetabulum

were carious. The cut (FlG. 73) imperfectly represents the specimen, which was sent to the Army Medical Museum.

Case 266.—Ensign TV. J. Henry, 21st Mississippi, aged 22 years, was wounded near Petersburg, on June 21, 1864, by

a conoidal musket ball, which entered the upper third of the left thigh anteriorly and made its exit at the opposite side of the

limb, having badly comminuted the femur, without injuring the principal vessels or nerves. The wounded man was conveyed

to Richmond, and was admitted to hospital No. 4, on June 28th. The injured limb was suspended by Smith's anterior splint,

the wound was dressed with water dressings, a nourishing diet was ordered, with an opiate at bed-time. Under this treatment

the case progressed satisfactorily until August 2d, when the copious suppuration and wasting of the patient excited so much
anxiety that a consultation was held, at which Surgeons C. B. Gibson, M. Michel, and J. B. Read assisted. After a careful

exploration of the injury under chloroform, it was decided that an excision of the upper extremity of the femur was expedient,

and the operation was at once performed by Surgeon J. B. Read, P. A. C. S. An incision seven inches in length was made,

FIG. 73.—Caries of the ace-
tabulum, neck, and trochanters
of the right femur, following
an excision for shot fracture.

Spec. 3907. J
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commencing above the trochanter anil curried downward In the axis of the thigh. The joint was opened and the head of the

hone oxarticulatod. The shaft was sawn below the trochanter minor, about six inches of the hone being removed. The wound
being thoroughly cleansed, was approximated and kept in position by sutures and adhesive strips. A lung straight splint was
then applied on the outside of the limb. An ounce of brandy and thirty drops of tincture of opium was ordered to be admin-

istered every hour until reaction should be fully established. August 3d, the patient had reacted and had passed a comfortable

night. The pulse was at 13(3; there was no pain, except in the left knee, which was swollen, but without increased heat or

redness. The appetite was poor but improving. A nourishing diet was directed, and half an ounce of brandy every two hours

with a grain of opium every three hours. 4th, the patient had rested well, had a good appetite, the tongue was clean, the skin

moist, the bowels had been moved naturally, the pulse was at 12'J, the countenance was cheerful. The treatment was continued

with the addition of porter thrice daily. 5th, the pulse was stronger at 120, the countenance was cheerful ; the treatment was
continued. Cth, the patient was reported to have passed a bad night. He complained of acute pain in his left knee and in the

right side of his chest. The pulse was 133 and weak. Incipient pneumonia was detected in the right lung. He had vomited

the porter, and it was discontinued; the brandy and opium were continued as before. The wound was suppurating profusely.

The sutures were clipped, and the wound was kept together by adhesive strips. The bowels were constipated. An enema of

warm soap and water was administered, which procured a normal dejection in a few hours. Sinapisms were applied to the chest.

7th, he had rested tolerably well, but breathed badly. He was sweating profusely, and complained of much pain in the chest.

The pulse was at 140, and was very weak. He was ordered an ounce of brandy every hour and a grain of opium ever3' four

hours. 8th, he was reported as having passed a very restless night. He was too weak to expectorate; the pulse was very

feeble at 148. He was evidently sinking. He died at 3 o'clock P. M., August 8, 1834, six days after the operation, and forty-

nine days from the reception of the injury. The report gives no account of the post-mortem appearances.

Case 2G7.—Private John W. Nelling, Co. K, 1st Massachusetts, aged 25 years, was wounded on June 30, 1862, at the

engagement at White Oak Swamp, by a musket ball, which entered his right groin, passed horizontally backward, comminuted

the neck of the femur, and emerged posteriorly. He was abandoned with other wounded in the retreat of General McClellan's

army. Being made a prisoner, he was confined in Richmond for three weeks, and was then released and sent by water to

Baltimore, where he was admitted to the National Hospital, on July 25th, in a very depressed condition. There was copious

suppuration, and through the large orifices of entrance and exit it was easy to explore the extent of the injury to the bone, and

to determine that the comminution was limited to the epiphysis. It was deemed advisable to excise the shattered extremity of

the bone as soon as the patient could acquire, by a tonic treatment, strength to undergo such an operation. In a few weeks his

general condition was much improved, though he was still anaemic and feeble. On August 21st, Assistant Surgeon Roberts

Bartholow, U. S. A., in charge of the hospital, proceeded to perform the operation. The patient being placed under chloroform,

Dr. Bartholow made a vertical incision, commencing a little above and behind the great trochanter, continued downward into

the axis of the limb four inches, and carried it down to the bone. The head of the femur was found to be entirely separated

from the neck, and was retained in the acetabulum only by the round ligament.

This was divided, and the head was removed. Several necrosed fragments were

then extracted, and the jagged extremity of the neck was smoothed by an osteo-

tome. But little blood was lost in the operation, and the patient rallied promptly

from the effects of the anaesthetic. After he was put to bed, the limb was

suspended by Smith's anterior splint, and (lie patient's condition was rendered ^Kf^fijplS* *^
comparatively comfortable. The case progressed favorably ami without an ^B^s*flgEP^ l>^*
untoward symptom till the afternoon of August 25th, when a sudden and very "^iw-^p-

,*,,,,,,„ , . „. . . , , , ,, Fig. 74.—Head urnl fragments of the neck of right
profuse gush ot dark blood from the wound of incision and the entrance bullet femur, excised for gunshot fracture. Spec. 400, Sect.

wound took place, and the patient expired before the haemorrhage could be con- '•
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trolled. At the post-mortem examination, the soft parts in the vicinity of the wound were found to be in a softened and semi-

gangrenous condition. The end of the excised neck was denuded of periosteum and was necrosed. The external iliac and

femoral arteries were traced some distance above and below Poupart's ligament, and were found to be in a normal condition.

The femoral vein was softened, and near the track of the ball appeared to be broken down so as not to be distinguished from the

surrounding tissues. A quantity of dark fluid blood was found under the integuments. The excised head and neck were

deposited in the Army Medical Museum by the operator, and are represented in the cut (FlG. 74).

Case 2C8.—Private Joseph Roth, Co. B, 188th New York, aged 25 years, a large robust man, was wounded in the

engagement at Hatcher's Rim, near Petersburg, on February C, 18C5, by a round musket ball, which entered a little below

Poupart's ligament, an inch external to the course of the vessels, and lodged in the neighborhood of the hip joint. He was

received at the field hospital of the 1st division of the Fifth Corps, and thence conveyed to the base hospital at City Point, and,

as there was no pain or deformity, the case was regarded and treated aa a flesh wound, and a week subsequently the patient

was sent in the hospital transport steamer State of Maine to the General Hospital at Point Lookout. After a short time, Roth

began to complain of great pain in the knee and leg of the wounded limb, which aroused suspicion that the hip joint was impli-

cated. The symptoms becoming aggravated, and pointing clearly to some injury of the joint, Surgeon John Vansant, U. S. A.,

in charge of the hospital, determined to make an exploratory incision, and to ascertain the true condition of things. The patient

being anaesthetized by a mixture of chloroform and ether on March 9th, an incision was made, commencing at the wound of

entrance, and continued downward three inches or more. The ball was now found impacted in the head of the femur, the

anterior part of wdiich was shattered, while the posterior two-thirds of the head was intact. The muscular attachments being

divided, and the capsular ligament freely opened, the round ligament was severed, and the head was exarticulated. A chain saw

was then passed around the neck, which was divided near to the head, and the latter, with the ball inserted in it, was removed.

Some sharp projecting portions of the neck were smoothed off with bone forceps. There was very little haemorrhage. The
wound was drawn together and treated by water dressings, and the limb was kept in suitable position by pads and pillows.

The patient seemed to do well for several weeks, but gradually became feeble and emaciated, losing all appetite. There was
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but a slight discharge. In May. the patient became quite yellow, and apparently suffered from malarial complications. In spite

of a careful tonic and sustaining regimen, mid the bracing, wholesome salt air of Point Lookout, lie gradually declined, and

died June 17, 18!i5. The pathological specimen was not forwarded to the Museum, and no account of an autopsy was rendered.

an annoying omission, since it would have been interesting to have learned what reparative action had taken place during the

throe months after the operation which this patient survived.

Case 209.—Private Alfred Toney, Co. A, loth North Carolina, aged 4.i years, a farmer by profession, was wounded

June 30, 1803, and admitted to hospital No. 4, Richmond, on the same day. A conoidal musket ball had entered the left buttock

and lodged. No particular attention was called to this case for some time. The patient seemed to be doing well. On August

11th, however, he complained of great pain in the knee and ankle; the slightest touch caused great anguish. The foot was

oedematous. Chloroform was administered, and digital examination of the wound was made. The finger could pass but half

an inch into the wound until the limb was carried forward; it then could he passed into the cotyloid cavity, and the ball was found

in the acetabulum. The round ligament was severed and the head of the femur was ascertained to be slightly fractured ami

deprived of its cartilage. Excision of the head of the femur was decided upon, and on August 12th, Surgeon James 15. Read.

P. A. C. S., proceeded to operate. The patient was laid on his face, and his buttocks were brought to the edge of the table. A
straight incision was commenced two inches below the anterior superior crest of the ilium and carried downward to one inch

below the trochanter major. The muscles were then separated, and the joint exposed. The head was then dislocated by forcibly

bringing the leg under the table. The soft parts were protected by a spattda and the head was sawn off. The ball was removed

from the cotyloid cavity, which was found to be broken across and the cartilage loosened. The wound was then closed by

sutures and the patient was removed to his bed. He suffered no pain, and in twenty-four hours the swelling had subsided. His

general condition was very feeble, and ho was freely stimulated during the after-treatment. lie died August 19, 1833, eight

days after the operation, exhausted by hectic fever. There is no account of any abdominal disturbance or pyacmie symptoms

resulting from the fracture of the acetabulum.

CASE 270.—Private Henry Woodworth, Co. A. 4th Vermont, aged 18 years, was wounded at the battle of Spottsylvania

Cowl House, on May 11, 1834, by a. conoidal musket, ball, which entered the left thigh, just below the trochanter major, passed

inward and forward, grooving the femur anteriorly at the level of the lesser trochanter, and lodging under the sartorius muscle.

The patient was conveyed to the field hospital of the 2d division of the Sixth Corps, where the ball was

removed through an incision at the edge of the sartorius. A week subsequently, he was placed on one of

the trains for the Rappahannock, and was transferred from Fredericksburg to Washington, where, on May
25th, he was admitted to Ilarewood Hospital. His condition on admission was very unpromising; his pulse

was quick and feeble; he was anaemic, and without, appetite. He was placed upon a tonic regimen, but he

did not improve. The wound discharged profusely; there was much pain in the joint, pain aggravated by

the slightest movement, and pus had burrowed in every direction about the articulation. Surgeon R. P>.

Bontecotl, 1*. S. V., in charge of Ilarewood Hospital,' decided that an excision of the head of the femur

offered the only possible chance of saving life, and, on July 1st, the patient having been anaesthetized by

sulphurie ether, Dr. Bontecou proceeded to pel form the operation. A curved incision, with its concavity

forward, embracing the trochanter, readily exposed the joint. The muscular attachments were divided, and

the head was easily disarticulated, the joint being disorganized and the round ligament destroyed. The continuity of the

bone being uninterrupted, the upper extremity was readily turned out and sawn just below the point of impact of the ball. On
examination of the portion of bone removed, it was found that much of the head had been absorbed, and that the remainder

was carious. The specimen is represented in the accompanying wood-cut (Fig. 75). The neck and trochanters are covered

with traces of the effects of periostitis. The cotyloid cavity was ulcerated. The wound was drawn together by adhesive strips,

and the limb was dressed in a fracture apparatus with moderate extension. Every means of supporting the patient's strength

was adopted, but he did not rally from the operation, and, sinking gradually, expired on July 2, 1864.

Case 271.—Private John Zaborowski, Co. H, 7th Connecticut, aged 33 years, was wounded at the engagement at Deep

Bottom, Virginia, August 1(5, 1834, by a conoidal musket ball, which entered just below the right trochanter major, and passing

upward and inward, fractured the neck and slightly injured the head of the femur. The patient was conveyed to the field

hospital of the Tenth Corps, where his wound was dressed, and he was then sent to City Point and transferred to the hospital

transport steamer De Molay, and conveyed to the U. S. Hospital, at Beverly, New Jersey, where he was admitted on August

22d. His condition at this period is not described, and it is not stated whether the ball had boon

extracted. From the subsequent history, it would appear that there was profuse suppuration about the

joint, since a free transverse incision was practised to give free escape to the discharge. On September

27th it was determined to excise the head of the femur. The patient had greatly lost in flesh and strength

since his admission, and seemed to be rapidly failing from the exhaustive suppuration; extensive slough-

ing of the soft parts had supervened, and, upon the whole, the case was unfavorable and unpromising.

Chloroform having been administered, and the patient being placed on his sound side, Assistant Surgeon

C. Wagner, U. S. A., made an incision four and a half inches in length, extending from jjst below the

Fio. ?G.-Heau of riMit anterior superior spinous process of the ilium toward the tuberosity of the ischium, crossing the trans-

femurexclnedforcariesfol- verse incision previously made over the trochanter major to permit free exit of pus. The thigh was
lowing' a gunshot fracture n ji i . ii j p i t • i •> t i •

Spec, wt in. Sect. I, a.m. M. flexed and rotated inward, the tendons of the muscles were divided, and a chain saw was passed under

4 and between the head of the femur and the trochanter major, and the bone was sawn through the neck,

the soft parts being protected by spatulas. About one inch of the trochanter major was found to be necrosed, and was removed

by a small saw. No blood was lost during the operation. The patient sank rapidly, and died September 28, 1834, of exhaus-

tion. X post-mortem examination revealed nothing of note, except slight caries of the acetabulum. The carious head of the

femur was sent to the Army Medical Museum, and is represented in the adjacent wood-cut (FlG. 70). The fragments of the

neck and the necrosed trochanter major were lost.

Flo. 7j.-Exciscd up-
per extremity of left

femur with a conoidal
ball. Spec. 3049. £
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Of the eleven secondary excisions at the hip five were on the right and six on the

left side. The pathological specimens were preserved in six instances.

Table XIII.

Summary of Eleven Cases of Secondary Excision of the Head of the Femur for Shot Injury.

N Name, Age, and Militarym
i

description.

10

Date
OF

IXJUKY

1 'Brown, J., PtM I. 3d Mich-
igan, ago 38.

Tilliston, G. W., Pt., D, 1st

Ohio Light Artillery, ago
44.

Pease, T. W.. Pt., II, 19th
Indiana, age 2o".

Aug. 2«>.

1862.

.Julv 7,

1801.

Julv 1,

I8ti3.

Frain, H., Pt., G, 31st Mas-
sachusetts, age ££.

Henry, W. J., Ensign, 21st
Mississippi, age 22.

Hunt, E., Pt., D, 71st Penn-
sylvania, age 24.

Nelling, J. W., Pt., K, 1st

Massachusetts, age "2o.

Roth, J., Pt., B, lS8th N.
York, age 25.

Tone?/, A., Pt., A, lGth N.
Carolina, age 43.

Woodworth, H„ Pt., A, 4th
Vermont, age 18.

3 Zaborowski, J., Pt.. H, 7th
Connecticut, age 33.

Nature of i .jury.

Musket ball perforated Hie left

thigh, fracturing femur just

below the trochanter minor.

Ttifle ball entcr'd the right groin,

passed back ward, fractured
the head and neck of femur,
and lodged in large muscles
of buttock.

Conoidal ball fractured upper
third of right femur, passed
thro

1

trochanter and lodged
behind trochanter major, fol-

lowed by chronic ostitis and
coxitis.

Date
of

Opera-
tion.

Mar. 21,

1863.

Sept. CO,

1801.

Nov. P.

1071.

Feb. 1

,

1805.

Mine 21

1864.

Sept. 17,

18<!2.

June 30,

18(>2.

Feb. fi,

1805.

June 30,

I8b3.

May 1

1

lb'64.

Aug. 1G.

LS64.

Left thigh perforated by a co- Mar. 24
noidal ball; the neck of the

|

186."

femur was fractured.

Comminuted shot fracture of
upper third of left femer by a
conoidal musket ball.

Conoidal ball grazed the neck
of the right femurand passed
out at the nates.

Musket ball comminuted neck
of right femur; head of bone
entirely separated.

Anterior part of head of left

femur shattered by a round
ball, which lodged in same.

Head of the left femur slightly

fractured by a conoidal ball
that lodged in acetabulum.

A conoidal ball grooved the
left femur anteriorly at the
level of the lesser trochanter
and lodged under the sartorius

muscle and was removed.

Conoidal ball fractured the
neck and slightly injured the
head of the right femur.

The femur was divided by the
chain saw just below the trc

chanter minor: the head of
the femur was removed with-

out difficulty; Surg. A. M.
McMahon, U. S. V. Incision

tour ins. long
Head of femur exarticnlatcd
shaft sawn below trochanter
minor, six inches of bone re-

moved, by Surg. J. 11, Head
C. S.A. Ineis. seven ins. long.

Opening on inner side of thigh
enlarged, neck of the femur
divided with lion-jawed for-

ceps and head of bone re

moved, bv Ass't Surg. U. A
DuBois, U. S. A.

Head (if bone removed, several
fragments extracted, and the
jagged extremity of the neck
smoothed by an osteotome.
by Ass't Surg. U. Bartholow
U. S. A., thro' vertical incis

The neck of the femur was
divided near the head of the
bone by a eh ain saw; the head
of the bone with the ball in

sorted was then removed
straight incision, by Assistant
Surg. J. Vansant,TJ. S. A.

Head of femur sawn off and
the ball removed from tho
cotyloid cavity, bv Surg. J
P. Bead, P. A. C. S.j straight

incision.

Head of femur disarticulated

and upper extremity of bone
rca dily turned out and sawn
just below the point of impact
of the ball, by Surg. It. B.

Bjntocou, U. S. V.; curved
incision

Chain saw passed under and
between the head of femur
and trochanter major and the
bon e sawn through the neck
an inch of trochanter major,
fou nd to be necrosed, removed
by small saw, by Ass't Surg,
C. Wagner, U. S- A.; crucial
incision

l_
SMITH (D. P.), Gunshot Wounds of the Great Trochanter, in Am. Med. Times, 18C3, Vol. VII. p. l ~- Circular No. 6, S. O. O.. 1865, p. GS.

Circular No. 2, S. G. O., 186'.), pp. 50, 137.

2 Read (J. B.). Resections of the Hip Joint, in Confederate States Med. and Surg. Jour., 16(54, Vol. I, p. G. Eve (P. P.), A Contribution to the

History of the Hip Joint Operations performed during the late Civil War, in Transactions of the American Medical Association, Vol. XV11I, p. 256.

Circular No. 2, S. G. O.. 18G9, pp. 51, 137.

3 WAGNER (C.)j Report of Interesting Surgical Operations performed at the U. S. Gen. Uorp., Beverly, X. J., 1PG4. pp. 14. 15. Circular No. G,

S. G. O.. 18C5, p. 70. Circular No. 2, S. G. O., 18G9, pp. 53, 137.

Aug.
IB*

Feb. 23,

1863.

Aug. 21

1862.

Mar. 9,

1865.

Aug. i;

1863.

Julv 1,

1864.

Sept. 2^

18G4.

Operation and Operator.

Necrosed fragments extracted

;

shaft of lemur divided six ins.

below tipoftroeh. minor. '1 he
head, neck, and trochanters,
and (lie masses of callus ad-
hering to tho trochanters were
then removed, straight ineis.

eight ins. long, by Surgeon
D. P, Smith, II. S. V.

Head and neek of femur ex-

cised, bv Dr. P.. Sterling.

Femur divided live ins. below
the trochanter and unjointcd

from acetabulum, by Dr. J.

K. Bigelow, late Surgeon 8lh

Indiana.

ItKsiLT aki) Remarks.

Diseh'd Aug. 23, 18G3, and pen-
sioned. Appointed postmaster
in 1807, at (Joopcrsville, Mich.
Able to attend almost entirely
without assistance to the busi-

ness of the office. Paid pen-
sion March 4. 1876. Spec. 1192,

A.M. SI. I'hot. Ser. 110.A.SI.M.

(Diseh'd July 21. 18G1.) July,
1867, fistulous opening discharg-
ing purulent matter. 'I hree ins.

shortening. Pons'ncr died Sept.

G. 18/1. of as'henia. Autopsy.
Spec. 559(1. A. SI. SI.

Portions of femur had been pre-

viously removed. Patient had
been diseh'd Aug. 8, 18G4. In
Sept., 1877. tho pensioner had
"nearly a perfect urthrodial.joint

at hip. and was able to attend to

tho ordinary duties of u deputy
marshal.'

Died Slarch 30. 18G5. Circ. 6,

S. G. O., 18G5, p. 72. Circ. 2,

S. G. O., 18U9, pp. 54, 137.

Died August 8. 18G4. Circ. 2, S.

(1. ().. 181,9, pp. 52. 137.

Died Pcb. 25, 18G3. Spec. 3907,

A.SI.M. Circ. G, S. G. O., 1865,

p. 66. Circ. !!, 18G9, S. G. O.,

pp. 49, 137.

Died August 25. 1862, of haemor-

rhage. Spec. 400, A. SI. SI. Circ.

0. S. t;. O., 1865. p. 62. Circ. 2,

8. G. O., 1869, pp. 48, 137.

Died June 17, 18G5. Circ. 6, S.

G. O., 1865, p. 74. Circ. 2, S.

G. O., 1869. pp. 53, 137.

Died August 19, 1863, from ex-

haustion, of hectic fever.

Died Julv 2. 18G4. Spec. 3049,

A. SI. SI. Circ. G, S. G. O., 1865.

p. 70. Circ. 2, S. G. O., 1869,

pp. 52, 137.

Died September 28. 1864, from
exhaustion. Spec. 3716, A. SI. SI.
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Since the termination of tlie civil war the operation of excision at the hip for shot

injury lias been practised five times in the service of the United States Army and once

in the service of the United States Navy, and this aggregate of six excisions1 gives the

1 Four of the operations arc described at length in A Iteport of Surgical Cases treated in the Army of the United Statesfrom 18G5 to 1871, Circular

No. H, War Department, Surgeon General's Office, Washington, 1871, pp. 228-234, and the facts regarding them will be here briefly recorded, two of the

cases are hitherto unpublished, and will be narrated more in detail. Two of the excisions were primary, one intermediary, and three secondary opera-

tions. The first case was that of Private Hubert Erne, Co. D, 4th Infantry, aged 48 years, wounded December 2, 18G9, while acting as one of a corpo-

ral's guard of the mail wagon from Fort Laramie to Fort Fetterraan, in an attack by a band of Indians, lie was struck in the left buttock by a round

carbine ball (cal. 4.1, weight 22fi grains), aud fell to the ground. His cmnrades placed him in a wagon and drove rapidly to Laramie, over a very rough

road ; he was struck at two in the afternoon and was placed in bed in the hospital at half-past seven, much exhausted, having driven thirty-two miles in

five and a half hours. He had lost blood copiously. His extremities were cold, pulse almost imperceptible, and his countenance was pallid and covered

with clammy sweat. The left lower limb showed shortening with eversion, the thigh arched with an anterior convcxit}-. The entrance wound was an

inch and a half behind the trochanter major on a slightly higher plane ; the exit aperture was near the centre of the groin just below Poupart's ligament,

directly over the axis of the femoral artery. The diagnosis of Assistant .Surgeon F. MeaciiaM, post surgeon, was that there was fracture of the shaft,

neck, and trochanters of the left femur. As he had not rallied from the shock, it was thought best to defer surgical interference until morning, and

the limb was placed in a comfortable position, and the patient allowed half an ounce of brandy every half hour, while external applications of heat were

made by hot blankets, heated sad-irons, and bottles of hot water. At midnight the patient had fairly reacted ; but complained of great pain in the

middle of the injured thigh. He was ordered a fourth of a grain of morphia to be repeated in two hours if needed. At 7..30 A. M., December 2d, the

patient was comfortable : pulse at 9". No appetite and little sleep during the night- Temperature in axilla 99° F. Cold-water dressings to wound were

applied, milk punch given freely, and an eighth of a grain of sulphate of morphia every two hours. At 1 P. M. Dr. MEACIIAM, assisted by Assistant

Surgeon J. B. GlUARD, U. S. A., placed the patient under chloroform and thoroughly explored the injury, after enlarging the entrance wound to admit

the finger to ascertain the extent of shattering of the neck, trochanters, and shaft. No important vessels or nerves were involved. The patient was

an old soldier; he had been a hard drinker; during the civil war had been more than once wounded, having on one occasion suffered a shot fracture < f

the lower jaw. After careful consideration of the heal and constitutional conditions it was determined that excision of the upper extremity of the femur

would afford the patient the best chance of life. Dr. Meaciiam made a curvilinear incision seven inches in length,

beginning an inch and a half above the trochanter major, traversing the entrance wound and extending downward in

the axis of the shaft. Exposing the bone by rapid division of the muscular attachments, the fragments of the shaft

were first removed and the pointed upper extremity of the shaft was then divided by the chain saw; then, with

some difficulty, the head of the bone was exarticulated, aud the operation completed. The exploratory incisions,

consultation, and final excision occupied nearly an hour. Tattle blood was lost, and the patient promptlj7 rallied, with

little sign of shock. The upper part of the incision was united by sutures and adhesive strips. The man was put to

bed with the injured limb extended, and a weight of four pounds attached by Buck's method. The wound had cold-

water dressings, and the patient had an ounce <5f brandy every hour when awake, and a quarter of a grain of sulphate

of morphia every two hours. December 4th, the patient had passed a good night, and had a full pulse at 90. During

the day he had nutritious diet, a half ounce of brandy hourly if awake, and two grains of quinia and an eighth of a

grain of sulphate of morphia every four hours. Excised fragments of bone were cleaned and sent to the Army
Medical Museum and preserved as Specimen 5u'58, of the Surgical Section, which are represented one-fourth the size

of nature (Fig. 78). On December Gth, in the early morning,

there was little cliango in the constitutional symptoms. The
patient had slept four hours during the night. He was troubled

with hiccough. He had partaken freely of freshly prepared

essence of beef. At the surgeon's morning visit, at half past

seven, twenty-grain doses of bromide of potassium were substi-

tuted for the morphia, and the other treatment and diet were

continued, with the addition of canned oyster soup. At the

evening visit, at nine, the hiccough had nearly ceased, the

wound had begun to suppurate, the pulse was 100, the tongue

was moist, and the thirst diminished. The dose of bromide of

potassium was reduced one-half; the other treatment was con-

tinued. On the morning of December nth he was found to have

passed a restless night, annoyed by hiccough when awake. He
complained of the extension, and the weight attached to his

foot was diminished one-half. Whiskey was substituted for the -Anterior and posterior views of head andFIG. 77.—Cicatrix in Meaeham's
case of successful excision of the
left hip. [From a pl u|t,,graph.J

phate of quinia every four hours.

FIG. 78
_ trochanters of left femur excised for shot perforation,

brandy which he disliked, and a tincture of sesquichlonde of gpeCt 5^53 ^ jf t
jr

#

iron was given in twenty-drop doses, with two grains of sul-

One-fourth of a grain of sulphate of morphia was ordered to be given when the pain demanded it. The patient

was removed to a water-bed. On December 7th the patient was more comfortable and had slept well. He was annoyed by flatulence, the bowels not

having moved since the reception of the injury. He was ordered a tablcspoonful of castor oil and twenty drops of turpentine, and an enema of soap

and water. The suppuration from the wound was quite copious. On the following day it was practicable to omit the anodyne, and the patient had a free

evacuation of the bowels, with great relief. The patient was allowed a small piece of beef-steak for his breakfast, and chicken for dinner. The discharge

from the wound was profuse, and the integument over the hips and nates was somewhat abraded from heat and moisture. The weight attached to the

foot was removed altogether. The patient was transferred from the water-bed to a mattress, in the middle of which was a movable portion corresponding

with the pelvic region. This arrangement greatly facilitated the application of dressings and the use of a bed-pan. The patient was ordered three

ounces of beef essence thrice daily and as much milk as ho should relish. On the 9th, he was found to have slept well without taking an anodyne. The
suppuration was profuse. The pulse was at 100. The appetite was abundant. Hiccough was again quite troublesome. The bowels had not been

moved since the 7th, and an enema of castile soap and warm water was ordered to be given daily, unless there should be an alvine evacuation before

nine in the morning. During the next fortnight there were no symptoms of especial interest. The wound continued to suppurate, but less copiously, and

was rapidly filling up with granulations. On December 22d the patient passed a very restless night. The surface was hot, and the pulse at 100; the

appetite was gone; the abdomen was tympanitic. On December 2:id, he had several dejections, and had slept soundly during the previous night, and

was in every respect much better. On January 1, 1870, his bowels were again obstiuately constipated. Cicatrization of the wound was rapidly going

on. Citrate of iron and quinine was substituted for the sesquichloride of iron. Laxative enemata were required daily, and whiskey was still given. The
obstinate hiccough ceased about the middle of January, at which date the pulse had fallen to an average of 90, and the wound had far advanced toward

healing. For the next six weeks there was very little change in the daily record. The patienfs convalescence progressed favorably, and by February

28th the wound was open at two points only. Constipation was still a troublesome complication ; the patient being annoyed by injections he was ordered

to take a three-grain compound cathartic pill nightly. By the end of March the patient was able to sit up. There were still two fistulous sinuses leading
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gratifying result of four recoveries. Adding to tlie sixty-six cases of excision at the hip

for shot injury performed during the War of the Rebellion the ninety-nine cases referred

to in Note 1 on page 90 ante, and the six cases detailed in Note 1 commencing on page

toward the cotyloid cavity. About on ounce of pus was discharged daily. The limb was about live inches shorter than the other. On April 10th the

patient got on crutches, but could nut walk far without fatigue. For the next twenty days he seemed disinclined to exert himself but was taken out

every day in a wheeled litter. One of the sinuses had closed. By July 8th the patient had gained in flesh and strength, and the purulent discharge had

diminished to a few drops daily. The limit was swollen considerably and there was an erysipelatous blush extending below the knee. At this date Dr.

MEACHAM was ordered to Omaha, and the patient passed into the hands of Acting Assistant Surgeon L. S. TESSOX, who, on July 29th, wrote to Dr.

MEACHAM that quite a large abscess formed in the muscles of the thigh. On August 9th, Dr. TESSON again wrote that it had been necessary twice to

make incisions to evacuate abscesses in the thigh. Again, on March 9. 1871, Acting Assistant Surgeon A. J. Ilooo writes that the man is entirely well,

the cicatrix being perfectly sound ; but the man persisted in lying in bed. On April I, 1871, Dr. MEACHAM reports that ho had succeeded in getting his

patient again under his personal observation, previous to which he had borne transportation hi an ambulance for ninety miles, and appeared in better

spirits at the end of the journey than when he set out. The wound had entirely healed, leaving a firm and sound cicatrix three inches in length. The
patient was able to walk comfortably on crutches and had slight control over the limb, which admitted of a to-and-fro motion, with rotation inward. The

upper end of the femur rested on the dorsum of the ilium, about one inch above the acetabulum, and was movable in that position. There was six and a

half inches shortening. Tiie patient was somewhat hypochondriacal, being greatly troubled with indigestion and irregular bowels. A photograph of

the patient, taken at Omaha, March 30, 1871, is copied in the wood-cut <FlG. 77). Private Hubert Erne was discharged from service May 18, 1871,

and by an order dated A. G O., June !), 1671, was sent to the Soldier's Hume, near Washington. In answer to an enquiry from this Office, Surgeon C.

H. Lauii reported : ''Hubert Erne, late of the 4th Infantry, was received in hospital at Soldier's Home on July 1G, 1871, in a very emaciated and feeble

condition, the result of chronic diarrhoea. Having during his residence here exhibited symptoms of partial insanity, and having no facilities for the

proper care of such cases, he was transferred to the Government Insane Asylum, near "Washington, August 20, 1871 , at which place it is reported that he

died a short time after his admission." Then Dr. C- II. NICHOLS, Superintendent of the Government Hospital for the Insane, reported that the patient " was

admitted August 19, 1871, to be treated for acute insanity, and that he died Nov. 7, 1871, from exhaustion, of acute mania. No autopsy was made in the

case." Another primary excision at the hip for shot fracture of the upper extremity of the femur was practised at Tort Concho, Texas, hi 1874, by

Assistant Surgeon W. F. BUCHANAN', U. S. A. The fracture was attended with very extensive longitudinal splintering, and it would appear that such

conditions involve incisions of such perilous magnitude as to afford the slightest prospects of success even under the most favorable attendant circum-

stances. The abstract of this case has not, at this date, (June 1, 1878), been published in print.—Sergeant T. Duncan, Co. K, 25th Infantry (Colored),

aged £7, was shot in the left hip while a prisoner and attempting to escape from his guard at Fort Concho, Texas, on the morning of November

24, 1874. On receiving the injury, which was produced by a conical rifle ball at u distance of about sixty yards, he fell to the ground, when he was

placed on a wheeled litter and was conveyed to the Post Hospital. At D.20 A. M. an ounce of brandy with half u grain of morphia was administered.

An examination externally exhibited a wound of entrance in the gluteal region, on a line with the lower border of the great trochanter, and about mid-

way between the trochanter and the tuberosity of the ischium; the wound of exit existed in the

anterior part of the thigh, same side, about an inch and a half below I'oupnrt's ligament and one

inch external to the femoral vessels. The mobility, crepitus, probing, etc., proved that the upper

port of the shaft of the femur had been shattered; a compound comminuted fracture, doubtless

extending within the capsule. Venous haemorrhage was taking place from the wound in the gluteal

region, and great pain was felt in touching the great trochanter and In the knee. There was also

great nervousness, and quick and feeble pulse. lie was placed on his right side, the injured leg

supported, the body bolstered, and the hemorrhage controlled by pledgets of lint saturated with a

solution of persulphate of iron. Cold-water dressing was applied, a tin wanner filled with hot

water applied to the feet, and a quarter of a grain of sulphate of morphia together with an ounce of

brandy was given every two or three hours. On the following day, at 11.30 A. M., the patient was

quite nervous, suffering great pain, and only relieved by the full effects of the anodyne, having

slept little during the night and eaten nothing but a little beef essence
;
pulse 100 and small ; tem-

perature normal. It was decided that resection offered him the only chance to survive. lie was

therefore placed on the operating table and brought under the influence of the anaesthetic, consist-

ing of one part of chloroform and two of ether, when n longitudinal incision about eight inches in

length was made, commencing just above the trochanter und extending in the axis of the head and

neck of the bone, and the soft parts were dissected away. The upper end of the shaft being found

much shattered and the fracture extending within the neck, the head of the bone was cxarticulated

and the fractured extremity removed with the chain saw. About five inches of the shaft, with the

head and neck, were exsected. No arteries were cut, and but one small vein was ligated. All the

fragments of bone, about forty, were removed, the parts washed out and a weak solution of per-

manganate of potassa applied, the sides of the wound being united with interrupted sutures sup-

ported by adhesive straps. The patient was then placed in bed, position maintained by sand bags,

and cold-water dressings instituted. As soon us he had recovered consciousness, brandy and

morphia were given ami repeated frequently. Warmth was applied to the feet. The patient was of great muscular development, and the incision

required t:> bo lengthened an inch or bo to allow of necessary retraction. His pulse was about the same as before the operation, rather full. Although

relieved of the pain he had suffered previous to the operation, he continued restless, constantly trying to change his position, groaning, etc., nnd died on

the morning of November 26th, about fourteen hours after the operation." The excised portion of the fractured femur, represented in the wood-cuts

(FIGS. 71), 80), with the history, was contributed to the Museum by the operator, Assistant Surgeon W. F. Buchanan, U- S. A. Of the excisions at the

hip after shot injury, practised since the close of the civil war in the United States Army, one was an intermediary operation performed by Surgeon

GtOVBS PERIN, U- S. A., at Newport Barracks, Kentucky, in August, 1867 : CASE.—Private Francis Abeam, aged 30 years, U. S. General Service, was

wounded at Newport Barracks, Louisville, on July 31, 18G7. Ho was a prisoner in the guard-house, and was shot by a sentinel while attempting to

escape. The ball entered behind and below the prominence of the right trochanter major and passed inward and upward, emerging on the anterior

part of the thigh, two inches below Poupart's ligament, a little to the outside of the course of the femoral artery, having shattered the upper part of the

femur, the fissures extending within the joint. The wounded man was immediately taken to the Post Hospital, and was examined by Colonel PEP.IN,

the surgeon in charge. The patient had been an habitual drunkard for years and had mania apotu when shot. The shock of the injury was so great

that an operation was not considered advisable. It was determined to adopt a supporting treatment, and to endeavor to build up the general health,

with a view of operating at the first favorable moment when a good result could be reasonably anticipated. On August 26, 1867, the patient was in a

better condition than at any time subsequent to the reception of the injury. The pulse was at 90 j there had been troublesome diarrhoea, but it was some-

what abated; the injured limb was much wasted, except at the upper part of the thigh, where it was greatly swollen ; the discharge from the wound

was very copious, and there was extreme pain on the slightest movement. There were abscesses about the joint communicating with its cavity.

Excision having been decided upon, Surgeon PEED*, assisted by Assistant Surgeon T. E. Wilcox, U. S. A., proceeded with the operation. The

patient being rendered insensible by a mixture of chloroform and ether, the entrance wound was enlarged by a straight incision downward and three

Surg. Ill—16

Fin. 7'.).— Shattered
upper extremity of the
left femur. Spec. Gol3.

I-To. 80.— Posterior view
of the same specimen.
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120, we have a total of one hundred and seventy-one instances of excision at the hip for

shot injury, of which one hundred and forty-eight, or 86.5 per cent, proved fatal. Forty-

three of the operations were primary, witli forty deaths, or 93 per cent.; sixty were inter-

no. 81.—Shattered upper
extremity of right femur,
excised for curies following
shot fracture. Sj>ec. 548<).

"

FIG. 8^.—Posterior view
of the same specimen.

inches in length. The head of the bone was disarticulated, and the shaft was sawn several inches below the lesser trochanter. The wound was then

cleansed and approximated. Scarcely any haemorrhage took place, no ligatures being required. On recovering from the anaesthetic, the patient com-

plained of great pain and nausea. Brandy was administered, and half a grain of sulphate of morphia ; but there was such irritability of stomach that

everything was rejected. A quarter of a grain of sulphate of morphia was then administered hypodennieally, and this relieved the pain. But there was

no decided reaction, and. sinking gradually, the patient died from the shuck of the operation

twenty hours after its completion. No autopsy was made. The shattered excised bones were

sent to the Army Medical Museum, and arc represented in the adjoining woodcuts (Fl<;s. 81 , 82).

Many of the fragments were carious. Of the six eases of excision at the hip joint practised on

account of shot injury in the I'nited States since the civil war, three were successful secondary

operations. Two occurred in the I'nited States Army and one in the United States Navy. The
firstof the ojirrations was performed by Assistant Surgeon J.H. GIBBON, in August, 18(>8. The
patient recovered with a very satisfactory control of the functions of the articulation and limb.

A detailed report of the case was published in Circular Xo. 2, S. G. O., 1869, pp. 117-120, and

in Circular No. 3. S. G. O., 1871, p. 228, an account of the pensioner's progress was given, wilh

a lithograph plate showing the appearance of the injt.rcd limb three years subsequent to the

operation. The following is the condensed abstract of the ease as published in Circular No. 3:

" Private Charles F. Kead, Co. I, 37th Infantry, while in a stooping posture, and distant about

one hundred feet, was shot by a sentinel at Missouri Bottom, New Mexico, on June fi, 18GS.

The ball struck about the middle of the posterior aspect of the left thigh, causing an injury to

the bone, the nature of which is shown in the accompanying wood-cut {Fir., 84), illustrating

the specimen contributed to the Army Medical Museum by the operator. Assistant Surgeon J.

R. GIBBON", U. S. A. The case being fully detailed in Circular No. 2, S. G. O., 1S(H>, page

117, reference will only be made to the more salient points, and to information received since

the publication of that report. After weeks of temporization, during which the pntient, a young

man in the prime of life, had become much exhausted from numerous and futile searches after the missile, from bedsores,

profuse suppuration, an irritable diarrhoea, and pain so intense as to require the administration of an anaesthetic previous to dressing the wound, the

choice lay between a lingering death or excision of the head of the femur, or the more fearful and precarious alternative of amputation at the joint. On
August 14th the patient expressed willingness to submit to any operation that would afford relief, when he was anu'sthotized for the purpose of again

freely examining the parts, and performing such operation as should be considered necessary. Upon explorations of

the wound with the probe and linger, the ball was discovered in the head of the femur, a T-shaped incision was

made over the joint, the head of the bone was turned out of the acetabulum, and was sawn through the neck, just

within the greater trochanter. The incisions were closed with metallic sutures, and the limb was temporarily

placed between splints, with a pilttrw under the knee. A Smith's anterior splint not being on hand, nor the material

procurable for making one, a long external splint, made in two parts, and connected by iron braces, was devised and

put in course of construction. The jtfter treatment consisted in carbolized dressings to the wound, the administra-

tion of antiperiodics to control a fever of a remittent type (at one time supposed to be the precursor of erysipelas

or pyaemia), and a plain nutritious diet. Notwithstanding frequent displacement of the limb from occasional attacks

of diarrhoea, and the absence of a proper apparatus to secure immobility, the performance of this formidable opera-

tion seemed to have imparted a new tenure of life. By November 20th the patient was able to walk about the

hospital, and the further progress cf the ease was as rapid as it was favorable. On May 10, 186*9, this soldier was

discharged the service and pensioned for total and permanent disability, the injured member being shortened one

inch and three-quarters. He came across the plains by the next train, and, in September, 1869, reported at the

Surgeon General's Office, where a photograph was taken. At that time the patient's general health was excellent;

the cicatrix was perfectly firm and sound, and the strength of the ligamentous.attachments and the amount of

control over the movements of the limb were very remarkable. He could bear much weight on the limb. He was
supplied with a prothetic apparatus and advised not to use it straightway, but to continue exercising the limb

continuously for some months, thereby increasing the strength cf the muscles and ligamentous attachments, and the

freedom of the newly-formed joint. The next week Head went to New York, where the pro-

posed apparatus was ingeuionsly applied by Dr. E. D. Hui'SOX. In the summer of 1870, it was
reported that this man could walk very comfortably with a cane either with cr without appa-

ratus. The appearance of the patient is shown in the accompanying wood cut (FlG. 83.) In

June 1671, three years after the operation, the man was in very good health, and could walk

almost as well as ever." He was lastpaid on September 4, 1&77. The next secondary operation

was pcrfirmed by Surgeon W. E. Taylor, U- 8. Navy. A report of the case was published

in Circular No. 3, S. G. O., 1871, p. 232: Charles B. Scott, a seaman of the V. S. Navy, aged

34, of fair general health, was wounded in an attack on a piratical vessel in Tecapan Tliver. west

coast of Mexico, June 17, 1870, by a rifle ball, fired at a distance of about eighty yards. He
was conveyed a distance of seventy miles to the U. S. ship Mohican, on board of which he was

treated for several days, and finally transferred on July 12th to the Naval Hospital, Mare Island, California. The wound of entrance was small, and

situated a little below and about two inches posterior to the top of the left great trochanter. He rested entirely on the right side, with the injured limb

partially flexed and resting on the sound one, the whole limb being inverted and shortened about one inch. Cold-water dressings had been applied to the

wound and anodynes administered when required. His general condition was decidedly below par. The least movement in the injured joint caused severe

pain ; he did not sleep well, and his appetite was poor. Full diet, with milk and an anodyne at night, were ordered. On July 14th an examination of

the wound was made. No anaesthetic was used, and the result was unsatisfactory. However, appearances led to the belief that the neck and probably

the head of the femur were fractured; the ball could not be felt. The joint was not swollen but was very sensitive, and there was a scanty sanious

and fetid discharge from the wound. On July S.r#t Ii the patient was chloroformed, and Surgeon W. E. TAYLOR, U. S. Navy, made a single straight

incision, seven or eight inches long, and found the neck and head extensively comminuted; he then sawed off the bone just below the trochanter minor,

and removed the fragments, some twelve or fourteen in number, as also the ball, which seemed to have struck the neck obliquely, breaking it into three

pieces, and then passed into the head, shattering it into nearly a dozen pieces. Very little blood was lost, two small arteries only requiring to be secured.

After syriuging the wound with a weak solution of permanganate of potash, it was partially approximated by four sutures, and the limb was placed in

an ordinary fracture box, and dressed with oakum. The operation was well borne, and reaction prompt. Stimulants, with nutritious diet, were ordered,

and rigid cleanliness was enforced. On the 27th the patient began to suffer from decubitus. On the evening of the 29th he became delirious
;
pulse 130

Fig. 63.—Appearance cf the limb
fifteen months after the operation.

Fic..84.-Excised
head cf left femur
with impacted
musket ball. Sp.
5576.
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PIG. 85.—Anterior and posterior views <>f the
upper extremity of the left femur. Spec. 5884. FlO. 86.—Appearance of limb

seven months after operation.

mediary, with fifty-eight deaths, or [)6.6 per cent.; forty-one, with twenty-six deaths, or

63.4 per cent., were secondary; and, in twenty-seven instances, with twenty-four deaths,

anil irritable. Hydrate of chloral being substituted fur morphia, lie went to sleep in a few minutes, and next morning awoke refreshed and feeling better

than at any time since the accident. The pulse fell to 100. On the 31st, the sutures were removed. The good effect of the chloral was very marked,

but. by August 0th. it seemed to have lost some of its effect : whereupon morphia was combined with the usual dose,

and he slept well. The discharge from the wound was small in quantity and laudable. On August 8th, some exten-

sion of the limb was made, but was badly borne. By the 14th, the patient was doing well in every respect. On the

21st, all dressings being removed from the limb, it was thoroughly bated and rubbed, after which it was replaced in the

fracture box. when extension and counter-extension were made by means of the ordinary perineal band and screw.

This was discontinued on the 2<ith, owing to enlargement of the inguinal glands and the general malaise and discom-

fort experienced by the patient. On the 30th, the use of anodynes was discontinued, as he could sleep without them.

September 1st, found the patient improving, the discharge from the wound being moderate, with an entire absence of

inguinal trouble, bedsores, and excoriations. Slight passive motion was commenced in the limb, and it was allowed

to rest lightly on a pillow for several hours. On the 7th, he was able, for the first time, with assistance, to leave his bed.

After this he continued to sit up several hours daily, and. gaining in flesh, was able, by the 18th, to walk on crutches.

He continued to take daily a moderate amount of out-door exercise, the limb meantvbile being supported and steadied

by mcans'of a wire splint, and his general condition became excellent. On December 27th. he went by steamer to

San Francisco, a distance of fifty miles, and returned in the evening, having borne the journey well. On January 20,

1871, a prothetic apparatus was adjusted to the limb, which, at the beginning, proved highly useful. On February 1st,

the patient was transferred to the new Naval Hospital. At this time his general health was excellent. The left buttock

was somewhat flattened, and there was a small opening about the centre of the line of incision, which discharged a

small quantity of pus; the limb was about three and a half inches

Shorter than its fellow, the knee being quite stiff and foot everted

(FlO, 8(1). The patient had gained about thirty pounds since the

operation of excision, and there was a probability of his being able to

walk quite well without the aid of crutches. Scott was discharged

April 18, 1871. at Marc Island, California, and pensioned. Drs. R. V.

WAl.SM and J. S. Gunmni;, of Enniskillen, Ireland, certified, Sep-

tember 4. 1875: "There is a fistulary opening connected with the

bone. The leg is greatly wasted, being one-third the size of the sound

leg." Or. JOHN ST. CLAIR Cunning certified, October, 17, 187'

"Charles 11. Scott, who died at Oniagh, Tyrone Count) -

, Ireland, on

the 1st day of July, 1877, was under my professional care, and his death was caused by chronic cystitis, the result of a very extensive and severe injury

to his hip joint.
1
' The specimen f>884 is preserved in the Museum and shown in the accompan}-ing wood-cut (Flo. 85), The third of the secondary

operations of excision at the hip joint for shot injury was praetised at Fort Fetterman, Wyoming Territory, in September, lfc77, by Assistant Surgeon

JOHN V. It. HOFF, U. S. A., who lias famished a detailed report of the ease, from which a condensed abstract is made: Sergeant William J. Linn, Co.

M, 4th Cavalry, aged 22 years, was wounded in a fight with Cheyenne Indians during the Powder River Expedition, November 25, 187fi. The bullet

(probably conoidnl, calibre .50 inch, weighing 412 grains) entered the right groin three

inches below and slightly internal to the anterior superior spinous process of ilium and two

and three-fourth inches externa! to the symphysis pubis, passed obliquely backward through

the hip joint, fractured the neck of the femur, notched the posterior segment of the rim of

the acetabulum, and emerged at a point about one inch posterior and exterior to the notch

in the acetabulum. The wound nas received while the soldier was resting on his right knee

and left foot in the act of discharging his carbine. The patient was immediately carried to

the rear and a plaster of Paris badge applied. He was moved on a travois over an almost

impassable country, during weather so cold that mercury froze, and reached Supply Camp
on the third day. Here the plaster bandage was reapplied and the patient was placed in an

ambulance and carried to Cantonment Reno, reaching the latter place after a five days' jour-

ney over a country where roads arc unknown, in weather of the utmost severity, and under

circumstances of hardship which skillful care and unremitting attention could but little

alleviate. A week after his arrival at Reno, the plaster baudage was removed, the limb was

elevated, and the wounds of entrance and exit, which were discharging pus freely, were

treated with simple dressings. The wound of entrance closed in four weeks, and, though

the wound of exit was still discharging, an immense abscess formed in and about the joint,

which pointed in anterior cicatrix, finally opened spontaneously, and remained so for several

months. A light extending weight was used for a short time, no medicine given except

morphia occasionally for pain and physic for constipation. On March 24, 1677, the patient

was transferred to the post hospital at Fort Fetterman. The journey was accomplished in

five days on a stretcher slung in an army wagon. When admitted he was very emaciated,

pale and pain-worn, and weighed about 100 pounds, having lost 80 pounds since the recep-

tion of the injury. Two suppurating sinuses led into the articulation and there was fibrous

anchyh sis of both hip and knee joints. The patient had not moved from a recumbent irf^.

position since he received the injury, and could not even be raised upon a bed-pan without
]

great pain. Tonics and a generous diet were ordered, the wounds were dressed with earbolit

acid solution. The bowels were freely opened and kept regular. When the patient had fairly

recovered from the exhausting effects of the journey a side splint was npplied whieh enabled

him to be moved without pain. Notwithstanding the most careful attention the patient

gradually failed, and grew so feeble and complained so much of pain that it seemed but a

question of weeks between an operation or death. On September 28th, Assistant Surgeon

J. V. R. HOFF, TJ. 3.' A., excised the hip joint after Semixott's method. A circular

incision was made to include the great trochanter and opening into the joint, the capsular ligament was severed, the head of the femur was thrown

out and removed by the chain saw at a point just below great trochanter. The head of the femur (proper), which had been severed by the bullet at its

neck, was found lying loosely in the acetabulum partially absorbed, and was easily removed by forceps. Ether was used; insensibility induced in

seventeen minutes and maintained one hour and ten minutes; reaction was rapid and satisfactory. Antiseptic dressings were used. A double splint to

fit both legs, made of light iron, reaching to the waist and there secured by a belt, was applied. This proved most useful in enabling the patient to be

moved with comparative ease, and, at the same time, keeping the wounded parts measurably immovable. Extension was applied by means of tin plates

^

Fin. 87.—Appearance of

limb ten months after oper-

ation. Side view.

Fig. 88.—Anterior view of
the same.
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or 88.8 per cent., the period of the operation was not stated. Grouping the one hundred and

seventy-one cases of excision at the hip, according to the time or the occasions on which

the injuries were received, we find that of sixteen operations performed before the American

war, 1860-65, one proved successful, and that in a second the patient survived after con-

secutive amputation; that four fatal operations were performed during the insurrection in

Poland, 1863, and the campaign in Schleswig-Holstein, 1864; that six excisions at the

hip with two successes were performed during the Austro-Prussian War of 1866; that of

seventy-one operations done in the Franco-Prussian War of 1870—71, eight were success-

ful; that once, at least, excision at the hip was unsuccessfully performed during the Russo-

Turkish War, 1876—77, and that in one instance the hip joint was successfully excised for

shot injury in 1876, in California; that of the sixty-six cases of excisions at the hip per-

formed for shot injury received during the American civil war, six proved successful; and

that finally, of the six cases performed in the service of the United States since the close

of the American war in 1865 to the present time (1879), four were attended with success.

Of the six survivors of excision at the hip performed on patients wounded during the

American civil war, two oidy were living in the early part of 1879: Brown, of Grand

Papids, Michigan (Case 261, ante), and Pease, of Indianapolis, Indiana, (Case 263, ante);

both were examples of recovery from secondary excision. Brown can bear his weight

upon the injured limb, can walk across a room without the aid of crutches or cane, but

ordinarily uses a support. Pease, with the assistance of a "six-inch lift," can walk quite

well with a cane. Tilliston, the third survivor of secondary excision, lived until Septem-

ber 6, 1871, ten years after the operation. He was unable to bear any weight on his

limb, and was obliged to wear crutches. He succumbed to most extensive necrosis of the

pelvic bones and femur, with huge recurring abscesses. In the case of Cannon, the sur-

vivor of primary excision (Case 206, ante), the limb was useless for purposes of locomo-

tion. He died of diphtheria in 1865, eighteen months after the injury and operation.

Of the two survivors of intermediary excision, Lieutenant J. M. Jarrett (Case 239, ante)

went to his home in North Carolina, and was reported as doing well in September, 1864,

ten months after the operation; walking about with a high-heeled boot and the aid of a

cane. Persevering attempts to obtain further information regarding the ulterior history of

three inches wi'le by twelve inches long, secured to the leg by adhesive straps ami connected through eyes, at their extremities, by elastic tubing, to a

twenty-one pound weight, playing over a pulley. The tubing passed through a piece of board twelve inches long, secured below the foot piece, thereby

preventing pressure on the malleoli. This arrangement answered the purposes of extension admirably, while counter-extension was effected by elevating

the foot of the bed. The patient's convalescence was very tedious. He suffered from

bed-sores and almost continuous pain, requiring the constant administration of opiates and

anodynes : but gradually improved, and, on December 9th, Dr. HOST notes :
" From this

date there was scarcely an uutoward symptom. Convalescence progressed slowly but

surely: stiluiess of the muscles disappeared entirely about the 15th instaut. Tympanitis

lasted three days. Spasm persisted, but with greatly reduced violence, nearly two weeks

after the extension-weight was removed, December 27th. The patient had daily exercise,

FIG. 88a.—Excised uppcrcx- and, on Januarv in, 1878, took his first walk in the opes air. The discharge grew less in T.,.„ aQ i ««.*«i«—i r
Iremity of right femur; anterior ,
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view Soec 6787
amount, and, on January loth, the dressings were entirely removed. 1 ebruary 17th, the the same.
partial anchylosis of the right knee joint not having been full}- overcomo by passive motion

and mechanical appliance, ether was administered and the adhesions thoroughly broken up. There was partial bony anchylosis, the patella at portion of

superior external border was firmly joined to femur, and in the breaking down suffered fracture. The limb was placed in a straight splint, and on the

third day passive motion was instituted. March 18, 1878, the patient was ordered to join his regiment. The false joint at the hip had all the motions of

its predecessor in a somewhat limited degree, and, though capable of sustaining the patient's weight while walking, was not yet equal to any great exer-

tion, but daily gained in strength. In other respects the patient's health was in admirable condition. Apparent shortening of the limb one inch. The
resected upper extremity of the femur was contributed to the Army Medical Museum by the operator, and is numbered C787 of the Surgical Section. It

is shown in the wood-cuts (FIGS. 88a, 8S6). In a letter to Dr. IIoiT, dated Fort Clark, Texas, April 3(', 1878, Sergeant Linn writes :
" Dear Sir: I write

to you according to promise to let you know how 1 am getting along. I am feeling just as well as ever I did. My leg is improving in size and strength,

but the hip joint is just about the same as when I left you. 1 weigh one hundred and fifty pounds now and am still improving." On July 10, 1878,

Surgeon JOHN MOOKE, U. S. A., Medical Director Department of Texas, forwarded to the Surgeon General two photographs showing the appearance

of the limb ten months after the operation. They are copied in the wood-cuts (Flos. 87, 88) on the preceding page. In a letter from Fort Clark, Texas,

October, 1878, I.inn states that he "don't use a crutch ut all, and only uses u cane when he goes to walk a long distance."
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this officer were unavailing. The second survivor of the intermediary operation, Hugh
Wright (Case 240, ante), excised May 27, 1864, walked well without crutch or cane,

bearing his full weight on the mutilated limb. He lived until October 26, 1874; his

death was ascribed to cardiac trouble.

Of the six patients submitted to excision at the hip in the United States Army and

Navy since 1865, four recovered. Assistant-Surgeon F. Meacham's primary case of Erne,

4th Infantry, aged 48 (Note 1, p. 120, ante), operated on December 3, 1869, lived until

November, 1871. The patient walked comfortably on crutches and had slight control of

his limb. Recovering thoroughly from the coxo-femoral lesions, he became a great sufferer

from chronic diarrhoea, and, at last, was attacked with acute mania. The other three cases

were examples of successful secondary excision. In the case of Charles F. Read, 37th

Infantry (Note to p. 122, ante), wounded June 6, 1868, and successfully excised by Assist-

ant Surgeon J. R. Gibson, August 14, 1868, the result was exceptionally gratifying. In

a letter from his home at Thornton's Ferry, New Hampshire, dated July 1, 1878, nearly

ten years after the operation, Read was able to write that he thought he had a very good

leg under the circumstances, and used no artificial appliance. His crutches he had laid

aside since 1871, relying altogether on his cane, with which he "could get along very

handily." He adds a minute account of the condition of the injured limb, showing indis-

putably an extraordinary restoration of the functions of the articulation. "I can use it

so well," says Read, "that some think me falsifying when I tell them that the head of the

bone is lost." In the secondary case of the seaman, Charles B. Scott, wounded June 17,

1870, on whom Surgeon W. E. Taylor, U. S. N., successfully excised the head of the femur,

July 25, 1870, there was temporary relief. The patient regained comparative health and

flesh, and partial use of the limb, exchanging his crutches for a cane; but necrosis invaded

the articulation, and the patient succumbed July 1, 1877, while on a visit to his friends

in Tyrone County, Ireland. In the case of Sergeant W. J. Linn, 4th Cavalry, wounded

November 25, 1876, who underwent excision at the right hip by Assistant Surgeon J. V. R.

Hoff, U. S. A., September 28, 1877; a year after the operation the patient's health was

in admirable condition, and there was every prospect that the mutilated limb would regain

as great a measure of utility as can be hoped for, under such circumstances. In October,

1878, he had discarded the crutch, and only used a cane when he walked long distances.

Of the sixty-six excisions at the hip performed during the American civil war, forty-

five were practised on Union and twenty-one on Confederate soldiers. Of the forty-five

Union soldiers, four recovered, a mortality rate of 91.1 per cent.; of the twenty-one

Confederates, two recovered, a fatality of 90.5 per cent.

The side on which the excision was practised was recorded in sixty-one of the sixty-

six cases, twenty-six being on the right and thirty-five on the left side. Three of the

former, or 88.4 per cent., and also three of the latter, or 91.4 per cent., proved fatal.

Six operations, viz: one primary, four intermediary, and one secondary, performed

on patients under the age of 20 years, terminated fatally; twenty excisions, viz: nine

primary, six intermediary, and five secondary, on patients, between 20 and 29 years,

inclusive, presented three recoveries, one after a primary, and two after intermediary

operations; of thirteen operations on men between 30 and 39, six were primary, four

intermediary, and three, with two recoveries, were secondary; four excisions were per-

formed on patients over 40 years, two being fatal intermediary, and two, with one recovery,
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secondary operations. In twenty-three of the sixty-six excisions the ages of the patients

were not ascertained.

According to the statistical arrangement of the eases of excision at the hip lor shot

wounds in the American civil war, as given in Table X, p. 89, ante, the mortality of the

primary operations was 96.',) per cent., that of the intermediary 90.9 per cent,, while

the fatality of the secondary operations was only 72.7 per cent. The results of the six

excisions at the hip in the American Army and Navy since the civil war gave a mortality

of 50.0 per cent, for the primary operations, of 100.0 per cent, for the intermediary, while

the three secondary operations were all successful. Of the ninety-nine other cases of

excision at the hip after shot injury, cited in Note 1, page 90, ante, of primary cases, 87.5

per cent, proved fatal; of the intermediary all perished, while, of the secondary, only 66.6

per cent, had a fatal termination. Aggregating all cases of excision at the hip for shot

injury in which the results have been ascertained, we have a mortality rate of 93.0 per

cent, for the primary, of 96.6 per cent, for the intermediary, and of 63.4 per cent, for the

secondary operations. This result confirms what we have already stated on page 610 of

the Second Surgical Volume, that the "excisions and amputations practised during the

intermediary or inflammatory stage are by far the most dangerous, and should never be

performed except as compulsory operations." The ratio of mortality in the secondary or

ulterior operations is considerably less than that in the primary operations. But this fact

should not lead to the conclusion that the primary operation is to be avoided. The dis-

astrous results attending cases of indubitable shot fracture at the hip treated by tempor-

ization, as pointed out on page 88, ante, must induce the surgeon to desist from such an

experiment, and to excise primarily rather 1

than submit the patient to the danger of the

inflammatory period.

-

In nine3 of the sixty-six cases of excision of the head of the femur performed for

shot injuries received during the American civil war, the acetabulum was involved, and,

although these nine cases terminated fatally, the successful operations of Assistant Surgeon

J. V. R. Hoff, U. S. A., in the case of Linn (Note on page 123, ante), and of Drs. Schon-

1 Dr. Johx A&HHUBST, jr. (Print, and Pract. of Surgery, 1671, p. 165), declares tluit : "Gunshot injuries of the hip joint are universally regarded

as among the gravest injuries met with in military practice, '' and, after reviewing the statistical and other evidence on the comparative advantages of

expectant treatment, excision, and amputation, asserts that :
" From these facts the conclusion is fairly drawn, that in any case of gunshot injury of the hip

joint, primary excision should he preferred to any other mode of treatment, and this simply to increabe the chance of life, without reference to the utility

of the preserved limb. Of course there may he such extensive destruction of ['arts as to put excision out of the question, and in such cases the surgeon

must still have recourse to what IIennkx calls the ' tremendous alternative ' of hip joint amputation, an operation which may also be required secondarily,

after an unsuccessful attempt to save the limb." Dr. "WILLIAM THOMSON', formerly Brevet Major and Assistant Surgeon, U. S. A., who, as Acting Med-

ical Inspector of the Army of the Potomac and Surgeon-in-eharge of Douglas Hospital, Washington, had excellent opportunities to investigate the subject

of shot fractures at the hip joint, wrote to the compiler in 1868 :
* * " From a study of these cases, and others similar in character, it would appear that

the fatal terminations, under expectant treatment, are due to the following causes : the joint becomes inflamed primarily or secondarily ; the capsule becomes

distended by tiie products of inflammation, gives way, and the contents escape into the neighboring parts, and give rise to those extensive dissecting

abscesses which are found at the autopsies, and which account so entirely for the fatal results. If these views should be accepted, a full and free incision

into the joint, at an early period, would be the proper surgical procedure, and this is accomplished by its excision. The removal of the head of the bone

severs, to that extent, the connection between the body and the lower extremity, prevents that constant disturbance at the joint that follows every'motion

of the body, and thus places the seat of injury at comparative rest. The division of the bone through its cancellated structure may increase the risk of

osteomyelitis with its purulent infection, and experience may yet demonstrate that a full and free incision alone, in the primary stage, may be the best

resource of surgery."

—

(Circular No. 2, S. G. O., 1869, p. 114,)

2 LOSSES' (1.) (Kriegschir. Erf. aus Mannheim, Heidelberg und Carlsrtihe, in Deutsche Zeilschr. fur Chir., 1873, 15. II, p. 64) cites a fatal case of

shot fracture of the neck of the femur and great trochanter, and remarks : "A primary resection of the joint, with removal or gouging of the trochanter

major, might in this case have offered a chance for recover}'. But it was probably difficult to ascertain immediately after the injury how far the joint was
involved. A secondary excision, from the general appearances (post-mortem) cited, gave very little prospect of success." FISCHEK (H.) (Kriegschirur-

gische Erfahrungen, Erlangen, 1872, p. 201) remarks of shot fractures of the hip joint :
" All well-timed operative interference miscarries on account of

the difficulty of the diagnosis. . . I lament this difficulty and impossibility of exact diagnosis, because I believe that the best mode of treatment of

shot fractures of the hip joint is the primary resection of the joint, however difficult the execution of the operation might he."

3 Case 209, p. 93, Private Charles Beard, 12th Miss.; Case 224, p. 95, Sergeant S. Grimshaw ; Case 235, p. 98, Captain T. K. Robeson; CASE
236, p. 98, Unknown private of the F'irst Army Corps; CASE 237. p. 99, Unknown; CASE 247, p. 105, Privato C. E. Marston, 1st Massachusetts; CASE
257, p. 109, Corporal H. C. Sennett, 122d New York

;
CASE 259, p. 110, Lieutenant D. N~. Patterson, 46th Virginia; Case 269, p. 118, Private A. Toner/,

16th North Carolina.
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born1
and. Liupedeu,

2 prove conclusively that an injury of the margin of the acetabulum

does not preclude the operation of excision at the hip.

When we consider the evidence adduced in the foregoing pages, and especially the

fad thai of one hundred and seventy-one patients on whom excision at the hip for shot

injury is known to have been performed to the present date, twenty-three survived the

operation, although in one instance the excision was followed by amputation at the hip

(Xeudorfer's case of Schranz, Note 1, on page 90, ante), and that the remaining twenty-

two survivors had more or less use of the injured limbs, it must be admitted that the results

of this operation, so far, have been encouraging, in an almost hopeless class of cases.

AMPUTATIONS AT THE HIP JOINT.-In 1867, in a monograph on amputa-

tions at the hip joint,
3

it was stated that "fifty-three authenticated instances of amputations

at the hip joint, performed on account of injuries inflicted by weapons or of lesions con-

secutive thereto," had occurred during the American civil war. Since that time, data of

thirteen additional cases of this operation have been obtained, making, at the present time,

a total of sixty-six cases of coxo-femoral amputations to be considered here:

Table XIV.

Numerical Statement of Sixty-Six Canes of Amputation at the Hip Joint.

AMl'l lATlOXS.

Primary

Intermediary

Secondary

Reamputations

.

Aggregate.

Total casks. Recoveries Deaths.

55

Ratio of
Mortality.

88.0

100.0

77.7

33. a

83.3

1 have continued to divide these sixty-six operations into primary, intermediary,

secondary, and reamputations, according to the plan adopted in the monograph of 1867,

and the relative percentage of fatality of the secondary operations and of reamputations

confirm me in the opinion expressed at that time, that the reamputations "should be sep-

arated into a distinct class, because they are quite numerous and widely ditl'er in the risk

attendant upon them from other secondary operations." Of nine cases of reamputations

at the hip three only, or 33.3 per cent., were fatal; of nine secondary operations six, or

77.7 per cent., terminated in death. The subjects of the twenty-three intermediary

exarticulations at the hip all perished, and of twenty-five primary amputations probably

three were successful.

As indicated in Table IX, page 65, ante, in twenty-seven of the sixty-six exarticu-

lations the injury directly involved the hip joint. In thirty-two instances, the operations

followed shot fractures which did not extend beyond the diaphysis of the femur. In two

of this scries and in seven examples in which the primary lesion implicated the knee joint,

amputations in the continuity of the thigh had preceded the exarticulations at the hip.

1 SeeLANGEXRECK (B. von), TJcber die Schiissfracturen der Gclcnke und Hire Bcliandlung, IJcrlin, 1868, p. 10, nnd Cask 24 of Note 1 , on page HO. ante.

*See DKININ'UK!:, Beitrdge zu den Schiissfracturen des Hiiftgehnks unter besonderer Berilcksichtigung der Erfahrungen aus dem Feldzuge 1870-71

und Benutzung der Aden des KoniglicJien Kriegsminislcriums, in Deutsche Militairurztlichr. Zcitschrift, 1874, U, III, p. 300, CASE No. 37; and Case
No. 63, in Note on page 91, ante.

3 OTIS (G. A.), A Report on Amputations at the Hip Joint in Military Surgery, Circular No. 7, War Department, Surgeon General's Office, July

1, 1807, Washington, p. 20.
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In the subjoined foot-note 1 an endeavor is made to compile a correct record, in chrono-

logical order, of the published authentic examples of amputation at the hip joint in military

LARREY (D. J.) (Mem. dt Chir. mil. et ('amp., Paris. 1812, T. II, p. 180), A soldier of the French army of the Ithine, in 1793. Primary operation;

died within a week.—2. WEXDELSTADT (Keminzscenztn, in IlUFELAXi>"s Xeues Journal der Practischen Arzneylm unde, Berlin, 1811, B. XXVI, Stack

IT, p. 110) relates: " I have seen and examined an Englishman, who served as a sailor in the British Navy, and who had lost at the bloody battle of

Aboukir, August 1, 1798, the thigh from a cannon ball, and who had undergone, the amputation of the probably splintered stump out of the acetabulum,

and who survived the operation want/ years."—3. LARREY (D. J.) {Rel. chir. de VArmee d' Orient, Paris, 1803, p, 329), Bonliomme, officer of the 16th

Demi-Drignde, Army of Egypt, 1709. Primary exarticulation at right hip; died of the plague on the eighth day.—4. LARREY (D.J.) (Eel. chir. de

VArmee d' Orient, 1S03, p. 332), Drummer of 2d Light Demi-Brigade, Army of Egypt, in 1799, aged 20. Primary amputation at right hip
;
died in a few

days.—5. LARREY (D. J.) (Mem. de Chir., etc., 1812, T. Ill, p. 350), A French soldier at Wagram, July C, 1809. Primary operation; died in three

hours.— 0. Larrey (D. J.) (Mini, de Chir., etc., T. Ill, p. 331), A French soldier at Wagram, July fi, 1809. Primary operation; died within twenty-four

hours.—7. BRO\v\Rir;c. (GUTHRIE'S Commentaries, (1th ed., 1855, p. 62), A soldier at Elvas, 1811. Secondary operation ; died in eight days.—8- LaRREY
(D. J.) (Mem. de Chir., etc., 1817, T. IV, p. 26), A Russian soldier, in 1812. Primary amputation at left hip ; died on the twenty-ninth day from dysen-

tery.—9. LARREY (D. J.) (Mem. de Chir., etc., 1SI7, T. IV, p. 50), Lieutenant of Dragoons, Borodino, September 7, 1812. Primary; alive and well at

Oreha three months after.—10. BROVv'XklCO (AVEBILL (C.) (A Short Treatise on Operative Surgery, London, 1825, p. 217). Private 13th British Light

Dragoons, December 29, 1811. Secondary operation December 12. 1812; recovery.— 1 1. BttOWXBIGG (Averii.t., loc. cit.), Particulars not recorded : fatal.

—

12. GUTHRIE (O. J.) ( Treatise, on Gunshot Wounds, 1827. p. 332), Private Mason, 23d British Infant ry, in 1812. Secondary re-amputation ; death in seven

hours.— 13. CoorEit (SAMUEL) (Diet. Pract. Surg., 8th London ed., 1861, Vol. I, p. 110), A British soldier at Oudcnbosch, in Holland, in 1814. Inter-

mediary operation; died in a few minutes.— 1-1. CORK (CI. J. GUTHKIE, loc. cit., p. 351), A soldier at Bergcn-op-Zoom, 1814. Secondary operation; died

in twenty hours.—15. Emery (GUTHIHG, loc. cit., p. 334), Sebastian de l'Amour, Corp. Chass. Britt., Spain, August, 1813. Secondary operation July

21, 1814 ; death in thirty days.—10. GUTHRIE (G. J.) (A Treatise on Gunshot Wounds, London, 1827, p. 342), Duguet, 45th French Regiment, aged 25,

Waterloo, June 1H, 1815. Intermediary operation July 7th: reeoverod. Duguet died in 1840 (GUYOX, Stat, des amputations pratiqucrs a VArmee
d'Afrique, etc., pendant tes annees 1837, 1838, rt 1839, in Gaz.Mcd.de Paris, 1841, T. IX, p. 106).—17. Mr. BEICKE (J. THOMSON, Obs. after the Battle of
Waterloo. Edinb., 1810, p. 270), A British soldier, Waterloo. 1815. Secondary operation; died in eight days.—18. B. Broi>IE(G. J. GUTHRIE, On Gunshot

Wmtnds of the Extremities, London, 1815, p. 110) operated, in 1814, unsuccessfully in a case of accidental shot wound.—19. QUARR1ER (D.) (Med. Chir.

Trans., 1820, Vol. VIII. p. 3), Seaman T. Sullivan, Algiers, 1810. Primary operation; death in fifteen minutes.—20. KREMER (Exarticulation des

Oberschenlels aus dem Huftgelenlc, in Journal der Chiritrgie, von C. F. von GRAEFE und Ph. v. WALTHER, Berlin, 1828, B. XII, p. 121), J. S. C ,

aged 38, Waterloo, 1815. Exarticulated in 1822; died on the tenth day.—21. Pr. Sl'ER (ROUX (J.), Disarticulation de la cuisse d'apres des observations

rec. a Saint Mandricr, Paris, 1800, p. 4), A galley prisoner at Toulon, in 1825; fatal.—22. DEEEFEXEACH (J. F.) (Mag. fur die gesammte Ileilkunde, B.

X XIV, 1 1, S. 335), A Baron, aged 22. Secondary operation in 182G ; died in ten hours.—23. Dr. BUYCE { Glasgow Med. Jour., 1831, p. 262), Soldier, aged

23, at the siege of Athens, May, 1827. Recovery in six weeks.—24. ROVX (P. J.) (Gaz. des Bop., 1830. p. 392), A Swiss subaltern, in 1830. Primary

operation ; died the same day.—25. CLOT Bey (Gaz. des Hop., 1830, T. IV, p. 96), Ali Homer, an Arab, aged 26. Secondary operation in 1830 ; died

November 17, 1830.—26. Seiheeot (C.) (Ann. de la Chir. Franc, et Et., 1841, T. II, p. 279), A'Russian prisoner; Poland, 1831. Primary; died soon

after the operation.—27. The elder DEMME (VERDAT, These inavg., Berne, 1846, and A. LOxixo, ijber die Blutung bei der Exarticulation des Ober-

schenlcels, Zurich, 1877, p. 69), Polish solder, in 1831. Intermediary operation ; death in thirteen days.—58. Surgeon AUXOLD (A. LUxiXG, loc. cit,, p. 69,

and VERDAT, These inaug., Berne, 1846), Russian soldier in Polish War, 1831. Ligation of common iliac by Dr. DEMME. Intermediary exarticulation

at hip; death on the third day.

—

:?. Dr. FRANCKE (A. LOxiXC, loc. cit., p. 69, and FRAXCKE, Diss., Leipzig, 1835), Russian soldier, A. Pasgczuk, aged 22,

Warsaw, Sept. 7. 1831. Operation Sept. 23, 1831 ; death in two days.—30. The elder DEMME (A. Luxixo, loc. cit., p, 08, and Verpat, These inaug., Berne,

1846), Polish soldier, in 1831. Intermediary operation; death from gangrene on fifth day.—31. LETULEE (H. LARREY, Hist. chir. du siege de la Cit.

d'Anvcrs, 1803, p. 307), A French cannonier of tlie 11th regiment of Artillery. Siege of Antwerp, 1832. Primary operation December 13th; died Decem-

ber 22, 1832.—32. 33. During the campaign in Syria, in 1832, two exarticulations at the hip were performed, one by VOX WELZ, the other by ClIEEUKiXi.

Both were fatal (M. JJEdFAi in Dr. W. Waltiier's Handwortcrbuch der Gesammten Chirurgie, Leipzig, 1836, B. I, p. 409).—34, 35. AECOCK (R.)

(Notes on the Med. Hist, and Stat, of the British Legion in Spain, London. 1838, p. 78) relates that he was informed by Dr. BEEMUXT that an accom-

plished Spanish surgeon had twice amputated at the hip joint during the Peninsular War of 183"—once with success.—36. HUTIK (F.) (Rec. de Mem. de

Med. de Chir., etc., l rc s6rie, T. XLIV, p. 219), M , a soldier of the 1st Light Battalion, C'onstantine, 1836. Primary amputation ; Manec's method;

died December 13, 1836 —37. Ilunx (F.) (Bee. de Mem. de Med. de Chir., etc., T. XLIV, p. 220), L , 2d Regiment of Engineers, Constnntine, 1836.

Primary operation
;
died December 4, 1836.—38. BAL'DEXS (L.) (Clin, des plaies d'armes a feu, Paris, 1836, p. 517), C . a soldier in the Battalion

d'Afriqne, 24 years old, Algiers, 1836. Intermediary operation; recovered, and was an inmate of the Hotel des Invalides in 1840 (SEDIEEOT, Amp. coxo-

femorale, in Bee. de Mem. de Med., 1840. T. 49, p. 276).—39^11. From the tabular statement of Dr. Gt'YOX (Statistique des amputations pratiquies d,

Varmee d'Afrique, etc., pendant les annies, 1837, 1838, et 1839, in Gaz. Med., 1841, T. IX, p. 105) it appears that no exarticulations at the hip were per-

formed during these years j but Dr. GuYOX states (loc. cit., p. 106) that three unsuccessful amputations at the hip were performed in 1841.—42. IlAUDEXS

(L.) (Bee. de Mem. de Med. de Chir., etc., 1853, 2mc se>., T. X, p. 130), X , a soldier of the 18th Light Infantry, Paris. 1848. Primary operation

;

death on the second day.—43. VlDAE (Alt..) (Traite de Path. ext. et de MM. op., 5me 6dM Paris, 1801, T. V, p. 731), A French student of medicine,

insurrection in Paris in 1848. Secondary exarticulation ; fatal.—44-46. During the same revolution RlCHET (M. E. IIervieux, Compte rendu des blessis

rectus a I ambulance des Tuileries. in Gaz. Med. de Paris, 1848, p. 712) performed a primary operation which proved fatal ; and P. C.UERSAXT and UOUERT
(L. LEGOUEST, Traite de Chir. d'Armde, 1863, p. 700) had each an unsuccessful intermediary operation.—47. RESTELLI (F. BAROEFIO, Belle Ferite dVarma

da fuoco, Torino, 1862, p. 284) performed a successful exarticulation in 1818, after the insurrection in Lombardy.—48. Trezzi (GrITTI ROCCO, Delle

Fralture del Fcmore par arma da fuoco, Milano, 18G6, p. 80) operated unsuccessfully on an insurgent at Milan in March, 1848.—49. C. TEXTOlt (G. B.

GltEXTIU-:r, Die Blutigen Operationen, Leipzig, 1859, Abschmitt VIII, p. 180), Exarticulation for shot fracture of the neck of the femur in a patient aged

32, in 1848; death from pya?mia.—50. TEXTOR, the younger (GtixTHER, loc. cit., p. 180), performed an intermediary operation in 1848; death on the

fourth day.—51. ltoi'X (P. J.) (Des plaies d'armes a jeu. Communications faites, etc., par BAUPENS, ROUX, etc., Paris, 1849, p. 38, and Gaz. des Hop.,

1848, p. 513) had, in June, 1818, a secondary fatal operation.—52. LlXHART (W.) (A. LOxiXG, loc. cit.
t p. 75, and EsCHE, Diss, inaug., Wtlrzburg,

1863, p. 11), in 1848, in a case of shot comminution of the trochanter, ligated the femoral, and afterwards exarticulated at the hip. The patient died

shortly after the operation.—53-59. During the Sclileswig-IIolstein War, 1848-50. seven exarticulations at the hip were made. Prof. B. von Lanoexbkc'K

(tjber die Schussfracturen der Gelenlce, Berlin, 1868, p. 19) performed four of the seven operations : J. Seibold. drummer in Tann's corps, aged 18,

wounded at Hoptrup. June 7, 1848 ; operation June 8th; patient hale and hearty in 1856. Anders Nielson, 2d Danish Jaegers, aged 26, Sohleswig, April

23,1848; operation April 24th; death May 21st. Niels Andersen, 4th Danish Infantry, Schlcswig, April 23, 1848; operation May 14th; death May 20,

1848. Danish soldier, wounded at Ban, April 9, 1848; operation June 20th : death June 21, 1848. The other three operations of this campaign proved

fatal; no further data are noted (L. Sti;omeyer, Maximem, 1861, p. 53J).—60. LEXTE (F. D.) (Transactions Am. Med. Association, 1848, Vol. IV, p.

316), J. Dalzell, aged 23. Astor Place Riots, New York, 1849. Primary operation; died May 12, 1849.—61-63. In the War in the Punjaub, 1848-49,

three primary operations were performed. Dr. McRae (Indian Annals of Med. Sci., 1857, p. 663) states that the patients died—one in six, one in twelve,

and one in thirty-six hours, from shock.—64. BKC'K (I>.) (Die Schusswunden, Heidelberg, 1850, p. 315), Soldier of the 2d Baden In&ntry, wounded June

29, 1849, in battle, at the Murg. Secondary operation: death six days after operation.

—

65. FAYREU (J.) (Clinical Surgery in India, London, 1866, p.

630), Moting Schwe-Mo, a Burman, aged 30. Rangoon, Bengal, February 15, 1853. Primary amputation at left hip February 16th ; death March 17,

1853.—66. Dr. Beatsox (Uaxkixg's Abstract, 1855, No. 21, p. 182). Thomas Lisbey, aged 61. Conductor in the Ordnance Department, Donnabew,

March 19, 1853. Exarticulation of left hip March 25th; died March 25, 1853.—67-110. Of the forty-four exarticulations at the hip performed during the
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surgery aparl from the sixty-six cases that pertain to the American civil war. This cate-

gory comprises one hundred and eighty-four cases, of which the results are ascertained in

Crimean War. two were done in the Sardinian army, eight by Professor N. Pirouoff (Grandzugc der Allgamciucn Kriegsch., Leipzig. 181.1. p. 1137), in

the Russian tinny, fourteen in the British army (MATTHEW, loc. cit., p. 374), and twenty in the French army (J. C. CHEXU, Rapport med. chir. dc Camp,

d'Orient, 1805, p. 658), POKTA states that the two eases in the Piedmontese army were fatal. Of PlKOGOFF'fl eight cases two survived five days and

the others perished within two or three days. The operations in the English army were all primary and resulted fatally. The results of the operations

in the French army were equally unfortunate; all the patients died. Of twenty-two of the forty-four eases it is only recorded that they had a fatal

termination. The particulars of the other twenry-two will hero be cited: Alexander (T.) (Gl-THKIE's Comment., 6th cd., p. 620) disarticulated at the

hip. in the case of Peter Cleary, 23d Fusileers, for gunshot fracture of femur, Alma, Sept. 20, 1854. Operation Sept. 21st ; patient died on the passage to

Scutari. ALEXANDER (T.) (G. J. (iL liiltlE. Commentaries, 6th ed., 1855, p. 620), A Russian prisoner, Alma, Sept. 20, 1834. Primary operation Sept.

2£d, died Oct. 22, 1834. Alexander (T.) (G. J. Gethrie, Inc. cit., p. 620), Peter Sullivan, 33d British Infantry, Alma, Sept. 20, 1854. Primary opera-

tion Sept. 21st; died Oct. 11, L854, McKEXZIE (II.) {.MacLeod, Notes on Surgery in the Crimea, London, 1858, p. 369), Soldier, Alma. Sept. 20, IP54.

Primary operation ; died. Assistant Surgeon WYATT (T. 1*. MATTHEW, Med. and Surg, Hist, of the British Arm;/ in the Crimea, London, 1858, Vol I,

p. ill), An officerof the Coldstream Guards, Inkermaun, Nov. ,*i. 1854. Primary operation; died immediately after the operation. Mounter (in Chem's
Rapp. med, chir. sur. la Camp. d'Orient, I.8C5, p. 660), GarassiwofT, a Russian prisoner, Alma, Sept. 20, 1854. Intermediate operation Sept. 27th ; died

Sept. 2iv 1834, two days after the operation. Le<;oee>t (L.) (M6m. de la Soc. de Chir., 1803, t. V, p. 157), Ignatius Wolokenski, 5th Russian Infantry,

aged 30, Alma. Sept. 20, 1854. intermediary amputation at left hip October 3d; died Feb. 1), 1855. MOUNIER ((.'MENU, loc. cit., p. 660), Chiflttzoff, a

Russian prisoner, Inkermaun, Nov. 5, 1854. intermediary operation November 5th; died December 2, 1854, one week after the operation, Paulet

(CHENir, Joe. cit., p. 661), Soldier. Primary operation in 1855; died one hour after the operation. Lestremax (Chene, loc. cit., p. 661), Soldier.

Primary operation in 1855; died five hours after tl Deration. Thomas (Chexu, Joe. cit., p. 661), Soldier, gunshot fractureof the femur, 1855. Primary

operation : died five hours after the operation. Thomas (( hem. toe. cit., p. 661), Soldier, 1855. Primary operation ; died eleven hours after operation.

I'kkimn (CllKNU, !<>r. rit.. p. 660), A private of the 33d French Infantry. Fracture of left femur July 5, 1855. Primary operation a few hours after

injury; died in one or two days. Fraxki.yx (T. P. MATTHEW, Joe, cit, Vol. I. p. 377), A private of the 77th British Infantry. Sevastopol. August, 1855.

Primary operation; died twenty-two hours after the operation, from exhaustion. Dunloe (T. P. Matthew, loc. cit., Vol. I, p. 403), A soldier of the

88th Regiment Connaught Hangers. Primary operation
;
died soon after the operation, in November, 1855. Surgeon-Major Tltoi'SDELL (It. Dltl ill.

Surgeon's Vade Mecum, 1805, 9th ed., p. 160), A private of the 50th British Regiment, Sevastopol, 1855. Primary operation; died the day after the

operation. Mounter (Chexu, loc, cit., p. 660), Pietrow, a Russian prisoner. Inkermann, Nov. 5, 1855. Secondary operation Dec. I'.th; died Dec. 29,

1854. Lauiyierk (ClIEXU, loc. n't., p. 660), Kerigla.a Russian prisoner, Traktir Bridge, Aug. It), 1855. Intermediary operation Aug. 23d ;
died August

2:!. 1865, during the operation. Mae<;ee (CHEXU, loc. cit., p. 661), A Russian prisoner, Traktir Bridge, Aug. 16, 186-7. Intermediary operation; died

soon after the operation. SALLERON (Mem. de Med., de Chir. et de J'har. Mil., 2m8 ser., T. XXI, p. 317), A soldier. Sevastopol, 1855. Intermediary

operation (1); died twenty hours after the operation. Sallerox (Mem. de Med., dc Chir. et de 1'har. Mil., 2"" s6r. t T. XXI, p. 317), A soldier, Sevasto-

pol, 1855. Intermediary operation (.'); died sixty hours after the operation. Chief Surgeon Marroin, of the French Navy (J. RoEX, Disarticulation dc

la cuisse, Paris, 1860, p. 4), disarticulated, in the case of a soldier of the Crimean army, for fracture of the greater trochanter. The jiatient died shortly

after the operation.—U 1-112. Professor J. F. HEVEELDER, chief surgeon of the Russian army in Finland, in 1855 (Die Vcrwundungcn itnd Operational

in Folge des Bombardcments von Sccaborg vom 9-11 Aug.. in Deutsche KUnilc, 1855, II. 7, pp. 530-533) exarticulated twice at the hip. A Finnish soldier,

wounded at Sveaborg, August, 18;">5; primary amputation at left hip; died in two hours. Stanislaus Mulct zki, 8th Finnish Bat., shot fracture of neck of

left femur, Sveaborg, Aug. 9-11, 1855; primary operation; patient died in less than an hour.—113-115. BEBTREEAKl) {Camp, dc Kabylic, Paris, 1662,

pp. 145, 238, and 380) gives three examples of disarticulation at the hip: A , 60th Line, wounded June 20, 1854 ; fracture of neck of femur, disartic-

ulation, by Dr. GlLGENCKANTZ, July 14, 1854 : death on the same day, before recovering from the effects of the chloroform. C , 90th Line, shot frac-

ture of neck of femur, Algiers, May 21, 1857 ;
secondary disarticulation ;

died on the day of the operation. W , 2d Legion ctrangerc, shot fracture of

neck of right femur; disarticulation by Dr. TabouKET; fatal.—116. BERTHERAND (A.) (Camp. &Italic, de 1859, Paris. I860, p. 37), An Austrian soldier,

a prisoner after the battle of Palestro, June 4, 1859, Intermediary operation ; died three hours after the operation.—117. Arlaed (J. C. CllENU, Camp,

d'ltalieen 1859 et 1860, T. II, p. 697), Lotus Legallo, Fusileer, 84th French Regiment, age 25, Montebello, May 20, 1851V Secondary cxarticulution at

right hip; recovered.—118. IsSARD (J. C. CHENE, Ux: cit., p. 694), Captain Deshayes, 73d Regiment, Solferino, June 24, 1859. Secondary exartieula-

tion at left hip; recovery.— 119. ROUX (Jills) (Ciienl, Camp, d'Italic, en 1850 et 1860, T. II, p. 097), Lieutenant Joseph Vitarel, 65th French Infantry,

aged 24, Magenta. June 4, 185!'. Secondary amputation at left hip ; recovered.—130. NeudoreeR (J.) (Handbuch der Kricgschir., 1872, B. II, Abth. II,

S. 1468), Johann Sehranz. 7th Jaeger. Neck of femur, Palestro, May 30. 1851V November 27th. excision at left hip joint. December 1st. amputation

at hip joint. Neudorfer saw the patient in 1868.— 121. NEEDOREER (J.) (loc. cit., p. 1467), Jurko Katseh, of Inf. regiment K. II. Stephan, Solferino,

June 24, 1859. Right trochanter. Operation, August 8th, seventy-six days after the injury ; died August 25, 1851V— 122. NeedoREEU (J.) (toe. cit., p.

1468), Walland Waskanodor, Co. 13, of Baron Rossbaeli's Regiment, Solferino, June 24, 1850. Fracture of upper third of femur. Disarticulation Dec.

31st (one hundred and ninety days after injury); died four months later.—123. ScOTTI (G. B.) (GBITX1 ROCCO, Frat. del fern, per arma dafuoco, Milano,

1866, p. 80), An Italian soldier. Gunshot fracture of femur, Solferino, June 24, 1859. Intermediary exarticulation in July, at Ospitale San Francesco,

Brescia; died.—124. TASSAXI (GeMTI ROCCO, loc. cit., p. 80), An Italian soldier. Shot fracture of femur, Solferino, June )>4, 1859. Intermediary ampu-
tation at hip at Ospitale Maggioro, Milan, July, 1859; died.—125. (iHERlNI (GlUTTI Rocco, loc. cit., p. 80), An Italian soldier. Gunshot fracture of the

femur, Solferino, June 24, 1859. Disarticulation about July 26th, at Ospitale San Filippo, Brescia ; died.—126. JOHNSON (T. D.) (Amputation at the Hip
Joint, Recovery, in Pacific Med. and Surg. Jour., N. S., Vol. IT, 18C8-69, p. 305), A man of San Juan, Monterey Co., received a shot from a Colt's revol-

ver, in July, 1862; ball shattered the entire shaft of femur. Dr. JOHNSON" exarticulated two days after the injury. The patient recovered, and was still

living, in 1868, at the New Almaden mine, in Santa Clara County.—127. VlLLACRAX (J. M. B. de) (Observacion dr. una hcrida de arma defuego situada

en el 7nuslo izquicrdo complicada con fractura comminutiva del femur: dcsarticulacion coro-femoral a los 180 dt'as, y muerte del enfermo a los 259, in

Gaccta Medica de Mexico, 1865, Vol. I. p. 161), Roman Medina, age 26, shot Nov. 2, 1863, in the left thigh, and admitted to hospital at San Pablo, Nov. 8,

1863. Disarticulated May 11, 1864; death July 29, 1804.—128-129. Laxoexreck (B. von) (Schussfracturen der Gelenhe, Berlin, 1868, p. 20), Danish

soldier, wounded at Alsen, June 29, 1864; disarticulation July 1st; died July 8, 1864, of septicaemia; and Danish soldier, wounded at Alsen, June 29,

1864 ; disarticulated at right hip June 30th ; death July 5, 1864.—130-131. LAXGEXBKCK (B. von) (Die Schussfracturen der Gelenhe, Berlin. 1868. p. 21),

Austrian soldier, wounded at Koenigsgratz, July 3, 1806; exarticulated at left hip July 10th; death July 14, 1866, of septicemia. Austrian soldier,

wounded at Koenigsgriitz, July 3, 1866; amputation at right hip July 17th ; death July 24, I860.—132. LlNHART(W.) (BECK. B., Kricgschir. Erf., 1867,

p. 340) performed secondary disarticulation at the hip in 1806, at Wurzburg, for comminution of upper part of femur. Patient died a few hours after the

operation.—133. FISCHER (K.) (Militairdrztliche, S/cizzcn, Aran, 1867, p. 78) mentions a case in which disarticulation at the hip was performed unsuc-

cessfully for haemorrhage, in the Austro-Prussian campaign of J 866.—134. IlEYFELDER (J.) (Gaz. med. de J'aris. 1867. p. 511) states that an unsuccessful

disarticulation at the hip was performed at the hospital at Nedclischt. in charge of Dr. WlLDE, after the battle of Koenigsgratz, July 3. 1866.— 135.

MaNNEL (OTTO) (Kricgschirurgische Iieobachtungen im, Cadetenhaus Kriegslazareth zu Dresden, in Allgemeinc Wiener Med. Zcituug, 1867, Jahrg, XII,

p. 403), Musquctier B , 1st Thiiringian Infantry, No. 31, wounded July 3, 1866, near Hradeck, in the left femur. Kxarticulation October 4. 1866. by
Stabsarzt Dr. KUHXK; died October 8, 1866.—136. Dr. J. Heyfelder (Gaz. Med. de Paris, 1867, p. 540) reports that a second amputation at the hip

was performed at the hospital at Hradeck, in 1866, which proved fatal in ubout forty-eight hours.—137. Fayrer (J.) (Gunshot Wound ; Amputation at

the Hip Joint, in Edinburgh Med. Journal, 1808, Vol. XIII, II, p. 793), Lieutenant H , shot accidentally, on the Island of Ceylon, Sept. 12, 1867, over

the left tuber ischii, ball lodged ; fracture of neck of femur not detected. Exarticulation at left hip Sept. 25th ; died three hours after the operation.

—

138. ASHIIL'EST (JOHN, jr.) (Case of Amputation at the Hip Joint for Gunshot Fracture of the Head and Neck of the Femur, in Am. Jour. Med. Set., 1869,

Surg. Ill—17
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one hundred and eighty-three, presenting sixteen recoveries. We thus arrive at an aggre-

gate of two hundred and fifty eases of exarticulation at the hip as the present status of

This grave mutilation in military surgery, with twenty-seven recoveries, two hundred and

twenty-two deaths, and one example with unknown result, or a mortality rate of 89.1 per

cent. We will next notice the details of the sixty-six cases of hip joint amputations of

the American civil war as classified in Tabu-: XIV. _
Vol LVII p. 94), E. 11 , Irish worn™, aged 23, shot in the right hip. in Aug., 1867, at Taeony, Pennsylvania. Exarticulation on Jan. 14, 1868, death

in three hours.-139. Cabothebb (A. B.) tAmputation at Ike Hip Joint, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci, 1873, Vol. LXV, p. 92). Juan Bianco, aged 14
;

Salnllo,

Mexico, Dec-. 5, 1871. Intermediary operation Dec. 15th; recovery.-At lot fortyfour exarticulation. at the hip were performed during the Franc,,

Prussian War 1870-71 .-1 40. Dr. ROlTBL (Deinlngf.r, Bcitragc. zu den Schussfracturcn des Buftgelenks, etc., in Dent. Mil.-arztl. Zeitschr 18,4 B. II I,

p. 304), Cbr. Lucia. 3d Brandenburg Field Art., shell laceration, received at Ar.enay, Dec. 3, 1870. Eolation at right hip Dec. 4th, d.edshort.y after

theo,*mtion Dec. 4,1870.-141-143. GeneraloBtDr.BBBCH (Zweiter CangratderDeuts^GamiChitftM^r^oBerXtnKltn.Wmhemch^S^.X,

p "73 and DKSKOEE, f«c. c«., p. 30C) performed three cxarticulations at the hip , Aug. Hensel, 2d Pomm. Grenadier Iieg't
,
fracture of right femur, Mete,

Oct 14 1870; operation Oct. loth, death immediately after operation. No particulars of the other two unsuccessful cases arcM-ecorded -144-14, MAC-

COBMAC (W.) (Xotesand Recollection* of an Ambulance Surgeon, etc., London, 1871, pp. 78, 79), Guerieri, 4th Marines, wounded at Sedan, Sept. 1. 1870.

Left tibia and upper partof left femur smashed. Admitted to Asfeld hospital Sept. 10th ,
operation Sept. 18th

,
death shortly after the opera,,™ "P^nde

wound of back par, of ieft thigh by explosion of .hell. Admitted to Asfeld hospital Sept. 10th
,
operation Sept. 15th

;
death in six days. Dr. MacCokmac

(for cit., p. 80) s'a.es that Mr. BLBWTTT disarticulated the hip at Balan, "but with no better result than our two cases," and, on page 123 enumeratesamong

the operations at the field hospital at Floing, under Generals.absarz, STBOMETEB, another hip join, exarticulation w„h m*»°J™^„£;J^"™
also refers to twoexarticulations by Dr. Frank, and cites MacCORMAC as authority. The latter (loc. cit,, p. 46), however, only states that he Dr.FBAKK

crwal o me there were twocascs where operations should have been performeda, ,he hip join,, hut this had .0 be leftundonofor want o, assistance,'

H8 Ober-Stabs-arz, NBUBBB (Dein.ngfr, loc. cit.. p. 308) exarticulated in the case of August Schmidt, 70th French Line, shot fracture of femur Aug.

18 1870 died .Sept. 7 1870.-14!). Ober-Stab.-a.xt Dr. LlPPFL (DEINI.NGEK, loc. cit., p. 308), at the 8th field hospital of the Tenth Army Corps, a .Pont

a Mousson, exarticulated for gangrene in the case of Louis I.ecoque, shot in the soft parts of the leg; death four hours afterthe operation.-loO. Dr KO,

,

(DBffl^ lor. cit., p. 308), at the hospital at Maizcry, Private Andreas WUcsynski, 44th Infantry, shot fracture of the nght femur immod.a.clj

below the trochanter, August 31, 1870. Exarticulation October 23, 1870 ; died of dysentery October 31, 1870.-151. Dr. SACHS Deininger, loc. cit.. „

306) at the 9th field hospital of the First Army Corps, at Ees Etanges, case of J. Nikelski. private, 12th Co.. 43d Infantry; shot fracture of nght femur

,

baU lodged. Metz, Aug 14, 1870. Exarticulation Sept. 20, 1870; death, from pyemia, Sept. 25, 1870.-152. Dr. HBAXIBH, at th.-hospital a Neudorf

Dr,v,m,fb loc cit. p 306), disarticulated in. the case of Private II. Malton, 66th French line, shot in the left femur August 0, 1870. Operation Sep,.

7th • death on day of operation .-153. Generalarzt Dr. Wagner (DELNLnger, loc. cit., p. 306), at the 8th field hospital, First Army Corps, at Gras, I nva e

M. Buddrus, Co. 2. East Prns. Often., No. 1 , shot fracture of right femur near trochanter major, with extens.ve "WJ>f_*l>° «°? Parts
'.f
^'^at

J?«

^

Sept. I, 18

::r::;::,;:^;=^
m Exarticulation Sep,. 17th ; died upon the operating tahle.-154. Assistant Surgeon TrendelesbERG (DBKWOBB, loc. cit p. 306) of the

,spi,al Third Army Corps, at Vionville. case of Adolph Marshall, private, 52d Infantry. Shot fracture of left knee joint August 16, 1870 ;

e suppuration. Exarticulation August 28, 1870 ; death on the same day.-155. Dr. Metzler (DEININGER, loc. cit., p. 300) at the Hesrian fie,1,1

ho:;,:, No." aLux la Grange, emulated at the hip in the case of L. Xouveau, 73d French line, wounded Angus, 18 18 Operate Au* 19,1,

:

death two hours after opera.ion.-150. Dr. Raynaud (Gillette, Remarque, sur les blessures par armes afeu observe pendant la siege de Metz (18,0), H

celui de Pari, (1871) in Arch. qin. de Mid., 1872, T. XX, p. 571, and CH. PILLET, De la suppression de la compression digitate prehminaire etc., 1 aris,

,873 p. ,14, exarticulated at the left hip in a young garde nationale, aged 19 ; death in a fewhours.-157. Dr. WtESEMES (B. BECK, Chir. dcr Scau^crM-

~un.cn Freiburg 1 872, p. 855). W . 67th Infantry, wounded before Taris, December 21, 1870, by a shell, fracturing femur to neck. Primary operation ;

death in twenty four hourS._158. HUETER (Berlin. Klin. Wochenschrift, 1873, p. 250) operated on a French soldier for extensive fracture of femur. The

patient died suddenly on the following day from venous luemorrhage.-159, 100. IKehiib ( Verhandl. dcr mil.-arztl. Gesellschaftm Orleans 18,0-71, in

Pent m-arzll Zeitschrift, 1872, B, I, p. GO), Fracture of femur just below trochanter, arterial bleeding; ligation of iemoral
;
secondary hemorrhage

,

exarticulation ; died during ,he operation. Another case proved fatal in a few day.,-161. OTT (Kriegsclnr. Mittheil. aus dem Reserve La*. £*"£»»
1871 p 52) Hailes, a French soldier, wounded a, Vionville, Aug. 16. 1870, in right femur close to trochanter. Exarticulation Sept. 24 1870

;

death a

few hour, after the operation.-162. Simon (G.) ( Verhandl, des Zioeiten Congress dcr Deut. Gesellshaflfur Chir., in Berl. Khn. ^hensdir 18,3 B. X,

n 261) French officer; fracture of femur-osteomyelitis. Secondary exarticulation, fatal in three days.-l 63-107. Rbppbecht (L.) (Mil. arztl hrf

etc im Jahre 1870-71, Wilrzburg, 1871, p. 75) states that four unsuccessful exarticulations at the hip-three primary, one intermediary-were performed

a, ','he Bavarian fie.d hospi.al No. 8, during September and October, 1870. and that a later operation at Veneres also resulted W~£«jM"K
(flapper, sur Vambulance de Vancien corps legislat. du, 19 Sept., 1870, .. 31 Janv., 1871) oxart.cula.ed on December 2, 1870, in the case of D.schamp, d

Zouaves for shot fracture of the right femur with injury of th. large veins and of the hip joint; fatal.-lfiO. Dr. J. AHHOLD {Anat. Beilrage zu *»

Schusswunden, Heidelberg. 1873, p. 97) gives the case of H. Moulin, wounded at Worth, August P, 1870; shot wound of nght femur, wMh assure; os.o,.-

myelitis and necrosis extending ,0 neck of femur. Exarticulation at the hip ;
death Sep.. 22, 1870.-170. Dr. ML (BfollU.. »*—**!

fractures des membres, etc.. in Archive, gin. de mid.. 1871, VI- serie, T. 17, p. 421) performed a secondary fatal exart.culat.on at the bip.-17 -183. (men I

(TO (Avcrcu hist. stat. et din., etc., pendant la guerre de 1870-71 , Paris. 1874, T. I, p. 493) tabulates twenty-three exarhculahons a, the hip performed

on French soldiers. Some details of ton of these cases have just been noticed; of the remaining thirteen cases it is only recorded that all the patients

peri.hed.-184. Morton (T. G.) ( The Cincinnati Lancet and Clinic, Cincinnati, Jan. 4, 1879, N. S., Vol. II, p. 9), ^^"^f^^™'™™***
at Sedan, September 1, 1870; amputation of thigh ; admitted ,0 Pennsylvania Hospital Nov. 24, 1878; reamputat.on at h,p December 14, 18,8 In a letter

dated Febmnrv 19, 1879. Dr. MORTON reports that the » patient is up and about, and would be discharged, but ho has no home to go to. Of the 184

cases of exarticulation at the hip here cited, one (STROMEYER's case, reported by MACCORMAC, must be set aside, since its result was unknown Of the

remaining 183 cases, 16 recovered and 167 proved fatal, a mortality of 91.2 per cent. Of the 53 primary operations, 50, or 94.3 per cen were fatal n,c

three recoveries were; LarREY'8 sub-Iieu.enan, of dragoons, wounded September 7. ,812. and seen a, Orcha three months afterwards; LANGEMU CK «

operation on J Siebohl. June 8, 1848 , T. D. Johnson's operation on the California miner, July. 1862. Of the 32 intermediary cases, 29, or 90.6 per cen,

wTre fatal The three successful instances were: G. J. QUTHBlrt Waterloo case of Duguet, in 1815; L. Baudjhb'b Algerian case
:

m 1836; and

CARO rBBB'B case of the Mexican lad, in December, 1871. Of the 31 secondary operations, 26, or 83.8 per cent., had a fatal termination. I he five success-

ful cases were • BROWvrigg's British dragoon, wounded at Merida, December, 1811, and amputated in 1812, who was living, long afterwards, at Spalding,

"
,1 s, re. EngL'nd; AblaU 2. of the fusileer, in the Italian War of 1859; WABBl case of the officer wounded at Solferino; Dr. Joles

KOUrt case of the Magenta soldier, in 1859; and XeUdorfer's ease of the soldier wounded at Pales.ro, May 30. 1859, who underwent secondary

excision and amputation in December following. Of two rcamputations at the hip (Cases 12 and 184), T. G. Mobtos s operation in 1878, on a French

soldier wounded in 1870, had a successful issue. Of the 66 exarticulations in which the period of operation was unknown 4 recovered, giving a mortality

of 93 8 per cent. The operators in the four successful cases were : The unknown operator, who, in 1798, operated on the English sailor who was examined

by Dr Wevdflbtadt, Dr. Charles BRYCE. in the case of the British soldier wounded at Athens, in 1827; the Spanish surgeon reported by Dr.

Bflml-nt to Mr. Alcock, who successfully disarticulated in 1835; and Restelu, in the Italian revolution in 1848. Of the 16 8ucceSSful operates, 5

were performed by French surgeons. 4 probably by English. 3 by American, 2 by German, 1 by an Italian, and 1 by a Spanish surgeon.
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Primary Operations.—Of twenty-five well authenticated primary amputations at the
hip joint practised during the American civil war, one was completely successful. The
pensioner, Kelly, whose left lower limb Surgeon Edward Shippen disarticulated more than
fifteen years ago, still survives in comfortable health. A brief review of the case will be

given, with references to a few of the numerous accounts of it that have been published: 1

Cask 272.—Private James E. Kelly, Co. B, 56th Pennsylvania, aged 28 years, was wounded, about 9 o'clock of the

morning of April 20. 1863, in a skirmish of the 1st division, First Corps, on the Rappahannock, nearly opposite the "Pratte

House," below Fredericksburg. A conoidal musket ball, fired from a distance of about three hundred yards, shattered his

left femur. A consultation of the senior surgeons of brigades decided that exarticulation of the femur was expedient, and the

operation was performed, at four in the afternoon, at the

"Fitzhugh House,'' by Surgeon Edward Shippen, U. S. V.,

siirgeon-in-chief of the 1st division. The single flap method

was adopted, and the amputation was accomplished with

slight loss of blood. The patient was at first placed in a

hospital tent, and was transferred, May 22d, to the Corps

Hospital, progressing favorably . By May 28th, all the liga-

tures had been removed. On June 15, 1863, the patient was

captured by the enemy, and was removed to ihe Lihhy Prison.

in Richmond. Up to this date there had been no bad symp-

toms. On July 14th, Kelly was exchanged, and was sent to

the Annapolis U. S. A. General Hospital. On his admission

he was much exhausted by profuse diarrhoea. The internal

portion of the wound had united, but the external portion

was gangrenous. Applications of bromine were made to the

sloughing surface without amelioration. A chlorinated soda

lotion was substituted, and in the latter part of July there

was a healthy granulating surface. On December 23, 1863,

the wound had entirely healed, and Kelly visited Washing-

ton, and obtained an honorable discharge from service, and a

pension. Kelly then went to his home, near Black Lick P. 0..

Indiana County. Pennsylvania. A letter, dated January 12,

I8ti5, was received from him at this Office, and represented

him as in excellent health and spirits at that time. In the

spring of 1868. Kelly went to New York and had an artificial

limb adapted by Dr. E. D. Hudson. At that time a photo-

graph was taken representing the appearance of the cicatrix

and of the prothetic appliance. A reduced copy of this pic-

ture is presented in the accompanying wood-cut (Fig. 89).

Front and posterior views of the upper half of the shattered

exarticulated femur are introduced among the accessories in

the picture. In a pamphlet on Mechanical Surycry, New
York, 1878, page 31, Dr. E. D. Hudson prints an excellent

wood-cut displaying the appearance of the cicatrix and the artificial stump. By this simple and excellent expedient of a padded

gutta-percha artificial stump secured to the pelvis by a broad chamois-lined canvas band, Dr. Hudson succeeded in applying

satisfactorily and comfortably the ordinary artificial limb for thigh amputations, not only in Kelly's case hut in the case of Pt.

George W. Lemon, Co. C, 6th Maryland. The specimen of the fractured exarticulated femur is preserved at the Army Medical

Museum, as No. 1143 of the Surgical Section. Kelly's disability was rated, March 4, 1874, as total. His pension of $24.00

monthly, was paid in March, 1878, and he was then in tolerably good health, nearly fifteen years after his terrible mutilation.

He remains an irrefragable demonstration of a successful primary amputation at the hip after shot injury. There was nothing

additional recorded at the Pension Office at the above date.

Although in the next two instances of primary amputation at the hip it was found

impracticable to trace the ulterior histories of the patients, it is known that Surgeon W. M.

Compton's patient, Robinson, aged 35, was alive and well six months after the exarticula-

tion, and that Private Williamson, the subject of Dr. J. T. Gilmore's operation, reached

his home in Mississippi, after two months, with his stump fairly cicatrized.

HAMILTON (F. H.), A Treatise on Mil. Surg., 1865, p. 482. SORREL (F.), Gunshot Wounds—Army of Northern Virginia, in Confed. States

Med. and Surg. Jour., 1864, Vol. I, p. 153. BUTCIIF.lt (R. G.), On amputations at the hip joint, in Dublin Quar. Jour, of Med. Sci., 180fi. No. LXXXIV,
p. 301. Lkgocest (M. L.), he Service de Santides Armies Amiricaines, etc., in Annates D'Hygiene Publiqut, 1866, Douxieme s6rie, T. XXVI, p. 270.

Circular No. 6, S. G. O., 1863, p. 48. Circular No. 7, 8. G. O., 1867, pp. 2C, 58. LUxiXG (A.), Ueber die Blutung bei der Exarticulation des Ober-

schenkds, Zurich, 1877, p. 93. Hudson (E. D.), Mechanical Surgery: Prothetic Appliances and Apparatus. New York, 1878, p. 31.

Fig. 89.—Appearance of stump five

photograph.]
yours after tho operation. [From a
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CASE 27:!.—Private Kobinsmi, of a Louisiana Regiment, aged ll"> years, was wounded at Battery Pemberton, at the con-

fluence of the Tallahatchie ami Yalabusha Rivers, on March 13, 18fi3, by a fragment of a twenty-four pounder shell, fireil from

one of the United States gunboats attacking the work. Surgeon William M. Compton, 2d Texas, was standing near the

wounded man when he fell, and ran to his assistance. Hastily exposing the wound. Dr. Compton found that the immense

projectile, consisting of nearly half of an elongated shell, had buried itself in the upper part of the left thigh, smashing the

trochanters and neck of the femur and wounding the femoral artery. An assistant compressed the artery at the crural arch,

while the necessary preparations tin- an amputation were made on the spot. Chloroform was administered, and then Dr. Comp-

ton made an irregular circular incision through the integuments just above the margin of the huge lacerated wound, dissected

up and retracted the skin, trimmed away the lacerated muscles and divided those that were intact, and exarticulated the head of

the femur, making, as Dr. Compton described it, an awkward circular amputation. The arteries were now rapidly secured and

the wound dressed. Strange to say, the patient reacted with scarcely a symptom of shock. AVhen the influence of the anaesthetic

passed away, he was cheerful and even jocular. He was moved to a field hospital, and was treated under Dr. Compton's

immediate supervision until March 17th. The febrile reaction was very slight; the appetite never failed; the wound had as

healthy an appearance as could be desired. On the fifth day, the patient was sent on a steamer to the large general hospital at

Yazoo City. The surgeon in charge of that hospital, Dr. J. M. Greene, writes that the case presented a most extraordinary

example of union by the first intention throughout almost the entire extent of the vast wound. The patient left the hospital on

April 20. 1863, in fine health and excellent spirits. Dr. Greene received direct intelligence from him near the close of the

ensuing September, more than six months subsequent to the operation, and he then reported himself in good condition. 1

Cask 274.—Private WiUiumnnti, 13th Mississippi, was wounded at an advanced picket station near Seven Pines, on June
1. 1862. A colloidal musket ball entered the posterior part of the right thigh about two inches below the trochanter major, and,

passing forward and downward, made its exit at the middle third of the thigh in front, having badly shattered the femur in its

course. The wounded man was carried to the field hospital in charge of Surgeon J. T. Gilmore, C. S. A., in a church building

on (he road to Richmond, and there placed under the influence of chloroform about two hours after the reception of the injury.

After an exploration of the wound, ii was decided that amputation should be performed. Dr. Gilmore began the operation with

the belief that the comminution of the femur was mainly below the entrance wound, and that by making a long anterior flap the

hone might be sawn at least through the trochanters; hut when the anterior Map was reflected and the fracture exposed, it was

found that fissures extended upward into the neck quite within the capsular ligament, and that disarticulation must he resorted

to. A ligature was first placed upon tin; femoral artery, and the incisions were then extended upward, the joint opened, the

round ligament divided, and a short posterior Hap formed by cutting downward and outward. Assistants compressed the

bleeding orifices of the arteries, which were then rapidly picked up and tied. The amount of blood lost was small. The wound
was dressed, and the patient was comfortably in bed within three hours after the reception of the injury. He was put upon a

very nutritious regimen, a messenger being sent daily to Richmond for eggs, milk, and other delicacies which could not be

procured in camp. Dr. Gilmore attended him for two weeks, during which suppuration was not excessive, and the healing of

the wound progressed favorably. He was then placed under the charge of Acting Assistant Surgeon Spinks. Early in July,

he was carried to Richmond upon a hand-litter to a private house, at which he received every attention. In the middle of July,

six weeks subsequent to the amputation, the wound had entirely healed, and he was allowed to start for his home in Mississippi.

Dr. Gilmore learned that he arrived there in safety; but no intelligence was subsequently received from him.

Of twenty-two primary coxo-femoral amputations that resulted fatally soon after

operation, the following series of thirteen cases is composed of instances in which the

wounds were inflicted by cannon shot, shell fragments, or other large projectiles:

CASE 27;">.—Private Jacob Barger, Co. B, 26th Pennsylvania, aged 22 years, of robust constitution and sanguine temper-

ament, was wounded on the morning of May 18, 1S64, in the attack of Birney's division of the Second Corps upon the intrench-

ments before Spottsylvania Court House. He was struck by a fragment of shell, which shattered the femur from a little above

the trochanter minor for nine inches downward, and tore and mangled the soft parts on the anterior and lateral aspects of the

1 "Mississippi State Lunatic Asylum. Jackson. Mississippi, January 1, 1S78. Mv DEAR DOCTOR: I herewith enclose a letter from Dr. GREENE,
of Aberdeen, Mississippi, the surgeon who treated the ease of amputation at the hip joint in the Yazoo City hospital. To explain to you what may appear

to bo my want of attention in keeping- the track of so interesting a ease. I will remind you that the operation was performed in the field. The patient

wjis at onee conveyed to a steamboat, and as soon as it was full of siek and wounded (a few days) the boat was sent to Yazoo City. Soon after the date

of the operation, I was ordered to Vicksburg. where I remained until after the surrender of that city, and for a long time was shut up by the siege from

all communication with the outside world. The fall of Vicksburg, in July, was succeeded by the rapid evacuation of Yazoo City, and it was nearly a

year before I met Dr. Greene, in Alabama, who informed me of the recovery of my patient. I had not heard of him after the departure of the steam-

boat from Port Pemberton, and did not know that he had fallen into the hands of Dr. GREENE until the doctor informed me himself. I lost my note-book

and other papers at Vicksburg and have never had any means of tracing the patient. I will say, however, for Dr. J. M. GREENE, that he stands at the

head of hta profession in Mississippi, and is in every respect a highly esteemed christian gentleman, and his word in any statement of fact where he is

known is received as solid truth. Very respectfully, your obedient servant, (signed) \VM. M. COMPTON." "Aberdeen, Mississippi, December G9, 1877.

DEAR DtvCTOR: At the request of Dr. WM. M. COMPTON, of Jackson. Mississippi, I again write to you in regard to the hip joint amputation which he

performed at Fort Pemberton, in 18*}:). I greatly regret my inability to furnish any facts in addition to those contained in a letter which I wroto to you in

1867. I nclieve I therein told you that the subject of the amputation was received by ine in hospital at Yazoo City, Mississippi, in a few days after the

operation. So skilfully were the flaps made and so perfect was the coaptation throughout the vast extent of cut surface, that the fibrinous agglutination

followed at onee, and resulted in union by first intention in all parts except the tracks of ligatures and sutures. lam positivo in my recollection that

within six weeks from the time of the operation the patient was dismissed from the hospital with the stump healed. Information of him reached me some

months—T believe about five—afterwards, which I then regarded as entirely authentic. It was probably m the form of an application for ' Certificate of

Disability ' upon which to be 'retired' or 'discharged' from service. At any rate, I am certain that it thoroughly satisfied me of the life and well-doing

of the patient. It is to be deplored that iu a matter of so much interest to the profession, complete documentary evidence cannot be obtained; but yet I

feel assured, from my point of view, that the cause of surgical history can sustain no detriment from placing Dr. COMTTON'B case in the same catalogue

as that of Dr. SmrPEN. Very sincerely, your obedient servant, (signed) J. M. GREENE."
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thigh, leaving uninjured a V shaped portion of integument and subjacent tissue cm the antero-internal femoral region, seven

inches wide at the base and ten inches in vertical length. lie was carried to a held hospital of the .Second Corps and examined

about two hours after the injury. There was no apparent shock, and there had been very little hemorrhage. The pulse was

full and calm, and the surface of the body was of a natural temperature. The senior surgeons of the division concurred in the

opinion that this was one of the few eases of extensive gunshot injury of the femur in which a successful

result might reasonably be anticipated from an amputation at the hip joint. The patient was desirous that

an operation should be practised. ITe was of a hopeful, buoyant nature, and was sanguine of a favorable

issue. Amputation having been decided upon, chloroform was administered by Surgeon John Wiley. 6th

New Jersey, a medical officer of great experience and caution in this duty. Only two drachms of the anaes-

thetic was used, given from a napkin, with great regard to a due admixture of atmospheric air. Surgeon

C. C. Jewett, 16th Massachusetts, performed the amputation by making a single antero-internal Hap.

Assistant Surgeon J. T. Calhoun, U. S. A., and others present on the occasion, have described the admirable

dexterity and skill manifested in tin! operative procedure. The disarticulation was completed in less than

forty seconds. Surgeon C. K. Irwine, 72d New York, compressed the crural artery at the groin : Surgeon

P. Prentice, 73d New York, grasped the flap and secured the cut end of the femoral; Surgeon James Ashe,

70th New York, had charge of the limb ; Surgeon Everts, 20th Indiana. Surgeon E, A. Winston, 1st Massa-

chusetts, and Assistant Surgeon J. T. Calhoun. U. S. A., also aided in the operation. The Hap. the form

and location of which were determined by the wound, was made by cutting from without inward. Imme-

diately after the bead of the bone was freed from the acetabulum a spasmodic catch was heard in the patient's

respiration, and an assistant exclaimed :
" Stop the chloroform 1" Surgeon Wiley promptly responded ; "He

is not taking any." The next instant an assistant at the wrist reported that the pulse was failing. Tie-

arteries were now rapidly secured. The loss of blood was estimated not to exceed a single ounce. But the

patient was insensible, the respiration labored, the pulse very slow and feeble. The usual restoratives were

employed without effect. The patient did not rally; be lingered for about two hours, and died a little after

noon, May IS, 1S04. In consequence of an advance of Rhodes's Division of Ewell's Corps the field hospital

was hastily broken up. Surgeon Jewett was under the impression that the specimen was lost. This,

however, was not the ease. Some one fastened a label with the names of the patient and operator to the

mangled limb, and it was forwarded, with other pathological specimens, from Spottsylvania to the Army Medical Museum, where

it arrived safely, and furnished the preparation represented in the adjoining wood-cut (FlG. 90).'

Case 276.—On March 1), 18C2, in the engagement between the U. S. frigate Congress and the rebel iron-clad Memmae,
Private J. Busb.mil, 00th New York, or Union Coast Guard, detailed as a seaman on the Congress, was wounded by a piece of

shell, which tore away the muscles on the outer side of the left thigh so as to expose the bone, and comminuted the neck and

trochanters of the femur. He was immediately conveyed to the military post hospital at Newport News, Virginia, which was

distant but a few hundred yards from the anchorage of the Congress, and restoratives and stimulants were administered. Eight

hours after the injury, reaction having taken place to a considerable degree, the patient was placed under the influence of chlo-

roform by Surgeon R, K. Browne, U. S. V., and Surgeon Eeroy McLean, 2d New York, amputated at the hip joint by the

lateral double-flap method of Larrey. His principal assistants were Dr. Everts. Dr. ]{. K. Browne, and Surgeon J. Curtis,

IT. S. V. The operation was rapidly accomplished, with the loss of but little blood. Six arteries required ligature. The patient

did not rally from the shock of the operation, and died in less than two hours after its completion.:

The details of the next primary amputation tit the hip (Case 277), communicated by

Dr. P. J. Bancroft, of Denver, Colorado, have not been heretofore published:3

Cash 277.—"Captain Ralph Carlton, Co. I, 3d New Hampshire, received a severe wound in the left bin and thigh from a

cannon ball or a fragment of a shell at the battle of Secession ville, on James's Island, June 16, 1862. The trochanters were

fractured and the femur was shattered and laid bare for several inches below. The gluteus maximus muscle was severed from

its insertion, and the biceps and semi-inembranosus were torn asunder. Amputation at the hip joint was performed about two

hours after the reception of the injury by some surgeon whose name I have forgotten, assisted by myself. The anterior flap was

made by transfixion and carried well down the limb. The posterior one was short and made by paring the torn ends of muscles

and the skin. The patient did not rally, and died about two hours thereafter, although he possessed, apparently, a strong will

and a good constitution, and was suffering but moderately from shock at the time of the operation. When told of the dangers

I'l'.. '.in.— Commi-
nution of JV'imir by a
shell. S]»c 3060.

1 The abstract of this case is compiled from a fall report by Surgeon C. C. JBWKTT, Kith Massachusetts, of Hollistou. and from communications by
Assistant Surgeon J. C. CALHOUN, Surgeon 11. 1". LYSTER. U. S. V., Assistant Surgeon J. I). Stewart. 74tli New York. Major S AMI' EL UltKCK, A. A.G.
See Catalogut of Surg. Sect, of A. M. M. of 18fifi, p. 234, Spec. 3080 of Sect. I. See Circular 7, S. G. < >.. 1HCT, pp. :10 and 39, and I.f'iNisu (A.), Ubtr

die Blotting bei tier Exarticulation dtt OberscftenLrln, Ziirieh, 1877, CASE 324, p. 9li.

2 The imperfect abstract of CASE 1276 is compiled from letters from Surgeon O. C. IlARt.AN, 11th Pennsylvania Cavalry, Surgeon R. 11. Bontecoit.

II. S. V., Dr. KUFU8 KING Browne, and Dr. L&ROT MCLEAN, 2d New York. See Circular 7. S. G. ()., 1867, pp. 24 and 57, and Ltixtxo (A.); Vber

die Blutung bei titr Exarticulation drs Obertchenkels, Zurich. 1877, p. 90, Case 291.

3 The particulars of this ruse were first communicated to the Surgeon General's Office by I>r. V. J. BANCROFT, of Denver, Colorado, formerly

.Surgeon of the 3d Pennsylvania Artillery, November 26, 1875. Captain Caiu.ton's regimental surgeon, I >r. A. A. MOUI.TOX, 3d New Hampshire, wrote

to the Surgeon General's Office from Tilton, New Hampshire, December 9, 1875, that he "did not see Captain Caiu.ton, bat heard that his limb was

amputated at or near t lie hip joint."' A search at the Pension Office corroborates the dates of the injury as reported by Dr. Bancroft. On June Kith,

the 3d New Hampshire was in a brigade comprising the 97th Pennsylvania, 7th Connecticut, and :id Rhode Island Artillery. Enquiries regarding tin*

case were addressed to Surgeon ,T. R. Everiiart, 97th Pennsylvania, to Assistant Surgeon H. P. POKTEK. 7th Connecticut, and Surgeon II. G. STXCKNEY,

3d Rtiode Island Artillery, medical officers of the brigade of General I. T. Stephens, and also to Surgeon E. Ij. Dimit.K. 6th Connecticut, and Surgeon

P. A. O'COSNEtX, 281h Massachusetts, New England medical officers who were present at the engagement on James Island, on June 1G, 1862; but no

further information cotdd be elicited from any surgeon present at this operation in addition to the details recorded by Dr. K. J. Bancroft, formerly

surgeon ;kl Pennsylvania Artillery.
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attending and following the amputation, I well remember how earnestly and energetically he said: 'I desire it. I must live. I

will live. I have a wife and five children to provide for.' Yet in two short hours all earthly ties were severed." Surgeon A.

A. Moulton, 3d New Hampshire, reported that Captain Carlton died on June 16, 1662, of "gunshot wound," and in the military

history of the regiment, published hy the Adjutant General of the State in 1866, he is mentioned as "a gallant and promising

officer," who during said engagement "was hit in both legs by a solid shot, and died the same day."

Case 278.—Private Cooper, of an Alabama Regiment, aged 20 years, was wounded at the siege of Vicksburg, on May
22, 1863. by a fragment of shell, which intiieted a terrible laceration of the upper exterior part of the right thigh, comminuted

the upper third of the femur, and fractured the tuberosity of the ischium. There was profuse haemorrhage. Surgeon W. M.

Compton, 2d Texas, decided to operate, because the wounded man most earnestly begged that an attempt should be made by

amputation to save his life. A few hours after the reception of the injury he was placed under chloroform, and amputation at

the right hip joint was rapidly performed by making a large anterior flap and dividing the soft parts posteriorly by a circular

sweep of the knife. The stump was dressed and the patient actively stimulated, but he never rallied from the shock of the

operation, and died in less than an hour after its accomplishment. 1

Case 279.—Private Isaac C. Fulton, Co. I, 4th New York Heavy Artillery, was wounded, on October 1, 1864, in the

trenches before Petersburg, by a fragment of shell, which shattered the upper extremity of his left femur and lacerated the soft

tissues on the outside of the thigh, without, however, implicating any important vessels or nerves. He was immediately carried

to the Second Corps field hospital, under the charge of Surgeon F. F. Burmeister, 69th Pennsylvania, and a consultation was

held, at which it was determined that an amputation at the hip joint was the only resource that could possibly preserve life.

The wounded man was, therefore, immediately placed under the influence of chloroform, and Surgeon J. W. Wishart, 140th

Pennsylvania, did the operation. The ordinary method by anteroposterior flaps formed by transfixion was employed. The
operation was rapidly performed and but a trifling quantity of blood was lost. The patient survived the shock of the injury

and operation but a few hours, and died at City Point, October 1, 1864.

Case 280.—Private Richard Gordon, Co. H, 7th Rhode Island, a stout and apparently healthy man, aged 28 years, was
wounded May 18, 1861, in one of the assaults on the lines at Spottsylvania, and was carried on a stretcher, two or three miles

to the rear, to a field hospital of the Ninth Corps. A fragment of shell had completely shattered the left thigh, leaving the

lower part of the limb attached to the upper by shreds of integument and muscles only. There had been but slight primary

haemorrhage. He was conscious and his pulse was perceptible; but he was in extreme collapse. A consultation was held, at

which the Surgeon-in-chief of the division, Surgeon P. A. O'Connell, Surgeon James Harris, 7th Rhode Island, and others,

assisted, and it was determined to give the man the chance of an operation rather than to allow him to die without an effort to

save him, and Dr. J. M. Carnochan, who had volunteered his services at the hospital, was selected to operate. Chloroform was
carefully administered by Surgeon Harris, and Dr. Carnochan, as a preliminary step, tied the femoral artery three-quarters of

an inch below Poupart's ligament, and then proceeded to amputate at the hip joint by a modification of the oblique method of

Guthrie. A vertical incision three inches long, commencing an inch above the great trochanter, was made, the soft parts being

divided down to the bone. From the lower third of this incision, two oblique incisions, one before and one behind, were made
to diverge and then to reunite about two and a half inches below the level of the ischiatic tuberosity. The head of the femur

was then disarticulated, and the knife being carried to the inner side of the neck the operation was finished by dividing the soft

parts on that side by a single sweep of the instrument. The operation, including the ligation of the femoral, was completed in

two minutes. The patient recovered kindly from the influence of the anaesthetic. He was placed in a shelter tent and took a

dose of opium. Ho died ten hours after the operation, no reaction having taken place.

Case 281.—Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Janeway, Assistant Surgeon, U. S. A., learned that Dr. Hunter McGuire,

Surgeon-in-chief of Ewell's Division, performed a primary amputation at the hip after the engagement at Ball's Bluff. October

21, 1861, upon a Union prisoner of war, with a frightful injury of the upper part of the femur, caused by a large projectile, and

that the patient succumbed to the combined shock of the injury and operation soon after the completion of the latter.

Case 282.—A lieutenant in an Arkansas Regiment in Cabell's Brigade, aged 28 years, was wounded at the attack on

Corinth, Mississippi, October 3, 1862. A solid cannon ball struck the right hip and made a formidable wound, tearing up the

soft parts of the buttock and shattering the upper extremity of the femur. The trochanters and about five inches of the shaft of

the femur were comminuted; the head of the femur was exposed and was split across. It was decided that amputation at the

hip presented the only possible surgical resource, and the operation was undertaken, two hours after the injury, by Surgeon W.
M. Compton, 2d Texas. The operation consisted in paring into shape the lacerated soft parts at the posterior part of the thigh,

completing the disarticulation already partly effected by the projectile, and forming a large and long antero-internal Hap. The

patient was under the influence of chloroform. There was but little haemorrhage. The flap covered the immense wound and

was adjusted with tolerable accuracy to meet the incision at the gluteal region. The combined shock of the injury and operation

was very great, and the patient reacted slowly and with difficulty. But he rallied finally, and progressed very favorably for

several days. The inflammation was not intense, appetite returned, and strong hopes of the patient's recovery were entertained.

But, on the seventh day, erysipelas invaded the stump and extended rapidly, in spite of the use of tincture of iron and such other

treatment as it was thought proper to institute. The case terminated fatally on October 12, 1862. 3

Case 283.—A private in General A. S. Jolmstou's army was wounded on the morning of Sunday, April 7, 1862, at the

battle of Shiloh, by a fragment of shell, which shattered the upper extremity of the left femur. The comminution extended to

the neck and head of the bone, and the soft parts at the upper third of the thigh were torn into shreds. Notwithstanding the

1 EVE (P. F.), A Contribution to the History of Hip Joint Operations performed during the late civil war, in Transactions of the Am. Med. Ass'n,

1867, Vol. XVIII, pp. 255, 263. Circular No. 7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 27, 58.

"Hamilton (F. II.), A Treatise on Mil. Surgery, 1865, pp. 485, 6X7. Circular No. 6, S. O. O., 1865, p. 50. Circ. No. 7, S. G. O. 1S07, pp. 30, 59.

3EVE (P. F.), A Contribution to the History of the Hip Joint Operations performed, etc., in Transactions of the Am. Med. Ass'n. 1867, Vol. XVIIi

pp. 255, 262. Circular No. 7. S. C. O.. 1867. pp. 25, 58.
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terrible nature of the injury the patient reacted, and it was thought, in the evening, that his condition justified amputation. At

seven in the evening disarticulation at the hip joint was performed by Dr. D. \V. Yandell, Medical Director. The operation was

well borne; but about three hours after its completion symptoms of exhaustion were manifested, and the case terminated fatally

seven hours after the operation, at two o'clock of the morning of April 8, 1802.

'

Case 284.—A private of the 3d Missouri Regiment was wounded at the siege of Vicksburg. in June, 1863, by a large

fragment of shell. The projectile produced a frightful laceration of the tissues on the inner and posterior parts of the right thigh,

completely divided the femoral artery, and comminuted the femur through an extent of eight or nine inches. A surgeon in the

trenches put a ligature on the femoral artery, and the wounded man was conveyed to the City Hospital and was plied with

cordials. The sufferer had but recently recovered from an attack of illness ; the primary haemorrhage had been copious, and

reaction was very imperfect. A consultation of surgeons decided that amputation at the hip joint should be'practised, and the

wounded man expressed a desire to have the benefit of this forlorn chance. Surgeon B. D. Lay undertook the operation with

great reluctance, fearing that the patient might die under the knife, he was so very feeble. Stimulants were freely administered

and morphia; but it was decided that the operation should be done without anaesthetics. The nature of the wound determined

the direction of the incisions. There was a rent in the soft parts laying bare the tuberosity of the ischium, and another extend-

ing nearly to Poupart's ligament, in which the ligated femoral artery was hanging. Dr. Lay commenced the operation, in the

presence of Surgeons Britts, McDowell, Nidelet, and others, by making a clean circular cut through the inner and posterior parts

of the thigh, dividing all the soft parts down to the articulation ; a semilunar flap was then obtained from the outer and anterior

part by cutting from without inward; the head of the femur was then disarticulated. Eight ligatures were required. The flap

fitted well. The operation, which occupied about twenty minutes, was wall supported, and the patient said that he felt more

comfortable after than before it. However, reaction was never fully established. Dr. Nidelet relates that the patient died upon

the table within an hour and a half after the completion of the dressing. Dr. Lay's recollection is that be survived the opera-

tion some fourteen or sixteen hours.2

Case 285.—A private of the 27th Tennessee Regiment was wounded at Jonesboro', Georgia, August 31, 1864, by a

cannon shot, which frightfully lacerated the soft parts on the upper and outer part of the thigh and shattered the femur, the

splintering extending quite to the neck of the bone. Six hours after the injury, Surgeon J. R. Buist, 1st Tennessee, of Cheat-

ham's Division, removed the limb at the hip joint by the antero-posterior flap method by transfixion. The patient was rendered

insensible by chloroform. He rallied promptly from the anaesthetic and from the shock of the operation. Cold-water dressings

were applied to the stump, and stimulants and concentrated nourishment were administered. After about eight hours the patient

began to sink, and he died thirty-six hours after the operation, September 2, 1864. ' In a letter, dated Nashville, Tennessee,

March 2.
r
>, 1867, Dr. Buist states: "I am sorry to say that the exsected head of the femur was not preserved, nor a photographic

drawing taken."

Case 286.—Private William Waters, Co. K, 123d New York, was wounded at Resaca, Georgia, on May 15, 1864, by a

large fragment of shell, which completely carried away his left thigh and fractured both the tibia and fibula of the right leg.

He was carried to a field hospital of the Twentieth Corps, and as soon as he had partially rallied from the shock of his frightful

injuries chloroform was administered, and Surgeon J. W. Brock, 66th Ohio, amputated at the left hip joint: and then removed

the right leg at the place of election. The patient survived the double operation but a short period. The exact length of time

is not stated; but he died in the afternoon of the day on which he was wounded, May 15, 1864. *

Case 287.—Private Elisha Wayland, Co. E, 34th Iowa, had his right thigh almost completely torn off at the hip joint,

at the siege of Vicksburg, July 3, 1863, by an unexploded shrapnel shell. He was hurriedly conveyed to a field hospital, but

bled very profusely during the short transit, and is represented as almost exsanguineous upon reaching the hospital. His regi-

mental surgeon, Charles W. Davis, 34th Iowa, having mastered the haemorrhage, had the patient placed under chloroform, ligated

the femoral artery, divided the lacerated soft parts which still connected the mutilated limb with the trunk, and then formed a

single large anterior flap, and exarticulated the femur. The patient survived the operation two hours, and died July 3, 1863.6

In five of the foregoing examples (Cases 273, 280, 284, 286, 287) and in Case 289,

to be cited presently, primary disarticulation at the hip appeared to be of absolute urgency,

since the graver injuries of the femur were, in each case, conjoined with lesions of the

femoral artery.

1 The particulars of this case were communicated to the Surgeon General by Professor P. F. EvK in a letter dated Nashville, March 5, 1867. See

also Eve (P. F.), loc. cit., p. 253, and Circular No. 7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 24 and 5? ; LOning (A.), op. cit., p. 90.

2 The abstract of this case was compiled from data furnished by the operator, Dr. BENJAMIN D. Lay, in charge of the City Hospital, at Vicksburg,

during the siege, in a letter to the editor, dated Paducah, July 26, 1867. Dr. Lay, who reluctantly undertook the operation, closes his account with the

following remark : "I saw nothing in it to diminish the horror with which I approach such cases, of which I have had the misfortune to have three. I

have been present nt three others. All were fatal." See Circular No. 7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 27, 58; EVK (P. F.), loc. cit., pp, 253, 258; I.Uning (A.),

op. cit., p. 1)4.

3 The facts in this case were furnished by Professor PAUL F. Eve, from n carefully written account by the operator, Surgeon J. R. Huist, 1st Ten-

nessee. See Circular No. 7, S. G. 0.,1867, pp. 31, 59; Eve (P. F.), loc. cit, pp. 253, 258; LOning (A.), op. cit, 97.

4 The abstract of this case was made from field returns signed by Surgeon G. E. COOPER, U. S. A., Medical Director, Surgeon A. L. COX, U. S.V.,

and Surgeon A. Ball, 5th Ohio See Circular No. 6, S. G. ().. 1865, p. 50 ; Circular No. 7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 29, 58 ; Lining (A.), op. cit, p. !>6.

6 This abstract was compiled from notes of the case on the Monthly Report of Sick and Wounded of the 34th Iowa, for July, 1863. In a letter

to the editor, dated Indianola, Iowa, June 1, 1869, the operator, Dr. C W. Davis, writes: "In reply to yours of May 1st, 1 will say, after examining

m}r Army surgical notes, I notice the case of E. M. Wayland, Co. E, 34th Iowa Volunteers. Disarticulation of hip joint, on the right side. The femur

was fractured at upper third ; also laceration of the tissues, muscles, and vessels of the posterior part of the leg as far up as the insertion of the gluteus

roaximus. I performed the amputation by the single anterior flap operation, ligating the artery before disarticulating the head of the femur. The
operation was neat and made) a perfect stump, but the patient lived only forty-seven hours." See Circular No. 2, S. G. O., 1869, p. 108.
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The following nine fatal cases "I primary amputations at the hip were for wounds

inflicted by small projectiles. In one instance (Case 294), the patient survived the opera-

tion at least eleven days; in another (< Iase 293), the patient had rallied so far that it was

considered safe to move him, but he succumbed on the road, forty-eight hours after the

operation. The remaining seven patients died within a few hours.

Cask 288.—Private James A. Ailing, Co. D, 3d Wisconsin, was wounded on March. l(i, 18(35, at

tin- battle of Averysboro', North Carolina, by a conoidal musket ball, which entered the upper part of

the left thigh in front, and produced a comminuted fracture of the femur through the trochanters, with

longitudinal splintering extending a short distance down the shaft and upward within the capsular liga-

ment. The wounded man was conveyed to a field hospital of the Twentieth Corps. Chloroform was

administered and the wound was thoroughly explored, and it was determined to amputate at the hip

joint, because it was imperative to move the wounded nil the following day over rough roads, and either

an excision of the head of the femur, or an attempt at conservation of the limb, offered, under the

circumstances, less chance of a favorable result than the removal of the limb. Five hours after the

reception of the injury. Surgeon II. Z. Gill, U. S. V.. amputated by double flap. The patient reacted

through the trochanters well after tin- operation, but the amendment was of brief duration. He died seven hours after the COU1-

of the ten femur. [From .„,.,;„„ „f ,)„. am putation. March 17, 1865. A drawing of the shattered extremity of the femur, contrib-
a drawing by Surgeon II. ' '

v.. (itr.t., ir.'s. v.] uted by the operator, is presented in the adjacent wood-ctll (FlG. 01).

'

CASE 289.—Corporal Wad Brook ins, Co. C. 49th V. S. Colored Troops.- was accidentally shot, in the regimental camp,

near Transylvania Landing. Louisiana, on September li, 18(53. lie was struck iu the upper third of tin? left thigh, at close

range, byaniuskei ball, which divided the femoral artery and badlv comminuted the thigh bone. Assistance was immediately

rendered, and the copious hcemorrhage was controlled by compression. Prompt preparations having been made, the thigh was

amputated atthe hip by Surgeon Sylvester Lanning, 49th I '. S. C. T. The patient died from the haemorrhage and shock, four

hours after the completion of the operation. September 3, 18(i;i.

Cask 290.—Private J. M. Brown, Co. Il.liod Indiana, was wounded on .Ti 1(1, 1804, in the attack of the Twenty-third

Corps upon the earthworks at Lost Mountain, near Marietta, Georgia. A conoidal musket ball struck his right thigh and shat-

tered the upper extremity of the femur, fissures extending through the trochanter major. lie was conveyed to the field hospital

of the Twenty-third Corps, and on June 17th. about fourteen hours after the reception of the injury, he was placed under the

influence of chloroform, and after a careful examination of the injury, it was decided to amputate at, the hip joint. The oper

atiou was performed by Surgeon Edward Shippen, I'. S. V. TI perative method was similar to that adopted by Dr. Shippen

in his successful operation (Cask 272). Comparatively little blood was lost, but the patient succumbed

to the shock of the operation and died upon the operating table very soon after the completion of the

disarticulation.''1

Cask 291.—Seaman George Cook, aged 21 years, an Englishman, was wounded on February 1,

18;>4, in an engagement of a gunboat with a battery supported by sharpshooters, at Smithfield, Virginia.

A rille ball grazed his right thigh, passed through both testicles and entered the left thigh, fractured the

femur, and passed out at the posterior and outer portion of the limb. The wounded man was taken to

the Naval Hospital, at Portsmouth, Virginia, not many miles distant, and Surgeons Solomon Sharp, A.

C. Gorgas, .John Paul Quinn. anil Assistant Surgeon G. S. Franklin, U. S. N., held a consultation, at

which it was decided that the femur was extensively shattered, and that an amputation- at the hip joint

presented the only chance of saving the patient's life. On tin? morning of February 2d, the patient was
placed under the influence of chloroform, the femoral artery was compressed at the groin, and Surgeon

Gorgas, assisted by his colleagues, proceeded to remove the limb. The operation was performed by
transfixing ami forming an anterior flap, disarticulating, and then making a posterior flap by cutting

from within outward. Very little blood was lost; yet the patient never reacted, but succumbed about

two hours after the completion of the operation. The shattered femur was forwarded by Surgeon

Gorgas to the Army Medical Museum. It. is represented in the adjacent wood-cut (FlG. 92). It is a

very strong and compact hone. The ball has separated five large fragments, and has produced fissures

extending from above the level of the trochanter minor a little over four inches down the shaft. 4

Cask 292.—"Private John W. Dadds, Co. B, 4th Maryland, was wounded on the morning of May 12, 18G4, at the battle

of Spottsylvania, by two musket balls, one of which shattered bis left tibia and fibula, while the other passed through the left

'The notes in this case were furnished by the operator. Surgeon II. Z. GILL, V. S. V. See Circular No. 7, S. (i. O., 1867, pp. 3J, 50; LUNIKO (A),

Uber die Stutung bei der Ksarticulation dee Obenchenkeh, etc., Zurich, 1877, S. 102.

v The regiment was styled at the periiwl M 11th Louisiana Regiment of African Descent." Its designation was changed, March 11, 1864. to "49th

United States Colored Troops." The case was reported on the Monthly Report of Sick and Wounded of the 11th Louisiana Regiment of African Descent,

signed by the operator, Surgeon Sylvester. I.anxino. See Circular No. 2, S. G. O., 1869, p. 108; I.Osiso (A.), op. cit., p. 03.

3 A Report nf Surgical Operations during the Atlanta i'ampaign in 1864, collected by Surgeon A. M. WlLDKlt, IT. S. V., furnished the data in this

case. This is one of the two fatal eases referred to by Dr. Edward SniPPEX. the operator, in connection with an account of his successful amputation at

the hip (Case 27-2, ante.), published in Professor FRANK II. HAMILTON'S Treatise on Military Surgery, New York, 1865, p. 485. A special report from

Dr. Shippen, dated January 13, 1806, contains no further particulars. See Circular No. fi, S. G. O., 18fi.'>, p. 50; Circular No. 7, S. G. O., 18G7, pp. 31,

59; HIKING (A.), op. cit., p. 97.

4 An account of this case was forwarded to the Surgeon General's Office by the operator, Surgeon ALBERT C. GORGAS, U. S. N., together with

the pathological preparation. See Circular No. 6, S. G. O., 1865, p. 50 ; Circular No. 7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 28, 58 ; Catalogue of the Surg. Sect, of the

Army Medical Museum, 18GG, p. 233; LCxiNG (A.), op. cit., p. 96.

Fig. 92.—Comminution
of femur by a rifle ball.

Spec. 2273.
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thigh, comminuting the femur at the trochanters, He was carried to tli<; field hospital of the 3d division of the Fifth Corps,

where a consultation was held by the senior surgeons present. After a careful exploration, under chloroform, it was determined

that the thigh wound involved the hip joint. It was decided that an excision of the head of the femur, or a resort to expectant

treatment, were alike forbidden by the grave compound fracture of both bones of the leg, which complicated the thigh fracture,

and that there was no alternative but coxo-femoral amputation. Accordingly, stimulants were administered, and every means

were employed to bring about reaction, and, three hours after the reception of the injury, Surgeon EllOB G. Chase, 104th New
York, proceeded to remove the limb. lie performed the double-flap operation, sometimes described as Heclard's. transfixing the

thigh and forming a large flap in front, disarticulating and then cutting from within outward to make a posterior tlap. The
vessels were then rapidly secured. The patient survived the operation twelve hours.'' 1

Casio 293.—Private James Martin, Co. I, 140th New York, aged 20 years, was wounded on July 13. 18153, in one of the

reconnoissances of General Lee's position near Williamspovt. lie was carried to the rear and placed in a barn by the roadside

not far from Williamsport. On the following morning a consultation Was held in the case, at which Assistant .Surgeons Howard,

C. Wagner, and Cotton, IJ. S. A., and Drs. Stearns, Lord, Dean, and others assisted. It was found that a colloidal musket ball

had passed through the upper part of the left thigh from before backward, and had struck the femur a

little below the great trochanter and produced a comminuted fracture. It was believed that the fracture

extended into the coxo-femoral articulation, and it was decided that no operative procedure could he

advantageously practised except an amputation at, the hip joint. Dr. Howard was invited to operate.

Chloroform having been administered, he removed the limb by a double-flap operation. He describes the

operation as performed by "entering the knife about four or live inches below the anterior superior spinous

process of the ilium, and causing it to emerge by transfixion an inch and a half to the inside of the course

of the femoral vessels. The operation was completed in the ordinary manner of tlap amputations. Hy

transfixing at the points described, the mouths of the divided vessels were so near the margin of the

anterior flap as to lie readily seized immediately after division, and hy the external obliquity of the plane

of incision drainage of pus was facilitated more than by the ordinary horizontal antero-posterior flaps."

It appears that the disarticulation was rapidly accomplished, and that very little blood was lost. The shock Fl0.93.-Comminuted
i i „. -, r. ., . .. .,,/,. , • ^ *hot fracture of femur,

was great, but the patient is reported to have rallied so lar that it was considered sate to move bun. On Spec. 1379.

July Hi, 1883, he died on the road to Sharpsburg, about forty-eight hours subsequent to the operation.

An examination of the specimen from this case, which was forwarded by Assistant Surgeon Howard to the Army Medical

Museum, and is represented in the wood-cut (FlG. 03), justified the opinion formed before the operation, that an excision of the

head of the femur was impracticable ;
for besides the comminution about the lesser trochanter and the fissures towards the neck,

fissures ran down the shaft of the bone for a long distance.3

Case 294.—A private soldier of Major Douglass's Cavalry was accidentally wounded by a comrade near Lavergne,

Tennessee, on October 10, 18(12. The injury was inflicted by a round ball, with buckshot, fired from a fowling-piece, the muzzle

being within a few inches of the person of the man who was wounded. The charge passed directly through the thigh just

below the trochanters, comminuted the femur, and extensively lacerated the soft parts. The operation was performed eight hours

after the reception of the injury. Chloroform was administered until anresthesia was complete. Then an assistant controlled

the femoral at the groin, and the operator, Dr. J. F. Grant, P. A. C. S., entered the point of a knife twelve inches long an inch

below the anterior superior spinous process of the ilium and transfixed, according to Lisfranc's method, on the outer side of the

femur, bringing the point out near the tuberosity of the ischium, and cutting an external and posterior flap five inches long. The

gluteal and sciatic arteries were then tied; then an antero-internal flap was cut and the head of the hone was disarticulated.

He was taken to the neighboring house of a widowed lady on the Murfreesboro' pike, between Lavergne and Nashville. Here

he was seen by Dr. Grant on October 22d, and seemed in every respect to be doing well. On this day that locality was occupied

by United States troops and Dr. Grant did not see his patient again. He received a message from him on October 30th, hut no

subsequent information. It is altogether probable, therefore, that the patient died.3

CASE 295.—A private of the 18th Mississippi Regiment, of Marksdale's Brigade, a robust man. under thirty years of age,

received a shot fracture of the upper extremity of the left femur, at Malvern Hill, July 1, 18G2. The injury was probably

caused by a conoidal musket ball, and there was great splintering of bone, extending to the neck. Early on the morning of

July 2d the patient inhaled chloroform, and amputation at the hip joint was performed by Surgeon .1. T. Gihnore, P. A. C. S.,

by forming anterior and posterior flaps by transfixion. There was no reaction, and the patient died from the shock of the

operation an hour or two after its completion.4

Case 29G.—A private of the 21st Mississippi Regiment, a young healthy man, was wounded at Malvern Hill, July 1,

18G2, by a conoidal musket ball, which fractured the left femur through the trochanters and neck. Twelve hours after the

reception of the injury he underwent amputation at the hip joint. The operation was performed under chloroform, by Surgeon

J. T. Gihnore, by the antero-posterior flap method, the flaps being formed hy transfixion. The patient only partially reacted

after the operation, and, though he lingered until the morning of July 4th, he died apparently from the shock of the operation.''

1 At the date of the publication of Circular No. 7, in 18(17, various reports regarding this case led to the belief that the head of the femur had heen

excised. A report of the ease, hy Surgeon ENOS G. CHASE, 104th New York, the operator, was finally discovered in time for publication in Circular

No. 2, 1 8(39, at page 107; L1)KIK<i (A.), op. cil., p. 90.

2 Assistant Surgeon BENJAMIN HoWAUD, I!. S. A., the operator, and Surgeon T. M. FLANDRAU, I4flth New York, Communicated the facte In this

ease. See Circ. No. (i, S. G. O., 1805, p. 50; Circ. No. 7, S. G. O., 1SU7, pp. 28, 58 ;
Cat. Surg. Sect. A. M. J/., 1806, p. 233; LOning (A.), op. at., p. 94.

3 The abstract of this case was compiled from data tarnished by Professor Paul P. Eve. See Circular No. 7. S. CI. O., 1807, pp. 25, 28; EVE
(P. l\). loc. cit., pp. 254, 200; I.tiNING (A.), loc. cit., p. 91.

•EVE (P. E.), loc. cit., pp. 254, 259; Circular No. 7, S. (1. O., 1805, pp. 25, 57; LUMXO (A.), op. cit., p. 91.

"SOItKEt. (P.), Confed. States Med. and Surg. Jour., 1804, Vol. I, p. 155; EVE (P. P.), loc. cit., p. 254 : Circular No. 7, S. G. O., 1807. pp. 25, 58;

LOxixr. (A.), op. cit.. p. 91.

SUKG. Ill— 18.
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Table XV.

Summary of Twenty-fire Oases of Primary Amputation at the .Hip Joint.

NO.
Name, Age, and Military

description.

24

Kelly, J. E., Pt., B, 56th
Pennsylvania, age 28.

Robinson, Pt., Louisiana reg-

iment, age 35.

Williamson. Pt., 13th Mis-
sissippi, age 20,

Ailing, .1. A., Pt.. D, 3d
Wisconsin.

Burger, J., Pt., B, 26th
Pennsylvania, age 22.

Brookins. W., Corp'l, C, 49th
Colored Troops.

Brown, J. M., Pt., H, 63d June li

Indiana. 1864.

Date
OF

IXJURV

April 29
1863.

Mar. 13
1863.

June 4.

1862.

Mar. 16,

1805.

May 18.

1864.

Sept. 3,

1863.

Nature of Injury.

Bushmil. J., Pt., 99th New-
York (detailed as a seaman
on l'. S. frigate Congress).

Carlton. II., Captain, J, 3d
New Hampshire.

Cook. G., seaman, age 21

Cooper
t

. Pt.. Alabama
regiment, age 20.

Dadds, J. W., Pt., B, 4th
Maryland.
• *

Pulton, I.C, Pt., I, 4th New-
York Heavy Artillery.

Gordon, li., Pt., H, 7th
Rhode Island, age 28.

Martin, J., Pt., I, 146th New-
York, age 20.

Unknown, Union soldiei

taken prisoner.

Unknown, Lieut.. Arkansa
regiment, age 28.

Unknown, Pt., Maj. Doug-
lass's Cavalry.

Unknown, Pt., Gen.
Johnston's army.

A. S.

Unknown, Pt.. 18th Miss.,

Barksdale's brigade, age
under 30.

Unknown, Pt., 21st Miss..

Unknown. Pt.. 3d Missouri.

Unknown, Pt.. 27th Teiin..

.

Mar. 9,

1862.

June lti

1862.

Feb. 1,

1864.

May 22
1863.

May IS

1864.

Oct. 1.

1864.

May 18
1864.

July i:t

1863.

Oct. 21,

1861.

Oct. 3,

1862.

Oet. 19
1862

April 7.

1862.

July 1,

1862.

Julv 1,

1862.

June —

,

1863.

Aug. 31,

1864

Waters, W., Pt.. K, 123d May 15.

New York. 1864

Conoidal ball fractured upper
extremity of left femur.

Frag.of 24-pounder shell crush-
ing trochanters and neck of
left femur and wounding fem-
oral artery.

Conoidal ball fraet. right femur,
fissures extending into neck
quite within capsular ligam't.

Conoidal ball fract'd left femur
thro' troch's. with longitud'l

splinter's extend'gdown shaft

and upw'd within capsul. lig.

Fragment of shell shattering
rigid femur from just above
tro. minor nine ins.downward.

Musket ball comminut'g upper
third left thigh ami dividing
femoral artery.

Conoidal ball shattered upper
extremity right fetnur,fissures

extending through trochanter
major.

Piece of shell coinniinntedneck
and trochanters of left femur.

Large missile fractured tro-

chanters and shattered left fe-

mur for several inches below.

Rifle ball fractured left femur,
wounded both testes and right

thigh.

Fragment of shell comminuted
upper third right femur, frac-

turing tuberosity of ischium.
Musket ball comminuting left

femur at trochanters, involv.
hip joint (also fraet. left leg).

Fragment of shell shattered up-
per extremity of left femur.

Fragment of shell completely
shattered left femur.

Conoidal ball cumminu'd frac-

ture of left femur a little below
trochanter major.

Large missile fractured upper
part of femur.

Cannon ball wound of right

hip. five inches of the shaft of
femur comminuted, head split

and exposed.
Round ball and buck com-
minuted femur just below
trochanters.

Frug. shell shatt'd up. extrem-
ity left femur, com. extended
to head and neck of bone.

Date
of

OPERA-
TION.

Operation and Operator.

April 29, 1
Single anterior flap, by Surg,

1863.
I

E. Sbippen. U. 8. V.
Mar. 13. Anterointernal flap amputut'n,
1863. by .Surg. W. M. Compton, 2d

Texas.

Juno 4,

1862.

Mar. 16.

J 865.

May 18.

1864.

Long anterior and short poste-
rior flaps, by Surg. J. T. Gil-

more, C. S. A.

Double flap, bv Surg. H. Z.
Gill, U. N.'V."

Single nntero-inturunl flap, by
Surg. C. C. Jewett, 16th Mass.

Sept. 3, Amputation, by Surg. S. Lan-
1863. ing, 49th Colored Troops.

lime 17,

1861.

Mar. 9,

1862.

June 16
1862.^

Feb 2,

1864.

Mav 2:

1863.

Mav 12
1864.

Oct. 1,

1864.

Mav 18,

1864.

July H.
1863.

Oct. 21,

J861.

Oet. 3,

1862.

Oct. 19.

1862.

April 7,

1862.

Wayland, E., Pt., E, 34th
Iowa.

Julv 3,

1863.

Conoidal ball fractured upper July 2,

extremity of left femur, splint- 1862.

ering extending to neck.

Conoidal ball fract'd left femur July 1,

through trochanters and neck. 1862.

Large frag, of shell comminu- Day of
ting right femur extent of injury.

eight inches; femoral artery
divided.

Cannon shotshat'd rightfemur, Aug. 31

plintering extending to neck. 1864.

Large fragment of shell carried May 1 5,

away left thigh, fracturing
j

1864.

right leg.

Unexploded shrapnel shell al- July 3,

most completely tearing off
i

1863.
right thigh at hip joint.

Single anterior flap, by Surg
E. Shippen, U- S. V.

Lateral double flap, method of
Baron Larrev, the elder, by
Surg. L. McLean, 2d N. Y.

Anterior posterior flap, by a
New England surgeon, assist-

ed by Ass't Surg. P, J. Ban
croft, 76th Perm.

Anterior posterior flap,bv Surg
A. C. Gorgas, U. 8. N.

Large anterior flap, by Surg.
W. M. Compton, 2d Texas.

Double flap. Beclard's method,
by Surg. E. G. Chase, 104th
New York.

Anterior post, flaps, by Surg.
J. W. Wishart, 140th Penn.

Method of Guthrie, by Dr. J.

M. Carnochan : femoral tied

before amputation.
Double flap, by Ass't Surgeon
B. Howard, U. S. A.

Amputation, bv Surgeon II.

McGuire, C. S. A.

Soft parts of post, port of thigh
pared into shape, large and
long autero-internal flap, by
Surg W.M. Compton, 2d Tex.

External posterior flap, antero-
internal flap, by Surg. J. F.
Grant, P. A. C. S.

Amputation, by Surg. D. W.
Yandell, C. S. A.

Anterior and posterior flaps, by
Surg. J. T. Gilmore, C. S. A.

Anterior posterior flap, by Sur-
geon J. T. Gilmore, C. S. A.

Semi-lunar flap from outer and
anterior part, bv Surg. B. D.
Lay, P. A. C. S.

Antero-posterior flaps, by Surg.
J. R. Buist, 1st Tennessee.

Amputation of the left hip and
right leg, bv Surgeon J. W.
Brock, 66th*Ohio.

Single large anterior flap, by
Surgeon C. W. Davis, 34th
Iowa.

Result and Remarks.

Gangrene, diarrhoea. Disch'd
December 23, 1 863. Spec, 1148.

Healed by first intent n ; left lies

pital April 20, 'C'J. in line health
EVE (P.F.), loc. Ci7..pp.254. 262
Circ. 7, S. G.O., 1867, pp. 26, 58,

Six weeks alter operation wound
healed and patient allowed to

leave hospital. Eve (P. F.),

lac. cit., pp. 254, 25U. Circ. 7.

5, G. O., 1867, pp. 24, 57.

Died, March 17, 1865. seven hours
after operation. Circ. 7, S. G.
O., 18G7, pp.31, 59.

Died, May 18, 1864, two hours
alteroperation. Spcc-SQSO. Circ.

7, S. G. O.. 1867, pp. 20, 59.

Died, Sept. 3, 1863, from haemor-
rhage and shock, four hours
after operation. Circ. 2, S. G.
O., 1869. p. 109.

Died Juuc 17, 1864; shock of
operation. Circ. 6, S. G. O.,

1865, p. 50. Circ. 7, S. G. O.,

1867, pp. 31, 59.

Did not rally; died two hours
after operation. Circ. 7, S. G.
O.. 1867, pp.24, 57.

Did not rally j died. Juno 16,

1862, less than two hours after
operation.

Never reacted; died two hours
afteroperat'n. Spec 2273. Circ.

6, S. G. O., 1865, p. 50. Circ.

7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 28, 58.

Never rallied ; died in less than
an hour.

Died, May 12, 1864, twelve hours
after operation. Circ. 2, S. G.
O., 1869, p. 107.

Died, Oct. 1, 1864, from shock.
in a few hours. Circ. 2, S. G.
O., 1869, p. 108.

No reaction ; died ten hours after

operation.

Shock great; rallied somewhat.
Died J uly ] G. 1863. Spec. 1379.

Circ. 6. S. G. O., 1865, p. 50.

Circ. 7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 28, 58.

Died soon after operation : com-
bined shock ofinjury and oper'n.
Circ.2, S. G. O., 1869, p. 108.

Rallied
;
favorable progress: Oct.

10th, erysipelas extended rapid-

ly. Died October 12. 1862.

Oct. 22d, doing well ; last heard
from Oct. 30th

;
probably died.

EVE (P. P.), loc. cit, pp. 254,
260. Circ. 7, S. G. O., 1867, pp.
25. 58.

Died, from cxhaust'n, seven h :

rs

after operation. EVE (P. F.),

loc. cit , p. 253. Circ. 7, S. G.
O., 1867, pp.24, 57.

Died, an hour or two after oper-

ation, from shock of operation.
Eve (P. F.), loc. cit.. p. 254.

Ctrc. 7, S. G. O., 1 867, pp. 25, 57.

Died, July 4, 1862, apparently
from shock of operation.

Reaction never completely estab-

lished ; died same din*. Eve
(P. P.), loc. cit., pp. 253, 261.

Circ. 7, S. 0. 0..1867, pp. 27, 58
Rallied promptly ; died. Sept. 2,

1864, thirty-six hours after oper-

ation. Eve (P. F.), loe.cit. t pp.
253, 258. Circ. 7. S.G. 0..1867,

pp. 31, 59.

Died May 15, 1864. Circ. 6. S.

G. O., 1865, p. 50. Circ. 7, S.

G. 0., 1867, pp. 29, 58.

Died two hours after operation.
Circ. 2, S. G.O., 1869, p. 108.
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Intermediary Amputations.—Twenty-three instances of amputations at the hip joint

during the inflammatory period, after shot injury are included in this category, and refer

to cases of fifteen Union and eight Confederate soldiers, each case having a fatal result.

Brief details of the cases are given in alphabetical order, with foot-note references to the

sources of information. 1

Cask 297.—Private James Garden, of the army of Major General Rosecrans, was wounded at the battle of Chickamauga,

in the second day's fight, September 20, 1863, by a fragment of shell, •which caused great laceration of the soft parts at the upper

part of the thigh, with comminuted fracture of the femur. He was left upon the Held and was made a prisoner. On the even-

ing of September 21st, Surgeon R. P. Bateman, C. S. A., amputated his thigh at the hip joint. The patient

died on September 27, 1861!, six days after the operation. 2

Case 298.—Sergeant Lewis Carroll, Co. II, 1st Delaware, aged 23 years, was wounded on October 22,

18l>4, near the Weldou Railroad. :1 A colloidal musket ball entered the right thigh in front, and, striking the

femur at the junction of the upper thirds, produced a remarkable longitudinal splintering of the bone, extending

from an inch below the lesser trochanter downward for ten inches, together with several oblique fissures. The
wounded man was conveyed in an ambulance to one of the field hospitals of the Fifth Corps, where the ball was

extracted and the sharp extremity of the upper fragment of the femur was sawn off. The fractured limb was

then dressed, and the patient sent to City Point, and thence on a hospital steamer to Alexandria, where he was

admitted to the Third Division Hospital on November 2d. The thigh was swollen to three times the size of its

fellow. An incision six inches long on the outer side presented inflamed everted edges, between which fasciculi

of muscles protruded. There was much febrile irritation, but the patient's strength was maintained to a remark-

able degree. On November 11th, there was quite free haemorrhage from a small artery, and tile patient was

etherized and the vessel secured, and afterward a thorough exploration of the wound was made. The very

extensive longitudinal splintering was recognized ; the bone was found denuded in several places; the soft tissues

of the thigh were infiltrated with pus of a very offensive character. In view of this condition of things, it was

determined to remove the limb at the hip joint. The patient was placed under the influence of chloroform, and

the operation was performed by Surgeon Edwin Bentley, U. S. V. An external flap was made by cutting from

without inward; then the head of the femur was disarticulated, and an internal flap was cut from within out-

ward. The loss of blood was slight and the patient reacted promptly. The progress of the case for two or

three days after the operation was very favorable. Then a chill occurred, followed by a cold clammy sweat.

The wound looked badly and the discharge was unhealthy ; the stump was kept covered with yeast poultices.

Beef essence, stimulants, and anodynes were administered. Six days after the operation there was yellowness

of the surface and of the conjunctival membranes; then delirium and coma, and death on November 19th, eight

days from the date of the operation. At the autopsy, pus was found in the external iliac vein, metastatic foci in

the lungs, and a gangrenous abscess in the enlarged spleen. The preparation of the femur was sent to the Army
Medical Museum, and is figured in the adjacent wood-cut (Fig. 94).

Case 299.—Private John Chamberlain, of one of the United States regiments engaged at the battle of Chickamauga,

was wounded on September 20, 1863. A coiioidal musket ball passed through the upper part of the thigh and produced great

comminution of the upper extremity of the femur, the fissures extending to the neck of the bone. The wounded man was left

upon the field when the United States forces were driven back and fell into the hands of the enemy. On September 21st he

underwent amputation at the hip joint, the operation being performed by Surgeon R. P. Bateman, P. A. G. S. The man
survived the operation thirty-six hours, and died September 23, 1363. 4

Case 300.—Private Levi Eckley, Co. A, 67th Ohio, was wounded May 20, 1864, in the assault upon the entrenchments

near Bermuda Hundred. A conoidal musket ball passed through the left thigh, shattering the upper extremity of the femur

and wounding the sciatic nerve. The patient was conveyed on a hospital transport to Fort Monroe, and was admitted to

Chesapeake Hospital on May 22d. A consultation was held, at which it was decided that amputation at the hip joint presented

the only chance of preserving life. The patient's condition was unfavorable; he was greatly prostrated. On May 24th the

operation was performed by Assistant Surgeon H. C. Roberts, U. S. V., by forming antero-posterior flaps by transfixion. The
femoral artery was compressed at the groin by Surgeon D. G. Rush, 101st Pennsylvania, and Acting Assistant Surgeons Bayles,

Frick, and others aided in the operation. The haemorrhage was excessive. Though the patient reacted fairly, and partook

of nutritious food and stimulants, he died from exhaustion four days after the operation, May 24, 1864. B

1 Of the twenty-three Intermediary eoxo-fcmoral amputations, details of eighteen were published in A Report on Amputations at the. Hip Joint in

Military Surgery, War Department, S. G. O., July 1, 18117, pp. 32-31) and pp. 61-62, four were noted on pages 107-8. of A Report on Excisions of (he

Head of the Femur for Gunshot Injury, Circular No. 2, War Department, S. G. O., 1869r and one (Case 308, p. 141, ultra, of Martin, a soldier of the

26th Confederate Arkansas regiment) was communieated personally by Dr. WILLIAM BLACKWELL WELCH, of Boonsboro", Arkansas, who served three

and a half years in the Confederate service. Eleven of the operations were practised by Confederate surgeons,—seven upon their own men and four upon

prisoners,—twelve of the operations were by Union surgeons, ui>on eleven Union and one cf the Confederate wounded.
2 E\'E (P. P.), A Contribution to the History of the Hip Joint Operations performed during the late Civil War, in Trans. Am. Med. Assoc., 1867,

Vol. XVIII, p. 253. Circular No. 7, S. O. O., 1867, pp. 36, 63.

3Seo Circ. No. 6, S. G. O., 18G5, p. 50, Case 18, and Circ. 7, S. G. O.. 1867, Case XXXVI, pp. 38 and 62, and Cat. of Surg. Sect., of 1866, p. 247.

4 This case was communicated to Dr. P. V. Eve (loc. cit. p. 255) by Dr. B. P. Batemax, of Memphis, Tennessee. A request for further details of

the case, from the Surgeon General's Office, of May, 1867, received no response.
5 The datn in this case are noted in Circular 6, S. G. O., 1865, p. 50, Case XII. and in Circular 7, S. G. O., 18H7, at pp. 31 and 62, with additional

details from letters by Assistant Surgeon E. McCLELLAV, U. S. A., and Acting Assistant Surgeon G. Bayles.

PIO. 1)4 -Right
lem. fissured by
a musket ball.

Spec. 1020.
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Cask 301.—Private Sullivan Gaines, Co. M, 2d Michigan Cavalry, was wounded on January 31, 1804, near Knoxville,

Tennessee, by a conoidal musket ball, vvhicli shattered tin' neck ami head of the right femur. On tlie following day the patient

was admitted to hospital No. 4, at Knoxville. He was greatly prostrated, and his constitutional condition was considered

unfavorable. On February 3d, Surgeon Edward Shippcn, l
T

. S. V.. amputated at the hip joint in the presence of Surgeon

Henry S. Hewit, U. S. V., and others. The patient, being placed under the influence of chloroform, a long double-edged knife

was introduced about an inch above this trochanter major; the point was first directed inward and slightly upward so as to

divide the capsule freely, and was then depressed and brought out near the tuberosity of the ischium; a large antero-internal

flap was then formed, an assistant having passed his hands into the incision and compressed the femoral artery in the Hap before

it was cut. The flap was now raised, and the heel of the knife was placed at the inner angle of the wound, and a straight

incision was made connecting this point with that at which the knife firs) entered, and dividing the tissues on the back of the

thigh down the bone. Disarticulation was then effected. The patient never rallied front the shock of the operation. He died

in about one hour. 1

Cask 302.

—

Frank G , a private in a Texan regiment, was wounded at the battle of Gettysburg, in the left thigh,

by a grapeshot, which entered two inches below the trochanter major, shattered the bone up into the neck, and lacerated the soft

parts terribly between the place of entrance ami the knee. He remained on the battle-field from the 2d until the 4th day of July,

with very little attention, until he was brought to the hospital of the Fifth Corps. After a consultation with a number of

surgeons, and the conclusion being in favor of amputation at the hip, tin; patient was placed upon the table, and, when fully

under the influence of chloroform. Surgeon 1!. liohrer,- 10th Pennsylvania Reserves, performed the antero-posterior operation,

assisted by Dr. Joseph A. Philips, and Henry Grimm, Surgeon 12th Pennsylvania Reserves. Surgeon Philips controlled the

femoral artery, and not over three ounces of blood were lost. Death followed in thirty-six hours.

CASK 303.—Private Henry II. Hale, Co. G, 14th Illinois, aged 21 years, was wounded at the battle of Shiloh, April 0,

1802. A fragment of shell shattered the upper portion of his left femur so that fissures extended to the neck anil far down the

shaft. The soft, parts on the outer aspect of the thigh were extensively lacerated and contused; the femoral vessels and nerves

were uninjured. On April 9th he was placed on the hospital transport steamer Crescent City to be conveyed to St. Louis. On

April 12th, Surgeon I). P. Smith. II. S. V.. assisted by Surgeons Thomas W. Fry and II. 1'. Stearns, U. S. V.. and Assistant

Surgeon M. C. Tohnati, 2d Minnesota, performed amputation at the hip joint. The patient being made insensible by chloroform,

a long anterior flap was made by transfixion. Surgeon Stearns, following the knife with his fingers, compressed the vessels in

the flap and completely controlled the haiinorrhage. The head of the femur was rapidly disarticulated and the soft parts poste

riorly wen? divided by a straight incision. On April 14th the hospital transport steamer arrived at St. Louis, and the wounded

Were transferred to hospitals in that city. Shortly after Hale's admission to hospital his stump began to look badly, the vast

Wound suppurated profusely, gangrene supervened, and he sank and died on April 20, 1SG2.3

Cask 304.—Private C. Hamilton, Co. H, 3d U. S. C. T., while employed as a stretcher bearer, in carrying a wounded

man from the field, during the assault on Port Hudson, Louisiana, June 14, 1803, was struck by a musket ball, which passed

through the upper part of his left thigh. The missile entered behind, near the gluteal fold, and, having fractured the upper part

of the femur badly, passed out in front in close proximity to the track of the femoral artery. He was taken to his regimental

hospital. The limb was shortened and rotated inward, and great swelling and inflammatory mischief speedily supervened. It

was ascertained that fragments of bone were dct;Tched and driven into the soft tissues, and there was excessive pain in the limb.

It was resolved to make an exploratory incision and to remove the displaced splinters. Chloroform was administered for this

purpose, and the patient was then removed to an operating table. While being moved from his bed to the table arterial haemor-

rhage of an alarming character took place, and was so copious as to threaten a speedy dissolution. The bleeding was controlled

by digital compression of the femoral at the crural arch, and a hasty consultation was held by Surgeon E. P. Gray, 3d U. S. C. T..

Surgeon Pierce, U. S. C. T., and Assistant Surgeon George P. Percival, 3d U. S. C. T., and it was determined that amputation

at the hip joint afforded the only chance of preserving the man's life. The operation was immediately performed by Surgeon

Gray, assisted by his colleagues. He disarticulated the thigh by tin? antero-posterior flap method, the operation being quickly

accomplished without much haemorrhage. Although tlu' patient was reduced liy the irritation and pain caused by his wound,

and prostrated by the sudden profuse haemorrhage, his constitution was robust, and he bore the operation remarkably well.

The wound being approximated by sutures and adhesive strips, he was put to bed and carefully nourished and watched. He
expressed great gratitude for the operation, declaring that it had entirely relieved him of his excessive suffering. He rallied

and appeared, for forty-eight hours after the operation, to be in a very hopeful condition. Then the vital powers seemed to flag.

He stink gradually, and died from exhaustion, June '29, 18G3, four days after the operation, 4

Cask 305.—Private Jarlson, of Colonel Tappan's Brigade, aged 21 years, was wounded at the battle of Belmont, Mis-

souri, November 7, 1801, and was conveyed on a steamer to Memphis and admitted to the Marine Hospital. He had a badly

comminuted fracture of the upper extremity of the femur. On November 15th, Dr. Richard Potts proceeded to amputate at the

hip joint by antero-posterior flap method. The patient succumbed promptly to the shock of the operation; dying, indeed, before

its completion, according to Dr. Mastin, or, according to Dr. Saunders, ten hours after its completion.''

HAMILTON (F. H.), Treatise on Mil. Surgery, 1865, p. 48.".. Circular No. 6, S. G. O., 1865, p. 50. Circular No. 7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 37, 62.

'•MlOUREK (IS.), Original Communications, in Amer. Jour. Med. Sei., 1869, Vol. I. VII, N. S.. p. 285. Circular No. 2. S. G. O., 1869, p. 108.

3 Smith (D. P.), Experiences in the Practice of Mil. Surg., in Am. Med. Times. 1862, Vol. IV, p. 332. Circular No. (i, S. G. O., 1865, p. 50.

Circular No. 7, S. G. O , 1867, pp. 34, 61.

4 The details of the ooxo-femorul amputation by Surgeon E. P. GltAY, 3d U. S. C. T., were not reeeived in season for publication in Circular 7.

S. G. O., 1887, but were printed in Circular 2, S. G. <)., 1869, p. 109. See also LUNIXR (A.), fiber die Blutung bei der Exarticulaiion des Oberschenlels

und deren Vermeidung, Zurich, 1877, ('ASF. 301, p. 93.

5 The facts in this case were furnished by Dr. Cl.Al'DE IF. MASTIN and Dr. D. D. Saukdkks, of Memphis. See Professor P. P. Evk's Contribution

to the History of the. Hip Joint Operation performed during the late Civil War. in Trans. Am. Med. Assoc., 1867, Vol. XVIII, pp. 255 and 264, and

Circular 7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 33 and 61. and LOmni; (A.), fiber die Blutung hei der Exarticulaiion des Vberschenlcels. Zurich, 1877, p. 89, Case 272.
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Case 3013.—Private V. .lolms.ni, Co. ('. ad Delaware1, was wounded al the battle of Fredericksburg, December II, 1802,

by a conoida! musket ball, which entered the upper part of the right thigh in front and passed out at the nates, having hi its

course divided the femoral artery and perforated the great trochanter. Except that the primary haemor-

rhage w:is slight, little is known of the early history of the case. On December 25th the wounded man
was conveyed to Washington and placed in the Douglas Hospital. On admission, nearly the entire

injured limb was gangrenous, and it was believed that the fracture extended into the hip joint. Surgeon

P. Pineo, U. S. V.. decided to amputate at the hip joint, "with no hope of a favorable result, but tu

mitigate patient's distress in the last moments of life." On December 27th, anaesthesia being induced by

ether, the operation was performed. The patient survived it only a few hours. The pathological speci-

men was sent to the Army Medical Museum. It presents an oblique shot perforation through the great

trochanter, with radiating fissures which separate the trochanter and neck in four huge fragments and

run obliquely down the shaft. Traces of the results of periostitis are visible along the outer aspect of

the shaft. 1

Case 307.—Private Charles Lackey, Co. E, 7th Wisconsin, aged :i() years, was struck, at Spott-

sylvania, May 12, 18(54, by a conoidal musket ball, which entered in front at the upper part of the right

thigh and produced a comminuted fracture of the femur through the trochanters, and extending down-

ward nearly half the length of the shaft of the bone, and then lodged in the muscles at the posterior

part of the thigh. After a fatiguing journey to Belle Plain, to which most of the wounded from Spott-

sylvania were unavoidably subjected, Lackey was conveyed on a hospital steamer to Washington, and

was received at Judiciary Square Hospital on May 18th. The wounded limb was much swollen. 'The

sharp extremity of the lower fragment of the femur had lacerated the muscles, and there was profuse suppuration with burrow

ing of pus throughout the thigh. The fracture was believed to extend into the joint. The patient earnestly demanded that an

operation should be performed for his relief. His condition was unpromising, for he Wits suffering from surgical fever of an

intense character. A consultation of surgeons decided, however, that, without operative interference, the case would prove

inevitably and speedily fatal ; and as the extensive fracture of the shaft of the femur and the purulent infiltration of the thigh

precluded excision, amputation at the hip joint was determined on. On May 21st anaesthesia was induced by sulphuric ether,

and Assistant Surgeon Alexander Ingram, U. S. A., performed the operation by the autero-posterior Hap method. After the

operation the patient reacted but partially. After removal to the ward he was plied with beef-tea and stimulants and restora-

tives ; but he continued to sink, and died on the following day, May 22, 18G4, twenty hours after the operation.

-

The details of the next intermediary amputation at the hip (Case 308) were person-

ally communicated to the Surgeon General's Office by the operator, Dr. W. B. Welch, of

Boonshoro', Arkansas, on June 10, 1875, and have not been heretofore published:3

Case 308.—Private Martin, of the 26th (Brooks's) Arkansas Regiment, aged 25 years, was wounded at Prairie Grove,

December 7, 1862, by a cannon shot, which shattered his left thigh so dreadfully as to leave the limb attached to the trunk only

by the soft parts on the anterior aspect. His case had been regarded its hopeless, but after the surgeons had finished all the

other operations he was observed to have rallied somewhat, though greatly exsanguined and prostrated. With the assistance

of Drs. Duvall and Keller, Surgeon W. B. Welch, P. A. C. S., of Gunter's Arkansas Regiment, performed exaTticulation,

making a large anterior Hap. The operation was performed twenty-four hours after the injury, and the patient survived four

days, when he succumbed from exhaustion.

Case 309.—Private Joseph Minott, Co. A, 4th Vermont, was wounded early on Jiyie 23, 1864. Minott had his right

femur fractured in the upper portion of the shaft by a conoidal musket ball, and lay where? he fell, beyond the reach of succor.

On the morning of the third day, Juno 25th, having been without food or drink for forty-eight hours, he crawled into our lines,

a distance of over half a mile. He was carried to the field hospital of the 2d division of the Sixth Corps, greatly exhausted.

After he had received nourishment and cordials his injuries were examined, and it was found that, besides the extensive com-

minution of the femur, rapidly spreading gangrene had supervened. In front, mortification already extended to within a few

inches of Poupart's ligament. A consultation of the surgeons of the division decided that coxo- femoral amputation offered the

only chance of recovery, and that the operation could not be delayed. On the afternoon of June 25th. therefore, the patient

was rendered insensible by chloroform, and the amputation was performed by Surgeon D. A. Goodwin. But little blood was

lost, yet the patient soon began to sink, and expired on June 25, 1864.''

See Circular (i, S. G. O., 1865, p. 50, Case 10; Catalogue, of the Surg. Sect, of the. Army Medical Museum, 4t<>, 1866, p. 248 j Circular', S. G.O.,

I st 17, pp. 35 and 62.

v Thc abstract of this case is compiled from register and Report of Surgical Operations of the Judiciary Square Hospital, Wellington. The ease

is noted at p. 50 of Circular G, S. G. O., 18(>5, as CASE 11. The age is correctly stated at "10" years, while in Circular Xo. 7, S. C. (I, 1867, pp.37, 62,

by a clerical inadvertence the age is given at " 30 " years. See also LCmnt; (A.), Ueber die lilutung bei dcr Exarticulation des OberschenlceU, Zurich,

1877, Fall 328, S. 07.

3 .\fter the publication of Circular 7, S. G. O. (.1 Report on Amputation* at the Hip Joint in Military .Surgery. Washington, ]S;i7, Ito, p. SS).

l>r. James M. Kei.lkk, of Kentucky, Vice President of the American Medical Association, in 1874, informed the compiler of that report that of several

excisions or amputations at the hip that he had observed during his service in the Confederate Army, one was a coxo-femoral amputation practised by
Dr. WELCH, after the battle of Prairie drove, December 7, 18(i:J; and that ho had notes of this and of several other amputations and excisions at the hip,

which "in the conflagration caused by the explosion in the ordnance depot, at Mobile, Alabama, just after the surrender (April 0, 18. i5). with notes on

field aud hospital Surgery, were destroyed." In the absence of any particulars, it was impossible to classify this case of amputation at the hip; but

years subsequently, June 10, 187(1, Dr. William BLACKWBLL Welch called at the Army Medical Museum with Colonel Thomas MoxticI'E GUNTF.it,

M. C. of the IYth Arkansas district, and formerly colonel of the 13th Arkansas regiment, and famished the details of the ease above cited.

'Surgeon S. J. AUKS, 4th Vermont, and the operator, Surgeon David M. GOODWIN, reported this case. See Circular Xo. 7, S. G. O., 1867, pp.

38, C2, and Lti.NlNG (A.) (op. cit., Zurich, 1877, p. 07, CASE 330).
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Case 310.—Private Pet or Pausbeck, Co. K. 43d Illinois, was admitted on April 20, 1862, from the battle-field of Shiloh,

to hospital No, 2, at Evansville. Ho had been wounded on April 7th, probably by a conoidal musket ball. The projectile had

entered the front of the left thigh, about an inch below the level of the trochanter major, and ranging a little upward had

emerged from the gluteal region opposite. The upper portion of the femur was crushed and the injury to the soft parts was
most extensive. A consultation was held on April 21st, and the opinion that amputation at the hip afforded the only possible

chance of preserving life was unanimous. Dr. DelSruler operated, assisted by Dr. T. X. Myers and others. The loss of

blood was very trifling. After the completion of the operation, the pulse, which bad been carefully watched, was observed to

fail rapidly. Unavailing attempts were made to give brandy ami other restoratives. In a few moments the

man was dead. There was no reason to believe that the use of chloroform had any connection with the fatal

result, which was apparently due solely to the shock of the operation. Such was the opinion of the eminent

professor of surgery of Jefferson College, Dr. S. D. Gross, who happened to visit the hospital half an hour

after the operation. Professor Gross expressed his approbation of the course that had been adopted, since,

although it had resulted unfortunately, it afforded the only hope of saving the patient's life.
1

Case 311.—Private George M. Spencer, Co. B, 2d New York Mounted Rifles, aged 17 years, was
wounded on March 31, 1805, at Dinwiddie Court House, Virginia, by a conoidal musket ball, which entered

the right gluteal region, and striking the great trochanter, produced a fracture through the trochanters, with

very remarkable longitudinal splintering, extending nine inches down the shaft (Fig. 96). The projectile then

lodged. The wounded man was sent to City Point, and thence by steamer to Washington, and entered

Judiciary Square Hospital on April 4th. There was already a good deal of inflammatory swelling and sup-

puration, but the constitutional condition was encouraging. Upon examination of the wound, it was thought

that the fracture did not extend below the trochanter and that the joint was probably involved, and it was
determined to excise the head of the femur. The patient having stated that he was anxious to avail of the

benefit of any operation that was deemed necessary, he was placed under the influence of chloroform on April

12th, and Surgeon Elisha Griswold, U. S. V., proceeded to disarticulate the head of the femur through a long

vertical incision on the outside of the thigh, and to remove the head with an obliquely fractured fragment of

the shaft attached to it. The splintering of the shaft was now discovered, and after a hasty consultation with

the surgical staff it was decided that amputation at the hip joint was the only procedure which afforded the

patient any prospect of recovery. This operation was rapidly executed by Surgeon Griswold, aided by Acting

Assistant Surgeons Hill, McCalla, Colton, and Ahern, by the double-flap method. There was but little haemor-

rhage; but the shock of the operation was too great. The usual means to promote reaction were diligently

employed, but the patient never rallied, and survived the operation less than an hour. 2

Case 312.—A private of Co. C, 54th Massachusetts, a colored man, was wounded and made a prisoner in the assault on

Morris Island on July 11, 1863. A fragment of a shell from Fort Wagner struck the upper and outer part of his right thigh,

and fractured the neck and head of the femur and the rim of the acetabulum, and extensively lacerated the soft parts in its exit

through the posterior part of the thigh. The patient was conveyed to Charleston on the afternoon of July 12th, and was placed

in a hospital hastily prepared for the reception of wounded colored prisoners. The contract surgeon in

charge of the hospital reports that the patient's condition, in view of the terrible wound he had suffered,

was remarkably good, and that the symptoms of shock were unusually slight. On July 13th, the third

day after the reception of the injury, Surgeon R. A. Kinloch, P. A. C. S., saw the case, and amputated at

the hip joint by Manec's method. The knife being entered midway between the anterior superior spinous

process of the ilium and the great trochanter, and carried downward and inward until its point emerged

just in front of the ischium, was made to form a large antero-iuternal flap; the soft parts on the outer and

posterior part of the thigh were then divided by a semicircular incision from without inward, and the

head of the femur was then disarticulated. The patient bore the operation well, but a few hours subse-

quently there was extreme depression, and the case terminated fatally on the following morning, July

11th. twenty hours after the operation. 3

Case 313.—A private soldier of an Ohio regiment, aged 35 years, was wounded at the battle of

Shiloh, April 6, 1862, by a fragment of shell, which extensively comminuted the shaft, trochanters, and

neck of the right femur, as illustrated in the accompanying wood-cut (Fig. 97). The patient was left on

the battle-field during the tempestuous night of April 6th, and until late on the following day. He was

then removed to a temporary hospital, and thence to the steamer Lancaster, to be transported to Cincin-

nati. On April 16th, it was decided to remove the limb, and the patient being rendered insensible by

chloroform, amputation at the hip joint was performed by Surgeon G. C. Blackman, U. S. V., by the

On April 18th, the patient was transferred to St. John's Hospital, Cincinnati, and Dr. C. D. Palmer

Flo. '.ill.—Longi-
tudinal Assuring of
right femur. Spec.
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From a drawing furnish,
ed by Dr. BLACKMAN.

antero-posterior flap.

reported that the flaps began to slough. Death ensued on April 22, 1862.'

1 I>r. J. 1*. DeBRULER, of Evansville, Indiana, communicated the particulars of this case. See Circular No. 7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 34 and Gl, and

I.O.NINO (A.), Vber die Jltutung bei dcr Exarticulation des OberschenkeU, Zurich, 1877, S. 91, F. 290.

2 This case was first published in Circular No. 6, 1865, p. 50. Case 21, from the Judiciary Square Hospital Surgical Report for the second quarter

of 1865. See Catalogue of the Surgical Section of the Army Medical Museum, 4to, 1866, p. 248, and Circular No. 7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 39 and 62, with

reference to the report of a board of inquiry in the case, convened April 13, 1865, consisting of Surgeon O. A. JUDSON, U. S. V., Assistant Surgeon "W.

Thomson, U. S. A., and Assistant Surgeon W. F. NOKius, U. S. A. See also LUntng (A.) (loc. cit., Zurich, 1877, p. 102, Case 366).

3The particulars of this case were communicated to the Surgeon General's Office by Professor R. A. Kinlock, of Charleston. See Evk (P. F.)

(loc. cit., Vol. XVIII, p. 255, CASK 17, and Circular No. 7, S. G. O., 1867. pp. 36 and 62, and I,tIxiNG (A.), op. cit., Zurich, 1877, p. 94, CASE 307.

4 Bl.ACKMAN (G. C), Amputation at the Hip joint, in Cincinnati Jour, of Medicine, 1866, Vol. I, p. 101. Circular No. 6, S. G. O., 1865, p. 50.

Circular No. 7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 34, 01. LttNixc (A.), Vber die Blutung bei der Exarticulation des Oberschenkels, Zurich, 1877, p. 91, Case 289.
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Cask i>14.—A private soldier of the U. S. Army was wounded al the first battle of Bull Run. July 21, 1801. by a musket

ball, which fractured the lower third of right femur. He fell into the bands of the enemy, and. on the following day, was con-

veyed in an army wagon to Manassas Junction, and thence by rail to Richmond, where be was admitted to the Alms House

Hospital. One week after the reception of the injury there was extensive purulent infiltration in the muscles of the thigh and

incipient gangrene of the leg. Under these circumstances Drs. St. George Peachy and Charles Bell Gibson decided to amputate

at the hip joint On July 29th the operation was performed by Dr. Peachy, in the presence of Drs. Gibson, A. E. Peticolas.

Richardson, and others. A preliminary ligature was placed upon the femoral artery at the beginning of the operation, which

>vas probably done according to Larrey's method. The patient is believed to have survived the operation two or three days. 1

Case 315.—A private of General Bragg's army, whose name and military description are not recorded, a large man,

six feet high, of fair complexion, about 20 years of age, was wounded on December 28, 1832, in a skirmish prior to the battle

of Murfreesboro'. A conoidal musket ball produced a fracture of the trochanter major and neck of the femur, with fissures

extending within the capsular ligament. The wounded man was placed in a field hospital, and his injured limb was supported

in a proper position ; but the local inflammation and constitutional disturbance that ensued were intense, and. on January 5, 1863,

it was determined to amputate at the hip joint. The patient being placed under chloroform, the operation was performed by the

antero-posterior flap method by Assistant Surgeon A. C. Cryines, 39th Alabama. On being removed to his bed the patient

manifested extreme prostration, and stimulants were freely administered. After a few hours he was able to take nutriment in a

concentrated form, and a supporting and stimulating treatment was perseveringly pursued. In a very few hours after the oper-

ation, however, the stump evinced a tendency to unhealthy action, and the patient sank into an adynamic condition, and died on

the morning of January 8th, three days after the operation.

-

Case 310.—A private of Colonel Dockeray's Arkansas Regiment of Cabell's Brigade was wounded at the battle of Corinth,

Mississippi, October 3, 1802, by a conoidal musket ball, which shattered the neck of the right femur. He was conveyed to a

hospital at Iuka, where, on November 3d, his thigh was amputated at the hip joint by his regimental surgeon, Dr. R. A. Feltou.

The patient died upon the table before the dressing of the stump was completed. The operation was done under chloroform,

and it was the general impression of the surgeons present that the anaesthetic was administered too freely.3

Cash 317.—Besides the instance of primary coxo-femoral amputation for shot injury by Dr. I!. D. Lay, P. A. C. S.,

detailed as Case 284, p. 135, ante, were two intermediary amputations at the hip joint for comminution of the upper portion

of the femur by conoidal musket balls, performed by the same surgeon. One of them, here to be noted, was that of a Confed-

erate private soldier, who suffered a shot fracture of the femur, in Mississippi, early in 1863, prior to the siege of Vicksburg.

Comminution of the femur extended high up through the trochanteric region, and amputation at the hip was practised two days

after the injury. The patient sank under the shock of the injury and operation a few hours after the latter, n although the oper-

ation was completed rapidly and with slight loss of blood. Dr. Lay observed that ''nothing in this case served to diminish

the terror with which I approach such cases." 4

Case 318.—A private Confederate soldier, whose name and military description are not identified, received a shot com-

minution of the femur in one of the engagements in Mississippi, in the early part of 1803, prior to the siege of Vicksburg. A
day or two after the injury, amputation at the hip was performed by Dr. B. D. Lay, P. A. C. S. Although the amputation was

rapidly accomplished, with little loss of blood, the patient sank and died a few hours after the operation. The detailed memo-
randa of this and the preceding case were unfortunately lost. 6

Case 319.—Private J. R. Wolf, Co. D, 4th Virginia, had his femur fractured at the battle of Bull Run, July 21, 1861,

by a musket ball, which traversed the upper part of the thigh in an antero-posterior direction, and striking the femur four inches

below the trochanters, shattered it quite up to the neck. The patient was removed to Charlottesville, and was received in the

general hospital at that place on July 24th. The fracture was treated by Smith's anterior suspensory splint, and this mode of

dressing proved very serviceable for a time. The inflammatory phenomena did not abate, however, and after four weeks it was

decided that removal of the limb at the coxo-femoral articulation alone afforded a hope of preserving the patient's life. On
August 21st the operation was performed by Brigadier General Edward Warren, Surgeon General of North Carolina, and was

rapidly executed by the double flap method, with inconsiderable haemorrhage. On "the following day tiiere was slight haemor-

rhage. Death from exhaustion ensued on August 23, 18(51, thirty hours after the operation. The constitutional condition of

the patient was unfavorable, and he was suffering from colliquative diarrhoea.6

1 The particulars of this case were supplied by Professor T. G. RICHARDSON, of Xew Orleans, who was present at tho operation. See also Circular

No. 7, S. G. ()., 18117, CASE XX, pp. 33, 61, and LONING (A.), Vber die Blutung, u. s. w., Zurich, 1S77, p. 89, CASE 270.

^Details of this case were communicated to the Surgeon General's Office by the operator, Assistant Surgeon A. C. CHYMES. 39th Alabama, anil

by Professor R. A. KlNI.OCH, of Charleston, South Carolina. The case has been published in Professor P. F. Eve's contribution (op. cit., Trans. Am.

Med. Assoc., 1807, Vol. XVIII, p. 255, Case 20). See also Circ. 7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 35, 62, and LUNLNg (A.), loc. cit., Zurich, 1877, p. 92, Case 293).

•This case was first published by Professor 1*. F. EVE (Transact. Am. Med. Assoc., 1867, Vol. XVIII, pp. 253, 261). Further particulars of the case

were communicated by Surgeon James D. "Wallace, 1st Missouri. The operator, Surgeon It. A. FELTON, died in 1863. See Circular No. 7, S. G. O.,

1867, pp. 35, 62. See also Dr. August Luxing (op. cit., Zurich, 1877, S. 92, Case 291).

1 Dr. B. D. LAV, of Padueah, Kentucky, in a letter of July 26, 1807, to the Surgeon General's Office, refers to this rase, and Dr. L. D. Nidelet, of

Mobile, Alabama, in letters of April 21 and May 4, 1867, mentions having assisted at tho operation.

5 In a letter to the Surgeon General's Office, dated Padueah, Kentucky, July 25, 1867, Dr. P. D. LAY regrets his inability to furnish more details

respecting this and the preceding case of intermediary amputation at the hip joint, and states that he had kept copious notes of all of his cases of ampn-
lutiotis practised during the war, and that these notes, with records and instruments of tho Vicksburg hospitals and its branches, were given in charge to

Surgeon J. II. BOUCHER, of Majnr-Oencral J. P.. MCPHERSON'S corps ; and, if the registers were preserved, they would give the desired information. It

was ascertained that Dr. J. II. Boucher, formerly Surgeon 13th Iowa, afterwards Surgeon U. S. V., and Medical Director of the Seventeenth Corps,

resided in Iowa City after the war, and died in April, 1874. His son, Dr. F. II. BOUCHER, of Clarksville, Iowa, July 15, 1878, made a careful exainina

lion in his father's library for papers and notes pertaining to the surgery of the war without finding any trace of the memoranda referred to by Dr. B. D. Lay.

"Eve (P. F.). loc. cit., p. 254. Circular No. 7, S. G. O., 1807. pp. 33, 61. I'AUNTLKROY (A. M-), Hip Joint Amputations, in Richmond Med.

Jour.. 1800, Vol. I, p. 11. LUNING (A.), Vber die Blutung bei dcr Exarticulation drs Obcrscbenlcels. Zurich, 1877. p. 89, Case 271.
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Of the twenty-three intermediary amputations at the liip joint, ten were on the right

side, six on the left; in seven cases the side of injury was not stated. The Museum
possesses pathological specimens from three of the twenty-three cases.

Table XVI.

Summary of Twenty-three Oases of Intermediary Amputation at flic Hip Joint.

No.

in

Name, Auk, ami Military
description.

Datk
OF

INJURY

23

Carden, J., Ft., (ion. Rosen- Sept.20,
rans s army

Carroll, L., Sergeant, II, 1st

Delaware, age 23.

Chamberlain, J., Pt., V. 8.

Army.

Eckloy, 1... Pt.,

Ohio, age 33.

A, 1.7th

Gaines, S„ ft., M. 2d Mich-
igan Cavalry.

il , P., Vt., Texas
regiment.

Hale, H. H., Pt., G, Mtli
Illinois, age 21

.

Hamilton, (.:., Pt., H, 3d
Colored Troops.

Jackson, — , Pt., Col. Tap-
pan's brigade, age 21.

Johnson, P., Pt., C, Sd Del-
aware.

Lackey, C, Pt., K, Ttli Wis-
consin, age 30.

Martin, —, Pt., 2tith Arkan-
sas, age 25.

Minott, J„ I't., A, 4th Ver-
mont, age 20.

Pausbeek, P., I't., K, 13.1

Illinois.

Spencer. (1. M., I't.. It. 2d
New York .Mounted Rifles,

ago 17.

Unknown, Pt., (.', 54th .Mas-

sachusetts.

Unknown, I't., Ohio regi-

ment, age 35.

Unknown, I't., U. S. Army.

Unknown, Pt., Gen. Bragg**
arm}', age 26.

Unknown, Pt., Col. Dock-
eray's Arkansas regiment.

Unknown, Confederate sol-

dier.

Unknown, Confederate sol-

dier.

Wolf, J. H., Pt,, D, 4th
Virginia.

lsii:i.

(let. SS
18(1-1.

Sept. 20.

1863.

May 2D.

1864.

.Ian. Ill

I8fi4.

July 2.

1863.

April 6,

I B62.

June 14

1863.

Nov. 7,

1861.

Dec. 14

1862.

Mav 12,

1864.

Doe. 7,

1862.

June 23,

1864.

April 7,

1862.

Mar. 31,

1865.

Julvll.
1863.

April 6,

1862.

Jul v 21

1861.

Dee. gg
1862.

(let. 3,

1862.

if63.

1863.

July 21
1861.

Nature of Injury.

Fragment of shell comminuted
femur, ex. lac. of soft parts.

( 'onoidal ball, r't femur splint-

ered, extending ten ins.; ball

oxt.: sharp upper extremity
of femur sawn off; Nov. 2,
luein., lig. small artery.

Colloidal ball, great com. upper
extremity of femur, fissures

extending to neck.
Colloidal ball shattering upper
extremity of left femur and
wounded sciatic nerve.

Colloidal ball shattered head
and neck of right femur.

( Jrapeshot shatt'ring left femur
at trochanter major up into

the neck.
Frag, of shell shattered tipper

portion of the left femur, soft

parts ex. lacerated.
Musket ball fract. upper part

of left femur—great swelling,
inflammation, and pain—co-

pious hsem., digital pressure.
Shot comminuted fracture of
upper extremity of femur.

Conoidal ball perforating right

great trochanter
;
gangrene

entire limb.

Conoidal ball frac. right femur,
thro' trochanters, nearly half
length of shaft ; surgical fev.

( 'annon shot shattering the left

thigh.

Conoidal ball fract. upper por-

tion shaft right femur; gan-
grene, mortification.

Conoidal ball crushing upper
portion left femur, extensive
injury of soft parts.

Conoidal ball fract. thro' right

trochan's, splintering extend-
ing nine ins.; lodged.

Fragment of shell fract. neck
and head of right femur and
rim of acetabulum.

Frag, of shell comminuted
shaft, trochanters, and neck
of right femur.
Musket ball fract. lower third

right femur; ex. pur. infiltra-

tion; incipient gang, of leg.

Conoidal ball fract. troch. maj.
and neck of femur, fissures

extending into capsular lig.

('onoidal ball shattering neck
of rigid femur.

Shot fracture of the femur. .

.

Shot fracture of the femur.

Musket ball shatt'g femur from
four ins. below troch's quite
up to neck; colliquative diarr.

Datk
of

Opera
TION'.

Sept. ','1

1863.

Nov. 11

1864.

Sept. 21

1863.

May 24,
1864.

Fob. 3,

1864.

July 4,

1863.

April 12,

1862.

June 25,

1863.

Nov. 15,

1861.

Dec. 27
1862.

Mav 21

1864.

Dee. 8,

1862.

June 25,

1864.

April 21,
1862.

April 12,

1865.

July 13.

1863.

April 16

1862.

July 29,

1861.

Jan. 5,

1863.

Nov. 3,

1862.

1863.

1863.

Aug. 21
1861.

Operation am. Operator.

Amputation, by Surg. K. P.

Bateman, P. A. C. S.
External flap made by cutting
from without inward, internal

flap by cutting from within
outward, by Surg. E. Bent-
ley, U. S. V.

Amputation, by Surg. 11. 1*.

Bateman, P. A. C. S.

Antero-posterior flap, by Ass'l
Surg. II. O. Roberts, U. 8.V.,
and ethers.

Large antero-internnl flap, by
Surg. E. Shippen, II. S.~V.

Antero-posterior flap, by Surg.
B. Rohrer, 10th l'enn. Res.,
and ethers.

Long anterior flap, bv Surg.
I). P. Smith, II. S.V., and
others.

Antero-posterior flap, by Surg.
E. P. Cray, 3d Col'd Troops,
and others.

Antero-posterior flap, by Surg.
R. Potts, P. A. C. S.

Amputation, by Surgeon P.
Pineo, II. S. V.

Antero-posterior flap, by Ass'l

Surg. A. Ingram, II. >S. A.

Largo anterior flap, bv Surg.
\V. B. Welch, of Col. Gun-
thcr's Arkansas regiment.

Short anterior, long posterior

flap, by Surg. D.M. Goodwin,
3d Vermont.

External and internal flap, after

Lisfranc's method, by A. A.
Surg. J. P. Do Hruler.

Incision for excision, double
flap amp., by Surg. E. Gris-
wold, U. S. V., and others.

Stance's method, large antcro-
internal flap, bv Surg. It. A.
Kinloch, P. A. C. S.

Antero-posterior flap, by Surg.
G. C. lilackman, U. S. V.

Probably by Larrey's method,
by Surg. St. G. Peachy, P.
A. C. S.

Antero-posterior flap, by Ass't
Surgeon A. C. Crymcs, 39th
Alabama.

Amputation, by Surg. R. A.
Felton, of Col. Dockeray's
regiment.

Amputation, by Surg. 15. D.
Lav, P. A. C. S.

Amputation, by Surg. B. D.
Lay, P. A. C. S.

Double flap, by Surg. E. War-
ren, C. S. A.

RESULT AMI REMARKS

Died September 27, 181'.:!.

Progress favorable for three days;
Nov. 17th, pyiemic symptoms.
Died Nov. 19, 1864, pyaemia.
Autopsy. Spec. 1020. Circ. (i,

S.G.O., 1865, p. 50. Circ.7, S.

G. ().. 1867, pp. 38,62.
I lied thirty -six hours after oper'n.

EVE (I'. F.), lac cit., p. 255.

Circ. 7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 36, 62.

Reacted fairly. Died, May 28,

1864, from exhaustion. Circ. 6,

S. O. (>., 1865. p. 50. Circ. 7,

5, ({. (>., 1867, pp. 37, 62.

Never rallied. Died one hour
after operation, from shock.

Died thirty-six hours after oper-
ation.

Reaction fair; April 14th, gan-
grene. Died April 20, 1862.

Sank gradually, and died, June
29, 1863, from exhaustion. Circ.

2, S. G. O., 1869, p. 109.

Succumbed to shock of opera-
tion. Eve (P. F.), loc.cit., pp.
255, 264. Circ. 7, S. G. O., 1 867,

pp. 33. 61.

1 lied a few hours after operation.

•Spec. 710. Circ.G. S.G.O.,1865,
p. 50. Circ. 7, S. G. O., 1867,

pp. 35, 62.

But partial reacti'n. Died twenty-
four hours after operation. Circ.

6, S. G. O., 1865, p. 50. Circ.

7, S.G. O., 1867, pp. 37,62.
Rallied somewhat. Died, Dec.
12, 1862, from exhaustion.

Rallied, but soon began to fail;

died two hours after operation,

Circ. 7, S. G. G.,1867, pp. 38, 62.

Died, a few moments after oper-
ation, from shock. Circ. 7, S.
G. O., 1867, pp. 34, 61.

Died in less than tin hour. Spec.

4237. Circ. 6, S. G. O., 1865,

p. 50. Circ. 7, S. G. O., 1867,

pp. 39, 62.

Died twenty-four hours after op-
eration. Eve (F. t\), loc. cit.,

p. 255. Circ. 7, S. G. O., 1867,

pp. 36, 62.

Rallied satisfactorily; Aprill8tb,
flaps sloughed badly; pyiemic
symptoms. Died April 22, 1862.

S arrived oper'n two or three days.
Eve (F. F.). Inc. cit., p. 253.
Circ. 7, S. G.O., 1867, pp. 33, 6]

.

In a few hours stump evinced a
tendency to unhealthy action,

and patient sank into adynamic
condition: died Jan. 8, 1863.
Eve (P.F.),toe. ci'(.,p. 255. Circ.

7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 35, 62.

Died before dressing of stump
was completed. EVE (P. F.J,
loc. cit., pp. 253, 261. Circ. 7,

S. G. O., 1867, pp. 35, 62.

Died. Circ. 2, S. G. O., 1869,

p. 108. LDxino (A.), Exart.dcs
Oberschc.nk., Zurich, 1877, S. 99,

Case 340.

Died. Circ. 2, S. G. O., 1869,

p. 108. LUNING, op. cit., S. 99,

Case 341.

Died Aug. 23, 1861, from exhaus-
tion.
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Secondary Amputations.—Of nine instances of secondary amputations at the hip

joint, eight were practised on Union soldiers and one on a Confederate soldier, resulting in

two recoveries and seven deaths, a mortality rate of 77.7 per cent. The shortest interval

between the reception of the injury and the operation was forty-three days; the longest,

two years nine months and twenty-one days. Six of the operations were performed on the

right side and three on the left. Of the two survivors of secondary amputation at the hip,

one is a pensioner in comfortable health at a period nearly fifteen years after the operation.

Case 320 —Private George W. Lemon, Co. C, 0th Maryland, aged 30 years, had his left femur fractured, at the junction

of the middle and upper thirds, hy a conoidal musket ball, at the battle of the Wilderness, May 5, 1804. lie was left in a

shelter tent on the field and fell into the hands of the enemy. On May 13th he was recaptured, and was sent to Fredericksburg,

and thence to Alexandria, where he was received at the Third Division Hospital on June 14th. When admitted he had

diarrhoea and was greatly emaciated. There was a bed-sore, four inches in diameter, over the sacrum, and smaller sores over

the prominences on the spine and scapula;. The lower end of the upper fragment of the femur protruded from the wound, from

which there was a profuse offensive ash-colored discharge. To check the diarrhoea, to administer suitable nourishment, and to

take pressure from the bed-sores by supporting the body on

air cushions, were the first matters attended to. Then

moderate extension was applied to the injured limb, and a

tolerably good position was maintained by means of pillows

and cushions. In three weeks the bed-sores were healed.

and there was a slight improvement in the general constitu-

tional condition. Extension of the limb causing pain, it

was discontinued. For the next ten or twelve months the

patient clung to life by the slenderest thread. Detached

fragments of bone frequently gave rise to inflammatory

swelling, abscesses in the thigh, and profuse suppuration.

Vet the appetite and digestion continued to be good, and the

great drain upon the system was supported unusually well.

In May, 1865, it was found that the fracture was quite

(irmly consolidated. The patient now occasionally sat up

in a chair, but every attempt of the sort was followed by

acute inflammation of the thigh, with increased suppura-

tion. It was now decided that the patient must ultimately

sink under the profuse suppuration, and that an operation

should be performed as soon as it was opportune, and that

every effort should be made to put the patient in a condition

to support this shock. On October 12, 1805, Surgeon

Edwin Bentley, U. S. V., proceeded to amputate at the hip

joint. Chloroform was administered ; the external iliac

artery was compressed at the pubis; anterior and posterior

semilunar flaps were formed by transfixion, and the femur

was disarticulated. The haemorrhage was inconsiderable,

and the patient reacted soon and satisfactorily. From the

day of the operation he steadily improved, with scarcely

On November loth, Dr. Bentley reported that the ligatures had all come away, and that the wound
In December the stump was healed, and the patient began to get about on crutches. The fracture of

the exarticulated femur was found to be imperfectly but quite firmly united, with great antero-posterior angular deformity and

shortening. The bone was sent to the Army Medical Museum, where it is preserved as Specimen 4386. A posterior view of it

is given by the annexed left hand wood-cut (Fig. 98). On January 31, 1800, a photograph of the man was taken, from which

the right hand wood-cut (Fig. 99) is copied. Lemon was then transferred to the Harewood Hospital, at Washington. He was

then quite well, and able to go where he chose on crutches. The cicatrix was firm and healthy. On February 3, 1806, he was
discharged from the hospital, and from the service of the United States, at his own request. He went to his home at Bird Hill,

Carroll county, Maryland, and resumed his trade of shoemaking. He was granted a pension of fifteen dollars a month. On
April 25, 1867, a letter was received from him in which he stated that his health was excellent ; that he weighed ninety-nine

and a half pounds, an increase of twelve and a half pounds from the date at which he left the hospital ; and that he had been

able to walk to the village of Westminster, a distance of seven miles, without fatigue. In a letter dated Westminster, Maryland,

July 31, 1870, he states "that the artificial limb is not now or ever has been of the least service to me. * * I have tried to

wear it; but it only serves to irritate the stump, and makes it so raw and sore that I cannot bear it to touch anything' for days

afterwards." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1878. 1

' This secondary amputation at the hip is noted nn page 52 of Circular No. 6, S. G. O., 1865, in a foot-note. In the Catalogue of the Surgical

Section of the Army Medical Museum, of 18C6, p. 249, there is a brief memorandum of the facts of the case, with a wood-cut of the fractured femur,

contributed to the Museum by the operator, Surgeon Enwtx RF.NTI.F.V, U. S. V. A detailed account of the case, compiled from the reports of the Third

Division Hospital, Alexandria, and Harewood Hospital, 'Washington, is printed in Circular No. 7, S. G. O., 18G7, p. 42.

Surg. Ill—19

Fig. 98.— Consolidated
gunshot fracture of the left

femur. Spec. 4386.

an untoward symptom,

was granulating kindly.

FIG. 99.—Appearance of cicatrix after secondary
coxo-femoral amputation. [From a photograph.

J
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The subject of the second successful secondary amputation at the hip was in good

health four and a half years subsequent to the operation, but has not replied to letters of

inquiry of a later date.

Case 381.—Private Woodford W. Longmoor, a rebel soldier, aged 25 years, a robust, healtby man, was wounded at a

skirmish at Cynthiana, Kentucky, on June 11, 1804. A ball from a Belgian rifle, at short range, passed through his right thigh,

shattering the shaft of the femur. There was profuse haemorrhage and the shock was alarming. He remained almost insensible

for three or four days, and for a fortnight there was extreme prostration, lie was placed in a rebel field hospital, and the injured

limb was put in a fracture box, with which was connected a crutch piece extending to the axilla. On the evening of the recep-

tion of the wound numerous detached bony splinters, a handful almost, were extracted. For six weeks extension and counter-

extension were maintained, but so much suffering arose from this treatment that it was discontinued, and the limb was simply

supported in a comfortable position. The patient was confined to

his bed for eight and a half months. In the middle of March,

186T>, lie was removed to Florence, Kentucky, seven miles from

Cincinnati, and Dr. George C. Blackmail, professor of surgery in

the Medical College of Ohio, was consulted in the case. There

was a profuse discharge of offensive pus, and the patient's strength

seemed to be failing under the protracted irritation and spoliation.

There had been frequent recurrences of abscesses in the thigh,

attended with excessive pain and swelling, and followed by the

elimination of fragments of necrosed bone. Ever since the recep-

tion of his injury the patient had taken morphia very freely.

Evidently there were still loose sequestra and diseased hone with

which sinuses communicated, and Dr. Blackmail proposed to

remove these sources of irritation. On April 23d the patient con-

sented to an operation, and a number of necrosed fragments were

extracted, with much relief to the local irritation and benefit to the

general health. During the autumn, however, evidences of exten-

sive destructive inflammation of the shaft of the femur became

unmistakable, and in December a second operation for the removal

of fragments was performed without advantage. The discharge

became more offensive and sanious, and the strength of the patient

rapidly gave way. In January, 18GC, his condition became almost

hopeless, and the removal of the diseased limb was determined on.

The operation was performed on January*18fh. Ether was admin-

istered, and the lower extremities were kept elevated for a few

minutes before the incisions were made. Then the right femoral

was compressed at the groin, and the disarticulation was rapidly

effected by Lacauchie's method. 1 A circular cut through the skin

was made at the junction of the upper third of the thigh ; then the

integuments were retracted and the muscles were divided circularly down to the bone. A vertical incision was now made on

the outer side of the limb, commencing a little above the trochanter and joining the first incision. The head of the bone was

then exarticulated. There was but little hemorrhage, and the patient rallied from the operation remarkably welL The follow-

ing day he suffered greatly from nausea, which he ascribed to the use of the ether. This distressing complication soon subsided,

however, and thenceforward there was no unpleasant symptom, and the patient progressed rapidly toward recovery (FIG. 100).

In February, 1807, Longmoor reported himself to Dr. Blackmail as in excellent health, and as having recently married. In the

latter part of June, 1807, seventeen months after the operation, Dr. Blackmail again saw him, and found that his general health

was good, and that his stump was sound, though subject to occasional attacks of neuralgia of extreme severity. He was

accustomed, in these attacks, to alleviate his suffering by taking large doses of morphia. An examination of the limb after its

removal showed that the entire shaft of the femur had been affected by osteomyelitis. The specimen, with its delicately encased

sequestra and fragile deposits of new hone, was destroyed by an unskilful preparer. On July 21, 1870, a letter of inquiry was

addressed by the reporter to Mr. Longmoor, then at Cynthiana, Kentucky, which elicited the following response: "In answer to

your inquiry, ' have you suffered much from neuralgic pains,' I answer there existed, for a long time, contractions of the muscles,

in the centre of the stump, attended with considerable pain and tenderness ; the interval between those contractions of the

muscles and the pain is much lengthened. I now suffer comparatively little, and my general health is much improved."2

In the seven fatal cases of secondary amputations at the hip joint the injuries were

inflicted by small projectiles. One patient survived the operation nearly four months;

one, twenty-three days; one, eleven days; one, three days; and three, one day or less.

1 M. A. K. LACAUCHIE.-chirurgien principal, and chief medical officer ef the French army of occupation in Rome, gives a description, with illus-

trations, of his procedure for amputating at the hip joint, in the Gazette Medicate de Paris, Nos. 19, 20, 2."), and 26", 1850.

2 The particulars of this case of secondary amputation at the hip joint were contributed to the Surgeon General's Office by the operator, Professor

George C. Bi.ackman, of the Medical College of Ohio, in a letter dated February 21!, 18(17. The operation had been briefly noted in the Cincinnati

Jour, of Med., 1866, Vol. I, p. 101, and was more fully detailed in the Report on Amputations at the Hip Joint. Circular No. 7, S. G. O., 1867, p. 43, with

achromolithographic sketch of the patient five months after recovery, from a drawing transmitted by Dr. Blackman.

FIG. 100.—Cicatrix five months after secondary amputation ;it the hip.

[From a drawing by Prof. BI.ACKMAN.)
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Flo. 101.—Gunshot frac-

ture of the femur. Spec.

3888.

Cask 322.—Private Daniel II. Bowman, Co. ('. 1 lOtli Pennsylvania, aged 21 years, was wounded on July 27, 1804, at

Deep Bottom, on the left bank of James River. A couoidal musket ball entered at the upper posterior part of the right thigh,

comminuted the femur from the trochanters downward for several inches and lodged. The wounded man was transported to

Washington on a hospital steamer, and was received at Lincoln Hospital on July 30th. The injured limb was shortened two and

a half inches; the soft parts were badly lacerated. On August 7th the position of the ball at the anterior part of the thigh was
detected. An incision was made and the ball and several detached fragments of bone were removed. On August 17th the

wound looked badly, and there was slight sloughing. For the next few weeks the patient lost ground

steadily. There was profuse suppuration, with great constitutional irritation. There appeared to be no

attempt at union at the seat of the fracture. The patient had become much emaciated, and his powers

of resistance were failing daily. After due consultation it was determined to amputate at the hip joint.

On September 15th the operation was performed by Assistant Surgeon J. (.'. McKce, 1'. S. A. The patient

was rendered insensible by sulphuric ether. The method by anteroposterior Haps formed by transfixion

was adopted. The amputation was rapidly completed and very little blood was lost. The patient did

not rally, but died one hour after the operation, September 15, 1864. At the autopsy, the lungs were

found to be attached to the thoracic walls by firm fibrinous adhesions. In the upper lobe of the right

lung there were two small isolated abscesses. Otherwise the lungs were normal. The right weighed

13 and the left 11 ounces. The abdominal viscera were normal, save that the liver and kidneys were

unusually small, the former weighing 44| and the latter !)£ ounces. At the seat of the fracture of the

femur (Fig. 101) there was no attempt at repair ; the fragments were carious: a large one, consisting

of nearly half of the cylinder of the shaft, was four inches long and was (juite detached. Fissures pene-

trated the trochanters and extended posteriorly half-way up the neck of the bone.

Case 323.—Sergeant Hiram H. Davis, Co. B, 156th New York, aged 26 years, was wounded at

the battle of Opequan, Virginia, on September 10, 1864, by a conoidal musket ball, which passed through

the fleshy part of the left thigh, and, entering the other thigh, fractured the upper third of the right

femur. He was sent by his regimental surgeon, Dr. G. C. Smith, to the Sheridan Field Hospital, near

Winchester, where the fracture was adjusted upon a double inclined plane. Thence he was transferred, on March 6, 1865,

to the General Hospital at Frederick, Maryland, which reports the Mesh wound in the left thigh healed, great deformity and

shortening of the fractured limb, and copious suppuration from fistulous sinuses communicating with necrosed bone. On April

25th he was transferred, in a somewhat improved condition, to the Cuyler

General Hospital at Germantown, Pennsylvania, where no special alteration

in his symptoms or treatment is noted. On May 10th he was moved from

Cuyler to Mower Hospital, and thence, on October 18th, to the Post Hospital

at Philadelphia, The register of the Post Hospital states that the fracture

of the femur was consolidated at the date of his admission, and that he was

discharged from service on November 8, 1865. In the spring of 1866 Davis

was received at the Episcopal (civil) Hospital in Philadelphia. The appear-

ance of the injured limb at the date of his admission

is indicated in the accompanying wood-cut (Fig. 103).

The right lower extremity was shortened six and a

half inches; there was false anchylosis of the knee

and ankle joints on this side; extensive cicatrices on

the thigh indicated the location of former sloughing;

there were five fistulous canals communicating with

diseased bone; apparently the entire upper portion of

the femur was necrosed. On May 5, I860, Dr. Wil-

liam S. Forbes, surgeon to the hospital, amputated

the limb at the hip joint. Ether was employed as an

anaesthetic, but it did not act satisfactorily. The vessels

were controlled by the abdominal aortic compressor.

An anterior flap was made by cutting from without

inward, the integument being dissected up to form the

longer portion of the flap. Then the femoral artery

was tied ; and then the bone was disarticulated and the

posterior flap was completed. The hemorrhage was

estimated at less than eight ounces. The patient rallied

bravely from the shock of the operation. Forty-eight

hours after the operation the pulse fell, and for about

of gunshot fracture of the five hours there was great depression. This was fol-

graph by RhoTds.J
" lowed by afebrile reaction, accompanied by an erysip- great shortening ami deformity. [From a photograph by

elatous blush, which, commencing at the outer angle

of the wound, gradually involved its entire extent. After this the patient sank rapidly, and expired sixty-four hours after the

operation, May 8, 1806. On examining the injured femur (FlG. 102) it was found to be imperfectly united by fragile masses

of callus, which enclosed large fragments of dead or diseased bone. 1

Firs. 103.— Gunshot fracture of the right femur with

1 MORTON (T. G.), On Amp. flip Joint, with the /fist, of the Cases, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1806, Vol. LI I, p. 36; Circ. No. 7, S. G. O., 1607, pp. 40, 64,
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Cash 324.—Corporal Frederick Kelb, Co. G, 7th New York, was wounded at Fredericksburg. Virginia, December

14, 1802, by a conoidal musket ball, which fractured the right femur at the junction of the upper and middle thirds. After

remaining for a fortnight in the field hospital of the 1st division of the .Second Corps he was conveyed to Washington and placed,

on December 25th, in the Patent Office Hospital, where the injured limb was placed in a fracture box and the wound was

dressed with oakum. The case progressed favorably, and, on April 2, 18G3, the patient was transferred to Judiciary Square

Hospital, and, on May 9th, was sent to De Camp Hospital, at David's Island, New York. Acting Assistant Surgeon John C.

DuBois reported: "The ball entered about one inch below the fold of the right natis, and, passing outward, shattered the

femur at its middle, and lodged in the anterior part of the thigh. The ball was extracted two days afterwards. On January 1,

1863, six pieces of bone were removed. The limb was placed on a double inclined plane and cold water applied. Six weeks

after, the long straight external and short internal splints of pasteboard were applied. This was removed in a few weeks and

merely the short internal pasteboard splint retained. On April 2d and 8th, pieces of bone came away. The splint was then

removed, and the limb suffered to lie on a hair mattress. May Gth, several pieces of bone removed. May 12th, firm union has

taken place, with great deformity. External angular curvature, with about 4$ inches shortening, as near as can be measured.

His whole limb is everted, and he is unable to raise it. His general condition is much reduced. As union is firm no treatment

can be adopted to relieve the deformity. July 10th, a few more pieces of bone have been removed. The probe reveals rough

bone, not loose. Internal wound closed; sinus injected with dilute tincture of iodine. General health pretty good." On
July 10th he was removed to McDougall Hospital, at Fort Schuyler; and on January 19, 1864, he was readmitted to De Camp
Hospital. On June 8, 1834, he was discharged from the service of the United States. There was evidence of disease of the

femur. On June 7, 1865, Kelb was admitted to St. Luke's Hospital, in New York City. There had been a series of recur-

ring abscesses in the thigh, and it was believed that nearly the entire femur was necrosed. It was determined to amputate

at the hip joint, and, on June 7th, the patient being anaesthetized by sulphuric ether and the aorta being compressed by

Signoroni's clamp tourniquet, the amputation was performed by the attending surgeon, Dr. R. F. Weir, by the method

recommended by Dr. Van liuren, an anterior flap being formed by transfixion and a posterior one by section from without

inward. The haemorrhage was slight and the shock was moderate. The case at first progressed very favorably. Three

weeks after the operation the healing of the stump was far advanced and the patient was able to leave his bed. After this he

began to lose ground very gradually. He died on October 4, 1865, nearly four months after the operation. At the autopsy,

the pelvis of the right kidney was found to be blocked up with numerous calculi; there was an abscess in the left kidney, and

there was tuberculosis of both lungs at an advanced stage. The stump was still open and the horizontal portion of the os pubis

was necrosed. A section of the exartieulated femur presented the characteristic lesions of chronic osteomyelitis. 1

Case 325.—Private James McGeehen, Co. K, 107th Pennsylvania, aged 48 years, was wounded at the battle of Gettys-

burg, on July 1, 1863, by a conoidal musket ball, which entered at the inner aspect of the middle of the right thigh and

traversed the entire thickness of the limb, badly comminuting the shaft of the femur in its progress. He lay upon the field for

about five hours and lost a good deal of blood, although none of the larger vessels appeared to have been wounded. He was

then conveyed to a temporary field hospital, and his wounds were dressed. On July 6th he was removed to the Seminary

Hospital at Gettysburg, where he remained until September 4th, at which date there was profuse suppuration and some slough-

ing at the wound of entrance, and it was deemed expedient to put the patient under canvas in the Camp Letterman Hospital.

On October 11th he was moved to the Town Hall Hospital at Chambersburg. Here he was able to move about on crutches, but

the injured limb was greatly enlarged and deformed, and numerous fistulous openings successively formed, through which pus

was freely discharged ami bits of necrosed bone were occasionally eliminated. On April 23, 1864, by order of the Medical

Director at Harrisburg, he was discharged from the military service of the United States on account of "permanent lameness

resulting from gunshot fracture of the right femur." Nearly two years subsequently, April 9, 1866, McGeehen entered the

Pennsylvania Hospital at Philadelphia. His general condition was satisfactory; his spirits were excellent; a careful examina-

tion failed to detect organic disease of any viscus. His injured thigh remained greatly deformed and enlarged ; the original

wounds had long since closed, but there were numerous fistulous sinuses, discharging on an average a gill of pus daily, and, at

intervals, scales or nodules of necrosed bone; three tracks seemed to ascend to within an inch and a half of the trochanter major.

It was thought probable that above this point the femur was healthy. After a careful consultation, it was determined to remove

the limb at the hip joint. The patient was placed upon tonic treatment, with nourishing diet; his bowels were also carefully

regulated. He complained of nothing except his cough, arising from a slight bronchitis, which, however, gave him very little

trouble. On April 21, 1866, Dr. D. H. Agnew, Surgeon to the Pennsylvania Hospital, removed the limb. The abdominal

tourniquet was employed, and by this means the circulation of the abdominal aorta was completely controlled. The method

of operating was by antero-posterior skin flaps, with circular division of the muscles. The femoral artery was ligated after

the anterior Hap was dissected up. The femoral vein was not included in the ligature. Twenty-one of the smaller arteries

required delegation. The disarticulation was accomplished in a minute and a half. Pressure was maintained by the abdominal

tourniquet for twenty-seven minutes while the minor vessels were secured. The haemorrhage during the entire operation

did not exceed three ounces, scarcely more than an ounce and a half of which was arterial blood. Ether alone was employed

in inducing anaesthesia, and about three ounces sufficed, as he inhaled it without effort and soon came under its influence.

The stump was packed with lint. The leg, when drained entirely of blood, weighed twenty-two pounds, the entire weight of

the body at that time being about one hundred and forty-five pounds. Immediately after his removal to the ward an enema

of half a drachm of tincture of opium was administered, and this was repeated at eight in the evening, when the stump was

closed by lead sutures and dressed with cerate. On the following day the patient had entirely reacted from the slight amount

of shock following the operation. Pulse, which, under agitation from the approaching operation, had been averaging from

100 to 115, had fallen to 98; respiration 20; skin moist and pleasantly warm. No stimulus; moderate diet, and a drachm

1 LiDELL (J. A.), On the Secondary traumatic Lesions of bone, etc., in IT. S. San. Com. Mem., 1870, Surgical, Vol. I, p. 438. W. H. Van BUUEN,
Transactions of New York Academy of Medicine, Vol. I, 1851-57, p. 123, and Contributions to Practical Surgery, Philadelphia, 1865, p. 9. M. A.

Qcj6rix (Medecint OptraUrirc, p. 220) has suggested the same plan. See also Circular 7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 41, 64.
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of laudanum by enema. On April 23d he was more comfortable. Had passed a quiet night; had a good appetite. A con-

siderable part of the stump had united by first intention, and there was only a little greasy, watery discharge from the

inner angle. Dry dressing continued. On April 24th he was doing well. Discharge thin and small, and flaps were rapidly

uniting. He was ordered four ounces of whiskey daily, and half an ounce of Basham's mixture. Dry dressing continued.

April 25th, no unpleasant symptom save a rather frequent bronchitic cough. The Haps are united at the middle of the stump;

the discharge comes from the angles, and it is evidently due to the breaking down of the subcutaneous fat. Laudanum
enemata were now given twice daily; warm- water dressings were substituted for the dry applications. April 26th, he ate

and slept well, but was troubled by his cough, which was severe, accompanied by tenacious mucous sputa. The opiate

enemata were suspended, and from two to four drachms of solution of sulphate of morphine were given every night ; during

the day, a sedative expectorant mixture every three hours. The stimulus was not increased. April 27th and 26th, steady

improvement; cough less troublesome, discharge more purulent and increased in quantity; warm-water dressing still applied.

April 29th, discharge purulent and quite abundant, amounting, probably, to three or four ounces daily.

April 30th, much the same, excepting that the cough was again more troublesome. The union of the flaps

was daily becoming more secure, and the discharge now consisted of laudable pus. Four ligatures came

away. May 1st, seemed brighter and better than any day heretofore; ate heartily; stump looked perfectly

healthy, discharge moderate; two more ligatures came away. May 2d, condition excellent ; the stump was

rapidly healing; the skin remained as soft and healthy as on the day of operation. Most of the stitches

had been cut away. The pulsation of the external iliac artery, which for several days was very marked, had

diminished greatly, and seemed as though propagated through a firm clot. He had been troubled consid-

erably with cough for two days. At midnight, in the absence of the watchman, haemorrhage occurred, and

on the return of the latter the patient was found dead. Upon removing the dressing it was seen that a

secondary haemorrhage had taken place. Most of the blood was retained either in the stump or inside the

dressing; the little that had escaped had flowed from the inner angle of the stump back under the body.

The haemorrhage was found to have proceeded from the femoral artery. The most powerful restorative

measures were employed for a long time, but without producing the slightest effect. Upon dissecting the

stump, the union was found to be complete over one-half of the entire surface of the Haps, whilst the deeper

portions of the stump were covered with healthy granulations. The femoral vein, which was not ligated,

was entirely occluded; the femoral artery was patulous, its inner coat projecting somewhat beyond the

other two; the inner coat of the artery was deeply stained and roughened for at least one and a quarter

inches above the extremity; higher up it appeared perfectly healthy; the ligature which had secured the

vessel was still attached to a shred of the outer fibrous coat. It had evidently very recently cut its way
through, and still retained in its loop the end of the vessel which had sloughed off. Lying immediately

in front of the femoral vessels, embedded in a recent clot, was found the plug which had been driven out of

the artery. This was a firm, flesh-colored clot, of the calibre of the vessel, and long enough to reach up to

the origin of the deep epigastric and circumflex iliac arteries. No positive testimony could be obtained

that the patient had suffered from one of his violent spells of coughing immediately before the accident, as

all in the ward were asleep excepting the watchman; but all the appearances render it highly probable

that directly after the ligature of the femoral became detached the violent succussion of the diaphragm

incident to a paroxysm of coughing had expelled the clot from that vessel. All the other vessels appeared

completely obliterated. Only the thoracic and abdominal cavities were examined. The lungs were large and free from pleuritic

adhesions. They were somewhat emphysematous, and showed a large amount of pignie'.t over their surface. The anterior

portions were anaemic, but posteriorly there was marked congestion of the lower lobes. The heart was quite flabby and moder-

ately dilated. There was no valvular disease or apparent insufficiency, but microscopic examination showed advanced fatty

degeneration of the muscular fibres. The liver was also very soft and fatty. Kidneys anaemic and pale. Other viscera

healthy. The large vessels and heart contained very little blood. There was a small collection of unhealthy purulent matter

in the manubrium of the sternum. The limb, upon dissection, showed very great disease of all the soft parts between the

trochanters of the femur and the knee joint. The muscles had undergone fatty degeneration ; their sheaths were very much
hypertrophied and of almost cartilaginous density. Toward the bone there was a thick layer of tenacious colloid bone carti-

lage, apparently resulting from periosteal disease. Through the dense and morbid mass fistulous tracks radiated in every

direction, many of them containing small spiculae of bone. The bone itself was diseased from the condyles to within one and

a half inches of the lesser trochanter. The shaft had been fractured obliquely, with considerable comminution, and union had

taken place by formation of a very large amount of dense bony structure, which projected in spurs and ridges in all directions.

The original track of the ball was marked by a deep groove, and one or two small fragments of lead were found embedded in

the bone. There was a large anfractuous cavity, bridged over in places by newly formed bone, which still contained several

quite large sequestra. There was incipient periosteal disease along the linea aspera up to the trochanters. A section of the bone

showed that if osteomyelitis had existed it had not extended within several inches of the trochanters. 1

In the four foregoing fatal secondary amputations, one succumbed to the shock of

operation in an hour; another died on the third day with surgical fever and erysipelas; a

third in seventeen weeks with phthisis and lithiasis, the stump nearly healed; and a fourth

Fin. 104.—Consoli-
dated shot fracture of
femur, with secondary
lesions. [From a pho-
tograph by WILL* no.

)

An account of this case was published by Dr. THOMAS G. MoitTOX, in The American Journal of Medical Sciences, 186fi, Vol. L1I, p. 33 {Com-

pound Comminuted Fracture of Right Femur, from Wound by Minie Ball. Amputation at Hip Joint after Thirty-four Months, by Dr. D. II. Ac.NEW,

Deathfrom Secondary Hemorrhage on the Twelfth Day), from notes carefully and admirably drawn up by Dr. William PKPl'EK, the resident surgeon

at the Pennsylvania Hospital, under whose immediate care the patient was. See also List of the More Important Specimens added to the J'alhotogical

Museum of the Pennsylvania Hospital during the year 1867, by WILLIAM PEPPER, M. D., Curator, in Penna Hospital Reports, Vol. I, 18(18, p. 399.
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perished on the eleventh day, from giving way of the femoral at the point of ligation. In

two of the following cases the patients sank from shock in a little over twenty-four hours.

In the third case, secondary haemorrhage was restrained by ligating the external iliac on

the eleventh day, but bleeding recurred fatally on the twenty-third day.

Case 326.—Antonio Mutieres, a Mexican, aged 30 years, employed by the depot quartermaster at Fort Union, New
Mexico, was wounded, in an altercation with another Mexican, on May 10, 1807, by a conoidal pistol ball, which entered two

inches below tfie anterior superior spinous process of the left ilium, and passed downward and lodged in the neck of the left

femur at its junction with the head. He was admitted to tin; Post Hospital at Fort Union on May 11th, when Assistant Surgeon

DuBois, Post Surgeon, enlarged the wound and extracted the ball and wadding with a pair of Tiemann's bullet forceps. After

the removal of the ball the finger could be passed half an inch or more into the substance of the cervix, in which the ball had

been embedded. The patient suffered but little pail], but he gradually lost flesh and strength from the surgical fever and sup-

puration. On June 14th he began to have severe pain, running up the side of the trunk and downward to the knee. This

became more continuous and distressing on the succeeding day. Surgeon J. C. McKee, U. S. A., saw the patient in consulta-

tion, at this date, and advised that amputation should be performed in preference to an excision. At noon, on June 22d,

Assistant Surgeon DuBois operated, assisted by Dr. Short, of Los Vegas, and Dr. Simpson, of Moro. A rude clamp abdominal

compressor had been made at the post under the direction of Dr. Duliois, and this instrument, applied a little above and to

the left of the umbilicus, effectually controlled the aorta. A long anterior and short posterior flap were made. The disarticu-

lation was completed in fifteen seconds. Eighteen arteries were ligated. The soft parts were much diseased, and there was a

large amount of venous haemorrhage. The anaesthetic employed was a mixture of equal parts of chloroform and ether. The
patient breathed well notwithstanding the compression of the abdomen. The flaps were left open, a cerate cloth being inter-

posed. In the evening the patient was free from pain and had slept a little; but he had not reacted satisfactorily, and talked and

laughed excitedly. His pulse was at 100 and feeble, it was fuller and less frequent immediately after the operation. Milk

punch had been given in small quantities every fifteen minutes. Hypodermic injections of tincture of opium in doses of from

ten to thirty drops, repeated every twenty minutes or at longer intervals, were now administered. This remedy appeared to

bring the pulse up, and to act as a stimulant and not as a narcotic—a therapeutic result observed by Dr. Duliois in other cases

of shock. The patient died June 23, 1807. At the autopsy, the acetabulum was found to be extensively diseased. 1

Case 327.—Private Michael O'Xeil, 2 Co. E, 58th Massachusetts, aged 19 years, was wounded at the battle of Cold Harbor,

June 3, 1864, by a conoidal musket ball, which entered the upper anterior part of the right thigh, and passed backward and

slightly upward through the limb, comminuting the upper extremity of the femur. The fissures extended about three inches

down the shaft, and through the trochanters halfway up the neck. The wounded man was sent in

an ambulance to the White House, on the York River, and thence by a hospital steamer to Alex-

andria, where he was received at the Third Division Hospital on June 7th. On admission his limb

was much swollen, yet there was but little pain, and this was not increased by moving the limb.

His general condition was satisfactory, though he reported that he was subject to attacks of inter-

mittent fever. His limb was arranged in a straight position, supported by cushions and pillows;

evaporating lotions were applied to the wound, and a nutritious diet was ordered. On June 10th,

several fragments of bone were extracted. On June 12th the patient had a chill, and was ordered to

take four grains of sulphate of quinia every four hours. The injured limb was now suspended by

means of Smith's anterior splint. On June 24th there was another chill. The wound was now sup-

purating freely, and the limb was very sensitive when handled. On June 31st there was a slight

chill. From this date to August 1st there was little change in the symptoms. It was now decided

that there was little hope of consolidation of the fracture. The suppuration was profuse, and it was

believed that the patient would inevitably succumb ultimately to the constitutional irritation and the

drain upon the system. It was determined, therefore, that amputation should be performed, and the

character of the fracture admitted only of amputation at the hip joint. On August 10th, the patient

was anaesthetised by sulphuric ether, and amputation at the hip joint was performed by the lateral

flap method by Surgeon Edwin lientley, U. S. V. There was but little haemorrhage, and the oper-

ation was borne well. The patient had an anodyne, and was freely stimulated. For forty-eight hours after the operation there

was some febrile excitement, with complete anorexia. The fever then subsided and the appetite returned. The wound looked

well, and the amount of suppuration was trifling. The case progressed very favorably until August 20th, when secondary

haemorrhage supervened from ulceration of the femoral near the ligature. About six ounces of blood were lost. A ligature was

promptly placed upon the external iliac just above Poupart's ligament. After the operation the patient was very weak and

faint, and stimulants were freely administered. On August 22d there was an excess of febrile excitement, but this abated on

the following day and the appetite again became moderately good. On August 28lh there was nausea and vomiting, which

persisted for forty-eight hours. The wound at this time had assumed a very unhealthy appearance, and the patient had become

much emaciated. On the night of September 1st there was delirium. The case terminated fatally on the morning of September

3d, twenty-three days after the operation. At the autopsy the viscera was found to be healthy, except that there was an old

cicatrix with cretaceous deposit at the apex of the left lung. The lips of the wound were united in nearly their entire extent.

There was a large accumulation of pus within the flap, bathing the acetabulum and the gaping mouth of the femoral artery.

The wound left by the incision above Poupart's ligament, through which the external iliac was tied, communicated with an

abscess between the iliacus externus muscle and the iliac fascia, filled with pus. The ligature on the external iliac was found to be

1 See Dubois (II. A.), A Case of Amputation at the Hip Joint for Gunshot Wound of the Head of the Femur, in The Medical Record, 1868, Vol.

II, p. 266 ; Circular No. 7, S. G. O., 1867, p. 46 ; Circular No. 3, S. G. O., 1871, p. 214.
2 The abstract of this case was compiled from a report by the operator, Surgeon E. Bextley, U. S. V. See Circular No. 7, S. G. O., 1867, p. 39.

Fig. lnr,. —fiunsli.it fracture

of the upper extremity of the

right femur. Spec. :J0!i8.
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placed about half an inch below the origin of the epigastric; the circumflex iliac was given off a little below the epigastric.

There was a firm conical plug in the external iliac, ending at the origin of the epigastric. Through this plug ran a canal

communicating with the mouth of the circumflexa ilii; this canal was closed by a clot colored by included

red corpuscles and of more recent formation than the plugging clot. Ulceration of the external iliac just

above the ligature had commenced. The femoral vein was collapsed and contracted; the external iliac vein

was distended by a dirty fluid, which, when placed under the microscope, was found to abound in pus

globules. Higher up, the contents of the vein consisted of a granular detritus. The branches of the external

iliac vein was blocked up by dense coagula. The deep-seated abdominal lymphatic glands were enlarged and

deeply injected. An examination of the fractured femur showed that it was shattered, with much loss of sub-

stance, just below the trochanters. The fissures ran up with the capsule, and the fractured extremities of the

bone were carious and had lost tissue by absorption.

Cask 323.—Private John Williams, Co. P, 13th Ohio Cavalry, aged 44 years, was wounded at Peebles'

Farm, near Petersburg, September 30, 1864, by a colloidal musket ball, which passed through the left thigh

and contused or partially fractured the femur. He was conveyed in an ambulance to the field hospital of the

first division of the Ninth Corps, and his wounds were dressed, and he was then sent by rail to City Point,

and thence to the North in a hospital transport steamer. On October 7th he was received at the General

Hospital at Beverly, New Jersey. For over three months the case progressed very favorably under the

simplest treatment; but early in February abscesses formed in the thigh, and when they were incised they

discharged copiously an offensive pus. About the same time the patient was attacked by an obstinate diarrhoea.

On February 17, 18G5, an exploratory incision was made, and a careful examination with the finger and the

probe indicated that the femur was necrosed as high as the trochanters. It was then considered that amputa-

tion at the hip joint presented the only chance for preserving life. The operation was performed by Assistant

Surgeon Clinton Wagner, U. S. A. The patient inhaled chloroform; anterior and posterior semilunar flaps

were made by transfixion ; the femoral artery was tied as soon as divided ; disarticulation was then effected,

and the operation completed by securing the minor vessels. Very little blood was lost. The patient reacted

satisfactorily, but sank and died, apparently from shock, twenty-nine hours after the operation. An autopsy

revealed a healthy condition of the viscera and no lesion worthy of special mention. The femur displayed an

interesting example of necrosis of the entire diaphysis. It is numbered Specimen 84 in the collection of the

Army Medical Museum, and is represented in the adjacent wood-cut, Fig. 106.

Flu. 106.-Necrosis
of the femur follow-

ing gunshot injury.

Spec. 84.

Table XVII.

Summary of Nine Cases of Secondary Amputation at the Hip Joint:

Name, Age, and Military
Description.

Lemon. G. W., Pt., C, 6th
Maryland, age 30.

Longmoor, IF. W., Pt., age

Bowman, D. H., Pt., C, 110th
Pennsylvania, age 24.

Davis, II. II., Sergeant, B,

L5oth New York, age 26.

Kelb, F., Corporal, G, 7th
New York.

McGeehen, J., Pt., K, 107th
Pennsylvania, age 48,

Mutieres, A., Mexican, team-
ster in Quartermaster's De-
partment, age 33.

O Neil, M., Pt., E, 58th Mas-
sachusetts, age 19.

Williams, J., Pt., F, 13th
Ohio Cavalry, age 44.

Date
OF

N.IUUY.

Nature of Injury.

May 5, Conoidal ball fract. left femur,
1864. junct. upper thirds : bedsores

;

abscesses. May, It 05, pro-
fuse suppuration, bone firmly
consolidated.

June 11, Conoidal ball shattering shaft

1864. right femur; abscesses; nee.

bone rem'd
;
protracted irrita-

tion and exhaustive suppu-
ration.

July 27, Conoidal ball com. right femur
18(i4. from trochantersdown several

inches. Aug. 17th. ball and
fragm'ts bone extracted

;
pro-

fuse suppuration ; no union.

Sept. 1!>, Conoidal ball fract. upper third

1804.
|

right femur. Mar.. '05, healed
with great deformity. '60, dis-

eased bone; fistulous canals.

Dee. 14, Conoidal ballfract. right femur,
1802. junct. up. thirds. June 8. '04.

fracture consolidated. June,
1805, abscesses, necrosis.

Julv 1, Conoidal ball badly comminu-
1803. ting right femur. Oct. 11, '65,

able to move on crutches

—

limb deformed, bonenecros'd.
April. '00, numerous fistulous

openings discharging.
May II, Revolver ball ont'g left thigh,
1807. lodging in neek of femur; ball

removed— lost strength daily.

June 3, Conoidal ball comminuting up.
1864.

|
extremity right femur. June
10, fragments extract'd. Aug.
1st, profuse suppuration.

Sept. 30, Conoidal ball thro' left thigh,

1864. partially fract'g or contusing'

femur. Feb, '65, exam, found
femur necrosed to trochanters.

Date
of

On-; ra-
tion.

Oct. 12,

I860.

Jan. 18.

1800.

Sept. 1;

1864.

May 5,

1866.

June 7,

1865.

April 21

1866.

June 22,

1867.

Aug. 10,

1864.

Feb. 17
1865.

Operation and Operator.

Anterior and post'r semilunar
flap, bv Surgeon E. Benlley,

u. S. V.

Lacanohie's method; circular

cut thro' skin, integ. retracted,

muscles div. circularly down
to bone; vertical incision on
outer side, by Prof. G. C.
Blackman.

Antero-pusterior flaps, by Ass't

Surgeon J. C.McKee, U.S.A.

Anterior posterior flap, by Dr.
\V. S. Forbes, Civil Hospital,
Philadelphia.

Antcriorflapby transfix'n, pos-
terior flap by sect'n from with-
out, in, by Dr. P. F. Weir, St.

Luke's Hosp., N. York City.

Anterior post'r skin flap, circ.

division of muscles, by Dr.
D. H. Agnew, Pennsylvania
Hospital.

Long anterior, short posterior

flap, by Ass't Surgeon H. A.
Dubois. U. S. A.

Lateral flap, by Surgeon E.
Bentlev, U. S. V.

Anterior and posterior semi-
lunar flaps, by Ass't Surgeon
C. Warner, U. S. A.

Result and Remarks.

Stcadv imp. Dec, 1865. stump
healed. Disch'd Feb. 3, 1866.

Specs. 4386, 4167, 5040. Phot.
&er. 136, 137. Circ. 6. S. G. O.,

1865, p. 52. Circ. 7, S. G. O.,

1867, pp. 42, 64.

Rapid recovery. 1870, general
health good. BLACKMAN(G.C),
Amputations at Hip Joint, in

Cincinnati Jour, of Med., 1866,

Vol. I, p. 101. Lire. 7, 1867,

pp. 43, 64.

Did not rally. Died one hour af-

ter operation. Spec. 2288. Circ.

6, S. G. O., 1865, p. 50. Circ.

7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 41, 64.

Rallied well. Died May 8, 18G6,

sixty-four hours after operation.

Circ. 7, S.G.O., 1867, pp.46, 64.

Julv 1st, able to leave bed; after

this failed, and died Oct. 4. 1865.

Circ. 6, S. G. O., 1865, p. 52.

Circ. 7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 41. 64.

April 23d, heal'g by first intent'n.

20th, bronchial cough trouble-

some. May 2d, ha?m. from fem-
oral artery ,* died. Circ. 7, 1867,

pp. 44, 64.

Died June 23, 1867. Circ.7. 1867,

pp. 40, 04. Circ. 3, S. G. O.,

1871, p. 214.

Ulceration of femoral. Aug. 20.

ha:m., lig. of est. iliac. ^Dicd
Sept. 3, 1864. Spec. 3:)98. Circ.

6, S. G. O., 1865, p. 50. Circ.

7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 30, 64.

Died, twenty-nine h"rs after, from
shock of operation. {Spec. 84.

Circ. 6, S. G. O , 1865, p. 50.

Circ. 7, S.G.O., 1867, pp. 41, 04.
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Reamputations at the Hip Joint.—The category of exarticulations at the hip for

diseased conditions succeeding previous amputations in the continuity of the thigh, per-

taining to the surgery of the late civil war, includes nine examples with only three deaths.
1

Case 329.—Private W. Cotter, Co. E, 9th New Hampshire, aged 27 years, was wounded at Petersburg, July 30, 18C4.

Surgeon J. Harris, 7th Rhode Island, recorded his admission to the field hospital of the 2d division, Ninth Corps, and noted:

" Fracture of thigh, lower third ; amputation of thigh at middle third." From the field hospital the patient was transferred to

City Point, and thence to Washington, August 3d. Assistant Surgeon W. F. Norris, U. S. A., contributed the pathological

specimen, shown in the wood-cut (Fig. 107), with the following history by Acting Assistant Surgeon H. Gibbons: "The patient

was admitted to Douglas Hospital with primary amputation of right thigh, lower part of middle third. The

operator had made a long posterior skin (lap, which was turned up over the muscles and bone, and attached to

the integument anteriorly by means of several sutures. When first seen the stump was greatly swollen, partly

from a retention of pus by the bag-like flap. A couple of sutures were removed and the pus evacuated. On
jj(l 11 August 4th, an incision was made in the dependant portion to admit of free drainage, and poultices were ordered.

IN'JH) fill Appetite and sleep were not greatly disturbed, and there was not as much irritative fever as in most similar cases.

Ordered stimulants, tonics, and generous diet. August 13th, swelling much reduced ; constitutional irritation less.

Ligature of femoral artery separated. The poultices were alternated with flannel dressings till September 1st,

when wet cloths were substituted. Flaps mostly united; appetite poor; sleep disturbed; stump painful. Ordered

morphia at bed-time. September 13th, patient sits up and walks about with some assistance.

1 Stopped the stimulant. September 28th, stump doing well; swelling gone; dead bone felt

with the pi-obe Had an attack of diarrhoea, which lasted but a few days. The irritability

of the stomach was a source of continual complaint for two or three months. The various

ji'j) stomachics relieved but temporarily; nevertheless there was marked improvement, especially

';,( during November, the patient being about on his crutches daily. November 29th, divided

: the cicatrix (but a small fistulous opening was still remaining) and removed a sequestrum

,'j nearly six inches long. It was attended with some difficulty, yet not as much as was expe-

rienced in similar cases. The sequestrum consists of the entire bone at the lower extremity,

but tapers to two or three points at the other; the circumference is complete for three inches.

In its centre, surrounding the medulla, was found a beautiful transparent flake of new bone.

The femur contained, as in like cases, a large amount of new bone. July 16, 1865, the cavity

left in the stump has never entirely closed, but continues to discharge, and refuses to heal,

though various stimulating injections have been resorted to. It is over three inches deep.
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FIG. 107.—
Cylindrical
sequestrum of The patient is in a promising state of health." On November 2d, the patient was transferred

FIG. 108.—Resected
extremity of the right

femur from a case of

osteomyelitis. Spec.

aSeSSBTi '<> t' ie Harewood Hospital. Surgeon K. B. Bontecou, U. S. V., reported thai he was doing 4954. *

well on December 31st, but that there was still a " fistulous discharge from the stump." At

the closing of the Harewood Hospital, on May 1, 1866, the patient was transferred to the Washington Post Hospital, where the

specimen represented in the adjacent cut (Fig. 108) was removed. Assistant Surgeon W. Thomson, U. S. A., who performed

the operation, reported as follows: "Two sinuses-lead to the interior of new bone, which have failed to close since the date

of the first operation. On June 6, 1866, resection of four inches of femur from the end of the stump, after previously made
incisions into the soft parts, was performed. Ether was used, and the incisions were united by silver sutures. June 30th,

wound has healed kindly, two-thirds by first intention, leaving a sinus on the under surface of the stump still discharging.

September 30th, although mostly healed the stump is still indurated. Two sinuses, evidently leading to necrosed fragments of

femur, are still open and keep up an offensive discharge. Small intercellular abscesses form occasionally. Patient in good

condition." He was discharged from service October 15, 1866, and -pensioned. In the following year he was reported as

having been treated for a time at the Bellevue Hospital, New York City, where Drs. H. B. Sands and F. H. Hamilton are

said to have removed several pieces of necrosed bone. On October 5, 1871, the pensioner entered the Providence Hospital

1 Amputation at the hip, after previous amputation in the continuity of the thigh, was first performed by G. J. GUTHRIE, in 1812, in the case of

Private Mason, 23d Infantry, or Welsh Fusiliers, wounded at Ciudud Ilodrigo. GL'TIIKIE, On Gunshot Wounds of the Extremities, London, 1815, 8vo,

p. 141. Of the nine cases pertaining to the American civil war, the earliest, May 21, 1804, was practised by Dr. A. B. MOTT, on the stump of a prior

amputation for bayonet stab of the knee. On September 21, 18(34, Dr. GURDOJf BUCK and Dr. F. IIaSSEXHURG disarticulated at the hip unsuccessfully,

after prior amputations for shot fracture. In 1665, Dr. J. II. PACKARD had the first successful reamputution at the hip after previous amputation in the

thigh for shot fracture, and Dr. A. M. FAUXTr.ERoY successfully reamputated, under similar conditions, on March 11th. In 1806, the successful reampu-

tation at the hip by Dr. T. G. MoiiTON", anda like operation, with fatal result, by Dr. J. 1!. WiliTCOMn, were practised. In 1870, and in 1871, Dr. G. A.

OTIS and Dr. N. S. LIN'COLX performed successful reamputations at the hip, after prior amputations of the thigh, for shot fracture. Professor J. FAYRER
(Clin, and Path. Obs. in India, London, 1873, pp. 84, 489), in 1807, unsuccessfully reamputated at the hip after prior thigh amputation for an incised

wound of knee. Besides these eleven reamputations at the hip, the records of civil surgery afford at least twenty-one examples, viz: five following

amputations for bad fractures of the femur—J. Sy.me'8. in 1848 (The Medical Times. London, 1849, Vol. XIX, p. 252); J. Roux's, in 185!) (Gaz. held., 1860,

pp. 292, 297), recoveries; J. F. Heyfkldeii's, in 1861 (Deutsche Klinik, 1802, S. 275), fatal; J. Fayrer's, in 1864, recovery; and J. Fayher's, in 1865,

fatal (Clin, and Path. Obs. in India, 1873, p. 489). There were eight exarticulations following prior amputations for ostitis or ill-defined lesions, viz:

A. CoorER's, in 1824 (Lnnd. Lancet, 1824, Vol. II. p. 96); Bradiiury's, in 1851 (Bosl. Med. and Surg. Jour., 1852, Vol. LXVI p. 349); B. Beck's, in

1854 (Deutsche Klinik, 1856, No. 47); Roser's, in 1857 (Tiiieme's Diss.. Leipzig, 1867, p. 9), successful; and TEXTOR'8, in 1851 (EscilE's Diss., WUrz-
burg, 1863); Cueuus'8, in 1853 (Thieme's Diss., Leipzig, 1867, p. 8); IlEYFELUER's, in 1854 (Tmr.ME's Diss., Leipzig, 1867, p. 8); and Hancock's, in 1860

(Lond. Lancet, 1860, Vol. I, p. 319). Eight exarticulations followed prior amputations for malignant growths, viz : MAYO's, in 1835 (COSTEI.LO's Cyclop.,

1841, Vol. I, p. 182); BOISSEAU'S, in IB41 (Metzs Diss., Vv'Urzburg, 1841, p. 17); W. S. COXE's, in 1844 (Mem. on Amp. at the Hip Joint, London, 1845);

Van Burex'b, in 1850 (Contrib. to Pract. Surg., 1865, p. 10); GROS Clark's, in 1866 (Lond. Lancet, 1867, Vol. I, p. 11), successful; and ClIEI.lus's, in

1845 (BRUCir, Die Diagnose der bbsartigen Geschwiilste, Mainz, 1847, p. 3); Volkmanx's, in 1868 (Deutsche Klinik; 1868, p. 338); and J. Lister's, in

1872 (Reyhek, iu Laxgesheck's Archiv, B. XVII, p. 516), fatal cases.
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at Washington, with the stump still in a diseased condition ; and ten days afterwards Dr. N. S. Lincoln exarticulated the remain-

ing part of the femur, consisting of the head, neck, and trochanteric portions, which was also contributed to the Museum, and
is represented in the annexed cut (FlG. 109). The femoral vessels were respected, so that the disarticulation might be said to

have resembled an excision or enucleation rather than a reamputation. The patient was able to be about in a short time; and,

on April 22, 18/2, he visited the Army Medical Museum,

and a photograph was made of the stump, which is

copied in the adjoining wood-cut (Fig. 110). The pen-

sioner subsequently entered the Na-

tional Military Asylum at Hampton,

Elizabeth City County, Va., where

Examiner C. McDermont certified

the following: ''The right leg has

been amputated at the hip joint.

This was the third amputation per-

formed on the limb. Since the last,

operation he has been troubled with

abscesses in and about the cicatiix.

which have not healed, though a

year lias almost elapsed since the

disarticulation was made. It is my
belief that the tissues of the wounded

limb have been diseased and never

free from ulceration since he was

yWSS wounded. His general health lias

''
\>'*J»V

been considerably impaired by the

constant irritation and drain upon

his system." This pensioner died

at Queenstown, Ireland, January

21, 1874, while on furlough from

the Asylum.

Private Julius Fabry, Co. K, 4th Artillery, aged 38 years, was wounded at Deep Bottom, Virginia, August

Pig. 103.—Exartic-
ulated head and tro-

chanters ofright femur
after osteomyelitis.

Spec. 5016. " I

Case 330.-

FIG. tin.—Cicatrix six month
tiun. [From a photograph.]

disarticulation and reainpnta-

16, 18C4. amputation at lower third ofSurgeon B. Gesner, 10th New York, reported: ''Severe shot wound of left knee joint;

femur. Sent to general hospital at City Point,

Virginia, August 17th." He was admitted,

on August 20th. into Satterlee Hospital, Phil-

adelphia, from City Point. Surgeon I. I.

Hayes, U. S. V., reported: "Gunshot wound

of left leg by round ball, which embedded

itself in knee joint; also conical ball, which

was extracted high up on outer side of left

thigh. August 17, 1804, circular amputation

of lower third of left thigh. Improving slow-

ly; simple dressings, tonics, and stimulants.''

On an unsigned case book of Ward 3, of Sat-

terlee Hospital, the progress and treatment of

the case are recorded as follows: "Stump

looks well
;
patient somewhat weak but doing

well. August 26th, suppurates very freely.

August 28th, conical ball extracted from outer

side of thigh two inches below great trochan-

ter. Patient states that he saw one other ball

extracted from the wound. September 1st,

doing well; suffers from a bedsore contracted

before he came here. States that he lost much
blood during the amputation, which accounts

for his weak and ancemic condition. Septem-

ber 9th, doing well. 21st, improving slowly.

November 8th, transferred to Ward A." The
progress of the case is continued on another

case book, also unsigned: "December 2d,

wound still discharging copiously. Bone ex-

posed about one-eighth of an inch; general health middling, appetite good, bowels regular. Some difficulty with his urinary

apparatus; detected pus in urine. January 9, 18S5, morphia ceases to have any effect except to constipate. Remains much
the same, better and worse, alternately, every ten or twelve days. February 4th, made an incision on external side of stump

some two inches in length, just cutting the fascia, and removed a small piece of woolen. The muscles were not affected by the

Surg. Ill—20

-Left femur,
from a ease of reampu
tation for osteomyelitU
following shot injury.

Spec. 5014, A. M. M.
FIG. 112.—Cicatrix twelve months after (

and reamputation. [From a photograph.

1

"-femoral disarticulation
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superficial sinus." On May 22, 1865, this soldier was sent to regimental headquarters at Fort Washington, whence lie was

discharged from service .January 1. 183 i. on surgeon's certificate of disability, signed by Surgeon John 11. Bayne, 1*. 8. V. In

October, 1865, the patient received an artificial limb but could not use it without discomfort. Fabry was admitted into the

Soldiers' Home January 31, 16:i6. The remnant of the femur was affected by osteomyelitis, and Surgeon C. H. Laub, U.S. A.,

bad frequent occasion to have the stump poulticed and abscesses opened. October 27, I860, Assistant Surgeon J. S. Billings,

U. S. A., made an exploratory and palliative operation, cutting down on the outer aspect of the thick involucrum a little below

the trochanter major, trephining over one of the cloacse, and discovering a sequestrum consisting of the shall of the femur.

Fabry was pensioned, and remained at the Soldiers' Home for the next three years, suffering acutely, at times, from suppuration

ill the stump, and again enjoying intervals of comparative comfort. The general health did not give way materially under the

protracted suppuration. The patient was exempt from albuminuria, and the viscera generally were in a normal condition. The
nervous system seemed shattered, a result ascribed to the inordinate doses of narcotics which the patient consumed. On May
I",, 187(1, Assistant Surgeon George A. Otis, U. S. A., exarticulated at the hip and removed the stump. The single anterior Hap

procedure was used, only the flap was cut from without inward, because the great masses of foliaceous callus enveloping the

upper third of the femur precluded transfixion. The accompanying wood-cut (FlG. Ill) will indicate the extent of these

osseous formations. Fabry had a rather rapid convalescence, being about on crutches in twenty-one days, and soon afterwards

able to ride about the grounds at the Soldiers' Home. A photograph of the patient, made at the Army Medical Museum a year

after the operation, is copied in the wood-cut, Fig 112. On May 15, 1878, eight years after the operation, Fabry has had no

trouble with his stump. He has never been willing to attempt the expedient of an artificial limb. 1

The next case is exceptional inasmuch as the amputation and reamputation followed

a bayonet stab in the knee instead of shot injury.

Cask 331.—Private Lewis Francis, Co. I, 14th New York Militia, aged 42 years, was wounded July 21, 1851, at the first

battle of Hull Run. by a bayonet thrust, which opened the right knee joint. He received not less than fourteen other stabs in

different parts of the body, none of them implicating the great cavities. He was
taken prisoner, and conveyed to Richmond and placed in hospital. One of his

wounds involved the left testis, which was removed on July 24th. On October

28, 1861, his right thigh was amputated at the middle, on account of disease of

the knee with abscesses hi the thigh. The double-flap method was employed.

The stump became inflamed and the femur protruded. An inch of the bone was

resected and the flaps were again brought together. In the spring of 1862 the

patient was exchanged and sent to Fort Monroe. Thence he was transferred to a

Washington hospital, and thence, in March, 1862, to his home in Brooklyn.

There was necrosis of the femur, and in May, 1862, its extremity was again

resected by a civil surgeon. On October 28, 1853, Francis was admitted to the

Ladies' Home Hospital, New York. Necrosis had apparently involved the remain-

ing portion of the femur. On May 21, 1864, Surgeon A. B. Mott, U. S. V., laid

open the flaps and exarticulated the bone. The patient recovered rapidly and had

a sound stump. He was discharged August 12, 1864. On October 1, 1865, a

photograph, from which the accompanying wood-cut (Fig. 113) was taken, was
forwarded by Surgeon A. 1!. Mott to the Army Medical Museum. Ur. Mott

reported that the pathological specimen of the exarticulated femur was stolen from

his hospital. For some months after his discharge Francis enjoyed good health
;

but then the cicatrix became unhealthy, pus was discharged through several

sinuses, and there was bleeding from the slightest irritation. In March, 1857, a

messenger was sent to his residence, 54 Hamilton Street, Brooklyn, and found him

in very poor health. He had been unable to leave the house since November, 1866.

On April 12, 1857, he was visited by Dr. E. D. Hudson, who reported linn as then

confined to his bed. There was a large ulcer at the upper outer angle of the

cicatrix, which communicated with extensive sinuses; there was a fistula-in-ano

also. The pus from the different fistulous orifices was thin, oily, and ichorous.

There could be little doubt that there was disease of some portion of the innomi-

natum. The patient was much emaciated, and had a cough with muco-purulent

expectoration. His pulse, however, was not frequent, and he had a good appetite.

In May, 1857, it was reported that his general condition had somewhat improved.

In March, 1858, Pension Examiner J. C. Burdick, of Brooklyn, reported that this pensioner was "permanently helpless and

required the constant aid of a nurse." On May 30, 1874 (Decoration Day), and the day prior, at a preparatory parade of the

veterans of his regiment, he was particularly active. The day after this unusual exercise, May 31, 1874, he died suddenly while

at table.2 This statement from the Brooklyn Union, June 1, 1874, is corroborated by the records of the Pension Bureau.

'OTIS (G. A.), Case of Reamputation at the Hip, in American Jour. Med. Sri.. 1*71. Vol. I.XI. p. 141. Circular No. 3. S. G. O., 1871, p. 215. In

the account of Fabry's case, first published in the American Journal of Medical Sciences, 1871, Vol. LX1, p. 141, it is stated that the left leg was first

amputated by Surgeon G. W. JACKSON, 53d Pennsylvania ; again through the joint, August "23d, by Acting Assistant Surgeon W. F. ATLEE ; and again

on August '28th, by Acting Assistant Surgeon J. B. UOE. These statements were token from the patient's written statements and from the artificial limb

statement of Jewctt's Leg Company. The original casualty list of the 2d Artillery Brigade of the Army of the Potomac and the ease-book of the City

Point Base Hospital of the Second Corps show conclusively that the first amputation was done August 17, 1864, at the lower third of the left thigh, by
Surgeon G. L. POTTEIt, 145th Pennsylvania, and that the subsequent occasions of operative interference were ball extractions or incisions.

« Circular No. 6, S. G. O., 1865, p. 49. Circular So. 7, S. G. O.. 18fi7, pp. 52, 65. HAMILTON (F. H.), Treatise on Military Surgery, 1865, p. 629.

Flo 113.—Cii'utrix sixteen months after a reampu-
tation at the right hip, succeeding amputation fur a
bayonet stab through the knee.
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Fin. ] 14.— Shot
perforation of right

tibia, i'pec. 370:1.

Cask 3I!2.—Private Eben E. Smith, Co. A. 11th Maine, aged 19 years, was wounded August 16, 1S»»4, at Deep Bottom.

A musket ball passed through the right leg from within outward, fiaeturitig the head of the tibia. The wounded man was

conveyed to a field hospital of the Tenth Corps, where it was determined that an attempt should be made to preserve the limb.

Constant cold applications were made to the wounds. After a few days, the patient was sent to the North

on a hospital steamer, and, on August 22d, he was received at the hospital at Beverly, New Jersey. On
admission he suffered but little pain, though the knee joint was considerably swollen. On September 14th

secondary haemorrhage occurred, and it was deemed advisable to remove the limb. The amputation was

performed by Acting Assistant Surgeon J. C. Morton, at the lower third of the thigh, by the circular method,

the patient being aiuesthetised by chloroform. On examining the seat of the injury, it was found that a fissure

ran through the external tuberosity of the tibia and the external articular surface, and that the bone was

carious in the vicinity of the fracture. The specimen was

forwarded to the Army Medical Museum by Assistant

Surgeon C. Wagner, U. S. A., and is represented in the

wood-cut (Fig. 114). The case progressed favorably until

October 17th, when there was haemorrhage from the stump

to the amount of twelve ounces. The stump was in a

sloughing condition, and it was therefore determined to tie

the femoral artery in Scarpa's space, which was done by

Dr. Morton. The ligature came away on November 1st.

The wound remained in an unhealthy condition, with a copious fetid suppu-

ration, and the necrosed extremity of the femur protruded from the upper

angle of the wound. On November 5th, the soft parts were retracted, and

four inches of the shaft of the femur were resected by the chain saw. After

this the stump became much swollen, frequent abscesses formed, and it was

finally decided that necrosis involved the femur

quite up to the trochanters. This conclusion was

verified by an exploratory incision made on Janu-

ary 19, 1865, when it was determined to proceed at

once to amputate at the coxo-femoral articulation.

The operation was performed by Acting Assistant

Surgeon John H. Packard. The patient being

already under the influence of chloroform, the fem-

oral artery was exposed and tied just below Pou-

part's ligament. Anterior and posterior flaps were

then formed and disarticulation effected. Some

difficulty was experienced in securing an artery

supposed to be the comes nervi ischiadki; hut the

quantity of blood lost in the operation was not con-

sidered large. There was extreme depression after

the operation, and the patient was kept on the am-

putating table for two or three days, lest an attempt

at removal should prove fatal. Large quantities of stimulants and concentrated food were adminis-

tered, and artificial warmth was applied to the surface of the body. Eight days after the operation

haemorrhage to the extent of six ounces occurred, and a ligature was placed upon the external iliac

artery by Dr. J. C. Morton. The ligature separated on February 17th. On the 19th there was pro-

fuse bleeding from (he point of ligation, which was controlled by pressure. Direct compression was

maintained for fourteen days. After this the patient rapidly improved, and by the end of March

he was quite well. On April 12th, Smith was transferred to the White Hall Hospital, near Bristol,

Pennsylvania. On May 27, 1865, Assistant Surgeon W. H. Forward, U. S. A., reported his discharge

from service with a sound stump and robust health. After his discharge Smith went to his home at

Eastbrook, Maine, and was granted a pension. On February 27, 1867, he wrote to this office that his

general health was excellent, but that the cicatrix of his stump was painful. In May, 1867, he was admitted to the eastern

branch of the U. S. Military Asylum for disabled volunteer soldiers, at Togus Springs, near Augusta, Maine. On May 12th,

the surgeon of the asylum, Dr. B. B. Breed, wrote that he "was apparently in perfect health, and complained only of conges-

tion of the stump after standing for some time." In July, 1867, Dr. Breed forwarded photographic prints representing the

condition of the cicatrix two and a half years after the amputation at the hip, from one of which the adjoining photograph (FlG.

115), is copied. An attempt was proposed to adapt an artificial limb to the stump. The exarticulated portion of the femur was
forwarded to the Army Medical Museum by Assistant Surgeon C. Wagner, U. S. A. It is represented in the adjacent wood-cut

(FlG. 116), and shows a fragile involucrum and sequestrum about to separate extending quite to the epiphysis. Pension Exam-
ining Surgeon P. H. Harding, of Ellsworth, Maine, reports, in 1837, that the pensioner's health has become poor, and that he is

unable to do any manual labor. On December 4, 1874, Dr. G. Pareher, of Ellsworth, certifies " that, in consequence of the

extensive and tender cicatrix, the pensioner cannot sit to work at any trade or to write, and as he cannot wear an artificial limb,

he can perform no labor in an erect position." June 4, 1878, this pensioner alleged no further disability. 1

1 WAGNER (C.), Report of interesting Surgical Cases, p. 15. MoltTON (T. G,), Amp. Hip Joint in Philadelphia, etc., in Am. Jour. Med. Sci.. 1866,

Vol. LII, p. 32. Packard (J. H.), On Amputation at the Hip Joint, in A'eso 1'orA. Jour. Med., 1S65, Vol. II, p. 161. Circular No. 6, S. G. O., 1865, pp.

49, 50. Circular No. 7, 8. G. O., 1867, pp. 49, 65.

Fig. 115.—AppeurutM f cicatrix tun and a half years
alter ooxo-fetnoral cxartlculatiun. [Kroin a photograph.]

Fig. 116.—The upper half

of right femur, disarticulated

five months after amputation
in lower third. Spec, 81.
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. 117.-Sbot com-
minution oflowerhalf
of left femur. Spec.

3731, A. II. M. i

FIG. 118.-

Cyliiiclrieal

Bequestrnm
from femur.

Case 333.—Sergeant E. D. Ulmer, Co. G, 15th New Jersey, aged 21 years, was wounded at Cedar Creek, October 19,

1804, by a musket ball, which entered the inner face of the left thigh, fractured the bone, and lodged under the skin on the outer

side of the limb. The femur was badly comminuted, fissures extending into the knee joint and upward for seven inches (FlG.

117). The ball was extracted at a field hospital of the Sixth Corps, and it was determined to attempt to

save the limb. The wounded man was conveyed to Baltimore, to Jarvis Hospital, on October 24th. Intense

arthritis supervened, with deep dissecting abscesses in the thigh. On November 14th haemorrhage to the

extent of twenty-five ounces took place from both orifices, which were in a sloughing condition. The patient

was put under ether, and amputation at the middle of the thigh was performed by Acting Assistant Surgeon

Edmund G. Waters. The patient rallied promptly after the operation, and in a few weeks was able to get

about on crutches. Yet the stump continued painful, and the extremity of the femur was found

to be necrosed. In March. 1885, it was found that a cylindrical sequestrum was loose. This was

removed, on March 8th, by Acting Assistant Surgeon B. B. Miles, with forceps (Fig. 118). On
May 29, 18G5, lie was discharged. On the following day he started for Philadelphia, and,

unfortunately, on the journey he fell with violence upon the stump. After this there was increased

suppuration, with deep-seated pain in the stump. On the 22d of January, 1838, fifteen months

after the original injury, while dressing the part as usual, a haemorrhage occurred from one of the

fistulous openings at the end of the stump, amounting, according to his statement, to at least a

pint. On account of this haemorrhage, he was admitted into the Pennsylvania Hospital. The

history of the case and the appearances of the stump clearly indicated the existence of osteo-

myelitis, with necrosis of the neck, and probably ulceration of the head of the bone. The risk

of recurrence of dangerous haemorrhage, and the extensive disease of the femur, obviously sp. 107, a.

demanded operative treatment. On February 17, 1833, in the hospital amphitheater, the patient
M - M

- 4

being etherised, an exploratory operation was made by Dr. Thomas (1. Morton, the attending surgeon, and amputation was

decided upon by him in consultation with Drs. W. Hunt and D. II. Agnew. The abdominal tourniquet, used the first time in

this country by Professor Joseph Pancoast, June, 1800, was applied, and anteroposterior integumentary flaps were dissected

up; the femoral artery was then tied, the muscles cut circularly, and the head of the bone was disarticulated. The aorta was so

completely controlled by the abdominal tourniquet that no

arterial jet was observed during the operation. About six-

teen ligatures were applied. The flaps were approximated

with adhesive plaster, no sutures being deemed necessary.

The dressings consisted of lint soaked in pure laudanum.

The patient reacted well ; under vigorous stimulating treat-

ment and the local application of permanganate of potash

lie rapidly recovered. He left the hospital March 27, 1866,

for his home in Philadelphia. The

exarticulated portion of the femur

presented a characteristic example of

necrosis following osteomyelitis. A
ong loose sequestrum was found en-

cased in a new deposit of porous bone,

and was not limited to the diaphysis,

but extended quite into'the neck, and

then projected through the ulcerated

capsular ligament. The head of the

femur was ulcerated. The acetabu-

lum was healthy. On May 10, 1866,

the patient was able to get about

on crutches. On the 20th, he left for

New Jersey to fill a situation as tele-

graph operator. On July 24, 1866,

he sent a letter to this office from

Milford, New Jersey, announcing

that his health was excellent, and a FlG

few weeks subsequently he corrob- necrosed upper portion of

... . femur. I Prom a photograph
orated tins statement by transmit- by wiu.auu.J

ting his photograph (FlG. 119). On
October 27, 1866, he was supplied with an artificial limb by Clement, of Philadelphia. On June 28, 1867, Mr. Ulmer wrote to

this office that he had never had a day's illness since the hip joint amputation was performed, and had never been in better health

than then. He was stouter than ever before, weighing one hundred and seventy-five pounds, or twenty-five more than his

average weight when he had both lower extremities. His stump was firm and solid and gave him no pain or inconvenience.

He considered his artificial limb an excellent one, but found it inconvenient at his work, which required him to sit all day on a

high stool. In a letter addressed to the Surgeon General's Olfice from the publishing house, 1630 Wellington Street, Philadel-

phia, October 15, 1878, Mr. Ulmer reported his health as most excellent, his weight at 173 pounds, or 25 pounds more than

before exarticulation. He had an artificial limb from Clement, but had to abandon it. 1

Kir.. 119.—Cicatrix five months after reatnputaiion at (he left hip by Or. 'I'.

G. MoitTOX.
I
From n photograph.]

1 MOitTOX (T. G.), loc. cit.. Vol. LII, p. 26. L.IDELL (J. A.), On Secomlary Traumatic Lesion of Bone, etc., in U. S. San. Com. Memoiri, 1870,

Surg. Vol. I, p. 440. Circular No. 7, S. G. O., 1807, pp. 51, 05.
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Case 334.—Private JR. A. Vide, Co. E, 43d North Carolina, aged 37 years, received a shot wound of the knee joint, at

Cedar Creek, October 19, 1864, and underwent primary amputation at the lower third of the right thigh. On December 19th, he

was sent to the hospital at Staunton. On January 1, 1855, the stump had almost cicatrized, but there were apertures through

which pus issued. On February 15, 1865, an exploration with a silver probe revealed bone denuded of periosteum and roughened.

Another aperture l«d to a somewhat superficial fistulous track of six or eight inches. It was determined to open the face of the

stump, with a view to the removal of the diseased bone. The operation was performed on March 11, 1865, by the surgeon in

charge of the hospital. Dr. A. M. Fauntleroy, assisted by Drs. T. \V. Glocker

and R. K. Carter. Chloroform was administered. A transverse incision

was then made over the face of the stump. At the exposed extremity of the

femur was a redundant mass of new bone, which was sawn off. It was then

found that the carious shaft of the bone was encircled by a soft porous osseous

deposit. About six inches of this formation was stript off by the gouge, yet

the limits of morbid action had not been reached. An incision

on the outer side of the thigh, between the vastus externus and

biceps, was extended upward to a point between the great tro-

chanter and the anterior iliac spine, and revealed the fact that

the entire femur was diseased. It was now decided to disartic-

ulate at the hip joint. The femoral artery was compressed upon

the pubic bone and anterior and posterior flaps were formed, the

arteries being secured as they were cut. The loss of blood was

trifling. The Haps were brought together by silver sutures, and

the stump was dressed with dry lint. As soon as consciousness

was restored the patient was freely stimulated, and warmth was

applied to the surface of the body; the patient rallied in a few

hours. At bed-time the pulse beat 120. On the following morn-

ing the patient was doing well. Pulse still the same in quick-

ness and frequency. On March 13th, his condition was satisfac-

tory; his appetite was remarkably good ; he ate soft-boiled eggs

and drank largely of rich milk. Suppuration having commenced,

cold water was directed to be constantly applied to the stump to

lessen the secretion of pus. He was ordered twenty drops of

the tincture of the sesquichloride of iron thrice daily, and ten

grains of Dover's powder at bed time. Suppuration amounted

to half a pint during the day. On March 20, 1865, he was still

doing well. Suppuration was diminished in quantity and wasin- • fct°- 122-—Cicatrix sixteen months after reamputatiou
laudable. Sutures were removed, and adhesive strips used to at tiio right hip. [Prom a photograph.)

support the flaps and maintain them in apposition. The patient's

bowels had been regular since the operation. His tongue had at no time been furred. The stump was doing well. The

discharge had abated to three or four ounces. March 28th, the progress of the patient was highly favorable. March 29th, the

patient's condition was comfortable and favorable; his appetite continued good. The stump along the lower surface seemed to

have united firmly; on the side, granulations were healthy; the pus discharged was laudable. On April 24th the face of the

stump had entirely healed. There was still a granulating sore at the outer angle. On July 18, 1865, the patient started for

his home, near Tarborough, in Edgecomb, North Carolina. He was in excellent health, and walked about on crutches with

facility. A year subsequently he was in Lynchburg, Virginia. Since that date no intelligence has been received from him,

and it is not known whether he still survives. 1 Dr. A. M. Fauntleroy, the operator, courteously transmitted to the Surgeon

General's Office a photograph of the diseased exarticulated femur, which is copied in the wood-cut (FlG. 121), and the photograph

of the patient and of his stump sixteen months after the operation, July, 1866, which is represented in the wood-cut, FlG. 122.

Case 335.—Henry Campbell, aged 23 years, received, in March, 1853, at New Orleans, a pistol shot in the left knee.

Primary amputation at the junction of the middle and lower thirds of the thigh was performed by Acting Assistant Surgeon

Avery. Osteomyelitis supervened and resulted in necrosis. After a few months the patient was removed to his home in Con-

necticut. In October, 1884, eighteen months subsequent to the injury, he was visited by Dr. Bauer, of New York, who laid

open the cicatrix, crowded with fistulous openings, and removed a cylindrical sequestrum five inches in length. For a few

months after the removal of this sequestrum the health of the patient improved, and hope was entertained of his recovery without

further operative interference; hut persistent pain and constitutional disturbance then recurred with augmented intensity. The
lower part of the stump was riddled with sinuses and the tissues were much indurated. The probe detected dead bone, or

morbid bone formation, in every direction. In October, 1866, the medical attendants resolved that an operation should be

performed for the radical removal of the diseased bone. It was hoped that it would be only necessary to remove a portion of

the shaft of the femur. On October 22d, the patient was placed under the influence of chloroform, and Dr. James ]i. Whitcomb,

assisted by Dr. Charles Bliss, of Willimantic, and others, proceeded with the operation. An exploratory incision was made

on the outside of the thigh, extending quite up to the trochanter. On exposing the new osseous formation at the end of the

stump it was found to be more than twice the normal diameter of the shaft of the femur, rough, porous, and fragile. The
immensely thickened periosteum was studded with plates and spines of new bone, and in many cases there were foliaceous

masses of callus unconnected with the shaft. Toward the upper extremity of the femur the periosteum appeared less diseased,

1 PAUNTLKKOV (A. M.), Hip Joint Amputations, in Richmond Medical Journal, 1866, Vol. I, p. 7. Eve (P. F.), Contribution to the Hip Joint

operations performed, etc., in Trans. Am. Med. Ass'n, 1867, Vol. XVIII, p. 254. Circular No. 7, S. CO.. 18G7. pp. 50, 65. LOsiXO (A.), loc. cit., p. 103.

CASE 368.
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Flo. LS3.—Diseased
stump of femur from
a cafte of coxo-femoral
disarticulation. Spec,
:t738, A. M. M. i

but the bone was found to be softened and disorganized quite up to the great trochanter. It was therefore decided to amputate

at the hip joint. Ether was administered. Pressure with the ftiuuib on the femoral artery served to control the haemorrhage.

A large antero-internal Bap was formed and disarticulation effected. There was very little loss of blood, but the patient was

greatly prostrated by the shock of the operation, which, from the begiuuing of the exploration to the completion of the ampu-

tation, lasted fifty minutes. The free administration of ammonia and brandy brought about reaction; but it was temporary, and

the case terminated fatally, five hours after the operation, October 22. 1866. :

CASE '.VM>.—Private Lewis Larry, Co. A, 1st New Orleans Regiment, aged 23 years, was shot through the left knee by

a sentry, Jtdy 18, 1804, while attempting to avoid arrest. He was carried to the University Hospital. It was found that the

condyles of the femur were badly comminuted. Synovial fluid was dribbling from the wound, with little

haemorrhage. Amputation at mid-thigh was promptly performed, under chloroform, by double flaps. The

patient did well for about three weeks, when he was attacked with persistent diarrhoea. Erysipelas now
attacked the stump. Sloughing phagedena of the Haps ensued, and purulent sinuses extended upward

along the femur, the necrosed extremity of which protruded from the stump. Amputation at the hip joint

was performed by Acting Assistant Surgeon I'. Hassenburg, on September 31, 186'4. The patient was

under the influence of chloroform. The artery was controlled at the groin, an anterior flap was formed by

transfixion, the capsule divided and disarticulation effected, and a posterior flap cut from within outward.

The haemorrhage was inconsiderable, and the patient promptly rallied from the shook of the operation.

For a few days his appetite and general health improved: then the wound assumed an unhealthy aspect,

and finally sloughed. Symptoms of pyacmic infection set in, and deatli ensued on September 30, 1864.

On dissecting the removed portion of the thigh it was found riddled with abscesses. The periosteum was

enormously thickened and contained flaky ossilie deposits. The shaft of the femur was necrosed up to the

trochanters, the dead bone being included in a redundant friable invohicrum. The preparation was

forwarded to the Army Medical Museum by Surgeon Samuel Kneeland, U. S. W-
CASE :13~.—Charles H. Hawkins, a second lieutenant in Co. C, 4th New York Cavalry, aged 23

years, was wounded in a reeonnoissance near Strashurg, Virginia, on the night of June 1, 1882. Aconoidal

hall, from a Colt's cavalry pistol, entered the posterior surface of the right thigh, and, passing downward
and forward, fractured the femur at the lower part of the middle third, and lodged under the skin about

five inches above the knee. The wounded man lay out all night in the rain, and in the sun next day until three in the afternoon,

when he was brought into camp and had tho ball removed by his regimental surgeon. He was then conveyed in an ambulance

to a hospital in Strasburg, where his limb was dressed with a straight splint, moderate extension and counter-extension being

maintained. After ten days he was carried on a stretcher to a private bouse, where he remained seventeen days. Two frag-

" ments ofbone were extracted during this period. He was next transferred to a tent hospital, five miles distant, near Middletown,

and after a sojourn of nine days was again transferred to a hospital at Winchester. The splints were removed and the limb was

bandaged. On July 19th he was conveyed to Baltimore, and admitted to the Camden Street Hospital on July 20th. His con-

dition was very unpromising; there was much irritative fever, a copious suppuration, and partial union of the fracture, with

three inches shortening and much angular deformity. No apparatus was applied; but the limb was maintained in an easy

position by pillows, and attention was mainly directed to improving the condition by wholesome diet. Two months subse-

quently the patient had gained ground, and an operation to remove the diseased bone and to break up the faulty union of the

fragments was determined on. On October 1st, the posterior orifice was enlarged, a number of denuded fragments of hone were

removed by forceps, and the deformed callus was chiseled and gouged away. Temporary improvement ensued. The limb was

put in a proper position and the wound was daily syringed out by iodine injections. After a time, however, it became manifest

that the broken extremities of the femur were still diseased. On April 5, 18G3, the patient was transferred to the Ladies' Home
Hospital, New York City, where he was received on April 8th, greatly reduced in strength. The wounds discharged profusely,

and he complained of much pain. On April 29th, Surgeon A. B. Mott, U. S. V., amputated the limb at mid-thigh. Evidence

that the femur was diseased above the point at which it was sawn soon became apparent, and, after a protracted effort to induce

healthy action, the flaps were freely laid open and the femur was resected, four inches of the shaft being removed. After this the

patient was put upon a full diet, with an allowance of brandy and of porter daily. The stump still failed to assume a healthy

action, but became much enlarged, undergoing apparently a fatty degeneration. On April 4, 1864, Lieutenant Hawkins was

mustered out of the military service, and was transferred to St. Luke's civil hospital, and came under the care of Dr. Guidon

Buck. The patient was anaemic, bis appetite capricious; he was compelled to keep his bed continually on account of the pain

he suffered when the stump was in a dependent position. For over five months every means were used to bring the patient up

to a condition in which an operation for the removal of the diseased femur stump might be safely undertaken. On September

21st, he was placed under the influence of sulphuric ether, and Dr. Buck proceeded to disarticulate. It was found necessary to

bisect the stump, uncovering the neck of this bone on the inner as well as the outer aspect, by an incision which commenced

above the great trochanter and ran around tho extremity of the bone to near the tuberosity of the ischium. During the opera-

tion the administration of ether was suspended on account of the extreme feebleness of the circulation, and brandy was freely

given, and warm applications were made to the trunk. The loss of blood was not great, but every possible means had to be

called into requisition to bring about a partial reaction after the operation, so great was the prostration and so feeble the

recuperative powers. After twenty-four hours of great apparent Buffering, the patient died in a syncope, September 22, 1864.

The portion of the femur removed consisted of the head, neck, and trochanters, with four inches of the shaft. The head and

neck were much softened and the shaft was atrophied and fatty. 3

1 Circular No. 7, S. Q. O., 1867, pp. S2, 65.

• Circular No. 6, S. G. O., 1866, p. 50. Circular No. 7, S. (J. O.. 1867, pp. 48, 65.

3 Wateus (E. G.), Shot Fractures of the thigh, in Am. Med. Times, 1863, Vol. VI, p. 185. Hamilton (F. H.), Amp. in Sliot Fractures of the

Femur, in Am. Med. Times, 1864, Vol. VIII, p. 1. Circular No. (i, S. G. O., 1865, p. 50. Circular No. 7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 47, 65.
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Table XVIII.

Summary of Nine Cases of Reamputation at the Hip Joint

NO Name, Age, and military
Description.

Cotter, W., Pt., E, 9th New
Hampshire, age 27.

Fabry, J., Pt., Battery K, 4th
Artillery, age 38.

Francis, L., Pt.. 1, 14th New
York State Militia, age 42.

Smith, E. E.. Pt., A, 11th

Maine, age IS).

Ulmer. E. D„ Serg't, O,

15th New Jersey, age 21.

VicK\ It. A., Pt., E, 43d N.
Carolina, age 37.

Campbell, H., Sutler's Cl'k,

age "33.

Hawkins, C. H., Lieut., C.
4th New York Cavalry,
age 23.

Larry, L., Pt., A, 1st New
Orleans, age 23.

Date
of

Injury

July 30
1864.

Aug. 16.

18G4.

July 21

18(il.

Aug. 10,

1864.

Oct. 19,

1864.

Oct. 10.

1864.

Mar.-
1863.

June 1,

1862.

Jul v 17,

18*64.

Nature of Injury.

Musket ball fract. lower third

right femur; prim. amp. thigh,
mid. third. Nov. 29, '64, seq.
rem.: osteomyelitis. June, '66,

exc. four inches end of stump.
Subsequent operation rem'd
dead bone.

Shrapnel shot wound left knee
joint

;
prim. amp. lower third

thigh. Aug. 28, ball and pc.

of fuseext.; necro.; abscesses
opened. 1866, discharge pro-

fuse ; exfol. fistulous open'gs.

Oct. 27th. dead bone removed.
1867 to 1870. abseesses cont'd
to form and dead bone to exfo.

Bayonet thrust opening right

knee joint (14 other bayonet
stabs); gangrene; extensive
abscess on thigh. Oct. 28th,
amp. mid. third thigh. Nov. -,

femur protruded ; exseeted.
May, 1862. necrosed end of
femur exseeted.

Musket ball fract. head of right

tibia. Sept. Nth, hsem.; amp.
low. third thigh. Sept. 17th,

hsem.; lig. fern. Nov. 5th, ne-
crosis; four ins. end of femur
resected ; frequent" abseesses.

Ounoidal ball com'niited fract.

left femur, fissures extending
into kneej 1 and upw'd seven
inches; ball ext. Nov. 14th,

litem.; ami*, mid. third. Mar.,
'65, seq. removed. Jan., '66,

hacm.from endofstump; osteo-

myelitis.

Shot wound right knee joint

;

pr'un. arnp. lower third thigh.
Jan. ], '65. almost cicatrized.

Feb. 15th. increased disch'rge
of pus. Exploration revealed
entire femur diseased.

Pistol shot in left knee: prim,
amp. junet. low. thirds thigh

;

osteomyelitis ; necrosis. Oct.,

1864, seq. removed; stump
riddled with sinuses.

4'onoidal pistol ball fract. mid. Sept. 21,

third right femur: ball cxtr'd. 1864
July 20th, bone partially uni-

ted. Oct. 1st, fragments and
calloused bone removed. Apr.
29, '63, amp. mid. third; exc.
four inches of femur.

Shot wound left kneecomminu- Sept. 21,

ting condyles of femur; prim. 1864.

amp. mid. third thigh j er}'sip.

attack 'd stump,flaps slough'd,
necrosed end bone protruded.

Date
of

Opera
tion.

Oct. 15,

1871.

Mav 15.

1870.

Mav 21

1804.

Jan. 19.

1865.

Feb. 17

1866.

Mar. 1

1

1865.

Oct. 22,

1866.

OPERATION' AND OPERATOR.

Reamp. thro' extend'g incision

of later operation upward suf-

ficiently to allow ready exar-
ticulation of head, neck, and
trochanteric portion of lemur,
by Dr. N. S. Lincoln, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Long semi-lunar flap; incision

from point on tuberosity of

ischium to point midway be-

tween ant. sup. spin, process
of ilium and troeh. major, by
Ass't Surg. G.A.Otis, t'.S.A.

Antero-posterior flap reampu-
tation at hip joint. b\- Surg.
A. It. Molt, U. S. V.* (Bone
found extensively diseased

close up to head.)

Anterior and posterior flap

amputation at hip Joint, bv
A. A. Surg. J. II. Packard.
(Femur found necrosed up to

trochanters.)

Anterior and posterior flap

amputation at hip joint, by
Dr. T. G. Morton. Penn. Hos-
pital. (Bone diseased as high
as neck.)

Anterior and posterior flap

amputation, bj- Surg. A. M.
Fauntlerov, C. S. A., assisted

by Drs. T. W. G locker and
It. K. Carter.

Large anterior internal flap, by
Dr. J. B. Whitcomb. (New
osseous formation at end of
stump was twice the diameter
of shaft of femur; bone soft

and diseased np to troeh.)

Tissues of stump indurated and
inelastic.; stump bisected by
an incision commencing above
great troeh.. running around
end of bone to near tuberosity
of ischium : antero-posterior
flap, by Dr. G. Buck.

Anterior Hap formed by trans-

fixion, posterior flap cut from
within outward, by A. A.
Surg. F. Hassenburg.

Result and Remarks.

April. 1872. w'd cicatrix"*! firmly.

1873. abscesses unhealed
; con-

stant irritation. Died Jan. 21, '74.

Specs. 252. 4954, 5946. Photos.
61. 180. 324. Otis (G. A.), in

Boston Mid. and Sitrq. Jour.,
Feb. 7, '78. Vol. XCV1U. p. 166,

and Circular 3. S. G- (>.. Wash-
ington. 1871. p. 283.

Reaction prompt. May lMh.w'nd
united nearly ij full extent by
first intention. June 5th, about
on crutches. July 13th,complete-
ly cicatrized. Specs. 5684, 5085,
5*687. 5099, 5702. Photos. 274,

Rapid recovery; stump Round.
1867, confined to bod ; ciipioUBly
discharging ulcer, fistula in ano.
1870. about on crutches, stump
apparently healed. Died, May
30, 1874. suddenly.

Extreme depression. Jan. 27,
f {'>'\

hsem.; lig. external iliac artery.
Feb. 19th. liiem.; compression.
Disch'd May 27, 1865, sound
stump. Specs. 81, 3709. Photos.
29. 174, 203.

Rapid recovery. Left hospital
March 27, 1866. 1877, continues
in good health; stump in healthy
condition. Specs. 107, 3734.

April 24, 1865, stump entirely
healed. Last heard from July,
1866, in excellent health.

Died October 22, 1866, five hours
after operation.

Only partial reaction. Died Sep-
tember 22, 1864. in n syncope,
after twenty-four hours of great
apparent suffering.

Rallied promptly: wound became
unhealthy and sloughed. Died
Sept. 30, 1864; pyecmin. The
shaft of femur was necrosed up
to trochanters. Spec. 3738.

These nine cases of reamputation at the hip comprise only three deaths, giving the low

mortality rate of 33.3 per cent. In three instances the exarticulation had been preceded

by amputation in the lower third of the thigh, and, in six cases, the disarticulation was

subsequent to amputation in the middle third of the thigh. In two of the cases the prior

amputation was done on account of shot fracture of the shaft of the femur, in six for shot

fractures involving the knee joint, and, in one, for a bayonet stab of the knee. In six

instances extraction of sequestra or resection of the necrosed extremity.of the femur had

been practised in the interval between the amputation in the continuity and the disarticula-

tion. In the three fatal cases the prior amputation had been primary in two instances;

secondary in the third case. One patient survived the shock of the operation only a few

hours; another died in a syncope after twenty-four hours of great apparent suffering, and
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the third succumbed to pyaemia eight days after the exarticulation. Of the six patients

who survived the operation, three, J. Fabry (Case 330), E. E. Smith (Case 332), and E.

D. Ulmer (Case 333), were living in August, 1879. Of the Confederate soldier, Vick

(Case 334), no information has been received since 1866, and it is not known whether he

still lives. Two survivors of the operation have since died: Cotter (Case 329), in 1874,

two years and three months after the operation; Francis (Case 331), in 1874, over ten

years after the exarticulation.

The nine cases cited in Table XVIII, and the operations performed by G. J. Guthrie, 1

in 1812, and by T. G. Morton, ~ in 1878, are, it seems, the only recorded examples of

reamputations at the hip in military surgery. From the records of the surgery of civil

life twenty-five cases may be collected, making a total of thirty-six3 exarticulations at the

hip after previous amputations in the thigh, with fourteen deaths, a mortality of 38.8 per

cent. Of the eleven cases in military surgery, four, or 36.3 per cent., proved fatal, while,

of the twenty-five operations in civil practice, ten, or 40.0 per cent., had a fatal termination.

Summing up the sixty-six cases of amputation at the hip detailed in the preceding

pages, it will be seen that twenty-five were primary, twenty-three intermediary, nine

secondary, and nine were reamputations. In each of the twenty-five primary cases the

amputation was performed within twenty hours of the infliction of the injury, the average

interval between the reception of the wound and the operation being about four hours.

Sixteen died within twelve hours, one survived thirty-six hours, two about forty-eight hours,

and one lingered eight days; in two instances the period between the operation and death

could not be ascertained ; the average period of death being about twenty hours. Of the

three survivors after primary amputation at the hip, one was in comfortable health over

fifteen years after the operation; the other two patients were heard from two and six

months, respectively, after the date of the operation, but the hope expressed in Circular Xo.

7, at page 23, that the subsequent histories of these men might be traced has not been

attained; and there might be some question regarding the justness of citing these cases as

well authenticated instances of recovery. In Table XIV, on page 127, ante, these cases

have been classed among the recoveries, thus arriving at a fatality of 88.0 per cent.

Should they be excluded, the fatality of the primary amputations at the hip during the

war of the rebellion would be 95.6 per cent. The femoral vessels were torn in six of the

primary amputations, to wit: Compton's case (273) of Robinson; Carnochan's case (280)

of Gordon ; Lay's case (284) of a private of the 3d Missouri, in which the femoral artery

was ligated prior to amputation; Brock's case (286) of Waters, in which the opposite leg

was also amputated at the point of election; Davis's case (287) of Wayland, and Tanning's

case (289) of Brookins.

The twenty-three intermediary exarticulations at the hip had fatal results. The inter-

val between the reception of the injury and the date of the operation varied from twenty-

four hours to thirty days, the mean length being a little over nine days. Only two survived

1 See CASE 12 in Note 1 on page 128, ante. 2 See Case 184 in Note on page 130.

s In note 1 on page 152. ante, reference was made to 32 instances of exarticulation at the hip after previous amputation in the continuity of the

thigh. The prior operations had been performed in 9 instances for shot injury, in 2 for punctured and incised wounds, in 5 for bad fractures of the femur,

in 8 for ostitis or ill defined lesions, and in 8 for malignant growths. Particulars of 4 additional instances have since been ascertained, viz : three exartic-

ulations at the hip after amputations in the thigh for ill defined lesions: E. S. O'GRADY, in 1874 (Dublin Journal of Med. Sciences, 1876, Vol. IiXt, p.

78); T. Q. MORTOX, in 1877 (Cincinnati Lancet and Clinic, 1879, Vol. II, N. S., p. 9, and letter of Dr. T. Q. MORTOX to the editor, dated February 19,

1379); D. BECK, in 1878 (Archiv/ur Klin. Chir., Berlin, 1879, B. XXITI, p. 654); and a reamputation at the hip by T. G. MORTOX, in 1878: Boasso

Dominico (not Doroinico Ludovess, as indicated in CASE 184 in note on p. 130, ante), aged 24 ; wounded in the right thigh, by a cannon ball, at Sedan, in

1870; amputation in middle third; reamputation at hip, December 14, 1878. Recovery (Cincinnati Lancet and Clinic. 1879, Vol. II, N. S., p. 9, and Dr.

T. G. MORTON'S letters to the editor, dated February 19, March 18, and May 28, 1879). Of the 36 reamputations at the hip, 14 had a fatal termination,

a mortality of 38.8 per cent.
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the amputation eight days; nine died within the first twenty-four hours, four on the second

day, one on the third, three on the fourth, two on the sixth, and in two, the date of death

could not be ascertained; the average duration of life after the operation in the inter-

mediary series was only about thirty-five hours. In four instances gangrene, and, in two,

pysemia, supervened. In one case (Surgeon P. Pineo's case of Private P. Johnson, Case

306, p. 141, ante) it is stated that the femoral artery was divided by the missile, and in

one (Surgeon E. Bentley's case of L. Carroll, Case 298, p. 139, ante) the amputation had

been preceded by a primary partial excision in the shaft of the femur.

Of the nine secondary amputations at the hip, two resulted successfully. George W.
Lemon (Case 320, p. 145, ante) enjoyed good health in 1879, nearly fifteen years after the

operation. In the case of the Confederate soldier W. W. Longmoor (Case 321, p. 146,

ante), the following additional information was received shortly after the case had been

sent to press:

Case 321, p. 146 (continued): Mr. Longmoor, who, at the present writing, is clerk of the court at Cynthiana, Kentucky,

writes, under date of April 2, 1879 :
" I have had two abscesses form in my stump, * * the first one was very severe indeed,

and kept me confined to my bed for several weeks, and discharged copiously for about one w7eek of that time. The next and

last abscess was not near so severe, and did not confine me to my bed for more than about two weeks. The discharge was not

near so great, and the pain accompanying the formation not near so severe. I have a constant pain in my stump; an uneasy,

restless sort of a pain that never ceases but is always with me—at times much worse than others, and often taking the form of

neuralgia, especially before or during damp or falling weather. I suffer a great deal from neuralgia—acute, very acute, lasting

generally four or five days; sometimes compelling me to leave my office, at which times I usually resort to heavy doses of quinine.

I use morphine every day. I take about one-fourth of a grain three times a day—have been doing this ever since I was wounded.

During these times my stump becomes very sore, and hurts me when I walk. I have never been able to wear an artificial limb,

in fact have never tried, knowing its utter impossibility, for I could not bear the weight of the limb much less the pressure on

the stump."

Of the seven fatal cases after secondary amputation at the hip, one patient died from

phthisis and lithiasis, one from secondary hsemorrhage and phlebitis, one from the giving

away of the femoral artery at the point of ligation, one from surgical fever and erysipe-

latous inflammation of the stump, and three from the shock of the operation. The shortest

interval between the operation and the date of death was one hour, the longest one hun-

dred and nineteen days, the average duration of life being a little above twenty-two days.

The average interval between the date of injury and the date of operation was about four

hundred and twenty-nine days, the shortest interval being forty-three days, the longest two

years, nine months and twenty-one days.

The sixty-six exarticulations at the hip were practised in forty-five instances with

seven recoveries on Union soldiers, in twenty instances with four recoveries on Confederate

soldiers, and, in a fatal instance, on a citizen employe". In twenty-nine instances with six

recoveries, the right limb was removed; in twenty-eight with five recoveries, the left; and,

in nine, the side was not stated. Chloroform was the anaesthetic administered in thirty-

eight of the sixty-six cases, ether in ten, chloroform and ether in three. In one instance

(Dr. B. D. Lay's Case 284, p. 135, ante), stimulants and morphia only were given, and

in fourteen instances this point is not mentioned. Considering the ages of the patients we

find that three operations, performed on patients under twenty, were fatal; that of thirteen

operations performed on patients between the ages of twenty and twenty-four inclusive,

three were successful ; of ten between the ages of twenty-five and twenty-nine inclusive,

two had a successful issue; of seven between the ages of thirty and forty, four recovered;

and of four above forty, two had a successful termination. In twenty-nine instances the

age of the patient was not recorded.

Fragments or splinters of bone were removed prior to the exarticulation at the hip

Surg. Ill—21
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joint in tlie cases of W. W. Longmoor (Case 321, p. 146, ante) and of M. O'Neil (Cash

327, p. 150, ante). The ball and detached fragments of bone were extracted in Bowman's

case (Case 322, p. 147, ante), and the ball, with some wadding, in the case of Antonio

Mutieres (Case 326, p. 150, ante).

Of the different modes of amputating at the hip joint, the operation by the antero-

posterior flap method was most commonly selected. It was used in twenty-nine of the

sixty-six cases of exarticulation at the hip described in the preceding pages, and in five of

the eleven cases of recovery, viz: in Dr. E. Bentley's case of Lemon (p. 145, ante); in

Dr. A. B. Mott's case of Francis (p. 154, ante); in Dr. J. H. Packard's case of E. E. Smith

(p. 155, ante); in Dr. T. G. Morton's case of Ulmer (p. 156, ante); and in Dr. A. M.

Fauntleroy's case of Vick (p. 157, ante). The single flap method was successfully employed

in three instances: by Dr. Shippen in the primary case of Kelly (p. 131, ante), by Dr. J.

T. Gilmore in the case of Williamson (p. 132, ante), and by Dr. G. A. Otis in the case of

Fabry (p. 153, ante), and unsuccessfully in twelve cases. Drs. William M. Compton and

G. C. Blackman adapted, with success, the circular method in the cases of Robinson (Case

273, p. 132, ante) and Longmoor (Case 321, p. 146, ante). Larrey's method of amputa-

ting at the hip by two lateral flaps was preferred in eight instances; the oval was employed

only once, in Dr. J. M. Carnochan's case of Gordon (Case 280, p. 134, ante). In Dr. N.

S. Lincoln's successful operation at the hip, in the case of Cotter (Case .329, p. 152, ante),

the disarticulation resembled an excision or enucleation rather than a reamputation. The

mode of operation is not indicated in ten instances.

Prothetic apparatus, that might in some measure compensate the survivors after hip

joint amputation for the loss of the limb, and relieve them of the necessity of continually

using crutches, have been devised by Charriere, Foullioy, 1 and others. In 1867, Dr. E. D.

Hudson devised a lined and padded gutta-percha bonnet conforming to the entire ilio-lumbar

parts, and some eight inches in length, firmly strapped to the pelvis by a broad chamois-

lined canvas band. To this artificial stump an ordinary apparatus for thigh stumps could

be fitted. This simple apparatus, which is fully described by Dr. E. D. Hudson in his pam-

phlet: Mechanical Surgery, New York, 1878, p. 29, was tried by Kelly and Lemon; but,

although great hopes were entertained that it would answer the purpose for which it was

designed, it seems that this, as well as similar appliances, have now been discarded as use-

less, even by those survivors who, at the first, were favorably impressed with their utility.

Mr. Ulmer, who wrote to this Office in June, 1867, that he considered his "artificial limb

an excellent one," in a letter dated October 15, 1878, states that after several attempts to

wear the artificial limb he had to abandon it, "as it gave intense pain; the weight of the

body pressing the top of the limb too severely against the pelvic bone. Another objection

is the absence of motive power in the stump to propel the limb. As this has to be given

by a swinging motion of the body, the effort is too fatiguing." James E. Kelly, under

date of July 30, 1870, writes: "The leg I got from Dr. Hudson is of no benefit to me
whatever, nor ever will be. I tried it sufficiently to know that I cannot wear it." Lemon

advises this Office on July 31, 1870, that: "The artificial limb is not now nor ever has

been of the least service to me." Longmoor has never tried an artificial limb as he "knew
it would be useless." Fabry never attempted to wear one, and there is no record that

•See GAUJOT (G.) et SriLLMAXX (E.), Arsenal de la Chirurgie contemporaine, Paris, 1872, T. II, p. 159. M. DEBOUT (Appareils destinh aux
amputis qui cmt subi la disarticulation de la cuisse, in Bulletin Genlral de ThCrapeutique Mid. et Cliir., Paris, 1862, T. G2, p. 283) relates that Cauzeret,

a soldier of the Light Infantry, on whom Bal'DEXS successfull}- performed intermediary amputation at the hip, in Africa, in 1836 (CASE 38, Note 1, p.

128, ante), wore the apparatus of Foullioy for 11 years, from March. 1837, to October, 1848.
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PlO, 12.").—Anteriorview
of the same specimen.

Cotter, Williamson, Robinson, Vick, or Francis essayed a trial. In the case of E. E. Smith

the cicatrix remained too tender to allow the wearing of an artificial limb.

While the preceding pages were in press, a report of an unsuccessful primary ampu-

tation
1

at the hip by Assistant Surgeon Edward B. Moseley, U. S. A., was received from

Fort Ptobinson, Nebraska. This, with three additional cases given in the foot-note,
2

increases the total number of exarticulations at the hip to two hundred and fifty-four,

l "Private Bernard Kelley, Co. E, 3d Cavalry, aged 39, while in the field in pursuit of Cheyenne Indians, on January 11, 1879, was struck by a

carbine ball (said to have been an accidental shot from one of his own company), which entered at a point just over the centre of the sacrum, half an

inch to the left of the median line, passed downward and outward through the gluteal muscles, and struck the left femur just between the two trochan-

ters, fractured it, and escaped from the front of the thigh about two inches above its middle, and an inch to the outside of the median line. He was

brought to the post hospital at Fort Robinson the same day, and was found to be suffering from a high degree of shock ; ho was pale, cold, and weak
from haemorrhage, which had occurred at intervals since the receipt of the wound, lie was given

one grain of morphia, and hot water was placed to his feet, and small quantities of beef essence given

at frequent intervals. During the night ho reacted a little from shock, but complained greatly of

pain in the wound and of weakness. The thigh was supported in a comfortable position by pillows,

and wet compresses were kept over the wounds. About one p. m., a brisk hemorrhage commenced

from the posterior wound, which, on examination, was found to be of such a serious nature as to

require immediate interference to save the man's life. lie was immediately placed under the

influence of chloroform, and the posterior wound was freely enlarged, with The idea that the hemor-

rhage came from the sciatic artery. This was found not to bo the case, however, the blood flowing

from the deeper portion of the wound, and probably originating from the branches of the profunda

femoris. This opening allowing df a free introduction of tho finger, the wound was thoroughly

explored, and tho femur was found to bo hopelessly comminuted. The bleeding still continuing, it

was decided to amputate the limb at the hip joint, which was done at onco by Assistant Surgeon E.

II. Moseley, U. S. A., assisted by Acting Assistant Surgeon C. V. Pcttcys. The femoral artery

was compressed against the brim of the pelvis by Dr. Pettcys. and the limb was removed by trans-

fixion from without, joining the incision made previously to explore for tho seat of haemorrhage to

that forming the anterior flap, which was rather long, and forming the posterior flap from the muscles

on the back of the thigh. About four ounces of blood were lost, ns well as could be judged, mostly

from a general oozing from the surface of the flaps. The neck of the bone was seized by forceps

and the head was removed from the acetabulum with some difficulty, owing to the short leverage

obtained. The vessels were tied with silk ligatures and the flaps brought together with silver wire.

Tho patient was then covered with blankets and bottles of warm water placed about him, and, as

soon as possible after he reacted from the chloroform, he was given teaspoonful doses of brandy and

water. He had taken the anaesthetic well and seemed to come out of it in good condition, recognized those about him, asked i f

his leg was off, and complained of pain, etc.; his pulse gradually improved in strength and decreased in rapidity. While in this improving condition,

and before he could be 6topped by the attendants, he suddcnl}- raised his head and shoulders quite high and looked down at where his log had been, then

instantly fell back ; the eyes rolled up, respiration became irregular, and he was dead inside of three minutes. Death occurred about two hours after the

completion of the operation/' The specimen of the fractured femur was forwarded to the Army Medical Museum, with the foregoing report, by the operator,

Assistant Surgeon E. B. Moseley, and is numbered 6914 of the Surgical Section. Two views of the specimen are shown in the wood-cuts (Kins. 124, 125).

2 To the examples of amputations at the hip joint for shot injury cited in Note 1 on page 128, ante, should be added the following: 185. A primary

operation performed by Assistant Surgeon J. M. Steixer, U. S. A. Private Hall, Co. K, 14th U. S. Infantry, was struck, at the battle of Chapultepec,

September 12, 1847. by a round shot, just below the trochanter major of the left thigh. The femur was fractured and the soft parts lacerated for some

inches. The patient survived only until evening. The case is reported by the operator, Dr. J. M. STEIXEH, in the Medical Examiner and Record of

Medical Science, Philadelphia, 1849, N. S., Vol. V, p. 15.—18G. Another primary operation to be added to the examples of exarticulation at the hip, in

Note I, p. 128, ante, is cited by M. CiIEXU from a report of Dr. DE POTOR (Stat. MCd.-Chir. de la Camp. d'Jtalie, en 1859 et i860, Paris, 18G9, T. II, p.

693). On June 25th, 1859, an Austrian, wounded at Solfcrino the night before, was brought to tho Cavalry Hospital. The neck of the femur and the

cotyloid cavity were comminuted. Coxo-femoral exarticulation was performed by Dr. Ehrmann. The patient survived only two hours.—187. A third

primary operation to be added was performed by Dr. \V. A. East, of San Antonio, Texas. A negro, aged 25, received, in the latter part of 18G4, in

Lavaca County, Texas, a shot wound at the outer and upper margin of the trochanter major. The head of the femur was comminuted. About ten

hours after the injury Dr. EAST exarticulated at the hip by Larrey's method. He recovered, and was last heard from in the winter of 18G5-G6, through

Dr. Douglass (W. A. EAST, Gunshot Wound—Fracture of the Head of the Os Femoris—Amputation at the Hip Joint—Recovery, in Southern Jour.

of Medical Science, 18GG, Vol. I, p. 232). It will be noticed that I have omitted from the list of examples of amputations at the hip joint for shot injury

in Note 1, p. 128, ante, several cases heretofore referred to by writers on this subject as authenticated instances of this exarticulation. I believe, with

Dr. A. LUXIXG (Uebcr die Blutung bei der Exarticulation des Oberschenkels und dercn Vermeidung, Zurich, 1877, p. 5G), that the three cases ascribed

to A. BLANDLX, of which two are reported to have been successful, and the successful case of PERRET, are apochryphal. Mr. Pll. F. Blandin, who
cites the successful cases of amputation at the hip in his article Amputation, in Diet, de Mfd. ct de Chir. Prat., Paris, 1829, T. IT, p. 280, does not men-

tion these cases, and they are, as far as I have been able to ascertain, first mentioned by VELPEAU (Nouv. £llm. de Mcdccine OpCratoire, Paris, 1832, T.

I, p. 514); but the latter author, who, in the second edition of his Nouv. litem, de Med. OpCrat., Paris, 1839, T. n, p. 539, attempts to cite the authorities

for his statements, omits to state the sources from which tho BLANDIN and PKRRET cases are derived. Malgaigne, in the discussions of the National

Academy of Medicine at Paris, on August 8, 1848 (Bull, de VAcad. Nat. de Med., Paris, 1847-48, T. XIII, p. 1278), refers to "a very remarkable thesis"

on amputations by "Alexandre Blanpin, aide-major " to LARREY. In his Reflexions sur plusieurs points de Chirurgie, read to the first class of the

Imperial Institute on March G, 1815, and an extract of which is published in Jour, de Mid. de Chir. et de Phar. Mil., Paris, 1815, T. I, p. 132, LARUEY
states that " Mr. Millengex, Surgeon in Chief of the British Armies in Spain, assured him that he had made, with success, according to his method [of

M. LARUEY], two amputations" at tho hip. I have omitted these cases, as it is probable that Mr. J. t>. V. Millixgex, who was Chief Surgeon of the

British Armies in Spain and Portugal, in 1811 and 1812, had reference to the cases of BnowxRlGG. It would, to say the least, appear strange that British

writers on military surgery, who cite BROWNRlGG's and GUTHRIE'S cases of amputation at the hip, should have failed to record the eases ascribed to

Millingen, who, ns late as 1830, was chief surgeon of the British Armies. M. VELPEAU (Nouv. £lim. de Mid. Opirat., Paris, 1839, T. II, p. 540)

refers to a successful exarticulation at tho hip by WEDEMEYER, and LEGOUEST in his paper De la disarticulation coxo-fi'morale au point de vue de la

chir. d'armie, in Rec. de M6m. de MCd. de Chir. et de Phar. Mil., Paris, 1855, 2roo ser., T. XV, p. 224, and Traiti de Chirurgie d'Armte, Paris, 1863, pp.

669, 670, ascribes two fatal cases of amputation at the hip to the same operator. VELPEAU gives as his authority the Bulletin de Ferussac, T. II, p. 1G5 ;

LEGOUEST, the same Bulletin, T. IH, p. 161. In the second volume of the Bulletin des Sciences Mirticales, Paris, 1824, "pubM sous la direction de M.

le Baron de FKRU8SAC,"on p. 161, Obs. TTI, reference has been made to a case of amputation at the hip cited from nn article by Dr. Wr.riEMr.YER. Ampul tt-

Fia. 124.—Shot com-
minution of upper por-

tion of left femur. Spec.

6914.
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with twenty-ciglit recoveries, two hundred and twenty-five deaths, and one instance in

which the result was not ascertained, giving the slightly modified mortality rate of 88.9

per cent., instead of 89.1, as indicated on page 130, ante. Of these two hundred and

fifty-four cases there were eighty-two primary, 1 with seventy-five deaths, or 91.4 per cent,

fatality; fifty-five intermediary, with fifty-two deaths (94.5 per cent.); forty secondary, with

thirty-three deaths (82.5 per cent.); eleven reamputations, with four deaths (36.3 per cent.);

and sixty-six cases with sixty-one deaths, and one unknown result (93.8 per cent.) in which

the time of the operation was not ascertained. According to these statistics it would seem

that intermediary operations offer the least chance of recovery, that the results of primary

operations are more favorable; that secondary cxarticulations give one recovery in twelve

cases, and that of the instances of reamputation one in about three proves successful; and

T can, therefore, only reiterate what I have already stated on page 78 of Circular No. 7,

that the statistics "tend to show that unless the nature of the injury is such that the ope-

ration can be delayed until the secondary period, it is better that it should be done at once," 2

although it would appear that the dire results of amputations at the hip,
3 performed for

shot injury during the Schleswig-Holstein War of 1864, the Austro-Prussian War of 1866,

and the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71, have had a tendency to raise doubts regarding

the expediency of especially the primary exarticulation at the hip.
4

turn nahe am lluftgelenke., wegen Osteosteatoma, etc., in Mag. fur die gesammte Heilkuru/r, 11. XIII, Berlin, 1 SxJ'J. The article will be found at page 45 of

the Magazin, and it is there stated that the amputation was performed in May, 1821, the width of a hand below the hip joint ("cine Handbreit unter dem
Hiiftgeleuke"). The patient, a soldier mimed Kloppner, recovered. I have vainly searched Baron FEUUSSAC's Bulletin for the fatal cases cited by M.

L.EGOUEST. The case of fatal secondary exarticulation at the hip by Dr. John Wkicht, of Illinois, in the case of Private J. \V. Spradling, Co. A, 33d

Illinois, detailed by the operator in The Cincinnati Lancet and Observer, Vol. XI, No. 5, p. 257, May, 1SC8, and reported also in Circular No. 3, War
Department, S. G- O., "Washington, 1861*, p. 109, and mentioned by LOxiXG, loc. cit., p. 108, No. 307, I have omitted from the secondary coxo-femoral

amputations for shot injury. The records of this Office show that the original shell wound in the right side, received at Black River, May 17, 1863,

healed, leaving a large cicatrix ; that a bedsore formed on the left hip, and that the left femur became diseased and was exarticulated on February 20.

1867. It is apparent that the original wound had only a remote connection with the disease for which the- operation was performed. Dr. WltlGHT after-

wards reported to the Pension Ollice that "soon after the amputation Spradling was taken with diarrhoea and that dropsy followed, which continued off

and on until the date of his death, September 28, 1872."

1 Laubey's successful instance of amputation at the hip in the case of the lieutenant of dragoons wounded at Borodino, September 7, 1812, has

been cited by M. LEGOUR8T (De la disarticulation coxo-f{morale, in Rec. de Mem. de Med. de Chir. et de Phar. Mil., 1855, 2me s6r., T. XV, p. 234, and

Traite de Chir. d'Armee, Paris, 1S63, p. 699) as an instance of successful intermediary exarticulation at tho hip. This was undoubtedly a primary

operation, and 1 have classed it as such. M. "LAHHEV {Mem. de Chir. Mil. et Camp., Paris, 1817, T. IV, p. 51) details tho case and remarks of the oper-

ation: "Que j'entrepris, quoique sur le champ do bataille, avec d'autant plus de confiance qu'il la demandait instamraent."

2 Professor B. v. I,AX<;EXUECK, in his article: Veber die Schussverletzungen des Hiiftgelenks, in Archiv fur Klinische Chirurgie, Berlin, 1874, B.

XVI, p. 299 (republished in bis Chirurgische Beolwchtungen aus dem Kriegt, Berlin, 1871), remarks : "As heretofore, I am still quite convinced that dis-

articulation of the thigh ought not to disappear from military surgery, and that if we do not regard all very severe shot fractures of tho hip joint and

thigh from the beginning as lost, in all these cases primary exarticulation ought to be performed if possible during the first 12-24 hours. In this connec-

tion I can only repeat what I have said iti 18C8, and what I may again emphasize, that the only two primary exarticulations that I performed in the

Schleswig War, 1848, recovered, and that ooe of the patients operated upon is still alive.'
1

I cannot omit here to call attention to the translation of Pro-

fessor B. v. LAXGEXBECK's article by Dr. JaMES F. WEST, F. R. C. S. The translation is published in The Birmingham Medical Review, Vol. V, 1876,

pp. 29, 88, and 166. At page 100, Professor Laxgenbf.ck is made to say: ''The results of the American War, with its great numbers, have been suf-

ficient for settlement of the question of disarticulation of the thigh. Wo must regard it as an operation which, at the least, ought to be excluded from

military practice, and one that ought at the most to be thought of in the light of reamputation.'' From this Prof. LAN'gexbeCK would appear to be in

favor of excluding exarticulation at the hip from the field of military surgery. Nothing could be more erroneous. What Prof. Laxgexbeck (Archiv

fur Klin. Chir., 1874, B. XVI, pp. 298, 299) really says is :
" The results of the American War, with its great numbers, have become decisive as regards

the value of hip joint exarticulation. It has been designated as an operation which it would bo best to exclude from military practice, and which should

at tho most be thought of in the light of reamputation/* and further on he continues with the remark cited in the beginning of this note.

3 The two exarticulations at the hip for shot injury performed during the Schleswig-Holstein campaign of 1864, and the seven operations performed

during the Austro-Prussian War of 1866, proved fatal. Of the forty-four cases of amputation at tho hip performed for shot injury received during the

Franco-Prussian War, 1870-71, cited in note on page 130, ante, the only successful one, as far as I have been able to ascertain, was the case of reamputa-

tion at the right hip performed by Professor T. G. MOUTOX, of Philadelphia, on a soldier named Boasso Dominico (not Dominico Ludovess, as first

erroneously communicated in note on page 130, ante), whose thigh had been amputated after the battle of Sedan, September 1, 1870.

4HOLMES (T.) {A Treatise en Surgery, its Principles and Practice, Philadelphia, 1876, p. 341): " The following are, I believe, the main maxims
of practice in gunshot injuries of the extremities. . . II (p. 345). In the lower extremity gunshot fractures involving tho hip joint or the upper third of

the femur aro usually fatal, however treated. Primary amputation is so fatal in these cases that it is almost abandoned. Several cases have recovered

under strictly conservative treatment; a few cases of successful excision aro on record ; and secondary amputation has been decidedly more successful than

primary. The surgeon must use his own discretion in each case, but all surgeons nowadays have a well founded horror of primary amputation at the hip,

believing that the operation is almostuecessarily fatal, while the iujury is not so." BECK (B.) (Chir. der Schussverletzungen, Freiburg, 1872, p. 852) remarks :

"Exarticulation at tho hip . . is only to be performed, as a primary operation, in cases of extensive comminution of the bones with laceration of the

soft parts, especially of the large vessels, and where amputation high up is not possible. In injuries which involve the femur in its continuity close to the

joint, conservative expectant treatment should bo employed, and operative interference should only be had in the further course, as it is known that tho

secondary operation is more readily tolerated. I have not yet seen in the various campaigns at the places of first dressing a caso really adapted to primary

exarticulation; either expectation was yet admissible, or resection or high amputation could be performed ; or the lesions were of such a nature that there

was no prospect of a cure. The wounded of the last category I left to their fate as incurable, ligating only the larger vessels."
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Generalarzt B. Beck 1

proposes "to let secondary exarticulation at the hip be preceded
by resection," and considers this procedure as not unworthy of the consideration of his

colleagues. During the Franco-Prussian War, 1870-71, he had selected a patient2
for this

mode of treatment, and had excised the hip and intended to remove the limb fourteen days
later; but he was compelled to leave the patient, who died about a month after the excision.

Professor J. Neudorfer, 3
in the case of an Austrian soldier, Joliann Schranz, during the

Italian War of 1859, resected, on November 27, 1859, the head of the femur for shot

injury received at Palestro, May 30, 1859, and, on December 1st, removed the limb at the

hip. The patient recovered. This seems to be the only case of this kind on record in

military surgery. In civil surgery six instances4 may be cited in which the exarticulation

at the hip had been preceded by excision at the hip joint. Five of the six cases had a

successful issue, giving the favorable result of a mortality of 16.66 per cent.

The evidence set forth in the preceding pages in regard to the three plans of treat-

ment of gunshot injuries of the hip joint received during the American civil war shows

that of the cases of undoubted intracapsular shot fracture of the hip treated by conserva-

tion, 98.8 per cent, had a fatal termination; that in sixty-six cases treated by excision
5

'BECK (13.), Chirurgie dcr Schussverletzungcn, Freiburg, 1873, p. 855.

2 BKCK (B.) (loc. cit., p. 854) remarks :
" In another case I had performed resection, and intended to disarticulate 14 da3'S later ; but I had to leave

(lie patient, who reacted well, and he died of pyaemia afterwards, because my plan was not followed, to wit : to let, at the proper time, when it became

evident that recovery could not be achieved in this manner, the resection be followed by exarticulation." The patient he had selected for this manner of

operation was Sergeant Major B , of the 3d French Infantry (see Beck, loc. cit., p. 894, and note on page 91, ante, CASE 53), who had survived a shot

fracture of the neck and trochanter of the femur at Worth, August 0, 1870. In the latter part of August the head and neck and more than one-third of

the shaft of the femur were excised. But Dr. BECK was sent away before the time for the removal of the limb had arrived. Professor BECK continues

:

"In another case, which, to my sorrow, I also had to leave before the proper time for the operation, there was an extreme oblique and longitudinal frac-

tm-c extending into the capsule, with considerable infiltration of the soft parts. When I left Dijon I had ordered that, as soon as the swelling would some-

what go down, the limb should be amputated high up, and that subsequcntl}' the remaining bone should be extirpated, provided acute septicaemia should

not supervene. Several days after my departure the latter complication appeared; energetic interference was not attempted, and only the projecting end

of bone fragment was resected. The patient died shortly afterwards."

3NEUDOKFEU (J.), Handbuch der Kricgschir., 1872, B. II, Abth. II, S. 14G8, and notes on pp. 90 (CASE 33) and 129 (CASE 120), ante.

4 Heyfei.der. (J. F.) (Ueber Resectionen itnd Amputationcn, Breslau uud Bonn, 1854, p. 155) resected the hip joint on January 11, 1848, in a tailor,

Carl Eckstein, aged 20, for caries of the joint, aud cxarticulated the limb on May 20, 1851. The patient died in two hours.—2. T. OABB JACKSOX (Trans-

actions of the Path. Society of London. London, 1872, Vol. XXIII. p. 191), for disease of the hip joint, excised, in 1871, the head of the femur in a young

man aged J 9, and, in 1872, successfully removed the limb.—3. Dr. Teai.E (Medical Times and Gazette, July 2G, 1872, Vol. II, p. 93) excised, on Decem-
ber 28, 1871, the head of the femur for hip disease, in a boy aged 10, and, on Julj* 18, 1872, the limb was successfully removed at the hip.—4. In a girl,

aged 7, suffering from hip disease, Mr. HANCOCK performed excision of the head of the femur in the early part of 1871, and, on November 2, 1872, ampu-

tation at the hip was performed by Dr. Richard Harwell. The girl recovered (London Lancet, April 5, 1873, Vol. I, p. 105).—5. Dr. ItUSHTON

PARKER (London Lancet, 1875, Vol. II, p. 699), on a boy, aged 0, with inflammation of the hip joint, excised the head of the femur on July 31, 1874, and

amputated at the hip, November 21, 1874. The boy survived.— (1. Professor Sl'KNCE (London Lancet, 1875, Vol. II, p. 549), ThomasH , aged 20 ; hi])

disease
; excision at the hip October 29, 1804. Amputation April 13, 1875, by Prof. Sl'EXCE ; the patient recovered.

5 Besides the works referred to on pages S9 to 120, ante, by AliEOTT, ALCOCK, ASIIHUHST, CHEXU, Calhoux, Culrertsox, Deinixcek, DU-
isreuil, Eve, II. Fischer, G. Fischer, Gl*tiikie, Gkkllois, Gkoss, Heine, Hodges, kade, Laxgexreck. Loiimeyee, Loxgmore, Lossex, Mat-
thew, Macleod, Muxx, Mai'nocki, Ml'ksick, Neudorfeu, Otis, Oepexheim, Oitexhelmer, Paillaur, Rear, Rohkrtsox, Seutix. Schwartz,
D. P. Smith, Steomeyee, K. TEXTOi:, and C. WagXEK, the following may be consulted on excision at the hip joint: AiiAMS (Z. B.), Excisions of

Joints for Traumatic Cause, in Boston Med. and Surg. Jour., 1807, Vol. 70, p. 229; BALLARUE (D. P.), Beitrage zur Statistilc dcr Hiiftgelenks Resec-

tion, Leipzig, 1808. BECK (B.), Zur Statistilc der Amputationcn und Rcscctioncn, in LangeX'UECK's Arch, fur Klin. C7ar.,B. Y, pp. 245, 250, and Krirgs-

chir. Erfahrungen wdhrend des Fcldzugcs, 1800, in Suddeutschland, pp. 200, 351, and Die Schusswunden, Heidelberg, 1850, p. 332. BEKAlM) (A.),

Bisection de l'articulation coxofemorate, in Diet, de MCd. en 30, 1837, T. XV, p. 82. BlLLEOTII (Til.), Ueber die Resectionen, in Deutsche Klinik, B. V,

p. 220. Blaxdin (P. F.), Article Resection, in Diet, de Med. ct dc Chir. prat., Paris, 1835, T. XIV, p. 200. Boxixo (E.), De la r-'scction de la tele du
femur, in Annal. de la Chir. Fravq et Etrang., Paris, 1844, T. X, p. 385. BOWMAN (WM.), Resection of the Hip Joint, in Medical Times and Gazette,

London, 1800, Vol. II, p. 210. BltYK (A.), Beitrage ztt den Resectioncn, in Langexbeck's Archiv fiir Klin. Chir., 1873, B. XV, p. 273. ClIAMEIOX

(L.), TraiU de la Resection, etc., These, Paris. 1815. ClIKEVEU (D. W.), Two successful cases of Excision of the Scad of the Femur, in Boston Med.

and Surg. Jour., Vol. LXXVII, p. 281. COOTE (II.), Remarks on the operation of Resection of the Head of the Femur, in British Medical Journal

January 2, 1858, p. 2. DlRCKS (C. J. M.), Diss, inaug. de rcscctionc capitis femoris, Wirceb, 1846. DEC.MSXE, Dcs moyens d'iviter les amputations et

les rCscctions osseuses, Bruxelles, 1855. Felexeueg (Alrert), Beitrage zur Statistilc und Wiirdigung dcr Huftgelenkrescction, in Archiv fiir Klin.

Chir., 1800, B. VII, p. 701. FOCK (C), Bcmcrkungcn und Erfahrungen ueber die Resection im Hiiftgclenk, in Archiv fiir Klin. Chir., Berlin, 1861, B. I,

p. 172. GERRY (J. V.), Dc la rejection dcs cxtremites articulaires dcs os, Paris, 1839, p. 157. GOOD (It. R.), De la resection de Varticulation coxofem-

oralepour caric, Paris, 1809. GOOD (R. It.), Comparative Mortality after resection of the hip joint in France and in England, in Med. Times and Gaz.,

London, 1809, Vol. 1, p. 355. GOSSEI.IX, Resection de la hanche, in Bull, de VAcad. de Med., Oct. 15, 1801. GURLT, Resection im- Iluftgclcnk, in Lax
gexheck's Archiv, 1807, B. VIII, p. 903. HANCOCK (H-), On Excision of the Hip Joint, Lancet, 1857, Vol. II, p. 84. HEYFELDEE (J. P.), Ueber

Rcscctioncn und Ampidationen, Breslau, 1854, p. 154. IIeyfelder (O.), Lehrbuch der Resectionen, Wien, 1803. HtiETEit (C), Die Resectionen, in

Langexiieck's Archiv, B. VIII, p. 94. Jacoesex (L.), Om Reseltion of Hofteleddet i Tilfdlde af caries og sitppuration, Kbhvn, 1874. Jaegeu (M.t,

Operatio rcscctioiiis conspectu chronologico adumbrata, Eiiangen, 1832. Jaeger, Article Dccapitatio, in J. N. Rust's Handbuch dcr Cltirurgie, 1831,

B. V, p. 626. Kixi.OCH (R. A.), A case of Excision of the Hip Joint for morbus coxarius, with Remarks upon the Propriety of such an Operation, and

a Summary Account of the recorded Cases up to the present Time, in Charleston Med. Jour, and Rev., 1857, Vol. XII, p. 307. KhETSCIIMAR (G. A.), Ueber

Huftgelenkrescction, Jena, 1807. Lakghi (B.), Rcscctimi de tete et du col dufemur, in Gaz. MM. de Paris, 1857, T. XII, p. 8. LE FORT (LEOX), De la

risection de la hanche dans les cas de coxalgie et de plates par armes d. feu, in Mem. de VAcad. Imp. de Mi'd., 1861, T. XXV, p. 445. LEISRINK (II.),
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the fatality was 90.9 per cent., and that in sixty-six cases treated by exarticulation
1
it was

83.3 per cent.; but from these results it should not be concluded that operative interference

was always indicated, and that amputation was preferable to excision. On page 121, of

Circular No. 2, I have already pointed out that the question as to the most eligible treat-

ment of shot injuries of the hip joint is not susceptible of a purely arithmetical solution,

and that the variety of the conditions under which the patients are placed, the diversity

in the extent of their injuries, and the inevitable imperfection of all surgical records forbid

any such rigorous comparison. Not less than nine2 of the sixty-six cases of excision at

the hip were complicated with such lesions of the pelvic walls and viscera as made any

Zur Statistik der Huftgelenk Resection, in Archiv fur Klin. Chir., Berlin, 1870, B. XII, p. 134. LEFOLD (P.), Ucbcr die Resection des lluftgelenkes,

Inaug. Diss., Wtirzburg\ 1834. LfJCKE (A.), Beitrdge zur Lehrevon den Resectionen, in archiv fur Klin. Chir., Berlin, 1862, B. III. p. 291. LYON
(Irving W.)(

Excision of the Knee and Hip Joints, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1865, N. S., Vol. XUX, p. 49. MoiINS (J.), Bcitrdge zu den Resectionen

der Knochen, Jena, I860. PAGENSTECHER, Zur Resection des lluftgelenkes, in Langenbeck's Archiv, 1862, B. II, pp. 312-315. Percy et Laurent,

Article Resection, in Dictionnaire des Sciences M<'dicales, Paris, 1820, T. XLVII, p. 553. RlED (P.), Die Resectionen der Knochen, Nuremberg-. 1860, p.

385. Roux (P. J.), De la resection ou de retrenchment de portions d'os malades, Paris, 1862, p. 49. Saunders (D. I).), Excision or Resection of the Bones

and Joints of the Lower Extremity, in Memphis Med. Monthly, April, 18C6, Vol. I, p. 77. Sayre (L. A.), Exsection of the Head of the Femur and

Removal of the Upper Rim of the Acetabulum for morbus coxarius, with perfect recovery, in New York Jour, of Med., 1855, Vol. XIV, p. 70. SCHEDE
(M-), De resectione articulationis coxse, Ilalis Saxonum, 1866. SCHH.LBACH (L.), Bcitrdge zu den Resectionen der Knochen, Jeua, 1861. SEDXLLOT (C),

De la resection coxo-f morale, in Gaz. Mid. de Paris, 1866, T. XXI, p. 691. SENFTLEBEN (II.), Beobachtungen und Bemerkungen ueber die Indtkationen,

den Ileilungsprocess und die JS'achbehandlung der Resectionen grcesserer Gelenke, in Langenbeck's Archiv fur Klin. Chir., Berlin, 1862, B. Ill, p. 112.

SlEBERT (L.), Statistik der Resectionen, etc., Jena, 1868. STARK (W.), Beitrdge zu der Statistik und den Endresultaten der Gelenkresectioncn, in Bci-

trdge zur Operativen Chirurgie, von Dr. V. CZEBNT, Stuttgart, 1878, p. 183. STEVENS (G. P.), On Excisions in Cases of Gunshot Wounds, in Trans.

Med. Society of New York, 1866, p. 132. Swinburne (J.), Exsection of the Hip Joint, and Conservative Surgery, in Med. and Surg. Reporter, 1861,

Vol. VII, p. 198, and Vol. IX, 1863, p. 377. Syme (James), Treatise on the Excision of Diseased Joints, Edinburgh, 1831, p. 125. Szymanowsky
(J.), Ueber die Resection des Hiiftgrlenkes, in LANGENBECK'S Archiv, 1865, B. VI, p. 787. TAI.LICHET, Dissert, de resecto femorc ex arliculo, Halffl,

18C8. TEXTOR (CAJETAN), Ueber die Wiedererzeuguvg der Knochen narh Resectionen, Wuivlmrg, 1S42. TOSTIVINT (A. L. M.), Sur les r 'sections coxo-

fimorales dans les cas de coxalgie, These, Paris, 1868. Wagner (A.), Ueber den Heilungsprocess nach Resection und Extirpation der Knochen, Berlin,

1853, p. 14. Wagner, Article Decapitatio ossium, in Encyclopudisches Worterbuch der Med. Wissenschaftcn, von W. II. BTJ8CH, Berlin, 1833, B. IX,

p. 188. Winne (C. K.), Statistical Inquiry as to the Expediency of Excision of the Head of the Femur, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1861, Vol. XLII, p. 26.

1 The literature of amputation at the liip joint is copious. In the foot-notes on pages 127 to 159 I have referred to the various sources of information

on this subject by Alcock, Ashhurst, Averii.t,, Baldens, Beck, BERTBEEand, Chenu, Costeu.o, W. S. Cox, Deinlnger, Guthrie, J. F. Hey-

FELPER, D. J. LARREY, H. LARREY, LAXGEXBECK, LEGGIEST, MACCORMAC, MACLEOD, MATTHEW, MORTON, NEUDORFER, OTIS, J. ROUX, P. J.

ROUX, STROMFYER, C. TEXTOn, J. THOMSON, and others. To these may be added: Armaxd (A.), Histoire medico-chirurgicale de la guerre de

Crimie aVaprls les travaux des medecins niilitaires, Paris, 1858, p. 19. Barbet, in Prix de VAcad. roy.-de Chir., Paris, 1819, T. IV, p. 45, relates the

operation by La C'ROIX, and defends the exarticulation at the hip. Beck (P>.), Zur Auslosung des Femur im Huftgelenk, in Archiv fur Klin. Chir.,

Berlin, 1879, B. XXIII, p. 654. CARPIO (L- II.), Una obscrvacion de dcsarticvlacion coxo-femoral, in Gaceta Mi'dica de Mexico, 1865, T. I. p. 346.

DENFXHaud, Observation sur I'extirpaticn de la cuisse. in Rec. de Mem. de Med., Paris, 1820, T. VIII, p. 190. DOLIGNON, Amputation de la cuisse dans

I'article, in Jonr. de M-'d. Chir., Taris, 1786, T. LXVI, p. 69. FLAJANI (GlUSEFFO), Osscrvazione pratiche sopra Vamputazione digli articoli, etc.,

Roma, 1791. GOURAUD (V. 0.), Demonstrations des principales operations de Chir., Tours, 1815, p. 85. GUELT (E.), Ampulationen, Exarticulatioven,

Resectionen, in Jahresbericht ueber die Leistuvgen und Fortschritle in der Gesammtcn Medicin, Berlin, 1868, B. II, Abth. 2, S. 411. HawerkaMP (A.),

Ein Fall von Exarticulatio femoris. Inatig. Diss., Berlin, 1878. IlF-PENl'S (A. G.), Cmnmentatio chirurgica de femorc in cavitate cotyloidea ampu-

tando, Lipsia?, 1823. IlENOT, Mem. sur la disarticulation coxo-femorale, in Mem. de VAcad. Nat. de M<d., Paris, 1852, T. XVI, p. 213. HEYFELDER
(O.), Exarticulation des Huftgelenks. Bemerkungen zu NEBDOrFEK'S Kriegschirurgie, in Deutsche Klinik, 1873, B. XXV, p. 167. JENTY (C. N.)

Methodo de hacer la amputacion del muslo por su articulacion con el hueso innominado, etc., Madrid, 1766. JUBIOT, Observations sur Vamputation dans

I'article coxo-fcmoral, Montpellier, 1840. KERR (WILLIAM), An account of lite Operation of Amputating the Thigh at the Upper Exarticulation, in

Medical and Philosophical Commentaries, London. 1~79, Vol. VI, p. 337. KKliST, Heelkundige Mengelingen, Utrecht, 1836, p. 186. KREMER (U. S. W.L.),

Ueber Exarticulation im Huftgelenk, Marburg, 1857. Kroener (C. A.), De exarticidatione femoris et cruris qutedam, Stuttgartia?, 1837. L'Aluette

(PET.), An femur in cavitate cotylccdea aliquando amputandum, Paris, 1748, in Hallkr's Disput. chirurg., Lausanna?, 1756, T. V, p. 265. LAND (A. L.),

Over the exarticulatio ossis femoris, in EOERItAVE, Tijdschrift, Amsterdam, 1841, Jaarg. Ill, p. 265. LlSFKANC (J.), Memoire sur un nouveau procidi

oprratoire pour jtrati-pier Vamputation dans Varticulation coxo-fcm orale, in Archives Generales de Med., 1823, T. II, p. 161. METZ (II.), Ueber die

Losing des Oberschenkels aus dem Iliiftgelenke, "Wiirzburg, 1841. MOKAND (S. P.), Sur Vamputation de la cuisse dans son articulation avec Vos de la

hanche, in his Opuscules de Chir., Paris, 1768, T. I, p. 176. MULDER, Overzigt von de voornamste gevallen, welke in hel heelen vroekundig akademisch

Ziekenhuis to Groningen, etc., zijn waargenommen, door MULDER, Amsterdam, 1814, p. 144. NEVERMANN, Die Exarticulation des Oberschenkels in

geschichtlicher Hinsicht dargestellt, in Journal der Chirurgie und Augenheitkundexoti C. F. v. GRAEFE und Ph. YValther, Berlin, 1830, p. 95. Porta
(L.), Delia disarticolazione del Cotile, Milano, 1860. PUTHOP, Sur Vamputation de la cuisse dans son articidation, in MORAND's Opusc. de Chir., Paris,

1768, T. I, p. 100. RAUSCH (J. J.), Ueber die Amputation grosser Glieder nach Schusswunden , Leipzig, 1807. ROBUCHON (L.), Observations et statis-

tiques pour servir d. Vhistoire des amputations, Paris, 1872, p. 61. SABATIER (R. B.), De la Medecine Operatoire, Paris, 1824, T. IV, p. 542. SAUYAX,
Diss, de extirpationefemoris, Vilna?, 1823. SCHNEIDER (AUGUST), Ueber die Exarticulation des Oberschenkels im Huftgelenk, Inaug. Diss., Landau,

1848. SMITH (STEPHEN), Statistics of the Operation of Amputation at the Hip Joint, in New York Jour, of Med., 1852, Vol. IX, p. 184. SOLGER, Ueber

die Amputation im Uuftgelenke, TVUrzburg, 185-1. STEMMERMANN (Vy\), Ueber die Exarticulation des Oberschenkels, Jena, 1866. UNGER, An femur
aliquando et quo methodo e cavitate cotyloidea sit amputandum? Halae, 1703. V0lXKER9(C), Beitrdge zur Statistik der Amputationen und Resectionen,

in Archiv filr Klt'nische Chirurgie, Berlin, 1863, B. IV, p. 574. VOEI.KXEU (LOUIS), Ueber die Exarticulation des Oberschenkels im Huftgelenk, Halle,

1868. VOI.HER, Sur Vamputation de la cuisse dans son articidation, in MORAND's Opuscules de Chir., Paris, 1768, T. I, p. 180. VOLKMANN (RICHARD),

Ueber die Anwendung des KSMARCI^S schen blutersparenden Verfahrens by Exarticutationen des lluftgelenkes, in Centralblatt filr Chirurgie, May 2,

1874, Xo. 5, p. 65. Waciiter (G. II.), Diss. chir. dearticulis extirpandis, etc., Groningae, 1810. Wagner, Ueber die Exarticulation des Oberschenkels

aus dem Uuftgelenke, in Magazin fur die Gesammte EfeiUcunde, von J. N. RUST, Berlin, 1823, B. XV, p. 261. YVlNMNGMOFF, De exarticulatione

femoris, Gryphice, 1843. Zanders, Abldsung der Glieder in den Gelenken, Diisseldorf, 1831.
2 See Case 200, p. 93, of Pt. C. Beard, 12th Miss.; Case 227, p. 96, of Pt. C. Morrison, 185th N. V.; Case 235, p. 98, of Capt. T. R. Robeson, 2d

Mass.; Case 236, p. 08, of an unknown private soldier of the First Corps; Case 238, p. 99, of an unknown soldier; CASE 247, p. 105, of Pt. C. E. Mars-

ton, 1st Mass.; Case 257, p. 109, of Corp'l II. C. Sennett, I22d X. V.; CASE 250, p. 110, of Lieut. D. N. Patterson, 46th Va.; and CASE 269, p. 118, of

Pt. A. Toney, 16th N. C.
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operative interference useless; among the sixty-six coxo-femoral amputations probably all

successful cases have been recorded, while some fatal cases may remain unpublished; and in

the three hundred and four cases treated by conservation, the correctness of the diagnosis

may be questioned in many instances. The character of the injury must determine the

choice of treatment; but the general rules regarding shot wounds of the hip joint
1
laid down

in Circular 2 are uncontroverted: that "expectant treatment is to be condemned in all

cases in which the diagnosis of direct injury to the articulation 2 can be clearly established;"

that "primary excisions of the head or upper extremity of the femur should be performed

in all uncomplicated cases of shot fracture of the head or neck;" that "intermediary excisions

are indicated in similar cases where the diagnosis is not made out till late;" that "secondary

excisions are demanded by caries of the head of the femur or secondary involvement of the

joint;" that amputation should be performed: "1. When the thigh is torn off, or the upper

extremity of the femur comminuted with great laceration of the soft parts, m such prox-

imity to the trunk that amputation in the continuity is impracticable. 2. When a fracture

of the head, neck, or trochanters of the femur is complicated with a wound of the femoral

vessels. 3. When a gunshot fracture involving the hip joint is complicated by a severe

compound fracture of the limb lower down, or by a wound of the knee joint."

1 A number of authors especially on excision or exartieulation at the hip have already been cited, but many additional facta in regard to injuries

of the hip joint may be derived from the works of: Ballixgall (Sir GEORGE), Outlines of Military Surgery, London, 51h ed., 185."), p. 397. Barwei.1.

(Richard), A Treatise on Diseases of the. Joints, London, 1865. Bell (JosEm), A Manual of the Operations of Surgery, London. 1866, p. 111.

I5I.ENKJX8 (G. E.), Article Gunshot Wounds, in COOrEE's Dictionary of Practical Surgery, London, 8th ed., 1801, Vol. I, p. 838. BRIXTON (J. H.),

Consolidated Statement of Gunshot Wounds, Circular No. 9, S. G. O., Washington, July 1, 1863, p. 15. BRIOT (51.), Hisloire de VEtat et des Progrcs

de la Chirurgie Militaireen France pendant les Guerres de la Revolution, Besancon, 1817, p. 177. Chaussier, Precis d experiences sur lamputation

des extremites articulaires des os longs, in Mem. de la Soc. Med. d'Emulation, an VIII, T. Ill, p. 399. CHELIU8 (J. 51.), System of Surgery, translated

from the German by J. P. SOUTH, Philadelphia, 1847, Vol. III. ClIISOLM (J. JULIAN), A Manual of Military Surgery for the use of Surgeons in the

Confederate States Army, 3d ed., Columbia, S. C, 1864. COKTKSE, Guida teorica praiica del medico militare in campana Torino, 1862, Vol. I, p. 209.

aud Vol. II, p. 308. COULSON (W.), On Disease of the Hip Joint, London, 1867. EMMERT (Carl), Lehrbuch der Chirurgie, Stuttgart, 1867, B. IV.

KRICIISEX (JOHN), The Science and Art of Surgery, London, 1872. FERGUSSOX (Sir Wm.), A System of Practical Surgery, London, 4th ed., 1867 ; and

Clinical Lecture on Hip Disease, in London Lancet, 1849, Vol. I. p. 359. FISCHER (H.), Verletzungen durch Kriegswaffen, in v. Pitha and BlLLROTH's

llandbuch, 1865, I!. I, Abth. II, S. 483, 496. GAXT (F. J.), The Science and Practice of Surgery, London, 1878. C.HERIXI (A.), Yade Mecum per It

Ferite cTAnna da Fuoco, Milano, 1866 ; aud Relazione chirurgica dell 'Ospedale militare provisorio di S. Filippo, in Annali Universali di Medicina,

Milano, 1860, Vol. CLXXI1I, p. 450. HOLMES (T.), Report on Surgery, in Biennial Retrospect of Medicine and Surgery for 1867, pp. 225, 326; A Trea-

tise on Surgery, its Principles and Practice, Philadelphia, 1876. HUETER (C.), Klinik der Gclenk Krankheiten mit Einschluss der Ortopadie, Leipzig,

1870-71, p. 596. KOCH (W.), Notizen iiber Schussverletzungen, in Langexeeck's Archie fur Klin. Chir., 1872, B. XIII, p. 510. Mai.gaigxe (J. T.),

Manuel de Mtdecine Operatoire, sept, ed., Paris, 1861, p. 250. METZI.ER, Verhandlungen der Mil. drzil. Gesellschaft zu Orleans, 1870-71, in Mil. Arztl.

Zeitschrift, 1872, B. I, p. 63. MILLER (JAMES), A System of Surgery, Edinburgh, 1864. MOXTFAI.CON, Memoire sur VEtat Actuel de Chirurgie, Paris,

1816, p. 103. MOTT (V.), VELPEAU'a New Elements of Operative Surgery, New Vork, 1847, Vol. II, pp. 779, 845. OCHWADT (A.), Kriegschirurgische.

Erfahrungen, Berlin, 1865, S. 53. OLI.IER (L.), Traitc experimental et clinique de la Regeneration des Os, Paris, 1867, p. 165. OTIS (G. A.), Observa-

tions on some Recent Contributions to the Statistics of Excisions and Amputations at the Hip for Injury, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1868, Vol. LVI, p. 128.

Paget and STANLEY, Catalogue of the Pathological Specimens contained in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons of England, London, 1847,

Vol. II, p. 230. PAXCOAST (J.), A Treatise on Operative Surgery, Philadelphia, 1846, 2d ed., p. 129. PASSAVAXT (G.), Jtemerkunrjen aus dem Gebiete

der Kriegschirurgie, in Berliner Klinische Wochenschrift, Berlin, 1871, Jahrg. VIII, p. 115. PAUL (II. J.), Die Conservative Chirurgie der Glieder,

Breslau, 1859, S. 33, 193. PIRRIE (WILLIAM), The Principles and Practice of Surgery, London, 1860. PITHA (P.), Krankheiten der Extremitaien,

Krlangen, 1868, S. 203. M. ItOCHOUX, Communications sur les playes d'armes a feu faites a VAcademic, in Bull, de VAcad. de Med., 1848, T. XIV, p.

127. Rossi (P.), Elemens de Mcdecine Opiratoire, Turin, 1806, T. II, p. 224. Saxtesson' (Charles), Om Hoftleden och Ledbrosken uti analomiskt,

pathotogiskt, och chirurgiskt hanseende, jemte en Kriiish Ofvcrsigt ofver nagra. bland Inflammationlarens vigtigaste, Stockholm, 1849, nnd Dublin

Journal of Medical Sciences, 1851, Vol. XI, p. 432. SEDII.LOT (C), Traitd de Medicine Operatoire, Paris, 1865, T. I, p. 515, and De Vevidement sous

perioste des Os, Paris, 1867, p. 165, and Compie Rendu de VAcad. des Sciences, seance du 15 Oct., 1866. SlMOX (GustaV), Miltheilungt.n aus der Chir-

urgischen Klinik, Prag, 1868, S. 98. SKEY (F. C), Operative Surgery, Philadelphia, 1851, p. 374. SMITH (G. K.), The Insertion of the Capsular Lig-

ament of the Hip Joint and its relation to intra-capsular fractures of ihe Neck of the Femur, in Med. and Surg. Reporter, Vol. VII, p. 244, et seq.

SMITH (STEPHEN), Handbook of Surgical Operations, New York, 3d ed., 1862, p. 221. SOLLY' (S.), Clinical Lectures on Injuries and Diseases of ihe

Joints, delivered at St. Thomas's Hospital, in London Lancet, 1852, Vol. II, pp. 121, 144. SY"ME (JAMES), The Principles of Surgery, edited by Dr.

Maclean, Philadelphia, 1866, p. 694. Szymaxotvski (Julius), Additamenta ad Ossium Rcsectionem, Dorpati Livonorum, 1856. TEXTOR (Cajetan),

Grundzuge zur Le.hr der Chirurgischcn Opcraliuncn, WUrzburg, 1835. S. 310, 348. VEI.r-EAU (A. L. M.), Nouveau Elements de Medecine Operatoire,

Paris, 183:1, T. I, p. 582. VEEMAXDOIS, Sur le traitement de quelqucs maladies chirurgicales de Varticulntion du femur avee Vos innomine, in Journal

de Medicine, Chirurgie, Pharmacie, etc., 1786, T. LXVI, p. 51. VOGEL (A. F.), Observdtiones quasdam chirurgicas defendit, Kiliae, 1771. Warren
(Edward), An Epitome, of Practical Surgery, Richmond, 1863. WHITE (C), Cases in Surgery, in Philosophical Transactions, Vol. LIX for the year

1769, London, 1770, p. 45. WILLIAMSON (G.), Military Surgery, London, 1863. WOODHUI.L (A. A.), Catalogue, of the Surgical Section of the U. S.

Army Med. Museum, Washington, 1866, p. 234. ZANG (C. B.), Darslellung bluliger heiUcunstlcrischer Operationcn, Wien, 1821, Theil 4, pp. 287, 300.

2 Professor II. II. SMITH {Princ. and Pract. of Surgery, 1863, Vol. I, p. 526) pronounces " compound fractures involving the hip joint are exceed

ingly dangerous. If left alone death usually results." . . " Some few cases of recovery have resulted after injuries in this locality, but in them the

fracture may not have entered the joint, and these few exceptions to the general fatal result certainly offers no encouragement for their repetition. L0f-

FLER (P.), Grundsdtze und Regeln fur die Behandlung der Schusswunden im Kriege, Berlin. 1859, Erste Abtheilung, p. 6G), speaking of shot injuries

of the hip Joint, remarks: "The conservative treatment of this injury, according to the experience hitherto acquired, gives no prospect of saving life.

Even if pyffimia does no* supervene, death ensues sooner or later from exhaustion following endless suppuration."
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The preceding portions of this Section were already in print when Professor E. Gurlt's
1

excellent and elaborate work on resections of joints was received. On page 1261 he

enumerates one hundred and thirty-seven cases of excision
2
at the hip, of which the results

were ascertained in one hundred and thirty-six instances, with sixteen recoveries, a mor-

tality rate of 88.23 per cent.; and on page 1319 he states that, considering the severity of

wounds of the hip joint and the great mortality that has hitherto followed them, this result

must be regarded as favorable.

'Gurlt (E.), Die Gelenk-Resectionen nach Schtissverletzungen. Ihre Geschichte, Statistik, End-Resultate, Berlin, 1870, pp. 1333. Professor GuRi/r

cites the following additional cases ot excision at the hip fur shot injury not hitherto published: Dr. BRTK (Gurlt, loc. cit., p. 63) excised the head of

the right femur in the case of Xagy Lajos, age 27, wounded at Buda, May 21, 1849; excision May 24 ; death June 2, 1849. Dr. ABEL (Gurlt, loc. cit.,

p. 317), Pt. J. Poulsen, 20th Danish Infantry; Dilppel, April 18, 1864; neck of right femur; intermediary excision May 4; death May 4, 18G4. Dr.

IlAIIN (GURLT, loc. cit., p. 317), P. Basmussen, fjth Danish Infantry, age 25; Alsen, Juno 29, 18(14, in left trochanters; resection July 4, death July 6,

1864. BL'RCHARDT (GURLT, loc. cit., p. 483), F. Haborditz, Austrian Infantry, age 42; Koeniggratz, July 3, I860, through left hip; resection August (J;

fetal. BUSCH (Gurlt, loc. cit., p. 395), N. Breidt, Cth Rhenish Infantry, Koeniggratz, July 3, 1866, right hip; excision July 20; death July 31, 1866.

BUSCH (GURLT, loc. ciL, p. 483), F. Harlitschek, Austrian Infantry, ago 74
;
Koeniggratz, July 3, 1806; right trochanter major; excision August 9 ; death

August 13, 1866; pyaemia. KLOI'SCU (GrUBLT, loe. cit., p. 481). N. N. Oest, Austrian Infantry, Koeniggratz, July 3, 1806, left hip; excision July 7

;

death July 9, 1866. C. liETHER (GURLT, loc. cit., p. 1159), W. Jowanowitsch, age 45: Busso-Tin/kish War, August 24, 1876; excision Sept. 8; death

Sept. 12, 1876. On p. 1154 Dr. GUUI/r tabulates 2 additional cases of excision at the hip during the Busso-Turkish War, 1876-1878, but gives no details.

The operation of excision at the hip was first proposed in 1769, by CHARLES WHITE, F. R. S., Surgeon to the Manchester Infirmary, at the con-

clusion of an account of a successful excision of the bead of the humerus performed by him April 14, 17G8. The paper is recorded in the PJtilosopltical

Transactions for 1769, Vol. LIX, p. 4.">, and is republished the following year in CHARLES WHITE'S Cases in Surgery, 1770, p. 76. Prior to this a surgeon

had, in 1730, according to J. D. SCHLICHTING (Observationis varim mcdico-chirurgicrc, in Philosophical Transactions, London, 1744, Vol. XLII, for the

years 1742 and 1743, p. 274), extracted the carious head of the femur in a girl, aged 14, by dilating a fistulous opening over the hip. The girl recovered

in six weeks. Similar instances in which the diseased head of the femur was spontaneously eliminated or was extracted were reported by A. F. VOGEL
(Observatio?ies quasdam chirurgicas defend it, Kiliae, 1771), in 1771 ; T. KlRKLAND (Thoughts on Amputations, etc., London, 1780), in 1780; HOFMANN
( Yom Schaarbocke, Minister, 1782), in 1782 ; OlILE (SCHMIDT'S Jahrbuchcr, 1834, B. II, S. 116), in 1815 or 1816; SCHMALZ (cited by HedenUS (A. G.).

Commentatio chirurgica de femore in cavitatc cotyloidca amputando, Llpstte, 1823, p. 65), in 1817. In the meantime experiments had been made in

excising the joints of animals by VERMA.NDOIS (Jour, de mid. chir. et phar., Janv,-Mar., 1786, T. LXVI, p. 73), in 17S5; G. L. KOELER (Expe.rimenta

circa rrgeneralionem ossium, Gottingcn, 1786, experiments 14, 15, 16, pp. 84-98), in 1786 ; Chaussier (Magazin Encycloped., 5eme annee, T. VI, No. 24),

in 1801 ; F. KOSSI (Elim. de Mid. Operat., Turin, 1806, T. II, p. 224), in 180G; and G. II. Waciitkr (Dissertatio Chirurgica de Articulis Extirpandis,

Groningen. 1810, pp. 91-94), in 1810; but the first excision of the head of the femur upon the living human subject was performed by Mr. ANTHONY
WHITE, of Westminster Hospital, London, in April, 1821. The date of this operation has been variously stated. O. HEYFELDER {Lchrbuch der Resec-

tionen, Wien, 1863, p. 78) gives the date as 1815, and. on page 88, as 1818. and refers to an article by Lionel J. Beale, in the London Medical Gazette,

1832, Vol. IX, p. 853 ; but Mr. BEAI.E gives no date for the operation. In COOPER'S Dictionary of Practical Surgery, 1872, Vol. II, p. 151, it is also stated

that the operation was performed in 1818, and Mr. FERGL'SSON speaks of the operation as done in 1818 in his paper in the Medico- Chirurgical Transactions,

1845, Vol. X, p. 578, and in his System of Practical Surgery, 1S70. 5th ed., p. 497. FOCK (C), (Bemerkungen und Erfahrungen i'tber die Resection im
Il'.'ftgelenk. in Archxv far Klinische Chinirgie, Berlin, 1861, B- I, S. 172) and GOOD (R. P.), (De la resection de larticulation coxofemorale pour carte,

Paris, 1869) correctly state that the operation was performed in 1821. Hodges (P. M.). {The Excision of Joints, Boston, 1861, p. 91 ) and CulrertsON
(II.), (Excision of Die Larger Joints of the Extremities • Prize Essay, in Transactions of the American Medical Association, 1876, Supplement to Vol.

XXVII, p. 40) give 1822, and LEPOLH (F.), (Ueber die Resection des HViftgclenkcs, Inaugural Thesis, Wurzburg, 1834, p. 15) 1824, as the year of the

operation. However, in Mr. FERGL'SSON's Lecture on Hip Disease, at King's College Hospital, reported in the Lancet, April 7, 1849, at page 361, is quoted

Mr. Anthony White's own account of the operation on the boy John West, a twin :
" In April, 1821, we met, and the boy being

placed on a table, I proceeded," etc., etc., with the operation. This would seem to be conclusive as to the date of the operation.

Mr. Anthony White's account states further on in the same page (301) that this boy, five years after the operation, became
phthisical, and died of diseased lungs in the Westminster Hospital. The pathological specimen was presented by Mr. A. WHITE
to the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons, and numbered 941, and is described at page 230 of Vol. II. 1847, of the quarto

catalogue. The patient was a boy, 14 years old, who had suffered from hip disease following a fall received at the age of nine.

The head and neck of the femur wore excised. The wound healed quickly and quite a useful joint was obtained. The second

excision at the hip was performed in 1828, by Mr. HEYVSON, of Dublin. The date of IlEWSON's operation is given as 1823 by

BONINO (13.), (De la resection de la t&te ditfemur, in Annates de la Chinirgie Francaise et fitrangere, 1844, T. X, p. 391) ; Hodces
(R. M.), (loc. cit.. p. 91) ; Sayre (L. A.), (Exsection of the Head of the Femur and Removal of the Upper Rim of the Acetabulum

for Morbus Coxarius, with perfect recox'ery. in the New York Journal of Medicine, 1855, Vol. XIV, p. 81): LB FORT (LEON), (La

resection de la hanche, etc., Paris. 1860), and others; but the correct date of the operation seems to be 1828, as given by LEl'OLD

(F.), (Ueber die Resection des Hlftgelenkes, Inaugural thesis, Wurzburg, 1834); OPPENHEIM (F. W.), (Die Extirpation des

Schenkelkopfes aus der GelenkhbUle, in Zeitschrift fl'.r die gesammte Medicin, 1836, B. I, S. 137); FOCK (C.), (Bemerkungen und
Erfahrungen iiber die Resection im Il'.'ftgelenk, in Archiv f'..r Klinische Clnrurgie, Berlin. 1861, B. I. S. 172); OTIS (G. A.) (loc.

cit., p. 10); Goon (It. R.), (De la rizection de Varticulation coxof 'morale pour carle, Paris, 1869). IIargrave (WILLIAM), (A

System of Operative Surgery, Dublin, 1831, p. 514) states that the operation was performed "a short time since." The third

FIG. 126.— Head, excision of the head of the femur, and the first example of the performance of the operation for shot injury, was done by Dr.
neck,and part ofshaft Ol'I'ENIIElM of Hamburg, in 1829. Professor LONGMORE, in his article on Gunshot Wounds of the Lower Extremity, in the second

RlE's successful in-
e<*ition <*f A System of Surgery, of Mr. T. HOLMES. New York, 1870, Vol. II, p. 230. remarks :

" It is a curious fact, in a historical

termediary. amputa- point of view, that Sir CHARLES BELL proposed excision of the upper fragments in 1818 [1815?] at Brussels, in the case of Francois

tion at the hip, in the
cje Q ay (

lvho had been wounded nineteen days before at Waterloo, and on whom Mr. GUTHRIE successfully practised amputation

cuet Spec 2929 in at * ne n 'P J°' nt tn0 noxt day instead. The reasons for his advice are preserved in some manuscript notes made about the time of

Army Med. Museum the occurrence, in a diary presented to the Army Medical School by Lady Bell, his widow. The chief points are the following:

at Netley. [After
« JMy proposal is to extract the head of the bone, and do no more. Mr. Guthrie's proposal is to amputate the thigh at the hip

joint. If the bone be taken out, there is a great cavity and suppuration certainly: but by this means the shock and violence will

be saved. I fear the shock of so great an injury, especially as now the wound cannot be cut off (alluding to its extent and sloughing condition), and its

injury must be superadded to that of the incisions. The man will readily allow of my proposal, hut not of G.'s. However, next day he said he would

consent. In the meantime I was forced home by business,' etc. The separated head and neck of the femur in GuTHRIEScase is preserved in the Museum of

the Army Medical Department at Nelley, and, both from its intrinsic interest and because it almost exactly corresponds with the fragment in the Crimean

case in which resection was successfully performed, a drawingof it isappended." Areduced copy of this drawingis reproduced in the wood-cut (FIG. 126).
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Section III.

INJURIES OF THE SHAFT OF THE FEMUR.

In this Section will be considered only injuries of the shaft of the femur unattended

by primary injury of the hip or knee joints, and inflicted by weapons of war. Simple and

compound fractures produced by other causes are reserved for consideration in Chapter XII

of this volume. No sword or bayonet injuries of the femur are recorded on the registers

of this Office, and it is, therefore, only necessary to consider the shot injuries of and the

operations performed in the continuity of the femur. There are recorded 6,738 shot inju-

ries of the femur. Of these, 3,620 were treated by the expectant conservative mode; 11

were followed by excision at the hip; 29 by exarticulation of the hip joint; 1 by excision

in the shaft and subsequent disarticulation at the hip; 6 by excision in the shaft and sub-

sequent amputation of the thigh; 168 by excision in the shaft; 2 by amputation of the

thigh and subsequent exarticulation at the hip,
1 and 2,901 by amputation of the thigh.

The total number of amputations of the thigh to be recorded in this Section will be 6,238,

the discrepancies in numbers being due to the many examples of amputation through the

thigh in which the operation was performed for shot lesions of the knee joint or leg. The

shot injuries of the femur were accompanied by flesh wounds of the upper or lower extrem-

ities, of the back, and of the chest. Some were attended by fracture of the pelvic bones,

of the bones of the leg, and of the upper extremities; and, in a few instances, by pene-

trating wounds of the chest or abdomen. These instances will be alluded to in the various

subdivisions of this Section.

At page 666 of the Second Surgical Volume the number of shot injuries of the shaft

of the humerus is stated as 8,245, and, on page 697 of the same volume, the number of

amputations in the arm recorded is 5,456. Comparing these figures with the injuries and

amputations of the thigh, it will be seen that while the shot fractures of the humerus exceed

the shot injuries of the shaft of the femur by 1,407, the amputations in the thigh are in

excess of the amputations in the humerus by 782. The latter fact is, perhaps, to be attrib-

uted to the perilous nature of shot injuries of the knee joint. Of the 6,738 cases of shot

injuries of the femur, 162 were shot contusions and 6,576 were shot fractures.

SHOT CONTUSIONS OF THE SHAFT OF THE FEMUR.—In treating of

shot injuries of the shaft of the humerus in the Second Surgical Volume, at pages 667 and

817, only twenty-two instances of contusion of the humerus could be cited. The examples

of shot contusion of the femur are not rare, one hundred and sixty-two instances of this

class being found on the registers of this Office: fifty in the upper, thirty in the middle,

and forty-two in the lower third; while in forty instances the precise seat of the injury

was not stated. Amputation in the thigh became necessary in nine instances, with seven

1 The cases of excisions and exarticulations at the hip for shot injuries of the shaft of the femur have already been considered in the preceding

section of this Chapter. For the 11 instances followed by excision at the hip see Cabks 206, 208, 216, 230, 229, 233, 239, 243, 261, 263, 266, ante. The 29

cases followed by exarticulation at the hip are: Casks 272, 275. 277, 278, 280, 284, 285, 286, 289, 290, 291, 293, 294, 295, 297. 299, 303, 305, 308, 309, 311,

314, 319, 320, 321, 323, 324, 325, 328, ante. In Case 298 excision in the shaft was followed by amputation at the hip, and in Casks 329 and 337 exarticu-

lation at the hip joint had been preceded by amputation of the thigh.

Surg. Ill—22
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fatal results, a mortality of 77.7 per cent., while of the remaining one hundred and fifty-

three cases treated without operative interference, thirty-five, or 22.8 per cent., proved fatal:

Table XIX.

Numerical Statement of One Hundred and Sixty-two Cases of Shot Contusion of the Shaft of the Femur.

POINT OF CONTUSION.
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FIG. 127.—Shot con-

tusion of left femur.
Spec. 4341.

h

Of the grave complications after shot contusions of the shaft of' the femur, pyaemia

was the most frequent; it supervened in eighteen instances, of which sixteen proved fatal.

There were thirteen cases in which serious secondary haemorrhage followed.

Two of the patients recovered, eleven died. Three cases of recovery from

gangrene, and three fatal cases were reported

:

Case 340.—Private J. White, Co. A, 4th New Jersey, aged 19 years, was wounded before Peters-

burg, April 2, 1865, and admitted to the field hospital of the 1st division, Sixth Corps, where Surgeon R.

Sharpe, 15th New Jersey, recorded : "Shot wound of left thigh." On the following day he was conveyed to

the Depot Hospital at City Point, and one week afterwards he was transferred to Washington. Surgeon R.

IS. Bontecou, U. S. V., who removed the missile from the patient's limb, made the following report: "He
was admitted to Harewood Hospital April 12th with a wound of the upper third of the thigh, the ball enter-

ing posteriorly, passing upward and inward, impinging against the femur and denuding it of a small portion

of its periosteum, and lodging beneath the vastus externus muscle. On April 17th, the ball was extracted

by incision, the patient being under the influence of chloroform. The condition of the injured parts and the

constitutional state of the patient at the time of the operation were poor. He was suffering from diarrhoea

and his progress wTas unfavorable. On April 19th, pyaemic symptoms were developed. The treatment

consisted of alteratives, and was supporting throughout. The patient gradually sank, and died April 27,

1865." The upper third of the injured femur was contributed to the Museum by Surgeon Bontecou, and is

represented in the adjacent wood-cut (FlG. 127).

In the following fatal instance of shot contusion of the shaft of the femur, gangrenous

osteomyelitis1 was found at the autopsy

:

Case 341.—Private J. Kagrice, Co. P, 198th Pennsylvania, aged 30 years, was wounded during the

engagement at White Oak Road, March 31, 1865. Surgeon W. R. DeWitt, U. S. V., recorded his admission to

the field hospital of the 1st division, Fifth Corps, with "shot wound of left thigh," and his transfer to City Point

on the following day. Several days afterwards the wounded man was transferred to Douglas Hospital, Wash-

ington, whence Assistant Surgeon W. F. Norris, U. S. A., contributed the specimen (Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, p.

258, Spec. 4201), with the following history: "The injury was a severe gunshot contusion of the left femur at

its middle third. The patient was in good health and spirits at the time of his admission and doing well. The

wound was carefully examined, but the ball could not be traced. On April 23d, a large abscess was opened on

the anterior aspect of the thigh near the trochanter. On the 29th, another similar incision was required in order

to give free exit to pus. The patient, however, continued pretty well until May 5th, when he had a chill. This

recurred on May 7th and 8th, and on the 9th, 12th, 13th, and 14th, he had two chills a day. The thigh became

painful, the discharge thin and fetid. On May 16th, the patient became delirious, had another chill, and his

tongue became swollen and inflamed. He died on the following day. At the autopsy no pleurisy or effusion

was found in either thoracic cavity. The lungs, liver, spleen, kidneys, and brain were carefully examined for

pysemic abscesses, but appeared healthy. On examining the femur it was found that the ball had struck it at

its middle third, contused the bone without fracturing, and, being deflected from its course, had lodged in the

hollow above the acetabulum. The hip joint was healthy and uninjured. A longitudinal section was made of

the femur, which exhibited well marked gangrenous osteomyelitis, the medulla being of a dirty greenish color,

dry, pulverulent, and excessively fetid. The interspaces between the cancelli contained a dark greenish liquid,

a quantity of which escaped in sawing the bone, and was also extremely offensive. The bone where the missile

had struck had become necrosed and nearly separated, and around this partial exfoliation a ring of new bone

had formed. A portion of the injured femur is illustrated in the adjacent wood-cut (Fig. 128).

Besides the specimens referred to in the preceding two cases the Army Medical Museum
possesses nine representations of shot contusions of the shaft of the femur, 2 and several

missiles flattened by impact with the bone. 3

1 Dr. J. A. LIDKLL in his excellent paper on Contusion and Contused Wounds of Bone, with an Account of Thirteen Cases, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci.,

1865, "Vol. L, p. 17, gives the following as the principal pathological effects of contusions of bone : 1. Ecchymosis of the osseous tissue ; 2. Kcehymosis

of the medullary tissue ; 3. Osteomyelitis of a simple character; 4. Necrotic osteitis ; 5. Suppurative osteomyelitis ; and 6. Gangrenous osteomyelitis.

2 Specimen 291 (Cat. Surg. Sect. A. M. M., 1866, p. 250): The upper third of the right femur, necrosed one inch below the trochanter minor; the

adjacent bone is honeycombed by suppuration. Spec. 759 (Cat., p. 334), showing exfoliation and sonic periosteal thickening in the lowest third of the right

femur. Spec. 1671 (Cat., p. 359): Section of right femur, showing an exfoliation about to separate, and some necrosed action. Spec. 3675 ( Cat., p. 259):

Contusion at the inner surface of the middle third of the right femur; the bone is necrosed and greatly roughened by suppuration. Spec. 3106 (Cat., p.

253): Portion of shaft of middle third of left femur contused by a ball, which split and escaped in two pieces ; the bone is necrosed where struck by the

ball ; an abscess was found in the medullary canal corresponding with this spot. Spec. 3873 (Cat., p. 258): A section of the upper third of the left femur

contused by shot; there is a slight degree of caries with widespread periosteal disturbance. Spec. G716: Part of the left femur slightly contused. The
specimen is sawn longitudinally, exhibiting diseased action of the bone. Spec. 2437 (Cat., p. 283): The lowest third of the left femur amputated for

contusion above the inner condyle, where it is locally carious. Spec. 1985 (Cat., p. 258), see CASK 34, p. 21, ante.

* Specimen 4277 (Cat. Surg. Sect. A.M. M., 1806, p. 609) has been alluded to in Case 340. Spec. 2726 (Cat., p. 598): A spherical ball, with a small

concave impression caused by contact with the shaft of the femur, in the case of J. C , Co. I, 1st Ohio Artillery. Spec. 3009 (Cat., p. 604): A conoidal

rifle ball from which a smooth slice has been removed on one side; ease of T. MeG ,
1st Vermont Cavalry.

Fig. 128.—Shot
contusion of left

femnr.SpecA-^i\.
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Ligations after Shot Contusions of the Femur.—At page 47 were tabulated, it will

be remembered, one hundred and twenty-seven cases of ligation of the femoral artery for

shot flesh wounds of the thigh, with ninety-one deaths, a mortality rate of 71.7 per cent.

To this series of operations must be added seven instances of ligations of the femoral

following shot contusions of the femur, the patients perishing in every instance:

Casks 342-348.—Private G. Coleman, Co. F, 94tli New York, aged 19 years; wounded August 29, 1862; slight injury

of upper third of femur. December, 1S()2. ligation of femoral artery on account of secondary haemorrhage; pyaemia. Died

December 3, 1862.—Sergeant G , 16th Illinois ; mini<3 ball passed through left thigh about three and a half inches above the

knee joint, grazing the femur; admitted into the hospital of the 2d division, Fourteenth Corps. Surgeon E. Batwell, 1 14th

Michigan, reported that on the eleventh day considerable haemorrhage occurred, eight or ten ounces of blood being lost. The
tourniquet was loosely applied. The bleeding recurred on the twelfth and thirteenth days, when Dr. Batwell cut down and tied

the main vessel in the middle stage of its course. He seemed comfortable for about thirty-six hours; but notwithstanding all

the efforts used to keep up the temperature of the leg and to nourish and support his system, he gradually sank into a comatose

condition, and died on the eighteenth day after the reception of the injury.—Private A. Kitzing, Co. II, 57th New York, aged 40

years; wounded at Fredericksburg, December 13, 1862, a musket ball passing through the left popliteal space. December 20th,

violent haemorrhage from inner orifice of wound. Surgeon J. P. Prince,3 36th Massachusetts, immediately placed a ligature on

the femoral at the angle formed by the sartorius and adductor magnus muscles, which entirely controlled the haemorrhage.

The bleeding recurred and continued to increase, notwithstanding the use of styptics and pressure, and, on December 23d, the

left thigh was amputated at the upper part of the lower third. Pyaemia developed, and the patient died January 12, 1863. The

specimen of the injured knee was forwarded to tin; Army Medical Museum by the operator, Dr. Prince, and is numbered 535 of

the Surgical Section. The femur has been grazed above the condyle and the popliteal artery cut across by a bullet (Cat. Surg.

Sect., A. M. M., 1866, p. 457).—Private J. Roberts, Co. A, 9th West Virginia, aged 31 years; wounded at Winchester, July 20,

1864 ; shot wound of left thigh, denuding upper third of femur of its periosteum ; missile lodged, and was extracted July 27th;

haemorrhage set in on July 29th. and Surgeon .1. 1!. Lewis, U. S. V., ligated the femoral artery. Typhoid symptoms supervened,

and the patient died August 24, 1864.— Private J. Scott. Co. D, 69th New York, aged 30 years; wounded at Petersburg, July

24, 1864; ball entered upper part of left, thigh, striking the femur and denuding it of its periosteum for two inches. August 4th,

haemorrhage to the extent of one pint; limb bandaged from distal extremity and wound plugged with lint saturated with per-

sulphate of iron. Bleeding recurred on the next day, and Acting Assistant Surgeon II. M. Dean ligated the femoral artery in

Scarpa's space, about three inches below Poupart's ligament. The case progressed favorably until August 20th, when he had a

slight chill followed by profuse perspiration. He died August 21, 1864, of pyaemia. The pathological specimens in the case,

consisting of the femoral artery, the contused portion of the shaft of the femur, and the femoral vein, were forwarded to the Army
Medical Museum, and are numbered 3105, 3106, and 3118, respectively, of the Surgical Section. They were contributed by the

operator, Dr. Dean.—Sergeant S. Van Wie, Co. B, 62d Ohio, aged 25 years, was admitted into the hospital at Beverly, New
Jersey, August 21, 1864, with a shot wound of the left thigh, injuring the bone, received at Deep Bottom, August 16, 1864.

Parts in sloughing condition. September 28th, secondary haemorrhage to extent of eight ounces. Acting Assistant Surgeon J.

0. Morton ligated the femoral artery. Patient died September 29, 1864, from exhaustion.—Private A. Young. Co. F, 1st Mis-

souri Cavalry, was wounded at Cape Girardeau. April 26, 1863. He was admitted into the post hospital at Cape Girardeau, and

Surgeon II. A. Martin, U. S. V., reported that a minie ball entered the lower third of left thigh, struck the femur without frac-

turing it, and lodged in the perineum. The ball was removed, in a flattened state, May 8th. Profuse haemorrhage occurred on

May 11th. The femoral artery was ligated above and below the seat of injury on May 17th. The haemorrhage did not recur,

but the patient sank, and died May 20, 1863.

One fatal instance of ligation of the profunda for secondary haemorrhage following

shot contusion of the shaft of the femur is found recorded on the registers of the Office:

Case 349.—Corporal James Sturgis, Co. G, 85th Pennsylvania, received at Deep Bottom, Virginia, August 16, 1864, a

shot wound of the left thigh, the missile injuring the femur. He was admitted into the hospital at Beverly, New Jersey, August

21st. The parts began to slough; haemorrhage to the amount of sixteen ounces occurred, and, on November 1st, the profunda

was ligated in the continuity by Acting Assistant Surgeon J. C. Morton. Haemorrhage recurred from the point of ligation, and

death ensued November 6, 1864.

Adding to this the six cases of ligation of the profunda for haemorrhage following shot

flesh wounds of the thigh, recorded on page 49, ante, we have seven instances of this

operation with five deaths, in shot injuries of the thigh without fracture of the femur.

Amputations consequent on Shot Contusions of the Shaft of the Femur.—In nine

instances of shot contusions of the shaft of the femur amputation of the thigh was per-

formed. Four were intermediary, five secondary operations; the former proved fatal; of

1 Batwell (E.), Xotes of Army Practice—Ligation of the Femoral Artery for Secondary Hemorrhage, in Med. and Surg. Rep., 1865, Vol. XII,

p. 254, and LIOELL (J. A.), United States Sanitary Commission Memoirs, New York, 1870, Surgical Volume I, p. 18G.

3 Pm.\CE (J. P.) (Surgical Cases— Wound in the Popliteal Space—Secondary Hsemorrhagr—Amputation, in Boston Meet, and Surg. Jour.. 1863,

Vol. I.XVIIl, p. 70) gives a detailed account of the case.
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FIG. 129.— Shot
contusion of shaft

of left femur. Spec.

8(13.

the latter, two recovered. The seat of contusion was in the upper third in one instance, in

the middle in two, and in the lower in six instances; while four amputations, with one

recovery, were practised in the upper third; one. fatal in the middle third; and four, with

one successful issue, in the lower third. The cases will be briefly detailed:

Cases 350-358.—Private H. P. Kugg, Co. H, 2d Now York Heavy Artillery; wounded at Cold Harbor, June :i, 1864
;

a miniS ball passed through the middle third of the right thigh, injuring the bone and causing necrosis. Circular amputation of

the thigh at the upper third was successfully performed at Blairsville, Pennsylvania, on January 24, 1860, by Drs. St. Clair

and T. M. Laney. The pensioner was paid in 1878.—Lieutenant W. I). Templin, Co. D, 32d Iowa, aged

26 years; wounded at Bayou do Glaze, Louisiana, May IS, 1864; missile entered two inches above knee

internally and posteriorly and passed downward and outward, slightly grazing the femur. On July 22d,

Surgeon E. Powell, 72d Illinois, amputated the left thigh at the lower third. The patient recovered and was

discharged March 30, 1865. with a sound stump.—Private li. L. Donald, Co. B, 27th North Carolina, wounded

at Antietam, September 17, 1862, through the middle of the left thigh, and admitted to the hospital at Ches-

ter, Pennsylvania, October 2d. Necrosis and hectic supervening, and death being imminent, amputation at

the junction of the middle and upper thirds of the thigh was performed by Dr. J. Ashhurst. jr., 1 by circular

incision, November 6, 1862. The patient, with great difficulty, rallied from the shock of the operation; but

subsequently sank suddenly, and died seven hours afterwards. Dr. Ashhurst contributed the specimen of

the injured femur to the Army Medical Museum. It is numbered 863 of the Surgical Section, and consists

of "five inches of the shaft of the left femur, showing local necrosis after contusion by a conoidal ball in the

upper third. A moderate deposit of callus has occurred adjacent to the seat of injury. The specimen is an

interesting illustration of serious injury without complete fracture." (FlG. 129.) {Cat. Surg. Sect., A. St. M.,

1806, ]). 288.)—Private B. A. Ehnore, Co. B, 6th Michigan Cavalry, aged 18 years, received, near Old

Church, Virginia, May 28, 1864, a shot wound of the left knee joint. "A conical ball entered the joint from

the front, and passing backward and upward, impinged against the inferior epiphysis of the femur, glanced,

and passing upward, lodged high among the muscles of the thigh, deep. Knee and thigh considerably

swelled. Track of bullet emphysematous, filled with thin, dirty looking, offensive pus. The emphysema and

suppuration extended as high up as the junction of the middle and superior thirds of the thigh. June fith,

thigh amputated high up in the upper third by the double flap method. The bullet dropped out while cutting

the posterior flap. There was but trifling loss of blood during the operation, and the patient reacted promptly.

June 6th, feverish and restless, pulse rapid. June 10th, pyemia developed. Died June 17, 1864." The

operator, Surgeon John A. Lidell, IT. S. V., contributed the portion of the femur removed, together with the

history of the case, to the Army Medical Museum. The specimen is numbered 2437 of the Surgical Section, and consists of the

" lowest third of the left femur. It is contused above the inner condyle, where it is locally carious. The specimen is sawn open

longitudinally, exhibiting diseased action to the center of the bone." {Cat. Surg. Sect., A. M. M., 1866, p. 283.)—Captain G.

Grecheneck, Co. A, 72d New York, received, at Williamsburg, Virginia, May 4, 1862, a gunshot wound of the right popliteal

space. Surgeon E. B. Bontecou reported that a minie ball transfixed the thigh between the hamstrings and

condyles of the femur, grooving that bone slightly at the attachments of the gastrocnemius muscles and

injuring the artery and nerve. The foot became gangrenous, and amputation in the lower tlijrd of the thigh, f,

by circular operation, was done. Gangrene attacked the stump on the loth, and he died May 16, 1862.— »

Private Lafayette Hoyan, Co. G, 14th Tennessee, was admitted into Lincoln Hospital, Washington, Decern- \i

her 23, 1862, with a gunshot wound of the right knee. Amputation at the lower third of the thigh was per-

formed on the day of admission. The patient died January 1, 1863, from haemorrhage. Assistant Surgeon

G. M. McGill, U. S. A., forwarded the pathological preparation {Specimen 1891, Section I) to the Army
Medical Museum. It consists of "a ligamentous preparation of the bones of the right knee, except the

patella, amputated in the lowest fourth, apparently for a contusion just above and behind the outer condyle."

(
Cat. Surg Sect., A. M. M., 1866, p. 338.)—Private J. L. Hudson, Co. 1, 59th Illinois, aged 18 years, received,

at Nashville, December 15, 1864, a shot wound of the right thigh just above the knee joint, the ball grazing

the femur and denuding it of its periosteum. The wound progressed favorably until December 30th, when

the structures of the joint became implicated. An abscess made its appearance just below the patella. The

patient became much debilitated. On January 25, 1865, Acting Assistant Surgeon F. B. Nossinger ampu-

tated the right thigh at the middle third by the circular method. Great prostration followed. Irritative

fever ensued, and the patient died February 1, 1865.—The case of Private A. Kitzing, Co. H, 57th New York;

wounded at Fredericksburg, December 13, 1862, whose thigh was amputated on account of recurrent bleed-

ing after ligation of the femoral artery, lias been alluded to on page 172, ante, Case 344.—Private M. Shay,

Co. B, 61st New York, aged 20 years, received, at Antietam, September 17, 1802, a shot wound of the anterior aspect of the

right thigh ; the femur was bruised ; ball lodged. October 20th, ball found lying against the femur, at upper third, and removed.

The discharge became profuse and offensive and the patient failed daily. November 15th, flap amputation of right thigh at the

upper third by Surgeon H. S. Hewit, U. S. V. The patient died November 24, 1802. Dr. Hcwit contributed the specimen

shown in the wood-cut (Fig. 130). There is "a large portion of necrosed bone nearly detached, with very little callus." He
also forwarded the preparation of the right femoral artery to the Museum. It is numbered 853 of the Surgical Section.

1 Dr. ASHHURST, in a published account of this case (Surgical Cases. Illustrating some Practical Points, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci.. 18(>3, Vol. XLV,

p. 343), states that :
" The wound, which appeared to be simply a flesh wound, did well, and was nearly healed, when, from some then unknown cause

the track reopened, and by the probe and little finger dead bone was detected about the middle of the left femur."

Fig. 130.—Necrosis
of the right femur.
Spec. 1090.
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The left thigh was amputated in three, the right in six instances; of the latter, two

recovered. The modes of operation selected were: The circular amputation five times, the

flap operation twice; in two instances the manner of operation was not indicated. Seven

amputations were practised on Union, two on Confederate soldiers.

Comparing the results of cases of shot contusion in the shaft of the femur with the

results of analogous cases in the shaft of the humerus, we find that of one hundred and

sixty-two contusions in the femur forty-two, or 25.9 per cent., proved fatal, while of twenty-

two patients with contusion of the humerus only four, or 18.1 per cent., succumbed, and

that while in not a single instance of contusion of the humerus operative interference was

deemed necessary, nine amputations of the thigh were practised for complications following

shot contusions of the femur. 1 The serious consequences ascribed to injuries of this nature

by Dr. Lidell have been alluded to on page 171, ante. Professor L. Stromeyer, Dr. H.

Gibbons, Professor A. Li'icke, M. Jobert (de Lamballe), Dr. C. Heine, and Dr. J. Arnold 2

have noted the complications accompanying shot contusions of the femur; but only a few

writers on military surgery have cited instances of such injuries.
3

SHOT FRACTURES OF THE SHAFT OF THE FEMUR.—Shot fractures of the

shaft of the femur were considered as almost universally fatal by the older writers on

military surgery, and amputation of the thigh was regarded by many as the only means

of saving the patient's life.
4 But the many successful attempts at preservation of the limb

in cases of shot fracture of the femur within the last twenty years leave no doubt as to the

value of the conservative treatment of such fractures.
5 Six thousand five hundred and

1 SCHWARTZ (H.) (Beitrage eur Lehre von den Schusswunden, Schlesswig, 1854, p. 147), in a very interesting chapter, carefully notes the frequently

uerious consequences following shot contusions of the femur, and remarks that :
" Notwithstanding1 the most careful treatment, the attempts at conserva-

tion not rarely necessitate consecutive amputation as a last means of saving the life of the patient." A. J. Jobert (de LAMBALLE) (Plates d'armes a

feu, Paris, 1833, p. 255) refers to contusions with denudation of the femur, and cites a case in which he amputated the thigh unsuccessfully.

2STROMEYER (L.), Utbtr die bei Schusswunden vorkommenden Knochen verlelzungen, Freiburg, 1870, p. 3. GIBBONS (H.), Contused Wounds of

Bone, in the Pacific Med. and Surg. Jour, and I'ress, San Francisco, 1866, Vol. VIII, p. 284. LUCRE (A.) (Kriegschirurgische Aphorismen aus dem
Zweiten Schleswig Holsteinschen Kriege im Jahrc 1864, Berlin, 1865, p. G7) remarks that contusions of the femur by musket balls are very severe injuries,

frequently misapprehended, and followed by ostitis, osteomyelitis, and even osteophlebitis, and cites three cases of which one proved fatal. Jobert
(A. J. de Lamballe), Contusion des os, in ISJTnion Medicale, Paris, 1865, T. XXV, pp. 263. 337. Hel\e (C), Die Schussverletzungen der untercn

Extrtm.ita.ttn, Berlin, 1866, p. 164, etc. ARNOLD (J.) (Anatomische Beitrage zu der Lehre von den Schusswunden, Heidelberg, 1873) describes the path-

ological changes following contusions of the femur as observed in his autopsies of six cases of this injury.

3 Larrey (II.) (Hist. Chir. du siege de la Citadelle d'Anvers, Paris, 1833, p. 202, etc.) cites three successful instances of shot contusion of the

femur, and adds :
" Los resultats eonsecutifs de cette blessure, constates a l'hopital, ont 6t6 1'adherence de la principale cicatrice, l'atrophie et l'ankylose

du genou." CllEN'U (J. C.) (Rapport, etc., pendant la Campagne d'Orient en 1854, 1855, 1856, Paris, 1865, p. 374) tabulates 146 cases of shot contusion

of the femur with 22 deaths, a mortality of 15.0 per cent. MATTHEW (T. P.) (Med. and Surg. Hist, of the British Army, etc., London, 1858, p. 355)

tabulates 43 cases of shot contusions and partial fractures of the lower extremities, but it is impossible to eliminate from his tabulations the number of

shot contusions of the femur. CilEXU (J. C.) (Stat. Med. Chir. de la Camp. d"Italie en 1859 et I860, Paris, 1869, p. 715) groups 103 shot contusions of the

femur with 13 deaths. SCHJXZIXGEU (A.) (Das Reserve-Lazareth Schwetzingtn im Kriege 1870 und 1871, Freiburg, 1873, p. 69) observed 10 cases of shot

contusion of the femur. One of the cases proved fatal from pyaemia, another succumbed to ansemia following arterial bleeding. ScilfJLLER (MAX.)

(Kriegschirurgische Skizzen aus dem. Deutsch-Franzosischtn Kriege, 1870-71, Hannover, 1871, p. 66) cites 2 cases of shot contusion of the femur, one in

tfie middle, the othor in the lower third ; both recovered. BECK. (B.) (Chir. der Schussverletzungen, Freiburg, 1872, p. 677) reports 15 cases of shot con-

tusions of the femur in the Bavarian (XII) Corps during the Franco-Prussian War, 1870-71, of which 3, or 20 per cent., proved fatal, and remarks: "That
the shot contusions, although entirely innocuous looking in the beginning, are apt, in the progress of the case, to prove dangerous, and to convince the

surgeon how careful he must be not to overlook the sneaking initiatory processes of inflammation of the periosteum and the interior of the bone."
4 RavaTON" ( Chirurgie d'Arm it ou Traite des Plaies d'armes a), feu, etc., Paris, 1768, p. 323): Les coups de feu qui fracassent l'os de la cuisse dans

son entier, sont si fucheux que j'ai vu peVir tons ceux qui Font eu fracture." SCHMUCKER (J. L.) ( Vermischte Chir. Schriften, Berlin und Stettin, 1785,

p. 42): " If the fracture is in the lower part of the bone, the danger is relatively a great deal less, as the muscles are not very powerful here, and, in such a

fracture, amputation should not be at once performed, but all other means should first be tried ; and very frequently I have happily cured fractures of this

kind ; but if the femur is fractured and splintered in the middle or above the middle, I never wait for complications, but perform the operation beforo

they occur, and several times I have cured patients where the operation has been done soon." BAUDENS (L.) (Clinique des plaits d'armes a feu, Paris,

1836, p. 460) remarks: " Toute fracture de cet os [femur] par coup de feu exige l'amputation immediate," and, on page 461, adds, that of 25 cases with

fracture of the femur treated by expectation, only two recovered with deformed limbs, incapable of fulfilling their functions. MACLEOD (Notes on the.

Surgery of the War in the Crimea, London, 1858, p. 296) advises primary amputation in fractures of the middle and lower thirds of the femur; but

where the fracture is in the upper third of the bone he concludes "that slight as the chance of saving life is in any case, it is still our part to attempt con-

solidation in preference to amputation." Larkey (D. J.) (Mem. de Chir. Mil. et Camp., Paris, 1812, T. II, p. 503) refers to a case of simple shot fracture

of the femur without notable lesion of the soft parts for which amputation had been performed on the 40th day, and remarks : "Jo nc dfisapprouve point

cette operation ; car mon experience m'a appris que toutes les plaies avec fracture de la cuisse sont tres-fiicheuses, et exigent toutes en g6n6ral l'amputa-

tion qu'on ne peut pas toujours pratiquer dans les premiers momens, et e'est un des cas oil elle pout £tre faite cons6cutivement."
bHel\E (C.) (Die Schussverletzungen der unteren Extremitaten, Berlin, 1866, p. 234) declares :

" To-day it must be accepted as an axiom that in

all cases of shot fractures of the femur by small projectiles, uncomplicated by injury of the femoral artery or by opening of the knee joint, the conserva-

tive treatment should by all means be tried."
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seventy-six shot fractures of the diaphysis of the femur were found on the returns, furnish-

ing examples of every variety of partial fracture, of comminution of bone, of longitudinal

Assuring, of oblique or transverse fracture, and of detachment of large fragments. Of

these six thousand five hundred and seventy-six shot fractures of the femur three thousand

four hundred and sixty-seven were treated by conservation, and three thousand one hun-

dred and nine were followed by excision either in the shaft of the femur or at the hip joint,

or by amputation of the thigh or cxarticulation at the hip.

Table XX.
Numerical. Statement of Sixty-five Hundred and Seventy-six Shot Fractures of the Shaft of the Femur

unattended by Primary Injury of the Hip or Knee Joint.

TREATMENT.
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FIG. 131.—Partial shot
fracture of right femur.
Spec. 3339.

shot fractures of the shaft of the femur. Two instances will here be cited, and then the

shot fractures of the femur treated by expectation, according to the seat of the injury in

the upper, middle, and lower thirds, will be considered.

Cask 359.—Private O. 0. Higgins. Co. D, :ilst Maine, aged 24 years, was wounded before Peters-

burg, June 23, 1864. Surgeon J. Harris, 7th Rhode Island, reported his admission into the field hospital

of the 2d division, Ninth Corps, with a ''shot wound of thigh caused by a musket hall." From the field

hospital the wounded man passed to the Depot Hospital at City Point, and thence, on July 3d, to the Third

Division Hospital at Alexandria. Surgeon E. Bentley, U. S. V., in charge of the latter, reported the fol-

lowing description of the injury and its result: "A conical explosive ball entered the external aspect of the

middle third of the right thigh anteriorly, and, exploding, scattered fragments of lead through the thigh

and partially fractured the femur, not, however, preventing the patient from using his leg at will. Water

dressings were applied. When admitted the patient was not in good condition, having been suffering from

diarrhoea for some time, for which astringents were given. On July 6th, he was somewhat improved.

The cold-water dressings were changed to warm. By July 10th the diarrhoea! discharges had ceased, but

the wound was very much inflamed. On July 15th, a slight discharge of dark and unhealthy pus set in,

and flaxseed poultices were applied. Tonics and stimulants were administered. On July 21st, the patient

felt better, and his treatment was continued. Two days later there were dark and unhealthy discharges

from the wound, but the patient looked bright and his tongue was cleaning. Death occurred suddenly at

4 A. M., on July 24, 1804, the patient having been given water to drink about an hour previously by the

nurse, and no signs of rapid exhaustion being then apparent. The post-mortem examination, made nine

hours after death, showed the thigh filled with fragments of the bullet, and a partial fracture of the femur;

there was profuse suppuration above and around the bone, and great emaciation. The viscera were found

to be perfectly healthy." The upper two-thirds of the injured femur were contributed to the Army Med-

ical Museum by Dr. Bentley, and are represented in the wood-cut (FlG. 131). The specimen shows the existence of local

necrosis, with trivial osseous deposit near by, and the traces of profuse suppuration following the fragments of lead are seen

in the roughening of the shaft.

In another instance of partial shot fracture of the shaft of the femur, the ball, at the

autopsy, was found lodged in the medullary cavity:

Case 360.—Corporal J. Higgins, Co. A, 159th New York, aged 19 years, was wounded at Irish Bend, April 14, 1863.

Surgeon T. 15. Reed, U. S. V., reported his admission to the field hospital of the 4th division, Nineteenth Corps, with a " shot

wound of leg." Assistant Surgeon P. S. Conner, U. S. A., contributed the pathological specimen represented in the annexed

wood-cuts (Figs. 132, 133), with the following history: "The patient entered University Hospital, New Orleans, April 17. 1863.

Upon examination he was found to have a wound just below and external to the head

of the left fibula, the track of the ball being upward and inward. The missile had

not been extracted nor could it be detected. There being no evidence of fracture, the

ease was regarded as a simple Mesh wound and treated accordingly. On the seventh

day after admission haemorrhage supervened, but upon cutting down through the

popliteal space no bleeding vessel could be detected, and no further haemorrhage

occurred. On passing the finger along the track of the wound the superior margin of

a cavity was felt, which appeared to be a portion of the femur partially split off and

thrown backward. There being no displacement or other evidence of fracture extend-

ing entirely across the shaft, and the man being unable to give any account of his

position at the time of receiving the injury, it was concluded that the ball had lodged

in the femur. Though much prostrated by the loss of blood the patient was rallied

by careful nursing. As a precautionary measure the limb was placed in an anterior

splint after a few days, from which time the case progressed quite favorably until May
15th, when rigors came on and the patient failed rapidly. He died on May 18, 1863,

thirty-five days after being wounded. At the post-mortem examination no inflammation of the knee joint was

discovered, but little pus at the seat of the injury, and no abscesses in the lungs or liver. An inspection of the specimen indicates

that the leg must have been strongly Hexed on the thigh at the time the man was shot." The specimen shows longitudinal

fractures on the anterior surface of the bone, with some periosteal thickening, and the ball lodged in the medullary canal.

SHOT FRACTURES OF THE SHAFT OF THE FEMUR TREATED BY
CONSERVATION.—The shot fractures of the shaft of the femur treated by conserva-

tion numbered three thousand four hundred and sixty-seven. The result of the injury

could not be ascertained in ninety-four instances. Sixteen hundred and eighty-nine patients

recovered, and sixteen hundred and eighty-four, or 49.9 per cent., died. The injury was on

the right side in fourteen hundred and thirty-one instances, with a mortality rate of 47.0

per cent.; on the left in sixteen hundred and five, of which 47.1 per cent, died; in four

hundred and thirty-one cases the side of the injury was not specified. The seat of fracture

Fig. 132.— Lowest
third of right femur,
with ball in medullary
canal. Spec. 1296.

Flo. 133.— Anterior
view of Spec. 1290.
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was in the upper third in twelve hundred and fifty-four instances; in the middle third, in

eight hundred and fifty-five; in the lower third, in six hundred and twenty cases; and in

seven hundred and thirty-eight instances the precise seat of fracture was not stated.

Shot Fractures of the Upper Third of the Femur treated by Conservation.—Very

few instances of recovery after shot fractures in the upper third of the femur treated by

expectation seem to have been reported by the older authors on military surgery, and I

have been unable to find more than eight examples of recovery after this class of injury

prior to the beginning of the present century. In the subjoined foot-note1 an attempt is

made to collect the instances of recovery after fractures in the upper third of the femur, to

show that in later years these cases have been by no means as rare as has generally been

believed, and, indeed, the results obtained in the American Civil War, and, subsequently,

•The earliest instance of shot fracture of the upper third of the femur that I have been able to trace is a case reported by Dr. JOSEPH SCHMIDT.

In his Speculum Chirurgicum Oder Spiegel der Artzney, Augspurg, 1656, p. 144. J. von Meda, of Captain Nermann's company, received n shot fracture

of the upper third of the femur, August 31, 16*48, at Memmingen. He recovered and was able to go about on crutches. P0BMA3SK (M. O.) (Funfftzig

Sonder-und Wunderbahre Schusswunden Curen, Franckfurt, 1721) reports three cases of recovery after shot fracture of the upper third of the femur, viz:

The case of a soldier wounded at Tilrckshausen, in November, 1G71 (Obs. I, p. 32); the ease of Corp'l C. Endte, wounded before Stettin in 1077 (Obs.

XVIII, p. 213), and the case of M. Leschke, wounded before Wolgarth in October, 1675 (Obs. XXXIII, p. 250). BELLOSTE (Le Chirurgien d'Hopital,

3d ed., Paris, 3716, p. 206) relates the case of Sergeant LoGrand, who received, in 1C86, a shut fracture of the upper portion of the right femur, and, after

Copious suppurations with exfoliations, recovered. The ball and a fragment of the femur were extracted eighteen months nftor the injury. Uavatox

( Cltirurgie d' Armte, Paris, 1768, p. 338) relates that at the battle of Dettingen, July 5, 1743, a lieutenant of cavalry received a shot fracture of the right

lesser trochanter. On the 55th day five pieces of bone came away, and the wound cicatrized without further accident. MOSCATI (Mim. de VAcad. dt

Chir., Paris, 1768, T. IV, p. 625) relates the case of a soldier of 35, who, at the battle of Crevelt, June 23, 1758, received a shot fracture Just below the

trochanters of the right femur. He recovered, and was sent to the Invalides, at Paris, where he died April 13, 1764. Two copperplates well represent

the fracture uuited by large masses of callus. DKSAULT {J<ntrt de Chirurgie, Paris, 1702, T. HI, p. 104) reports the case of Louis YVaymet, shot in Paris,

Feb. 28, 171*1. The ball passed through both thighs and fractured the left femur in the upper third. The patient recovered and walked well. Fenech

(E.) (Obs. recueillies a VArmie d'Espagne sur les plaies d'armes a feu aux extremitis, Paris, Thesis, 1813, p. 10) cites the case of Lieut. Larque, 70th

regiment, wounded near the right great trochanter, at Busaco, Portugal, September 27, 1810, and recovered. LEGOUEST (De la Disarticulation Coxo-

f morale, in Mem. de la Soc. de Chir. de J'aris, 1863, T. V, p. 166): M. X was shot in the left trochanter in 1812. He recovered with four or five

inches shortening, and was piosonted by II. Laruey, in 1854, to the surgical clinic of Val de Grace. FOKGET (Bull.de la Soc. de Chir. de 1'aris pcndarit

1855-56, p. 230) reports that a captain at Waterloo, in 1815, received a shot fracture of the femur near the trochanter. Pieces of bone continued to come

away, and suppuration and fistuhe yet existed in 1852. HENNEN (J.) (Principles of Military Surgery, London, 1829, p. 131) states that a French prisoner

wns brought to Brussels after the battle of Waterloo, June, 1815, whose right femur had been struck by three musket balls, splintering the bone from the

middle of the upper third to within two inches of the condyles; enormous suppuration followed, and extensive incisions were made to extract bones and

balls, and the patient recovered. Four cases of recovery after shot fractures in the upper thirds of the femur, received in the Paris revolution in 1830, are

reported by A. J. JOBEUT (DE Lamballe) (Plaies d'armes a feu, Paris, 1833, pp. 262, 264). Laurev (II.) (Relation chirurg. des ivinemens de Juillet,

1830, Paris, 1831, pp. 102, 106) relates two instances of recovery after shot fracture of the upper third of the femur: Cases of M. de Saint C, and 11
,

7th regiment. ARNAL (Mem., sur quelques peculiaritis des plaies par armes a feu, in Jour. Htbd. de Mid. et de Chir. prat., Paris, 1831, p. 36) reports two

cases. A member of the National Guard of Lyon recovered after a shot fracture of the neck of the femur, in 1831 (GENBOUL, Note sur les blesses recus

a V llolcl-Dieu de Lyon, pendant Its troubles de 1831, in Gaz. Med. de Paris, 1833, No. 43, p. 300). LAKKEY (II.) (Hist. chir. du sv'ge de la Citad. d'Anvers,

Paris, 1833, p. 216) cites four cases of shot fractures of the upper portion of the femur treated successfully during the siege of Antwerp, in 1832. Legolest
(loc. cit., p. 167) gives the successful case of Tanguel of the 2d light infantry, wounded in the right trochanter, at Cherchell, in January, 1841. The

same author states that SEDILLOT successfully treated a shot fracture of the right trochanter in a lieutenant of artillery, wounded in a duel in 1843.

According to IIUGUIEU (Bulletin de la Soc. de Chir. de Paris pendant 1855-56", Paris, J 856, p. 230), Dr. GEKDY successfully treated a shot fracture of the

trochanter in 1848. (This is probably the case of Guiton, alluded to in Gaz. des H6p., 1848, p. 98.) BauijENS (Des plaies d'armes a feu— Communica-

tions faites, etc., Paris, 1840, p. 231) cites a case of shot fracture of the upper third of the femur in 1848 ; the patient recovered. Amussat (Des Plaies

d'armes afeu— Communications, etc., Paris, 1840, p. 55, refers to a case of recovery. During the discussion on disarticulation at the hip at the meetings

of the Surgical Society of Paris (Bulletin de la Soc. de Chir. de Paris, 1855-56, pp. 230-234), on October 24 and October 31, 1855, Gikaldes, Roijekt,

and DEXOXVII.LIEU8 gave details of three cases of recovery after shot fractures of the upper third of the femur. SciIWAUTZ (II.) (Beitrage zur Lehre

von den Schusswunden, Schleswig, 1854, pp. 154 and 167) cites two cases: J. G , wounded at Altendorf, April 21, 1848, fracture of the great tro-

chanter; fragments of bone removed; recovery. C. B , of the Berlin volunteers; fracture of trochanter minor; recovery in four months. IIutin

(Recherches sur le resultat des fractures de la moitii supirieure de la cuisse, in Bee. de Mim. de M<'d. de Chir. et de Phar. Mil., 1854, 2 n,e 6erie, T. XIV,

p. 263) found among the inmates of the Hotel des Invalides at Paris, from 1847 to 1853, seventeen patients who had recovered from shot fractures of the

upper third of the femur. MATTHEW (loc. cit.
t
Vol. II, pp. 301, 362) relates two cases of recovery after 6hot fracture of the upper third of the femur: An

officer of the 17th regiment, wounded September 8, 1655, by a rifle ball, which fractured the trochanter major of the left femur. On November 11th, the

bone had united, and there was only slight shortening of the limb. J. FitzbalL 62d regiment, received, September 8, 1855, a shot fracture of the femur at

the junction of upper and middle thirds. He recovered, with 1 J inches shortening. LONGMOUE (T.) (IlOLMEfc'6 System of Surgery, 2d ed., 1870, Vol. II,

p. 225) details the case of Lieut. D. M , 10th regiment, who received a shot fracture of the left femur on September V, 1855. On February 22d, the

union of bone was firm. In 1856, "the stiffness of joints gradually disappeared, and the patient was enabled to return to duty.*' Among the 282 pen-

sioners after injuries of the thigh, recorded by name by M. CHJJNU in his Rapport, etc., pendant la Campagne d'Oricnt en 1854, 1855, 1856, Paris, 1865,

pp. 375-397, 37 cases of recovery are found after shot fracture of the upper third of the femur. From the same campaign, L. Baudens (Im. Guerre de

Crim.ee, Paris, 1858, pp. 330, 331, 336) reports a case of recovery after shot fracture of the upper third of the femur among tho French troops, not recorded

by Chexu: J. Albaric, 80th line, upper third of right femur, Sept. 8t 1855; and two cases of recoveries among the Russian prisoners: Jusef Testanief,

left femur, just below the trochanter major, and S. Zarepa, fracture of right femur at the trochanter major. WILLIAMSON (G.) (Military Surgery, Lon-

don, 1863, pp. 141, 142) records six cases of recovery after shot fracture of the upper third of the femur: Private P. Carty, G4th regiment, wounded at

Lncknow in 1857. Private J. Ashworth, 53d regiment, wounded November 1, 1857; Jul)* 14, 1858, wounds healed. Private J. Hewitt, 52d regiment,

wounded July 12, 1857; wounds healed July 20, 1858 ; and Private E. Collins, 75th regiment, wounded at Delhi, June 8, 1857 ; September 6, 1858, sent

to modified duty; and cases of Williams and Curtis, on p. 151. In the Italian War of 1850, H. DEMJIE (Militdr-Chir. Studien, Wttrzburg, 1864, B. II,

p. 365) tabulates 43 cases of 6hot fractures of the upper fhird of the femur treated conservatively among the Austrian troops, of which 18 recovered,

giving a fatality of 58.1 per cent. Among the French wounded in the same campaign, named by CliEMJ {Stat, med. chir. de la Campagne d'ltalie en

Surg. Ill—23
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in the Franco-Prussian War, 1870-71, have been highly encouraging.
1 From the statistics

in Table XX, ante, it will be seen that ot" twelve hundred and fifty-four cases of shot

fracture of the upper third of the femur treated by expectation, six hundred and sixty-nine

recovered, and five hundred and seventy-two proved fatal; while in thirteen instances the

result could not be ascertained, giving a mortality of only 46.0 per cent.

Recoveries after Shot Fractures of the Upper Third of the Femur treated by Con-

servation.—Of the six hundred and sixty-nine cases of this group, two hundred and ninety-

eight were on the right, and three hundred and thirty-four on the left side; in thirty-seven

instances the side was not specified. Five hundred and fifty-one patients were Union, and

one hundred and eighteen were Confederate soldiers.

Case 361.—Private W. Rigney, Co. G, 21st New York Cavalry, aged 18 years, was shot near Bladensburg, May 27,

1865. Surgeon B. B. Wilson, U. S. V., reported his admission to Stanton Hospital, Washington, May 29th, with "shot wound
of right nates and right thigh, fracturing the femur, received while running the guard." The method of treatment, however,

was not stated. On September 13th the patient was transferred to Harewood Hospital, whence Surgeon R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V.,

described his condition as follows :
" lie was admitted convalescing from a fracture of the upper third of the femur, caused by a

revolver ball, the injured bone having firmly united with two inches shortening and very slight deformity. His constitutional

condition was good, and he was able to go about on crutches and had good prospects of a useful limb." One month afterwards

the man was transferred to Do Camp Hospital, David's Island, New York, and on June 26, 1866, he was discharged from

service and pensioned. Examiner W. G. Davis, of Lyons, New York, certified, July 1, 1872: "Pistol shot wound of light

thigh, the ball entering posteriorly and fracturing the femur just below the trochanter major. There is considerable deformity

and two and a half inches shortening. Pieces of bone discharged. Has pain in the limb in damp weather. Cannot rotate the

thigh or Hex it upon the pelvis, and has pain in it if he works, stands long, or lifts heavy loads." No material changes were

185!) et 1860, Paris, 1869, T. II, p. 715, etc.), 50 cases of recovery are fouud alter shot fracture of the upper third of the femur treated by conservation.

ROUX (J.) (Disarticulation dc la cuisse, Paris, 1860) cites 9 cases of recovery after shot fracture of the upper third of the femur in the Italian campaign

of 1859-60, not contained in (JHENU'S list, viz: Barka-ben-Bruhiin, 3d Turks; G. Barbet, 100th line; B. Girel, 65th line; J. Hyvan, 1st Zouaves; J.

Labastoulo, 15th line; P. Mignucci, 1st Zouaves; J. Pauinry, 85th line; F. Rousselot, 5th Battalion; C. Rossignol, 6th line. GHERINI (A.) (Relazione

chirurgiea dell' Ospedale militare provisorio di S. Filippo, in Annali Universali di Medicina, Milano, I860, pp. 459, 460) tabulates 9 cases. Molat
{The New Zealand War of 1863-64-65, in Stat. San. and Med. Reportsfor the year 1865, London, 1867, Vol. VII, pp. 502-3) tabulates 2 cases of recovery.

Hkine (C.) (Die Schussverletzungen der Unteren Extremitdten, Berlin, 1866, p. 251): J , shot fracture of upper portion of right femur, April 18, 1864
;

recovered, with 1 % inches shortening. From the Austro-Prussian campaign of 1866, B. BECK (Kriegschirurgische Erfahrungen, 1867, p. 294) reports 4

cases; Sthomf.veii (L.) (Erfahrungen iiber Schusswunden in Jahre 1866, Hannover, 1867, p. 53) 3 cases; R. Biefel (Langexueck's Archiv, 18G9, B.

XI, p. 445) 1 case; and Maas (Kriegschirurgische Beitrdge, Breslau, 1870, p. 40) 3 instances of recovery after shot fracture of the upper third of the

femur. GlUTTI (It.) (Nunvi documenti infavore delta cnra conservativa, etc.. in Annali Universali di Medicina, Milano, 18G8, Vol. CCV, p. 518, et. se.q.)

gives details of 10 successful eases of fracture of the upper third of the femur. From various sources it has been possible to collect 264 instances of

recovery after shot fractures of the upper third of the femur, received during the Franco-German War of 1870-71. Of these cases were reported among
tho German forces : By B. BKCK (Chirurgie der Schussverletzungen, Freiburg, 1872, p. 694), 28 cases; by W. KOCH (Notizen liber Schussverletzungen, in

Laxgf.XBECKS Archiv, 1872, B. XIII, p. 474, etc.), 5; by A. SOC1X (Kriegschir. Erfahr., Leipzig, 1872, p. 134), 6; by G. FISCHER (Dorf Floing und

Schlnss Versailles, in Deutsche Zeitsch. fur Chir., Leipzig, 1872, B. I, pp. 185 and 224, etc.), 8 ; by OTT ( Wiirtemburg. Med. Correspondenz-Blatt, 1871,

p. 169), 5; by H. FISCHER (Kriegschir. Erfahr., F.rlangen, 1872, p. 171, etc.), 4; by CZERN'Y (Bericht iiber die im College Stanislaus in Weisscnburg

behandelten verivundeten. in Wiener Medizinische Wochenschrift, 1870, No. 57, p. 1373), 3; by A. SCHIXZ1XGER (Das Reserve-Lazareth Schwetzingrn,

Freiburg, 1873, pp. 70, 71), 3; by H. LOSSES (Kriegschir. Erf, in Deutsche Zeitschrift fur Chir., 1873, B. II, p. 112), 2; by TH. BILLROTH (Chir.

Briefe, Berlin, 1872, p. 228), 2; by KfJcHLER (Memorabilien, 1871, B. XVI, p. 141), 2; by Graf (E.) (Die Koniglichen Reserve-Lazarethe zu Dusseldorf

wahrend des Krieges 1870-71, Elberfeld, 1872, p. 62), 2; and by C. KIRCHXER (Aerztlicher Bericht iiber das K. P. Feldlazareth im Palast zu Versailles,

Erlangen, 1872, p. 56), by GUTEKUNST (Zeitschrift fiir Wundarzte und Geburtshulfe, 1870-71, p. 146), by GOLTDAMMER (Berliner Klinische Wochen-

schrift, 1871, B. VIII, p. 150), by Stall (Bericht aus dem K. Wiirttembergischen 4 Feldhospital, in Deutsche Mil. Zeitschrift, 1874, B. Ill, p. 197), 1 each

;

a total of 74 cases among the German troops. Of the cases of recovery after shot fracture of the upper third of the femur among the French troops in

1870-71; SEIULLOT (Fractures des membres par armes de guerre, in Arch. Gen. de Med., 1871, 6n1« ser., T. XVII, p. 423, etc.) reports 10 cases; A. W.
ROAT.DES (Des fractures compliquees de la cuisse, Paris, 1871, pp. 43, 44, 46), 4; A. CHIPAULT (Fractures par armes & feu, Paris, 1872, pp. 4, 7, 19, et

seq.), 3; and Wit. MACCORMAC (Notes and Recollections of an Ambulance Surgeon, London, 1871, pp. 120, 129), 4 ;
CHRISTIAN (J.) (Relation sur let

plaies de guerre, in Gaz. Mi'd. de Strassbourg, 1872, p. 283), 4 ; Feltz et Grollf.mund (Rel. Clin, sur les Ambulances de Bagenau, in Gaz. Med. de

Strassbourg, 1871, No. 11, p. 133), 5; J0E8BELL (Ambulance du Petit Quartier a Baguenau, in Gaz. Mid. de Strassbourg, 1871, p. 8), 3; MOYXiEit (E.)

(Ambulance de la Rue Saint Lazare, in Gaz. des U6p., 1871, Vol. XLIV, p. 445), 1 ; PANA8 (F.) (Mem. sur le traitement des blessures, in Gaz. liebd. de

Med. et de Chir., 1872, T. IX, p. 391), 2 ; Vaslix (L.) (Etude sur les plaies par armes A feu, Paris, 1872, pp. 114, 120, etc.), 3 ; and among the pensioners

enumerated by M. CHENU (Apercu hist. Stat, et clin., etc., des armies pendant la guerre de 1870-71, Paris, 1874, p. 153, et seq.), 156 cases are found.

Five of these are included in the reports of Sedili.ot (1), CHU'AULT (2), Roaldes (1), MacCormac (1), ante, leaving 151 additional cases. To these

should be added 9 cases of French pensioners reported by Mossakowsky (Stat. Bericht ueber 1514 Franzbsische lnvaliden, in Deutsche Zeitschrift fiir

Chir., 1872, B. I, p. 342, et seq.), not contained in ClIF.XU ; and 4 cases of German invalids, detailed by BERTHOL1) (Deutsche Militair-arztl . Zeitschrift,

1872, It. I, p. 522). One case is reported by G. TILIXG (Bericht ueber die 124 im Serbisch-Tiirkischen Kriege (1876), etc., behandelten Schussverletzungen,

Dorpat, 1877, p. 66). The 489 cases of recovery of shot fractures in the upper third of the femur under conservative treatment, here referred to, must

convince the reader that recoveries under such circumstances are not as infrequent as the older writers on military surgerj' contended.

1 BECK (B.) (Chir. der Schussverletzungen, Freiburg, 1872, p. 694, etc.) details 37 cases of shot fractures of the femur in the upper third, of

which 28 recovered and 9 proved fatal, and remarks: "Unfortunately, I have not been able to give an entirely precise account regarding the proportion of

the seat of the fractures in the various parts of the femur, and the corresponding mortality, as frequently the seat of the fracture was not clearly designated.

But I can say this much, that T had reason to be very well satisfied with the results of the fractures in the upper third, providing the lesion was not too

extensive and severe. The fractures in the middle third at the junction with the upper always made the most unfavorable impression upon me, on

account of the frequent injuries and lesions of the bloodvessels, which, through frequent and even profuse bleedings, etc., easily lead to fatal results, and

which should, therefore, be carefully investigated at the place of first dressing, and, if necessary, at once subjected to the proper operation."
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reported at subsequent examinations'. The pensioner was paid June 4, 1879. Photographs taken at tli<> Harewood Hospital in

October, 1865. were contributed by Surgeon Bontecou. ( I'/ioto's nf Surgical Cases, Vol. 8, No. 4, Card Photo's, Vol. 3, p. 32.)

A copy, taken at the Army Medical Museum (Vlioto. Series, No. Ill), is represented in FlG. 1 of 1'i.ate LIX, opp. p. 178.

< 'ask :I02.—Captain D. Lewis, Co. G, 8th Ohio, aged 26 years, was wounded at the Wilderness, May 6, 1804, by a minie'

ball, which entered the external part of the left thigh about the junction of the upper and middle third, fractured the femur, and

made its exit at the left buttock two inches from the anus. He was conveyed to Fredericksburg and treated with a double inclined

plane for three weeks. On May 26th he was removed to a private dwelling in Washington, where he was attended by Acting

Assistant Surgeon G. K. Smith, who applied Buck's method of treatment. There was but little suppuration or constitutional

disturbance, and by July 9th the fracture had so far united as to permit the patient to walk on crutches. On July 13, 1864,

Captain Lewis was mustered out by reason of expiration of service, and pensioned. In October following his wound had entirely

healed, and soon afterwards he was able to walk on the injured limb. Subsequently he was for some years an employs' in the

Treasury Department. On August 22, 1805, his photograph was taken at the Army Medical Museum (Photo. Series of Surgical

Cases, No. 91, A. M. M.), at which time he was in excellent health, and the injured limb showed no other deformity than one and

a half inches shortening. The St. Louis Examining Board, in September, 1874, certified to "occasional lameness and soreness."

The pensioner was paid March 4, 1879. His photograph is represented in Fig. 1 of Plate LVIII, opp. p. 180.

Case 303.—Private John Durkin, Co. G, 11th Infantry, aged 30 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 2, 1803, by a

colloidal ball, which entered the outer side of the upper third of the left thigh, and, passing obliquely inward and downward,

produced a .comminuted fracture of the femur. On the 3d "he was admitted to the Seminary Hospital at Gettysburg, where, on

the 8th, Assistant. Surgeon W. R. Ramsey, U. S. A., made an incision three

inches in length a short distance below and opposite the point of entrance, and

extracted the ball. On the 31st he was transferred to the Camp Letterinan

Hospital, where, so far as recorded, expectant treatment only was used. At

this hospital a surgeon, who took charge of the case on August 19th, "found

the limb lying in bed, without either splints or bandage; wounds discharging

freely; considerable shortening of leg; ordered junk bags, placed Barton's

handkerchief to foot, and made extension and counter-extension." On the

next day the leg was reported the same length as the right one. On Septem-

ber 10th there was very little suppuration, and the bones were uniting; but,

on the 30th, the discharge still continued, and the patient was reported

" sinking." On November 8th, he was transferred to the Newton University

Hospital at. Baltimore, where, on December 2d, Acting Assistant Surgeon W.
S. Sinull made an incision, three inches in length, down to the injured part,

and removed a small fragment of bone. On February 19, 1804, the wound

was still suppurating freely, and presented indications of the presence of

necrosed bone. The limb was shortened four inches. The patient was fur-

loughed on June 30, 1804, and at its expiration was admitted to the post

hospital at Fort Independence, Boston Harbor, the recruiting depot of the 11th

Infantry, where he was discharged the service April 30, 1805, for disability

arising from gunshot fracture and "excision of four inches of the upper third

of the femur, performed previous to admittance." The wound was still sup-

purating, and there was partial anchylosis of knee. Prior to his admission to

the latter hospital there is no mention of an excision. The patient became an

inmate of Old Soldiers' Home; and on August 3, 1808, he visited the Army-

Medical Museum and had his photograph (Fig. 134) taken. He states that

Dr. Sinull excised four inches of the shaft of femur at Newton University

Hospital in December, 1803; that, at the time of the operation, there was profuse suppuration from the wound and abscesses in

the thigh, and that Smith's anterior splint was used. At the date of his visit to the Museum open fistulous sinuses remained. The
patient's statement at Fort Independence undoubtedly led to the above diagnosis ; and, from the treatment pursued prior to his

admission to Newton University Hospital, coupled with the report of the operation made the same month, it is most plausible to

believe that the great shortening is not to be attributed to excision. The Boston Examining Board in September, 1873, reported

the wound of entrance to be still discharging. The pensioner was paid March 4, 1874, since when he has not been heard from.

Case 304.—Private A. F. Dinsmore, Co. E, 3d Michigan, aged 19 years, was wounded at Fair Oaks, May 31, 1862,

and admitted to Hygeia Hospital, Fort Monroe, four days afterwards. On June 12th the wounded man was transferred on

board of the Hospital Steamer Fulton and conveyed to New York. Surgeon J. Simons, U. S. A., reported that he was admitted

to De Camp Hospital, David's Island, June 15th, and discharged from service April 9, 1863, by reason of "shot fracture of left

thigh." Several months afterwards the man entered the Veteran Reserve Corps, and after serving in that organization for three

years he was mustered out and pensioned. Subsequently the pensioner received employment as clerk in the General Land
Office, and in December, 1866, he visited the Army Medical Museum, where his photograph was taken (Photo. Scries of

Surgical Cases, No. 157, A. M. M.). At that time he was in good health, though the missile, a musket ball, which fractured the

femur at the upper third, was still lodged in the limb. The bone was firmly united, union having occurred, according to his

statement, about, seven months after the injury, and his treatment having been by moderate extension and counter-extension,

lie also stated that numerous detached fragments were removed. Examiner J. B. Bascom certified, September 4, 1873 : "Gun-
shot fracture of left femur. The ball remains in the hip. A fistulous opening finally healed, but occasionally breaks out again.

There is a large indurated cicatrix over the trochanter major and several smaller ones, caused by the opening of abscesses."

The pensioner was paid June 4, 1879. A copy of the photograph is shown in Fig. 2 of Plate LVIII, opp. p. 180.

FIG. 134.—Result of shot fracture in the upper third of
the femur. [From a photograph.]
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Case 3G5.—Private II. A. 'Wiggins, Co. K, :57th Massachusetts, age 24 years, was wounded in the left thigh, at the

Wilderness, May 5, 1SG4. Three weeks afterwards lie was admitted to hospital in Alexandria, whence Surgeon E. Bentley,

V. S. V., reported the injury as a ''shot fracture of the upper third of the femur, eaused by a musket ball." In April, 1865,

the patient was transferred to Dale Hospital, Worcester, and subsequently to DeCamp Hospital, David's Island, where he was

ultimately discharged September 21, 18G5, Assistant Surgeon W. Webster, U. S. A., certifying to "angular union of the frac-

tured bone, with five inches shortening; wasting and powerlessness of the limb, and anchylosis of the knee joint. Wound not

healed.'' One month after leaving the service the man was supplied with an apparatus for the injured limb by Dr. E. D.

Hudson, of New York City. In a communication, received during July, 1866, and corroborated by a statement by Dr. W. J.

Sawin, late Surgeon 2d Vermont, the pensioner related the following in regard to his case: "The ball and eight pieces of bone

wire removed from my leg on the field; and a second operation was performed at the Fredericksburg hospital, where Surgeon

.Sawin extracted four pieces of bone." He also alleged that a third operation was performed while he was an inmate of the

Alexandria hospital, and that he had recently removed a fragment of bone himself, making altogether some fifty-five pieces

that were removed from the limb. Three fistulous openings were described as existing in the injured thigh. The pensioner

further represented himself as having been able for two

months to move about with the aid of a cane and without

crutches, and added that since he was wounded his weight

had become reduced from one hundred and seventy-four

pounds to one hundred and twenty-nine, and was steadily

decreasing. Examiner E. Barton, of Orange, Massachu-

setts, certified, January 2, 1867: ''There is an open ulcer

near the hip, from which fragments of bone are frequently

discharged; the knee joint is nearly perfectly ancbylosed,

and from the loss of bone the limb is five and a half inches

shorter than the other. The foot is distorted, and he does

not know when it is cold. With the aid of an apparatus he

walks very comfortably." No new facts were reported at

subsequent examinations. The pensioner was paid March

4, 1871). His card photograph, taken at his home in July,

186G, was contributed (Card Photos., A. M. M., Vol. II,

p. 21), an enlarged copy of which, taken at the Army Med-

ical Museum {Sury. 1'hot. Scries, No. 152), is represented

in the wood-cut (Fig. 135).

Cask 366.—Private I. Wetzel, Co. I, 184th Penn-

sylvania, aged 21 years, was wounded in the left thigh

during the siege of Petersburg, October 3, 1864. He was

admitted to a field hospital of the Second Corps, and trans-

ferred to Armory Square, Washington, five days afterwards.

In July, 18.15, Acting Assistant Surgeon H. A. Bobbins

reported the following description of the injury and its re-

sult: "A conical ball entered the anterior aspect of the limb

one inch below Poupart's ligament, passed backward, frac-

turing the femur near the trochanters, and made its exit at

the apex of the left nates. The limb was treated in Hod-

gen's splint without extension. The bone is now united

with three and a quarter inohes shortening; the foot is everted and the limb slightly turned outward. Incomplete anchylosis

of the knee joint exists, and there is still a discharge of healthy pus amounting to about one ounce daily. The patient is not

yet able to use crutches, but from present appearances lie soon will be." The patient was discharged from service on August

21, 1835, and pensioned. Various Pension Examiners, at successive dates, certified to "shortening of the limb and partial

anchylosis of the knee;" and in March, 1877, Dr. J. Y. Shindell reported as follows: "I find the left knee joint quite stiff, also

evidences of occasional abscesses in the muscular portions of the leg. He says that about once a year matter does form, and

that he continually wears bandages around the thigh as a support." In September, 1877, the Examiner stated: "The
pensioner's general physical condition is not good. He is now confined to his bed, and has been for the last two weeks, on

account of his wound, which is again suppurating. • * * But the greatest trouble now seems to be in the hip joint and its

neighborhood. On probing the opening a little above the joint the body of the ilium seems to be of a honey-combed nature,

diseased, and, no doubt, the cause of these frequent attacks of suppuration which occur every three or four months. * • *

His leg trouble will very likely cause death some time." The pensioner was paid March 4, 1879. The wood-cut (Fig. 13G)

represents a photograph taken at the Army Medical Museum on July 6, 1865. {Sury. Phot Scries, No. 67, A. M. M.)

In the next case perfect consolidation of the ends of the fractured femur took place in

less than five weeks. The patient recovered with a strong, sound limb, and, in 1879, while

engaged in active business, has walked six miles without difficulty, limping but little.

Case 367.—Lieutenant J. S. Lowery, Co. D, 146th New York, aged 21 years, was wounded at Bethesda Church, June

3, 1864. Surgeon W. R. DeWitt, jr., U. S. V., recorded his admission to a Fifth Corps field hospital, with a "severe wound of

the right thigh caused by a mini<3 ball." Surgeon D. W. Uliss, U. S. V., reported that the patient entered Armory Square Hos-

FIG. 135.—Result «if shot frac-

turo of upper third of left femur,
[from a photograph.]

FIG. 13«.—Result of shot fracture of upper
third of left femur. [From a photograph.]
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pital, Wasliiugton, June 7tl), and described his injury as a "shot fracture of the upper third of the femur," but gave no account

of any treatment but that of simple dressings. Dr. T. M. Elaudrau, late Surgeon 14Gth New York, who attended Lieutenant

Lowery at the field hospital, gives the following details: The patient was wounded by a rifle ball while on picket duty. The

missile entered at the middle of the thigh, toward its inner aspect, and was cut out on the field by Assistant Surgeon G. H.

Fossard, 140th New York, above the trochanter. The femur was fractured in its upper third. The patient was brought six

miles on :i stretcher to the field hospital of the 2d division, Fifth Corps, where I determined not to amputate, and supported the

limb on folded blankets, so that it was very comfortable. He was then carried by some men belonging to the Quartermaster's

Department fifteen miles further to the "White House, and placed on a steamboat and sent to Washington. He was left on his

stretcher while on board of the transport and was not removed from it until placed on a bed in Armory Square Hospital, four

days after receiving the injury. At the latter place, Acting Assistant Surgeon T. O. Bannister had immediate charge of the

case. According to the patient's statement the limb was placed in a box, little extension being used and no counter-extension.

Three or four small pieces of bone were discharged within a short time, and another small piece was cut since from under the

shin. An abscess was opened on the outer side of the thigh, the scar of which is conspicuous in the photograph. When the

patient left the hospital he used crutches, the wound having closed in four or five weeks and the bone united firmly. He con-

tinued to use his crutches until the following April. The limb is shortened two and five-eighths inches; the thigh cannot be fully

flexed on the pelvis, hut the limb is strong, sound, and freely movable, with the afore-mentioned exception. When wearing a

boot slightly thickened in the sole lie limps but little. Lately he has walked six miles without difficulty, and is actively

engaged in business." In a previous communication Dr. Flandrau stated that the very expeditious recovery of the patient was,

no doubt, to be attributed in a large measure to his good fortune of having unusually comfortable transportation. Lieutenant

Lowery became a pensioner from the date of his discharge from service, January 13, 18(15. Various surgeons have examined

him at regular intervals, and certified to lameness, etc., as resulting from the injury, up to April, 1872, since when he lias been

exempted from further examinations, owing to the permanent character of his disabilities. He was paid June 4, 1879. A photo-

graph of the patient was prepared under the direction of Dr. Flandrau, who contributed it to the Army Medical Museum. It

is numbered 2C5 of the Surgical Photographic Series.

In the following instance a rifle ball fractured the upper third of the left femur, and

passing through the right thigh chipped off a piece of the upper third of the right femur;

a second ball shattered the head of the left fibula; a third ball caused a flesh wound of the

leg; and a fourth missile struck over the sacrum:

Case 368.—Sergeant W. Shakespeare, Co. K, 2d Michigan, aged 18 years, was wounded in both lower limbs at Jackson,

July 11, 1863. He was treated at a field hospital of the Ninth Corps for several weeks, and was then transferred by steamer

to Cincinnati, where, on August 12th, he entered Washington Park Hospital. On June 1, 1864, the patient was discharged

from service and pensioned. Examiner H. O. Hitchcock, of Kalamazoo, Michigan, in March, 1860,

furnished the following description of the case: " Shakespeare was struck by a mini6 ball, which,

after passing through the upper third of the left thigh and fracturing the femur, entered the right

thigh and either fractured the right femur or perhaps chipped off a piece of bone, making its exit

on the outer side of that limb. A minie ball about the same time shattered the head of the left fibula,

and another ball produced a flesh wound of the leg ; and while lying on the field he was severely

wounded by some missile over the sacrum, From this last injury he suffered long and severely.

Before being taken from the field several corps surgeons advised amputation of the left thigh, which

operation was opposed by Surgeon E. J. Bonine of the regiment, on the ground that it would not

add to the chances of recovery. When the patient reached Cincinnati, union of the fragments had

taken place, with about seven inches shortening, the fragments crossing each other at a considerable

angle and one of them protruding from the wound. Acting Assistant Surgeon A. D. Norton, on

August 14th, broke up the temporary union of the parts of the left femur and extended the limb.

Three months later, when the case was examined by several surgeons, the parts were still ununited.

At present there is complete union of bone, the right leg being one and one-fourth inches shortened,

and the left leg one and three-fourths inches shorter than the right. The left femur is a little

straighter than normal; the left leg can be flexed upon the thigh to an angle of about 30°; the foot

is contracted, rather stiff, and sometimes painful. He suffers considerably from neuralgia, is not

as robust as formerly, and walks with the aid of a cane, his gait being rather slow and halting."

Several years afterwards the same Examiner reported that the wound in the left thigh frequently

opened and discharged pieces of bone and bits of lead. Drs. E. J. Bonine and II. A. Clelland, late

Surgeon and Assistant Surgeon of the 2d Michigan, both testify to the injury of both femurs, as well

to the fact of amputation having been advised or ordered to be performed at the field hospital, and

that the operation was refused or deferred. The former in his report on October 4, 1874, states:

"The present condition of the pensioner, as I find by critical examination, is as follows: 'An open,

suppurating, and discharging wound in the superior third of the left thigh,' the bone, having been crushed, lapping in the heal-

ing, so as to shorten the leg from two to three inches. Bone denuded
;
partial anchylosis of knee," etc. Examiner Hitchcock,

at subsequent dates, lastly in December, 1877, added that "there is a sinus leading down to diseased bone in the left thigh, which

is open and discharging more or less nearly all the time. The left knee is nearly anchylosed and is swollen; the foot is tender

and the toes are stiffened in a deformed position," etc. The pensioner was paid June 4, 1879. Pension Examiner O. H.

Hitchcock presented to the Army Medical Museum a card photograph of the patient (Vol. I, p. 2, Card Photographs). A copy

is represented in the wood-cut (Fig. 137).

Fig. 137.—Shot fractures of

the upper thirds of both femure.

[From a photograph.]
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Forty-six of (lie five hundred and fifty-one Union soldiers who recovered after shot

fracture in the upper third of the femur died during the fourteen years that have passed

since the close of the American civil war, a fatality of less than 0.6 per cent, a year. In

the following two instances the patients survived the injuries eleven and ten and a half

years, respectively:

Case 3G9.—Corporal T. Crassley, Co. E, G9th New York, aged 34 years, was wounded at Fort Steadman, March 25,

1865, and admitted to the field hospital of the 1st division, Second Corps, where Surgeon F. M. Hammond, 126th New York,

noted: "Shot wound of hip by minie ball." Assistant Surgeon C. A. Leale, U. S. V., reported that the wounded man was
admitted to Armory Square Hospital, Washington, April 1st, and discharged from service July 25, 1865, hy reason of "shot

fracture of upper third of right femur, resulting in one inch shortening." The Albany Examining Board, consisting of Drs.

R. B. Bontecou, W. H. Craig, and C. H. Porter, certified, September 11, 1873: "The ball entered near the right trochanter,

injuring the bone seriously. Numerous portions of bone were removed. The missile passed deeply through the muscular

tissue and escaped near the inner border of the right nates. The limb is greatly weakened, and occasionally ulcers appear near

the entrance wound, owing to necrosed bone." The pensioner died at the National Military Asylum at Dayton, Ohio, January

8, 187G. The immediate cause of his death has not been ascertained. A photograph, taken at the Army Medical Museum in

July, 18G5 (Surg. Phot. Series, No. 76), is copied in Fig 2 of PLATE LIX, opp. p. 178.

Case 370.—Private M. Murthra, Co. H, 159th New York, aged 18 years, was wounded in the right thigh, at Irish Bend,

April 13, 1863, and admitted to the Marine Hospital, New Orleans, four days afterwards. Surgeon J. Bockee, U. S. V.,

described the injury as a "compound fracture of the femur at or near the trochanter," and
repented that the patient was assigned to the Veteran Reserve Corps March 9, 1864. Surgeon

(i. Sutton. U. S. V., recorded his entrance into Augur Hospital, Alexandria, with "chronic

ulcer," and his transfer to Sickels Hospital several days afterwards. On May 31, 1865, the

man was discharged from service, Surgeon E. Bentley, U. S. V., certifying to "great deformity

resulting from the fracture." Examiner C. Rowland, of Brooklyn, reported, July 28, 1865: *

* " .Many pieces of bone have been extracted from a large abscess still existing. The
leg is three inches shorter than the other and quite lame. He is obliged to walk with a crutch,"

etc. The pensioner subsequently entered the National Military Asylum at Augusta, whence
Surgeon J. O. Webster contributed his photograph in August, 1869, with the following recapit-

ulation of his case: "The wound was caused by a minie ball, which entered the anterior aspect

of the thigh in the upper third, emerging posteriorly, nearly opposite, and lodging in the pants.

On admission to the hospital the limb was treated by sand bags, and by manual extension once

a day. The femur united in bad shape, and another Surgeon coming in charge, it was rebroken

and a straight splint applied. He was able to bear his weight on the leg eight months after the

injury. The wounds have never healed, and the thigh now discharges in four places. Several

splinters of bone have come away. He can walk comfortably with a cane." The Augusta

Examining Board certified, August 6, 1873: * * * "The parts being thickly invested by
muscles, masses of new bone have been thrown out around the fragments from the surrounding

inflamed tissues. Owing to the nature of the fracture, it being greatly comminuted, proper

apposition could not be maintained. Masses of new bone were deposited as supports and the

splinters enveloped with provisional callus, producing an enlargement of the limb at the point

of the fracture. We are of the opinion that superficial exfoliation is going on in some part of

the bone on account of the nature and quantity of the discharges, the limb having to be dressed

several times during the day. The pensioner has, at short intervals, profuse haemorrhage from

the posterior opening near the ischium. These bleedings are no doubt produced by sharp

spicula; of bone cutting small arteries." The pensioner died December 26, 1873. A copy of

his photograph, taken at the Army Medical Museum (Surg. Phot, Series, No. 236), is represented

in the wood-cut (Fig. 138).

In the next case the patient died from extensive inflammation and suppuration of the

injured limb, caused by a fall, eleven and a half years after the injury:

Case 371.—Lieutenant E. L. Fostley, 1 Co. D, 176th New York, aged 39 years, was wounded at Winchester, September

19, 1864. Surgeon E. S. Hoffman, 90th New York, reported his admission to the field hospital of the 2d division, Nineteenth

Corps, with a "severe wound of the thigh, caused by a minie ball." On September 23d the patient was moved to the Depot
Hospital at Winchester, where Surgeon L. P. Wagner, 114th New York, recorded the following description of the injury: "The
missile entered the right thigh at the upper third, one and a half inches below Poupart's ligament, passed through the limb

outside the femoral vessels, and emerged one and a quarter inches below the trochanter major, fracturing and comminuting the

femur. The limb was kept in a splint for ten days, after which some extension was made, and subsequently a sort of a Desault

splint was applied for five weeks. No bad symptoms occurred. The wound discharged very freely. Not much bone came out,

but some was removed at the time of the injury. By November 27th there was firm union of bone, with two and a half inches

shortening and some outward curvature at the seat of the fracture, and the patient was able to throw his leg up." On December

1 The case of Lieutenant Fostley is noticed by Assistant Surgeon Jonx Homans, jr., in his article : Cases of Gunshot Fractures of the Thigh and
Wounds of the Cftflff, showing the Results of Conservative Surgery in the Former, in Boston Med. and Surg. Journal, 1865, Vol. 72, p. 11.

FIG. 138.—Result of shot fracture
of femur. [From a photograph.]
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9th he was transferred to Camden Street Hospital, Baltimore, and in the following month he obtained a leave of absence and

proceeded to his home. He was ultimately mustered out April 13, 18G5, and pensioned. Examiner J. Neil, of New York City,

certified, April 24, 1667: " The thigh is shortened about four inches; the limb is crooked and feeble; he requires the aid of a

crutch." The pensioner subsequently entered the National Military Asylum at Hampton, whence Surgeon W. M. Wright

reported him, in 1873, as being in good general health, his wound as well healed, and the fractured bone united, with five inches

shortening, also that stiffness of the knee joint resulted from extensive adhesions of the muscles of the thigh. Two years after-

wards spiruhe were reported to have been removed from the wound, and, on March 6, 1876, Dr. Wright communicated that the

pensioner had died on the previous day, stating that "he was able to walk well without the aid of a crutch or cane," and that

" two weeks ago he fell, while intoxicated, upon his disabled thigh, which resulted in extensive inflammation and suppuration, from

which he died." The greater part of the injured femur, comprising the two upper thirds, was contributed to the Museum by Dr.

Wright, and constitutes Specimen G590 of the Surgical Section. Illustrations of the bone are shown in Plate LV, opp. p. 182.

Case 372.—Corporal E. Worthen, Co. B, 2d Vermont, aged 25 years, was wounded in the right thigh, at the Wilderness,

May 5, 1804, and admitted to hospital in Alexandria three weeks afterwards. Surgeon E. Bentley, U. S. V., described the

wound as a "shot fracture of the upper third of the femur," but the progress of the case was not recorded. On March 17. 18G5,

the patient was transferred to Sloan Hospital, Moutpelier, whence Surgeon II. Janes, U. S. V., contributed the following history:

"The wound was caused by a miuie ball, which entered the thigh in front, passed directly through and emerged posteriorly, at

the lower border of the glutei muscles, comminuting the femur for about three inches. From the field the wounded man was

taken to the hospital of the 2d division, Sixth Corps, at Fredericksburg, and thence by boat to Alexandria, where the limb was

first adjusted, and kept in position by sand bags without extension. He stated that no other apparatus was ever used. Sub-

sequently he had typhoid fever and erysipelas. The first fragment of bone was removed in July. 18G4, and since that time about

fifty pieces have come away. When admitted to Sloan Hospital the wound was still slightly discharging, hut the patient was

able to go about on crutches. About three months afterwards the bone had become so firmly united that he could walk a short

distance without crutch or cane. When discharged from service, June 23. 1805, the patient

was in good general health, and able to walk a considerable distance on smooth ground

without crutch or cane, the injured limb being shortened two

,fc* - -„ ^st Jif and a half inches and considerably deformed. Then' was also

^iJIrr.-H"*.'!-.. ^_^_i/ necrosed bone remaining, and the wound still slightly dis-

charging." Examining Surgeon C. L.Allen, of Rutland. Yt..

reported, September 24, 18G6: "The right limb is now three

inches shorter than the left. An opening (the wound of

entrance) still exists in front of the trochanter, into which a

probe passes about four inches; another opening posteriorly

(the wound of exit) allows the probe to pass in about three

inches. A third opening exists near the middle of the inside

of the thigh, having been, made by the Surgeon for the dis-

charge of the burrowing pus." The same examiner subse-

quently certified that he was called on to visit the pensioner

on October 23, 1870, and found him "suffering from pyaemia,

resulting from the wound breaking out anew, from the effects

of which he died October 25, 1870." A card photograph of

the patient, taken at the Sloan Hospital, was contributed by

Surgeon Janes (Card Photos., A. M. M., Vol. II, p. 22), an

enlarged copy of which, taken at the Army Medical Museum
(Surg. Phot. Series, No. 129), is shown in wood-cut (Fig. L39).

Case 373.—Private G. Ruoss, Co. G, 7th New York,

aged 27 years, was wounded near Petersburg, March 31, 1865,

and admitted to the field hospital of the 1st division, Second

Corps, where Surgeon F. M. Hammond, 12Gth New York,

noted: "Shot fracture of right thigh." On the day following

the injury the wounded man was sent to the Depot Hospital

Fig. 130.—Result ofa shot wound at City Point, and several days afterwards he was conveyed

photograph!]'
1 offe,m,r

-
[Froma

to Washington, where he entered Campbell Hospital, and

subsequently Stanton Hospital. Surgeon R. B. Bontecou,

U. S. V., reported his admission to Harewood Hospital September 12th, and his condition as follows: "The patient was suffer-

ing from great deformity of the right limb, the result of a shot wound of the upper third of the thigh, fracturing the femur.

When admitted he had so far recovered as to be able to sit up, and his constitutional state was tolerably good. The fractured

parts had firmly united but with great deformity; the wound of entrance had healed, but there were still some discharges from

sinuses in the thigh, and small fragments of necrosed bones were daily removed. The prospects of usefulness of the limb are

unfavorable; otherwise the patient is doing tolerably well." At the closing of Harewood Hospital, May 1, I860, the patient was

transferred to the Post Hospital at Washington, where lie was operated on by Assistant Surgeon W. Thomson, U. S. A., who
described the injury and operation as follows: "The wound was caused by a minie' ball, which entered on the anterior and outer

aspect of the thigh about three inches below the great trochanter, passed inward and a little downward, comminuting portions

of the upper and middle thirds of the femtu', and escaped posteriorly near the middle of the gluteal fold. On June 8th, the

patient was etherized and a triangular incision, three by three and a half inches, was made on the upper and outer side of the

thigh, and several pieces of bone were removed. On September 30th the wound had almost healed. Three sinuses, evidently

Km. 140.—Shot fracture of upper third

of right femur. ]I-"rtun a photograph.]

•*
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leading to necrosed bone, however, still existed, two of which were located on the tipper and one on the lower surface. The
patient's health was not very good, having suffered from several attacks of diarrhoea, and a severe attack of erysipelas which

commenced near the wound and soon spread over the entire surface of the leg and foot. On December 31st, the sinuses were

still open and discharging, and there was great deformity, with about five inches shortening, and almost complete anchylosis of

the knee joint." Assistant Surgeon .1. Brooke, U. S. A., who took charge of the patient in November, 18(>7, reported the

termination of the case: "'I found the limb in much the same condition as described by Dr. Thomson, except that a collection

of pus, which had formed on the inner aspect of the thigh just above the knee, had been opened and a sinus found to connect

with the seat of the fracture. This sinus, as well as those already described by Dr. Thomson, remained open, and the patient

continued extremely feeble, became greatly emaciated, and suffered much from diarrhoea and frequent attacks of almost total

loss of appetite. These symptoms continued until his death, which occurred on June 27, 18C8. At the autopsy the liver was
found to lie enormously enlarged, weighing ten pounds and ten ounces, and the right lung contained a small mass of calcareous

matter." The injured femur, with the os iunominatum and patella attached, and portions of the tibia and fibula were contributed

to the Museum by Dr. Brooke, and constitute specimen C-J!)0 of the Surgical Section. The femur is imperfectly united, with great

displacement and a deposit of foliaceous callus, and shows that extensive periostitis has taken place, and the patella and upper

portions of tibia and fibula also show similar pathological changes. The photograph represented in the wood-cut (Etc.. 140)

was obtained at the Harewood Hospital, and contributed by Surgeon Bontecou. Other photographs of the patient, taken at the

same hospital and at the Army Medical Museum, are represented by No. 40, Vol. 8, of Photo's of Suryical Cases, S. G. 0.; Card

Photo's, Vol. 2, p. 21, and Vol. 3, p. 27, and Suryical Photograph Series, Nos. 139, 178, 179, and 292.

Fatal Cases of Shot Fractures of the Upper Third of the Femur treated by Conser-

vation.—Of the twelve hundred and fifty-four cases of shot fractures of the upper third of

the femur tabulated in Table XX, on page 175, ante, five hundred and seventy-two proved

fatal. Four hundred and eighty were Union and ninety-two Confederate soldiers. The

side on which the injury was received was noted in four hundred and eighty-one instances,

the right side being involved in two hundred and nineteen, the left, in two hundred and

sixty-two cases. A few fatal examples will be cited:

Case 374.—Private J. Northrup, Co. K, 77th New York, aged 21 years, was wounded before Yorktown, April 29, 1862,

and entered the Douglas Hospital, Washington, May 15th. Assistant Surgeon W. Webster, U. S. A., forwarded the specimen

(FlG. Ill), and recorded the following history: "The wound was caused by a conoidal ball, which entered on the outer side of

the lower portion of the upper third of the left thigh, and was extracted through the gluteus maximus muscle on a level with

and two inches from the anus, same side. The missile produced a compound fracture of the femur at the upper third and

shortened the limb to the extent of two inches. On admission, the patient, who was of robust and healthy appearance, had

considerable fever and constipation of the bowels. There was extensive swelling of the integuments, and he was suffering acute

pain. Vedder's long splint was applied, and extension from the ankle and counter-extension by a perineal band was made.

By these means the limb was lengthened one inch and retained in that position. The acute pain rendered any further extension

impracticable. The patient was ordered to take one-half ounce of castor oil, and sulphate of morphia at night to relieve the

pain. May 18th, the wound has been dressed with poultices of flaxseed meal ; the swelling has some-

what subsided and there is no fever. The pain continues, and to relieve it and

promote sleep a mixture of two drachms of elixir of opium and one ounce of

camphor water is given in two doses every evening. June 2d, the discharge

has ceased and the external wound is nearly closed. There are some signs of

union and of the deposition of abundant provisional callus. June 10th, the

splint was removed; the shortening of the limb now amounts to three inches.

June Kith, the patient was this morning attacked with chills and the initiatory

symptoms of fever, a frequent and very weak pulse and red tongue, also great

tenderness in the epigastric region, with frequent vomiting. The above symp-

toms continued without intermission until terminated in death, at 11 o'clock

P. M., on June 18, 1862. The autopsy, ten hours after death, confirmed the

previous diagnosis of acute gastroenteritis. The coats of the stomach were

found to be intensely congested, with disorganization of the mucous membrane,

which appeared to be greatest about the greater curvature of the stomach.

The fracture was found firmly consolidated, with abundant deposition of pro-

visional callus." The specimen consists of the upper half of the fractured femur,

showing partial union at right angles and the shaft roughened by the action of

pus, also callus somewhat copiously thrown out and entangling the fragments,

but the inner surfaces being carious.

Cask 37r>.—Private E. Smith, Co. C, 121st New York, was wounded at

Fredericksburg, May 3, 18G3. Surgeon E. F. Taylor, 1st New Jersey, noted his admission to the field hospital of the 1st division,

Sixth Corps, with "shot wound of thigh," and his transfer to general hospital June 13th. Surgeon A. Heger, U. S. A., con-

tributed the specimen, shown in the adjoining wood-cut (Fig. 142), with the following description of the case: "The patient was

wounded by a round ball, causing fracture of the left femur at the upper third. He was admitted to hospital at Point Lookout,

June 14th, very much reduced, abscesses and sinuses extending through the whole thigh from the pelvis to the knee. He

Fin. 141.—Left femur shat-

tered below trochanters. Spec.

Flo. 142.— Shot frac-

ture of left femur. Callofl

without union. Spec. 1810.
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seemed to g:iin a little strength, but died July 11, 1863, from exhaustion." The specimen consists of a portion of the femur

with the missile attached. The bone was shattered below the trochanters and shows considerable effusion of callus, but no union

seems to have occurred.

Case 376.—Private M. Sullimn, Co. K, 6th Louisiana, aged 30 years, was wounded at Antietam, September 17, 1862,

and admitted to hospital at Frederick two weeks afterwards. Assistant Surgeon E. F. Weir. U. S. A., recorded the following

history: "The patient was wounded by five balls. The first entered about one and a half inches above and a little inside of the

left patella, and, passing through, fractured and comminuted the femur, and emerged on the outside about three and a half inches

above the knee joint. The second ball entered, the left thigh near the junction with the perinsEum, merely making a flesh wound.

The third entered about three and a half inches below and a little posterior to the trochanters of the right thigh, fracturing the

femur, and, going directly through, emerged at the junction of the thigh with the perinooum. The fourth missile produced a flesh

wound, entering just over the junction of the dorsal and lumbar vertebra, and was not found; and

the fifth grazed the left thigh posteriorly at the junction of the upper and middle thirds. After

the battle he was carried to the White House Hospital, where bis limbs were placed in long board

splints, and in that condition he was sent to the Seminary Hospital at

Frederick, where the splints were removed and Buck's apparatus was

substituted, with two bricks on each leg for extension. No bone was

extracted. Two abscesses formed, one near the right knee, which was

opened and discharged copious quantities of bloody pus. The wounds

in the right thigh also discharged considerable quantities of curdy mat-

ter. The second abscess was opened near the first and the discharge was

similar in character. While in the Seminary the patient's treatment con-

sisted of tonics and stimulants. On January 15, 1863, when admitted to

hospital No. 1, both limbs were very much swollen, and tight bandages '

were ordered to be applied. On the 17th an abscess made its appearance

on the posterior part of the right thigh just below the buttock, and the

ball, which had entered the back and could not be discovered at first, was

taken out with two pieces of bone, one being about two inches long and one

and a half inches wide, and the other a small fragment, 23d, the limbs

, are slowly improving and are considerably reduced in size, the left leg no. 144.—United shot fracture

ture of lowest third of left measuring thirty-three inches and the right one thirty-two and a half s«"
p
$88i.

,h'"1 ** neht !emnl'

femur. Spec. 3882.
inches; general health tolerable; treatment consisting of iron and quinine,

with generous diet. 28th, opened an abscess on left side of left knee; abscess under right thigh gradually healing. 30th, a

bloody sanious pus is being discharged from the abscess in the left knee, and the burrowing includes a space of about eight inches

square. Introduced a tent into the opening of both abscesses. The patient's bowels being rather costive, three compound

cathartic pills were given. February 1st, abscesses looking well and gradually filling up with healthy granulations; patient

slowly improving. 9th, general condition not so good; has some hectic fever at night, also diarrhoea. Abscesses healing and

limbs appear to be doing well. 17th. slowly improving; appetite better. Discovered a sinus leading from the external wound
of the left thigh posteriorly, at the bottom of which there is some necrosed bone. 21st, abscess on knee cicatrized; small

abscess making its appearance on the anterior aspect of the upper third of left thigh; discbarge from sinus increased; wound
on right thigh discharging considerable healthy pus. Patient had a chill this morning. His bowels being constipated, castor

oil was prescribed. March 3d, improving. Abscess on under surface of upper third of right thigh is closing up, but a portion

of the necrosed femur is yet felt by the probe. The left thigh is discharging healthy pus, and from its external wound an

abscess opened extending about two inches, from which there is now protruding it large portion of necrosed hone, which will

he removed by exsection as soon as the patient's health will permit. 13th, general health improving; sinus discharging as

usual. Wound in posterior aspect of thigh probed and found to be very extensive; necrosed bone apparently covered by

healthy granulations. April 5th, patient rapidly improving; has an excellent appetite; bowels regular. Wounds on posterior

aspect of right thigh entirely closed and the other wounds doing well. 15th, patient has had a severe attack of erysipelas in

his left leg, also a high fever and attacks of vomiting; leg much inflamed and greatly swollen. It was painted with tincture

of iodine and lead and opium wash was applied. Stimulants were also ordered. 20th, considerable swelling of the knee joiut.

Urine was drawn off, he being unable to pass it. 22d, patient much worse. An incision was made near the right knee joint and

a large quantity of pus discharged. The urine was again drawn off. Death occurred April 22, 1863. Post-mortem examination

five hours after death : On opening the chest pleuritic adhesions were found on both sides; lungs healthy and partially covered

with seropurulent lymph; liver highly congested and fatty and weighing fourteen ounces; kidneys weighing eight ounces, of

light color, and external surface mottled; heart healthy and weighing eight ounces." The pathological specimens represented in

the wood-cuts were contributed to the Museum by Acting Assistant Surgeon G. M. Paullin. FIGURE 144 shows the right femur

united with two inches shortening after fracture in the upper third, a large fragment being bound fast, a small sequestrum nearly

loose, the ends well rounded, and the lower extremity diseased as far as the condyles. The other specimen (FJG. 143) consists

of the lower third of the left femur; showing a fracture firmly united by profuse bone deposits, with lateral deformity and two

and a half inches shortening, the lower fragment forming an angle with the shaft of about fifteen degrees forward.

Cask 377.—Private William Ziliox, Co. F, 29th New York, aged 31 years, was wounded at Chancellorsville, May 3,

1863. He was standing erect and in the act of firing. The missile, a conoidal ball, entered the outer and middle portion of the

left thigh, passed upward, fractured the femur, and lodged in the surrounding muscles. He was left on the battle-field and fell

into the hands of the enemy, and received no treatment until his return within our lines, May 15, 1863. He was then admitted

into the field hospital of the Eleventh Corps, at Brook's Station, where his leg was dressed in splints. On June 14th, he was

admitted into the Lincoln Hospital, Washington. Assistant Surgeon H. Allen, U. S. A., reports: " When admitted his affected

Surg. Ill—24
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FIO. 145.—Shot
fracture of upper
third of left femur.
Spec. 1761.

I'm. M(i.—Shot fracture

of right femur below tro-

chanters. Spec. 2D3.

limb looked as though no extension had been employed. The ball had not been extracted, there was no union, and there was

four and a half inches shortening. Acting Assistant Surgeon D. Weisel, under whose care the patient was placed, removed the

splints and applied the anterior splint. This treatment was continued until June 20th, when, suppuration becoming so great,

fear was entertained of pus burrowing toward the hip joint, and it was discontinued, and sand bag supports anil extension,

produced by a bag of stones suspended by a rope run through a pulley and attached to the base of the foot, substituted. The
case progressed favorably. August 1st, small abscesses appeared near the knee, not, however, troublesome. There was little

burrowing of pus. August 7th, Dr. Weisel opened a small abscess on the posterior portion of the thigh immediately behind the

se.at of fracture. August 26th, several spiculae of bone were extracted through this opening, together with the

bullet, which was flattened and contorted to a very irregular form. Early in September, the pus was observed

extending down the inner side of the thigh and opening two inches above the interna]

condyle of the femur. By pressure pus could, at any time, be made to pass out of this

opening, it, no doubt, communicating with the injury above. The constitutional symp-

toms were still favorable. October 1st, effusion in the knee joint of the corresponding

side was first noticed; the skin over the joint had an erysipelatous hue, and the joint

was swollen. It was at first thought that the opening on the inside of the thigh com-

municated with the joint, and that pyarthrosis was caused thereby; but it was afterwards

thought to be a case of suppurative arthritis and in no direct way connected with the

pus-producing surface about the seat of fracture. From the first appearance of this

complication the patient sank rapidly, the tongue became dry and brown, the stomach

rejected all aliment; hiccough was a constant and distressing symptom. Severe pain

was experienced in the limb. These signs of constitutional exhaustion continued with-

out relief until the day of his death, October 0, 1863." The secondary inflammation of

the knee joint is shown in Plate XXV, opposite p. 184. The fractured femur, show-

ing fractures in the upper third, large deposits of callus, but without union, is Spec. 17(11

of the Surgical Section, A. M. M. (Fig. 145.)

Case 378.—Private W. Reed, Co. II, b3d Pennsylvania, aged 29 years, was
wounded and captured at Gaines's Wills, June '27, 1862. He remained in the hands of

the enemy for a month, when he was paroled and conveyed to Philadelphia. Acting

Assistant Surgeon R. P. Thomas, in charge of the Episcopal Church Hospital, recorded

the following description of the wound and its result: "The ball entered the outer side

of the right thigh about five inches below the anterior superior spinous process of the

ilium, fractured the femur, and made its exit on a horizontal line with the point of entrance and five incites from it. The man
entered this hospital on July 30th in a miserable condition. The thigh was much shortened, and an opening formed in the

buttock within four inches of the wound of exit, discharging very freely and resulting from the passage of a piece of bone. The
patient was also suffering from diarrhoea and a diphtheritic exudation in the mouth and fauces. He was taking stimulants and

chlorate of potassa. Death resulted on September 26, 1862, from pyajmia and exhaustion. The post-mortem showed no metas-

tatic abscess. The femur was found to be extensively fractured high up and to consist mainly of two fragments, around the

free ends of which and adherent to them were several other pieces of large size. The specimen, represented in the cut (FlG. 146),

was contributed by Acting Assistant Surgeon A. C. Bournonville, and shows considerable deposit of callus imprisoning the larger

fragments and affording partial union.

Case 379.—Private E. Vchorn, Co. F, 13th South Carolina, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863, and was treated in

hospital at Chester. Acting Assistant Surgeon B. Brinton contributed the specimen, shown in the annexed cut (Fig. 147), and

described the injury as a "shot wound of the right hip, fracturing the femur near its neck. Patient died of exhaustion October

13, 1863." The specimen consists of the upper portion of the femur, showing oblique fracture through

the lesser trochanter, with a moderate deposit of callus, but without union.

CASE 330.—Private T. Manley, Co. A, 63d New York, aged 26 years,

was wounded at Gettysburg, July 2, 1863, and admitted to Camp Letterman

one month afterwards. Acting Assistant Surgeon R. S. L. Walsh described

the injury as a "compound fracture of the upper third of the right femur," and

reported: "There is no history of the case previous to admission. The gen-

eral health of the patient is good; the wound discharging profusely. Tonics

and stimulants were given, and the limb treated by the double-inclined plane.

The patient did tolerably well for some days, but his general condition became

worse about August 31st." Acting Assistant Surgeon J. Newcombe, into

whose hands the case passed on September 4th, reported the following termina-

tion : "On taking charge of the patient he was sinking rapidly. The fracture

147 S l l()t f,.ac ture was disunited and the limb was shortened about five inches. The patient was
of left femur through also troubled with profuse night sweats and had a large bed-sore on his back.
lossGr troclmntcr Onl 1 us
without union. Spec.'XHO. He died September 8, 1863, of exhaustion. At the post-mortem examination the

fractured ends were found overlapping each other, the lower being, as usual,

drawn upward and inward by the adductor muscles, while the upper was carried forward by the psoas and iliacus and outward

by the external rotators. The fracture ran obliquely upward and inward, and considerable callus had been thrown out on the

inner side only. A false joint had formed between the fragments, the lower playing in a rude socket formed by the upper, and

both being covered by a dense, smooth, glistening, and apparently fibrous membrane." The pathological specimen (Fig. 148)

consists of the upper portion of the injured femur, and was contributed by Acting Assistant Surgeon E. P. Townsend.

FIG. 148.—Shot fracture of
right femur below trochan-
ters, ('alius without union.
Spec. 1935.
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by

Shot Fractures of the Middle Third of the Femur treated by Conservation.—Eight

hundred and fifty-five cases of shot fracture of the middle third of the fenmr treated with-

out operation were collected from the registers in this Office. In thirteen instances the

result could not be ascertained; five hundred patients recovered and three hundred and

forty-two died, a mortality of 40.6 per cent.

Cases of Recovery after Shot Fractures of the Middle Third of the Femur treated

Conservation.—The five hundred cases of recovery after shot fracture of the middle

third of the femur included four hundred and twenty-one Union, and seventy-nine Confed-

erate soldiers. In two hundred and eight cases the injury was on the right, and in two

hundred and sixty-seven on the left side:

Case 381.—Private J. H. Green, Co. E, 14th New York Heavy Artillery, aged 46 years, was wounded at Bethesda

Church, June 2, 1364, and admitted to the field hospital of the 1st division, Ninth Corps, where Surgeon M. K. llogan, U. S. V.,

recorded: ''Gunshot fracture of right thigh." Two days afterwards the wounded man was moved to the Depot Hospital of the

Ninth Corps, and on June 14th he readied Washington. Acting Assistant Surgeon H. A. Robbins reported: "He was admitted

to Armory Square Hospital, having been wounded by a colloidal ball, which entered the anterior aspect of the right thigh at a

point above the junction of the middle and lower thirds, producing comminuted fracture, and made its exit at a point on tho

posterior surface opposite to that of entrance. The limb was treated in Hodgen's splint without extension. Muring the month

of March, 186'>, several spiculas of bone were removed, varying in size, the longest being two and a half inches in length. These

were extracted without enlarging the opening. The patient came under my care June 1, 1865. The bone is now united with

five and a half inches shortening. The femur is bowed out and the foot is considerably inverted. The knee joint is considerably

stiffened, so that it can only be flexed to an angle of about twenty degrees. About one ounce of healthy pus is now discharged

during twenty-four hours. The patient's health is very good." On July 6th he was brought to the Army Medical Museum,
when the photograph, shown in the cut (FlG. 149), was taken. On the following day he was transferred to the Ira Harris

Hospital at Albany, whence Assistant Surgeon J. H. Armsby,

U. S. V., contributed a cast of the injured limb {Cat. Surg.

Sect. 1866, p 535, Spec. 1356). The patient was discharged

from service October 3, 1865, and pensioned. Examiner S. L
Parmelee, of Gouverneur, New York, certified, September 4,

1873: "The ball entered five inches above the knee, anteriorly,

fracturing the femur, and splitting, with two points of emer-

gence, on the posterior aspect of the thigh. Result : Stiff knee

;

femur curved outward at an angle of twenty degrees," etc. At

a subsequent examination substantially the same was reported.

The pensioner was paid March 4, 1879.

Case 382—Private W. D. Gilbert, Co. C, 6th Vermont,

aged CO years, was wounded in the right thigh at the Wilder-

ness, May 5, 1864. Three weeks afterwards lie arrived at

Alexandria and entered the Mansion House Hospital, whence

Surgeon C. Page, U. S. A., reported the injury as a "shot

fracture of the middle third of the femur." Subsequently the

patient was transferred to Sickels Hospital, and lastly to Sloan,

Montpelier. Surgeon II. Janes, U. S. V., in charge of the latter

hospital, contributed the following history: "The patient, a

man of strong constitution, was wounded by a minie ball, which

passed through the thigh at the junction of the middle and

lower thirds, comminuting the femur for several inches. The

day after the injury he was sent by ambulance to Fredericks-

burg, no retentive apparatus having been applied, and two

weeks later he was moved by cai* and boat to Alexandria, the

limb being kept in a fracture-box during the trip. At Alex-

andria, it was put upon an anterior splint and extension was

made by brick and pulley. In June several pieces of bone

were removed. Suppuration was profuse, and about August

1st his appetite failed and lie became so much debilitated that

his life was despaired of. After this he gradually but slowly

improved, though not without occasional relapses. On January 1, 1865, the splint was removed and the patient allowed to sit at

the bedside, and no retentive apparatus was used for more than two or three days after that time. About the last of January

he could walk about the ward on crutches, though unable to bear any weight upon the limb. On March 17th the patient was

transferred to this hospital, during which journey the limb became considerably inflamed, resulting iu his confinement to bed

for three days. On May 29th the limb, having again become inflamed and discharging very offensive pus, was freely opened for

I'l . 1 •!!>.— shot fracture of mid-
dle third of ripht femur. [From
a photograph.]

Fin. 150.—Shot fracture of middle third

of right femur. [From a photograph.]
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about four inches, and 6everal large pieces of necrosed bone, one of which measured one by three inches, were removed. The

cavity in the callus, which contained these fragments, was found to be large and seemed to extend quite or nearly to the can-

cellated structure of the condyles. After the operation suppuration became healthy and the wound mended rapidly for four

weeks, when the improvement became checked. On September 7th, the limb was again laid open freely and a small piece of

bone was removed, after which there was no further interruption in the progress of the patient up to October 12, 1885, when he

was discharged from service. At this time the wound still suppurated to the amount of two ounces per day, and a considerable

cavity existed between the ends of the bone, but no necrosis could be detected by the probe. The limb was shortened three

inches, and there was ligamentous anchylosis of the knee joint, permitting the patient to move it about ten degrees. He was in

general good health, able to bear half his weight on the injured leg for a short time, and seemed to have a fair prospect of obtain-

ing a usefid limb. There had been no haemorrhage, gangrene, or diarrhcea since the injury, and his appetite had been good

nearly all the time, having taken nutritious food freely and stimulants moderately." Examiner W. McCollom, of Woodstock,

Vermont, November 14, 18G5, certified to the injury, and stated: "The bone has united with three inches shortening. Exfolia-

tions are thrown off occasionally, and the wound in the soft tissues has not entirely healed. He is totally disabled from performing

manual labor at present.'' Examiner O. W. Sherwin stated, September 4, 1873: "There is considerable loss of tissue, and the

knee is permanently Hexed so as to keep the heel two inches from the floor," and, in September, 1877, he reported the following:

"During the present year a large abscess formed at the seat of the injury, with exfoliation of bone. I attended him during two

months of confinement in bed from the aforesaid cause." A card photograph of the patient, taken at the Sloan Hospital, was

contributed by Surgeon Janes {Card I'liotos, A. M. M., Vol. 2, p. 22), an enlarged copy of which, taken at the Army Medical

Museum (Surg. Phot. Series, No. 130), is represented in the cut (ElG. 150). The pensioner was paid March 4, 1879.

Cake 383.—Lieutenant J. Buckley, Regimental Quartermaster of the 140th New York, aged 22 years, was wounded at

Spottsylvania, May 8, 18G1, by a mini6 ball, which fractured the right thigh at the middle third. From the field he was, on

May 12th, admitted to hospital at Alexandria, and five days afterwards he was transferred to the Seminary Hospital, George-

town. Surgeon II. W. Ducachet, U. S. V., in charge of the latter, reported the character of the injury and that the patient

remained under treatment until November 12th, when he obtained a leave of absence and departed for his home. On January

13, 1865, Lieutenant Buckley was mustered out of service and pensioned. Dr. T. M. Flandrau, formerly Surgeon 14Gth New
York, who saw this officer at the time of the injury, and also after he left the service, communicated his observations in March,

1870, as follows: "I decided to save the limb, and, aided by Surgeon H. C. Dean, 140th New York, dressed it in Smith's anterior

splint, suspending it from the bows of an army wagon, in which, with his servant steadying the foot, he was carried to Belle

Plain. When he reached the Georgetown Hospital the thigh was found shortened five inches. During the second, third, and

fourth months after the injury he was treated by an extension weight of sixteen pounds, a counter-extending baud, and lateral

sand bags. On August 20th he had three profuse haemorrhages, jeopardizing his life, which were controlled without operation.

He used crutches when leaving the hospital, but threw them aside five months afterwards. He has since been employed as a

bookkeeper. There is two and a half inches shortening, and the knee is somewhat stiffened. A fistulous opening still exists on

the back of the thigh and discharges a little. The limb is very useful, and the limp is not conspicuous." The Utica Examining

Board reported, January 3, 1872: * » * "There has been extensive exfoliation of bone, leaving several deep cicatrices, and

there is still an open sinus extending to the bone and attended with bloody sanious discharge, indicating that there is still disease

of the bone," etc. Examiner C. B. Coventry, September 6, 1873, certified to several pieces of bone having been removed, some

of them since the previous examination. The pensioner was paid March 4, 1879. Fig. 1 of Plate LX, opp., is a representa-

tion of a photograph of the pensioner, taken in Rome, New York, March, 1870, which was contributed by Dr. Flandrau, and

copied at the Army Medical Museum. {Surg. Phot. Scries, No. 2GG, A. M. M.)

Case 384.—Private J. Hamilton, Co. I, 1st Delaware, aged 19 years, was accidentally shot, while on picket duty at

Camp Hamilton, November 24, 1831. On the following day lie was admitted to Hygeia Hospital, Fort Monroe, whence Surgeon

R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V., reported : "Gunshot fracture of right thigh, above the middle, by a conical ball. The bone, though

considerably comminuted, finally united at the expiration of five weeks ; suppuration and exfoliation kept up with occasional

intermission until June, 18G2. The wounds were, at times, dilated with sponge tents to keep them free. Constant slight exten-

sion was used, and some portions of bone were removed from time to time. On June 14, 1862, the patient was discharged from

service, and sent home with limb sound and shortened not more than an inch." Examiner D. W. Maull, of Wilmington, Del-

aware, certified to "shot fracture of the femur and shortening of the limb, with pain and occasional suppuration." A Pension

Examining Board reported, in September, 1877: "An inch shortening; deep cicatrices; one of the wounds has been suppurating

within six weeks, when a piece of dead bone came out." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1879. Photographs of the patient

were furnished by Surgeon Bontecou (I'hotos. of Surgical Cases, Vol. 8, No. 54, and Card Photos., Vol. 2, p. 21, and Vol. 3, p-

22), an enlarged copy of which (Surg. Phot. Series, No. 119) is represented in FlG. 2 of Plate LX, opp.

Case 385.—Sergeant A. Ryder, Co. B, 121st New York, aged 22 years, was wounded before Petersburg, April 2, 18G5,

and admitted to the field hospital of the 1st division, Sixth Corps, where Surgeon R. Sharpe, 15th New Jersey, noted: "Shot

fracture of left thigh; splints applied." On the day following the injury the wounded man was sent to the Depot Hospital at

City Point, and, on April 12th, he was transferred to Armory Square Hospital, Washington, whence Acting Assistant Surgeon

G. K. Smith reported the following history: "The wound was caused by a conoidal ball, which struck the femur about six

inches above the patella, fracturing the 6haft of the bone and lodging. But slight constitutional disturbance took place, and

the quantity of discharge from the wound was very moderate. The position of the ball could not be ascertained. The patient

was treated on Dr. Gurdon Buck's plan. Two weeks after his admission, the injured limb was found to be shortened one and

one-quarter inches. By June 9th the wound had healed, but bony union was still incomplete and extension by weights was

continued. On July 8th the femur was found to be firmly consolidated, and the patient was allowed to go about on crutches.

He was mustered out of service August 2, 1865, his general health being good and his injured leg shortened less than an inch."

Examiner J. C. Tibbets, of Warsaw, New York, certified, October 14, 1872: "The ball passed through the rectus muscle,

fractured the bone, and lodged in the posterior part of the thigh among the muscles, where it still remains. The muscles in the
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back of the leg and thigh are contracted, so that walking or even much resting on the limb causes spasms (cramps), etc." The
pensioner was paid March 4, 1879. His photograph, taken at the Army Medical Museum on July 25, 1865 (Surg. Phot.

Series, No. 72), is represented in Fig. 1 of Plate LXI.

Case 386.—Private J. Friederick, Co. F, 127th New York, aged 19 years, was wounded in the right thigh at Honey
Hill, November 30, 18G4. Assistant Surgeon J. F. Huber, U. S. V., reported his admission to hospital at Hilton Head, on the

day following the injury, with "compound fracture of femur, treated with splints," and his transfer to Washington, May 7, 18C5,

but gave no account of the progress of the case. The following notes were furnished

by Acting Assistant Surgeon G. K. Smith, from Armory Square Hospital, and by

Assistant Surgeon W. Webster, U. S. A., in charge of DeCamp Hospital, David's

Island, New York. The wound was caused by a round ball, which entered the

inner side of the thigh at its middle third, passing obliquely outward and forward,

fracturing the femur and lodging. An attempt to stand on the limb after receiving

the injury caused the thigh to bend to an obtuse angle at the seat of the fracture.

The wounded man was placed on a shelter tent and conveyed to a steamboat, about

eight miles distant, no examination of the wound having been made and no local

support having been applied to the broken bone. During the night following the

injury the ball was removed through an incision on the external aspect of the thigh.

Cold-water applications were used, and a partial support was given by an arrange-

ment of blankets around the parts. On arriving at the Hilton Head Hospital a

surgical examination was made under chloroform, but with no operative result, the

limb being exceedingly tumefied. Smith's anterior suspensory apparatus was then

applied, and the topical applications of cold water were continued. This treatment

was kept up until January 7th, when side splints, extending below the foot, were

substituted, and the limb was maintained in a straight position. This apparatus

was continued for nearly two months, and during this stage of the treatment the

swelling greatly subsided, and about a half dozen pieces of bone were removed by the

attending surgeon at various intervals. The largest of these is represented to have

been about three inches long, one-half inch wide, and one-eighth inch thick. An
abscess also opened, spontaneously, about two inches below Poupart's ligament,

In the latter part of March the side splints gave way to a fracture-box, the cold-

water dressings being still persevered in. On May 1st all local supports by means

of splints were cast aside, bandages and pillows being sufficient from that period in

consequence of the advanced stage of bony consolidation. On May 10th, when the

patient was admitted to Armory Square Hospital, the fractured femur had firmly

united, with seven inches shortening, a marked deformity by an outward curvature

of the thigh, and very limited motion of the knee joint. There was still a slight dis-

charge, and the extremity of the upper fragment lapping by the lower fragment

presented itself on the outer aspect of the limb, close to the external condyle, at which point the skin was ulcerated through,

exposing the end of the bone. By June 1st the patient's recovery was so far advanced as to enable him to walk about the ward
with the aid of crutches. About the last of June, however, he was compelled to resume his bed in consequence of the appear-

ance of an abscess on the outer side of the thigh, which was opened and gave exit to about eight ounces of sanious and offensive

pus. Up to this time the purulent discharges from the wound had been moderate in quantity and healthy in character. On July

5th, however, the several openings were attacked by gangrene, which rapidly extended up the thigh and destroyed the skin and

superficial and deep fascia nearly the whole length of its external surface. This disease was, at length, arrested by the appli-

cation of bromine, and by August 15th the wound had become filled with granulations, and cicatrization was progressive. On
August 17th the patient was transferred to Douglas Hospital, where a subsequent exploration of the limb resulted in the removal

of six small sequestra from the external wound. Simple dressings were now used, and no further operative interference was
required in the case until after the arrival of the patient at DeCamp Hospital, where he was transferred on October 23d. At

this date he was strong enough to walk from the steamboat landing to his ward on crutches, and his general health was excellent.

There were three apertures, two on the external and one on the posterior surface of the thigh, from which pus of a healthy

appearance found exit in small quantities. An examination of the wound by means of a probe revealed secondary splinters, but

not sufficiently approachable to warrant an attempt at their removal. The amount of new osseous deposit was considerable, but

unfortunately the sequestra were found so intimately embedded in it as to cause their removal to be attended with great difficulty

and even impossibility, and involving the sacrifice of so much new growth as to endanger the limb. On February 25, 1866, how-

ever, the further removal of necrotic pieces was induced by constitutional symptoms, which manifested themselves and indicated

local irritation. Portions of the iuvolucrum were removed by the trephine and chisel, where necessary for the purpose, and small

masses of dead bone were extracted from each of the orifices. One of the pieces, deeply situated, measured about two inches

in length. As a seeming consequence of the operation the unfavorable constitutional symptoms entirely disappeared, and the

condition of the; patient and his wounds became highly satisfactory." In June following he was supplied with an apparatus for

the injured limb by E. D. Hudson, of New York City, and four months later he left for his home, having been discharged from

service November 25, 1865, but re-admitted to the hospital one month afterwards. The Examining Board of Augusta, Maine,

certified, in May, 1873, and in December, 1876: "The leg is withered and badly deformed, and there are discharging ulcers

all the time. He can perform no manual labor of any kind, and is confined to his bed a large part of the time. The leg, from

knee to foot, is nothing but skin and bone." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1879. The wood-cut (Fig. 151) represents a

photograph of the patient, taken August 15, 1865. (Photo's of Surgical Cases, Vol. 9, p. 16, and Surg. Phot. Series, No. 90.)

Fig. 151.—Shut fracture of middle third of right

femur. [From a photograph.

|
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Card photographs, taken at a subsequent date at the DeCamp Hospital, were contributed by Assistant Surgeon Webster.
(Card rhoto's, Vol. 2, p. 22, A. M. M.)

Case 387.—Private T. Miller, Co. G, 116th Pennsylvania, aged 18 years, was wounded at the Wilderness, May 5, 1864,

and admitted to Armory Square Hospital, Washington, three weeks afterwards. Surgeon D. W. Bliss, U. S. V., described the

injury as a "fracture of the upper third of the left femur, caused by a minio ball," but the progress of the case, further than an

attack of pleuro-pneumonia, in March, 1805, was not reported. On August 15, 1865, the patient was transferred to Harewood
Hospital, whence Surgeon R. ]i. Bontecou, II. S. V., reported the following history: "When admitted he was convalescent from

a wound of the thigh, the missile entering and fracturing the femur at the junction of the tipper and middle thirds, passing

through and coming out on the inner side, near the tuberosity of the ischium. According to the patient's statement his constitu-

tional condition at the time of the injury was very good, although the wound was very painful. Severe haemorrhage followed

the injury, with great tumefaction of the whole limb. The fracture box was used and counter-extension, and the treatment was
supporting throughout. The patient had so far recovered as to be able to be about on crutches. The thigh had shortened

about two incites and three-fourths; but otherwise the man was in good condition and in a fair way of having a useful limb."

Two weeks afterwards he was transferred to Mower Hospital, and subsequently to the Post Hospital at Philadelphia, and in

October he was finally sent to Harrisburg to be mustered out, his term of service having expired July 14, 1865. An apparatus

for the injured limb was furnished on December 6, 1805, by J. M. Gemrig, of Philadelphia. Dr. J. A. McArthur, Surgeon of

the Soldiers' Home. Philadelphia. October 17, I860, certified to anchylosis of the knee joint as resulting from the injury, and

described the wound as still open anil requiring treatment. The Philadelphia Examining Board reported "almost complete

anchylosis of the knee," in September, 1873, and two years afterwards the same Board stated: "The femur is curved antero-

posterior^-—concavity forward. There are several scars on the front of the thigh, where spicules were removed, and the

muscular structure of the thigh is much wasted. He alleges constant pain in walking." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1871).

A photograph of the patient, taken at the Harewood Hospital in October, 1805, was contributed by Surgeon Bontecou, and

copied at the Army Medical Museum. (Photos, of Surgical Vases, Vol. 8, No. 142, and Surf/. Phot. Scries, No. 114, A. M. M.)

A representation is shown in Fig. 2 of Plate LXI, opp.

Case 388.—Private H. Shetter, Co. D, 7th Wisconsin, aged 30 years, was wounded at Gravelly Run, March 31, 1805,

and admitted to the field hospital of the 3d division, Fifth Corps, where Surgeon A. S. Coe, 147th New York, recorded: "Frac-

ture of middle third of right thigh by a minio ball." On the second day after the injury the wounded man was moved to the

Depot Hospital at City Point, and several days later he was sent to Washington. Acting Assistant Surgeon G. K. Smith

reported the following history: "The patient was admitted to Armory Square Hospital April 5th. The missile had entered the

external portion of the thigh, producing fracture and lodging. On April 19th, a small opening ulcerated through the skin on

the inner side of the thigh, about two inches below the perinaeum, through which the ball was removed by the forceps. The

limb wtis bandaged in its whole length and laid upon a mattress, being supported by sand bags and extended by weight and

pulley. On J uly 5th I he patient was able to ride about the ward in an invalid chair, and a few days later he walked on crutches.

By July 16th the bone had firmly united, with only one inch shortening, though there was still a slight discharge from the

wound. The patient's general health was remarkably good." He was subsequently transferred to Harvey Hospital, Madison,

and ultimately discharged from Camp Randall November 15, 1805, Acting Assistant Surgeou A. W. Greenleaf certifying to

"shortening and total loss of power and strength of the limb." Examiner A. J. Ward, of Madison, Wisconsin, on September 8,

1873, reported over three inches shortening of the limb and anchylosis of the knee joint; and two years later he stated that the

pensioner "will never be any better." The pensioner was paid March 4, 18~9. Fig. 2 of Plate LXII, opp. p. 192, is a copy

of a photograph of the patient, taken at the Army Medical Museum on July 10, 1805. (Surr/. Phot. Scries, No. 71, A. M. M.)

Case 389.—Private II. E. Gumberts, Co. E, 136th Indiana, aged 18 years, was shot in the left thigh, at Camp Carrington,

May 13, 18 i4. Acting Assistant Surgeon J. M. Kitchen reported his admission to hospital at Indianapolis on the day of the

injury, and described the wound as a "fracture of the femur, caused by a musket ball." The patient was discharged by reason

of expiration of service September 2, 1804, and subsequently he was placed on the Pension Rolls. In January, 1806, Dr.

Kitchen communicated that he received a letter from the man stating that he could "run and jump as well as ever," and repre-

senting "the injured limb, with the exception of a little shortening, just as good and useful as the other." Examiner H. M.
Harvey, of Evansville, Indiana, certified, August 12, 1871: "The ball entered the thigh about midway between the knee and

hip joints, on its outer aspect, passed inward, backward, and slightly downward, fracturing the shaft of the femur in its course,

and emerging on the inner side of the limb. There is a large amount of callus around the seat of the fracture, and the limb is

shortened about one and one-quarter inches. He complains of pain in the knee joint, and cannot completely flex the leg upon

the thigh." At a subsequent examination the pain in the knee was reported to be increasing. The pensioner was paid June 4,

1879. His photograph was obtained in July, 1800, and contributed by Dr. Kitchen to the Museum, where it was copied.

(Sury. Phot. Series, No. 153, A. M. M.) A representation of it appears in Fig. 1 of Plate LXII, opp. p. 192.

Of the four hundred and twenty-one Union soldiers discharged the service on account

of shot fracture of the middle third of femur, thirty-three have died in the course of four-

teen years since the close of the war, and one committed suicide. In the following two

instances the patients died nine and twelve years after the reception of the injury:

Case 390.—Captain R. T. Shillinglaw, Co. I, 79th New York, aged 32 years, was wounded in the left thigh, both

upper extremities, and the right temple, at Bull Run, July 21, 1861. The injury of the thigh was caused by a conoidal ball,

which fractured the femur obliquely at the middle third. He was made a prisoner and conveyed to Richmond, where the frac-

ture was treated at the Alms House Hospital, by a Desault splint for one week, and by Smith's anterior splint for twelve weeks

subsequently. Slight suppuration continued for nearly a year after the injury, with occasional elimination of bits of necrosed
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FIO. 153.—Shot fracture . f middle third
of left femur. [From a photograph*]

bone. Having been exchanged on December 31, 1861, he proceeded to his home in New York City, where he was treated, for a

time, by his family physician. Some months afterwards he returned to the field, and served as Acting Aid-de-Catnp to General

Wilcox until January 20, 1863, when he resigned the service. In August following. Captain Shillinglaw was commissioned

in the Veteran Reserve Corps, in which organization he remained until August 2, I860,

when he was finally mustered out and pensioned. After leaving the service he took up his

residence in Washington City, and obtained employment in the U. S. Treasury Department.

The photograph, represented in the annexed cut (Fig. 152), was obtained in June, 1866,

when he visited the Army Medical Museum. At that time* the injured limb was shortened

nearly three inches, but he could walk briskly and without a limp. He used no cane and

experienced little or no inconvenience from his wounds. Examiner J. Phillips certified,

February 6, 1869: ''Gunshot wound of left, thigh, left arm, right hand and arm, and right

temple. Compound comminuted fracture of thigh bone. The bone has united crookedly,

and is about three inches shorter than its fellow; the muscles are attenuated, and the nerves

of the limb so affected that he is constantly suffering. Gunshot wound of left elbow joint;

ball lodged near t lie joint, which is now so weakened as to be unserviceable for labor.

Flesh wound of right hand from piece of shell. The right arm was pierced by a piece of

shell, scraping the bone. This wound impairs the usefulness of the limb. A ball struck the

right parietal bone. He suffers but little from this wound." This pensioner died April 14,

1870, of consumption, superinduced by an attack of pleuro-pneumonia and gunshot wounds.

Case 391.—Private J. Moran, Co. K, 25th Ohio, aged 22 years, was wounded at Bull

Run, August 30, 1862, and admitted to hospital at Alexandria four days afterwards. Surgeon

E. Bentley, U. S. V., reported: "A ball entered on the anterior side of the left thigh, at the

top of the middle third, passed though the limb, fracturing the bone, and emerged on the

inner side of the thigh, at the bottom of the middle third. The patient was treated by rest

and position, and the bone united with considerable shortening. He was discharged from

hospital January 30, 1863." The man subsequently joined the Veteran Reserve Corps, and

was ultimately discharged from service Marcli 28, 1865, and pensioned. Examiner S. S.

Thorn, of Toledo, Ohio, October 3, 1865, certified to the "shot fracture of the femur, fol-

lowed by three and a half inches shortening, anchylosis of knee, and impaired power of

limb;" also to "the wound being still open and exfoliating bone." Examiner S. M. Smith,

of Columbus, one year later reported the injured femur as affected with necrosis, and Exam-
iner T. A. Reamy, of Cincinnati, in September, 18/3, describes the "muscles firmly adherent to the bone at the point of the

injury, an open sinus communicating with the bone anteriorly, and great angular deformity at the union of the fractured bone."

The attending physician of the pensioner certified that he died November 11, 1874, of debility superinduced by necrosis of the

injured femur, which was attended by continued exfoliation and suppuration.

Fatal Cases of Shot Fractures of the Middle Third of the Femur treated by Con-

servation.—Three hundred and forty-two cases of shot fracture of the middle third of the

femur treated by conservation had fatal terminations. Eighty-six were Confederate and

two hundred and seventy-four Union soldiers

:

Case 392.—Private J. Sbimrock, Co. A, 55th Ohio, aged 20 years, was wounded at Chancellorsville, May 3, 1863.

Surgeon G. Suckley, U. S. V., reported that he was left in the hands of the enemy, and described his injury as "a shot fracture

of the femur." Twelve days after being wounded the man was paroled and admitted to the Eleventh Corps field hospital at

Brook's Station, and one month later he was transferred to the Stanton Hospital at Washington. Surgeon J. A. Lidell, U. S. V.,

contributed the specimen (Fig. 153) and made the following report of the case: "Examination at the time of admission showed

that the right femur was broken near the junction of the lower with the middle third, and that union had not yet taken place.

There was a copious discharge of thin pus from the wound of the soft parts. The fracture had been treated in a simple straight

fracture-box, and the limb was still in it when the patient was brought to this hospital. He stated that the bullet had not yet

been extracted from the wound. He was pale, thin, and weak, with a frequent pulse. His tongue was smooth, dry, and red,

and he complained of diarrhoea, but said this was an old affair, and that he had also had chills and fever some time back. The
prognosis was very unfavorable. The broken limb was placed in Hodgen's splint; pills of camphor and opium were given to

control the diarrhoea, and the system was supported with a nourishing diet, using eggs, milk, beef tea, farina, etc., together with

milk-punch. June 18th, diarrhoea checked; tongue continues red and smooth; has considerable irritability of the stomach.

The pills were suspended, but the supporting treatment continued. 22d, secondary haemorrhage from the wound, to the extent

of about three ounces, occurred this morning; there was also slight bleeding yesterday, some branch of the profunda being the

probable source. Two drachms of solution of persulphate of iron was injected into the bottom of the wound through a catheter,

and the haemorrhage did not again occur. 24th, complained of pain in the thigh, was restless, and had some diarrhoea. Gave
one-grain opium pills every four hours until the 26th, when the diarrhoea was again checked. Suppuration continued profuse;

tongue smooth and red. July 2d, patient appeared to be slowly failing. Fluctuation having been detected above the internal

condyle of the femur, an incision was made and about two ounces of pus evacuated. Two grains of quinine was prescribed

three times a day, and six ounces of whiskey daily was substituted in place of the milk-punch, which, the patient thought, did

not agree with him. 8th, patient began to exhibit night sweats, with increase of pallor and anosmia; suppuration profuse,

unhealthy and fetid ; necrosed bone at the bottom of the wound firmly impacted. 18th, had a chill, followed by a hot and sweat-

ing stage. Administered ten grains of quinine three times a day: chills did not return for four days. 20th, patient very pale
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and feeble, with smooth red tongue; in addition to quinine he takes muriated tincture of iron, and porter two pints daily, with

nourishing diet. 21st, diarrhoea returned and was checked by pills of opium. 22d and 23d, chills occurring at irregular inter-

vals, associated with hot flushes and profuse perspiration. 25th, some unhealthy fetid pus was evacuated

from the inner side of the thigh by incision. 27th, had pyamiic rigors and sweats again; is much emaciated

and very pale; pulse 120 and feeble; tongue glazed and of bright red color. 29th, continuance of pyaemic

rigors and sweats, the perspiration being very profuse; left leg and thigh cedematous and blue colored,

the superficial veins looking like dark blue knotted cords; all of which denotes obstruction of the left

iliac and femoral veins. The patient continued to sink, and died of exhaustion on July 31, 1863. Post-

mortem twenty hours after death: Fracture of right thigh (irmly united; necrosed bone closely surrounded

by involuerum; muscles of right thigh extensively infiltrated with pus. The missile, a conical and much
flattened bullet, was found at the lower and inner side of the thigh. The femoral artery opposite the seat

of the injury contained an oval-shaped clot of blood (embolus) which completely occluded it; no other

abnormity of the artery was noticed. On examination of the left thigh a metastatic abscess was found in

the popliteal space containing about an ounce of pus, and the external iliac and femoral veins were dis-

covered to be distended with coagulated blood. The femoral and iliac veins of the injured limb appeared

to be normal. The liver was somewhat enlarged, nutmegged and fatty; kidneys beginning to be granular;

spleen enlarged, softened, and reddish brown in color; lungs containing some frothy serum, otherwise

natural ; left ventricle of heart containing some coagulated blood." The specimen consists of the lower

half of the injured femur with a battered piece of lead attached, and exhibits a fragment four inches long

by one and a half wide, which preserved the vitality of its periosteal surface. The effusions from this

fragment connect, as a bridge, the broken shaft; its internal surface is carious. Besides this, other and

smaller fragments are entangled in the newly formed bone, some of which are necrosed and some serve as

bonds. A wet preparation of portions of the common and external iliac and femoral arteries of the right

side, showing an embolus in the latter near the seat of the fracture of the thigh, was also contributed by

Surgeon Udell, 1 and constitutes Specimen 3-154 of the Surgical Section of the Army Medical Museum.

Cask 3'.)'.!.—Corporal W. Ford, Co. H, 1st Colored Regiment, aged 20 years, received a shot wgund at Petersburg, June

15, 1835, and was conveyed to Baltimore twelve days afterwards. Surgeon L. W. Read, U. S. V., reported his admission to

McKim's Mansion Hospital with ''shot fracture of left thigh." On July 25th, the patient was transferred to Hick's Hospital,

whence Assistant Surgeon (i. M. McGill, U. S. A., forwarded the specimen, shown in the annexed cut (FlG. 154), with the fol-

lowing account of the case: "The patient suffered with a wound of the left thigh.

The ball had entered the posterior part of the outer aspect of the middle third, pass-

ing inward, forward, and slightly upward, and lodged. It was sought for several

times but could never be detected. A large detached piece of necrosed bone was

taken out of the opening of entrance during the month of September, 1865. The

patient complained of continual pain, aggravated by pressure in both lumbar

regions, in which regions there was extended flatness on percussion. He continued

very weak, had several attacks of erysipelas, and finally sank, after a severe attack,

on February 20, 18fJ(i. The injured thigh was greatly swollen, its skin shiny and

somewhat tuberculated about the sinuses and slow-healing incisions. The diagnosis

of fatty degeneration (interstitial formation and proper) was made for the left thigh

and leg and inferred for the great organs. Ford was a long time dying : For seventy

hours or more his death was expected from hour to hour. Before death the surface

of his body, in appearance, was waxen. The left leg and foot were gangrenous.

There was a tumor (result of periosteal action) of the diaphysis of the left femur.

The ball (much flattened) was found beneath the sartorius muscle and vessels in the

middle third of the thigh. There was pus in the left knee joint, in the left hip joint,

and in the superficial fascia of the left leg. No disease of the vessels was observed."

The specimen consists of the left femur, obliquely fractured in the middle third and

partly consolidated by an excessive deposit of new bone on the posterior surface, the

adjacent surfaces being carious, with a necrosed fragment remaining at the upper

portion.

Case 394.—Private C. Hill, Co. K, 7th Michigan, was wounded at Antietam,

September 17, 1862. Surgeon G. Chaddock, 7th Michigan, reported his admission fem u'r fractured inFlo. 154.— Oblique fracture

of left femur in middle third.

Spec. -235.
to the Stone House Hospital, near the battle-field, with "shot wound of the thigh." middle third.

Spec. 1043.
Surgeon B. A. Vanderkieft, U. S. V., forwarded the specimen, shown in the wood-cut

(FlG. 155), with the following history: "The patient was wounded by a musket ball, which passed through the middle third of

the right thigh, fracturing the femur. He came under my care six weeks after the injury, there being no previous history

other than his statement that a small piece of bone was extracted a few days after the reception of the wound. On account of

the normal appearance and length of the leg, the slight suppuration, the absence of other fragments and of any crepitation

whatever, I diagnosed an Incomplete compound fracture of the thigh, such as is often the result of an injury by a spherical ball

received at short distance. (Patient staled that lie distinctly saw the man who shot at him.) His general condition was very

satisfactory. The fractured limb presented two fistular openings, one on the inner and the other on the outer side of the thigh

at the middle third, and discharging but little pus. There was no shortness whatever, and if there had been a complete

1 Dr. Liiielu in an article on Thrombosis and Embolism, in the American Journal of Medical Sciences, 1H72, Vol. LXIV, N. S. f p. 343, gives a

minute account of this important case.
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division of the bone consolidation bad already followed. The limb was placed between two sand bags, acting as splints, and

a plain dressing was applied. A very nourishing diet was prescribed. I5y the 17th of December the patient was doing very

well ; the inner fistular opening was closed, while the one on the outside was still of the same dimension, but discharging an

ichorous pus mixed with small pieces of bone in the form of sand, such as is often noticed in caries of the long bones. On Jan-

uary 9, 1863. notwithstanding the continuation of the discharge of the aforementioned character, the patient felt well enough to

sit up a short time in an arm-chair, but, on returning to bis lied, be accidentally fell down, and, owing to the fragility of the

injured parts, he fractured the same precisely at the corresponding point of the passage of the ball. Notwithstanding the most

careful attendance no consolidation could be obtained, the whole femur seeming to be in a state of molecular disorganization,

and having Inst its normal firmness even as in racbites. The discharge of ichorous pus increased daily, and the patient died of

exhaustion on March 10, 1883, no signs of pyaimia having been noticed. The use of phosphate of lime against the existing

osteomalacia did not afford the slightest relief. According to the patient's statement, there was no constitutional predisposition."

The specimen consists of the injured femur, and shows the formation of an immense sequestrum in the lower half and disease

of the lower two-thirds of the shaft.

Case 395.—Sergeant T. Bechtold, Co. C, 93d Pennsylvania, aged 34 years, was wounded at Fair Oaks, June 1, 1862,

and entered Hygeia Hospital at Fort Monroe nine days afterwards. Surgeon R. 15. Bontecou, U. S. V., reported: "He received

a shot while in line of battle, the ball entering the anterior and middle third of the right thigh, and making its exit nearly

opposite on the posterior portion of the limb; and while on the ground he was hit again by a conical ball, which entered the

back below the inferior angle of the scapula and was cut out in the axilla. On June 12th, secondary haemorrhage from the

wound in the axilla set in. which continued from time to time for four days, when it was finally controlled by

pressure and plugging. The thigh was swung up in Smith's anterior splint, and imperfect union took place

under unfavorable circumstances, the patient being very much emaciated and suffering from bedsores and

diarrhoea. He was sent to his home in August, 18.12, and I learned that he subsequently died from the exhaust-

ing suppuration, which, from the first, kept up from the thigh wound. Sequestra were removed whenever

discovered, and the fascia of the thigh relieved to prevent burrowing." The patient died at Lebanon, Penn-

sylvania, on September 24, 18fi2, whence the specimen represented in the wood-cut (Fig. 156) was con-

tributed by Dr. It. F. Schenk. The specimen embraces a portion of the fractured femur, and shows a

remarkable instance of reparative effort. The fragments are thoroughly involved with callus, and a large

Bequestrum is nearly detached. There is also an accidental post-mortem fracture of the specimen one inch

below its superior border.

Case 396.—Private Tobias liever, Co. C, 57th North Carolina, aged 30 years, was wounded and taken

prisoner at Rappahannock Station, Virginia, November 7, 1863. Surgeon John A. Lidell, U. S. V., reported

:

"The bullet entered the left limb one and a half inches to the inner side of the inner margin of the patella,

passed upward and outward, fractured the femur five or six inches above the knee joint and lodged; its locality

could not be ascertained. He was admitted into Stanton Hospital November 9th, his general condition being

favorable. The synovial pouches were apparently unopened. The limb was placed in Hodgen's splint and a -#!{?{,? femur too-
moderate amount of extension applied; the wound was kept wet with cold water. Some synovial effusion into tared in middle third,

the cavity of the joint occurred on November 21st, but no other untoward symptoms were present. November pec '

30th, doing well, wound healing, but little effusion in the knee joint; general health good; bullet still unextracted. December 1st,

the external wound is healed; there is a hard substance, feeling like a portion of bone, or perhaps the ball, to be felt in the outer

and back part of the thigh at a point corresponding with the fracture. December 25th, femur united and quite strong. The
ball still remained in the limb, and its location was not surely known. On January 1, 1864, the extension was discontinued.

He could move the limb very well; the amount of shortening was two inches, which was occasioned by overlapping at the seat

of fracture. His general health was excellent, and he was out of bed almost every day, and appeared to be doing well until

February 1, 1864, when the wounded thigh had become swollen (not circumscribed) and painful. Ordered to stay in bed for

the purpose of resting the limb and to apply a lotion of lead and opium. The tumefaction of the thigh partially subsided on

February 14th, but the lymphatic glands of the groin had become swollen, painful, and tender. March 2d, the swelling about

the track of the bullet has increased and is very painful. Fluctuation is also detected. The cicatrix of the wound is tense and

puffy ; incised it and evacuated about two ounces of laudable pus. March 3d, the pain has ceased and the swelling has partially

subsided. The discharge from the wound is thin, straw colored, and flaky. Directed the tincture of iron to be continued, with

the addition of six ounces of whiskey daily. On March 20th, the swelling and soreness of the thigh had again increased. The
discharge continued free. There was also diffuse redness of the skin, extending from the wound up the inner side of the thigh.

He was pale, anoemic, and felt very weak. Stimulants were directed to be continued, with such articles of diet as he could take.

It was now apparent that he would not recover without amputation of the thigh, but we were compelled to await the subsidence

of the diffuse inflammation of the soft parts in order to perform that operation with any hope of success. March 22d, the

discharge continues copious. It is thin and there is some blood mixed with it. He is somewhat emaciated and slowly failing

in strength. March 24th, copious haemorrhage from the wound, apparently parenchymatous in character, occurred this morning,

and about half a pint of blood was lost before it could be controlled. Injected about two ounces of solution of persulphate ol

iron through a catheter carried deep into the wound, after which there was no more external haemorrhage. The loss of blood

reduced him very much. He gradually sank, and died on the morning of March 27, 1864. At the autopsy, in dissection, great

oedema of the areolar tissue of the thigh was found. There was a large cavity beneath the fascia lata and surrouuding the seat

of fracture. It extended from the synovial pouches of the knee joint up to the trochanter major. It was lined with a moderate

amount of plastic exudation. It contained about a quart of dark colored blood mixed with some pus. At the bottom of it, and

toward the inner side of the femur, a minie' ball was discovered. A piece had been split off from the side of it which could not

be found. The medulla of the femur above the fracture was found to be bright red in color and soft in consistence. It presented

the appearance described by Virchow as the 'red inflammatory marrow' (osteomyelitis). The fracture was firmly but irregu-
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larly united. Examination of the specimen showed that the bullet passed upward and outward from the orifice of entrance at

the inner side of the knee, but without opening the joint cavity, and impinged against the femur about three and a half inches

above the extremity of the condyles, fracturing the bono vvvy obliquely with comminution, so obliquely, indeed, that while the

line of fracture commences about three ami a half inches above the extremity of the condyles, as already stated, it terminates

about seven inches above the extremities of the femoral condyles, so that the lower fragment of the broken femur is, in all. about

seven inches long. The fragments of comminution had all united with more or less irregularity of position, but portions of some

of them appeared likely to exfoliate. The two principal fragments had united at something of an angle opening forward and a

littlo inward, so that the femur bowed backward and somewhat outward on that account. The marrow at the place of exam-

ination, a few inches above the fracture, was bright red in color, and presented a striking resemblance to newly formed gran-

ulations. A few spots appeared to be undergoing the process of conversion into bone." The pathological preparation, Specimen

2167, was contributed to the Army Medical Museum by Dr. Lidell. A colored drawing of the specimen, prepared by Hospital

Steward E. Stanch, U. S. A., is copied in the chromo-lithugraph (Plate XXIV) opposite.

Shot Fractures of the Lower Third of the Femur treated by Conservation.—Six

hundred and twenty cases of shot fractures of the lower third of the femur were treated

without operative interference. Instances of shot fracture of the lower third of the femur,

in which the knee joint was primarily involved, arc not included in this series; they will

he considered in Section IV of this Chapter, with injuries of the knee joint. Three hun-

dred and seventy-five of the six hundred and twenty patients recovered; two hundred and

thirty-two died, and in thirteen instances the result remained undetermined, giving a ratio

of mortality of 38.2 per cent. Five hundred and two were Union, and one hundred and

eighteen were Confederate soldiers, and the proportion of deaths among the former was

38.7, among the latter 36.0 per cent.

Successful Cases of Shot Fractures of the Lower Third of the Femur treated by Con-

servation.—Three hundred and four of the three hundred and seventy-five survivers of shot

fracture of the femur in the lower third were Union soldiers, and an account of the pension

record has been obtained in two hundred and thirty-nine instances:

Case 397.—Private C. H. Schellenger, Co. C, 9th New York Heavy Artillery, aged

35 years, was wounded at Petersburg, April 2, 18G5, and admitted to the field hospital of

the 2d- division, Sixth Corps, where Surgeon W. A. Childs, 10th Vermont, recorded:

" Shot fracture of right femur ; splints applied." Surgeon E. Griswold, U. S. V., reported

the patient's entrance into Judiciary Square Hospital April 12th, and the fracture as being

located at the "middle third" of the bone. He also stated that the treatment at first con-

sisted of simple dressings, and afterwards splints and sand bags were used, and that "the,

progress of the case was favorable throughout, the wound being nearly healed about the

middle of June, with one and a half inches shortening of the limb." The patient was

discharged from service June 22, 18G5, and pensioned. Examiner E. Hall, of Auburn,

New York, certified, November 25, 1805, to "shot wound through right thigh above the

knee, breaking the femur obliquely, the ball coming out on the inside of the leg near the

scrotum. Limb shortened and knee quite stiff from thickened cartilage." The Syracuse

Examining Board reported, April 5, 1870: * * * "The limb, he alleges, is lame,

weak, and subject to spasms upon fatigue." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1879. His

photograph, taken at the Army Medical Museum in June, 18G5 {Surg. Phot. Series, A. M. M.,

No. 45), is represented in the wood-cut (Fig. 157).

In the following instance the patient recovered with such

excellent use of the limb that the Pension Examining Board

recommended, in 1876, that the pensioner's name be dropped

from the Kolls, as the disability had ceased and the injured limb

was as well nourished as the other:

Case 398.—Private J. Durst, Co. D, 69th New York, aged 21 years, was wounded
at Hatcher's Run, March 25, 1865. On the following day he was admitted to the Depot

Hospital of the Second Corps, at City Point, and, on March 30th, he reached Washington,

where he entered Armory Square Hospital. Acting Assistant Surgeon G. K. Smith con-

tributed the following history : "A minifi ball entered the anterior aspect of the right thigh at the junction of the middle and lower

thirds, passing backward and fracturing the femur, and made its exit opposite the wound of entrance. The injury produced very

little constitutional disturbance, and the discharge from the wound did not exceed two drachms in twenty-four hours at any time.

The limb was treated in Hodgen's splint, without extension, until April 14th, when it was placed on a mattress with a sand bag

Flo. VST.—Result of shot fracture of lower
third of right femur. [From a photograph.]
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.on each side to keep it in position, and extension was applied by Buck's method. On June 9th the extension was removed and

the bone was found to be firmly united, with one and one-fourth inches shortening. The patient was now walking on crutches.

The anterior wound had healed for about a week, but the posterior wound was still discharging very slightly. By June 23d lie

had good movement of the knee and could bend the leg to a right angle with the direction of the thigh. The discharge from

the wound at this time did not amount to over one drachm in a week. No fragments of hone were ever removed, and the limb

healed almost as kindly as a simple fracture, showing no deformity except the shortening.'' The patient was subsequently trans-

ferred to DeCamp Hospital, David's Island, New York, and, on August 19, 180."), he was discharged and pensioned. Examiner

\V. M. Chamberlain, on August 22, 1866, certified to a "well united fracture of the right femur, with only one inch shortening,

and some lameness and debility of the limb." Substantially the same was reported at subsequent examinations until January

19. 187(1, when the New York Board certified to the injured thigh being as well nourished as the other, and to the disability as

having ceased, in accordance with which the pensioner was dropped from the Pension Rolls. A photograph of the patient, taken

at the Army Medical Museum in June, 1805 (Surg. Phot. Series, No. 46, A. M. M.), is represented in Plate LXIII, opp. p. 196.

CASE 399.—Private E. P. Allen, Co. D, 12th Infantry, aged 19 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 2, 1803, and

admitted to the field hospital of the 2d division, Fifth Corps. The injury was caused by a minis' ball, which

lodged in the anterior portion of the lower third of the left thigh, and was removed on the following day by

Assistant Surgeon E. DeW. Breuneman, U. S. A. The missile was contributed to the Museum by the oper-

ator and is represented in the annexed wood-cut (Fig. 158). It consists of a conoidal ball beaten into nearly

a triangular pyramid with very sharp edges. From the field hospital the patient was, ou July 2.">th, transfer-

red to the Cotton Factory Hospital at Harrisburg, whence Acting Assistant Surgeon W. 8. Woods reported

that he was discharged from service December 21, 1863, by reason of "compound fracture of left thigh."

Examiner C. Hard, of Ottawa, Illinois, certified, May 1, 1869: "There is a compound comminuted fracture

of the lower third of the left femur. The bones have united, with three inches shortening, leaving great and

incurable deformity, and there is partial anchylosis of the knee joint, making him permanently lame." In Pia.158.—Batter-
-, i-»i-,ii i. • 1 1 tt 1 1 1 • 3 1 i> 1 1 1 t 1 eil eonniilalball re-

Septeinoer, 18/3, the same r.xammer stated that "the heel is drawn up, the foot turned out, and the liiul- moved from thigh.

atrophied from foot to body." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1879. sPec
- -H"*

Case 400.—Private M. Burns, Co. B, 28th Massachusetts, aged 22 years, was wounded at Hatcher's Run, March 25, 1865.

Surgeon F. M. Hammond, 126th New York, noted his entrance into the field hospital of the 1st division. Second Corps, with

"shot wound of left thigh." The wounded man reached Washington April 3d, and was admitted to the Armory Square

Hospital, whence Acting Assistant Surgeon G. K. Smith reported the following history: "The missile, a minie" ball, entered the

anterior portion of the thigh at the junction of the middle and lower thirds, and, passing horizontally backward, fractured the

femur and made its exit posteriorly. The constitutional disturbance resulting from the injury was very slight, the discharge of

pus from the wound amounting to only about half an ounce in twenty-four hours. The limb was shortened two inches. It was

placed on a mattrass, between two sand bags, and extension was applied with a sixteen pound weight. Muriated tincture of

iron was ordered; but no stimulants were given. By April 15th, the discharge amounted to only one drachm daily, and the limb

was shortened only one and a quarter inches. On May 11th, believing the fragments to be firmly united, I allowed the extension

to be removed and the patient to ride on the invalid chair, and, on measuring the limb, I found that it was still shortened three-

quarters of an inch. I reapplied the weight; but this contraction could not be overcome by any amount of extension that the

patient could bear. He was now kept in bed until June 9th, at which time the fragments had firmly united and he commenced

walking on crutches. No fragments of bone were ever removed from the limb." The patient was transferred to the Readville

Hospital July 5th, and subsequently to Dale Hospital, Worcester, where he was discharged and pensioned August 28, 1865,

Surgeon C. N. Chamberlain, U. S. V., certifying to "fracture of femur, with moderate deformity and shortening and slight

contraction of the flexors of the thigh." The pensioner enlisted in the 43d Infantry on August 21, 1807, and was again

discharged June 10, 1869. Examiner I. F. Galloupe, of Lynn, Massachusetts, certified, in 1809: "Amusket ball passed through

the left thigh, fracturing the femur. The wound is healed and the bone appears to be sound. The limb is shortened and he

walks slow and with difficulty," etc. In June, 1874, the same Examiner reported: " In walking he does not touch the heel, but

rests on the forward part of the foot, thus making locomotion slow and fatiguing. The limb is painful when much used and in

cold weather. The femur is enlarged and the foot is swollen." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1879. FlG. 2 of Plate
LXIII, opp. p. 196, represents a copy of a photograph of the patient taken at the Army Medical Museum on June 25, 1865

(Surg, l'hot. Series, No. 47, A. M. M.).

Case 401.—Corporal L. Tenney, Co. F, 82d New York, aged 20 years, received a comminuted fracture of the lower

third of the right femur, at Gettysburg, July 2, 1863. The following history of the case and its result was obtained from reports

of Surgeon Z. E. Bliss, U. S. V., in charge of Camden Street Hospital, Baltimore, and Assistant Surgeon W. Webster, U. S. A.,

in charge of DeCamp Hospital, David's Island, New York Harbor: "The ball, believed to be cylindro-conoidal, struck the

anterior surface of the bone external to the median line, and passed directly backward through the posterior surface of the thigh.

The patient stated that the limb bent beneath him, at the point of the fracture, directly the injury was received. Soon afterwards

he was borne from the field on a blanket, and was deposited temporarily in a neighboring barn. The following day he was

removed in an ambulance about the distance of a mile to a temporary hospital. There he first received professional attendance,

and was placed under the influence of chloroform preparatory to amputation of the thigh. The examination, however, to which

he was submitted, appears to have decided the attending surgeon in favor of endeavors to preserve the limb. A rough fracture-

box was accordingly adopted, in which the limb remained subjected to cold-water dressings for six days, when the disclosure to

the surgeon of three inches contraction of the femur induced him to substitute a double-inclined plane. The patient alleged that

by this new apparatus the limb was restored to its normal length. About three weeks after the reception of the injury the double-

inclined plane gave place to Smith's wire splint, which was employed during a space of five weeks. In the mean time the patient

was transferred to the Corps Hospital at Gettysburg, where he remained until October _!!>*. The fracture appears to have been
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thought sufficiently consolidated on August 20th to warrant the removal of all mechanical support from the limh on that date.

Tenney stated that the limb was at that time of primitive length, and that he could raise the heel from the bed by the unaided

muscular power of the leg. The posterior aperture gave constant exit to pus of a healthy character throughout the treatment.

The perpendicular direction of the wound, in the recumbent posture of the patient, is believed to have had a beneficial influence

in this instance, as it has in several other successful cases whose treatment has come under observation, in protecting the patient

from accumulations of pus and securing an otherwise happy result. It will be observed that the fracture of the femur suffered by

this patient was one of those typically favorable cases described by Stromeyer, where the femur is struck by the bullet on the

outer side, remote from the great vessels, and the limb traversed in an anteroposterior direction, affording free escape to the

secretion of the wound during treatment. About the middle of October the patient was able to move about on crutches, and on

. the 20th of that month he was removed from Gettysburg to Baltimore. On January 1, 1834, he walked a distance of three

miles without the aid of cane or crutch. One week afterwards an exploration of the wounds discovered small necrosed portions

of the shaft, which were removed by Surgeon Bliss, under chloroform, by making an incision two and a half inches in length

anteriorly, and another internally three and a half inches long. On April 26th the patient was transferred to DeCamp Hospital,

at 'which time he was able to walk about freely without cane or crutch. The osseous case of new bone which surrounded the

fracture was very large, and an operation pel-formed by Acting Assistant Surgeon E. DeWitt, on February 18, 1834, for the

further removal of necrosed bone, necessitated the penetration of the involucrum by the trephine to a depth of two inches and a

half. Nine spicula: of old bone were removed during the operation, the largest of which was one inch long, a half inch wide,

and one-fourth of an inch in thickness. About three weeks afterwards a thin fragment of sequestrum, two inches long and a

half inch wide, was removed by the same channel. The patient received his discharge from service October 1, 1864, after which

lie was employed for nearly two years, in the capacity of a wardmaster, at DeCamp Hospital. At the date of the report, March

5, 1866, he was one of the most accomplished and indefatigable skaters at the hospital, and suffered no inconvenience from the

injured limb, although the two wounds had not yet permanently cicatrized." Examining Surgeon T. F. Smith, of New York

City, September 17, 1873, certified to the injury, and stated: "There are eight adherent cicatrices, with great loss of bone and

muscular substance; movements of knee joint limited one-half," etc. The New York City Examining Board, two years later,

reported that "the bone united with great thickening," etc.; also that "the cicatrices on the anterior, outer, and posterior

surfaces of the limb are attached to the bone and at times take on ulceration." Substantially the same was reported at an

examination in September, 1878. The pensioner was paid June 4, 1879.

Case 402.—Private R. Hanlon, Co. C, 5th Cavalry, aged 21 years, was wounded at Beverly Ford, June 9, 1863. On
the following day he was admitted to Lincoln Hospital, Washington, subsequently to Judiciary Square, and lastly to Carlisle

Barracks, whence he was discharged May 16, 1864, and pensioned. Acting Assistant Surgeon G. K. Smith contributed the

following history: "He was wounded by a minie ball, which entered the external aspect of the left thigh near its middle, com-

minuting the greater portion of the middle third of the femur, and splitting the lower third longitudinally nearly down to the

knee joint. The missile lodged and could not be found. Ether was administered and the wound enlarged, and seventeen

fragments of bone, comprising three inches of the continuity of the shaft, were removed. On June 23d, an abscess opened on

the inner aspect of the thigh, near the perinseum, through which the ball was extracted. The limb was bandaged in its whole

length, placed on a mattrass, and kept in position by a sand bag on either side. Owing to the loss of bone no extension was

resorted to until October 1st, at which time the patient was able to roll his' injured limb on the mattrass, the fragments having

united, though the callus hail not yet become firm and hard. I then applied a ten pound weight, suspended by a cord and

pulley, and succeeded in reducing the shortening one-half inch. This amount of extension was continued until I left Lincoln

Hospital, on November 8th, but was removed soon afterwards. On December 16th, while moving about on crutches, the patient

fell and rtfractured the bone. The surgeon in charge then applied a long splint to the posterior aspect of the limb, retaining it

in that position and preventing any motion of the knee joint until the fragments had reunited. The wound healed in the begin-

ning of March, 1864, but broke open again in the middle of June, and continued to discharge slightly until March, 1865, during

which time, however, the man was able to walk about and to serve as a watchman at the Government Repair Shops in Washing-

ton. On June 20th, 1865, the limb appeared perfectly sound, and at this period the man could walk all day without feeling tired,

though there was fibrous anchylosis of the knee joint." Various pension examiners have certified at different dates to "anchy-

losis of the knee and about three inches shortening of the limh." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1879. Plate LXIV, I'Tg. 1,

opp. p. 198, represents his photograph, taken at the Army Medical Museum in June, 1865.

—

(Surg. Phot. Series, No. 55, A. M. M.

)

Case 403.—Private J. O'Conner, Co. F, 16th Michigan, aged 16 years, was wounded at Cold Harbor, June 2, 1864.

He reached the Fifth Corps Hospital at White House three days after the injury, and was thence conveyed to Washington,

where he entered the Armory Square Hospital June 10th. Acting Assistant Surgeon G. K. Smith made the following report of

the case : "A minie' ball entered the external aspect of the left thigh three inches above the patella, and, passing obliquely

inward and upward, fractured the shaft of the femur through the upper end of the lower third, making its exit posteriorly. The
patient was treated by Acting Assistant Surgeon T. O. Banister. Hodgen's splint was used, and no extension was applied other

than the tying of the foot to the foot-board with a bandage. During the treatment eight small fragments of bone were removed.

On December 27th the patient, though his wound had not entirely healed, was transferred to the Veteran Reserve Corps and

placed on guard duty; but being unable to perform it, he was readmitted to the hospital for treatment several weeks afterwards.

He came under my care on June 22, 1865, at which time he was in good health, but slightly lame and able to walk without a

cane. There was still a slight discharge of sero-purulent fluid from the wound. The limb was shortened one and one-fourth

inches, and, at the seat of the fracture, it was a little larger than normal but not otherwise deformed. On July 18, 1865, the

patient was mustered out of service, with his wound still open." Examiner W. G. Wilkinson, of Farwell, Michigan, May 16,

1876, certified to the wound, and stated: "The fracture has been followed by necrosis of bone, several pieces having been

removed during the year 1875. The sciatic nerve was injured, and the veins are in a varicose condition. The wound has

continued open." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1879. His photograph, taken at the Army Medical Museum in June, 1865

(Sur-/. J'hot. Series, No. 49, A. M. M.), is copied in Plate LXIV, Fig. 2, opp. p. 198.
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The records of the Pension Office show that, of the three hundred and four Union

soldiers who recovered after shot fracture of the lower third of the femur under conserva-

tive treatment, twenty-five have died since the termination of the War. In the following

instance the patient survived the injury fourteen and a half years:

Case 40-1.—Assistant Surgeon T. S. Stanway, 102d Illinois, aged 33 years, was wounded during a fight with Guerrillas,

between Lavergne and Nashville, December 21, 1833, a pistol ball entering the left thigh about four inches above the knee joint,

passing downward and out about two inches above the knee, fracturing the femur in two places. The limb was treated with

simple dressings and kept upon a double-inclined plane. About two weeks after the injury an abscess formed, which was evac-

uated through the lower wound. The wound healed rapidly, without loss of boue, and union took place between the fractured

ends. About two months after the reception of the wound the patient obtained a leave of absence and went to his home, and on

April 29, 18G4, he returned to his regiment with a good limb of proper length. Soon afterwards he started with his command
on the Atlanta campaign. In the course of six weeks, however,—owing to the want of sufficient nutrition,—scurvy set in, and

the newly formed callus was gradually absorbed. Although keeping the limb supported by starch bandages, he became almost

unable to step upon it, in consequence of which he resigned August 13, 1834. Some months after reaching his home partial

union again took place, but the limb remained shortened to the extent of three inches. Dr. Stanway became a pensioner, and

was examined on April 17, 1835, by Examiner J. A. Young, of Monmouth, Illinois, who described his condition as follows:

"There is displacement of the upper portion of the femur downward and outward, with consequent shortening of nearly two

inches. At present he suffers from pain, particularly during locomotion, owing to the slipping of the tendon of the vastus

externus over the projecting end of the femur." The San Francisco Examining Board, in September, 1873, reported "an

apparent movement in the bone at the point of the fracture!," and several years later, "slight overlapping of the extremities,

occasioning deformity, also lameness," etc., was alleged. The pensioner died at Los Angelos, California, prior to May. 1878.

Fatal Instances of /Shot Fracture of the Lower Third of the Femur treated by Con-

servation.—Two hundred and thirty-two sucli cases are reported:

Cask 405.—Sergeant Sewell T. Douglas, Co. G, 1st Maine Heavy Artillery, aged 28 years, was wounded at the brittle

of Spottsylvania, May 19, 18G4, and was admitted to Emory Hospital, at Washington, May 22, 1834.

A musket ball entering posteriorly, had fractured the lower third of the left femur and lodged in the

medullary cavity. The injured limb was placed on a double-inclined plane and

moderate extension was used. Internally, stimulantl and tonics were employed.

In August, 1834, the patient suffered from severe diarrhoea. There was a copious

ill-conditioned discharge from the wound. The patient died September 26, 1864, from

exhaustion, and, at the autopsy, a deposition of callus was found at the seat of in-

jury, enclosing several necrosed splinters and a battered musket-ball. The speci-

men (Fig. 159) was contributed to the Army Medical Museum by Acting Assistant

Surgeon J. M. Downs.

Case 403.—Private E. A. Dickerson, Co. C, 5th New Hampshire, was wounded

in the right thigh, at Fair Oaks, June 1, 1862, and was admitted to the Fifth and

Buttonwood Streets Hospital, Philadelphia, ten days afterwards. Acting Assistant

Surgeon A. C. Bournonville reported the nature of the injury and its result as follows

:

"A compound comminuted fracture of the femur at the junction of the middle and

lower thirds. At date of admission the wound was suppurating freely, with no effort

at repair, though the patient was doing well. The treatment was by weights and

sand bags. Death occurred on September 5, 1862." The specimen represented in

the cut (Fig. 160) consists of a portion of the femur, obliquely fractured in the lower

third, showing considerable but irregular effusion of callus without union, and the

formation of a sequestrum in the upper fragment. It was contributed by Acting
fra^tiiic of itiwcrtliirtt'of

Assistant Surgeon W. Hunt. right femur. Sptc.240.

Case 407.—Private O. Hales, Co. F, 61st Georgia, aged 34 years, was wounded at Monocacy, July 9, 1834, and entered

the General Hospital, at Frederick, three days afterwards. Acting Assistant Surgeon T. E. Mitchell contributed the pathological

specimen (Cat. Surg. Sect., 1835, p. 468, Spec. 3934) and the following history: "The patient was admitted into this hospital

with gunshot fracture of the left femur, lower third. He came under my care on August 29th, Smith's anterior splints having

been applied to the injured limb. He complained very much of pain in his leg, which was swollen and discharging freely from

the wound. His appetite was good, but his appearance was quite anaemic. I prescribed tincture of iron and quinine, with milk

punch three times a day. On September 10th, I removed the splint and substituted Buck's apparatus with sand bags to the

outside of the leg. Under this treatment his condition remained much the same as when I first saw him. By October 1st, sup-

puration was still continuous, and the patient was very much reduced in strength. On November 1st, his appetite was better

and his general condition slightly improved, though as yet there was no union of bones. On November 12th, I made counter-

openings into the thigh and found sinuses extending nearly to the hip. On November 19th haemorrhage, amounting to about

four pints, took place from the femoral artery, from the effects of which he died. The post-mortem examination proved that

non-union of the bones was due to a small spicula of loose bone between the broken ends of the femur. The haemorrhage was

the result of sloughing of the femoral artery, which, in all probability, was wounded in making the counter-opening." The

specimen consists of a wet preparation of portion of the femoral and popliteal arteries, injected with wax, and shows the

accidental wound of the vessel, enlarged by ulceration, from which the secondary haemorrhage occurred.

I'ig. 159.— Partially
consolidated gunshot
fracture of left femur.
Spec. 3207.
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Shot Fractures of the Femur without Indication of the Seat of Injury treated by

Conservation.—Besides the shot fractures in the upper, middle, and lower thirds of the

femur treated by conservation, considered in the preceding pages, there were seven hundred

and thirty-eight cases in which the precise seat of injury was not indicated. In fifty-five

of these cases the result as to fatality is undetermined. Of the six hundred and eighty-three

determined cases, five hundred and thirty-eight died principally in the field hospitals a few

days after the reception of the injury, giving the large death rate of 78.7 per cent. The

histories of these cases are brief, and give little information beyond the mere fact that the

femur had been fractured; it is, therefore, not considered necessary to detail examples of

this group. In two hundred and eighty-three cases the right femur was involved; in two

hundred and eighty-two, the left; and in one hundred and seventy-three the side was not

specified. Six hundred and two of the patients were Union and one hundred and thirty-

six were Confederate soldiers.

Pseudarthrosis after shot fractures of the femur was not frequent. Sixteen instances

are reported among the three thousand four hundred and sixty-seven shot fractures of the

femur treated by expectant measures. In seven cases the fracture was in the upper third,

in three in the middle third, and in six in the lower third. Two examples1
will be cited:

Case 408.—Corporal E. G. Abbott, 4th Indiana Battery, aged 21 years, was wounded at Stone River, December 31,

1862. He remained at a field hospital of the Fourteenth Corps for nine days, when he was conveyed to Murfreesboro'. Two

months later he was transferred to hospital at Nashville, and subsequently to Louisville, at all of which places his injury was

recorded as a "shot wound of left thigh." On April 11, 1801!, the patient was discharged from Camp Chase, Acting Assistant

Surgeon J. S. Bailey certifying to "Shot fracture of left, femur, resulting in nearly two inches shortening." In January,

1871, Dr. A. L. Lowell, Special Examiner of the Pension Ollice, who saw the man several years previously, furnished the fol-

lowing description of the injury and its result, which he obtained partly from his own observations and partly from a personal

communication of Examiner L. T. Ballou, of Newark, Ohio : "A conoidal ball struck the left thigh anteriorly, about four inches

below the great trochanter, and, fracturing the femur, passed backward and made its exit about one inch below the gluteal fold.

He states that neither splints nor extension were ever applied to the limb. About September 1, 1863, the external wound had

healed, but there was still some tenderness about the seat of the fracture, and as he further improved and began to use the limb

with less care, he observed that it would rotate. At present he is able to shorten the distance between the knee and trochanter

six inches by a sudden swinging and extending motion of the limb, which appears to throw the lower fragment to one side and

is followed by voluntary contraction of the muscles. While in this position he is able to support his weight (140 pounds) on

the limb, and he can then extend the same again to its former position by a little shaking, or, as he describes it, by a 'wiggle,'

the thigh in either attitude being firm and inflexible. He can evert the left foot so as to place its heel to the toes of the right foot,

thus placing the outer margin of the left foot In apposition with the inner margin of its fellow. These malpositions are com-

pleted without eversion of the trochanter. The lower part of the shaft of the femur appears to slide up on the anterior and

internal surface of the upper fragment. The upper and middle thirds of the injured thigh exceed the corresponding portions of

its fellow one inch in circumference. This increased size is doubtless due to a large ensheathing callus which surrounds the

lower portion of the upper third of the femur, and which is distinctly perceptible by digital compression. Sometimes, though

only with great care, the man is able to walk well, his gait showing only a slight irregularity of step. The limb is often pain-

'The remaining 14 instances of pseudarthrosis in the femur after fracture treated by conservation are: 1. Pt. J. Kissee, 1st Arkansas Cavalry,

aged 29; fracture of upper third of right femur ; Arkansas River, May 16, 1804 ; discharged March 20, 1865; recovery, with 1 J inches shortening and a false

joint.—2. Pt. Joseph Patterson, G, 40th Indiana, aged 20 ; shell fracture of upper third of left femur; Stono River, Tennessee, December 31, 1862
;
dis-

charged April 21, 1863; there is 3 inches shortening, and the ligamentous union or false joint renders locomotion uncertain.—3. Pt. Franklin Rosenbery,

A, 148th Pennsylvania! aged 30 ; shot fracture of upper third of right femur; Spottsylvania, May 12, 18C4 ; discharged May 15, 1865; 1 inch shortening •.

there is cartilaginous union—the limb can be rotated on the thigh, and the foot is entirely reversed.—4. Pt. II. Meyers, B, I57th New York, aged 30; shot

fracture of upper third of left femur; Gettysburg, July 1, 1863; discharged December 3, 1863; shortening about 2* inches, with false joint at point of

fracture.—.".. Lieut. B. Button, B, 76th New York, aged 46: shot fracture of upper third of left femur
; Gettysburg, July 1, 1863

;
discharged November

9, 1863; nearly 3 inches shortening and false joint.—6. Corp'l Franklin Cusick, H, 108th New York, aged 21 ;
shot fracture of upper third of right femur;

Wilderness, May 5, 1864; discharged March 31, 1865; shortening of li inches, leaving a false joint with eversion of toes.—7. Pt. J.F.Hutchinson, B, 7th

Maine, nged 24 ; shot fracture of right femur at middle third; Wilderness, May 5, 1864; discharged July 7, 1805; false joint and 2 inches shortening.—

8. Pt. P. S. Chase, I, 2d Vermont, ased 20 j shot fracture left thigh, middle third ; Wilderness, May 5, 1804 ;
discharged May 10, 1805

;
false joint and

shortening of the thigh 2 inches.—9. l't. J. L. Hanna. 1), 95th Pennsylvania, aged 42; compound fracture of left femur at middle; West Point, Virginia,

May 10, 1802; discharged August 29, 1862; false joint at point of fracture, and 3£ inches shortening; muscles atrophied.—10. Pt. I.. Paul, C, 12th Wis-

consin, aged 24; shot fracture of lower third of femur ; Kenesaw Mountain, June 15, 1864; discharged September 1, 1805; false joint and 2 inches

shortening ; varicose veins covering all the leg and lower thigh.—11. Pt. L. D. Boyd, K, 85tl. Pennsylvania, aged 24 ;
shot fracture left thigh just above

the condyles; Ware Bottom Church, May 20, 1864; discharged November 22, 1864; artificial joint and about 3 inches shortening.—12. Corp'l E. II.

Morrison, F, 35th Illinois, aged 20 ; shot fracture right thigh about 2i inches above knee joint ;
Chickamauga, September 19, 1863

;
discharged January

19, 1864 ; false joint and about 2J inches shortening.—13. Pt. H. P. Mayer, A, 1st West Virginia, aged 22; shot fracture left femur, lower third; New

Market, May 15, 1864 ; discharged October 10, 1864 : weak cartilaginous union : can bring the bottom of his foot against his face.—14. Pt. B. Whiting,

C, 9tb New York Heavy Artillery, aged 27 ; shot fracture right femur about 4 inches above knee; Cold Harbor, June 3, 1864; false joint above knee:

limb shortened about three inches.
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ful, and frequently he is obliged to suspend his occupation as a laborer. During the winter of 1809 he could not walk without

pain, and was unable to put on his hoot." Subsequent examiners report no changes in the condition of the limb. The pensioner

was paid June 4, 1877.

Case 400.—Private E. Gilroy, Co, P, 6th Vermont, aged 22 years, was wounded and captured at Savage Station, June

29, 1863. After remaining in the hands of the enemy for one month, he was exchanged and conveyed to Philadelphia. Acting

Assistant Surgeon J. Neill, in charge of Broad and Cherry Streets Hospital, reported the following description of the injury:

"A musket ball entered the right thigh anteriorly, three inches above the knee joint, passed backward and fractured the femur,

and was removed by a surgeon on the field. The wounded man was admitted to this hospital on July 30th, at which time there

was considerable swelling and inflammation of the thigh, also slight sloughing of the edges of the wound, which discharged

healthy pus. The foot was everted and there was two inches shortening of the limb. The patient's health was good. A stim-

ulating poultice was applied to the part and the limb kept in a Dessault apparatus, with side-extension and counter-extension,

for six weeks. At the end of this time the wounds had healed, but there was very little, if any, union at the seat of the frac-

ture. Two moulded splints of binder's board, with bandage, were then applied to the thigh, and Default's apparatus continued."

Subsequently, on November 18th, "union of bone, with one inch shortening and fair indication of a good cure," was noted in

the case; but at the date of the patient's discharge from service, February 23, 18G)J, the fracture was reported as remaining

ununited. Examiner T. B. Nichols, of Plattsburgb, New York, reported April 15, 18J8: "The leg is five inches shorter than

its fellow and swings loosely, except when he lets bis weight down upon it. In this position it supports him, hut in no other is

it of any use." In September, 1873, the same examiner described the injured limb as being shortened six inches, and stated that

the man "can lift his right foot with his hand up against his breast." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1879.

Comments on the various complications of shot fractures of the femur treated by con-

servation—pysemia, tetanus, gangrene, erysipelas, and haemorrhage—and on the different

modes of treatment, will be reserved for the concluding pages of this section of Chapter X.

EXCISIONS IN THE CONTINUITY OF THE FEMUR FOR SHOT INJURY.
The results of excisions in the continuity of the femur performed during the American

civil war have been discouraging, and justify the disfavor with which this operation is

regarded among American1
as well as European2

surgeons. One hundred and seventy-five

cases have been reported.
3 In eight instances the terminations could not be ascertained.

1 Hamilton (F. II.) (A Treatise on Military Surgery and Hygiene, New York, 1865, p. 517) remarks that he has never seen a case of shot fracture

of the femur that would justify excision. "The great depth of the bone and the attachment of the muscles to almost every point of the surface of the

bone are, perhaps, the chief circumstances which render these operations so unsuccessful." Gitoss (8. W.) {Military Surgery, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci. %

18G7, Vol. LIV, p. 478): " Resection of the femur in its continuity has proved to be a more fatal procedure than amputation at the hip, and should, there-

fore, not be repeated." ASHBUTtST (JOTI.v, jr.,) ( The Principles and Practice of Surgery, Philadelphia, 1878, p. 107) asserts that "excision in the con-

tinuity of the femur is a bad operation and should be definitely rejected from military practice."

'SCHWARTZ (IT.) (Bcitrdge zur Lehre von den Schusswundcn, etc., Sehleswig, 1854, p. 100): " The resection of the splintered ends of the fracture

for the purpose of converting the comminuted fracture into a simple fracture, as well as any resection in the continuity, is to be rejected in the femur."

DEMME (H.) (Militur-Chirurgische Studien, etc., WUrzburg, 1801, B. II, p. 285): "The facts hitherto known justify the total rejection of resection in the

continuity of the femur, even more so than the resection in the shaft of the humerus." NeUpOufer (J.) (llandbuch der Kriegschirurgie, etc., Leipzig,

1872, B. II, Zweito Iliilfte, p. 1521): " Even as an advocate of resection in the continuity of bone, one cannot defend resection in the continuity of the

femur, as, in this bone, the indication for the resection is relatively rarely found, and ns the risks attending its execution are very great. It is possible

that a resection in the continuity for total caries of the injured bone at the point of fracture may prove successful ; but, as ycr, no such cases have been

observed. It is also probable that, even in the most favorable case of recovery after resection for caries, the resected ends of bone would not unite, and

that psendarthrosis would be the result of the resection."

8 Instancea of excision in the shaft of the femur for shot fracture arc not frequent in military surgery: 1. Ross (G.) (Militairarztliches axis dem

Ersten Schlesivigschen Feldzuge im Sommer, 1848, Altona, 1850, p. 54) excised 1$ inches of the shaft of the left femur in a Prussian soldier, wounded nt

Dtippel, June 5, 1848; death from gangrene.—2. SCHWARTZ (II.) (Beitrdge zur Lehre von den Schusswunden, Schleswig, 1854, p. 107) relates the case of

a Danish volunteer, wounded at Holding, April 23, 1849; fracture at junction of upper and middle thirds of the right femur; excision April CO; death

April 28, 1849.—3. STKOMEYEE (L.) (Maximen, etc., Hannover, 1855, p. 757) tabulates a third fatal instance of excision in the shaft of the femur from the

Sehlcswig-Holstein War, 1848-50.—4-14. ClIKNU (J. C.) (Stat Med. Ckir. de la Camp, d'ltali ' en 1859«( 1800, Paris, 1809, T. II, p. 703) tabulates caeei

of excisions in the shaft of the feinur, with 5 deaths, and, on page 702, gives an extract from a report of Dr. BlMA, of the Sardinian army, who states

that of 5 excisions in the shaft of the femur by the subperiosteal method, performed at the hospital at VercelH, 4 proved fatal : A. Paschit, Regiment

Archduke Leopold, admitted into hospital May 31, 1859; shot comminution of femur; excision June 5, after extraction of missile; sent to Verona, Aug.

4, 1859; able to walk with the aid of a cane. E. Rigovich, Regiment Archduke Leopold, admitted into hospital May 31, 1859; shot comminution of

lower third of femur; excision June 18 ; death September 13, 1859. E. Opodopic, Regiment Archduke Leopold, admitted May 31, 1859; comminuted

fracture lower third of femur; excision of three centimeters of "bone June 22; death July G, 1859. L. Gerbitz, Austrian, admitted into hospital May 31,

1859: comminuted fracture lower third of femur; excision June 23; death July 23, 1859. M. Goldschmitt, Regiment Wtmpfen, admitted May 31 ; com*

minuted fracture middle third of femur; excision June 4; death July 17, 1859.—15-10. Heine (B.) (Die Schussverletzungen der Unttrrn Extremitatm,

Berlin, 1800, p. 293) reports that in the Sehlcswig-Holstein War of 1804, excision in the shaft of the femur w;is only performed twice by Dr. HEUDObFER
;

the result is not indicated.— 17. LOTZBECK (Zur Resection des Trr>chanter major, in Aerztlichts Intelligenz Jilatt, Mttuchen, 1870, B. XVII, p. 438) cites

the case of Sergeant W. S , 9th Infantry; fracture of left trochanter major, July 4, 1800 ; excision of trochanter in September; death November 9,

1800.—18-21. BECK (B.) (Chirurgie der Schussverletzungen Freiburg, 1872, p. 912) tabulates 4 cases of excision of the shaft of the femur in the Austro-

Prussian War of 1866; only one patient survived —22-37. ClIEXU (J. C.) (Apercu Hist. Stat, et Clin,, etc.. pendant la guerre, de 1870-71, Paris, 1874, p.

493) tabulates 10 cases of excision of the shaft of the femur, with 14 deaths, from the Franco-Prussian War, 1870-71 ; four eases reported by Feltz and

Gnou.EML'ND, and two by ROALDES, seem not to be included in M. CHKNU'B Statistics.—38-41. FELTZ et GROLLEMI'XD (Itelaiinn Chir. sur lei Ambu.

lances de Haguenau, in Gaz. M-'d. de Strasbourg, 1871, No. 11, pp. 131-134) relate 4 cases: J. Debet, 47th Line, aged 22, fracture of upper third of left

femur, in August, 1870 ; secondary excision September 20; death October 2, 1870. Bescbia Mohammed, 3d Tirailleurs ; fracture of middle third of right

femur; excision September 20; death October 2, 1870. Thomas Ferray, aged 20, 1st Algerian Tirailleurs; shot fracture of middle third of femur, prior

to August 8, 1870; excision August 28 ; recovery. E. Plichon, 3d Zouaves, aged 22 ; fracture of middle third of right femur, prior to August 9, 1870;
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Fifty-one cases had a successful, and one hundred and sixteen a fatal issue, giving a

mortality of 69.4 per cent.

Table XXI.

Numerical Statement of One Hundred and Seventy-five Excisions in the Shaft of Femur for Shot Injury.

OPERATIONS.
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ligaments. There are also extensive cicatrices which are tender and painftd. The liinb at this time is more of an impediment

than an advantage.'' The pensioner was paid March 4, 1679. In January, 1870, lie was furnished with an apparatus for his

injured limb by the linn of Marsh &, Corliss, of Cincinnati.

Case 111.—Lieutenant Dwight Beebe, 1 Adjutant 3d New York Veteran Vols., was wounded on October 27, 1834, while

in command of a skirmish line on the Darbytown Road, near Richmond. He was, on the same day, admitted into the Flying

Hospital of the Tenth Corps, near Chapin's Farm. Dr. C M. Clark, late Surgeon 39th Illinois, under date of September 17,

1839, gives the following description of the case: "The wound was made with a conoids] ball, which entered the right thigh,

outer surface, at the junction of middle with upper third, passing upward and inward, and making its exit at the upper and inner

angle of Scarpa's triangle, slightly abrading the scrotum in its passage. On examination of the

wound I found an extensive comminution of the femur, and removed sixteen (15) fragments before

the operation was decided upon. * * I made a longitudinal incision from the great trochanter

down, to the extent of five inches, and took away the upper fragment with a chain saw at its junc-

tion with the capsule (the bone above being sound). 1 then removed all the spiculas attaching to

the periosteum (which was preserved) and muscle, cleansing the wound thoroughly; then turned

out the lower portion and removed it smoothly with the common amputating saw. Dr. N. Y. Leet

assisted me in the operation." On October 28th, Lieutenant Beebe was taken to the landing near

Deep Bottom, and placed on board a hospital transport and conveyed to Fortress Monroe, and

admitted into the Chesapeake Hospital on the evening of November 1st. He was placed upon a

fracture bed and received the best attention. There was a profuse discharge and the patient soon

became exhausted. The upper extremity of the lower fragment necrosed, and a ring of bone

seven-eighths of an inch in length exfoliated. This occurred in the middle of January, 1835.

After the dead bone was eliminated, Lieutenant Beebe rallied. On May 17, 1865, he was able to

be moved comfortably, and obtained a leave of absence and went to his home in New York. He
returned to the hospital July 9th, and, in September, 183;">, again went to the north with his regi-

ment to be mustered out at the expiration of its term of service ( Circular 2, p. 33). In a letter dated

Havana, October 27, 1868, Mr. Beebe says: "I continued to improve until I was able to get around

with a cane and supposed I was as well as I would ever be, until August. 1857, when my wound
broke out and discharged terribly for about three weeks. The medical men here thought it was
brought on by irritation, being on it too much. Now, with the exception of the limb being quite

weak, it only troubles me in damp weather, when it has a dull heavy ache. It lias all healed.

The flesh on the outside of the thigh is quite numb. My knee is stiff. My general health is not

good, and my physician cautions me to be very careful of myself. The limb measures 3J inches

short. Resection, 2£ inches; necrosis of the bone, i inch." Pension Surgeon G. D Baley, of

Havana, N. Y., examined Lieutenant Beebe in November, 18C7, and reported: "Right leg is three

inches shorter and three inches smaller in circumference than the other. There is anchylosis of

the lviee joint. The patient has repeatedly been confined to his room six weeks at a time. The

wound is now discharging, the limb is weak and painful. He is constantly liable to fall in walk-

ing." In a letter to the editor, dated April 30, 1809, Dr. Baley describes the portion of the femur

shown to him by Lieutenant Beebe's father, the upper division of the bone being "just below the

greater trochanter obliquely downward from the outer side of the bone, to the middle of the lesser

trochanter on the inner side; the lower division being a transverse cut embracing 1£ or li inches

of the upper section of the bone. I think the head of the bone could not have been removed, as there is now, and was at the

time of my rirst examination, the full development of the greater trochanter and neck of the femur. There is at this time great

tenderness ami pain both above and below the section of excision, with frequent suppurations. There is also evidence of a loss

of portion of lone two or three inches below the lower section of the operation." Pension Surgeon F. J. Bancroft, of Denver,

Colorado, repoi-ud, in September, 187f>: "Ball entered anterior portion of thigh, fracturing upper third, and made its exit near

the anus. Resection of two inches of the upper third of the femur was performed, causing shortening of three inches. The

muscles are softer and smaller in this limb." Since that time the pensioner has been exempted from biennial examination, his

disability being corsidered permanent. A copy of the photograph, furnished by the patient (Contributed Photographs, Vol. XII,

p. 17), is represented in Fig. 162. He was paid March 4, 1879.

1 The caso of Liou'enant D. Beebe, Adjutant 3d New York, lias been cited on page 32 of Circular 2, War Department, S. O. O., 18fi*l, ns an

example of excision of tltt head of the femur. It hud been stated by Lieutenant Beebe, in a communication to the editor, dated Havana. N. Y-. Novem-

ber 2, 18o'8, shortly before tie publication of Circular 2, that " the head of the bune was not taken out." A letter of inquiry was thereupon addressed to

Dr. N. Y. I.EET, lato Surgoor. 7Gth Pennsylvania, who had been officially reported as the operator on the register of the Tenth Corps field hospital,

requesting information in thecise of Lieutenant Heche, and. In an answer dated Scranton, Venn., March 9, 18l>9, Dr. LEET stated that "about four inches

of the femur, including the hea('
s was removed," and, ia a second communication, dated April 20, 1869, Dr. LEET asserted that "the style of the operation

was first a longitudinal incision, tutting directly in the direction the ball took until I opened the capsule, thus exposing the head of the bone ; by carry-

ing the limb over the opposite thigh and pushing the limb upward I removed the head of the bone by 6awing through the trochanter with a chain saw."

These positive assertions of Dr. LrET led the editor to accept, in such a matter of anatomical detail, the statement of the surgeon rather than the impres-

sion of the patient. However, in September, 181J9, after the publication of Circular 2, a letter dated Chicago, September 17. 18(19, was received from

Dr. CHAULES M. Cl.AKK, late Surgein 39th Illinois. In this communication Dr. CLARK gave the account of Lieutenant Beebe's case as detailed in Cask

411, above, and added that Dr. N. Y.LEET assisted him in the operation. Immediately upon receipt of this communication, on September 20, 186:», a

copy of Dr. CLARK'S letter was forwarced to Dr. N. Y. Lekt, at Scranton, fur comment on the issue as to matter of fact between Dr. Clauk and himself;

but no answer was ever received. In tie meantime a letter had been sent by the editor to Dr. O. D. B.W.KV, Pension Examining Surgeon, of Havana,

where Mr. Beebe then resided, asking wh-ther, in his opinion, the head of the femur in the case of Lieut. Beebe had been removed. Dr. Baley's answer,

dated April 30th, is included in the history 'CASE 411), and corresponds with the statements of Dr. CLAKK in regard to the extent of the operation. A letter

from Lieut. Beebe, dated September 25, lQtl, corroborated Dr. CLARK'S statement, and gave a description of the excised portion of the femur, then In the

possession of his father. In addition to thete'aets, a letter was received from Dr. D. It. Br.OWEIL late Assistant Surgeon U. S. V., dated Chicago, Iiivem-

Sukg. Ill—26

l-'ic l*;a.—liteull tit excision

in the upper third **f llie femur.
[From a photograph.

|
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In the next case six and one-half inches of the shaft of the femur, from the great

trochanter downwards, were excised. By means of a prothetic apparatus and with the

aid of a small cane the patient is enabled to make good use of his limb, although it is

shortened six and one-half inches:

Case 412.—Private J. W. Joslin, Co. I, 7th New York Heavy Artillery, aged 20 year?, received a shot fracture of the

right thigh at Cold Harbor, June 3, 1864. He was captured, and while in the hands of the enemy underwent the operation of

excision of the femur. After being a prisoner for more than two months he was paroled and conveyed by steamer to hospital

at Annapolis, where Surgeon 15. A. Vanderlcieft, U. S. V., recorded his admission, August

26th, with "shot wound of right femur." On November 28tli the patient was transferred to

Jarvis Hospital, Baltimore, whence Assistant Surgeon D. C. Peters, U. S. A., reported that

" the parts were nearly healed on admission, and entirely so on December 31st, when the

patient was furlough ed, at which time the limb was shortened six inches and could be swung
backward and forward, but could not be exercised in lateral or rotary motion.'' One month

afterwards the man entered Dale Hospital at Worcester, whence Surgeon C. N. Chamberlain,

U. S. V., reported his condition as follows: "lie is in perfect health; the parts are free from

tenderness, and the limb is movable in every direction and perfectly under the control of the

muscles. The upper end of the femur is enlarged, apparently by new osseous growth, to

almost twice its normal diameter, and it has a good false joint." On August 29th the patient

was finally transferred to DeCamp Hospital, David's Island, whence Assistant Surgeon W.
Webster, U. S. A., contributed the following history: "The wound was inflicted by a minid

ball, which entered the gluteal region about four inches external to the os coccygis, passed

downward, and struck the femur a little below the trochanter major, producing a compound
comminuted fracture of the upper half of the shaft of the bone. Excision of six and a half

inches of the femur, extending downward from a point immediately below the great trochanter,

was performed by a surgeon of the Confederate army. This operation was done fifty-four

hours after the injury, by a linear incision seven and a half inches long in the axis of the limb,

beginning from a point opposite the superior portion of the trochanter major, and on the same

day the patient was transferred thirteen miles in an ambulance to Richmond, where he was
placed in hospital No. 21. He stated that he was in a vvvy weak and exhausted condition

when he reached Richmond. His limb was then placed in a fracture-box, and whiskey was

administered twice daily, his diet consisting of corn and wheat bread and inferior soup.

Extensive sloughing of the soft parts of the thigh occurred in the third week. On Octolicr

2G, 1SG5, the patient was discharged from service, at which time a careful examination of (he

injured thigh revealed union of the trochanter major with the upper extremity of the lower

fragment of the resected femur. There was also extensive deposit of new bone, and the degree

of shortening amounted to six and a half inches. He could bear his entire weight upon the

injured limb without producing any apparent yielding of the united bone. The flexion of the

thigh was natural, and when it was rotated the trochanter major performed its entire and

natural circuit. The thigh and leg were very much atrophied, but the knee joint flexed freely,

and the cicatrix, though extensive on account of the sloughing of the parts, was firm and

healthy. The gastrocnemius and extensor muscles of the foot were rigidly contracted, and

the foot was extended to its utmost capacity." One week before receiving his discharge the

patient was furnished by Dr. E. D. Hudson, of New York City, with a prothetic apparatus, 1 consisting of a case of raw hides,

laced upon the thigh and leg, and terminating in an artificial foot with ginglymoid articulations at the ankle and toes. By means

of this appliance he was enabled to walk with ease, requiring only the aid of a light cane. In a communication from the pensioner

in March, 18G8, he stated that "the apparatus works very well," considering the condition of the limb, and added that he had

not had any abscesses about the hip or any part of the injured leg. Various examining surgeons at successive dates certified to

the injury and operation resulting in shortening, etc., and the San Francisco Board added, in 1877: "The result is good, and

ber 24,1877, in which the following occurs: "Cask XXX, of the same Circular, in my opinion, is not correctly reported. I treated Lieut. Beebe from his

admission into the Chesapeake Hospital until he was considered well enough to be sent north. This case, in myjudgment, wm not of the magnitude the

report represents it. The fractured portions of the femur were removed, and the ends of the bone smoothed off; the head of die femur was not removed

from the cotyloid cavity. In this opinion, I am pleased to say, I am sustained by Surgeon 0. G. RUSH of this city, win- was one of the staff of the

Chesapeake Hospital at the time the patient was under my treatment, and who repeatedly saw the case with me. He rcciilects distinctly to have felt,

at the time the man was admitted, the head of the femur in its proper position. Surgeon CLARK, of the 39th Illinois raiment, told me, a year or two

afterwards, that he performed the operation, and described it just as I have done above." From a careful examination of all the correspondence and

records on file in this Office, it is evident that the head of the femur was not removed from the cotyloid cavity, that an excision in the upper third of the

shaft of the femur was performed by Dr. C. M. CLARK, and not by Dr. X. V. I.F.F.r, and that the account of the injury raid of tiie operation as published

on page 32 of Circular 2, on the authority of Dr. N. Y. Lef.t, is erroneous. On July 17, 1679, another letter was aia.'ressed to Dr. N. Y. T.EKT, asking

him whether he would deny the correctness of the account of the case as furnished by Dr. C. M. CLARK and the pensioner, Mr. D. Beebe. To this, as

well as to a prior letter of similar tenor, no answer has been received at the date of this writing (September 8, 1879). This case has been published as an

excision of the hip joint by Dr. H. Ct-'LRERTSOX (Excision of the Larger Joints of the Extremities, Philadelphia, 1S7G, p. (14). and as a resection of the

hip joint by Professor E. GURLT {Die Gelenk-Hesecticmen nach Schussverletzungen, Berlin, 1879, p. 203), and it is fc> be regretted that the erroneous version

of the operation has misled these reliable authorities on excisions.

1 The apparatus is figured on page 33 of E. D. HL'nsON's Mechanical Surgery, Prothetic Appliances and Apparatus for Amputations, Resections,

Ununited Fractures, Diseases of Joints, Deformities, Curvatures of Spine and Paralysis, New York, 1878.

Fin. 163.— Result of primary excision
in the shaft of the femur. [From a
photograph.]
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the leg, by the use of a mechanical apparatus, is of use to the man." The pensioner was paid March 4, 1879. Photograph*

of the patient, taken in 1835, and showing his appearance without and with the apparatus, were contributed by Dr. Webster

(Contr. P/ioto's, A. M. M., Vols. 9 and 10, pp. 31, 32, and 33) and copied at the Army Medical Museum (Sury. Phot. Scries, Nos.

101) and 107). The former is represented in the wood-cut (Fig. 163).

Cask 413.—Captain S. V. Shipman, Co. E, 1st Wisconsin Cavalry, aged 38 years, was wounded in the right thigh

during the engagement at Whitewater River, April 24, 18G3. Two days after the reception of the injury he was admitted to the

Post Hospital at Cape Girardeau, whence Surgeon W. McClellan, 1st Nebraska, reported the wound as "a fracture of the femur,

caused by gunshot, for which primary resection of three and a half inches at the upper third was performed, the ends of the

bone being clipped off. Patient left the hospital on leave of absence July 17th." Captain Shipman was subsequently promoted

to Major, and ultimately mustered out as Brevet Colonel on July 19, 1805. In his application for pension he alleged that the

ball was not found nor removed from his thigh until eight months after the reception of the wound. Examiner A. J. Ward, of

Madison, Wisconsin, October 23, 183G, certified to the injury and operation resulting in contraction of the leg and stiffness of

the knee, and added: "The pensioner has had an abscess form three different times; the last time it laid him on his back some

six weeks. It may recur any time, as there is evidently diseased bone in the femur." Dr. H. A. Martin, late Surgeon, U. S. V.,

in a letter, dated Boston, April 24, 1839, makes reference to this case as follows: "When I was stationed at Cape Girardeau a

most interesting case, that of Captain Shipman, was under my care to a perfect successful issue. He lost nearly four inches of

the whole shaft of the femur, including portion of the trochanters, and is now living, with a limb shortened some two and a

half inches." This pensioner was paid June 4, 1879.

Table XXII.

Summary of Twenty Cases of Recovery after Primary Excision of the Shaft of the Femur for Shot Injury.

No.
Name, Military

Descuutio.v, and Age.

Becbc, D., Adjutant, 3d
Now York, age 25.

Brewer, J. IP., Pt.. C,
-lth Teun. CaA'., age 40.

Button, F. II., Musician,

I, 14th Mich., age 18.

2 15 , S.,7th Kentucky
Mounted Inf'y, age —

.

Calhoun. W. /'., Scrg't,

F, 5th Virginia, ago 25.

Connor. 8.. Colonel, 19th

Maine, ago 25.

Oebhardt,J.,Pt.,B, 149th

New York, age 22.

Hanis,B.P.,I,ieut.-Col.,
(ith Maine, ago 33.

Ilartman, L., Pt., E,
24th Mich., age 16.

Dates.

Oct. 27.

27, '64.

Aug. 14,

14, '64.

July 6,

6, '64.

April 6,

6, "62.

Mar. 2.7,

25, '65.

May (1,

(i, 'u'4.

July 2,

3, 18G3.

Nov. 7,

7. '63.

June 1,

1, '64.

Ix.iuav, OrKRATlOX, and
RESULT.

Right ; three and a half ins. from
junct. with caps, to level of troc.

minor, by Surg. G. M. Clark,
39th 111.

' Mustered out Sept.,
1863. Surg. Phot. 210; pens'd.

Right; four and a half ins., inclu-

ding great trochanter, by Surg.
— Sevenson. 4th Tenn. Cav'y.
Released Juno 16, '65: two and
a half ins. shortu'g. Circular 2,

1869, p. 58.

Left ; four ins. upper third, by
Surg. E. Batwell, 11th Mich.
Disch'd May 5. 1865: pens'd;
ligamentous union : three inches
shortening.

; two and a half inches from
upper third, by Surgeon S. F.
Clnrdy, C. S. A. Recovered;
ends of bone united well; limb
of great use.

Right ; mid. third, by Surg. O. R.
Sullivan, 39th N. J. Erysipelas.

Released June 11, 1865.

Right ; two ins., fragment, middle
third, by Surg. J. F. Dyer, 19th

Mass.: June, lucms.: Sept., bono
extracted. Disch'd April 7, '66,

as Brig. General ; pensioned
;

anchylosis of knee joint ; leg
entirely useless.

Left : about two ins. up. third, by
Surg. J. V. Kendall. 149th N. Y.
Disch'd March 1. 1863; pens'd;
shortening, ulceration, and de-
formitv. Cont. /'hot. Series, Vol.

4, No.'S.

Left ; three ins., neck, trochanter,

upper third. Discharged July
19, 1864; pensioned: shortened
three inches.

Right ; three ins., upper third, by
Surg. J. II. Beech, 24th Mich';
gang. Disch'd Aug. 2i, 18C5;
pens'd; four ins. shortening.

MO
Name, Militauy

Desckiitiox, and Age.

Hayes, W. J., Pt., L,
16th Penn. Cavalry,
age 18.

Joslyn. J. W., Pt„ I,

7th New York Henvj'
Artillery, ogtt 20.

Keyser, M., Pt., E, 9th

Kansas Cav., age 40.

McLaughlin, G. H.. Lt.,

II, 2d Infantry, age —

.

•Reynolds, J. C, Pt., E,
5th N. Jersey, age 24.

Shanlcy, J., Pt., A, 76th
New York, age 24.

'SUelley, J. If., Pt.. L,
:kl Kentucky Cavalry,
age 15.

Shipman. S. V., dipt.,

E, 1st Wisconsin Cav.,
age 38.

Shock, A., Pt., A, 4th
Penn. Reserves,age 23.

Tliibaut,F.W.,Cnpt.,A,
7th New York, age 28.

Tirtlol, W. M., Lieut.,

F, 105th 111., age 24.

Dates.

June 11,

11, '64.

June 3.

5, '64.

June 17,

20, '63.

Julv 2,

3, 'in.

Mav 5,

8, '62.

Mav 24,

2G,"'64.

June 10,

111, '61.

April 24,

24, '63.

Mar. 1
1

,

12, '62.

Dec. 13.

13, '62.

Mav 15,

15," '64.

IXJUItY, OrKBATION, AND
Result.

Right ; five ins. mUldlo third, by
Surg. F. Le Moyne, 16th Penn.
Cav.; necrosis. Disch'd June 20,

1865; pensioned; three inches
shortening; fistulous opening.

Right; six nnd a half ins. from
groat troch. downward, by Conf.

surg. Disch'd Oct. 26, 1865;
pens'd; seven ins. shortening.
Surg. Phot. Ser., Nos. 106, 107.

Ci'rc. 6, 1865, p. 68.

Left; one inch middle third, by
A. A. Surg. J. Thorne. Also
exc. r't radius. Disch'd March
1. 18tJ4 ; compl. union; two ins.

shortening ; not i>ensioned.

Left. DntvOct.9, 1864; retired

Dec. 31. 1870.

Left
; portion of trochanter major.

Disch'd Aug. 18, '64
; not pens'd.

Left ; portion of trochanter major.

Duty Nov. 15, 1864
j
pensioned

;

hip joint stiffened ; necrosis.

Four and a half ins. middle third,

by Surg. S. F. Clardy, C. S. A.
liisch'd Dec, 1864; union com-
plete; four and a half ins. short 'g.

Right : throe nnd n half ins. upper
third and portion of troch. maj.
Promoted Mnj. Disch'd July 19,

1865; pensioned ; two and a half
ins. shortening; anch. knee.

Right : four nnd a half ins., frag-

ments, up. third, by Ass't Surg.
J. S. Billings. U. S. A. Disoh d
Oct. 10, C2: pensioned; five ins.

short'g. Med. and Surg, Hist.,

Pt. II, Vol.11, p. 367.

Left ; trochanter major, by Surg.
C. Cray, 7th N. Y. Also amp.
left ring finger. Disch'd May
8, 1863: pensioned.

Right : four ins. middle third, by
Surg. A. W. Reagan. 70th Incl.

Disch'd Nov. 28. 1864; pens'd;
limb an impediment. Spec. 213.

The injuries are reported to have been inflicted by shell fragments in two instances,

by a fuse plug in one, and by small projectiles in seventeen cases. Sixteen of the twenty

operations were performed by Union and four by Confederate surgeons.

1 BATWEI.L (E.), Notes on Exscction, in Med. and Surg. Reporter, 1865, Vol. XII. p. 221.

'TnOMPSON (J. W.), Resection of the Long Bones, in Meil. Record, 1868-9, Vol. Ill, Case VI, p. 29.

3 PnAY (O. M.), Reports of Hospitals, in Am. Med. Times, 1833, Vol. V, Case IX, p. 77.

*MAUons (O. M. B-), Conservative Treatment of Compound Comminuted Fractures of the Femur, in Confederate States Med. and Surg. Jour.,

1865, Vol. II, Case 8, p. 8. THOMPSON (J. W.), Cases of Resections, etc., in Nashville Med. Jour., 1868, N. 8., Vol. I, p. 340. THOMPSON (J. W.), Reten-

tion of the Long Bones, in Med. Record, 1868-9, Vol. III. Case I, p. 28.
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Fatal Cases of Primary Excision in the Shaft of the Femur.—Of the sixty-five cases

of this group, the operation was performed on Union soldiers in fifty-three and on Confed-

erate soldiers in twelve instances. The right femur was involved in thirty, the left in

twenty-six cases; in nine the side of the injury was not indicated.

Case 414.—Private A. A. Shaw, Co. C, 9tb Missouri State Militia Cavalry, was accidentally wounded in the left thigh

by a conical ball, April 1, 1863. He was admitted to the general hospital at Rolla, and operated on by Surgeon II. Culbertson,

U. S. V., who described the case as follows: "A compound comminuted fracture of the femur at the lower third, the bone being

broken into small fragments, and small spieulas being thrown over the internal surface of the wound; orifice of exit two and a

half inches in diameter, and located on inner side of thigh. The vasti, biceps, semi-membranosis, and teudinosis, rectus,

and adductors (below) were lacerated as high as the middle third and down to the knee joint, which was not involved. The

large vessels were uninjured. The patient was vomiting, being cold and prostrated; pulse 140. Under these circumstances I

determined, on consultation, to stimulate and anaesthetize, then remove all loose portions of bone and resect the ends of the femur

as far as they were denuded of periosteum, amputation being precluded by the great prostration. In three hours, the pulse having

become somewhat fuller and slower and the general surface warmer, I performed the resection. Under the influence of chloroform

the patient's pulse grew stronger, and after the operation he seemed better. He recovered from the effects of the anaesthetic in

due time, but never rallied fully from the shock of the injury, and his system gradually failed, though supported by full doses of

morphia and brandy. He died eighteen hours after the reception of the injury, being conscious of his approaching end.''

Case 415.—Private Jonathan Wallace, Co. F, 21st Georgia, aged 3d years, was wounded by a conoidal ball, in the

charge on Fort Steadman, March 23, 1835. The missile entered on the external surface of the left thigh at the lower portion

of the middle third, passed obliquely upward and inward, fractured the femur through the middle third, and emerged on the

internal surface an inch above the wound of entrance. He was taken to the field hospital of the 2d division, Ninth Corps, where

Surgeon G. W. Snow, 35th Massachusetts, reports that "resection at the middle third of the femur was performed by Surgeon

G. R. Sullivan, 30th New Jersey, and anterior splints applied." On April 10th, he was admitted into the Armory Square

Hospital, Washington. Acting Assistant Surgeon George K. Smith reports " that the injured limb was shortened one inch;

extension was applied (Buck's method) with a weight of eleven pounds, after which there

was no shortening. Patient did remarkably well until June 8th, when he was attacked with

diarrhoea, which was arrested at the end of three days. On June 23d, the bone appeared

to be firmly united with half an inch shortening, and, on July 2d, extension was removed,

and the patient rode about the ward in an invalid chair. July 28th, it was

discovered that the limb had shortened two and one-fourth inches; exten-

sion was reapplied with a weight of sixteen pounds, and, on August 5th, it

measured three-fourths of an inch shorter than its fellow. On August 15th,

a photograph of the patient was taken [No. 92 of the Surgical Pkoto-

ijraph Series of the Army Medical Museum, a reduced copy of which is

represented in the wood-cut, FlG. 164]. On August 17th, the wound
had nearly healed, his condition was remarkably good, and the bone had

apparently united." On this date he was transferred to the Douglas Hos-

pital, Washington, to the care of Assistant Surgeon W. F. Norris. U. S. A.,

who reports: ''The wound was still open and discharging a small quantity

of matter, but there was firm union of the broken femur, and the patient

could without assistance raise his leg from the bed. His general health

seemed to be improving, and he daily rode about the ward in a wheeled

chair, the limb being supported in an extended position. August 26th,

several small loose fragments of bone were removed. August 26th, had a

severe chill ; on the 29th, had an attack of erysipelas in the thigh, and, on

the following day, a loose piece of necrosed bone, one and a half inches in

length, was removed. On September 2d, erysipelas had spread down to

ankle joint. 11th, erysipelas had disappeared; another small sequestrum

was removed from the posterior wound. 16th, had two chills, diarrhoea!

passages, and vomiting. 21st, he steadily grew weaker; the wound had

almost ceased to discharge. There was slight icterus; the countenance

was pinched and anxious and the breathing labored. 22d, he had pain in

chest and abdomen, and was unable to pass his urine. These symptoms

continued until the evening of the 23d, when death ensued from pyaemia.

At the autopsy, fifteen hours after death, the brain appeared healthy; but

there was a large amount of serous subarachnoid effusion. Both lungs were adherent and thickly studded with pyamiic patches,

most of which were dark colored anil hardened, a few only having softened, and containing pus. There was considerable serous

effusion in the left pleural sac. The spleen was enlarged but not softened; the other thoracic and abdominal viscera appeared

healthy. The fractured femur [which is represented in the adjoining wood-cut, FlG. 165] was removed and sawn longitudinally;

above the fracture the marrow and interspaces between the cancelli presented a reddish chocolate hue, below, it appeared red-

dened and inflamed; it had not, in either locality, any gangrenous odor. The femoral vein [represented in PLATE XXX,
opposite] was found to contain old and partially disintegrated blood clots, and in some portions also a quantity of healthy look-

ing creamy pus; its walls were much thickened. It continued to present the same appearance up to about two inches below its

Flo. Ifi4.—ApiKuirauco five months
after excision in middle third of femur.
[Flora a photograph.

J

Fie. 165.—Ends of

fractured left femur
united six' months af-

ter shot injurj*. Spec
1354.
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Flo. IC7.—Upper
thinlufleft femur,
Bliowinffexcibtua.

junction with the internal iliac vein : here the clots ceased, and the coats of the vein, although of reddisli hue. did not appear much

thickened. The pus was carefully examined with the microscope and presented its usual round corpuscles, which under the appli-

cation of acetic acid exhibited distinctly their characteristic double and triple nuclei. The femoral artery appeared to be healthy."

Case 410.—Private W. J. Beck, Co. D, 2d Pennsylvania Heavy Artillery, aged 18 years, was wounded at Petersburg,

June 18, 1804. Surgeon M. K. Hogan, U. S. V., recorded his admission to the field hospital of the 1st division, Ninth Corps,

with "shot wound of left thigh." Surgeon N. R. Moseley, U. S. V., reported the following: "The patient was admitted to

Emory Hospital, Washington, June 24th, with fracture of the middle of the upper third of the left femur, caused

by a minid ball, and resulting in resection, which operation was performed on the field on

June 19th. The treatment consisted of cold-water dressings, and stimulants and nutritious

diet. Death occurred July 8, 18ii4." The upper third of the injured femur was contributed

to the Museum by Acting Assistant Surgeon W. II. Ensign, and is represented in the cut

(Fig. 167). The specimen shows no bofly deposit, and the shaft is stripped of periosteum I

for some distance below the seat of the injury.

Case 417.—Private J. Fearing, Co. G, 21st Massachusetts, aged 23 years, received

a gunshot fracture of the right thigh at Cold Harbor, June 3, 18.il. He was admitted to

the field hospital of the 1st division, Ninth Corps, where the operation of resection was per-

formed but not recorded, and several days afterwards he was conveyed to Washington.

Acting Assistant Surgeon P. 0. Williams described the injury and its result, as follows:

''The patient was admitted to Emory Hospital, June 7th, with compound comminuted frac-

ture of the femur at the upper third, caused by a mini6 ball, which entered anterior to the

femoral artery, passed backward and outward, and emerged on the opposite side. Two and

a half inches of the bone had been excised the day after the injury, through an incision four

inches in length. The general treatment consisted of tonics, stimulants, astringents, and

Fro. 166. Upper por- generous diet. Pulley extension, Band bags, and bandages were applied to the limb and

inB
,

«ofton
fe

So«!''»ri
cold-water dressings to the wound. Small spiculae of bone and a small piece of lead about

the size of a pea were removed on June 30th. The patient died August 3, 1334, of exhaus- sPec -
a81(l -

tion resulting from the excessive discharge of the wound and from severe diarrhoea, which had troubled him the last two weeks.

The post-mortem revealed necrosis of both excised extremities, extending from one to one and a half inches. There was abundant

deposit of osseous matter on the upper portion, but upon the lower part only a little was found on the posterior aspect." The

upper half of the injured femur was contributed by Surgeon N. R. Moseley, U. S. V., and is shown in the cut (Fig. 166).

In the following case severe haemorrhage occurred on the twentieth day after the

injury, and amputation in the upper third of the thigh was performed:

Case 418.—Corporal J. W. Soule, Co. D, 6th Michigan Cavalry, aged 27 years, was wounded in the right thigh at

Boonesboro', July 8, 1863. Surgeon S. B. W. Mitchell, 8th Pennsylvania Cavalry, recorded his admission to the Cavalry Corps

field hospital, and noted that a resection was performed. On July 21st the wounded man was transferred to the Frederick

Hospital, whence Acting Assistant Surgeon J. 11. Bartholf contributed the specimen (Fig. 168), with the

following history: ''The wound was caused by a rifle ball, which entered below the nates and fractured

the femur at the lower part of the upper third. A portion of the bone was removed on the evening

following the injury, and sand bags were kept to the sides of the limb until the day before the patient

was removed to this hospital, when a long outer splint was applied. On admission the limb was in very

good condition and shortened only one and three-quarter inches. On July 23d the long splint had become

displaced and was doing harm, when I removed it and substituted Buck's extension (pulley, weight, and

sand bags). On the following day the patient felt comfortable and the wound looked well; the short-

ening now amounted to two and three-quarter inches. On the next day the extension was increased by

additional weight. A moderate flow of haemorrhage from the wound took place on July 26th, which

could not be controlled by pressure on the common femoral artery, and did not cease until after five

minutes' continuance of the pressure. The amount of blood lost was estimated at six ounces. Explora-

tion showed the sawn end of the upper fragment to be denuded a finger's breadth; but the upper end of

the lower fragment could not be felt nor reached. On the 28th a collection of pus was detected, by

examination with the finger, in a cavity at the inner side of the upper fragment, and at 8.30 p.m. of this

day another hemorrhage, uncontrollable by pressure on the femoral artery, to the amount of eight

ounces took place. Stimulants and opiates were then given to procure sleep and time in order to enable

the patient to recover, in part at least, from the effects of the haemorrhage and undergo an operation, for

which, with a view of having the further advantage of daylight, the following morning was determined

upon. At 4 o'clock A. M. the next day there was another baunorrhage, estimated at six ounces, and

when the patient had pretty well recovered, amputation was performed by transfixion through the site

of the wound, making antero-posterior flaps. The patient did not rally well. He died two hours after

the operation. At the pnst-nuirtcm examination, the thoracic and abdominal organs were found to be

healthy. The haemorrhages were discovered to have occurred from a large orifice plainly to be seen in

the upper end of the lower portion of the severed sciatic artery, the ball having evidently found the vessel lying in its course

and disrupted it. The blood not coming from any branch of the femoral explains the non-control of the flow by pressure

thereon, as was believed at the time. The bleeding and stopping was probably due to the closing of the orifice by the end of the

bone, and to its shifting, and perhaps to other causes. The two sawn ends of the bone were necrosed for the space of one-

quarter inch to an inch, beyond which a good amount of callus was thrown out."

Flo. 16S.— t ppeihalfof
right femur. Spec. 3854.
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Table XXIII.

Summary of Sixty-Jive Fatal Cases after Primary Excision of the Shaft of the Femur for Shot Injury.

No.
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In ten of the sixty-five fatal cases of primary excision 1
in the shaft of the femur the

point of resection was not indicated; in twenty-five instances the excision was in the upper

third; in five, in the upper and middle thirds; in twenty-one, in the middle third, and in

four, in the lower third.

Undetermined Cases of Primary Excision in the JShaft of the Femur.—There are six

cases of this group; the data are very meagre, and in five of the six cases not even the

names of the patients are recorded:

Table XXIV.
Summary of Six Cases of Primary Excision in the Shaft of the Femur with Unknown Results.

NO.
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Case 420.—Private L. M. Baker, Co. B, 2d Wisconsin, aged 29 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, June 1. 1803, and

admitted to tlie field hospital of the 1st division, First Corps. Surgeon G. M. Ramsey, 95th New York, recorded: "Gunshot
fracture of right thigh. July (ith, resection." On September 5th, the patient was trans-

ferred to Camp Letterman, and subsequently to the General Hospital at York. A photo-

graph, represented in the annexed cut (FlG. 170), was received from Surgeon H. Palmer,

U. S. V., with the following description of the case : "A conical leaden ball entered the

anterior aspect of the right thigh six inches below the middle of Poupart's ligament, thence

passing backward and slightly upward, making its exit at the posterior aspect, an inch

above the point of entrance, fracturing the femur. Two hours after the reception of the

injury he was taken to a field hospital, and, he states, on the 3d of July he was placed

under the influence of chloroform and fragments of bone to the extent of two inches of shaft

were removed by cutting down upon them at the seat of the fracture. Water dressings

were used for the first two weeks, when Smith's anterior splint was applied—the limb

suppurating profusely, and the man's vital power being a good deal depressed. There was

a constant tendency to sloughing in the posterior wound, rendering the frequent application

of caustic necessary. The splint was removed on the 15th of November, partial bony

union having taken place, suppuration still continuing and spiculse of bone being discharged

from time to time; patient, who was upon tonics and nutritious diet, gradually improving.

On the 13th of January the posterior wound assumed a sloughing condition, which spread

with rapidity, and was attended with considerable constitutional disturbance. It was
checked by the free use of bromine, the patient being at the same time upon iron and quinia.

Since that time the patient has continued slowly but steadily to improve. April 14th, the

wounds have closed; the man is in excellent health and able to walk about on crutches,

amount of shortening being two and a half inches. On June 30, 1864, he was discharged

from service, although still using crutches, able to bear considerable weight upon the

injured limb." Examiner C. D. Cameron, of LaC'rosse, Wisconsin, reported, December

5JJ, 1865: "Shot wound of right thigh, shattering the hone. Some four inches of the femur

were removed. Limb much crooked and greatly atrophied; is five inches shorter than the

other. Wound not yet healed." Examiner W. D. Fliiin, of Redwood Falls, Minnesota,

September 26, 1873, certified to "resection of about three inches of bone," and stated "the

wound has been open and running during the last two and a half years." The pensioner

was paid June 4, 1879.

One of the nine survivors after intermediary excision in the shaft of the femur was a

Confederate soldier, and eight were Union soldiers. Of the latter, one died nearly a year

after the operation, six are pensioners in 1879, and one has not been heard from since 1870.

The point of excision was in the upper third of the femur in one instance; in the middle

third in five; in the middle and lower in one; and in the lower third in two cases.

Table XXV.
Summary of Nine Cases of Recovery after Intermediary Excision of the Shaft of the Femur for

Shot Injury.

Flii. 170.—Uosult of intermediary ex-
cision in the shaft of the femur. [From
a photograph.]

No.
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FIG. 171.—Section of lipid femur
fractured in lowest third. Spec.

1532.

The injuries were inflicted by a grape shot in one case, by a slug in one, and by small

missiles in seven instances. The length of the excised portion of the femur varied from

two to Ave and one-half inches.

Fatal Cases of Intermediary Excision in the Shaft of the Femur.—A few illustra-

tions, showing the nature and extent of the intermediary excisions practised, will precede

the tabular statement of the thirty-nine fatal cases:

Case 421.—Private T. Fitzgerald, Co. C, 38tli New York, aged 27 years, was wounded at Chaneellorsville, May 2, 18C3,

and treated at a field hospital until June 15th, when he was conveyed to Washington. Assistant Surgeon G. A. Mursiek, U. S. V.,

reported: "The patient was admitted to Stanton Hospital with compound fracture of the lower third of the right femur. Resec-

tion of a portion of the bone was performed on May 19th, before admission to this hospital. The wound suppurated profusely,

and his condition was unfavorable. Water dressings were used,

and Hodgen's splint was applied to the limb. Six ounces of whis-

key were administered daily. There was no attempt at union of

the bone and no abatement of the discharge. By July 2d the

patient had become pale, anaemic, and emaciated, when muriated

tincture of iron was prescribed in doses of twenty drops three times

a day. The patient was also troubled with anorexia, arm
1

on July

5th diarrhoea came on, for which astringents, consisting of opium

and tannin, and subsequently tincture of catechu and opium, were

administered. Death occurred on July 10, 1863." A section of the

injured femur was contributed by Surgeon J. A. Lidell, U. S. V.,

and is shown in the wood-cut (FlG. 171). The specimen exhibits

considerable deposit of callus, imprisoning the necrosed fragments

but not uniting the extremities.

Case 422.—Corporal J. White, Co. F, 12th Infantry, aged

1G years, was wounded in the thigh at Gaines's Mills, June 27,

1862. Assistant Surgeon H. S. Schell, U. S. A., reported that the

femur was fractured and that the wounded man was captured by

the enemy. After remaining a prisoner for three weeks he was

exchanged and conveyed to Baltimore. Acting Assistant Surgeon

E. G. Waters reported the following history: "The patient was admitted to Camden Street Hospital, July 21st, with the left

femur badly shattered at the upper third. No apparatus had been applied. On July 26th, he was placed under the influence

of chloroform, and an incision over the seat of injury, six inches in extent and exposing the bone, was made and the broken

and unattached fragments removed, after which the ends of the upper and lower extremities were sawn off, leaving a hiatus of

some four inches. The wound was then closed by stitches and adhesive strips, and the patient was put upon a supporting treat-

ment. There was considerable loss of blood during the operation, which was performed by Assistant Surgeon R. Bartholow,

U. S. A. On August 5th, the limb was placed in the anterior splint. At this time the discharge had improved in appearance

and diminished in quantity, and the external wound looked healthy and was closing rapidly; the patient also maintained his

strength and cheerfulness, and but for a troublesome bedsore over the sacrum he was almost free from pain. On August 8th,

typhoid symptoms came on, the pulse being quick and irritable; the tongue dry, cracked, and covered with brown epithelium

;

appetite good but thirst insatiable. Wine, quinine, iron, and concentrated nourishment were now
administered liberally. The wound was nearly closed and presented a healthy appearance as well

as the discharge. On August 14th, colliquative diarrhoea came on, from which the patient sank

and died, having survived the operation nineteen days. At the post-mortem examination both

extremities of the resected portion of the femur wer« found denuded of periosteum and extensively

necrosed. There had been no attempt at union, nor was any callus found in the surrounding

tissues. The soft parts were gangrenous and intolerably offensive." The specimen, shown in

the wood-cut (Fig. 172), was contributed by the operator, and consists of a portion of the shaft

of the injured femur, embracing two sections an inch and a half and three inches long respectively,

and an irregular portion two inches by three in its greater lengths. The latter is composed of

fragments united by new bone. The larger section is obliquely fractured at one end, with thick-

cisedfiveinches ened periosteum, and the smaller shows a ring of necrosis at one extremity.

mur. Posterior Case 423.—Sergeant M. Smith, Co. I, 73d Pennsylvania, was wounded in the left thigh at

view.5iKc.l539. Chaneellorsville, May, 3, 1863. The injury involved a fracture of the femur at the trochanter major.

The wounded man reached the Eleventh Corps hospital at Brook's Station on May 15th, and on the following day five inches of

the bone, commencing just below the neck, was resected by Surgeon R. Thomain, 29th New York. The patient died June 8,

1863. The excised bone is represented in the wood-cuts (FlGS. 173, 174), and was contributed, with the history, by the operator.

The excision was practised in the upper third in fifteen instances; at the junction of

middle and upper thirds in two; in the middle third in fourteen; in the lower third in five

instances. In three cases the point of excision was not indicated.

Surg. Ill—27

Fig. 172.—Two sections and an
irregular portion of shaft of femur.
Spec. 394.

Flo. 174,-Ante-
rior view of the
same specimen.
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Table XXVI.
Summary of Thirty-nine Fatal Cases of Intermediary Excision of the Shaft of the Femur for Shot Injur;/.

NO

3

4

S

6

7

I 8

9

|

10

11

ia

|
13

II

IS

16

17

18

l'.i

21

Name, Military
Desckution, and Age.

Atkinson. H. L., Pt., II,

2d Maryland, age 32.

Baker, J. F., Pt.. D,
147th Penn., age 29.

Biddle, A., Pt., E, Cth
New Jersey.

Brewer, J.. Pt., K, 130th
Indiana, age 18.

Brown, E. W., Lieut.,

(J, 37th Now York.

Burden, 11., Pt., 6th S.
Carolina, age 18.

Burroughs. J.. Serg't,

IJ, 3d Kentucky.
Collar, C., It., F, 45th
Illinois, age 20.

Connovcr, J. C, Corp'l,

E, 27th Illinois, age 21.

Cramer. J., Pt., E, 55th
New York.

Dickenson, C, Corporal,
G, e8th Indiana.

Dillon, W., Pt., A, 10th
New York, age 23.

Eisele, It., Pt., E, Cth
New Jersey.

Fitzgerald. P., Pt., I,

38th New York, age 27.

Friend, J., Pt., H, 7th
Missouri, age 27.

Goddard, W., , B,
Caswell's Georgia S. 6.

Hall, J. \V., Pt., I, 92d
New York.

Hall. S. M„ Pt., E, 7th
Now York, ago 211.

Hamlin, J. L., Corp'l,
( i, 7th Minnesota, age
21.

Harper, C. D., Pt., F,
5th Michigau.

Heller, J. P., Pt., F,

147th Pennsylvania.

Dates.

Sept. 30,

Oct. 30,

1864.

Mav 3.

18, '63.

Mav 5,

14, ''62.

Aug. (i,

Sept. 1,

18U4.

Mav 5,

16, *'02.

Mav 5,

17. '62.

Sept. 19,

28, '63.

Feb. 14,

Mar. 12,

1864.

May 2.-i,

Juno 18,

1864.

Mav 5,

14, '62.

Sept. 20,

—, '63.

June 3,

13, '64.

May 5,

17, '62.

May 2,

19, '63.

July 4,

13, %3.

Juno 24.

J'y I, '63.

Dee. 14,

29, '62.

June 3,

13, '64.

Dee. 16,

23, '64.

May 5,

14, '62.

May 3,

19, '63.

Injury, Operation, anu
Kesult.

Kight
;
great trochanter and one

inch of shaft. Died Oct. 25, '65

;

traumatic erysipelas.
Right; two ins., and loose spiculce.

June 10, diarrhcea. Died Aug.
10, 1863.

Left; mid. third, by Surg. R. B.
Bontecou, U. S. V. Died May
25, 18G2, of P3'aemia.

Kight; three ins. upper third, by
•Surg. F. Meacham, U. S. V.
Died Nov. IS, 1864.

llight ; three ins. upper third, by
Surg. R. B. Boutecou, U. S. V.
Died May 23, 1862; pysemia.

Left ; by Surg. R. 1!. Bontecou,
U.S.V. Died May 20, '62; pyasm.

Right; four ins. low. third; amp.
mid. third. Died Oct. 10, 1863.

RighF; mid. third, by Surg. G. S.
Kemble, II. S. V. *May 1, aiup.
thigh, upper third. Died May
9, '64. shock.

Left ; four ins. up. third, by Ass't
Surg. G. W. Burke, 46th Penn.
Died June 21, 1864; pneumonia.

Five ins. mid. third, by Surg K.
B. Bontecou, U. S. V. Died
May 17, 1862.

Kight ; four Inches middle third,

by Surg. I. Moses, U.S.V. Died
Oct. 5. 1863. Spec. 2145.

Kight ; six ins. up. third, by Surg.
A. F. Sheldon, IJ. S. V. Died
Juno 13, 1864, shock.

Left; four ins. middle third, by
Surg. R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V.
Died May 20, 1862

;
pyffimia.

Right; low. third. July 5, diarrh.

Died July 10, 1863, suppuration
and diarrhcea. Spec. 1502.

Right ; mid. third, bv A. A. Surg.
A.Sterling. Died July 17, 1863;
haemorrhage. Spec. 2091.

Middle third; erysipelas. Died
August 24, 1863.

Left ; three and a half ins. up. t'd,

by Surg. C. A. Cowgill, U. S. V.
Died Jan. 22, 1863'. Autopsy.
Spec. 1328.

Left ; five ins. up. third, by Surg.
A. F. Sheldon, U. S. V. Died
June 17, 1864, exhaustion.

Lett; two and a half ins. upper
third, by A. A. Surg. S. Black-
wood. Died Dec. 24, '64

; shock
of operation.

Left ; four ins. mid. th'd, by Surg.
R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V. Died
May 17, 1862: pya?mio hsemor.
from wounded veins of thigh.

Right ; three ins. Died May 25,

1863, tetanus. Spec. 1272.

NO

38

3.1

Name, Military
Description, and Age. Dates.

Horrigan r D., Pt., K,
28th Mass., age 32.

Huntley, II. S., Pt., I,

37th New York.

Lemberger,F..Pt., 1, 33d
Iowa, age 23.

Martin, P., Serg't, F,
155th Penn., age 22.

May, A. S., Pt., E, 8th
Iowa, age 26.

McCormick, R., Serg't.

C, 2d Missouri, ago 24.

Parker, T., Pt., I, 5th
New Jersey, age 20.

Paton, T.. Pt., E, 72d
New York.

Polser, J. P., Pt., B, 15th
Iowa.

Redwood. W., Pt., A,
5th Michigan.

Rose, S. L., Sergt, D,
113th Ohio.

Savre, A., Pt., E, 12th
Ohio.

Smith, I. M., Serg't, I,

73d Pennsylvania.

Stevens, II., Pt., I, 59th
Mass., age 16.

Taylor. C. H., Pt.. E,
3d Artillery, age 20.

White, J., Corp'l, F, 12th
Infantry.

Young. W., Serg't, C, D.
5th Minnesota, age 28. 21

Mav 5,

30, ''61.

Mav 5,

17, "'62.

Julv 4.

17, '63.

May 8,

Juno J,

1864.

April 9,

May 5,

1864.

Sept. 20.

Oct. 18,

1863.

Interme-
diary,

1862.

May 5,

15, '62.

Mav 7,

17, ''6 J.

Oct. 4,

25, '62.

.May 5.

16, '62.

Sept. 20,

Oct. 17,

1863.

Dee. 11,

26, '63.

May 3.

16, '63.

May fi.

June 3,

1864.

Feb. 20,

Mar. 6,

1864.

June 27,

July 26,

1862.

23,

Injury, Operation, and
Result.

Left; four ins up. third, by Surg.
A. F. Sheldon, U. s. V.' Died
Sept. 2, 1864. of wounds.

Loft; lowerthird, by Surg. R. II.

Bontecou, 1'. S. V. Died May
22. 1862; pya'liiia.

Right ; nineteen fragm. and sharp
ends, four ins. in ail, lower third.

by Surg. I. Moses. U.S.V. Died
Julv 26, 1863, of inflammatory
fever. Spec. 2084.

Left: middle third, by Surg. A.
I'. Sheldon, 11. S. V.; gangrene.
Died June 7, 1864; exhaustion.

Kight ; three ins. up. third. Died
May 6, 1864.

Left ; frag, and ends, three and a
half ins., mid. third, by Surg. i.

Moses, U. S. V. Nov. 3. arterial

lnem. Died Nov. 1 1, 1863, ofpy-
semla. Autopsy. Spec. 2131.

Right ; low. third, by Surg. B. A.
Vanderkiel't, 102d N. V. Died in

three weeks: pyaemia. Spec. 11.

Right; three ins*, mill, third, 1>V

Surg. R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V.
Large bed-sores. Died July 2,

1862; diarrhoea.
Left: up. port, protruding femur,
bvSurg. R. B. Bontecou.II.S.V.
Died May 00, 1862. of pyaemia.

Lett : upper third. Died Oct. 27,

1802.

Left ; five ins. mid. third, by Surg.
R. B. Bontecou. Died May 19,

1862.

Right ; ends and frag., two and a
half ins. in all, middle third, by
Surg. I. Moses, U. S. V. Died
Oct 20, 1863. Spec. 2130.

Left; troch. major. Died Janu-
ary 23, 1864 ; pysamia.

Right; fiveins.up. third, includ'g
true, major, by Surg. R. Tho-
maine, 29th New York. Died
JuneS, '63; anaunia. Spec. 1539.

Right ; three ins. upper third, by
Surg. K. B. Bontecou, U. S. V.
Died June 5, '64; exhaustion.
Spec. 3034.

Right ; mid. third, five ins., by
ABs't Surgeon W. K. Ramsay,
U. S. A., and others. Died April
2, 1864: exhaustion from con-
tinued hemorrhage.

Left ; three ins. tip. third, by Ass't
Surg. R. Burtholow, U. S. A.
Died Aug. 14, 1862. Autopsy;
gangrene. Spec. 394.

Left ; three and a half ins. upper
third, by A. A. Surg. S. Black-
wood. Died Deo. 31, 1864.

Three of these thirty-nine soldiers belonged to the Confederate and thirty-six to the

Union army. The right femur was injured in nineteen, the left in eighteen of the thirty-

seven cases in which this point was recorded. «

Secondary Excisions in the Shaft of the Femur.—Nineteen examples were reported

in this category. Fifteen patients recovered, three died, and the result in one instance

remains undetermined.

Recoveries after Secondary Excision in the /Shaft of the Femur.—Two examples of

the fifteen cases of this group will be given in detail:

Case 424.—Private J. Reid, Co. G, 162d New York, aged 35 years, was wounded in the right thigh, at Springfield

Landing, June, 1883. Assistant Surgeon J. Homans, jr., U. S. A., recorded his admission to St. James Hospital, New Orleans,

July 3d, and described the injury as follows: "The patient had sustained a compound fracture of the right femur a few days

previous to entering the hospital, having been wounded by a bullet, which entered the anterior face of the limb about four and

a half inches below I'oupurt's ligament, and emerged about four inches below the great trochanter, having passed just outside
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the femoral artery and shattered the hone in its passage. On admission the thigh was but slightly swollen ; the shortening

amounted to about an inch and a half. I determined to make an effort to save the limb, for experience had taught me how
much conservative surgery can accomplish in gunshot fractures of the thigh. A Smith's anterior splint was applied, but, proving

uncomfortable, it was removed and the limb was placed on a double-inclined plane. The orifice of entrance healed, and pus,

which began to be discharged quite freely, flowed out through the lower opening. On July 29th the patient's condition was

favorable for an operation, and I determined to remove all the necrosed bone possible, and, if necessary, to resect a portion of

the shaft of the femur. The patient was placed under the influence of chloroform, and an incision two and a half inches long

was made from either side of the orifice of exit in the direction of the long axis of the limb. Several pieces of necrosed bone

were then removed, and the end of each fragment of the fractured femur was turned out and sawn off with a chain saw beyond

the point where the bone was bare. The periosteum along the course of linea aspera was carefully preserved and peeled off from

the bone, or rather the bone was gently torn away from the periosteum. About three inches of the femur were thus resected.

No untoward symptom followed for more than two months, and, in October, the limb could be raised by the heel, union being

quite firm. About this time he was attacked with erysipelas, which seemed to be caused by the whitewashing of the ward in

which he lay; but the attack was slight and soon passed off. In November he could walk about on crutches and bend his knee

slightly. I noticed that union took place first and mainly along the inner side of the bone ; and as the periosteum here was
preserved entire, there was not so much shortening as would otherwise have resulted, it being only three and a half inches. On
December 12, 1863, the patient was discharged from service and left for New York. HoV useful a limb he will have cannot yet

be determined, but amputation would have killed him." The New York City Examining Board, at different dates, certified to

the injury, and to union with deformity, and from four and a half inches to five inches shortening as resulting therefrom, together

with complete anchylosis of the knee joint. The pensioner is also reported as wearing an artificial appliance attached to his

shoe. The pensioner was paid March 4, 1879.

Case 425.—Private J. F. Williams, Co. H, 26th Pennsylvania, aged 25 years, was wounded in the right shoulder and

right thigh, at Gettysburg, July 2, 1853. He entered a field hospital of the Third Corps, and was removed to Camp Letterman

one month afterwards. Surgeon H. Janes, U. S. V., noted the injury as "a compound fracture of the right femur at the upper

third, caused by a miui6 ball," and recorded the following result: "On September 8th, the upper extremity of the lower frag-

ment was found to be protruding and to he denuded, and four days later the patient was placed upon the operating table and

about two inches of the lower fragment were carefully excised by Acting Assistant Surgeon H. Leaman. The limb was then

placed in an anterior splint. Small pieces of bone were discharged from time to time and steady improvement followed. By
November 9th, partial union had taken place, and several days afterwards the patient was transferred to York Hospital." Surgeon

H. Palmer, U. S. V., in charge of the latter, on February 15, 1864, made the following note of the condition of the limb: "At

this time there is complete bony union of the fracture. There is, however, some dead bone at the upper fourth of the thigh, still

causing rather free discharge of pus by three openings. The thigli is shortened about four and a half inches, its circumference

increased four inches, and the limb bent outward. The patient's general health is excellent and his constitutional condition

good." The patient was ultimately transferred to Mower Hospital, Philadelphia, July 25, 1865, and one month later he was
discharged and pensioned. Examiner E. A. Smith, of Philadelphia, on August 28, 1865, certified to "total loss of use of right

arm and right leg from wound of shoulder and thigh, to fracture of femur and eight inches shortening," and to "one hundred

and twenty-nine pieces of bone having been removed," and added that the pensioner "has a cough and is a sad wreck." The
pensioner was paid March 4, 1866, since when he has not been heard from.

The excision was practised in the upper third in nine instances, in the middle third in

four, and in the lower third in two. In four cases portions of the trochanter major and of

the shaft of the femur were excised; in the remaining eleven cases the excised portion of

the femur varied in length from two to six inches.

Fatal Cases of Secondary Excision in the Shaft of the Femur.—The three operations

of this group were practised on Union soldiers. In one instance the right femur, and in

two the left femur had been fractured.

Case 426.—Private J. McElroy, Co. E, 35th Iowa, aged 38 years, was wounded in the right thigh, at Lake Chicot,

June 6, 1864, and underwent, the operation of resection of the femur at Gayosa Hospital, Memphis. Surgeon F. N. Burke,

U. S. V., who performed the operation, made the following report of the case: "The patient was admitted twelve days afler the

injury, which was caused by a minie ball striking the anterior surface of the middle third of the thigh, fracturing the femur, and

lodging in the limb. The leg was placed in a double-inclined concave splint. The wound healed readily without suppuration,

and in two months the patient was able to walk on crutches, the fragments—though not in a straight position—having united

partly by cartilage and partly by ligament. His constitutional state was very good, he being fat and healthy. The patient was

to have been sent to his home on furlough, but on October 25th, having been allowed to go out on the street, he became intox-

icated, and, by a fall, refractured the femur at the place of union. On the following day he was placed under the influence of

chloroform, and three inches of bone was excised through an incision five inches in length, an opening one inch long being made
on the posterior surface of the thigh for drainage. Bilious diarrhoea set in five days after the operation and continued for two

weeks. Death resulted from pyaemia, November 23, 1864, several violent chills having occurred five or six days before and much
prostration during two weeks. Large quantities of stimulants, together with quinine and iron, and nourishing diet were

administered, and solution of chlorinate of soda was applied to the wound. The post-mortem examination revealed a large

abscess extending from the wound to the hip joint and containing laudable pus in considerable quantity. There was no sign of

any reparative process in the ends of the bone, and no pus was found in the lungs, liver, or spleen."
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Table XXVII.
Summary of Nineteen Cases of Secondary Excision in the Shaft of the Femur for Shot Injury.

[Recoveries, 1—15; Deaths, 1G—18; Result undetermined, 10.]

No Name, Military
Description, aiu Ace.

Allen, J. W., Pt., B, 22d
Indiana, age 28.

Curtin, D., Pt, G. 47lh
New York, age 25

Dennett, W. I., Serg't,

E, 73d Penn., age 23.

Duggan, T.. C'orp'l, M,
11th Illinois Cavalry,
age 19.

Fruzee. H. \V., Pt.. L,
2<l New York Heavy
Artillery, age 29.

Grayson, C, Pt., F, 16th
.Mississippi.

Haggcrty, D., Pt., L,

1st New Jersey C'av.,

ago 23.

Oct. 8,

Dec. 1,

1062.

Feb. 20,

juiv 15.

\&M.

July 2().

Aug. 2:).

1864.

Dec. 18.
'62. Aug.
23, '63.

A pi 7. '65.

April—,
1866.

Sept. 17.

Dee. 22,
1862.

Oct. 12.

1863,

ftosay, J., 1't., li, Oth July 4,

.Missouri. '63, .Mar.

|
8, '64.

Houghton, D. F., Corp'l,
i
Dee. 13,

K, ltith Maine, age 21. '62, Aug.
6, '63.

Millhouse, J„ Serg't, K, Sept. 20,

7:ld Illinois, ago 31. j Dec. —

,

1863.

Injury, Operation, and
Result.

Left ; three ins. lower third, by
Surg. J. G, Hatchitt, IT. S. V.
Anemia. Disch'd Feb. 13, 1863;
pens'd; six inches shortening.

Left ; four in. mid. third. Disch'd
June 5, 186")

; pens'd : lig. union

only; knee joint anchylosed;
shortening over seven inches.

Left; troch. maj. and two inches
necrosed shaft, by A. A. Surg.
M.L. Ilerr. Duty'Jan. 10, 1865;
not pensioned.
Ri^t : lower third : gangrene.
Disch'd April 7, '65; pensioned.
July 5. 1866, amputation, juuet.
lower and middle thirds.

Left; two ins. upper thirds, by
Dr. Hutchinson; ends wired.
Dis'd Jan. lO.'Oli, betb. opemt'n

;

pcus'd ; no union, limb no use.

R't ; necro.t portion of troch. maj.
ami shaft, by A. A. Surg. A. V.
(her! >oimier. Duty April 27, '63.

Lett : necrosis troch.; exe. diseas'd
portion, by A. A. Surg. J. H.
Thompson. Must, out Sept. 22,

1864: applied for pension Dec,
1864, not heard from since.

Lett ; three ins. mid. third, by A.
A. Surg. A. Sterling. Prison,
Nov. 4, 1864.

Left; caries: six ins. up. third, by
Surg. C. Alexander. IGth Maine.
Disch'd May 15, 1863, pens'd;
shorten 'g six ins., stilT, open.

Left; two and a half ins. middle
third. Disch'd April 30, 1865;
pens'd ; bone carious,very lame.

Name, Military
Description, and Age

O'Riley, P., Pt., II, 63th
New York.

iReid, J., Pt., O. 162d
New York, age 35.

Thomas, W. C, Pt., F,
55th Ohio, age 17.

Watts. S., Serg't, K,
33d Ohio, age 21.

Williams, J. F., Pt., H,
26th Penn., age 25.

Chase, J. A., Pt., B, 12th

Mass., age 36.

2 McElroy, J., Pt., E,
35th Iowa, age 38.

3 Unknown, Pt., — New
Jersey, age 22.

Unknown

Dates.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 22,

1862.

June 8,

Julv 20,

1863.

May 2,

Sept. 11

1863.

May 14,

1864.

Julv 2.

Sept. 12
1863.

Dec. 13,

1862,

Jan. 13,

1863.

June 6,

Oct. 26,

1864.

June 27,

Aug. 10,

1862.

Injury, Operation, and
Result.

Left; carious and necrosed tro-

chanter major and shaft. Dis-
charged Mar. 10, 1863; not pen-
sioned.

Right ; necrosis ; three ins. upper
third, by Ass't Surg. J. Homans,
jr., U.S.A.; Oct., '63, union firm;
erysip. Disch'd Dec. 12, 1863;

pens'd; union with deformity;
anchylosis knee joint.

Right: July 11. rem. seq.: ex. of
fourins. up. third. Disch'd June
27,1864] pens'd; great deform,
and short'g. Spec. 1686.

Right : two ins low. thirds. Dis'd
June 6, '65; pens'd; shortening
six ins., leg useless.

Right; two inches upper third,

by A. A. Surgeon II. Leaman.
Nov., '63, partial union. Must,
out Aug. 26, '65; pens'd; eight
inches shortening.

Lett ; fragm'ts and sharp points,
two ins. in all, by A. A. Snrg.
R. Reyburn. Jan. 18, 19, haem-
orrhage from external circum-
flex artery. Died Jan. 10, 1863.
Spec. 1021.

Right ; bone united ; refract, by
fall ; three ins. mid. third, Surg.
F.N. Burke, U.S.V. Died Nov.
23, 1864, pyaemia. Autopsy.

Left; five and a quarter inches
mid. third. 28 pieces, by Dr. —
Merritt. Died Aug. 10, 1862.

. Exeis'nof frag't, and small
portion of shaft partly necrosed.
Result unknown. Spec. 306.

IJxcisions in the Shaft of the Femur at an Unknown Period after Shot Injury.—
The seventeen cases of this group are enumerated in the following table:

Table XXVIII.

Seventeen Cases of Excision in the Shaft of the Femur after Shot Injury; time of Operation not known.
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The seventeen cases in which the time between the l'eception of the injury and the

operation could not be ascertained comprise eleven Union and six Confederate soldiers.

In eleven instances the length of the excised portion of the femur was not indicated; in

three instances two inches, and in three, three inches of bone were removed.

Summing up the one hundred and seventy-five cases of excision in the shaft of the

femur, it will be seen that the operations were performed in the upper third in seventy-six

instances, including nine cases in which the operation extended into the middle third of the

femur. Of these seventy-six cases twenty-five recovered, forty-nine proved fatal, and in

two the result remained undetermined, a mortality of 66.2 per cent. Of the fifty-nine

excisions in the middle third of the femur, the final issue could not be ascertained in one

case; eighteen were followed by recovery, and forty by death, a death rate of 68.9 per

cent. The seventeen operations in the lower third include five recoveries, eleven deaths,

and one undetermined result, a fatality of 68.7 per cent. The twenty-three operations with

undefined seat of fracture include sixteen deaths, three recoveries, and four undetermined

cases, a mortality of 84.2 per cent. In six of the one hundred and seventy-five cases of

excision in the shaft of the femur recourse was had to subsequent amputation of the thigh,

and in one, to exarticulation at the hip.
1 Further observations on excisions in the shaft

of the femur will be reserved for the concluding remarks of this section.

AMPUTATIONS IN THE SHAFT OF THE FEMUR.—On page 169, ante, the

total number of cases' of amputations of the thigh to be considered in this section was

stated as 6,238. Of these, 9 were performed for shot contusion's of the femur, 2,900 on

account of shot fractures of the shaft of the femur, and 3,329 for immediate or remote

results of shot fractures of the knee joint, leg, ankle joint, or foot. The nine operations

for complications following shot contusions of the shaft of the femur have been detailed

at page 173, and there remain to be noticed 6,229 cases as indicated in the following tahle:
2

Table XXIX.

Numerical Statement of Sixty-two Hundred and Twenty-nine Amputations of the Thiyhfor Shot Injury.
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As indicated in the Table, the result as to fatality remained undetermined in only

eighty of the six thousand two hundred and twenty-nine cases; twenty-eight hundred and

thirty-nine were followed by recovery, and three thousand three hundred and ten by death,

a mortality of 53.8 per cent. This exceeds the fatality in cases of shot fractures of the

femur treated by conservation (49.9 per cent., see page 176, ante) by 3.9 per cent., while

it is 15.6 per cent, less than the ratio of deaths after excisions in the shaft of the femur

(69.4 per cent., see page 200, ante). It will also be observed that of the amputations in

which the time between the injury and the operation could be definitely ascertained, the

primary are by far the most numerous. The sixty-two hundred and twenty-nine amputa-

tions were performed on sixty-two hundred and nine patients, twenty being double opera-

tions. In three cases both thighs were removed at the middle thirds; ten ablations of

both thighs were performed in the lower thirds; in one case the point of amputation in the

right thigh was not stated, while the left thigh was amputated in the lower third, and in

six instances of amputation of both thighs the thirds were not indicated. 1 In fourteen of

the twenty double thigh amputations both operations were primary; in two, both inter-

mediary; in one, the operation in the right thigh was a primary, and in the left thigh an

intermediary; in one, the amputation in the right thigh was a primary, and in the left thigh

a secondary; and in two instances the periods of the operations were not recorded. In

twelve cases the ablation in the thigh was accompanied by an amputation of the opposite

limb, viz: in three, by amputations at the knee joint; in eight, by amputations in the leg;

and in one, bv an amputation at the ankle joint.
2

PRIMARY AMPUTATIONS IN THE SHAFT OF THE FEMUR FOR SHOT
INJURY.—-According to the plan indicated on p. 697 of the Second Surgical Volume, the

cases in which the operation was practised within forty-eight hours subsequent to the

reception of the injury have been classified as primary amputations. Three thousand

nine hundred and fortv-nine of the six thousand two hundred and twenty-nhne amputations

in the shaft of the femur belong to this group. In forty-eight instances the results were

not ascertained; nineteen hundred and fifty-eight were successful, and nineteen hundred

and forty-three were fatal, a mortality of 49.8 per cent.

Primary Amputations in the Upper Third of the Femur.—Five hundred and thirty-

thre.e of the thirty-nine hundred and forty-nine primary amputations in the shaft of the

1 Tho three instances in which Iwth thighs were removed in the middle thirds are: Serjeant T. Doud, 2d Michigan, primary operations, fatal

;

Corporal J. \V. Woodworth. H, 11th Michigan, primary operations, fatal; Private S. Bagley, B, 5th New Hampshire, right, primary, left, secondary

operation, fatal {Spec. -123:2. A. M. .M.I. The ten instances of ablations of both thighs in tho lower thirds are: Corporal M. Dunn. II, 4Gth Pennsyl-

vania, primary operations, recovery {Spec. 3193, A. M. M.): Private K. G. Rush, 21st Georgia, primary operations, recovery (see Surg. I'liot. Series, Nos.

132, 133, and Ccml'd Photo's, Vol. :l. p. :)t>, and Spec. 3:>98, A. If. M.): Private S. Allen, O, 59th Massachusetts, primary operations, fatal: Private K. S.

Michael, A, 105th Pennsylvania, primary operations, fatal : Private D. Nicholson, II, 22d Massachusetts, primary operations, fatal (Spec. 29G6, A. M. JU.);

Sergeant E. C. Rabbit, II, 10th Missouri, primary operations, fatal; Private J. Stewart, D, 77th New York, primary operations, fatal ; Lieutenant J.

Whelpley, D, 1st Maine, primary operations, fatal; Private D. Wallace, I, 5th Artillery, intermediary operations, fatal (Specs. 1383, 1384, A. M.'M.J;

Pt. J. Moore, K, 4Gth Pennsylvania, intermediary operations, fatal. In the fatal case of Private \V. F. Mills, E, 8th Now York Heavy Artillery, the point

of the primary amputation in the right thigh was not recorded, the operation in the lower third of the left thigh was an intermediary. The six instances

in which the points of ablation were not stated are: Pt. S. Goodwell, G. 2Mth Illinois, primary operations, fatal ; Pt. II. Kenner, 4th Virginia, primary

operations, fatal ; Pt. C. Myer, F, 30th Missouri, primary operations, fatal ; Pt. II. Tieman, C, 1 19th New York, primary operations, fatal ; Pt. J. A.

Parker, L, Cobb's Legion Cavalry, time of operations not stated, recovery; Pt. 67. Nunenger, A, 58th Virginia, time of operations not stated, fatal.

2 The three cases of amputation of the thigh and of exarticulation at tlic knee of the opposite limb are : Corporal C. N. Lapham, K, 1st Vermont

Cavalry, amputation ((fright thigh in middle third and of left leg at the knee joint, primary operations, recovery (see Surg. Photo's Series, Nos. 154, 155);

Private ,J. Barker, I, 58th Massachusetts, amputation of right thigh in lower third and of left leg at knee joint, primary operations, fatal; Private II.

Smith, I. 14th New Jersey, amputation of right thigh in lower third and of left leg at the knee joint, primary operations, fatal. The eight cases of

amputations in the thigh and ablations of the opposite leg are: Private S. Banks, C, 43d Colored Troops, primary amputations in middle third of right

thigh and lower third of left leg. fatal; Private L. Johnson, B, 1st Tennessee, primary amputations of left thigh in lower, and right leg in upper third,

fatal ; Private L. 0. Lamphere, G, 21st Connecticut, Sergeant P. Bradley, C, 16th Michigan, and Private J. It. Lewis, II, 53d Georgia, primary amputa-

tions in left thighs in lower thirds and of right legs in lower thirds, fatal ; Sergeant J. Foss, C, 59th New York, primary amputations of thigh and leg,

thirds unknown ; H. Housley, F, 33d Wisconsin, amputation of right thigh in lower third and of left leg in upper third, intermediary operations, recov-

ery; Private H. Brown, K, 22d Colored Troops, primary amputation of right leg in upper third, and secondary amputation of left thigh in lower third,

recovery; Lieut. A. Birmingham, A, r>°th New York, primary amputation of right thigh in lower third and of left foot at ankle joint, fatal.
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femur were practised in the upper third of the thigh. The result was determined in all

but five cases. Two hundred and sixty patients recovered after the operation, and two

hundred and sixty-eight, or 50.7 per cent., died. The right thigh was amputated in two

hundred and forty-nine, and the left in two hundred and thirty of the four hundred and

seventy-nine instances in which this point was recorded. A few successful and fatal exam-
ples will be detailed, and all cases of primary amputation in the upper third of the thigh

will be enumerated in Table XXX.
Successful Cases of Primary Amputations in the Upper Third of the Thigh.—The

two hundred and sixty operations of this category were performed on two hundred Union
and on sixty Confederate soldiers. It was impracticable to ascertain the subsequent his-

tories of the Confederate soldiers. Of the Union soldiers, one officer was retired and one

hundred and ninety-nine men were pensioned, and it appears from the records of the Pen-

sion Office that one hundred and ninety-three of the survivors after primary amputation

in the upper third of the femur were living in September, 1879. One had died from

chronic diarrhoea, two from consumption, the result of the injury and the operation, and in

four cases the cause of death was not reported:

Case 427.—Lieutenant-Colonel R. Avery, 102d Now York, aged 24 years, received a shot fracture of the upper third of

the right thigh, at Lookout Mountain. November 24, 1863. He entered the field hospital of the 2d division, Twelfth Corps,

where the injured limb was amputated by Surgeon C. IT. Lord, 102(1 New York, who reported as follows: "This case of ampu-

tation at the upper third of the thigh is of interest from the fact that the patient had recently returned to duty from hospital,

where he had been since receiving a severe wound of the face and neck at Chaneellorsville, May 3, 1863. His general health

was poor, yet he underwent the operation well, and at the date of this report, December 2d, he is getting along finely. The

flap has closed completely for nearly two inches anteriorly, and every indication points to a speedy recovery. Dry dressings

have been used entirely." The patient was subsequently transferred to hospital at Bridgeport, and afterwards to Nashville,

whence he proceeded to his home on leave of absence. Lastly he entered the Annapolis Hospital, and on June 27, 1864, he

was discharged from service. In the following year he was re-appointed as an officer of the Veteran Reserve Corps, and on

December 31, 1870, lie was retired from active service. In a communication from Dr. IT. E. Goodman, late surgeon U. S. V.,

the amputation was described as having been performed "at the great trochanter." During January, I860, Colonel Avery, who
was then serving on duty at the office of the Commissary General of Prisoners, visited the Army Medical Museum, being quite

well and in good health, and the stump, though affected with neuralgia, having been healed for more than a year previous. This

officer's name appears on the retired list in 1879.

Case 428.—Private T. E. Gay, Co. IT, 9th Ohio Cavalry, aged 19 years, was shot in the left thigh while on guard duty,

at Cypress Creek, April 22, 1864. The nature of the injury was reported by Surgeon C. M. Finch, of the regiment, as follows

:

"The wound was the result of an accident, the missile, a carbine ball, entering the knee joint at the external condyle, passing

upward and comminuting the femur to the upper third, at which point the limb was amputated. From present indications (eight

days after the accident) the man will recover." One month after the reception of the injury the patient was transferred to

hospital at Nashville, subsequently to Louisville, and lastly to Camp Dennison. Surgeon C. MeDermont, U. S. V., in charge of

the latter hospital, reported that "the patient was admitted June 21st in good general health, but in his transfer he sustained a

severe contusion of the Stump by a fall. On the following day the stump presented a gangrenous appearance, which was checked

by the application of a solution of bromine. Subsequently dressing of basilicon ointment was applied, under which it rapidly

improved and threw out healthy granulations." The patient was furnished with an artificial limb, seven months after the recep-

tion of the injury, by the firm of Douglas Bly, and on November 17, 1864, he was discharged from service and pensioned. In

his application for commutation, in 1870, the pensioner mentions that Assistant Surgeon John C. Thorpe, 9th Ohio Cavalry,

performed the amputation. Examiner J. W. Long, of Bryan, Ohio, May 7, 1873, certified to "amputation of left leg four inches

below the upper point of the trochanter major; muscles very much atrophied, the bone being covered by nothing but the skin

and fascia up to the trochanter. He has no power in the stump, etc." The pensioner was paid September 4, 1879.

Case 429.—Private J. H. Judd, Co. C, 86th New York, aged 18 years, was wounded in the right thigh, before Petersburg,

September 11, 1864. He was admitted to the field hospital of the 3d division, Second Corps, whence Surgeon J. S. Jameson,

86th New York, described the injury as "a compound fracture of the femur at the middle third, caused by a musket ball," and

reported that he "amputated the limb at the upper third." The patient was subsequently transferred to City Point, and three

weeks after the date of the operation he was moved to hospital at Alexandria, whence Surgeon E. Bentley, U. S. V., described

the amputation as an "antero-po6terior flap operation." The patient was ultimately transferred to Judiciary Square Hospital,

Washington, and discharged from service January 13, 1885, and pensioned. Previous to leaving the hospital he was supplied

with an artificial limb by the Jewett Patent Leg Company, of Washington, D. C. In his application for commutation, dated 1870,

the pensioner represented the stump as being in a sound condition, but reported the artificial leg as having been unsatisfactory.

Examiner F. R. Wagner, of Addison, N. Y., April 15, 1874, certified to "amputation about two inches below the trochanter

minor, leaving the stump so short that an artificial limb cannot be worn." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1879. The specimen,

No. 410, Army Medical Museum, consists of the middle third of the shaft of the injured femur. It was contributed by the operator.
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Ca.se 430.—Private A. T:ireott, Co. IF. 94th New York, aged 18 years, was wounded at Fredericksburg, December 13,

18G2, and admitted to the field hospital of the 2d division. First Corps. Surgeon C. J. Nordquist, 83d New York, noted: "Gun-
shot wound; right leg amputated above knee." Two weeks after the injury the wounded man was conveyed to Washington,

where he entered Trinity Church and subsequently Judiciary Square Hospital. On June 11, 18G3, he was
transferred to Central Park Hospital, New York City, whence Acting Assistant Surgeon G. F. Shrady

contributed to the Army Medical Museum a cast of the stump {Sper. 1373), taken nine months after the

amputation, with the following history: "According to the patient's account the lower portion of his

right thigh was almost completely carried away by a grapeshot, and a great deal of hemorrhage fol-

lowed the injury. Amputation at the upper third by the long posterior flap was performed, on the day

following the injury, by Surgeon Or. W. Avery, 94th New York. There was an attack of gangrene of the

stump in the latter part of April, and the patient has suffered from necrosis of the femur. When admitted

KIO. 173.—Stamp ofright to this hospital the stump was entirely healed." Two months later the patient was furnished with an

potation. $ptc. 1373. artificial limb by E. D. Hudson, of New York City, and on November 15, 1803, he was discharged from

service and pensioned. Examiner C. M. Johnson, of Watertown, New York, certified, May 7, 1873:

"The stump is only three inches in length, tender and painful; the extremity of the femur being covered only by integument.

He uses an artificial limb occasionally only." The pensioner was paid September 4, 1879.

fatal Cases of Primary Amputation in the Upper Third of the Thigh.—There were

two hundred and sixty-eight cases of this group. Two hundred and thirty patients were

Union and thirty-eight were Confederate soldiers. Gangrene supervened in eight, pyaemia

in thirty, and tetanus in four instances. In the following case the femur was fractured in

its upper third

:

Case 431.— Private W. II. Croyle, Co. II, 55th Pennsylvania, aged 21 years, was wounded at Petersburg, June 1G, 1864,

and was admitted to hospital at Fort Monroe four days afterwards. Assistant Surgeon E. McClellan, U. S. A., reported:

"Gunshot fracture of right femur, upper third. Amputation was performed in the field on the day of the injury, chloroform

being used.'' On August 27th, the patient was transferred to DeCamp Hospital, David's Island, New York Harbor, whence

Assistant Surgeon W. Webster, U. S. A., reported that the Btump was still unhealed, and that the patient was a sufferer from

chronic diarrhoea, from the effects of which he died September 7, 18G4.

In the next two cases primary amputation in the upper third of the femur was per-

formed for fractures in the middle third:

Case 432.—Private M. H. Bartlett, Co. D, 4th Vermont, aged 19 years, was wounded at Funkstown, July 10, 1863, and

entered the General Hospital at Frederick two days afterwards. Acting Assistant Surgeon C. M. Martin reported the injury and

its result as follows : "A minie ball entered the outer side of the left thigh about the middle third and passed directly through,

breaking the bone. Amputation in the upper third was performed on the field by the circular method. When admitted to this

hospital there was partial union of the flaps, and granulation was progressing. Cold-water dressings were used. The patient

was in good spirits and seemed to he doing finely until July 29th, when I saw a change for the worse, his pulse being low and

quick. I then ordered pills of iron and quinine to be given three times a day, also full diet. Two days afterwards he had a

slight chill and appeared rather weaker, the stump not looking healthy and the granulations very pale and flabby. Ten drops

of nitric acid diluted in an ounce of water was then ordered to be applied once a day, and the pills were continued, with one

ounce of whiskey every three hours. Oii the next day the patient was gradually sinking, and on August 2d, he had a severe

chill in the morning. Death supervened at 9.30 A. M. on August 3. 1863. At the post-mortem examination, three hours after,

the lungs, heart, spleen, and kidneys were found to he healthy, but the liver was highly congested. On removing the remaining

portion of the femur considerable callus was discovered to have been thrown out, and in dissecting the muscles I found two

circumscribed abscesses, each containing about half an ounce of pus." The upper portion of the femur was contributed to the

Museum by Dr. Martin, and is numbered 3887 of the Surgical Section.

Case 433.—Private F. Ward, Co. G, 45th Colored Infantry, was accidentally shot in the left thigh, near Fort Harrison,

February 7, 1865. The nature of the injury and its result were recorded by Dr. N. Folsom, Regimental Surgeon, as follows

:

"A conical musket ball, fired at a distance of about three hundred yards, entered the outer aspect of the limb about the middle,

fractured the femur, and, splitting in two, passed out on the inner aspect lower down. There were two orifices of exit, and

two more pieces of the ball were found in the wound. The man was admitted to hospital within six hours after the injury. The
loss of blood was estimated at a pint and a half, and the bone was found extensively comminuted, there being twenty-six frag-

ments. Amputation by the circular method, at the junction of the upper anil middle thirds of the bone, was performed under

ether, three ligatures being applied and six sutures. Stimulants were freely exhibited, with beef tea, through the night. The
case progressed well until forty-eight hours after the operation, when the patient was suddenly attacked with violent pain in the

stump, and. the dressing being removed, adhesion was found to be quite extensive. The sutures were then removed and a finger

gently introduced at the middle of the wound for one and a half inches, and relief was afforded by giving one-fourth of a grain

of morphia. V>'vi lint covered with oiled silk was now applied, and the adhesions gradually gave way during the week follow-

ing. Granulations appeared over about one-third of the surface, but were pale and inactive. The patient took tincture of

chloride of iron, fifteen drops three times a day, and good diet and stimulants. Poultices were applied after the fourth day, but

suppuration was at no time profuse. Considerable pain and tenderness of the other leg was also complained of. The pulse

gradually rose from 100 to 130, and fell in strength. After the seventh day the patient's tongue became dry and brownish. He
died on the twelfth day, February 19, 1865."
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Table XXX.
Condensed Summary of Five Hundred and Thirty-three Case* of Primary Amputations in the Upper

Third of the Femur for Shot Fractures.

[Recovery, 1-260; Death, 201-528; Kesult unknown, 529-533.]

11

Name, Military
Description, and Agk

Abey, J., Corporal, B,

67th l'eiin , age 20.

Allen. W, G., Capt., F,

25th Iowa, age 38.

Amos, P. J/..Pt., D, 45th

North Carolina, ape 27.

Atchinson. J. N., Pt„ P,

2d New Jersey, age 28.

Atwater. T. j", PL, C,
112th Illinois.

Avery, II.. Lt.Col., 102d
New York.

Babcock. J. r., Pt., D,
ISth Ohio, age 24.

Barker D., Serg't, K,
lutli Illinois Cavalry.

Barnes, S., 1't., B, 12th
Illinois.

Barrett, G. W., Serg't,

1, 7th Ohio.
Barton, G., Lieut., D,
81st Pennsylvania.

Bassett, \V., Pt., A,
lllth Pennsylvania.

Bauer, A. .Serg't, A. 102d
New York, age 21.

Bedell. II. F... Lieut., D,
Uth Vermont.

Beaver, .1. A.. Colonel,
148th Pennsylvania.

Bell, J.. Serg't, D, 150fll

New York, age 28.

Benedrum, C. W., Pt.. G,
17th Virginia Cavalry.

Beuninglioff, 1*\, Corp 1,

B, 1st Mich. Artillery,

age 28.

Bine, J., Pt., I, Stuart
Horse Art'y. age 43.

Birt, W. T.. Corp'], D,
47th Illinois.

Boden, E.G., Pt., A, 1st

Vermont, age 19.

Brannagan, \V\. Pt., H,
70th New York, age 21.

Brown, A. P., Serg't, K,
74tb Illinois, age 26.

Brown, C. E., Lt. Col.,

63d Ohio, age 30.

Bruck, T., Capt., P, 8th
New York.

Bryant, E. A., Musician,
C. 4thN.IIamp..nge24.

Butlrr. C, Pt., 31 st Mis-
sissippi, age 20.

Bull, H., Pt.. K, 7th
Indiana, age 24.

Campbell, .1., Pt.. L, 2d
Penn. Art'y, age 24.

Capstran, A., Pt., II,

98th New York, age 18.

Carroll, J., Pt., H. 25th
New York, age 19.

Carpenter, I., Pt., H,
102d New York, age 19.

Carter, W. W., Pt., I,

2d Tenn. Caw, age 26.

Carter. A. L., Pt., A,
56th Virginia.

Cathive. J. B., Pt., K,
5th N. Carolina, age 30.

Cassell, R., Pt., E, 29th
Col'd Troops, age 38.

Clarke, H.G., Corp'l, A,
lllth N. York, ago 22.

Cook, D., Pt., P, 118th

Ohio, age 21.

Cookson, R. B., Pt., B,
14th Maine, age 18.

Cowger. G. M., Serg't,

E, 17th Iowa.

Oct. 19,

20, '64.

Mar. 20,

20, '63.

July 7,

7, '64.

Aug. 27,

27, '62.

Nov. 18,

19, '63.

Nov. 24,

25, '63.

May II,

14.' '64.

April 18,

18, '63.

Oct. 3,

5, '62.

Aug. 9,

1 1, '62.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

Sept. 1 7,

17, '62.

June 27,

27, '64.

Sept. 13,

13, '64.

Aug. 25,

26, '64.

Mar. 19,

19, '65.

July 1,

1, '63.

Nov. 22,

22, '64.

May 2,

2, '63.

May 22,

28, '63.

May 5,

5, '64.

July 2,

4, '63.

June 18,

18, 'G4.

July 22,
23.' '64.

June 8,

10, '62.

July 30,

30, '64.

July 20,

20, '64.

Nov. 28,

28, '63.

Sept. 29,

30, '61.

May 13,

13, '64.

June 1,

2, '6 J.

Dec. 18,

18, '64.

April 2.

2, '65.

June 27,

27, '62.

April 3,

4. '65.

April 2,

2, '65.

July 2.

3, '63.

Dec. 29,

29, '63.

Aug. 5,

5,
r
62.

May 14,

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left : circular: Surg.R. liarr. 67th
Penn. Disch'd May 8. 1865.

Right ; Surg. A. Sabine. 76th Ohio.
Mustered out June 6. 1865.

Left: Prison, December 4, 1864.

Right ; circular; Aug. 31st. luem.,
lig. femoral. Disch il J tine 3. '63.

Left; flap; Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd Eeb. 17, 1864.

Right; flap; Surg. C. H. Lord.
102d N. Y. Disch'dJane 27, '64.

Right: circular. Disch'd May
20, 1865.

Left; flap. Disch'd June 29, 1863.

Right. Disch'd April 6, 18G3.

Right ; circular. Disch'd Oct. 27,

1 862.

Right; circular. Disch'd April 1G,

1863.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Dec. 1, 1862.

Left; circ; Surg. A. K. Fifickl,

29th Ohio. Disch'd Nov. 22, '64.

Spec. 2338.
Lett; Surg. C. B. Park, 11th Ver-
mont. Disch'd Feb. 20, 1865.

Right ; circ.: Surg. J.W.Wisbart,
140th Penn. Disch'd Dec. 22, '64.

Right; flap; Skey's operation;
Surg. C. M. Campbell. 150th N.
York. Disch'd Oct. 13, 1865.

Left. Recovered.

Right j fla]i ; Rurg.A. Sabine. 76th
Ohio. Disch'd June 18, 1865.

Right ; Surg. Randolph. C. S. A.
Furloiighed June 11, 1863.

Left: circular; Surg. II. Z. dill,

U. S. V. Disch'd Sept. 23, 1P63.

Died October, 1863; diarrhcea.
Right: circular. Disch'd August
30, 1865.

Left ; flap. Veteran Res. Corps
Dec. 31, 1863.

Right; flap; Surgs. W.P. Pierce,

88th 111., and 11. E. Ilasse. 24th
Wis. Disch'd Oct. 28. 1864.

Left : flap ; Surg. A. lt. Monohan,
63d Ohio. Disch'd July 8. 18 5.

Left : Drs. Allen, Davis, and Her-
ald. C. S. A. M. O. Apr. 23, '63.

Right ; circular. Disch'd Oct. 18,

1864.

Right ; circular. To Provost Mar-
shal Dec. 1, 1864.

Right : circ.; Surg. G W. New.
7th Ind. Disch'd April 1.1864.

Right; flap. Disch'd July 10, '65.

Left ; circular. Disch'd October
18, 1864.

Right. Disch'd June 23, 1803.
Spec. 2400.

Right: circular. Disch'd Oct.
5. 18G5.

Right; circular. To Provost Mar-
shal May 6, 1865.

Amp. by Surg. Evans, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Left. Released July 10, 1865.

Right ; circular. Disch'd July
11, 1865.

Right; circ.; Surg. O. Munson,
108th N. Y. Disch'd Oct. 15, '63.

Right; circ. Disch'd June 23,
18G5.

Left: flap; Surg. E. Adams. 14th
Maine. Disch'd Sept. 26, 18G2.

Left; circular. Disch'd Nov. 23,

1863.

Name, Military
description, and age

Coznd, II. J.,

6th Missouri.
Pt., A,

11.Congdon, J., Pt.

30th Ohio, age 21

.

Crawford. (1. W., Lieut.,

F, 6th Michigan Cav.
Crihb. D. W. J'., Pt., F,
2itb Georgia.

Criss, S. (',.. Pt., A. 7th
West Virginia, age 19.

Crowley, ll.. Pt.. F,25th
New York, ago 35.

Cue, E.. Pt., F, 97th

New York.
Curtis, E. 1)., Serg't, I,

1st Penn. Res., ago 25.

Dart, E. S., Pt., G, 8th
Michigan.

Davis, S. M , Ft., A,
2ltl'i C.eorgia.

Dailey. P., Pt., 0, 140th
New York, age 29.

Dana, I). Z., Pt.. B, 60th
New York, ago 35.

Dean, If. If., Pt., Pro-
vost Guard.

Dell, F., PL, F, 70th
New York, ago 21.

Delcher, P., Pt., K, 3d
N. Y. Cavalry, age 42.

Dermoek, T.. Pt, B, 7th
Conn., age 27.

Donohue, J.S., Capt., A,
8th Michigan, age 27.

Downs. T., PL, F, 88th
New York, ago 38.

1 Duncan. M. I , Serg't,

G, 21st Virginia.

Dunlap. I. N., Pt., I,

17th Illinois.

Dunham, C. R., Pt . II.

1st Maryland, age 30.

Fmmitt. 'j.. Serg't, C.
56th North Carolina.

Eveiand, J., PL, E, 7th
Illinois.

Ferguson. S ,PL, D. 14th
N. Carolina, age 28.

Finn. T. Lieut., D, 7th

"West Virginia, age 21.

Fisher, II. J., PL, K,
102d Illinois, age 24.

Fisher. J. A.. Serg't, E,
52d Virginia.

2 Fisehcr. P., Lieut., K,
47th Ohio, age 26.

Fisher, J., Lieut., K, 17th
Indiana, age 24.

Fitzgerald, I'-.l't., A,7tli
Wisconsin, age l^.

Fitzhugh, H., Lieut.,
Purcell's Battery.

Flemming, D., PL, D,
5th C. S., ago 27.

Foote. F. W., Lieut.. I,

121st N. Y'ork, age 22.

Foster, R., Corporal, B,
lGth Penn., age 24.

Fox, J., PL, K, 1st Cav-
alry, age 20.

French, S. 8., Pt., I, Sth
N. Hampshire, nge 18.

Fry, W., Serg't, K, 123d
Ohio, age 21).

Gay, T. E.. PL, H, 9th
Ohio Cavalry, age 19.

Gilbert. R. r.,'Serg't. D,
18th Georgia, age 31.

Golden, J., PL, B, 2d
U. S. Cavalry.

Dates.

June 2,

2, '61.

June 21,

24, '64.

July 14,

14, '1,3.

May 12,
13," 64.

May 24,

24, '64.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

Sept. 17,

18. '6.'.

July 2,

3, '63.

June 16,

17, '62.

July I,

1, '64.

May 5,

6, '64.

Juno 15,

15, '64.

July 18,
20,' '63.

May I.

2 62,

May 16,
16," '64.

Oct. 8,

8, '63.

Mav (i,

7, '64.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

Oct. 26,

27, '63.

Feb. 15.

15, '62.

June 3.

3, '64.

July 30,

30, '64.

Oct. 4,

4, '62.

Sept. 17.

18, '62.

June 3,

3, '(>4.

Mar. 16.

16, '6:,.

Aug. 9,

10, V.'.

May 19,
20.' '63.

Oct. 28,

28, '64.

June 18,

18, '64.

Nov. 39,

30. '04.

Mav 10,

ll,''64.

April 5,

5. '65.

Aug. 10,

10, '64.

June 17,

17, '64.

April 2,

2. '65.

April 22,

22. '64.

July 2,

2, '63.

July 21,

21, '63.

operations, Operators.
Result.

Right: Surgs. G. S. Walker and
\V. F. McL'hcsney, 6th Missouri.
Disch'd June 10.1862.

Left; circular: Surg. A. K.Fifield,

29th Ohio. Disch'd July Hi. '65.

Flap. Discharged Feb. 17, 1864.

Left; Surg. Gclks, 26th Georgia.
Recovery.

Right ; flap ; Surg. I). W. Maull.
1st Del. Disch'd May 27, 1865.

Right. Discharged.

Right ; flap. Disch'd May 15. '63.

Right : flap. Disch'd February
3, 1864.

Left. Discharged Oct. 18, 1862.

Left; Surg. Mitchell, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Right; Hap; Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd June 11, 1865.

Right ; circ; Surg. II. B. Whiton,
60th N. Y. Disch'd Mar. 7. '65.

Surgeon Gleeves, C. S. A. Re-
covered.

Right: Asst Surg. J. Ash. 70th
N. York. Disch'd Oct. 13. '62.

Left; flap; Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd March 8. 1665

Left ; flap : Surg. G.C. Jarvis. 7th
Conn. Disch'd Dec. 24, 1863.

Left ; circ; Surg. W. P.. Fox, Sth
Mich. Disch'd Sept. 28, 1864.

Right; Surg. V. Reynolds, 88th
N. Y. Sept. 29th, ha?m., fein.

tied. Disch'd March 13, 1863.

Right ; circ; Surgs. Coleman and
Fleming, C.8.A. Fur. Jan. 11, '64.

Left; flap: Surg. C. Goodbrakc.
9Cth 111. Disch'd Mar. 28, 1862.

Right; circ.; Surg. A. A. White.
Sth Md. Disch'd Mar. 30. 1865.

Left ; Surg. C. II. Ladd, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right. Jan. 15. 1863. loose skin
cutoff. Discharged.

Left: Surg. Tracy. C. S. A. Re-
tired Mar.h 16. i865.

Left; circ; Surg. 1 1. W. Maull,
1st Del. Disch'd Dec. 19, 1864.

Left: flap: Surg. W. Hamilton,
1026 HI. Disch'd June 14, 1865.

Right; Surg. Waddell, C. s. A.
Disch'd Oct. 7, 1862.

Right; circular. Disch'd Dee.
15, 1863.

Left; Surg. Fountain, 2d Ala.

Cav. Disch'd May 15. 18&5.

Left : circular. Disch'd May 25,
1865.

Antero-intcrnal large and small
post, flap at neck of fern.; Surgs.

O. R.C.Toddand Taney. C.S. A.
Recov'd. Died two years later.

Right: ant post. flap. To Provost
Marshal March 7. 1865.

Left; flap: Surg Met'.uire.C S.A.
Disch d Sept. 27. 1864.

Left; circular. Disch'd August
21. 1865.

Right; ant. post, flap: Confed.
Burgeon. Disch'd July 6, 1865.

Spec. 3224.

Right ; flap. Disch'd July 26, '65.

Left; circ: Surg. II. C. Leven-
saelcr. 8th Me. Recovery.

Left ; flap; As't Surg.J.C.Thorpe,
9th Ohio. Disch'd Nov. 18. '64.

Right ; circ: Asst. Surg. Ramseur,
C. S. A. Exch'd Nov. 12. 1803.

Left; Asst. Surg. C. J. Wilson,
U. S. A. Disch'd Mar, 16, 1864.

1 DAVIS (W". A.), Case of Tetanus—Recovery, in Confed. States Med. and Surg. Journal, 1864, Vol. I, No. 1, p. 8.

'BRYAN (J.), Cases of Amputationsfrom the Armies of the Southwest, in Am. Med. Timet, 1663, Vol. 7, p. 288.
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218 INJURIES OF THE LOWER EXTREMITIES. [CHAP. X.

Name, Military
; DESCRIPTION, and Ace.

Operation's, Operators,
IIhsvlt.

81 I Goodman, J. E., Serg't,

D, 147th Penn., age 21.

Goodwin, W.H., PC, 15,

9th Missouri S.M. Cav.
83

|
Grim, P.M., Pt.,P, 140th
Pennsylvania, ago 18.

Giims, W., Pt., 1, 49th
Virginia, age 17.

Hall. J. D., Pt., K, 1st

Delaware, age 18.

Hall, J. W., .Serg't, H,
(ith Kentucky, age 24.

Hall, A., Serg't, li, 15J.1

New York, age £6.

Haines. B., Pt., I, 8th
Penn. Reserves, age 23.

Ilumlink. D. P.. Major,
4th N. Y.H.A.. nge22.

90
|

Htmlet. S. B., PC, lv, 1st

Mississippi, age 31.

91 Ilankins. D. W., Corp'I,

I
E, 14th New Jersey,

j
age 24.

92 Harrison, S..l't., A,149th
New York, age 25.

93 Harrington, H.. Pt.. B,
123d New York, age 20.

I

101

103

104

109

111)

115

116

117

118

119

120

1521

its

Hartford. W.H., Serg't.

A, 0th N'. York, ago 28.

Harvey, E. H., Pt., A,
7th Micli. Cav., age In.

Ilassler, J. A., Pt.. IT,

liith Penn.Cav.. ago23.
Hayes. J. E., l.t. Col.,

12th Kansas.
Hzys, J!. F, Pt . P. :id

\ irginia.

Hrflen, W. J.. Pt., c,
1 th Louisiana.

Henry, J.. Pt.. A, 57th
New York.

Henry, P., Pt.. G, 2d
Missouri.

Hill, K. 8.. Capt.. B, 3d
Indiana Cavalry.

Hill, A. F., Serg't, D,
8th Pennsylvania.

Himes, A.." Pt., 1), 7th
New York Heavy Art.,

age 2.").

Hog.tn. F., Sergeant. B.

Huger's Battery.
Holbert. J., Pt,, E, 20th
Indiana, age 43.

Holman, H., Pt., A, 25th
Mass., age 35.

'Hood J. B.. I.t. Gen'l,

O. .S. A.
Howard, N.J., Pt., II

,

48th Alabama, ngo 33.

Hoyer, B., Pt , O, 107th
Penn., age 18.

Huder. A. L., PC, II,

l]th (leorgia, age 20.

Hughes, G. W., Pt., B,
(ith Georgia.

Huston, W. G., PC, K,
8th Indiana.

Hutchinson, R. B.. PC.
D, 7th South Carolina.

Ihiatt, R. F., PC, C, 3d
Arkansas, age 18.

Ireland, A., PC, B, 9th
Maine, nge 18.

Irwin, I. if., PC.Ct. 45th
North Carolina, age 21.

Irving. V., PC, II, 8th
Louisiana, age 26.

Jackson. J., Serg't, A
With Illinois, age 30

Jarrett, I., Serg't, A, 1st

New Jersey Cavalry,
ago 18.

Jessup, J., Lieut., B,
187th Pennsylvania.

Jones, D. M., Corp'I, I,

199th Penn., age 25.

Nov. 27
27, '03.

Aug. 0,

B, 62.

June 18.

19, '04.

.May 31,

Je. 1,04.

Oct. 27,

28, '04.

July 9,

9, "64.

Aug. 14,

15. 64.

I Mav 0,

(i, '04.

Mar. 31,

31, '(15.

Nov. 30,

Dec. 1,

1864.

June 1,

2, 'til.

Mav 25,
20,' '(14.

Juno 19,

20, '64.

.! "J.

3, '64.

Mav 28,
28,' "04.

Feb. 6,

7, 'li5.

April 31).

30, 'til.

Sept. 17,

17, '02.

June 14,

15, '1.3.

May 5,

6, '64.

Oct. 8,

8, '02.

April IB.

16, '65.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

Juno 3,

5, '64.

June 1,

1, 64.

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

J une 25,

26. '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '63.

June 3,

4, '64.

Sept. 17,

19, '62.

July 2,

3, to. I

Mar. 20,

20, '64.

May £3,

23, '03.

Sept. 17,

18, '62.

123

124

125

126

127

128

12.)

130

131

132

!33

131

133

133

137

138

13!)

140

M!

142

143

1 It

140

.
146

Right; ant. p:st. flap: Surgs.
Peel and Snolly. C. 8. A. Dis-

||
147

charged Jan. 2 1. 1865.

Left; circ : Surg. C. B. Gibson, I!
148

C. S. A. Recovery.
Celt ; Hap. Disch'd Aug. 2. 1865. t!

1

Left ; flap. Disch'd June 20, '65.
I
150

Professor J. G. Richardson, of 151

New Orleans. Recovery.
Circular. Furloughed. 15

Left; circ.; Surg. 11.E. Goodman.
28th Penn. Disch'd Sept. 19, '64.

Left : flap. Disch'd February 19,

1803.

Left ; Surg. J. W. YVishart, 140th
Penn. Disch'd May 16, 1805.

Right; circ. To prison Oct. 1,

1864.

Left ; flap. Disch'd June 22. '65.

Right ; circular. Disch'd June 7,

Left; flap; Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd June 26, 1865.

Right; circ; Surg. C. Bowers, 6th
Penn. Res. Disch'd Jan 18, '65.

Right: flap. Mustered out Sept.
20, 1865.

Right ; ant. post, flap : Asst. Surg.
W. E. Whitehead, V. s. A.
Provost Marshal, May 6, 1865.

Right; double flap; Surg. J. S.

Martin. 14th N. Jersey. Disch'd
Jan. 23, 1865.

Left; circ; Surg. J. V. Kendall.
149th N. York. Roainputation.
Disch'd July 15, 1865.

Right: flap; Surg. J. Chapman
123d N. York. Disch'd Oct. 4,

1805. Spec. 586.
Right; circ.; Confed. surgeon.
Disch'd Aug. 7, 1865.

Right : ant. post, flap ; Surg. S.

R. VVooster, 1st Michigan Cav.
Disch'd Deo. 25. 1864.

Right; circ.; Surg. E.H.LeMoyno,
ltith Penn. Cav. Dis. Aug. 6.05.

Left. Mustered out Juno 30, '65.

Left; Surg. Mayo, C. S. A. Fur-
loughed Oct. 30, 1803.

Right; Surg. Love. C. S. A. Re-
tired Oct. 22. 1854.

Right ; circ; Snrg.D.Kelsev, filth

N. Y. Disch'd Jan. 18, 1865.

Right; flap; Surg. C. Spinzuj, 2d
Missouri. Disch'd Jan. 3. £863.

Right. Mustered out July 22, 'Co.

Left ; flap. Disch'd June 21, '63. '

Name. Miutarv
Desciiipiiox, and Age

Sept. 17.

19. '62.

Oct. 27,

27, '64.
I

Oct. 19, !

19, '64.
I

Nov. 27,

27, '63.

May 9,

10, '64.

Mar. 31,

Ap. I, '65.]

June 18,
'

18. '64.

April 2,

2, '65.
i

Right: flap; Surg. J. F. Hutchin-
son, 107th Penn. Disch'd July
13, 1863.

Left. Exchanged Sept. 25, 1863.

Right; Surg. Swann, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right : periosteum flap ; Surg. J.

K. Bigclow. 8th lnd. Disch'd
i Ictober 8, 1803.

Right; Surg. T. II. Squire, 89th
N. Y. Nov. 21th. bone removed,
femoral opened, lig. Provost
Marshal, April 27, 1863.

Left ; sloughing
;
gangrene. Dis-

charged Nov. 24, 1H6_'.

Right; Surg. CM. Clark, 39thlll.

Disch'd June 12, 1865.
Right. To Prov. Marshal April

1, 1805.

Right; circular. Exchanged and
retired February. 1865.

Left ; circular. Disch'd June 7.

1805.

Lett: circular; Surg. YV. W. L.

Phillips. 1st New Jersey Cav.
Disch'd July 5. 1805.

Right. Mustered out Aug. 7. '04. 1

Right : flap : Surg. J. (5. Taylor, '<
1

23d 111. Must, out June 24, '03.

153

154

150

1 56

157

158

159

160

161

162

103

104

Jones, O., PC, C, 27th
Mass., ago 19.

Jones, S. P., Serg't, D.
121st Pennsylvania.

Jndd, J. II., PC, C, 86th
New York, ago 18.

Kelhj, T. A., PC. E, 57th
Alabama, age 19.

Kcsslcr, M., PC, A, 87th
Penn., age 40.

Key, J. J., Pt., E, 8th
South Carolina, age 23.

Kilbourn, G. L., Serg't,

C, 137th N. Y., age 25.

Kilner. T. A., Corp'I, E,
loth Indiana, age 30.

Kiser, G., Serg't, G, 95th
Ohio.

Klein, D„ PC, C, 64th
Illinois, age 20'.

Knapp, L„ Pt., B. 111th

New York, age 31.

Knapp, D. E.,Pt.,K.05th
Illinois, age 21.

Langslon, G. M., Serg't.

I. 3d S Caroiina.ngo37.
Lawrence, J., Pt., B,
37 th Wisconsin.

Lcich.J.. Serg't, A, 27th
North Carolina.

Lewis. W. \Y., Pt., K,
95th Ohio.

Lindslcy, D..PC, C,2!)th
Ohio, age 22.

Lock, J., Serg't, I, 2d
North Carolina.

Loftis, W. J.,Pt.,K, 5th
Tenn., age 22.

Lowe, W., PC, F, 9th
Maryland, age 17.

Lmnphrey, O., Serg't
Major. 1st N. Y. Cav.

Maass, L., P., F, 1st In-

diana Battery.
Malmucy, J.. Pt., A,
11th New York Cay.,

ago 21.

Manning. G.M., Lieut.,

C, Phillips's Legion.
Martin. C. A., Serg't, F,
21 th Penn.. age 27.

Matlock, J.M.,Pt.,A,lst
Arkansas Battery.

McCabe, J. 1'., Serg't, F,
2d Yirg'a Cav., age 26.

McClain, J. 8., Pt., K,
70th Indiana.

McConkty, S. /., Pt., G,
37th Tennessee.

MeCord. C. P., Corp'I,

K, 23d Iowa.
MoCurley, J., PC, B, 1st

Pennsylvania Art'y.

McDoni'els, S., Pt., D,
75th Ohio.

MeFarland, R. W., Cor-
porate.3d Wis.,age 23.

McKcc, S. T„ Pt., E,
4th Pcan. Cav., ago 29.

McLaughlin, M., l't.,A,

25th Conn., ago 34.

McMahon, D., Capt., D,
80th New York.

McNulty. C, PC. A,
20th Massachusetts.

Milling. It. R.. PC, G,
3d S. Carolina Battery.

Moore. J. H„ Corp'I, 1C,

2d New York Heavy
Artillery, ago 26.

Moore, P., PC, E, 20th
Mass., age 32.

-May 15,

15, '04.

Dee. 13,

15, '62.

Sept. 11,

11, '64.

July 20,
22," '04.

Oct. 17,

19. '64.

July 1,

3, '03.

July 2,

3, '63.

Aug. 30,

30, '02.

Aug. 30.

31. '62.

July 22,
22, ''64.

May 18,
18,' '61.

July 19,
19." '04.

July 2,

3, '63.

July 30.
30," '04

Sept. 27,

28. '03.

June 10,

1 1. '04.

May 8,

8, '04.

Sept. —

,

—, '62.

May 27,

27, '04.

Oct. 18,

18, '03.

April 0,

0, '65.

July 13,

13, '03.

June 14,

15, '04.

Nov. 2P,

29, '63.

July 20,

21,"'04.

Aug 27,

27, '03.

Oct. 11,

11, '63.

Dec 31,

31, '02.

Sept. 20,

21, '03.

Mav 17.

17,' '03.

Aug. 29,

2.), '62.

April 11,

13, '62.

May 25,

26, '64.

Mar. 31,

Ap. 1,'63.

Mar. 16.

10. Y.5.

July I,

3, 63.

Sept. 17,

18. '02.

Sept. 20,

21, '03.

Aug. 25,
20. '04.

Sept. 19,

19. '04.

Operations, Operators,
result.

Mosher, D. II., Pt., I',. Mav 0,

8th Mich., ago 24 8. '04.

Murphy, F... Lieut.. A, Sept. 19,

5th Cavalry, age 20. 20, '64.

Myers, 8., PC, C. 183d
Pennsylvania, age 18.

Xmlis.'j. 1'., Serg't, E,
23d Virginia Cavalry,

.May 2,

2. '04.

July 3,

5, '03.

Left : flap ; Surg.Yv". II. Rice. 81st

N. Y. Disch'd July 10, 1805.

Right; flap; Confed. surgeon.
Disch'd Dec. 3. 1833.

Right ; ant. post, flap ; Surg. J. S,

Jamison. 85th N. York. Disch'd
Jan. 13. 1855. Spec. 4110.

Left: ant. post, flap; gang. To
prison Aug. 21. 1805.

Left; flap. Disch'd July 1, 1805.

Right. Retired Feb. 7, 1865.

Left; Surg. II. B, Whiten, 6Cth
N. Y. Disch'd July 19, 1864.

Left; (lap; Asst.Surg.J.D.Gatoh,
16th lnd. Disch'd Oct. 24, 02.

Right; circ; Surg. II. Z. dill,

95th Ohio. Disch'd Aug. 20, '03.

Left: ant. post, flap: Asst. Surg.
II. A. Mix, 64th 111. litem.; lig.

Disch'd Feb. 6, 1866.

Left: flap; Surg. W. S. Cooper,
125th N. Y. Disch'd Oct. 5, '05.

Loft: circ; Surg. C. S. Frink, U.
S. V. Mustered out July 12, '65.

Right ; flap. Exchanged March
17. 1864.

Right ; flap. Disch'd April 24, '65.

Right ; Surg. Walker, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Right : flap : Confederate surgeon.
Discharged.

Right; Surg. A. K. Fifleld, 29th
Ohio. Disch'd Jan. 9,1855.

Right. Furloughed April 13, '64.

Left; ant. post, flap; Surgeon J.

Sympson, 24th Ky. Disch'd
May 0, 1805.

Right; circ; Surg. II. R. Clarke.
3ith Mass. M. O. Feb. 2. '64.

Left ; Surg. T. S. Gardner, 17th
Penn. Cav. Disch'd July 24, '65.

Right : flap ; Surg. G. P. Rex, 33d
Illinois. Disch d Dec 16. 1803.

Left; ant. post, flap; Surg. C.
Cray, 11th N. Y. Cav. Disch'd
March 30, 1865.

; Surg. Shine, C. S. A. Fur-
loughed Oct. 15, 1864.

Right; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
July 2, 1805.

; Surgs. Mitchell and Ford,
C. S. A. Recovered.

Right ; Surg. Shackleford.C.S.A.
Retired Feb. 28, I860.

Left ; flap ; Surg. L. Mankcr, 79th
lnd. Disch'd March 6, 1863.

; Surg. Hall. Recovered.

Left; Surg. W. H. White. 22d
Iowa. Disch'd Aug. 20, 1803.

Right. Disch'd Oct. 29, 1802.

Left; flap; Surg. C. L. Wilson,
75th Ohio. Disch'd June 2, '62.

Left; circular. Disch'd May 26,
1855.

Left: circular. Disch'd June 14,

1865.

Left; circular. Disch'd Oct. 3,

1865.

Loft; flap. Disch'd June 25, '64.

Right; flap; Surg. B. A.A'ander-
keift.C.S.V. Disch'd Mar.23, '63.

Right : Surgeon Walker, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Right; circular; Surgeon J. W.
Wishort, 140th Penn. Disch'd
March 22. 1865.

Left: ant. post, flap; Surg. J. G.
Bra.lt. 20th Mass. Disch'd Oct.

39, '05. Died Dec. 5, 1869.
Right; Surg. W. B. Fox, 8th
Michigan. Disch'd Jan. 24, '65.

Left : skin flap : Asst. Surg. J.

W. Williams. II. S. A. Retired
April 25, 1805.

Left ; circular ; Surg. D. II. Hous-
ton, 2d Del. Disch'd June 8, '60.

Left. Recovered.

I

'SMITH (STEPHEN), Analyses of 439 amp. in the contiguity of the loner extremity, in Memoirs of the V. *'. tan. Com., 1871, Surg. II, p. 64.
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NO Name, Miutauy
Description, and Age.

Nelson, J., Lieut., K,
18th Penn'a Cavalr}-,

age 42.

Nuthmann, A., Pt., D,
39th New York, age 40.

O'Brien. E., Pt., A, 63d
New York, age 24.

O'Counnll. T„ Pt., H,
104th N. York, ago 24.

Olive, J. W. A.. Oorp'l.

H. 3d Arkansas.
Park, W. I)., Uorp'l, E,
2d Michigan, age 20.

Payne, I. A., Pt., K, 1st

Colored Troops, age 18.

Peach, G. S., Serg't, B,
24th Mass., age 29.

Perkins, L. A., Corp'l,

D.loth Virginia.age 19.

Peterson, W., Pt., K, 3d
Vermont, age 3D.

Phillips, W. D., Serg't,

I, lUth N. York Heavy
Artillery, age 28.

Pinkney. J. II.. Pt., C.

4th Old Troops, age 33.

Pluss, \V., Pt., E, 03d
Michigan, age 39.

Powell. F., Pt., A, 10th

Louisiana.
Purcell, J., Pt., A, 20th
Connecticut, age 23.

Pullien, R., Pt., E, 47th
North Carolina.

Pyle, A. J., Corp'l, F,
51st Indiana, age 25.

Quinn, P., Serg't, E, 1st

Louisiana Cavalry.
Redmond, M., Serg't, F,
63d New York.

Rennells, A. L., Corp'l,

K, 149th Pennsylvania.

Richmond, J. L., Pt., G,
6th South Carolina.

Riley, J. II., Corp'l, K.
78th Illinois, age 21.

Rohne, A. W., Pt., K,
123d Ohio.

Rogers, E., Pt., C, 103d
Pennsylvania.

Royal, J. B., Pt., F, 59th
Georgia.

Sandford, G. P.. Comis'y
Serg't, F, 2d West Vir-

ginia Car., ago 24.

Schenkelbergcr, J., Lt.,

1, 1st New York Art'y.

Schleier, M., Pt., 13, 3d
Iowa, age 39.

Schneider. E., Pt.. II,

5th Artillery.
Schwartz, P. j't..F, 46th
New York, age 20.

Shea. A., Pt., C, Pur-
nell's Legion, age 20.

Sheldon, D. D., Serg't,

II, 14th Missouri.
Shomers, P., Pt., A,
140th N. York, age 41.

1 Simpson, W., Courier,

Iowa, age 24.

Sluder, A. £., Pt., H,
11th Georgia, age 20.

Small. G. W.. Pt, K,
21 st Penn. Caw, age 19.

Smitli, B. S.. Pt., A. 48th
Mississippi, age 40.

Smith, !., Pt., li. 2d
Massachusetts, age 29.

Smith, S. D..Pt.. C, 7th
N. Hampshire, age 30.

Snyder, \V. E.. Pt.. F,

7th Kentucky.

Dates.

Feb. 26,

86, '63.

May 6,

8, '64.

May 18,

18. '64.

July 2,

4, '63.

Mav 6,

6, '64.

July 11,

11. '63.

Oct. 27,

28, '64.

April II,

11, '63.

Sept. 1'.),

10, '64.

Juno 3,

3, '64.

April 2.

2, '65.

Sept. 29,

29, '64.

Mav 14,
14," '64.

Aug. 29,

30, '62.

Mar. 16,

16, '65.

July 3,

3, '63.

April 30,

1863.

April 7,

7, '64.

Sept. 17,

18, '62.

May 12,

12, '64.

June 27,

1864.

Sept. 1,

1, '64.

June 13,

13, '63.

Oct. 3,

3, '62.

July 3,

3. '63.

April 6,

6, '65.

A ug. 29,

29, '62.

Aug. 14,

14, '64.

Sept. 19,

21. '63.

July 30,

30, '64.

June 18,

18, '64.

May 23,

23, '62,

June 2,

2. '64.

Sept. —

.

July 2,

3, '63.

June 3,

3, '64.

June 30,

J'yl.T,2
Mar. 16.

16, '65.

July 18,

20, '63.

Mav 22,
22.' '63.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Right ; ant. post, flap ; Surg. J.

J. Marks. 18th l'enn. Cavalry.
Discharged.

Left: circ; Surg. G. L. Potter,

145th Penn. Disch'd Dec. 9. '64.

Right; circ; Surg. P. P.. Hubon.
28th Mass. Disch'd April 0, '06.

Left; circular. Disch'd June 15,

1865. Died June 9, 1872.

Right ; Surgeon Brown, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Left (injuring popliteal artery);
circ.; Surgeon li. J. Uonine, 2d
Mich. Disch'd April 9. 1864.

Left ; lateral flap ; Confederate
surgeon. Disch'd July 12. 1865.

Right; circ: Surg. S. A. Green.
21th Mass. Disch'd May 10, 1864.

Right; circ: Surg. liuvard.C.S. A.
Provost Marshal, April, 1. 1865.

Right; double flap; Surg. 1). M.
Goodwin, 3d Vt. Dis. J line 6. '65.

Left ; ant. post, oval Hap ; Confed.
surgeon. Necr. bono removed.
Disch'd Oct. 17, 1865.

Right f flap. Disch'd Dec. 20, '65.

Left; circ: Surg. D.L. Heath. 23d
Mich. Disch'd July 18, 1865.

Left: Surg. Tanncv, C.S. A. Re-
tired Oct. 22, 181)4".

Left: ant. post, skin flup
;
Surg.

J. W. Terry, 20th Conn. M. O.
June 13, 1865.

Right. Exch'd Oct. 26, 1863.

Right. Disch'd Sept. 23, 1863.

Died Jan. 11, 1867.

Right ; circular. Disch'd June
10, 1864.

Right ; circ: Surg. G. B. Cogs-
well, 29th Mass. Diseh'd May
20, 1863.

Right; flap: Surg. W. D. Hum
phrey, 149th Penn. Disch'd
July" 18, 1665.

Right. Retired from service Sept.

6, 1864.

Left ; lot. flap : Surg.W. M. G ray,

60th Ills. Gang. Dis. Feb. 8. '65.

Right ; flap. Disch'd Oct. 26, '6.1.

Right. Disch'd March 12, 1863.

; Surg. Harris, C. S. A. Pa-
roled Oct. 22, 1863.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Recovery.
Mustered out June 30, 1865.

Left ; circ. inside, flap externally;

A. A. Surg. J. B. Greene. Dis-

charged Dec. 17, 1862.

Right ; circular. Disch'd Aug.
15. 1865.

Left; flap. Disch'd Feb. 24, '64.

Right : double flap: Surg. \V. 13.

Fox. 8th Mich. Dis. Apr. 3, '65.

Right; circ; Surg. J. S. O'Don-
nell. Purnell Legion. Disch'd
Oct. 28, 1864

Left ; circular.

1862.

Right ; flap ; Confed. surgeon.
Disch'd Aug. 11. 1865.

Left; unt. post, flap; Surg. E.
Batwell, llth Mich. Disch'd.
Not a pensioner.

Left. Exchanged Sept. 25. 1864.

Right; circular. Disch'd August
2, 1865.

Right; cir. Escaped August 18,

1863.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
Sept. 12, 1865.

Left: circ; Con. surg. Disch'd
April 13, 1864. S/KC. 1836.

Left. Disch'd Sept. 4, 1803.

Legion.

Disch'd Nov. 11,

NO.

20?

208

209

210

211

212

213

214

215

216

217

218

219

220

221

223

224

223

226

227

228

229

330

231

232

233

234

235

236

2117

238

239

040

241

242

243

211

245

46

247

Name. Military
Description, and Ace

Space, J. D., Pt., 1, 15th
New Jersey, age 21.

Springer, J.*M., Corp'l,

H, 40th Illinois.

Stackhouse, P. J., PI..C,

2d Penn. Res., age 34.

Steinberger. W., Pt., A.
23d Indiana.

Stiensberger, M., Pt., H,
llth Penn., age 30.

Stoddard, A.. Pt., G, 4th
N. Hampshire, age 33.

Stougltton. W. L., Col.,

llth Michigan.
Stocks, G. W., Pt., I. 3d
Iowa.

Streeter, II. R., Pt., A,
85th Illinois, age 28.

Strickland, N„ Pt.. C,
203d Penn., ago 20.

Stuckev, J. 8., Capt., D,
138th Penn., age 30.

Sweet, L., Corp'l. C,
88th Indiana, ago 33.

Taggnrt, J. N., Pt., G,
1st West Virginia L.A.,
age 23.

Tanner, J.. Pt., C, 38th
New York.

Tarcott. A., Pt., A. 94th
New York, ago 18.

Taylor, M P., Pt.. G, 4th
North Carolina Cav.

Terry, J., Pt., I!, 73d
Ohio, age 23.

Thompson, \V., Signal
Quartermaster, U..S.N.

Thresher, A., Pt., I, 60th
Illinois.

Tucker, R., Pt., K, 19th
Arkansas, age 21.

2 Tucker, J., Serg't, G,
4th TCDn. Cav., ago 40.

Uhl, G., Serg't. K, 20th
Indiana, ago 22.

Vangorclen, J. S., Pt.,C,
14th Infantry.

Vaughan, J. F., Lieut.,

K.ith Indiana, ago 32.

Vebber, II. H..Serg" t. D,
10th X. Y. Art., age 33.

Vechan, C, Pt., D, 12th
Xew Jersey, age 24.

Vinzant, J., Serg't, A,
1st Florida, ago 26.

Wait. A., Corp'l, D,127th
Illinois, age 21.

Walter, U., Serg't, K,
40th Virginia.

Wallace, S. F., Pt., D,
178th X. York, ago 18.

Wakefield, 8., Pt., K,
95th Illinois.

Warren, G. W., Pt., B,
20th Indiana.

Waters, P., Pt., C, 4th
Cold Troops, age 4o.

Watl-ins. J. D., Serg't,

I, 52d North Carolina.
Watkins, L. D., Pt., E,
55th Penn., ngo 21.

Webb, J. M., Lieut.. D,
17th Maine, age 29.

Wedeking. J. II., Pt„ A,
114th Illinois, age 20.

3 Weeks. J. D., Pt., G,
3dCol'd Troops, age 20.

Welch. W., Pt.. D, 33d
New Jersev, age 1 9.

Welsh, J., Pt., A. 4th
Penn. Cav.: age 27.

Westmoreland. M. Pt..

II, Kelson's Battery.

Dates.

Aug. 17,

18, '64.

April 6,

8, '62.

Julv 2.

4, 63.

Mav 1.

1, 63.

Mar. 31,

31, '65.

Sept. 1,

1, '63.

July 4.

4, '64.

July 12,

12, '63.

Aug. 9,

9, '64.

Jan. 15,

15, '65.

Sept. 19,

20, '64.

Mar. 19,

20, '65.

Aug. 26.

26, '63.

Sept. 1,

I, '62.

Dec. 13.

14, '62.

June 19,

on, i,:i.

July 3,

4, to.
Nov. 7,

7, '61.

June 28,

28, '64.

July 22,

22, "'64.

May 9.

9. '64.

Mar. 25.

25, '65.

June 6,

7. '60.

June 1,

1, '64.

April 2,

4, '65.

May 10,

II, '64.

Dec. 4,

6. '64.

July 28,

28, '64.

June 26,

27, '62.

April '.',

9, '64.

May 18,
19," '63.

June 25,

26, '62.

Sept. 29,

30, '64.

Dec 17,

17, '62.

June 19,

20, '64.

April 6,

6, '65.

July 16,

16, '63.

Nov. 14,

14, '63.

Mav 8.

9, '64.

Aug. 16.

III, '64.

Julv 22,
22,"'64.

Operations, Operators,
Resllt.

Right: circ: Surg. J. W. Miller,

C. S. A. Disch'd June 24. '65.

Right; flap. Disch'd July 10,

1862.

Left; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
May 3. 1864.

Left; flap. Recovered
; disch'd.

Left; flap. Disch'd June 9, 1865.

Left: flap; Surg. S. A. Green,
24th Mass. Disch'd June 16, '04.

Spec. 4300.

Right; Sr.rg. W. X. Elliott, llth
Mich. Disch'd Sept. 30, 1864.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Oct. 1, 1663.

Right ; flap : Surg. II. R. Payne,
loth Ills. Disch'd Xov.7. 1865

Right: circ: Surg. J.W.Mitchell,
4th C. T. Mar. 8th, reamp.

Right. Surg. C. E. Cady. 138th

Penn. Disch'd Feb. 8,"'65.

Left; flap; Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd Oct. 4, 1665.

Left ; unt. post, flap ; Surg. W. ]!.

Wynne, 14th Penn. Cavalry.
Disch'd June 14. 1861.

Left; circular. Disch'd June 3,

1863.

Right; long post, flap; Surg. G.
W. Avery, 94th X. V. Disch'd
Xov.12. 1663. Spec. 1373.

Right, l'urloughcd .Nov. 3, 1863.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Nov. 29, '64.

Right : flap; Surg. J. T. Kitchen.

U. S. X. Disch'd July 22, '62.

Died Sept. 12, 1872.
Left ; flap ; Surg. E. Guilick. 9th
Ills. Disch'd Aug. 1, 1865.

Left ; flap. Recovery.

Right; flap. May 14th, reamp.
l-'urloughcd.

Left; flap. Disch'd July 6, 1865.

Left. Disch'd Sept. 4, 1860.

Left : Surg. G. W. Xew, 7th Ind.

Disch'd Sept. 20. 1864.

Right: circ.; Surg. O. S. Cope-
land. 10th New Ycik Artillery.

Disch'd* Oct. 5. 1865.
Right: circ; Surg. A. Satter-

thwaite, llth N. Jersev. Disch'd
July 18, 1865.

Right: ant. post. Hap. Paroled
July 15. 1865.

Left; flap; Surg. A. ('.Messenger.
57th Ohio. Disch'd Mar. 03. 65.

Right ; Surgeon Spence,C. s. A.
Recovered.

Left ; flap. Disch'd June 25, '65.

1870, stump lender.
Left : flop ; Surg. J. W. Green,
95th 111. Disch'd Aug. 11. '63.

Left; flap; Surg. M. Ilnnn. 5th

Mich. Disch'd Aug. 01. l:J.

Left. Disch'd April 10, 1865.

Left ; Surg. Warren, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Left. Disch'd Dec. 20, '64. SptC.

4325.
Left: flap; Surg. N. A. Ilersom.

17th Maine. M. out June 4, '65.

Right: ant. post, flap: Surg. II.

Z. Gill. F. S. V. Diseh'd May
20. 1864.

Left; oblique flap: Surg. S. W.
Gross, 1". S. V. Alsoamp. unn.
Dis. July26, 05. and pensioned.

Left; circ: Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd Aug. 20, 1865.

Right. Disch'd Feb. 9, 1865.

; Surg. J. Scrapie, C. S. A.
Recovered.

1 Batwell (E.), Successful Amputation at the Ilip Joint, in Med. and Sura. Reporter, 1865, Vol. XIII, p. 188.

'O'Kef.FE (D. C.), Surgical Cases of Interest treated at Institute Hospital, Atlanta, Ga., May and June, 1864, in Confederate States Meil. and

Sura. Jour.. 1865, Vol. II, p. 25.

'GROSS (S. W.), Synchronous Amputation of the Left Thigh at its Upper Third and of the Isft Arm, in Am. Med. Times, 1864. Vol. VIII. p. 122.
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018

349

250

231

a34

250

256

257

836

259

2G0

2<!1

368

363

3G4

205

2li(i

2(77

268

369

270

271

272

27:3

274

Name. Military
DESCUII'TIOX, AM) AtSE.

•278

27!)

280

281

282

283

284

285

086

287

288

289

290

291

292

293

294

Wiatt, T., Pt., A. 24th
Kentucky, age 32.

Wiggins, W.W., Corp'l,

E, 5th H'is.. nge 31.

Wilbur, D.. Serg't, K.
1st Maine If. A., age 37.

Willey, K., Pt., E, 40th
Illinois.

Wilkinson, It. T. Lieut.,

C, 22d Virginia, age 25.

Winn. J. J., Quarter-
master U. S. S. Oneida,
age 33.

Wist. 67. C, It., II, 14th

South Carolina. nge20.
Wolf, A.. Pt., I, 38th
Wisconsin.

Wormwood, C, rt., B,
97th New Vork, nge 19.

Worthi/, V. W„ It., H,
15th S. Carolina.ngo'Ol.

Yeagle, J., Pt., C, Tilth
I'enn., age 25.

Terwood, T. £., Pt., II,

19th Georgia.
York, I). I'., It , U, 12th
Maine, ago :10.

Able, />., Pt., A, 49th
Virginia.

Aiken*, K. N'.i:., Serg't,

II, 100th N. Y., ago 21.

Albert, H. C, Corp'l, A,
1st Cavalry, nge 2:

.

Allison. .1. j., Serg't, I'..

39th Maw., ago 40.

Anderson, It., Lieut., I,

31st Iowa.
Amlcraon. 8. P., Pt., I).

118th Pennsylvania.
Angle, T.. It., I), 100th

Colored Troops, ago 31

.

Arms. A.I. It.. II, 71st

New York.
Armstrong. J., It., II,

11th New York [1. Art.

Armstrong, J., It., A,

2d Rhode Island.

Armstrong, S. II.. It..

A. 13th 0. T.. ago24.
Asherwood,J..Pt.,0,7th
N. Y. H.Arty, age 30.

A vies worth, B. O., It.,

(I, 1 17th New York.
Babcock, W., Lt. Col.,

75th New York.
BaiUy, II'.. It.. I). 31st

N. Carolina, age 23.

Bailey. J.. It., E, 35th
Alabama, age 29.

Hall. C. A., Corp'l, D,
14th N. Hump . ago 45.

Bnrr. 8., Sergt, II. 3,1

Iowa Cavalry, nge 23.

Barnes, It. fit., Sergeant
.Major. 52d N.Carolina.

Iiartlett. M. II.. It.. D,
4th Vermont, age lit.

Barrett. A.. It . II, 4th
Indiana Cavalry.

Beatlij. C. I... Capt., A.
Palmetto s. S.

Hell. J. C. It.. A. 13th
South Carolina.

Bennett, I... It., I). 141st

Pennsylvania,
Bennett. J. II".. Major,
10th Missouri Cavalry.

Berguist. ft., It.. C. 95th
New York, age 3:1.

Biltz. CI. C, Sergt, E,
108th Ohio.

Bishop. M. C, Serg't, E.
5th Connecticut.

Bollonhaugh. J.. Pt., E,
9:id Ohio.

Bowers. .1. C, Capt., D.
184th I'enn.. age 20.

Botjcr, S . Serg t. K, 30th
North Carolina.

Boyd, J.. Color Sergt.
2,1 Delaware.

Bragg. J.. Pt.. I, 40d
New York.

Brandt. C, Pt., A, 1st

Minnesota.

June 1,

1, '04.

May 12,

12, '04.

Oct. 27,

29, "64.

April (i,

8, '02.

Nov. 27,

28. '63.

April 22,

22, '62.

Hay o.

ti, '04.

April 2,

June 4,

4. ol.

June 22,

33, '61.

May 25,
25,' 04.

Aug. 9,

10, 02.

Sept. 19,

20, '111.

May 30.

31, '04.

June 10,

10, '64.

July 27,

27, '04.

une 19,

!), '01.

ay 21.
'03.

t. 00,
'02.

. 10,

... '04.

July 2.

2. fa.
July If,

18." '01.

operations, opkkatohb,
Result.

Right: (lap.

1863.

Disch'd March 22,

J

1

M:
21.

Sep
20,

Dc<
17.

Rigiit ; flap: Surg. C. R. Crane,
5th Wis. Mustered out 1804.

Right; ant. post, flap; Cnnfed.
surgeon. Mustered out 1805.

Left ; circ. Disch'd Aug. 4, 1802.

Right; circular. Trans. Dec. 3,

1863.

Left ; Surg. J. Y. Taylor. U. S. N.
Also amp. left arm. Disch'd
Nov. 17, 1802.

Left. Surg, linger, C.S. A. Re-
tired from service Feb. 11. 1805.

Left : Map : also amp. finger right

hand. Disch'd Sept. 0, 1805.

Right. Disch'd. Spec. M04.

Right ; circ. Furloughed August
10, 1801.

Left; Rap: Surg. 0-. P. Oliver,

111th I'enn. Disch'd Feb. 8, '05.

; Surg. Beckie. Recovered.

Left ; circ; Surg. II. Fearn. 175th
N. York. Disch'd Dec. 3D. '04.

Left : ant. post. flap. Died July
1, 1804; pyjemia.

Right; Asst. Surg. J. S. French.
109th N. York. Irritative fever.

Died Sept. 17, '04: exhaustion.
Right: (lap. Died Aug. 19, 1804;
exhaustion.

Right. Died July 30, 18(74.

Flap; Surg. J. C. Morgan. 29th
.Missouri. Died May 22. 1803.

Right. Died Sept. 29, 1802.

Left ; circ.: Surg. J. R. Ludlow,
U.8.V. Died Dee. 30, 04 ; exh'n.

Alsoamp.arm. DiedJulyJ, '03.

NO Name. Militant
description, a.xd age

Left ; circ.; Surg. T. F. Oakes,
50th .Mass. Died July 21. 18G4.

June 25, I Right. Died July 0, 1802.

Dec. 10.

17, 'til.

June 10.

10, '01.

July

Ju
10,

lie

... '03.

Sept. 19.

19, '04.

May 10.

10, '64.

Nov. 30,

lie. 1.G4.
Sept. 19,

19. '04.

Oct. 20,

22, '04.

July 3,

3. "o::.

ily 10,
' '63.

t. 4,

... '03.

Aug. II.

14, '04.

July 28,

28, 04.

Julv 3.

3. fa.
Sept. 27,

27, '64.

June i7,

17, '64.

May II.

14, '64.

Julv 20,
20,' '04.

June 28,

28, '04.

June 2,

0, '04.

Nov. 8,

8, '63.

Julv 2.

2. fa.
Sept. 17,

17. '(72.

July 3,

3, fa.

Right. Died January 1, 1803.

Left; ant. post. flap. Died June
28. 1804: exhaustion.

Right. Died July 10, 1863.

Left : ant. ivist. flap. Died Oct.
.">. 1864 ; pyjemia.

Left; flap. Died June 14, 1864.

Left: ant. post. Bap. Died Jan.
-..8. 18G3; exhaustion.

Right: ant. p:-st. flap: pyemic.
Died Oct. 25. 1864.

Left; oval flap. Died Nov. 08.

I8.il: irritative fever.

Right. Died July, 1803.

Left; circ. Died August 3, '03;

exhaustion. Spec. 3887.

Left : double flap: Asst. Surg. J.

E. Link. 21st 111. Died Oct. 7, 03.

Died August 15, 1804.

Circ: A st. Surg. W.F. Richardson,
C.S.A. Died July 30, '64; exh'n.

Died July 10, 18071.

Left. Died November 13, 1804.

Left : ant. post. flap. Died Aug.
4, 1804 ;

pyaemia.

Right. Died May 24, 1804.

Right. Died July 08, 1804.

Right. Died July 28, 1864.

Right; Surg. J. L. r.rinton, 8th I]

Ohio. Died July 18. '64: exh'n.

Left; Surg. II. F. Lyster, 5th
|

Mich. Car. Died Nov. 11, '63. I;

Left. Died.

Left. Died October 3, 1862.

Right. Died July 21, 1803.

295 Brennan, P.,Pt.E, 169th
New York, age 23.

096 Briggs, J., Pt., C, 79th
Ohio.

297 Brine. J. M., It., F. 27th
Michigan.

098 Brooks, hi., Sergt. II,

16th North Carolina.
099 Browney, W., It., CI,

73d New Y'ork.

300 Brown, I., It., I, 142d
Pennsvlvania.

301 Brown, J., Pt., K. 102d
New York, ago 27.

302 Brown, J. F., Pt., A,
15th South Carolina.

303 Brown, J. W., It., F,

152d New York.
304 Brown, it. A., Pt., II,

25thS.Cnrolina,agcl8.
305 Buch, J., It., 11, 27th

Iowa.
300 Burks, J. II., Pt., F, 9th

Alabama.
307 Burns, A., It., F, 00th

New York.
308 llutler, A. K„ Corp'l, F,

1st Michigan Cavalry.
309 Caesar. II., Captain, A,

52d New York.
310 Cairns, J. W., It., G, 5th

Penn. Reserves.

311 Callahan, J., lt ,1, 1st

New York Dragoons.
312 Came, W.W., Sergt, II,

20th .Massachusetts.

313 Camp, E. L., Serg't, G,
84th Illinois.

314 Campbell, M., It., C,
11th I'enn. Reserves.

315 Campbell, J., It., K, 6th
Vermont.

316 Carpenter, C, Pt., L, 1st

New York Artillery.

317 Carson. T. D., It., C,
4th Ohio.

318 Chambers, W., It., I,

4th New Jersey.
319 Chisler. J., Pt., I, 8th

Penn., age 19.

320 Churchill, A.W., Corp'l,

G, 7th Mich. Cavalry,
age 33.

321 Clapp, S. C. B., Lieut.,

II, 125th N. Y., nge 22.

322 Clarke. A., It., A, 09th
Indiana.

323 Cofling, J. O, Lieut., K,
10th Connecticut.

324 Collier. P.. It.. K, 3d
Missouri Cavalry.

325 Combs. A. J.. It., II,

39th Georgia, age 27.

300 Condon. 8., It., I. 87th
New York, ngo 18.

327 Coutin, W., It., II, 140th
Pennsylvania.

328 Connor. S. A., Pt., G,
62d Ohio, age 21.

329 Connor. P., It., D, 5:ld

Pennsylvania.
330 Constine, U, It., C, 143d

Pennsylvania.
331 Coquillet, L, It., O. 8th

III. Cavalry, ago 21.

:132 Cowman, J., Pt., C, 81st
Ohio.

333 Coxe, L. I., Serg't, D,
25th South Carolina.

334 Crane. J., Pt., K, 100th
New Vork.

3:15 Crawton,W.,Pt., II, 63d
New York.

336 Cmyle, W. II. . Pt., II,

5.7th Penn., nge 21.

357 Dnnner, 8., It., I, 11 lth

Illinois.

338 Davill, J., It., II, 10th
Missouri.

339 Davis. E., It., C, 18th

Ohio, nge 35.

|

340 Delancy, J., Pt., C, 101st
Illinois, age 25.

Jan. 10,

16, '63.

May 25,

25, '64,

Julv 30,

30, '64.

July 3,

3, '03.

July 3,

3, '03,

May 5,

5, '64.

May 27,

27, '64.

June 1,

1, '04.

May 18,

18, '64.

May 10,

10, '04.

June 21,

1, '63.

June 34,

24, '04.

Sept. 17,

17, '02.

Mar. 19,

20, '02.

May 1,

1, '63.

Mav 9,

9, 'ii4.

Aug. 10.

10. '64.

Sept. 19.

20, '04.

June —

,

—. '64.

July 2,

2, '63.

May 15,

15, '64.

April 30,

30, '63.

May 3,

3, fa.
May 5,

5,
r
64.

May 0,

6, '04.

Oct. 19,

19, '04.

May 12,

12, '64.

Primary.

Dec. 14,

14, '02.

May 1,

1, '03.

Dee. 4,

4, '64.

June 25,

27, '00.

July 3,

3. fa.
Oct. 13.

13, '64

June 1,

1, '02.

May 11,
13,' '03.

Dec. 1,

2, '63.

Sept. 3,

3, '64.

Sept. 29.

29, '64.

Sept. 4,

4, '64.

Sept. 17,

17, '00.

Juno 10,

16, '64.

May 14.

14,' '64.

Mav 14,

14, '63.

Dec. 15.

10, '64.

May 25,

20, '04.

Ol'EUATIO.N'S, Ol'ERATOliS,
Result.

Right ; ant. post, flap ; Surg. L.
Barney, 6th Cold Troops. Died
Feb. 2, 1865; exhaustion.

Right. Died June 11, 1804.

Right; Surg. W. II. Fox, 8th
.Michigan. Died Julv 30, 1804.

Right. Died July 18, '1863.

Left. Died July 13, 1803.

Left. Died May 7. 1864.

Right; flap; Surg. C. II. Lord,
lOOd N. Y. Died Feb. 18. 1865.

Left; double flap. Died June 9,

1864.
Right

; Surg. M. Rizer, 72dPei;n.
Died May 18. 1864.

Flap. Died May 22, 1864.

Left: Surg. N. Gay, U. S. V.
Died June 02. 1803.

Died June 26, 1864.

Surg. C. S. Wood, 00th N. York.
Died Sept. 25, 1802.

Right; circular. Died March 27,

1862; pyemia.
Right: Surg. C. S. Wood. 60th
K. York. Died May 10, 1863.

Surg. (
'. Rowers, 6th i'enn. Died

May 10, 1804.

Died' August, 1864.

Left; flap; Surg. J. G. Bradt, 26th
Mass. Died Nov.30,'04. So.3190.

Left; Surg. J. T. Woods, 91th
Ohio. Died June 21, 1864.'

Left. Died August 1, 1803.

Right. Died May 18, 1864.

Right ; Surg. E. Shippcn, U.S.V.
Died May 2. 1803.

Sum. C.S.Wood, GOthN.Y. Died
May 3, 1803.

Right. Died May 7, 1864.

Left ; Surg. C. Bowers, 0th Penn.
Reserves. Hied May 13, 1804.

Right : flap. Died Nov. 8. 1864
;

exhaustion ; anemia.

Right ; Surg. J.W.Wishnrt, 140tb
Penn. Died June 5, 1804.

Right. Died November 7, 1862.

Right ; Surg. F. 0. Snelling, U.
S. V. Died Dee. 25, '62 ; exh'n.

Right. Died May 3, 1803.

Flap; A. A. Surg. W. Appley.
Died Dec. 5. '64 ; hemorrhage.

Right: July 7th. Died Sept. 2,

1862 ; pyemia.
Left. Died July 15, 1803.

Right. Died Nov. 7, '64
; tetanus.

Right ; June 20th. reamp. Died
July 8, 1802; exhaustion.

Circ.; Surg. W. T. Humphrey,
149th Penn. Died May 18. '63.

Right : circ; A. Surg. T.W. Stall,

8th 111. Cav. Died Jan. 17, 1804.

Spec. 1893.-

Lcft ; Surg. J. Pogue, 60th 111.

Died Sept. 10, 1804; pyemia.
Left. Died October 03, 1864.

Right : Surg.M.S.Kittinger.lOOth
New York. Died Sept. 5, 1864.

Died September 22, 1802.

Right. Died Sept. 6, '04
; chronic

diarrhoea.

Rigiit : Surg. A. C. Messenger,
57th Ohio. Died June 7, 1804.

Left. Died Mav 18, 1803.

Left ; ant. post, flap; A. A. Surg.
M. L. Herr. Died Dec. 27, '04

;

pyaemia.
Right ; ex. and int. lateral flaps.

Died June 20, 1864
;
pyaemia.
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No

341

342

343

344

345

34G

347

348

349

350

351

352

353

354

355

35(i

357

358

359

360

361

368

363

364

365

366

367

368

369

370

371

372

373

374

373

376

377

378

379

380

381

382

383

384

385

386

Name, Military
Description, anm Ac

Diefenbaugh, J., Pt., H,
'.'3.1 Ohio.

Dingmnn, A., Pt., F,
27th Michigan.

Dixon, J., Ft., F, 32d
Alabama.

Delist, J. (J., It., B, 19th
Infautrv.

Donaldson, S„ Pt., C,
13! Hi Pennsylvania.

Douglass, A. J., Pt, B,

1-Jtli W. Va , age 23.

Doyle, T., Corp'l, I, 4th
Maine.

Dudley, J., Pt.. C, 34th
Massachusetts.

Dudley, W., Pt., E,64th
New Vork.

Dunham. W. II.. Pt.. F,

114th New York.
Dunn, O., Corp'1, F, 66th
New York, age 26.

Durnan, I... (Jorp'l, G,
121st Ohio, age 21.

Eddy, J. C, Pt., F, 22d
Connecticut.

Edward, VV., Pt., I, 49th
( lliio.

Edwards, C Pt., K,
149th Now Y'ork.

1 Elder, W. B.,8erg't, 13,

91st Penn.
Erwin, W. B., Pt., C, 5th
Tennessee.

Evans. E. S., Pt., I, 87th
Indiana.

Evans, II.. Scrg't E,
12th Massachusetts.

Fortna, H. A., Pt., D,
Kith Illinois, age 20.

French, J., Pt., C, 53d
Ohio.

French, D., Pt., F, 81st

Ohio.
Gaston, T., Pt., E, 8Pth

Illinois.

Geary, C. M., Corp'l, M,
1st .Maine Caw, age 23.

Gillsen, A., Pt., F, 7th

Infantry.
Gilbert, 'W.. Pt., D, 23d
South Carolina.

Girrior, FT., Pt., K,
Dawson's Artillery.

Glover, !('., Pt., A, 16th
or 25th La., age 21.

Good, F., Pt., I!, 11th
New I lamp., age 19.

Gricc, S. .)/., Pt., A, 27th
South Carolina.

Griffin, T., Pt., B, 6th
Kansas Cavalry.

Groat, P., Pt, II, 14th

Iowa, age 25.

Gusler, \V\, Pt.. F, 60th
Illinois.

Guilford, IE, Corp'l, F,
16th Maine.

Haddike, L., Serg't, I,

66th New York.
Hall, J. C, Pt, A, 20th
Maine, age 37,

Herman, J. II., Serg't,

K, 9th Maine, age 21.

Hartland, A., Corp'l, A,
99th New York.

Hemphill, I)., Pt, E,
72d Penn., age 26.

Hensey, J. II., Pt., H,
55th Illinois.

Hewitt, L. T., Pt., 51,

6th Penn. Cavalry.
Hills, W., Pt, D, 2d
Michigan.

Hoffman, A., Pt, I, 57th
Ohio.

Holmes, J., Pt., H, 9th
Massachusetts-

Howard, G. J., Serg't,

G, 5th Vermont
Howard. IP., Pt ,K,55th
North Carolina.

May 8,

8, '64.

June 3,

3, '64.

May 15,

15, '64.

July 22,

^2, '64.

J uno 7,

7, '64.

Aug. 25,

27, '64.

July 2,

3, '63.

Mar. 31.

31, '65.

July 2,

2. '63.

Oct 19,

19, '64.

Sept 17,

17, '62.

Mar. 19,

20, 65.

Dec. 13.

13, '62.

June 26,

26, '64.

May 25,
25." '64.

Dec. 14,

14, '62.

Mav 14,
14," '64.

June 15.

15, '64.

Mav 5,

5. '64.

Mar. 19,

19, '65.

June 27,

27, '64.

Mar 16,

16," '64.

June 1,

1, '64.

April 7.

7, '65.

Feh. 21,

22. '62.

July —

,

—, '63.

April 2,

2, '65.

De.31,'62
Jan. I, '63

May 12,

12, '64.

June 15,

17, '64.

July 27,

27, '64.

Mav 18,
18," '64.

Sept. 1,

1, '61.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

Aug. 13,

13, '64.

Sept. 30,

Oct. 1, '64.

Mav 18,

18, '64.

June —

,

—, '63.

July 2,

4, '63.

Aug. 31,

31, '64.

Mav 14,
14." '64.

Nov. 24,

24, '63.

Jun. 11,

11, '63.

May 5,

5, '64.

Mar 25,

25, '65.

Julv3,
3, '63.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Right Died July 2, 1864
;
gan-

grene.
Left ; Surg. W. 15. Fox, 8th Mich.
Died Juno 3, 1864.

Right Died May 25, 1864.

Right. Died August 4, 1864.

Right. Died June 9, 1864.

Left ; do. flap; A.Surg.C.W.SHn-
son, 23d 111. Died Aug. 27, '64.

Right. Died July 6, 1663.

Left; flap; Surg. T. II. Squire,
8Uth New York. Died.

Left; haemorrhage. Died July
23, 1863.

Right ; circ. Died Oct 28, 1864 ;

pyaemia.
Surg. C. S. Wood, 66th N. York.
Died October 25. 1862.

Left. Died April 14, 1865.

Died December 20, 1862.

Left. Died June 26, 1864.

Left. Died June 2, 1864.

Rigid; circ. Died Jan. 8,1863;
tetanus.

Left. Died May 16, 1864.

Left. Died June 26, 1864.

Right. Died May 6, 1864.

Left. Died May 4, 1865; exhaus-
tion.

Right; Surg. A. C. Messenger,
57th Ohio. Died July 1, 1864.

Lett. Died June 8, 1864.

Died June 3, 1864.

Right. Died April 15, 1865.

Asst. Surg. B. Norris, U. S. A.
Died Feb. 22, 1862.

Left. Died August 15, 1863.

Died April, 1865.

Right Died January 7, 1863.

Right Died June 19, 1864.

Rigid ; ant. post, flap; Asst. Surg.
W. F. Kichardson.C.S.A. Died
June 18, 1864; exhaustion.

Right: circ; Surg.C. E. Swezev,
U.8.V. Died July 29,'64 ; shock.

Right ; flap. Died June 14, '64
;

typho-malarial fever.

Left. Died September 3, 1864.

Left. Died December 15, 18G2.

Left; Surg. A. Van Devere, 6Gth
N. Y. Died August, 1864.

Rigid. Oct. llth, diarrhoea. Died
Oct. 21, 1864.

Left. Died June 6, 1864 ; irrita-

tive fever.

Left; circ; Surg. J. Wilson. 99th
N. Y. Died June 24, J 863.

Right ; July 20th, gang. Died
Aug. 20, 1863; pyaemia.

Left; Surg. A.C. Messenger, 57th
Ohio. Died Sept. 6, 1864.

Left. Died May 22, 1864; exhaus-
tion.

Left; Surg. G. B.Cogswell, 29th
Mass. Died Deo. 22, 1863.

Right; Surg. M. F. Carev, 48th
Ohio. .Died Jan. 13, 1863.

Right. Died May 8, 1864.

Left. Died Aprils, 1865.

Left. Died July 22, 1863.

.. Name, Miutahv _
'NU

- Description, am> Age. u*" k -

3,-7

388

389

390

391

392

393

394

395

396

397

398

399

1
1

401

402

103

404

405

406

407

408

409

410

411

4 1

2

413

414

415

416

417

418

419

430

-I -.'

I

422

423

134

425

426

427

428

429

430

Hughes, N., Serg't, Mil-

ler's Mississippi Cav.
Hydt, W. J., Pt, C, 19th
Louisiana, age 24.

Hydrick, L., Serg't, I,

66th New York.
Jackson, J., Corp'l, K,

1 1th Conn., age 36.
2 James, J. L., Corp'l, C,
18th Indiana.

Jennings, J., Pt., I, 14th
Conn., age 17

Jessop. N., Corp'l, K,
9Tth N. York, ago 30.

Johnson. J. W. C, Pt,
II. 187th Penn.

Jones, D. C, Pt, H,43d
A labama, ago 25.

Jones. II., Pt, F, 36th
(.'old Troops, ago 33.

Jones, J. VV., Pt, A,
122d Pennsylvania.

Jones. O. IE. Scrg't, D,
146th New York.

Kelty, T., Pt. K, 100th
Pennsylvania.

Kenison, A., Pt., E, 12th
Maine.

Kennedy, C, Pt,F, 71st

Penn., age 27.

Kensler, P., Pt., G, 47th
Ohio, ago 36.

Kerr, S. M., Pt., C. (itli

Tenn. Cav., age 20.
Kief, J., Pt, li, 06th
New York.

King, T. II., Corp'l, C,
12th N. C, ago 19.

Kirkpatriok, E., Pt, A,
18th Ohio, age 31.

Knox, S., Pt, C, 28th
Pennsylvania.

Lackey, J., Pt, C, 21st

Mass., age 39.

Lake, C, Pt., A, 102d
New York.

Lamson, W. H., Pt, C,
6th Maine, ago 23.

Langelle, L.. Ft, H, 7th
Missouri.

Laughner, A., Pt., Y,
18th Penn. Cavalry.

Leary, T., Pt, I, 5th
Infantry.

Leech, j., Pt, A, 82d
Penn., age 42.

Leonard. S. IE. Pt, A,
3d Massachusetts.

Linerman. II., Pt., G,
37th Ohio, age 33.

Long. F. M., Major, 45th
Illinois.

Long, It.. Scrg't, H, 24th
N . Carolina, age 23.

Lothian, J., Capt, C,
24th Mich., age 27.

Luderking, R., Corp'l,

A, 2d Michigan.
Lynch, W. M.. Serg't,

A, 69th New Y'ork.

Mace, \V. H., Corp'l. D,
32d Maine.

Madcrs, W. C, Pt, G,
83d New York, age 30.

Mahan, M., Pt., A, 12th
Massachusetts.

Marsh, J., 2d Lieut, I,

29th Ohio.
Martin. A. IS, Capt, II,

6th Maryland.
"Mason, A. J., Capt. H,

145th Penn.. age 30.

Mathias. L., Pt., C, 107th
New York, age 38.

May, J., Corp 1, H, 6th
Wisconsin.

Mayo, J., Pt, C, 44th
North Carolina.

July 22,

24, '64.

Dec. 17,

18, '64.

Aug. 14,

14, '04.

June 18,

18, '04.

May 1.

1 , '63.

Aug. 25,

27, '64.

Aug. 18

19, '64.

Juno 18,

18, '64.

May 16,

16."'64.

June 15,

!
15. '64.

I Dec. 12,

|

13, '62.

I

June 2,

3, '64.

July 30,

|

30," '64.

I
Sept. 19,

1 9, '64.

Mav 18,

|
18. 64.

July 58,

29, '64.

Dec. 16,

16, '64.

Dee. 16,

16, '62.

Oct 19,

J 9, '64.

Dec. 16.

16, '64.

July 20,
20," '64.

May 5,

6,
f
64.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

.May 9,

9. '64.

June 17,

17, '63.

Nov. 12,

12, '64.

Feb. 21,

22, '62.

Sept. 21,

21. '64.

Sept 19,

19, '64.

July 28,

28, '64.

July 12,

12, '63.

June 16,

16, '64.

June 16,

16, '64.

Nov. 29,

29, '63.

June 3,

3, '64.

July 22,
22," '64.

May 8,

9, (14.

Deo. 13.

13, '62.

July 1,

1, '63.

Mav 5,

5, '64.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

Mar. 10,

16, '65.

May 14,

14, '64.

Oct 2,

2, '64.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left ; gang.; circular. Died July
24, 1864.

Left ; flap; gangrene. Died Nov.
20,1865; tvph. (ever.

Left. Died August 16, 1864.

Left. Died July 23, 1864; ex
haustion.

Right; double flap. Died Mav
27, 1863.

Left ; ant. post dotih. flap ; Surg
Hunt, C.N. A. Died Sept. 26, '04.

Rigid; circ. Aug. 31st, pya'mia.
Died Sept. 5, 1864; pyasuiia.

Died Julv 1, 1864.
*

Flap. Died May 19, 1864.

Left ; flap. Died August 20, '64
;

haemorrhage.
Died December 20, 1862.

Left; flap. Died June— , 1864;
absorption.

I.ell; flap; Surg. T. I'. Oakes,
5Uth Mass. Died July 31, 1864.

Right : circ; pyu'inic syin. Died ,

October 16, 1864.

Right : Surg. ('.. L. Potter, 14.",th
\

Penn. DiedJune 4, '64; pyaemia.
Left; flap: Act. StalT .Surg. C.

11. Richards, E.N. A. Died Julv
31, 1864.

Rigid : ant. post. flap. Died Jan.
1(1, '63; typhoid pneumonia.

Left : Surg C. N. Wood, 66th N.

York. Died Dec. 19, 1862.

Circular. Died; tetanus.

Left; ant post flap: Surg II. II.

Breed, U. S. V. Died Dec. 17,

1864 ; exhaustion.
Left. Died August 22, 1861.

Right; Surg. P. E. Hubon, 28th
Massachusetts. Died Juno J,

1864 ; pyaemia.
Right. Died September 29, 1862.

Right : skin flap ; circular. Died
June 6, 1864.

Circular; pyaemia. Died July
7, 1863.

Right; oval flap; Surg. J. W.
Smith, 2d Ohio Cavalry. Died
Dec. 22, 1864 ; pyaemia

Asst Surg. 1*- Norris, U. S. A.
Died Feb. 22, 1862.

Right Died Oct. 8, '64
; shock.

Right. Died September 24, 1864.

Left; circ; Act Staff Surg. ('. 11.

Richards. Died Aug. 4, 1864.

Right. Died July 12, 1863.

Left ; circ. Died July 23, 1864.

S;mw. 1685.

Left ; lat flap : Surg. .1. W. Wis-
hart, 140th Penn. Died July
12, 1864.

Right; Surg. G. B. Cogswell, 29th
Mass. Died Dec. 3, 1863.

Right; Surg. J. A. Spencer, 69th
New York. Died June 8, 1864.

Left. Died July 23, 1864.

Right. Died June 3, 1664; py-
aemia.

Left ; flap. Died Dee. —, 1862.

Sight. Died July 4, 1863.

Left. Died May 5, 1864.

Left. Died Jan. 12, '64; pyaemia.

Left; flap. Died May 6, 1865.

Died May 14, 1864.

Right; Surg. A. A. White, 8th
Md. 0ed Oct. 4, 1864.

1 BuTLKU (W. H.), Remarks on tetanus, with histories of nine cases, in Am. Med. Timex, IPfin, V«l. 7, p. 158

2 BltYAN (J.), Sixteen cases of Amputation treated in hospital at Grand Gulf, Miss., in Am. Med. Times, 1863, Vol. 7, p. 5.
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No.

431

432

433

434

435

436

437

438

439

140

441

442

443

444

445

44(i

447

II-

449

430

151

452

433

454

455

Name, Military
description, and age

McDonald, 1'., PL, K,
fth Kansas, ago 30.

McDonald. II.. Corp'l,

B. 98th Ohio, age 39.

McFarland. G., I't., B,
13th Indiana.

McGarry. J. E., I't., B,
105th i'enn., age 21.

MoMorris, M., I't.. li,

124th N. Y., age 18.

Mead, J. P., I't.. I, 11th
Massachusetts.

Miller. W.. Corp'l, B,
85th Indiana.

Montgomery. J. P., Ft.,

B, 10th Infu'ry, ago 18.

Moore, J. N.,PL, F, 5th
Tennessee, age 40.

Morgan. G. C., Serg't,

I). 48th Illinois.

Mulligan. T. II.. Ft., A,
14th Infantry, ago :io.

Murray. M., I't., I. I4'Jth

New York.

Myers. S. C, Corp'l, P,

70th X. Y.. ago 24.

Xelms. W. F , I't., B.
.'•tli Texas.

Xoonan. ('., — . P, 18th

Nov York.

Nyo, (I. W., Serg't, li,

:td .Maine.

OHagan, M. P., Serg't,

C, Hith N. York Heavy
Artillery, ago 22.

Ormsby.R., I't., ( I, tilth

New York.
Osboni. I.., I't., G, 3d
New York Cav. .age 27.

Page, J. L., Corp 1, H.
Ob'th X. York, age 33.

Partridqe. P. S.. I't., D,
2fith Mississippi.

Parker, \V. S., I't., C, 1st

U. S. Shari_>shooters.

Parker, M , I't., A, 5th
Vermont.

Paill.W., — . C, 7th Wis-
consin.

I'nrkins. J. W., I't., P,

6th West Virginia.

45ii IVrrin, W.. I't.. I. 158th
New York, age 26.

457 Pettigrew. A. J., Pt., C,
Uth Penn. Reserves.

458 Potter. W.. Pt., li, 29th
Ohio, ago 2d.

459 Poust, \V„ I't., K, 51st

Penn., age 29.

460 Pratt. E. C, Lieut., G
6th CI 'd Tro< >ps. age 24

d Preston. Y. P., Pt.. C
42d Alabama.

462 Preston, J. W., I't.. P
147tb Penn., age 29.

Prescott, C Pt., G, 51st

Pennsylvania.
Purdy. IL, I't.. C, 2d
Penn. Batterv. age 33.

Rannrr. W.. Pt., F, 3d
Florida.

Rathbone L.. Pt., C,
25th N. C., age 20.

Reaghton. W , Pt., G,
67th Pennsylvania.

Reed, J. M., Scrgt. B,

24th Michigan.
Reynolds, J., Pt., C. 1st

Rhode Island Artilrv.
Uice. A., Pt., G. 111th
Xew York, age 21.

Rice, J. C, Brig. Gen 1

U.S. V., 5th A. C.
Richardson. A. C, Serg't,

A. 59th Mass. r
Richardson. T., Pt., H,
11th West Virginia.

Sept. in.

20, '63.

Sept. 1,

1, '64.

Dec. 12,

12, '62.

June 16,

16, '64.

May 5,

5. '64.

July 21,

23. "'61.

June 27,

27. 64.

Aug. 21,

21, '64.

Mun 14.

14, '64.

July —

.

— .
'63.

July 2,

4, '63.

July 20,

20, '64.

J illv 2,

3, '63.

July 3,

3, '63.

Sept. 14,

I.'.. C2.

Aug. 30,

30, '62.

Aug. 12.

12, '65.

July 2,

2, '63.

May 17.

18, '64.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

Juno 3,

5, '64.

May 3.

3, '63.

Oct. 19.

20, '61.

July 1,

1, '63.

June 5,

5, '63.

April 2.

2, '65.

July 2,

3, '63.

May 8,

8, '64.

Aug. 19,

19, '64.

Sept. 29,

29, '64.

May 15.

15, '64.

June 18,

19, '64.

June 2.

2, '64.

July 1,

1, '63.

Mnr. 19,

19, '65.

Dec. 1,

1, '64.

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

May 12,

12, '64.

April 5.

5, '62.

June 19,

19, '64.

May 10,

10, '64.

July 30,

30, '64.

Mar. 16,

16, '64.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Right ; circular. Died October
12, 1863; haemorrhage.

Right ; aid. post. flap. Died Xov.
24, 1864 : exhaustion.

Dieil December 12, 1862; shock
and haemorrhage.

Right : ant. post, flap ; Surg. D.
S. Hays, 110th Penn. Died July
17, 1864.

Lett. Died May 30, '64
; pyemia.

Died July 23, 1861 ; under opera-
tion.

Right. Died July 6, 1804.

Left ; ant. post, flap ; Surg. J. W.
Anawnlt, 11th Penn. DiedSept.
10, 1864 ; pyemia.

Left. Died May 17, 1864.

Asst. Surg. R. L. Von Ilnrlingen.

53d Ohio. Died July 18, 1863.

Left. Died July 14, '64; tetanus.

Left; circ: Surg. C. H. Lord.
102d Xew York. Died July 21,

1864 ; hiemorrhage.
Left. Died July 28, 186:1; haem-
orrhage.

Right. Died July 9. 1863.

Amp.; sloughing. Died August
8, 1863.

Right. Died September 5, 1862.

Lefts surg. E. Bentley, U. S. V.
Died August 23, 1865; haemor-

rhage.
Right. Died July 16, 1863.

Right ; circ. May 22d, hemor-
rhage. Died May 27, 1864.

Right; Surg. 0. S". Wood, 66th
X. Y. Died October 10, 1862.

Circ; Surg. Tuley. Died June
10, 1864.

Right. Died May 3, >863.

Right. Died October 21, 1864.

Circ. Died July 6, 1863.

Left ; Asst. Surg. J. T. Wharton,
6th W.Virginia Cav., audothers.
Died June 5, 1863.

Right: Asst. Surg. C. G. Allen,

34th Mass. Died April 1:!, '65
;

pyaemia.
Right. Died July 13, 1863.

Left; circ; Surg. A. K. Fifleld.

29th Ohio. Died July 6, 1864 ;

diarrhoea.
Right; circ Died Sept. 10, '64

;

erysipelas.

Right. Died Dec. 15/64; pyaemia.

Died June 8, 1864.

Right; circ; Surg. J. W. Brock,
66th Ohio. Died Aug. 29, 1864

;

diarrhoea.

Left. Died June 4, 1864.

Right. Died September II, 1863;
pyaemia.

Right. Died March 25, 1865.

Left ; circ. Died Dec. 2, 1864.

Right. Died March 25, 1865.

Left. Died May 12, 1864.

Left. Died April 5, 1862; shock.

Left ; circ: Surg. J. W. Wishart,
140th Penn. Died June 29, '64

;

exhaustion.
Died May 10, 1864.

Right: flap; Surg. T. F. Oakcs,
56th Mass. Died July 30, 1864.

Right; circ: Surg. C. M. Clark.
39th 111. Died March 18. 1864

;

shock and cxh'n. Spec. 5656.

r. 1

475

476

477

478

479

480

181

482

483

484

485

486

487

488

489

490

491

492

493

494

495

496

497

498

499

.-,1111

501

502

503

504

505

506

5ffl

508

509

510

511

512

513

514

515

516

517

518

519

520

Name, Military
Description, and age.

Rider, J., PL, A, 8th
Kansas, age 37.

Riley, J., Pt., B, 11th
Xew Jersey.

Riley, O., 'i't., M, 2d
Xew York.

Rinker, G. W., Pt., B,
6th Kansas Cavalry.

Rupert. J. F., Corp'l, K,
24th Michigan.

Ryan, 'i'., Pt., E, 127th
Illinois, age 23.

Snlmund, E., PL, G, 74th
Ohio.

Sanderson, J. K., Pt., F.
37th Massachusetts.

Schmidt, F.,Pt.,D.118th
Pennsylvania.

Schrafenberger, P., Pt.,

A, 9th Ohio.
Seaman. H. J., Pt., E,
13th Illinois.

Scovers, R. D., Pt., K,
36th Ohio, ago 43.

Sharp, D., I't., A, 7th
Penn. Reserves.

Shepard, II. li., PL, F,
95th Xew York, age 21.

Sherman, E., Corporal,
Young's Iiat'ry, age 43.

Sherman. M..Pt.,G, 28th
Pennsylvania.

Shields! 'I'., PL, II, 99th
Pennsylvania.

Shriner, J. T..PL.G. 83d
Pennsylvania.

Slaine, P. S., PL.H, 10th
Connecticut.

Smith, J., Serg't, K, 7th
Connecticut, age 29.

Smith, J. W., Serg't, H,
48th N. C, age 22.

Smith, N., PL, A, 39th
Illinois.

Smith. T., PL, 34th Cl'd

Troops.
Soper, J., PL, C, 16th

Maine.
Spencer, G. E., Pt., A,
7th Ohio.

Stiene.S. l'..Pt.,K, 100th
l'enn., age 22.

Stood, M., PL, C, 14th
Michigan.

Strong, L.. Serg't, A. 9th
X. York Cav., age 23.

Stuart, S., Pt., F, 31st

Colored Troops.
Sulfrise, C. A., PL, 6th
Tenn., age 20.

Sullivan, 1)., Pt., B, 63d
Xew York.

Summer, G., Corp'l, K.
20th Michigan.
Thomas, A., PL, C, 2d
Tennessee C. T.

Van Huron, M., PL, II,

59th Ohio.
Waffle. W., PL, V, 14th
New York ITvy Art.,

age 30.

Ward, P., PL, G, 45th
Colored Troops.
Wallers, J. R., PL, I.

52d North Carolina.

Warren, J. II., I't., D,
42d Georgia,

Watson, G. M., Pt., D.
63d Indiana.

Weiler,.I.,Corp'l, K.40th
New York, age 30.

Wheeler.A. R.. Corp'l, I,

9th N. Hamp., age 21.

Whipple, R. G., Corp'l,

K,21lh Mich., age 41.

White, P., PL, A, 35th
Indiana, age 27.

White,W., PL, I, 3d Wis-
consin.

Whitehead, F., PL, I,

97th New York.
Whitney, G. P., Pt., H,
6th Vermont.

Wicks, A., Pt., G, 14th
Indiana.

Sept. 19,

20, '63.

Mar. 29,

29, '65.

Sept. 13,

1 3, '63.

July 27,

28, '64.

May 12,
12," '64.

June 27,

27, '64.

July 22,

22/64.
May 5,

5, '64.

Sept. 20,— ,
'62.

Sept. 19,

19, '63.

Xov. 27,

27, '63.

July 25,

25, '64.

Sept. 14,

15, '62.

Slav 5,

6, '64.

July 28
28, '64.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

July 3,

3, '63.

May 27,
27,"'62.

Feb. 8,

8, '62.

Juno 2,

2, '64.

April 6,

7, '65.

April 2,

2, '65.

Dec 9,

9, '64.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

Nov. 27,

27, '63.

May 12,
12," '64.

Mar. 19,

21, '65.

Sept. 13,

13, '63.

July 30.

3O,"'04.

Aug. 6,

6, '64.

Doc. 13,

13, '62.

May 12,
12," '64.

Feb. 5,

6, '64.

June 28,

28, '64.

July II,

11,''64.

Feb. 7,

7, '65.

July 3,

3, '63.

May 15.

15, '64.

May 14,
14, "'64.

May 24,

24, '64.

June 16,

16, '64.

Aug. 39,

20, '64.

June 10,
10, '64.

Mar. 16,

16, '65.

May 12,

12, '64.

May 5,

5,
r
64.

May 10,

10, '64.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left ; circ. Died October 22, '63
;

pyaemia.
Left. Died April 1, 1865.

Right. Died September 13, 1863.

Right ; circ; Surg. C. E. Swezov,
U.S.V. Died July B9,'C4 ; shock.

Died May 13, 1864".

Right : Surg. A. C. Messenger,
57th Ohio. Died Aug. 9, 1864.

Left. Died July 30, 1864.

Right ; Surg. G. T. Stevens, 77th
N. Y. Died May 12, \^5; gang.

Left. Died September, 1862.

Right. Died October 13, 1863.

Loft; Surg. S. C. Plnmnier, 13th
111. Died Xov. 27, 1863.

Right; lat. flap. Died October
20, 1864 ; exhaustion.

Died September 15, 1862.

Right; eirc. Died June 12, 1864;
pyaemia.

Right ; flap. Died July 29, 1864.

Left. Died October 5, 1862.

Right. Died July 5, 1863.

Died June 10,1862.

Died February 10, 1862.

Left. Died August 22, 1864 ; ex-
haustion.

Right. Died May 2, '65
;
pyaemia.

Right; circ: Surg. C. M. Clark,
j

39th 111. Died April 4, 1865.

Left. Died December 23, 1864.

Left. Died December 26, 1862.

Left. Died December 21, 1863.

Right ; Surg. T. F. Oakes, 56th
Mass. Died Mav 30. 1864.

Left. Died March 21, 1865.

Right. Died September 16, '04
;

pyaemia.
Right: circ; Surg. F. M. Wold.
27th C. T. Died Aug.—, 1861.

Left ; Surg. A. M. Wilder, U.S.V.
Died Sept. 3, 1864.

Left. Died January 3, 1863.

Left. Died May 14,1864.

Left; circ: Surg. J.G.F.Holston,
U. S. V. Died Feb. 29. 1864.

Left. Died July 6, 1864.

Right ; flap ; Surg. T. F. Oakes,
56th Mass. Died Sept. 26, 1864

;

pyaemia.
Left : circ; Surg. N. Fnlsom, 45th
Cl'd Troops. Died Feb. 19, '65.

Left. Died.

Died May, 1864.

Right : gangrene. Died May 22,
1864.

Right. Died May 31, 1864 ; hem-
orrhage.

Left. Died July 20, 1864.

Left; flap. Died August 25, '64;
haemorrhage.

Left ; Surg. H. G. Averdick, 33th
Ind. Died July 12, 1864.

Left: Asst. Surg. (i. W. Burke,
46th Penn. Gied March 17. '65.

Died May, 1864.

Left ; Surg. D.VV. Matill, 1st Del-
aware. Died.

Right; Surg. G.W. McCunc, Uth
Ind. Died May 12, 1864.
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service, and several weeks after lie was furnished with an artificial limb by the firm of A. A. Marks, of New York City. In his

application for commutation, dated 1870, the pensioner stated that the amputation was performed by Assistant Surgeon S. C.

Sanger, 6th New York Cavalry, also that the stump was in a healthy condition. The pensioner was paid June 4, 1879. The
sequestrum (Spec. 4281) was contributed to the Museum by Dr. Thomson, and is shown, reduced in size one-third, in FlG. 4 of

Plate LXIX, opposite.

Amputation of the right thigh in the middle third and of the left leg at the knee joint

was successfully performed in the following instance:

Cask 436.—Corporal C. N. Lapham, Co. K, 1st Vermont Cavalry, aged 23 years, was wounded during the engagement

near Boonsboro', July 8, 1S33, by a cannon ball, which carried away both legs. He was conveyed to the field hospital at Boons-

boro', where both limbs were amputated two days after the receipt of the injury.

Four months after the operation the patient was deemed well enough to be allowed

to go to his home, where he remained until the following year. On May 31, 1834,

he was furnished with artificial limbs by Dr. E. D. Hudson, of New York City,

who contributed the photographs represented in the annexed cuts (Figs. 176, 177)

and the following description of the operation: "The right thigh was amputated

at the middle third, by the antero-posterior Hap method, on account of great com-

minution of the leg involving the knee joint ; the stump is healed and in a favor-

able condition. The left leg was disarticulated at the knee joint. This operation

was also performed by antero-

posterior flaps, and the stump

is healed and in good condi-

tion, though the supporting

cicatrix at the base is not good.

The condyles of the femur, as

a base, form the most useful,

reliable, and comfortable sup-

port, and constitute his chief

dependence, and the benefits

of disarticulation, when com-

pared with amputations of the

thigh, are shown to be incal-

culable." The patient was dis-

charged from Baxter Hospital,

at Burlington, Vermont, Aug.

25, 1864, and pensioned. Five

months later, when a student

at the Collegiate Institute in

Poughkeepsie, X Y., he wrote

to Dr. Hudson that "he could

walk with ease on level ground,

get up and down stairs readily,

ami was getting along much better than he anticipated in so short a time." Some time afterwards he obtained an appointment

as clerk in the U. S. Treasury Department at Washington, in which occupation he is still employed. His pension was paid

September 4, 1879. In his application for commutation he reported that Surgeon L. P. Woods, 5th New York Cavalry, was
the operator who amputated his limbs.

In thirteen instances re-amputation of the thigh became necessary, and in fourteen

cases the protruding ends of the femur were removed. In the following, four inches of the

extremity of the bone were exsected nearly seven months after the amputation.

Case 437.—Private J. Wearing, Co. L, 2d Pennsylvania Heavy Artillery, aged 20 years, was wounded at Petersburg,

June 17, 1864, and admitted to the field hospital of the 1st division, Ninth Corps, where Surgeon M. K. Hogan, U. S. V.,

recorded: "Wound of left knee joint ; amputation at junction of middle and lower third of thigh." One week after the recep-

tion of the injury the man was transferred to Finley Hospital, Washington, and in October following he entered Broad and

Cherry Streets Hospital, Philadelphia, whence Acting Assistant Surgeon T. C. Brainerd made the following report: "At the date

of admission the femur protruded about one-fourth of an inch, and the stump was healed to within one inch of the bone. The
patient being anemic, iron and quinine were administered. Simple dressings were applied to the stump. By November 15th

his general health had improved and the line of separation was forming around the protruding portion of the bone. On Decem-

ber 1st, the ulcer upon the stump presented a sloughing tendency, but again cleaned up. On January 6, 1865, about four inches

of the extremity of the femur was exsected by cutting down upon it from the outer anterior surface of the stump and sawing

through the bone with a chain saw. The bone removed was necrosed and surrounded by a large amount of reparative material.

A small artery spouted from the medullary canal of the bone, the hemorrhage from which was promptly controlled by pressing

a piece of soft wax into the canal. Three ligatures were applied and ether was used The operation was performed by Acting

Assistant Surgeon H. M. Bellows. The patient reacted promptly. Simple dressings were continued to the stump. Two days

Fio. 176.—Amputation of right thigh at middle third ami
of left leg at knee joint. [From n photograph.]

Fig 177.—Appearance of patient with artificial

legs. [From a photograph.]
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PLATE LXIX. _TUBULAR SEQUESTRA FROM AMPUTATIONS OF THE FEMUR

I Spe.- I8.13._2 Spec. 144. :5 Spec. 31OO. _4 Spec* 4281.

Surgical Section. Aran Medical Museum.
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•ir„ 178.—Com-
minuted lower half
of right femur.
Spec. 4120.

later an attack of erysipelas supervened, extending as far up as the groin, but yielding to treatment, and l>y January 15th it had

entirely disappeared and the genera] condition had much improved. One month later cicatrization was almost complete, and the

patient was walking about with the aid of crutches." In April he was transferred to South Street Hospital, and subsequently to

Chester, where he was discharged from service July 26, 1865, and pensioned. Some weeks afterwards the man was supplied

with an artificial leg, manufactured by ]}. Clements. In his application for commutation, dated 1870. he represented the stump

as being in a sound and healthy condition. The pensioner was paid June 4, 1879 The sequestrum (Sprr. 4190) removed from

the stump was contributed to the Museum by the operator, and is represented in Fig. 3 of Plate LXX. opposite p. 242.

Thirteen of the pensioners have died since the date of their discharge from

the service; one from lung disease, three of debility, and nine of causes not

stated

:

Case 438.—Corporal J. Bidlingmaier, Co. H. 73d New York, aged 46 years, was wounded before Peters-

burg, September 11, 1864. Surgeon O. Everts. 20th Indiana, noted his admission to the field hospital of the

3d division, Second Corps, with "shot fracture of thigh, followed by amputation." From the field the wounded

man was transferred to the depot hospital at City Point, and thence, on October 8th, to Washington. Assistant

Surgeon J. C. McKee, U. S. A., reported his entrance into Lincoln Hospital, with "antero-posterior flap ampu-

tation of the right thigh at the middle third," also that he was furloughed December 0th. The patient subse-

quently entered Judiciary Square Hospital, and on May 6, 1805, he was discharged from service, having been

previously supplied with an artificial limb by the Jewett Patent Leg Co., of Washington. D. C. He was a

pensioner until June 16, 1871, when he died of marasmus, his attending physician certifying that "it was evi-

dent that some portion of the splintered bone remained in the stum]), as abscesses frequently formed thereon

and copious discharges ensued;" also that the disease, as a consequence, first became apparent about the hist

of April, 1871. The amputated portion of the femur, represented in the wood-cut (FlG. 178), was contributed

by Surgeon D. S. Hays, 110th Pennsylvania, who performed the operation. The specimen shows that the shaft

was badly comminuted by a conoidal ball, which flattened, in a mushroom shape, against the anterior surface

in the lowest third.

Fatal Cases of Primary Aviputation in the Middle Third of the Thigh.—The four

hundred and sixty-three operations of this group were performed on four hundred and

sixty-one patients; in two instances both thighs having been primarily removed at the

middle third. Sixty-seven were Confederate and three hundred and ninety-four were

Union soldiers:

Case 439.—Private G. Cox, Co. K, 1st North Carolina Cavalry, aged 27 years, was wounded at Brandy Station, June 9,

1863. He was admitted to a field hospital of the Fifth Corps, whence Assistant Surgeon B. Howard, U. S. A., reported the

following history: "The patient was a man of usual good health but had the bloated appearance of a habitual

drinker. He was shot in the right thigh, and was brought to Kelly's Ford, a distance of about three miles, in

an ambulance. On examination I found a wound of entrance on the outer side of the thigh, a little above its

middle, but there was no wound of exit. The wound of entrance was very small, as if made by a pistol

ball. The femur was badly shattered. The patient complained of having lost a good deal of blood on his

way to Kelly's Ford. I immediately proceeded to amputate near the upper third by the circular mode. The

patient suffered considerably from shock, but rallied comfortably, and was transported eight miles the next

morning in an ambulance, and thence by cars to Alexandria. On examination of the amputated leg the

femur was found to be shattered more than six and a half inches, but not comminuted as finely as often hap-

pens in fractures by a mini6 rifle ball, this fracture being more vitreous in appearance and furnishing but

one small fragment, all the others being large ones. The ball had entered the outer side of the thigh, passed

behind and partially around the femur, entering at its inner aspect, and lodging in the medullary canal. The
interesting point in the case is the relation of the extensiveness of the fracture to the weight and the dimin-

ished velocity of the ball ; that the bone should have been so extensively shattered by a pistol ball, which,

when subsequently weighed, did not exceed five scruples and six grains, and that the mischief was all done,

too, after the ball had been so much deflected from its original course." Surgeon T. K. Spencer, U. S. V.,

reported the patient's admission to Prince Street Hospital, and the result of the case as follows: "On June

19th and 23d, haemorrhage occurred from the external circumflex artery, for which compression and cold

applications were made. The loss of blood amounted to six ounces. The patient looked anaemic, and there

was considerable sloughing of the stump. Death followed on June 24, 1863." The amputated portion of

the femur was contributed to the Museum by the operator, and is numbered 1233, Surg. Section (FlG. 179).

Case 440.—Sergeant John Sproul, Co. C, 40th New York, aged 24 years, received at Kelly's Ford,

November 7, 1863, a conoidal musket ball wound, causing a compound fracture of the left femur just above

the knee. He was taken to the field hospital of the 1st division, Third Corps, Surgeon J. W. Lyman, U. S. V., ti
:
m uf i«'<MI* jMri of

in charge, and amputation of the thigh in tint middle third, anterior and posterior flap method, was performed

by Surgeon A. Campbell, 40th New York, on the day of injury. He was conveyed to Washington, and admitted into the

Douglas Hospital on November 9th. His attending medical officer, Assistant Surgeon W. F. Norris, U. S. A., reports, Novem-

ber 16th: It was found impossible to support the heavy posterior muscular flap; the sutures sloughed out, and there was

a great gaping surface discharging profusely, but normal in appearance. The patient was very pallid. The stump was
SURG. Ill—29

Cocnminu-
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thoroughly supported by adhesive straps, and the best nutrients, with stimulants, were administered. 24th, there was slight

tenderness along the femoral artery and slight enlargement of the inguinal glands. There was no vigorous effort at repair in

the stump, which remained pale and flabby, and his general condition became worse daily. December 4th, there were well-

marked chills with fever in the evening, pulse 120 and feeble, respiration hurried, sweating, and nausea. These symptoms

became hourly worse; his pulse became countless, his respiration sighing and very rapid, his face pinched and anxious;

occasional vomits of a green bilous matter ; he finally died, on December 7th, at 4 o'clock P. St., of pyaemia. Autopsy sixteen

hours after death. Assistant Surgeon W. Thomson, U. S. A., records: "The most careful examination failed to find a trace of

inflammation or coagulation in the blood-vessels. The soft tissues of the stump were perfectly normal. There were found in

the thoracic cavity the usual traces of pyaemia. The lungs anteriorly were pale, posteriorly they were both coated over the

lower lobes with recent yellow and soft ill-looking lymph. There was no considerable effusion or adhesions; no traces of a

frank pleuritis, but of a local asthenic inflammation were found. Both lungs were congested, hardened, and dark in color

posteriorly, and in the left there were several small yellowish-white spaces, apparently abscesses. * * The other organs,

except the cerebro-spiual, were examined and found normal except the spleen, which was slightly hardened and congested. No
trace of embolia was found in the lungs, nor was death caused by the secondary changes "there produced. The destruction of

pulmonary tissue had not progressed sufficiently. There must have been the absorption, by the veins most probably, from this

medullary aud cancellated portion of the femur, of a material soluble in the fluids of the blood, and produced, in the cadaveric

changes that took place in the organic matter—dead, hut confined in this cancellated bone. This caused the fatal toxieamiia

which overpowers the nervous system, and may have also caused those local changes found in the posterior portions of both

lungs. It seems strongly probable that it is due to blood poisoning, introduced by the veins, since all cases of pyaemia exhibit

pathological changes in the lungs, where the venous blood becomes distributed to thin delicate structures before being depurated

by exposure to the atmosphere. The case was about to be relinquished as incomprehensible, when it was proposed by Dr.

Norris to saw the femur from its head to its extremity longitudinally, and thus expose its medullary canal. A small quantity

of apparently healthy pus had been found between the periosteum and the shaft two inches from the sawn end, and there were

a few osteophytes clinging to the bone at that point. When, however, the bone had been separated in its long diameter, its

medullary canal presented the traces of pathological action. This canal aud the cancellated structure extending past the

trochanters to a point half way through the head were found filled with a yellowish -green substance, intolerably fetid, and

resembling, more than anything else, the debris of hospital gangrene.'' The bone was sent at once to the Museum and portrayed

in colors. No pus was found in this bone, aud, under the microscope, nothing but debris. The connective tissue seemed to

have perished en masse. In Plate XXXII, opposite, the diseased stump of the femur is represented, and Plate XXXI, opp.

p. 228, exhibits the gangrenous condition of the medullary canal.

Case 441.—Private William Crawford, Co. B, 2d Pennsylvania Cavalry, aged 40 years, had his right leg shattered near

the knee by a fragment of shell, at the battle of Spottsylvania, May 12, 1864. The soft parts were much torn, aud the popliteal

artery was divided. Amputation was immediately performed near the middle of the thigh by Surgeon Charles Bower, 6th

Pennsylvania Reserves. The patient was sent to Washington, and adfnitted, on July 16th, to Lincoln Hospital. He was in

an exhausted condition and had no appetite. He utterly refused to take bark or stimulants of any description. The tongue

and fauces were covered with aphthae. There was diarrhoea, from which, in a chronic form, the patient had long suffered. He
died on July 27, 1834. There was extreme emaciation. At the autopsy but slight lesions were found in the viscera, except the

great intestine, which was studded with ulcers. The necrosed extremity of the femur slightly protruded from the wound. This

was the end of a very large, loose sequestrum, invested by a fragile involucrum. The specimen in the Army Medical Museum,

No. 2890, Surgical Section, consists of the stump of the right femur, with a very large sequestrum in process of separation and

a partial involucrum formed.

The histories of the two cases of primary amputations of both thighs in the middle

third are very brief. The patients died on the day following the operations:

Case 442.—Sergeant Theodore Doud, Co. C, 2d Michigan, received, at Petersburg, July 30, 1834, a shell wound of both

thighs. He was carried to the field hospital of the 3d division, Ninth Corps, where, on the same day, Surgeon W. B. Fox, 8th

Michigan, amputated both thighs at the middle third. Death resulted July 31, 1864. The case is recorded by Surgeon P. A.

O'Connell, U. S. V.

Case 443.—Corporal John W. Woodworth, Co. H, 11th Infantry, was wounded at Rappahannock Station, November

7, 1863, a shell fracturing both femurs at the middle third. He was taken to the field hospital of the Fifth Corps, and both

thighs were amputated in the middle third. He died the next day, November 8, 1863. The case is reported by Assistant

Surgeon E. DoW. Breneman, U. S. A.

Pyaemia was observed in seventy-six, gangrene in eighteen, tetanus in seven of the

four hundred and sixty-three fatal primary amputations in the middle third of the thigh,

and in forty-four instances haemorrhages occurred subsequent to the operations. In three

cases the amputation in the thigh was accompanied by operations in the upper extremities,

and in one instance the opposite limb was amputated in the leg.
1

'In the case of Private W. J. Hand, K, 45th Massachusetts (Table XXXI, p. 239, No. 1,018, and Second Surgical Volume, TAI1LE XLIV, p. 034,

No. P7), the left arm was removed at the shoulderjoint; the left arm was amputated in the lower third in the case of Private II. Jackson, E, 4th Colored

Tnx.|» (TABLE XXXI, p. 237, No. 904, apd Second Surgical Volume, TABLE LXXIII, p. 747, No. 40); three inches of the right radius were excised in

the case of Sergeant J. Robinson, H, 48th Illinois (TABLE XXXI, p. 239, No. 1.033, and Second Surgical Volume, TABLE CXXVII, p. 952, No. 51). The
left leg was amputated in the lower third in the case of Private S. Banks, C, 43d Colored Troops (TABLE XXXI, p. 235, No. 706).
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SECT. III. PRIMARY AMPUTATION OK THIGH IN MIDDLE THIRD.

Table XXXI".

>27

Condensed Summary of Eleven Hundred and Fifty-seven Cases of Primary Amputations in the Middle

Third of the Femur for Shot Fracture.

[Iteooveries, 1—880; Deaths, 687—1,149; Results unknown, 1,150—1,157.]

NAME, MlLU'AUV
DESCltlPTIOX, AND Age.

Adams, C. I!., Pt., O,
Until N. York, age 07.

Adams, J., rt., 11, 27th
Obiu.

Alexander, .1., I't.. A,
129th Pent)., age S>.

Alexander, J , I't., D,
22d O. T„ age 34.

Allabaok, B. W., i't, A,

52d rennsylvania.
Allen, F. A., i't., 1, 8th
N. Y. Cavalry, age 211.

Allen. (1. \V., Serg't, A,
3d Mass. Cav., ago 27.

Allen, &'., I't., H,23d N.
Carolina, age 25.

Allnith, \V., I't., K, 40th
New York, age 30.

Altenberger, J., I't., F,

37th Ohio.

Ammennan, It. W., Pt.,

B, 148th l'enu., age 2-'.

Andrews, D., Pt., I, C2d
Peon., age 18.

Andrews, \V. A., Pt.,E,
3d C. S. Inf., uge 27.

Aits, J., Capt., K, 2d
New York.

Aschman, R., Capt., A,
1st Sharpshooters.

Austin, \V. F.,Capt.,K,
'Jth Kentueky.

Azdcll, J., Pt., C, 104th
Ohio, age 29.

Bachman, C, Pt., D,
198th Ponn.. age 28.

Bagleij, T. It., Pt., H,
24th South Carolina.

Bailey, J. C, Pt., 1>, 4th

Ohio.
Ball, L., Serg't, F, 3d
Kentucky, ago 24.

Barnett, B., Pt., D, 1st

N. Y. Dragoons, age
25.

Barnes, J. \V., I't., C,

11th Tennessee Cav.
Barnes, W., Serg't, I,

13th Mass., ago 38.

Baruhart, T. P., Pt., F,

3d Wisconsin, age 19.

Barraham, J. H., Pt.,

H, 2d North Carolina.

Barrett, S., I't., K, 6Dth
Ohio, ago 17.

Bartlett, W. P., Capt.,

1, 20th Mass., age 21.

Bartling, II., Pt., L. <Jth

Mich. Cavalry, age 22.

Barton, M., Pt., E, 72d
Indiana.

Batch, P., I't., K, 99th
Ohio, ago 21.

Becht, A., Pt., E, 52d
New York.

Beck, O. H., Corp'l, I,

11th Penn., age 18.

Becker, C, Corp'l, B,
12th Missouri.

Bcckwith, D. &., Pt., K,
23d New York.

Beckwith.W. G., Serg't,

B, 5th Michigan Cav.,
age 31.

Bell, I., Serg't, B, 81st
Penn., age 20.

Bellis, R., Serg't, D, 1st

Maryland P. H. B.

Sept. 19,

2", '64.

.Mar. 13.

13, '02.

May 4,

4, '03.

Sept. 2(1,

31, '04.

May 2-1,

21, '02.

June 3,

3, '64.

Oct. 19,

20, '04.

July 1,

3, '03.

July 30,

30, '64.

May 19,

19, '03.

May 12,

13, '04.

May 0,

6, '04.

Nov. 30,

Deal, "04.

June 25,

25, '02.

Aug. 15,

15, '04.

April 7,

8, '02.

May 27,

27, '04.

Mar. 29,

29, '05.

May 14,

14, '63.

Dec. 13,

14, '02.

Sept. 19,

21, '63.

Oct. 11,

15, '64.

Jan. 28,

28, '64.

Aug. 30,

31, '62.

Mar. 10,

16, '65.

Aug. 16,

10, '04.

Mar. 19,

20, '05.

April 25,

25, '02.

June 12,

12, '64.

May 9,

10, '03.

June 20,

20, '64.

Juno 1,

3, '62.

May 5,

0, '64.

Mar. 8,

8, '02.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

April 8,

8, '65.

July 2,

3, 1i3.

July 2,

4, '03.

Operations, Opeuatous,
Result.

Right; eirc. A. Surg. J. Homans,
jr., U.S.A. Dis. Aug. 25, '05.

Eight ; flop. Disch'd Aug. 2, '62.

Right. Surg.W.G. Nugent, 126th
Penn. Disch'd Mar. 10, 1864.

Left; flap. Mar. 15, '65, removed
necro'd bone. Dis. Mai. 20, '65.

Left ; flap. Surg. W. S. Woods,
52dPenu. Disch'd Aug. 1, 1802.

Left; flap. Subseq. operations.

Disch'd July 13, 1805.

Right ; circ. Surg. D. F. Leavitt,

3d Mass. Cav. Dis. May 31, '05.

Left ; circular. Exchanged Nov.
12, 1863.

Left ; flap. Surg. A. F. Whelan,
1st Mich. S. S. Dis. Sept. 11, '05.

Loft. Surg. S. P. Bonner, 47th
Ohio. Subsequent operation.

Disch'd Sept. 8, 1863.

Right; circ. June 24th, removed
three ins. femur. Disch'd May
30, 1865. Spec. 2698.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Discharged
July 26, 1805.

Right ; lateral flap. Exchanged
March 7, 1805.

Left Discharged Nov. 10, 1862.

Right. Surg. H. F. Lvster, 5th
Mich. Disch'd Aug. li), 1864.

Right. Dr. W. W. Goldsmith,
Louisville. Disch'd Apr. 19/62.

Left ; circ. Surg. F. H. Rodgers,
104th Ohio. Dis. Juno 13, 1805.

Loft : flap. Discharged Juae 27,

1805.

. Recovered.

Left; flap. Disch'd April 22, 03.

Right ; flap. One inch fem. rem'd.
Disch'd .March 22,1804.

Left : ant. post. flap. Surg. A. P.
Clark, 6th N. Y. Cav. Disch'd
Oct. 30, 1805.

Left ; flap. Surg. T. II. Kearney,
45th Ohio. Disch'd Mar. 28, '65.

Left. Disch'd April 23, 1803.

Right; circular. Disch'd Aug.
22, 1865.

Right ; circular. Retired March
17, 1805.

Left ; flap. Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd Oct. 14, 1865.

Loft; circ. Surg. N. Hayward,
20th Mass. Disch'd July, 1860.

Left ; lat. flap. Surg. A. Nash, 9th
Mich. Cav. Dischl May 12, 1805.

Right Surg. D. B. Rice, 102d 111.

Disch'd Sept. 15, 1803.

Rig-lit ; ant. post. flap. Surg. J.

T. Woods, 99th Ohio. Disch'd
Nov. 22, 1865.

Left. Disch'd Dec. 25, 1862.

Left ; circ. Ass't Surg. W. F.
Osboni, llth Penn. Disch'd
June 1, 1805.

Right; circ. Surg. C. Cook, 12th
Missouri. Discharged.

Left. Surg. J. Ebersole. 19th

Ind. Disch'd April 10, 1863.

Right ; circ. Surg. A. K. St. Clair,

5th Mich. June 20th, nee. bone
rem. Dis. Sept. 1, '65. Sp. 4239.

Right; flap. Disch'd March 10,

1804.

Right ; circ. Ass't Surg. J. A.
Freeman, 13th N. Jersey. Disc.
Jan. 31, 1864.

75

Name, Mhjtaey
description", and age

39 Bcntley, A. C, Pt.. D,
93d New York, ago 27.

lientley, <?.. I't., B, 8th
Louisiana.

41 Bentley, W. G., Major.
9th N. Y. Cav., age 28.

42 Uerran, II., Serg't, K,
160th Now York.

.1 Best, W. J., Ord'y Sea-
man. U. S. S. Pawnee.

44 Blebel, A., Pt., L, 9th
N. Y'ork Cav., ago 23.

45 Hidlingmayer, J..Corp'l,

II, 73d.\. York, age 40.

Bishop, V., Pt., H, 65th
Indiana, age 21.

Bishop, I, Pt., K, 111th
Ohio, age 24.

Bissell, J. B., Sergeant*
Major, 26th Iowa.

Bivens, T. E., Pt., C,
Bissell's Engin'r Reg't.

Blair, J., Serg't.A, 105th
Penn., age 26.

Blake, IF., Pt,. K, 18th
Mississippi, age 18.

Boatwright, It. S., Pt.,

I, 21st South Carolina.

Brake, G., Pt., D, 15th
West Virginia, age 41.

Brandon, S. S., Pt., C,
27th S. Carolina.ago 19.

Brannon, L., Pt., D,10th
Ohio.

Breen, M., Pt., E, 9th
Mass., age 40.

'Brett, C, Pt., B, lltb
Alabama.

Brickham, I., Pt., K,
14th Wisconsin, age 40.

Briggs. W. D., Pt., A,
147th N. York, age 29.

Brobst, J., Serg't, A,
107th Ohio, age 22.

Brock, H. V., Pt., C,
48th Mississippi.

Brown, C, Pt., F, 8th
Indiana, age 23.

Brown, D. AY., Pt., A,
25th Indiana.

Brown, G. M., Pt., A,
31st Illinois, age 22.

Bruce, W. D., Pt., C,
13th Virginia.

Bruce. V. W., Pt., A,
17th Mich., ago 20.

Bryant. W. W., Pt., G,
1st Tennessee.

Buckles, A. J., Lieut.,

E. 20th Ind.. ago 18.

Bullent. A. C, Pt., F,
18th New York.

Bullock, W. S., Pt., G,
89th New York.

Burbauk, J. II., Pt., F,
10th Massachusetts.

Burchett, J. W., Pt., K,
8th Virginia, ago 21.

Bark, II. F., Serg't, K,
48th North Carolina.

Burkett. F. II., Pt., D,
2d S. Carolina, age 24.

'Burnett, J. B., I't.. 1st

S. Carolina, age 31.

Burton. J. O., Pt., B,
48th Illinois.

Dates.

.May 23,
23,' '64.

June 27,

28, '02.

June 21,

21, '61.

May 27,

27, ''03.

Juno 27,

28, '61.

Nov. 2.i,

27, '04.

Sept. 11,

11, '04.

Dec. 13,

14, '03.

May 14,

14, '64.

Sept. 4,

4, '64.

May 28,

28, '62.

Oct. 2,

2, '64.

July 3,

3, "03.

Jy 11, '63.

Primary.
June 18,

18, '04.

June 2,

2, '64.

Oct. 8,

10, '62.

June 3,

5, '64.

June 27,

28, '02.

April 3,

3, '05.

Sept. 29,

29, '64.

April 9,

10, '05.

July 2,

3, '63.

July 28,

28, '64.

Feb. 13,

13, '62.

June 15,

15, '64.

Aug. 28,

29, '62.

Nov. 16,

17, '03.

May 31,

Je.l, '02.

Mar. 25,

23, '05.

Sept. 14,

15, '62.

Oct. 27,

28, '04.

May 3,

3, '63.

July 3,

3, '63.

Sept. 17,

18, '62.

July 2,

4, '63.

Sept. 17,

18, '62.

Feb. 13,

13, '62.

operations, operators,
Result.

Left; flap. Disch'd Jane 30, '04.

. Recovered.

Left; circ. Surg. W. 11. Ruli
9th N. Y. Cav. Disc, t lot. 5.

Left : circ. Discharged Oct.
1863.

Left ; Surg. N. l'inkncy, U. S
Discharged.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. C
Andrus, 170th X. York. Dis<

Oct. 21, 1865.

Right; ant. post. flap. Surg
S. Hays, HOtli Penn. Disc
May 6", 1805. Spec. 4120.

Right; flap. Disch'd Oct. 21

Left: flap; one and one-half inch
bono roino'd. Dis'd Aug. 29, '05.

Right; aat. post. flap. Surg. A.
'1

. Hudson, 26th Iowa. Disch'd
Jan. 0, 1865.

Right: flap. Reg'l Surg. C. S.

Slieltou. Disch'd July 29, 1865.

Left; circ. Surg.D.S.nYivs, 110th
Penn. Disch'd Jan. 11, 1866.

Died Nov. 8, 1809. Spec. 4125.

Left. Sept. 4th, exfol. removed.
Exchanged Nov. 12, 1863.

Left ; circ. July 17th. end of bone
removed. Exoh'd July 23, 1803.

Left ; double flap. Ass't Surg. J.

J. Johnson, 15th W. Virginia.
Disch'd Oct. IP, 1864.

: circular. Furloughed
Oct. 18, 1864.

Left; flap. Surg. C. S. Muscroft,
10th Ohio. Disch'd Feb. 15, '63.

Right: double skin flap. Disch'd
Oct. 18, 1804.

; circular. Transferred
July 15, 1802.

R't ; ant.po8t.nap. Surg. E. Pow-
ell, 72d 111. Disch'd Oct. 20, '65.

Left; circ. Surg. D. McFall, 142d
N. Y. Disch'd Sept. 11, 1805.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. J.

Knauss, 107th Ohio. Disch'd
Sept. 0, 1865.

Right. Surgeon Craft, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Right ; flap. Surg. J. K. Bigelow,
8th Ind. Disch'd Nov. 29, 1864,

Left. Disch'd July 31, 1862.

Left; circ. Surg. J. S. Reeves.
78th Ohio. Disch'd Feb. 2, '65.

Right. Surg.W. Grimes, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Right : circ. Confed. surgeon.
Disch'd April 4, 1804.

Left. Surgeon Wright, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Right ; flaps. Surg. D. S. Mays,
110th Penn. Disch'd May 10/65.

Left. Disch'd Nov. 19, 1862.

Right; circ. Surg. T. II. Squire,

89th N.Y. Discli d April 2(1, '05.

July, '65, necro. bone remn'd.
Right ; flap. Disch'd Fob. 25,

1804.

Left. Exchanged Nov. 12, 1803.

. Surg. Lindsay, C. S. A.

Right. Surgeon Pierce, C. S. A.
Furloughed Dec. 4, 1803.

Left; circular. Recovered.

Right

;

1862.

Disch'd June 17,

1 SMITH (E. H.), Cases of Fracture of Femur, in Confed. States Med. and Surg. Jour., 1864, Vol. I. p. 24.

•FISUEU (G. J.), Cases of Amp. after the Battle of Antietam, Sept. 17, 1862, in Am. Jour, of Med. Sci., 1803, Vol. XLV, p. 47.
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No. Name, Military
Description, and Auk.

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

loo

101

102

103

104
1

Il)5

in,;

J
108

109

110

111

112

113!

114
|

115,

116;

117

1 118

119;

Butler, A.C.Pt., I>, lltli Aug. 14,

Maine, age 20. 14, '64.

Butler. \V. II., Serg't. C, Sept. 29,

6th C. Troops, ago 24. 29, '64.

Bnzzell, S. 1'., C'orp'l, B, I Aug. 13,

38th Wisconsin, age 24. ' 13, '64.

Caddell. (J. It., Pt., K. Sept. 19,

43d N. Carolina, age 20.
|

19, '64.

Caromett, W. B., Pt, A, .luue 14,

26th Maine. ' 14, '63.

Cannon, J., Pt., I), 7tli July 18.

Maryland, age 24. I 18,"'(i4.

Cappers, A., it., A, 4th May 27,

Wisconsin. 27,''63.

Capper, 11. M., Serg't.O, Mar. 1 I,

10th Connecticut 14, '62.

'Carlisle, M, Lieut., G, Sept. 19,

19th South Carolina. 19, '63.

Carpenter, 11. II., Pt., D, May 15,

130th N. Y.,nge 27. 16/64.
Cirprnter. J. .1/., Pt, Sept. 19,

Carpenter's Bat'v, age 19, '64.

17.

Carr. I'., l't„ I', 73.1 June 27,

l'ean., ago 18. 27, "ill.

Carroll, J., PL, B, 1st N. Juno 2,

Jersey Cavalry. 2, '62.

Cirroll. S. f.. It., D, Sept. 23,

1st N.Carolina Cav. 23, '63.

Carroty, J. T., Corp'l, F, June 16,

4th Delaware, age 33. 16, '64.

Carson, A., I't., II, 42d i
Dec. 13,

Pennsylvania. 15, '(i2.

Carter, C. C, I't., H, !>th July 19,

Kentucky, age 35. 19, '64.

Cartner, C, Pt., A. 30th Sept. 19,

Virginia, age 22. 19, '64.

Carver, J., It., E, 18th July 17,

Kentucky. 17, '62.

Casey, J.,* It., C, 100th April 2,

New York, age 19. 2, '65.

Casey, P., Pt., H, 1st July 10.

Cavalry, age 21. 10, '63.

Casselberry, G., Serg't, Oct. 27,

K, 51st Penn., age 23. 27, '64.

Clirami. ir. W„ Lieut.. July 4,

11, 33th Arkansas. 4, 'l.3.

Cheosohoro, J., Pt, I,
i

May Id,

l.TUfh N. York, age 20. i 15/04.
Clark, E. V.'.. PL, F, 5th ! June 111

17, '64.

May 9,

9, 64.

Operations, operators,
result.

Michigan, age 31.

Clark, 5.W., It ,E, 12th
N. Hampshire, age 25.

Clark, J , It, II, 8th N.
Hampshire.

dark. It. I.. It.. II, 49th
North Carolina.

Clineo, A'., It., II, 28th
North Carolina.

Clowes, J., Seaman I'.

S. Nayy.
Cti/btirii", B. II., Major,

2d S. Carolina, age 22.

Cockburn.W., Serg't, II,

2d N. Jersey Cavalry,
age 38,

CofftU.J. II.. Pt.,B, 7th
Virginia Cay., age 20.

Coleman, M. J., It.. D,
145th I'enn., age 32.

Collins,W. T.. Cotp'I.A,
2d Sharpshooters.

Coombs, F. M.. Pt, II,

6th Missouri, age 23.

Coonell.Q., Pt. 4th Me.
Lattery, age 3:1.

Connor, II., Capt., II.

118th Penn.,age 28.

Ca inn, T., It., 1', 5th
Texas.

Cnolidgo,N.,PL, K, 4dth
Illinois, age 21.

Cook; J. F., It.. II, 4th
Virginia Cav., age 34.

Cook, J.. Corp I, F, 6th
Now York.

Cooper, H.J It., 1, 71st
Penn., ago 23.

June 14,

11, '03.

March,
1863.

Aug. 16,

Hi, '04.

Jan. 15.

15, '65.

Oct. 19,

12, 'lit.

Deo. 28,

29, '64.

May 23,

23/62.
Oct. 14,

14/63.
Aug. 23,

23, '62.

Aug. 25,

25, '64.

Sept. 29,

Oct. 1, '64.

Mar. 31.

31/65.
Sept. 21',

21, '63.

July 7,

7, i.l.

Oct. 11,

13, '63.

May 7,

8, '62.

May 12,

12/64. I

Right : circ. Ass't Surg. W. W.
Royal. 11th Maine. Disch'd
Sept. 20, 1865.

Riirht : circ. Ass't Surg. J. W.
Mitchell, 1th Colored Troops.
Disch'd May 29, 18115.

Right: circ. Surg. \V. B. Fox.
8th Mich. Disch'd Feb. 25, '65.

Left. Surg. Hill, 3d N.Carolina.
Exchanged April 3. 1865.

Right; circ. Surg.C.Abbott, 20th
Maine. Disch'd Aug. 29, 1863.

Left: flap. Surg. 11. II. Robinson,
7th Md. Disch'd June:",, 1865.

Right : circ. Disch'd Feb. 19, '64.

Riglrt; flap. Disch'd July 1/62.

Right. Recovered.

Left. Ass't Surg. B. L. Hovev,
146th N'.Y. Disch'd June 13. '(,'5.

Left
: circ. Surg. \V. S. Love and

II. McGuire, C. s. A. Ezch'd
April 1, 1865.

Left ; circular. Discharged Aug.
2, 1865.

Right. Surg. W. W. L. Phillips,

1st N. J. Cav. Dis. Sept. 27, '62.

Right: (lap. Trans, to prison
December 7. 1863.

Left : ant. post. flap. Surg. D. S.

Hopkins, 4th Delaware. " Disc'd
May 31, 1865

Left. Confed. surgeon. Disch'd
March 1, 1863.

Right; unt. post. (lap. Surg. T.
R. W. Jeffrey, 19th Ky. Mus-
tered out Dec. 7. 1864."

Right : cire. Released June 28,

1865.

Left ; flap. Dr. Pendleton, C. S.
A. Recovered.

Right; circ. Surg. N. M. Carter,
loOth N. V. Disch'd Nov. 21 1,

'1 15.

Right; flaps of skin: circ. of inns.

Hajin. Julv20th, femoral ligat.

Disch'd Dec.;), 1863.

Left; bilateral flap. Disch'd July
27, 1805. Sub. operation.

Right: ha?m.: femoral lig. Fur-
loughed Oct. 15, 1864.

Bicht : circ. Surg. C. J. Bellows.
7th Ohio. Disch'd June 19, '65.

Left; flap. Disch'd Feb. 7, 1865.

Right: flap. Surg. A. C. Benedict.
I'.SWalsoamp. right forearm.)
Disch'd June 2, 1865.

Left. Discharged Aug. 24, 1863.

To Provost Marshal May 10, '65,

Lett : circ. Surg. 28th North Car-
olina. Recovered.

Left. Surg. J. Mcfli-llan.r.S.N.;
ncr. bone rem. Dis'd Feb. 7. 05.

Left : 'ire. Surg. Gilmore.C.S.A.
Sent to prison Jan. 10, 18 5.

Left: flap. Jan. 7th, femoral lig.:

religatcd 18th and 23d. .May ll,

1865, recovered.

Left. Surg. West. Retired Mar.
8, 186").

Left : circular. Disch'd May 9,

18ii5.

Left. Surg. J. P. Prince, 36th
Mass. Disch'd Feb. 23, 1863.

Right: cire. Surg. A. C. Messen-
ger, 57th O. Disch'd July 5, '65,

Left : ant. post. flap. Disch'd Jan.
20, 1865.

Right : circ. Surg. J. Thomas.
118th I'enn. Disch'd Oct. 28, '65.

. A.Surg. Roberts. .'ith Texas.
Disch'd Oct. 16, 1863.

Right; flap. Surg. Allen, C.S.A.
Disch'd Oct. 5, 186-1.

Right: flap. Transferred to hos-
pital April 10, 18(4.

Left. Surg. F. II. Hamilton, U.S.
V. Disch'd July 1,186.'.

Right. Surg. J.' M. Rizcr, 72d
Penn. Disch'd July 27, 1865. i

Name. .Military
DESCRIPTION, AND Age

Iv I

125

126

127

128

129

13(1

131

132

133

134

13.',

Cosby, A. II'., Corp'l, E,
4th Georgia.

Costa, D., Pt., K, 6th C.
Troops, ago 19.

Cotter, W., It., E, 9th N.
Hampshire, age 27.

Covey, W. (I., PL. B,

27th .Missouri, age 21.

Coyne, P., PL, B, 69th
New York.

fnr.J. w. M., Corp'l, A.
tilst Tennessee.

Cram, W. II., PL, K, 9th
New Hampshire

Cramer, A., Serg't, B,
55th Ohio, age 37.

Crenger, W. II., I't., B,
121st Ohio, age 17.

Crist, IF. J/., PL. 2d Rock-
bridge) Ya.)Bat..agel9.

Crommett, C., It., I\.

112th Illinois.

Crow. W. T., Serg't. 1.

35th Mississippi. ago23.
Crowl, J., PL, F, moth
Penn.. age 18.

Cryo. J. D., It., I), 31th
Indiana, age 2J.

Curran, J.W., Pt.,G, 5th
Wisconsin, age 24.

Curtis, K.D., PL. K, 18th
Conn., age 40.

Dalton, J., Serg't, G,
151st N. York, age 33.

May 5.

5, '61.

Sept. 29,

29, '64.

July 30.

30/64.

Feb. 14,

14, '65.

Sept. 17.

17, '62.

May 17,
1
8,' '63.

May 12,

12/64.
Mar. 16,

Hi, '65..

June 27,

28, '64.

April 2,

3, '65.

Nov. 18.

19, '63.

Nov. 30,

30, '64.

July 30,

30/64.
May 16,

10, '63.

April (i,

8, '65.

June .",

5, '64.

Oct. 19,

20, '64.

operations, operators,
Result.

Dangler, J. II., Pt., B, Sept.
1st N. Y. Cav., age 26. 22, '64.

Danner, J., Pt.. A, 39th
New York, age 33.

Davis, E. J., Serg't, O,
Cobb's Georgia Leg'n,
age 25.

Danis, It., PL, I, 17th
Mississippi, age 30.

Ill Davis, J., Pt., B, 88th N.
York.

142 Day, R. M., Pt., B, 54th
Mass. C. T., age 22.

143

Ml

145

146

147

148

149

150

154

Debaugh.A..l'f..A,123d
Ohio.'age 28.

Dcloe.W. W-, Corp'l, II,

15th West Ya.,ago23.
Doners, E., Corp'l, D,
125th N. York, age 21.

Dennison, J. M., Corp'l,

K, 12Gth Ohio, age 27.

Dereourt, A., PL, F, 32d
New York.

Dctwciler, C, It., B,
100th I'enn., ago 37.

Devlin, J., PL, I, 91st N.
York, age 22.

'Dew, J. II.. PL, A, 24th
Alabama.

DeWolf, II., PL, D, 7th
Michigan, age 17.

Dilks, .1., PL, D, 25th N.

I

Jersey.
153 Dillon, J. J., It., B, 16th

Illinois.

Dixon, L., PL, 11, 17th
Connecticut, age 19.

i
;,.',

156

Mav 6,

8, '64.

Aug. 25,

25, '64.

Oct. ID,

19, '64.

Sept. 17,

18, '62.

July Hi,

16, '64.

April 6,

7, '65.

Mar. 31,

31, '65.

July 3,

4, '63.

Sept. 19,
19, '64.

May 8,

8, '62.

May 12,
12,"'64.

Mar. 31,

31, '65.

Sept. 19,

21/63.
May 31,

Je I, '62.

Dee. 13,

13. '62.

Mo . 20,

20, '65.

July 1,

2, '63.

Dollar,!!., Col'd Team- March,
ster.

!
1 865.

Dormycr, J., Pt., G, 93d i Oct. 19,

Pennsylvania, age 29.
i 20/64.

157 Douglas. A. ('., Serg't. ' May 10,

(i, 97th N.York, age 20. 10,"'04.

158 1 Downs. D., Serg't, B, Nov. 29,
i 35th Alabama, age 24. Do. 1/C4.!

1

Left. Surg. Young. Recovered.

Rigid; ant. post. Hap. Disch'd
June 20, 1805.

Right ; long post, flap; rem. dead
bane. Oct. 15. 1871, amp. hip i't.

Specs. 252, 4954, 5940. Hied Jan.
21. 1874.

Right; ant. post, skin flap. Surg.
B. N. Bond, 27th Mo. Disct/d
July 15, 1805.

Right; ant. post. flap. Sing. J. II.

Taylor. IT. S. V. Disch'd May
15,1803.

Right. Surg. Wilson, 4th Miss.

Recovered.
By Surg. J. S. Ross, 11th New
Hampshire.

Left: circular. Disch'd Aug. 23,

. 1863.

Left : circ. Surg. T. B. Williams,
121st Ohio. Dis. June 21, 1805.

Left: hit. flap. Released June
2!'. 1.-05.

Left : flap. Confed. Surg. Disch'd
Feb. 16, 1864.

Right; cire. Provost Marsha]
.March 7,1865.

Left; circ. Surg. W. V. White.
57th Mass. Disch'd Feb. 25, '05.

Left; flap. Disch'd Sept. 21, '04.

Left : ant. post. flap. Ass't Surg.
W.W.Allen, 5th Wis. July 13th,

prot. oxfol. rem. Disch'd Nov.
30.1865. Spec. 547.

Right ; hit. flap. Surg. L. Hol-
brook, 18th Conn. Disch'd June
27, 1865.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. J. R.
Cotes, 151st X. Y. Disch'd Jan.
23, 1865.

Right : ovalskin flap. Ass't Surg.
P. Gardner, 1st Vermont Cav.
Disch'd March 16, 1805.

Left : ant. post.flap. Confed. Surg.
Disch'd June 26, 1865.

Right; circ. Furloughed Nov.
24. 1864.

Left ; doub. lat. flap. Surg. Pat-

terson, C. S. A. To prison Mar.
9,1865. Nov.. '65, seq. remov'd.

Right; flap. Surg. T'. Reynolds,
88th N. Y. Disch'd Nov. 18, '62.

Right : circ. A. Surg. L. D. Rad-
zinsky, 54th Mass. Aug,6, ream-
putat'n. Disch'd March 2',), '65.

Right ; flap. Surg. T. H. Squire,
89th N. Y. Discharged.

Right : circ. Surg. C. M. Clark.
30th 111. Disch'd April 16, 1866.

Left: lat. flap. Surg.W.S. Cooper,
125th N. Y. Disch'd Juno 7, '64.

Right : ant. post. flap. Disch'd
Jan. 17, 1865.

Right. Disch'd Oct. 25, 1862.

Right : ant. post. flap. Surg. T.F.
( lakes, 56th Mass. Discharged
Jan. 13, 1865.

Left ; Teale's method ; also amp
thumb and mid. finger. Disch'd
Sept. 30, '65. Phot. Ser., Vol. 8,

No. 45. Card Pt, Vol. 1, p. 25.

. Sent to hospital Oct. 31,

1853.

Right. Surg. C Chaddock, 7th
Mich. Rem. of seqiicst. Disch'd.

Left; flap. Surg. J. Riley, 25th
New Jersey. Recovered.

Right; flap. Surgeon C. S. A.
Mustered out July 8, 1865.

Right; circ. Confed. surg. Aug.
28th and Sept. 3d, spicnlse rem.
Disch'd Oct. 10, 1864.

Right. Doing well.

Left: ant. post, skin flaps; cire.

sect, of inns. Disch. April 1, '65.

Left: flap. Surg.W.B Chambers,
H7th N. Y. Disch'd Dec. 13, '64.

Left : circ. Provost Marshal May
20. 1865.

1 TERRY (C). Report of wounded. Army of Tennessee, after the battle of Chickamautja, in Confed. States Med. and Surg. Jour., 1864, Vol. I, p. 76.
1 TERRY (C.I, op. Clt., p. 76.
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Name. Military
Description, AND Ace,

Downs, T. J., Pt., 13, 21st

Mississippi.

Doyle, J., Pt., B, 1st

Wisconsin Cavalry.
Drain, W. L., Pt., 1, 5th

New York, age 19.

Drach, W. S
:
,l't.,F, "th

Maryland, ago 22.

Vraughn, J. li., Corp'],

B, 30th Term., age 20.

Duehones, J., Pt.,C, 71st

New York, age 26.

Duff, L. 1!., Lieut.-Col.,

105ili Pennsylvania*
Duflhny, A. i)., Pt., C,
Oth Vermont, age 44.

Dugal, L., Sergeant, F,
140th N. Y., age 26.

Dugan, P., Pt., G, 169th
New York, age 25.

Duncan, /.. S., Serg't, I,

4th Tenn. Cav., age 20.

Dunlup.L.l..Pt.,F, 119th
Penn., age 2?.

Dunn, J., Pt., I, 2d New
York H. A., age 30.

Daren, L. M., Pt., C, 7th
Arkansas, age 21.

Eaton, G. L., Pt., F, inth
Conn., age 28.

Eclc, 11., Scrg't, F, 14th
Louisiana.

Englebreeht, II., Pt., E,
2d Kentucky.

Ereuburg, A., Lieut., 1st

Ky. Light Artillery.

Evans, E. M., Corp'l, D,
28th Iowa, ago ly.

Everson, F., Pt., E, 1st

Wisconsin, age 40.

Ewald, H., Pt.,F,43dN.
York, age 18.

Fairgrieves, G-, Pt., H,
15th N. Jersey, age 23.

Farmer, M., Pt., K, 10th
N. Hampshire, age 24.

Faulkner, I., Pt., B, Oth
Missouri Cav., age 25.

Feerer, D. A., Pt., A,
71)tli Ohio, ago 22.

Fickel, S. \V., Pt., B,
78th Ohio, age 17.

Fitzgerald, C, Pt., G,
100th Illinois, age 25.

Finn, J., Pt., B, 11th
Infantry, age 28.

Fisher, H., Pt., E, 14th
X. York II. A., age 36.

Fisher, L., Corporal. F,

184th Penn., ago 18.

Fisher, T., Corp'l, B, 4th
Colored Troops, age 18.

Fordice, .1. R., Pt., B,
39th Illinois.

Folgcr, I. H., Lieut., II,

58th Mass., age 21.

Follard, J., Pt., A, 21st

Tennessee, age 18.

Forney, 11., Pt., II, 48th
Penn., ago 24.

Forrest. J. J.. Pt., K,
21st Ohio, age 24.

1 Forrester, 1'., Pt., G,
99th Pennsylvania.

Fountain, N.Pt.B. 18th i Oct

Dates.

Mav 3,

3, '63.

Aug. 3,

3, '02.

June 2,

2, '04.

May 8,

9, '04.

Nov. 30,

De.1,'64
July 2,

3, '63.

Juno 18,

18, '01.

April 10,

18, '02.

Mav 5,

G, '64.

Sept. 29,

29, '64.

Aug. 14,

14, '64.

April 2,

2, '05.

Aug. 14,

15, '64.

Oct. 8,

8, '62.

April 24,

24, '63.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

April 7,

8, '62.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

Oct. 19,

20/64.
Aug. 24,

24, '04.

Mav 3,

5, "63.

Juno 1,

2, '64.

Juno 3,

3, '01.

Aug. 25,

27, '64.

Mav 27,
27," '04.

Aug. 26,

20; '04.

Jan. 7,

7, '05.

Oct. 1,

I, "04.

July 5,

5, ''64.

Juno 3,

3, '64.

June 14,

15, '64.

Sept. 11,

II, '63.

June 3.

3, '64.

Nov. 30,

De.1,'64
Sept. 17,

18. '64.

Sept. 1,

1, '64.

Deo. 13,

13, '62.

Wisconsin, age 17.

Fouts, S„ Pt., G, 2d
Iowa, age 23.

Fralick, W. A., Pt. M,
10th N.Y. II. A., age 19.

Frazer, I'., Lieut., 0, 4th

Colored Troops, age 40.

5, '64.

Feb. 15,

16, 'G2.

April 2,

2, '65.

Julv 30,
30,"'64.

operations, operators.
Result.

Left ; circ. Surg. N. Hayward,
20th Mass. Rem. three ins. fern.

Exchanged April 11, 1864.

Left ; flap. Veteran Res. Corps.

Left ; flap. Surg. C. S. A. Feb.
16, 1805, sequest. rem. Disch'd
Junc9, 1805. Spec. 113.

Right ; double (lap. Dr. Dungan,
C. S. A. Disci. 'd July 21, 1805.

. Transferred to Provost
Marshal May 4, 1865.

Left- flap. Surg. J. M. Morrow,
2d N. H. Disch'd June 1 4, 1804.

Right. Discharged Oct. 25, 1804.

Right: flap. Surg. I '. M. Chand-
ler, 6th Vt. Disch'd July 1, '02.

Left : ant. post.doub.flap. Confed.
surg. Disch'd March 22, 18G5.

L't: circ. Surg.J.Knowlsnti, 109th
N.Y. Dis. Nov.3,'G5. Nov.25.'05,

reamp., Surg. Thorn, Troy. N.Y.
Left ; circ. Provost Marshal Nov.
16,1804.

Left ; circ. Surg. P. I.cidy, 119th
Penn. Disch'd June 17, 1805.

Right ; circ. Disch'd June 9, '65.

Left: circ. Furloughed June 16,

1863.

Left ; circ. Ass't Snrg. .7. B. Whit-
comb. 16th Conn. Disch'd.

Left. Surg. White. Furloughed
Jan. 26, 1864.

Left. Disch'd August 4, 1862.

Left. Surg.II.E. Smith, 27th Mich.
Dis. May 15,'65. Subs. rem.bone.

Right ; circ. A.Surg.J.M.Cowen.
77th 111. Disch'd June 21, 1865.

Right ; circ Insanity. Washing-
ton, Oct. 20, 1864.

Right ; flap. Surg. M. Case, 43d
N.Y. Disch'd Sept. 16, 1863.

Right ; eirc. Surg. .7. S. Martin,

14th N. J. Disch'd June 30, '65.

Left; eirc. Surg. II. N. Small,
10th N. II. Disch'd June 14, '05.

Right : circ. A. A. Surg. J. F.

Musgrove Disch'd Mar. 16/65.
Left ; flap. Dtseli'd Dee. 28, '64.

Right ; circ. Surg. J. S. Reeves,
78th Ohio. Dec. 4th, re-amp. by
Surg. G. Grant, U. S. V. Dis-
charged July 24, 1865.

Left. Ass't Surg. F. J. Foster,

13th 111. Cav. Dis. Aug. 31, '65.

Right. Surg. T. M. Flandrau.
140th N. Y. Duty Mar. 17, '65.

Right : long. ant. flap. Insanity.

Insane asylum Mar. 3, 1865.

Right, circ. Discharged May
30. 1805.

Right : flap. Discharged May
20. 1805.

Left; circ. A. A. Surg. W. H.
Finn. Disch'd June 20. 1804.

Right Surg. 32(1 Me. Subseq.
operat'n. Disch'd Dec. 17, '64.

Dead bone removed.
Left ; circular. Provost Marshal
March 18, 1805.

Right : flap. Discharged Jan.
13, 1864.

Right ; flap. Surg. D. S. Young.
21st Ohio. Disch'd June 21, '65.

Left; ant. post. (lap. Surg. W.
O'Mcngher, 69th N. Y. Sub.
rem. of bone. Dis. Nov. 26. '03.

Right: circ. Surg. E. J. Buck.
18th Wis. Disch'd May 18, '65.

Left ; flap. Discharged.

Left : circ. Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd Sept. 28, 1865.

Right ; flap; hrom. Disch'd April

22, 1865.

NO.
Name. MILITARY

DESCRIPTION AXI1 ACE

MM

201

202

203

204

205

200

207

2ce

209

210

211

oio

213

214

215

216

217

218

219

220

221

222

223

22

1

S6

227

228

229

230

231

232

221

234

235

236

237

238

French, S., Pt., D, 16th
Penn. Cav., age 23.

French, W.. Corp'l, D,
17th Penn. Cav. ,agc!7.

Fristoe., It. II., Captain,

8th Kentucky Cavalry.
Fultz, II., l't., K, 23d
Kentucky, age 34.

Fuller. J., l't. G., 3d
Missouri, ago 28.

Gable, J., Pt., B, 155th
Pennsylvania, age 19.

Gahl,,jr.,W.,Ft.,K,57th
Illinois.

Gallagher, T.. Serg't, F,
7th Louisiana, age 30.

Gardner, H., ('apt.. I,

100th Illinois, age 23.

Gardner, C. H., Pt., C,
Kith Mass., age 34.

Garrett, W., Pt., I, 15th
Mississippi, age IB.

Gathers, L..Pt., II, 155th
Penn., age 30.

Gay, I. D., Serg't. F,
91st Indiana, age 28.

Gear, N. H., Pt., D, £d
Connecticut.

Geissler, J., Pt., B, 49th
New York, age 49.

Gelsleichter, C.. Corp'],

C, 13th Ohio Cavalry,
age 32.

Gibson. G., Pt., C 63d
Pennsylvania.

Giese, E. F., Pt.. D, 82d
Illinois, age 20.

Gibson, B. B., R., D,
2d S. Carolina, age 23.

Giidersleeve, A., Lands-
man, IT. S. Steamer
Montgomery.

Gill, J. W., Serg't, A,-

6th Maryland, age 27.

Godley, L. M., Serg't, E,
22d Iowa.

Gooch, J. I)., pt., B,
15th Virginia.

Good, P., Pt., B, 33d
Indiana, age 19.

Gould, T. M.. Serg't, E,
£9th Alabama, age 29.

Goulding. J. P., Serg't,

C, 20th Massachusetts.
age 29.

3 Gowans,J., Pt.,A,38th
New York.

Grunt, P., Pt., E, 48th
Pennsylvania, age 17.

Grant, II.. Pt., F, 165th
New York, age 21.

'Gray, W. A., Pt., K,
24th Alabama.
Gray, W. H., Pt., F, 33d
North Carolina.

Green, D., Serg't. G, 4th
Delaware, age 26.

Green, J. D., Pt.. E, 7th
Maryland, age 22.

Green, T. G.. Pt., G,
36th New York.

Green, W. H., Pt., K,
2d S. Carolina, age 32.

Griffin, II. M., Pt., D,
14th Michigan, age 20.

Grogan, A., Lieut., G,
6th Conn., age 21.

Groover, P. H., Pt., I,

48th Alabama.
Gross, J., Corp'l, E, 82d
Illinois, age 24.

Aug. 10,

16, '64.

Aug. 10,

16, '64.

Julv 14,

14,'G1.
Nov. 25,

20. '03

May 14,

i
!.'.;

I

June 18.

20, '04.

Oct. 4,

4, '62.

June 14,

15, '63.

Nov. 24,

25, '63.

June 18.

18, 'G2.

Julv 18,

19, '64.

Feb. 6,

6, '65.

Aug. 6,

7, '64.

June 1,

2, '64.

July 12,
12."'64.

Julv 30,
30," '64.

June 1,

1, '62.

July 1,

1, T>3.

Julv 3,

4, 1863.

Jan. 15,

16, '65.

April 2.

2, '65.

May 22.

23,' '63.

May 5,

5, '64.

June 22,

23, '64.

July 20,

21. '64.

Julv 2,

3, '63.

Dec. 13.

15, '62.

June 27.

27, '64.

Julv 23,

25,"'G4.

Sept. 19,

19, '03.

May 23,

24, '64.

June 19,

19, '64.

May 5,

6, '64.

July 1,

2, '62.

Sept. 4,

4, '64.

Julv 6,

0. ''04.

June 29,

29, '64.

Oct. 20,

20, '63.

Mav 25,

26,' '64.

(jit. rations. Operators.
Result.

Left; circ: bone removed. Dis-
charged July 18, 1865

Left ; lateral flap. Discharged
Jan. 17, 1866.

. Recovered.

Left; flap. A. A. Sing. R.Wirth.
Discharged June 22, 1864.

Right; flap. Surg. A. Sabine.
70th Ohio. Disch'd Mar. 8, '65.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg. 'A

.

E. Reed, 155th Penn. Disch'd
Aug. 7, 1805.

Right ; flap. Recovered.

Left. Surgeon Davis. Retired
February ]3, 1865.

Right : flap. Surg. A. W. Ilcisc,

100th 111. litem.; lig. of fcin'l

art'ry. Disch'd Aug. 18, 1804.

Left ; eirc. Confed. surg. Dis.

July 11, 1863. Spec. 288.

Right; flap; slough.: gangrene.
Recovery.

Loft ; flap. Disch'd May 29, '05.

Left; eirc. Surg. E. Ratwell,
14th Mich. Disch'd June 20, '65.

Left; doub. flap. Surg. H.Plumb.
2d Conn. Disch'd June 3, '(.'4.

Jul)- 7th, re-amputation.
Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg. G.
T. Stevens. 77th N. Y. Disch'd
June 23, 1805. Card Phot.

Left ; double flap.
' Surg. A. F.

Whelan, 1st Mich. S. S. Sept.

7, bone rem. Disch'd June!', '65.

Eight, Disch'd July 21 , 1862.

Left: flap. Surg. W. C. Stein'

58th N. Y. Sub. oper. Disch'd
Mareli 14, 1864.

Left ; circ. Transferred for ex-
change Sept. 10. 186:).

Left : also amp. r't thumb and in-

dex linger. Ro-nnip. Disch'd

July 6, 1807.

Left; flap. Surg. E. K. Foreman,
6th Md. Disch'd July 21, '65.

Left: flap. Discharged Sept. 4,

1863.

Left; circ. Surg. Slater. 15th Va.
Furloughed May 25. 1864.

Left; flap. Disch'd April 14,

1865.

Right ; circ.; gang ; bone exc.
Recovery.

Right; flap. Surg. N. Hay ward,
20th Mass. Aug. 30, spieti. ext.

Sept. 23. nee. bone ext. Disch'd
Jan. 28, 1864.

Left ; lat. flap. Ass't Surg. R. A.
Everett, 5th Mich. Discharged
April 27, 1863.

Left; circ. Surg.W.R.D.Black-
wood, 48th Pa. Dia. Jan. 13,'65.

Left : circ. Discharged Feb. 10,

1805.

Right. Discharged Oct. 9, 1863.

Left. Ass't Surg. J. A. Vigal,

33d N. Carolina. Recovered.
Left ; ant. post, flap : remo. neer.

bone. Disch'd June 23, 1865.

Left; flap. Surg. Struth, C. S.A.
Disch'd Aug. 18, 1865.

Left: flap: neer. bone removed.
Disch'd Julv 15. '63. Spec. 115.

Right. Released April 1, 1865.

Left ; circ. Surg.E.Batwell, 14th
Mich. Discharged July 18, '65.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. F. L.
Dibble, 6th Conn. Discharged
Nov. 26, 1864.

Right. Surgeon Burton. Recov-
ered.

Right ; circular. Disch'd Feb.
12, 1865.

'O'MEAGIIKR (W.), Casualties at the Battle of Fredericksburg, in Am. Med. Times, 1863, Vol. VI, p. 179.

2 LlDELL (J. A.), On the Surgical Treatment of Traumatic Hemorrhage, etc.. in Surg. Mem.of the War of the Rebellion, collected and published

by the TT. S. Sanitary Commission, 1870, Vol. I, p. 225.

30'MKAGHER (W.), Casualties, etc., op. cit., p. 179, and Surg. Mem. of the War of the Rebellion, Coll. and pub. by the U. S. San. Comm., 1871,

Vol. II, p. 20. * TKRUY (C), VK. cit., p. 76.
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Name. Military
Desciuttio.v, ami Ac

l/rm-es. J. It., ]'t.. K,
13th North Carolina.

Gny, B.W., It., F. 14th
N'. York S. M., ago 30.

Guyor. F., Capt. D. 83d
Now York, age 30.

Hall. A. A.. I't., E, Oth

N. York Cav., age 20.

llallawell, ir. G„ Pt..

A, -7th North Carolina.
Hamilton. J. It., Lieut..

E, K'.th Florida.
Ilammell, D. F., Serg't,

I'.. 12Jd N. Y., age :!4

Hammers, G.. Capt.. D,
57th Kentucky, age 34.

Ilanna, O., I't., 11. 47th
Ohio, age 26.

Hannah, A., Pt., I. 1st

Mich. Art'y, age 1?.

Hnilerwas, L , Ft.. C,

18th Connecticut.

Harford, T. J., It., D,
161st N. York, age 21.

Hnrvey, H.Ci..Capt..E,
14.".tli Pennsylvania.

Haskint. li.'. I't., 1st

Virginia Artillery.

253 Held. P.. Pt., O, 40th
New York, age 21.

254 ' Henne. It., Lieut., II,

1-th Missouri, age 4I>.

255 Herald, J., I't., I, 1st

Michigan.
25G Hill, J., Pt., B, 7Sth H.

Y'ork, age 30.

257 Hill. I. M., Pt., I, 14th

South Carolina.
23 Hiller. S. J.. Pt., E, 3d

South Carolina, age 23.

2.59 Hodges, 8., Pt., F, 8Jd
Ohio, age 20.

2G0 Holbrook, C. Pt.. II,

10. tli N. York, age 21.

2;)1 Hnlhway. J. A.. Pt.. F.

loth South Carolina.
2G2 Holloway, F., Corp], F,

3,ith Wisconsin, age 20.

2C3 Holmes. P.. Pt.. D, 8th

Maine, age 20.

861 'Holmes. IV F.. Tt.. G,
4th Tenn. Cav., ago 24.

205 Hopwood. A. 8.. Corp'l,

11, 7th Kv. Cav.,age 27.

26G Ilartnn, W. II., Pt., B,
8th Alahama age 19.

207 Houghton. C. II., Capt.,

L, 14th New York II.

Artillery, age 23.

2(!8 House, SI., Serg't, F,
9th Iowa, ago 21.

369 Howard, R. C, Pt, F.

5th Penn. Cav., ago 22.

270 Howard. YV. II.. Pt.. K,
14th New Y'ork H. A.,

|
age 18.

271 Howe. F. 51.. Pt,C. 20th
Michigan, age 23.

272 Hewlett, //. it., Pt., A,
i 7th Louisiana.

273
,
lloyner. J.. Pt., A. 153d

I
New Y'ork. ago 30.

274 Huuhard, \V.SI„ Pt., A,
1st Louisiana, age 211.

275 Hack. .1., Pt., A, 72d
New Y'ork, age 34.

S76 Hudson. <;. H., I't.. L.
' 5th Virginia, ngo 38.

277
|
Huffman, A„ Corp'l, C,
2d Ohio.

278 Hughe*. P. F., Serg't,

C, 125th New York.
1

oge22.
279 Hunt, J.. Pt., K, 151st

1 New York.

I MI -

July I,

2. 'H3.

July 1.

2.
:

63.

Slav G,

7, '04.

Oct. 11,

ii, 'ra.

Oct
15.

Sept
10,

Oct
19,

July
21.

Mar.
21,

Aug. 12,

12, 04.

Slay 15,

lli, '64.

April 8,

9, '64.

JlMIC I'-'.

12, '64.

Sept. 39,

2', '64.

-May 23,

23, '64.

Mar. 8,

8. 'ti2.

Aug. 29,

29, '63.

Oct. 10,

11, '03.

July 3,

4, fe,
Oct. 19,

^9, '04.

May 25,

28, 'G4.

May 12,

14. G4.

Juno 1,

1, '64.

June 1,

1, 'G4.

June 3,

3, 04.

Slav 9,

9, '64.

June 28,

28. '63

July 2,

2, 'g:i.

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

Feb. 1,

1

.

'65.

Sept. 27,

27. 'G4.

Aug. 19,

20, 'G4.

Aug. 18,

18, '64.

Slay G,

7,
r
6».

Oct. 19,

20, 'G4.

July 2,

2, '63.

Aug. 27.
'_'7. '112.

Sept. 23,

2:1, '64.

Dec. 31,
'02, Jan.

1, '63.

Slay 18,

18, 'G4.

June 1,

2, 'G4.

01'Klt.YTlOXS, OPERATORS,
Result.

Left. Recovered.

Right; ant. post. flap. Surg. G.
II, Ramsey, 95th N.\'. Disch'd
Slarch 30, 1804. Spec. 4368.

Riglit; circ. Coufod. surgeon.
Slustercd out.

Riglit; circ. Surg.B.G. Strecter,

4th N. Y'. Cav. Disch'd Aug.
23, 18G4. Spec. 43117.

Left. Furloughed Dec. 18, 18G3.

. Surgeon Bacon, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Right; (lap. Surg.G.T. Stevens,
77th N. Y. Disch'd May 30,'G5.

Left ; circ. Surg. J. YV. Lawton,
II. S. V. SI. o. March 29, 1SG5.

Riglit ; circ. Surg.J.II. Hutchin-
son, 15th Mich. Disch'd June
17, 1863.

Right ; (lap. Surg. II. H. Lang-
don, 79th Ohio. Disch'd Oct. 3,

18G5.

Left; circ. Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd Slay 12, 16G5.

Right; circ. Ass't Surg. W. F.
sigler, 139th 111. Sub. opera'n.
Disch'd .March 8, 18G5.

Riglit; circ. Surg. G. L. Potter,

145th Penn. Disch. Dec, 19, 'C4.

Left ; double flap. Ass't Surg.
W. F. Richardson, C. S. A. Fur-
loughed Nov. 10, 18G4.

Right; ant. post. flaps. Nov. 18th,
bone rem. Disch'd Star. 8, 1805.

Left. Surg. C. Cook, 12th SIo.

Disch'd Jan. 27, 18G3 ; re-amps.
Right. Surg. J. YV. Tunnicliffe,

I st Stich. Disch'd Feb. 20, '63.

Left ; cire. Surg. G. B. Coggs-
well, 29th SIuss. Discharged
Juno 4, 18G4. Spec. 4377.

Left. Surg. L. V. Hurt, C. S. A.
Paroled Sept. 23, 1SG3.

Right : circ. Surg. Evans, C. S.

A. Pro. Slarshal April 1, 18G5.

Left ; fl?.p
;
gangrene ; re-amp.

June 10th. Disch'd June 5, '65.

Left ; double flap. Confed. surg.

Disch'd Nov. 25, 18G5.

. circ. Transferred Juno
7, I8G4.

Riglit : doub. flap. Confed. surg.
Disch'd May 27, 1865.

Riglit ; cire. Ass't Surg. YV. R.
Benson, 8th Slaine. Discharged
May 3, 1825.

Left ; flap ; three-fourths of an
inch ot bone remo. Recovered.

Left; Surg. R. R. TnvIor.U.S.V.
Disch'd Jane 8, 1864.

Right ; removal of protruding
bone. Exchanged.

Bight ; circ. Surg. W. Iagalls.

5L*th Slass. Disch'd Aug. 2G,

1805. Spec. 4001.

Left ; flap. Surg. A. Sabine, 7Gth
Ohio. Disch'd Juno G, 18G5.

Right : circ. Goofed, surgeon.
Disch'd July 18. 18(5.

Right : circ. Disch'd Nov. 25. '65.

Died Nov. 27. 'G8. Spec. 391.

Left ; cire. Surg. YV. B. Fox,
8th Slich. Disch'd July 26,'65.

Left. Surgs. Hancock and Trip-
lett. Disch'd July 14, 1862.

Left: circ. Surg. N. L. Snow,
153d N. Y. Disch'd Jan. 9, 'G5.

Left. Surgeon White. C. S. A.
Exchanged Starch 3, 1864.

Left. Disch'd April 7, '03. Died
Sept. 8, 1805.

Left ; circ. Surg. W. S. Love,
C. S. A. Released June 28. '65.

Left ; flap. Surg. B. F. Miller,

2d Ohio. Disch'd April 9, '63.

Left ; circ. Surg. W. S. Cooper,
125th N. Y. Nee. bone rem.
Disch'd Aug. 29. '65. Alee. 3 j7G.

Right; double flap. Discharged
Dec. 20, 1864.

No.

280

281

282

283

284

385

£86

287

388

289

390

2! U

292

S3

294

395

296

297

298

299

300

301

:i '2

303

301

305

308

::.i7

308

309

310

311

331

Name, military
Description, and Auk.

Hunt. SI.. Serg't. I), 3d
Vermont, age 25.

Hyndmnn. J. A., Pt.,G,
5th Ohio Cavalry.

Iburg, F., Pt
Missouri.

Imhoff, 1'., Pt.. I), 2d N.
Jersey, age 32.

Ionian," W., I't., D, 4th
New Jersej'.

Inman, P., I't., A. 95th
Illinois, age 20.

Irvine, T., Pt., I, 1st

Pennsylvania, age 27.

Jackson, A.. I't., E, 75th
Ohio, ngo 18.

James, J., Pt., H., 19th

Slaine, age 29.

James, S.E., I't. ,G, 30th
Iowa.

Jarre!!, A., Corp'l, I, 1st

Delaware, nge 23.

Jarvis, I.,Pt.,K, 10th N.
Jersey, age 30.

Jay, I., Pt., 14th In-

diana Battery, age 28.

Jean It. At., Pt., G, 3d
Arkansas.

Jennings, J. W.. Serg't,

B, Hampton's Legion.
Jerger, S.,Capt., K, 27th
Indiana, age 40.

Jess, T., I't., F, 125th
Illinois, nge 25.

Johnson, C. YV., Serg't,

0, 3d Indiana Cavalry.
Johnson, \V. W., Corp 1,

E, 143d Penn., ngo 31.

Johnston, J. L., Corp'l,

G, 19th Ala., age 21).

Johnston, G. S, Pt., H,
27th North Carolina.

Johnston, R., Pt., D,
70th Indiana.

Jones, J., seaman, U. S.

Navy.
Jones, E. E., Corp'l, F,

1 17th N. York, ago 2G.

Jordan. A., Pt., C, 12th
Maine, age 21.

Joyce, E., Pt., A, 1st

Artillery, ago 27.

Karn, TV.. Pt., G, 118th
Ohio, age 24.

Karstens, II., Corp'l, K,
16th Iowa.

Kearney, J., Serg't, I,

7Gth Now York, age 30.

Keeler. D. N., Pt., C,
8th Illinois.

Keller, G. SV., Pt., I,

19th Indiana.
Kells, J., Pt., I, 113th
Ohio, age 44.

Kelly, J., Pt., G, 2d
Artillery, age 21.

Kelly, M., Pt., A, 1st

Vermont Batterv.

Kelsey. E. E.. Pt.. B.
04th'New York.

Kennedy, J., Serg't, A,
95th Illinois, nge 28.

Kennedy, I'. B., Pt., C,
27th N. C. age 21.

Killen, A., I't., K, 14th
Ohio, age 31.

Killian, SI., Pt., I, 79th
Penn.. ago 20.

King. A., I't.. II. 7th

Slichigan Cavalry.
Kirbij. ir. T., Pt, —

,

59th Alabama.
Kirhy. W. II., Pt.. A,
7th' N. Jersey, age 24.

DATS

June 3,

3, '64.

Feb. 23,

23, '03.

E. 2d Oct. 8,

8, 'G2.

July 3,

4, '03.

Slav 5,

5, 'G4.

Inne 27,

27, '04.

Slav 31.

J'nel,'64.

Aug. 19,

19, G3.

July 2,

3, '03.

Oct. 21.

21, '63.

April 7,

8, 'G5.

Slav 31,

31, '64.

June 10,

11, 'G4.

July 8,

8, '64.

Jan. 17,

18, 'G4.

Slav 3.

3.
r
G3.

Aug. 5,

5, 64.

June 21,

21. '63.

July 1,

2, '63.

Julv 22,
22,' '64.

May 22,
22," '63.

July 20,

20, '04.

Jan. 15,

16, 'G5.

Jan. 15,

15, 'G5.

Oct. 19.

19, '64.

Slay 27,

27, '63.

Julv 20,
20,' '04.

Sept. 19,

19, 'G2.

July 2,

2, '63.

Feb. 15,

1G, '02.

Aug. 28,

29, 'G2.

Sept. 1,

1, 'G4.

Slay 31,

31, '64.

Aug. 16,

1 0, '63.

Dec. 13,

14, '62.

Dec. 15,

15, '64.

Oct. 14,

15. '63.

Sept. 19,

21, '63.

July 20,

21, '64.

Aug. 24,

25. 'G4.

Sept. 19.

19. '03.

Julv 1,

2, '63.

operations, operators,
Result.

Left; double (lap. Surg. 1). SI.

Goodwin. 3d Vermont. Disch'd
Slay 17, 1805.

Left; circ. Surg. D.V. Ranncls
and Ass't Sut'ff.G. Sprague, 5th
Ohio Cav. Disch'd June 3. '04.

Left; flap. Disch'd Oct. 3, 1863.

Left; flap. Disch'd JIarch 15,

1804.

Left; flap. Surg. J. D. Osborne,
4th N. J. Disch'd Nov. 21, 'G4.

Left; flap. Surg. O. W. East-
man, 10th Wis. Sub. amputa-
tions. Disch'd June 17, 1865.

Left; cire. Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd Slay 12, 1865.

Right; circ. (also w'd left knee).
Surg. C. L. Wilson, 75th Ohio.
Disch'd Jan. 20, 1805.

Bight; flap. Disch'd Nov. 12,

1604.

Right: flap. Surg. A. T. Hud-
son. 20th la. Disc. Feb. 27,'04.

Left ; circ. A. Surg. E. P. Roche,
35th Slass. Disch'd Oct, 18,'65.

Lett : cire. Surg. O. R. Freeman,
10th N.J. Disch'd Dec. 15, '64.

Right; ant. post. flap. Confed.
surgeon. Disch'd July 8. I6G5.

Left. Surgeon Brown. Recov-
ered.

Left. Surgeon Bozeman. Re-
covered.

Right ; circ. Discharged Aug.
19, 1803.

Left ; flap. Surg. SI. W. Hooton,
80th III. Disch'd Feb. 22. '65.

Right. Surg. A. Hard, 8th 111.

Cavalry. Disch'd Feb. 11, '64.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
Jan. 20, 1804.

Right; circ. Sept. 5th, gang.,
slough. Trans'd Sept. 22, '64.

Left. Surgeon Hunt, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Right. Disch'd June 7, '65. Died
Slarch 15, 1809; pya?mia.

Left. Disch'd August 4, 18G5.

Left ; circ. Ass't Surgeon F. B.
Kimball. 3d New Hampshire.
Disch'd Oct. 14, 1805.

Left : eire. Discharged June 12,

18G5.

Left ; ant post. flap. Surg. SI.

Benedict. 75th N. Y'. Disch'd
Slarch 30, '04. S/iec. 2670.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. C. D.
Moore, 13th Ky. Disch d April
14. 1805.

Right : flap. Surg. J. G. F. Hoi-
ston.U.S.V. Disch'd Ap'l 8. '63.

Riglit; circ. Surg. ti.W.JIetcnlf,

70thN.Y. Alsonmp. r'tthumb.
Disch 'd.llllyG, 1804. iS/kc.43G6.

Right; circ. Disch'd Oct. 11,

1802.

Left; flap. Surg. J. McNnltv,
U. S. V. Disch'd Dec. 23, '62.

Right: ant. post. flap. Surg.T.
11. Williams. 121st Ohio. Disch'd
Slarch 21, 18G5.

Left; flap. A. A. Surgeon J. II.

Thompson. Julv 31, seq. rein.

Disch'd SInr. lO.'OS. Spec. 2926.
Left; bilateral flap. Discharged
Dec. 10. 1803.

Left. Disch'd Slarch 13, 1864.

Left: cire. Surg. J. YV. Green,
95th 111. Disch'd ,Iune8. 18G5.

Left: circular. Furloug'd Feb-
ruary 13, 1864.

Left : ant. post. flap. Disch'd
July, 17, 1865.

Right; lat. flap. Disch'd July
13, 1865.

Right: flap. Ass't Surg. G. R.
Richards, 7th Slich. Cav. Disch.

. Bone protruded; reanipu-
tation.

Left ; flap. Disch'd SIny 6, 1804.

1 O'Kf.f.fe (D. C). Surgical Cases of Interest, treated at Institute Hospital, Atlanta, Ga.. May and June, 1864, in Confederate States Med. and
Surg. Jour., 18G5, Vol. II, p. 25. «TEItt!Y (C), loc. cit., p. 76.
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232 INJURIES OF THE LOWER EXTREMITIES. [CHAP X

No.

406

Name, Military
Description, axd Age.

McMann, S., Corp'l, C,
1st Penn. Rifles, age 35.

7 McMillan, J , Serg't, G,
24th Michigan, age 22.

41)8 McMillan, W. W.,Corp'l,
G, I2th Ala.. age 29.

409 McMnllan, A., Pt., H,
3(;th Hew York, age 2:).

410

411

412

413

414

413

416

417

418

419

420

421

122

433

424

425

426

427

430

431

432

433

4:14

435

436

4:17

438

43^

440

441

443

143

44 1

Dates.

May 1

1

11, '64.

July 2,

4, "'( S3

.

July 3,

3, '03.

July I,

OPERATION'S, OPEBATOB8,
RESULT.

McHair, (i.. Corp'l, ('.

6th N.Y. II. A., age 19.

'McNeal, J., Lieut., (',

10th Georgia, age 34.

MoNey, J., Pt., B, 15th
New Jersey.

Mc.Nulty, P., Pt., 7th
Mass. Bat'ry, age 24.

McOmber. M. J . Pt., H.
6th Penn. Res. Corps,
age 18.

MoV'ean, I), C. Capt. ,E,

1st Wisconsin.
Means, P. IS.. Pt., E,
48th Alabama, age 18.

Mellon, J., Pt., G, 55th
Illinois.

Mellinger, M., Pt., li,

55th Penn., age 28.

Mercer, J. <jj., Capt., E,
147th Penn., age 25.

Mess, P., Pt., 1!, 11th

New Jersey, age 47.

Messmer, A., Pt., 1), 7th
N. York II. A., age 33.

Miller, I). <".. Pt., P, 63d
Tennessee.

Miller, (,., Pt.,*E, 15th
Inl'antrv, age 10.

Miller, j. R., Pt., D, 1st

Conn. H. Art., age 32.

Miller, J. P., Pt., I, 12th
New Jersey, age 24.

Miner, H. P., Pt., P, 30th
Wisconsin, age 29.

Moody, D. M., Pt., C, 3d
Maine, age 30.

Moore, S. E.. Serg't, L,
1st S. C. Wiles.

Moran, I. K.. Pt.,D, 14th
Virginia.

Morgan, H. O., Captain,
12th Infantry.

Morgan, J., Pt, K, 145th
New York.

Morgan, J. M., Pt., Orr's
S. C. Rifles.

Morse, J. \V.,Pt.,P, 14th
N. Hampshire, age 20.

Moses. M. J., Corp'l, E,
81st New York, age 28.

Mowatt, D.,Pt.,C, 100th
New York, age 26.

Mulrenen, P., Pt., H,
3llth Mass., age 43.

Murphy, 1)., Pt., A, 17th
Mass., age 28.

Murph'f, E. (P., .Serg't

Major, 48th Georgia.
Murphy, II. A., Pt., E,
14th Louisiana.

Myers, A. A., Pt., B,
51st Indiana, age 31.

Mi/rick, If. IF., Pt., A,
27th Georgia, ago 27.

Nelson, E. fi., Pt., E, 8th
Vermont.

Newland, 1. 1„ Serg't, B,
34th Ohio, age 28.

A'ewton. J. A., Pt., F,
3 !th North Carolina,

age 19.

445 Nicholson. J., Pt.. C. 4th
West Virginia, age 25.

446 Nixon, J., Pt., P, 18th
Ohio.

447
|

Norris. H., Pt., P, 7th S.
Carolina Bat'ry, age 44.

Oct. 19,

19. '04.

Sept. 17.

17. '02.

May hi.

10, '64.

Mar. 27.

27. '05.

July 2,

4. 1)3.

Sept. in,

20, '63.

July 3,

3, '03.

June 27,

27, '64.

June 18,

19, '64.

June 16,

16, '64.

April I,

1, '05.

Aug. 15,

15, '04.

.Sept. 20,

21, '63.

Au<r. 7,

8, m.
Mav 18,

18,' '64.

May G,

7, "64.

Aug. 27,

28, '64.

July 1,

3, '63.

Aug. 28,

28, '62.

May 16,

16, '64.

Mav 5,

6, '64.

Oct. 12.

12, '63.

Jul \- 28,
28,' '04.

Sept. 19,

21, '64.

Mav 9,

9, "64.

Aug. Hi,

17, '01.

July 13,

1 1, '63.

.Mav 13,

13,' '63.

Aug. Iff,

16, '04.

July 2,

2. '63.

Dec. 13,

15, '04.

Aug. 18,

19, '04.

Sept. 4,

5, '62.

Sept. 19,

20, '64.

Julv 1,

2, '63.

Mav 19,

20, '63.

Dec. 30.

30. '62.

Aug. 21.

—. '64.

Right; flap. Surg J. J. Comfort,
1

1st Penn. Rifles. Disch'd Aug.
7, 1805. Spec. 221.

Right : circ. Surg J. II. Bench,
24th Mich. l>isch'dNnv.:iO, 03.

I.cft; flap. Lxchauged.

Right; circ.: Julv I'th. flap amp.
lip. third. Diseii'dJuly 3, 1863.

Spec. 1392.

Left : flap. Disch'd Oct. 5, 1865.

Right; circ. Surg.G.G. Crawford,
!'. S. A. Retired Nov. 11, '63

Right: flap. Disch'd Sept. 2, '65.

Right: ant. post. flap. Disch'd
J line 5, 1865.

Right; flap. Surg. C. Rowers, 6th
Penn. Res. Disch'd May 30, '64.

Left. Surg. L. I. Dixon. 1st Wis.,
Capt., V. R. C. Res. May 9, "64.

Left. Exchanged Nov. 12, '63.

Right. Ass't Surg. J. J. Smith.
Disch'd March 1, 1865.

Left. Disch'd April 4, 1865.

Right; flap. Surg. H. E. Good-
man, V. S. V. Two sub. oper.

Disch'd Peb. 2, 1865.

Left; bilateral flap. Disch'd Jnly
21, 1865.

Right : cir. Surg. J. W. Wishart,
140th Penn. Disch'd Dec. 16,'64.

Left. Surg. MeDonoiigh. Re-
covered.

Left ; ant post. flap. V. R. C.
June 1, 1865.

Left: ant. post. flap. Surg. S.W.
Skinner, 1st Conn. H. A. Dis-
charged May 0, 1865.

Left; oval flap. Surg. Gaskill,

C. S. A. Disch'd April 28, '65.

Right ; flap. Surg. O. Hoyt, 30th
Wis. Exfol. removed. Disch'd
April 5, 1865.

Left; flap. Confederate Surgeon.
Disch'd Nov. 28, 1853.

Left. Surg. T. A. Evans, P. A.
C. S. Disch'd Oct. 25, 1862.

Left. Surg. Doughty. Furl'd
June 25, 1864.

Left; circ. Surg. L. W. Oaklev.
2d N. J, Retired Peb. 17, 1868.

Left ; doub. ant. post. flap. Snrg.
R. K. Tuthill, 145th N. Y. Dis.
Peb. 23, '64. Spec. 4317.

Left; double flap. Reg't Surg.
Transfd Sept 16, 1864.

Left; ant. post, flap: one inch of
femur rem. Dis. June 15, '05.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. \V.
H. Rice, 81st N. Y. Disch'd
Sept. 14, 18.14.

Left : flap ; spic. remo'd. Disch'd
Jan. 18, 18.15.

Right. Disch'd Dec. 26, 1863.

Died Sept. 5, 1868: debility.

Lett; circ. Surg. .T. P.Galloupe,
17th Mass. Disch'd Mar. 5, 1864.

Right. Surgeon Pope. Recov-
ered.

Right. Surg. Taney, C. S. A.
Gangrene. Exch'd Mar. 3, '64.

Left; circ. Disch'd July 6, '63.

Right : circ. Surg. T. P. Oakes,
56th Mass. Prison Mar. 23, '65.

Left: flap. A. Surg. G. W.
A very. 9th Conn, Disch'd Feb.
20, 1863.

Left : ant. post. flap. Surg. W.
S. Newton, 91st Ohio. Disch'd
April 6, 1865.

Left. Surg. A. P. Miller, C.S.A.
Necro. bone removed. Exch'd
March 4. 1864.

Left: flap. Disch'd August 14,

1863.

Right; flap. Surg. G. D.Beebc,
IT. S. V. Disch'd April 23. '63.

Left. To prison Peb. 10, 1865.

NO.

448

449

450

451

452

453

151

455

456

457

458

45!)

460

401

402

463

464

465

466

467

468

469

470

471

472

473

474

475

476

177

478

479

480

481

482

483

484

483

486

487

488

489

fin

491

Name. Military
Description, ami Aoe.

Nugent, 'I'., Lieut.. If,

27th Indiana, age 26.

Nurse, II. II., Pt., 11,

Bfith Illinois, age 21.

O'Brien. .1. 1)., (apt., A,
24th New York.

n't 'minor. ('.. It., G, 8th
Connecticut.

Ohlinger, P.. Pt., I>. 13th
West Virginia, age 18.

O'Kane. D., Corp 1, A,
29th Penn.. age 22.

Oliver, C. E. M.. Pt., P,
123d Ohio, age 20.

Oliver, G. .\V.. It., It,

7th Ohio, age 30.

O'Neal, R. II., Pt., K,
29th Penn., nge 21.

Orbeton, J. 11., Pt„ K,
9th Maine, ago 33.

Osborn, V. B.. Pt., A, 2d
Kansas Cay., age 20.

Owens, J. M., Lieut., H,
8th Penn. Reserves.

Oxley, J.H., Pt..K,86th
Indiana.

Page, J. C., Pt,, E. 112th
New York, age 25.

Palmer, W. H.. Lieut.,

G, 53d Illinois.

Parks, G. W., Pt, I, 7th
Missouri Cavalry.

Paul, J. S., Corp'l, H,
71st Pennsylvania.

Parr, J., Pt, D, 100th
Penn., age 24.

Parrv, D. D.. Pt., F, 3d
Ohio.

Parsell, L. D., Corp'l, A,
5th New York, age 30.

Patterson, S. N.. Corp'l,
A, 52d Virginia.

Paxon. G. H., Pt. E.4th
Penn. Cav., age 22.

PeeUen. J. M, Pt, H,
16th Georgia, age 2:1.

Perkins, H. C, Pt, B,
14th Kentucky.

Perkins, G. It, Pt,, C,
1st Maine Cav., age 18.

Perry, J., Pt, C, 74th
New York, age 20.

Phelps, K. S., Pt, B, 1st

Georgia Cavalry.
Phillips, Z. P., Pt, H,
49th Va., age 21.

Pickering, A. II., Pt, F,
1st Mass. Art., ago 29.

Pitrhford. R. T., Rich-
ard's Miss.Bat'n,nge29.

Plenums, Z. T., —, E,
60th Georgia.

Pollard, A., Serg't, C,
38th Tennessee.

Porter. B. C. Pt, A,
9th Virginia, age 31.

Porter, J. A., Serg't, B,
76th Penn., age 27.

Powell, R. H., Pt., E,
7th Wisconsin, age 33.

Powell. J., Pt, K. 143d
New York, age 20.

Powell, W., Pt, K, 66th
Ohio.

Powers, P., Pt., B, 25th
Missouri.

Price, T.; Pt, G, 5th
Artillery, age 26.

Prosser. G„ Pt, G, 27th
Indiana, age 18.

Quance, A., It., B, 1st

Michigan, age 16.

Bae, A. M., It., It, 2d
Miss., age 26.

Ralph, W. R., It., I. 8th
New Jersey, age 35.

Reed, C, It'., P, 4th W.
Virginia.

492 ! Ricder. C, Pt, C, 41st

I Ohio, age 19.

Julv 3,

3, '03.

Mar. lti,

17. '05.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

May 7,

7. '64.

June 18,

18, '64.

Mav 15,

15," '64.

Mar. 31,

31, '65.

June 19.

19, '04.

Julv 3,

3, '63.

May 20,
20, ''64.

Jan. 17,

19, '05.

Deo. 13,

15, '62.

Jan. 1,

2, '63.

Jan. 15,

16, '65.

Mar. 21,

21, '65.

Aug. Hi,

17, '62.

Oct. 21

,

22, '61.

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

Oct. 8,

9, '62.

Aug. 18,

19, '64.

Aug. 28,

29, '62.

June 11,

II, '64.

Oct. 22,

22, '64.

Aug. 6,

6,
7
G2.

Mar. 31,

31, '05.

Julv 2,

3, '63.

May 14,

16, '64.

Mav 5.

5, '64.

June lti,

17, '64.

April 2,

2, '65.

Nov. 27,

28, '63.

Julv 20,

20, '64.

May 10,
10." '64.

Oct. 28,

29, '64.

Mar. 31,

31, '65.

Mar. J 9,

19, '65.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

Sept. 12,

13, '61.

May 27,

27, '64.

July 30,

30, '64.

July 15,

15, '64.

Aug. 18,

19, '64.

July 2,

2, '63.

May 19,

20, '63.

Nov. 23,

24, '63.

Operations, Operators,
resolt.

Left; flap. Surg. W.II. Twiford,
27th, Ind. Disch'd May 25. 1864.

Left: ant. post. flap. Surg.A. Wil-

son. 1 13th 1 1. Dis. June 25. '65.

Right; circ. Surg. J. M. Parley,
84th N. V. Disch'd Dec.22,'62.

Right: circ. Surg. M. StorrS,8tll

Conn. Disch'd Oct. 4. 1804.

Left: flap. Disch'd June 10, '65.

Right; circ. Surg. J. A. Wolf,
29th Penn. Disch'd July 4, '05.

Right; circ. Surg. C. II. Levan-
saler,8thMe. Disc. Aug.30,'65.

Right; circ. Surg. J. W. Brock,
66th (Oiin. Gangrene. Disch'd
Mav 12. 1865.

Right] circ. Disch'd March 14,

1804.

Right: doubleskin flap. Disch'd
Jan. 0, 1865.

Right; flap. Surg. J. P. Root,

2d Kan. Car. Disch. May 8, 'tin.

Right: circ. Surg. T. Jones, 8th

Penn. Res. Disch'd April 4, '63.

Right; flap. Disch'd Mar. 7, 1865.

Left : ant. post. flap. A. Surg. P.

It. Kimball, 3d N. H. Disch'd
June 27, 1865.

Right : circ. Surg. P. M. Rose,
43d Ohio. Disch d June 22, '65.

Right: flap. Surg. Raydon, C.S.
A. Bone reuiov. subs. Disch'd
Nov. 8, 1862.

Right. Surg. A. B. Crosby, U. S.

V. Disch'd, 1862.
Right; circ. Disch'd July 16, '65.

Left: lateral flap. Surg. G. D.
Beebe. Disch'd March 21, '63.

Right: flap. Confed. Surgeon.
Disch'd March 8, 1865.

. Surgeon Grimes. {'. S. A.
Recovered.

Right; flap. Disch'd July 4, '65.

Right ; circ. Confed. Surgeon.
Prison Peb. 18, 1865.

Right: flap. Surg. A. ('. Miller,

14th Ky. Disch'd Dec. 31, '63.

Right ; circ. Act. Staff Surg. 1 1

.

W. Colby. Disch'd Aug. 24, '65.

Right; flap. A. Surg. JTT. Cal-
houn, U. S. A. Dis. July 19, '01.

Left. Recovered.

Right. Surg. Moffat, C. S. A.
Retired Feb. 11, 1865.

Right ; flaii. Disch'd Jan. 2, '65.

Right Camp Parole June 17,

1865.

Left Surg. J. Dwindle, 106th
Penn. Prison April 11, 1864.

Spec. 1886.
Right ; circular. Recovery.

Left ; circular. Confed. Surgeon.
Retired Nov. 4, 1804.

Left; circ. Surg. N. Y". Leet, 76th
Penn. Disch'd Aug. 12, 1865.

Right; flap: sequ. rein'd?. Disch'd
Nov. 28, '65. Spec. 3015.

Left ; skin flap. Surg. II. Z. Gill,

U. S. V. Disch'd Oct. 21, '65.

Left; circ. Disch'd Dec. 4, 1862.

Right; flap. Surg. Buchanan,
C. S. A. Discharged.

Right ; ant. post, flap (woiiDd left

knee). Disch'd Sept 21, 1864.
Right: flap. Disch'd May 29,

1865.

Left;. flap. Subs. opcr. Disch'd
Jan. 20, 1865.

Left. To prison Feb. 10. ie05.

Left ; flap. Disch'd May 30, '64.

Left; circ. Sllrgs. J. R. Philson,
4th W. Va., and S. P. Bonner.
47th Ohio. Disch'd Sept. 1, '63.

Right. Surg. Wood. Disch'd
April 25, 1864.

1 Fisher (G. J), loc. tit.,
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493 Reifsnvdcr. It. L.. I't.,

G, 198th I'enn.. age 30.

Reinhart, J., Serg't, 13th
New York Battery.

Repperger. J.. Corp'I, C,
10th it. Y. Art., ago 38.

490 Reynolds. J., I't., C. Slid

Mass., ago J 8.

497 Reynolds, J., Pt., B,13fh
New Jersey.

Rexford, 8., Pt, I. 45th
I'enn., age 20.

Rhodes, »'.. Pt, 11th
Ohio Battery.

Rice, I>„ I't'.. C, 79th
1'enu., age 23.

501 Rioe, (1. W., Pt., I, 4th
Vermont, ago 17.

Riee, J.. Pt., G, 207th
Penn., age 23,

Richard, L. P., Serg't,
II, 7th N. Y., ago4.j.

Richards, W. T., Pt., I,

12th Ala., age 28.

502

503

504

505

50(i

507

508

509

510

511

512

513

514

515

516

517

518

519

580

521

522

523

524

523

523

527

528

529

530

Mar. 29,

29, '65.

Aug. 29.
29*62.
Juno 9.

9, '63.

May 11,

14, '64.

Mar 3,

5, '03

June 2,

S. '64.

Sopt. 19,

21, '62.

Mar. 19,

20, '65.

May 5,

(i, '64.

Mar. 25.

25, '63.

April 2.

2, '65.

.Mar. 2.3,

2.3, '6.3.

Richmond, J.. Pt, 7th Sopt. 14
Mass. Bat'ry, age 21. 14, '64

Rider, G., I't., II, 11th Oct. 9,

Mass., age 29. 10, '64.

Riley, (".. W., Pt., D,
66th Illinois.

Riley, P., Pt, M, 3d R.
I. Art., age 29.

Roach. P., I't,, c, 2d
Cavalry, ago 23.

Roberts, E. 6s
.. Pt.. C,

1st Georgia, age 21.

Roberts, c. YV~., Adj't,

17th Maine.
Roberts, J.. I't., F. Olst

Georgia.
Robinson, D., Corp'I, A,
23th Indiana, age 21.

Robinson, It., Pt., C,
29th l'eun., age 39.

Rodgcre, E., Pt, C, 103d
Pennsylvania.

Rodgers, E. J., I't., F,
12th A labama, age 48.

Rogers. A., I't., B. 1st

Now York, age 17.

Rollins, .1. W., I't., II,

31st Indiana, ago 19.

Roney, II, >Serg t, E,
3Cth Ohio, age 30.

Rose, II., Pt., I', 13th
Mich., ago 35.

Roth, J. II.. I't., H, 205th
l'enn., age 22.

Rouse, G. A., Serg't, F,
8th Conn., ago 22.

Rowe. P.. Pt., B, 4th
Artillery.

'Radii, f., Pt., E, 32d
Virginia, age 28.

Rutherford^ J., Pt., E,
50th Virginia.

Uunyon. J. M., Pt., II,

59th New York, age 16.

Samples, J. B., I't., E,
19th Georgia.

Sandtord, W. H.,Pt, II.

19th Mich., age 20.

Saner, G.. Serg't. G,
169th N. Y.. ago 37.

Sausser, P., Corp'I. A,
208th I'enn., age 24.

Snvnge. W. I).. I't, F,
9 1 st Ohio, age 33.

Sawyer. T. J., Pt., E.
7th New Hampshire.

Sax, J., Pt., D, 3d New
York, age 23.

May 31,

31, '64.

Sept. 11,

11, '63.

June 11,

11, '64.

Nov. 30,

De.1,'64,
July 2,

3, '63.

Dec. 13,

15, '62.

Mar. 20,

20, '65.

Nov. 26,

27, '63.

Sept. 3,

3, '62.

July 1,

1 '63.

July 2,

2.
f
63.

Sept. I.

1, '64.

Dec. 13,

13, '64.

Mar. 19,

19, '65.

April 2,

2, '65.

Sept. 30,

30, '04.

Julv 1,

1, '63.

Sept. 17.

18, '62.

Jan. 30,

30, '63.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

Feb. 20,

20, '64.

Mar. 16,

16, '65.

June I,

1, '64.

Mar. 2.3.

2.3, '65.

July 20,

21, '64.

June 20,

21, '63.

May 16,

17, '64.

Oi'F.iiATio.Ns, Operators,
Result.

Left: flap: gangrene
July 20, 1865.

Right. Diseh'd March 14

Disch'd 334

1863.
|

Right. Surg. E. Bentlev.U.S.Y.
|

Disch'd April, 1864.

R't : ant. post. flap. Surg. J. Ben-
nett. 19th Mich. Dis. Fcl>.27.'65.

R't: ant. post. flap. .Nurg.J.J.II.

Lord. 13th N.J. Dls. Oct.19,'63.

Left; flap. Disch'd July 12, '65.

Left : flap. Surg. L. J. Ham. 48th
Ind. Disch'd Mar. 2D, 1863.

Left ; biiat. flaps. Surgeon J. F.
Reeve, 21st Wis. Diseh'd June
1.3. 1 36.3.

Left : ant. post. flap. Surg. G. T.
Stevens, 77th N. Y. Disch'd
Feb. 23, 186.3.

Right: ant. post. flap. Surg.YV.
G. Hunter, 21 Ithl'onn. Disch'd
Sept. 23, 1865. Spec. 4308.

Left ; cire. Disch'd Sopt. 3, ^63.

Right: ant. post. flap. Surg. T.
F. Oakes. 06th Mass. Reeov'd
Nov. 2, 1865. Spec. 4000.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
Feb. 25, 1865.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. H. F. i

Lyster, 5th Mich. Disch'd Sept.

29, '65. Died May 3. 1871.
Left; flap. Surg. J. I'ogue, 66th
111. Disch'd Jane 5, 18;.",.

Right ; flap. Surg. S. W. Gross,

U. S. V. Necr'd bono removed.
Disch'd June 21. '63. Spec. 4320.

Left; flap. Ass't Surg. J. VV.
Williams, U. S. A. Rocov'd.

Loft : circular. Provost Marshal
Feb. 24, 1865.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Dec. 16, '63.

Left. Surg. Sly. Furlouglied
Oct. 31, 1864.

"

Right ; double flap. Surg. A. B.
Monahan, 63d Ohio. Diseh'd
Oct. 17, 1865.

Left ; eirc. l'rot. bono rem. Feb.
7. '64. Disch'd Julv 5, 1864.

Right. Disch'd March 14. 1863.

Left. Confed. Surgeon. Exch'd
Sept. 25, 1863.

Left. Disch'd Nov. 14, 1864.

Right ; circular. Disch'd May
18, 1865.

Left; oirc. Act. Staff Surg. 0.
I!. Richards. U. S. V. Disch'd
July 6. 1863.

Left; ant. post. flap. Confed.
Surgeon. Disch'd June 30, '65.

Left; flap. Disch'd July 6, '65.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Sept. 13, '65.

Left. Disch'd Nov. 9, 1863.

Right ; circ. Furloughod Nov.
2, 1864.

. Surg. White. Recovered.

Right ; circ. Surg. J. P. Colgan,
59th N. Y. Soquestr. extract.

Disch'd May 4, '63. Spec. 1041.

. Recovered.

Left : circ. Ass't Surg. G. M.
Trowbridge, 19th Mich. Dis-

charged June 30. 1865.

Right: ant. post, flap: gangrene.
Disch'd March 20, 186.3.

Left: ant. post. flap. Surg. W.
O. McDonald, U. 8. V, Disch'd
July 10, '6.5, Spec. 4133.

Left;" ant post. flap. Surg. J. B.

Warwick. 91st Ohio. Disch'd
Nov. 7. 186.3.

Left; circ. Surg. C. M. Clark,
3Dth 111. Disch'd Oct. 30, '63.

Right : ant post. flap. Disch'd
Deo. 10, 1864.

Name, Military
Description, asp are.

Schad, C. II., I't., M.lst
New York Art., age 19.

Seharf. A., Pt., I, 1st N.
Jersev Cav., age 30.

Scheifcly, J., Pt., D, 3d
Pennsylvania.

Seoficld. E. D., Pt., F,
40th N. York, age 26.

Schroeder, F.,Pt, B, 7th
New York, age 21.

Schweighauser, S.. Pt.,

1st Iiat'rv Mo. Art'rv.
Scott. E.,' I't.. E, 4th
Virginia, age 28.

Scott, P. If., I't.. A, 13th
Virginia, age 25.

Secor, J., Serg't, E. 142d
Now York, age 23.

Noifcrman, B., Pt, B,
26th Illinois.

Selbe, S., Pt.. I), 18th
Virginia.

Shaffer, F. II., Pt , F,
2d Infantry, age 38.

Shafer, S. J., I't., E, 66th
Ohio.

Shanlcy. M.,Pt ,11. 164th
Now York, age 27.

Sliari,G.,I't.,L,2dMich.

Cavalry, age 22.

Shaw. J. S., Serg't, B,
5th Alabama, age 30.

Shaw, W. K., i't. A,
5th Connecticut.

Shawgo, G.,l't, A, 121st
Penn., ago 21.

Shay, L., Pt., K, 21st
Michigan, age 20.

Shearm. M., Lieut, I.

12th N. C, age 25.

Shelley, A., Pt., II, 52d
New York, age 21.

Shelley, J. M., Pt., H,
48th Virginia.

Sheppard, G., Seaman,
Gunboat Prairie.

Sheppard, J. M., Capt

,

K, 2ist Conn., age 23.

Sherman, E. M., Serg't,

C, 11th Vt, ago 18.

Sherrill, M. O., Serg't,

A. 12th N. C. age 22.

Shiftier, J., Pt., G, 55th
Penn., age 19.

Shindlcr, G. F., Pt., E,
107th Penn.

Shultz. J. L„ Pt, H, 5th
I'enn

, age 27.

Simms.W., Pt., A, 1st

Virginia Battery.
Singleton, G. W„ Pt.,

Palmetto S. S.. age 22.
Sippey, W., Pt, C, 1st
Colored Troops.

Sisco, F. A., Pt, I, 23d
Michigan, age 18.

Slater. I., I't, D, 75th
Illinois.

'Slaughter, W. B.. Pt

,

D, 18th Tenn.. age 20.

Smith, C. 8.. Pt., K,
119th Penn., ago 20.

Smith, G., Pt., C, 28th
l'enn., age 27.

Smith. H. G., Serg't. A.
39th Illinois, age 24.

Smith, J., Pt, D, 6th
l'enn. Res., age 29.

Smith. J. J.. Corp'I, H,
5th Pennsylvania.

Smith. S. D., Serg't, D,
23th I'enn.. ago 24.

Smith, W., Corp'I, B, 1st , '64,

Georgia S. S., age 22. iPrimary.

Mav 1.

1/63.

April 8,

8. '61.

Dec. 13.

13. '6.'.

Sept. 28,

28, '64.

Mav 5.

5,
f
62.

March 8.

8. '62.

Oct. 9,

10, '64.

Sept. 19,

19. '64.

Mav 1,

1 '63.

Mav 28,

28, '62

June 27,

29. '62.

Mav 1,

1, '63.

June 9,

11, '62.

Mav 18,

18,''64,

Nov. 5,

6, '64.

Julvl,
2, '63.

Mav 3,

4, '63.

April 1,

1, '65.

Dec. 17,

17, '64.

April 6,

7, '63.

Mav 12.

12, '64.

Aug. 9,

9. '62.

April, '63

Primary.
Mav 16,

16, '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

May 9,

10, '64.

Sept 29,

29, '64.

Sept. 17,

19, '62.

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

Mav 8,

10, ^62.

Oct 7,

7, '64.

Feb. 20.

20, '65.

Nov. 25.

26, '64.

Oct. 9,

9, '62.

Sept. 19,

19, '63.

May 10,
11,"'64.

May 8,

8, 64.

Oct. 9,

9, '63.

June 18,

18. '64.

April II,

11, '63.

July 20,

20, '64.

operations, operators,
Result.

Right; circ. Ass't Surg. J. S.

Billings. II. S. A. Discharged
April 15. Tim. Spec. 2361.

Left. Surg. WW. L Phillips, 1st

N. J. Cav. Dis. July 20, 1865.

Right. Confed. Surgeon. Dis-
charged June 2.'. 1863.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg. II.

F. Lyster, 5th .Mich. Disch'd
May 18, 1865.

Left I double Hap. Disch'd July
8, 1863. Spec. 37U8, A. M. M.
Right Diseh'd August 28, 1862.

Left ; circ. Surg Thomas. To
Prison Feb. Hi. 1865.

Right; circ. Surg.W. S. Grimes,
C. S. A. To Prison Jan. 5, 1865.

Right ; circ. A. Surg. J. S. Bill.

ings, U.S.A. Dis. Sept. 9, 1863.
Right. Surg. M. K. Taylor, 26th
111. Disco d Oct. 16, 1862.

. Recovered.

Right : flap. Ass't Surg. B. How-
ard, U. S. A. Jan. 2d, reamp.;
gang Disch'd Sept. 6, 1864.
Hied Feb. 1, '73.

Left ; circ. Surg. Toner, C. S. A.
Disch'd Dec. 22. 1862.

Left. Disch'd August 29, 1865.

Left; ant. post. flap. A. Surg.
W. F. Green. 2d Mich. Cavalry.
Disch'd Sept. 18, 1865.

Right; circ. Nee. bone rem. Sept
14th. Exch'd Dee. 1. 18(3.

Right; ant. post. flap. Surg. W,
(.'. BennorT, 5th Conn. Disch'd
Nov. 16. 18 i3. Spec. 1838.

Right: circ. Surg. T. A. Ramsey,
121st I'enn. Ila-ui. April 7th,

lig. prof. Disch'd Juno 17, 'i'to.

ll't : circ. flap. Surg. J.T. Reeve,
21st Wis. DISCO'S June 8, '65.

Right: flap. Released June 9,

186.3.

Right* double flap. Discharged
Dec. 26. 1864.

Right. Recovered.

Left. Discharged.

Left; circ. Surg. J. II. Lee, 21st
Conn. Disch'd Sept. 14, 1864.

Right; double flap. Surg. C B.
Park, 11th Vt. Dis. June 28, '65.

Right; circ. Surg. Strong. To
Prison Oct. 26. 1864.

Right ; flap. Disch'd June 1, '65.

Right. Surg. J. F. Hutchinson,
107th I'enn. Dis. Nov. 25, '62.

Right; flap. Disch'd July 25,

1865.

Right. Surg. Coleman. Recov-
ered.

Left. Tc prison April 13, 1865.

Right ; flap. Surg. H. C. Merry-
weather, 5th C. T. Disch d
July 14, 1865.

Right ; eirc: gangrene. Disch'd
June 21, 1865.

Left; flap. Surg. G. W. Phillips, .

75th III. Disch'd Dec. 5. '62. I

—— . Removal of six inches of
necrosed bone. Recovered.

Left ; circ. Confed. Surgeon.
Disch'd June 16, 1865.

R't ; circ. Surg. H. E. Goodman,
28th l'enn. Discharged June
16. 1865.

Right ; flap. Surg. C. M. Clark,
39th 111. Disch'd June 22, '64.

Left : ant. post. flap. Disch'd
June 19. 1865.

Left : flap. Surg.J. 11.Thompson.
139th N.Y. Disch'd May 30. '63.

Left ; flap. Surg. J. A. Wolf, 39th
Penn. Gangrene. Disch'd July
10, 1865.

Left. Retired Dec. 7, 1864.

"Fisher (G J.), loc. cit.

Slug. Ill—30
'O'KEEFE (D. C), Uk. c*., p. 25.
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NO.

77

578

573

580

581

582

58:i

584

585

586

587

588

589

590

591

592

593

594

595

590

597

598

599

COO

601

602

603

601

605

606

607

C08

609

610

611

612

613

614

615

616

617

618

619

Name, Military
desciui'tion", axu age

Smock. J. W., Corp'l, p,
19th Ind., age 23.

Sneden, It. €., Pt., I,

1st Michigan.
Snyder, J.. Pt, 1, 3d
Missouri Cavalry.

Snyder, W. 8., Pt., B,

28th Pennsylvania.
Solon, II.. Bugler, H,
1st Mich. Cav., ago 19.

Spangltr, II. U., Pt., A.
54th Virginia, age 33.

Spcllman, J., Pt., E, Bth
Massachusetts.

Spencer, W. H., Capt.,
G. Ulst New York.

Spinier, W., Corp'l, A,
110th Pcnu., age 21.

Stahlsehmidt, E„ Serg't.

II, 15th New York II.

A., age 32.

Starr, OH, It, E, 11th
Conn., age 40.

Stobbins, IS. P., Corp'l,

C, 16th Pa.Cav.,age21.

Stelzer, C. Pt , K, 37th
Ohio.

Stevens, C. D.. Pt., II,

126th N. York, age 26.

Stevens, J. C., Pt.. A,
13th N. Jersey, ago 29.

'Stevenson, II. C. Pt.,

K, Palmetto S. 8.
Stewart, T.. Pt., I, 110th
C. Troops, ago 22.

Stiertcn, C., ft, A, 7th
New Y'ork

Stiles, J., Pt., B, 1st N.
Jersey Cav., age lit.

Stoll, J. E„ Pt., K", 1st

N. J. Cav , age 26.

Stroud. K.. Pt.. II, 8th
Alabama, age 27.

'Stuart, A. J., I.ieut.

Hi. -Kin's Miss. Bat'ry,
age 25.

Stunts, W. O.. It., B,
75th New York.

SulUian.A.O.L., Corp'l.
O, 4th Virginia.

Sullivan. J., It., 1'. 23d
Col'd Troops, age 21.

Sullivan. YV.. It., 15th
New Y'ork Indejiendent
Battery, ago 22.

Sutter, P., Pt., E, 12th
Penn., age 35.

Swan, 0. 11., It., It, 21st
Conn., age 18.

Swayer, ft., It., B, 93d
Penn.. age 20.

Sweeney, ,1., It., I, 24th
Mass., age 22.

Swectser, L. C, Lieut.,

H, 39th Illinois, age 26.

Switzer, I). M., Pt., A,
16th Iowa, ago 33.

Tanner, L. II., Corp'l. B,
3d Michigan, ago 23.

Talbot, A., Pt., A, 14th

N. Y. II. A., age 22.

Tnlbott, G. B., It., D,
:18th Indiana, age 24.

Terrell, J. M., Pt., B,
9th Virginia.

Terhnoe, N. D. F., Pt.,

O, 27th lad., age 19.

Thaekcr, B. P., Ng't, K,
(ilst C. Troops, ago 21.

Thebao, T. A., Serg't,

II, 4th N. Y'ork Art'y,
ago 25.

Thoma, J., Pt., I, 26th
New Y'ork.

Thoma, P., Pt., D, 10th
Missouri.

Thomas. J., Pt., A, 14th
N. Y. H. A., ago 20.

Thomas, J., It., I, 33d
Ohio, age 47.

Thomas. W., Serg't, B,
99th Penn., age 24.

Dates.

June 18,

18, '64.

June 22,

23, '62.

Jan. 11,

13, '63.

Sept. 17,

19, '62.

June 12,

12, 64.

Dee. ,'64,

Primary
June 27,

28, '62.

June 30,

J'y2,'62.
July 27,

27, '64.

Mar. 31,

31, '65.

May 15,

15, '64.

Feb. 6,

0, '65.

May 19,

19, "63.

May 18,

18, '64.

Mar. 16,

16, '65.

June 27,

27, '62.

May 25,

25, '65.

Mar. 8,

8, '63.

April 30,

30, '64.

Mar. 31.

A p. 1,'65.

July 2,

3, TO
May 19,

19, '64.

June 2,

2, '63.

May 5,

5, '64.

June 16,

18, '64.

June 18,

19, '64.

Aug. 29,

30, '62.

J une 25,

25, '64.

May 6,

8, '64.

Aug. 14,

14, '64.

June 2,

2, '64.

April 6,

6, '62.

May 12,

13, '63.

Mar. 2,

2, '65.

July 9,

9, '64.

Aug. 16,

16, '64.

July 3,

4, '63.

Aug. 21,

23, '64.

Juno 18,

18, '64.

Dec. 13,

14, '62.

Sept. 19,

19, '62.

Aug. 7,

7, *64.

Mar. 19,

20, '65.

May 5,

6, '64.

OFKOAT10N8, Ol'EIIATOlUj,
Result.

Left : lat. flap. Surg. J. Eber-
sole, 19th Jnd. Sequest. and
frag, remov'd. Dis. Nov. 9,'65.

Right; flap. Surg. J. YV. Tunne-
eliffe. 1st Mich. Discharged.

Left: flap. Surg. \V. Dickinson,

U. S. V. Disch'd July 19, '63.

Right; circ. Disch'd Nov. 29,
1862.

Left; flap; gangrene. Disch'd
Jan. 7, 1865.

. Paroled Jan. 16, 1865.

Left. Disch'd July 13, 18C3.

Right ; flap. Disch'd December
21, 1862.

Left. Surg. D. S. Hayes, 110th
Penn. Disch'd Jan. 28. 1865.

Left: circular. Disch'd July 20,
1865.

Left ; ant. post. flap. A. Surg. D.
Satterlec, 11th Conn. Disch'd
June 23, 1865.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. F.
LeMoyne, Kith Penn. Cavalry.
Disch'd May 31, 1865.

L't : eire. A. Surg. C.B.Richards,
30th Ohio. Disch'd Aug. 24, '63.

Right : flap. Surg. O. C. Potter,

145th Penn. Dis Juno 12,
j

6j.

R't ; flap. A. Surg. ( ;. YV. Burke,
46th Penn. Disch'd May£8, '03.

: circ. Surg. J. Me/'. Gaston,
C. S. A. Furl'd Sept. 4, '62.

Left; flap. A. Surg. II. Bauer,
97th C. T. Disch'd June 28, '65.

Right; circ. A. Surg. B. F.
Staehly, 7th N. Y*. Recovered.

Right; circ. Disclt'd July 4, '65.

Aug. 10, necrosed bone remo'd.
Right. Disch'd July 12, 1865.

Right. Provost Marshal Sept.
1, 1863.

Left. Recovered.

Right ; flap. Surg. VV. W. Root,
75th N. Y. Disch'd Sept. 2, '63.

Left. Surg. S. It. Saycrs, C.S.A.
Recovered.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
Nov. 24, 1864.

Left ; flap. Surg. G. W. Mctcalf,

76th N. Y. Disch'd Jan. 31, '65.

Left. Disch'd August I, 1863.

Right ; ant. posterior (oval) flap.

Disch'd Juno 11, 18C5.
Right ; flap. Disch'd Oct. 25, '64.

Right; circ. Disch'd Mav 11,

1865.

Left. Surg. C. M. Clark, 39th
Illinois. Disch'd Nov. 7, 1865.

Right. Dr. A. Judkins. Disch'd
July 16, 1862.

Right; flap. Disch'd Dec. 29,Uiglit

;

1864.

Left; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
Nov. 27, 1865.

Left ; circ. Surg. L. Slusser, 69th
Ohio. Duty Nov. 17, 1864.

Left; circ. Surg. 9th Va. Cav.
Trans. Aug. 30, 1864.

R't; circ. Surg. W. II. Twiford.
27th Ind. Disch'd May 30, '64.

Right; flap. Ass't Surg. J. M.
Study, U. S. V. Discharged.

Left ; circ. Surg. II. C. Tomp-
kins, 4th N. Y. H. A. Disch d
May 31, 1865.

Left; flap. Disch'd Mar. 14, '63.

Left; flap. Disch'd April 8, '63.

Right ; flap. Surg. G. YV. Snow,
35th Mass. Disch'd Feb. 27. '65.

Left; flap. Disch'd Juno 24, '65.

Died Sept. 1, 1866.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Jan. 17, '65.

.No

620

631

622

623

634

635

636

637

628

629

630

631

632

633

634

635

636

637

638

639

640

641

642

643

644

645

646

647

Name, Military
de8cuut10n, and age.

Thomson, H. H., Lieut..

K,I'almettoS.S.,age22.
Thorpe, R., Pt., B, 10th
Missouri.

Todd. J., Pt., M, Cth
Alabama, age 35.

Treadwell, V., Serg't, F,
33d Mississippi, age 29.

Tracy, C. II., Serg't, A,
37th Mass., age 33.

Troydtn, S. IV., Serg't,

M, 22d N. Carolina.

True, R. M., Pt., B, 2d
New Hampshire.

Tryon, M. M.,Pt.,I, 14th
N. Y. H. A., ago 26.

Tuck, W. H. Pt., E,
38th Mass., age 29.

Tunney, P., It., E, 24th
Mich., age 23.

Tupper, F. W., Adj'tlst
A labama Cav., age 25.

Turner, W. B., It., G,
26th N. C, age 35.

Ppdykc, C, It., B, 2d
N. Y. H. A., ago 39.

Vanalstine, G. P., Serg't,

10, 7thN.Y.Art.,age34.
Van Blaroom, L., Capt.,

C, 15th N. J., age 29.

Van Houten, S. C Pt.,

E, 4th New York II. A.,
age 32.

Viles, W. S., It., D, 74th
New Y'ork.

Wade, D. F., Corp'l, D,
66th Indiana.

Wadsworth, C.P., Corp'l,

B, 16th Maine, age 25.

Wadsworth, D. G., Pt.,

O, 198th Penn., age 23.

Wagner, C, Corp'l, G,
Bth N. V. Cav., age 20.
Walker, G. W., It., (J,

8th La., age 36.

Walker, J. A., Pt., C,
3d Arkansas.

Walsh, J., It., II, 1st
Mich. S. 6., age 30.

Walter, D. P., Pt., C,
33d N. C. age 19.

Warrell, W., It.. II, 60th
Illinois, ago 17.

Waters, J. A,, Serg't, C,
15th N. C, age 24.

Dates.

Weakly, It., Lieut., G,
42d Tennessee.

648 Wearing, J., Serg't, A,
2d Penn. H. A., ago 20.

649

650

651

659

653

654

655

656

657

653

659

660

661

662

Weatherby, J. M , It., I,

13th Miss., ago 20.

Weber, A., Corp'l, I, 7th
Louisiana.

Weckwith, E., Pt., K,
3d Maryland, ago 39.

Weeks, N., Pt., B, 10th

N. Y. Art'y, ago 26.

Weeman, W. II. II., Pt.,

1st Mo. Bat'ry, age 28.

Welch, T., Pt., B, 9th
A labama, ago 24.

Wells, 1\, It., 1, 99th
Penn., age 32.

Wenhonef, W., Tt., II,

]5th\. YMI.A.,nge22.
West, II. F., It., A, 59th
Ohio.

Whaley, E. A., Capt., C,
6th Wisconsin, ngo 28.

Whitcomb, J., Pt., K,
Uth Maine, age 26.

White, W. M., Pt., D,
111th N. Y*., age 24.

Whitehead, J. M., It.,

II, 15th Alabama.
Weir, T. P.. Pt., B, 5th
Georgia.

Sept. 1C,

16, '62.

Sept. 19,

19, '62.

Julvl,
2, '63.

Dec. 15,

16, '64.

April 2,

2, '65.

July 1,

2, '63.

June 25,

25, '62.

June 1,

2, '64.

Sept. 19,

20, '64.

July 2,

3, '63.

Dec. 9,

9, '64.

July 1,

2, '63.

June 7,

7, '64.

June 3,

4, '64.

Slay 8,

9, '64.

Aug. 25,

27, '64.

July 23,
23,* '63.

Aug. 30,

31, '62.

June 21,

21, '64.

Mar. 29,

29, '65.

Mar. 31,

Ap. 1,'C5.

May 9,

10, '64.

July 2,

2, '63.

Juno 17,

17, '64.

May 3,

4, '63.

Sept. 1,

2, '64.

April 2,

2, '65.

June 2,

2, '64.

June 17,

19, '64.

Dec. 11,

11, '62.

June 14,

15, '63.

Sept. 17,

19, '63.

April 2,

2, '65.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

May 3,

3, '63.

Oct. 27,

28, '64.

Mar. 31,

31, '65.

Dec. 31,

31, '62.

April 1,

1, '65.

May 31,

Je. 2, '62.

July 2,

3, TO

July 25,

25, '62.

Sept. 19,

19, '63.

Operations, Oi'e:;atoh8,
result.

Left. Exchanged Nov. 21, '03.

L'tj flap. Surg.J.G.F.Holston,
U. S.V. Disch'd April 4, 1863.

Right. Surg. Hays. C. S. A.
Paroled Sept. 25. 1863.

Right; ant. post. flap. A. A,
Surgeon S. C. Avers. Provost
Marshal March 27, 1865.

Right; flap. Surg. E. M. White.
37th Mass. Recovered.

Right. Surg. McAden, C. S. A.
Paroled Oct. 22. 1863.

Left. Disch'd April 1, 1863.

Left; circ; gangrene. Disch'd
Oct. 12, 1865.

Left; flap. Surg. W. A. Barry,
98th Penn. Disch'd July 26,'6*5.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
Dec. 2(1, 1863.

Right; circ. Surg. F. M. Rose,
43d Ohio. Duty Mar. 22, 1865.

Left. Exchanged Nov. 12, '63.

Right; circ. Surg. J. C. Howe,
2d N. Y'. II. A. Ilis. Nov. 7, '65.

Right; circ. Surg. G. L. Potter.

145th Penn. Dis. Mar. 4, 1865.

Left : flap. Confed. Surgeon.
Disch'd Dec. 19, 1864.

Right ; circ. Surg. Hunt, C.S.A.
Rem. of seques. July 13, 1865.

Disch'd Oct. 14, '65. Spec. 1429.

Left; (lap. A. Surg. J. T. Cal-
houn, U.S.A. Dis'd Dec.31, '63.

Right: circ. Surg. D.W.Voyles,
66th Ind. Disch'd Nov. 18, '62.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg. 0.
Alexander, Kith Me. Disch'd
June 9, 1865.

R't ; ant. post. flap. Surg. T. M.
Flandreau, 146th N.Y. Disch'd
Feb. 21, 1866.

Right; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
July 24, 1865.

Right ; circ. To prison Oct. 5,

1864.
. Surg. Brown. Recovered.

Right ; flap. Surg. A. F. Who-
Ian, 1st Mich. S. S. Disch'd
Oct. 24, 1864.

Left; circ. A. Surg. J. A. Vigol,

33d N. C. Gangrene. Recov'd.
Left ; flap. Surg. W. M. Gray,
60th 111. Disch d July 31, '65.

Right : aut. post, skin flap. Surg.
H. Churchill, 8th N. V. II. A.
Released June 14, 1865.

. Surg. McMillan, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Left; circ. Jan. 6, 1865, rcsee.

of cxtr. of femur. Disch'd July
26,1865. Spec. 4196.

Right. Furloughed Feb. 17, '63.

Left. Surg. Davis. Recovered.

Right ; circ. Disch'd June 2, '65.

Died, lung disease, Jan. 5, 1875.

Right; flap. Confed. Surgeon.
Disch'd Oct. 21, '65. Spec. 574.

Left ; circ. Surg. C. H. Andrus,
176th N. Y. Disch'd Aug. 2,'65.

Left. Disch'd Jan. 20, 1865.

Right; circ. Confed. Surgeon.
Disch'd Sept. 9, 1865.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Di60h'd
July 27, 1865.

Right ; flap. Disch'd April 5, '63.

Right. Mustered out August 4,

1865.
Left. Disch'd Sept. 12, 1862.

June 15, '65, reamp. upper third
by Dr. J. Benson.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. A.
Satterfhwaite, 12th N. Jersey.
Disch'd Nov. 3, '64. Spec. 1417.

Left. Surg. Boatwright. Re-
covered.

Left. Surg. Griggs. Recovered.

TjMITII (E. II.), Inc. cit., page 21. 'O'KFEFE (D. C), loc. cit., p. 30.
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No,

604

063

C66

0C7

(168

669

670

G71

672

G73

074

G75

G7G

677

678

67!)

680

681

682

683

684

683

686

687

688

689

690

691

G92

695

696

697

698

699

700

701

703

703

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

] iates.

"Wight, O. L„ I't., K, Juno 22,

S4th Mich., ago 21. 22, '64.

Aug. 29,

29, '64.

Sept. 19,

20, '64.

June 18,

18, '64.

Nov. 33,

Be. 1,'64.

Juno 20,

20, '64.

Jan. IS,

15, '65.

Sept. 28,

28, '04.

May 12,
12," '64.

June 14,

14, '63.

May 3,

3, '03.

April 1,

3, '05.

Doc. 10,

10, '64.

Jlllv 6,

6, '04.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

Sept. 1,

2, '64.

Dec. 17,

17, 'G4.

Oct. 19,

19, '04.

Sept. 29,

29, '04.

Wilbur, J., Serg't, D,
17th I'enn., ago 4:).

Wiley, G. O., I't., 13,

34tll Mass., ago 20.

Wilkinson, (1.1)., I't., K,
147th N. V., ago 33.

Wilkinson, S. C, Ft., A,
9th Tennessee, age 21.

Williams, IS. 1''., Serg't,

K, 40th Ohio, ago 23.

Williams, E., Coal Hea-
ver, U. S. S. Tristam
Shandy, age 33.

William's, K., I't.. 11,0th
Col'd Troops, ago 22.

Williams, R., i't., A,
14th Georgia.

Wills, II., Lieut., G,
173d New York.

Wills, J. JI., I't., I, 21st

New Jersey, age 15.

Wilson. A., I't., G, 48th
Col'd Troops, age 20.

Wilson, A. L., Serg't, K,
84th Indiana, age 23.

Wilson, E. J., Pt., B,
21st N. Y. Cav., age 32.

Wilson, H. T., Pt., G,
10th West V.I., age 40.

Wilson. L., Corp'l, E,
17th N. Y.. age 23.

Wine, J., I't., C, 9th In-

diana Cav., ago 44.

Winkler, J., Pt., D, 77th
New York, age 33.

Winston, D. S., Pt., F,
117th N. York, age 23.

Wion, J. W., Pt., P, 3d
Wisconsin.

Wood. E. II., Pt., B, 18th
Connecticut, age 30.

Wood. J. E., Pt., C, Nel-
son's Battery, age 21.

Wright, II. J., Pt., C,
2d .Michigan, age 21.

Young, J., It., I, 120th
New York, age 18.

Abbott, J., Serg't, A,
31st Iowa.

Adams, H. I,., Tt., E,
18th I'enn. Cavalry.

Adams, J., Pt., I, 12th
New Jersey.

Aherns, D., I't., B, 31st

Maine, age 20.

Aikin, II. H., Capt., D,
fljth Colored Troops.
Akam. R.J., I't., 1, 145th
Pennsylvania.

Alpen. R., Pt., F, 20th
Massachusetts.

Ambler, W. II., Pt., G,
2d Vermont, age 21.

Amstend, G., Serg't, B,
7:ld I'ennsvlvania.

Anderson, S. lF..Pt., K,
37th Mississippi.

Ankany. L., I't., D, 33th
Ohio, ago 23.

Arnold, J., It,, K, 3d
Vermont, age 15.

Askenette, P.. It., II,

12th Wisconsin.
Ataway, S., Pt., G, 1st

S. Carolina, ago 16.

Atwoll.O.M., l't.,l,26th

New York, age 21.

Barber, A. J., Lieut.,

11th Infantry, age 30.

Bagnley, S., Pt., B, 5th
N. Ila'mpshirc, age 21.

Aug. 9,

11, '62.

Juno 18.

18, '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

June 17,

18, '64.

May 5,

6, *64.

Aug. 31,

31, '64.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

Mav 12,
12,' '64.

April 2,

4, '65.

July 30,

Au.'l, '64

July 3,

3, '63.

June 1,

1, '64.

May 18,

18, '64.

May 2,

2,
f
63.

July 20,

20, '64.

Oct. 19,

20, '64.

Juno 3,

3, '64.

July 21,
21,"'64.

July 3,

3, '03.

Dec. 13,

14, '62.

July 2,

4, '63.

April 7,

8, '65.

OTEHATIOXS, Ol'EIiATORS,
Result.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. J.

II. Beach, 24th Mich. Disoh'd
July 13, 1805.

Left ; flap. Disch'd June 9, '05.

Spec. 1514.

Right. Disoh'd March 8, 1865.

Left ; double hit. flap. Surg. G.
W. New,7thlnd. Disch'd Sept.

14, 1864.

Right : circular. Provost Marshal
March 5, 1805.

Left ; flap. Surg. J. N. Beach,
40th Ohio. Haem.: fern, ligatod.

Disch'd Mai- 29, 1865.

Right. Discii'd June 15, 1865.

Left; flap. Disch'd May 16, '65.

. Surgeon Henderson. Re-
covered.

Right. Surg. A.II.VanNorstrand,
4th Wis. Resigned Aug. 17,'63.

Left. Disch'd Aug. 20, 1863.

Left; ant. post, skin flap; circ.

sect, of mnso. Surg. A. P. Bart-
lett, 33d Mo. Dis. July 22, '65.

Left; circ. Surg. C. J." Walton,
21st Ivy. Disch'd Juno 10, '65.

Right: circ. Surg. J. Boone, 1st

Md. P. II. B. Dis. Deo. 6, '04.

Left; lateral flap. Surg. 1st W.
Va. Disch'd Jan. 17, 1SG5.

Right; circ. Disch'd June 9, 'Go.

Left ; ant. post. flap. A. Surg. J.

R. Cnlbcrtson, 10th Ind. Cav.
Disch'd May 15, 1865.

Left ; double flap. Surg. G. T.
Stevens, 77th N. York. Disoh'd
Aug. 11, 1805. Spec. 3313.

Right ; flap. Confed. Surg. Mar.
10, '65, seq. remov'd. Sept. 20th,

reamp, A. Surg. J. H. Armsby,
U. S. V. Spec. 3226.

Right. Disch'd Dec. 26, 1802.

Right. Surg. L. Holbrook, 18th
Conn. July 29th, flap reamp.;
up. third. Disch'd May 4, '65.

Left. Surg. G.W.Simple'.C.S.A.
Provost Marshal April 1, 1865.

Right ; flap. Surg. S. S. French,
20lh Mich. Disch'd Oct. 19, '65.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. E.
L. Welling, 11th N. J. Feb. 7,

'65, seq. rem. Dis. Sept. 5, '65.

Left. Died September 14, 1864.

Right ; oval ; sloughing. Died
Nov. 10, 1804 ;

pyaemia.
: circ. Surg. J. W. Wishart,

140th I'cnn. Died Dec. 23, '04.

Right. Surg. W. O. McDonald,
U. S. V. Died April 11, 1865;
pyaemia. Spec. 4 1 60.

Left ; circ. Surg. D. Mackay, 29th
C. T. Died August 2, 1864.

Died July 24, 1803.

Left. Died June 14, 1804 ; haem-
orrhage.

Right ; anterior post. flap. Died
June 9, 1804 : exhaustion.

Left. Died May 15, '03; anaemia.

Left ; circ. Died August 16, '64.

Right ; circ. Died Nov. 27, '64

;

pyaemia.
Right. Died June 23, 1804.

Left. Surg. II. McKennan, 17th
Wis. Died July 23, 1864.

Right; slough 'g, bone protrud'g.
Died Aug. 10, '63; diarrhoea.

Left; flap. Jan. 5, 18G3, haem.
Died Jan. 9, 1803.

Left. Died July 28, 'G3; pyaemia.

R't; circ. Surg.W. O'Meagher,
69th N. Y. June 3d, amp. left

thigh. Died July 10, 1865; ex-
haustion. Spec. 4332.

NO

716

717

718

719

720

721

722

723

724

725

726

727

728

729

730

731

7;).'

733

734

735

736

737

738

739

740

711

: 42

743

714

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Baker, E. S„ Corp'l, fl,

1st Maine Cav., age 20.

Ball, C. E., Pt., F, 53d
Mass., age 20.

Banks, S., Pt., C, 43d
Colored Troops.

Barron, J., Pt., C, 6th
Illinois Cav., age 42.

Beils, W. II., Pt., D,
14th New Jersey.

Berry, J. K., Corp'l, E,
41st Illinois.

Bcntley, E.. Lieut., 14th
New York Artillery.

Berry, J„ Corp'l, F, 10th
West Virginia, age 20.

Bidwell, I). M., Serg't,

20th Mich., age 21.

Bigham, J., PL, H, 17th
Indiana.

Billings, S., Serg't, C,
19th Maine.

Hills, W. J., Pt., O, 32d
Tennessee, age 35.

Binson, J., Pt., G, 20th
North Carolina.

Bixlor, G. W.
t

Pt., II,

82d I'cnn., age 33.

Blystonc, W., It., G,
G3d Pennsylvania.

Bono, J., I't., E, 147th
New York.

Bnuton, J. II., Pt., II,

4th Cl'd Troops, age 25.

Bowlby, P., It., II, 27th
111., ago 23.

Bovle, J. E., Corp'l, E,
8ist New York, age 19.

Bradley, J., Pt., D, 164th

New York, age 37.

Brannon, T. 1)., Serg't,

F, 115th Illinois.

Brestler, J.W.,Corp'I,A,
2Glh Ohio, age 24.

Brewer, W. L., Serg't,

K, 51st Georgia.
Brittaln, F. M., Pt., I,

06th Ohio, age 21.

Brown, A., Pt., D, 60th
New York, age 25.

Brown. J. W., Capt., I,

47th N. C, age 30.

Brouffh, ,T. R., Capt., F,
27th Mississippi.

Brown, W. C, Serg't,

G, 51st N. Y., age 21.

Brown, W., Pt., A, 14th
New Jersey.

Bruce, A., Pt., H, 91st
Ohio, age 20.

Buckingham, M., Color
Serg't, C, 104th N. Y.

Burncson, W., It., D,
147th Pcnn., ago 21.

Burns, M., It., C, 140th
N. Y., age 20.

Burson, J. J., Pt., D, 85th
Indiana.

Burt. J. T., Pt., D, Sy-
mon's Ga. Res., ago 18.

Butler, S., Pt., C, 3d
New Jersey.

Butler, W., 'Pt., H, 98th
Illinois.

Campbell, II., Camp fol-

lower, age 23.

Campbnrn, J., Pt., F,
51st I'enn., age 23.

'Cantrell, F. M., It.,—,
1st S. Carolina, age 39.

Carabine, D. IF., Pt., G,
Myrick's Miss. Battal-
ion, age 21.

Dates.
operations, operato kb,

Result.

April 9,

9, '05.

June 14,

14, '03.

July 30,
30,' '04.

Mar. 31,

Ap. 1, '64

June 1,

1, '64.

July 12,

12, '63.

June 2.

2, '64.

Sept. 19,

20, '64.

June 3,

3, '64.

June 25,

20, '03.

July 1,

1,
r
03.

May 13,

13, '04.

May 5,

5,
r
04.

April 0,

7, '65.

Juno 18,

18, '64.

June 18f
18, '64.

Sept. 29,

29, '64.

Nov. 25,

20, '63.

June 2,

2, '64.

June 3,

3, '64.

May 14,

14, '64.

June 27,

27, '64.

July 1,

I, '63.

June 15,

15, '64.

June 27,

27, '64.

Aug. 25,

25, '64.

Aug. 31,

31, 'G4.

May 11,

11, '64.

July 9,

II, "'64.

July 20,

29, '64.

July 1,

1, '63.

June 16,

17, '64.

July 2,

4, '63.

July 20,

20, '64.

Dec. 13,

14, '64.

June 27,

28, '62.

June 2
'),

21, '04.

Mar. —

,

—,
'63.

Oct. 27,

27, '64.

Sept. 17,

18, '62.

Dec. 16,

16, '64.

Left; sloughing: femoral; ha?ui.;

aut. post, skin flap ; cire. sect, of
muscles; up. third. Died July
18, 1805.

Right; haem.; ligation femoral.
Died Juno 29, 1803.

Right ; amp. left leg. Surg. D.
Mackay, 29th C. T. Died July
31, 1864.

Right; lat. flap. A. A. Surg. S.

S. Jessup. Died April 2, 1804
;

exhaustion.
Left. Died June 6, 1864.

Right. Died November 12, '63.

Right. Died June 4, 1864.

Left; circ. Oct. 25, pyaem. chills.

Died Nov. 14, '64
; typh. fever.

Right. Died July 13, 18G4.

Right; flap. Died July 21, '63;
pyaemia.

Left. Died July 1, 18G3.

Right : circ. A. Surg. W. F.
Smith. 28th Penn. Gang. Aug.
14th, lig. fern. Died Sept. 23.
'64 ; ncute diarrhoea.

Right : circ. Surg. J.W. Wishart,
140th I'cnn. Died.

Left; lateral flap; haemorrhage.
Died April 15, 1865.

Died Juno 25. 1864.

Died June 18, 1864.

Left ; flap. Oct. 3d, haemorrhage.
Died Oct. 3, 1864; shock.

Right. Dec. 5th, gmgrenc. Died
December 25, 1803

Left. Died Juno 19, '04; pyaemia.

Left; circ. Diarrhoea. Died Aug.
20, 18G4.

. Surg. G. II. Bane, 115th
III. Died May 21, 1804.

Right. Died July 3, 1804.

Right. Died August 10, 1863;
exhaustion.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. W.
R. Longshore, 147th Penn. Died
Nov. 20, '64; chronic diarrhoea.

Left; cire. Surg. II. B. Whiton,
60th N. Y. Died Sept. 21, '64

;

diarrhoea.

Right; cire. Died Oct. 5, 1864.

Left. Surg. A. C. Messenger, 57th
Ohio. Died Sept. 1, 1804.

Right; flap. Ass't Surg. A. G.
Sprague, 7th R. I. May 21st,

haem.; lig. Died July 11, 1864.

Right; circ. A. A. Surg. G. M.
1'aullm. Died July 12, 1864;
exhaustion. Spec. 3857.

Left; nut. post. flap. Died Aug.
14, 1804 : diarrhoea.

Right. Died July 5, 18G3.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Died July
19, 1864 ; exhaustion.

Loft. Died August 4, 1863.

Left. Died August 20, 1864.

Right. Surgeon E. Hutchinson,
137th New York. Died March
2, 1855: pyaemia. Autopsy.

Right ; circ. Died July 26, 1862.

Died June 22, 1864.

Left. A. A.Surg. G.W.Avery,
Osleo-myclitis ; seq. removed.
Oct. 22, '60, amputa. hip joint.

Died Oct. 22, 1803.
Right: bi-lateral flap: diarrhoea.
Died Nov. 23, '64

; exhaustion.
Right: flap. Died Sept. 25, '62;

pyaemia.
Right; circ. A.A.Surg. A. Rolls.

Died Deo. 22, '64 ; irrita. fever.

FISHER (G. J.), Cases of Amputations, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1863, Vol. 45, p. 47.
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746

747

748

74S»

750

751

752

753

754

755

756

757

753

759

760

761

762

763

764

765

766

767

768

769

770

771

Name, Military
Description, and age.

775

776

777

778

779

780

781

782

783

784

785

Cordoman, \V., Pt., A,
203d l'enn., age 24.

Carpenter, L. B., It., H,
90th N. York, age 85.

Carver. E., Corp'l, H,
7th Wisconsin.

Case, G. P., Adj't, 36th
Illinois, age 27.

Casey. T. J., Lieut.. E,
16ih Mississippi, age 36.

Chamberlain, G., Pt.. 1),

8th Michigan.

Chapman, W., l't., O,
21st Ohio.

Chase, A., —, I, 4th N.
Hampshire, age '.15.

Cherry, S., l't., A, 34th
Illinois.

Chestnut, J., l't., A, 80th
Indiana, age 22.

Childs. G. W., It., D,
56th Mass., age 27.

Clark, J., It., II, 7th N.
York H. A., age 24.

Clapp, E., l't., II, 7th
Conn., age 47.

Clapper, F., Serg't, I,

2d N. York Yet. Cav.
Clough, J., l't., I!, 10:1th

Illinois.

Coffin, P., Pt, B, 19th
Maine.

Coffpins, V. M., Pt., I,

13th South Carolina.
Colby. J. S., Corp'l, I,

27th Miehigan.
Cole, A. E., Pt., O, 142d
New York, age 17.

Cole, S. R., Pt., K. 9th
N. Y. H. A., age 48.

Collier, H., l't., I, 12th
l'enn. Cavalry, age 20.

Conklin, 0, Pt., I., 0th
Wisconsin.

Council, J., Pt., F, 146th
New York, age 21

.

Cook, C. C, Lieut., C,
77th Pennsylvania.

Coot. F. S., Serg't, I,

53d Virginia.

Coon. II., jr., Corp'l, H,
149th New York.

Courtnay, J. C, Pt., H,
30th Illinois, age 18.

Courtney, C, l't., F, 89th
New York, age 20.

Cox, G., Pt., K. 1st N.
Carolina, age 27.

Cox, J., Pt., C, 9th New
York Heavv Artillery.

Cox. \V. P, Pt., D, 91st

Indiana.
Coyle, J., Pt., D, 15th
New York Cavalry.

Cramer, D., Pt., E, 149th
l'enn., age 25.

Crawford, W, Pt., B, 2d
Penn. Reserves, age40.

Crawford, W. S, 1'

18th Ohio, age 23.

Crosby, A., Serg'
19th".\Iaine.

Cross, W. II., Pt
61st New York.

Crowthers, J., Serg
81st New York, a;

Crowley, .1., Corp
7th New York, a;

t., D,

t, C,

G,

't, E.
re 26.

I, A,
;e 25.

Cruder, P.C., Serg't. A,
6th New York Heavy
Artillery, age 20.

Crumpton, F. A., Pt., I,

4th Indiana Cavalry.

Bates.

Jan. 15,

15, '65.

Oct. 19,

20, '64.

May 5,

6, '64.

Nov. 30,

l'ec.1,'64

Aug. 21,

—, '64.

Mav 12,
12,''64.

Sept. 1,

1, '64.

Jul v 30,

30, ''64.

Aug. 6,

0,
V
U4.

May 14,

14, '64'

Mav 24.
24," '64.

June 16,

17, '64.

June 2.

2, '64.

April 23,

23, '64.

Oct. 20,

20, '62.

Ju.lv 3,

3,%3.
, May

22, '64.

May 19,

19, '64.

Jan. 15
15, '65.

April 2,

2, '65.

Dec. 16,

17, '64.

April 29,

30, '63.

Mar. 31,

31, '65.

June —

,

—, '64.

Mav 10,
12," '04.

Nov. 24.

24, '63.

Jul v 22,
22," '64.

Sept. 17,

]!), '62.

June 9,

9, '64.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

Aug. 6,

6,
7
64.

Mar. 31,

31. '65.

Mav 8,

8, '64.

May 12,

12, '64.

Dec. 15.

16, '64.

July 1,

2, '63.

July 2,

2, '63.

Mav 16,

18," '04.

April 2,

2, '65.

Oct. 19,

21. '64.

Jon. 17,

18, '64.

Operation's, Operators,
Result.

Left : eire. A. Surg. II. C. Mer-
riweather. 5th C. 1'. Died Jan.
29, 1865; pyamiia.

Right. Ass'tSurg. J.llomans, jr.,

U. S. A. Haem. from wound in

arm ; lig. Died Nov. 14, 1864.
Right: ant. post. flap. Died June
16, 1864 ; exhaustion.

Right; eire. A. A. Surg. J. II.

Green. DiedDec. 18, '64; pyaun.
Left. Died October 16. 1864.

Left. Surgs. A. F. Whelan, 1st

Mich. S. S., and \V.C. Shurlock,
51st Penn. Died May. 1864.

; by Surg. G. W. Beach, 141st

N. York. Died Sept. 11, 1864.

Right; eire. Surg .G.P.Greeley,
4th N. II. Died Aug. 23, 1864

;

exhaustion.
Left. Died August 25, 1864.

Right. Died July 16, 1864.

Right ; diarrhoea. Died June 11

,

1864 ; asthenia.
Right : eire. Surg. P. E. Hubon,
28th Moss. June 27, haem.; lig.

profunda. Died Oct. 9, '64
; ex-

haustion.
Right. Died June 10, 1864.

Right. Died April 23, 1864.

Left. Died November 10, 1862.

Died July 9, 1863.

Right. Died May 22, 1864.

Right ; ant. post. flap. . Died June
21, 1864; exhaustion.

Right; eire. Surg.J.W. Mitchell,

4th O.T. DiedFeb. 4,'65; exh'n.
Right. Died April 16, 1865.

Right : eire. A. Surg. J. A. Free-
man, U. S. V. Died Dec. 27,'64

;

exh. and pneumonia. Spec. 375.1.

Right. Surg. J. Ebersole, llith

Ind. Died May 9,'63. Spec. 1120.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. T. M.
Flandrau, 146th N. Y.; gang.
Died May 27. '65 ;

phleb. and exh.
Left. Died October 6, 1864.

; ant. post. flap. Surg. C. B.
Gibson,C.S.A. DiedMayl4,'64.

Died November 25, 1863.

Right. Surg. H. McKennan, 17th
Wis. Died Aug. 12, 1864.

Left. Died Sept. 26, '62; tetanus.

Right ; eire. Ass't Surg. B. How-
ard. U. S. A. Died June 24, '64.

Spec. 1233.

Left. Died October, 1864.

Right ; Surg. C. D., Moore, 13th

Kv. Died Sept. 2, 1864.

Left. Died May 24, 1865.

Left. Died June 3, '64
; pyaemia.

Right. Surg. C. Bower, 6th Penn.
Res. Died July 27, '64

; chron.
diarrhoea. Autopsy. Photo. Ser.

164. Spec. 2890.
Left : lat. flap. A. A. Surg. J. E.
Link. Died Deo. 29, 1864.

Left. Died July 12, 1863.

Right. Died July 13, 1863.

Right; eire. Died June 8, 1864
;

pyaemia.
Right; eire. Surg. J. C. How,
2d N. Y. Artillery. Died May
7, '65; pyae. Autop. Spec. 1487.

Left; lat. skin flap; circ. section

muscles. Surg. C. H. Andrus,
176th N. Y. Died Oct. 27, '64

;

pyaemia.
Left; eire.- Died Jan. 30, 1864.

NO

78G

787

788

789

790

7!)1

792

793

794

795

796

797

798

799

soil

801

802

803

-ill

805

806 (

8075

Name, SIilitart
Description, and Age.

Dates.
Operations, Operators,

Result.

810

811

812

813

814

815

-16

817

818

819

820

821

822

823

824

825

826

827

828

829

Culliden, D , Pt., I, 83d
Pennsylvania.

Culver, H., Pt.. E, 2d U.
S. S. S., age 30.

Cumber, J. G , Pt., I,

38th Ala., age 30.

Cummings, I. S-, l't., F,
100th Ohio, age 20.

Carry, J. H., Serg't, 1),

116th l'enn., age 23.

Curtin, P, l't.. A, 28th.

Mass., age 26.

Curtis, R., Lieut., D, 3d
New Jersey.

Dafrimont, L., Pt., G,
11th Alabama.

Dail, J. IL, l't., K, 79th
Ohio.

Dangler, D. P, Pt., E,
55th Penn., age 20.

Davis, G., Pt., B, 2d
Artillery.

Davis, IF. H., Pt., A,
38tH N. O, age 21.

Davidson. R. C, Serg't,

C, 35th Mass.
Dawson, (;. S., Capt., F,
2d N. Y. H. A., age 26.

Delaney, D, Pt.. B, 1st
Md. Cav., age 29.

Deriuerhorn. G. B , S'gt,

A, 119th l'enn.

Devon, J., Pt., F, 26th
Pennsylvania.

Dillon, N\. Corp'l. K,
80th III., ago 21.

Dinlev, J., Pt., E, 73d
Ohio.

Dolan, J., Pt.. I, 74th
Ohio, age 26.

Doud, T., Serg't, C, 2d
Michigan.

Dougal, F. L., Pt., H,
15th Connecticut.

Downey, J., Corp'l, B,
2d Iowa Cav., age 21.

Dwyer, W., Pt., E, 27th
Mass., age 19,

Eaton, G. W., Teamster,
H, 17th .Mass., age 36.

Eckhart, G. W., Corp'l,

B, 49th Pennsylvania.

Eddy, G., Pt., E, 7th
Wisconsin, age 24.

Elder, M., Lieut., 11th
Infantry, age 28.

Enos, E., Pt., H, 10th
Penn. Res., age 28.

Evarts, E., Serg't, C,
8th N.Y. H. A., age 26.

Fakee, N., Pt., C, 6th N.
Y. H. A.

Fairer, J. W., Pt., E,
8th 111. Cav., age 27.

Ferguson, C. F., Serg't,

I, 1st Mass., age 25.

Ferguson, D., Pt., G,
125th Ohio.

Ferguson, J., Pt., K,
51st Pennsylvania.

Fillingim, A., Pt., E,
37th Miss., age 23.

Fisher, D., Pt., K, 102d
New York.

Fisher, S., Corp'!, C,
90th Penn , age 27.

Flamburg, M., Pt., G,
52d New York.

Flynn, J. F., Pt., E, 1st

Maine Cav., age 26.

Ford. W., Pt., B, 7th
Louisiana, ago 23.

Frank, E. H., Lieut., A,
26th Iowa.

Franklin, 67. W., Pt., K,
50th Georgia.

May 5,

6,
'"64.

June 18
19, '64.

May 15,

15, '64.

Aug. 6,

6, '64.

Mav 5,

5, '64.

Juno 3,

3, '64.

May 6,

6, '64.

July 28.

29, '64.

Mar. 19,

19, '65.

June 18,

18, '64.

Oct. 6,

6, '64.

June 23,

23, '64.

July 30,

39, '64.

June 16,

17, '64.

Dec. 2,

4, '64.

June 1,

'1, '64.

July 2,

2,
r
63.

Dee. 15,

15, '64.

Oct. 29,

29, *63.

Sept.],
2, '64.

July 30,

30, '64.

April 24,

25, '63.

April 1,

1, '65.

April—

,

— , '63.

Mav 17,
17,*'64.

Sept. 19,

39, '64.

Aug. 30,

30, '62.

July 2,

4, '63.

May 10,

10, '64.

Oct. 27,

28, '64.

May 19,

19, '64.

June 9,

9, '63.

July 2,

2, '63.

June 23,

23, '64.

Peo. 13,

13, '62.

Dec. 16,

16, '64.

July 20,

20, '64.

Mav 9,

10, "'64.

Oct.—

,

— , '64.

April 6,

6, '65.

July],
1, '63.

Aug. 12,
12, '64.

July —

,

—, '63.

Left: ant. post, flap; bed-sores.

Died June 16, \>4; exhaustion.
Left; circ. Dec. 17, rcamp. Died
Jan; 10, T>~>; gangrene.

Right ; circ. Surg. II. E. Good-
man, U. S. V. Died July 14,

1864; exhaustion.
Right. Surg. A. M. Wilder, II.

S. V. Died Sept. 5, '64
: typhoid

fever.

Right. Surg. W. O. Meagher,
69th N. Y. Died May 30, J804.

Left; eire. Surg. 1'. E. Hubon,
28th Moss. Diarrhoea; haem.
Died July 1. 1864.

Died May 19, 1864.

Right. Died Aug. 31. 1864.

Right. Died March 29, 1865.

Right. Died July 20, 1864 ; ex-
haustion.

Died October 17, 1864; pyaemia.

Right; circ. Surg. J. W. Wis-
hart, 140th l'enn. Died August
16, 1864.

Left; eire. Surg. G. W. Snow,
35th Mass. Died Aug. 19, 1864.

Left. Dr. A. Garcelon. Necro.
Died Dec. 6, '64. Sp. 1427, 2828.

Left; ant. post, flap; circ. sect, of
muscles. Surg. J. B. Lewis, U.
S. V. Died Jan. 5, T)o; pyaemia.
Autopsy.

Left. Died June 9, 1864.

Left. Died July 10, 1863.

Right; circ. A. Surg. R. J. Hill,

45th III. DiedDec. 17, '04: hrem.
Died November 14, 1863.

Right ; circ; nee. femur : prot.

remov'd; gang. Died Nov. 21,

1864; exhaustion.
Both. Surg. W. B. Fox, 8th
Mieh. Died July 31, 1834.

Right. Died April 25, '63; shock.

Right ant. posterior flap. Died
April 26, 1865; pyaemia.

Left; congestive chill. Died
April 27, 1863.

R't;circ. A. Surg. J. M. Palmer,
80th N.Y. Died May 18, '64.

Right; circ. Surg. P. Leidy,
119th Penn. Died Oct. 6, 1864

;

peritonitis.

Right. Sept. 8, 13, haem.; lig. of
femoral. Died Sept. 13, 1862;
exhaustion.

Left. July 20, pyaemia dev. Died
Julv 25, '63; pyaemia.

R't. "Surg. B.Rohrcr, 10th Penn.
Res. Died May19, '64. Sp.2442.

Right. Nov. 14, sym. of pyaemia.
Died Nov. 18, 1804.

Right; flap. Died Oct. 2. 1864;
typhoid pneumonia. ^

Left. Surg. A. Hard, 8th 111. Cav.
DiedJune 18,'63. Antn.Sp. 1224.

Left. July 8, haem. Died Sept.
11, 1863.

Left. Surg. T. L. Magee, 51st Til.

Died June 26, 1864.

Right. Died Dec. 14, 1862.

Right ; circ. Ass't Surg. W. B.
Trull, U. S. V. Died Dec. 25,

1864 ; irritative fever.

Right. Died August 30, 1864.

Right ; circ. Died May 30, 1 804
;

pyaemia.
. Surg. J. E. Pomfret, 7th N.

Y. H. A. Died Oct. 17, 1864.

Right; circ. Died June 2, 1865;
exhaustion. Autopsy.

Left; slough'g; {also w'nd right

thigh.) Died Aug. 21, '63; ha?m.
Right. Surg. A. T. Hudson, 26th
Iowa. Died Aug. 14, 1864.

Left. Died August 10, 1863.
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NO.

919

930

921

923

923

924

925

92(i

93:

928

U29

930

931

932

933

934

935

93C

937

938

939

940

941

943

943

944

945

946

947

948

949

•950

951

952

NAME, MILITARY
DESCRIPTION, AM) Ar.K.

Kilbcmruc. E. A., Pt , II, ! May 18,

45th Penn., ago 19.
j

18,' '04.

Kincaid. J. M.. Capt.,

G. 5-d X. Carolina.
Kirkpatrick. J., Pt., O,
4th X Y. II. A., nge21.

Kline. M.. Pt., II, 203d
Penn., age 20.

Knight, T., Pt.. T, 7th
Rhode Island.

Knight,W., Pt.,CJ, 147th

New York.
Kraai, T., Pt., D, 8th
Michigan, age 20.

Lackey, M., Pt., K, Cth
Vermont, age 18.

Lamb, H., Pt., II, 31st

Iowa.
Lambert, X , Pt., II, 32d
Mass., age 34.

Lamphore, C , PL, G,
8th Connecticut.
Lampman, A., I't ,

II,

5th N.Y.H.Art., ago 24.

Lanier, 1'., Pt., C, 17th

S. Carolina, ago 33.

Larkin, W. 11., Pt., B,

22d New York Cav.

1 Larry, L., Pt , A, 1st

New Orleans, ago 23.

Lawyer, F. T., Pt., A,
Gth Maryland.

Lodbetter, J. W., Pt., H,
131st Illinois, age 28.

Leddy, J., Pt., G, 4th
Rhode Island, age 21.

Lcsher, J. M., Pt., G,
12th Indiana.

Leonard, J., Serg't, D,
55th Penn., ago 27.

Lindsay, W., Pt., A,
11th New Jersey.

Lintz, II., Pt , K, 10th

N'. Y. II. Art'v, age 20.

Littleficld, M. C., PL, II,

43d Georgia.
Loctze, II., Pt., G, 9th
New Jersey, age 56.

Long, P., Pt., E, 14th
X. Y. II. A., age 20.

Long, II., Pt., K, 148th
Pennsylvania.

Lord, li , Pt.. I, 1st Mc.
Heavy Artillery.

Lovcll, J. I)., I't., I, 54th
Ohio.

Low, 8., Corp'l, F, 17th
Penn. Cav., age 23.

Lowcry, .1., Pt., B, 10th

N. llaaipshire, age 24.

Lowroy, J., Lieut., C,
Kith Kentucky.

I.udwig. B-, Pt., P, Cth
Maryland.

Lynch, J., I't., I, 89lh
Penn., age 40.

Mann, LV, I't., D, 39th
Ohio, age 2D.

Martin. P., Pt., II, 11th
Now Jersey.

Martin, M. C. Pt., (i,

53d North Carolina.

955 Marshall. B., Pt., G,
|

147th N. Y., age 23.

July 3,—, '63.

June 18,

18, '64.

Jan. 15,

15, '05.

Dec. 13,

13, '(!2.

Aug. 18.

18, '04.

July 20,

21, 'G4.

July 10,
10," '03.

May 2fi,

26.' '04.

Fob. 6,

6, 65.

.Sept. 29,

39, '64.

July 18,
—,''64.

July 30,
—,''64.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

July 17,

17, '64.

May 5,

5, '1H.

Mav 12,
12, ''63.

Sept. 30,

30, '04.

July 20,
20,' '64.

June 18,

18, '64.

June 18,

18, '64.

April 2,

2, '65.

May 15,
15," '64.

Dec. 14,

14, '62.

June 2,

4, '64.

July —

,

—, '63.

Mav —

,

—,''64.

July<22,
23, '64.

Aug. 25,

25, '64.

Aug. 6,

6, 7)4.

May 14,

14, '04.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

July 9,

11, 64.

July 4,

4, '64.

Nov. 10.

10. '04.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

Mav 28,
28," '64.

( ii'eratioxs, Operators,
Result.

Right : ant. post. flap. Surg. T.
S Christ, 45th Penn. Died June
15, 1864; exhaustion.

Left. Died Aug. 21, 1863.

Left ; eirc. flap ; gang. Died
Sept. 20, 1864.

Right; circ. A. Surg. F. B. Kim-
ball, 3d N. H. Died Feb. 9,

1865; exhaustion. Autopsy.
Right. Died December 15, 1862.

Left. Surg. A. S. Coe, 147th X'.

Y. Died Aug. 21, 1864.
Left ; flap. Surg. W. B. Fox. 8th
Mich. Aug. 18, reamp. Died
Sept. 1, '64: pyaemia. Autopsy.

R't ; circ. July 21, haem.: lig. fern.

Died Oct. 22, 1863 ; exhaustion.
Spec. 38S0.

Left ; flap. Surg. A. T. Hudson,
26th Iowa. Died June 6, 1804.

Right. Died March 4, 1865; py-
aemia. Autopsy.

Left; circ. Surg. 'P. II. Squire,
89th N. Y. Died Sept. 30, 1864.

Right. Died July 26, 1864.

Right; circ; sloughing. Died
Aug. 17, 1864.

Uight ; oval. Surg. J. W. Smith,
2d Ohio Cav. Died Oct. 30, '61

;

pyaemia.
Left; double flaps. A.A.Surg.
F. TJassenburg. Erysip. Sept.
21, amp. hip joint. Died Sept.
30, '64

: jiyae.mia.ctc. Spec. 3738.

Left. Died May 10, 1804.

Right ; circ. Surg. A. H. Hoff,

U. S.V. Died May 27, 1863;
exhaustion.

Left. Died Oct. 18, '64; pyaemia.
Autopsy.

Left; flap. Surg.YV. Lomax,12th
Ind. Died Oct. 2, 1864.

Right. Died Aug. 11, '64; exh'n.

Right. Died June 28, 1864.

Right. Died April 22, '65 ; typh.
fever.

Right. Ass't Surg. H. E. Good-
man, U. S. V. Died May 21. '64.

Right; circ. Surg.G.A.Otis, 27th
Mass. Jan. 17, haem.; lig. fern.

Died Jan. 31, '63; haem. Autop,
; flap; sloughing. DiedJune

14, 1864 ; exhaustion.
Left. Died July 21, 1863.

Left. Surg. J. W. Lyman, 57th
Penn. Died May. '04. Spec. 3225.

Left. Surg. A.C. Messenger, 57th
Ohio. Died Aug. 3, 1864.

Right; eirc. A. Surg. J. D. Wil-
lard, 1st Md. P. II. B. Died
Oct. 9. iec4.

K't ; circ. Surg. H. X. Small, 10th

N. II. Died Oct. 4. '64
; pyuem.

. Died May 15, 1864.

Right. Died Nov. 23, 1864.

Right; lat. skin flaps ; circ. sect,

mus. A. A.Surg. J. II. Bartholf.

Died Feb. 14, '65; soft, of brain.

Autopsy. Spec. 1369.

Left. May 14. 1865. reamputat'n.
Died May 20, 1865; pyaemia.

Left. Surg. O. J. Evan's, 40tl) X.
Y. Died Dec.3,'64. .S'/eec. 4117.

Left ; circ. Surgs. Duval and Wil-
kinson, C. S. A. Died Sept. 26, ,,

1864
;
pass, haemorrhage.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg. A.
S. Coe, 147th N. Y. Died Juno
18, 1864 ,

pyaemia.

No

956

957

958

959

960

961

963

963

964

965

966

967

908

969

970

1)71

972

973

"71

975

name, Military
Description, and Age.

Sfassei/. J. W., Pt., A,
14th X. C , age 22.

'May, W. F., Serg't, C,
lOtii South Carolina.

McCollum. J., Pt., E,
16th Kentucky.

McConaughy, S. B., Pt.,

C, 116th Illinois.

Mc.Cullough, J. II., Ser-

geant, K, 17th Iowa.
McElroy. S., Serg't, I,

7th It.' Island, age 33.

•MoEvoy, J., I't., H.
99th Penn.

McGowan, W., Pt., D,
97th N. Y.. ago 25.

McGill, R„ I't., A, 12th
Maine, ago 44.

McIlUiancy, R.. Pt.. I,

29th Pennsylvania.
Melligan, li.. Pt., I,

110th New York.
Meranville, R. E. , Corp'l,

F, 2d Xew York Cav.

977

9'

979

980

982

983

98

1

985

980

987

988

889

990

DM

992

993

994

Miller, P., Pt., E, 66th
New York.

Miller, J., Pt., II, 134th
New York.

Miller, A., Pt, K, 2d
Virginia, age 33.

Milliner, W.,V1 , Goss's
Arkansas l'og't,ago30.

Mink, M., Pt., E, 28th
Iowa, age 21.

'Minslctt, J. C, Pt., —

,

39th Alabama.
Mitchell, F. A., Corp'l,

I, 17th Maine
Mitchell, J., Pt., L, 6th
N. York Heavy Art'y,
ago 25.

Mohner, J., Pt., F, 15th
Missouri, ago 24.

Montgomery, J., Corp'l,

C, 93d Illinois.

Moon, J. L..VL, E, 44th
North Carolina.

s Moran. J., Pt., I, 6th
New York.

Morear, J , Pt., 1st Mas-
sachusetts Battery.

Morgan, J. D., Serg't,

F, 22d Wisconsin.
Morse, A. A., I't., D,
114th X. York, ago 25.

Murphy, P., Pt,,B, 111th
Penn., ago 22.

Mushiltz, W., Pt., A,
11th Penn.

Nash, It J., Pt., (,;, 9th
Virginia.

New, P., Pt., E, 7th N.
York.

Newton. J. II., Pt., B,
70th Indiana.

Nicholas, M. B., Serg't,

I, 24th Iowa.
Notostine, W. P., Capt.,
E, 11th Mo., ago 22.

Nunemachcr, I., Pt., C,
8th Penn. Cav.. age 40.

Obcrly. F. A., Pt., D,
lOth'N. York, ago 23.

O'Brien. T.. Pt., G, 69th
Xew York.

O'Counell, VV., Pt., D,
25th Mass., age 19.

O'Donncll, C, I't., A, 2d
N. York Art'y, age 19.

Dates.

July 3,

3, '63.

Sept. 19,

19, '03.

May 14,

14,' '64.

May 19,

19, '63.

May 14,
14,' '63.

Oct. 1,

I, '64.

Dec. 14,

15, '62.

Fob. 0,

6, '65.

May 27,
27,' '63.

July 28,

28, '04.

June 14,

14, '63.

Aug. 29,

30, '62.

Deo. 13,

15, '62.

Juno 27,

27, '64.

May 3,

5. '63.

July 4,

5. '63.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

Sept. 19,

J 9, '63.

July 3,

4, '63.

Oct. 19,

21, '64.

Dec. 16,

16, '04.

Oct. 5,

5, '64.

Oct. 3,

3, '64.

Jan. 1,

3, '62.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

Mar. 25,

25, '03.

Oct. 19,

20, '64.

Oct. 28,
30, '63.

May 6,

6, '64.

July—

,

—, '63.

Dec. 13,

15, '62.

July 20,
20.' '64.

Oct 19,

19, '64.

Dec. 15,

15, '04.

April 6,

6. '65.

July 24,

24, '64.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

Mar. 10,

11, '65.

May 19.

19,' '64.

Operations, Operators.
Result.

Left : slough. Aug. 5, bone rem'd.
Died Sept. 2, 1863; pyaemia.

Right. Died Oct. 16, "1803; py-
aemia.

. Died May L4, 1864.

Left. Surg. J. B. Potter, 30th
Ohio. Died May 20, 1803.

Left. Died May 27, 1863.

Left. Died October 25, 1864;
pyaemia.

Right : ant. post. flap. Surg. T,
Hildreth, 3d Me. Died Dec.
29. 1862.

Left. March 27, haemor. Died
March 28. 1865.

Left. Surg. A.C. Rubertson, 159th
X. Y. Died June 6, 1863.

P.ight. Died July 29, 1864 ; ex-
haustion.

Left; haemorrhage. Died Aug.
18. 1863.

. Sept. 5 and 6, haem.; 7, lig.

femur : 8, haemorrhage. Died
Sept. 12. 1862.

Right. Surg. C. S. Wood, 66th
N. Y. Died Dec. 20. 1862.

. Surg. H. B. Whitou. 00th
New York. Died June 28, '64.

Left; circ. May 8, sloughing;
hann. from bowels. Died May
9, 1863.

Right; nee. bono remo'd. Died
Sept. 7, 186:!. Spec. 2088.

Left; flap; sloughing; bone re-

moved ; haemnrrh. Died Dec.
7, 1864; pyaemia.

. Died Sept. 30, 1863; ex-
haustion.

Right. Surg. H. F. Lyster, 5th
Mich. Died July 29, '63; exh'n.

Right; lat. skin flap; circ. sect.

muscles. Surg. C. H. Andrews,
176th N.Y. Died Nov. 3, 1864

;

pyaemia. Autopsy.
Left ; circ. Surg. T. L. Magee,
51st Ills. Died Deo. 23, 1864;
irritative fever.

Right. Ass't Surg. J. J.Whitney,
18th Wis. Died Juno 22, 1805.

Right. Died Oct. 0, 1864.

Right. Surg. P. C. Peaso, 0th N.
York. Died Jan. 3,'62

; never
rallied.

Right. Died Oct. 21, 1864.

Right. Died March 26, 1863.

Left; circ. A. Surg. B. A. For-
dyce. 160th N. Y. Died Nov.
13, 1864; cxhaust'n. Autopsy.

L't; circ; (alsofract.cran.) Died
April 30, '04. Ant. Spec. 2139.

. June 16, nee bone remo'd.
Died June 24, '64; exhaustion.
Spec. 2720.

Right ; haemorrhage. Died Aug.
16, 1863.

. Surg. C. S. Wood, 66th
N. Y. Died Dec 23, 1862.

Right. Died Aug. 12, 1864.

Left; circ. Died Nov. 27, 1864;
pyaemia.

Left; circ A.A.Surg. J.H.Green.
Died Feb. 12, 1805; exhaustion.

Left; flap; diarr. Died April 29,

1865; pyaemia. Autopsy.
Right. Surg. G. S. Palmer, U. S.
V. Died ,Iuly31, '64; exhaust'n.

-. Sept. 26, bone protruding
remo'd ; tetan. Died Oct. 3, '62.

Left ; eirc Died Mar. 17, 1865
;

exhaustion.
Left; circ. Died Juno 28, 1864;
pyaemia.

' Circular No. 6, S. G. O., 1865, p. 50, CASE 16. Circular No. 7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 48, 65.

2 TERRY (C), Report of Wounded treated in Field Hospital of landman's Divis., Army of Tennessee, after the battle of Chickamauga, in Confed.

States Med. and Surg. Jour., 1864, Vol. I, p. 76.

30'MEAr;lIER (W.). Casualties at the Battle of Fredericksburg, in Am. Med. Times, 1863, Vol." VI, p. 179.

4 TERRY (C), Confederate States Med. and Surg. Jour.. 1864, Vol. I. p. 76.

•LYNCH (E.). Santa Rota Isle, Health of the 6th !f. T. Vols., in American Medical Times. Vol. D/ p. 198.
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905

'JUG

9ffi

998

999

1UU0

1001

1002

1003

1004

1005

1000

1007

1008

1000

Name, military
Description, ami Aoi:

operations, operators,
result.

'O'Harn, J., I't., C. 12tli

rcun. lies., age 40.

l'nlmorton, .1. I*., I't., E,
•With Now Vurk.

Paris, .1. T., Uorp'I, G.
24th .Midi., age 23.

Parker, J. I., I't., G,
12th Georgia.

I'arker, S. E., Serg't, G,
147th New York.

Parsons, N. R., Corp'l,
I, 44th X. Carolina.

Pearsall, E. II., I't., E,
2d N. Y. II. A., ago 17.

1'oifler, M.,Corp'l, P, 83d
Perm., ago 57.

Penderffrast,N". /'., Sgt.,

E, 55th Alabama.
Perigo, B. T., Corp'l, A,
140th Now York.

Perry, J. R., Pt.,A,44th
North Carolina, age 31.

Pierce. T. G...jr., I't, D,
10th Iowa, age 24.

Pitts, V. C., I't., K, 1st

Alabama.
Plankington, J.. I't., E,

2d I'eiui. Arty, age 24.

Pollard, A., Pt., C, 4th
Colored Troops,ago 19.

1010 Poole, G. T., Pt., G. 7th
Illinois Cav., ago 35.

1011

10J2

1013

101 I

1015

101(1

KM

1018

1010

1020

1021

1022

li!:::

1024

1025

1020

1027

1028

1020

1030

1031

1032

Poole, J. C.,rt.,C, 145th
Pennsylvania.

Potter. P. W., Corp'l. C,
7th Rhode Island.

Prentiss, W. S., I't., A,
2d Maryland, ago 2(1.

Preston. A. A., Pt., 0,
2d N. Y. Mt'd Hides.

Proctor, It., Serg't, B,

90th X. V., age 35.

Quarks. T. It., Pt., II,

53d Virginia, ago 32.

Quinn, J., I't., 11.7th X.
York Art'y. ago 25.

Miami, NY. .1., Pt., K,
4.jth .Mass., ago 25.

1033,

Randolph. \V., Pt., C,
25th Indiana.

Ranger, E. .1.. Pt., II.

24th Mich., age 20.

Raymond,W. i)., Pt.,D,
53d N. Y.. age 28.

Redman, II., Corp'l, I,

23d Michigan.
Rood, W. H., I't., II, 8th
Vermont, age 31.

Register, B. M., I't., D,
51st N. C, age 18.

Reynolds, II'., Pt., 42d
Mississippi.

Rich. E II.. Pt., L, 8th
N. Y. II. A., age 27.

Richardson, A. C, I't.. 11,

120th Pent)., ngo 30.

Rickotts, L., I't., A, 123d
Iudiatui, ago 23.

Riley, R., Colonel, 75th
Ohio.

Riley. J., Drummer, C,
145th N. Y., ago 17.

Risley, 8., I't.. II, 44th
New York, ago 27.

3 Roach, 8., Pt., C, 90th
Pennsylvania.

Robinson, J., Serg't, II,

48th Illinois.

Deo. 14,

15, '62.

June 18,

18, '04.

51 ay 10.

10, '04.

(let. 10.

20, '04.

Mar. 30.

30, '05.

Oct. 3,

3, '04.

, I lino 5.

5. 04.

May 8,

8, '04.

July 20,
•:n, '01.

May 3,

3, to
Oct. 14,

15, '03.

July 31,

31, '84.

April 0,

0, '05.

June 18,

18, '04.

June 15.

—, '04.

Dec. 10.

17, '04.

May 12,
12,' '04.

Muv 13,
13,' '01.

April 2,

2, '05.

J line 2.

2, '04.

Oct. 10,

20. '04.

June 10,

10, '04.

Juno 18,

HI, '04.

Dec. 14,

14, '02.

April (i.

0, '02.

Fob. 7,

7, '05.

May 12,

12, '04.

May 14,
14,' '04.

Oct. 10,

21, '04.

June 1,

1, '04.

Julv 1.

3, '03.

Nov. It),

10, '04.

Doe. 13,

13, ;02.

June 27,

27, '04.

May 2,

3, '03.

July 3,

5, '03.

May 5,

5, '04.

Deo. 14,

15, '02.

May —

,

— ,
'04.

Left ; ant. post. Hup. Surg. J.
Howe, 1st X. Y. Jan. 1, 3, '03,

ha-ni. Died Jan. 4. '03: oxh'n.
Rigid. Surg.O.W. Metcalf. 70th
N. Y. Died .lane, 1804.

Right ; cire. Died May 10, 1801

;

exhaustion
Left. Died November 8. 1801.

I..i't. Died March 31, 1805.

Left. Died October -.1, 1864.

Left ; circ. Surg. J. YV. Wishart,
110th lViiu. Died June 30, '04;

pvamiia.
Left ; flap. Died Oct. 28. 1804.

Left. Died August 5, 1804.

. Ass't Surg. IS. Howard,
U. S. A. Died May 3, 1803.

; flap. Died Oct. 28, 1803.

Right; cire.: gang. Died Nov.
0, 1804 : exhaustion.

Right. Surg.W. D. Murray, 101st
N. Y. Died April 9, 1805.

Lett: flap. Aug. 0. haem. Died
Aug. 0. 1804 ; exhaustion.

Right : (also w'nd left knee joint :)

ant. post. flap. Died July 21,

1804: exhaustion.
Left ; ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.
T, Morrison

; pvamiia. Died
Dec. 30, 1801.

Left. Surg. P. E. llnbon, 28th
Mass. Died May 2.1. 1804.

. Surg. L. YV. Bliss, 51st N.
Y. Died May 18. 1804.

Right; pyaemia. Died Juno 23,

1805.

Right. Died Juno 7, 1804.

Right ; cire. A. Surg. J. Ilomans.

U. S. A. Died Nov. 8,'l>4 ; hami.
Right; flap; (als i fracture left.)

Died August 0, 1804.

Right. Surg. G. L. Potter, 145th

l'enn. Died Deo. 18, 04 ; cxh'n.
Right: (also amputo. left arm at

shoul, joint.) Surg. I. F. Gal-
loupe, 17th Mass. Died Jan. 24,

1803 : pyaemia.
; slough.: exposed end bono

removed. Died April 0, 1802.

Left ; eirc. flap. Died Feb. 24,

1805; pyaemia.
Right; circ; sloughing. Died
June 21, 1804; pyaemia.

. Surg. D. L. Heath, 23d
Mich. Died July 18, 1804.

Right ; oval flaps. Oct. 24, haem.;

lig. fem.; 20th, lucin. Died Nov.
21, '04; peritonitis and pyaemia.

Right; circ. Died June 15, 1804.

. Died July 10, 1863.

Right. Surg. A. Churchill, 8th
N. Y. II. A. Died Dec. 20, '64

;

pyaemia.
; flap. Died Jan. 29, 1863;

haemorrhage.
Right: circ. Surg. C. W. McMil-
lan, 1st E. 'l'enn. Died Aug. 29,

1804
;
pyaemia.

Right. Died May 3, 1863; ex-
haustion.

Left; flap. Died July 20, 1863;
diarrhoea and typhoid fever.

Right. Died Juuo 1, 1804; ex-
haustion.

Right; ant. post. flap. Surg. A.
J. Ilcrr. 08th Ponu. Died Jaa.
13. 1803

;
pyaemia.

Right ; flap ; (also oxc. forearm )

Surg. A. Goslin, 48th 111. Died
Juno 1, 1804.

L034

103:

1031

1037

1038

1030

1040

MM

1042

043

10441

1045

1041.

1047

1048

1040

105(1

1051

1052

1053

1054

1055

1050

1057

1058

1050

1000

1001

1002

1003

1064

1065

1066

1007

1008

1009

1070

1071

1072

1073

1074

Name, Military
Description, and Age

Rahinttt, J. A.. I't., G.
50th North Carolina.

Rogers, L. A., Capt., D,
08th New York, age 30.

Rogers,W. M.. Corp'l, A,
1 10th Illinois, age 35.

Rowe, J. B., Corp'l, I,

llth New Hampshire.
Roysler, T., Pt., Price's

Artillery.

Runneth, A. J., I't., 1),

27th Georgia.
Russell, A.R., Serg't, E,
2d Massachusetts.

Sanders, L. c, I't., K,
2d X. Y.II. A., ago 21.

Savers, J. W., Corp'l, C,
8th X. Y. Cav., age 24.

Scurry, J., I't., U, 1st

Minn., ago 35.

Scudder, L. C, Pt., I,

33d Indiana.

Scarlet, G., Pt., D, llth
Colored Troops.

Scott. A., Corp'l, 1, 121st

Ohio.
Seaburn. A., Pt.,G, 97th
Pennsylvania,

Sergeant, W. H., Pt., G,
24th Xow York, age 28.

Shortsleeve. G., Pt., E,
15th Mass.. age 20.

Sheppard, G., Pt., C, 1st

Illinois Cavalry.
1 Shilling, H. W., Pt.,

A, 19th Alabama.
Silliman, YV., Col., 2fith

Colored Troops.
Skilhnan, F., Pt., E,
114th New York.

Skinner, J., Pt.. F, 140tU
New York, ago 34.

'Skipper, A. IS., Pt., A,
loth South Carolina.

Slater, B.. Pt., B, 72d
New York, age 22.

Smiley. J., Pt., B, 10th
l'enn. Reserves.

Smith, D., Pt., G, 6tU
Pcnn. Reserves.

Smith, F. W., Pt., C, 2d
S. C. Rifles, age 16.

Smith. H. M., Pt., G,
82d Penn., age 28.

Smith, J. J., I't., P, llth
West Virginia, ago 20.

c Suowbridge. A., Pt., G,
09th Pennsylvania.

Solomon. H.,Pt.,B, 12th
Missouri.

Spear, J., Serg't, E, 6th
Maryland, age 32.

Spear, J. W., Pt., D,
27th Mass., ago 39.

Sproul, J„Serg't,C, 40th
New York, age 24.

Sprowl, J. R., Pt., B,
58th Indiana.

Steele, J., Pt., I, 100th
Col'd Troops, ago 22.

Stincs, H., Corp'l. D,
97th New York, ago 28.

Stokes, S., Pt., F, 1st

Mo. S. M. Cavalry.
Stonecyphe. 8., Pt., G,
131st Pennsylvania.

Stowers, M. C, Lieut.,

IC, 6th Georgia.
Strong, W. U.. I't., 121st

Penn., ago 20.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Stucl-cy, H. G..

ago 18. .

Julv 2,

3, '03.

June 2,

2, '04.

Julv 22,
22,''04.

May 10.

10, 04.

Oct. 22,

22, '03.

Aug. 10,

10, '04.

Oct. 17,

19, '04.

June 10,

17, '04.

April 29,

30, '65.

Aug. 14,

14, '04.

Juno 22,

22, '64.

Aug. 24,

25, '04.

Juno 27,

27, '64.

July 30,

30, '04.

Juno 17,

18, '64.

May 12,

12, '64.

.Sept. —

,

—, '61.

Sept. 10,

10, '63.

Dec. 9,

9, '64.

Sept. 10,

10, '04.

Slav 12,
12,' '04.

Sept. 10,

10, '03.

July 23,

23, '03.

May 10,

10, '04.

May 12,

12, '04.

May 25,

25, '64.

April 6,

6, '65.

Oct. 19,

20, '64.

Dec. 14,

15, '62.

May 14,

14, '64.

June 1,

2, '64.

May 14,

14, '64.

Nov. 7,

7, '63.

Sept. 19,

20, '63.

Dec. 15,

10, '04.

June 17,

18, '64.

May 21,

22, '64.

Dec. 13,
15, '62.

Aug. 20,

20, '64.

May 8,

10,
''64.

June 15.

15, '04.

Left. Died July 22, 1803.

Left. Died July 10, 1804.

Left ; circ. Act. Staff Surg. C.
li. Richards. U. S. A. Died
Sept. 20, 1804.

Right. Surg. J. S. Rose, llth N.
II. DiedMay 19. 1804; wounds.

: haemorrhage. Died Oct. "-.'7.

1863.

Right ; circ. Surg. W. V. White.
57th Mass. Died Aug. 22, 1804.

Right; oval. Asst. Surg. E. 1!.

Nims, 1st Vt. Cav. Died Oct. 10,

1804: tetanus.

Left : circ. Surg. J. W. Wishart,
140th l'enn. Died July 10, '64.

Left. Died May5, 1805; exhaus-
tion.

Right. Died August 21, 1864.

Right. Died July 15, 1864.

Left ; circ. Died August 25, '04
;

haemorrhage.
Right. Died Jane 28, 180-1.

Left : ant. post. flap. Surg. D.W.
Maul!, 1st Del.; aneur.: lig. ex.

iliac. Died Oct. 0, '04. Sp. 3282.
Right; flap. Surg. 8. 8. French,
20th Mich. Died Juno 20, 1861.

Left. A. Surg.M.Rizer. 72d l'enn.

Died June 5, '04
; pyemia.

Right : haem. Oct. 20, reamputa-
tiou. Died Oct. 20, 1801.

Died September 28, 1803;
exhaustion.

Right. Died December 17, 1804.

Right ; eirc. Surg. L. I*. Wagner,
114th N.Y. DiedOot.7,'64; pyae.

Right: ant. post. flap. Died May
31, 1864; pyaemia. Autopsy.

: haemorrhage. Died Nov.
2, 1863.

Right. A. Surg. J. T. Calhoun.
U. S. A. Died July 51, 1804.

Spec. 1513.

Loft. Surg. B. Roarer, 10th Penn.
Res. Died May 11. 1804.

Left. Surg. W.'B. Lyons, llth

Penn. Res. Died May 12, 1804.

: circ: severe diarrh. Died
June 20. 1S04.

Right; lat. flap: femur prot. one
inch. Died May 7, '65; pyaem.

Left; circ; haem : lig. perforating
artery. Died Xov. 0.'04: pyaem.

Right; flap. Surg. J.W. Lvinau.
U. S. V. Died Jan. 0,'03 ;' effect

of amputation.
Right. Sarg. G. L. Carhart.31st
Iowa. Died May 17, 1804.

Left; circ. Died July 17, 1864.

Left ; diarrhoea. Died July 6, '64.

Left ; double ant. post. flap. Surg.
A. Campbell, 40th N. Y. Died
Dec 7, 1803; pyaemia. Autopsy.

Left. Died Sept. 23, 1863.

Left; flap. A. A. Surg. J. S.
Giltnor. Died Jan. 14. 1805.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Died July
18,1804; exhaustion. Autopsy.

Right; erysipelas. Died June 1, I

1864 ; tetanus.
Right. Surg. C. S. Wood, 00th I

N. Y. Died Jan. 2. 1863.

Right. Surg. A. A. White, 8th
Md. Died Sept. 17. 1804.

Left; flap. Surg. .1. A. Ramsev,
121st Penn. Died May 24, '04

;

exhaustion.
Right. Died July 13, 1804.

1 O'Meagiier (W.), loc. c.'t.. in American Medical Times, Vol. VI, p. 170.

'' G ALLOLTE (I. F.), Army Medical Intelligence, in Bost. Med. ami Surg. Jour., 1803, Vol. 68, p. 205.

s O'Meagiier (W.), Casualties at the Baltic of Fredericksburg, in Am. Med. Times, 1863, Vol. VI, p. 179.

•Terry (C), loc.cit., p. 76. 'Tubby (C), loc. cit., p. 76.

6 O'MEAGIIEIl (VV.), Casualties at the Battle of Fredericksburg, in American Medical Times, 1863, Vol. VL p. 179.
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no.;

i^j

1070

I

1077
:

1078

1079

108o|

108l'

I

1082

I

1083,

1084

'

108oj

in-.;

1087

I OSS

1089
I

I Oil!)

109]

1092

i

I0»3i

1094

1093

1096'

lot 7

10H8
1

I

1099

1100

1101

1102

110:i

1104

1105

U06

1107,

108
i

1109

1110

1111

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Stalls, II., Tt., A, (ith

Wisconsin, nge 22.

Sullivan, P., Pt., 1', 42d
New York,

Summers. II.. Serg't, M,
21st N. C„ age 30.

Swarman. J..Pt.,G, 13th
Connecticut.

Tarbell, C. F. .Corp'l. D,
21st Maine, age 19.

Tate. II. A.. Pt., D, 11th
N. Carolina, age 31

.

Taylor, J., Sergt. K, 2d
Colorado Cav., age 33.

Terrell. L. B., Pt., A,
23d Michigan.

Terry, J. K.. l't.. K, 47th
Virginia, age 42.

Thomas, 1". G., I't., D,
6th Vermont, age 20.

Thomauen, J. B-. Pt.,D,
24th Virginia, age 24.

Thompson, A., l't., D,
8th Vermont, age 22.

Thompson, \V., It., A,
3d Maryland.

Thompson, W. IT. l't..

K. 15th Tenn., age 29.

Thurston, I.. Corp'l, M.
54th Indiana.

Titus. L. G., Serg't, E,
51st Pennsylvania.

Todd, It. L., l't.. 11th
North Carolina.

Trautwine. .1.. l't., A.
13th N'.V.II.A.,agc37.

Trossler, IS.. Artificer, K,
2d I'enn. II. A., age 28.

Trester, \V. 1! . l't.. K,
.Y.M Indiana, ago 31.

True. W. S , l't., D.
29th Maine.

Tuft. .1. !>.. Serg't. E,
5th Marvland. age 26.

Turner, s.. l't., B. lOCIh
Nov York, age 40.

Tnthill, I). I... Serg't. I.

7th N. V. II. A.. age 38.

Ulum, .1., Pt., II, 102d
New York.

Van Anken, .1.1.. .Corp'l,

K, 56th I'enn.

Vanausdale. W. I'... Cor-

poral, C. 203d I'enn..

age 24.

Vanderburgh. II..Corp 1,

I'., 129th Illinois.

Van Pelt. I>.. Corp'l, G,
8th Iowa, age 22.

Vincent, T. It , Pt.. II,

7th Iowa.
Volner. E., Serg't. 13th

New York Battery.
Walker. W., Pt.. Ii', 8l»t

Indiana.
Walker. J. W., Serg't.

G. 105th Penn., ago 25.

Wall. G.. l't.. II. 26th
New York, age 18.

Walsh. E., I.ietlt . It.

52d New York, age 33.

Walton. W. II., Pt.. B,
3d Now I lamp., age 23.

Ware. U.S.. Pt..II.:!8th

New York, age 23.

< ii'Eua 110X6, Operators,
Result.

Feb. ti,

6, '65.

Sept. 17.

17, '02.

Sept. 19,

19. 04.

Sept. 19,

19, '04.

Mav 27,
27,' '03.

July 3.

3, '03.

Oct. 21.

21, '04.

May 14,

14, '04.

Aug. 20,

20, '04.

Oct. 19,

I 19, '64.

May Hi,

10, '04.

Oct. 19,

21, '04.

Sept. 30,

30, '04.

Nov. 30.

Del, '64

Dee. 29,

29, '02.

Dec. 13,

13, '02.

July 3.

3. 63.

Aug. 19.

20, '64.

Aug, 18,

;-. 04.

May 18,

18, '04.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

.June 19,

19, '0-1.

Sept. 19,

19, '04.

May 30,

31, '04.

July 20,

20, '04.

May 12,

12.' '04.

Jan. 13.

13, '05.

July 20.

20, '64.

June 10,

10. '64.

Nov. 7,

7, '01.

July 20,
20,' '04.

Aug. 31.

31, '04.

Mav 0.

0, 04.

Dec. 13.

14. '62.

Mav 12.
12." '64.

June 18.

18. '04.

Mav 5,

5, '62.

1112
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Tin; seal of injury in these eleven hundred and fifty-seven primary amputations in

the middle third of the thigh is reported to have been in the middle third of the femur in

ninety-eight, in the lower third in three hundred and fifty-eight, in the femur without indi-

cation of the third in two hundred and ninety, in the knee joint in three hundred and fifty-

three, and in the leg in fifty-eight instances.

Primary Amputations in the Lower Third of the Femur.—Of nineteen hundred and

fourteen primary amputations in the lower third of the femur the result could not be ascer-

tained in fourteen instances. Nine hundred and seventy-three operations were successful,

and nine hundred and twenty-seven were fatal, a mortality of 48.7 per cent. In one hun-

dred and fifty-eight instances the limb implicated was not indicated; in eight hundred and

forty-five the right, and in nine hundred and eleven the left thigh was amputated.

Recoveries after Primary Amputations in the Lower Third oj the Femur.—The nine

hundred and seventy-three operations of this group were performed on nine hundred and

seventy-one patients, the discrepancy in numbers being due to the fact that double ampu-

tations were performed in two instances. Two hundred and twenty-nine were Confederate,

and seven hundred and forty-two were Union soldiers. Of the latter, seven hundred and

thirty-four were pensioned, and four retired; the names of the remaining four patients are

not borne on the rolls of the Pension Office.

Case 444.—Corporal J. A. Crawford, Co. K, Gth Wisconsin, aged 24 years, was wounded through the knee joint, at

Gettysburg, July 1, 185;!. He was admitted to the Seminary Hospital, whence Acting Assistant Surgeon W. M. Welch made

the following report: "The limb was amputated at the lower third of the thigh on the day following the injury.

The patient came under my care on August 15th, at which time the stump was granulating slowly and there was a

free discharge of healthy pus; but the Haps had sloughed, leaving the end of the femur bare. A roller bandage

was applied to prevent retraction of the muscles, and warm-water dressings with disinfectants were used, iron and

stimulants being given internally. The patient's general health was disturbed, though his appetite was tolerably

fair. He improved gradually, and was transferred to Camp Letterman on September 2d." Assistant Surgeon H.

C. May, 145th New York, continued the history as follows: "The patient came under my charge on October 12th,

being very feeble and troubled with profuse and obstinate diarrhoea, having no appetite, and suffering from hectic

O WaK 'ever and much pain, also an abscess along the course of the lower end of the 1 The stump was

'Vt/WBr
conical shaped, with the end of the femur exposed, and the granulations were pale and flabby.

(i J ,4^L Astringents and tonics were administered. On October 30th, the diarrhoea was almost controlled,

but great pain and irritation was felt about the stump, and, chloroform having been given, a seques-

trum four and a half inches long, and consisting of a complete section of the lower end of the bone,

Tubular se- was removed by forcible traction. The surfaces of the bone were found to be very rough and sur-

n; the abscesses ceased to

By November Cth. he had

rounded with a wall of callus. The patient did well after the operation; the abscesses ceased to I'ir.. 181-Invo-
lucrum, 4 inched

in length, from
tump of right fe

mur. Spec. 2153.

moved from
stump of the discharge, and the cavity in the stump filled with healthy granulations
right femur. .

a
'

, . , ,. , . , , , , , , .

Spec. 1971. regained a good appetite, the diarrhoea was entirely checked, and his general appearance and con-

dition were rapidly improving." On the next day the patient was transferred to Newton University

Hospital, Baltimore, where the following described operation was performed on February 2, 1804, by Surgeon C. W. Jones,

U. S. V., in charge: "The end of the femur being necrosed, an incision six inches in length was made on the anterior aspect of

the thigh and four inches of bone removed. Thirty-six hours afterwards haemorrhage to the amount of four ounces occurred,

when the sutures were removed and a large clot of blood was taken out, after which the bleeding ceased. After this the patient's

constitutional condition continued to improve and the flaps approximated. By March 24th, the stump had entirely healed with

a good cushion." The patient was discharged from service May 3, 1864, and pensioned. He was paid June 4, 1879. The
sequestrum was contributed to the Museum by Acting Assistant Surgeon E. A. Koerper, and is represented in Figure 180,

and an involucrum of new bone, removed at the last operation, is shown in Figure 181.

Case 445.—Private J. Miller, Co. C, 18th Kentucky, aged 38 years, received a gunshot injury of the left lower extrem-

ity, at Richmond, August 30, 1832. Acting Assistant Surgeon J. B. Smith furnished the following history: "The wound was
in the left knee and thigh, and amputation was performed on the field at the lower third of the femur. The patient was admitted

to Washington Park Hospital October 15th. At the time of his admission he presented evidences of severe constitutional suffer-

ing, his skin being pale and yellow, accompanied by general emaciation, night sweats, and constant diarrhoea. The stump

showed two or three small openings, and there was free discharge of sero-purulent fluid. Exposed bone could be distinctly

felt with the probe. Astringent medicine was given until the faecal discharges became natural. Warm-water dressings were

used to the stump and the flaps supported with adhesive plaster, the wound being syringed every morning with a weak solution

of chloride of soda. By December 1st, the patient was doing well, having good appetite and gaining flesh and strength rapidly,

and all the constitutional trouble being removed. The end of the bone gradually became more exposed. On January 13, 1863,

the patient being considered in a suitable condition for an operation, and having been placed under the influence of chloroform,

Surg. Ill—31
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Acting Assistant .Surgeon O. D. Norton cut down to the bone about four inches above its exposed cud, dividing all the tissues,

and carrying the knife downward to the opening at the end of the stump. The bone, after being dissected from the tissues, was
then separated by a saw about three inches above the projecting extremity, the forceps being used for the removal of the spongy

bone above the point of the division. Some trouble was experienced from hemorrhage, necessitating the ligating of two or

three small vessels. Water dressings were applied. By February 10th, the wound had healed and the patient was apparently

doing well. On February 20th, he had a chill, followed by fever and by patlti about the stump, when a small incision was made
and about half an ounce of healthy pus discharged. From this time there was a gradually lessening quantity of pus until April

20th, when the wound had healed, and the patient, to all appearances, was well, being able to walk about the ward, and all his

constitutional symptoms having disappeared.'' The patient was discharged April 30, 1864, and pensioned. Hi- was paid March

4, 1879. The tubular sequestrum, three inches long and surrounded by a cylindrical involucrum of spongy bone, was contributed

by Dr. Smith, and constitutes Spec. 1094 of the Surgical Section, A. M. M. It is represented in Fig. 2 of Plate LXX, opposite.

In the following two instances of amputation in the lower third of the thigh, the

officers continued in active service until the close of the war:

Case 446.—Major-General D. E. Sickles, U. S. V., while in command of the Third Corps, at Gettysburg, was wounded,

on the evening of July 2, 1863, by a twelve-pounder solid shot, which shattered bis right leg. He dismounted unassisted, and

aid arriving promptly, he was removed to a sheltered ravine a short distance to the rear, where the limb was amputated low

down in the thigh by Surgeon T. Sim, U. S. V., Medical Director of the Corps. The patient was then sent farther to the rear,

and, on the following day, he was transferred to Washington. The stump healed with great rapidity. Two weeks after the

injury the patient was able to ride about in a carriage, and early in September he was well enough to again mount a horse, the

stump being completely cicatrized. The bones of the amputated leg (Spec. 1335) were contributed to the Museum by the patient,

and the history of the case was obtained from the operator. General Sickles subsequently for several years held command in

South Carolina and the Department of the South, but has been retired from active service since April 14, 1869.

'

Case 447.—Major-Genera] R. S. Dwell, while commanding a division of General Jackson's Corps of the Confederate

Army, was wounded in the left knee during the night of the engagement at Manassas, August 28, 1862. Dr. Hunter McGuire,

Surgeon and Medical Director of the Corps, who amputated the wounded limb, published an account of the case as follows :-

" He was kneeling on the ground and looking under some pine bushes to get a better view of the field, when he was hit upon

the left patella, nearly in the centre of it, and his leg being flexed, the ball passed downward, striking the head of the tibia and

splitting it into several fragments. The bullet finally lodged in the muscles of the calf of the leg. He sent for me at once, but

the messenger failed to find me, and I did not know he was hurt until General Jackson sent his aid-de-camp to tell me. He
was still laboring under the severe shock of the injury when I found him, although several hours had elapsed. In nil gunshot

wounds of the knee the shock of injury is severe, but it was especially great in this instance. The General's health, naturally

not very good, was unusually bad at this time. He had also lost a great deal of sleep, and the night hi 1 was hurt was compelled

to drink a large quantity of strong tea to keep awake. * * He was so much exhausted when he was shot that his surgeons

thought at one time he would die from the shock of the injury. When he had sufficiently recovered from this, I advised him to

submit to amputation; but he consented to it very reluctantly, partly because some surgeon had assured him that his wound
was not dangerous, but one from which he would soon recover. I amputated the thigh just above the knee, performing the

operation as rapidly and with as little loss of blood as I could. About ten days after the amputation, to escape capture, lie was
carried on a litter by some soldiers near fifty miles. The motion on the litter caused the bone to protrude, and in consequence

of this and his bail health the wound sloughed. After much suffering and the loss of an inch of bone, he got well enough to go

about, when one day he was so unlucky as to let his crutches slip from under him, and falling upon an icy pavement, he re-opened

the wound and knocked off another piece of bone. After some months he was well enough to go back to the field again, where

he performed some very active service, but from the shape of his stump, and an ill-contrived wooden leg he wore, he was fre-

quently troubled with abrasions of the skin, small abscesses, and so on. He now (1866) uses a suitable artificial limb, and with

the assistance of a cane gets along right well, being no longer liable to affections of the stump."

As already stated, amputation in the lower thirds of both thighs was twice success-

fully performed. One of the survivors died in 1877, over thirteen years after the operation

Case 448.—Corporal M. Dunn, Co. H, 46th Pennsylvania, aged 21 years, was wounded at Dallas, May 25, 1864.

Surgeon W. C. Bennett, U. S. V., recorded his admission to the field hospital of the 1st division, Twentieth Corps, and noted:

"Canister-shot fracture of both legs, followed by excision of the head of the left fibula and amputation of the right thigh.

Vessels of left leg destroyed and mortification ensuing, necessitating amputation of left thigh." Three weeks after being wounded

the patient was removed to hospital at Chattanooga, where the stumps assumed a gangrenous appearance, which yielded to the

application of bromine. One month later the patient was transferred to hospital No. 14, at Nashville, whence he was furloughed

and proceeded to his home. He subsequently entered the Post Hospital at Elmira, and lastly, on April 24, 1865, he was admitted

to Central Park Hospital, New York City. Surgeon J. J. Milhau, U. S. A., in charge of the latter, reported the following history:

"The missile passed through both legs just below the knee joints. The right thigh was amputated by the flap method, just

above the knee joint, eighteen hours after the injury, and circular amputation of the left thigh was performed forty hours after

the reception of the wound. In August, 1864, the right thigh had to be re-amputated at the middle third, which operation was
performed by the circular method, at the patient's home, by Dr. Robison, of Wellsville, New York. The stump of the right

thigh closed completely about December 1, 1864, but that of the left never entirely healed, and was still discharging from three

1 Circular No. 6, War Department, Surgeon General's Office, Washington, 1865, p. 38.

2 McGUIUE (HUNTER), Clinical Remarks on Gunshot Wounds of Joints, etc.. in Richmond MedicalJournal, 1866', Vol. I. p. 262. 1'rof. P. F. Eve,
'

in a communication published in the U. S. Sanitary Commission Memoirs, New York, 1871, Surgical Volume II, p. 64, states that " Lieutenant-General

Ewell survives an amputation through the upper third of the thigh."
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openings at the time of the patient's admission. On April 30tli, chloroform was administered, and several pieces of necrosed

bone were removed with the forceps by Acting Assistant Surgeon S. Teats, wlio made an incision some three inches in length on

the face of the stump. The sequestrum being enclosed by a very thick involucrum, it was found necessary to remove a portion

of the end of this with the gnawing forceps before the sequestrum could be extracted.'' The patient was discharged from service

August J7, 18;>5, and pensioned, having been previously supplied with artificial limbs by the firm of A. A. Marks, of New York.

The removed necrosed fragments were contributed to the Museum by the operator, and constitute Specimen 3193 of the Surgical

Section. The pensioner died October 23, 1877. Tlie cause of his death is alleged to have been the diseased condition of the

stump of the left thigh.

In the second successful case of primary amputation of both thighs in the lower thirds

the patient was a Confederate soldier:

Cask 149.—Private C. O. Hush, Co. C, 21st Georgia, aged 22 years, was wounded and captured during the assault ou

Fort Steadman, March 25, 1865. He was conveyed to the Ninth Corps field hos-

pital, whence Assistant Surgeon S. Adams, U. S. A., contributed the pathological

specimen {Cat Surg. Sect., 18Gfi, p. 321, Sprr. 3993), with the following history:

"The injury consisted of a shell wound of the right leg below the knee joint, tear-

ing open the joint, passing across and smashing the patella of the left leg. Sur-

geon L. W. ISliss, 51st New York, amputated both thighs at the lower third on the

day of tlie injury. By April 1st the

patient's general condition was excel-

lent, liis appetite and pulse good, and

his tf.ngue clean." The specimen con-

sists of the amputated lower extremity

of the left femur, with fragments of the

patella. From the field hospital the pa-

tient was sent to City Point, and thence

to Washington, where lie was admitted

to Armory Square, and subsequently

to Lincoln Hospital. Surgeon J. C.

McKee, U. 8. A., in cliarge of the lat-

ter, contributed the photographs, repre-

sented in the annexed wood-cuts (Fius.

182, 183), and described the amputation

as a flap operation. The patient was

released and discharged from hospital

Aug. 2, 1S65. Subsequently lie entered

and was treated for a time at St. Luke's

Hospital, New York City, where, on

February 28, 1868, he was provided by

Dr. E. D. Hudson with artificial limbs,

by means of whicli he was enabled to

walk, requiring the assistance of two

canes only.

Twenty-seven of the seven hundred and forty-two Union soldiers who survived ampu-

tation in the middle third of the femur have died during the fourteen years since the close

of the war. One case (Case of Dunn) has already been detailed ; in the following

instance the patient survived the operation over fourteen years and died of phthisis:

Cask 450.—Private C. Briot, Co. C, 39th New York, aged 26 years, was wounded in the

left knee, at Bristoe Station, October 14,.1863. He was conveyed to Alexandria on the follow-

ing day, and admitted to the First Division Hospital, whence Acting Assistant Surgeon C. W.
Kocchling transmitted the patliological specimen (Fig. 185), with the following history: "The
wound was caused by a minie ball entering the external aspect of the knee, passing through the

joint, and lodging. The missile was extracted from the internal aspect of the leg, on the field,

by the regimental surgeon, and the limb was amputated at the lower third of the thigh, by the

circular method, on October 16th, by Acting Assistant Surgeon N. Barnes. The patient came

under my care on October 26th, at which time the bone protruded from the stump over an inch.

For this gentle attraction of the integuments was made by adhesive strips and kept up for a

week, when, the patient suffering too much pain, it was continued no longer, and a roller was

applied from above downward and kept on until the bone was nearly covered. The patient

improved every day, there being but very little discharge, but occasionally very severe pain in

the stump. On February 8, 1864, the accompanying sequestrum was removed. On February

20th, the patient was seized with tetanic pains, whicli, though relieved by the free administration of opium, recurred every

other day for a month. After that period the patient did well, and was able to take exercise on crutches, the stump having

healed. Ou May 9th, the patient left the hospital on furlough." He subsequently passed through different hospitals, and lastly

Fig. 182.—Amputation of both thighs at lower
thirds. [From a photograph.]

Fio. 183.— Artificial limbs applied in case of
double amputation. [From a photograph.]

FIG. 184. — Upper
parts of bones of left

leg; tuberosity oftibia
split off obliquely.

—

g/xc. 2344.

Fin. 18.).—

Sequestrum
from stump
of left femur.
Spec. 3027.
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entered De Camp, David's Island, New York Harbor. On September 19, 1865, the man was discharged from service and pen-

sioned. The upper portion of the bones of the leg of the amputated limb were forwarded to the Museum by the operator, and

are represented in FIGURE 164, and a cast of the stump was contributed by Acting Assistant Surgeon G. F. Shrady. (Cat. Surg.

Sect., 1866, p. 548, Spec. 1787.) The New York City Examining Board certified, March 11, 1874: "The pensioner is unable to

wear an artificial limb in consequence of excessive tenderness of the Btump, rendering him unable to stand the pressure upon it.

He has tried one several times, but it was so painful that he could not wear it more than a few hours." This pensioner died

November 12, 1877, of phthisis pulmonalis.

Fatal Cases of Primary Amputation in the Lower Third of Femur.—Six of the nine

hundred and twenty-seven cases of this group were instances of double amputations; the

operations were, therefore, performed on nine hundred and twenty-one patients. Seven

hundred and ninety were Union, and one hundred and thirty-one were Confederate soldiers.

In the following case both thighs1 were amputated in the lower third on the day of the

injury, the patient surviving the operations eighteen days:

Case 451.—Private D. Nicholson, Co. H, 22d Massachusetts, aged 23 years, was wounded in both thighs, at Spottsyl-

vania, May 10, 1834. He was admitted to the field hospital of the 1st division, Fifth Corps, where Surgeon J. Thomas, 118th

Pennsylvania, amputated both limbs. Surgeon

R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V., reported the following

termination of the ease: "The patient entered

Harewood Hospital, Washington, May 25th.

He hod undergone amputation of both thighs at

the lower third the same day he received the

wound, the operations being performed by the

antero-posterior flap method. When admitted he

was in a very weak condition, the stumps being

unhealthy and showing a tendency to slough.

A supporting treatment was administered. Pro-

gress, however, continued unfavorable. Death

occurred from exhaustion May 28, 1864." The
amputated portions of the femurs were contrib-

uted to the Museum by the operator, and consti-

tute Specimen 2966 of the Surgical Section (Figs.

Fig. 187.—Posterior view
each femur. Spec. 2P-G6.

»f lower third ofFig. 186.—Anterior view of lower third of 186, 187), showing the right femur to be trans-
each femur. Spec. '-!!MMi. ..... . .

versely perforated,with comminution, two inches

above the condyle, by a bullet which passed on, badly grooving the left femur on the anterior face at the same level and producing

a severe oblique fracture.

Case 452.—Private J. O. Blackburn, Co. E, 138th Pennsylvania, aged 35 years, was wounded at Monocacy Junction,

July 9, 1864, and admitted to hospital at Frederick on the following day. Assistant Surgeon R. F. Weir, U. S. A., reported

the following history: "The injury was caused by a fragment of a shell, which struck the inner side of the left knee, lacerated

the soft parts, and comminuted the joint. On the day after his admission the patient was etherized, and the thigh was removed

at the lower third, by Acting Assistant Surgeon W. S. Adams. The integuments in this case being in bad condition on the inner

side, a circular incision was made to extend half around the limb, a long lateral flap on the outer side and a circular incision

through the muscles, and the parts united by sutures and adhesive straps. The patient's condition at the time of the operation

was very poor. July 13th, patient irritable; pulse 120; appetite rather poor; no effort at union by first intention. 16th, some

evidence of sloughing of the flap. Ordered j-east poultices, also tartrate of potassa and iron in doses of twenty grains three

times a day, and continued the stimulants and generous diet. 20th, line of demarcation well marked. 22d, slough being

detached at several points; clipped it off with scissors down to the bleeding surface and thoroughly applied oakum saturated

with a strong solution of permanganate of potassa, covering the whole with oiled silk. 25th, slough came away nicely, leaving

a clean healthy surface. August 1st, patient doing tolerably well; granulations somewhat abundant but pale and flabby. Has
obstinate diarrhoea, and is taking opiates and astringents in addition to other treatment. 10th, diarrhoea partially checked;

appetite very poor; sloughing has recommenced, and permanganate of potassa is reapplied. 15th, sloughing about ceased.

There is but little discharge, and the end of the stump is dry and refuses to granulate. Applied yeast poultice and continued the

other treatment. 21st, patient quite despondent and evidently failing rapidly; pulse 140 and scarcely perceptible. Increased

the stimulants. 28th, sloughing still continues and patient sinking. 31st, had a haemorrhage from femoral artery to amount of

eight ounces; controlled by tourniquet. Haemorrhage occurred again on the following morning and was arrested by the tourni-

quet, the patient not being in condition to undergo ligation. He died at 7 o'clock i>. M., on September 1, 1864. At the autopsy,

eight hours after death, the body was found to be much emaciated and the muscles remarkably loose and flabby. On examin-

ing the stump to the head of the bone and removing the femoral artery and vein, the end of the artery was found to be pervious

from the breaking down of the clot, and the vein much thickened and indurated." The amputated extremity of the femur, showing

the inner condyle to be superficially fractured (Spec. 3832), and four and a half inches of the stump of the bone, being superficially

necrosed ( Spec. 3488), together with the femoral artery {Spec. 3980), were contributed to the Army Med. Museum by the operator.

1 The remaining five fatal cases of amputation of both thighs in the lower third of the femur are: Pt. S. Allen, G, 50th Mass. (Xo. 984, TABLR
XXXII, p. 257); Pt. R. S. Michael, A, 105th Penn. (No. 1551, Table XXXII. p. 263); Serg't E. (J. Rabbit, B, 10th Missouri (No. 1652, Table XXXII,

p. 264); Pt. J. Stewart. D. 77th New York (No. 1769. Table XXXII, p. 265); and Lieut. .1. Whelpley, D, 1st Maine (No. 1862. Table XXXII, p. 267).
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Table XXXII.

Summary of Nineteen Hundred and Fourteen Vases of Primary Amputations in the Lower Third of the

Femur for Shot Fracture.

Recoveries, 1—073; Deaths, 974—I 900; Result unknown. 1901—1914.

Name. Military
Dkscwptiox, am) Are.

Abbott, O. A., Serg't, A,
14th Conn.. age 24.

Adair, R., Serg't, I', 7th
Infantry.

Adams, E. H., Pt., C,
l-'tli Iowa.

Aderhold, E.. Pt., E,
6th Penn. Reserves.

Agren, A., Pt.. C. 7th
Minnesota.

Aldensen, J. J"., Serg't, K,
4(ilh Miss., age 32.

AI<lrich.B.,Pt., A, 153th
New York.

Alexander, G.. Pt., A,
4 tli Virginia, age 39.

Allen. J., Corp'l, I. 22d
Illinois, age 23.

Allen, J. O., Pt.. A, 77th
New York, age 39.

Allen, R., Serg't, A, 59th
Illinois, age 34.

Ammcrman, (J., Corp'l,

C. lith Penn. Reserves,
age 26.

Anderson. J., Pt., I, 21st
Ohio.

Anderson, ,7.. Pt., I, 21st

Kentucky.
Andrews, 'A. C, Pt., H,
32d Mass., age 21.

Angle. II., Pt., P, 5th
\\ iscnnsin, age 31.

Anthony, .1., Lieut., E,
3:d X. (_!., ago 21.

Anthony, II. (1., I't.. C,

6th Vermont, age 24.

Anthony, It. II., I't., D,
1st Tennessee.

Ann-berg, G., PL, L, 62d
Penn.. age 18.

Armstrong. A. T., Pt.,

II, 31st Maine, age 24.

Ash, J., Pt„ O, 25th S.
Carolina, age 30.

Ashhy. D.C.. Lieut., H,
80th Indiana, age 24.

Ashhurn, J. C, Corp'l.

B. 14th W.Va.. age 25.

Atkins, C. 8., Serg't, D,
6th Kans. Cav., age 22.

Atwcll W.P.. Lieut., Ci,

37th Wis., age 19.

Anker, II., Serg't, C,
28th Penn., age 24.

Ayres. D. C, Pt., 1, 102d
Penn.. age 20.

Bacon. G. P., Pt.. A,
20th Maine, age 18.

Bailey. \V. I'., Pt., A,
2d U.S. Sharpshooters.

Bakeoven, G. A.. Pt., F,

72d Pennsylvania.

Baker, H. C. Pt.. F,
48th North Carolina.

Baker. .1. D.. Pt., II.

4th Iowa, age 28.

Baker. .1. W., Lieut., A,
Mth Indiana.

Baker. S., I't., K, 16th
N. V. II. A., age 18.

Oct. 27,

28, '(14.

Feb. 21,

22, '(12.

dune 8,

8, '(13.

Oct. 14,

II, '(13

Mar. 27,

Nov. 30,

De. 1, '64,

July 9,

U, '04.

Mav 3,

4, '63.

Kept 19.

21, '63.

June 21,

21, (14.

Dee. 15,

15, '(14.

Mav II.

(i, 'ill.

Jan. 2,

2, '(13.

June 22,

22. (14.

Feb. (I,

6, '05.

May 5,

5, '(14.

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

Sept. 19,

19. '04.

July 1,

2. '63.

July 3,

3. '63.

Mav 12,
14,' '04.

May 16.

Hi, '04.

Dee. 15.

17, '04.

Oct. 19,

20, '04.

Julv27,
27," '04.

July 30,

30, '04.

Mav 25,

25, '04.

May 5,

5, '04.

Mar. 31,

31. '05.

Aug. 29
30, '02.

Nov. 27.

28, '03.

Operations. Operators.
Result.

June 27,

27, '62.

Nov. 24.

24. '63.

Dec. 13,

13. '62.

Oct. 7,

7, '04.

Baldwin, C. Corp'l, II, June 1,

58th Peun., age 32. 1, '04.

Baldwin, P. B., Serg't, June 17,

D, 48th Alabama. I 17, '04.

Left ;
circ. Surg. V. A. Dudley,

14th Conn. Diseh'd June ft, '65.

Right; circ. A. Surg. 11. Norris.

U. S. A. Diseh'd July 13, '02;

subsequent operation.

Left; flap. Surg. A. II. Huff.

U. S. V. Diseh'd Sept. 22, '01.

Left. Disci) d .May 2, '04. Died
.Ian. 22. 1809.

Right : circ. Surg. A. T. Bartlett.

33d. Mo. Diseh 'd.Inne 14, 18(io.

Right: anterior post. (lap. Surg.
Mel'onnaek, c. S. A. Provost
Marshal March 7, 1805.

Left ; ant post. (lap. A. A. Surg.
\V. S. Adams. Diseh d. Spec.
3938.

Right; flap. Recovery with good
stump.

Right: tlap. Surg. T. D. Mairee.
51st HI. Diseh'd Feb. 27, 1804.

Left ; ant. post. Hap. Surg. G.
T. Stevens, 77th N. Y. Diseh'd
Sept. 9. 1864.

Right ; circ. Diseh'd July 1, '65.

Left; ant. post. Hap. Surg. C.
Bowers, 6th Penn. lies. Diseh'd
May 30, 1805.

Left; flap. Diseh'd March 13,

1803.

Lett ; tlap. Surg. C J. Walton,
21st Ky. Must, out Jan. 23. '05.

Right; flap. June 10, reainp.
two and a half ins. A. A. Surg.
E.B. Lyon. Diseh'd Oct. 20, '65.

Left ; circ. Diseh'd May 30, '04.

Left; circ. A. Surg. E. P. Roche,
35thMass. Released Julv 10, '05.

Left ; cire. Surg. E. Phillips, 0th
Vt. Diseh'd June 20, 1805.

Left. Surg. — McGuire, C. S. A.
Exch'd March 17, 1804.

Left. Dec. 21, exfol. removed.
Diseh'd Oct. 19, '04. Spec. 2150.

Right ; double lat. flap. Surg. J.

S. Ross, 11th N. H. Diseh'd
Nov. 10, 1804.

Left; circ. Furloughed July—

,

1804.

Right. Vcrmale's method. Asst.
Surg. W. B, Trull, U. S. V.
Mustered out May 15, 1865.

Left; circ. Diseh d June 5, '65.

Right ; flap. Surg. C. E. Swasey,
U. S. V. Aug. 2. huem.; artery
see'd. M. out. 1870, badstump.

Right. Diseh'd Nov. 25, 1805
1871, not in good condition.

Left. Surg. II. E. Goodman. IT.

S. V. Mustered out July. 1805.
Left; cire. Diseh'd Mar. 13, '65.

Left ; flap. Diseh'd July 25, '05.

Right ; circular. Discharged.

Left; flap. Surg. M. Rizer, 72d
Penn. Mustered out Aug. 24,
1804. Spa. 1883.

Right. Surg. Gibbon, C. S. A.
Retired.

Left : eirc. Surg. M. W. Robbins,
4th Iowa. Diseh'd July27, 1804.

Left. Diseh'd February 1, 1803.

Right ; flap. Oct. 12, bone cut
shorter. Diseh'd Oct. 3, 1863.
Spec. 2382.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. H. C.
Christy. 58th Pa. Diseh'd Feb.
4, 1805.

-. Surg. — Cook, 47th Ala-
bama. Recovered.

No Name. Military
Description, and Age

ieut.,

29.

19th

Ballentine, H.J., Li'

B. 42d Tenn., age
Hangs. L. G., Adj't.

Illinois, age 27.

liappert. M., Pt., G, 47
Ohio, age 18.

Nov. 29,

De. 1,'64

Nov. 24,

24, 03.

'th Aug. :s,

3,
v
04.

Barclay. T., Pt., K, Mth
Louisiana.

Barker, II., Pt., H, 31st

Virginia.

Barnes. J. E., Serg't. A,

77th New York, age 37.

'Barrett, >!., Corp'l, E,
19th Alabama.

Bartle. \V., Serg't, H,
8()th New York, age 25.

Bastian, J., Pt., A, 31st

Illinois.

Bauer, J.. Pt., F, 100th

New York.

Bailghman, ('., Pt.. B.

1st Mich. Art., age 20.

Beall, T.. Pt., C. 39th

Iowa, age 28.

Bean, C. 1L. Pt.. E, 11th

Maine, age 19.

Beightal, J., Pt., C, 93d
Penn., nge 39.

Beisse, N., Bugler, A,
1st Michigan Batterv.

Bell. G. W.. Pt., H, 3'Jth

Ohio, age 26.

Bell, J. H., PL, E, 15th
Alabama.

Bellew, B., Pt., I, 4th
Delaware, age 45.

Bergeoin. P. P., Serg't,

II, 3d Mich., age2T.
Berry, W. T., Pt., Pur-
cells Battery.

Beaverson, D., Pt., H,
187th Penn.. age 23.

llickel. J. P.. Corp'l, G,
20th Virginia Cavalry.

Billington, S. A., PL, O,
llth Maine, age 20.

Billinastey. J. B., Pt..I,

43d Alabama, age 21.

Bish. A., PL, G, 155th
Penn., age 25.

Bishop, J. II.. Serg't. F,
18th Kentucky.

Bishop, H., Pt.', A, 88th
Penn., age 20.

Black. W. R.. Serg't, G,
07th Penn., age 22.

Blanchard, C. H., Pt., F,

34th Mass., age 23.

Blanchard, W., Pt„ B.
90th N. York, age 22.

Blackburn, L. 5., Pt.,

D, 3d Missouri.
Bliven. C.J.. PL, K, 4th

Rhode Island, age 21.

Blossom, W. E., Pt.. P.,

184th N. York, age 34.

A,

D,

Boardman, T., PL,
2M Massachusetts.

Bolton, CI. IF., Pt.,

44th Ala., age 39.

P.oland, J. C, Lieut., E,
00th New York, age 32.

Bonnell, W. D , PL, G,
152d N. York, age 23.

Nov. 27,

28, '03.

Oct. 19,

20, '04.

June 21,

21, '04.

Sept. 19,

19, '03.

Nov. 17,

17, '04.

June 27,

27. '04.

July Si.
22." '03.

Nov. 22,

22, '04.

Oct. 5,

7, '04.

Julv 21.

21, '01.

Mar 25,

25, '05.

Oct. 8,

10. '02.

July 22,

22, '04.

Aug. 10,

10. '64.

July 25,

25, '04.

Aug. 29,

29, '02.

July 1,

1, '62.

July 10,

10, '64.

Sept. 20,

20, '04.

Oct. 27,

27, '04.

Mav 10,
16,' '64.

Oct. 27,
28. '04.

Aug. 30,

30, '62.

Dec. 13,

13, '02.

April 6,

7, '65.

Oct. 19,

19, '04.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

Oct. 4,

4. '62.

Julv :».

30,' 04.

Dee. 5.

0, '64.

June 27,

28, '62.

Sept. 20
—. 03.

Mav 9,

9, '64.

Aug. 14
14, '64.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left : cire. Prov. Marshal June
5, 1805.

Right ; eirc. Surg. F. H. Gross.

U. S.V. Erysipelas. Mustered
out July 9, ie04.

Left ; flap. Surg. S. P. Bonner.
47th Ohio. Aug. 18. oper. May
30, '05. nee. bone rem'd. Diseh'd
Aug. 9, 1805.

. Surg. — White. Recov-
ery.

; circular. Dr. G. L. Miller.

Transferred.
Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. G. T.
Stevens. 77th N. Y. Diseh'd
Oct. 20, 1804.

Amputation. Transferred
to hospital Oct. 3. 1863.

Left: cire. Surg. O. I. Owens,
40th N. Y. Diseh'd JuneG. '115.

Spec. 4129.
Right ; eirc. Surg. J. Reeves,
78th Ohio. M. out May 31. '05.

Left : ant. Bap. Surg. M. S. Kit

tinger. 100th N. York. Diseh'd
May 3, 1804.

Right : ant. pest. flap. Surg. A.
T. Hudson. 26th Iowa. Diseh'd
June 3, 1805.

Left. Surg. J. R. Zearing, 57th
Illinois. Diseh'd July 8, 1805.

Left; flap. Surg. N. F. Blunt,
llth Me. Diseh'd June 10, '65.

Right: flap: erysipelas. Diseh'd
July 12. 1805."

Left : circ. Surg. C. S. Muscroft,
10th Ohio. Dis.h'd J one 7. '63.

Right : flap. Surg. J. R. Zcaring,
57th III. Diseh d June 17, '05.

Left; circ. Surg. . 15th

Ala. Dinrr. Trans. Aug. 31. '04.

Right: circ. Surg. D. A. Cham-
berlain. 94th N. York. Diseh'd
July 13, 1805.

Right ; flap ; abscesses. V. R. C.
June, 1863. .

Left. Recovery.

Left ; circ. Diseh'd July 11, '65.

. Surg. — Sawers, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Left: flap! Surg. N. Y. Leit. 76th
Penn. Discli d June 12. 1865.

: circ. Surg. Milliard, C.S.A.
Recovery.

Left : eirc. Union hv first inten-

tion. Diseh'd March 17, 1805.

Left ; Hap. A. Surg. J. D. Catch,
10th Indiana. Discharged.

Left -. flap : gang. May 1. seq. rem.
Diseh'd Dec. 17. '63. Spec. 1264.

Right ; ant. post. flap. A. Surg.
1. F. Corson. 07th Penn. Dis-
charged July 7, 1865.

Right ; cire.
' Confed. Surgeon.

Diseh'd Jan. 9, 1805.

Left ; flap. Diseh'd July 4, 1865.

Recovery.

Left: eirc. A. Surg. U. Millar.

4th R. I. Sub. operat's. Diseh'd
Jan. 23. 1805.

Left : bilat. oval flap. Surg. N.
R. Barnes. 184th N. Y. Diseh'd
June 15. 1805.

Right. Surg. E. Bentley.U. S.V.
Two sub. op. Dis'd May 2, '04.

Left. To Provost Marshal March
16. 1804.

Left : ant. post. flap. Surg. W.
B. Fox.8th Mich. Disoh'dNov.
27, 1864.

Left; flap. Confed. Surg. Ne<\
Diseh'd May 9, 1805.

1 TERRY (C), Report of Wounded treated in Field Hospital of landman's Division, etc., in Con/. States Med. and Surg. Jour., 1804. Vol. I, p. 70.
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Name, Military
Description, and Aoe

Boothman, M.M., l't.,H,

:)8th Ohio, age 18.

Boostr, L. B., Pt., F, 2d
S. Carolina, age 35.

Boring, W., Corp*l. I,

7th Illinois.

Boss, J. M., Pt., A, 3d
South Carolina.

Bourns, W. II., Pt.. G,
1st Mich. S. S., ago 31.

Bowers, A.. Pt, II, 33d
Ohio.

Bond, E., It., I, C9th
Indiana.

Bonde. J. C. Capt., H,
37tb Virginia, age 28.

Bowers. J., Pt., I, 69th
Pennsylvania.

Bradley. J. II.. Pt.. II,

121st Penn., age 26.

Bradford. P., Pt., F, 1st

Maine H. A., age 21.
Brady, J.. Pt.. C. 71st
Penn.. age 21.

llrannski, ./. A"., pt.. <;,

Gist Virginia.

Breene, 1>.. Pt., F, l)7th

New York, age 19.

Bridges, B. P., Pt.. ('.

35tu Indiana
'Brings. W. II.. Serg't
Major, loth Yn., age 30.

Brink, J.,Pt..C, 2d Penn.
Art' v. age 48.

Briody, P.. Pt.. li. 4th
New York II. Art'ry.
age 25.

Briot. C. Pt.. C. 311th N.
York, age 20.

Bristoff, Q., Corp'l, A.
2d New York Mounted
Rifles, age 28.

Bronson, A. B., Corp'l,

K, 38th 'Wis., age 33.

Broolcfield, R.. Capt., C,
5th N. C, ago 19.

Brooks, J., Pt., P, 151st
New York, age 18.

Brotherton, II. I., Pt..

I, 49th N. C. age35.
Brower. C. A.. Pt.. I).

14th N. Jersey, age 18.

Brown. C, Pt.. I, 1st

Artillery, age 21.

Brown, L\. Pt.. K. 89th
New York, age 35.

Brown. O. II'., Pt.. I,.

10IU South Carolina.

Brown, J., Pt., O. 17th
Vermont, age 17.

Brown. .1. W„ Pt.. K.
21st Kentucky, age 30.

Brown. T. (".. Pt.. 1).

24th Virginia.

Brown. W. J.. Pt.. I),

19th Maine, age 18.

Brown, W. W., Serg't,

A, 22(1 Virginia, age 36.

Browne, T. W.. Pt.. C,
24th New York.

* Bryant. IF. Ii.. Pt..—

.

18th Mississippi.

Buchanan. J. S., Pt.. K,
13th S. Cage 22.

Buck, J . Pt.. A. 3d N.
Hampshire, age 25.

Bughce. S., Corp'l, E.
14th Conn., age 24.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Sept. 1,

2, 'Gl.

July 2,

3, 63.

Feb. 15,

15. 'G2.

July 08,
28."'04.

Dee. 5,

5, 'G4.

Feb. 14.

—
.
'64.

Aug. 30,

31, '63.

May 3.

3. 03.

Sept. 17.

HI, '62.

J line 1

.

2, 'Gl.

June 17.

17, 'C4.

May 30.

30. '64.

Julv 4.

4. '63.

June 18.

19, '04.

Oct. 5,

G. '62.

Sept. 17,

17. '02.

June in.

10, 'Gl.

June 18.

18. '64.

Oct. 14.

1G. '63.

Julv 17.

17, '04.

April 2,

2. '65.

May 8,

10, '64.

Julv II.

10, °'G4.

Mar. 31.

31. '65.

June 3,

3. 04.

Dec. 13.

13. '62.

Oct. 27,
27. 'Gl.

Julv 22,

33, '64.

June 17,

17, *64.

June 20,

20, '64.

June 30.

I'lv l.'G2.

Nov. 3,

4. 'G4.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

Aug. 29,

29, '63.

Sept. 17.

18, '6?.

Aug. 21.

22, '64.

June 4,

4, '04.
I

Oct. 27. :

28, '64. I

Bight: flap. Surg. O. E. Sioat,

14th Ohio. Diseh'd June 5, '05.

Left Recovery.

Hight. Diseh'd July 17. 1862.

Right: circ.; gang. Aug 12. circ.

rcamp. Prison Jan. 27. 1S05.
Right: ant. post. tlap. Surg.W.
C. Shurloek. 51st Penn. Diseh'd
July 18. 1805.

Left: circ. Surg. A. 11. Brund-
age. 32d Ohio. Not a pensioner.

Left: flap. Diseh'd April 2, '03.

Died April 0, 1808, of amp. and
chronic diarrhoea.

Right : ant. post. flap. Retired
March 11. 1804.

Right. Surg. S. N. Sherman, 34th

N. Y. Diseh'd May 15. 1803.

Left; flap. Surg. J. A. Ramsay,
121st Penn. Sept. 27. ant. post.

flap amp.. A. A. Surg. T. T.

Maury. Diseh'd Juno 23, 1 805.

Right;' flap. Diseh'd Dec. 15,

1804.

Left; (lap. Surg. M. Rizer. 72d
Penn. Diseh'd Nov. 28. 1804.

Left. Surg. W. M. Nash. Gist

Virginia. Furl'd Jan. 9. 18G4.

Right; ant. post. flap. Diseh'd
May 17, 1805.

Right; flap. Diseh'd March 30.

1663.
Left: circular. Confed. Surgeon.
Furloughcd Dee. 28. 18G4.

Left : ant. post. tlap. Diseh'd
Dec. 4, 1805.

Left: ant. post flap. Surg. II.

C. Tompkins. 4th N. Y. II. A.
Diseh'd Jan. 31, 1865.

Right : circ. A. A. Surg. N. S.

Barnes. Bone rem'tl. Diseh'd
Sept. 20. 1805. Died Nov. 12,

'77; phthisis pulra. Specs, 1767,

2344. 3027.

Right; double flap. Surg. J. D.
Mitchell, 31st Maine. Diseh'd
April 4. 18G5.

Left; circ; (amp. finger.) Surg.
W. F. Johnson. IDath N. York.
Diseh'd June 22, 1805.

Left. Nov. 3. rein'd neero. end.
Released May 30. 1805.

Left; circ. A.A.Surg. A.R.Gruy.
Diseh'd Nov. 27, '04. Spec. 4034.

Right. Sent to Military Prison
.May 30, 1805.

Left; circ.: gangrene. Diseh'd
June 1. 1805.

Left: circ. Discharged Feb. 28,

18G3.

Right: circ. Surg. T. H. Squire,
89th N. Y. Diseh'd Nov. 3I).'05.

. Surg. Hawkins, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right; flap. Diseh'd May 27,

18G5.

Left ; ant. i*»st. flap. Surg. C. J.

Walton. 21st Ky. Discharged
March 29, 1805.

. Surgs. Niblct and Harrison.
Diseh'd Sept. 24. ie02.

Right: ant. post. flap. Surg. J.

T. Myers, 59th N. Y. Diseh'd
August 7, 1805.

Right : flap. Surg. Lowe. C. S. A.
Transferred Jan. 8. 1805.

Left. Discharged Oct. 21. 18G2.

Left; flap. Recovered.

Left : iat. flap. Surg. G.W. Met-
ealf. 76th N. Y. Prison Dec.
30. 1804.

Right : circ. Diseh'd May 25, '05.

Right ; ant post. flap. Surg. F.
A. Dudley. 14th Conn. Hiem.;
lig. art. Diseh'd Aug. 23. '05.

Dec., 1805, reamp. upper third.

Name, Military
Description, ami Aoe.

Bush. W., Pt., C, 9!>th

Penn.. ago 41.

Butler, J. M„ Pt.. I).

5th Iowa.

Callahan, T., Pt., I, 9th
Georgia.

Campbell, D.. Pt.. F,
71st Indiana.

Campbell. J. M„ Pt., C,
25th Ohio, age 34.

Cameron. R., Pt., A.
G2d Ohio.

Cat-dwell, J. E., Pt., C,

133d Indiana, age 32.

Carl, J. E., Pt.. A, 20th
Michigan, age 22.

Carl, W., Pt., G, 14th
Infantry, age 44.

Carlvle, T., — . D. 2d
N.'Y. H. A., age 49.

Carroll, J., Pt., D. 10th
Louisiana.

Carson. 1)., Pt.. I. 86th
New York, age 20.

Carter, J. W., Ft., C,
85th Illinois, age 24.

Carter, J. M., Pt., A,
20th North Carolina.
Cawthome, C. /'., Pt., E,
15th Texas, age 39.

Cuvanaugh, J., Lieut.,

11, 43d N. Y.. ago 25.

Chalklcy, G. R., Lieut.,

B, 14th Va., ago 29.

Chamberlain, A. H.. Pt.,

K, 8th Mich., ago 23.

Cliamplain, W. H., Pt.,

E, 149th N. Y., age 29.

Chapman, S. S., Pt., E,
27th Mass.. age 34.

Cheeseman, R. C..Capt.,

A, 45th Penn., age 25.

Cherington, D. W\, Bu-
gler, II, 2d West Va.
Cavalry, age 30.

Cheseborough.O. B..Pt.,

A, 105th III., age 21.

Choselr.y, S. E., Serg't,

B, 4th Texas, ago 30.
3 Claridy, J. B., Pt., C,
24th Alabama.

Clark, A.D..Pt.,C,134th
New York, ago 20.

Clark, D., Serg't, II, 01st

Pennsylvania.
Clarke,' J. I... Pt., II,

57th New York.
Clarno, W., Pt., C, 3d
Wisconsin, age 22.

Clements, G. A. H., Lt.,

D, IstMd.Cav., age 22.

Cline, J. H., Pt., K. 4th
New York.

Clouts, A., Pt., F, 32d
Missouri, age 20.

Cobb, R. IF., Pt, E, 20th
Georgia, age 39.

Coder, P. 51., Pt, A,
28th Iowa.
Coldwell. M. B.. Corp'l,
D. 1st Ga. Leg., age 24.

"Cole, J. IF., — , G, 28th
North Carolina.

Cole, W., Corp'l, II, 0th
Mass. Cav., nge 23.

Coleman. J., Pt, A, 14th
Maine.

Collins. A., Pt., E, 30th
Col'd Troops, age 51.

Collins, C, Pt, D, 3d
Delaware, age 23.

Collins, J. W., Pt, F,
12th La., age 23.

Collins, S. A., Pt, K,
20th Maine.

Dates.

June 18,

19, '04.

May 1G,

10, '63.

Aug. 30.

30, '62.

Aug. 30,

30, '02.

Julv 2.

2, '63.

April 9,

9, '65.

Aug. G.

7. '04.

June 18,

18, '04.

Aug, 18,

18, '04.

Aug. 14.

15, '04.

May 3,

4, '63.

May 10.

11, '64.

June 07.

27, 'Gl.

July I,

3, '03.

Nov. 30.

De.1,'04.

May 5,

5. '04.

July 3,

4, '03.

Aug. 30.

30, '02.

May 3,

3, '63.

May 14,

14, '04.

April 2.

2, '05.

Sept 22.

22, '04.

May 15.

15, 'Gl.

Oct. 7,

7, '04.

Sept. 19,

19, '03.

Julv 1,

3. '63.

Mar. 27,

27, '05.

Sept. 17,

18. '02.

June 10,

16, 'G4.

Aug. 10,

10, '04.

Dec. 13,

14, '02.

Mar. 21,

21, '65.

Mav 29,

30, '64.

May 10,

17, '03.

Sept 14,

15, 'G2.

June 27,

28, '02.

May 18,

20, '64.

Aug. 5,

5, 'G2.

Sept. 29,

29, '04.

June 18.

18, '04.

July 20.

20, 'G4.

April 1.

2, '05.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left; flap. Diseh'd Nov. 15, '64.

Right: ciro. A. Surg. J. O. Skin-
ner, 10th la., and W. II. Dnrrow.
5th Iowa. Gang.; nee. Diseh'd
Oct. 23. '03

. May 15, '63, reamp. upper
third. Surg. S. E. Habersham.
P.A.C.S. Diseh'd Oct. 12. '03,

Right; flap. Diseh'd Dee. 22,

18G2. Died Feb. 4, 1801.

Left: flap. Diseh'd August 20,

1804.

Left: flap. Surg. C. M. Clark,

39th 111. Diseh'd Sept. 27. '65.

Left : circ. Surg. S. K. Crawford,
5UthOhio. Diseh'd Mny23,'65.

Right: ant. post, skin Dap; ciro.

of muscles. Surg. s. s. French,
20th Mich. Diseh'd Nov. 10,'(i4.

Left; ant. post tlap. Surg.A.A.
White. 8th Md. Gang. Duty
February 18, 1805.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. J. W.
Buckman. 5th N. II. Diseh'd
May 29, 1865.

Right Surg. White, 14th La.
Recovery.

Left : flap. Diseh'd Nov. 2, '64.

Right ; flap. Diseh'd Nov. 7, 'G4.

Left. Surg. Warren. Recovery.

Right : ant. post. flap. Provost
Marshal April G, 1805.

Left ; flap. Surg. G. T. Stevens.
77th N. Y. Diseh'd Nov. 4. '04.

Right; circ. Surg. — Doughty,
C. S. A. Retired Mar. 15. 'Go.

Right; circ. Surg. J. C. Wilson.
8th Mich. Diseh'd Nov. 29, '62.

Right : flap. Surg. J. V. Kendall,
149thN. Y. Diseh'd July 21, '63.

Left. Mustered out Sept. 30, '04.

Right ; flap. Surg. L. W. Bliss.

51st N. Y. M. out July 17, '65.

Right: oval skin flap. Surg. P.

Gardner. 1st West Va. Cavalry.
Diseh'd March 2'.). 1865.

Right; flap. Surg. A. W. Reagan,
70th Ind. Diseh'd Feb. 24, '65.

Left. Prison May 4, 1865.

Left. Recovery.

Right; flap. Dec.. '03, scq. rem'd.
Diseh'd Feb. 18. 1805.

Right; flap. Confed. Surgeon.
Mustered out June 28, 1805.

Right. Surg. H. Taylor, U.S.V.
Diseh'd Jan. 13, 1863.

Right ; circ. Surg. J. W. Brock,
GGth O. Diseh'd July 26. '65.

Right; circ; protrusion. Diseh'd
March 16, 1805.

Right; circ. Diseh'd Aug. 22, 'G3.

Diseh'd June

Surg. C. B. Gibson,

Diseh'd April 17,

Left ; lateral flap

20, 1865.

Right ; circ.

C. S. A.
Right ; flap

1865.

Left; gangrene; nee. p'n of shaft
rem'd. Retired Feb. 24. 1865.

Left; circ. Furloughed July 19,

1802.

Right : circ. Furloughed July
10, 1864 : healed.

Right. Diseh'd Sept. 22, 1802.

Died Jan. 12, 1804 ; gastritis.

Left. Surg. J. W. Mitchell. 4th

C. T. Diseh'd June 1, 1805.

Left ; flap. Mustered out June
6, 1865.

Right; circ: gang.; sloughing.
Recovery Sept. 22, 1804.

Right ; flap. Surg. W. II. True,
20th Maine. Diseh'd ,1865.

'FISHER (G. J.), Fifty-seven Cases of Amp. after battle of Antietam, in Amer. Jour. Med. Sci., 1803, Vol. 45, p. 47.

'FISHER (G. J.), loc. «'(.. p. 47. 3 Terry (C), loc. cit., p. 70.

4 SMITH (E. II.), Report of cases of compound comminuted fracture of femur, Chimborazo IJnsp.. Third Div., in Confed. Stales Med. and Surr/ical

Journal, 1864, Vol. 1, p. 24.
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KO.

155

156

157

158

159

160

161

162

1C3

KM

105

1G6

167

J 68

169

170

17i

172

Name, Military
DESCRIPTION, and Age. DATES.

Comstock, II.. Pt., L2th
Wisconsin Battery.

Connell, M., Pt., i'„ 2d
IVnn. Art'y. age 30.

Conner, J., Pt.. A, 47th
Virginia, age 28.

Connor, J., Pt, <1. llih

Conn., age 21.

Conway, P.,Pt., K. 139th
New York, age 29.

Coons, G. W., Pt., II.

82il Ohio.
Cooper, J. P., Serg't, G,
7th S. Carolina, age 19.

Cooper, ,%, Pt., A, 17th
Mississippi, age 34.

Cooper, IK. It., Pt., E,
21st Miss., age 20.

Copoland, D. IS., Pt., G,
2il New liamp., age 25.

Corbett, C. A., Pt., B,
8th Wisconsin, age 23.

Carles, L. G., Pt., G, 7th
Louisiana, age 21.

Costcllo, T., Corp'], E,
03d Indiana.

Cougblin,M.,Pt.,H,94th
New York, age 19.

Covington, W. ./., Pt., E,
18th'N. C, age 26.

Cox, It. N., Pt.. D, -list

Illinois.

Crairt, J. B., Pt., E, 15th
Texas, age 25.

Crawford, J. A., Pt., K,
0th Wisconsin, age 24.

Creamer, D., Pt., C, 9th
Maryland, age 1 9.

Crew, M., Pt., E, 156th
Illinois, age 22.

Cronkite, J. W., Major,
121st N. Y., age 24.'

Crosby, A. C, Corp'l, T,

5th Ga., age 30.

Cross, L. M., Pt., E, 58th
Penn., age 23.

Cross, S. V-, Pt., D, 11th
Missouri, age 33.

Crouse, J. L., Serg't, C,
31st Georgia.

Crowell, B., Pt., I, 20th
Mass., age 24.

Crowell, S., Pt., I, 93d
Ohio, age 11).

Crowley, R., Serg't, C,
23d Illinois, age 27.

Sept. 2,

2, '62.

Aug. 3,

4, '04.

July 1.

1,
''03.

Sept. 13,

13, '02.

Sept. 29,

30, '04.

Aug. 29,

30, '02.

Aug. 21,

21, '64.

Oct. 19,

19, '04.

Oct. 19,

20, '04.

June 4,

5, 'C4.

Juno 0,

7. '64.

July 3,

3, '03.

June 10,

12. '64.

Tune 3,

3, '04.

June 22,

22, '64.

July 12,

13, '03.

Aug. 12,

12, '04.

Julyl,
2, '03.

Aug. 23,

23, '03.

Mar. 22,

22. '05.

April 0,

0, '05.

Nov. 29.

De.1,'63.

Sept. 29,

30, '04.

June 6,

0, '04.

Oct. 19,

19, '04.

Mav 10,

10, '64.

Juno 2:1,

24, '64.

April 2,

2, '65.

Crown, G., Pt., H, 2d Sept. 19.

Vermont, age 19. 19, '64.

('alien, D. C, Serg't, E, July 22,

32d Ohio, age 30. 23," '64.

Curtin, T., Pt., G, 147th
New York, age 29.

Curtis, A. A., Capt., I,

136th N. Y., age 22.

Cuthbert, T., Serg't, G.
8th New York Heavy
Artillery, age 44.

Daley, E., Pt., K, 158th
New York, age 18.

Damuree, M., Corp'l, A,
25th Iowa, ago 23.

Danforth, H. J., Corp'l,
A,8thN.Y.Art..agel8.

Daniels. II., Pt., D, 1st

Louisiana, ago 23.

Dantz, \V. W., Pt., F,
30th Wis., age 18.

Dare, II. C., Serg't, C,
50th Ohio.

Davago, J., Pt., B, 4th
Col'd Troops, ago 22.

Jan. 15,

16, '65.

July 20,

20, '64.

Oct. 27,

28, '64.

Sept. 28,

28, '64.

Mar. 20,

20, '05.

May 18,

19, '64.

June 14,

16, '63.

Aug. 25,

27, '64.

Mav 1,

3, "63.

June 15,

15, '64.

opkratk 1X8, Operators,
Result.

Left; flap. Diseh'd Oct. 10. 03.

Left ; circ. Surg. G. A. Otis. 27th
Mass. Diseh'd Mar. 21. 1865.

Left. Surg. J. S. Bruce, C. S. A.
l'.etired Nov. 29. 1804.

Left. Surg. J. IS. Whitcomb.llth
Conn. Diseh'd Nov. 25. 1805.

Left; cire. Diseh'd July 31, '65.

Left; eire. Surg. J. Y. Cnntwoll.
82d Ohio. Diseh'd Oct. 25. '0J.

Right : eire. Surg. T. P. Oakcs,
50th Mass. Prison Mar. 1, 1805.

Right; cire. Surg. Patterson, C.
S.A. Prison May 9, 1805.

Right; flap. P.etifed March 18,

1805.

Right; ant. post. flap. Dec. 0,

ncc. bone rem'tl. Diseh'd May
31. 1865.

Right; ant. post. flap. Surg. J.

E. Murta. 8th Wis. Diseh'd
Nov. 22, 1865.

Loft. Surg. Davis, C. S. A. Dee.
15, nee. bone ext. Exch'd Mar.
4, 1804.

Right; (also forearm.) Confed.
surg. M. out August 10, 1805.

Right. Diseh'd January 25, 1805.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg.G.L.
Potter, 145th Penn. Released
July 13, 1865.

Right ; cire. Diseh'd Oct. 9, '03.

Left; eire.; gangrene. Recovery
Sept. 22. 1864.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg. II.C.
May, 5th N.Y. Oct. 30. seep rem.
Feb. 2, '64, nec.bo.rem. 3d, luem.
Dis. Ma>-3,'64. SjJecJ.1971, 2153.

Right; eire. Surg. J. Owens, II.

5. V. M. out Feb. 23, '04. Died
June 28, 1870.

Left; cire. A. A. Surg. L. W.
lieckwith. Mustered out.

Left. Mustered out June 25. 'G5.

Right ; ant. post. flap. March 26,
'64, reanip. middle third. Pro.
Marshal Dec. 1, 1804.

Left: circ. Diseh'd March 29,

1805.

Left; circ. Surg. L. H. Baker,
24th Mo. M. out July 13, 1864.

Prison February 10, 1865.

Right ; flap. Surg. II. P. Lyster.
5th Michigan. Dis. Mar. 27, '65.

Right; eire. Teal's method. A.
.Surg. J. M. Weaver, 93d Ohio,
Diseh'd May 10, 1865.

Right; bi-lateral flaps. Surg. J.

S. Taylor, 23d 111. Diseh'd Oct.

26, 1865.
Left ; cire. A. Surg. J. J. Meigs,

1 1 th Vt. Diseb 'd J une 6, 1865.

Right; flap. Surg. A. II. Bran-
dage, 32d Ohio. Erysip. Disch.
March 30, 1865.

Right; double flap. Surg. F. B.
Kimball. 3d N. II. Nee. bone
rem'd. Dis.Oet.21,'65. Spec.3114.

Flap. Surg. B. L. Hovev, 130th
N. Y. Diseh'd Jan. 14, 1865.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. F. A.
Dudley. 14th Conn. Nov. 19.

gangrene. 22, hsem.;lig. femor'l.

Diseh'd July 18, 1865.

Right. Diseh'd June 24. 1865.

Right; ant. post. Bkin flap. Surg.
A. T. Hudson, 26th Iowa. Dis.

July 23, 1865.
Right; circ; boneprot. May 20,

luem.; lig. fern. Dis.Aug. li,'05.

Right: (lap. Diseh'd Sept. 4, '64.

Spec. 4301.

Right : circ. Confed. surgeon.
Diseh'd Jan. 6. 1866.

Left. Diseh'd July 16, 1863.

Right; circ. Surg.J.W.Mitehell.
4th C. T. Necrosed : six ins. of
shaft rem'd. Dise'd May 20,'65.

NO.
Namk, Military

Description akd Aon.

195 Davenport. J. M„ Capt,
(1, llth Kentucky.

190 Davis. A. A.. I't.. K, 0th
Wisconsin, age 32.

Davis. 1). D., Corp'l, C,
2d Mich., age 26.

198 Davis, G. S.. PL. A. 185th
New York, age 33.

9 Davis. J.. I't., F, Gist

Penn., age 40.

200 Davis, M., I't., E, 15th

Iowa, age 19.

Day, A.. Pt.. II, 31st C.

Troops, age 20.

202 Day, I., I't., A. 5th C.
Troops, age 24.

203 Dan. >K. Pt-, A, 10th
Virginia.

204 Dean, D. W., Pt., 1st la.

Battery, age 17.

05 Dean, J. M., Pt., K, 3d
West Va., age 22.

Deichley. S., Pt., I, 53d
Penn., age 19.

207 Ddlinger, /'.,— I, llth

North Carolina.
208 Deliner, P., Pt., F, 17th

Wis., age 20.

209 Douiond,G..Pt..K, 143th

IVnn., age 32.

210 Dempsey, T., Corp'l, A-
2d Vermont.

211 Doptitch, W., Pt., E, 3d
Massachusetts.

212 Dewitt, (1. M., Corp'l, II.

147th N. York, age 26.

213 Dickerson, P. IS., I.t., H,
13th C. Troops, age 32.

214 Dickinson, I.. Pt.,H, 53d
Indiana, age 19.

215 Digby, C. T., Pt., D, 19th

Georgia.
216 Digniav, E, Pt., B, 5th

Confederate, age 25.

217 Dittman, J. H., Lieut.G,
1st Md. Caw. age 21.

218 Donthil, S. J„ Pt., B, 2d
South Carolina.

219 Dole. R. D., Corp'l. II,

38th Ohio, age 25.

220 Voo\e\j, IK. Pt., Wash-
ington Art'y, ago 29.

221 Doore. C. F., Pt., K, 31st
Maine, age 10.

222 Doran. M., Lieut., C,
14th Mich., age 28.

223 Dougherty, J. ft, Capt.,
B, 1 1 th Va. Cav. ,nge 25.

224 Douglas, C. W., Lieut.,

G, 8th Tennessee.
225 Douglass. J. A., Pt., D,

llth Infantry, age 23.

220 Downey. IK. '(,'., Pt , II,

43d Ala., nge 32.
Doyle, J.. Pt., F, Phil-
lips's Legion.

228 Downing, X.l't., K, 55th
Alabama, ago 25.

229 Drane, R., Pt., 0, 52d
Virginia, age 23.

30 Driver, J.. Pt., II, 3d
Wis., age 18.

SI Drumm, (1. W.. Pt„ I,

82d Ohio.
232 Druse, E. H.. Corp'l, A,

5th Minnesota, age 20.

233 Duell. C. N., Pt.. II. 9th
N. Y. II. A., age 35.

234 Dngan, W. C. Serg't.

F, 63d Ohio, age 20.

235 Duncan. J. H.. Serg't,

B, 79th New York.
'

236 Dunlap, W., Pt.. I. 9th
New York, age 24.

7 Dunn, A., Pt., A, 53d
Ohio, age 21.

operations, ( h'krators
Result.

Sept. 1,

2, '64.

Mar. 31,

31, '65.

Nov. 24,

24, 03.

Mar. 31,

April 1,

1865.

Aug. 21,

21
1

'04.

July 5.

5, '04.

Sept. 15,

15, '04.

Sept. 29,

Oct. 1, '04

Aug. 28,

29, '62.

Aug. 31,

31, '64.

Sept 22
22. '64.

.Mar. 31,

31, '65.

May 5,

5.
fM,

July 28,
29." '04.

Dee. 13,

13, '62.

Mav :;,

3, 03.

Dec. 17,

17, '62.

Feb. 6,

6, '65

Dec. 15,

15, '64.

July 22,
23." '04.

Aug. 9,

10. '02.

May 10.

16,' '64.

Aug. 10,

10, '04.

July 1.

1, '62

Sept. 1,

2, '64.

Dec. 7.

8, '64.

April 2,

3, '65.

Mar. 19,

19, '65.

Nov. 12,

12. '64.

Aug. 0,

6, 64.

June 18,

19, '64.

Mav 10,

16, '64.

Nov. 29,

29, '63.

Nov. 30,

De. 1,'04.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

May 25,

25, '64.

Aug. 29,

30. '62

Dee. 16,

17, '64.

Oct. 19,

19. 04.

Mav 25,

25," '64.

Oct. 10,

10, '03.

July 30,
30,"'64.

Aug. 30.

30, '64.

Right ; flap. Surg.l l.E.Sloat,14th

Ohio. Must.rcd out Dee. 6, '04.

Right ; long ant. (lap. Surg. J.

V. Hall, Otli Wis. April 4. luem.;
lig. femor'l. Aug. 18, dead bone
rem'd. Diseh'd Sept. 14, 1805.

Left ; circ. Confed. surg. Mar.,
'64, nee. June 1. gang. 11, nee.
bone rem'd. Diseh'd Aug. 3,

:

64.

1870, stump tender.

P.ight : ant. post. flap. Surg. C.
W. Crary, 185th N. Y. Diseh'd
July 26, ieo5.

Left : flap. Surg. Q. T. Stevens,
77th N. Y. Diseh'd June 10. '05.

Right : lat. flap. Snrg.W. II. Gib-
bon, 15th Iowa. Sept. 10, gang.
Diseh'd May 20, 1865.

Right : circ. Jan. 7, '05, nee. bone
rem'd. Diseh'd June 10, 1805.

Left ; bi-lat. flap. Confed. surg.
Diseh'd Aug. 31. 1805.

Left. Surgeon Walls. Recovery.

Left; flap. A. Surg. D. Haider-
man, 40th O. Dis. May 9, '05.

Left; flap: bone prot. Dec. 30.

rem. of hone. Dise'd May 30,'05.

Left ; bi-lat. skin flaps. Surg. W.
Vasburgh, 1 1 1th N. Y'. Diseh'd
August 2, 1805.

. Surgeon Wilson, C. S. A.
Recover}-.

L't ; lat. flap. Surg.II.McKonnnn,
17th Wis. V. R. C. April I, '65.

Left. Diseh'd Feb. 20, 1803.

Right ; flap. Diseh'd April 19,

1864.

Right : flap. Surg. A. A. Stocker.

3d Mass. Mustered out.

Left ; (la)'. Surg. A. S. Coe, 147th

N. Y. Diseh'd June 22, 1865.

Left ; cire. Surg. 1'.W. Lytic, 30th
Illinois. Furl'd Feb 7. 1865.

Right ; cire. Confed. surg. Dis.

June 20, '05. lleamp. Sept., '66.

Left. Surg. R. ISattey, C. S.A.
Recovery.

Left : circ. Surg. L. D. Harlow,
U. S. Y. Pro. Mar. June 16, '65.

Left; flap. Surg. It. A. Dodson,
IstMd.Cav. Diseh'd Jan. 12, '65.

Left. Surgs. Salmon and Page.
Recovery.

Right; ant. post. flap. Surg. J.

Halter, 38th O. Dis. May 26, '65.

Left ; ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.
J. U. Owens. Provost Marshal
March 1. 1805.

Left : cire. Surg. — Hays. I' rag.

bone rem'd. Dis'd July 18. '05.

Left ; circ. Surg. E. Batwell. 14th

Mich. Diseh'd Oct. 17,1805.
Left; ant. post. flap. Sloughing.
Exchanged Feb. 16, 1865.

Left. Surg. A. M. Wilder, U.S.V.
Mustered out June 30, 1805.

Right ; circ. To Regiment Feb.
18, 1865.

; eire. Furlougbed August
23, 1801.

Right. Surg. J. S. Ross, llth N.
11. Sent to Confederate lines.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Provost
Marshal March 17, 1865.

Right. Doing well.

Right ; circ. Diseh'd Juno 22,
1805.

Left. Surg. J. Y. Cantwell. 82d
Ohio. Diseh'd Feb. 23, 1863.

Left: ant. post. flap. Surg. V. B.
Kennedy, 5th Minn. Diseh'd
June 5, 1805.

Right ; flap. Diseh'd June 9, '05.

Left : flap. Diseh'd Jan. 2. '05.

Left : ant. post. flap. Surg. J. P.
Prince. 36th Mass. Discharged.

Right ; lat. flap. Nov. 9th. gang.:
luem. 22, lig.; erysip. Diseh'd
May 15. '65. 1870, stump slou'g.

Right ; circ. Surg. S. P. Bonner,
47th O. Diseh'd May 3, 1865.
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239
240)

257

258

259

260

sei

263

263

264

265

266

867

368

369

270

273

272

273

Name. Militant
Demckhtion, and Age.

Dunn, J. W., PL, K, lid

Wisconsin.
Donn, M.,Corp'l,H.40th
Penn., ago 21.

Dyer, J., PL. F, 80th N
York, age 20.

Em«, 7".j!,Serg
-

t,I.13th
Alabama, age 22.

Eastwood, J. S., I't.. II,

48th Illinois, age 19.

Edge. TV. L.. PL, O. 10th

S. Carolina, age 23.

Edmonds, J. J.. PL, D,
90th Penn., age 38.

Edwards. W, PL, C, 20th
North Carolina, age 19,

Edwards.G., Pt.. F, 30th
C. Troops, age 21.

Ehle, J. N., PL, D, 2d
Wisconsin.

Ehle. W., Pt., A, 14th
New York.

Eidson, J. \T., Lieut..

G, 7th South Carolina.

Elam, It. S.. Corp'l, E.

2Jtl Va. Bat'rv, age 32.

Elt'wing, N. A., Major,
48th N. Y., age 33.

Elliott, J. J., PL, L, 1st

Maine Lav., age 20.

Ellen, II., Pt.,C,3d Mo.,
ago 27.

Ellis, P., Pt., II, 21st Me.

Ellis, R., PL, C, 81st In-

diana, age 21.

Ellsner, C Pt., B, 20th
Mass., age 35.

Ellwood, .1.. PL. I, 2d
Mich., age 28.

Embrec, II. A., I't., C.

5th N.Y. II. A., ago 23.

Emerson, S., Corp'l, C,
8th Maine, age 44.

Esehbaeh.H..l'L.I.I18th
Penn., ago 48.

Estle..I.L.P.,PL,II, 27th
Ohio.

Estcs. 15. V., PL, F, 10th
Kentucky, age 24.

Evans. J. B., PL. I), 24th
Ind., age 20.

Ever!!/. A. F.,Pt..A,l0th
Virginia.

<Eioell.liS.JAvut.-Gen-
eral.

'Fabry, J., PL, K, 4th
Artillery, age :18.

Far/an. J. II.. Lt.-Col.,

1.1th Ala., age 29.

Fagar, W., PL, B, 50th
New York, age 10.

Farter, C. J., Capt., n,

5th N. Y. Cav., age 42.

Fasnucht, W. E,, PL, O,
147th Penn., age 20.

Fawlks, X. (}., PL, D,
13th Tenn. Cavalry,
age 45.

Fay, J. 8., PL, F, 13th
Massachusetts.

Dates.

274 Ferguson, D., Lieut., A,
113th Illinois, age 27.

Field, A.. Corporal, C,
113th Ohio, age SO.

Finke, F.. Corp'l, F, loth
Illinois, age 26.

Finnegan, T., PL. F, 72d
New York, age 45.

June 9,

9, '03.

May 25,

26, 27,

1864.

June 4,

5, '64.

Aug. 10,

19, '64.

July 21,

21, '04.

De.31,'6!
Jan. I/O,!

June 19,

19. '64.

July 0,

9, 04.

July 30,

30, '04.

Sept. 14.

15, '02.

July 1.

2. '0.'.

Sopt 20,

20. 03.

July 2,

2. '03.

Feb. 21,

21. '6.-,.

Aug. 25,

20, '64.

May 28,

28, '64.

May 27,
28," '63.

June 23,

23, '64.

May 5,

0. '04.

Mar. 5,

5, '61.

July 18,

19. '64.

July 24.
20,' '64.

June 22,

22, '04.

Mar. 13,

13, '02.

Sept. 1,

3, '04.

April 0.

0. '65.

Aug. 28.

28, '02.

Aug. 30,

;», '62.

Aug. 10.

17, '64.

July 3,

3, '03.

\ug. 14,

15, '04.

Sept. 10,

20, '64.

May 25,

26, '64.

April 12,

13, '64.

April 30,

30, '63.

Jan. 11.

11, '63.

June 22.

22, '64.

Mar. 21.

21. '05.

July 23,
24,' '63.

Operations. Operators,
Result.

Right. Disch'd February 9, '04.

Both : circ: (li'd of r't fib. exo. on
25th :j gang. Aug., '04. reamp.
right mid. third. May. 05. ncc.
bono rem'd from left. Disch'd
An?. 17, '65. Died Oct. 23, '77.

Spec. 3193.
Lett ; circ. Disch'd June 20, '6.J.

Right ; circ. A. Surg. A. E. Ar-
nold, C.8.A. Trans. Nov. 29,'64.

Left :doub. flap. Surg. W.Lomax,
12th Ind. Disch'd July 2, 1805.

Left: circ. Furl'd June 10, '63.

Left; circ. Surg. D. A. Chamber-
lain. 04th N.Y. Sub. operut'n.

Dis. Scpt.21,'04. '70. had stump.
Right. Surg. — Iiissell, C. S. A.
Exoh'd Sept. 21, 1804. Retired
Jan. 17. 1805.

Right; Hap. Surg. G. J. Potts,

23d C. T. Feb., L865. nee. bone
rem'd. Disch'd July 20, 1805.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Mar. 5, 1803.

Right ; flap. Discharged.

Right. Surg. — Carlisle. Re-
covery.

Right. Sept. 23, nee. bone rem'd.
Provost Marshal Oct. 13, 1853.

Right ; circ. Surg. A. D. Palmer,
0th Me. M. "Ut Sept. 12, 1805.

Right; flap, footed, surgeon.
Disch'd June 30, 1805.

Left : flap. Surg. G. L. Carhart,
31st Iowa. Disch'd Sept. 27, '64.

Left; circ. Surg. O. E. Brickett,

21st Maine. M.out Aug. 25. '03.

Right; (lap. Surg. C.J. Walton,
21st Ky. Disch'd May 22. 1865.

Loft : ant. posterior flap. Disch'd
June 0. 1865.

Left : flap. Surg. O. B. Cogswell.
20th Mass. Disch'd Sept. 5, '64.

Loft : flap. Confed. surg. Disc'd
June 3. 1805.

Left ; flap. Surg. H. C. Leven-
saler, 8th Me. July 18, '65, seq.

seven ins. long rem'd. Disch'd
October 11, 1805.

Left; bi-Iat. flap. Surg. W. Hoi-
brook. 18th Mass. Exfoliation.
Disch'd June 30, 1805.

Right : flap. Surg. W. R. Thrall.

27th O. Disch'd Aug. 20, 1802.

Left; circ. A. Surg. R. W. Var-
ney, 31st O. Duty Nov. 29, '64.

Right ; flap. Disch'd June 5, '05.

Left. Surg. — Walls. Recovery.

Left. Surg. II. McGulre, C. S. A.
Returned to active service.

Left : eire. Surg. G. W. Jackson,
53d 1 'can. Exf.»l.: abscess. May
15. '70, atop, hip

i
t. .Specs. 5084,

5085,5087, .",000.5702.

Left. July ill, rem. of nee. bone.
Exeh'd anil furlotighed.

Left; flap. Disch'd Nov. 7, 1864.

R't; circ. Surg. L.P.Woods, 5th

N. Y. Cav. Disch'd Jan. 11, '05.

Left ; circular. Recovery.

Left: ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.
C. Pitch. Erysipelas. Disch d
October 20, 1804.

Right ; circ: (amp. f. arm.) Surg.
A.W.Whitney, 13th Mass. Dis-
charged ScpL 19. 1803.

Left. Surg.O. S.Walker, 0th Mo.
BoneproL; hsems.; lig. femoral.
Disch d Sept. 3, 1863.

Left: Hap. Surg. A. Wilson, 113th
Ohio. Disch'd Aug. 17, 1S04.

Right : flap. Surg. A.B.Monohan.
03d Ohio. Disch'd June 27, '05.

R't : lat. flap. Surg. C. K. Irwine,

72d N. Y. June, 'tit, nee. bone
extracted. Disch'd July 2, '64.

NO.

278

279

280

281

282

283

284

285

286

2-7

2>8

289

290

201

202

203

294

2U5

296

297

298

299

300

301

302

303

304

305

306

3f>7

308

309

310

311

312

313

314

315

316

317

Name, Military
Description, and Age

Fisher. E. D., PL, A, —
Louisiana, age 19.

Fisher, N., I't., H, 37th
Ohio, age 27.

Fitzherbert, A., PL, E,
11th Maine, age 20.

Fitzpatrick, J., PL, F,
8th N. Jersey, age 23.

Fleming, J., PL, D, 2d
Artillery, age 21.

Flood, W., PL, C, 1st

Md. P. II. B., age 20.

Fogorty, M. J., Pt., F,
12th Infantry.

Fogg, H. M., PL, E, 1st

Maine, age 22.

Foote, M. J., Capt., B,
70th X. York, age 28.

Ford, C, PL, C, 106th
Pennsylvania.

Ford, J'. A., I't., H. 38th
Wisconsin, age 30.

Foreman, A., PL. 11,150th
Pennsylvania, age 21.

Fox, J., PL, D, 16th
Michigan, age 24.

Franks, J. W..PL, E, 6th
Iowa Cavalry.

Franklin, D. It., Pt., A,
30th Georgia.

Frajter, J.S.,Vt, B, 44th
Tennessee.

Frazier, J. Ii.. Corp'l, F,
20th New York.

Freeman, A. B., PL, E,
69th Indiana.

Freeman, A. J., Pt., C,
115th N. Y., ago 10.

Freeman, I\.Pt.,D,139tli
Penn., age 40.

Frishan. A", Pt., E, 21st
Mississippi.

Fuller, C. A., Lieut., C,
61st New York.

Fulke, C, Pt., H, 11th
Penn. Reserves.

Gallagher, II., pt , K,
09th Penn., ago 22.

Galusha, C, Pt., D, 17th
Infantry.

Galvin, ']., PL, D, 14th
Michigan, age 20.

Garnett, W. H., Pt., B,
33th Conn., age 21.

Garrahan, W., PL, 7th
N. Y. H. A., age 28.

Garvey, J., Pt., E, 99th
Penn., ago 34.

Gatehell, A. A., PL, A,
30th Iowa, age 26.

Gates, G. W,"Corp'l, I,

140th N. Y., age 30.

Geer, I. S., Capt., C, 3d
Michigan, age 30.

Gentry, T., PL, F, 27th
Indiana.

Gerke, II.. Lieut., I, 52d
New York.

Gerolri,G.F..Vt.,E, 19th
Virginia.

Gerrish, W., I't., H, 20th
Maine, ago 28.

Gibbs. G. A.. I't., D, 18th
Mississippi.

Gibbs. IF. 5. S., PL, A,
12th Miss., age 22.

Gilford, J.O..PL, B, 26th
Michigan, ago 20.

Gilchrist, I). R., PL, H,
3d Vermont, age 22.

De.30,'62.

Ian. 1, '03.

Nov. 25,

25, '03.

April 0,

0, '65.

April 2,

2, '65.

Nov. 8,

8, '63.

Mar. 1,

2. '04.

Aug. 18,

19. '04.

Oct. 10,

20, '04.

June 17,

17, '64.

Sept. 17.

17, '02.

April 2.

2, '05.

July 1.

1. '03.

May 17,

18.' '65.

Aug. 28,

31). '64.

July 20,

20. 04.

Sept. 19,

10, '03.

Dec. 13,

14, '62.

Aug. 30,

30, '02.

May 7,

7, '64.

Sept. 19,

20, '64.

May 6,

7, '64.

July 2,

3, '03.

Dec. 13,

14, '02.

May 5,

6, '04.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

July 6,

6, '64.

Oct. 28.

28, '64.

June 3,

3, '64.

April 6,

6. '65.

Oct. 5,

6, '64.

May 5,

6, '64.

May 6,

6, '64.

Sept. 17,

10, '02.

June 3.

3, '62.

Juno 27,

28. '02.

June 3.

4, '04.

June 23,

23. '64.

May 12,

12, '64.

Nov. 30,
3'i. '63.

May 5.

5, '64.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

ant. post. flap. Surg.W.A
ry, 08th Penn. Disch d Jun<

Left. To Camp Morton March
22. 1803.

Right; circ. Surg. A. Weiden-
bach, 37th Ohio. Disch'd Oct. 1,

1804. Spec. 3216.
Right: ant. post. flap. Surg. H.
C. Levensalcr. 8th Me. Disch'd
June2U, 1805.

Left. Mustered out July 28, '65.

Left; flap. Disch'd July 4, '05.

Right ; skin flap ; circ. muscles.
A. A. Surg. W. S. Adams. Dis.

May 27, '04. Died Dec. 6, teta.

and expos, after reamp. &p.3936.
Right; flap. A.Surg.P.Goddard,
U.S.A. Disch'd March 9, 1805.

Left: gang.; ant. post. flap. Surg.
G.T.Stevens, 77th N.Y. Gang.;
slough'g. Disch'd June 8, ^G^.

Right. Surg. J. Ash, 70th N. Y'.

Furloughed Sept. 16, 1864.

Right. Surg.S. N. Sherman, 34th

N. Y. Disch'd Jan. 10, 1863.

Right; circ. Surg. W. B. Fox,
8th Mich. Disch'd Juno 1, 1865.

Loft ; ant. post. flap. Oct. 11,bone
prot. rem. Disch'd Dec. 14, '04.

Slice. 2597.

Right : ant. post, skin flap ; circ.

sect. inns. Disch'd Aug. 5, '65.

Left ; doub. flap. Surg. O. Hoyt,
30th Wis. Disch'd Mar. 30, '65.

Left. Sent to Prison Oct. 31, "64.

. Surgs. Jackson and Ganna-
wtiy. Recovery.

Lett. Disch'd June 6, 1863.

Left. A. Surg. W. B. Witt, 69th
Ind. Disch'd March 20, 1803.

Left ; flap. Disch'd May 10, '65.

Left
Barr
8, 1805.

Right. Asst. Surg. G. H. Peets,
21st Miss. Recovery.

Left. Surg.CS.Woods.66th N.Y.
(H'dhuin.cxc.) Dis. Dcc.15,'63.

Left. Disch'd Oct. 24, 1803.

Left: circ. Surg. G. L. Potter,

145th Penn. M. out July 1, 1805.

Nee. stump, Died Nov. 20, '69;

consumption.
Right. Disch'd June 15, 1863.

1870, stump discharging.
Left : circ. Surg.E.Batwell, 14th
Mich. Gang.;exf. Disch'd June
19, 1865.

Right. Mustered out Oct. 24, '65.

Right ; circ. Surg. P. E. Hubon,
28th Mass. Sept. 30, seq. rem'd.
Disch'd July 6, 1865.

Right : circ. Surg. II. F. Lyster,
5th Mich. Disch'd June 20 '65.

Left ; circ. Surg. W. L. Leonard,
7th III. Disch'd Dec. 16, 1864.

Right : circ. Surg. J. A. Straith,

C. S. A. Gang.; car. bone rem.
Dis. Aug. 2. '65. '70, bad stump.

Right ; circ. Confed. surg. Mus-
tered out Sept. 21, 1864.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Nov. 29, '62.

Right. Surg. J. C. Rappold, 52d
N.Y'. Bone prot.; subs, opera.
Disch'd May 23, 1865.

. Surg. Chancellor, 19th Va.
Recovery.

Left; double ant. flap. Disch'd
Jan. 14, 1805.

. Surg. Griffin, C. S. A. Re-
covery.

Right; ciro. Retired Mar. 2, '65.

Left. Disch'd June 15, 1864.

Left : flap. Surg. G. T. Stevens,
77th N.Y. July I, nee. bone rem.
Disch'd Aug. 12,'65. Spec. 2814.

1 McOimtK (H.), Shot Wounds of Joints, in Richmond Med. Jour.. 1866. Vol. I. p. 262.

'Oils (C. A.), Mem. of a Cast of lie-amp. at the Hip. in Am. Jour. Med. Sci's, 1871, Vol. LXI, N. S., p. 141, Circular No. 3, p. 215, S.O. O., 1871.
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Kami:, Military
Description, and Aoe.

Gill, C, Corp'l. F, 105th
Penn., ago 22.

Glass, J., Corp'l, G, 48th
Mississippi.

Comer, A. /'., Lieut., F,
3d Virginia, ago 27.

Goodex, 1-., l't., E, 29th
Penn., age 22.

Gorman, IF. fl, Pt.,—

,

1st Man-land Battery.
Gorman, 'T. J., l't., —

,

83d Ohio, age 21.

Gould, 11. P., Serg't, G,
12th Kentucky, age 24.

Gould, J., Pt., H, 2d
Col'd Troops, age 40.

Graeter, C, Pt., K, 7th
Ohio.

Graham, M.J..Lieut., F,

9th New York, age 25.

Grant, G., Pt., K, 161st

New York, age 18.

Greene, C. T., Capt. and
A. A. General, U. S.V.,

age 22.

Green, J., Pt., B, 34th
New York, age 24.

Green, .1., Pt'., B, 8tll

Penn. Cavalry.

Green, P., Pt., F, 3d Vt.,

age 33.

Greenleaf. II., Seaman,
U. S. S. Iroquois.

Greenlief, LI., Corp'l, G,
17th Mass., age 25.

Greer, J. S.. Pt., I, 43d
Ohio, age 28.

Greer, T. I., Lieut., B.
18th S. C, age 22.

Griffin, J., Pt., B, 9th
Maine, age 27.

Griffin, J. J., Pt., I, 50th
Georgia, age 27.

Grimes, S. R., Corp'l. C,
47th Alabama, age 21.

Grim, D. D, Pt., D, 1st

Cavalry, ago 23.

Gronoble, I. I , Pt., I,

148th Penn., age 18.

Grouse, B., Pt., B, 13th
Conn., age 25.

Graver, J. IF..Pt.,E,29th

Georgia, age 20.

Guetlther, II., Pt ,G,65th
Illinois, age 21.

Haberkorn, J., Pt., I, 7th
Wisconsin, age 21.

Hagem3-er, A., Pt., C,
lSthN.Y.H.A., age 30.

Hair, R. A., Pt., E, 5th
S. Carolina, ago 3 I.

Halfpenny, J., Pt., H,
90th Penn., age 18.

Hall, J.W., Capt., K, 4th

N. Y. Cavalry, age 23.

Ball, M. Y., Pt., A, 31st
Virginia.

Hall, W., Pt., H, 4th W.
Virginia.

Hamilton, J. F., Pt., G,
39th Illinois, age 21.

Hammer, L., Pt., C, 47th
Ohio.

Hampel, A., Corp'l, E,
8Jd Illinois, ago 28.

Bampton, T. E., Pt., I,

14th South Carolina.
Bamrick,A., Pt., E, 45th
Tenn., age 25.

Hancock, J. W., Pt., H,
1st Kentucky Cavalry.

Bancoclc, W. *£., Pt., D,
42d Miss., ago 25.

Hardendorf, A., Pt., D,
6th N. York Cavalry.

Oct. 27,

29, '04.

June 27,

27. 'C4.

Julv 3,

3,
;
U3.

Slav 15,
15,' '04.

Juno 15,

15, '03.

April 8.

10, '04.

Aug. 0,

0,
7
64.

July 1.

1, '04.

Sept. 17.

17, '02.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

April 8,

10, '04.

Nov. 27,

27, '03.

Sept. 17,

19, '02.

July 3,

5, '63.

May 5,

7, '04.

April 22,

22, '62.

Dec. 17,

17, '62.

May 14,

14, '64.

Mar. 29,

29, '65.

Oct. 27,

27, '64.

July 2,

3. '63.

Oct. 7,

8, '64.

May 7,

7, '64.

May 10,

11, '64.

April 14,

14, '63.

Nov. 30,

De. 1, '04.

Nov. 26,

26, '64.

Feb. 6,

7, '65.

Mar. 31,

31, '65.

May 29,

30, '04.

Aug. 20,

20, '64.

June 11,

12, '64.

May 5,

5, '04.

May 19,

19, '63.

Oct. 13,

13, '6).

Mav 22,
22," '03.

Mar. 16,

10, '65.

Julv 1,

2, '63.

Nov. 30,

De.1,'64.
Jan. 17,

18, '65.

July 1,

2, '63.

Aug. 29,

29, '62.

OPERATIONS
HE;

Operators,
LET.

Right; circ. Surg. — Smith, C.

S. A. Disch'd June 28, 1865.

Left. Recovery.

Left ; circ. Surg. Mayo, C. S. A.
Provost Marshal Oct. 15, 1803.

Left; flap. A. Surg.VV. I'. Smith,
28th Penn. Abscess : bone prot.

Disch'd July 4, 1805.
. Surg. Hunter. Recovery.

Left ; flap. Surg. J. F. Hess, 96th
Ohio. Disch'd Aug. 30, 1804.

Right; circ. Surg.W. II. Mullins,

12th Ky. Disch'd July 14, '05.

Left ; circ: nee. bone discharged.
Disch'd July 27, 1805.

Left; circ. Disch'd Dec. 18, '62.

Right ; circ. Surg. G. H. Hum-
phreys, 9th N. Y. M. out May
20, '()"3. Spec. 1430.

Left; ant. pi ist. flap. Surg. J. F.
Hess, 90th O. July 21, '05, nee.

bone rem. Disch'd Aug. 10, 'Go.

Right; flap. Surgs. J. L. Dunn,
lOUthPonn. and J.A.\Volfe.29th
Penn. M. out Sept. 19, 1805.

Right ; flap ; two ins. bone rem'd

;

slough. Disch'd .Mar. 10,1803.
Right; circ. A. Surg. U. F Weir,
U. S. A. Disch'd Sept. 1, 1803.

Spec. 3897.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. E.
Phillips, 6th Vt. Disch'd May
31, 1805.

Right. Surg — Vreeland.U.S.N.
Discharged.

Left ; flap. Surg. I. F. Galloupe,
17th Mass. Disch'd May 31, '03.

Left; circ. Surg. F. M. Rose,
43d Ohio. Disch'd July 29, '05.

1670, stump discharging.
Left; circ. Released June 9, '05.

Left ; circ. Surg. A. M. Clark. V.
S.V. Gang. Disch. Jan. 30, '66.

Left; flap; ha?m. recurrent. Ex-
changed Nov. 12, 1803.

Left. Recovery Feb. 28, 1865.

Left. Discharged July 22, 1864.

Left; circ. Surg.W.C. Byington,
183d Penn. Disch'd June 8,'05.

Right; flap. Disch'd Oot 10, '03.

Left ; circ. Provost Marshal Mar.
1, 1865.

Right ; circ. Surg. — Dunn, 58th
N. C. Disch'd July 31, 1805.

Right ; circ. June 1, reamp. flap,

mid. third. Disch'd Nov. 1. '05.

Right ; flap. Surg. A. A. White,
8th Md. Disch'd Sept. 20.'05.

Left ; lat. flap. Surg. C.B.Gibson,
C. S. A. Recovered.

Left ; flap. Confed. surg. Disch'd
Sept. 8, 1805.

Lett; flap. Surg. B. G. Strccter.

4th N. Y. G M. oatJuly 17, '65.

Left. Surg. Atkinson, C. S. A.
Retired Dec. 14, 1804.

Right ; flap. Surg. E. D. Kittoe,

U. S. V. Disch'd Mar. 4, 1804.

Right; flap. Surg.C. M. Clark,
39th 111. Reamp. upper third.

Disch'd June 5, 1805.

Right; flap. Surg. S. P. Bonner,
47th Ohio. Disch'd Oct. 6, 1863.

Right; ant. post, flap (Skey's).
Disch'd Sept. 7, 1865.

Right. Surg. L.V. Hnot, C. S. A.
Paroled Sept. 5, 1803.

Right; ant. post. flap. Provost
Marshal March 21, 1805.

Left; flap. Surg. II. Brown, 1st

Ky. Cav. Disch'd Aug. 1, 1805.
Right; flaps sloughed. July 24,

reamp. middle third. Paroled
Sept. 5, 1863.

Left ; circ. Disch'd Jan. 13, 1863.

Name, Military
Description, ani> Age.

Bardee, T. J., Capt., H,
9th fieorgia.

Harding, J., PL, A, 86th
Indiana, age 28.

Harding, R., PL, I, 13th
Col'd Troops, age 22.

Hardy, A. T., PL, A, 8th
Maine, age 25.

Hare, S. P., Lieut., D,
49th Ohio, age 23.

Ilarley, D.,Ccrp'J, I, 73d
Penn., age 30.

Harold, IV. O., Serg't, B,
57th Alabama, age 25.

Barper, IV., PL, B, 11th
Virginia.

Harris, H. D., Pt., D, 7th
New Hampshire.

Barris, W. C, Pt., A, 3d
Alabama.

Harrison, W. II., Pt., E,
39th N. Jersey, age 32.

Bart, B. F., PL, C, 55th
Virginia, age 21.

Harding, E., Pt., K, 93d
Penn., age 19.

Hartman, J., PL, A, 37th
Wisconsin, age 16.

Hartler, J., Pt., E, 50th
Penn., age 20.

Basky,N.B.,Y\., E, 20th
Georgia.

Hatch, M. T., Serg't, B,
3d Vermont, age 25.

Havcrficld.O.A., Serg't,

H, 126th Ohio, age 24.

Bayes, J., Serg't, A, 5th
North Carolina.

Bayes, T., PL, E, 25th N.
Carolina, ago 28.

Haynes, G., PL, B, 26th
Illinois.

Headley, A., PL, C, 2d
Rhode Island, age 25.

'Heckert,P.,Pt,F.120th
Ohio.

Hearing, J., Lieut., G,
58th Ohio.

Heath, P., PL, A, 9th N.
York Cavalry.

Hcbing, G.A., Pt., I, 23d
Iowa.

Heizeman,H.,Pt.,D,77th
Penn., age 19.

Helcn.G. F.,Pt.,B, 114th
Penn., age 18.

Hcllings, J., PL, H, 5th
I'enn^ Cav., age 22.

Henderson, A., PL, E,
80th N. York, age 22.

Henry, M., PL, I, 69th
Ohio, age 19.

Hensel, C. W., Pt., D,
66th Indiana, age 20.

Hensley, E., Corp'l, I,

39th Kentucky, age 18.

Berrin, T. J.,Vt., F, 10th
Georgia, age 21.

Herron, E. R., Capt., D,
4th Wisconsin, age 24.

Bickey,C. M., Pt., H, 7th
Louisiana.

Hickey, N., Scrg't,C,7th
N. Y. H. A., age 23.

Hill, J., Corp'l, B, 123d
Indiana, age 27.

Bill, J. IF., Pt., I, 10th
Alabama, age 23.

"Hiller, W. P., Pt., A,
2d N. Y. H. A., age 41.

Bints, J. D. E., Pt., H,
4th Alabama.

Hinson, T., Pt., G, 39th
Indiana.

Binson, W. B., Pt., n,
25th N. G, age 37.

Dates.

Nov. 16,

10, '63.

Nov. 25,

20, '03.

Dec. 17,

17, '04.

May 10,
10.' '04.

May 27,
27,' '04.

Nov. 25,

25, '03.

Nov. 30,

De. 1,'04

Jan. 24,

25, '64.

July 18,
19," '63.

Oct. 19,

20, '04.

April 2,

3, '05.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

Sept. 19,

19, '04.

Juno 19,

20, '64.

Slav 12,
13,' '04.

Mav 6,

0. '04.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

Sept. 21,

22, '64.

Sept. 13,

19, '04.

Feb. 14,

14, '65.

Aug. 3,

3,
r
04.

May 5,

6, '04.

Julv 10,
10,"'63.

April 29,

29, '63.

June 11,

11, '64.

May 17,

17, '63.

Mav 14,

14, '64.

Julv 2,

3, '63.

April 2.

2, '65.

Aug. 14,

14, '64.

Nov. 25,

20, '63.

May 14,

14, '61.

Oct. 2,

2, '64.

April 6,

6, '65.

May 27,

27, '63.

July 1,

1, 63.

Oct. 12,

12, '64.

July 28,

28, '64.

Oct. 28,

29, '64.

July 27,
27,' '64.

Mav 6,

6, '64.

April 7,

8, '62.

Sept. 19,

19, "04.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Right. Surg — Gilmore, C. S. A.
Recover}'.

Left ; flap. Surg. W. J. Burgess,
17th Ky. Disch'd Nov. 12,^64.

Left ; flap. A. A. Surg. J. S. Gilt-

ner. Disch'd Oct. 12, 1805.

Left; double flap. Duty Dec.
14, 1864.

Right; circ. A.Surg.Wr.H.Park,
49th O. Disch'd Oct. 25, 1864.

Left. Discharged May 30, 1864.

Died Sept. 14, 1809. '

Left ; ant. posterior flap. Provost
Marshal March 1,1865.

. Surg. — Triplcr, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Right; flap. Surg. W.W.Brown,
7th N. H. Disch'd Mar. 4, 1804.

Lett ; circ. Surg.J.M.G.McGuire,
('. S. A. Prov. Mar. April 8, '65.

Loft ; circ. Surg. J. H. Kimball,
31st Me. DischM Aug. 18, 1865.

Left. Surg. — Spence, C. S. A.
Retired April 1, 1865.

Rie-ht : double flap. Subs, opera.
Disch'd March 23, 1666.

Left ; flap. Surg. W. 1!. Fox", 8th
Mich. Jane 27, hum.; lig. fern.

Disch'd Aug. 14, 1805.

Left; circ; gangrene; bone prot.

Disch'd Aug. 19, 1665.
Left. Surgeon — Secan, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right; ant. post. flap. Surg. E.
Phillips. 6th Vermont. Slough-
ing. Disch'd July 25. 1865.

Right ; gangrenous. Discharged
May 22, 1865.

Right ; circ. Surg. Hicks.C.S.A.
Released April 1, 1865.

Left. Paroled May 11, 1865.

Right ; circ. Surg. J. II. Hutchi-
son, 15th Mich. Disch'd Aug.
28,1804. Feb. 28, 1805, flap re-

amp. middle third.

Left; flap. Sept. 15, necro. bone
remo. Disch'd May 4, 1865.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Oct. 7, 1863.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Dec. 23, '63.

Left ; flap. Duty Sept. 1, 1864.

Left ; circ. Surg. J. C. Ross, 94th
111. Disch'd Aug. 17, 1863.

Right: flap. Surg. S. II. Kersey,
30th Ind. Disch'd Mar. 28, '05.

Right ; flap. Healed by first in-

tention. Disch'd April 12, '04.

Right; flap. Disch'd Julv 19,

1805.

Left; circ. Disch'd April 26, '65.

Left; lat. flap. Surg. L. Slusser,

69th Ohio. Nee. bone removed.
Disch'd Feb. 6, 1865.

Right; flap. Disch'd Jan. 13, '65.

Right ; circ. Surg. J.G. Hatohitt,

U. S. V. Disch'd June 20, 1865.

Left; flap. Released June 14, '65.

Right. Disch'd Nov. 20, 1863.

Left. Surg. — Davis, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Left ; circ. Surg. J. E. Pomfret,
7th New York Heavy Artillery.

Disch'd Aug. 15, 1865.

Right ; flap. Surg. A. M.Wilder,
U. S. V. Disch'd June 24, 1805.

Right. Disch'd Jan. 15, 1605.

Left. Teale's op.; ant. post. flap.

Surg.J.W.Wishart, 140th Penn.
Disch'd April 3, 1865.

Right. Surg. — Hudson, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right ; flap. Disch'd Sept. 25, '63.

Right: circ. Surg. Bissell, 28th
N. C. Prison Jan. 5, 1865.

'BRYAV (J.), Casts of Amputationsfrom tin Armies of the Southwest, in Am. Med. Times, 1863, Vol. 7, p. 258, Case XXXI.
'O'Meaoiier (W.), Surgical Cases from Field Eospitals, in Med. and Surg. Rep., 1865, Vol. XII, p. 253.
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403

404

405

400

407

408

409

410

411

413

413

414

115

410

417

418

41!l

42»

421

423

424

425

426

427

428

429

430

431

432

433

434

435

43fi

437

438

439

440

441

442

443

444

445

440

447

NAME, MILITARY
DESCRIPTION, AMI Ai;

Uitt, H. I., Ft., P, 3d
South Carolina.

Bodains, I. M., Pt., I).

34 th N. C, age 30.
Hoffman, P., Corp'!, IS,

li'7th Ohio, ago 21.

Bogt, W. F., 1't., Kirk-
Patrick's Battery.

Hollingshoad, A.,Pt., K,
2d West Virginia.

Holt, A., Pt., 5, 12th X.
Carolina, ago 20.

Hopkins, l I.. 1't., K, 7th
Michigan

.

Hopkins, W..Pt.,C,lllth
Penn., ago 21.

Homer, G. W., 1't., (!.

17th I (bio, age 22.

Horton, \V. M.. Serg't,

11, 81st X. V.. age 34.

Howard, 11. II., 1't., Cr,

1 14th N. V . ago 23.

Howard, I'.M.D., It., L,
1st Me 11. Art., age 20.

Howald, C , Corp'I, K,
10th Mich., age 21.

Howe, It. P.,Pt ,O.120th
New York, aire 33.

Bowland,J., — , 11, 1st

Georgia.
Bmilr, II. M., 1't., r, 31th
.North Carolina.

Huffman, .1.. Corp'I, M,
1st l'enn. Cav , age 28.

Hughes, E., 1't.. 1. 55th
l'enn., age 23.

Hume, J.,Lieut..l'.UHth
New York, uge 31.

Humphries, H.. 1't., I,

45th Alabama, ago 31.

Humphrey, \Y. II.. I.t..

C. 4th Vermont, age 2.'.

Hunt. ('. E., Lieut , C,

59th X. York, age 30.

Hunter, Ii. F.. 1't., K,
19th Georgia, age 33.

Hunter,C.,Corp'l,( 1,25th

Indiana, age 21.

Button. fl"., Serg't, B,62d
Virginia, age 20.

Ingruham, P., Pt., E, 1st

Maine l lav . ;nr»' 3.'.

Irhy, A. V., 1't., D, 41th
Virginia.

Ivors, J., It., K, Kith

Iowa.
Jackson, J., It., A, 22d
Cl'd Troops, age 25.

Jacobs, J., l't.,K, 1st Me.

Janney, J., It., II, 1-lth

New York.
Jarvis, It., It., E, 3d X.
Hampshire, ago 19.

Jenkins, E., It.. K, 125th
Illinois, age 19.

Johnson, L. D„ Pt., P,
9th Tenn. Cav., ago 44.

Johnson, S., It., D, 23d
Massachusetts.

Johnston. T.. It., H, 8th
Xew York, age 24.

Jones, 1>. M.,LIeut.-CoI.,
110th Pennsylvania.

Jones, E. \V., Serg't, H.
26th Illinois, age 20.

Joss, J. C. Lieut., Cr, 2d
Michigan, age 23.

Judge, T.. Serg't, II. 63d
New York, age 33.

Kahl, M ,
1't., A, 37th O.

age 37.

Kane. J. J., Lieut., 11,

6th Ala., age 24.

Kaufman, W. II., It.. A,
9th l'enn. Cav., age 20.

Kaylor, A., Corp'I. I, 2d
Ohio Cav.. age 25.

Kcan, J., It.. E, 42.1 X
York, age 30.

OPERATIONS, OPERATI
RESULT.

July 1,

I. %i.
July 1,

1. '03.

Jillv 3,

3, '03.

June 3.

3. '64.

June 8.

9, '02.

May 2,

2. '63.

June 1.

1. '02.

July 3,

4. '63.

May 14.

14, '64.

.In!,'' :',

5. '04.

Sept. 19,

19, '04.

June 18.

19. '04.

Sept. 3,

3. 04.

July 30,
30.'64.

Sept. 14,

II, '02

.1 line 27,

29, '03.

July 28,

28. '64.

Sept. 29,

3n, '01.

Mav 5,

5, '64.

Nov. 29.

29, '64.

April 2,

2, '05.

Mav 9,

10. Vl.
July 7,

7, '04.

Aug. 10,

13, 111.

Sept. Ill,

19, '04.

Aug. 33.

23, '64.

Sept. 17.

17, '02.

Mav 10.

17, '03.

Sept. 29,

30, '64.

Sept. 2.

2, '04.

July 1,

2, '03.

Mav 13,

15,' '04.

July 19,

19, '64.

Aug. 11,

14, '64.

Mar. 14.

14. '02.

June 3,

4, '04.

JulyS,
2. '03.

Mar. 22.

2.1, '05.

Mav 0,

0, '04.

Oct. 19,

19, '04.

Mar. 21.
nn 'i;-

Jn'lv 2.

2. '03.

Pec. 31.

31. 02.

Mar. 31.

\p. CO.!.

Mav 12,

12,' '04.

Right. Surg. — Samnnmil, C. S.

A. Ilis.h'd October 14, 1802.
Lett: flap. Exchanged Nov. 12,

1803.

Lett: circular. Surg.— Pureell.
Disch'd July 30, 1804.

. Surg. — t'apers, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Lett ; tlap. Surg. It. \V. Hazlett,

2d W. Va. Disch'd Aug. 22,'02.

Lei't;circ. Surg.— Hieks.C.S.A.
I'm I'd Oct. 4, 1801.

Right. Surg. A. N. Dougliertv,
(J.S.V. Disch'd March 5, 180

r
3.

Lett. Surg. G. P. Oliver, 111th
l'enn. Discharged.

Right; double flap. Vet. Reserve
Corps Jan. 14, 1865.

Left; circ. Disch'd Jan. 19, 1805.

Left; circ.; necrosis. Discharged
Mav 20. 1805.

Right; tlap. Duty Oct. 36, 1865.

Right; tlap. Surg. C, II. Mills,

125th 111. Mustered out, 1805.

Right; ant. post. Hap. Disch'd
Jan. 7, 1805.

: Haps sloughed; bono prot.

rein'd; smullarts. tied, lleeov.
Loll. Surg. Ross. Retired Feb.
33, 181,5.

Loll; circ. Disch'd May 30, '05.

Stump unsound in 1870.

Right; Hap. Surg. — Mitchell,

U.S.A. Nee. ; rein, seip Disch'd
I'cb. 38, 1866,

Lett. Disch'd Oct. 13, 1801.

Left ; circ. Provost Marshal Mav
0. 1805.

Right; Hap. Surg. CIS. Park, jr.,

11th Vt. Pyssmia. Dise'dAug.
3, 1865.

Lett; tlap. Surg.W. J. l'.itrr, 42d
N. Y. Disch'd Sept. 31, 1804.

Right
;
(also wound of right arm.)

Retired January 13, 1865
Right: circ. Surg. F. M. Rose,
43d Ohio. ll;eui.: gang.; necr.
bone ext'il, 1805. Disch'd Dec.
3, '63. '70, stump open. i$p.4247.

lit ; circ. Surg. — Love, C.S.A.
Sloughing. Prison Feb. 10, '05.

Left; Hap. Surg. \V. P.. Itezncr,
oth O. Cav. Disch'd June 84, '65.

Right, Furloughed Nov. 21. 01.

Left; flap. Disch'd Aug. 14, '03.

Right; circ. Disch'd April 10, '03.

. Surg. A. II.Ilamsio.C.S.A.
Recovery.

Lelt; circ". Disch'd April 12, '01.

Left; double flap. Feb.21, reamp.
nee. bone. Disch'd Oct. 20, '05.

Right; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
Sept. 9, 1805.

Right : circ. Prov. Marshal Nov.
10, 1864.

Left; circ. Surg. G. Derby, 23d
Mass. Discharged.

Right: flap. Sursr. M. Rizer, 72d
l'enn. Disch'd May 31, 1805.

Left; circ. Surg. P. s. Hays.
1 loth Penn. Disch'd Oct. 9. '03.

Right; tlap. Surg. A. Sabine,
7oth Ohio. Disch'd Juno 18, '05.

Left. Surgeon E. J. Bonino, 2d
Mich. Disch'd Sept. 20, 1804.

Left; ant. post. flap. Discharged
April 1(1. 1805.

Left; bilateral flaps. Surg. I
1'. N.

Barnes,! 16th 111. Dis.Oct.21,'65
,

Left. Surg. Whitfield, C. S. A.
Provost Marshal March 17, '04.

Left. Disch'd Sept. 18, 1803.

Right; circ. Mustered out Juno
o. 18-;.-,.

Left : flap. Surg. W. J. llurr. 48d
N. Y. Disch'd Feb. 16, 1865.

11-

419

450

151

152

453

451

455

450

457

458

459

100

401

402

103

464

105

100

407

468

109

470

471

473

473

474

175

470

477

478

479

480

481

482

483

484

485

ISO

1-7

t-

NAMI'. MILITARY
DESCIIIl'TION, AM' AGE.

Keegan, J., Corp'I, D,
58th Pennsylvania.

Keep, II. S.", Corp'I, I.

142d l'enn., ago 25.

Keller, C, It., B, 43d
Illinois, ago 19.

Keller. S. P., Corp'I. E,
1st Maryland, age 23.

Kelley, E., Corp'I, C,33th
Indiana, age 20.

Kelley, J., Pt.. H, 60th
Indiana, age 39.

Kelley, J. R., Pt.,B,14th
Georgia.

Kelly, T. J., Vt., D, 49th
Xew York, age 19,

Kelly, T., It., G, 183d
l'enn., age 35.

Kelly, V. H., Corp'I, P.,

108th N. York, age 22.

Kelly, W., Pt., I, 100th
Indiana, age 20.

Kemp, It., Pt., K, Oth
N. Y. H. A., ago 33.

Kennedy, J., Pt., G,42d
Xew York, age 42.

Kennedy, J..l't..B, 110th
Pennsylvania, age 20.

Kennedy, J.,Pt.,C, 157th

Pennsylvania, age 11'.

Kennison, A , Pt.,A,19th
Maine, ago 39.

Keough, P., It., C, 33d
Xew Jersey, ago 24.

Kimball, W. II., Lieut..

I>, 47th Ohio, ago 21.

Kimberly, E. P., Pt., C.
lOth Vermont, age 311.

Kincaid, W. IL.Capt., I,

93d New York.
King, J., It., D, 124th
Ohio, age 18.

King, J. J., Pt., D, 60th
Alabama.

Kingsbury, A., Pt., I,

117th X. York, age 20.

lurcher, II., Capt., E,
12th Missouri.

Kirkham, A. W., Pt., A,
115th N. Y.,agc 32.

Kirkman, B.. Serg't, K,
10th Louisiana.

ICirkwood, B. P., Corp'I,

II, 7th Mil., age 23.

Kishbauch, A., Pt., I.

143d l'enn., age 21.

Kittlcin, J., Pt., rt,8th

Maryland, age 21.

Klett, J., Pt., F. 5th X.
Y'ork H'vy Art.,age 30.

Klinegger, P., Pt., I, 41st

Ohio, age 32.

Klinger, C , 1't., E, 3:ld

Ohio, ago 19.

Knight, A. J., Corp'I, C.
37th Mass., ago 20.

Knight, D. /;., Pt., II.

17th South Carolina.
Knight, E. ()., It., K,
97th Xew York, ago 18.

Knight, F.W., I't.,E, 9th
Maine, age 24.

Knight, W. A., Pt., II,

4th R. Island, age 25.

Krauso, J., It., B, 7th
Wisconsin, age 35.

Kresgie, P., It., I, 81st

Penn., age 21.

Kretzlcr, A., Corp'I, I),

103d Xew York.

Ruble, J. U., Pt., K, 2d
Wisconsin.

Sept. 30,

311, '04.

Mav 5,

5, ''ill.

April 0,

8, '02.

Aug. 18,

19, '04.

Mar. 21,

21, '05.

Nov. 3,

3. '03.

Mav 23,

24. ''04.

Mav 4,

5, '03.

June 3,

3, '04.

May 10,

12," '04.

Nov. 23,

23, '04.

Mav 30,

31, '64.

Mav 12,

12, '64.

Aug. 10,

10, '64.

June I:
1

.

19, '04.

July 2,

2, '63.

May 13.

14, '64.

Aug. I,

4, '04.

Sept. 19,

21, '04.

Aug. 10.

10, '04.

Doe. 10,

10, '64.

Aug. 29.

29. '04.

Sept. 29,

29, '04.

Nov. 27,

27, '03.

I'cb. 20,

29. '04.

May 4,

4, "03.

Aug. 18,

19, '04.

May 12,

12, '04.

May 5,

7,
r
64.

Aug. 25.

27. 04.

Dec. 15,

15, '04.

Aug. 5,

April 2,

2, '05.

Mar. —

,

—, '05.

May 5,

0, 111.

July 27,

27, '64.
I

Sept. 17.

17, '02.
,

Mar. 31.

Ap.l '05.

Aug. 10

10, '04.

Juno 14

14, '03.

Aug. 28,

30, '02.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left ; flap. Duty. Jan. 29, 1866,

mustered out.

Left; circ. Discharged Sept. 27,

1804.

Loft : reamp. upper third : nccro.
bonercm'il. Disch'd Mar. 9. 03.

Right; ant. post. Hap. Surg A. A.
White, 8th Md. Dis. May 14, '05.

Bight; ant. post. flap. Su'rg.A.B.
Monohan. 03d Ohio. Disch'd
July 9, leu;,.

Right. Disch'd .March 10, 1804.

Right. Surg. — Henderson, 14th
Georgia. Recovery.

Left ; long ant,, short post. flap.

Disch'd Aug. 23, '04. '07. reamp.
Right: flap. Surg. P. E. Hllbon.
S'Sfh Mass. Disch'd Mar. 2, '05.

Spec. 2934.

Right ; tlap. Sing. P. M. Wafer,
108th X. Y. Duty Sept. 19, 1804.

Left: lat. flap. Surg. B.X. Bond.
27th Mo. Disch'd June 9, 1805.

Right; (lap. Disch'd Sept. 21, '04.

Surg. S. II. Plumb.
Seq. rem. Disch'd

Right ; circ.

82d N. Y.
Oct. 5, ISO.

Right; flai>. Surg. I>. S. Hays,
llllth l'enn. M. out Jan. 17. '66.

Right; Hup. A.Snrg.N.R.Barnes,
70th N. Y. Disch'd June 30,'05.

1870, not healed.
Right: flap. Disch'd Sept. 19,

1803.

Left ; circ. Surg.N. Gay, U. S. V.
Gang. lice. 3, reamp., circ, mid.
A. Surg. J. T. Calhoun, U. S. A.
Disch'd Aug. 30, '05.

Right. Surg. S. P. Bonner, 47tll

Ohio. Disch'd Nov. 1,1804.
Left: eirc. A. Surg.W. G.Bryant,
133.1 ( Ihio. Disch'd June 12, '65.

Left; flap. Surg. S. Smith, 93d
N. Y. Disch'd Nov. 23, 1804.

Right; circ: gang. Disch'd May
1(1. '05. 187(1, stump unhealthy.

Right. Surg. — Walls, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right; circ. Surg. D. iMcl'alls.

142d N. Y. Disch'd Aug. 15, '65.

Loft ; flap
;
(also amp. right arm.)

Surg. J. Spiegelhaltcr, 12th Mo.
Mustered ont Nov. 14. 1804.

Left; flap. Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd May 20, 1865.

Right. Surg. — White. C. S. A.
Furl'd July 3, 1863.

Left : lat. flap. Surg. I!. II. Rob-
inson, 7th Md. Disch'd April

111. 1805.

Left: (Tcale's rectangular lueth.)

Slough 'g : end of bone removed.
Mustered out Dec. 28. 1805.

Left : ant. post. flap. Confed.
surgeon. Disch'd June 2, 1805.

Left ; circ. A. Surg. T. C. Smith,
llOthOhiii. Oct., reamp. Diseh.
July 7, 1805.

Right ; circ. Disch'd June 5, '05.

Right : flap
;
gang. Disch'd, 1805.

Left; ant. post. flap. Discharged
Sept. 4, 1805.

Right. Provost Marshal May 10,

1805.

Loft; circ. Surg. W. B. Cham-
bers. 97th X. Y. Dis. July 12, '65.

Left: circ. Surg. A. D. Palmer,
9th Me. M. out Oct. 4, 1805.

Right ; dou. flaii. Surg. M. Storrs,

8th Conn. Disch'd Nov. 7, 1803.

Right; Hap. Disch'd July 12, '05.

Loft : flap. Surg. J. H. Hiickman,
5th N. H. Disch'd April 13. '05.

Right : nnt. root. Hap; (amp. fore-

arm.) Surg.W. 11. Eager, jr., 103d
N. Y. Disch'd August 39, 1863,

Died July 8, '70: phthisis pulnio.

Right. Disch'd October 18, '02.

'LIDEI.L (J. A.) On Fy.rmia, in IT. S. San. Com. Mem., 1870, Surg. Vol. 1, Sect. Third, p. 535, Case XII.
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N'AMK, M I I.I 1 \KV
DESCRIPTION, AND AGE.

Kugan, M., I't., K, M.'.th

Penn., age 21.

Kurliirr. C, Pt., A, :i!st

Virginia Buttery.

Kiile, If , I't.. D, 6th N.
Carolina, age 4U.

Lako,-E.,Pt.,D,8th Penn.
Cavalry, ago 111.

Lumarsnu, .1. .1.. I't., I).

127th Illinois, age I-.

Lambert, (1., Pt., II, 53d
Indiana.

Lnmbson, .1. 1'., I't., A,
4th [own, ngc :!(!.

land,J., I't . r., lOthGa.

Landis, T. J.. Corp'l, I>.

20 Arkansas, ago 25.

I sperger, ('., I't., 1-',

lltli l'.-im., age 34.

Lapoint, v.. I't.. A. 81st

New York, age 33.

Larke, \V.. I't.. E, 9th
Wisconsin.

Luton, .1. M.. Serg't, A.
8th New Hampshire.

Lavergne, .1.. it.. Aus-
tin's Battery, age 22.

Lawrence. C, Corp'l, E.
With New V.. ik.

Lawrence. J. A.. Corp'l,

A, 77th X. Y.. age 31.

Lawrence, F. .1., I't.. B.

159th N. Y..age 17.

Lawrence, II". A'.. Lieut.,

r, 3_'d N. Carolina.
Laxton, J. /... Serg't, P,

3d Ninth Carolina-
Leach, M., I't.. C, 50th
Illinois, age 31.

Lee. T-, Pt.,K, 45th Ala.,

age 311.

Ltrmard, J. M.. I't.. ('.

;kl Georgia Cavalry.
Lewin, .1.. I't., I>,'7th

Maine, age :M.

Leyson. J., I't.. P, 20th
Mass.. age 1!'.

Liehstein. L.. Lieut., F,
98th l'enn., age 28.

Lilley. M. A.. Serg't, H,
40th Ohio, age 2(T.

515 Lindlov, 1'. W., I't., K.
lUiJil Ohio, ngc 25.

489

4911

491

492

493

494

495

496

\:>-,

498

499

500

501

502

:,i
1

1

505

508

507

508

509

510

:,i i

512

513

514

510

517

518

519

520

521

522

523

524

Operations
Rl>

OPERATORS,
I I.T.

Lindslev, M.W., Pt.. G,
1st N.Y. Drag., age2l

.

Linthurst, 0. W., Corp'l,

I, 1st l'enn. Reserves.

Little.. IT. M., Corp'l, I,

8th Louisiana.
Long, D. I!., I't.. E, 75th
Illinois.

Lnomis, D.. I't., I, 38th
Ohio, age 18.

Losie. J. M., Capt., A,
107th X. York, age 34.

Lowrev.A., Pt.,G, 104th
Ohio.

Lozier, T. H., Pt., I?, 2d
l'enn. Caw, age 18.

Liulaka, A., Pt., L, 102d
Penn., age 20.

Lulnnan. E., .Seaman,
II. S. Navy, age 28.

Lundvgan, J'., Serg't.

A, 5th C. S.
Lupton. .1. W., Pt., C,
14th N. Jersey, age 21

.

Luseonilie. F. E., It., E,
17th "Wis., age 21.

Lynch, J., Serg't, 1, 17th
Tennessee.

Madden. J. S., Capt.,D,
32d Miss., age 34.

Aug 10,

HI. '04.

Sept. 1'.'.

19, T4.

Julv 1.

2. to.
Oct. 28,

30, '1:1.

June 19.

19, '114.

o.t. 5,

5, '62.

May 14,

15, '64.

May 24.

24, '64.

Nov.30,
I)i'. 1. '04.

Mav 0.

6, '64.

June 3,

3. '04.

Sept. 30,

30, '02.

June 14,

14, '03.

Mar. 28,

28, '05.

June 10,

10, '03.

June 21.

21, '04.

Sept. 19.

20. '04.

Oct. 14.

14. 03.

June 1.

1. '04.

Mar. 21.

21, '65.

Nov. 29.

30, '04.

Sept. 21

2i). '03.

June 3,

4. '04.

Dee. 13,

13. '02.

June 18.

18. '04.

Aug. 3,

3. '04.

June IS).

21, '04.

April 2,

2, '05.

Aug. 30.

30, '02.

Feb. 10,

11, '04.

Oct. 8,

9. '02.

Sept. 1,

2, '04.

Mav 25,
20,"'04

Sept. 11
11, '62.

June 11,

11, '64.

Sept. 19.

19. '04.

Mar. J 5.

15, '03.

Sept. 20,

20, '03.

July 9,

10, ''04.

Mav 19,
20.' '63.

Sept. 20,

20, '03.

Nov. 30,

De.1,'64.

Right: cire. Surg. G. I,. I>,,ttcr.

145th Penn. M. mil I let. 30, '0.'..—
. Provost Marshal 1 17.

1864.

Hight : flap. Provost Marshal
on. 15. 1863.

Hight: ttap. Surg. W. I.. Baylor,
('. S. A. Disch'd Aug. 2!'. 1865.

I.el't : flap. Surg. A. ('.Messenger,
57th Ohio. Disch'd March 18,

1865.
Lett. Discharged April 7. 1863.

Left
;
flap. Surg. I!. N. Bond, -7th

Mo. Disch'd Oet. 7. 1663.
Right; circular. Recovery.

I'r,. MarLeft : ant. post. (lap.

Shal March 7. 1805.

Lett ; cire. Coni'cO. surg. Ulcer
ation. Disch'd March 31, 1-05.

Right: ant. post, flap; nee. seq
rem'd. Disch'd June 10. 1805
Specs. 2373, 3705.

Left ; cire. Disch'd April 20, '03.

Left ; cire. Discharged June 17
1804.

Hight: cire. Dr. Miller. June 8,

disc, bone rem'd. Aug.. '63. left

hospital. Spee.K-2.
L't:eirc: (amp. forearm.! Surg.
E. S. Hoffman, 90th N. Y. Sub.
operations. Disch'd Nov. 21, '03.

Left: ant. post. flap. Surg. G. T.
Stevens. 77th N. \*. M. out.

Left: cire. Surg. C. II. Andrus.
176th X. Y. litem. July, 1805.

seq. rem'd. Disch'dMur. 3. '66,

Left. Surgeon — P.utt. O. S. A.
Furl'd February 5, 1805.

Left. Surg. — Walker, ('. s. A.
Retired Feb. 1, 1805.

Left ; ant. post, skin flap. Disch'd
June 30. 1805.

Right : eirc. Surtr. — Ringgold,
('. S. A. Pro. Mar. April 2, '05.

. Surg. — Burton, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right. Surg. G. T. Stevens. 77th
N.Y'. Gang.; leni. prot. Disch'd
Oet. 17. 04. lie amp. Hap. mid.
third, Oct. 21. 1865.

Right. Surg. J. Dwinelle. 106th
Penn. Disch'd June 6, 1863.

Right. Surg. W. A. Barry, 98th
l'enn. Duty Nov. 15. 1805.

Hight : flap. A. Surg. I). Haider-
man, 40th Ohio. Erysipelas.
Disch'd June 9. 1805.

Left: flai>. Surg. J. H. Rodgers,
104th Ohio. Ilasm.: gangrene.
Disch'd June 30. 1805.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Oct. 29. '05.

Right. Disch'd Oet. 10. '02. Died
May 8, 1^70 : consumption and
general debility from injury.

. Surg. — Sloinenier.es. A.
Recovery.

Left. Disch'd Dec. 9, '02. Sub.
operation 1870.

Right : flap. Surg. (.'. N. Fowler,
105th Ohio. M.ont Mayl7,'05.

Right: flap. Surg. J. Chapman.
123d N. Y. Disch'd Jan. 31/05.

Left : eirc. Surg. K. G. Thomas,
104th Ohio. Disch'd Sept.28,'62.

Right ; eirc. Surg. W. M. Weid-
lnan, 2d Penn. t'av'v. Disch'd
March 2, 1805.

L't ; flap. A Surg. J. Humans, jr.,

IT. S. A. Disch'd Aug. 21, '05.

Left: flap. Disch'd Deo. 14. '63.

Died June 12, '09: e.onsumpt'n.
Left. Surg. — Vaughn, C. s. A.
Recovery.

Left : eirc*. A . Surg. R. F. Weir,
II. S. A. Disch'd April 3, 1865.
Specs. 2300. 3924.

Left; cire. Disch'd Mar. 39.'64.

Right. Surg. W. H. Gentry, 17th
Tenn. Recovery.

Left ; circular. Provost Marshal
March 1, 1805.

Name. Military
Description, and Age.

Dates.

Maddox, J
, Corp'l, K. July 2,

5th Louisiana. 2. '03.

Magee, J.. Pt., G, 2d , Mav 5.

Rhode Island. ' 5. '64.

Maher, J.. Pt.. F. 4th
' Dec. II

Infantry, age 27. 14, '63.

531

537

538

539

540

"541

542

543

544

545

540

547

518

549

5511

551

552

553

554

Malre. C. L.. Corp'l. K,
109th l'enn., age 37.

Malbry, }'. 8., I't., K,
3d Alabama.

ilallnry, D. C, Serg't,

I', 4th Virginia.

Manning, A. F., Pt., D,
50th New Y'ork.

Manning, G. IF., Pt., A,
15th Virginia.

Murlow, J., Pt.. I, 7th
Kentucky.

Marsh, D. W., I't., H,
150th N. York, age 21.

Marshall, C, Pt., B, 11th
Virginia, age 22.

Martin, H., I't.. H, 8th N.
Jersey, age 23.

Mashan, R. W., Pt.. K,
149th N. \\, age 22.

Masters, N., Pt., D, 8th
N. Y. Cavalry, age 20.

J/attotB,*.JP.,Pt.,H,13th
Virginia, age 34.

Mnvnard,M.,Pt.,D,36th
Mass.. age 20.

Mcllride. W. H.. Pt.. B,
44th Virginia, age 30.

McBride, P., Pt.. D. 1st

New Y'ork. age 23.

McCaffrey, P., I't., C,
5th X. Jersey, age 29.

McCaleb. B., Pt.. D, 1st

Tenn. Cav.. age 25.

McCanu. A. J., Serg't,

K, 36th Wis . age 23.

McCann, I).. Pt., D, 40th
New Y'ork, age 39.

McCann. II., Serg't. A,
95th Penn.. age 21.

McCarthy, B., Pt., K,
170th N. Y., age 28.

McCarthy, J., Pt., D,
139th N. Y.. age 21.

McCarthy. W., Pt., B,
27th Michigan.

McCaughev, T. M., Pt.,

1), 74th 111, age 18.

McClellan.W.R., Serg't,

A, 209th l'enn., ago 27.

McClcskey, Pt.. U. S.

Marines, age 28.

McColloch, W. M., Pt.,

K, 20th Indiana.
MeConnell. A. P.,Corp'l,

K, 121st Ohio, age 24.

563

568

June 15,

10, '64.

Mav 30,

J'ne'1,'04.

Nov. 27.

28, '03.

June 3.

3, '03.

April 13.

13, '03.

Mav 10.

16, '63.

June 29,

29, '04.

Julv 3,

3. '63.

Mar. 31,

Ap.1,'65
Mav 27,
27/'64.

June 13,

13, '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

July 20.

20, '64.

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

Sept. 1,

1, '62.

Sept. 14,

14, '64.

Sept. 22,

23, '64.

June 17,

17, '64.

Nov. 27.

28, '63.

April 2.

2, '65.

June 16,

17, '64.

June 1,

2, '64.

Oct. 11.

11, '63.

Mav 17.

18,"'64.

Mar. 23.

25, '65.

March 8

8, '62.

June 25,

26. '62.

Mar. 16,

10, '65.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

MeConnell. J., Capt., F, Mar. 25,

4th Georgia, ago 22. 26, '65.

MeConnell. J. J.. Serg't,

G,3dInd.Cav.,age25.

McCord. T. N., Pt., For-
est's Cavalry, age 28.

McCrcady, J. A., Serg't,

E, 12th Ala., age 29.

McCutcheon, O. B., Pt.,

E. 0th South Carolina.

McDonald, D., Serg't, A,
101st New Y'ork,agc24.

McDonald, .I.. I't., D, 4th

New Jersey, age 23.

McDonald, P., Pt., F,
54th Tenn., age 25.

Oet. 11

12, '63.

Aug. 21,

22, '64.

Sept. 20,

20, '04.

Sept. 30,

Oct. 2, '64

Julv 21,
21,''64.

April 2,

2, '65.

Sept. 19,

19, '63.

Left. Surg.— Strickland. C.S.A.
Paroled Sept. 5. 1863.

Right: (lap. Surg. G.W. Carr.Sd
It. Island. M. out Oct. 10, 1864.

1870. stump discharging.

Right: eirc. A. Surg.A.M.Clark,
U. S. V. Gang.: ervsip.: renin.

exfol. Disch'd July 8, 1803.

Left: flap. Surg. J. L. Dunn.
109th l'enn. Disch'd Jtlne27.'05.

Right : lat. flap. Surg. C. B. Gib-
son, C. S A. Transferred June
3. 1804.

Rifflit. Surg. —Holt, C. S. A.
Purloughed Jan. 19. 1804.

Right; flap. Disch'd Sept. 30.

1803.

Right. Surg. — Lewis, C. S. A.
Fnrloughed June 24. 1803.

Right. Surg. W. Berry, 7th Ky.
Disch'd Sept. 21, 1863.

R't ; cire. Surg. C. M. Campbell,
150th N. Y. Mar.. '05, seq. rem.
Disch'd Sept. 11, '05. Spec. 470.

Left. Provost Marshal Sept. 25,

1803.

Left; eirc. Surg. II. F. I.vster,

5th Mich. Disch'd Sept. 8, 1865.
Left: flap. Surg. J. V. Kendall,
149th N. Y". Disch. June 13, '05.

Right ; cire. Disch'd March 25,

1805.

Left: eirc. Prov. Marshal April
1, 1805.

Left ; cire. Disch'd Feb. 4, '05.

Right : cire. Surg.W. G. Hunter,
311th Penn. Provost Marshal
July 20. 1865. Spec. 3990.

Left: sloughing. Disch'd April
4, 186;!.

Right; ant.post. flap. Surg. II. F.
Lyster, 5th Mich. Disch d Apr.
17, 1805. Spec. 4112.

Right : ant. post, flap ; bone prot.:

gang. Disch'd Nov. 23, 1805.

Right; cire. Surg. X. Havward,
20th Mass. Disch'd Sept." 27,'04.

Left: ant. post, flap Discharged
Nov. 8, 1804.

Left: flap. Sitrg.C.C.McGlaugh-
lin, 95th Penn. Disch'd—, 1805.

Left : cire. Surg. P.W.Maull. 1st

Del. May. '05, seq. rem. Disch.
Oct. 19, '65. Died April 5, '70.

Spec. 1581.

Right: eire. Dec. 30, dead bone
remo'd. Disch'd Mav 22, 1865.

Left. Disch'd May 29,' 1865.

Left. Surg. W. P. Pierce, 88th
111. Disch'd Mav 18. '65; never
healed. Died Jan. 20, 1807.

Left; eirc. flap. Surg. \V. G.
Hunter, 211th Penn. Disch'd
Julv 28, 1865. Spec. 4029.

Left." Disch'd Aug. 21, '02. Died
January 14, 1863.

Left ; flap. Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd Augnst 8, 1802.

Right ; double flap. Surg. T. B.
Williams. 121st Ohio. Disch'd
Juno 10, 1805.

Left ; cire. A. Surg. E. M. Stny-
ser. 48th Penn. Released June
14, 1865. Spec. 3993.

Right : ant. post. flap. Surg. E.
W. H. Beck, lid Ind. Cavalry.
Disch'd Sept. 5. 1864.

Left; ant. pust. flap. A. Surg.
J. 0. G. Ilappersett, U. S. A.
Retired March 16, 1865.

Right; cire. Confed. surgeon.
Prison Jan. 5, 1865.

Left
;
post. flap : {also w'd of head,

arm, and foot.) A. Surg. S. P.

Breekinridge.C.S.A. Recovery.
Spec. 5515.

Right : flap. Surg. G. M. Beaks,
141st N. Y. Dec. 10, gangrene.
Disch'd Sept. 20, 1865.

Left : eirc. Surg. H. Plumb, 2d
Conn. Heavy Artillery. Disch'd
Sept. 11,1805.

Left. Surg. — Smith, C. S. A.
Transfd June 16, 1865.
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No Name, Military
Description, akd Are.

WO McDowell. C..Pt.,I,117th

New York, age 21.

571 McElroy, R.D., Pt., A,
4th N. V. H. A., age 33.

57.' SIcFarkmd, J. 7/.,Capt.,

G, 1st Missouri.
573 McGaha, W. II, Pt., A,

2d Virginia.
574 McGuire, T., I>t., D, 21st

Illinois, ago 22,

575 Mclntiro, II., I't.,C, 12th
New Jersey, ape 21.

570 McKinney, J. F„ It., F,
44th Miss., ape 2(5.

577 MoKinstrey, K., Pt., C,
70th New York.

578 McMahon, II. P., Pt., L,
1st Mass. Artillery.

579 McMahon, M.,Pt.,l!,15th
Infantry, ape 19.

580 McMahon, P., Pt., G, 32.1

Wis., age 27.

581 McMann, J., Pt., F, 48th
Alabama, age 18.

582 MoMnnus, .1., Serg't, fl,

With Indiana.
583 McMillan, C, Corp'l, F,

4th West Virginia.
584 MoRca, P., Pt., II, 153d

New York, ape 2-1.

585 Meaker, W., Pt., G, 5th
Michigan, ape 19.

580 Meetz, T., Corp'l, C, 5th
Alabama, ape 31.

587

588

589

590

591

592

593

594

595

596

597

598

599

600

601

602

603

(in I

605

606

C07

608

609

610

Oil

612

Meidam, S., Pt., E, 5th
Wis., ape 17.

Meinhart, P., It., D, 6th
Louisiana.

Meis, W., It., K, 9th N.
Jersey, ago 30.

Meissner, D. F., Pt., K,
iJ4th N. Jersev, ape 19.

Merrick. G. W., Major,
187th Penn., age 26.

Merrill, C, Pt., K, 4th
New Hampshire.

Mershcimer, G.. Pt., D,
109th Penn.. ape 22.

Messer, S.L., Pt.. E, 20th
Maine, ape 33.

Milan, J. K., Lieut., F,
17th Arkansas.

Miles, J., Ft., F, 53d Ind.,
ape 22.

Miller. C., It., E, 43<1

New York, age 20.

Miller, C. A., Pt., G, 20th
Wisconsin, ape 27.

Miller, F. il., It., Nelson
Battery-.

Miller, '.!., Corp'l, F, 2d
Artillery, ago 33,

Miller, J., Pt., K, 1 18th
Penn., ape 30.

Miller, J, Corp'l, li, 73d
Ohio, age 25.

Miller, J., It., C, 18th
Kentucky, ape :J8.

Millis, B.C., Lieut., B,

45th North Carolina.
Mills, 8. S., Serg't, B,7th
Minnesota, ape 39.

Minnich, A., Serg't, K,
20Oth Penn., age 24.

Minshew, J., Pt., G, 50th
Georgia, age 29.

Mitchell. S. J., Corp'l, A,

58th Virginia, age 32.

MofTitt, S., Lieut.-Col.,

96th N. Y., age 28.

Molcgan, L. G., It., II, Oct. 19,

32d Mass., ago 24. 19, '64.

July -I,

4. '64.

June 18,

18, '64.

May 10,
17,' '03.

July 3,

3, '63.

June 21,

21, '64.

Mar. 28,

29, '05.

Dec. 16.

16, '64.

June 25,

25, '02.

Jane 16,

17. '04.

July 3,

4, '64.

Mar. 22,

22, '65.

July 2,

3, '63.

May 10.

16," '03.

May 19.

20, '63.

Sept. 19.

19, '04.

Juno 10,

17, '04.

Oct. 19,

19, '04.

April 2,

2, '05.

May 4,

5, %:i

May 0,

6, '64.

July H',
12,' '04.

June 18,

18, '01.

Aug. 27,

27, '03.

Juno 10,

10, '04.

Mar. 31,

31, '05.

Juno 11,

11. '63.

Nov. 24,

24, '04.

May 5,

0, '(A.

April 27,

27. 'or..

July 18,

18, '64.

A up. II,

II, '64.

Sept. 30,

Oct. 1, '04.

.Mar. 19,

19, '65.

Aug. 30.

30, '62.

Oct. II,

14, '63.

Dec. 16,

17, '04.

.Mar. 25,

27,
-

65.

July 2,

3, fa.
May 29,

30, '64.

Oct. 27,

28, '64.

Ol'EKATIONS. OPERATORS,
RESULT.

Left : ant. post. flap. Surg.
Plumb, 82d N. Y. Discli

M

Ivight; ant. post, flap 8urp. II.

\V. Carpenter, 1 17tli New York.
Disch'd Jan. 19, I860. Spec. 390.

Loft; circ. Nurg. II. C.Tompkins,
4th N.Y.II.A. Dis. Nov. 21, '64.

. Surg. — Taylor, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right. Surg. — Strath. C. S. A.
Exchanged March 3, 1804.

Pight : flap. A. Surg. J. L. Heat.
21st 111. Disch'd Feb. 27, 1605.

S. II

d June
0, 1805

Right: ant. post. flap. Provost
Marshal March 27, 1805.

Right. Surg. T. Sim. U. S. V.
Disch'd Sept. 29, 1802.

Left; circ. Disch'd Nov. 14, '04.

Iiigbt ; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
Aug. 29, 1805.

Left ; flap. Surg. A. B. Monolian,
03d Ohio. M. out June 20, '05;

not healed 1870.

Left. Exoh'd Sept. 25, '03, and
furlouphcd.

Right; flap. Disch'd Nov. 0, '03.

Left. Disch'd Sept. 22, 1863.

Right; circ. Surg. X. L. Snow,
153d N. Y. Disch'd June 14, '65.

Left: circ. Surg. II. F. Lyster,
5th Mich. Disch'd Nov. 9, '65.

Spec. 3218.

Loft ; ant. post. flap. Surg. .

—

Mushett, 5th Ala. Prison Feb.
10. 1865.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Sept. 1, 1805.

Right. Surg. W. A. Robertson,
6th La. Recovery.

Right; flap. Disch'd Feb. 12,

1865.

Left; flap. Disch'd Nov. 2, 1804.

Right; circ. Disch'd Sept. 30,

1804.

Right; flap. Surg. S. A. Green,
24th Mass. Disch'd Nov. 25,'03.

Right; flap. Surp. J. L. Dunn,
109th Penn. Disch'd Aug. 2, '63.

Left ; flap ; erysip. Discharged
August 17, 1805.

Right. Surg.— Mitchell, C.S.A.
Furloughed Oct. 9, 1804.

Right; circ. Disch'd June 26,'65.

Left : flap. Disch'd Dec. 24, 1864.

Monroe, E., Pt., II, 59th
Illinois, age 24.

Moore, A. M., It., Wash-
ington Bat., age 18.

Dec. 15,

15, '04.

April 2,

2, '65.

NO.
Name. Militauy

Desckiftios, axd Ace.

Moore, P., Pt., E, 1st Vt.

H. Art., age 19.

4 .Moore, II. F., Tt., C, 20th
Penn. Cav., age 19.

615 Morton. IL, Serg't, D, 23d
Wis., age 25.

610 ' Morse, S. L.,Pt.,H, 24th
Iowa.

Moss, E..lt.,F.7th Col'd
Artillery, age 23.

018 Mothcrsb'augh, S.,Pt.,B,

91st Perm., age 3.).

Muller, G-, It., A, 40th
New York, age 32.

Murphy, I)., It., I>, 20th
Mass., ago 23.

021 Murphy, J. !>., Serg't, F,
42d Tenn., age 18.

Murphy, P., Corp'l, II.

147t'n"N. York, age 22.

Murray, B. IF., It., F,

4th Texas.
024 Murray, M., Pt., A, 4th

Delaware, age 19.

Murray, R, Corp'l, D, 2d
N. York M. R., age 18.

Myers, C., Pt., 1st Conn.,
age 32.

027 Nnrngon, A. C, Pt., F,
19th Ohio, age 21.

Naughton, VS., It., F, 3d
N. Jersey Cay., age 21.

Dates.
ol'eratioxs, operators,

Result.

029 Neat, W., It., I, 28th HI.

Xcidhart, J., Lieut., D,
10th Conn., age 24.

Newell, A., It., F, 14th
Ohio, ago 17.

Newell, T.L.,Pt.,F,llth
Penn., age 19.

633 Newton, J. M., Serg't, D,
12th Illinois.

034 Nice, W. T., Pt., B, 1st

Penn. Artillery.

Nichols, H., It.,' K, 138th
Penn., age 20.

630 Nicknsnn, A., Serg't, I,

75th New York, age 35.

Nicklo, J., Serg't, H,
14Cth Penn., ago 24.

Left : circ. Surg.O. Peabody, 23d
Iowa. Gang. Dis. Aug. 5*, '65. 641

. Surg. — Love, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right; flap. A. A.Surg.Maxwell.
Fort Mclicnry July 2, 1865.

Left : circ. Mar. 29. '05, bone rem.
Disch'd Sept. 9, 1865. Spec. 4349.

Right; circ. Disch'd August 22,

1865.
Left: flap: boneexp. rem. Disch.
April 23, 1864. Spec. 1094.

Left. Surgeon — Butts, C. S. A. (

Recovery.
Right : circ. Surg.V.P.Kennedy, '646

5th Minn. Disch'd Mar. 28, '65.

Right : ant. post. flap. Surg. W. 64
6. McDonald, U. S. V. Disch'd
July 19, 1805. Spec. 4134. 048

Left ; nee. bone rem'd. Provost
Marshal Sept. 28, 1863. 049

Right ; ant. post. flap. Prison
Oct. 1, 1804. 650

Left; circ. A. Surg. W. Wood-
ward, 39th 111., and Surg. T. H.
Squire, 89th N. V. Must. out. 651

Left ; lat. flap. Dis. Sept. 8, '65.

Died Oct. 22, '69
: ana-mia and

pain resulting from amputation.
Right ; circ. M. out May 27, '05.

Right. Released June 21, 1865.

June 1.

2, '64.

April 9,

9, '05.

Nov. 3,

4, '63.

May 10,
10,' '63.

Oct. 30,

30, '64.

Oct. 27.

27, '64.

July 2,

4, '03.

Dee. 13,

13. '02.

Nov. 30,

I)e. 1,'64.

May 12.

12,' '04.

May 0,

6, '04.

June 2,

3, '64.

Sept. 30.

30, '04.

April 5,

0, '65.

Sept. 19,

21, '63.

Aug. 25,

25, '04.

Nigh, J., Serg't, C, 35th
Illinois, ape 33.

Norman, W. B., It., D,
13th Miss, ago 25.

Norris, J. A., Capt., C,
98lh Ohio.

Obier, J., Pt., E, 1st Del-
aware, ago 27.

O'Brien, P., Ft., G, 34th
Mass., age 27.

O'Bryan, P., Ft., F, 7th
Maine, age 35.

Oliver, J., Ft., L, 72d
Pennsylvania.

Oliver," J., Pt., A, 2d
Michigan Cavalry.

Ordway, A., It., L, 1st
Maine Cavalry.

Osborne, J., Ft., G, 132d
Pennsylvania.

Oslin, J. O., Pt., A, 2d
Tennessee.

OIUw, J. /?., Pt., A, 43d
N, C, age 20.

Ott, C. A., It., B, 155th
Penn., age 19.

Palmer, II. IL, Corp'l, B,
2d Ohio Cavalry.

Park, G. A., It., A, 81st
Ohio, ago 29.

Park, S. W., Colonel, 2.1

New York, ape 30.

Parker, M., Pt., H, 1st

Arkansas, age 20.

Oct. 4.

4, '02.

Mar. 30,

30, '05.

June 14

14, '04.

May 8.

10, "04.

Oct. 3,

5, '02.

Deo. 13,

13, '62.

June 2,

2, '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

Dec. 9,

10, '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '03.

Sept. 3,

4, '64.

July 20,
20," '64.

Dec. 13,

14, '02.

Juno 18,

18, '64.

Sept, 17,

—, '62.

Sept. 17,

18, '62.

Oct. 8,

8, '62.

June 22,

23, '04.

Mav 3,

3. '63.

Sept. 20,

20, '63.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

June 18,

19, '04.

July 3,

3, '03.

Aup. 25,

25, '04.

.May 3,

3, '03.

May 16,

17, '64.

Left; double flap. Surg. C. B.
Park, 1st Vermont II. A.; neero.

Disch'd August II, 1865.

Right ; circ. Disch'd April 11, '66.

Left ; flap. Surp. J. S. McGrew,
S3d Ohio. Disch'd Mar. 10, '64.

Right ; double flap : gangrene.
Disch'd Sept. 15, 1803.

Right; flap. Recovered.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
July 13, 1805.

Right; antero-rectangular. Dis.

Feb. 20, 1804. Spec. 1478.

Left. Surg. J. Dwindle, 100th

Penn. Disch'd Sept., 1803.

Left ; circ. A. Surp. A. I. (Justine,

48th Tenn. Pro. Mar. May 6. '65.

Lett ; flap. Surp. A. S. Coo, 147th
N.Y. Disch'd Sept. 9, 1805.

Ripht. Surg. R. M. Terrill, P. A.
C. S. Recovery.

Left ; flap. Surp'.A. S. Coe, 147th
N. Y. Disch'd Mav 16, 1805.

Left ; double flap.
" Surg. R. T.

Paine, ir.. 2d N. Y. M. R. Gang.
Disch'd June 15, 1805.

Ripht ; circ. Surg. 11. Bentley,

IT. S. V. Disch'd July 10, 1805.

Left; circ. flap. Confed". surgeon.
Disch'd Sept. 25, 1804.

Left ; ant. post, flap Surg.W.W.
Bowlby, lid N. J. Cay. Disch'd
Oct. 20, '05. April 20, '08, flap

rcump. mid. third. Spec. 2443.

Right; circular. Rcamputation.
Disch'd April 17, 1803.

Right. Surg. C. M. Clark, 39th

Illinois. M. oat Sept. 2, 1805.

Left : circ; flap. Surg.G.E.Slnat,
14th Ohio. Disch'd June 21, '65.

Left; circ. Disch'd July 21, '65.

Left ; flap. Disch'd May 13, '65.

Right. Disch'd Juno 3, 1863.

Right; circ: bone prot. Sept. 27,

reamp.; ant. post, flap, middle
third. Disch'd April 19, 1865.

Left; circ. A. Surg. B. Fordyce,
100th N.Y. Disch'd May 25,' '65.

Right ; ant.post.flap. Surg. J.W.
Wishart, 140th Penn. Disch'd
May 19, 1865.

Right ; flap. Surg. S. B. Hawley,
35th Illinois. M. out July, 1864.

Ripht : eire. Surg. — Barr.C.S.A.
Prison Nov. 19,1864.

Right. Surp.T.B.WiIliams,121st
Ohio. Disch'd Oct. 3, 1864.

Right. Surg.D.W.Maull, 1st Del.

Dec. 28, reamp. mid. third. A.
A.Surg.II.Stone. Nee. May 7,

'04, reamp. up. third. A.A.Surg.
R.J.Lewis. Disch. Dec. 3, '04.

Left; flap; sloughing. Disch'd
February 4, 1805.

Loft. Disch'd June 29. '03. Died
July 9, '66 ; effects of amp.

Right. Surg. S. G. Lane, 5th Fa.

Res. Disch'd Dec. 1,1862.

Left; flap. Surg.C.L.Henderson,
2d Mich. Cav. Dis. Dec. 17, '62.

Left ; circ. Mustered out.

Left ; circ. Disch'd Nov. 7, 1863.

Left. Surgeon — Holt, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Left. Pro. Marshal April 1, 1865.

Left ; eirc. Surg. J. A. E. Reed,
155th Penn. Gangrene. Disch'd
May 25, 1865.

Right ; circular. Confed. surgeon.
Discharged.

Left ; flap. Surg. W. C. Jacobs,
81st Ohio. Disch'd May 5, 1865.

Right. Surg.H. McLane,2dN.y.
iMustercd out May 20, 186a

Loft ; circ. Surg. C. E. Swasey,
U. S. V. Disch'd July 19, 1865.

1 Bitvax (J), loc cit., p. 287.
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NO.

655

056

057

653

059

060

661

602

603

665

666

667

668

669

(,70

071

672

673

674

075

676

677

673

079

680

681

682

683

684

685

686

687

688

689

090

691

692

693

694

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Parker. M. F.,Pt..E, 19th
Michigan, ago 25.

Parker, W., PL, I, 1st

Mass. II. Art' v. aire 27.

Parker, W. P., I't., F,
10th Iowa, age 21.

Parquette, II.. 1't.. I, 1st

N. II. II. Arty, age 21.

Parquetti, J., I't.. I!, 1st

California Cavalry.

rarsons, \V. D., Pt., II,

2(1 Vermont, age 18.

Patterson, W. II., Lient.,

C, 37th Virginia.

Pai/ne. L. !>., Serg't, D,
44th Virginia, age 22.

Peak, R., I't., E, 66th
Illinois, age 19.

Perkins, G., Pt., A, 04th
New York, age 22.

Perkins, H. E., Serg't.

C, 7th Vt, age 22.

Pcrrin. W. S., Lieut., C,
1st li. I. Art'y, age 24.

Peters, J., Pt., K, 203d
Peon., age 30.

Philo, E. R.. Pt., r, 1st

Sharpshooters, age 24.

Picqutt, L. A., Pt., A,
03(1 Georgia.

Pierce. C. L., Lieut., K,
9th N. Y. Cav., age 23.

Pierce, T. D., Pt., A, 8th
Tenn., age 37.

Pine, J. A., Pt., I, 168th
Ohio, age 18.

Pinson, J. V.,Pt., K, 31st
Indiana.

Plnnkett, C, Pt., II. 4th
Rhode Island, age 27.

Pool, D. E., Pt., D, 53d
Illinois.

Pope, W., Pt., K, 10th
Alahmna.

Poulson, W. S., Corp'l,

P, 98th Ohio.
'Powell, J. W., Pt., A,
19th Alabama.

Powell,8.,Corp'l, F, 21st
Ohio, ago 20.

Powers, D., Pt., E, 35th
Indiana.

Price, E., Pt., B, 35th
Virginia Cavalry.

Prince, S. IF., I't.,I, 24th
South Carolina, age 17.

Printy, T., Pt., G, 20th
Indiana, age 33.

Prior, W., Pt., H, 72d
Pcnnsvlvania.

Quinn, '.!., Pt., G, 21st
I'enn. Cav., age 22.

Quinu, M., Pt., B, 55th
New York.

Quinn, AC, Pt., A, 14th
Louisiana,

Rabardy, J., Pt., K, 12tb
Massachusetts.

Ragan, .1., I't,, B, 4th
Mass. Cav., age 19.

Rale;/, C. S., Pt., G, 60th
Georgia.

Ramsev, W. R., Serg't,

F, 150th Penn.
Rausher, H., Pt., D, 25th
Iowa, age 24.

Raynor, L. II., Pt., F.lst
Vermont, age 21.

Reason, W., Tt., H, 2d
Cavalry, age 22.

Mav 15,

L6, '04.

Juno 10,

18. '04.

Oct. 21,

21, '64.

Sept. 14,

14, '64.

Jul V 29,
30," '05.

April 2,

2. '65.

Aug. 2,

2, '64.

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

Aug. 4,

4, '04.

Mar. 25,

25, '05.

Mar. 29,

29, '05.

Aug. 25,

20, '64.

Jan. 15,

15, '65.

Aug. 15,

15, '64.

May 28,
30," '64.

April 1,

1, '05.

Nov. 28,

28, '64.

.1 i
1

,

11, '64.

April 6.

6, '02.

Julv 15,
15," '04.

July 14,

10, '03.

May 3,

4, '03.

Oct. 8,

10, '02.

Sept. 19,

19, '03.

Aug. 11,

11, '04.

Jan. 2,

3, '63.

Nov. 29,

30, '03.

Nov. 30,

De. 1,'64.

June 25,

20, '62.

Sept. 17,

18, '62.

Oct. 27,

27, '04.

June 27.

27, '02.

Aug. 28,

28, '02.

Sept. 17,

17, '02.

Oct. 27,

27, '04.

Mar. 5,

5, '65.

May 0,

8, M54.

Sept. 1,

2, '04.

June 4,

4, '04.

Sept. 14,

15, '64.

operations, ol'eratorb,
Result.

Left : flap. Surg. J. Bennett, 19th

Midi. Disch'd Oct. lo; 1864.

Right ; circ. Disch'd Feb. 27, '65.

Left ; circ. Surg.R. J. Mnhr, 10th

Iowa. Disch'd Aug. 21, 1865.
Right. (Teale's method.) Surg.
H. B. Bonteoou, U.S.V. Gang.;
heem. Dis.Oct. 1.'05. Spec. 3244.

Left : circ. A. Surg. H. E. Brown,
U.S.A. Disch'd Jane 25, 1866.

Spec. 4383.
Right; circ. Surg. C.B: Turk, jr.,

11th Vt. Disch'd Aug. 11, '65.

; ant. post. flap. A. Surg.
Anderson, C. S. A. Prov. Mais.
Nov. 1, 1864.

Left. A. Surg. E. P. Roche, 35th
Mass. Released June 14, 1865.

Spec. 4015.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. J.
Pogue, 66th 111. Erysip. Feb.
21, 65, reamp. mid. third; circ.

flap. A. A. Surg. S.W. Thomp-
son. Mustered out July 19, '(i't.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. M. H.
Raymond, 26th Mich. Exfol.
Disch'd Nov. 17, 1865.

Left ; flap. Surg. C. Winne, 77th
Illinois. Disch'd N'ov. 25, 1865.

Right ; circ. Disch'd Feb. 4, '65.

I icd August 13, 1870.

Right : circ. Surg. L. Barnes, 6th
Col'd Troops. Boneprot. Disc'd
July 18, 1865.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Discharged
March 2, 1805.

. Surg. — Brown, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right; flap. Surgs.R.Curran, 9th

N. Y. Cav., and A. P. Clark, 6th
N. \'. Cav. M. out Sept. 25, '65.

Left ; circ. Surg. J. Sparks, 8th
Tenn. Disch'd March 18, 1865.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Dr. Me-
Neese. Disch'd Oct. 18, 1864.

Left. Disch'd October 7, 1862.

Left; ant. post. flap. A. Surg.
R. Millar, 4th R. I. M. out Oct.
15. 1864.

Left ; circ. Surg. Hinkley. Two
subs. oper. Disch'd Oct. 10, '03.

Left. Surg. — Taylor, C. S. A.
Furloughcd July 3, 1863.

Right ; flap. Surg. S. Marks, 10th
Wis. Disch'd Feb. 15, 1863.

. Recovery.

Left; flap. Surg. D. S. Young.
21st Ohio. Gang.; necro. bone
rem. Disch'd June 5, 1865.

Left. Surg. C. J. Walton. 21st

Ky. Mustered out Mar. 27,'03.

Left. Recovery.

L't ; lat. flap. Surg. MeKinley, C.
S.A. Gang. Pro.Mar.May 30/65.

Right; doub. flap. Cenfed. surg.

Disch'd July 8, '63. Spe/:. 367.

Right; flap. Surg. B. A.Vaader-
kieft, U. S. V. Dis. Jan. 11, '63.

Left
;
jap. Disch'd Oct. 17, 1865.

Left. Disch'd Feb. 13, 1863.

Left. Surg. — White, C. S. A.
Gang.; abscess, fistula?. Recov.

Left. Surg. J. MeL. Hayward,
12th Mass. Disch'd Dec. 1, '02,

R't- Con.surg. Kebel. Mar. 3, '65.

reamp.; circ. A. A. Surg. F. H.
Getchell. Disch'd July 27, '65.

. Provost Marshal" May 10,

1865.
Left ; flap. Confed. surg. Di6Ch'd
June 3, 1865.

Left; ant. post, skin flap; gang.
Nit. acid. Disch'd Sept. 12, '65.

R't ; lat. flap. Surg. C. B. Park,
jr., IstVt. H.A. Gnng. Disch'd
Feb 21, '05. 1870. stump bad.

Right : skin flaps : circ. muscle.
A. A. Surg. W. B. McCausIand.
Duty Apr. 2, '65. Sps. 3914, 1574.

NO

695

696

697

098

699

700

701

702

703

704

705

706

707

708

709

710

711

712

713

714

715

716

717

718

719

720

721

722

723

724

725

726

727

728

729

730

731

732

733

7 31

735

Name, Military
Description, and Ace.

Reagan, IP. B. L., Lieut.,

10th Tenn. Bat.,age 25.

Rector, C. J., Lieut., C,
185th N. York, age 21.

Reed, G. P., Sergeant, I,

104th Ohio, age 32.

Reeves, J. J., l't., F, 1st

Maine H. A., age 27.

Regner, M., l't., E, 6th
Wisconsin, age 25.

Reitzel, H J., Pt.,A,12th
North Carolina.

Renner, A., I't., K, 26th
Iowa, age 16.

Reynolds, E. B., PL, 3d
Iowa Battery, age 18.

Rice, A. V., Colonel, 57th
Ohio, ago 27.

Rice, A. D., Pt., B, 38th
Wisconsin, age 17.

Rice, E., Pt., P, 113th
Ohio, age 25.

Rice, L., Pt., K, 10th

Michigan, age 22.

Rice, W. H., Captain,
Rice's Battery.

Richards, R., l"'t.,C, 51st

Virginia, age 27.

Rickcr, J. W., Lieut., I,

48th Massachusetts.
Ridir, J., l't., D, 98th
Illinois.

Rider. J. F., Pt., A, 4th
Virginia, age 37.

Ried, L. IP., Adj., 25th
Virginia Cavalry.

Riggs, H., Pt., F, 27th
Ohio.

Rigsbey, N. L., Pt., A,
19th Indiana, age 20.

Riley, H., PL, F, 13th
Infantry, age 30.

Rind, E., Pt., B, 5th

Tennessee.
Ritchey, D., Pt., K, 208th
Peon., age 25.

Roach, J. F., Lieut., E,

45th N. C, age 20.

Roberts, C PL, H, 45th
Ohio, age 23.

Roberts, O. D., Serg't,

H, 118th Penn.
Roberts, W. \V„ Corp'l,

A. 8th Illinois Cavalry.
Robertson, J., Pt., I, 18th
Mississippi.

Robinett, M. P.. Pt., E,
05th Ohio, age 20.

Robinson, J. /?., Serg't,

B, 18th South Carolina.
Rodgers, T. J., PL, E,

47th Ohio, age 20.

Rogers. C. H., Corp'l, I,

Cobb's Legion Cav.
Rogers, G., Pt., C, 2d
Michigan, age 24.

Rose, E. E., It., F, 47th
Indiana, age 34.

Rose, F., PL, D, 57th N.
York, age 20.

Rose, H. A., Pt., F, 10th

N. Y. Cavalry, age 16.

Ross, H., PL, A, 16th
Iuwa.

Ross, W. E. W.. Lieut.

Col., 31st Col'd Troops.
Roth, J., PL, B, 12th

Missouri, age 23.

Rourke, J., Pt., I, 1st

Louisiana Cav., age 25.

Royal, II. S., Serg t, A,
30th N. C, age 26.

Dates.
Operations, Operators,

Reslt.t.

July 24,

24, '64.

Mar. 29,

29, '65.

June 11,

11, '64.

June 18,

19. '04.

Feb. 0,

7, '05.

July 20,
20," '64.

Mav 14,

14," '04.

Mar. 7,

8, '02.

June 27,

27, '64.

April 3,

3, '05.

June 22,

23, '64.

Sept. 30,

30. '04.

(let. 3,

3, '61.

Aug. 17,

18, '04.

May 27,

27. '63.

Sept. 19,

19, '63.

Mav 3,

5, '03.

Oct. 8,

9. '64.

Get. 4,

0, '62.

June 20,

20, '64.

Dec. 29,

29, '62.

June 25,

25, '64.

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

June 27,

27, '64.

Sept. 30.

30, '64.

Oct. 12,

12, '63.

May 8,

8, '64.

Nov. 29,

30, '64.

Mar. 25,

25, '05.

July 22,

22, '64.

Nov. 27,

27, '63.

Julv 11,
11," '63.

Mar. 27,

27, '65.

Oct. 14,

15, '03.

July 30,

30, '64.

Mav 21,
21," '63.

Julv 30,
30," '64.

Mav 14,
14,"'64.

Jan. 30,

3"l, '65.

May 3.

3, '63.

Right. Surg. — Love, P.A.C.S.
For exch. Nov. 22, 1864.

Left; double flap. Surg. P. L.
Sonnick, 187th N. Y. Must, out
May 29. 1865.

Left ; circ. Surg. J. H. Rodgers.
104th Ohio. Disch'd (let. 25, '04.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Dee. 3, 1864.

Left; circ. Disch'd Aug. 21. '65.

. Surg. — Hinkle. C. S. A.
Recovery.

Left ; flap.' Surg. A. Sabine, 76th
Ohio. Sept., 1804. bone exfol.

Jan., 1805. reamp.; double flap,

middle third. A. A. Surg. J. M.
Adler. Disch'd May 20, 1865.

Right. Surg. I). J. Newland, 22(1

Ind. Disch'd July 6, 1863.

Right : circ. Surg. A. C. Messen-
ger, 57th Ohio. Recovery. Pro-
moted. Mustered, out

Left ; circ. Surg W.C. Shurlock.
51st Penn. Disch'd Aug. 12, '65.

R't; flap. Sure.A.Wilson. 113th
Ohio. Disch'd Mav 3. 1805.

Left; flap. Disch'd Mar. 21, 1865.

Left. Surg. — Daily, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right. Prison Nov. 19, 1864.

Right ; flap. Surg. Y. G. Bard,
48th .Mass. M. out Sept. 3. '63.

Right. Disch'd May 2, 1864.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Furl'd
June 14, 1863. Recovered with
good stump.

. Surg. — Fleming, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right ; circ. Disch'd Apr. 8, '63.

Right : circ. Surg. J. Ebersole,

19th Ind. Disch'd Nov. 14, '64.

R't. Surg. E.O.F. Roller.55th 111.

Gang. Feb.,'64.seq.rem. Disch.

Nov. 19. '64. Died Oct. 10, '68.

Spec. 2676.

Left. Surg. — Carder, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Left; ant. post. flap. A. Surg.W.
Carrol], U.S.V. Disch'd June 28,

1805. Died May 14, 1872 ; lung
disease. Spec. 4132.

Right; circ. Surg.— Singlet, C.
S. A. Prison Nov. 19, 1864.

Right ; ant. post.flap. Surg. F. II.

Kearney, 45th Ohio. Gang. ; end
ofboneexp. Disch'd Juue27, '65.

Left ; circ. Disch'd July 18. '65.

Left ; circ. A. Surg. T. W. Stull,

8th 111. Cav. Disch'd Apr.27.'04.
. Surg.— Griflin, 18th Miss.

Recovery.
Right; flap. Confed. surg. Disch.
Sept. 6, 1865.

Right ; eirc. Sinjr.W. L. Baylor,
C. S. A. Prov. Mar. .May 10,05.

Right : flap. Surg. S. P. Bonner,
47th Ohio. Disch'd June 30, '65.

Right. Surg. — Taylor. O. S. A.
Furloughed Jan. 26, 1864.

Left ; circ. Disch'd June 6, 1864.

Left; flap. Surg. J. L. Dicken,
47th Ind. Disch'd July 20, '65.

Right ; circ.; (amp. arm.) Surg.
W. W. Potter, 57th N. Y. Seq.
rem. Dis. Oct. 3, '64. S/kc. 3104.

Left; ant. post. flap. Subs. oper.

Disch'd Feb. 7. 1665.

Left ; flap. Surg. J. Pomerene,
42(1 Ohio. Disch'd Aug. 28, '03.

Left ; circ. Surg. J. P. Prince.

3(ith Mass. M. out Mar. 11, '65.

Left ; flap. Surg. A. T. Hudson,
20th Iowa. Gang. Discharged
April 18, 1865.

Left; flap. A. A. Surg. J. Brady.
Disch'd Oct. 19, 1865.

; circ. Surg. — Bridges, C.
S. A. Furl'd June 23, 1863.

'Terry (C), loc. cit., p. 76.
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.37!

738)

Same, military
Description, ami Ai.

I PATES.

June 14.

14, '64.

Mar. 25,

25, '05.

Doc. 15,

15, '114.

May 3,

3, 'es.

Nov. 25,

ST, '63.

Sept. 2,

3, '04.

May l,

1, '03.

June 18,

19, '64.

July 30,

30, '64.

Sept. 1,

2, '64.

May 8,

9, 64.

July 1,

a, '(si.

Oct. in,

SI, '64.

May 31,

Je.1,'63.

Mar. 14,

14, '62.

May 3,

3,
f
63.

Runyun, J. A., Lieut. .A,
74th Indiana, ago lb.

Bush. C. G., Pt., C, 21st

Georgia, age 22.

Rust, C. W., Serg't, C.
8tU Kansas, age 22.

Ryan, J. A., Lieut., L,
5th Virginia.

Ryan, T., Pi., G, 90th
Illinois, age 28.

Saeger, D. L., Pt., A,
l!)th Ohio, ago 24.

Sage, W., Pt., E, 42d
Ohio.

Saila, A., Corp'l, I, 65th
Ohio, age 24.

Saladal, L., Pt., E, 0th
N. Hampshire, age 23.

Sanborn, S. !•'., It., E,
21st Wisconsin, ago 24.

Sanford. J. R., ('apt., ]!,

33d N. Jersev, ago 40.

Santo, C, It", F, 60th
New York, age 20.

Santry, J., Pt., I. Mth
X. Hampshire, age 20.

Saunde.rs, B., Serg't, [,

5:Jd Georgia, age 28.

Sawyer. J. 1L, Q. M.
Serg't, 36th Mass.

igawver, W. C, ('apt..

IT, 23d Mass.
Saxnn, W. T., Serg't, E,
51st Georgia, ago 21.

Srales, J. R., Pt., II, 43d
Alabama.

i.i Schriner, L.. Pt., K, 81st

Penn., ago 18.

756 Schwartz, !•'., Pt., B, 1st

Maryland, age 49.

Scott, J., Serg't, A, 126th
Ohio, ago 27.

8 Scram, J., Pt., P, 134th
New York, age 31.

759 Schastian, J. Si., Serg't,

A, 7th Kentueky.

760 Seroy, J., Pt., K, 17th July 1,

Conn, age 17. 1, '63.

761 Shaoklev,F.H.M.,Corp., Juno IS,

U, 32d Maine, ago 10. 18, '64.

762 Shaefficld, W. J., Pt., II, Juno 18.

liltii Georgia, ago 22. 18, '64.

763 Shafer, E., Pt., K, 23d May 15,

Michigan, age 21. 15, '64.

14 Shaffer, J.,Corp'I.C, 61st April 7,

New York, ago 26. 7, '65.

765 Shaffer, M. V.. Pt., G, Mav 6,

105th Pcnn., age 25. 8, '64.

766 Shaffer, T., Pt., F, 138th Sept. 21,
Penn., ago 36. 22, '64.

767 Shane, J. B., Lieut., P. Aug. 6,

1 6th K v., age 23. 7, '64.

768 Shannon. W. M., Pt., G, Juno 18,

14th W.Va., ago 23. 18, '64.

769 Shattaok, W. \V., Pt., C, Mav 31.

7th Michigan. Jo. 2, '62.

770 Shellv, J., Pt., P, 46th July 20.

Penn., age 24. 21, "'64.

771 Shelly, W. H., Pt., I, 5th Mav 5,

Michigan, ago 26. 6, '64.

772 Shopardson, C, Corp'l, Sept. 19,

G, 114th New York. 10, '61.

3 Sherwood. II., Serg't, C, Juno 20.
4th Michigan. 22, '64.

774 Shields. R., Pt., K, 12th Mar. 21,

Wis. Bat'ry, age 20. 21, '65.

'5 Shoop, S., Pt., F, 200th ! Mar. 25,

Penn., ago 23. 27, '65.

Short,S.A.,Scrg't,A.73d July 20,
Illinois, ago 26. |

21, ''61.

777 Shrieve, A. T.. Pt., A. Jitnel.
I 6th Maryland, age 22. ! 2, '64.

778 Shrum. J.. Pt., H, 139th
'

Sept. 19,

Penn., a=-o 19. I 19. '64.

Sept
14,

'

Sept
19.

'

Aug
22
Oct
19,

Pec
19,

'

May
16,

Orici: atiiixs, Orr.BATOits,
Result.

llisch'd Nov. 5, '64.

Both : ant. post. flap. Surg. L.W.
1 Hiss, 51st N. V. Released Aug.
2. 1865. Spec. 3998.

Right
] cire. Surg. H. P.. Tuttle,

89th 111. Pisch'd Juno 14, 1865.
Right : ant. post. tlap. Surg. J.
W. Walls, P. A. C. S. Retired
Feb. 16, 1864.

Left : flap. Surg. II. Strong, 90th
Illinois. Pisch'd March 19. '65.

Right; flap. Surg. B. M. Failor,

Gang. Pisch'd May

Surg. J. Pomerene,
Disch'dJuly 23, '63.

gangrene. Pisch'd

19th Ohio,
16, 1865.

Left ; flap.

42dOhio.
Left : flap

Aug. 17, 1865.

Left: anterior post. flap. Pisch'd
March 29, 1866.

Right ; circular. Surg. S. Marks.
loth Wis. M.ont Mav 25, 1865.

Right ; cire. Surg. J. Roily. 33d
N. J. Pisch'd Sept. 12, 1864.

Left: ant. post, flap; gang.; nee.
scq. rem. Pisch'd Sept. 20, '64.

Left: cire. Surg.W.W. Root. 75th
N.Y. Boncprot. Pis. June 6, '65.

Right. Surg. J. J. Knott, P. A.
('. s. Recovery.

Left; double flap. Surg. J. P.
Prince, 36th Mass. Pisch'd Jan.
19, 1864.

Left: cire. Sure. G. Perhy. 23d
Muss. Disch'dSov. 17. 1862.

Right. Surg. - Todd. C. S. A.
tlang.; boneprot. Retired Dec.

22, 1864.
. Surg. — Luekie, ('. S. A.

Recovery.
Left. Surg.O. 1'.- Cogswell, 29th
Mass. Pis. Pec. 27. II.'. V. R.C.

Right; ant. post, flap : gangrene.
Mustered i lit Hoc. 24. 1864.

Left: lat. Hap. Pisch'd May 20,

1865.

Right: flap. Surg. J. L. Dunn.
109th Penn. Pis. Aug. 18, '65.

Right: flap. Surgs J. Pomerene,
42d Ohio, and W. Berry, 7th Kv.
Pisch'd Sept. 1, 1863.

Left; cire. Confed. surg. Pisch'd
May 14. 1864.

Right ; cire.; slough 'g : hone prof.

Mustered out Pec. 12, 1864.

Right. Retired March 15, 1865.

Right; cire.: gangrene. Pisch'd
Juno 7. 1865.

Loft ; cire. Pisch'd Nov. 6, 1865.

Right ; flap. Surg. W. Watson,
105th Penn. Pis. June 17. '05.

Left. Disoh'd Juno 12, 1865.

Left. Surg. J. II. Rodgers, 104th
Ohio. M. out July 15, 1865.

Right: cire. Confed. surg. E.xfol.

rem. Pis. June 2.'65. Spec. 106.

Left ; cire. Pisch'd July 18, '62.

Left; ant. post. flap. Disc'd.Iuno
19, 1865.

Left; (lap. A.Surg. H.C.Grover,
20th Ind. llisch'd May 6, 1865.

Right: flap. A. Surg. J.Hoinans,
jr., U. S. A. Pisch'd Juno 8, '65.

Right : flap. Surg. W. II. Gib-
bon, 15th Iowa. Recovery.

Right ; cire. .with lat. flaps. Surg.
A. T. Hudson, 26th Iowa. Dis-
charged Sept. 1,1865.

Right; long ant. short post. flap.

Surg. W. O. McDonald, I'. s. V.
Pisch'd JulyS, '65. Sprr. 4136.

Right: flap. Surg. W. P. Peiree,

88th III. Slough'g: h;em.; lig.

Pisch'd Jan. 18, lr-05.

Loft: ant. post. flap. Surg. C. T.
Simpers.6th Md. Pis.Mav 14, '65.

Loft: lat. flap. Surg.W.A.Barrv,
98th Perm. Pisch'd Mar. 20. '65.

Died Aug. 10, 1870.

779

780

781

782

783

784

785

786

787

788

7-0

790

791

792

793

794

795

796

I
797

798

799

800

801

802

803

804

805

806

si 17

808

809

81(1

811

812

B13

815

810

817

818

819

Name, Military
Description, ami Ace.

Sibley, /'. //.. l't.,E, ISth
Mississippi.

Sickles, 1). E., Major
General, I'. S. V.

Siehon, .!., Serg't, P, 4th
New York.

Sinks, J. V.. Q. M. S'g't,

61st Ohio, age 22.

Simmons. P., Pt, I, 60th
Ohio, ago 46.

Sisc.ij M, It., P, 11th
Vermont, age 19.

sivert, C. W., Pt., 1, 2d
West Virginia.

Skellie. I',., Corp'l, P,
112th New York,

Skidmore, G., Pt., I, 53d
Ohio, ago 39.

Slack, O. l'.,Pt.,E, Pur-
ncll Md. Leg., ago 20.

Slater. W. IL. Capt.. G,
13th New Jersey.

Slaughter, J. L., Pt., E,
4th C'd Troops, age 18.

Smathers. IL, Tt., E, 53d
Ohio, age 23.

Smith, E., Pt.. B, 4th
Col'd Troops, ago 18.

Smith, G„ Pt., A, 14th
Conn., age P.*.

Smith, II.. Pt., A, 149th
Penn.. age 25.

Smith, PI. C, Pt.,A,10th
Conn., age 25.

Smith, J., Serg't, E, 61st

New York, age 23.

Smith, J., Pt.. P, 6th N.
Hampshire, age 27.

Smith, J., Corp'l, F, 3d
Artillery.

Smith, .LA. ,Pt.,E. 115th
New York, age 21.

Smith, J. 67., Pt.. B, 61st
Alabama, age 42.

Smith, J. O., Pt., II, 62d
Virginia ago 40.

Smith. J. R., Serg't, E,
53d Penn.. ago 34.

Smith, N. B., Pt.,II, 98th
Ohio, ago 18.

Smith, S., Corp'l, K, 22d
Col'd Troops, age 22.

Smith, S. It., Pt., B, 24th
Virginia.

Smith, T. N., Tt., B, 43d
New York, ago 30.

Smith, TT. E., Capt., E,
4th Georgia.

Smith, W. //., Serg't, C,
17th South Carolina.

Smock. G.W..Corp'l, A,
14th New Y'ork S. M.,
ago 18.

Sneed, J. R., Serg't, K,
19th S. C, age 23.

Snoddy, W., Pt., I), 46th
Penn., ago 49.

Snowhle, J. F.,Serg't,II,

72d New York, age 31.

Snyder, J. O., Lieut., B,
7th Penn. Reserves.

Snvdor, W. P., Pt., H,
7th N.Y. II. A.,age 22.

Solan. T., Pt., K. 10th
N. I lamp., age 30.

Song. P., Pt., H, 47th N.
York, ago 24.

Sopor, I, Pt., B, 4th Wis-
consin.

Southworth, J. E., S'g't,

C, 1st U.S.S.S., age 26.

Spalding, L. G., Pt, B,
4th Vt., age 29.

Pater.

May 6,

6, '04.

July 2,

2, '63.

Sept. 17,

19, '62.

June 22,

22, '64.

Aug. 18,

18, '64.

Oct. 19,

20, '64.

Aug. 23,

23, '62.

Sept. 29,

29, '64.

Juno 27,

27, '64.

June 3,

3, '64.

Pec. 13,

13, '62.

Sept. 29,

29, '64.

June 23,

23, '61.

Sept. 29,

29, '04.

Oct.. 1,

1, '64.

Juno 1,

1. '64.

April 2,

2, '65.

April 7,

8, '65.

Juno 3,

4, '64.

Mav 2,

2, '63.

Mav 7,

8, '64.

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

July 6,

6, '63.

Mar. 31,

Ap.1,'65,
July 20,

21, '64.

Sept. 29,

29, '64.

June 30.

J'yl,'02.

Oct. 19,

20, '64.

June 25,

25. '62.

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

April 29,

30, '63.

July 22,

2J,"'64.

Pee. 9,

11, '64.

July 23,

24,
''63.

Pec. 13,

13, '62.

Nov. 27,

27, '64.

July 30.
30, ''64.

Aug. 16,

18, '64.

May 27,

27, '63.

Nov. 7,

7, '63.

Nov. 7,

7, '63.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

. Surg. — Griffin, 18th Miss.

Recovery.
Right. Surg. T. Sim, U. S. V.
Recovery. Spec. 1335.

Right. Discharged Feb. 9, 1863.

Left; eirc. Surg. II. K. Spooner.
61st Ohio. Erysip. Pisoharged
March 31, 1865.

Left; flap. Pisch'd Feb. 7, 1865.

Right; flap. Diseh'dMay27,'65.

Right. Surg.R.W.IIazIett.2d W.
Va. Disoh'd Feb. 2, '63. Pied
April 7, 1876; consumption.

R't; cire. Surg.C. E. Washburn,
112th N. Y. Pis. Juno 24, 1805.

Left : ant. post. flap. Surg. A. C.
Messenger, 57th Ohio. Pisch'd
Jan. 3. 1865.

Right ; flap. Surg. J. O'Ponnell,
Purnell Legion. Pisch'd Oct.
16, 1864.

Right. A. Surg. W. E. Mattison.
3d N. J. Pisch'd April 22, 1865.

Left; cire. A.Surg.G.G.Odiorne,
4th Col'd Troops. Gang. Pis.

March 27, 1865.

Left; flap. A. Staff Surg. C. B.
Richards, U.S.A. Pisch'd Juno
17, 1805.

Right; lat. flap. A.Surg.M. Phil-

lips, 22d Col'd Troops. Disoh'd
July 19, 1865.

Right ; flap. Snrg. F. A. Dudley,
14th Conn. Pisch'd June 16, '6*5.

Left: ant.post.skin flap; cire.sect.

muscles. Pisch'd Pec. 8, 1864.

Left : long ant. flap. Surg. T. II.

Squire, 89th N.Y. Pisch'd July
31, 1865.

R't ; cire. Surg. W. P.. Ilartinan,

116th Penn. Pis. July 20, 1865.

Loft; flap. Pisch'd Aug. 2, 1865.

Right; flap. Disoh'd Sept. 29, '63.

Left ; flap. Confed. surg. Pisch'd
July 20, 1865.

Right; circular. Recovery.

Right; cire. Exch'd Nov. 12, '63.

Right: cire. Surg. P. E. Ilubon,
28th Mass. Pisch'd July 14, '65.

Left; Hap. Pisch'd Jan.' 2, 1865.

Right ; lateral flap. Pisch'd June
13, 1865.

. Surg. — Neblitt, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right; ant. post. flap. Surg.G.T.
Stevens, 77th N.Y. Discharged
January 26, 1865.

. Surg. WML Philpost, C. S.
A. Recover}'.

Right : cire. Surg.W. L. Bavlor,
C.S.A. Released May 10, 1805.

Right ; cire. Surg. R. B. Brown,
31st N. J. Pisch'd June 15, '64.

Spec. 1144.
Right. Surg. —Hawkins, C.S.A.
Retired Feb. 24, 1865.

Right; flap. Surg. II. Z.Gill, U.
S. V. Pisch'd June 19, 1865.

Right ; cire. Surg. C. K. Irwine.

72d N. Y. Bono exfol. Pisch'd
July 27. 1664.

Left ;"

flap. Surg. C. Bower, 6th
Pa. Res. Pisch'd April 1, 1863.

Right; flap. Surg. J. E. Pomfret,
7th New York Heavy Artillery.

Disch'd June 6,1865.

Loft ; cire. Disch'd Oct. 26, 1865.

Left : flap. Confed. surg. Disch'd
Oct. 20,'04. 1870, stump always
sore.

Left: flap. Surg.W. R. Bronnell,

12th Conn. Disch'd July 14. '63.

Right. Discharged June 28, 1864.

Left. Disch'd March 28, 1864.

' DERHY (G.), Army Med. Intelligence, in Boston Med. and Surg. Jour., 1862, Vol. 66, p. 198. OTIS (O. A.), ibid., p. 239.
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820

821

822

823

824

825

826

827

828

829

830

831

832

833

834

835

836

837

838

839

840

841

842

843

844

845

846

B47

848

849

850

851

853

853

854

85.-,

856

Name. Military
DESCRIPTION, AM' Age.

Spccht, J., I't.. A, 49th
New York, ago 45.

spimiiii^s, t., rt.
T

r.

137lh N. York.ngo 19.

H.iii •

Mar. 25,

2(1, '65.

July 2,

3, '63.

'Spiiei/, W. IV'., I't., K, Sept. 19,

27ili Alabama. 19, '63.

Sprinkle, s. M., i't., I, July 30,

39th Ohio, age 23. 30, '04.

Squires, C. W., I't., B,
16th Connecticut.

Staples, R. C, Pt., F,
7th Illinois.

Stark, A. A'., Serg't, II,

49th Virginia, age 28.

Stark. .T. T., Serg't, I,

13th Ky., age 25."

Starr, A. T.,Pt , F, 106th
Peon., age 23.

Stolon, Q. D.,Pt.,F, 48th
Alabama, age 28.

Steel, B., Serg't, C, 9th

Georgia, age 22.

Stephens, A. I'., I't., II,

65th Illinois, age 19.

Stephens, U., I't., C, 1st

Cavalry, age 35.

Stephens, S. 11. , I't., O,
8th ( leorgia.

Stephenson. It., I't., 1'.,

19th C. Troops, age 19.

Stevenson. G, rt., A,
7th Indiana, ago 23.

Stickles, J. It., I't., M, 2(1

Mich. Cav., age 18.

Stiekncv. J. G., Serg't

D, (ith Vt., age 24.

Slinr.an, A., I't., I, 3Stl:

N. Carolina, age 20.

St. Martz, \V., Serg't, F,

59th Illinois, age 26.

Stone, 1)., I't., C'
:

Pennsylvania
St ~'° "

03<1

o-ong.'R. St., Lt.-Col.

19th Wis., age 34.

Stuhblefield, IK. H., Pt.,

C,2d'S. Cage 19.

Storgis, W. II., I't., K,
9th Maine, age 25.

Stiirman. J. A., I't.. A,
3d Intl. Cav., ago 19.

Suggs, It. 11., Pt.; M, 8th

S. C, age 22.

Sutton, J. M., Lieut., E,
148th Penn., age 22.

Swartz, J., Pt., K, 3d N.
Jersey Cav., age 20.

Swayne, W., Col., 43d
Ohio, ago 30.

Sweezey, I. T.. Serg't, I,

150th N.York, age 19.York, age 19.

Swisher, J., Corp'l, B,
81st Ohio, age 22.

Sykes, O., Pt., C, 123d
Ohio, age 17.

Tatnm, R. }•., Tt., C,
19th Georgia.

Taylor, F. I.. Pt.,E, 17th
Vermont, age 22.

Taylor. J. B., Lieut., F,
Kith South Carolina.

Taylor, J., Pt., A, 19th
Michigan, age 19.

Temple,.I. B., Pt..A,8th
N. York Ait'y, age 57.

857 Tennis, S., Pt., F,
Missouri, age 28.

21th

April 20,

20, '64.

Oct. 4.

4, '62.

(Jet. 19,

20, '64.

May 28,

28, '64.

June Hi,

Hi, '64.

Aug. Hi,

17, '64.

Aug. II,

II, '64.

Nov. 2o.

26, '64.

Jlllv 28,

28, 'lit.

Oct. 7,

7. '64.

. I Hue 23,

23, '64.

June 18,

If, '64.

June 11.

11, '64.

Aug. 21,
21,' '61.

April 2,

2,
'6."",.

Dec. 15,

16, '64.

Aug. 29,

29, '62.

Oct. 27,

29, '64.

June 1,

3, '64.

Mav 18,
18,' '64.

Aug. 3,

4, '62.

July 1,

3, '63.

May 1(1,

11, '64.

June 1,

1, '64.

Fob. 2.

2, '65.

Dee. 13,

15, '64.

Aug. 7,

7, '64.

Sept. 19,

2(1, '64.

Aug. 19,

19, '64.

April 2,

2, '65.

June 19,

19, '64.

June 22,

22, '64.

June 22,

22, '64.

Dec. 28,

28. '62.

operations, operators,
Result.

I.eft: (lap; gangrene: necrosis.

Diseh'd Sept. 18, '65. Spec. 4174.

Might; (ire. A. A. Surg.W. S.

Woods. Gang.: neero.' Nov. 7,

reauip. up. third. Diseh'd Sept.

14, 1864. Spec. 4185.
. Recovery.

I.eft; nap. Surg. J. C. Denise,
27th Ohio. Diseh'd Dee. 2, '65;

sub. amputations.
Left; eire. Surg. N. Mayer, Kith
Conn. Diseh'd April 17", 1865.

Right : flap. Surg. 1!. L. Melcalf.
7th 111. Diseh'd Nov. 26, 1862.

Left; double lat. flap. Surg. J.

M. G. McGuire. C. S. A. Ex-
changed Feb. 16, 1865.

Left ; ant. post, flap, Surg. C. I>.

Moore, 13th Ky. Diseh'd June
1(1. 1865.

I.eft: eire. Surg. II. A. Martin,

U. S. V. Diseh'd Jan. 17. '65.

Right; eire. Diseh'd Jan. 15,

1865.

Left. Surg. W. S. Cooper, 125th

N. Y. Prison Oct. 26, 1864.

I.efi ; (lap. Surg. J. II. Rodgers,
104th Ohio. Diseh'd June 13, '65.

Left ; ant. post. (lap. A. A. Surg.
0. Rogers. Diseh'd March 8,

1865. Operation Jan., 1866.

Right. Surg. J. S. Jackson, C.
S. A. Recovery.

Lett: flap. Surg.'l".MacKuy.29th
C. T. Diseh'd April 17. 1865.

Right; flap. Surg. G. \V. New,
7th Ind. Gang. Dis. Oct. 8, '64.

Left: flap; gang. .lulv II, flap,

middle third. A. Surg. It. line,

1st X. V. Drag. Dis. Mar. 10, '65.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. E.
Phillips, (ith Vt. Exfol.; gang.
Diseh'd Oct. 12, 1865.

Right. Trans'd for release June
21, 1865.

Right ; ant. post. flap. A.Surg.
H. P. Jennings, 51st O. Gang.
Diseh'd June 26, 1865.

Left. Discharged Jan. 13, 18(13.

Left; ant. post. flap. A. Surg.
— Gibbs, C. S. A. Discharged
April 11, 1865.

Left; eire. June 15. medulla prut.

from bone. Released June 14, '65.

Right: flap. Surg. A. D. Palmer.
9th Me. M. out Sept. 27, 1864.

Left; eire. flaps. Exfol. Diseh'd
April 22, 1863.

Left. Transferred Sept. 28, '63.

Left : eire. Surg. J. \Y. Wishart,
140th Penn. Dis. Nov. 2, 1864.

Nov. 13, '64. reamp. up. third.

'7(1, stump not healthy. S/J.2280.

Rigid; ant. post. flap. Diseh'd
April 26. 1865.

Right : flap. Surg. F. M. Rose.

43d Ohio. Ilami.: lig. small art.

Retired.

Left: flap. Surg. II. Z. Gill, II.

S.V. (Also amp. left see'dfing'r.)

Diseh'd July 19, 1865.

Left: eire. A. Surg. J. C. Simon-
son,G6th Ind. Diseh'd May, 9. '65.

Left ; circ. Diseh'd Juno 3, 1865.

Loft. Surg.— Matfhews.C.S.A.
Recovery.

Left; eire. Surg. L. W. Bliss.

51st. N. Y. Bone prot. Diseh'd
November 4, 1865.

. Surg. — Cooper, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right : flap. Surg. J. Bennett.
19th Mich. Diseh'd Sept. 13, '65.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. M. F.
Regan. 164th N. Y. Seq. rem.
Diseh'd Aug. 25. 1865.

Right : ha?m. Diseh'd July 15,

1863.

NO

|
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name, Military
description, and aoe

Terry, W., I't., O, 8th
New Jersey, age 19.

Thair, J., I't., E, 23d Ky.

Thompson. //., Pt., A, 2d
Tennessee.

Thompson, II.. I't. ,G,7th
Indiana, age 23.

Thompson, M., Serg't, D,
88th Indiana, age 24.

Thompson, J. R., Pt., C,
40th Indiana, age 20.

Thompson, J. A. .Serg't,

G, 79th N. Y., age 4„'.

Thompson, S. J., Serg't,

li, 79th Ind., ago 22.

Thanason. T. B., I't., E,
17th Miss., age 27.

Thornton, R., Pt., 1, 29th
Conn., age 18.

Thurmer. J. IP"., Capt.,

D, Kith Mississippi.

Tomlin, J., I't., A, 21st

Tenn., age 19.

Tompkins, S. C., Serg't,

F, 159th New York.

Torrance, It. .4., Pt.,

8th Texas Cavalry.
Tower. D.W., Lieut.,

I7tli Iowa.

Townsond. A., Lieut., G,
18th Infantry, age 26.

Tramell.J.r'.A't.. I., 6th

Alabama, age 21.

Treadirai/, J. A., I't., II,

43d N. Carolina.

Troxlci. W. O., I't., P..

93d Pennsylvania.
Trow.W., Pt., A, 8th N.
York Art'y, age 26.

Truckev, G. F.. Pt., A.
7th W'is., age 19.

Truesdell, J. XT., Pt., L.

54th Penn , age 21

.

Tryon, .1. L., Serg't. H,
9th New York, age 33.

Tnmblin, S. II., Pt., II,

22d N. Carolina.

Turnhull, J. M., Lieut.,

C, 36th Illinois.

Turner. C.IL.Pt., B,38th
New York, age 24.

Turner, P. £., l't.,A,23d

N. Carolina, age 19.

Underwood, C, Serg't,

D, 36th Mass., ago 27.

Underwood, J., Pt., F,
41st Ohio, age 23.

Usher, J., Pt., D, 107th
New York, age 26.

Utter, W., Pt., K, 8th
Iowa, age 21.

Fail Lear. A. G. L.,Vi.,
K, 5th Virginia.

' Vick, R. A., Pt., E, 43d
N. Carolina, age 37.

Viekery.D.L.,Pt., I,40th
Indiana, age 23.

Walbridgc. H.C., Pt., E,
145th Penn., age 18.

Wager. M. II.. Pt., G.
123d Ohio, age 39.

Walker. G. R, Pt., E,
7th West Virginia.

Walker, H., Pt., K, 6th
Vermont.

Walker. S., Serg't. F,
155th Penn., age 29.

3 Wallace, D. P., Pt., K,
42d Ohio.

DATES.

Oct. 7.

7, '64.

May 22.

32." '63.

Sept. 2(1.

2d, '63.

May 5,

5, '64.

Mar. 19,

19, '65.

Nov. 25,

27, '63.

May 9,

10, "64.

Nov. 25,

26, '03.

Sept. 3,

3, '64.

Oct. 37,

27, '6-1.

Dee. II,

11, '62.

1 )ec. 8,

8, '64.

May 2,

3,
''63.

Dec. 26,

26. '6:1.

May 16.

16, '83.

Aug. 7,

7, '64.

.Inn

1, '63.

July 2.

2, '63.

May 31,

,1c. 2. '62.

June 3,

3, '64.

June 17,

18. '64.

July 18,

19, '64.

June 1 1,

11. '64.

May 2,

4, '63.

Mav 26,
27,' '64.

Dee. 13,

15, '62.

Oct. 11,

12. '63.

Sept. 30,

Oct. I, '6 1.

Dee. 15,

16, '64.

May 25,

37, '64.

July 19,

30, '63.

May 3,

3, '63.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

Nov. 35.

37, '63.

June 16,

17, '64.

Mar. 31,

31. '65.

July 4,

5, '63.

April 16.

18, '62.

May 3,

3, '63.

July 12,

13. '63.

Operations, OPERATORS,
Result.

Left : circ. A. Surg.— Johnson,
C. S. A. April 14, '6j, reamp.
mid. third. Diseh'd June 38, '65.

Left. Surg. B. F. Stevenson, 33d
Ky. Diseh'd Aug. 1, 1863.

-. Surg. — Bates, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Mustered
out Sept. 20, 1864.

L't ; dou. flap. Surg.D.S.Young,
21st Ohio. Diseh'd Oct. 17. '65.

Left; flap. Diseh'd Dec. 1,1864.

Left; eire. Surg. S. S. French.
20th Mich. Nee. bone removed.
Diseh'd Aug. 15. '64. Spec. 2968.

Left ; flap. A. A. Surg. R.Wirth.
Gang.: neero. Dec. 4, reamp.;
eire. Diseh'd Aug. 25, 1864.

Left; double flap. Surg. — Pat-

terson, C. S. A. For exchange
Nov. 23, 1864.

Left ; flap. Surg. N. Y. Leit, 76th

Penn. Diseh'd Aug. 16, 1865.

Right. Surgs. Hill and Franklin.

C. S. A. Retired Oct. 39, 1864.

Left; bilateral Map. Provost
Marshal Mav 6, 1865.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. C.
Robertson. 159th N. Y. 1 lisch'd

Aug. 1, 1863.

I.el'l. Surg — Holmes, C. S. A.
Ilceovcrv.

Left: flap! Surg. .1.11. Ealy.l7th
low. i. Pieces of bone removed.
Mustered out May 5, 1865.

Left
:
eire. Surg. L. Slusser, 69th !

Ohio. Retired Dec., 1861.

Left. Provost Marshal Sept. 10,

1863.

Left. Paroled Sept. 25, 1803.

I.eft: flap: prot. bone removed,
j

Diseh'd Jlllv 5. 1862.

Left
: flap. A.Surg.C.ll.Pegg.Sth

N. Y. 11. A. IIumu.: nee. bono
removed. Diseh'd Sept. 30. '65.

Right: eire. Surg. C. N. Cham-
berlain, U. S. V. Diseh'd Oct.

17, 1864.

Right; eire. Diseh'd Sept. 14,

1864.

Right: flap. Surg. B.G. Streeter,

4th N. Y. Cav. Dis. Apr. 28,'65.

Left. Recovery.

Left; flap. Surg. W. P. 1'eiree,

88th 111. Resigned Nov. 4, 1864.
Right. Confed.surg. Gang.; ha?m.
Mar. 1,'63, amp. up. third

; haun.
Diseh'd Sept. 9, 1863.

. Furloughcd Feb. 6, 1864.

Left. Discharged July 12, 1865.

1865. dis. bone removed. Died
April 30, 1867.

Rigid ; ant. post. flnp. Diseh'd
May 11, 1865.

Left : ant. post. flap. Surg W. C.
Bennett,U.8.V. Dis.June 6,'65.

Right ; semicirc. integ.flaps; eire.

cut mus. Surg.H. Z.Gill, U.S.V.
Exfol. Diseh'd Oct. 21, 1863.

Right; eire. May 15, Icein.; lig.

femoral. Recovery.
Right : necr. Mar. 11, '05, reamp.
hip joint. Recovery.

Left ; eire. Diseh'd May 20. 1864.

Left: flap. Surg. G. L. Potter,

145th Penn. Diseh'd June8.'(i5.

Right: eire. Surg. T. H. Squire,
89th N. Y. Recovery.

Left; flap. A.A.Surg.'c.G.Page.
Diseh'd Oct. 23, 1862.

Right. Surg. II. Janes. 3d Vt.

Diseh'd August 22, 1864.

Right; nut post. flap. A. Surg.
D. D. Swift, 126th Penn. Lieut.

V.R. C.March 11, 1864.

R't : eire. Surg. J. Pomerene,42d
Ohio. Diseh'd Oct. 7, 1863.

1 TERRY (C), Inc. cit., p. 76.

•FAUNTLEROY (A. St.), ///'/) Joint Amp.-Rec, in Richmond Med. Jour., 1866, Vol. I, p. 7.

3 Bryan (J.), loc. cit.. Vol. 7, p. 288.

Circular No. 7, S. O. O., 1867, pp. 50, 65, etc.
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Name, Military
Description, and agk

898

899

900

901

902

903

904

905

906

907

908

!K)9

910

911

913

913

9] I

915

91 fi

917

918

919

9SX)

921

922

923

924

025

920

927

938

929

930

931

932

933

934

933

936

937

938

939

940

I

941

Wallace, It. T., PL. A,
76th Penn., nge 33.

Walsh, K. L., l't., E, 8th
Ohio, age 24.

Wanzer,J.,Pt.,G, 137th
New York.

Ward, F. B., Corp'l, 1',

2Uth Maine, age 22.

Ward, T. W.. Pt., E,
14th Alabama.

Wardell. 8., Corpl, A,
14th N.Y.H.A.,ugc23.
Watkim, J. R.. Pt., G,
43d N. C, age 37.

Watson, G. VV., Lieut.,
II. 90th Peon., age 35.

Watson, M. !'., Lieut.,
I, 5th Artillery.

Webb, W. E., Serg't.K,
100th Ohio, age 22.

Weiler, (I. s., l't., G,
05th Illinois, age 29.

Wells, D..Corp'l.E, 121st
New York, age 28.

Wells, G., Scrg't, K, 7th
Louisiana, age 21.

Welsh, J., It., II, Gth
Kentucky, age 2ti.

Welton. 1'. <;., l't., U,
4_'d Illinois, age 21.

Werle, M..PL, K.onth N.
York, age 2:1.

Worth, W., It., E, 7th
New York, age 32.

Westbrook, J.W., Lieut.,
li. 4th Miss, age 23.

Wetler, II. .Lieut., II, 8th
Penn. lies., ago 20.

Wheamn, J..PL.D, 123d
Ohio, age 23.

Wlm!,:::, /'.. Pt., K, (ilst

N. Carolina, age 23.

Whilc.A. J..I't..[I,155th

Pennsylvania, age 19.

White, G.C.,Pt.,F. 144th
New York, age 40.

White, J., Corpl, E, Gth
Tennessee, age 28.

White, J. M, PL. A, 55th
Illinois.

Whitr.1'. /'., It, A, 20th
N. Carolina, ago 21.

Whitlook. R.,Pl,G, 11th
Connecticut.
Whitnrr, I'. W., PL, A,
12th N. Cage 24.

Whitney. J. 1'., Corp'l,
(', 14th Mich., age 21.

Whitney, W. E., l't., I,

21st M'ich., age 53.

Whittingham, A.,Serg't,
E, 28th Ponn.

Wicks, li., PL, A, 89th
N. Y., age 20.

mggt,J. ff.,Pt., I, lGth
N. Carolina, nge 23.

Wiginton, J. T., l't., K.
28th Tennessee, age 18.

Wiley, W. A., Colonel,
41st Ohio.

Williams, I!., PL, E, 0th
Colored Troops.

Williams, E. C., l't., D,
3d Wis., nge 23.

Williams, B. 8., PL, II,

2d Wis., ago 23.

Williams, (i. ,L, Corp'l.

II, 42d Ohio.
Williams, J., PL, C, 1st

Infantry, age 28.

Williams, T. II., Corp'l,

E, 13th Now Jersey.

Williamson,.!. J. .Lieut..

II, 2d New Y'ork Art'y,
ago 30.

Wilktrsrm. \T. B., Lieut.,
O, 44th Virginia.

Wilkins.J.,Crp'l.L.14th
N. Y. H. A., age :I3.

Dates.

Oct. 22,

24, '02.

May 10,

10, '64.

Oct. 23,
:i i, 'i.:i

July 2,

3, '113.

May 30,

30, 'G4.

June 2,

3, '04.

July 12,

U. '64.

May 5,

7, '64.

July 2,

3, '63.

Aug. 6,

7, '64.

Nov. 29,

29, '64.

Oct. LI,

20, '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

Juno 23,

23, '64.

May 29,

29, '64.

Juno Hi,

16, '64.

April 7,
' 7, '65.

Nov.
lice. 1

Aug.
28.

'

Dec.
16,'

Sept
311,

'

June

Nov.
De.2

May 27,

27, '64.

Juno 27,

27, '64.

July 1,

2, '63.

Sept. 13,

13. '62.

July 1

1, '63.

Mar. 16,

16, '65.

Doc 13,

13, '64.

Sept. !7,

17, '62.

Sept. 17

19, '62.

April 7,

7, '65.

Sept. 1.

1, '64.

Nov. 25,

25. '63.

Feb. 11.

II, '63.

Mar. 1C,

III, '65.

July 1,

2, '63.

May 1

,

1, '63.

Feb. 22,

22. '65.

July 3,

3, '63.

June 3,

3, '64.

May 10.

11," '64.

Aug. 19.

20, '64.

operations, operators,
Result.

Loft; ant. post. tlap. Surg. It. II

Bontecou, U. S.Y. Disoh'd Jan.
8. 1804. Specs.WSi, 3018.

Left. Surg. J. L. lircnton, 6th O.
Disoh'd Oct. i3, 1864.

R't : ant. flop. Surg. G. P. Oliver,
111th Peun. Disoh'd Mar. 1,'B4.

Right : tlap ; erysipelas. Disoh'd
Nov. 28, 1864.

Right : dou. tlap. Surg.— Dixon,
C. s. A. luvoluoruin removed.
Disoh'd July 17, 1865.

Loft; circ. Disch'd Juuo 23, '65.

Loft ; lateral flap. Prison Oct. 14,

18l>4.

Right ; circ. Disch'd Nov. 14, '65.

Right ; circ. A. Surg. 1'.. Howard,
V. S. A. Promoted. Spec 1382.

Left; circ. Surg.O. A.Collainore.
JOOthO. dang. Dis. Mar. 27,'65.

Right: eire. Confederate surg.
Disch'd Juuo 5. 1865.

Right; circ. Disoh'd June 12,

1865.

Lett ;eire. Surg.— Davis. C.S. A.
Pn.vost Marshal Fob. 11,1865.

Lett
; circ- : nee. bone removed.

Disch'd April 10, 1805.

Light ; (ire. Surg. /. P. Hanson,
42d III. Disch'd Mar. 211, 1865.

Left; ant. post. Map. Surg. G. L.
Potter, 145th Poaa. Discharged
June 24, 1865.

L't : dou. tlap. Surg.W.Yusburgh,
111th N. Y. Dis. Aug. 18, 1865.

Left : circ. Pro. Marshal Feb.
6. 1865.

Right. Surg. L.W. Read. 1st Pa.
Reserves. Disch'd Sept. 29, '62.

Left ; Hap. Surg. O. Ferris. 123d
Ohio. Disoh'd May 23. 1864.

Right. Prison April 14. 1865.

Left; flap: erysip.; gang.: bone
remov'd. Disch'd Nov. in, 1864.

Right; ant. post. flap. A. Surg.
C. T. Rebcr, U. S. V. Disch'd
Aug. 11, 1865.

Left. Surg. c. W. McMillan, 1st

Term. Disch'd May 9, 1865.

Right ; circ. A.Surg. J. T. Smith,
C5th 111. Disch'd June 6, 1865.

Left. Surg. — llissell, C. S. A.
Lxchanged.

Loft. Disch'd Dec. 31, '62. Died
of apoplexy Dee. 16, 1864.

Left. Exchanged Nov. 12. 1863.

Left; circ. Surg. A. Wilson. 1 13th
Ohio. Disch'd June 23, 1865.

Loft: circ. Hap. Surg. ,I. Avery,
21st Mich. Disch'd June 16,'65.

Left. Disch'd December 31. '62.

Left; flap. Surg. T. II. Squire,
89th N. Y. Disch'd Feb. 21, '63.

Left; circ. Released June 14,'65.

Left ; circ. Surg. — Wilson, 28th
Teun. Pro. Mar. Nov. 16, 1864.

Left. Disch'd June 7. 1864. Maj.
V. R.C.April 19, 1865.

Left; eirc. A. Surg. II C. Merry-
weather. 5th Colored Troops.
Disch'd July 25, 1865.

Ri«oit; circ. (Skey's operation.)
L.sch'd Sept. 1. 1865.

Right; circ. Disch'd December
I. 1863.

Left: flap. Surg. J. Pomercne,
43d Ohio. Disch'd Oct. 29, 1863.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. A..7.

II. Buzzell, 3d N. II. Disch'd
Sept. 22. 1865.

Left; double flap. Surg. .1. A.
Freeman, 13th N. .1. Disch'd
Nov. 7. '63. Died May 16. '70.

Right; eire. Surg. J.W. Wishart.
140th Penn. Nee.bone remov'd.
Disch'd Feb 25. 1865.

. Surg. — Craves, 44th Ya.
Recovery.

Right; circ. Surg.W. V. White.
57th Mass. Disch'd May 30, '05.

Name, Military
Descku'Tion, ash agk.

942 Wilkinson. J.W., PL, A,
187th Pcna.,age 40.

9 13 Wilkinson, S. F., Pt., D.
150th N. York, ago 40.

944

945

946

947

948

on

950

951

952

953

954

955

956

957

958

959

960

961

960

963

964

Wilson, A. .Corp'l. II, 6th
New Y'ork Cavalry.

Wilson, E. E., l't., II,

1 10th Penn., age 20.

Wilson, G., PL, 1, 95th
Ohio.

Wilsou, H., PL, I, 43th
Missouri, age 19.

Wilson, P. 1'., Lieut., II,

5th Connecticut.

Wilson, It., PL, E,4flth
Indiana.

Wilson, S., PL, F, 65th
Georgia, ago 26.

Wilson, W., PL, I, 1st

Massachusetts.
Winder, J., PL, E, 43d
New York, age 39.

Wing, A. ()., PL, F, 1st

Maine Art'y, age 27.

Wimteud, II'. I)., PL, H,
16th North Carolina.

Vaudlc, It., Pt., F, 2l5t
South Carolina.
Wood. I.. Corp'l, C., 94th
' Ohio, age 22.

Woods, W., PL, G, 32d
Now Yolk.

Woolbough, ,1. It.. PL, I,

118th Penn., age 33.

Workman, A. J., PL, I,

29th Virginia, ago 20.

Wright. A., Pt , I, 68th
Colored Troops,age 24.

Wright. J. C.,Serg't, C,
58th Illinois.

Wylie, 1!., PL, D, 23d
Penn. Militia.

Wyse, C. !'., PL, F, 69th
New York.

Yale, T., Corp'l, II, 23d
Wisconsin.

Yntton, O. W., PL, D,
10th N.Y. Heavy Art.,

ago 23.

Yeagor, R., l't., A, 9th
New Jersey, nge 21.

Yciser, J., l't., F, 10th
Iowa.

Ye mns, F., PL, B, 8th
Mich. Cavalry, age 32.

Young, A. L., Corp'l, F,
46th Penn., age 24.

Young, (L, Scrg't.O, 8th
Michigan, ago 23.

Young, L.,Corp'l, F,81st
Ohio, ago 22.

Zabnizer, M. II., Pt., B,
146th Penn., age 21.

Zimmerman, II., PL, E,
lllh Indiana, age 18.

Abrams. L., PL. D, 158th
New Y'ork, age 30.

Aiken, W., PL, G, 105th
Pennsylvania.

Albert, G., PL, A, 27th
Michigan, age 30.

Aldorson,B.,Pt.,E,lllth
Illinois.

Aldinger, C, PL, E,7th
New York.

Alexander, A. C, PL, II,

641 h Ohio, age 20.

Alexander, N. A., PL, A,
5th Iowa, ago 23.

Allen, D., Serg't, G, 4th
Maine, age 21.

Allen, G., It., II, 12th
.Missouri.

Dates.
Operation's, Operators,

Result.

Juno 19.

20, '04.

Mar. 16,

16, '65.

Oct 15,

15, '63.

Julv 2.

4,
'"63.

Aug. 30,

31, 62.

Oct. 7,

7, '64,

June 22,

23, 'C4.

Dec. 29,

Nov. 30,

De.1,'64.

Juno 25
25, '62.

Oct. 19,

20, '64.

Juno 18,

19, '64.

July I,

I ,
'63.

June 16,

16, '64.

May 14,
14," '64.

May 7,

7, \ti.

Oct. I,

1, '64.

May 16,
16,' '64.

April 9,

10, 115.

Oct. 3,

4, '62.

July 1,

2, '63.

Sept. 17,

19, '62.

Jan. II,

II, '63.

April 2,

2, '65.

May 6,

6, '64.

Nov. 25.

25, '63.

Nov. 25,

25, '64.

July 20,

21, '64.

June 17,

17, '64.

July 22,

22, '64.

May 12,
12,"'64.

Aug. 24,

24, '64.

April 2,

2, '65.

May 2,

2. fe).

July 30,

30, '64.

July 22,
22, '64.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

Dec. 13.

13, '64.

Sept. 19,

19. '62.

May 5.

5,
''64.

June 5,

5, '63.

Right; ant. posterior flaps. Surg.
W. F. Humphrey, 149th Penn.
Disch'd .Ian. 19, 1865.

Right: eirc. Surg. C.M.Camp-
bell, 150th N.Y. Disch'd June
17, 1865.

liight ; circ. Surgs. A. P. Clark,
Gtu N. Y.Cav., and W. II. llnli-

son, 9th N. X . Cav. Discharged
April 26, 1864.

Right; flap. Surg. II. F. Lystcr,
5th Mich. Disch'd Aug. 7, '64.

Left: circ. Burg. H. Z. Gill, 95th
Ohio. Disch'd Nov. 28, 1662.

Right; bi-lat.flap. Confed. surg.
Disch'd Jan. 31, 1865.

Right ;
(also wound of left leg.)

Surg. J. Chapman, 123d N.Y'.
Disch'd Dec. 22, '64; sub. opor.

Right; flap. Disch'd March 16,

'63. 1870. stump sore.

Left : hit. (lap. Provost Marshal
March 2. 1865.

Left ; circ. Disch'd Sept. 29, '62.

Left ; long ant. Hap : sloughing.
Disch'd July in. 1865.

Loft; circ. Discharged 1865.

Right. Surg.— Murphy.C.S.A.
Exchanged March 17, 1864.

Surg.— Mullcr, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Doc. 2, 1864.

Right : (also wound of loft log.)

Disch'd Sept. 15, 1862.

Left; Hap. Surg.J.Thomas, 118th

Penn. Nee. bono rem 'd. Disch'd
July 25, 1865.

Right : circ. Retired February
22. 1865.

Left; circ. skin flap; eirc. sect.

muscles. A. Surg. II. F. Lyford,
68th C. T. Disch'd Juno 10, '65.

Left; flap. Confed. surg. Disch'd
April 10, 1863.

Right. Surg. — Noil!, Dickenson
College. M. out Aug. 4, '63.

Left ; circ. Disch'd Mar. 30, '63.

Right ; flap. Surg. J. li. Sparks,
I9th Kentucky. Disch'd .March

7, 1863.

Right : flap. Surg. O. S. Cope-
land, 16th N. Y. Art'y. Disch'd
Oct. 3, 1865.

Left : circ.: bone rem'd. Disch'd
Feb. 25, 1865. Spec. 2972.

Right ; circ. Surg. R. J. Mohr,
10th Iowa'. Disch'd Nov. 23,64.

Left. Confed. surg. (lung. Mar.
26, '65, reamp.; circ.; mid. third.

Dr. S. L. Norris. Saugataek.
Disch'd June 10, 1665.

Left ; flap. Disch'd July 28, '65.

Left ; circ. Surg.W. H. Fox. 8th
Mich. Gang. Diseh. June9, '65.

Right ; Hap. Surg. W. C. Jacobs.
81st Ohio. Disch'd Feb. 17, '65

Right ; circ; gangrene. Disch'd
July 4, 1865.

Loft : flap. Surg.J. A.Coniington,
1 1th Ind. Disch'd Mar. 20, '65

R't; flap. Surg.II.C. I.evensalor,

8th Me. Died .lime 5, '65
: irri-

tative fever.

Right. Died June 9, 1863.

Left ; circ. Surg.W. C. Shurlock,
51st Penn. Died Aug. 27, '64

;

exhaustion.
Left. Surg. A.C. Messenger, 57th
Ohio. Died Aug. 14, 1864.

Right. Surg. C. S. Wood, 66th
K Y'. Died Dec. 28, 1862.

Right; (also other wounds ;) flap.

Surgeon J. II. Hutchison, 15th
Mich. Died Dec. 13, 1864.

Left. Surg. J.fl.F. Ilolston, C.S.
V. Died Sept. 29, 1862.

Left ; Hap. Died Juno 6, 1864.

Right. Surg. J. Spiegelhalter,
12th Mo. Died June 25, 1863.
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Name, Military
Description, ami Age.

983

984!

983$
986

987

968

989

990

991

992

993

994

995

996

997

998

999

looo

1001

1002

1003

1004

1005

006

100'

1008

1009

1010

1011

;oi2

101

1014

1015

1016

1017

1018

1019

1020

1021

1022

1023

1024

1025

1026

Ht?

1028

Allen, E. S., S,rg't,D,3d
Maine, age 36.

Allen, S., l't, G, 59th
Muss., age 19.

Almon, W. J., l't., r, 5th
North < 'arolina.

Alpen, li., l't., r, 20th
Massachusetts.

Alsop, W., rt., 1', 33d
Indiana.

Alva, J., Corp'l, F, 13th
Ohio (av.. ago 21..

Anderson, .1. ii., I>t., II,

81st Indiana, age 33.

Anderson, .1. s., l't., A,
123d Ohio, age 22.

Anderson, J. 11., Corp'l,

II, 59th Georgia.
Andrews, J., l't., I), 11th
Vermont.

Andrews, J., Capt., D,
66th Illinois.

Anglen, T. R., l't., I).

36th Virginia.

Antonio, J., l't., A, 11th
Conn., age 31.

Argo, J E., —, H, 1st

Georgia.
Armoml, P., rt., D, 1st

Delaware, age 39.

Armstrong, F., Serg't, A,
56th Mass., age 30.

Armstrong, J...Serg't, M,
21 st Penn. Cav., age 28.

Armstrong, S., Pt., G, 2d
Mich., age 45.

Armstrong, T. II. , I't.,D,

7th S. Carolina Cav.
Amieh.M., l't., K, 200th
Pennsylvania.

Atwnod", B. W., Corp'l,

C, 105th Illinois.

Austin, II. K. N., Serg't.

E,9thN.Y.H.A..agc35,
Bailey, H.,Corp'l, B,39th
Illinois, age 27.

Unities, J. A.,Pt.,G, 55th
Illinois, age 25.

Baker, C, Pt., 12th Wis-
consin Battery.

Bamberger, J., Pt., F, 2d
Missouri.

Banks, E.M.,Pt.,H,lfith
Maine.

Banning, L., Pt., A,122d
New York.

Barbour, S.V., Pt.,E,9tb

N. Y. II. Art'ry, age 28.

Barclav, W. II., Lieut.,

K, 7th N. Y., age 23.

Barker, J., Pt., I, 58th
Mass., age 42.

Banies, C, Pt., D, 40th
New York, age 21.

Barnes, H., rt., H, 14th
Indiana.

Barnes, J. M., Corp'l, A,
12th Kentucky, age 31.

Barnes, S. W., Pt., H,
140th Penn.

Barnett, P., Pt., F, 3d
Delaware.

Barringer, F., Pt., E,
140tb Penn., age 18.

Bartlett, M., Pt., G, 10th
Maine.

Bass. W. L., Ft., K, 6th
Georgia.

Battec, 1'., Sergeant, B,
70th Ohio.

Battles, T., Pt., —, 3fith

Alabama.
Beach, J. T., Adj't, 5th
Louisiana.

Beard, II., Pt., F, 46th
Pennsylvania.

Benty, 8., Pt., B, 30th
Ohio, age 44.

Bebout, B., Corp'l, D,
140th Penn.

July 2,

3, •;;:;.

lone 17,

17, '111.

Mav 8,

P. i!4.

Mav 30,

—.''04.

June 25,

25, '04.

Oct. 1,

1, '64.

June 20,
20. '04.

July 18,

— ,
'04.

Nov. 29.

20, '03.

Sept. 10,

19, '04.

.May 27,
27,' '64.

July 3,

3, '03.

June (I,

0, '64.

Sept. 14,

15, '02.

Mav 18,

18."'04.

June 3,

3. '64.

June 18,

18, '04.

June 18,

18, '04.

Aug. 18.

19, '64.

Mar. 25,

25, '05.

Slav 27,
27,' '04.

June 1,

3, '64.

May 20,

20, '64.

July 22,

23, '64.

Oct. 5.

5, '04.

Sept. 19,

19, '03.

Dec. 13,

13, 02.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

Oct. 19,

20, '64.

June 3,

5, '64.

June 17,

17, '04.

May 5,

6, '64.

Sept. 17,

17, '02.

Aug. (i,

6, '64.

July 3,

3,
f
G3.

June 18,

18, '64.

Juno 10,

18, '04.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

May 16.
17.''04.

Sept. 1,

1, '64.

Nov. 25,

25, '63.

Mav 4,

5.
r
03.

July 20,
20,''64.

June 16,

16, '04.

Julv 2,

-, '63.

OPERATIONS, Ol'EKATOKS,
RESULT.

Left. Died Aug. 7, 1803; lia>ui.

Both. Died June 27, 1864.

Left : circ.; slough.: ha'in. recur-

rent. Died May 24,'04
: exh'n.

Lett. Died June 11, 1804.

Right. Surg. J. Bennett, ICth

Mich. Died July 3, 1864.

night. Died Nov. 5, 1804 ; ohr.

diarrhoea and wounds.
Left. Surg C. .1. Walton. 21st

Ky. Died Julv 1. 1804.

Right. Died August 11, 1804.

Left. Surg. A. M.Wilder.U.S.V.
Died December 12, 1603.

Right ; eire. Died Sept. 28. '01

;

gen'l depress'n of uerv's system.
: tlap. Surg. \V. R. March.

2d Iowa, Hsem. 1 lied June 23,

1804; pysemia.
. I lied October 8, 1803; chr.

diarrhoea.
Bight : ant. post. flap. Died June

14, i804 ; exhaustion.
. Injured end of stump, caus-

ing slough. Died (Jet. Hi, 1802.

Right. Died J Iay 30, 1664; py-
aeuiia.

Left: tlap: luem.; lig.: haem. ree'd.

Died Julv 18, 1804: exhaustion.
Right; cir'c. Died July 11,'04

;

pysemia.
Lett. Died June 29, 1864.

Right ; ciro. Surg. , 7th
S. C. Cav. Died Oct. 9, 1864.

. Died March 29, 1865.

Right. Surg. J. \V. Hastings,
33d Mass. Died June 4, 1804.

Left ; cire. Died June 30, 1664;
pyaemia.

Right. Died June 11, '(54
;
pyasm.

Left; (lap. Act. Staff Surg.C.B.
Richards, U. S. A. Died July
25, 1864.

Left. A. Surg. J. J. Whitney,
18th Wis. Died Oct. 15, 1864.

Left. Died October 25, 1863.

Left. Died December 16, 1862.

Left. Died October 12, 1864 ; ex-
haustion.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. G. T.
Stevens, 77th N. Y. Hsem. fatal

before discovery, Oct. 27, 1804.

Right ; circ. Surg. G. L. Potter,

145th Penn. Oozing of blood;
diarr. Died July 6. '64 ; exh'n.

Light: (aniputa. left knee joint.)

Died June 28. 1804.

Right: lia3tii. June 17, lig. fern.

Died June 19, 1864.

Right. Died October 7, 1862.

Right: cire. Surg. C. S. Frink,

U.8.V. Died Nov. 14, '04: exh'n.
Right. Died August 2, 1863.

Left. Surg. C. N. Chamberlain,
V.S.V. Died July 1, 1864.

Right: lat. flap. Surg. J. W.
Wishart, 140th Penn. Died July
15, 1864.

Right. Died November 6, 1862.

; flap. Died July 30, 1864.

Left. Died September 4, 1864.

Right ; flap. Surg.A. Sabine. 76th
Ohio. Died Nov. 26, 1863.

; pneumonia; pysemia. Died
May 28, 1803.

Left; (also w'nd of face.) Died
October 17, 1804.

Left: double flap. A. Surg.C.B.
Richards, 30th Ohio. Died June
16, '64

; shock and loss of blood.
. Died August 9, 1863.

Name, Military
description, a-nd aok.

102!

1031

in.",,

1032

1033

1031

1035

030

1037

038

1039

1040

104

1042

1043

1044

1045

1040

1047

1048

1049

1050

I Offl

I OSS

1053

1054

1055

105C

1051

1058

1059

1000

LOffl

1062

1003

1064

1065

1006

1007

1008

1069

1070

1071

I',cbnut,L..S'gt,D,140th
Penn., age 32.

Bechtell, D. 1!., Pt., B.
21st Penn., ago 23.

Iie.htolt, I'., Pt, G, 54th
Ohio.

Beck, C, l't , D, 29th
Ohio.

Beck, G. W., Pt., C, 21st

Illinois.

Beckman, W. II'., Serg't.

D, -7th S. C., age 33.

Beckwilh, C. J., l't., C,
20th Connecticut.

Becker, J. J., l't., IC, 89th
Ohio.

Belcher, P., Pt., B, 49th
Mass .age 20.

Bell, IL.Pt.I, 36thCol'd
Troops.

Bell, R. IL, Capt., F, 7th
N. Y. H. A., age 37.

Benedict. A., Serg't, A,
104th Illinois.

Bennett, T., Pt.,F, 199th
Pennsylvania.

Benton, G.M., Lieut., B,
12th Conn.

Berry, E. P., Copt., E,
5th N. Jersey, age24.

Betts, J. S., Pt., F. 40th
New York, age 22.

Bibbs, W. J., Pt., G, 32d
Tenn., age 35.

Biddle, G. C, Pt., C.
205th Penn., nge 25.

Biddle. II., Corporal, C,
148th Pennsylvania.

Bigalow, C, Pt., E, 17th
Infantry, age 16.

Birmingham. A., Lieut.,

A. Kith New York.
Bishop, L., Sergeant, C,
154th New York.

Bitter, L., Pt.. B, 180tb
Ohio.

Blackburn, J., Pt., E,
138th l'enu., age 35.

Blackwell. E.,I't.,F,13th

Colored Troops, age 24.

BlaiH'hard.W., Captain.
K. 13th Illinois.

Blaney, J. W., Pt., E,
7th West Virginia.

Blett, D.. Lieut., F, 1st

Penn. Rifles, age 35.

Bodley, E., l't., B, 59th
Indiana, age 28.

Bohrer, T., Serg't, I,

159th New York.
Bond, It., Pt.. A, 24th
Mass., age 28.

Bonhaum. A.. Pt., F,
143d Penn., age 43.

Bonncberg, J., Pt., E,
12th Missouri.

Bonyea.R..Pt..F. 118th
New York, age 33.

Boughton, J. IL, Corp'l,

E, 2d Conn. H. Art'rv.

Bontwell, R. T., l't., ii,

4th Vermont.
Bowman, II. M., l't., II,

00th Ind.. ago 21.

Boyd, W. A , Maj., 84th
Indiana, age 37.

Boyle, M., Pt., V, 1st

Delaware.
Boylcs, T. R„ Pt.. T>,

187th Pennsylvania.
Bradford, J. SI., Pt.,

Kith Michigan.
Bradford. W. II., Vt.,A.

36th Wisconsin, age 20
Bradley. P.. Scrg t, O,

16th Michigan.

Dates.

b,

June 3.

3, '04.

June 18.

18. '04.

July 3,

3. '04.

July 28,
28,''04.

June —

.

—, '04.

June 10.

10, 04.

June 14.

14, '03.

June 27.

27. '64.

May 27.

27, '03.

Sept. 29,

29, '04.

May 7.

-, 64.

May 14.
14," '04.

April 9,

9. '65.

Oct. 19.

19, '04.

July 2,

3,
''63.

Nov. 26.

26, '63.

May 15,

16, '64.

April 2.

3, '05.

Oct. 27,

27, '04.

May 5,

-, '04.

Dec. 13,

13, 02.

July 1,

I, '03.

Dec. 7,

7, '64.

July 9,

11. '04.

Dec. 15,

16, '04.

Nov. 27,

27, '03.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

May 8,

9, '04.

Sept. 19,

19, '63.

April 13.

13, '03.

Aug. 1-1.

10, '64.

June 18,

18, '64.

Dec. 29,

29, '02.

June 3,

3, '04.

Sept. 19,

19. '04.

Mav 12,
12.' '64.

Nov. 3,

3. '03.

Mav 7,

7. '04.

Dec. 13.

13, '02.

June 18,

18, '64.

Feb. 0,

0', '05.

June 17,

17, '04.

Aug. 21,
21, '04.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Lett ; circ. Surg. J. W. Wishart,
140th Penn. Died Oct. 8, '04;

disease of stomach.
Right. Died July 10, 1664.

Left. A. Surg. C. B. Richards,
30th Ohio. Died Aug. '-8. '64.

Left: circ. Surg. A. K. 1 ilield,

20th Ohio. Died Sept. 10. '04.

Left. Surg. A. L. Cox, U. S. V.
Died June 24. 1604.

Right: circular. Died June 25,

1804
; pyemia.

Bight. Died June 26, 1863.

Left. Died July
,
1804.

Right. Died June 10, '03: diph-
tlicria.

. Died October 15, 1804.

Left ; hsem.; lig. femoral. Died
June 2-1, 1801 : exhaustion.

Left. Died May 20. 1864.

Left: eire. Surg. G. Del.andre,
158th N. Y. Died May 29, '05.

Right. Confed. surg. Died Nov.
4. 1804: general depression.

Left. July 8, hoeni. Died same
day.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. II.

F. Lyster, 5th Mich. DiedDcc.
17. 1803 : pyaemia.

Right : circ. Ass't Surg. W. F.
Sniith, 28th Penn. Gang.: lig.

femoral on face of stump. Died
Sept. 2:1. '04; acute diurrhcea.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg. W.
O. McDonald, U. S. V. Died
April 25.'05; pyaem. Spec. 4159.

Right. Died January 28. 1865.

Left; flap: gastric irritability.

Died May 30. 1864.

Right; (amputa. left ankle joint.)

Died December 17, 1802.

Left. Died July 31, 1803.

Right. Ass't Surg. J. W. Reed,
115th Ohio. Died Dec. 9, 1864.

Left; circ. A. A. Surg. W. S.

Adams. IIa?m. recurrent. Died
Sept. 1. 1864 : ha?ni. and exh'n.

Specs. 3882, 3848, 3280.

Right; flap. A. A. Surg. J. S.
Giltncr. Died Dee. 27, 1804.

Left. Surg. S. C. Plummer, 13th

111. Died Dec. 4, 1863.
. Died December —,1862.

Right : cire. Surg. J. J. Comfort,
1st Penn. Rifles. Died June 30,

1804; pyaemia.
Left; flap. Surg.A.M.MoMnhon,
04th Ohio. Sept. 28, '03, haem.;

lig. fein.. fatal six hours after.—-. Died April 14, 1863.

Left; circ. A. A. Snrg. S. J.

Holley. Died Sept. 2, 64 ; irri-

tative' fever.

Right. Died Aug. 7, '64
; exh'n.

. Died January 14, 1863.

Left : circ; haem. Died July 8,

1804; pyaemia. Spec. 2930.

Bight ; flap. Died Oct. 20, 1864
;

exhaustion.
Left. Died May 12, 1864.

Left. Surg. J. S. Medrew, 83d
Ohio. Died Feb. 1. 1864.

Left. A ss't Surg. H. Kirby, 84th

Ind. Died Julv 11. 1864.

Bight. Died Dec. 31, 1802; py-
aemia and tetanus.

Right. Died June 19, 1864.

Left. Died February 17, 1805.

Left : circ. Surg. W. B. Fox, 8th
Mich. Died June 25, 1804.

Left; (also amp. right leg.) Died
Sept. 16, 1864.

Surg. 111—33
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107a

1073

1074

1 1 i?."i

l()7li

1077

107H

1II7H

108(1

1081

1083

1083

1 084

11083

1080

1

1087

1088

1089

1090

1091

1093

i

[1093

1094;

109.1

1090

1097

10118

KHIll

1100

1101

IllOS

1 103

1104
I

1105;

I ion

1107

1108

1109

1110

mi

u,

1113

Name, Miutaiu

Brand, A., Serg't, K.
21st s. c. age :io.

Brandshaw, II. II.. Pt.,

(V. 7th Tennessee.
Bnmse. A. l>.. l't.. II.

49th 1'i-iiti.. ago 20.

Bremer. B., l't., A, 39th
New York, age 29.

Brewer, J. 8., Corp'l. A,
SOtta .South Carolina.

Briekley. 1>.. Pt.. li, (ill,

Tennessee.
Briggs, it. 11'.. Pt., ('.

24th Virginia.
I'.iiliin. .1.. Remiit, nice

Broomeling. T.. It., c.

106th N. Vork, age 24.

Brown, W. II. II.. I.t.

Uol., t; I .-it Ohio.

Brown, II. Z., Pt., r. 1st

.Mass. II. A., age 29.

Brown. .1. I'.. Lieut, I'.

l-17th N. v.. age 29.

Brown, J. \V„ l't., K,
3d Michigan.

Brown, O. 8., Serg't, I'

14Stli Pennsylvania.
Bryant, 1>.. It., ('. P'th

Massachusetts.
Bryant, .1 . (.'., Pt, 11.

Ihth Georgia, age 29.

Buchanan, A. Corp'l, K,
19th Mass.. age 28.

Bump, J., l't.. M, eth X.
York Art'y, age 18.

Bunting, .1. M.. l't.. li.

99th Pennsylvania.
Burbank, W. II., Lieut,
58th Massachusetts.

Burdy. T., l't., K, 7 1st

Pennsylvania.

OPEUATIONS, OPKUATORS
RK8CLT.

I N Name, Military
"• DESCRIPTION-, ami Ai;K

Mav It!. Lett: Bap; slough'g bone exp'd.
18, '84. ! Died June I. 1804.

July 3.
!
Died.

3, '03.

Sept. 19. Right : cire.; pyomiic symptoms,
19. '04.

i
Died Nov. 19, 1804.

Feb. i;, Lett: Hap. Surg. A. N. Dough-
8, 04. erty. I'.S. V. Stump diseased.

Died June 1. '04. Spec. 2043.
o,-t. 10. , Died Novembers, 1864.
19. '04.

May 14, i Right. Surg. I). L. Heath. 23d
14, 04. Mich. Hied Jitlv 28. 1801.

Lett. Died .Inly 19, 1802.

Aug. 20. 1 Right: cire. Surg. G. L. Sutton,

26,64. I . s. v. Gangrene. Died (let.

8. I8H4.
.Inly 0, Left; eire. A.A.Siirg.G.M.Paul-
10, ''04.

lin. Gangrene. Died August
1 II. 1864; diphtheria.

July 20, Right. Died September 5, 1804.
—,''04.

June 18, . Died June 20, 1804.

Is, '04.

Mav 12. . Right; Rap ; erysipelatous. Died
12.' 0-1. .julv 14.04; exh'n. Spec. 3573.
.Iiilv :l. Right. Died Julv — . 1803.

3. '(13.

July 3, . Died July 29, 1803.

3, '03.

Sept. 17. Right. Died October 8, 1802.

17, 02.

April 0, Left; Hap. Died April 28, 1865;
7, 'tio. exhaustion.
Mav 12.

,

Left: longant. Hap. Surg. J. P.
13, '64.

:
Dyer. 19th Mass. DiedJe.2, '64.

June 3. Right : cire. Surg. S. H. Plumb,
3,04. 8:d X. V. Died July 7. 1804;

' pyaemia.
Nov. 21t. Lett. Sure. X. A. Hursain, 17tl

2'. I. '04.

June —

,

— ,
'64.

June 29,
2!', '02.

1114

Bnrfell, L.. l't., I). 118th
Ohio.

Burghart, C. H., Lieut..

K, 4th New Vork II'vv
Artillery, age 20.

Burffin, ('. H., Serg't,

H, 5th Ala., age 24.

Burley, W.. l't., K, 73d
Ohio, aire 40.

Burke, V.. l't.. B, 1st

Mich., age 30.

Burmaster, J.. Pt., I), ;

88th Illinois.

Burns. 1'.. It., C, 5th
j

New York.
Burns. P., Pt.. B, 15th i

Infantry.
Burns, l't, l't., A, 2:1.1

Illinois.

Burr. T . l't.. K, 112th

New York, age 33.

Bush. J.. Corp'l. F, 90th
New York.

Bnshnell. (>.. l't.. A.
101st Illinois.

Butcher, J., Serg't, I'.

37th Wis., aire 45.

Butler. L.. Pt.. II, 181st

Ohio, age 43.

Bullrr.J. .V.. Pt.. ('. 1st

Georgia, age 1 1.

Byers. J. II.,"It., (J, 3.7th

Iowa.
Byrne. W.. Corp'l, F,
60th Ohio, ago 19.

Cahill. ,L. l-'t.. K, 170th

New York, age 43.

Calhoun. C, II. Lieut.,
]

F. 5th Vn.. iigc21.

Caiman, E- I-'.. Serg't, E,
5th N. Y. II. A., age 39. l

Cameron. D. II.. It.. C,

4th Rhode Island.

VaMpbett, A., Lieut.. 11.

32d Alabama.

Me. Died Dec. 5,'64. Spw.4119.
Right. Died June 10, 1804.

Right ; ulcer, dead bone exp'd.
Nov. 2!*. reatnp. six ins. higher.
A. A. Surg. 1!. P. Thomas.
Died Dee. 12. 1802; pyaemia.

May 14, Right. Died July 30, 1864.
14,' '64.

April 2, Left: flap. Surg. G. B. Parker,
2, '05. I'. S. V. Died April 17, 1805;

result of wound.
Oct. 19, ; eire.: bone exposed. Died
19, '04. November 28, 1864; pyiemin.
Oct. £8, Left; circular; gangrene. Died
30. "03. November I. 1863.

line 17. Left; flap. A. A. Surg. \v. S.

10. '04.

Sept. 19,

111. '03.

Aug. 20.

20, 'lit

Aug. I",

— ,
'04.

April 2,

2. '05.

June 3,

3. '04.

June 14,

14, '03.

June 4.

4. '64.

Julie 17.

17. '04.

Dee. 7,

7, '04.

Dee. —

,

— ,
'04.

Mav II.
11,' '03.

Mav !>.

9, '04.

Mav 24,

—," '04.

Mav 3,

4, '03.

Am.'. 25,

27. '01.

Forbes. Died July 25, 64; pvie.

Right Hied October 8, 1863^

. Died August 25, 1864.

Bight. Died August 17. 1804.

Right ; flap. Surg. J. s. Taylor,
23d Illinois. Pied April 4, '65.

Right. Died June 20, 1804.

Right. Surg. E. S. Hoffman. 90th
N. Y. Died June 24, 180)3.

Right .Died June 14. 1804.

Left; oval flap. Surg.W.B. Fox.
8th Mich. Died June 25. 1804.

Right; eire. A.Surg. J.W. Reed,
115th Ohio. Died Pee. !l, 1804;
exhaustion.

Left. Died January 5, 1805.

Right Sum. J. B. Riee, 72(1

Ohio. Died.
Left; colliquative diarrh. Died
May 22. 1804.

Left ; phleg. ervsip. Pied July
3, 1804.

Right : ant. post. Hap. Died May
8. 1803; hemorrhage.

R't ; eire. A. Rurg. T. C. Smith,
110th Ohio. Died Sept. I. 1801.

Mar. 14. Right : eire. Surg. Ci. Derby . 23d
14. '62.

j
Mass. April 5, h;em.; lig. fern.

Died April 0, 1802: exhaustion.
Nov. 27.

J

: cire. Surg. .I.t:. Morgan,
27. '03. 29th Missouri. "Died.

1115 Campbell, B.,Pt,A,81st
I

Ohio.
I HO Campbell, S. (.'.. Pt.. 1'.

58th Virginia, age 31.

1117 Camphor. L.. Pt.'.G, 4th
Colored '1'roops.

1118 Capon. S. L.,It..B.207th
Penn., age 22.

I mi Carey, <i.". Pt.. E, 86th
New York, age 21.

1 120 Carlin, J.. It., c. 41st
Ohio.

1 121 Curium. I!. 1'... l't.. I'.

3d Vermont, age 22.

1122 Carmer. 1).. Corp I. I..

14th N.Y.II.A..age 19.

1 123 Carnahan. .1. A . Pt.. K.
lOlh Michigan.

1 121 Carney, .1.. l't.. F, 1.15th

I New Yolk, age 35.

1125 Carpenter, .1. M.. Pt.. C.
33d Indiana.

1120 Carroll. .1.. Pt.. A, 20th
Massachusetts.

1127 Carroll, W., Pt.. ll.OOll,

Illinois.

1128 Carter, C.S., Pt.D, 50th
Penn., age 22.

1 139 Case)-, T.. Serg't -Major.
51st Illinois.

I 130 Cassidv. M.. It, C, 90th
New York.

1131 Cause/i, li. F.. Pt.. F,
30th Georgia, age 21.

1132 Cave. i:.. Pt.. P. 8th
Illinois lav., age 29.

1133 Certain. W. K.. l't.. II,

47th North Carolina.

1134 Chancellor. II. C. jr.,

Lieut . P., 150th Penn.
113." Chandler. W. S. jr., Pt.,

A. 1st Maryland.
1130 ('hoover, W'.. Pt.,A,30tli

Mass.. age 28.

1 137 Churchill,W. II.. Serg't.

II. 2d I'. S, S. S.

1138 Clark.O. II.. Serg't. I. 2d
N.Y. II. Art'ry, age 32.

113'.' Clark. (1. P.. Pt, A,
149th New York.

I 140 Clark. J.. It.. A. 83d
Ohio, age 18.

1141 Clark. .1.. Pt.. 13th New
York Battery.

1142 Clark. ./.. Pt.. —, 38th
North Carolina.

1 143 ClaH: J. L„ Serg't, (i,

5th S. C. Cav.. age 27.

1144 Clark. S. F„ Serg't. I),

1st Massachusetts.
1145 Clark, W. D., It.. A, 3d

New Jersev. age 20.

1140 Cloiivcland, °.I.F.,lt..G,

1 (it'ii Maine, age 25.

1147 Clougb, J. F... It.. B,
11th Mass.. age 50.

1
14s Cobaugh, J.. It., A, 10th

Penn. Reserves.
114'.; Coffee, J„ l't., P., 69th

New York.

1 150 Cogswell.W. II.. Lieut.,

B. 2d ( 'onnectient.

1151 Cole. ('., It., II, 124th
Indiana, age 20.

1152 Cole, \V.. Corp'l, G, 5th
Michigan.

1153 Cone, ('. ('.. Lieut., I,

8th Col'd Tr'ps, age 21.

1154 Conner, E.. Pt., D, 72(1

Pennsylvania.
1155 Connor.' II. ('.. Pt., C,

90th Ohio, age 21.

1156 Converse. I). II., It.. G,
129th Illinois.

1157 Conway. R., Pt., F, 30th
Iowa." age 18.

1158 Cook, J. 1!., Lieut., II,

148th Penn.. age 21.

1159 Conk. W. D., Lieut., F.
21st S. C, age 36.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Aug. 25,

25, '64.

Mav 31,

.le.'l.'iil,

Sept. 29,

29, '64.

April 2.

2. '05.

Mav 24,
24,''04.

Nov. 25.

25. '03.

-Mav 5.

0. 04.

Aug. 19.

19, '01.

Sept. 1,

1. 04.

June 3,

3, '04.

Julv 20.

20," 114.

Hoc. 111.

13, '02.

Mav 28,

2S,''04.

Mav 12,

— .' '04.

Sept. 111.

21. '63.

June 14.

—,
'03.

Nov. 2!',

30, '04.

Aug. 1.

3. 03.

June I.

1. '04.

Julv 3.

3. '"63.

Julv:),
4. 63.

Oct. 19,

21. '04.

Oct. -.-7.

—,
'64.

June 5.

0, '04.

May 15,
15.' 04.

April '.l.

9, '05.

July 20.

20. '04.

July 3,

3, '03.

May 28,
20,' '04.

Dec. 13,

13, 02.

Mav 8
8. '04.

Dee. 13,

14, '62.

April 1,

2, '05.

Mav 0,

0, '04.

Sept. 17,

17, '02.

Sept. Ill,

111, '04.

Mar. 10,

II), '05.

Julv 2,

2, ii3.

Sept. 29,

211, '04.

Sept. 17.

17. '02.

Dec. 10,

10, '04.

June 4,

4, '04.

Jan. II,

11, '03.

Mav 5,

5, '04.

Jan. 15,

15, '65.

Left. Surg. .1. Pogne, 66th III.

Died Oct 19. 1804.

Lett: eire. June 2(1. lia-ln ; 21. lig.

Died Julie 23, '0-1
: pviemia.

. Died October 27. 1804.

Iiight. Died April 14, 1805.

Left: diairliiea. Died .lime 2.

1804 : pvn'iniu.

Left. Died December 9, 1863.

Bight; ant. post. Hap. Died May
I 20, 1804: pviemia.
Left. Surg.' T. F. (lakes. 56th
Mass. Hied Sept. 13. 1864.

Left. Died Oct. 4. 1801 ; chronic
iliarrlnca.

I
Right : lateral Blip. Died June

13. 1864.

Left. Died July 21. 1801.

Right. Hied January 15, 1863;
pva-inia.—-. Surg. \V. F. Cady. 12th

111. I lied June 15. '01
;
pyaemia.

Right. Mav 20, ha-ni.; lig. fern.

Hied June 3. 1804,

Left. Died Oct. 4. 1863
i
pyaemia.

Left. A. A. Surg. — Kendall.
I'. S. N. Hied June 22. 1803.

Left: lateral (lap. Died March 8.

1805; exhaustion.
L't : cire. A. A. Surg.C. Carvallo.
Hied Aug. 2(1. 1863. Spec. 1077.

. Surg. C. B.Gibson. ('. S. A.
Died June 12. 1804: exhaustion.

Left. Died Aug. 5. 1803.

Right. Died July 9, L863.

Right ; ant. post Hap. Died Nov.
24. 1864; pviemia.

Right: cire. Died Nov. 7. 1864;
wounds.

Left: ant. post. Hap. Surg. (1.

L. Potter. 145th Penn. Typhoid
fever. Died Julv 2(1. 1804.

Right. Surg. C. 'II. Lord. 102(1

New York. Died .May 23, '04.

Right ; flap. Died May 4, 1805
;

pviemia.
Left. Died August 22, 1864.

. Died.

Bight: doit, skin Hap ; sloughed.
Died June 18. 1804; pyteiuiu.

: flap. Died December 30,

1802.

Bight : femur pretrial, and exful.
Hied June 25, '04; pyieinia.

Left: flap. Dec. 30. l'uein.; fein.

ligated. Died Dec. 31, 1802:
exhaustion.

Left: oval ant. post. flap. Surg.
H. F. Lyster. 5th Mich. Dinrr..

phlebitis, slough. Died April
23, 1805: exhaustion.

Bight. Surg. B. Itohrer, Kith
Penn. lies. Died May III, 1804.

Right: cire. A. A. siirg. A. V.
Cherhoimier. Prut. fein. reln'd:

necrosed. Died Jan. 28, 1803.

Left; circular. Hied October?,
1804; exhaustion.

Bight; eire. Died April 19, '05.

Left; haemorrhage. Died Julv
13, 1803.

Lett. Died October 22, 1801;
exhaustion.

Right. Died October 10, 1862.

Left: flap. A. Surg. B. .7. Hill

45th Ohio. Hied Jan. II. 1805.

Left. A. Surg.C. M.Trowbridge,
lllth Mich. Hied Sept. 4, 181,4.

Right. Died February 18, 1803.

Right. Died June 1. 1804.

Left. Died April 29, 1805.

1 Thompson (J. II.), Wounded at the Battle of New Berne, in Am. Med. Times, 1802, Vol. 5, p. 6.
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1160

111. I

llffij

116:1

1164

1165

1166

1167

1168

11611

1170

117!

1172

1173

1174

1175

1176

1177

1178

11711

118(1

1181

1182

1183

1184

1185

1186

118'

1188

118!)

1190

1191

1192

1193

1194

1195

1196

1197

11U8

1199

1200

1201

12112

1203

1204

On. ns. II.. I't.. K. li;i;th Sepf.9.
Now York, nif 42. 1). T4.

Cooper. I> . I't.. I). ."),li June 3,

New York Artillery. 5, '64.

(.'one. IP. M.. Serg't. I. .Inly 21',

33d Mississippi. 20," '64.

CopperucU, »'.. I't.. B, June 14.

75tli New York. 14. '63.

Corkeran. W. J., I't., P
5Sth Virginia.

Corn. J.. I't.. K, 88th July 3,

Pennsylvania. 3, 63,

Corpine. F., Pt.. II, lltli Mar. 31,

Penn. Cav., age 64. 31, '65.

Cusgrevo, J. W., Serg't, Aug. 111.

A, 50th Mass., ago 21. 20. 'Ii4.

Costello, C, Pt., P, 28th Sept. 17.

Pennsylvania. 17, 'I 2.

Covington, ./. A., Serg't, Mar. —

.

(!, 23d .south Carolina. — .
'65.

Craig, .1.. Pt., A, 119th May 5,

Pennsylvania. 5. '"64.

Cramer, 1!., I't., I, 21st Mar. 19,

Michigan. 11), '65.

Cress, H.,Corp'l, K. 95th May ti,

Penn., age 25. 7, '64.

Crews. SI. A., Pt.. !', 2d June 1,

South Carolina, age 36. 3, '64.

Crisler, W. R.CorpT, C, Mar. 16,

107th New York. Hi, '65.

Cronan, T., rt., C, 149th May 25.

New York. —, '64.

Cronin, I)., Pt., F. 5!lth pec. 13,

New York. 13, '62.

Crow, T., Pt., 11, 86th Sept. III.

Indiana. I:'. "*;:s.

Crulip, W. 1!., Pt., F, J(me 3,

53d Penn.. age 18. 4. '64.

Cummings.G. P., Serg't, June 18.

K, 1st Muss Art..age26. 18, '64.

Cunningham, I'., Pt. ,H, Jan. 27,

5th Texas. 28, '64.

Cunningham, S., Pt., D, Dee. 4,

13th Indiana Cavalry, 5, '64.

age 29.

Cunningham. II. L..Cor- May lti,

porol, (I. 22(1 Wis. Hi, '64.

Cupperniill, C. E., Pt., June 18,

K. 6th Wis., age 29. 19, '64.

Curach, C, Pt., D, loth (let. 8,

Ohio. 8, '62.

Daggett.C. H.,Corp'l, B. June 19,

1st Me. II. Art., age 18. 19, '64.

Dailev. 1!. H., Pt.. A, Dec. 15,
18th Ohio, age 21. 15, '64.

Dallsby, .1. ()., Pt., I, June 27,
22d Indiana. 27. '64.

Daly, J. M.. Pt.. II, 40th Nov. 25,
Indiana, age 22. 27, '63.

Danforth, ST., Pt., A, Sept. 13,

116th Ohio, age 18. 13, '64.

Daniels, II. /'., Corp'l, IS, July 28,
4th Louisiana. 28,"'64.

Darrow. J.. Corpl, I, Nov. 10,

59th New York. 10, '64.

Daum, L., I't., G. 5th Aug. 20,

New York. 20, '64.

Davis. A.. Pt., D, 44th .May 5,

New York, age 23. 5, '64.

Davis, II. J.. Lieut., K. May 22.

30th Ohio, age 22. 24,'*63.

Davis. J. P.. rt., C, 27th May 1 4,
Mass.. age 34. 14," '64.

Dawley, 10., Pt., K, 19th June 25.

Michigan. 25. '64.

Day, C. C, Pt., A, 19th May 13,

Wisconsin, age 29. 13,' 'CA.

Dai/, S. if., Pt.. I, 4th May 3,

Virginia, age 18. 4. '63.

Dean, W., I't., D. 10th Sept. 19,

Missouri. 19, '62.

Dempsey.C.Pt.. G,32d May 12.

Mass.. age 38. 12." '64.

Dcrocher, G.. Pt., I, 1st May 12,

Maine, age 23. 12," '64.

Detwvler.G., l't..D. 7th June 22,

Now Jersey, age 19. 22, '64.

Devlin. A.. Pt., II. 20th June 1,

Massachusetts. I, '62.

Dewey, E. E., I't., F. 1st June 1.

Vermont, age 31.
,

I, '64.

Ol'Elt.VIIiiNS. Ol'KBATORS,
KKSt I.I.

Right. Surg. M. S. Kittenger.
100th N. Y. Died Jan. 25, '65;

enteritis, ele.

[tight: sloughing. Died July
26. 1864.

Left. Died August 5, 1864.

Lett. Died J line 29, 1863.

Right. Died April 29, 1865.

Hight. Died July 9, 1863.

Right ; flap. Died April 6, 1865
;

exhaustion.
Right; eire. Died Sept. 1 , 1864

;

exhaustion.
Right. Died Sept. 23, 1862.

Right. Died July 3, 1865.

Left ; Sap ; slough'g. Died May
26. 1864.

Right. Died April 4, 1865.

Right; ant. post, flap: ahseesses;

diarrhoea. Died July 8, 1864.

Right : luem.: tig. femoral. Died
Get. 25. 1864; tuberculosis.

Right. (Skev's operation.) Surg.
.1. Chapman, 123d N. Y. Died
March 17. 1S65.

Right. Died June 8, 1864.

Left. Died January 18, 1863.

Left. Died October 29, 1863.

Left; c.irc. Died July 10, 1864
;

pyaemia. Spec. 3165.

Right ;
post, flap : pvamiiu. Died

Sept. 9, 18«4.

Right : circ. Surg. C. \V. McMil-
lan. 1st E. Tcnn. Died Eel). 18,

1864; exhaustion.
Right: eire. Surg. II. II. John-
sun. ] 15th O. Recurrent luem.;
lig. i'cm'l. Died Jan. 26, 1865.

Right. Surg. J. Bennett, 19th
Mich. Died Juno 26, 1864.

Left; ant. post. flap. Pied Aug.
13, 1864 : gang., exhaustion.

Left. Died November 4, 1862.

Left ; ant. post. mus. flap ; gang.
Died June 30, 1864; severity of
wound, etc.

Left: hit. flap. A. A. Surg. M.
L.Herr. Gang. Died Jan. 8. '65.

Right. Died June 30, 1864.

Left ; eire.: gangrene. Died Dec.
7, 1863.

Left. Died September 20, 1864.

Left. Died August 3, 1864.

. Surg. D. W. Maul!, 1st

Del. Died Nov. 12, 1864.
. Died August 23. 1864.

Right. Died June 1, 1864.

Right; eire. Ass't Surg. II. M.
Spraguc, V. S. A. Died June
5, 1863. .spec. 1623.

Left ; diarrhoea. Died June 19,

1864 ; exhaustion.
Left. Died July II, 1864.

Left ; flap : recurrent haem. Died
June 16. 1864.

Left ; circ. Died June 9, 1863.

Left. Died September 30, 1862.

Left; eire. Hied June 7, 1864;
pya-min.

Right; flap; femur prot. Died
February 20, 1865.

Right : flap. Died August 1, '64.

: hone prot.; removal of bone.
Died June 18, 1862; pyaemia.

Right : eire.: gang. Died Aug.
7. 1864

;
pyaemia.

Name. Military
DESciuraoN, and Age.

ol'eiiatioxs, operators,
Result.

1205 Dice, ,T., Pt., A, 119th .May 25.

New York. 25.'
'64.

1206, Pick. J.. Pt.. K. 7th N. Dee. 13.

York. 13, '62.

1207! Dickensheet, I)., Pt., 1!, Dee. 7,

71st Illinois, age 26. ! 8. '62.

1208! Diclemon. C, Corpl, C, April 1.

I 48th X. C, age 29. 1, '63.

1209 Dietrich. J., Pt., II, lltli Dec. 13,

Pennsylvania. 13, '62.

1210 Dingman, A. Yv\. Pt., I), Mar. 3(1,

!)lst N. Y., age 23. 31, '65.

1 Di.r. I I., Pt., D, 4th May 3,

Virginia. 5, '63.

1212 Dodge, H N., Corp'l, G. May 5,

i
10th Massachusetts. 5, '64.

1213 Doinan, I, Pt., C, 198th Mar. 29.

Penn., age 16. 29, '65.

1214 Dormoy, G., Pt., K, 75th June 27,

Illinois. 27, '64.

1215 Dougherty, J., Pt., D, May 12,

8th N'. Hampshire. 12, ''64.

1216 Douglass, E., Pt., K, 9th May 12,

N. Hampshire. 12, '64.

1217 Douglass, D., Pt., E, 9th June 1,

N. Y. II. Art., age 40. 3, '64.

1218 Draper, I. T., Pt.. E, 3d June 17,

Delaware, age 37. 19, '64.

1219 Dudley, J.A.,Vt.,E,o8tb Sept.19,
Virginia. 19, '64.

1220 Dudley. A., Pt., C, 15th Aug. 7,

Infantry. 7, '64.

1221 Dueniseh, T., Pt., F,37th May 17,

Ohio. 17,' '62.

1222 Duncan, W. II., I't., A, June I,

87th New York. I, '62.

1223 Dunn, A., Pt..H, IstMis- April 4.

sotiri Cavalry. 4, '64.

1224 Dupple, S., Pt., K, ]42d May 12,

Penn., age 20. 13, '64.

1225 Durant, C., Pt., D, 32d Feb. 6,

Mass.. age 35. 8, '65.

1226 Dwire.W. J., Pt.,G, 55th May 15,

Ohio. 15," '64.

1227 Dwyre, J., Pt., K, 176th Sept.19,
New York. 19, '64.

1228 Dykeninn.W., Pt., B,5fh May 11,

Michigan, age 45. 12, '64.

1229 Eagan, J., Pt., E, 10th June 17,

New York. 17, '64.

1230 Eaton, J., Pt., G, 16th June 17,

Maine, age 27. 17, '64.

1231 Eaton, L., Pt., 1, 17th In- June 21,

diana, age 18. 21, '64.

1232 Eddie, J.. Pt..K.3d Mich- May 5,

igan, age 23. 5, '64.

1233 Edwards.O., Pt., H, 21st July 30,

Connecticut, age 20. 30, '64.

1234 Egan, J., Pt., G, 2d N.Y. Sept. 17,

.State Militia, age 18. 17, '62.

1235 Eiznor, J., Pt., F, 120th Mar. 25,

New York. 25, '65.

!6 Elam, S. A., Pt., A, 33d Mar. 30,

Wisconsin, age 26. 30, 'Co.

1237 Elkin, C. Ji., Pt., E, 22d May 24,

Georgia, age 22- 24,' '64.

1238 Ellingwood, H.,Tt., K, Sept. 1,

79th Indiana. 1,'64.

1*19 Ellison.R„Corp'!,E,86th Oct. 16,

New York. 16, '64.

1240 Emerson, H., Pt., 1, 88th Nov. 30,

Illinois, age 34. De. 1,'04.

1241 Knbank. J. (;., Pt., A, June 3,

51st Alabama. 3, '64.

1242 Estel, A., Corp'l, F, 10th June 24,

N. Y. Cav., uge 21. I 24, '64.

1243 Etters.l!. J., Pt., G, 51st May 9,

Penn., age 18. 9, '04.

1244 Faber. J. C, Serg't. G. April 1,

2111th Penn.. age 28. 2, '65.

1245 Faehndrich, J., Pt., C, Dec, 13,

52d New York. —, '62.

1246 Fales, A., Pt.. F, 9th N. July 9,

Y. II. A., age 20. 10, "'64.

1247 Fales, J. A. .Corp'l, K, 3d Aug. 21,

Vermont, age 45. 21, 64.

1248 Farrelly. 11.. Pt.K, 100th May 17,

New S'ork, age 37. 17,"'64.

1249. Faust, P. L., Pt., A, 79th Aug. 10,

j

Penn., age 26. 10, "C4.

Right. Died May 27, 1864.

. Died December 30, 1862.

Right ; circ. Surg. P. Harvey,
Illth Iowa. Sloughing: han'n.

Died Pee. 22. 186,'; exhaustion.
Right. Surg. T. II. Squire. 89th
X. V. Died May 7. '65: exh'n.

Right; flap. Died Dec. 13, 1862.

Left: ant. post. flap. Surg. J. C.
Hall. 6th Wis. Died April 17,

1865; exhaustion.
Right ; ant. post, flap ; slough'g.
Died May 7, 1863.

. Surg. G. T. Stevens. 77th

N. Y. Died May 22, 1864.
Left: eire.; erysip. Died April

19. 1865; pyaemia.
Right. Surg. T. M. Cook. 101st

Ohio. Died June 30. 1864.
. .Surg.W.C. Shurloek, 51st

Penn. Died May 18, 1864.
. Surg. .1. S." Ross, 11th N.

Hampshire. Died May 17, '64.

Left: eire: gangrene. Died July
31. 1864; pvauuia.

Left; flap. July!). 11. 12. luem.
Died July 12, 1864.

I. ell ; eire.: flap opened, stump ex-
posed. Died Oct. 23. '64 : diarr.

Right. Died September 5, 1864.
:

Left : gangrenous. Died May 30,
1862.

Right: gangrene. Diedjunell,
1862.

Left. A. Surg.W. W. Bailey, 1st.

Mo. Cav. Died April 5, 1864.

Right; circ. July 18, 19. haem.
Died July 21 ; beam. S/>ec. 2885.

Right. Died February 12, 1865.

Right; (also wound of left thigh
and testes.) Removal of testes.

Died May 30. 1864.

Right. Died Sept. 23, 1864.

Left; eire. Surg. H. F. Lyster.Sth
Mich, Died July 15, '64 ;pneum.

Left. Surg. DAY. Manll, 1st Del.
Died July 6, 1864.

Left. Died July 8, 1864.

Right. Surg. 1!. N.Bond,27th Mo.
Died July 16. 1864; haem.

Left; eire Died Juno 2, 1864;
pyamiiu

Right ; flap. Surg. N. Y. Lcet,

76th Penn. Died Sept. 4, 1864.

Right. Surg. S. N. Sherman,34th
N. Y. Died Sept. 25, 1 862.

Right. Died April 22, 1865.

Left; flap. Surg. L. Dyer, 81st
111. Died June 6, 1865- chronic
diarrhoea and erysipelas.

Right ; circ.: missile lodged in left

knee. Died June 19,'64 ; pvaun.
Left. Died September 24, "1864.

Left. Suig.ILF.Lvster.5th Mich.
Died Oct. 25, '64." Spec. 4116.

Left ; circ. A. A. Surg. J.C.Tay-
lor. Gang. Died Dec. 13, 1864;
irritative fever.

; lat. flaps. Surg.— Black.
C.S.A. Died June 5,(14 : exh'n.

Left ; eire. Died July 22, 1864
;

pyaemia.
Right : circ. Died May 30, 1864

;

exhaustion.
Lett. Died May 17, 1865; pyiein.

Left. Supposed to have died.

Spec. 1362.
Right: eire. A. A. Surg. J. C.
Shinier. Gangrene. Died July
13. 1864.

Left. Died September SI, 1864.

Left. Died July 21. 1804 ; exh'n.

Left : luein.: feni. art'}' lig'd. Died
October 2. 1; «:4.
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Name, MILITARY
description, and age.

250

1251

1252

1253

1254

I

1255

1256

1257

1258
I

1259
I

1260

I

12(!1!

1262
I

1263:

1264

1265

1266'

1267

I

1268
I

1269

1270

1271|

1272:

1273,

3
1275,

1276:

1277

1278

1279

1280

1281

1282

1283

1284

1285

1283

1287

1288

1289

1290

1291

1292

1293

123*1

Ferguson, W., Corp'l, D,
1st Artillery, age 20.

Ferrer, II , i't., 1), 90th
Ohio, ago 21.

Fetler, It., I't., C, Oth III.

Cavalry, age 30.
Finnuguty. M., Serg't,

G, luth Infv, age 30.

Fisher, N., Pt., F, 22d
Col'd Troops, ape 23.

Fitch, M., I't., A, 14th
New York H'vy Art y.

Flax. S., Ft., C, 90th
Ohio.

Fletcher. G. IF.. Corp'l, K,
3d Arizona Cav..age 32.

Flood, P., I't., 11, 28th
Massachusetts.

Ford, E. T., Pt., C, 121st

New York.
Forston, W., Pt., F, 53d
Indiana.

Fortney, II., Pt., F, 12th
West Virginia.

Foster, J., Pt., K, 82d
Indiana, age 20.

Fredonburgh.W ,Pt., D,
11 1th l'enn.

Fredericks, D., Pt., G,
58th l'enn., age 42.

French, O. W., Pt., C,
13th Iowa, age 26.

Frost.W. H., Pt., A, 32d
Wisconsin.

Fullerton, A. B., Pt., A,
1st Vt. II. Art., age 26.

Garl, W. O., Pt., G, 3(ith

Iowa.
Gariund, M. II., Pt., D,
13th New Jersey.

Garnish, J., Pt., F, 8th
Michigan, age 46.

Gay, J. C, Pt., A, 7th
Maine, age 37.

Gear, W., Pt., E, 14th
Illinois.

Gentry, W. H., Pt., G,
44th Virginia.

George, A. I., pt., C, 4th
l'enn. Cav., age 29.

Gerard. C, Pt., K, 35th
-Massachusetts.

Geringer, J. H., Pt., II,

1st North Carolina.
Gerry,W. H., Pt., II, 7th
Mass., age 30.

Gibbons, P., I't., E, 150th
Perm., age 29.

Gibbs, A.. I't., I, fithC'd
Troops, age '22.

Gibuey, T., I't., A, 69th
New York.

Gibson, J. ML, Corp'l, A,
3d Kentucky, age 34.

('.hidings, J. A., Pt., G,
3d Wisconsin, age 17

Gillespie, U. F.. It., G,
30th Ohio, age 32.

Gillespie, J. D., Serg't,

F, 40th l'enn., age 21.

Gilleu.C.U., Pt., K, 60th
Georgia,

Gillinore. R., Pt., F,91st
New York, age 20.

Oilman, W., Corp'l, K,
32d .Mass., age 31.

Gilt.J.A.. Corp'l. ((,130th

Indiana, age 33.

Ginither, J. A., Pt , Tl,

4Ut li l'enn., age 22.

Glasgow, A. /., I't.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

llasgom, A. I., I't., H.
21st N. C, age 26.

Ueasfin, T. E.. Corp'l. D,
lilith Illinois. I 22, '64.

Tliil.len, G., Pt., K, 40th May 1"',

Mass., ago 2-'.
!

15, '01.

Gr.IT. C., Pt., G, 22d Va. Sept. 19,

19, '61.

G

Glidden.C
Mai

Gnff, -.,

19, '61.

•Gnorle. P., Corp'l.G,26th May 15,

Tennessee, age 22.
[

15, '64.

Left. Died December 9, 1864
;

pyaemia.
Lett : (also wound of right knee.)
Died Nov. 18, 1863.

Left: circ. A. A. Surg. It. G
Ludlow. Died .March 13. 1865

llight: flap: luein. from femoral
Died July 7, 1863; exhaustion

Right. Died October 30, 1864.

Left; circ.; (also wounds of left

shoulder and thoracic parietes.)

Died May 2, 1865.

Left. Surg.C. J. Walton, :!lst Kv
Died Sept. 4, 1864.

Left. Died August 30, 1864
gangrene.

. Surg. P. E. Hubon, 28th
Mass. Died May 16, 1864.

Right ; flap. Died Oct. 8, 1864
exhaustion.

. Died October 9, 1862.

Left. Died June 12,1864.

Left Surg. C. S. Arthur, 75th
Ind. Died Feb.17, 1865: pneum.

Right. Died November—,1862

Left. Died Oct. 27, 1864
;
pyaem

Right ; lateral flap. Surg. M. W.
Thomas, 13th Iowa. Died Nov.
24. 1804 ; exhaustion.

Left. Surg. A. B. Monohan, 63d
Ohio. Died Feb. 25, '65; pyaein.

Left. Died April 4, '65; pyaemia.

Right. Surg. S.H.Sawyers, 30th
Iowa. Died April 7, 1864.

Left. A. Surg. L. W. Kennedy,
123d N.York. Died June24.'04.

Left; circ. Surg. W. B. Fox, 8th
Mich. Died June 30, 1864.

Right. Surg. G. T. Stevens, 77th
N. Y. Gang. Died Dec. 26, '64.

. Died October 7. 1862.

Left. Surg. I,. W.Bliss, 51st N.Y.
Died April 5, '65. Spec. 4020.

Left : flap. Surg.W. G. Keir, 91st

l'enn. Died Apr. 29, '65; pvsem.
Left ; circ. Surg.T. F.Oakes, 56th
Mass. Died Aug. 30, 1864.

Left. Died July 28, 1863.

Right. Died May 22. 1862; py-
aunia.

Right : flap. Died Jan. 5, 1865
;

pyaemia.
Left. Died March 12, '65

;
pneu-

monia and amputation.
Right, Died Dec. 22, 1862.

Right. Died Jan. 11, '64
;
pyaem.

Right ; circ. Died June 9. 1863

;

pyaemia. Specs. 1241, 1242.

Right: circ. Act. Staff Surg. C.
II. Richards.U.S.A. Died Aug.
9. 1864 : empyema.

Right; circ; Incm.; diarrh. Died
May 12. 1865; exhaustion.

Left. Died December 18, 1862.

Right ; ant. post, flaps. Died May
25. 18(i5; exhaustion.

Left. Died July 28,'6J; pyaemia.

Left; (Vermale's method.) Ass't

Surg.W. B.Trull.U.8.V. Died
Jan. 2, 1865; typhoid fever.

Right. Died June 4, '04; pyaemia.

Right. Died October 18, 1863.

Left. Surg. W. R. Marsh. 2d la.

Died Nov. 2, 1864; wounds.
Left. Died June 13, 1864 ; exh'n.

: circ. Died October t, 1864
;

pyaemia.
Right; flap. Died June 27. '64 ;

asthenia.

Name, Military
Description, and Age

1295 Gnnilson, A. A., Pt., K,
22d N. C, age 25.

1290 Gordon, J., Pt., C, 1st

Michigan Artillery.

1297 Gould, J. P., Col., 59th
Massachusetts.

1298 Grady, F., I't., D, 8th N.
C. Battalion.

1299 Graves,E.,Serg't.F,37th
Massachusetts.

1300 Gray, F. F., Pt., G, 20th
Illinois.

1301 Gray, II. M., Serg't, E,
37th Ilinois, age 30.

02 Green, E. B., Pt., H,55th
Ohio.

1303 Green, II. W., Serg't, D,
31st Miss.

1304 Green, J.,Pt., IS, 1st E.I.
Artillery.

1305 Green, T.W., Pt.,F.151st
New York, age 26.

1300 Greenlee, A. P., Pt., F.
140th Pennsylvania.

1307 Griffith, J., l"'t., K, 5th
Connecticut.

1308 Griffith, B, Corp'l, G,
18th Ohio.

1309 Guilhrij, A., Pt., A,
Miles's Legion.

1310 Gwvnn, J., Pt., I, 70th
Ohio.

1311 Hackatln.rn, J., Pt., F,
120th Ohio, age 21.

13)2 Bagan. L. II, I't.. K,23d
North Carolina, age 18.

1313 Haines, J., Pt., E, 50th
Penn., age 19.

1314 Haines, J. C, Pt., B, 52d
Ohio.

1315 Hall, J. W., Pt., G, 4th
Michigan, ago 24.

1316 Ham. J. C, Pt., B, 87th
Penn., age 24.

1317 Bamrick, .1., Corp'l, H,
28th N. C, age 23.

1318 Hanes, E., Pt., K, 7th N,
Y. II. A., age 20.

19 Hankins, G. S.. Pt., B,
142d N. Y'ork, age 20.

1320 Hardy, A., Pt., C, 140th
New York, age 33.

1321 Hardy.G. E., I't., I, 13th
N. Hampshire, age 31.

1322 Harlaml, 1). G., Corp'l,
B, 84th Illinois.

1323 Harle, Ii. B., Serg't. E,
158th N. York, age 24.

1324 Harper, J. L., Pt., C, 63d
Indiana.

25 Harrington, T.,Serg't,A,
6th Mass. Cav., age 29.

1320 Harrington, W., Pt., B,
90th New Y'ork.

1327 Harris, M. B., Serg't, G,
40th Pennsylvania.

1328 Barris.J. i.,Pt., F, 56th
Virginia.

1329 Barrison. F., Pt., M, 1st

Texas Legion.
1330 Harry, L., Pt., I, 147th

Penn., age 23.

1331 Bartman, C, Pt., I, 1st

Louisiana.
1332 Haskell, C, Pt., F, 2d

Mass. Art'v, ago 22.

1333 Haskill, C, Pt, F, 82d
Ohio.

34 Hawk, C, Pt., H, 210th
Penn., age 26.

1335 Hawks, E., Corp'l, G,
115th Penn., ago 37,

1330 Hays, G. W., Corp'l. K,
2d Michigan, ago 19.

37 Heistand. B., Pt..E, 11th
Missouri, age 17.

1338 Henderson, N.W..Pt.,E,
12:id Ohio, ago 16.

Sept. 19,

19, '04.

Feb. 3.

3. '05.

July 30.

30/64.
Fob. 12,

14, '03.

May 5,

5, '64.

.May 13,
13,' '04.

Deo. 7.

9, '02.

May 15,

15, '04.

July 20.

20, '64.

July 3,

3, '03.

July 9,

11, '04.

July 3.

3, '63.

Dec. 20,

20, '03.

Dec. 31,

31, '62.

Aug. 28,

28, '64.

May 12,

14, MM.
July 1,

2, '03.

June 7,

8, '04.

July 22,

22, '64.

May 13,

13, '64.

Oct. 19.

20, '64.

May 1
1

,

11, '64.

June 8,

8, '64.

Julv 4,

4, '64.

June 16,

16, '04.

Sept. 30,

Oct.l, '64.

Dec. 31,

31, '62.

Sept. 30,

30, '04.

Feb. 18,

18, '65.

May 18,

20, '04.

June 14,

14, '63.

July 20,

— . '64.

July 3,

3, '63.

Dec. 24,

25, '62.

Dec. 19,

19. '64.

July 13,

13, '63.

Mar. 10,

11, '05.

July 1,

1, '63.

Mar. 31,

31, '65.

Mav 12,
12,' '04.

June 17,

17, '04.

Dec. 15,

10. '64.

Sept. 19.

20, '04.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

: circ; haem, Oct. 20, reamp.
at mid. Died Oct. 27, '64; pya?m.

Right. Surg. A. B. Monohan,03d
Ohio. Died Feb. 10, 1805.

Left : circ. Surg. "W.lngnlls, 59th
Mass. Died Aug. 22, 1804.

Left. Surg.C. A. Cowgill, U.S.V.
Died Feb. 15, 1803.

. Surg. (1. T. Stevens, 77th
Now York. Died Mav 20, 1 804.

Left; flap. Surg.W. Lomax,12lh
Ind. Died July 5, 1864.

Right; ant. post. flap. A.Surg.
M. A. Mosher, 20th Wis. Died
Dec. 17, 1802: haemorrhage.

Right. Died June 20, 1801.

Right. Died Octobew 25, 1864.

Right. Surg. G. Chaddock, 7th
Mich. Died July 10. 1803.

R't:eire. A. A. Surg. J. C. Shinier.
Died Aug. 4, 1804. Spec. 3935,

. Died August 3, 1863.

Left. Died December 24, 1803.

. Died February 0, 1803.

Left. Pied May 23, 1863.

Right ; circ. Surg. R. Morris.]03d
Illinois. Died Oct. 3, 1864.

Left; ant. post. flap. Died June
9, 1801 ; exhaustion.

Left. Died September 18, 1863,
diarrhoea.

Right; eire. Surg. S. S. French,
20th Mich. Died June 26, 1864 :

exhaustion.
Left. Died July 30, 1864.

Left : long ant. flap. Died July
6, 1804 ; exhaustion.

Left; ant. post. flap. Oct. 28, fcm.
artery lig. Died Oct. 28, 1864

;

hemorrhage.
Left; ant. post. flap. Died Juno
13, 1864 ; exhaustion.

Right ; circ Surg. G. L. Potter,

145th Penn. Died July 1 0, '04
;

pyaemia.
Left; (also w'nd of wrist.) Died
July 15, 1804: exhaustion.

Right. Died July 7, 1804.

Right. Died Oct. 15. 1804 ; morti-
fication following amputation.

. Died January 3, 1863.

Left. Surg. F.L.Ainsworth.U.S.
V. Died Noy. 16, '64

; irrita. fev.

Right. Died Feb. 28, 1865.

Left : circ. A. Surg.C. II. Andrus,
128th N. Y. Died July 14,1865;
chronic diarrhoea.

Right. Surg.E. S. Hoffman,90th
New York. Died Sept. 2, 1863.

Right. Died July 27, 18(14.

Left. Died July 16, 1863.

. Died December 31, 1862.

Right. Died Doc. 20, 1864.

Right. A. Surg. J. T. Myers, 91st
New York. Died July 13. '63.

Loft; circ. Died Mar. '30, 1805;
shock of wound and operation.

Right. Died July — . 1863.

Right : ant. post, flap : (also flesh

w'nd r't thigh.) Died May 9/65.
Right: flap. Died June 8, 1864.

Spec 4547.

Left : circ: (and exe'n right knee
joint.) Died Julv2, '04; exh'n.
'Spec. 3010.

Left ; circ. Died Jan. 7, 1865.

Right: circ: (andexeis'n of ulna.)
Died Nov. 4, 1804 ; pyaemia.

1 o'Keefk (D. C). Surgical Cases of Interest, treated at Institute Bospital, Atlanta, Ga., May and June, 1804, in Confederate States Med. and
Surg. Jour., 1865, Vol. II, p. 29.
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NO

1339

13-10

13-11

1342

1343

1344

1345

1346

134

1348

1349

1330

1351

1352

1353

1354

1355

135(1

1357

1358

1359

1300

1361

1362

1363

1304

1365

13G6

1367

1368

1369

1370

1371

1372

1373

1374

1375
(

1370

1377,

1378
1

Name, military
Description, and age

Hendricks, M., Corp'l, C, Juno 17,

4th Delaware, age 40. 19, '61.

Henry, W., I't., I, 30tl] May 7,

Indiana. 7, '04.

Herman, I., I't., B, 27th May 12,

Michigan, age 19. 12, '64.

Uerron, 67. S., I't., l-',7th Aug. 19,

S. Carolina, age 21. 20, '64.

Hickman, R., Corp'l, E, Oct. 17,

1st Del. Cav., age 23. 18, '04.

Bids, J., I>t., D, 36th X. Mar. 25.

Carolina, age 20. 25, '65.

Hicks, J.W., Pt., A, 37th May 31,

Indiana. 31, '64.

Higgins, J., Pt., I, 0th July 9,

Louisiana. 11, 64.
Higgins, N., Pt., M, 1st June 21,

Me. H. A., age 44. 22,64.
Highland, VV., Pt., E. Nov. 25,

41st Ohio. 25, '63.

Higlev,A.,Scrg't,E,68th July 21,

Ohio. 21, '64.

Hildreth, X„ Corp'l, B, Feb. 7,

94th N. York, age 21. 8, '63.

Hill, D. S.,Lieut.,G,10th Sept. 19,

Vermont. 19, '04.

Hill, E., Pt., C, 1 14th May 22,
Illinois. 22, 03.

Hill, H. W., Pt., A, 24th June 18,

New Fork Cavalry. 18, '04.

Hill.YV., Pt., A,32dCol- Dec. 7,

orcd Troops, age 21. 7, '64.

Hillman, J., Pt., C, 31st June 14,

Massachusetts. 14, '03.

Hinklev, A. P., Corp'l, June 18,

C, IstMe. H.A.,age 10. 18, '04.

Hinton, A. B., Serg't, H, Sept. 29,

4th C. Troops, age 20. 29, '04.

Hipp, A., Pt., F, 15th June 20,

Missouri. —, '04.

Hockley, E. J.,Serg't,B, Dec. 13,

12th Mass., ago 23. 13, '62.

Holden, G. W., Pt., I, July 20,

33d Indiana. 20, '64.

Holrlcn, 7/.,Pt., I, 42d N. May 19,

Carolina. 19, '04.

Holman, J., Pt., P, ilth Dec. 16,

Missouri, age 22. 17. '64.

Holmes, D. ll.,Pt.,D.7th May 12,

Maine, age 23. 12,' '04.

Holmes, G. E., Serg't, I, May 12.

19th Maine, age 21. 12,"'04.

Homans,S.C..Ft.,E, 91st Oct. 27,
Pennsylvania. 27, '04.

Hooglatid, E., Pt., A, 2d June 17
N.Y. Mt'd liitl., ago 19. 17, '04.

Hoover, J., Pt., K, 55th June 19,

Ohio. 19, '04.

Hopper, W., Serg't, A, May 3,

40th Pennsylvania. 3, '03.

Horth, M. l-\,Pt.,D.179th July 10,

New York. 10, '64.

Ilorton, A., Pt., B, 48th June 3,

New York, age 19. 3, '64.

Horton, I., Pt., G, 150th July —

,

New York. — , '64.

Houck, W. P., Pt., D, June 21,

138th Illinois, age 26. 21, '04.

Hough, A.,Sergt,H, 15th Nov. 25,

Indiana, age 31. 27, '03.

Houston, J. W.,Serg't,C, Dec. 15,

7th 111. Cav., age 23. 17. '04

Operations, Operators,
Result.

137o[

138oj

Howard. F. II..I,ieut.,l-\ June 1,

2d N\ Y. Art y, age 25. 1, '64.

Howe, II. A.. Corp'l, I, June IP,

95th New York, age 40. 19, '04.

Hubbard, \V, Serg't, A, Oct. 19,

12th Connecticut. 19. '04.

Hudson, P., Serg't, B. Mar. 7,

1 32d X. York, age 24. 9, '65.

Hudson, II.. rt.. D, 7th May 5,

Mass., age 25. -, '04.

Hudson, T. /-'..Pt„A,4th - Dec. 10,

Louisiana, age 23. 17, '04.

Left : don. flap. Surg. A. S. Coe,
117th N. Y. Died July 2, 1804.

. Surg.C. J.Walton,21st Ky.
Died June 26. 1804.

Right ; circ. Died Juno 3, 1804.

Right ; cire. Surg. J. F. Hutchin-
son, 107th Penn. Died Sept. 18.

180-1; pyaemia. Sptc.4135.
Left ; ant'pos-.flap. Confed. surg.
Died Feb. 27, 05: typhoid pneu-
monia and chronic diarrhoea.

Right; flap. Surg. T. F. Oakes,
Siitli Mass. Died April 15, 1865.

Spec. 3995.

Lett. Died June 13, 1SG4.

; circ. Surg. C. H. Todd,
C. S. A. Died July 25, 1804.

Right. Died October 2, 1864.

Right. Died December 20, 1803.

Left. Surg. E. St Rogers, 12th
Wis. Died July 25, 1804.

Left. Surg. C. X. Chamberlain,
U. S. V. Died Mar. 4, '05

; py-
emia. Specs. 1504, 1595.

Left. Died October 26, 1804.

Right. Died August 14, 1863;
gangrene and chronic diarrhoea.

Right
; (also flesh w'nd left thigh.)

Surg.W.B.Fox.8th Mich. Died
at Andersonville, Nov. 8, 1804.

Right. Died December 1 0, 1864
;

pyaemia.
Left. Died July 8 1863.

Left. Died Aug. 1, '64; pyaemia
and osteomyelitis. Spec. 2918.

Right. Died October 21, 1864;
exhaustion.

Left. Died July 10, 1804.

Right ; flap. Died Dec. — . 1862.

Left. Died August 10, 1864.

Left; circ; gangrene. Died July
29, 1864.

Right ; circ. Died Feb. 6. 1865.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. F. M.
Everleth, 7th Me. Died June
2. 1864 ; exhaustion.

Left. Surg.Vv". J. Burr, 42dN.Y.
Died June 15, '04; pyaemia.

Left. Died November 0, 1804.

Right ; circ; (also w'nd left leg.)

Died July 5, 1804; pyaemia.
Right. Died June 22, 1804.

Left. Died May 5, 1803.

Right : circ. Surg. G. W. Snow,
35th Mass. Died Sept. 6, 1864

;

chronic diarrhoea.

Right ; lat. flap. June 16, fem'l
ligated on face of stump. Died
June 23. 1804; exhaustion.

Right. Died August 10, 1804.

Left. Surg.T.M.Cook, 101st Ohio.
Died June 23, 1864.

Left ; circ; gangrene. Died Jan.
6. 1804.

Loft; circ. A. A. Surg. J. N.Yan
Meter. Died Dec. 31, '04

; irrita.

fever and colliquative diarrhoea.

Left ; circ Surg. G. I,. Potter,

143th Penn. Died Aug. 17, '04.

Spec. 1397.

Left. Surg. G. \V. Metcalf, 76th
New Y'ork. Died July 23, 1864.

Right. Died October 21, 1864.

Left ; flap. A. Surg. E. F. Hen-
dricks. 15th Conn. Died March
23. 1805; haemorrhage.

Right. Died May 31, 1804.

Right ; ant. post. flap. A.A.Surg.
R. L. McClure. Died Dec. 24,

1831; rshntwtimi.

Name, Military
Description and age

1381 Huett, L. A., Pt., E, 51st

Indiana.

1382 llufl'.W. P., Pt.,0, 119th
Penn., age 22.

1383 Humphreys. C.J. .Corp'l,
II, 81st X. Y., age 25.

1384 Humphries, J., Pt., B,
50th Ohio, age 47.

1385 Hunker, J. C , Pt., D, 2d
N.Y. Mt'd Rifl., age 30.

36 Hunnewell, J., Pt., H,
31st Maine, age 30.

1387 Hunter. J., Serg't, B,57th
Pennsj-lvania.

1388 Hurley, J., Pt, II, 8th
Maryland, age 33.

1389 Hutchinson, G., Pt., K,
13th Iowa.

1390 Hutchinson, R. D..Pt..G,
I 89th Indiana, age 21.

1391 Hyctt, C. i'., Capt., 0th
Miss., age 25.

1392 Ingraham, ff.,Pt..K,15th

Alabama, ago 22.

1393 Jackson, E. D., Pt., G,
11th New York, age 24.

1394 Jackson, G. W., Pt., II,

10th Georgia.
1395 Jackson, P., Pt.,E, 31st

Colored Troops.

90 Jackson, W. H., Pt., E,
1st Penn. Rifles.

97 Jackson, \V.,Pt.,G, 107th
New York.

1398 Jacobs, .I. ,Serg't,G, 90th
New York.

1399 Jacquith, A. J., Capt., I,

1st Me. H. A., age 32.

1400 Johns, J. A., Pt.,G, 5th
Florida.

1401 Johnson, A. A., Pt., F,

107th New York.
1402 Johnson, C.L.,Pt.,B, 1st

Tennessee.
1403 Johnson. P.C., Corp'l, C,

48th N. Carolina.

1404 Johnson, S., Pt.,C, 110th
Pennsylvania.

1405 Johnston, T., Pt., I, 42d
Mississippi.

1400 Jones, A. A., —, K, 7th
North Carolina.

1407 Jones, J. O., Pt., I, 11th
Virginia.

1408 Jones, M., Pt., K, 10th
Maine, age 24.

1409 Jones, S. W., Pt., B, 1st

Mass. H. A., age 29.

1410 Jones, W., Pt., B, 23d
Colored Troops.

1411 Jones, W. A., It., A,6ih
Iowa.

12 Justin, J. H., Corp'l, E.
57th Illinois.

1413 Justis, E., Pt., A, 90th
Ohio, age 29.

14 Knser, J.,Serg't,B,107th
Penn., age 24.

1415 Karr, M., Pt.,H, 1st New
York Dragoons, age 21.

10 Keating, P., Pt.,F, Phil.

Legion.
1417 Keaton, J.M.,Pt.,D,19th

Indiana, age 24.

18 Keese.W., Corp'l, G, 74th
New York, age 31.

1419 Koilbnlz.D. P.,Corp'l.K,
03th New York.

20 Kelly, D. P., Pt., C, 07th
New York, age 25.

21 KeHy, T., Pt.,G, 51st N.
York, age 34.

K KclIy.W. B.,Pt.,F,39th
Mass., age 23.

3 Kelly, W. It., Pt., A, 7th
Maine, age 43.

1424 Kemp, I. M., Pt., L, 2d
N.Y. Mt'd Rid., age 21.

Dates.

Dec 30,

30. '02.

May 5,

0, '64.

June 3,

3, '04.

July 21,
21, ''04.

July 17,

17/04.

June 25,

23. '04.

July 3,

3, '03.

May 5,

5,
f
iA.

July 21,

21, '64.

April 9,

9, '05.

Aug. 21,
21, '04.

July 3,

3, '03.

Nov. 25,

20, '04.

Sept. 14.

15, '62.

Oct. 28,

28, '64.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

May 25,
25," '04.

June 14,

14, '03.

June 10,

18, '04.

Sept. 17,

17, '02.

May 25,

25, '04.

Aug. 0,

6, 04.

April 1,

1,'05.

May 5,

6, 1i4.

July 3,

3, '03.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

July 3,

3, '63.

Dec. 13,

13, '02.

May 19,

19, '04.

July 30,

31, '04.

Nor. 21,

25, '63.

—, '62.

June 27,

28, '64.

June 21,

21, '64.

May 7,

7, 64.

Dec. 13,

13, '02.

May 12,
12.' '64.

July 23,
24,' '03.

May, '64,

Primary.
June 8,

8, '04.

May 12.
12.' '0-1.

Aug. 18,

18, '64.

May 12,
12," '04.

June 17,

—.
'64.

. Died February 27, 1803.

L't; circ. Surg.P.I.eidy,119thPa.
Died June 0, 1804; pyemia.

Right. Surg.J.H. Lee,2 1st Conn.
Died Aug. 17, 1H04 ; diarrhoea.

Rt. Surg. J. W. Lawton, U.S. V.
Gang. Died August 24. 1804.

R't : circ. A. Surg. E. M. Sinyser,

48th Penn. Died Aug. 29, 1864 ;

pyaemia.
Left : flap. Died July 21, 1864

;

exhaustion.
Left. Died July 22, 1863.

Left. Died June 5, 1864.

Right. Died July 29, 1864.

Right; circ. Died April 24, '65;

haemorrhage.
Lea Died Sept. 22, 1804.

Right. Died August 3, 1863.

Right ; semi-circ. skin flaps ; circ.

incis'u muscles. A. A. Surg. J.

F. Musgrove. Died Mar. 6, 05
;

consumption.
. Died Oct. 17, 1862; cxh'n.

Left; (also wound right thigh.)

Surg. E. Jnckson, 30th Colored
Troops. Died Nov. 20, 1864.

Left ;
(also wound of right knee.)

Died December 14, 1802.

R't; circ. A. Surg. L.W. Kenne-
dy, 123d X. Y. Died June4,'04.

. Surg. W. Y. Provost, 159th

N. Y. Died Juno 23, 1803.

Right: flap. Died July 11, 1804:
prostration.

Loft: hiern.: femoral artery lig'd.

Died October5, 1802.

Right. Surg. P. II. Flood, 107th

N.Y. Died Juno 1, 1804.

Left: (also amp. right leg.) Died
August 21, 1861.

Right: cire. Surg. C. M.Clark.
39th 111. Died April 3, 1865.

. Died May 11,1864.

Left. Died Aug. 14, '04
;
pyaem.

; circular. Died.

Right. Died July 15, 1863.

Left; flap. Died Jan. 16, 1863;
pyaemia.

Left : flap; (alsofract. of forearm.)

1 )i,-d of haein. from radial artery

June 1,1804. Spec. 2202.

Right; flap. Died August 19,'64:

pyaemia.
Right. Surg. R. L. Von Harlin-

gen, 70th Ohio. Died Dec. 24,

1803
;
pneumonia.

Left. Died November 2, 1862.

Right. Died August 3, 1804.

Right. Died August 5. 1864

;

gangrene and exhaustion.
Left ; circ. Surg. B. G. Streeter,

4fhN.Y.Cav. DiedMay 27, '64
;

pyaemia.
. Died March 6, '63; slough-

ing of stump.
Left; hoem.; lig. of fern, artery.

Died June 12, 1804.

Left: haem.; lig. of fern, artery.
Died .May 8, 1804.

. Died May 10, 1864.

Left. Died June 19, 1864.

Right. Snirg. J. S. Ross, 1 1th N.
Hampshire. Died May 29, '04

:

pyaemia.—-. Died August 18, 1804.

Left; ant. post. flap. Died July
9, 1804.

Left. Died July 0, 18G4.
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No.
Name, Miutaky

Desciuttiox, ami Aue.

,,-
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1524

1535

1536

1537

1528

1529

1531)

1531

1532

Name, Military
DESCTtll'TIOX, ash Ace.

( U'EKATIOXS, Ol'EKATORS,
Ul'.M'l.T.

No.
Name, Military

Description, ami Aok.
Dates

OPEllATKixs. OPERATORS
Result.

Wisconsin, uge 21. Dec. I. '64.

Maseie, ./. II'., I !..<:. 19th .InlvJ. Left

Virginia. ( :),
r
63.

Matthew*, II.,—, II, Kith
|

Sept. J4

Georgia. ' 15. '62.

Matthews,W., Corp'l, B,
|

Jan. 2

151 IS

1509

1510

1511

1512

13

1514

151.-

1511

1511

1518

1519

1 521

1

1521

152:

I niih ivim., age 24,

1523 McClarence, r.. It., F
2(ith Massachusetts.

MoCunib, .L.Cnptain. I)

12th N. Jersey, ago 25
McCometan,A.'j., It., F
55th Alabama.

McCormiek, X., Carpi
E,4th Delaware.

McCulltmgh,S.E.,Corp.
A, 47th Illinois.

McCullough, VV.,Pt., 1)

1 1th Pennsylvania.
McCurdy,T.,Pt.,H, 38tl

uiliniin.

Martin, lt..Curp'I, !•', 93d May 5, . Died May 7, 1804. 1553 Miller. B.. It., B. 185th
New York. II. '(14.

|
New York.

Martin, A. J., PL, F, 82d July 2'\ Right. Died September 5, 1804. 1554 Miller, J., It., V, 88th
Ohio. 20, '64.

,
Penn., age 39.

Mason, D., I't., K, 32d Mar. 21. Right. Rorg. A. B. Monoban,63d 1555 Miller, J., 1't.. G. 6tb In-

VVisconsin. 21. '65. Ohio. Died March 29, 1865.
I

(liana

Mason, II. W.. I't.. 11,24th Nov. 3:1, Right ; eire. Surg. J. R. Ludlow, 1556 Miller, J., Pt.,E, 57th N.

78th Pennsylvania. 4, '63.

May, l'..l't...'\, 5th Mich.
I
Mav 5,

(.. '04.

Mazen-a, ("., I't., A, 86tli
|

May 5,

New York. | (i. 'ill,

Mr ll> ;,!/../. A.. I't., —

,

Oct. 27,

7th C. s. Cav., age 26. -j7, '64.

McBride. M. <:, Lieut., July il,

G, 9th Louisiana. 9, 't',4.

I'.s.V. Died Dec.23, '64 ;
pyfern.

|
Carolina.

1 lied. 1557 Miller, J. E.. I't., H, 33d
Virginia, age 22.

. Died Sept. 28, '62
: exhaus- 1558' Miller, S. K., Serg't. K,

Hon. 2d Ohio Cav., age 23.

Right. Surg. ('. .1. Walton, 21st 1559 Miller, W. S., PL, K, 8th

Kv. Died "Jan. 16, 1863.
: Indiana Cavalry.

Hied May 19, 1864. 1560 Mills, A. B., PL, E, Kith
Maine, age 19.

Left. Died May 7, 1864. 1561 Minoque, J., I't., G, 12th
Infantry, age 24.

Mitchell, G., I't., 1), 2d
Maryland, itge 42.

1562

MoCundloss.W. W., I't., Dee. 31, Right. Died,

; eire. Surg. J. T. Kelbv, C
S. A. Died Oct. -28,1864.

; eire. Surg. C. II. Todd, C. 1563 Mitchell, J., Citizen em-
S. A. Died July 22, 1864. I ploye, age 25.

ll.84lb Illinois. 31, '62.

McCarthy, H..Pt. ,11.39th Sept. 19.

Indiana. 19. '63.

McCarthy, ./., PL, Car- Sept. 19.

pouter's Battery.
j

20, '64.

McCartney, J.,Corp'l,H, , June 18.

18. '64.

Jillv3,

3, "63.

June 3,

3. '64.

July 20,

20. '64.

June 17.

17. '64.

May 22.

24, '63.

May 5,

5, '64.

Aug. 31.

31. '64.

1564 Mitchell, 11. J., Lieut., 11,

. Died Oct. 8, 1863. i 1st Maine.
1565 Monroe. M.. It., E, 109th

: eire. Surg. G. \V. Bnrdett, New York, age 28.

C.s.A. Hied Sept.si. (14: shook. 1506 Moody, J., PL, II, 17th
: Hap. Died Feb. 11, 181,5. ,

I Vermont, age 45.

while on furlough.
|

1567 Mom-e, J, T., It., G, 45th
Left. Surg. N. llavwnrd, 20th
Mass. Hied July 20, 1863.

Left. Snrg.A.Sut'toithwuito, 12th 1568
N.J. Died July S, 1864.

Left. Died July 29, 1864. 11569

North Carolina, uge '20.

Moore, L. M.. Lieut., —

,

17th Mississippi.

Moore,W. II.. It. .E. 11th
N. Hampshire, age 34.

Aug
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Name. Military
Description, and a<

Newton. \V., Capt., E, 2d
Ohio Cavalry.

1507 Nicholas, I., Corp'l, G.
7th C. Troops, ago SI,

1598 Nichols, I>., Pt., E, 31st
Maine.

1599" Nicholson. D..Pt.,II,2.'d

1000$ Mass., ago 23.

31 Nickerson. .1., l't., D, 3d
R. I. Artillery, age 38.

H Nolton.A.W., Pt..r, 93d
New York, age 22.

1603 Norton, M., Pt., 1, 117th
New York.

1004 Nunamakcr, W., Pt , A,
7th Pennsylvania.

1G05 0'Connor,P.,l't ,li. 147th
New York, age 33.

1606 Ogden.T.W., Pt.,F,94th
New York, age 16.

1(107 Osgood.fi. II.. Serg't. ,K,
111th Pennsylvania.

1008 Otle>i, J. A.'., Adj't, 32d
North Carolina.

1609 Owen, E. I'., Pt., li, 29th
Penn., age 42.

161(1 Owens. n. /•;., Pt., (
', 30th

Virginia.
1611 Page. U. M., Pt., I, 126th

Ohio, age 21.

1612 Paine, 11., Musician, E,
1st Alabama', age 22.

1613 Patterson, J., Corp'l, K,
10th Missouri, age 22.

1614 Parker, L. II., Serg't, D,
litu N. II., age 26.

1615 Parnell, E., l't., A, 111th
New York.

1616 Parsi.ns. VV., Serg't, K,
124th N. York, age 20.

17 Pas-hall, A. <)., Pt., (1,

124th Indiana, age 23.

1618 Patten, II. I.., Maj., 20th
Mass., age 28.

1619 Paul, J., Serg't, B, 152d
New York, ago 24.

1020 Peek, W. 1!., l't., I, 1st

Minnesota.
1621 Peden.,1 ..Corp'l, A ,140th

Pennsylvania.
1622 Pelkey," J., Pt., II, 2d

Minnesota.
1623 Perkins, M., Pt., D, 18th

Massachusetts.
1024 Perry, li. II., Corp'l, K,

."•7tii Mass., age 2J.

1623 refers, 10., Pt., C, 29th
Conn. (Cold.)

1626 Peterson. O. C, Pt., A.
5th Minnesota, age 31.

1627 Peterson, P. It., Adj't,

78th New York.
1628 Peterson. O., l't.. (1, 39th

North Carolina, age 2.">.

1629 Phelps, R. E.. Corp'l, K,
49th Massachusetts.

10 Phelps, C. II., Pt , II.

:J8th \'irginia.

)1 Phipps, J., l't., A, 187th
Pennsylvania, age 19.

1032 Phyfe,\V.l'.,I't., E, 10th

New York, age 22.

13 Pickens, P., Serg't, F,
141st Pennsylvania.

1034 Pike, S., Serg't, I, 10th
Ohio Cavalry.

163.") PIatts.N.,Serg't,D,100th
Illinois.

)6 PolIeys.T. A., Scrg't.H,

Oth Wisconsin, age 25.

1037 Pomcroy, W., Pt., B, 1st

Maine"ll. A., age 30.

1638 Pool, E. (!., l't., A, 12th
Massachusetts.

1039 Poppleton, II. !!., rt., n.
7th Iowa, nged 21.

1640 Posey, E.. l't., A, 39th
Colored Troops.

OPERATIONS, OPKRATI
RESULT.

its.

Mar. 31.

31. '65.

Oct. 28,
28 "64.

May 12.
12,' '04.

.May 111,

10* '64.

Nov. 10,

10, '63.

May 12,
14,' '61.

May 13,
13," '64.

Aug. 5,

5, o4.

May 25,
26,' '64.

Oct. 19,

19, '04.

June 27,
27, '64.

Mar. 25,

25. '65.

Dec. 17,

17. '64.

Mar. '65,

Primary
May 12,
12," '04.

Deo. 15.

15, '64.

Oct. 18,

18. '63.

July 2,

3, '63.

July 2,

3, '63.

May 5,

6, '64.

Mar. 10,

10, '65.

Aug. 16,

17, '04.

May 30,
31." '61.

July 3,

5. '63.

May 8,

8, '64.

Nov. 25,

25, '63.

Dec. 12,

13, '62.

Mar. 25.

25. '65.

Oct. 27.

27. '64.

Dec. 16.

16. '04.

Sept. 17,

17. '62.

Nov. 30,

De. 1,'61

May 27.
27," '63.

May 15,
16." '6 1.

June 25,

25. '04.

Sept. 27,

28, '04.

July 3.

3. '03.

Aug. 28,

38, '64.

July 23,

22, '64.

June 18,

19, '64.

June 18,

18, '64.

Sept. 17,

17. '62.

July 22,
22,"'64.

Oct. 28,

28, '64.

Left. Died April 8, 1865.

Right. Died Nov. 28, 1861 ; irrita-

tive fever.

. Surg. P. O'M. Edson, 17th
Yt. Died May 2.', 1864.

Both thighs; ant. post. tlap. Surg.
.1. Thomas, HWh Penn. Died
-May 28, '04

: exh'n. Spec. 2960.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg.S.W.
Oross. U. S. V. Died Not. 20,

1863; erysipelas.

Left; circ". Died June 4, 1864;
pyaemia.

Right. Died May 28, 1804.

Right. Surg. J. N. McCandloss,
77th Penn. Died Aug. 15, 1864.

Left: ant. post. flap. Died June
14, 1864 ; pyramid.

Right. Died October 29, 1864.

Right. Died July 25, 1864.

Left. Surg. J. T. Kilby, C. S. A.
Died April 25, 1865.

Right ; circ. Hied Feb. 5, 1865
;

exhaustion.
Right. Died May 10, 1865.

Left ; cire. Died May 26, 1864.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Died Dec.
24. 1864.

Left. Died Jan. 20, 1864 ; chronic

dyspepsia and diarrhoea.
. Died July 24, 1863 ; hemor-

rhage.
Right. Surg. II. M. McAbce, 4th
Ohio. Died July 13, 1863.

Right. Died July 3, 1864.

Right; ant. post. flap. Died Mar
10, 1805 ; exhaustion.

Lett ; anterior post. Hap. Surg.
N. Hayward. 20th Mass. Died
Sept. I'o, 1804; pyaemia. •

Left ; flap. Surg. M. liizer, 72d
I'enu. Died June 30, '64 : py;em.

Right: hiem.; ligat'n. Died July
21,1863.

: circ. Surg. J. W.Wishart,
140th Penn. Died Slay 15,1804.

. Died Nov. 28, 1803.

Left: (also wound of right side

and lung.) Died Dec. 20, 1862.
Right: ant. post. flap. Died April
9, 1865: apoplexy.

Left. Surg. A. C. Barlow, 02d
Ohio. Died Nov. 17, 1864.

Left: circ. Surg. V. 15. Kennedy,
5th Minn. Die.l Jan. 13, 1865."

Left. Died October 13, 1862.

Left ; lat. flap. Died May 18/65;
exhaustion.

Right. Died August 9, 1863.

Left; circ. Died June 11, 1804.

Loft. Died July 4, 1864 ; exh'n
and irritative fever.

Left ; anterior post. flap. Surg.O.
Chaddock, 7th Mich. Died Oct.

18, 1864: exhaustion.
Left ; (also wound of right leg.)

Died July 10,1863.
Right. Died October 9, 1864.

Left. Died September 10, 1804.

Right; posterior flap. Surg. J. II.

Beech, 24th Mich. Hang. Died
June 30, 1864 : hemorrhage.

Right ; circ. Died June 27, 1864
;

pv;emia.
Right. Died October 14, 1862.

Left. Surg. W. C. Jacobs, 81st
Ohio. Died Sept. 7, 1864.

Right. Snrg.M.Tucker,39thCl'd
Troops. Died Nov. 9. '64 ; luem.

NO.

1041

1642

1643

1644

1645

1640

1647

1048

1649

1650

10.31

165:

1053

1654

1635

165(1

L65!

1058

1659

1660

1061

166.

1063

664

1065

1006

1667

1668

1069

1670

1671

1672

1673

1074

Name, Military
Description, and age.

Post, J. K , Pt., B. 112th
New York, age 21.

Potter, YV. M..l't.,E,84th
Pennsylvania.

Pratt, A., Pt., D, 34th
Massachusetts.

Price, J., l't., C, 78th
Penn., age 53.

Priest, J., Corp'l,D,129th
Illinois.

Pritchett, J. L., Pt , A,
87th Illinois.

Pri/or, IP., Pt., F, 21st
Mississippi.

Pulley, D. YV., l't., E,
00th Illinois, age 20.

Pane, D. 8., l't., A, 79th
Ohio.

Putnam, C, Corp'l, E,
64th New York, age 27.

Quinn, P., Pt., K. 147th
New York, age 40.

(Rabbit, E.C., Serg't, B,
) 10th Missouri.

'llainwater.J. G., Pt.,—

,

18th Miss., age 28.

Rapp, J., Pt., C, 11th
Conn., age 31.

'Rate, J. li., Pt.,—, 45th
Virginia, age 23.

Rayburn, S. Y., Serg't,

D, 27th Indiana.
Reardon, J., Pt., D, 52d
Ohio.

Ream, 0., Pt., I, 20th N.
York, age 00.

Reoolder.O., Pt.,A,79th
Penn., age 18.

Reddick, (i. H., Serg't,

F, 20th Indiana.
Reece, E., Pt., I, 30th
Alabama.

Reed, J., l't. ,C, 15th Va.,

age 26.

Heed, J., Pt., G, 123d
Ohio.

Reedy.C. T., Pt.,G,40th
Ohio.

Reeves, A., Pt., C, 36th
Ohio.

Reeves, W. J., Pt., C,
Kith Missouri.

Reidman, 0.,Pt., I. 13th
Massachusetts, !Tge 44.

Remele. D., Pt..E, 109th
New York, age 19.

Renerson.YV. ft., l't., E,
1st Maine, age 27.

Reynolds, YV. T.,Pt., A,
4th Delaware.

Rhea, J. M., Pt., I, 8th
Iowa.

Richards, A. J., Pt., K,
9th N. II., age 25.

Richardson, \V. A., Pt.,

G, Oth Iowa.

1675 Riley, P.,Pt.,G, 4 2d Mas-
sachusetts, age 19.

1670 Riling, J., Pt., C, 159th
New York.

1677 Ripley, C. A., Pt., E, 2d
Iowa.

1678 Ripley, L.D..P1.. E, 10th
West Va., nge 29.

1679 Ritka, A., Pt., M, 4th
N. Y. Cay., age 32.

1G80 Robnrgc, I,. J., Corp'l, I,

5th Cavalry, age 30.

1681

168

1683

1684

1085

Roberts, W. II., Pt.,

33d Ohio.
Robinson, P., Pt„ D,
Cavalry.

Robinson. D. YV., Pt.

53d Mass., age 43.

Robinson. II., Capt.,
55th Ohio.

Robinson, J., Pt.,K,l:

Ohio, age 24.

June 1,

3, '04.

May 3,

3, '03.

Sept. 19,

20, '64.

Sept 28,

28, '61.

July 20,
20,"'04.

April 9,

9, '04.

Dec. 12,

12, '02.

Dec. 15,

10, '04.

July 20,

20, '64.

Mar. 31,

31. '65.

July 30,

Au. 1,'64.

Nov. 24,

25, '63.

Sept. 17,

19, '02.

June 19,

19, '04.

Sept. 17,

17, '02.

July 3,

3,
r63.

June 27,

27, '64.

Dec. 13,

14, '62.

June 16,

10, '64.

July 2,

2. '63.

May 15,

15, '64.

June 18,

20, '64.

May 15,

1:3," '04.

Juno 20,

20, '04.

Nov. 23,

23, '03.

May 14,

14, '03.

Sept. 17,

17, '02.

.May 0,

-, '"64.

June 16,

16, '64.

April 5,

5, "65.

June 20,

20, '63.

May 30,

30, '64.

Nov. 25,

25, '63.

Aug. 27,

28, '04.

April 13,

—, '03.

July 4,

4, '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

Mar. 1,

2, '64.

May 14,
14." '64.

Mar. 5,

5, '04.

May 27,
27." '03.

Mav 3,

5, '63.

Sept. 3,

4, '01.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Right ; circ. Died June 21

,

1 864

;

exhaustion.
Left. Died .May 20, 1863.

. Died September 20, 1804,
on operating table.

Right ; lat. flap. Died Oct. 18, '64

;

surgical pneumonia.
Right. Died August 24, 1864.

Right; circ. Died April 30,'64.

Died December 18, 1862.

Right; lat. flap. A. A. Surg. L.
Sinclair. Erys. Died Feb. 4, '65.

Left. Died August 4, 1864.

Left; circ. Died June 22, 1865;
pyaemia. Spec. 4238.

Right; circ. A. A. Surg. S. J.
Holley. Died August 2, 1664.

Both. Surg. E. J. Buck.ieth Wis.
Died Dec. 26, 1863.

Left ; circ; (haem. fr. ant. tib. art.;

gang.) Died Sept. 22, '02; pyae.
Right. Died July 13, 1864.

Left ; circ. Confederate surgeon.
Died Sept. 30, 1862; pyamiia.

Left: circ. Surg.W. II. Twiford,
27th Indiana. Died Aug. 1, '63.

Left. Died July 4, 1864.

Right. Died January 6, 1863;
pyaemia.

Left; eirc. Died July 24, 1864

;

pvapmia.
Lett. Died July 0,1863.

Left. Asst. Surg. C. H. Burbcck,
60th N. Y. Died May 17, 1864.

Left. Confed. surgeon. Nov. 1,

fein. lig. Nov. 8, re-amp. at up.
third. Surg.G.S.Palmer.U.S.Y.
Ha?tn. Died Nov. 14, '64 ; exh'n.

Right. Died July 10, 1864.

Right. Surg. J. N. Beach. 40th
Ohio. DiedJuly 19,'64 j pyram.

Right. Died December 18, "1863.

Left. Died Aug. 3, 1863 ; chronic
diarrhoea .

Left. Died September 30, 1862.

Left: eirc. Died Aug. 8, 1864;
diarrhoea.

Left : ant. post. flap. Died Aug.
9, 1804.

Right ; circ. Died April 30, 1865.

Right; circ. Surg. H. Z. Gill,

95th Ohio. Died July 25, 1863.

Left: eirc. Died June 20, 1804
;

exhaustion.
Right ; eirc. A. Surg.W. S. Lam-
bert. Oth Iowa. Died December
24, 1803; pneumonia.

Left. Died October 4, 1804 ; py-
aemia.

Left. Died Oct. 6, 1863 ; chronic
diarrhoea.

. A. Surg. A. F. Marsh, 56th
HI. Died July 15, 1864.

Left. Died October 17, 1864.

Right ; circ. Died Feb. 26, 1865

;

typhoid fever.

Left; circ. A. Surg. J. YV. Wil-
liams, U- S. A. Died March 14.

1864; tetanus. Spec. 2151.

Left. Died May 23, 1864.

Left. A.Surg. B.Durham, ,jr.,72d

111. Died June22,'04; diarrhoea.

Left. Died June 6, 1863.

Left; circ. Died May 11, 1863;
exhaustion.

Left ; flap. A. A. Surg. J. R.
Uhler. Died Sept. 10, 1864.

1 FISHER (G. J.), Report of Fifty-Sewn Cases of A imputation*, in the Hospitals near Sharpaburg, Md., after the Battle of Antietam, Sept. 17, 1862,

in Am. Jour. Med. Set., 1863. Vol Xl.V, p. 47. 2 Fisher (G. J.), op. cit., p. 47.
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I681

L68

1088

1C89

l(i!)0

101)1

169:

1693

1094

1095

1696

1C97

1698

1699

1700

1701,

170

1703

1704

1705

1706

1707

1708

1709

1710

1711

1719

1713

1714

171

1710

171

1718

1719

1720

1721

1722

1723

1724

17:5

1726

17:

1728

1729

Name, Military
Description, and Age. Dates.

Robinson, J. T., 1't., A,
1st Ohio Artillery.

Robinson, P. 1*., Corp'l,

A, 57th Penn.
Rougers, J. A.,Pt,,G, 1st

Cavalry, age 10.

R.idgcrs" W. li., l'i., I),

88th Penn.
Roll

1

, W. H., Lieut., 11,

2d N. V. II. A., ago 35.

Rogers, G., I't., E, 104th
Ohio, age 19.

Rogers, .S., PI., r, 1st

Maine, ago 21.

Itutfe,G.,Pt.,H,2d N'.V.

Cavalry, ago 36.

Rolfs, I). 11., I't., D, 6th
N. Y. II. A., age 42.

Roper, S., I't., A, 140th
l'enn., age 43.

Rose, W.H.,Pt.,C, 105th
Illinois.

Ross, E., Serg't, G, 52d
New York.

Ross, R. E., Corp'l, H,
36th Indiana.

Rouark. T. H..Pt.,F, 1st

Maryland, age 25.

Roussel, E. G., Capt., G,
72d Penn.

Rone, A. P., Pt., A, 1st

Maine H. A., age 39.

Rtimbell, J. F.,Corp'l,F,
7th Infantry.

Rumsey, J.W., Pt., A,
3d .Md,nge43.

Rupert, II., Pt., M, 2d
Penn. C'av., age 21.

Russell, A. P., Capt., 1st

Maine, afje 28.

Russell, W., Pt., B, 90th
Pennsylvania.

Ryan, W. J., Pt., E, 2d
N. V. State Militia.

Snrgent.O. H. P., Pt., G,
22d Mass , age 30.

Sohaefl'or, T., Pt..C,26th
Wisconsin.

Schleohtor, J., Pt..—,5th
Cavalry, age 27.

Schmidt, J., Pt., A, 60th
Indiana.

Schnapp, C, Pt., I, 70th
New York.

Sohnner, W., Pt., E, 82d
Illinois.

Sell wartzwaelder, A., Pt.,

D, 32d Indiana.

Scott, C. L., Fife Major,
30th Indiana.

Scott, W., Pt., C, 39th

Illinois, age 19.

Soarcey, D., Pt,, E, 19th
Kentucky.

Seidolph, 'I.. Pt., li, 39th

New York, age 19. .

Sevoy, W., Pt., A, 27th

Iowa.
Shank, A., Pt., C, 1st

l'enn. Cavalry, age 23.

Shanks, J., Pt., D, 21st

Kentucky, age 29.

Shannon. U. G.,Capt., F,
2.>th Indiana.

Sharp, C. D., Serg't, D,
140th Penn.

Sharp, J., Pt., E, 14th N.
Y. ft. A., age 20.

Shattnck, A. ft., Capt.,

E, 11th N. Hampshire.
Shaw, A. J., Pt., II, 113th

Ohio.
'Shtlton, J. A. J., Lieut.,

G, 50th Tennessee.
Shelvin, W., Colored
Pioneer.

Shields, P., Pt , D, 6th
Wisconsin.

June 4,

4, '64.

May 5.

0. 04.

Aug. 25.

2(i, 04.

Sept. 17,

17, 02.

June 0,

-, '64.

July 8,

8, ''04.

June 18,

18, '04.

April 1,

1, '65.

June 1.

1, '64.

June 16,

17, '64.

May 27,
27." '64.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

Sept. 19,

20, '03.

Aug. 3,

3, '04.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

June 16,

16, '64.

Feb. 21,

22, '02.

J une 2,

4, '64.

June 24,

25, '64.

Sept. 20.

22. '64.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

May 1

,

1, '02.

May 25,
25,"'64.

I'yl8,'64,

Primar}*.
July 10,

11, '6a
June 20,

21, '64.

May 3,

3, '03.

Nov. 25,

25, '63.

June 27,

27, '64.

Oct. 13,

13. '01.

Dec. 20,

20, '02.

June 16,

10, '04.

May 18,

18, '64.

Oct. 14,

10, '64.

June 20,

20, '64.

Mar. 21,

21, '65.

July 2,

3, 03.

July 30.

30, '64.

Dec. 13,

13, '02.

June 27,

27, '04.

Aug. 30,

30, '64.

Aug. 31,

31, '64.

April 29,

29, '03,

operation's, operators,
Result.

Left. Surg. E. 15. Glick,
Ind. Died June 26, 1804.

. Died May 0, 1804.

40th

Left: flap. A. A. Surg. J. R.
Uhler. Died Oct. 2, 1804.

Left. Died Oct. 17, ie02.

Left. Surg. P. E. Ilubon, 28th
Mass. Died June 30, 1864.

Right. Died July 8, 1864.

Left. Died August 0, 1864.

Left ; aire, Died April 21, 1865;
pya'inia.

Right. Died June 20, 1804.

Left: circ. Surg. J.W.Wishart.
140th Penn. Haem.; lig. fem'i

nrt. Died Aug. 10. '04; exh'n.
Right. A.Surg.G.M.Trowbridge,
19th Mich. Supposed to be dead.

. Died December 19, 1802.

Left. Died Sept. 30, 1803.

Left. Surg A. A.White. 8th Md.
Died Oct. 6, '04. Spec. 4855.

. Died October 11. 1802.

Right
;
(also amp. finger.) Haem,

Died July 29,'04
; gangrene and

pyaemia. Spec. 2907.—-. A. Surg. B. Norris.U. S. A.
Died March 25, 1862.

Left. Died July 11, 1865; fatty

degenerat'n of heart. Spec. 4290.
Left; circ. Died July 8, 1864.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. A. A.
Younglove. Died Oct. 2, 1864.

Left. Died Jan. 1, 1863
;
pyaemia.

Right. Died October 2, 1802.

. Died May 30, 1862; py-
aemia.

Right. Died June 20, 1864.

Right; (also fracture of left leg.)

Died July 25, 1864.

Left. Died July 11, 1863.

Left; double flap. Surg. J. H.
Beech, 24th Mich. Gang. Died
July 24, 1864: exhaustion.

Right. Died June 5, 1863.

Right. Died Dec. 27, 1863.

Left. Surg. S. H. Kersey, 30th
Ind. Died July 28, 1864.

Right ; circ. Died Nov. 10, '64.

Right. Died Feb. 5, '63; pyaemia.

Left ; circ. Surg. J. W. Wishart,
140th Penn. Died Sept. 27.'64.

Right ; (also wound of left heel )

Died May 21, 1864.
Right; ant. post. flap. Surg. E.
Uentley, U. S. V. Died Oct. 24,

1863; haemorrhage.
Left. Surg.C. J. Walton,21st Kv.
Died July 17,1804.

Rinjiit. Siirg. A. I!. Monohan,63d
Ohio. Died March 23, 1865.

Left : (also wound of right thigh.)
Died August 10, 1863.

Right ; circ. Surg. J. Oliver, 21st

Mass. Died Sept. 8/04 ; pyaem.
Right. Died December 17, 1862.

Left. Died July 19, 1864.

. Gang. Died Oct. 23, '64;

pyemia.
Right. Surg. A. T. Hudson, 20th

Iown. Died Aug. 31, 1864.

Left. A. Surg. J. T. Dudield, 7th
Ind. Bonerem'd : haem.: lig. of
fern. June 9, lig. of oxter, iliac.

Died June 19, '64. Spec. 1143.

NO,

1730

1731

1732

1733

1734

1735

1731

173'

1738

1739

1740

1741

1742

1743

1744

174.

1746

1747

1748

1749

1750

1751

1752

1753

1
?.-)!

1755

1756

17;

1758

1759

1760

1701

1702

1763

1764

1765

1766

1767

1708

1769
1770
1771

1772

1773

17741

Name, military
Description, and Age

Shipper, R., Corp'l, C,

12th Illinois, age 19.

Shoemaker, G., Pt., li.

39th New Y'ork.

Shorey, K., I't., I, 17th

Maine, age 45.

Showalter, J., l't.,C, 53d
Penn., age 20.

Sinister, G., Serg't, G,
30th Ohio.

Sihnan.W. L.,Corp'l, K,
32d Mass.

Simmons, J. K-, Pt., D,
210th Penn., age 38.

Simmons, D. P., Pt., G,
38th Mass.

Simmons, S. S., Sergt.,

D, 84th Penn.
Simmons, T. N., Corp'l,

C, 14th Tenn.
Singer, I.., Pt,, F, 174th
New York.

Sisey, J., Pt., K, 21st
Kentucky.

Sloan, M.; Pt , H, 47th
Indiana.

Smith, A. C, Corp'l, C.
20th Connecticut.

Smith, E., Pt., C, 18th
N. Y. Cavalry, age 38.

Smith, 11., Pt.,'l, 14th N.
Jersey, age 24.

Smith, II., Pt., A, 88th

Pennsylvania.
Smith, il. D.,Pt.,H, 18th
Infantry.

Smith. J. P., Pt., C, 61st

New York, age 17.

Smith, J. N., Pt., E, 7th
Wisconsin, age 17.

Smith, J. W., Corp'l, E,
42d Indiana.

Smith, T., Serg't, G, 4th

N. Y. H. A., age 22.

Smith, W., Pt., B, 17th
Kentucky.

Snodgrass, N., Ft., F, 3d
Tennessee, age 24.

Snyder,W. H., Musician,

G, 23d Kentucky.
Rockwell, I). F., Pt., D,
25th New Jersey.
Sow, J. L., Serg't, B,
124th Ohio.

Sparry, J. E., Corp'l, L,
1st Vermont Cavalry.

Spaulding, D., Pt,, K,
16th Maine, age 29.

Sporleder, L., Pt., B,
187th Penn.

Sprngue, T. M., Pt., C,
1st Maine.

Springer, S., Pt., A, 37th
Wisconsin, age 15.

StanisL
Maine.

Steel,
"

Pen
Steele
New

Pennsy

ilaus, J., Pt., 1, 1st
'c age 46.

T., Pt., F, 11th
sylvania.

,G. S.,Pt.,D,126th
York, age 23.

Sterling, E. E.,Corp'l,E,
143d Penn., age 32.

Stetson. J.M.. Pt., H.57th
Mass., age 17.

Stevens, D. H., Pt., D,
5Cth Penn., age 24.

Steward, C. A., Pt., 5th
Maine Battery.

Stewart, J„ Pt.. D, 77th
New Y'ork, age 38.

Stiles, J., Pt., A, 2d Del-
aware.

Stoner, W. K., Pt., A,
53d Ohio.

Stooksbury,R.,Serg't,F,
6th Tennessee.

Stout, S., It., I, 143d
Pennsylvania.

Dates.
Operations. Operators,

Result.

I

Oct. 5,

5, '64.

Julv2.
3. '63.

Nov. 27,

29, '03.

June 3,

3, '04.

June 27,

27, '04.

July 3,

3. '03.

April 1,

1 , '65.

April 30,

—, '03.

Nov. 27,

28, '03.

July 3,

3, '03.

July 11,

13,''63.

June 27,

27, '64.

May 5,

5, '64.

Mar. 19,

21, '65.

Mav 4,

4, '04.

June 7,

7, '64.

June 18,

18, '64.

May 31,

31, '64.

April 8,

9, '65.

May in,

10, '64.

June 27,

27, '64.

June 18,

18. '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '63.

May 14,

14, '64.

Nov. 25,

25, '63.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

Mav 15,
15,* '64.

Julv 3,

3, '6:!.

May 10,

10, '04.

June 18,

18, '64.

Oct. 19,

20, '04.

June 18,

19, '64.

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

May 5,

5, %4.
June 22,

23, '64.

May 9,

10, ''64.

May 13,

13, '64.

Mav 6,

6, '64.

Mav 3,

3. '63.

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

Julv 2,

-, '63.

Julv 3,

3, '64.

Mav 14,

14,' '64.

May, '63,

Primary.

Right: circ. Surg. P. N. Woods,
39th Iowa. Died Dec. 20, 1804.

. Surg. F. Wolf, 39th New
Y'ork. Died July 25, 1803.

Right : ant. post. tiap. Died Dec.
10, 1 803 : gangrene.

Right. Surg. G. [,. Potter. 145th
Penn. Died June24,'04. 5j3 605.

Right. Surg. A. C. Messenger,
57th Ohio. Died July 20, 1864.

Left. Died July 28, 1863.

Left; (also wound of right leg.)

Surgeon A. A. White, 8th Md.
Died April 12. 1865: pyaemia.

Lett. Died May 10, 1803.

Right. Died December 9, 1863.

Right. Died July 16, 1863.

Left: li3?m.: fern, ligated. Died
July 17. 1803.

Left. Surg C. J. Walton, 21st

Kv. Died July 0, 1804.

Left. Died May 7, 1864.

Right. Died March 28, 1865.

Right: circ. Surg. C. Powers,
160th N.Y. Died June 19, 1804.

Right: flap: (also left leg at knee
joint.) Died June 17, 1864.

Right. Died July 3, 1864.

Right. Died June 19, 1864.

Right. A. Surg. W. B. Hartman,
110th Penn. Died May 24, '05

;

pyaemia.
Left. Died July 3, 1804

; pyaem.

Right. Died July 18, 1864.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Died June
29. 1804 ; exhaustion.

Left. Died Oct. 11, 1803.

Right. Died July 29, 1864.

Right. Died December 23, 1803.

Laft. Died February 5, 1803.

Right. Died July 16, 1864.

Right. Died July 15, 1803.

Left ; circ. Died May 20, 1864
;

exhaustion.
Left. Died June 19, 1864.

Left ; oval skin and circ. muscles.
Surg. G. T. Stevens, 77Ui N.Y.
Died Oct. 20, '64; toxicohaemia.

Left ; circ: (also w'd right thigh.)

Surg. S. S. French. 20th Mich.
Died Sept. 4, '64: eh. diarrhoea.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Died May
16. 1805; pyaemic intoxication.

Right. Died May 19, 1864.

Left ; circ. Surg. A. Van Devcre,
00th N. Y

r
. Julv 23, haem.; fern.

lig. Died July" 29, '04 ; exh'n.
Right; flap: haem.; lig. small art.

Died August 12, '04'; pyaemia.
Right ; ant. post. flap. Died May
29, 1864 ;

pyaemia.
Right. Died June 19, 1864.

. Died May 11, 1863.

Right and left. Died April 17,

1805; pyaemic intoxication.
Right. Died July — . 1863.

Right. Surg. A. C. Messenger,
57th Ohio. Died Sept. 15,

v
64.

Right. Surg. D. L. Heath, 23d
Mich. Died May 20, 1804.

Right; double flap. Surg.W. F.
Humphrey. 149th Penn. Died
July 11, 1863.

I

1 JONES (J ), Investigations upon Vie Nature, Causes, and Treatment of Hospital Gangrene as it prevailed in the Confederate Armies, in United

States Sanitarn Commission Memoirs, 1871, Surgical Volume II, p. 403.

Surg. 111—34
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Name, Mimtakv
Description*, and Age.

OPKitATlOXS, Ol'EUATOIlS,
RESULT.

1775

L77«

1777

H
L77.I

1780

1781

1782

1783

1784

178.".

1780

.787

1788

178!)

II.

I7:M

,,,

17,:,

17.'!

J
1786

1797

17.18

1799

18110

1801

1802

1803

1804

1805

18IX

18(17

1808

1809

1810

1811

18!-.'

1813

1814

I Ml.-.,

ikh;

i Stubblebeln, II., It., C,
90th Penn.

Sullivan, M., Corp'l, E.
17t!i Wisconsin.

Sunimervillo, J. H.. Pt..

D.llth Pa, Res., age 11).

Simmer. F. II., It.. H,
39th Mass, age 20.

Sutton, S. s.. It., K, 12th
New Jersey.

Swain, J. ('., Pt.. I. 20th
Mass., ago l'J.

Sweinhal't, I'..Pt..C.47tll

lVnn., age 23.

Swisher, t'„ It., n, 3d
Ya. Mounted Infantry.

Swvor, W., It., ('. I4':icl

I Vim. .ago 24.

Tuck, ft. li., Pt., E, 77th

New York.
Taggart, C. I'., Moj.,2d
Penn. Caw, ago 32.

Tanner, I.. M.,Corp'l, E,
57th Mass., age 21.

Tanner, II. J., Serg't, C,

103d Illinois.

Taylor, A., It.. A, 1st

Vermont Cavalry.
Taylor, I). \V., it.. I).

Blst Indiana.
Taylor, II.. It.. O, 5th
New Hampshire.

Taylor, W., It . K, 188th
New York.

Terry, \V. I!., It., B,6th
Connecticut.

Theurer, P.. It., 1>. 82.1

Ohio, age 3£

Thomas, II., It.. G, 70th
Indiana.

Thomas. .,'. I,., It.. I!. 2d
Maine.

JViomaKon, X.Pt..B.49th
Nortli Carolina, age28.

Thompson, n.. It.. A,
71st Penn., age 50.

Thompson, T. IS., It.. G.
52d North Carolina.

Thompson, R.W.,Pt. G.
53d Ohio, age 23.

Thompson, tr..Pt..l, 1-,'tli

Virginia.

Thorp, E., It., G. 1st

Penn. Art'y, age 20.

Tiekner. W., It., D.IICth

Pennsylvania.
Tiller, (.'. M.. Lieut., C.

04th Miss., age -20.

Tillinger, C., I.ient., K.

3d Missouri.

Timlall, J., It., E, 1st

Delaware, age '18.

Tinker.G.. Corp'l, 1,27th

Illinois, age 19.

Tipton. S., It., II, 97th

Indians.
Todd,G.W., Major, 91st

Pennsylvania.
Tomilson, A., It.. 1,30th
Illinois, age 21.

Tomlinson, A., It., E.
I Ilith Penn., age .'Hi.

T..ni|.kins.('.. Pt.,G,84tll

Illinois.

TourtelotIe.C.A.,Serg't,
II. 18th Conn.
Toy. .1.. Pt., E, 7th Mis-

Tmnseht, N\. lt..F. lltli

Maine, ago 28.

Tremlett. II. M., I.iellt.

Col., 39th Mas*.
Trimmer, Adam, It., II,

143*1 Penn., age 21.

May :!.

a '63.

Auk. 20.

20. '04.

Dee. 15,

15, '62.

Feb. 7,

7. '65.

June 3.

3, '1-4.

Dee. 13.

13. '02.

Oet. 111.

111. '04.

Aug. 20,

2fi, '63.

May HI.

10.' 'lit.

May 12.
12.' '64.

Oct. 22.

23. '03.

April 2.

2. '65.

July 28,
28."'04.

May 5,

5. '61.

June 27.

27. '04.

July 3.

3. '63.

Mar. 31.

31. 'li.'..

Oet. 7.

7, '04.

May 25.
25.' '04.

May 15.

15, '64.

Mav 27.
27.' '6.'.

July 14.
14.' '04.

June 3.

3. '04.

July 2.

3. '03.

July 22.
22.' '64.

Mav 15.
15,' '04.

Aug. 4.

I 5. '04.

I

Sept. 17.

17. '63.

Dee. 15.

15. '04.

Aug. 10,

10. '01.

Feb. 8.

P. '04.

Nov. 25,

27. '63.

June 27,

27. '04.

Dec 13.

13. '02.

Aug. Hi.

Hi. '04.

June 1.

' 1. '04.

! Dee. 31,

31. '62.

June 18.

18. '04.

June "jr.,

25. '03.

I
Oet. Ill,

P.I. '04.

i Mar. 30,
30. '0.-,.

June 18.

Ill, '04.

Lett: cite. Die.l June 2. 1803:
pyemia.

Lett. Died September 20. 1804.

. Feh. 15.03. reamp. in mid.
third. Died Feh. 28. '6:1 : pyiein.

Left ; ant. post. Hap. Died' Feb.
25. 1805; pyiemia.

Right. Surg. I'. 1". Uurmeister,
69th Penn.' Died June 7. 1804.

Spec. 3364.
Lett : ant. pest, flap.; seq. rem'd.
Oet. 8. rearap. mid. third. Died
Oet. 10, '03

; pvauo. Spec. P205.
Left; eire. Hied Nov. 18. 1804;
diphtheria.

Right. Died in the hands of the
enemy.

Right : flap. Died June 18. 1804;
exhaustion.

Left. Died .May 18. 1804.

Left : eire. Surg.W.M. Weidman.
2d Penn. Cav. Died Oct. 24. '03.

Spec. 1705.

Right. Died May 18. 1805: py.
iemia.

Right. Died August 21. 1804.

. Died .May 0, 1804.

Left. Surg. T. M. Cook, 101st O.
Died July 3. 1804.

. Died July II. 1803.

Lett. Died April 12, 1805.

Left. Died Nov. 1, 1864.

Bight; eire. Surg. G. M. Peaks.
141st N. Y. Hied July 14. '64;

exhaustion.
Right. A.Surg D.L. Jewett.20th
Conn. Died June 21. 1804.

. Died June PI, 1802.

Left: eire. Died July 20, 1804;
gangrene.

Left: eire. Surg. F. K. Rurmeis
ter, 69th Penn. Died Aug. 23.

1804: cb. diarrhoea. Spec. 3489.
Lett. Surg. II. M. MeAl.ee. 4th
Ohio. Died Alls. 9, 1863.

Left. Surg. F. X. Barnes, 116th
Illinois. Died Nov 2,1864.

Right. Died June 27, 1804.

L't :ohe. A. A.Surg.W.S.Adams.
Iln-in.: fem. art. tied. Died Aug.
12.'04: Irani. Specs. 3929, 3960.

Left. Died Nov. Hi, 1802.

Right; eire.: (also w'nd left leg.)

A.A.Surg.F.lt.Nossinger. Died
Jan. 1, 1805: tetanus.

. Died Sept. 5, 1861.

Left Died Feh. 13, 1804. Spec*.

2115,2087,2041.
Left; eire. Died Jan. 25, 1864.

Left. Surg. J. II. Hutchison. 1 5th
Mich. Died .Inly 20, 1804.

. Died Dec. 19, 1862.

Right; eire. Hann. Died Sept.
14, '04; syncope.

Right; eire. Surg. P. E. Hubon,
28th Mass. Died June 18. 1804.

Left. Died Jan. Ill, 1863.

Left. Died August 15. 1804.

Left; eire. Surg. J. S. Reeves.
78th O. Died Julv !>,'6:l: pv;clo.

Right: ant. post. Hap: (also w'nd
left arm.) Sphacelus; phlebitis.

Died Nov. 15. '04
: pyemia.

Left. Died June 0, 1865.

Left. Died August 14, '04; irri-

tative fever.

Name. Miutakv
Description, am. Age.

1817 'Print, J. M., It., I, 29th
Iowa, age 22.

1818! Tuflar, .v.. It.. G, 61st

Virginia, age 40.

1810, Turnball, K., Corp'l. K,
48th X. York, age 19.

1820 Turnbaugh, J., Pt., E,

j

2U8th Penn., age 21.

1821; Turner, T. C Corp'l, C,

12th Georgia, age 29

Dates.
GrEKATIOXS, Ol'lUIATOHK,

result.

July 4,

4 %3.
July 3(1.

31." '04.

June 3,

!
3, '04.

April 2.

2, '65.

July 12.

14, '04.

1822 Turnoy, E., Serg't, D. July 3,

27th Indiana. 3. '63.

23 Upton. A., It., D, 59th Jan. 11.

Massachusetts. 11, '65.

1824 Unknown, 85th N. York. My30,'62.
Primary.

1825 Unknown, 56th Penney!- Mav 6,

vania. 7, 04.

1820 Usher, S.,Lietlt.,G, 17th April 5.

Maine. 5, '05.

1827 Vache, II. W., It, K June 3,

45th Penn., age 211. 3. '04.

1828 Van Blarcome,A.H.,Pt., ' May Hi.

D, 05th N. Y., age 21. ! 10, '64.

1829 Vance, W. II. , It., G. ' May 25,

33d Ohio. '• 25. '04.

183(1 Vandamark, D., It., B, Aug. 31,

30th Indian;!. 31, '64.

1831 Van Gordon. J. It., F. Sept. 29,

58th Penn. 30, '04.

1832 Van lngen.G., Adjutant, Sept. 17.

With N. V.,age29. 19, '62.

1833 Van Vliet, J., It.. II. .Mav 25.

107th New York.
|

25. '04.

1834 Vnilghan. J., It., F, 6th Jan. 2.

Kentucky. I 4. '03.

1835 Viele, M„ It., D, 111th ,
June 16,

New York.
I

16. '04.

1830, Violet. J.,Corp'l, A, 13th
,

Sept. 211.

Penn. Cav., age 22.
;

211. '04.

1837 Wager, J. A.. It., C, Mav 17.

1 15th X. Y„ age 19. j
17. '64.

1838 Walbv, M., It., D, 114th .Sept. Ill,

New York. 19, '64.

1839 Walker. A. II., It., K, June 21.

31st Indiana, age 24. 21, '64.

1840 Walker, L. M., It.. A. June 22.

39th Mass., age 22. 22, '04.

1841 Walker, S.. Lieut., D, Dec. 13.

|
133d Penn. 13. '02.

18421 Wallace., IP. ("., ('apt.. Aug. 19,

A. 01st Virginia. 19, '04.

1843 nVard.D., Corp'l. H,13th Oct. HI.

;

West Ya., age 111.
j

20, '04.

1844 ir<iro\«.ir..lt..K.13th July 3.

i North Carolina. , 3. '03.

1845 Ward. J., It., C. !18th X. !
May 16,

York, age 21. ! 16, '64.

1846 Ward. J. II., It., 1), S7th i -May 12.

Massachusetts. 12, '64.

1847 Warner..l..Serg't.F,28th June 17.

Kentucky. 17. '04.

1818 Wutxnu. J. i/.. It., I, 20th June 3.

!
North Carolina. 3. '64.

18491 Watts, T., It., F, 26th i Nov. 27,
1 Pennsylvania. 27, '03.

1850 Weaver. A., Pt., G, 63d June 29,

Georgia 29, '64.

1851 Webster, B. L., Pt., A, May4,'03,
21st North Carolina. Primary.

1852 Week, I. It., D, 1st New Dec. 13,
1 York Artillery. 13. '62.

1853 Weir. J. A., It., K. 3d July—.
' Virginia. —

.
'63.

1854 Welln, I'..It..E. 1st Min- July 3,

nesotn. 3. '03.

18551 Weller.G. A..Pt..C, 54th
|

May 15.

Pennsylvania. i 15. '04.

185(1 Wells, "E., It.. I. 12th ' Dec. 10,

Iowa, age 21. 10, '64.

1857 Wclinan. W. F . It., I, i July 3.

1st Minnesota. 3,
f
63.

1858; Wesley, 1). I'.. Corp'l, ! Oct. 19,

K, 128th New York. I 20. '04.

Left. Gang. Died July 20, 'Oil

:

exhaustion.
Right; eire. Hem. Died Sept.

21, 1801.
Left: eire. Died July 21, 1804;
al.seess of hraio.

Left. Died April 14. '05; oxhaus-

]

tion.

' Left
:
circ. A.Snrg. J. C. McKee,

i U.S. A. Died Dec. 20, 1804:

I
exhaustion. Specs. 2842, 3518.

; Photo. Sec. Vol. IV, No. 165.

Right. Surg.W. H.Twiford.27lh
1ml. Died July 0, '63

; second-
ary hemorrhage.

Left. Died January 22, 1805.

: (hffim.) Died.

Left. Died May 27, 1804 : ex-
haustion.

Left. Died April 7, 1865.

|
Left ; Hap. Died June II, 1864.

Right : eire. Died June 3, 1804.

Left. Died June 3, 1804.

. Surg. T. M. Cook, 101st

Ohio. Died Sept. 21, 1804.

Left: eire Surg. T. H. Squire,
8Hth New York. Died ( letoher

30, 1804.

. Died Oct. 20, 02 ; diarrhoea.

Right : (also excision of right ra-

dius.) Died June 24, 1KG4.

Right. A. A. Surg. W. B. Cary.
Died January II, 1863.

Left; eire. Surg. J. W. Wishart.
140th Penn. Died June 27.'04.

Left; (also wound of right thigh.)
Died Jan. 20, 1865.

Left. May HI, rem. of hone. Died
June 6. 1804 : irritative fever.

Lett: eire. Surg. L. P. Wagner,
114th X. Y. Died Oet. 7. 1804;

pvaunin.
Right. Surg. R. H. Tipton, 90th
Ohio. Died July 18, '64; pvem.

Right. Died June 30, 1864.

Right. Surg. C. Gray, 7th X. Y.
Died Dec. 18,1862.

'

Left; eire. Surg.W. V. White,
57th Mass. Died Aug. 22, 1804.

R't. Surg. G. T. Stevens, 77th N.
Y. Dee. 30, rem. of bone. Died
Jan. 10, '115. Specs. 4219. 4223.

Left: (also wound of right leg.)

Died Julv 12, 1803.

Right. Died August 29, 18C4:
exhaustion.

. Surg. L. W. Bliss, 51st X.
Y. Died May—, 1801.

Right. Surg.'E. B. (iliek, 40th

Indiana. Died June 20, 1864.

. Died Juno 11,1804; diar-

rhoea.

Right. Died Dec. 9, 1863.

Right. Died June 29, 1864.

Left : eire. Died June 17, 1803;

debility.
Right. 'Died March 21, 1863.

. Died July 8, ie63 ; erysip-

elas ; tetanus.

Left. Died July 26, 1863.

Left. Died June 14, 1864.

Right : ant.post.flap. Surg. S.W.
Huff, 12th Iowa. Profunda lig.

Died Dec. 21. '04 ; hemorrhage.
Left. Died August 2, 1803.

Right. A. Surg. W. II. 11. Past,

128th N. Y. Femoral lig. Died
Nov. 1, 1804; exhaustion.

1 Lit.Kt.i. (J. A.). Suppurative Osteo-Myeliiit (Acute)following Primary Amputation of Left Think firr Chmshot Injur)/, in United Slates Sanitary

Commission Memoirs, 1870, Surgical Volume I, p. 280.

s Mi 'Git .[. (G. M). in Obsecration float:. Ante Hortems unit Pesr-ArVn-fmix, Baltimore, 1805-00. page 3.
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so.

I85u

I860

18fi]

186a
1863

I8«4

1865

1866

180?

1868

1869

1870

1871

1872

187:)

1874

18

1870

1877

1878

187! I

1881)

1881

1883

188:)

1884

188.-)

1886

Name. Military
description, and a(;k.

Dates.

Weymouth, • '.. Pt., II.

3dN II.. age l!i.

Wheelaud, W. .1.. Pt.,

E, 207th Penn., age 32.

Wheeler, s. P., Pt., II.

33d .Muss.

(Whelpley, J.. Lieut., D,

> 1st Maine.

Wbitaker, I).. Sergt, A,
88th Penn., age 20.

Whitaker, M„ Corp'l, 3d
Ohio Batten-.

White, S., Pt., I. 3:i.l

Indiana.
White, B. W.. l>t.. 1),

118th Ohio.
White, C. IK. — . 4th
Louisiana, age 36,

White. II. C l't. II. 1st

North Carolina.
White, J. 8., Pt., D, 55th
Penn., age 40.

Whiteley, J., Pt.,G, 97th
New York, age 40.

Whitman, J. §., Pt., I,

58th Mass.
Whitney. II. D.. l't.. D,
145th Pens.

Wilcox, D.. Serg't, K,
103.1 Illinois.

Wild. W. II., Cnrp'l. C.
118th l'enn., age 31.

Wiley, A. J„ l't., H,
87th l'enn., age 20.

Wilhelm, B., Pt., F, 81st
l'enn., age 10.

Wilkes.,I.,Corp'l,I.170th

New York, age 31.

Wilkon R..Serg't.C,lst
Louisiana.

Will, T., l't., 0,21 st Ta.

Cavalry, age 39.

Willard, A., l't., G, 97th
New York, age 20.

Willard, O. W.. Corp'l,

II. 57th Mass., age*35.
1 Williams. A.. Pt., —

,

13th .Miss., age 25.

Williamson, P. <?., Pt.,

I). 5th Texas, age 24.

Willis, .!., Pt., K, 2d In-

fantry.

Wilson, J., Pt., A, 27th
Missouri.

Wilson, T. A.. Capt., B,

140th New York.
Wimberli/, W., l't., D,

40th Tennessee, age 22.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Fen. 11.

11. 05.

April I.

1, '05.

May 15.

15, '64.

Mar. 25.

25, '05.

April 1.

1. '63.

j

Feb. 5, '

5. '04.

July 20,

i

—,''04.

May 15,

15, '04.

Dee. 1 0,

! 17, '04.

1 Julv 3,

I 3, '63.

May 14,

! 14. '04.

June 19,
I 19, '04.

June 20,

(
27, '01.

! Dee. 13.

I 13, '0
i.

Not. 25,

25. '03.

i Sept. 30,

Oct. 1, '64

i June 1.

2. '04.

Right ; ,-iiv.

pyaemia.
Left : ant. post. flap.

10, 1805; pyaemia.
Left. Died June 14, 1804.

Died April 20, 1865)

Died April

Mar. 25.

I 20. '05.

; June 22,

I 22, '04.

' June 14.

14, '03.

June 10.

10, '01.

Sept. 17.

17, '02.

Aug. 10.

20, '64.

Sept. 17.

\f. '(>.'.

Julv 3,

3. '63.

Julv 3.

4, '03.

Nov. 34,

24. '03.

April 1.

1, '05.

Dee. 1 0,

17. '04.

Both. Died March 25, 1805.

U't ; eire.; (fraet. left tibia:) fem'l

lig. Died April 20, '65; pyaemia.
Right; eire. Surg. M. Brucker,
23d Indiana. Died Mar. 20. '04.

: (also wound of other leg.)

Died Julv 311. 1804.

Right. Died June' 12, 1804.

Right: flap. Surg. J. R. Ludlow.
If. S. V. Died Jan. 21, 1805.

Right. Surg. J. L. Dunn, 109th

l'enn. Died July 5, 1803.

Right. Died June 14,1804; ex-
haustion.

Right ; eire. Died July 1, 1804.

Right. Died July 4, 1804.

. Surg. C. S. Wood, 66th N.
Y'ork. Died Jan. 11, 1803.

Right. Surg. E. J. Book, 18th
Wis. Died Dec. 19, 1803.

Left. Died Oct. 29. 04: pyaemia.

Left; eire. Stirg.D.F.MeKhmey.
87th l'enn. Gang. Died June
9, 1804: asthenia.

Left. Died April 8, 1805.

Left. Surg. J. A. Douglass, 11th
Mass. Died July 12. 1804.

Right. Died Aug. 10, '03; wound
and diarrhoea.

Right : ant. post. flap. Died July
31. 1804.

Right. Died October 14, 1802.

R't ; eire. Surg. W.V.White.57th
Mass. Died Sept. 16, '64; pysern,

Left; flap. Confed. surg. Died
Sept. 21. 1802: pyaemia.

Right. Died Sept." 5, 1803; haem-
orrhage.

Right. Died July 20, 1803.

Right ; eire. Surg. B. N. Bond,
27th Missouri. Died.

. Died April 25, 1805.

Left : lateral flap. Died Dec. 18.

1804 : haemorrhage.

„ ! Name. Military
Description-, and .\c;e.

Dates.

18811 ll'i'Hii. ./../.. l't.X'lyiich's Dec. 13.

Oa. Battery, age 18. 14. '04.

[800 Wood, C„ l't.. A, Sth N.
Y. II. A., age 20.

1891 Woodcock, II.. Pt.. H.
109th N. Yerk, age 31 i.

1892 Woolford, J.. l't.. 0. 10th

(.'old Troops, age 27.

m
1891 Woolford. W. II.. Pt., A,

4th Virginia, age 24.

1804 Wray, T. S.. Corp'l, F.
! 10th Penn. Res..age 33.

1895 Wright, O. W., Serg't.
' O, 3d Vermont.

1890 Wright, W., Pt., II, 8th
Connecticut, age 47.

1897 Ycagher. P., Corp'l. C,
26th Mich., age 44.

1808

1900

1901

1902

1903

1904

1905

1900

1907

1908

1909

1910

1911

1912

1913

1914

Yockey, P., Pt., D, 29th
Ohio, age 20.

June 5.

5. '04.

June 17.

18, '04.

Julv 30,
30,' 04.

May 3,

3, '03.

May 8.

8. '04.

May 5.

5. '04.

Mill ~>

7, '64.

June 17.

17, '04.

Julv 22,

32, '64.

Operations, < iterators,
Result.

Young, M. &., Pt., D, ' May 17.

23d Iowa. I

17." '03.

Young, W. P., Pt., A, Oct. 10,

114th N. York, age 20. ' 19. '04.

Anderson, H., Pt.. D.
39th Georgia.

Barnum, J. C. Corp'l,

D, 29th Mississippi.

Bradley. IP., l't., D, 8th
North Carolina.

Casner, D„ Pt.. F„ 122d
Ohio.

Eggleston. A., Pt., D,

i 1 1 til Penn.
fender. F. I).. Pt., G.lst
South Carolina.

Fierhaut, R„ Pt., B, 2d
P. II. B. Mil.

Gulledge. J., Pt., D, 81st
S. Carolina, age 51.

Harlien. T., Pt., A, 12th
Georgia.

McSparrain, J. W., Pt..

I, 02d l'enn.

Nelson, R., It., G, 7th
Col'd Troops, age 20.

Powell, T. F., Adj't, 23d
North Carolina.

Price. J. W., Pt., I, 30th
Georgia.
White. J. A".. Corp'l, B,
24th N. C.

Sept. 1.

-, '04.

Aug. 31,

31, '04.

April 20.

20. 04.

June 1,

-, '04.

May 15.
—,''04.

Sept. 30,

30, '04.

June 17.

— ,
'64.

May 10.
17," '04.

June 2.

2, '04.

May 27.
; —,

'02.

Sept. 29,

I
—,

'04.

May —

.

—,"'04.

Sept. |,

1, '04.

April 20.

20, '04.

Right : flap, Surg. E. Hutchinson.
137th N. Y. Died Jan. 20, '05:

pyiemia.
Right : eire. Dr. A. Garcelon.
Died Aug. 1. 1F04. Spec. 2380.

Right. Died July 13. '04: shock
and irritative fever.

Left: flap. Surg. I'. M. Weld.
27th C. T. Died Aug. 10. 1H04 :

exhaustion.
Right : ant. pest, flap : sloughing.
Died Julv 13. 1803.

Right : double flap. Died Sept.

3, 1804.

Right. Died May 11. 1804.

Left. Died June 20. 1804: ex-
haustion.

Right; circ Surg. J.W.Wishart,
140th Pean. lla'ni.; lig.: gang.
Died July 5, '04: sec. hipni.

Right. Sept.. 1804, reamp. mid.
third. Iheni.: fern, and external
iliac art'es ligated. (.Also w'nd
right arm. I Died April 23, '05:

chronic diarrhoea.
Left. Gangrene: diarrhoea. Died
August 0. 1803.

Left: hit. flap. Iliein.: inferior

perforating artery ligated. Died
Nov. 27. 1804: exhaustion.

liight: lalsow'nd left hip.) Surg.
A. C. Messenger. 57th Ohio.

Left. Surg. J. A. Lair. 53d ( >hio.

Right;
C. H.

Left.

semi-lunar flap-

Ladd. C. S. A.
Surg.

Right.

Left : circular.

Right. Nut a pensioner.

; posterior flap ; sloughing.

Right. Not on tin' Pension List.

Left. Not a pensioner.

. Surgeon W. II. Fox. 8th
Michigan.

Right : flap. Surgeon J. Pogue,
00th Illinois.

Right ; semnunar flaps. Surg.

C. II. Ladd, C. S. A.

In two of the nineteen hundred and fourteen cases the amputation of the thigh was

followed by successful re-amputation at the hip;
2
in five, the opposite limb was amputated

either in the leg or in the ankle joint;
3 and in nine, the amputation in the thigh was accom-

panied by operations in the upper extremities.
4 The seat of fracture was, in the- lower third of

femur, in four hundred and twenty-six; in the knee joint, in eleven hundred and thirty-three;

1 L-'JrtllEU (I i. J.), Rqiurl of Ftflg-secen Cases if Amputations in the Hospitals near Sharpsburg. Md., after the Battle of Antietam, Sept. 17, 1802,

in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1863, Vol. XLV, p. 47.

'•'Case of Private J. Fabry, K, 4tli Artillery (Table XXXII, No. 207, p. 248: Case 330, p. 153; and TABLE XVIII, No. 2, p. 159. ante), and ease

of Private It. A. Vick, E, 43d North Carolina (TABLE XXXII, No. 890, p. 255: Case 334, p. 157; and Table XVIII. No. 0, p. 150).

'Sergeant P. Bradley, 10th Michigan (Table XXXII. No. 1071. p. 257). amputation of left thigh and right leg, fatal Pt. C. L. Johnson, B. 1st

Tennessee (TABLE XXXII. No. 1402. p. 201). amputation left thigh and right leg. fatal; Pt. L. O. Lamphere. (1, 21st Connecticut (TABLE XXXII. No.

1445. p. 202). amputation left thigh and right leg. fatal : l't. ./. R. Lewis. II. 53d Georgia (TABLE XXXII. So. 1409, p. 202). amputation of left thigh and

right leg. fatal: Lieut. A. Birmingham. A. 00th New York (TAHLE XXXII. No. 1049, p. 257). amputation of right thigh and left leg at ankle joint, fatal.

'Private F. Rose, D, 57th N. Y. (Table XXXII. No. 729. p. 25.1. ante, and Second Surg. Vol.. Table LXVIII. No. 892, p. 711), amputation of thigh

and arm. recovery
; Capt. II. Kircher, E, 12th Mo. (TABLE XXXII, No. 471. p. 250. and Second Surg. Vol.. TABLE LXX. No. 481, p. 7271, amputation of

left thigh and right arm. recovery; Pt. J. S. Fay. F. 13th Mass. (TABLE XXX II. No. 273, p. 348, and Second Surg. Vol.. Table ('XX XII I. No. 378. ft. 972i,

amputation thigh and forearm, recovery; Corp'l C. Lawrence, E, 90th N. Y. (I'ABLE XXXII, No. 503. p. 251. ante, and Second Surg. Vol.. 'TABLE CXX XI II,

No. 403, p. 973), amputation of thigh and forearm, recovery; Corp'l T. Costello. E. 93d Ind. (TABLE XXXII. No. 107. p. 247. ante, and Second Surg. Vol.

TABLE CXXXIII. No. 079. p. 975), amputation of thigh and forearm, recovery; Corp'l A. Kretzler, D. 102d N. Y. (TABLE XXXII. No. 487. p. 250. ante,

and Second Surg. Vol., Table CXXXIII, No. 750, p. 970). amputation of thigh and forearm, recovery: Corp'l O. W. Hays. K. 2d Mich. (Table XXXII,

No. 1330. p. 200, ante), amputation of left thigli and excision of right knee joint, fatal ; Pt. N. W. Henderson, E. 183d Ohio (Table XXXII, No. 1338,

p. 200, ante, and Second Surg. Vol., Table CXXVII. No. 27, p. 952), amputation of thigh and excision of ulna, fatal ; Pt. J. Van Vliet, II, 107th N. Y.

(TABLE XXXII. No. 1833, p. 200. ante, and Second Surg. Vol., 'TABLE CXXVII. No. 00, p. 952). amputation of thigh and excision of radios, fatal.
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in the leg, in three hundred and fifty-three; and in the foot, in two instances. Pyaemia was
noted in one hundred and twenty-eight, gangrene in one hundred and twelve, and tetanus

in seven instances.

Primary Amputations in the Shaft of the Femur without Indication of the Seat of

Incision.—Three hundred and forty-five primary amputations in the thigh were recorded

in which the precise seat of the operation was not specified. The cases are well authen-

ticated, but the histories are frequently deficient in detail. In twenty-one the issue as to

fatality could not be ascertained/ Thirty-nine were successful and two hundred and eighty-

five fatal, a mortality of 87.9 per cent. The thirty-nine successful operations were per-

formed on Confederate soldiers ; the two hundred and eighty-five fatal operations were

performed on two hundred and eighty-one patients, of whom two hundred and thirty-six

were Union and forty-five were Confederate soldiers. The operations were on the right

side in one hundred and five, on the left in one hundred and seven, and in one hundred

and thirty-three instances the side was not indicated. Brief abstracts of the cases will be

found in the following table:

Table XXXIII.

Summary of Three Hundred and Forty-Jive Cases of Primary Amputations in the Thigh for Shot Frac-

ture, the Point of Ablation unspecified.

Recoveries, 1—39; Deaths, 40—324 ; Results unknown, 325—345.

No
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The femur was fractured in its upper third in four of the fifty examples of this group,

necessitating amputation close to the trochanters:

Case 454.—Captain John C. Hilton, Co. K, 145th Pennsylvania, aged 22 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 2,

1863, by a conoidal ball, which fractured the right femur in its upper third. He was carried to the field hospital of the 1st

division of the Second Corps, where Surgeon C. S. Wood, 66th New York, reports: "The bone was extensively comminuted.

I amputated the thigh about one inch below the trochanter major. The operation was not performed until eleven days after the

receipt of the injury, yet the patient at this date, August 2d, is rapidly improving." The patient entered Camp Letterman

hospital August 5th, where Acting Assistant Surgeon B. F. Butcher notes: "He is doing very well; the treatment consists of

stimulants and nourishing diet, with water dressings to the stump. August 20th, still improving, all ligatures were removed,

the stump healing rapidly. On the 25th, the stump had entirely healed, and on September 1st, he left the hospital on leave of

absence." This officer was discharged December 19, 1863, entered the Veteran Reserve Corps February 5, 1804, was mustered

out of service June 30, 1866, and pensioned. His pension was paid June 4, 1879.

Case 455.—Private Alvin Hubbard, Battery M, 5th Artillery, aged 20 years, was wounded at Spottsylvania Court

House, May 12, 1864, by a solid shot or a large fragment of shell, which struck both knees, fracturing the patella and opening

the joint of the right knee, and inflicting a large flesh wound on the inner side of the left knee. He was taken to the field hos-

pital of the Artillery Brigade, Sixth Corps, anil on the 14th sent to Fredericksburg. On May 24th, he was admitted into the

Third Division Hospital, Alexandria, from which Surgeon E. Bentley, U. S. V., reports: "The right leg and knee were badly

swollen, painful and cedematous, and the soft parts ecchymosed; there was an unhealthy discharge from the wound; the left

knee was black and swollen, but the joint was not seriously injured. His constitutional condition was much disturbed, pulse

quick and frequent, appetite poor. On the 25th, it was decided to amputate, and, after placing the patient under the influence

of chloroform, Surgeon Bentley removed the right thigh just below the trochanter by the circular operation; free incisions were

made in the integuments of the left knee. He rallied well from the operation, and the after treatment consisted of stimulants,

opiates, and nourishing diet. On October 7th, he was transferred to the First Division Hospital, Alexandria; on February 25,

1805, to the hospital at Fairfax Seminary; and finally discharged at the Judiciary Square Hospital, Washington, May 19, 1865."

Examining Surgeon E. H. Wood, of Hersey, Michigan, September 5, 1877, reports: "The stump of the amputated limb is

sound. The wound on left knee healed, leaving a large scar, and the patella so dislocated upward that this leg can be only semi-

flexed." His pension was paid June 4, 1879.

In the next case the patient died, nearly nine years after the operation, of tubercular

disease of the lungs complicated with necrosis of the stump of several years standing:

Case 450.—Private J. Frederick, Co. D, 15th Massachusetts, aged 35 years, was wounded and captured at Brisioe

Station, October 14, 1863. After remaining a prisoner for a month he was paroled and brought to Annapolis, where he entered

the First Division Hospital on November 18th. Assistant Surgeon W. S. Ely, U. S. V., contributed the pathological specimen

(Fig. 189), with the following description of the injury: "A fragment of a shell entered the left thigh in its middle third pos-

teriorly, and passing directly forward, produced an extensive comminution of the femur and great destruction of

muscular tissue. He laid upon the battle field without medical attendance until the afternoon of the following day,

when he was conveyed by the enemy to Gordonsville, where lie suffered amputation of the injured limb at the junc-

tion of the upper and middle third, by the circular method, on October 26th. When admitted here, this soldier

gave evidence of having endured a full share of the exposure and neglect to which our captured men, as a general

rule, were subjected. His system was found to be excessively reduced: his pulse rapid and feeble; anorexia exist-

ing, and an exhausting diarrhoea complained of. At the seat of the operation the parts gave evidence of unhealthy

reparation, the wound was open, the skin retracted, and the sawn extremity of the femur protruding beyond the

tissues to the extent of one and a half inches. It was thought advisable to leave to nature the removal of the pro-

truding bone, and therefore no operative interference was determined upon. The patient's body was thoroughly

cleansed, and an equable temperature maintained in his room, the stump washed twice with alcohol, and lint moist-

ened with diluted alcohol kept applied. Generous diet was enjoined, and six ounces of spiritus fermenti was given

daily. For the diarrhoea a prescription was ordered consisting of one grain of sulphate of morphia, ten grains of

quinine, one and a half drachms of diluted sulphuric acid, and one ounce of water, to be given in doses of a tea- ., .„_
spoonful three times a day. By December 1st, the patient was slowly improving, the diarrhoea being no longer Tubular sc-

troublesome, and his appetite good, though his pulse still continued rapid. The stump under the action of the nearly
.

'Tins

alcohol applied locally, combined with the constitutional measures employed, now presented a granulating surface, removed six

, , , . , , ,. , , . , , , . , - ,. V •,, . monthsafter
and the granulations were slowly extending towards the extremity of the bone, one inch of which was still exposed, amputation.

His treatment was yet continued with the exception of the prescription for the diarrhoea, for which a mixture of sPec -
223a -

twenty grains of quinine, one and a half drachms of muriated tincture of iron, and ten drachms of simple syrup was substi-

tuted, to be given in teaspoonfuls one hour before meals. On January 6th, the applications of alcohol to the stump were discon-

tinued ; the patient still doing well and no marked change having occurred. January 29th, by seizing the protruding extremity

of the femur between the fingers it became perceptible that a slight movement of rotation could be made. February 4th, necrosis

going on certain but slow; considerable movement now attainable, causing great pain to the patient; muscles of affected limb

apparently becoming hypertrophied
;
general health of patient continuing good. February 26th, protruding bone a little more

mobile; discharge increasing in amount and becoming offensive. It was not yet deemed advisable to interfere with the natural

process going on, a portion of the fragment not being sufficiently separated and liable to break off if extraction was attempted,

thus retarding the subsequent reparative process. On April 1st, interference was deemed proper, the fragment appearing to be

very free. Sensibility being too great to operate without the use of anaesthetics, chloroform was administered, the extremity

Sukg. Ill—35
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seized with a large forceps by Surgeon B. A. Vanderkieft, I'. S. V., and by a combined motion of traction and rotation the sep-

arated portion, measuring five inches in length, was removed entire. The patient recovered rapidly from the anaesthetic and felt

great relief. lie progressed finely and the stump closed rapidly, and the result of waiting upon nature in this case proved very

satisfactory, though it would he interesting to know whether a second operation performed at the time of the patient's admission

would have prevented necrosis to the depth at which it was found to exist." The patient was discharged from service May 24.

1804, and supplied witli an artificial limb by B. F. Palmer, of Philadelphia, five months afterwards. He died March 13, 1872,

Dr. J. llyndnian, of Boston, certifying that his death was caused by "tubercular disease of the lungs, complicated with necrosis

of the hone of the amputated limb" of several years' standing, etc.

Fatal Cases of Intermediary Amputation in the Upper Third of the Thigh.—The

ninety-seven operations of this category were performed on eighty-one Union and sixteen

Confederate soldiers. A case, in which the amputation had been preceded by primary

excision in the upper third of the femur, has been detailed on page 205, ante ((.-ask 41 8,

Corporal J. W. Sottle, D, 6th Michigan Cavalry); a second case will here be cited:

Cask 4.">7.—Private J. Kelly. Co. F. 1st New York Cavalry, aged 21 years, was wounded near llagerstown. July 7,

1863, and admitted to hospital at Frederick on the following day. Acting Assistant Surgeon J. H. Bartholf contributed the

specimen (No. 3S7.r>. Surgical Section. A. M. M.), with the following history: "While acting as a scout, the man had his left thigh

fractured by a cavalry pistol conoidal shot, at a point a little above the junction of the middle and lower thirds. The hall, much
battered, was removed from under the skin on the inner side of the limb, three inches above the edge of the condyle. When
admitted into hospital, Smith's anterior splints were applied and continued till July 16th, when Buck's extension apparatus was

substituted, with sand bags to the side of the limb. Much foetid pus was found to he confined in the limb, which was let out by

enlarging the opening. The patient having all the signs of pneumonia of the left lung, an oiled silk jacket was applied around

the thorax. July 18th, patient more comfortable with the change of appliance to the limb; six ounces of milk punch given

daily, and nourishing diet. 19th, rusty colored sputa continuing, witli hut little cough; double friction sound over heart ; heart's

action somewhat turbulent. 21st, pulse 120; brown, moist fur on tongue: feeling of great oppression in chest, but friction sound

over heart nearly gone; some diarrhoea; suppuration from limb very free and somewhat offensive. Applied oakum dressings

and gave pills of camphor and opium. 22d, pulse smaller; cough increasing; pain and tenderness to pressure of limb now
extending up to groin and becoming more acute from pus burrowing up among the muscles: diarrhoea continuing at intervals.

Increased the milk punch to one pint per day. 23d, patient very feeble and in a very critical state; thoracic symptoms dimin-

ishing. 27th, all chest symptoms gone; thigh in bad condition; pus burrowed among the muscles in front nearly to groin; has

two troublesome bedsores. 29th, sleeps tolerably well now; vomited once after tea, but has no chills. 31st, ptdse still 120;

erysipelatous inflammation about the wound. The best of diet and half a pint of milk punch is given daily. August 5th, the

patient's general condition, strength, and appetite has somewhat improved during the last few days. The diarrhoea continues,

however, the bedsores are very troublesome, and the fractured bone is a good deal necrosed, and abscesses are extensive in the

thigh. 6th, amputation was performed by Assistant Surgeon R. F. Weir, IT. ,S. A., at 4 P. M., as low down as the wound would

permit ; method : Flaps of skin and circular of muscles. Two and a half inches of the upper fragment of the bone were removed,

when, the medullary canal and periosteum being still found dead, one and a half inches more of the shaft were taken off, thus

getting a line or two above the necrosis. Four fragments were found, all being more or less attached by periosteum or muscle,

but all partially denuded of periosteum and necrosed. One large lower fragment embraced the greater part of the lower third

of the femur and was considerably denuded and necrosing, showing scarcely any effort at repair. A sinus on the outer and front

aspect of the thigh, found at the amputation to reach nearly up to Ponpart's ligament, had a counter opening then made in its

upper extremity. Reaction did not take place, in spite of all efforts, until 11 I'. M., and not decidedly then, vomiting occurring

at intervals and some delirium. Patient was placed on a water-bed at ] 1 p. M. 7th. pulse 150 and a mere thread; condition

very precarious indeed. At 9 A. M., patient rallied somewhat, then fell asleep and slept, the greater part of the day. Adminis-

tered beef tea and milk punch alternately throughout the day. 8th, pulse lit) and much fuller; flaps sloughy and foetid.

Applied the strong nitric acid, and after that injected a mixture of hydrochloric acid, one ounce; laudanum, two ounces; and

water, fourteen ounces, between the flaps and into the sinus, after which oakum dressing, wet with the same wash, was applied.

All the sutures were removed but one, and extension was applied to flaps, to prevent, retraction, by adhesive strips, string, pully,

and weight. Patient has considerable diarrhoea, and takes camphor and opium pills; is also ordered ten grains of tartrate of

iron and potassa three times a day. 9th. pulse 130; suppuration from stump healthy and not foetid : diarrhoea ceased during

night but recurred this morning. Patient has aphthae on the tongue and lips; has some little relish for food. Opium is con-

tinued, and tincture of chloride of iron is substituted for the tartrate of iron and potassa. 10th, pulse 120; diarrhoea a little

better ;
ordered Hope's mixture for it, also ten grains of chlorate of potassa four limes a day for stomatitis. Stump not sloughy;

good flaps. Patient has some little appetite and is ordered good food, with one pint of milk punch daily. 11th, stum]) in good
condition; diarrhoea worse. Gave one grain of opium every two hours and continued other medicine. 12th, stomatitis and

diarrhoea ceased. 13th, stomatitis and diarrhoea returned. Patient losing strength and wasting in flesh : pulse 120; pus from
stump healthy. 14th, pulse 128; had nausea last evening aud vomiting this morning; no chill; diarrhoea slight; granulations

weak and pale. Discontinued the tincture of iron, and prescribed extract of nux vomica, four grains, and pulverized iron,

twenty grains, to be made into sixteen pills, and administered one three times a day. l.'ith. pulse 130; some nausea; stomatitis

very bail: diarrhoea troublesome; bedsores painful. Treatment continued and brandy mixture ordered. 17th, subsultus ten-

dinuin. 18th, patient died. Seetio cadaveris seventeen hours after death: Body much emaciated. On examining the stump
found sinuses up the thigh iu various directions, and just behind the trochanter major a circumscribed abscess containing about
an ounce of pus: another similar one near the trochanter minor: hip joint intact; tissues of stump very unhealthy, and wound
of stump pale and flabby and presenting scarcely any granulations. On opening the chest found the right lung healthy and
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weighing twelve ounces; left lung, upper lobe healthy; lower lobe in a state of red hepitization through nearly its entire extent,

and permeable to air here ami there; weight one pound and two ounces. Pleura healthy. The heart was contracted and firm,

clots in both sides of it, especially in the left; valves healthy; no evidence of endocarditis; recent pericarditis well marked;

pericardium throughout adherent In- new false membrane becoming organized, susceptible of being torn off hv little force; weight

of heart ten ounces. Liver moderately contracted, with cirrhosis and a little hobnailed; weight three pounds and two ounces."

Table XXXIV.
Summary of One Hundred and Forty-seven Cases of Intermediary Amputations in the Upper Third of

the Femur for Shot Injury.

[Recoveries, 1—50; Deaths, 51—147.1

NO.
Name, military

DKSCIill'TIOX, AMI Auk.
Dates.

'Anderson. ,S".. Pt,, B,

20th Alabama.
Beckart, A., Pt, A, 74th
New York, age 22.

3 Bray. ./. A.. Pi., K, 3d
Virginia.

4 Briscoe, L. A'., Pt., K,

7th South Carolina.

5 Cain, J.. Corp'l, I. 104th
New York.

li Caldor, .1., Lieut., G, 2d
Kentucky Cav., age 28.

7 Cunnhujham. E.H.. Serf.

E. 9th Louisiana.
8 Daltnn. T.W„Pt„<:,82d

New York, age Is.

Darlington, W. B., Mai .

18th Penn.Cav., age 35.

111 Dickey, L.E., Pt.. A. 4th

Maine, age 25.

11 Dunlap, J. II., Pt., F,3d
X. Y. Artillery.

12 ! 'Bwyer. L.. Pt.'. F. 14th

Louisiana.
13 Eagan, I.. W.. pt.,

2*1 New York.
14

, Frederick, J..Pt..D.15th
Massachusetts, age 35,

Sept. 19,

22, '03.

Aug. 29,

Sep.8.'62.

.In no 27,

30, '62.

July 21,

2D, '61.

July 1.

5, '63.

Sept. 2(1,

27, '63.

Aug. II.

14, li-2.

Dee. 13,

16, '62.

May 5.

9. 'ii4.

Sept. 1

,

5. '(12.

Dc.lt. (12.

Ja. II, '83.

.tune 3d,

J'y 8, '(12.

Aug. an.

Sep.3,'62.

Oct. 14.

26, '113.

15 Hamlin. \Y. II.. Corp'l.

L,7lh Missouri Car.
lti Hervoy. H., Pt., C. S2d

Pennsylvania.
17 Hilton, '.I. ('., (apt., K.

145th Peiin.. age 22.

18
, Hobbs.l. //., Pt.. II, 27th

Georgia, age 33.

ID Hubbard, A., Pt., Bat'rv
M,5thU.8.Art.,age20.

20 I Hugot. .1.. Pt., H, 5th N.
Jcrsev, age 3(1.

21 Iffla, A. a., Pt., O, 83d
New York.

2 James, T.. Pt
, E. 147th

New York, ago 37.

3 Jennings. T., Pt.,—,24th
New York.

24 Kane, J., Serg't, D, 2d
Michigan, age 23.

5 Keenan, J., Pt., I), 3iith

Illinois, age 34.

S King, B. 8., Pt.. B, 23.1

Colored Troops.
7 Kirn, P., Pt., A, 69th In-

diana.

Knift'ens, C., Serg't, D,
20th New York S. M.,
age 211.

211 Kroger, ,1., Pt., C, 142d
Pennsvlvania.

) Linehan, T., Pt., 1). 37th
New York, age 19.

31 Manghermar, J. r:„ Pt.,

K,87th Indiana.
32 Mastorson, .1., Pt.. B.

106th Peim.
33 Miller. . I. II., Pt., E, 33d

Iowa.
34 Neal, \V. 11., Pt., II, 9th

Illinois, age 20.

Hot. 18.

No. 18, '01.

July 1.

-. 'ii2.

,Iulv2.

i2. m
Aug, 27.

So. 1
7. '64.

Muy 12,
25,' '114.

Mav 5.

8. '.,'.'.

Sept. 17,

( >ct.7, '02.

Fob. 0.

10. '05.

Aug. 30,

Sap, : :.i

May (i,

12, '04.

Nov. 30.

De. 5,04.

July 30.

A it. '12. '04

Aug. 30,

Sep. 4. '02

July I.

7, '03.

Dec. 13,

21, '02.

Mav 31.

Je.27'62

Sept. Ill,

24, '03.

Sept. 17,

21, '02.

April 30.

M'y3,'64
Mav 27.
30," '03.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

; erysipelas : gangrene. Re-
coverv.

Left: ciro. A. Surg. G. M. Mc-
Gill, I'. S. A. Dis'd May 22. '63.

Lett. Surg. A. Y. P. Garnett, P.
A. C. S. Recovery.

Left, Surg. — Jennings, C. S. A.

Recovery.
Left: eire. Surg. E. (I. Chase.
104th N. Y. Disch'd Nov. 3,

1864. Spec. 3022.
Right. Surg. \V. Yarian. U. S.V.
Disch'd March 1. 1804.

Right. Surg. — Davis. C. S. A.
Recovery.

Left: ant. post, flap; gangrene.
V.R.C. ,lnno 21, 1863.

Right; oirc. Confed. surgeon.
Disch'd October 30. 1864.

Right : h.-ein. from femoral artery.

Disch'd April 27. 1803.

Right; oiro. Surg.C. A.Cowgill.
U. S. Y. Disch'd April 15, 1S03.

Right : cite. Surg. F. Formento.
ir . C. S. A. Reenverv.

Right. Asst Surg B.' Howard.
V. S. A.

Left; flap. Confed. surg. Five
ins. nee. seii. removed. Disch'd
Mav 24. 1804. .Vjirc. 2232. Died
March 13. 1872: tuberculosis.

Left
: Hap. Surg. N. S. Hamlin.

7th Mo. Cav. Disch'd Mav 5.112.

Left. Surg. C. Page, V." S. A.
Disch'd O.t. 0, IS03.

Right. Surg-. C. S. Wood. 00th
N. Y. Disch'd Dec. 19. 1803.

Right; eire. Transferred Sept.

22. IS04.

Right; eire. Surg. E. Bentlev,
V. s. Y, Disch'd May 10, 1805.

Left: eire.: hyperostosis. Disch'd
July 7. 1863, S/iec. 1250.

Right. Surg. \V. T. Thurston,
U. S. Y. Disch'd Deo. 12, 1802.

Left; flap. Disch'd Sept. 0, '65.

Right. Asst Surg. B. Howard.
U. S. A.

Left. Disch'd Match 27, 1805.

Right (gang.): ant. post. flap. Dr.
Rainev, Franklin. Tenn. Disch'd
June 12. 1805.

Left; flap. Surg. E. Heutlev.
U.S. V. Disch'd June 8. 1865.

Right: eire. Disch'd Nov. 23, "62.

Right: eire. Surg. R. Loughran.
SOth N. Y. S. M.' Nee. Disch'd
August !), 1804. Spec. 4300.

Right. Disch'd April 22. 1804.

Right; Hap. A. A. Surg. O. II.

Dare. Hami.; lig. feni. artery.

Disch'd Sept. 20, 1862. Died
July 15, 1876.

Right ; Hap. Surg. H. .1. lleirick,

17th Ohio. Disch'd Mav 7. '04.

Right : eire. Disch'd Jan. 13/63.

Right: Hap. Confed. surgeon.
Discharged, 1805.

Right: ciro. Disch'd Feb. 5, '04.

NO.

35

36

37

38

30

Name, Military
description. and aoe.i

Nohemiah, G. S., Pt., K,
26th Indiana, age 32.

Ochs, H. G., Pt., H, 54th

Penn., age 20.

O'Connor, J., Pt., O,

28th Pennsvlvania.
Page, G. L'. Corp'l. B.

18th Texas.
Perkins. It., Pt„ G, 2d
Kentuckv.

Deo. 7.

31, '02.

Mav 15.
23.' '04.

Sept. 17.

Oct. II. '62.

Sept. 19.

20, '03.

Jan. 1.

5, '03.

operation's. operators,
Result.

in
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NO

89

90

91

93

93

94

95

96

97

98

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

OrEUATioxs, Operators,
Result.

Clayborne, J. B., PL, II, ! July 3,

22d N. Carolina, age 23. i 19, 63,

Clodius, C., PL, A, 125th May 3,

Pennsylvania. 17, '63.

Conrad, P., Pt., E, 26th Dec. 13,

New Yurk, age 43. 25, '62.

Conway, A., PL, G, 34th Sept. 10,

Ohio. 14, '62.

Cowan, J., PL, H, 155th June 26,
Penn., age 32. J'yll,'64

1 Curtis, G. P., Corp'l, C, May 31,

10th N. Jersey, age 22. Je. 5,'64.

2 Davis, H. C, Pt., I, 40th May 1,

Indiana. 10. 03.

Dawson, B., PL, D.lOOth May 30,
Penn., age 18. Je. 5.'64.

Deal, J., Pt., K, 81st May 8,

Penn., age 35. 27, '64.

De Frend, J., Pt., M, 4th Nov. 30,

Artillery, age 21. De.3,'04

Dibble, H., Pt., F, 198th Mar. 31,

Penn., age 20. Ap. 6, '65

Doane, H. H., PL, 1, 1st May 21,

MaineH. Arty, age 23. 29,' '64.

Dougherty, J. J., PL, C, i May 18,

1st Me. fi. Art., age 32. I 22,''64.

Ellsworth. J., PL, C, 1st
|
July 3,

Minnesota.
Fellows, C. B.. Serg't.

H, 115th N. Y., age 26.

Fenner, T., PL, G, 142d
Pennsylvania.

Fisher. H., Serg't, A,
10th N. Jersey, age 21.

Frazier, J. H.,Pt., A, 56th
New York, age 25.

G.1W, R. P., PL, B, 23d
Penn., age 52.

LTite, 11. S., PL, A, 17th
Virginia.

Hoffman, C, PL, A, 1st

Cavalry, age 24.

Hostetter, A., Corp'l, K,
45th.Penn., age 23.

Howell, J., Serg't, K,
110th Ohio, age 37.

3 Hutchings, J. B..PL.G,
6th New York H. Art.,

age 22.

Jackson, C, Corp'l, G,
2d Michigan.

Johnson, J., PL, A, 153d
New York, age 21.

Jones, T., Pt., II, 11th
Virginia.

Jourman, It., PL, E, 35th
Colored Troops.

Kelly, J., Pt , F, 1st N.
York Cavalry, age 21.

Kerr. It. D., PL, F. 5th
N. Carolina Cavalry.

63.

Sept. 29,

Oct. 2, '64

Deo. 13,

16, '62.

Oct. 19,

22, '64.

Dec. 6,

11, '64.

June 1,

9, '64.

May 5,

8, '62.

Aug. 1,

8, '63.

May 9,

26, '64.

July 9,

12,
T

64.

May 30.

Jo. 5, '04.

June 25,

28, '64.

Oct. 19,

No. 9, '64.

June —

.

J'j-10,'62.

Feb. 20,

26, '64.

July 7,

Au. 6, '63.

Mav 6,

23, "'64.

Kisner, G. W., PL, E, June —

,

19th Mississippi. J'yKl,'62.

Knox, T. T., PL, B, 1st Oct. 19,

Maine, age 40.
j
22, '64.

Right (slough.; ha?m ): circ. A.
Surg. B. Stone, U. S. V. Died
July 22,'03

; exh'n. Spec. 2056.

Left. A. Surg. C. II. Lord, 102d
N. Y. Spec. 1 153.

Right. Died January 12, 1863;
pyaemia.

Right. Died Sept. 16, 1862; te-

tanus.
Left ; ant. post. flap. A. A. Snrg.
A. YV. R. Andrews. Died July
11, 1864 ; syncope. Spec. 3345.

Autopsy.
Right; circ. A. Surg.G. A. Mur-
sick, U. S.V. Died June 7, '64;

exhaustion. Autopsy.
Right (haem.); circ A. A. Surg.
L. Dyer. Died May 18, 1863.

Left ; circ. A. Surg. W. Thom-
son. U. S. A. Died Juue 7,'64

;

shock. Spec. 3547.

Right : circ. A. A. Surg. J. New-
combe. Died June 6, 1864.

Right ; circ. Surg. S. E. Fuller,

U. S. V. Died Dec. 4, 1864

;

haemorrhage and shock.
Right (ball extr.k flap. Surg. N.
R. Moseley.U.S.V. Died April
12, '65 : nery. exh'n. Spec. 4067.

Right (morlificntion); circ. A. A.
Surg. J. H. Thompson. Died
June 1, 1864: pyaemia.

Right. A. A. Surg. YV. C. Dixon.
Died May 25, 1864.

Left. Surg. C. S. Wood. 66th N.
Y. Died July 20, 1863.

Right ; anterior post, double flap.

Confed. surgeon. Died Nov. 1 1,

1864
;
congestion of lungs.

Left ; circ. Surg. J. A. Phillips,

9th Penn. Res. Died Jan. 12,

1863; wound.
Right

; hit. skin flap; circ. muse.
Surg. C. II. Antlrus, 176th N. Y.
Died Nov. 12,'64 ; exh'n. Autop.

Left; ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.
YV. Balscr. Died Dec. 13. 1864

;

exhaustion.
Left. A. Surg. B. Stone. U.S.V.
Died June 13, 1864. Spec. 1407.

; flap. Surg. D. Prince. U,
S. Yr

. Died May 9, '62; shock.
Right (haem. ) ; dou. oval skin (lap.

A. Surg. Y\\ Thomson, U. S. A.
Died Ang. 8, '63; shock. Spec.
1679. Autopsy.

Right ; ant. post.' flap. Surg.A.F.
Sheldon, II. S. V. Died May 28,

1864 : exhaustion.
Left : amp. mid. third ; reamp. up.
third while on table. A.A.Surg.
YV. S. Adams. Died July 12,

1864; shock.
Left; circ. Surg. J. A. Lidcll,

U. S. V. Died June 10, 1864;
exhaustion. Autopsy.

Left. (June 25. exc. lib.) Surg.
A. F. YVhelan, 1st Mich. S. S.

Died July 2. 1864.

Right (h;cm.); circ. A.A.Surg. J.
Ned. Died Nov. 17.'04

;
pyaemia.

Right. Surg. — YY'nrd, C. S. A.
Died July 16. 1862.

R't; flap. 'Surg.— Hallyfleld, C.
S. A. Died June 5. '65: consump.

Left (ball extr.) A. Surg. R. F.
YVeir. U.S.A. Erysipelas. Died
Aug. 18, '63. Spec. 3895. Autop.

(haem.); ant. post. flap. A.
Snrg. YV. F. Richardson, C. S.A.
Died May 23. 1861.

Right. Siirg. — YVnrd, C. S. A.
Died July 14. 1862.

Left (mortification) j lat.skin flap;

circ. sect. muse. Surg. C. II.

Andrns, 176th N. Y. Died Nov.
10, 1864 ;

pyaemia.

Name, Military
Description, asii Age

Labrie, O., PL, H, 126th
Ohio, age 23.

Laughery, J.. Pt.,C,26th
Pennsylvania, age 27.

Lochner, J., Pt.,-i, 13th
Illinois.

1 Lochterhand,E.,PL, II,

37th YY'isconsin, age 34.

Lounsbeck, G., Pt., G,
64th New York, age 28.

Lntz, J.,Pt.,B., 1st Penn.
Reserves.

Mackay, M., PL, D, 26th
New Y'ork.

Macon, J. M.
t
Capt., A,

19th Miss., age 30.

Mapes, E. A., PL. C, 10th
N. Y. Cavalry, age 22.

Markins, G., PL, II, 2d
YV. Virginia M. I.

McAllister, D.,Pt..G,3d
Maryland, age 57.

McAfee, G., PL, E, 12th
Virginia, ago 19.

B McLaughlin,G.,Pt.,A,
84th New Y'ork, age 25.

McMulten, M., PL, G,
Virginia Grays.

McNiece, S., PL, C, 19th
Indiana.

Merritt, C. S., Corp'l, D,
40th Illinois.

Murit, B., PL, II, 17th
New York.

Murphy, J. M., PL, E,
27th Georgia, age 22.

Musser, J., Capt., A, 46th
Illinois.

Nnonan, F., PL, F, 18th
New York.

Nugent, P., PL, I, 5th
Artillery.

Parrish, P. B., Serg't,

D, 31st N. C, age 22.

Fatten, J., PL, 1, 3d YVis-

consin, age 21.

Pierce, T. M., PL, B, 1st

Maine Art'y, age 16.

Province, S., PL, I, 90th
Pennsylvania.

Radford, V., PL, K, 71st

Penn., age 29.

Razette, V., Corp'l, G,
57th Alass., age 33.

Robbins, A., PL, G, 48th
Colored Troops.

Rowel!, A., PL, F, 94th
New York.

Rowland, R., Pt., 1st N.
York Ind. Bat., age 31.

Ryder, S., Pt., F, 1st

Mass. II. Art'y. age 39.

Smith, —, —, Mth New July 21,

York S. M. I
27. '61.

Soule, J. YV., Corp'l, D.
|

July 8,

6th Miohigan Cavalry. 29, '63.

ago 27.

132 Stanford, G., Pt.,A,12tll July 9,

|
Georgia, age 30. 13, '64.

July 9.

12, ''64.

July 2,

7, '63.

Nov. 27,

30, '63.

June 17,

J'y3,'04.

May 12.
18." '(,4.

Dec. 13,

20, '62.

Aug. 29,

Sept. 12,

1862.

May 5,

8, '62.

Juno 11,

23, '64.

Sept. 24,

29, '63.

July 9,

12, '64.

July 18,

28,' '04.

Aii». 27,

Sept. 2,

1862.
Feb. 25.

—,
'63.

Aug. 30,

Sept. 22,

1862.

April 6,

-, '62.

Aug. 30,

— ,
'62.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 10,

1802.

April —

,

—, '02.

Sept. 17.

Oct. 1,'02.

July 2,

5, TO.

Sept. 29,

Oct. 7, '64

Mav 25,

Je.7,'04.

Mav 19,

25, '64.

Aug. 31,

Se.—.'62.

May 12,

19, '64.

May 5,

9, '64.

July 4,

7, '64.

Aug. 31,

Se.—,'62.

June 19,

Operations, Operators,
Result.

?7,

Mav
Je

'64.

31,
'64.

Left; circ. A. A. Surg. J. C. Shi-

nier. Haem. from branch of prof,

art.: lig. Died July 23, 1864.

A utopsy.
Left: mem. from femoral artery.
Died July 19, 1863; exhaustion.

Lef". Died November 30, 1863.

Left; circ. A. Surg. G. A.Mur-
sick, IT. S. Yr . Died July 9,'64 :

pysemia. Spec. 2738. Autopsy.
Right (haem.), flap. A. A. Surg.
II. D. Vosbura Died May IS.

1864; exhaustion from haem.
Left: haemorrhage . 'ig. femoral
artery. Died Dec. 22, 1802;
exhaustion.

Left. Surg. O. A. Judson. U.S.V.
Died Sept. 17, 1862; haemor-
rhage. Spec. 42SO.

. Surg. D. Prince, U. S. V.
Died May 8, 1862.

Right (slough.): circ A. A. Surg.
J. P. Nagle. Died June 30, '04.

Rijrht. Died September 29, 1803.

Right; flap; skin circ. muscles.
Died July 13, 1864; shock.

Right ; double flap. A. Surg. J.

Willard, 1st Md. P. H. II. Died
July 29, 1804.

: ant. post. flap. A. Surg. C.
A. Mo( all, U. S. A. Died before
operation was completed.

Right. Dr. P. II. Johnson, Rich-
mond. Died eight days after

operation. Spec. 3016.

Right; circ. A. A. Surg. B. F.
Bowles. Died Sept. 25, 1862.
Spec. 75.

; double flap. Surg. E. C.
Franklin, U. S. Y'. Died April
28, 1862.

. Died September 14, 1862.

R't; circ. A. A. Surg. A. North,
Died Oct. 21, 1862; exhaustion.
Specs. 779. 871.

Left. Died April 24, '62 ; shock.

Right. A. Surg. II. A. Dubois,
U. S. A. Died Aug. 8, 1863

j

tuberculous disease. Spec. 3886.

Left; circ. A. Surg. B. Howard,
I). S. A. Died July 8, 1803.

Spec. 1380.

Right. A.A.Surg. E. K. Deemy.
Died October 9, 1864.

Right; circ. A. A. Surg. H. S.
Kilbourne. Died July 22, 1864

;

exhaustion. Spec. 3396.

Right ; circ. Died May 31, '64
;

nsthenia. Spec. 2617.
. Died September 21, 1862.

Left; circ. A. A. Surg. J. H.
Thompson. Died May 25, 1864

;

pysemia.
Right. Died June 1, 1864; py-
aemia.

Left. Died July 9, 1864.

. Died September 10, 1802.

Left; eirc. A. A. Surg. YV. C.
Pryer. Died Juno 27,*64 ; exh'n.

Left. A. Surg.A. Ingram, U.S.A.
Died .Time 12, 1864; exhaustion.
Spec. 2824.

. Surg. — Darby, Hampton's
Legion.' Died July 27, 1861.

Right (July 8, exc; haem. from
sciatic artery) : ant. post. flap.

Died July 29, 1863. Spec. 3854.

Autopsy.
Left ; circular. Died same day;
never rallied.

' LlliEl.L (J. A.), On the Secondary Traumatic Lesions of Bone, etc., in IT. S. San. Com. Memoirs, Surg. Vol. I, 1870, p. 383.

2 BRYAN, 'J.). Brief Description of Sixteen Cases of Amputations Treated in the Mary Ann Hospital, Grand Gulf, Miss., in Am. Med. Times, Y'ol.

VII, 1863, page 5, case XIII.

3 Lu>ELL (J. A.), On the Secondary Traumatic Lesions of Bone, etc., in IT. S. San. Com. Memoirs, Surg. Vol. I. 1870, p. 413.

LIUELL (J. A.), On the Secondary Traumatic Lesions of Bone, etc.. in V. S. San. Com. Memoirs, Surg. Vol. I, 1870, p. 409.

Coues (B.), Report of some Cases of Amputations and Resections, from Gunshot Wounds, performed at the Mount Pleasant XT. S. A. General

Hospital, by C. A. McCall, M. D., U. S. A., in Med. and Surg. Reporter, 1862-3, Vol. 9, p. 194.
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Name. Military
DEBCItll'TIOX, AND AOE.

Stiff, D. D., Serg't,A,2d
Michigan Cavalry.

Still, C. B., Pt., I!, 82d
Indiana.

Tetard, J., Serg't, P, fith

Infantry.

Thomas, W. C, Pt., G,
7th Connecticut.

Tompkins, G., Pt., G, 1st

New York Bat'v, age
40.

Underwood, T., Pt., G,
1st Mich., age 30.

Verner, J., Pt., I, 90th
New York.

Dates.

June 10,

13, '63.

Sept. 1

,

-, '64.

July 1,

4, '63.

Oct. 25,

No. 9. '62.

July 3,

17, 'ra.

June 27,

J'y9,'C2.

Aug. 28,

Se.l8,'G2

operations, ol'erators,
Result.

Right (ball and bone extracted).

Died one hour after. Spec. 659.

Autopsy.
Left. Died September 13, 1864.

Left ; double skin flap. A. Surg.
B. Howard, U.S.A. Died July
13, 1863. Hsem. Spec. 1381.

Right j circ. Died Nov. 9, 1862.

Right (July 4, amp. leg.; gang.);

amp. thigh to get rid of putrid
mass; hasm.; lig. fem'l artery.

Died July 26, 1 863; pyemia.
Right. Surg. VV. Faulkner, 83d
Penn. Erysipelas

;
gang. Died

August 11, 1862.

Left. Died September 21, 1862

;

pysemia.

Name, Military
Descrhtion, axd Age.

Vose, E., Pt., I, 5th New
Hampshire.

Warren, C, Serg't, I,

15th Massachusetts.

Wheedon, R. A., Corp'l,

K, -47th N. Cage 24.

Whitbeck, W., Pt., E,
111th New York.

Williams,W..Pt.,B.24th
Michigan.

Winchell, G., Pt., D,
14th New Y'ork Art'v,

age 18.

Woodward, J. T., Pt.,

D, 26th Mississippi.

Worchester, S. W., Pt.,

B, 9th N. Y. H. Arty.

Dates.

Dec. 13,

22, '62.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 2,'62.

July 3,

7, '63.

July —

,

—, '63.

July 1,

6, '63.

Mav 12,
29,' '64.

June 3,

23, '64.

Sept. 19,

23, '64.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left. Surg. C. S. Wood, 66th
N. Y. Died Dec. 23, 1862.

Left (gang.); flap. Surg. A. N.
Dougherty, U. S. V. Died Oct.
2, 1862 ; shock. Spec. 379.

Left ; ha?m. from muscul. branch.
Died July 23, 1863; pyaemia.

Right. Surg. C. S. Wood, 66th
N. Y. Died July 14, 1863.

Left. Died July 20, 1663.

Right ; circ. Surg. A. Delaney,
U. S. V. Died June 2, 1864

:

congestion of lungs.
; circ. Surg. C. B. Herndon,

C. S. A. Anorexia; bed sores
;

diarr. Died July 15,'64
; exh'n.

Lett ; flap. Surg. W. A. Barry,
98th Penn. Died; exhaustion.

In one hundred and thirteen of the above cases the femur had been fractured—in

eighteen, in the upper; in fifty, in the middle; in fifteen, in the lower third; and in thirty,

without indication of the precise location. In twenty-nine instances the seat of fracture

was in the knee joint, and in five in the leg. In one case, primary amputation in the upper

third of right arm, in three instances excision in the thigh or bones of the leg, and in one,

amputation in the upper third of the same leg had preceded the amputation in the thigh. 1

Intermediary Amputations in the Middle Third of the Thigh.—The four hundred

and seventy-one intermediary amputations in the middle third of the thigh furnished two

hundred and sixty-six deaths, a mortality rate of 56.4, or nearly 10 per cent, less than the

intermediary upper third amputations. Seventy-two of the four hundred and seventy-one

operations were performed on Confederate soldiers. The right limb was removed in two

hundred and nine, and the left in two hundred and thirty-five instances, and in twenty-

seven the side was not indicated. The circular and the flap methods were each employed

in one hundred and sixty-three cases; in one hundred and forty-five the mode of operation

was not stated.

Successful Cases of Intermediary Amputations in the Middle Third.—One hundred

and sixty-seven of the two hundred and five operations of this group were performed on

Union soldiers. All but seven were living in October, 1879. Two had undergone ante-

cedent operations; one an excision at the knee joint, and one an amputation in the upper

third of the leg.
2 Sequestra were removed in twelve, and fragments or protrusions of bone

in thirty-one instances:

Case 4.
r
)8.—Sergeant H. Clark, Co. E, 125th New York, aged 22 years, was wounded at the Wilderness, May 6, 1864,

and entered the Third Division Hospital, Alexandria, eight days afterwards. Surgeon E. Bentley, U. S. V., reported: "The
patient was admitted with a shot injury of the left knee joint, caused by a conical ball. His physical state was good, but the

condition of the wounded limb was such as to give no hope of recovery without resorting to amputation. The operation was

performed by antero-posterior flaps, at the junction of the middle and lower thirds, on May 17th, chloroform being used as the

anesthetic. The patient did not rally well, and fears were entertained of his immediate death. He had chills at intervals for

a week or ten days. By June 10th, the stump was doing well and partly closed by first intention, though there was profuse

suppuration. The treatment consisted of stimulants, beef tea, iron, and quinine, and cold-water dressings. With the exception

of the excessive suppuration the patient did well until June 20th, when he had a severe chill, and stimulants were ordered to

Private H. Schmidt, G, 57th Illinois (Table XXXIV, No. 44, p. 275, and Second Surg. Vol., Taule LXVIIL No. 920, p 711), amputation right

thigh and right arm in upper thirds, recovery; Corp'l J. W. Soule, D, 6th Michigan Cavalry (Table XXXIV, No. 131, p. 276, and Table XXIII, No. 51,

p. 206, ante), primary excision of femur in upper third and amputation of thigh, fatal ; Pt. J. Becht, B, 7th Maryland (TABLE XXXIV, No. 57, p. 275, and

Table XXIII, No. 3, p. 206, ante.), primary excision in middle third of femur and nmpntation of thigh, fatal : Corp'l C. Jackson, 2d Michigan (Table
XXXIV, No. 1)1, p. 276). excision of upper part of fibula and subsequent amputation of thigh, fatal ; Pt. G. Tompkins, G, 1st New York Battery (Table

XXXIV. No. 137, p. 277), amputation of upper third of leg followed by amputation in thigh, fatal.

z Private W. M. Constable, H, 1st Cavalry, wounded March 31, 1865; primary excision of knee joint March 31, 1865, amputation of thigh April 5.

1865 (Table XXXV, No. 43, p. 280); Pt. A. J. Cheever, H, 16th Massachusetts, wounded July 2, 1863, amputation of leg July 4th, and nmputation of

thigh July 18. 1863 (Table XXXV, No. 35, p. 280f.
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Fig. 190.—
Sequestrum.
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Spec. Htm.

Cast of stump of ]

thifrb. nhtet i month* after a
putatimi. Spec. 294.

be used freely, and quinine was given in large doses. Tlie secretion liaving heconie watery and offensive, the dressings were

changed frequently. No repetition nf the chill occurred, and by June 25th the patient's countenance had changed very much
for the better, being now clear instead of the yellow hue. The treatment \v:is continued, and the patient steadily improved, his

appetite being good and his bowels regular. On July 1st, the stump had closed with the exception of one opening, which

was still discharging a large quantity of pus, healthy in color and odor, however. I >n July 7th, the patient complained of pain

just below the great trochanter, caused by tumefaction and great heat of the skin, for which tincture of iodine was applied, fol-

lowed by a tight bandage, and morphia was administered. On July 10th, an abscess was opened in the region of

the great trochanter and followed by a thin watery discharge. A tent was then introduced, and the whole stump

being much swollen, it was painted with tincture of iodine, and a bandage was applied tightly. On July 15th,

another abscess was forming on the posterior aspect : the stump, though much reduced in size, was still discharging

<|iiite freely. On July 20th, the patient was suffering from a severe diarrhoea, and his diet was restricted, and lead

and opium prescribed. By July 30th, tin' diarrhoea was checked; the abscess on the posterior aspect of the thigh,

having formed a track and opened at the end of the stump, evacuated half a pint of healthy pus. The stump still

continuing to discharge large amounts of pus, the bandage was kept tightly applied. Diluted creasote was also

used locally, and iron and quinine was continued internally. On August 7th, a new

abscess was opened just below the great trochanter. On August 13th, the stump still

suppurating freely, an injection of solution of chloride of zinc was commenced, the

bandage being continued, and the patient freely stimulated by the use of whiskey.

After this date several abscesses formed on different parts of the thigh, which were

opened and discharged large quantities of pus. By proper bandaging the limb was

finally reduced to near its natural size, but one opening remaining at the end of the

stump and discharging a limited quantity of pus. By the use of stimulants anil nourish-

ing diet the patient's general health improved so as to enable him to be transferred to

hospital at Albany, near his home, on November 11th." The description of two sub-

sequent operations was contributed by Assistant Surgeon J. H. Armsby, U, S. V.. in charge of Ira Harris Hospital: "At the

time of the patient's admission bis constitutional condition was bad. being pale, weak, and emaciated. The stump was swollen

ami inflamed, and there were several small fistulous ulcers. On February (i. 1865, a sequestrum (FlO. lid)) was removed through

an incision about five inches in length by Acting Assistant Surgeon II. I'earce. After this operation the stump began to heal,

atul continued to do well up to September 4, 18(15, when the patient was discharged from service. On December 9th, following.

he applied for admission into the Albany City Hospital. The stump was then healed with the exception of a small fistulous

ulcer, which was discharging moderately. There was but. little swelling and pain, but, on examination with the probe, naked

and carious bone could be discovered. The patient having been placed under the influence of chloroform, two elliptical incisions

were made on the extremity of the stump, including the ulcer, and the tissues were

removed down to the bone, thus leaving lateral Haps. A chain saw was then introduced

and the bone cut through an inch and a half higher up, after which the Haps were

brought together and secured by sutures. Cold-water dressings were applied after

the operation." A cast of the stump (FlG. 191) was also contributed to the Museum
by Or. Armsby, and constitutes Specimen 294 of the Surgical Section. Fourteen

months after the last operation the patient was supplied with an artificial limb by E. D.

Hudson, of New York City. Examiner A. P. Cook reported, May 14, 1873: "He is

unable to wear an artificial limb. The femur is about three inches shorter than the

fleshy stump. The stump is atrophied, the muscles are soft, and there is a deep cica-

trization at the end, which is very tender." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1*79.

Case 459.—Lieutenant-Colonel George R. Maxwell, 1st Michigan Cavalry, aged

ii years, was wounded at Five Forks. Virginia, April 1, 1865. He was taken to the

field hospital of the Cavalry Corps and remained there until April 15th, when he was

sent to Washington on the hospital steamer Connecticut, and admitted to the Armory

Square Hospital on the 16th. Acting Assistant Surgeon C. A. Leale, 1 in a special

report of the case, furnishes the following particulars: "The left knee joint was opened

by a conoidal ball, which had entered opposite the bead of the fibula and was extracted

at point of entrance. He was very aiiiemic and in a generally unfavorable condition

;

extensive suppuration bad taken place, the leg had become infiltrated with serum, the

knee joint was filled with pus, and the muscles of the thigh bad been separated by-

extensive abscesses extending as high as the apex of Scarpa's triangle. April 17th,

no change in bis condition; be was placed under the influence of ether, and the thigh

amputated by the circular operation, at the middle third, by Surgeon D.W. Bliss. U. S.V.;

the patient placed in bed. April 18th, although twelve ligatures had been applied,

haemorrhage continued to take place (be being apparently of a ha'morrbagic diathesis), and altogether about eight ounces of

blood was lost. Applied liquor ferri persulphas by a camel's hair brush to the whole of the surface of the wound, which had

been left open and exposed to the air for about fifteen minutes; this, with the styptic, entirely checked all oozing. April 20th,

the granulations bad become healthy; about two drachms of pus discharged daily. On the 30th the stump bad nearly closed.

June 23d. a piece of necrosed femur of a conical shape, and about four inches in length, was removed. August 8th. he was

mustered out of service: his stump (FlG. 192) was solid and in good condition." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1879.

I'm. 19--!.—Amputation of left thigh at mid-
life thiol. [From a photograph.]

the stump was dressed with water, an

1 Lt:.vl.K (C. A.), Intermediary Hemorrhage, Parenchymatous in Character, following Secondary Amputation of Thigh; Recovery, in United

Stales Sanitary Commission Memoirs. Surgical Volume I. p. 176.
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. Case 4(50.—Private O. Veziua, Co. B. 9th New Hampshire, aged 24 years, was wounded at Tolopotomy Creek, May 31,

1864, and admitted to the field hospital of the 2d division. Ninth Corps, where Surgeon J. Harris. 7tli Rhode Island, noted:

"Shot wound of right leg by minie ball." Four days after the reception of the injury the man was transferred to

Douglas Hospital, Washington, where the limb was amputated. Assistant Surgeon W. Thomson. I*. S. A., who
performed the operation, described the case as follows: "The missile entered over the anterior surface of the tibia

at about the junction of the lower thirds, passed obliquely upward and inward, fracturing the

bone in several pieces and lodging beneath the integuments, whence it was extracted on the field.

The fibula was not injured. On admission, the leg was erysipelatous and abscesses were bur-

rowing above and below, one of which was opened heldV the internal malleolus. Poultices were

applied, and several sloughs of the integuments came away, leaving the muscles and tendons

exposed. The patient Buffered constitutional irritation from continual pain and was anxious for

amputation, which was performed on June 11th, by the antero-posterior flap method, at the lower

part of the middle third. The stump was dressed with equal parte of tincture of opium and

tincture of camphor, and poultices were applied until June 18th. when the sloughs bad entirely

separated. After this, cold-water dressings were used and the stump progressed finely. By
September 1st. it had been healed for some time, with the exception of a fistulous opening lead-

ing to necrosed bone. On October 13th, the patient having for some days suffered from great

pain and consequent inability to rest, a sequestrum, six inches long and of a nearly entire circum-

ference, was, with great difficulty, removed by Acting Assistant Surgeon 11. Gibbons. A large

formation of new bone was discovered around the cavity thus left in the stump. After the

operation the pain ceased, and the patient again became cheerful and his appetite good. On
-Upper December '25th, the opening had almost entirely closed.'' The upper portion of the tibia of the

FIG. 194.—
Tubular Se-

questrum, fi

iiis. long, re-

moved from
rijjtit femur
four months
after ampu-
tation. Spec.

3S9B.

Fin. 19a
portion of ritrht tibia

with eccentric splin- amputated limb, showing eccentric splintering by the missile, and necrosis adjacent to the seat

temig. Spec 3K>8.
()f the fracture, was contributed by the operator, and is represented in the wood-cut (FlG. 19:!).

The sequestrum, shown opposite (FlG. 194), was contributed by Assistant Surgeon W. F. Norris, U. S. A. The patient was

discharged from service June 14, 1865, and furnished with an artificial limb one month afterwards by R F. Palmer, of Phila-

delphia. The pensioner was paid June 4, 1878.

In the following instance the officer remained in active service until 1870, when lie

was retired. He died in 1879:

Case 401.— Brigadier-General T. W. Sherman. U. S. V., Colonel 3d U. S. Artillery, was wounded, during the assault on

Port Hudson. May 27, 1863, by a couoidal musket ball passing through his right leg and causing a fracture of the tibia and

fibula at the upper third. When conveyed to New Orleans, three or four days after the injury, the wound, which was extensive

and greatly lacerated, was found to have been very tightly sewed up with one continuous suture, the cutting out of which gave

exit to a large discharge of decomposing coagula, pus, and bone splinters. His constitutional symptoms had assumed a most

aggravated character, and the patient remained in a very discouraging condition for nearly two weeks, when amputation through

the middle third of the thigh, though only offering the slightest hope of success, was performed by Professor Warren Stone

with favorable result. The injured tibia and fibula (Spec. 3504), many of the missing fragments of which were discharged from

day to day before the amputation, were contributed to the Army Medical Museum by Professor F. Bacon, of New Haven, late

Surgeon IT. S. V. General Sherman was mustered out of the volunteer service April 30, I860, and retired from active service

December 31, 1870. He died at his home in Newport, R. L, March 16, 1879. (See Circular No. 6, War Department, S. G. O.,

1865, p. 38.)

Fifteen of the patients survived ulterior operations—one a re-amputation at the hip

joint,
1
ten, re-amputation of the thigh, one an amputation of the opposite arm and leg in

consequence of an accident, and three, ligations of the femoral artery. Consecutive bleeding

was observed in nine, pyaemia in two, and gangrene in fourteen of the cases of this group.

Fatal Cases of Intermediary Amputation in the Middle Third of the Thigh.—Two
hundred and sixty-six cases belong to this group. Thirty-four of the operations were

practised on Confederate, and two hundred and thirty-two on Union soldiers. Pyaamia

was noted in forty-two, gangrene in thirty-three, tetanus in four, erysipelas in four, and

haemorrhage in sixty-nine instances. The Museum possesses specimens in eighty-nine of

tin' two hundred and sixty-six cases:

Case 462.—Corporal Clark Chase, Co. B, 120th New York, aged 23 years, was wounded at Cold Harbor, Virginia, May
31, 1864. Surgeon O. Evarts, 20th Indiana, reported the admission of the patient into the hospital of the 3d division. Second

Corps, with a "shot wound of the left thigh, flesh; simple dressings." He was transferred to Washington, and admitted into

Douglas Hospital on June 1th. Assistant Surgeon William Thomson, U. S. A., reported : "Shot fracture of right femur, lower

part of middle third. The patient's condition was apparently good, his pulse full and strong. The bone was much comminuted.

There was no inflammatory action. June 5th, Assistant Surgeon W. Thomson administered ether, and amputated the left thigh in

the upper part of the middle third by the circular method. 8th, pyaemia developed, ushered in by a chill. 10th. chill: eonjunc-

' Sergeant E. D. Ulmer, G, 15th New Jersey. (See Cask 333, p. ISC. mid TABLE XVIII, No. 5, p. 159, ante, and Table XXXV, No. 183, p. 2S2.)
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tiva slightly yellow. 11th, haemorrhage, to the extent of four ounces, from a muscular branch, which ceased spontaneously and

did not recur. The discharge from the stump was very dirty and offensive, and breath sweetish. He died June 12, 1864. The

autopsy revealed pyaemic patches in the lungs, phlebitis of femoral veins, and osteomyelitis of the femur." Dr. Thomson con-

tributed the pathological preparation of the femoral artery to the Army Medical Museum, numbered 2509, and the lower two-

thirds of the femur, numbered 3548, of the Surgical Section. He also forwarded the upper extremity of the femur (Spec. 6715,

Surg. Sect.), removed post-mortem. A longitudinal section of the specimen, showing osteomyelitis, was drawn by Hospital

Steward E. Stauch, and is copied in the chromo-lithograph (Plate XXVI) opposite p. 278.

Case 463.—Brigadier-General E. Kirby, U. S. V., First Lieutenant, U. S. Artillery, was wounded at Chancellorsville,

May 3, 1863. He was admitted to the Artillery Brigade Hospital, Second Corps, whence Surgeon J. H. Merrill, 1st Rhode

Island Artillery, reported :
" Wound in lower third of left thigh by two bullets from a spherical case shot. Patient sent immedi-

ately to Washington." Surgeon B. Norris, U. S. A., under whose care the patient came to Washington, reported the following

description and result of the injury: "Two round balls entered the thigh about two inches above the condyles, producing a com-

minuted fracture of the lower third of the femur. The case came under my treatment on May 5th, and amputation at the middle

third by the circular method was performed on May 10th. The tourniquet was used, and chloroform employed as the anaesthetic.

One ball was found embedded in the medullary canal of the femur, and the other in the vastus externus muscle. The operation

was followed by increase of fever, which rapidly assumed the typhoid type. This brave young officer survived the operation

eighteen days, and died of pyaemia May 28, 1863." The amputated portion of the femur was contributed to the Museum by the

operator ( Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 290, Spec. 1076), and is represented in Plate XLII, opposite.

Table XXXV.
Summary of-Four Hundred and Seventy-one Cases of Intermediary Amputation in the Middle Third

of the Femur for Shot Injury.

[Cases of recovery, 1—205 ; fatal cases, 20f—471.]

NO Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Albert, J., Pt., D, 48th
Penu., age 26.

Alexander, J. D., Pt., A,
8th Maryland, age 20.

Allhouse, L., Pt., H, 63d
Peun., age 20.

Baker, G., Teamster.

Baker, J. T.,Pt., B,72d
New York.

* Barker, O. R., Pt., D,
7th Louisiana, age 23.

Barleou, G., Pt., C, 33d
Ohio.

Bartmess, G. J., Serg't,

G. 36th Ohio.
Bell, C. B., Serg't, C,
74th New York.

Bennett, D., Pt., K, 1st

W. Virginia, age 19.

Blazier, T. F., Pt., C, 1st

Texas.
Blodgett, E. F., Pt., D,
4th Vermont, age 34.

Badge, G. E., Pt., A, 5th
Louisiana, age 25.

Boscroe, S., It., M, 4th
Cavalry, age 21.

Boss, E. P., Pt., K, 44th
New York.

Boucher, G., Pt., A, 76th
New York.

Bowen, J. H, Corp'l, C,
10th Indiana, age 23.

Boyle, M., Pt., F, 5th
Ohio.

Bmssell, W., Pt., M, 72d
Penn., age 18.

Brown, J., l>t., H, 100th
New York, age 21.

Bruce, J., Pt., B, 49th
Penn., age 21.

Buffington, J. D., Pt.,A,
Huger's Battery.

Buffum, T. J., Corp'!, K,
' 100th New York.

Dates.

Aug. 9,

14, '62.

May 8,

12, '64.

May 5,

27, '64.

Aug. —
—, '64.

July 1,

5, fe.
July 21,

Aug. 9,

1861.

Jan. 3,

10, 63.

Sept. 14,

17, '62.

Aug. 27
Sept. 4,

1862.

Mar. 23,

27, '62.

July 7,

15, '63.

May 5,

12, '64.

Sept. 19,

Oct. 10,

1864.

Feb. 22,

25, '04.

June 27,

30, '62.

July 1,

6, '63.

July 1,

18/63.
Aug. 9,

13, '62.

Sept. 17,

Oct 7, '62.

July 27,

An. 1,'64.

Mav 10,

14/64.

Sept. 17,

21. '62.

July 18,

23, '63.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left. Surg. D. O. Perry, 10th
Me. Necrosed. Disc'd Jan. 4, '64.

Right; circ. Confed. surgeon.
Disch'd June 20, 1865.

Left; circ. A. A. Surg. M. F.
Price. Seq. removed. Disch'd
May 24, ld65. Spec. 2908.

Right ; flap. Recovery.

Left. Surg.— Russell, C. S. A.
Disch'd Aug. 22, 1865.

Right. Surg. — Ford, C. S. A.
Necro.; dead bone, seven and a
half ins. in length, extracted.
Retired Jan. 5, 1865.

Left; flap. Disch'd April 27,63.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Jan. 5, 1863.

Died Aug. 9, 1866; consumpt'n.
Right ; doub. flap. A. A. Surg.
R. Reybum. Six andahalf ins.

bone removed. Disch'd Jan. 23,
1863. Spec. 323.

Left ; flap. Disch'd June 18, '62.

Left. Recovery.

Right ; flap. Disch'd A ugust 22,
1864.

Right ; ant. post. flap. A. Surg.— Dorsey, 1st Md. Cav. C. S. A.
Exchanged Feb. 16, 1865.

Right : circ. Confed. surgeon.
Disch'd Julv 15, 1865.

Right. Disch'd Feb. 28, 1863.

Right ; circ. Surg. J. M. Farley,
84th N. Y. Disch'd Feb. 23, '64.

Left (gang.); circ. Disch'd Dec.
19, 1863.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Nov. 21, '62.

Left ; lat. flap. A. A. Surg. J. H.
Bartholf. Disch'd Dec. 29. '62.

Spec. 771. Died Jan. 20, 1865;
consumption.

Right ; circ. A. A. Surg. W. L.
Welles. M. O. Feb. 9, 1865.

Right; circ. Confed. 6urgeon.
Seq. retn'd. Prison (sentence G.
CM.) July 3, 1865.

Right. Surg. — Gray, C. S. A.
Furloughed.

Right (mortificat'n); ant.post.flap.

Disch'd Feb. 14, '64. Spec. 37.

NO Name, MtUTABT
Description, and Age.

Burgess, V. M., Pt., Mas-
sier's Battery.

Campbell, W., Pt., C,
69th Penn.

Campbell, \V. P., Capt.,

D, 1st Arkansas.
Campbell, W. B., Pt., C,
1st Me. H. Art., age 20.

Carey, J.G.,Pt., D,106th
Pennsylvania.

Carey, W., Pt., B, 13th
Arkansas.

Carl, M., Pt., G, 107th
Pennsylvania.

Case, J. E., Pt., E,16th
Conn., age 22.

Castor, T., Pt., I, 5th
Mich., age 26.

Champens, W., Corp'l,

C, 76th Penn., age 20.

Chase, P. E., Pt., C, 7th
Col'd Troops, age 25.

Cheever, A. J., Pt., H,
16th Mass., age 35.

Christ, A. L., Corp'l, A,
5th I Vim., age 21.

Clark, F., Corp'l, F, 4th
Michigan, age 21.

Clark.H., Serg't,E,125th
New York, age 22.

Clark, M. D., Pt,, D, 6th
Ohio Cav., age 18.

Clune, J., Ft., F, 14lh In-

fantry.

Collins, M., Pt., K, 13th
Knnsns. nire 26.

OOIUUB, ai., I v., J

Kansas, age 26.

Connere, W. B., Pt., C,
28th Illinois.

Constable, W.M.,Pt.,H,
1st Cavalry, age 26.

Cook, J. M., Lieut., E,
119th Penn., age 30.

Cooper, A., Corp'l,

101st New York.
F,

Dates. Operations, Operators,
Result.

Nov. 3,

7, '63.

Sept. 17,

21, '62.

De.31,'62.

Ja. 27, '63.

May 9,

Je. 1,'64.

May 14,

26, '64.

April 7,

24, '62.

Sept. 17,

—, '62.

Sept. 17,

Oc—,'62.

May 6,

11, '64.

July 11,

15, '63.

Aug. 14,

19, '04.

July 2,

18,
1
63.

Jan. 30,

Fe.4,'64.

July 2,

16,
r
63.

May 6,

17, '64.

Mar. 31,

Ap. 5, '65.

Aug. 30,

Se. 5, '62.

Dec. 7,

10, '62.

Oct. 5,

19, '62.

Mar. 31

,

Ap. 5, '65.

May 3,

11, '63.

Aug. 30,

Se.8,'62.

Right. Surg. —Browne, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right ; circ. Ncc. bone excised.
Disch'd July 29. '03. Spec. 3822.

Right. Surg. J. Avents, C. S. A.
Furlougbcd Oct. 1, 1803.

Left; circ. Surg. D. W. Bliss,

U. S. V. Disch'd Feb. 16, 1865.

Right ; circ. A. A. Surg. J. H.
Thompson. Disch'd May 27, '65.

Right, Surg. C. II. Maslin, 0. S.

A. Recovery.
Left; flap. Disch'd Feb. 17, '03.

Left ; circ. Dr. P. W. Ellsworth,
Hartford, Conn. Seq. remov'd.
Disch'd Oct. 16, '63. Spec. 2859.

Left ; circular. Confed. surgeon.
Disch'd Jan. 27, 1865.

Left ; flap. Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd Aug. 24, 1864.

Right; circ. A. A. Surg. II. B.
White. Fragments removed.
Disch'd May 26, 1865.

Left (July 14, amp. leg). Disch'd
January 27, 1864.

Right ; circ. Surg. E. Bentley, IT.

S.V. Gangrene. Mustered out
Dec. 23, 1864.

Left; flap. Surgs. Ramsourand
Patterson, C.S.A. Carious bone
rem'd. Disch'd June 14, 1864.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. E.
Bentley, U. S.V. Seq. four and
a half ins. long rem'd. Disch'd
Sept. 4, '65. Specs. 294, 602, 666.

Left: circ. Surg. D. W. Bliss,

U. S.V. Disch'd July 18, 1 865.

Spec. 4058.

Right (haim.); flap. Disch'd Jan.

2, 1863.

Left ; flap. Surg. A. J. Ritchie,

2d Kansas. Dec. 25, ha?m.: lig.

fern. art. Disch'd May 13, 1864.

Right ; circ. Surg. W. F. West,
28th 111. Disch'd April 4. 1863.

Right (Mar. 31, exc. knee j't); circ.

A. A. Surg. F. H. Colto'n. Seq.
rem'd. Disch'd Nov. 18, 1805.

Left. A. A. Surg. II. W. Duca-
chet. Disch'd Aug. 19, 1863.

Died July 28, 1865; sunstroke.
Spec. 1119.

Lett; flap. Disch'd Deo. 11, '62.

'Jones (J.), Investigations upon the Nature, Causes, and Treatment of Hospital Gangrene as it prevailed in the Confederate Armies, 1861-1865,

In U. S. San. Com. Memoirs, 1871, Surgical Volume II, p. 267.
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NO Name, Military
description, and age.

Cortelyou,W.,Pt., B,9th
New York.

Crunk, E., Pt., V, 21st
Missouri.

Crossim, IS. F., Pt., E,
28th Georgia.

Cunningham, J. 11., Pt.,

I, 2d Missouri.

Cutsinger, S., Pt.,C, 27th
Indiana.

Daverio, C, Pt., E, 3d
Maryland, age 26.

Davis, D. 1)., Pt.,K, 28th
North Carolina, aire 21.

Denton, E., Serg t, II,

U3th N. \
r
., age 42.

Dodge, B. C, Serg't, M,
2d Indiana Cavalry,

Dunahce, P., Pt., C,9th
Illinois, age It*.

Donahue, A., Pt., O'Har-
ris's Battery.

Donovan, P., Serg't, I,

90th Illinois, age 4fi.

Dumass, M. A., Pt., C,

44th New York.
Dunlap, J., Pt., A, 14th

Louisiana, age 29.

Dwyer, J. M., Corp'l, B,

2Uth Indiana.

Easterly, A. N., Pt., B,
24th Iowa, age 20.

Farnum, G. W , Pt., E,
11th Vermont, age ^0.

Farrell, J., Pt., I, 1 19th

New York, age 35.

Fellsburg, C, Corp'l, D,
119th N. Y., ago 23.

Fifield, L.B., Pt.,A.16th
Mass., age 24.

Fletcher,W.,Pt., H, 11th
Massachusetts.

Flippo, J., Unassigned
Kecruit, age 25.

Flockhart, D. S., Corp'l,

D, 119th Penu.,age31.

Foreman, J. W., Pt., H,
13th Infantry, age 20.

Givens, J. F., Pt.,C, 24th
Virginia.

Goebel, J., Pt., E, 151st
New York, age 39.

Gordon, W. Y., Serg't,

A, 15th Texas.
Gowan, J., Corp'l, B, 82d
Colored Troops.
Graham, F., Pt., A
S. Carolina, age 37.

Gray, W., Serg't, G

, 2d

,
1st

West Virginia.

Gunold, J., Serg't, E,
45th Virginia, age 22.

Hanerman, J. T., Pt., K,
18th Virginia, age 21.

Hamilton, J? II., Pt, M,
15thN.Y.H.A.,ago2l.

Harney, F. W., Pt., B,
8th N. Jersey, age 18.

Barnrwck, J.,'P'., A, 8th
Alabama.

Harting. L., Lieut., B,
7th New York.

Hays, J., Pt., A, 1st

Texas Cav., age 22.

Haywood. J., Pt., D, 8th
Colored Troops.

Hearler, B., Pt., G, 42d
Illinois.

April 19,

23, '62.

April G,

15, 'C2.

June 29,

J'y5,'04.

Oct. 4,

8, '62.

Sept. 17,

2], 'b'2.

Aug. 9,

12, 68.

Julv 3,

8,
f
63.

Sept. 29,

Oct.2,'(i4,

Aug. 22,

31, '62.

Jan. 11.

Fe. 2, '63.

April 6,

18, '62.

Nov. 25,

De.13,'63.

Mav 27,

Je. 17, '68,

Mav 5,

30, '62.

May 5,

9, '64.

April G,

10, 'G4.

June 1,

13, '64.

July 1,

9,
f
63.

Julvl.
5, '63.

Aug. 30,

Sept. 26,

1862.

July 21,

Au.15,'61
Mar. 26,

Ap. 4, '64.

Nov. 7,

15, '63.

Oct. 9,

13, '63.

May 5,

30, '62.

June 3,

8, '64.

July 22,

27. '64.

De.17,'64.

Ja. 12,'65.

Oct. 19,

23, '64.

Mar. 85,

Ap. 4. '62.

Oct. 19,

23, '64.

July 3.

6, '63.

Aug. H,

9, 'G4.

Oct. 27,

30, '64.

Mav 5,

19, '62.

July 1,

5, 'G2.

Sept. 1,

10, '03.

Feb. 20,

Ma. 1,'64

De.31,'62
Jan. 4, '63

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Right. Two Confed. surgeons.
Bone taken away. Recovery.

Left ; flap. Surg.'E. C. Frankiin.

U. S. V. Disch'd Aug. 29. '62.

Left. Surg. R. A. Lewis, P. A. C.
S. Recovery.

Left. Surg. — Palmer, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right. Uisch'd Jan. 10, 1863.

Left. Sept. 2, re-amp.; gang.;
nee. bone rein'd; large vessels

secured. Disch'd April 16", '63.

Left. Exchanged March 17, '64.

Left ; short ant., long post, flap
;

nee Uisch'd Oct. 17, 1865.

Left ; flap. Dr. Haggarty. Dis-

charged Feb. — , 1863.

Right; circ. Surg. W. Dicken-
son, U. S. V. Dis'd July 19, '63.

Right. Surg.C. II. Mastin.C.S.A.
Recovered.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. II.

Strong, 9Uth Illinois. Disch'd
Feb. 84, 1865.

Right; circ. Disch'd Oct. 16,'G2.

Left ; circ. A.Surg. J. S. Billings,

U. S. A. Prison May 1, 1863.

Spec. 32.

Left; flap. Surg. I. H. Thomp-
son, 124th N. Y. Disch'd Sept.

1, 1864.

Right (gang.); circ. Surg. W. J.

McKim, 15th 111. Disch'd Oct.

5, 1864.

Right; flap. Surg. D. W. Bliss,

U. S. V. Disch'd Aug. 15, 1865.

Right; flap. Disch'd March 21,

1864.

Left; flap. Julv 16, re-amp. up.
third. A. Surg. YV. 11. H. Gin-
kinger, 27th Penn. Disch'd Dec.
9, 18G4.

Right ;oirc. A.Snrg.M.F.Bowes.
12th Penn. Cav. Exf.il. Disch'd
Sept. Id, 1863.

Left; flap. Surg. — Walker, C.
S. A. Disch'd March 28, 1862.

Right; circ. A. A. Surg. D. S.
Booth. Returned to his home
June 3, 1864.

Right; circ. A. Surg. P.C. Davis,
LI. S. A. Jan. 13. 64, protrud'g
bone sawn off. Disch'd June
15, 1865.

Left; circ. A. A. Surg. C. H.
Wade. Nov. 25. '63. three ids. of
bone rem'd. Disc'd Sept. 20, '64

.

Right. Recovery.

Left; circ. Disch'd Oct. 7, 1864.

. Surg. T. E. Chaillo, C.S.A.
Recovery.

Left; flap. A. Surg. J. T. Brown,
U. S. V. Disch'd June 24, '65.

Left ; circ. Furloughed March 16,

1865.

Left ; circ. A. Surg. H. Pinkncv,
83d N. Y. Disch'd Oct. 2, '62.

Right ; flap. Dr. Duball. Released
April 1, 1865.

Left ; flap. Furloughed Nov. 21,

1863.

Left; flap; slough. Discharged
May 17, 1865.

Right ; circ. Surg. — Pope, C.S.
A. Disch'd June 18. 1865.

Right ; circ. A.Surg. J. S. Hillings,

U. S. A. Prison June 27, 1862.

Spec. 30.

Left ; flap. A. A. Surg. J. Swine-
burne. M. O. May 8. 1863.

Left (extravasation, mortification,

and synovitis): circ. Surg. J.

Bockee, U. S. V. Discharged
Nov. 3, 1864. Spec. 460.

Left ; circ. Surg. — Holmes, C.
S. A. Disch'd Oct. 3, 1865.

Right ; flap. Disch'd August 9,

1864.

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Dates.

190

Heffner, J., Pt., C, 31st
Ohio, age 24.

Henderson, N. G. fl.,Pt.,

H. 3d Texas.
Hill, J., Pt., I. 3d Wis-
cousin.

Hinsey, A., Pt.. F, 85th
Illinois, age 17.

Hoffacker, W., Corp'l,

II, 3d Maryland, age
22.

Howard, W. H., Corp'l,

E, 147th N. Y., age 23.

tlrens, J. S., Pt., I, 61st

Kew York.

Teens, T. S.. Confederate
conscript.

James. J., Pt.. I, 2d Iowa
Cavalry, age 20.

Jordan, J., Pt., H, 1st

Maryland, age 19.

Keever, J. L„ Pt., E,
91st Penn., age 19.

Kelly, P., Pt., E, 37th

New York.

Kenny, D., Pt., A, 16th
Infantry, age 40.

Kerrigan, J., Pt., K, 5th
New York, age 20.

J Kimm, J., Pt., E, 152d
New York, age 21.

Kinnie, A., Pt., H, 14th
New York.

Knott, E., Pt., D, 3d
New Jersey.

Lanthrup, J. E., Pt.,C,
59th Virginia.

La Page, J., Pt., 1, 147th
New York, age 40.

Lehr, W., Corp'l, K, 7th
Ohio, age 25.

Les, J.. Pt., D. 6th Con-
necticut, age 34.

Linn. M., Pt., A, 122d
Ohio.

Locke,J.C.,Pt.,E, 100th
Pennsylvania.

Loeb, L., Pt., I, 3d New
Jersey.

Lofton, E., Pt., F, 23d
N. Carolina, age 22.

Lynch, T., Pt., D, 40th
New York, age 22.

Lyon, A. E., Pt., E. 37th
Iowa, age 23.

Lyons, R.. Pt., D, 176th
New York, age 42.

Machamer, D., Pt., G,
96th Penn., age 22.

Mackin, J., Pt., H, 24th
Massachusetts.

Madden, F., Pt., H, 40th
New York, age 18.

Malloy, M., Pt., H, 69th
New Y'ork.

Maroney, P., Pt., G, 63d
New York.

Marsh. S., Corp'l, B, 1st

Mass. Cav., age 27.

Martin, P., Pt.. II, 39th N.
Y'ork, age 45.

Mason, J. H., Corp'l, E,
149th Penn., age 31.

Sept. 19,

24, 'G3.

Oct. 2,

8, '62.

Sept. 17,

20, '62.

Julv 19,

85, '64.

Mav 11,

27,' '64.

June 18,

J'y6, '64

Dee. 13,

16, '62.

Oct. 23,

No.lL '64.

Nov. 19.

28, '64.

Julv 6.

12/63.
May 12,

19, '64.

Mav 3,

18, '63.

De.31,'G2,

Jan.3,'63.

\ug. 3(1,

Sep.7,'62.

May 31.

J'ne6,'64.

June 27,

J'y 1, '62.

J une 27.

30, '62.

Feb. 9,

12, '64.

July 2,

6, '63.

Mar. 23,

26, '62.

Mav 10,

J'ne"l,'f4.

Mav 6,

27, "'64.

Aug. 30,

Se.20,'62.

June 27,

J'y 2, '62.

Julv 2,

5, '63.

Sept. 1,

5, '62.

Aug. 8.

12,
s
6'

Operations, Operators,
Result.

64.

Sept. 22.

27, '64.

May 10,

14, '64.

Dec. 13,—, '62.

Julv 2,

7, '63.

Sept. 17,

27, '62.

Sept. 17,

27, '62.

Nov. 27,

De.10,'63,

Feb. 6.

11, '64.

Julvl,
8, '63.

Right ; circ. Surg. S. J. Young,
7!lth 111. Disch'd July 5, 1864.

Left. Recovery.

Right ; flap. Disch'd Jan. 13, '63.

Left: flap. Surg. E. Batwell,
14th Mich. Disch'd June 15, '65.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg. II. B.
Bontecou. IT. S. V. Furlough'd
July 19, '64. Spec. 3063.

Left: circ. A. Surg. A. Delanev,
11. S. V. Disch'd June 23, '65.

Spec. 2805.
Right; circ. Surg. C. S.Wood,
66th N.Y. Nee: resec. of stump;
bone and neero. bone removed;
osteomyelitis. Dis'd July 7, '63.

Left. A
-

. A. Surg. F. A. Bushey.
Prison March 3, 1865.

Left : circ. A. Surg. J. A. Free-

man, I'.S.Y. Haemorrhage; lig.

Disch'd April :»J,'65. Spec. 3753.

Right; end of bone rem'd. Duty
Nov. 29, 1864.

Left ; circ. Surg. D. W. Bliss,

U. S.V. April 6. '65, seq. rem'd.
M. O. Nov. 17, 1865.

Left. M. O. June SS, 1863. Died
June 13, 'fi4 : general debility,

result of injury.

Left : ant. post. 'flap. Duty Nov.
28, 1864.

Right: flap. Surg. J. C. Dorr,

V. S.V. Ha?m.; cxfol. Disch'd
July 26, 1863.

Left : double flap. Surg. J. A.
Lidell. IT. S. V. Disch'd Jan.
16, 1865.

Left: flap. Disch'd December
13, 1862.

Right; ant. pust. flap. Disch'd
Sept. 30, 1862.

Left. Recovery.

Right; flaii. Disch'd March 4,

1864.

Left: flap. A. Surg.C, E. Denig,
7th Ohio. Disch'd July 3. !862.

Right; circ. Julv 15. 1865, seq.

rem'd. Disch'd' Oct. 28. 1865.

Spec. 1557.
Left; circ. Surg.C. Page, U.S.A.
Disch'd Mnrch 4, 1865.

Left ; circ. Disch'd June 29, '63.

Left. Surg. W. H. White, U.S.V.
Disch'd Oct. 1, 1862.

Left (erysipelas). Exch'd April
27. 1864.

Right; circ. July 3, '64, two ins.

offemur sawn oft and seq. rem'd.
Duty Oct. 25. 1864.

Right ; flap. A.A.Surg. J.Prieto.

Haem.; lig. fern. art. Disch'd
Aug. 15, 1865.

Right (gangrene); ant. post. flap.

Disch'd April 2. 1866.

Left; circ. Surg. G. W. Thorn-
hill, P. A. C. S. Sept. 15, '64,

seq. rem'd. Disch'd Dec. 5,'64.

Right; circ. Surg. F. G. Snell-

ing. U. S. V. Disch'd June 25,

1863. Spec. 1620.

Left: flap. Jan. 29, 1864, large
bulbous mass of bone removed.
Disch'd April 23, 1864.

Right; ant. post. flap. Surg. M.
C. Rowland, 61st N. Y. Oct. 4,

hgem.: lig. fern. art. Jan. 15, '63,

rem'd seq. Disch'd March 4.

1863. Spec. 3957.

Left; flap. Feb. 14. 1863, rem'd
seq. Disch'd March 6, 1863.

Right ; circ. Surg. E. Bentlev,

U. S.V. Pyaemia. Dec. 20, '64,

5 ins. seq. rem'd. Disch'd July
12. 1865.

Left : circ. flap. Surg. J. Aiken,
71st Penn. Exf. Disch'd Dec.
5, 1864. Spec. 2039.

Right : ciro. flap. Disch'd Jan.

29, 1864.

1 LIDELL (J. A.), On the Secondary Traumatic Lesions of Bone, etc., in U. S. San. Com. Memoirs, 1870, Surgical Volume I, p. 385.

'LIDELL (J. A), On Contusion and Contused Wounds of Bone, with an Account of Thirteen Cases, in Am. Jour. Med. Set'., N. S., 1865, Vol. L, p. 20.
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146

147

N ami:. Military
DESCRIPTION", AM' Alii!

Maxwell G. I!.. Lieut.

Col.. 1st Mich. Cavalry,
April I,

17, '65.

MeUambridgc. S..PL, r. May 3.

95th Peun., age 17. 28, 63.

McCov. J.. Pt.. B, 3.1
, Mav 1",

Xow" Jersey, ugo :!.'. 13,''64.

*MeCreary, s. ('.. Pt, ' Sept. 1.

r. lOOth'Penn.
I

!4. '63.

McDonald, J., Fireman, ' Mar. P,

(T. 8. Steamer Dragon. 12. '02.

McFarland. VV. 11.. Pt.,

IS. 5th Wis., age 19.

McGary. E„ Pt., H. 17ili

Illinois Cav., age 21).

Mav I.

7. '63.

Dec. 20.

23, '64.

McGratb, J.. Pt., I. 4th April 16,

Artillery, age 33.

McKcnssie. .1..

Tilth New V.

irjj't, I.

McLaughlin, J.. Pt . A,
3il Alabama, age 5...

McXairg, T. »'.. Pt.. B,

27th North * !arolina.

.bVIYy, II'.. Pt., 1'. •"ih

Texas.
Merrifield, W., Pt„ II.

Mill W. \
'.!.. age IP.

Miller. E„ Pt., I>. 61st

New Vork. Hire 27.

Miller. .1. II.. Pt.. A.

I Isth Penn., age 21.

Milller. !•:.. Pt.. I". 29th
Now Vork, aee 31.

Mulling. I'.. Pt, K. 2d
Wisennsin. age 20.

Mann, I). A.. Pt., K.

34th North Carolina.

Nicholas, O. J., Corp'l,

II. 73d Pennsylvania.
Xnrris. J., Pt.'. I. 37th

.Mas*., age 30.

Oatis. J.. Pt.. II. 24th

New Vork. age 20.

Paddock, J., Corp'l, D.
43.1 In. liana.

Page, ('. VV.. Serg't, D,
3d Wisconsin.

Perkins. N. It.. Pt., 5th

Maine Battery,
Pitcher. J., Pt., K. 94th

New York.

May:'.'!.."..

July 21,

I
30, '61.

May 2.

7. '03.

Oct. 14.

24. '63.

Sep.. IH.

23, 03.

Aug. 22,
2.-, "(14.

June 3.

8, 't!4.

Dec. 13.

18, 'ti2.

Ail(;. 29,

Se. 5. '(12.

Aug. 28,

Se. 1 2. 'ii2.

June 27,

I'y 13,o2.

Mav 3,

18, '63.

Aug. 21,

26, '(14.

Aug. 30,

Sep. 9, '02,

April 25,

Myl.VM.
Sept. 17.

20, '02.

-Mav 3,

23, ''03.

Aug. 30.

Sep.6,'62.

Pollock, J.. Pt.. K, 84th
Illinois, ago 42.

Pasties. W. R . Corp'l.

A. 1st Del., ago 24.

Potter, L.. Pt., A. 50th

Penn., age 20.

B. Sept. 20.

27. '03.

Ua\ in.

17.' '04.

Power. J. 1L. Pt

36th Indiana.

Preitling. ('.. Hospital
Steward. 39th X. York.
aire 21.

I'vle. J.. Serg't, 11. 105th July II

Indiana, age 30. 24. '03.

Until-. R.. Pt., C. 45th July -.

X. Carolina, age 31. 0. '03.

Rndlev. A.. Pt., I!. 44th May P,

New' Vork. age 21. 15 04.

R,t,,. J.. Pt„ H. '

Virginia, ape 23.

R ,li;n,i. J. M.. I't..

5th Georgia.
Reveur. J., I't.. E. 47th Feb. 20,

Xew York, age 30. 25. '04.

operations, Operators,
Result.

Left: circ. Surg. D. VV. Bliss,

l'. S. V. Ilaem.: nee. hone re

moved. M.o. Aug. 8. 186S.
Left; Hap. A. A. Sins'. F. Hinkle,
Gangrene. Disch'd July!. '04.

Right; (lap. Coaled. Burgeon.
Siough/g. DischM Sept. 2, '65.

i Right: Hap. Disch'd Dee. 4, '62.

Right. Surgs. Mucomber and
Bragg, U. s. X. Disch'd Jan.
13. 1863.

Right. Cniiled. Burgeon. May
14, amp. upper third. Disch'd
March 21. 1804.

Lett: Bap. A.A.Surg. R.T. sill.

M. o. Dee. 15. '05. Subsequently
lost the other leg and one arm
by accident. Died Jan. 15. '09.

Lett: ant. post. Hap. Surg. —
Board, C.S.A. Nee. l>onc rem'd.
Disch'd Nov. II, '65. Spec. 1408.

Right; Hap. Surgs. Peachy and
Gibson, c. S. A. Disch'd Oct.
22. 1851.

Bight : circ. Surgs. Black and
Wilkerson, C. s. A. Recovery.

Left. Furloughed Jan. 22, 1804.

Left. Surg. — Roberts, C. s. A.
Disch'd (let. 10. 1803.

Left; circ.; nee. hone removed.
Disch'd July 19, 180.",.

Right: eire.
' Disch'd July 21.

1805.

Left : ant. post, flap. A. A. Surg.

A. E. Carothers. Nee. Disch'd
March 21, 1804.

Left; eire. Disch'd June 9. '03.

Bight; eire. A. A. Surg. S. R.
Skillern. Xec. bone sawn off.

Mav. 1803. renmp. upper third.

Disch'd July 2, '04. Spec. 1227.

Bight. Surg. — Hovt. C. S. A.
Disch'd Sept. 28, 1802.

Left. Oct. 20. 1803. flap re-amp.
up. third. Disch'd Feb. 10, '05.

Lett ; ant. post. Hap. Surg. Z. E.
Bliss, U.S. V. Sloughing: ha'm.
Sept. 24. re-amp.; nee. Disch'd
Aug. 7. 1805.

Right ; ilou. flap. A. A. Surg. C.
M. Ford. Disch'd Mar. 24, '65.

Right: Hap. Surg. — Keller. C.
S. A. Disch'd Aug. 23, 1804.

Left. Disch'd Feb. 9. 1803.

Name, military
Description, ani> Aoe

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Right. A. Surg. A.Ingram, U.S. A.
Disch'd Dec. 7, 1803. Spec. 1156.

Right: lat. flap; mortification.
Sept. 13. re-amp.; exfol. Disch'd
Aug. 10, '03. Spec. 1225.

Sept. 2. Right; ant. post. flap. Sept. 12,
' '64. ha>m. Disch'd .Mav 0, 1805.

Dec. 13. Left; circ. Surg. T. Antisell.
25, '62. U. S. V. Disch'd Dec. 24, 1803.

Spec. 990.

July 1, Left: flap. Surg. J. H. Brinton.
4, '03. U.S.V. July 26. re-amp. Diso'd

June 18. 1805. Spec. 1495.
Bight; circ. Disch'd Jan. 24.
1864.

Right (gangrene); ant posl. Hap.
Surgeon I'.. Bentley, U. S. V.
Duty Sept. 19, 1804.

Left.
' Ass't Surg. \V. B. Witt.

09th Ind. (M.O. July 18, '63.)

Left. Provost .Marshal Septetu-

ber 10, f(>3.

Left; ant. post. Hap. Ass't Surg.
S. II. Ward. V. S. V. Diseh',1

Nov. 8. I sol.

ih July 3. Left (gangrene). Exch'd March
0. 03. I 7. 1964.

\. Sept. 19, !
Left. Surg. H. M. Lawson, C. S.

Oct. 2. '63.1 A. I! verv.

102

103

164

105

IOi

107

i
168

109

17ii

171

172

173

174

175

170

177

178

June.",. Left. Surg. — Dorsey. C. S. A.
J'v I, '64. Recovery.
Mar. 22, :

Left. Surg. S. Moody, C. s. A.
\p. 8, '02. Piece of hone rem a. Disch'd

Dec. 1. 1862.

Sept. 11, Bight: Hap. Surg. 11. C. Bond.
10. '61. 15th Ind. DischM Mav 24, '02.

Sept. 19, Left: circ. A. Surg. .T.G.'Thomp-
Oc.19,'64. son. 77th X. Y. Il:em. Disch'd

.lime 19. 1865.

June 27. Right; ant. post. flap. Surg. D.
I v23.02. Mc.Ruer, V. S. V. Disch'd Feb.

27. 1804. Died April 15. 1807.

Specs. 1129. 2377.
Boss. J.. Pt., C, 123d Oct. 7. !

lit: Hap. Dr. D. Swain. Shelby-
Illinois. 18. '03. ville, Tenn. Disch'd Feb. 4. '0*4.

Rudy, P. H., Lieut, B, Sept. 30. . Surg.— Montague, C s.

2d Kentucky Battery. Oc.13,'64. A. Recover}-.
nokctt. V. B., Pt., G, Aug. 9. Bight. Disch'd Nov. 12. 1802.

Siet, T. II.. Pt.. 1, 31st

Tennessee.
Rich. II. ('.. Seaman. U.
S. X.. age 22.

Richards. J. P., I't.. I).

J 5th Indiana.
Rickurd, II. ('.. Pt.. M.

1 Ith Vermont, age 23.

Bobbins. O. 1'.. I't., H,
10th Pennsylvania.

42d Pennsylvania.
Sadler. J.. Pt.. M. 100th
Pennsylvania.

Schlotterhack, .1.. I't., I.

75th Ohio.
Scott, J., Serg't. D. 34th
Ohio, age 27.

Scraggs, J. A.. I't.. (I.

11th Virginia Cavalry,
age 32.

Shepherd. E., I't.. F. 1st

Michigan.
Sherman, T. VV.. Brig-
adier General, LT. S. V.

Shubert, P., Pt., G, 15th
Massachusetts.

Smith, B., Pt., C, 88th
Pennsylvania, age 21.

Smith, J., Pt., <!, 73d
Xew York.

Snaekenbcrg. II ,Pt., A,
Mo. Home Guards.

Spielman, 8., Pt, D,
24th Iowa, age 28.

Stone, C. H., Pt., F, 5th
Xew Hamp., age 21.

Sweatt, W., Pt., K, 6th
Xew Hampshire.

Taylor, VV., Pt., H. 42d
Illinois, age 24.

179 !
Tomy, E. H., Pt.C, 27th
Indiana.

180 Tonsing, F. II., Pt, B,
107th Ohio, age 21.

181 Trainer, J., Pt, C, 4th
New Jersev.

182 Tricketts, E". Pt.,C, 14th
VV. Va., age 20.

183 3 Ulmer, E. !>., Serg't, G,
15th X. Jersey, age 22.

12. '02.

Aug. 29. Left: circ. Hap. Surg. E. Bent-
Se. 15. '62.| lev, U.S.V. Disch'd June 6, '63.

Lett: Hali. Disch'd Dee. 27, '02.

Spec. 83.

Right: circ.; two ins. hone rem'd.
Disch'd May 3, 1805.

Left; ant. post. Hap. Surg. E.
Bentley, U. S. V. Gangrene.
Prison March 1 . [805.

Bight: Hap. Coufeil. surgeon.
Discharged.

Right. Prof. W. stone. Retired.
Spec. 3004. Died March I0.'79

;

pneumonia.
Bight : rire. Surg. T. B. Crosby,
U. S. V. Disch'd Feb. 14, '02.'

Left; ant. post. Hap. Surgeon J.
Carroll. C. S. A. Necrosed hone
rem'd. M. (). Jan. 15. 1800.

Left : flap. Disch'd Sept. 3, 1802.

Aug
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193

194

195

196

197

198

199

200

301

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

Name. Military
Description, and aoe.

Willanl, L. C, Pt„ A,
64th Illinois, age 20.

Williams, L., .Serg't, C,
2d Batt. Cav. Mo, 8. M.
Williams, W. S., Pt.,

Morgan's Cavalry.
Williamson, W. H , Pt.,

D, 114th N. V., age 24.

Willis, N. P., Pt., U. S.

Signal Corps, age 23.

Dates.

WilUon, J. P., Pt., K,
ISM Illinois.

Wilson, <!., Serg't, D,7th
Louisiana, age 26.

Wilson, W., I"t., B, 2d
Colored Troops.
Wingn, /'., 8th Ky. Mt'd
Infantry, age 20.

Wooden, L. W., Corp'l,

K, 3d New York Cav.

Woodward, O. S., Col.,

8:td Perm., age 27.

Worthington, A. S., Pt.,

L>. 98th Ohio, age 21.

Viiuni), J. W., Pt., 1),

I3lh Miss, age 22.

Zulnis. J., l't.,A, 3d Wis-
consin.

Aekerman, (»., Pt., L,
6th N. V. H'vv Arty,
age 33.

Addy, O., Pt., C, 7th
Iowa.

Allen, E. H., Pt.. A, 2d
Massachusetts Cav'irv,
age 24.

Anderson, G.W., Corp'l,

H. 73d N.York, age 23.

Anderson, W., Pt., F.fitli

New York II. Artillery,

age 24.

Atkins, W.H.Pt., I, 10th
Massachusetts, age 20.

Atkinson, J. M., Pt., A,
3d Indiana Cav. aire
23.

K

Baily, J. E., Lieut., A,
7th Maine, age 38.

Baily. W., Pt., E, 7th N.
Y'ork, age 23.

July 28,

Aug. 23,

1864.

Aug. 16,

19, '62.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Baker, L. I)., Pt., f:, 4th
Iowa.

Barnes, I... Pt., I, :m|,
New Y'ork, age 19.

'Barrett, <:. Y., Pt., F,
5th New Hampshire!
age 20.

3 Bause, J., Pt., B, 42d
Indiana, age 24.

Bell, L. H., Lieut., B,
1 1 3th Ohio.

Benton, H. B., Serg't, C,
7th Mass., age 21.

Oct. 19.

23, '64.

Feb. 3,

10, '65.

Oct. 7,

11, '63.

Sept. 17,

28, '62.

Nov. 21,

De.15,'63.

July 19,

All. 4, '63.

Oct. 2,

14. '62.

May 5,

15/64.
June 27.

J'vl6,'64.
Sept. 17,

20, '62.

Aug. 9,

14/62.
May 19,

25,''64.

Nov. 7,

-, '61.

July 12.
31,*'64.

July 2,

6, '63.

June 18.

J'y 5, '64.

July 1,

6, '62.

May 12,

J'e2,'64.

July 12,
29,"'64.

June 2,

25, '64.

De.29,'62
Ja. 20,'63

June 30,

J 'y 21. '62

Dec. 13,

25, '62.

De.31,'62
Jan. 8. '63

Sept. 20,

30. '63.

Mav 6,

25, ''64.

Berkey. C. Pt., A, 10th
|
Aug. 30.

Penn. Reserves, age 24. Se. 18, '62.

Berns, J. P., Pt.. F, 5th
Ohio, age 19.

Biehl, N., Pt., 1, 1

Pennsylvania, age
155th

224 Blanchard, A., Serg t.E,

!>3d New Y'ork.

22". Blockle, M.. Pt., A, 46th
Iowa, atre 20.

June 9.

23, '62.

June 19.

Jy 19,64.

Mav 31.

.1 ell. '1.2.

June 30,

J'y 6, '64.

Bight (gang.): cire. tlap. Surg.
J. G, L)enise, 27th Ohio. Disch d
July 6, 1863.

Bight: Hap. l>r. liaylin. Dis-
charged.

Left. Dr. V. B, Thornton. Re-
covery. Spec. 406.

Right ; cire. A. Surg. J. Iloinans.

jr., V. S. A. Disch'd May 13.'65.

Left; cire. Surg. IV N. Bond,
27th Mo. Seq. rem'd. Disch'd
Sept. 3, 1865.

Right; oirO. Disch'd Feb. 2,'04.

Left. Retired September 22, '64.

Right; (tap. A. A. Surg. W. P.
Powell. Disch'd June IB, 1864.

Left ; cire. Surg. W. 113 lobrecht.

V. S. V. Pro. Mar. Dec. 19. '63.

Right. Nov. 1, re-nnip. Surg. S.

A. Green, 24th Mass. Disch'd
Feb. 17, 1863.

Right. Surg. II.W. Bliss, ('. S.V.
M. O. Sept. 211. 1864. Spec. 2369.

Left (gang.); cire. A. A. Surg.
T. II. Hammond. Discharged.

Left; ciro. Furlonglic.l Novem-
ber 20, 1 862.

Left; Hap. Disch'd Dec. 21. '62.

Left : Hap. Surg. E. Bentley. I'.

S.V. Died June 9. '1.4
; pvicmiu.

S/iec. 2659.
Right. Surg. E. C. Franklin, V.
S.V. Died Dec. 12, '61 ; | inn.

Left: cire. A. A. Surg. W. H.
Randolph. Died Aug. 16, 1964 :

exhaustion.
: ha-uiorrbage. Died July

19. 1863.

Right; ant. post. Hap. Surg. E.
Bentley. U. S. V. Died July '7,

1864; exhaustion. Spec. 2831.
Right: Hap. July 26, tunic rem'd :

slough.: luein.: lig. lent, art'ry.

Died Aug. 12, '62; exhaustion.
Right, (llanii.: May 25, lig. fern,

art'ry.) A. A. Surg. T. Liebold.

Died June 7. 1864; pyiemia.
Right: skill Hap: cire. sect. mils.

Surg. H. W. Uucaehet, II. s. V.
Died July 31, '04

;
prostration.

Left ; ant. post. Hap. Surg. R. B.
Bonteeou. 1'. S. V. Hiein. from
i'etn. art. Died July 6. '64

j ex-
haustion. %r. 31)37.

Left. Died January 25, '63; ex-
haustion.

Right (July 3. ball ext.l; cire.

Surg. R. B. Bonteeou, 1'. S.V.
Died July 28, '62: deeply jauii

diced.
Right. (Dec. 16, osteo-plast. oper.

at knee joint, A. Surg. J. W. S.

(iouley.C S.A. Slough : gang.:
ha?in.) Surg. J. P. Prince, 3!ith

Mass. Died Dec.28,'62. Spfx-.&Vi.

-: lat. flap. Surg. J. Shradv.
jr.. V. S. V. Diarrhoea. Died
January 15, 1863.

Left. Surgeon I. Moses, 1'. S. V.
Died October 10. 1863.

Left : dou. flap. Surg. E. Bentley.
I". S. V. Died June 17, 1864 :

pyemia. Spec. 2657.

Lift (Sep. ll.hsein.: 13, 14. hem.;
lig. fern.: Sept. 17. hem.); cire.

Died Sept. 18. 1862. Autopsy.
Left : ant. |x>st. Hup. A. Surg. J.
S. Billings,!'.s.A. Hem. Died
July 2. '62. Autopsy. Spec. 23.

Right (JuneSl, exc. tibia; gang.):
cire Surg. E. Bentley, F. S. V.
Gang.; uteer'n of artery. Died
July 21, '64

; exb'n. Autopsy.
Spec. 3337.

Right: flap. A. A. Surg. W. K.
Cleveland. Died June 13, 1862:
exhaustion.

Right : lat. flap. Surg. J. G-. Kee-
non, I'. S. V. Died Julv 17, '64.

Name, Military
Description, ami Aoe.

Dates.

226

227

228

229

2:10

231

232

233

234

235

2:16

237

238

239

24(1

24 i

242

243

244

245

24.

1

Bodinan, ('., Pt., G, Hth July —

.

Infantry, age 24. ' 10, '63.

Bovard. "F., Pt., K, 1st: June 25,

Massachusetts. J'y 2, '62

Boyd, .1.. Pt., C, 19th ! Jan. 2.

< Ihio. I -, '63.

Bradley. J., Pt., F, 48th June 3,

Pennsylvania, age 21. 8. '04.

Brunnugau, J.. Pt., I. June 9.

69th Pennsylvania. -, '64.

Britten, ('.. Pt., c. 12th Nov. 30.

Kentucky, age 40. De.30,'64.

Bri/.z.c. W. .1.. PL, o. Jane 22,
4i.ih Pennsylvania.

j

— .
'64.

Brown, T., "l't., K, 5th Sept. 29,

Col'd Tr.K.ps, age 21. Oc.18,'64.
Bryant. ,V. /(., Ft., K, May 5,

19th Miss, age 25. 19, '62.

operations, 0prrat0r8,
Result.

Right. Died August 15. 1863.

(gangrane). Died July 3,

Died January 13. 1863.

186:

Left.

Biickcy, J. E., Pt.. E.

7th Maryland, age 30.

Biinlitt, W. ('., Pi., I.

4th West Virginia.

Burke. W-, Pt., I!. 69th
New Y..ik.

Burroughs. J., Serg't, B.

3d Kentucky.
Cady, T. I'. T, Pt., C.

12th Illinois, age 22.

Carpenter, H.W., Pt.,K,
3d Michigan, age 33.

Carpenter, .1. II., Pt., E.
1 10th Ohio, age 40.

Carr, G. W., Serg't, O,
Isl Maine H, Artillery,
age 42.

Casey. M-, Pt., K. 108th
New York.

Chamberlain, R., Serg't.

1, 16th Conn., age 43.

Chamloin, B. P., Pt., A.
4th Texas, age 20.

Chase, c. Corporal, B,
I20lli N. York, age 23.

Christy, W. J., Ft., E,
19th Mass., age 23.

Coe. W. W , Serg't, II.

23d N. Carolina. age 23.

Cole, C, M„ Pt.. B, 48th
New York.

Coleman, C, Pt., a, 1st

Penn. Reserves.

251 Collins. J. V.. Pt., F. 2d
Kentucky.

252 Connors. J., Pt.. II, 7th
NY. H'vv Art. age 37.

253 Conrad. II., Pt.. I. 24th
Michigan, age 81,

Conway, P., Pt., M, 1st

New Hampshire Cav.

255 Cooke. A. E.. Serg't. G.
11th Infantry, age 20.

256 Creighton. M., Serg't, B.
9th Mass.. age 20.

257 Culbertson.D. J., Serg't,

A, 69th Ohio, age 25.

June 5,

111, '64.

Mav 19.

26.' '63.

Sept. 17,

24, '62.

Sept. 211,

— ,
'63.

Oct. 3.

No. 1,'ta.

Nov. 27.

De.13,'63.

June 22,
,1'y 5. '64.

June 18.

J'y 3, '1.4.

Sept. 17,

27, '62.

Sept. 17,

del 5. '62.

Sept. 17,

24, '62.

June 1.

5, '64.

Aug. 16,

Sep. 8, '64

July 2.

15, V>3.

July 19,

Au.L'63.
Sept. 14.

23, '62.

Right (mortification; hem.): cire.

A. Surg. II. Allen. I'. S.A. Died
June9,64;shock,etc. S/w.2931.

Left : Hap. Surg. F. F. Blinneis.
ter. 69th Penn. Died June 14.

1864. „V;i«-. 1501.

Left (carious): lat. flap. A. A.
Surg. .I.E. Patterson. Died Jan.
6, 1865.

Right. Died July 4, 1864.

Left : cire. A. A. Surgeon II. B.
White. Died Oct. 2b 1864.

Left; ant. post. flap. A.Surg. .1.

s. Billings. F. s. A. Gangrene.
Died May 26. 1.2. A lit. Spec. 31.

Left: uut.'post. flap. Died June
20. 1864.

Left: cire. A. A. Surg. L. Dar-
ling, jr. Died Mav 31. 180.3.

Spec. 1625.

Hight. Died September 27, 1863.

Right. (Si.pt. 28, cxeis. femur )

Died October 1(1, 1863.

Right. Surg. . I. F. Ilogdcn, 1. S.

V. Died Nov. 8, 1862: pyemia.
Spec 469.

Right : cire. Surg. E. Bentley,

I .S. V. Died Jua. II. '64; p'y

auiiia. A atop. Specs. 301 1,2012.
Left (exc. fib.); cire. A. A. Surg.
J. F. Thompson. Died July 16.

'64
: pyemia. Spec. 2759.

Right : ('-ire. Surg. A. F. Sheldon,
C. S. V. Died July 10. 1864;
exhaustion. Spec. 3764.

Left. Died I let. 3, '62. Spec. 380.

Right. A. Surg. J. Oliver, 21st
Mass. Died October 29. I862.
Spec. 274.

Left. Surg. A. N. Dougherty, IT.

S.V. Died Sept.29. '62. Spec.137.
Right ; cire. A. Surg, W. Thom-
son, 1'. S. A. Ilauii. Died July
12, 1864; pyemia. Autopsy.
Specs. 3548, 2509, (.715.

Right; cire. A. A. Surg. I». Ken-
nedy. Died Sept. 22, 1864; ex
haustion. Sjpsc. 3643.

Right : cire.: slough. Died Sept.
19. 1863.

Left. Died August 3, 1863.

Right. Surg. II. S. Hewit.H.S.V.
Died, Sept. 23, '62, (.11 «>}icratiiig

table. •

Sept. 20.
' Right. Surg. A. W. Heise, 100th

111. Died Oct. 5, '63; exh'n.
Rigtit : cire. Died Jane 26. *84.

23, '63.

June If

26, '64.

May 6,

22, "'64.

Nov. 14.

22, '64.

July 2,

Au. 1/63,
Mav 12,
26," '04.

June 1,

16, '6*.

Mav 31,

J'ne'9,'64.

258 Darcey.W. II.,Pt..D,6th

Maryland, age 23.

259 Davit, H. .4., Pt..D, 12th
i
April 7.

N. Carolina, age 30. 14, '65.

360 1 Day, J. W., Corp'l, H, i July 80,
91st Ohio. I

23,' '64.

261 Dean, S.. Pt., I, 111th
' Julv 3,

1 New York. I -, '63.

Left (May 19, excis. rib.: gang.);
cire. Surg. O.A. Judson, II.S.V. \

Died May 27. 1864 : pyemia.
Spec. 3653.

Left (gang.): cire A. A. Surg.
M. Durracli. Died Dec. 18.'64

;

pyaemia.
Left : flaps sloughed. Died Aug.
6, 1863.

I,eft; cire. A. A. Surg. T. W.
Miller. Died June 9. 1864

; py-
temia and tetanus. Spec. 2818.

Right (nee.): cire. A. A. Surg.
J. W. Digbey. Died June 18.

1864. Spec. 3399.

Left: cire. A. A. Surg. J. Phil
lips. Died June 24. '04; exh'n.

Right: lat. flap. A. Staff Surg.
W. J. Burr, V. S. A. Died April
24. 1865.

Right. Surg. J. B.Warwick, 91st
Ohio. Died Julv 33, °64: exh'n.

Left. Surg. O. M'unson, 108th N.
Y. Died August 9. 1863.

1 FISHER (G. J.), Report of Fifty-seven Cases of Amputations in the Hospitals near Sharpsburg, Md., etc., in Am. Jour. Ned. Set'.. N S.,

Vol. XLV. p. 47. »Prlnce (J. P.), Surgical Cases, in Boston Med. and Surg. Jour., 1863, Vol. I.XV1II. p. 8V.

'Shraiiv, jr. (J), Cases in Military Surgery, in American Medical Times, 1863, Vol. VI. p. 113

1863,



284 INJURIES OF THE LOWER EXTREMITIES. [CHAP. X.

NO Name, Military
DESCRIPTION", and Age.

262

263

264

265

266

267

068

269

270

271

272

273

274

275

276

277

278

279

280

281

282

283

284

285

286

287

288

289

290

291

292

293

294

295

296

297

298

299

Dates.

Dolaney, J., Pt., G, 67th
New York, age 20.

Dem.aste.rs, A., Pt., F, 7th
Florida, age 24.

Dennison, H., Pt.,E,123d
Ohio.

Dick, T., Pt.. B, 6th N.
Hamp., age 23.

Dillon, J., Pt., D. 34th
New York, age 19.

Dobey, E., Pt., D, 14th
North Carolina.

Donnelly, .T.,Pt.,B,198th

Penn., age 22.

Douglas. A. J., Pt., M,
1st Maine H'vy Art'y,
age 21.

Dovers, C, Pt., D, 148th
Pennsylvania.

Drake, J. I)., Pt., H, 62d
Penn., age 22.

Durgin, P. C, Pt.,H,6th
New Hamp., age 19.

Eaton, J. A., Lieut., D,
10th N. Hainp., age 24.

Edson, W., It., I, 5th N.
Carolina, age 22.

Elliott. P., Pt., n, 18th
Georgia Bat'ry, age 24.

Elliott, P. M., Pt.,G,96th
Ohio, age 20.

Evans, S. B., Corp'l, D,
140th Penn.

Evans, W. E., Pt.,G,37th
Georgia, age 28.

Fanning, H. C, Pt., D,
8th Conn., age 18.

Fitzpntriok, T., Pt., A,
10th Infantry.

Frakes, W., It., B, 26th
Indiana, age 19.

Furlong, P., —, E, 4th
New York.

Galiger, M., Serg't, G,
73d New York, age 22.

Gibbs, C. E., Pt., E, 19th
Iowa, age 21.

Gilbert, J., Pt., G, 119th
New York, age 38.

Gittens, T., Pt., G, 12th
Mass., age 48.

GUnn, J, R., Pt., E, 32d
Alabama.

Goddard, W. A., Pt., F,
9th Maine, nge 35.

Godwin, C, It., E, 48th
North Carolina, age 33.

Going, J. 1!., Pt., G, 60th
Georgia.

Gordon, S. I., Serg't, B,
1st Alabama Cavalry.

Gray, A", Pt., II, 33d N.
Carolina, age 26.

Gray.W. A., It., K, 13th
New Hamp., age 25.

Greene, A., Pt., E, 93d
Penn., age 34.

Grcy.C. C , Lieut, I, 4th
Maine, age 28.

Grovendyke, A., Lieut.,

F, 124th Ind., age 34.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

May G,

27, '64.

Dec. 7,

11, '64.

June 15,

— ,
'63.

Mav 8,

11, '64.

June 1,

13, '62.

Sept. 19,

Oct. 4, '64.

Mar. 29,
Ap. 7, '65.

May 19,

31, '64.

May 3,

17, '63.

Julv 1,

27,
,
62.

Aug 30,

Se. 19,'64

May 10,

21, '64.

Mav 12,

20, '64.

April 6,

16, '65.

Nov. 3,

30, '63.

June 2,

9, '64.

Dec. 16,

20, '64.

Sept. 17,

Oc.17,'62.

May 6,

14, %4.
Dec. 7,

12, '62.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 1, '62

July 2,

5, '63.

Dec. 7,

30, '62.

July 2,

6, '63.

Dec. 13,

21, '62.

Nov. 27,

De. 1,'63.

May 20,

J'ne 5,'64

Dec. 13,

17. '62.

Sept. 19,

22, '64.

Nov. 25,
—, '64.

Mav 3.

10, "'63.

June 1,

13, '64.

Mav 9,

29, "'6-1.

Mav 6,
20, ''64.

Nov. 30,

De.25,'64

Gmnp, H, Pt., D, 61st May 5,

Penn., age 45. 15, '64.

Hack, C, Pt., D, 15th Mar. 8,

Connecticut, age 21. !
-,'65.

Hale, J. L., Pt., C, 31st I Nov. 24,

Iowa. De. 3, '63

Left ; ant. post. flap. A.A.Surg.
.T.A.Bates. Haem.; lig. fern. art.

Died July 10, 1864
;
pyaemia.

Right (gang.); circ. Surg. S. D.
Turney, L'. S.V. Died Dec. 14,

1864 ;
gangrene.

Right . Died J une 26, 1863.

Left ; circ; sloughing. Died June
12, 1864 ; pyaemia.

Left ; flap. A. A. Surg. G. W.
Edwards. Died July 13, 1862;
exhaustion.

; circ. Surg. J. \Y. Lnwson,
C. S. A. Haem. Died October
18, 1864 ; exhaustion.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg. N.
H. Moselcy.U. S.V. Died April
11, 1865; exhaust'n. Spec. 4069.

Right (haem.); hit. flap. A. A.
Surg.W. H. Ensign. Died May
31, 1864. Spec. 2388.

Left (gang ). Surg. C. S. Wood,
66th N. Y. Died May 19, 1863.
Spec. 1171.

Right ; circ. A. A. Surg. \V. K.
Cleveland. Died August 2, '62;
exhaustion.

Left. A. A. Surg. YV. K. Cleve-
land. Died Sept. 20, 1864.

Left (sloughing). A. A. Surg. J.
Coloosdian. Died May 27, '64.

Left ; circ. A. A. Surg. J. Phil-

lips. Haem.; lig. fern, artery.
Died May 25, '64; haemorrhage.

Left ; ant. post. flap. A. Surg. \V.
Carroll, U. S. V. Died May 20,

1865; exhaustion. Spec. 4163.
Right (ven. haem.; diarr.); circ.

A. Surg. P. S. Conner, U. S. A.
Died Nov. 30, 1803.

Left ; circ. Surg. J. W. Wishart,
140th Penn. Died June 13, '64.

Right (haem.); lat. flap. A. A.
Surg.B.L. McCluro. DiedDec.
24, 1864 ; exhaustion.

Right. A. Surg. J. Oliver, 21st

Mass. Died October 29, 1862.

Spec. 287.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Died June
3, 18f>4 ; exhaustion.

; circ. Surg. T. \V. Florer,
26th Ind. Died Dec. 26, 1862;
pvaemia and pneumonia.

; flap. Died October 1, '62

;

exhaustion and shock.
Left (haem.); lig. prof. art. Died
July8, 1863: exhaustion.

Left ; ant. post. flap. A. Surg. J.

J. Sanders, 1st Iowa Cav. Died
Jan. 22, 1863.

Right; flap; haem.; gang. Died
August 13, 1863; pyaemia.

Left ; circ. Surg. E. Bentley, U.
S.V. litem. Died Jan. 1, 1863.

Autopsy. Spec. 595.
. Surg. J. C. Morgan, 29th

Mo. Gang. Died Deo. 5, 1863.

Left : flap. A. Surg. A. P. Frick,

103d Penn. Died June 5, 1864.

Left (gang'ns); circ. Died Jan.
13, 1863.

Left ; circ. Surg. D. Orsay, C. S.

A. Gangrene. Died Oct. 6, '64;

exhaustion.
Right. Died December 27, 1864.

Left (gang.)-, circ. May 14, hsem.
Died May 15, 1863.

Right; aut. post. flap. A.Surg.
S. B. Ward.U.S.V. Gang. Died
June 25, '64. Autop. Spec. 2709.

Right; circ. Surg. E. Bentlev,
U. S. V. Died June 2, 1864

;

haemorrhage. Spec. 2661.

Left ; circ. Prof. F. If. Hamilton.
Died May 29, 1864

;
pyaemia.

Right; ant. post. flap. A.Surg.
W. B. Trull, U. S.V. Died Dec.
27, 1864 ; exhaustion.

Left; circ. Died June 9, 1864;
pvaemia. Autopsv.

Left. Died April 18, 1865.

Left ; lat. flap. Surg. J. C. Mor-
gan, 29th Mo. Died Dec. 3, '63.

NO.
Name, military

Description, axd Age. Dates.

300

301

302

303

304

305

306

307

308

309

310

311

3)2

313

314

315

316

317

318

319

320

:iii

322

;&.<

321

325

396

327

328

389

3: >c

331

332

333

334

33.")

336

337

Hall, J., Pt., A, 12th

Pennsylvania, age 22.

Hall, P., Pt., D, 42d
Virginia.
Hnmmond, C, Pt., H,
11th Massachusetts.

Hankins, J., Pt.,

New Jersey.
D, 4th

May 10,

28, '64.

Julv 3,

8, '63.

Aug. 29,

Se. 18, '62

Sept. 19,

23, '64.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 7, '62.

Sept. 30,

Oc.14,'64,
July 15,

24, '64.

Sept. 29,

Oc.22,'64.

Mav 4,

30, ''63.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 3,'62

July 3,

8, %3.
May 19,

le. 16,'64

June 1,

13, '62.

July 2,

20, '63.

Aug. 29,

Se. 12,'62

May 8,

17, '64.

Hargroio, J. B., Pt., D,
12th North Carolina.

Barman, B., It., A, 50th
Penn., age 24.

Harris, D., It., F, 59th
Col'd Troops, age 22.

Harris, J., It., A, 38th
Col'd Troops, age 21.

Harris, li. E. II., Pt., F,
57th N. C., age 27.

Hartley, W., —, C, 6th
Georgia.

Hayden,G.,Corp'l, B.lst
Md. Battery, age 22.

Hayer, G., Pt., K, 6th N.
Y. H. Art'y, age 27.

Hedder, W., Pt., C, 56th
New York.

Henery, J. F., Adjutant,
157th N. Y., age 24.

Hennely, P., It., K, 48th
Pennsylvania.

Hezeltine, L.,Pt.,D, 86th
New Y'ork, age 19.

Highsmith, D., Pt., D, Sept. 19,

24th Georgia. 23, '64.

Hill, S. W., Corp'l, H, May 26,

36th Wis., age 36.

Hollenbaek, H. W.,Pt..
A, 46th Illinois.

Honan, M., Pt., B, 10th
Vermont, age 24.

Hoysington, A., Pt., A,
8th Michigan, age 25.

Hughes, J. 0.,Pt.,A,lBt
Maine H. Art'y, age 29.

Irwin. F. H., Corp'], E,
93d Penn., age 22.

Janvrin, G. A., Pt., B,
12th N. H., age 20.

Jenkins, F., Pt., D, 1st

New York.
Jenkins, J., Pt,, D, 20th
Wisconsin, age 22.

Johnson, I., It., C, 57th
Indiana, age 27.

Jimes, A., Lieut., Texas
Regiment.

Jones.A.D., Pt., B, 12th
New Hamp., age 20.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Jones, W. R., Pt., H, 32d
Ohio, age 25.

Keefe, J. A., Pt., H, 03d
New Y'ork.

Keeley, E., Serg't, A,
15th Infantry, age 21.

Kelly,W. D., It., 1, 13th
Ohio.

Kfelt, J., Serg't, C, 69th
New Y'ork, age 20.

Kirby, E.,Brig.-General,

U. S. V.

Koerner, J., Corp'l, E,
10thN.Y.H.A.,age28.

Kopp, S. S., Pt., E, 10th

Penn. Res., age 21.

Ladd, G. W., Pt., B, 2d
New Bamp., age 21.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. R. B.
Bontecou. II. S. V. Died May
31, 1864 ; exhaustion.

. Died July 15, 1863.

Right; circ. A. Surg. J. C. Mc-
Kee, U. S. A. Died Sept. 28,

1862. Spec. 63.

Right ; modified flap. A. Surg.
J.G.Thompson, 77th New York.
Slough. Died Oct. 10, 1864;
tvphoid fever.

Right. Surg. H. S.IIewit, U. S.V.
Died October 9, 1862. Spec. 365.

Left; circ. Surg. G. S. Palmer,
U.S.V. Died Oct. 17, '64

; exh'n.
Right; flap. A.A.Surg. J. Prieto.

Died July 25, 1864 ; tetanus.

Left: flap. A.A.Surg. A. B. Cho-
pin. Died October 24, 1864.

Left ;circ. Surg.C.D.Rice.C.S.A.
Gang. Died June 7. 1863.

Right. A. Surg. R. F.Welr, U.S.
A. Pyaemia. Died Oct. 24, '62.

Spec. 872.

Left (haem.); lig. femoral artery.

Died Sept. 25, 1863; exhaust'n.
Left: circ. A. Surg.W. F. Noiris,

U.S.A. Haem.; lig. Died June
29, 1864

;
pyaemia. Autopsy.

(amp. knee j't, Juno 1); litem.

Died July 3. 1862. Spec. 4933.

Right. Died July 24, 1863; py-
aemia.

Right. Surg.O.A. Judson.U.S.V.
Died October 25, 1862; pyaemia.
Spec. 184.

Left: circ. Surg. O. A. Judson,
U.S.V. Haem. Died June 9, '64

;

pyaemia.
Left; circ. Died Oct. 20, 1864;
exhaustion.

., Right ; circ. A. A. Surg. H. M.
J'ne9,'64. Dean. Died June 16, 1864 ; ex-

haustion. Spec. 2490.

April 6, . Surg. E. C. Franklin, U.S.
-, '62. V. Died April 27, 1862.
April 2, Right; ant. post. flap. Surg. E.
7, '65. Bentley, U. S. V. Died April

10, 1865; exhaustion.
June 26, Left; circ. A. A. Surg. J. H.
J'y4, '64. Thompson. Died July 29, '64;

pyaemia. Spec. 2760.
May 19, Right ; oval flap ; circ. of muscles.
22,' '64. Surg. N. R. Moseley, U. S. V.

Died May 27, 1864. Spec. 2308.

Mar. 25, Left ; circ. Surg. D. W. Bliss,

Ap.l4.'65. U.S.V. Died May 2, '65
; py-

aemia. Spec. 4077.

June 3, Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg. R. B.

8, '64. Bontecou, U. S.V. Haem. Died
June 11, '64

j exh'n. Spec. 3070.
Aug. 31, . Died October 2, 1862.
-, '62.

Dec. 7, ; circ. Surg. T. W. Florer,

22, '62. 26th Ind. Died Dec. 26, 1862;
haemorrhage.

Nov. 30, Left ; lat. flap. A. A. Surg. B.C.
De.28,'64. Mav. Died Jan. 1. 1865; exh'n.

I

Spec. 3757.

Feb. 15, Right; circ. 18th, haem. from fem.
Mar.7,'62. Died March 18, 1862; haem.
June 3, Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg. R.
8, '64. B. Bontecou, U. S.V. 9th, haem.

Died June 11, 1864; exhaust'n.
Spec. 3062.

June 27, Right ; circ. Surg. E. M. Powers,
J'yl0,'64. 7th Mo. Died July 13, '64; shock.
Sept. 17, Right. A. Surg. L. H. Searle, '

Oc.10,'62. 26th N. Y. Died Oct. 19, 1862;
exh'n. Spec. 813.

Aug. 7, Left; circ. Died Nov. 28, 1864;
12, '64. chronic diarrhoea.
Jan. 2, . Surg. C. J. Walton, 21st
6, '63. Ky. Died Jan. 9, 1863.

Sept. 17, Left ; lat. flap. Died Oct. 25,'62
;

Oc.10,'62. pvaem. Autop. Specs. 790, 873.
May 3, Left. Surg. B. Norris, U. S. A.
10, '63. Died May 28, 1863

;
pyaemia.

Spec. 1076.
April 2, Right; circ. Surg. E. Griswold,
15, '65. U. S. V. Died April 24. 1865.

Aug. 28, Right. Surg. C. Page, U. S. A.
*e.20,'G2. Died Sept. 22, 1862. Spec 76.

Aug. 29, Right. A. A. Surg.B.C.Heilner.
Se.19,'62. Died Sept. 25, 1862. Spec. 118.
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338

33!)

MO

341

342

343

344

345

34G

347

348

349

350

351

352

354

355

35C

357

358

359

360

361

362

363

364

365

366

367

369

370

371

37'2

373

Name, Military
description, a.nii age.

Landman, J., PL, — , |

Sept. 17.

6th Georgia. Oct. 6, '6/

Lane, T., Pt., I', 6tta N. May 19,

Y. ll'vy Arty, age 50. 25, '64,

Langford, J.,\'x., E,60th July 1.

Georgia, uge 30. 18, '63.

Lesley, L. C., Pt., H, Mar. 19,

134th Ind., age 19. Ap. 1,'C5.

Lawaon, L. B., Pt., F, Sept. 19,

128th New York. 26, '64

Lebroke, 11. P., Pt., A, May 3,

Gth Maine, age 24. 17, '63.

Lehman, C, Lieut , D, Sept. 13,

20th New Y.irk S. M. Oct. 4,'62.

Libbey, J., I't., G, 69th Sept. 17,

New' York. Oct. 8. '62.

Long. J., It., E, 148th May 10,

Penn., age 29. J'ne'4,'64.

L.iomiB. J.. Pt., G. 109th May 12,

New York, age 31. J'ne2.'64.

Loutz, J.. Pt., D, 94th April 2,

New York, age 17. -, '65.

Loveland. J., Pt.,C, ICth Sept. 17,

Connecticut. Oct. 7,'62.

Luce, D. A., Pt., C, 17th Sept 30,
Vermont, age 42. Oe.l7,'C4.

Luherman, C.,Corp'l, D, Sept. 19,

9th Ohio. Oct. 7, '63.

Liinceford, T. J., Serg't, Dec. 21,

E, 2<1 West Virginia 1864,

Cavalry, ago 24. Jan. 9, '65.

Lynch. C, Pt., A, 95th Mar. 31.

New York, age 22. Apr.7, '65.

Lyon, S., Pt., C, 84th In- Sept. 19,

•liana, age 23. Oct. 6,'63.

Mallet, J. H..Pt.,E, 19th Dec. 7,

Iowa, age 30. 28, '62.

Mallott. P., Pt., A, 92d Sept. 29,

New York, age 21. Oc.15,'64.
Murquardt, J.. Pt., G, Slav 22.

11th Wisconsin, age 22. J'ue'8,'63.

Marquis, II. N.. Corp'l, Sept. 17,

Ii, 23d N. Carolina. Oct. 8,'62.

Mansion, G., Pt„ H, 4th Aug. 29,

Vermont, age 29. Se. 15, 'C4.

Martin, H., Pt., H, 26th Sept. 19.

Ohio. 25, '63.

Mask, M., Pt., A, 23d N. Sept. 14,

Carolina, age 24. 20, '62.

Maurer, rI.,Corp'l, K,7th Mar. 31.

Maryland, age 24. Ap. 6, '65.

layer, .1., Pt., H, 44th Pec. 13,
New York. 24, '62.

Mai/o, G. IF., Serg't, A, May 10,

43d Alabama. 13, '64.

McAvory.W., Pt., G,73d July 2,

New York, age 20. 8, '63.

MoCarty, J., Pt., I, 61st June 1,

Pennsylvania. 7. '62.

McCormick, J.E., I't.E, Dec. 7,

26th Indiana, age 22. 12, '62.

McCoy, J., Pt., B. 140th May 12.

Penn., age 17. J'ne*3,'64.

MoKee, T., I't., I, 123d June 15,

< )hio. —, '63.

MoKenna, P., Pt., 1, 67th June 1,

New York, age 30. 16, '62.

McLaughlin, H., Pt., II, May 10,

142d l'enn., age 21. 23, '64.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

MnMnhoii, J., PL, A, 61st
New York.

McMicken, N., Pt., A,
151st Penn., age 24.

Sept. 17,

—, '62.

July 2,

Au. i.'63.

Left (ulcer'n of post. tib. artery;

hsem.); flap. Ass't Surg. R. F.
I

Weir, U. S.A. Died Oct. 14, '62;

pneumonia. Specs. 789, 875,

Right; eirc. Surg. E. Bentley,
U. ,S. V. Died May 28, 1864;
gangrene. Spec. 2658.

Lett; liapofskin amlcirc. of muse.
Died August 10, 1863 ; pyaemia.
Specs. 3856, 3968, 3987, 3988.

Right ; circ. A. A. Surg. I). Shep-
pard. Died April 4, 'd^i; shock
and exhaustion.

Left ; modified flap. A. Surg. J.

G. Thompson, 77th N.Y'. Haem.;
lig. fem. art. Died Oct. 4, 1864

;

exhaustion.
Left. (haem.). DiedMay29, 1863:
exhaustion.

Right. Died Oct. 9, 1862; pros-
tration. Spec. 141.

Left. Dr. Greeu. Died Dec. 11,

1862; exh'n. Autop. Spec. 1099.

Right ; circ. A. A. Surg. 1-'. H.
Coltou. Died June 4, '64

; shock.
Right; circ. Surg. A. P. Sheldon,
U. S. V. Gang.; diarrh. Pied
June 19, 1864; exhaustion.

Left. A.A.Surg.J.Tyson. Haem.:
slough.: lig. fem. art. Died May
26, 1865; exhaustion.

Left. Surg. T. H. Squire, 89th
N.Y. Died Oct. 16, 1862; h»m.
Spec. 3576.

Left; circ. Surg. J. T. Kilby,
P. A. C. S. Died Dec. 9, 1864.

Right : circ. Surg. F. Irish, 77th
Penn. Died Oct. 7, 1863.

Left; oval flap: circ. sect. muse.
A. Surg. R. F. Weir, U. S. A.
Died Jan. 17, 1865; py;emia.
Autopsy. Spec. 3811.

Left ; hit flap. Surg. N. R. Mose-
ley, U. S.V. Died June 24, '65;

exhaustion. Spec. 4071

.

Right (erysip.; rec't haem.; lig,;

gangrene). Died Oct. 8. 1863.

Left; ant. post. flap. A. Surg. J.
J.Sanders, 1st Iowa Cavalry.
Died Dec. 30, '62 ; haemorrhage.

Left. A.A.Surg. B. N. McCleery.
Died October 27, 1864.

Right. Surg. E. M. Powers, 7th
Mo. Died June 16, 1863 ; phle-
bitis and pyaemia.

Left. Surg. IL S. Hewit, U. S.V.
Died Oct. 18, '62. Spec. 369.

Right (mortification); circ. A. A.
Surg. J. C. Shimcr. Died Sept.
15, '64 : shock. Autop. Spec. 3831.

Right. Died Sept. 30, 1863.

Right. Oct. 6, 8, 9, haem.; lig. fem.
art.; slough. Died Oct. 9, 1862;
exhaustion.

Left ; flap. Surg. N. R. Moselcv.
U. S.V. Died April 9, 1865;
nerv. exh'n and haem. Spec. 4070.

Left. Died Dec. 29, 1862. Spec.

4154.

; ant. post. flap. Surg. C. B.
Gibson, C. S. A. Died May 16,

1864 ; exhaustion.
Left (haem.). Died July 11, '63;
exhaustion.

Left; flap; pyaemia. Died June
11, 1862.

Right ; ant. post. flap. A. Surg.
E. A. Clark, 37th 111. Died Dec.
24. 1862; haemorrhage.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg.R.B.
Bontecou.U. S.V. Harm. Died
June 8, '64

; exh'n. Spec. 3058.
. Died July 15, 1863.

. Died June 18, 1862; exh'n.

Left ; aut.post.flap. Surg.E. Bent-
ley, U. S.V. Gang.; pyae. Died
June 7. '64; asthenia. Autopsy.
Spec. 2553.

Left (haem.). Oct. 2, fem. art. lig.

Died Oct. 16, 1862.
Right (sloughing). Died August
12, 1863.

374

378

:]?.;

377

378

379

380

381

382

383

384

385

386

387

388

389

390

391

392

3: '3

394

395

396

NAME. MILITARY
DESCRIPTION, AXI) AGE.i

Dates. Operations, Operators,
Result.

McPherson, D., Pt., E,
|
June 2,

nth Mich., age 24. 14, '64.

McPherson, II'. II., Pt, Sept. 14,

D, 50th Georgia. 24, '62.

McVray, J.. Pt, E, 23d May 31,
Penn., age 25. J'ne'7,'62.

Medgley, A. W., Lieut, May 5.

II, 10th Massachusetts. 10, ''64.

Meeker, A., Pt, D, 15th Oct. 19,

New Jersey. 24, '64.

Melhan. W., Lieut., C, Mar. 31.

188th N. Y., age 21. Ap.17,'65.
Melman, C, Pt, 11, 1st Sept 1

New Jersey, age 17. Oc.16,'62

1 Mensh. C, Pt, IT, 33d
New York.

Metzer. W., Serg't, E,
1st Louisiana, age 26.

Mires, E., Pt., A, 23d
Michigan, age 23.

Mohre, A.. Pt, K, 104th
Pennsylvania.
M -e, W., Serg't, I, 33d
Missouri, age 44.

Morgan, W. E., Corp'l.

B, 57th Illinois.

Morris.C, Corp'l, F, 19th
Iowa, age 48.

Morrison, W. E. L., Pt.,

I, 29th Conn., age 21.

Morritnn, T. P., Pt, E.
1st Miss., age 26.

Morse, L. O., Pt, I, 17th
Vermont, age 17.

Murphy, D., Pt, F, 62d
Penn., age 18.

Noble, S., Pt, I, 71st
Pennsylvania.

Nolf, J., Pt, A, 155th
Penn., age 23.

O'Brien, J., Pt., F. 1st

Ohio.
Osborne, "W. P., Serg't,

A, 31st Ind., age 26.

Page, J. M., Pt, B, 27th
Georgia, age 37.

Patterson, T. .1., Serg't,

A, 43d Alabama.

Pearl, S., Pt., F, 97th N.
York, age 34.

Feaslv, J. E. .Corn. Serg't,
F, 6th N. Y. H. Art y.
age 38.

Peters, J., Pt, H, 8th
Penn. Reserves.

Piersol, 0, Pt, G, 145th
Penn., age 19.

Pinckney, J. C, Pt, I,

7th Minnesota, age 31.

Pitcher, DeW., I't., K,
2d N. \*. H. A., age 20.

Piatt, P., Pt., E, 72d N.
York, nge 40.

Pool, S., Pt, II, 2:ld N.
Jersey.

Porter, W., Pt, II, 16th
Connecticut.

Potter. C. IL, Pt, C, 31st

Maine, age 16.

Kayrwr, G. H'., Pt, G,
12th Alabama, age 18.

Reigle. J., Pt, H, 88th
Penn., age 23.

May 5,

31 ,
''62.

April 23,

29, '64.

Nov. 30,

De.19,'64.

June 1,

9, '62.

July 14,
22," '64.

April 6,

-, '62.

Dec. 7,

26, '62.

Oct. 27,

Nov. 10,

1864.

Nov. 30.

Dec. 28.

1864.

May 9,

27. '64.

Dec. 13,

27, '62.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 9.'62.

Mar. 25.

A p. 7, '65.

Nov. 25,

— ,
'63.

April 6.

13, '62.

Aug. 19,

22. '64.

May 10.

13, '64.

May 6,

23. "'64.

May 31,

June 16,

1864.

Sept. 17,

27. '62.

June 3,

Jy2,'64.

July 19,
23, ''64.

April 7.

13, '65.

July 2.

5, '63.

Deo. 13,

25, '62.

Sept. 17.

Oct. 8. '62.

May 18.
29.' '64.

April 6,

17, '65.

Mav 8,

28, "'64.

Right; circ. A. A. Surg. P. C.
Porter. Died June20.'64 ; exh'n
and pyemia. Spec. 2555.
Right* Surg. — Bovle, C. S. A.
Died Oct 27, '02. Specs. 834, 874.

Right : (h.u. flap. Surg. It. B. lion-

tecou, I". S. V. Died June 8, '62.

Left 'gang.). Surg ( I.T.Stevens,
77th N. Y. Died May 11, 1864.

Left (gang.); oval flap. A. Surg.
E. U. Nims, 1st Vt. Cavalry.
Died Nov. 6, 1864: exhaustion.

Left : circ. Surg. D.W. Bliss, U.
S.V. Died April 18, '65; exh'n.

Right. A. Surg. W. M. Notson,
U. S. A. Died Oct. 28, 186C.
Spec. 936.

; dou. flap. Surg. A. B. Mott,

U.S.V. Died June 7,'62; gang.
Left. A. Surg. G. 1'. Thompson,
38th Mass. Haem ; lig. fem. art.

Died May 15, '64
; exhaustion.

; cire. Surg. J.R.Ludlow,
U.S.V. Died Dec. 20, '64; haem.

Left. Haem.; lig. fem. art. Died
June 19. 1862. Autopsy.

Left ; lat. flap. Surg.J.G.Keenon,
U.S.V. Died Julv 27, '64: exh'n.

Surg. E. C. Franklin, U. S.

V. Died April 26, 1862.

Right ; ant post. flap. Surg. H. S.

Churchman, U. S. V. Died Dec.
26, 1862 ; shock.

Left (Oct. 27. exc. knee j't); circ.

A.A.Surg. J. Pitkin. Died Nov.
12, 1864 : exhaustion.

Left ; ant. post. flap. A. Surg. J.

H. Cruthers, 88th Ohio. Died
Jan. 2, 1865; haem.

Left (slough'g); circ. A.A.Surg.
T.W. Carroll. Flaps slough'g

;

gang. Died May 31, 1864.
Right ; circ. Surg. O. A. Judson,
U. S. V. Jan. 4, '63, haem. ; lig.

fem. art. Died Jan. 4,'63 ; exh'n.
Spec. 637.

Left. A. Surg. W. M. Notson, U.
S. A. Died Oct. 28. 1862.

Left : circ. A.A. Surg. L. J. Dra-
per. Ha?m. Died April 22, '65.

Autopsy. Spec. 186.

Left. D'ied December 16, 1863.

Right. Haemorrhage. Died April
15, 1862.

Right ; circ. Surg. T. F. Oakes.
56th Mass. Diarrhoea. Died
Sept. 16, '64: exh'n. Autopsy.

; ant post. flap. Surg. C. B.
Gibson, C. S. A. Died May 16,

1864 ; exhaustion.
Right. A. A. Surg. P. C. Porter.

Died May 31, 1864 ; cxhaust'n.
Left (gang.); circ. A. A. Surg. J.

H. Thompson. Died July 18,

1864 ; exhaustion.
Right. Surg. H. S. Hewit.U.S.V.
Died October 2, 1862.

Left (gang.; diarrhoea). A. Surg.
W. F. Norris, U. S. A. Died
July 12, 1864

;
pyaemia.

Left (gang.); cire. A. A. Surg.W.
M. Dowan. Died July 24, 1864,

while chloroformed. Autopsy.
: ant. post. flap. A. Staff

Surg.W. J. Burr, U.S.A. Died
Mnv 4, 1865.

Left (haem.). Died July 8, 1863
;

exhaustion.
Left. Died December 29, 1862.

Left. Surg. T. H. Squire, 89th
N.Y. Died Oct. 10, 1862.

Right; ant. post. flap, A.A.Surg.
C T. Trautman. Haem. Died
June 3, 1864 ; exhaustion.

Right ; ant post. flap. A. Surg.
W. Carroll, U. S. V. Haem.; fem.
art. lig. Died May 6. '65 ; exh'n.
Spec. 4164.

Right ; nnt post. flap. Surg. R.B.
Bontecou, U. S. V. June 8, 12,

haem.; lig. fem. art. 16, 24, recur-
rent haem.; re-lig. Died June 24,

1864; haemorrhage.

'Puiuiy (E. M.), Cases of Gunshot Wound, in American Medical Times, 1863, Vol. VL, p. 66.
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Name, Military
Descbiftiojj, AXIi Age.

Dates operations, i ipekatous,
Result.

418

41!)

420

421

422

423

425

42li

4,

4*

139

430

4:u

133

4311

1:11

435

436

437

438

430

Iteed, W., PL, G. 39th
New Vork, age 30.

Rtntz. J. IK., Lieut.. 13th
Alabama, age 21.

Rice, S.H.,Corp'],E,50th
Penn., age 29.

Richer, JV, Pt., K, 3d N.
Hampshire, age 24.

Riggs, I .PL, I.Sth lVnn.
Reserves.

Roberts, W. P., Pt., I,

42il Mississippi.

Robertson, O., PL,A, 63d
New Vnrk, age 42.

Robinson, Mary, wife of
Colored soldier.

Robinson, W. B., l't„ B,

2d E. Tennessee.
Robisim, \V. R„ Pt., I>,

29th Alabama, age 23.

Rodden, M. L.. Serg't, D,
96th New York, age 35.

Holland. .1.(1.. Serg't. F.

7th New York Artil'ry.

age 21.

Sargent, C. II.. Pt.. I, 6th
N. Hampshire, age 25.

JScanlan. P., Pt.. (1, 03d
New Vork. age 34.

Feb. 6.

11, '64.

Sept. 17.

Oct. 7, '62.

May 13.

19, '64.

Mav S.

8. '62. I

Dec. 13.

20, '63.

Jnly 1.

24. 63.

.Sept. 17,
j

Oc.17,'62.1

April 12,

21, '64.

Nov. 6, I

-. '63. I

Mav 15,

J'ne'7,'64J

Mav 31

.

.1 e I 2. 1.2

Mav 19, I

26," '1.4. 1

Dee. 13,

1862,

Jan.1,'63.
Dee. 14.

26. '63.

Scaulon, .1., It.. A. :|<1 Aug. 0.

Maryland. 15, '63.

Schadot, ,1.. — . (1, 30th I Sept. 17,

Ohio, age 40. Oot.8,'63.
Sehnck, W.. Corp'l, K, ' Aug. 9,

loth Pennsylvania. Hi. '63.

Schuyler,W. s.. A.D. ('. June 3.

andCapt., 133th N. Y.. 16. '64.

age 21.

Secord. J., Pt., It. 43d Mav 5,

New York.
'

10/64.

Sharon, P.. Pt.. I, 153d Sept. t'.l.

New York. Oc.lH.tM.

Shields, H., Pt.. f, BUI
Pennsvlvania.

Shire, J., Pt.. It. 5th 111.

Cavalry, age 35.

Shultz, II.. Pt., II. 1st

Peon. Artillery, age 21.

Singer.W. II.. PL, C. 7th
Virginia, aire 22.

Smith. H. E..1'L, B, 80th
New Vork, age 17.

Smith, W., Corp'l, I. 1st

N.Y. Dragoons, age 28.

Spencer, J.. Pt., (1, 48th
Penn.. age 10.

Spruule, L., Pt., E, 37th
Illinois, age 23.

Squire*, I... Pt., I>, 20th
Old...

Stevens. .1.. Pt.. E, 3d
Missouri t 'avalrv.

Mav 31.

J'e—.'62.

I Feb. 11.

Mar. li.

1H63.

Mav 31.

J'ne9.'62.
Nov. 27,

De.15,'63.

Mav 12.

38, '64.

June 1 1,

J'v li, '04.

Mav P,

10, *64.

De. 7, '62,

Jan. 3. '03.

Aug.",

April 4,

12. '64.

Right. Surg. .I.Aiken. 71st Penn.
Died March 1, 1864 ; tetanus.

Right: flap. A. Surg. C. P. Rus-
sell, U. S. A. Diarrhoea. Died
Oct. 11. 1862. Spec. 800.

Right: cire. Died June 7. 1864:
pyemia.

Right: cire. Surg.R.B.Bontecotl.
U. 8. V. Died Sept. 21, 1862.

Left. Surg..I.E. Summers.U.S.A.
Died Jan. 10.'03: pye. Spec.061.

Right : circ. A. A. Surg. J. L.

Whilaker. Diarr. Died Aug.
5, 1863; exhaust'n. Sjxc. 2057.

Right; flap. A. A. Surg. A. V.
Cherbonnier. Dieil October 21.

1863. Spec. 360.
Right : ant. post, flap. Surg. H.
Wardner, I'. S. V. Died April
26, 1864: exh'u. Spec. 3315.

Left (hem.). Died Nov. 12, '63.

Lett; circ. A. A. Surg. Ii. I..

MeClure. Died June 22, 1H64:
exhaustion. Spec. 3372.

Left; flap. A. A. Surg. W. K.
Cleveland. Died June 17, 1862.

Right: circ. A. A. Surg. W. C.

Mtllford. Clang. Died June 2,

1804; pvetnia. Spec. 3381.
Right. Died Jan. 7. 1863; shock
and suppuration.

Right. A. Surg. (!. M. McGill,
U.S.A. Hann.: lig. fein. art.:

hem. ree'd. Died.Ian. 14. 1863;

tuem. Autopsy.
Left: circ. A. Surg. P.Adolphus.
U.S.A. Died Aug. 20. 1862.

Spec. 42.

Right. Died October 12, 1862.

Lett : ant. jwist. flap. A. Surg. .1.

B. Brinton, U. S. A. Hem.: lig.

Died Sept. 2. 1862. Spec. 50.

Left: circ. A.Surg. \V. Thorn
son, U. S. A. Died June 20,'04

:

exhaustion. Spec 3560.
Left (gangrene). Surg. G. T. Ste-

vens, 77th N. Y. Died May,
1804 : gangrene.

Riglit(nearly moribundfrom hem.
Oct. 12. lig. pop'] art.); lat. flap.

Ass't Surg. C. H. Allen, 8th Yt.
Died (let. 18. 1804: exhaustion.

Right. Died July 3. lf-02; py.
annul. Spec. 4040.

; ant. poet. flap. A. Surg. J.

B. Ensev. 5th Illinois Cavalry.
Died March 0, 1863.

.- flap. Died June 15, 1862:
pyannia.

Left; circ. A. A. Surg. J. Cass.
Dec. 22. luem. Died Jan. 6. "04.

. S/rr.i. 3006, 20117, 2008.

Right (re'nt tuem.); circ. Surg.
D.W.Bliss. U. S.V. Died June
3. 1864. Spec. 2371.

Left; circ. A.A.Surg.D.H.King.
Died July 17. 1801: asthenia.

Right: oval flap. Surg. E. Rent-

ley, U.S. V. Stem.; lig. Died
May 31, 1804: exhaustion.

Right: lateral flap. Surg. H. S.

Churchman, U. S.V. Died Jan.
9, 1863; pyannia.

Left: ant. [lost, double flap. A.
A. Surg. J. B. Bellanger. Died
Sept. 5. 1862; exh'u. S/wc. 52.

Left. Surg. J. E. Lynch, 1st Mo.
Cav. Died one hour after.

'440

1441

442

443

444

445

446

447

448

Name, Military
Description, and Age,

Dates.
Operations, < iterators,

Result.

450

451

452

453

454

I 455

456

457

458

459

460

Stewart. E., Pt., B, Kith July 24.

W. Virginia, age 25. 28, '64.

Stewart, J., PL, C, 36th
;

Dec. 7.

Indiana, age 22. 1 11, '62.

Stone, B., CapL, — , Uth ' Aug. 30.

Massachusetts. Sep. 4. '62

Stroup, \V., Seaman. Feb. 12.

— , 'C2.

Struck. YV.C. PL, (;,5(ith i July 30,

Mass., age 20. Au.13,'64
Sturdevant, J. H.,Pt.,C. May 12.

5th Vermont, age 20. 24. '04.

Sicinli, J., Pt., K, 5th May 3,

Virginia, age 18. 13, 63.

Taylor, T. I,., l'L.C, 82d Aug. 31.

Ohio. —,'62.
Thompson, A. .Corp'l. A. April 2,

98th Penn., age 29.
j

25. '65.

Thornburv, L., It., C, July 35,

97th Penn., age 20. l Au.'l.'04.

Tournier, I., PL. A, 147th
(

May
New York, age 42.

t

9, I

Unknown.

Vanderhoof, N. P., S

it, (14

„. 7,

II. '02.

I
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Vanderhoof, N. P., s'g't, i Mav I.

B, 146th N.'Y., age 21. 5, '63.

Walker, J., Serg't, F, 2d : June 16,

Maryland, age 21. 'J'y 6. '64

Walker, P., PL, C, 37th i June 3,

Wisconsin, age 38.
|

20, '64.

Watts, J. It., Serg't, K,
j

Mar. 26,

1 10th Penn., age 24. I Ap. 2, '^3.

Weaver, J., PL, G, 103d
|
May 31,

Penn., age 31. J'ne4,'62.
Welch, E., Pt, I, 14th

j
July 3,

Indiana. ! -, '63.

Wells, P. M., Lieut , D,
132d Pennsylvania.

Westlake.W.W.. Corp'l,

A, 17th Conn., age 18.

Whitchcr, O. B., Corp'l.

M.8th New York H'vy
Artillery.

Wilber, N., PL, C. 185th

New York, age 31.

Wilbur. W. I'., Corp'l, I,

29th Ohio, age 24.

Williams, II. P., PL, G,
53d Penn., age 17.

Williams, R.,

28th Penn.
PL, C,
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Wilson, W., PL, I, 2d
New York Cavalry.

Witman, J., PL, A, Kith

Michigan, age 23.

May 2,

6, %3.

July 2.

14. '03.

June 1,

13, '64.

Mar. 29,

Apr.2,'65

May 3,

8, '63.

May 5,

20, *64.

Sept. Hi,

30, '62.

April 9,

16, '64.

Mav 10,
25,"'64.

Wolford. J. It., Serg't, 11, Sept. 19.

30th Indiana. Oc.19,'63.

Wynne, W. G.. PL, F,
)
Sept 17,

66th New York. Oc.16,'62.

409 Wyznski, C, Pt., B. 3d May 18,

Md. Cavalry, age 26. 29, '64.

470 Vearbv. J., Waiter, C. Aug. 7.

12th N. Hump., age 25. 12, '64.

471 ! Young, G. W., Pt.. F,
' Mav 3.

114th Pennsylvania.
j 8,

f03.

Left; flap. A. Surg. J. Willard,
I

IstMd.P.H.B. Died Aug. 5, '64.

Left (gang.); circ. Surg. T. W.
Florer, 26th Ind. Died Dec. 24.

'

1862: hemorrhage.
Right. A. Surg. B. Howard,! -

.

S. A. Died Sept. 10. 1862.

: double Bap. Surg. E. C.
Franklin, U. S. V. Died March
5, 1862.

Left (slough.): circ. A. A. Surg.
E. Sevffarth. Died Aug. 12, '64.

Left. A. Surg. M. J. Hyde. 2d
Vt. Necrosed. Aug. 20, hem.:

i re-atnp. Died Aug. 21, 1804.

J

Right; .-ire. Died June—, 1863.

. Died October 9, 1862.

Right (erysip.; hem). Surg. D.
W. Bliss, U.S. V. Died Mav 23,

1865. S/iec. 4091!.

Right; circ. A. A. Surg. W. L.
Welles. Died Sept. 13, 1864:

irritative fever.
Left ; ant. post. flap. Died Aug.
15. 1864.

Left. Surg. J. P. Root, 2d Kansas
Cavalry. Died Dee. 13, 1862.

Left (luem.): circ. Died Mav 16,

1863. Autopsy.
Left (J'y 2, hem. recur 'd: gang.);
circ. A. A. Surg. J. Winslow.
Died July (i, 1864; asthenia.

Right: circ. Surg. S. S. French,
20th Mich. Erf bone extracted.

Died Aug. 22, 1864. Spec. 3128.

Left; circ. Diarrhoea, Died April
22. 1865; exhaustion.

Left ; flap. Died June, 1862.

Right; ant. post. flap. Surg. H.
M. MeAbee, 4th Ohio. Died
July—, 1863.

Left. Died June 2, 1863. Spec.

1064.
Right. Died July 25, 1863: teta-

nus.
Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. E.
Bentley, U. S. V. Hem. Died
June 18, 1864; haemorrhage.

Left : circ. Surg. D.W. Miss, U.
S. V. Died April 18, '65 ; fract.

of cranium. Spec. 4041.

Left; circ. May 15, hem., lig.

fern, art., reeur'd. prof, ligated.

Died May 17, 1863.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg. R.
B. Bontecnu.U.S.V. Died June
14. 1864

;
pyemia. Spec 3059.

Right; flap.
' A. Surg. C. A. Mc-

Call, II. S. A. Died October 2,

1862. Spec, 59.

Right: circ. Surg. F. Bacon, U.
S. V. Died April 28, 1864.

Left; ant. post. mils. flap. Surg.
A. F. Sheldon, U. S. V. Died
May 27, 1 8(14 ; exhaustion.

Right, (hem.). Died Nov. 13, '63.

Left ; flap. A. Surg. P.Adolphus,
U. S.A. Oct. 25, hem.; lig. fern.

art. Died Nov. 3, '62. Autopsy.
Spec. 746.

Left ; cire. A. A. Surg. R.W.W.
Carroll. Died May 31, 1864;
pyemia.

Lett: flap. A.A.Surg.H.B.White.
Died August 20. 1864; exh'n.

. A.Surg.B. Howard.U.S.A.
Died May —, 1863.

The seat of fracture in the cases enumerated in the foregoing table was in the middle

third of the femur in seventeen; in the lower third, in ninety-four; in the femur, without

specification of third, in sixty-six; in the knee-joint, in two hundred and thirty-four; in

the leg, in fifty-six; and in the ankle joint or foot in four instances.

1 C0UE8 (E.), Cases of Amputation! and Resections, from Hunshot Wounds, performed by Assistant Surg. C. A. McCall, H. S. A., in Medical and
Surg. Reporter, 1862-3, Vol. IX, p. 195.
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Intermediary Amputations in the Lower Third of the Thigh.—There were six hundred

and seventy-six of these operations. Two hundred and seventeen were successful and tour

hundred and fifty-nine terminated in death—a mortality of 67.9 per cent.,—exceeding the

fatality of the intermediary amputations in the upper third by 1.9 per cent, and the same

operations in the middle third by 11.5 per cent.

Successful Oases of Intermediary Amputations in flu- Lower Third of the Thigh.—
Of the series of six hundred and seventy-six intermediary amputations in the lower third

two hundred and seventeen had favorable results, comprising thirty-one Confederate and

one hundred and eighty-six Union soldiers. Of the latter, one hundred and eighty-tour

were pensioned and one retired, and eight have died since the close of the war in 1865. Of

fifty-three of these cases pathological specimens are preserved in the Army Medical Museum.

Case 4(54.—Private W. Vainiatta, Co. D, 4tli Pennsylvania Cavalry, aged 24 year*, was wounded at Upperville, June

21, 18(i:i, and entered Stanton Hospital. Washington, three days afterwards. Surgeon .1. A. Lidell, I". S. V.. reported: •'The

patient, a man of sound constitution, had received a wound of the light knee by a carbine ball. The missile entered the hmh

on its anterior inner face a short distance below the joint, passed backward and upward, and escaped through the popliteal space,

apparently without opening the joint. From the course and direction of the wound the upper part of the tibia was supposed to

be injured. At the time of admission the patient's condition was good, there being no pain. heat, or swelling about tin' injured

knee. He was directed to refrain from using it by remaining qubjtly in bed, to have ice applied to the wound constantly so as

to lessen the danger of inflammatory action, and to be supported by nutritious diet. Under this treatment his case progressed

without an untoward symptom until July .
r
>tb. At inspection, on this day. I especially noticed bis condition as very promising,

the anterior orifice of the wound being nearly healed. But, about the middle of the following nigbt, be was seized with great

pain and distress in the injured knee, and full doses of morphia were administered without producing much relict. (In the

following morning the knee was found to be greatly swollen, hot, and exceedingly tender, the patient complaining ot intense

gnawing pain in it, and crying out from agony occasioned by it. Although his pupils were markedly contracted from the large

quantities of anodynes taken, his countenance was expressive of great distress; pulse frequent, quick, and irritable; skin hot

and dry; lie was also thirsty, had a coated tongue, and bad bad a slight chill. Free abstraction of blood from the neighborhood

of the knee by cups was ordered, also ten grains of calomel, and anodynes as required. On duly Ttb. the patient's condition had

not materially changed. Seeing that the arthritis was secondary to the wound, and believing that it was associated with fracture

and comminution of the upper end of the tibia, amputation appeared to be the proper remedy. The operation was accordingly

performed by Assistant Surgeon P. C. Davis, U. S. A., in the lower third of the thigh, by the circular method, about midday

—

thirty-six hours after the attack. Anaesthesia was produced by sulphuric ether. The patient bore the operation well. On
examining the amputated limb the inner part of the bead of the tibia was found to be extensively injured by the bullet, a deep

groove having been made in the bone, associated with much comminution, and some of the broken fragments connected directly

with the joint. The cavity of the knee joint was found to contain about four ounces of dirty-brown colored viscid liquid, in which

yellowish shining globules (synovia), looking like oil. floated. The lining membrane of the joint was stained with a didl red hue

throughout its whole extent and bad entirely lost its polished and shining appearance. The internal semilunar cartilage com-

pletely covered the opening in the head of the tibia. On July 10th. the patient was progressing pretty well." On October 2d,

he was transferred to Turner's Lane Hospital. Philadelphia, where a second operation was performed by Acting Assistant

Surgeon C. P>. King, who described it as follows : "When admitted, the femur was protruding about half an inch, and appeared

to be dead as far up as could be felt with the probe, a ring of new bone being thrown around it. The discharge was very pro-

fuse. On October 5th, the patient having been placed under the influence of ether, an oval incision was made around the end of

the bone and through the cicatrix and some unhealthy granulations, when, after dissecting the muscles for a short distance, the

vitality of the new bone was found to be small, and lateral incisions were made and the flaps dissected up for about four inches,

where the new bone seemed to be more healthy, and was sawn off. About four inches of the remaining dead bone, which I

judged as reaching up as far as the great trochanter, was extracted with the forceps. The femoral artery was avoided by

making the internal lateral incision below the vessel, and the patient lost but little blood. Three or four small arteries were

ligated, and the wound was closed with iron wire and adhesive straps. The patient, being very weak from suppuration and the

shock of the operation, was rallied with difficulty. Cold-water dressings were applied and stimulants administered. On the

following day the patient was still very weak, had a slight fever and coated tongue, and the stump was very much inflamed and

swollen. The sutures were removed and the straps loosened, and milk punch, beef tea. and generous diet were ordered. On
October 12th, the inflammation was somewhat reduced, the discharge free but very offensive, and the patient was gaining strength

slowly and bis appetite improving. The ligatures were now removed. On October 18th. the bands were removed, union having

taken place in the stump. On November 4th. the wound bad closed with an abundance of Ha]), and the patient was going about

on crutches. On November Kith, be was transferred to Haddington Hospital for the purpose of getting an artificial limb."

Acting Assistant Surgeon J. R. Levis, in charge of the latter hospital, recorded the following result of the case: "At date of

admission a fistulous opening existed in the stump, and on examination by the probe the whole wall of this sinus was found to

have an osseous fell leading directly to the end of the femur, where loose spicuhe of bone were clearly perceived. A small

pledget of sponge tent was applied, and on November, 580th the orifice was well dilated, and, with the dressing forceps, several

pieces of bony formation were removed, which crumbled readily under pressure; also a good sized spicula from the sawed

surface of the femur. Some inflammation followed this operation, for which lead and opium lotion was applied
;
perfect quiet
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was enjoined, and anodynes given at bedtime. On November 23d, the inflammation was still continuing and the patient suffer-

ing intense pain in the stump, but two days afterwards both were subsiding. On December 1st, another examination was made
by the probe and another small piece of bone was extracted. By December 10th, his health had improved, the discharge had much
lessened, and the stump was doing well, the patient stating that it felt better than at any previous time. In January, 1864, the

patient went to his home on furlough, and in the following month, when he returned, the discharge had almost ceased. On
March 1st, the sinus had closed and the Btump was apparently sound.'' The patient was subsequently transferred to Christian

Street Hospital, and was discharged from service June 7, 1864, and pensioned. Examiner J. Walker, of Bethany, Missouri,

certified, May 2. 1874 : "I find him unable to wear an artificial limb on account of tenderness and shortness of the stump. He
is unable to raise the stump in walking, and wears a wooden peg with a leather socket, buckled around his waist. He is also

unable to raise the peg, but moves it by moving the side of his body. The stump chafes so easily that he can wear the socket

but a short time, and then has to use a crutch." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1879. The bones comprising the knee of the

amputated limb were transmitted to the Museum by Surgeon Lidell, and the involucrum and sequestrum, removed at the second

operation, together with a cast of the stump, were contributed by the operator. (Cat. Sury. Sect., 1866, pp. 341, 309, and 555,

Specs. 1336, 2602, and 1529.) Specimen 2602 is represented in Fig. 1 of Plate LXX, opposite p. 242.

Case 465.—Corporal H. H. Ellis, Co. I, 16th New York, aged 23 years, was wounded in the left knee, at Fredericksburg,

May 3, 1863. Five days after the injury he was admitted into Douglas Hospital, Washington, whence the following history was
received: "On examining the wound it was found that a conical ball had fractured the patella so extensively as to involve the

joint. On May 13th, there were symptoms of synovitis, and the thigh was amputated at the lower third, by the circular method,

by Acting Assistant Surgeon J. E. Smith. Portions of clothing were removed from the amputated knee, and an examination

showed that the patella had been broken into numerous fragments, that a fissure extended through the inner cartilaginous face

of the bone, and that synovitis had been developed. The patient was broken down with diarrhoea. The stump was dressed

with alcohol, and stimulants, quinine, and nutrients were given as largely as possible. The general condition of the patient was

so unfavorable that no effort at repair was perceptible in the^stump for many days. On May 20th, a haemorrhage of several

ounces occurred and was controlled by pressure. During the following night the bleeding recurred so freely as to render a liga-

tion of the femoral artery necessary, which was performed below the profunda on May 21st. The patient was so prostrated

from the loss of blood that he almost died from the effects of the ether. The most careful administration of whiskey, ammonia,

valerian, and morphia alone sustained his life during the next forty-eight hours. There was no recurrence of haemorrhage after

the ligation, nor did this ligature of the main artery produce the slightest perceptible effect upon the appearance of the stump.

The usual changes were resorted to in the various astringents given for the diarrhoea, nitrate of silver, opium, tannin, and sul-

phuric acid, all proving at first beneficial and then losing their effect. Lemon juice was given, as the patient's stomach would

bear it. with evident benefit as an antiscorbutic. For weeks the patient hung between life and death. His whole thigh was

much swollen and very tender on pressure; the incisions were healthy in appearance, the discharge moderate, and the granula-

tions very tedious. Under a careful treatment he gradually grew stronger, his diarrhoea ceased, and the stump, though yet

greatly swollen, became closed excepting at the inner extremity, where the end of the femur protruded, the flaps from the first

having been insufficient. On August 9th, Dr. Smith was ordered to remove the exfoliating end of the bone, which was loose,

and, to his surprise, proved to be a very extensive sequestrum ten inches in length. Considerable haemorrhage supervened, but

after the operation convalescence was very rapid, and the stump, no shorter than before, soon closed entirely, being firm and in

every way satisfactory. A formation of new bone could be plainly felt in it. The patient regained his flesh and strength, and

left the hospital October 26, 1863, his term of service having expired May 22d." The history, with the sequestrum, represented

in Fig. 1 of PLATE LXIX, opposite p. 224, and the bones of the amputated knee, were contributed to the Museum by Assistant

Surgeon W. Thomson, U. S. A., in charge of Douglas Hospital. A ligamentous preparation of the latter specimen constitutes

No. 1852 of the Surgical Section. The patient was subsequently an inmate of the Post Hospital at Albany, and afterwards

entered Central Park Hospital, New York City, to be fitted with an artificial limb by Dr. E. D. Hudson. He left for his home
June 6, 1864. His pension was paid June 4, 1879. (See wood-cut 64, p. 63, Circular 6, S. G. O., Washington, Nov. 1, 1865.)

Case 466.—Private J. Nash, Co. G, 143d Pennsylvania, aged 21 years, was wounded at North Anna, May 22, 1864.

He was admitted to the field hospital of the 4th division, Fifth Corps, where Surgeon C. W. Chamberlain, U. S. V., recorded:

"Severe shot wound of right knee joint by musket ball." From the field hospital the wounded man was conveyed to Port

Royal, and thence by steamer to Washington. Surgeon D. W. Bliss, U. S. V., reported that " the patient entered Armory Square

Hospital May 29th, having undergone circular amputation of wounded limb at the lower third of the thigh the day previous to

his admission, while on board of the hospital transport." On July 22d, the patient left for his home on furlough, whence he

returned several months afterwards, and subsequently he was transferred to Judiciary Square Hospital. Surgeon E. Griswold,

U. S. V., in charge of the latter, reported that the presence of necrosed bone in the stump having been indicated by suppuration,

a tubular sequestrum, eight and three-fourths inches long, was removed on April 9, 1865, by Acting Assistant Surgeon F. H.

Hill. On June 22, 1865, the patient was discharged from service and pensioned, having been previously supplied with an

artificial limb by the Jewett Patent Leg Company of Washington, D. C. His pension was paid March 4, 1879. The sequestrum

{Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 308, Spec. 144) is shown in Fig. 2 of Plate LXIX, opposite p. 224.

Eight of the patients who recovered after intermediary amputation in the lower third

have died since the close of the war. In the following instances the pensioners survived

the operation three and nine years respectively:

Case 467.—Private J. Glassie, Co. B, 63d New York, aged 22 years, was wounded at Cold Harbor, June 3, 1864, and

admitted to the field hospital of the 1st division, Second Corps. Surgeon W. S. Cooper, 125th New York, noted :
" Shot wound

of left leg; amputation at lower third by Surgeon P. E. Hubon, 28th Massachusetts." One week after the reception of the injury

the man was admitted to Emory Hospital, Washington, where Surgeon N. K. Moseley, U. S. V., recorded that the limb was
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FIG. 195.—Appearance of thigh stump after

lateral flap operation. [From a photograph.]

re-amputated above the knee on .June 20th, also that abscesses formed subsequently, and that the stump of the femur became

hypertrophied. On March 10, 1865, the patient was transferred to Central Park Hospital, New York City, whence Surgeon B.

A. Clements, U. S. A., reported the following: "When admitted, the end of the stump was red and inflamed, and there were

three sinuses leading to necrosed bone. On March 19th, chloroform was administered, and a sequestrum about eight inches

long was removed by Acting Assistant .Surgeon S. Teats. The patient did well after the operation. By July loth, the stump

hail entirely healed, and one month later he was discharged from service.'' The man subsequently became a pensioner. He
died at Brooklyn, New York, November 12, 1867. The removed fragment was contributed to the Museum by the operator, and

constitutes Specimen 3100 of the Surgical Section. A representation of it appears in Fig. 3 of Platf, LXIX, opposite p. 224.

Case 468.—Private Alexander McConkey, Co. D, 63d Pennsylvania, aged 48

years, was wounded at the Wilderness, May 5, 1864, by a conoidal ball, which entered

on the inner condyle of the left knee, passed through the joint, and made its exit

on the opposite side. He was conveyed to Washington, and admitted into the Hare-

wood Hospital on May 14th. Surgeon R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V., furnishes the follow-

ing notes of the case : "An examination of the injury was immediately made; the soft

parts around the wound were found much inflamed and the joint (Edematous. His

general condition being good, it was decided to amputate without delay, and the patient,

being chloroformed, Surgeon Bontecou removed the thigh in the lower third by the

lateral flap operation. The stump healed favorably, the ligatures came away on the

eighth day, and the patient progressed well on a supporting diet until, July 29th, he

had so far recovered as to be about on crutches, when he accidentally fell, injuring the

stump, which became inflamed; alcohol and water dressings were applied. On August

4th, an abscess was opened, which discharged about four ounces of pus. 5th, he had

a severe attack of diarrhoea, which was checked by proper treatment. 30th, condition

very good; a small sinus still exists, owing to some necrosed bone." He was trans-

ferred to Pittsburg, April 3, 1865, and admitted into hospital there. The wound had

entirely healed, and he was discharged May 19, 1865. He was pensioned, and died

May 15, 1873; the cause of death is not satisfactorily given. The pathological speci-

men, showing the bones of the left knee, with the articular extremity of the femur

shattered (No. 3066, Sect. I, A. M. M., Cat, 1866, p. 338), was contributed by the

operator, who also furnished a photograph of the stump, which is copied in the adjoin-

ing wood-cut, Fig. 195.

Fatal Cases of Intermediary Amputation in the Lower Third of the Femur.—This

group comprises four hundred and fifty-nine operations performed on four hundred and fifty-

seven patients, in two instances intermediary amputations in the lower thirds of both

thighs having been performed:

Case 469.—Private W. Sailor, Co. E, 119th Pennsylvania, aged 40 years, was wounded in the left leg by a conical bullet,

at Rappahannock Station, November 7, 1863. Two days afterwards he was admitted to Stanton Hospital, Washington, whence

Surgeon J. A. Lidell, U. S. V., made the following report: "On examination, it was found that the injured leg was much
swollen and dark colored on its anterior surface, that there was no pulsation in the anterior tibial artery, and that both the tibia

and fibula were extensively comminuted, with much laceration of the soft parts. His pulse was frequent and irritable, and he

had it good deal of constitutional disturbance and fever of an irritative type. On November 14th, the fever had abated, and the

general condition much improved; pulse fuller and less irritable; appetite better; wound suppurating; discharge thin, dark

colored, and offensive; leg not improved. There being manifestlyno hope of saving it, the bones being broken and the soft

parts inflamed nearly up to the knee joint, and comminution very extensive, the limb was amputated in the lower third of the

thigh. The operation was performed by the circular method by Assistant Surgeou G. A. Mursiek, U. S. V., under sulphuric

ether. A dissection of the amputated limb showed that the boues were extensively comminuted as high up as the head of the

fibula. The anterior tibial artery was found to be divided by the bullet a little below where it passes through the interosseous

membrane, the ends being separated from each other about one inch and retracted within the sheath, also closely contracted.

The cardiac end was plugged up by a firm coagulnm about an inch in length. The distal end was also plugged up by a small

coagulant. The anterior tibial muscles were pale yellow in color, soft and greasy to the touch (fatty degeneration). The patient

bore the operation well. The stump was dressed with lead sutures and adhesive plaster, and a full dose of morphine was

administered. He had a good night's rest after the operation, and, on the following day, expressed a desire for food, his pulse

being full, frequent, and quick ; bowels confined, for which a dose of rochelle salts was ordered. On November 17th, suppura-

tion commenced, but little of the stump being united by adhesion
;
general condition good. Prescribed moderate stimulation,

with whiskey. 18th, edge of posterior flap looked sloughy; ordered diluted Labarraque's solution to the stump, and twenty

drops of muriated tincture of iron every six hours internally. 20th, had a chill in the morning, followed by fever and sweat;

skin sallow looking; granulations in stump looking well, except on the posterior flap, a small portion of which was sloughing.

Ordered five grains of quinine every six hours, twenty drops of muriated tincture of iron every four hours, and one ounce of

whiskey every three hours. 21st, had a chill in the afternoon ; sallow appearance of skin deepened
;
pulse irritable ; slight sub-

sultus; bowels not moved for two days. Ordered ten grains of aloes and twenty grains of rhubarb to be given at once, and

continued other treatment. 22d, had chills again in the afternoon, with slight delirium. Ordered one-twelfth of a grain of cor-

rosive sublimate, with three grains of iodide of potassa, every four hours, aud continued the whiskey. 23d, patient vomited in

the morning, had also a good deal of fever. Applied sinapism to epigastrium. 24th, rigors, etc., in the morning; treatment

Sukg. Ill—37
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continued.. U."itli, rigors, fever, and delirium; skin very yellow. 38th, rigors, etc.; urine passed involuntary; bedsores on

sacrum. Ordered a water bed. Patient died, exhausted, on December 1, 1863, the seventeenth day after the amputation and

the eleventh day after the advent of the purulent infection. Autopsy twelve hours after death: Rigor mortis well marked; skin

yellow; some emaciation ; stump swollen and cedematous; femoral artery well plugged up in stump; end of femoral vein well

sealed up in stump; femoral vein empty and collapsed from the end up to the valve at the first anastomosing branch, a distance

of about six inches; the vein in this situation about as large as the artery; the walls of the vein also much thickened, being

about as thick as those of the artery; the lining membrane looking velvety, wrinkled, and dirty gray in color: no pus in vein.

From the valve above mentioned up to the mouth of the vena profunda, a distance of about two and a half inches, the femoral

vein was filled to distension with fetid broken down liquefied blood, its lining membrane dirty gray colored in this situation, and

its walls somewhat thicker than natural ; no pus revealed in this locality by the microscope. At the mouth of the vena profunda

the femoral vein was plugged up with yellowish white fibrine; vena profunda and many of its branches filled and knotted with

recent coagulum; femoral vein also filled with recent coagulum above the mouth of the profunda to a distance of about two and

a half inches: the lining membrane of the profunda and jiart of the femoral vein last mentioned stained dark red, and the walls

of the vessels somewhat thickened in same locality. A thin dark colored recent coagulum, not filling the calibre of the vein,

extended the whole length of the external iliac. The end of the femur in the stump (Fig. 2, Plate XLIII, opposite) was
necrosed to the extent of nearly half an inch, and here the periosteum was thickened, varying from a line to one-third of an

inch, detached and gangrenous: underlying hone white in color; medullary membrane at end of bone gangrenous and dirty

grayish green in color to the depth of about one-third of an inch; medullary membrane elsewhere more vascular than natural,

which was well shown by splitting the bone lengthwise with ;i saw (Fit;. I of .Plate XLIII, opposite). Three or four small

superficial abscesses were formed about the right extremity of the spleen; the rest of that organ was contracted and indurated.

Five; or six small superficial abscesses were discovered in the lungs, the pulmonary tissue surrounding each of them being con-

solidated by inflammatory action. The other organs were natural, and the blood did not exhibit any abnormity.'' The femoral

artery {Spec. 1887) and the femoral vein (Spec. 1888), together with three inches of bone from the stump (Spec. 1890), and the

section of the spleen containing the metastatic abscesses (Spec. 1889, shown in FlG. 3, Plate XLIII, opposite), were contributed

to the Museum by Dr. Lidell.

In the following instance a shot injury of the inner condyle of the right femur was

followed by severe secondary arthritis, which necessitated amputation. The autopsy

revealed suppurative osteo-myelitis

:

Case 470.—Private J. 2T. Saxon, 1 Co. D, 9th Louisiana, aged 27 years, was wounded in the right knee, at Rappahannock

Station, November 7, 186:), and suffered amputation at the Stanton Hospital, Washington. 'Surgeon J. A. Lidell, U. S. V., who
performed the operation, described the case as follows: "A conical bullet entered the knee about three inches above the patella,

on a line with its inner margin, passed backward, downward, and a little inward, and escaped at the inner posterior side, about

six inches below the joint. The inner condyle of the femur was fractured by the missile passing through it, hut without opening

the cavity of the joint. The patient stated that his knee was bent at the time of the infliction of the wound. He w'as admitted

two days after the injury and did well, having good spirits, good appetite, and but little pain or swelling of the parts until the

night of November 16th. when he had a severe chill, accompanied with great, pain in and about the knee, and the injured parts

became hot and swollen. On the following morning he exhibited great constitutional disturbances : skin hot ; tongue coated

white
;
pulse very rapid, gaseous, and weak. The injured knee was much swollen and exquisitely tender, and he complained of

intense pain in it; the anterior orifice of the wound presented a gelatinous appearance, with elevated and everted edges. The
patient appeared so feeble that I thought he would not then bear the shock of an amputation, and ordered him to take whiskey

freely with anodynes. The next day, November 18th, his general condition appeared unchanged with the exception of his pulse,

which was stronger and not gaseous, being 120 by the watch. He had not slept during the night, and complained of great pain

in the knee, which was rather more swelled, and the tumefaction was extending up the thigh. The wound presented the same
gelatinous appearance as the day before, and the skin over the saphenous veins looked purple colored, but the veins did not

exhibit any induration. Tin' thigh was amputated at the lower third, by the flap method, at 1 p. M., about thirty-six hours

subsequent to the accession of the secondary arthritis. The patient was under sulphuric ether and bore the operation well.

Examination of the amputated member showed the inner condyle of the femur to be extensively comminuted. There was a

layer of yellowish gray colored plastic exudation on the articulating surfaces of the fragments in the joint, and the cavity of the

joint contained about three ounces of reddish brown colored liquid, in which shining globules floated resembling oil in appear-

ance. The synovial membrane wag. reddened, especially the pouches of it in relation with the quadriceps extensor cruris. The
subcutaneous areolar tissue was infiltrated with a yellowish serum. The bullet was ascertained to have passed behind the joint.

On the day following the operation the patient's tongue was coated and his appetite poor; he had also moderate diarrhoea, the

evacuations being very offensive. Five grains of blue mass was given at night, and free stimulation with whiskey. On the

20th, the patient was comfortable and the stump looked well. The diarrhoea was unchanged, but during the following several

days it gradually abated and the patient progressed well in every respect. 28th, patient cheerful; tongue clean; appetite good;

bowels regular; stump but little swollen; granulations healthy; suppuration moderate in quantity and laudable in quality.

30th, patient appeared to be doing well, but complained a good deal of pain in and about the stump. December 1st, patient

restless and complaining of increased pain in the stump, especially about the end of the bone ; no preternatural swelling, redness

or heat in the stump. Prescribed one-fourth of a grain of sulphate of morphia and one drachm of Hoffman's anodyne every

four hours. 2d, patient more restless, appearing much agitated and very nervous, having slept, but little, and complaining of

agonizing pain about end of bone and end of femoral artery. There were exacerbations in the pain and sometimes the whole

stump ached, but there was no febrile excitement and nothing untoward in the appearance or feel of the stump; neither was it

1 LIUEI.I. (J. A.), in Surgical Metnnirx, * * by the United States Sanitary Commission, New York, 1870, Vol. I, p. 358, gives a detailed account

of this case.
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swelled, red, or hot. 3d, patient had a bad night, and complained much of sickening pain in end of stump and in bowels.

About 7 A. M. the ligature separated and a most profuse haemorrhage occurred, the Wood pouring out in a stream as large as the

calibre of the artery. It was finally stopped by digital compression, but, in the meantime, he had lost more than six pounds of

blood, which brought him very low. He was stimulated as freely as possible with whiskey and carbonate of ammonia, but did

not rally, and died about 3 P. M. Autopsy twenty-three hours after death : Surface of body very pale and waxy (exsanguinated);

rigor mortis strong; superficial lymphatic ganglia lying along the vena saphena magna of amputated thigh all enlarged and

exhibiting a faint reddish hue on section; deep ganglia not affected; stomp not (Edematous amino part sloughy; stump healed

throughout except in the track of the ligatures and at the end of the bone. The femoral ligature had come away and the end

of the vessel was patulous, uncontracted, and unobstructed. The coats of the artery were infiltrated with blood (recent) at its

end and for about half an inch above it. A branch, of considerable size was given off from the artery about three-fourths of an

inch above its end, which had apparently interfered with the formation of a suitable clot for the permanent plugging up of the

vessel; there had been but little effort towards occlusion. No other abnormity existed in the artery. The end of the femoral

vein was well sealed up, the vein itself diminished in size up to the nearest valve, a distance of about an inch, and its walls

thickened in same locality so as to equal those of the femoral artery; lining membrane not stained with blood; no emboli and

no thrombi found anywhere, and no vein presenting any abnormity, the vena profunda not being overlooked. A remarkable

osteophyte was found in relation with the femoral artery and vein at their respective ends in the slump. It was developed from

(connected with) the linea aspera, a little above the end of the femur, and thence passed horizontally inward, separating or fork-

ing into distinct plates, toward the ends of which the one laid in front of and was closely adherent to that side of the artery

at and near its end; the other laid behind and was adherent to the vein at and near its end. This osteophyte was about seven-

eighths of an inch wide where broadest, and about one-fourth of an inch thick. It was of recent formation. The lower part

of the femur in the stum]) was moderately enlarged by deposit (laminated) of new bone beneath the periosteum (hyper-nutrition);

this membrane was detached for about one-fourth of an inch above the line of the saw all the way round the bone, which pre-

sented a dull white color in that locality. The medullary membrane was noticed to bulge out a good deal at the end of the bone

and to present a dark red or reddish brown color. It was also strong and tough (flesh like). On sawing through the lower

part of the femur lengthwise and cleaning off the bone dust the medullary membrane was seen to he more vascular than natural

;

the medullary tissue exhibited about a dozen small milk-colored abscesses on the surface of the section, showing pus under the

microscope, and varying in size from that of a split pea to a mustard seed. The osseous tissue outside of the medullary canal

was more compact and heavier than natural in the same locality. The periosteum was thickened to the extent of from one to

three lines and more vascular than natural, the thickening being greatest where it had been detached fVum the bone. There was

also a small abscess, flattened in shape, and holding about an ounce of cream-like pus, in the quadriceps extensor cruris muscle,

and the red muscular tissue in immediate relation with it was changed to a dark brown color, which, however, did not extend to

any depth. The spleen was enlarged, and the other organs all exsanguinated but presenting no other abnormity." The bones

of tht! knee of the amputated limb (Spec. 1819), the femoral vein and artery (Speff. 1392), with portion of the osteophyte attached,

and a longitudinal half section of the lower end of the stump of the femur {Spec. 1860, shown in Fig. 4 of Plate XLIII,

opposite p. 290) four and one-fourth inches long, were contributed to the Museum by the operator.

Gangrene of the thigh stump was reported in forty-seven instances, and, in the follow-

ing instance, 'tetanus, which appeared on the tenth day after the amputation, hastened

the fatal issue

:

Case 471.—Captain W, E. Davis, Co. B, 30th North Carolina, aged 25 years, was wounded in the skirmish at Kelly's

Ford, Virginia, November 7, 1803. He was conveyed to the hospital of the Third Corps, and, November 10th, was transferred

to Washington and admitted into Douglas Hospital. Acting Assistant Surgeon Carlos Carvallo reported that the hall entered the

anterior external aspect of the right leg about two and a half inches below the inferior edge of the patella, one and a half inches

external to the median line of the leg, and one and a q uarter inches below the head of the fibula, where it fractured the bone, and

descending downward, inward, and backward, emerged in the posterior internal aspect of the leg, midway between the inferior

edge of the patella and the internal malleolus, internal to the bulk of the gastrocnemius muscle. The right foot was colli, of a

purple hue, and entirely senseless; the leg, from knee to upper portion of lower third, was swollen and emphysematous, and the

middle third was of a yellow and dark green, intermixed with a brown-purple hue. Diagnosis: Gangrene of the foot and leg

from gunshot wound of leg, with, most probably, injury and obliteration of the main arteries. Amputation was the sole treat-

ment indicated, the foot and lower portion of the leg being completely mortified. Assistant Surgeon W. Thomson amputated the

thigh at the lower third by the circular method. The femoral was secured by digital compression and the tourniquet. Very

little arterial blood was lost. A grain of morphia was administered in a half ounce of whiskey immediately after the operation,

he having readily revived from the ether narcosis, and he stated that he had slept undisturbed during the operation, without

dreaming, and was now entirely free of pain. The cut surface of the stump showed the tissues infiltrated and of an unhealthy

appearance. Stimulants were administered. The stump was dressed with dry eharpie. At night the pulse was 130, tongue

moist, skin dry. The stump was boggy and crepitant to pressure, and a dark discoloration was visible on the external aspect

extending to the tensor fascia lata. November 12th, towards evening a line of demarcation was visible of a large slough in

external side of skin Hap, no discharge from stump; tension of the skin caused by three sutures, which were removed, followed

by gaping of the flap. About 9 P. M., the pulse became frequent (145), and then! was great paleness of the conjunctiva and

skin. The extensive sloughing, weak pulse, and anamiic appearance presented a hopeless prognosis. Late in the evening, a

strong solution of bromine was directly applied to the surface of the stump by means of eharpie. The application was at first

painless, hut. after penetrating the mortified tissues and coming in contact with sensitive parts, it caused such pain that the

patient was fortified during the operation by a half ounce of sherry wine in powdered ice and one-half grain morphia. 13th,

Dr. Holly touched the line of demarcation (which was very well marked, and extended to the whole circumference of the stump)

with pure bromine, by means of a flattened stick, in order to facilitate and hasten the efforts of nature. He also applied Dr.
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Thomson's solution of bromine (composed of one drachm of pure bromine, three drachms of bromide of potassium, and three

ounces of water), by means of a glass pipette, to all the sinuses beneath the mortified integuments and the sinuses near the

arteries; besides this application, after carefully washing the stump with ''blue wash'' (solution of permanganate of potassa),

and protecting the integuments outside with castor oil and the surface of the stump with a thin muslin rag, the vapor of bromine

was administered by pouring an ounce of solution of bromine on eharpie; this was applied to the face of the stump and covered

with simple cerate spread on sheet lint and inclosed by oil-cloth and a bandage. The application of bromine was repeated at

1 and 7 P. M., and the nourishing food and stimulants continued. An injection of soap and water caused the first passage since

the date of the injury and gave great relief. 14th, the effects of the bromine yesterday had hermetically sealed the surface of

the stump, covering it with a yellowish gray matter, which was removed as much as possible, a large amount of mortified integ-

uments being cut away and three loose ligatures removed. Decubitus of gluteal region, somewhat to right of sacral bone;

bedsore the size of the palm of the hand, with a yellow greenish slough, which was partly removed with the assistance of a

scissors. India-rubber rings employed, and ointment of cinchona bark. Bromine was freely applied four times during the day.

There was an abundant discharge of thin unhealthy pus, and the removal of a great quantity of slough discovered a red gran-

ulating surface, loth, wound dressed with bromine at 9 A. M. and 4 r. M. Doing very well ; slough removed in large pieces.

17th. large quantity of sphacelated integuments removed and vapor of bromine applied. The stump was exposed for an hour

to a painter's view. 18th, the decubitus is becoming the most painful and prominent feature of his complaint. For the first

time he had a free passage without adjuvants; slept on his belly. On the 19th, he was put on a water bed, on which he lay

much easier. An extensive slough was removed from the inferior portion of the flap, as also from the decubitus, which discharges

healthy pus in large quantity; could see an artery pulsating. Bromine applied to bedsore. Patient felt bright, and eat a hearty

dinner. In the evening, he complained of a little pain in his throat resembling tonsilitis. 20th, on examining the patient's throat,

it was found that he could only open his jaws enough to show the tip of his tongue. Tetanus diagnosticated. Nutritious diet

and stimulants were given as usual. At 4 P. M., a laxative was administered. The decubitus was dressed with pulverized

cinchona. The stump, which had a beautiful red granulating surface, with one single ligature, was dressed at night with castor

oil. He had had contractions and jerking of the stump once in the morning, but had not paid an}- attention to it until 6 P. M., at

which time it became more frequent, recurring nearly every half hour; three ounces of brandy and a half grain of morphia

were ordered at 10 and 13 P. M. and 2 and 4 A. M. 21st, trismus well confirmed. Contractions of glottis muscles and fits of

suffocation after taking fluids, though administered in small quantities and through a pipette. There was rigidity of the mas-

seters and sterno-cleido-mastoid muscles, and of the muscles of the back of the neck, which were quite hard. The head inclined

backward and to the left side; difficulty of articulation. The difficulty of swallowing increased and only fluid nourishment could

be taken. He gradually sank, and died November 22, 1863, of asthenia. A post-mortem examination of the stump was made
November 24th. There was a natural clot of blood at the distal end of the femoral artery. The neurilemma of the sciatic

nerve appeared thickened, and the fibres of the nerve more gross and coarse than usual. The ends of several nerves were

strongly attached to the external surface of the stum]). The body and spine were not opened. A drawing, by Hospital Steward

E. Stauch, of the gangrenous stump, is copied in the chromo-lithograph, Plate XXI, opposiie.

Cask 472.—Sergeant D. A. Barnett, Co. B, 99th Pennsylvania, aged 22 years, was wounded at Kelly's Ford, November

7, 1863. Surgeon J. W. Lyman, II. S. V., recorded Ins admission to the field hospital of the 1st division, Third Corps, with

"shot wound of left knee joint." Two days after the reception of the injury the wounded man was transferred to Douglas

Hospital, Washington, whence Assistant Surgeon W. Thomson, U. S. A., reported the following history: "The patient was

anaemic when admitted, and stated that very free haemorrhage took place the moment he was wounded. He was struck by a

bullet, which entered the leg at the lower border of the patella, and was removed through an incision at the median line poste-

riorly, four inches above the joint. An examination showed the probable obliteration of the main vessel, since there was no

circulation in the foot, which, with the leg half way to the knee, was cold and purple or tallow colored, and in the early stages

of traumatic sphacelus. This, added to the direct wound of the knee joint, rendered an operation necessary, which was performed

on November 10th. Ether was given, and the limb was removed by Acting Assistant Surgeon P. R. Holly, at the lower third of

the thigh, by the circular method, with a straight cut from the wound of exit to the point of the circular incision. The opera-

tion was well borne and there was no serious loss of blood. On examining the amputated leg, I found that the ball had com-

minuted the patella and passed through the femur, entering at the outer margin of the inner condyle and dividing the popliteal

artery. The popliteal space contained a large quantity of coagulated blood, and the ends of the vessel were surrounded by a

mass of pink-colored and semi-organized clot, sufficiently firm to prevent haemorrhage. The patient's tongue was very pallid

and Ins whole appearance anaemic. His leg soon became swollen though perfectly white, resembling a case of phlegmasia alba

dolens. The skin was smooth and blanched; there was tenderness along the line of the bone and no vigorous effort at repair,

the edges of the incision being pale. The discharge consisted of dark colored ill-looking pus, and the whole appearance of the

stump was unfavorable; the edges gaped widely apart. On November 20th, a slight slough appeared on the posterior lip of the

stump, and two days afterwards the patient had a severe chill, followed by profuse perspiration in the night and succeeded by

a light cough. During the night of the 23d there was another severe chill, and the next day respiration was increased in fre-

quency and accompanied by pain in the right side. There was no perceptible dullness on percussion, but on auscultation it was
found that inspiration was deep and a little labored, while the expiration over both lungs anteriorly was prolonged almost as in

phthisis. There was no rale, but the expiratory sound seemed to indicate that the whole lung had lost some of its elasticity

and returned upon itself after dilatation with apparent difficulty. Expectoration was slight, very tough and viscid; the pulse

rapid and feeble; the skin relaxed. The pulse became still weaker, and the respiration more hurried until almost sighing; the

nervous depression increased. The breath had the sweet sickening smell resembling the odor of fermentation, which denotes

pyaemia. Death occurred at 8 A. M. on November 26, 1863. The post-mortem examination was made six hours afterwards. On
opening the right pleural cavity we found the lung coated with soft greenish colored lymph, and there was an effusion amounting

to six ounces of yellow pus and serum, separating into two strata, the upper serum, the lower pus, and having (under the micro-

scope) the usual pus corpuscles floating in a fluid with an abundance of unrecognizable debris, There seemed to be also a thin
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layer of pus beneath the pleura anteriorly, giving that portion of the long a yellowish color. The upper lohe was apparently

normal; the lower lobe posteriorly was congested, dark in color, and, on division, revealed nodules of tissue of various sizes in

all stages of pathological changes from acute congestion to thorough hepatization and yellow softening. The diseased spots were

in dimension from the size of half an English walnut to that of a split pea, the large ones having in the center a space white or

yellow in color, and probably breaking down rapidly. The outline of these solidified portions, on section, suggested the idea

of embolism, since they were somewhat triangular in shape, with the base at the pleural surface and the apex at the deepest

portion of the lung, giving the impression that a circumscribed area of lung nourished by a single vessel had been destroyed by

its occlusion. There was no recent effusion in the left pleural cavity, but changes in the parenchyma similar to those on the

right side were discovered. An examination of the vessels of the stump revealed the existence of inflammation of the artery

and veins. Both the femoral artery and vein at the point of their escape from the pelvis were normal. The femoral vein at the

entrance of the saphena was filled with a semi-organized clot, which extended through the saphena and femoral to a point two

inches from the cut ends of these vessels, where they had been divided on the face of the Stump. (See left-hand figure of PLATE

XX, opposite p. 294.) These vessels, as will be seen, are now hard and firm dark-red cords, of course entirely impervious.

The artery from the origin of the profunda to a point two inches from its cut termination was also reddened, and its inner coal

softened and easily removable. The phlebitis, with its occlusion of the main venous trunks, accounted for the swollen and

white condition of the stump, compared above to the condition known as phlegmasia alba dolens. In making this dissection it

was observed that the inflammation, apparent in the artery and to some extent circumscribed (since its lower extremity yet

contained the clot formed on the application of the ligature and was normal both in color and firmness, as well as that which

occluded the veins), had extended through the coats of these vessels from without. No pus was found in the veins, and no

evidence of inflammation except the marked redness of the coats and the firm and clotted coagulation of the blood within."

Wet preparations of the femoral and profunda arteries (Spec. 2246), the femoral and saphena veins (Spec. 3991), and the pop-

liteal artery and vein (Spec. 2247), saved from the stump, were contributed to the Museum by Assistant Surgeon Thomson.

Drawings of the specimens 3991 and 2246 were prepared by Hospital Steward Stanch, and are represented, the former on the

left and the latter on the right side of Plate XX, opposite p. 294.

Case 473.—Corporal L. C. Griffin, Co. D, 8th North Carolina, was wounded in the left knee by a piece of shell, at

Winchester, July 19, 1804. He was conveyed to hospital at Richmond, where the limb was amputated at the lower third of the

femur by Dr. Joseph Jones. The patient died in February, 1865. The specimen, a portion of the stump four and a half inches

long, was contributed to the Museum by Acting Assistant Surgeon P. Schafhirt. It constitutes number 3141 of the Surgical

Section, and exhibits a prodigious involucrum. The bone is exceedingly hyperostosed, measuring three and a half inches in

diameter at the extremity. The extremity and central portions are carious, and a slight sequestrum is contained. A representa-

tion of the specimen will be found in Fig. 4 of Plate LXX, opposite p. 242.

Table XXXVI.
Summary of Six Hundred and Seventy-six Cases of Intermediary Amputations in the Lower Third

of the Femur for Shot Fracture.

[Recoveries, 1—217; Deaths, 218—676.]

NO.

12

Name, Military
description, and age.

Anderson, J., Serg't, I,

54th Now York, age 32.

Askey, J., Pi, F, 200th
Pennsylvania, age 18.

Austin, G. H., Pt., D,
106th New York.

I Bassett, W., Pt., E, 4th
New Jersey, age 20.

5 Hathurst, ,7. P.., Pt., D,
45th Penn., age 19.

Bailors, P., Musician, D,
74th Pennsylvania.

Becker, A., Pt., F, 3d
Missouri.

Beers, L. It., Corp'l, E,
188th Penn., ago l».

Bennett, P. L,Pt.,F, 1st

Maine Cavalry, age 24.

10
i Beverlin, G., Pt., B, 11th

West Virginia.
11 Biddle, W. B., Pt., K,

I38th Penn., age 27.

Bloomer, S., Serg't, B,
1st Minnesota, age 24.

Dates.

July 3,

8, '63.

Mar. 25,

28, '65.

April 29,
May 22,

1863.

June 27,

J'y 1, '62.

Juno 4,

16, '64.

April 1,

6, '62.

Mav 10,
19." '61.

Sept. 29,

Oc.29,'64.

Aug. 23.

30, '64.

June 17,

J'y 5, '64.

Oct. 19,

27, '64.

Sept. 17,

20, '62.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left; ant. post, flap; slough.; nee.

Aug. 2, flap, mid. third. Surg.
C.W. Hagen, 54th N.Y. Hajm.:
necro. bone removed. Disch'd
Aug. 25, 1864. Spec. 4358.

Right ; circ. Surg. W. G. Hunter,
211th Penn. April 11, ha?m.;
lig. fem. art. Disch'd July 28,

1865. Spec. 3997.

Left (erysipelas). A. A. Surg. R.
W. Hazlett. Hsem.; lig. femoral
art.;rec'd. Disch'd Aug. 23, '63.

Right ; flap. Disch'd January 7,

1883.
Left ; circ. A. A. Surg. J. C. Nel-
son. June 28, nee. bone rem'd.
Disch'd Nov. 20. '65. Spec. 2584.

Left; circ. Surg. J. MeL. Hay-
ward, 12th Mass. Erysipelas.
Disch'd Aug. 23, 1862.

"

Right ; flap. Drs. Fellerer and
Comstock, St. Louis. Disch'd.

Right (gangrenous slough.); circ.

A. Surg. S. H. Orton, U. S. A.
Gang. Disch'd Nov. 9, 1865.

Spec. 3682.

Left ; lat. flap. Surg. N. R. Mose-
ley.U. S.V. Nee. Disch'd Aug.
12. 1865.

Right ; circ. Surg. L. R. Stone,

V. S. V. M.O.Nov. 11, 1864.

Left; circ. A.A.Surg.BB. Miles.

Extol, rem'd. Disch'd July 18,

1865. Specs. 109, 3425.
Right. A. Surg. E. G. Pugsley,
1st Minn. Disch'd Dec. 6, '62.

NO.

13

14

1")

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

H

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Boebel, H., Lieut.-Col.,

26th Wisconsin.
Bonhomme, E., Pt., E,
73d Col'd Troops, age
27.

Bosworth, C. W., Pt., I,

1st Maine H'vy Art.,

age 23.

Brown, J. T., Corp'l, C,
10th Illinois, age 21.

Bnehler, J., Pt., C, 41st

New York.
Bulmer. B., Pt., A, 71st

Pennsylvania.
Bflrle, J., Corp'l, K, 61st

New York, age 52.

Burwell, T. J., Pt., H,
81st Ohio, age 23.

Butler, C. H., Pt., H, 2d
Conn. H. Art'y, age 20.

Carlin, J., Pt., I, 3d Vt.,

age 20.

Carpenter, H., Pt., A,
121st N. York, age 24.

Casebolt, T. D., Pt., E,
3d Iowa, age 21.

Causdell, J.A..Corp'I,B,
10th Minnesota, age 27.

Claden, M., Pt., I, 108th
Ohio, age 31.

DATES.

July 1,

4. '63.

April 10

24, '65.

May 19,

24, '64.

June 27,

J'y 2, '64

May 2,

8, '63.

Sept. 17,

20, '62.

Aug. 25,

Sept. 15,

1864.

Mar. 21,

A p. 2, '65

Oct. lit,

22. '64.

May 5,

9, '64.

Mav 3,

6, '63.

April 6,

9, '62.

Dec. 15,

19, '64.

May 14,

22, '64.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Right. Disch'd May 28, 1864.

Loft (April 10, amp.leg.; slough.);

circ. Surg. F. E. Piqnette, 86th

C. T. Disch'd June 17, 1865.

Died June 3, 1867 ; marasmus.
Left; flap. Surg. D. W. Bliss,

U. S.V. Nee. Disch'd April 10,

1865. Jan. 9,'68, flap, mid. third.

Left (gang.); circ. A. Surg.C.W.
Burke. 46th Penn. Gangrene;
end of bone rem'd. Mustered
out August 31, 1864.

Right thigh ; circular operation.

Disch'd Nov. 28,1864.
Right. Discharged Dec. 12, '62.

Right; double flap. Surg. W.
O'Meagher, 37th N.Y. Re-amp.
upper third. Disch'd May 30,

1865. Died July 16, 1808."

Right; circ. Surg. A. F. Marsh.
56th lU. Disch'd Sept. 11, '65.

Right; flap. A.Snrg. J. J. Meigs,
11th Vt. Disch'd Aug. 17, '65.

Left; flap. Surg. E. Phillips, 6th

Vt. M. O. March 18, 1865.

Left. Confed. surgeon. Disch'd
June 15, 1864.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Oct. 19, '62.

Left; flap. A.A.Surg. J. H. Mo-
Intire. Slough'g. Disch'd Mav
29, 1865.

Right ; circ. A.Surg.J.M.Brown,
V. S. A. Disch'd May 11, '65.
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No.

29

30

31

32

33

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

62

Name, Military
Description, and Ace.

operatic ixs, Operators,
Result.

Clarey, P., Pt., I, 24th
|
.Tulv 2,

Michigan, age 18.
,
10,63.

Clark, S. A., Pt., E, 1st Ang. 30,
.Sharpshooters. Se.22,'62

Cleggett, T., Pt.,D, 76th April 2,

Colored Troops, age 45. ' 24, '65.

Cliff, H., Serg.'t, F, 76th July 1,

New York, age 34.
j

5, '03.

Cncheran, F., Pt., G, 9th July 9,

Louisiana, age 19. I 14, '64.

Cochran, P., Serg't, A, ! Dee. 16,

19th Tennessee, age 25. 29, '64.

Cooler, G. W., Corp'l,
, May 2,

K. 75th Ohio. 12. '63.

Corcoran, P.,Pt.,C, 100th July 18,

New York.
I

21, '63.

Craiffnrd, J. A".. Corp'l. Mav 16.

G, 32d Teon., age 28. ' 19,' '64.

Critse. /'. /.., Serg't, C, Aug. 21,

21st Georgia, age 44. I 29, '64.

Curie, II., Pt., F, 7th '.Aug. 16,

Connecticut. in. '61.

Curren, T. S.. It., E, 7th Aug. 26,

Sept. 1,

1861".

May 31,

Je. 3, '62.

Ohio.

Darling. It. A., Pt., II.

67th New York.

Darraugh,J.C..Lieut.,D, Oet. 1,

9th Mich. Cav., age 19. 17. '61.

Davis, L., Pt.. A, 9th \V. Aug. 26,

Virginia, age 18. 29, '64.

Debold.C.A., Pt., II. 21st Julv 24,

N. Y. Cavalry, age 21. I 28, '64.

Deery. P.. Pt., C, 170th Aug. 26,

New York, age 55. Sep. 7, '64

Do La Barr, G.. Pt., C,
13th Mich., age 16.

Devine, J., Lieut., F,32d
Iowa, age 43.

Dilley,J.L., Musician,G,
62d Ohio, age 24.

Dillon, G., Pt., F, 40th
New York.

Dimmick, L. L., Pt., G.
10th Wisconsin.

Dunlap. U.K., Pt., 1. 4th
Virginia.

Ellis, A., Pt., F, 114th
New York, age 21.

Ellis,H.H.,Corp'l, L16th
New York, age 23.

Emigh, P.. F., Lieut., F.
2dPenn. H'vy Artil'ry,

age 24.

Emmcrt, G. S. .Corp'l. H,
37th Illinois, age 23.

Everett, D., Pt., L, 15th
Kansas Cav., age 18.

Mar. 19,

27, '65.

April 8,

12, '64.

Avril 2,

6, '65.

Sept. I,

10. '62.

Oct. 8,

24, '62.

Mav 3,

7, '63.

Oct. 19.

No. 7, '64

Mav 3,

13, '63.

June 17,

25, 'G4.

Dec. 7,

14, '62.

June 15,

20, 'C4.

Falconer. D. G., Lieut.. Sept. 17.

H, 79th N. Y., age 25. Oct. i). 'C2.

Farthing, G. W., Pt., D, July 2,

5th Tennessee. 7. 63.

Fish. Ii. M., Pt„ I, 24th July 1,

Michigan, age 22. 6, '63.

Fitzmorris.E..Pt..K,12th Aug. 30,

New York, age 24. |Sep.8, '02.

Fletcher, D. C. Serg't, I Sept. 1,

H, 40th New York. ; 18, '62.

Frum, P., Corp'l, F, 3d Aug. 29,

West Virginia, age 28. Se.21,'62.

Fuller, P., Serg't, G, 1st

Missouri H. G., age 41.

Gallana, P., Pt., C. 11th
Penn. Cav., age 35.

Aug. 5,

19, '61.

April 1,

7, '65.

Left (mortification): circ. Surg.
A. J. Ward, 2d Wis. Rem d
nec. hone

;
gang. Disch'd Feb.

26. 1864.

Right
i

flap. Surg. D. W. Bliss,

IT. S. V. Disch'd Jan. 2(1. 1863.

Right : ant. post, skin Hap ; circ. of
muse. Surg. F. E. Piquette,
86th C. T. Hsem.: lig. femoral
art. Disch'd Julv 22. 1865.

Left: circ. Disch'd Nov. 28, '63.

Right : circ. Fort Monroe, Sept.
20. 1864.

Left: ant. post. flap. Ass't Surg.
J. II. Cruthers, 88th Ohio. Pro-
vost Marshal May 6. 1865.

Right. Mav 27, amp. inid. third.

Disch'd Jan. 22, 1864.

Right; flap. Disch'd Aug. 25,
1861. Died Jan. 28, 1868.

Left : circ. A. Surg. II. E. Good-
man. IT. S. V. Provost Marshal
October 21. 1864.

Right. Surg.— Edwards, C.S.A.
Prison Nov. 22, 1864.

Left (August 17, amp. leg); circ.

Disch'd June 111, 1865.

Right ; (lap. Surgs. Gleaves, Mo-
Donald, and Searout, C. S. A.
Disch'd July 17. 1862.

Right : flap. Surg. D. Prince, IT.

S. V. lliem.; lig. fein. artery.

Disch'd August '.). 1662.

Right ; lat. flap. Surg. A. Nash,
9th Mich. Cav. Mustered out.

Left ; circ. A. A. Surg. T. J. Du-
nott. Sept. 3, hsem. . Disch'd
Oet. 26. '65. Specs. 1423, ) 072.

Left; circ. A. A. Surg. W. S.

Adams. Disch'd Dec. 17,1864.
Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. A.
lleger, V. S. A. Disch'd Aug.
15, 1865.

Left; double flap. Surg. D. S.
Young. 21st Ohio. Disch'd Oct.
21, 1865.

Left; flap. Disch'd August 30,

1864.

Right: circ. Surg. J. S. Tavlor,
23d 111. Disch'd July 15, 1865.

Left. Disch'd March 14, 1863.

Died May 25, 1870.
Left : circ. A. A. Surg. J. Sloan
Rem'd end of bone. Disch'd
April 16, 1863.

. Surgeons Stroth and Saw-
yer, C. S. A. Recovered.

Left. A. A. Surg. E. G. Waters.
Disch'd May 31, '65. Spec. 3423.

Left: circ. A. A. Surg. J. E.
Smith. Hsem.: lig. fern, artery.

Removed exfol. bone. Disch'd
from hospital June 6, '64. Specs.

1852. 1853.

Left ; circ. A. A. Surg. F. H.Col-
ton. Sloughing: seq. extracted.
Disch'd May 10. '65. Spec. 3598.

Right : flap. Surg. I*. Harvey.
19th Iowa. Boneroin'd. Disch'd.

Right (mortification ; 17th, amp.
leg; gangrene); ant. post. flap.

Disch'd Aug. 19. 1864.

Right ; ant. post. flap. A. Surg.
J. B. Hrinton, U. S. A. V. R. 0.
July 20. 1863. Spec. 453.

Left.* Recovery.

Right : circ. Nov. 4, 2^ inches end
of bone rem'd ; ervsip. Disch'd
April 19,'65. Specs. i589, 2624.

Right : cire. Oct. — , seq. rem'd.
Mustered out. Spec. 1051.

Right; circ. Surg. II. "Bryant,

IT. S. V. Recovery.
Left (Aug. 29, amp. leg; gang.);
gang. Aug. 6, '63. seq. rem'd.
Disch'd July 7, '64. Spec. 1665.

Right. Surg. O. B. Payne, 10th
Mo. Two subsequent amput'ns.
Disch'd Oct. 25, 1865.

Left (gang.); circ. A. A. Surg.
Z. P. Dennler. M. O. Jan. 17,

1866. Spec. 4045.

Name, Military
Description, akd Ace

Gardener, J., Corp'l, I,

72d Penn., age 21.

Gardner, J., Pt., — , 73d
Ohio.

Gayman, S., Pt., B, 69th
Indiana.

George. E. L., Serg't, G,
73d "Col. Troops.a'ge 30

Gibson, G. S., Pt., H.
10th Missouri, age 19.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Glassie, J., Pt., 11,

New York, age 22.

i.':, I

Golden, P., Pt., II, 28th
Massachusetts, age 38.

Green, II., Pt., K, 17th
Maine, age 21.

Greene, A. II., Serg't, 11.

12th New York.
Gruhbs, II. B., Pt., Car-
ter's Battery.

Halderman, C, Pt., II,

11th Penn., age 28.

Hamilton, J.. Pt.,C,45th
Pennsylvania.

Hand. C., Pt., B, 15th N.
Jersey, age 33.

Hannon. M., Pt.. K. 76th
New Y'ork, age 24.

Harris, C. W., Pt.. G,
11th Miss., age 20.

Hart, B. B., Scout, II.

24th New Y'ork, age 33.

Hawkins.W. W., Serg't,

I, 93d X. Y'ork, age 20.

Sept. 17, Left; flap. Surg. M. Riser, 72d
21, '62. Penn. Gang. Disch'd August

4. 1863.

Aug. 30, Right. Ass't Surg. B. Howard.
Sep.5,'62. U. S. A.
Aug. 30. Left: flap. A. Surg. W. li. Witt,

Sep.3,'62. 69th Ind. Disch'd April 29, '63.

April 10, Right: cire. Surg.F. E. Piqnorte,

23. '65. SBthC.T. Disch'd June 17, '65.

Oct. 12, Right (necrosis
; gang.); circ. A.

Xo.10,'64. A. Surg. J. J. Bell. Disch'd
June 10, 1865.

June 3, Left (June 3, amp. leg; gang.);
20, '61. bilat. flap. Surg. N. B. Moseley,

IT. 8. V. Necrosed bone rem'd.
Disch'd Aug. 15, '65. Died Nov.
12, '67. Spec. 3100.

Aug. 30, Left ; don. flap. A.A.Surg. J. O.
Sep.9,'62. French. June 30, 1863, re-amp.

mid. third. Disch'd Jan. 5, '64.

Spec. 147.

Mav 23, Right : Hap. Surg. D. W. Bliss.

Je.10,'64. U. S. V. July 4, hsem. Disch'd
Nov. 21, 1864. Spec 2498.

June 27, Left. Surg. A. D. Palmer, 9th
30, '62. Maine. Disch'd Feb. 24, 1863.

Sept. 14, Right. Surg.— Robersou.C.S. A.
18, '62. Furloughed Sept. 21 , 1864.

July 2, Right: flap. Surg. II. Palmer.
25. "63. If. S. V. Rem'd bone. Disch'd

October 6. 1863.

Right. Disch'd Dec. 30, 1862.

Hayes, J. W., Corp'l, D,
60th Ohio, age 19.

Henning, B. D., Lieut.,

F,3dl'enn. Res.,age 29.

Henderson, J., Serg't, A,
126th N. Y'ork, age 29.

Herron, J., Pt., I, 8th
Penn. Cav., age 18.

Hess, R., Pt., G, 153d
Pennsylvania.

Hewitt.W. B., Pt., I, 8th
Wisconsin.

Hodgman, O., Pt., K, 1st

Wis. Cav., age 19.

Hoon, E. L., Pt., H, 102d
Pennsylvania, age 23.

Hope. G. W., Serg't, A,
6th New York Cavalry,
age 30.

Horner. D. J., Pt. C.142d
Pennsylvania.

Hosmer, O. M., Pt., F,
106th N. \'., age 20.

Housley, H., Cook. F,
33d Wis., age 20.

Howell, A.,Corp'l, K.lst
N. Y. Cavalry, age 21.

1 Huber, J., Pt., A, 1st

Kv. Battery, age 25.

Huffman. F.*M., Pt.. D,
3d W. Virginia, age 26.

Hatchings, S., Lieut., G,
5th Maine, age 22.

Johnson. G. H., Pt., F,
8th Colored Troops.

Jones, J. P., Pt., K, 52d
N. Carolina, age 21.

Joy, A., Serg't, C, 24th
Michigan.

Sept. 14,

17, '62.

.May 12,
16,' '64.

Sept. 14,

18, '62.

15, '63.

Aug. 28,

Se.16,'62
Mav 5,

16, '64.

May 9,

27, '64.

Mav 9,

14, ''64.

May 10,
30,''64.

Mar. 31,

Ap.5,'65.

July 1,

5. '63.

Oct. 3,

8, '62.

Sept. 5,

25, '64.

Sept. 19,

28, '64.

Nov. 24,

De. 3,63.

Dec. 13,

21, '62.

Sept. 19.

Oc.lC'64.
April 2,

11, '65.

April 1,

7, '64.

Oct. 8,

12. '62.

Aug. 29,

Sept. 15,

1 862.

Mav 10,
18,' '64.

Feb. 20,

25, '64.

July 1,

14, %3.
July 1,

7, "63.

Right; circ. Disch'd June 17,

1865.
Right; circ. Gang.; bone rem'd.
Sept. 12, '63. re-amp., circ , mid.
third ; luem. Disch'd June 24. '64.

Died June 22, 1870. Spec 4324.
Left: circ. Surg. —Clark, C.S.A.
Necrosed bone rem'd. Exch'd
Nov. 12. 1863.

Right. Surg.A.Wvnkoop.IT.S.V.
Disch'd Nov. 15, 1863.

Right (May 6. amp. leg. Teale's
method). April. 1865, carious
bone rem'd. Disch'd July 12.

1865. Spec. 4497.
Rght; circ. A. A. Surg. T. W.
Carroll. Disch'd April 17, '65.

Right. Surg. N. F. Graham, 12th
Ohio. M.O. Sept. 26, 1864.

Right: circ. A. A. Surg. F.G.H.
Bradford. Disch'd Aug. 1, '65.

Right: ant. post. flap. A.A.Surg.
F. H. Hill. Disch'd Sept. 30,'05.

Spec. 4044.
Left : ant. post. flap. Mustered
out July 24. 1863.

Left. Surg. J. E. Murta, 8th Wis.
Disch'd Nov. 24, 1862.

Right; flap. A. A. Surg. C. C.
Jcslin. Disch'd July 4. 1865.

Right : lat. flap. A. A. Surg.W.
S. Adams. Tub. seq. removed.
Disch'd Mar. 18, '65. Spec. 3860.

Right; circ. flap. A. Surg. A.
Ingram, U. S. A. Mar. 4. 1864,

rem'd nec. end. Duty Nov. 11, '64.

Left. Subsequent operat'n. Dis-
charged Feb. 19, 1864.

Left. A. A. Surg. E. G. Waters.
Disch'd May 3(1. '65. SpM.3424.

Right : ant.post, flap ; circ. ofmus.
(amp. left leg). Surg. F. E. Pi-

quette. 86th C. T. Recovered.
Right; flap, skin: circ. muscles
A.A.Surg. A. R. Gray. Slough.
1 )iseh'd June 20,'04. 'Spec. 3947.

Left; circ.: gangrene. Disch'd
June 23. 1864.

Left : circ. A. A. Surg. H. C.
Heilner. Hsem. Disch'd Feb.
13. 1863. Spec. 120.

Right ; double Hap. Surg. G. E.
Briekett, 21st Maine. M.O. July
27. 1864.

Left (gangrene): circ. Surg. —
Holmes, C.S.A. Disch'd Oct.
3. 1865.

Right. Gangrene. Exchanged
March 17, 1864.

Left : circ. Surg. J. H. Beech,
24th Mich. Disch'd Oct. 18, '63.

STANFORD (R. L), Bromine in Hospital Gangrene, in American Medical Times, 1863, Vol. VII, p. 24.
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No,

99

122

123

124

125

138

127

128

12!)

130

131

132

1

133

134

Name, hilitakt
Deschu'tion, and AGE.

Keefer, C, Pf., E, 10th

Mieh., ago -lil.

Kemp, S. P., 1't., 1, 7th
Ohio,

Kent, \V. E., Pt., C, flth

Ohio Cavalry, age 22.

Krider, <: C, Lieut., C,

49th N. C, age 38.

Kuhns, J.W..Pt.,C, Uth
Pennsylvania.

Ku.mi, ('., Serg't, C, 9th
Wisconsin.

Lnrek, J., Pt., A, 5Ui W.
Virginia, age 22.

Large,W.G., Pt.,K,90th
Pennsylvania, age 21,

Latter, J. 8., l't., B, 5th
New Jersey,

Leonard, J., Pt., E, 2d
N. Y. S. M., age 30.

Lewis, J., Pt., K, 47th

Colored Troops, age 20.

Little, T., Pt., I, 19th
Maine, age 28.

Lothrop, J. H., Pt., F,

16th Infantry, age 21.

Lowe, II. 15., Serg't, F,
5th Wisconsin, age 34.

Lynch, J ., l't., C, 47th
New York, age 30.

Maedol, C, Pt.,C,!llh III.

Maron, 1'., Pt., E, 2d
Mass., age 27.

Martz, 0., Pt., G, 04th
New York, age 20.

Aug. 30,

.Sept. 12,

1802.

Aug. 9,

14, '02.

Oct. I,

15, '04,

Mar. 25,

28, '()."..

Dec. 13

10, '02.

April 31),

M'vlH.'lU

July 24.

27, '64.

April 29,

May 15,

1863.

May 3,

7. '03.

July 2.

5, '03.

April 3,

18, '05.

July 2,

0, '03.

Sept. 19,

24, '03.

May 3,

0, '03.

July 30.

Alt. 3,'64

Oct. 3,

13, '02.

May 3,

9, '03.

Mar. 25,

30, 05.

Matthews, I. W., l't., K, July 24.

23d Ohio, age 24. Au. 4,'04.

Maorer. A. J., Pt., I!, 53d May 2.

Ohio. Je. £,'63,

Mayes, 8., Pt., F, 1st Oct. 1,

Penn. Cavalry, age 20. 12, '04.

McAllister, W. H. H.. Dec. 13,

Serg't, tl, 4th Vermont, 23, '02.

age 27.

MeCombs,S.,Pt.,A,28th April 0,

Illinois, age 18. -, '62.

MoConky. A., Pt., D.03d May 5,

Pennsylvania, age 48. 14, "*64.

McConnick, M., Serg't, Sept. 19,

F, 2d Cavalry, age 36. 2(i, '04.

McCray,A.F..PL, E,6th Aug. 16,

Missouri Cavalry. 19. '02.

McGarraghan, H..Pt.,E, De.31,'62,

24th Ohio, age 20. Jan. 4, '03.

McGinlcy, F.., Corp'l, I, Nov. 3,

23d Wisconsin, age 30. 13, '03.

MeOlono, II. W., Pt., F, May 3,

55th Ohio. 12, ''63.

McGrogan, J.,Pt., H,C2d July 1,

Pennsylvania. 5, 62.

McMuliev. H. J'., Pt., 0, July 9,

01st Georgia, age 23. 25, '04.

MciluUen, It. J., Pt, 1, May 3,

4th Georgia, age 20. 23, ''03.

MeWhinnie, J., Serg't, May 3,

A, 20th Conn., age 24. 26, '63.

Mickle, C, Pt, E, 83d July 1,

Penn., age 19. 25, *02.

Miller, ('., Pt, B, 8lh April 0.

Illinois.
|

-, '62.

Miller. G.W., Pt, 1,01st July 1.

Georgia, age 10.
[

15, 63.

135 Miller, J., Pt., 1st Ky.
Battery, age 22.

Nov. 30,

De.7,'04,

Ol'EltAlJUNS. OPEBATOBH,
Result.

Left; flap. Surg. J. C. Dorr, U.
S. V. Disch'd October D, 1805.

Spec 4540.

Eight ; double flap. A. Surg. T.
(1. Mackenzie, U. S. A. Disch'd
I let 20, 1802. Speet. 5], 4477.

Loft (pya'm. symptoms); flap. A.
Surg.' I'. C. Davis, U. S. A.
Disch'd .May 4, 1805.

Left; lire. Surg. J. II. Kimball,
31st Me. Released June 15, '65.

Left; .ire. Disch'd Nov. 14, '03.

Kight; flap. Diseh'd March 10,

1805.

Left; lateral flap. Disch'd Jan.
10, 1865.

Kight
;
flap. Surg. A. W. Whit-

ney, 13th Mass. Mustered out
Dec. 13, 1804.

Left; eire. Surg. J. Dwindle,
100th l'cnn. Diseh'd Mar. 28. "04.

Left; circ. Nov. 7, seven inches
end of bone rem'd. Seat to In-

sane Asylum June 6, '04. Spec.

2152. '

Right (gang.); ant. post, skin flap;

eire. inns. Surg. F. E. Piquette,
80th C. T. Disch'd July 22, '65.

Right; lateral flap. Discharged
August 1, 1804.

Left ; eire. Confcd. surgeon. Re-
amput'l! oiiddie third. Diseh'd
Nov. 18, 1804.

Left. Ass't Surg. J. S. Ewing,
5th Wis. Disch'd June 21, '04.

Right; circ. A. A. Surg. S. J.

Holley. Necrosed bone rem'd.
Disch'd May 25, 1805.

Left ; flap. Surg. E. Onclick, 9th
111. Disch'd Sept. 22, 1803.

Right; circ. Diseh'd August 21,

1803.

Right (mort'u); eire.; nee. Sept.

20, re-amp. mid. third A. Surg.

J. H. Armsbv, U.S. V. Disob/d
Oct. 4, '05. Specs. 2853, 3195.

Right. Ass't Surg. L. D. Miller.

1st N. J. Disch'd Aug. 18, 1805.

Left; flap. Disch'd July 27, '04.

Right ; flap. A.Surg. P. C. Davis,
U.S. A. Disch'd May 0, 1805.

Right; circ. A. A. Surg. C. W.
Filmore. Bone extracted. Dis.

Sept. 19, 1864. Spec. 200.

Right; double flap. Surg. E. C.
Franklin, U. S. V. Discharged
April 7, 1803.

Left ; lat. flap. Surg. R. B. Bonte-
con, U.S.V. Diseh'd May 19.'05.

Died May 15, '73. Spec. 3006.

Left; flap. A. A. Surg. J. R.
Uhler. Disch'd June 15, 1805

Left; flap. A. Surg. W. H. H.
Cundifl", 2d Mo.S.M.C. Diseh'd.

Right: circ. A. A. Surg. J. M.
Henderson. Disch'd May 14, '03.

Right (Nov. 11, luem.); circular.

Ass't Surg. s. MeClellan, Kith
Conn. Diseh'd March 10, '64.

Right ; eire. Surg. II. S. Potter,

105th 111. Disch'd Aug. 5, '03.

Left; flap. Diseh'd September
15, 1862.

Left; circ. Surg. — Todd, 0th

Vtt. (C. 8. A.). Exch'd. Specs.

2092. 3871.

(May 4, aaiput'n knee joint)

Surg. — Philpot, C.S. A. Hajm.;
lig. fern. art. Furl'd Aug. 4,'03.

Left ;cire. Surg. II. E. Goodman.
28th Penn. Nccro. bone rem'd.
Disch'd May 4, '04. Spec. 1284.

Right Re-amp. by Dr. Waters.
April, '03, seq. rem'd. Disch'd
June 27. 1803.

. Surg. E.C. Franklin, U.S.V.
H;em. Recovery.

Right ; flap, Bkin : circ. muscles.

A. Surg. R. F. Weir, U. S. A.
Necrosis. Paroled Nov. 12, '03.

Spec. 3908.

Right (gang.; caries); circ. A.A.
Surg. S. T. Williams. Disch'd
March 11, 1805.

No.
Name, Militaky

dkscbiptiok, and agk.i
Dates.

130 MilKcan, G. /•'., Corp'l,

II, 20th Miss., age 35.

137 Miaehan. A., Corp'l, F,

27th Mich., age 31.

Mitchell, W..Pt, A, 122d
Ohio, age 21.

8 Moore, J. L„ Lieut., K,
10th Penn. Res., age 20.

Morton, W. G., Pt, F,

4 th Ohio, age 20.

;1 Mulligan, P., l't., A. 125th
New York, age 44.

,2 Musselman, II'., Pt., H,
49th Virginia, age 40.

143 Myers, G, Pt, I, 24th N.
York, age 19.

4 Nash, J., Pt., G, 143d
Penn., age 21.

5 Peabody. A., Pt, G, 43d
Missouri.

10 Perrott, G.W., Corp'l, G,
21st New Jersey.

Fetters, T. T., Capt, B,
34th Virginia, age 33.

Phillips. W. M., Corp'l,

D, 121st N. Y., ape 28.

19 Pitts, E. W., Pt, B, 09th
New York, age 19.

150 Pixley, P., Pt, A, 55th
Ohio.

151 Place. S. W., Pt., G, 1st

Rhode Island Artil'ry,

age 28.

Powell, J , Pt., B, 29th

Iowa, age 21.

Priest, C, Pt, H, 8th N.
Hampshire, ago 20.

A Pollen, W. II., Serg't, I,

5th Michigan, age 24.

155 Rial, J., Pt., B, 4th Ohio,

Rice, A. D., Pt, F, 45th
Penn., age 23.

>7 Roberts, C, Pt., E, 1st

W. Tenn. Cavalry.
158 Roberts. C. IF., Pt., B,

12th Mississippi.

159 Robinson. E. 1'., Pt, H,
122d Penn., age 18.

100 Robinson, J. C, Brig.

General IT. S. V.
161 Robisho, J., Pt, D, 76th

Illinois, ngc 23.

i2 Rose. P. B., Ass't Surg.
5th Michigan, age 30.

103 Russell. Z. B., Serg't, B,

7th Wisconsin.
104 Sansom, S. B., Pt., I,

14th Indiana.
15 Schondan, J., Pt.K,95th

New York.

Schrabaskie, M., Pt, B,
lend Penn., age 46.

107 Screws, A., Pt., 0, 48th
North Carolina, age 19.

108 Sedgewick, P., Pt, E,
185th N. York, age 23.

169 Sciders, J. Y., Serg't, K,
i 15] st Penn., age 30.

170 Shackelford, F. W., Pt,
E, 15th Ohio.

171 Shea. J. A., Pt.lst Me.

j
Battery, nge 21.

Aug. 19,

29, '04.

Aug. 21,

Se. 10,'04

Sept. 19,

23, '04.

June 27.

J'y24,'02.

Nov. 27,

Dec. 3,

1803.

June 17,

,I'yl3,'04.

Sept. 19.

Oe.25,'64.

Mar. 31.

Ap. 6, '65.

Mav 22,

28, '64.

Feb. 21,

March 15,

1865.

May 3,

10, '03.

April 0,

11. '05.

Oct. 19,

Nov. 18,

1864.

Jan. 30.

Feb.2,'63.

Mav 2,

7, '63.

Oct. 19,

Nov. 10,

1864.

April 30,

May 4,

1804.

Oct. 27,

Nov. 26.

1862.

July 2,

7, '63.

June 3,

15, '04.

Sept. 17,

Oct 15,

1862.
April 28.

Myl2,'63
June 4,

7, '64.

May 3,

8, '63.

Mav 8,

15, '64.

April 9,

M'y8,'65.

Oct. 27,

Nov.6,'64
Sept. 14,

17, '62.

May 3,

15, 'fa
July 1,

15, ''63.

April 1,

8, '65.

Sept. 17,

20, '62.

July 2,

0, '03.

July 1,

8, '03.

De.31,'62,

Ja.26,'63.

Oct. 19,

25, '64.

Operations, Oekkatous,
Result.

Right ; ant post. flap. Surg. —
Clark, C.S. A. Trans. Nov. 2,'05.

Right ; cue. Surg.O. A. Judson,
U. S. V. lb-em.; lig. fern, artery.

Oct 19. re-am]). Disch'd May
19, 1805. Spec. 3272.

Lett, Teale's method. A. Surg. J.

G. Thompson, 77th N. Y. Bony
tumor, and seq. rem'd. Disch'd
Jan. 19, 1805.

Left (aneurism); dou. flap. Surg.
R. li.Bontecou, U.S.V. Hem.;
lig. fern. art. Res'd Jan. 21, '03.

Right ; flap. Surg. A. N. Dough-
erty, U.S.V. Disch'd July 8,

18t)4. .Spec. 182.

Left ; circ. Ass't Surg. A. Ingram,
U. S. A. Necrosed bone rem'd.
Spec. 2866.

Lett : circ. Surg. —Blair, C.S. A.
To Fort Mcllenry Feb. 10, 1865.

Left : circ. Dr. J. II. Thompson.
Disch'd July 0,'05. Spec. 4003.

Right ; flap.
' April 9, 1605, seq.

removed. Disch'd June 22,'05.

Spec. 144.

Lett; flap. A. A. Surg. J. F.
Bruner. Disch'd June 30, 1865.

Right ; circular. Confed. surgeon.
Nee. Dee. 3, re-amp. Dr. Olcott,

Jersey City. Recovery.
Left; ant. post. flap. Released
August 10, 1805.

Right ; circ. Surg. R. W. Pease,

U. S. V, Hajm. Disch'd Jan.

12. 1805.

Left. Surg. J. Dwver, 09th N.Y.
Diseh'd Jan. 12. ]8(>4.

Left: circ. Disch'd December 9,

1864.

Left ; ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.
B. B. Miles. Exfol'n removed.
Diseh'd May 7, '05. Spec. 106.

Left ; circ. Feb. 28, '05, necrosed
hone came awav. Disch'd May
23, 1605. Spec. 228.

Right; circ. Disch'd April 9,

1603.

Left; flap. Disch'd September
14, 1864.

Right: ant. post. flap. A. Surg.
W. Thomson, II. S. A. Ham.
Disch'd July 8, 1805. Specs.

3502. 3570.
Left; circ. A. Surg. J. A. Bige-
low, 8th Conn. Erysip. Disch'd
April 2, 1803.

Left ; flap. Surg. N. Gay, U.S.V.
Discharged.

Left. Surg. — Craft, C. S. A.
Disch'd Jan. 15, 1805.

Left. Surg. G. P. Oliver, 111th

Penn. Nee. hone rem'd. M. O.
Left; circ. Surg.B.Norris.U.S.A.
Retired May 6, '09. Spec. 2208.

Right (sloug'h'g); doub. lat flop.

A. Surg. A. llartsuff, U. S. A.
Disch'd Aug. 9, 1865. Re-amp.

Left; circ. Sarg. D. W. Bliss,

U. S. V. Disch'd Mur. 28, 1805.

Right ; flap. Discharged.

Right; sloughing. Rem'd end of
bone. Diseh'd Feb. 11. 1864.

Left ; flap. Surg. G. M. Ramsay,
95th N.Y. Boac rem'd. Diseh'd
Feb. 9, 1864.

Right; circ. A. A. Surg. D. L.
Haight. Seq. rem'd. June 7, '06,

nee. bone rem'd : muse. art. lig.

Disch'd Oct. 15,'liO. Specs. 2452,

1484, 4950.
Right (Dec. 10, end bone rem'd.)
Diseh'd from hosp'l Feb. 9, '63.

Right ; circ. Surg.W. S. Cooper,
125th N. York. Bone extracted.
Diseh'd Sept. — , 1804.

Left (gang.). A. Sutg.C.A.Ham-
ilton, 70th N. Y. Recovery.

Right; flap. Disch'd April 11,

1603.

Right ; ant. post. flap. A.A.Surg.
E. G. Waters. Disch'd April 3,

1865. Spec. 3427.
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NO.

i

m

173

174

175

176

177

178

17!)

Name, Military
description, am) age. dater.

Operation's, Operators,
Result.

Shea. J., Pt., C, nth N. Oct. 11.

York Cavalry, age :S0. I Hi, '6:).

Shepherd, R..PL.F, 89th
|

Indiana, age "21.

May 18,

21, '64.

Sheward, 11., Pt„F, 65th Oct. 19.

New York, age 20,

Shonio, A.B.. It., G, 6th
Vermont.

Simpson, E. A., Serg't,

B,30th Mass., aee 34.

Sisson, .1., PL, II, mh N.
Hampshire, age 17.

Stadtl. A. A., PL, 1), 42d
Virginia, age 23.

Smith, E. E.. Pt., A,
1 1th Maine, age HI.

180 Smith. \V., Corp'l. Bat'y
H, 3d N. Y. Artillery.

181 Snyder, W.J., Pt., I, 42d
'ennsylvania, age 25.

182 Stanly, J., — , A, 4th
Florida.

183 Stewart, .I.E., Serg't, H,
4th Texas, age 21.

184 Stevens, F. L...Serg't, E,

120th N. York, age L9.

183 Surface, W. J., PL, F,

th Indiana.

18(i Sw*eUn,R. /'., Pt., F, 1st

Arkansas, age 21).

187 Taylor. M. II., PL, Ii, 47th

Alabama,
188 Tedruw, O. W., PL, D.

73th Ohio.
80 Thrasher, G. M., PL, C.

5th Ohio.

Tourtellotte, T. I., PL.
H, 57th Mass., age 27.

I Tracy. M. O , CapL. A.
13th Louisiana.

102 Tmmhaurer, P. S., PL,
H, 305th IVnn.. age 20.

Tally. M., Pt., C, 10th

New Jersey, age 35.

I Turner. J., PL. E. 5th
Colored Troops, age 24.

195 Urqnhart, M. .1., CapL.
D, 08th Ohio.

Vaden W.B., PL, C, 29th
Illinois, age 10.

Vanderhoof, W. M., Pt.,

I), Sfith New Jersey.
Vannetta, W., PL, D, 4th
Penn. Cavalry, age 24.

197

198

199

200

2(11.

202

203

204

205

Voorhees, ,1. K., PL, G.
107th N. York, age 18.

Walker, X. J., PL, C,
43d N.Carolina, age 30.

I'L. 18thWalls. U.

Florida.

Walsh, P., Pt., A, 69th
New York, age 29.

Waman, C. W., PL, E,
47th Ohio, age 23.

Ward, O. Ii.. CapL, K,
14th Indiana.

Ward, J.n.,—. li.Cobb's
|
Sept. 14,

Georgia Legion. Oc.l4,'t;2.

No. 1/64
May 4,

9, 63.

Oct. 19.

26, '64.

June 16,

21, '64.

Sept. 19,

23, '64.

Aug. Hi,

Sept. 14,

1864.

Sept. 6.

9, '62.

Dec. 13,

28. '62.

.Ian. 2,

5, '63.

July 2,

5, '"63.

Oct. 27,

30, '64.

Aug. 0,

15. '62.

.lulv 21.
2."..' '64.

May 12,

23, '64.

May 2,

14, '63.

Sept. 17.

20, "62.

Mar. 25.

28, '65.

De.31/63
,1a. 11/63.
Mar. 10.

15, '65.

June 3,

8, '64.

Sept. 29,

Oc.18,'64.
Sept. 30,

Oc.20,'63

May 7,

27, '63.

May 4,

0, '63.

June 21,

J'y 7/63.

May 3.

1(1, '63.

July 12,
16,''64.

Jan. 3,

6, '63.

June 3,

9, '64.

Mar. 26.

20, '65.

May 3,

30, '63,

Left. Surg,
Kentucky.

Left (June 3.

flap. A. A
bone rem'd.

Might ; circ.

1865.

Left. Surg. II. W. Ducachet, V
S. V. Disch'd Aug. 17, 1863,

Spec. 1191.

Left : flap. Transferred Decern.

bcr 5. 1863.

Left. Amp. near ankle j't : tissue

unhealthy: re-amp., Hap. Surg.
1). W. li'liss, F. S. V. Disch'd
July 27. '64. Spec. 1736.

Left : Hap. A. Surg. J. A. Meeks,
80th lud. Dischd Mar. 17/65. 1

Right (gang.): flap. A. A. Surg.
C.H.Junes. Disch'd Apr. 22/65.

Left ; circ. Disch'd Oct. 17. 1863.

Left (Oct. 21, amp. leg); ant. post. !

flap. A. A. Surg. G. W. Fay
Necrosed ; re-amput's. Disch'd
Oct. 16, 1865.

Right : circ. Disch'd .May 30, '63.

Right; circ. Surg. — Orsay, C.
s. A. Provost Mar. April 8/65.

Right ; eire. A. A. Surg. J. C.
Morton. HsBm.; lig. fem. art'ry.

Nov. 10. bone rem a; nee. Jan.
19/65, amp. hip ,i'L; hsem.; lig.

ex. iliac art. Disch'd May 27,

18(3. Specs. 81, 3709.

Right ; circ. Surg. G. Derby. 23d
Mass. Disch'd Feb. 1. 1863.

Left. Surg. II. Bryant, IT. S. V.
Hsem. Disch'd Aug. 27, 1863.
Died Oct. 25. 1865: general an-
a'tnia. Spec 585

Celt. Surg. r. J. Walton, 21st

Ky. Erysipelas. Recovery,
Right. Aug. L8. spic. removed.
Exch'd Nov. 12. 1863.

Right: ant. post. flap. Confed.
surgeon. Disch'd May 25/65.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. J. E.
Summers, I'. S. A. Seq. rem'd.
Nov. 18. lupin.: lig. fem. artery.

Disc d Oct. 27, '63. Specs. 40, 706.

Right: ant. post, flap: gangrene;
sloughing. Recovery.

Left. Surg. J.G. Dudley, P. A.
C. S. Recovery.

Right : circ. Surg. I,. G. Meyers.
25th Ohio. Disch'd June 6, '64.

Left; circ. Surg. A. Ball, 5th
Ohio. October,' 1862, re-amp.
Disch'd Dec. 20, 1863.

Left : circ. Surg. W. O. McDon-
ald, U.S.V. Disch'd Oct. 30/65.
Spec. 4135.

Right. Surg. R. P. Bateman, P.
A. C. S. Recovery.

Left : circ; flap. Ass't Surg. W.
Carroll, IT. S. V. Disch'd June
9, 1865.

Left: circ. Stirg.D.F.McKinney,
87th Penn. Neero. bone rem'd.
Disch'd June 9, 1865.

Left: flap. A. A. Surg. H. B.
White. Disch'd April 14, 1865.

Right (gang.): circ. A. Surg. S.

M. McCluro, 37th Ind. (Also
wound of breast and eye.) Dis-
charged March 1. 1864.

Right. Surg. — Mc.Nutt, U. S. N.
Re-amp.; circ: exfol. bone cxt.

Disch'd Nov. 15, 1864.

Right; circ. II;cm. Disch'd Feb.
4. 1864.

Right : circ. A. Surg.P.C.Davis,
U. S. A. Oct. 5, re-amp. middle
tiiird. Disch'd June7,'(i4. Specs.

3603. 1336, 1539.

Left ; flap. H;em. Disch'd Oct.
7. 1863.

Right ; circ. Surg. A. l'\ Sheldon.
U. S. V. Released July 5, 1 865.

Spec. 2879.

C. J. Walton. 21st

Recovered,
exc. tib.l: ant. post.

Surg. Riter. Nee.
Disc'd Sept 20/65.
Disch'd July 15,

Name. Military
Description, and age. Dates. Operations, Operators,

Result.

Ware. J. IP.. Pt , II, 2d
Mississippi, age 23.

Waters. A. s„ PL, E.
157th N. York, age 36.

Weaver, L„ Pt., K, 153d
Pennsylvania, age 2(1.

Weir, i\ P.. Pt . B, 5th
Georgia.
Welch, ./.. Pt.. D, 13th
Arkansas.

Werneck. I'. J., CapL,
D, 54th New York.

Whitehead, W.J., S'g't,

C. 44th Georgia.
Wickline, J.. Serg't, I),

63d Penn., age 25.

214 Winkler. J., PL, C. 4th
Penn. Reserves.

Worden. W. II.. Pt.. F,

Pnrnell's Legion, age
27.

Worley. R. M., Serg't,

E. 23d Kentucky.

315

21 (

217

218

21'.'

221

1

221

222

223

324

228

°2°

23(1

331

333

233

234

235

236

237

238

230

240

24

1

212

Youlls. O. W.. PL, F.
140th Penn.. age 22.

Adams, A. J., Corp'l, A,
4th Batt. Georgia S. s.,

age 25.

Adams, ,1. W.. PL. I. 2d
Vermont, age 23.

July 1.

9. '63.

July 1,

6, '63.

July 1,

7, '63.

Sept. 20.

23. '03.

Nov. 7,

24. '61.

Aug. 29.

Se.3,'62.
.May 5.

8, '64.

Mav 5,

15, ''64.

Aug. 30,

Sep.5,'62,

Mav 311,

Je. 9/64.

Aug. 5.

26, '63.

July 1,

8. '63.

Dec. 18,

22, '64.

June 1,

10. '64.

Akcman, M., Serg't, I. Dec. 4,

13th Ind. C'av., age 32. 14, '64.

Albright. <:. .>/.. CapL.
V, 53d N. C., age 36.

Allen, — Lieut., 13th
Louisiana.

Allen, A., PL. H, 5th
Artillery.

Allen, A. T., CapL, H,
11th Conn., age 24.

Allen. W., PL. G, 8th
Va. Cavalry, age 23.

PL,Applegate, 1L. PL, E.
64th Ohio.

Arkwith. J.. PL. D, 83d
New Y'ork.

Ashley, H. J., Pt., K,
87th 'Indiana.

Ashton, T. C... PL, F,
51st Penn., age 34.

Atwood, N. H., PL, C,
6th Vermont, age 22.

Badger, O., PL. E, 126th
Ohio, age 23.

Baldwin, D. IT.. PL, O,
2d North Carolina.

Barnett, R. A.. Serg't,

B, 99th Penn., age 22.

Bambersel. M. J..PL.C,
2d Wisconsin, age 21.

Barry, J., Pt., D. 2d N.
Hampshire, age 20.

Bassheart, W.. PL, C,
116th Pennsylvania.

Baxter, S..Serg't, I. 68th
Col'd Troops, age 23.

July 3.

11, '63.

April 6.

18. '62.

April 6.

-, '62.

June 3,

1 5, '64.

July 14,
27,' '64.

De.31/63,
Ja. 21/63.
Dec. 13,

28, '62.

Sept. 19,— . '63.

May 6.

Je. '.'.'64.

April 2,

13, '65.

July 9.

12, ''64.

Sept. 10,

Oc.19,'64.

Nov. 7,

10, '63.

Aug. 38,

Se.21.'62.

Mav 16,

25," '64.

May 33,

36, '63.

April 1,

13, '65.

Bearley. J. II., Serg't, I, , Sept. 1,

101 st 'Ohio. 8, '64.

Bcchtel, W.IL.Corp'l.A. Oct. 19

22d Iowa, age 33.

Bennett. H., Corp'l, C,
6th Maine, age 20.

Nov.3,'64.1

May 7,

14, '64.

Bettlcr, P.. Pt., H. 9th April 30,

Wisconsin. iM'y3,'64.
Bishop. C. C.,PL. M, 8th

j

June 3,

N. Y. H. Art'y, age 17.
I

6. '64.

: circ. Furloughed October
7, 1863.

Right: circ; sloughing: exfol.

Disch'd June 12, 1865.

Left : circ; sloughing. Mustered
out May 16. 1864.

Right: ant. post. flap. Recovery.

Right. Surg. — Fermer, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right; flap. A. A. Surg. W. B.

Crain. To V. R. O.
Left. Retired Feb. 20, 1865.

Left : ant. post. flap. Surg. E.
Bentlev, 11. 8.V. Disch'd June
4, 1865.

Right. A. Surg. B. Howard. IT.

5. A. Disch'd Feb. 22, 1863.

Left: circ. A. Surg. J. B. Baxter.
16th Maine. Disch'd May 9. '65.

Spec. 3176.

Lett. Disch'd Nov. 27, '62. Jan.
—, 1863. re-amp., flap, middle
third. Surg.H. Manfred, 22d Ky.

Left ; circ flap ; exfol. Disch'd
Jan. 31). 1864.

Left. (Vermale's method., A.
Surg.W. B. Trull, U. S.V. Died
Deo. 25/64; irritative fever.

Left; ant.post.flap. Surg.E.Bent-
lev.IT. S.V. (Gang.) Died June
10. '64 : asthenia. Spec. 2547.

Right; flap. Surg.H. B. Johnson,
1 15th Ohio. Died Dec. 10, 1864

;

ichorlup.mia. Autopsy.
Right; flap, skin

; cir. mils. Died
July 16, 1863. S/)re«.3»66, 3977.

.' A. Surg. B.Howard. U.S.A.
Died April 36, 1862.

. Surg. E.C.Franklin,U.S.V.
(April 0, excis. tib. and fib.; mor-
tification.) Died Mav 11, 1863.

Left; circ A. A. Surg.'F. II. Col-
ton. Died July 6, 64: pyaemia.
Autopsy. Spec. 3561.

Right: circ. A. A. Surg. T. E.
Mitchell. Died Aug. 10. 1864;
pva?mia. Autopsy. Spec. 3817.

Left thigh. Died January 39,

1863.

Right thigh. Died January 4.

1863.

Left; circ Died Oct. 21, 1863;
pysemla.

Left; diarrhoea. Died June 10,

1 864 ; pyaemia.
Right ; circ A. A. Surg. F. H.
Colton. (Excis. fibula.) Died
May 33, '65

;
pya?mia.

Left; eirc. A.A. Surg. A.R.Gray.
Died July 30, 1864 ; exhaustion.

; circ. Surg. E. A. Brevard.
P. A. C. S. Gang. Died Oct.

23, 1864; exhaustion.
Left: circ. A.A.Surg. P.R.Holly.
(Gang.) Died Nov. 26. 1863;
pyaemia. Specs. 3246, 2247, 3991.

Right. Surg. C. Page, IT. S. A.
Died Oct. 7, 1862. Spec. 77.

Right; flap. A. A. Surg. J. S.
Hill. (Mav 16. amp. leg: slough.:
haim.) Died May 30, '64 : exh'n.

Left: circ. A. Surg.H.M.Sprngue.
U.S.A. Died June 1/63. Spec.
1634.

Right ; circ. skin flap and circ. of
mils. Surg. F. E. Piquettc, 86th
C.T. Haun.: lig. fem. artery.
Died June 3, '65; exhaustion.

Right. Surg. W. II. Matchett.
40th Ohio. Ha?m.; lig. femoral
artery. Died Oct. 31, 1864.

Right! double flap. Surg. R.W.
Pease, TT. S.V. Died Nov. 12. '64.

Right; flap. Surg. D. W. Bliss,

U. S. V. Pyaemia. Died June
4. 1864. Spec. 2272.

Left. May 22, re-amp. Died June
21. 1864.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Died June
26, 1864; exhaustion.

1 Wagner (C.), Report of Interesting Surgical Operations, etc., p. 15. MORTON (T. G-), On Amputation at the Hip Joint, etc.. in Am. Jour, of
the Med. Sciences, N. S., 1866, Vol. LI I, p. 32. PACKARD (J. H.), On Amputation at the IJip Joint, in A'eic York Med. Journal, 1866, Vol. II, p. 161.

Circular 6, S. O. O., 1865, pp. 49, 50. Circular 7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 49, 65
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Nil Name, Mii.itaky
IlF.SCIill'TlON. ASH ACK.

I

243 Bissell. A.E., Corp'l. I,

i'th N. Ham]!., age 23.

244 Blackburn, J., Corp'l, K,
•Jiuli Wis., age 22.

245 Blacknicr, C. II.. Pt., A,
21st Mass.. age 20.

246 Bloomer. .I., l't.. K.lTOlli

New York, age 44.

Bou-trs. J. A., l't. .C.15th
S. Carolina, ape 18.

Bowker. J., l't., 1!. 4r>th

Penn., age 2.i.

Bowser, .1. F., l't., it.

J 1 til Pi ., age 18.

250 Bowvor. H.I. , ('lift ,11,

31st IHillMlS.

251 Brandon. K. C . It., K,
14th Virginia., ape 2:1.

252 Brnsier, J. 1'.. Pt.,C 75th
Ohio.

25:1 Brassington. .T., l't
. II.

IXItli Penn., ngc 33.

254 Brtnnan, .'., Copt, A,
1 1 ,t 1 1 Virginia, age 29,

255 Brenning, ('. 1-'.. C'nrp'l,

F, 49th Iinl ,Bge 25.

Jlllv 23,

26, '64.

Dee. T.

11. '62.

June 16.

22. '04.

A up. 25,

Se. 18/64.

Sept. 14.

20, "62.

June 3,

8, '64.

Mar. 30,

April 11,

1865.

May lo.

23, '03.

Mav I".

Ml,' 04.

Aug. 30,

Se.—,'62.

Mav 13,

30, '64.

Oct. 27
Nov. 25.

1804.

(let. 14.

21, '04.

June :t.

8, '04.

Briscoe M . Pt.,G, 155th
New York, age 42.

Brooks, E.. Tt.. 11, 188th June 3,

Penn, ago 21. 13, '64.

Bream, ,Y , l't
, E, 56th July .1.

Virginia. 9, '03.

Braen, L. B..Major, 12th Mav 13,

Infantry, age 42.
|

22, T>4.

Bubler, F., l't., (1, nth Aug. 14,

Maine, ape 20. 21, '04.

Bitiiiiell. J.. l't., 1), ilth

Indiana, age 20.

Burdick, \V. ('., Pt., O,
7th Rhode island.

Burke, P., 11., G, 10th
lnfantrv.

Burnett, C. Pt,C, 66th
New York.

Burnhant. H'., Serg't. G,
8th Louisiana, age 35.

June 10,

—,
'64.

Dee. 13,

21, '62.

Aug. 30,

Se. 11. '02

Julv 2,

7, 03.

Oct. 10,

Not. 5.

1801.

Burrell, J.. Captain. A, Oct, IP.

121st New York. 22. '64.

Butcher, J. S., 11., p.
100th Illinois, age :;o.

Butler, P., Pt., I, 7th
Col'd Troops, age 23.

Call. J ,11.. B,3d Mich.
ignu.

Carlton, C. C. Pt., 11. 1st
Massachusetts, age :!5.

I lee. 15,

20, '04.

Oct. 27.

No.11,'64

Aug. 30,

Sep:2.'fi2

Mav 7.

22, '64.

271
]

Carney. ('.. Pt., C, 1st Sept. 14,
I Pennsylvania Res. 2ti. '02.

272 Carrier. M.H..8erg't,E, May 27.

OPERATIONS, Ol'KUATOIIK,
111*11.1.

II
I

Name, military
IM 1-l'llM'TII'S. AMI Act.

25th Connecticut.

Carter,.!., Pt, H, 1st W. June' 18.
Virginia Car., age 20. J'y 4, '04.

Christian, S. J., Pt.. I, Dec. 7.

26th Indiana, age 20.
j 12, '02.

Claflin, W. N., Pt., O. • May 3.

6th Vermont.
: 18 "'03.

Cleaver. A. R , Pt, A. I June 1.

188th Penn., age 18.
I 19, '64.

Clinton, O, Pt., G, 2d Sept. 19.

Conn. Artillery, age 19. ' 24, '64.

Bight. (Spieula? reui'd.) Died
October 8, '04: amputation.

Right; ant. post. (lap. A. Surg.
J. F. Bruner, 7th Mo. Cavalry.
Died Dec. 18, '02: hemorrhage.

Left; eirc. A. A. Surg. M. 1'.

Prince. DiedJuly I ,'64 : asfben.
Right; flap. Surg.'v It.Moscley,

r. s. V. (Hung. Sept. 12, ex.
fib.: lig. post, lib.: haun.: lig.

femoral.) Died Sept. 21, 1864;
cons') irritab'y. Spres.3250, 3269.

: eirc.: gang ; tlaps sloughed.
Died Nov. P. 1862; pyaunia.

Right: ant. post Oap. Surg. K.
It. Bontecou, V. s. V. Hied
June 12. 1804; exhaustion.

Right ; eirc. A. A. Surg. (loo. P.
II ana wait. Ila-in, recurred : lig.

fem. art. Hied May 21/65: py«
a-iiiiu- Autopsy. Sprr. I42ti.

Right (abscesses). Hied June 1:1.

181.3. Ila-niorrluigc. Spec, I486,
Right; eirc.: lurm.; lig. fein. art.

Died June 24. '04: exhaustion.
Right. A. A. Surg. II..I. Illgelow.
Neero. Died Doe. 12.'62; exh'n.

I.ofl
;
eirc A.Surg.W. F. Norris.

I'.s.A. Recurrent haem. Died
June 7, '64; exh'n. Spec. 3539.

Bighl. Tealo's method, A. A.
Surg. (

'. F.lierhardt. I lied Nov.
25. '04. Autopsy. Spec. :;4::8.

I.efl ; bl lat. flap.' A. A. Surg. 1'.

Hnssenburg. (Erysip.l Died
three hours after: exhaustion.
Autopsy, Spec 3740.

Lett. Surg. lien. A.Oorcelon, of
Maine, llaan.; lig. fem. artery.
Died June 16, 1864: luemorrh.

Right : eirc. Surg. O. A. Judson,
V. s. V. Di,d June 23, 1864;
pyaemia. Autopsy. Spec. 2941.

. July 10, ha'in. DiedJuly
11. 1803:' loss of bh.od.

Left : eirc. A. Surg. \Y. Thomson.
U.S.A. May 25, erysip. Died
Juno 21, '04: pvaun. Spec. 3594.

Left ; cire. A. A'. Surg. R. (I. Sid-
ney. Died Sept. 13, '04

; irrita-

tive fever.

Right. Died June 30, 1804.

I.efl. Surg. O. S. Wood, 66th N.
Y. Pied Dec. 20. 1802.

Right : h:em.: lig. femoral artery.
Died Sept. 14, '62: exhaustion.

. Surg. C. S. VV 1,66th N.
York. DiedJuly 10. 1803,

Right: tlap. Surg. A. Chapel,
II.S.V. (Gang.: lueni : lig. pop-
liteal art.) Died Nov. 14. 1804:
exhaustion.

Right : eirc. A.Surg.J.t 1. Thomp-
son, 77th N.Y. Ha'iii. DiedOet.
30. '64; exhaustion. Sprr. 3784.

Left thigh. Died January 2, '65.

I.efl. A. Surg. J. II. Kinsmnn,
U.S. A. Died Nov. 15, 1804.

Left: ant. fx.st. don. flap, Ass't

Surg. T. (J. Mackenzie, I". S. A.
Died Sept. 8, 1802.

Left: eirc. Surg. N. R. Hoeeley.
I'. S.Y. Ila"m.; lig. prof art 'y:

recurrent luem. Died May 30,

1804 : haemorrhage.
Right. Surg. II. S. Hewil.I'.S.V.
Died Oct. 17. 02. Spec 370.

Left. (June 8. exeis. humerus.)
Died June 15. '03. Sprr 1311.

Right : eirc. A. A. Surg. W. 11.

Phillips. Died July 9. I804:

exhaustion.
I.efl: ant. post. flap. A. Surg. .1.

F. Bruner, 7th Missouri Cav'rv.
Died Dec. 10. 1802.

Right. Died May 20. 1863.

Right : ant. post. flap. Surg R.H.
Bontecou, CSV. Died June
26. 1804 : typ. fever. Spec. 3000.

Right; skin flap; eirc. muscles.
Surg. W. A. Barry. 98th Penn.
(Erysipelas); sloughing. Died
Nov. 15. 1804. Autopsy

270

2-n

281

282

283

284

285

2M.

(Int/.G. YV..Pt., 0.83d
Penn., age 23.

Clyde. C, Pt.. I, 150th
i Pennsylvania.
Cole. It! Yv., Corp'l, K.
16th Maine.

Collin*. A. I).. — . II.

17th South Carolina

Conner, W., Pt., B. Ilth
Pennsylvania Res.

Conroy. 1) , Pt., 1>, 62d
New' York, age 23.

Conwav, T., Pt., 1, 33il

New York.
Coot. J.. Lieut.. P, 10th
Alabama, age 20.

Corey, o. M., Pt., II.

114th N. Y., age 21.

Correll. L. Pt., C, 67th
Penn.. age 10.

C..X. \V. T., l't.. C, 8th
Illinois, age 411.

Crassen. I.. M , l't., L.
7th N.Y. II. A., age 22.

Crawford, J. J. 8.,PL.D,
01st New York, age 23.

Cratc/ord, If. i.., PC, I.

5ih N. Carolina, age 32.

Crocraft. S., Pt., B, 121st

Col'd Troops, age 18.

Cronin, P., l't., K, 20th
Massachusetts.

Crossan, A., Pt., E, 34th
Ohio, age 32.

Crowley, P.,Serg't,G,lst
Mass. Heavy Artillery,

ago 23.

Cummins, A. II., Pt., K,
34th N. York, age 25.

Cininivflham. J., Pt , I,

13th Georgia, age 86.

Cnpp. YV., Pt., A, 44th
New York.

Daggett, S.vY.Capt.. II.

1st Me. II. A, age 32.

Daily, T., Serg't, A. (CM
New York.

Dull, J. H.,Pt., H, 77th
Penn.. age 23.

Davidson. J., Pt. O, 1st

Mich. Cavalry, age 21.

Davis. L. T., Pt., B. 3d
W. Virginia Cavalry.
age 21.

Darit. T.. Pt., F, 25th
South Carolina.

D<iri>, IF. E.. ('apt.. It,

30th North Carolina,
age 25.

Dawson. P., Bugler, I.

1st Cavalry, nge 24.

Decker. N , 11., C, 125th
Penn., age 45.

DeCourcey, G., Pt., P.
lillst Indinna.

Dener, C, Pt., I>, fith

Conn., age 32.

Dickey, L. W., Pt., G.
40th NY., age 28.

Donnelly, R. 11., A, 25th
Ohio.

"

Dates

May 5,

19, '64.

July 1,

15, 63.

Dee. 13,

21, 02.

Sept. 14,

27, '02.

Dec, 13.

12. '02.

June 1,

li, 04.

May 3.

-, '63.

May 5.

20. '02.

(let. 10.

29, '64.

Sept. P.I

27. '04.

April !),

14, '05.

June 0,

1(1. '04.

April 1,

8. '05.

Mny 12.

23,' 04.

Mar. 13,

24, '05.

June 30,

J'v22,'02.

July 24,

Aug. 3.

1804.

June 20.

Jnlv 11,

1864.

Ilee. 13.

20. 02.

Mav 12.
15.' '04.

Aug. 31,

Se. — .'02

Juno H-.

27, I*.

Sept. 17.

Oct. 3. 02.

Sept. 1.

15, 04.

Mar. 31.

Apr 7. '05

Aug. 19.

29, '64.

Jan. 15.

Feb. 2.

1865.
Nov. 7.

10. '63.

Oct 19.

22. 04.

Sept 17.

Oct. 6,'62

Mur. an,

— . '03.

June 3.

14, '04.

June 21.

29. '64.

Aug. 30,

Sept. 5.

1-112.

Ol'EKATIONR. OrEKATOKS,
Result,

I.efl: eirc. A. A.Surg.C.T.Trnnt-
man. Died Mav 25. '04

; exh'n.
Spec. :I044.

Right. Surg. P. A.Quinnn, 150th

Pa. DiedJuly 17/63. Spee.1481.

Left : eirc. Surg. E. Bentley, V.
S. V. Died Dec. 27/02 ; pyem.
Spec. 609.

Left. Dr. Hulsev. Died Oct. 2,

1802. Spec. 81(i.

Left : tlap. Surg. J. S. Dclienne
ville, Ilth Penn. Reserves. Died
Jan. 2, 1863.

Right : eirc. (mortification). A.
A. Surg. J. H. Thompson. Died
June 22. 1804: pvicmin.

Left. Died June 4. 1803

Left ; flap. Ass't Surg. J. S. Bill-

ings, u. S. A. Diarrh : liB'tn.;

lig. Died May 25/02 : diarrh.

Right ; not. )s,st'. Hup. A A Surg.
W. Kcmpster. (Oct. 19, amp.
leg: lnciii.): slongliing. Died
Nov. 11. 1804.

Left : modified Hups. A. Surg. J.

(1. Thompson, 77tli N.Y. oian-
greiu.iis.) Died Sept. 37, 1804;

exhaustion.
Right; eirc. A.Suig. A.Hartsiiff.

IT. s. A. (dang.) DiedMay 5,

1805; profuse ha rrliage.

'

Left ; cire. Died August 15, '64.

Righl ; eirc. A. Surg.YV. 1*. Nor-
ris. C. S. A. Died April 14/65;
exhaustion, Sprr. 21163.

Left ;
eirc. Surg. N. II. Moseley,

I '.S.V. Throeirts. offeni. rem'il

Pied June 177 '64. Sprrt. 2503,
4761.

Right : flap. Surg. N. Cray. I'.

S. V. Died April 6, 1665.

; lat. flap. Surg. 11. H. Bon-
teoou.lT.B.V. Died July 24/02.

Left: cire. A. A.Slirg.G.M.Pnul-
lin. Pied Aug. 24/04 : pyu'inia.

Autopsy.
Left: flap A. A. Surg. F. II.

Oeieheli. (Erysipelas) DM
Jnlv 11. 1804.

' rprc. 3002.

Righl. Surg. II. Bryant. U. S.V.
lliclio: lig. fem. art. Died .Ian.

25 '03: exh'n. Autop. spec.. 589.

Left : tint. post, flap : ha-aiorrhagc.

Died June 14. 1804: exhaust'n.

. Died Septembers), 1862.

Right: ant. post, flap: cire. sect.

muscle*. A. Nurg.W.Wetistcr.
I'. S. A. Died July 1. 1804;
exhaustion, Spec. 2201.

Left. Surg. II. S. Ilewit, V. S.V.
Died Oct. 8. 1802. Spec.W.

Right; eirc. A. A. Surg. D. H.
Bell. Recurrent haunorrhage.
Pied Sept 06, 1864.

Left. Surg. E. ( iriswold, C. S.V.
Di.il April 8. 1805.

Right: double flap. A.A.Surg.
E. K. Decrny. (Necrosis.) Died
Octotier 4. 1804; exhaustion.

Right; jvist. flap. A. Surg. J.

Vansnnt, V. S. A. Died Feb. 9.

1865: pyaemia.
Right : CMC. A. Surg. \Y. Thom-
son. I'.S.A. (Gang.) Died Nov.
22/03: trism. Autop. Sprr.. 2230.

Lett : Hap. skin : cire. muscles.
Surg. W. A. Barry, 88th Penn.
Ila-tii. recur'd : slough'g. Pied
Nov. 9/64 - exh'n from lia-ru.

Right. Died October 17, 1862.

Spec. 4827.

Right (gangrene). Died April

24. 18ta
Right (June 12. ha?m.: lig. ant.

lib. art.; 13, ex. piece shell ); eirc.

A. A. Surg. S. Coloosdinn. Died
June 18, 1804; exhaustion.

Right; cire. Snrg.A. F. Sheldon
V. S. V. Died July 8. 1864;
pya?mia.

Right; flap. Surg. J. E.Summers,
iT.S.A. Died Oct. 20/62; osteo-

myelitis. Spec. 319.

SCRG. Ill—38
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No,
Name, Mii.itauv

Description akd Ac;

Doty, N., PL, E, 102d
Penn., age 23.

313 Dougherty, ,7. H.,Pt.,G,
fib'tli N. York, age 35.

314 Dougherty, M., Pt., E,
49th Penn., age 35.

Donvv, J. D. P.,Capt.,K,
121st New York.

316 Doverspike, H., Pt, I,

8Sd Penn.. age 33.

3t7 Dow. j. m., Pt., i:, lath

New Hump., age 20.

8 Doyle, E., Pt.. F, 3d Vt..

age 28.

9 Driscoll.G, Bugler, 14th

N. Y. Cavalry, age 17.

320 Duflin. M., Sergeant, D,
29th Col'd Troops.

1 Dunn. J., Pt., ( ;o..rgia

Sharpshooters.
323 Diinsmore, D. 1'., Scrg't.

CJ, 147th N. Y.,age 20.

323 Durkee, M. B.. Corp'l. K.
185th N. York, age 22.

14 Eaton. C. A., PL, K, 39th
Mass., age 40.

325 Edwards, 1!., Pt.. D.
Vermont, age 22.

!fi Edwards, C.B., Pt., ('

24th Virginia, age 25.

7 Ehlred, H., I>t., E, 2d
Sharpshooters, age 27.

8 Ells. J., Pt.. C, 51st Illi

nois, age 19.

329 Ellsworth. C.W., Serg't,

B, 17th Vt., age 3a
330 Emerson, H. S„ Corp'l

M, 1st Maine Il'vy Ar
tillerv. age 32.

II Evans! W., Pt., r, 10th
Connecticut, age 21.

332 Evy, H., Pt.B, IstMieh
Sharpshooters, age 28.

3 Ewing, T.C.. Pt., E, 31st
Ohio, age 18.

(4 Exnor,C— , C, 1st New
Jersey.

335 F , E., Private.

336 Fairohilds, J. o., Corp'l,

K, 77th New York.
337 Earr.ir. (1. P., It., K,

185th N. V., age 2(1.

338 Farron, A. IF., Lieut.
8th Georgia.

3:19 Eayshon. .T., Pt., A, 57th
Mass., nge 23.

Firth. li.E., It.. A. 157t

New York, age 23.

341 Eisher, G. A., It., K, 8th
New York Il'vy Art.,

age 19.

342 Fiteh. P.. Pt., E. (list

New York, age :14.

Ol'EHATIONS, Ol'EUATOKS,
Result.

Sept. 19, Left; oval flap. A.A.Surg. T.
28, '64. J. Dunott. Pya-mic chills. Died

Nov. 7, 18b"4. Autopsy. Specs.

1562, 3944.

Jane 6, Right. Surg". W. Watson, 105th
9, '64. Penn. June 20, h;em.; 21st, re-

curred ; lig. fem. art. Died June
29, 1864

;
pyaemia.

Sept. 19, Left : ant. post. flap. A. Surg. J.

26, '64. G. Thompson, 77th N. Y. Nov.
4, bone rem'd; lisem.; lig. fem.
art. March 19. '65, lig. fem. ait.;

25, lig, ex. iliac art. Died April

8, 181)5. Autopsy.
Oct. 19. Right ; semi-lunar flaps. A.Surg.

'64. \V. (i. Bryant, 122d Ohio. Died
Oct. 26, 1864; exhaustion.

June 1, Right. A.A.Surg. C. Carvallo.
8, '64. Died June 13, 1864. Spec. 201.

June 3, Right: lat. Haps. Surg. N. R.
211, '64. Moselev, I T

. S. V. Died July
7. 1864."

May 10, Right; ant. post, flaps. A.Surg.
15,' '64. A. Delanev, I'.S.V. Died May

17. 1864; exhaustion.
Mar. 12, Right (sloughing ; hiem.): bi-lat.

22. '1)5. tlaps. A. A. Surg. F. Barnes.
Died April 3, 1865; pyaemia.

July 30, Right : oval flap. Surg. (
'. Page.

Alii. 21, U.S.A. Died Aug. 31, '64; loss

1864. of hloodaaddise. of lung. Auto.
Sept.20, ! oirc. Died Nov. 1, 1863;
23. '(Y.l. exhaustion.

May 5, Right ; oirc. Died Oct. 1, 1864.

31, Y>4.

Mar. 29, Left ; eirc. A. A. Surg. J. Wins-
April 3, low. Died May 5, 1865 j pyaem.
1865. Autopsy. Spec. 162.

May 9, Right (May 12, oxc. fibula; 17th,

17, 64. luelu.): ant. post. Hap. Surg. A.
F. Sheldon, IT. S.V. Died May
29. 1864; exhaustion.

Mav 5, Left : ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.
30, ''64. C, Eberhardt. Gang.; slough 'g.

Died June 13. '64; pyaemia.
-Mav 16, Hight ; double flap. Surg. C. B.
20,''«4. Gibson, C. S. A. Died May 31,

181)4
;
gangrene.

June 18. Left (June 18, amp. leg.; gang.);
J'vl,'64. ant. post. flap. Surg. It. B. Bon-

tecou, U. S. V. Died Jtilv 6,

1864; tetanus.
Nov. 3(1. Left; ci re. Surg. J. K. Ludlow,
Dee. 19, IT. S. V. Haun. Died Deo. 19,
1864. 1864; synovitis and pneumonia.

April 2. Left : cir'e. Died May 18. 1865
;

6, ^tiX exhaustion.
May 19, Left ; circ. A. A. Surg. J.C. Nol-
31, '64. son. Died May 31, '64

; exh'n.
Sjiec. 2469.

July 27, Left; eirc. A. A. Surg. C.T. Bnl-
Au. 1.'64. len. Died Aug. 18, '64; exh'n.
Mav 12, Right (hsem.); circ. A. A. Surg.
27,' '64 . L. C. Dodge. Died June 6, '64

;

pyaemia. Sjtec. 2357.
June 22. Right (bone rem'd; tuem.); eire.

July 18. A. Surg. J. M. Brown, U. S. A.
1864. Died All. 1,'64

; exh'n. fcjxc.3389.

Sept. 14, ; circ: flaps sloughed. Died
17, '62. October 17, 1862.

Feb. 16. ; eirc.; erysipelas: three ins.

26, '62. stump rem'd. Died March 5,

1862: exhaustion.
Sept. 19, Left; flap. Surg. W. A. Barry,
23, '64. 98th Penn. Died Sept. —, 1864.

Mar. 29, Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg. N.
April 5, H. Moselev. U.S.V. Died April
1865. 10, '65; exhaustion. Spec. 4040.

July 3, Left. Died July 21 . 1863 : shock
21. '63. of operation. Spec. 2048.

Mav 5. Right; circ. Surg. E. Bentlev,
25, ''64. I'.S.V. Died May 30, 1864;

exhaustion.
Dec. 6, Lett : ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.
10, '64. II. I.eaman. Flaps sloughed;

hiem. Died Dec. 29, 1864
; py-

aemia. Autopsy.
June 2, Right: eirc. A.Surg.W.F.Norris,
15, '64. U.S.A. Hasm.; lig.. Died June

23,'64;pyse. Autop. Spec. 3563.

April 7, Left: ant. oval skin flap. A.Surg.
18, '65. W. S. Ely, IT. S. V. Slough's;

pyaemia. Died April 26, 1865.

Spec. 4099.

Ko

343

345

346

317

348

349

350

351

352

353

354

355

356

357

358

359

360

361

3C2

363

364

365

366

367

368

369

370

371

372

373

374

Name. MILITARY
Desi.'uii'Tiox, ami Age

Flammer, T., Pt., A, 12th
Penn. Cav., age 50.

Flanders, A., Pt., 4th
New Jersey Artillery,

age 43.

Fliegi, II., Corp'l, F, 7th
Michigan.

Flvnn. M., Tt., L, 21st

N. York Cav., age 19.

Folansbeo, C. M., Pt., It.

157th N. York, age 16.

Foorhee. IF. F„ It.. I,

14th North Carolina,

age 22.

Forrester, S., Corp'l, E,
67th New York, age 37.

Foster, R., Capt.. E, 1st

New Jersey, ago 39,

France, .7.. Serg't. A.20lh
Wisconsin, age 25.

Gateway, A'., Pt., B, 2d
South Carolina, ago 22.

Gallaher, E., It.. A. 119th

New York, age 17.

Oans, E., Serg't, E, 46th
New York, age 20.

OrKii.vnoxs, Operatohs,
Result.

Julv 9,

24, ''64,

Aug. 16,

Sept. 12,

1864.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 9. '62

Julv 16,

Aug. 2,

1864.

Dee. 6,

9, '64.

Mav 19,

Je, 1,'64.

Sept. 19.

2-1. '61.

Mav 12.
27,' '64.

Dee. 7,

10, '62.

Mav 16.
23,' '64.

May 3.

27, ''63.

Aug. 19,

31, '64.

Garble. C. Pt.. G, 3d June 17

Maryland, age 21. 24. '64.

Gardiner, P., Serg't, K.
21st Penn., age 21.

Gay, E.. Corp'l, H, 18th

Wisconsin.

Geist, L., It., E, 3d Md.,
age 21

.

Geller, M., PL, D, 48th
New York, age 37.

'Gibson, J. A.,—, F, 7th
Virginia.

Gilbert, N.B., Serg't, F,
58th Virginia, age 21.

Gilk-ersnn, W., PL,
60th Virginia.

B,

Gill, B. F., PL,
Ohio.

E, 7th

Gillinger, J., Pt., K, 46th

Penn., age 29.

Oilman, M., PL, D, 54th
Massachusetts.

Glazier, A., Corp'l. B,
1st Minnesota, age 29.

Glinney, J., PL, H, 81st
Pennsylvania.

Golden, O. P..—, G. 1st

South Carolina Cav.
Gowan. N. P., PL, C,
150th Penn.. age 26.

Graves. L. \V., Pt., D,
1st R. Island, age 19.

Green, J., PL, H, 82d
Ohio.

Green, J. P., Corp'l, D,
14th Infantry, age 25.

Green, W. II., Serg't, E,
26th Ohio.

Griffin, L. C, Corp'l, D,
8tii North Carolina.

375 Grubbs, D. A., Serg't, Mav 3.

I
II, 95th Penn. -, 63.

376
|
Guinn, E., PL. B, 138th Julv 9,

12, Y>4.

Oct. 27.
No.26.'64

April 6,

-, '62.

Mav 13,

Je. 5, '64.

June 30,

J'y4,'64.

June 27.

J'v3,'62.
Julv 20,

23, ''64.

Sept. 19,

Oct. 18,

1864.

Aug. 9,

15. '62.

Aug. 9,

15, '62.

July 18,

27, '63.

Aug. 25,

29, '64.

De.13,'62,

Ja.1,'63.
Sept. 20.

Oc.19,'63.
Julv 1,

15, ''63.

Oct. 29,

Nov. 7,

1864.

June 1,

-. '64.

Mav 6,

26, ''64.

Sept. 20,—
.
'63.

July 19,
22," '64.

Penn., age 21.

Right ; eirc. A. A. Surg. W. S.
Adams. II;em. recur'd. Died
Aug. 3, 1864: exh'n. Autopsy.
Specs. 3812, 3958.

Left (slough'g: necrosis). A. A.
Surg.G. A.Chesley. Died Sept.

15. 1864; haemorrhage.
Right. ILiin. Oct. 11. lig. fem.
ait. Died Oct. 18, 1862.

Right, circ. A. A. Surg. A. R.
Cray. Sloughing. Died Aug.
18, 1864: pvieinia. Autopsy.
Specs. 3835. 3967.

Right : ant. post. flap. A.A.Surg.
W. Raiser. Sloughed: hiem.
Died Dec. 26, '64

; hectic fever.

Left (gangrene); circ. A. A. Surg.
II. M. Dean. Died June 17,'64;

exhaustion.
Left: modified flaps. A.Surg. J.

(1. Thompson, 77th N.Y. Phle-
bitis. Died Oct. 13.'64

;
pyaem.

Autopsy. Spec. 3273.
Left; eirc. A. A. Surg. F. II. Col-

ton." lla'm.: lig.; slough'g. Died
June 14. '64

: exh'n. Spec. 3956.

Left: flap. A.Surg. J. J. Sanders,
1st Iowa Cav. Sloughed. Died
Dee. 21, 1862; haemorrhage.

(gangrene); eire. Died June
15,1864; pyaemia. Autopsy.

Right; circ. Surg. R. Revburn,
U.S. V. Died June 20," 1863;

pva'iniu. Spec. 1601.

Left; circ. A. A. Surg. E. P.
I'it.ii. Died Oct. 1, '64; hectic

fever.

Right; oval flap. A. A. Surg.W.
H. Ensign. Died June 25, 1864.

Spec. 2392.

Right thigh. Died December 4,

1864.

(excision): doll. flap. Surg.
E. C. Franklin, U. S. V. Died
April 22, 1862; pvsemia.

Left. A. A. Surg. P. G. II. Brad-
ford. Hied June 22, '64

; exh'n.

Spec. 2504.

Left : ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.
T. Liebold. Sloughing

;
hsein.;

lig. Died Aug. 29. '64
;
diarrhoea.

; circular. Died.

Left ; ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.
C. H. Ohr. Died Aug. 8, 1864.
Spec. 4272.

Left: circ. Surg. E. A. Brevard,
1'. A. C. S. Died Oct. 18, 1864 ;

shock of operation.
Left; double flap. Surg. J. E.
Summers, U.S.A. Died Aug.
29, 1862. Spec. 39.

Right; nut. post. flap. Surg. .I.E.

Summers, IT. S. A. Died Sept.

15, 1862. Spec. 48.

Left. (23d, excision rib. and fib.;

niortificat'n.) Died July27,'63.
Left (Aug.25, patella rem'd): circ.

A. A. Surg. D. O. Van Slyck.
Died Sept. 2, 1864

;
gangrene.

Right. (Deo. 13, amp. leg.) Died
Jan. 2, 1863: shock and exh'n.

Right. (Haemorrhage.) Died in

ten hours.
Right. Died Sept. 25, 1863 ; diar-

rhoea.

Right. A.A.Surg. E. G. Waters.
Died Dec. 22, 1864 ; exhaustion.
S}>ec. 3430.

Left. Died June 23. 1864.

Right (luem.: tourniquet obstruct-

ing ven's circulat'n); ant. post,

flap. Surg. A. F Sheldon. IT. S.V.
Died May 29, 1864; exhaustion.

Left. Died October 21, 1863.

Left. Dr. J. Jones, of Richmond.
Died Fell. —, 1865. Autopsy.
Spa. 3141.

Left. A.Surg.E.J.Marsh.U.S.A.
Died May 31, 1863. Spec. 1078.

Left; eirc; ha-in.: poplit'l artery
lig. Died July 22, '64

;
pysem.

1 SMITH (E. H.), Report of Cases of Compound Comminuted Fracture of Femur, etc., in Confed. States Med. and Surg. Sour.. 1864, Vol. 1, p. 24.
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No.

377

378

379

380

381

382

383

384

385

386

387

388

389

390

391

392

393

394

Name, Military
Description, and age.

lladen. E. U., Ft., F,
4th Virginia Cavalry,
ago 22.

'llaggerty, F., Pt., G,
14th Indiana, age 35.

llaldrnn, J, W„ Pt., A,
17th Va. Cavalry,

Hammond, A., Pt., H,
11 lth N. York, age 47.

2 Hang, G., Pt.. G, 2d
Artillery, age 27.

Harding. W., Pt., B, 58th
Pennsylvania, age 22.

Harnuff, J., Pt.. D, 56th
Penn., age 27.

Harris, W. II., Pt., A,
12th New Jersey.

Harvey, B., Pt., A. 3d
Kentucky.

Haskell, J. L., Pt.,

7th Maine.
Haskins, W. H., Pt..

39th Mass., age 23.

I>.

Hays, A.H..Pt.,B,142d
Penn., age 23.

Heafey, J., Pt., F, 24th
Mass., age 30.

Heath, L., Serg't, D, 2d
Michigan, age 22.

Hector. O.. Pt., K, 56th

New York.
Hendrix, J.. Pt.,C, 110th
Ohio, age 27.

Henefln. G., Pt., F, 5th

New Hampshire.
Henry, J., Serg't, E, 11th
Infantry, age 24.

Hess. D., Pt., K, 56th
Penn.. age 30.

Hill, J. J., Pt., G, 47th
Pennsylvania.

Hindinan, McC, Pt., B,
78th Penn., age 19.

Hine. F. T., Lieut., I,

144th N. York, age 34.

Hoffman, M., l't.,F, 39th
New York, age 35.

Holmes, G., Pt., F, 2d
Penn. Art'y, age 20.

Holmes, G. J., Pt., A,
26th Georgia, age 24.

Horton. E., Pt., A, 9th

New York H'vy Art.,

age 31.

3Rowe.ll, T. R., —, C,
4th Alabama.

nnbbard, J. II., Lieut.,

D. 145th Penn.
Hubbs, ,1. B., Pt., B,

I42d Penn., age 20.

Hug, G., Drum Major,

30th Missouri.

Hughbanks,J.H.,Corp'l,
E, 17th 111. Cav.,age 20.

Huntingdon, 8., Serg't,

B, 101st Ohio.
Hyam, D., Pt., C, 5th
New Ilamp., age 21.

May 10,

18, '64.

Dec. 13,

27, '62.

Nov. 9,

13. '64.

April 2,

(i, '65.

May 31,

June 14,

1864.

Sept. 29,

Oct. 6, '64.

Mar. 30.

Ap.25,'65

May 3,

8, '63.

Sept. 20,

Oct. -,'63.

May 3.

-. '63.

May 10,

18, "'64.

Dec. 13,

25, '62.

Aug. 14,

22, '64.

June 18,

July 7,

1864.

May 31.

J'e8,'62.

July 9,

14, '64.

May 2,

8. '63.

May 12,
21," '64.

May 8,

16, '64.

Oct. 22,

25, '62.

Mav 27,

J'ei,'64.

Nov. 30,

De.20,'64.

Mar. 31,

Apr.3,'65.

June 30,

— , '64.

Mav 5,

30, '64.

May 9,

30, ''64.

June 27,

J'y2.'62.
Dec. 13,

17, '62.

Deo. 13.

26, '62.

May 21,

26, '63.

Nov. 20,

26, '64.

Dec. 31.

la. —,'63.

April 7,

27, '65.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left ; circ. A. A. Surg. C. P. Big-

elow. Died May 25, '64. Spec.

2289.

Right ; flap. Died Dec. 30, 1 862

;

exhaustion.
; circ. Died Nov. 21, 1864

;

gangrene.
Left; circ. A. Surg.W. F. Norris,

U.S.A. Haem.; lig. Died April
16,'65; pyaem. Autop. Spec.'2fc>2.

Right: circ. A. A. Surg. C. 11.

Osborne. Haem, Died June 21,

1864
;
pyaemia.

Right; flap. A. A. Surg.T. Hop-
kins. Died Oct. 6, 1864

;
shock

of operation.
Right: circ. Died April 29, '65;

exhaustion. Spec. 4106.

Left. Died May 14, 1863.

Right ; circ. Died Oct. 21, 1863.

Left. A.Surg.E.J.Marsh, U.S.A.
Died June 3, 1863. Spec. 1077.

Left (Mav 14, 16, haem.); circ.

A. Surg.' W. Thomson, II. S. A.
May 24, haem.; lig. May 31,

haem.; lig. fern. art. Died May
31, 1864; exh'n. Spec. 3523.

Left. Surg. II. Bryant, U. S. V.
Ha?m.; lig. Died Jan. 10, 1863;
exhaustion. .Spec. 2558.

Right; circ. A. A. Surg. W. It.

Welles. Died Sept. 14, 1864 ;

irritative fever.

Right (excision tibia); circ. A. A.
Surg. J. H.Thompson. Haem.
July 12, lig. fern. art. Died July
28, '64

;
pyaemia. Spec. 2867.

. Died June 13. 1863 ; py-
a?mia.

Right; circ. A. A. Surg. CI. M.
Paullin. Died Aug. 11, 1864;

pyaemia. Autopsy. Spec. 3842.

Left. Surg. G. P.' Oliver, 111th

Penn. Died .May 13, 1863.

Left ; ant. post, double flap. A.
Surg. G. A. Mursick, U. S. V.
Died May 25 '64 ; exh'n. Autop.

Left (gang.); circ. Surg. E. Bent-
ley, U. S.V. Gang.; sloughing.
Died June 19, 1864 ; asthenia.

Autopsy.
Left; circ. Died Nov. 2, 1862.
Spec. 731.

Left: flap. Died July 29, 1864;

pyaemia. Autopsy.
Left. Surg. A. 1'. Dalrymple, U.
S. V. Died Dec. 21). 1864.

Right
;
circ. A.Surg.YV. B. Hart-

man, 116th Penn. Abscesses;
diarrh. Died May 24, '65; pyaem.

Left. ISpieuIae removed.) Died
July 12, 1864: exhaustion.

Left :'

lat. flap. A. A. Surg. M.
Sheffield. Died June 6, 1864;
exhaustion.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. A. F.
Sheldon, U. S. V. Died June3,
1864 ; shock.

Left ; circ. Died July 4, 1862

;

tetanus.

Left. Died December 19, 1862.

Right. (Haem.. reour'd: lig. fein.

art.) Died Jan. 12, 1863; ex-
haustion. Spec. 652.

Left. A. A. Surg. L. Darling.
Gangrene. Died May 31, 1863.

Spec. 1626.

Left. Died Nov. 26, 1 864, during
operation.

Right. Died January 19, 1863.

Right (h:em.); circ. Surg. O. A.
Judson, U. S.V. Died May 14,

1 865 ;
pyaem. Autop. Spec. 4228.

NO.
Name, Military

Description, and Age.

410 Hynes, J., Pt.. F, ]8th
Infantry.

411 Irvin, R., Capt., B, 77th
Illinois.

412 Jay, J. C. Pt., K, 19th
Iowa, age 18.

413 Jenkins, J. H, Serg't, B,
89th Ohio, age 24.

Johnson, A., Pt., G, 91st

New York, age 27.

Johnson, F., Pt., A, 10th
New York, age 45.

Dates.

Johnson, L., Pt., B, 99th
Penn., age 21.

Johnson, P. £., Pt., D,
25th Virginia, age 22.

Johnston. D., Pt.,B, 40th
Mass.. age 21.

Johnston, J., Pt., II, 27th
Connecticut.

Johnston, T. H., Corp'l.
D. 34th Ohio.

Jones. G.W., Pt., C, 14th
New York, age 26.

Jones. H., Pt.,C, 1st N.
Y'ork Dragoons, age 20.

Jones, J., Serg't, I. 65th
Ohio.

4 Jones, L., Pt., E, 25th
Indiana, age 20.

Kane. G. H., Pt., E, 1st

Col'd Troops, age 17.

Keeth, C. B., Pt.,G, 26th
Massachusetts.

Kelly, J., Pt., B, 2d In-

fantry.

Kelly,' J., Pt., D, 11th
Virginia, age 24.

Kelly, P.. Ft., D, 102d
Pennsylvania.

Kelly, T., Pt., F, 20th
Massachusetts.

Keniston, S. E., Pt.. H,
4th Maine, age 36.

Kennedy. M., Pt.,G,24th
New Y'ork.

Kent, R. H., Serg't, F,
141st Penn.

Kerr, H., Pt., E, 139th
Penn., age 33.

Kimball, F.. Pt., E, 5th
New Y'ork, age 20.

5 King. T., Corp'l, H, 2d
Cavalry, age 24.

King. W. S., — , K, 28th
Virginiu, age 32.

Kinney, H., Pt., G, 2d
Connecticut, age 43.

Kinnev, J. H., Serg't, F,

84th Illinois.

Kirby, R., Pt., H, 12th
New Jersey.

441 Kirsherman, J. J.,Pt.,K.

118th Penn.
442 Kitt, J., Corp'l, F, 54th

Ohio.
443; 6 Klumpeter, H., Pt., I,

8th New York.
444

|
Knapp, C. A., Pt., B, 6th
Vermont, age 20.

May 25,

June 16,

1864.

Jan. 11,

15, '63.

Dec. 7,

11, '62.

Feb. 25.

29, '64.

April 1,

9, '65.

Aug. 25.

30, '64.

May 12.

20, '64.

May 3,

23, '63.

June 1,

30, '64.

Dec. 13.

23, '62.

May 16,
28." '62.

Oct. 19,

30, '64.

May 19,

June 7,

1864.

Sept. 20,

Oc.—,'63.

July 11,

23,''63.

Oct. 27.

Nov. 10,

1864.

Sept. 19,

23, '64.

Sept. 17,

Oo.lC.'62,

Mav 6,

J'e 15/64.

June 1,

7, '64.

Dec. 13.

26, '62.

May 23.

June 17,

1864.

June 1,

10, '62.

Mav 3,

8. '63.

July 12.

Aug. 11,

1864.
Aug. 30,

Se.20,'62.

May 7.

14. ''64.

Mav 5,

17, ''62.

Oct. 19,

Nov. 7,

1864.

Sept. 19.

Oc.—.'63.

Mav 3,

16. '63.

Sept. 20,

Oc.10,'62.

April 6,

-, '62.

Aug. 29,

Se.17,'62.

May 10,

29,"'64.

Operations. Operators,
Result.

Right. (Gang.) A. Surg. C.W.
Lawrence, 22d Mich. June 19,

gang.; bone rem'd. Died June
22, 1864.

Left. Surg. A. H. Hoff, U. S. V.
Died Jan. 17, 1863. Spec. 1490.

Left ; circ. Surg. T. W. Florer,

26th Ind. Flap sloughed. Died
June 11, 1863: pyaemia.

Left ; circ. Surg. F. Salter, U. S.

V. Sloughed. Mar. 12, haem.;
lig. profunda artery. Died Mar.
16, 1864 : pj-aemia.

Left ; circ. A. A. Surg. T. O. Ban-
nister. Died April 27, 1865:
pyaemia. Spec. 4050.

Right: lat. (lap. Surg.N.R.Mose-
ley, U. S. V. Died Jan. 23, '65

;

exhaustion. Spec. 1991.

Left; circ. A. A. Surg. F. G. H.
Bradford. Died May 25, 1864.

Right (abscesses); circ; slough 'g

;

femoral art. lig. Mav 27, bone
rem'd. Died June 2,'l863.

Right; circ. A. A. Surg. T. F.
Belton. Died July 1. 1864.

Right. Haem.; lig. fern, artery;

anaemi. Died Jan. 5, '63. 8pec.98SL
Right. (Gangrene.) Died May
28. 1862.

Right ; double flap. A. A. Surg.
J. R. Uhler. Died Nov. 9, '64.

Right (gangrene): ant. post flap.

Slug. A. F. Sheldon, U. S. V.
Died June 7.'64; shockandhaem.

Right. Died October 18, 1863; i

haemorrhage,
Right: double flap. Died Sept.

]

16, 1863.

Left tslough'g): circ. A. A. Surg.
J.Pitkin. Died Nov. 10, 1864;
exhaustion.

Left. Died Sept. 24, 1864.

Left. Died Oct. 21, 1862. Spec.

2496.

Right: circ ; diarrhoea; slouglfg.
Died June 27, 1864; exhaust'n.

Right. (Hauuorr.) Died June
8, 1864.

Left. Died January 5, 1863.

Right (necrosis): lat. flap. A. A.
Surg. II. M. Dean. Died June
22,'64; exh'n. Spec. 2575.

Left ; ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.

W. Hunt. Died June 16, 1862;
exhaustion.

Right. Surg.G. P. Oliver.lllth

Penn. Died May 15, 1863.

Left: circ. A. A. Surg. F. S. Bar-
barm, Died Sept. 20, '64 ; pyaem.
Spec. 3004.

Right. Died Oct. 7. '62; pyaemia.

Right (aneurism); circ. A. Surg.
W. Thomson, U. S. A. Slough.
Died June 4,'64

: pyaemia. Au-
topsy. Specs. 3545", 3529, 3579.

Left ; circ. A.Surg. J.S. Billings.

U.S.A. Died May 18, 1862.

Left ; ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.
J. J. Cockrell. Died Nov. 12,

1864 ; haemorrhage.
Left. Died October 21, 1863.

Right. Died May 18, 1863.

. Surg. T. H. Squire, 89th
N.Y. Haem. Died Oct. 18, '62.

. Surg. E. C. Franklin, U.S.
V. Died "May 18, 1862.

. Surg. D. P. Smith, U. S. V.
Died Sept. 21, 1862. Autopsy.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. R. B.
Ronteeou, U. S. V. Haein.; lig.

fern. art. Died June 4, '64; exh'n.

1 LIDELL (J. A.), On the Major Amputations, for Injuries in both Civil and MiVry Practice, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci's, N. S.. 1864, Vol. XLVII, p. 367.

*LIDELL (J. A.), On the Wounds of Blood-vessels, Traumatic Hemorrhage, Traumatic Aneurism, and Traumatic Gangrene, in U. S. Sanitary

Commission Memoirs, 1870, Surgical Volume I, p. 198.

3 SMITH (E. II.), Repejrt of Cases of Compound Comminuted Fracture of Femur, etc., in Ccmfed. States Med. and Surg. Jour., 1864, Vol. I, p. 24.

4 Bryan (J.), Amputationsfrom the Armies of the Southwest, in Am. Med, l*imes, 1863, Vol. VII, p. 288.

6 LIDELL O. A.), IT. S. Sanitary Commission Memoirs, 1870, Surgical Volume I, p 141.

C DUCACUET H. W.), Cases of Military Surgery, in Am. Med. Times, 1863, Vol. VI, p. 137.
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I 445

44(3

447

448

449

450

451

452

453

454

455

456

457

458

459

460

461

462

463

464

465

466

467

468

Name, Military
DESCRIPTION', ami Age.

Operation's, Operators,
Result.

Knight, n.. Pt., E, 110th May
Cord Troops, age 24. J'e 1,'65.

Knight, IF. T., Corp'l, Mar. 25
C, .'.4th N. Carolina. Ap. 7.'65.

Langenderser, M., Pt.. ' Mar. 11.

A, 169th Ohio, ago 18. 14, '65.

Laurier, T.. Lieut., K, June 1,

71st New York. 8. '62.

Lawton, C. M., Pt., H, June 3,

58th Pent)., age 30. 8, '64.

Loarli. W. B., Pt., K, 2d June 1,

Conn. II. A., age 37. 16, '64.

Lee, P., Tt., C, 14?d Mar 12.

Penn., age 20. 24, '64.

Leody. D., Pt., 1', 26th Aug. 8.

Illinois. I 14. '64.

Leslie, W., Pt., n, 16th De.31,'62.

Infantry. Man. 4, '63.

Lindsay, P.. Pt., C, 11th
|

Dec. 13.

Penn.. age 22. 29, '62

Linsc'nherger, W.R., Pt.,

n, 139th Penn., age 22.

May 5.

29, '«4.

Livingston, L. A., Capt.,
|
July 2,

F.gtii Alabama, ago 23. I 14, '63.

Llewellyn, J. T., Corp'l.

C, 13th Ohio Cavalry.
age 21.

Louden, S., Pt., I, 2d
Conn. H'vy Artillery,

age 22.

Lohr, E. J., Pt., B, 51th
Penn., ago 24.

Lotd, W. IL, Pt„ H, 2d
New York H'vy Art..

age 26.

Love, U. T„ Pt., C, 41st

Alabama, age 30.

Loveland, \V. H., Capt.,

P, 4th Mich., ago 35.

Luodick.W., Pt., C,37th
Ohio.

Lynch, A. D., Pt., B, 2d
New York H'vy Art.,

age 4 1

.

Lyons, C. H., Pt., K, 5th
Ohio.

Madden, C, Pt.. 3d S.
Carolina Art'y, age 17.

Mallett, C. Serg't, F.
57th New York.

Marion, O. S., Pt., C,
45th Penn., age 21.

Mark, J., Pt.. K, 110th
Ohio, age 42.

470 Markle, II. . Pt., C. 148th
Pennsylvania.

471 Mars. H.. Pt.. fi. 5th
New York, ago 24.

Marsh. H. F.. Pt.. City
Baft'n, Petersburg. Ya.

Martin. C, Pt., C, 16th
Michigan, age 11).

Pt., F, 24 thMarx. J
Illinois.

Marys, D., Pt.. C. 90th
Pennsylvania.

Mather, Z. H., Serg't. M,
5th .Mich. Car., age 27.

McAnnav, L., Corp'l. L.

20th Penn. Cav..ngo21.

McCallum. M . Serg't.D.
140th Penn., age 32.

ItcCloud, if., Pt., E, 32d
Alabama.

McCormick, C. Pt., A,
57th Penn., age 83.

Mar. 31.

April 11,

1865.
Oct. 19,

No. 2, '64.

July 18,
29."'64.

April 6,

25, '65.

J illv 20.

31, '64.

May 5,

20,
:
64.

Nov. 24,

De.16,'63
June 2,

8, '64.

May 3,

-, '63.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 2, '62.

Dec. 13,

28, '62.

May 6.

15, "'64.

Mar. 25,

Ap. 3. '65,

Slav 3,

-. '63.

Mar. 31,

Ap. 9, '65,

June 13,

20. '64.

July 2,

5. '63.

Sept. 20.

30. '63.

May 5.

20, "'64.

July 8,

26, Y,3.

Mar. 25,

Ap. 1,'65

Mav 3,

9,
;
63.

Nov. 25,

De. 3, '63

July 2,

5, '63.

Right : eiro. A. A. Surg. R. H.
Blandly. Died June 15, 1865:
pya?mia.

Right : circ. Surg. W. L. Bavlor,

(J. S. A. Died April 18. 1865.
Right: oblique anterior post. (lap.

A. A. Surg. J. J. Cockrell. Rone
rem'd. Died April 15, 1865.

Right. (Gangrene. ) Died in two
hours after operation.

; ant. post. flap. Surg. II. IS.

Bonteeou. U. S. V. Hiem. Died
June 11, '64; shock. Spas. 3057.

Lel't ; ant. post. flap. Surg. li. IS.

Bonteeou, U. S. V. Died June
11), 1864: pyaemia. Spec. 3032.

Right : ant. post. flap. A. Surg.
A. Ingram, U.S.A. Sloughing.
Died Mav 27, 1864.

: flap." Surg. J. 1 1. Hutchison,
l.-.th Mich. Died Aug. 14, 1864.

Right (gang.; mortifiont'n); gan-
grene. Died Jan. 9. 1863.

Left. Surg. II. Bryant, U. S. Y.
Died January 4, 1863; pyaemia.
Spec. 570.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. R. li.

Bonteeou, U. S. V. Died Juno
7. 1864; exhaustion, Spec. 3011.

Left. (July 3, amp. leg; erysip.)

Haem. Aug. 4, bone excised.
Died Sept. 27. '63; exhaustion.

Left: circ. A.A.Surg.Z.l'.Dei in

ler. Died May 6, '65
; pyemia.

.Spec. 4062.

Right : ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.
C. II. Jones. Died Nov. 16,'04;

exhaustion.
Left . circ. A.A.Surg.J.H.Coover.
Died Aug.8, '64; pi.-pneumonia.

Right ; eiro. Surg. O. A. Judson,
U. S.Y. Phagedten. Died May
6, 1865 : exhaustion.

Left ; circ. Died Aug. 1, 1864.

Left ; circ. Med. Ins. F. II. Ham-
ilton, U. S. A. Hsem. Died May
31. '64; exh'n. Spec. 2287.

Right. Died January 4, 1864.

Left ; circ. Surg. J. W. Wishart,
140th Penn. Died July 4, 1864 ;

pyaemia.
Right. Surg. a. P. Oliver, 111th
Penn. Died May 13, 1863.

Right ; circ. A. Surg.A.H.Smith.
U. S.A. Haem.; lig. fern. Died
Oct. 8, 1862: exh'n. Autopsy.
Fptcs. 777. 833.

Left. Died Jan. 2, 1863. Haem.
Spec. 24 51.

Left ; hit. flap. Surg. R. B. Bonte-
eou, U. S. V. Died May 19,'64

;

pyaemia. Spec. 3055.

Left ; circ. A. Surg. H. Allen.

U. S. A. Died April 23, 1865;
pyaemia. Autopsy. Spec. 158.

. Surg. C. S. Wood, 66th N.
Y. Died June 7. '63. Spec. 1172.

Right ; circ. A. Surg.W. F. Nor-
ris, IT. S. A. Died April 22, '65;

pyaemia. Autopsy. Spec. 3237.

Right ; circ. A.A.Surg. J. Money-
penny. Died June 24, 1864.

Right. Haem. July 14. re-amp.
mid. third; haem. Diedjuly21,
1863: pyaemia. Autopsy.

Left. Sufg.I. Moses.U.S.V. Died
Oet. 6, 1863. Spec. 2127.

Right. (Gang.; May 10, amp. knee
j't; art. sloughed: haem.) Surg.
J. Kbersole. 10th Ind. Died May
20. 1864. Spec. 2340.

Left (haem.); flap, skin ; circ. mus.
Died Aug. 19, 1863; pyaemia.
Autopsy. Spec. 3963.

Left (humid gang.); circ. A. A.
Surg. \V. B. McCausland. Died
April 15. 1865: pneumonia.

Left. A. Surg. \V. Thomson. U.
S. A. Erysipelas. Died May
17, 1863

;
pyamtia. Spec. 1081.

Left : circ. Surg. J. C. Morgan,
29th Mo. Died Dec. —, 1863.

Left. Haem. Died July 12, '63;

exhaustion.

NO J

481

482

483

484

485

486

487

488

489

490

491

492

493

495

496

497)
498)'

499

500

501

502

503

504

505

506

507

508

509

510

511

51

2

513

514

515

Name, Military
description', and age. Datks.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

McConnell. D. W.,
H, 46th Ohio.

Pt.,

McDonald, J., Corp'l, B,
94th New York, age 20.

McGee, J., Pt.. C, 6th
Missouri.

McHarvard. T.. Pt.. C,
28th North Carolina.

MeKittrick, L., Pt.. A,
3~th Indiana.

McLean, P., Pt.. E, 86th
Cold Troops, age 23.

Mellick, M.. Pt.,

Pennsylvania.
•', 11th

Merron, J„ Pt., D, 12th
Mass., age 31.

Metitel, P., Corp'l, F.
26th Penn., age 20.

Miller. A.. Pt.. E, 95th i

Penn., age 18.

Miller, C, Corp'l, K. 5th
[

X. Hampshire, age 33.

Miller. L., Pt., D, 100th
j

Ohio, age 25.

Miller. L. S., It., E, 12th
Massachusetts.

Miller, S. C, Pt., K, 8th
Illinois, age 38.

Mills, W. F., Pt.. E,8th
N. Y. H. A., ago 42.

Moan, F. II. , Corp'l, F,
6th Maine, age 22.

Moore, J., Pt„ E, 46th
Pennsylvania.

Mooreliouse, O. J., Pt.,

II, 31st Iowa.

More, J., Pt., I, 76th Col-
ored Troops, age 30.

April 6,

-, '62.

April 1,

8, '65.

De.29,'62
Jan. 8, '63.

July 2,

15, '63.

Jan. 1.

10. '63.

April 10,

29, '65.

Aug. 9,

15, '62.

Mav 9,

16, "'64.

Nov. 27,

De.23,'63.

May 3.

14, "'63

April 7,

23, '65.

May 15,
18," '04.

Aug. 30.

Sept. 18,

1862.

April 9.

M'y8,'65.

June 16,

—, '64.

May 3,

14, "'63.

Aug. 9,

15.^62.

Nov. 24.

30, '63.

April 9,

25, '65,

Moriarty, C, Pt., K, 8th April 13,

New Hampshire. M'y 1.'03,

Morse, J., Pt.. B, 2d ' June 16,

Penn. Art'y, age 22.
j

25, '64.

Murray, H. T.. Serg't, I, ' Nov. 27,

6th Maryland, age 24. ' Dec. 10,

1863.

Murray, W., Pt., C, 20th
j

Dee. 7,

Iowa, age 25.
j

20, '62.

Myers, E., Pt., A, 154th ! May 3,

New York.
|

16, '63.

Myers, II.. Pt., E, 93d May 12.

Penn., age 23. I 31, '64.

ATance, T.J.. Tt., H,30th
I
April 4,

Texas Cavalry. Mayl,'64.

Nelson. C, Pt„ A, 129th
Indiana, age 18.

Mar. 8,

29, '65.

Nelson. D . Tt., E, 13th Dec. 15,

Colored Troops. I —, '64,

Nicely, M„ Pt., E, 79th ' Sept. 19,

Indiana.
[

—, '63.

Dickinson, A„ Pt., O,
;

July 3,

—, '63.

June 7,

21, '63.

April 2,— . '65.

O'Hara, II.. Pt., 1, 19th Do. 7, '62,

Iowa, age 23. Jan. 1,'63

I

O'Reilly, P., Pt., E,42d Sept. 17,

New York, age 20. !Oct.l,'62.

52d North Carolina.

Novo, ('.. Pt., C, 63d !

Colored Troops.
Ocker, T„ Capt.. A, 6th

'

Maryland.

. (April 10. amp. knee joint

;

slough'g ; necrosis.) Surg, E. C.
Franklin, U. S. V. Died April
25, 1862.

Left ; circ. A. A. Surg. H. Gib-
bons, jr. Haem. Died April 20,

1865;'pyspm. Autop. Spec. 3200.

Left. Died February 2, 1863.

. Died July — . 1863.

Left. Died February 13, 1863;

pyaemia. Autopsy.
Lett ; circ. skin flaps ; circ. sect.

muscles. Surg. F. E. Piquette,

86th Col'd Troops. Died May
8, 1865; ac. diarrhoea.

Right ; ant. post. dou. flap. Surg.
J. E. Summers, U. S. A. Haem.
from w'd in axilla. Died Aug.
26. 1862. Spec. 41.

Left; circ. A. A. Surg. J. O.
French. Died May 25, 1864;
pyaemia. Autopsy." Spec. 2286.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg. C.
Page, U.S.A. litem. Died Jan.
19. 1864. Specs. 1433. 2019.

Right : circ. Haem.; lig. fern. art.

Died June 6, 1863. Autopsy.
Spec. 1243.

Left. Surg. B. A. Yanderkieft,
TJ.S.V. Died April 29,'65. Spec.

4101.
Left: circ; necrosis. Died April
4. 1865; gangrene.

Right"; flap. Surg. II. A. Clements,
U. S. A. Died October 3, 1862;
pyaemia. Spec. 3493.

Left; bi-lat. flap. Ass't Surg. A.
Hartsufr, U. S. A. Died May 9,

1865.

Left. (Prim. amp. right thigh.)

Died June 23, 1864.
Right; circ; haem.; lig. fern. art.

Died May 23, '63. Spec. 1255.

Both ; double flap. Surg. J. E.
Summers, U. S. A. Died Aug.
26, 1862. Specs. 46, 47.

Right (ball extr'd); circ. Surg.
J. C. Morgan, 29th Mo. Died
Dec. 18, 1863.

Right ; circ. Surg F. E. Piquette,
86th Col'd Troops. Died May 1,

1865 ; exhaust'n and diarrhoea.

Left. Died May 3, 1863.

Right. (Amp. leg.) A. A. Surg.
E. T. Caswell. Haemorrh. Died
August 10, 1864; pyaemia.

Right : circ. Surg. E. Bentley,
U. S. V. Died Dec. 19, '63; py-
jemia. Autopsy.

Left ; lat. flap. Surg. P. Harvey,
19th Iowa. Died Dec. 29, 1862;

P3
-a?mia.

. Died May 22, 1863.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. R. B.
Bonteeou, U. S.V. Haem. Died
June 11, 1864 ; typhoid fever.

Right (April 4, amp. leg); circ.

Surg. C. E. Swasey, U. S. V.;
pyaemia. Died May 8, '64; ex-
haustion, etc.

Right (abscess); skin flap. Ass't
Surgeon E. F. Hendricks, 15th
Conn. Died April 13, 1865; ex-
haustion, etc.

Right. Died Dec. 22, 1864.

Left thigh. Died October 1 7, '63.

. Surg. C. S. Wood, 66th N.
York. Gang. (prim. amp. arm).
Died July 19, 1863.

Right. Died July 14, 1863.

Left. Died May 3, 1865.

Right ; lat. flap. Surg.P.Harvey,
19th Iowa. Died Jan. 9, 1863

;

pyaemia.
Left ; lat. flap. A .A. Surg.W.W.
Keen, jr. Died Oct, 6,'62; exh'n.
Spec. 793.
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530

581

552

523

124

525

526

527

528

529

530

53]

532

533

T>34

535

536

537

538

539

540

541

542

543

544

545

546

.-.47

546

Name, Military
Description, ami Age,

Operations. Operators,
Result.

Osborn, E„ Pt, D, 91st

New York, age 20.

Osborne. S„ PL, M, 2d
Conn. H. Art'}-, age 44.

Osgood. T. J., Pt, A,
.'Will Illinois, age 2".

Puddock, D. 8„ It., (i,

83d Peon., age 23.

Page, A.. I'L, B. ltilst

New York.
'Parker, JV., Corp'l, 1!,

51st Georgia, ago 40.

Parsons, T. 11., Cap!.. C.

91st Ponn., ago 29.

Payne, D., Pt., II. 2d
Conn. II. Art'y, age 25.

Payne, G. II, it., K.i.itli

New York, age ls\

Peek, N. A., 8erg't, D,

2d lila.de Island.

Perk-in.-. »'. ./., I'L, A.
7th C. S. Cav., age -'I

Perry. A.. PL. C, fith N.
York Cav., age 24.

Perry, W., PL. A, 34lli

North Carolina.

Peters, P., PL. A. I'.'ili

Pean.. age 24.

Phil brick, It., PL. D.
117th N. Y ., age 25

Phillipt, J.. Pi.. I, 37th
North Carolina

Pippin. A. P., I'L. n
2d Alabama, uge 18.

Polhemus, J., Pt., r,

137th New York.
Potter. P. II., Pt, I).

12th Mass . age 24,

Powers. .1.. PL, II. 71th
New York.

Prescott, C. R. Corp'),

F., 14th New York S.

M.. ago 27.

Preston. '1'.. Serg't. E.
14ih \Y. Virginia Cav..
ago 21

.

Price. A.H-.Pt .11, I88th
Pena., age 25.

Polhemus. .1 . PL, B, 1st

Mich., age 20.

Putnam. Q.R., Pt.. 10th
Mass Battery, age 32.

Rainier. M. C... Pt., (1,

121th Indiana, age 20.

Rnirdon. W . Pt . )_ 40th
Indiana, age 36,

Ramsey. II'.. PL. H,6th
Virginia Cav.. age 19.

Ransom. I'. II., Corp'l,
l>. 34th Ohio.

Reeves. O. T., PL, E,
29th Iowa.

Reeves. \V„ PL. K, lltli

Man . age 45.

Rrivhart. L.. Pt.. I". 23d
N. Carolina, age 39.

Mar. 31.

Ap. 6,'65

May 31,

J e. 27/04

Aug. 1(1,

Sept. 15,

1864.

May 8,

10, '(14.

April 7,

15. '(14.

.May It.,

.lone 2,

1864.

Mav 3,

I I,' 1.3.

Recit, IP.. I'L, D. 8th

Tenn. Cavalry, age ;J1.

Oct I'.i

Nov. 2,

1 864.

Oct 12.

29, '64,

Mav 3.

'..':',
'I I,

Juno is.

—
.

'.,1.

Aug. 16

Sept. 3.

1864.

.lone —

,

Jy B, 62.

.lime 1.

7. tit.

.la...- 15,

21, 04.

.[line —

.

J'y 3, '62

April 9,

26, '65.

May 3,

.-, 63.

Mav 6,

27. ''0
1.

Aug. 30,

*ep.-,'62.

July 21.

24,'ul.

July 9.

2:.. "64.

May 39.

J'ne8,'04

Dee. 13.

2H, '62.

Aug. 25.

Sept. 23,

1864.

Mar. 10.

13. '115.

June 27,

July 9,

1864.

April 1,

8, '65.

Mav 16,
'-'7.' '62.

April 30.

M'y3,'64.
May 24,

28, '64.

Mav 12.

19, '64.

Feb. 20.

Mar.'.. 1)4.

NO

549

Name. Military
Description, ami Ai

operations. Operators,
RESULT.

Reynolds, H. H., Pt., P,
1st Mich. Cav , age 28,

551

550 Rice, 8., Pt, A. 142d
New York, age 27.

Richard*, E., Pt, 11,8th
Maine, age 20.

lii.ly. J., It.. I, 9th N.
Y. H'vv Art'v, age 41.

Ripley, P., Pt., O, 10th
Massachusetts.

554 Robbins, P., II., Serg't,

K, 15th Mass., age 29.

567

Robinson. I' B .
PL. II

7th New Hampshire.
Robinson, J., Pt., D,12th
Conn., ace 34.

Sogers, /> . PL, E, 1st S.

( aiolina. ago 22.

Rombaugh, I ,
PL, B,

28th Pennsylvania.
Rosenfelt. S., Serg't. I>.

26th I'etm.. ago 22.

Left ; scmi-circ. Surg.T. R. Cros-
by, U.S.V. DiedApriI18, 1865;
pya?mia.

Right (gang.): double flap. A.A.
Surg.W.C. Earle. Died Juno
30. 1804 : pyemia.

Right (sloughing); eirc. A. A.
Surg. J. C. Martin, Hem.; lig.

fern. art. Died Sept. 28, 1664;
exhaustion.

Right ; lat. flap. Surg. R. B. Bon-
tecou,U-S.V. Hem.; lig. tom.
art. Pied May 24. '64

; exh'n.
Right: eire. A. Surg. s. II. ( Irton,

I'. S. A. Died April 27, 1864.

Left. (Item.; lig. post tib. art;
lueiii. recurred .

lig. fern, art'y.)

Died June 2, 181.4; shock.
Lett ; ciro. A. A. Surg. .1. O.
Stanton. Abscess : exostosis.

l'iod June 21'.. 1863; pva-uiia.

Spec. 1324.

Left; double flap. Surg. 1!. W.
Pease, U.S. V. Item.; lig. fem.
ail. Died Nov. 17, 1864,

I. ,11 11 lit. 21 ,
haul . lig pop. art

Oct.28, Item.; lig.fcin.urt); Bnp.
A. A. Surg. J. (

'. Norton. Died
Dee. I. 1864: exhaustion.

Lelt. (dang.i l'i"d June 2. I.J.

.-;,. .-. 1181.

Left. Suig.t'. 1'. Ruimeistcr.Oiltli

Penn. filed June 28/64. Spec.
4512.

Left (art. sloughed ; litem.); circ.

A. A. Surg. 11. It. Miles. Died
July 8,'65; oeteo myelitis, Sjiec.

291,:,

Left. Ilrrita. fever ) Died July
111. 1862.

Left: eire. A. A.Surg. J. (ass.

Died June 8, 1864 ; exhaustion.
Left ; circ. A, A. Surg. J. Money-
penny. Died June27.'01; exh'n.

Right.' Surg. — Eatls, C. S. A.
Dieil July 7. 1862,

Left: flop. Surg. A. MeMahon,
1'. S. V. Died May 11. 1865;
suppuration atid exhaustion.

Lelt; eire. Died May 15, 1863;
haemorrhage.

Right Died June 5, 1864.

. Died S, pt. 1 1,'(12; tetanus.

: eire, Drs. Darby and (
'.,11

rod. Kxa end of femur. Died
August 8. 1861.

Left ; eire. A. A. Surgeon T. .1.

Dunott. Died August 2, 1864.

Spec 391 1.

Right ; eirc. Surg. O. A. Jttdson.

IT. S. V. Died June 13, 18C4
;

shook. Spec. 2942.

Left, litem.) Dec. 30, hsptn.;

lig. fern. art. Died Jan. 15. '63;

exhaustion.
Right (sloughing); ant. post. flap.

Surg. ('.. S. Palmer, I". S. V.
Item. Died Nov. 2, 1^64.

Left (gang.); flap. Surg. C. A.
Cowgill, U. 8. V. Died March
22, 1865; shock.

Right (gang.); eirc. A. Sure". C.

C. Byrne, u. s A. H:em ; lig.

Pied July 23.'64; hemorrhage.
Right; eire. A. Surg. W. Thorn-
son,!*. S. A. Sloughing. Died
April 18, '65; pyemia. Ant,, p.

Lett (Gangrene.) Died May
30, 1862.

Left. Died May .".. 1864.

Right. Died May 31. '1.4 : tetanus.

Loft. Surg. O. A. Judson.r.S.V. 578 Sehman, C.,Pl., F. 28th

Item. Died Mav 30.'64
; pvein. Ohio.

Antopsv. Spec! 2276. 579 Senior. T. H..PL.C. loth

Lett. (Item ) Surg. H. L. W Maine
Burritt, U. 8. V. Oang. Died 580 Sheridan. N. B., Pt, A,
March 11. 1864. Spec. 2228. 90th Pennsylvania

Sept. 4,

18, '64.

Sept. 29,

Oc.14/64.
June 3,

9, '64.

Oct 19.

25, '(i4.

Mav :,.

10, 64.

May 6,

June 2,

1864.

July II.

An. 'l.'l.J.

(Id. 19.

Nov. 4,

IH04.

July 28,

\u21.l,t.

Sept. 17,

Oe. I 3/112.

July 2.

19, Y,3.

Boss. li. \V.,Pl , C,26th Pee. 13,

New York, age 22. I 29, '1.2.

Bone. J. A.. I'L. I. 3d Aug Hi,

Maryland Cavalry. 28, '64.

Royal. R. B.. PL, B, 0th J 3.

Maine, age 2.".. -. t.4.

Raiding. F-J.,Serg't, E, June 1,

112th N. V., age 29. ' 11. '64.

Suckner. J. C, PL, E. ' May 31,

2d Michigan. June 24.

1862.
Sailor, J., Serg't, E,45th I Sept. —

.

Ohio. 1 30, (13.

Sailor, \V„ Pt . B, 119th Nov. 7,

Penn., ago 40.
, 14, '63.

Salzman, C, Pt., K. 2d De.27,'65.

Infantry, age 31. j.Ian.3.'06

Saltzmnn.W.C, Bugler,
istN. Y. Bid. Battery,
age 21.

Sampson, D. B.. Pt., c,
07th New York, age 34.

Saunders. S.. PL. K. 52.1

New York.
'.Samn. J. A'., PL. D. 9th
Louisiana, age 27.

Schaffer, «'.. Corp'l, D,
9th Illinois Cavalry.

Sehaup. II., Pt, K.ltloth

New York, age 29.

Sehlaf, A.. Pt.. B. 2d
Penn. Art'y, age 42.

575 Schneider. P.. PL. P..

20th Wis., age 25.

,",7i. Schweitzer. S.. Pt.. A,
101st Ohio, age 18.

577 SelH-r. J.W.,1'1., A. "ilth

New York, age 27.

578

573

574

Oct. 19,

Nov. 16,

1864.

May 31,

J'e—.'62

June 10,

—, '64.

Nov. 7.

ie, '63.

Aug. 24,

27, '63.

May 14.

Jell, '64

Nov. 30,

Dec. 7,

1864.

Dec 7.

11. '112.

July 7.

21, '64.

July 1,

4 V.l.

May 10.

30. '62.

July 2.

18, 63
Dec 13,

17. '62.

Left. A. A. Surg. J. II. Uartholf.

Item.: lig. popliteal art. Died
Sept. 30, 1864

;
pxa'ta. Autop.

Spec. 31130.

Left: eire. A.Surg Ii.R.Brower,
ISA'. Died Oct, 21/64 ipywm.

Left ihaaii.). ant. post.flap. Sur^'.

R. B.Boniccou.r S.V. Slough
;

bam.; re am),, laid, third. Died
June 13, '64 ; exh'n. Spec 30,4.

Left; circ. A. A. Surg.W It. M. r

lison. Died Nov. I], 1864.

. (( Inegrene. 1 Surg. (1, T.
Stevens. 77th N. Y. Died Mav
13. 1864.

Right (lia-in.; May 30. lig. fem.
art.: slough., liti'in.); double lat.

(lap A. A, Surg. J. Ransom.
Died July 15. 181.4

Led Huron") .He Died Aug. in,

1863 Slier. H.1,2.

Right ant. post. Hup. A A.Surg
c 1 1.J ones. Nov. 1 1, Inc., -fan
lirl. lig. 1 lied Nov. 23. 1,1 , liO'lll

Spec. S44:i.

I., 11 double Map A. A. Sur« W.
L. Hammond. 1 1 Aug.22.'64.

Lilt. Surg.C. I'ngo.I'.S A. Died
.Ijiii. .',.'i,'i; c.,1 diair. Spec 1745.

Right Surg.C. \V Jones, II. S.V
Slough.; exc endof Ih.ue; h.T.tll.;

lig. lem. art. Pied (let •• 1863

Spn 1699.

Right Died Jan. 9. 1863. Sjiec.

5", 7

.

Lett , eire. A A.Surg.E.B.Wool
st, ,11. Sloughing. Died Oct. 18,

1864; exhaustion.

Lefl . .ire. Died June 23, 1864.

Left : lat. flap. Surg. R. B. Bonte
eon,V. S. V. Item,; lig. fem.
ait Died June IS, 18t,4

;
gang.

Spec. 3050. .

Left; eirc. A. A. Surg- K. H.
Brown. Died Juno 24, 1862;
Sh.K'k.

Right. Died Oct 1, ls-i.3.

Left; eire. A. Surg. Ct. A. Mur-
nick, I. S. V. Died Dec. 1, '63;

pyemia. Autopsy. Specs. 1M87,

1H88. 1889. 1890.
'

Left (gang.), ant. post flap. A.
Surg. C. C.Omy.I'.S A. Item.;
lig. fetn. art. Died Jan. 13, '66.

Autopsy.
Left : ant. i*»t. San. A. A. Surg.
E.O.Waters. Died Nov. 22, '64;

iliphtheria. Spec. 3731.
Left, il'veniia.) Died June 26,

1802.

Left. A.Surg.T.O. Cornish. 15th

Mans. Died.l e25.'<>4. Spec 30*.

Right 1 flap. Surg. J. A. Liiiell,

CSV. Osteomyelitis. Died
Dec. 3, 1863; hem. Autopsy.
Specs 1819. 1860, 1892.

Left ; ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.
S. R.Coale Died Sept. 12/03;
pyemia. Spec. 2101.

Lett; eirc. A. A. Surg. J. S. Hill,

Died June 15. 1864; .hock.
Right : ant, |m»sL flap. A A Surg.
fXW. Harper. Dec. 15, lnem.

1 Died Dee. 10. 1S04
;
pyarnia.

Bight: lat. flap Snrg.P.Harvey.
I'lthlowa. SI. nigh. Died Dec.
IF. 1863; ha-morrhage

Left, A.A.Surg. J. C. Sliimcr.
Slough. Died July 29, 1864.

Spec. 3920.

Left. July 90, bam.; Augu-t 3,

re-amp.; 15. slough Died Aug.
29. 1863 . diarrh.ea

teft. Died June 1. 1862.

Right, eirc H:etn slough. Died
July 24. '63: pvatmin. Autopsy.

Right. Died February 4. 1863. i

Autopsy.

, IIOLLO^VAV (J. M.). Coruecutire and Indeterminate llxmnrrhnge from iMTQe Arteria after Guiuhnt Wnundt. etc.. in

X. S., 1865, Vol. L. p. 344. LIHEI.1. (J. A.). U. S. Sanitary Vommiirion Memoirs, 1F7U. Surgical Volume I. p. 188.

'LtDEU, (J. Ai, <m the Secondary Traumatic Lesions of Hone. etc.. in IT. S San. Cum Memmrn. 1870, Surgical Volume 1

•BKYAX (J.), 'oc ciY.. p. 288.

Am Jour. Med. Science*.

p. 358.
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I

NO.

581

582

583

584

585

58(i

587

588

589

590

591

592

593]

594

595

596

597

598

599

GOO

601

60S

603

604

605

606

607

608

609

610 !

611

'

612

'

613,

614

Name, military
Description, ami Are.

Operations, operators,
Result.

Sherron, L., —, I, 12th Sept. 17,
Ohio, ago 32. I Oct. 14,

1862.
Shields, J. ,T., Pt., K, June I,

105th Penn., age 19. I
10, '62.

Shucy, A. B., Corp'l, C, Sept 19,

93d Pennsylvania. 22, '64.

Six. I., Pt., K, 14th W.
;
July 20.

Virginia, age Hi.
l 26, '64.

Smith. A. M., Pt., I, 10th
Vermont, age 20.

Smith, C. I).. Pt.. II, 15th

Massachusetts.
Smith, E. \\\, Capt., D,
21st Michigan.

Smith. C. Pt., 11, 2d
Infantry.

Smith, J., Pt.. II. 163(1

New York, age 18.

Smith, .'.. Pt., I', 6th
Col'd Troops, age 27.

Smith, J., Pt., li, 98th
Ohio.

Smith, J. If.. Lieut, G,
34th Georgia, age 32.

Smith, II. K.,Pt.. K,13th
Missouri Cav., age 21.

'Smith, IF. /.., !>t., I, 5th
Ninth Carolina, age 24.

Snider, D.. i'U, ('.. 4lh

Maine, age -17.

Sinners. J., Pt, E, 64th
New York, age 21.

Sponholtz, P., Pt. A, 5th
New Jersey.

Spring, W.,"Pt, K, 19th
Iowa, age 20.

Steadman, \V., Pt, A,
1st Mass. H'vy Art'ry,
age 21.

Steele, W., Pt. H. 2d
New York ll'vv Art'v.

Steinhofer. A., Pt, i),

20th Mass., age 24.

Stephens, B., Pt, I, 1st

Pennsylvania Rifles.

Right Asst. Surg. J. A. Bigelow,
8th Conn. Haem. Died Oct.
25. 1862.

Left (gang.); flap. A. A. Surg.
G. W. Edwards. Died June 30,

1802. Autopsy.
Right : flap. Surg. W. A.Barry,
9'eth Penn. Died Sept. 27, '04;

exhaustion.
Lett; ant. post. flap. Surg. J. B.

Lewis, U. S. V. Aug. 3, haem.;
lig. fern. art. Died Aug. 14, '64

;

haemorrhage. Spec. 4-.J70.

Right; cire. A. A. Surg. A. H.
Gray. Died Aug. 8,'64 ;

exh'n.
Autopsy. Spec. 3814.

Right. Died Sept. 27, 1862.

July 9.

Aug. 3,

;

1864.
Sept. 17,

24, li>.

Sept. 19, !
Right. Died October 16, 1803

22. '63.

Aug. 10,

Scp.1,'01.

July 26,
Au."l,'0'4.

Died September 15, 1861.

Sterling, (!., Pt, I, 20th
Maine, age 29.

Stoldt, G., Capt., 58th
New York.

Stone, O. E., Pt, M, 1st

Mass. Art'}-, age 29.

Story, J.C., Pt,D, U4th
New York.

Stover, A. W., Serg't. I,

20th Maine, nge a3.

Stowcll. P. M., Pt., D,
70th N. York, age 28.

Strader. F. P.. Capt., If,

6th Indiana, age 26.

Stringer, T. J., Pt, C,
98th Ohio.

Stubbs.J.r., Pt. F.13th
Georgia.

Stuckey, J. E., Corp'LB,
42(1 Pennsylvania.

Sullivan, J. \Y., It.. C,
6th Maryland, age 18.

'Tate, J. G., Pt., —, 53d
Georgia, age 20.

Sept. 29,

Op.t.6,'64.
1

Nov. 25,

-. '63.

Deo. 16,

29, '04

Oct. 25,

Nov. 13,

1804.

Mav 9,

18, ''64.

Mav 6,

20, '04.

April 1.

10, '65.

May 3,

7, "63.

Dec. 7,

1 1, "62.

Mav 16,

25, '64.

Oct 17,

— . 04.

Mav 18,

27, '04.

June 18,

i
July 15,

I
1804.

Sept. 30,

Oct. 15,

1864.

July 3,

(I, '03.

May 19,

29.' '64.

Sept. 19,

21, '64.

June 20,

28, '64.

July 2.

31, '03.

Nov. 25.

Do. 9, '63.

Oo.—,18.
Sept. 1!',

22, '64.
I

Dec. 13, I

24, '62.

Oct. 19,

Nov. 9,

1804.

Sept. 17.

29, '62.

Right ; flap. A. A. Surg. C. T.
liullen. Died Augi^t 23, 1864;
exhaustion.

Left ; ciro. A. A. Surg. C. C. Ela.
Item. Died Oct ll,'64; haem.

Left. Died Dec. 4, 1863.

Left (gang.); lii-lateral skin flaps;

circ. muse. Surg. J. R. llrust,

1st Tenn. Died May 28, 1865;
exhaustion.

Left (Nov. 10, pyaemia); ant post.

flap. ,V. Surg. YV. II. Warner.
3d Wisconsin Cavalry. Died
Nov. 13, 1864; pyaemia.

Left: ant. post. flap. A. Surg. G.
A. Mursick, U. S. V. Died May
31.1864; pyaemia. Autopsy.

Right (slough.); circ. Surg. It. I!.

Bonteoou, IT. S. V. Died May
23, 1804; haemorrhage.

Left : ant. post. flap. A. Surg.W.
F. Norris, U. S.A. Died May 1

,

1865;m-a3in. Autop. Spec. 2629.
Left. Surg. G. P. Oliver. 111th
Penn. Died May 24. 1863.

Left: cire. Surg. It II. Hubbard.
U. S.V. Slough's. Died Dec.
30 1802.

Right Surg. D. P. Saiith,U.S.V.
Died June 8, 1864; pyaemia.
Spec. 3296.

Left. Died November 9, 1864.

ry-Left Died May 30, 1864
aemia. Spec. 822.

Left (spie. rem'd): lat. flap. Surg.
N. R. Mosoley, U. S. V. Died
April 11, 1865; debility. Spec.
2874.

Left (Oct. 11, amp. leg; gang.);
bl-lat. flap. Pied Oct. 20, 1864

;

exhaustion. Spec. 3285.

Left Died July 21,'03; tetanus.

Right ; ant. post. flap. A.Surg. W.
Thomson, 11. S. A. Died June
18, 1804

;
pyaemia. Autopsy.

Right ; circ. Surg. L. P.Wagner,
1 14th N. Y. Died Oct. 7, 1864 ;

pyaemia. Autopsy.
Rigid : circ. A. A. Surg. A. N.
lirockway. Died June 30, '64

;

shock.
Lett ; haem.; lig. Died August 3,

1803.

Left. A.Surg.C.C.Byrue.U.S.A.
Died Pee. 10, 1803; pyaemia.

Left. Died November 4, 1802.

: circ. A. Surg. — D'Orsav,
P. A. a S. Died Oct. 10, 1804;
pyaemia.

Right Died November 17, 1863.

Left : ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.
T. F. Murdock. Died Nov. 22,

1864; exhaustion. Spec. 3414.

Left; cire. Died Sept. 30, 1862;
pyaemia.

name, military
Description, and Aoe.

618

Taylor, C. IP., Pt., C,
60th Georgia, age 20.

Taylor, J., Pt, H, 91st

Ohio, age 32.

Taylor, J. G.. Pt.. G,
12th Mass., age 37.

Teaglcs. B. A., Pt, CI,

126th N. York, age 20.

Dates.
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Table XXXVII.
Summary of Twenty-six Cases of Intermediary Amputation in the Thigh for Shot Fracture, the Point of

Ablation unspecified.

SECONDARY AMPUTATIONS IN THE SHAFT OF THE FEMUR,—There were

four hundred and forty-two cases in which the amputation in the thigh was practised sub-

sequent to the thirtieth day after the reception of the injury. Two hundred and thirty-nine

recovered and two hundred and three died, a fatality of 45.9 per cent., or 3.9 per cent, less

than in the series of primary, and 17.8 per cent, less than in the series of intermediary

operations.

Secondary Amputations in the Upper Third of the Shaft of the Femur.—Fifty five

operations of this nature were reported, with twenty-five deaths, or a mortality of 45.4 per

cent, The operations were performed on forty-five Union and ten Confederate soldiers.

In thirty the right limb, and in twenty-one the left limb, was involved, and in four this

point was not indicated.

Recoveries after Secondary Amputations in the Upper Third of the Femur.—Thirty

of the secondary amputations in the upper third of the femur resulted favorably, six on

Confederate and twenty-four on Union soldiers. Twenty-three of the latter were pensioned,

and all but one were living in October, 1879. In two cases the lesions were consequent

on injuries inflicted by shell, in one by grape shot; in twenty-seven, the injuries were

believed to have been caused by small projectiles. Two of the patients had undergone

prior operations, one, an amputation of the same leg, and one, an excision of three and a

half inches of the upper third of the femur. 1 The convalescence was retarded by pyaemia

in one, by gangrene in two, and by hamiorrhage in three instances. In the following case

bleeding occurred on the thirteenth day, but was readily controlled by the tourniquet and ice:

Case 475.—Captain J. A. Bates. Co. D, 12th Now York, was wounded in the right leg at Gaines's Mill, June 27, 1862,

and underwent amputation nineteen months afterwards. Surgeon A. B. Mott, U. S. V., who performed the operation, made the

following report of it: "The wound was caused by a shell which splintered the tibia about midway between the knee and the

foot without completely fracturing it. The patient entered Ladies' Home Hospital, New York City, December 25, 1863, and

'The amputation of the thigh had been preceded by amputation in the leg in the case of C. Basim, PI.. H, 8th Pennsylvania Reserves (Tablk
XXXVIII, No. 2, p. 308), by excision in the shaft of the femur in the case of I't. S. C. Hall, F, 3d Indiana Cavalry (Table XXV, No. 3, p. 208, ante,

and Table XXXVIII, No. 9, p. 308).
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thirty days afterwards the limb was amputated. At the time of the operation the leg had become greatly swollen from enlarge-

ment of the bone, the skin was discolored with numerous ulcerations, and there was an immense discharge of matter from the

ulcers and from an abscess about the knee joint. The patient was in a very low and emaciated condition, had no appetite, and

was unable to sleep without taking anodynes. The amputation was performed at the upper third of the thigh by the circular

method, and was attended with little haemorrhage, chloroform being used, and followed by prompt reaction. Ligatures were

applied to every bleeding vessel. The patient did well from the time the operation was performed. He was ordered to have

two pints of porter and six ounces of brandy daily, together with nourishing diet. Some haemorrhage took place on the

thirteenth day, which was easily controlled with the tourniquet and ice, but recurred one week afterwards. On June 12, 1864,

the patient was discharged from the hospital cured." Captain Bates re-entered the Army as an officer of the 43d Infantry, July

28, 18CG, and four years later he was retired from active service. He was furnished with an artificial limb by B. F. Palmer, of

Philadelphia, July 14, 18G9.

In the next case the amputation was not performed until seven years after the date

of the reception of the injury:

Case 476.—Private Jesse M. Jones, 1 Co. K, 21st Indiana, aged

29 years, was wounded at Baton Rouge, August 5, 1862, by a musket

ball, which fractured the right femur at the junction of the middle and

upper thirds. He was taken to the regimental hospital, remained there

one day, and was then sent on a hospital transport to New Orleans,

the limb meanwhile being supported by bandages and pillows. On
arrival, August 7th, he was admitted to the St. James Hospital, where

a long splint was applied, seventeen days after the reception of the

wound. He was discharged April 15, 1863, and pensioned. On No-

vember 14, 1866, Examining Surgeon W. J. Hoadley, of Danville,

Indiana, reports : "The wound still unhealed, fracture had united by

large deposits of bone; limb shortened four and three-fourths inches."

In January, 1869, he entered Providence Hospital, Washington; and,

on the 23d, Dr. D. W. Bliss, late Surgeon U. S. V., amputated the thigh

in the upper third by the anteroposterior flap method. The patho-

logical specimen was presented to the Army Medical Museum by the

operator. It is No. 5558 of the Surgical Section (Fig. 196), and shows

great deformity, with exfoliations on posterior aspect, and a fragment

of lead imbedded in the callus. On March 9, 1869, Jones visited the

Museum, when his photograph (A. M. M. Card Photographs, Vol. I,

p. 27) was taken, acopy of which is shown in the wood-cut (Fig. 197).

His pension was paid December 4, 1879.

Of four of this series of thirty cases of secondary amputation in the upper third of the

femur the specimens are preserved in the Army Medical Museum:
Case 477.—Sergeant J. Hammill, Co. D, 8th New Jersey, aged 23 years, was wounded in the

right knee, at Chancellorsville, May 3, 1863. From the field he was conveyed to Potomac Creek

Hospital, and thence, six weeks afterwards, to Washington, where the injured limb was amputated.

Surgeon D. W. Bliss, U. S. V., who performed the operation, reported: "The wound was caused by a

mini6 ball, which struck the external condyle of the femur and passed directly through, comminuting

the condyles and lower part of the femur and opening the joint. The patient was admitted to Armory
Square Hospital, June 14th. He was then suffering from profuse suppuration from the joint, and had

a large abscess attended with disintegration of the tissues of the calf of the leg, in consequence of

which he was in a very reduced condition. There were no symptoms of pyaemia, however. As there

was no possible chance of life for the patient without an operation, it was decided to amputate, which

was done on June 16th, by the circular method, at the junction of the middle and upper thirds. The

soft parts were found in a very diseased condition. The patient stood the operation well and progressed

favorably. Three months afterwards he was transferred to St. Elizabeth Hospital." The man was

ultimately discharged from Ward Hospital, Newark, May 4, 1864, having been previously furnished

with an artificial limb by E. D. Hudson, of New York City. He is a pensioner, fad was paid June 4,

1878. The amputated part of the femur, together with the bones of the knee, were contributed to the

Museum by the operator, and are shown in the cut (FlG. 198). The specimen shows a slight deposit of

callus on the border of the fracture, and much disorganization of the articulation by suppuration.

As already remarked, one of the twenty-three pensioners of this

group died nearly fifteen years after the operation:

Case 478.—Private M. Hartigan, Co. H, 108th New York, aged 18 years, was wounded in the left knee, at Antietam,

September 17, 1862. He was moved from a field hospital to Frederick twelve days after the injury, and two days later to Ches-

ter, where the injured limb was amputated. Acting Assistant Surgeon C. J. Morton, who performed the operation, contributed

'An account of the case hat been published in Circular No. 3, Surgeon General's Office, Washington, 1871, p. 209.

SURG. Ill—39

FIG. 196.—Eight
femur fractured at
junction of upper
mid middle thirds.

Spec. 5558.

Fig. 197.—Appearance of
weeks after operation. [From

the stump six

a photograph. J

Fig. 198.— Shot fracture

of lower third of right fe-

mur, with slight deposit of
callus. Spec. 1263.
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the pathological specimen (Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 337, Spec. 262), with the following details of the case: "The wound was

produced by a ball, which entered near the centre of the popliteal space and emerged at outer side of the knee. The man

walked from the battle field to the field hospital. After his admission to Chester Hospital, on October 2d, the wound did well

for a few days, when synovitis ensued, and the knee joint became highly inflamed and painful on motion. The patient was also

suffering from diarrhoea, poor appetite, and was much emaciated. About a week afterwards large dissecting abscesses formed

above and below the knee, which were freely opened, and compresses were then applied to prevent the upward tendency of the

abscesses. On October 29th, the muscles were completely dissected with pus to above the middle of the thigh, and the least

movement of the limb would cause the most agonizing pain ; the patient's appetite now being completely gone and his emaciation

very great. On consultation, it was then decided that, as the only means of preserving life, amputation should be resorted to,

which was performed about four and a half inches below the great trochanter. The patient spent a wakeful night after the

operation, his pulse being ICO; but after several days he began to rest better and regained some appetite, and by November 6th

his general condition was much improved, the stump healing nicely and showing every prospect of recovery. By December

11th, the stump was nearly healed and the patient had almost recovered. Dissection of the amputated limb showed that the ball

had passed through the joint and struck the outer condyle of the femur. The cartilage of the femur and tibia was very much
roughened." The specimen consists of a ligamentous preparation of the bones of the injured knee. The patient was discharged

from service May 19, 1863, and pensioned. He was subsequently supplied with an artificial limb by the Palmer Arm and Leg
Co., by whom the operation was described as having been performed by the flap method. The pensioner died April 1, 1877.

Fatal Cases of Secondary Amputations in the Upper Third of the Thigh.—The

twenty-five operations of this group were performed on four Confederate and twenty-one

Union soldiers. In one instance excision in the middle third of the femur had preceded

the secondary amputation. 1 Four patients perished from pyasmia, two from gangrene, ten

from exhaustion, three from shock. In one instance it was believed that chloroform con-

tributed to the unfortunate result,
2 and in five the cause of death was not recorded.

Case 479.—Private John Pool, Co. H, 119th Pennsylvania, aged 23 years, was wounded by a conoidal ball, at Rappa-

hannock Station, November 7, 1863. He was admitted into the Stanton Hospital, Washington, November 9th. Surgeon John

A. Lidell, 3 U. S. V., furnished the following history, with the specimen (No. 2229, Sect I), to the Army Medical Museum : "The
bullet had entered the lateral and external part of the left thigh near the junction of the middle and upper thirds, and passing

downward, inward, and somewhat forward, had fractured the femur at its middle. The missile appears to have been split, by

contact with the bone, into two pieces, which made their escape through separate openings in the popliteal space. When admitted

the knee was much swollen and hot; the patella floated some distance above the femoral condyles. He did not complain of pain,

and his general condition was favorable. The wounded limb was propped up with long sand bags placed on either 6ide of it,

and moderate extension was applied by a weight hanging over the foot of the bed and attached to the foot and leg by strips of

adhesive plaster. Counter extension was effected by elevating the foot of the bed. He was put upon supporting diet, and

simple dressings applied. The inflammation and swelling at the knee gradually subsided, and, on December 1st, had entirely

disappeared, the wounds in the popliteal space closed; the wound of entrance, however, was still open and discharging. On the

20th, there was a slight hemorrhage of arterial blood from the wound of entrance, which was readily checked. On the 28th,

the limb was placed in Hodgen's splint to facilitate the outflow of pus. January 8, 1864, the wound in the popliteal space

reopened and the wounds, both of entrance and exit, discharged freely. 24th, pulse 110; he was daily becoming more feeble.

On exploring the wound through the orifice of exit with Nelaton's probe detached fragments were found at the seat of fracture.

The patient was etherized, and through an incision about four inches long, made in the back part of the thigh, six detached

fragments of considerable size, the largest about two inches long by three-fourths of an inch wide, were extracted. The supe-

rior and inferior part of the fractured femur were found to be held in proper position by strong splints of provisional callus,

which had been thrown out on the inner and outer sides of the bone. The finger could be readily passed between the broken

extremities of the bone, both ends of which were necrosed but not yet detached. On the 25th, the thigh had swelled a good

deal and was emphysematous, but, on the 28th, the emphysema had disappeared and the swelling was subsiding; the limb was

again placed in Hodgen's splint. On the 31st, he was improving in every respect. On February 14th, he was doing finely; no

night sweats ; slept well ; appetite good
;
pulse 80 ; discharge of pus moderate. 24th, two fragments of bone were extracted.

March 1st, a diffuse inflammation, accompanied with redness and much swelling, attacked the thigh and spread rapidly through

the limb; there was also great constitutional disturbance. After a time this inflammation subsided in a great measure but left

him much weakened. About April 1st, another attack of diffuse inflammation brought him still lower. 18th, the whole limb

was greatly swollen from the groin to the toes; a small slough on the instep separated; the knee joint was extended with

effusion, the patella floating some distance above the femoral condyles. There was a profuse discharge of thin pus from the

wound of operation in the back part of the thigh. He was much emaciated, pale, and weak
;
pulse frequent and feeble; tongue

red and inclined to be dry; appetite capricious and poor, and he was subject to frequent attacks of diarrhoea. He was steadily

'Case of Private C. Collar, F, 45th Illinois (Table XXVI, No. 8, p. 210, ante, and TABLE XXXVIII, No. 34, p. 308).

'Case of Private J. Bradley, D, 25th North Carolina (TABLE XXXVIII, No. 32, p. 308), admitted to Chimborazo Hospital, Richmond, Juno 25,

1862, with a slight wound of patella and integuments covering it, not penetrating joint. July 11th, patella partially necrosed
;
gangrene appeared on

inner and outer aspect of knee joint, showing tendency to spread. July 18th, amputation of thigh at junction of middle and upper thirds. Death July

18, 1862, a few minutes after the operation. A remark on the hospital register explains :
" The wound was deemed of trifling importance until the 11th,

when the patella was discovered to be necrosed. The chloroform may have contributed to the unfavorable result, for it caused him to vomit freely, and

he was unable to retain any stimulants on his stomach."
3 Udell (J. A.), On Secondary Traumatic Lesions of Bone, vis: Osteo-myelitis, Periostitis, Ostitis, Caries, and Necrosis, in 17. S. Sanitary

Commission Memoirs, 1870, Surgical Volume I, p. 414.
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failing, and, there being no hope of saving his life without amputation, he was placed under the influence of sulphuric ether,

digital compression applied to the femoral artery, and the thigh amputated in the upper third, by the double flap method, by

Surgeon .T. A. Lidell, U. S. V. The femur was sawn off about one and a half inches below the trochanter minor. The soft

parts of the thigh were so much diseased as not to admit the performance of the operation at any point below. But little blood

was lost (lining the operation. There was a good deal of shock, but he reacted promptly afterward. In a short time the stump

became sloughy; he gradually failed, and died of exhaustion April 26, 1803. On examining the amputated member, extensive

burrowing of pus was found among the muscles of the thigh, and numerous small pieces of the bullet and fragments of bone

sticking into the soft part around the seat of fracture. The ends of the broken femur were not in apposition, but separated from

each other by the space which had formerly been occupied by the fragments of bone extracted by operation. Pretty firm union

had, however, taken place by means of a bridge of new bone which arched over the chasm in front. On splitting the femur

open lengthwise with a saw the marrow presented a coppery-red color, and there were abundant deposits of new reddish colored

osseous tissue both within the medullary canal, endostosis, and, external to the bone, periostosis, for a considerable distance

above the fracture. In the marrow below the fracture there was a large-sized chocolate-colored spot, the result, apparently, of

an old extravasation of blood. The substance of the marrow was decidedly tougher than normal. There was a considerable

deposit of new osseous tissue lying between the periosteum and the bone. The periosteum itself was thicker and redder than

natural in that locality, and from it these laminae of new osseous tissue had been developed. The knee joint was swelled out

with a straw-colored jelly-like substance; the synovial fringes were reddened, but the articular cartilage presented no abnormity."

A drawing of the specimen, No. 2229, by Hospital Stewart E. Stauch, is copied in Plate LXVI, opposite p. 30G.

In the following instance amputation was performed twenty-two months after the injury.

The patient had been discharged and pensioned, but the wound reopened, allowing the end

of the lower portion of the femur to protrude through a fistulous passage

:

Case 480.—Private P. Eiley, Co. A, 10th New York, aged 24

years, was wounded at Cold Harbor, June 3, 1864, and admitted to the

field hospital of the 2d division, Second Corps. Surgeon J. F. Dyer,

19th Massachusetts, recorded: "Gunshot fracture of left thigh, upper

third." Surgeon J. C. McKee, U. S. A., contributed a photograph, which

is shown in the wood-cut (Fig. 199), and reported as follows: "Admitted

to Lincoln Hospital, Washington, June 11th, with a gunshot fracture

of the left femur, the ball entering the anterior surface of the thigh four

inches below the anterior superior spinous process of ilium, passing

directly backward, producing a compound comminuted fracture of the

upper third of the femur, and lodging in the muscular substance of the

thigh posteriorly. Extension and counter-extension were used, but re-

moved on account of the inflammation of the parts and the severe pain

produced. Three weeks after admission free incisions were made for the

discharge of pus. The patient slowly recovered, with four and a half

inches shortening of the limb." He was mustered out of service August

1, 1865, and pensioned. A cast of the injured limb in this case was also

contributed by Dr. McKee, and constitutes specimen 4051 of the Surgical

Section of the Museum. (See Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 535. ) Examiner

W. H. Thomson, ofNew York City, certified, January 22, 1866: "A ball

entered the inner aspect of the left thigh and fractured the femur opposite

the great trochanter. The limb is now much distorted and marked with

fistulous passages, from one of which, at the anterior upper third of the

limb, the end of the lower portion of the femur protrudes. He should

not have been discharged from hospital in that condition." Dr. M. M.

Marsh, Surgeon at the Lincoln Hospital, New York City, certified : "That

in the month of April, 1866, Peter Eiley came into the hospital for an

operation on a shattered femur in its upper third, the lower fragment of

bone protruding. Amputation was performed, and the patient died of

pyaemia May 7, I860, and in consequence of the injury received in the

service as the remote cause." (See Photo. Series, A. M. M., No. 117.)

Consecutive bleeding was observed in three instances, two of which necessitated liga-

tion of the femoral artery. One of the cases is detailed:
1

Case 481.—Private J. B. Lynn, Co. B, 83d Ohio, aged 19 years, was wounded in the right leg, at Fort Blakely, April

9, 1865, and was admitted to Sedgewick Hospital, Greenville, four days afterwards. Assistant Surgeon A. Hartsuff, U. S. A.,

who amputated the injured limb, furnished the following report of the operation: "The wound consisted of a longitudinal frac-

ture of the upper portion of the tibia, involving the knee joint. The ball passed through the bone downward and emerged

opposite the tendon of the gastrocnemius. On May 30th, the limb being infiltrated with serum and there being extensive bur-

1 Tho other instance of ligation of the femoral artery is that of Private H. Griffith, E, 8th New York Cavalry ; wounded at Antietam, September 17,

1662 ; shot fracture of left knee joint. Amputation at upper third of thigh, November, 1862 ; ulceration of branch of femoral artery, hemorrhage ; ligation

of femoral at Scarpa's triangle, November 19. 1862 : death November IS, 1862. Specimens 768 and 855, Sect. I, A. M. M.

Fig. 199.—Appearance of limb a year after injury. [From a
photograph.]
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rowing of puB from phlegmonous erysipelas, amputation was performed at the upper third of the thigh by the circular method.

No sutures were introduced on account of the condition of the parts, thereby favoring the draining of the serum. Though the

patient was debilitated and much emaciated, he finally rallied under stimulants and nourishing diet. On Jure 5th, haemorrhage

occurred, amounting to over twenty ouuces, when the femoral artery was immediately cut down upon, expo 1 ed in its continuity,

and ligated about an inch above the face of the stump. Death occurred two days later, from exhaustion. The ligatures were

found to have ulcerated through, the arteries being patulous and showing no attempt at closing."

Table XXXVIII.
Summary of Fifty-five Cases of Secondary Amputation in the Upper Third of ilie Femur for Shot

Fracture.

[Recoveries, 1—30; deaths, 31—55.]

No.
Name, Military

Description, and Aoe.

Babson.C. L.,Pt,K, 16th
Maine, age 21.

Baaim, C, Pt., II, 8th
Peon. Reserves, age 20.

Bates, J. A., Capt, D,
12th New York.

Brinker J. H., Pt., E,
11th Penn., age 23.

Crede, F, Pt., C, 178th
New York, age 29.

Drew, D., Pt., F, Phil-
lilts' Legion.

Ellett, £., Pt., D, 16th
Mississippi, age 20.

Glenn, J., Pt., K, 42d
Pennsylvania.

Hall, 8. C, Pt., F, 3d
Indiana Cavalry.

llarnmill, J., Serg't, D,
8th New Jersey.

Hartigan,M.,Pt.,H,108th
New York, age 18.

Henry, D.P.,Pt.,H, 11th
j

Oct. 4,

Dates.

De.l3,'fi2,

Mar. 28,

1863.

Sept. 17,

Dec. —

,

1862.

Je.27,'62,

Jan. 24,

1864.

De.13,'62,

Mar. 21,

1864.

April 9,

Sept. 1,

1864.
Au.31,'62,

Ja.31,'63.

May 3,

.rne6,'(i3.

De.20,'61,
Fe. 9, '62.

Nov.8,'63,

April 13,

1864.

May 3,

Jane 16.

1863.

Sept. 17,

Oc.30,'62.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Missouri, age 29.

Hervey, R., Pt., C, 82d
Pennsylvania, age 20.

Jarvis, H., Pt., K, 55th No.30,'64,

Massachusetts. M'y8,'67.
Johium, O., Pt., H, 13th Oo.20,'63
Louisiana. 'j'y 14/64.

De.26,'62.
July 1,

Aug. 1,

1862.

Jones, J. M., Pt., K, 21st
Indiana, age 29.

Knox, A.O.,Pt., D, 18th
New York, age 19.

Kllhns. VV. II., Serg't, C,
I02d Pennsylvania.

Loggins, \V., Pt., E, 6th Re.21,'62

Au. 5/62,
Jan. 23,

1869.

Sept. 14,

De.12,'62
May 31,

J'y 2, '62.

Texas Cavalry, age 21. Feb.-,'63.
Morris, T. H., Pt., D, 6th Ap.6,'62,
Iowa, age 21. Ap. 5, '67.

Oakes. E., Pt., E, 14th May 5,

Louisiana. J'y 9, '62.

rage. IV. A., Pt., F, 21st May 25.

North Carolina. J'yl9,'62.
Perry. H. D..Pt. H, 19th De.13,'62,
Mass., age 17.

I

May 2!),

1866.

Plark, J. H., Corp'l, F, De. 29.61,
34th Ohio. Feb.-, '62.

Ruins. 0, Pt., 1st Col'd Jan. —

,

Artillery, age 25. M'h 1,'64.

Sears. J., Pt, E, 43d N. July 1,

York, age 26. , Aug. 19,
I 1862.

Shanen, J., Pt., E, 170th
j

May 24,

New York, age 46. ,Oct. 1.'64.

Sherwood, O. A., Corp'l,
j
8ept 17,

O, 14th Indiana. .Oc.25,'62.

Left ; ciro. A. A. Surg. A. Cool-
idge. Disch'd Oct 16, 1863.

Right. (Sept. 17, amp. leg; gang.)
Drs. Jones, Stewart,and Thomp-
son, Strattonville, Pa. Disch d
Deo. 6, 1862.

Right; ciro. Surg. A. B. Mott,

U. S.V. Feb. 6, ha?m. recurred.
Disch'd June 12, 1864.

Right (necrosis); (lap. A.A.Surg.
J. II. Thompson. Discharged
March 3, 1865.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. ,T. F.
Randolph, I '. S-A. Discharged
Oct. 21, 1865.

Left. Surg. — Owens, C. S. A.
Recovery.

; circular. Recovery.

Right ; ciro. Surg. E. Shippen,
U. S. V. Disch'd May 16, 1862.

Right. (Exo. femur.) Surg. T.
R. Crosby, U. S. V. Disch'd
July 8, 1864.

Right; ciro. Surg. D. W. Bliss,

U. 8. V. Disch'd May 5, 1864.

Spec. 1263.

Lett (synovitis); flap. A.A. Surg.
C. J. Morton. Disch'd May 19,

1863. Spec. 262.

Left. Discharged April 7, 1863.

Left ; flap. Surg. C. Page, U. S.
A. Aug. 12, lig. femoral artery.

March 28, '63, gen. haem.; gang.;
pyawnia. Disch'd Oct. 6, 1863.

Right (disch'd Nov. 25, '65); flap.

Dr. A. R. Carey. Recovery.
. Surg. — Friend, C. 8.

Recovery.
Right (necrosis ; exfol.); ant post.

flap. Disch'd April 15, 1863.

Surgeon D. W. Bliss, U. 8. V.
Recovery. Spec. 5558.

Right ; flap. Act. Ass't Surg. A.
North. Disch'd Jan. 14, 1863.

Right ; flap. Discharged July 6,

1862.

Right ; circular. To Prison Nov.
9, 1863.

Right (discharged April 29, 1863.

Suppuration, eryslp., etc.); flap.

Dr. H. 8. Sawyer, Ceuterville.

Iowa. 1870, stump healthy.
Right thigh. Recovery.

Left. Surg.— Brundidge, C.S.A.
Recovery. •

Left. (Portion of ball and spicule
removed; necrosis; deformity.
Disch'd Sept. —, 1863.)

Right. Surg.W. R. S.Clark, 34tb
Ohio. Disch'd May 24, 1862.

Left : flap. Surg. D. O. McCord,
0th La. C. T. Duty Feb. 10,'66.

Left (sloughing); flap. Surg. A.
U. Shipman, U. S. V. Disch'd
Sept. 14. 1864.

Right; lateral flap. Surg. T. R.
Crosby, U. S. V. Oct. 6, hasm.;
lig. fem. art. Disc'b Aug. 15, '65.

Left ; flap. A. A. Surg. W. M.
Hines. Disch'd Deo. 13, 1862.

No.

39

36

37

38

39

•10

41

12

43

44

45

46

•17

48

4'!

50

51

53

53

54

55

Name, Military
Description, and Aoe.

Smith, P., Pt, F, 5th In-

fantry.

Walsh, II., Landsman,
U. S. S. Mendota, age
18.

Bosse, E.. Pt, F, 8th
New York.

Bradley, J., Pt, D, 25th
North Carolina.

Byram, \V., Pt, K, 3d
Michigan Cav., age 2o.

Collar, C, Pt., F, 451h
Illinois, age 20.

Cowperthwaite,C.,Corp.,
L, 1st N.J. Cav.,age 22.

Cunningham, O. II., Pt.,

I, 82d Ohio, age 35.

Ellithorpe, P. G., Pt., I,

1st Penn., age 20.

Farr, F. B.. Serg't, H, 2d
New York H'vy Artil-

lery, age 22.

Goodsell, A., Pt., H, 1st

Colorado Cavalry.
Griffith, II., Pt., E, 8th
New York Cavalry.

Hughes, S. D„ Pt., D,
14th South Carolina,
age 38.

Humma, L., Pt, H, 88th
Pennsylvania.

Icanberry, A., Pt.,K, 6th
Kansas Cav., age 18.

Ivery, N., Pt, B, 12th
Michigan.

Kreps, J., Pt, C, 29th
Iowa, age 16.

Luxford, G., Pt., A, 50th
Illinois, age 16.

Lynn, J. B., Pt., B, 83d
Ohio, age 19.

O'Brien, D., Pt., H, 69th
New York.

' Peaslee, A., Pt., I, 22d
Mass., age 23.

2 Pool, J., Pt., II, 119th
Penn., age 23.

Feb. 22,

M'y4,'62.
July 16.

Sept. 2,

18G4.

June 8,

J'yl5,'62.

J'yl8,'62.

May 6,

Aug. 7,

1864.

Feb. 14,

M'yl,'64.

Oc.12,'63,
Jan. 5. '64.

May2,'63,
May 3, '64

July 2.

Au.10,'63.

April 7,

Aug. 2,

18C5.

No.29,'64
Ja.14,'65.

Sept. 17,

Nov. —

,

1862.

J'y 2, '63,

Feb. 6,

1864.
Au.30,'62,

Jan. 20,

1863.

Nov. —

,

De.22,'63.

April 7,

M'yl5,'C2,

April 30,

July 9,

1864.

Oct. 5,

Nov. 20,

1864.

April 9,

May 30,

1865.

Sept 17,

Deo. 5,

1862.

June 27,

Au.14,'62.
No. 7, '63,

April 18,

1864.

Operations, Opeuators,
Result.

Riley, P., Pt. A. 10th

New York, age 24.

Seville, W. S., Pt., G,
1st Delaware

Shoffeitt, J. IT., Pt., E,
13th Alabama, age 20.

Sims, T. R., Pt., F, 12th
Tenn. Cav., age 20.

Smith, C. A., Pt., C, 51st

Illinois, age 41.

J'e3,'64,

A p. -, '66

Sept. 17,

1862,

Jan. 5,

1863.

July 3,

Nov. 1,

1863.

Sept. 22,

Nov. 7,

1864.

Nov. 30,

1864,

Jan. 8, '65.

Right ; flap. A. Surg. B. Norris,

U. S. A. Disch'd July 13. 1862.

Left ; ciro. Surg. W. Johnson,
U. 8. N. Disch'd April 11, 1865.
Spec. 3213.

Left ; lat. flap ; hectio fev.; diarr.

Died Sept. 1, '62; pyaem. Autop.
. (Necrosis; gang.) Died

fow minutes after operation.
Right. (July 30, bone rem'd.)
Surg.A.Hammer, U.S.V. Died
August 10, 1864.

Right. (March 12. exc.) Surg.
W. J. McKIm, 15th 111. Died
May 9, 1864 ; shock.

Left; ciro. A. Surg. A. Ingram,
U.S.A. Died Jan. 6,'64 ; shook.

Right (ball ext; eryslp.); double
flap. Surg. D.W. Bliss, U. S.V.
Died June 5, "64. Spec. 2254.

Left ; slough.; diar.; liana.; tourn.

Died Oct. 5. 1863; exhaustion.
Right (frng's hone and two pieces
of ball rem'd ; hsem.); ant. post,

flap. A. A. Surg. B. B. Miles.

Died same day. Spccs.l5R5, 2797.

Right. Died one hour after oper-
ation.

Left. Surg. H. S. Hewit, U. S. V.
Haem ; Nov. 19, lig. fem. artery.

Died Nov. 19, '62. Spccs.768, 855.

Right; ciro. Surg. A. Heger, U.
S. A. Died Feb. 16, 1864

; py-
aemia. Autopsy.

Left. (Erysipelas.) Surg. D. P.
Smith, U. S. V. Died Jan. 20,
1863. Spec. 1186.

Left thigh. Died December 30,

1863.

Died three hours after oper-
ation; exhaustion.

Right (carious); ant. post. flap.

A. Surg. E. A. Clark, U. S. V.
Died Aug. 8, 1864

;
pyaemia.

Right (necrosis): circ. Surg. S. S.
Boyd, 84th Ind. Died Nov. 28,

1864; exhaustion.
Right (en-sip.); circ. A. Surg. A.
Hartsuff, 0. S. A. Hssm.; lig.

fem. art. Died June 7, 1865.

Right ; flap. Surg. H. S. Hewit,
U. 8. V. Died Dec. 16. 1862

;

exh'n. Autop. Specs. 755, 1 101.

Left. Dr.— Ilalsted. Died Aug.
15, 1862.

Left (frng's bone rem'd); double
flap. Surg. J. A. Lidell, U.S.V.
Sloughing. Died April 26, '64;
exhaustion. Spec. 2229.

Left. (Deformity: fistulous pas-
sago.) Died May 7, '66

; pyaem.
Right (deformity): flap, skin ; ciro
muscles. A. Surg. R. F. Weir,
U. S. A. Died Jan. 10, 1863;
shock. Spec. 3866.

Right (thrombo.; gang.; erysip.);

circ. Surg. A. Heger, U. S. A.
Died Nov. 2, 1863. Autopsy.

Right ; ant. post. flap. A.A.Surg.
M. L. Herr. Died November 22,
1864; exhaustion.

Right ; ciro. Surg. J. R. Ludlow,
U. S.V. Died Jan. 8, '65 ; exh'n.

'Sturgis(F. D.), Reports of Hospitals, in American Medical Times, 1862, Vol. V, p. 174.

slidell (J. A.), On tht Secondary Traumatic Lesions of Bone, etc., in U. S. Sanitary Commission Memoirs, 1870, Surgical Volume I, p. 414.
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In three of the fifty-five cases enumerated in the foregoing table the seat of injury

was in the upper third; in twelve, in the middle third; in eleven, in the lower third; in

seven, in the femur without precise indication; in fifteen, in the knee joint; and in seven

cases in the leg.

Secondary Amputations in the Middle Third of the Femur.—The one hundred and

sixty-eight cases of this group comprise one hundred and two recoveries and sixty-six

deaths, a mortality of only 39.2 per cent., or 6.2 per cent, less than the mortality of the

secondary upper third amputations. Twenty-seven of the one hundred and sixty-eight

operations were practised on Confederate, and one hundred and forty-one on Union soldiers.

Of one hundred and sixty-two cases in which this point was. indicated, the injuries were on

the left in eighty-nine and on the right side in seventy-three instances.

Cases of Recovery after Secondary Amputation in the Middle Third of the Femur.—
One hundred and two cases belong to this category. The injuries were caused by shell in

one, by solid shot in two, by canister shot in one, and by small projectiles in ninety-eight

cases. Nine patients were Confederate, and ninety-three Union soldiers; five of the latter

have died since the termination of the War, while eighty-eight remained pensioners in

January, 1880.

Case 482.—Private Andrew Van Vorst, Co. A, 134th New York, age 18 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 1,

1863, by a conoidal ball passing through the right knee joint, causing a comminuted fracture. He
was admitted into the Camp Letterman Hospital on August 21st. Acting Assistant Surgeon W. M.

Welch, under whose care he was placed October 28, 1863, records :
" Thigh was amputated at the

middle third August 1st ; the stump is healing finely and his health is good." He was sent to Balti-

more November 8th, where he remained in the Newton University Hospital until April 25, 1864,

when he was sent to New York and admitted into the DeCamp Hospital. His stump had entirely

healed. On October 16th, he was transferred to Albany and admitted into the Ira Harris Hospital,

from whence Assistant Surgeon J. H. Annsby, U. S. V., reported his recovery and discbarge from

service August 11, 1865, and contributed a plaster cast of the stump (A. M. M., Spec. No. 417, Sect.

I, Cat. 1866, p. 554), a drawing of which is given in the wood-cut (FlG. 200). His pension was paid

January 4, 1880.

Case 483.—Private J. Scheuermann, Co. K, 9th Ohio, aged 28 years, was wounded at Chickamauga, September 19,

1863, and admitted to the field hospital of the 3d division, Fourteenth Corps, where Surgeon J. E. Arter, 31st Ohio, noted:

"Shot fracture of right thigh." Several weeks after the reception of the injury the wounded man was transferred to hospital

at Chattanooga, subsequently to Bridgeport, and, on December 11th, to Murfreesboro', whence Assistant

Surgeon G. V. Woolen, 27th Indiana, reported the case as follows: "The ball entered the limb anteriorly,

about four inches above the knee joint, passing backward and upward, fracturing the femur at the junction

of the middle and lower third, and lodging in the gluteus maximus muscle. The fracture was oblique and

lateral, and remained ununited, the limb being shortened about three inches. The ends of the bone were

necrosed, and suppuration profuse. About three months after his admission the patient had an attack of

erysipelas, which subsided, but left the limb in an cedematous condition. At this time his constitutional

condition had become very feeble, his appetite was wanting, and he was unable to sleep from pain in the

wound, which was discharging considerable quantities of ichorous pus. It was then deemed proper to

remove the limb, and amputation was performed by Assistant Surgeon J. E. Link, 21st Illinois, on March

18, 1864. The operation was done by the circular method at the junction of the upper and middle thirds,

but little haemorrhage taking place. The ligatures were applied and chloroform was used. The patient

rallied well from the operation, and immediately began to improve in general health. In the course of a

month the stump had closed." The patient was subsequently transferred to Washington Park Hospital,

Cincinnati, mustered out of service July 14, 1864, and supplied with an artificial limb of Dr. Bly's pattern

one year afterwards. He is a pensioner, and was paid September 4, 1879. The amputated femur was con-

tributed by Surgeon I. Moses, U. S. V., and is represented in the cut (Fig. 201), showing a moderate deposit

of callus but no union of the fracture.

Case 484.—Private F. Luck, Co. C, 21st Wisconsin, aged 21 years, was wounded in the right knee,

at Chaplin Hills, October 8, 1862. He was admitted to hospital No. 7, Perryville, and discharged from

service February 15, 1863, Surgeon J. G. Hatchett, U. S. V., certifying to "complete destruction of the use

of the knee," as resulting from the injury. On the 2d day of the following December the man entered

Harvey Hospital, at Madison, whence Surgeon H. Culbertson, U. S. V., contributed the pathological specimen (No. 2074,

Surgical Section, A. M. M.), with the following report: "This soldier received a penetrating wound of the knee joint, and

was unfortunately discharged at the breaking up of the Perryville Hospital, when the knee was still running and not in

FIG. 200.— Appearance of

stump three months after am-
putation. Spec. 417.

Flo. S01 .-Shot frac-

ture of middle third

of right femur. Spec.

2802.
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progress of cure. The injury was caused by a uiinUS ball, which entered posteriorly and to the inside of the tuberosity of the

external condyle of the femur, passed obliquely forward and slightly inward, fracturing the external condyle and also the upper

and outer margin of the patella, and came out opposite that point of the bone. True and false anchylosis resulted, the former

between the inner condyle and head of tibia, and necrosis of the inner condyle ensued. At the time of the patient's admission

the state of the parts was as follows: The joint was enlarged and the wound open over the external condyle, and some three

inches higher up the thigh another opening existed, both of which discharged unhealthy pus. There was also periostitis extend-

ing up as high as the lower fourth of the femur, and the soft parts about the joint were swollen and indurated up to the middle

third of the thigh. Circulation below the knee was extremely feeble, and the leg, bent upon the thigh at right angle, was

extremely emaciated. The patient's constitution showed marked evidence of scrofulous diathesis. At first I determined to treat

the case by resection of the joint, but on reflecting, and with the advice of Dr. E. B. Wolcott, Surgeon General of Wisconsin,

I decided upon amputation as affording the best and safest means for the removal of the disease. Just before the operation,

which was done on January 3, 1864, the patient fell upon the floor and broke the union between the tibia and inner condyle of

femur; yet from the inflammatory exudations thrown out about the joint it was found impossible to straighten the limb, though

efforts were made to effect this object while he was under the influence of chloroform. I performed the amputation at the middle

third of the thigh, by the circular method, in the presence of Dr. Wolcott, Acting Assistant Surgeons J. J. Brown and J. Favill,

and Medical Cadet W. B. Buckley. Nothing unfavorable occurred, and the wound healed by first intention, though the ligature

applied to the femoral artery has not yet (February 7th) come away. The stump now certainly demonstrates the superiority of

the circular over the flap operation of this member, being one of the most perfect in form I have yet seen. This case illustrates

the efforts of nature to diminish the capacity of the joint by anchylosis and the exudation into it of plastic organizable material

;

also the fact that penetrating gunshot wounds of the knee joint will require amputation, even though nature be given fifteen

months in which to effect a cure. On examination of the morbid specimen, it will be seen that the ball passed through the can-

cellated structure of the external condyle, entering the cavity of the joint only at two opposite points, thus inflicting upon the

synovial membrane but a slight wound so far as extent is concerned. Unquestionably great inflammation must have followed

the wound, as is proved by the effects observable. But nature could not have been as successful had the external condyle been

broken into fragments. It was in fact a penetrating wound of a portion of the joint which inflicted great injury to it, and yet it

was singularly and uncommonly local, the wound of the bone appearing as though it might have been made with a circular

punch. The fact that the hones entering into the formation of the joint were injured in so limited a manner would seem to be the

reason why amputation was not required long since." Dr. Culbertson appends the following remark to this history: "This case

is cited not because of the amputation performed, but to illustrate the great efforts of nature in the cure of penetrating gunshot

wounds of knee joints, and also her failure in the attempt." Three months after the operation the patient was well enough to

proceed to Chicago for the purpose of being fitted with au artificial limb, and on May 23, 1864, he left the hospital for his home.

The pensioner was paid June 4, 1879.

Case 485.—Private E. Green, Co. K, 119th Pennsylvania, aged 35 years, was wounded in the right thigh, at Rappahan-

nock Station, November 7, 1863, and was admitted to Armory Square Hospital, Washington, two days afterwards. Surgeon

D. W. Bliss, U. S. V., furnished the following description of the injury, and of the operation which he per-

formed : "The missile, a conical ball, entered one and a half inches above and to the right of the patella,

passing across the limb, fracturing the femur in the lower third, and lodging on the inner and posterior side,

nearly opposite the point of entrance. The limb was treated in a skeleton fracture-box, and water dressings

were used. On November 18th, the ball was extracted. Haemorrhage occurred on the following day, and

again three days afterwards. The discharge of pus became copious about December 1st, and dry gangrene

of the toes and dorsum of foot appeared. The upper fragment of the femur protruded one and a half inches,

and at every effort to extend the limb so as to retract the protruding bone violent hemorrhage ensued. The

patient's system was greatly reduced, and careful attention was paid to retain his digestive powers by a

rotation of stimulants and nourishing diet. A slight change in the position of the limb, on December 28th,

brought on a hemorrhage to the amount of twenty ounces in three minutes' time—evidently from the femoral

artery, which was then controlled by pressure. By January 20, 1864, sloughing of the heel and dorsum of

foot had commenced, and the patient's system was still so much debilitated that a decision to operate, which

had been retarded as calculated to prove fatal, was now arrived at as a last chance to preserve life. On the

following day the thigh was nmputated at the middle third by antero-posterior Haps, four arteries being tied

and but little blood lost. Ether was used as the anaesthetic. At the operation an abscess was discovered in

the anterior Hap extending upward for three inches, and the femoral artery was found to be destroyed in the

upper part of the popliteal space, evidently by the missile. Above the point of the amputation the vessel

was healthy; but no clot was found. The vessels of the leg were much constricted. The lower fragment of

the femur was flexed at an angle of thirty degrees with the leg, and, by contraction of the muscles of the FlG
:
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thigh, was pressed firmly against the wounded extremity of the femoral artery, thereby preventing fatal lower third of right

haemorrhage. The Haps of the stump presented an unhealthy appearance, being much indurated and infil-
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trated with serum. Tincture of chloride of iron was applied to the entire surface with a view of Stimulating the parts and of

obtaining its haemostatic effect upon the capillary vessels which failed to contract from cold and exposure to the air. A large

tent was placed through the fourchette of the stump so as to prevent the accumulation of pus, the Haps being gently brought

together and tepid \,ater dressing applied. The patient improved daily, and was in a fair way of recovery one week titter the

operation." The amputated portion of the femur was contributed to the Museum by the operator, and is shown in the wood-cut

(FlO. 202). The specimen shows the parts about the fracture to be dead and stripped, and its upper half to be covered with an

involucrum of foliaceous callus tolerably dense posteriorly, also some periosteal deposit above the condyles. The patient sub-

sequently entered Judiciary Square Hospital, and was discharged July 7, 1864. He was furnished with an' artificial leg by B. F.

Palmer, August 26, 1865, and was paid as a pensioner until September 4, 1867, since when he has not been heard from.
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Fig. 203.—Appearance of stump two months
after amputation. [From a photograph.]

In the next case the amputation was performed five years after the reception of the

injury, owing to the continual recurrence of abscesses. The patient died eleven years after

the operation, of pulmonary disease:

Case 480.—Private diaries M. Bowen, 1 Co. A, 27th Indiana, aged 19 years, was wounded at Antietam, September 17,

1862. He was taken to Frederick and admitted to No. 1 hospital on September 24th. Acting Assistant Surgeon J. C. Shimer

records the following: "A conoidal ball had entered the outer aspect of the left thigh about five inches above the knee, fractured

the femur, and passed out directly opposite. Buck's apparatus was applied. On Octo-

ber 19th, considerable amount of callus had been thrown out, and there was some union

;

his appetite and general condition were good. October 23d, a deep but circumscribed

abscess on the outer side of middle third of thigh was opened and evacuated. 30th,

both the wounds of entrance and exit were enlarged to evacuate pus more freely.

December 5th, he has improved greatly; passive motion has been employed to overcome

stiffness of the knee." On March 18, 1863, he was able to walk with the aid of crutches,

and the wounds had nearly healed. A slight attack of erysipelas yielded readily to

treatment. May 21st, the wound took on a gangrenous condition, for which strong

nitric acid was applied. On June 15th, he was transferred to Baltimore. The wounds

looked healthy and his general condition was excellent. He entered the Jarvis Hospital

on the 16th, and was discharged September 7, 1863. The femur had only partially

united; the sciatic nerve was injured; his leg was partially and his foot entirely para-

lysed. He received a pension, and was employed as a clerk in the Interior Department.

Owing to a recurrence of abscesses he entered the Providence Hospital, Washington, in

the autumn of 1867, and, on November 11th, the limb was amputated in the middle

third by Dr. D. W. Bliss, late Surgeon U. S. V. The wound healed well, and a photo-

graph was taken at the Army Medical Museum on January 9, 1868, at which time the

stump was firm and healthy. The specimen was contributed to the Museum by the

operator, and is No. 4914, Surgical Section. The fragments are considerably over-

lapped, having undergone unusual disturbance, and the amount of callus exceeds what

is necessary for complete union. On March 10, 1871, the patient was a clerk in the

Pension Office ; the stump was healthy but his general health poor. He died March

17, 1878, of phthisis pulmonalis.

The amputation in the thigh in the one hundred and two cases of this group had been

preceded by other operations in thirteen instances, viz: by amputation at the knee joint in

two, by amputation in the leg and subsequent amputation at the knee in one, by ablation

in the leg in six, by excision in the shaft of the femur in one, and by excision in the bones
' of the leg in three instances. 8

Fatal Cases of Secondary Amputation in the Middle Third of the Femur.—The

sixty-six operations of this category were practised on forty-eight Union and eighteen

Confederate soldiers. Eight autopsies are recorded in this series, and twenty-five path-

ological specimens are preserved. Pyaemia was observed in ten, gangrene in fourteen, and

erysipelas in seven cases. In nine instances copious haemorrhages preceded the amputation,

and in eleven haemorrhages occurred after the operation.

Case 487.—Private L. Williams, Co. C, 26th Michigan, aged 23 years, was wounded at Spottsylvania, May 12, 1864.

Surgeon J. E. Pomfret, 7th New York Artillery, recorded his admission to the field hospital of the 1st division, Second Corps,

with "shot wound of left knee, caused by a minie ball." Assistant Surgeon J. C. McKee, U. S. A., who contributed the path-

ological specimen of the case (Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 343, Spec. 2538), reported the result of the injury as follows: "The
wounded man entered Lincoln Hospital, Washington, May 30th. He was a man of nervous and irritable temperament. When
admitted he suffered from much constitutional derangement, and the tissues in the neighborhood of the injured joint were much
enlarged, tender, and painful. Cold-water dressings were used, and tonics and stimulants were administered. On June 13th,

the parts above and below the knee joint being infiltrated with pus and discharging copiously through several openings, ampu-

1 Circular No. 3, Surgeon General's Office, Washington, 1871, p. 205, Case DLXXXV.
2 The limb had been removed at the knee in the case of Corp'l F. Hare, B, 0th Wisconsin (TABLE XXXIX, No. 39, p. 314), and of Pt. L. C. Young,

A, 3d Virginia (TADLE XXXIX, No. 100, p. 315). In the case of Pt. A. Bronchard, 5th New Hampshire (TABLE XXXIX, No. 11, p. 313), the fracture in

the foot had been followed by excision of the 3d and 4th metatarsal bones, then by amputation in the lower third of the le^, then by amputation through

the knee joint, und finally by amputation in the thigh. The patients who had undergone amputation in the leg were Corp'l II. W. Hughes, I, 133d New
York (Taiilk XXXIX, No. 43, p. 314); Pt. W. Stifle, A, 29th Ohio (TABLE XXXIX, No. 86, p. 314); Pt. J. Bowen, C, 42d Illinois (TABLE XXXIX, No. 8,

p. 313); Pt. B. Nussbnumcr, B, 67th Ohio (TABLE XXXIX, No. 67, p. 314); Corp'l G. Dewey. M, 11th Illinois Cavalry (TABU! XXXIX, No. 24, p. 314);

and Lieut. J. H. Bell, D, 61st Ohio (TABLE XXXIX, No. 5, p. 313). In the case of Corp'l T. Duggan, M, 11th Illinois Cavalry (Table XXVII, No. 4,

p. 212, ante, and Table XXXIX, No. 26, p. 314), an excision in the shaft of the femur had been performed, and excisions in the bones of the leg in the

oases of Pt. S. Montgomery, 1, 139th Pennsylvania (TABLE XXXIX, No. 63, p. 314); Pt. W. Stockdale, D, 48th Indiana (Table XXXIX, No. 87, p. 314);

and Pt. C Murphy, D. 69th New York (Table XXXIX. No. G5, p. 314).
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tation was decided upon, and performed at the middle third of the femur by Acting Assistant Surgeon A. Ansell, as the only

chance of saving the patient's life. On examining the injured parts after the operation the missile was found to have passed

through the joint, comminuting the patella and knocking away the head of the tibia on its inner side. The subsequent treat-

ment consisted of cold-water dressings to the stump and the administration of six ounces of brandy per diem ; one grain of

sulphate of morphia was given at bedtime after the operation. Iron and quinine were prescribed some days afterwards. The
patient did exceedingly well, and the stump healed kindly, the cicatrix forming perfectly with the exception of one small open-

ing, which served as an outlet for a small abscess about the size of a pigeon's egg. Haemorrhage took place from this part of

the stump on July 18th, when the tourniquet was applied to the femoral artery, which had the effect of arresting the flow of

blood. A plug of lint saturated with a solution of persulphate of iron was then introduced into the wound and the tourniquet

removed. Haemorrhage occurred again on the morning of the following day, when, on consultation, it was decided to open the

stump and ligate the bleeding vessel. This was also done by Dr. Ansell, who tied the femoral as well as two muscular arteries,

which had been opened by the incision. The operation was performed at 11.30 A. M., and the patient died at 6 P. M. on the

same day, July 19, 1864, not having rallied, and having lost altogether about twenty ounces of blood. The interior of the

stump was found to be perfectly healthy, with the exception of the small abscess before mentioned." The specimen consists of

the bones of the amputated knee, showing the articular surface to be carious, and a longitudinal incomplete fracture extending

between the condyles two and a half inches up the femur, on the shaft of which two trivial points of periosteal thickening

appear. The stump of the femur, showing a partially detached sequestrum and handsome but useless foliaceous deposit,

together with a wet preparation of the ligated femoral artery, were also contributed to the Museum by Acting Assistant Surgeon

H. M. Dean, and constitute specimens 2882 and 2883 of the Surgical Section.

Case 488.—Captain E. W. Capps, Co. C, 15th Virginia Cavalry, aged 35 years, was wounded at Brandy Station, Virginia,

October 11, 1863. He was admitted, on October 21st, into Lincoln Hospital, Washington. Assistant Surgeon H. Allen, U. S. A.,

reported :' "A conoidal ball entered the right leg, from without inward, about one and a half inches below the patella, passed

through the anterior portion of the leg, fractured the spine of the tibia, and emerged on the inner side of the limb. On admission

a bandage was found applied tightly to the affected part. Upon its removal the joint was discovered to be greatly swollen

from effusion, and the wounds presented an inflamed appearance. Cold-water dressings were applied. No constitutional

symptoms were present. After the effusion in the joint had subsided a thorough examination of the wound was made. The

head of the tibia was found pierced by the ball. No stellation existed, nor was the joint involved. A seton of tow was thrust

through the wound and withdrawn, bringing away several small fragments of bone. On October 21st, a small abscess was

opened in the popliteal space. The patient, from this time, did remarkably well, and all thought him to be out of danger. On
January 26, 1864, however, when he was walking, with the assistance of crutches, from one ward to another, he stumbled, and,

in order to preserve liis balance, bore his weight upon the injured limb. The following day an erysipelatous inflammation set in

about the joint, which became enormously swollen. He was restless and uneasy, his skin hot and dry, tongue coated with a

thick whitish fur; he had severe pain in the head
;
pulse 140 ; anorexia and constipation present. On January 29th, a sense of

decided fluctuation was felt in the joint, and it was thought at the time that pyarthrosis of the knee joint was present. He had

little or no fever. His pulse averaged 120 beats per minute, soft, compressible. Face very pale, mind clear. The swelling in

the course of a week had gone down completely from the limb below and above the joint; but around the seat of injury and

joint a dull purplish red color lingered. By judicious pressure pus could readily be made to exude through the internal wound.

Pus had burrowed a very little distance in the parts connected with the popliteal abscess above mentioned. No sinus of any

extent existed. It was now evident that the case was one demanding amputation, and, the patient's condition being favorable,

the circular operation was performed by Assistant Surgeon J. C. McKee, U. S. A., in charge, on February 8th. The joint, which

gave evidence of the presence of pus of long standing, the cartilages being denuded and partially destroyed, was sent to the

Army Medical Museum (Specimen 2036 of the Surgical Section). The patient did well until February 12th, when he had a

severe chill which lasted forty minutes. This was followed by a profuse diaphoresis. The skin became cold and clammy, the

pulse 120 and feeble. On the following day he had another chill, and, on the 15th, two more, one in the morning at six, the

other at four o'clock in the afternoon. Another exacerbation occurred on the morning of the 16th. In other respects the con-

stitutional symptoms of what was evident to all to be pyaemia were remarkably slight. His tongue remained clean. His appetite

continued the same. There was no vomiting, no fever of any consequence followed the chills; his pulse varied from 120 to 140,

rapid and weak. His appearance at this time was that of a man who was suffering from a severe haemorrhage ; his anaemic

condition was startling; his sclerotica were pearly white, his lips and gums pale, his finger nails blue. He had a slight cough,

though no expectoration. His most distressing symptom was the colliquative sweatings, which came on during the night, and

which were not apparently connected with the chills. The limb looked well, and there was no unusual amount of pain in it.

The flaps were granulating finely. On February 18th the sixth chill took place, and, on the next day, the seventh, followed by

vomiting. He now rapidly sank, and died on February 20th, at four o'clock A. M. Autopsy: Rigor mortis marked. Adipose

tissue abundant. Limb much swollen and of a tallow color. Upon dissecting out the vessels the tissues of the thigh were

found greatly indurated, especially along the course of the Hunterian tract. The interior of the femoral vein was filled with a

solid black clot, which was firmly adherent to the walls of the vein. No disintegration noticed. The lower third of the vessel,

that which had lain in contact with the suppurating surface of the stump, was stained by a purulent fluid for about two inches

from the patulous opening. A curious appearance was observed in one of the small branches of the profunda vein in the upper

third of the thigh. It presented the same general aspect seen in the patulous end of the femoral, and was filled with pseudo-

pus." A drawing (made by Hospital Steward E. Stauch, and copied in Plate XXIII, opposite) of the upper two-thirds of the

femur, removed at the post-mortem, shows the separation of the periosteum in osteomyelitis. Upon a longitudinal section of the

femur (Plate XLIX, opposite p. 314) the medulla throughout was found to be of a grayish-yellow color, which was more

intense at the region of the trochanter than elsewhere. Numerous small abscesses, more or less elliptical, were arranged lineally

1 A condensed abstract of this case was published bj- Dr. ALLEJJ in the American Journal of Medical Sciences, 1865, Vol. XLIX, p. 39, in connec-

tion with his Remarks on the Pathological Anatomy of Osteomyelitis, with Cases.
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down the central portion of the medulla. The bone was not thickened or vascular. The periosteum, however, was inflamed,

and, at the lower two-thirds of the specimen, was readily stripped from the bone, where it presented the appearance of having

been pulled away from the femur by the fibres of the muscles inserted upon it.

Case 489.—Lieutenant-Colonel G. F. Lamon, 32d New York, was wounded in the left thigh, at Crampton's Pass, Sep-

tember 14, 1862. He was conveyed to hospital at Burkittsville, whence Assistant Surgeon H. A. DuBois, U. S. A., contributed

the pathological specimen (Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 287, Spec. 792), with the following history: "The injury was caused by a

mini<j ball, producing a compound comminuted fracture of the femur in the lower third, which was treated with Smith's anterior

splints. The wound suppurated freely, and at the end of the second week all inflammatory symptoms had subsided. There

was no pain from the first. On November 3d, I found recorded in the case book : 'A speedy recovery beyond doubt; shortening

about an inch.' Several days after this bleeding took place, which was thought to be from.the femoral. The artery was then

compressed with the finger at Poupart's ligament for about fifty hours. Up to the time of the haemorrhage the patient had an

excellent appetite; but he now sank speedily and did not rally for two days, though strongly stimulated and receiving the most

nourishing diet. On November 9th, the thigh was removed by the flap method by Surgeon L. W. Oakley, 2d New Jersey, it

being decided inexpedient to secure the artery. The patient did not completely recover from the shock. Eight hours after the

operation he commenced to sink with great rapidity, and three hours later he died. The specimen illustrates well the nature of

a wound in the bone caused by a mini6 ball, also the amount of union after two months' rest. On examining the removed limb

it was found that the ball had brushed the artery, and that the artery had ulcerated to the extent of about one-third of an inch.

During the last month the case was under the care of Surgeon Oakley." The pathological specimen consists of the amputated

lower half of the femur, and exhibits shortening, with Blight union and some deformity, the fractured extremities being necrosed

and spanned at points by new bone.

Of the sixty fatal secondary operations in the middle third of the thigh, ten had been

preceded by other major operations, viz: one by a primary amputation in the middle third

of the opposite thigh, two by exarticulations at the knee joint, and seven by amputations

in the leg.
1 In one instance the amputation in the thigh was followed by exarticulation

at the hip joint.
1

Table XXXIX.
Summary of One Hundred and Sixty-eight Cases of Secondary Amputation in the Middle Third of the

Femur for Shot Fracture.

[Recoveries, 1—102; Deaths, 103—168.1

NO Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Abbott. T., Pt., E, 7th
Penn. Reserves.

Barger, W. M., Pt., H,
34th Illinois.

Barnes, B. 0., Pt., C,
14tith N. York, age 20.

Barnctt, W. M., Pt., F,
1 0th West Va., age 18.

Bell, J. H., Lieut., D,
Cist Ohio, age 52.

Beslev, S. B., Corp'l, H,
147th N. York, age 30.

Bowen, C. M., Pt., A,
27th Indiana, age ID.

Bowen, J., Pt., C, 42d
Illinois, age 21.

Brnder, 8., Pt., M, 4th
N. Y. Cavalry, age 25.

Bristcr, J. J., Pt.,G, 10th
Ohio, age 23.

Dates.

Sept. 14,

Nov. 14,

181)2.

April 7,

J'e 1,'02.

Mav 5,

J'nei),'(i4.

Nov.(i,'G3.

Mav 25,

1865.

July 20,

1864,
Oct. 27,
1870.

May 5,

Oct. 3,'64.

Sept. 17,

1862,
Nov. 11,

1867.

Dec. 30,

1862,
June 21,

1863.

June 15,

Aug. 15,

1864.

Se. 10, '63,

Sept. —

,

1864.

Operations. Operators,
Result.

Left (abscesses); flap. Surg. II.

S. Ilewit, U. S. V. Discharged
Jan. 27, 1863.

Right; flap. Surg. O. Martin,

U. S.V. Disch'd July 22, 1862.
Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. E.
Donnelly, 2d Penn. Reserves.
Disch'd Jan. 26, 1865.

Right; flap. Dr. J. W. Ramsey,
Wilsonburg, W. Vn. Mustered
out May —, 1865.

Left. (July 20, 18(>4, amp. leg.

Disch'd Dec. 15, 1864. Neuralg.
nff'n of stump.) Dr. D. A. Hart,
Cleveland, Ohio. Recovery.

Right (gang.; bonedis.); circular.

A. A. Surg. C. E. Lee. Disch'd
August 17, 1865.

Left. (June, '63, ncc. bone rem'd.
Disch'd Dec. 7, '63. ) Dr. D.W

.

Bliss. Spec. 4014. Died March
17, '78; phthisis pulmonnlis.

Right (Dec. 31, 1862, amp. leg;
June 17, 1863, ha?m.): circular.

Surg. T. D. Fitch, 42d Illinois.

Disch'd April 28, 1814.

Left (carious): circ. A. Surg. C.
A. McCall, U. S. A. Disch'd
July 5, 1866. Sprc. 2027.

Left. (Disch'd ; nnch. knee, July
22, '64.) Drs. Smith and Han-
nan, Huntington, O. Recovery.

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Bronchard, A., Pt.. A,
5th New Hampshire,
age 31.

Brunemer, J. H., Corp'l,

H, 7th "Wisconsin.

Buckley, J., Pt., A, 15th
Infantry, age 24.

Burgenson, S., Pt., F,
15th Wis., age 22.

Burnes, W., Pt., A, 14th
Ohio, age 36.

Cain, J. II., Pt., I, 17th
Illinois.

Capp, A., Serg't, B, 2d
Maryland, age 24.

Carey, C, Pt., F, 5th
Infantry.

Coleman. 0. A., Pt., B,
3d South Carolina.

Conlon, J. II., Pt., B, 5th
Wisconsin.

Crispin, J. A., Pt., A,
3d New Mexico.

Culley, J., Pt., K, 7th
Missouri, age 23.

Daniels, S., Pt., K, 1st

Iowa.

Dates.

April 7,

1865,

Sept. 14*

De. 8, '62.

Aug. 7,

Sept. 12,

1864.

De.31,'62,

Mar. 17,

1863.

Sept. 19,

No.24,'63.

Oct. 21,

No.30,'61.

April 2,

Oct, 11,

1865.

Feb. 21,

Ap.15,'62.

No.18,'63,

Mar.4,'64.

May 5,

J'e 20, '62
Feb. 21,

Mar.-,'62
May 18,

1863.

Ap.10,'64
Aug. 10,

Oo—,'61.

Operations, Operators,
Rebult.

Left. (Disch'd April 12, 1865;

17, exc. met.; May 15, amp, leg;

Feb. 18, '66, amp. kn. jt.) Reo'y.
Left (gang.); circ. A. A. Surg.
O. W. Carey. Disch'd April 1,

1863. Spec. 917.

Right (h;rm. post, tib.); circ. A.
A. Surg. P. L. Rice. To regi-

ment Dec 7, 1864.

Right; flap. Disch'd July 13,

1864.

Right; flap. Disch'd Sept. 8,

1864.

Right ; flap. Surg. I.Casselberry,
1st Ind. Cavalry. Discharged.

Right (nee.); circ. Surg. E. Bent-
Icy, U. S. V. Disch'd Jan. 15,

1866. Spec. 4387.

Left ; circ. A. Surg. B. Norris,

U. 8. A. Discharged.
. Surg. C. L. Dunkley, C. S.

A. Recovery.
Left ; double flap. A. A. Surg. J.

W.Dickie. Disch'd July 8, '63.

Right. A. Surg. B. Norris.U.S.A.
Disch'd Feb. 28, 18(i3.

Right (caries: ervsip.): circ. A.
Surg. II. R. Tilton.U.S.A. Disc.

July 14. 1864. Spec. 2677.

Right ; circ. Dr. J. P. Coulter,

Marion, Iowa. Discharged.

1 Primary amputation in the middle third of the opposite thigh had been performed in the case of Pt. S. Baguley, B, 5th New Hampshire (TABLE

XXXI, No. 703, p. 235, ante, and TABLE XXXIX, No. 105, p. 315). In tho cases of Pt. George T. Skilton. I, 36th Wisconsin, and Pt. J. M. Storey, H,

37th Wisconsin (Table XXXIX, No. 156, p. 316, and No. 157, p. 316), exarticulation at the knee joint had been performed prior to the amputation in the

high ; and amputation in the leg had preceded thigh amputation in the cases of Corp'l H. G. Brown, B, 37th Wisconsin ; Pt. G. Christiana, A, 120th New
York; Pt. W. L. Hindman, E, 155th Pennsylvania; Pt II. Linn, A, 6th Pennsylvania Reserves ; Pt. L. Winters, K, 50th Georgia; Pt. J. F. Drain, A,

53d Virginia; and Pt. A. C. Frost, C. 15th Massachusetts (TABLE XXXIX. Cases Nos. 108, 112, 125, 137, 166, 116, and 122).

2 Caso of Lieut. C. H. Hawkins, C, 4th New York Calvary (CASE 337, p. 158, and No. 8 of TABLE XVIII, p. 159, ante, and No. 124 of TABU
XXXIX, p. 315).

SURG. Ill—40
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No.

24

25

36

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

:i?

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

4.7

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

Name, Mii.itakt
Description, and Aoe.

Dewey, G., Pt, D, 51st
New York.

'Draper, L. G., Lieut.,
F, 75th N. Y., age 27.

Dnggan, T., Corp'l, M,
11th Illinois Cavalry.

Durkee, E. W, Pt, G,
18th Wisconsin.

Dwyer, J., Pt., G, 69th
New York, age 33.

Eastman,W,Pt, 1, 114th
New York, age 35.

Ekstrnnd, J. H., Lieut.,
H, 13th Col'd Troops,
ago 33.

English, J, Pt, D, 23d
Ohio.

Everett, P, Pt, K, 53d
Pennsylvania.

Fisk, J, Pt, C, 4th It

Dates. Operations, Operators,
Result.

Oc.19,'64,

M'y 2,'67.

De.18,'62,

J'y 5, '66.

April 6,

M'y20,'62.

Sept. 17,

Oc.20,'62.

Oct. 19,

No.29,'64.

Aug. 30,

1864,
July 17,

1868.

Sept. 17,

Oc.23,'62
June 1,

All. 1,'62.

J'y 1. '62,

Ja. 17, '63.Island Bat'ry, age 25
Galway, It, Pt, K, 54th April 20,

New York, age 36. 1865,

Sept. 8,

1866.

June 15,

July 26,
1663.

No. 7, '63

Jan. 21,

1864;

Gibson, J. W, Corp'l, F,
123d Ohio.

Green, E, Pt, K, 119th
Penn, age 35.

Griffin, W, Pt, A, 69th
New York, age 20.

Griggs, W. /, Serg't, A,
42d Virginia.

Hare, F, Corp'l, B, 6th
Wisconsin, age 23.

Harvie, W. E, Pt, A,2d
Kentucky.

Oct. 4, '63,

Jan. 10,

I 1864.
Haycock. H. H, Pt, K, jOo.28,'63,

137th New York, age Mar.8,'64.
21.

Howard, W. H, Pt, A,
7th Infantry, age 24.

Hughes, H.W,C'orp'l, I,

133d New York.

Husband, J, Serg't, K,
5th Penn.Art'y, age 21.

Jefferson, E, Pt, E, 1st

Minnesota, age 19.

Jones, J, Pt, K, 13th
Tenn. Cay, age 26.

Eeigan, P, Pt, D, 1st

Colorado.
Kelly, B, Pt, G, 83d
New York.

Kelly, M, Pt, B, 106th
Penn, age 23.

King, J. M., Capt, C,
13th Louisiana, age 25.

Kreidler, C. W, Pt, A,
15th Infantry.

LaMarsh, J, Pt, I,

Vermont, age 20.
* 3d

Litzinger, R. A, Corp'l,

G, 2d Cavalrv.

De.13,'62, Left (Dec. 14, amp. leg; 28, re-

Jan.-, '63. amp. leg; slough.); double flap.

A. A. Surg. W.V.White. Disc.

Oct. 23, 1863.

Lett. (M. O. Feb. 1 5, '66, deform-
ityof limb.) Dr.M.D.Bennedict,
late Surgeon 75th N. Y.

Right (disch'd April 7, '65); flap.

Surg. E. Andrews, late 1st 111.

Light Artillery.

Right; circ. Disch'd July 16,

1862.

Right. Disch'd April 27, 1863.

Died April 9, '70
; consumption.

Spec. 756.
Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg. T.
Sim. U. S.V. Disch'd April 10,

1865. Sptc. 3474.

Left. (Nov. 24, '63, shell injury
of left tibia. Disch'd Jan. 12,

'65. 1868, constant pain in site of
first wound ; cancerous tumors
inv. entire knee joint.) Itecov'y.
Sped. 5479, 5480.

Right ; flap. A. Surg. A. Mass,
lUOthPenn. Disch'dMar. 6, '63.

Left; flap. Surg. P. A. Jewett,
U. S. V. Disch'd April 2, 1863.

Left (haem.); circ. Surg. J. Nelll,

U. S. V. Disch'd Aug. 6, 1863.
Right (Dec. 15, '65. frag's nee.

bone rem'd; disch'd June22,'66);
flap. A.Snrg. G. M.McGill, U.
S. A. Recover}'.

Right; circ. A. Surg. W.G.Bry-
ant, 122d Ohio. Disch'd Feb.
13, 1864.

Right (litem's; dry gang.); ant.

post. flap. Surg. D. W. Bliss,

U. S. V. Disch
7d July 7, 1864.

Spec. 2033.
Right; flap. Surgeon — Gibbs,

C. S. A. Recovery.
. Surg.— Douglass, C.S. A.

Recover}".
Left (May 6, amp. kn. j't; gang.);
circ. Confed. surgeon. Disch'd
May 22, 1865.

Left "(symptoms of gang.); flap.

Surg. S. J. W. Mintzer, U. S. V.
Disch'd March 21, 1864.

Right; ciro. A. A. Surg. H. C.
May. Disch'd June 18, 1864.

Spec. 2201.
Left. Discharged June 3, 1864.

Right (amp. leg June 14, '63; dis.

Oct. 12, 63); circ. Dr. Olcott,

Williamsburg, N.Y. Recovery.
Right ; circ. Surg. A. Hard. 8th

III. Cav. Disch'd Aug. 5, 1865.

Left (gang.; erysip.): ant. post.

flap. A. A. Surg. B. B. Miles.

Disch'd Dec 9, '63. Spec. 1732.

Right; circ. A. A. Surg. T. W.
Baugh. Disch'd Aug. 22, 1865.

Right; flap. A.Surg. J. C. Baily,
U.S.A. Disch'd Aug. 23, 1862.

Right ; ciro. A. A. Surg. W. II.

Matlock. Disch'd March 7, ' 63.

Spec. 4826.
Left ; ant. post. flap. A.A.Surg.
F. Hinkle. M. O. Sept. 10. '64.

Spec. 1994.

Right. (Nee. bone rem'd.) Surg.
A. H. Thurston, U. S.V. Furld
Nov. 7. 1864. Spec. 1918.

Right (disch'd May 16, '63
; bone

diseased); flap. Br. G. C. Black-
man, late Surg.U. S.V. Recov'v.

Left; flap. A. A. Surg. C. W.
Stinson. Caries. Disch'd Aug.
4, 1865.

Right ; circ. A. Surg. B. Norris,

II. S. A. Discharged

June 3,

An. 2, '64.

An. 9, '62,

J 'e 20, '63

May 5,

Au. 6,'64.

Julv 2,

Au. 4,'63.

J 'e 14, '63,

Jan 21,

1864.

Mar. 18.

Ap22,'65.
July 2,

Sept. 14,

1863.

No.13,'64,

M'yl0,'65.

Mar. 26,

Ap.26,'62.
Sept. 17,

Oc.20,'62.

July 2,

Nov. 10,

1863.

Jan. I,

Sept. 15,

1863.

Apr.7,'62,

Mav 21,

1863.
Sept. 19,

No. 1,'64.

Feb. 21.

I'ne4,'62.

Luck, F, Pt.', C, 21st Oct 8, '62. Right (caries: periostitis: disch'd
Wisconsin, age 21. Jan.3,'64.' Feb. 15. 1863); circ. Surg. H.

I
Culbertson, V. S.V. Spec. 2074.

Lndis, M, Pt, A, 2d Oct.8,'62, Right; circ. Surg. J.G. Hntchitt,

Name, Military
Description, and Age

Martin, R. C, Lieut, K,
25th Arkansas.

McDonald, S. IT., Re-
leased prisoner, oge 22,

McDougall, R, Corp'l,

G, 2d Mich, age 21.
McFarland, D, Corp'l,
A, 22d C. T, age 22.

McWhinney, F, Pt, A,
123d Illinois, age 21.

Montgomery, S, Pt, I,

139th Penn, age 23.

Moore, D. A, Corp'l, II,

92d New York, age 27.

Murphy, C, Pt, D, 69th
New York, age 24.

Nickerson, C, Corp'l, K,
1st Maine H'vy Art'}*,

age 23.

Nussbaumer, B, Pt, B,
67th Ohio, age 27.

Nutting, J, Pt, F, 19th
Maine, age 21.

Page, E, Corp'l, H, 17th
Kentucky, age 21.

Missouri, age 37.

Mangan, J, Pt, H, 1st

Artillery, age 23.

Marshall, J, Pt, 1, 69th
Ohio, age 20.

Fe. 11,'63.

June 24,

Oct. 24
1864.

Mar. 19.

Sep.5,'65.

U. S. V. Recovery
Left (gang.; hsem.: nee.); circ.

Surg. E. Bentley, U.S.V. Reg'l
Headquarters Jan. 27, 1865.

Left; flap. Surg. C. O'Leary,
IT. 8. V. Disch'd Feb. 6, 1 866.

78

79

80

•81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

:>l

I

H
93

Painter, G. W, Serg't, May 5,

H, 139th Penn, age 24. ' J'e5,'64.
Porter, E, Pt, G, 2d i

Junel.
Vermont, age 37. |Au.22,'64

Powell, J. B, Serg't, A, Mav 10,

6th Kans.Cav, oge 28. Ij'el"l,'64

Rand, K, Corp'l, C, 2d I May 5,

Vermont, age 23. J'e 23, '64.

Reed, J, Pt, K, 11th
Illinois, age 37.

Rich, R. E, Pt, B, 19th
Massachusetts.

Robb, B. F, Pt, K, 26th
Pennsylvania, age 25.

Robertson.W.B, Pt, H,
27th N. York, age 20.

Sauer, C, Pt, I, 88th
Illinois.

Scheuerman, J, Pt, K,
9th Ohio, age 28.

Scott, J, Pt, K, 18th
i Massachusetts.
Schneider.M,Pt,F.26th
Wisconsin, age 26.

Shaw. J.W,Pt, 1, 111th
New York.

Sherrer, J. II., Pt, C,
27th 8. C, age 38.

Steel, J. L, Corp'l, C, 2d
Iowa Cavalry, age 26.

Stinson, J, Pt, B, 99th
Penn, age 18.

Stitle, W, Pt, A. 29th
Ohio, age 21.

Stocdale,W,Pt, D,48th
Indiana, age 28.

Sullivan, J, Pt, H, 15th
Indiana, age 37.

Suter, J, Pt, H, 19th

Illinois.

Thayer. A, Pt, F. 48th
New York, age 18.

Todd. M. A., Ft, E, 14th
Alabama, age 22.

Vanvonrst. A. K, Pt,A,
134th N. Y, age 18.

Ward, F, Pt, D, 49th
New York.

Feb. 5.

Ma.24,'64
Sept. 17,

No.10,'62,

May 3,

Aug. 6,

1863.

J'e 27, '62,

May 14,

1863.

Nov. 25,

De.30,'63.

Se. 19, '63,

Mar. 18,

1864.

June 18,

jAu.12,'64.

July 1,

Aug. 13,

1863.

J'y 3, '63,

June 1,

1872.

May 16,

J'el6,'64.

Nov. 3,

De.29,'63.

July 2,

'Sep.2,'63.

Mny8,'64,
March 15,

1866.

May 14,

J'y 6, '63.

No.25,'63,
( Jan. 22,

I 1864.

Jan. 2,

M'h 4, '63.

May 7,

Sep.6,'64.

Aug. 29.

Oc.l0,'64.i

July 1.

Au. 1,'63.

April 6,

Myl2,'62.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Sept. 19,

Oc.20,'63.
De.25,'64,!

April 1

Je. 1,'64.

June 16,

Au.2,'64
April 2,

M'yll,'6.5

May 12,

July 29,

1864.

J'e 1, '64,

Jan. 13,

1865.
Sept. 17,

1862,

Mar. 23,

1863.
May 31.

Oct. 27,

1864.

Ma.22,'(H
.'<.!.

May 5,

Aug. 22,

1864.

Sept. 20,

1863,

Jan. 24,

1864.

. Surgeon — Hall, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right. (Gangrene.) Recovery
Sept. 22, 1865.

Left ; flap. Disch'd July 13, '65.

Right; circ. A. A. Surg. W. L.
Wells. Disch'd Sept. 7, 1865.

Left ; circ. Surg. J. B. Larkin,
17th Ind. Disch'd July 22, '65.

Left (May 12, exc. tibia): flap.

Surg. E. Bentley,U.S.V. Disch.
August 2. 1865.

Right (disch'd Nov. 18, '04); bilat.

flap. Dr. O. F. Parker, Parish-
ville, N. Y. Recovery.

Right (March 18, '63, dead bone
exc); circ. A.A.Surg.A.North,
Disch'd Sept. 12, '64. Died Dec.
28, '64

;
pneumonia. Spec. 3867.

Right (gangren's); lat.flap. Surg.
N. R. Moseley, U. S.V. Diselid
Aprill2, 1865. Stump dis'd, re-

map. Died April 2'.t,'68
; tuber-

culosis. Spec. 2898.
Left. (April 22. 1862, amp. leg;
caries. Disch'd July 28. 1862.)

Right: flap. Surg. -— Hanson,
Hnrtlnnd, Maine. Disch'd Jan.
26, 1865.

Left (gang.; hone diseased): ant.

post. flap. A. A. Surg. 1*. Peter.

Erysip, March 25,'64. exc. end
fem.; Oct. 20, seq. rem'd. Duty
Jan. 21,1865. Spec. 2196.

Left: flap. A. A. Surgeon J. L.
Stewart. Disch'd April 19, '65.

Right ; circ. A. A. Surg. S. N.
C.oss. Disch'd June 12, 1865.

Right ; circ. Surg. C. E. Swasey,
U. S. V. Disch'd Jan. 23, '65.

Left (May 26, hsem.: gang.); circ.

A. Surg. J. C. McKee, U. S. A.
Nee. bone rem'd. Disch'd Oct.

28, 1865.

Right : circ. Surg. G. S. Kemble,
U. S. V. Disch'd June 22, '64.

Left; circ. A. A. Surg. P. Mid-
dleton. Disch'd Jan. 17, 1863.

Right. (Gangrene.) Surg. D. W.
Bliss, U. S.V. Disch'd Dec. 19,

1863. Spec. 1582.

Left (en-sip.); flap. Surg. J.Neill,

II. S. V. Disch'd Jan. 27, 1864.
Spec. 1330.

Left; flap. Disch'd Jan. 10, '65.

Right (ervsip.); circ. A. Surg. J.

E. Link. 21st 111. Disch'd July
14. 1864. Spec. 2802.

Left ; circ. A. A. Surg. J. C. La-
mont. Disch'd Feb. 17, 1865.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
Jan. 29, 1864.

Right (M. O. June 16, 1865; '66,

bone came away); ant. post. flap.

H. K. Spooner, Into Surg. 61st
Ohio. Recovery, Spec. 6670.

Left ; circ. Furloughed October
10, 1864.

Left; lat. flap. A.A. Surg.W. P.
Swectland. Disch'd Oct. 1, '64.

Left; flap. Surgeon H. Palmer,
U.S.V. Erysipelas; abscesses.

Mustered out Sept. 8, 1864.

Right (May 9. '64. amp. leg; disc.

Aug. 16, 1865, gangrene); flap.

Recover}-.
Right; flap. Confed. surgeon.
Mustered out July 15. 1865.

Right : flap. A. Surg. R. Bartho-
low.U.S.A. Carious bone rem'd.
Disch'd April 26.'65. Spec. 2105.

Right : flap. Surg. F. Seymour,
11. S.V. Disch'd June 18, 1863.

Right ; flap. Dr. C. Freiot, Troy,
New York. Disch'd January 4,

1865.

Left : circ.

1865.
Right. Disch'd Aug. 11,

Spec. 417.

Left. (Gangrene.) Dr. White.
Disch'd October 28, 1862.

Retired March 30,

1865.

' HOMANS (J, jr.). Cases of Gunshot Fracture of the Thigh, Results of Conservative Surgery, in Boston Med. and Surg. Journal. 1865, Vol. 72, p. 29.
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NO.
Name, Military

Description, and Age.

Wellman, J. G., Serg't, I,

27th New York, age 25.

95 West, W., Pt., F, 2d
Ohio Cavalry.

'6 Whiting, C., Pt., C, 17th
New York.

97 Whortenbcrry,J.M.,Pt.,
B, 15th Kentucky.

Winning, J., Pt,,A,125th
Ohio, ago 27.

99 Wood, W. W., Pt., D,
46th Georgia.

100 Young, L. C, Pt., A, 3d
Virginia.

101 Young, M., Pt., F, 25th
New York, age 25.

12 Zweifel, J., Corp'l, F,
6th Wisconsin, age 23.

13 Allman, G. W., Pt., I,

8th Iowa Cavalry.
104 Ambrose, B.J. , Corp'l, I,

105th Ohio, age 24.

Baguley, S., Pt., B, 5th
New Harop., age 21.

106 Bauer, P., Pt., 3, 9th
Illinois.

107 Boling, J., Serg't, B,
28th Tenn., age 27.

18 Brown, H. G., Corp'l, B,
37th Wisconsin, age 21.

109 Bryant, E. K.,Pt., H, 1st

Massachusetts, age 37.

110 ' Capps, E. W., Capt... C,
15th Virginia Cavalry,
age 30.

1 Carr, W. E., Pt., D, 27th
Mass , age 21.

112 Christiana, G., Pt., A,
120th N. Y., age 36.

Cobb, C. P., Pt., F, 1st

Michigan, age 20.

114 Curly, J., Pt., It, G9tli

New York.
115 Debar, J., Pt., T, 88th

New York.

Dates.

Drain, J. F., Pt., A, 53d
Virginia, age 26.

Eastman, H. J., Pt., F,
1st Vt. Cav., age 23.

Edwards, J. W., Pt.,G,
44th Alabama, age 26.

Ewing. W. E., Pt.. C,
2d Wisconsin, age 32.

Farley, II., Pt., H, 61st
Pennsylvania, age 27.

Flippin, A. M., Corp'l,

C, 33d Miss., age 34.

Frost, A.C., Pt., C,15th
Massachusetts.

Goode. IF. F., Pt., H, 2d
Mississippi, age 18.

Operations, Operators,
RE8UI.T.

July 21,

Nov. 5,

1861.

Jan. 17,

Mar. 29,

1862.

Aug. :10,

Oct.—

,

1862.
De.31,'62,

Au. -,'6'J,

May 14,

Oct. 12,

1864.

Sept. 20.

De.27,'63
May 12,

July 27,

1864.

May 27,

July 28,

1862.

Jy3,'G3,
April 14,

1864.

May 7,

—, '64.

No.22,'63.

Jan. 29,
1864.

April 7,

June 3,

1865.

Feb. 14,

Mar. 15,

1862.

No.30,'61,
Feb. 1.8,

1865.

June 17,

July 21,

1864.

May 19,

J'e20,'64.
Oct. 11,

1863,
Fob. 8,

1864.
June 3,

Se.8,'64.

July 2,

Sept. 2,

1863.

Mar. 31,

June 3.

186.").

Sept. 17,

Oc.20,'62.
Sept. 17,

Oe.21,'63.

July 2,

Oct. 9,

1863.

Mar. 2,

J'e6,'64.

May 8,

Julvll.
1864.

July 2,

Au.13,'63
May 5,

J'y 15,'64

July 20,

Nov. 14,

1864.
July 2,

Se.12,'63.

Sept. 17,

Dec. 22,

1862.

Right (slough.; necrosis); long
int.. short ext. flap. Dr. R. Steb-
bins, Allegany Co., N.Y. Disc'h
Dec. 15, 1862. Spec. 1067.

Left; flap. A. A. Surg.W. Dick-
inson. Disch'd April 24, 1862.

Left ; ant. post. flap. A. Surg.W.
E. Waters, U. S.A. Discharged
March 25, 1863.

Left. Surg. F. Seymour, U. S.V.
Disch'd Feb. 15. 1864.

Left (gang.; rupt. pop. art.); ant.

post. flap. Surg. H. P. Stearns,

U. S.V. Hasm. Dec. 5, re-amp.
upper third. ILnn.s. Disch'd
May 20, 1665.

Right. Surg. — Agnes, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right. (May 12, amp. knee joint.)

Surg. W. F. Richardson, C.S.A.
Gang. Furl'd Sept. 17, 1864.

Spec. 5514.

Right ; flap. Dr. J. R. Bronson.
Nee; erysip. Jan. 3, '63, circ.,

up. third. Disch'd Mav 26, '63.

Right; circ. A. A. Surg. B. B.
Miles. Disch'd Nov. 10, 1864.

Spec. 2256.
Left. Died August 7, 1861; ex-
haustion.

Left. (Gang.: diair.) Feb. 10,

gang.: 14, 15, lupin. Died Feb.
18, M ; exh'n. Spec. 2199.

Left (April 8, amp. right middle
third); ant. post. flap. Surg. O.
A. Judson, U. S. V. Died July
10, 1865; exh'n. Spec. 4232.

Right ; double flap. Dr. Briggs,
Nashville. Mar. 23, haem.; hg.
fern. art. Died May 5,'62; exh'n.

Right (carious); oval skin flap.

Surg. B. B. Breed, U.S.V. Died
April 26, 1S65.

Right (June 17,amp.leg; slough.);

flap. Surg.N.R.Moseloy,U.S.V,
July 31, bone rem'd. Died Aug.
3, 1864. Specs. 2897, 2945.

Right ; circ. A. A. Surg. C. W
Carrier. Died July3,'64 ;pyajm

Right (erysip.; pyarthrosis); circ.

A. Surg. J. C. McKee, U. S. A.
Died Feb. 20, 1864; pyemia.
Autopsy. Spec. 2036.

Left ; circ. A. A. Surg. J. Morris.
Died October 7, 1864.

Right. (August 10, amp. leg.)

A. A. Surg. H. Leaman. Died
Sept. 26, 1863 ; exhaustion.

Left ; circ. Surg. A. F. Sheldon,
IT. S. V. Died July 1, 1865;
osteomyelitis. Spec. 4215.

Left ; flap. Died Oct. 27. 1862.

Spec. 4828. a
Left; flap. A. Surg. P.Adolphus,
U.S.A. Nee. bone rem'd. Died
Nov. 27, '62. .Specs. 446, 447,

Left. (July 4th, amp. leg, nee.

bone rem'd.) Died Nov. 5, '63;

exhaustion. Specs. 1963, 1975.

Left (extracted splinters of bone);
slough. Died Sept. 19/64; exh'n.

Left (si. ven.; haem.); circ. A.A.
Surg. T. L. Lcavitt. Died Oct.

26, '64
; dysentery. Spec. 2837.

. (Gang.: slough.; htemorr.)
Died Aug. 13, 1863; shock.

Left: circ. A. A. Surg.W. W.
Volk. Died Sept. 2, 1864.

Left (tib. carious); circ. A. A.
Surg. I). D. Talbot. Died Dec.
28, 1864 ; exhaustion.

Left. (Prim. amp. leg.) Died
Sept. 16. 1863; gangrene.

Left; flap, skin; circ. mus. A.
Surg. R. F.Weir, U. S.A. Dec.
27, ha?m.; gang. Died Jan. 15,

'63; pyajm. Specs. 3858, 3893.

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

124 2 Hawkins, C. H., Lieut.,

C,4th New York Cav.,
age 23.

Hindman. W. L., Pt., E,
155th Penn.,age20.

'Holland, W., PL, 1, 6th

N. Carolinn, age 45.

Holmes, J., Pt., D, 1st

New York, age 26.

Hoxey, G., Pt., D, 10th

Illinois, age 20.

Ingram, W. A., Serg't,

B, 20th N. Y. S. M.
Jackson, II. A.. Lieut. .D,

45th Alabama, age 29.

Jell, F., Serg't, I. 95th
New York, age 35.

Johnson, E. F., Pt., I,

8th Georgia, age 18.

Kirkc.S. II., Pt.,K, 200th
Pennsylvania, age 19.

Lnflerty, J. C, Capt., C,
12th Illinois, age 21.

Lamon, G. F., Lieut.

Col., 32d New York.

Lcmar, J. C, Pt., B.
97th Illinois, age 21.

Linn, II., PL, A. 0th Pa.
Reserves, age 25.

Long. J., Pt., B, 47th
Indiana.

Matthews, T., PL, D,8th
Ohio, age 32.

McBain, W., Serg't, E,
23d Illinois, age 31.

McCann, B. H., Corp'l,

G, 13th Miss., age 19.

McCure, A., Pt.. F, 3d
Alabama, age 19.

«McGowan, P., Pt., A,
61st New York, age 32.

Meadows. J. W., Pt., C,
16th Tennessee, age 20.

« Meyer, S., PL, 11,110th
Pennsylvania, age 25.

Meyres, D. C, Serg't, C,
7th Mississippi I lattery.

age 24.

Patton, S., Pt., G, 31st

Georgia, age 42.

Pitcher. A.,Pt, G, 122d
New York, age 25.

Pouchcr.A.,Pt., A, 14th

New York.
Roe, J., PL, B, 42d N.
York.

Roth, J.. Pt., K, 2d
Wisconsin.

Roxbury, C. F., Pt., F,
124th Penn., age 29.

J'e8,'62,

April 29,

1863.

Mav 23,

June 24,

1864.

June 1,

Aug. 4,

1864.

June 30,

Aug. 7,

1862.

Mar. 21,

June 24,

1865.

Aug. 30,

— ,
'62.

No.29,'64

Jnn 1,

1865.

July 3.

Au.26,'63

July 3.

Au.12,'63
April 2,

May 22,

1865.

Oct 5,

Nov.9,'64

Sept. 14.

Nov.9,'62.

Jan. 11,

My25,'63
Sept. 17,

1862,

Jan. 15,

1863.

May 1,

J'el0,'63

May 6,

June 10,

1864.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Sept 24,

1864.

May 3,

J'e7,'63.

Sept. 19,

Oct. 31,

1864.

May 31,

J'y 15,'62

Xo.30,'64.

Jan. 24,

1865.

July 2,

Nov. 9,

1864.

No.30,'64

Jan. 1,

1865.

July 9,

Aug. 10,

1864.

May 6,

June 7,

1864.

Aug. 29,

Oct. 4,'62

Sept. 17,

Oct. 27,

1862.

Au.30,'62,

Right. (Oct. ,'62. dis. bonerein'd.)
Surg. A. B. Mott. 1'. S.V. Sept.,
'63, exc. four ins. Amp. hip jt.,

Sept. 21, '64. Died Sept. 22, '64 ;

syncope from shock.
Left (May 23. amp. leg; gang.);
circ. A.A.Surg. M.C. Mulford.
Died June 24, '04 : inflammation
and suppuration of stump.

Left (erysip.; gang.: bone rem'd :

hasm.); circ. A. A. Surg. T. L.

Leavltt. Died August 4, 1864.

Spec. 2924.
Left. A. A. Surg. S. 1). Gross;
pyaem. Died August 19, 1862.

Autopsy. Spec. 256.

Right (sloughing); circ. A. A.
Surg. E. 1'. Fitch. Died June
24, 65. otic hour after.

. Died October 4, 1862.

Left ; nnt. post. flap. A- A. Surg.

It. MoNeilly. Died Jan. 20,'65;

exhaustion.
Right; gat'g.; haun Died Sept.

25, 1863; exhaust'n and d'mrr.

Left. Died Sept. 7, '63; exh'n
Sj*c. 1947.

Lett (bone carious); nut. post. flap.

Surg. E. Bentlcy, II. S. V. Died
May29.'65; prostration. Auto],.

Left ; circ. A.A.Surg. P. L. Rice
Died Nov. 2.

r>,'64 ; exhaustion.

Left (ulc. fern. art.: litem.); flap.

Surg. L. W. Oaklev, 2d N. J.

Died Nov. 9, '62. Sprc 792.

Left. (Synovitis.) Died June
23, 1863; pyaemia.

Left (Dec. 4, amp. leg; gang.:
nee.); flap. Surg. J. B. Lewis,

U. S. V. Haem. Feb. 4, '63, lig.

fem. art.; March 5. bone rem'd.

Died March 31, 1863. Autopsy.
Specs. 3818, 3983, 748.

Right. Surg. G. Grant, U.S. V.
Died Jan. 15, 1864 .Spec. 1351.

Right; circ. Surg. D. W. Bliss.

U.S.V. DiedJunel2,'64; amp.
Spec. 2499.

. Gang.; haem ; flap. A. A.
Surg. A. M. McLetchie. Gang.
Died Sept. 25, 1864.

Right. Surg. C.Witsell, C.S.A.
Died July 2, '63; typ. fever.

Right; oval flap. Surg. A. At-

kinsoD, C. S. A. Died Oct. 31,

1864
;
pneumonia.

Left (prof, discharges; erysip.);

circ. Dr. W. Parker. Diarrh.
and gastric irritability. Died in

the course of twenty-four hours
Right ; bi-lnt. skin flnp ; circ. sect.

mus. A. A. Surg. R. McNcilly.
Died Jan. 31, '65; exhaustion.

Left (tiec.; bone rem'd); ant. post.

flap. A. A. Surg. W. P. Moon.
Died Nov. 9. 1864.

Left ; ant. post. flap. A.A.Surg.
W. J. R. Holmes. Died Jan. 1,

1865; exhaustion; shock.
Left; circ. A. A. Surg. J. H.
Coover. Died August 27, 1864;
exhaustion. Spec 3836.

Left ; circ. Surg. D.W. Bliss, U.
S. V. Died July 13, '64. Spec.

2449.
Left. A.S. J. B. Brinton, USA.
Died Oct 21, 1862 ; pys?mia-

Left. A. A. Surg. N.Webb. Oct.

29, ha?m.; 30, ree'rd, lig. femoral
art. Died Oct. 30, 1862; exh'n.
Spec. 436.

Left. Died Oct. 19, 1862. Spec.

4014.

Left (erysip.); flnp of skin; circ.

of mus. A. Surg. R. F. Weir,
U. 8. A. Erysip. Died March
11, '63 ; exh'n. Specs. 3855, :!903.

1 ALLEN (H), Bernards on the Pathological Anatomy of Osteomyelitis, with Casts, in American Jour. Med. Sciences, 1865, N. 8., Vol. XLIX, p. 39.

5 Waters (E. G.), A Report o/ Twelve Gunshot Fractures of the Thigh, in Am. Med. Times, 1863, Vol. VI, p. 185. HAMILTON (F. IL), Amputa-

tions in Gunshot Fractures of the Femur, in Am. Med. Times, 1864, Vol. VIII, p. 1. Circ 6, 8. G. O., 1865, p. 50. Circ. 7, S. G. O., 1867, pp. 47, 65.

* LEAVITT (T. L.), Tenacity of Human Life as seen in Cases of Gunshot Injuries, in Medical and Surgical Beporter, 1865, Vol. XIII, p. 205.

'KENNEDY (J. T.), Reports of Hospitals, in American Medical Times, 1862, Vol. V, p. 105.

• MOON (W. P.), Case of Gunshot Wound of the Thigh, in American Journal Medical Sciences, N. 8., 1868, Vol. LV, p. 62.
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KO
Name, Military

Description, and Age.

Eyall, W. C, Corp'l, E,
121st Penn.

Scott, M.E..Pt.,B, 37th
Indiana, age 25.

Shindler. M., Pt., H, 43d
New York, age lfi.

Skilton, G.T.,Pt.,I,3«th
Wisconsin, age 31.

Storey, J. M.,Pt.,H,37th
Wisconsin, age 30.

Stratton, A.,I't,D,n0th
Ohio, age 21.

Etuart, S. II, Pt., D, 2d
Arkansas Cavalry.

Sullins, IF., Texan Le-
geon, age 20.

De.l3,'C2,

Feb. 4,

1863.

April 2.

J'e23,'G5.

May 5,

June IP,

1864.

June 3,

Aug. 30,

1SC4.

J 'y30, '64,

April 14,

18C5.
May 5,

June 24,
1864.

Sept. 27,
.'64.

De.21,'62,

Fe.l8,'(i3.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left (necrosis); circ. A. Surg. A.
Hartsuff, U. S.A. Died Feb. 14,

1863; exh'n. Spec. 1053.
Left (necrosis); circ. Surg. H.
Wardner, U. S. V. Died July,
19, 1865; exhaustion.

Left (gang.); ant. post. flap. Surg.
E. Bentlcy, U. S.V. Slough'g;
ha-m. Died June 27, '04 ; InTm.

Right (gang.; ha?m.; Aug. 8, amp.
knee; gang.; hann.); circ. A.
A. Surg. N. F. Martin. Died
Sept. 19, 1864; exhaustion.

Left. (July 31, amp. knee; haim.;
gang.) A. Surg. S. II. Orton.U.
S.A. Died July 3/65; gang.

Left (nee; pya?m.);ant. post. flap.

A. A. Surg. J. Priestly. Died
June 29, 1864; pytrm. Autopsy.

Right. Died November 10, 1864.

Left. Died March 2, 1803; ery-
sipelas.

Name, Military r>. Tlm
Description, and Age.

l,A1 '"-

Taut, F. H., Pt.,K, 3d
Rhode Island Artillery.

Thomas, J., Pt., K, 30th

Indiana, age 26.

Travicke, W. II, I't., A,
8th Alabama, age 4(i.

Warner, S. N., Pt., II,

83d Penn., age 21

.

Williams, L., Pt..C\ 26th
Michigan, nge 23.

Winters, L., Pt., K, 50th

Georgia.

Woolsey.A., Pt., II, 20th
New York.

Zody, A. E., Capt., T>,

102d Ohio, age 28.

June 16.

July 23,

1862.
Sept. 19,

Dec. 18,

1863.
July 2,

Au.6,'63.
July 1,

Au. 3,'G3.

May 12,

Juno 13,

1864.

July 3,

Sept. 11,

1663.

Aug. 30,

Oct. 1,'«2

Se.24,'64
Jan. 26,

1865.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Lett; circ. A. A. Surg. W. K.
Cleveland. Died July 27, '62;

exhaustion.
Left. (Gang.) Teal's method.
Dec. 31, rupture fern. art. Died
Dec. 31, '63 ; Ixm. Spec. 2172.

Left. Sloughing; Aug. 18, lncm.;
gang. Died Sept. 4, 1863.

Left. Died August 14, 1863;
diarrhoea.

Left. A. A. Surgeon A. Ansell.
Hiein.; lig. fern. art. Died July
19, '64 ; luain. Autopsy. Specs.

2882, £883, 2538.

Right (July 3, amp. leg ; slough.;
ha'm.); circ. A. Surg. B. Stone,
U. S.V. Died Sept. 30, 1863;
pyamiia.

Left. Ha?m.; lig. fem. art. Died
Oct. 5, 1862 ; exhaustion.

Left ; (erysip.); flap. Surg. R. II.

Gilbert, U. S.V. Diarr. Died
Feb. 21, 1865; pyaemia.

The seat of fracture in the foregoing one hundred and sixty-eight cases was in the

middle third of the femur in seven; in the lower third in twenty-three; in the femur, pre-

cise seat not indicated, in twelve; in the knee joint, in sixty-eight; in the bones of the leg,

in forty-eight; and in the ankle joint or foot, in ten cases.

Secondary Amputations in the Lower Third of the Femur.—Two hundred and seven

operations of this group were reported. One hundred and seven were successful and one

hundred proved fatal, a fatality of 48.3 per cent.

Successful Cases of Secondary Amputation in the Lower Third of the Femur.—Four-

teen of the one hundred and seven successful secondary operations were practised on Union

and ninety-three on Confederate soldiers. Eighty-nine of the former were pensioned, but

seven have died since the close of the War. The side of operation was not indicated in

seven instances; in forty-four the right, and in fifty-six the left side was implicated. Major

operations had preceded the amputation in the thigh in thirty-one cases, viz: amputation

at the knee joint in four, in the leg in twenty; excision in the bones of the leg in six, and

amputation of the opposite leg in one instance.
1

In the following instance the amputation was performed by the subperiosteal flap,

advocated by Assistant Surgeon George M. McGill, U. §. A.

Case 490.—J. H. Allison, a farrier of Co. I, 21st Pennsylvania Cavalry, aged 19 years, was wounded in the left thigh,

at Amelia Court House, April 5, 1865. From a field hospital he passed to the Cavalry Corps Hospital at City Point, thence to

Annapolis, and afterwards to Baltimore, where he entered Jarvis Hospital, and subsequently, on July 24th, Hicks Hospital.

Assistant Surgeon G. M. McGill, U. S. A., in charge of the latter, reported the following history: "The wound was caused by
a mini6 ball, which entered the inner aspect of the lower third of the thigh and made its exit posteriorly, having passed down-
ward, outward, and backward behind the femur, and clipped a piece from the posterior surface of the bone. The femoral artery

was cut by the bullet, and profuse primary haemorrhage occurred on the field, followed by a secondary attack on May 19th, and

two recurrences since. Each secondary haemorrhage ceased spontaneously and did not amount to more than a teacupful. About

1 The four cases in which the amputation in the thigh was preceded by exarticulation at the knee are : Pt. J. M. Brooks, A, 17th Pennsylvania

Cavalry (TABLE XL, No. 14, page 320); Pt. H. Desmond, I, 28th Massachusetts (TADI.E XL, No. 25, p. 320); Pt. C. H. Rist, A, 36th Wisconsin (TABLE
XL, No. 82, p. 321); and Pt. II. Sholes, D, 26th New York (TABLE XL, No. 84, p. 321). Antecedent nmputations in the leg had been performed in the

following cases, enumerated in TABLE XL: Pt. D. M. Flotcher, 10th Indiana Battery (No. 36, p. 320); Pt. G. Mclntire, I, 7th Maine (No. 61, p. 320); Pt.

J. Morrin, G, 126th New York (No. 69, p. 321); Pt. J. B. Branson, I, 14th Ohio (No. 13, p. 320); Lieut. M. A. Cobb, A, 23d Alabama (No. 20, p. 320);

Pt. E. Crawford, F, 105th Ohio (No. 23, p. 320); Pt. H. S. Dickens, H, 126th New York (No. 26, p. 320); Pt. W. F. Dudley, F, 1st Maine Cavalry (No.

88, p. 320); Corp'l D. C. F.aton, II, 5th New Hampshire (No. 31, p. 320); Pt. II. Uadlow, H, 81st New York (No. 42, p. 320); Pt. F. Huffman, H, 2d

Pennsylvania Heavy Artillery (No. 47, p. 320); Pt. I. M. Welsh, B, 8th Maine (No. 101, p. 321); Pt. B. Thompson, C, 28th Pennsylvania (No. 93, p. 321);

Pt. W. Bacon, I, 7th Maine (No. 4. p. 320); Corp'l A. Bisbee, B, 7th Maine (No. 9, p. 320); Corp'l J. Duran, C, 17th Maine (No. 29, p. 320); Pt. W. II-

Miller, I, 72d Pennsylvania (No. 67, p. 321); Pt. L. N. Kimball, II, 22d Massachusetts (No. 53, p. 320); Pt. J. Kerrin, G, 19th Infantry (No. 52, p. 320);

and Pt. II. Pust, K, 104th Illinois (No. 78, p. 321). Excision in the bones of the leg had been performed in the cases of: Pt. J. A. Angell, D, 1st Wis-

consin Cavalry (No. 2, p. 320); Pt. W. H. Bordick, B, 82d Pennsylvania (No. 17, p. 320); Corp'l T. Odell, H, 5th Michigan (No. 73, p. 321); Pt. J.

Fergus, A, 70th Indiana (No. 34, p. 320); Serg't J. Lowth, M, 4th Wisconsin Cavalry (No. 57, p. 320); and Pt. E. A. Bennett, F, 44th New York (No. 7,

p. 320). In the case of Pt. II. Brown (No. 15, p. 320), K, 22d Colored Troops, the opposite leg had been previously removed.
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April 20th, the wound was attacked with gangrene. The knee joint at first, and at different periods since, became severely

inflamed, and was opened eight times, discharging a serous purulent fluid on each occasion. The leg became bent at right angle

with the thigh and firmly anchylosed, and several attempts were made to straighten the limb by means of anterior splints,

which, however, gave the patient great pain, and were followed on each occasion by erysipelas. One attack of this disease

Biiperrcned about December 13th, leaving the limb in a flabby and cedematous condition, and with several indolent ulcers, which

obstinately refused to heal and were a source of great anxiety and annoyance to the patient. On February 16, 1866, the limb

being found in a sloughing condition and the patient seeming to sink gradually, being very nervous, sallow,

and anaemic, and his pulse very weak, quick, and irritable, Acting Assistant Surgeon H. McElderry

amputated the leg by my direction. The operation was performed in the lower third of the femur through

the diaphysis, by forming an ample anterior flap and a short and somewhat thick posterior one, and

raising a very long and wide periosteum flap. The periosteum flap was raised with the greatest ease,

and, after the operation was completed, was folded over every part of the cut surface of the bone. Great

prostration followed the operation, from which the patient reacted rather slowly. He was kept under

the influence of morphia the first several days. The bandages were removed and the stump dressed for

the first time on the third day. Fever and attacks of vomiting appeared on February 19th, but after the

next day the patient improved steadily and speedily. The last ligatures came away on February 24th.

During the progress of his cure his blood presented the remarkable phenomenon of a change of the

white corpuscles into red. At his own request the patient was discharged from service March 20, 1866,

at which time he was able to sit in a chair all day, the stump being perfectly

well with the exception of a surface granulation in the cicatrix. The endx>f

the bone in this case was beautifully rounded." Dr. McGill ' further reported

that an examination of the amputated limb fully corroborated the previous

diagnosis of extensive fatty degeneration, and contributed two specimens of

the case, one of which, embracing the amputated femur and upper portion of

tibia, is shown in the cut (Fig. 205). The other specimen consists of a lig-

amentous preparation of the tarsus and metatarsus and lower portion of the

bones of the leg, and shows anchylosis of the ankle joint as well as a trans-

verse fracture in the astragalus, believed to have been inflicted after the

operation. (Cat, Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 440, Spec. 483.) A cast of the stump, made four weeks after the amputation, was also

contributed by the same donor, and constitutes Specimen 403 of the Surgical Section (Fig. 204). The patient, after being

discharged, was admitted on the Pension Rolls, and furnished with an artificial limb two years afterwards. The Muscatine,

Iowa, Examining Board, on June 4, 1873, reported that " on account of contraction of the anterior muscles of the thigh, pre-

venting the limb from being carried backward, he is unable to wear an artificial leg." This pensioner was paid June 4, 1879.

Necrosis of the tibia and fibula following amputation in the lower third of the leg,

and unhealthy condition of the soft parts of the stump, rendered secondary amputation in

the lower third of the thigh unavoidable in the following instance:

Case 491.—Private W. H. Miller, Co. I, 72d Pennsylvania, aged 21 years, received a shot fracture of the tarsal and

metatarsal bones of the left foot, at Antietam, September 17, 1862. Assistant Surgeon J. J. Woodward, U. S. A., recorded his

admission, six days after the injury, to the Patent Office Hospital, Washington, where the injured limb was amputated on

September 28th, by Acting Assistant Surgeon P. Middleton, the operation being performed by the circular method at the lower

third of the leg. Several months afterwards the patient was transferred to Armory Square Hospital, and subsequently he passed

through several hospitals in Philadelphia, entering Christian Street on March 21, 1864. Acting Assistant Surgeon R. J. Levis,

in charge of the latter, reported that he found the patient's general health feeble, both bones of the stump necrosed in nearly

their whole length, and the soft parts in a very unhealthy condition, necessitating a re-amputation at the lower third of the

thigh, which he performed by the antero-posterior flap method on April 28, 1864. He also reported that the patient reacted

promptly, and that his general health improved greatly after the second amputation, and that the stump healed readily. On
September 3, 1864, the patient was discharged from service and became a pensioner. He was paid as such March 4, 1879. The
amputated bones of the foot and the soft tissues, as well as the bones removed at the second operation, were contributed to the

Museum by the respective operators (Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, pp. 440, 503, and 402, Specs. 97, 2748, and 4172). The last of these

specimens is represented in Fig. 2 of Plate LXXII, opposite, showing the dead shafts of the tibia and fibula surrounded by

a quite complete involucrum, which, in size, approaches hypertrophy. The extremity of the fibula is roughened, but softened

as if carious. The tibia approaches roundness, but its extremity is incomplete, exhibiting the end of the sequestrum.

FIG. 204.— Appearance of
stump of left thigh four weeks
after operation. Spec. 403.

Fig. 205.—Upper portion
of left tibia and fibula and
lower portion of femur.
Spec. 477.

1 The late Dr. G. M. McGrLL in a letter to the Surgeon General, U. S. A., dated April 12, 1866, says :
" When a bone is cut in amputations,

two conditions, I believe, must result from the action of its distal living bone tissues. First, metamorphosis into such transitional forms as will connect

with ordinary fibrous tissue. Second, change of medullary tissue into such transitional tissue and into bone proper. If, then, we adapt living transitional

tissue we substitute the mere action of union the cohesion of homologous formed material, the easiest in nature apparently, for the action of change that

reproduces bono out of medullary tissue and forms a connective tissue, certainly by means of the germinal matter that lives in fully formed bone, and

that has already performed the work of development and growth. Again, it might bo reasoned, a priori, that in changes one and two, made, of course,

feebly by substance of exhausted (?) formative energy, the least injury of the general health and the most trifling local injury are calculated to kill or set

the germinal matter free (in the form of pus), and bo throw the labor of formation, and. it may be, an added one of separation, upon more proximal forms.

Thus we have sequestra, thus often osteomyelitis and pyaemia. With periosteum over the cut end of a bone, we have a tissue there whose office is to

form, to connect, and to resist. So promising have the results of amputations with a periosteal flap been in my hands, that I am constrained, most

respectfully, to call your attention again to the subject." The case of Allison and the preceding extract from Dr. McGill's letter have been noted in

Circular No. 3, S. G. O., War Department, Washington, 1871, p. 280. Cask 4.
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Fie;. 906.— Appearance of stump after
amputation in lower third of thigh.

Amputation at the knee joint had preceded amputation of the thigh in the next case:

Case 492.— Private Cutler H. Rist, Co. A, 30th Wisconsin, aged IS years, was wounded at Cold Harbor, June 1, 18(54,

by a conoidal ball, wbieb entered on the inner and posterior portion of the left leg and caused a fracture of the tibia, which

extended into the knee joint. He was immediately conveyed to the field hospital of the 2d division, Second Corps, where

amputation at the knee joint was performed by Surgeon J. M. Burr, 42d New York. On June 11th, he was admitted into

Lincoln Hospital, Washington, where Acting Assistant Surgeon C. H. Bowen reported

:

"Date of operation, June 3d; amputation at knee joint, leaving patella and condyles of

femur." Dr. Bowen adds: "Having seen several of these operations performed, they

have all died in periods varying from six to twenty days, from pyaemia, tetanus, etc.,

I totally discard the operation : 1st, from the extensive suppuration from the condyles

of the femur and from the patella, from the duration of the suppuration, which will

continue until the entire cartilaginous substance from condyles and patella is either cut

away or has sloughed off by the work of nature, after which conies the continuous

discharge of the synovial fluid from t lie wound. In the case of Rist, in which the

limb was amputated on June 3, 1804, the synovia still exudes, in December, 1804, in

quantities varying from a teaspoonful to a tablespoonful, and, more especially, after the

least exertion, such as walking by means of crutches; besides, the cicatrix is of a slough-

ing character, tending to gangrene. December 14th, amputation not healed ; continuous

discharge of synovial fluid, more especially when walking; tendency to slough
;
patient

otherwise in a healthy condition, and desires a re-amputation, and, in my opinion, the

stump will never heal while remaining in its present condition." On December 15, 18G4.

Assistant Surgeon J. C. McKee, U. S. A., amputated the thigh at the lower third; skin

flap and circular section of muscles. Simple dressings were applied. The patient

recovered rapidly. He was transferred to Harvey Hospital, Madison, Wisconsin, on

March 23d, and discharged from service May 20, 1865. His pension was paid March 4,

1879. Dr. McKee contributed a photograph of the patient (Contributed Photographs, Vol.

II, p. 25), which is reproduced in the wood-cut (FlG. 200), and the pathological specimen

which consists of "the extremity of the left femur and the soft tissues forming the stump

after amputation through the knee joint." (Catalogue of Suryical Section, A. M. M., 180(5,

p. 502, Spec. 3514.)

Primary amputation of the right leg at the upper third and secondary ablation at the

lower third of the left thigh were performed in the next case. The patient survived the

operations eight years:

Case 493.—Private H. Brown, Co. K, 22d Colored Troops, aged 19 years, was wounded in both legs, at Petersburg,

July 30, 18G4. He was admitted to the Eighteenth Corps Field Hospital, where Surgeon S. A. Richardson, 13th New Hamp-
shire, recorded "amputation of right leg." Surgeon J. H. Taylor, U. S. V., reported the following history : "The patient was
admitted to Summit House Hospital, Philadelphia, August 17th, with shell wound of both legs, the right leg having been

amputated at the upper third by flap method on the field. The stump of the right leg healed entirely, but the wound of the left

tibia, which was injured in the upper third, resulted in necrosis of the bone extending into the knee joint, and was attended by

extensive sloughing of the soft parts. The left limb was amputated on March 19, 18(55, above the knee joint, by Acting Assistant

Surgeon O. Shittler, the double flap method being employed and chloroform used. The treatment consisted of simple dressings,

tonics, and stimulants. The stump healed kindly and the patient progressed well." Several mouths after the operation he was

supplied with artificial limbs by the Palmer Arm and Leg Company. At the closing of Summit House Hospital the patient was

transferred to Mower Hospital, and subsequently to the Post Hospital at Philadelphia. On September 11, 1880, he left for his

home, cured, having been discharged from service to date from March 20, 1805. His name appeared on the Pension Rolls

until July 14, 1872, when he died. The cause of his death has not been ascertained.

Fatal Secondary Amputations in the Lower Third of the Thigh.— One hundred

secondary operations in the lower third of the femur proved fatal. Twenty-four were

practised on Confederate and seventy-six on Union soldiers. In three the injuries had

been caused by shell, in two by grapeshot, and in ninety-five by small projectiles. Pyaemia

was noted. in twelve, tetanus in one, and gangrene in twenty-one instances:

Case 494.—Private W. H. Powell, Co. I, 3d South Carolina, aged 20 years, was wounded at Antietam, September 17, 1802,

and entered hospital No. 5, Frederick, November 25th. Surgeon H. S. Hewit, U.'S. V., recorded the following history : "The
patient had been wounded by a grapeshot in the right leg and through the ankle joint, for which amputation had been performed

at the middle third of the leg. The stump was doing badly, having commenced sloughing on the outer side. There was also

much swelling. The granulations on the inner side of the stump were very exuberant. Pain in the knee joint indicated carti-

laginous inflammation. Reamputation was deemed necessary, and was performed by Acting Assistant Surgeon A. V. Cherbon-

nier, above the knee, on November 30th. At the operation, the track of an old abscess was discovered, extending some distance

up the thigh. Two da3-s afterwards the stump showed some fungous granulations and the dressing was supplemented with a

weak solution of nitric acid, with which the sinus was also injected. This treatment was kept up until December 10th, when
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tlie stump had assumed a healthy appearance, hut a large quantity of laudable pus was being discharged from the sinus. The

injection was then increased and a tight bandage applied, and the dressing of the stump was changed to a solution of tannin.

On the 20th, the stump was still doing well, and the sinus seemed to have closed, pus having ceased to come from it. On the

24th, the stump grew painful and the discharge ceased. Poultices were now applied and tincture of iodine used to the hip.

Iodide of potassa was also prescribed in doses of five grains three times a day, and the same quantity of quinine, and one half

ounce of cod-liver oil every four hours. On the 26th. the patient's condition had improved. The discharge of pus having

become offensive, the stump was washed with a dilution <if chlorinate of soda, the poultice discontinued, and wet strips applied."

The patient was transferred to hospital No. 6 on December 29th, and to hospital No. 1 six weeks later. Assistant Surgeon R.

F. Weir. U. S. A., in charge of the latter, recorded the termination of the case as follows: 'At the time of admission the stump

looked healthy and was suppurating, and the patient was in tolerable good health, but had quite a large bedsore above the

sacrum, which was healing. He was taking tonics and stimulants, also iron mixture and cod-liver oil, and the stump was

dressed with oakum saturated with acid wash. On February 29th, fluctuation was detected in the stump, and an opening was

made on the anterior aspect one inch long, through which pus escaped. On March 17th, the patient complained of pain in the

stump and more pus was discovered by the probe, necessitating another incision, one and one half inches long, to be made to

allow it to escape, after which poultices were applied. Two days afterwards an abscess was discovered on the anterior aspect

of the stump and just opposite the point of the previous incision, which on being opened evacuated two ounces of pus. For

some days after this the patient was much better and the stump was improving slowly. One month later, however, he was

noticed to be failing, and looking very pale and anaemic. Erysipelas was discovered in the stump on April 24th, for which lead

and opium lotion was applied. At the same time the patient was suffering from considerable irritability of the stomach, being

unable to retain any food or medicine for any length of time. Hydrocyanic acid having been administered for this without any-

good effect, lime water was given, which appeared to relieve the patient to some extent. On the following day the erysipelas

was found to be extending to the opposite side and body, and, on April 28th, it was leaving the stump and was spreading still

farther upon the body, the patient's condition being quite feeble, having no appetite, his tongue coated, skin dry, and pulse

weak. During the two following days he was in a critical condition and unable to retain anything on his stomach, nourishment

being given by the rectum. Hydrocyanic acid and lime water were now used without benefit, and tincture of opium was sub-

stituted with apparent relief. On the morning of May 1st, the patient appeared brighter, having rested well and being able to

retain his nourishment. The erysipelatous inflammation had left the stump, but had extended across the body and was spread-

ing down the other thigh. In addition to his treatment egg-mixture and tincture of iron was now prescribed for the patient.

He failed rapidly on the next day, and died on the morning of May 3, 1803. At the post-mortem examination four ounces of

purulent serum was discovered in each side of the chest, and the lungs were found to be partly congested, with small calcareous

deposits in the upper lobe of the right side. The heart was of normal size, the cavity of the stomach very much congested, the

liver having the appearance of fatty degeneration, the gall bladder very much distended, and the kidneys moderately congested.

The tissues about the stump were healthy, but on opening the capsular ligament about two ounces of pus was found around the

hip joint. The cartilage lining the acetabulum was softened, and in some places entirely gone. On dissecting out the nerves

the bulbous expansions of their ends were shown to be well marked. Above the saphenous a wire ligature was found, which

seemed to have given rise to little or no irritation. The patient had frequently complained of pain in the stump, but it is impos-

sible to say whether it was caused by this ligature or by the abscesses that were forming from time to time. The end of the

stump of the femur was found to be surrounded by an involucrum, exposing a small sequestrum running up the shaft." The
amputated stumps of the tibia and fibula were forwarded to the Museum by the operator, and the stump of the femur was

contributed by Acting Assistant Surgeon A. North.— (Cat. Surg. Sect., I860, p. 400, Spec. 795, and p. 300, Spec. 3837.)

In the following instance Syme's amputation at the ankle joint had been performed on

the day of the injury, but continuous sloughing and abscesses followed, and amputation at

the upper third of the leg and subsequently at the lower third of the femur were practised:

Case 49,">.—Private F. M. Bland, Co. D, 23d Iowa, received a shot wound in the left foot, during the engagement at the

Black River, May 19, 1863. " Syme's amputation at the ankle was performed the same evening at a field hospital. On June

13th, the patient was admitted into Adams Hospital, at Memphis, at which time nearly the entire flaps had sloughed off the

stump and the bones were exposed to view. An abscess had also formed at about the middle of the lower third of the leg, and

periostitis of the tibia and fibula existed at the same point. The general condition of the patient was low; he having suffered

from diarrhoea for four months. He was put upon iron, quinine, stimulants, and astringents. On June 17th, his general con-

dition being somewhat improved and the diarrhoea checked, it was decided to amputate, which was accordingly done at the

junction of the upper and middle thirds of the leg by Acting Assistant Surgeon J. Thompson. I saw the patient for the first

time on the following day, when, though in a low condition, he seemed to he rallying from the shock of the operation. I admin-

istered iron, quinine, stimulants, and beef tea, and had water dressings applied to the stump, under which course the general

condition of the patient gradually improved. The stump at first appeared to do well, but before many days began to discharge

thin ichorous looking pus. This was the condition of the patient when his ward was transferred to the charge of Acting Assistant

Surgeon W. P. Sweetland. On June 2Cth, the wound gaped open, no adhesions having formed in any part of the stump, and

the flaps soon commenced sloughing. It was then decided that the only chance for the patient rested in another operation, and

accordingly, on July 2d, the thigh was amputated at the middle of the lower third. The patient seemed to bear up well under

the operation, and, as before, seemed at first to be doing well. But soon the stump became gangrenous: an abscess also formed

on the patient's shoulder below the clavicle, the edges of which sloughed, laying bare the thyroid axis and destroying its

branches. On July 13th, the patient was removed to my ward in a rapidly sinking condition. He died on July 10, 1863."

The foregoing history was transmitted by Acting Assistant Surgeon B. J. Bristol, and the bones removed at the second amputa-

tion were contributed to the Museum by Surgeon J. G. Keenon, TJ. S. V. (Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 441, Spec. 1706.) The
specimen shows the extremities to be necrosed, no reparative action having occurred.
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Table XL.

Summary of Two Hundred and Seven Cases of Secondary Amputation in the Loioer Third of the Femur

for Shot Fracture.

I
Recoveries, 1—107; Deaths, 108—207.]

Name, Military
Description, axd Age.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

ID

11

ia

13

11

15

16

17

18

19

20

SI

28

23

Allison, J., Furrier, I,

21st Pennsylvania Cav-
alry, age 19.

Angell, J. A., Pt., D, 1st

Wisconsin Cav., age 23.

Arenilt, J., Pt., E, 5th
Kentucky.

Bacon, W., Pt
Maine, age 21.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Ap. 5, 'G5, Left (hrem's; erysip.); ant. post.

Feb. 16,

1866.

July 23,
Sept. 18,

18C4.

Jan. 1,

Mar. 1, '63.

I, 7th J'yl2,'64,
-,'66.

Bass, J. B., Pt.,

Illinois.

Bassett.J. F.,Pt.,I, 114th
New York, age 22.

Bennett, E. A., Pt, F,

44th New York, age41.

K, 59th :M'h7,'6C

Jan. 16,

1863.

Oct. 19,

Nov. 29,

1864.

May 22,

1864,
Mar.2,'69.

Biddle, D., Corp'l, A,
107th Ohio, age 23.

Bisbee, A., Corp'l, B, 7th
Maine, ago 25.

Bishoff, D.D.,Pt.,B,14th
West Va., age 25.

July 1,

Au.KS,'63.

Ap.16,'62,

Ap. 8, '63.

Muy9.'64.
Mar. 13.

1865.
Blakeley, J. W., Pt., 1', 'J'y21,'6I.

lllh Massachusetts. No.—,'62.

Boyd, H., Pt., II, 51st' May 25,
Colored Troops, age 42. Je. 25, '65,

Bronson, J. 15., Ft., 1, 14th
I
Aug. 5,

Ohio, age 18. ,'64,

Brooks, J. M.. It., A. 17th t June 21,

Peon. Cav., age 28.
j

Sept. 10,

1863.

Brown, H., Pt., K, 22d
Colored Troops, age 19.

Brown,W.C., Pt., K, 93d
Ohio, age 23.

Burdick, W. II., Pt., B,
82d Penn., ago 24.

Chase,H.W.,Pt.,H,96th
New Vork, age 21.

Clapp,F.,Pt.,K.'M Mass.
Cavalry, age 21.

Cobb, M. A., Lieut., A,
23d Alabama, age 39.

July 30,

1864.
Mar. 19,

1865.

Se.20,'63,

April 12,

1864.

Ap. 6, '65,

Mar. 27,

1866.

Sept. 29,

De. 1, '64.

J'yl3,'63,
IMh 18,'64

IDe.15,'64,

Jan. 19,

1865.

Comer. C.Serg't, F, 13th June 19,

Virginia Cavalrv. Oc.20,'63,

Costello, P., Pt., E, 88th iNo.23,'63.

Illinois, age 26.
I July 18,

j
1864.

Crawford,E„I't.,F,105th Sept. 19,

Ohio, age 20. 1863.

Aug. 5,

1864.

Dorr)', J- M.,Pt.,B.126th
,
Sept. 21.

Ohio, age 23. , Oct. 30,

|
1864.

Desmond, II. .Pt,, I, 28th De.13,'62,
Massachusetts, age 20. ' ,'63.

Dickons, II. 8., Pt., II, ;j>2,'63,
12tith N. Y , age 30. |

April 24,
1804.

' Doerllingrr. C. II , I.t.. Mav 2,

B, 26th Wis., ago 20. Jc.27,'63.

Dudley, W. 1'.. Pt., F, Mar. 1,

1st Maine Cav., age 24. June 14,

1864.

Duran, J.,Corp'l, C, 17th
Maine, ago 23.

Eastman, J., Pt., E, 1st

Wisconsin.

M'y6,'G4,
May 18,

1865.

Sept. 19,

Dec. 25,
1863.

flap. A. A. Surg. H. McEldery
Disch'd March 20, 1866. Specs.

477, 403. 483.
Right (gang.; Aug. 1, '64, excis.

tibia; hsem.); oirc. A.A.Surg.
J.C.Thorpe. June 16, '65, re-

amp. Recovery. Spec. 5549.

Left; flap. A. Surg. J.W.Pearce,
51st Ind. Disch'd Nov. 17, '63.

Left (amp. leg; nee; disch'd June
1 6, '65) ; flap. 1870, good stump.
Spec. 2841.

Left (disch'd Sept. 20, '62); circ.

Dr. S. Cabbot, Mass. Hospital.

Necrosed bone removed.
Left ; ant. post. flap. A.A. Surg.
A.W.Emory. Disoh'd April 10,

1865. Spec. 3476.

Left. (M. O. Oct. 11, '64; Dec..'G4,

nee. bone rem'd ;
Jan., '69, exc.

up. frag, fibula.) Dr. T. Becket,
Albany, lie-amputation.

Left; circ.; gang.; exfol. Disch'd
June 24, 1864.

Right (May 12, 1862, amp. leg;
disch'd Feb. 10, 1863); circular.

Left (nee); circ. A.A.Surg. J.

II. Butler. Disch'd May 20, '65.

Right (disch'd Sept. 29,'62); flap.

Died Jan. 30, 1870; phthisis.

Left j lat. flap. A. A. Surg. R, II.

Blandry. Recovered.
Right. '(Pr. amp. leg.) Disch'd
June 21, 1865.

Left (June 21, amp. knee joint;

gang.); ant. post. flap. Disch'd
July 28. 1865.

Left (July 30, amp. right leg);

dou. flap. A.A.Surg.O.Shittler.
Disch'd March 20, 1865. Died
July 14, 1872.

Left (erysip.); ant. post. flap. A.
Surg.B.E.Fryer, U.S.A. Disc'd
Oct. 7, 1864. Spec. 117.

Right (exc. tibia; disch'd Oct. 12,

1865); flap. Dr. B. E. Phelps.
Corry, Pa; 1870, stump healthy.

Left ; flap. A. A. Surg. E. Vogel.
Disch'd April 14, 1865.

: circular. A. A. Surg. J. F.

Thompson. Disch'd Sept. 13, '64.

Right (Dec. 17, amp. leg
;
gang.);

bi-lat. skin flap ;
circ. sect. muse.

A. A. Surg. W. I. R. Holmes.
Provost Marshal June 3, 1865.

Right. Surg. I. P. Smith, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right ; circ. Surg. G. Grant, U.
S. V. Gang. Disch'd June 17,

1865. Spec. 3006.

Right (Oct. 4, '63, amp. leg); circ.

A.Surg.G. M. Stcrnberg.U.S.A.
I hem's; lig. prof. art. Disch'd
March 18, 1865. Spec. 3108.

Right ; nee; sect, skin flap. A.A.
Surg. B. B. Miles. Disch'd June
28, 1865. Spec. :(417.

Right (Dec. 21, '62. amp. knee j't);

post. flap. Disch'd Dec. 22, '63.

Left (July 11, amp. log): ant. post.

flap. A. A. Surg. R. J. Lewis.
Disch'd April28, 05. Spec. 2740.

Left: circ. Surg. J. A. Lidoll,

U. S. V. Disch'd Feb. 25, 1864.

Left (March 2, amp. leg: gang.);
circular. A. Surg. W.Webster,
U.S.A. Disch'd Aug. 14, 1865.

Left (gang.; Aug. 28, amp. leg);

circ. Surg. O. Derby, U. S. V.
Disch'd August 7, 1865.

Right (gang.); circ. A. A. Surg.
W.E.Whitehead. Disch'd Nov.
29, 1864. Died April 10. 1870.

Spec. 2035.

NO,
Name, Military

Description, and Ace.

Eaton, D. C Corp'l, II,

5th New Harap., age 30.

Elliott, r.^l.,Corp'l, Shu-
maker's Battery.

Eustis,J. B.,Pt., E,149th
New York, age 23.

Dates.

Sept. 17,

De. 29/62,
Jan. 4.

Fc.28,'62.

Oe.2S,'G3,
Jan. 21.

1864.

Fergus, J., Pt., A, 70th May 14.

Indiana, age 34. Aug 15,

1864.

Fisher, A., Pt., C, 7th N.
Y. H'vy Art'y, age 26.

Fletcher, D.M.,Pt., 10th
Ind. Battery, ago 25.

Fulwiler, L. B., Pt., A,
20th Indiana.

Garlick, J., Pt., I, 26th
Pennsylvania, ago 21

.

Glavin, D., Pt., E, 87th
New York.

Graham, R. P., Pt., H,
7th Illinois, age 23.

Grant, W., Pt., G, 9th N.
Y'ork Artillery, age 36.

Hndlow, H., Pt., H, 81st
New Y'ork, age 21.

Hagadone.A., Serg't, M,
2d New York Heavy
Artiller}', age 29.

Ham, W., Pt., G, 42d
Indiana, age 20.

Hanley, M., Pt., A, 18th
Connecticut, age 19.

Hill, G.N.,Corp'l,A, 5th
Colored Troops, age 21.

Hoffman, F., Pt., H, 2d
Penn. Heavy Artillery,

age 21.

Hogg, W., Tt., I, 76th
New Y'ork, age 34.

Hubbard, A., Pt., D, 6th
New York Cav., age31.

Inman, A. W., Pt., B,
124th Ohio, age 30.

Jinnelt, J., Pt., D, 07th
North Carolina.

Kerrin, J., Pt., G, 19th
Infantry, age 27.

Kimball, L. N., Pt., II,

22d Mass., age 19.

Kirk, W. II., Capt., D,
3dN. C. Mfd Infantry.

Klammer, A., Pt., E, 5th
Minnesota, age 26.

Love, J. W., Pt., D, 25th
Georgia, age 24,

Lowth, J., Serg't, M,
4th Wisconsin Cavalry,
age 26.

Mason, D., Corp'l, G,
104th Illinois, age 23..

McClelland, W. H.. Pt.,

A, 12th Ohio Cavalry.
McCue, A., Pt., G, 21st
Slassachusetts.

Mclntire, G., Pt., I, 7th
Maine, age 24.

June 17.

Oc.19,'64,

Oc.27,'64,

June 25.

J 'y 26, '62,

Mav 3,

J'yli,'63
June J,

July 2,

1862.

Oct. 5,

Nov. 9,

1864.

Oct. 19,

No.26,'64
May 31,

Aug. 1,

1862.

Aug. 25,

Nov. 21,

1864.

Sept. 20,

De. 6, '63,

June 13,

Dec. 23,

1863.

Sept. 29,

De.29,'64
June 18,

Dec.6, '64

May 5,

J'ne7,'64.

July 22,

1864,

Jan. 1/65.
May 27,

J'y 5, '64.

De.29,'63,

J 'e 22, '64.

Aug. 13,

18(k.
'

Mav 10,

1864,
Jan. —

,

1867.

De.29,'64,

Feb.4,'65.
De.16,'64,

Feb. 10,

1805.

De. 7, '64,

Au.31,'63.

Aug. 24,

1864.

June 2,

1865.

May 14,

Julv 6,

1864.

De 18,'64,

Feb.7,'65.

Sep. 1, '62,

Feb. 27,

1864.

May 10,

Oct. 16,

1864.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left. (Sept. 17, amp. log.) Disc'd
March 13, '63. Died July 1. '63.

. Surg. II. McGuire, C. S.A.
Recovered.

Left (hflpm.); circ. Surg. W. Va-
rian, U. S. V. Disch'd April 3,

1864. Spec. 2097. Died Feb.
18, 1875; consumption.

Left (Juue24, exc. fib.; gang.; lib.

art. sloughed; hasm.); circular.

Surgeon R. L. Stanford, U. S. V.
Disch'd Jan. 20, 1865.

Left ; circ. Surg. J.W. Merriam,
U. S. V. Disch'd June 24, 1865.

Right (Oct. 28, amp. leg); flap.

Mustered out July 10, 1865.
Left : flap. A. Surg. P. Goddard,
U. S. V. Disch'd Aug. 22, 1862.

Right ; flap. Disch'd June 27,
1864.

Left (frog, of bone rem'd); double
flap. A. Surg. W. Thomson,
U. S. A . Disch'd Feb. 28, 1 863.

Spec 4931.
Right; circ. A. A. Surg. D. C.
Bell. Hsem.; lig. fern, artery.

Disch'd May 22, 1865.
Right; ant. post. flap. A.A.Surg.
C. H. Jones. Disch'd Feb. 2, '65.

Right (prim. auip. leg: July 24,

gang.); circ. Aug. 15, re-amp.
mid. third. Necrosed. Disch'd
May 2, 1863.

Right (gang.; nee); flap. A. A.
Surg. W. II. Ensign. Disch'd
July 12, 1865. Spec. 3436.

Left : circ. A.Surg.N.Teal, 88th
Indiana. Disch'd Sept. 30, 1864.

Left ; circ. A. A. Surg. C. H.
Jones. Disch'd June 15, 1864.

Died March 2, 1866. Spec. 1993.

Left ; lateral flap. Recovery.

Left (July 11, amp. leg); flap. A.
A. Surg.J.S.Waggoner. Disch'd
August 15, 1865. Spec. 3714.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg. E.
Donnelly, 2d Penn. Reserves.
Disch'd May 6, 1865.

Left (inter, amp. leg; ext. nee);
circ. A.Surg.S.H.Orton.U.S.A.
Disch'd Nov. 7, 1865. Spec. 278.

Left ; circular. Disch'd June 15,

1865.

. Surg. — Turner, C. S.A.
Recovery.

Right (Aug. 13, amp. leg; gang.);
flap. A. Surg. T. A. McGraw,
U. S. V. Bone rem'd. Disch'd
June 4, 1865.

Right. (Mav 10, '64, amp. leg;
hajm.; lig. "Disch'd Oct. 17, '64.)

Dr. W. II. Thorndike, Boston,
Mass. Recovery.

Right ; circular. Resigned May
15, 1865.

Right (nee. fragm'ts rem'd); circ.

A.A.Surg.H.M. Lilly. Disch'd
June 1,1865. Spec. 4245.

Loft ; oval flap. A. A. Surg. G.
E. Sloat. Disch'd Jan. 14, 1866.

Right (gang.; May 27, '65, exc.
fib.; lig. post. tib. art'y); at con-
dyles. Surg. H. Culhertson, U.
5. V. Disch'd July 17, 1865.

Right; ciro. A. Surg. C.W. Law-
rence, 22d Mich. Disch'd Jan.
6, 1865.

Right; circ. Confed. surgeon.
Disch'd Sept. 11, 1865.

Left (disch'd June 23, '63); circ.

Dr. B. S. Shaw, Mass. Hospital.
Recovery.

R't (May II, amp. leg); ant. post.

flap. A.A.Surg. G. E. Brickett.

Hjem. Disch'd June 16, 1865.

1 LlDELL (J. A.), On the Major Amputation*for Injuries in both Civil and military Practice, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., N. S., 1864, Vol. XLVII, p. 368.
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Name, Military
Description, and Age

McLeppy. J., Corp'l, C,
20th Indiana, age 31.

MoLin, V., rt., H, 7th
Wisconsin, age 20.

McMahon, A.,Pt.,0.9th
New York S. Militia.

McMurray, J. '/'., Serg't,

D,9th Alabama,age24.
Miller, J. M., Pt., D, lith

Michigan Artillery.

Miller, W. II., Pt., I,

72d Pennsyh'nnia, age
24.

Montano, J. R., Surgeon
from Mexico.

Morrin, J., Pt., O, 12(ith

New York, age 21.

Newman, E. B., Serg't,

F, 48th New York, ago
23.

Nichols, L., Pt., F, 157th
New York, age 18.

O'Boyle, M.,Pt.,E, 156th
New York, age 17.

Odell. T., Corp'l, H, 5th

Michigan, age 20.

Ferryman, J. L., Pt., D,
20th Georgia.

Potter, II. G., Serg't, A,
74th Indiana, age 20.

Potts, N. H., Serg't, B,
95th Penn., age 22.

Powell, S. H, Corp'l, C,
14th New Jersey, ago
24.

Pust, H., Pt.. K, 104th
Illinois, age 25.

Reid. W. F, Pt., A, 1st

N. C. Battery.
Kice, R., Pt.,'l, 1st Mis-
souri Cavalry, age 23.

Ringold, W. H, Pt., I,

188th New York, age
19.

Rist, C. H., Pt., A, 36th
Wisconsin, age 19.

Shafer, A., Pt., B, 13th
Ohio Cavalry, age 18.

Sholes, H., Pt., D, 26th
New York, age 20.

Silsbee, J. H., Pt., C, 8th
New Jersey, age 27.

Sloppy, P., Pt., E, 148th
Pennsvlvania, age 20.

Smith, 'At., Pt., G, 16th
Virginia.

Sollers, J. H, Lieut., B,
73d Pennsylvania.

Stout, A. II., Pt., H, 13th
Pennsylvania Cavalry,
ago 25.

Street, I!.. Pt., E, 27th
Indiana, age 20.

Sullivan, E., Pt., D, 5th
Infantrv. age 39.

Taylor, 'W., Serg't, B,
106th N. York, age 26.

Thompson, B., Pt., C,
28th Penn., age 33.

Tannoy, J., Pt., E, 3Uth
Virginia, age 33.

June 28,

De. 6, '62

July 3,

Aug. 3.

1863.

Sept. 17,

Oc.22,'62.

July 2.

An. 3, '63.

May 27,

J'yj8,'63
Sept. 17,

1862,

April 28,

1864.

April 6,

1862,

Dates.

July 3,

Nov. 3,

1863.

Feb. 20,

1864,

June 18,

1868.

July 1,

Aug. 14,

1863.

Oc.19,'64,

Jan. 13,

1865.

J'el8,'64,

Jan. 13,

1865.

Sept. 19,

Oc.30,'63.

Se.20,'64,

May 13,

1865.

May 3,

J'ne5,'63.

J'ly9,'64,

Sept. 15,

1864.

De.7,'62,

Oct. 24,

1863.

May 25,

Se. j'5,'62.

May 20,

00.27, '63.

Juae 1,

Julvl3,
1864.

June 1,

Dec. 15,

1864.

Sept. 30,

Nov. 15,

1864.

De.13,'62,

Feb. —

,

1863.

May 3.

June 18,

1863.

May 10,

JVSV64.
Au.30,'(i2.

May4,'64
May 2,

July 28,

1863.

Sept. 29,

Dec. 3,

1864.

Aug. 2.

Sept. 7,

1864.
Feb. 21,

M'yl4,'«2.

Sept. 19,

Nov. 25
1864.

Se. 17, '62.

April 14,

1863.

Aug. 17,

Oc.27,'64

operations, ol'kiiatohs,
Result.

Right; circ. A. A. Surg. J. E.
Steel. Disch'd June 8, 1863.

Specs. 1836, 4760.

Right; ant. post. nap. Surg. C.
W. Jones, U. S. V. (August 6,

haem.; lig. fern, artery; disch'd

Sept. li, '61.) Specs. 1697, 2154.

Left. Surg. J. li. Lewis, U. S. V.
Disch'd Jan. 9, '63. Spec. 449.

Right: circ; end of fern, rem'd.
Exchanged March 3, 1864.

Left : flap. A.A.Surg. R. Koeler.

Disch'd Sept. 22, 1863.

Left (Sept. 28,'62. amp. leg; nee);
ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg. R. J.

Levis. Disch'd Sept. 3, 1864.

Specs. 97, 2748,4172.

Left. (Ulceration.) Langenbeck's
method. Dr. Sutherland, S. C.
Recovery. Spec. 90.

Left (July 4, amp. leg: gang.:
luem.); ant. post. flap. A. Surg.
T. 0. Brainerd, U. S. A. Scq.
and fragments rem'd. Disch'd
Junol8, 1865. Specs. 2604, 1416.

Left (disch'd Juno 19, 1865, limb
distorted; knee j'tanchv.): flap.

Dr. S. Shove, Katonu'h, N. Y.
Recovery.

Right ; him. A. A. Surg. C. H.
Jones. Disch'd May 31, 1864.

Spec. 1670.

Left ; ant. post, flap ; skin, circ.

sect, muscles. A.A. Surg. B. B.
Miles. M. 0.1865. Spec. 3728.

Left (slough.; excis. tibia); flap.

A. A. Surg. G. C. Harlan. Dis-
charged May 22, 1865.

Left. Surgeon A. M. Spalding,
C. S. A. Recovery.

Right. (Synovia; nee.) A. A.
Surg. J. W. Taylor. Re-amp.
mid. third. Disch'd June 20,'65.

Left (basin, reeur'nt); circ. Surg.
II. S. Kenderdine, U. R. V. Dis-
charged August 24, 1864.

Right (gang.: nee): ant. post. flap.

Surg. T. Sim, U. S. V. Disch'd
Jan. 3, 1865. Spec. 3408.

Left (Dec. 11, amp. leg); conical.

A. A. Surg. R. N. Isham. Dis-
charged March 4, 1 864.

. Surg. — Miller, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right (gang.); circ. A. A. Surg.
A.L.Allen. Disch'd July 29, '64.

Right ; flap. A. A. Surg. R. J.
Levis. Disch'd Feb. 11, 1865.

Spec. 3680.
Left. (June 1, amp. knee joint.)

Surg. .I.e. McKee.U. S.A. Dis.
May 20, 1865. Spec. 3514.

Left;" circ. A. A. Surg. W. II.

Coverton. Seq. rem'd. Disch'd
Aug. 5, 1865. Spec. 3723.

Right (Dec. 15, amp. knee joint

;

gang.): ant. post. flap. Surg. P.
\V. Bliss, U. S.V. Disch'd June
4, 1863.

Left; circ. A. A. Surg. W. S.

Ward. Aug. 5, re-amp. Disch'd
May 6, 1864.

. Confed. surgeon. Necrosed
end femur removed. Recovery.

. Ass't Surg. M. P. Shelto'n,

C. S. A. Recovery.
Right : ant. oval flap. A.A.Surg.
T. Liebold. F.xfol. Disch'd Oct.
9, '63. Died Mar. 14, '64; fatty

degenerat'n. Autop. Spec. 1808.

Left (nee): flap. A. A. Surg. J.

II. Thompson. Disch'd July 8,

1865. Spec. 3477.
Left ; ant. post. flap. Ass't Surg.
(i. W. Burke, 46lh Penn. Mus-
tered out Fob. 7. 1865.

Left ; circ. Ass't Surg. B. Norris,

U. S. A. Disch'd Aug. 23, 1862.

Left (nee): ant. post. flap. A. A.
Surg. J. Neff. Disch'd Aug. 6,

186.?. Specs. 5, 4856.

Right (Oct. 3, amp. leg ; erysip-;

pang.); flaii of skin; circ. muse
DU. May 6, '63. Specs. 3883, 3965.

Left thigh. For exchange April

8. 1865.

NAME, MILITARY
,
DESCRIPTION, AND AGE

96

97

98

99

100

1(H

Vogt, M., Pt., I, 15th N.
York Artillerj', age 23.

Wagenknight, W., Pt.,

G, 118th Penn., age 38.

Wager, G. II., Pt., H,
22d New York.

Wandel, G., Pt., K, 7th
Ohio, age 25.

Waters, W. W., Serg't,

K, 6th Cavalry, age 23.

Weiderecht, SI, Pt., D,
6th Ohio.

Welsh, I. M., Pt., B,8th
Maine, age 21.

Weymouth, II. G. O.,

Capt., K, 19th Mass.

White, B. S., Pt., F, 54th
Virginia.

Wilder, F. W., Pt., A,
59th Georgia, age 22.

Wood, if. P., Pt, G, 43d
Georgia.

Wren, R. L, Pt, C, 15th
Ohio, age 26.

Ycarkes, G, Pt, A, 3d
Maryland Cav, age 30.

Anthony, C, Pt, H, 55th
Penn, ago 34.

Ashford. W. U., Pt, I,

18th Georgia.

Baesier, J. P,Pt,C,75th
Ohio.

Ballinger.R,Pt,A,113th
Ohio, age 29.

Barrett, G, Pt, C, 13th
Indiana, age 22.

Beebe, C, Serg't. B, 3d
Wisconsin, age 26.

Bertsch, W, Corp'l, G,
58th New York.

Binns. E. D., Pt, K, 53d
Virginia, age 19.

Black, B. F, Pt, A, 6th

Kent nekv.
Bland, F. M, Pt, D, 23d
Iowa.

Brady, B, Pt, C, 4th

Infantrv, age 34.

Brooks, j. II, Pt,E, 1st

Maryland Cav, age 39.

Bullen, H. W., Lieut,
Darden's Bat'y, age 25.

Callahan, M, Corp'l, K,
1st New Jersey, age 17.

Camp,W. II..Pt,B, 203d
Penn, age 35.

Cannivan, C. C, Pt, G,
88th Pennsylvania.

Cogby, H. J, Corp'l, B,
139th Penn, age 25.

Colbv, II. A, Serg't, G,
MO. S. Sharpshooters,
oge 23.

Crocker. W., Pt, H, 42d
Virginia.

Delloff, E, Pt, H, 38th
Ohio, age 26.

Derr, J. W, Pt., E, 7th
Maryland, ago 18.

Doubledav.W.O,Corp,
H, 14th Vt, age 41.

Drake, J. H, Pt, 1,71st

Pennsylvania, age 23.

Efner, J. B., Pt, F, 4th
Texas Cavalry.

May 19,

June 28,

1864.

Sept. 20,

Nov. 23,

1864.

Aug. 30,

, '62.

N'o.27,'63,

Mar. 15,

1864.

Mar. 30,

1865,

Mar. 19,

18(H).

No.25,'63,

Oc.19,'64.

Il'y2li,'64,

April 12,

1865.

De.13,'62.

Jan. 17,

1863.

Jan. 30,

A p. via.
Julv2,

Oo.24, '63.

Mav
I'yffll,

No. 8,'

Feb.l,

Sept.

No.22,

J'e25,
Oct.
No.—,

Aug. 29,

, '62.

June 27,

Aug. 10,

1864.

July 21,

\u.23,'04

Mav 28,
J'y7,'64.

Aug. 29,

, '62.

July 3.

Se.30,'63.

Sept. 19,

Oc.30,'63

May 19,

July 2,

1863.

Mav 24,

J'e25,'64.

Aug. 16,

Sept. 28,

1864.

No.30,'04

Jan. 6, '65.

June 11,

Aug. 3,

1864.

Jan. 15,

Mar. 5,

1865.

Aug. 30,

Oc.31,'62
May 3,

J'ne9,'C3.

June 18,

Oct. 20,

1864.

Oct. 2,

Nov. 4,

1863.
Aug. 7.

Dec. 5,

1864.

Mar. 31,

Mav 15,

lees.

July 1.

A0,10,'63
June 1,

July 10.

1862.
June 14,

,'63

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left (gang.; nee); ant. post. flap.

Surg. R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V.
Disch'd Oct. 21,'65. Spec. 3053.

Left (gang.; ha?m.); circ, A. A.
Surg. J. Cass. Discharged July
26, 1865.

Right thigh. Discharged March
11, 1863. ,

Left (gang.); circ. A. A. Surg.
M. L. Herr. Duty June 28, '64.

Spec. 2202.

Right (Disch'd July 6, '65); circ.

Dr. N. S. Lincoln, Washington,
D. C. Recovery. Spec. 4047.

Right ; circ. A. Surg. R. Bartho-
low.U.S.A. Disch'd May 17, '65.

Right. (Amp. leg; nee; loom.)

Surg. G. Derby, U. S. V. Dis-
charged August 25. 1865.

Left (ball extr'd); circ; flap. A.
A.Surg. D. R. Good. Disch'd
AprilS, 1863. Spec.701.

Right thigh. Recovery.

Right ; ant. posterior flap. A. A.
Surg. .I.E. Stecl.U.S.A. Prison
April 19, 1864.

. Surgeon — Burk, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Left ; circ. A. A. Surg. P. Peter.
Disch'd July 28, '64. Spec. 2195.

Left ; ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.
J. N. Snivel)-. Spec. 3721.

Right: flap. A. A. Surg. W. L.
Welles. Died July 12, '64 ; exh'n.

. Profuse suppuration. Surg.
— Love, C. S. A. Sloughing.
Died Nov. 30, 1864: gaugrenc.

; thigh. Died December 12,

1862.

Left (gang.) ; oval flap. A. A.
Surg. J. C. Thorpe. Died Aug.
12, '64

: gang, and irrit. fever.

Left (slough'g); flap. A. Surg.
H. M. Sprague, U.S.A. Slough.
Died Aug. 31, 1864; exhaustion.

Right; circ. Surg. S. E. Fuller,

U. S.V. Died July 7, '64; shock.
; thigh. Died October 7,

1862.

luem. Died October 3,

Spec. 1943.

Right

;

1863.

Right; circ. Died October 30,

1863
Left.

haemorrhage. Autopsy
(May 19, Syme's amp.;

slough.: June 17, amp. leg.) A.
A.Surg.W.P.Sweetland. Gang.
Died July 16, 1863. Spec. 1706.

Right: circular. A. A. Surg. A.
Ansell. Died Nov. 2, 1864.

Left (slough.: bttra.; lig. femoral
art.): circ. A.A.Snrg.J.C. Mor-
ton. Died Oct. 17, '64; exh'n.

Right. (Dec. 31, amp. leg; teta.)

Died Jan. 7, 1865; trismus.
Left: circ. A. A. Kurg.W.C.Mul-
ford. Pied August 5, '64 : ha?m.
and asthenia. Spec. 2922.

Left; circ. A. Surg. S. H. Orton,
IT. S. A. Died March 15, 1865;
haemorrhage.

(nee; aneurism); ant. post.

flap. Died Nov. 14, 1862.

Left. (Bone and ball removed.)
Surg. J. H.Baxter.U.S.V. Died
June 17, '63. Specs. 1229, 1230.

Left (nee; gang.); ant. post. (lap.

Surg. N. R. Moselcv, II. S. V.
Died Nov. 1, 1864. Spec. 3319.

Right (slough.); Tealc's method.
A. Surg. C.W. P. Broc:;, C.S.A.
Died Nov. 9, 181*3; exhaustion.

Left (Aug. 7, amp. leg; gang.):
lat. flap. Surgeon B. B. Breed,
U. S.V. Died January 16, 1865.

Right (March 31, rem'd patella';

circ. A.A.Surg. F.Hall. Died
June 23, '65; exh'n. Sjkc. 41! P.

Left. Surg L.W.Oakley, 2d N J.

Diarr.;dysen. Died Aug. 12, '63.

Left. (Knee ulcerated.) Dr. II.

Marsh, Albany, N. Y. Died
July 14, 1862.

Left thigh. Died July 18, 1863.

Surg. Ill—41
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NO.

133

133

Ki-1

135

136

137

138

139

Mn

111

142

143

111

145

146

Mi

148

I 19

ISO

I.-, I

Name, Militaky
Description, and age.

Eline, J. A., Pt., D, 76tU
Pennsylvania.

Fennitnore, H., Pt., E,
101st Indiana.

Gates, A.E., Pt.,C, 18th
Connecticut.

George, J/., Captain, A,
Louisiana Zouaves,age
25.

Hall, W. II., Pt., I, l'.lth

Muine, age 18.

Hannans, J., Pt., K, !)7tu

Pennsylvania, age 23.

Harriman, R. C, Pt., 1',

11th Maine, age 3'J.

Harrington, W., Pt., A,
100th N. York, ago 20.

Hartman, L., Pt., I!, 2d
Infantry, age 24.

Henderson, E., Pt., U.
ICth N. C, age 32.

Hines, T. I., Pt., D, 1st

Maryland, age 32.

Hulbruuk, E., Corp'l, II,

40th Mass., age 25.

Holland, A., Pt., B, nth
New Jersey, age 20.

'House, J.,l't., K, 2d .Mis-

sissippi, age l(i,

Ingerson, A.. Pt., A,123il
Ohio, age 18.

Jacobson, F., Pt.,C, 11th
Connecticut, age 18.

Johnson, D. A., Pt., E,
43d Xew York, age 37.

Jones, T., Pt., E, 70th
New York, age 26.

Kenned;/, P., Pt.,C, 50th
Georgia, age 46*.

Kewley, W. C, Pt., G,
68th Ohio, age 46.

Kiglitlinger, J., Pt., F,
145th Peon., age 23.

Lane, W., Pt., I, 1st E.
Tennessee, age 20.

Langfield.W. E., Pt., K,
7th New Hampshire.

Langworthy, S., Pt., B,
117th New York, age
28.

Lawrence, T. K., Pt.. G,
24th Georgia, age 31.

Lininger, S., Pt., H, 74th
Indiana, age 32.

Lnckey,A.. Pt..F, 3dMis-
sissippi, age 29.

2 Loomis, I. A., Pt., G,
16th Wisconsin, age 23.

Lovell, P., Pt., C, 10th
Missouri, age 41.

Ctebatioxs, Operators,
Result.

May 9,

Sept. 11,

18C4.

July 2,

Oct. 11),

; 1863.
lDe.16,'64

I Jan. 24,
I 1865.

July I,

Au.27,'63
i June 3
July 12,

1864.
May 6,

June 15,

1864.

Aug. 1,

Oc.2!>,'64.

,
May 15,

June 10,

1864.

June 18,

Aug. 20,

1864.

No. 7, '63.

July 2,

1864.

July 3,

Au. 7,'63.

July —

.

Au. -, '63.

May 22,

J'e24,'63.

Aug. 14,

Oct. 1,'G4.

De.31,'G2,

Mar.2,'63.

May 14,

J'y2,'64.

May 14,

J'yl2,'64.

July 3,

:\u. 6, '63.

Sept. 10,

No.10,'63.

No.30,'64,

Fe.24,'6.j.

Apr.6,'62,
Jan. 25,

l.-i :.;.

No.25,'63,

Feb.2,'64.

Lumlcy, F. 8., Pt., H, Nov. 24
29th Mississippi, age 26. il)e.:ll,'63.

I

Lyons, G. W., Pt., I, 43.1 Oct. 4,'62,

Ohio. Fcb.2'63.

Left. August 31, hsem. Died
August 31, 1863: exhaustion.

Left thigh. Died November 2,

1863.
Left thigh. Died July 26, 1864.

Left : circ. Surg. C. II. Lord, 103d
N.Y. July21, ligature tornoff;

bsem.; fatal.

Left (slough.): ant. post. flap. A.
A. Surg. W. H. Randolph. Died
Sept. 5, '64

; rtyasm. Spec. 3025.

Right. (HsBm.; diurr.; June 11,

amputation leg.) A. A. Surg.W.
Stillman. Died Sept. 20, 1864

;

pyaemia.
Left ; circ. A. A. Surg.J. C. Morton.
Sept. 23, haemorrhage; lig. fem-
oral artery. Died Sept. 26, '64.

Spec. 371*1.

Left. Teale's method. Surg. R.
II. Bouteeou, U.S.V. Hied Sept.

10, '64: exhaustion. .Vpec. 3328.

Right : ant. post. flap. A. Surg.
11. E. Brown.U.S.A. Died Oct.
24. '63; exhaustion. Autopsy.

Left (gang.): bi-lat. flap. Surg.
B. B. Breed, U. S. V. Died
April3, 1865.

Right. Died September 17, 1803;
hectic fever.

Left (gang.); circ. Surg. It. B.
Hontecou, U. S. V. Sloughing.
Died July 30, ''"4

; exhaustion.
Left : ant. post. flap. Surg. E.
lientloy, U. S.V. Died Julv21.
1864. Autopsy. Spec. 3342.

Right. (Gang.; erysip.; exfol.;

nee.) Stump swollen greatly.
Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. J. B.
Lewis, U. S. V. Died June 26,

1864
;
pyaemia.

Right (June 18, amp. leg; gang.);
circ. A. A. Surg. W. B. Casey.
Died August 26, 1864.

Right (Nov. 7, exc. tib.); circular.

A. A. Surgeon T. B. Townsend.
Gangrene. Died Aug. 6, 1864.

Left (hsem.); flap. Surg. C. W.
Jones, U. S. V. Died Aug. 18,

1863. Spec. 1695.
Left thigh. Died August 23,

1863.

Right ; extensive burrowing of
pus. A. A. Surg. J. Thompson.
Died July 11, '63. Spec. 1702.

Left ((edematous); circ. Surg. A.
F. Sheldon, U. S. V. Died »ct.
8. 1864; exhaustion.

Left: lig. torn off; luem.; re-lig.

Died March 6, 1863.
Right (haem.); flap. A.A.Surg.
F. II. Getchell. Died July 5,

1864 ; exhaustion.
Left ; flap. A. A. Surgeon F. H.
Getchell. Died July 12, 1864

;

exhaustion.
Left thigh. Died Aug. 10, 1863.

Right. (Exe. int. condyle.) Died
December 7, 1863.

Right (gang.; carious); oval flap.

A. A. Surg. D. D. Talbot. Died
April 27, 1865: pya?mia.

Right (sloughing; neero.); ant.

post. flap. Dr. F. II. Milligan.
Died February 18. 1P66.

Left (cxc. tibia; Jan. 10, '64, amp.
leg: gang.; luem.); circular. A.
Surgeon It. Bartholow, U. S. A. I

Died Feb. 3, 1864. Spec. 2108.

: circ. A. Surg. J. II. Wilson,
73d Penn. Died Jan. 5, 1864

;

shock and gangrene.
Left. (Necrosed bone removed.)
Died Aug. 14, 1863. Spec. 968.

No

177

178

179

180

181

182

183

184

185

186

187

188

189

190

191

L92

193

Name, Military
Description, and Aoe.

Maxfleld, D. E., Pt., E,
97th New York, age 20.

McCreary, G. L., Pt., F,
100th Penn., age 19.

McDerbit, W., Pt., D,
173d New York, ago 27.

McGir, E., Pt., F, 5th
New York.

McHenry, A., Pt.,B. lltli

Mississippi, age 26.

Miller, A. J., Pt., D, 5th
Kentucky.

Millsap, M.. Pt., I, 31st

Iowa, age 23.

Morgan, J., Pt., E, 11th
l^nn. Reserves.

Munn. W., Pt., I, 27th
Michigan, age 31.

Ncvins, T., Pt., F, 63d
New York.

Ogden. D., Pt., E, 2d
Illinois Cav., age 21.

Otto, B. G., Serg't, A,
48th Pennsylvania.

Oiuen, A., Scrg't,G, 19th
Georgia.

fatten, W. F„ Pt., C,
9th Mississippi, age 24.

Perry, O., Pt., F, 41st
Illinois.

3I'ettigrcw, J. A., Capt.,
C, 20th Tennessee.

Towell, W. H, Pt., I,

3d South Carolina, age

Prentice, S. B., Pt.,C, 1st

District Columbia Cav.

Rader, J., Pt., F, 59th
Illinois, ago 21.

Richard, J., Corp'l, K,
9th Wisconsin.

Roberts, J. F., Pt., K,
147th New York, age
33.

Robinson, A.. Pt., D, 8th
Wisconsin, age 30.

Rodrigues, A ., Corp'l, C,
101st Illinois, age 23.

Schultz, C, Pt., K, 5th
Minnesota, ago 44.

Scott, L., Pt., F, 2d New
Y'ork Mounted Rifles,

age 17.

Seiherlich, J., Corp'l, F,
19th Wisconsin, age 23.

Dates.

Sept. 17,

Oc.22,'62

Mav 12.

J 'e 12, '64.

June 14,

,'63

Aug. 30.

July 3.

Au.-. '63

Sept. 211,

No. I, '63

Mav 22.

J 'c 29, '63

July 2,

Oct.2,'61

Mav 10.

Sep't. 20,

1864.

Sept. 17.

Oc.24,'62.

Sept. 25,

Nov.l ,'04

Aug. 30,

, '62.

Sept. 17,

Oc.21,'62

Nov. 30,

1864,

Mar. 24,

1865.
July 12,

, '63

J'e24,'63
Jan.4,'64

Sept. 17,

Nov. 30,

1862.

June 15,

J'y21,'G4.

Aug. 19,

Dec.7, '64

Se.23,'63.
May 5,

J'ne8,'64

May 8.

J'ne-,'64

Mav 15.

J '}• 28, '64

June 28,

1864.
Sharp, O. D., Pt., II, 1st Sept. 17,

North Carolina. No.15,'62
Shell!/, J. J., Pt., II, 2d Ja.10,'62
Tennessee. '

Operations, Operators,
Result.

De.16,'64
Jan. 27,

1865.
Sept. 20,

Not. 1!',

1864.

ly 16.M:i

Staggs, A., Pt., K, 10th
Kentucky Cavalry.

Stanley,!'. E., Serg't, A.
13th Connecticut.

Stanton, J., Pt., II, 2d
Infantry, age 40.

July 3,

Au. 5, '63.

April 13.

, '63.

July 3,

Au. rVi-l.

!

Left; circ. A. A. Surgeon A. V.
Cherbunmer. Oct. 23J 25, hsem.;
lig. femoral artery. Died Oct.

27, 1862; exhaustion.
Right: circ. A. A. Surg. F. G. H.
Bradford. Died June 25, 18(i4

;

exhaustion.
Right. (Amp. right second and
thirdfingers.) Died July 29

t
'(i:J.

. Died October 3, 1862.

Right. Died August 23, 1863.

Right (sloughing); circ. Died
November 15, 1863.

Right. Died July 6, 1863; py-
aemia.

Right. A. Surg.W. A. Hammond,
I!. S. A. Died October 4, 1861

;

exhaustion.
Right (May 10, amp. leg: gang.);
Teale's method. A. A. Surg. C.
F. Trantman. Died Oct. 4, '04

;

exhaustion. Spec. 3330.

Lett. (Joint eroded.) Surgeon
H. S. Hewit, U. S.V. Died Oct.

24, 1862 ; shock. Spec. 489.
Left (slough.; ant. tib. art.; luem.);

semi-cire. flap of skin : circ. inc.

thro. mus. Surg. C.Winne,77th
Illinois. Died Nov. 6,'64 : exh'n.

. Died October 15, 18(i2.

Right; circ. A. Surg. C. Hacon,
U. S. A. Died October 28, 18G2.
Spec. S>26.

Right (Mar. 19, amp. leg; gang.;
ha-m.); ant. post. flap. A. Surg.
J. C. Thorpe, U. S. V. Died
April 20, 1865; pyaemia.

Right. (Rrim. amp. leg; gang.)
Died September 12, 1863.

Right ; circ. A. Surg. J. E. Link,
Gist III. Died Jan. 7, 1864;
shock. Spec. 2136.

Right. (Sept. 18, amputafnlog.)
A. A. Surg. A. V. Cherbonnier.
Erysip. Died May 2, '63: exh'n.
Autopsy. Specs. 795, 3837, 3962.

Left (necrosis); flap. A. Surg. E.
Curtis, U. S.A. Died August 7,

1864 ; exhaustion.
Left (Aug. 19.exe. tib.; caries);

circ. A. A. Surg. M. L. Ilcrr.

Gang. Died Jan. 4, '65 : exh'n.
Lett. Died September 27, 1863.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. E.
Donnelly, 2d Penn. Reserves.
Died Aug. 2, 1864 ; chr. dinrr.

Left ; ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.
J. N. Sharpe. Died July i, '64

;

exhaustion.
: circ. A. A. Surg. R. C. C.

Jones. Gangrene. Died Aug. 3,

1864 ; exhaustion. Autopsy.
Left (nee. tib.); circ. A. A. Surg.
J. G. Harvey. Died Feb. 9, '65

;

chronic dysentery.
Right (Nov. 1, gang.); flap. Surg.
E. Bentley, 1J. S. V. Died Nov.
30. 1864 /exhaustion.

Right (erysip.);e'irc. A. Surg. D.
R. Brower, XL S. V. Died July
13. 1864 ; exhaustion.

Left ; gangrene. Died Nov. 21,

1862.

Right. Dr. G. H. Biggins. Died
a few hours after the operation.

Spec. 405.

Left. Died Sept. 1, 1863; pyffim.
Autopsy.

Left. (Haemorrhage.) Died Slay
29, 1863.

Left. (Chronic diarrhoea.) Died
August 11, 1863.

1 JOXES (J.), Investigations upon the Nature, Causes, ami Treatment of Hospital Gangrene as it prevailed in the Confederate Armies, 1861.-1865,

in United States Sanitary Commission Memoirs, 1871, Surgical Volume II, p. 291.

2 MlLLIOAN' (F. IL), Amputation of the Thigh resulting from Injury received nearly four years prior to the operation, in Cincinnati Lancet and
Observer, 1869, Vol. XII, p. 590.

3MOSE8 (I.), Surgical Notes of Cases of Gunshot Injuries occurring during the advance of the Army of the. Cumberland, Summer of 1863, in

American Journal of the Medical Sciences, 1864, N. S., Vol. XLVII, p. 340.

4 FlSHEB (G. J.), Amputations after Uie Battle of Antietam, iii American Journal of the Medical Sciences, 1863, N. S., Vol. XLV, p. 48.
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AMPUTATIONS IN THE CONTINUITY OF THE FEMUR, OF UNCERTAIN
DATE.—In five hundred and eighteen cases of amputations in the thigh for shot injury

the intervals between the injuries and operations are unknown, one or the other or some-

times both dates having been omitted in the reports. The ablations were practised in the

upper third in thirty-three, in the middle third in seventy, in the lower third in one hun-

dred and four, and at an unspecified portion of the thigh in three hundred and eleven

cases. Although the recorded data are generally meagre, the results have been ascertained

in all but thirty-two cases. One hundred and sixty-three had successful, and three hundred

and twenty-three fatal terminations, a mortality rate of 66.4 per cent.

Amputations in the Upper Third of the Thigh, of Uncertain Date.—There were

thirty-three amputations in the upper third of the thigh, in which the length of interval

between the injury and operation could not be ascertained. Twenty-eight of the patients

were Confederate, and five were Union soldiers; twelve recovered and twenty-one died.

Successful Cases of Amputation in the Upper Third of the Thigh, of Uncertain Date.

The twelve operations of this group were all performed on Confederatf soldiers—on the

right side in four, on the left in three, unspecified in five cases. The nature of the missiles

and the methods of operating are not recorded.

Fatal Cases of Amputation in the Upper Third of the Thigh, of Uncertain Date.—
There were twenty-one operations of this class, five performed on Union and sixteen on

Confederate soldiers; eight on the right and nine on the left limb; in four cases the side

was not specified. No antecedent operations were recorded.

Table XLII.

Summary of Thirty-three Cases of Amputation in the Upper Third of the Femur, time of Ablation

not specified.

No.

LS

17

Name, Military
description', and age.

Anderson, J. E., Pt., P,
Holcomb's S.C. Legion.

Brown, S., Pt., C, 53d
South Carolina.

Carroll, J.,—, 2d South
Carolina.

Chambers, D. IP., Pt., D,
37th North Carolina.

Freeman.R., Pt., F, 14th
North Carolina.

Long, J. D., Pt., I, 1st

Texas.
O'linjant, W. H., Pt., F,
2d S. Carolina Rifles.

Piles, J. tl., Pt., I, 12th
Mississippi, age 23.

Ward. J., Pt., D, 8th
Louisiana.

White, A. a, Serg't, H,
5th South Carolina.
Williamson, O. A., Col.,

2d Arkansas.
Wimmer, J. W., Pt., K,
48th North Carolina.

Anderson, (7. B., Pt., F,
4 1st Alabama.

Blunkenship, E. P.
V.. .77th Virginia.

JJnwen, J., 1't., I!,

Virginia.
Baford, P. if.. Pt., G,

1 1 tli Miss., nge 20.

Btlrley.H. U.,Ft.,G,40th
Pennsylvania, age 21.

DATES. Operations, Operators,
Result.

June 3,

,'64.

May 2,

, '63.

April 2fi,

, '63.

, Pt.

7th

. Furloughed May 27, 1864.

Left. Released July 8, 1865.

Right. Provost Marshal May 31

,

1865.

Right. Furloughed September
12, 1864.

Left. Furloughed November 30,
1864.

Right. Furloughed September
2, 1863.

. Discharged February 21,
1863.

Right. Retired January 23, 1865.

. Surgeon— Momer, C. S.A.
Recovery.

Left. Furloughed September 7,

1864.

. Recovery. .

De.13,'62. . Surg. Yv". D. Lindsay, 48th
N. C. Recovery.

Left. Died September 21, 1864.

Nov. 1,

, '64.

July 6,

!
,"64.

!
Aug. 16,

I

,
'64.

July —

.

,'63.

July —

,

.'63.

July —

.

,'63.

i Mav 12,

I

'-, '64.

. Died July 23, 1863.

Left. Died August 15, 1863.

Left. Died August 15. 1863.

Right. Extensive bedsore over
6acrum. Died June 6, 1864.

19

22

21

30

32

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Cleland, £>., Pt., D, 1st

South Carolina Rifles.

Dillings, I., Pt., A, 5th
Artillery, age 34.

Garreth, W. A., Pt., B,
45th Penn., age 21.

Kinsley, P., Pt., C, 31st
Virginia.

Lofton, J., Pt., G, 8th
Louisiana.

Sic Whorter, J.B., Pt.,E,

2d S. Carolina Rifles.

Neighbours, If., Pt., K,
3d Georgia.

Neil, W., Ft., K, 14th S.
Carolina.

Peterson, L., Pt., K, 36th
Wisconsin, age 37.

Srgrist, W. P., It., I, 5th
South Carolina, age 30.

Smder.J.A., Pt., D, 12th
Virginia Cavalry.

Troll, J. H., Serg't, K,
57th North Carolina.
Underhill, J., Pt., C, 1st

N. Carolina Battery.
Whitioorth,R.A.,Corp'l,
E, 64th Georgia, age40.

Wilkinson, W„I't., I,22d
Col'd Troops, age 38.

Wooddte, P. II.. Corp'l,
F, 19th Virginia Cav.,
age 25.

Dates.

Dec. 3,

,'64.

Sept. 30,

, '64.

June 3,

, '64.

May 28,

, '64.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

De.17,'62.

Aug. 16,

,'64,

June 15,

— , '64.

Right. Died May 25, 1864.

Left. Died January 9, 1865.

Left. Died October 22, 1864.

Right. Died June 7, 1864.

. Sloughing ; haemorrhage.
Died July 17, '63; haemorrhage.

Right. Died October 7, 1864.

Left. Died September 22, 1864.

Left. Died June 16, 1864.

Right. Died June 1 1, 1864.

Left. Died July 16, 1864; py-
a?mia.

Right. Died June 30, 1864
; py-

aemia.
Left. Died December 17, 1862.

. Died March 24, 1805.

Right. Died September 7, 1864;
exhaustion.

Right; ant. posterior flap. Died
July 15, 1864.

. Necr.; cxt. purulent infil.;

circ. Surg.W.S. Love.P.A.C.S.
Died Nov. 8, 1864 ; exhaustion.

Amputations in the Middle Third of the Thigh, of Uncertain Date—In this group

are recorded seventy cases, of which thirty-four were successful, twenty-nine proved fatal,
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while the result in seven cases could not be ascertained. Fifty-three of the patients were

Confederate, and seventeen Union soldiers. The amputations were on the right side in

twenty-eight, on the left in thirty-one, not reported in eleven instances. The seat of frac-

ture in these cases was in the middle third of the femur in one, in the lower third in six-

teen; in the femur, precise seat not recorded in forty-two; in the knee joint in seven, and

in the leg in four instances.

Table XLIII.

Condensed Summary of Seventy Cases of Amputation in the Middle Third of the Femur,

of Uncertain Date.
[Recoveries, 1-34; Deaths, 35-63; Results unknown, 64-70.)

No.

1
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Amputations in the Lower Third of the Thigh, of Uncertain Date.—This group com-

prises one hundred and four cases, with thirty-seven recoveries, sixty-one deaths, and six

cases in which the final result could not be ascertained. The operations were pel-formed on

thirty-two Union and seventy-two Confederate soldiers; thirty-seven amputations beino- on

the right and forty-six on the left side, while in twenty-one this point was not recorded.

The seat of the injury was in the lower third of the femur in fifty-two, in the knee joint

in twenty seven, in the leg in twenty-four, and in the foot in one instance. In one of the

fatal cases the patient had undergone amputation of the arm, and, in a second, haemorrhage

from the femoral artery was followed by ligation of that vessel.

Table XLIV.

Condensed Summary of One Hundred and Four Cases of Amputations in the Lower Third of the Thigh,

of Uncertain Date.

[Recoveries, 1-37; Deaths, 38-98 ; Result unknown, 99-104.]

!

Name, miutaby
Description, a.mi Age.

Adorns. It. T., PL, 11,21st

Virginia, ace 19.

Mini. W. ft.. Captain, B,
2d Mississippi.

Bomtn, ft., ft., G, 1st

Smith Carolina.
Bums. O., I't., D, 50th
Virginia.

Chamberlain, W.A., It.,

A, titot Georgia.

Clarke, S., Pi, E, 23d
North Carolina.

Coffer. £., I't., E, 22d
Alabama, age 19.

Craft, I. II., I't., I", 7th
Tennessee, ape 20.

Fields. I... I't., Latham's
Battery.

Foster, S., Pt., A, 33d
Alabama.

Fountain, A. G. C, Pt.,

E, Gth s. C, age 29.

Foost, E. H , I't., li, 13th

Mississippi, age 21.

G'iiiI'm, A., I't., f, 25th
North Carolina.

Bo.rn.fl- H'.. Serg't, Fall-

ing natter}-, age 23.

King, W. A., Corp'], L,
1st South Carolina.

King, "' I!-, Pt., F, 2d
Mi— issippi, nire 23.

Ktecklry, J. F., I't., A,

10th Georgia.
Lartry.S. I... I't., B, 26th

North Carolina.

Madtlox, St., Corp'l, F,

7th S. Carolina, aire 19.

Uahoney, IK A., Corp'l,

A, 60th Alabama.
Moud.J. P., I't.. 1', 10th
Virginia Cavalrv.

UcVr.ii, W. J.,Pt.,P,37tb
Virginia, age 24.

Xowlond, J., Serg't, B,
1st < '.a.. Cobb's Legion.

Painter, S. II., Pt, II,

Kill! N. Cage 19.

Parks, J. I> . I't., A, 2d
Mississippi.

Phil',,,,-. /:., Serg't, C,

6th Miss., ace 23.

i
Pronp, A , Pt., II, 2d
Louisiana.

Bred, t., Pt., B, 5th S.

Carolina.

Riian.E., Pt..B,5th Con-
federate, age 35.

Stone, s. M, Pt.. I, 55th
North Carolina.

Stroud. K. P., Pt, II, 8th
Alabama.

[

Tall,;. 11'. O.Pt.G, 2Cd
, Virginia, age 22.

Thurman, .If. P.. Pt., K,
I Gth South Carolina.

June 2,

,'64.

Sept. 17,

,'62.

Sept. 30.

,'li4.

July —

.

-,'63.

June 27,

May'
3,'

18li4.

M'y31,'ea

J'e 2, '64.

1865.

Nov. 29,

iera.

Sept. 30,

,-(!4.

Aug. Hi,

,'U4.

Sept. 17,

Aug' -,
,'64.

Julvl.
".'63.

May 22,

-,'64.

Mar. 23,

1862.

Sept. 17,

,'62.

April 2.

.luh
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Name, Military
\
Description, and Age.

Maxey, I). M., Serg't, C,
3d Maine.

Mai/, (!., Pt.. I, 55th X.
Carolina.
Ma :i, J., Pt.,K,9th Ala-
bama, age 20.

McDonald, J. At., Pt, Gr,

21st Georgia.
ItcEtveen, £..Pt.,E, 20th
Georgia, age 18.

MoGovern,J.,Pt.,H, 9th
Massachusetts.

McKenzie, J. R., rt., E,
1st Minnesota.

McKerrolt.J.M., Ensign,
C, 1st S. C. Cavalry.

Miller. .M.S..l't.,E, 116th
Ohio.

Mingle, E., Serg't, A,
148th Pennsylvania.

Myers, A. R., Pt., I, 48th
Virginia.

Myers, G. R., Pt, E, 6th
Virginia Cavalrv.

Nettles, W., Pt., (J, 11th
South Carolina.

Peele, J. J., Pt, C, 3d N.
C. Artillery, age ]9.

J'egram, S., Pt, E, 22d
North Carolina,

rellett, S. S., Pt., D, 4th
Louisiana, ago 24.

Peterson, S., Pt., I, 56th
North Carolina.

Pilney, O. H., Pt., C, 2d
N. Y. H. A., age 2.3.

Poole. J., Pt., G, 13th
Mississippi.

July 2,
,'63.

J'y30,'62

May 28.

-.'64.

I'y30,'62.

July 3,

,'63.

June 5,

,'64.

July 3,

,'63.

May 6.

',•64.

1864.

" Operations, Operators,
Result.

Right. Died August 14, 1863.

Right. Died September 10, 18G4.

. Surg. — Thorn, C. S. A.
Died Sept. 3, 1862.

. Haemorrhage. Died July
26, 1863.

Left. Died August 14, 1864.

. Died August 5, 1862; ex-
haustion.

Left thigh. Died August 7, 1863.

Right. Died August 22, 1864.

Right. Died September 11, 1864.

Right. Died August 1, 1863.

Right. Died Mny 17, '64
; morti-

fieation of stump.
Left ; slough ; ha?m.; lig. fern, art.;

ha?m. recur'd. Died Oct. 10/64.

Left. Died September 14, 1864.

Left. Died February 12, 1865;
pysemia.

Left. Died September 20, 1864.

; circular. Died August 20,

181 i4.

Right. Died January 2, 1865.

Left thigh. Died June 12, 1864.

. Died August 28, 1861.

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Powers, E, G., Pt., K,
40th N. C, age 27.

Pridmore, F., Serg't, K,
41 6t Alabama.

Reed, F., Pt., A, 53d
Illinois.

Rogers, J. .ff.Pt.. A. 21st

South Carolina.
Selmj, A., Corp'1, K, 15th
Louisiana.

Smith, W. H. H.-, Pt., G,
55th Penn.,age 22.

Smoot, D. J., Lieut., G,
4th North Carolina.

Snyder. J., Pt., I,, Sd
Alich. Cavalry, age 33.

Spain. U. P., Pt, D, 2 1st

South Carolina.
Templin, W. C, Corp'l,

C, 73d Ohio.
Thompson. G.T.,Pt.,F,
56th North Carolina.

Walker, II., Pt, F, 27th
Massachusetts, ago 35.

Webb, J., Pt., C. 5th Ar-
kansas.

Barrett, J. L., Pt., H,
21st Virginia.

Feu-ell,.T. 17., Pt., A, 4th
Virginia Cavalry.

Prather.J., Pt., II, 41st
Alabama.

Racer, W., Pt., Fry's
Battery, Orange Art.

Thomas, C, Pt, G, 5th
Cold Troops, age 22.

Tibbs. J. A., Pt., F. 50th
Alabama.

Operations, Operators,
Result.
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NO

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

2g

23

54

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

36

39

40

4L

45

43

44

43

46

47

48

491

50}

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

I

fi l

I
62

Name, Military i n
DESCRIPTION, AND AnE. t"v ""-

I

Dunn, S. M., Lieut., A,
Cabell's Art'v Batt'n.

Eargle. W. fi.,Corp'l, H,
Kith South Carolina.

Ede.ns. IF. .)/., I't., B, 9th
Louisiana.

Ennis, H., Pt., F, 2(ith

North Carolina, age 38.

Bams, C, Pt., I, 47th
North Carolina.

FatMti/, I. P., Pt., K,
33d Virginia.

Fear.--. E. £>'., Serg't, E,
3d Georgia.

Foster. J. A., Serg't, F,
52d North Carolina.

Fowler, E. IF., Lieut., C,
18th North Carolina.

Frangan. A., Corp'l, C,
2d Missouri.

Gammon, O. D., Pt., D,
44th Virginia.

GUttdon, (i. IF., Pt., G,
19th Georgia.

Haymnns.A., Pt., F, 12th
Georgia.

Bans, R. IF., I't., G, 17th
Georgia.

H'derick, II. J., Pt., E,
25th Virginia.

Henderson, I). J., Pt., A,
35th North Carolina.

Holmes, M.C., Lieut., H,
4th Texas.

Huffman, \V., Pt., I, 1st

Ky. Cavalry, age IS).

Hughe*, J., I't., F, 54th
North Carolina.

Ime, L. C, Pt., F, 60th
Georgia.

James, J. IF., Lieut., A,
21st Georgia.

Jones, 0. T., Pt., H, 2d
B.C. Rifles, age 21.

Lawrence, J. H., Serg't,

It, 4th Virginia.

Lawrence. i'.,Pt.,B,19th

Louisiana, age 25.

Lutz, C-. Serg't, Marine
Corps. U. S. N., age 29.

Malhews, J., Pt., F, 32d
North Carolina.

McDaniel. J. J., Serg't,

F, 35th Georgia.
Miller, S., I't., A, 1st Mo.
S. M. Cavalry.

Mim*. It., Pt., H, 6th
Georgia.

Hook, L. A., Pt., G, 2d
North Carolina Bat'ry.

Morgan, E. C , Serg't, E,
2d S. Carolina Rifles.

Moss, IF.. Pt., H, 4th
Alabama.

Mullen, IF., Pt., D, 45th
Alabama.

Nunnery, J. M., Pt., A,
41st Louisiana.

Parker, J. A., Pt., L,
Cobb's Ga. Leg. Cav.

Patterson, P. B., Pt.,

Adam's Co. Hampton's
S. Carolina Legion.

Patterson, IF., Pt., G.
27th North Carolina.

Perkins, C, Pt., B, 1st

Louisiana.
Pierce, T.M.Vt .B.Brad
ford's Battery, age 22.

Reid, A. J., Pt., I, ,'J7ih

North Carolina.
Rhoades, C.A , Serg't, B,
10th Georgia.

Roberts. C. U., Lieut., B,
1st N. C. Cavalry.

Robertson 0. 7'.JV.,Corp.,

II, 13th N. Carolina.
Robertson, J. A., Serg't,

II, 12thGeorgia, nge21.
Robinson.E. & £).,Pt.,B,

1st South Carolina.
Rutledge, R. S., Corp'l,

C, 1st South Carolina.
Segrist, D. F., Pt., B, 4th
Alabama.

June 4,

,'b'4.

July 3,

,'63.

,'65.

May 5,

,'64.

Oct. 14,

,'63.

July 21,
-,'61.

,'64.

,
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NO.

Ill

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

131

135

136

137

138

139

Ml)

1)1

142

143

111

145

mi;

M7

148

119

L50

153

153

153

154

155

] 156

157

158

Name, Military
Description, axd Age.

I

Chapptl, H. J., Lieut., I,

21st South Carolina.
Chappie, J. A., Capt., E,
3d Virginia Cavalry.

Cheevers, K., Pt., F, 34th
Georgia.

Church, W., PL, K, 5th
Vermont, age 23.

Clark, J. R., Serg't, K,
115th New York.

Com.tr, W. E., Ft., C,
34th North Carolina.

Cant, T. J., Lieut., Q,
18th Georgia.

Conklin. J.W.,LieuL, K,
152d New York.

Connor, J. B., PL, F, 3d
South Carolina.

Cook, G. il., PL, B, 28th
New York.

Cooper, J., Pt., C, 73d
Illinois.

Copage, W. F., Pt., A,
8th N. Carolina, age 17.

Crews, P., Pt., E, 2d N.
Carolina Battery.

Crowley, T., PL, A, 1st

Minnesota.
Cunningham, P., Pt., E,
5th North Carolina.

Dampert, —, PL, H, 4th
A labama.

Darnsoe, C. S., Serg't, D,
14th South Carolina.

Dtw, J., PL, B, 44th N.
Carolina.

Donohot, F., Pt., B, 15th
Louisiana.

Dowdy, J., PL, B, 11th
Virginia.

Duffield.W., Pt., D, 86th
Illinois.

Dunbar, A. B., PL, I, 33d
Massachusetts.

Everett, D., PL, E, 7th
Ohio.

Falltij, J. S., Corp'l, K,
I Ith Georgia.

Fant, L. T., Pt., A, 11th
Mississippi.

Farris, R. E., Corp'l, G,
10th Maine.

Fieldsenil, IL, PL, I, 5th
Connecticut.

Fleming, J., PL, K, 7th
Louisiana.

Frank, A., PL, I, 5th
Louisiana.

Freeman, B., PL, — , 5th
Texas.

Freeman, G.,PL,H,2Gth
Michigan, age 22.

Fimde.rlu.nk, F., PL, E,
8th Georgia.
Gamage, T. B., PL, E,
9th Georgia.

Geron, A. 1>.,PL, C, 84th
New York, age 22.

Gilbert, S. P., Pt., D,
28th North Carolina.

Gillespie, P., PL, K, 2d
Michigan.

Glave, F., PL, A, 1st

Minnesota.
Goldsticker, J. A., l'L,

A, 4th Texas.
Goodin, H., Pt., I, 39th
Illinois, age 47.

Goodman, E., Serg't, I),

27th North Carolina.
Goadson, J. II.. Pt., B,

I

18th North Carolina.
Coic. E. J., PL, F, 1st
South Carolina Cav.

Goynts, D., PL, B, 14th
Louisiana.

Grady, J. IF., Pt., E,
30th North Carolina.

Grttr, J. N., PL, C, 9th
Georgia.

Haines, F., PL, A, 8th
Virginia.

Hall. II, Pt., H. 18th
North Carolina.

Hamlet, B. 0., PL, A,
2d TJ. S. S. S.

I

May 6,

,'G4.

,'62.

Aug. 9,

,'62.

Oct. 8.

June 3,

,'64.

July —

,

,'63.

July 3,

—,'63.
July 6,

'63.

July

,'64.

June 27,

,'64.

Slav 15,
-—-,'64.

Sept. 17,

,'62.

,'62.

Aug. 9,

,'62.

Aug. 9,

,'62.

,'64.

July 21,

,'61.

Dec. 5,

,'63.

July 21,
-,'61.

July 11,

,'63.

July —

,

,'63.

July —

,

,'63.

,'64.

Oct. 21,
,'61.

July —

,

,'63.

July—.
. ,'63.

Operations, Operators,
RESULT.

. Died July 8, 1864.

Left. Died September 24, 1864.

Right. Died March 27, 1865.

Right. Died August 19, 1862;
chronic diarrhoea.

Right. Died August 15, 1864.

Left. Died April 8, 1865.

Left. Died July 7, 1862.

Left. Supposed to be dead.

. Died December 29, 1862.

. Died August 29, 1862.

Right. Died October 30, 1862.

Right. Died Juno 15, 1864.

. Died July 16, 1863.

Right. Died July 27, 1863.

Left. Died July 17, 1863.

. Died September 4, 1862.

Right. Died July 23, 1863.

Left. Died October 23, 1863.

. Died September 20, 1862.

Left. Died May 22, 1864.

Right. Died August 8, 1864.

Left. (Also fracture right femur.)
Died Jane 25, 1864.

. Died October 9, 1862.

Right. Died September 31, 1862.

Left. Sloughing; pyaemia. Died
December 26, 18b2.

. Died September 5, 1 862.

. Died August W, 1862.

Left. Died October 12, 1863

;

pyaemia.
. Died May 31, 1862.

. Died September 7, 1862.

Left. Died June 17, 1864.

. Died August 28, 1861.

. Died January 1, 1864.

. Died August 13, 1861.

-. Died September 13, 1862.

Left. Died July —, 1863.

.. Died August 3, 18G3.

Left. Died July 15, 1863.

Left. Died August 10, 1864.

Right. Died January 29, 1864
;

j

anaemia.

I

. Died July 14, 1863.

. Died September 30, 1862.

. Died January 5, 1863.

. Died October 25, 1863.

. Died August 9, 1864.

. Died November 5, 1861.

. Died July 22, 1863.

Left. Died July CO, 1863.

L59

Kill

ll.il

168

163

164

k;:.

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175.

17ii

177

178

|179

180

181

182

183

184

185

186

187

188

189

19.1

191

192

193

191

193

196

197

198

199

200

201

292

293

204

305

206

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Dates. Operations, operators,
Result.

Hamlin. J., Pt., D, 1st

Peun. Rifles, age 28.

Hancock, T., PL, I, 5th
North Carolina.

Hannah, E. B., Pt., G,
45th Georgia.

Hardsaw, D.,Pt.,B, 17th
Iowa.

Harner, W. T., Serg't,

E, 98th Ohio, age 39.

Hartneady, P., Pt., B,
69th New York, age 26.

Batky, D., PL, K, 21st
North Carolina.

Hawts, J. E., Lieut., G,
2d Virginia Battery.

Hedrick, IF., Pt., C, 1st

N. Carolina Jun. Res.
Henderson, J. M., Pt., F,

2d South Carolina.
Hera, E. A. W., PL, D,
7th Tennessee.

Hernandez. I.,Pt.,C,39th
New York.

Bill, L. A'., PL, G, 14tb
Georgia.

Hinds. L. A.. Pt., H, 1st

South Carolina.
Hoffman, A., PL, C, 30th
New York.

Holder. G. A.,Vt., n, 6th
Alabama.

Holmes, B., PL, F, 57th
North Carolina.

Holt,—, PL, Page's Bat-
tery.

Holt, R. S., PL, A, Mor-
ris's Artillery.

Howard, T., Pt., —, 28th
North Carolina.

Bowse, A. J., PL, C,
Cobb's Legion.

Irwin, J. G, PL, E, 37th
Mississippi.

Jackson. F„ PL, G, 27th
North Carolina.

Jenkins, S., Serg't, B.
6th Louisiana.

Johns, —, Corp'l, E, 2d
Infantry.

Johnson, IF., Pt., F, 1st

Tennessee.
Johnston, A., Pt., D,80th
Ohio.

Keith, A. B., Corp'l, I,

7th Massachusetts.
Kelly, M., PL, H, 43d
North Carolina.

Kendrick, I. L., Pt., A,
10th Maine.

King, D. R., Capt., B,
48th Alabama.

Lair, A., Serg't, C, 1st

Penn. Cavalry.
LeUllitr, J. C., Pt., E,
19th Virginia.

Loyd, B. F„ Pt., G, 22d
Georgia.

Mahon, S. B., PL, D,
7th Penn. Reserves.

Mathews, J., PL, I. 48th
Georgia.

McBride, B., PL, B, 42d
Mississippi.

McClendon,It. L., Pt.,G,

61st Alabama.
McCrae, F., Serg't, K.
8th South Carolina.

McCullough, IF., Pt., K.
6th S. C. Cavalry.

McDanitl. J. IF., PL, B,
2d Mississippi.

McDonald, J. T., Pt., B,
11th Georgia.

McElhany, J., Pt., C,
42d Pennsylvania.

McGuire, M., Pt.,G, 4th
Infantry.

McMillen, A., Pt., A,
12th Infantry.

McNaughton.'j. B., 108th
New York.

Jf«rriU..'.J.,Pt.,F,10tu
Georgia.

Miles, J. E., PL, H, 18th
Georgia.

July —

,

,'63.

July —

,

,'63.

May 14,

,'63.

Oct. 8,

!'64!

July —

,

,'63.

May 6.

,'64.

Sept. 17,

—,'62.

July —

.

-,'63.

July —

,

,'63.

,'63.

July —

,

,'63.

Oct. 8,

,'62.

,'65.

Aug. 1 0,

,'61.

Oct. 2,

,'62.

Oct. 3,

,'62.

May 3,

,'63.

Aug. 9.

'62.

Aug 9,

,'62.

Aug. 31.

•
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Considering the series of amputations in the continuity of the thigh according to the

seat of the original injury (Table XLVI) it will be seen that the femur had been fractured

in twenty-nine hundred, 1
or in 46.6 per cent, of the total number of amputations; the

Table XLVI.
Tabular Statement indicating the Seats of Injury in Six Thousand Two Hundred and Twenty-nine

Cases of Amputation of the Thigh after Shot Fractures.

POINT AND PERIOD OF OPERATION.

P^

O =5

a r

1

Primary

Intermediary

Secondary

Period Unknown.

I

Primary

Intermediary

Secondary

Period Unknown.

f Primary

Intermediary

Secondary

[Period Unknown.

(Primary

Intermediary. . . .

Secondary

y Period Unknown

.

Agfrresates

H
55

<
O

533

147

55
:

33

1, 157

471

1(8

TO

1,914

076

307

104

345

26

12

311
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operations for shot injuries of the ankle joint or foot were followed by thirty-six deaths,

a fatality of 54.6 per cent. Thus it would seem that of the amputations in the thigh per-

formed for shot fractures, those for fractures of the lower third of the femur offered the best

chance for life.

The point of section or ablation in the thigh was in the upper third in seven hundred

and sixty-eight, in the middle third in one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, in the

lower third in two thousand nine hundred and one, a~d in the femur, point not specified, in

six hundred and ninety-four instances. The mortality rate of the first group was 53.8 per

cent., of the second, 44.5, of the third, 53.6, and of the last, 80.7 per cent., the death rate

being the largest in amputations in the upper third, next in the amputations of the lower

third, and lowest in those of the middle third, a result differing from that obtained in the

different thirds of the arm, where the operations in the upper third were less fatal than

those in bhe lower third (Second Surgical Volume, pp. 805, 806), the percentage of fatality

after amputation in the upper third being 18.4, in the middle third 16.4, and in the lower

third 26.0 per cent.

Of the six thousand two hundred and twenty-nine amputations in the continuity of

the femur the side was not indicated in seven hundred and nine cases. The right side was

involved in two thousand six hundred and ninety-eight, the left in two thousand eight hun-

dred and twenty-two. Of the former, one thousand two hundred and ninety-six recovered,

one thousand three hundred and seventy-three died, and in twenty-nine cases the results

were unknown, a death rate of 51.4; of the latter, one thousand three hundred and seventy-

seven recovered, one thousand four hundred and sixteen died, and in twenty-nine cases

the results were undetermined, a mortality of 50.7 per cent. This would point to the fact

already noticed in the discussion on the amputations of the shoulder joint and arm (Second

Surgical Volume, pp. 655, 806), that the left extremity, although most frequently inter-

ested, had a less proportionate fatality than the right; but the difference in the mortality

rates of the two sides is too insignificant to allow conclusions to be drawn, especially as the

number of undetermined cases is sufficiently large to materially modify the result.

As already stated on page 214, ante, the six thousand two hundred and twenty-nine

operations were performed on six thousand two hundred 'and nine patients, twenty having

submitted to amputations of both thighs.
1 Four thousand seven hundred and seventy-one

were Union, and one thousand four hundred and thirty-eight were Confederate soldiers. Of

the Union soldiers, two thousand and ninety-six recovered and two thousand six hundred and

fifty-seven died, while the results in eighteen cases were undetermined, a mortality of 55.9

per cent. Of the Confederates, seven hundred and forty survived, six hundred and thirty-

six died, and the fate of sixty-two remained undecided, a fatality of 46.2 per cent.

1 Of the twenty cases of amputations of both thighs, three were successful, viz: Corporal M. Dunn, H, 46th Pennsylvania (Case 448, p. 242, and

Nos. 339, 240, Table XXXII, p. 248); Private C. G. Rush, C, 21st Georgia (Cask 449, p. 243, and Nos. 737, 738, TABLE XXXII, p. 254): Private J. A.

Parker, L, Cobb's Legion Cavalry (Nos. 49, 50, Table XLV, p. 328). The seventeen fatal cases are: Pt. S. Baguley, B, 5th New Hampshire (No.

703, Table XXXI, p. 235, and No. 105, Table XXXIX, p. 105); Serg't T. Doud, C, 2d Michigan (Case 442, p. 226, and Nos. 806. 807, Table XXXI,

p. 236); Corp'l J. W. Woodworth, II, 11th Infantry (Case 443, p. 226, and Nos. 1143, 1144, Table XXXI, p. 240); Pt. 3. Allen, G, 59th Massachusetts,

Nos. 984, 985, Table XXXII, p. 257); Pt. R. S. Michael, A, 105th Pennsylvania (Not. 1551, 1552, TABLE XXXII, p. 263); Pt. D. Nicholson, II, 22d

Massachusetts (Nos. 1599, 1600, TABLE XXXII, p. 264); Serg't E. C Rabbit, B, 10th Missouri (Nos. 1652, 1653, Table XXXII, p. 264); Pt. J. Stewart, D,

77th New York (Nos. 1769, 1770, Table XXXII, p. 265); Lieut. J. Whclpley, D, 1st Maine (Nos. 18C2, 1863, Table XXXII, p. 267); Pt. S. Goodwell, G,

29th Illinois (Nos. 128, 129, Table XXXIII, p. 269); Pt. B. Kenner, 4th Virginia (N'os. 169, 170, Table XXXUI, p. 270); Pt. C. Meyer, 30th Missouri

(Nos. 212, 213, Table XXXIII, p. 270); Pt. W. F. Mills, E, 8th New York II. A. (No. 205, Table XXXIII, p. 270, and No. 495, Table XXXVI, p. 300).

Pt. II. Tieman, C, 119th New York (Nos. 285, 286, TAULE XXXIII, p. 271); Pt. J. Moore, E, 46th Pennsylvania (Nos. 497, 498, Table XXXVI, p. 300);

Pt. D. Wallace, I, 5th Artillery (Nos. 642, 643, TABLE XXXVI, p. 302); Pt. G. Kunenger, A, 58th Virginia (Nos. 219, 220. TABLE XLV, p. 330). Of
the 20 cases, 2 were primary operations in the middle thirds

; 8, primary operations in the lower thirds ; 4, primary operations, the seat not recorded ; 2,

intermediary operations of both thighs in the lower thirds ; 2, amputations of both thighs, time and operation not stated ; 1, primary amputation of the

right and intermediary of the left thigh, and 1, primary amputation of right and secondary operation in left thigh.
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The following tabular statement will enable the reader to compare the results of the

amputations in the thigh of the American civil war with those of other wars

:

Table XLVII.
Results of Amputations of the Thigh on the Occasions named and from the Authorities quoted.

ACTION", ETC.
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nineteen had successful, and seven thousand and forty-nine fatal terminations, a death rate

of 83.2 per cent.

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS ON SHOT INJURIES OF THE FEMUR.
Until the middle of the present century the majority of the writers on military surgery

insisted upon immediate amputation as the only means of saving life in comminuted shot

fractures of the femur, 1 while there were a few only who questioned the necessity of the

operation, and who declared that not only life but also a more or less useful limb might be

mcntaries, London, 1855, Cth ed., p. 158 (77 recoveries, 62 fatal, 9 results unknown). l3EUDES (P. J.), Sur les avaniages tie pratiquer Vamputation sur

U champ de bataiUe, etc., Paris, 1815, These, p. 16 (1 recovery). ,4 CARRE (A. C), De Vamputation considirU comme moyen curalif dans les accidens dt

dcbilitC, etc., Paris, 1815, These, No. 9, p. 13 et seq. (2 recoveries, 2 fatal). ,5MlRE.\U (H. L. M.), Sur les inconveniens de Vamputation du mcignon de la

cuisse devenu conique, Paris, 1815, pp. 15, 1G, These (1 recovery, 2 fatal). 16 Arxal, Mem. sur quelques peculiarity des plaies par armes dfeu, in Jour.

Hebd, de M<ld. et de Chir. prat., Paris, 1831, T. Ill, p. 36 (1 recover)'). ir KLEIN (D. (*.), Practische Ansichten der bedeutendsten chirurgischen Opera-

tionen, Stuttgart, 1815, p. 35 (7 recoveries). "MANX (J.), Medical Sketches of the Campaign of 1812-J3-14, Dedham, 1S1G, p. 213 et seq. 13Arxal,

in Jour, llebd. de Med. et de Chir. prat., Paris, 1831, T. Ill, p. 36 (2 recoveries). 2° MENIERE (P.), V Hotel Dieu dt Paris, en Juillct ct AoU, 1830,

Paris, 1830, p. 323 et seq. (2 recoveries, 9 fatal). 21Larrey (D. J.), Clin. Chir., Paris, 1832, T. IV, p. 282 (1 fatal). "Laurey (II.), Relation chirur-

gicale des ivinements de Juillet, 1830, Paris, 1831, p. Ill (4 recoveries, 1 fatal). 23 ROUX (PHIL. J.), Des plaies d'armes d feu; Communications, etc.,

Paris, 1849, p. 37 (1 recovery, 3 fatal). 24 LAEREY (II.), Histoire chirurg. die siege de la citadelle d'Anvers, 1833, p. 311 ct seq. (13 recoveries, 2 fatal).

"BAUDENS (L.), Clinique des Plaies d'Armes dfeu, Paris, 1836, p. 4G0. 2B Al,COCK (H.), Notes on the Med. Hist, and Stat, of the British Legion in

Spain, London, 1838, pp. 92, 95. "SEDILLOT (G.), Campagne de Constantine de 1837, Paris, 1838, p. 266. »PORTER (J. B.), Med. and Surg. Notes of

Camp, etc., in Mexico, 1845-^6-47-48, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1852, Vol. XXIII, N. S., pp. 32, 37, and Vol. XXIV, p. 28 (1 recovery, 2 fatal). » Jakvis

(N. S.), Surgical Cases at Monterey, in New York Jour, of Medicine, 1847, Vol. VIII, p. 158 (2 fatal). ^Restelli (A.), Note ed Osscrvazioni cliniche

di chirurgia mil., in Annal. Univers. di Mcdicina, 1849, Vol. CXXX, p. 243. 31 - 3G/>e5 plaies d armes dfeu, Paris, 1849, Communications, par HUGUIER,

p. 142 (5 recoveries); AMUSSAT, p. 57 (1 fatal); BAUDEXS, p. 224 (5 fatal); JOBERT DE LAMBALLE, p. 155 (1 recovery, 3 fatal); MALGAIGXE (I unde-

termined); ROUX, p. 39 (1 recovery, 3 fatal). 37 STH0JIEYER (L.>, Maximen, Hannover, 1855, pp. 75G, 757 (51 recoveries, 77 fatal). MDJURUP, Bemacr-

kningcr over de i Krigen 1848-50 forctagne Amputationer, in Hospitals-Meddelelser, 1852, B. V, p. 106 (39 recoveries, 51 fatal). ^BECK (B.), Die Schuss-

wunden, Heidelberg, 1850, p. 347 (7 recoveries, 6 fatal). 40 HEYFELDER (J. F.), Die Yerwundungen und Operationen in Folge des Bombardements von

Sveaborg, in Deutsche Klinik, 1855, B. VII, p. 584-5. 41 MATTHEW (T. P.), Med. and Surg. Hist, of the British Army, etc., in the years 1854-55-56,

London, 1858, Vol. II, p. 368 (62 recoveries, 119 fatal). "CHEXU (J. C), Rapport, etc., pendant la Campagne d' Orient en 1854-55-56, Paris, 185G, p. G62

(126 recoveries, 1,545 fatal). 43II0BBEXET (C. v.), Die Sanitdts- Verhiiltnisse der JRussischen Yerwundctcn, etc., in den Jahren 1854-56, Berlin, 1871,

p. 182 (89 recoveries, 2G9 fatal, 488 undetermined). 44 Williamson (G.), Military Surgery, London, 18G3, p. XXVII (14 recoveries, 1 fatal). 45 Gordox
(C. A.), Experiences of an Army Surgeon in India, London, 1872, p. 26 (1 fatal). ^ClIEXU (J. C), Slat. MCd. Chir. de la Campagne d"ltalie en 1859 et

18G0, Paris, 1869, T. II, p. 754 (79 recoveries, 257 fatal). "Demme (H.), Militar-Chirurgischt Studien, Wurzburg, 18G1, Zweito Abth., p. 264 (110

recoveries, 321 fatal). 48Gherixi (A.), Relazione chirurgica dell Ospedale militdre provisorio di S. Filippo, in Ann. Universali di Med., Jlilano, 1860,

Vol. CLXXIII, pp.459, 4G0; 39 cases (6 recoveries, 33 fatal). «Mouat, The New Zealand War of 1863-64-65, in Stat. San. and Med. Reports for the

Year 1865, London, 1867, Vol. VII, p. 513. fi0 HELNE (C), Die Schussverletzungen der Unteren Extremitdten, Berlin, 1866, p. 275 et seq. (3 fatal, 1 unde-

termined). fil LC'CKE (A.), Kriegschir. Aphorismen, in LaX'GEXBECK's Archiv, 1866, B. VII, p. 25 (1 fatal). fi2 OcilWADT (A.), Kriegschir. Erfahrun-

gen, Berlin, 1865, Appendix (Table of Operations) (3 recoveries, 20 fatal). 53 NEL'DORFER (J.). Aus dem felddrztlichen Berichte iiber die Verwundeten in

Schlesmig, in Laxgexbeck'6 Archiv, 18G5, B. VI, pp. 531, 532 (5 fatal). "Stromeyer (L.), Erfahrungen iiber Schusswunden im Jahre 1866, Han-

nover, 1867, pp. 16, 17 (27 recoveries, 23 fatal). ^FISCHER (K.), Militairdrztliche Skizzen aus Siiddeutschland, Aarau, 1867, p. 90 (32 recoveries, 9 fatal,

7 undetermined). bgMaXXEL (O.), Kriegschir. Beobachtuvgen, in Allg. Wiener Med. Zcitung, Jahrgang, XII, 18G7, No. 48, p. 403 (1 fatal). 07 BECK(B.),

Kriegschir. Erfahrungen xvdhrend des Fcldzugcs 18G6, Freiburg i. B, 1867, p. 333 (25 recoveries, 26 fatal). ^BlEFEL (R.), Kriegschir. Aphorismen von

1866, in LAXGEXBECK's Archiv, Berlin, 1869, B. XI, p. 475 (7 fatal). 63MAA8 (II.), Kriegschirurgische Beitrage, Breslau, 1870, p. 73 (3 recoveries,

6 fatal). 60 GRITTI (R.), Nuovi documents in favore della cura conservativa, etc., in Ann. Universali di Med., Milano, 1868, Vol. CCV, p. 518 et seq.

61 Otis (G. A.), Circular No. 3, War Department, S. Gr. O., Washington, 1871, p. 205 et seq. (6 recoveries, 6 fatal); 17 amputations following shot wounds

are reported in Circular's, but 5 of these cases arc from the American civil war, 1861-05, and are included in the preceding tables of amputations. 62 IIEIX-

ZEL, Ueber die conservirende Behandlung der Kniegelenkschusse, in Deutsche Militairdrzt. Zcitschrift, 1875, Jahrgang IV, pp. 358-59. ^CllEXU (J. C),

Apercu hist. Stat, et Clin, sur le service des ambulances et des htopitaux, etc., Paris, 1874, T. I, p. 493. M TlLJXG (G.), Bericht hber 124 im serbisch-

tiirkischen Kriege, etc., bchandelte Schussverletzungen, Dorpat, 1877, pp. 66-G9 (2 fatal). ^Sl'ElXER (F.), Aus dem Tagebuche eines deutschen Arztes

wahrend der Zeit des Krieges im Oriente 1876, in Wiener Med. Wochenschrift, 1877, p. 657 (2 recoveries, 3 fatal). Of these 9,017 operations 366 were in

the upper third of the femur, 503 in the middle third, 436 in the lower third, and in 7,712 the seat of ablation was not specified. The results in the upper

third amputations were 133 recoveries, 232 deaths, and 1 unknown result, a fatality of 63.5 per cent.; in the middle third, 213 recoveries, 290 deaths, or 57.6

per cent, fatality ; in the lower third, 211 recoveries and 225 deaths, a mortality of 51.6 per cent.; and in the femur, seat not specified, 862 recoveries and

6,302 deaths, with 548 undetermined results, a fatality of 87.9 per cent.

'GUTHRIE (G. J.) {Treatise on Gunshot Wounds, London, 1827, p. 373) remarks: "Injuries of the femur from musket balls are the moro common
wounds that render amputation necessary,

-
' and, on p. 375, "Upon a review of the many cases I have seen I do not believe that more than one-sixth

recovered so as to have useful limbs; two-thirds of the whole died, either with or without amputation ; and the limbs of the remaining sixth were not

only nearly useless, but a cause of much uneasiness to them for the remainder of their lives." LARREY (D. J.) {Clinique Chirurgicale, Paris, 1829, T.

IH, p. 636): " Lorsque les coups sont rccus an centre ou u la partie supexieurc do la cuisse, de manifire que le projectile la traverse d'avant en arrierc, en

fraeturant lo femur, l'amputation devient indispensable." Kerveguex (II. G.) {Des cas ^amputation dans les plaies d'armes d feu, Paris, 1847, p. 33)

notices one or two recoveries from pistol shot ; but remarks that " these fortunate results must bo regarded as exceptions which must not be set up in

Opposition to the regular rule, viz: that wo must amputate whenever the femur is fractured by shot." SCHWARTZ (H.) {Beitrage zur Lehre von den

Schusswunden. Gesammclt in den Feldziigen der Jahre 1848, 1849 und 1850, Sehleswig, 1854, pp. 155, 168) cites cases of shot fractures of the shaft of the

femur of tho Schlcswig-Holstein War, 1848-1850. and advises primary amputation in all cases of extensive comminuted fractures, whether in the upper,

middle, or lower thirds of the femur. BLEXKIXS (O. E.) (in his article Gunshot Wounds, in Cogter's Diet, of Practical Surgery, London, 1861, Vol. I,

p. 817) remarks :
" Were I to judge, then, from my own personal observations in the army, und from some other cases which I saw under my colleagues,

I should, without hesitation, recommend immediate amputation in all cases of compound fracturo of the thigh caused by grnpeshot, musket balls, etc."

2 LE Drax (IT. F.) (TraiU ou reflexions tir'es de la pratique sur les plaies d'armes d feu, Paris, 1737, p. 221) evidently believed that a useful

limb might be preserved after comminuted fracture of the femur: "Sans parler des pansemens qui sont £nonc£s dans la premiere partie. je dirai seulement,

que supposant le fozmcr fracturfi en 6clats, et qu'il y eut lieu d'espCrer do conservcr la cuisse, on doit apr6s avoir fait ce quo 1'art prescrit, fairc ensorte

de fixir le reste des pieces fracturfies, de mamere qu'elles ne jouent pas 1'une contre l'autrc, comme je l'ai dit en parlant des playes au bras." HUTrx

(Recherches sur le resultat des fractures de la moitu' supCricure de la cuisse, etc., in Rcc. de Mem. de Mid. de Chir. et de Phar. Mil., 1854. T. XIV, p. 253),

on page 272, believes that the facts cited by him "demontrent que Ton ne doit pas adopter exclusivement le prGcepte de recourir toujours a l'amputation

dans les cas dont il s'ajpt, et qu'il est de ces fractures dont on pout esperer uno gudrison bonne et durable, quoiqu'elle ne laisse qu'un membre difforme,"
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preserved to the patient by an expectant conservative mode of treatment. From the fol-

lowing statistical summary of fractures of the femur treated by conservation, recorded in

other wars, it will be seen that of a total of three thousand four hundred and seventy-four

cases only about two hundred and fifty antedated the year 1850. But with improvements

Table XLVIII.

Besults of Shot Fractures of the Femur treated by Conservation on the Occasions named and from the

Authorities quoted.

ACTION, ETC.
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in the manner of securing immobility of the limb, in facilitating the requisite dressings

and in the means of transportation, the views of military surgeons experienced a change,

and the field of conservative treatment of shot fractures of the femur became enlarged.

Baudens, who (as indicated in Note 4, on page 174, ante), in 1836, strenuously advocated

An. VIII (ITHO), p. 134 et seq, (2 recoveries). "MUHSIXXA (C. L.), Neue Med. Chir. Bcobachtungen, Berlin, 171)6, p. 138 {1 recuvery.) "MOSCATI, iu

Mem. de VAcad. Roy. de Chir., Paris, 1768. T. IV, p. 625. 14 N'EALE (II. ST. John), Chirurgical Institutes. London, 1805, p. 251. 15 DEbAL'LT, Plait

d'arme a feu traversant les deux cuisses, in Jour, de Chir., Paris, 1792, T. Ill, p. 104. I6 Larrey (D. J.), Clin. Chir., 1836, T. V, p. 328 ( 1 recovery).

Hennex (JOHN), Principles of Military Surgery, Loudon, 1829, pp. 113, 131 (1 recovery, 1 result unknown). GUTHUIE (G. J.). Gunshot Wounds,

London, 1827, p. 375 (18 recoveries, 13 deaths). ELIDES (P. J.), Sur les avantages de pratiquer Iamputation sur le champ de batail le, Paris,, 1815

These, p. 17 (2 fatal cases). Fexech (E.), Sur les jj/uies d'armes a feu aux extremites, Paris, 1813, These, pp. 10, 16 (2 recoveries, S fatal). Ellltl.U'll

(J. A.), Chirurgische Bcobachtungcn, Leipzig, 1815, B. II, p. 156 (1 recovery). FORGET, Bull de la Soc. de Chir. de Puris, pendant 1855-56, p. 230

(1 recovery). RlBES (P.), Mem. sur la fracture du tiers moyen du femur, etc., in Gaz. Med. de 1'aris, 1831, T. 11, pp. 102-106 (7 recoveries, 15 fatal).

HUTIN* (M. P.), Mim. sur la necessity d'extraire les corps itravgers et les esquilles, etc., in Mem. de I Acad. Nat. de Mid., 1852, T. XVI, pp. 444-448

(3 recoveries). Ballixgall (G.), Outlines of Military Surgery, Edinburgh, 1855, pp. 388-390 (1 recovery, 10 fatal). LEGOUEST (L.), Mim.de la

Soc. de Chir., Paris, -1863, T. V, p. 166 (1 recovery). "TkOWBKIDGE, Gunshot Wounds, in Boston Medical and SurgicalJournal, 1838, Vol. XVIII, p. 343

(1 recovery). l8 IlAMIl/i0X (F. II.), A Practical Treatise on Fractures and Dislocations, Philadelphia, 1875, p. 518 (1 recovery). ,9Arxal. Mem. sur

quelques peculiarity des plaies par amies a feu, in Jour. Rebd. de Mid. et de Chir. prat., Paris, 1831, p. 36 (4 recoveries). Mexi£ke (P.), L'Hotel

Dieu Paris, en Juillet et Aout, 1830, Paris, 1830, p. 312 (4 recoveries, 7 fatal). LARREY (H.), Relation Chirurgicale des ivinements de Juillet, 1830,

Paris, 1831, pp. 102, 106 (2 recoveries). Ttoux (PHIL. J.), Considerations Cliniques sur les blesses a la Charite, Paris, 1830. p. 50 (2 fatal). Jobkkt

DE Lamballe (A. J.), Plaies d'armes a feu. Paris, 1833, p. 262 (8 recoveries.) U0 GEXSOUL, Note sur les blesses recus d I Hotel-Dieu de Lyon, pendant

les troubles de 1831, in Gaz. Med. de Paris, 1833, T. IV, p. 300. " Lakuev (H.), Uistoire chirurg. du siege de la citadelle d'Anvers, 1833, p. 215. «BAU-
DEXS (L.), Glinique des Plaies d'Armes a Feu, Paris, 1836, p. 460. " AI.COCK (R.), Notes on the Med. Hist, and Stat, of the British Legion in Spain,

Loudon, 1838, pp. 52, 95. u4 LEGOUEST, in Mint. de. la Soc. de Chir. de Paris, 1863, T. V, p. 167 (2 recoveries). "Le CLBBC, Quelques observations par-

ticulibres de plaies d'armes a feu, Strasbourg, 1852 (1 recovery). KCommunications, Des Plaies d'armes d feu, Paris, 1849: HUGUIER, p. 131 (3

recoveries, 2 fatal); Amussat, p. 55 (1 recovery); Bauhens. p. 231 (1 recovery, 1 fatal, 1 undetermined); JOltEltr (DB LAMBALLE), p. 153 (2 recoveries,

4 fatal); Malgaigne, p. 45 (2 recoveries, 2 fatal). Bulletin de la Soc. de Chir. de Paris, 1855-56, pp. 230-2:t4: Geilaldes (1 recovery), ROUERT (I

recovery), Dexoxvilliers (1 recovery). "Stromeyer (L ), Maximen der Kriegsheilkunst, Hannover, 1855, pp. 756-57. aBBCK (B.), Die Schuss-

wunden, Ileidelburg, 1850, p. 266. to Hunx, Rtcherches sur le risultat des fractures de la moitii superieure de la cuisse, Paris, 1854, pp. 10. 14, and Bee,

de M'm. de Mid. de Chir. et de Phar. Mil., Paris, 1854, 8» ser., T. XIV, pp. 261, 263 (63 eases, all pensioners). ^HEYFELDER (J. P.), Die Verwundun-

gen und Operationen in Folge des Bombardments von Sveahorg, iu Deutsche Klinik, 1855, B. VII, p. 554. 31 MATTHEW (T. P.), Med. and Surg. Hist, of

the British Army, etc., in the years 1854-55-56, London. 1858, Vol. II, pp. 355-56 and 361 (19 recoveries, 69 fatal). "LOXGMORE (T.). in HOLMES'S

System of Surgery, 1870, 2d ed., Vol. II, p. 225 (1 recovery). 33(JHENU (J. C). Rapport, etc., pendant la Campagne d' Orient en 1854-55-5(1, Paris, 1856,

p. 374 (126 recoveries, 333 fatal). m Baui>EXS (L.), La Guerre de Critm'e, Paris, 1858, p. 328 et seq. (7 recoveries). MWlLLIAMSOS (G.), Mil. Surgenj,

London, 1863, p. XXVI. "ClIKNU (J. C), Stat. Mid. Chir. de la Campagne d'ltalit en 1859-60, Paris, 1869, T. II, p. 715 {118 recoveries, 190 fatal).

^Roux (J.), Disarticulation de la cuisse, Paris, I860, p. 16 (9 recoveries not in CHENU). MDEMME (H.), Militdr- Chirurgische Studien, WUrzburg, 1861,

Zweite Abth., p. 232 (79 recoveries, 86 fatal). ^Uherixi (A.), Relazione chirurgica dell
, Ospedale Militare provisorio di S. Filippo, iu Annali Unive.r-

sali di Medicina, Milano, 1800, Vol. CLXXIII, pp. 459, 460 (OCT cases—25 recoveries, 35 fatal). 41, Mouat, The New Zealand War of 1863-64-65, iu Stat.

San. and Med. Reports for the year 1865, London, 1867, Vol. VII, pp. 502-3. 41 HEES'E (C), Die Schussverletzungen der Unteren Extremitdten, Berlin,

1866, p. 238 et seq. (9 recoveries, 7 fatal). 4a Lt)CKE (A.), Kriegschirurgische Aphorismen, in LaNGEXBECK'b Archiv, B. VII, pp. 13, 21 (2 fatal). 43 Han-
nover (A.), Die Ddnischen Invaliden aus dem Kriege 1864, Berlin, 1864, p. 26 (29 cases, all pensioners). -"STiiOMKYER (L.), Erfahrungen fiber Schuss-

wunden im Jahre 1866, Hannover, 1867, p. 53 (10 recoveries, 15 fatal). FISCHER. (K.), Militardrztliche Skizzen aus Siiddeutschland und Bohmen,

Aarau, 1867, p. 83 (98 recoveries, 17 fatal, 47 result unknown). Maxxel (O.), Kriegschirurgische Beobachtungen, in Allg. Wiener Med. Zeitung, Jahrg,

XII, 1867, No. 48, p. 403 (1 fatal). BECK (B.), Kriegschirurgische Erfahrungen wdhrend des Feldzuges 1866, Freiburg i. B. 1867, p. 294 (8 recoveries,

9 fatal). BiEFEL (R.), Kriegschirurgische Aphorismen von 1866, in LANGENBECK'S Archie, Berlin, 1869, B. XI, p. 445 (5 recoveries, 6 fatal). Maas
(II.), Kriegschirurgische Beitrage, Breslau, 1670, p. 40 (7 recoveries, 13 fatal). ^GiUTTl (R.)

(
Nuovi documenti in favore della cura conservativa nelle

fratture del femore par arma da fuoco. in Annali Ifniversali di Medicina, Milano, 1868, Vol. CCV, p. 518 et seq. 4,'OTI8 (G. A.), Circular No. 3, Viav

Department, S. G. O., Washington. 1871, p. 70 et seq. 47 BECK (B.), Chirurgie der Schussverletzungen, Freiburg, 1872, p. 677 (87 recoveries, 44 fatal).

Billroth <Th.), Chirurgische Briefe, etc., Berlin, 1872. p. 228 (9 recoveries, 12 fatal). Fischer (G.), Dorf Floing, etc., in Deutsche Zeitschrift fur
Chirurgie, 1872, B. I, p. 185 (26 recoveries. 17 fatal, 4 undetermined). FISCHER (H.), Kriegschirurgische Erfahrungen, Erlangen, 1872, p. 177 (9 recov-

eries, 11 fatal). GOLTDAMMER, Bericht uber die Thatigkeit des Reserve-Lazareths des Berliner Hulfsvereins, in Berliner Klin. Wochenschrift, 1871,

No. 13, p. 151 (4 recoveries, 2 fatal). GRAF \E.), Die Koniglichen Reserve-Lazarethe zu Dusseldorf wdhrend des Krieges 1870-71, Elberfeld, 1872, p.

62 (4 recoveries, 5 fatal). GUTEKL'NST. Bericht ucber die tvahrend des vorigen Jahres in dem Vereinspital Ludwigsburg aufgenommenen Schussverletz-

ungen, in Zeitschrift fiir Wundarzte, Stuttgart, 1876, B. XXIII, pp. 140, 146 (1 recovery, 2 fatal). HEYFELDER (O.), Berichte, etc., in Petersburg.

Medizinische Zeitschrift, 1871, No. 1, p. 57 (1 recovery). Kirchnkr (C), Aerztlicher Bericht ueber das K. P. Feld-Lazareth im Palast zu Versailles,

Erlangen, p. 54 (3 recoveries, 12 fatal). KOCH (YV.), Notizen, etc., in Langexbeck's Archiv, 1872, B. XIII, p. 500 (7 recoveries, 11 fatal, 2 unde-

termined). KOciil.ER (H.), Analecten aus der Kriegsgeschichte, in Mcmorabilien, B. XVI, 1871, p. 141 (2 recoveries, 9 fatal!. LosSEN (IL>, Kriegs-

chirurgische Erfahrungen, iu Deutsche Zeitschrift fur Chir., 1873, B. II, p. 112 (9 recoveries, 6 fatal). Mayer (L.), Kriegschir. Mittheilungen, in

Deutsche Zeitschrift fur Chir., 1873. B. III. pp. 49-52 (2 recoveries, 4 fatal). MOSETIG (V.), Erinnerungen aus dem Deutsch-Franzosischen Kriege, in

Der Militdrarzt, 1872, Jahrg. VI, p. 21 (I recovery). Ott, Oesteri.en, und Romhero, Kriegschir. Mittheilungen, etc., Stuttgart, 1871, p. 49 (8 recov-

eries, 5 fatal). Rui'l'RECHT (L.), Militardrztliche Erfahrungen, Wtirzburg. 1871, p. 74 (4 recoveries, 2 fatal). Salzmaxx, Mittheilungen aus dem
Vereinsxpital in Esslingen, in Med. Corratpondenz-Blatt des Wiirttemberg. Arztl. Vereins, 1871, B. XLI, pp. 148, 153 (1 recovery, 1 fatal). ScillN-

zinger (A.), Das Reserve-Lazareth Schwetzingen, Freiburg, 1873. pp. 70, 71 (7 recoveries, 2 fatal). Socix (A.), Kriegschirurgische Erfahrungen.

Leipzig, 1872, p. 134 (16 recoveries, 6 fatal). Steinberg, Die Kriegslazarethe und Baracken von Berlin, Berlin, 1872, p. 147 (233 recoveries, 55 fatal,

40 undetermined). Stoll, Bericht aus dem K. Wiirttembergischen 4 Feldhospital, in Deutsche Mil, Zeitschrift, 1874, B. Ill, p. 197 (11 recoveries, 15

fatal, 2 undetermined). STUMJ'F (L.), Bericht uber das Kriegsspital, etc., Neuberghausen, in Bayerisches Aerztl. Intelligenz-Blatt, 1872, p. 656 (9 recov-

eries, 3 fatal). C/.ERXY (VlN'CENZ). Bericht ueber die im College Stanislaus in Weissenburg behandelten Verwundeten, in Wiener Medizinische Wochen-

schrift, 1870, No. 57, p. 1373 (11 recoveries, 9 fatal). BERTHOLD, Statistik, etc., in Deutsche Militardrztliche Zeitschrift, 1872, B. I, p. 522 (65 recov-

eries—4 in upper, 2 in middle, 4 in lower third, and 55 in which the seat is not recorded; all pensioners). 48 CHll'AULT (A.), Fractures par armts a feu,

Paris, 1872, p. 4 et seq. (10 recoveries, 2 fatal). Christian (J.), Relation sur les plaies de guerre, in Gaz. MM. de Strassbourg, 1872, p. 283 (10 recov-

eries, 12 fatal). COL'SIX. Ambulances de la Presse Francaise, in V Union M-'dicale, 1872, T. XIII, p. 148 (7 fatal). DESPRES (A.), Rapport sur les

travaux de la 7m*> Ambulance a VArmee, du Rhin, etc., Paris, 1871, pp. 44, 46, 48 (5 recoveries, 12 fatal). Feltz et GltOLLEMUXD, Rel. Clin, sur les

Ambulances de Haguenau, in Gaz. Med. de Strasbourg, 1871, No. 11, p. 133 (II recoveries, 3 fatal). Joessell, Ambulance du Petit- Quartier <i Hague-

nau, in Gaz. Mid. de Strasbourg, 1871. p. 8 (7 recoveries, 6 fatal). MACCORMAC (W.), Notes and Recollections, etc., London, 1871, p. 120 (8 recoveries,

20 fatal). Moynikr (Eugexe), Ambulance de la Rue Saijit Lazare, in Gaz. des Hopitaux, 1871, Vol. XLIV, p. 445 (2 recoveries, 1 fatal). Paxas (P.),

Mem. sur le traitcment des hlessures, etc., iu Gaz. hebdomadairt de Mid. el de Chir., 1872, T. IX, p. 391 (2 recoveries, 4 fiital). Poxckt (F.), Contribur

Surg. 111—43
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immediate amputation, and who yet, in 1849. x
insisted that "les fractures du corps du femur

demandent irapdrieusement 1'amputation immediate," acknowledged, in 1858, after his

experience in the Crimean War, "cette sentence trop absolue."
2 The successful attempts

at conservation in shot fractures of the femur recorded from the Danish War of 1864, by

Heine, from the Six Weeks' War of 1S66, by K. Fischer, Beck, and R. Gritti, and from

the Franco-German War of 1870-71, by Beck, H. Fischer, Lossen, Rupprecht, and Socin

among the Germans, and Chipault, Feltz, Grollemund, Roaldes, Sddillot and others among

the French (Table XLVIII and notes on p. 336), stimulated the propensity towards con-

servative opinions in war surgery. B. Beck, who, in 1850, insisted upon immediate ampu-

tation,
3 "be it in the field or in cities in well conducted hospitals, in all shot fractures of the

femur, even if there be only the slightest splintering or displacement of the ends of the

femur in oblique fractures," conceded, in 1872, after the Franco-Prussian War, 4 that "we
have, in the field hospitals, by expectative therapy and by the use of the simplest band-

ages, saved a considerable number of shot fractures of the femur." Sedillot
5 declared that

"the extreme mortality of amputations of the thigh in war surgery, and the annoyances

and accidents to which the apparatus destined to replace the limb are liable, have led us to

renounce this operation in all cases in which the most positive necessity does not require

it." Socin6 considers it "inexcusable to perform in a case of shot fracture of the femur for

splintering of bone alone, the primary amputation as yet advocated by the first authorities

of French military surgery. Only when we are assured that the vessels, artery and vein,

are shot through, is the operation justifiable."

Already in the early part of the War of the Rebellion many American surgeons were

tions, etc., in Montpeltier Medical, 1872, T. XXVIII, pp. 41-43 (1 recovery, 4 fatal). ROALDES (A. W. DE), Des fractures compliquces de la cuisse,

Paris, 1871, p. 43, etc. (II recoveries, 10 fatal). SEMLLOT, Du traitement des fractures des membres par amies de guerre, in Archives Ge.ni.raUs de Med-

trine, 1871, 4™* ser., T. XVII, p. 423, etc. (25 recoveries). Tachaud (E.), Reflexions pour servir a I'histoire de la Chirurgie, in Gaz. des Uopitaux,

1871, p. 238 (1 fatal). VABLIN (L ), Bludt sur les plaits par armes a feu, Paris, 1872, pp. 102, 244 (7 recoveries, 3 fatal). Chenu (J. C) (Apercu hist.

stat. et clinique, etc., Paris, 1874, T. II, pp. 153-1038) names 705 pensioners who recovered after shot fractures of the femur; 12 of them have heen

recorded by the authors just quoted, viz : Chipault (2), CiiiilSTlAN (2), MacCokmac (1), Feltz et Guoli.emuxd (2), Roai.des (3), and Sedillot (2),

leaving 693 cases to be added to this series, viz: 151 in upper third, 58 in middle third, 110 in lower third, and 374 in which the location of the injury

was not specified. MOS6AKOWSKY (P.) (Stat. Bericht ueber 1415 Franzosische Invaliden, in Dtutsche Zeitschrift fur Chirurgie, 1872, I». I, p. 342)

cites 19 cases of pensioners after shot, fracture of the femur not reported by CllEXU, viz: 9 in the upper third, 9 in the middle third, and 1 in the

lower third of the femur. 4D TlLING ((}.). Bericht ueber 124 im Serbisch- Tiirkischen Kriege im Baracken Lazareth des Dorpater Sanitdts- Train Zit

Swilainatz behavdelte Hchussverletzungen, Dorput, 1877. pp. 66-69 (1 recovery, 2 fatal). Kape (E.), Das Temporare Kriegslazareth des liessorts der

Anstalten der Kaiserin Maria, in St, l'etersburger Med. Wochenschrift, 1877, No. 43, p. 384 (4 recoveries, 2 fata!). Steixek (P.), Aus dem Tagebuche

eines Deotschen Arztes wahrend der Zeit des Kriegs im Orient, 1876, in Wiener Med. W'ochensci'ift, 1877, Xo. 28, p. G81 (2 recoveries). Of the 3,474 cases

of shot fractures of the femur treated by conservation here referred to, 2,132 were successful and 1,242 were fatal, while in 100 instances the result could

not he ascertained. Rut it w<mld obviously be unfair to make a deduction regarding the percentage of mortality from the numbers here adduced. Among
the cases of recovery enumerated are 63 pensioners observed by HtTlN (Xo. 29, antr) at the Hotel des Invalides at Paris during the years 1847-1853 ; 29

pensioners recorded among the Danes after the Schleswig-Holstein War, 18C4, by HANNOVEIt (No. 43. ante); 65 pensioners observed by RKKTIIOLD (No.

47. ante); 693 pensioners tabulated by Chexu (No. 48, ante): and 19 pensioners observed by MOsSAKOWskv (No. 48, ante). These cases, numbering

869, should be deducted from the total number of recoveries, leaving 1,263 successful to 1,242 fatal cases, a mortality of 49.5 per cent. Of the 869 pen-

sioners thus deducted, 181 recovered alter shot fractures in the upper third of the femur, 97 in the middle, 133 in the lower third, and 458 in the femur,

third not specified. Deducting these from their respective categories in Table XXXVI there remain 489—181=308 recoveries in the upper third to 230

deaths, a mortality of 43.7 per cent.; 296—97=199 recoveries to 148 deaths in the middle third, a death rate of 42.6 per cent.; 307—133—174 recoveries to

125 deaths in the lower third, a fatality of 41.8 per cent., and 1040—458=582 recoveries in the femur, seat unspecified, to 704 deaths, or a mortality of 54.7.

1 BaL'DEXS (L.), Des Flaies d'armes a feu. Communications, etc., Paris. 1849, p. 218.

2 Bali>kxk (I*.) {La Guerre de Crim-'e, Paris. 1858, p. 131): "Avant la guerre de Crimee, c'6tait OO principe g6neralement accepte qn'mie fracture

du f£mnr determined par nn coup de feu n^-ccssite 1'amputation. II y a lieu depenser que. grace ilmes nouveaux appareils a fractures, on pent en appeler

de cette sentence trop nbsolue;" and, on p. 333. " Us prouvent, contrairement a ['opinion recue, que les fractures comminutives du femur avec plaie n<-

sont pas fatalemciit vmi6es A ['amputation, si on a le soin d'extraire les csquillcs et les corps Strangers pour faire dune plaie cumpliqu^e one plaie simple,

et si a Taide dun appnreil a fracture cmivennble, on purvient a placer le mcmbie dans une iinmobilit£ complete, sans, rfibrunler m6me pendant les

pansements. et a donner nux humidit£s purulentes un facile 6eoulement."

'BECK (B.). Die Schusstvunden, Heidelberg. 1850. p 283. 4 BECK (B.), Chirurgie der SchussverleLungen, Freiburg, 1872, p. 691.

*SEI>n.I.OT (fJu traitement des fractures des membres par armes de guerre, in Arch. G-'n. de Mid., 1871, 6me s6rie, T. XVII. p. 422) remarks:

" L' extreme mortality de 1'amputation de la cuisse dans la chirurgie de guerre, et les ennuis eHes accidents que causent les moyens de prothese destines a

reinplacer ce membre, nous ont conduit a renoncer a cette operation dans tons les cas ou la n€cessit6 la plus £vidente ne 1'iniposait pas. Les ablations

particles ou tntales par un boulet, un 6clat d'obus; des fracas osseux tr6s-6tendus avec division de l'artere. de la veine crurale et du nerf sciatique; la

gangrene, les fractures aveo large onverture du genou et fragmentation des condyles du femur et du tibia, sont les seules complications qui semblent

empeVhnr absolument la conservation de la cuisse."

•SOCIN (A.) (Kriegschirurgische hrfahrungen, Leipzig. 1872. p. 128) believes thut the experiences of the late campaigns confirm on the one hand

the previous reports of the enormous mortality of primary amputations of the femur, and, on the other hand, prove that the conservative treatment is not

only enabled to save many useful extrt-mities but gives far better results in regard to mortality.
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led to similar conclusions. Assistant Surgeon Philip C. Davis, U. S. Army, in a report to

the Surgeon General of his services from June 1, 1861, to June 19, 1863. remarked that:

"The mortality was very great in cases of amputations for compound comminuted fracture

of the femur; better success being met with by using splints and other appliances adapted

to the nature of the cases." (See Appendix to Part I of the Med. and Surg. Hist, of the

War of the Rebellion, p. 15.) Surgeon A. J. Phelps, U. S. V., in his observations after

the battle of Chickamauga, September 19, 1863, stated: "As a rule a gunshot fracture of

the femur should not be amputated, but should be treated with the expectation of saving

the limb. Such appliances should be used as to secure drainage from the wound and com-

fort to the patient, and the case then be left to nature supported by good air and generous

diet." Surgeon J. S. Woods, 99th Ohio Volunteers, in a report from the hospital at Chat-

tanooga, declared: "Amputation is almost never warrantable; but the prospect of success

warrants the effort to save the life with the limb." Surgeon Henry J. Churchman, U. S. V.,

detailed eleven cases of shot fractures of the femur treated at the hospital at Fayetteville,

Arkansas, and arrived at the following conclusions: "The results, so far, of the cases given,

force me to believe, Guthrie and others to the contrary, that: 1, Gunshot fractures of the

femur, as a rule, do not require amputation to save life; 2, As a rule, none should be ampu-

tated save those where, in addition to comminution, there is extensive laceration of soft

parts or serious injury done to principal artery or nerve or both." Surgeon A. W. Heise,

100th Illinois, who had observed twelve cases of comminuted fractures of the thigh at the first

division, Twenty-first Corps, field hospital, "of which six had recovered, two would probably

recover, and four had terminated fatally," concludes that "the results of these few cases,

so much at variance with the experience of all military surgeons, will be one more reason

to encourage a hope for a favorable result from conservative treatment of these unfortunate

cases." Like views were entertained by Surgeon I. Moses, U. S. V., Assistant Surgeons

A. H. Hoff and DeWitt C. Peters, U. S. A., Assistant Surgeon A. E. Carothers, U. S. V.,

Acting Assistant Surgeons B. B. Miles, J. Swinburne, E. G. Waters, and the Confederate

Surgeon G. M. B. Maughs.1 That the conservative mode of treating fractures of the femur

gave the best results and was most zealously advocated by surgeons in charge of general

hospitals remote from the scene of .conflict
2

is readily understood when it is considered that

1 MOSES (I.) (Surgical Notes of Cases of Gunshot Injuries occurring during the Advance of the Army of the Cumberland, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci.,

1864, Vol. XLVII, p. 338): "With our ambulances, " easy and abundant, and the hospitals amply supplied with everything essential . . we were pre-

pared to exert ourselves fur the preservation of limbs, and our success has been 6uch as to warrant our efforts." BOW (A. II.) (Amputations and Resec-

tions— Conservative Surgery, in Am. Med. limes, 18C3, Vol. VII, p. 102): "1 am heartily tired of amputations, more especially of the thigh, and, with

one or two surgeons, have attempted to save limbs as well as lives by calling in Dame Nature and attempting to assist her, nod this, I am happy to say,

with a success fur beyond expectation." PETERS (DEWITT C.) (Am. Med. Times, 1864, Vol. VIII, pp. 52, 53) examined 25 cases of recovery after com*

pound fractures of the femur received by Confederate 6oldiers at the battle of Gettysburg, and remarks: " The general condition of all the men was far

above my expectations of finding them, considering they were prisoners of war and liable more or less to nostalgia. . . The treatment they had

received was, in my opinion, in conformity with the laws of conservative surgery, j'et it seemed to me had a little more care been given to extension or

counter-extension, there would have been less shortening and deformity." CAE0TIIEI.8 (A. E.) (On Compound Comminuted Fracture of the Femurfrom
Minic Balls, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1863, Vol. XLV, p. 350, et seq.) concludes: "That the operation of resection is not advisable, but that it offers a more

favorable prognosis as a primary than as a secondary operation," and advises moderate and regular extension and counter-extension and the use of the

anterior wire splint. MILES (B. B.) (Conservative Treatment of Gunshot Fractures of the Knee-Joint, in Am. Med. Times, 18G4, Vol. VIII, p. 50): "In

considering the results of gunshot fractures of the femur, the situation of the injury is of vast importance in regard to the chances of recovery, either

with or without amputation ; as for amputation it has been abandoned, except when large blood-vessels and nerves are implicated." SwiXHURNE (JOHN)

(Amputations, when to he. performed and u-hen not required in Military Surgery, in Am. Med. Times, 1863, Vol. VI, p. HO): "Excision of the shaft is

evidently out of the question, 6ince all die after the operation. The question then arises, shall we amputate? Or shall we treat such cases as ordinary

compound fractures ? I prefer tho latter, and havo from the first thought it the most reasonable treatment." WATEi:s (E. G.) (A Report of Twelve Gun-

shot Fractures of the Thigh, treated conservatively in the XT. S. A. General Hospital "National,'' in Am. Med. Times, 18G3, Vol. VI, p. 170). MAUGHS
(G. M. B.) ( Conservative Treatment of Camp. Comm. Fracture of the Femur, with Cases, in Confederate Slates Med. and Surg. Jour.. January, 1865,

Vol. II, p. 10): "No excisions of the femur, no incisions of soft parts for the removal of loose pieces of hone, no formidable display of machinery to keep

the limb in place and the patient/rom 6leep. The wounds were carefully examiaed, and all foreign bodies, including spicula of bono immediately in the

track of the ball, removed. . . As a general rule, ordinaryfractures above, the kneefrom rife balls should never cause primary amputation."

"Surgeon J. T. HODGEN, U. S. V., on October 17, 1862, reported from the City General Hospital, St. Louis, of shot fractures of the femur, that

he "succeeded in saving 37 out of 53 cases admitted," and, in a letter dated April 30, 1863, suggests that "amputation for these fractures should seldom be

performed." Surgeon JOHN II. BKIXTOX, (J. S. V., on May 19, 1863, in a report to the Surgeon General U. S. A., on Dr. HODGE* '8 cradle splint, take*
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cases reaching these hospitals had been generally selected by the surgeons in the field as

cases in which there existed some chance of saving the limb.

But while many of the American surgeons advocated and practised conservative meas-

ures in shot fractures of the thigh, there were those who deprecated the frequent attempts

at conservation, and who were of the opinion expressed by Surgeon S. Hart, U. S. V.,
1

that "more amputations would have saved more lives." Surgeon T. H. Squire, 89th New
York Volunteers, wrote in 1862, after the battle of Antietam: "A badly shattered femur

by a ball through the thigh should always be amputated, and the quicker the better."

Surgeon G. D. Beebe, Tj. S. V., in his report of the centre division of the Fourteenth Corps,

at the battle of Murfreesboro', remarked: "In the shaft of the femur I believe amputation

is the true conservative course." Surgeon G. A. Collamore, 100th Ohio Volunteers,

declares: "In fractures affecting the lower two-thirds of the limb, I should amputate so as

to remove the fractured portion;" and Surgeon H. S. Hewit, 2 U. S. V., Medical Director of

the Army of the Ohio, reported, in September, 1864: "Compound comminuted fractures of

the thigh were almost invariably amputated primarily when reaction took place." Surgeon

F. Sorrel,
3 Inspector of Hospitals of the Confederate States' Army, also favored jorimary

amputation on the field as "the greater readiness with which the patient can be transported

from the field; the greater ease and comfort realized under these circumstances, when the

limb has been removed; the lesser time required in hospital for recovery, would all seem to

point to its adoption as the wiser polic)'."

Reviewing the cases of injuries and operations in the shaft of the femur recorded

during the American civil war, it cannot be denied that the results of the conservative

mode of treatment as well as of the amputations have been very gratifying. The three

thousand four hundred and sixty-seven cases of the former group gave a mortality of 49.9

per cent., while, of the six thousand two hundred and twenty-nine cases of the latter

group, 53.8 per cent, were fatal. Less favorable were the results of excisions in the shaft

of the femur, which exhibited a mortality of 69.4 per cent, in the one hundred and seventy-

five cases of this operation recorded on the registers of this Office. Of the six thousand

two hundred and twenty-nine amputations of the thigh it is true only two thousand nine

hundred were performed for shot fractures of the femur, while the remaining three thousand

three hundred and twenty-nine were done for shot fractures of the knee joint, leg, or foot,

and the objection may be made that it would be unfair to compare the results of six

thousand two hundred and twenty-nine amputations in the thigh with the results of shot

fractures of the femur treated by either conservation or excision, the injuries in all these

cases being in the femur; but the mortality of the two thousand nine hundred amputations

in the thigh for fractures of the femur, with one thousand two hundred and fifty-seven

issue with the latter suggestion: " I think that neither an examination of gunshot injuries of the thigh made on the battle-field, nor of the study of the

pathological specimens in the Army .Medical .Museum, will sustain this view of Dr. HODGES". It must, moreover, be remembered that the cases sub-

mitted to the treatment of this surgeou are cases which have reached him at advanced periods after the reception of the injuries; that thoy have been

selected by the surgeons at the scene of conflict as cases in which there existed some chance of saving the limb. They were forwarded to St. Louis for

that propose, and not for amputation. Were the worst cases sent him, I doubt much if his results would be as encouraging.'' From his experience,

based upon the cases treated by him at the Stewart Mansion Hospital, Baltimore, Assistant Surgeon I)E Witt C. Pktkks, U. S. A., reported, in 1863

:

" My experience in the treatment of compound fractures of tho thigh caused by gunshot wounds and by other kinds of violence has inclined me to favor

the most conservative course of action. In cases where the largo and important blood-vessels and nerves have escaped injury, and where there is not any

extensive laceration and destruction of the soft parts, when the constitutional symptoms are not alarming, the true indications are, it appears to me, to try

and save the limb. Instances where, by chance or accident, the surgeon has not seen the case in time to perform primary amputation, and has left nature

to her own powerful efforts, which have been finally crowned with success, are by no means infrequent, and these instructive cases should not, in my
judgment, bo overlooked in torming our opinions in deciding whether a limb should be sacrificed or not.'"

'Appendix to Part I of tfte Medical and Surgical History of the War of the Rebellion, p. 118.

''Appendix to Part I of the Medical and Surgical History of the War of the Rebellion, p. 311.

3 SORREL (F.), Gunshot Wounds—Army of Northern Virginia [An Extract from a Report on the Sickness and Mortality in the Armies of the

Conj'ederate States, for 1863 , in Confederate States Medical and Surgical Journal, Richmond, ltio4, Vol. I, p. 154.
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recoveries, one thousand five hundred and sixty-three deaths, and eighty unknown results,

or 55.4 per cent., exceeds that of the total number of amputations (53.8) only 1.6 per cent.,

leaving the relative results nearly the same—the percentage of fatality of the total number

of amputations, and that of the amputations for fractures of the femur, exceeding the fatal-

ity of the conservatively treated cases 3.9 per cent, and 5.5 per cent, respectively. But it

is obvious that in comparative statements of cases treated by conservation and by amputa-

tion the majority of intermediary and secondary operations should be considered only an

abandonment of the conservative treatment made necessary by subsequent complications.

To arrive, therefore, at a correct estimate of the value of conservation, we must contrast

the latter with the primary operations; and here it will be noticed that while the conserv-

ative cases presented a fatality of 49.9 per cent., the mortality of the primary amputations

was 49.8 per cent., the latter offering a slightly better chance for the preservation of life.
1

In comminuted fractures of the upper third of the femur surgeons generally consid-

ered conservation preferable to amputation. Professor F. H. Hamilton2 gave it as his

impression that "in compound gunshot wounds of the upper third of the femur amputation

should never be performed." Surgeon Charles O'Leary. 3 U. S. V., found, during the

Peninsular campaign in 1862, that "amputations at the upper third of the thigh proved

fatal within a short time in all cases. The results of this operation were such as to dis-

suade us from resorting to it in subsequent battles, except when a limb was in such a con-

dition as to make its removal a relief to the patient." Surgeon G. Pl. Collamore,
4 100th

Ohio Volunteers, who advised primary amputation in shot fractures of the middle and

lower thirds of the femur, declares that "if the fracture occur in the upper third, I should

prefer to trust the case to nature, with such aid from position, splints, etc., as could be

obtained." Surgeon J. J. Chisolm,5 Confederate States Army, declares that "A compound

fracture in the upper third of the thigh should be treated, in every respect, as if in the arm.

Unless the leg is so mangled that an amputation is an act of necessity, it should not be

thought of." That these views largely prevailed among the surgeons of the War of the

Rebellion is apparent from a comparison of the number of cases of shot fractures of the

upper third of the femur treated by amputation with those treated by conservation. In

fifteen hundred and seventy-seven of the twenty-nine hundred amputations for shot frac-

tures of the femur the precise seat of the injury was recorded. Of these fifteen hundred

and seventy-seven cases the injury was in the upper third in only ninety-three instances,

or 5.8 per cent., while in two thousand seven hundred and twenty-nine of the three thou-

1 Professor Th, Billroth ( Chirurgischc Briefe aus den Kriegslazarelhen in Weissenburg und Mannheim, 1870, Berlin, 1872, p. 230) contends that

the intermediary and secondary operations should be grouped with the conservation cases, and this result compared with that of the primary operations:
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sand four hundred and sixty-seven cases treated by conservation, in which the locality of the

injury was ascertained, twelve hundred and fifty-four, or 46 per cent., or nearly one-half,

were for fractures in the upper third of the femur. The number of amputations for frac-

tures in the middle third of the femur was three hundred and sixty, and for fractures in

the lower third eleven hundred and twenty-four, while of the cases treated by conserva-

tion those for fractures in the middle third numbered eight hundred and fifty-five, and

those for fractures in the lower third only six hundred and twenty.

Ribes, 1 Demme, 2
Pirogoff, 3 and others4 have called attention to the great fatality fol-

lowing shot fractures in the middle third of the femur, and Surgeon E. Andrews, 5 1st

Illinois Artillery, reports to have had a similar experience. But neither the results of the

cases treated in the American civil war (Table XX, p. 175, ante) nor of the cases collected

in Table XLVIII, on p. 336, appear to confirm this opinion. In the former the percent-

age of fatality is 46 per cent', for fractures in the upper third, 40.6 per cent, for fractures

in the middle third, and 38.2 per cent, for fractures in the lower third. In the latter the

fatality is 43.4 per cent, for the upper third, 43.1 per cent, for the middle, and 42.3 per cent,

for the lower third, thus affirming, in shot fractures of the femur at least, the old axiom

that the gravity of injuries of the extremities steadily augments in proportion as the seat

of the injury approaches the trunk.

When it had been decided in a shot fracture of the femur to attempt preservation of

the limb, all loose spiculse and foreign bodies were carefully removed,6 the limb was then

brought as near as possible to its normal position, and there held by the use of splints.

The extraction of splinters retaining any connection by the periosteum, and also the

practice of cutting off the broken ends of the bone, was generally deprecated.
7

1 RlBKS (F.) (Mimoire sur la fracture du tiers moyen du femur compliquee dt plaie, et produite par arme & feu, in Gazette Medicate de Paris,

1831, T. II, No. 12, p. 101) asserts: "Toutes les fractures du f6mnr compliqufies de plaie, produites par un corps pousse" par la poudre a. canon sont dea

maladies graves; mais celles qui arrivent an tiers moyen de cet Of sont extremement dangereuses et presque toujours mortelles."

2 Demme's (H.) {MUitdr Chirurgische Studien,"WUrzburg, 1861, p. 262) tabulations show a similar result in the Italian War of 1859 ; the mortality

of fractures in the middle third of the femur being- 60.87 per cent, to 58.14 of the upper and 43.42 of the lower thirds.

3 PirOCOFF (X.) (Grundziige der Allgemeinen Kriegschirurgie, Leipzig, 1864, pp. 783, 784) remarks that in the hospitals in the Caucasus and after

the Crimean War he saw 20 cases of recovery after shot fractures of the upper third of the femur, but no cases of recovery after fractures of the middle

third, and adds: "Our own efforts—comparatively few in comparison to the number of amputations—to cure shot fractures of the middle third of the

femur, miscarried."

4 Fl8CHEU (II.) {Kriegschirurgische Erfahrungen, Erlangen, 1872, p. 178) analyses twenty cases of fracture of the femur that were treated by him

during- the Franco- Prussian War, 1870-71: 10, with 6 deaths, or 60 per cent, mortality, were in the upper, 5, all fatal, were in the middle, and 5, all

recoveries, were in the lower third ; and reaches the conclusion : "That shot fractures in the middle third are the most dangerous, and are least adapted

to conservative treatment. I believe, therefore, that it would be best to amputate primarily in extensive comminuted fractures of the middle third, and

to attempt conservative treatment only in shot fractures with little splintering. Stress should be laid upon this rule, as especially to-day, too little primary

amputating is done. Primary amputation for shot fracture of the femur is considered almost a crime. . . It is altogether different in shot fractures of

the lower third of the femur; hero the conservative treatment promises the best results. Between the two stand the results of shot fractures in the upper

third. There tins amputation or exarticulation is, under all circumstances, a dangerous proceeding, and we may, therefore, allow the conservative

treatment a larger field." Deck (B.) (Chir. der Schussverletzungen, 1872, p. 694) remarks: " Fractures of the middle third of the femur near the junc-

tion with the upper third always impressed me most unfavorably, on account of the frequently co-existing injuries of the blood vessels."

5 Andrew* (E.) (Complete Record of the Surgery of the. Battles fought war Vicksburg. December 27, 28, 29, 30, 1862, Chicago, 1863, p. 37): "It

would seem that shots through the cancellar tissue, at the superior fifth of the femur, are much less dangerous than those in the compact bone of the

shaft below ; the reason is, that when a ball bores its way through spongy bone, it produces 011I3* a moderate amount of shattering, owing to the yielding

character of that tissue; but tho impact of a mini6 bullet upon the brittle ivory of the shaft shatters it for several inches, and disperses the fragments

with the force of an explosion among all the surrounding tissues, producing immense disorganization. These cases nearly all die within the first five

days, no matter what treatment is adopted."
6 The records show that fragments of bone were dislodged in 288 instances at least, of which 170 had successful terminations.

'Surgeon A. \V. HEISE, 100th Illinois, who observed twelve cases of comminuted fractures of the thigh nt the 1st division, Twenty-first Corps,

field hospital, of whom six had recovered with union, two would probably recover, and four had terminated fatally, remarks, in a communication to the

Medical Director of the Twenty-first Corps, dated February 4, 1863: " In all these cases the^principal vessels had escaped injury. Primary sequestra, or

those directly and completely separated by the force of the projectile, were carefully removed by making a liberal incision over the parts. But sequestra

retaining connection by periosteal, muscular, or other attachment, I did not interfere with. In only two cases I found that during the process of suppura-

tion sequestra were thrown off. In tho majority of these comminuted compound fractures I find that the removal of splinters retaining any connection

with periosteum is unnecessary and often injurious, as is also, in my opinion, the practice of sawing off the broken ends of the bones projecting from the

comminuted parts. I am strengthened in the belief, from observation made here, that by proper treatment, and under favorable circumstances, splinters

become impacted in callus, and, in time, unite with the other fragments of the bone, and, in this manner, a cure is completed without operative inter-

ference. Whether the splinters which have thus become impacted in callus will lead to mischief, or are subsequently discharged as if they were so many
foreign bodies, the future wilt determine." Surgeon A. J. PHELFS, U. S. V., in his observations after the battle of Chickamauga. recommends that

"loose spicula only should be removed, and resections of the shaft be eschewed." Surgeon II. S. IIewit, U. S. V., in his Report on the Military Med-
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The plans adopted for the mechanical support of the fractured thigh bone, for main-

taining proper extension, for retaining the fractured ends in accurate apposition, and lor

facilitating the necessary dressings, during transport as well as in hospitals, were manifold

and ingenious, and doubtless contributed to the success achieved in the saving of useful

limbs. The extended position, which may be traced back to Hippocrates, 1 but for the

systematic and rational application of which we are indebted to Desault,2
as well as the

icine, Surgery, and General Conduct of the Medical Department of the Army of the Ohio, from Slay, 1, 1864, to September 8, 18G4 {Appendix to rart I,

Med. and Surg. Hist, of the War of the Rebellion, p. 311 ), declares "the principle of removing fragments primarily when detached is obvious and baa

been recommended to the surgeons of the department." Surgeon W. W. Blair, 58th Indiana, in Report of the Medical Staff of the 1st division of the

Twenty-first Corps, at the Battle of Stone's River (Appendix to Part I, Med. and Surg. Hist, of the War of the Rebellion, p. 203), states that "all frag-

ments of bone completely separated by the force of the projectile were carefully removed by making an incision if necessary; but fragments retaining

connection by the periosteum were not removed, and in only two cases were sequestra thrown off during t lie process of suppuration." Surgeon HKXHY
J. Churchman, U. S. V., in charge of the hospital at Fayetteville, Arkansas, insists that "the comminuted fragments, if small and detached, should in

all cases be removed at once under chloroform, and the thigh put in splints so as to keep parts in proper apposition and invite callus—the amount of exten-

sion or counter-extension to be regulated by the amount of comminution or loss of substance. It seems to me that the inflammation and suppuration

necessitated by an unreduced compound comminuted fracture detach the periosteum from fragments, and not from fragments alone but from bone gen-

erally, while the system wastes from suppurative exhaustion and pyaemia. Should even a useless limb result from effort to save, amputation could

subsequently be performed under far more favorable circumstances than are generally found in the crowded wards of n general hospital."

J HIPPOCRATES, Oeuvres completes par fl. Littr£, Paris, 1841, T. Ill, Des Fractures, Par. 19, p. 483.

2 Dkbault (P. J.) {Oeuvres chirurgicales, 6d. par Xavikr BlCHAT, Paris, 1813, T. I, p. 249, and PLATE II) employed a straight outer splint to

reach from the hip to some distance beyond the foot; an inner splint extending from the [•erinu'um and terminating opposite the end of the outer splint

;

an anterior splint reaching from the abdomen to the knee ; and an extending

and counter-extending band, the former secured to the foot and lower extrem-

ity of the long splint, the latter to its upper extremity after being passed

under the periiueum. Junkbags and the SCULTKTUS bandage completed

the apparatus (see FIG. 207). II. J. BkuxxingiiaL'SEX {Ueber den liruch des

Schenkelbeinhalses l.berhaupt, und insbesondere eine neue methode. denselben

ohne Hinken zu heilen. WUrzburg. 1789) fastened the broken thigh to the

sound one, a principle followed by Hageporx (M.) {Abhandlung von dem

Brack des Scht nkelbcin liaises, nebst einer neuen. Methode, denselben leicht und

sicker zu heilen, Leipzig, 1808) in his apparatus, which makes the sound

limb the extending power, both feet being secured to the foot-board, and the

splint to the sound thigh. The apparatus was extensively used on the Continent of Europe as well as in England, and was considered a most simple and

effectual apparatus. To obviate the principal objection to DesaulTs splint, that it does not act in the line of the axis of the broken limb, but obliquely,

drawing the upper fragment outwards, PlllLll' Svxg PllTSlCK (John Syxg DOKSEY, Elements of Surgery, Philadelphia, 1813, Vol. I, p. 1G3) lengthened

the outer splint (see Fig. 208) until it reached nearly to the axilla, and attached to its inner side, at about two inches above its lower end, a block

grooved on its inner margin, and broad enough to reach the line of the middle of the foot. Counter-extension was thus made more in the line of the body.

If the patient experienced any difficulty in bearing pressure upon the top of the foot, Dr. PHYSICK used a buckskin gaiter laced around the ankle, with

straps for extension. Dr. IlUTCiuxsoX added a notched block, over which the extending band is stretched, throwing the direction of the extension in the

line of the limb. The apparatus of Buuxnixgiiausex as well as of Hagedorx prevented the lateral movements of the pelvis. This defect was partially

overcome by WILLIAM (ilBSOX, of Philadelphia {Reflexions on the

Treatment of Fractures of Vie Thigh, with an Account of a New
Apparatus, in the J 1hiladelphia Jour, of the Med. and Phys. Sciences,

1821, Vol. III. p. 230, etc.), who, in a case of oblique fracture of the

femur, bad applied DesaULT's splint; but, owing to the obesity of

the patient, found it impossible to keep up exteusiou and counter-

extension sufficient to prevent the overlapping of the fractured ends

of the bone, and tried the method of Hageporx* :
" I soon found, how-

ever, that simple and ingenious as it was, and calculated to effect

Fig. 207.—Desault's splint.

Fig. 208. -rnvsirK's m fieation of Desaui.t's splint.

extension and counter-extension to a much greater degree than that of DESAULT, that it was still imperfect, but susceptible of such changes as would

make it a most valuable acquisition." Dr. Glltsox constructed two splints five und a half feet in length, reaching from the axilla l>eyond the feet. Both

feet were confined by gaiters to a foot-board, which was firmly supported upon the ends of the long splints through mortises near its edges. But as both feet

are imprisoned, the confinement is apt to become irksome to the patient, and it is difficult to prevent bedsores, to give the patient a stool, or to use a urinal.

Subsequently, Dr. GlMSOX recommended 'Philadelphia Journal of Mrd. and Physical Sci., 1822, Vol. V, p. 372) a triangular frame pn-senting a single

inclined plane, on which both extremities were extended ; the feet were confined to a footboard, and counter-extension was made by the weight of the body.

In a similar manner Dr. E. MlCHEXEii {Remarks on the Treatment of Fractures of the Femur, in the American Medical Recorder, 1822, Vol. V, p. 430)

raised the limb on a single-inclined plane to receive counter extension by the weight of the body. A further modification of Default's splint was that

of LUKE HOWE {Observations on the various methods of treating thefracture of the Os Femoris, with Cases, in which a new apparatus was successfully

used, in The New England Journal of Medicine and Surgery. 1824, Third Series, Vol. III. p. 234). The extension was made at the foot with weight and

pulley ; counter-extension by a band over the groin and ischium, connected by a strap with the headboard of the bed, and a waist band was buttoned or

sewed on the pelvis and fastened to the side pieces of the bedstead by bandages or tape. The pulley and weight was also employed by WILLIAM C.

Damei.i, (Method of Treating Fracture of the Thigh Bone, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 182!*, Vol. IV. p. 330) attached to a handkerchief passed around the

ankle. BovEU's splint ( Traiti des Maladies Chirurgicales ft des Operations qui leur conviennent, Paris, 1831, T. Ill, p. 305, and PI. Ill, opposite p. 040)

is composed of a long splint for the external side of the limb, with a foot-board, which was moved up and down by means of a screw for the purpose of

making extension of ifti inside splint from the periiia'tim to the foot, and of an anterior splint reaching from the groin to the ankle. A padded leather

band through the perina?um and buckled into the upper end of the outer splint made the counter-extension. A modification of BOYEK's Desault was

used by Dr. JOSEPH E. IIarTshORXE, of Philadelphia. The counter-extension was made against the perina?um at the upper end of the inside splint,

and both splints were connected at the lower end by a transverse piece through which a long wooden screw passed having a foot-board attached to it. By
this arrangement the outer splint could be detached from the Inner one without disturbing cither the extending or counter-extending force. The splint is

figured, after nature, by II. II. Smith ( The Princip'es and Practice of Surgery. Philadelphia, 1803. Vol. I, p. 625). LisTOX's modification of Desault

(R. LiSTOX. Practical Surgery, London, 1840, p. 88) consists of a straight splint from the axilla to about six inches below the foot, perforated with two

holes at the upper extremity and with two deep notches in the lower end, and an opening to receive the external malleolus. The perineal band is tied to

the upper end of the splint ; the foot is secured to the processes at the lower end of the splint by a roller passing from one to the other, and then junkbag,
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semiflexed position, which was brought into practice chiefly by Percival Pott, found their

advocates, although the former was perhaps better known to American surgeons through

its modifications by Physick, Gibson, and others, An apparatus on the plan of the donble-

splint and thigh are all bound together by continuing the roller up the limb. The apparatus keeps up a moderate exteusion and counter-extension. The
splint employed by W. E. Horner, of Philadelphia (II. H. Smith, The Principles and Practice of Surgery, Philadelphia, 1863, Vol. I, p. 027) is similar

to Phybick's, but the upper extremity of the inside splint is slightly carved out like a crutch head, and has stretched across it a soft leather strap. On
the inside of the upper portion of the splint two leather loops are nailed to serve for the attachment of the counter-extending hand. Extension was made
by adhesive strips. The mode of making extension by adhesive strips and weight is said to have been first employed by Dr. JOSEPH Swift, of Easton,

Pennsylvania. It was suggested, in 1843, by Dr. ENNIS, a pupil of Dr. Swift, to Dr. E. Wallace, of Philadelphia, and was by the latter successfully

employed in a case of simple fracture of the thigh (Wm. Hunt, Extracts from Clinical Lectures, in Pennsylvania Hospital Reports, 1809, Vol. II, p.

273). The same mode was employed by Dr. FREDERICK D. Lente in 1851, in the Xew York Hospital (P. D, Lente. A statistical and critical Account

of the Fractures occurring in the New York Hospital, etc., in Xew York Jour, of Med., 1851, Vol. VII, p. 179). It consisted in the employment of broad

strips of adhesive plaster ("Ji or 3 inches), which were applied to the limb previously shaved, on either side of it, from a little above the knee to below

the foot, where it was secured to the ring at the end of the screw. The straps are confined by a single roller bandage. To prevent slipping of the plaster

the extension is not applied until some hours aftrr the application of the strips to the limb. In 1853. Dr. Jostah CROSBY (New Mode of Extension in

Fractures, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1854, Vol. XXVII, p. 70) published a description of his mode of procuring extension by adhesive strips, which he
" used, for the first time, in 1849," and which he believed had never been suggested to the profession in a manner to attract the attention of surgeons until

it appeared in Professor Mussey's Surgical Report to the American Medical Association at their session in 1850 (Transactions of the Am. Med. Associa-

tion, 1850, Vol. Ill, p. 382). Dr. D. Gilbert (Cases in Surgery, in Am. Jour Med. Sci., 1851, \. S., Vol. XXI, p. 70) substituted a movable for HUTCHIN-

SON'S permanent block, which he attached to the straps of a common tourniquet, close to the sole of the foot, placing the instrument upon the distal side

of the block and regulating the extension by the screw of the tourniquet, using adhesive plaster as a counter-extending bandage. Similarly, JOHN NEILL

(New Means for making Extension and Counter- Extension in Fractures of the Leg and Thigh, Philadelphia, 1855, p. 4) made counter extension by
means of adhesive plaster. The ends of the extending and counter-extending strips were carried through their respective holes at the upper and lower

ends of the splint and secured to each other about the middle of the outer splint. By twisting these united bands by a small stick the extension could

be increased aud maintained. J. McF. Gaston (Counter-Extension with Adhesive Plaster, in Southern Med. and Surg. Jour., 1859, X. S., Vol. XV, p.

672) adapts adhesive plaster to counter-extension in the manner of GILBERT, but claims superiority in this, that he makes the attachment of the strips over

the spinous process of the ilium and the trochanter, thus giving more fixed resistance to the force of extension. Dr. L. A. Duoas (On the Best Plan of

Treating Fractures in Country Practice, in Southern Med. and Surg. Jour., 1854, Vol. X, p. 09) employs 4 wooden splints, a little shorter than the femur,

secured around the thigh with many-tailed bandages, a long splint from the side of the thorax to a little below the foot secured by separate tics around the

abdomen, pelvis, thigh, leg, and foot, a weight fixed to the ankle and hung over the foot-board, and an arch of crossed hoops to protect the toes from the

bed clothes. Dr. H. Lenox Hodge ( Counter Extension in Fractures of the Femur, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1800, N. S., Vol. XXXIX, p. 505) devised a

modification of PHYSICK, with adhesive strip extension and counter extension. He dispenses with the perineal band, aud prevents the patient from rising

or sitting during treatment by a piece of iron attached to the long splint which extends over the patient's shoulder, terminating in a blunt hook. A broad

piece of adhesive plaster placed on the front and back of the rhest, and secured by strips around the body, is looped over a small block of wood which is

attached to the hook at the end of the metal bar, thus making counter-extension. To prevent excoriation or sloughing in parts under pressure, the groin,

or the perinHBum and the ankle, Dr. B. E. COTTING {Simple Apparatusfor Fractures of the Thigh, in the Boston Med, and Surg. Jour., 1861, Vol. LXV,

p. 1*J9, etc.) recommends a band of stout cotton or linen cloth made to fit the pelvis and upper part of the hips closely, and a stocking on the leg, with

side straps of strong cotton cloth, which should hang free for a few inches below the foot. By these straps extension is made on the DlCSAULT splint, the

whole leg being brought down with great steadiness, and without the slightest danger from undue pressure on any particular portion. Dr. J. II. Pack-

ard ( On the Employment of India-Rubber in obtaining Continuous Extension in the Treatment of Fractures of the Femur, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1802,

Vol. XLIV, p. 90) added to the inner and lower end of PHYBICK'S long outer splint a pulley, through the groove of which he ran an India-rubber cord,

secured to the leg and ankle by adhesive plaster. The rubber cord was drawn until a sufficient degree of tenseness had been obtained, when the end

was tacked to the outer side of the long splint. Two or three inches of the India-rubber cord should be free between the adhesive plaster and the pulley

in order to make the elastic force operative. A similar apparatus is figured by R. Harwell (A Treatise on Diseases of the Joints. London, 1805, p. 260,

etc.). Dr. T. H. BaCHE (F. W. SARGENT, On Bandaging and other Operations of Minor Surgery, Philadelphia, 1802, p. 179) cut a long narrow fenes-

trum in Physick's outer splint, extending upwards from near its lower extremity ; in this fenestrum slides an iron arm, capable of being firmly fixed by

screw clamps at any point, so as virtually to lengthen or shorten the splint in adaptation to limbs of different lengths. An ingenious apparatus is described

and figured by Dr. HENRY N. HEWIT (Original Adaptation of Received Principles of Treatment in Fracture of the Thigh, in The Medical Record.

1808-09, Vol- Ill, p. 217): "It consists of two light flat lateral bars of steel connected by a cross-bar below the sole of the foot. The exterior bar or splint

extends from its angle with the cross-bar, six or eight inches below the foot, to the side of the chest opposite the nipple. Two flat bands of steel well

padded secure it to the chest and body. The inner bar reaches nearly to the perineum, but does not impinge, and the floor of the splint is of flexible

metal, carefully padded by a continuation of the bands, which secure it to the limb and buckle in front. The two lateral bars opposite the thigh are fenes-

trated, and nuts are inserted capable of sliding longitudinally, through which play the screws, which can be used for the exact application of detached

moulded metallic 'splints of coaptation.'"

1 POTT (Percival) (Chirurgical Works, Dublin, 1778, Vol. II, p. .104) ascribed the cause of the retraction of the bone in fractures of long bones

to the tension of the muscles: "In the thigh, the case is still more obvions, as the muscles are more numerous and stronger. The straight posture puts

the majority of them into action, by whiih action that part of the broken bone which is next to the knee is pulled upward, and by passing more or less

underneath that part which is next to the hip, makes an inequality or rising in the broken part, and produces a shortness of the limb." lie discarded all

machinery for extension in use, and relied on the relaxation of the muscles by placing the knee ''in a middle state, between perfect flexion and extension,"

supporting the leg and foot by smooth pillows, and inclining the patient's whole body to the outside of the fractured femur. The same position was

recommended by Romrkt White (The. Present Practice of Surgery, London, 1780, p. 147) in fractures toward the middle or lower part of the thigh

bone, in " order to moderate the subsequent tension ; but as soon as the swelling and tightness of the muscles are subsided, the limb should be carefully

and gradually brought down, and the toe, knee, and groin kept in a direct line with each other." A double-inclined plane suspended by ropes and cross-

bar from a ring was advised by J. N. SALTER (Anweisung, die Beinbriiche der Gliedmassen, vorziiglich der complicirten, und den Schcnke.lhalsbruch

nach einer neuen, leichten, einfachen und wohlfeilen Methode ohne Schienen sicker und bequem zu heilen, Koustanz, 1812). The apparatus is figured by

MATTHIAS MAYOR (Bandages et AppareUs a Pansements on Noureau Systeme de D ligation Chirurgicate, Paris, 1838, 3mo 6d., PL. 11, FlO. 72). Sir

Astley COOPER (Surgical Essays by Astley COOPER and Benjamin Travers. London, 1811), Part II, p. 4'J, and Pio. 5 of Plate VIII) placed the

patient on his back, brought the thigh over a double-inclined plane composed of three boards, one below to reach from the tuberosity of the ischium to the

patient's heel, and the two others above, with a joint in the middle by which the knee may be raised or depressed. Sir Astley Cooper, who had

employed this double-inclined plane for near twenty years, ascribed its construction to Mr. White, of Manchester, "who had one made of iron, and

hollowed to adapt it to the form of the leg and thigh, but this machine was too heavy and too complicated for use. Mr. JAMES, of Hoddesdon, improved

upon Mr. WHITE'S idea, by having the instrument made of woiwl, with movable splints upon the sides." CHARLES BELL (Observations on Injuries of

the Spine and of the Thigh Bone, London, 1824, p. 45) also placed the patient on his bark instead of the side as advised by POTT :
" It is now about eighteen

years since I have been accustomed to show the application of the double-inclined plane to fractures of the thigh bone, that it relaxes the muscles

inserted into the inner trochanter, and at the same time relaxes all the muscles on the back part of the thigh by the bending of the knee ; in short, that it
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inclined plane of Pott, introduced, in 1854, by Professor rST. R. Smith, 1 and known as Smith's

anterior splint, was largely employed in shot fractures of the femur in the early part of the

war, the reports indicating that it was used in at least two hundred and eighty-eight instances.

Surgeon J. T. Hodgen, U. S. V., in charge of the City General Hospital, St. Louis, forwarded,

humours the natural position of the limb ; and that instead of having to restrain and bring down the upper portion, the lower part is raised to correspond

with it." The apparatus is figured on p. 1146 of Vol. II of C. BELL'.s System of Surgery, London, 1841, and is copied in the adjoining wood-cut (Fig. 209).

A modification of Bell's apparatus by J. AtfEBBUBT (Observations on the Nature and Treatment of Fractures of the Upper Third of the Thigh Bone,

London, 1628, p. 132) was found objectionable on account of its cost and complicated character. It consists of three parts, exclusive of straight splints

and straps : one part for the thigh, one for the leg, and the third

for the foot. The thigh plane again consists of two pieces

arranged to make the upper part of the plane conformable to

that of the thigh. Hinge joints connect the thigh and leg

pieces, and the foot-board is fitted upon the leg plane by means

of a screw, allowing it to be moved at a greater or less distance

from the angle of the two planes. A steel rod connects the two

planes underneath, by which the angle of the plane may be

altered at pleasure. The apparatus can only be prepared by

the manufacturer. The apparatus of MATTHIAS MAYOR (loc.

cit., p. 0, and PL. 10, Figs. 06, 07, and 08) consists of two planes

made of wire and connected by a hinge, with cords to suspend
.,,.,. „ . , .,- T 1010 x-..™ *- c>„^,, FIG. 209.—Double-inclined plane of C. BELL. [After BELL.]
the limb from the bed or ceiling. In 1828, Nathan Smith * L J

(Observations on Fractures of the Femur, with an Account of a New Splint, in The Philadelphia Monthly Journal of Medicine and Surgery, 1828, Vol. II,

p. 51) perfected an apparatus similar in principle to AHESBUBY'S but of simple construction and material. It consisted of two thin broad pieces of bass wood,

so warped that the concavity of one corresponded to the convexity of the under surface of the thigh, and the other to that of the leg. Both were joined by

hinge-like rivets. A strap passing from the upper extremity of the thigh-piece to the lower extremity of that of the leg. allowed the limb to be fixed at

any angle. His son, NATHAN R. SMITH (Description of an Apparatusfor the Treatment of Fractures of the Thigh and Leg. in The Baltimore Monthly

Journal cf Medicine and Surgery, 1830. Vol. I, p. 305), substituted for bass wood thick binder's board, which he slightly moistened with wetted sponge

and shaped into a semi-cylindrical form with the hand. To meet certain requirements, which N. R. Smith deemed indispensably necessary in the treat-

ment of fractures of the femur (Observations on Fractures of the Thigh and Leg; with a Description of an Apparatus applicable to the treatment of such

injuries, in Bait/more Medical and Surgical Journal, 1833, Vol. I. p. 13), he devised, in 1833, a new apparatus, consisting of four pieces, viz: two concave

planes, the one adapted to the inferior surface of the thigh, the other to that of the leg. These are united by a hinge corresponding to the knee. The
third piece is for the foot, and the fourth is connected with the thigh piece, and extends upward beside the body. To allow the patient to change his

position, Dr. Smith suspended the limb by means of a cord attached to some fixed point, as already indicated by SALTER and MAYOR. In Lonsdale's

apparatus (£. P, LoxsDALE, A Practical Treatise on Fractures, London, 1838, p. 295) the thigh and leg planes were joined at a point corresponding to

the knee by a hinge. A horizontal plane, joined also by a hinge to the upper part of the thigh plane, was serrated at the foot end, allowing the leg plane

to be fixed at any angle. This simple apparatus was very generally used in the Middlesex Hospital, London. Josiaii C. NOTT (Description of a Mod-

ification of the Double Inclined Plane, with an exposition of its advantages over other apparatusfor fractures of the lower extremity, in Am. Jour. Med.

Sci.. 1839, Vol. XXIII. p. 21) describes and figures an apparatus similar to Loxsdale's. with the addition of a foot-board. Three narrow slits are cut

through on each side of the thigh plane, two inches from the edges. Through these are drawn leather straps, long enough to pass around the limb after

the pads and splints are applied. By means of buckles at tiie end of the leather straps the limb is firmly secured to the plane. The apparatus of

McIntyre. of Newcastle (Wm. FERGUS30N, A System of Practical Surgery, London, 1842, p. 282), is better known in its simplified form by R. LlSTOS

(Practical Surgery, London, 1840, p. 90). It consists of a foot-board of wood, and a thigh and a leg piece of sheet-iron made to fit the limb, and capable

of being elongated, by means of screws, to suit any limb, or of being adjusted to any angle. A cross plate of iron is attached to the foot end of the

apparatus, which is so arranged that it will always rest fiat on the bed, whether the limb be raised or depressed.

1 Smith (N. R.), A New Instrument for the Treatment of Fractures of the Lower Extremities, in the Maryland and Virginia Medical Journal,

January, 1860, Vol. XIV, p. 1. and The Anterior Suspensory Apparatusfor the Treatment of Fractures of the Lower Extremity, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci.,

April, 1861, N. S., Vol. XLT, p. 340, and Treatment of Fractures of the Lower Extremity by the Use of the Anterior Suspensory Apparatus, Baltimore,

1867. On page 11, etc.. of the latter work, Professor Smith describes the apparatus as folUjws : "A single splint constitutes the whole of the rigid, or

supporting, part of the apparatus. It may be made of wood or wire (Fig. 210). The first employed by me was of wood. It was three inches broad half

an inch thick, and long enough to extend from above the spine of the ilium

to the toes. It had an angle corresponding to that of the ankle, another

at the knee more obtuse, allowing the leg to be very slightly flexed, and

a third corresponding to the hip, still more obtuse, slightly flexing the

thigh on the pelvis. Two staples, by which to suspend it, were attached

to the upper surface, one a little above the knee and the other about the

middle of the leg. The splint may be sawed, in one piece, out of thick

pine plank, or may be made of three pieces united at the angles by nails

or screws. I now employ a splint of tinned wire. The size of the wire

should be that of a No. 10 bougie. If lighter than this it is apt to spring

too much- It is constructed of one piece of wire bent twice at right

angles, at each extremity, in the form of a long parallelogram (FIG. 210).

being, however, three inches and a half wide at its upper extremity and

two and three-fourths at its lower. It must be long enough to extend

from a point a little above the anterior spinous process of the ilium to an

inch beyond the toes when the leg, foot, and thigh are extended. Three

feet eight inches will be sufficiently long for most adults. A little excess

of length, above or below, is unimportant. The side pieces are to be

sustained by curved cross pieces at distances of about five inches, firmly

clinched and soldered upon them, and having loops in their centres for

the attachment of the hooks. The wire frame is then to be bent by the surgeon to suit the case. The lower angle corresponds to the ankle, aud is one

of aDout 120°, to secure an easy posture of the foot. The angle at the knee is very obtuse, about 160°. The angle at the hip should be of about

the same degree. The angle at the ankle Bhould be about five inches from the extremity ;
that of the hip seven. The middle bend corresponds to the

knee. The angles are easily made by bending the splint over the margin of a strong chair or table. It will often be necessary to vary these angles to

unit particular fractures. The wire frame is now to be tightly wrapped with a muslin bandage, and it is ready for application. The suspensory apparatus

Surg. ITI—44

Fig. 210.

—

Smith's anterior splint.
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in October, 1862, to the Surgeon General a description of a cradle splint,
1 which had been

successfully employed by him in the hospital under his charge. "By this arrangement/
1

he writes, "we have succeeded in saving thirty-seven out of fifty-three cases admitted, or

splint by tlio slings at four points

bandage. [Alter .Smith.]
preparatory to the application of the

is 6*imple and easy of application. A small iron pulley is to be screwed into the ceiling, over the bed of the patient, perpendicularly over the middle

of the shin, or nearly so. A cord, about as thick as the wire of the splint, passes over the pulley, and is reeved through a small tent-block, by
which, slipping it upward or downward, we elevate or depress the limb. The eccentric pressure prevents the weight of the limb from causing it to

slip; if not, rub the cord with chalk. This single cord, which depends from the block, has a loop at its end, about two feet or more above the limb.

Through this another cord, about five feet long, passes* and hangs double

from the loop, by its centre. Each end has a hook attached to it of the form

represented in the cut (FlG. 211). It is made of much smaller wire. When
everything is ready for suspension, these hooks arc to be attached to the

loops in the cruss-bars. The application of the apparatus is extremely

simple. The limb (we are now supposing a fracture of the thigh) is to be

carefully adjusted and laid on pillows still supported by the hands of assist-

ants. The splint is now to be laid along the upper surface of the limb, the

foot portion an inch remote from the instep, the middle angle nearly corre-

sponding to the knee. I formerly placed a long narrow compress under the

splint, but it is generally superfluous. One may, however, be placed on the

instep, and one under the hip extremity of the splint. I now pass a piece of

wet bandage, long enough to embrace the limb and overlap, under the foot

and over the splint, so as to embrace both, not tightly. 1 pass another, also

wet, around the ankle, another beneath the knee, a fourth above the knee,

and a fifth around the thigh near the hip. Buttonhole slits may be made
near the end of each sling, and these be buttoned on to the loops in the cross

wires of the splint. The limb being still kept extended by the hands of
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dth5_'?g?^'_^t^?ied !S !!'! assistants, the hooks are now to be applied. Jt is* very important to select

properly their points of attachment so as to adjust well the centre of gravity

of the limb. In fractures of the middle of the thigh, I attach the upper

hook nearly over the seat of the fracture; the other a little above the middle of the leg. By pulling upon the tent-block the limb is now gently raised

from the pillows and hangs suspended in the slings. Observe now whether the upper portion of the splint presses down too much upon the thigh, or

springs up too much from it. If the former occurs, then attach the upper hook higher; if the latter, attach the lower one lower. But this may be cor-

rected, if slight, by slipping the cord, with the hooks attached, through the

loop of the single cord so as to correct the bearings, and securing it with a

piece of twine just below the loop to keep it thus. The limb being now
raised, so that one may pass his hand under every part of it. the application

of the roller is made. The surgeon commences with the foot, the splint

being held steady. Three or four turns are to be made loosely around the

foot, eare being taken not to press it upward against the splint, which it

must never touch. Then figure-of-8 turns arc made around the ankle and

foot, and the roller is carried upward along the leg and thigh, reversing,

where necessary to make perfect adaptation, and great care being taken

not to crowd the limb too firmly against the splint. On reaching the hip

with the roller, a few spica turns are to be made obliquely through the

groin and around the pelvis, concluding with two direct turns around the

pelvis (FIG. 212). I often besmear the whole under surface of the bandage

thus applied with starch. This prevents the slipping of the bandage, and

preserves a uniform and accurately adapted surface of support." Fleet

Surgeon James C. Palmer, U. S. N., applied, in a case of fracture of both

thighs (HERBERT Smith, Assistant Surgeon, U- S. N., Case of Fracture

of Both Thighs, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci.. L865, Vol. h, p. 58), a modification

of Smith's anterior splint. It consisted of two continuous parallel rods of

No. U iron wire, passing over the anterior surfaces of both limbs, from the

toes upward, arching over the pubes clear of the anterior spinous processes, and bent at the groins at an a'ngle of about 30 degrees. The abdominal arch

was well padded. Holler bandages were employed as usual, and the limbs, slung separately, were suspended by a single cord passing over a pulley at

the ceiling, and making extension at an angle of about 30 degrees.

1 Dr. HOIinEN published a description of the cradle splint in the American Medical Times, New York, January to July, 1S()3, Vol. VI, p. 245:

"Having experienced great difficulty in dressing compound fractures of the femur when the wound was on the posterior part of the limb, I at length

devised the apparatus to meet this difficulty. The wood-cut (FIG. 213) shows the construction of the cradle, so that I need only give the measurements

and mode of application. The foot-board is four inches and a half wide, one inch thick, and fourteen inches high (or long), supported on a base fifteen

inches long and one inch square. The centre support is seven inches high, eight

inches on the base, and one inch thick. The uprights of this portion are one inch

wide at the top and one inch and a half wide at the base ; this piece is placed

twenty-one inches from the footboard. The longitudinal strips nrc forty-two

inches long, one inch and a quarter wide, and half an inch thick ; one end of each

of the four is fastened by screws to the foot-piece, two at the base, the remaining

two above them, leaving -spaces of four and a half inches between the lower and

upper pieces. The lower strips are fastened to the outside of the centre support at

its base, the upper at the inner side of the upright portion, thus forming the frame

represented in the cut (Fir.. 213). This may be adapted to either limb by binding

the ends of the pieces designed for the perinauim and pubes, the lower one from

above and the upper from below, and shortening them so that the foot will come near the foot-board

—

the upper strip passing in front of the pubes and

the lower a short distance from the periuamm. Strips of cotton or linen cloth, two and a half inches wide, are now placed on the upper longitudinal bars,

and pinned, so that they form a double-inclined plane on which the limb may rest. These suspension strips are placed in contact with each other, and,

being distinct, any one may be removed and replaced to insure cleanliness, when necessary, without disturbing the limb. The limb is then prepared by

placing DToad strips of adhesive plaster on either side of the leg and securing them in the usual manner by a roller. It is then placed on the suspension

Fid. 212.—Represents the member as completely dressed and suspended.
(After Smith.]

FIG HODGJEK'S cradle splint for fractures of the femur.
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of 66 per cent." Surgeon J. II. Brinton,1 U. S. V., to whom Dr. Hodgen's paper was

referred by the Surgeon General for examination and report, recommended that a "certain

number of these cradles be issued to the surgeons in charge of the Washington hospitals,

in order that this mode of treatment be fairly tested. I do not anticipate for it a failure."

In the campaign before Richmond, in 1862, Acting Assistant Surgeon J. Swinburne2 pro-

posed apian for counter-extension available on the field, whereby the stretcher becomes the

splint, and the system of extension can be carried into effect immediately after the receipt

of the injury. In 1863, Dr. Hodgen3 proposed a second apparatus, "a combination of the

strips, and the free ends of tlie adhesive plasters placed around the foot-

board and secured to it. A strong cord is fastened to the middle of the foot-

board at a proper height, and passed over a pulley which is to be screwed

into the foot-board of the bedstead. A bag containing from five to twenty

pounds of sand is attached to the cord, and this weight serves as an extend

ing force. Two or more bricks are placed under each of the legs of the

bedstead at the foot, thus elevating it four or six Inches and allowing the

weight of tlie body to serve as the counter-extending force. Thus the limb

is suspended so that the air circulates freely under and about it."

1 Surgeon J. H. BKIX10X, IT. S. Y-. to whom the paper of Dr. HOD-
GES was referred by the Surgeon General for examination, reports: "The
essential portions of this treatment seems to be that the fractured limb is

suspended in a cradle formed by strips of bandages attached laterally to a

framework. These strips are so arranged as to form a double-inclined plane,

five to twenty pounds weight. By raisin;

FIG. i!14. - Uoi»gen'b splint applied.

Extension is obtained by the attachment to the foot of a sand bag of from

r the foot of the bed from six to eight inches, the weight of the body is made the counter-extending force. Surgeon

HODGEN nlso suggests that the same result may be obtained by the use of SMITH'S anterior splint, widened at its upper end. with an oblique suspension

for procuring counter-extension. In other words, this latter modification is almost identical with this apparatus as it is applied in our eastern hospitals in

the treatment of compound fractures. The only difference in the application, according to the views of Dr. Hopgex, is the absence of redundant band-

ages. The advantages which Surgeon HODGEN claims for his cradle splint is the increased ventilation, the cleanliness, and the ease with which portions

of the dressings may be changed ; all of these ends are, however, attained by the use of Smith's anterior splint, judiciously applied, and suited to the

exigencies of each individual case. From a careful study of very many cases of gunshot fractures of the thigh, both in our western and eastern hospitals,

I have come to the conclusion that the treatment by suspension, in some form or other, is preferable to the use of the Desaui.t or other immobile appa-

ratus. I believe that the methods of Surgeon Hodgex and Dr. SMITH will alike be productive of good results, when properly applied and carefully

attended to. The success which has been obtained by Dr. HODGEN I do not attribute so much to the new form of dressing employed as to the care, time,

and attention which he personally bestows upon the cases under his charge. . . I would state, that when it is decided to try and save the limb, I

should be inclined to regard the treatment suggested by Dr. HODGEN as a valuable one. It possesses, I think, all the advantages of the anterior splint,

and, in the hands of a young and inexperienced surgeon, is. perhaps, more manageable. The extension can be more readily graduated, and the limb of

the patient is equally open to the inspection of the surgeon. The chief objection to its employment is the mobility of the counter-extending point. This

fact, which would lessen its value in the treatment of a simple fracture of the thigh, is of little moment in the class of cases resulting from gunshot

injuries. In the latter, the life of the patient and the consolidation of the fracture are the chief points at stake ; shortening or deformity matter but little.

I would, therefore, respectfully suggest that a certain number of these cradles be issued to the surgeons in charge of the Washington hospitals, in order

that tins mode of treatment may be fairly tested. I do not anticipate for it a failure.''

•The plan was explained in a paper read before the New York State Medical Society, in February, 1864 (Transactions of the Medical Society of

the State of New York, ]H(i4, p. 1 oU), and a MS. copy thereof was sent to the Surgeon General U. S. A., by Dr. J. V. I'. QrjACKKNBUSH, Surgeon Gen-

eral of the State of New York, on April 11, 18G4 : "As soon

after the injury as practicable, to place the patient on a bed

or stretcher, extend the limb ns*nenr as possible to its normal

length, without giving too great pain, retain it in that posi-

tion by fastening the patient's foot to the foot of the bed or

stretcher by means of adhesive plaster, as I am in tlie habit

of doing in ordinary fractures of the thigh (FIG. B15). Of

course there should be no bandaging of the leg or thigh.

Make the counter-extension by the use of a large perineal

belt fastened to the head of the bed or stretcher. In order

more fully to make tlie stretcher a splint, 1 propose to place

two sliding iron rods, 4. 4, the length of which should be
- 0* !>• , j i i ... . .. - 4 . Flu. SI5.

—

Swixbukxk's plan of applying early extension. I After swixiiui:xe.|
from 8 to 12 inches, and placed upon tlie handles of the r l r 3 b L '

stretcher, which are to be provided with thumb screws, 3. 3, to keep them in any desirable position, and allow of their being depressed, elevated or

extended, as the case may require. The foot-strap or cord can be fastened to the sliding iron rod, 4, 4, at the foot of the stretcher, while the perineal

belt. 2, can be fastened to the sliding iron rod or arm. 4. 4, at the opposite end. Thus making an apparatus for the treatment of this fracture as complete

and perfect as can possibly be produced in private practice; and since the majority of these fractured bones suffer no loss of substance, why should we not

then succeed in effecting as good results by this method in army practice as in private practice?"
a HODGEN (J. T.) (On the Treatment of Gunshot Fractures of the Femur and Tibia, in American Medical Times. 1863, Vol. YII, p. 160, and in

The St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal, January and February, 18<i4, Vol. I, p. 20): " The body of the splint is made of No. '2. iron wire, which is

sufficient to support the limb, all of one piece, bent as seen in the cut (Fig. 21fi). The dimensions are as follows: Font inches across the bottom of the

foot : twenty-two inches from the foot to the bend at the knee ; twenty inches from the bend of the knee to the upper ends of the wire (corresponding to

the pubes and hip when applied). These upper ends arc eight or nine inches apart, being separated by a bow of thick wire; another similar bow is

placed at the knee, having a span of six inches. These two bows are made so as that they can be put on or taken off without disturbing the dressings,

and are put in position after all else is arranged—the one at the hip having a loop at each end to receive the upper end of the splint wires, the other

simply hooks, to be looped on at the knee. A roller bandage may be placed around the hips and upper end of the external limb, the splint to keep the

latter in place, if required. How applied: A bandage is applied to the foot; an adhesive strap, three inches wide, is applied to each side of the leg,

extending four or five inches below the foot, and up to the knee in case of fracture of the femur
; or to the fracture, in case the tibia is the injured part.

The roller is then extended smoothly over the adhesive plasters. That limb of the splint designed to pass next the pubes is bent upward, at a point
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principles of Smith's anterior splint, Swinburne's extension, and the strip bandage supports

used in the cradle splints," which lie had found in some respects more desirable than the

cradle splint. Dr. Gurdon Buck's apparatus, 1 a modification of Physick's Desault, in which

the long splint was dispensed with, and constant and uninterrupted extension was kept up

from the bend of the knee in the splint, corresponding to the distance from the bend of the knee to the pubcs on the sound side of the body. Strips of

bandages three inches wide are now looped over one limb of the splint, continuously from the upper to (lie lower end, and allowed to belly downward
a distance equal to two-thirds of the diameter of that part of the extrem-

ity desigued to rest upon each one: the other ends of these strips are

pinned over the other limb of the splint, thus forming a double-inclined

trough in which the extremity is now to be placed on these strips of

muslin. The free ends of the adhesive strips are next fastened to the

cross-piece at the foot, three inches apart, and the whole suspended from

a pulley fixed to the ceiling or a frame; the pulley should be almost

over the foot if the ceiling be eight or ten feet high, giving the suspend-

ing cords an oblique direction, that in this way we may have sufficient

extension. If the patient is disposed to slide toward the foot of the bed,

this must l>e elevated on two bricks under each of the legs at the foot of

the bedstead."
1 The apparatus used in the New York hospitals since 1S59 (G. F.

SCHKADY. Report of the Proceedings of the, Medical Society, in New
York Journal of Medicine, 18.^9, Vol. VI, 3d series, p. 239) is ex-

plained" in the Am. Med. Times, 1861, Vol. II, p. 214. The following

description is taken from BUCK (GuitDOX), {Description of an Improved

Extension apparatus for the. Treatment of Fractures of the Thigh, in

The Medical Record, 1867-68, Vol. IT, p. 49): "Articles composing the

apparatus: Two bands of adhesive plaster spread on Canton flannel or

thick twilled cotton ; each band being two inches and a half wide and

two feet long. At the end of one of the bands a piece of elastic rubber

webbing, two inches wide and ten long, is attached. At one end of the

other band a buckle of corresponding width is fastened. A thin block

of wood three inches and a half wide transversely ami three inches verti-

cally. The perineal portion consists of rubber tubing of one inch calibre,

having inside of it a tube of inuslin stuffed with bran and left an inch

longer than the rubber tube at both ends. At each end of the muslin

tube a metallic ring is first fastened, and then shoved within the rubber

tube, to the end of which it is also fastened. This arrangement prevents

the rubber tube from being over-stretched. Two straps fastened to the

rings at the ends of the perineal portion serve to lengthen it and allow it to be made fast to the head of the bedstead. A belt that passes around the opposite

side of the body, and maintains the bearing of the perineal baud in a line with the axis of the body and limb. The perineal portion should be wound
with a narrow strip of Canton flannel or other soft material, and this should be changed ns often as soiled. Four guttered coaptation splints, covered

with flannel, are intended to surround the fracture and be secured in place by three elastic bands, each having a buckle at one end. An upright support-

ing a pulley wheel, to be fastened to the floor by three screws, opposite the foot of the bed. Mode of application : The bands of adhesive plaster are first

to be applied, one on either side of the limb from

a point above the ankle upwards as high as the

seat of fracture. The limb is then to be bandaged

in the usual manner, beginning at the toes and

covering the plasters, but leaving their lower ends

free. The band of elastic webbing is next passed

around the sole of the foot and fastened to the

buckle on the other side of the foot. The block

of wood should then be interposed between the

loop of webbing and the foot. A cord fastened to

the block thus adjusted is passed over the pulley,

and has a weight suspended from it. This arrange-

ment combines elasticity with the extending force,

keeps the bands stretched out smooth, and pre-

vents pressure upon the ankles. The amount of

weight required must be proportioned to the resist-

ance to be overcome and the toleration of the pa-

tient. Sometimes five or six pounds only can be

borne at the outset, and an increased weight sub-

sequently. After a fracture has taken place the

sooner the limb is put up and subjected to treat-

ment the better. Spasmodic twitchings of the

muscles are controlled, and the patient made com-

fortable from the outset. To permit the applica-

FlG. 216.—J. T. Hodgex's suspension apparatus.

Fig. 217.—Guhdon Buck's apparatus.

tion of lotions to the seat of injury during the first few days, the bandage should not be carried above the knee, and the ends of the plaster should be

rolled up and kept in reserve. At the end of six or eight days the plasters may be extended up on the thigh and the bandage continued over them.

The coaptation splints are now to be applied around the thigh and secured by the three elastic bands. To complete the apparatus the perineal band

should be adjusted and its ends fastened to the head of the bedstead so as to be in a line with the axis of the body and limb. The limb should be raised

on a hair cushion sufficiently to keep the heel from pressure. In the employment of this method of treatment, experience has shown that in a large majority

of cases the use of the perineal band may be dispensed with, the weight of the body being sufficient to resist the extending force. This resistance may
be further increased by raising the foot of the bedstead five or six inches above the floor. The advantages claimed for this method over others hereto-

fore in nse are its great simplicity of arrangement, facility of management, and especially the comfort it affords the patient during a long confinement in

bed. The efficiency with which uninterrupted extension of the limb can safely be kept np secures, it is believed, better results than have been obtained
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by means of a weight and pulley, was frequently employed during the war. 1 Dr. Vedder, 2

in 1862, recommended a long straight splint, which by a mechanical arrangement may be

folded in the middle when not in Use, and securely straightened when desired. Extension

is made by a rachet pulley, a drawing of which has already been given in Figure 570, on

page 812 of the Second Surgical Volume. During the last year of the war a combined

splint and fracture bed, constructed by Dr. I. Danger, 3 was used with favorable results by

by any other method. The Bitting posture may be allowed without disturbing the action of the apparatus; an indulgence for which patients are always

very grateful, and one which greatly alleviates the irksouieuess of their condition. The materials required for employing this treatment are obtainable

under almost any circumstances, the only indispensable article being adhesive plaster. If this is of the ordinary description it is better to use it of double

thickness. All the other articles requisite may be improvised. The elastic band may be dispensed with, and a round stick properly placed across the

foot of the bedstead may serve instead of a pulley."

1 In a report to the Surgeon General, in February, 1803, Surgeon H. J. ClU'KciiMAN, U. S. V., speaks favorably of Ui'CK's pulley: "la regard to

mechanical appliances I much prefer Buck's pulley with side splints rolled in muslin, which may be so tacked to splints as to permit their being easily

thrown down for dressing or inspection. Of course when there is a discharging wound the splint must be so shaped as to leave wound readily accessible.

In lieu of the usual counter-extending adhesive strips or the galling perineal baud. 1 propose to substitute, when attainable, the old-fashioned ribbed corset,

lacing up in front with side buckles, by which, with strong tapes, the body may be secured to the bunk or bedstead. The tape might be tightened or

loosened as deemed necessary. This apparatus would relieve materially the vexation of spirit to both surgeon and patient necessarily incident to the old

plan. I propose this in connection with BUCKS pulley, while the side splints, arranged as I have stated, give uniform support to the limb in its whole

extent and keep it in proper line. In the absence of the corset, I have heretofore advantageously employed in several instances IJitk's pulley, with side

splints as described, and elevation of foot of bed. as described in case 5. The corset will relieve a position found more or less uncomfortable to patient.

The only objection in theory is the difficulty of defecation when bound down by the side straps. In practice there is no serious difficulty when using the

bed pan. If deemed necessary, however, the men can readily unbuckle the straps tor the time."
'z VEliDEit (JOSKI'II H.), New Apparatus for the Treatment of Fractures of the Long JJones, in American Medical Times, 186'J, Vol. IV, p. ~.

r
>4.

a Under the direction of the Medical Director of the Army of the l\:tomao, Colonel T. A. McPaui.IN, Dr. Lanukk's apparatus was tried by Sur-

geon \V. L. FAXON", 32a* Massachusetts, who reports, on March 28, 1865: "1 have the honor to report that ou the 7th and 8th days of March, I8U5. I

witnessed the application of Dr. I. Lanuek'c> combined splint and fracture bed, in two cases of compound fracture of the thigh, one near the trochanter

major, the other at the middle third, in consequence of gunshot injuries. Each of the patients were transferred and located comfortably, in ten minutes,

from the beds on which they were lying to Dr. Lan'ukk S beds, with the aid of two assistants. Extension and counter-extension were applied from the

beginning. No anaesthetics were given, anil the patients have evinced no sutfering. The changing of the sheets lying under the patieuts and the evac-

uations from the bowels during their confinement

were effected without the necessity of lifting the

patients from the beds they were first put ou. The
discharge of the matter from three wounds in the

first case—the bullet entering at the edge of the

nates on the left side, penetrating the left thigh,

and entering the right limb oue inch below the

tuberosity of the ischium—as well as from the two

wounds in the second case, has not at any time

made the patients uncomfortable, as the matter and

the water used for cleansing ran off freely. The
position as well as the axis of the limbs are nearly

straight, and the shortening in neither case exceeds

one inch. I consider Dr. Lanuek's combined

splint and fracture bed as I have seeu it iu opera-

tion at this hospital as the best appliance I have

used, or seen used in the army. The patient can

always be made comfortable; he seldom requires

opiates to procure sleep {iu neither of the cases

above quoted were any bed-sores); the patients

can always be kept clean, the bed clothing is not

at all soiled, ono nurse can take care of as many
cases as of simple wounds, and the operation of

liftiug and shifting the patient in dressing of the

wound is entirely avoided, an object of great im-

portance toall coucerned; and I respectfully request

that fifty of Dr. Langkk's beds be furnished for use

of this hospital, if possible." This report received **- 218-Dr. 1. Langeu s apparatus.

the favorabte endorsement of the Acting Chief Medical Officer of the Depot Field Hospital at City Point, Surgeon ft. B. Paukeu, U. S. V., and was for-

warded to the Surgeon fteneral of the Army tor favorable consideration by the Medical Director, Colonel T. A. McPAKMN. Dr. Lanc; Kit's apparatus

consists of a triple-inclined plane, on which extension and counter-extension of the fractured femur is kept up by the weight of the body and the leg: " It is

constructed of Iron and covered with duck-doth ; its weight is twenty-six (L'fi) pounds, including the straps to swing the apparatus in an ambulance wagon or

anywhere else. It consists of: a. One head piece. 6. Two trunk bars. c. One cross piece, d. Two thigh pieces, e. Two leg pieces. /. Two bows under

the knees. The thigh as well as the leg piece, for the injured limb, has pins to support the straps ou which the limb rests, a. Head piece connected with

the trunk bars, arranged to change its relative position, when vertical, to form a shelter to the head, when horizontal, to make an elongation to the trunk part

for the head to rest on, or serving instead of legs, when set down, with a strip of wood at its opening to keep it spread; it is covered with double cloth,

which is to be stuffed if chosen, b. Two trunk bars, connected with the head piece by bolts and thumb-nuts; to the necks of the bolts 6traps are fastened

to swiug the apparatus. On each of the bars is a loop for an additional strap, to snpi^ort the arm, or if the wounded mau is exposed to the weather, to

attach there a storm hood. Between these bars cloth is stretched for the patient to rest on. A blanket and a sheet doubled up and spread over the

cloth before the patient is laid on it will enhance the comfort. These trunk pieces are connected with the cross piece in a manner as to allow the change

of their relative position from a level with the thigh pieces to an angle of 43°. c. Cross bar, with a bend nine inches, opening to receive a bed-pan with

a neck ou each end, to rest on a fulcrum having a head to secure against slipping. Near the angles of the bend are two holes to receive the screws of d.

d. Two thigh pieces, rotating in a loop connected, movable, with a screw and thumb-nut, with the cross-piece so as to allow either of the two thigh pieces

to elevate or lower nearly three-fourths of a circle ; also to allow to separate one from the other ; but if wanted stationary they are fastened together by a
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surgeons of the Army of the Potomac. In a few instances the single long splint of Dr.

Kimball 1 was preferred. Assistant Surgeon W. Thomson, U. S. A., substituted the "bran box

for Hodgen's splint, which had become uncomfortable and difficult to adjust." 2 Surgeon

J. T. Woods, 99th Ohio, employed the double-inclined plane in fractures of the femur near

the trochanters, and Desault's splint, or some modification thereof, in fractures of the middle

third of the femur. 3 Surgeon E. McDonnell, U. S. V., advised that in fractures of the

upper third of the femur all extension apparatus be dispensed with as liable to produce a

hiatus between the fractured ends, leaving, on account of the absence of periosteum and

nourishing vessels, no chance for repair, and that the limb be simply placed in an easy

position regardless alike of deformity and shortening. 4 The danger of producing such a

separation of the ends of bone as might delay if not interfere with the union of bone was

pointed out by Dr. J. R. Lothrop, at the Buffalo General Hospital,5 and other surgeons.

The method of wiring together the fractured ends of long bones proposed by Assistant

Surgeon B. Howard, 6 already referred to in the Second Surgical Volume, at page 819, found

key; four holes on eacli end, to adjust the length and to connect with the spreading1 bows under the knee and the leg1 pieces. On each end of the thigh

pieces are slats for the straps to swing the apparatus ; when the two thigh pieces are connected by key there is still a place left for defecation, e. Two leg

pieces, with four holes on each end, to be adjusted and connected outside of the end of the thigh pieces ; the cross bars of each have a hole for a cord to

pass through, to fasten a weight to the foot if required ; to the cross bar is a strap fastened to swing the apparatus. The inner comer to be connected with

a cord. One of the thigh as well as one of the leg pieces has pins to fasten the straps stretched across for receiving the injured limb to rest on. The
other is covered with cloth

;
both of them have a well padded cushion secured at the end near the cross piece, f. Bows under each knee, to connect by a

bolt and thumb-nut, inside of the ends of the thigh pieces, to keep the thigh and leg piece from drawing together by the weight of the limb resting on

them. To these two bows a strap is attached, which fastens to the floor, preventing side motions or raising the whole apparatus."

'Sakgext (R W.), On Bandaging and other Operations of Minor Surgery, Philadelphia, 1862, p. 182. Dr. KIMBALL'S splint extends from the-

axilla to below the foot, but is so contrived as to he capable of being lengthened at each extremity by sliding bare. The upper sliding bar terminates in

the manner of a crutch ; to the lower is secured at right angles a transverse bar, which is moved up and down by screw, thus regulating extension at will.

The perineal band is used, but may be discontinued with safety by moving the upper crutch-like sliding bar into the axilla.

2 Report of Assistant Surgeon WM. THOMSON. U. S. A., in charge of Douglas Hospital, Washington, for June, 1863 (File A, No. 103): "It is

difficult to conceive of a more suitable apparatus for compound gunshot fractures of the thigh than the Bran Box, properly arranged. The limb is sup-

ported at every point ; the skin is kept cool and dry, and the pro-fuse discharge easily removed at each dressing. Where extension is desired, it can

readily be made by fastening the adhesive strips attached to either side of the leg to the box and then adding a sufficient weight to a cord fastened to the

foot -board."

3 In his report from the hospitals at Chattanooga, Surgeon WOODS remarKS: ! The limbs were placed in positions most comfortable to the patient for

some time, when, suppuration having at last become much reduced in quantity and the reparative callus was being thrown out, they were (usually under

chloroform) placed in some form of splint with moderate extension and counter-extension. Sly observation led me to conclude that the double-inclined

plane is inferior save where the fracture is within a short distance of the trochanter, and the tilting of the upper fragment requires the adaptation of the

lower fragment to it by changing the position of the leg from the straight line, and possibly when the fracture is so low down that the condyles are drawn

backward and downward. Smith's anterior splint failed to meet my expectations in every particular. If it be applied as Dr. Smith directs, the parts

are hidden from view, sacculation of pus occurs, drainage is imperfect, and filth accumulates in the bandage. If the leg be simply suspended in the wire

frame, sufficient quietude of the parts is not maintained, and the extension is neither sufficient nor reliable, and, if the fracture be in the upper third, the

motions of the body produce movement in the fractured extremities—just what a splint is designed to prevent. The splint of DESAULT, modified in

various ways to suit particular cases, can be so applied as to secure the desired immobility, extension, drainage, exposure, and cleanliness. My impression

from observing these cases leads me to conclusions briefly summed up thus. . . The proper dressing of a limb is really of great importance and very

much underrated. That ' supporting ' diet in the early stages of these injuries is over-estimated. That an object of the first importance is to secure an

abundance of fresh air, cleanliness, and perfect drainage. A very great error consists in excessive bandaging—a limb is better off without bandaging or

splints until reparation has commenced. The covering of gunshot wounds with lint, either picked or patent, is objectionable ; the pus drying at the edges

glues it fast and is not permitted to drain away. The best splint for fracture at the trochanter major or immediately above the condyles is some form of

the double-inclined plane, and, for fractures in the middle of the femur, some modification of the DesaULT splint."

4 Surgeon E. SIcDONNELL, U- S. V., who had charge of a field hospital after the battle of Antietam, remarks, in a special report, transmitted in Feb-

ruary, 18fi3. of a fatal case of fracture of the upper third of the femur treated by BUCK'S apparatus: "It appears to me the lessons most practically

deducible from the foregoing case are two, viz: 1st, that there was such a destruction of bone that when the limb was extended by Buck's plan a hiatus

was produced between the fractured ends, as left by the absence of periosteum and any nutrient vessels no chance for repair—hence I think this or any

apparatus separating the fractured bones destructive of our hopes of a good result. This case, with many others in the hospitals of Sharpsburg, gave

ample scope for contemplation on the different methods devised by distinguished members of our profession to advance conservative surgery. The result

of my observation is that, should I ever have charge of as many wounded men as those in the Sharpsburg hospitals, over which I had control, I should in

all cases of badly compound comminuted fractures of the femur in the upper third dispense with all extension apparatus, and simply place the limb in an

easy position regardless alike of deformity and shortening (amputation being out of the question). This I am persuaded is the treatment to save most lives."

6 LOTHKOi* (J. R.), A Case of Gunshot Wound of the Femur, in Buffalo Med. and Surg. Jour., 18CC, Vol. V, p. 470.

6 In his article ( The Application of Sutures to Bone in Recent Gunshot Fractures, in the Medico- Chirurgical Transactions, London, 1865, Vol.

XLVIII, p. 252; Dr. HOWARD defends this expedient: "The shock of the operation involved in this plan of treatment, superadded to that of the original

wound, immediately suggests itself, of course, as an objection to its adoption. Over against this, however, we must weigh the immediate dangers pre-

viously enumerated from the pressure and constriction of tight dressings attending the use of simple splints. Those from the enclosed fragments and

spicule during transportation being in continual motion, and afterwards awaiting tedious extrusion by the slow processes of nature, keeping the patient

in a condition which renders him continually susceptible to various intercurrent diseases, and, should union be ultimately effected, the degree of effort

called forth for its accomplishment has left behind such a surplus of provisional callus, and other pathological changes in the parts adjacent, as seriously to

diminish the usefulness of the limb for a long period, with a still further danger that after apparent recovery tertiary sequestrae, as mentioned by Dui'UY-

tkex, may continue to be extruded fur ten, fifteen, or even twenty years thereafter. In the operation described thechief causes of the evilsaboveenumer-

ated are removed. Its advantages consists mainly in this : 1st. Negatively : In the absence of everything which may act as a foreign body and dangerous
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even less favor in shot fractures of the femur than in those of the humerus, and it seems

that in one instance only this plan was attempted:

Case 497.—Private H. Ingalls, Co. B, Gtli Ohio Cavalry, was wounded during the engagement near the Pamunkey

River, May 28, 1864. He was admitted to the field hospital of the 3d division, Fifth Corps, whence Surgeon L. W. Reed, U. S. V.,

reported the injury as a "severe shell wound of the left thigh." From the field hospital the patient was moved to White House

Landing, where he died from the effects of his injury on June 2, 1804. This case has been identified as one published hy

Dr. Benjamin Howard, late Assistant Surgeon, U. S. A. ( Medico- Chirurgical Transactions, London, 1865, Vol. XLVIII, p. 251),

as follows: "On May 20, 1804, 1 was called in consultation on the field to see the patient, who was sixty years of age and of

broken down constitution; he had received a severe fracture of the femur from a large fragment of shell, which I found firmly

wedged into the hone about tfiree inches above the knee. From this point there proceeded a long oblique fracture, running

upwards and outwards, with some comminution of the inner aspect of the bone in the vicinity of the piece of shell. The sharp

pointed lower fragment was overriding the upper, causing a shortening of about three inches, reduction of which, with such a

wound, could not possibly be maintained with splints alone during transportation. Having made the requisite incision and

extracted the impacted piece of shell, I proceeded to remove the looser fragments; then causing steady extension to be kept up

while I kept my finger and thumb in the wound, I guided the fractured ends so that the corresponding serrations were accurately

refitted to their original position for about two thirds of the circumference of the bone. Having somewhat enlarged the incision,

I directed the limb to be so bent upon itself as to slightly reopen the fracture, while I drilled the requisite holes ami passed a

suture, which firmly secured the interlocked fragments, rendering shortening or shifting impossible. A straight splint was then

applied, the wound being left exposed for the repetition of cold-water dressings. After the operation the patient ceased to com-

plain of pain and seemed very comfortable. The next morning he was hurried away in an ambulance train, and I saw no more

of the case. In consideration of his age, the nature of the wound, and his broken-down constitution, I was not surprised when
. subsequently 1 incidentally heard that he died on the road three days afterwards."

The amount of shortening 1
of the injured limb was indicated in seven hundred and

thirty-two3 of the sixteen hundred and eighty-nine cases of recovery after shot fractures of

the femur treated by conservation, varying from one-quarter of an inch to eight inches,

and averaging 2.31 inches.
3 In fifty-two cases the reports indicated shortening, but the

precise amounts were not stated. In twelve instances it was recorded that there was no

shortening whatever, and in eight hundred and ninety-two this point was not noted. One

instance is reported in which the limb was found lengthened: 4

source of irritation. 2d. Positively: In securing complete coaptation and perfect rest. This plan of treatment is new only in its application. Substan-

tially the same operation, including the use of the wire suture, lias for a long time been practised, and still meets with genera] approval, as a secondary

operatiou for ununited fracture. Other things being equal, why should it be less advisable as a primary one, where, in the absence of all pathological

changes, we have a healthy condition of all the parts, with sound bone in npposition and nt rest. These considerations led me to hope for a healthy pro-

cess of uninterrupted repair, with speedy use of the limb after union. The selection of the cases (which at must must be quite limited in number, either

on the field or iu civil practice), the amount of bone which may be with propriety removed, etc., must, of course, be a matter of careful judgment."
1 The exact amounts of shortening in the 732 cases in which this point was ascertained are: £ of an inch in 1 instance ; £ in 1

; $ in 20; J in 17; 1

in 77; 1£ in IU; li hi 1; U in 80; 1J in 13; 2 inches in 179; 2&in2; 2Jin5; 2J in 82; 2J in 14; 2g in 1; 3 in 111; 3$ iu 5; 3£in23; 3Jin3; 4 in 42;

4J inC; 42 in 1 ; 5 iu Hi; 5i in 3 ; in 5; CJ in 1 ; 7 in 2; 7£ in 1 ; 8 in 1.

2 Assistant Surgeon DkWitt 0. Pkteus, U. S. A., in a letter to Medical Inspector JOHN M. Clyler, U. S. A., doted Jnrvis U. S. A. General

Hospital. Baltimore, January 11, 18(i4, remarks :
" Recently I had the opportunity of hurriedly examining twenty-five rebel prisoners who were wounded

at Gettysburg, and had, up to a late period, been treated in hospitals near the field. They were lying side by side and had compound gunshot fractures

of the femur. My time was limited, as they were under orders to embark for exchange ; but I measured their injured limbs and found the greatest amount

of shortening to be four inches, and the least about one inch. Average near two and a quarter inches. I believe you were instrumental in having these

bad cases retained near the battle field, also many others, and the happy results prove your wise forethought. I have long argued that many of these cases

were killed by transportation employed too early. The cases I saw fully 6how how much nature can do; but I cannot say so much about the treatment,

for some of them were- strangely crooked, bowing every way. I think with proper extension and counter-extension they might have been greatly

improved. I thought the mention of them might be interesting, as they were prisoners and depressed in spirits; it further adds to our knowledge of

nature's reparative powers when aided."

3 The instances in which the shortening of the limb after recoveries from shot fractures of the femur has been recorded in military surgery nro few :

STitOMKYEit (L.) (Maximen der Kriegsheillunst, Hannover, 1855, p. 724) remarks that he has notes regarding the length of the limb in 12 of the IScases

of shot fractures of the femur that he observed. In one of these the shortening was 5 inches ; in 1,4 inches; in 4, 3 inches; in5,2inches; and in 1, 1 inch,

averaging 2} inches. CHKXU (J. C.) {Rapport, etc., pendant la Campagnt d* Orient en 1854-55-56, Paris, 18G5, p. 375 et scq.) cites 12<> cases of recovery

after shot fractures of the femur. The amount of shortening is ascertained in 32 cases, varying from 3 to 11 centimetres, and averaging 5.7 centimetres,

or about 2£ iuohes, WILLIAMSON (GEOkOE) (Military Surgery, London, 18G3, p. 138) reports, from the mutiny iu India, in 1657-58, 13 cases, viz: "Limb
3 inches shorter in 3; 2 J inches shorter in 1 ; lh inch shorter in 4 ; and 1 inch shorter in 5 instances;" an average of 1.7 inch. CHENU (J« C.) (Stat. MM. Chir.

de da Camp, d'ltalie en 1859 et 18G0, Paris, 186*9, p. 715 et scq.) report*, among 118 cases of recovery, 25 cases with shortening varying from 2 to 15 centi-

metres, the average being 7 centimetres, or 2£ inches. BECK (15.) (Chirurgie der Schussverletzungen, Freiburg, i. II., 1672, p. (!°4 et seq.) ascertained the

shortening in 23 instances varying from 1 to 4£ inches, averaging 2.25 inches. ClIEXU (J. C.) (Apercu Bist. Stat. et. Clin., Piute, 1874, p. 453 et scq.)

records 705 invalids after shot fractures of the femur treated by conservation. Shortening is stated to have existed in 426 instances ; in 201 cases the

amount of shortening is definitely stilted, and varies from 3 to 23 centimetres, averaging 7.4 centimetres, or very nearly 3 inches. According to these

limited statistics the average shortening in shot fractures of the femur is 2.7 inches.

4 Professor P. II. HAMILTON (A Practical Treatise on Fractures and Dislocations, Philadelphia, 1875, p. 510) relates the following case as an

exnmple of lengthening of the limb after shot fracture of the femur: "Melchior UritJtel, Private, 12th N. V. V., was wounded in June, 1802, at the battle

of White Oak Swamp. Virginia, by the fragment of a shell, which struck the left leg three inches above the condyle*. He was taken to Richmond as a

prisoner, and about a month later he wns exchanged and sent within our lines. January 1, 18(i4. I found him in the Untied States General Hospital, at

Newark, under the charge of Surgeon Taylor. The wound was still discharging matter occasionally, and several fragments of ixine had been removed.

Splints were not applied until alter his exchange. No extension was ever employed. At the end of four months he began tu walk about with crutches.
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Case 498.—Lieutenant J. Davis, Co. G, 73<1 Ohio,, agttl 35 years, was wounded at New Hope Church, May 25, 1864,

and admitted to the field hospital of the 2d division, Twentieth Corps. One week after receiving the injury the patient was
moved to Qhflttunooga, where the wound is described as an "injury to the trochanter major." He was subsequently sent to the

Officers' Hospital at Nashville, whence he proceeded to his home on leave of absence, August 10th. He was mustered out of

service May 5, 1865, and pensioned. Examiner O. J. Phelps, of Piketon, Ohio, certified, July 25, 1835: "The ball entered at

the groin, passed through, shattering the trochanter major, and as yet rendering the limb entirely useless. It is still unhealed."

Examiner J. Arnold, of Waverly, December 12, 1871, stated: "The hip joint is rendered entirely useless. There are two
ulcerating sores that discharge very much all the time, and small pieces of bone are taken out. Has to use crutches to get

about." Examiner \V. Scarlock found no improvement in the pensioner's condition in September. 1873, and reported, two years

later: " One running sore still exists on the outer side, over the great trochanter. There are four tender cicatrices that have

recently healed, two on the inner and two on the posterior side, ranging from four to six inches below the original wound. The
limb is lengthened some three inches, and its movements are painful and limited. The wound still requires dressing once or

twice a day." At a subsequent examination, in 1877, the limb was still found to be in the same condition, lengthened, etc., and

the pensioner was reported as wholly unfit for any occupation requiring manual labor. The pensioner was paid Sept. 4, 1879.

The side of the injury was recorded in three thousand and thirty-six instances; four-

teen hundred and thirty-one were on the right, and sixteen hundred and five on the left

side. Of the former, six hundred and sixty -one, or 46.1 per cent., and of the latter seven

hundred and forty-three, or 46.2 per cent., were fatal. Here, as well as in the cases of shot

injuries of the shoulder joint and arm [Second Surgical Volume, pp. 610, 806), the left

extremity seemed to have been most frequently interested; but here, also, the number of

cases in which this point could not be ascertained (four hundred and thirty-one) prohibited

definite conclusions on this subject. In two hundred and eighty -four cases the fractures of

the femur were accompanied by lesions of other portions of the body : fractures of the bones

of the head in nine instances, penetrating wounds of the chest in five, penetrating wounds

of the abdomen in three, fractures of the pelvic bones in thirteen, fractures of the upper

extremities in thirty-three, fractures of the opposite lower extremity in twenty-five, and in

one hundred and ninety-six instances the fractures of the femur were accompanied by shot

flesh wounds of the upper or lower extremities. Pyaemia was noted in one hundred and fifty-

one instances with one hundred and forty-seven deaths; tetanus in eighteen with seventeen

deaths; gangrene in fifty-three with thirty-two deaths; erysipelas in forty-six with twenty-

six deaths; and hsemorrhage in one hundred and thirty-three with one hundred and eighteen

deaths. The external iiiac artery was unsuccessfully ligated in one instance:

Cask 499.—Private M. Teel, Co. C, 73d Indiana, was wounded through the upper third of the right thigh, at Stone

River, December 31, 18G2. Assistant Surgeon F. L. Town, U. S. A., reported that the wounded man was admitted into hospital

No. 4, Nashville, six days after receiving the injury, where, by reason of secondary hsemorrhage, the external iliac had to be

ligated, resulting fatally on January 19, 1863 ; also that the severity of the original injury was sufficient to produce death.

The femoral artery was ligated in twenty-one instances, of which two proved success-

ful. Socin1 has remarked that in a shot fracture of the femur "accompanied by an injury

of the artery alone, conservation might yet be attempted after an utmost early ligation;"

but a most careful examination of all the cases of shot fractures of the femur treated by

conservation during the American civil war has failed to disclose a single instance of recov-

ery after fracture of the femur accompanied by an unquestionable primary lesion of the

femoral artery. In the following instance the femur had been fractured and the femoral

artery severed by a minie* ball; the artery was promptly ligated. The patient survived

nine months and eleven days, but finally perished from the effects of the injury:

On measuring I found this limb lengthened half nn inch, ami this measurement was confirmed by Surgeon Tavlok and others. There was no anchylosis

at the knee joint." Professor Hamilton must have been mistaken as to the name of the patient. The name of Melchior Britifel is not borne on the rolls

of the 12th New York Volunteers. A private. Melchior Breltel, I. 12th New Jersey Volunteers, wounded at Chancellorsviile, Virginia, Kay 3, 18fi3. was

admitted to the Newark l
r

. S. A. General Hospital with a gunshot wound of the thorax and the left arm, September it, 1863. He was discharged March

28, 18o'4, and has been a pensioner since. The records of the Newark hospital, as well as the soldier's certificate of disability, and the certificates of two

pension examining surgeons, agree in the diagnosis :

"' Gunshot wound of ehest and left arm," but no mention is made of a shot fracture of the femur or

its treatment, and Professor Hamilton himself, in his Lectures on Gunshot Injuries of the Chest, in American Mei/ical Times, 1864, Vol. VII I, p. 182,

cites the case as an example of perforating wound of the lung followed by empyema, without mentioning an injury of the femur

SOCIN (A.), Kricgschirurpischc r.rfuhrun'jen, Leipzig, 1872, p. 128.
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CA6E ."00.—Private B. M. Dunn, Co. D, 1st Louisiana, was wounded in the light thigh, at Gettysburg, July 2, 1863,

and admitted into Camp Letterman foul' weeks after the injury. Assistant Surgeon W. P. Kichardson, C. S. A., reported: ''He

was wounded by a minie" ball, which entered at the inner anterior portiou of the thigh about the middle third, and made its exit

at the posterior and outer portion, severing the femoral artery and fracturing the femur in its course. The femoral artery was

ligated in Scarpa's space on the day of the injury. When admitted in my ward the patient was suffering intolerable pain,

occasioned by moving him four miles in an ambulance over a rough road, without splints, sand-bags, bandages, or any other

appliance to the limb, and with the ends of the bones overlapping each other. I administered chloroform and placed the bones

in apposition, attaching a twenty-pound weight to the leg. Three days afterwards I reduced the weight to ten pounds, and on

August 8th Smith's anterior splints were applied. One ounce of whiskey was given three times a day. The patient improved

under the treatment adopted. On August Kith, the splint was readjusted, and again on September 1st, when the wound was

found to look well and healthy and to be still discharging laudatde pus. After this, tincture of iron in doses of fifteen drops was

given in addition to the whiskey, and on September (ith the ligature was removed. On September 8th, the patient complained

of sharp shooting pains around the wound, extending downward to the knee; he was placed under chloroform, and an incision

one and a half inches long was made behind the exit wound, through wdiich four or five small pieces and one large piece of bone

were removed. Considerable haemorrhage ensuing, persulphate of iron was injected in the wound, after which the leg was again

placed in a splint. By September 12th, the patient was again improving. On October 10th, the wound was still discharging

freely, and the thigh was much swollen and very painful. The patient was also suffering from a rather troublesome diarrhoea.

On November 10th, when he was transferred to Baltimore, his wound was still suppurating freely, but his general health was

improving and union of the fractured bone was firm, so that he could bear about one-twelfth of his weight on the injured limb."

In Baltimore, the patient was admitted to West's Buildings Hospital, and two months later he was transferred to Point Look-

out. Surgeon A. Heger, V. S. A., in charge of the latter hospital, reported that the man died, from the effects of the fracture of

the femur, April 13. 1804.

Table XLIX.
Summary of Twenty-one Ligations of the Femoral Artery in Cases of Shot Fractures of the Femur

treated by Conservation.

No.
Name. Military

Dkscbjption, anh Ace.

Union Lieutenant.

Smith, F. A., Pt.. G, 4th
Alabama, age 24.

Wright, M., Pt., F, 25th
Indiana, age 18.

Brouls, A. M., Limit., A,
26th Virginia.

Campbell, J. W., Pt., A,
17th Virginia, ago 23.

Campbell, S., Pt., H,
140th Penu., age 30.

Cox, T. C, Pt., G. 68th
New York.

Coder, D..Corp'l, F, 16th
Pennsylvania Cavalry,
age 23.

Detweiler, C. Pt., A,47th
Pennsylvania, age 24.

Dunn, B. M.
%

Louisiana.

Floyd, J., Serg't Major,

13th PennsyvaniaCav..
age 32.

Freeman, A., Pt., II, 61st
New York, age 19.

Date and Description
of injury.

Comminuted fracture upper
third offemur. Ilarrishurg.

Miss., July J 4, 1804.

Conoidal ball tract 're of lower
third of left femur. Gettys-
burg, July 2. 18b'3.

Conoidal ball fractured por-

tion of external condyle of

right femur and passed thro'

popliteal space. Savannah,
Dec. 11. 1804.

Pistol ball fracture of lower
third right femur. Burks-
vino. April 6, 1865.

Conoidal ball fracture of up-
per middle and lower thirds

of femur. August 4, 1804.

Conoidal ball fractured up-
per third right femur, also

wound of the left thigh, etc.

May 29, 1804.

Conoidal ball comminuted
fracture of upper third of

j
left femur. Fredericksburg,
Dec. 13, 1862.

I
Shot entering immediately
over femoral artery, right
thigh, splintering trochan-

]
ter minor. Hanover C. H.,

|

May 28, 1864.

I

Conoidal ball wound of left

! thigh, injuring femur in the

i

middle third. Cedar Creek,

j

Oct. 19, 1804.

Conoidal ball severing fem-
oral artery and fracturing
middle third of right femur.
Gettysburg. July 2, 1803.

Conoidal ball comminuted
fracture upper third of left

femur. May 28. 1864.

Partial fracture in the upper
third of the left femur by
conoidal ball. Antietam,
Sept. 17. 1802.

Conoidal ball fracture right

thigh. May 18. 1804.
Geitz, II., Pt., C, 15th
New York Heavy Artil-

lery, age 26.

Harper, J., Pt., B, 16th
j
Shot fracture of right thigh.

Infantry. I Stone River, Dec. 31, 1862.

HEMORRHAGE.

Femoral artery sloughed.

Suppuration fetid; severe
hemorrhage from vessels in

. neighborhood of popliteal

space; controlled tempora-
rily by plugging.

April 17, haemorrhage caused
by a sharp spicula of bone
piercingthe popliteal art'ry.

August 13, haem. amounting
to 60 ounces from femoral.

Junel0.hsem.8oz.; profunda
ligated and ligature placed
under the femoral. June
13, haem. recurred, 2 oz.

January 9. 1863, severe haem-
orrhage, controlled by cold
water and compress. Jan-
uary 10, recurred.

June 8, haemorrhage amount-
ing to 5 oz. from femoral.
June 9, haemorrhage recur-

red, 8 ounces.

Extensive sloughing March
5, 1805; haem . 6 ounces from
branch of ext. circumflex;
lig. of profunda. March 9,

femoral sloughed ; haemor-
rhage 20 oz.

LIGATION AND OPERATOR. Result and Remarks.

June 19, neighborhood of
wound much disorganized; :

haemorrhage from profunda,
!

30 ounces.
Nov. 3, profuse haemorrhage
from femoral artery.

May 29, hemorrhage from
profunda artery.

Ligation of femoral artery.

Ligation of femoral.

January 2, 1865, ligation of
femoral artery ; Scarpa's

j

triangle, by Acting Ass't
j

Surgeon E. L. Mola.

April 17, ligation of femoral
artery below origin of pro- ,

funda.

August 13, ligation of fern-
j

oral artery in continuity in

Scarpa's space.

June 13, ligature around the
j

femoral artery by Assistant i

Surg. YV". Thomson, U.S.A.

January 10, ligation of fem-
oral artery by Acling Ass't

|

Surgeon R. Carroll.

June 9, ligation of femoral
artery below profunda by
Ass't Surgeon YV. Thom-
son, U. S. A.

March 10, 1865, ligation of
femoral artery in continuity

|

in Scarpa's triangle, one
Inch below origin of pro-

funda, by A. A. Surgeon
AY. P. Moon.

July 2, ligation of the fem-
oral in Scarpa's triangle.

June 19. ligation of femoral
in continuity just below
Poupart's ligament by Act.

Ass't Surg. J. Newcombe.
November3, ligation of fem-
oral artery.

Complete recovery. Exch'd.
C.S.A.Med.andSurg.Jour.,
Jan., 1865, Vol. II, p. 9.

Exchanged April 27, 1864.

Incision healed ; ligatures

came awnv on January 14.

Discharged July 8. 1865.

U. S. Son. Com. Memoirs,
Surg. Vol. I. p. 263.

Died April 20. '05. Post-mor-
tem: ant. wall of artery had
sloughed §ths of an inch.

A. M. M., Specs. 4084, 4085.
Il.Tiii. did nut recur, but pa-
tient died ofexhaustiun from
loss of blood, Aug. 13, '64.

Died June 13, 18(>4 : asthenia.
A. M. M.

t
Spec. 3557.

Died Jan. 10, 1863
;
autopsy;

artery torn for an inch or
more^npitfirently by slough-
ing.

Died June 10, J864; exhaus-
tion and gangrene; autopsy.

Died March 10, '65; exhaus-
tion. A.M. M.,Spcc. 1357.

Sept. 6, ligature rem'd; con-

siderable haem., arrested by
persulp. Iran. Died April
13, 1804.

June 20, 21, bleeding recux'd.

Died June 25, 1864 ; haem-
orrhage.

Died November 24. 1862; ex-
hnustive suppuration. A.
M. M., Spec. 740.

May 30, ligation of femoral
j

June 7. haem. recurred. Died
arterv in continuity by Sur- ' June 8, 1864.

geon'D. AY. Bliss.'U. S. V.
Ligation of femoral artery. ' Died February 14, 1863.

Surg. Ill—45
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Name. Military
Desckii-tiox, and Age.

Date and Description
of Injury.

Johnson, V., Pt., I, 13th
Indiana, age 22.

KMy, J. A., Lieut., C,
9th Missouri.

Parker. J., Corp'l. II.

58th Mass., age 38.

Root, J. L., Pt.. H, 77th
New York, age —

.

Satan, J. M., Pt., A,
4th Virginia Cavalry,
age 22.

Smith, D. R., Pt., I, 93d
Illinois.

Walter, V., Pt., E, 8th
Ohio, age 24.

Conoidal ball fracture upper
third of left thigh (also

wound right J. Petersburg.
May 9, 1864.

Shot fracture upper third left

femur. July 4, 1863.
Conoidal ball fracture of mid-
dle third of the left femur.

Conoidal ball fracture, splin-

tering left thigh. Cedar
Creek. Oct. 19, 18G4.

Conoidal ball comminuted
fracture mid. third of right

femur. Monocaev, July 9.

1864.
Shot fracture of the right

femur. Mission Ridge, No-
vember 25, 1863.

Conoidal ball fracture upper
third of right femur. Spott-
sylvania. May 10, 1864.

HEMORRHAGE.

May 19, haemorrhage from
profunda : ligatcd in contin-

uity : li:em. recurred May
22, 26 ounces.

July 12, 13, haemorrhage. 7

ounces, from profunda.
Hemorrhage.

A ugust 5. femoral artery
sloughed ; haemorrhage 10
ounces.

June 7, haBmorrliage, 16 oz
,

from femoral arterv.

Ligation and Operator.

May 22. ligation of femoral
artery above profunda.

July 13, ligation of the fem-
oral artery.

June 27, ligation of femoral
artery.

October 19, ligation of the
femoral artery.

August 5, ligation femoral in

continuity below profunda,
above wound, by Act. Ass"t
Surgeon J. II. Coover.

November, 1863, ligation of
femoral art'vbv Ass't Surg.
J. S. Prout," 26th Missouri.

June 9, ligation of femoral
artery above profunda.

Result and Remarks.

May 24. haemorrhage recur-

red. Died May 26, 1864.

Died July 13, 1863.

Died July 2, 1864. •

Died November 1, 1864.

Aug. 6, hsem. reeur'd, 12 oz.;

ligation of profunda. Died
from exhaustion and loss of
blood. A.XM.,Spee.3Sm.

Died December 5, 1863.

Died June 17, 1864.

The profunda was successfully tied in one case, and the circumflex of profunda and

the popliteal arteries
1 were unsuccessfully ligated in one instance each. In one case it is

stated that the femoral vein was successfully ligated on the day of the injury; but unfortu-

nately neither the records of the field hospital nor of the Columbian Hospital at Washing-

ton, where the patient was treated during the first five months after the injury, allude to

the ligation of the femoral vein, and not until the soldier reached the hospital at Madison,

Wisconsin, is the operation, said to have been performed on the field, mentioned, probably

upon the patient's own statement. A brief account of the case is appended:

Case 501.—Corporal G. Bulman, Co. G, 36th Wisconsin, aged 22-years, was wounded through the upper third of the

left thigh, at Hatcher's Run, October 27, 1864. He was sent from the field to Columbian Hospital, Washington, several days

after the injury, and five months later he was transferred to Harvey Hospital, Madison. Surgeon H. Culbertson, U. S. V., in

charge of the latter, reported that the femur was fractured by the missile, and that the femoral vein had been ligated on the day

of the injury. The patient was discharged from service May 22, 1865, and pensioned. Examiner W. II. Walker, of Fond du

Lac, certified, August 11, 1865: "He was wounded by a ball through the upper third of the thigh from without inward, frac-

turing the femur. The muscles are adherent and the thigh is diminished In circumference two and a half inches. The circula-

tion of the limb is much impeded from extensive loss and induration of the soft parts from hospital gangrene." Several years

after the same examiner reported "deep and extensive varices and ulceration on the outer aspect of the calf" from the obstruc

tion of the circulation of the limb. The pensioner was paid December 4, 1879.

A fatal instance of ligation of the femoral vein and the profunda artery for secondary

haemorrhage is reported by Acting Assistant Surgeon T. J. Dunott:

Case 502.—Private E. Gilkey, Co. C, 17th Maine, age 27 years, was wounded at Petersburg, June 18, 1864, and admitted

into Campbell Hospital, Washington, ten days afterwards. Surgeon A. F. Sheldon, TJ. S. V., reported :
" Shot fracture of upper

third of right femur. Hemorrhage to the amount of twelve ounces occurred on July 5th, when the femoral vein and the pro-

funda artery were ligated. the ligature of the former being applied at the seat of the injury. Haemorrhage recurred on July 7,

1864, when the case resulted fatally."

Among the three thousand four hundred and sixty-seven cases of shot fracture of the

femur treated by conservation referred to in this Section, were two thousand eight hundred

and thirty-nine Union and six hundred and twenty-eight Confederate cases. The ratio of

1 Surgeon G. M. H. Mau^IIB, P. A. C. S. (Conservative Treatment of Compound Comminuted Fracture of the Femur, with Cases, in Confederate

States Med. and ^urg. Jour., 18(15, Vol. II, p. 9), reports that Private W. T. Ivy, 19th Mississippi Cavalry, aged 40, was wounded at Hnrrisburg, July 14,

1864 ; compound comminuted fracture of femur, upper third; ligation of arteria profunda; treated by position: union complete; shortened one inch,

Acting Assistant Surgeon T. J. DUNOTT reports that Private E. H. Gibson, Co. A, 14th New Jersey, aged 15, was wounded at Monocacy, July 9, 1864.

A conical hall perforated the right thigh in the upper third, on the anterior aspect, fractured the femur without producing much comminution, and emerged

near the anus. The patient was admitted into the hospital at Frederick, and, on July 13th, the limb was placed upon a double-inclined plane. On July

19th, haemorrhage set in, a large and continuous stream flowing out of the anterior wound. Dr. Dl'XOTT immediately enlarged the wound and tied the

circumflex of the profunda above and below; on July 20th, violent haemorrhage occurred from the wound. Compression was made at once, and a plug

of lint introduced. A hot-air bath was ordered and stimulants given, but the patient died July 19, 1864, two hours after the recurrence of the haemorrhage.

Surgeon R. NiCOl.T.s, U. 8. V., reports that Private C- A. Knight, Co. L, 2d Illinois Cavalry, aged 24. was accidentally wounded at Sikeston, Missouri,

May 4, 1862, by a pistol ball, which fractured the left femur three inches above its lower extremity. He was admitted into the hospitals Quincy on

May 10th, and the popliteal artery, which was wounded, was ligated above and below the wound. Buck's apparatus was applied. The ligatures came
away on the fourteenth day. The wound of operation had nearly closed by the latter part of August, but the patient was reduced by diarrhoea and died

September 29, 1862.
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mortality of the completed cases was 51.1 per cent, on the Union, and 44.0 per cent, on the

Confederate side, as exhibited in the following table:

Table L.

Numerical Statement of Union and Confederate Soldiers treated by Conservation after Shot Fracture

of the Femur.

POINT OF FRACTURE-
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entire want, of surgical appliances to make the patient with a fractured thigh bone com-

fortable, the rough transportation to which the wounded man is liable to be exposed, are

circumstances which will sometimes urge the military surgeon to forego all conservative

inclination and prefer to sacrifice the limb rather than to expose the patient to the risks

attending the attempts at preservation. Here, as well as in all questions of surgical inter-

ference, medical officers in the field will always be guided by the circumstances surrounding

each case.

The modes of operating employed were the flap method 1 and its various modifications

—

the anterior, posterior, antero-posterior, and lateral flaps—in one thousand one hundred

and forty-one, the circular method in eight hundred and sixty-three, the oval flap with

circular division of muscles in one hundred and eight instances; but it is difficult to draw

correct conclusions from the recorded cases regarding the value of the modes practised.

Surgeon E. Batwell,8 14th Michigan Volunteers, observes: "The sort of operations per-

formed is worthy of comment, and has been very closely watched, to try and give a prefer-

ence to either circular or flap operations, based on observations as to their relative merits as

far as healing was concerned; but no difference was discernible, except in lateral flaps,

where the protrusion of the bone through the incision prevented the rapid union that took

place in the antero-posterior ones. The only cases in which the healing process seemed

retarded were those in which the operation urged by Malgaigne was performed—oval flaps

with circular division of muscular tissue. The chief points in which they seemed to be

deficient was the small anterior flap being unable to support the weight of the posterior

larger one-. This again granulated very freely, and thereby prevented approximation of the

edges, and a large granulating surface was the result, instead of the nicely adjusted linear

mark observable in either the flap or circular operations. From the observations made on

the subject, I would urge that no modifications are worthy of being noticed by surgeons,

and that the circular or flap operations amply fulfil all the requirements necessary." The

Army Medical Museum possesses seventy-nine casts of stumps after amputations in the

femur, six of which are shown in the accompanying plate (Plate LX.XI1I). Figures 1,

2, 3, and 5 represent stumps after the anterior, posterior, antero-posterior, and lateral flap

methods, Figure 4, after the circular method, and Figure 6, after an operation by the flap

of skin and circular division of muscles method. An amputation after the method of

Gritti.
3 of Milan, is reported by Surgeon W. Child,

4 5th New Hampshire Volunteers, to

Surgeon A. J. PlIEt.rs, U. S. V., in his Report of the Operations of the Medical Department of the Left Wing of the Fourteenth Corps, at the

Battle of Murfreesboro' , remarks: " The method of amputation employed was, very generally, the flap. Those cases of flap operation, however, that

approached nearest to the circular methirti did best, and 1 have thought that our success would be greater if the circular method was adopted more gen-

erally. The only hope we have of un entire success is union by the first intention in the flap operation, and this depends upon the subsequent attention

of the surgeou. We can seldom expect to realize it while we have to depend upon inexperienced nurses for dressers. The weight of an unsupported flap

will invariably break those tender bonds of union that nature so readily attempts. (Appended Documents to Part I, Vol. I, of the Med. and Surg. Hist,

of the War, Washington, 1870, p. 263.)
'J Extract from a Report on the Surgical Operations performed after the Engagement at Jonesboro' . Georgia, in Appended Documents to Part I, Vol.

I, of the Med. und Surg. Hist, of the War, Washington, 18711, p. :I04.

-1 It. GB1TT1 [Dell amputazione del femore al terzo inferiorc e della rtisarticolazione del ginocchio. Valore retativo di cadanna colV indicazione di

un nuoro metodo denominate amputazione del femore ai conditi con Irmbo patellar*', in Annali Universali di Medicina, Milano, 1857, Vol. CI.XI, p. 5.

This operation will be referred to in the succeeding section.

4 CHII.l> (W.), GJUTITS Supra-condyloid Amputation of the Thigh, in the Huston Med. and Surg. Jour., 1870, Vol. CI, p. 783. Dr. CHILD says:

" After the battle of Antietam (September 17. 18n*2) it was determined to establish upon that battle field a hospital for such severe cases as could not be

conveniently removed to the general hospitals. Dr. BERNAHD Vaniu:i:K1EFT, United States volunteer surgeon, was detailed surgeon in charge of this

hospital. Among the patients was a soldier with an amputation of the right leg. After some weeks it was found that the leg must be amputated at or

above the knee joint. Dr. VANI'KUKH.pr decided to amputate at the knee joint by ''a new operation " (as he suidj, and the operation was certainly new
to his associates and assistants. He made a circular incision from tlte internal tuberosity of the tibia across the leg below the patella to the head of the

fibula, dissected this flap up to about the middle of the patella, cut through the ligumentum patellae close to the lower border of the bone, and turned

back the flap. He then made the posterior flap by passing the knife beneath the femur and cutting outward and downward. He then sawed through

the femur jusl above the condyles, and removed a section from the posterior or internal surface of the patella by the saw. Next he adjusted the sawn
surface of the patella to the sawn extremity of the femur and adjusted the flaps in the usual manner, The patient died in about sixteen hours, on account

of previous exhaustion. '
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FIG. 21 fl.—The lower
halt' of right femur am-
putated above the con-

dyles. Spec. 536.

Fir.. 220.—The sam«
with the sawn surfaces
of the patella and femur
in apposition.

have been performed by Surgeon B. A. Vanderkieft, U. S. V., who was in charge of the

Smoketown Hospital after the battle of Antietam, September 17, 1862. Another operation

of this character was performed by Assistant Surgeon J. W. S. Gouley, U. S. A., December

16, 1862, three days after the battle of Fredericksburg: 1

Cask 503.—Private Grey Y. Barrett, Co. F, 5th New Hampshire, aged 20

years, was wounded at Fredericksburg, December 13, 1862, by a musket ball, which

entered at the outer condyle of the femur, passed inward and upward, and, escaping

posteriorly in the middle of the lower third of thigh, left the bone much comminuted

at its exit. He was admitted to the hospital of the 1st division, Ninth Corps, where,

on December 16th, Assistant Surgeon J. W. S. Gouley, IT. S. A., amputated the

femur a short distance above the wound of entrance, the patella being included in the

anterior Hap; the line of section not having escaped the wound, another third of an

inch was removed (Fig. 219); the femoral surface of the patella was then sawn off,

and the two cut surfaces of the bone were brought in apposition (Fig. 220). The
laminated portion of the femur, however, was fractured half an inch above this point,

and fissures extended two inches further. The operation was well borne, and the

case continued to do well until the sixth day, when sloughing commenced ; on the

eighth, signs of gangrene were noticed ; and, on the ninth, December 25th, Surgeon

J. P. Prince, 30th Massachusetts Volunteers, amputated the femur in the middle

third, on account of the burrowing of pus, for secondary hemorrhage from the pop-

liteal. No plastic deposit could be observed immediately after the operation. On
the next day he was transferred to Washington, and admitted to the Douglas Hos-

pital, where he died on December 27, 1802. The pathological specimen, which was

contributed to the Army Medical Museum by Dr. Prince, with a history of the case,

is numbered 530 of the Surgical Section.

Extension as a means of covering protruding bones after amputation of the thigh was

successfully employed at the City General Hospital, St. Louis, after a plan2 devised by

Acting Assistant Surgeon A. S. Barnes.

How far the size of the thigh presented for amputation influences the result of the

operation cannot be ascertained from the cases recorded in the preceding pages. M. Bras-

dor,
3
in 1774, observed that "plus la plaie de l'amputation a de surface, plus, toutes choses,

e'gales, le danger que court le malade est grand," and Surgeon M. Goldsmith, U. S. V.,
4
in

a letter to this Office notices the influence of the size of the limb upon the mortality of

1 An account of this. case by Surgeon JAMES I'. Pkixce, 36th Massachusetts Volunteers, has been published in the Boston Medical and Surgical

Journal, 18(13, Vol. LXV11I, No. 4, p. 69, and by Dr. ROUERT F. WEIR in his excellent paper On Gritti'S Supra- Condyloid Amputation of the Thigh,

in The Medical Record, New York, 1879, Vol. XV, p. 338.

2 IIOl»OEN (J. T.). Letter to the Surgeon General, dated April 30, 1863: "The accompanying drawing (FIG. 221) shows its application to the

thigh. The same is also applied to the arms, forearms, or legs. From three to six adhesive strips are applied, extending from the end of the stump up

the limb to near the next joint; this is then covered by a smoothly applied banduge. The free ends of plaster are brought together several inches

below the end of the stump and fastened by a cord, to which is attached a

bug of sand weighing from 1 to 3 or 4 pounds; the cord, passed over a

pulley placed at a proper point on the bedstead, the bag is suspended, thus

making gradual constant extension on the flaps, which soon elongate and

cover the protruding bone. Great numbers of such stumps have been

brought to this hospital, in many the bone protruding three inches or more,

and in but one case have we thought it best to saw off the end of the bone ;

and that was done before this method of treatment was practised. There

have been very few cases in which the ends of bones have exfoliated, anil

then only a small part of what would have been lost if the usual course

had been pursued. The credit of introducing this new method of covering

protruding bones is due to Acting Assistant Surgeon A. S. IlARNKS of this

city." Dr. W. \V. Keex, jr., in a letter to the Surgeon General's Office,

dated U. S. A. General Hospital, West Philadelphia, May 2(i, 1863,

ascribes this plan to Assistant Surgeon A. II. Smith, U. S. A : "Assistant

Surgeon A. II. Smith, U. S. A., who was with me at Frederick, and after-

wards here and now at Nashville, while at Frederick devised a very ingenious apparatus, which was afterwards adopted at hospitals nearer the battle-

fields, and there claimed as original, and now, I learn, is claimed by J. T. IIODOEN, Surgeon U. S. V., of St. Louis. The apparatus is the application of

adhesive strips to the (laps after amputation (especially in the thigh), and the attaching to them of a weight running over a pulley, very much after the

plan of BUCK'S apparatus for the thigh, the object being to prevent retraction of the flaps, and to overcome it if already established."

3 BttASDOR, Kssai sur les amputations dans Us Articles, in Mem. de VAcad. Roy. de Chir., Paris, 1774, T. V, p. 757.

4 GOLUsMITII (M.). Letter to the Surgeon General, dated Jeffersonville, Indiana, October 18, 1865: 1L
It has been a subject of general remark in

the Army that a much larger proportion of the lean, lithe, active men—hardy men, without a particle of encumbering fat, recovered from amputation,

ttiau equally hardy men—men oftentimes of much more muscular development and strength, with a larger accumulation of fat. Or, in other words,

that small, light, active men, bore nmputation of the thigh better than larger, stronger, and stouter men did. That other things being equal, the general

FIG. 221.—Dr. A. S. IIaRNKs's method of treating amputations with
retracted flaps.
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amputations, especially in the thigh, a subject which seems to him of "importance enough

to challenge the attention of medical men."

Considering the results of the amputations according to the ages of the patients, as

represented in Table LI, the mortality rate of four hundred and seventy-six patients

under twenty years of age was 41.0 per cent.; of thirteen hundred and fifty-one patients

Table LI.

Statement of ilie Ages of Six Thousand Two Hundred and Nine Patients who submitted to Amputation

of the Thigh for Shot Injury.

AMPUTATION OF THIGH.
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Section IV.

WOUNDS AND INJURIES OF THE KNEE JOINT.

The injuries of the knee joint to be considered in this Section number three thousand

four hundred and forty-nine. Twelve were punctured, thirty-nine incised, and three thou-

sand three hundred and ninety-eight shot wounds. Of the latter, forty-three were shot

contusions and three thousand three hundred and fifty-five shot fractures. The injuries of

the knee from blows, falls, or railroad accidents are reserved for a future chapter. The

number of cases of injuries of the knee joint followed by amputations of the thigh is very

large. Of the thirty-nine patients with incised wounds, six submitted to amputation; of

the forty-three shot contusions, ten, and of the three thousand three hundred and fifty-five

shot fractures, two thousand three hundred and eighty-nine were succeeded by amputation

in the thigh. The two thousand three hundred and ninety-nine cases of amputation in

the thigh for shot contusion or shot fractures of the bones of the knee joint have already

been cited in the amputation tables of the preceding section, and will therefore be only

briefly alluded to in the concluding remarks of this Section.

PUNCTURED AND INCISED WOUNDS OF THE KNEE JOINT.—The
instances of punctured and incised

1 wounds of the knee joint reported on the records num-

ber fifty-one—twelve punctured wounds and thirty-nine incised wounds. In some of the

cases, undoubtedly, the cavity of the joint was directly implicated, but the meagre evidence

Examples of punctured and incised wounds of the knee joint by bayonet, sword, or sabrp, in military surgery, are not frequent. IIavaton

(Chirurgie d'ArmCe, on TraitC des plaies d'armes A feu et d'armes blanches, Paris, 1708, p. 5S2, Obs. XXXVI) cites the case of Cuirassier Til, of Lulliers

Company, who received, in 1761, u sabre puncture of the right knee opening' the joint. The patient recovered. The author adds :
" The bones of the

thigh and the leg were anchylosed on account (doubtless) of the little attention paid to passive motion of the extremity." BltUNEAU (P.) (Diss, sur les

plaies des articulations, Paris, These, An XI [1S02] p. 14) reports the case of a young man who received a sabre wound of the knee, dividing the patella

and laying open the articular surfaces. The wounded parts were brought together, but tumefaction and fever, with intense pain, swelling, and abscesses

followed, and death ensued. Rabasse (Ij. J.) (Considerations Generates sur les plaies des articulations faites par les amies Ci feu on les instrument

tranchans, Paris, Thfise No. 84, 1911, p. 20) records two eases of sabre wounds of the knee joint: Maker, 84th line, who received, near Utrecht, in 1804,

a sabre wound which cut the upper ligament of the right patella and penetrated the articulation. The parts were brought together and cataplasms

employed. Abscesses formed on the interior and exterior sides of the knee, which were opened, and a seton was introduced to allow the escape of pus.

The wounds healed and the patient recovered, but with complete anchylosis of the knee joint. A grenadier of the 54th regiment received, in a duel, a

sabre wound just above the knee, running transversely and a little upward, and dividing the tendons of the extensor muscles of the leg near their insertion

on the upper part of the patella: the articulation was opened. The wound was about three inches long and presented an opening into which a finger

cculd be readily introduced. Uuion of the parts was maintained by bandages and a splint applied to prevent tlexion. Union took place, and the patient

recovered without accident. BLONDEAU (Jean) (Propositions de J'alhologie fondecs sur drs Observations, ThCse, Paris, 1815. No. 04. p. 21) describes the

case of a sergeant of the 122d regiment, who received, in a duel near Salamanca, a sabre wound of the knee, which cut the patella transversely and pen-

etrated to the middle of the condyles of the femur. A splint was placed at the posterii r part of the limb and the wounded surfaces brought together.

lie had nearly recovered when ho fell a victim to an adynamic fever. Laukey (D. J.) iMcmoires de Chirurgie Militaire et Campagnes, Paris, 1812, T.

IT, p. 475) records the following: Orenadicr J. Grandi received an incised wound of the right knee, which divided the patella through the whole of its

thickness and involved the condyles of the femur. Extravasation of blond into the joint and suppuration and disorganization of the soft parts took place;

the femur was denuded and the cartilages destroyed ; death resulted. Jean Lepaix, a grenadier, aged 30, received a sabre wound of the right knee. He
walked two leagues to the hospital. The incision was about three centimetres long, running obliquely downward, opening the joint and allowing synovia

to escape. Amputation was proposed but refused by the patient. The edges of the wound were united to exclude the air and prevent extravasation of

blood. The usual remedies were employed without benefit. The soldier demanded amputation, which was performed on the fifth day. The patient

died on the fifteenth day. Lakuey adds that lie saw several patients with similar wounds, who perished because amputation had nut been risked.

Deguise (J. F. C.) (Dissertation sur les plaies des articulations, Paris. 1815, These No. 4, p. 10) cites the case of Adju't Major M. Des—, 41st regiment, who
received, during the Russian campaign, in 1812, a sword thrust of the knee joint, allowing the escape of synovia. The parts wore drawn together and the

wound healed by first intention, without pain ;
" in spite of the cruel fatigues experienced on the retreat through Silesia, the healing was complete in a few

days." EHHLICH (J. A.) (Chirnrgische Beobachtungen, Leipzig. 1815, B. II. pp. 100. KX>) records two cases of sabre wounds of the knee: A soldier of the

21st Chasseurs, aged 16, received, on August 4, 1813, a sabre wound of the knee. There was considerable haemorrhage, and synovia escaped freely.
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and the fact that the injuries in several of the cases healed with very slight inflammatory

action render it possible that they were periarticular wounds only.

Punctured Wounds of the Knee Joint.—The twelve punctured wounds of the knee

joint terminated in recovery. Seven were caused by bayonets, two by knives, two by falls

on nails, and one by a fall on a pair of scissors. The seven cases of bayonet wounds are:

Case 504.—Private C. Smith, Co. H. 30th Iowa, aged 17 years, received, September 20, 1802, a bayonet puncture of the

left knee joint. He was discharged from service at Benton Barracks Hospital, October 5, 1803, Surgeon J. H. Grove, U. S. V.,

certifying to "anchylosis and chronic synovitis" resulting from the wound. His claim for pension was rejected.

Case 505.—Private J. S. Oldscamp, Co. K, 16th Maine, aged 22 years, was wounded and captured at Spottsylvania,

May 8. 1804. He was subsequently exchanged, and ultimately discharged for disability June 22, 1805. Examiner (J. Rowland,
of Brooklyn, New York, reported : *'A bayonet wound penetrated the right knee ; also a shot wound of right thigh, and of right

foot injuring the little toe. The result is lameness and inability to labor." The man was a pensioner until March 4, 1800, when
he was dropped, his disabilities, in the opinion of the examiner, having ceased.

Case 500.—Surgeon W. O'Meagher, 1 37th New York, reports: "Private received an accidental wound of the

knee joint between the border of the patella and the internal condyle of the femur. At first little was thought of it, a few

adhesive straps and a roller bandage being applied, and the patient returned to duty. In a few days, owing, doubtless, to impru-

dence and over exercise, inflammation, accompanied by pain, fever, swelling, and effusion, set in, while the wound assumed an

angry fungoid appearance; but by means of rest in the recumbent position, elevation of the extremity, and water dressing, the

pain and other symptoms slowly abated at the end of three weeks, leaving the patient, however, lame and stiif at the joint."

Cask 507-—Musician J. II. Getman, Co. E, 115th New York, aged 19 years, was wounded at Fort Fisher, January 1C,

1865. He was conveyed to McDougall Hospital, New York, and subsequently to Troy. Surgeon George H. Hubbard, U. S. V.,

in charge of the latter hospital, reported that the patient's injuries consisted of "a bayonet wound of the posterior portion of the

right knee joint." Getman was furloughed April 28lh, and was mustered out of service May 10, 1805; he is a pensioner.

Case £06.—Sergeant S. M. Ingraham, Co. K, 64th New York, aged 34 years, received a bayonet wound of the left knee,

at Spottsylvania, May 12, 1804. He was mustered out and pensioned October 13, 1804. Examining surgeons represent him as

suffering from permanent weakness of the knee as a result of a bayonet wound of the patella followed by suppuration.

The remaining two cases of bayonet wounds of the knee joint have already been

cited, viz: cases of Private C. A. Ball, Co. K, 89th New York (Case 3, page 6, ante), and

Private Lewis Francis, Co. T, 14th New York (Cask 331, page 154, ante). The former

recovered without any bad results; the latter after amputation in the middle third of the

thigh and subsequent disarticulation at the hip.

Amputation above the knee was advised, but refused by the patient. The arteries were ligated and the edges of the wound drawn together by sutures,

care being taken that synovia and blond were allowed to escape. August 6th, inflammation, swelling, and pain. Synovia continued to escape until

August IOtli. Death from exhaustion August tJ3, 1813. A soldier of the 7th line, aged 27, received, on August l(i, 1813, near Dresden, a sabre cut

through the left patella. He secured the wound willi bandages, and was received into the military hospital on August 24th, very much exhausted.

An examination revealed a cut about 4 inches in length, splitting the patella and opening the joint ; blood and synovia escaped freely and symptoms
of tetanus appeared. August 28th, escape of synovia diminished. September 19th, cut edges of patella were united and the escape of synovia had

ceased. The patient recovered. LEFKANCOls (Jean, (Dissertation snr Irs ptaies pen-'tranlcs dc V'articulation du genou, Paris, 1820. These No. 28,

pp. 17, 18) cites two cases: A soldier of the 7th chasseurs a ehcviil received, in December, 1814, a sabre wound across the anterior part of the right knee,

extending from the internal to the external part of the knee and opening the joint. Simple dressings were applied. The limb was painful during the first

eight days; tetanus appeared on the fifteenth day and death resulted. A soldier of the 18th line received a sabre wound on January 15, 1815. The cut

was transversely across the upper part of the knee joint and opened the cavity of the joint about an inch. There was copious haemorrhage. The edges

were brought together and simple dressings applied. There was little pain during the first three days ; but on the fourth there was some fever and gastric

disturbance. Numerous abscesses appeared, which were incised. The patient recovered in 27 days. FOUBNIEIt (JULEP) ilissai sur les jrfaies des artic-

ulations, I'aris. 1823, These No. 150, pp. 11, 14) : Pmttari, 8th guards, received, November G, 1822, a sabre puncture over the left patella and two others ou

the anterior and upper portion. Considerable swelling ensued and synovia escaped through the small wound. By November 15th the wound had cica-

trized and the patient was able to walk ; there was very little stiffness in the articulation. A young chasseur received, in 1815, a sabre wound of the

external portion of the right knee. The v* ound was three inches long ami penetrated the synovial capsule, from which there was considerable effusion.

The wounded surfaces were brought together and the limb permanently extended. On the tenth day cicatrization was complete. MAI.LE (P.) (L'Hn.

Chir. d? Vh6pifal Mil. d'inslruction de Strasbourg. Paris, 18"8, p. CS2): V . fusilier, 2u'th line ; entered hospital at Strasbourg March 25, 1830, with a

sabre wound of the right knee. The tendons of the extensor muscles < t the leg were divided near the insertion at the upper border of the patella. The
wound was about three inches long. Clots were removed by the linger, the wounded surfaces brought together, anil immobility secured by splints.

Inflammation and suppuration ensued and the patient suffered from nausea and insomnia, but his condition improved ; he bad recovered on June 12, 1830.

CHEKU {J. C) (Rapport, etc., pendant la Campngnt d Orient en 1854, 1 855, 1856, Paris, ISOo, p. 410) tabulates 5 cases of recovery after sabre, bayonet,

and lance wounds of the knee, but gives no details. ( tARDEN (A. 31.) ( Conservative Surgery— Treatment of Sword Wound of the Knee, in The Lancet,

1859, Vol. I, p. C31): On September 13, 1857. a woman received sw<<rd cuts of both knees ; the left was onl^' slightl}' injured ; the right knee was opened

and a portion of the head of the tibia severed ; the muscles and ligaments attached to the patella were cut through, leaving the patella itself attached by
a very small piece of integument. Pimb placed in position; patella replaced; union with anchylosis in about tour months. Williamson (GEORGE)

{Military Surgery, London, 1863, p. 173): Private John * unnell, West York Kifle Regiment, was stabbed in the left knee by a bayonet on February 5,

1858. The wound was small anil deep and just beneath the level of the patella; the pus was excessive; delirium and great agony followed ; knee

became swollen ; abscesses formed outside of the joint and were opened* Profuse purulent discharge continued. April (Ith, amputation of thigh
;
patient

recovered. The specimen is preserved in the Museum of the Army Medical Deportment, at Netley. and is numbered 3633. Volkmaw (R.) (Penetri-

rende KnUgelenkswiinde, Ziveimalige Gelenkp unction, Hcilung ohnc Ankylose, in Deutsche Klinik, L>. Xllf, 1801, p. 411): A mason, on June 23, 1801,

received a sabre wound of the left kuee joint ; escape of synovia, fever, and extensive burrowing of pus j incisions, ice ; recovery.
1 O'MEAGllEii (William), Cases in Military Surgery—Bayonet Wound of Knee Joint—Synovitis, in Am. Med. Times, 1802. Vol. IV", p. 7.
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The instances in which the penetrations of the knee joint were caused by falls on nails

or scissors or by knife stabs are:

( lASE 509.—Private S. Galliway, Co. B
;
3Jd Ohio, was injured March 18, 1863, at Lake Providence, by falling on a nail,

which entered the right knee joint at the externa] and inferior border of the patella, and penetrated downward and inward about

an inch. Surgeon J. T. Hodgen, U. S. V., reported the case, and that the man entered the City Hospital at St. Louis three

weeks after the reception of the injury. He was transferred to the Veteran Reserve Corps July 15, 18G3; he is not a pensioner.

Cask 510.—Musician B. Williams, Co. C, 1st New York, aged 17 years, is reported by Acting Assistant Surgeon P. li.

Goddard as having been treated at the Master Street Hospital, Philadelphia, from August 12 to November 26, 1862, for "syno-

vitis of the knee joint from puncture by a nail of a cracker box on 'which he fell." There is no record of his ever having applied

for a pension.

Case 511.—Private T. A. Jackson, Co. H, 1st Rhode Island Cavalry, aged 23 years, entered Satterlee Hospital, Phila-

delphia, May 7, 1803. Acting Assistant Surgeon W. W. Keen, jr., reported : "The case is one of punctured wound of the knee

joint followed by partial anchylosis. The patient states that in December, 18G2, he fell from his horse, and that a pair of scissors

in his knapsack punctured the right knee joint and broke oft'; that the points were removed three days after the accident, being

three inches deep, and that severe inflammation followed, and a large number of abscesses formed about the joint. When
admitted the injured joint was smaller than the sound one, the hamstrings were contracted, anil motion was limited from com-

plete flexion to an angle of 135° with the thigh. On motion there was marked crepitation, the movement of the patella being

much restricted. The cicatrix of the wound is located just to the inside and above the tubercle of the tibia, and all about the

joint are old cicatrices from abscesses. The evidence of penetration of the joint is manifest, both by the position of the cicatrix

as well as the escape of synovia, which took place according to the patient's statement. The patient walks about on crutches,

and is unable to bear weight on the limb." He was discharged from service June 1, 186:!. There is no record of his ever

having applied for pension.

Cask 512.—Private E. Rice, Co. E, 100th Indiana, was discharged from service February 28, 1863, by reason of anchy-

losis of the right knee joint. Medical Inspector G. T. Allen, U. S. A., reported that the disability arose from a wound inflicted,

September 16, 1862, by a pointed knife entering beneath the patella and penetrating the knee joint. The man is not a pensioner.

Cask 513.—Private D. R. Ewell, Co. G, 39th Massachusetts, received a knife wound of the left knee in April, 1864. He
was successively admitted to the regimental, Harewood. and Portsmouth Grove hospitals, and returned to duty May 26, 1864.

He is not a pensioner.

Incised Wounds of the Knee Joint.—The thirty-nine cases of this group were axe

or hatchet wounds with the exception of perhaps one, in which the instrument with which

the injury was inflicted is not named. Thirty-three cases were treated without operative

interference and six were followed by amputations in the thigh.

Incised Wounds of the Knee Joint treated without Operative Interference.—Thirty-

three cases, of which four proved fatal, arc included in this category. Tn the majority of

the cases the reports are brief, and the evidence regarding the penetration of the joint is

very vague. A few cases of recovery are cited:

CASK 514.—Private N. Bacon, Co. C, 11th Michigan, aged 17 years, entered Cumberland Hospital, Nashville, May 17,

1864, with an incised wound of the left knee joint, caused accidentally by an axe two weeks previously. Surgeon B. Cloak,

U. S. V., reported the case and that the patient was returned to duty June 4, 1864. The man is not a pensioner.

Case 515.—Private J. H. Fuller, Co. K. 3d Massachusetts, age 28 years, received, October 20,1862, an injury of the

left knee joint by a hatchet, which penetrated outside of the patella and made quite a deep cut, causing much arterial haemor-

rhage. The patient recovered, and was discharged April 1, 1863. He was pensioned on account of lameness and anchylosis of

the joint. The case is reported by Surgeon Z. B. Adams, 32d Massachusetts.

Case 516.—Private L. H. Hudson, Co. K, 1st Missouri Engineers, received an accidental blow from an axe in the left

knee joint, at Waverly, June 3, 1864. The patella, half the capsular, and all the lateral ligaments were severed, allowing the

synovia to escape from the joint. The patient passed through various hospitals, and was discharged January 11, 1865, and

pensioned. Examining surgeons describe him as very badly disabled and suffering from looseness of the joint, the consequence

of loss of parts of the outer side of the knee.

Case 517.—Private W. Trahey, Co. H, 71st New York, was discharged from service May 31, 1862, by reason of lame-

ness and partial anchylosis of the knee joint. Surgeon A. J. McKelway, 8th New Jersey, certified that the disability was caused

by a wound made with an axe in February, 1862, which laid open the joint. The man is not a pensioner.

Case 518.—Sergeant A. E. Waterman. Co. H, 1st Michigan Light Artillery, is reported by Acting Assistant Surgeon D.

O. Farrand as having been admitted into St. Mary's Hospital, Detroit, August 20, lf-64, with an "accidental incised wound of

the right knee, penetrating the joint,"' and that he was returned to duty October 3, 1864. He is not a pensioner.

Case 519.—Private J. Williams, Co. H. 2d Sharpshooters, aged 32, received an accidental wound of the right knee by

an axe, April 3, 1864. Assistant Surgeon W. Webster, U. S. A., in charge of De Camp Hospital, reported that the joint was
penetrated and that the patient was returned to duty May 27, 1864. He is not a pensioner.

Surg. Ill—46
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The evidence in the remaining twenty-three cases
1
of recovery after incised wounds

of the knee is of a similar nature. The fatal cases are:

Case 520.—Private G. M. Sadler, Co. B, 22d Michigan, was admitted into hospital No. 3, Nashville, where he died

February 8, 1864 Surgeon S. D. Tnrney, U. S. V., reported that the cause of death was "an accidental incised wound of the

left knee joint, caused by an axe, and inflicted during the previous month.

Case 521.—Sergeant J. A. Wynkoop, Co. E, 39th Iowa, aged 26 years, was accidentally wounded at Athens, Georr/ia,

April 30, 1864. He was admitted into hospital No. 19, Nashville, whence Surgeon W. H. Thorn, U. S. V., reported: "An axe

wound of the left knee, penetrating the joint. Death on May 26, 1864."

Case 522.—Private A. Hatfield, Co. I, 129th Illinois, aged 25 years, was admitted into the hospital of the 3d division,

Twentieth Corps, October 7, 1864, with an accidental incised wound of the right knee, inflicted with an axe. On October 31st,

he was transferred to hospital No. 1, Chattanooga, whence Surgeon J. H. Phillips, U. S. V., reports that he died on December

7, 1864, "of incised wound of right knee."

Case 523.—Private A. G. Hill, Co. G, 43d New York, aged 25 years, was admitted into Finley Hospital, Washington,

March 25, 1864, with an incised wound of the right knee, inflicted with an axe, accidentally, at Brandy Station, Virginia, Feb-

ruary 19, 1884. Surgeon G. L. Pancoast, U. S. V., reports that he died May 21, 1864, from the effects of the wound.

Amputations in the Thigh after Incised Wounds of the Knee Joint.—Burrowing of

pus, extensive sinuses above or below the knee, and sloughing, necessitated amputation in

the thigh in six cases of incised wounds of the knee joint. Only one of the patients

survived the operation:

Case 524.—Private F. O'Brien, Co. A, 4th New York, aged 24 years, was cut in the left knee by an axe during a fight

in a private; house near Baltimore, February, 1862. He was admitted to hospital in Baltimore, where, on account of the diseased

condition of the injured joint and adjacent parts, the limb was subsequently amputated about the middle of the thigh by Surgeon

G. Taylor, U. S. A. The patient was discharged from service April 28, 1863, and supplied with an artificial limb. A cast of the

stump was contributed to the Army Medical Museum by Assistant Surgeon J. W. S. Gouley, U. S. A., and constitutes specimen

919 of the Surgical Section. The man subsequently served in the Veteran Reserve Corps, and was discharged December 15,

1*64. His application for pension was rejected.

Case 525.—Corporal M. J. Allen, Co. I, 33d Indiana, aged 22 years, while putting up a tent on June 17, 1865, received

an axe wound of the right knee joint. He was admitted to Brown Hospital, Louisville, several days afterwards, and on July

27th to Crittenden Hospital. Assistant Surgeon J. C. G. Happersett, U. S. A., in charge of the latter, reported that the injured

knee was affected with synovitis; also that pus had penetrated the joint and was burrowing in the tissues above and below,

necessitating amputation of the thigh, which was performed July 31st, by Acting Assistant Surgeon D. J. Griffiths, at the

middle third. The patient died of diarrhoea August 11, 1865.

Case 526.—Private II. C. Frazer, Co. A, 40th New York, while cutting wood, on June 20, 1862, accidentally struck the

left knee. He entered Ascension Hospital, Washington, July 4th, whence Acting Assistant Surgeon J. W. Bulkley reported

that the cut ran obliquely across the outside of the joint and had nearly healed when the patient was admitted. About ten or

eleven days afterwards, however, the leg and joint became greatly swollen and inflamed, the skin rapidly assuming a bright red

color. This was attended with excessive pain in the joint upon motion. Ice, cold irrigations, and tincture of iodine were

applied, and salines, small doses of tartar emetic, and sweet spirits of nitre were administered. Bandages were applied from

the foot to the knee joint with good effect. On July 20th, a small incision was made inside the ligamentum patella and gave

exit to a large amount of sanious and highly offensive pus. About July 27th, the pus was noticed to be accumulating in the joint

and burrowing above it in the muscles of the thigh. The bandage was still used, and cold, alternated with warm, applications

were continued. Quinine and tincture of iron was now given, and beef tea and brandy punch freely. About the beginning of

August an incision, made in the calf of the leg, gave exit to still more offensive pus. After August 5th the patient was slowly

sinking. A small blackish discoloration was then seen on the inside of the leg, midway between the knee and the ankle: the

foot, which from the first had remained ©edematous, was puffed and flitting on pressure. On August 13th the black spot was
noticed to be rapidly increasing and was recognized as gangrene, when a lotion of nitric acid was applied. On the following

day, the necessity of amputation becoming manifest, two doses of one-half grain of morphia each were administered, after which

the limb was removed about six inches below the trochanters by the antero-posterior Hap method. The operation was performed

by Surgeon J. C. Dorr, U. S. V., assisted by others, the patient being under the influence of chloroform, and losing but a slight

amount of blood. Dead and disorganized tissues were found in the Haps and dissected out, after which the lips of the wound
were closed by silver sutures and adhesive plaster. Stimulants were freely given, but the patient sank rapidly, and died at 5

P. M. on the same day. An examination showed that the soft parts were extensively disorganized nearly to the trochanters;

also that the original wound had communicated with the knee joint.

Case 527.—Private R. B. Swift, Co. H, 1st Regiment Michigan Engineers and Mechanics, aged 23 years, was accident-

ally cut in the right knee joint by an axe, while engaged on duty on the Northwestern Railroad in Tennessee, November 24, 1863.

'The cases are: 1. Pt. D. Bird, Co. Q, 107th New York; 2. Pt. G. Blucher, Co. C, 119th New York; 3. C. Bradley, Government employe; 4.

Pt. A. Carp, Co. II, 13th Illinois ;
.",. Pt. J. M. Condon, Co. Ii, 3d New York Cavalry; (i. Pt. H. Coon, Co. F, 143d New York; 7. Pt. T. Decker, Co.

D, 15th New Jersey
;

8. Pt. J. Elliott, Co. E, 4th California; !>. Pt. D. Geigheimer, Co. B, 131st New York; 10. Corp'l J. Howard, Co. D, 78th Illinois;

11. Pt. M. Kelley. Co. B, 59th Illinois; 12. Pt. J. Kimball, Co. A, 1st Wisconsin Cavalry; 13. Pt. L. B. Lewis, Co. C, 11th New Hampshire; 14. Pt. H.
T. Marsh, Co. I, 8th Ohio; 15. Pt. J. Murtin, Co. D, 159th New York; 1(1 Pt. It. M. Morris, Co. C, 84th Indiana; 17. Serg't J. I.. Morse, Co. D, 21st N.

Y'ork Cavalry; 18. Pt. G. \V. Proctor, Co. D, luth Illinois; 19. Pt. H. A. Smith, Co. G, 141st New York; 20. Pt. E. S. Spangler, Co. F, 145th Penn-

sylvania; 21. Pt. D. A. Stephens, Co. B, 2d Penn. Cavalry; 22. I't. A. M. Sutton, Co. L, 4th New York Artilley; 23. Pt. J. Wood, Co. G, 79th Ohio.
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On the following day he was admitted to hospital No. 3, Nashville, where the limb was amputated on January 5, 1864, by Sur-

geon S. D. Turney, U. S. V., at the lower end of the middle third of the thigh. The operation was performed by the circular

method with little loss of blood, chloroform and ether being used and four ligatures applied. At the time of the operation the

knee was greatly swollen and very painful, the internal condyle was laid bare by sloughing, and the joint had opened exten-

sively, the discharges being very offensive. There were also extensive sinuses above the joint, and below it free incisions had

been made to effect drainage. The patient had become rjuite reduced and was unable to sleep without opiates. He slept some

during the night following the operation. Milk punch and beef tea were freely given, but the patient died from exhaustion

January 7, 1804. The case was reported by the operator.

Cask 528.—Private E. H. Turner, Co. E, 1st Maryland, aged 23 years, was admitted to hospital at Frederick, October

3, 1864, having received an axe wound of the left knee joint. Acting Assistant Surgeon P. O. Cornish reported that the patient

was not a very strong man and apprehensive of a fatal result from the first. Two and a half hours after the injury the wound
was firmly closed with a stitch and adhesive plaster, after which cold lotions were used. Two days afterwards the joint became

swollen and painful, and, on October 12th, synovia was Mowing from the wound, the patient's tongue was coated, and his appetite

poor. On October 15th, pus having formed in the joint, it was freely opened on both sides, also an abscess located above the

knee but not communicating with the joint. Diarrhoea now set ill and indications of pyaemia came on, and all the symptoms

growing worse, amputation of the thigh at the middle third, by the circular method, was performed by Assistant Surgeon R. F.

Weir, U. S. A., on October 18th. An examination of the amputated limb disclosed abscesses above and below the knee and in

the popliteal space, and showed that the cartilages of the joint had commenced to break down. The treatment consisted of

tonics, opiates, and stimulants. The stump having commenced to discharge unhealthy pus, it was opened on October 21st, and

washed with bromine solution. Subsequently iodide of starch was administered, and iodine was applied to the stump. The
patient died October 25, 1864. The post-mortem examination confirmed the existence of the pyaemic infection. The stump

showed no reparative process around the bone, numerous small abscesses being present in the cellular tissues nearly to the hip

joint. The fascia surrounding the femoral vein was closely adherent from inflammatory action, the coats of the vein being much

thickened and filled with broken down clots. The valves of the vein and the coats of the femoral artery were also thickened

and very friable. No pus was found in the hip joint.

In the next case the external wound had partly healed by first intention so that a

probe could not be made to enter the joint, but insidious burrowing of pus and disorgan-

ization of the tissues finally rendered amputation unavoidable:

Cask 529.—Private O. F. Reams, Co. 15, United States Engineers, aged 23 years, accidentally cut his right knee joint

open with an axe while in the act of chopping down a tree in camp, on March 12, 1864. He was admitted to hospital in Alex-

andria, March 21st, at which time there was but little suppuration, the external wound having partly healed by first intention,

so that a probe could not be made to enter the joint. The patient was doing very well and had a good appetite, and hopes wore

entertained that the joint might be saved. On April 12th, the limb was somewhat swollen and painful, and his appetite began to

fail. On April 22d, fluctuation was distinctly detected, when an opening was made and two ounces of pus escaped On April

24th, the thigh was amputated in the upper third by lateral flaps, by Surgeon E. Bentley, I'. S. V. The tissues below the point

of amputation were found to be infiltrated with pus and badly disorganized. The patient reacted well, though not very promptly.

Pyaemic chills began two days afterwards, and secondary haemorrhage set in on April 28th, when the femoral artery was ligated

just below Poupart's ligament. The patient died from the effects of pyaemia, May 1, 1864. At the autopsy large quantities of

serous fluid were found in the pleural cavities and a number of pyaemic abscesses in the left lung. One abscess was also dis-

covered in the spleen. The latter organ, together with the bones of the amputated knee, were contributed to the Museum, with

the history, by the operator, and constitute specimens 2253 anil 2234 of the Surgical Section.

SHOT INJURIES OF THE KNEE JOINT.—Of the three thousand three hun-

dred and ninety-eight cases of shot wounds involving one or more bones of the knee

joint, forty-three were designated on the reports as shot contusions, and three thousand

three hundred and fifty-five as shot fractures.

SHOT CONTUSIONS OF THE KNEE JOINT.— Contusions of the knee joint
1

involving the condyles of the femur, the patella, or the head of the tibia by small projec-

tiles or fragments of shell, were noted in forty-three instances. Thirty-three were treated

without operative interference, and ten were followed by amputation.

1 Examples of shot contusions »f the knee joint are reported by JOUKUT PE LAM11ALLE (Plates d'armes dfeu, Paris, 1833, p. 265), who cites two

successful cases. CHENU (J. C.) (Rapport, etc., pendant la Campagne d' Orient, Paris, 18(55, p. 410) tubulates 70 cases of shot contusions of the knee

joint, of which 4 proved fatal. Ciikxu (.J. <') (S/ur. Med. Chir. de la Campagne d'ltalie. en 185!> et I860, Paris, 18fi!>. T. II, p. 7C6) records 31 cases of

shot contusions of the knee joint ; 17 patients recovered and 4 died. HEINE (C.) (Die Schussverlctzungen dcr Untcrcn Kxtrcmitiiten. Berlin, 186i», p. 57)

cites a case in which n bullet struck the lower third of the thigh on the inside just above the knee, passed over the knee, hugging the bone closely, and

escaped on the outer side of the knee. On the third day after the injury a viscid fluid escaped (him the wound of entrance. During the first days the

symptoms were slight, nnd the wounds looked well, but they soon assumed an angry appearance. Immense infiltration and pyaemia supervened, and

deatli occurred 14 days after the injury. At the post-mortem examination the bone was found entirely intact ; no roughening was noticeable, the peri-

osteum only being partially destroyed where the bait had passed along the bone. . . The synovial sac was opened at its inner and upper circumfer-

ence and was filled with pus. Stuomeyek (L.) (Erfalirimgrn uber Sclntssicunden im Jahre 1866, Hannover. 18o7, p. 55) tabulates 8 shot Contusions of

the knee joint, but gives no results. KlU'PiiECHT (L.) (Mtlitdidrztliche Erfahrungen wahrend dts Deutsch- Franziisisdu n Krieges im Jahre IS'iO-Tl,

Wilrzburg, 1871, p. 10) tabulates 8 eases of shot contusions of the knee joint and patella but does not indicate the results in the eases.
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Shot Contusions of the Knee Joint treated by Conservation.— Of the thirty-three

cases of this group, eleven, or 83.3 per cent., were fatal. More or less swelling, extensive

inflammation often involving the synovial membranes, necrosis, and exfoliations of small

pieces of bone, abscesses, and effusions into the joint were the most prominent symptoms

following shot contusions of the bones of the joint, and the cases of recovery were followed

by wasting of the limb, partial or complete anchylosis, and, in a few instances, by perma-

nent enlargement of the joint and exacerbations of pain and swelling during damp seasons.

Recoveries after Shot Contusions of the Knee Joint treated by Conservation.—Twenty-

two cases of this group are reported. The patella was the seat of the contusion in nine,

the condyles' of the femur in seven, the patella and condyles of the femur in two, and the

head of the tibia in one instance; in three cases the parts injured are not specified. Four

were Confederate and eighteen were Union soldiers. Of the latter, one was returned to

duty and afterwards killed in battle; fifteen became pensioners, of whom one died of

phthisis four years after the injury; two have not applied for pensions.

Case 530.—Private C. Bowers, Co. D, 84th Pennsylvania, aged 23 years, was wounded in tlie left knee, at Winchester,

March 23, 1862, a ball striking the patella, passing upward one and a half inches, and lodging. He was admitted to St. Joseph's

Hospital, Philadelphia, April 2d, where the missile was extracted by an incision. Considerable pain and inflammation ensued,

and an abscess formed above the wound, discharging itself through the opening made for the removal of the ball. The patient

was discharged July 16, 1862, and pensioned. Examining surgeons report him Buffering from weakness in walking.

Cask 531.—Private O. W. Clark, Co. G, 126th Ohio, aged 27 years, was wounded at Winchester, September 19, 1864,

by a musket ball, which passed through the right knee, grazing the patella. He was treated at various hospitals, and was
ultimately mustered out June 25, 1865, and pensioned. Examining surgeons report partial anchylosis of the knee, difficulty in

walking up and down hill, and considerable wasting of the limb.

Case 532.—Private G. Deacon, Co. G, 14th Virginia Cavalry, aged 25 years, was wounded at Boonsboro', July 8, 1863,

by a spent ball, which entered the outer and lateral surface of the right knee, passed inward and forward,1 striking the patella

and lodging. He entered Frederick Hospital one week afterwards. The patient stated that he worked the ball out with his

fingers on the field. About July 25th, an abscess formed at the point where the ball had lodged, when the external opening was
enlarged, allowing the escape of about half an ounce of pus. Though no synovial fluid escaped, marked evidence of the joint

being involved existed, the swelling being more extensive on the following day and fluctuation well marked. Tincture of iodine

was then freely applied and the limb was placed in Smith's anterior splint. By August 10th the wound was nearly closed, the

effusion within the joint had almost entirely subsided, and the patient was comfortable. On August 20th the wound was entirely

healed, the appearance of the joint being natural, though considerable anchylosis existed, partly perhaps from deposit and partly

owing to long continuance in one position. About a week later the splint was removed, and, on September 1st, passive motion

was exercised without producing much pain or tenderness. On September 5th, the patient was transferred to Baltimore, having

considerable and daily increasing motion of the knee. The man was paroled for exchange September 25, 1863.

Case 533.—Private J. Hammond, Co. B, 98th Ohio, aged 25 years, was wounded in the left knee by a musket ball, at

C'bickamauga, September 20, 1863. He was admitted to hospital at Chattanooga, whence Surgeon J. T. Woods, 99th Ohio,

reported: "The missile entered at the inner hamstring precisely opposite the centre of the patella, and emerged an inch from

the inner border of the patella." The patient was transferred to hospital No. 1, Nashville, where he was discharged from

service March 3, 1864. by reason of "chronic synovitis and anchylosis of the knee joint." His name was subsequently admitted

on the Pension Rolls, examining surgeons certifying to his disabilities, and reporting some enlargement of the bone and also

swelling of the leg.

Case 534.—Sergeant J. Hendricks, Co. E, 105th Pennsylvania, aged 32 years, was wounded in the right knee, at Gettys-

burg, July 2, 1863. He was admitted to hospital at Annapolis two weeks after the injury, and several months later he was

transferred to Philadelphia. Surgeon I. I. Hayes, U. S. V., in charge of Satterlee Hospital, reported that the wound was caused

by "a rifle ball striking the inner portion of the patella and involving the knee joint. The patient recovered with an anchylosed

joint. He was assigned to the Veteran Reserve Corps December 11, 1863." On September 16, 1865, the man was discharged

from service, and subsequently he became a pensioner. Ill 1878, the examining surgeons reported: "The power to extend and

flex the injured knee is still slightly impaired."

Case 535.—Private G. Hodges, Co. B, 7th Michigan, aged 25 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 2, 1803, and

entered Satterlee Hospital, Philadelphia, one week afterwards. Acting Assistant Surgeon M. J. Grier noted: "A shot wound
of left knee by a miniu ball passing over the patella, cutting through the outer lamina? of the ligamentum patella and scratching

the surface of the bone." A portion of the patella became necrosed during the progress of the case. The wound closed about

October 1st, but reopened some ten days later, when a small piece of bone exfoliated. The wound healed about November 1st.

Some days afterwards, however, the patient, while wrestling, fell on his injured knee, breaking open the tissues down to the ten-

don over the patella for an inch and a half in length. After this rupture reclosed the patient had an attack of facial erysipelas,

which was cured, and subsequently he suffered with otorrhoea. On March 24, 1864, the patient was returned to his regiment

for duty. He was killed at the battle of the Wilderness, May 6, 1864.
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Case 536.—Corporal L. P. Miller, Co. G, 124tli New York, aged 27 years, was wounded at Chancellorsville, May 3,

1863, by a minie ball, which entered the left knee one-half inch external to the inner condyle of the femur and emerged two

inches anteriorly, bruising the bone. Surgeon D. W. Bliss, U. S. V., reported his admission to Armory Square Hospital, Wash-
ington, May 8th, with the knee joint in a swollen condition. Irrigation was made by water dressings, and subsequently tincture

of iodine was applied to the knee. By June 6th the wound had nearly healed, but there was considerable effusion in the joint

and contraction of the flexor tendons. The patient subsequently passed through several hospitals, was assigned to the Veteran

Reserve Corps March 2, 1864, and ultimately discharged August 13, 1865, and pensioned. Examining surgeons report swelling

of the knee, owing partly to enlargement of bone and partly to eedematous condition of the tissues; also anchylosis from injury

of the bony structures and from contraction of the tendons and ligaments.

Case 537.—Private M. Piggott, Co. K, 88th New York, aged 19 years, was wounded at Savage Station, June 29, 1862,

by a minie' ball, which grazed the right knee joint between the patella and the inner condyle of the femur. He was captured

and remained a prisoner for nearly a month, when lie was exchanged and conveyed to Philadelphia. Acting Assistant Surgeon

J. B. Bowen reported that the patient was admitted to Fourth anil George Streets Hospital, suffering from synovitis anil a very

painful wound as well as a much swollen knee. The treatment consisted of cold-water dressings, and afterwards fly blister and

solution of lead and opium was used. On August 24th, the adhesions were broken up by Acting Assistant Surgeon S. D.

Gross, and splints were applied. This was followed by more severe painfulness and enlargement of the knee. The patient was

discharged from service and pensioned February 10, 1863, Assistant Surgeon L. D. Harlow, U. S. V., certifying to the " wound
causing an external communication with the knee joint and resulting in permanent anchylosis. Surgeon E. P. Vollum, U. S. A.,

reported that the pensioner subsequently served in the 43d Infantry (Invalid Regiment), his injured knee being free of pain, but

perfectly anchylosed and considerably bent inward, and flexed so that the heel did not reach the ground by about four inches.

On May 10, 1869, the man was again discharged and re-admitted on the Pension Rolls.

Case 538.— Brigadier General T. G. Pitcher, U. S. V., was wounded at Cedar Mountain, August 9, 1862. by a musket

ball, which entered the right knee at the internal condyle of the femur, striking the bone perpendicularly upon its anterior face.

The result of the injury, as apparent nine months after its reception, was recorded by Surgeon R. S Satterlee, U. S. A., before

whom the patient appeared for examination in April, 1863, as follows: ''There is an unusual accumulation of fluid in the joint,

enlargement of and more or less painfulness generally of the knee, and inability to extend the leg completely. The knee is sub-

ject, to pain and swelling during cloudy weather, and the General is, at all times, required to use a crutch and cane. It would be

exceedingly imprudent for him to travel. It is not known whether the missile remains in the knee or came out." General

Pitcher was mustered out of the Volunteer service April 30, 186,i, returned to the Regular Army, and was ultimately retired

June 28, 1878.

Case 539.—Adjutant ,/. It. Toure, Caswell's Georgia Sharpshooters, was wounded at Liberty Gap, June 25, 1863, and

admitted to hospital at Murfreesboro' the following day. Assistant Surgeon W. P. McCullough, 78th Pennsylvania, in charge,

recorded the following history: "A gunshot wound of left knee by a mini6 ball. The missile struck the outer condyle of the

femur, glancing downward and opening the capsular ligament of the joint, and making its exit at the middle of the fibula. The
wound looked healthy and there was no inflammation. Ice was applied to the knee. One-half ounce of whiskey was given

three times a day, and anodynes at bedtime. On July 27, 1833, the patient was sent to the prison at Nashville, his wound being

entirely well, and there being but partial anchylosis of the joint." 1

Fatal Cases of Shot Contusions of the Knee Joint treated by Conservation.—Ten cases

of shot contusions of the knee joint terminated fatally. The patients survived the injury

from twenty to seventy days, experiencing extensive burrowing of pus and ulceration of

the joint, erysipelatous swelling, arterial bleeding, and, in one instance, gangrene. A few

cases are detailed:

Case 540.— Private G. W. Perkins, Co. G, 1st Massachusetts Cavalry, aged 22, was wounded at Beverly Ford, June 9,

1863, by a pistol ball, which entered the left knee at the lower outer edge of the patella, passed downward, and came out over

the head of the fibula. Three days after the reception of the injury he was admitted to Douglas Hospital, Washington, where

he was etherized and an incision made to examine the wound, when the head of the tibia was found to be grazed and the joint

opened, allowing synovia to escape on motion of the limb. Ice- water dressings were applied for a couple of days. It was then

resolved by Assistant Surgeon W. Thomson, U. S. A., in charge of the hospital, to lay the knee joint freely open by means of

liberal incisions on either side of the patella and through the original track of the wound. By this means it was hoped to give

free exit to pus, which was already filling the joint, and to save the limb with anchylosis, the operation being adopted as the

only alternative to amputating the thigh. A large quantity of bloody pus and synovia escaped when the lateral incisions were

made; two or three cutaneous vessels were tied, and by means of a syphon the limb was kept constantly under the effect of ice

water. The patient, though having some fever and retention of urine, had very little pain in the knee and felt comfortable.

Morphia and sweet spirits of nitre were prescribed. On June 17th, there was some fluctuation along the base of the internal

condyle, for which a free horizontal incision was made, ami flaxseed poultices were applied. All the incisions about the knee

continued to discharge freely. About one week later an erysipelatous swelling was noticed, a deep-seated abscess having appar-

ently formed and fluctuation being detected below the head of the tibia. A large quantity of pus was then liberated by a careful

dissection, and the painful tension of the leg was thereby relieved. On June 26th, the patient had a severe chill for the first

time, and his stimulants were at once increased and quinine and capsicum added to the prescription of morphia. On the follow-

ing day the fever had disappeared, but pneumonic symptoms were detected, and a mustard plaster was applied over the left chest.

1 This case has been noted by Surgeon I. Mosrs {Surgical Notes of Cases of Gunshot Injuries, etc., in the American Journal nf Medical Sciences,

1864, Vol. XLVII, p. :S40).
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Suppuration still continued freely from all the openings. On the morning of July 1st, a large amount of arterial blood was

found to have escaped through the incision along the gastrocnemius muscle, and compression was at once made in the groin and

the wound was cleaned out carefully, the source of the bleeding being apparently the anterior or posterior tibial artery near the

bifurcation, and too deeply seated to be reached without careful dissection. Meanwhile the patient, already moribund, was
stimulated, but without avail. He died within a half hour, from the immediate effects of the hemorrhage. At the autopsy a

diffused abscess was found following the course of the vessels in the popliteal space into Hunter's canal but not otherwise

involving the thigh; all the connecting tissue in the ham was in a sloughing condition. When the artery was dissected out the

perforation was found in the anterior tibial, about three-fourths of an inch from its origin, the vessel being much thickened, soft,

and tough, though not materially diseased. The left lung was found firmly adherent and much congested. The bones com-

prising the injured knee joint were contributed by Dr. Thomson (Cat. Surg. Sect., 1860, p. 323, Spec. 1339), and the history of

the case was furnished by Assistant Surgeon C. C. Lee, U. S. A.

Case 541.—Frivate J. McAllister, Co. C, 72d Pennsylvania, was wounded in the right knee, at the Wilderness, May 6,

1864, by a minie ball, which entered four inches above the external condyle and lodged on the outside of the patella, without

perforating the capsular ligament. Surgeon D. Prince, U. S. V., reports that the following treatment was resorted to in the

case: ''The bone was cut down upon and the missile pulled out. No inflammation of the joint ensued until the eleventh day

after the injury, when the joint swelled and became excruciatingly painful, attended with free discharge of synovia from the

wound in front, on the outer side of the patella. On May 18th, this opening was enlarged and a counter-opening was made
behind the external lateral ligament and tendon of the biceps, the patient being under the influence of ether. The limb was

subjected to moderate extension for the following purposes: 1st, to separate the opposing joint surfaces and obviate the ulcera-

tion attending contact and pressure, at the same time lessening the amount of irritation; 2d, to obviate the caries and necrosis

of bone apt to follow, and making bony anchylosis impossible; 3d, to preserve the limb in a position to be afterwards useful.

The patient was relieved of suffering by the incision and experienced a feeling of comfort from the moderate extension." The
records in this case show that the patient was admitted to the field hospital of the 2d division, Second Corps, with "shot wound
of knee," and Surgeon T. R. Crosby, U. S. V., reported that the man entered Columbian Hospital, Washington, May 28th, with

"shot wound of right knee joint," of which he died on the following day, May 29, 1864.

Case 542.—Frivate A. D. Seelye, Co. A, 136th Pennsylvania, was wounded at Fredericksburg, December 13, 1862, by

a musket ball, which entered the right knee over the external condyle of the femur and passed out in the popliteal space. He
was admitted to Lincoln Hospital, Washington, ten days after the injury. Cold-water dressings and afterwards iodine tincture

were applied at first; subsequently warm dressings. The wound did badly; the joint became inflamed, and unhealthy pus was
secreted in large amounts. On January 16, 1863, an incision was made extending six inches from the wound of entrance up the

thigh. Considerable bleeding followed and several small vessels were tied, after which the wound was packed with cotton

bandages soaked in persulphate of iron. Another lateral incision, two and a half inches long, was made below the popliteal,

opening an abscess. On January 25th, an opening was made opposite the large one for the purpose of better drainage. Up to

this time his appetite had been good, but now it failed, and the patient became delirious and had a troublesome diarrhoea. The
wound remained open and exposed the blackened surface of the femur for the space of three inches. Death supervened on

February 3, 1863. At the post-mortem examination the internal condyle was found to be injured in its posterior aspect. The
cartilages of the joint were destroyed and the surfaces of most of the bones roughened and honey-combed. An abscess in the thigh

had dissected the femur half way up the limb. The history of the case was recorded by Acting Assistant Surgeon T. H. Dearing.

Case 543.—Private J. Tetlow, Co. F, 23d New Jersey, was wounded at Fredericksburg, December 13, 18(52, by a ball

entering the outer side of the popliteal space of the right leg. The patient, a strong healthy man, was admitted to hospital at

Alexandria six days after receiving his wound. The knee was tender and the inflammation slight at first, but soon grew worse.

On December 23d, the patient had a chill and there was high constitutional fever, with great swelling and pain in the knee. On
the following day the ball was discovered lying loose in the wound and was removed. On December 29th, pus was detected

and let out by free incision, giving much relief. Subsequently the patient became delirious at times, and on December 31st he

again had a chill, with pain in the stomach. He died January 2, 186!!. At the autopsy it was ascertained that the ball had

impinged upon the under side of the internal condyle, killing the periosteum for over a space of half a dime. The other articu-

lating bones were also found bare of periosteum, and pus had filled the knee joint and dissected up the lower third of the femur.

The case was reported by Acting Assistant Surgeon G. F. French. 1

Case 544.—Private L. D. Wells, Co. D, 74th Indiana, aged 22 years, was wounded at Chickamauga, September 20,

1863, by a musket ball, which entered about two inches above the inner condyle of the right femur, passed obliquely under the

bone between the two condyles, grazing the inner, and emerged about three inches below the head of the fibula. He was

admitted to hospital at Chattanooga, and thence transferred to hospital No. 8, Nashville, on October 30th. There was little

swelling of the parts, and the relative constitutional condition of the patient was good until he became greatly prostrated from

hemorrhage, the precise seat of which could not be determined. On November 17th, the femoral artery was ligated at Scarpa's

space by Surgeon YV. C. Otterson, U. S. V. Reaction was perfect by the following day. Tile limb was wrapped in cotton bat-

ting. No particular change occurred until November 24th. when the wound suppurated excessively and injections of solution

of sulphate of iron were ordered. The leg and foot were oedematous. On the next day the wound made by the operation broke

open and suppurated freely. On November 27th, the patient was worse in every respect and marks of gangrene appeared.

Remittent haemorrhage from the anterior tibial artery caused death on December 1, 1863. The autopsy showed that the ligature

had not yet cut away. The femoral was obliterated on the cardiac side for about one inch ; the profunda was greatly enlarged.

The femoral vein was discolored and contained a clot three or four inches long and not entirely obstructing the circulation. The
structures at the seat of the haemorrhage were greatly disintegrated. The hisTy of the case was reported by the operator.

1 BELLANGEK (J. Ii.), Report of Five Cases of Gunshot Injur}; of the Knee Joint treated at Mansion House Hospital, Alexandria, Virginia, May
lfi, 18fi3, in American Journal Medical Sciences, 18t>3, Vol. XLVI, p. 44.
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Cask 545.—Private C. Werth, Co. K, 1st New York, aged 22 years, was wounded in the left knee and right ankle, near

Richmond. June 30, 1802. Acting Assistant Surgeon J. 15. Iiowen reported: "A ball entered one inch above the knee, and

emerged at the inner portion of the leg one inch below the patella, grazing that bone and the head of the tibia; the other ball

entered at the external malleolus and comminuted the tarsal bones. The wounded man was taken prisoner and sent to Rich-

mond. Hi' was received at the Fourth and George Streets Hospital, Philadelphia, July 23th, in a debilitated state and with both

wounds in a very bad and painful condition, there being synovitis of the knee and purulent discharges. Linseed poultices and

solution of sulphate of copper were applied to the ankle, and cold-water dressing and subsequently blister, followed by solution

of lead and opium, were used to the knee. The patient gradually sank, and died from exhaustion August 8, 18G2."

Amputations after Shot Contusio?is of the Knee Joint.—The ten instances comprising

this group have already been cited in the tables of amputations in the thigh in the pre-

ceding section of this Chapter. Five were intermediary and five secondary operations.
1

Eight of the ten operations terminated fatally.

SHOT FRACTURES OF THE KNEE JOINT.—The cases to be considered in this

group are those involving primarily the bones composing the knee joint. They number

three thousand three hundred and fifty-five, and are classified in the subjoined table:

Table LTI.

Numerical Statement of Thirty-three Hundred and Fifty-five Oases of Stmt Fractures of the Bones of the

Knee Joint.
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the tibia was involved; and in one thousand eight hundred and three the fractured portion

of the articulation was not specified. Eight hundred and sixty-eight were treated on the

expectant conservative plan; forty-nine by excision; seven by excision and subsequent ampu-

tation of the thigh; forty-nine by amputation through the articulation; five by amputation

at the knee joint and subsequent amputation of the thigh; two thousand three hundred and

seventy-seven 1 by amputation of the thigh, six of which were followed by amputation at

the hip."

SHOT FRACTURES OF THE BONES OF THE KNEE JOINT TREATED
BY CONSERVATION.—Of the three thousand three hundred and fifty-live cases of shot

fractures of the bones of the knee joint, eight hundred and sixty-eight, or about one-fourth,

were treated throughout without operative interference. 3 The results in nine instances

1 There ore noted in this table 2,38:' amputations of the thigh for sli.it fractures trf the bones of the knee joint, of which 12 had been preceded by

excisions or amputations at the knee joint, and o' had been followed by disarticulation at the hip. To these 2,3t£J amputations should be added 10 opera-

tions for shot contusions of the knee joint, making the total of 2,390 eases uf thigh amputations for shot injuries of the knee joint, as indicated in Tahle
XI-VI, on page 332, ante.

^ Cases of Pt. Julius Fabry, Co. K, 4th Artillery (Case :330, p. 153, and No. 2 of TABUS XVII, p. 150); Pt. Eben E. Smith, Co. A, 11th Maine

(Cask 312, p. 155, and No. 4 of Table XVII, p. 159); Serg't E. 1). I'lmcr. Co. G, 15th New Jersey (Case 333. p. 15b". and No. 5 of TABLE XVII, p. 159);

l't. R. A. Vicl; Co. K, 43d North Carolina (CAPE 334, p. 157, and No. G of TABLE XVII, p. 159): Henry Campbell, sutler's clerk (Case 335, p. 157, and

No. 7 of TABLE XVil, p. I5U), and Pt. Lewis Larry, Co. A. 1st New Orleans Regiment (CASE 33(5, p. 158, and No. 9 of TABLE XVII, p. 159).

3 Examples of phot wounds of the knee joint treated without operative interference have been cited by Fkamjiesakius (X. A.) (Canonum et Con-

suUatiortum, Libri III. quibus aphoristica mrthodus medendi omnibus affcetibus corporis continctur, Paris, 151)5): A ball lodged in the knee joint appeared

afterwards on the surface and was cut out. SCHMIDT (J.) (Speculum Chirurgicum oder Spiegel der Arztnei. Augspurg, 10*56, pp. 153 etseq.): On Decem-
ber 12, 16*32, a Swedish dragoon was shot through both knees ; both patellas were fractured ; the patient recovered, but could walk only poorly on crutches.

In October, 1647, a Bavarian soldier was shot through the right knee; he remained for three days without assistance; a "jury of six" recommended ampu-

tation ; Dr. Schmidt refused to operate, dressed the wounds, and placed the limb in a straight position
;
pieces of b«me came away ; recovery in six weeks.

G. Bascli, shot through the left knee joint, May 18, 1648; fracture of bones; recovery. Th. Rosen, shot through right knee ;
recovery. Z. Xeschin, shot

through right knee, May 20, 1648; swelling; suppuration relieved by incision; recovery. Gt'lLLEMEAU (J.) {Les Oeuvres de Chirurgie, Rouen, 1649,

Chap. IV, p. 653): M. de la Tour received, in the barricades of Paris, a shot wound of the left knee joint ; ball entered above the crest of the tibia,

fractured " le petit fossile" in several pieces. Barber-surgeon llabicot made an incision and removed the spiculae ; recovery. Wiseman {II.) (Several

I

Vhirurgica.il Treatises, London, 1676, p. 430): A pnge of Lieut. General D. L was shot through the knee, the ball fracturing the joint ; excessive pain

and aneurismal bleeding; putrefaction, delirium, spasms, death. BELL06TE (Le Chirnrgien d' IJopital, Paris, 1716, p. 21b): A captain, shot through the

right knee, at Pignerol, in 1691; extensive suppuration; wound of entrance enlarged by incision; recovery in five months. MOi'ANi) (Opuscules de

Chirurgie, Paris, 1768, T. II, p. 252): General Keith, shot at the siege of Okzakow, in 1738, through the right knee ; extensive suppuration followed ; two

pieces of cloth escaped; the General recovered and was afterwards killed at the battle of Chemnitz. Despoiu (Traite ties plaies d'armes & feu, Paris,

174 (
J. p. 222 et seq.): A eannonier, at the siege of Milan, in 1733, received a shot wound of the knee joint, fracturing the inferior extremity of the femur;

wound enlarged and the ball, found embedded in the femur, removed. The patient recovered in two months.—A soldier, shot in the right knee, at the

battle of Parma, in 1733 ; the ball lodged in the joint. The external condyle of the femur was fractured ; the ball was extracted, and the patient recov-

ered with complete anchylosis. A Volunteer was shot, in Corsica, in the outer and anterior part of the knee. The wound was enlarged and fragments of

the outer condyle of the femur and of the patella were removed, and the ball extracted ; the patient recovered in two and a half months. THEDBK (J.

C- A.) (JS'eue liemerkungen und Erfahrungen zur Bereicherung der II' imdarzne.ykunst, Berlin, 1782, B, I, p. 78): Major Kamke, wounded at Striegau, in

1745: the ball perforated both condyles of the femur; the wound was enlarged and a large number of spiculae removed from the extremity of tho femur;

recovered with a stiff knee joint. BOUCHER (Observations sur des playes d'armes a ftu. etc., in Mem.de VAcad. Hoy. de Chir., Paris, 1753, T. If, p. 295):

A drummer, wounded May 2, 1749, at Lille, through the internal condyle of the femur; wound enlarged and fragments removed; recovery, with stiff

knee and one and a half inch shortening. BELMA8 (BORDENAVE) (Precis deplusieurs observations sur les playes d'armes .' feu, etc., in Mem. de I'Acad.

Roy. de Chir., Pari*, 17-33, T. II, p. 527): A captain of an Algerian vessel was shot through the knee, the ball carrying away about three inches of the

upper part of the tibia, a small portion of the patella, the head of the fibula, and a portion of the condyle of the femur. Dr. BEr.MAS removed several

fragments, and the patient recovered with anchylosis of the knee joint. Two similar cases arc detailed by MEIIEE (J.) ( Traite des plaies d'armes u feu,

Paris, An. VIII (181)0), p. 175): A cavalier, wounded at Ludzerberek ; the ball passed through the right knee from before backwards, shattering tin;

patella and the condyles of the femur; extensive incisions were made and numerous pieces of bunes, some loose, some partly attached, were removed;

recovery, with complete anchylosis. A laborer of Meaux was shot through the right knee from the outer to the inner side, shivering the articulation ;

swelling of the thigh and gangrene ; large incision to allow the escape of fetid pus ; a piece of bone the size of a dollar, and of the thickness of the little

finger, from the condyles of the femur, was removed, and other sharp points of bone were cut off; 15 days later another piece of bone, an inch long, from

the loose portion of the shaft of the femur, was removed ; recovery, with hardly any defect of the articulation. HUNTER (JOHN) (A Treatise on the Blood,

Inflammation, and Gunshot Wound*, London, 4to, 1794, p. 531): A French soldier at Bellisle. in 1761, shot through the knee, the ball traversing the

joint wit In nit fracture of bones ; recovery. L. J. EtAUASSE (Sur Irs plaies des articulations faitcs par les armes a feu ou les instrumens tranchans. These

a Paris. 1811, No. 84, pp. 10. 18): General Chailesde Lnmeth, wounded at the siege of New Vork 17P3,[?1 the ball traversing the left knee through the

condyles in its greatest diameter fn.ia the right to the left. The patient, who was treated by Surgeon-ilajor ItOBILLAIU), of the French army in the

United States, recovered without the least immobility of the limb. In a second case the condyles of the femur were fractured, and the ball lodged.

The missile could not be found. Lxtcnsive swelling followed, but the patient recovered in about three months, with anchylosis of the knee. Tho
author regrets that the man's pantaloons were nut examined, as the ball might have been found. DKSAUXT (Journal dc Chirurgie, Paris, 1791, T.I,

p. 321): V. Viry, aged 15 shut in the rhrht knee on January 6, 17: 0; fracture of the patella and the condyles of the femur; recovery without anchy-

losis. GERMAIN Levtkls (Essai sur Ifs avantages qu'il pent y avoir a amputer la cuissc. lors/ptitn coup de feu, a traverse Varticulation du genou, ou

lorsque la balle y est demruree profondement engagee. Paris. These. Vol. XXXII, An XI-1803, p. 40 et seq.) cites six fatal cases: J. Bourdon, wounded

in Italy, November 22, 17!>:j; shot wound of knee joint; bones not fractured; fatal. Voung man, aged 20; shot through knee joint in June. 1797;

bones crushed; amputation refused; fatal. Two soldiers shot in the knee joint in October, 1793. The patella and the condjdes of the femur were

fractured in one case ; the ball lodged; erysipelatous swelling; death. In the other case the ball passed through the joint, perforating tho condyles

of the femur; several spieulsp were removed; suppurative fever and death. Captain Mi let. 72d Grenadiers, shot through the knee joint June 27, 1798;

no bony lesion; suppuration relieved by incision; fever; death. Barot, 72d Grenadiers, shot in the right knee on October !^, 171)9; extreme pain,

swelling, inflammation, and death. PERCY (Manuel du Chirnrgien- D' Armer, Paris, 1792, p. 1(H) alludes to the ease of M. d'Almons, an engineer;
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could not be ascertained. Three hundred and thirty-eight were successful, and five hundred

and twenty-one fatal, a mortality of 60.6 per cent.

Recoveries after Shot Fractures of the Bones of the Knee Joint treated by Conserva-

tion.—Examples of the three hundred and thirty-eight recoveries after shot injuries of the

bones of the knee joint treated throughout on the expectant plan, will be cited in the order

of the groups indicated in Table LII. In the following five cases the joint was opened

and the condyles of the femur injured:

Cask 546,—Captain A. P. Flak, Assistant Adjutant General, U. S. V.. was -wounded at Fair Oaks, June 1, 1862, by a

conoidal musket ball, which entered the inner side of the right knee and was cut out from beneath the skin on the outer aspect.

The haemorrhage following the injury was slight. The case was reported by Surgeon G. Grant, U. S. V., who, together with

Surgeons J. A. Lidell and A. N. Dougherty, was satisfied that the joint was implicated. Immediate amputation was advised

but rejected by the patient. The pain in the joint was excruciating. Surgeon Grant dressed the wound, after which the patient

the ball encrusted itself in the condyle of the femur, and the patient recovered. Wedekixd (GEORGE) {NacJirichien tteber das Franzosische Kriegs-

spitaJwesen, Leipzig, 171)8, B. II, p. 205): J. H. Barzon, Corporal, 10th demi brigade of Light Infantry; shot comminution of right knee, in 1795,

near Hastadt : tetanus: death. CHEVALIER (T.) (A Treatise on Gunshot Wounds, 1804, p. 110): J. T , aged ID, August 27, 1739, external condyle

of femur split ; October 1st, a piece of bono removed; 10th. amputation proposed but abandoned as the patient fainted on moving ; death in a few days.

At the post-mortem the ball was found in the internal condyle of the femur. LARREY (D. J.) {Mem. de Chir. Mil. el Camp., Paris, 1812, T. Ill, p. 250):

Ibrahim, a mameluke, received, in August, 1799, a shot fracture of the patella; the ball traversed the knee joint; the patient recovered. l'EXECH

(E.) (06s. re.cue.UHcs d iarmee d'Espagne svr Us plates d'amies a. feu aux extremiles, Paris Thesis. 1813, pp. 13, 1!'): Ubs. XIII, suldicr of 62d regiment,

wounded at Vimeira, in Spain, August ] 7, 1808 ; fracture of inner condyle of femur ; recovery. Obs. XXVII, Gracieux, Adjutant, 62d regiment, wounded

August 17, 1808 ; fracture of patella and inner condyle of femur; fatal. MKALOXIEE (Sur les plaies de Varticulation du genoufaites par les armes a feu,

Paris, These No. 16, 1814, pp. 19, 22, 24): hecoeur, 50th line, shot through the right knee, at .Salamanca, July 12, 1812; the ball traversed the joint;

no bony lesion ; death. A dragoon, 15th line, in Galitzia, in 1800, was shot in the left knee; ball lodged in the external condyle uf the lemur; incision

made, and ball and large fragment of bone removed ; death. A soldier, at Pultusck, December 20, 1800, received a blurt fracture of the inner condyle

of the femur, the ball traversing the joint; tumefaction; death. DegUIse (Ch.) {Dissertation sur les plaies des articulations, Paris These, 1815, No. 4,

p. 17): A sublieutenant of the 80th Hue; shot in Spain, through the knee; no lesion of bone; complete recovery. BLOXPEAU" (.).) (Propositions

de patliologie fond'es sur des observations, Paris, 1815, These No. 04, p. 21, Obs. X): A soldier at the battle of Aropiles, in Spain, in 1810, was shut

in the right knee, the ball lodging under the patella, whence it was removed; he recovered. BELL (C.) {Report on Gunshot Wounds of the Knee Joint in

Surgical Observations,- being a Quarterly Report of Cases in Surgery treated in the Middlesex Hospital, Loudon. 1810, p. 429): D , shot in the

knee September 0, 1812; ball lodged in condyle of femur; recovery. Trowrimdge (A.) (Gunshot Wounds, in Boston Medical and Surgical Journal,

1838, Vol. XYTII, p. 042): Colonel McNeil, shot in the knee, at the battle of Bridgewater, July 25, 1814 ; the ball entered above the patella and injured

the condyles of the femur; recovery, with partial anchylosis. MANX (JAMES) (Medical Sketches of the Campaigns of 1812-13-14, etc., Dedham, 1816,

p. 211): A soldier of the 33d regiment, admitted into hospital at Burlington with a shot wound through the knee; amputation proposed but refused;

sinuses laid open and a spiral bandage applied from foot to trunk; recuvery, with a stiff joint. Ehrlich (J. A.) (Chir, Beobachtungen, Leipzig, 1815,

B. II, p. 115): A soldier of the 5th Italian regiment, aged 22, shot at LUtzen, May 3, 1813, through the right knee joint, fracturing the external

condyle of the femur and internal condyle of tibia ; recovery, with anchylosis of joint. CHAMPIOX (L.) (Traite de la Resection des os caries dans leur

continuity ou hors des articulations, Paris, 1815, No. 11, p, 77, Obs. XIV): Chauvcau, 42d demi-brigade, shot in the right knee, at Lutzen, May 2,

1813; ball struck internal condyle of tibia and lodged, and was removed in April, 1814, by chiseling away the carious surface of the bone; recovery,

with good use of limb. Bi.EXKlXS (G. E.) (Article Gunshot Wounds, in COOPER'S Dictionary of Practical Surgery, London, 1801, Vol. I, p. 810): A
soldier of the 95th regiment was shot through the knee joint, at Merksam, near Antwerp, in 1814; he died after several months' suffering. Camhuay
(Journal de Chirurgie, parM. MALGAJGXE, 1840, T. IV, p. 301): A young man, aged 15. shot through the patella, at the storming of Cambria, near Water,

loo, in 1815; recovery. IlEXXEX (JOHN) (Principles of Military Surgery, London, 1829, p. 147 et seq.): A soldier, shot in the knee joint at the storming

of Nivelle, Nov. 10, 1813, the ball perforating the joint; inflammation, and death on the fourth day. Lieutenant-Colonel K , shot in the right knee

joint, June 18, 1815; the patella was fractured; the missile lodged ; recovered, with good use of limb, in about five weeks. Major B . aged 28, received

a shell wound of the right knee, June 18, 1815; the patella was fractured and the femur grazed; fever; swelling of lower part of thigh ; incision on

external part of thigh four inches deep; a pint of pus evacuated; July 0th, portion of patella removed; recovery, with complete anchylosis. Begix

(L. J.) (Memoire sur le traitement des plaies des articulations, in Rec. de Mem. de Med. de Chir., etc., 1825, T. XVI, 1st s6r., p. 0): J. A , chasseur,

wounded at Baz-cellona, Spain, September 15, 1823 ; fracture of patella and condyle of femur; recovery. JoBEKT DE Lamralle (I'laies d'armes dfeu,

Paris, 1833. p. 200 et seq.) gives brief details of 11 penetrating wounds of the knee joint from the revolution in Paris, in 1830; 10 recovered and 1 proved

fatal. In the fatal case the femur and tibia were interested ; of the 10 cases of recovery the condyles of the femur were injured iu 5, and in 5 there was

no bony lesion. LARREY (II.) (Iiel. chir. des eccnnnms de Juillet, 1830, Paris, 1831, p. 110): C , 50th line, in July, 1830, received a shot in the left

knee; the internal condyle of the tibia was fractured; swelling, pain, and infiltration, and death on August 25, 1830. MEXIERE (P.) (L'Hotel Dieu de,

Paris en July et Aout, 1830. Paris, 1830, pp. 314-320) briefly cites 5 cases ; 4 were fatal and the result in 1 is not indicated. In one case the head of the

tibia was fractured ; in the other 4 cases no mention is made of fracture of the bony structure. A rxal (Mem. sur quelques particidariti's des plaies par

armes a feu, in Jour. univ. et held, de Med. el de Chir., Paris, 1831, T. Ill, p. 38) alludes to 8 cases of shot wounds of the knee joint, with injuries of the

bony structure; all recovered with false anchylosis. DE MORTAIN (Observation d'un covp de feu ayant lravcrs>' larticulation tibio-fimorale droite ,-

gw'rison avee ankylose, in Rec. de Mem. de Med. de Chir. et de. Pliar. Mil., 1839, 1st s6r., T. XLVI, p. 90); C , 48th line
;
perforation of knee joint;

articular surfaces ploughed through
;
recovery, with anchylosis. AXCOCK (R.) (Observations on injuries of Joints, in Med.*Chir. Transactions, 1840, Vol.

XXI1L pp. 200, 201) tabulates IS cases of shot wounds of the knee joint ; 3 recovered, 15 were fatal. HOME (William) (Report on various cases of

Gunshot Wounds received in actions in Upper Canada, in 1858, in Edinburgh Med. and Surg. Jour., 1840, Vol. LIV, p. 28) relates a case of fracture of

condyle of femur, the ball traversing the joint ; recovery, with anchylosis. WARE* (Braxsry COOPER, The History of a Gunshot Wound in ichich

*he Patella was carried away and the Knee Joint completely laid ojyen, in Guy's Hospital Reports, 1840, Vol. V, p. 88): E. M
,
patella shot away,

November 2. 1838; joint opened; recovery, with considerable motion of joint; walks without a cane. Baudexs (L.) (Clinique des I'laies d'Armes

i fin, Paris, 1830, p. 440): A sergeant, 20th regiment, in 1831, was shot through the condyles of the right femur; small fragments of bone removed from

osseous channel ; recovery, with slight anchylosis. WiLLIAMSOX (G.) (Military Surgery, London, 1803, p. 172) cites a case from the war in India, in

1833: E. Marr, 20th regiment; patella fractured, joint opened October 21, 18LS3; recovery, with anchylosis ; died 10 months later, of disease of the liver.

LEiiERT (Obs. Cliniques sur les plaies d'armes a feu et sur quelques autres blcssures, in Arch. Gen. de Mid., 1845, T. VII. IV scr., p. 327): Ottwiller,

aged 24, wounded at Trient, May 21, 1844
;
joint perforated ; recovery, with good use of limb. Coudray, aged 35, ball passed through the joint behind

the patella; several pieces of the patella and head of the tibia removed; severe pain and inflammation; death. The space assigned to this section of

Chapter X will not permit a detailed reference to the cases of shot wounds of the knee joint treated by conservation during the last 30 years. A numer-

ical statement of these cases will be given in the concluding remarks of this section of Chapter X.

Snnc. TTT-!7
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was sent to the rear, where lie was examined by Assistant Surgeon A. J. Baxter, U. S. A., who stated that he found the inner

condyle of the femur fractured and that he passed his finger into the joint. The patient was subsequently sent to New York,

where he tame under the care of Dr. Willard Parker. Surgeon J. F. Hammond, U. S. A., August 19, 1863, certified to a

description of the wound and stated: "The knee is swollen and the joint semiflexed. The orifices of the wound are healed, but

one retains the crust. It is subjected to passive motion and gradual extension." In a certificate dated three months later,

Surgeon Hammond reported: "He is gradually convalescing from the gunshot wound of the knee joint described in my former

certificate. He cannot flex his leg quite to a right angle, and the knee becomes painful and swollen when exercised," etc.

Surgeon Grant added to his report that Captain Fisk ultimately recovered, and served as Assistant Adjutant General in the

Department of the East. He was mustered out of service November 2:2, 18G5. He did not apply for pension until nearly

thirteen years afterwards, when the New York City Examining Board described his condition as follows: * * * " Circum-

ference of right knee over patella one-half inch larger; loss of bone probably from both the femur and tibia; bony projection on

one side of aperture of exit. Motion of extension nearly complete; flexion one-third impaired. External curvature of the

limb at knee joint. Crepitus on motion in joint
;
pain from effort always, from change of weather, and also from maintaining

one position; walking and standing particularly irksom*," etc. Captain Fisk was paid as a pensioner, September 4, 1879.

Case 547.—Private P. Stuck, 1 Co. E, 116th Pennsylvania, aged 18 years, was wounded in the right knee, at Spott-

sylvania, May 12, 16G4, and entered Douglas Hospital, Washington, six days afterwards. Acting Assistant Surgeon H. Gib-

bons, jr., described the ease as follows: "The missile, probably a minie' ball, entered at the inner border of the patella and

escaped a little external to the center of the popliteal space, going directly through the joint and grooving the articular surface

of the internal condyle, but passing mainly through the intercondyloid notch. The patient was a man of delicate organization.

He had but little constitutional disturbance and not much inflammation in the joint, which, however, was somewhat swollen.

Simple water dressings were applied. The discharge was free, abundant, and thin, the pus being mixed with synovial fluid.

On June 9th, there was some loss of appetite, with small, frequent pulse, and the patient complained of pain in the knee, which

was swollen considerably. Flaxseed poultices, applied for two or three days, procured a free discharge from the posterior

wound (the anterior wound having healed), when the symptoms immediately abated. In the latter part of August the patient

began to walk about on crutches, the leg being flexed at an angle of about 135° with the thigh. The discharge was now not so

copious, nor the pain at all severe; his appetite was fair, bowels regular, sleep refreshing, etc., as had indeed been the case

during the greater part of the time. In the latter part of October, in order to reduce the flexion, the limb was bandaged to a

double-inclined plane splint, which resulted in almost entire extension without occasioning any bad symptoms in the joint or con-

lining the patient to his bed. For the following eight months nothing of special interest occurred, though there were several

inflammatory attacks, moderate in degree and readily subdued by poulticing. On these occasions abscesses sometimes formed

on the posterior thigh. The case is doubly interesting from the fact that the wound only received the ordinary dressing of cold

water on cloths, with eharpie to absorb the discbarge. Tincture of iodine and poultices, or hot fomentations with flannel cov-

ered with oiled silk, were used when signs of inflammation showed themselves. No ice was used in the treatment. A photo-

graph (Surrj. Phot. Series, No. 63, A. M. M.) of the patient, taken July 9, 1865, is represented in Fig. 2 of Plate LXVIII.

The soldier was discharged from service July 13, 1865, in good health, the posterior wound being still open and permitting the

introducing of a probe for three inches. There was also a large deposit of new bone, and the patella was firmly anchylosod to

the femur. Some motion of the joint remained." Examiner H. Brubacker, of Somerset, Pennsylvania, certified, September 23,

1867 : "The knee is very much enlarged, and the muscles of the thigh are gradually shrinking away. The wound is still dis-

charging pus very freely, and there is evidently some disease of the bones about the joint, which keeps up the discharge." In

January, 187G, the same examiner reported: "The joint is completely anchylosed and the leg flexed upon the thigh, so that the

heel cannot he made to touch the ground. He walks on the front of the foot. The hall of the foot behind the great toe is

enlarged, hardened, and tender, which renders walking very difficult. The leg, including the thigh and hip, is becoming

atrophied. His condition is gradually growing worse." The pensioner was paid March 4, 1880.

Case 548.— Private J. C. Simmerman, of the Marine Corps, aged 21 years, while serving on board of tlie U. S. Steamer

Minnesota, was wounded in the knee during the attack on Fort Fisher, January 15, 18G5. He was treated at the Naval Hos-

pital at Portsmouth, whence he was discharged June 19, 18G5, and pensioned, by reason of "shot wound of left knee joint,

causing compound fracture, and resulting in anchylosis of the joint with incapacity to use the leg, which may ultimately require

amputation." In the succeeding year, while at Philadelphia, the pensioner presented himself for treatment to Dr. G. H^
Napheys, formerly connected with the Navy and with the Army, who made the following report of the case (Medical and
Surgical Reporter, Vol. XYI, 1867, p. 307): "He was struck, while lying down, by a grapeshot entering the inner condyle of

the femur and passing through the articulation. When discharged from hospital his knee was perfectly stiff and flexed at right

angle. Afterwards there was a constant discharge and the passage from time to time of pieces of bone from the part, the last

fragment coming away in June, 18GG. When he presented himself at the clinic he had bony anchylosis of the wounded knee,

and the leg was flexed at such an angle with the thigh that the distance between the heel and the corresponding buttock was
only seven and a half inches. The operation consisted in breaking up the extensive osseous adhesions by means of perforators

and other, instruments. The hamstring muscles were divided subcutaneously. The limb was then bandaged throughout its

whole length. It was afterwards placed upon a double-inclined plane with a screw arrangement, so that it could be gradually

brought down. About two months after the operation the limb was straightened sufficiently to enable him to rest on the ball of

the foot, which is all that can be desired. The heel is somewhat elevated; it will be brought down at some future time by

dividing subcutaneously the tendo-Achilles. He walks readily by the aid of a cane. On April 1, 1867, the patient writes that

he has good motion of the ankle joint and walks with increasing ease and comfort." The Philadelphia Examining Board, in

1873, and at subsequent dates, certified to the injury and to firm anchylosis as resulting therefrom, together with dislocation of

the tibia backwards. In 1873, the leg was described as being flexed at an angle of 25°, and two years later at 40°, with the

heel drawn up two and a half inches. An operation on account of necrosed bone is also alleged to have been performed.

Circular No. 6, War Department, Surgeon General's Office, Washington, 1865, p. 37.
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Examiner J. A. Armstrong, of Camden, reported, September 17, 1877: "At present the leg is in a straight position, the knee

joint anchyloscd. and the parts surrounding it calloused and indurated." At a subsequent examination by the Hoard the thigh

and leg were represented as being much wasted, and the condition oft be foot was described as that of a case of "talipes equinus."

The pensioner was paid December 4, 1879.

Cask 549.—Private N. Gray. Co. II, 4th Maine, aged 24 years, was wounded in the right knee joint, at the Wilderness,

May 5, 1864, and entered Harewood Hospital, Washington, three weeks afterwards. Surgeon R. I!. Bontecou, U. S. V., con-

tributed the following history: "The ball entered in the middle of the internal condyle three-fourths of an inch above the inferior

margin, passing in an oblique direction inward and downward. At the time of his admission the general state of his health was

good and color of skin normal ; knee joint a little swollen. The patient complained of a

fixed pain right below the centre of the patella, which was increased by pressure upon the

patella. The thigh was swollen, especially on the inner side, about five inches upward,

and fluctuating. On enlarging the opening upward a quantity of pus was discharged and

the ball was discovered and removed. The hole made by the ball was one inch deep; its

direction inward and downward. An ice bag was applied to the joint. On June 2d, an

incision was made in the fossa poplitea three inches long, and the lower third of the pos-

terior side of the femur was found to lie surrounded with pus, but the bone was yet covered

with periosteum. The discbarge was free and copious; the ice was still kept on. On July

20th, there was oedema of the right leg, which was bandaged from the toes to the knee

joint; discharge healthy and copious. Solution of chlorinate of soda3 was now used in

the dressing. By September 1st, the wound was doing well, discharging but little, and

the incision in the fossa poplitea being healed. Exudation below the patella had disap-

peared, and the movements of the knee joint were perfectly free and painless. The patient

went on furlough, and returned on September 14th. Small pieces of bone were coming

from the wound in the condyle; movement of the joint perfect. On December 1st, erysip-

elas of the right leg commenced below the patella, attended with high fever, vomiting,

and headache. For this ten drops of muriated tincture of iron were given every three

hours. By December 10th, the erysipelas had disappeared and the patient was doing well.

The process of exfoliation was going on slowly on January 1, 186f>. On February 13,

18G5, the patient was discharged from service, the process of exfoliation not yet having

terminated, but the knee joint being of normal size and color, and its movements perfectly

free and painless in every direction." Examiner I. H. Harding, of Ellsworth, Maine, Feb-

ruary 1, 1807, certified to the injury and added: "The joint and leg are weakened and

atrophied so much that he walks quite lame." The Boston Examining Board reported,

September 13, 1875: " There are two large adherent cicatrices in the popliteal space, which

impair the motions of the hamstrings." The pensioner was paid December 4, 1879. The
, .„ „..„. . „ , , , , _ , KJO. 822.—Shot fracture of internal con-

wood-cut (Fig. 222) is a copy of a photograph contributed by Surgeon Bontecou (Card dyle of right femur. [Fromapnofograph.]

PliotograpJis, Vol. 3, p. 22).

In the next instance a conoidal ball struck the left knee, passing through the centre of

the patella and through the inner condyle of the femur:

Case 550.—Private J. T. Long, Co. G, 16th Wisconsin, aged 26 years, was wounded at Shiloh, April 6, 1862. Acting

Assistant Surgeon J. A. Murphy, in charge of Third Street Hospital, Cincinnati, described the injury as "wound of the left knee

joint," and reported : "A ball entered the centre of the patella and passed inward and backward, escaping through the inner

condyle of the femur. The patient entered this hospital May 2d, having been brought here on a hospital boat from Pittsburg

Landing. He was free from fever and diarrhoea, and his general health on admission was excellent. In stature six feet and

two inches, well and strongly developed in every respect, he was a man who had always enjoyed very good health and never

indulged in ardent spirits. The injured joint was much swollen and very red when he arrived here ; a copious discharge of pus

and synovial fluid was escaping from the wounds. A few days afterwards a large abscess, exterior to the joint, developed itself

and was opened, discharging about one pint of pus. After this, from time to time until the wounds healed, sixteen abscesses

formed around the joint and in the leg as low down as the middle third. They were opened and healed readily. Cold-water

dressings and fomenting poultices were the only applications used to the wounds. He was kept on low diet throughout the

treatment. Tonics were given for a very short time and then discontinued, as the inflammation about the wound seemed to

increase under their use. On the subsidence of the inflammation about the joint crepitation could be heard in moving the patella

;

a fissure could also be felt in the patella. On July 16, 1862, the patient was discharged from service. At that time he had

mobility of the joint and was able to walk with great ease to himself. Just before completing extension or flexion, however, he

would feel a slight obstruction, causing him to make an increased eifort to complete the extension or flexion, when the former or

the latter was accomplished." The man subsequently became a pensioner, the nature of his injury being corroborated by

various examining surgeons, the last of whom, Dr. W. T. Nichols, of Menomonee, stated November 17, 1877, that " the wounded

joint is weak and the leg a little lame." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1879.

Case 551.—Sergeant P. H. McGrew, Co. F, 17th Ohio, aged 22 years, was wounded in the left knee while on picket

near Corinth, May 22, 1862. He was discharged from service at Cam]) Chase, March 18, 1803, Surgeon D. Stanton, U. S. V.,

certifying to " partial anchylosis and necrosis of head of tibia resulting from a shot wound through the knee joint." Dr. W. L.

Schenck, late Surgeon 17th Ohio Volunteers, who personally treated the case, communicated the following history: "The mis-

sile, supposed to have been a small conical ball, entered just above the outer tuberosity of the left tibia and passed diagonally

through the joint, slightly fracturing the articulating surface of both condyles of the femur and the spine of the tibia. I was at
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Flo. 203.-Wound of
entrance at left knee.

[ From a sketr'h by
Dr. SCHBNCK.J

FlG.S24.-Woandof
exit at left knee joint.

[From a sketch by
Dr. SCHENCK.J

the Brigade Hospital at the time, a mile or two in the rear, and did not see the wound Cor two days. The knee had become

very painful then and was greatly swollen, so I concluded there was no time to consider the propriety of an operation, and put

the patient upon active antiphlogistic treatment with irrigation to the parts. The next day Medical Directors Smith and Strew,

with several other surgeons, called to see the case, and all, excepting Surgeon I. A. Coons, 38th Ohio, and myself, decided in

favor of exsection or amputation ; but I was allowed to use my own judgment, declined to operate, and continued the treatment.

When the acute stage had passed and suppuration was well established, I used water dressings and prescribed a liberal diet,

with some preparation of iron—hydrochlorate of the sesquioxide, iodide, citrate with

quinine, or phosphate with lime, etc. When the pain was intense or destructive meta-

morphosis greatly in excess, opium and brandy was administered. On the 15th of June. 1

f/~~~*^&J§s|ll received a leave of absence, and was permitted, through the kindness of tin' General Com-

manding and the Medical Director, to take the patient with me to Ohio. He was carried

on a stretcher over all the bad roads from Corinth to Pittsburg Landing and there placed

on a cot, from which he was not removed until he reached my home in Franklin, Ohio,

where I treated him until the expiration of my furlough. During that time several small

pieces of bone were removed, and when I left him the outer wound had healed and he was

able to go about his room on crutches. I left him in charge of the Ladies' Aid Society, who
cared for him until he was able to go to his home in Lancaster, Ohio. On the 15th of

December following he wrote to me: 'Since leaving Franklin there have two tolerably

large and twenty-three small pieces of bone come out of my knee. It is getting along fine.

j» I can put out my foot and take a good old-fashioned step, such as I used to take in the long

inarches down in Dixie. I do nothing for it now but wash it in salt water. I am in a

hurry for it to get well that I may get satisfaction out of those rebels,' etc. After McGrew
had been discharged from service for disability, he recovered sufficiently to again enter

the army, and accepted a commission as 1st Lieutenant of the 178th Ohio. On April 2,

18oT>, he wrote to me from Shelby ville, Tennessee: 'Thanks to you this leg of mine, which

so many predicted would have to come off or be worthless, is worth a good many cork

legs yet. I can do anything with it but run, and that is not in our line. 1 was at a ball the other evening and danced several

sets. That is better than even you expected.' By this time the injured joint was sound and the leg could be straightened or

bent to a right angle." Lieutenant McGrew left the service in April, 1865. He had been a pensioner under his former designa-

tion until his re-entry into the service in September, 1864, since when he has not communicated with the Pension Bureau.

Drawings of the wounds of entrance and exit, shown in the wood-cuts (FlGS. 223, 224), were contributed by Dr. Schenck.

In the following remarkable case the ball passed diagonally through the left elbow,

entered the left knee joint, and lodged in the outer condyle of the femur, where it remained

innocuously for over fifteen years: 1

Case 552.—Lieutenant 1*3. B. Blake, Co. F, 35th Massachusetts, aged 25 years, was wounded at the battle of Antietam,

September 17, 1862. While he was stooping down to tie his handkerchief around the thigh of a bleeding comrade whose leg

had been carried away by a cannon ball, he received a shot which passed diagonally through the left elbow and entered the

outer aspect of the left knee joint. Copious bleeding from the exit wound in the elbow denoted injury in the large vessel. The
bleeding was checked by a strap around the arm. He limped off on his injured leg to the nearest ambulance station, where the

wound in the knee joint was examined by a surgeon. The probe entered the

joint freely; but the ball could not be detected. From the strongly bent

position of the limb, it had apparently escaped the tibia anil passed in be-

tween the condyles of the femur, where it was securely lodged and concealed.

His arm and leg had water dressings applied, and were put in splints; and

he was immediately placed in the cars and transported to Boston, where he

arrived in the course of a week, with many other soldiers, some of whom
had received equally serious wounds, and to whom the danger of transporta-

tion, except under existing circumstances, would have been considered almost

a fatal movement. The foregoing account is taken from J. Mason Warren's

Surgical Observations, with Cases, etc., Boston, 1867, p. 563. Dr. Warren

attended Lieutenant Blake on his arrival in Boston. He was then in a feeble

condition, having an almost constant diarrhoea. Dr. Warren remarked: "It

is probable that to this condition he owed his safety." The knee joint was

free from pain and inflammation, but the wound on the outside suppurated slightly. It was dressed with a ham splint and

kept in a state of entire rest. The elbow joint was quite loose, both condyles broken off, the joints swollen, with an effusion on

1 Examples of missiles remaining lodged in the bones of the knee joint have been reported by Percy (Manuel da C'hirurgien d'Arm<'e ou Instruc-

tion de Chir. Mi 1
., Paris. 1790, p. bit), who alludes to a case in which the missile became inernsted in the condyles of the femur "hasard heureux dout

on a eu on example dans la persoune de M. d'Almnns, ingenieur employ6 dans la demiere guerre." ItAIJASSE (L. J.) (Considerations g'nerales sur Irs

plains des articulations J'aites ]>ar lej amies a feu ou Us instrument tranchans, Paris, 1S11, 'these No. 84, p. 18) reports that Weber, a miner at the siege

of Daut/.ig, in April, 1807, was struck by a ball at the outer portion of the left knee joint. From the depression and cavity in the external condyle of the

femur the ball was believed to have lodged in the articulation, as there was no wound of exit. Futile searches for the missile were made; extensive

swelling followed, hut the patient recovered in about three months with anchylosis of the knee. UKLI. (C.) (Report on Gunshot Wounds of the Knee

Joint in Surgical Observations ; being a Quarterly Report of Cases in Surgery treated in the Middlesex Hospital, London, 1S1U, p. 429): Russian General

Baron Driesen. wounded at Borodino, September G, 1S12; musket ball struck the inner condyle of the left femur; ball remained in condyle; improved in

spring of 1813. Wound closed and reopened in ls]o'
: inflammation, abscess, incision; amputation January 7, 1317; recovery. Al.cOCK (It.! (Ohserca-

Flo. 225.—Anterior and posterior views of the left elbow
joint. Spec. 6B11.
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the inside, a bullet hole below the joint on the outside and above it on the inside. The elbow was made immovable with splints,

and, after a moderate amount of inflammation, which at no time amounted to anything threatening, both the knee joint and the

elbow joint did perfectly well ; and at the end of two months he was able to go out of doors. He
finally recovered all the motions of the elbow joint; he could walk without the least sign of lameness,

the ball still remaining in the knee. The power of entire flexion only of the leg was wanting. He
continued actively engaged in business until February 11, 1878, when lie died of pneumonia. An
autopsy was made by Dr. J. Foster Bush, 1 of Boston, who presented the specimens of the injured elbow

and knee to the Army Medical Museum, where they are numbered 6811 and 6812, respectively, of

Section I. There was not a trace of caries in the cancellated structure around the ball. The artic-

ulated curtilages were perfectly smooth, and the foreign body bad apparently remained innocuously in

the outer condyle for over fifteen years. The bones of the elbow are shown in the wood-cut (Fig. 225);

the articular extremities of the femur and tibia (Spec. 6812, and Photo. Series, No. 366, A. M. M.)

are represented in Plate LXVII, opposite p. 372, a vertical section of the femur bisecting the ball.

Case 553.—Private J. McDonnell, Co. C, 124th Ohio, was wounded at Chickamauga, Sep-

tember 19, 1863, by a eonoida] ball, which entered over the inner crest of the left tibia, passed upward

through the inner condyle of the femur and lodged. He was made a prisoner, and confined at Rich

mond, Danville, and Andersonville. Treatment: Two stitches in the wound and cold-water dress-

ings. A portion of the ball was removed, also sixteen spiculae of bone at various times, lie suffered

from scurvy whilst in prison; was exchanged March 28, 1865, and finally discharged from service

July 8, 1865, from Camp Chase, Ohio. He received a pension of six dollars per month. Mr.

McDonnell called at the Army Medical Museum September 17, 1872, made the above statement, and

exhibited his wound, when the photograph (No. 329, Surg. Phot. Series, A. M. M.) was taken, of which

the annexed wood-cut (FlG. 226) is a copy. His general health was indifferent. There was a large

cicatrix on the inner side of the knee joint, and several smaller ones about three inches above the

outer condyle; there was tenderness and preternatural mobility about the joint; it seemed to have

undergone a spontaneous dislocation, the femur and patella projecting forward over the tibia. The

foot could be inverted and everted much farther than usual, and the limb was shortened about two

inches. He could walk with comparative ease, and could readily ascend a stairway. A plaster cast

of the injured knee was made and numbered 6199 of the Surgical Series. His pension was paid

December 4, 1879.

In the next case a round musket ball passed through the middle of the patella and,

perforating the joint, crushed the articular ends of the femur and the tibia:

Case 554.—Private X. Gauter, Co. D, 14th Missouri Home Guards, aged 18 yearn, was wounded in the right knee, at

Lexington, September 18, 1861, and was conveyed to St. Louis one month afterwards. Assistant Surgeon S. M. Horton. U. S. A.,

in charge of the New House of Refuge Hospital, reported: "This is a case of gunshot wound through the knee joint, which at

present (September 17, 1862) is discharging sauious pus at the point of entrance, from which pieces of necrosed bone are being

extracted every few days. The use of the limb is but partial, the joint being rendered immovable. The patient came here from

the City General Hospital on 5th Street seven months ago. He had been wounded by a round musket ball, which penetrated

the patella through its centre, going right through the joint and escaping through the popliteal space, crushing in its course the

articulating ends of the femur and the tibia." The patient was discharged from hospital June 3, 1863, and pensioned, his term

of service having expired one month after being wounded. Examiner W. P. Boulware, of Lexington, Missouri, at successive

dates certified to the injury and reported anchylosis of the knee joint as resulting therefrom. Dr. F. Cooley, of the Kansas City

Examining Board, reported September 17, 1875, that he found "depression with adherent cicatrix over the patella, and also

adherent cicatrix with considerable loss of bone on outer condyle of femur, so that I can pass my fingers into it for three-fourths

Fir;. 226.—Appearance of
knee joint nine years after in-

jury. (Krom a photograph.]

tions on Injuries of Joints and their Treatment, in Medico Chirurgical Tranasactions, London, 1840, Vol. XXIII, p. 298) records a case in which the ball

remained in the condyle for four years : "A sailor of a man-of-war steamer, in 1836, received a musket shot while rowing a boat employed in the dis-

embarkation of troops. He was immediately forwarded to one of the hospitals, tinder my direction, in San .Sebastian. Although there was every

reason to believe that the ball had lodged in the cancellated structure of the femnr, yet, from the absence of any detached portion of bone, or rough frac-

ture in the articulating surface of the bone, so far as I could ascertain, I felt warranted in an endeavour to save the limb. In a few weeks the wound
healed, and the knee, to all appearance, was undiseased,—the patient only complaining of some weakness and difficulty in walking, with occasional pain;

he was invalided home. Three months ago he came to mo with a request that I would amputate his leg, for that, to use his own expression, ' it so both-

ered him ' in walking, and gave him occasionally such acute pain, that he would infinitely rather stump about on a leg of wood. Not being attached to

any metropolitan hospital, I sent him down to the Westminster, to my friend, Mr. GUTHRIE, who removed the leg, which externally presented a cicatrix,

but no other mark of injury or disease, past or present. The ball was found to have passed through the internal condyle, and presented a somewhat flat-

tened, yet convex, smooth surface, on a level with the articulating surface, resembling a piece of metal let in. It had fissured the bone {as may be seen

in a very slight and hasty sketch I made at the time) and this fissure had been nearly entirely filled up with osseous matter. In four years the only

mischief done to the joint was some thickening of synovial membrane and a partial absorption of cartilages. No very active, acute, or destructive

disease had been developed either at the time of the accident or since." Rocco Gkitti (Nuovi Documenti in favore delta cura conservativa nelle frat-

tare del/emore per arma da/uoco, in Annali Univcrsali di Medicina, Melano, 1868, Vol. CCV, p. 524, case 37); Pompeo Morandi, 3d Volunteers, wounded

at Monte Suello ; wound of knee joint with lodgement of the ball in the condyle ; recovery. The ball remains in the joint, which is anchylosed. Stro-

meyer (L.) (Erfahrungen iiber Schusswundcn im Jahre 1866. Hannover, 1867, p. 58) remarks: "Among the noteworthy cases of shot fractures of the

knee joint treated by conservation, is the case of a young officer, the bullet yet remaining in the outer condyle of the left femur. . . At present there

is no exudation into the capsule, and the ball lies so near the surface that it can be felt through the soft parts covering it. But as it is nearly immovable,

and causes hardly any suppuration, it has been considered the wisest course to avoid operative interference." GROSS (S. D.) {A System of Surgery. Phil-

adelphia, 1872, 5th ed., Vol. I, p. 1039): Knee joint opened by a pistol ball, which lodged permanently in one of tho condyles of the femur; recovery

with slight lameness.
1 Brsn (J. P.). Penetrating Gunshot Injury of the Elbow and Knee Joints, in Ronton Medial and Surgical Journal, 1879, Vol. G, p. 14 1.
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of an inch. There is also loss of portion of the tibia some four inches below the patella, and I find very large varicose veins

of the leg and thigh. The knee is entirely anchylosed. Just below the condyle, on the outer part, there is a small hard sub-

stance, the size of a goose-shot, floating under the skin. The muscular tissues on the outer and lower part of the thigh are

destroyed. I also find shortening of the limb one and a half inches, and the old cicatrices look as though they might break out

at any time," etc. Subsequently the same Board found increase of size and number of varicose veins, tumefaction of limb, etc.

The pensioner was paid December 4, 1879.

In the following four cases the patella was fractured. In two of the cases the synovial

sac was involved; in one instance both knees were injured:

Case 555.—Private W. H. Hirst, Co. A, 118th Pennsylvania, aged 22 years, was wounded through the left knee, at

Shepherdstown, September 20, 1862. Surgeon J. Neil], U. S. V., reported: "The wounded man was admitted to Broad and

Cherry Streets Hospital, Philadelphia, September 27th. with a compound comminuted fracture of the patella involving the knee

joint. The injury was produced by a mini*; ball, which entered in front, one inch above the patella, passed downward and out-

ward, and made its exit on the outer side of the leg just below the head of the fibula. At the time of admission the patient's

general condition was good, but the knee was very much inflamed and the wound suppurated freely. Flaxseed poultices were

applied around the joint, and the limb was kept at rest in a fracture box; the patient was ordered a good diet, with tonics and

stimulants. A few days afterwards a large abscess formed on the outer side of the thigh a short distance above the joint, which

was opened and discharged freely. Under the treatment adopted the patient improved rapidly, the limb bidding fair to be a

useful one. One fragment of bone was extracted." The fragment of the patella removed from the wound is Specimen No. 070

of the Army Medical Museum. The patient was subsequently transferred to Haddington Hospital and thence to Christian Street.

On July 4, 18C4, he was discharged from service and pensioned, Acting Assistant Surgeon R. J. Levis certifying to "wound of

knee joint, resulting in great lameness from anchylosis." The Philadelphia Examining Board at various intervals certified to the

injury and its results, and described the limb as wasted and the veins varicosed. The pensioner was paid December 4, 1879.

Case 550.—-Corporal D. Golden, Co. M, 14th New York Artillery, aged 33

years, was wounded at Petersburg, June 17, 18G4. He was admitted to the field

hospital of the 1st division, Ninth Corps, where Surgeon M. K. Hogan, U. S. V.,

noted :
" Wound of left knee by minis' ball; simple dressings applied." From the

field the wounded man passed to the Depot Hospital at City Point, and thence, on

July 2d, to Harewood Hospital, Washington. Surgeon R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V.,

in charge of the latter, described the injury as "a wound through the patella," and

reported that the patient was discharged from service April 14, 1865, for total dis-

ability. Examiner C. C. Bates, of Potsdam, N. Y., April 29, 1865, certified :
* *

"He can flex but cannot extend the leg, except enough to touch the toe to the

Hoor. Thigh and leg much atrophied; knee much swollen and painful." Exam-
iner G. R. Baldwin, of Fort Scott, Kansas, reported November 13, 1877: "The
pensioner received a wound of the left knee. The ball entered at the lower border

of the patella, passed outward and upward, and made its exit at the outer border

of the patella. Synovial fluid escaped. There is a large, irritable, and tender

cicatrix. The patella is immovably attached to the tibia. The leg requires rest,

motion and strength being very much impaired. Pain is a prominent symptom."

The pensioner was paid September 4, 1879. A photograph {Card Photographs,

Vol. I, p. 17), represented in the annexed wood-cut (Fig. 227), was contributed by

Surgeon R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V.

Case 557.—Private W. Patterson, Co. K, 6th Wisconsin, aged 36 years,

was wounded through both knees, at Gainesville, August 28, 1862. He was treated

at Carver Hospital, Washington, whence he was discharged and pensioned Decem-

ber 9, 1862, Surgeon O. A. Judson, U. S. V., certifying to: "Shot wound of both

knee joints, involving a fracture of the right patella and causing extensive effusion

in the left knee joint." Examiner J. Hobbins, February 18, 1863, certified to

"imperfect Hexion and limited and difficult extension," resulting from the wounds.

Examiner D. C. Green, of Mauston, Wisconsin, reported, April 28, 1870: "The
wound was caused by a ball which entered the left knee at the left side and passed through, striking the bone. The missile

then, being slightly turned in its course, struck the right knee and passed through it anteriorly, fracturing the patella and lacer-

ating the muscles badly. At present both knee joints are stiff." Subsequent examiners report no additional information. The
pensioner was paid December 4, 1879.

Case 558.—Private J. W. Warrington, Co. C, 110th Ohio, was wounded on April 2, 1865, at Petersburg, by a round ball

from a spherical case shell. The ball entered the centre of the patella, and, producing a stellate fracture of that bone, passed

downward, backward, and inward, ami was cut out, on the field, one and a half inches below the tuberosity of the tibia. On
April 12, 1865, the patient was admitted into Judiciary Square Hospital. There was no pain in the knee joint, and hut little

swelling. The treatment had been limited to dressings of cold water, which were continued for a few days, and followed by

applications of ice. The patient was removed to Douglas Hospital June 19, 1865, when three small necrosed fragments of the

patella were removed. A photograph of the patient, taken July 9, 1865, is No. 64, Sun/. Phot. Series, A. M. M. The wounds
had healed and the patient walked about with a cane. There was at no time any indication of the formation of pus within the

joint. The facts of the case were communicated by Acting Assistant Surgeon EL S. Colton. Warrington was discharged July

24, 1865, and pensioned. He was paid September 4, 1879.

FIG. 2:27.—Appeantnce of knee joint a few months
after injury. [From a photograph.]
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Fracture of the head of the tibia and of the patella was noted in the next example:

Case 559.—Corporal G. L. Keyser, Co. B, 8th Pennsylvania Cavalry, aged 21 years, was wounded at Snicker's Gap,

November 1, 18(52, and admitted to hospital at Knoxville two days afterwards. Surgeon 15. Beust, U. S. V., reported: "A gun-

shot wound through knee joint. The patient, a man of small stature and delicate appearance, was iu a kneeling posture when
he was struck by a conical ball, which entered the right knee at the inner side of the patella, near the lower border, striking

against the inner condyle of the tibia, producing considerable injury by shivering to some extent the epiphysis, and emerging on

the outer side of the leg two inches below the joint. When the patient was brought here the knee was much swollen and pain-

ful. Applications of cold water were immediately made and continued for four weeks. When the active inflammation had

entirely subsided, a small quantity of healthy pus was discharged from both openings. The patient, feeling strong and quite

well at this time, became careless and moved his leg, in consequence of which very active and extensive inflammation set in.

The cold-water dressings were then (December 3d) changed to warm flaxseed poultices. From the loth to the 31st of December

the patient suffered much from irregular chills, delirium, sleepless nights, and loss of appetite, and showed great symptoms of

exhaustion. Large quantities of foetid pus were discharged from both openings. On December 31st, an examination was made
with the finger, which proved the upper portion of the tibia to be much fissured. Amputation was then proposed but objected

to by the patient, who wished to save his limb if there was any possible chance. He continued to fail, and Ins night vigilance

and loss of appetite persisted undiminished. On January 6, 1863, the fever assumed a periodical character, coming on in the

afternoon. For this lie was treated with quinine and morphine, followed by wine and cinchona bark. Since then he has

improved rapidly. By January 31st, the patient had regained a good appetite, slept -well, and was improving in strength; the

discharge of pus was now very slight and healthy. He will undoubtedly recover if no unexpected change or accident occurs to

intercept or impede the restorative progress." Three weeks later the patient was transferred to Camden Street Hospital, Haiti-

more, whence Acting Assistant Surgeon E. G. Waters reported the following result in the case :
" When admitted his condition

was moderately good, the knee being much swollen and inflamed, however, for which solution of lead and opium was applied.

Small fragments of bone came away at various times from the external opening. Absolute rest was maintained, and mercurial

ointment, with camphor, was used locally to diminish the swelling. On May 30, 1803, the patient was discharged from service,

with his knee joint permanently anchylosed and some deformity consequent upon a partial dislocation of the extremity of the

femur inwardly." The man became a pensioner; but in the following year he re-entered the army as Lieutenant of the 195th

Pennsylvania, and while belonging to that organization sustained an additional injury to his wounded limb by a railroad acci-

dent in October, 1864. He was ultimately mustered out February 26, 1865, when his name was again placed on the Pension

Rolls. Examiner J. S. Crawford, of Williamsport, at successive dates certified to the injury and its results, and added, in Jan-

uary, 1867, that the injured joint was very much enlarged. On July 16, 1873, he reported :
" The leg is flexed on the thigh at

an angle of about forty degrees, with an enlargement on the inside of the joint. The flexion of the knee shortens the limb,

which throws the weight in walking on the toes and necessitates a high heel to the boot. The thigh and leg are both very much
atrophied and lie complains of soreness in the joint." No changes were reported in the condition of the patient in September,

1870, since when he has been exempted from further examinations. His pension was paid June 4, 1879.

In the succeeding six cases the seat of fracture appeared to be confined to the head

of the tibia:

Case 560.—Private John O'Neil, Co. M, 1st Artillery, aged 26 years, was wounded at Pocotaligo, October 22, 1862.

On the following day he was admitted to hospital at Hilton Head, where Assistant Surgeon J. Bell, U. S. A., recorded: "Gun-
shot wound by a hall from a spherical case, in left side of left knee, entering deeply and lodging." The patient was subsequently

transferred to hospital No. 1, at Beaufort, whence Surgeon F. L. Dibble, 6th Connecticut, reported that he was discharged

March 7, 1863, by reason of "a gunshot wound involving the left knee joint." Examining Surgeon J. E. King, of Buffalo,

certified May 19, 1863: "The ball entered near the head of the tibia, passing through and lodging in the popliteal space, whence

it has been extracted by incision. The wound is healed, leaving the leg useless. There is complete anchylosis, and wasting of

leg," etc. Iu February, 1867, the pensioner enlisted in the 44th Infantry (Invalid), in which organization he served until March

29, 1869, when he was again discharged. Examining Surgeon J. W. Toward, of Augusta. Maine, at various subsequent dates

examined the pensioner, and described the injury by the ball " breaking both bones and remaining embedded in the joint. Leg

quite crooked, appearing as if upper ends of bone had been pushed outward; knee slightly bent and perfectly stiff, swelling

badly after walking; limb painful to hip joint." The pensioner was paid December 4, 1879.

A case in which the missile was extracted from the head of the tibia six months after

the injury and the patient finally recovered with a useful limb, is reported by Surgeon R.

A. Kinloch, 1 P. A. 0. S. A brief abstract is appended:

Case 561.—Private L. C , 6th South Carolina, aged 17 years, was wounded at Seven Pines, May 31, 1862. The
ball entered upon the inner side of the right knee, apparently, a line or two below the articulation; there was no orifice of exit.

When wounded he was lying on his back, reloading his gun, with his knee slightly flexed. The patient walked some distance

after he was shot without experiencing very great pain. On the following day he was sent to the St. Charles Hospital, at Rich-

mond. The limb was then much tumefied and very painful. In the opinion of most of the examining surgeons the ball had

lodged; but a few of them, after the progress of the case, were inclined to believe that it had escaped through the orifice of

entrance. He remained iu hospital until August 3d, never leaving his bed, and scarcely ever changing from the supine position

;

he suffered continually from fever, and a portion of the time from traumatic delirium. About the middle of October he tried the

LKlKLOCU (R. A.), Case of Gunshot Wound of the Knee Joint. Ball lodged in the Head of the Tibia—Extracted through the Joint Six Slontli*

after the Accident—Recovery with a Useful Limb, iu Confederate States Medical and Surgical Journal, 1804, Vol. I, p. 102.
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use of crotches, but was compelled to take to bed again, and was a week in recovering from a very painful and inflamed condi-

tion of the limb engendered by the efforts lie had made. The patient enjoyed the comforts of a home and good nourishing diet,

and gained flesh and strength ; but the irritation of the knee persisted in a sub-acute form, and the wound continued to discharge,

the Buffering being always less when the discharge was free. On November 23, 1862, he was seen by Dr. Kinloch. The limb

was flaccid and attenuated. A fistulous opening upon the inner side of the joint, just below the articular margin of the tibia,

indicated the original orifice of entrance, which was discharging a thin pus. The joint was imperfectly anchylosed ; the leg very

slightly flexed upon the thigh. Dr. Kinloch believed the ball had lodged in the head of the tibia and determined to search for

it. On November 29th, the patient was fully chloroformed. A semi-lunar flap of integuments, including the fistulous opening,

was dissected and turned up from the deeper tiissues over the inner side of the joint; with the finger, and afterwards with a large

probe, the track of the ball could be traced through the lateral ligament of the joint to the depth of several inches. The lateral

ligament was incised freely and a piece of necrosed bone, a portion of the articulating surface of the tibia about the size of the

last phalanx of the finger, was discovered and turned out. As the joint was but slightly flexed the finger could only advance to

a certain depth because of the inner condyle of the femur. Forcible flexion of the joint was instituted and the finger pushed on

into a deep cavity in the outer portion of the head of the tibia, where it rested upon the foreign body, which was seized with a

pair of bullet forceps and extracted with great ease. It proved to be a large mini6, much flattened, and having a piece of the

patient's pantaloons attached. A sponge full of warm water was thrown two or three times into the joint to wash out the debris

from the cavity in which the ball had rested. The tegumentary flap was brought into position and secured by three points of

suture, only the dependent corner of the wound being kept open by a tent; the limb was extended upon a bolster, cold-water

dressing applied, and a full anodyne administered. The wound healed kindly, and in three weeks the patient experienced a feel-

ing of relief that he had not known since the accident. In a letter to Dr. Kinloch, dated April 2:5, 18G4, the patient states:

"The only drawback to my convalescence was an attack of erysipelas, in January 1863, which I attributed to imprudence in

eating. On the 17th of February, 18f>3. I began to move about on crutches, the wound having entirely healed before this.

Since then, the limb has gained rapidly in strength. In May, I hud aside my crutches and took to using a stick. I can now
walk a mile without resting, and often walk some without my stick. My joint is stiff, but I think I shall some day be able to

run. I can now run a few steps, and can truly say the leg is well. I practise walking without my stick as much as I can."

Case 502.—Private M. Hoffman, Co. II, 8th New Jersey, aged 21 years, was wounded at Williamsburg, May 5, 1862.

He was admitted to the field hospital at Allen's Farm, where his injury was recorded as "a serious wound of the left knee joint."

From the field the wounded man was moved to Hygeia Hospital at Fort Monroe, whence he was sent to his home on furlough

May 21st. Surgeon R. B. McCay, U. S. V., reported that the patient was discharged from Chesapeake Hospital September 6,

1862, by reason of "partial stiffness of the knee joint resulting from the wound." The man was subsequently admitted on the

Pension Rolls, his physicians certifying to the following description of his injury: "A ball

entered the popliteal space, passed into the knee joint, and produced partial anchylosis,

within all probability obliterating the synovial sac; perceptible crepitation resulted,

together with inability to extend the limb." Assistant Surgeon R. B. Browne, U. S. V.,

who contributed the photograph of the patient (Contributed Photographs, Vol. XII, p. 5)

shown in the adjoining wood-cut (FlG. 228), reports the following history: "The,missile

entered about one inch below and behind the knee, directly in the median line of the limb,

passed upward, forward, and inward through the head of the tibia, and lodged, as was

surmised at the time, somewhere in the centre of the joint, between the head of the tibia

and the internal condyle of the femur. After his admission into hospital the patient was

strongly advised to submit to amputation of the thigh. To this he stoutly objected, how-

ever, and shortly afterwards ho was sent to his home on furlough, where I saw him and

commenced the treatment of his case somewhere about the 1st of June", 18C2. I searched

carefully for the bullet but was unable to reach it. The patient had but little pain, was

in good health, strong and robust, and the wound suppurated nicely. There was little or

no inflammation of the joint, nor could I detect any synovia in the discharge. The treat-

ment was therefore simple. I made use of emollient applications and enjoined rest, but

not perfect rest, as I permitted him to move carefully about the house. The wound healed

about the middle of July, from which time he was able to go about on crutches, the limb

being flexed at an angle of 135°, or rather incapable of extension beyond that point.

About the middle of the following September I entered the army as Surgeon of the 31st

New Jersey, and consequently lost sight of the patient until the summer of 1863, when I

was mustered out. At this time he had regained some mobility of the joint and could, by

giving the limb a peculiar twist, make apparent the position of the bullet. He himself at

least was eo confident of its whereabouts that I concluded to cut down to the point indi-

cated with a narrow-bladed bistoury. This operation I performed on September 7, 1863,

being aided by Dr. Edward Swift, of Easton, Pennsylvania, who put the patient under

the influence of an anaesthetic. I entered the knife immediately over the middle and

inside of the joint and fortunately struck the bullet in its centre, about an inch below the

integuments. I then enlarged the opening just far enough to enable me to extract the missile with the aid of a forceps, and

quickly closed the wound so as to admit as little air as possible. A small quantity of synovial fluid made its escape. The ball,

which proved to be a spherical one, five-eighths of an inch in diameter, was slightly battered, and appeared to have embedded

itself between the articulating extremities of the femur and the tibia, being fairly covered by the synovial sac. The limb was

then placed in a splint and kept at perfect rest until all fear of inflammation of the joint had subsided. The wound healed by

first intention, and in one month the patient was again able to get about with the aid of crutch and cane, both of which he dis-

Fio. &8.—Shot perforation of the head of

the left tibia. [From a photograph.]
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pensed with after a period of five months. When last I saw him, in July, 1868, the man was walking with scarcely a limp, free

from all pain, in perfect health, and without deformity excepting a slight bony prominence where the hall had heen extracted.

The joint retained all its motions except that of extension, which was limited, the leg assuming an angle of about 170° when fully

extended." Various examining surgeons at successive dates have certified to the pensioner's disability, which is rated one-half.

His pension was paid June 4, 1879.

The following interesting case was reported to this Office as an illustration of control-

ling inflammation of the knee joint through ligation of the femoral artery. The details

were given by Assistant Surgeon A. A. Woodhull, U. S. A., in an essay on "Ligation of

Arteries as a Means of modifying Traumatic Inflammation of the Joints," read before the

Atlanta Academy of Medicine, at its meeting, 1 June 1, 1874. The subject of preventing

or controlling inflammation of the joints through cutting off the supply of blood was, in

the early part of the present century, considered by D. L. Rogers

:

Case 563.—Captain W. H. Jordan,'2 9th Infantry, was wounded in the right knee, at the battle of Gaines's Mill, on the

afternoon of Friday, June 27, 18G2. " I saw him not far from the line of battle shortly after he was shot, and had him conveyed

to my field station hard by. By examination with the little finger I satisfied myself that the joint was perforated and that the

articulating surface of the tibia was grooved as if by a round ball or buckshot. He was immediately put into an ambulance

wagon and sent across the Chickahominy to the field hospital at Savage Station, a few miles distant. This was the general ren-

dezvous for the disabled of General McClellan's army, and in addition to the commissioned medical officers there were present

a few civil surgeons who had volunteered their temporary services. Among them was Dr. David L. Rogers, of New York, who
had long been an advocate of the control of traumatic inflammation of the joints by the liga-

tion of the main artery of supply. 3 As I am informed, the wounded officer would not consent

to primary amputation as was proposed, and Dr. Rogers then suggested the ligation of the

femoral at the apex of Scarpa's triangle, with the view of preventing, or at least of modify-

ing, the inevitably ensuing inflammation of the joint. This was acceded to, and it was at

once done I believe by Dr. Rogers himself. The operation must have been performed within

forty hours of the reception of the injury, and was probably done on the succeeding day, for

the hospital was abandoned on Sunday, the 29th. the second day after the battle. The gen-

eral belief that the serious operation of ligating the femoral would add to instead of detracting

from the perils already due to the wounded joint, the fact, as it was understood, that the

severely wounded whom the Army of the Potomac was obliged to leave at Savage's were

conveyed to Richmond, a distance of about fifteen miles, over rough roads, and the unfortunate

condition of that city as to temperature, supplies, and general accommodations, precluded, in

my mind, the possibility of this officer surviving the double injury, as we were tempted to

call it. Accordingly, in writing to his friends at the north, he was reported as having prob-

ably died of his wounds in the hands of the enemy; for, at that time, there was no exchange

of prisoners. Between three and four weeks after the battle, however, an exchange or release

on parole of the wounded was negotiated, and, with the first boat load from Richmond that

passed Harrison's Landing, I was sent north for a few days. To my great surprise, on this

boat I found my friend, greatly emaciated and suffering; but the ligature had come away
successfully, and the primary violence of the joint inflammation was fairly overcome. At

that time, although both wounds were suppurating, the incision over the artery gave quite as

much apparent trouble as the original injury. His general strength was much prostrated

and he appeared to be in a condition of hectic irritation. He was carried to Baltimore, and

I saw no more of him until the following December, when, on being ordered out of the field,

it so happened that I was for a time placed in charge of sick and wounded officers in that citj

was good, the wound in the knee had healed, the incision in the thigh, singularly, had not entirely cicatrized, and, which was

of the most inconvenience, the leg was partly flexed upon the thigh and was fixed by false anchylosis. This condition must be

attributed to the position that the limb had naturally assumed under the influence of whatever inflammation had occurred at the

time of the severest suffering, and which his medical attendant had neglected or feared to alter while the healing was in progress

lest the inflammation might be again excited. Fortunately there was no torsion, whence it may be inferred that the morbid

action was not severe. In a week or two he passed from under my charge to that of Surgeon Thomas P. Gibbons, U. S. V.,

but I saw him frequently during the winter of 18G2-C3. By the repeated application of force, sometimes with the hands and

1 The essay is only briefly adverted to on page "J88 of the Atlanta Medical and Surgical Journal, 1874-75, Vol. XII. A manuscript copy of the

lecture was forwarded to the Surgeon General's Office by its author.

"The case is identical with the ease referred to at the meeting of the New York State Medical Society in February, 18(13, by Dr. Jotix Swix-

IJURNK (Resection of Joints and Conservative Surgery, in Transactions of the Medical Society of the State of New York, for the year 18f»'J, Albany, 18G3,

p. 170, and Medical and Surgical Reporter, 18G3, Vol. IX, p. 401): "A captain in the Regular Army was wounded by a ball passing through the knee

joint. We could not ascertain to a certainty that the same was injured, as the course of the ball was directly through the centre of the joint, from side to

side, so it is possible that only the cartilage was wounded. Dr. ROGERS tied the femoral arterj-, so as to interrupt and break the current of blood to the

injured parts. When I last saw him, thirty days after the injur}-, there had been little inflammation, and the prospects were good for entire recovery. I

have since learned that hi; has entirely recovered, with a good limb."

3 IEOurcas (David L.), A memoir on tlie utility of tying Large Arteries, in preventing Inflammation in wounds of the principal joints and

important surgical operations, illustrated by cases, in New Tori: Medical and Physical Journal, 1824, Vol. ITI, p. 453.

Surg. Ill—48

Fig. 2*29.—Appearance of limb 18 years
ifter injury. [From a photograph.]

At this date Lis general heaUb
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sometimes with a screw apparatus, the adhesions were gradually broken up, and he gained a fair passive use of the joint; in the

spring lie was able to go on sick leave to his home in Ohio, and in the summer of 1863 was, I believe, assigned to duty as a

mustering officer. He saw no more campaign service, but, while the war was still in progress (I think in 18G3), joined his regi-

ment on the Pacific coast. It is now nearly twelve years since he was shot, and it is more than eleven years since I have seen

or heard directly from him ; but I have seen officers who have served with him in garrison who were not aware that he had been

wounded. I should suppose that he is practically a sound man, although it is probable that he cannot discharge the more

fatiguing duties of the field." A letter of inquiry by the editor, in March, 1880, elicited the following response from Captain

Jordan: '•Recruiting Rendezvous, U. S. Army, No. 9 South Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois, April 2d, 1880. Dear Doctor:

Your letter of the 29th ult. was received yesterday. In reply thereto, I would inform you as follows— viz: The ball (spherical)

with which I was wounded entered just below the patella through the left side of the ligament of the same and the head of the

tibia, and passed out a little below the centre of the popliteal space. The synovial sac, I think, was injured, although I did

not have synovitis, as the doctors feared, but am under the impression that some synovial fluid escaped from the joint. There was
profuse bleeding; so much so, that my pantaloon leg and stocking had to be cut off on account of being so stiff from the blood.

I have never had any pain in the knee except when I have hurt it. There is no stiffness except after using the limb in march-

ing or much dancing. The joint is nearly as good as the other one, although I cannot flex the wounded limb quite as much as

the other one. No bone came out of or was removed from the wounded joint. The patella of the wounded limb is one inch and

a half lower than the other one. The femoral artery was ligated a little over half way up from the knee, to prevent inflamma-

tion. I am not certain whether Dr. Rogers or Dr. A. K. Smith did it. Dr. Woodhull attended me in hospital in Baltimore as

late as February, 1863, and saw me on the ferry boat between Oakland and San Francisco in September, 18/7. A few days

after I was wounded I was taken prisoner and remained so about three weeks. I was then taken to Baltimore, Maryland, where

I remained in hospital until, in February, 1863, 1 was granted a sick leave, and was on crutches thereafter for about six months.

When my wound had healed while in hospital, my limb was stiffened with the lower part of the leg at right angles to the upper

part. Dr. Woodhull and another surgeon placed me under the influence of chloroform and partially removed the stiffness. I

then wore an apparatus for about six months until the limb had become very nearly as straight as the other, i. e.
t
straight

enough, my other leg being a little knock-kneed. * * Very respectfully, your obed't servant." (Signed.) Wm. H. JORDAN,
Captain, 9th Infantry. The letter was accompanied by a photograph, a copy of which is shown in Fig. 229.

Ligation of the femoral artery for secondary haemorrhage was successfully performed

in two instances of shot fracture of the head of the tibia:

Case 504.—Lieutenant Thomas W. Robertson, 79th New York, was wounded, on June 16, 1862, in the assault on the

works on James Island, by a musket ball, which struck the outer side of the head of the left tibia and passed upwards and

lodged, as was believed, in the intereondyloid notch of the femur, or somewhere about, the knee joint. Amputation of the thigh

was advised but refused by the patient. The limb was then placed in an easy position and cold-water dressings were applied.

The patient was treated in the regimental hospital until June 28th, when he was sent to New York. On July 6th, there was

profuse haemorrhage from the anterior tibia! artery. On July 8th, the femoral artery was tied by Professor Willard Parker.

At this date the knee joint was excessively swollen, and there was free suppuration from the wound. After a very protracted

confinement the patient ultimately recovered, with complete anchylosis of the knee joint, the straight position of the limb being

preserved. Lieutenant Robertson was transferred to the Veteran Reserve Corps on February 29, 1864, and was on duty at

Emory Hospital in 1865. On July 18, 1865, the photograph (Surg. PJtot. Series, No. 78, A. M. M.) was taken, a copy of which

is shown in FlG. I of Plate LXVIII, opposite p. 370. The facts of the case were communicated by Surgeon N. R. Moseley,

U. S. V., who reported that Professor Parker and the other surgical advisers of Lieutenant Robertson entertained no doubt that

the knee joint was primarily involved in this case. The exact location of the ball was never ascertained. Lieutenant Robertson

was discharged and pensioned. Examining Surgeon E. Bradley, of New York, reported October 24, 1866: "Ball shattered

upper third of left fibula; resection of a portion followed. The femoral artery had to be tied. Knee is anchylosed, foot atro-

phied, cold, paralyzed, and limb of little more use than an artificial limb." Examiner Th. F. Smith, in September, 1873, states:

"Ball entered outside of upper part of left leg and has never been removed; there is a large cicatrix on the opposite side of the

leg, the result of an abscess; complete anchylosis of the knee joint." Drs. J. F. Ferguson and M. K. Hogan report, Septem-

ber 7, 1875: "The femoral artery has been tied. The knee joint is solidly anchylosed." The Examining Board, consisting of

Drs. S. S. Burt, A. B. Judson, and Wm. O. McDonald, state, September 14, 1877: "Left knee anchylosed, nearly straightened;

femoral artery tied on left side." Pension paid March 3, 1880.

Case 565.—Private A. J. Scott, Co. A, 9th Maine, aged 24 years, was wounded at Deep Bottom, August 16, 1864, and

admitted to hospital at Beverly six days afterwards. Assistant Surgeon C. Wagner, U. S. A., reported: "Shot wound of right

leg, injuring the head of the tibia. Secondary haemorrhage took place from the anterior tibial artery and sixteen ounces of blood

was lost on December 17th, when the femoral artery was ligated in its continuity at the lower third of the thigh by Acting

Assistant Surgeon J. C. Morton. Chloroform was used and the patient reacted promptly. Two weeks after the operation he

had recovered." He was discharged from service June 6, 1865, and pensioned. Examiner C. E. Snow, of Calais, Maine,

March 7, 1866, certified to the wound and to its being "well healed; but there is considerable lameness as yet, the weakness of

the joint forbidding any continued use of the limb." Examiner E. H. Vose in his report, April 15, 1874, stated that the ball

lodged and remained in the bone for four months; also that when it was extracted haemorrhage occurred and necessitated liga-

tion of the femoral. "Head of tibia enlarged and somewhat tender to the touch. Rheumatism from the joint downwards. Leg
weak, and he cannot bear his weight upon it when at work ; foot slightly extended ; walks lame with a peculiar swinging gait."

In the following year the same examiner described the joint as stiff; circulation feeble; considerable numbness on inner side of

leg, etc., and added: "He has been under my personal observation for eight years and the disability has largely increased."

The pensioner was paid December 4. 1879.
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The series of recoveries after shot fractures of the knee joint will be concluded with

three examples, in which particular bones injured were not specified:

Case 5GG.—Private H. W. Pomroy, Co. F, 1st Maine Heavy Artillery, aged 3C years, was wounded at Laurel Hill,

May 19, 1864, and entered Mount Pleasant Hospital, Washington, three days afterwards. Assistant Surgeon H. Allen, U. S. A.,

reported: "The wound was apparently through the knee joint. A conoidal hall entered at the inner border of the right patella

and made its exit posteriorly at the external central part of the popliteal space, on a line with the inferior border of the condyles.

The progress of the case has been imperfectly recorded. All that can be ascertained is to the effect that the patient was bed-

ridden for eight weeks ; that in the third week two pieces of bone were removed from the posterior wound, and in the fifth week

two others were taken out; also that he suffered greatly, and according to his account had marked rigors. The patient came

under my notice in January, 1865, when presenting himself for discharge. At this time the appearance of the limb was as fol-

lows : The entire extremity was rigid, the knee joint permanently anchylosed, and the region of the joint much swollen: all

original contour of the outline was destroyed, and the integuments were semi-cedematous up to the

hip joint. The skin was of a dead purplish red color and extremely sensitive, especially around

the knee joint. The surgeons at the field hospital were desirous of amputating the limb, but the

patient refused to give his consent, and the case was then treated conservatively. The patient

was discharged from service January 26, 1865, and asserted, prior to his departure for his home,

that should the limb continue to be so excessively painful he would have it amputated. Thus it

is shown that, should conservative treatment be successful in this class of cases, the limb resultant

of months of suffering is apt to be worse than useless." Examiner R. K. Jones, of Bangor, Octo-

ber 8, 1866, certified: "The wound is healed and he retains the power of Hexing the leg slowly

and feebly to an angle of 135c . He walked with crutches till the fall of 1865. He now walks

with one cane, flexing the body on the left thigh and swinging with much effort the right limb

forward—not flexing the knee. The foot and leg swell much after use and are now (edematous.

The outside of the leg and foot are numb. He suffers much from pain after use," etc. Subsequent

examiners substantially show the same disabling effects, and the Bangor Board in September,

1876, described the exit wound as very tender, and stated that a solid substance like a buckshot

or a spicula of bone could he felt under the cicatrix. The pensioner was paid June 4, 1879.

Case 567.—Allison Shutter, Drummer, Co. C, 7th Pennsylvania Reserves, received, in

one of the earlier of the seven days' battles before Richmond, in June, 1862, a shell wound of the

left knee joint. He was taken prisoner, and while he was in the enemy's lines it was decided that

primary excision of the knee joint should he performed on the field. The operation was com-

menced, but was interrupted by an advance of the Union troops, who regained the ground

they had lost earlier in the day. The parts were brought in apposition and the limb secured to a

splint, and the patient was sent to Fort Monroe, and admitted to Hygeia Hospital on June 30th.

On July 6th, he was sent to Philadelphia on the steamer Daniel Webster. He was admitted, on

July 7th, to the Satterlee Hospital. The wound cicatrized and left a comparatively usefid limb.

This soldier was discharged February 5, 1863, by Surgeon I. I. Hayes, U. S. V., for "lameness

resulting from a shell wound of the left knee." His name does not appear on the Pension List.

The photograph of the patient (Surg. Phot. Series, No. 204, A. M. M.), represented in Fig. 230,

was contributed by Surgeon R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V.

Case 568.—Private C. Volgel, Co. F, 14th Connecticut, aged 37 years, was wounded before Petersburg, October 2, 1864,

and admitted to the field hospital of the 2d division, Second Corps, where Surgeon I. Scott, 7th West Virginia, recorded :
" Shot

fracture of right knee." Surgeon J. C. McKee, U. S. A., reported that "the patient was admitted to Lincoln Hospital, Wash-
ington, October 8th, with shot wound of right knee joint, the ball entering

antero-posteriorly, severing the capsular ligament on its internal aspect

and opening the joint. When admitted, the parts were highly inflamed

and synovial fluid was constantly discharging from the wound. The limb

was placed in a box splint and surrounded with bran. Improvement

followed the treatment. In the course of three months recovery had

taken place with complete anchylosis of the joint." On June 2, 1865,

the patient was discharged from service and pensioned. Examiner H. L.

Burritt, of Bridgeport, Connecticut, at successive periods certified to the

character of the wound and to the leg being fixed "in a nearly straight

position
;
joint painful and whole limb swollen on motion and useless."

The pensioner was paid December 4, 1879. A photograph of the injured

limb, taken at Lincoln Hospital, was contributed by Surgeon McKee
(Contributed Photographs, Vol. 3, No. 34), and is represented in the wood-

cut (Fig. 231).

The records in the cases of recovery after shot fracture of the bones of the knee joint

treated by conservation show that of the three hundred and thirty-eight patients, fifty-

nine recovered with complete, and one hundred and sixty-five with partial anchylosis; in

twenty-three instances impaired motion, with lameness or weakness of the limbs, or partial

Fig. 230.—Appearance of left

knee joint about 2 months nfter

injury, [from a photograph.]

Fig. 231.—Anchylosed kneejoint, about 6 months alter injury.
[From a photograph.]
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paralysis with atrophy of muscles, was indicated; in eight instances the motions of the

joint were reported perfect, and in eighty-three cases the condition of the limb has not

been ascertained. Thirty-two of the patients were Confederate and three hundred and

six Union soldiers. Two hundred and thirty-six of the three hundred and six Union

soldiers became pensioners; but twenty of them have died, since the close of the War, of

ithisis and other diseases, and one has committed suicide.

Fatal Cases of Shot Fractures of the Bones of the Knee Joint treated by Conserva-

tion.—This group comprises five hundred and twenty-one cases. The graver complica-

tions were pysemia in seventy-seven instances, tetanus in two, gangrene in seventeen, and

erysipelas in eighteen instances. Forty-three of the patients were Confederate and four

hundred and seventy-eight Union soldiers.

Case 509.—Private S. Kisner, Co. E, 7th Michigan, 1 aged 29 years, was wounded on picket near Chantilly. June 19,

1863, by a carbine shot, which entered the left thigh anteriorly at about its middle, passed downward and inward, and lodged

beneath the integument on the inner side of the knee joint. He was brought to Washington and admitted to Stanton Hospital

six days after being wounded. On June 27th, a conical ball was readily extracted through an incision,

its situation being superficial. The joint at this time was neither swollen nor tender and did not

appear to he involved in any way. On July 2d, some pain and swelling was noticed for the first time,

when an ice-bag was applied to the knee. Two days later the swelling had extended up the thigh,

and by July 6th there was well-marked erysipelas as well as effusion in the knee joist. Tincture of

iodine was applied anil tincture of muriate of iron was administered; stimulants were given freely.

By July 8th, the erysipelas had extended clear up to the groin. On July 12th, the discharge of pus

was free, and in consequence the tension and swelling of the thigh were sensibly diminished. The
patient, however, was manifestly failing. On July 18th, he was seized with diarrhoea, and death

supervened in the evening. The autopsy showed that the bullet had lacerated the sartorlua muscle

extensively and splintered the internal condyle of the femur. The joint and the cellular tissues of the

thigh were filled with dark colored and very offensive pus, and the articular surfaces of the femur and

tibia were denuded of cartilage. Surgeon J. A. Lidell, U. S. V., who furnished the history, with the

pathological specimen (Fig. 232) and the missile {Specimen 3074, Surgical Section, A. M. M.), remarks :

"The case interested me greatly, because when the bullet was extracted there was not the slightest

evidence of injury to the inner condyle, nor indeed to any other bone whatever. The bullet was

located quite superficially and not in relation with the injured condyle. During the eight days which

elapsed between the receipt of the wound and the extraction of the missile said bullet must have

slipped away from the bone into a new position. When, therefore, on July 2d, some inflammatory

trouble in the knee appeared, we thought it was not due to an injury of the bone, but that the involvement of the joint originated

from the soft parts. The case also affords a good illustration of the obscurity of the symptoms and the difficulty of diagnosis

which may attend a serious gunshot injury of an articulation so thinly covered with soft parts and so easy of examination from

every side as the knee joint."

Case 570.—Private A. Simms, 19th Georgia, was wounded in the right knee, at Antietam, Sep-

tember 17, 1862, and treated at a hospital near Sharpsburg. Surgeon J. H. Ranch, U. S. V., forwarded

the specimen (FlG. 233), with the following history: "This was a robust young man, 19 years old.

The surgeon who first attended him could not find the ball, the external opening of the wound being

about four inches below the knee joint, but was satisfied that it had passed obliquely in the direction of

the knee joint. Acting Assistant Surgeon H. De Young called my attention to this case five weeks

after the man was wounded. His limb was much swollen, and his constitutional symptoms such that I

decided against amputation, which was proposed, and placed him on a stimulating and nourishing diet,

hoping that we thus might get him into a fit condition for an operation. For a week he seemed to

improve, but after this he lost his appetite, and gradually sank from exhaustion, and died on November

10, 1862. This man's life would no doubt have been saved had an immediate amputation of his limb

been made." The specimen consists of the bones of the knee, with the outer condyle shattered, and

shows that there has been a trivial deposit of callus, with much caries and destruction of the articular

surfaces of the joint.

Case 571.—Private I. N. Sarvis, Co. C, 131st Pennsylvania, was wounded at Fredericksburg,

December 13, 1862, and was admitted to Mount Pleasant Hospital, Washington, four days afterwards.

Acting Assistant Surgeon J. C. Wj-er forwarded the pathological specimen (FlG. 234) and reported the

following detailed history: "Sarvis received his wound by a ball perforating the patella of the left.

log, passing through the knee and making its exit at a point nearly opposite in the popliteal space.

When admitted his whole constitution was suffering from the effects of the injury ; the pulse quick and

frequent (120), denoting irritability; the skin dry and hot; appetite poor; sensibility of the joint extreme, the patient shrieking

on account of the pain occasioned by the slightest motion of the limb. The discharge from the wound consisted of synovia and

1 A brief abstract of this rase was published in Circular No. 6, War Department, S. O. O.. Washington, }8fi5, p. 36.

PlO. 232.—The bones of
(he left knee: the posterior
portion of the internal con-
dyle is split off. Spec. 13911.

PlO. 233.—The right knee
with outer condyle of femur
shattered. Spec. 354.
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thin unhealthy pus. There was nothing peculiar about the aspect of the limb except a general tumefaction. The tongue was

furred lightly, and the expression anxious; bowels constipated. On the tenth day after admission he was attacked with a severe

chill, which was followed by fever, and from this period the hectic hush began to appear upon the cheeks periodically. Sub-

sequently there were recurrences of the rigors. Occasionally the mind wanders. The features are pinched, the skin is sallow,

and countenance exhibits the icteroid appearance always present in pysemia. There is great thirst, and the respiration is quick

and irregular. On December 28th, he was attacked with a cough, the expectoration being tough, gelatinous, and streaked with

blood. Auscultation revealed crepitant and sibilant rales through both lungs. On the 5th of January, 1803, Surgeon J. H.

Brinton, U. S. V., visited the hospital and his attention was called to the case. At this period the case was one of well-marked

pysemia; the lung complication Dr. Brinton pronounced as multiple or metastatic abscess. 6th, no abatement in any of the

symptoms. 7th, rales and rhonchi still audible through the lungs; pulse continues 120 beats in the

-

minute; skin dry and hot; tongue dry and fissured; appetite much impaired; patient lies drowsy and

dull most of the time. The discharge from the knee is profuse, ichorous, and of a sickening odor. From

the 8th to 13th the symptoms have continued the same: respiration quick, pulse 130; tongue dry and

crusty; discharge from the knee ichorous and extremely offensive ; expectoration rusty and gelatinous.

Has had slight rigors. Rales and rhonchi still present. Complains of pain on the least motion of his

body. Urine scanty and turbid ; bowels constipated ; loss of appetite. Continues in a semi-comatose,

dull condition. 14th : This morning he is unable to protrude bis tongue; the features are pinched and

sunken ; pulse very feeble and rapid ; deep hectic Hush. Evening : has been moaning all day and refused

his stimulants. The peculiar odor is very evident. Died at 4.30 A. M. on January 15, 1863. Autopsy

eight hours after death: Rigor mortis was still present; emaciation extreme. The thorax being laid

open revealed the superior lobes of the lungs apparently healthy, but upon removing them the inferior

lobes were found to be consolidated and studded with abscesses varying in size from a pea to larger ones,

the diameter of which measured about half an inch. The consolidation and effusion extended also to the
jen knee' Patella and

dependent portions of the superior lobes. There was considerable effusion in the left pleural cavity. The condyles ..f f'™'"r perib-

heart was perfectly normal; no deposit upon the valves. A small clot was discovered in the right ven-

tricle; there was also some of the separated fibrin; no effusion in the pericardium. The inferior lobes of both lungs sank

readily in water. On making the incision to resect the knee joint, pus escaped from beneath the muscles of the lower third of

the thigh. There was n good deal of disintegration of the tissues. The extremities of the femur and tibia were entirely sep-

arated, the" crucial ligaments having been destroyed by the ball in its passage through the joint and the capsule ulcerated

through at several points. The patella was perforated about its centre, dividing it into several fragments, which, however, were

retained in position by the ligamentnm patella:. The internal condyle of the femur was crumbled into small fragments, and a

deep furrow marked the course of the ball." In addition Dr. Wyer remarks that "at no period since his admission has an

operation been admissible," also that the patient had likewise a wound of the right shoulder, involving the joint. The specimen

consists of the bones of the injured knee.

Case 572.—Private E. Overman, Co. H, 1st Ohio Cavalry, received a shot wound of the right knee joint, at Mission

Ridge, October 24, 1863. Surgeon I. Moses, U. S. V., contributed the pathological specimen (Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 362, Spec.

2137), with the following history: "A ball entered the external condyle of the femur, penetrating the joint and lodging in the

cancellated structure. He was taken to hospital in Chattauooga, where the missile was extracted, and where he remained for

nearly two months. On December 20th, I saw him for the first time in hospital at Murfreesboro', to which place he had been

removed by railroad, a distance of a hundred miles. The knee was very much swollen, the joint and surrounding tissues infil-

trated with pus, and there was general prostration of vital force. Incisions were freely made to evacuate pus, and the symptoms

generally improved. But on January 10, 1864, the patient was attacked with vomiting and prostration, and the left leg as far

as the knee became gangrenous. He died on the following day." The specimen comprises the bones of the injured knee joint

and shows the articulating surfaces to be completely destroyed by suppurative action.

Case 573.—Private W. J. Lowry, Co. E, 25th Ohio, was wounded at Bull Run, August 30, 1862, and admitted to hos-

pital at Alexandria several days afterwards. Surgeon E. Bentley, U. S. V., reported: "A mini6 ball passed through the right

thigh antero-posteriorly, terribly shattering the lower third of the femur, opening the knee joint, and driving fragments of bone

into it. The wounded man laid exposed on the battle field for two days and was then removed in an army wagon. He was

treated by rest and stimulants. The patient died from pysemia and exhaustion October 3, 1862, not having been in condition for

an operation at any time before his death."

In a case of grapeshot wound of the left knee an abscess was found, at the post-

mortem examination, which extended from two inches below the greater trochanter to a

point two inches below the articular surface of the tibia:

Case 574.—Private T. J. Barnett, Co. I, 40th Illinois, aged 24 years, was wounded at Mission Ridge, November 25,

1863, and admitted to the field hospital of the 4th division, Fifteenth Corps. Surgeon W. W. Bridge, 46th Ohio, described the

injury as "a severe grapeshot wound of the left knee joint," and reported that the patient was transferred to the General Field

Hospital at Chattanooga, December 20th. Acting Assistant Surgeon C. E. Ball communicated the result of the case from the

latter hospital as follows: "When admitted the patient was very much emaciated, his injured knee and leg being badly swollen

and the knee very painful on the slightest touch or movement; pulse 110. About a pint of pus, thin, very fetid, and of greyish

color, was discharged daily. The wound ceasing to suppurate sufficiently, I made an incision just above, and by keeping the

whole extent of the leg bandaged reduced the swelling in a few days. The discharge of pus, however, continued the same in

amount and character. The patient was kept on nourishing diet, tonics, stimulants, and anodynes the whole time he was in

hospital; but he gradually grew weaker, and died January 14, 1864. The autopsy disclosed a large sloughing wound on the
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Fie. 335.—The bones of the
riirht knot*, with the inner con-

dyle and the head of the tibia

fractured posteriorly. -Spec. 983.

anterior surface of the knee joint ; the patella fractured in four fragments. On laying open the thigh an abscess was found

extending from two inches below the great trochanter to a point two inches below the articular face of the tibia, containing

ichorous pus with masses of cheesy appearance and consistence. The knee joint was opened posteriorly as well as anteriorly,

and the ligaments and cartilages were somewhat softened. A portion of the articular surface of the tibia was laid bare; the

limb generally infiltrated with serum." The lowest third of the femur of the wounded limb, being also injured, was forwarded

to the Museum by Dr. Ball, anil constitutes specimen 2168 of the Surgical Section, showing a longitudinal fissure to the extent

of four inches on the posterior surface of the shaft, the articulating surface being destroyed by

suppuration.

Case 575.—Private W. J. D. Parks, Co. H, 132d Pennsylvania, was wounded at Freder-

icksburg, December 13, 18(52, and entered the Harewood Hospital, Washington, on December 18th.

Surgeon T. Antisell, U. S. V., recorded as follows: ''Gunshot wound in right knee, opening the

joint. Rail entered on the inner side of the patella on a level with it, and emerged at the popliteal

space. Patient in general poor health and anasmic. Cold-water dressings were used December

22d; irritative fever; tongue dry; pulse 100. He continued to decline, there being no time at

which he could hear an operation. He died on December 28, 1862. 1'ost-mortem : Inner condyle

of femur fractured. Rail passed directly into the joint, cutting a part of the crucial ligament anil

emerging from below into the popliteal space. Suppuration and burrowing of pus existed on outer

side of thigh, extending four inches above the joint." The bones of the injured knee are shown in

the annexed cut (Fig. 235). The specimen was contributed by Acting Assistant Surgeon W. A.

Harvey, and shows that, besides the injury to the inner condyle of the femur, the head of the tibia

was fractured posteriorly.

Cask 576.—Private .1. Traverse, Co. I, 7th Michigan, aged 26. years, was wounded at Antietam, September 17, 1862,

and admitted to hospital No. 1, Frederick, twelve days afterwards. Acting Assistant Surgeon R. Davies furnished the follow-

ing minutes of the case: "Wound in the left knee by a bullet. No inflammation followed. The missile was first perceived

October 27th, being situated at the outside of the patella, two inches from the tubercle of the tibia and

directly under the integument. On extracting it about half a dozen drops of synovia escaped, the joint

being opened to a very small extent by the edge of the base of the bullet. Wound closed by plaster.

October 29th, inflammation of the joint having set in, cupping to the amount of six ounces was resorted to;

ice applications and opiates; low diet. October 30th, measurements around the left or affected knee show,

above the patella, thirteen and a half inches; across the patella, fourteen and three-quarter inches; and

below the patella, eleven and a half inches; while at the right or sound knee they show thirteen, fourteen,

and eleven inches respectively. November 4th, patient had a sleepless night and pain, notwithstanding a

dose of morphia. There is an opening on the outer side of the patella, from which pus is freely escaping.

The injured knee now measures fourteen inches above, sixteen and a half inches across, and thirteen and

a half inches below the patella. 13th, measurement shows fourteen, fifteen, and thirteen inches above,

across, and below the patella. Two openings have been made on the inner side, one opposite the upper

border of the patella and the other four inches above. Pus of a healthy character exudes. Complains

of much startling pain at times, in the intervals is not in much pain
;
pulse 100. 14th, there was a chill,

and again the next day. 16th, another chill. Burrowing of pus on the inside of the thigh. Discharge

thin in quality, like dirty greenish water. The slightest pressure above and below the patella, especially

on the inner side, induces an immediate escape of pus. No pain or redness in course of the saphena vein.

Has hiccough; skin hot; pulse 120. 20th, discharge as thin and watery as possible, emerging upon the

slightest pressure at any part of the thigh ; surface of body and extremities bathed with perspiration; pulse

too fast to be counted. Patient evidently sinking. Died on November 21, 1862. Post-mortem: A collection of partially fluid

dark blood was found in the thigh, corresponding to the attachments of the inner and outer layers of the fascia. The periosteum

was easily detached over the lower two-thirds of the femur, on the anterior, interior, and external portions; bone laid bare for

about the size of a sixpence at the lower portion of the femur. The articular surface of the femur was entirely bare, as was also

its anterior and lateral borders. The borders and the articular surface of the head of the tibia were bare and the bone rough-

ened, and there was fracture and bony separation of the patella into three portions. There was a sequestrum about the size of a

nut on the left side of the tubercle of the tibia." The bones of the knee were contributed to the Museum by Acting Assistant

Surgeon Davies, and are represented in the annexed wood-cut (FlG. 236).

Case 577.—Private W. irest, Co. C, 51st Georgia, aged 17 years, was wounded at South Mountain, September 14, 1862,

and admitted to hospital at Frederick three days afterwards. Acting Assistant Surgeon "W. W. Keen, jr., reported :
" Gunshot

wound of left knee joint, a ball passing through the head of the tibia, involving the joint. There was also a flesh wound of the

right leg just below the knee joint. Irritative fever ensued and continued for one week after the patient's admission. The
treatment was supporting and poultices were applied to the joint, which improved in external appearance. Pieces of the artic-

ular surface of the tibia were nearly detached on September 25th. Two daj'S later suppuration was free and of a flooculent

character; tongue dry and furred; pulse 116. On October 4th, the joint was laid open by free incisions on each side of the

patella, when the pus was found to be burrowing up the thigh to a very great extent. On October 8th, the condition of the

thigh was apparently improved, but the pulse was no better and the patient had a severe chill. He continued to grow weaker.

On October 13th, there was some haemorrhage from the wound, and on the following day the patient died. At the post-mortem

examination a broad abscess was discovered to extend from the knee to the groin. The ball was found to have passed directly

through the joint from side to side, knocking off pieces of the internal condyle of the femur and the articular surface of the

tibia. This patient had been told at an early stage of the treatment that his limb ought to be amputated. But he expressed his

certainty of recovering without amputation and begged off, declaring his readiness and willingness to incur all risks of that

Flo. 836.—The bones
of the left knee: the
patella is fractured and
the head of the tibia

involved. Spec. 753.
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course. He was therefore not. operated upon." The bones of the injured knee joint, showing the articular surfaces to be eroded,

were contributed to the Museum by Acting Assistant Surgeon .1. II. Bartholf. and constitute specimen 825 of the Surgical Section.

Cask 573.—Private ./. IV. Shettles, 2d Mississippi, was wounded at Antietam, September 17, 1862, and admitted to a hospital

near Sharpsburg. Surgeon J. H. Pauch, U. S. V.,contributed the specimen represented in the annexed

wood-cut (Fig. 237), and reported: '"This man was wounded through the knee joint, from the effects

of which he died on November 9, 1302. Had this man been operated upon, I am satisfied his life

would have been saved." The specimen consists of the bones of the left

knee with the inner tuberosity of the tibia perforated obliquely down-

ward by a round ball. The articular surface is eroded by suppuration.

The bullet is seen at the point of entrance, whither it appears to have

gravitated through its own track and where the fragments are necrosed.

The partial fracture of the shaft of the tibia has been slightly consoli-

dated by effusion of callus.

Fig. x!37.—Shot perforation of

inner tuberosity of the left tibia.

Spec. 356.

Via. 238..

ofhead ofright t

Case 579.—Private P. Gregory, Co. H, 1st Delaware, was wounded

in the right knee, at Antietam, September 17, 1862. Surgeon I. Scott,

7th West Virginia, noted his admission to the field hospital of the 3d

division, Second Corps, with "wound of leg." On September 27th, the

wounded man was transferred to hospital No. 1, Frederick, where he

died October 16, 1862. The specimen, shown in the cut (FlG. 238), was

preserved at the post-mortem examination and contributed to the Museum
by Acting Assistant Surgeon W. W. Keen, jr. It consists of the upper

portion of the bones of the leg, with the head of the tibia shattered by

a ball passing through it transversely. The fragments are necrosed.

Case 580.—Private J. McNulty, Co. E, 22d Michigan, was wounded in both knees, at Chickamauga, September 19, 1863,

and admitted to hospital at Chattanooga some daj-s afterwards. Surgeon J. T. Woods, 99th Ohio, reported :
" Fracture of head

of each tibia; patient suffering from chronic diarrhoea ; simple treatment. Haemorrhage occurred; popliteal artery and branch,

with popliteal vein, ligated. Gangrene set in below the location of the ligatures, and death supervened October 15, 1362."

Case 581.—Sergeant J. McCarthy, Co. C, 149th New York, was wounded at Wauhatchie, October 27, 1803, and admitted

to the field hospital id' the 1st division, Fourteenth Corps. Surgeon W. M. Wright, 79th Pennsylvania, reported: "He Was
wounded by a conical leaden bullet, which entered on the posterior aspect of the right leg about four inches below the knee,

taking an upward course, and passing out just one inch beneath the patella. The wound was probed by a competent surgeon.

who concluded that it was not a case warranting amputation, although in the end it might prove

to have been judicious. Two or three days afterwards the patient complained of severe pain in

the knee which required large doses of anodyne to alleviate. The pus assumed a thin watery

consistence of a brownish coffee-like appearance and discharged quite freely; odor somewhat

unpleasant though not fetid. The limb was greatly increased in size throughout its whole extent,

and to the touch it gave evidence of oedema. Several days later pressure upon the knee gave a

crackling sensation to the hand, giving unmistakable evidence that the joint was implicated.

The patient died on the morning of Novembers, 1863, after extreme suffering during the previous

twenty-four hours. During the period succeeding the first three days there was great gastric

irritability which remedies failed to correct. During the last two days the discharges from his

bowels were black, and for twelve hours previous to death a black substance, resembling thin

coffee grounds somewhat and amounting to a pint probably, was discharged from the mouth.

An examination of the limb after death showed a fracture of the head of the tibia behind,

external to the popliteal notch, extending into the articulating surface from an inch and a half

below it. Necrosis of the bone had commenced to a slight degree. The femur and fibula were

untouched." «

Case 582.—Private B. Madden, 1 Co. A, 28th Massachusetts, was wounded at Fredericks-

burg, December 14, 1862, by a shell in the left knee joint. He was admitted to Douglas Hos-

pital, Washington, twelve days afterwards. Medical Cadet S. T. Kingston, U. S. A., contributed

the pathological specimen, represented in the annexed wood-cut (Fig. 239), and reported that

"the patient died December 29, 1862, from the effects of a shell wound in the left knee." The
specimen consists of a ligamentous preparation of the injured knee, showing fearful laceration and

complete destruction by the missile, two fragments of which are mounted with the preparation.

Case 583.—Private F. L. Mellott, Co. K, 12th Pennsylvania Reserves, was wounded at South Mountain, September 14.

1862. Acting Assistant Surgeon G. W. Corey reported: "He was wounded by a musket ball entering the left knee near the

lower border of the patella, a little to the outer side of the ligamentum patella, passing obliquely backward and outward through

the outer tuberosity of the tibia and through the head of the fibula. The man was brought to the temporary hospital at Middle-

town some time in the night following the battle, and the second day after the injury the femoral artery of the wounded limb

was tied by the Surgeon in charge for the purpose of keeping down the inflammation and saving the limb. Water dressings

were applied and stimulants and anodynes freely administered. About six days after the battle the hospital was permanently

established and the patient came under my care. At this time I found him suffering from severe pain, the redness and swelling

PIG. '-'311.—Destruction of left knee
by n shell explosion. Spec. 701*.

1 This case has been alluded to and the specimen figured in Circular No. 6, War Department, S. G. O., Washington, 1865, pp. 37, 38, FIG. 50.
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of the joint being moderate, suppuration profuse, and the temperature of the parts below as I expected to find it. In fact so

marked was this latter symptom that I feared the occurrence of gangrene of the part and immediately discontinued the water

dressing. Gangrene, however, did not set in; but the soft tissues, wherever the limb rested on the pillow, sloughed very rap-

idly, indicating the low vitality of the parts. The treatment from this time consisted of emollient applications and stimulant

and astringent lotions, with a free use of alcoholic stimulants internally. The case went on for some time without any marked

change, the discharge becoming more profuse and the sloughs extending and presenting no disposition to granulate. Finally

diarrhoea, loss of appetite, night-sweats and delirium supervened, and death resulted on October 28, 1862,—forty-three days

after the reception of the injury. An examination of the joint after death showed the most perfect destruction of the synovial

membrane and of the articular cartilages and other soft tissues." The bones of the fractured knee joint were contributed to the

Museum by Dr. Corey, and constitute specimen 915 of the Surgical Section. The specimen shows the condyles to be split

vertically, the inner one being broken posteriorly and nearly detached, and the articular space eroded by suppuration. The
fractured extremities of the tibia and fibula are thoroughly carious.

Four hundred and seventy-eight of the five hundred and twenty-one fatal cases of

shot fractures of the knee joint treated by conservation were Union and forty-three were

Confederate soldiers. Specimens illustrating the nature of the various injuries of the bones

of the knee are preserved in the Army Medical Museum in ninety-nine cases.

The side of the injury was reported in seven hundred and ninety-seven of the eight

hundred and sixty-eight cases of shot fractures of the knee joint. The right side was

involved in four hundred and thirty-one, the left in three hundred and sixty-six. Of the

former, one hundred and seventy-four were successful, two hundred and fifty-four were

fatal, and three undetermined, giving a mortality rate of 59.3 per cent.; of the latter, one

hundred and fifty-two were successful, two hundred and thirteen fatal, and one undeter-

mined—a mortality rate of 58.3 per cent., or 1 per cent, in favor of the injuries of the

left side. Of eight hundred and sixty-eight patients, seven hundred and eighty-seven were

Union soldiers. Three hundred and six recovered; four hundred and seventy-eight proved

fatal, and in three cases the result was not ascertained—a fatality of 60.9 per cent. Of

eighty-one Confederate soldiers, thirty-two recovered, forty-three died, and six cases were

undetermined—a mortality of 57.3 per cent., or 3.6 per cent, less than the percentage of

deaths among the Union soldiers. In forty-four instances, with twenty-four recoveries and

twenty deaths, fragments of the patella or of the articulating ends of the femur or tibia

were removed.

EXCISIONS AT THE KNEE JOINT FOR SHOT INJURY.—As far as the

records of this Office indicate, fifty-seven excisions at the knee joint for shot injury were

performed during the American civil war, the first operation having been done on September

15, 1862, at the Fairfax Seminary Hospital, near Alexandria, Virginia. It is to be regretted

that the name of the operator in this instance is not reported. Prior to that time there

were recorded eighteen examples of tfeis operation for shot injury,—fifteen in Europe, 1 and

1 Excision of the patella for shot fracture is mentioned by J. Ch. A. TI1EDEN (jyeuc Bemerkungen und Er/ahrungen zur Bereicherung der Wund-
arzneykunst, Berlin und Stettin, 1782, B. I, p. 101): "I cannot, therefore, approve of tho excision of the patella fractured by shot, which I have seen

undertaken by somebody but very unfortunately, as gangrene and death supervened." No particulars are recorded. Kajetax V. TEXTOK (LULtWIG

FUCHS, Uebcr Resection im Kniegelenke, Inaug. Diss., YVUrzburg, 1854, p. 9, No. 13) resected, on November 4, 1847, the fractured condyles of the femur

of a laborer, aged 37, shot in the left knee while poaching; death from pyaemia, November 11, 1847. KXORRE, of Hamburg (L. Stiiomeyeb, Maximal der

Kriegshcilkunst, Hannover, 1861, p. 523, note, and Guni.T (E.), Die Gelcnk- Resectionen nacli Schussverletzungen, Berlin, 1879, p. 1189), resected the joint

in the case of Carl Kunsch, aged 21, wounded August 13, 1849 ; missile entered the upper part of the right leg, at the inner side of tho crest of the tibia,

and emerged at the same height posteriorly ; inner half of upper portion of tibia shattered. On August 15th, decapitation of tibia and fibula, sawing off

2i inches of each. By November 1st, firm union between femur and leg. Left hospital in June, 1850. Seen by the operator in tho summer of 1859,

carrying a heavy basket, entirely well, und, with the exception of stiffness, not suffering from any inconvenience from the leg. On January 17, 1875, the

operator reports the patient as having a blooming complexion, being well fed, and having maintained his family without assistance. He was able to carry

150 pounds ; for the past two years the strength of the leg has diminished, compelling him to earn his bread as a night-watchman. He was able to walk

two or three miles (German) a day without tiring. He has continuously used a linen bandage two inches wide and four yards long to support the leg since

leaving hospital. Cicatrix sound, pale, and movable. Tho limb is (i centimetres shortened. Faui.e (F. Esmarcii, Ueber Resectionen nacli Schusswun-

iten, Kiel, 1851, p. 133) operated in the case of Philip Blumenthal, volunteer, 2d Chasseur Corps, 2d Co., wounded in a recounoissance, December 31, 1850,

a ball entering the outer side of the left knee. On January 3, 1851, by Dr. S'niOMEYKlt's advice, the patella. H inches of the condyles of the femur, and

portions of the tuberosities of tho tibia were excised; death February 3, 1851. J. H. Lakin (T. P. M vri'UEW, Med. and Surg. Hist, of the British Army
which serred in Turkey and the Crimea, London, 1858, Vol. II, p. 379, and OntLT (E.. loc. cit., p. 1JG): Case of II. Gribbins, 77th British Regiment, aged

19, wouuded Sept. 8, 1855, during the retreat from the Redan, in the left knee ; Sept. 30, 1855, excision of about 1J inches of the condyles of the femur and
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three on this continent.
1 Eight of the operations had been successful, nine fatal, and in

one instance the result had not been ascertained. The results of the fifty-seven cases of

excision of the knee joint of the American civil war are indicated in the following table:

Table LIU.

Classified Statement of Fifty-seven Cases of Excisions at the Knee Joint for Shot Fracture.

TIME Oh' OPERATION.

PARTS EXCISED.

TOTAL CASES.
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LII, page 367, the articulation was primarily involved in fifty-six instances; in the remain-

ing case the operation was performed for shot fracture of the upper thirds of the bones of

the leg.

Primary Excisions at the Knee Joint.— In thirty-two of the fifty-seven cases of

excision of the knee joint performed during the American civil war the operation was done

within forty-eight hours" after the reception of the injury. The results in two of the thirty-

two cases could not be ascertained; four of the patients survived the operation, and in

twenty-six instances death resulted, a mortality rate of 86.6 per cent.

Recoveries after Primary Excision of the Knee Joint.—Portions of the condyles of

the femur and the head of the tibia were removed in three of the four cases of this group;

in the remaining case the extremity of the tibia and the patella were excised. Three

operations involved the right limb and one the left. Two were Confederates and two

Union soldiers. In one of the four instances amputation of the thigh became necessary on

the fifth day, and, although the patient survived both operations, the case cannot well be

cited as an instance of recovery after primary excision at the knee joint:

Case 584.—Surgeon A. W. Bailey, 1st South Carolina Infantry, of Barnwell District, reports 1 the following remarkable

example of successful partial excision of the right knee: "Lieutenant J. W. Harkc, Co. I, 1st South Carolina Regiment, Brat

ton's Brigade, aged about 27 years, and of robust constitution, was wounded in the battle of the Wilderness, May G, 1864. i

mini6 ball passed laterally through the right knee joint, fracturing the head of the tibia. A curved incision was made, extend-

ing from one condyle to the other, reaching just below the inferior border of the patella. All the ligaments, with the synovial

sac, were divided, and the semilunar cartilages removed. A transverse section of the head of the tibia, embracing the fractured

portion, was made above the articulation with the fibula. The patella was not ablated. The wound was closed with sutures

and adhesive straps, and the limb secured to a long outside splint. The next day he was transported about twenty-five miles

over a rough road to the 7'ear, and two of the sutures cut out, thereby exposing the internal condyle. In a short time the

exposed surface was covered with healthy granulations and the space soon filled up. In the course of six or eight weeks true

anchylosis had taken place, and the wound healed, except a small place where the condyle was exposed, leaving a small fistula,

which healed in a short time afterwards. This officer, who returned to his command to he retired on the Invalid Corps, gives

the following account of the treatment carried out after being sent to the General Hospital: He was furnished with a quart of

good whiskey daily, and requested to drink as much as he could, and use the balance on his leg. He says he drank the quarter

portion each day, and dressed his wound twice daily with one part of whiskey to three of water. His \eg is about three inches

shorter than the other; he wears a high heel and thick sole to his boot, by which means he is enabled to walk without crutches,

and even dance with ease."

Case 585.—Private W. F. Jaclson, Co. G, 6th South Carolina, aged 21 years, received a shot fracture of the left knee

joint, near Richmond, October 7, 18G4. He underwent the operation of excision on the day of the injury, at the hands of Sur-

geon Stony, C. S. A., who removed the condyles of the femur and the detached fragments of the patella through a straight

incision in the line of the wound. Fragments of bone continued to discharge for about twelve months after the operation, after

which time the wound remained perfectly healed. The case was reported by Dr. C. H. Ladd, late Surgeon 5Gth North Carolina,

who stated that when last heard from, in December, 1872, the man had very limited motion of the injured joint. The records

of Jackson Hospital (Confederate), Richmond, show that the patient was admitted with "shot wound of knee joint, treated by

ablation of patella," and that he was furloughed March 13, 1865. In a letter, written and forwarded in 1868, the man repre-

sented his wounded limb—which, in the opinion of all who examined it, had undergone "one of the most remarkable surgical

operations''—as "a good sound leg, which answers every purpose."

Case 586.—Private A. Rider, Co. G, 7Gth Pennsylvania, aged 25 j'ears, was wounded in the right knee, at Pocotaligo,

October 22, 1862, and admitted to hospital No. 1. Beaufort, two days afterwards. Surgeon R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V., contributed

the pathological specimen (Fig. 240) and the following report: "The missile was a rough leaden canister ball of ordinary size,

which entered the limb over the front of the external condyle, passing through the posterior margin of it, opening the capsule

and lodging in the popliteal space. The circulation and appearance of the limb was good, but there was some swelling of the

knee and pain on motion or to the touch. The bullet was removed from beneath the integuments by incision on the morning of

his admission. Resection of the lower portion of the condyles of the femur was done the same day, at ,i P. M., and the semilunar

cartilages removed from the tibia The H-incision was employed, and the transverse cut united by lead wire accurately. Morphia

was applied to the wound, and wet lint and the ice bag kept constantly in use. On the next day, the patient's bowels not having

knee joint, in June, 18o7: fracture of condyle of femur and upper part of tibia. October 2o, 1857, excision of condyles of femur, of more than an iwcli

of the head of the tibia, and of the patella; complete recovery. Ciiaules A. POPE (Complete Osseous Anchylosis of the Knee Joint. Success/nil'/

operated on by Burton's method, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1861, Vol. XLII. p. 208, and St. Louis Med. and Stay. Journal. May, 1861, Vol. XIX, p. 211):

Mr. A., a healthy man, aged 40, received, when about 10 years old, an accidental shot wound of the knee, the ball passing just below the right knee joint.

The articulation became secondarily involved and complete osseous anchylosis resulted. For long years he wore a wooden peg with the knee resting in

a socket at its upper extremity, for purposes of locomotion. March 14, 1BG1 , resection of knee by Dr. Pope, assisted by Drs. Smith, GkEGory, andDEWKY.
Recovery: walks without a stick ordinarily.

1 Bailey (A. JPJ, A case of Knee-joint Resection, in Southern Medical and Surgical Journal, 18G6, Vol. XXI, p. 4G0,
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been moved for some days, an ounce of sulphate of magnesia was administered. October 30th, diarrhoea having been trouble-

some for twenty-four hours, pills of argentum, opium, and camphor were given, and on the following day, the diarrhoea still

continuing and there being some febrile symptoms, spirits of mindererus was prescribed and milk porridge for diet. Wet
dressings with ice were continued until November 2d, when cerate dressings and dry lint with ice bag were ordered. Starch

and laudanum injections arrested the looseness. The limb had been kept on a pillow, and great pain was experienced on the

slightest movement until I constructed a rest for it out of two parallel cushions of hay tacked on a plank, leaving a space under

the knee unstuffed. When laid on this, on October 27th, the limb was very comfortable. Before that time the poor fellow had

frequently regretted that it was not removed. The transverse incision healed without suppuration, and no swelling of the limb,

above or below the knee, took place. The only ligature employed was on the azigos artery, which came away November Kith.

Scarcely any inflammation about the knee took place until November 18th, when I observed that the line of incision, which had

healed many days ago, reopened in places and discharged pus. Cerate dressings were applied and straps to approximate the

lateral wound; the limb exposed and a wet napkin kept on the knee. December 1st, the

bones have apparently united and there is very little discharge, the incisions having healed,

with the exception of a point on either side of the joint, from which a few drops of pus are

escaping. The patient suffers no pain, and I shall to-day flex the knee a trifle permanently.

The leg was kept on a straight plank and between the hay cushions until December 20th,

when I put the limb in a starch bandage, well stiffened by strips of pasteboard. On Decem-

ber 26th, I slit the bandage open from the toe to the hip and discovered some erythematous

blush on the skin, also a slight general disturbance, accompanied by dry tongue. The
febrile symptoms yielded readily to acidulated drinks and a little spirits of mindererus. On
December 28th, the patient was sent to a Northern hospital by the steamer Star of the
a . T \ -i • , ti ,„ , , * , .,, . TT .i * IG - 240.— Condyles of right femur
South. 1 saw the man in hospital at rort Wood in July following. He was not able to primarily excised. 'Spec. a)3o.

walk then, but subsequently he did so with the assistance of a cane, and was discharged."

The records of Fort Wood Hospital, Bedloe's Island, show that the patient was admitted December 31st, and that he was

discharged August 28, 18G3, Acting Assistant Surgeon O. W. Gibson certifying to the disability arising from "resection of

knee joint." Five months afterwards, when making an application for pension, the man was examined by Surgeon J. A.

Wolf, 29th Pennsylvania, who certified to the following disabilities as resulting from the wound: " He has anchylosis of the

injured joint, also paralysis of both inferior extremities. He is now permanently confined to his bed. being entirely unable to

move his body or inferior extremities." The reports of different examining surgeons show DO improvement in his condition up

to September, 1874, at which time the pensioner was exempted from further examinations. The photograph represented in

FIGURE 2 of Plate LXV, opposite page 386, was obtained from Dr. Bontecou, who mentioned that the paralysis came on

some time after the patient's recovery from the operation and after his arrival at home. He also suggested that the attack

"may have been caused by malarial poison." In several letters received from the pensioner, the last one being dated April 14,

1877, he depicts his condition as that of "a poor wreck." and states that owing to "the lower portion of his body being entirely

powerless from the effects of the wound" he is obliged to keep in his bed all the time. His pension was paid December 4, 1879. 1

In the following instance the primary excision was followed five days later by a suc-

cessful intermediary amputation of the thigh at the junction of the middle and lower thirds

of the femur:

Case 587.—Private W. M. Constable, Co. H, 1st U. S. Cavalry, aged 26 years, was wounded in the right knee, at Din-

widdie Court House, March 31, 1865. He was admitted to a Cavalry Corps field hospital, whence Assistant Surgeon E. J.

Marsh, U. S. A., reported :
" Severe fracture of external condyle of femur and of head of tibia by a bullet ; treated by excision

;

missile removed; chloroform used." Five days after the date of the wound the limb was amputated by the circular method at

the junction of the middle and lower thirds of the thigh. This operation was done at Judiciary Square Hospital, Washington,

by Acting Assistant Surgeon F. H. Colton, who also, three months later, at Douglas Hospital, performed a second operation,

removing a sequestrum, two inches long and one-fourth inch wide, from the stump. By August 29th the stump had entirely

healed, and one week afterwards an artificial limb was fitted by the Jewett Patent Leg Co. The patient was subsequently dis-

charged from Harewood Hospital, November 18, 1865, and pensioned. Several years afterwards he served for a period in the

44th Regiment (Invalid) of Infantry. The pensioner was paid March 4, 1880.2

Fatal Cases of Primary Excision at the Knee Joint.—Twenty-six primary excisions

of the knee joint terminated fatally. In ten instances, the condyles of the femur, the

head of the tibia, and the patella; in two, the condyles of the femur; in three, the con-

dyles of the femur and head of tibia; in one, the head of the tibia; and in five, the patella

were the parts excised; in five instances the excised portions were not specified:

Case 588.—Private J. F. Black, Co. H, 26th Illinois, was wounded in the left knee, at Jonesboro,' September 2, 1864.
"

Surgeon W. M. Cake, 53d Ohio, reported his entrance into the field hospital of the 4th division, Fifteenth Corps, with "a frac-

ture and comminution of the patella by a bullet; exsection of patella by Surgeon D. Halderman, 40th Ohio, six hours after the

injury, under chloroform." Two days after the operation the patient was transferred to the general field hospital of the Fifteenth

Corps, wdiere he died September 11, 1864.

t.See Circular No. fi, War Department, S. G. 0., Washington, 18fi5, p. 58. Lyon (T. W.). Excision of the Knee and Hip Joints, in Am. Jour.

Med. Sci., 1865, Vol. XLIX, N. S., p. W ; C'ULliKUTSOX (HJ, Excision of the Larger Joints of the Extremities. Prize Essay, in Transactions of the Am.

Med. Assoc., Philadelphia, 1876, Supplement to Vol. XXVII, p. 182. 2 See TAULE XXXV, No. 43, p. 280.
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Case 589.—Private T. Clark, Co. D, 2d New Hampshire Cavalry, 1 was wounded near Alexandria, Louisiana, May 4,

1864. Surgeon C. Powers, 160th New York, in charge of the Alexandria Hospital, reported his admission with "a wound of

the right knee joint, a hall entering the inner condyle of the femur, passing behind the hlood-vessels, and emerging two inches

above the joint on the outer side. The internal condyle was shattered, hut there was no appearance of injury to the hlood-

vessels. Prostration was not great, the pulse being 00, hut not strong. Amputation was immediately advised, hut the patient

positively refused to submit to it. preferring rather to lose his life than his limb. Chloroform was then administered and excision

was performed by Assistant Surgeon J. Homans, jr., U. S. A., removing two inches of the femur and half an inch of the tibia

through a horizontal incision. The patient reacted slowly. The wound was brought together with sutures and the limb was

placed in a fracture-box. A full anodyne was administered to enable the patient to sleep. Next morning all that part of the

limb below the incision was found to he cold and without pulsation in any of the arteries. On May 5th, the patient was moved
on board of a transport for the purpose of being conveyed to hospital at New Orleans. He continued to sink, and died.'

1 The
records of the Hospital Steamer Laurel Hill show that the patient's death occurred on Slay 7, 1864. Four years afterwards the

operator communicated the following additional information in the case: "My view of the cause of death is this: The bullet in

its course lacerated somewhat the coats of the popliteal artery. The anastomosis was cut off by the division of the arterial

branches of the popliteal in the incision, which was the usual semilunar one, running from the posterior edge of one condyle to

the other. The dorsalis pedis beat strongly for several hours following the operation, after which pulsation gradually ceased in

it, and the limb became cold and then gangrenous below the line of the incision and the bullet wound. Undoubtedly a clot

formed in the popliteal, and. afterwards, the coats of the artery gave way more or less, thus causing the haemorrhages. The
weather was very hot and the hospital boat very crowded and on a narrow river; but these circumstances had nothing to do

with the patient's decease, which was caused, I believe, by occlusion of the popliteal artery."

Cask 590.—Corporal S. B. Carlton, Co. I, 4th Maine, was wounded at Chancellorsville, May 3, 1803, and admitted to

the field hospital of the 1st division, Third Corps. Surgeon E. L. Welling, 11th New Jersey, recorded: "Shot wound of left

knee; resection of internal condyle of femur;" and reported the patient's death May 9, 1863.

Cask 591.- Private C. Crowley, Co. C, 8th New Hampshire, was wounded at Port Hudson. May 27, 1863, and entered

the field hospital of the Nineteenth Corps. Surgeon 51. D. Benedict. 75th New York, reported: "Shot wound of right knee by

musket ball ; resection." Surgeon A. H. Van Nostrand, 4th Wisconsin, recorded that the wounded man was admitted to hospital

at Baton Rouge. May 30tll, with a "shot injury to the right knee joint," of which he died June 17, 1863.

Cask 592.—Corporal ('. Dewell, Co. E, 74th Indiana,'2 aged 27 years, was wounded by a round ball, at the taking ot

Missionary Ridge, November 25, 1863, the missile entering the inner aspect of the right knee joint, fracturing the inner condyle

of the femur, passing obliquely downward and outward, and lodging in the head of the tibia. He was conveyed to hospital

No. 6. at Chattanooga, where, on the next day. he was placed upon the operating table, when the wound was examined. On
consultation it was determined to practise exsection as affording the best means of saving the man's life. A semilunar flap was
resorted to, the incision including the wound made by the ball as well as the opening made in examining the wound. The
patella, seven-eighths of an inch of the femur, and five-eighths of an inch of the tibia were removed; no arteries were tied—two
or three were twisted with the forceps. The patient did well until about Christmas, when he began to show marked symptoms
of nervous exhaustion, which continued to increase in spite of the most sustaining treatment. He gradually sank until Jan-

uary 1H. 1864, when he died. The operation was performed by Surgeon J. Haller, 38th Ohio, and the history was communicated

by Surgeon J. R. Alter, 31st Ohio.

Cask 593.—Private J. Forster, Co. C, 15th New York Artillery, was wounded before Petersburg, July 9, 1864, and

entered the field hospital of the 2d division, Fifth Corps. Surgeon T. M. Flandrau, 146th New York, reported: "Severe shell

wound of both legs. Exsection of left and part of right patella." Three days after the reception of the injury the patient was
moved to the corps hospital at City Point, where he died July 25, 1864.

Case 594.—Private J. P. (Inforth, Co. K, 11th South Carolina, aged 25 years, was wounded near Petersburg, and sent

to the division hospital in the city about two hours after the injury, June 24, 1864. Surgeon Samuel Logan, C. S. A., reported :
3

"A gunshot wound, penetrating the left knee joint obliquely, tearing away both articular surfaces, but producing no splintering of

the cancellated structure or shafts, merely grooving the articular surfaces and fracturing the patella. The pulse was at 90, and

there was slight shock or constitutional disturbance.''' As the general hospital where lie could be permanently treated was less

than a quarter of a mile from the place where he was wounded, and the excellent state of the patient's general health and

nature of the wound were encouraging, Dr. Logan considered the case as one in which excision was justifiable, the patient pre-

ferring any risk to the loss of his limb. He was placed under chloroform a few hours after the injury, June 24, 1864, and the

operation was performed by H-incision. the cross cut including both orifices of the wound. The contused soft parts were

removed with the patella after the articular surfaces of the femur and tibia had been sawn off. The parts seemed to present

favorable conditions for a speedy union. A long splint was applied to the wound. On June 28th, Dr. Logan found the patient

comfortable, the pulse at 110, skin warm and moist. The wounds were slightly swollen hut not painful. The limb was dressed

with Smith's anterior wire splint and suspended, water dressing being employed by irrigation. July 1st, the patient was found

restless, the pulse at 120; tongue dry; the wounds were erysipelatous in appearance and swollen. The patient sank and died.

Surgeon Logan could not ascertain the precise date, but it was prior to July 14, 1864.

Case 595.—Private G. Gregory, Co. K, 57th New York, aged 28 years, was wounded at Fredericksburg, December 13,

1862. Surgeon C. S. Wood, 66th New York, reported that he was admitted to the field hospital of the 1st division. Second

1 See Circular No. 6", War Department, Surgeon General's Office, Washington, I860, p. oil, ami Ct I.UEKTSON (II.), Excision of the Larger Joints qf
the Extremities, Prize Essay, in Transactions of the American Medical Association, Philadelphia, lS?*i. Supplement to Vol. XXVII, p. 184, Case No. 15.

2 See Circular No. 6, War Department, 8.G. O., "Washington, 1865, p. 58, and CUI.EEKTSON (II.). Excision of the Larger Joints of the Extremities.

In Transactions of the American Medical Association, Philadelphia, 1876. Prize Essay. Supplement to Volume XXVII, p. 182. Case 10.

3 LOGAN* (Samuel), Report of Tiro Cases of Primary Resection at the Knee Joint for Gunshot Wounds, in Southern Med. and Surg. Jour., I860,

Volume XXI. p. 293.
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Corps, with "exsection of the left knee joint, performed by some unknown surgeon," and that the limb was placed in a long

padded splint, bandaged in its whole length, and dressed with cold-water applications. Surgeon W. Clendenin, U. S. V.,

reported that the patient was admitted to Emory Hospital, Washington, December 20, 1802, with gunshot wound, and that lie

died the same day.

Case 590.—"Private E. M. Hogtton, Co. D, 4th Virginia, aged 29 years, was wounded in the right knee joint, at Chan-

cellorsville, May 3, 1863, a ball entering through the patella, fracturing the inner condyle and lodging. In addition there was

a flesh wound of the same leg. The patient positively and persistently declined amputation, which was urgently recommended.

'

As a final resort, resection was advised and accepted in preference to amputation. The operation was performed on May 5th, the

joint being opened by an H-incision, and the fragments of the fractured patella removed with the ball lodged in the inner condyle.

The synovial membrane and articular cartilages of the articular surfaces were carefully dissected out, and, in addition, a thin

slice of bone was removed from the contiguous surfaces of the condyles and upper surface of the tibia, so that when the parts

were brought into apposition an obtuse angle was formed at the joint site. The limb was firmly fastened to a well padded and

suitably arranged posterior angular splint; the joint was dressed with dry lint and oiled silk covering. On May 10th, the

wound was suppurating freely. 12th, still doing well. 14th, weaker, with tendency to diarrhoea. 15th, gangrene of thigh.

17th, patient died." The history was contributed by Dr. I. W. Walls, late Surgeon P. A. C. S., in November, 1877.

Case 597.—Private J. Lambert, Co. E, 1st Michigan Cavalry, aged 33 years, was wounded in the left knee joint, at

Cold Harbor, May 31, 1804. Surgeon W. II. Rulison, 9th New York Cavalry, reported that resection was performed at the

field hospital of the 1st division, Cavalry Corps. Acting Assistant Surgeon S. Graham reported that tin* patient was admitted

to Emory Hospital, Washington, June 7th, in a weak and debilitated condition, caused by a "shot fracture of the knee joint,

the head of the tibia having been excised" before admission. Tonics, stimulants, and nourishing diet constituted the treatment,

and water dressings and bandages were applied locally. The patient became delirious dune 12th, and died June 10, 1804.

Case 598.—Private E. Lewis, Co. B, 87th Pennsylvania, was wounded at Winchester, September 19, 1804. Surgeon

B, Barr, 07th Pennsylvania, described his injury as a "severe wound of the right thigh by a minis' ball, fracturing the con-

dyles" of the femur, for which "resection" was performed at the field hospital of the 3d division, Sixth Corps. Acting Staff

Surgeon N. E. Graham reported that the patient was admitted to the general field hospital at Sandy Hook six days after the

date of the battle, and that he died of bis injury, a "shot wound of the right knee," on October 10, 1804.

Case 599.—Sergeant Henry ,1. Moore, Co. F, 7th Maine, aged 24 years, received, May 12, 1804, a shot wound of the

left knee joint, at the battle of Spottsylvania. Surgeon E. M. Everletb, 7th Maine, 1 practised a primary total excision on the

morning of the reception of the injury "by making an anterior incision across just below the joint, curving up over the external

condyle, and joining at right angles an incision extending over the internal condyle; one inch and a half of the femur, with a

conoidal ball implanted, was removed by sawing squarely through the condyles, anil the articular surface of the tibia was

removed, being bruised. No ligatures were retpiired. The specimen was sent to the Museum at Washington with an account

of the case." The patient was admitted May 24, 1804, to the Third Division Hospital, at Alexandria, with the left lower

extremity in a fracture box, the wound being partially closed by sutures and discharging little pus. The patient was prostrated

by the fatigues of transportation, and be died of exhaustion May 20. 1864.

Case 000.—Private /. Moore, Co. B, 44th Alabama, received a shot fracture of the right knee joint October 1, 1804, for

which resection by a semilunar flap was performed on the following day. The record of the case was found on the Confederate

register of Howard Grove Hospital, Richmond, where the patient died October 22, 1864.

Case 601.—Lieutenant Q. W. Pettiyrew, Co. A, 26th Georgia, was wounded and captured at Fredericksburg. December

13, 1802. Surgeon C. J. Nordquist, 83d New York, recorded his admission to the field hospital of the 2d division, First Corps,

with "shot wound of left knee; patella removed." Acting Assistant Surgeon J. D. Robinson reported that the patient was

admitted to the Patent Office Hospital, Washington, December 25th, and that he died of his injury, "a shot wound of left side

and knee," December 30, 1862.-

Case 002.—Dr. J. J. Knott, late Surgeon of the Confederate army, in a letter from Griffin, Georgia, November 6, 1868,

makes mention of the following: "I practised excision of the knee joint in one case only. This was performed on a German,

beloijgiiig to the Federal army, after the battle of the Wilderness, in May, 1864. The patient died from the effects of chloroform."

Cask 603.—Private J. Wheeler, Co. E, 97th New York, was wounded at Fredericksburg, December 13, 1862. Surgeon

C. J. Nordquist, 83d New York, recorded his admission to the field hospital of the 2d division, First Corps, with "shot wound
of knee; patella removed." On December 25th, the wounded man was admitted to the Patent Office Hospital, Washington,

whence Assistant Surgeon G. W. Hoover, 132d Pennsylvania, reported that the patient died from the effects of a "wound of the

left knee joint," February 1, 1863. 3

1 At the date of the publication of this ease in Circular No. 6,8. O. 0., 1865, p. 59, the operator's name and the date of the excision were unknown

;

but these particulars were communicated in a letter to Assistant Surgeon General C". II. CKANE, dated Waldoboro,' Maine, March 26, 1868, by Dr. F. M.

EVEULETI!. The specimen, with the impacted ball in the condyles, and the account of the case, alluded to by Dr. EVEHLETH, it has been impossible to

trace in the Museum. See also CULltEKTSOX (PI.), Excision of the Larger Joints of the Extremities, Prize Essay, in 7Van'. Am. Med. Assoc., Philadel-

phia, 187li. Supplement to Vol. XXVII, p. 184, Case lfi.

2 A letter of inquiry was addressed, in February, 1868, by the editor to Dr. It. S. Dana, formerly Surgeon lu?th Pennsylvania, who, in an answer

dated March 23. 1868, states :
"1 have written to several of the surgeons who were there, to learn if possible more of the case than I can recollect ; one

answer only has been returned. From all that I can learn or remember of the case, Lieutenant Pettigrew was operated on by Dr. E. O. Chase, Surgeon

10-lth New York, anil Dr. J. F. Hutchinson, at that time Surgeon of the 10?th Pennsylvania. The operation was the resection of the head of the fibula,

which wns destroyed by a ball, the operation not involving the knee joint proper.' 1

3 In response to the editor's letter of inquiry. Dr. R. S. Dana, of Morrisvilie, Pennsylvania, formerly Surgeon 107th Pennsylvania, wrote under

date March 23, 1868 :
" Private Jerome Wheeler I cannot be so positive about, but think that he was operated on by Drs. Nordquist and Coxo, Surgeons

of New York regiments, and that in his case the joint was penetrated by a ball, and the operation consisted in the removal of the upper portion of the

head of the tibia and the opposing surface of the condyles of the femur, calculating that bony union and a fixed knee would result, shortening the limb

from 1 to
1 J inches. The result of the operation we know nothing about, as the hospital whs cleared as rapidly as possible."
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Cask 604.—Corporal J. White, Co. I. 21st South Carolina, aged 25 years, was wounded June 24, 1864, at Petersburg

He was conveyed to the division field hospital ill the city, and, two or three hours after the injury, was examined by Surgeon

Samuel Logan,' C. 8. A., who found that the missile, probably a conical musket ball, had passed through the external condyle

of the right femur, laying open the joint freely and carrying away a portion of the articular surface. There was a slight flesh

wound in the right arm. The case was considered favorable for excision, and the operation was done immediately by Dr. Logan.

through an H-incision, removing an Inch from the condyles of the femur, slicing off the top of the tibia, and removing all con-

tused soft parts. The limb was bound to a long external splint. June 26th, the wounds were somewhat swollen, and the

dressing had caused pain by undue pressure. The patient was restless, with pulse at 115. June 27th. general symptoms
unaltered. The limb is as much swollen but is more comfortable since the dressings have been arranged. June 28th, the flesh

wound in the arm is painful and swollen. . The leg is less swollen, and union appears to be taking place. July 8th, general con-

dition favorable; pulse 110; leg somewhat swollen. All retentive apparatus was removed; every movement of the body or

limb thus disturbed the relations of the osseous surfaces. Dr. Logan did not see the patient again, but he heard that death

occurred prior to July 15, 1864.

In three instances of primary excision at the knee joint recourse was had to amputa-

tion of the thigh. Death ensued in two, four, and thirty-nine days, respectively :

Case 605.—Private J. \V. Derr, Co. E, 7th Maryland, aged 18 years, was wounded at Hatcher's Run, March 31, 1865,

and admitted to the field hospital of the 2d division, Fifth Corps. Surgeon A. A. White, 8th Maryland, reported : "A musket

ball struck the patella of the right knee laterally, shattering the patella into a number of fragments, but not involving the knee

joint proper. I excised the entire patella, carefully dissecting it from its covering.'' Surgeon A. F. Sheldon, U. S. V., reported

that the patient was admitted to Campbell Hospital, Washington. April 5th, with the incised wound of the operation healing by

first intention. After doing well for three weeks, inflammation commenced and suppuration became very great. Circular ampu-

tation through the lower third of the thigh was performed on May 15th, by Acting Assistant Surgeon F. Hall, after which there

was favorable progress for a time. On June 10th. there were signs of morbid poisoning, and on June 15th the stump was

opened, allowing a canal filled with pus to discharge. Death resulted from exhaustion June 23, 1865. The amputated part of

the femur, together with the upper portions of the tibia and fibula, were contributed to the Museum by Surgeon Sheldon, and

constitute specimen 4199 of the Surgical Section.

Case 606.—Corporal A. Glazier, Co. K, 1st Minnesota, aged 29 years, was wounded at Reams's Station, August 25, 1864.

Surgeon N. Hayward, 20th Massachusetts, reported the injury as a "shot fracture of the left knee joint," for which he pel formed

excision at the field hospital of the 2d division, Second Corps. Surgeon D. W. Bliss, U. S. V., reported that the patient was
admitted to the Armory Square Hospital, 'Washington, August 28th. in a low condition and suffering severe pain from nervous

spasms of the limb, caused by a wound of the knee joint with slight fracture of the external condyle, the patella having been

removed on the field. Circular amputation at the lower third of the thigh was performed by Acting Assistant Surgeon D. W. C.

Van Slyck on the day after admission. Chloroform inhalation induced alarming symptoms, and electricity was resorted to.

Opium and alcoholic and diffusible stimulants were administered. Gangrene appeared in the stump the second day and spread

rapidly. Death resulted on September 2, 1864.

Case 607.—Private W. E. L. Morrison, Co. I, 29th Connecticut, aged 21 years, was wounded near Richmond, October

27, 1864, and admitted to the Flying Hospital of the Tenth Corps. Surgeon M. S. Kittinger, 100th New York, recorded: "Shot

wound of left knee; excision of knee by Surgeon A. C. Barlow, 62d Ohio." The subsequent progress and the result was reported

by Assistant Surgeon E. McC'lellan, U. S. A., as follows : "The patient was admitted to hospital at Fort Monroe, October 30th,

witli shot fracture of knee joint. Circular amputation at the middle third of the thigh was performed on November 10th by

Acting Assistant Surgeon J. Pitkin. Chloroform and ether constituted the anaesthetic. The patient died November 12, 1864,

of exhaustion."

To the primary cases of excision at the knee here detailed should be added six instances

observed by Professor Hunter McGuire,2
of Richmond, formerly Surgeon of the Confederate

States Army

:

Cases 608-613.—"In May, 1864, at Spottsylvania Court House, the operation was performed in six cases by some

surgeons sent from this city to our assistance. Not to subject them to the danger of transportation, I left these cases, with others

too badly hurt to be moved, in a hospital, prepared for them near the field of battle, and in charge of one of the best surgeons in

the army, Dr. Taylor, who gave them every possible attention. Three of them died before the end of the third day. In two of

the cases, secondary amputation was performed with a view of preserving life, but unsuccessfully, and the sixth lingered for

about four weeks, I think, and proved fatal from sheer exhaustion. Such, as far as I can gather, is the melancholy record, and

although the number is too small to justify a comparison with amputation, I do not think there is any one who saw the six

patients I have reported—men who a day or two before were stout, strong and brave soldiers—who would not agree with me
in saying, this operation for wounds occurring upon the battle field is nothing more nor less than butchery."

Primary Excisions at the Knee Joint of Undetermined .Result.—The results of two

of the thirty-two primary excisions at the knee joint could not be ascertained:

Case 614.—Private A. MrDourll, Co. K, 1st North Carolina, received a shot fracture of the patella and the external

1
1 .ocas (S.), Report of two cases of Primary Reaction at the Knee Joint for gunshot wound ; deuth resulting in Imth cases, in Southern Medical

and Surgical Journal, 1866, Vol. XXI, p. 293.

2 MCGU1KE (HUNTER), Clinical Remarks on Gunshot Wounds of Joints, delivered January 10, 18(16, at Howard's Grove Hospital, in Richmond
Medical Journal, 18titi, Vol. I, p. 263. CULBEBTSOK (H.), Excision of the Larger Joints of the Extremities. Prize Essay, in Trans. Am. Med. Assoc.,

Philadelphia, 1876. Supplement to Vol. XXVII, pp. 184, 186.
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condyle of the femur by a mini6 ball, at Hanover Junction, May 24, 1864. He was admitted to the Receiving and Wayside

Hospital, Richmond, where, on May 2Cth, he was placed under the influence of chloroform, and excision of the fractured parts

was performed by Surgeon C. B. Gibson, C. S. A. Splints anil water dressings were used after the operation. Reaction was

fully established on the following day. On May 30th, the wound looked well, and the patient was transferred to another hospital

at the request of Dr. Gibson. The record of the case was obtained from the Confederate register of the Receiving and Wayside

Hospital, Richmond.

Cask 615.—Among the names of wounded men admitted to the Nineteenth Corps field hospital from the battle of Port

Hudson, May 27, 18C3, Surgeon M. D. Benedict, 75th New York, includes that of " Private A. W. Mousky, Co. B, 4th Wiscon-

sin," whose injury was reported as follows: "Shot wound of right leg; excision of knee joint." It has not been practicable to

ascertain the termination of the case.

Intermediary Excisions at the Knee Joint.-—Thirteen cases were referred to this

group; one only proved successful, a ratio of fatality of 92.3 per cent. The operations

were practised on ten Union and three Confederate soldiers.

Recovery after Intermediary Excision at the Knee Joint.—A successful intermediate

operation1 was performed on a captain of the Confederate army wounded at Mine Run,

November 27, 1863. He was last heard from in 1877, fourteen years after the operation.

He then experienced only little disability, principally due to shortening, and he could walk

for miles without fatigue.

Case 616.—Captain Charles Knowlton, 10th Louisiana, of Ewell's Corps, aged 26 years, was wounded at Mine Run,

Virginia, November 27, 1863, by a conoidal musket ball, which grooved the outer condyle of the right femur, barely touched the

cartilage, opened the synovial sac, was deflected, and lodged near the upper edge of the patella, whence it was removed, on the

field, through an incision, after the wounded man had walked half a mile to the rear leaning on the shoulder of one of his men.

He was then transported over rough roads in an ambulance to the nearest railway station, and conveyed to Richmond, and

entered general hospital No. 4 two days after receiving the injury. His condition on admission was good. There appeared to

have been no haemorrhage. The movements of the knee joint were perfect. Moist dressings, absolute rest, and saline aperients

were ordered. On December 2d, a serous or synovial discharge from the wound was observed. This became slightly puriform

on the following day. Still there was no mark of inflammatory reaction. On December 8th, there was much pain in the joint

and the discharge was increased. Warm fomentations were substituted for the cold dressings His pulse rose to 104. On the

9th, the joint was excessively inflamed and the pulse was 128. Surgeon James B. Read, P. A. C. S., in consultation with Sur-

geons C. B. Gibson and M. Michel, decided that excision of the joint was expedient. The operation was performed by Surgeon

Read. An elliptical incision with its concavity upward was made to extend from one condyle to the other, passing below the

patella and dividing its ligament. The joint was then laid open, and an inch and a half of the condyles of the femur and an inch

of the tibia were sawn off. The patella was also removed. No ligatures were required. The section of the femur was made

obliquely downward and backward; the section of the tibia was the reverse of this, so that when the extremities- were approx-

imated the limb was slightly flexed. The synovial sac was reddened and contained a turbid fiocculent fluid. The sawn ends

of the bones were then wired together. The limb was then placed in a long well padded fracture box. After a few days a long

bracketed splint was substituted for the fracture box. He had a liberal stimulating diet of eggs, oysters, and beef tea, with half

an ounce of brandy every two hours. The patient was restless and irritable, and on December 16th, and again on the 20th,

had venous hemorrhage to the extent of a few ounces, the bleeding being arrested on both occasions by the use of persulphate

of iron. There was tumefaction about the joint and burrowing of pus, until Acting Assistant Surgeon Howell L. Thomas sug-

gested a suspension of the limb by Smith's anterior splint. By January 3d, the internal half of the horse-shoe incision had

closed. The patient enjoyed an excellent appetite, which was appeased by venison, turkey, partridges, and other hearty food,

and a pint of porter daily. By the middle of February there wTas oidy a small fistulous orifice remaining of the wound, which

discharged a thin, sero-purulent matter. A starch bandage was now applied, with an aperture over the unhealed portion of the

wound. All the wires had been removed at this date except one. In March, the patient sat up daily and attempted to walk on

crutches. In April, he was discharged from the hospital; his limb was supported by a leathern splint. There was still slight

motion between the femur and tibia, but the ligamentous union appeared quite firm. He subsequently went to the West Indies.

At Nassau, Dr. Hunt, of New Orleans, removed the starch bandage and found the consolidation was very firm. In a few months

Captain Knotdton laid aside his crutches and walked very satisfactorily. He returned to Louisiana in 1866. He was able

not only to walk almost as well as ever, but to dance even the round dances. His address as a purser on the steamship "Sen-

ator," one of the Pacific mail steamers plying between San Francisco and San Luis Obispo, having been discovered, Surgeon

Charles MeCormick, U. S. A., at San Francisco, examined his limb, December 17, 1868, and had prepared the photograph from

which FIGURE 1 of the lithographic plate (Plate LXV) opposite p. 388 was taken. There was no evidence of disease about

the cicatrix. The muscular development of the limb was good; and the inability to flex it at the knee was the only inconvenience

suffered, a result as gratifying as it is unusual. A letter from Surgeon Charles C. Keeney, U. S. A., Medical Director at San

Francisco, dated April 20, 1877, mentioned that he had met Captain Knowlton about a year previously and learned that he

experienced no disability save that due to the shortness and stiffness of the limb, and walked for miles without fatigue.

1 DE Rosset (M. J.), Read's Case of Excision of Knee Joint, in Confederate States Medical and Surgical Journal, 1864, Vol. I, p. 83, and Savan-

nah Journal of Medicine, 18G6, Vol. V, N. S., p. 33: Read (J. B.), Report 071 Wounds of Large Joints, made to the "Confederate States Association of

Navy and Army Surgeons," Richmond, Va., 18G4, in Southern Medical and Surgical Journal, 1SG6, Vol. I, 3d series, p. 'J13, and New York Medical

Journal, 18GG, Vol. Ill, p. 73.
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Fatal Instances of Intermediary Excision at the Knee Joint.—This group comprises

twelve cases, ten in the Union and two in the Confederate armies:

Cask 617.—Private 0. Derocher, Co. I, 1st Maine Heavy Artillery, aged 31 years, was wounded in the right

knee, at Spottsylvonia, May 19, 18G4, by a conoidal musket ball, which fractured and comminuted the patella.

Three days after the reception of the injury he was admitted to Emory Hospital, Washington, the soft parts about

the knee being badly swollen. On May 23d, the inner half of the patella was excised by Surgeon N. R. Moseley,

U. S. V. The operation was followed by cold-water dressings. By May 30th erysipelas had invaded the limb, for

which Carroll oil and copper wash was applied, and tincture of iron was administered. Stimulants and generous diet

were allowed liberally. The patient died from the effects of constitutional irritation and exhaustion, June 10, 1864.

The history and the excised bone (Fig. 241), consisting of two fragments (Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 363, Spec 1065),

were contributed by the operator. 1

Case 618.—Private Charles P. Gould, Co. I, 1st Pennsylvania Reserves,

was wounded at the second battle of Bull Run, August 30, 1862. A musket hall

appeared to have entered the outer side of the joint near the head of the tibia.

The patient was sent to Fairfax Seminary Hospital, near Alexandria, September

9. 1862. On September 15th, an excision of the knee joint was performed. The

condyles of the femur, the patella, and the heads of the tibia and fibula were

removed through an H-shaped incision. The wound united, and there seemed

every prospect of a satisfactory result, when, on October 8th, symptoms of

pyaemia were developed, anil death ensued October 12. 1862. The pathological

preparation was forwarded to the Army Medical Museum by Acting Assistant

Surgeon T. O. Iiaunister. The specimen represented in the left-hand wood-cut

(FlG. 242) shows the osseous portion, while the appearance of the soft parts are

shown in the right-hand wood-cut (FlG. 243). (See Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, pp.

33.1, 500.)-'

CA8K 619.—Corporal G. W. Hays, Co. K, 2d Michigan, aged 19 years,

was wounded in both knees, at Petersburg. June 17, 18li4. Surgeon R B.

Kontecou. U. S. V.. reported: "He was admitted to Harewood Hospital, Wash-

ington. June 20th. suffering from amputation at the lower third of the thigh,

performed on the field for it shot wound of the knee joint by a ball, which frac-

ndyles of the femur and the patella. The right knee was also wounded, a ball entering the joint, fracturing the

patella, and denuding the condyles of the femur and the head of the tibia. Extensive suppuration followed in the right knee,

and tin abscess burrowed half way up the thigh ; the joint itself became entirely disorganized and much swollen." On June 24th,

resection of about two thirds of the condyles of the femur, with the entire patella and the articular face of the tibia, was per-

formed by Surgeon R. li. Bontecou, U. S. V. Sulphuric ether was used as the anaesthetic. The
stump of the left thigh progressed very satisfactorily towards healing, while the resected joint com-

menced to fill ii]> with healthy granulations also and looked well in other respects. Profuse suppu-

ration of healthy looking pus, however, continued. The constitutional treatment was mainly directed

towards supporting the strength of the patient, and consisted of stimulants, tonics, and nourishing

diet. TheTight thigh and leg were supported and kept in place by means of a wide board, to which

a bag of bran was attached and so arranged as to embrace the parts on either side, it being readily

adjusted and kneaded to suit the manipulations during dressing. The entire extremity, from the foot

to the great trochanter, was confined in a Scultetus' bandage. The patient did tolerably well up to June 30th, from which date

he became drowsy and was only waked with difficulty. He continued so, with intervals of wakefulness, until his death, which

occurred on July 2. 1864, from exhaustion. There were no pyiemic symptoms. The exsected patella and condyles of the femur

were contributed to the Museum by the operator and are represented in the cut (Fh;. 244)/'

Cask 620.—" Private J. II'. Jio/tzinan, Co. B, 2d Virginia, about 35 years of age, was wounded at Chaiicellorsville, May 3,

1863, a ball entering the knee joint through the patella and lodging in the head of the tibia. The patient persistently declined

amputation and other active interference until much suffering and pain induced him to accept the chances of a resection, which

was reluctantly performed on May 10th. The joint was laid open by a semilunar incision, the synovial membranes and cartilages

were removed, and thin slices of the contiguous surfaces of the condyles and head of tibia were taken off. The limb was placed

in a posterior angular splint and carefully watched. The patient, however, finally succumbed to diarrhoea and exhaustion about

May 20, 1863.'' The history of the case was communicated by Dr. I. W. Walls, late Surgeon P. A. C. S., in November, 1877.

Case 621.—Private M. B. Horan. Co. F, 63d New York, was wounded at Antietam, September 17, 1862, and entered

Frederick Hospital one week afterwards. Surgeon H. S. Hewit, U. S. V., contributed the pathological specimen (Cat. Surg.

Sect., 1866, ]>. 290, Spec. 445), and reported the case as a "partial resection of the knee joint, performed, October 4th, for a shot

injury of the condyles of the femur, and followed by death October 14, 1862." The specimen consists of thirteen minute frag-

ments of dead bone.

'See also Cl'l.wunsos (II.), Excision of the Larger Joints of the Extremities, in Trans. Am. Med. Assoc., Philadelphia, 1870. Supplement to

Vol. XXVII. p. 18s, Case 11.

8 Circular No. 0, War Department, S. G. O.. Washington, 1805, p. 00; CUI.BEKTSON (II.). Excision of the. Larger Joints of the. Extremities.

Prize Essay, in Trans. Am. Med. Assoc., 1876', p. 182, Case 8.

3 Circular No. 0. War Department, S. G. ().. Washington, 1805. p. 00 ; CUI.BERTSON (H.), Excision of the Larger Joints of the Extremities.

l^ize Essay, in Transact. Am. Med. Assoc., Philadelphia, 1870. Supplement to Vol. XXVII, p. 184, Case 17.

FIG. 241.—The patella and
condyles of the right femur.
Spec'. 304fi.
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Case 022.—Private H. Lawson, Co, I). 36th Colored Troops, 1 aged 17 years, was accidentally wounded March 5, 1864,

and entered Point Lookout Hospital six days afterwards. Surgeon A. Heger, l !
. S. A., reported: " He was admitted with shot

fracture of the right knee joint, caused by a conical musket ball, which entered one-half inch inside of the tuberosity of the tibia

and emerged at the middle of the popliteal space. The knee joint was inflamed and suppurating; the patient, suffering from

acute bronchitis, was otherwise in good constitutional condition. On March 12th. resection of the knee joint was performed by

a longitudinal incision seven inches long over the anterior border of the internal latei al ligament, dividing the capsule and crucial

ligament, and removing the fractured portions of the tibia and the articular cartilages. All the cartilaginous covering of the

femur and the tibia was removed with a scraper; the synovial membrane was destroyed by iodine; no arteries ligated; wound
closed by sutures of iron wire. The anaesthetic, consisting of chloroform, acted well for forty-live minutes. After the operation,

which was performed by Acting Assistant Surgeon T. Liebold, the limb was placed at once in a plaster of Paris splint, enclosing

the whole extremity. The next day an opening was cut over the wound so as to permit its being syringed with tepid water four

times a day. Solution of permanganate of salts was also applied, and oakum was used to absorb the discharge. Eor the bron-

chial affection wine of antimony and infusion of ipecacuanha was prescribed. The patient died during a paroxysm of cough-

ing, March 24, 18C4. The post-mortem examination exhibited extensive inflammation of the bronchii, the smallest ramification

being filled with pus; other organs healthy. The parts operated on looked well. Good pus was found in the bursa mucosa

quadriceps."

Cask 621!.—Private .1. Miller, Co. A, 3d Pennsylvania Cavalry,- aged 38 years, was wounded at Mine Run, November

27, 1861!, by a conical ball, which entered the right knee above and internal to the patella and emerged below and external to

that bone. The missile fractured the patella, denuded the external condyle of the femur of a portion of its articulating surface,

and fractured the outer articulating surface of the tibia. The wounded man was admitted to the Third Division Hospital,

Alexandria, December 5th, considerably prostrated and the parts being tumefied. Two days after admission chloroform was

administered and resection was performed by Surgeon E. Bentley, U. S. V., who removed the patella ami half an inch of the

articulating surfaces of the femur and tibia. The subsequent treatment consisted of simple dressings, tonics, stimulants, and

nourishing diet. There was profuse suppuration. The patient progressed favorably for one week, when he was seized with

chills accompanied by loss of appetite, quick and feeble pulse, and sallow- hue of skin. He died of pyiemia December 18, 1863.

The history was reported by the operator.

Case 624.—Sergeant G. Northard, Co. G, 2d Ohio Cavalry, 3 aged 23 years, was wounded at Five Porks, April 1, 1865.

Surgeon W. W. Rowlby, 3d New Jersey Cavalry, reported his admission to the field hospital of the 3d division, Cavalry Corps,

with "severe shot wound of right knee." Surgeon R. R. Bontecou, U. 8. V.. in charge of Harewood Hospital, Washington,

subsequently operated on the injured limb, of which he contributed a photograph (Contr. Photo
1

1, S. G. O.. Vol. I, No. 41), with

the following history: "The patient was admitted April 5th. He had been wounded by a ball entering just above the patella,

through which it passed and which it fractured into six fragments. Ranging downward and outward the missile fractured the

external condyles of the femur and escaped. On April 8th, the patient was etherized, when the fractured patella and a fragment

of the external condyle of the femur were removed. The constitutional state of the patient at the time of the operation was very

good. After the operation the limb was placed in a box containing bran ami the patieut was put on low diet. Subsequently the

limb was placed upon a light open splint, extending from the tuberosity of the ischium to a point near the heel, and suspended

by a cord. The patient was put on nutritious diet, with wine and porter. On April 13th, he was transferred to a tent ward.

Up to this time he had suffered considerable pain in the joint and was very restless ami irritable. His appetite now became poor,

and hiccough and vomiting set in. Suppuration was profuse. The patient died April 22. 1865, from exhaustion.''

Case 625.—Private J. Noble, Co. D, 30th Ohio, was wounded at South Mountain, September 14, 1862, and admitted to

hospital No. 5, Prederick, four days afterwards. Surgeon H. S. Hewit, U. S. V., recorded: "Comminuted fracture of right

knee by minie ball. Excision of a large portion of knee joint on September 30th. Death on October 5, 1862."

Case 626.—Private I). F. Rogers, Co. I, 49th Georgia,1 aged 34 years, was wounded at Petersburg, April 2, 18(i5, by a

musket ball, which struck the right knee joint anteriorly, passed through the patella, comminuting it completely, and the outer

condyle, and made its exit at the outer posterior aspect. He was admitted to the general hospital

at Port Monroe, April 13th. Surgeon 1). G. Rush, 101st Pennsylvania, who operated in the case

after applying an anaesthetic composed of chloroform and ether, reported as follows: "My attention

was called to the case on April 18th. when the patient was suffering from great pain, and the knee,

leg, and thigh were extremely swollen. A dense fibrous involucrum of the joint closed the track

of the ball, thus preventing the escape of pus. I at first decided to lay the joint freely open and to

remove the patella only, but discovering the disorganized and injured state of the condyles, they

were also removed, with little hope of saving the patient, however, the operation being performed at Pre.WS.—Bones of right knee

too late a period. A piece of catheter was fixed in the joint to drain it. Cold-water dressings were

applied. The patient rallied perfectly and lived comfortably for six days. He died of exhaustion the eighth day. He could

not have survived amputation twenty-four hours. I think this operation could be performed with success primarily in cases in

which the patella and condyles alone are involved." The excised bones were contributed to the Museum by the operator, and

are represented in the cut (Pig. 245).

1 CULBKUTSON" (H.), Excision of the. Larger Joint* of the Extremities. Prize Essay, in Trans. Am. Med. Assoc., Philadelphia, 1876. Supplement

t., V,,]. XXVII, p. 190, Case IT.

*>See CULIlEKTSOX (H-), Excision of the Larger Joints of the Extremities. Prize Essay, in Trans. Am. Med. Assoc., Philadelphia, 1870. Supple-

ment to Vol. XXVII, p. 184 ; Circular No. 6, War Department, S. (i. O., Washington, 18(15, p. 59.

3Cui.aEUTS0N (H.), Excision of the Larger Joints of the Extremities. Prize Essay, in Trans. Am. Med. Assoc., Philadelphia, 1876. Supplement

to Vol. XXVII, p. 18H, Case 39.

4 See Circular No. fi, War Department, S. G. O., Washington, 1865, p. 60 ; Cm.BKKTSON (H.), Excision of the Larger Joints of the Extremities.

Prize Essay, in Trans. Am. Med. Assoc.. Philadelphia, 1876. Supplement to Vol. XXVII. p. 186, Case 30.

Surg. Ill—50
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Case 027.—Corporal J. Sims, Co. 15, 4tli Ohio, 1 aged 23 years, was wounded at Mine Run, November 27, 1863, by a

conoidal ball, which entered the right knee joint just below the patella, on the inner and anterior aspect, fracturing the inner con-

dyle and opening the joint, passed downward and forward, and was extracted about four inches from point of entrance. He was

admitted to the Third Division Hospital, Alexandria, December 5th. "At the time of admission the joint

and thigh were very much inflamed and discharging pus copiously, and the man was much prostrated and

terribly anxious as to the result of the wound. But after being washed and fed and otherwise cared for,

he appeared much recruited. On the 8th of December the operation of excision of the knee joint was
performed by Surgeon E. Bentley, U. S. V.. who removed one inch of the femur and about one and a half

inches of the tibia and fibula. The haemorrhage was slight, but the condition of the tissues was not very

satisfactory. The patient endured the operation well under the influence of chloroform, and reacted well.

On the following day he complained of severe pain over the lung on the right side of the chest, which

continued for several days. On the 10th, he had a severe chill at night, which was followed by two, more

severe, on the 11th. Stimulants were freely given with raw eggs well beaten up, and beef essence for diet.

He continued to have chills till the night of the 13th, when he was seized with a very severe one, from

which he never rallied. He died on the morning of December 14, 1863. The jjost-mortem examination

showed no attempt at repair, there being considerable sloughing, while on the inside of the thigh there

were numerous small abscesses. The heart and left lung were healthy, but the right lung was infiltrated

with pus, and a single large abscess appeared upon the surface of the inferior lobe. There was no pus
KIO. 24(i.-Bighl femur, :

,
'. ,.,,., . , .. , „ „,, ,. .

, , .

tibia. ni,d fibula, niter nor abscess found in the liver, but it was very much softened. Ihe history, with the post-mortem speci-

excu n of joint Burfaees. men, represented in the cut (FlG. 240), was contributed to the Museum by the operator. Surgeon J. B.

Brinton, U. S. V., who examined the limb two days after the patient's decease, found ''the whole joint one

suppurating mass; pus extending up and down, far down under the gastrocnemius and up between the muscles on the inside

of the thigh ; a long abscess in the sheath of the vessels, extending up to the middle of the thigh; small chit in femoral artery,

thin and three inches long; none in femoral vein; surrounding tissues of vessels hardened in some places where pus had not

reached; long membrane of femoral vein of dirty gray color and softened; clot in saphena vein."

Cask 028.—Corporal I. Wells, Co. A, 33d Wisconsin,- aged 42 years, was wounded at Tupelo, duly 15, 1804, and
admitted to Adams's Hospital, Memphis, five days afterwards. Assistant Surgeon J. M. Study, L

T
. S. V., reported : "Shot

wound of left knee by a conical ball, fracturing the patella and opening the joint; missile emerged over internal condyle. On
July 21st. the inner third of the patella was removed through a vertical incision by Acting Assistant Surgeon R. W. Coale.

The constitutional condition of the patient at the time of the operation was good. Cold-w:ater dressings were applied to the

parts, and stimulants, with beef juice, was given freely. The patient appeared to improve up to July 20th, after which date he

commenced to decline, Pyremia developed on July 20th, and from that time he continued in a comatose condition. Death

resulted on August 2, 1864."

Secondary Excisions at the Knee Joint.—Seven examples of secondary excision at

the knee joint are recorded; four were successful and three fatal, a rate of mortality of

42.8 per cent. The patients were all Union soldiers.

Examples oj Recovery after Secondary Excision at the Knee Joint.—Of the four

patients of this group, two were pensioners in 1880; one has never applied for a pension,

and one died two years and a half after the operation:

Case 029.—Private E. Jewell, Co. I, 8th New Jersey, aged 19 years, was wounded at Williamsburg, May 5, 1802, a

musket ball fracturing both bones of the right leg near their articulation at the knee. He was sent to Hygeia Hospital, Fort

Monroe, and thence in the following month to Philadelphia, where he entered Fifth Street Hospital on June 8th. Acting Assist-

ant Surgeon A. C. Bournonville, in charge of the latter, reported that "the leg was bent at a right angle with the thigh and had

been in that position since the injury. Caries had taken place, and an excision of the head of the fibula and partial resection of

the head of the tibia was performed. The patient is now (November 0th) doing well, and has been able to rise and walk about

the ward with the aid of crutches." The patient was subsequently transferred to Haddington Hospital, and was discharged

February 23, 1803, and pensioned. Pension Examiner A. W. Woodhull, of Newark, October 24, 1808, described the injury

:

"A conoidal ball fractured both bones of the right leg just below the knee joint. Large portions of bone have been lost either

by operation or nature. The bones are now extensively necrosed and enlarged, and there are two large sinuses, which always

suppurate. The leg is shortened four or five inches," etc. The Newark Board reported, in September, 1875, that the limb is

greatly atrophied and deformed. Two years later the same board reported "contraction of muscles of calf, producing talipes

equinus; anchylosis of ankle and partial of knee. Wound open." The pensioner was paid March 4, 1880.

Case 030.— Private J. E. Berry, Co. B, 5th Missouri State Militia, aged 22 years, was wounded by guerrillas in Carroll

County, Missouri, December 1, 1862. a musket ball fracturing the external condyle of the femur and lodging in the knee joint.

Acting Assistant Surgeon J. Thome, who described the injury, reported that the wounded man was successfully treated in hos-

pital at Kansas City for pysemia, the systemic infection of which had appeared prior to the patient's admission, and was attended

with formation of pus in the knee joint. In addition, Dr. Tborne also reported that the operation of removing the external con-

dyle of the femur, together with the bullet, was performed on May 10, 1*03, the missile being found embedded in the articulation.

1 See Circular No. 6, War Department. S. G. O., Washington, 1865, p. 59; Cl'I.ltEKTSON' (II.), Excision of the Larger Joints of the Extremities.

Prize Essay, in Trans. Am. Med. Assoc.. Philadelphia, 187(i. Supplement to Vol. XXVII, p. 184, Case 13.

2 See Cl'I.UEKTSON (II.). Excision of the Larger Joints of ihe Extremities. Prize Essay, in Trans. Am. Med. Assoc.
t
Philadelphia, 1876. Supple-

ment to Vol. XXVII, p. 190, Case 15; Circular No. G, Wnr Department, S. (J. O., Washington, 1805, p. 60.
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The records of the hospital do not show the exact dates of admission or disposition of the patient. Adjutant General S. P.

Simpson, of Missouri, communicated that Berry was mustered out of service June 22, 1803. There is no record of his ever

having applied for pension.

Case 031.—Private J. Friel, Co. F, 2d Kentucky, aged 29 years, was wounded in the right knee joint, at Chickamauga,

September 19, 1863. Dr. G. E. Fuller, of Brooklyn, late Surgeon TJ. S. V., reported the following history : "The wound
was caused by a musket ball, which entered just over the external condyle of the femur, passed obliquely downward and

inward, and emerged at the junction of the middle and lower thirds of the tibia. He was in the hands of the rebels for eleven

days, and was then taken to hospital No. 3, at Chattanooga. On January 18, 1804, he was transferred to hospital No. 8, at

Nashville, where he first came under my observation. At this time the leg was Hexed upon the thigh at something less than

a right angle. Anchylosis of the knee joint had taken place and the patella was firmly attached to the condyles of the femur.

Botli the original wounds were healed, but there was still some purulent dis-

charge from an abscess about four inches below the knee joint. Under a

general tonic treatment he rapidly improved in strength and flesh, the abscess

healed, and he was about the ward on crutches, being anxious to be discharged.

On March 19th, he was transferred with other convalescents, and I lost sight

of him. I had no reason to doubt the entire recovery of this patient, after a

fracture of the femur and also a wound of the knee joint. The external treat-

ment consisted of cold-water dressings.'' Surgeon G. F. French, U. S. V.,

under whose notice the patient came before his transfer, in a communication

citing instances of successful conservatively treated cases of shot fractures of

the knee joint, corroborated Dr. Fuller's description of the wound and its

results, and added that the missile in its course ''fractured the head of the

tibia into the joint.'' The patient subsequently entered Jeffersonville Hospital,

and lastly Main Street Hospital, Covington, where he was mustered out, by

expiration of service, January 20, 1865, and pensioned. About twenty months

afterwards the pensioner, with his injured knee joint in a diseased condition,

entered the Good Samaritan Hospital, at Cincinnati. Dr. G. W. Haile. 1 the

resident physician, reported: "The patient, being in an anannic condition on

admission, was ordered iron and generous diet, under which his health soon

began to improve. On October 15, 1866, Professor G. C. Blackmail operated

for the removal of the dead bones, which could be readily felt with the probe.

A crucial incision was made along the outer aspect of the joint, when some

detached fragments of bone were found and removed, as was also the outer por-

tion of the head of the tibia, which was in a carious condition. The wound
healed very kindly, and the parts seemed for a while to he in a healthy condi-

tion ; but in the course of a month from this operation the patient suffered at times

violent pains in the part, and, on the 20th of November, a large collection of

pus had formed in the joint, nearly a pint, mingled with fragments of necrosed

bone, having been discharged during the twenty-four hours. His health began

again to fail, but under the influence of tonics and a generous diet it was so l
I

'

r,,m B rhotograph.l

far improved on the 14th of December, that Professor Blackmail, in the presence of the class of the Medical College of Ohio,

exsected the joint. An incision, resembling the letter H, was made on the anterior aspect of the joint, exposing the articular

surfaces of the tibia and femur. With the ordinary amputating saw an inch and a half of the condyles of the femur, in a

softened and carious condition, was removed, together with about one inch of the head of the tibia. The hone-gouge forceps

were then employed to take away every suspicious looking portion and to round off the posterior margins of the divided

surfaces, so as to render the popliteal vessels less liable to injury. The patella was removed. As the leg had been for a long-

time somewhat flexed upon the thigh, it was necessary to resort to considerable and prolonged force to overcome this contraction.

At length the ends were found to be in apposition, and more of the soft parts included, when the flaps were brought together,

and the limb was placed in a neat and carefully padded fracture box. During the operation the loss of blood was trilling; but

shortly after the patient had been removed to his bed considerable haemorrhage occurred. It appeared to come from no partic-

ular vessel, but there was a general oozing from the cut surfaces, which lasted several hours. The dressings were not disturbed

for four days, the blood being wiped away as far as practicable, with a sponge, while the odor of that which could not be

removed without disturbing the parts was corrected by disinfectants. Cold applications were applied over the joint ; but little

irritation followed, and the transverse incision healed by primary adhesion. A little pus was discharged for several days through

the lateral incisions, after which it became very slight, and on the twenty-first day the entire wound seemed to have almost

perfectly united. On the eighteenth day after the operation there was secondary haemorrhage from a small superficial vessel

and about ten or twelve ounces of blood were lost before it was discovered. It was readily controlled by pressure. Although

perfect union between the tibia and femur seemed about this time to have taken place, the patient was ordered to remain per-

fectly quiet until the end of the eighth week, when he was allowed to walk on crutches. Just ten weeks from the operation he

left for his home in Ironton, Ohio, and from a letter since received from him he seems highly pleased with the result of the

operation.'' Examining Surgeon G. K. Taylor, of Cincinnati, June 25, 1867, certified to the injury and that "the joint is com-

pletely anchylnsed, with the leg shortened several inches. He has also 'talipes equinus' of the right foot." Examining

Surgeon D. C. Wilson, of Ironton, Ohio, at several subsequent examinations, also described the leg as "anchylosed in a straight

PlO. 247.—Appearance of rijrht knee after excision of
the patella and the articular ends of the femur and tibia.

1 IIailf. (fr. W.), Good Samaritan Hospital, Surgical Clinic, by Prof. Blackman. Exscction of the Knee Joint for Gunshot Injury, in Cincinnati

Journal of Mudicine, 1867, Vol. II, p. 157.
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position, wit li tour inches shortening. " Examiner C. K. Crennit. of Jackson, Ohio, on April 29, 1879, reported tlie ''muscles

below the wound considerably atrophied, but sufficient to bear the weight of the body." The pensioner was paid December 4,

1879. The wood-cut (FlG. 247) is a representation of a photograph contributed by the operator.

Cask 632.—Private S. Miller, Co. L, 1st Missouri State Militia Cavalry, 1 aged 27 years, was accidentally shot in the

right knee, by the discharge of his pistol, near Independence, December 28, 1862. The ball passed through the outer condyle

of the femur, going obliquely through the patella and lodging in the head of the tibia. Three mouths after the injury the

wounded man.entered the Kansas City Hospital, where, on April 7, 1863, Acting Assistant Surgeon J. Thome performed excision

of the outer condyle of the femur, with part of the shaft, removing, by an oblique section, two and a half inches of the femur,

together with the patella and the articulating surface of the tibia. Xo anaesthetic was used. At the time of the operation the

leg had become extensively inflamed, the wound was found full of shattered bone, and an extraordinary amount of pus was

coming out of the joint. Metastatic abscesses had appeared in the popliteal space. The patient had been suffering from severe

pain and was almost insensible
;
pulse 120 ami feeble. He had also severe diarrhoea and was much emaciated, his skin being dark

and dry almost like parchment. The patient sank after the operation, but on the next day he revived and continued to do well.

London porter was given as tonic. Complete union took place and complete anchylosis resulted, with the limb bent about ten

degrees, so as to be almost as good as ever in walking. The details of the case were reported by the operator. The patient was

discharged from service December 7, 1863, and pensioned. He died August 15, 1865. Dr. E. A. Simmons, of Rochester, Mis-

souri, certified that be attended the pensioner from the time he returned to his home, and found that the injury hail produced

extensive suppuration, involving the leg and the thigh; also that he was very much emaciated, and that metastatic or pytemic

abscesses appeared in various parts of his body, which caused his death.

Fatal Cases of SecondaryExcision at the Knee Joint.—Three instances are recorded.

In one the entire knee joint was excised; in the second case the patella was removed; and

in the third case the heads of the tibia and fibula were resected:

Cask 63:!.— Private G. Lewis, Co. 15, 19th Indiana," aged 22 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 1, 1863. He
remained for two months at the First Corps field hospital, was then admitted to Camp Letterman, and subsequently transferred

to Baltimore, where he entered McKim's Mansion and afterwards Jarvis Hospital. Assistant Surgeon

D. C. Peters, II. S. A., in charge of the latter, reported: "The patient was admitted November 17th,

with a wound of the right knee joint by a round musket ball, which lodged in the inner condyle.

The position of the missile was detected by the XeJaton probe. Two weeks after the date of admis-

sion the wounded joint was in a state of disorganization and pouring off' a large quantity of highly

offensive pus, and the entire knee joint was excised by Acting Assistant Surgeon F. Hinkle, the

patient having protested against amputation. Ether was used and an H-incision employed; wire

sutures were applied to draw the sawn bones together. At the time of the operation the patient was

feverish and unable to sleep from pain in the wound
;
pulse 100; skin dry; secretions scanty ; appetite

wanting. On the twelfth day he was seized with a violent chill, which lasted two hours and recurred

every other day. Death resulted from pyaemia on December 23, 1863. At the autopsy both lungs

were found filled with pus, the right being covered with abscesses. Six ounces of pus was also dis-

covered in the left pleural cavity and four ounces of fluid in the pericardium. The wounded parts were healed externally and

the bones in apposition; but no signs of anion were manifest." The excised bone, embracing five-eighths of an inch of the upper

extremity of the tibia and nearly two inches of the lower portion of the femur, with the bullet remaining lodged in the inner

condyle, was contributed to the Museum by the operator, and is represented in the annexed cut (FlG. 248).

Cask 634.—Private D. Sexton, Co. H, 11th Massachusetts, aged 18 years,

was wounded at Hull Run, August 29, 1862. Surgeon D. P. Smith, U. S. V.,

recorded his admission to Fairfax Seminary Hospital, September 9th, with "shot

wound of left knee joint," and reported that secondary resection of the patella was
performed, also that the patient died November 6, 1862, from the effects of his wound
and "exsection of the patella." The wood-cuts are representations of two post-

mortem specimens, contributed by Surgeon Smith, one of which (Fit;. 249) consists

of a dried ligamentous preparation of the bones of the knee, presenting the appear-

ance of inflammation having been followed by anchylosis ; the other (FlG. 250)

comprises the soft structures of the knee, and shows an H-shaped cicatrix, the

horizontal portion being four inches and the upright three inches in length. The
integument appears to have sloughed over a large portion of the front of the knee

and to have cicatrized imperfectly, while on the lateral and posterior portions there

are marks of several abscesses.

Cask 6:55.—Dr. H. Culbertaon tabulates3 a secondary operation, performed

by Surgeon J. T. Hodgen, l
T

. S. V., at the City Hospital, St. Louis, Missouri, in

the fall of 1862, on a United States soldier, for a transverse shot wound of the head
Fig. 249 —Bones of

()f () le tibia, in which a U-incision was employed, and one inch of the head of tin!
left knee utter excision . , *

. ,

ofthepaiella. Spec.556. tibia and the tip of the fibula was removed, resulting fatally in three days.

Flo. 948.— Extremities nf
the right femur and tibia; the
missile rests in the inner con-

dyle Spec. Mijo'.

FIG. 250,-Sofl structures
of the knee after excision

of the patella. Spec. 1107.

1 Circular No. 6, S. G. O., 18(15, p. til).

3 See Circular No. (>. War Department, S. G. O., Washington, 18(15, p. 59 ; Cl'LIJEUTSON (It.), Excision of the Larger Joints of the Extremities,

in Tram. Am. Med. Assoc., Philadelphia, 187(1. Prize Essay. Supplement to Vol. XXVII, p. 184.

^Cl'I.BF.KTSON (H.), Excision of the Larger Joints of the Extremities. Prize Essay, in Trans. Am. Med. Assoc., Philadelphia, 187(1. Supplement

to Vol. XXVII, p. 188, Case 9.
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Excisions at the Knee Joint of Uncertain Date.—Five cases belong to this group;

one proved successful, three were fatal, and the result in one is undetermined. The meagre

details of these cases are of little value for statistical purposes:

Cask 636,—Sergeant L. U. McWhorten, Co. C, 60th Georgia, appears recorded on the Confederate register of Jackson

Hospital, Richmond, as having undergone " excision of knee joint" for gunshot wound received August 28, 186*2, and as having

been "furloughed September 24, 1864."

Cask K!7.—Private E. Bigman, Co. D, 26th South Carolina, appears recorded on the Petersburg Confederate general

hospital as having been admitted August 6, 1864, with "resection of the patella and partial resection of the knee joint." per-

formed by reason of "gunshot wound," and as having "died August 23, 1864."

Cask 638.—Lieutenant I. M. Dkkens, Co. C, 44th Tennessee, aged 30 years, appears recorded on the register of Con-

federate hospital No. 4, Richmond, as having received a "shell wound of both patellas and of the left little finger," for which

"ablation of tlie left patella and amputation of the injured finger was performed May 20, 1864." His entrance into the hospital

was dated two days after the operation, and his death, preceded by febrile excitement, was noted June 5, 1864.

Case 639.—Private S. Lininger, Co. H, 74th Indiana, aged 32 years, was wounded at Chickamanga. September 19, 1863.

He was admitted to the general field hospital near Chattanooga (date not recorded), where Surgeon J. A. Stillwell, 22d Indiana,

noted the following: "Shot wound of right knee joint; excision of internal condyle of femur. Thigh amputated at junction of

middle and lower thirds on November 19th. Stump opened and dressed November 23d. Milk punch given freely. November

26th, stump granulating some; resin cerate applied and stump bandaged as tight as it would bear. On November 30th, the

sutures all sloughed out; granulations poor. December 6th, patient transferred." Surgeon L. D. Waterman, 39th Indiana,

reported that the patient was admitted to the general hospital at Bridgeport, and that he died on the following day, December

7, 1863.

Case 640.—Private L. T. Huffman, Co. E, 57th North Carolina, appears noted on the records of Confederate hospital

No. 4, Richmond, as having been admitted December 15, 1862, with "excision of knee joint," performed for shot wound. The

result of the operation was not recorded.

AMPUTATIONS AT THE KNEE JOINT.—One hundred and eighty-nine excim-

ples of exarticulation at the knee joint
1
for shot fractures are found on the returns. The

results of two cases could not be ascertained; eighty-one were followed by recovery, and

one hundred and six by death, giving a mortality of 56*6 per cent., thus exceeding the

1 The operation of amputation at knee joint, mentioned by HIPPOCRATES ( CEuvres completes, par 13. LiTTKE, Paris, 1844, T. IV, p. S85) and GUY
1>E CHAUUAC (La Grande Chirurgie de GUY 1>E Chauliac. Ilouen. 1615, p. 464), was advocated by J, Guillemeai: (Les GZuvres de Chirurgie. Kouen,

16"49, p. 710) as preferable, under certain circumstances, to amputation in the thigh :
" Vray est que si la gangrene, on fracas d'os. finissoit a la joincture

da genoiiil on fort proehe d'icelle, sans monter au desstis, comme au commencement de la cuisse, l'amputation se doit plustost faire en la joincture que de

coupper plus haut, ct prineipalement en la cuisse: car les accidens en seroient tousiours pines, a raisnn des vaisseaux, veines, arteres et nerfs, lesquels tant

plus on tire et montevers le haut, tant plus sunt trouuez gros: joint aussi qu'il conniendroit appuyer la partie cicatrisee sur la jambe artificielle. comme si

on la couppoit a la joincture." The statement of R. B. Sabatieu (Med. lYpcratoirt\ Paris, 1824, T. IV, p. 548) and others that the operation had been

performed by FABBICIU8 Hili>anus in 1581, is evidently erroneous. The latter { Opera guff extant omnia, Francofurti, 1640, p. 805) amputated the hand

at the wrist joint for shot injury, in a young man of Dusseldorf, in 1581, and adds: "Sin Sphacelus poplitem superarit, in ipsa genu articulatione incisio

facienda veniet." Cases of amputation at the knee joint for disease are cited by J. L. PETIT ((Em-res Completes, Paris, 1844, p. 814), Bkasdok (Essai sur

les amputations dans les articles, in Mem. de 1'Acad. Roy. de Cliir., Paris, 1774, T. V, p. 771), and others: but the first examples of this operation in

military surgery are mentioned by : MlCHAEUK (firicfe, aits New York, in KK'HTEu'rt Chirurgische liibliothek. Gottengen, 1782, B. VI, p. 125). who
visited the wounded French in Charleston, left there by Count P'Estaing after his unsuccessful expedition to Savannah, in September, 1771). He found

4 cases of amputations at the knee joint : all proved fatal. The surgeon in charge ascribed these unfortunate results partly to venereal poisoning, partly

to scorbutus, and partly to the insalubrious air of Charleston. Jobkkt HE Lamhai.LE (I'laies d'armes U feu. Paris. 1833, p. 293): A. M., aged 15, shot

in left leg July 28, 1830; amputation at the knee joint two months after injury. Velpeau (Nouveaux Elements de, MfAecine Opiratoirt, Paris, 1839,

T. II, p. 521) states that disarticulation of the leg had been successfully practised once since 1830, by M. NlVEBT, of Azai-le-ttideau. on a man whose leg

had been fractured by shot. BAUPENS (L.) (Ctinique, des plaies d'armes a feu. Paris, 1836, pp. 532. 536): A soldier, wounded at Tafna, January 20, 1830,

in right knee; patella shattered ; ball lodged in condyle of femur j amputation through joint
;
portion of condyles removed; recovery, with serviceable

stump. A soldier of the 13th regiment, wounded April 1, 1836, at Atlas; fracture of the head of the tibia; amputation through joint; recovery. SEl>IL-

LOT (G.) (Campagne de Constantine de 1837, Paris, 1838. p. 200) tabulates 3 fatal cases of exarticulation at the knee for shot injuries. SMITH (STEPHEN)

(Cases in Surgery—Amputation at the Knee Joint, by Vv*. I'AKKEit, in New York Jour, of Med.. 1852. Vol. IX. p. 318): A saddler, shot in the leg; ampu-

tation at the knee joint with a razor, the surgeon having no other instrument; recovery with a good stump, which was tender on pressure. Dr. I. MOSES
(T. 51. MAKKOE, Amputation at the Knee Joint—Illustrated by the Cases which hare occurred in American practice, ami mainly by tfiose which have

been treated in the New York Hospital, in The New York Jour, of Med., 1850, Vol. XVI, p. 30) operated in the case of J. Senno, a Mexican, aged 26,

who had received a shot fracture of the left tibia in June. 1854; amputation at the knee November 22, 1854: recovery, with firm stump, in six weeks.

MAZANOWSK.Y (Joseph) (Zur Exarticulation im Kniegelenke, in LaXGKNBKCK'8 Archit fur Klin. Chir., 1806. B. VII, S. 489): Osman Babassy. aged

2"), wounded in the Crimea, July 17, 1854; fracture of lxmes of both legs; January 30, 1855. exarticulation at knee joint after Bai:i>EXS; recovery.

CHENU (J. C.) (Rapport, etc., pendant la Campagne d' Orient en 1854-55-50. Paris. 1805, p. 410) tabulates 07 cases of amputation at the knee joint ; 5 were

successful and 02 proved fatal. The successful cases are : J. 1*. Bernad. 80th line, shot fracture of left leg. September 8. 1855; primary disarticulation.

A. A. Boullier. 97th line, shot fracture of right leg, June 7, 1855; primary amputation at the knee. J. N. Dewatine. 82d line • shot comminution of

right leg, September 20, 1854, at the Alma: amputation on the same day. L. A. Houdil. 3d Zouaves; shot fracture of right leg at Inkcnnan. November

5. 1854; exarticulation at knee. J. B. Sainpy, 20th line, shell fracture of left leg. September 8, 1855; primary exarticulation. MATTHEW (T. P.)

(Med. and Surg. Hist, of the British Army in the years 1854-55-50, London, 1858, Vol. II, p. 308) tabulates 7 amputations at the knee joint
; 3 were suc-

cessful and 4 fatal : the 3 successful cases were all primary ; of the 4 fatal cases. 3 were primary and 1 secondary. CHENU (J. C.) (Stat. Med. -Chir. de

la Camp, d' Itatie en 1859 et 1800. Paris, 1809. T. II. p. 775; tabulates 4 cases of amputations at the knee occurring in the French army during the cam-

paign in Italy in 1859-00: 1 recovered, 3 died. The instance of recovery is detailed ; I,. Pumas, 37th line, comminuted fracture of up[>er third of left

leg, Solferino, June 24, 1859; amputation at the knee December 19, 1859; recovery, with good stump. February 25, 1860. The same author states that
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fatality of amputations in the continuity of the femur by 2.8 per cent. One hundred and

eight were primary operations, fifty-one intermediary, and twenty-six secondary, while in

four instances the period of operation was not indicated:

Table LIV.

Summary of One Hundred and Eighty-Nine Amputations at the Knee Joint for Shot Fracture.

OPERATIONS.

Primary

Intermediary

Secondary

Time not specified

Aggregates

Cases. Rkcoveet. Death.

108

51

36

4

50

lli

12

3

57

34

14

1

100

UNDE-
TERMINED.

Mortality Rate
of determined

Cases.

53.2

118.0

53.8

25.0

50.0

Fifty-four of the one hundred and eighty-nine exarticulations 1
at the knee were per-

formed for lesions of the bones of the knee joint. In the remaining one hundred and

thirty-five cases the original injuries were: Fractures of one or both bones of the leg in

one hundred and sixteen, fractures of the ankle joint in thirteen, and fractures of the bones

of the foot in six instances.

Primary Amputations at the Knee Joint.—Of one hundred and eight operations of

this group, fifty were followed by recovery, fifty-seven by death, and, in one instance, the

final result could not be determined. The mortality rate, 53.2 per cent., exceeds that of

the primary amputations in the lower third of the thigh (Table XXIX, p. 213) 4.5 per

cent., and that of the primary operations in the thigh, whether in the upper, middle, or

lower thirds, 3.2 per cent.

Recoveries after Primary Amputations at the Knee Joint.—Thirty-eight of the fifty

successful primary operations were performed on Union, and twelve on Confederate soldiers.

Thirty-seven of the thirty-eight Union soldiers became pensioners, and six have since died,

one, one year; one, two years; one, five years; two, sixteen years; and one, eighteen years

3 (imputations at the knee were performed on Austrian soldiers ; all proved fatal. According to B. BECK (Kriegs-Chirurgische Erfahrungen wahrend

da Feldzuges, 1800. Freiburg, i. B., 1807, p. 340), the operation was successfully performed in 1800, in WUrzburg, by LINHART. Otis (G. A.) (A Report

of Surgical Casts treated in the Army of the United States from 1805 to 1871, Circular No. 3, War Department, S. G. O., Washington, 1871) records 2

successful operations : Pt. T. Nipple. 3d Cavalry; March 31, ls70, pistol ball wound of right knee, perforating head of tibia ; May 3, amputation through

knee joint, sawing off about an inch of the coudyles ufter the manner of Mr. GARDEN, of "Worcester, by Ass't Surgeon J. D. HALL, U. S. A.; recovered,

with a well rounded stump. Pt. L. Shire. 3d Cavalry ; wounded by A puclie Indians October 0, 1870 ; ball embedded itself in internal condyle of left

femur; October 11th, amputation, sawing off about nn inch of the condyles, by Ass't Surgeon J. D. H.AI.L, U. S. A.; recovery, with a good stump.

Ciienu (J. C.) (Apercu Hist. Stat, et Clin, etc.. pendant la guerre de 1870-71, Paris, 1874, T. I, p. 493) tabulates 23 amputations at the knee ; 5 were

successful and I? fatal. BECK (B.) (Chirurgie der Schussrerlctzungen, 1872, p. 852): U. O. I... 43d East Prussian Infantry ; shot fracture of both bones

of right leg January 15, 1871; exartieulutiun at knee joint January 23, 1871; periostitis of lemur; recovery in weeks; stump not well covered.

Fischer (G.) (Dorf Floinij und Schloss Versailles, in Deutsche Zeilschrift fur Chirurgie, 1872, B. I, p. 187) tabulates 1 secondary amputation at the

knee joint ; the result is not stated. Graf (E.) (Die Kbniglichen Reservc-Lazarethe zu Ditssddorf vdhrend des Krieges. 1870-71, Elberfeld, 1872, p. 53):

Martinet, shot fracture of fibula; exarticulution at knee by BC'CHNER; death. I.ossex (II.) (Kriegschirurgisclte Erfahrungen, in Deutsche Zeitschrift

fur Chirurgie, 1873. B. II, p. 137) mentions a case of successful primary exartieulation at the knee. SoclN (A.) (Kriegschirurgische Erfahrungen,

Leipzig, 1872, p. 153) tabulates 3 fatal cases of amputation at the knee joint, but gives no details. Of the 128 cases referred to in this note 25 recovered,

102 died, and the result in 1 case is undetermined ; 11 were primary, 2 intermediary. 7 secondary, and 108 were operations of undetermined date.

1 To these 189 cases of amputation nt the knee joint for shot fractures should be added exarticulations for shot flesh wounds, cited in the first

section of this Chapter, on page 56, making a total of 195 cases, with 82 recoveries. Ill deaths, and 2 undetermined results. In an article by Dr. J. H.

Brintov, On Amputation at the Knee Joint and at the Knee, in The Am. Jour, of the Med. Sci., April, 1808, Vol. LV, p. 311. occurs the following: "In

a coininunication from Surgeon OTIS, received since the preceding pages were penned, the following additional information has, with the permission of

the Surgeon General, been furnished to the writer. The whole number ot cases of knee joint amputations recorded in the Surgeon General's Office is two
hundred and eleven. Of these, ninety-six recovered, one hundred and six died, one is still under treatment, and in eight the result is undetermined."

This information was furnished to Dr. BRIXTON in the early part of 1808, when every moment of the editor's time was occupied with the analysis of the

injuries of the head, and when, with the limited clerical assistance at his command, it had only been possible to examine into the details of such cases as

were under immediate discussion. Although there were entered on the records at that time 211 cases of alleged exarticulations at the knee, it has been

ascertained from subsequent careful analysis and comparisons, and from additional information gathered from artificial limb statements and pension

records, that 10 of these 211 cases were, in reality, amputations of the femur immediately above the condyles. The editor exceedingly regrets to have

been the cause of this, although unavoidable, erroneous statement in Dr. BRIXTON'S excellent paper on knee joint amputations.
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after the exarticulation at the knee. In one instance, the case of Corporal Lapham, 1st

Vermont Cavalry, detailed on page 224, ante, the opposite thigh was simultaneously removed

at the middle third; in six instances the exarticulation was followed by amputation in the

thigh viz: four in the lower and two in the middle thirds.

Cask 641.—Private L. J. Matson, Co. K, 2d New York Cavalry, aged 21 Tears, was wounded at Petersburg, April 1,

1865. Two days after the reception of the injury he was admitted to the Depot Hospital at City Point, whence he was forwarded

to Washington. Surgeon R. B. Bontecou, IT. S. V., contributed a photograph of the wounded man (Contrib. Photo's, S. G. O.,

Vol. VIII, p. 21), with the following history: "The patient was admitted to Harewood Hospital, April 5th, suffering from

amputation at the left knee joint, which was performed on the field by the anteroposterior flap method, for shot wound of the

leg involving injury to the knee joint. The operator and the extent of the injury were unknown. At the time of admission the

condition of the stump and the constitutional state of the patient were tolerably good. The parts subsequently became gangren-

ous; hut by timely application of escharotics, and by supporting treatment throughout, the patient did well and made fair progress

in his recovery. A part of the femur was removed with the dressing forceps." The patient subsequently passed through Lin-

coln and Armory Square Hospitals, and on September 2. 1865, lie was discharged from service, and furnished with an artificial

limb by the Jewett Patent Leg Company. The pensioner was paid December 4, 1879. In his application for commutation he

represented the stump as being in a sound condition.

Cask 642.—Private R. Kelly, 1 Co. A, U. S. Engineer Battalion, aged 23 years, was wounded in the left knee by one of the

sharpshooters in front of Petersburg, August 18, 1864. Assistant Surgeon G. M. McGill, U. S. A., reported: ''The ball entered

somewhat to the left of the median line, near the tuberosity of the tibia, passed upward and backward, and lodged in the face ot

the external condyle, partially embedding itself crosswise. On consultation with Surgeon J. R. Ghiselin and Assistant Surgeon

.1. If. Gibson, U. S. A., and Acting Assistant Surgeon B. F. Goodrich, who bad charge of the case, it was decided to amputate

through the knee joint. I introduced a scalpel opposite the termination of the external condyle and outlined an anterior flap

—

the lowermost part of which was two inches below the terminal insertion of the quadriceps extensor—with a firm cut that

divided the skin and the superficial fascia: terminating the primary incision of the anterior flap opposite a point of the internal

condyle corresponding to the point of introduction opposite the external condyle. From this termination the scalpel was reversed

and the inner half of the posterior flap funned, the depth of my incision being sufficient to insure section of the superficial fascia

as well as the skin proper. The knife was then removed and reinserted near the original point of entrance from which the outer

half of the posterior flap was formed. This posterior flap was very long, extending fully half way down the leg. and the angles

of the union of the anterior and posterior lines of incision were made very acute, so that retraction would not tend to separate

the angles of the stump by drawing the sac of the stump tightly over the large extent of bone substance left. The anterior flap

was now raised, and in raising it I took care to dissect so as to inflict as little injury as possible to the superficial fascia. The

ligament of the patella was incised closely above the tuberosity of the tibia, and the patella, with its connections, was left

untouched so far as practicable. The ligaments remaining were then divided at their insertion and so cut through that the semi-

lunar cartilages remained in the stump." All the ligaments having been thus severed. I cleared the posterior flap with a large

operating knife, cutting in the plane of the retracted posterior skin flap, outlined as described above. This procedure afforded

a base of flesh to what was essentially a skin flap, in addition to which I found that by the method adopted the fleshy part of

the posterior flap had been so formed as to expose so much of the anterior surface of the deep posterior Ia3-er of crural fascia

that a fibrous sheet fitted upon the synovial surfaces exposed by the removal of the tibia. I now cut away all points and strips

of cartilage or fibrous tissue accidentally made in operating. The ball was elevated from its bed in the face of the external

condyle and this bed cleared. Nothing unusual took place in the subsequent steps of the operation; unfortunately, however,

the silk ligature threads used were rotten. There was also a ball bole in the anterior flap besides the wound in the face of the

condyle to complicate the case. The latter was oozing blood from its sides when last observed. Throughout the operation any

injury to what was left of the synovial sac was avoided. September 9th, patient is doing very well; none of the ligatures have

yet come away, and gentle traction met with firm resistance this morning. The patient is afflicted with pains of a darling lanci-

nating character, shifting in location. The wound of entrance in the outer border of the anterior flap has healed rapidly by

granulation, and to a great extent the flaps have united. A sinus, the mouth of which is to the right of the middle of the

cicatricial line, communicates with the bed of the ball ; but so little discbarge takes place through this that the bed is thought to

be already filled with callus. A peculiar ' leaden' feeling about the patella has been observed by the patient. He is not able to

move this bone, but moves the thigh without pain. September 14th. patient is doing finely. One of the ligatures on the inside,

that of an articular artery, has broken off short. The popliteal ligature has not yet separated. September 22d, the patient has

steadily improved. The tumor of the stump has subsided and the line of the cicatrix is somewhat depressed. There is still

discharge from where the ligature is broken off, and it is probable that the knot of this ligature will remain in the stump for

some time. The main ligature has not yet come away; the thread being fine and rotten, I dreaded to pull it even gently. The

patella is now freely movable up and down, to the right and left. The capsule of the joint, as a whole, lias adhered strongly to

the condyloid surfaces of the femur, and affords a sufficient stay to the connected muscles. On September 27th, the patient was

sent away to West Point, New York. He was then able to walk on crutches, and I had only to regret that knots of all the

ligatures remained in the stump, having considered it inexpedient to search for them. On his way to West Point the patient

—

as he informed me by letter—was attacked with what he termed gangrene, rendering some operation necessary, which, I believe,

was performed at West Point. From his description of it I understood that this operation did not extend to interference with

the bone or the remains of the synovial sac." Surgeon J. F. Head. IT. S. A., certified to the patient being treated in hospital at

West Point. The man was discharged by expiration of service, January 23, 1865, and pensioned, and after reaching his home

he was supplied with an artificial limb by the Palmer Arm and Leg Company. The Brooklyn Examining Board, December 16.

1 Abstracts "f this fiusu have been cited by MARKOB (T. it.), Amputation at tlie Knee Joint, in A'ew York Medical Journal, lt?<:8, Vol. VI, p. 503,

Case XXXII, and In Circular N... a, War Department, S. G. 0.. Washington, 1871, p. 278.
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1874, certified to the amputation, and to the patella being unremoved and remaining embedded in the extensor muscles of the

anterior surface of the stump; also to tbe integuments being adherent to the stump and parts so thin that an artificial limb can

be worn but little of the time without creating inflammation. The pensioner was paid December 4. 1879.

Case 643.—Private E. Ilaker, Co. A, 38th Wisconsin, aged 17 years, was wounded in the right leg, before Petersburg,

July 17, 18(54. and admitted to tbe field hospital of the 3d division, Ninth Corps. Surgeon M. K. Hogan, U. S. V., recorded:

"The ball entered at the outer tuberosity of the tibia, ranged inward and slightly upward, and embedded itself between the

tuberosities. The synovial membrane was lacerated and synovia escaped. Tlie leg was amputated by Surgeon A. F. Wbelan,
1st Michigan Sharpshooters, the operation being performed on butcher's plan." From the field hospital the wounded man was
moved to City Point, and thence to Philadelphia. Surgeon S. ,J. W. Mintzer, II. S. V., reported that "the patient was admitted

to South Street Hospital, July 26th, his right leg having been amputated on the field, on the day following the injury, at the

knee joint, and the patella removed. When admitted, parts of the integuments had sloughed away, leaving the extremity of

tile bone exposed. On July 30th, haemorrhage occurred without much loss of blood, from which the patient rallied, though

much weakened by diarrhoea. A narrow semicircle of bone was removed, after which granulations began to cover it. There

was considerable suppuration from tbe depth of the posterior Hap." About eight months afterwards the patient was supplied

with an artificial limb, and on May 30, 186,ri, he was discharged from service. The pensioner was paid December 4, 1879. In

his application for commutation he stated that the stump of his amputated limb remained in good condition.

Fatal Cases of Primary Amputation at the Knee Joint.— Fifty-seven cases were

reported; in fifty-one instances the patients were Union, and in six Confederate soldiers.

Seven deaths were referred to pyaemia, two to tetanus, three to haemorrhage, one to gan-

grene, one to typhoid fever, and seventeen to exhaustion. The average period between the

day of the operation and the date of death was forty-one days.

Case 644.—Private W. Stanley, Co. II, 53d Pennsylvania, aged 26 years, was wounded at Fredericksburg, December

13, 1868. He was admitted to a Second Corps field hospital, and thence transferred to Washington. Assistant Surgeon C. C.

Lee, U. S. A., reported: "The patient entered Douglas Hospital December 26th. having received a comminuted fracture of the

Upper third of tbe right leg, for which amputation through the knee joint was performed the following day. He stated that

hemorrhage was profuse both before and since the amputation. The stump sloughed somewhat and did badly. On March 1,

1863, when I took charge of the case, the stump was tightly bandaged from above downward, the extremities being swollen and

bulbous, and the thigh completely honeycombed in appearance by small abscesses and sinuses for six inches above tbe condyles.

The bandage was removed and the sinuses and abscesses laid open. The patient was also greatly enfeebled by chronic diarrhoea,

from which be had suffered for six mouths, and which, though checked from lime to time, always returned with full force. In

this state be vacillated from better to worse until April 20th, when, without any ostensible cause, he was seized with obstinate

nausea anil vomiting. This resisted every means employed to remedy it and exhausted what little strength remained in the

patient. He sank steadily until the night of April 26, 1863, when he expired of sheer debility. At the autopsy, tbe thoracic

viscera were found healthy with the exception of old pleuritic adhesions on the right side; lungs crepitant throughout anil with-

out tubercular deposit. The liver and kidneys were shrunken and showed evidence of chronic congestion, but were otherwise

normal; stomach and spleen healthy. In the large intestines well-marked congestion was observed and partial maceration of

tbe mucous membrane, which was here and there dotted with dark macula;. These spots were surrounded by depressions and

apparent cicatrices in the mucous membranes, and were thought to be the result of ulcers that had already cicatrized. The

condition described was chiefly noticed in the upper portion of the rectum. The small intestines were here and there greatly

congested, but no ulceration was detected. The stump had healed completely; but from tbe removal of tbe patella in the opera-

tion and the subsequent emaciation of the patient the edges of the condyles were too superficial to have borne pressure with

success. A large abscess, which had been very troublesome during life, existed between the rectus and cruraus muscles. The
latter was wasted to the last degree, hut seemed to have protected the bone, which was not diseased. A very complete calca-

reous degeneration of the mesenteric glands should also have been noted above." Tbe lowest portion of the femur was saved

and contributed to tbe Museum by Assistant Surgeon W. Thomson, U. S. A. (Cat. Surij. Sect., 1866, p. 363, Spec. 1240.)

Case 645.—Major A. McQ. Corrigan. 9th New York Cavalry, aged 27 years, was wounded in tbe right leg, at Meadows
Bridge, May 12, 1864. Surgeon A. P. Clark, 6th New York Cavalry, described the injury as follows: "At the time of receiving

the wound he was in command of a detachment of his regiment and at a considerable distance in advance, endeavoring to force

the enemy from his entrenchments on the other side of the bridge, when he was struck by a conical musket ball, which passed

from the anterior to the posterior aspect of the limb, fracturing the upper extremity of the tibia and wounding the anterior tibial

artery. The hemorrhage was, in a measure, controlled by the men who brought tbe patient a short distance to the rear, where

a tourniquet was applied. A few minutes afterwards the enemy was dislodged, when orders were received for tbe troops to cross

as speedily as possible, and the train was not allowed to halt until it reached Mecbanicsville, five miles distant, where Acting

Assistant Surgeon C. Rodgers, assisted by another medical officer and myself, amputated the leg at the knee joint, adopting the

method of double flaps and removing the patella and a section of the condyles of the femur. The patient was then placed in an

ambulance and taken to Haxall's Landing, which place was reached on May 15th, and whence he was sent by water to general

hospital." Acting Assistant Surgeon T. Liebold communicated the following termination of the case: "The patient was

admitted to Point Lookout Hospital May Kith. The stump was much inflamed and the pus retained by sutures, which were

removed. Two days after his admission, secondary hemorrhage cume on at noontime. Happening to be near at the time 1 was

enabled to stop it immediately, so that not more than from four to six ounces of blood was lost. Tbe stump was then opened

again entirely and the anterior tibial artery, from which the ligature had come off, was religated in a few minutes by Surgeon A.

Heger. U. S. A., in charge of tbe hospital. The patient died May 28, 1)8(14, from exhaustion, having bad severe diarrhoea and

profuse discharge of pus from an abscess in the stump. He was also attacked with vomiting of bile."
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Table LV.

Summary of One Hundred and Eight Canes of Primary Amputation at the Knee Joint for Shot Fracture.

[Recoveries, 1-50; Deaths, 51-107 : Result unknown. 108.]

Kn |

Name, military*
Description, and ac.k.

Baker, E.V., Pt., A, 38th July 17.

Wisconsin, age 17. 1864,

Beaker, H., Serg't, F, 5th July;*,
Mich. Cavalry, age 27. 18fc

Regie, G-, Pt, E, 91st Indi- Aug. 3,

ana, age 22, 1804
Bowai. II. , Pt., K, 52d North July !J,

Carolina. 1803.

Bragg, W., Serg't, F. 8th May 27,

Penn. Cavalry, age 23. 1864,

Brooks, J. M.. Pt, A, 17tli June 21

l'enn. Cavalry, age 28. 1863.

Credon, J., Pt., A, 91st New May 27,

Vork, age 45. 1803.

Darkes, J., Pt, B, 10th In- Aug. ID
tan try, age 33. 18(14.

David, T., Pt, A, 90th Penn- Dec. 13,

sylvania, age 27. 18(12.

Dew, G. E.. Pt., G, 12th N. June 3,

Hampshire, age 22. 1864.

Everett, J., Serg't, G, 142d May 23,

Pennsylvania, age 27. 1864.

Freeman. C, Pt., B, 210th Mar. 31

Pennsylvania, age 32. 1865.

Gallot, E. F., Pt., E, 146th June 2
New Vork, age 36. 1804.

Hare, F., Corp'l, B, fith Wis- May
consin, age 23. 1864.

Harklns, J. B., Pt, K. 119th Dec. 13
Pennsylvania, age 22. 186:

Heinle, J., Pt., G, 51st Perm- June 3
svlvania, age 23. 1864

Herbert, C., Pt, C, 60th N. Aug. 25.

York, age 19. (Alias Chas. 1864.

St. J. Nichols.)

Hopkins, W., Pt., E, 6th Sept U
Michigan Cavalry, age 32. 1863,

Howard, J. If., Corpl, D, May 1

61st Virginia. 1864
Ivey, A., Serg't, I), 7th Wis- July
consin, age 26. 1863,

Janes, II. C, Lieut., E, 15th May 16.

Virginia. 1864.
Karnes, IV. II., Pt., G, 11th June 9.

Virginia Cav.. age 40. 1863.

Kanl, J., Pt, G, 29th New Aug. 29.

York, age 21. 1862.

Kelly, It, Artificer, U. S. Aug. 18,

Engineers, age 23. 1864

Kerr, G., Serg't, H, 2d Cav- June 11

airy, age 41. J864
Kuhn. A"., Pt, F, 99th Ohio, July 19,

age 28. 1864

Lapham. C. N.,C«rp'I, K, 1st July 8
Vermont Cavalry, age 23, 1863.

Leonard, W.J., Pt., K. 43d May 16,

Alabama, age 20. 18*64.

Matson, L. J., Pt., K, 2d N. April 31,

York Cavalry, ago 21. 1865.

Date

Injury

McGee. J.. Pt.. G. 2d 1

Island, age 22.

McMullen,' II. J.. Pt.,

Georgia, age 20.

bode May 5,

1864.

Mav :t,

1863.

Nature of Injury-

.

Hifle ball fracture of bones of
right log, involving knee.

Conoidal ball comminuted head
of left tibia.

Conoidal ball fracture of left

log, involving knee joint.

Shot fracture of left leg. (Also
wound of right ankle.)

Conoidal ball fracture of left

tibia.

Cannon shot fracture two ins.

below left knee joint, sever-

ing leg.

Musket ball comminuting left

patellaand opening knee joint.

Disruptnre of left leg at upper Aug. 20,

third by a solid shot, 1864.

Date
OF

OPEKA-
TION.

July 18,

1804.

July 4,

] 863.

Aug. 3,

1864.

July 3,

186:t.

May 27,

1864.

June21.
1803.

May 27,

1B03.

Operation and otkkator.

Flap: remov'g patella; Butch-
er's operation, by Surg. A. F.

Whelan, 1st Mich. S. S.
Antero- posterior flap

Flap; thro' condyles of femur.

by Surg. J. T.Woods. 99th O.
Amputation at knee joint

Flap amputation, by Assistant
Surg. 11. (l Chritzman, 8th

Penn. Cavalry.
Amputation at knee joint

Shot fracture of right tibia and
fibula, upper third.

Grape shot fracture of left leg.

Conoidal ball fracture of right

tibia and fibula.

Conoidal ball fracture and great
splinteringof patella and tibia

of left leg.

Conoidal ball comminuted frac-

ture of upper third of loft leg.

Shot fracture of bones of left

leg.

Shot wound of the left leg

Shell wound of right leg, upper
third.

Two shot wounds of right leg
by conoidal balls, fracturing

beads of both bones and their

lower thirds.

Conoidal ball penetrating cav-
ity of left knee joint.

Shot wound of knee joint

Shot fracture of upper third of

left tibia.

Shot wound of knee joint ,

Conoidal ball fr .- t;;;e of bead
of left tibia.

Musket ball perforated head of
right tibia; joint not involved.

Conoidal ball entered near tu-

berosity of left tibia, lodging
on external condyle of femur,
slightly injuring it.

Conoidal ball wound of upper
third of right leg.

Conoidal ball comminuted frac-

ture of right tibia, extending
nearly to knee joint.

Both legs carried away by a
solid shot.

Shot comminution of tibia and
fibula just below knee joint.

Conoidal ball wound of left leg,
\

injuring knee joint.

Conoidal ball fracture of right I

tibia and fibula.

Shot fracture of the leg

Dec. 13,

1802.

June 3,

ieo4.

May 24,
18*64.

April 1,

1805.

June 3,

1864.

May 0,

1864.

Ant. and post, flaps; one half of

patella retained, by A. Surg.
J. '1'. Myers. 91st New York.

Anterior rectangular flap ampu-
tation, involving patella, lat-

eral and inferior surfaces of

condyles, by Surg. A. A.
White, 8th Maryland.

Flap amputation at knee, re-

taining patella ami condyles,
by Ass't Surg. C. C. Lee, U.
S. Army.

Flap amputation at knee joint.

Lateral flap : patella retained:

a small section of condyles
size of ahalf dollar remo'd, by
Surg. J. Lbersole, 19th Ind."

Antero-postcrior flap; remov-
ing patella, by Surg. J. J.
Comfort, 190th*Pcnu.

Antero posterior flap, by Surg.
La Grange. C. S. A.

Amputation at knee joint, by a
Confederate surgeon.

Dec. 13,] Amputation at knee joint, by
1862. ' Surgeon J. P. Lcidy, 119th

Pennsylvania.

Flap; by Surg. A. F. Whelan,
1st Michigan S. S.

Long posterior flap, by a Con-
federate surgeon.

Amputation at knee joint, by a
Confederate surgeon.

Amputation at knee joint

,
BMateral skin flap, by Surg. J.

i

Ebersole. 19th lndinna.
Amputation at right knee joint.

i

Amputation left knee joint, by
i

a Union surgeon.
Double flap amputation

June 3,

1864.
Aug. 27,

1864.

Sept. 17,

1863.

May 12,

1864.

July 1.

1803.

Mav 10,

1864.

June 10,

1863.

Aug. 29,

1862.

Aug. 18,, Antero-posterior flaps; patella

1804. 1 not removed, by Ass't Surg.

G. M. McGill, U. S. A.

June 1 1. Amputation at kneo joint, by
1864. i Union surgeon.

July 19. Short flap, leaving condyles of
1804. i femur intact, by Surg. J. T.

Woods. 99th Ohio.
July 10, Amputation left knee joint by
1803.

i

ant.-post. flap 'also amp. right

thigh, middle third), by Surg.

L. P. Woods. 5th N- Y. Cav.
Antero-posterior flap: remov-
ing patella.

Anteroposterior flap amputa-
tion.

Short post, flap; patella remo"d.
by Surg. G. W. Carr. 2d K. I.

Amputation at knee joint

May 10,

1864.

April I.

1865.

Mav 5.

1864.

Mav I.

1863.

Result and Remarks.

July 30th, haam. Semicirclo of
bone removed. Discb'd Mav
:J0, 1865.

Stump bcal'dbv first infen. Disch.
Dec. 14, '03. '(Also fract. jaw.)

Stump perfectly healed. Disch.
Juno -J I, 1865!

Recovery. January 12, 1864.

Discharged April 6. 1865.

Sept. 10, amp. lower third thigh.

Disch'd July 28, 1865. (TABLE
XL, No. 14. p. 320.)

September 1st, entirely healed.
Discharged Mar. 29, 1866. The
stump is tender.

August 30, gangrene. To regi-

mental headquarters Deo. 17,

1864. Stump healed.

Disch'd Feb. 21, 1803. Died Feb.
25, 1870. BliINTON (J. 1L), On
Amp. at the Knee Joint, etc., in

Am. Jour Med. Sri., 1808, Vol.

LV. p. 324.

June 23d, lupm.; 24th, lig. fern.

artery. Disch'd Nov. 18, 1864.

Discharged January 22, 1865.

Spec. 4857.

Discharged Aug. 3, 1865; good
stump.

Discharged January 20, 1860.

Healthy stump.
Gang. Aug. 0, re-amp. mid. th'd

thigh. Discb'd May 22, 1865.

(Table xxxix, No.39.p.3i4.)
Disch'd Mar. 19, 186;j. Diseased
stump: violent neuralgia : hec-
tic fever; exhausting diarrhoea.

Died May 19. 1S07.

Discharged June 1, 1805. Died
May 1, 1870.

Discharged June 9, 1865, Can-
not wear an artificial limb.

Sound stump. Disch'd March
23, 1864.

Recovery.

Discharged May 14, I8C4.

Recovery.

Exchanged and furloughed Mar.
12, 1804.

Mar. 12, 1863, patella raised and
movable. Disch'd April 30, '63.

Died Dec. 13. 1878; dropsy.
Disch'd Jan. 23, 1865. MAKKOE
(T. M.). Amp. Knet Joint, in

N. Y. Med. Jour., 1867-68, Vol.

VI, p. 503. Stump tender.

Disch d October 17, 1864. Died
1865.

Discharged June 21, 1865.

Disch'd August25. 1864. (Case
436, p. 224. and No. 336, TABLE
XXXI, p. 231.)

Recovered July 31, 1864.

Gangrene ; sloughing. Portion of

femur removed with forceps.

Discharged Sept 2. 1865.

Discharged Oct. 15, 1864. Stump
never healed entirely.

Protrusion of condyle. May 23d.

amp. thigh, lower third. June
5th, litem.; lig. femoral artery.

Recovery. (Table XXXVI,
No. 130, p. 295.)

Surg. Ill—51
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56

57

58

59

t;o

61

62

S3

64

65

66

67

68

69

Namk, Military
DKSC'Illl'lIOX, AND ACiE.

Datk
OF

I.NJUIiY

181M.

May •"»

1S("i4.

Natuke of Injury.

Datk
of

Opera-
tion

May 24, Shot wound of the upper ex-Mitchell.A., Pt., I', Palmetto
S. S., ugo 17.

Muir, I.., Pt., I. -".tli Vermont,
age S!5.

O'Brien, P., Pt., I', 39th X.
York, age 27.

Puce, II.. l't.. <;, 113d Penn-
sylvania, ago 3:1.

l'adgett, C- S-, Serg't, K, I June :j,
j
Coiiuidnl ball comminuted fr

ISith New Jersey, nge 23. 18(14.
| tare of right tibia aial tibilla.

r (Also fracture of left radius.)

tl'etnity ef tibil

Shot fracture of left leg four
inches above ankle.

Viic. 14. Uonoidal ball fracture of left

1864.
,

tibia two ins. below knee j't.

May 5, C.mnidal ball fraet. of artieula-

I8ti4. ! ting surface head of right lib.

Raftay, P.. Pt., C, Slst .Mis.

sissippi, age 411.

itist, c. II., l't.. A, 36th Wis
cousin, age 19.

Uogers, J. W., Pt., U, 6th
Wisconsin, age 47.

Sholes, H.. Pt.. D,26tn New-
York, age 20.

Stewart, W., Pt., K, 2d .Mich-

igan, age 28.

Stratton. E. L., Capt . V.
12th New Jersey, age 24.

Struble, E. II., l't.. I'. 19th
Ohio, age 2o.

Swittmburg, ./. C.Capt., II.

Kith Miss., ttgo 27.

Trent. S. A.. Pt., 2d Rich-
mond Howitzers.

Turner, J. £., P., (1, 1st S.

Carolina, nge 20.

Unknown, age about 30.

Wheeler, T. II., Serg't. E,
1st Mich. Car., age 32.

Woodruff. A. ()., Corp'l, D,
5th Artillery, ago 23.

1'ouvg, /,. C, Pt., A, 3d Vir-
ginia Cavalry, age 31.

Harrier. J. C. Pt., G, 52d
Virginia, age 40.

Barker. J., l't., I. 38th Mass.,

age 42.

Bates. O. S.. Pt , A. 20th

Mass., age 24.

Bingham, D., Corp'l, H,LI8th
Pennsylvania, age 36.

Briggs, J., Pt.. A, 20th New
Vork.

Brooks. E., l't., K, 19th Vir-
ginia, ago 26.

Ilutler. (i.. Pt., C, 8th New
Jcrsev. age 19.

Campbell. B. J.. Pt., II. 5th
New Vork, nge 22.

Chase, .1. »., l't.. K, 24th N.
York Cavalry, age 49.

Clark, W.. Pt., A, lllth
Pennsylvania.

Cole, P., Pt., G, 61st New
Y'ork.

Conland, (>., Pt., I, lilst N.
York.

Cornell. .1.. Pt.. B, 7th West
Virginia.

Corrigan, A. Mo.Q., Major.
9th New York Cavalry,
age 27.

May 25,

1804.

May 0.

lSt>4.

Aug. 15

1864.

Mav 5,

1804.
June 4.

1804.

Mav 0. I
Shot wound of left knee May

1804. I 1804.
June 1, Conoidal ball fracture of upper June!
1864. third of left tibia, extending

!
1804.

into knee joint.

Aug. IK
1864.

Dor. 13

1862.

June 17

1804.

Mav 3,

1803.

May 22,
1862.

Aug. 21

I-.!.

Mav 12,

1804.

July I,

1803.

Dec. 13
1802.

Mav 31,

1804.

July 3,

1863.

Mav 12,

1864.

May 30,

1864.

June 17,

1804.

June 24,

1804.

June 26.

1804.

Dec. 13,

1802.

April 20.

1865.
Aug. 10.

1864.

Aug. 19.

1804.

June 16,

1804.

Sept. 17.

1862.

July 3.

1863.

Mar. 25.
180.->.

Mav 31,

1804. '

May 12.

1804.

Conoidal ball fracture of left

tibia and fibula immediately
below knee.

Shot wound of right knee . . .

Shell wound just below right
knee, nearly severing leg.

Conoidal hall fracture of head
of right tibia.

Shell, taking Off left leg below
knee.

Conoidal ball shattering upper
third left leg.

(iunshot wound of knee

Shell wound of right leg. in-

volving knee joint.

Shot fracture of the leg

Aug. 19.

1864.

Dee. 15.

1802.

June 17.

1804.

May 4.

1803.

Mav 22
1802.

Aug. 21.

1804.

Mav 12.

1804.

July 2,

1803.

Primary

Shot wound of right tibia and
fibula, implicating knee joint.

Conohlal ball fracture of upper
third of left tibia. (Also
wound of right leg.)

Pistol ball injuring both right

tibiaand femur, involving the
knee joint.

Shot wound right leg ami lelt

shoulder.
Shot wound left leg and right

thigh.

Shell fracture of middle third

of left leg.

Shot shattering right leg ex-

tensively.

Shot fracture of left tibia

Shell fracture of right leg

Fracture of left leg by a frag-

ment of shell.

Shot wound of right leg, in-

volving knee joint.

Siiot fructuro of left tibia ami
fibula.

Shot fracture of right leg

Shot fracture of both bones of

left leg.

Shot wound of the left knee
joint.

Shot fracture of left knee joint.

Conoidal hall fracture of upper
extremity of right tibia and
wound of ant. tibial artery.

May 31,

1804.

July 3,

1863.

-Mav H,
I8C4.

Primary

.June 17.

1H(J4.

Jnne24,
1804.

June 0(1.

1804.

Deo. 13,

18C2.

April 20.

1865.

Aug. 10,

1864.

Aug. 20.

I 1804

June IG,

1804.

Sept. 17,

' 1802.

I July a
1 863.

Mar. 95.

ISO.").

Primary

Mav 12,

1804.

CounaK, E. C.
t Col.. loth Aug. 21, Musket ball fracture of right Aug. 21

Miss., age 32. 1804.
i leg near knee. 1804.

Douglass. J , Serg't, O, 03d Nov. 24. Fractureofright leg. extending Nov. 24,

Indiana. 1804 ' to knee j't. bv n cannon ball. 18f.4.

Draher, W., I't.. II, 51st June 3, Shot fracture of upper third of June 3.

Pennsylvania, age 32. 1804. left leg. (Wound of shoulder.) IPG4.

Fitzsimraons, J. M.. l't., E, June 18. Conoidal ball fracture of right June is
10th Indiana, age 22. 1864. leg. 1804.

Gervig, II., I't., K, 15th X. Mar. 31, Conoidal ball fracture, involv- Mar. 31,

York Artillery, age 28. 2865. infr right knee joint. 1805.

OPERATION AND OPERATOR.

Amputation at knee joint

( Circular amputation ut knee
joint.

Flaps, by Sing. N. llaywnrd.
20th Mass.

Skin flaps, by Surg. ,1. Eber-
sole, 19th Indiana.

Antero-post. Maps • retaining

patella but removingarticular
surface of condyles, by Surg.
A. Satterthwnite, 12th N. ,1.

Amputation at knee joint

Result and Remarks.

and condyles, by Surg. J. M
Burr, 4-Jd New York.

Flap amputation at knee joint.

Slough 'g; both eonilyles exposed.
Furluughed Sept. 10, 1804.

Discharged May 2',', "05. Stump
enlarged: cannot use artif. leg.

Discharged June 19. 1805. Died
August 11, 1800.

Discharged August 31, 1864.

Discharged J nl v 13, 1805. Bkin-
TON" (J.H.),A>ii. .Jour. Mai. Set.,

1808, Vol. 55, p. 322.

Retired January 31, 1805.

< Osteoplastic, leaving patella Ulceration of cartilages. Dec. 15,

Amputation, In-

tl. S. V.
T. Sii

Antero-posterior flaps; remov-
ing patella and condyles, bv
Surg. S. S.French, 20th Mien.

Amputation knee joint, leaving
patella intact, by Ass't Surg.
.1. T. Calhoun, V. S. A.

Flap amputation, bv Surg. F.

T. Hurxthal, 19th Ohio.
Amputation at knee joint, by
Surg. J. Ebersole, 19th Incl."

Amputation at knee joint, by
Surg. — Capers, C. S. A.

Amputation at knee joint

Long ant. and short post, flups :

patella and condyles retained,

by Surg. J. H.Brinton.tT.S.V.

Flap amputation, by Surg. C>.

K. Johnson, 1st Mich. Cav.
Amputation, by Ass't Surg. B.
Howard, U. S. A.

Long anterior flap, by Surg. C.
It. Gibson, C. S. A.

Amputation at knee joint

Oval flap amput'n at left knee
and amp. low. third r't thigh.

Antero-posterior flap, at left

knee joint, by Surg. X. Hay-
ward, 20th Mass.

Double (lap; condyles of femur
sawn oft" and patella removed.

Amputation at knee joint, re-

taining patella.

Amputation at knee joint

Amputation at knee joint

Flap amputation at knee joint.

Amputation at knee joint

Amputation at knee joint.

Amputation at knee joint, by
Surg. C. S. Wood, 06th N.Y.*

Amputation at knee joint, by
A.Surg.C-S.Hoyt,120th N.Y.

Amputation at knee joint, by
Surg. M. Rizer, 72d Penn.

Antero-posterior flap; remov'g
patella and a section of eon-
ilyles ofienmr. by A.A. Surg.
C. ltodgers and Surg. A. P.
Clark, 0th N. Y. Cavalry.

Anteroposterior flap, bv Surg.
A. A. White. 8th Maryland.

Amputation at knee joint

Lateral flap amp. at knee joint,

by Surg. A. F. Whelan, 1st

Michigan S. S.

Amputation at knee joint

Amputation at knee joint, by
Surg. A. A. White, 8th Md.

amp. Ihigh, lower third. Dis-

charged May 20,'05. Spec. 3514.

(Case 492, p. 318, and TABLE
XL, Xo. 82, p. 321.)

Bone protruded. Disch'd March
23, 1805.

Gang. March, 3803. amp. thigh,

low. third. Disch'd Dec. 11, '03.

(Table XL, No. 84, p. 321.)
Sloughing. Discharged May 4,

1805. Tender cicatrix.

Discharged January 3. 1804.

Discharged March 10, 1863.

Exchanged February 23, 1805.

Retired November 5, 1804.

Exchanged March, 3, 1804.

Recov'd, withgoodstump. Brin-
TON (J.IL),Cm Amp. at the Kvee
Joint, etc., in Am. Jour. Med.
Sci., 1808, Vol. LV, p. 310.

Juno 10th, gangrene. Disch'd

Nov. 12, 1804.

Discharged May 28, 1804. Poor
stump, with very thin covering.

July 27th, amp. thigh, mid. third;

gangrene ; recovery. Spec. 5514.

(TAB. XXXIX. No. 100, p. 315.)

Died June 14, 1804.

Died June 28, 1804. (TABLE
XXXII, No. 1014, p. 257.)

Gangrene. Died August 19, '04
;

exhaustion.

Gang.: ha?m. Died July 25, '04;

pyaemia.
Died December 13. 1802.

Erys.; bed si >res ; huge abscesses.

Died May 11, '05: exhaustion.
Died November ^t*, 1804: chronic
diarrhoea.

Died September 19, 1864.

July 7th, lig. fern, artery. Died
I July 9, 1804 ; constitutional irri-

tation.

Died October 10, 1862.

Died July 9, 1863.

Died April 19, 1865.

Died June 3, 1864.

May 18th, haem., oz.; popliteal

artery ligated; diarrhoea. Died
May 28, 1804: exhaustion.

Sept. 2d, tuem., 14 oz.; Sept. :id,

lig. femoral : Sept. 10th, hsem.
recurred and proved fatal.

Died November 25. 1864.

June 11th, hsem. Died June 24,

1804 : exhaustion.

Parts gangrenous. Died August
17, 1804, of injury.

Died April 7, 1805; exhaustion.
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Nahk, Military
Description, and Age.

Date
of

Injury. I

Nature of Injury.

Date
OF

Opera-
tion.

Operation and Operator.

Gooley, N., Pt., 0, ?:!<! Ohio.

Gould, M. W., Curp'l, H,
3fith Illinois, age 20.

O.ricc. T., Pt., E, 38th Col'd
Troops, age 22.

Solicit, W. 0., C'orp'l, M, 1st

Iowa Cavalry.
Harbor, E.. Pt., G, 21st Vir-

ginia Cavalry, age 33.

Hedder, W., Pt., C, 56th X.
York.

Hughes. A. J., Pt., B, 14th
Infant! v. age 26.

Johnson, T. II., Pt., F, »5th
Ohio.

.Judd, W. 15., Adjutant, !>7th

New York.
Kennedy. J. A., Corp'I, H,
3Mli Ohio, ago 24.

Koch, J. R., .Serg't, P, 69th
Penn.. age 22.

Krowlow, II., Pt., A, 06th
New York, ugo 18.

Lepper, W. 1'., Pt., II, L43d
Pennsylvania.

Long, J. W., •Serg't, I, 8th
Kansas, age 23.

Long, W., Pt., A, 1st Mis-
souri Artillery, ago -10.

Matthews, S.,' Pt., A, 93d
Pennsylvania, age 28.

McCullough. \V. T., Serg't,
I, 2d New York.

Merrill, S., Pt., I. 39th Mass.,
aire 3D.

Oppennan, J., l't.. E, 8th
New Jersey.

Parmentcr, 'E. M., Pt., I,

15th Massachusetts.
Rathburne, E., Pt., c, 36th
Wisconsin, age 27.

Sea, J.. Pt., H, 24th Virginia.

Ribinger, It, l't., 11, 27th
Pennsvlvania.

Roberts', E. P.. Corp'I, G,
107th Illinois, age 20.

Russell. J.. Pt., ]), 27th July 30,
Michigan, age 51. 1864

Scott, J., Pt., F, 1st X. Y. May 31
Dragoons, age 33. 1864.

Slater. P.. Pt.. I, 170th New May 24.

York, ago 45. 1864
Smith, II.. Pt.. I, 14th New June 7,

Jersey, ago 24. : 1864.
Stanley, W., Pt., II, 53d Dec. 13.

Pennsylvania, age 26.
j

1862.

Storey, J. M., Pt., H, 37th July 30.

Wisconsin, age 30. , 1864.

Sutton, G. II., Pt.. B, Pur- Aug. 18.

nell's Md. Legion, age 34. ! 1864.
Swan, D. K., Pt., F, 38th , Sept. 1,

Ohio, age 18.
|

1864.
Thompson, I. R., Pt., I, 6th May 11.

Wisconsin, ago 2'),
i 1864.

Tilburv, G., Pt.. E, 74thlMav27,
Illinois. I 1864.

Turner, W. H., Serg't. 6th May 6,

New York Battery, ago 26. 1864.

105 Waldenburg, G . Pt., A. 46th July 30.

New York, age 29. I 1864.

100

101

102

103

May 25,

1864.

May 14,

1864.

Sept. 29.

1864.

Aug. 27,

1863.

Aug. 4,

1864.

June 1,

1862.

May 5,

1864.

Aug. 30,

1862.

Feb. 7,

1865.

Sept. 1,

1864.

June Hi,

1864.

Mar. 31,

1865.

May 5,

1864.

Deo. 16,

1864.

Sept. 21,

1862.

May 15,

1864.

Aug. —

.

i 1862.

Feb. 7,

1865.

May 5,

1864.

Sept. 17,

|

1862.
' May 31,
1 1864.

May 10,

1864.

June 11.

1862.

Feb. 18,

1865.

Shot wound of the knee. (Also
wound of neck.)

Conoiilal ball fracture of left

tibia and fibula in mid. third.

Colloidal ball fracture of right

leg.

Slmt fracture of the right leg.

.Shell fracture of right tibia and
fibula, extending into knee j't.

Shut fracture of leg, involving
the knee joint.

Couoidal ball wound of left

knee.
Gunshot wound

Shot fracture of knee, severe.

.

Conoidal ball fracture of the
right tibia.

Grapcshot fracture of left knee
joint.

Shot wound of the right leg.

May 2-",,

1864.

May 15,

1804.

Sept. 29,

1864.
A ug. 27.

1863.

Aug. 4,

1864.

June 1,

1662.

May 5,

1864.

Aug. 31,

1862.

Feb. 7,

1865.
Sept. 2,

1864.

June 1(5,

1864.

Result and Remaukb.

Amputation at knee Joint, by i
Died August 14, 1864

Surg. I. N. Ilimes, 73d Ohio. '

Circular umput'n at knee joint. Died September 19, 1864; chronic
diarrhoea.

Amputation at knee joint I Died March 21, 1865.

Disarticulationat knee joint, by
Surg. J. (J. Lynch, 1st Mo. Cav.

Anterior skin flap; patella re-

moved : condyles of femur
undisturbed.
A mputation at knee joint

Anteroposterior flap at knee
joint.

Amputation at left knee joint.

Died September 3, 1863.

Died Aug. 20, 1864; exhaustion
consequent upon excessive ich-

orous discharge : autopsy.
June 13th, amp. thigh, mid. third;

29th,haem. Died July 3, 1862;
exh.,diar., bed sore. Spec. 4933.

Died June 6, 1864. Card Photo'*
A. M. M., Vol. 2, p. 45.

Died September 21, '62; tetanus.

Amputation at knee joint Died February 19, 1865.

. April 1,

I 1865.

Couoidal ball fracture, iuvolv- May 5,

iug right knee joint.
j 1864.

Conoidal ball fracture of right Dec. 17,

leg. ! 1864. i

I

Shot wound, involving head of Sept. 21,

right tibia and patella. 1862.

Shot comminuted fracture of May 17,

lelt tibia and fibula.
|

1804.

Gunshot wound of leg On field.

Shot fracture of upper third of
right tibia.

Conoidial ball fracture of left

knee joint.

G unshot fracture of leg

Feb. 7,

1865.

On field.

Flap amputation at knee joint.

Circular amput'ii at knee joint,

by Surg. G. L. Potter, 145th

Pennsylvania,
Antero-posterior flaps at knee
joint.

Antero-posterior flaps at knee
joint, leaving condyles and
patella, probably by Surg. J.

H. lirinton, U. S. V.
Flap, by Surg. J. R. Ludlow,
U. S. V.

Amputation at knee joint

Lateral flap at knee joint ......

Amputation at knee joint

Flap amputation at knee joint.

Conoidal ball fracture of right Mav 31.

tibia. 1864.

Conoid, ball fract. of patella and May 1 8,

articular surf, ofhead of tibia- ! 1864.

Gunshot wound of the knee June 11,

joint. ! 1862.

Shell shattering both bones of Feb. 18,

left leg in upper third. 1865.

Fracture of upper third of right July 30.

leg by a conoidal ball.
|

1864.
Conoidal ball shattering bones i June 1,

of left leg.
|

1864.

Fracture of upper third of left May 26,

leg by a conoidal ball. 1864.

Conoidal ball wound of left leg June 7,

and right thigh.
|

1864.

Conoidal ball fracture of upper Dec. 14,

third of right leg. ' 1862.

Grapeshot fracture of left tibia July 31,

and fibula. 18*64.
\

Fract. of mid. third of left tibia Auff. 19,

and fibula by conoidal ball,
i

1864.

Shot fracture of the right tibia. Sept. 1,
1 1R64.

Shell comminuted fract. of left i May 12,

tibia and fibula near knee. 1864.
Shot fracture of the right leg. J May 27,

j

1864.

Cannon ball struck left leg, : May 6,

fracturing the tibia and the 1864.

Conoidal ball fracture of right July 30,

tibia. (Also wound of left
j

1864.

heel.)

Died December 24, 1864 ;
chronic

pneumonia.
July 3, 4, hiem.. 15 oz.; lig. fern,

artery. Died July 12, 1864;
exhaustion.

Gang.: slough.: femur protrud.;

haem.; femoral artery lig.: June
23d, recur'd ; re-lig. 1 tied June
24, 1865; exhaustion.

Died Mav 15, '64, haem. (?) Bmx-
TONfJ.H.),Am. Jour, Med.Sci.,
1868, Vol. 55, p. 316.

Dec. 18th, haem. ;lig.int. artic. art.;

Dec. 25th, haem. fromext. artic.

art., 1 qt Died Dee. 26, 1864.

Died October 27, 1862; pyaemia, i

Spec. 467.

May 30th, hasm.: rec. June 3, 5, 8,

12; lig. pop. artery: basin. June
16. Died Juno 17, '64

;
pyemia.

Lig. sloug.; haem.: attempt to lig.;

tetanic symp. Died Sept. 7, '62.

Typhoid symptoms. Died March
3, 1865; pyaemia.

Bone removed. Died May 15,

1864.

Died October 13, 1862.

Flap, through the knee joint, Sloughing. Died June 9, 1864;
by Surg. N. Ilayward, 20th pyaemia; autopsy. U.S.San.
Massachusetts. ' Com. Mcms., Surg.Vol. I, p. 372.

Long posterior flaps, by Surg. Bone protruded. Died July 19,

C. IS. Gibson, C. S. A. 1864.

Amputation at the knee joint. . Died June 15, 1862.

Amputation, by Surg. N. Hav-
I ward, 20th Mass.

On field. Amputation at left knee joint..

i

Antero-posterior flap. liaudeu's

operation, by Surg. F. Ship-
j

pen. U. S. V.
Double skin flap, by Surg. A.
F. Whelan, 1st Mich. 8. S. I

Amputation at knee joint

Amputation at left knee j't, by
Surg. X. Hay ward, 20tli Mass.

Flap amp. at left knee j't and
amp. rig-lit thigh, lower third.

Amputation at knee joint, re-

moving the patella.

Amputation at knee j't, Batch- '

er's operation, by Surg. A. F.
Whelan. 1st Mich. S. S.

Amp. at knee joint, by Surg.
A. A. White, 8th Maryland. <

Antero-posterior flaps; reinov-
j

ing condyles.
Anteroposterior flaps, by Surg. '

A. J. Ward, 2d Wisconsin.
Amp., by Surgs. W. P. Pierce,

'

88th III., and H. E. Hasse, I

24th Wis.
The patella, condyles, and sy- '

novial surfaces were not re-

moved: and the capsules of

thejoint,divided at their distal
extremities, were preserved,
byAss't Surg. G. M. McGill.

, U. S. A.
Butcher's operation ; long ant.

flap; small portion ofcondyles
!

I
sawn off articulating surface,

by Surg. A. F. Whelan, 1st

|

Michigan S. S.

Slough.; cond. pro. Died Apr. 22,

'65;pyae. BitL\TON{J.H.),^m.
Jour. J/erf.A

,

ci.,'68,Vol.55,p.321.

Thigh inflam.; disch. from end of

stump. DiedAug. 18, 'til ;asthe.

Slough. June 16, haem.: 18th, lig.

fern. art. Died June 18/64 : col.

Died June 4, 1864; effects of
wounds.

Died June 17. 1864. (TABLE
XXXII, Xo- 1745. p. 265.)

Stump swollen and bulbous, thigh
honey-comb, by smal 1 abscesses;
chronic diarrh. Died April 26,

1663: exhaustion. Spec. 1240.

Slough. Aug. 16th, haem.; Apr.
14, 1865. amp. thigh, mid. third.

Died July 3, 65: gang. (TABLE
XXXIX, No. 157, p. 316.)

Died September 7, 1864; exhaus-
tion.

Died December 26, 1864.

Died June 27, 1864; exhaustion.

Died June 12, 1664.

May 20th, haem., 4 oz.; lurmorrh.
recurred: flaps opened, sloughy
tissue removed: end of bone
necrosed. Died May 27. 1864

;

pyaemia.

Abscess: diarrhoea. Died Aug.
15, 1864; exhaustion.
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Name. Mii.itaky
Description, akd Age.

Westncott, IS., Pt., I',

Massachusetts.
Wood, W. II.. Serg't, 1,

Tennessee.
Baker. J. .S\, Pt., D.
Virginia.

Date
of

I.SJLT.Y

|

] leo. 13,

1862.
i (lot. 8,

18<i-\

i May 12,

18'(i4.

Xatuue ok Ixjuiiy.

Shot fracture of leg ... .

Shot wound of lepr

Cnmridalball fractureof patella
and head of tibia.

OPERA-
TION.

Opehatios and Operator. Reslm.t and Remarks.

Dec. 13. Amputation at knee joint Died December 30, 18(12.

18B3.
Oct. 8,

j

Amputation at knee joint Died November 14, 'G'2 ; typhoid
1802. I fever.

May 13, Large posterior flap, bv Surg. ' May 15th, transferred to private
18IJ4.

I C. IS. Gibson, C. S. A.
\

quarters.

Intermediary Amputations at the Knee Joint.— Fifty-one intermediary operations

gave a fatality of 68.0 per cent., only sixteen of the fifty determined cases having a suc-

cessful issue. Three patients submitted to re-amputation in the thigh; one survived and

two succumbed.

Recoveries after Intermediary Amputation at the Knee Joint.—Of the sixteen cases

of this group three were Confederate and thirteen Union soldiers. The latter are all pen-

sioners, and were living in August, 1880. In one instance primary amputation in the

upper third of the leg had preceded the exarticulation at the knee, and in a second case

haemorrhage to the amount of sixteen ounces occurred from the popliteal artery seven days

after the amputation. The bleeding vessel was ligated, but haemorrhage recurring' three

days later, the femoral was successfully ligated:

Cask C46.—Private I). Meikle, Co. 1!, 11th Massachusetts, aged 20 years, -was wounded at Bull Run, August 30, 1862,

and admitted to Fairfax Seminary Hospital nine days afterwards. Surgeon D. P. Smith, U. S. V., reported: "The case was
one of gunshot wound of left knee joint, and the sequence of the injury was an amputation at the knee joint, performed by lateral

flaps, en September 2sth. Secondary haemorrhage to the amount of sixteen ounces occurred on October 4th from the popliteal

artery, when the stump was opened, the vessel dissected up for about two inches, and again tied. Three days afterwards haem-

orrhage recurred : the stump was again reopened and the artery dissected up into Hunter's canal, where, becoming the femoral,

it was then ligated. No further bleeding took place, and the patient recovered with a beautifully firm and broad stump." The
patient was discharged from service December 16, 1862. and pensioned. He was paid March 4, 1880. The stump was described

to be in good condition in the pensioner's application for commutation.

Cash 047.—Private ,J. M. McGce, Co. E, 119th Pennsylvania, age 19 years, was wounded at the Wilderness, May 5,

1804. Surgeon E. 1!. P. Kelly, 95th Pennsylvania, recorded his admission to the field hospital of the 1st division, Sixth Corps,

with " shot wound of right knee by a conical ball.'' Surgeon K. Bentley, U. S. V., who operated in the case, made the following

report :
" The patient entered Third Division Hospital, Alexandria, three weeks after receiving a wound of the right knee joint,

the ball passing beneath the patella. The bones were not much fractured, but the joint was swollen and painful and the leg

(Edematous. Circular amputation at the knee joint, by skin flaps, was performed on June 2d, sulphuric ether being employed as

the anaesthetic. At the time of the operation the patient had become very weak, his pidse quick and feeble, and he perspired

considerably, had cough and spat up blood. He reacted very well. Tonics, stimulants, and nourishing diet were given, and

simple dressings used. The wound healed up kindly, and the patient's general condition became much improved." The patient

was subsequently treated at various hospitals, and finally, after being provided with an artificial leg, be was discharged Septem-

ber 9, 1865, and pensioned. 'Examining Surgeon E. A. Smith, of Philadelphia, certified to '•amputation at the knee joint, with

preservation of the patella." The pensioner was paid March 4, 1880. In his application for commutation he represented the

stump of the amputated limb as being in a "sound" condition.

CASE 648.—Private W. H. Thomas, Co. A, 17th Infantry, aged 19 years, was wounded at Bull Run, August 29, 1862,

receiving a shot fracture of the upper third of the right leg. Assistant Surgeon B. Howard, U. S. A., reported that he ampu-

tated the leg on the field, on September 1st, at the knee joint, including the removal of the patella in the operation, which was

performed by the double flap method. Several days after the date of the injury the wounded man was removed to Washington

and admitted to Ascension Hospital, whence Surgeon J. C. Dorr, U. S. V., described his case as follows : "After his admission,

the sutures were found upon examination to have given away and the flaps were gaping. The patient had been much exhausted

by long marching prior to the battle, and it was feared that he would not survive the effects of the operation. Stimulants, beef

tea, and quinine were freely given, and finally, after repeated relapses, he has now (December 3d) nearly recovered, the stump

being covered with fine granulations, and bis strength having recuperated to its normal standard." The patient subsequently

passed through Carver and St. Elizabeth Hospitals, and on June 10, 1863, he was discharged, having been previously furnished

with an artificial leg. He afterwards entered the Veteran Reserve Corps, and was ultimately discharged from service April 5,

1834. and pensioned. He was paid March 4, 1880. In his application for commutation he reported the stump as being in a

good condition.

Fatal Cases of Intermediary Amputation at the Knee Joint.—The thirty-four opera-

tions were performed on three Confederate and thirty-one Union soldiers. Primary excision

of three inches of the fibula, and primary amputation of the leg at the upper third, had
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preceded the exarticulation at the knee in one instance each. Death was ascribed to

pyaemia in eleven, to haemorrhage in two, to gangrene in six, and to exhaustion in eight

instances. Autopsies were recorded in tour cases, and of nine cases specimens are preserved

in the Army Medical Museum.

Casf. G49.—Private M. 15. Aseltyne, Co. F, 10th Vermont, aged 22 years, was wounded in the left foot, at Mine Run,

November 'i7, 1803, and entered the Third Division Hospital, Alexandria, one week afterwards. Acting Assistant Surgeon A.

P. Crafts reported: "A conical ball entered the anterior surface of the foot, fractured the cuneiform bones, and was extracted

through the orifice of entrance, on the field. At the time of the patient's admission there was much tumefaction and inflamma-

tion of the foot and leg, which at first seemed to yield to treatment, lint, on December 10th, evidences of gangrene began to show

themselves, and four days afterwards the leg was amputated at the knee joint by Surgeon E. Bentley, U. S. V. The operation

was performed by the circular method, and by retaining the patella after disarticulating the joint. Chloroform constituted the

anaesthetic. Simple dressings were used to the stump, and tonics and stimulants, including iron and quinine, and acetate of

ammonia were given in the treatment. On December EOth, there were symptoms of pyaemia. The patient's countenance became

sallow and anxious, a severe chill occurred, and hiccough set in, followed by loss of appetite and by profuse sweating. Death

supervened on December 27, 180:!. At the post-mortem examination the liver, kidneys, spleen, and intestines were found healthy,

the lungs much discolored, and some effusion in the cavity of the chest. There was also great hypertrophy of the heart and

some effusion within the pericardium." A section of the stump, made by Surgeon J. H. Brinton, U. S. V., showed the femur to

be healthy, although denuded of periosteum for six inches above the joint. The synovial membrane on the crucial ligament was

congested, and the cartilage of the femur was thinned and softened, the whole color being changed and absorption commencing.

The ligature of the popliteal artery had partially sloughed, and the base of the long internal clot had come down and projected

through the opening made by sloughing in the walls of the vessel. The artery, showing its condition as described, was con-

tributed to the Museum by the operator. A wet preparation of it constitutes specimen 19c9 of the Surgical Section, and a

chromo-lithograpbic representation is shown on PLATE XXII, opposite page 730 of the Stroud Surgical Volume.

Case 6E0.—Corporal A. A. Lepper, Co. L, Sth Iowa Cavalry, aged 27 years, was wounded in the left leg, at the battle

of Cassville, May 20, 1804. He was admitted to hospital at Chattanooga on the following day. ami ten days afterwards he was

transferred to hospital No. 8, Nashville, whence Acting Assistant Surgeon R. T. Higgins made the following report: "The
injury consisted of a compound fracture of the tibia at the upper third. The day after admission the leg was placed i'^_ box

splint and kept there until, finding that the limb could not be saved, amputation or excision was determined upon; the foot

having become considerably swollen and slightly cedematous, and the wound discharging ichorous pus. On June 8th and 10th,

the patient also had severe chills, each attack lasting from twenty minutes to half an hour; pulse feeble and frequent; appetite

wanting. Upon a thorough examination of the parts, amputation was decided to be the more advisable operation, and was per-

formed at the knee joint, on June 13th, by Surgeon R. R. Taylor, U. S. V., in charge of the hospital. Rectangular flaps were

made, with circular section of muscles, and the condyles of the femur were taken off in the operation, chloroform being employed

as the anaesthetic. Two ounces of whiskey and forty drops of laudanum were administered at once after the operation, and

mustard plasters were applied to the ankle and wrists. The patient reacted slowly. Milk punch and beef tea were given

alternately every twenty minutes in half-ounce doses. On the following day he was troubled with colliquative diarrhoea and

involuntary discharges and began to sink rapidly. There was also another chill, but not so severe as the previous ones, and on

the second day the upper flap was found to be sloughing, dark in color, and gangrenous. Stimulants and nourishments were

continued freely. Death occurred on June 16, 1861. At the post-mortem examination the lungs were found to be engorged and

slightly hepatized and the intestinal canal slightly inflamed, the other organs being normal. The clot found in the femoral vein

was slightly adherent and the internal coat of the vein very much inflamed. The cause of death was thought to be pyaemia."

The upper half of the tibia of the amputated leg, a large fragment of it being partly necrosed and remaining in position, was

contributed to the Museum by Assistant Surgeon C. C. Byrne, U. S. A., and is specimen numbered 3758 of the Surgical Section.

Table LVI.

Summary of Fifty-one Cases of Intermediary Amputations at the Knee Joint for Shot Fractures.

[Recoveries, 1

—

If); Deaths, 17—50; Unknown result, 51.J

NO Name, Military
DESCRIPTION, and Ace.

Butler, T. ,/"., I.ieut., A, 38th
Virginia, nge 28.

Clark, O. II.. Serg't, II, 1st

Mass. Cav., age 30.

Desmond, II., Pt., I, 28th
Mass., age 2!>.

Frame, J. il. F.. Pt., I!. 4th

Virginia, age 33.

Hawlcy, I.. M., Serff't, I,

71st New York, age 21.

Lassitcr. V. M., Pt,. E, 32(1

Texas, age ] 7.

Date
OF

Injury

Julv 3,

1863.

Nov. 27,

1863.

Dec. 13.

18(12.

Sept. Hi.

1864.

Julv 2.

1163.

May20,
ls'iij.

Nature of Injury.

Fracture of upper third of left

leg bv conoidal ball.

Pistol hall wound of left knee
joint.

I- racture of head of right tibia

and patella; conoidal ball.

fracture and extensive com-
minution of right tibia 3 ins.

below knee joint.

Shi i fracture of both bones of

left leg in lower third.

Conoidal ball fracture of both
bones of right leg in middle
third.

Date
of

Opera-
tion.

Operation and Operator.

Julv 19, Amputation at knee joint, by
1863. . A. A. Surg. L. Fisher.

Dec. 2, [
Flap amputation at the knee

1863.
|

joint.

Dec. 21, Amputation at the knee joint.

1862.

Sept. 22, Circular amputation, patella

1864. I retained, by Assistant Surg.
(1. M. llurdette. P. A. C. S.

July 5, Flap amputation, by Surg. F.
1863. Prentice, 73d New York.
June 5, Amputation through condyles.
1864. removing patella; long ant.

short post, flaps.

Result and Remarks.

To prison April 23, 1864 ; after-

wards exchanged.
Discharged Oct. 4, 1864. Stump
tender.

Secondary nmp. lower third of
thigh. Disch'd Dec. 22, 1863.

(Table XL. No. 25, p. 340.)
Stump sloughed : typhoid fever.

Released June 28, 186").

Sept. 24th. entirely healed. Dis-
charged April 1!», 1865.

Post. flap slough.; June 10, haem.;
stump cicat'd j recovery. C. S.
Mcd.andSurg.Jonr.,\v\.2, p.28.
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n.uif, Military
Description, and Ac;e.

Date
of

Ixjuky.i
Nature of Injury.

Date
OK

I IPERA
TION.

Operation and operator.

|
McCaigue. S. B., Corp'l, II. Mav IS,

18:sd I'enn.,age 21. 1804.

McGet. J., Pt, E, U9tb May5,
Pennsylvania, age IU. 18tj4.

Meikle. D., Pt., I!, Hth Aug. 30,

Massachusetts, age SO. I 180S.
Nolan. P., Pt., (i, 13th Mass.. Aug. 29,

I

age SI. 180S.

Palmer. E.. Pt., 6th Maine Aug. ,9,

Battery, age 19. 18f>2.

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Shell fracture of bones of left May 27,

leg: primary amputation up- ]8ii4.

per third: sloughing.
Conoid, ball passrclben'thpatel. June 2.

r't knee, bones not much tract. 1864.

Shot wound of left knee joint. Sept. 28,

1862.
Musket ball fracture of right Sept. '!,

tibia ami fibula.
i

l^OS.

Shell fracture of rigid tarsus. Aug. 14.

metatarsus, and tibia. It-iiS.

J*

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

33

36

Pittman. W., Pt., G, 148th May 9,

Penn.. age 23. Ig(i4.

Shambaugh, C, Corp'l. B. Aug. 29,
11th Penn. Res., age 24. 1862.

Sheppard, P.. Pt., C, 34th May 31,

New York, age 25. 1802. I

Thomas, W. II.. Pt.. A. 17th Aug. 29,
Infantry, age 19. 1802. '

Wright, O., Pt., IJ, 12th Dec. 11,
Penn. lies., age 20. i 1802. i

Aseltyne, M. 1!.. Pt.. F, 10th Nov. 27,

Vermont, age 24. 1803,

Bailey. W. H-. Pt.. A. 20 June 9,

New York t'nv., age S3, 1803. !

Blaneheau, P., Pt., I, 28th June 4.

Massachusetts, age 22. 1804.

Brittuu, M. Corp'l, F. 7th I>cc.l3,

Penn. lies., ago 2!. 1802.
I

Carroll, P.. Pt., K. 45th June 3,

Pennsylvania, age 23. 1804.
Danzenbaker, L. II., Pt., 1 >, June 2,

10th New Jersev, age 21. 1804.

Eno, C, Pt., B.'iOst Ohio, July 20,
age 23. 1804. i

Farley, A.. Pt., I. 83d New May 9,

York, age 51. J804.

Puller. C. i;.
t Pt., D. 36th June 3,

Wisconsin, age 25. 1804.

Glazier, J. M., Pt.. IT, 55th May 31,

New York, age 27. 1802.

Hcadley. S. G., Pt.. P. 12th May 10,

New Jersey, age 34. 1804.

Henness]/, D., Pt.. 1. 8th Mav 5,

Alahama. 1862. I

Hicks, }V.
t Serg't. 11, 14th July 1,

|

Tennessee, age 28. 1803.

Shell, carrying away external May 10,

of malleolus of right ankle. 1804.

Musket hall fracture of both Sept. -1.

bones of left leg in upper third. 1863.

Shot fracture of right leg .

Colloidal hall fracture of right

tibia and fibula 3 ins. below
joint.

Musket b.ill wound of right

leg, involving knee joint.

Conoidal ball fracture of cunei-
form bones left foot : inflam-
mation of foot and leg.

Shut fracture of right leg

Hoscid, A., Pt.. I, 4th Mary-
land, age 27.

Jewell, IF., Pt,, D. 59th
Georgia.

Pepper. A. A., Corp'l. L, 8th
Iowa Cavalry, age 27.

McConnell, 0. W.. Pt., II,

40th Ohio.

McFarland,-A., Pt.. I. 150th
Penn., age 23.

McKennn, J., Pt., 1), 39th
New Jersey, ago 29.

Mansfield, M„ Corp'l, P. 2d
Connecticut H'vy Artillery,

ago 21.

Marys, D., Pt., C.90th Penn-
sylvania.

Mearns, J.. Pt., D, 154th N.
York, age 22.

Murray. J., Pt., B, 51st N.
York.

Ostrc, P., Pt., II, 72d New
York, age 21.

Parko, L. C, Pt., E, 11th
Vermont, age 28.

May 7,

1864.

Mav 10,

1864.

May 20,

1864.

1 April C,

1802.

Mav 10,

|

1864.

April 2,

1803.

Mav 31,

1804.

Mav 5,

1864.

Mav 4,

1803.

Mav 0.

1804.

Mav 10,

1804.

Juno I,

1804.

Fracture of exter. condyle and
slight tract, of inter, condyle
of right femur.

Musket ball fracture of cuboid
and astragalus of right foot.

Shot injury of right fibula;
primary excision.

Grapeshot struck inner condyle
of femur; joint opened.

Musket ball fraet. right tibia;

leg swollen and ecchymosed.
Shot tract, inter, malleolus of r't

ankle j't; tissues cedematous,
pus extend, nearly to knee j't.

Conoidal ball tract, ofos-caleis:
left foot and leg in very bad
condition.
Wounds through both ankles

;

comminution left ; fract. right;

swollen and sloughing.
Conoidal ball commin. fract. of
up. third of right tib. and lib.;

j't swollen and erysipelatous.
Shot fract. up. third left tibia;

knee joint opened by fissures.

Left tibia seriously injured and
partly fractured: sloughing;
ha?m. from post, tibial artery.

Conoidal ball fract. of malleo-
j

Slay 15,

lus and astragalus; left foot ' 1804.

and ankle much swollen.
Conoidal ball fracture of meta- May 22,

tarsal bones. 1804.

Comminuted fract. up. third of June 13,

left tibia by con. ball; foot
;

1864.
swollen ami cedematous.

Shot fracture of the leg April 10,

1 602.

Ball lodging in articulation be-
j

May 27,

side right external malleolus;
|

1804.

tissues cedematous.
Conoidal ball wound of left April 24,

ankle ; infiltration of pus in 1805.
tissues of leg.

Shot fracture of right tibia, ex- June 4, .

tending into knee joint. 1804. I

June 5,
1 1802.
Sept. 1.

18G2.

Dec. 14,
' 1802.

Dec. 14,

1803.

June 18,

1803.

June 8,

1804.

Dec. 26,

1802.

June 18,

1804.

June 7,

1804.
July 31.

1804.

iIay-15,
1804.

June 9,

1864.

June 4,

1802.

Mav 18,

1864.

Mav 17,

1802.

July 23,

18*(i3.

Shot wound of right leg
gangrenous.

parts

Shot wound of leg

Shot wound of right ankle. . .

.

Conoidal ball fracture of tibia.

ankle joint opened; leg swol-
len to knee.

Ball lodged in condyle of left

femur, splitting it into knee
joint.

Mav 10,

1804.

Mav 14,

1803.

Mav 18,

1804.

Mav2I,
1804.

J nne 7,

1804.

Amputation, by Ass't Surg. A.
Delaney, U. S. V.

Circular skin flaps, bv Surg. E.
Bentley, U. S. V.

Lateral flaps, by Surg. D. P.

Smith, U. S. V."

Markoe's operation; patella re-

tained ; condyles sawn off, by
Surg. E. Donnelly, 2d Pa. K.

.Anterior operation ; articular

surfaces of condyles sawn off,

leaving patella, by Surg, E.
Bentley, P. S. V.

Poste. muscular flap, by Surg.
I',, Bentley. V. S. V.

Single upper flap, patella not
removed, bv Ass't Surg. B.
Howard, U.S. A.

Circular amputation at knee
joint.

Double flap 2A ins. long, rem'g
patella and art. surfaces, by
A. Surg. B. Howard, U. S. A.

Flap amputation, by a Confed-
erate surgeon.

Circular amp., leaving patella,
1 by Surg. E. Bentley, U- S. V.

Amputation tit the knee joint.

Skin flap. 1 inch of condyle, in-

|

eluding fract. portion, reirTd,

by A.Surg.S.B.Ward.U.S.V.
Circular, by Surg. E. Bentley,

!
u. s. v.

Ant. -post, flap, rem gpatella.by
Surg. P. B. Bonteeuu.U.S.V.

Circular amp., skin flaps, by
Surg. E. Bentley. IT. S. V.

Antero-posterior flap, bv Surg.
J. B. Lewis, P. S. V.*

Circular bv skin Haps, by Surg.
E. Bentley, U. S. V.

Skin Hap, i inch of condyle
removed, by Ass't Surg. S.
B. "Ward. U. S. V.

Antero-post. flap at left knee
joint, by Surg. R.B.Bontecou.
IT. S. V.

Flap amputation, by A. A.
Surg. W. II. Ensign.

Amputation at knee joint, by
A. Surg. J.S. Billings, U.S.A.

Long ant. flap, leaving patella

and condyles, by A. A.Surg.
J. A. Draper.

Ant. post. flap, retaining pa-

tella and condyles, by Ass't

Surg. H. Allen. U.S.A.
Long post, flap, by Surg. C. B.
Gibson, C. S. A.

licotungular flaps; circ. sect.

muscles; condyles sawn off,

by Surg. 11. R. Taylor. U.S.V.
Amputation, by Ass't Surg. W.
D. Turner, 1st Illinois Light
Artillery.

Anterior oval skin flap,l>y Surg.
E. Bentley, U. S. Y.

Circular amputation at knee
joint, by Surg. E. Bentley,

u. s. V.
Post, flap ; ant. incision from
condyle over mid. of patella,

and condyles sawn off, by A.
A. Surg. J. P. Thompson.

Amputation at knee joint, by
Surg. J. Ebersole, 19th Iud.*

Amputation at the knee joint.

Amputation at the knee joint.

Long anterior, short post, flap,

leaving patella, by Ass't Surg.
G. A. Mursick. U. S. Y.

Ant. skin and post. muse, flaps;

h inch of condyles of femur
removed, by Surg. E. Bent-
ley, u. S. V.

Result and Remarks.

Mustered out July 13,1865. Ho
has caries of right tibia. Stump
tender.

Discharged September 9, 1865.

Oct. 4, hssm.; lig. of popliteal; 7th,

hami.: lig. fern. Dis. Dec. 10/02.
Patella raised 4 inches. Disch'd
August 29, 1863.

Discharged Oct. 23. 1862. Spec.

53. BRIXTON ( J. II.), Am. Jour.
Med. Sci., 1808, Vol. 5o, p. 322.

Disch'd June 32/65. 1870, stump
sound.
Stump healed; patella movable
4 ins. up the limb. Discharged
May 22, 1803.

Discharged April 2, 1803. Can-
not wear artificial limb.

Sutures gave way; flaps gaped.
Disch'd April 5, 1804. Stump
good, 1870.

Discharged January 19, 1863.

Died Dec. 27, 1803; pyaemia.
Autopsy. Spec. 1989.

Sloughing; luemurrhage, 20 02.

Died June 29, 1803.

June 12th, gang.; 14th, heem.
Died Juno 16th, '04; gangrene
and haemorrhage. Spec. 2056.

Jan. 7/03, hsera.; lig. fern.; gang.
Died Jan. 12, 1803. Spec. 4541.

Hsem. from ant. tibial ait. Died
Juno 22, 1804: exhaustion.

Died June 12, 1804 : gangrene.

Diarrhoea. Died August 9, 1804.

Died June 1", '04
: pvjemia. Spec.

2055.

Gangrene. Died June 13, 1804;
pyaemia. Spec. 2000. (Ampu-
tation was a last resort.)

Died June 10, 1802; pyaemia.

Tendency to slough. Died May
30, 1864.

Died August 27. 1802. Spec. 929.

Slough. Died Aug. 10. '03; exh.
Spec. 2051. Buintox (J. H.).
Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1808, Vol-
55, p. 324.

Slough. Died May 28. '04; gang.;
absorption. Am.Jour.Med. Sci..

1805, XL1X. p. 33.

Mav 24th, delirium. Died May
29, 1804.

Slough.; gang.; colliquative diar.

Died June 10, 1804; pysemia.
Spec. 3758.

Slough.: informed, amp. thigh.

Died April 25, 1802. (TaBLB
XXXVI, No. 481, p. 300.)

May 29th, gang., which caused
death June 7, 1864.

Died May 2, 1805; exhaustion.

Died June 16, 1864
;
pyaemia.

Popliteal sloughed; hasm.. 50 oz.

May 20th, amp. thigh. Died
Mav20.'04. Spec. 2340. (TABLE
XXXVI. No. 475, p. 300.)

Died June 7, 1803; haemorrhage
and anaemia.

Died May 20, 1804.

Died June 1. '04
;
pyaemia. U. S.

San. Com. Man.-.-., Surg. Vol. 1.

p. 52-J.

June 10th. gangrene. Died Juno
17, 1804

;
prostration.
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Name, Military
Dksciuition, ax u Age.

Rhlnehart, C., Pt., K, 74th
Pennsylvania, age 21.

Sandford, W. W., Pt., F,
103d Pennsylvania, age 21.

Sohrciber, A., Pt., A. SOth
Pennsylvania, age 17.

Sheldon. C. S., Serg't, G,
ll.Mli New Hampshire, age
21.

Sweeney, J., Pt., H, 9th
Maine."

Unknown, age about 3.1

Veazie, C. II., Pt.. C, 1st
Mass. Cavalry, age 21.

Velsor, A., Pt., D, 127th N.
York, age 3G.

Wilhelm, J., Pt., A, 37th
Ohio.

Chandler, A. J., Lieut., G,
40th Georgia, oge 25.

Date
OF

IX.IUHY.

Aug. 27,

1862.

Dec. 18.

1862.

Mav 10,

1864.

June 3,

1864.

July 18,

1803.

Nov. 27.

18(13.

Nov. 30,

1864.

Mav 17

1862.

May 26.

1864.

Natuke of Ixjuuy.

Shot wound of leg; primary
amputation up. third slough-
ing.

Ball passed between bones of
right leg 3 ins. below knee
joint: tibia indented : pus in

synovial cavity.

Wound of both legs ; fracture
of right tibia: round ball;
lfltb, hsem.; lig. post. tib. art.

Grapeshot tract, left ext. malle-
olus, communicating with an-
kle joint: gangrenous.

Right leg shattered by a grape-
shot.

Shot fracture of head of tibia,

extending into knee joint.

Tract, and extensive comminu-
tion of r't tibia atid fibula near
ankle j't ; much ecehyinosed.

liall thro, head of tibia, tract,

tibia and fibula; knee joint

involved.
Musket ball fracturing both
bones of left leg in middle

;

sloughing.
Fracture of right tibia, middle
third : colloidal ball : large
ulcer in leg.

Datk
of

Opera-
tion.

Sept. 21,

1862.

Tan. 10,

1863.

Mav 19,

1864.

June 22,

1864.

Julv 27.

1863.

Some
days af-

ter inju-

ry-

Dec. 6,

1863.

Dec. 9,

1864.

May 31,

1864.

June 21

I MM.

Operation" and Operator. Result and Remarks.

Circular amputation at knee
Joint, by Surg. E. Bentlev.

U. S. V.
Antero-postcrior flaps: condyles
were sawn off and patella re-

moved, by Surg. E. P. Mo-
rony 2d Maryland.

Antero-postcrior flap, remov'g
patella, by Surg. R. B. Bonte-
cou. I

T
. S. V.

Anterior post, flap, by Surg. II.

B. llontecou, II. S.'V.

Posterior flap amputation at the

knee joint.

Disarticulation at knee joint.

leaving patella; sawing otf tips

of condyles, by Ass't Surg.
C. C. Lee. U. S. A.

Antero-posterior flap through
knee joint, by Surg. E. Bent-
ley, i'. S. V.

Antero-posterior skin flaps, by
Ass't Surgeon C. F. Reber,

U. S. V.
Amputation at the knee Joint,

bv Surg. J. F. Gabriel, 11th
Ohio.

Amputation at knee joint thro
1

condyles, leaving patella.

Died September 23, 1862; gan-
grene.

Jan. Uth. chill and dyspnoea.
Died Jan. 12, 1863; pyminia.

June 1st, pyaaniie symp. Died
June 9. 1864: pya?mia.

Progress unfavorable. Died June
27, 1864 ; exhaustion.

Died July 28, 1863.

Died about three days after oper-

ation ; exhaus.: pysemic symp.
Brixton (J. H.),dm.Jour.lled.
Sci., 1868, Vol. 5o. p. 324.

Dec. 10th, gangrene. Died Dec.
21. 1863; pyajmia : autopsy.

Died Dec. 22, 1804
;
pyamiiu.

Diffused abscess extending to hip.

Died June 14, 1862.

J uno 30, '64, sloughing of stomp.
C. S. Mfcl. and Surg. Jour., Vol.

2, p. 33.

Secondary Amputations at the Knee Joint.—The secondary exarticulations at the

knee joint numbered twenty-six; twelve were successful and fourteen were fatal, a mortal-

ity of 53.8 per cent. In four cases excision in bones of the leg, in four amputation of the

leg, and in one amputation of a toe, had preceded the amputation at the knee.

/Successful Cases of Secondary Amputation at the Knee Joint.—The patients were ten

Union and two Confederate soldiers. Two of the ten Union soldiers have since died; the

remaining eight were pensioners in 1880. In the following instance primary amputation

in the middle third of the leg had been performed for shot fracture of the ankle joint.

Sloughing and ulceration followed, and the limb was exarticulated at the knee fourteen

months after the ablation of the leg:

Case 651.—Private W. Neveling, Co. N, 71st Pennsylvania, aged 26 years, was wounded at White Oak Swamp, ) una 3U,

1682, and was admitted to Broad and Cherry Streets Hospital. Philadelphia, one month afterwards. Surgeon J. Neill, CI. S. V.,

reported : ''The injury was produced by a minis' hall, which entered the outer side of the right ankle

joint and passed directly through, severely comminuting the hones. Amputation of the leg at the middle

third was performed the same day on the field, the operation being performed by the double flap method.

The wounded man was taken prisoner and remained on the held fur ten days, when he was sent to I.'ich-

niond. After being paroled lie was brought to this hospital, entering on July 30th, at which time the

flaps had sloughed and both hones were protruding from the stump. There was also profuse discharge

of unhealthy pus, and the patient's health was very m,uch broken down. Stimulating poultices were

applied, and the patient was ordered extra diet, with tonics, milk punch, and beef tea. Under the treat-

ment adopted new tissue developed in the stump and the patient improved; but his recovery was neces-

sarily slow. On November 13th, a piece of necrosed bone, four inches in length, was removed from the

fibula, and three days later a large piece was removed from the tibia. After this the stump improved

rapidly and the patient's general condition continued very good until March 15, 18J3, when he injured

the stump by a fall. Immediately after, sloughing recommenced, which was not checked until a month

had elapsed and produced a condition of the parts from which recovery was slow. Under the application

of fermenting poultices, with solution of chloride of zinc and sulphate of copper used alternately, the

ulcer slowly diminished. On June 22d, when the patient was transferred to Satterlee Hospital, the lower

end of the stump appeared to be made up of a cameo-osseous matter, on the extremity of which there

remained an ulcer about two inches in diameter." Acting Assistant Surgeon T. G. Morton reported the

subsequent progress of the case at Satterlee Hospital as follows: "At the time of admission the stump

was still unhealed, and from the end of the hone a bulky exostosis sprang out as large as an orange. The tissue over this growth

was constantly ulcerating and painful, anil the disease continued to involve the tibia further up, reaching as high as the liga-

mentous patella. On August 2*th, I proposed amputation at the knee joint for the reason that less shock follows that operation

and a better stump is obtained, with more power, from not, -division of the muscles of the thigh and non-interference with the

medullary canal, lessening the danger of pyaemia. I made a long anterior and short posterior flap, leaving the patella in.

Flo. 2ol .—Hyperostosis
of bones of right leg. after

amputation. Spec. "-778.
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No necrosis followed the operation, and the patient recovered with a most useful and firm stump." The patient was discharged

from service March 3, 1804, and pensioned. He was paid December 4, 1879. The specimen, numbered 2778 of the Surgical

Section, is represented in the annexed cut (i'lG. 251), and forwarded to the Museum by the operator, shows an extraordinary

osseous formation at the divided extremities of the tibia and fibula, due to an exaggeration of the natural process by which the

extremities of the bones are rounded off, and presents the histological characters of ordinary callus. The sequestrum, removed

from the fibula prior to the second amputation, was also contributed by Surgeon Neil], and a cast of the stump of the disartic-

ulated knee was furnished by Surgeon I. I. Hayes, U. S. V. The former is numbered specimen 668, and the latter 2458 of the

Surgical Section. 1

Cask C52.—Corporal E. C. Wright, Co. H, 21st New Jersey, aged 19 years, was wounded at Fredericksburg, May 3,

1803, by a solid shot, which carried off his right foot. Amputation of the leg by posterior flap, at the junction of the middle and

lower third, was performed on the field by Surgeon I). McNeill. 21st New Jersey, and several days afterwards the patient was

sent to Washington, where he entered Judiciary Square Hospital. He was discharged from service June 13, 1803, and pen-

sioned. Subsequently the stump became diseased, inducing the pensioner, in January following, to seek relief by treatment at

St. Luke's Hospital, New York City. The tibia became necrosed and cloaca formed, leading to sinuses in the substance of the

bone, so that an injection would find its way through the canals. On June 23, 1864, amputation through the knee joint by

antero-posterior flaps was performed by Dr. Gurdon Buck, the cartilages and patella being allowed to remain. Sulphuric ether

was used as the anaesthetic. At the time of the operation the patient was in feeble condition, owing not only to the amount of

pus discharged from the stump, but also to the presence of an abscess in the region of the liver, which had formed some months

after the first amputation. This abscess discharged itself by a track passing between the ribs over the right lobe of the liver.

There had been no admixture of bile, however, in the discharge, nor did jaundice exist at any time. A succession of abscesses

formed during the healing of the stump. The first appeared at the upper boundary of the synovial sac and was freely laid open

by Dr. Buck. Six days after the operation a tendency to slough appeared, and permanganate of potash was applied to the

affected parts. Dr. Buck's method of-extension by weight and pulley, with bands of adhesive plaster, was also used to prevent

the retraction of the edges of the flaps and maintain them in apposition. This afforded great relief to the patient, steadying the

limb and taking all the strain off the flaps. On September 1, 1864, the patient was discharged from hospital, the stump being

solid and well rounded. The abscess in the side had ceased to discharge. In the following month the pensioner was fitted with

an artificial leg by Dr. E. D. Hudson, of New York City. Pension Examining Surgeons who have inspected the stump have

described it as a "very good" one, and the pensioner has reported its condition as ''sound and healthy." He was paid March

4, 1880.

Case 0'3.—I'rivate H. A. Steward, Co. B, 8th Pennsylvania Reserves, aged 23 years, received a fracture of the right

leg by a fragment of a shell, at Gaines's Mill. June 27, 1862. He was conveyed to Washington, where he remained under

treatment at the Cliffburn Hospital until November 20, 1802, when he was discharged and pensioned, Surgeon H. Bryant, II. S. V.,

certifying to "exsection of a large portion of the tibia in consequence of the wound." Examiner George McCook, of Pittsburg,

December 17, 1803, testified to the injury, and that ''exfoliation is going on in a slight degree. He can walk inconveniently,"

etc. The pensioner subsequently entered the Good Samaritan Hospital, Cincinnati, where the injured limb was amputated on

April 1, 1807, by Dr. Thomas H. Kearney, who certified as follows: "I amputated the leg through the knee joint, the section of

the bone being performed through the condyles of the femur. 'J he amputation was rendered necessary in consequence of inflam-

mation of the tibia, leading to abscesses and genera] infiltration of the tissues. Removal of the condyles was necessitated in

consequence of the want of sufficient healthy integument to cover them. The wound he had received involving the tibia, doubt-

less left it impaired in vitality and prone to attacks of inflammation, such as rendered its removal ultimately necessary." The
Quincy Examining Board, in 1872, reported that "the flaps have sloughed from gangrene, leaving the bone only covered with

tender cicatricial tissue, which often gives away and becomes an open ulcer," etc. The pensioner was paid March 4, 1880.

Fatal Cases of Secondary Amputation at the Knee Joint.—Fourteen operations were

performed, three on Confederate and eleven on Union soldiers. The fatal results were

attributed to pyaemia in three, to erysipelas in one, to exhaustion in eight instances:

Case 654.—Private P. Fallon, Co. D, 11th Infantry, aged 20 years, was wounded in the left leg, at Gaines's Mill. June

27, 1862. He was captured by the enemy and remained a prisoner for ojie month, when he was exchanged and conveyed by the

Hospital Steamer Daniel Webster to Philadelphia. Acting Assistant Surgeon R. R. Thomas recorded the following description

of the case: "The patient entered the Episcopal Church Hospital July 30th, there being an irregular cavity in the front of his

injured leg, running into the tibia but not reaching the fibula. He had been wounded by a bullet, which entered about nine

inches above the inter-malleolar space, and was extracted, in part, two days after his admission. The opening in the leg was

about one and a half inches square and about one inch deep, its sides being formed by necrosed bone and injured flesh. Pieces

of bone had been taken out on previous days, and the patient was doing well. On August 6th, Acting Assistant Surgeon R. S.

Kenderdine amputated the leg at the knee joint. On August 22d, secondary hemorrhage occurred from ulceration and resulted

in considerable loss of blood, the patient being found quite blanched. A tourniquet was then applied and the instruments were

gotten ready to tie the bleeding vessel ; on loosening the tourniquet, however, the bleeding was found to be arrested and no liga-

tion necessary. The patient died October 6, 1802, worn out by puriform discharges and of pyaemia. The end of the stump was

in pretty good condition, but large abscesses had formed in the thigh, and his back was covered with bed sores." The upper

half of the amputated tibia, with the integument over the wound of entrance, enlarged by sloughing, attached, was contributed

to the Museum by the operator (Cat. .Stir;/. Scrt.. 1800. p. 396, Spec. 500). The specimen shows an oblique fracture of the bone,

with comminution, and a portion of the bullet remaining in the medullary canal. The cavity in the shaft is also exhibited, and

the posterior surface of the shaft is covered with a moderate layer of new osseous tissue.

1 A brief abstract <»f this rase was published by I>r. John' H. URtNTON, On Amputation at the Knee Joint and at the Knee, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci..

WW, Vol. LV, p. 319,
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Table LVII.

Summary of Twenty-six Cases of Secondary Amputation at the Knee Joint for Shot Fracture.

f Recoveries, 1—12; Death*, 13—2<>.l

No.|
Name, Military

DKSfKH'TJON, AND ACK.

] Brady. J. IP., Ft., K. 6th
i Louisiana.

S Bronchard, A., Pt, A. 5th
New Hampshire, age 31.

Frost, N. G.. ,Pt., G, 32d
Maine, age 34.

Morsein, J., Pt., A, 115th
New York, age 28.

Neveling, W., Pt., N, 71st
Pennsylvania, age 26,

Patter J. H., Pt., D, 26th
Ohio, age 23.

7 Perigo, II. C., Pt., B. 12th

New York, ago 30.

8
t

Reeder, J. II., Pt., E, 1st

I

Colored Troops, age 22.

9 Steward, II. A., Pt., B. 8th
Pennsylvania, age 23.

Wail. \V., pt.. D, 52d North
Carolina, age 23.

11 Walter, G., Pt., H, 98th
Pennsylvania, age 37.

2 Wright, E.C., Corp'l, II, 21st

New Jersey, age 19.

Adams, J). F. Pt., A, 55tb
North Carolina.

4 Billington. II., Pt., I, 115th
New York, age 45.

15 Fallon. P.. Pt.. D, 11th In-

fantry, age 20.

16 Forbes, W. A., Pt, A. 55th
North Carolina, age 24.

17 Foster. W.. Pt., A, 22d Ind.,

age 22.

B Garrity, M., Pt., I, 9th Mass.,

age 25.

Grainger, S. M., Pt.. A, 38th
Indiana, age 23.

20 : Kane, W. H., Serg't, 1. 115th
I New York, age 23.

21 I PeduMe, J., Pt., II. 139th N.
1 York, age 24.

22 Soger. S., Pt.. K, 5th Ver-
mont, age 18.

3 Sharp, T., Corp'l, I, 38th
Illinois, age 30.

24 ' Skilton, G. T.. Pt., I, 36th
Wisconsin, age 31.

Toppings. E., Corp'l. D,147th
New York, age 29.

26
|

Waddell, W. E., Pt.. H. 1st

Virginia, age 33.

Date
OF

Injury.
Nature ok Injury.

Aug. 29,! Shot wound of the leg

186:?.

April
"

1865.

Date
OF

Opera i

I 'HON. !

I

.
i Nov. 20,

1863. |

Feb. 18,

1866. :

Operation and operator.

Fract. meta. hones of left foot

;

oonoidal ball; April 17.exe.

|

ineta's j May 15. amp. leg.

!
Diseh'd Aug. 12. 1865.

July 30. -Shot fraot. left leg : prim. amp.
1864. i nt mid. third. Diseh'd Feb.

1

8. 1865.

Feb. 20. Musk't ball lodged in r't patella:

1864. remo'don21st Diseh'd May
23,65; anehy. knee j'nt. May,
1866, leg atrophied ; candy, of
femur eroded.

June 30, Con. ball shattering bones of
1862. riglit ankle. Prim. amp. mid

third; sloughing. Nov. 13,

sequestra removed.
Sept. 19, Shot fract. mid. third ofleft. tib.

1863. Sept. 21, exe. 2ins.; honeexf
;

separation of bone 2 ins.

June 27, Round ball fract. of mid. third
1862. right tibia: nee.; large seq.

firmly set.

Aug. 12, Fract. upper third of left tibia;

1864. I
eonoidal ball: necrosis.

June 27. Fract. right tibia : shell ; cxeis.

1862.
j

tibia. Discharged Nov. 20,

! 1862; exfoliation; general In-

j
filtration of tissues.

July 3. Con. ball front, left tib. and met.
1863. I atanal : tissues slough, nearly

two-thirds circumference of
leg.

July 2, Shell fract. of mid. third of left

1863. leg; gangrene: tibia much
diseased.

May 3, -Solid shot taking off right foot

;

1863. amp. juncture of low. thirds
;

necrosis of tibia. Discharged
June 13. 1863.

July 1, Shot frnct. June. low. thirds left

1863. tibia (also fract. orbital arch
and flesh wounds right leg);

necrosed tibia.

Aug. 16. Oonoidal ball inj'y of left tibia;

1864. gangrene; tibia necros«d.
June 27. Shot lodged in left leg, Aug. I.

1862. hall ext.: cavity in front of leg

excavated into tibia 1 inch
square and deep.

July 1, Con. ball fract. lower third left

1863. tibia; caries and nee.; slough.;
l>one exposed one fourth its

length.

Aug. 7, Shot fraot., fourth toe, left foot

;

1864. eon. ball; amp. toe; gang.;
dis. of tibia ; caries.

May 5, Right tibia extensively eommi-
1864. nuted near crest; con. ball

lodged ; Euppurat'n from knee
to ankle.

Dec. 30, Shot fracture of left tibia and
1862. fibula. Jan. 14. 1863, excision

fractured portions. Feb. 20,

gangrene.
Aug. 16,' Con. ball injury of left tibia;

1864. I gangrene; tibia exposed five

!
inches.

June 3. Shell fracture lower third left

1864.
|

tibia: gangrenous.
June 29. Fracture middle third of left

1862. I tibia and fibula by a round

|

ball.

Feb. 6. . Conoid, ball fract. of right tibia;

1864.
!

injury of artery. Feb. 7, exc.

tibia; slough.; bones carious

;

tibia separated 3 inches.
June 3, Conoidnl ball fract. of low. third

1864.
j

right tibia and fibula; gang.;
1 sloughing of post, tibial art.:

August 4, haemorrhage.

June 18, Conoidnl ball fract. ofmid. third Oct. 10,

1864. of right tibia ; necrosis. 1864.

July 3, Conoidal ball fracture of exter- Aug. 8,

1863. nal malleolus of right tibia, . 1863.

opening ankle joint ; slough'g.

Amp. at left knee j't, by Surg.
J. C. Xott.CS. A.

Amputation nt knee joint, in

New York City Hospital.

Mav 29,

1865.

-May 28,

1866.

Aug 27.

1863.

Jan. ',4.

! 1864.

Mar. 14,

1863. I

Mar. 19,

I
1865.

April I,

1867.

Aug. -;,

;

1863. I

i

]

Nov. 8,
I 1863. ,

June 23,

. 1864.

Aug .29.
I 1863.

sept. 26,

1864.

Aug. 6,

1862.

Aug. 6,

1863.

Nov. 24,

1864.

June 10,

1864.

Mar. 15,

1863.

Sept. 17,

1864.

Aug. 1.

1864.

Oct. 6,

1862.

April 5,

1864.

Aug. 8,

1864.

RESULT AND REMARKS.

Rectivery.

Amputation of thigh near middle;
recovery; 1870, stump healthy.

(TABLEXXXIX, Xo. U.p.313.)

April. 1H66, leg in bad condition
;

1

1870, stump tender and irreg-

I ular.

, Haemorrhage : ice ; flap healed al-

! tnost by lirst intention ; left hos-

I pital cured, July 28. '66. BRIN-
I TON" (J.H.).-im. Jour. Mtd. Set.,

I 1868, Vol. 55, p. 321.

Diseh'd March 3, '64. Specs. 668,
1 2458, 2778. BRIXTON (J. H.),

I

lor. cit. p. 319.

I Diseh'd July 14. 1864
;
stump

!
sound, 1870.

Kecovery rapid ; discharged Nov.
i 14, 1863. Spec. 2065. BKINTON
! (J. II.), loc. cit., p. 323.

Discharged Nov. 8, 186& Died
Augusts. 1870.

Gangrene | sloughing of flaps;

1873, tender covering of stump
i

oil en gives way and becomes
an open ulcer.

Exchanged March 17. '64. Spec.

j
3061. BH1NTON (J. II.), loc. cit.,

1

p. 384.

' Diseh'd Aug. 2, 1865. Spec. 3791.

I

Dted Dec. 5. 1873. Brinton
I

{J. II.), loc. cit., p. 319.

Succession of abscesses. Buck's
method of extension to prevent
retraction of flaps. Recovered
Sept. I. 1864.

Ascites; general anasarca. Died
Sept. 20. 1863. Spec. 2049.

Amp. knee joint, patella re-

tained, by Dr, J. Lord, Nor-
way, Maine.

Anteroposterior flap; 1 inch
of extremity of condyles of
femur sawn off; patella re-

tained, by Dr. E. Mason. New
York City.

Long ant. and short post, flap,

retaining patella and condyles
of femur, by A. A. Surg. T.
O, Morton.

Circular amputation, by Surg.
J. Y. Haley, 2d Kentucky
Cavalry.

I -ong anterior flap, leavingoon-
dylcs and patella, by A. A.
Surg. J. A. Draper.

Double flap, by A. A.Surg. O.
Shirtler.

Amputation; removal of con-
dyles necessitated by want of
healthy integument, by Dr.
T. H. Kearney, Cincinnati,

Flap amputation, leaving pa-

tella and condyles, by A. A.
Surg. J. A. Draper.

Ant. post. flap, retaining patel-

la and condyles of lemur, by
A. A. Surg. M. S. Perry.

Ant. post. flap, cartilages and
patella allowed to remain, by
Dr (iurdon Buck. New York
City.

Flap amputation left kneejoint,

leaving patella, bv A. A.
Surg. C. G. M. Griffith.

Antero-posterior flap, by Ass't

Surg. C. Wagner, U. S. A.
Amputation nt the knee joint,

by A. A. Surg. R. S. Ken-
dcrdinc.

Flap amputation, leaving pa-
tella, by Ass't Surg. B. Stone.

U. S. V.

Circular amputation, by Ass't Died November 27, 1864.

Surg. U. MeGowan, U. S. V.

Ant. skiti and post, muscular Never ndlied thoroughly; wound
Died
Spec.

Died September 28, 1864; ex-
haustion.

Aug. 22d. ha»m. from ulceration
;

large abscess in thigh ; bed sores.

Died Oct. 6, 1862; exhaus. and
pyaemia. Spec. 500.

Died August 11, 1863; exhaus-
tion. Spec. 2058.

flaps: condyles of femur re

moved, bv Ass't Surg. S. U
Ward, U.S.V.

Malgaigne's oval flap amputa-
tion at the knee joint.

Anteroposterior flap, by Ass't

Surg. C. Wagner, U. £. A.

A ntero posterior flap, by Surg.
R. B. Bontecou, C. S. V.

Antero-posterior integument'ry
flap ;

patella and condyles
were left.

Circular amp. at knee joint, bv
Surg. I. Moses, IT. S. V.

did well, nearly uniting.

|
June 17, '64

;
prostration

1 2551.

April l, 1863, beam, from branch
of popliteal : sloughing. Died
April 23, 1863; pyssmia.

Sept. 25th. hann.. 15 or..-, lig. fern,

i Died Sept. 26, 1864 ; exhaustion
I and haemorrhage.
Died August 18, 1864; cxhaus-

I
tion. Spec. 3065.

Died Oct. 9. 1 862
;
pvtetnia. Spec.

270. BRIXTON (J*H.), loc. cit,

p. 323.

Gangrene. Died June 23, 1864;
erysipelas.

Antero-posterior flap, bv Surg
R. B. Bontecou, U. S.'V.

Posterior flap, removing patel-

la, by A. A. Surg. H. Board-
man.

Aug. 10th. gangrene ; condyles of
femur protr.; haem. Aug. 30th,

amp of thigh. Died Sept. 19,

1664. (Taiii.f, XXXIX. No.
156, p. 316.)

October 20th. partial union. Died
May 11, 1865; variola.

Flap, leaving patella, by A. A.
i
Died August 12. 1863; exhaus-

Surg. CO. M.Griffith. I Hon. Spec. 2064.

Surg. Ill—52
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Amputations at the Knee Joint of Uncertain Date.—The date of the exarticulation

at the knee was not reported in four cases. Two of the patients were Confederate and two

Union soldiers. Of the latter one died, the other is a pensioner. The meagre details are

recorded in the following summary

:

Table LVIII.

Summary of Four Cases of Amputation at the Knee Joint of Uncertain Date.

[Recoveries.!—3; Death, 4.)

NO.
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one
of three hundred and twenty-seven amputations at the knee joint for shot injury, with .

hundred recoveries, two hundred and twenty-four deaths, and three undetermined results,

giving a mortality rate of 69.1 per cent.

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS ON SHOT INJURIES OF THE KNEE
JOINT.—With a very few exceptions,

1

writers on military surgery prior to the American

civil war2 agreed that shot wounds of the knee joint with fracture of the articulating sur-

faces of the bones required immediate amputation, and the correctness of this rule seems

to have been generally accepted by the medical officers serving in the Union and Confed-

erate armies. Surgeon T. H. Squire, 89th New York Volunteers, in his note-book of

surgical cases at the Big Spring Hospital, near Sharpsburg, Maryland, on October 16, 1862,

writes: "Every knee joint fractured by a ball should be amputated, and the quicker the

better." Surgeon David Judkins, U. 8. V., at the West End Military General Hospital,

Cincinnati, in September, 1862, reports: 'I have had three cases here of shot wounds in

the knee joint, admitted, one in twelve, another in fifteen, and a third in seventeen days

after the reception of the injury, in all of which the hope of successful issue in the removal

of the leg by amputation had passed away. They all died. The operation should have

been performed on the field.
M

Surgeon H. S. Hewit, U. S. V., in charge of the Frederick

Hospital, Maryland, January, I860, argues: ''The absolute law of strictly primary ampu-

tations in perforations of the knee joint has been distinctly asserted. In compound frac-

but dividing the rectus tendon and extirpating the lower bursa. The condyles were not removed, and only four ligatures were required. The wound
was closed by stitches and adhesive straps. The stump was dressed with carbolated ointment, and when suppuration had commenced it was syringed

twice a day with solution of permanganate of potash. The popliteal ligature came away on the twelfth day. The patient (who remained ignorant of the

loss of the limb) continued to do well, the wound healing kindly, until December 20th, when rigors were soon followed by marked symptoms of pya?mia,

which terminated her life on December 29th. She aborted a few days before death.
1 JOHEHT DE LAMHAi.I.E, who. according to PAUL (Die. Conservative Chirurgic der Glieder Oder Darstellung der Miitel and Afethoden, welche zur

Vermeidung, respective Beschriinkung, der Amputation and Knot-hen- Hesectionen sich darbieten, Breslau, 1 859, p. 192), was the only advocate of con-

servative measures in shot fractures of the knee joint, contended {Pes jilaies d'armes a. feu. Communications par MM. les Docteurs BAUDBK8, rtc, Paris,

1849, p. 166): " Les plaies penetrantes de l'artieulation du genou, regardees principaleinent oomme neeessitant l'ampututiou, out 6te traitees par la position

horizontal et par une medication antiphlogistique tr£s euorgique el les cataplasmes froids I'c traitement a ete egulement employe, soit que les os fussent

interesses, ou que la membrane synoviale ait etc seule ouverte. Truis malades out gueri sur six. et on sait que John Bell avait dufie qu'on lui montrat

une guerisonsurinille." But nearly fifty years before .TOBEUT, Jean Mkhee (Trait ' des plaies d'armes d feu, Paris. An. VIII, p. 172) had urged conserva-

tion in such cases: "Une halle pent causer un grand delabrement dans ces articulations, briser les os, deehirer les tendons, les ligamens. les capsules;

accidens toils fort graves, mais qui n'indiquent point ^imputation. I'ne halle. quelque violente contusion qu'elle cause, ne sauroit detruire les ressources

des parties qu'elle frappe, et la contusion qu'elle pent causer ne s'etendant que dans son trajet et dans les parties qu'elle divise, ne presente qu'une indica-

tion principale, celle des incisions. Lorsque ces ineish ns sont bien dirigees, et que l'escarrc est divisee. tous les accidens que ponrroit entrainer l'espeee

de contusion que la halle a faite, cessent, et {.'amputation ne sauroit etre indiquee."

'WISEMAN (B.) (Srivrall Chirurgicall Treatises, London, 1676, p. 430) cites a case of shot fracture of the knee joint: " Death followed, as com-

monly it doth in all such Wounds of the great joints. Therefore at sea. while they are warm with heat of Fight, we dismember them." DESPOKT (TraiU

des Plaies d'Armes d feu, Baris, 1749, p. 225>: " Si toute l'cxtremit6 inferieure du femur est fraeass£e et toute la partie superieure du tibia, et plus encore

si ces deux os sont fraeasses & la fois, il est absolument indispensable de couper la cuisse." ScHMUCKEK (.1. L.) (Vermischte Chtrurgisrhe Schriften,

Berlin und Stettin, 178a, B. 1, pp. 37, 38) declares that when the bones of the knee joint are comminuted, its ligaments are torn, or when the popliteal

artery is shot through, amputation, must be performed at once: " The sooner the operation is done Ihe better will be the result." THOMSON (JOHN)

(Report of Observations made in the British Hospitals in Urlginm after the Battle of Waterloo, Edinburgh, 1816, p. 243): " Immediate amputation has

generally been acknowledged to be particularly necessary iu wounds in which bullets have passed through the knee joints and have fractured the articu-

lating surfaces of the bones. Almost every case of this kind which we saw in Belgium seemed to afford a proof of the propriety of this rulejn military

surgery." IlEXNEX (John) (Observations on some important point* in the practice of Military Surgery. Edinburgh, 1818, p. 159): "In rny own practice,

I have met with only two cases where the limb was saved after a serious injury of the knee joint, and in one of them only was the perfect use of it

restored." UllTHUIK (Q-. J.) (Treatise on Gunshot Wounds, London, 1827, p. 379): "Wounds of the knee joint, with fracture of the great bones com-

posing it, from musket balls, require amputation . . from an extensive practice in wounds of the knee joint, with fracture of the articulating surface of

the femur or tibia, I have no hesitation in declaring nmputation to be imperiously demanded, and that it ought to he performed with the least possible

delay consistent with propriety ; and on no account should the surgeon wait to give the wound a trial ; for I most solemnly protest, I do not remember a

case recover in which I knew the articulating end of the femur or tibia to be fractured by a ball that passed through the joint, although I have tried great

numbers, even to the last battle of Toulouse." In 1855, in his Commentaries on the. Surgery of the War in Portugal, Spain, France, etc., London, 6th

ed.. 185,"), p. 82. the same author remarks: "Wounds of the knee joint from musket balls, with fracture of the bones composing it, require immediate

amputation, for although a limb may be sometimes saved, it cannot be called a recovery, or a successful result, where the limb is useless." Es.MARCH

(P.) (Uebtr liestctionen nach Schusswunden , Kiel, l$ol, p. 129): "All shot wounds of the knee joint in which the epiphysis of the femur or tibia has been

injured demand immediate amputation of the thigh : this is a deplorable sentence, already given by the best authorities, and which our experience has

fully confirmed." Macleoh (O. II. B.) (Notes on the, Surgery of the War in the Crimea. I/ondon, 1858, p. 310) remarks: '" The knee when penetrated

by gunshot, presents an injury of the gravest description. Taking much interest in cases of this description, I visited every one I could bear of in camp,

and can aver that I have never met with one instance of recovery in which the joint was distinctly opened, and the Ixmes firming it much injured by a

ball, unless the limb was removed." LOHMEl'ER (C. F.) (Die Schusswunden und ifire Jlehandtung, Gtittingen, 1859, p. 202): " But when the capsule is

opened and the condyles of the femur or tibia are injured, the prospect for the preservation of the limb, and. should the latter be attempted, for the pres-

ervation of life, is very poor. Therefore amputation of the thigh is always indicated In such wounds, and is to be performed as early as possible."
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tures of the thigh the fatal result is usually the indirect, in gunshot wounds of the knee the

direct, result of the accident. Much greater latitude both as respects operation and the

period of operation in the former than in the latter class of cases, for obvious reasons,

must be allowed. The shock of a wound of the knee joint when recognized by the system

is profoundly constitutional and speedily fatal, in obedience to an obscurely understood

physiological law. When the joint has been pierced and rent in the wedge-like manner

described, molecular death commences. The system does not immediately recognize the

fact, and this explains the delay of shock and the delusive appearance which these cases

present. At a varying period of from three to ten or twelve days, according to constitu-

tional and local circumstances and the rapidity of interstitial degeneration, postponed shock

occurs, commencing with undefined but threatening expressions of uneasiness, and attain-

ing its full development in surgical rigor and fatally declining reaction in typhoid surgical

fever, with pyaemia, traumatic pneumonia, purulent cachexia, or uraemia, as the case may
be, and all equally indicating hopeless injury overwhelming vital force." Surgeon A. B.

Crosby, 1 U. S. V., advised amputation in shot fractures of the articulating surfaces of the

knee joint, and added: "Slight injuries of this joint, it is true, mav recover under favorable

circumstances, although injuries seemingly insignificant often prove fatal." Surgeon J. T.

Woods, 99th Ohio Volunteers, gave it as his experience2 that "if bony structure is involved,

fracture and comminution produced, the only warrantable procedure is amputation, the

attempt to save the limb no less than a wanton robbing of the unfortunate sufferer of the

only chance for life, by operative procedure." Based upon his experience as medical

inspector during the War. Professor P. H. Hamilton declared, immediately after its close,

that the surgeon should not attempt to save the limb3 "when the fracture implicates the

knee joint, or even when it is near the knee joint, experience having shown that amputa-

tions near the knee joint give a better percentage of recoveries than any other thigh ampu-

tations, while, on the other hand, attempts to save the limb in these cases give a worse

percentage of success than in any other fractures of the thigh." Equally emphatic are the

opinions of the surgeons of the Confederate army. Dr. Hunter McGuire4 says: "As Med-

ical Director of a large army, and one more actively engaged, probably, than any similar

force in the late Confederacy, I saw a larger number of these cases of wounds of the knees

involving the extremity of the bones, but not one which recovered without amputation.

Whenever the surgeon persisted in his effort to save the limb, the patient died." Confed-

erate Surgeon J. W. Thompson, 5
of Kentucky, maintained: "Gunshot wounds of the knee

joint have claimed much attention during the past half century in both military and civil

practice. I feel confident that the surgical experience in our late war in reference to this

class of wounds is largely in favor of primary amputation," and Confederate Surgeon T. Gr. •

Richardson 6 declared that during his whole experience in the army he did not witness "a

single recovery without amputation from unmistakable gunshot wound of the knee joint,

with injury, however slight, to the femur or tibia." The attempts at conservation after

shot fractures of the knee joint were therefore fewer than those after shot fractures of the

'CROSBY (A. B.), Gunshot Injuries of the Knee Joint requiring Amputation, in Transactions of the New Hampshire Medical Society, 1864, p. 31.

2 WOODS (J. T.), Gunshot Knee Joint Injuries, in Ohio Medical and .Surgical Journal. 1864, Vol. X VJ, p. 297.

'HAMILTON (P. II.), A Treatise on Military Surgery and Hygiene, New York. 1865, p. 400.

•McGlTUE (Ul'MKlI). Clinical Remarks on Gunshot Wounds of Joints, delivered .January 10, 1800, at Howard's Grove Hospital, In Richmond

Medical Journal. 1800'. Vol. I, p. 200.

s THOMl':jON (J. W.). Cases of Resection— Fractures of Upper Third of Femur— Gunshot Wounds of Knee Joint, in Nashville Medical Journal,

1860, Vol. I. p. 342.

•RICHARDSON (T. G.), Gunshot Wounds of the Knee Joint, in New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal, 1800-07, Vol. XIX, p. 57.
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femur. We have seen on page 175, ante, that of six thousand five hundred and seventy-

six shot fractures of the shaft of the femur, three thousand four hundred and sixty-seven,

or over one-half, were throughout treated without operative interference; but in only eight

hundred and sixty-eight, or about one-fourth of the three thousand three hundred and

fifty-five reported cases of shot fractures of the articular extremities of the bones of the

knee joint, conservation of the limb was attempted, and this preference for amputation in

shot fractures of the knee joint was, in many instances, not so much due to. the teachings

of the masters of surgery of the first half of the present century as to the sad experience

gained from the attempted practice of conservative measures which a number of the Amer-

ican surgeons were desirous to give a fair trial. Surgeon J. Moore, U. S. A., Medical

Director of the Department of Tennessee, after the battle of Chattanooga, in November,

1863, declared that: "The attempts at conservative surgery in wounds of the knee joint

were not encouraging. Of sixteen cases reported as occurring in the 2d, 3d, and 4th

divisions, seven underwent primary amputation and seven were treated without amputa-

tion. On the twenty-fifth day one case not amputated had died and only two reported

favorable for recovery." Surgeon M. G. Sherman, in charge of the 2d division, Twenty-first

Corps, in a letter to Medical Director A. J. Phelps, reports cases of shot wounds of the knee

joint observed by him, and remarks: "Believing the surgeon who saves a limb is more

justly entitled to credit than he who operates scientifically, I was inclined to be conserva-

tive in my practice and treatment of those who came under my care, and operated only when

it was fully apparent the patient could not be saved without an operation, and was com-

pelled, as a result, to perform more secondary operations than I otherwise should have been."

Surgeon I. Moses, U. S. V., believing that in cases of shot wounds of the knee "the patients

had not so much died from the injury itself as from timid surgery," the surgeon failing to

freely lay open the joint, determined to save the limb in a number of cases under his

charge at the hospital at Chattanooga, in the summer of 1863; but the ultimate results

were very discouraging, 1 and Surgeon Moses had to admit2 that he had "lost confidence in

the possibility of saving gunshot wounds of the knee joint, involving fractures of the con-

1 Dr. I. llOSF.s (Surgical Notes of Cases of Gunshot Injuries occurring during the advance of the Army of the Cumberland, in the summer of 186:1,

in Am. Jour. Med. Science, April, 1864, Vol. XEVII, pp. 339 et seq.): " Ten cases of wounds of the knee joint were admitted." "Of these," Dr. MOSES
reports " three died without operation ; one died after amputation ; one died of secondary haemorrhage from a branch of the popliteal artery; three were

nearly recovered when 1 left the post, September 15 [ 1803], and two remained with fair chances of ultimate recovery. Thus we have one-half the cases,

which will, in all probability, be saved with useful limbs and various amounts of motion in the joints." Surgeon MO6E8 admits that "these cases were

treated under the most favorable circumstances ; the physical condition of the men was most excellent, and soon after the reception of the injury they were

taken to well-appointed hospitals, surrounded with comfort and with every luxury of diet at command, and skilful surgical attendance." But let us

examine the five eases of alleged recovery nfter shot fractures of the knee joint, cited by Dr. MOBKS, and see how his expectations were realized: Private

A. Loutenschlager (Mosks, loc. cit., Case V, p. 341;, Co. A, 7?th Pennsylvania, admitted to general field hospital at Murfreesboro', June 27, 1863, who, it

was thought on September 15, 1863, would " recover with an anchylosed joinl," died on September 26, 1863, in consequence of active inflammation and

burrowing of pus in the joint and up the thigh. Captain Pettigrew, 20th Tennessee (M0SE8, loc. cit., Case III, p. 340), admitted to general field hospital

at Murfreesboro". .June 27, 1863, and declared "beyond all danger" on September 16th, submitted to secondary amputation in the lower third of the

thigh on January 4, 1864. and died on January 7, 1864. (See TaBLB XL, No. 178. p. 322, ante.) In the case of Adjntant Y (/. R. Youre], Caswell's

Georgia Sharpshooters (MOSES, loc. cit., CASE II, p. 340), admitted to hospital No. 1. Murfreesboro
1

, Juno 26, 1863, no information later than July 27, 1863,

can be obtained, when the prisoner was sent to Nashville with wound healed and partial anchylosis of joint. Sergeant Haynie (MOSES, loc. cit., CASE I,

p. 340), 10th Ohio Cavalry, wounded at Hoover's Gap, June 24. 1863 [not June 6, 1863, as stated by Dr. MOSEt* ]. and admitted to hospital at Murfreesboro'.

June 27th. recovered, was promoted to 1st Lieutenant and mustered out with his regiment July 24. 1865.. This case is reported on the Murfreesboro'

hospital register as "a fracture of the patella, carrying away the upper half of it and opening the knee joint." Haynie is not a pensioner. Private Edward

Phipps, Co. 1\ 6th Indiana (Moses, loc. cit., p. 341. Case IV). also wounded at Hoover's Cap, Tennessee. June 24, 1863. and admitted to hospital at Mur-

freesboro', June 27th ; recovered, and was discharged September 20, 1864, with almost complete anchylosis. He is a pensioner, and Pension Examiner

G. W. MEAliS reported, on September 24. 1864 :
" Mall entered inside right knee, and ranging outward and downward, escaped about two inches lower

down, upon outside, passing into joint on inside and through upper part of head of tibia on outside ; . leg weak, and a partial anchylosis exists with

slight angle at the knee." In September, 1877. the Dayton Board of Examiners stated : "There is a creaking in the joint on motion being made, and par-

tial anchylosis ; leg is weak, and he carries a cane constantly." Granting that in the two cases cited" last the articular extremities of the femur or tibia

were implicated, which is by no means certain, we find that of the 8 cases treated conservatively, possibly 3. or. considering the case of Youre as unde-

termined, only 2 recovered, a mortality rate of. respectively, 62.5 or 71.4 per cent. As the cases cited by Surgeon MOSES have been made a basis for the

advi racy of conservative measures in shot fractures of the knee joint by DBIK1KGBU (C.) (Ueber die conservative Behandlung der Schusswunden des

Kmegelenkrs, Mhnchen, 1867, p. 28) and by other European surgeons, it has heen deemed best to refer to the cases here somewhat in detail.

* MOrtES (I.). Surgical Notes of Cases nf Gunshot Injuries occurring near Chattanooga in the Battles of September, October, and November, 1803, in

Amcric't'i Journal Medical Science, October, 1864. Vol. XLYIII, p. 3t»3.
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dyles of the femur or head of the tibia, under the usual circumstances of bustle and con-

fusion of the field, and repeated removals of wounded in ambulances to the rear."

When it is considered that of three thousand three hundred and fifty-five shot injuries

of the knee joint with lesion of the articulating surfaces of the bones, grouped in Table

LII, on page 367, only eight hundred and sixty-eight, with three hundred and thirty-eight

recoveries, were conservatively treated, and that in these eight hundred and sixty-eight

cases are included one hundred and seventeen, with eighty-four recoveries, in which the

synovial cavity was not primarily opened and only the patella fractured; furthermore, that

with the exception of a few instances, in which amputation was refused or in which the

cases came to the notice of the surgeons at a period when the proper time for amputation

had passed, the cases reserved for conservative treatment were those deemed to have the

best chances of a favorable result, the percentage of mortality (60.6 per cent.) must be

regarded as very large, and the question naturally arises whether fewer attempts at con-

servation would not have saved more lives. It has already been pointed out on page 332

that the mortality of the two thousand three hundred and ninety-nine amputations of the

thigh after shot fracture of the knee joint was only 51.1 per cent. Of these two thousand

three hundred and ninety-nine amputations in the thigh for shot wounds of the knee joint,

one thousand five hundred and twenty-five, with six hundred and sixty-nine deaths, were

primary operations, giving a mortality of 43.8 per cent., while eight hundred and thirty-

nine, with five hundred and thirty-two deaths, or 63.4 per cent, fatality, were intermediary

or secondary operations, performed, generally as a last resort, when it became evident that

a continuance of the conservative treatment would inevitably lead to a fatal issue. Thus

it will be seen that the mortality after shot fractures of the bones of the knee joint treated

conservatively, even under the most favorable circumstances, exceeded the mortality after

primary amputation in the thigh by 16.8 per cent.

Shot fractures of the knee joint by small projectiles, in their early stages, are among

the most deceptive of serious injuries. Surgeon H. S. Hewit, U. S. V., observed, in a

report from Frederick Hospital, in January, 1863: "The conical wedge-like missile, pro-

pelled by an irresistible force and revolving with the rapidity of a steam augur, pierces,

bores, and comminutes without occasioning great displacement. The bones are broken into

a great number of minute fragments which are still hold together by their capsular and

ligamentous investments. The destruction is as great ab interno, as it would be ab externo

by crushing between a railroad carriage wheel and the iron rail." Deluded by the seeming

insignificancy of the external injury, the patient not rarely refuses to submit to amputation

until the moment of hopeful operation has passed. Several cases of recovery after severe

comminuted fractures of the bones of the knee joint are, it is true, recorded in the annals

of surgical literature. Such examples have been cited among the cases of shot injuries

adduced in Note 3, on page 368, and similar instances will be found among the cases col-

lected in the appended table (Table LIX, page 417), in which it has been attempted to

give a numerical summary of the cases of this nature recorded by writers on surgery; but

these fortunate results only seem to indicate, as Professor von Langenbeck1 remarks: "that

if amputation is refused, the surgeon must never despair of saving life."

It has been shown on page 28 that of three hundred and fifty-one cases of shot wounds

of the knee joint with either primary or secondary involvement of the joint capsule, but

without lesion of the bony structure, ninety-eight, or 27.9 per cent., proved fatal. The
' LANCE.NUKCK (U. v.), vebtr die Schussfracturen der Geltnke und Hire Dthandlung, Berlin, 18G8, p. 28.
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attempt to .save the limb should always be made in injuries of this nature, and amputation

has not been advocated by military surgeons, although Schwartz 1 remarks that: "According

to our experience we cannot find fault with the surgeon who, in a case of clearly defined

extensive wound of the joint- capsule, prefers immediate operation to generally useless

attempts at conservation with subsequent secondary Amputation." Stromeyer, Langen-

beck, Legouest, 2 and others believe simple wounds of the joint capsule, without lesion of

the bony structure, to be very rare: but the records of the American civil war, of the

Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71, and of the Russo-Turkish War of 1877 (Table LIX,

page 417), furnish examples of such injuries, and the experiments of Woods, 3 Simon, 4 and

1 SCHWAKTZ (HakALD), Bn'trage zitr Lehrc von den Schussirundm. Sehleswig. 1854, p. 173.

2 Stuo.\ikyeu (L.) (ErfahiitngenuberSchU88wund,en im Jahre 1866, Hannover, 18t>7, p. 57): "1 will not deny that there arc casts in which an

opening in the knee joint made by a bullet will heal, but they must be very rare. I have nut and du not expect to see one, because a ball which opens

the joint must, as a rale, interest one of the articulating ends." Langknheck (B. v.) (Ueber die, Schussfracturen dtr Getenkt wad ihre Helta willing,

Berlin. 18(18, p. 38): ''That the knee joint can be shot through from before backwards without lesion of bone I cannot think possible. There will always

be more or less deep grooving of the condyles, and I have been able to feel the grooving in two eases of recovery." Legoikht (I,.) ( Trait de Chirurgit

d\lnnc'\ Paris, 1872, p. 444): "On volt eependant quelquefois dea hallos atteimlro et meme traverser de part en part de grandes articulations sans toucher

les os. Nous avons traite, pendant la campagne d'Oricnt (1855), un militaire qui cut manifestement l'articulatit a du genou ouverte par line balle : le pro-

jectile passa iinniediatement nu-dessus *\r la rotnle entre le tendon de eet 'is et les condyles du femur sans fraotnrer ni les una ni les autres et sans meme
determiner d'aeciilents scrieux ; mais ce sunt la de rates exceptions."

3 WOODS (J. T.) {Gunshot Knee Joint Injuries, in Ohio Med. and Burg. Jour., 1864, Vol. XVI, p. 2I'5): "The joint is only traversed by the ball,

no fracture being inflicted, or at most simply a grooving or abrasion of the articular cartilages occurring. This idea seemed to lind confirmation in the

fact that in these cases the bull uniformly passed autcro-posterioiiy, or laterally in certain directions at the level of the joint, ihus all'ording the Him quali-

fication of this occurrence. Passing antoro- posteriorly the nearly level articular surface of the tibia, the large size of the inter condyloid notch would,

especially if the knee were partially bent, render tin- passing of a ball, without violently impinging on bony structure, quite easy itf occurrence; and

similar considerations of anatomy and varied position seemed to afford a similar explanation to the harmlessness of the balls—cases where their course

was laterally through the anterior third of the joint. These theoretic views it was found quite easy to demonstrate upon the dead subjects: making a

slit in the ligamentum patellar below the patella itself, passing in a narrow bhuled knife to clear away the sott parts, and slightly Hexing the leg upon

the thigh. I was enabled to introduce through the joint into the popliteal space a round piece of wood one-third greater in diameter than a mini6 ball, and

by flexing the leg to a right angle with the thigh, the space between the bones of the joint on the anterior aspect was found to be quite sufficient for the

passage of a ininie ball laterally, and through the tense skin the opening would be so small that when the leg was straightened it would appear to have

entered immediately below the inner condyle."

4 SIMON {Kriegschirurgische Mitiheiluugen. Zur Prognose iind Behawllung der Schusswunden Jet Kriegel'iiles, in Deutsche, Klinil; 1871. 11. Will,

p. 258 et seq.) tried to ' determine these questions by experimental means, and obtained surprisingly clear results. I had three round iron rods made pro-

vided with very sharp points; one of the rods had the thickness of a L'hnssepot missile, the

other that of the Prussian Langblei, and the third a yet greater thickness; and with these 1

attempted to penetrate the knee joints of dead bodies in various directions. With the limb

extended it was impossible to

push any one of the rods through.

bone being struck everywhere.

But on very little flexion, with

the knee bent at 170°, the joint

became so far opened that one

could put the thinner rod through

the interconuyloid notch with

the greatest ease, and without

touching the bones Immediately

below the lower margin of the

patella through the ligamentum

patellae as well as by the sides

of the same (Fir,. 252). The
rod penetrated antero-posterior-

ly through the middle, of the FIG. 253.—The same, with greater flexion. [After SlMOK.]

joint, and appeared in the popli-

teal space or several centimetres above the same. When the rod was pushed in at the median line of the extremity immediately below the patella, or

through the ligamentum patellae, it would also appear in the median line on the posterior aspect ; but when it penetrated beside the ligamentum patellae,

the rod bad to be forced through the joint in a somewhat oblique direction, and its point would appear on the posterior aspect one to two centimeters

distant from the median line. The rod of the calibre of the Prussian Langblei could be pushed through the joint in the same direction without injury to

the boue, if the flexion of the joint wus increased to an angle of 150°; and, with a still greater flexion, at an angle of 130°, the perforation could be accom-

plished with ease by the third or the thickest of the rods. But in these greater flexions the point of the rod appeared in the posterior side of the thigh

much higher, about b' to 12 centimeters, above the popliteal space (Fig. 253), and these various experiments proved that the greater the flexion in which

the knee was perforated the higher the exit wound came to be located. Nor could the joint be penetrated from side to side when the limb was in a straight

position. But when the knee was bent to an angle of lo'5°, the front portions of the articular surfaces of the femur and tibia would separate sufficiently

to allow the thinner rod to be pushed through the anterior third of the joint, and, on greater flexion, the space between the bones would open to such a

degree that the iron rod of the calibre of the Prussian Langblei penetrated (Fig. 254). After withdrawing the rod and stretching the knee, essential local

changes were observed in the aperture of the canal, which were brought about by displacement of the bones and of the skin. The knee pan elevated

itself out of the sulcus intercondylicus upon which it had been held down, and the anterior parts of the articulating surfaces of the lemur and the tibia

fixed themselves so upon each other that one could neither penetrate from the front nor from the side towards the middle of the joint. But the wound
in the skin suffered the greatest displacement. In the penetrations from before backward, the entrance aperture, which, when the knee was bent, was

located immediately below the lower margin of the patella, either in the middle or at the side of the ligamentum patella, pushed itself upwards upon

the lower part of the patella, so that this bone, being covered by periosteum and a mass of fibrous bands, formed the underlying base of the wound in

the skin. The opening in the synovial membrane was thereby so completely closed that the synovia could not at all or only very sparingly ooze out

Fig. 252.—Perforation of the joint, at trifling genuflexion
from before backwards. [After Simon.]
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Bocin1 clearly prove their feasibility. Hoffmann'-' states that among shot wounds of the

knee, examples of missiles striking the knee, running around under the skin, and escaping

on the opposite side, are very frequent; but no examples of such injuries were recorded

from our civil war, and it can hardly be believed, as von Langenbeck3 justly remarks: "That

when the wound of entrance is in the middle of one side and the wound of exit in the middle

of the other side of the joint, or when the former is in front, the latter in the bend of the

knee, the ball should pass around the joint.—the angular projections of the condyles and

of the edges of the patella would not permit it."

Analyzing the eight hundred and sixty-eight cases of shot fractures of the bones of the

knee joint treated by conservation (Table LIJ, p. 367. ante), we find that in one hundred

and seventeen cases the patella alone was injured, without lesion to the synovial cavity;

eighty-four were successful, thirty proved fatal, and in three instances the result was unde-

termined, a fatality of 26.3 per cent., or 1.6 per cent, less than that of the cases of pene-

tration of the joint capsule without bony lesion. Ten cases of fractures of the patella and

head of tibia gave a mortality of 40.0 per cent., and of seventeen cases of fractures of the

patella and condyles of femur 47.0 per cent, proved fatal. In the majority of the cases of

these two groups the missile grazed the joint on the side, grooving or fracturing the bone

and only slightly injuring the joint capsule. Forty-seven instances of fractures of the

patella with primary lesion of the joint cavity gave a mortality of 53.1 per cent. Of the

remaining six hundred and seventy-seven cases with fractures either of the condyles of the

femur or the head of the tibia or both, or of the femur, tibia, and patella, two hundred and

seventeen recovered, four hundred and fifty-four proved fatal, and six were undetermined,

a mortality of 67.6 per cent., exceeding the mortality rate of primary amputations in the

lower third of the thigh 18.9 per cent. On examining the reports of the eight hundred

and sixty-eight cases of shot fractures of the bones forming the articulation of the knee, it

was found that pyaemia supervened in seventy-seven instances, all proving fatal,—haemor-

rhage in twenty-five, with nineteen deaths,—hospital gangrene in twenty, with seventeen

deaths,—phlegmonous erysipelas in twenty, with eighteen deaths,—and tetanus in two, both

resulting fatally. Fragments of bone or sequestra were removed in forty-four instances,

twenty belonging to the group of fatal cases.

The consideration of the shot wounds of the knee joint treated by conservation will be

concluded by an enumeration of such cases from other wars and from accidents in civil life.

from under the edge of the membrane. At the wound of exit upon the posterior aspect of the knee the displacement of the skin made itself also apparent,

but in a reversed direction, namely, from above downward, entirely in accord with the fact that the anterior opening was made during tension, the

posterior during great relaxation of the skin. Hence, too, the parallelism of the subcutane-

ous and of the skin wound on the posterior aspect was so completely broken up that with

the finest prolte we could only penetrate to the depth of the skin wound. By stretching, after

transverse perforations, the anterior part of the articular end of the tibia laid itself against

that of the femur, so that the synovial membrane, and with it the wound, was so compressed'

that the joint became closed beneath the gaping skin wound. The openings in the skin moved
either upon the condyles of the tibia or of the femur. The displacement here was generally

much less. and. in several instances, one could see beneath the entrance aperture of the skin

the compressed opening in the synovial capsule. As a rule also synovia escaped from these

transverse perforations. . . After these experiments ami observations at the patient's bed-

side, no doubt really remains to be overcome that so inexplicable swiftly healing shot injuries

of the knee arc to l>e taken up as wounds in which the knee joint was perforated during flexion

(to bring ab ut a perforation of the joint the flexion need not be greater than that produced in

ordinary walking by the advancing leg) by the missile without injury to the bone, and which

through the displacing of the skin, on straightening the joint immediately after the injury,

Flo. 234.—Transverse perforation.
[
After SIMON.

| were change,! from open into subcutaneous joint wounds."
1 Socin (August), KrugschirurgUcke Erfahrungen, Geiammelt in Carlxruhe 1870 und 1871. Leipzig. 1872, p. 168. and Plate IX.

2 HOFFMANN, Ueber Verlttzungen ties Knitffetenkt durch KUintjtu-eUrprojrcUleundderen Behandlunfj, \n Deutsche Militairiirztliche Zeitschrift,

Berlin, 1873, Jahrgang 4, p. 243.

3 I.ANQENBECK (B. v.), Uebcr die Schusxfracturen der GeUnke V7id ihre tiehandlung, Berlin, lfc'68, p. 37.
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Table LIX.

Shot Wounds of the Knee Joint treated by Conservation on the Occasions named and from the

Authorities quoted.

OCCASIONS.

Cases prior to 1846 (Note 3 on page 368, ante)

War in Mexico, 1846-48 (Jakvis, 1 Porter')

Revolution in Badon, 1848 (SIMON3) ,

Revolution in Paris, 1848 (Baudexs, Huguier, Jobert de Lamballe4
)

SchleswigHolstein War, 1848-50 (Stbomeyer6
)

Campaign in Algiers, 1854-57 (Bertherand6
) -

Crimean War, 1854-57 (Chenu, 7 Matthew, 8
)

Campaign in Nicaragua, 1856 (MOSES9
)

British In India, 1857-58 (WILLIAMSON, 1" GORDON," WOODS")
Italian War, 1859-60 (CHENU, 13 Demme 14

)

New Zealand War, 1863-65 (MOUAT 18
)

Danish War, 1864 (HEINE'8)

Austro-Prussian War, 1866 (Biefkl, 17 K. Fischer," Giurn, 19 Langen-

beck, 20 Maas," Stromeyer25
)

Revolution in Japan, 1868 (Siddall73
)

United States Army, 1865-70 (Otis24
)

Franco-German War, 1870-71 (Germans'8
)

Franco-German War, 1870-71 (French 10
)

Russo-Turkish War, 1877 (Bergmann, 27 Assendelft28)
Isolated Cases since 1846 (Harris, 79 Cobb, 30 Ross, 31 Schuh,*7 Van Bu-

ren, 33 Isnard, 34 Johnson, 38 Rookkr, 38 Atlee, 37 Mair," Hubbard, 39

Holden," Powell, 41 Kober, 42 Volkmaxn, 43 Chandler," Gross18
)

Aggregates

.

Cases.

2

3

10

M
2

138

1

e

85

2

4

78

6

4

166

88

58

45

1

4

49

l
!

1

44

4

4

85 I

33

38

37.7

50.0

1
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pose that similar instances with fatal issue occurred during the same period, but were not

reported by the attending surgeons. The percentage of fatality (48.3) must therefore be

considered as too favorable. Attention should here be called to the favorable results claimed

to have been achieved in the late Russo-Turkish War, 1877, by Professor Bergmann. Of

twenty-one cases without bony lesion, eighteen recovered and the results in three were

undetermined. None had died at the date of Professor Bergmann's report. Of thirty-one

instances of shot fracture of the bones of the knee joint, two had undetermined results,

twenty recovered, and nine died, giving the favorable mortality of 31.0 per cent. Professor

Bergmann had hoped to have occasion to try Lister's antiseptic mode of treatment on the

field of battle, and had provided himself with a complete outfit for that purpose; but he soon

realized that in the excitement and confusion following an engagement it was impossible
1
to

proceed with the care and precision requisite to a successful practice of Lister's somewhat

1875, B. V, p. 45 (1 recovery, 3 fatal). Graf (E.), Die Ki'miglichen Reserve-Lazanthe zu Diisseldorf wahrend des Krieges 1870-71, p. G7 (G recoveries,

5 fatal). IlElNZEL, Ueber die conservirende Behandlung der Kniegelcnkschiissc, etc., m Deutsche Militairarztliche Zeitschrift, Berlin, 1875, 4 Jahrg\,

p. 318 (1 recovery). KiRCHNER (C), Aerztlicher Bericht ilber das K. P. Feld-Lazarcth im Palast zu Versailles, Erlangen, 1872, p. 60 (8 recoveries,

11 fatal). Koch (W.), Notizen iiber Schussverletzungen, in Laxgenukck's Archiv fur Klin. Chir., Berlin, 1872, B. XIII, p. 512 (3 fatal). Lossen

(II.), Kriegschirurgische Erfahrungen aus den Jlarachenlazarethen zu Mannheim, Heidilhurg xmd Karlsruhe 1870 und 1871, in Deutsche Zeitschrift fur

Chirurgie, Leipzig, 1873, B. II, p. 128 (8 recoveries). LtvCKE (A.), Kriegschirurgische Fragen und Bcmcrkungen, Hern, 1671, p. G2 {1 fatal). Mayer
(L.), Kriegschirurgische Mittheilungen aus den Jahren 1870-71, in Deutsche Zeitschrift fur C'hirurgie, 1873, B. Ill, p. 83 (1 recovery, 1 fatal). MOSETIO,

Erinneruvgen aus dem deutsch-franzbsisclicn Kriege, in Vcr Militurarzt, with Wiener Medizinische Wochenschrift, 1872, p. 92 (1 recovery). OTT,

Mittheilungen aus dem Ludwigsburgrr Reservespital, in Med. Correspondenz-Blatt des Wiirttembcrg. iirztl. Vereins, Stuttgart, 1871, B. XLI, p. 15G

(2 recoveries, 1 fatal). Salzmann, Mittheilungen aus dem Vereinsspital in Esslijtgen, in Med. Correspondenz-Blatt des Wurttemberg. iirztl. Vereins,

1871, B. Xl-I, pp. 138, 151, 155 (3 recoveries, 1 fatal). SCHAFFER (T.), Chirurgische Studien und Untersuchungen aus dem Feldzugevon 1870, in Lax-

GE.vbecks Archiv fur Klin. Chir., 1872, B. XIII, p. 102 (1 recovery, 1 fatal). SCIIINZINGER (A.), Vas Reserve-Lasareth Schwetzingen im Kriege

1870-71, Freiburg-, i. B., 1873, p. 7G (4 recoveries, 2 fatal). SCHUIXEE (M.), Kriegschirurgische Skizzen aus dem deutsch-franzosischen Kriege 1870-71,

pp. 07, 68 (2 recoveries). ^CHWABZ, Verhandlungen der Mil itairdrztl ichrn Gesdlschaft zu Orleans im Wilder 1870-71, in Deutsche Militairarztliche,

Zeitschrift, 1872. B, I, p. 480 (1 fatal). Socix (A.), Kriegschirurgische Erfahrungen, Leipzig, 1872, p. 174 (15 recoveries, 10 fatal). Stoll, Bericht

aus dim KUniglich Wiirttcmbergischen 4. Feldspital von 1870-71, in Deutsche Militairarztliche Zeitschrift, 1874, B. Ill, p. 205 (2 recoveries, 2 fatal).

STL'MI'F (L.), Bericht ueber das Krtrgs-Spital des St. Georg-Ritter-Ordens zu Neube.rghausen im Jahrc 1870-71, in Aerztliches Inlelligenz-Blalt, Mun-

chen, 1872, p. 657 (1 fatal).

—

M CinrAt;LT (A.), Fractures par armes a feu, Paris, 1872, p. 37 (3 recoveries, 3 fatal). Christian (J.), Relation sur les

plaies de guerre observes a Vambulance de Bischu'iller, 1870-71, in Gaz. Med. de Strasbourg, 1671-73, p. 283 (3 recoveries, G fatal). COLSES" (A.), His-

toire Chirurgicale de. Vambulance de VlZcole des Pouts et Chaussees, in E Union Medicate, 1872, T. XIII, p. 157 (3 recoveries, 1 fatal). DESl'RES (A.),

Rapport sur les travanx de la 7° ambulance a I'armee du Rhin et d I'armee de la Loire, Paris, 1871, pp. 4G, 48 (G recoveries. 26 fatal, 5 unknown). FELTZ

ET GkOLIEMUNP, Relation clinique sur les ambulance de Saguenau, in Gaz. Med. de Strasbourg, 1871, p. 145 (4 recoveries). GOLTDAMMER, Bericht

iiber die Tiiiitigkc.it des Reserve-Lazaretts des Berliner LXilfsvereins in der Garde- Ulancn-Kaserne zu Moabit, in Berliner Klin. Wochenscrift. 1871, Jalirg.

VIII, p. 150 (3 recoveries). GORIjON (C. A.), Lessons on Hygiene and Surgery from the Franco-J yrussiu.n War, London, 1873, p. 157 (G recoveries).

GiiOsS IP.), Xotice sur lltopital civil pendant le siege et le bomhardement de Strasbourg, in Gazette Med. de. Strasbourg, 1871, p. 189 (2 fatal). JOESSEL,

Ambulances de Lfaguenau, in Gazette Med. de Strasbourg, 1671, p. 21 (1 recovery). MacCORMAC (W.), Aotes and Bccotleciions of an Army Surgeon,

London, 1871, p. 128 (3 recoveries, 9 fatal). Mundv, Revue Medico- Chirurgicale des Ambulances, in Gazette des Bopitaux, 1870, p. 593 (1 fatal, 1

unknown). FONCF.T (F.), Contribution d la Relation medicate, de la guerre de 1870-71, in Montpellier Medical, 1872, T. XXVIII, pp. 41, 44 (1 fatal).

Vasun (L.), Jttude sur Us plaies par armes d feu. Paris, 1872, p. 169 (1 recovery). *7 Bergmaxx (E.), Die Behandlung der Schusswunden des Knicge-

lenks im Kriege, Stuttgart, 1878 {26 recoveries, 14 fatal, 5 unknown).—28 ASSENDELET, toe. ciU, p. 44 (12 recoveries, 1 fatal).

—

M Harris (S. N.), Gunshot

Wound of the Knee Joint, with Transverse Fracture of the Patella, in Charleston Medical Journal and Review, 1848, Vol. Ill, p. 42 (1 recovery).

—

*COHB (W. II.), Cases and Observations, in Western Journal of Medicine and Surgery, 1854, Vol. II, 4tli scr., p. 435 (1 recovery).

—

31 IiOSS (F. A.), Gun-

shot Wound of the Knee Joint, in New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal, .September, 1850, p. 178 (1 recovery).—^SciIUH, Ausschneiden eincr

KartatscUenkugel aus dem Kniegelenke, in Wiener Med. Wochensvhrift, 1851, p. 129 (1 recovery).

—

33 Van BL'KEN (W. II.), Gunshot Wound of Knee

Joint, in Xew York Medical Times, August, 1855, Vol. IV, p. 387 (1 recovery).

—

^Isnard (C.), Plaies piinetrantes du genou, in L'Union Medicate,

Paris, 18G5, T. XXVIII, 2* ser., p. 595 (1 recovery).—» JOHNSON (R. H.), Gunshot Wound of the Knee Joint, in Cincinnati Lancet and Observer, Cincin-

nati, 1869, Vol. XII, p. G59 (1 recovery).

—

M ROOKKn (J. I.), Gunshot Wound of the Knee Joint, with fracture of the Patella, in Western Jour, of

Med., 1866, Vol. Ill, p. 281 (1 recovery.)

—

37 Atlf.e (W. F.), Case of Gunshot Wound of the Knee Joint ,- Removal of the Ballfrom the Articulation and

Recovery, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 16G7, Vol. L1V, p. 127 {1 recovery).

—

^Mair, Schwere Kbrpcrverlctzung durch einen Schrotschuss in das Knie, in

Friedreich'1

s Blatter fur gerichtliche Medicin und Sanitdtspolizei, NUmbcrg, 1673, B. XXIV, p. 11 (1 recovery).—™ HurdaRD (L.), Gun-shot Wound in

the Knee-joint, in Pacific Med. and Surg. Jour., 1670, Vol. IV, p. 302 (1 recovery).

—

40HOLHEN, Gunshot Wound into the Knee-Joint, in British Medical

Journal, London, 1871, Vol. I, p. 1G9 (1 recovery)-

—

41 1'OWKLL (J. L.) (Cases of Gunshot Wounds of Knee Joint and l^elvis, in Virginia Med. Monthly

Richmond, 1875, Vol. II, p. 35): Case of Lieut. G. L , Co. I, 5th Infantry, aged 32, wounded in fight with Indians, September 9, 1674, near Washita

River, Texas; fracture of patella and inner condyle of femur of left knee; recovery.

—

42 KOHEU (G. M.) (Report of a Case of Gunshot Wound of the

Right Knee-Joint and Right Hand, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 187G, Vol. LXXII, p. 427): Case of Serg't E. McM , aged 24, accidentally wounded.

December 5, 1874; a load of duckshot entered the right knee, involving the tuberosity of the external condyle; lacerated wound of right hand; ring

finger amputated through middle of second phalanx. Carbolatcd lotions applied to the knee without avail ; injections of solution of iodine substituted
;

recovery, with anchylosed joint.

—

43 Voi,KMANN, Verhandluvgen der Veutschen Gesellschaft far Chirurgie, VI Congress. Berlin, 1877, p. 39 (1 recovery).

44 C handler (W. T.) (Conservatism in the Treatment of Gunshot Wounds of the Knee, in Louisville Medical Xews, 1877, Vol. Ill, p. 159): R.J , aged

18; ball entered about 1 inch above patella, passed downward through the knee, fractured the femur, and emerged in the popliteal space; amputation

advised but not allowed by patient ; recovery, with probably a useful limb.—

*

s GROSS (S. D.) (.4 System of Surgery, Philadelphia, 1872, 5th ed., Vol. I,

p. 1039): Shot wound of the knee joint; recovery.

1 BERGMANN (F.) (Die Behandlung der Schusswunden des Kniegele.nks im Kriege, Stuttgart, 1878, p. 15): ''In the night of the extensively planned

and so gloriously successful crossing of the Danube, I was at the place of first dressing with a complete Lister apparatus, with spray and excellently

prepared gauze, uided by my Dorpat assistant, well schooled in the application of antiseptic dressings. The number of wounded was small, not exceed-

ing 480, and plenty of helping hands were present. The wounded were brought to us in very little time after receiving their injuries—in short, I could

not help taking hold, as I have just explained, of the gunshot fractures, and amongst them, also, of the knee wounds. But I booh desisted from my
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complicated mode of treatment. Discarding the use of the spray apparatus, he dressed the

wounds, immediately after the bleeding had ceased, thickly with salicylic cotton or jute,

covering the same with a Mcintosh rubber cloth, and applied the gypsum bandage without

fenestration over jhe entire extremity and part of the pelvis.

Adding to the seven hundred and ninety-three cases collected in Table LIX, p. 417,

the three hundred and thirteen cases of capsule wounds (page 28, ante) and the eight hun-

dred and sixty-eight cases of shot fracture of the knee joint treated by conservation during

the American war (Table LII, p. 367, ante), we have a total of one thousand nine hundred

and seventy-four cases. The bony structure was not involved in four hundred and thirty-

five, with three undetermined cases, three hundred and thirty-seven recoveries, and ninety-

five deaths, or a mortality rate of 21.9 per cent. In one thousand five hundred and thirty-

nine cases, lesion of the articulating ends of the knee joint was indicated; of these, six

hundred and forty-seven were recoveries, eight hundred and seventy-one proved fatal, and in

twenty-one the results remained undetermined, a fatality of 57.3 per cent.

Excision at the Knee Joint.—The results of the excisions at the knee joint performed

during the late civil war, whether the operations were primary, intermediary, or secondary,

were not very encouraging, forty-four of the fifty-four cases in which the issues were

ascertained having terminated fatally, a mortality of 81.4 per cent., exceeding the mortal-

ity rate of the amputations in the thigh (53.8) by 27.6 per cent. Of the ten patients who
survived excisions at the knee joint, one, Private W. M. Constable, 1st U. S. Cavalry

(Case 587, p. 387, ante), submitted to successful amputation at the junction of the middle

and lower thirds of the thigh five days after the excision. Another, Private S. Miller, 1st

Missouri Cavalry (Case 632, p. 396, ante), was discharged the service and pensioned; but

died two years and four months after the operation, from extensive suppuration of the leg

and thigh and metastatic and pyaemic abscesses in various parts of the body. As regards

the results of the instances of excisions at the knee joint, these cases, therefore, must also

be considered as failures. Of the remaining eight cases three recovered with fair use of

limb. In the case of Lieutenant J. W. Harlee, 1st South Carolina (Case 584, p. 386, ante),

the upper portion of the head of the tibia was excised. The patella was not removed.

.The leg is shortened three inches; but with the aid of a high heel and thick sole to the boot

the patient can walk without crutches. Private W. F. Jackson, 6th South Carolina (Case

585, p. 386, ante), in whose case the condyles of the femur and the patella were removed,

has a "good sound leg which answers every purpose." In the case of Captain Charles

Knowlton, 10th Louisiana (Case 616, p. 391, ante), one and a half inches of the condyles

of the femur, one inch of the tibia, and the patella were excised. Firm ligamentous union

followed, and, when last heard from in 1877, the patient could "not only walk almost as

well as ever, but could dance even round dances." Less favorable than in the three fore-

going cases was the result in the case of Private I. Friel, 2d Kentucky (Case 631, p. 395,

ante). As in the case of Knowlton, the entire articulation, viz: one and a half inches

of the condyles of the femur, one inch of the tibia, and the patella, was removed. The

patient recovered with an anchylosed joint and four inches shortening; but the muscles of

the limb below the knee became considerably atrophied and contracted, producing "talipes

efforts, for I was unable to disinfect, cleanse, and wash out scrupulously, to bandage and to place in position with the care that this dressing, according to

my conviction and experiences, absolutely requires. The water which wc drew at the banks of the Danube to solve our carbolic acid in was anything

but clear and transparent, being, on the contrary, turbid with slime, mud, and sand. For the purpose of filtering, or even cooking itself, time and means

were wanting. The spray apparatuses immediately became choked and spoiled, and in spite of a superabundant addition of carbol crystals, the water

intended for disinfection retained its putrid odor."
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equinus," while the muscular development of Captain Knowltons leg remained excellent.

In the case of Private Anson Rider (Case 586, p. 386, ante), in which the condyles of the

femur and the semilunar cartilages from the tibia had been excised, the patient was able to

walk with the assistance of a cane at the time of his discharge ten months after the oper-

ation. Both lower extremities afterwards became paralyzed; but, according to the Pension

Examining Surgeon's report, this may have been caused by malarial poisoning. Private

E. Jewell's (Case 629, page 394, ante) limb became atrophied and deformed, with contrac-

tion of the muscles and distortion of the foot. A portion of the head of the tibia and

the head of the fibula had been excised. The evidence in the cases of Private J. E. Berry

(Case 630, page 394, ante) and Sergeant L. P. McWhorten (Case 636, page 397, ante) is

rather unsatisfactory, and beyond the fact that the former was mustered out forty-three

days, and the latter furloughed twenty-seven days after the operation, nothing is known
of their subsequent histories. As in the excisions at the elbow, the operations performed

by the Confederate surgeons would seem to have given the best results; but it must be con-

sidered that, with the exception of the remarkable case of Captain Knoiulton, the histories

of the Confederate patients end with their discharge from hospital. In the cases of the

Union soldiers the records are completed up to the present writing, and the remote results

are found far less gratifying than the conditions of the patients at the time of their discharge

from the service would seem to have warranted. For instance, in the case of Private Mil-

ler the success reported was so remarkable as to lead the editor, in the preliminary report,
1

published immediately at the close of the war in 1865, to doubt its authenticity. But, as

stated above, and in Case 632, p. 396, ante, subsequent reports, while verifying the account

of the operative interference, revealed also the final fatal issue. These unfavorable results

would seem to justify the declarations of Surgeon D. P. Smith,2 U. S. V., that "this opera-

tion should be utterly discarded from the list of operations to be performed for gunshot

injury;" of Surgeon H. S. Hewit, 3 U. S. V., that it is "highly questionable whether excision,

gouging, or resection of any kind is to be permitted in traumatic surgery of the knee;" and

of Dr. John Ashhurst, jr.,
4
that "excision of this joint should be banished from the practice

of military surgery." The results of this operation in the late European wars (Table LX,

p. 422) were equally discouraging. In the Schleswig-Holstein War of 1864, the mortality

after knee joint excision was 85.7 per cent.; in the Austro-Prussian War of 1866, 86.6 per

cent.; in the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71, 80.0 per cent.; and in the Russo-Turkish

War of 1876-77, 100. per cent.; and, while some of the European surgeons5 yet hope for

1 Circular No. 6, War DepartmeDt, S. fi. O., Washington, November I, 1865. Reports on the Extent and Nature of the Materials available /or

the preparation of a Medical and Surgical History of the Rebellion, Philadelphia, 1865, p. 60.

'Surgeon D. 1*. SMITH, in charge of Fairfax Seminary Hospital, declares (Experiences in Military Surgery, in American Medical Times, 1863, Vol.

VI. p. 100): "'
I am prepared to utterly discard this operation from the list of operations proper to be performed for gunshot or other injury, for this reason,

even in civil practice, where every advantage of rest and careful nursing can be had, it is a doubtful remedy. lint it is admissible because it is, or should

lie, always done for caries, which should most certainly be considered by every surgeon as imperatively demanding as thorough excision as cancer"

'Surgeon II. S. HF.WIT, in his Report of the Surgery of the U. S. A. General Hospital A'o. 5, at Frederick, Md., in 1862 (B. MSS. 33, p. 37),

states: " Three partial resections of the knee were performed. The operation consisted in laying ripen the joint, removing the fragments, and smoothing

the abraded and roughened surfaces. In one case the whole of the internal condyle and two-thirds of the bead of the tibia were taken away, leaving the

patella untouched. In the other cases the operation was confined to the head of the tibia. They all three failed, as might have been expected;" and on

p. 43 adds: "The experiment of incising the knee joint and partially resecting signally failed. It was undertaken after consultation with several eminent

civil and military surgeons, and I do not regret it, although the result of my experience has determined me never to repeat it. It is highly questionable

whether excision, gouging, or resection of any kind is to be permitted in traumatic surgery of the knee."
4 Asimi'ItST (JOHN, Jit.), The Principles and Practice of Surgery, 2d edition, Philadelphia. 1878, p. 166.

fi HKINF. (C.) [Die Schussvertetcungen der Unteren Extremity ten, Berlin, 1866, p. 31*5) regrets that excision at the knee joint was not more frequently

performed, and hopes (but in a future campaign the question as to its value may be more definitely settled. Senfti.f.hkx (HUGO) (Ileobachtungen und
Bemrrlatngen ueber die Indikationen, den Lleilungsprocess, und die Xachbehandlung der Rcxectionen grosserer Gelenke, in LtAHGBXUECK'S Arcliiv, It. Ill,

Berlin, 1862, p. 121) declares the introduction of the excision at the knee joint in military surgery a problem of the future, which he hopes will take the

place of amputation in the thigh. BIU.KOTII (Til.) {Chirurgische Brief e . Berlin, 1872, p. 267): " The unfavorable results of this operation in war seem to

prove that the therapeutic of knee joint injuries by resection, until now, has not accomplished any more than before ;'' but adds, on p. 271 :
" To discard

primary resection altogether, the observations are yet too few." STARK (YV.) (lieitrugc :u der Statislik und den E)ulresultaten der Gelenkresectionen, in
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better results in future wars, considering the number of observations on record too few to

arrive at general conclusions, and while others,
1 basing their opinions generally on the more

propitious results obtained in civil practice, approve of the operation under favorable

circumstances, the most experienced 2 have declared themselves against the expediency of

excision at the knee joint in times of war, and only perform it when amputation has been

refused by the patient.

Of the fifty-seven patients on whom excision at the knee was performed, thirty-five

were Union and twenty-two were Confederate soldiers. Of the former six survived, twenty-

eight died, and one result remained undetermined, a mortality rate of 82.3 per cent. Of

the latter four recovered, sixteen died, and the terminations in two cases could not be ascer-

tained, a fatality of 80.0 per cent. In twenty-six instances—7 recoveries, 18 deaths, and 1

undetermined case—the right limb was injured; in seventeen—1 recovery and 16 deaths

—

the left; in fourteen instances the side injured was not recorded. In seven cases,
3 with 1

recovery, the excision at the knee was succeeded by amputation in the thigh.

V. Czekxy, Beitrlige zur Operativen Chirurgie, Stuttgart, 1878, p. 325) trusts that " primary excision may retain its place in war Burgery." JSocia (A.)

(Kriegschirurgische Erfahrungen, Leipzig, 1872, p. 169), although he performed 4 excisions at the knee joint, all of which proved fatal, concludes: "For

all cases in which not only the nature of the injury, but also the surrounding circumstances permit it, 1 would recommend the primary excision. I live

yet in hope that this operation will retain its place in military surgery." Professor v. NussuaUM, on the other hand, considers excision at the knee joint

in peace as well as in war as a less dangerous operation than amputation in the thigh ( l.'eber die Re^ectiojien des Kniegelenks, in Aerztliches Intelligent

blatt, 1873, No. 9, p. 136): Dr. NUBSBAUM performed, during the Franco Prussian War, 1870-71, 26 excisions at the knee joint (25 on the battlefield and 1

in hospital), and claims that 7 of these operations terminated successfully, lint Professor B. GUKLT, in his exhaustive work : Die. (ielenk- Resectionen

nach Schussverletzungen, etc., Berlin, 1879, p. 603, etc., thoroughly analyses the results in the alleged cases of recovery after excision in the knee joint by

V. NUSBBAUM, and proves that in one case the excision was followed by amputation in the thigh terminating In death
; that ia another the patient died

alter 4 years of suffering from fistulous openings in the joint ; that in the remaining four cases uo subsequent history can be obtained, as the names given

by Dr. XUSSBAUM, after a most careful scrutiny, cannot bo found on the ollicial muster rolls, nor among the claimants for pension
; and Professor (Iukli

concludes, therefore, that of the excisions performed by V. NUBSBAl'M only one can be claimed with certainty as a successful operation.

'Ruri'KECHT (L.) (Militil.ru rztliche. Erfahrungen, AVtirzburg, 1871, p. 82): "Resection at the knee should not be performed unless immediately

after the operation the measures are at hand for the most careful after treatment and perfect rest." KCsTEK (E.) (Zur Resection des KniegeUnks im Kritge.

in Deutsche Militairiirztliche Ze.il schrift, 1873, p. 447): "Primary total excision of the knee joint for shot injuries, unless contravened by especially

unfavorable circumstances, is preferable to amputation." Fr.nu (M.) (Ceher die Resection im Kniegelenk, in Berliner Klinische Wochenschrift, 187:.',

No. 46) concludes that : "In superficial shot injuries of the epiphysis of the femur or tibia, excision at the knee joint is indicated whenever the external

circumstances arc favorable and whenever by resection of the bony structure everything obnoxious can be removed. KoKNIG (Beitrlige zur Wilrdiguvn

der Resection des Kniegelenkes nach Schussverletzungen, in Berliner Klinische Wochenschrift, 1871, No. 30, p. 355), from his experience in civil life and

in military hospitals far remote from the seat of war, is inclined to favor excision at the knee in military surgery, while Oberstabsarzt J. Eckek (Zur

Total Resection des Kniegelenkes, in Wiener Medicinische Wochensclirift, No. 34, 1877, p. 817) defends the operation on the ground of art and humanity.
2 MacCokaiac (\VM.) (Notes and Recollections of an Ambulance Surgeon, London. 1871. p. 119): " Excision for wounds of the knee maybe success-

fully performed in civil practice, but is not justifiable in military." LOCKE (A.) (Kricgschirurgische Fragenund Bemerkungen, Bern. 1871, p. CO): " Resec-

tion of the knee in war surgery has not recommended itself; I only perform it when amputation is refused
;
and I cannot boast of my success." Cousin

(A.) (De la valeur de la rejection du genou en temps de guerre, in Bull. Gen. de la Therapeutii/ue Med. et Chir., Paris, 1873, T. 84, p. 161): " Mais, en temps

de guerre, a la suite des batailles qui aimment fatalement rencombrement des ambulances, la neeessite des Evacuations successives des blessfes avec des

moyens de transport le plus souvent defectueux et partant l'impossibUite. d'assurer aux oper6s. d'une part, les soins minutieux dont ils doivent estre l'objet,

l'isolement, settle garantie certainc contre 1'iufection purnleute et la septicemic, et, d'autre part, ^immobilisation absolue du membre blesse, condition

sine qua non du succes de l'expectatiou ou de la resection, selon que Ion a adopt6 Pun ou l'autre de ces in*dcs de traitement, toutes ces conditions defer -

tueuses que nous venous d'enumerer expliquent et justinent la reprobation dont les chirurgiens militaires ont frappc la resection du genou." Spillmann

(E.) (De la rejection du genou envisage* au point de rue du traumatisme, in Archives Gene"rales de Medecine, 1868, T. XI, ser. VI, p. G90) cites 19 cases of

excision at the knee joint with only 2 recoveries, and exclaims :
" Toutes les illusions doivent totuber devant une pareille experience ; la resection ue

peut s'appliquer u la chirurgie darmee, si ce n'est dans des conditions tresexceptionnelles." Czekny (Vinckxz) (Benefit tuber die im College Stanislaus

in Weissenburg behandelten Verwundeten, in Wiener Med. Wochenschrift, 1870, No. 59, p. 1429), ou account of his many sad experiences, "could nut

persuade himself to perform knee joint resection again." Induced by the excellent results achieved in civil practice, Generalnrzt RECK, recommended

and practised primary excisions in cases of shot fractures of the articular extremities without lesion of the blood vessels and without extensive laceratiou

of the soft parts. " The results," he remarks (Chirurgie der Sch ussvertetzungtn , Freiburg, i. B. 1872, p. 883), "in no way came up to my expectations,

although, with the exception of two cases, the operation was clearly indicated, the condition of the wounds was well suited to the operation, and, with

one exception, the operations were skilfully performed, aud in one instance only, too early transportation perhaps interfered with the result. Of the niue

patients operated upon, seven died ; of the remaining two, one had to have the thigh amputated afterwards, and one only, therefore, survived with preser-

vation of the limb." LEGOL'EST (L.) ( Traite de Chirurgie d'armee, Paris, 1872, p. 579): " Nous doutons que la resection du genou puisse jamais etre

substitute dune manicre generate al'amputation de lacuisse, dans la chirurgie d'arm6e.'' LOTZBECK (Zur Kniegelenk-Resection nach Schussverletzungen,

in Aerztliches Intelligenz-Btatt,. 1872, No. 32, p. 419) advises amputatiou in the lower third of the femur as preferable to excision. PlUOGOFF (N.) (Bericht

uebcr die Besichtigung der Mit.-Sanitiitsanstalten in Deutschland, etc., im Jahre 1670, Leipzig, 1871, p. 110) has not, in the seventy hospitals he visited, seen

a single case of recovery after amputation in this joint. HtTKTEB (C.) (Klinik der GeUnkkrankheiUn mit Einschluss der Orthop&dic, Leipzig, 1870-71, p.

507): " Resection of the knee joint in perforating shot wounds must not be performed when the accompanying fracture of the femur or tibia extends beyond

the joint surface. It must also not be performed when the necessary guaranty cannot be had for careful attention and after treatment of the wounded.'*
3 The cases in which the excision at the knee joint was followed by amputation in the thigh are: 1. Private W. E. L. Morrison, 1, 29th Connecticut

(Table XXXV, No. 388, p. 285, and CASE 607, p. 390), intermediary, in middle third of femur; fatal.—2. Private W. M. Constable, II. 1st Cavalry

(Table XXXV, No. 43, p. 280, and Case 587, p. 387), iute-tnediary, in the middle third; recovery.—3. Corporal A. Glazier, B, 1st Minnesota (Table

XXXVI, No. 366, p. 298, and CASE 606, p. 390), intermediary, in lower third ; fatal.—4. Private J. "W. Derr, E
t
7th Maryland (TABLE XL, No. 128, p. 321,

and Case 605, p. 390), secondary operation in lower third; fatal.—5. Private S. Lininger, II, 74th Indiana (Table XL, No. 157, p. 322. and Case 639. p.

397), secondary operation in lower third; fatal.—6, 7. Two unknown Confederate soldiers (Table XL1. p. 323. N'os. 9, 10, and Cases 611, 612, p. 390).
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Table LX.

Excisions at the Knee Joint for Shot Injury on the Occasions named and from the Authorities quoted.

OCCASIONS.
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Amputations at the Knee Joint.—As indicated in Table LIV, on page 398, the fatal-

ity of one hundred and eighty-seven cases of amputation at the knee joint in which the

(in the 6th day. July 13th, conveyed to Castle Hradek Hospital. Resectiou July 15th ; fistulas, erysipelas, etc., ensued, and on July 3, 1867, at the solicita-

tion of the patient, amputation was performed in the middle third of the thigh, Dr. BUSCII performed two additional operations in 1866: Alfred Graf,

sublieutenant, Austrian Cuirassiers Regiment, No. 2, aged 18, wounded at Koniggr&tz, July 3, 1866, through the right knee joint, Assuring the femur

extensively. Admitted into Castle Ilradek Hospital, Resection, July 27th, of about four inches of the lower end of the femur and patella. Death Aug.

2, 1866. Anton Dunda, 8th Austrian Infantry, aged 2.1, wounded at Koniggratz, July 3, 1806, in the left knee joint. Admitted into Castle Hradek Hospital.

August 1st, resection of about 1$ inch of end of femur. August 0th, ligation of femoral artery below Poupurt's ligament on account of arterial hemor-

rhage. Death August 7, 1800 (GlTULT, loc. cit., pp. 487, 488).

—

,3 FlEBER (Caul) (Chirurgische Studien und Erfahrungen mit Zugrundelegung der im
italienischen Feldzuge des Jahrcs 1800 gemachten Beobachtungen, in Allgemeine Wiener Med. Zeitung, 1875, No. 21. p. 202): Nicolo Finosco, 1st Italian

Grenadier Regiment, wounded at Custoza, June 24, 1860, in the left knee by a grenade splinter; patella shattered, joint opened. Admitted into hospital

at Verona. Resection July 7th; pieces of patella entirely extirpated; both condyles removed. Death on the evening of July 9, 1860.

—

l4 Dr. Hahx
operated on Carl Rohm, 42d Austrian Infantry, wounded at Koniggratz, July 3, 1866, through the right knee joint. Admitted, July 6th, into hospital at

Horic. August 7th, resection of about 1 inch of tibia and fibula and 1J inch, of femur. August 27th, haemorrhage, followed by death in a few minutes

(GUHLT, loc. cit., p. 488).

—

,6 Dr. JUNG, of Frankfurt, a. M., operated in the case of Gustav Ilombogen, noncommissioned officer of Magdeburg Fusileer

Regiment, No. 3G, aged 23, wounded at Vettingen, July 26, 1866
;
penetrating shot wound of the knee joint. Admitted into Relief Hospital No. 4, Frank-

furt, August 9th. Resection, August 15, 1866, of knee joint. Death from pyaamia August 19, 1866 (GL'ULT, toe. cit, p. 398).

—

l0 K6xiG (Bcitrage zur

Resection des Kniegelenkes, in Archiv fur Klin. Chir., 1868, B. IX, s. 465, and Guult, loc. cit, p. 485): Leopold Anzenbcrgcr, Austrian Infantry Regi-

ment, No, 49, aged 25, wounded near Aschaffenburg, July 14, 1866, in the left knee joint. On September 10th he was admitted into hospital at Hanau.

Resection, September llth, of about 2^ centimetres (broad) of the femur, the fractured patella, and a piece of the tibia about a centimetre broad.

Living October 19, 1874, having been engaged in shoemaking for three years. Leg shortened 2 inches.

—

17 IJ. V. LAXGEXiiECK (Ueber die Schusifracturen

der Getenke, etc., Berlin, 1868, p. 33, and GUKLT, loc. cit., p. 398): Case of Simon Bach, Pommpranian Field Artillery, aged 24, wounded at Koniggratz,

July 3, 1866; right knee joint shattered by splinter of grenade ; capsule opened. Admitted into hospital at Milowie, July 30th. Subperiosteal resection

of the knee joint. Death August 5, 1866.

—

,B Dr. MIDDBLDORP3T operated on Constantin v. Memerty, 2d Lieutenant, 7th East Prussian Infantry, No. 44,

aged 23, wounded at Koniggratz, July 3, 1866. Besides two slight flesh wounds, the left knee joint was shattered by a piece of grenade, the patella

carried off, and the joint opened. Resection, July 10th, in hospital at Koniginhof. Death from pyaemia, July 27, 1866 (GuitLT, loc. cit., p. 398).

—

19 Surgeon RaST excised the knee in the case of Michael Maier, 1st Bavarian Infantry, aged 26, wounded at Vettingen. July 26, 1866, at inner condyle of

left knee. Admitted into hospital at Wilrzburg August 18th ; resection, August 30th, of condyles, patella, and a slice of tibia. Death, September 17, 1866,

from pyannia (GUKLT, toe. cit., p. 418).

—

w Professor Kakl TEXTOIi, in the caso of Andreas Jorg, 9th Bavarian Infantry, 3d Co., resected the knee joint

in hospital at WUrzburg. Death August 16, I860 (GUKLT, loc cit., p. 419).

—

2I Generalarzt WAGNER, in the ease of Franz Skazel, Field Chasseur Bat-

talion, No. 27. aged 20, wounded at Koniggratz, July 3, 1866, in the left knee, and admitted into hospital at Gorlitz on July 30th, removed, on August

3ist, the patella. Death September 29, 1866 (GURLT, loc. cit, p. 488).

—

22 Surgeon Buxmaxn : Case of Corporal H. Sehlldgen, Hessian Sharpshooter

Corps, aged 30, wounded accidentally, September 16, 1866, in the right knee ; joint opened, tibia and fibula uninjured. Resection of knee joint about 16

or 18 hours after injury; removul of patella, head of fibula, articular portiun of tibia, and the splintered femur H inch above its articulating extremity.

Recovered July 21, 1875; shortening 10 centimetres; walks about all day, but feels very tired in the evening. Cicatrix adherent ; total anchylosis of

joint; leg entirely straightened; can walk up hill easier than down hill ; uses no supporting apparatus (GUHLT, loc. cit, p. 1191).—"THOMPSON (IlEMiV)

( Gunshot Wound of the Knee—Excision of the Knee Joint, in The Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical Science, 1868, Vol. XLVI, p. 27): Case of Peter

McSorley, a carpenter, shot February 29, 1868, in his•bent right knee. Admitted into Tyrone County Infirmary at Omagh. March 1, 1868, resection

of 2i inches of the femur, a very thin slice of the head of the tibia, and all the fragments of the patella, shot, and pieces of lead. For weeks afterwards

pieces of bone, lead, shot, etc., continued to discharge. July 1, 1868, patient able to go about with the aid of a crutch and cane and without splints, limb

being shortened about 1£ inch.

—

2-* Oatman (IBA T.) {Excision of the Knee Joint, in Pacific Med. and Surg. Jour., 1869. Vol. Ill, N. S., p. 50): C. G ,

of Yolo County, California, aged 16, wounded March 10, 1868; penetrating shot wound of knee joint, resulting in caries. Resection May 21, 1868;

removal of lower portion of condyles, anterior articular surface of femur beneath the patella, the patella, head of tibia, and fragments of fibula.

October 15, 1868, amputation of thigh on account of continuous progress of caries of the femur and leg ; recovered.

—

25 For details of the cases of excision

of the knee joint of the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71, the reader is referred to the exhaustive work of Professor E. GuitLT, Die, Gelenk-Resectionen

nach Schussverletzungen , etc., Berlin, 1879, pp. 602, etc. From a careful and critical examination of the sources at his command, Dr. GURLT collects 75

authentic cases of excisions at the knee joint performed during that short but decisive struggle: 15 were successful and 60 proved fatal, a mortality rate

of 80.0 per cent.

—

,
-'n Neyvman (Wll.) (Gunshot Wound of Right Knee Joint, twentyfive years ago—Removal of Lower Half of Patella (carious), and of

shot imbedded in inner Condyle of Femur, from a patient aged 55, in St Bartholomew's Hospital Reports, London, 1874, Vol. X, p. 392), in the case

of J. T , accidentally shot in tho right knee. Excision March 29, 1871. Recovery, with bony anchylosis.—"MLXEU (J. S.) (II. CULHEUTSOX,
Excision of the Larger Joints of the Extremities. Prize Essay, in Trans. Am. Med. Assoc, Philadelphia, 1876, Supp. to Vol. XXVII, p. 18G, Case No.

37): Thomas S. Cobb, of Buffalo, N. Y., aged 35, received, on November 8, 1871, a pistol shot in tho articulating surface of the tibia. Resection, on

November 10th, of both surfaces of joint. Died 15 days afterwards of pyaemia.—^ Dr. MKUSEL (Eine Kniegelenkresection nach Schussverletzung, in Ber-

liner Klin, Wochcnschrift, 1875, XII Jahrg, S. 272): Case of Zeiss, aged 25, wounded November 1, 1873, by a revolver shot in the left knee ; ligamentum

patella? perforated, missile lodged in the epiphysis of tho tibia about 5 centimetres deep. Resection November 9, 1873. removing a piece from the con-

dyles of femur 4 centimetres thick, without touching the patella, and resecting the tibia so as to leave the fibula joint unopened. Discharged from treat-

ment April 8, 1874, walking on crutches; he subsequently accustomed himself to walk with a light cane; shortening 5 centimetres.

—

TO REYnEU (G.

TILING, Bericht uber 124 im Serbisch-Turkischen Kriege im Baracken-Lazareth des Dorpaler Sanitiits-Ti-ains zu Swilainatz behandelte Schussverlet-

zungen, Dorpat, 1877, pp. 07, 68, and GUKLT, loc. cit., p. 1160) performed 3 excisions at the knee joint during the Russo-Turkish War, 1876-78 : Rista

Bokowitsch, aged 35, wounded September 18, 1676, in theexternal condyle of the right femur; ball removed. Resection of knee joint September 21, 1876,

at Swilainatz. Death September 22, 1876. Radojizn Schiwanowitsch, aged 40; admitted into hospital at Swilainatz, September 2, 1876, with penetrating

shot wound of left knee joint, fracturing the femur, received several da}-s previous. Resection of entire lower portion of femur. Died September 13, 1876.

Gaja Miliwojewitsch, aged 34, admitted into hospital at Swilanatz, August 22,1876, with a shot wound of left knee joint received two and a half weeks

previously. Resection of both condyles of femur, August 23, 1876. Death from pya?mia August 31, 1876.—^BEUGMAXX (E.) (Die Behandlung der

Schusswunden des Kniegelenks im Kriege, Stuttgart, 1878, pp. 30, 31): Aleksei Neboschenko, Russian Regiment Wolhynien, aged 27. wounded at the

crossing of the Danube, June 15, 1877, in the right knee joint. Primary resection of the shattered condyles of femur. Death July 2, 1877, from pyemia.
31 Kape (E.) (Das tempordre Kriegslazareth des Ressorts der Anstaltcn der Kaiserin Maria im Kloster Mariahimmelfahrt bei Sistowa, in St. Peters-

burger Med. Wochcnschrift, 1877, S. 381. 1878, s. 19): Peter Petrunja, 14th Russian Sharpshooter Battalion, wounded on the Nicolai Mountain. August

13, 1877. through the left knee. Resection, October 5, 1877, in hospital nt Sistowa, of articulating ends of femur and tibia. Death October 8, 1877.

—

32 RUDDUCK operated twice during the Russo-Turkish War, 1876-78 (Socitti ottomane de secours avx blesses ct maladcs militaircs constitute d\ipres la

Convention de Geneve, Vol. Ill, Ambulancesfixes et mobiles du Croissant rouge, Constantinople, 1878, pp. 137, 232): Ahmed Ibrahim, wounded September

8, 1877, in the right knee. Resection, September 22, 1877, of the condyles and nrticular facet of the tibia, in hospital I.e Mevle-Hane, at Philippopolis.

Hassan Ali, penetrating wound of right knee joint ; ball in one of the condyles of the femur. Resection. October 25, 1877, of knee joint, in field hospital

No. 5, at Orkhanie. Death from pyaemia.

—

33 Richaudsox (A. P.) (Proceedings of the Connecticut River Valley Medical Association, in Boston Med.

and Surg. Jour., 1878, Vol. XCVIII, p. 43): A girl, aged 14. accidental shot wound of knee joint, in 1876; excision of articular end of bones by Dr.

TWITCHELL, of Keeue, X. H. Recovery, with 2 inches shortening and a useful leg.
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filial issues were determined was 56.6 per cent., viz: fatality of one hundred and seven

primary operations, 53.2 per cent.; of fifty intermediary, 68.0 per cent.; of twenty-six

secondary, 53.8 per cent.; and of four operations in which the date of the amputation was

not ascertained, 25.0 per cent. These results do not sustain the opinion expressed in

the preliminary report, issued in 1865, that the mortality, especially of primary amputa-

tions in the lower third of the thigh, is much larger than that of the exarticulations at the

knee joint. It will be remembered that the fatality of the amputations in the lower third

of the thigh was 53.6 per cent., and of the primary amputation in the lower third only

48.7 per cent. (Table XXIX, p. 213), or 3 and 4.5 per cent., respectively, less than that

of the corresponding groups of amputations at the knee joint, and the former operation

would, therefore, seem to give a better chance for life than the latter. It must also be

taken into consideration that in 8, or nearly 10 per cent., of the eighty-one cases of recovery

after amputation at the knee, amputation in the thigh subsequently became necessary.

The mode of operation in amputations at the knee joint has been varied in many
ways: by a semilunar incision in front and a long posterior flap behind, as practised by

Hoin, in 1764 ;* by the long anterior flap of Le'veille';
2 by the anterior and posterior semi-

circular flaps of N. Smith, 3 the patella being retained; by the circular method of Velpeau, 4

three or four inches below the patella; by the oval method of Baudens, 5
consisting of one

flap, long anteriorly and short posteriorly ; by the lateral flaps of Rossi
;

6 and by three sub-

cutaneous flaps (one anterior and one posterior, the latter split up along the middle of the

popliteal space) from the circumference of the upper part of the leg, as proposed by Pan-

coast.
7 Syme, 8

in 1845, made a semilunar incision on a line with the upper edge of the

patella and a long flap from the calf of the leg, after the manner of Hoin, but he removed

the condyles and the patella. Carden, 9 since 1846, cut an anterior semioval skin flap,

removing the patella and portions of the condyles of the femur. Operations similar to

Carden's were performed by Melchiorj 10
in 1850 and 1851, but the patella was retained

in these cases. In 1857, R. Gritti proposed to cut an anterior rectangular flap, to saw

through the condyles of the femur, to remove a segment of the inner portion of the patella

and to place the sawn surfaces in apposition, to secure in this manner a sound surface to

1 BP.ASDOlt (Sur les amputations dans les articles, in Mem. de I' Acad. Roy. de Vhir., Paris, 1774, T. V, p. 773,i, who practised the operation at Dijon,

in 1764, on a laborer who had fallen from a building. 2 Leveim.e (J. B. P.), Xouvelle doctrine chirurgicale, Paris, 1812, T. IV, p. 580.

3 SMITH (Nathan) (On Amputation at the Knee Joint, in the American Medical Review and Journal, 1825, Vol. II, p. 370) marked "two points one

on the out and the other on the inside of the Iiinb, the latter half an inch below the head of the tibia, and the other opposite to it. Then draw a semicircular

line from one point to the other, over the anterior part of the leg, and in such a direction that its lower part shall touch the lower part of the tubercle on

the tibia into which the ligament of the patella is inserted, nnd then mark another circle on the posterior part of the leg, exactly corresponding to the

former. The above linos limit the two flaps, the former of which will be formed of the patella and its ligament, together with the investing integuments,

nnd the latter of the head of the gastrocnemius, the tendons of the flexor muscles, and the popliteal blood-vessels aad nerves. The operator should

first raise the anterior Map with the patella, which will expose the anterior part of the joint and render the division of the lateral ligaments easy. Two
or three strokes of the knife will then complete the section of the lower flaps, with the crucial ligaments."

4 VF.Ll'EAU (A.), Mi-moire sur Computation de la jambe dans Varticulation du genou, et description d'un nouvcau procidi pour pratiquer cette

operation, in Archives Centrales de Midecine, 8me annee, T. XXIV, 1830, p. 58.

6 BauI)I-:ns (L.) (C'tinique des plaies d'armes a feu, Paris, 1836, p. 537, and Disarticulation coxofimoral et tibio-fimoral, in Bulletin de X'Acad.

Roy. de Med., Taris, 1836, T. I, p. 324) recommeads a combination of the oval and flap methods. A long oval flap anteriorly, commencing five inches

below the patella, is dissected and turned up ; the ligaments, muscles, and vessels are next divided by a circular incision, the articulation is opened, and

the semilunar cartilages and crucial ligaments detached as in the circular process of VEI.PEAU.
6 R0SSI (R.), Elimensde Midecine Opiratoire, Turin, 1806, T. II, p. 227.

7 Paxcoast (JOSEPH), A Treatise on Operative Surgery, Philadelphia, 1846, p. 171.

8SYME (James). Surgical Cases and Observations, in London and Edinburgh Monthly Journal, 1845, p. 339.

9 Carden (Hfxky D.) (On Amputation by Single. Flap, in British Medical Journal, 1864, Vol. I, p. 416): It consisted "in reflecting a rounded or

semi-oval flap of skin and fat from the front of the joint; dividing everything else straight down to the bone; and sawing the bone slightly above the

piano of the muscles ; thus forming a flat-faced stump with a bonnet of integument to fall over it." The patella was not retained in this operation.

10 MET.cmoitJ (G.) ( Caso tli amputazione sopracondiloidea del femore col metodo del dott. Rocco Gritti, cioe con lembo patellare, per ferita da

arma dafuoco ; precduto da altri due, in cuifu conscrvata larotella disarticolando il ginocchio ed amputando ai condilifemoral i ; in Annali Universali

di Medicina, Miluno, 1867, Vol. CC, pp. 370, 371); but in these operations the entire patella was retained. One of the patients on whom the amputation

was performed recovered from the operation, but died of recurring cancerous tumors four and a half months after the operation. The patella, deprived

of its cartilage, was found, held by adhesions, in the intercondyioid notch ; the skin of the flap adhered to the condyles. In the other case, the operation

was performed at the level of the condyles for a railroad accident, in 1851. The anterior flnp sloughed, but finally the patella became anchylosed to the

outer part of the femur and the patient recovered with an excellent stump.
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the stump.' From the records it would seem that this mode of amputating at the knee

joint was practised once only during the late civil war in the case of Private C. H. Rist,

36th Wisconsin (Case 492, p. 318, and Table LV, p. 402, No. 38), who subsequently

underwent secondary amputation in the lower third of the thigh; although, as already

stated on page 357, ante, similar procedures were employed by Surgeon B. A. Vanderkieft,

U. S. V., and Assistant Surgeon J. W. S. Gouley, U. S. A., in two instances of amputations

in the lower third of the femur. In the Danish War of 1864, the Austro-German War of

*R. GlUTTI, DelV amputazxone del femore al ttrzo inferiors t delta disarticolazione del ginocchio. Valore relativo di cadauna, coll'imlicazione di

un nuovo metodo denominate amputazione del femore at condili con lembo patellare, in Annali Universale di Medicina, Milano, 1857, Vol. CLXI, p. 5.

The author, who found no occasion to practise the amputation on the living subject, gives, on page 18, a minute description of the operation, of which the

following is a brief outline: An incision is made from the upper edge of the head of the fibula transversely across the leg, about one inch below the

patella, to the inner tuberosity of the tibia. From the extremities of this incision a vertical cut is made upward to the level of ihe middle of the patella.

The rectangular flap thus outlined is dissected, the joint is opened by cutting through the ligamentum patellae. The patella is then thrown back, and

a segment, about two lines in thickness, removed from the inner surface by a small saw. The condyles of the femur are sawn through. The posterior

flap is then made by an incision direct to the bone, connecting the upper extremities of the lateral cuts. This flap is separated from the femur for a short

distance, the periosteum cut through, and the limb removed. The vessels are ligated, the sawn bony surfaces are placed together, and the edges of the

flaps secured by several interrupted sutures. Professor J. NeudOrfer, in the preface to his Handbttclt der Kriegschirurgie. Ein Yademecumfiir Felddrzte,

Leipzig, 1864, Er.ste Ilalfte, p. IX, claims that he performed an operation similar to G Rim's in 1859 :
" The work of GlUTTI was unknown to me; but

it struck me, in the fall of 1859, to combine exarticulation at the knee with resection, and to practically test it," and on p. 1559 of the Zweite Ilalfte

states that he performed the operation in 1859, but he fails to give details of the case. In an article, Beitrag zur Amputation, in Yterteljahrschrift fur
die Praktische Bcillmnde, Prag, 18G0, Vol. I, p. 80, Professor Szymaxowsky advocates G Rim's mode of operation, and details his experimental efforts-

on the cadaver; but at that time he found no occasion to employ this method on the living subject. 8AW06TITZK1 seems to have been the first to prac-

tically test G KIT lis operation, in 1862. The case is published in the St, Petcrsburgcr Medicinische Zeitschrift, 1862, I?. Ill, p. 372: The patient, aged 19,.

fell from a wagon and received a fracture of the right leg. The operation was performed according to Giutti'S mode ns described by SzymaxOWsky
;

the sawing of the patella caused the only difficulty
; the sawn surfaces of the femur and patella fitted readily; the wounds healed principally by first

intention. On the sixth day after the operation the patella was found to have been drawn upwards on the anterior surface of the femur by the quadrf

ceps, and could not be replaced. The patient recovered with a good stump. The first recorded operation after shot injury is a case reported by Szv-

MANOWSKY (Die Rechtfcriigung der GllTTTl'schen Operation durch Wort unci That, in VierteJjahrschrift fiir die Praktische Jhilkumie, Prag, L866, B. ll r

S. 38): "February 5, 1863, shot fracture of leg, gangrene; GRITTl's operation with dissection of the synovial pouch; gangrene of thigh ; death. The
patella was found unmoved upon the sawn surface of the femur." In the Schleswig-Holstein War of 1864, 10 cases of GiMTTl's operation were reported.

—

A. LOCKE (Kricgschirurgische Aphorismen aus dent zweiten Schleswig- Holsteinschen Kriege im Jahre 1864, in Laxgenbeck'b Archiv fiir Klin. Chir.,

Berlin, 18GG, B. VII, pp. 23, 24, 131, 147) reports 4 cases.—2. Christian Balzer, 24th Regiment, shot wound of left knee joint, June 29, 18(14 ; amputation

June 30th, by Surgeon SCHILLING; fatal.—3. Thomas Thomson, 9th Danish Infantry, shot wound of right knee, April IP, 18G4
; amputation April 27th. by

Dr. LCckk; deatli May 1, 18G4.—4. Carl Neumann, 4th Guards, shot wound of right knee joint, April 18, 1804 ; amputation by Dr. LUcKK, April 86th

;

recovery.—5. Hoffmann, wounded in right knee, February 2, 1804 ; amputation February 10th, by Dr. Ll'CKK ; death about the end of February. Six

other cases of the War of 1864 are mentioned by C. HEINE (Die Schussverhtzungen der unteren Kxtremitdten, etc., in LAXCEXBECK's Archiv fiir Klin.

Chir., 18GG, B. VII, p. G07.—G. Prussian soldier, shot fracture of the leg. Operation by Generalarzt von IjAXGEXBECK ; fatal.—7. Primary operation by

Professor Esmarch, at the hospital at Breaker, April 18, 1664, for shot wound of upper extremity of tibia; fatal.—8. L. Chr , 8th Prussian Grenadiers,

comminution of left leg, April 18, I8G4. Operation, April 18, 1864, by Staffsurgeon OCHWADT, at Flensburg ; fatal. (See also OCHWADT, Kriegschir.

Erfahrungen, Berlin, 18G5, No. 18 of Table of Operations).—9. Private J. K , 9th Danish Infantry, wounded April 18, 1664 ; operation, April 21st, by

Staffsurgeon FISCHER, at the Latin School Hospital at Flensburg, for shot fracture of the tibia with splintering into knee joint; the patient died eight days

after the operation. The autopsy showed that no consolidation of the femur and patella had taken place.—10, 11. After the naval engagement at Helgo-

land, in 1S64, two of these operations were performed ; one at the hospital at Altona, by Dr. Stf.ixlechxek (H. Kucixic. Bericht iiber die Vcnvundeten,

der K. K. Kriegsmarine, in Allgemeine Militdrdrztliche Zeitung, 1864, B. V, p. 52): Sailor A. Gasparo, of Frigate Radctzky, shot fracture of left leg,

May 9th ; amputation after GlUTTI, Way 13th ; recovery. The other (Helxe, loc. cit., p. 608, and SalzmaXN, Pie GniTTl'sche Operation.smethode und
ihre Verwerthuvg in der Kriegschirurgie, in B. VOX LaxgEXBECK's Archiv fiir Klinische Chirurgie, Berlin, 1880, B. XXV, p. 662) was the case of an

Austrian naval cadet, wounded in the same engagement; amputation after GlUTTI on the day of the injury, May 9, 1864. It is stated that union of the

patella hat! taken place, but that on his return to Austria the patient fell upon his stump, necessitating amputation in the middle third of the thigh.

—

12. Melciiiorj (G.) (Annali Universali di Medicina, 1867, Vol. CC, p. 374): P. Pietro, 5th Italian Artillery, aged 27, shot in the right leg, July 21, 1866;*

GuiTTl's amputation August 16th; recovery. Of the Austro-Prussian War of 1866, seven operations after Geitti's method are reported by Salzmaxn
(loc. cit., p. 009, etc.).—13. Austrian soldier, aged 17, comminution of left leg by shell, at Konigsgratz, July 3, I860; operation July 3d: healed by first

intention ; August 12th, recovered.—14. Prussian Infantry soldier, comminution of bones of right leg, Konigsgratz, July 3, 1866; operation at Castle Prim,

July 15th, by Dr. BUSCH; death same day.—15. Franz Walichowski, comminution of lower third of left tibia and fibula, and of right elbow joint ; July

15th, resection of elbow joint ; July 27th, GuiTTl's amputation at knee joint ; death August 15, 1806; operation by Dr. BTJSCH.—16. Juhann Bielin, 8th Aus-

trian Infantry, fracture of tibia and laceration of the peronasus, July 3, 1866; operation by Dr. BROCK, July 27, 1866; death from pyaemia.—17. Austrian

soldier, shot fracture of head of tibia, July 3d ; amputation at Nechanic, August 10, 1866, by Dr. Busch ; death from pyaemia, August 10, 18G6.—18.

Austrian soldier, shot fracture of leg; operation at the hospital at Nedelist, by Dr. SEAXXER; death 50 days after the operation.—19. O. Weiser, 3d

Baden Infantry, shot fracture of right leg, Werbach, July 24, I860 ; operation by Dr. MOllek, August 2d ; death August 9, 1866. Of the Franco-

Prussian War of 1870-71, Staffsurgeon Salzmaxx (loc. cit., p. 674, etc.) collects 15 cases, viz: 20. G , 94th French Infantry, shell laceration of both calves,

August 22, 1870; GRITTl's operation at the knee on one limb; amputation in the thigh on the other, August 23d: operation by Dr. MUller; death

August 24, 1870.—21. T. H , 1st French Infantry, shell fracture of left leg, August 18, 1870; operation, August 24th, by Pr. Marquaedt; death.—

22. Private A. lhl, 88th Infantr}-, comminution of left leg, September 1, 1670; amputation, September 4th, by Dr. Laxg(?); recovery, with good

stump.—23. A. Brauer, 3d Grenadiers, splintering of left tibia, August 18, 1870 ; GRITTf6 operation by Dr. Matz, September 7th ; recovery, with tender

stump.—24. Iteimann, 14th Bavarian Infantry, shot fracture of right leg; gangrene; operation, September 13th, in hospital at Aix-la-Chapelle, by Dr.

BRAXD1S ; death in a week.—25. C. G. Kenner, 46th Prussian Infantry, shot fracture of right leg; GRITTl's amputation performed by Dr. Stahl, October

17th, at the 7th field hospital of the IXth Corps ; recovery, with good stump.—26. W. Pluta, 1st Posen Infantry, No. 19; groove shot of right tibia, with

opening of the joint, October 7, 1870; amputation by Dr. MCi.ler, October 25th, at the 7th field hospital of the Xth Corps at Hagondangc; death October

31, 1870.—27. Private P. II. KfJPFEH, 05th Infantry, comminution of left leg, October 28, 1870 ; operation by Dr. M0LLBB, November 19th, at Hagondangc ;

death from pyiemia, November 21, 1870.—28. J. Ollagnon, 13th French Infantry, shot fracture of left tibia, August 18, 1870; operation by Dr. MtlLLER,

in hospital at Nancy, March 2, 1871 ; recovery in 29 days.—29. Lieut. W. von du Prel, Infantry body guard, shot fracture of left knee joint, September

1, 1870; GnrrrVs operation, by Professor V. Nussdaum, at Bazeilles, September 1st; September 14th, resection of exposed ix>rtion of femur; death

September 25, 1870.—30. P. Zoll, 10th Bavarian Infantry, shot fracture of left leg at Remilly, August 31, 1870; operation by Dr. Lotzbkck. Septembor8th;

death September 17, 1870.—31. O. "Willner, 9th Bavarian Infantry, nged 24, shell fracture of leg near the knee joint, October 7, 1870; GiUTTl'S amputa-

SUKG. Ill—54
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1866, and the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71, Gritti's operation was performed in a

number of instances, and, in 1870, a modification of Gritti's plan was presented by

Stokes, 1 but the results of these operations in war surgery have not been very favorable,

and the opinions of military surgeons generally are recorded against its performance."

In nine of the one hundred and eighty-nine cases of exarticulation at the knee the

condyles of the femur and the patella were removed; in sixteen the condyles were removed

and the patella retained; in seven the condyles were retained and the patella removed; in

twenty-eight the condyles and the patella were retained; and in one hundred and twenty-

nine instances this point was not indicated.

Regarding the value of the stump after knee joint amputations, the records would

seem to confirm the opinions of Velpeau, Stephen Smith, Markoe, and Syme, 3 that the

stump formed by the articular surface of the lower extremity of the femur is as well, and

perhaps better adapted to the successful wearing of an artificial limb than the thigh stump.

Of the eighty-one cases of recovery after amputation at the knee, the condition of the stump

is known in sixty instances; in forty it is recorded as sound and healthy, and, in twenty,

as tender or painful, or as not allowing the use of an artificial apparatus.

tiun, by NEL'HOFEit, October 8th ; discharged the service July 17, 1871, and died in February, lb72; stump had healed after tedious exfoliations of small

particles of bone, but union of bone of the cut surfaces of tho fcinurand patella had not taken place.—32. F. Borron, 9th French Chasseurs, aged 29,

shot fracture of right leg, October 11, 1870, at Artenay: operation by v. N.U8SBAUM, October 11th; result undetermined.—33. J. Krum. 1st Bavarian

Jiegers, shot fracture of left leg, October 11, 1870 ; operation, October 15th, by LOTZiiECK ; result unknown.—34. G. Kofler, 3d Bavarian Infantry, shot

fracture of left knee joint, October 11, 1870; operation by LOTZUKCK, October 21st; death October 23, 1870. The results of two of the 34 amputations

at the knee after GlUTT]"s method, here cited, are not recorded ; 10 had successful and 22 fatal issues, a mortality rate of G8.7 per cent.

! ST0KE8 (William) (On Supra- Condyloid Amputation of the Thigh, in Medico- Chirurgical Transactions, London, 1870, Vol. LI1I, p. 180).

The author claims that his mode differs from GuiTTl'B in the following particulars : "1. That the femoral section is made in all cases at least half an inch

above the autero-superior edge of the condyloid cartilage. 2. That in all cases the cartilaginous surface of the patella is removed. 3. That the flap is

oval, not rectangular. 4. That there is a posterior flap fully one-third of the length of the anterior flap." In regard to the second point of modification,

Dr. STOKES remarks that "much importance was not attached by GlUTTI to the removal of this portion of the bone," and, in proof thereof, cites three

cases reported by MELCHIORJ, in two of which the articular surface of the patella was not removed. Dr. STOKES evidently overlooked the fact that these

two operations were perfurmed G and 7 years before Dr. R. GlilTTI proposed his osteoplastic operation, while the third operation, in which the inner surface

of the patella was removed, was performed in 186G, or 9 years after Dr. GKITTI'S plan had been published. Dr. GlilTTI (loc. cit., p. 18) clearly insists

vipon the divisiou of the patella, and, in FIG. Ill, at the conclusion of his article, delineates the manner of the division.

2 Beck (B.) (Kriegs-Chirurgische Erfahrungen wdhrend des Eeldzvges 1SGG, Freiburg, i. B., 1867, p. 62): "GUITTl's operation, which must be

designated as one entirely without purpose, is to be rejected as or.e too complicated, having no advantages and only disadvantages." ZEIS (E.) (Einige

Bemerkungen zur Wurdigung der Exarticulation des Unterschenkels im Knitgelenke, in Arch, fur Klin, Chir., Berlin, 1866, B. VII, p. 770): " I confess

that my great predilection fur this operation, by which, when successful, unquestionably great advantages are gained for the patient, lias greatly dimin-

ished, and I, therefore, do not feel encouraged to perform the operation after GltiTTI, as the dangerous consequences alluded to by me must be the

name." Dr. It. F. Weik (On GltlTTl's Supra-condyloid Amputation of the Thigh, in the Medical Record, New York. 1879, Vol. XV, p. 342) tabulates 7G

operations after GuiTTI, of which 54 recovered and 22 died, and remarks, on p. 341 :
" For gunshot wounds or compound fractures involving the condyles

of the femur, its practicability is yet undetermined, and time will probably record an adverse judgment against it in such cases. For diseases of the

knee joint it affords a better operation, in myjudgment, than disarticulation, which has lately been revived." The unfavorable results of the few cases of

GiuiTi's amputation after shot injuries that the editor has been able to collect would seem to confirm the conclusions of Dr.WEIit. Dr. Salzmann (toe. cit,,

in Archiv fur Klin. Chir., Berlin, 1880, B. XXV, p. 658): " Taking into consideration, besides the high mortality, the disadvantages of a complicated

operative technic, requiring a certain aptitude and at least 36 minutes time, the readily injured and for transport little adapted stump, liable to displace-

ment of the patella, and bleeding from the popliteal artery; farthennore, the slow healing process with its uncertain results; we must come to the

conclusion that neither on the field of battle nor in the field hospitals GlHTTl's operation seems to have any value as an operation in war surgery."
3 VELI'EAU (A.) (Mimoire sur Vamputation de la jambe dans V articulation du genou, ct description d'un nouveau procede pour pratiqucr citte

operation, in Archives Generates de Medecine, 8m0 ann6e, T. XXIV, 1830, p. GO) considers amputation at the knee preferable to amputation in the thigh as

being less dangerous, easier performed, and furnishing a good stump for the use of a wooden leg. SMITH (STEPHEN) (Cases in Surgery.—Amputation at

the Knee Joint. By W. Pakkei:, M. D., Professor of Surgery in the College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York. Iteported by STEPHEN' SMITH,

in the New York Journal of Medicine for November, 1852, Vol. IX, p. 320) arrives at the following conclusions : "1. That amputation at the knee joint

is a justifiable operation, as respects the nature of the structures engaged. 2. That it is a justifiable operation as respects the point of election. 3. That

the stump formed by the articular surface of the lower extremity of the femur is as well adapted to the adjustment of an artificial limb, and to sustain

aud transmit the weight of the body, as when the operation is performed in the continuity of the thigh-bone." MAIIKOE (T. M.) (Amputation at the

Knee Joint, Illustrated by the Cases which hare occurred in American practice, and mainly by those which have been treated in the Hew York Hospital,

in New York Jour, of Med., New York, 1856', Vol. XVI. N. S., p. 35, etc.) presents eight points of comparison between this operation and the amputation

in the thigh, all favoring knee joint amputation. Syme (JAMES) (On Amputation at the Knee, in Edinburgh Medical Journal, Edinburgh, 18GG, Vol. XI,

p. 874) concludes that the resulting stump is comfortable and serviceable. Map.KOE (T. M.) (Amputation at the. Knee Joint, in New York Medical

Journal, 18G8, Vol. VI, p. 509) sums up the cases of amputation in the thigh and at the knee joint performed from 1830-1 8G4, in the New York Hospital,

both showing a mortality of 54 per cent., and admits that as far as the percentage of fatality is concerned " this exhibit shows no advantage on the side of

the knee joint operation." but claims a decided advantage for the usefulness of the knee joint stump. In this opinion he is corroborated by Dr. E. D.

HUDSON", the ingenious deviser of various mechanical appliances for the relief of maimed soldiers; but the latter (Mechanical Surgery.— J *rothetic Appliances

and Apparatus for Amputations, Iiesections, etc.. New York, 1878, p. 24) deprecates the removal of the condyles as an operation neither "sustained by

any rational hypothesis nor practised on any scientific principles. Except disease or injury of the condyles compel their excision, their thin anatomical and

functional vestments should be kept inviolate from knife and saw. The condyles, their cartilage and vestment, as constituted, are nature's strongest, most

tolerant ami important supports in the entire body, and when these parts are amputated or disturbed, a valid, a positive reason should exist for so doing."
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Section V.

WOUNDS AND OPERATIONS IN THE LEG.

The consideration of examples of simple and compound fractures, of burns, frost-bites,

and other miscellaneous injuries of the leg will be reserved for Chapter XII, and as no

cases of sabre or bayonet injuries of the tibia and fibula are recorded, it remains therefore

only to examine the instances of shot injuries of this portion of the human structure.

There are found on the registers one hundred and eighty-three shot contusions, and eight

thousand nine hundred and eighty-eight shot fractures, making a total of nine thousand

one hundred and seventy-one shot injuries of the bones of the leg. Four thousand one

hundred and three were treated by conservation, and in five thousand and sixty-eight

instances operative interference was resorted to, viz: excision in the bones of the leg or at

the knee in three hundred and eighty-eight; amputation in the leg in three thousand seven

hundred and thirty-six; amputation in the leg and subsequent exarticulation at the knee

in three; amputation in the leg and subsequent amputation in the thigh in thirty-nine;

exarticulation at the knee joint in one hundred and one; exarticulation at the knee and

ablation in the thigh in seven; and amputation in the thigh in seven hundred and ninety-

four instances. The exarticulations at the knee joint and the amputations in the thigh

following shot fractures of bones of the leg have already been considered in the preceding

sections of this Chapter, leaving the amputations in the leg to be examined in this Section.

SHOT CONTUSIONS OF THE BONES OF THE LEG.—One hundred and eighty-

three examples of shot contusions of the bones of the leg are entered on the records. The

injuries involved the tibia in one hundred and thirty-six, the fibula in twenty, the tibia

and fibula in twelve instances, and in fifteen cases the precise seat of the injury was not

specified. One hundred and sixty-five cases, of which fifteen resulted fatally, were treated

throughout by expectation; in eight amputation in the leg was resorted to, unsuccessfully

in four; one was followed by an unsuccessful amputation at the knee; and nine—three

successful and six fatal—by amputation in the thigh.

Shot Contusions of the Bones of the Leg Treated by Conservation.—Of the one

hundred and sixty-five cases of this group, fifteen, or 9.09 per cent., had fatal terminations.

The right limb was injured in sixty-six, the left in seventy-eight, and in twenty-one cases

the side was not indicated. Sequestra or exfoliations were removed in twenty-two instances.

In one hundred and thirty-two of the one hundred and sixty-five cases the tibia was the

seat of the injury, the lesion generally being on the inner anterior flat surface.

Recoveries after Shot Contusions of the Bones of the Leg treated by Conservation.—
Generally the healing process was very slow, and not rarely attended by necrosis of the

bone and tedious exfoliation, as in the following instances:
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Fig. 255.
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Case 655.—Sergeant J. Meier, Co. II, 52d New York, agetl 43 years, was wounded at Spottsylvauia, May 12, 1864, by

a musket ball, which entered the middle third of the right leg and injured the tibia. Surgeon D, II. Houston, 2d Delaware,

reported that the wounded man was admitted to the field hospital of the 1st division, Second Corps, where the missile was

extracted. Two weeks after the reception of the injury he was sent to Washington, and several days later to Philadelphia.

Assistant Surgeon T. C. Brainerd, U. S. A., reported that "the patient entered Broad and Cherry Streets Hospital May 31st,

the wound being healthy at date of admission and continuing so until July 3d, when sloughing set in. This was successfully

treated by applications of nitric acid, followed by dressings of coal oil, together with internal administration of tincture of chlo-

ride of iron, porter, and generous diet. By July 12th, the wound was again granulating and his general health improving.

Complete cicatrization being prevented by the presence of dead bone, that portion of the tibia was removed by Acting Assistant

Surgeon D. W. Cadwallader, on October 1st, through an incision over the spine. The small fragments of bone were then

thoroughly washed out with a syringe and the parts coaptated by adhesive plaster, over which simple water dressing was

applied. Cicatrization progressed rapidly and was complete by October 28, 1864, when the patient was discharged from hos-

pital," his term of service having expired three weeks previously. The removed sequestrum, six inches long, and

contributed by the operator, is represented in the wood-cut (Fig. 255). Examining Surgeon G. J. Fisher, of Sing

Sing, N. Y., August 22, 1865, certified to the injury, and stated: "The front of the injured leg is covered

with delicate blue integument, not perfectly healed. He is unable to labor, and an artificial leg would

be far preferable." The New York Examining Board reported, September 3, 1873: "There has been

considerable loss of osseous substance. The entire anterior and inner aspect of the middle and upper

portion of the leg is covered with encrustations, and there is periostitis and necrosis of bone at present."

At subsequent examinations the same indurated, ulcerated, and partly indolent condition of the parts,

interfering with locomotion, was reported. The pensioner was paid December 4, 1879.

Case 656.—Corporal G. Ditch, Co. D, 82d Ohio, aged 21 years, received a shot wound of the right

leg, with injury to the tibia, at Gettysburg, July 1, 1863. He was admitted to Satterlee Hospital, Phil-

adelphia, eight days after the injury. Acting Assistant Surgeon M. Lampen contributed the patholog-

ical specimen, represented in the annexed cut (FlG. 256), with the following report: ''The injury was

caused by a round ball, which entered the leg anteriorly at the junction of the upper with the middle

third of the tibia. On admission the wound was in a healthy condition. Hospital gangrene first

appeared on July 23d, and spread rapidly for several days. Creasote mixture and yeast poultices were

used to the wound and tonics internally, which treatment *'as continued for two weeks, when all signs

of the disease had disappeared, a small portion of the tibia being left exposed. The patient's general

health was good with the exception of an obstinate intermittent fever, which yielded but temporarily to quinine. On September

26th, a segment of bone about five inches long, one and a half inch in width at its widest part, and from one-eighth to one-fourth

of an inch thick, was removed from the wound, the entire exfoliation of it having taken place in a few days from the time it

was first observed. During the succeeding days several small spiculae of bone were removed, after which exfoliation still pro-

gressed downwards, indicating that more bone would have to be removed." In October the patient was transferred to Seminary

Hospital, Columbus, and lastly he was sent to Camp Dennison, where he was discharged March 30, 1864, and pensioned.

Examining Surgeon R. L. Sweeney, of Marion, Ohio, describes the injury as follows: "A gunshot wound by a musket ball

impinging on the leg just above the junction of the middle and upper thirds of the tibia. Contraction and adhesion of the

muscles afterwards resulted from gangrene." The same Examiner reported, in 1870, that the wound had reopened and after-

wards again closed imperfectly. On June 21, 1874, he stated that "the wound is still open and the bone diseased;" and in

September, 1877, he reported a "large, adherent, and irritable cicatrix over the spine of the tibia, with malformation of the

bone." The pensioner was paid December 4, 1879.

Case 657.—Corporal H. Rail, Co. D, 15th New York Heavy Artillery, aged 22 years, was

wounded at the battle of Old Church, May 30, 1864. Surgeon L. AY. Read, U. S. V., reported his

entrance into the field hospital of the 3d division, Fifth Corps, with "shot wound of left leg."

Surgeon B. B. Wilson, U. S. V., in charge of Stanton Hospital, Washington, contributed the path-

ological specimen (No. 4337 of the Surgical Section, A. M. M.), with the following history: "This

young man was admitted to this hospital on June 4th. He had been wounded by a minie ball, which

passed across the spine of the tibia about four inches from the head of the bone, bruising it and

denuding it of periosteum along the track of the ball. He wTas somewhat debilitated when admitted,

but being young and of good constitution, his geneTal condition was not unfavorable. He was

treated with applications of cold water and ice dressings to the wounded limb, and stimulating and

supporting constitutional remedies. During the month of June and the beginning of July the limb

was highly inflamed, and there was profuse suppuration and some sloughing in the vicinity of the

wound; with considerable sympathy of the general system as manifested bj- chills, great debility,

loss of appetite, and general febrile action. In the month of July, deep-seated fluctuation having

been observed in the course of the shaft of the tibia, the pus was evacuated by free incisions in the

direction of the length of the limb, with great relief to the patient. The periosteum was found to

be extensively separated and the shaft of the bone necrosed. During the months of September,

October, November, and December his condition gradually improved as the process of formation of

the involucrum and the separation of the necrosed portion went on. A number of cloaca? formed in

the line of the incisions for liberating pus, through which the necrosed bone could be felt gradually becoming detached from the

living portion. The limb was, during this time, for the most part treated with emollient poultices. About the first of January

the upper part of the shaft of the tibia could be distinguished at the position of the original wound, and about March 1st, upon

seizing it with a forceps the whole dead tnnss could be moved within the sheath of the investing new bone. The operation for

FlG. 257.— Appearance of
limb fourteen months after in-

jury. (From a photograph.]
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the removal of necrosed bone was performed by Surgeon A. N. Dougherty, U. S. V., on March 14, 1865, by turning back the

soft parts on each side from an incision through the centre of the cloaca;, and cutting away with the mallet and chisel sufficient

of the new growth to permit the sequestrum to be lifted directly from its bed. It was found to consist of the entire shaft of the

tibia from one epiphysis to the other, except small portions eroded by the absorbents. The after-treatment consisted of simple

water dressings with slightly stimulating applications, and was unmarked with any noteworthy complication. On June (i, 1865,

the patient was discharged on certificate of disability, being able to walk with ease and comfort, though the wound was not

entirely healed. In July a photograph was taken, of which the adjoining wood-cut (FlG. 257) is a copy. He left the hospital

in .July and returned in the following month, asking to be employed under contract. Since that date lie has been doing duty as

chief nurse of one of the wards of mis hospital, being in robust health, though his limb was not yet entirely healed." The speci-

men, consisting of a sequestrum nine inches long and eleven smaller pieces of necrosed bone, is shown somewhat reduced in

Fig. 1 of Plate LXXI, opposite page 423. Examiner T. F. Smith, of New York City, September 22, 1873, certi-

fied: "Shot fracture of left tibia, with union and great loss of bone substance, leaving a cicatrix over the anterior

surface of the bone nine inches in length, red, unhealthy, and ulcerating," etc. The Brooklyn Examining Board

reported, September 8, 1877 : "We find an adherent, chronically inflamed cicatrix extending along the anterior face of

the left tibia from below its head to within three inches of the ankle. There is tenderness on pressure. He requires

the application of a bandage, and complains of pain in damp or cold weather. The usefulness of the limb is well

nigh destroyed." The pensioner was paid March 4, 1880.

Case 658.—Private W. Hargrave, Co. C, 142d New York, aged 25 years, was wounded at Chapin's Farm,

September 29, 1864. Assistant Surgeon E. McClellan, U. S. A., reported his admission to hospital at Fort Monroe,

October 4th, with "shot wound of right leg at middle third by a minifi ball." On December 20th, the patient was

permitted to leave for his home on furlough, and in June following he entered the Ira Harris Hospital, Albany,

whence Assistant Surgeon J. H. Armsby, U. S. V., contributed the specimen, represented in the annexed cut (FlG.

258), with the following description: "The ball struck the tibia without fracturing it. The leg became inflamed and

tender and a number of fistulous openings appeared. By exploring with the probe a large sequestrum was discovered

on July 15th, wdien chloroform was administered and the necrosed bone was withdrawn with a forceps through a

straight incision four inches long. After this operation the wound healed rapidly." The patient was mustered out of

service July 17, 1865, but, owing to his becoming insane for a time, he did not apply for a pension until seven years Fl°- 258.—

afterwards. Examining Surgeon B. F. Sherman, of Ogdensburg, N. Y., October 9, 1872, certified to the injur)-, and questrum
added that "the skin is now closely attached to the bone, and the slightest abrasion produces a sore difficult to heal. f-VJ

m
I
eft

There are now two small unhealed surfaces. The man states he suffers great pain in the leg at night after walking." 420.

In 1877, the wound was reported as healed. The pensioner was paid March 4, 1880.

Case 659.—Private J. C. Coats, Co. I, 5th Vermont, aged 22 years, was wounded at Fredericksburg, December 13,

1862. He was conveyed to Harewood Hospital, Washington, and transferred to SatteYlee, Philadelphia, December 23d. Acting

Assistant Surgeon W. W. Keen, jr., from the latter hospital, described the wound as " an injury of the right tibia," and reported

:

"The man had been hit by a fragment of a shell, which struck his left shoe without seriously injuring the foot ; it then glanced

and struck the right tibia antero-internally in the lower third. On admission to the hospital there was a swelling, fluctuating

but quite tense, at the point of the injury in the leg, which I opened by an incision about three-fourths of an inch long. About

an ounce and a half of coagulated blood and some pus was evacuated, and poultices were ordered to be applied. The wound
did well till January 1, 1863, when it began to enlarge and look very much like hospital gangrene. I suspected this the more

from the prevalence of this disease at that time in the ward. The edges of the wound had become everted, its base rather ashy

grey, and the discharge unhealthy, and a considerable circle of inflammation was around the opening. But the characteristic

stinging pain being absent, I determined not to treat it as hospital gangrene but by the ordinary measures for inflammation. I

ordered three compound cathartic pills to be taken and tincture of iodine to be applied locally, also a large poultice. On Jan-

uary 6th, the wound had increased to two and one-fourth inches in diameter, but was still entirely without the peculiar pain of

hospital gangrene, when I ordered a mixture, consisting of half an ounce of hydrochloric acid, two ounces of laudanum, and

one pint of water, to be used locally with lint. The acid wash was gradually diluted, and finally abandoned on January 25th.

The patient being rather anaemic, I ordered two grains of quinine and four ounces of milk punch to be given daily. On Jan-

uary 30th another abscess was opened, and on February 9th yet another, each being preceded by severe pain, tenderness, and

swelling. No doubt they as well as the original one were the result of severe local periostitis. They were readily subdued

by cathartics and poultices, with morphia at night. No bone was at any time discharged, although considerable depression

existed on the tibia from absorption of the tissue. On February 20th, the patient was transferred to Brattleboro', the wound
having almost entirely healed and there being but little depression." The man entered the Marine Hospital at Burlington, and

on March 8, 1864, was assigned to the Veteran Reserve Corps, and discharged July 13, 1865, and pensioned. Examining Sur-

geon A. P. Belden, of Whitehall, N. Y., reported the wound as being in an inflamed condition, and added that "it opens at any

time the limb is much used in standing or walking. There is adhesion of the pcroneus longus muscle and ligament, and inflam-

mation produced partial anchylosis of the ankle joint." Examiner J. Lambert, of Salem, N. Y., August 10, 1878, reported that

"the injured bone is necrosed for about three inches and demands an operation." The pensioner was paid September 4, 1880.

In the next instance copious haemorrhage followed the injury, and the femoral artery

was successfully ligated in Scarpa's triangle:

Case 660.—Private T. Dassel, Co. G, 60th Indiana, aged 25 years, was severely wounded in the right leg, at Arkansas

Post, January 11, 1863. He was placed on board of a hospital steamer several days after the reception of the injury and con-

veyed to St. Louis, where he entered Lawson Hospital, January 22d. Surgeon C. T. Alexander, U. S. A., in charge, reported:

"The wound was located on the inner side of the upper third of the leg and the tibia was slightly injured. Haemorrhage to

the amount of eight ounces occurred from the anterior tibial artery on February 20th, on account of which the femoral artery
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was ligated in Scarpa's triangle. Pyffimio infection also existed, which was successfully combated with the administration of

quinine and brand}-." The patient was discharged from service December 22, 1863, and pensioned. Examining Surgeon B. J.

Day, of Evansville, Indiana, on April 25, 1864, certified to the anterior wound as "still discharging," and reported the same as

"recently healed, in September, 1865, leaving a deep and adherent cicatrix." Examiner I. Casselberry subsequently certified:

"The ball injured the tibia without fracturing it." At later examinations chronic inflammation of the bone and the impaired

usefulness of the leg was described. The pensioner was paid March 4, 1880.

Fatal Cases of Shot ContusioTis of the Bones of the Leg treated by Conservation.—
Fifteen of the one hundred and sixty-five cases of this group proved fatal

:

Case G61.—Private J. Buchfinck, Co. A, lGth Michigan, aged 26 years, was wounded at Poplar Grove Church, Septem-

ber 30, 1864, and admitted to the field hospital of the 1st division, Fifth Corps, with "severe wound of left leg, caused by a

musket ball." A week later the man was transferred to Harewood Hospital, Washington, whence Surgeon R. B. Bontecou,

U. S. V., contributed the specimen and reported the result of the case: "The leg was wounded in the lower third, the ball passing

anterior to the tibia and injuring the periosteum. The patient, although weak, did tolerably well up to October 13th, at which

time the parts became gangrenous, destroying the tissues from the ankle joint to the upper part of the middle third of the leg

and leaving the tibia exposed for about six inches. Under the application of escharotics the wound became healthy and the limb

improved until January 2,' 1865, when gangrene reappeared and the tissues of the heel commenced sloughing, the exposed tibia

being necrosed and exfoliating. In addition to escharotics the treatment was supporting throughout. The patient died of

exhaustion January 26, 1865." The specimen (No. 3609, Surgical Section, A. M. M.) consists of the tibia, and shows one longi-

tudinal half of the bone to be necrosed and nearly separated, the other portion being sheathed with callus.

Case 662.—Corporal T. N. Chapin, Co. H, 21st Michigan, aged 35 years, was wounded at the battle of Stone River,

January 1, 1863, and admitted to the field hospital of the 1st division, Fourteenth Corps, with "shot wound near the left ankle."

Assistant Surgeon C. C. Gray, IT. S. A., contributed the specimen (Cat. Sury. Sect., 1866, p. 375, Spec. 1916), with the following

history : "The ball entered at the inner side of the middle of the calf of the leg, passed obliquely downward under the bone, and

came out a little above and posterior to the malleolus. The patient was admitted to hospital No. 8, Nashville, January 19th,

his wound being erysipelatous, with great swelling of the entire leg. Gangrene invaded the limb so as to destroy the soft struct-

ures covering the tibia for nearly half way around the leg, and from within two inches of the insertion of the tendon of the

patella to a point about three inches from the ankle joint. The bone was exposed and became badly necrosed. Chlorinated

solution of soda in its full strength, and applied with picked lint, was used three times a day in the treatment, with general

stimulants, bromine being used in the room as a general fumigant. The gangrene was arrested in about four weeks. The
patient died June 1, 1863. Two weeks previous to his death granulations were feebly struggling to extend over the diseased

bone, much of which was covered. The patient's general condition had become very low; his stomach refused almost every-

thing, and the first symptoms of hydrothorax presented themselves. The autopsy disclosed the chest full of serum, also slight

recent pleuritic adhesions." The specimen shows the diseased portion of the contused tibia encircled with a fringe of callus.

Case 663.—Private N. Hollenbeck, Co. F, 7th New York Heavy Artillery, aged 37 years, was wounded at Tolopotomy

Creek, May 30, 1864. He was admitted to Emory Hospital, Washington, June 8th, with "shot wound of left leg, over tibia."

Acting Assistant Surgeon A. McLetchie contributed a specimen (Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 519, Spec. 3133), with the following

report : "The wound was caused by a minie ball, which entered the leg directly over the spine of the tibia, middle third, injuring

the periosteum but not splintering the bone itself. The missile was extracted through the wound of entrance. The wounded

man was admitted to Patterson Park Hospital, Baltimore, June 11th. He was in a very asthenic condition, and I ordered stim-

ulants and good nourishing diet. About the 18th of June gangrene set in, manifesting itself by constitutional symptoms, fever,

loss of appetite, etc., some days before the distinctive symptoms appeared in the wound. The disease was treated with nitric acid,

cautery, dressings of chlorinate of soda, linseed poultices, charcoal, turpentine, and linseed oil, with frequent use of the syringe.

On August 11th, he was returned from the gangrene ward with the wound much enlarged, but entirely free from gangrene, and

nearly four inches of the bone exposed. Tincture of chloride of iron was administered daily, and milk punch, from the first

appearance of the disease. Diarrhoea, which had been checked on his entrance into the hospital, now set in again, complicated

with acute dysentery, and was treated with chalk mixture, vegetable astringents, and pulverized iron and opium. But the

patient gradually wasted away from the steady strain on his system, and died August 26, 1864." The specimen is a wet prep-

aration of the leg, showing a contusion in the middle third of the tibia, and necrosis extending up the shaft of the bone on its

posterior surface to near its head, also two openings from ulceration in the lower third.

Shot Contusions of the Bones of the Leg followed by Amputations.—In eighteen

instances the shot contusions of the bones of the leg were followed by amputation: eight

in the leg, one at the knee joint, and nine in the thigh. The cases of amputation in the

thigh and at the knee joint have already been cited in Sections 2 and 3 of this Chapter. 1

The cases of amputation in the leg will be briefly reported:

1 Amputations in tho thigh for shot confusions of the bones of the leg: Corp'I S. B. Besley, II, 147th New York (TABLE XXXIX, No. C, p. 313),

secondary, middle third; recovery. Pt. C. C. Cannivan, O, 88th Pennsylvania (Table XL, No. 123, p. 321), secondary, lower third ; fatal. Pt. C. P.

Cobb, F, 1st Michigan (Table .XXXIX, No. 113, p. 315;, secondary-, middle third ; fatal. Serg't H. A. Colby, G, 2d U. S. S. S. (TABLE XL, No. 125, p.

321), secondary, lower third; fatal. Pt. J. C Lemar, B, 97th Illinois (TABLE XXXIX, No. 136, p. 315), secondary, middle third; fatal. Serg't Z. II.

Mather, M. 5th Michigan Cavalry (TABLE XXXVI, No. 47(1, p. 300), intermediary, lower third; fatal. Pt. J. Moran, I, 6th New York (TABLE XXXI,
No. 071), p. 238), primary, middle third; fatal. Corp'I E. McGlnley, I, 23d Wisconsin (TABLE XXXVI, No. 126, p. 295), intermediary, lower third;

recovery. Corp'I S. II. Powell, C, 14th New Jersey (Table XI., No. 77. p. 321), secondary, lower third ; recovery. Amputation at the knee joint for shot

contusion of the libia was performed in the case of Pt. YV. W. Sandford, F, 103d Pennsylvania (Table LVI, No. 43, p. 407), Intermediary; fatal,
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Cask 664.—Sergeant E. T. Beatty, Co. H, 22d Pennsylvania Cavalry, aged 27 years, was wounded in the right leg, at

Mount Vernon Forge, September 27, 1864, by a musket ball, which injured the tibia. He was discharged from service for dis-

ability, December 20, 1804, and pensioned. Extensive necrosis followed the injury, finally involving nearly the entire shaft of

the tibia and rendering amputation necessary. The operation was performed, December 27, 1805, below the knee, by Pension

Examining Surgeon C. A. Kahter, of Harrisburg, Penn., and resulted successfully. In his application for commutation, the

pensioner described the stump as being in a fair condition.

Case 005.—Private W. Bell, Co. I, 7th Michigan, aged 34 years, was wounded in both lower extremities and the head,

at Antietam, September 17, 1802, one ball grazing the right tibia and fibula on their posterior surfaces just above the ankle

joint. The patient became a great sufferer from extreme irritation of his nervous system and great irritability of the stomach.

Repeated appearances of gangrene necessitated amputation, which was performed on November 3d, about one inch below the

tubercle of the tibia, by Surgeon J. O. Bronson, U. S. V. Under the administration of vigorous tonics and strong stimulants,

including narcotics, the patient gradually improved, and was able to start for his home December 5, 1802, when he received his

discharge from service. He died March 30, 1874, of typhoid fever. A ligamentous preparation of the bones of the foot and

the lower portion of the leg constitutes specimen 254 of the Surgical Section of the Museum, contributed by the operator.

Case 060.—Private J. L. Hosford, Co. H, 4th Vermont, aged 21 years, was wounded at the Wilderness, May 5, 1804,

by a musket ball, which entered the right leg, striking the tibia above the malleolus and lodging. He was admitted to Camden
Street Hospital, Baltimore, where, on May 21st, an abscess was opened, through which the missile, together with several pieces

of bone, were discharged. Considerable erysipelatous inflammation followed, attended with profuse and very fetid discharge,

and the limb became exceedingly painful, necessitating its removal. The operation was performed by the skin-flap method,

at the middle third, by Surgeon Z. E. Bliss, U. S. V., on May 31st. The patient recovered and was furnished with an artificial

leg. He was discharged March 20, 1805, and pensioned.

Case 007.—Private J. Esses, Co. K, 108th Ohio, aged 10 years, received a gunshot contusion of the right tibia, near

Kenesaw Mountain, June 23, 1864. He entered hospital No. 2, Nashville, where Hap amputation of the leg at the upper third

was performed, by reason of gangrene, on July 26th, by Acting Assistant Surgeon J. A. Hall. The patient recovered, and was

discharged May 22, 1855, and pensioned.

Four of the eight cases of amputation in the leg for shot contusions of the tibia or

fibula had fatal terminations:

Case 668.—Private J. Dicey, Co. F, 17th Michigan, received a flesh wound of the left thigh and a contused wound by a

shell on the; fore part of the middle of the right leg, at Antietam, September 17, 1862. He entered Casparis Hotel Hospital,

Washington, October 13th, with the latter wound in a gangrenous condition and the tibia denuded of periosteum for four or five

inches. The best antiseptic remedies failing to check the spreading of the disease, the limb was amputated on October 21st, by

Acting Assistant Surgeon L. Heard, some five or six inches below the knee. The patient was very feeble and failed to rally.

He died October 24, 1862. The amputated bones of the leg were contributed to the Museum by the operator, and

constitute specimen 212 of the Surgical Section, A. M. M.

Case 669.—Private G. Wilson, Co. B, 1st Ohio Artillery, aged 21 years, was wounded in the left leg, at

Cbickamauga, September 20, 1803. Acting Assistant Surgeon M. L. Hen1

, who amputated the injured limb at

hospital No. 1, Nashville, contributed the specimen (Fig. 251)), with the following history: "The injury was caused

by a minie ball, which passed across the crest of the tibia at its middle third, merely cutting the tissues covering it

and slightly injuring the bone. The man bandaged his wounded leg and remained with his regiment about a week,

when the limb became very sore. He was then sent to hospital at Stevenson, Alabama, where he remained until

he came here on October 14th. On examination I found the tibia denuded of periosteum for about four inches below

the wound and for some distance above. The integuments were in a highly inflammatory condition, excessively

painful, and suppurating freely, the pus being of a very offensive character. The patient was pale, though not much
emaciated; bis appetite good; bowels costive. Tincture of chloride of iron and whiskey were prescribed. The
leg was bandaged from foot to knee so as to maintain equable pressure, and constant application of cold water

was made. He continued to grow worse, the leg being very painful and the discharge very profuse, and on Octo-

ber 25th I found upon examination that the patient also had hypertrophy of the heart, from which he suffered

considerably. On November 2d, I observed hectic or indication of irritative fever for the first time. His appetite

was still good, and he complained of no pain except in the leg; but he was very weak and pale. Quinine, with

morphia, was administered every three hours. On November 6th, the patient having expressed his wish of taking

advantage of surgical interference, the limb was amputated at the upper third. Chloroform and sulphuric ether

constituted the anaesthetic. No reaction took place, and the patient died the next morning. At the post-mortem

examination four ounces of watery fluid were found in each pleural cavity, with slight pleuritic adhesions on the

right side and small multiple abscesses through both lungs, the posterior portion of each being engorged. Some of

the abscesses contained an inspissated matter or pus, not well broken up. The heart was very much enlarged and

weighed seventeen and a half ounces; the pericardium contained two or three ounces of fluid, but the valves were

not diseased. Four or five large abscesses were found on the anterior surface of the right lobe of the liver, which

organ contained eight and a half ounces of pus." The specimen consists ef the injured tibia, being thoroughly

denuded of periosteum and necrosed in its greatest extent.
lipe ':
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Case 670.—Corporal G. L. Stephens, Co. I, 30th Maine, was wounded at Cane River, April 23, 1834, by a musket ball,

which entered the left lag, injuring the tibia but not fracturing it. One week after receiving the injury he was admitted to hos-

pital at Baton Rouge, where the missile was extracted from the calf the leg on May 15th. By reason of erysipelatous inflam-

mation of the foot and leg, attended with sloughing ulceration, circular amputation of the leg at the middle third was performed,

on August 2d, by Surgeon D. W. Taylor, 34th Indiana. The patient died August 15, 1864, front exhaustion.
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Case 671.—Captain F. L. Thompson, Co. D, 36th Mississippi, aged 29 years, was wounded at Nashville, December Id,

18(54, by a musket ball, which entered the right leg over the anterior aspect of the tibia, five inches above the ankle joint, passed

downward, and lodged directly over the dorsum of the foot. Erysipelatous inflammation ensued; the ankle joint opened; tibia

denuded of periosteum. On December 31st, the patient suffering from much pain and being apparently threatened with tetanus,

the leg was amputated, by the circular method, at the junction of the upper and'middle third, by Acting Assistant Surgeon C.

H. Fisher. The patient was much emaciated, and died of exhaustion January 9, 18C5.

SHOT FRACTURES OF THE BONES OF THE LEG.—Eiofit thousand nine hun-

dred and eighty-eight cases of shot fractures of the bones of the leg are reported, and the

results have been ascertained in all but two hundred and seventy-eight cases. The tibia

was injured in two thousand five hundred and eighty-eight, the fibula in one thousand and

thirty-three, the tibia and fibula in one thousand four hundred. and fifty-one instances, and

in three thousand nine hundred and sixteen cases the diagnosis failed to indicate the precise

seat of the bony lesion.

Table LXI.

Numerical Statement of the Nature and Treatment of Eight Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-eight

Shot Fractures of the Bones of the Leg.

THKAT1IEXT.

Treated by Conservation

Followed by-

Excision in the Hones of the Leg

Excision in Hones of Leg and Amp. of Leg

Excision in Leg—Amp. in Leg—Amp. in Thigh..

Excision in Leg—Amp. at Knee Joint

Excision in Leg—Amp. in Thigh

Excision at the Knee Joint

Amputation in the Leg

Amputation in Leg—Amp. at Knee Joint

Amputation in Leg—Amp. in Thigh

Amputation at Knee Joint

Amputation at Knee Joint—Amp. in Thigh

Amputation in Thigh

Aggregates .

Cases.

3,938

339

19

2

5

22

1

3,728

3

39

100

7

785

3, 296

246

1.-,

10

1

2,354

o

19

40

3

344

6,334

«•§

1,215

1

20

59

4

MI

2,376

114

:.'7s

13.8

25.9

21.0

100.

60.0

54.5

34.0

33.3

51.2

59.6

57.1

56.1

Fractures of
THE TlllIA.

1,737

109

11

69

THE FlliULA.
SStfSES B0SB

ciS,
SFE-

FIBULA. CIHED.

721

20

160 9

1,033

1

539

1

9

15

2

130

75

1,013 424 14

1,451

1, 656

1

fi

It

I

137

90S

1

11

26

2

217

si

148

2,359 1, 340 1 217

3, 916

Three thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight, or less than one half of the cases, were

treated by conservation, and five thousand and fifty, or 56.2 per cent., were followed by

operation, viz: three hundred and forty by excision, forty-eight by excision and subse-

quent amputation, and four thousand six hundred and sixty-two by amputation either in

the leg, at the knee, or in the thigh. It has already been stated on page 175, ante, that

of the six thousand five hundred and seventy-six instances of shot fracture of the thigh

bone, operative interference was resorted to in three thousand one hundred and nine, or

47.3 per cent., thus showing that the percentage of operations after shot fractures of the

bones of the leg exceeded that after shot fractures of the femur by 8.9 per cent.

SHOT FRACTURES OF THE BONES OF THE LEC TREATED BY CON-
SERVATION.—The results as to fatality were ascertained in three thousand eight hun-

dred and twenty-four of the three thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight shot fractures of

one or both of the bones of the leg treated without operative interference, giving a mortal-
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ity rate of 13.8 percent. In seven hundred and eighty-six cases the seat of injury was not

specified; in the remaining three thousand one hundred and fifty-two eases the tibia was

implicated in nineteen hundred and seventy-two. the fibula in eight hundred and six, and

both I tones in three hundred and seventy-four instances, with death rates of 10.3, 7.8, and

20.3 per cent., respectively.

SHOT KKACTUKES INVOLVING THE TIBIA TREATED BY CONSERVATION. Tile tibia alone Was

involved in nineteen hundred and seventy-two instances, or in over one-half of the total

number of cases of shot fractures of the leg treated conservatively. Of the nineteen hun-

dred and thirty-eight instances in which the results were determined, two hundred and one

proved fatal, a mortality of 10.3 per cent.

Recoveries after Shot Fractures of the Tibia treated by Conservation.—A few of the

one thousand seven hundred and thirty-seven instances of this group will be detailed:

Cask 072.—Private J. Wells, Co. G, 71st Pennsylvania, aged 26 years, was wounded
in the right leg, at Spottsylvania, May 12, 1804. He entered Columbian Hospital, Washington,

and was subsequently transferred to Harewood Hospital. Surgeon R. B. Bontecon. U. S. V.,

in charge of the latter, contributed the photograph {Card Photographs, Vol. 3, p. 30, A. M. M.),

and reported that the patient was discharged from service June 29, 1805, by reason of "shot

comminuted fracture of the tibia at the middle third." Examiner C. C. Halsey, of Montrose.

Penn., December 1, 1865, certified to the injury, and stated: "The wound at point of entrance

is not sound and the skin for from two to three inches around it is a mass of scabs and Bores.

He complains of pain about the ankle and foot." The man drew pay as a full pensioner until

September 4, 1800, after which time he ceased to communicate with the Pension Oifice for nearly

thirteen years, when he reapplied and was restored, having in the meantime changed bis resi-

dence to the State of Mississippi. Examiner T. G. Birchets, of Vicksburg, reported, February

10, 1880 : ''The wound is about the middle of the shaft of the tibia, resulting in a very large

scar, and, from feeling, there has been loss of bone. His personal appearance is healthy.

There is no disability." The pensioner was paid March 4, 1880, having his rate, in consequence

of the last Examiner's report, reduced from total to one-fourth.

Cask 073.—Private W. Kelly, Co. C, 149th New York, aged 30 years, received a shot

fracture of the left tibia by a minie ball, at Williamsport, July 11, 1803. He was admitted to

Frederick, and subsequently passed through various hospitals, being ultimately discharged from

service at Harewood, Washington, June 19, 1805. Surgeon R. B. Bontecou, IT. S. V.. in charge

of the latter hospital, contributed the photograph represented in the annexed cut (ElG. 200).

and reported that the patient's disability was total. Examiner G. W. Cook, of Syracuse, N. \\.

February 25, 1867, certified to "shot wound of left leg at middle third, fracturing the tibia. A
part of tlie bony substance was removed, leaving a large and extensive excavation, cicatrix,

and deformity, with several minute fistuloe. Abscesses frequently form ; the knee is stiff and the

leg bad." Subsequent examiners report the same description of the injury and its results. The pensioner was paid March 4, 1880.

Cask 074.—Private S. Prillaman, Co. G, 24th Virginia, aged 28 years, was wounded and captured at Williamsburg,

May 5, 1862. He was admitted to Camden Street Hospital, Baltimore, nine days after the injury, whence Acting Assistant

Surgeon E. G. Waters reported the following history: "A bullet entered the anterior and inner aspect of the left leg five inches

above the ankle joint, fracturing the boue at that point through its continuity and comminuting the entire shaft for four inches

upward, where a second solution of the continuity was produced. The missile on coining in contact with the bone separated

into three portions, one passing inward, backward, and slightly upward, and emerging posteriorly through the calf of the leg;

the second passed upward, backward, and outward, lodging under the integuments on the outer aspect of the leg; the third

passed into the canal of the shaft, then upward, destroying the continuity of the bone and lodging some four inches above the

point of entrance. The two last mentioned fragments were subsequently discovered and removed. When admitted the patient

was much broken down in health, having little or no appetite and his complexion being sallow. The leg was much swollen and

discharging profusely. B was placed at once in the anterior splint and emollient poultices were applied. Some days later the

limb below the knee assumed a livid hue, giving rise to apprehensions of gangrene. This appearance, however, readily yielded

to the free exhibition of quinine and stimulants, with cataplasms of bran and yeast applied locally, and the attempt to save the

limb was persevered in. On June 24th, the patient was put under the influence of chloroform and the denuded fragments of

hone were removed. The centre of the entire length of the fractured shaft was taken out, leaving only a thin scale on each side

attached to healthy periosteum. B was hoped that nature would fill the cavity thus left and consolidate the limb. This expec-

tation was fully answered in the sequel. During his stay in the hospital the patient suffered nine distinct attacks of erysipelas,

several of them being of extraordinary severity, even for cases of gunshot fracture, the writer having had under bis care nearly

two hundred cases of the disease resulting from such causes and met with not more than two or three of equal violence. The
first attack came on about July 1st, extending no higher than the knee, and yielding after five days treatment. On September

28th, the patient was suffering from the fifth attack, and several fistulous orifices were noticeable over the anterior aspect of the

SuitG. Ill—55

260.—Shot fracture of left

[From a photograph.]
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leg. between the j >« ! 1 1 1 :- of the fracture, through which the probe detected necrosed hone. It was then deemed expedient to

remove several more detached fragments of hone, and with this view the fistulous orifices were dilated and a number of pieces

were seized and withdrawn. Afterwards the leg became enormously swollen and the discharge grumous and offensive. The
tissues around the knee joint also began to sympathize with the general disturbance and swelled to twice their natural size.

About October 6th, fluctuation manifested itself over an extensive surface about the joint, when a bistoury was carefully intro-

duced to the depth of an inch, giving exit to a quantity of sero-purulent fluid. The patient was actively plied with stimulants

and tonics, the leg was maintained in the suspensory splint, and bran and yeast cataplasms were kept constantly applied, under

which treatment the inflammation and swelling rapidly subsided, the discharge soon became healthy, and the patient's strength

and spirit revived. He finally recovered with a strong and fine limb, an auchylosed knee joint, and a semi-flexed leg. On June

27, 1863, he left the hospital cured, to be sent south, having been for thirteen consecutive months under my care. All of the

sinuses (of which there were many) had healed prior to his discharge except two, and these were satisfactorily ascertained not

to communicate with dead bone but witli aponeurotic expansions. Bony union had taken place to an ample extent, the entire

canal of the shaft—which as above stated had been opened for the distance of four inches—being filled in its entire depth with

new osseous tissue." This patient was heard from at his home in Franklin County, Virginia, in 1877, fifteen years after the

injury, when his condition was described in a letter as that of a "bad cripple."

Cask 075.—Private T. Schrup, Co. B, 10th New York Cavalry, aged 22 years, was wounded

in the left leg, near the South Side Railroad, April 2, 1805. He was conveyed to the Depot Hospital

at City Point two days after the injury, and transferred to Washington April 30th. Surgeon R. B.

Bontecou, U. S. V., in charge of Harewood Hospital, contributed the photograph shown in the

adjoining cut (Fig. 361), and described the injury as "a shell wound, severely fracturing the tibia,

lower third. On admission the patient was in good health ; condition of injured parts good, although

severely lacerated. Treatment: Simple dressings, splints, and supporting diet. The parts healed

kindly, and the patient was doing well when transferred to Lincoln Hospital, July 20, 1865." He
was discharged from service, at the latter hospital, August 12, 18G5, Surgeon J. C. McKee, U. S. A.,

certifying to "partial paralysis of the left foot and leg, resulting from the wound." Immediately

after being discharged the patient made an application for pension, and was examined by M. 1). Ben-

edict. Pension Examining Surgeon, who described the fractured bone as " united with slight shortening

and some deformity," and the limb as useless for the time being. The man has not been heard from

since filing his application.

Case 076.—Sergeant J. R. Rice, Co. K, 1st Vermont Cavalry, aged 30 years, was wounded

in a cavalry charge between Hagerstoun and Williamsport, July 6, 1863, by a minie ball, which

entered the outer aspect of the lower portion of the right leg, fracturing the tibia and lodging in the

bone. Two days after the injury he was admitted to hospital at Frederick, whence Acting Assistant

Surgeon W. S. Adams reported as follows :
" The patient was admitted under care of Acting Assistant

Surgeon W. P. Morgan, who removed a few fragments and placed the limb in Smith's anterior splint.

His general condition was good. On July 22d the patient came under my care, when I found that he

had considerable irritative fever; tongue disposed to be dry; slight diarrhoea and but little appetite;

I took off the splint to examine the limb and removed several frag-

ments of bone and the missile, which was found embedded in the medullary cavity about two inches

below the point of the injury. Stimulants, with tonics and good diet, were ordered. By August 1st, the appearance of the

limb had much improved, the patient having experienced but little pain since the removal of the ball; appetite and general

condition improving. On August 14th, his countenance had assumed a sallow appearauce, and he had a slight headache,

accompanied by constipation of bowels, for which three compound rhubarb pills were administered. Three days later there

was well-marked jaundice, when pills of blue mass and compound extract of colocynth were prescribed. By August 21st, the

jaundice was disappearing; condition of leg good. On September 1st, union of bone seemed quite firm; wound yet discharging

quite freely. The limb now was allowed to rest on pillows during the day time and suspended in splints at nights. On Septem-

ber 20th. the splint was removed from the leg, union being firm, with no evidence of necrosis, and the wound healing kindly.

About October 1st, the patient was going around on crutches, and two weeks later he laid these aside and walked with a cane,

the wound having all closed with the exception of an opening barely large enough to admit a probe. On February 1, 18C4,

the patient was furloughed, having been able for a considerable time to walk without the aid of a cane and the wound being

healed." He was subsequently promoted to Lieutenant, and ultimately mustered out of service June 21, 1865. In 1876, when
applying for pension, he was examined by Surgeon C. B. Currier, of Middlebury, Vermont, who reported that " from loss of bone

there is a depression as large as a twenty-dollar piece and about one-eighth of an inch deep; cicatrix tender to the touch; oedema

of leg and foot ; leg one and a half inch shorter than the other; muscles of leg flabby and evidently weak. He cannot stand or

walk much; health good." The pensioner was paid September 4, 1880.

Case 677.—Captain W. W. Ellis, Co. U, 61st Pennsylvania, aged 23 years, was wounded in the left leg, at Chancellors-

ville, May 3, 1863, and entered Douglas Hospital, Washington, five days afterwards. Assistant Surgeon W.Thomson, U. S. A.,

reported: "This officer suffered a fracture of the tibia near its middle by a ball, which entered posteriorly at the gastrocnemius

muscle, and was retained. The fracture united without exfoliation, necrosis, or even free suppuration. The leg was placed in

a bran box and dressed with cold-water applications. The patient suffered from severe catarrh, which yielded to treatment.

There was also hyperesthesia of the foot, for which, before the patient left on furlough in June, I made an incision in search of

the ball and disturbed the cicatrix with good effect, relieving the nervous irritation of the foot. When the patient returned

from furlough, September 1st, he was ordered to report to Surgeon M. Clymer, U. S. V., for treatment, and I lost sight of him.

His recovery was good, but the leg was yet feeble and contracted, owing to want of passive motion while at his home." Cap-

tain Ellis resigned January 1, 1864, and was commissioned in the Veteran Reserve Corps, in which organization he served until

FIG. Sfil.—Shell fracture of
lower third of left tibia. [From limb painful and oedematous
a phntngmpli.]
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PLATE LXXIV. UPPER PORTION OF RIGHT TIBIA SAWN LONGITUDINALLY.

1.2. Outer Views 3.4. Inner Views.

Case of Colonel W.K.Lynch. ">H Illinois Volunteers

Specimen C^Il-LSuiy .Sect A.M M
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March 13, 1806, when lie was mustered out and pensioned. Examining Surgeon G. Urquhart, of Wilkesbarre, Pennsylvania.

August 22, 1866, certified to half an inch shortening of the limb; also to painfulness, weakness, and occasional lameness. Exam-

iner J. W. Martin, of Red Oak, Iowa, reported, September 4, 1873: "There are large cicatrices on the left side of the tibia; leg

bent and shortened; foot swollen and tender, and muscles shrunken above the ankle. He suffers extreme pain in the leg and is

unable to bear much weight upon it; general health not good." The pensioner was paid September 4, 1880.

CASE 678.—Private J. Walker, Co. A, 7th Wisconsin, aged 27 years, was wounded at the Wilderness, May 6, 1864.

Surgeon C. N. Chamberlain, U. S. V., reported his admission to the field hospital of the 4th division, Fifth Corps, with "shot

fracture of left leg, caused by a minie ball." On May 12th, the wounded man entered Armory Square Hospital, Washington,

where his injured leg was operated on by Surgeon D. W. Bliss, U. S. V., who made the following report of the case: "The ball

was found embedded in the shaft of the tibia at about its middle, whence it was extracted on August 13th. The leg went

through all the symptoms of necrosis of one or both the bones, the first signs of which appeared on August 19th. On October

10th, the patient was placed upon the operating table and four inches of the shaft of the tibia was removed, together with all the

necrosed spicula of bone. Chloroform was used as the anaesthetic. Simple dressings, stimulants, and nourishing diet constituted

the treatment. The patient did well after the operation." He was discharged from service January 24, 1865, and pensioned.

Examiner A. McBean, of Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin, certified, July 9, 1867: "The remaining portion of the bone from the

ankle joint to within four inches of its head has become carious. A large open ulcer is the consequence." Examiner F. A.

Reckard reported, March 4, 1874: "The wound is yet open and discharging from an orifice some four inches in length. The
remainder of the tibia is badly diseased and portions have come away at different times. The limb is very much swollen at

times and retains him in bed for months." The pensioner was paid March 4, 1880. The bone removed consists of a sequestrum

six inches in length, and for four inches is tubular. It was contributed to the Museum by the operator, and is numbered

specimen 3283 of the Surr/ical Section. The specimen is shown in FIGURE 2 of Plate LXXI, opposite page 428.

Case 679.—Private A. Elmer, Co. I, 69th Pennsylvania, aged 21 years, was wounded at Petersburg, June 18, 1864, and

admitted to the field hospital of the 2d division, Second Corps. Surgeon J. F. Dyer, 19th Massachusetts, reported: "Shot

fracture of left leg by minie' ball; anterior tibial artery divided. Ligation performed by Surgeon N. Hayward, 20th Massachu-

setts." Surgeon B. B. Wilson, U. S. V., reported that the wounded man was admitted to Stanton Hospital, Washington, July

1st, with "shot fracture of left tibia, lower third," for which splints and simple dressings were used, and that he was furloughed

January 4, 1865. The patient was subsequently transferred to Satterlee Hospital, Philadelphia, whence he was discharged July

7, 1865, by reason of "lameness resulting from the injury," and pensioned. Examiner A. D. Newell, of New Brunswick, N. J.,

March 5, 1878, certified to the wound and fracture, and stated: "The bone is not sound now. The wounded leg is smaller.

The tendo-achillis has contracted so that in walking his toes strike the ground—is quite lame." The pensioner was paid

December 4, 1879.

In the following instance a portion of the missile remained lodged in the tibia, keeping

the wound open until the time of the officer's death, twelve years after the injury:

Case 680.— Colonel W. F. Lynch, 58th Illinois, aged 25 years, was wounded at Yellow Bayou, May 18, 1864. Surgeon

G. L. Lucas, 47th Illinois, reported his admission to the field hospital of the 1st division, Sixteenth Corps, with "a bullet frac-

ture in right leg; missile extracted by Surgeon J. E. Murta, 8th Wisconsin." From the field hospital the patient proceeded to

his home, and, on February 7, 1865, he was mustered out by expiration of service. His condition at this time was described

by Surgeon B. Norris, U. S. A., as follows: "The wound is a very remarkable one of the tibia, about two inches from the

knee joint, being a perforation of the bone to the depth of more than an inch, and open as an augur hole. A fetid discharge

escapes through the opening, and the soft tissues around it are inflamed over a circle of more than two inches in diameter.

These signs indicate disease which can only be entirely removed by amputation of the leg. I further certify that in conse-

quence of this wound his nervous system has become morbidly excitable and his health so much impaired as to unfit him for

any regimental duty." About a year after his muster out of service Colonel Lynch received a commission as an officer of the

Regular Army, and, on December 15, 1870, he was finally placed on the retired list with the rank of Brigadier General. Acting

Assistant Surgeon F. H. Atkins reported that this officer died, from the ultimate effects of his wound, on December 29, 1876, at

Fort Larned, Kansas, and contributed the pathological specimen numbered 6734 of the Sunjicul Section, and represented in Plate
LXXIV, opposite p. 434, with the following information in regard to the case: "A portion of lead was cut out on the inner aspect

of the limb a long time after the injury, while another portion remained lodged in the bone. The wound of exit healed early,

both the soft and osseous tissues; but the anterior wound remained open up to the time of his death, small pieces of dead bone

being occasionally removed, and a profuse and extremely offensive discharge continuing. All efforts on the part of many able

surgeons to induce the patient to submit to the removal of the dead or diseased interior of the tibia were futile until within three

months of his death, when he desired an operation, •which I refused in view of his previous disease and present prostration, a

position concurred in by Assistant Surgeon W. S. Tremaine, U. S. A., who saw him during consultation on December 11, lfc76.

Meanwhile, in the winter of 1875-6, he had a serious illness, apparently of pyamiie character. About July 1, 1876, a severe

pneumonia, followed by diarrhoea, nearly proved fatal, and after that there was constant diarrhoea and almost complete interrup-

tion of the digestive functions. From October until his death the apparently tuberculous disease in his left lung progressed

rapidly, a large cavity forming. His death seemed to result from inanition. No general autopsy was permitted, though the

upper half of the tibia was allowed to be removed. The bone was ripped by a saw longitudinally, the incision running obliquely

backward and inward to avoid cutting the wound of entrance. A condition of the bone was displayed which, in my opinion,

would have given prompt and absolutely favorable results had excision of the diseased portion been performed at any time prior

to the winter of 1875-6. A cavity averaging one and one-fourth inch in diameter, and located most favorably for removing the

dead bone successfully, was found directly behind the wound of entrance. The cavity was lined throughout by a membrane

continuous with the edges of the soft tissues and the skin. The dead bone approached the surface of the tibia rarely as near as

one-third of an inch, and the knee joint about one inch, extending only one-half to three-fourths of an inch below the wound of

entrance. At the lowest part of the cavity, on the posterior segment, there was a group of black masses, white internally. A
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Fin. 262.—Shot fracture
of upper third of left tibia.

Sprr. 354!).
K10. 263.—Shot fracture

right tibia. Spec. :»49.

minute portion of this substance, treated with carbonate of soda on charcoal under the blowpipe, gave numerous metallic globules,

malleable under pressure, showing that the mass was part of the missile—now carbonate of lead within and snlphuret without.

The upper third of the tibia was greatly hypertropbied."

Fatal Cases of Shot Fractures oj the Tibia, treated by Conservation.—Two hundred

and one cases of this group were reported, the fatal issue being generally ascribed to pyaemia,

gangrene, or exhaustion

:

Case 681.—Private I. D. Mason. Co. D, 17tli Maine, aged 30 years, was wounded at the Wilderness, May 5, 18(54, by a

musket ball, which entered the external aspect of the left leg, fracturing the tibia immediately below its head, passed into the

right leg about two inches lower down, fracturing the right tibia also, and lodging. The wounded man was treated at Fred-

ericksburg until May 25th, when he was admitted into Douglas Hospital, Washington, in a typhoid

state. Death took place from exhaustion May 31. 1~64. The upper halves of the bones of both legs are

represented in the adjacent cuts (FlGS. 262, 263), exhibiting each tibia to be shat-

tered in the upper third, and showing incipient necrosis as the only observable

change. The history and the specimens were contributed by Assistant Surgeon

W. Thomson. U. S. A.

Cask 682.—Corporal 71". Smith, Co. K, 1st Louisiana, aged 18 years, was

wounded at Gettysburg, July 2, 1863, by a musket ball, which fractured the left

tibia at the lower third. On July 27th, he was admitted to Camp Letternian, the

leg being considerably swollen and painful. Acting Assistant Surgeon 1'. S.

Leisenring reported that the limb was placed in a fracture box and solution of

lead and opium applied. On August 6th, the use of flaxseed poultices was com-

menced, and an abscess opened posterior to the wound. After this there was

some improvement. On August 18th, the fracture-box was removed, and four

days later the patient was able to move his limb. The administration of febrifuge

remedies, including quinine, was subsequently prescribed, the patient having a

severe chill on August 25th. Another abscess, forming anterior to the tibia, was
lanced several days afterwards, after which there was improvement for some

days. On September 14th, the patient came under the care of Assistant Surgeon

R. O. Southall, C. S. A., who found him very much emaciated and with several

ulcers on the leg. The patient was also troubled with diarrhoea and had lost his appetite. Under the administration of tonics,

stimulants, and astringents, and the application of stimulating lotions and nitrate of silver, the patient slowly mended until

September 22(1. when the ulcers assumed a phagedenic form and the improvement ceased. On September 28th, two spicules of

considerable size were removed from the tibia. Acting Assistant Surgeon W. M. Welch reported the termination of the case as

follows: "The case came under my charge on October 13th. The bone had united, but the leg presented two

ulcers near the region of the wound, which had sloughed largely. Nitric acid applications were resorted to.

under which treatment the leg improved until October 24th, when the ulcers again became phagedenic and

nitric acid was again resorted to. Bromine was also used, but neither remedy produced any salutary effect,

the patient's system lacking sufficient vitality to separate the sloughs from the living tissues. The patient also

continued to be a sufferer from obstinate diarrhoea, which baffled all treatment. He died from exhaustion

November 3, 1863. On examination, the fractured portion of the tibia was found to be very

feebly united ; callus insufficient in quantity and unhealthy in quality. The proximate portion

of the fibula was also diseased." The lower third of the bones of the wounded leg, represented

in the cut (Fig. 264). were contributed to the Museum by Acting Assistant Surgeon E. P.

Townsend. The specimen, to which a sequestrum remains attached, shows the fractured shaft

of the tibia to have been invaded by caries to a considerable degree and a large portion of it

lost by suppuration.

Case 683.—Private ./. Guy. Co. D, 3'Jth North Carolina, aged 19 years, was wounded

in the left leg, at Stone River, December 31. 1862. Surgeon C. W. Horner, U. S. V., reported

:

•The injury was caused by a conical ball, which passed from the inner to the outer aspect of

the middle third of the leg, producing a comminuted fracture of the tibia and carrying away

one and a half inch of its shaft. The man was captured soon after the reception of the wound

and carried to hospital at Murfreesboro', where he remained until August 1, 1863, when he

was sent to the Prison Hospital. According to his statement no splints had been applied to the

limb. On January 4, 1864, the patient was admitted to Hospital No. 1. at Nashville, at which

time he was very much reduced, even to emaciation, numerous and large abscesses having

formed about the leg and particles of bone being brought away with the discharge from the

wound. The upper fragment of the tibia was displaced outward ami forward, and an interval middle and upper
11 ^ '

,
thirds. Spec.%184.

of about an inch existed between it and the lower fragment. The head of the fibula, too, was

displaced upward and outward, and the slightest motion of the limb produced excessive pain. The patient had no appetite;

stomach irritable; pulse quick and weak. Erysipelas also supervened, and severe cough and diarrhoea. The former was

checked and the wound healed ; but the cough and diarrhoea continued troublesome and persistent. The pulmonic trouble became

more aggravated, and the patient died February IS, 1864." The hones of the injured leg, represented in the annexed cut (Fig.
2fif>\ were forwarded to the Museum by Acting Assistant Surgeon K. T. Higgins, and a cast of the limb, taken some weeks prior

to the patient s ileeease, and contributed by Ass't Surgeon C. J. Kipp, I.", S, V.. constitutes specimen 6683 of the Siinjiral Section.

Flo. 264.—Shot
fracture of lower
third of left tibia.

Spec. IMC.

1'ic. ai;.
1).— Por-

tions of the bones
ofthe leftleg, with
shot fraot are of

tibia at junction of
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SHOT FRACTURES OV THE FIBULA TREATED MY CONSERVATION. The results of the injui'it'8

were ascertained in seven hundred and ninety-nine of the eight hundred and six eases of

this group. Seven hundred and twenty-one recovered and seventy-eight died, a mortality

of 9.7 per cent.

Examples of Recovery after Shot Fractures of the Fibula treated by Conservation.—
These injuries healed without serious complications; but it would appear from the records

of the Pension Office that the movements of the ankle joint frequently remained impaired:

Cask 084.—Private A. McPhee, Co. B, lGth New York, aged 20 years, was wounded in the left leg, at Gaines's Mill,

June 27, 1862. He was conveyed to hospital at Fort Monroe, and several days afterwards to Philadelphia, Assistant Surgeon

C. W. Horner, U. S. V., in charge of Wood Street Hospital, reported: "He was wounded liy a minie ball, wliicli entered the

leg on its outside at the middle, fractured the fibula extensively, and passing downward made its way to the inside of the limb

below the ankle, where it was retained, and whence it was removed at the Pennsylvania Hospital about the lOtli of July. He
was transferred to this hospital October (ith. His treatment consists of bandaging, occasional poultices, and cerate dressing.

The patient is progressing favorably." He was discharged January 19, 1803, and pensioned. Examining Surgeon J. Cummis-

key, of Philadelphia, February 6, 180:!, certified to "elevation of the heel and stiffness of the ankle joint resulting from the

wound. He is very lame, and obliged to carry a cane in walking." Examiner E. H. Lewis, of Car-

ver, Minnesota, reported, August 5, 1674: "At present the lower or articulating portion of the fibula

is in a process of acute caries: ankle joint anchylosed, pus discharging from six sinuses," etc. The
St. Paul Examining Board reported, several years afterwards, that "the wound continually opens

and discharges, small pieces of bone escaping, Cicatrix large and weak; motion of ankle much
impaired. The greater toe is doubled under and the tendo-achillis hampered by the wound." The
pensioner was paid March 4, 1880.

Case 685.—Corporal C. A. Woodruff, Co. A, 10th Vermont, aged 19 years, was wounded

through the right leg, at Cold Harbor, June 3, 1801. He was admitted to Mount Pleasant Hospital.

Washington, four days after the injury, and subsequently to Brattleboro'. On December 27th. the.

patient was transferred to Sloan Hospital. Montpelier, whence Surgeon II. Janes, U. S. V., contributed

the photograph (l"l<;. 260), with the following history: "The wound was caused by a musket ball,

which entered about the middle of the leg, on the outer and posterior aspect, passed forward and

emerged anteriorly between the tibia and fibula, two inches below the point of entrance, fracturing the

fibula. Several pieces of bone were removed at the time of the injury. Gangrene followed, and the

wound opened to the size of an open hand. The wound of entrance closed in April, 1865, but that of

exit had not healed at the time of his discharge from service. He was then obliged to use a crutch in

walking. The patient also had a congenita] malposition of the heart, which he never discovered until

the time of his enlistment, the location of it being on the right side, with the apex beating under the

right nipple. His chest was well formed, and he was a stout and, excepting his wound, a healthy

man." The patient was discharged from service August 18, 1865, and pensioned. Examiner G. B.

Ballard, of St. Johnsbury, Vermont, certified, on January 25, 1866, that particles of bone were still

being discharged from the wound, and the pensioner complained of stiffness of the ankle joint, and F
that he was unable to bear his weight on his right foot or walk without crutches. He was last paid right fibula. [From a pho-

September 4, 1806, since when he has not been heard from.
tograph.J

Fatal Cases of Shot Fractures of the Fibula treated by Conservation.—Seventy-eight

eases are recorded in this group. The fatal issue was frequently due to complications, as in

the following instance, in which the patient died with the ordinary symptoms of typhoid

fever eight days after the reception of the injury:

Case 686.—Sergeant D. P. Spicer, 1st Iowa Battery, was wounded in the right leg, at Resaca, May 15, 1864, and admitted

to the field hospital of the 4th division, Fifteenth Corps. Dr. J. M. Woodworth, Surgeos 1st Illinois Light Artillery, and Med-

ical Inspector, contributed the following report : "A gunshot wound just below the knee joint, fracturing the head of the fibula

and passing out at the centre of the lower border of the popliteal space. The artery was not wounded. The subject was a

large, healthy, muscular man, about 30 years old. After his admission to hospital the fragments of bone were removed, the

wound was cleansed and cold-water dressing applied. The wound looked well until the morning of the 18th, when it presented

a red inflamed margin, with tumefaction of the surrounding soft parts and enlargement of the veins of the thigh. A thin

sanious discharge exuded from the opening, and the entire limb as far as the swelling extended was remarkably hot; pulse full

and strong. The patient was separated from the rest of the wounded, and his treatment was the same as in similar cases. On
May 20th. the wounded limb was tensely swollen from the ankle to the body. At first the surface of the inflamed part was

florid, but it became yellowish and mottled with greenish-purple gangrenous blotches. It was completely blistered with the

stronger preparation of iodine, and kept imbued with a mixture of tincture of chloride of iron, creasote, and tincture of iodine

in alcohol. The patient was also kept on a full course of tonics, stimulants, and generous diet. The disease or erysipelatous

inflammation did not extend further, but the pulse grew more and more feeble. The patient became incoherent in mind and

sank steadily, expiring on May 23, 1864. He died with the ordinary symptoms of the more grave form of typhoid fever."
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shot fractures involving both bones of the leg, while far less numerous than those ol the

tibia or of the fibula, largely exceeded them in fatality, seventy-five of the three hundred

and seventy determined eases having resulted in death, a mortality of 20.2 per cent.

Examples of Recovery after Shot Fractures involving both Bones of the Leg treated

by Conservation.—There were two hundred and ninety-five instances belonging to this

group. In nearly all the cases there was more or less shortening of the limb, and in some

instances considerable deformity, especially convexity, but many of the jaatients recovered

with useful limbs:

Cask 687.—Private B. E. Hayner, Co. H, 12,
r
>tli New York, aged 19 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863.

He remained at the Second Corps Hospital for one month, when he was transferred to Camp Lettennan. Acting Assistant

Surgeon W. U. Jones reported: "Compound fracture of right and left tibia, lower third, by a piece of shell, which struck the

outer side of the left leg, passed transversely, and grazed the anterior aspect of the right leg. Cold-water and simple cerate

dressings were used ; splints, etc. Union took place in both legs, and by September 10th the patient was cured, but still unable

to walk." He was transferred to McKim's Mansion Hospital, Baltimore, October 23d, and subsequently to Camden Street.

Surgeon Z. E. Bliss, U. S. V., in charge of the latter, corroborated the description of the injury, and reported that the fracture

box was used in the treatment of both legs; also that in April, 1864, the wound of tile right leg had closed, while that of the

left leg was still unhealed, there being slight lateral curvature in both legs; the patient able to walk well with the aid of a cane.

The patient subsequently passed through different hospitals, and on August 27. 1864, he was returned to his command in the

field. Being found entirely unfit for duty, .he was returned to hospital for treatment until June 5, lsOo, when he was mustered

out of service and pensioned, Examining Surgeon P. B. Bontecou, of Troy, N. Y., reported April 7, 1875, that "the tibia and

fibula were both broken in the right leg, and have united, with some deformity, leaving a useful limb. The left leg has united

with an outwardly curved deformity, and there remains some carious bone in the tibia, with a fistulous opening and constant

discharge, considerable tumefaction and inflammation in the vicinity of the wound. There is considerable loss of soft parts,

leaving a long cicatrix, and the limb is lame in consequence of the injury." Substantially the same was reported at subsequent

examinations. The pensioner was paid December 4, 1879.

Case 688.—Private M. Lynn, Co. I, 26th Pennsylvania, aged 26 years, was wounded at Chancellorsville. May 3, 1863.

He was admitted to the field hospital of the 2d division, Third Corps, where Assistant Surgeon E. Marshall, 124th New York,

recorded "shot fracture of left leg." Surgeon J. A. Lidell, U. S. V., reported as follows: "The patient entered Stanton Hos-

pital, Washington, June 15th, with compound fracture of tibia and fibula at the middle third, caused by a miui£ ball entering at

the posterior and inner side of the calf of the leg and escaping in front. At the time of his admission the leg was in a fracture

box; the wound suppurated freely; patient's general condition good. Previous to his entrance to this hospital several detached

fragments of bone had been removed, and a portion of the bullet had also been extracted; subsequently about half a dozen more

fragments of bone were removed at different times. Splints and water dressings were used. About July 1st, the fracture had

united, and one month later there was firm union of the bones and the wound was healing rapidlyT . On September 22d, the

patient received a furlough anil was allowed to go to his home for two months. The orifice of entrance healed about the 1st of

October, and before the patient was transferred to Philadelphia, in April, 1864, the orifice of exit had also closed. The atrophy

of the wounded limb had disappeared entirely and the muscles of the leg acted freely, the patient being able to walk well with-

out the aid of a cane and without limping. There was no shortening, and no deformity aside from some loss of osseous tissue

at the seat of the fracture. The patient stated that the wounded limb had not caused him to feel sick at any time. He made
the best recovery of any ease of shot fracture of the leg that has come under my observation." After his transfer the patient

was admitted to McClellan Hospital, whence he was returned to duty May 31st, to be discharged. He was mustered out of

service June 18, 1864, and pensioned. The Philadelphia Examining Board at different dates certified to the injury, and reported

that an adherent cicatrix resulted, causing impaired use of the limb ; also that the fractured space had filled with cartilaginous

tissue. The pensioner has been exempted from further examinations since 1873. He was paid December 4, 1879.

In the following cases a longitudinal incision was made along the crest of the tibia,

and a number of pieces of both the tibia and fibula were removed:

Case 689.—Private S. McNitt, Co. D, 4th Delaware, aged 23 years, was accidentally shot in the left leg, while in camp
near Fairfax Court House, October 22, 1863. Surgeon D. S. Hopkins, 4th Delaware, reported: "The ball entered the limb

posteriorly, at the junction of the upper with the middle third, passed directly through, causing a compound comminuted

fracture of the tibia and fibula, and came out anteriorly, carrying with it fragments of hone. Comparatively slight hemorrhage

ensued, and that principally of a venous character. An examination showed that although extensive laceration of the soft parts

had taken place, yet the arteries were found entire and pulsation at the extremities very perceptible. The leg was, therefore,

placed in a horizontal position and loose spicuhe of bone were removed. Cold-water dressings were applied, and the patient

was made as comfortable as circumstances would permit. Solution of morphia, two grains to an ounce of water, was adminis-

tered at intervals of an hour until the patient became quiet. Next morning, October 23d, his system seemed to have suffered

but little from the shock, he being comparatively comfortable. More minute examination revealed the fact that a number of

pieces of bone still remained in the wound, which it was deemed necessary to remove. Accordingly a longitudinal incision was

made along the crest of the tibia, the patient being under the influence of chloroform, and several spieula; of bone were taken

out varying in length from one to two and a half inches. The largest, from the crest of the tibia, included in its thickness much
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of the cancellated structure of the hone, as was the case with each piece removed ; the average breadth was three-fourths of an

inch. After the fragments had been removed the parts were coaptated, the limb was adjusted in a fracture-box, and cold-water

dressings were reapplied. The patient was comparatively comfortable during the night." Some months after the reception of

the injury the patient was admitted from the field into hospital at Alexandria, and lastly he was transferred to Tilton Hospital,

Wilmington, where he was discharged June 19, 1835, Surgeon E. I. Baily, U. S. A., certifying to the shot fracture resulting

in "necrosis and shortening of the leg." The Wilmington Examining Board, in describing the injury, December fi, 1871,

reported : "Largo and irregular cicatrices in front and real" of the limb; unnatural condition of skin ; shortening of leg by an

inch and a half. On account of occasional suppuration and exfoliation the limb has become much weakened and the convexity

of it more marked. The (Usability is permanent in its present degree." After another inspection two years later the pensioner

was exempted from further examinations. He was paid September 4, 1880.

In the next case a sequestrum nine inches and a half in length was removed. New
bone of sufficient thickness had formed to hold the limb in its normal position. The patient

died, nine years after'the reception of the injury, of dropsy:

Case 090.—Lieutenant C. G. Martyn, Co. A, 2d New York Heavy Artillery, aged 29 years, was wounded at Deep Bot-

tom, August 14, 1804, and entered Armory Square Hospital, Washington, three days afterwards. Assistant Surgeon C. A.

Leale, U. S. V., contributed the pathological specimen (Fig. 207), and the following history of the case: "He was wounded by

a minie ball, which entered the right leg between the tibialis amicus and extensor longus digitorum muscles, opposite the centre

of the middle third of the tibia, passed through the leg transversely, fracturing the tibia and fibula, and made its exit at the

anterior lateral aspect of the soleus muscle. Immediately after the reception of the injury the patient was removed to a field

hospital, and on the following day he was placed under the influence of chloroform, when several spiculae of bone were removed.

Splints were then applied, and he was transferred to Washington, where the wound was dressed and the limb

placed in a fracture-box. The general condition of the patient at that time was good. On account of great pain

the fracture-box was removed on October 7th, and Smith's anterior splint was adjusted, which allowed the patient

to rest more comfortably. On November 1st the splints were removed, and the limb was laid on a pillow and

dressed twice a day with simple dressings. The wound had now nearly closed, but several sinuses existed and

communicated with the bone, and the fracture had not yet united. By March 10, 1805, the patient was able to

leave his bed and walk on crutches. He first came under my charge on April 1st, when, on an examination with

the probe, I found the sinuses to communicate with dead bone; the discharge of pus was about three ounces per

diem; appetite and general condition good. The discharge continuing to increase and the patient gradually grow-

ing weaker, he was placed under the influence of ether on April 25th, and an incision was made nine inches in

length over the anterior portion of the tibia, when it was found that necrosis extended to within two inches of the w
ankle joint and nearly to the head of the tibia. A sequestrum nine and a half inches long was then removed, also

several small pieces, and in the operation a longitudinal piece of newly formed bone had to be withdrawn. After

the removal of the necrosed portion, new bone was found of sufficient thickness to hold the foot in its proper posi-

tion. The loss of blood during the operation amounted to about ten ounces. The wound was dressed with charpie

and cold water, and the patient took stimulants and an anodyne every four hours. On the next day he was very

weak and had continued nausea, no appetite, and vomited all food as soon as swallowed, not being able to retain

brandy even, which increased the nausea. Two ounces of beef tea was then given every four horn's, but it also

was nearly all thrown off. On April 27th, he was still weaker and the nausea continued, when two ounces of '4

champagne with ice was administered every four hours, and four ounces of beef tea, per enema, was given three
.enuesfnim

-
!)*

times a day. This was continued for two days, when the patient had a well-marked chill and was sinking fast, ins. long, from

his nausea having increased to such an extent that the sight of other patient's food caused him to vomit. On April $bmS.4S&.

30th, he was worse in every respect, when doses of five grains of oxalate of cerium was ordered to be given when-

ever the patient felt as though he would immediately vomit. By 9 o'clock r. M. he had used six powders, not having vomited

once since taking the first, and having retained food eaten at noon. The champagne and beef tea were continued. By May 0th

great improvement was noticed, and, there being no nausea or vomiting, the powders were discontinued. The wound was now
granulating finely, and the discharge consisted of perfectly healthy pus. About June 25th, the patient could leave his bed and

sit in a chair, the cavity having nearly filled and the wound being healthy and reduced to about half the size of the incision. He
had perfect use of the ankle joint and the tibialis amicus muscle, and there was all probability of a very useful limb. By July

15th, he could bear considerable weight on the injured leg." The patient was subsequently transferred to Douglas Hospital,

where he was discharged from service by special order of the War Department, October 13, 1805. In his publication 1 of the

case Dr. Leale mentioned Surgeon D. W. Bliss, U. S. V., as the operator, and added that he saw the patient again just before he

left Douglas Hospital, at which time the limb was in a healthy condition and the wound had nearly closed, leaving three small

openings, which were prevented from closing by the great tension on the newly formed integuments. There was also slight

contraction of the tendo-achillis, which could be easily overcome, although every possible care had been taken to guard against

that result. The patient's name was subsequently admitted on the Pension Rolls, and afterwards he obtained employment in the

New York City Custom House. Dr. G. K. Smith, of Brooklyn, May 11, 1874, certified that the patient, after receiving his dis-

charge from service, entered Bellevue Hospital, New York City, where " Professor J. R. Wood performed an operation on his

leg, cutting the tendo-achillis, and, I think, he also removed a large portion of the fractured hone. The wound healed in 1866,

but soon broke open again, and continued to discharge until the month of June, 1873, when it finally healed. After leaving

Bellevue Hospital he came under my care, and though his health was feeble, he performed his duties at the Custom House, with

occasional loss of time, until the wound healed, in June, 1873. From that date his health failed rapidly. His liver began to

1 LEALE (C. A.), Extensive Necrosis of the Shaft of the Tibia following Gunshot Fracture of the Bone, iu United States Sanitary Commission

Memoirs, Surgical Volume I, New York. 1870, p. 41t;>.
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increase in size, the heart became irregular in its action, respiration difficult and circulation very feeble. At length dropsy set

in, and lie died December 1, 187:5. An external examination showed the liver to be nearly twice its normal size, and I have no

doubt that death was caused by a waxy degeneration of the liver, the result of the shot fracture."

Case 691.—Captain E. Bernard, Co. I, Goth New York, aged 29 years, received a gunshot wound through the left leg

just below the knee, fracturing the tibia and fibula, at Malvern Hill, July 1, 186:2. He was conveyed to Harrison's Landing,

and thence by steamer to Fort Monroe. From there he proceeded to his home in New York City, where he obtained the profes-

sional attendance of Dr. L. A. Sayre, who subsequently furnished the following report of the case: "I was called to see Captain

Bernard on July 12th, when he had just arrived from Fort Monroe, and was supposed to be in a dying condition from septicaemia.

Many surgeons who had seen him at Harrison's Landing and Fort Monroe had all advised amputation of the wounded limb. The
leg had become about two and a half inches shorter than the other and very much twisted on its axis. Extensive suppuration

extended up the thigh and down the leg, both openings having been hermetically sealed with closely packed lint, which, when
Boaked oft', caused the escape of a greater amount of imprisoned pus than I have ever seen from a single wound. Mingled in

the pus there was also a large quantity of very finely broken up and macerated bone, and over the tubercle of the tibia a loose

fragment was detected which, when cut down upon, escaped, having the appearance of a polished metal, like a silver sixpence,

and the shape of a hollow segment of a robin's egg. This fragment, which, before extracting, I had suspected to be a loose

piece of bone, the patient declared to be 'the end of an explosive ball.' His thigh at this time was so infiltrated with pus as to

make amputation hazardous. I therefore made free incisions for its escape and drainage, and treated the limb by extension and

plaster-of-paris, using adhesive plaster, weight and pulley over the foot of the bed, which was elevated to make the body act as

a counter-extending force. Several large fragments of bone, having been macerated in the pus so long, were subsequently easily

picked out without removing the periosteum. He made a very satisfactory recovery with but very little shortening, although

there must have been more than an inch of entire bone removed. There is still (1874) a small piece of dead bone remaining,

which, however, gives no trouble as long as he wears the tent to keep up the drainage. Whenever he leaves this out and the

wound closes, he becomes sick until the discharge again takes place. I have been anxious to remove the diseased part, but he.

can never find time for that purpose, having to work constantly for his living and being too poor to lay up for the operation."

The New York City Examining Board, on October 1, 1877, reported the sinus leading to dead bone as still open, having never

ceased to discharge, and requiring constant dressing. Captain Bernard obtained his discharge from service October 22, 1863,

and has since become a pensioner. He was paid September 4, 1880.

In a number of cases of recovery after shot fracture of both bones of the leg, the knee

joint or the ankle joint or both became partially or totally anchylosed:

Case 692.—Major A. J. Bolar, 12th Pennsylvania Reserves, aged 31 years, was wounded in both legs and captured at

Fredericksburg, December 13, 1862. After remaining a prisoner some weeks he was exchanged and conveyed to Annapolis,

where he was admitted to hospital on February 21, 1863. Acting Assistant Surgeon J. H. Longnecker reported: "This officer

was wounded in the left leg by a round ball entering three inches below the knee joint and fracturing the fibula ; also by a buck-

shot in the same locality and a minis' ball entering the external upper third of the leg. There was compound fracture of both

the tibia and fibula. The ball has never been found, and is supposed to have lodged in the muscular part of the leg. The right

leg was also wounded by a minis' ball entering at the outer tuberosity and passing under the patella. At the time of admission

the wound of the right leg was open and discharging. On, September 9th, when the patient was put under my care, it had

closed and there was anchylosis of the knee joint. The left leg was very much swollen and inflamed, there being two angry

looking ulcers about three or four inches below the knee joint, with a tendency to sloughing. The patient's general health was

good. Charcoal 'poultices were ordered, to be renewed twice a day. On September 21st, flaxseed was substituted for the

charcoal, the wound looking more healthy and granulating, with not so much swelling or redness, and the pain less acute. On
October 1st, two small fistulous openings remained, discharging a thin, sanious, and offensive ichor with small parts of decayed

bone, which were injected with a mixture of opodeldoc and sweet oil twice a day. By November 1st, the discharge was much
less and of a better quality, the leg of natural size, and the patient able to walk much easier with the aid of crutches. About

December 1st, there was still slight discharge, the pus being mixed with small black particles, indicating exfoliation. Gradual

improvement continued, and one month later the patient was able to walk by the support of a cane." He was honorably dis-

charged from service January 30, 1864, and subsequently entered the Veteran Reserve Corps, being ultimately mustered out

June 6, 1865, ami pensioned. Examining Surgeon G. R. Lewis, of Indiana, Pennsylvania, certified, February 8, 1867: "The
pensioner was wounded in the left leg by several balls, one being still unremoved. The wound is still discharging and requires

to be dressed daily. He was also wounded in the right knee, the ball lodging. Complete anchylosis resulted." On September

21, 1875, the same Examiner reported: "The ball in the left leg has not been removed and the wound still discharges, etc.

There is partial stiffness of the knee joint, and lie is totally disabled for manual labor." Examiner M. L. Miller, of Blairsville,

Pennsylvania, September 4, 1877, certified to the injuries and added: "There has been much muscular waste and tenderness of

the parts (left leg), and there is discharge of offensive matter from the place of injury, requiring daily dressing." The pensioner

was paid September 4, 1880.

Case 693.—Assistant Surgeon A. H. Landis, 35th Ohio, aged 39 years, was wounded near Kenesaw Mountain, June 22,

1864, by a twelve-pound solid shot, which, after hitting a tree and bounding off, struck his right leg, causing fracture but not

breaking the skin. Surgeon F. D. Morris, of the regiment, reported that the missile fractured both bones of the limb midway
between the knee and the ankle, and that the soft parts were much contused. The patient was admitted to the field hospital of

the 3d division, Fourteenth Corps, where he received a leave of absence on the following day. He was mustered out of service

September 27, 1864, and pensioned. Examining Surgeon J. S. McNeeley, of Hamilton, Ohio, certified, October 31, 1865:

"The leg was struck at the posterior part of the middle third, fracturing both the tibia and fibula and lacerating the gastrocne-

mius and 8oleus muscles. The resulting cicatrices have formed adhesions to the adjacent parts, entirely destroying their action.

In adjusting the fracture complete apposition was not attained, and, from extension of inflammation, there is partial anchylosis
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of both knee and ankle joints, rendering locomotion both painful and difficult," Subsequent examiners report no additional

information. The pensioner was paid September 4, 1879.

Both bones of the left leg as well as of the left forearm were fractured in the next case.

The arm was amputated at the middle third, but the patient was so utterly prostrated that

amputation in the leg was deemed inadvisable:

Cask 694.—Sergeant J. McLeer, Co. C, 84th New York, aged 23 years, was wounded by a shell in the left arm and left

leg, at Bull Run, August 29, 1862. He entered Mount Pleasant Hospital, Washington, several days afterwards. Assistant

Surgeon C. A. McCall, U. S. A., in charge, describes the injur}" of the arm as a compound comminuted fracture of the radius,

ulna, and elbow joint, and that of the leg as a fracture of the tibia and fibula, lower third, and reports: "On or about the 2d of

September I amputated the arm at the middle third (Second Surgical Volume, Tablk LXXVIII, p. 765, No. 107), and would

have also amputated the leg, but that the utter prostration of the patient threatened death upon further surgical procedure.

Operating on the leg was therefore left to a future time; but as symptoms of promise developed themselves afterwards, an effort

was made to save the leg, which, after long and critical treatment, was successful, although the limb was left somewhat shortened

and to a considerable extent unfit for useful progression. The case was one of singular interest to myself and staff, proving as

it did the wonderful endurance of the human system and the almost strained limit to which conservative surgery may trust

nature. It had been looked upon and classed by me as an excision of the lower portion of both bones of the leg: for though

no special operation was performed, yet 1 know I was over half an hour cleaning out the broken fragments and adjusting

loosened spiculoe before trusting it to the fracture-box." In a published account of the case' it is mentioned that, under a tonic

and stimulant treatment and the application of simple absorbent dressings to the parts, the stump of the arm healed rapidly.

The patient was discharged from service July 27, 1863, and pensioned. On September 22, 1880, lie was examined by the

Brooklyn Pension Board, who certified to the loss of his left arm and added: "There is evidence of a compound comminuted

fracture of the tibia and fibula of the left leg in the lower third. Portions of both bones were removed. The cicatrices of

entrance and exit of the missile are found upon the internal and anterior aspects of the part. In the latter situation, over the

tibia, a firmly adherent cicatrix, three inches long by one inch wide, is present. The leg is bowed outward to a very marked

degree, the fibula being very prominent and thickened. There is shortening of the limb of about one inch. The extensor

tendons are not full in their movements, being partially bound down by cicatricial tissue, and the ankle is somewhat stiffened

and restricted in its motion. The great toe is not supple, since the plantar tendons are somewhat contracted. Altogether the

objective signs show that the original wound was of the most severe character. In manual labor, walking, standing, etc., the

member would speedily become the seat of great swelling and pain, as is the case after any unusual exercise."

Fatal Cases of Shot Fractures of both Bones of the Leg treated by Conservation.—Of

the seventy-five instances of shot fractures of the tibia and fibula with fatal issues three

will be detailed

:

Case 6'J5.—Private G. F. Skinner, Co. H, 6th Maine, aged 30 years, was wounded at Chancellorsville, May 3, 1863,

and admitted to Douglas Hospital, Washington, five da}-
s afterwards. Assistant Surgeon C. C. Lee, U. S. A , reported: "This

man suffered a comminuted fracture of the left leg from a musket ball, which entered one-half inch internally

to the spine of the tibia, passed through antero-posteriorly, and emerged at a corresponding point at the

back of the leg. Much contusion and ecchymosis existed at the time of his admission to the hospital, and

but for the high state of inflammatory action then existing the leg would have been removed. The limb

was then placed in a fracture-box filled with bran, and covered with water dressings; nutrients and stimu-

lants were given freely. No change was perceptible until the morning of May Kith, when the foot and b-g

were found in a state of advanced gangrene. To show how rapidly this condition supervened it is only

necessary to state that a most careful examination during the previous evening failed to reveal anything of

the kind, the patient in all respects seeming as well as usual. By the next morning this condition of the

leg was rapidly extending up the thigh, the soft tissues of which became boggy and crepitant; the patient

being bathed in clammy sweats, and his circulation so depressed that the pulse was imperceptible at the

wrist, though at the groin it was 160 per minute. At the same time the patient's spirits were not at all

depressed, and he could hardly believe he was in any danger. His prostration was such that amputation

was deferred; but the most energetic stimulation failed to bring his condition into one of sufficient reaction

to bear the operation. He gradually sank, and died at 2 o'clock on the morning of May 17, 1863. At the

autopsy, the internal organs were discovered to be generally healthy. The hone was found to be exten-

sively comminuted, with a portion of the bullet lying upon the lacerated and obliterated posterior tibial

vessels, thus probably furnishing the main cause of the gangrene. No secondary abscesses were found,

and it was concluded that the patient had died in the primary stage of blood poisoning." The upper halves

of the injured bones, showing a transverse fracture of the fibula and comminution of the tibia, with the bat- left tibin'and fibula,

tered bullet attached, were contributed to the Museum by Assistant Surgeon W. Thomson, U. S. A., and are
^pec'

shown in the annexed cut (Fig. 268).

Case 696.—Private J. Bailey, Co. B, 211th Pennsylvania, aged 29 years, was wounded at Petersburg, April 2, 180.r>.

Surgeon A. F. Whelan, 1st Michigan Sharpshooters, reported bis admission to the field hospital of the 3d division, Ninth Corps,

with "Canister shot fracture of right leg." Surgeon E. Bentley, U. S. V., recorded the result of the injury as follows: " The

1 COUF.s (ELLIOTT), Report of some. Cases of Amputatiovs and Selections from Gunshot Wounds, performed at the Mount Pleasant U. S. General

Hospital by C. A. McCall, M. I)., U. S. A., iu Medical and Surgical Reporter, New York, 1863-3, Vol. IX, p. 229.

Surg. Ill—56

I'll',. 368.—Shot frac-

tures of upper third of
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man was admitted to Slough Hospital, Alexandria, four days after receiving his wound. The tibia and fibula were badly shat-

tered. Cold-water dressings were employed, and tonics and stimulants were freely administered, together with all the nourish-

ment the patient woidd take. He died May 2, 1865, from the severity of suppurative inflammation of the wound. The autopsy

allowed the tibia to be comminuted for several inches at the tipper third and the fibula fractured at the lower third, no union

having taken place. The wound was gangrenous."

In the following instance of lesion of both bones of the leg in the middle third, osteo-

myelitis of the medulla of the femur was noted at the autopsy. The upper and lower

thirds of the tibia were found upon opening to be quite healthy:

Case 697.—Musician G. H. Potter, Co. E, 60th Ohio, aged 14 years, was wounded in the right leg, before Petersburg,

July 16, 1864. Surgeon V. A. O'Counell, U. S. V., recorded the following description of the injury at the field hospital of the

3d division, Ninth Corps: "A ball entered the outer side of the limb about the upper third of the fibula; exit below on anterior

aspect, gouging tibia and fibula." The wounded man was conveyed to the Depot Hospital at City Point the day after the injury,

and one week later he was transferred to Fairfax Seminary Hospital. Assistant Su_rgeon II. Allen, U. S. A., in charge of the

latter, made the following report : "On entering the hospital the lad was in fine spirits, though somewhat anaemic; wound look-

ing well. On August 5th, the wound assumed an indolent appearance and the discharge became greater and more fetid. Bro-

mine was thoroughly applied in the ordinary way and at first cheeked the progress of the disease. But the patient appeared to

have no recuperative energy and a tendency to subcutaneous sloughing was evinced, which, by the 12th of August, had increased

so far as to necessitate the slitting up of the integuments and a second rigorous application of bromine. It was observed during

the operation that the tibia was exposed and a superficial area of bone was being thrown off. The patient was exceedingly

irritable, appetite capricious. The wound still presented a gluing and unhealthy appearance, and the tendency to undermining

continued in spite of all efforts to check it. The patient gradually sank. By September 15th, violent and persistent vomiting

came on, and from this time until the date of his death, September 26, 1S;>4, he was almost entirely sustained by beef tea enemata.

He had no chills and no discoloration of skin, and his mind at all times was clear. Autopsy: emaciation extreme; limb not

much swollen; foot somewhat cedematous; ulcer extending from four inches below the knee to the ankle joint; femoral vein

healthy; internal organs all healthy except the liver, which was exceedingly fatty. The outer surface of the tibia at the middle

third was dead and much blackened from the action of the vapor of the bromine, and the living bone around its borders was
covered with several roughened spiculse of bone. Upon opening the tibia the upper and lower thirds were found to be quite

healthy, but the middle third was the seat of varied diseased action. The walls at this point were partially necrosed, of a

greyish slate color, roughened, and so thin that at one point they appeared to be nearly destroyed. The medullary substance at

this place was shrunken, of a blackish grey color, and closely adherent to the posterior and lateral walls of the cavity. No
new deposit of bone was seen. The tissues both above and below this point had taken on active efforts of repair. The cavity

of the medulla was much contracted by delicate cancelli extending from either side, and the original walls of the cavity for the

extent of a full inch either way were vascular and thickened. The medulla lying in the diminished calibre of canal was of a

lively red color, filled with blood, and presented all the'appearance of a highly nourished medium. As above observed, no

inflammation was noticed in either extremity of the affected bone. Upon examination of the femur an interesting appearance

was presented. The walls of the bone were much thickened and dotted with reddish spots; the enlarged nutritious arteries and

the periosteum were also thickened, vascular, and easily detached. When the bone was opened the upper two-thirds of the

medulla were found to be acutely inflamed, which as usual was more intense towards the neck of the bone than elsewhere."

The tibia and fibula of the injured leg, contributed, with the history, by Dr. Allen, constitute specimen 2633 of the Suryical

Section of the Museum. 1

The precise seat of the bony lesion was not indicated in seven hundred and eighty-six

of the three thousand nine hundred and eighty-eight cases of shot fractures of the bones

of the leg treated by conservation. The results in sixty-nine of these cases were not

ascertained; five hundred and forty-three patients recovered and one hundred and seventy-

four died, a mortality of 24.2 per cent.

An analysis of the cases of shot fracture of the bones of the leg treated by conserva-

tion indicates that pyaemia was noted in eighty-one instances (six recoveries and seventy-

five deaths), gangrene in seventy (forty recoveries, thirty deaths), tetanus in twenty-four

(two recoveries, twenty-two deaths), erysipelas in forty-five (thirty-five recoveries, ten

deaths), and in three hundred and forty-seven cases (two hundred and ninety-nine recov-

eries, forty-two deaths, and six undetermined results) fragments of bone or sequestra were

removed. Secondary hemorrhage is reported in sixty-five instances (twenty-four recov-

eries, forty-one deaths), and in twenty-six instances ligation of the tibial, popliteal, or fem-

oral arteries were performed, viz: ligation of anterior tibial artery in five (three recoveries,

two deaths); of anterior tibial and popliteal in one (fatal); of anterior and posterior tibials

1 ALI.KN (U.). Remarks on the Pathological Anatomy of Osteomyelitis, with Cases. Gunshot Wound of the Right Leg ; phagedena ; no pytcmia ;

in American Journal Medical Sciences, 1865, Vul. X I I \. N. 8., p. 44.
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in one (fatal); of posterior tibial in eight (five recoveries, three fatal); of tibial in one

(fatal); of popliteal in five (two recoveries, three fatal); and of femoral in five (two recoveries

and three fatal). Details of the five cases of ligation of the femoral artery are adduced:

Case 698—Private ./. IF. Moore, Co. I, 13th Mississippi, aged 23 years, was wounded and captured at Gettysburg,

July 2, 1863. Surgeon H. Janes, U. S. V., reported: "Compound fracture of right leg, middle third. Haemorrhage from the

posterior tibial artery occurred to the amount of one pint daily from July 12th to July 17th, when the femoral artery was ligated

in the continuity." The patient recovered, and was transferred to Baltimore October 15th, the wound having entirely healed.

Surgeon T. H. Bache, U. S. V., reported that he was paroled from West's Building Hospital, and sent south November 12, 1863.

Case 699.—Corporal P. Lahany, Co. G, 5th Vermont, aged 21 years, was wounded at Petersburg, April 2, 1865. and

admitted to the field hospital of the 2d division, Sixth Corps, where Surgeon S. F. Chapin, 139th Pennsylvania, recorded: "Shot

fracture of left leg." Surgeon D. P. Smith, U. S. V., reported the wounded man's entrance into'

Fairfax Seminary Hospital, April 6th, with " Shot fracture of left fibula," but made no record of any

surgical treatment in the case. On May 30th, the patient was transferred to Baxter Hospital.

Brattleboro', and subsequently to Sloan Hospital. Montpelier. Surgeon H. Janes, U. S. V., in charge

of the latter, contributed a photograph of the patient, which is copied in the wood-cut (Fig. 269),

together with the following history: "The wound was produced by a minis' ball, which entered

the leg on the outer side two inches below its middle, passed backward and inward, fracturing the

fibula, and emerging posteriorly one inch lower than the point of entrance. Several fragments

of bone were removed on the field four hours after the injury. Secondary haemorrhage occurred

on April 9th, for which the femoral artery was ligated in Scarpa's space by Dr. Smith, at Fairfax

Seminary Hospital. The patient was much prostrated after the operation, and artificial heat was

required for about a week to keep up the temperature of the limb. No recurrence of the hemor-

rhage took place, and the wound closed rapidly after the operation. At the time of his admission

to Sloan Hospital, June 12th, both wounds were nearly healed and he could walk without crutches,

but could not bring the heel to the ground on account of contraction of the muscles of the calf. In

the early part of July an abscess formed at the place of ligation, which healed however in a short

time. On August 11th, the patient was discharged from service, though unable to leave the hos-

pital on account of an abscess at the original wound, caused by a fragment of necrosed bone. Three

weeks afterwards the abscess had nearly healed and he left the hospital in good health, but still

unable to get the heel to the ground. This patient had also been wounded through both buttocks,

at the Wilderness, May 5, 1864, from which injury he had recovered in three months, when ln-

rejoined his command for duty." Various surgeons, at consecutive intervals, certified to the injuries,

and Examiner F. W. Goodall, of Bennington, October 5, 1877, adds: "The left leg below the knee

is one-half smaller than its mate, one-half smaller at the calf, and on*e-quarter at the ankle; muscles

attached to the integument on back of leg, impairing the action of the tendo-achillis. I also find

triangle of Scarpa, from ligation of the femoral artery." The pensioner was paid March 4. 188U.

Case 700.—Corporal J. Ferguson, Co. G, 142d Pennsylvania, was wounded in the right leg, at Fredericksburg, Decem-

ber 13, 1862. He remained at a First Corps field hospital for one week and was then transferred to the Patent Office Hospital,

and subsequently to Stanton Hospital, Washington. Surgeon J. A. Lidell, U. S. V., in charge of the latter, described the case

as follows: "The wound was produced by a bullet, which passed through the calf of the leg in the upper third in a downward
and outward direction. The wound did well until the middle of January, when the granulations assumed an unhealthy appear-

ance and the discharge became thin and serous. The patient also exhibited typhoid symptoms, having a hot skin, frequent

pulse, and dry red tongue, watchfulness, and no appetite. This went on until the morning of January 23d, when haemorrhage

occurred unexpectedly from the external orifice behind the fibula. The bleeding was readily controlled by application of

pressure by bandage and ice, the patient having lost about ten ounces. Throughout the day and the night following the loss of

blood by oozing was very little, but on the following morning haemorrhage recurred from the internal orifice, behind the tibia

this time. This amounted to from four to six ounces, and was also readily controlled by the application of persulphate of iron,

lint, ice, and bandaging. In the meantime the typhoid symptoms became more marked. The patient also complained of great

tenderness throughout the leg and thigh ; the inguinal glands were somewhat swollen and tender, and there was dusky redness,

with soreness in the track of the long saphenous vein. His skin was now pale and yellow. On the morning of January 25th,

another slight bleeding occurred from the internal wound and was readily controlled by pressure. A marked increase of the

swelling was now noticed, extending from the leg to the thigh, especially over the external and internal condyles and the pop-

liteal space, and infiltration with blood was suspected. The patient was now very pale and expressed a great deal of anxiety,

his pulse being- 120, quick and weak. The first day the haemorrhage was thought to come from the peroneal artery, the next

day from the posterior tibial, but now we were uncertain in regard to the source of the bleeding, and the case presented an

unpromising appearance on account of the debility from the loss of about eighteen ounces of blood superadded to bis typhoid

condition. We then decided to tie the femoral artery at the apex of Scarpa's space as affording the best chance of benefit,

which operation I performed without any difficulty on the afternoon of January 25th, forty-three days after the reception of the

wound. On the following morning the patient appeared brighter; pulse 130; tongue more moist ; leg getting warmer down to

the ankle. The plugs being removed some dark offensive blood flowed away. In the evening his foot was cold, leg cooler, and

blackness was extending across the leg in the track of the wound. Patient had a slight chill ; somewhat delirious
;
pulse 130

and weak; tongue dry. On the morning of January 27th the patient looked better; pulse 132 and stronger; leg warm and

blacker; foot pale and swelled ; serous infiltration and discoloration extending up the thigh. The next day the patient presented

a pale yellow hue; blackness of limb deepening and extending, having reached the lower end of the incision made for the liga-

In.. 260.—Shot fracture of left

fibula ami ligation of femoral.

[From a photograph.]

l large cicatrix in the left
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tion ; odor gangrenous. Death supervened on the evening of January 29, 180.5. The autopsy showed that the bleeding did not

come from the posterior tibial or peroneal artery, but from the lower part of the popliteal, which had been opened to a large

extent by ulceration. Some loose splinters of bone were also found, the ball having grazed the hind part of both the tibia and

fibula. On the proximal side of the ligature the clot was firm, closely attached to the walls of the artery, and about three-fourths

of an inch long, with its apex pointing upward towards the heart. There was also a firm clot on the distal side, adherent to the

walls of the artery, but much smaller than the proximal one."' A piece of the femoral artery, about four inches long and

embracing the seat of the ligature, was contributed to the Museum by Surgeon Lidell, and constitutes specimen 1140 of the

Surgical Section.

Case 701.—Sergeant J. Daly, Co. K, 82d New York, aged 27 years, was wounded in the left leg, at the Wilderness,

May (1, 1864, and admitted to Douglas Hospital, Washington, six days afterwards. Assistant Surgeon W. Thomson, U. S. A.,

described the injury as "a gunshot fracture of the fibula," and reported :
" On May 17th, a bullet was extracted from the inner

side of the leg. through a deep and oblique incision two or three inches below the knee. Three days afterwards three haemor-

rhages occurred from the posterior tibial artery, amounting to one, three, and ten ounces respectively, and necessitating ligation

of the femoral artery, which was performed below the profunda in Scarpa's space by Assistant Surgeon W. F. Norris, U. S- A.

Ether was used as the anaesthetic. On the following day there was venous haemorrhage to the amount of four ounces. A
further loss of eight ounces of blood took place on May 25th, and of one and a half ounces the next day. Four more attacks

followed on June 1st, each causing the loss of one-half ounce to an ounce of blood, and being checked by compression over the

femoral where it emerges from the pelvis. Death resulted from exhaustion. June 3, 18(14. At the post-mortem examination the

ligature was found to have nearly sloughed through; clot below, but none above it."

Case 702.—Corporal H. Day, Co. A, 0th Alabama, was wounded in the light leg, at Chancellorsville, May 3, 1803. The
records of Chimborazo Confederate Hospital No. 4, Richmond, show his admission May 14th, with the following description of

the injury and its result: "The ball entered at the external malleolus, slightly fracturing the fibula, ranging upward and

inward, and making its exit about an inch and a half from the posterior edge of the tibia and about four inches from the knee

joint. On May 20th, a haemorrhage from the upper wound estimated at from ten to twelve ounces, and probably coining from

the posterior tibial artery, was arrested by compression of the femoral on the pubis, after which a tourniquet was applied to

the thigh. On May 28th, another haemorrhage occurred from the upper wound and from fifteen to twenty ounces of blood

were lost, when it was checked by introducing the fingers into the wound and seizing the vessel and adjacent tissues. Liga-

tion of the femoral artery was then performed. The tissues were found to be disorganized and reduced to a soft pulpy mass,

in which it was impracticable to define any healthy structure. While preparing for the operation the patient had a slight

convulsion, and for a few moments all proceedings were suspended in anticipation of immediate death. Haemorrhage did not

recur after the operation. On June 2d, there was a slight chill followed by fever. On the next day the discharge from the

upper wound was of a greenish-gray color, offensive in odor, and indicative of gangrene. Gangrenous symptoms increased, and

by June 4th the foot and leg were livid and swollen, odor very offensive. He died in a comatose condition, June 5, 1863, the

whole leg and thigh having become thoroughly gangrenous. It is probable that the posterior tibial artery was not divided by

the ball, but opened by the softening of the tissues subsequent to the occurrence of the wound."

EXCISIONS IN THE CONTINUITY OF THE BONES OF THE LEG FOR
SHOT INJURY.—Three hundred and eighty-seven examples of excision in the bones of

the leg are recorded. Two hundred and fifteen, or over one half of the total number of

these operations, were primary, eighty-seven intermediary, and fifty secondary; in thirty-

five instances the interval between the dates of injury and operation could not be ascer-

tained. Two hundred and seventy-five of the patients survived the operation, one hundred

and eight died, and in four the results were undetermined, a mortality rate of 28.2 per cent.

In comparing the results of the excisions and amputations in the long bones of the upper

extremity it will have been noticed that in the upper arm the fatality of the excisions

(28.5) exceeded that of the amputations (23.6) by 4.9 per cent., while in the forearm the

mortality of the amputations (13.9) was 2.7 per cent, in excess of the death rate of the

excisions (11.2). Similarly, in the lower extremity, we find that while the fatality of the

excisions in the shaft of the femur (69.4) surpasses that of the amputations through the

thigh (53.8) by 15.6 per cent., the excisions in the continuity of the bones of the leg show

a death rate of 28.2 per cent., or 4.7 per cent, less than the fatality after amputations in the

leg (32.9 per cent.). It would appear, therefore, that in the arm and thigh amputations

were less fatal than excisions, while in the forearm and leg the mortality of the amputations

exceeded that of the excisions. The low rate of fatality after excisions in the forearm or

leg may be ascribed to the fact that in the large majority of the cases of recovery portions

of one of the bones of the forearm or the leg only were excised; in the cases in which the

excision extended to both bones of the limb, the mortality exceeded that of the amputations.
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Table LXII.

Numerical Statement of Three Hundred and Eighty-seven Excisions in the Bones of the Ley for Shot

Fracture.

OPERATIONS.
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applied this man will be infinitely worse off tlian with an artificial leg." Examining Surgeon S. T. Charlton, of Harrisburg.

reported in October. 1866: "There is complete atrophy of the whole limb, as well as deformity from curvature at the point of

resection and the pushing out of the head of the fibula from its articulation. He cannot walk or stand upon the limb without

the use of a cumbrous apparatus furnished by the Government," etc. At subsequent examinations no change or improvement

was reported. The pensioner died May 24. 1877.'

Case 7114.—Lieutenant O. 11. Fyler, Co. I, 2d Connecticut Heavy Artillery, aged 25 years, was wounded in the left leg,

at Opequnn Creek, September ID, 1804. He was admitted to the field hospital at Winchester, where Surgeon E. 13 P. Kelly,

95th Pennsylvania, recorded a " shot fracture of the tibia, middle third, by a minic ball, followed by exsection, the same day,

of three inches of the hone by Surgeon H. Plumb, 2d Connecticut Artillery." Acting Assistant Surgeon J. H. Bartholf made
the following report :

" Tire patient entered Frederick Hospital on November 12th. On
December 16th, I discovered and removed the ball, or what appeared to be the greater

part of it, from the lower part of the wound, close to the upper extremity of the lower

fragment. It was embedded about two inches and found to be exceedingly battered and

misshapen. The patient informed me that Smith's anterior splints were used and con-

tinued for three weeks after the injury. A plaster-of-Paris splint was then applied, with

which he came here, having traveled by the rough railway from Winchester without

inconvenience. I found him with his limb looking well, but there was no union of bone

and no coaptation even of the ends, the fibula of course holding the extremities apart.

Besides removing the ball, as stated, and a few small fragments of bone, the patient's

treatment in this hospital consisted of simple dressings and the continued use of the

plaster-of-Paris splint. On .January Hi, 1865, he left on leave of absence, his general

condition being excellent and the wound presenting a granulating surt"ace five inches long.

No deposit of bony matter in the interspace between the ends of the bone could he discov-

ered. The sawn face of the upper fragment came away in the early part of January."

The patient was discharged from service April 6, 1865, and pensioned, and subsequently

supplied with a supporting apparatus for his injured limb by Dr. E. D. Hudson, of New
York City. Examining Surgeon 11. E. Gates, of Litchfield, Connecticut, certified, June

4, 1877 :
" The wound was from a minio' ball received directly in front, striking the tibia,

mashing that bone and lodging in it ; it remained there two months, causing exfoliation,

profuse discharge, and an attack of gangrene. Resection was done the day the injury

was received, the periosteum being removed (or badly torn) with three inches of the bone.

It is supposed that the periosteum was so badly torn as not to be able to repair the loss

of hone substance. Present aspect : whole leg and thigh atrophied. The fibula is bowed

outward and there is partial dislocation of its head. The leg bends easily at the seat of

the injury and no weight can be borne upon it. I have no doubt the fibula would instantly give way if the applicant stood upon

it. There is great tenderness at the head of the fibula from stretching of the ligaments, the line of support from the bending of

the leg being thrown outward towards this articulation. The pensioner wears an appliance weighing seven pounds, which

incases the limb and gives the only support. The disability is progressive on account of displacement and bending of fibula, etc.

I consider his present condition worse than if he had amputation above the knee; locomotion is very painful indeed," etc. The
pensioner was paid March 4. 1880. In the accompanying wood-cut (Fig. 270) the appearance of the limb about one year after

the excision is shown.

Case 705.—Colonel W. T. Fitch, 29th Ohio, aged 40 years, was wounded at Mill Creek, May 8, 1864. He entered the

field hospital of the 2d division, Twentieth Corps, where Surgeon A. Ball, 5th Ohio, recorded : "Shot compound fracture of right

tibia ; resection at middle third by Surgeon A. K. Fifield. 29th Ohio." Surgeon J. E. Herbst, U. S. V., reported that the patient

entered the Officers' Hospital, Nashville, four days after he was wounded, having undergone excision of about three inches of the

shaft of the tibia by a longitudinal incision of four inches over the crest. Chloroform was used and prompt reaction followed

the operation. The limb was placed in a box-frame splint and wet applications were made. On June 20th the patient left for

his home on leave of absence, the wound being in excellent condition. On October 13, 1864, Colonel Fitch resigned and

obtained his discharge from service, and subsequently he became a pensioner, his physician testifying that ''the wound on the

surface has healed, but the vacancy caused by the removal of the bone has not yet filled up." Examiner W. M. Eames, of Ash-

tabula, Ohio, certified. September 15, 1865, that "the leg is now very small and weak and of no manner of use in walking, a

source of constant discomfort. The foot is cold and swollen and not under the control of the muscles." On December 8, 1870,

when the pensioner visited the Army Medical Museum, he was in good general health and his wound soundly healed; but the

bone remained ununited, the calf of the leg entirely atrophied, and the foot swollen and useless. He also stated that " he

regretted greatly that amputation had not been performed." The Cleveland Examining Board at subsequent dates reported

that the pensioner was obliged to wear steel splints on the outer and inner aspect of the leg. In September, 1877, the cicatrix

was described as being quite irritable and as ulcerating and discharging often. The pensioner was paid December 4, 1879.

Case 706.—Private D. M. Gould, Co. D, 102d New York, aged 21 years, was wounded in the left leg, at Dallas, May
27. 1864. Surgeon A. Ball. 5th Ohio, reported his admission to the field hospital of the 2d division, Twentieth Corps, with

"shot fracture of tibia; resection of four inches by Surgeon C. H. Lord, I02d New York." Ten days after receiving the injury

the wounded man was conveyed to Chattanooga, anil subsequently he passed through different hospitals, entering Ira Harris

Hospital, Albany, on February 9, 1865. Assistant Surgeon J. H. Armsby, U. S. V., in charge of the latter, contributed a plaster

l-'it.. 1270.—Excision of three incbee
left tibia. |

From a photograph.]

1 A detailed history of t lie cu.se will be found in American Journal of Medical Sciences, >^e\v Serietl, 18t>4, Vol. XLVII, p. ay5, Rei>ort of Vales of

Hospital (iangrene treated in llouglas llospital, Washington, 1>. C-, by WILLIAM THOMSON, M. D.
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Flu. 271.— Left legal

tiT excision nt 'I inche

of shaft of tibia. Spr*

2552. [From n cast]

cast (Spec. 2552, Sect. I, A. M. M.) of the injured limb, represented in the annexed cut (FIG. 271), and reported the patient's

discharge from service July 20, 18(35, by reason of disability resulting from the wound. Examining Surgeon J. B. Chapin,

of Canandaigua, N. Y., reported, .July 2, 1809: ''The disability had its origin in a gunshot wound of the upper third of the tibia.

The bone was shattered, leaving the head uninjured. The operation of resection, by which four inches of the tibia was removed,

was performed. The fibula is thrown out of line externally by the action of walking and the weight of the

body, and a false joint exists below the knee joint. The limb requires a splint and bandage to be applied

constantly for support, and in addition the pensioner requires the aid of n cane," etc. Ths Canandaigua

Examining Board certified, September 4, 1877, to the following: "Beg shortened about two inches; false

joint, large cicatrix along spine of tibia; upper end of fibula projecting. Leg curved outward." The
pensioner was paid March 4, 1880.

Case 707.—Sergeant J. Measor, Co. C, 137th New York, aged 37 years, was wounded in the left

leg, atWauhatchie, October 20, 1803, and admitted to the field hospital of the 2d division. Twelfth Corps.

Surguon G. Perin, U. S. A., reported the injury as a "fracture of the tibia," for which excision was per-

formed at the upper third by Surgeon A. K. Fifield, 29th Ohio. Assistant Surgeon H. T. Legler, U. S. V.,

reported that the wounded man entered the general hospital at Bridgeport three days after receiving the

injury, and that he left for his home on furlough April 4, 18o4. Acting Assistant Surgeon J. W. Robie

reported that the patient was subsequently admitted to Ladies' Home Hospital, New York City, where a

second operation for the removal of bone became necessary, by reason of necrosis, on August 22d. lie

was discharged from service April 5, 1865, and pensioned. From a description of the case by Dr. E. I).

Hudson, of New York City, who supplied the pensioner with a surgical apparatus for the wounded limb, ii

appears that the total amount of bone removed comprised three and a half inches, tin? first operation

consisting of the posterior and main part of the shaft of the tibia, while, at the second, the remaining

anterior portion was removed by Acting Assistant Surgeon J.C. Stone. Examining Surgeon D. W. Hunt,

of Fairmont, Minnesota, reported: "The wounded limb is much smaller than the other, the muscles being

shrunken and somewhat shorter than the other. The deformity modifies liis gait very much, causing an

appearance of lameness." The pensioner was paid December 4, 1879.

In the next case six inches of the fractured fibula were excised, and the posterior tibial

artery was successfully ligated for secondary haemorrhage:

Cask 708.—Private J. Leichty, Co. F, 8th Pennsylvania Reserve*, aged 21 years, received a shot fracture of the fibula

of the left leg, at Spottsylvania, May 11, 1804. Surgeon L. W. Head, U. S. V.. reported that he was admitted to the field

hospital of the 3d division, Fifth Corps, where "resection was performed by Surgeon T. Jones, 8th Pennsylvania Reserves."

Assistant Surgeon A. Ingram, U. S. A., contributed the following history: "The wounded man entered Judiciary Square Hos-

pital, Washington, May 18th. About six inches of the injured fibula had been excised on the field. Secondary hemorrhage
occurred from the posterior tibial artery to the amount of thirty -two ounces, when the vessel was ligated in the wound. By-

June 14th the patient was progressing well. Cold-water dressings were used, and milk punch and a supporting treatment was

administered." The patient was subsequently transferred to hospital at Alexandria, whence he was discharged from service

January 11, 1865, and pensioned. Examining Surgeon J. McCullock, of Huntingdon. Pennsylvania, April 18, 1867, described

the wound, and added that the "leg has sloughed largely and discharged a number of pieces of bone, the last one about three

weeks ago. Since that time the wound has healed; tendons back of knee contracted; walks lame; wound painful," etc. Exam-
iner A. B. Brumbaugh reported, in 1877, that, as a result of the resection, " The foot cannot be planted even, as it would turn

outward from the want of fibular support, and lie has to keep his shoe blocked up accordingly to support the foot. The toes of

the left foot tend to turn downward, like hooks, from injury to the nerves and muscles. The leg is not quite but almost useless

for all purposes of manual labor." The pensioner was paid March 4, 1880.

Of the one hundred and forty-eight survivors after primary excision in the bones of

the leg nineteen submitted to subsequent operations, viz: fourteen 1
to amputation in the

leg; one2
to exarticulation at the knee; and four

3
to amputation in the thigh.

Fatal Cases of Primary Excision in the Continuity of the Leg.—The sixty-seven fatal

cases of primary excision in the bones of the leg comprised thirty excisions in the shaft of

the tibia, thirty-two in the shaft of the fibula, and five of both bones of the leg. Subse-

' In nine of (be fourteen cases of amputations in the leg the operation was performed in the upper third, viz : Ft. S. 13. Andrews, Co. F. 73d Penn..

right leg, secondary operation ; Pt. L. Arnold, Co. G, 143d Penn., right leg, intermediary operation: I.ieut. Col. W. W. Dudley. 19th Indiana, right leg,

intermediary operation ; Corp'l W. II. Goldsmith, F, 2d New Hamp., left leg, secondary operation ; Pt. D. A. Hatch, C, 2d Mass., right leg, secondary

operation, Spec. 2155, A. M. 51.; Corp'l C. McCarty, E, 1st N. Y., right leg. secondary operation; Pt. T. Powell, F, 6th U. S. C T., left leg, secondary

operation : Musician C. A. ltunyan, F, 9th X. Y. II. A., left leg, secondary operation ; Pt. P. O'ltourke, F. 7th N. Y. II. A., left leg. intermediary oper

ation, S]>ecs. 1502 and 354ti, A. M. M. In five cases the operation of amputation was performed in the middle third, viz: Pt. T. Betrn, G. 60t*i Illinois,

left leg. intermediary operation; Pt. J. R. Cowling. A, G2d Penn., right leg. secondary operation ; Pt. I*. Steif. K, 139th X. Y., right leg. intermediary

operation; Pt. J. Koehler, I, 150th Penn., left leg, intermediary operation. Specs. 2404 and 3533. A. M. M.; Pt. J. J. Toomey, I, 29th Penn., left leg,

intermediary operation, Spec. 3301, A. M. M. These cases will appear in the tables of amputations in the leg.

2 Amputation at the knee joint was resorted to in the case of Pt. .1. II. Pattee, Co. D, S6th Ohio (TABLE LV11. p. 409. No. 8),

3 Two o _tbe four cases of amputation in the thigh were done in the middle third, viz: Pt. S. Montgomery, I, 139th Penn., left thigh, secondary

operation (TABLE XXXIX, p. 314, No. (13): Pt. \V. Stocdale, I>, 4Pth Indiana, right thigh, secondary operation (Table XXXIX. p. 314. No. 87); atWi

two in the lower third, viz: Corp'l M. Dunn, H,4lith Penn., both thighs, primary operations, Spec. 3193 (CASK 448, p. 242, and TABLE XXXII, p. 248. Noa.

239, 240); Pt. P. Walsh, A, C9th N. Y., left thigh, intermediary operation (TAUI.K XXXVI, p. 896, No. 202).
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quent amputation was performed in fourteen instances, three times in the leg,
1 twice at the

knee joint,
2 eight times in the thigh,

3 and once in the leg with subsequent re-amputation in

the thigh.
4 The patients were sixty-one Union and six Confederate soldiers. Pyaemia was

noted in eight, gangrene in twelve, erysipelas in four, and haemorrhage in fifteen instances.

Case 709.—Private N. Biehl, Co. 1. 155th Pennsylvania, aged 27 years, received a shot fracture

of the light tibia, at Petersburg, June 19, 1864. He was conveyed to the field hospital of the 1st division,

Fifth Corps, where excision was performed but not recorded, and whence lie was transferred to City

Point and subsequently to Alexandria. Surgeon E. Bentley, V. S. V.. who amputated the limb, reported

the following history: "The patient was admitted to the Third Division Hospital June 28th. Exsection

had been performed on June "21st. in the field, by Surgeon J. A. E. Read, 155th Pennsylvania, who
removed two inches of the middle third of the tibia by a straight incision four inches in length. When
admitted the lips of the wound were widely separated, having apparently never been brought together

closely or supported except by straps and bandages. The incision remained open in its whole length,

leaving a portion of the crest of each extremity exposed and uncovered of periosteum. The granulations

were healthy and covered with laudable pus ; but the leg and foot were badly swollen, particularly about

the ankle, where the integument was cedematoue and pitted deeply on pressure. Water dressings were

applied to the wound and stimulants were given internally. On July 14th, gangrene appeared in the

wound. Remedies used successfully in other cases signally failed in this. The disease extended along

the medullary cavity of the bone and the muscles behind, seemingly bidding defiance to local applica-

tions and becoming very offensive. The patient sank very rapidly under the effects of the pain and

poison, and the loss of blood from an artery opened by ulceration. On July 19th, amputation at the

middle third of the thigh was performed by circular skin Haps, The patient was much prostrated at the

time of the operation; hail no appetite, great thirst, and dry tongue; face sunken and anxious; pulse

quick and tremulous. Alcohol was applied to the stump, which was covered with a compress wet with

the same. Whiskey and morphine was given internally. The next day gangrene attacked the stump,

spreading rapidly on its face and extending three inches up the inner side of the thigh. The patient

died on July 21. 1S(!4, of 'exhaustion. The ^post-mortem examination, twenty-two hours after death,

revealed extensive gangrene of the stump and mortification extending to the body." The bones of the

wounded leg, showing the tibia to be dead for one inch on each side of the excision, were contributed by

Dr. Bentley and are shown in the annexed cut (Fig. 272).

Case 710.—Corporal P. Eovell, Co. C, 10th Missouri, aged 41 years, was wounded at Mission

Ridge, November 25, 1803. He entered the field hospital of the 3d division, Fifteenth Corps, where

Surgeon J. L. Prout, 2Gth Missouri, noted: " Fracture of leg and wound of right shoulder, resection of

portion of tibia." Assistant Surgeon J. J. Whitney, 8th Wisconsin, reported the following history:

"The patient was of previous good constitution, but asthmatic. He was severely wounded, the left tibia

being fractured at the junction of the middle and lower third. Two and a half inches of hone were

following the injury. Up to the time of the patient's admission to the general field hospital at Chatta-

nooga, December 20th, no attempts at repair had taken place, the wound granulating feebly and suppuration being profuse.

On January 10, 1864, secondary haemorrhage occurred from the posterior tibial at its superior portion: tissue of the calf infil-

trated, and blood flowing from the posterior wound at the seat of the fracture. Up to this date the patient had been generally quiet

and hail had a good appetite; no diarrhoea, chills or fever. Assistant Surgeon E. Bartholow, U. S. A., in charge of the hospital,

being called in consultation, it was determined to amputate below the knee, which operation was then immediately performed

by him, at the junction of the upper and middle thirds, by the circular flap incision. During the operation the fibula was found

to be fractured just below its articulation with the tibia, when a longitudinal incision was made and the upper fragment was
smoothly excised. On January 15th. the stump was sloughing somewhat; discbarges comparatively healthy, patient having no

constitutional symptoms. On the following day there was a profuse haemorrhage, the ligatures having sloughed away, and the

patient losing about sixteen ounces of blood. The bleeding was controlled by the application of cold and pressure. The skin

about the stump now assumed a puffy erysipelatous character; patches looking gangrenous; bone protruding and healthy look-

ing; pulse 100 and feeble. The treatment up to this time had been decidedly supporting, such as quinine, wine, beef tea, and

milk. On January 17th, another hemorrhage occurring, I opened the wound down to the bleeding point and applied actual

cautery, which instantly staunched the flow. The dead portions of tissue were all cut away and the stump was dressed with

common solution of bromine. This treatment was continued until the 19th, when the artery opened again late in the evening,

but the bleeding was controlled so soon that lie lost only about four ounces; actual cautery was again employed. On January

1 The three amputations in tlie leg were done in the upper third, viz., 00868 of: l't. J. S. Deu-es, II, 18th Virginia, primary operation ; Capt. II. It.

Schwerin, C. 1 ll'th New York, right leg. intermediary operation
j

l't. II. Whistler, II. 49th Ohio, right leg, secondary operation.

2 Amputntion at the knee joint was performed in the cases of: Ft. F. Carroll, K, 45th Penn., right leg, intermediary operation (TABLE LVI. p. 406,

No. 21); and Corp'l T. Sharp, I, 38tb Illinois, right leg. secondary operation (TABLE LVD, p. 409, No. 23).
3 Subsequent amputations in the thigh were performed in the eases of: Corp'l C. Jackson, O, '2d Michigan, left thigh, intermediary operation in

upper third (TABLE XXXIV, p. 276, No. HI I: I>t. .1. II. Carpenter, E, 1 loth Ohio, left thigh, intermediary operation in middle third, Spec. 2759, A. M. M.
(TABLE XXXV, p. 283, No. 241); l't. N. Biehl, I. 155th Penn., right thigh, intermediary operation in middle third, Spec. 3337, A. M. 51. (TABLE XXXV,
p. 283, No. B83)j l't. N. II. Atwood, (', fitti Vermont, right thigh, intermediary operation in loner third (Table XXXVI, p. 296, No. 230): Tt. ('. A.

Katon, K, 3;lth Mass., right thigh, intermediary operation in lower third (TABLE XXXVI. p. 29?, No. 324); l't. D. A. Johnson. E, 43d N. Y., right thigh,

secondary operation in lower third (TABLE XI.. p. 322, No. I I — > i l't. .1. Hader, V. 59th Illinois, left thigh, secondary operation in lower third (TABLE XI.,

p. 322, No. 181 ): Serg't I.. Heuth, I), 2d Michigan, right thigh, intermediary operation in lower third, Spec. 28(17, A. M. M. (TABLB XXXVI, p. 299, No. 300).

•Case of Corp'l P. Lorell, Co. C, 10th Missouri, left thigh, secondary operation, Spec 2108 (TAhLK XL, p. 322, No. 160).

I'm. 272.—Dunes of right
log. with 2A inches of tibia

excised. Spec. 3337.

resected the evening
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21st the patient was much the same; stump looking better; pulse 110 and full ; appetite good: no pysemio symptoms. Actual

cautery was applied every third (lay, thus anticipating the occurrence of haemorrhage. On January 28th, the outer portion of

the stump was gangrenous and looked badly
;
patient now failing; slough cleansed and bromine applied with good effect. On

January olst, the artery gave away farther above, bleeding again profusely, when actual cautery and pressure were successfully

employed
;
patient losing eight ounces of blood ; very feeble; gangrene progressing. Haem-

orrhage recurring on the morning of February 2d, I consulted with the other members of

the faculty, when it was resolved to re-amputate, which was promptly done by Assistant

Surgeon R. Bartholow by circular incision above the condyles of the femur. The operation

was endured but indifferently well. Ether was solely employed in the production of anaes-

thesia. The patient did not rally, his stomach rejecting all food and stimulants; pulse 100

and very feeble ten hours after the operation. He died February 3, 1864." The specimen

(No. 2108, Surff. Sect.), comprising the two lower thirds of the tibia and fibula and repre-

sented iu the wood-cut (Flu. 2711), was contributed by the operator.

Cask 711.—Sergeant L. Heath, Co. D, 2d Michigan, aged 22 years, received a shot

fracture of the right leg, before Petersburg, June 18, 1864. He was admitted to the field

hospital of the 3d division, Ninth Corps, where excision was performed but not recorded.

Assistant Surgeon A. Ingram, U. S. A., contributed the pathological specimen, shown in the

annexed cut (Fig. 274), with the following report: " The patient entered Judiciary Square

Hospital, Washington, July 1st, with a wound about the junction of the upper and middle

thirds of the tibia. Resection of about two inches of the continuity of the bone was per-

formed on the day of the injury. The tibia was somewhat shattered for about an inch

above and below the points of resection. Amputation at the lower third of the thigh was

performed in this hospital on July 7th, by Acting Assistant Surgeon J. H. Thompson, the

condition of the injured parts and the constitutional state of the patient rendering the opera-

The circular method was chosen and ether was used as the anaesthetic. Tonics and stimu-

lants were administered after the operation. Haemorrhage to the amount of six ounces occurred from the femoral artery on July

12th, when the vessel was taken up in Scarpa's triangle. Death occurred from pyaemia July 28, 1>G4." The specimen (No.

2867, Surg. Sect.) consists of the upper half of the injured tibia and shows the extremities to be somewhat irregularly necrosed.

Fin. 273.—Lower
thirds of left tibia

and fibula. Spec.

2108.

tion necessarv.

FIG. £74. — Upper
half of right tibia.

Two inches of shaft

have been excised.
Spec. S867.

Table LXIII.

Summary of Two Hundred and Fifteen Primary Excisions in the Bones of tlie Leg for Shot Injury.

[Recoveries, 1—148; Deaths, 149—215.1

N I
Name, Military

Description, and Aoe.

Adams. I. N., Pt., D,
110th Ohio, age 29.

xAUen, , Major.

Andrews, S. B.. Pt., F,
72d Penn., age 28.

Arnold, L„ Pt., G, 143d Mav 25,

Penn., age 20. 25, "l8(i4.

Bain, T., Pt. G, 00th July 4.

Illinois, age 34. 4, 1864.

April 2,

2. 1805.

April 0,

— , 1802.

Mav 10.

10. 1804.

Belt, B. r., Pt., I, 5th
Virginia.

7 Bennett, N., Corp'l, A,
7th Michigan.

Bingham. J. M., Pt., K,
56th N. C, age 37.

Bovie, P. P., Pt., B,
129th Indiana.

10 Bowers, G., Pt., B, 77th

|

New York, age 31.

July 2.

2. 1803.

Oct. 8,

8, 1804.

Mar. 25,

25. 1865.

July 4,

4, 1804.

Sept. 19,

19, 1864.

11 Brarutnn.J. C.,Pt.,Clay- ' Nov. 30,
borne's Escort, age 19. I Dec. 1,

I 1804.

12 i Brown. W. C., Corp'l, K, Aug. 1 6,

j

141st Penn., age 21.
I 17, 1864.

13 Burton, G. W., Pt., E, ! April 2,

5th Wisconsin, age 20.
j

2, 1865.

Operations. Operators,
Result. No.

Left ; 5 inches lower part tibia ex-
cised ; amputation leg April 12.

Disch'd Sept. 1 1. '05; leg useful.

Right ; inches fibula. Surgs. B.
W. Avent andJ.W. Thompson,
C. S. A. 1866, walks well.

Right : 24, inches tibia, middle
third ; amputation leg Sept. 27.

Discharged Nov. 27, 1864.

Right; tibia; amp leg May 29.

Discharged June 17. 1865.

Left : 4 inches tibia, lower third.

Surg. E. Batwell. 14th Mich.
Gangrene; non-union. Aug. 1,

amp. leg. Disch'd May 9, '65.

Right; 34 inches fibula, middle
third. Recovery.

Left ; middle third tibia excised.
Disch'd July 18, 1805; perma-
nently lame.

Right: inid. third tibia excised.
Ass't Surg. E. M. Sinyser, 48th
Penn. Released Aug'. 2, 1865.

Left; 14 inch lower third fibula.

Surg. C. I). Moore, 13th Ky.
Disch'd May 29, 1 865 ;

partially

anchylosed ankle.
Right ; 5 inches lower half fibula

excised. Surg. G. T. Stevens,
77th N. Y. Gang.; luem.; lig.

post, tibial. Disch'd June5.'05.
Right; 4 inches mid. third tibia

excised. Sent to Provost Mar-
sha] March 27. 1805.

'"ight ; portion of middle third of
ibia: removal exfoliated bone.
Disch'd Juno 27. '05; necrosis.

Left : middle third tibia (fracture

and trephining of occipital).

Discharged July 24. 1805: leg
disabled.

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Name, Military
Description, ani> Age.

Operations, Operators.
Result.

June 18,

19, 1804.

June 17,

18, 1864.

Carson, J. W., Pt., B,
7th Ohio, age 25.

Chandler. N. YV\, Lieut.,

H. 1119th New York,
age 21.

Clark. C... Lieut. Col., . April 2.

119th Penn.. age 44. | 2, 1865.
Clark, J., Pt., D, 26th Sept. 3,

Illinois, age 49. , 3, 1804.

Coddington, It., PL, C, ; May 3,

21st New Jersey, age I 3 1863.
23.

Collier, C, Pt., G, 4th Mav 3,

Ohio. 5, 1803.

Collins, F., Pt., A. 184th Oct. 19,

New York, age 35. 19, 1864.
Cooper, J., Pt., C, 10th April 2,

N. Y. Artillery, age 25. 2, 1805.

Copeland, M., Pt., M, 1st

Maine Cav., age 18.

Mar. 31,

3!, 1865.

Cowling. J. R., Pt., A, Julv 2,

62d Penn., age 21. 3, 1863.

Crawford. L. S.. Pt.. F, Sept. 82,

126th Ohio, age 21. 22. 1804.

Croeton. W.. Pt.. 1'. 1st Aug. 15,

Mass. 11. Art., age 24. 15. 1864.

Crow, E.. Pt.. C. 123d June 22.

New York, age 20. ! 22. 1864.

Denny. M., Serg't. F. Julv 20,

70th Indiana, age 37. 20, 1804.

Left : 4 inches of fibula. Dis-
charged July 5,'05; leg disabled.

Left : portion of upper third tibia

excised. Surg. W. B. Fox, 8th
Mich. Disc'd Nov. 5, '64 ; unable
to walk without assistance.

Right : 3 inches upper third tibia

excised. Must'd out June 19, '65.

Left: 2i inches of fibula excised.

Ass't Surg. D. llalderman. 46th
Ohio. Disch'd June 29, 1865;
can only walk with crutch.

Right : 4 inches fibula excised.
Mustered out June 19. '03: limb
useless. Died May 4, 1807.

Right : 5 inches mid. third tibia

excised. Disch'd Mar. 31, 'G4

;

use of splint necessary.
Left : 2 ins. fibula, middle. ex€'d.

Disch'd May 22, 1865.

Left ; 2 inches middle third tibia

excised. A. Surg. O. S. Cope-
land, Kith N. Y. Artillery. Dis-
charged July 19, 1865; partial

anchylosed ankle joint.

Right : upper third fibula excis'd.

Disch'd July 19, 1865. 1807.

bone discharged.
Right; 3 inches mid. third tibia

excised. Surg. J. Kerr, 62d
Penn. Mustered out Julv 13.

1804. Amp. leg Sept. 21, '1804.

Left: 3 inches mid. third fibula

excised. Disch'd Mar. 0, 1805.

Right; portion of fibula. Dis-

charged July 27. 1865.

Left ; 2 inches middle third fibula

excis'd. Surg. J.Chapman. 123d
N. Y. Disch'd March 27. 1865.

Left : lower third fibula excised.
Disch'd Julv 7. 1805.

1 THOMPSON (J. W.l. Cases of Resection. Fractures of Upper Third of Femur. Gunshot Wounds of Knee Joint, etc.. in JTashvilU Medical Jour-

nal, 1866, N. S., Vol. I. p. 341 ; and Resection of the Long Bones, in the Medical Record, New York, Vol. Ill, 1868-69, p. 28.
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Name. Military
Description, and Age.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Dickerson, C, Corp"!, C,
51st Indiana, age 25.

Dec. 4,

5, 1864.

Dodds, W. /'., Pt., D, July 2,

17th Miss., age 21. 2,1863.
Driggs, J.A., Pt., E,67th ' Oct. 27,

Ohio, age 22.
, 27, 1864.

Dudley, W. YV., Lieut. I July 1,

Col., P.lthlnd., ago 22. '

3, 1863.

Dunham, H., Pt., I, 2d
Ohio, age 23.

Dunn, M., Corp'], H,
4(ith Penn., age 21.

Dec. 31,

1862,
Jan. 1. '63.

May 25.

—, 1864.

Famsworth, K. R., l>t., July 3,

C, 7th .Mich. Cavalry, 4, 1863.

age 32.

Ferguson, W. J., Pt., II,
I

July 22,

81st Ohio age 34. 22, 18ii4.

Fitch, W. T., Col., 29th I May 8,

Ohio, age 41). ! 8, 1804.

Flynn, J. P., l't., E, 56th
Mass., age 34.

Fruir, J. E., l't., F, 9th

N. Y. H. Art., age 19.

Freeman, D. B., l't., G,
HJth Vermont, age 22.

French, O. W., l't., A,
27th Mich., age 27.

Fuller, A., l't., G, 109th
New York, age 22.

Fyler, O. IS., Lieut., I,

2d Conn. Artillery, age
25.

Gardner. C. J., l't., B,
6th X. Hump., age 32.

Gibbons. J., Corp'l, C,
90th Illinois, age 22.

Gibbons, T. .PL. A, 125th

New York.

Goldsmith. \V. II., Corp'l,

F, 2d New Hampshire,
age 24.

Gould. D. M., Pt., D,
102d NewYork, age 21.

Graham, J., Pt., B, 74th
Illinois.

Green, F.F., Pt., P.. 12th
Georgia, age 21.

Gurley, W. B., l't., D,
4th N. Carolina, age 30.

Hall, J. .Corp'l, A, 107th
New York.

Hannoway, J., Pt., A,
69th N. Y., age 39.

Harris, H. A, Lieut., B,
16th Mass., age 22.

Hatch, D. A., Pt., C, 2d
Massachusetts, age 25.

Hendley, J. B , Pt., D,
46th Ohio.

Henry, C, l't., I, 29th May 15

Pennsylvania, age 19. 15, ISl>4.

May ti,

6, 1864.

Oct. 19.

21, l»04.

Sept. 19,

21, 1864.

June 3,

3, 1864.

July 30,

30, 1864.

Sept. 19,

19, 1861.

Oct. 1,

1, 1864.

Dec. 13,

15, 1864.

June 16,

16, 1864.

June 9,

9, 1864.

May 27,

27, 1864.

June 21,

21, 1864.

July 1,

3, 1863.

July 3,

3. 1863.

Mar. 19.

19, 1865.

Aug. 15,

15, 1864.

July 2,

— , 1863.

July 3,

5, 1863.

June 27,

27, 1864.

Right ; 2 inches fibula excised
(also fracture left tibia). Mus-
tered out Mar. 8. '65; paralysis.

Left; portion of fibula. Paroled
November 12, 1863; union.

Right; 2 inches mid. third tibia

excised. Surg. A. C. Barlow,
62dOhio. Diseh'd May 16, '65;

ligamentous union only.
Right ; 3 inches mid. third fibula

excised. Surg. J. E. Ebersole,
r.Uhlnd. Gang.; h&Mn. July!),

amp. leg. Diseh'd April 9. '64.

Right ; most of mid. third of tibia

excised. Diseh'd August 3,'63;

shortening 3 inches.

Left; head of fibula excised (also

amp. rightthigh). May27. amp.
left thigh; re-amp. right thigh.
Diseh'd August 17, 1805. Died
October -.3, 1877. Spec. 3193.

Right: upper and middle thirds

tibia. Aug. 6, excised. Diseh'd
July 1. 1864: bone diseased.

Left; t\ inches tibia, upper third,

exe'd. Surg.VV. C. Jacobs, 81st

Ohio. Oct. 7. BpionUe removed.
Diseh'd May 12, 1805: caries.

Right ; 3 ins. tibia, middle, exe'd.
Surg. A. K. Fifield, 29th Ohio.
Resigned Oct. 13, 1864. 1870,
bone not united.

Left; I inch fibula, lower third,

exe'd. Surg. J. Barber, 1st I'enn.
Reserves. Diseh'd July 12, '65

;

ankle lame.
Right; 4 inches mid. third fibula;

necrosis. Diseh'd May 31, 1865;
requiring continuous bandaging.

Left : 3 inches middle third fibula

exe'd. A. Surg. \V. (1. Bryant,
122d()hio. Diseh'd May 31, '65.

Left; 3 inches upper third fibula

excised. Surg. 11. K.Smith, 27th
Mich. Diseh'd April 18, 1865.

Left ; 3 ins. fibula, low.th'd, exe'd.
Surg.W.C. Shurlock. 51st I'enn.

Diseh'd May 16, '65; walks well.

Left : 3 inches middle third tibia

excised. Surg. H. Plumb, 2d
Conn. Art. Diseh'd April 0,05

;

deformity of tibia.

Left : middle third fibula excised.

Surg. S. Cooper, 6th X. Ilamp.
Diseh'd June 19, 1865.

Right ; 3 inches mill, third fibula

exe'd. Surg. I. X. Barnes, 116th
111. Mustered out June 5, 1865.

Left ; fibula, lower third, excised.
Surg. P. E. Hubon, 28th Mass.
Mustered out May 31, 1865.

Left; 4 inches middle third tibia

excised. Surg. G. P. Greeley,
4th X. Hamp. May 15,'65, amp.
leg. Diseh'd Oct. 14, 1865.

Left ; 4 inches up. third tibia ex-
cised. Surg. C. H. Lord, 102d
X. Y. Diseh'd July 20, 1865;
constant support required; false

.joint. Spec. 2552.

Wight ; middle third tibia excised.

Surg.VV. P. Pierce, 88th Illinois.

Diseh'd June ti. 1865; necrosis.

Lett; lower portion of fibula ex-
cised. Paroled Nov. 12, 1863.

Left : 3 inches middle third tibia

excised. Exch'd Nov. 12, 1863.

Left; portion of fibula excised.
Discharged July 15, 1865.

Right; i inch fibula, lower third,

excised. Surg. G. Chaddock.
7th Mich. Diseh'd June 23. '65.

Left ; 4 inches fibula, upper third.

Diseh'd Dec. 19, 1863. Died
June 24, 1865.

Right ; 2 inches mid. third tibia

excised. Surg.W. H. Heath. 2d
Mass. Amp. leg Dec. 16. Dis-
charged April 2,~'04. Spec. 2155.

Left; :U inches mid. third fibula

exe'd. A. Surg. 1). Haldcrman,
46th Ohio. Diseh'd A pr.10,'65.

Right : 3 ins. low. th'd tibia exe'd.
Surg.G. 1'. Oliver. 111th Penn.
Diseh'd June 29, 1865; necrosed
bone removed ; deformity.

57 I
Hersh, Z. E., Capt., B,

87th Penn., age 24.

58
]

Hinsdale, A., l't., E,
137th N. York, age 20.

59 I Hogan, J., Pt., F, 127th
Pennsylvania, age 41.

60 ' Hollcroft, YV.. Serg't, L,
2d N. Y. Cav„ age 24.

61 Hope, J., Pt., D. 51st

i

New York.
62 ,

Hoy, M., Pt., B, 61st

New York.
I

63
|

Hurst, YV. L., Corp'l, E,
115th Illinois.

64
J

Ibach. F., Pt.. A, 93d
i Pennsylvania, age 16.

65 Johnson, J. P., Serg't,

H, 9th Indiana, age 26.

Johnson. S. ]'., Pt.. B.
13th South Carolina,

age 29.

Jones. S. W., Corp'l, A,
4th Delaware, age 29.

IB Keech, IL, Pt., K, 2d N.
York Cavalry.

69 ,
King, J. R., Serg't, H,

I
6th Maryland, age 21.

70 Koehler, J., Pt., I, 150th
Pennsylvania, age 36.

Lamb, J. M.,rt.,A,58tli
Mass., age 22.

Lawcook, T.,Pt.,K. 151st
New Y~ork, age 31.

Leiehty, J., Pt., F, 8th
Pennsylvania, age 21

.

Lewis, J., Pt., G, 12th
Mass., age 19.

Lisle, J. D., Pt., C, 1st

Maryland.

Lyon, C, Pt., D, 190th
Pennsylvania, age 25.

Matlern, L., Pt., F, 184th
Pennsylvania, age 19.

78 Mayes, J. II. , Corp'l, F,
6th Ky. Cavalry.

79 McCandless, A., Corp'l,

K, 8th Ohio Cavalry,
age 35.

McCarty, C, Corp'l, E,
1st New York, ago 28.

MoCracken, R.W., S'g't,

C, 170th N. Y., ago 32.

82 McDonald, B., Pt.. A, 8th
Kansas, age 28.

83 I McOuire. J„ Pt,, F, 20th

I
Massachusetts.

Dates.

April 2,

2, 1865.

July 2,

2, 1863.

Dee. 13,

14, 1862.

April 8.

8, 1805.

July 30,

30, 1864.

May 3,

3, 1863.

Sept. 20,

20, 1863.

May 5,

5, 1864.

June 20,

20, 1864.

July 28,

28, 1864.

Oct. 8,

8, 1864.

May 2,

3, 1864.

May 5.

6, 1864.

May 5,

5, 1864.

June 18,

18, 1864.

Ocf. 19,

1!), 1864.

May 11,

11, 1864.

May 30,

30, 1864.

July 3,

4, 1863.

May 12,

12, 1664.

May 30,

30, "1864.

Mar. 25.

25, 1863.

Sept. 3,

6, 1804.

June 30,

30, 1862.

June 17.

17, 1864.

r~o. 16,

1804.

Dec. 13,

13, 1802.

84 McKhn, W., l't.. I., 8th June 11,

Penn. Cav., age 23.
j 11, 1864.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left; 3 inches of fibula excised.

Mustered out Juno 29, 1805.

Left : 4 inches lower third tibia

excised. Surg. It. E. Goodman,
28th Penn. Diseh'd May 15, '65 j

ankle joint anchy.; deformity.
Right ; ins. middle tibia exe'd.
Surg. J. 1*. Prince, 36th Mass.
Exfol. of sequestra. Mustered
out May 29, 1863; 8 ins. separa-
tion ; deformity. Died May 1 4,

1877. Spec. 2237.

Left ; 3 inches middle third fibula

excised. Diseh'd July 3, 1865.

Left
; portion of tibia excised.

M ustered out May 1 9, 1865.

Left
; portion of fibula excised.

Surg. T. C. Wallace, 6Jst N. Y.
Recovery July 14, 1863.

Left : 3 inches middle third fibula

excised. Diseh'd Aug. 3, 1864.

Left ; 2 inches middle third tibia

excised. Diseh'd Oct. 6, 1864
;

permanently disabled.

Left: 4 ins. middle tibia excised.
Diseh'd Nov. 4, 1864; shorten-
ing 2 ins. and firm union.

Right; portion of tibia excised.

Surg. D. TV. Maull, 1st Del.
Sent to prison Feb. 5, 1865.

Left ; 2 inches fibula excised : lig.

post, tibial and peroneal arteries.

Surg. A. A. White, 8th .Mary-
land. Diseh'd June 22, 1865

Left; 2 inches fibula, up. third,

excised. Ass't Surg. C. H. An-
drus. 128th N. Y. Furloughed
June 19, 1864.

R't ; 2 ins. lnid. third fibula exe'd.

Ass't Surg. R. L. Disbrow, 14th
N. J. Diseh'd May 18, 1865.

Left ; 4 ins. low. third fibula exe'd.
Surg. W. T. Humphrey. 149th
I'enn. May 29, amp. leg. Disc'd
A pril 1 9, '65. Specs. 2404, 3533.

Right : 2 inches tipper third fibula

excised. Diseh'd July 31, 1865

;

wears bandage.
Left: 2 ins. low. third fibula exe'd;

caries. Diseh'd June 12, 1865;
ankle deformed.

Left; 6 ins. mid. third fibula exe'd.

Surg. T. Jones, 8th Perm. Res.
Ha'tn., 32 oz.; lig. posterior tibial

artery. Diseh'd Jan. 11, 1865;
bone discharged. 1867.

Right ; 3 inches mid. third fibula

exe'd. Surg. YV. IT. W. Hinds,
12th Mass. Diseh'd March 8, '65

;

regeneration of bone.
Left; portionoftibiaexe'd. Surg.
A. Chapel, U. S.V. Removal of
fragments. Disch'dMay 14,'64.

Spec. 1655.

Left ; 1| inch up. third tibia exe'd.
Surg. B. Rohrer, 10th I'eun. Res.
Diseh'd January 16, 1865; one
inch shortening : deformity.

Left : 4 inches middle third fibula

excised. Surg. 51. Rizer, 72d
Penn. Diseh'd May 27, 1865.

Right ; 5 inches mid. tibia exc'd.»
Diseh'd Sept. 16, 1863.

Left ; 6 inches middle tibia exe'd.

Discharged June 28, 1865; limb
shortened 2 inches. Died Feb.
18. 1877: phthisis.

Right ; 3 inches middle third tibia

excised; nee.: slough. Aug. 28,

leg amp. Disch'dMay 11, 1863.

Died August 21, 1867.

Right; upper third fibula excised.
Surg. F. Douglas, 170th N. Y.
Also wound of anterior tibial art-

ery and side. June 22. ligation.

Diseh'd Jan. 20, 1865; anchy-
losis of ankle joint.

Right: 3 inches lower third fibula

excised. A. A. Sure-. 51. L. llerr.

Duty August 1, 1 865.

Right : 4 inches mid. third fibula

and splinters of tibia excised.
Diseh'd May 28. 1863; shorten-

ing ;
deformity.

Left ; middle third fibula. Dis-

charged Nov. 10, 1864.
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85

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

107

108

110

112

113

114

115

110

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Mensor, J., Serg't, C,
137th X. York, age 37.

Montgomery, S., Pt., I,

139th Pennsylvania.

Moore, J.W., Major, 97th
Ohio.

Moore, W., Corp'l, E,
71st Penu , age 29.

Morse, F.E.,l't.,H, 17th

Maine, age 23.

Morse, S. C, Pt., F, 97th
New York, age 25.

Mosier, \V., Pt., C, 14eth
Pennsylvania, age 35.

Moury, B. S., Pt., B,
137th New York.

O'Connor..!., Pt.,G, 90th
Illinois, age 23.

O'Maley, J., Pt., I,, 2d
N. Y. M. It., age 32.

O'Bonrke, P., Pt., F, 7th
N.Y. H'vyArt., age 41.

Pattee, J.H.,Pt.,H,20th
Ohio, age 23.

Fallen, W. B., Corp'l, A,
17th Mississippi.

Penrond, G. W., Pt., E.
13th Ohio Cavalry, age

Pitts, B. F., Pt., K, 123d
New York, age 25.

Posey, O., Pt., H, 31st
Illinois.

Powell. T., rt., F, 0th
Colored Troops, age 30.

Powers, B. M., Serg't, E,
49th Tenn., age 25.

Ready, \V. B., Corp'l, E,
2d Michigan, age 25.

Hied, J. Hi, Lieut., K, 3d
Miss., age 20.

Rogers, S. T.
t
Lieut., A,

80th Illinois, age 23.

Ronald, J. S., Corp'l, A,
97th New York, age 30.

Rose, F., Pt., L, 1st Mis-
souri Artillery, age 19.

Rosemond, W. E , Capt.,
A, 97th Ohio, age 23.

Runvan.C. A., Musieian,
F, 9th New York H'vy
Artillery, age 19.

Rusk, J. D., Pt.,G, 107th
Illinois, age 20.

Ryan. P.. Pt..K,9fh Con-
necticut, age 19.

Sieger, J., Pt., K, 10th
Michigan, age 21.

Smith, E. .1., Corp'l, H,
56th Pennsylvania.

Smith, S. B., rt., I, 15th
Alabama, age 25.

Snooks, I.. Serg't, H, 23d
Ohio.

,Sn„it; ir, Pt.. L, 4th Va.
Cavalry, age 23.

Oct. 29,

29, 1803.

May 12,

12, 1804.

June 22,

22, 1804.

June 3,

3. 1804.

May 12.

12, 1804.

May 10,

11, 1804.

May 10,

10, 1804.

Oct. 29,

29, 1863.

Dec. 13,

13, 1804.

Julvl,
1, 1804.

May 31,

31, 1804.

Sept. 19,

21, 1803.

Nov. 29,

29, 1803.

Sept. 30,

30. 1864.

May 25,

27, 1804.

July 22,

22, 181)4.

Jan 15,

15, 1805.

Nov. 30,

30, 1804.

Nov. 16,

16, 1863.

Nov. 29,

30, 1864.

June 27,

27, 1864.

June 18,

18, 1864,

Bee. 25,

26. 1803.

June 22,

22, 1804.

May 3,

3, 1803.

May 31,

31, 1804.

Jan. 5,

5, 1864.

May 8,

8, 1804.

May 23,

23, 1804.

Oct. 7,

7. 1*04.

Oct. 19,

19, 1804.

May 5,

5, 1864.

opf.uations, operators,
Result.

Left
;
post, portion up. third tibia

exe'd. Surg. A. K. Filield, 29th
Ohio. Aug. 22, 1804. excision
anterior portion. Disoh'd April

5,1805; shortening; deformity.
Left; 2 inches tibia excised. July
29, amputation thigh. Disch'd
August 2. 1805.

Left; 2.inches lower third fibula

excised. Surg. E. B. Glick, 40th
Indiana. Resigned Oct. 7, 1804.

Right
;
portion of fibula excised.

Discharged March 22, 1805.

Right; lower third tibia excised.
Disch'd May 11, 1805 ; necrosis

and exfoliation.

Right ; 2£ inches low. third fibula

excised. Disch'd Dec. 12, 1804.

Left ; 3i inches fibula excised.
Disch'd May 9, '05. 1809, caries.

Left; portion of mid. third tibia

exe'd. Surg. J. L. Dunn, 109th
Penn. Disch'd May 24, 1865.

Right ; 5 inches mid. third fibula

excised. Ass't Surg. C. B. Rich-
ards, U.S.V. Disch'd June 6,'65.

Left j upper third tibia. Disch'd
July 31, 1805; leg flexed.

Left ; ins. low. third tibia exe'd.

Surg. G. L. Potter, 145th Penn.
June 0, leg amputated. Disch'd
July 28. '05. Specs. 1502, 3546.

Left; 2 ins. low. third tibia exe'd.
Jan. 21, 1804, amp. knee joint.

Discharged July 14, 1804.

Right; amp. left leg. Surg. J. P.
Prince, 30th Mass. Exchanged.

Left ; 2 inches middle third fibula

excised. Surg.W. C. Shurloek.
01st I'enn. Disch'd Nov. 21, '05;

cartilaginous union to tibia.

Left ; 24 inches mid. third fibula

exe'd. A. Surg.L. W. Kennedv,
123d N. Y. Disch'd April 3. '65.

Left ; 3 inches lower third fibula
excised. Disch'd July 19, 1805;
ligamentous union.

Left; 3 inches lower third tibia

excised; necrosis. April 26, '05,

amp. leg. Disch'd Oct. 14, '05.

Left ; 2 inches upper third fibula

excised. Transferred to Provost
Marshal Jan. 3, 1865.

Right; por. low. third tibia exe'd.
Disch'd June 11, 1804; perma-
nently lame. Died Sept. 9, '00,

ulterior effect of injury.

Right; 5 ins. fibula excised. To
Provost Marshal March 7, 1805.

Left; 2 inches upper third fibula

excised. July 17, excision head
of fibula. Disch'd Oct. 25, 1804

;

passive motion only.

Left ; 4 inches lower third fibula

excised. Disch'd June 23, 1805

;

constant bandaging : anoh. ank.
Left ; 4A inches middle third tibia

excised. Disch'd Jan. 27, 1865.

Left; 1J inch middle third fibula

excised. Surg. E. B. Glick, 40th
Indiana. Disch'd Oct. 7, 1804.

Left; 4 ins. tibia excised. Surg.
S. A. Sabin, 9th N. Y. Heavy
Artillery. Oct. 17, leg amputa-
ted. Disch'd July 20, 1805.

Left ; 4 inches lower third fibula

excised. Surg. J. W. Lawton,
U. S.V. Disch'd Dec. 12, 1804

;

uses crutches.
Right; 1J inch upper third tibia

excised. Surg. E.A.Thompson,
12th Me. Disch'd May 17, 1805

;

knee joint anchyl'd ; 3 inches
shortening. Spec. 2530.

Right; middle third tibia excised;
caries. Disch'd Feb. 20, 1805

;

deformity.
Left: middle third tibia excised.

Disch'd July 1, 1805; shorten-

ing i inch.

Right ; 4 ins. middle third fibula

excised. Retired Felt. 9, 1805.

Left ; mid. th'd tibia exe'd ; nccro.

Disch'd May I
1

, 1805: deformity.
Right; portion of head of fibula
excised. To prison Jan. 27, '63.

Name, military
Description, and Ace,

117 Sodon, R. D.. Corp'l, I,

33d New Jersey.

118 Sprague. O., rt., I, 8th
I Connecticut.

119 Spring, W. P., Serg't, C,
44th Illinois, age 29.

» Steih. D., Pt., F, 9th N.
Y. H'vy Artillery.

121 Stermer, F., Pt., F, 5th
Iowa, age 25.

Stevenson, J. A., Adj't,

11th Penn., age 27.

123 Stief. P., Pt., K, 139th N.
York, age 39.

124 Stineback, B., Serg't, E,
2d Michigan, age 27.

Stoodale.W'., Pt., B, 48th
Indiana, age 28.

126 Strast, G. ST., Serg't, E,
10th Alabama, age 25.

127 Sweet, B. It., Pt., A, 26th
Conn., age 45.

Swcity.er.C., Pt.,A,208th
Pennsylvania, age 44.

!9 Taylor.W.C, Pt., M, 4th
Wisconsin Cav., age 23.

10 Thiebenu, A., Serg't, I,

24th New York Cav.
11 Thistlowood, R. K., Pt.,

E, 7th Maine.

12 Thomas.W.,Pt.,K,110fh
Ohio, age 24.

133 Toomey, J. J.. rt.. 1.29th

Pennsylvania, age 21.

134 Trent, J. L., Corp'l. B,
63d Penn., age 24.

15 Tucker, N., Pt., B, 43d
Colored Troops.

16 Verstrappen, J., Pt., H,
1st Maine, age 20.

17 AValsh, P., Pt., A, 69th
New York N.G.,age29.

Warfield. A.B.. Serg't, E,
7th Rhode Island.

19 Warren, D. A., Sorg't.C.
55th Ohio, age 29.

10 Wchmhoff, H., Pt., F,
12th Missouri, age 30.

Weyl, J., Serg't. E, 5th
Minnesota, age 32.

Wiggt, B., Pt., K, 43d
North Carolina, age 24.

3 WillnnsJ.S., Lieut., H,
21st Miss., age 20.

44 Williams, J.O., Capt., P,
12th Mass., age 43.

Williamson, R..T-, Lieut.,

D, 00th 111., age 27.

140: Wilson, S., Pt., E, 7th
West Virginia.

Witmn. T. C, Capt., D,
27th Virginia, age 23

148 Zimmerman, J., Serg't,

E, 1st West Va., age 23.

Adams, M, Pt, B, 130th
:

Indiana, age 24.

150
j

Alley. S. D., Pt., B, 99th
Iudiana.

May 25,

25. '1804.

June 15,

15, 1804.

May 14.

15,1864.

Oct. 19,

20, 1804.

Nov. 25,

25, 1803.

April 1.

1, 1805.

July 30,

30, 1804.

Nov. 24,

25, 1803.

May 14,

14, 1863.

June 30,

30. 1864.

June 14.

14, 1863.

Mar. 25,

25, 1805.

Aug. 25.

27, 1864.

April 0.

6, 1805.

Sept. 19.

19, 1804.

Mar. 25,

25, 1805.

Mav 15.

15. 1864.

Mav 5,

5, 1804.

July 30,

31, '1864.

April 6,

6, 1865.

June 3,

3, 1864.

Mav 25,

25, '1804.

Mar. 19,

19, 1805.

May 14,

14, 1864.

Dec. 16,

16, 1804.

Julv 11,

11, 1864.

Sept. 3,—, 1804.

Julv 3,—, 1863.

Mav 29.

29, 1864.

Oct. 27,

27, 1864.

July 9,

9, 1804.

Oct. 19.

22, 1804.

Julv 21,

21, 1804.

Mav 25.

25, 1864.

Operations. Operators,
Result.

Left: portion of tibia excised.
Surg. J. Reilv, 33d New Jersey.
Disch'd July 14, 1865.

Left : portion of fibula excised.

Disch'd July 19, 1805; partial

anchylosis of ankle joint.

Left; ins. tibia excised. Surg.
\V. P. Pierce, 88th 111. Disch d
Mar. 18, '05; non-union; useless.

R't: inn. part low. th'dtibiaexc'd.
Disch'd J line 20, 1805: necrosis.

Left; 3 ins. low. third fibula exe'd.

A.Surg.W.H.Darmw,5tn Iowa.
Disch'd July 18, 1804.

Right ; 3 inches middle third tibia

excised. Surg. J. W. Anawalt,
11th Penn. Disch'd July 1, '65;
separation of H inch.

Right : lower third tibia excised;
hsein. Aug. 10, amp. leg. Disc'd.

Right ; 34 ins. fibula exc: d. Surg.
J. P. Prince, 36th Mass. Disch'd
May 25, 1804 ; lame.

Rigid : portion of fibula excised.
July 0, amputation thigh. Dis-
charged July 15, 1805.

Left; 2 inches of tibia excised.

Furloughed Sept. 30, 1804.

Left ; upper third tibia excised.

Mustered out August 17, 1863.

Left ; 3 inches middle third fibula
excised; gang. Disch'd July
15, 1805. Died March 14, 1875.

Right ; 2 inches internal c<]gv up.
third tibia excised. A. A. Surg.
J. F. Musgrave. Dis. Mar. 5,'65.

Left ; middle third fibula excis'd.

Discharged June 28. 1805.

Left; lower third tibia excised.
Surg. G. T. Stevens, 77th N. Y.
Discharged April 3, 1865.

Right : mid. third fibula excised.
Discharged June 20. 1805.

Left ; lower third tibia excised.,

Surg. H. B. Whiton. 00th N. Y.
May 31. amputation leg. Dis-

charced JulyS, '05. Spec. 3301.
Right ; lower third tibia excised.
Surg. G. T. Stevens, 77th N. Y.
Disch'd May 4,'65 i 3 ins. short.

Left ; 24 ins. low. third tibia exe'd.
Surg. F. M. Weld, 27th C. T.
Disch'd May 27, 1865 ; atrophy.

Left ; 4 inches middle third fibula
excised. Must, out July 2, '65;

anchylosis ankle joint.

Left ; portion of upper third tibia

exe'd. Surg. J. A. Spencer,69th
N. Y. June 9, amputat'n thigh.
Disch'd Sept. 20, 1865.

Left ; 6mall portion fibula excis'd.
Surg. J. Harris, 7th R. I. Dis-

charged June 3, 1865.

Left ; lower third fibula excised.
Discharged July 3. 1805.

Left ; 2 inches middle third tibia

excised ; necrosis. Discharged
Sept. 19, 1804: anchy. ank. joint.

Right ; 2| inches lower third tibia

excised. Disch'd April 14, '05.

Died Jan. 20, '77: abso. of liver.

Left ; 3 inches middle thin! fibula

exe'd. Surg. — Brewer, C.S.A.
To prison February 5, 1805.

Left; 2 inches lower third fibula

excised. To prison Dec. 9, '04.

Right : upper third tibia excised.
Disch'd June 8, '04. Died April
4. 1675; phthisis pulmonale.

Left ; 3 ins. up. third tibia exe'd.
Surg. J. Pogue. 00th Illinois.

Disch'd Jan. 4. '05: leg useless.

Right: lower third fibula excised.

Surg. W. I. llurr. 42d N. York.
Mustered out June 29. 1803.

Left : 2 inches lower third fibula
excised. To prison ( let. 9, '64.

Right: 4 inches lower third fibula
excised. Disch'd July 27, 1805;
partial anchylosis ankle.

Left : 2 ins. mid. Ihird tibia exe'd.
Surg. J. W. Lawton, V. S. V.
Gangrene. Died Sept. 20. 1864.

Left: I.J inch fibula exe'd. Surg.
R. Morris. 1113d Illinois. Died
Sept. 3. 1864.
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NO.
Name, Military

Description, ani> Age.

151 Atwood, N. II., Pt., C,

6th Vermont, ago 22.

152
|

Babcock. B. H., Pt, K,

1st Michigan Cavalry,
age 39.

Barrett,.!. K., I.ieut., D,
91st Indiana.

Biebi, N., Pt., I, 155th

Pennsylvania, age 27.

April 3,

2, 1865.

July 3,

3, 1863.

June 15,

15, 1864.

June 19,

21, 1864.

Operations, operators,
Result.

Name, Military
,

Description, AKi> Age.
Dates.

Blair. W. P., Pt., H, 5th
[

May 12,

Ponn. Res., age 28.

Canfield, D., Serg't, M,
14th N.Y. H.A.,age20.

Canter, J., Pt., E, 53d
Ohio.

June 17

17, 1864.

June 27,

28, 1864.

Carpenter, J. 11., Pt., E, June 22,

1 10th Penn., age 40. 22, 1864.

Carroll, P., Pt., K, 45th

I'enn., age 23.

Carter, T.F.,Pt.,E, 12th

Indiana.

Chaffee,A.J.,Pt.,E, 44th

New York, age 28.

Cook, J. T., Pt.,K,2dN.
York Cavalry.

Cosman, \V. 'I'., Corp'l.

F, 9th New York S. M.
Cramp, T., Pt., G, 5th

Minn., age 33.

Davis, S., Pt., P, 27th

Michigan.

166 Deegan, T., Capt., C,
107th Pennsylvania.

107 Dewa. J. S., Pt., H, 18th

Virginia.

Dodson, J.S, Serg't, H,
99th Indiana.

169 Eaton.C. A., Pt., K, 39th

Mass., age 40.

170 Greenstreet, J., Pt., F,

;
32d Missouri.

1 Haas, P., Pt., E, 64th

Ohio.

'2 Harrison, G. C, Corp'l,

K, 102d New York.

Heath, L.. Serg't, D, 2d
Michigan, age 22.

174 Henderson, W., Serg't,

E. 83d New York.
175 Hensler, J., Pt., P, 29th

[

Pennsylvania.

176 ! Herzog. P., Pt., C, 8:M
New York, age 29.

177 Iliney, \V. H., Lieut, C,

50th Pennsylvania.

178 Hitchings,W..Pt.,H,8th
Illinois.

Hughes, N., Pt., M, 3d
Artillery.

Jackson, C, Corp'l, G,
2d Michigan.

June 3,

4, 1864.

May 13,

14, 1864.

July 3,

4, 1863.

April 1,

1, 1865.

Sept. 17.

20, 1862.

Dec. 16,

17, 1861.

Mav 24.

24, 1864.

Dec. 13,

13, 1862.

May 12.

12, 1864.

July 22,

23, 1864.

May 9,

9, 1864.

Mav 27,

27. 1864.

Jan. 1,

4. 1863.

May 27,

27, 1864.

June 18,

18. 1864.

June 1,

1, 1864.

June 21,

21, 1864.

May 12,

12. 1864.

June 1,

1, 1864.

April 9,

9, 1865.

Nov. 16.

— . 1863.

Juno 25,

25. 1864.

181 Jackson,W., Pt., E, 97th May 11.

|
New York, age 34.

Right : portion of fibula excised ;

slouglfg. April 13, amp. thigh.

Died May 23, 1865 : pyaemia.

Left : port. up. third fibula :
gang.

Oct. 18, hretn., 3 ptB.i lig. ante.

tibial artery. Died Oct. 18, '63,

effects of barn. Spec. 2611.

Left : 2 inches middle third fibula

excised. Surg. J. W. Lawton,

U. S. V. Died July 20, 1864.

Right; 2ins.mid. third tibia exe'd.

Surg. J. A. E. Reed, 155th l'enn.

July 1 9, amp. thigh. Died July
21, 1864 ;

exhaust'n. Spec. 3337.

Left ; 3 inches lower third fibula

excised. Surg. B. Rohrer, 10th

Penn. Res. Wiresutures. Died
June 12, 1864 ;

pyaemia.

Right ; 2 ins. lower third excised.

Died July 28, 1864.

Left ; 3 inches middlo third tibia

exo'd. Surg. A. C. Messenger,

57th Ohio. Died July 3, 1864.

Left; 1$ inch upper third fibula

excised. July 5, 1864, amputa-
tion thigh. Died July 16, 1864 ;

pyaemia. Spec. 2759.

Right ; 3 ins. middle third fibula

excised ; hssm., 8 oz. June 18,

1864. umput'n knee joint. Died
Juno 82, 1864 ;

exhaustion.

Right; 2 inches tibia and fibula

excised. Surg.W. Lomax, 12th

Indiana. Died May 31, 1864.

Right; 3 inches tibia exe'd; also

wound left leg. Died Aug. 16,

1863; diarrhoea and erysipelas,

f.et't :
portion of tibia exe'd; also

w'ndofurm. Died April 11, '65.

; portions of tibia and fibula

exe'd. Died Oct. 2. '62; pyaemia.

Right; 4 ins. low. third tibiaexe'd.

Surg. V. 11. Kennedy. 5th Minn.

Lac. wound post, tibial artery.

Dec. 37, lig. Died Feb. 4, 1865.

Left
;

portion of fibula excised.

Surg. A. F. Whelan, 1st Mich.

S. 8. Died May 30, 1864.

Left • portion of fibula excised.

Died January 9. 1863.

; portion of lower end fibula

excised. May 14, amputation
of leg. Died May 21 , 1864.

Right; 3J inches tibia excised.

Ass't Surg. D. Halderman. 46th

Ohio. Died August 18, 1864.

Left ;
portion of upperthird fibula

excised. May 17, haemorrhage,

30 oz.; amputation thigh. Died
May 29. 1864 ; exhaustion.

Left; 3 inches fibula exe'd. Surg.
1 G. L. Carhart, 31st Iowa. Died

j

June 20, 1864.

Left; middle third tibia excised.

A. Surg. L. O. Fonts, 94th Ohio.

Died Jan. 26, 1863 ; gangrene.
Left: portion of tibia excised.

Surg. C. H. Lord, 102d N. York.
Died June 9. 1864.

Right; S inches tibia. July 7.

amp. thigh. Died July 28, '64.

Spec. 2867.
Right ; middle third fibula exe'd.

Died June II. 1864.

Right: fibula; lig. ant. tlb. artery.

Surg. J. A. Wolf, 29th Penn.

Died July 9. 1864.

Right : 3 ins. fibula exe'd. Died
May 30. 1864; exhaustion.

Rigid : 3 inches upper third fibula

excised. Died July 8, 1864.

Left : middle third fibula excised.

Died April 17, 1865; gangrene.

Right: portion of tibia excised.

Died December 18. 1863.

Led; partial excision of fibula.

Surg. A. F. Whelan. 1st Mich.

S. S. June 28. '64, amp. thigh.

Died July 2. 1864.

Left : -1 inches middle third fibula

exe'd. Surg. W. B. Chambers,
97th N". Y. Died June 1, 1864.

182

183

1 184

1 185

186

'l87

Jamison. B. A.. Pt., A, July 3,

21st Virginia, age 21. '6,1863.

Johnson, D. A., Pt., E, Nov. 7,

43d New York, age 37. 7. 1863.

Lancaster, W.B. ,Pt.,V, June 18,

66th N. 0, age 20. 18, 1864.

iai/, T. S., Pt., D, 53d Mar. 25,

Georgia, age 21. 25, 1865.

Lemon, T. A., Corp'l, A. May 11,

61st Pennsylvania. ' 11, 1864.

Lohser, A., Pt., I, 24th May 25,

Michigan, uge 20.
,
25, 1864.

Lovell, P.,Corp'I, C,10th > Nov. 25,

Missouri, age 41. 25, 1863.

Mann, A. A., Corp'l. A, April 1,

16th Maine. 1, 1865.

Martz, S. V., Pt., I, 87th May 18,

Pennsylvania. 18, 1864.

'Mclutvre, A..Corp'l, D, ' June 22,

6th New York Heavy 23, 1864.

Artillery, age 37.

Meade, L., Pt., B, 2d N. Juno 18,

York M. R., age 17. 18,1864.

Mnnn, J., Pt.. E, 15th Oct. 7,

Alabama, age 32. 7, 1864.

Norman. C. H., Pt., K, I May 8,

8th Maryland, uge 20. : 8, 1864.

Rader, j', Pt., F, 59th Aug. 19.

Illinois, age 21. 19, 1864.

Reed, N. H., Pt., H, 30th Juno 15,

Iowa. 15, 1864.

Rice, H., Corp'l, C, 36th
|
May 25.

Massachusetts. —, 1864.

Rice, W., Pt., B, 14th June 22,

Kentucky, age 29. 22, 1864.

Robbins, J. A., Capt., G,
,
June 29,

129th Indiana. 29, 1864.

Root. W. R., Pt., E, 7th June 3,

N. Y. H'vy Artillery. 3, 1864.

Rutledge, T., Lieut., G, Dec. 15,

33d Missouri. 15, 1864.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

i

Sanders, G. W., Corp'l, Sept. 19,

K, 26th Ohio.
|
21, 1863.

Sebwerin, H. R., Capt., i May 2,

C, 119th New York. 5,1863.

Sharpe.T.,Corp'l, J,38th Pub. 6,

Illinois, age 30. 7, 1864.

205

206

207

208

209

210

211

j j
o

213

214

215

Smith, J., Pt., I, 111th July 20,

Pennsylvania. ;
20, 1864.

Smith, J., Pt., F, 17th June 17,

Vermont, age 40. ' 17, 1864.

Springer, J. M., Chap-
! May 15,

Iain, 3d Wis., age 37.
j

1 5, 1864.

Thompson, W. B , Pt., i Dec. 17,

K, 124th Ohio, age 19. i 18, 1864.

Utay, G. C., Pt.. G, 4th May 29,

Smith Carolina Cav. 30, 1864.

Walton, J., Corp'l, G, July 27,

20th Ohio, age 28. — , 1864.

Whistler, R., It., II, 49th June 2,

Ohio. 2, 1864.

Williams, J. 8., Pt., F, Nov. 30.

127th New York, age Dec.2,'64

35.

Wiliingmire, S„ Pt., C, ;
May 25,

29th Pennsylvania. j
25, 1864.

I

Wilson, J. M., It., D, 2d May 5,

U, S. Sharpshooters. 5. 1864-

Woodward, E. F., PL, I, Dec. 13,

53d Pennsylvania. 13, 1862.

Left; lower third tibia excised.

Surg. J. A. Wolf, 29th Penn.

Died July 18. 1863: tetanus.

Right; portion of tibia excised;

non union. July 2, j864, amp.
thigh. Died August 6, 1864.

Right: middle third tibia exe'd
;

ganffrene. Died July 16, 1S64.

Left;" head of fibula and pari of

tibia exe'd. Died April 21, '65.

Lefi : 8 inches tib.a excised. Died
May 16, 1864.

Left; "1 inches mid third fibula

excised; also wound of right

ankle. Died June 17, 1864.

Left; 2J inches lower third tibia

exe'd. Jan. 10, 64, ham. from
post. tib. art, ; amp. leg ; slough.;

hsem.;gang. Feb 2, amp. thigh.

Died Feb. 3. 1864. Spec. 2108.

Right ; middle third tihia exe'd.

Died April 24, 186").

Right ; upper third fibula exe'd.

Died June 4, 1864.

Left; 2 inches upper thud fibula

exe'd. Aug. 5, purench.; ha'tn.

Died Aug. 10, 1864; pyauuia.

Right; middlo third tibia exo'd.

Died July 17, 1864.

R't ; 3J ins. mid. th'd tibia exe'd.

Died July 9, '65; chr. diarrhoea.

Left; portion of fibula excised.

Died May 22, '64 : haemorrhage.
Left ; 4^ iuches middle third tibia

exe'd. Dec. 7, '64, amp. thigh ;

gang. Died Jim. 4, '65; exhaus.

Right; middle third tibia exe'd.

Surg. B. A. Bond. 27th Missouri.

Died July 10, 1864.

Right; head of fibula excised.

Died June 1, 1864, of wound.
Right ; 3 inches mid. third fibula

excised. Surg. J. W. Lawton.

U. S.V. Died Sept. 22, 1864.

Left ; HJ inches upper third fibula,

including the head, excised.

Surg. S. K.Crawford, 50th Ohio.

Died July 24, 1864.

; portion of fibula excised.

Surg. G. L. Potter, 145th PeDU.

Died June 9, 1864.

Left ; 2 inches middle third fibula

excised. Surg. A. T. Bnrllttt,

33d Mo. Dec. 26. hacm., 32 .
•.'..

Died Dec. 28, 1864. Spec.tVM.
Left; 2 inches lower third tibia

excised. Died Oct. 22, 1863.

Right (May 3. spieula and ba.l

rem.); exc. in mid. third. Surg
J. D. Hewett, 119th N. Y. May
9. amp. of leg. Died May 10, '63.

Hight; por. of tibiaexe'd. Surg.

J. Y. Finley, 2d Ky. Cav. A pril

5, amp. knee joint. Died J une
23, 1864 ; erysipelas.

Right :
portion of fibula excised.

Died July 21, 1864.

Right ;
portion of fibula excised.

Died July 6, 1864.

Right : 2i inches mid. third tibia

exe'd. Died May 22, '64; pyaun.

Right; 3 inches excised. A. A.
Surg. L. Sinclair. Died Feb. 2,

1865; gangrene.
; 5 inches of tibia excised.

Surg. C. B. Gibson, C. S. A.
Died June 24. 1864.

Left
;
port, of fibula exe'd. Died

Sept. 26, 1864; dysentery.

Right; portion of tibia excised.

July 5, leg amputated. Died
July 14, 1864; pyaemia.

Left ; 4 inches of fibula excised.

A. A. Surg. II. Leaman. Gan-
grene. Died Dec. 4. 1864.

Right ;
portion of tibia excised.

Surg. G. P. Oliver, 1 1 1th Penn.

Died June 17, 1864.

.
:
portion of upperthird tibia I

excised. Died May 29, 1864.

Left ;
part of tibia and radius ex-

j

cised. Died Jan. 6, 1863.

1 I.H'Kl.l. (J. A.). Resection of Fibula in Continuity for Gun

Surgical Volume I, p. 530.

shot Fracture, etc., in United Hates Sanitary Commission Memoirs, New York, 1870
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Of the two hundred and fifteen primary excisions in the continuity of the leg, forty-two

with twelve deaths were in the upper, eighty-four with twenty-one deaths in the middle,

forty-six with eight deaths were in the lower third of the leg, and in forty-three instances

with twenty-six deaths the seat of the operation was not indicated.

Intermediary Excisions in the Continuity of the Bones of the Leg.—Eighty-seven

excisions in the leg were intermediary operations; of these twenty-nine proved fatal, a

mortality rate of 33.3 per cent. Portions of the tibia were excised in thirty-three, of the

fibula in forty-six, and of both bones in seven instances, and in one case this point was

not recorded.

Recoveries after Intermediary Excisions in the Continuity of the Bones of the Leg.

The fifty-eight successful intermediary operations were performed on fifty-one Union and

seven Confederate soldiers. One, an officer, is still (November, 1880) in active service,

another has been placed on the retired list, and forty-nine became pensioners. Of the lat-

ter, five have died since the date of their discharge—two from debility, one from phthisis,

and two from causes not recorded. Four patients submitted to subsequent operations—one

to amputation in the leg
1 and three to ablation in the thigh. 2

Case 712.—Colonel H. A. Morrow, 24th Michigan, aged 33 years, received a shot fracture of the upper third of the

fibula of the right leg, at the Wilderness. May (i, 1864. Five days after being wounded he entered the Seminary Hospital,

Georgetown, where his injured limb was operated upon by Surgeon II. W. Ducachet, II. S. V., who reported the following:

"When admitted the patient had no appetite and was feverish, very nervous and irritable, complaining of every noise. The
wounded leg was very much swollen, painful, and discharging an unhealthy sanious pus. Resection of three inches of the upper

third of the fibula was performed on May 11th, chloroform being used. The patient Buffered intensely for twenty-four hours

after the operation, when he began to improve. There were no unfavorable symptoms afterwards. Simple dressings were

applied. The patient left the hospital on leave of absence July 1, 1864." Colonel Morrow subsequently returned to the field

and again held active commands. He was mustered out of the Volunteer Service after the close of the war in 1865, and recoin-

missioned in the 36th. regiment of Infantry of the Regular Army in the following year, since when he has been promoted to

Colonel of the 21st Infantry.

Case 713.—Private G. Fuller, Co. H, 19th Maine, age 18 years, was wounded in the left leg, at Ream's

Station, August 25, 1864, and entered Emory Hospital. Washington, three days afterwards. Acting Assistant

Surgeon J. M. Downs forwarded the specimen (EiG. 275), with the following description of the injury: "The
wound was produced by a musket ball, which passed through the leg near the ankle, shattering the lower

third of the fibula in its course. Upon examination the operation of excision was thought advisable,

and was performed, on August 29th, by Surgeon N. R. Moseley, U. S. V., who removed two and a half

inches of the fibula near the ankle joint through an iucision three and a half inches long. Ether and

chloroform constituted the anaesthetic." The patient was subsequently transferred to Webster Hospital,

Manchester, and on May 27, 1865, he was mustered out of service and pensioned. Various examining

surgeons certified to the injury and operation, and Dr. (.'. B. Pearson, of Spring Green, Wisconsin.

February 5, 1873, added: "The wound is healed, but the muscle has grown fast to the tibia so as to

destroy action of the tendons," etc. Subsequent examiners corroborate the previous reports. The pen-

sioner was paid December 4, 1879.

Case 714.—Private W. H. Curtin, Co. H, 23d Massachusetts, aged 20 years, was severely wounded

in the left leg, at Whitehall, December 15, 1862. Surgeon C. A. Cowgill, U. S. V., reported: "The
wounded man was admitted to Academy Hospital, New Berne, five days after receiving the injury. The

fibula was badly comminuted and shattered. On December 26th, I excised six and a half inches of the

bone, including the finely comminuted portion. The patient recovered pleasantly and lias gone home on

furlough, able to walk comfortably." He subsequently entered Foster Hospital, where he was discharged May 2H,

1863. Examining Surgeon W. C. Robinson, of Portland, October 10, 1863, described the injury and reported: "A
large cicatrix nearly the whole length of the leg, showing the nature of the operation. It appears that nature is in

a measure restoring the bone. A large ulcer still exists at the point where the ball entered the leg. He has walked

with a crutch until recently; is now able to walk with a cane." Several mouths after being discharged the man
re-enlisted in the Veteran Reserve Corps, whence he was ultimately mustered out November 16, 1865, and pensioned.

The Portland Examining Board reported, September 4. 1873, that "the nerves were injured so that the foot is greatly impaired

in its motions." At a subsequent examination it was stated that "the tendo-achillis is contracted, so that there is but little antero-

'Case of Private D. P. Griswold, Co. C, 70th New York, right leg. secondary amputation in the middle third.

*Cases of Pt. W. H. Burdick, Co. B, 82d Pennsylvania, right thigh, secondary operation in lower third (TABLE XL, p. 320, No. 17); Pt. I. A.

Angell, Co. I>, 1st Wisconsin Cavalry, right thigh, secondary amputation in lower third (TABME XT., p. 320. No. 2); Pt. Y.. A. Bennett, Co. F, 44th New
York, left thigh, secondary amputation in lower third (TABLE XL, p. 320, No. 7).

FIG. 276.—
Six and a
half inches
of fibulaex-
cised. Spec.

1326.
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posterior motion of the ankle joint. The leg is atrophied and the parts bound down by the indurated cicatrix." The pensioner

was paid December 4, 1870. The specimen represented in the wood-cut (ElG. 276) was contributed by the operator.

Fatal Cases of Intermediary Excisions- in the Bones of the Leg.—The twenty-nine

operations of this group were performed on Union soldiers. Pyaemia was noted in eleven,

gangrene in eight, and erysipelas in one case. Subsequently, amputation in the leg was

performed in one,
1
exarticulation at the knee in one,

2 and amputation through the thigh in

five instances.
3 Reports of post-mortem examinations were received in five instances.

Case 715.—Private H. M. Grimes, Co. C, 116th New York, aged 24 years, was
wounded at Port Hudson, May 27, 1863. Surgeon C. B. Hutchins, 116th New York,

reported his admission to the field hospital of the 1st division, Nineteenth Corps, with "shot

wound of leg; severe." Assistant Surgeon P. S. Conner, U. S. A., who operated in the

case and contributed the pathological specimens (Figs. 277, 278), reported the following

description of the injury and its results: "The man was wounded in the left leg by a niinie

ball, which was found to have struck the tibia anteriorly, causing compound comminuted

fracture. He was admitted into University Hospital, New Orleans, May 30th, where, a few

days later, several loose fragments of bone having been removed and the extent of the injury

ins of
determined, the entire fractured portion was resected, amounting to nearly five inches of the

tibia, with tibia, and including the shaft to within less than an inch from the ankle joint. The ball was

ban excis'd. found to be wedged in among the fragments and the libula uninjured. The case progressed
Spec. 13OT. very favorably until early in July, when diarrhoea came on, which caused the patient's death

August 14, 186:!. The bones of the injured leg (ElG. 278) indicate the extent of the reparative process,

and the probabilities that the man would eventually have had a serviceable leg had he lived." The
extremity of the lower fragment is carious, a spur from the upper fragment projecting three inches

downward, and the face of the fibula is involved in callus.

Case 716.—Private II. Mink, Co. H, 4th New York Heavy Artillery, aged 20 years, was wounded

at Petersburg, April 2, 1865, and was conveyed to City Point two days afterwards. Acting Staff Sur-

geon J. Aiken recorded his admission to the Depot Hospital of the Second Corps with "compound
fracture of left leg." On April 15th the wounded man was transferred to the First Division Hospital,

Annapolis, where the injured limb was operated on by Surgeon B. A. Vanderkieft, U. S. V., who reported

as follows: "The wound was produced by a minis' ball, causing a compound comminuted fracture of the

tibia and oblique fracture of the fibula at the middle third of the leg. Resection was performed on April

17th, removing a longitudinal portion of the libula and parts of the upper and middle thirds of the tibia,

one being five inches in length, two others one and a half inches each, and three smaller pieces. Very
little inflammation existed at the time of the operation, and the patient was in good condition. Chloro- left leg, with four and a

form constituted the anaesthetic. Oakum dressings were applied and quill sutures used as ^
l

e

f

c

'n
2;'

l
^?

of,lblaexc,s 'd '

means of partial coaptation of the flap. Purulent accumulations were removed by the syringe.

Eight ounces of wine were given daily. Progress was favorable." Three weeks after the date of the operation the

patient was transferred to the Second Division Hospital, Annapolis, where he died of exhaustion, May 11, 1865.

Surgeon G. S. Palmer, U. S. V., in charge of the latter hospital, reported that the patient when
admitted was in a moribund condition, also that the wound was iu an unhealthy state and filled with

maggots. The excised bone, shown in the wood-cut (Fig. 279), was contributed by the operator.

Case 717.—Corporal W. N. Esworthy, Co. E, 1st Pennsylvania Cavalry, aged 24 years, was

wounded in the left leg, at White House Landing, June 21, 1864, and admitted to Carver Hospital,

Washington, two days afterwards. Surgeon O. A. Judson, U. S. V., reported: "The missile, sup-

posed to be a conoidal ball, entered the leg anteriorly about three inches below the knee joint, passed

backward and outward, making its exit posteriorly and producing a compound comminuted fracture

of the upper third of the tibia. Supporting treatment was adopted and simple dressings applied.

Erysipelas attacked the wound on June 27th, but yielded readily to an application of solution of

copperas. By July 1st no erysipelatous spmptoms were present ; constitutional state of patient good

;

wound secreting laudable pas in large quantity. On July 6th, the patient was anaesthetized and

Six'im'lic"
exc'si"" of about live inches of the upper third of the shaft of the tibia, by means of the chain saw,

of left tibia was performed by Acting Assistant Surgeon O. P. Sweet, making a straight incision over the crest

Spec. 4101.
"'" ''"' '''''a - The wound was then filled with scraped lint, cold-water dressings were applied, and

stimulants given freely. The patient appeared to be doing quite well up to July 18th, the wound eas'd. Spee.i940.

filling with healthy granulations and secreting laudable pus. For ten days previous, however, he had anorexia, and this morn-

ing he had a very severe chill. A recurrence of chills followed every morning and sometimes two or three times during the day,

and these were followed by other pya'mic symptoms, the integuments assuming a deep icteric tinge; pulse rapid ; slight cough;

Case uf Private A. E. Luther. Co. E, 3d Massachusetts Cavalry, left log. intermediary operation at junction of upper and middle thirds.

"Case of l'ri\ ate S. M. Grainger. Co. A, 38th Indiana. loll leg-, secondary operation (TA1ILE I. VII, page 40U, No. ]!>).

Cases of Pt. II. Conrad, I. J-Ith Mich., left thigh, intermediary operation in middle third, Spec. 3(i53 (Taih.K XXXV. p. 283. No. 253); l'l. A.Allen,

II. 5th I', s. Artillery, intermediary operation, lower third iTAlll.K XXXVI. p. 29ti, No. ?23t; Cnrp'l E. Cay, II, 18th Wisconsin, intermediary operation

in loner third tl'AULK XXX VI. p. 288, No. 357): Pi. M. Gllmore. I). 54tli Mass., loll I high, intermediary operation in lower Ihiid (TA1U.K XXX VI. p. 2U8,

No. 365); Pt. J. Bloomer, K, lTUth -V V., right thigh, intermediary operation iu lower third, Specs. 3250, 32U9, A. 51. M. (TAIILE XXXVI, p. 2i)?,Nu. xUu).

Fir.. 278.—Hones of the

Eto.SeO—live
ins. of left tibia
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anorexia continuing. The treatment, decidedly stimulating and tonic, was continued. The symptoms continued in a more

aggravated form and the patient steadily sank, the whole surface of his body being of a deep yellow color. He died on July 23,

1804. At the autopsy a large number of metastatic abscesses were found in both lungs; liver enlarged; spleen also enlarged,

dark colored, and soft. A purulent offensive fluid mixed with lymph was shown in the left pleural cavity, and a large disinte-

grated clot in the femoral vein." The excised bone, contributed by Surgeon Judsou and exhibiting superficial necrosis, is rep-

resented in the wood-cut (Fig. 280).

Table LXIV.
Summary of Eighty-seven Intermediary Excisions in the Bones of the Leg for Shot Injury.

[ Recoveries, 1-58
; Deaths, 59-87

Name, military
DESCRIPTION, AND AoE.

Angell, I. A., Pt., D, 1st

Wisconsin Cav'ry, age
23.

Bennett. E. A., Pt., F,
44tli N. York, age 41.

Soger, G. C, Pt., II, 2d
North Carolina, age 20.

Bordlok, W. II., Pt., B,
82d Pennsylvania) age
24.

Burke, J. C.,Pt.,H, 78th
New York, age 20.

Carse, G. 1!., Copt, C,
40th New York.

Casper. J. M.. Corp'l, K.
7th Wisconsin, acre SI.

Charles, R Y., Corp'l, O,
1st New Y irk Drag's,

age 22.

Collins, O., Pt.. D, 151st
New York, age 32.

Coyle, M., Pt., B, 81st

Pennsylvania, uge 23.

Julv 23,

Aug. 1,

1804.

May 22,

31, 1864.

Sept, li),

25, 1864.

April <i,

13, 1805.

May 3.

18, 1863.

Slav 2,

30. 1*863.

May 23,

Jane 13,

1864.

Jane 1,

15, 18.14.

Nov. 27,

Deo. 0,

18(i3.

Jane 3,

15, 1804.

Crowley, J., Pt., E, 5th Sept. 20,

New York, age 25.

Curtin.M. II.,Pt.,II, 23d
Massachusetts, age 20.

Farran, J., Lieut., I, 1st De.31,'62,

Kentucky, age 25. ' Jan.5,'63.

Oct. 20,

1802.

Dec. 15,

26, 1862.

Fellows, J., Corp'l, D,
100th Illinois, age 24.

Fuller, G., Pt., H, 19th
Maine, age 18.

Gritlin.D. 0.,I't.,K, 17th
Illinois, age 24.

Gould, J. A.,Pt.,H, 11th
New llamp., age 30.

Green, W. C, Lieut., H,
37th New York, age 22.

Griswold, D. P., Pt., C,
76th N. York, age 10.

Harvey, G., Pt., D, 63d
Pennsylvania, age 24.

Hay-ward, R., Pt., E,
Knapp's Penn. Bat'ry,
ago 24.

Herrakl, S., Tt., H, 2d
Kentucky Cavalry.

Sept. 19,

24, 1863.

Aug. 25,

29, 1864.

April 6.

— , 1862.

Sept. 30,

Oct. 9,

1864.

June 1.

20, 1862.

July 1,

5, 1863.

May 3,

12, 1863.

Oct. 29,

Nov. 12.

1803.

Sept. 19,

29, 1863.

Operations, Operators,
RESULT.

Right; gang.; 7 inches mid. third

tibia excised. A. A. Surg. J. C.
Thorpe. Sept. —, hsem.; 18th,

amp. thigh. Disch'd Jan. 7,
,

G5.

Re-amp. June 16, '65. Spec. 5549.
Left ; middle third fihula excised.

A. A. Surg. R. Ottma*. Disch'd
Oct. 11, '64. Amputation thigh
March 2. 166!) ; re-amputation.

Left ; 2 ins. in length, J inch in

deptli of upper third tihia exc'd.
Surgeon A. Atkinson, C. S. A.
To prison Feh. 16, 1805.

Right ; 2 inches middle third tibia

excised. Disch'd Oct. 12, 1865.
Amp. thigh March 27. 1866.

Right ; 2 ins. mid. th'd tibia exc'd.
Disch'd March 18, '04

; caries.

Right ; 3 ins. fibala exc'd. Dise'd
Dec. 15, 1803: slight shortening.

Right
; partial excision of upper

third fibula. A. A. Surg. P. C.
Porter. Disch'd Mar. 24, 1865;
partial paralysis foot.

Left ; 3 ins. mid. third tibia exc'd.
Surg. R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V.
Disch'd May 6, 1805; necrosis;
shortening.

Left; 3 inches lower third fibula

exc'd. .Surg. E. Rentley.U.S.V.
Ligation post, tibial art.; haim.
Disch'd Feb. 25, 1865.

Right; 3 inches mid. third fihula

exc'd. Surg. B. Bentlcy.U.S.V.
Disch'd Oct. 3, 1865. Died Jan.
27, '76; debility, result of w'nd.

Right ; head and 3 ins. up. third

fibula excised. Disch'd Nov.
22, 1802. Hone diseased. Died
July 10, 1871.

Left ; 6£ iuehes fibula excised.

Surgeon C. A. Cowgill. U. S.V.
Disch'd May 28,'63. Spec. 1326.

Right ; large portion mid. third
tibia excised : fibula exfoliated.

Disch'd June 18, '04; short. Hin.;
deformity.

Left : 3 inches middle third tibia

excised. Disch'd Aug. 11, 1864;
caries : shortening.

Left ; 2J inches lower third fibula

excised. Surg. N. R. Moseley,
U. S. V. Disch'd May 27, 1865.

S/mc. 1910.
Left; 1J inch lower third tibia

excised Disch'd Oct. 15, 1862

;

toes and heel contracted.

Left; 3ins.low. third fibala exc'd.
Surg. G. L. Pancoast, U. S. V.
Gangrene. Disch'd Feb. 6, '65.

Left ; middle third fibula excised.
Disch'd Sept. 13, 1862: bone
united

; J inch shortening.
Right : portion of mid. third tibia

excised. Disch'd Sept. 23, 1864.
May 11. 1869. amputation leg.

Right; 2 ins. lower third fibula
excised. May 91, hsem., 12 oz.
Disch'd Jan. 22, 1864.

Right; upper third excised.
Surg. I. Moses, U. S.V. Disch'd
August 13, '64; union; deform-
ity; shortening.

Right : middle third tibia exc'd.
SVirg. I. Moses, U. S.V. Disch'd
Nov. 12, 1864; reproduction of
bone. Spec. 2148.

Name. Military
Description, ano Ace.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

House, T. J., Pt., K, Kith Sept. 30.

Illinois, age 22. Oct. 15,

1803.

Heugh, S. II.. Serg't, A, Sept. 17.

107th Penn., age 32. Oct. 4,'62.

Howard, J. K., Pt., F, May 16.

49th N. C, age 24. 23, 1864.

Jenkins, W.H., Pt., Ash- Sept. 17,

land Battery, age 25. ' Oct. 15, I

1802.

Jordan. W. B., Corp'l, ' Aug. 21,

I, 6th Vermont, uge 20. 29, 1864.
i

Langton, A., Pt., E, 27th ' May 3.

Indiana. , 17, 1863.

Lohr, S. G., Serg't, G,
'

Dec. 13, :

19th Infantry, age 26.
j
25, 1802.

Lotts, J'„ Pt., K. 5th— May 3.

9, 1863.
Lucas, W. J., Pt., II,

I

Aug. 25,

148th Penn., age 21. ' 29, 1804.

'Lynn, A., Pt., F, 47th
\

Oct. 19,

Pennsylvania, age 18. ' Nov. 1,

|
1864.

Lvtle. II.. Serg't, A, 83d Sept. 30,

Oct. 17,

1864.

-15

Pennsylvania, age 22.

Malow. L., Pt., F, 24th Sept. 19,

Illinois. 29, 1863.

Mann, O. L-, Lieut. Col.,

39th Illinois, age 31.

Merrihew, D. J., Corp'l.

I, 121st N. V., ago 22.

Minor, W.W., Pt., H, 2d
Wisconsin, age 40.

Morrow, H. A., Col., 24th
Michigan, age 33.

Nnslv O. T., Pt., K, 12th
Wisconsin, age 21

.

Oberrender, J. S.. Lieut.,

E, 96th Penn., age 35.

01inger,G.,Pt.,D, 100th
Ohio, age 22.

Peters, M. II., Lieut., F,
74th Ohio, age 21.

Pfeifer, J., Pt., F, 108th
Ohio, age 19.

Pierce. W. K„ Serg't, D,
183d Penn., age 20.

Raymond. J. O., Serg't.

E, 60th N. Y., age 29.

May 20,

June 8.

1864.

Mar. 25.

April 8.

1805.

May 5,

30, 1864.

May 0.

11, 1864.

Aug. 23,

29, 1864.

May 6.

14, 1864

Aug. 0,

Sept 1,

1864.

May 9.

15, 1864.

May 14.
21, '1864.

May 10.

June 5,

1864.

May 3,

17, 1863.

Right; head of fibula and part of
shaft excised. Duty Nov. 14,

1863. Died Deo. 26." 1866.

Left ; 5;i inches npper third tibia

excised. Disch'd Feb. 3, 1804;
non-union: limb useless; deform-
ed ; should be amputated.

Right ; 3 inches of tibia excised.
Furloiiglied August 22, 1864.

Left; 3 inches fibula in middle
third excised. To prison April
10. 1863.

Right ; 2^ ins. lower third fibula

excised. A. Surg. C. Bacon, jr..

U. S. A. Disch'd July 19, 1865.

Right; 4 inches middle third tibia

excised. Disch'd Feb. 19, 1864
;

exibl.g short. 1 inch. Spec. 1280.

Right : 6 ins. middle third fibula

excised; gang. Disch'd Feb. 25,

1863; paralysis of toes.

: 2 inches upper third tibia

exc'd. Recovery: useful limb.
Left ; 2.J ins. low. tii'd fibula exc'd.

Surg. N. R. Moseley, U. S. V.
Disch'd Mar. 27, '65 ; anch. ank.
Died J one 7, 1808. Spec. 1 982.

Right ; 2J ins. middle third tibia

excised. A. A. Surg.W. Kemp-
ster. Disch'd Oct. 14. 1865.

Right ; 2Hns. mid. th'd fibula and
half the thickness of tibia exc'd.

A. A. Surg. J. H. Robinson. Dis-
charged July 31. 1805; necrosis.

Left ; upper third tibia excised.

Surg. I. Moses, U. S. V. Disch'd
August 0, '64: periostitis. Died
June 10, 1876. Spec. 2149.

Left : portion of mid. tibia excised.

A. Surg. E. McClellan, U. S. A.
Disch'd Dec. 6, '65. 1870, bone
discharging.

Right ; 2 inches lower third fibula

excised. A. A. Surg. J. H. Rob-
inson. Disch'd Aug. 2, 1865.

Right ; 8 inches lower part fibula

excised. Disch'd Sept. 23, 1804
;

bone carious.

Right: portion of up. third fibula

excised. Surg. II. W. Dacachet,
U. S.V. Disch'd Juno 30, 1865.

Left : 4 inches middle third fibula
excised and artery lig. Surg.
A. J. Miller, 13th Iowa. Disch'd
June 30, 1865.

Left ; 2 inches lower third fibula

excised. A. A. Surg. J. O. Stan-
ton. Disch'd Sept. 20, 1864;
anchylosis ankle joint.

Left : 4 inches mid. third fibula

excised. Gangrene. Disch'd
May 26, 1805.

Right; 2J ins. middle third tibia

excised. Surg. C. N. Ellinwood.
74th 111. Disch'd July 10, 1805

;

bone discharging.
Left : 2 inches lower third fibula

excised. A. Surg. C. C. Byrne,
U. S. A. Disch'd May 23, 1805

;

anchylosis ankle joint.

Left: 2 inches upper third tibia
exc'd. Surg. E. Bentley, IT.S.V.

Disch'd July 15, 1865; h inch
shortening; exfoliation.

Left; 2 inches lower third tibia

excised. Disch'd Mar. 21, lf64.

Sept., 1877, extol.; deformity.

1 KEMrsTER (W.). Report of an Exsection of Right Tibia .- Recovery, in American Journal of Medical Sciences, 1800, N. S., Vol. LI, p. 279.
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NA.MK, MIMTAHY
DE-SCniPTCON, AMI A<

11 Snlsbury, D., IT. K. 54th
Wisconsin, nge •J!'.

Saunders, N., Pt., 18th

Sloan, J., Pt., K, 100th
Illinois.

49 Smith, J. E., Corp'l, E.
7th Conn., age 28.

Stinson, W. a, Pt.. II.

49th Virginia.

1 Swift, V. B., Pt., C. 8th
Michigan, age 25.

52 Taunt, H., Pt., B. 2d
Wisconsin, age 19,

OPKRATll INS. < tPKRATORS,
RESULT.

53

54

Washburn. A. S., Serg't.

C, 127th N. Y., age 27.

Welch, P. II., Lieut., C,
Illtli New York, age
S3.

55 Wilcox, M. B., Corp'l,

n, 58th .Mass., age 19.

56 I Williams, /•'. X., Pt., D.
12th Tenn.. age 21.

57
|

Wright, It. (,'., I 'apt., (J.

42d New Y*ork, age 20.

De.31,'62,

.la. 15,'03.

Oct. 21,

31, 1861.

Sept. 19.

23, 1803.

Aug. 16,

Sept. 7,

1804.

July 3,

8, 1863.

May 12,

28, 1864.

Oct. 19.

29, 1663.

Nov. 30,

Dec. 7,

1804.

Mav 6.

10, 1804.

Mav 12,

29, "1804.

Mav 15,

30, 1804.

May 7.

17, 1804.

58 Yimnu, W. II„ French's
Division, age 31.

Nov. 30,

Dec. 21.

1804.

59 I Allen. A., l>t., II, 5th April 0.

Artillery. in, 1865

00 Barney. W., Pt., F, 1st

Ohio Artillery.

61 I Bloomer, J.. Pt..K 170tli

New York, age 44.

02 Brown, ()., Pt., A, 147th
New York.

63 Bull, J. H., Serg't, H,
94th Ohio, age 21.

64 Conrad. H., Pt., I, 24th
Michigan, age 21.

65 Curtis, P., pt., 17th Ver-
mont, age 31.

66 DeWilt.J. E, Pt., A,9th
I N. Y. Cavalry, age 23.

Jan. 2.

11, 1803.

Aug. 25.

Sept. 12.

1864.

July 1.

0, 1803.

Mav 15,

June 13.

1804.

Mav 0.

19, 1801.

June 2.

9, 1804.

June 21,

25. 1804.

i
Left: 2 inches middle third tibia

I
excised. Disch'd Aug. 12, 1805;
great lameness.

Left: 5 inches lower third fibula
exe'd (memorrhage). Sent home
in two months.

Left ; 2 ins. low. third tibia exe'd.
Disc'dl'eb. 19. 180.1; limb much
deform.: false joint ; short 3 ins.

Hight ; 0) inches fibula excised.

Disch'd May 22. 1805 : club foot,

anchylosis ankle joint,

flight ; middle third tibia excised.
Surg. J. A. Wolf, 29th Penn.
Paroled Sept. 25, 1863.

Lett
: 2i inches lower third fibula

excised. A. Surg. S. 11. Ward,
I'. S. V. Gangrene. Disch'd
Oct. 0, 1804: anchy. ank. joint.

Left ; head and 2i inches fibula

and frags of tibia exe'd. Surg.
O. A. Judsou, U. S. V. Disch'd
January 17, 1805; lameness and
paralysis foot.

Right ; 5 inches lower third fibula

excised. A.A.Surg, ll.l.eatnan.

Disch'd May 20, 1865.

Left; 4 ins. fibula, middle, exe'd.

A. A. Surg. J. O. Stanton. Dis-
charged Oct. 29, 1804 : exfol.

Right: 3 inches mid. third fibula

exe'd. Surg. E. llentlev.U.S.V.
Disch'd July 20, 1805."

Right; 4 inches middle third tibia

exe'd. To Pro. Mar. June 11. '05.

Left; lower third fibula excised.
A. A. Surgeon J. M. MoCalla.
Disch'd July 13. 1804; partial

anchylosis ankle joint.

Left; "\\ inch lower third fibula

exe'd. A. A. Surg. M. L. Herr.
To 1'rovost Marshal Feb. 0. 05.

: por. of tibia and fibula exe'd.
A. Snr«. W. I). Turner. 1st 111.

LA, Mortiiieat'n. April, 1802,

amp.thigli. Died May 11,1802.
Right; 6 inches lower part fibula
excised. Died July 14. 1803:
phthisis pulmonalis.

Right: mid. third fibula excised.
A.A.Snrg.W.H. Ensign. Gang.;
luem.; lig. femoral. Sept. 18, '64,

amputation thigh. Died Sept.
21. 16(14 : constitutional irritabil-

ity. Spies. 3250. 3269.
Right: portion of tibia excised.
Died July 14, 1803.

Left (necrosis); 3J ins. tibia exe'd.
A. A. Surg. IL C. Mav- Died
June 33, '64 ; pya-m. Spec. 3307.

Left: lineli up. third fibula ex. '.I.

Surg. O. A. Judson. T. S. V.
Post, tibial art. divided: gang.
Mav 22. amp. thigh. Died May
27, "1804; pvaania. Spec. 3053.

Right: 2.J iuelies low. third fibula
excised. Surg. O. A. Judson.
V. S. V. June 11, 1801, litem.

Died June 17, 1804: exhaustion.
Right: por. up. third fibula exe'd
and peroneal artery lig. A. A.
Surg. O. P. Sweet. Prostration

and haemorrhage. Died June
25, 1804: exhaustion.

Name, Military
DBSCRIPTIOX, AND Aoe.

Esworthy. W. N., Corp'l,
J

June 21

E. 1st Venn. Cavalry, I Julv 0.

age 24. ' 1804.

forester. (I.W., Pt.. A,
i
June 3,

188ih Penn., nge 45. 15. 1804.

Freeman, G. B., Pt., P. ' June 3.

18th Mass., nge 32. 9, 1804.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Gay, E., Corp'l, II, 18th
Wisconsin.

April 6,

—, 1802.

Gilmore. M.. Pt., D, 54th July 18,

Massachusetts. 23. 1803,

Golden. J. P., Pt., V, 0th I Mnv 19,

New York H'vy Art'y, 29, 1804,

nge 27.

Grainger, S. M., Pt., A,
38th Indiana, age 23.

Grimes, II. M., Pt., C,
116th New York.

Jones, A.M., Pt., II. 21st
Mass., nge 22.

Luther, A. E., Pt,, E, 3d
Mass. Cavalry, age 32.

McGuire, T., Pt., D, 53d
Pennsylvania, age 19.

! Mink. II., Pt., II, 4th N.
I York Heavy Artillery,
1 age 20.

-Mitchell. S., Pt.D, 188th
;
June 3,

Pennsylvania, ago 23. 27, 1804.

Dec. 31,

1802,

Jan. 14,

1803.

May 27,

June —

,

1803.

June 2,

25, 1864.

Mar. 4,

13, 1804.

Dee. 13,

31, 1862.

April 2,

17, 1865.

Partridge, (1.V., Saddler,
15, 4tli Mass. Cavalry,
age 21.

Perkins, P. D., Pt., B,
12th New Hampshire,
age 32.

Showy, B., Pt., D, 3d
Maine, age 30.

Sprague, O., Pt., F, 73d
New York, age 45.

Tobin, T., Pt., E, 61st
New York, age 23.

Travis, S„ Pt., H. 137th Oct. 28,
New York, age 22. No.19,'63.

Welsh. D. G.,Pt.,F, 28th
[

Dec. 13,

New Jersev. 26, '62.

April 2,

9, 1864.

June 3,

13, 1804.

May 10,

June 8,

1864.

May 5,

June 2.

1864.

June 3,

8, 1864.

White. S. G..Pt..A, 14th
New York H'vy Artif-

lery, nge 37.

Aug. 21,

Sept. 1,

1864.

Left ; 5 ins. up. third tibia exe'd.

A. A. Surg. O. P. Sweet. Died
July 23, '04 : pyjeni. Spec. 2940.

Right: 4 ins. lower third fibula

[
excised. A. A. Surg. F. G. II.

Bradford. Died July 0, 1804;
irritative fever.

Right: lower third fibula exe'd
and lig. posterior tibial artery.

: Surg. O. A. Judson, U. S. V.
Died June 17, '04; exhaustion.

. Ass't Surg. W. D. Turner,
1st Illinois L. Art'y. April, '62,

amputation thigh. Died April

22, 1862; pyaemia.
Left; 6 ins. tibia and 1 inch lower
part fibula exe'd. Mortification.

July 27, amputat'n thigh. Died
July 27, 1803.

Right : 4 inches lower third fibula

exe'd. A. A. Surg. O. I'. Sweet.
Died June 9, 1804: pyaemia.

Left ; fract. portions of tibia and
fibula excised. Gang. Mar. 15,

amp. knee joint. April 1, liuam.

Died April 23, 1863.
Left; 4i inches lower third tibia

excised. Died Aug. 14, 1803;
diarrhoea. Specs. 1307, 2956.

Left ; 4 ins. mid. tli'd fibula exe'd.
A. A. Surg. F. G. II. Bradford.
Died June 30. '04

: exhaustion.
Left ; 3 inches fibula, lower third,

excised. A. A. Surg. It. VV. W.
Carroll. Peroneal art. wounded.
Mar. 15. haam.: 19th, amp. leg.

Died April 0, 1864 ; pyaemia.
Left (luem.); 3 ins. up. extremity
fibula excised; lig. fern* artery]
sphacelus. Died Jan. 3. 1863.

Left ; portion upper third tibia and
fibula exe'd. Surg. B. A. Vnn-
derkieft, U. S. V. DiedMay II,

1805; exhaustion. Spec. 4101.

Left: 2 inches fibula, upper third,

exe'd Miasm.); lig. peroneal art.

A. A. Surg. II.W. Merrill. Died
Aug. 7, 1804 : chronic diarrhoea.

Left; portion of tibia exe'd. also
lig. ant. tibial art. A. A. Surg.
W.A.Oreenleaf. April 27, luem.
Died May 2, 1804 ; pyannia.

Left; H inch fibula exe'd, upper
third. "A.Surg. II. Allen. U.S. A.
(Hiem.) Died June 25. 1864;

pyaemia.
Right; 6 ins. tibia excised. A.
Surg. A. Delany, U. S. V. June
26, gang. Died July 1, 1804.

Right; 2 ins. middle third tibia

excised. Surg. R. B. Bonteoott,

II. S.V. Died July 0, 1804 ; ex-
haustion.

Right : 3 inches lower third tibia

exe'd. Surg. F. licntley, U.S.V.
Died June 22. '04

: pyaemia.
Left; portion middle third tibia

exe'd. Died Nov. 23. '63; py;em.
| Right; lower third fibula exe'd.

j

Died Jan. 5, 1803.

Left; 2 inches lower third fibula

exe'd. A. A. Surg. R. E. Price.

Sloughing. Died Sept. 13, 1864;
exhaustion.

Twenty-one intermediary excisions, with eight deaths, were in the upper third of the

leg; thirty-five, with seven deaths, in the middle third; twenty-four, with nine deaths in

the lower third; and in seven, with five deaths, the precise locality was not indicated.

Secondary Excisions in the Continuity of the Bones of the Leg.—In point of mor-

tality, the secondary excisions in the hones of the leg were attended by better results than

the primary and intermediary operations, only eight of the fifty cases of this group having

fatal issues. The excision included both bones in five, the tibia alone in thirty-one, and

the fibula in fourteen instances.

1 IIoi.i.oway (J. M.), Consecutive and Indeterminate Hemorrhage from Large Arteries after Gunshot Wounds ; with Eepor t of Cases treated by

Different Methods ; Appreciation, in American Journal Medical Sciences, 1865, Vol. L, N. S., p. 348.
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Recoveries after Secondary Excisions in the Continuity of the Bones of the Leg.—This

group includes forty-two operations, five performed on Confederate and thirty-seven on

Union soldiers. Three of the latter, it appears, never applied for pensions, and thirty-four

became pensioners after their discharge from the service. Four have since died—two from

remote results of the injuries, one from phthisis, and one from cause not stated. Of the

complications during treatment are noted gangrene in five instances and haemorrhage in one.

Case 718.—Corporal J. Downey, Co. D, 56th Pennsylvania, aged 23 years, was wounded in the left leg, at Bull Run,

August 28, 18(12. He was admitted to Eckington Hospital, Washington, several days afterwards, where the injury was noted

but no treatment recorded. Surgeon J. Hopkinson, U. S. V., in charge of Mower Hospital, Philadelphia, made the

following record of the case: "The wound was caused by a ball, which entered the outer side of the tibia, fractur-

ing the bone, and emerging on the inner side of the leg at the lower third. The tibia was resected at Eckington

Hospital, from where the patient was transferred to this hospital September 23, 18G3, the wound being nearly

healed." Subsequent entries show that in addition to applications of water dressings to the wound the patient for

a time received treatment for a syphilitic affection. He remained in the hospital until January 17, I860, when he

was mustered out and pensioned. Examining Surgeon D. \V. Shindle, of Sunbury, Pennsylvania, certified to the

fracture and excision, and added: "The wound healed, leaving the leg, however, very crooked, shortened, and

necessarily much weakened, and rendering his locomotion unsteady, difficult, and at times painful, also liable to

tire in standing as well as walking. General system much impaired." The pensioner died of phthisis pulmonale.

October 20, 1876, his attending physician testifying that the injury remained "a constant source of irritation until a Fio.281.

—

short time previous to his death. Exfoliation of bone was frequent, resulting in nervous prostration, innutrition,
]e

™
t

I

jbiaex-

and impairment of his general health, a condition favorable to the development of tubercle. He never would ciscd. Spec.

undergo an operation for the removal of sequestra," etc. The specimen (Flo. 281), embracing the removed portion

of the tibia and showing some periosteal thickening, was forwarded by Surgeon J. R. Smith, U. S. A., having been excised on

October 4, 1862.

Case 719.—Private J. Lagro, Co. F, 10th Vermont, aged 18 years, was wounded at Cold Harbor, June 3, 1864. Surgeon

If. Barr, 67th Pennsylvania, reported bis admission to the field hospital of the 3d division, Sixth Corps, with "shot fracture of

left leg, caused by a musket ball.'' Assistant SurgeonW. Webster, U.S. A., described the injury as a "compound fracture of the

tibia and fibula at the upper third," and reported: "The patient entered DeCamp Hospital, David's Island, twelve days after he

was wounded. On July 30th, the parts being gangrenous, excision was performed by Acting Assistant Surgeon H. Sanders,

who removed about four inches of the tibia and three inches of the fibula. Ether was used as the anaesthetic. The patient

did well after the operation." On February 10, 1865, he was transferred to Burlington, and subsequently to Sloan Hospital,

Montpelier. Surgeon H. Janes, IT. S. V., in charge of the latter, contributed a photograph {Card Photograph*, A. M. M., Vol.

II, p. 1), and reported that the patient was able to walk with crutches, but could not bear much weight on the limb. Several

months afterwards the patient was re-transferred to De Camp Hospital for the purpose of having his wounded leg fitted with an

apparatus, which was supplied by Dr. E. D. Hudson, of New York City. He was ultimately discharged October 26, 1865, and

pensioned. Examiner O. F. Fassett, of St. Albans, certified, September 10, 1866: "Wound of left leg, with fracture of botli

bones. It is now an open sore from necrosis. The bones have never united except by ligament, so that a false joint now
exists. The bone is much denuded and so much deformity exists that no treatment but amputation can be of any benefit; the

leg is worse than useless." In 1877, the same examiner again reported "the wound still an open, suppurating, and discharging

sore, the bone being extensively diseased. The disease is so near the joint that amputation must be above the knee. His con-

dition now is worse than with loss of the leg above the knee. The leg is bent into a curve and greatly deformed." Three years

later the disease of the bone was reported to be extending almost or quite to the joint, and the pensioner's health as failing in

consequence of the suppuration, his appearance being pale, anaemic, emaciated, and weak. He was paid June 4, 1880.

Case 720.—Private P. L. Noe, Co. D, 5th Michigan, aged 35 .years, was wounded at Fair Oaks, May 31, 1862, and

entered De Camp Hospital, David's Island, two weeks afterwards. Acting Assistant Surgeon J. E. Steel reported: "He was

wounded by a riHe ball, which passed through the fibula of the left leg about the middle. The patient had received no previous

treatment. After the removal of several small pieces of bone and some blue cloth the wound healed ; but subsequently it again

suppurated and continued to do so for two months. I then deemed it necessary to exsect (with the approval of Surgeon J.

Simons, U. S. A., in charge of the hospital) the entire fibula. The patient having been placed under the influence of chloroform,

I made an incision from the head of the bone to within an inch of the external malleolus and found that it was difficult to remove

the bone in longer pieces than about three inches, some of them of course being much smaller and adherent to the tendons,

which had to be pulled off with the forceps. On carefully examining the bone I found that about one inch of the external mal-

leolus could be preserved, which was done, thereby avoiding the opening of the ankle joint. The operation was attended with

a great deal of venous hemorrhage; but there being no artery of any importance severed, it was not found necessary to apply

any ligature. No sutures were employed, the lips of the wound being brought together by adhesive plaster and then firmly

bandaged. The wound healed two-thirds of its length by first intention. The patient recovered in three weeks and was able

to leave the hospital six weeks after the operation." He was discharged from service December 31, 1862, and pensioned

Examiner M. L. Green, of Pontiac, Michigan, certified, May 7, 1863 :
" The fibula lias been removed and the leg is now useless,

having no support upon the outer side. Can never be of any service to him.'' Examining Surgeon C. Earl subsequently

reported : "There remains a cicatrix extending from knee to ankle, involving the tendons and muscles and causing loss of power

of leg. The tibialis amicus muscle is destroyed." In September, 1877, the same examiner stated: "Near the ankle the cicatrix

has the appearance of breaking out again soon, as the tissues are getting dark and infiltrated." The pensioner was paid March

Surg. Ill—58
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4, 1880. The head of the removed fibula together with part' of the necrosed shaft, contributed by the operator, constitute

specimen 1003 of the Surgical Section of the Museum.

Three of the forty-two survivors of secondary excision in the bones of the leg after-

wards submitted to amputation in the lower third of the thigh.
1

Fatal Cases of Secondary Excisions in the Continuity of the Bones of the Leg.—The
eight operations of this group were performed on Union soldiers. The fatal issue was

ascribed to pyaemia in one, gangrene in one, haemorrhage in one, shock of operation in one,

and to exhaustion and typho-malarial fever in two cases each. In one instance the excision

was followed by amputation in the leg and subsequent amputation in the thigh.
2

Case 721.—Private E. J. Wyman, Co. A, 6th Wisconsin, aged 22 years, was wounded in the right leg, at Hatcher's Run,

February 7, 1865. Surgeon D. C. Chamberlain, 94th New York, reported his admission to the field hospital of the 3d division*

Fifth Corps, and described the injury as a "fracture of tibia." From the field the wounded man passed to the Point Lookout

Hospital, subsequently to Judiciary Square Hospital, Washington, and on June 15th to Harvey Hospital, at Madison. Surgeon

H. Culbertson, U. S. V., in charge of the latter, who operated in the case, communicated the following description of the result

:

"The tibia was fractured in the upper fourth. On July 2d, when the operation was performed, the wound was apparently

healing, but had recently been gangrenous. Venous haemorrhage appeared, and the bone was carious and softened. Some new
bone had been thrown out at the seat of the fracture and had also become diseased. This presence of diseased bone and unheal-

thy discharges induced the haemorrhage and previous gangrene and caused the patient's constitutional condition to be much
impaired. The operation consisted of the excision of five inches of the shaft of the tibia, beginning opposite the opening of the

interosseus membrane, making an incision in the middle line of the bone, and separating the skin, periosteum, and muscles by
enucleation. The chain saw was then passed beneath the bone below, the shaft sawn through and raised from below upward.

At the upper part the bone was divided with the forceps. No vessels were divided or important nerves injured during the oper-

ation. Chloroform was used as the anaesthetic with good efl'ects. The edges of the wound were approximated, having been

packed with lint, and persulphate of iron was used at the seat of the venous haemorrhage, a light bandage being applied over all.

The limb was secured in a plaster-of-Paris splint, and arranged so as to expose the wound. The treatment consisted of animal

broths, alcoholic stimulants, quinine, and iron. The case did well for one week, when the patient had a slight chill, which

recurred at regular intervals morning and evening, and was followed by fever and sweating. Antiperiodics were persistently

used without any good effect. The patient died of exhaustion, resulting from typho-malarial fever, July 23, 1865. The wound

had been lacking in action, but the matter, though sparse, was healthy."

Table LXV.
Summary of Fifty Secondary Excisions in the Bones of the Leg for Shot Injury.

[ Recoveries, 1-12
; Deaths, 43-50.]

Name. Military
Description, and Ace.

Barber, C., Pt., E, 88th July 1,

Penn., age 30. Dec. 19,

1863.

Rounting, B. A., Corp'],

K, ICth Mich., age 26.

Drown, J., Pt., D, 5th

U. S. Artillery, age 25.

Brunett, N., Pt., G, 1st

Penn. Rifles, age 22.

Bryant, J., Pt., B, 62d
Pennsylvania, age 40.

Bullock, J. L., Corp'l, C,
5th Minnesota, ago 36.

Canty, T. P., It., D, 63d
New York, age 24.

Collins, J., Pt., B, 13th
Mass., age 19.

July 1,

Sept. 4,

1862.

June 37,

Sept. 6,

1862.

June 17,

Nov. 28,

1864.
June 27,

July 29,

1862.

De.16,'64,

Jan. 35,
1865.

Aug. 14,

1864.
,'fili.

Sept. 17,

Nov. 11,

1862.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left ; portion of upper third fibula

exe'd. Surg.C. N. Chamberlain,
U. S.V. Disch'd Sept. 17, 1864

;

ankle joint anchylosed.

; por. of up. third tibia exe'd.
A. A. Surgeon A. W. Colburn.
Disch'd Nov. 17, 1862; lame.

Left; por. of tibia, mid. th'd, exe'd.

Disch'd Dec. 29, '62. Leg short-

ened and distorted. Spec. 412.

Left; head and 2 ins. fibula exe'd.
A. A. Surg.C. B. King. (Xeoro.)
To Vet. Res. Corps May 1, 1865.

Right; portion of middle third

tibia excised. Disch'd Jan. 30,

1863; necrosis; shortening and
deformity.

Left ; ;lj inches middle third tibia

excised. A. A. Surg. J. Butter-
baugh. Disch'd Nov. 23, 1865;
leg scarcely of any use ; cartil-

aginious union only.
Right: Sins. low. th'd fibula exo'd.
Dr. J. E. Pomfret Disch'd May
30, '65; boneexfol.: unhealed in

1872; requires bandages, 1875.
Left; por. of up. third tibiaexe'd.

A. A. Surg. A. V. Cherbonuier.
To Vet. Res. Corps July 1, 1863.

Name, Military
Description, and Age,

Collins, M., Pt., G, 1st
Michigan.

Davis. W., Pt., D, 89th
Illinois, age 27.

Downey, J., Corp'l, D,
56th Penn., age 23.

12 Fergus, J., Pt., A, 70th
Indiana, age 34.

Fitzgerald, T. J., Pt
6th Louisiana.

Fowler, L., Pt., E,
Wisconsin, age 27.

Cray, E. T., Pt., B, 38th
Ohio, age 23.

Harris, J., Pt., H, 12th
South Carolina, age 30.

Aug. 30,

1862,

Mar. 17,

1863.

Nov. 25,

1863,

June 10,

1864.

Aug. 28,

Oct. 4,

1862.

May 14,

June 24,

1864.

Sept. 19,

De.—,'64.

Au.30,'62,
Feb. 16,

1863.

Aug. 4,

Sep.4,'64.

Sept. 17,

1862,

Jan. 26,

1863.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Right; head of fibulaexc'd. Surg.
D. P. Smith, U. S. V. (Necro.)
Disch'd April 27, '63 ; anchylosis
knee joint. Spec. 1193.

Right; mid. third of tibia exe'd.
Surgeon L. D. Harlow, U. S. V.
Feb. 4, 15, 1865, sequestra rem'd.
Disch'd June 17, '65. Died July
26, 1876; bone diseased.

Left ; 4$ ins. low. third tibia exe'd.

Disch'd Jan. 17, '65; leg crooked.
Died Oct. 20, 1876; phth. pulmo.
Spec. 555.

Left; 3ins.mid. third fibulaexc'd.
A. A. Surg. T. H. Hammond.
Gang.; post, tibial art. sloughed;
haun. Aug. 15, 1864, amputat'n
thigh. Disch'd Jan. 20, 1865.

Left : 2fc inches middle third tibia

exe'd. Released Aug. 25, 1865.

Right ; 3 inches lower third tibia,

3 of its thickness excised. Duty
July 1, 1863.

Left : 4 ins. tibia and 8 ins. fibula

excised. Disch'd May 12, 1865.

; fract. por. upper thirds tibia

and fibula exe'd. A. A. Surg.
A. North. To Provost Marshal
May 16, 1863.

1 Cases of; Pt. J. Fergus, A. 70th Indiana, left thigh, secondary operation in lower third (Table XL, page 320, No. 34); Corp'l T. O'Dell, Co. H,

5th Michigan, left thigh, secondary operation in lower third (TABLE XL, page 321, No. 73); Serg't J. Lowth, M, 4th Wisconsin Cavalry, right thigh,

secondary operation in lower third (TABLE XL, p. 320, No. 57).

a Case of Pt. II. Linn, A, 6th Pennsylvania Reserves, left leg amputated Dec. 4, 1862, in middle third ; January 15, 1863, amputation in thigh at

middle third; h.-cmorrhage, Feb. 4, 1863, ligation of femoral artery; death March 31, 1863. Spec). 748, 3818, 3983 (TABLE XXXIX, p. 315, No. 137).
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Name, Military
description', ami age Dates.

Operation's. Operators.
RESULT.

Name. Military
Description, aki> Age Dates.

Operation's, Operators,
Result.

26

28

Holt, T., PL, G, 15th
Mass., age 19,

Jones. E. P., PL, K, 22d
Michigan.

Lagro, J., PL, P, loth
Vermont, age 18.

Lennox, W., PL, F, 82(1

New York.

Lord, II. £., PL, II, 24th
Georgia, age 23.

Lowth, J., Serg't, M, 4th
Wisconsin Car., age 26.

Luce, J. B., PL, P, 179th
New York, age 30.

Mcllheran, J., PL, C,
110th Illinois, age 24.

McQuiggan, J., PL, E,
82d Penn., age 20.

Mears, J. E., PL, G, 81st
Pennsylvania, age 20.

Noe, R. L., PL, D, 5th
Michigan, age 35.

Odell, T., Corp'I, H, 5th
Michigan, age 20.

Ohmit, S. K., PL, D, 1st

Penn. Res., age 20.

Peters, W,, Pt., E, 8th
Penn, Res., age 20.

Pritchani, R., PL, K,
HUth Penn., age 29.

Simmons, A. R., PL, I,

2d N. Hamp., age 20.

Sept. 17,

1662,

Feb.2,'63.

Sept. 20,

1803,

Jan. 10,

18C4.

June 3,

1804,

July 30,

1864.

July 3,

Sept. —

,

1803.

Sept. 14,

Nov. 2(i,

18(>a.

Aug. 24,

1804,

May 27,

1865.

June 17,

Oct. 24,

iec4.

July 22,

1863,

March 7,

1864.

July 1,

Sept. 1,

1802.

July 1,

Aug. 21,

1862.

May 31,

Nov. —

.

1862.

June 18,

Sept. 7,

1864.

June 30,

1862.

Sept. 23,

1862.

June 27.

1862,

Feb.2,'63.

May 5,'84,

Jan. 15,

1865.

Aug. 20,

1862,

Sept. 16,

1864.

Left: head of fibula exe'd. Surg.
S. D. Freeman, II. S.V. Disch d
Feb. 4, 1864. Spec. 1100.

Left ; necrosed ends of mid. third

tibia exe'd. A. A. Surg. D. O.
Farrand. Gang. Disch'd Oct.

12, 1864.

Left ; 4 inches tibia and 3 inches
fibula, up. third, exe'd. A. A.
Surg. II. Sanders. (Gangrene.)
Disc'dOct. 26,'65;muehdeforin.;
false joint.

Left ; middle third tibia excised.
Surgeon A. B. Mutt, U. S. V.
( Necrosis.) Discharged July
25, 1864.

Left : 3J inches upper third tibia

excised (caries and necrosis).
Paroled April 27, 1863.

Right ; 6 inches upper part fibula
excised. Surg. H. Culbertson,
U. S. V. Lig. post, tibial artery
(caries; gang.). June 2, amp.
thigh. Disch 'd July 17, 1865.

Right ; 8i ins. tibia exe'd. A. A.
Surg.W. I'. Moon. (Sloughing;
bone diseased.) Disch'd Dec.
31, 1864; leg useless.

Right ; up. third and head of tibia,

except shell of bone articulating,

excised. Surg. J. G. Koenon,
U.S.V. (Carious.) Disch'd Feb.
24, 1865.

Left ; middle third tibia excised.
A. A. Surgeon G. 11. Dare. De-
cember, 1802, auother operation.

Discharged July 3, 1863. Spec.
428.

Right : middle third tibia exeis'd.

liisch'd Feb. 27, 1863; consider-

able shortening and deformity.
Spec. 398.

Left
; almost entire fibula exeis'd.

A. A. Surg. J. E. Steele. Disc'd
Dec. 31, 1862; leg of not much
service. Spec. 1003.

Left ; up. third tibia exe'd. A. A.
Surg. J. M. Boisnot. Sloughing.
Jan. 13,'05, amp. thigh. Disch d
May 22, 1865.

Left ; 6 inches lower third tibia

excised. A. A. Surgeon J. H.
Boone. Disch'd Feb. 23. 1863

;

complete anchylosis ankle, and
partial knee joints.

Left ; 3£ inches upper third fibula
exe'd. A. A. Surg. T. Artaud.
Discharged November 28, 1865.

Spec. 1110.

Left ; 3 inches lower third tibia

excised. Discharged June 19,

1865. Necrosis. Died March
2. 1871.

Left ; 3 inches middle third fibula

excised and sequestrum of tibia

removed. Ass't Surg. II. Allen.

U. S. A. (Discharged Nov. 20,

1862; non-union; necro.); w'nd
re-opened. 1877, bone carious.

38

Smith, G., Pt., A, 1st N.
Y'ork Cavalry, age 34.

Thompson, T. E.. Corp'I,

I, 89th New Y'ork, age
24.

Vaughn, A. S., Pt., K,
57th Virginia, age 24.

Vollmer, M..Pt.,C, 136th
New York, age 29.

Waldron, S. H., PL, B,
17th Maine, age 19.

White, J. W., Pt., C,
113th Ohio, age 19.

Williams, J. JU., Serg't,

G, 2d Georgia, age 23.

Williamson, J., PL, G.
57th New York, age 42.

Wilson, G. E., Pt., D,
30th Mass., age 23.

Wilson, J., PL, E, 15th
Infantrv. age 21.

Ackley.'j. B., PL, I, 7th
Infantry.

Evans, I.., PL, D, 11th
Michigan, age 19.

Hockirk, O. D., Pt., A,
46th New York, age 25.

Holmes, H., PL, II, 50th
Colored Troops.

Linn, H., PL, A. 6th
Penn. Res., age 25.

Pickell, G. P., PL, K,
13th New York, age 17.

Richardson. U.S., Lieut.,

27th Michigan.

March 9,

Sept. —

,

1863.

May 20,

1864,

July 1,

1864.

July 1,

Aug. 4,

1863.

July 4,

Au.25,'63.

May 3,

Nov. 3,

1863.

June 27,

J'y30,'64.

J 'e 24, '63.

Feb. 15,

1864.

June 16.

Nov. 7,

1864.

Oct. 19,

1864,

March 2,

1865.

Aug. 7,

Nov.5,'64.

June —

,

J'y29,'G2.

July 26,

Oct. 4,

1864.

Sept. 2D,

Dec. 4,

1804.

Nov.9,'64,

J'y20,'05.

Sept. 17,

Dec. 3,

1862.

Aug. 30,

Oct. 6, '62.

Julv 12,

1863,
Jan. 5,'64

Wyman, E. J.,Pt..A, 6th Feb. 7,

Wisconsin, age 22. Julv 2,

I 1865.

Left ; portion of lower third tibia

excised. Surgeon A. B. Mott,

U. S. V. Discharged Aug. 5,

1864 ; 1866. bone diseased ; 1873,
bone healed.

Right
; 2 inches tibia, lower third,

exe'd. Ass't Surg. W. D.Wool-
verton, U. S. A. Disch'd Oct.
11, 1865. Died May 3, 1873;
lungs diseased.

; 3J inches lower third tibia

exe'd. A. A. Surg. E. Borck, jr.

(Necrosis.) Paroled August 22,
1863.

Left; 1$ iDch fibula. lower third,

excised. Disch'd July 8, 1865.

Right : 3 inches middle third fibu-

la. A. A. Surgeon E. Seyffarth.
(Caries; sloughing.) Disch'd
July 6, 186S.

Right; 3 inches tibia, lower third,

excised. Disch'd Feb. 22, 1865;
wound open.

Right ; 3 inches lower third tibia

excised. Assistant Surg. J. E.
Link, 2]st 111. Provost Marshal
April 15. 1864.

Left; 5 inches middle third tibia

excised. A. A. Surgeon W. P.

Moon. ] discharged J one 28, '65
;

new bone formed.
Right ; 3A inches fibula, in middle
third, excised. A. A.Surg.W. P.

Moon. (Necrosis.) Disch'd Julv
22. 1865. Spec. 1479.

Right ; 3 inches tibia excised.

Disch'd April I, 1865.

Left
; J of shaft of fibula excised ;

missile extracted. Hied August
13, '62; typh. fever.

Left: 3 inches middle third tibia

excised. Ass't Surg.W.B. Trull,

U. S. V. Died March 12, 1865;
exhaustion.

Lett; small por. upper thirds both
bones exe'd. A. A. Surg. B. N.
McClccry. July. 1805, erysip.;

gang.; diarr. Died Aug. 14, '65.

Right: por. of tibia exe'd. Died
July24, '65; shock of operation.

Left : large por. of tibia and fibula

exe'd. A. A. Surg. A. V. Cher-
bonnier. Dec. 4, amp. leg ; luein.;

gang.; neero. Jan. 15. 63, amp.
thigh. Feb. 4, lig. fern, artery;

necro.; hsem. Died March 31,

1863. Specs. 748, 3818, 39SJ.
Left : fractured ends upper third

tibia excised. Died October 29,

1862; pyaemia.
Left: 4 inches middle third tibia

exe'd. Surg.C.S.Tripler.U.S.A.
(Necrosis.) Died Jan. 31, 1864;
malignant measles.

Right ; 5 inches upper third tibia

excised. Surg. II. Culbertson,

U. S.V. (Bone carious; venous
h;em.; gangrene.) Died July 23,

1865; typhoid malarial fever.

Excisions in the Continuity of the Bones of the Leg of Uncertain Date.—In thirty-

five instances of excision in the bones of the leg, cither the time of injury or of operation

or of both were not recorded. Twenty-seven of the patients survived the operation, four

died, and in four the final issue couldnot be ascertained. The excision was confined to

the tibia in twenty-two, to the fibula in twelve instances, and in one case portions of both

tibia and fibula were excised. Of the cases of recovery of this group nineteen were Union

and eight Confederate soldiers. Seventeen of the nineteen Union soldiers were subse-

quently borne on the Pension Roll; one has since died, and another had the limb removed

at the knee joint.
1 The four fatal operations were performed on three Confederate and one

Union soldier; pyrjemia being cited as the cause of death in two instances.

'Case of Pt. II. A. Steward, Co. B, 8th Pennsylvania Reserves, secondary operation at right knee joint (Taui.E LY1I, p. 409, No. 9).
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Table LXVI.

Summary of Thirty-five Cases of Excisions in the Bones of the, Leg for Shot Injury of Uncertain Date.

[Recoveries, 1—'-'7; Deaths, 28—3] ; Unknown Results, 33—35.]

NO Name, Military
DEscitirrn ix, ash Age.

Davis. .1. L., I't., F, 27th
New York.

Freeland, R., Pt., G, 1st

Cavalry, age 22.

Gardner, W. II., Lieut.,

K, 3d Alabama.
Garrett, J., I't., H, 12th
Miss., age 24.

Harrell. J. P., Pt., P, 826
Indiana.

Harris, J. I)., Serg't, C,
14th Alabama, age 31.

Hull, P. S., Pt., (J, 8th
Vermont, age 34.

Ilnbrie, D., Pt., K, 10th
Penn. Res., age 111.

Johnson, W. R.
t
Lieut..

E, 2fith Ohio.

Jordan, X., Pt., C, tilth

Tennessee, age 11).

Kiibn, II., Pt., II, 111th
Pennsylvania, age 21.

Lautenshlager, S-, Pt.,

G, 24th Michigan.

Ltwit, W. B., Pt., I). 1st

Texas, age 2".

.Marshall. M. P., Pt., 11,

5th New Jersey.
Mrtcalf. J., Serg't. I. frith

North Carolina, age '.".>.

Mulling, J., Serg't, D,
12th Massachusetts.

Perrm, J. T., Cap!., E,
26th Virginia.

Pettee, L., Lieut., 11th
Infantry.

Dates.

in.

JuneS
,

•(

Nuv.^

July -

,

'(

Aug. -

'04.-
Sept
83, -

Mav i:

'64.

June 14,

'63,

June 27,

Nov'. 25,
'63,

Nov. 30,

'64,

Sept. 17,

1802.

July 1,

'63,

July 1,

'62.

May 5,

, '62.

.Mar. 25,
, '65.

July 1,

, '63.

May 20,
,'64.

July 2,

, '63.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Right; lower third tibia excised.
Disch'd Sept. 24, 1862 necrosis.

Right
;
portion of tibia excised

;

necrosis. Duty Feb. 16, 186."i.

; por. of tibia excised. Pa-
roled October 24, 1863.

Right : 4 ins. middle third fibula
excised. Retired Mar. 25, 1865.

Right ;
portion upper third fibula

excised. To Vet. Res. Corps.
Disch'd June 17, 1865.

Right
;
portion of fibula excised.

Retired Feb. 15. 1865.

Right
;
por. of middle third fibula

excised. Disch'd June 22, '64.

1865, exfoliation necrosed bone.

Right; 1 inch of fibula excised.
Disch'd Nov. 27, 1802.

Left; 2 inches lower third tibia

excised. Disch'd Oct. 19, 1864.

1866. bone carious and exfol'ing.

Left; 3 ins. mid. third tibia exc'd.

To Pro. Marshal April 8, 1865.

Left
;
portion of lower third fibula

excised. Disch'd Jan. 10. 1863;
anchy. ankle joint.

Left
;
por. of low. third tibia exc'd.

Disch'd March 28, 1864; false

joint in tibia; unable to benr his

weight on leg.

Right : 4 ins. middle third tibia

excised. Recovery.
Right

;
por. of middle third tibia

excised. Disch'd Sept. 25, 1862.
Left : 1$ inch of lower third tibia

excised. Released Aug. 25, '65.

Left; Sins, tibia and por. of fibula,

upper third, exc'd : gang. Dis-

charged May 6, '64. 1877, bone
still diseased.

Right : portion of upperthird tibia
exc'd. Furloughed Aug. 29,'64.

Right: 1J inch lower third tibia

excised. Duty Nov. 24, 1863.

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Quirk, P., Lieut., 2d June 9,

Cavalry. I
'63,

Steward, II. A., Pt., B, June 27,

8th Pennsylvania Re- , '62.

serves, age 23.

Stineman, M. C.,Pt., M,
62d Penn., age 25.

Walker, W. T., Pt., G,
12th Massachusetts.
Warren, O., Serg't, R,
44th N. C, age 24.

Wheeler, G., Pt., K, 6th
N. Y. Artillery, age 43.

Williams, J. H., Corp'!,

E, 15th Massachusetts.

Williams, J. O., Pt., E,
143d I'enn., age 25.

Baldwin, II. J., I't., E,
27th Indiana.

Julv 2.

," '63.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

1 Dukoy, S. L., .

15th Texas, age
Pt., D,
24.

Farr, T. A., Serg't, B,
llth South Carolina.

Gray, J. P., I't., It, 4th
Georgia.

Knowles, L. T., Pt., F,
9th Georgia.

I'arnell, J., It., I, 14th
South Carolina.

Sullnot, J. B., Pt., C,
44th Georgia.

Tatley, S., Pt., C, 41st
Virginia, age 25,

Sept
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fractures of the bones of the leg, eight hundred and seven performed in the thigh and one

hundred and twelve performed at the knee joint have already been considered in the pre-

ceding two sections of this chapter. Deducting these from the four thousand seven hundred

and ten cases of amputations for shot fractures in the bones of the leg, there remain three

thousand seven hundred and ninety-one cases of ablation in the leg, to which should be

added one thousand six hundred and sixty-one amputations in the leg following shot frac-

tures of the ankle joint or foot, making a total of five thousand four hundred and fifty-two

cases of amputations in the leg to be considered in this section. A numerical statement

of the cases is contained in the following table:

Table LXVII.

Numerical Statement of Fifty-four Hundred and Fifty-two Amputations in the Leg for Shot Injury.

OPERATIONS.
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dred and sixty-six patients, live being successful amputations of both legs in the upper

third. One of the cases of double amputation will be given in detail:

Case 722.—Private S. L. Willson, Co. D, 72(1 New York, aged 18 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 2, 1803.

He was admitted to the field hospital of the 2d division. Third Corps, whence Surgeon C. K. Irwin, 72d New York, reported:

"Compound comminuted fracture of right and left leg by minic ball, followed by amputation of both legs." Surgeon H. Janes,

U. S. V., forwarded the following history: "The patient entered Camp Lettermati August 30th. Both of his legs had been

shattered at the lower third, and amputation was performed at the upper third on the day following the injury. The stumps

granulated well and the patient's general health was good. Simple dressings, with tonics and stimulants, constituted the treat-

ment. On October 21st, when the man was transferred to another hospital, the stumps were in tolerable good condition. There

had been ulcers in the cicatrices, threatening gangrene, which was controlled with citrine ointment, leaving small abrasions.''

The patient subsequently passed through hospitals at Baltimore and Alexandria, and lastly lie was transferred to Rochester,

where he was discharged May 31. 1805, and pensioned. Since leaving the service he has been furnished at regular intervals

with artificial legs of the " Bly" pattern, which he reports as satisfactory, and the use of which enabled him to accept and hold

employment as messenger of the U. S. Senate at the Capitol building for a number of years. In his several applications for

these artificial limbs he described the stumps as being in good condition. His pension was paid March 4, 1880.

Brief histories of the remaining four instances of successful primary amputation in the

upper third of the leg are related in the foot-note.
1

Case 723.—Corporal J. II. Wilkins, Co. E, 1st Louisiana, aged 2f> years, was wounded at Fort Hudson, June 14, 18C3,

and. conveyed to New Orleans three days afterwards. Assistant Surgeon P. S. Conner, U. S. A., recorded his admission to

University Hospital, with "amputation of left leg performed on the battle field," also his departure on furlough October 26th.

Several weeks afterwards the patient entered Central Park Hospital. New York City, whence

Surgeon B. A. Clements, U. S. A., reported the following history :
" The wound was caused by

a musket ball, which passed through the middle of the leg antero-posteriorly, comminuting both

bones badly and wounding the arteries. There was much haemorrhage. Amputation through

the upper third, by antero-posterior flaps, was performed under chloroform one-half hour after

the injury. At first sutures and water dressings were applied. The parts united mostly by first

intention and had entirely healed at the end of six weeks. When admitted to this hospital,

November 12th, the stump was in good condition and the patient's general health good. On
December 20th, he contused the stump by a fall, which was followed by great swelling, heat,

and pain. Four days later an abscess, which had formed two inches above the cicatrix on the

anterior face of the stump, was opened, when one-half ounce of pus was discharged. By Feb-

one
I

year
8
aft7r'nu^™

CC
s'pL

S

4'37'l

P rllaO' 25> 18(54, the inflammation anu*swelling had subsided, but there remained considerable

rigidity of the knee joint, flexion and extension being imperfect. Three weeks later the swelling

of the stump had entirely subsided, and several months afterwards flexion was again restored, though extension was not perfect.

When discharged from service, August 9, 1864, the patient had had an artificial limb for about one month, not being able to use

it very well owing to the want of perfect extending power, but improving with it constantly." The pensioner was paid March

4, 1880. A cast of the stump (Spec. 4371, A. M. M.), presenting an excellent appearance, with the wound well united, was
contributed by Acting Assistant Surgeon G. F. Shrady, and is represented in the wood-cut (Fig. 282).

Case 724.—Private Z. Holcomb, Co. B, 30th Ohio, aged 20 years, was wounded at Opequan Creek, September 19, 1804.

He was admitted to the field hospital at Winchester, and thence removed, on November 12th, to Frederick Hospital. Assistant

Surgeon R. F. Weir, U. S. A., in charge of the latter hospital, made the following report: "On examining the patient it was
found that he had undergone an amputation of the right leg at the upper third, which was performed for a shell wound of the

same at the middle and lower thirds. The stump is nearly healed. He had also a shot wound of the thigh of the same limb,

the ball lodging. The latter wound was supposed to be a simple flesh wound and had entirely healed, the missile having

evidently passed downward, for it could not he felt. On December 1st, there was evidence of the formation of an abscess on

the posterior portion of the thigh, at the lower part of the upper third, and poultices were ordered to be applied. On December

5th, the fluctuation being well marked over the abscess, a free incision was made and about an ounce of pus evacuated. On
introducing the finger the missile was then discovered, which proved to be a cast-iron ball from a Shrapnel] shell, and was
removed by means of a forceps by Acting Assistant Surgeon W. S. Adams. On further examination of the limb quite an

amount of callus was found around the femur at the junction of the upper and middle thirds, and on questioning the patient he

stated that his surgeon had informed him that a non-comminuted fracture was produced by the missile; also that a coaptation

splint had been applied for the same. On measurement there was found to be a little over one inch shortening. On December

'The remaining four successful primary double amputations in the upper third of the leg are: 1. Lieut. E. II. Fisher, Co. A, 21st Indian;!,

wounded at Atehafalaya Hay, La., Ootol>cr20, 18G2. Half an hour after the injury Surgeon Ezra Read, 21st Indiana, removed both legs about four inches

below tho knee, on board Steamer St. Mary. The Lieutenant was discharged November 20, 186T1, and pensioned. Examiner S. T. Williams certified,

June Hi, 1875, that the cicatrices of both stumps were very tender. The pensioner was paid September 4, 1878.—2. Corp'l John Lorcnce, Co. K, 0th Now
Jersey, age 35, wounded at Roanoke Island, February 8, 18(«2, by a cannon ball. Two hours after tho injury Surgeons J. II. Thompson, IF. S. V., and

II. W. Rivers, -1th Rhode Island, removed both legs alwut two inches below tho knee joint. The patient was discharged and pensioned September no.

18f>2. In 187.1, the pensioner declared that the knee joints arc without motion and tho stumps tender. He was paid March 4, 1877.—H. Pt. .?. //. Trim,

Co. B, 41st Alabama, age 10. wounded at Drury's Bluff, May 21, 18G4, by explosion of a shell. On the same day Surgeon John I). Jackson, 44th Ten-

nessee, removed both legs at point of election by circular operation. He recovered without the intervention of a single bad sj-mptom. and was furloughed

to Beaverdale. Alabama.-—4. Corp'l James Tanner. Co. C, 8?th New York, received a shell wound of both legs, at Bull Run, Virginia, August ?>0. 1802.

Both limbs were removed on the field, at tho upper thirds. The stumps healed perfectly, and the patient was discharged October 15, 18(12, and pensioned.

In 1874, he declared that the cicatrices bad become adherent to bone and were very tender. He was paid June 4, 1880.
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21st, when the patient was transferred, his general condition was good and the wounds were entirely healed.'' The missile

was contributed to the Museum by the operator, and constitutes specimen 1498 of the Surr/ical Section. The patient subsequently

entered Camden Street Hospital, Baltimore, and afterwards Broad and Cherry Streets Hospital, Philadelphia, and on May 20,

18C5, he was discharged from Chester Hospital and pensioned. Two months afterwards he was supplied with an artificial limb

by the Palmer Arm and Leg Company of Philadelphia. Examiner A. B. Monahau, of Jackson, Ohio, September 6, 1876,

certified: "The pensioner has lost his right leg three inches below the knee joint. The stump is tender and he cannot wear an

artificial leg. There is also a wound of the right thigh, the ball striking the femur, upper third, and passing down about three

inches, where it lodged and was removed. There is caries of the femur and the wound is open, small spicula? of bone being

sloughed through the opening. The thigh is painful, lame, etc." The pensioner was paid September 4, 1880.

In the following instance the amputation was performed close to the knee joint, through

the tuberosity of the tibia, and the fibula was disarticulated—a method advocated and

frequently performed by the elder Larrey }

Case 725.—Private J. Stridor, Co. K, 56th North Carolina, aged 34 years, was wounded at Plymouth, April 20, 1864,

by a minie* ball, which produced a compound comminuted fracture of the right tibia. Surgeon C. H. Ladd, C. S. A., who ampu-

tated the leg on the day of the injury, reported: "The operation was performed by the circular skin-flap method close to the

knee joint, and the fibula was disarticulated. The stump healed by first intention. I have never before or since performed an

amputation so close to the knee joint; think it might often replace disarticulation at the knee joint or amputation above." The

patient recovered and was retired from service January 17, 1865.

One of the seven hundred and seventy-one survivors after primary amputation in the

upper third of the leg subsequently underwent amputation at the knee joint, and nine,

amputation in the thigh:

Case -726.—Private J. Morrin, Co. G, 126th New York, aged 21 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863, and

admitted to the field hospital of the 3d division, Second Corps. Surgeon I. Scott, 7th West Virginia, recorded: "Compound
comminuted fracture of left leg by mime' ball, followed by posterior flap amputation by Surgeon J. Aiken, 71st Pennsylvania."

The patient remained in hospital at Gettysburg for three months and was then transferred to Philadelphia, whence Surgeon J.

Hopkinsou, U. S. V., in charge of Mower Hospital, reported the following description and progress of the case: "The tibia and

fibula had been shattered to such an extent that amputation below the knee was rendered necessary on the field. When admitted

to this hospital, September 9th, the flaps were open and the ends of the bones exposed. Gangrene had set in and the patient

was in a low and typhoid condition. A solution of sulphate of copper was applied to the stump, and quinine with tincture of

chloride of iron was prescribed internally; milk punch and beef tea at pleasure. The patient improved

under the treatment until November 3d, when haemorrhage from the anterior tibial took place at 11+ p. M.

Amputation of the lower third of the thigh (.see Table XL, No. 69, p. 321, ante) by antero-posterior flaps

was then resorted to by Assistant Surgeon T. C. Brainerd, U. S. A. Sixteen ounces of blood were lost.

Injections of brandy and carbonate of ammonia were given to induce reaction, which took place six hours

after the operation. After reaction had fully set in the patient continued to improve until recovered. The
ligatures were removed on November 19th. By January 9, 1864, the cicatrix had entirely healed, leaving

a most excellent stump.'
-

The subsequent record of the case was furnished by Surgeon B. A. Clements,

U. S. A., who reported that "the patient was admitted. March 30, 1864, to Central Park Hospital, New
York City, where several months later two sinuses were discovered in the cicatrix of the stump, leading to

necrosed bone. On November 23d, the patient was put under the influence of chloroform and a trans-

verse incision, three inches long, was made across the lower edge of the flap, when it was found that a ring

of bone had exfoliated from the end of the femur, but was still bound down by an overlapping growth of F" : - S83.—Bones of

_,,.., . „ , ,

" ,,»... stump of left lesr three
new bone from the endosteum. 11ns, with a portion of the new growth, was removed by Acting Assistant months after amputa-

Surgeon S. Teats, assisted by Acting Assistant Surgeon J. K. Merritt." The patient remained under treat-
"on

-
Spec

-
~004,

inent until June 17, 1865, when he was discharged from service and pensioned. Examining Surgeon R. C. Dunham, of Seneca

Falls, N. Y., August 6, 1873, certified to amputation of the thigh and added : "There is no amount of 41esh over the end of the

bone; it is covered by the skin only, and it appears to be very tender to the touch. He cannot wear an artificial limb very long

at any time to be of any use to him by way of walking or standing," etc. The pensioner was paid June 4, 1880. The stumps

of the tibia and fibula, removed at the second amputation, and the nearly circular sequestrum, together with four small frag-

ments removed at the last operation, were contributed to the Museum by the operators. They constitute specimens 2604 and

1416, respectively, of the Surr/ical Section. A representation of the former appears in the wood-cut (Fig. 283).

Six hundred and twenty-seven of the patients who recovered after primary amputa-

tion in the upper third of the leg were Union soldiers. Of these, three officers were retired

from the service, and six hundred and twenty-one enlisted men became pensioners. The

1 LAKItEY (D. J. (Memoires de Clrirurgie Militaire ct Canijtaitjns, Paris, 1812, T. II, p. 194): "Les auteurs consoillont l'amputation de la cuisse

pour les coups de feu a la jumbe, lorsque les os de ce membra sent fractures jusqna 1'articulatiou du genou : ce preccpte n' est reellement fond6 que pour

les fractures du tibia : car rexperience m'a appris quo, quand meme lo perone somit fracusse jusqu'U son articulation avco lo condyle du tibia, pourvu que

ce dernier suit intact dans son extremity superioure, a l'attache du tendon rotulieti. l'operation est encore practicable a la jambo : il font settlement, dans

ce cas, npres avoir scie les deux os an niveau de la tuberusite, fairc unc Incision, en dehors sur les parlies molles qui recouvrent lo perone, en snivant sa

direction, ouvrir son articulation, le separerdu tibia, et en faire l'extraction totale."
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Fifty-one of thenames of three of the patients cannot be found on the Pension Rolls,

pensioners have died since the date of their discharge.

Case 727.—Private J. Walsh, Co. A, 57tli Massachusetts, aged 39 years, was wounded at Fort Steadman,

March 25, 18G5, hy a musket ball, which fractured the left leg in the upper third, perforating the tibia transversely

and completely destroying the upper part of the fibula. Surgeon M. K. Hogan, U. S. V., reported the wounded
man's admission to the field hospital of the 1st division, Ninth Corps, where the leg was amputated below the

knee by Surgeon W. C. Shurlock, 51st Pennsylvania. Assistant Surgeon S. Adams, U. S. A., who contributed

the amputated bones (Spec. 4061), represented in the annexed wood-cut (Fig. 284), reported that the patient

nearly died during the operation from the effects of chloroform, having become pulseless anil his respiration

having ceased. One week after the reception of the injury the patient was sent to City Point, and afterwards he

passed through various hospitals, being ultimately discharged from service September 12, 1865, and pensioned.

In the statement subsequently furnished by B. F. Palmer, of Philadelphia, for an artificial leg, the amputation wan
described as having been performed by the "flap method." In his application for commutation, dated 1870, the

pensioner described, the condition of the stump as "sound and free from pain," and its length as "one inch and

three-fourths from the patella." The pensioner was paid March 4, 1875. He is reported as having died since

that date.

Examples of Fatal Primary Amputations in the Upper Third of the Leg.

Two hundred and forty-nine cases of amputation in the upper third of the leg
specum. were performed on two hundred and forty-eight patients, in one instance both

legs having been primarily amputated in the upper third:

Case 728.—Private J. H. Metz, Co. G, 9th Regiment Veteran Reserve Corps, aged 33 years, was wounded in the left

leg, near Fort Stevens, Defences of Washington, July 11, 1864. Surgeon O. A. Judson, U. S. V., made the following report of

the injury: "A colloidal ball entered the limb anteriorly, passed through transversely, and produced a compound

comminuted fracture at the upper third of the tibia, the man by his weight soon after fracturing the fibula. He was

conveyed to Carver Hospital, Washington, where the leg was amputated at the upper third, by the lateral flap

method, by Medical Inspector .T. Wilson, U. S. A., on the day of the injury. The patient was anaemic and very

nervous at the time of the operation. Cold-water dressings were applied. On the following day the clot had formed

beneath the Haps, rendering it necessary to cut the suture and reopen the wound. The clot was then turned out

and the flaps, after remaining open for some time, were closed up again. On July 13th, the flaps looked dark and

were opened again, when a strong solution of sulphate of copper was applied. Sloughing commenced the next

day, causing the tibia to protrude. Citrate of iron and quinine, with stimulants, were administered freely and

the external applications repeated. By July 17th granulations were starting up over a portion of the surface of

tlie flaps. Secondary hemorrhage occurred on the following day. The patient appeared greatly exhausted, had
very poor appetite, and was troubled with diarrhoea. Dry dressings were now applied to the stump. On July

23d an abscess was found to have formed above the knee, after which sloughing extended upwards. The patient

continued to sink, his diarrhoea resisting all treatment; pulse rapid; skin of an icteric tinge. Death occurred

from exhaustion, July 28, 1864. At the autopsy pus was found to have burrowed up the outer and posterior

portion of the leg, extending to the dorsum of the ilium. The pus was of a dark color and contained a large

quantity of free fat. The right lung adhered to the wall of the chest anteriorly, otherwise healthy. Both lobes

of the left lung were slightly congested ; heart normal ; liver somewhat congested and gall-bladder distended with

bile; spleen covered on lower portion with patches of lymph ; stomach distended with dark fluid. The mucous
membrane of the small intestine was thickened and covered with pseudo-membrane, easily removable." The

amputated bones of the leg (Spec. 3166), represented in the wood-cut (Fig. 285), were contributed to the Museum by Acting

Assistant Surgeon A. W. Merrill.

Case 729.— Private G. Kronmiller, Co. C, 14th New York Heavy Artillery, aged 38 years, was wounded before Peters-

burg, July 9, 1864, and admitted to the field hospital of the 1st division, Ninth Corps. Surgeon M. K. Hogan, U. S. V., reported

:

" Fracture of left tibia by minie ball; leg amputated at junction of upper and middle thirds by Surgeon T. P. Oakes, 50th

Massachusetts." The wounded man was sent to the Depot Hospital at City Point the day following the injury, and two weeks

later he was transferred to Philadelphia. Acting Assistant Surgeon R. J. Levis recorded the following result of the case: "The
patient was admitted to South Street Hospital on July 26th. He stated that he reacted tolerably well after the amputation was
performed, but felt weak from diarrhoea and previous loss of blood. At the time of his admission the tibia was exposed nearly

two inches anteriorly, caused by the sloughing of the flaps. The granulations were healthy, but his condition was weak. On
August 3d, his general condition was much improved and the granulations were apparently extending themselves over a portion

of the bone, which, however, was black in color. Some days afterwards the patient was attacked with diarrhoea, and on August

16th the parts showed some disposition to slough, when diluted creasote and afterwards Labarraque's solution was applied.

By August 20th the diarrhoea had changed into dysentery; general condition weak; pulse 100 to 110 and feeble; some enlarge-

ment of liver, and icteroid complexion. On August 30th the sloughing had ceased and the diarrhoea was relieved; but the

patient had cough, dulness and crepitation being heard over the inferior portion of the right lung. This condition continued

nearly the same for some days, expectoration being more free and the diarrhoea again increasing for a time. By September 20th

the stump was gradually healing, excepting where the bone protruded. October 3d, liver less large; subcrepitant rales in lower

portion of right lung posteriorly up to the middle of the base of the scapula; rales heard in left lung posteriorly also, but no

change in resonance. In this maimer the patient remained, with occasional improvements, until October 7th. when the diarrhoea

Flo. 285.—
Kraottire of left

tibia and fibula

in upper third.

S/*.c. 3166.
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increased much and be began to sink gradually. Death occurred on October 8, 1864. The autopsy showed the lower lol>c of

(he right lung partly solidified and studded with unsoftened tubercles. The rest of the posterior right lung was congested and

filled with frothy exudation ; left lung congested and likewise filled with frothy liquid. In the anterior lower lobe a small

abscess was found containing about a drachm of pus; the anterior portions of both lungs were mostly respirable. The liver

was somewhat enlarged and undergoing fatty degeneration ; spleen congested and enlarged. The lower part of the colon showed

evidence of chronic inflammation, the mucous membrane being dark, thickened, and degenerated. This condition diminished

higher up, hut in no part was the colon healthy. Part of the ilium was inflamed; mucous coat of stomach much thickened hut

not inflamed." The upper part of the amputated tibia, exhibiting the seat of the fracture, was contributed to the Museum by

Surgeon H. Ludington, 100th Pennsylvania, and constitutes specimen 6529 of the Surgical Section.

Iii one of the two hundred and forty-nine fatal cases of primary amputation in the

upper third of the leg the operation was followed by exarticulation at the knee joint, and

in nine by amputation in the thigh:
1

Case 730.—Private B. G. Waters, Co. H, 19th Maine, aged 19 years, was wounded at Petersburg, October 15, 1864.

Surgeon I. Scott, 7th West Virginia, reported that "he entered the field hospital of the 2d division, Second Corps, with shot

fracture of leg, caused by a roinie' ball, for which Surgeon W. J. Burr, 42d New York, performed amputation." Surgeon E. Bent-

ley, U. S. V., reported the following result of the case: "The patient was admitted to Baptist Church Hospital at Alexandria

six days after being wounded. His left leg had been amputated at the upper third by anterior and posterior flaps on the day of

the injury. When admitted Ids general health was fair, although he complained of considerable pain and required opiates to

procure sleep. The integument over the spine of the tibia was black and had commenced to slough. This continued until the

ends of both bones were exposed anil the stump around presented a large mass of sloughing tissue. Stimulating lotions were

applied and some improvement followed; all sloughing ceased and granulations commenced; but the granulations were pale

and flabby, the edges of the integument everted, and the patient suffered excessive pain. On November 18th, sloughing

reappeared and extended rapidly towards the popliteal region. He was also troubled some with diarrhoea, having about four

passages daily. He was daily growing weaker from suffering and loss of appetite, and the stump became so painful that he

would cry out frequently, complaining of spasmodic twitching. Taking these circumstances and the danger of secondary

haemorrhage into consideration, the limb was reamputated in the lower third of the femur (see Table XL, No. 200, p, 328, amir)

on November 24th, by Assistant Surgeon W. A. Harvey, IT. S. V., who used sulphuric ether as the anaesthetic and performed the

operation by the circular method. Three days after the operation the patient's appetite had improved and he could sleep well,

was more cheerful, and complained of but little pain. No union had yet taken place in the stump, but suppuration had com-

menced. On December 7th, when transferred to Prince Street Hospital, he was still doing well." The subsequent records

show the patient died of exhaustion April 25, 1865. The stumps of the tibia and fibula, removed at the second amputation,

together with portion of the popliteal vein, external and internal popliteal nerves, were contributed to the Museum by Surgeon

E. Bentley, and constitute specimens 3445, 3446, 3447, and 3448, respectively, of the Surgical Section.

In the next case haemorrhages from the stump occurred twenty-four days after the

operation. The patient died from exhaustion four days later:

Case 731.—Private G. Hoasch, Co. E, 110th Ohio, aged 45 years, was wounded in the left leg, at Monocacy, July 9,

1864, and admitted to hospital at Frederick the following day. Assistant Surgeon R. F. Weir, U. S. A., reported: "The injury

was produced by a mini6 ball, which fractured both bones at the lower third. The leg was removed on July 11th. at the upper

third, by the circular method, by Acting Assistant Surgeon W. S. Adams. At the time of the operation the patient's condition

was very poor from diarrhoea and the fatigue of inarching; the leg swollen, sloughing, and threatened by gangrene. On July

20th there was slight sloughing of the flaps, and yeast poultices were applied. On the following day the slough was carefully

trimmed away with scissors, and permanganate of potassa was applied in full strength by means of a mop, after which the end

of the stump was covered with oakum wet with a dilution of the permanganate of potassa, and the whole enwrapped with oiled

silk. On July 25th the slough came away nicely and a good granulating surface was found beneath it; general condition of

patient slightly improved. Haemorrhage occurred at 1 A. M. on August 4th, and another at 5 A. M., when thirty-two ounces of

blood were lost. Bleeding was controlled by the application of a tourniquet before the attending medical officer arrived, and no

attempt to ligate was made. At 9 A. M. the patient was found with bis extremities cold and pulseless, and when the tourniquet

was removed the bleeding had ceased. Stimulants were then ordered to be given freely and a hot-air bath, a nurse being placed

by the side of the bed to watch the stump. At 11 A. M., a slight oozing was observed from the posterior tibial, which was

drawn out and ligated. On the morning of August 6th the ligature came away during the dressing of the stump; the patient

had not yet rallied from the attack of hemorrhage; treatment continued. The patient died of exhaustion on August 8, 1864.

An examination of the stump showed total absence of the clot in the cut extremities." The amputated bones of the leg, exhib-

iting a bad comminution throughout the lower third of the tibia and a transverse fracture in the fibula, were contributed to the

Museum by the operator, and constitute specimen 3829 of the Surgical Section.

1 The limb was subsequently amputated at the knee joint in the case of Pt. C. Ithinehart, K. 74th Pennsylvania (TABUS I.VI, CasF. 42, p. 407):

intermediary operation. Amputation in the thigh was performed in the following 9 oases : Pt. G. Tompkins, O. 1st X. Y. Battery, intermediary operation

in upper third of thigh (TABLE XXXIV, Xo. 137, page 277); Pt. W. T,. Hindman. E, 155th Pennsylvania, Secondary operation in middle third of thigh

(TABLE XXXIX, S». 125, page 315)j Pt. L. Winters, K. 50th Georgia, secondary operation in middle third of thigh (Taisle XXXIX. No. Kid. page 316),

Corp'] If. G. Brown, 13, 37th Wisconsin, secondary operation in middle third of thigh (TABLE XXXIX. Xo. 108, page 315); Pt. O. M. Cony. II, 114th New-

York, intermediary operation, lower third of thigh (TABLE XXXVI, Xo. 280. page 207); Pt. K. Do Iloff, II, :18th Ohio, secondary operation, lower third of

thigh (TABLE XL, No. 127, page 321/; Pt. II. E. Eldred, E, 2d U.S. S. S.. intermediary operation, lower third of thigh (TABLE XXXVI. Xo. 327, page 298);

Pt. .1. Morse, I!, 2d Pennsylvania Heavy Artillery, intermediary operation, lower third of thigh (TABLE XXXVI, Xo. 502, page 300); Pt, B. G. Waters, H,
19th .Maine, secondary operation, lower third of thigh. Specs. 3445, 344fi, 3447, 3448 (Tadle XL, No. 200, page 323).
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Table LXVIII.

[chap. x.

Summary of One Thousand and Twenty-nine Cases of Primary Amputations in the Upper Third of the

Leg for Shot Injuries.

[Recoveries, 1—771; Deaths, 772—1020 ; Result unknown, 1021—1029.]

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Abrams, A. J., Serg't, K,
9th X. Y. Heavy Artil-

lery, age 33.

Adams, J. If., Pt., T, 3d
Arkansas, age 21.

Adams, »'., Pt, D, 7th
South Carolina, ace 38.

Alkin, A. S., Serg t, K,
18th Indiana, age 27.

Atlen. J. IK., Pt., King
William Artillery.

Allen, I.. F, Pt., 1, 33th
New York.

Andrews,A., Pt., G, 27th
Ohio, age 39.

Andrews, J. A, Serg't,

P, 5th Ala., age 89,

Andrews, 0. 1'., Lieut.,

0, loth Illinois.

Andrus, C. E, Pt., K,
106th Penn., age 20.

Aney, T. L, Pt., K. 50th
Penu., age IB.

Arnell, J., Pt., B, 14th
Iowa, ago 19.

Ayent, J. M, Pt, F, 76th
Pennsylvania.

Bagwell, N. B., Serg't,

It, 38th Georgia,
liarrett, V. J, Corp'l, U,
5Sth New York.

Ilarron, \V., Serg't, B, 2d
Corps d'Af'riqite.ugo 2-1.

Bartholomew,! '•

,
< lorp'l,

D, 07th Penn., age 2:i.

Bartlett, J., rt., G, Sth
N. Y. ll'vy Artillery,

age 20.

Basine, C, Pt., II. 8th
Penn. Res, age 20.

Battello, C. P., Serg't. A.
59th Mass, ago 20.

Baughtnaii, J, PL, M,
Tith C'ol'd Cavalry, ago
20.

Beach. J. (alias Smith),

Pt, D, 28th Mass., age
20.

Bean, W. a, PL, K, Sth
North Carolina, ago 26.

Beardslev, W. W, Pt,
II, 82d Ohio.

Beaumont, S, Capt, E,
29th Penn., age 20.

Beeson, W. It, Pt, G,
S2d Penn, age 22.

Berschig, A, Pt, A, 23d
Ohio, ago 20.

Bicree, P, Pt, A, 1st

Ohio Artillery, age 20.
Higby, W.A., It, K, 1st

South Carolina.
Bingeuhcimer, C,Corp'l,

A! 33d Wis., age 30.

Bird, S. A., Pt,G, 12th
• South Carolina, age 36.

Black, L. C, Lieut, F,
12th Georgia, age 21

.

Blake, C. A, Pt, C, Mth
New Jersey, age 21.

Blomley, A, Corp'l, A,
91st Penn, age 27.

Hobo. J. £., Pt, i:. Hi.l-

eomb'a Legion, age 18.

Bodwell, J, Serg't, G,
71st Ohio, age 22.

Bahannan. J. B',CurpN,
G, Sth Georgia, age 24.

Boon. W. ./, Pt.. A, Sth
Xorth Carolina, ago 27.

Uornman, J. M, Corp'l,

1, Gist Penn, age 28.

Btuntr, .V. J., Pt, I, 33d
Mississippi, age 22.

June 22,

22, 'G4.

July 2,

2, '03.

May 16,

16, '64.

July 20,

20,"'G4.

Sept. 11,

14, '63.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

July 3,

3, '03.

July 1,

1, '03.

April G,

8, '02.

June 3,

3, '04.

July 1,

3, '03.

April 30,

30, '64.

July 11,
13,' '03.

Sept. 17,

19, '02.

May 3,

4, \a.
April 9,

9, '03.

Sept. 19,

19, '04.

Oct. 19,

19, '04.

Sept. 17,

17, '02.

Mar. 25,

25, '05.

Aug. 15,

15, '04.

Mar. 25,

25, '05.

June 17,

17, '64.

Aug. 29,

30, '62.

Dec. 17,

17, '64.

June 1,

2, '04.

Sept. 22,

22, '04.

Nov. 13,

13, '03.

June 27,

27, '62.

Mar. 30,

30, '65.

July 1,

2, '03.

Sept. 19,

19, '04.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

June 18,

20, '04.

Mar. 29,

29, '03.

Dec. 15,

15, '04.

Aug. 14,

14, '64.

May 3,

— , '63.

Sept. 22,

22, '64.

July 10,
11,"'64.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg. S.

A. Sabin, 9th X. Y. H'vy Art'y.
Disch'd Feb. 25, 1865.

Left. Surg. — Rouch, C. S. A.
Paroled Nov. 12, 1863.

Right. Furloughed July 28, '64.

Left : flap. Disch'd Mar. 13, '65.

. Surg. — Robertson. Re-
covery.

Left. Discharged June 6, 1863.

Right. Discharged Jan. 1], 1864.

Left : circular. Exchanged Sept.

25, 1803.

Right. Discharged August 21,

1862.

Left : circ. Surg. M. Rizer, 72d
Penn. Disch'd Dee. 28, 1864.

Right; circular. Disch'd Jan.
17. 1865.

Right; Hup. Discharged Xov.
15, 1864.

Left; circ. Mustered out Nov.
— , 1804.

Left. Union surgeon. Retired
Dec. 30, 1804.

Right; flap. A. Surg.W. J. Burr,
59th N. Y. Disch'd April I8,'04.

Right; post. Hap. Disch'd Oct.

5, 1863. Spec. 1420.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Juue 1, 1865.

Died Nov. 14,1807.
Right ; lateral flap. Confederate
surgeon. Disch'd July 4, 1865.

Spec. 3092.

Right. Discharged Dec. 0, 1862:
gang. Dec, 1862, amp. thigh.

1870, stump sound.
Left ; ant. post. flap. Discharged
July 13, 1865.

Right ; flap. Surg. G. W. Bowen
and A. Surg. J. Swan, Sth Col'd
Cavalry. Disch'd Feb. 15, 1865.

Left ; circular. Surg. M. C. Row-
land, 01st X. Y. Disch'd July
15, 1805.

Left; circular. Furloughed Sept.

16, 1864.

R't;flap. A.Surg.A.W.Munson,
82d Ohio. Disch'd Xov. 3, 1862.

Left; circ. Surg. J. A. Wolf, 29th
Peun. Must, out July 11. 1865.

Right; flap. Disch'd July 20,

1865. Died Jan. 3, 1870.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Discharged
Jan. 5, 1865.

Left; flap. Dec. 25, amp. arm.
Disch'd August 29, 1864.

Right. Surg. — Evans, C. S. A.
Disch'd August 0, 1804.

Left; flap. Surg.J.W.Green,95th
111. Disch'd June 20, 1865.

Right. Exchanged Xov. 12, '63.

Left. Surg. J. M. Lawson, 30th

N. C. To prison Deo. 9, 1864.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
July 7, 1865.

Right; circ. Surg. J. Kerr, 62d
Penn. Disch'd Sept. 27, 1864.

Bight; circ. Released June 14,

1805.

Right; ant. post. flap. Surg. D.
C. Patterson, 124th Ohio. Dis-
charged May 12, 1865.

Left ; double flap. Released June
28, 1863.

. Furloughed July 23, 1803.

Bight (alsow'd left leg and hand);
Hap. Surg. G. R. .Lewis, 61st

Penu. Disch'd July 21, 1865.

Left ; circular. Provost Marshal
March 7, 18G5.

Name, Military
Description, and Ace

Bouch, W. B, PL, B,
139th Penn, age 24.

Bovee, J. X, Pt, E, 18th

New York, age 19.

Boyle, J, Pt, G, 34th
Mass, age 20.

Bradley, ft, Corp'l, Ord-
nance Depart, U.S.A.,
age 34.

Bradley, I, F, Corp'l, I,

8th Conn, age 22.

Bradley, P,Pt, E, 104th
New York, age 38.

Brady, J, Capt, G, 26th
Massachusetts, age 33.

Branch, E. B, Pt, D,
77th X. York, age 20.

Brandenlierg. A, -Serg't.

II, 6th Maryland.

Brannan, J, Pt, C, 44th
New York, age 20.

1 Brannan, M, Corp'l, R,
9th Mass, ago 30.

Breeti, J, Pt, B, 15th
Connecticut.

Breeze, S, Pt, C, 76th
Penu, age 43.

Brest, J. P, Pt, E, 100th
Tenn, age 24.

Bridge, J, Pt, K, 57th
Xew York, age 20.

Bridges, J. IP, rt, K.
Gth Georgia, age 21.

Briggs, 11. E, Pt, O, 3d
Wisconsin.

Brith,J. H., Surgeon, 1st

Missouri.

Britten, W. II, Serg't,

F, 60th Ohio, age 23.

Britton, ,I„ Serg't, H,
18th Massachusetts.

Brockham, A, Pt., E,
58th Penn, age 47.

Broderiek, .1, Pt, D,
36th Xew York.

Brondstetter, W, Pt, G,
9th X. Jersey, age 21.

Brown, H, Pt, K, 22d
Col'd Troops, ago 19.

Brown, M, Pt, E, 99th
Ohio, ago 20.

Bruback, D, Pt, B, 1st

Penn. L. Arty, age 21.

Bryan, D.M,Pt.,B, 84th
Penn, age 19.

Buckner.lt, Pt, G, 16th
New Y'ork H'vy Art'y,

ago 43.

Bullett. J, Pt, C, 13th

Col'd Troops, nge 24.

Bumm, J, Pt, F, 29th
Pennsylvania, age 20.

Burlc, J., Pt, F, 38th
Georgia, age 23.

Burnett. J, Pt, D, 107th
Xew York, age 22.

Burrcll, J, Pt, K, 9th
Xew Jersey.

Byers, A. F, Pt, II, 1st

Tennessee.
Byrne, J., PL, F, nth
Xorth Carolina.

Cadon, Z. V',PL, E.llth
Virginia, age 26.

Sept. 21,

22, '04.

June 27,

29, '62.

Oct. 13,

14, '04.

Aug. 9,

9, \4.

Sept. 29,

29, '04.

June 10,

10, '04.

Sept. 19,

20, '64.

May 3,

3, '63.

April 2,

July 2,

4, '63.

June 3,

4, '64.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

Aug. 10,

10, '01.

June 2,

3, '64.

May 3,

3,
r
63.

Aug. 19,

2u, 'oi.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

June 9,

9, '63.

June 17,

17, 'G4.

Sept. 30,

30, '04.

Sept. 29,

29, '04.

May 3,

3, 'G3.

Dec. 16,

16, '62.

July 30,

30, '64.

Aug. 6,

7, m

.

June 30,

J'y l,'02.

Oct. 27,

28, '04.

Aug. 13,

13, '64.

Dec. 10,

16, '04.

June 15,

15, 'G4.

Feb. 0,

7, '65.

May 3,

5, '63.

Feb. 8,

8, '02.

Jan. 0,

6, '05.

July 3,

5. '63.

July 2,

3,
''03.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. E. R.
I'mherger, 93d Penn. Disch'd
July 11, 1865.

Right. Coufed. surgeon. Dis-
charged Sept. 13, 1862.

Right. Disch'd March 18, 1805.

Left: circ. Surg.W. O Meagher,
69th N. Y. Disch'd May 31, '05.

(Also wound of left foot.)

Left; flap. Disch'd Oct. 8, 1865.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Discharged
July 31, 1865. Spec. 257. Died
July 30, 1870.

Left. Surg. J. G. Bradt, 20th
Mass. Disch'd Dec. 31, 1804.

Left; circ. Surg. G. T. Stevens,
77th N. Y. May 17. '04. re-amp.
leg. Disch'd Sept. 20, 1604.

Right; eire. Surg. E. K. Fore-
man, 0th Maryland. Disch'd
July 13, 1805.

Right ; flaii. July 12, haim.; post.

tibial lig.: loth, ha?m.; femoral
ligated. Recovery.

Right; dou. skin flap. A.Surg.
J. Ryan, 9th Mass. Disch d
August 20, 1864.

Right. Discharged June 18, '63.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Nov. 29, '64.

Died of prostration August 11,

1809.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. H.
Ludington. 100th Penn. Dis-
charged May 0, 1865.

Right; circ. Surg. C. S. Wood.
00th N. Y. Gangrene. Disch'd
Sept. 24, 1863.

Left ; lat. flap. To prison March
28. 1865.

Right. Discharged Dec. 27, '62.

. Surg. B. D. Lay, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Left ; flap. Surg.W. B. Fox, 8th
Mich. Disch'd Jan. 10, 1805.

Left; double flap. Disch'd Aug.
21, 18G5.

Left; post. flap. Disch'd Juue
27. 1805.

Right: circ. Surg. C. X. Cham-
berlain, IT. S. V. Disch'd Aug.
7, 1863.

Left ; double flap. Surg. G. A.
Ofis. 27th Mass. Disch'd Jan.
21, 1864.

Right. March 19. 1863, amp. left

thigh. Disch'd Mar. 20, 1665.
Left. Surg. A. M.Wilder.U.S.V.
Nov. 14, re-amp. Mustered out
May 30, 1865.

Right. (Jonfed. surgeon. Dis-
charged Dec. 3, 1862.
Left; flap. Disch'd Sept. 2, '65.

Right: nut. post. flap. Disch'd
Nov. 17, 1804. Died March 3,

18G5; inflammation of stump.
Right ; flap. A. A. Surg. J. S.
Gillner, U. S. A. Disch'd July
15, 1865.

Right; flap. Surg. J. A. Wolf,
29th Penn. Disch'd Aug. 4,'G5.

Right : circular. To prison June
8, 1865.

Right ; circ. Disch'd Sept. 18, '63.

Left. Surg. L. Braann, 9th Xew
Jersey. Disch'd Aug. 18,1802.

Right:" circular. Disch'd May
26, 1865.

Left. Surg. - White, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Left. Union surgeon. Exch'd
Xov. 12, 1803.

1 Linn I. (J. A.), Primary Amputation of Bight Leg, far Injury inflicted by a Cannon Ball; Pysemia developed thirty-one days afterwards xvith

well-marked symptoms, in U. S. Sanitary Commission Memoirs, Surgical Volume I. Xew York, 1870, page 535.
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78

85

Name. Military
Description, and Age.

90

92

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

100

107

108

109

no

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

Cage, J.. Serg't, E, 7th
Tennessee, age 24.

Cahill, T. J., Lieut., D,
7th X. 0., age 26.

Calkins, E. 1)., l>t., A,
6th Wisconsin.

Callughan, D.,Pt.,C, 1st

Kansas.
Callahan, II., Corp'l, G,
203d Penn., age 23.

Campbell. W. R., Pt., K,
2d Arkansas, age 24.

Cantelli, A., Pt., A, 1st
Artillery.

Carbeny, J^Corp'LChes-
apeake Artillery.

Carey, J., Pt., H, 3d N.
Hampshire, nge 37.

Carmady,R.,Pt.,B, 13th
Michigan, age 34.

Carpenter, J. V., Pt., B,
70th New York, age 43.

Carson, W., Pt., K, 11th
New Jersey, age 22.

Casada, A. P., Serg't,

E, 11th Go., ape SO.

Cashdollnr, L. W., Pt.,

C, 128th N. V., age 21.

Castatar, A. J., Serg't,

G, 20th Indiana.
Cavanaugh. G.E., Serg't
Major, 20th Indiana.

Cavanagli, W., Pt. 1)

5th N. V. H. A., age 3(1.

Cavil, E., Pt., B, 44th
Mi6s., age lit.

Champeau, A. L., PL, E,
11th Vermont, age 24.

Chapin, A., Pt., B, 10th
Wisconsin.

Cherry, I., Pt., C, 19tu
Indiana, age 17.

Childers, N. A., Pt., F,
2d X. C, age la.

Christner, W-, Corp'l, B,
2d Maryland, age 20.

Clark, j., Pt., I, 41st
Ohio, age 45.

Clark, L. R., Capt., F,
117th New York.

Clark, P. D., Corp'l, E,
3d Vermont, age 24.

Clark, S., Pt., F, 12th
Georgia Bat'rv, age 20.

Clark. S. W., Corp'l, G,
2d Penn. H. A.

Clay, R., Pt., B, 65th
Illinois, age 23.

Cleary, M., Pt, D, 5th
Cavalry, age 24.

Clements, J., Pt., F, 18th
Massachusetts.

Clements. S. W., Pt., F
40th Indiana.

Closser, S., Pt.. F, 104th
New York, age 26.

Cobangh, W. D.. Pt.,11,

3d Penn. Cav., age 27.

Cobett, G. W., Serg't, F,
22d Mass.. age 30.

Cole. E., Pt., F. 120th
New York, age 24.

'Coles, H. C, Pt.. B. 4th
Tenn. Cav., age 18.

CoIestock.W.W.,Corp'l,
K, I6th Mich., age 24.

Collier, J. W., Pt., "Hart's

Battery.
Conklin. A.,Pt.,K,109th
New York.

Conklin, A. J., Pt.. D,
106th Penn., age 23.

Ctmlejj, J. II., Serg't, G,
11th Virginia, age 30.

Conley, W., Pt., ft, 17th

New York, age 25.

Connel, J., Pt., C, 7lh
Missouri.

Conner. C. R., Corp'l, B,
19th Ohio, age 19.

Connolly, D., Pt., B,
164th X. V.. age 22.

April 2,

2. '(i:..

July 3,

4. '03.

Sept. 17,

17, '02.

Oct. 5,

5, '02.

Jan. 15,

15, '65.

Nov. mo,

30, '04.

May 27,
27," '03.

May 2,

2,
rea

Mav 16,
18," '64.

Jan. 2,

2, '63.

May 12,

12, '64.

July 2,

3, '63.

July 2,

2, '63.

S, Pt. I

1

,'.

20, '64.

Aug. 29,

29, '62.

Dec. 13,

13. '62.

July 18,

19, '64.

Dec. 16,

17, '64.

Aug. 21,

21, '64.

Oct. 8,

10, '62.

June 18,

19, '64.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

July 26,

26, '64.

Nov. 25,

25, '63.

Oct. 27,

27, '64.

Mav 5,

5, '64.

July 9,

9, '64.

June 17,

17, '64.

Nov. 26,

26, *64.

Nov. 4,

4, '62.

Dec. 13,

14, '62.

Nov. 25,

27, '63.

July 1,

2, '63.

Jan. 7,

7, '64.

May 10,

10, '64.

Julv 2,

4, '63.

Mav 19,
19," '64.

May 8,

9, *64.

Mav 3,

3, '03.

June 17,

17, '64.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

Nov. 27,

27, '64.

Mar. 16,

17, '65.

Mav 12,
12," '63.

May 27,

28, '64.

June 3,

\ '61.

operations, operators,
Result.

Left: circular. Released May
30, 1865.

R't. Surg. R. Gibbon, 28th X. C.
Retired March 1, 1865.

Left. Disch'd January 5, 1863.

Left : flap. Discharged May 30,

1863.

Right : circ. Surg. G. C Jarvis,

7th Conn. Discharged.
Right: circ. To Provost Mar-
shal March 15, 1865.

Left; circular. Disch'd Feb. 27,

1864. Spec. 1026.

. Surg. — Hunter, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right: circular. Disch'd May
30. 1865.

Right ; flap. Surg. F. Pratt, 13th

Mich. V. R. Corps. Died 1876.

Right; post. flap. Mustered out
Dee. 5, 1864.

Right; flap. Disch'd June 10,

1865.

Right. Surg. — Means, C. S. A.
Exchanged Jan. 10, 1864.

Right ; flap. Surg. C. H. Amlrus,
176th N.Y. Oct. 27. hsem.; post.

tib. lig. Disch'd Mav 30, 1865.

. Discharged Feb. 11, 1863.

Left. Discharged April 9, 1864.

Right; ant. post. flap. Confed.
surgeon. Disch'd Oct. 21, 1805.

Right ; circ. Surg. — Brothers,

C. S. A. Pro. Mar. Mar. 30, '65.

Left ; circ. Surg. C. B. Park, 11th
Vermont. Disch'd July 25, '65.

Right; Hap. Surg. S. Marks, 10th
Wis. Disch'd Dec. 9, 1862.

Right ; flap. Disch'd June 13,

1865. Died Oct. 13, 1867.

Right : circ. Exchanged Octo-
ber 27, 1864.

Right. Disch'd March 8, 1865.

Left. Disch'd July 28, 1864.

Right ; flap. Surg. H. W. Car-
penter, 117th N. Y. Disch'd
March 20, 1865.

Right ; circ. Disch'd June 5, '65.

Died Nov. 14, '68: dis. of liver.

Left. Exchanged Sept. 21, 1864.

Left ; circ. (also wound right leg).

Disch'd April 29, 1865.

Right. Discharged June 5, 1865.

Left; circular. Disch'd August
18. 1863.

Left. Disch'd August 28, 1863.

Right; flap. Surg. H. Melleury,
125th Ohio. Disch'd Oct. 7,'64.

Right; flap. Disch'd March 25,

1864.

Left. Disch'd Juno 15, 1864.

Right : ant. post. flap. Disch'd
October 17, 1864.

Right: flap: ha'tn.; lig. muscular
branch. Disch'd April 20, 1 864.

Right: circ. Furloughed June
30, 1864.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
Dec. 9. 1864.

. Surg. A. Bowie, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Left ; flap. Disch'd May 15, '65.

Left; circ. Disch'd Oct. 1, 1863.

Right ; circular. Recovery.

Left : ant. post. flap. Surg. E.
Batwell. Hth Mich. Disch'd
Julv 25, 1865.

Left ;' circ. Disch'd Dec. 3, 1863.

Right
; circ. Surg. T. F. Duncan,

P. A. C. S. Disch'd Aug. 2. '65.

R't: Hap. Con. surg. (Alsoother
wounds ) Disch'd June 19, '6't.

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

123 Conover. J., Pt., C, 82d
! Pennsylvania.

124
]

Cook, Av. W., PL. F, 55th
North Carolina.

125 Cook, W. W., PL, G, 2d
Vermont.

126 Coons, H., PL. I, 103d
Illinois, age 28.

127 Copps. W. P., PL, A,
40th -Mass., age 27.

188

129

130

131

132

133

134

135
I

136

137

138

Corley, J. D., Corp'l, II,

1st Arkansas, age 32.

Cuughlin, M., PL, A,15fh
Infantry, age 42.

Cowan, W., Pt., E, 21st

Michigan, age 33.

Cnyle, P., PL. E, 90th
Penn.. age 22.

Crabtree, N..Pt.,F,112fu
Illinois, age 22.

Craig, W.. PL. K, 53d
Indiana, age 33.

C'rallwell. W. H..PL, A,
lltli Ohio, age 19.

Cranston, D. J., PL, H,
26th Iowa, age 21.

Cresswell, W., Pt., C,
1st New York Rifles.

Critchett, T., PL, I, 12th

Massachusetts.
Crocker. A. B.. Corp'l, I,

64th New York.

139 Crocker, P. P., Serg't, F,

Hth New York.
Crooks, A., PL. D, 149th
Pennsylvania, age 23.

Crowe, J.. PL, I. 63d Feb. 1,

i 17

148

149

150

151

New York.
Curie. H.. Pt., F, 7th
Connecticut, age 27.

Currier, C. P., Serg't, I,

39th Mass.. age 27.

Carrey, J.B., Corp'l, F,
4th Texas.

Dale. n. ft, PL, B, 22d
North Carolina.

Damon. A., Serg't, I.

19th Mass., age 20.

Danbert, J.. PL, D. 24th
Michigan, age 23.

Davenport, J. C, PL,C,
53d Georgia.

David, A., PL, H, 1st

New York.
Davis, 0., PL. G. 48th
Colored Troops, age 23.

Davis, J. II.. PL, D. 97th
Ohio, age 22.

152
J

Davit, J. S., PL, G. 17th
i North Carolina, age 38.

153 Decker. B., PL, E, 38th
New York.

Decker, H., PL, B. 95th
New York, age 42.

io DeForrest, D.. PL, H,
100th N. York, age 26.

S DeJean. 0., Corp'l, H,
55th Ohio.

i7 Delany, W., Corp'l, A,
5th N. Hamp., acre 29.

158 Delhriger, W., PL, E,
25th Indiana, age 24.

159 Dempsev. J., PL. C,
116th Penn,, age 26.

160 Devlin. J.. PL, I, 61st
New York, age 20.

1G1 Deyoe. N. W., Corp'l, E,
61st New York, age 21.

162 Dickson. A. S., Corp'l,

H, 125th 111., age 26.

May 3,

3, '63.

Mav 2,

2, '63.

May 3,

3. '63.

Nov. 25,

27, '63.

June 3,

3, '64.

Oct. 15,

17, '64.

Aug. 7,

7.
r
64.

Mar. 19,

19, '65.

Mav 5,

6, '64.

Nov. 18,

18, '63.

Mar. 10,

10, '65.

Sept. 1,

2, '64.

Nov. 27,

27. '63.

Jan. 9,

11, '63.

April 30,

30. '63.

Sept. 17,

18, '02.

Aug. 29,

30, '62.

Julv 1,

2, '63.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left : flap. Surg. L. M. Emanuel,
82d Penn. Disch'd Sept. 5, '63.

Right. A. Surg. W. J. Green,
44th X. C. Recovery.

Left; flap. Surg. W. J. Sawin,
2d Vt. Disch'd April 12. 1864.

Left. Discharged June 8, 1864.

Right ; flap. Surg. D. M. Good-
win, 3d Vermont. Gangrene.
Disch'd Feb. 15, 1865.

Right; flap. Surg. W.B. Water-
man, 1st Ark. Disch'd July
20, 1865.

Left; flap. Disch'd July 15, '65.

Died April 13. 1870.

Left; circ. Disch'd July 20, '65.

Right. Mustered out July I, '65.

Left; flap.

Left ; circ.

11, 1865.

Right: flap.

105th Ohi,

Left ; flap.

Disch'd July 23, '64.

Mustered out Aug.

Surg. C. X. Fowler,
Disch'd Nov. 18, '05.

Disch'd April 26, '65.

151

163 Diedrich, H., Corp'l,
30th Iowa, age 23.

1, '62.

Aug. 16,

17, '64.

Mav 8,

9, '64.

Sept. 19,

20. '63.

Julv 2,

2, '63.

Julv 2,

3, '63.

Feb. 7,

7, '65.

Mav 3,

3. '63.

Aug. 29,
—,

'62.

April 2,

2, '65.

June 27.

27, '64.

Mar. 10,

12, '65.

Mav 3,

3, '63.

Oct. 27,
28, '64.

Dec. 10,

10, '63.

May 2,

4, '63.

Aug. 25,

27, '64. i

Oct. 5,

5, '60.

Dec. 13,

14, '62.

Dec. 7,

8, '64.

Julv 2,

2. 113.

June 27,

27. '64.

Oct, 21,

21. '63.

Left; circ. Surg. —White, C.S. A.
Gang. Disch'd Sept. 26, 1863.

Right; flap. Surg. A.M. Clark,

U. 8.V. Disch'd Aug. 1!', 1H63.

Left. Surg. 1). E. Kelsey, 64th
N. Y. Bone cut off. Disch'd
Dec. 6, 1862.

Left. Disch'd January 15. 1863.

Right; post. flap. Surg. W. T.
Humphrey, 149th Penn. Disch'd
July 26, 1865

Left. Disch'd April 30, 1862.

Left. Confed. surg. Re-atnp. in

thigh Aug. 19, 1864. Disch'd
June 10. 1865.

Left; fla-i. Surg. — Mitchell, C.
S. A. Disch'd March 10. 1865.

Left. Surg. W. (). Hudson, 4th
Alabama. Recovery.

Right. Surg. — Mc(':idden. C.S.
A. Retired Feb. 13. 1865.

Left: flap. Surg. X. Ilavwnrd,
20th Mass. Disch'd April IS, '64.

Right; circ. Surg. J. H. Reeeh,
24th Michigau. Disch'd Mav
16, 1865.

; flap. Furloughed July 1,

1863.
. Disch'd Nov. 30, 1862.

Left : ant. post, skin flap: circular

sect. mus. Surg. X. N. Horton,
47th C. T. Disch'd Aug. 7, '65.

Right: flap. Surg. E. B. Click.
40th lnd. Gangrene. Disch'd
October 31, 1865.

Left ; circ. Released May 19, '65.

Left. Disch'd August 28, 1863.

Left ; circ. Ass't Surg. F. Whit-
man, 58th Mass. Mustered out.

Died Sept. 25. 1867. of injury.
Right ; ant. post. Hap. A. Surg.
Ji W. Applegate, V. S. V. Dis-
charged Sept. 22, 1864.

Left: flap. Disch'd December
29, 186a

Left. Confed. surgeon. Disch'd
October 29. 1864.

Left; flap. Disch'd April 7, '63.

Left ; flap. Disch'd April 19, '64.

Left: ant. post. flap. Surg. —
Richards, C. S. A. Discharged
Nov. 7, 1865.

Left : ant. post. flap. Discharged
March 2. 1864. Spec. 4374.

Right: ant. flap. Surg. J. W.
McGee. 57th N. C. Mustered
out June 9, 1865.

Right : eirc. Surg. J. C. Morgan.
29th Mo. Gangrene. Disch'd
Mav 15. 1865.

'O'ivEElE (D. C.;, Surgical Cases of Interest, treated at Institute Hospital, Atlanta, Ga.. etc., iu Confed. States Med. and Surff. Jour., Vol, 2, p. 30
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No.
Name, Military

Description, and Age.

Dines, D„ ft., D, 27th
Ohio, age 21.

Dollev, T. W. Corp'l, K,
30th" .Maine, age 23.

Donaghy, W., Seaman,
gunboat Tamah.age 27.

Donahue, J., It., H, 67th
Penn., age 38.

Donaldson, L. J., Pt., F,

20th Ohio.
Donnelly. J., Pt., A,
154th Illinois.

Doolan, P., Pt., P., 00th
Penn.. age 4o.

Dooley. S. C, Pt., C,
26th Indiana, age 27.

Dorsey, J., Corp'l, IT,

16th Kentucky, age 21.

Dorsey. E. W., Lieut., B,
11th N. C. ago 24.

Dongall. J. S., Pt., H,
44th New York.

Dougherty, H., Colonel,

22d Illinois.

Douglass. J. C-, Capt.,

H, 2d Missouri.

Dow, J. H., Pt., H, 29th
Massachusetts, age 30.

Dowling.W., Pt.,F, 59th
New York, age 28.

Downing, P. T., Corp'l,

F, 108th New York.
Dresson. G. F.. Pt., A,
35th New York.

Dully. J. P., Pt., O, 28th
Pennsvlvania.

Dullcy," (>., Serg't, G,
48th New Y'ork, age 23.

Dunlap. J. R., Pt., C,
Davis Cavalry, age 20.

Dunn, W. P., Serg't, 10,

'.'3<l Illinois, age 3(5.

Durand, E., Pt., K, 31st

Wisconsin, age 37.

Durnap, J. R., Pt., D,
Perrin's Ala. Battery.

Dwyer. A., Serg't, (1, 3d
New Y'ork.

Eakes, M.. Pt., I, 23d
North Carolina, age 10.

Echols. J., Pt., II, 21th
Virginia.

Edmunds, C, Pt., L, 1st

Ohio Battery.
Edson. 8.W., Pt., E,22d
Massachusetts, age 29.

Edwards. F.W., Pt., II,

1st Mass., age 22.

Elliott, .1. II.', Corp'l, O,
34th Mass.. age 21.

Elliott, P., Pt., K, 15th

Massachusetts.
Ellis. A.. Pt., A, 142d N.
York, age 40.

Ellis. T. S.. Pt., T,. 2d
IT. S. Sharpshooters.

Ellis, YV., Pt.. A, 14th

Illinois,

July 22,

22, '64.

April !).

0, '64.

Nov. 4,

4. '04.

Oct. 19,

21, '64.

May 12,

12," '63.

May 17,

17,''G3.

May 5,

5, '64.

.Mar. 27.

27, '60.

Nov. 29,

30. '64.

July 2,

2,
'"63.

Aug. 30,

30, '62.

Nov. 7,

—, '61.

Oct. 4.

4. '62.

July 30,

30. '64.

Aug. 14,

15, '64.

Dec. 13,

11, '62.

Dee. 13,

13, '62.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

Aug. 16,

16, '64.

July 3.

3, '63.

Oct. .">,

5, '64.

June 4,

5, '64.

June 20,

20, '03.

Oct. 7,

7, '64.

July 1,

2, '63.

May 16,

17,"'C4.

Mav 3,

3. '63.

May 10,
10,"'04.

May 19,
19.' '61.

Oct. 13,

14. '64.

Sept. 17,

17, 02.

May 16,

16, '64.

Attg.29,
30. '62.

A pri I 6,

! 6. 'hi.

Ellis. IF. T.. Capt.. IS, Aug. 21,

24th N. C. age 32. 2t. '64.

199 Ellison. .V. A., Ft., B,

16th Georgia, age 18.

July 3,

3, '63.

200 English. YV. YV., Pt., II

71st Indiana.

201 Erway. J. II., Pt., (1

149th Pennsylvania.
202 Evans. A.. Serg't, II

, 66th New Y'ork.

203 Evans, J.. Pt., C, 96th I May 12,

Penn., age 30.
\

13,' '64.

204 Evans, S. P., Capt., A, May 14

!
r>th Tennessee.

205 Evans, W.. Merit., F,

100th N. Y., age 27.

206
|

Evers, I!., Ft.. (1, 16th

j
Michigan, age 20.

Aug. 30,

30, '62.

Mav 3.

3. '63.

Dec. 13.

13. '62.

15. '61

Mav '6,

17.' '01.

May 23,

23, '64.

Operation's, Operators,
Result.

Right; flap. Surg. A. B. Mono-
han, G3d Ohio. Disch'd July
24, 1865.

Left ; circ. Disch'd Nov. 22, '64.

Died Aug. 4, '67; phth. pulmo.
and ehr. diarrluea. Spec. 4299.

Right; circ. Surg. I.. C. Fonts,
2d Tenn. Duty Feb. 7, 1865.

Right; circ. Disch'd June 28,

1865.

Left ; flap. Surg. E. L. Hill, 20th

Ohio. Disch'd August 14, 1 863.

Lett: flap. Surg. E. Harrison,
68th Ohio. Disch'd Aug. 10, '63.

Eight ; flap. Disch'd Dee. 10. '64.

Right. Surg. T. YV. Flora, 2Gth
Ind. Disch'd June 2, 1865.

Right ; gangrene. Disch'd July
17. 1865.

Right ; circ. To prison January
29, 1864.

Left. Surgeon YV. Frothingham,
44th N. Y'. Disch'd Oct. 27, '62.

Left (also w'nds of arm and lung).

Mustered out May 7, '63. Died
April 7, Xi ; wound of lung.

. Recovered.

Left; circular. Disch'd May 26,
1805.

Left : long ant. post. flap. Surg.
S. II. Plumb, 59th N. Y. Iliem.

Disch'd August 18, 1865.

Right. Surg. J. F. YVhitbeck,
108th X. Y. Disch'dAug. 6, '63.

Left. Disch'd August 29, 18C3.

Right. Disch'd June 27, 1863.

Right ; double flap. Confederate
surgeon. Disch d Nov. 30, 1864.

Right. Exchanged September
25, 1863.

Left; Hap. Disch'd June 14, '65.

Right: circ. Surg. P. S. Arndt,
31st Wis. Disch'd Feb. 9, '65.

Died April28, "70; consumption.
. Surg. W. II. Lipscomb, C.

S. A. Recovery.
Right; flap. Disch'd March 28,
1865.

Left. Exchanged Sept. 25, 1863.

; flap. Surg. C. B. Gibson,
C. S. A. Transferred.

Right. Surg. C. S. Wood, 66th
N. Y. Disch'd Feb. 22, 1864.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. I. H.
Steams, 22d Mass. Disch'd
Jan. 8, 18G5.

Right; flap. Disch'd July 8,'64.

Right : circ. Disch'd February
4, 1865.

Left ; circ. Disch'd Dec. 4, 1862.

Died Dec. 4, 1813. Spec. 4200.

Left ; flap. Discharged.

Left ; circ. Disch'd April 23, '63.

Right. Disch'd June 7, 1862.

Left: comb'n flap and eirc. Surg.
_ Wilson, C. S. A. Furl'd Oct.

21. 1664.

Right. Surgeons Sohaffer and
Basel], C. S. A. Retired Feb.
I, 1805/

Right : circ. Confed. surgeon.

Disch'd Nov. 28, 1862.

Left. Surg. W. F. Humphrey,
140th Penn. Discharged.

Right. Surg. C S. Wood, 66th
N. Y. Disch'd Feb. 21, 1863.

Left; circ. Disch'd March 23,

1865.

Left; eirc. .Mustered out. 1865.

Left: circ Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd Jan. 26. 1865.

Right; (lap. Disch'd June 19,

1865.

NO.

207

208

209

210

211

212

213

214

215

216

217

21 8(
21?)

220

221

222

223

224

name, Military
DESCRIPTION', and Age.

Evercost. C... Corp'l. B.
27th Ohio, age 20.

Everett, D., Pt., L, 15th
Kansas Cav., age 18.

Failing, J., Pt., A, 122d
New York, age 21.

Farnsworth, J. W., Pt.,

F, 57th Massachusetts.

Farry, M., Pt., I, 38th
Massachusetts, age 30.

Fehrman, II.. Corp'l, I,

1st Maryland, age 25.

Fclloon, R., Pt., E, Cth
Michigan, age 43.

Fenlress, H., Pt., C, 6th
Y'irginia.

Ferguson. A., Lieut., 33d
Alabama, age 32.

Fink, J., Pt.. E, 8th X.
Y. Heavy Artillery.

Fisher, C. S. M., Pt., H,
2d Penn. Arty, age 23.

Fisher, E.H., Lieut., A,
21st Indiana.

Fitch, G., Serg't. C, 6th
Vermont.

Flaherty, T„ Pt., C, 8th
New Hampshire.

Flanders, W.M. F., S'g't,

G, 16th Mass., ago 23.

Flanigan, M., Lieut. Col.,
24th Mich., age 37.

^Fleming, R. J., Serg't,

D, 20th Tenn., age 25.

Fletcher, D. M., Pt., 10th
Ind. Battery, ago 24.

Foley, W., Pt.,I, 62d N.
Y'ork, age 43.

Ford, T., Pt., K, 35th
Mass., age 33.

Foreman, R., Tt., D,
151st N. Y'ork, age 17.

Forrester, M., Pt.,E, 26th
North Carolina.

Foster. YV. G, Pt., E,
16th Maine.

Foust, E., Sergeant, C,
126th Ohio.

Fowler, E. B., Pt., F,
27th Connecticut.

Francis,W., Ft.. A. 117th
New Y'ork. age 21.

Frank, C, Pt., K. 149th
New Y'ork, age 34.

Freed, J. M.,Pi..G, 89th
Indiana, age 23.

Freeman, J. D., Pt., F,
15th W. Va., age 33.

French, B. P., Pt.. II,

20th Maine, uge21.
Frum, P.. Corp'l, F. 3d
West Y'irginia, age 28.

Fuller, W. II., Pt., H,
5th New Y'ork Cavalry,
age 23.

Furman, R., Corp'l, B,
8th New Y'ork Heavy
Artillery, age 24.

Galavan.'D., PL, H, 26th
Connecticut.

Gale, A., Pt., B, 51st
New Y'ork.

Gallant. W. H„ Tt., F,
ISSdOhio, ago 23.

Goot,M.,Pt.,B, 8th Penn.
Reserves, age 18.

Canto. L. M., Ft.. IT, 9th
Georgia.

Garland..T. C. Capt., A,
Glen's Reg't, age 31.

Geary, M., Serg't, 0,
128th Pennsylvania.

Geddes.G., Pt.. K, 126th
Pennsylvania.

Dates.

July 4,

4, '64.

June 15,

17, '64.

May 6,

7, '64.

June 17,

18, '64.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

Aug. 18,

19, '64.

June 27,

27, '63.

Aug. 30,

31, '62.

Nov. 30,

30, '64.

June 16,

17, '64.

June 18,

19, '64.

Oct. 20,

20, '62.

June 3,

3, 64.

May 27,
27," '63.

June 18,

19, '64.

July 1,

1. fa.
May 14,

14, '64.

Oct. 27,

28, '64.

Mar. 25,

25, \)5.

Aug. 19,

20, '64.

July 9,

10, .'04.

July 3,

3, '63.

July 2,

3, '63.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

July 3,

4, '63.

Sept. 29,

30. '64.

Mav 25,

26, '64.

April 9.

9, '65.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

July 2.

4, '63.

Aug. 29,

29, '62.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

June 3,

4, '64.

June 14,

14, '63.

Sept. 14,

15, '62.

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

Sept. 14,

14, '62.

Oct. 7,

7, '64.

July 4,

4, '63.

Sept. 17,

19, '62.

Dec. 13,

14, '62.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left : flap. Surg. F. M. Rose, 43d
Ohio. Gangrene. Disch'd July
17, 1865.

Right; ant. post, flap; slough.;

gangrene. June 20, re-amp. in

thigh. Disch'd Aug. 10. 1804.

Left. Disch'd July 6, 1865.

Left : flap. Surg. T. F. Oakes,
50th Mass. Mar. 23, '65, re-amp.
Disch'd June 2, 1805.

Right; flap. Disch'd July 12, '65.

Died Oct. 12, '09; consumption.
Left; flap. Disch'd ,lune2, 1865.

Right; post. flap. Disch'd Oct.

5, 1863. Died Nov. 6, 1867;
chronic diarrhoea.

. Surgeon J. H. Clan borne,

P. A. C. S. Recovered.
Right: ant. post. Hap. To Prov.
Marshal Feb. 14, 1865.

Right: flap. Surg. N. Ilayward,
20th Mass. Disch'd July 4. '05.

Right. Disch'd Feb. 7, 1865.

Both. Surg. E. Reed, 21st Ind.

Disch'd Nov. 20, 1863.

Right: double flap. Discharged
Oct. 28, 1864.

Left; circ. Disch'd Nov. 1, 1863.

Right ; circ. Disch'd December
28, 1805.

Left. Disch'd Nov. 24. I860.

Right; flap. Surgeon — Hall.

C. S. A. Sloughing. Recovery.
Right: flap; re-amput'n in thigh.

Mustered out July 10, 1865.

Right; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
Oct. 26, 1865.

Right; nnt. post. flap. Surg. G.
YV. Snow, 35th Mass. Disch'd
April 1, ie65.

Right; flap. A. A. Surg. G. M.
Paullin. Disch'd Sept. 4, 1865.

Spec. 2341.

Left. Exchanged March 3, 1804.

Right; flap. Disch'd Nov. 24,

1863.

Right; flup. Disch'd May 17,

1865.

Left. Surg. G. L. Potter, 145th

Penn. Disch'd July 27, 1863.

Left ; ant. posterior flap. Disch'd
May 31, 1805.

Left; circ; gangrene. Disch'd
August 18, 1S65.

Right; flap. Disch'd June 5, '65.

Right ; lateral flap. Discharged
June 19, 1865.

Right; circ. Disch'd June 14,

1864.

Left. Surg.R.W. llazletyed W.
\'a. Gangrene; re-amp. in thigh
Sept. 21, 1862. Disch'd July 7,

1864. Spec. 1665.

Right; oval flap. Surg. O. H.
Armstrong. 5th N. Y. Cavalry.
Disch'd March 16, 1865.

Left ; long post. flap. Ass't Surg.
C. II. Pegg. 8th N. Y. II. Arty.
Gang. Disch'd Aug. 30. 1865

Right ; circ. Disch'd August 17,

1863.

Right. Surg. J. L. Dodge, 51st

N. Y'. Disch'd March 4. 1863.

Left. Discharged July 1, 1865.

Left; flap; gangrene. Disch'd
January 16, 1803.

Left. Surg. T. C. Pugh, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right. Union surgeon. lla?m.

to prison April 21, 1864.
Left ; flap. Ass't Surgeon T. A.
Hohvig, 128th Penn. Mustered
out .May 19. 1803.

Left: eirc Disch'd March 19.

1803.

1 O'KLLIT. (D. C), Surgical Cases of Interest, treated at Institute Hospital, Atlanta, Ga., May and June, 1804, in Confederate States Medical and

.Surgtcat Journal, Richmond, 1805, Vol. 2, p. 30.
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Name, Military
Description, a.nu Age.

249 Gerhard, P., Corp'I, K,
1st Maryland, age 45.

250 Gervin. J. C„ Corp'I, D,
8th Tonn. Cav.,age31.

251 Getchell, H. \V„ Pi., K,
1st Me. H. Art,, aire 24.

252 Gibbony, S. II.. I'l., C,
7lli Mich., age 25.

203 Gibbs, G., Pt.. G, 25th
Indiana, age 36.

254 Gibson, T.. Pt., B, 5th
Xew Jersey.

255 Gibson, W. B., Pt., F,
33d Iowa, age 21.

256 Gillighen, J. II., Pt., A,
16th Georgia, age 30.

257 Gillis, S., Pt., K, 68th
Ohio.

258 Gillray, B., Pt., H, Gth
Tennessee.

259 Godfrey, A. A., Pt., A,
2d Maine, age 23.

260 Godfrey, C. P., Pt., F,
109th K. Y., oge 22.

261 Gough. .1. P. K., Pt., D,
173d Xew York.

262 Good, A., Col'd laborer,
Quartermaster Depart-
ment, ago 30.

203 Goodsoll, J. 1(., Corp'I,

K, 114th N. Y., age 23.

Goodwin. S. U., Pt., E,
188th Penn., age 24.

265 Graham. J. Q., Pt., D,
1 1 tli Infantry, age 18.

266 Gray. E.. Pt., C, lltli

'ennsylvania, ago 21

.

207 Gray, ,)., l't.,K, IstWest
Virginia, nge 26.

268 Gray. J. R., Pt., C, 2d
Arkansas, age 25.

269 Greaney, P., Serg't, 11,

80th Now York, age 43.

'0 Green, IS., Pt., II, 37th
Col'd Troops, age 27.

271 Green, <r., Corp'I, II,

11th Ohio.
272 Green, J., Pt., II, 65th

Indiana, age 36.

273 Green, II*. H.. Pt., II, 2d
South Carolina.

274 Greenwald, A., Seaman,
U. S. Steamer J. r.
Jackson, age 22.

275 Gridley, C. W., Corp'I,

G, 53d Penn., age 37.

276 Griffin, J., Pt„ G, 2d
Colored Troops.

7 Grimaldi, St., Pt., I, 82d
Xew York, age 23,

278 Grimes, IF. lil., Pt., B,
3d South Carolina.

279 Grimm, L„ Pt.. A, 121st

Penn., age 44.

280 Groove, \V. S., Pt., B,
93d Penn., age 10.

281 Gross. E., Pt„ E, 102d
Penn., age 28.

12 Grove. G.W.. Serg't, D,
6th Maryland, nge 24.

283 Gulledge'j. IK., Pt., K,
59th Alabama.

284 Gulseth, O.. Pt., K, 3d
Wisconsin, age 24.

285 HaiTerin. C, Pt.. P, 65th
Xew York, age 19.

Ilnganeier, F. H., Pt„ F,
73d X. York, age 23.

287 Ilalderman, P., Pt., K,
13th Penn. Cav.,age 20.

288 UaUy, R. F, Cnrp'l, E,
18th Mississippi.

289 Hall, L. J., Pt., I, 147th
Xew York, age 19.

290 Halleck, S. K., Pt., B,
148th X. York, nge 18.

Dates.

Mar. 31,

31, '65.

Dec. 17,

17, '04.

June 18,

19, '04.

-May 31,

J'e 2, '02.

Oct. 5,

5, '62.

Aug. 29,

29, '62.

April 30,

M'y2,'G4
Jan. 11,

11, '65.

May 10,

10, '63.

April 6,

6, '62.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

May 12,

13, '04.

June 14,

14, '63.

Aug. 9,

9, "64.

Sept. 19,

20, '04.

June 3,

3, '64.

May 1 _>.

12* '04.

April 2,

2, '65.

July IP,

18. '04.

Nov. 30.

Do. 1,'64.

Sept. 17,

19, '62.

Sept. SO,

30. '04.

May 14,

14,"'!H.

Aug. ti,

6, '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '04.

June 28,

28, '02.

Mar. 31,

31, '0.-).

Mar. 5,

5, '65.

May 12,
13," '04.

Dee. 13,

13, '62.

Dec. 13.

13, '62.

May 0,

6, '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

June 22,

22, '64.

May 16,
17,"'64.

Mar. 16,

16. '65.

Oct. 19,

20, '04.

May 3,

4, '63.

Oct. 28,

29, 'lil.

Sept. 17,

19, '02.

May 6,

6, '64.

Oct. 27,

28, '64.

oreratioxs, operators,
Result.

Left ; large post., short semi -1 unar
flap. Disch'd Oct. 11, 1865.

Right. Surg. G. W. Brady, 8th
Tenn. Disch'd June 26, 1865.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
June 6, 1865.

Right. Surg. G. Chaddoek, 7th
Mich. Disch'd Sept. 25, 1862.

Right. Surg. B. P. Stephenson,
14th 111. Disch'd April 7, 1803.

Left ; circ. Disch'd Feb. 9, 1803.

Left; flap. Discharged Sept. 2,

1865.
Right. Transferred to Confed-
erate hospital.

Left; flap. Surg. E. Harrison. 68th
Ohio. Disch'd Dec. 10, 1863.

Left. Recovered.

Left. Discharged July 23, 1863.

Left ; flap. Surg. W. B. Pox, 8th
Mich. Disch'd May 23, 1865.

Right ; flap. Disch'd October 19,

1863.

Right ; eirc. Ass't Surg.W. Blun-
dell, 5th X. J. Recovered June
26, 1805. Spec. 4153.

Left; flap. Ass't Surgeon C. H.
Allen. 8th Vermont. Disch'd
April 13, 1805.

Right; flap. Surg. D. Merritt,

55th Penn. (also wound left leg).

Disch'd Sept. 19, 1804. Died
August 12, 1867.

Right; flap. Disch'd April 30,

1805.

Right ; flap. Surg. J.W. Anawalt,
llth l'onn. Disch'd Sept. 30,'65.

Right; tlap. Disch'd Nov. 36, '64.

Died December 17, 1873.

Ri rht ; ant. post. flap. To Prov.
-Marshal March 7, 1865.

Le.'t : flap. Surg. R. Loughran,
80. h N. Y. Disch'd Dec. 6, '62.

Die I July 31, 1874.

Right : ant. post. flap. Disch'd
April 14, 1805.

Left, .'urgeon J. McCurdy, llth

Ohio. Mustered oat June, 1864.

Left: flap. Surg. A. M. Wilder,

U. S. V.' Disch'd June 9, 1865.

. Transferred Xov. 15, 1864.

Right. Discharged April 24, '63.

Left; circ. Mustered out Sept.
8, 1865.

Right ; flap. Surg.W. A. McCul-
ley, 2d Col'd Troops. Disch'd
Jane 9, 1805.

Right ; circ. Surg. R. H. Plumb.
82d X. Y. Disch'd Dec. 6, 1864.

Left. Surg. J. Evans, 3d S. C.
Recovery.

Right. Disch'd August 10, 1863.

Right. Surg. E. R. Umberger,
93d Penn. Disch'd June 15, 65.

Right: tlap. Disch'd May 31, '65.

Right; flap. Disch'd August 18,

1865.

; flap. Surg. C. B. Gibson,
C. S. A. Retired Jan. 2, 1865.

Left ; nnt. post. flap. Disch'd
July 18. 1805.

Right ; circ. Surg. C. B. Hutch-
ins, 116th N. Y. Haemorrhage.
Disch'd October 28, 1865.

Right : post. flap. Discharged
October 6, 1 864.

Left; flap. Discharged March
29, 1865.

Right. Surgeon G. Chadwick,
7th Michigan.

Left: double flap. Surg. H. II.

Hubbard. P. A. C. S. Disch'd
March 18, 1865.

Left; circ. Disch'd October 5,

1865.

NO.

2110

29!'

300

::oi

302

303

304

305

306

307

308

309

310

311

312

313

314

3X5

316

317

318

319

320

321

322

323

324

385

326

327

328

329

330

Name, Military
Deschh'tiox, axi> Age.

Hammond, G.,Vt..A, 1st

Maryland Cav., age 25.

Hancock, E. A., Capt.,B,
9th Penn. Cav., age 25.

Harlocker, II. II., Pt.,C,
0th Wisconsin, age 18.

Harris, IK. C, Lieut., D,
2d Louisiana.

Harris,W. II., Pt., K, 1st

Potomac Home Brig-
ade, age 22.

Hart, A.W.,Pt.,B,185th
Xew York, age 19.

Hart, W. H., Serg't, C,
111th N. York, age 41.

Hartley, H. II, Pt., 7th
Mississippi Artillery.

Barwood, T. F„ Serg't,

K, 53d Virginin.

Hastings, W-, Pt., E, 2d
Artillery, age 27.

Hastness, 0.,Pt., E, llth
Penn. Cav., age 21.

Hawkins, F. A., Pt., B,
13th North Carolina.

Hayes,A.G.,Pt.,C, 110th
Pennsylvania, age 20.

Haynes, S. M. Corp'I, IS.

59th Mass., age 32.

Hays, J. R., Pt.. G, 28th
Georgia, age 18.

Heary, P., Pt., B. 46th
New York, age 20.

Helm, E. B„ Pt, B, 4th
New Jersey, age 28.

Henderson, IK. P., Pt.,

I, Hampton Legion.
Henry, E., Pt., C, 1st

Col d Troops, nge 21.

Henthornc, E., Pt., E,
116th Ohio, age 24.

Herron, J., I't., 1,4th Del-
aware, age 23.

Herehberg, D., Pt., F,
62d Xew York.

Hill, C. M., Pt., G, 64th
Xew York, age 28.

Hill, G. A., Pt., K, 13th
West Virginia, ago 18,

Hill, R. A., Pt., A, 155th
Pennsylvania, age 20.

Hill, S. P., Pt., A, 7th
Kentucky Cavalry.

Hilton, X., Pt., B, ICth
Infantry.

Hiltz, J. W., Capt., C.
23d Ohio, nge 33.

Himelberger, II., Pt,, F.
5th Mich., nge 26.

'Hobarl, II., Lieut., 2d
Louisiana, age 26.

Hodge, A. D., Corp'I, A,
llth Penn. Cav.,age 32.

Hodge, T.. Tt., A, 17th
Alabama.

Holcomb.Y., Pt.,B,36th
Ohio, age 26.

Holley, J. H., Ft.,C,38th
Col'd Troops, age 19.

Hollinger.C, Pt.,F, 55th
Ohio, age 21.

Hopes, J., Pt., M, 2d
Cavalry.

Horton. F. B., Pt., I), 8th
North Carolina, age 18.

Horton, J. R., Serg't, D,
17th Penn., age 4l.

Horton, S. J., Corp'I, E,
7th Texas, nge 23.

Hovattcr, M. J., Pt., F,
15th West Va., age 40.

Dates.

Aug. 10,

10, '64.

Mar. 16,

16, '65.

May 5,

7, '64.

Xov. 27,

27. '63.

July 9,

9, '"64.

Mar. 211,

30. '65.

July ".

3. '03.

June 2,

3, '03.

July 1,

3, 62.

April 4,

4, '64.

June 14,

14, '63.

Sept. 17,

18, '62.

May 6,

6, '61.

Sept. 30,

Oct. 1,'64.

Jane 17,

17, '04.

July 30,

31, '64.

April 2,

2. '65.

Oct. 27,

— ,
'63.

Feb. 20,

20, '05.

June 5,

6, '64.

Aug. 21,
21, '04.

Nov. 23,

23, '61.

May 12,

12, '64.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

Sept. 14,

15, '02.

Aug. 23,

24, '62.

Dec. 31,

31, '62.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

Jane 16,

17, '04.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

Jan. 30,

30, '63.

July 20,

20, '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

Sept. 29,

29. '04.

Mar. 16,

16, '65.

June 9,

9, '63.

Sept. 29,

30, '64.

Mar. 31.

\p. 2.'65.

July 22,
22,' '64.

Oct. 13,

13, '04.

OrEHATioxs, Operators,
Result.

331 Howard, E., Pt., F, 3d
|

July 2.

Infantry, nge 32. 4, '63.

332 I Howard' J. IK., Corp'I.
:
May 12.

D, 61st Virginia. 12, '64.

Left : ant. tlap. Surg. R. A. Dod-
son. 1st .Maryland Cav. Disch'd
May 18, 1865.

Left; flap. Surg. C. Helms. 92d
111. Mustered out .July 18, 1S05.

Right : flap. Discharged May
20, 1605.

Left. Surg. — Mitchell, 0.8. A.
Recovery.

Left ; circ. Surgeon — Newell,
0. S. A. Disch'd June 6, 1865.

Right ; flap. Discharged Sept.

25, 1865.

Right; flap. Surg. F. Wolf. 39th

N. Y. Disch'd March 12, 1864.

. Surgeon F. M. Hereford,
P. A. C. S. Recovery.

. Surgeon— Harris, C. S.A.
Recovery.

Left; ant. post, flap; profuse pri-

mary haemorrhage. Discharged
Jan. 20, 1865.

Left. Surg. O. 0. Harlan, llth
Penn. Cav. Disch'd Muy 3. '04.

Right. Surg. McAden, 13th N.C.
Recovery.

Left; flap. Surg. D. S. Hays,
110th Penn. Disch'd April 6. '65.

Left ; flap. Disch'd July 3, 1865.

Right. Transferred July 14, '64.
'

Left : ant. post. flap. Surg.W. B.
Fox, 8th Mich. Disch'd March
30, 180.1.

Right; flap. Disch'd Juno 20,

. Recovery.

Left; flap. Ass't Surgeon H. C.
Mcrrvweather. 5th Col'd Troops.
Disch'd Oct. 18, 1865.

Left; flap. Surg. D. Baguley, 1st

W. Va. Disch'd July 5, 1865.

Right ; flap. Disch'd May 29,'uT>.

Right: post. flap. Ass't Surg. J.

R. Smith, U. S. A. Discharged
April 23, 1862.

Lett : circ. Surg. J. VV. Wishart,
140th Penn. Disch'd July 13,'64.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
June 7, 1865.

Left: ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.
W. H. Butler. Gang. Disch'd
June 9, 1863. Spec. 179.

Right; flap. Surg. — Gurley,
C. S. A. Disch'd July 14, 1863.

Right. Surg. C. S. Mus'croft, 10th
Ohio. Recov'd June 27, 1863.

Right : flap. Surg.W. S. Newton,
91st Ohio. Disch'd Aug. 2, '65.

Right: circ. Surg. II. F. Lyster,
5th Mich. Disch'd April 11, '65.

Right
;
post. flap. Recovery.

Left : flap. Surg. G. C. Harlan,
llth Penn. Cavalry. Disch'd
August 27, 1864.

Left. To prison Oct. 31, 1864.

Right: flap. Disch'd May 20, '65.

Spec. 1498. (Also w'.l at thigh.)

Right ; flap. Disch'd Sept. 7, '65.

Loft ; flap. Disch'd July 19, '65.

Right. Disch'd Nov. 10, 1863.

Died 1868.

Left. Sent to prison May 30, '65.

Right; nnt. post. flap. Disch'd
August 12, 1805.

Left ; ant. post. flap. To Provost
Marshal Dec. 8. 1864.

Right : ant. post. flap. Surg. W.
S. Walsh. 15th West Virginia.
Disch'd July 4. 1865.

Right ; circ. 'Disch'd October 12.

1863.

Lett. Confederate surgeon. Re-
covery.

1 FISCHKR ' G. J-l. Report of Fifty-seven Cases of Amputations in the Hospitals near Sliarpsbnrg, Md., after the bait!'

Journal Medical Sciences. 1863, Vol. XLV. p. 48.

'/' Aiitielam.etc. in American
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Name, Military
Description, ami age.

333 Hubbard, O. E., rt.. F,
9thN'ewHamp.,ngel8.

334 Hnmmel, G., Lieut., B,

th Ohio.
33a Huston, B„ Corp'l. I

5Mh Illinois, age 1!'.

336 Hutchinson. J., It., 1,2(1

Connecticut, uge 20.

337 Huts™, W., Pt., G, 28th
Pennsylvania.

8 Ingram, J., Pt., A, 1st

Pennsylvania Artil'rv.

339 Jackson, <! £., Serg't, is,

17th Alabama, age 21.

340 Jamil, C, PL, G, 30th
Virginia.

341 Jensen, P..Cnrp'l,G.15th
N. Y. II. A., age 21.

342 Jesse. T. II., Pt., A, 15th
Georgia.

343 Johntm, A. O., Pt., C,
1 1th (ieorgia. age 1!).

314 Johnson, 10. B., Pt., E,
4Gtli Indiana, age 2(1.

345 Johnson, <i., Col'd serv-

ant, age 21.

346 Johnson, J., Pt., I), 9th
New Jersey, nge 20.

347 Jones. <!. //., Pt., I, 2d
Mississippi, age 21).

348 .Tones, I.., Pt., E, 5th
(,'onn., nge 40.

3-1!) Jones. W. It., Pt., It, 5th
Kentucky, age :IS.

350 Joseph. ('., Pt., It, 100th

Pennsylvania.
351 Joyce, A. J., Pt.,E,l6th

Michigan, uge 20.

352 Jtlbb. O. A., Pt., M, 7th
Micti. Cavalry, age 24.

353 Keenan, I..,Pt.,E, 140th

Pennsylvania, age 18.

154 Kelly. P., Pt., G, 3d Ar-
tillery, age 27.

355 Kenney, J., Corp'l, E,
10th Conn., nge 3.1.

356 Kenney. J.. l"t., K, 20th
Massachusetts.

357 Krnni'hj. 1. S., Pt.. II,

5th Virginia.

358 Keiner. \V., Serg't, E,
6th I'enn. Reserves.

359 Korrin. J., Pt., G, 19th
Infantry, age 27.

3t» Kiscaden. J., Pt., C, »9th
Pennsylvania, nge 21.

361 Kitson. T. \V., Miss. Ma-
rine Brigade.

362 Knight, M., Pt., D, 56th
Colored Troops.

363 Knittie, J., Pt., D, 150th

Pennsylvania, age 19.

364 Knebler, I'., rt., I, 7th
Connecticut.

L"i Kuchmnn, D.,Pt.,R,29th
New York.

:I66 Kuemmol. II., Corp'l, II.

2d Michigan, age 22.

17 Knen.W.. Corp'l. E, 55th
Pennsylvania, age 22.

36* i Kuhn. L., Serg't, II, 88th
Indiana, age 24.

369 Kvner,.!. II., Pt., I', 46th
Ohio.

Lackey, L., Ft., A. 209th
Pennsylvania, age 20.

371 T.nhon, R. F... Lieut., P,
23d Georgia

372 Latimer, f). P.. Pt., E,

105th Ohio, nge 29.

373 Lavvr.-nce. !!. E., Pt., 1'.

81st New York, ago 2".

374 Laws. It., Pt., E, 3ftth

Col'd Troops, age 23.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

Sept. 17,

18, '62.

May 11,

12, '64.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

Operations, Operators,
RESULT.

Sept. 17,

19, '62.

Dec. 13.

13, '62.

July 38,

29, '64.

June 3,

3, '64.

Feb. 6,

6, '65.

June 27,

28, '62.

July 2,

3, '63.

Sept. 2,

2. '64.

Dec. 14,

14, '64.

Aug. 18,

1H, '64.

July 1,

3, 63.

Mar. 16.

16, '65.

Nov. 25,

26, '63.

June Iti.

16. '62.

Julv 3,

3, '63.

Aug. 25,

25, '64.

Julv 3,

4, '63.

May 4,

4. 62.

April 2,

s, 'a.
Sept. 17,

17. '62.

May 3,

4, '63.

Julv 24,

24,"'G1.

Aug. 13,

13, '64.

Oct. 27,

28. '64.

Mar. 26.

26. '62.

May 27,

27,' '65.

June 1,

3, '64.

Julv II,

11,
''63.

Aug. 29,

29. '62.

Julv 30,

30,' '64.

May 16,

16, '64.

Nov. 25,

25, '63.

April 6,

8, '62.

Nov. 17.

18. '64.

Aug. 30,

30. '63.

Sept. I.

1. '64.

June 3.

3. '64.

Feb. 11.

11, '65.

Left; Map. Ass't Surg. . I. S. Em-
erson, 9th N. II. Diseh'd Feb.
4. 1863.

Left. Diseh'd Feb. 15. '63. Died
May 25, 1865; cong. pneumonia.

Ilight: Hap. Surg. II. M. Craw-
ford. 58th 111. Mustered out.

Left: long post. flap. Surg. II.

Plumb, 2d Conn. H'vy Artil'rv.

Diseh'd Sept. 13, 1865. Died
Sept. 10, 1809.

Right ; eire. Surg. II. E. Good-
man. 2Sth Penn. Diseh'd July
21, 1863.

Right; circ. Diseh'd July 11,

1863. Spec. 1775.

Right ; circ. To Provost Marshal
Dee. 1, 1864.

. Surg. — Hunter, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right ; double flap. Discharged
Nov. 211. 1865.

Right; ant. Surg. R. Q. Stoney,

C. S. A. Recovery.
Right. Exchanged' Nov. 12, '63.

Right: circ. Diseh'd January
28, 1865.

Left; flap. Surg. W. F. Smith,
73d Penn. Duty June 1, 1865.

Left : circ. Diseh'd April 14, 'C>~>.

: flap. Surg. — Hubbard.
2d Miss. Retired Aug. 29, 1864.

Right ;
jtost. flap; gang. Diseh'd

August 11, 18)15.

Left; circ. flap. Diseh'd June
22, 1864.

Left. Surg. II. Luddington, 100th
Penn. Diseh'd Sept. 17, 1862.

Left; anteropost. flap. Surg. J.
Thomas. 118th Penn. Hapm.
Diseh'd March 1R, 1H64.

Left ; circ. Surg. G. S. Dilts, 5th

N. Y. Artillery. Gang. Diseh'd
August 9, 1865.

Right. Surg. C. S. Wood, 66th
N. Y. Diseh'd Jan. 25, 1864.

Died Feb. 22, 1H6R.

Left. Diseh'd June 26, 1862.

Left; circ. Mustered out Sept.

29, 1865.

Left. Discharged Feb. 10, 1863.

Right ; circular. Recovery.

Left ; eire. Surg. C. Rower, 6th
Penn. Reserves. Diseh'd Mar.
26. 1862.

Right: flap: gang.: re-amputat'n
thigh. Diseh'd June 4, 1865.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Discharged
August 7. 1865.

Left. Surgeon J. Roberts, Miss.

.Mar. Ilrig. Diseh'd Nov.21,'63.
Left ; flap. Surg. D. A. La Force.
56th Col'd Troops. Discharged.

Right ; circ. Discharged June,
18o5.

Left ; circ. Diseh'd May 14, 1864.

Died Oct. 4. 1875. Spec. 1510.

Right. Diseh'd January 27, 1863.

Right : lateral flap. Surg. A. F.
Whelan, 1st Mich..5. S. Diseh'd
March 17, 1865.

Right; flap. Diseh'd April 29,

1865.

Right ; flap. Surg. L. D. Water-
man. 39th Ind. Diseh'd July
4. 1W!4.

Right; flap. Diseh'd June 30, '62.

Right ; long post, and short ant.

flap: gangrene. Diseh'd April

11, 1865.

. Surg. — Morgan, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Left; circ. Surg. C. N. Fouler.
105th Ohio. Diseh'd Mar. 7. '65.

Rigid : circ. flap. Diseh'd May
23. 1865.

Right: flap. Diseh'd Oct. 18,

1865. Died Oct. 5. 1868.

Name, military
Description, and Age

375 Lawson, R. F.. Corp'l, F,

89th Illinois, age 23.

376 Lee, C. P., Pt., II, 8th
New Jersey, age 21.

377
j

Lee. D. I... Serg't, E,71st
Ohio, nge 21.

378 Leggett, R.. Lieut. Col.,

10th Connecticut.

Lennox, J. II., Pt., B, 3d

389

390

391

392

393

394

395

396

397)
398

1

399

400

4DI

402

403

404

405

406

407

410

411

412

413

414

415

416

417

418

Leonard, II. D., Corp'l,

D, 92d N. Y.. nge 29.

Lewis, E. C, Pt., K, 8th
New Jersey, ago 18.

Leuscher, W..PL, C, 6th
Conn., age 36.

Lewis, R., Lieut. ,R. Pal-
metto S. S., age 23.

Lewis, W., Corp'l, C,
39th Ohio, nge 30.

Linker, J., Corp'l, B. 7th
North Carolina, ago 24.

Little, G. IF., PL, I, 24th
Georgia.

Livennore, W. II., Pt.,

H, 55th Illinois, age 17.

Loafman,W J., PL, F,
9th Kentucky.

Loeweg, M.,p't..D, 125th
New York, age 19.

I.ohr. N., l'L, F, folh
Pennsylvania, age 26.

Long, G. P., PL, 4th In-
diana Battery.

Long. .1. J., PL, C, 139th
Pennsylvania, age 30.

Long, J. S., PL, F, 33d
Ohio.

Long, L. R..l't., I, 17th
Pennsylvania.

Lnomis, J., Serg't, B, 56th
New York, age 23.

Loomis, R. D., PL, H,
57th Mass.. age 32.

1 Lorence, J., Corp'l, K,
9th New Jersey, age 35.

Layering, H. B., PL, C,
3d Mass. Cav., ago 23.

Lnvott, J. n., Corp'l, F,
40th Mass., nge 19.

Lowell, C. Lieut., C, 7th
Maine, age 29.

Lowry. T., Pt., F, 48th
New York.

Luekenbach.O.A-.Capt.,
C, 46th Pennsylvania.

Luffman, M. M., PL, A,
3d Delaware, age 22.

Luke, J., Pt., K, 9!lth

Pennsylvania, nge 20.

Lunon.'G., PL, B, 22d
Iowa.

Lupton, T., Corp'l, A, 2d
N. Y. H. Art'y, nge 19.

Macomber, C., PL, B,
20th Mich., age 29.

Haggard, J., Pt.,K, 13th
Mississippi, nge 18.

ifalimi/, 0., Pt., B, 19th
Georgia.

Manchez, E., PL, B, 17th
Missouri, age 23.

Mangan, M., Lieut., E,
6th Wisconsin, nge 33.

Mann, E. M., PL, 11th
New York Battery.

Manning. W., Corp'l, I,

20th Mass.. age 21.

Mars, V., Pt., K, 34th
Indiana.

Martin, A. I:.. Pt., G,
17th Ala., age 39.

Martin, E.T.. PL, B, 56th

Pennsylvania, age 21

.

Martin,"!'., Pt.. II, 19th

Massachusetts.

Operations, operators,
Result.

Dec. 16,

Hi. '64.

May 5.

6, ill.

Dec. 16.

16. '64.

Julv 25,
25." '6.'!.

April 6,

6, '62.

June 2,

2. '64.

April 2,

2. '65.

July 18,
20,' '63.

Oct. 7,

7. '64.

July 22,
22," '64.

July 3,

4, '63.

May 6,

6, '64.

Julv 28,
28," '64.

April 7,

7, '62.

June 17,

17, '64.

June 17,

18, 'C4.

Mar. 16.

16. '62.

May 12,

13, '64.

Mar. 19,

21, '65.

July 14.

14, '63.

April 9,

9, '65.

May 12,

13, '64.

Feb. 8.

8, '62.

Sept. 19

19, '64.

.May 16.

16, '64.

May 5,

5, '64.

July 18,
20," '63.

Aug. 9,

11, '62.

June 18,

19, '64.

May 5,

5, '64.

Sept. 19,

20, '64.

June 16.

17, '64.

May 12,

12, '64.

Oct. 19,

20, '64.

Aug. 29,

29, '62.

May 27,
27," '64.

July 2,

3, '"63.

May 3.

3, '63.

Aug. 16,

16, '64.

May 2,

2.
;
li3.

July 28,

28, "64.

June 20,

20. '64.

July 1,

2, '62.

Left: (lap. Transferred July 31,

1885.

Left : flap. 1 Hsch'd Sept. 12, '64.

Did May 18. 1807.

Left: flap. Surg.C.N. Hoagland,
71st Ohio. Diseh'd April 22, '65.

Loll. Surg. M. T. Newton, 10th

Conn. Diseh'd Aug. 23, 1864.

Died Sept. 18. '74 ; Clir. phthisis.

. Confederate surgeon. Re-
covery.

Right ; flap. Diseh'd Jan. 19, '65,

Died Mar.2I,'70; consumption.
Right ; circ. Diseh'd Nov. 4, '65.

Left. Surg. — Colton, C. S. A.
Diseh'd Sept. 6, '64. Died since.

Left; flap. Released May 8, '65.

Left ; flap. Discharged June 27,

1865.

Left. Surg. — Higginbotham. C.
S. A. Transferred Nov. 25, '63.

Right. Surg. —Mitchell, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right; circ. Surg. I. N. Barnes,
116th Illinois. (Hsein.) Diseh'd
February 5, 1 865.

Left. Diseh'd June 24, 1862.

Right ; lateral Map. Discharged
October 21, 1865.

Lett: flap. Surg. G. T. Stevens,
77th New York. Diseh'd March
16, 1865.

Left ; flap. Surg. E. Swift, U.S. A.
Diseh'd Dec. 8, 1863.

Left. Surg. S. F. Chapin, 139th
Penn. Diseh'd .May 12, 1865.

Right; flap. Diseh'd June 28,
1865.

Left ; flap. Discharged Nov. 16,

1863.

Right ; double flap. Surg. C. E.
Briggs, 54th Mass. Discharged
October 13, 1865.

Left : eire. Ass't Surg. S. Adams,
U. S. A. Diseh'd Sept. 12, 1865.

Both: flap. Surg.II. W.Rivcrs,4th
R. I. .and Surg. J. II. Thompson,
U. S. V. Diseh'd Sept. 30. '62.

Left : circ. Surg. D. F. Leavit,
3d Mass. Cavalry. Discharged
June 10. 1865.

Left; circ. Diseh'd June 14, '65.

Right ; flap. Surg. W. Buck, 6th
Maine. Diseh'd Oct. 3, 1864.

Right: circ. Surg. G.W. Miller,

97th Penn. Diseh'd Aug. 25,'63.

Right; flap. Surg. T. Antisell,

U. S. V. Diseh'd Oct. 2, 1862.

Right; flap: gangrene. Diseh'd.

Left; flap; gangrene. Diseh'd
March 16, 1865.

Right: circ. Surgs. J.W. H.Vest,
2Pth Iowa, and J. C. Shrader,
23d I « a. Diseh'd May 29, '65.

Right; rirc. Surg.J.W.Wishart,
140th Pean. Diseh'dNov. 28.'64.

Left: flap. Surg. S. S. French,
20th Mich. Diseh'd Jan. 26, '65.

Left; post. flap. Ass't Surg. E. L.
De Long. 77th New York. To
Provost Marshal April 1, 1865.

Right. Surg. R. Batty, 19th Ga.
Recovery.

Right; circ. Ass't Surg. D. C.
Greenleaf, 4th Iowa. Diseh'd
September 15, 1864.

Right: Hap. Resigned April 3,

1864.

Ilight. Discharged.

Left: flap. Surg. N. Havward,
20lh Mass. Diseh'd May 10, '65.

Right. Diseh'd July 17, 1803.

Left ; ant. post. flap. To Provost
.Marshal Dec. 28. 1864.

Right; circ. Diseh'd Mar. 31, '65.

Died Jan. 18. '69 : nbsc. of brain.

Bight ; flap. Diseh'd April 9,

1H63.

1 THOMPSON (J. II). Report nf Cases occurring at the Battle of Roanoke Island. Virginia, in Am. Med. Times. Vol. IV, I86S, page 199.
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419

420

421

422

42'.!

424

425

42(5

427

4 2! I

430

4:si

433

434

433

430

437

438

43!)

440

441

442

443

444

445

440

447

448

449

450

451

452

453

454

455

456

457

458

]

459

Uoo

401

402

Name, Military
description, and ace

Martin, R., Pt., A, 13th
Col'd Troops, age 40.

Martin, K., Pt., 97th N.
York, age 24.

Martin, W., Corp'l, I, Gth
Indiana, ago 30.

Mason, 11. O., Pt., Ash-
land's Va. Bat'y.ugc 30.

Matins, W. M., Pt., I,

1 1th Ala., age 27.

Matthews, D.,Pt.,l!,39th

New Jersey, age 28.

Matthews, S. J., Scrg't,

I, 9th Ala., age 23.

Matthews, T., Lieut., F,
4fith Pennsylvania.

Maxwell, W. E., Corp'l,

0, 95th N. Y., age 22.

McCaigue, S. B., Corp'l,

H, 183d Pennsylvania.

McCarty, J., Pt., M, 4th
Artillery.

McOlure, \V. II., Pt., A,
137th N. Y'ork, age 40.

McCluskey, P., Pt., B.
09th New Y'ork.

McConnell, J. E„ Pt., B,
24th Mich., age 19.

McCord, M. D., Corp'l,

A. 4th N. Y. H. Art'y,
age 25.

McGalliard, W.M.. Cap.,
E, 8th La., age 25.

McGee, A., Serg't, D, 7th
South Carolina, ago 23.

McGee, A. S., Pt., D, 5th
Vermont, age 43.

McUlynn, M., Pt., D,03d
New York, age 30.

MoGowan, J., Pt.,C,94th
New York.

Mefirath, W., Pt.. E, 3d
Rhode Island H. Art'y,
atre 4B.

McGuire, C, Corp'l, O,
191h Indiana, age 31.

Mcllane,U., Major, 12th
Louisiana, age 20.

Mollcnry, (I. W., Pt., K.
105th Penn., age 21.

Melnlire, Or., Pt., I, 7th
Maine, age 24.

Mcintosh, J. B., Brig.

General U. S. V.
McKalvey, J., Pt., D.
102d Pennsylvania.

McKcnnon, M. J., Pt., F,
8th Georgia.

McKnight, J., Pt., B, 2d
Delaware, age 45.

McLaitgldin, A., Pt., C,
24th N. C, age 17.

McLaughlin, T. A., Pt.,

K, 29th Maine, age 22.

McLean, G., Pt., E, 173d
New York, age 28.

McMurtrie, T., Lieut.,

12th Pennsylvania.
McNab, J. II., Pt., G, 3d
Tennessee, age 21.

McXamee, G., Pt., 1st

Virginia Art'v, age 19.

McKay, G. A., Pt., G,
5th N. C. Cav., ago 22.

Measels, J., Pt.. G, 31st
Georgia, age 42.

Medley, J., Pt., A, 22d
Col'd Troops, age 25.

Moekins, J. D., Pt.. E,
148th Penn., nge 23.

Merry, T. U., Pt., E, 4th
North Carolina, age 20.

Messmore, J.,Pt„D,l0th
Infantry, age 22.

Meyer, P., Serg't, A, 10th
Indiana, age 26.

Mayers, J., Pt., E, 5th
New Jersey, age 30.

Meyers, W., Pt., G, 2d
Infantry.

Dee. 17,

17, '04.

June 20,

21, '04.

Sept. 19,

21, '03.

July 2,

3, '03.

Aug. 21,

21, '04.

April 2,

2, '65.

July 2,

3, '03.

Aug. 9,

1V02.
May 8,

8,
r
64.

May 12,

12, '04.

Nov. 5,

5, '04.

July 2,

3, '63.

Dee. 13,

13, '02.

June 18,

18, '04.

Aug. 25,

27, '04.

July 2,

3, '03.

Oct. 19,

20, '04.

June 29,

30, '63.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

April 2,

3, '65.

Feb. 2,

2, '04.

Julv 1,

2, '03.

Nov. 30,

De.l.'tH.
Julv 2.

2, '63.

May 10,
10,' '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

May 31.
31." '02.

June 27,

28, '03.

Dee. 13,

14, '62.

Mar. 25,

25, '05.

Oct. 19,

20, '04.

April 9,

9, '64.

Dec. 13,

14, '02.

May 10,

12. '04.

July 1,

2, '03.

April 2.

2, '05.

Oct. 19,

19, '04.

Oct. 27,

27, '64.

June 3,

3, '04.

May 3,

3,
r
63.

Mav 19,

19, '64.

Aug. 24,

24, '04.

Julv 3,

3, '03.

Aug. 30,

31, '62.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left ; Oap. A. A. Surg. J. S. Gilt-

ner. Disch'd August 12, 1865.

Left ; circ. Duty Sept. 12, 1804.

Left; Surg. — Gardner. Disch'd
June 8. 1804.

Right. Confed. surgeon. Retired
March, 1805. (Also w'd left leg.)

Right; circular. Transferred.

Left ; circ.; gangrene. Recovery
August 2, 1805.

Right ; circ. Paroled Sept. 25,

1803.

Left ; circ. Disch'd Dec. 29, '62.

Right ; flap. A. Surg. J. T. Duf-
field, 7th Indiana. Disch'd Jan.
7, 1865.

Left. Surg.W. ,7. Burr, 42d New
Y'ork. May 27, amp. knee joint.

Mustered out July 13, 1865.
Left; flap; gangrene: subsequent
operation. Discharged.

Left
;
post, flap ; ha;m. Disch'd

May 17, 1864.
Bight. Discharged August 17,

1803.

Left; flap. Surg. J. H. Beech,
24th Mich. (Also wound right
leg.) Disch'd Sept. 12, 1865.

Left; flap. Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd May 20, 1865.

Right ; circ. Haemorrhage. To
prison Mar. 2, 1804.

Right
;
post. flap. Ass't Surg.W.

A. De Long, 77th New York.
To Provost Marshal April 1,'65.

Right ; flap. Confed. surgeon.
Disch'd Feb. 11. 1863.

Left. Discharged Dec. 30, 1862.

Right; circ. Disch'd July 27,

If05.

Right : ant. post. flap. Surg. M.
S. Kittinger. 100th New York.
Disch'd Oct. 14, '64. Spec. 2910.

Left; flap; hsem. Disch'd June
11. 1864. Died Feb. 7, 1870.

Lett ; oval flap. To Pro. Marshal
March 27, 1805.

Right
J

flap. Disch'd July 11,

1805.

Right. Surg. F. M. Everleth, 7th
Maine. Oct. 10, amp. thigh.
Disch'd June 10, 1865.

Right. Retired July 30, 1870.

Left. Discharged June 10, 1803.

Right. Confederate surgeon. Re-
covery.

Right;* circ. Disch'd April 13,

1804. Died in 1804.
Left ; circ. A. Surg. K. P. Roche,
35thMass. Releasd June 14, '05.

Left ; circ. Surg. G. T. Stevens,
77th N. Y. Disch'd July 19,'05.

Right; circ. Disch'd August 21,
1804.

Left; flap. Confederate surgeon.
V. R. Corps Oct. 18. 1803.

Loft. Surg.D.L.lIealh, 23d Mich.
Disch'd July 6, 1865.

Left ; flap. A. Surg. J. W. Jones.

C. S. A . Retired Sept. 28, 1864.
Left. Released June 29, 1865.

Right: flap. Surg. II. F. Butt,

l'.A.C.S. To prison Jan. 5, '65.

Right; circ. Mustered out Mar.
10, 1SG3.

Left : circ. Surg. J. W. Wishart,
140th Penn. Disch'd May 29, '65.

Left ; flap. Transferred Sept. 8,

1803.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
April 8, 1805. Died May 27,

1871 ; epilepsy and oonsumpt'n.
Right; flap. 'Disch'd Jan. 13,

1865. Died Dec. 4, 1808.

Left. Disch'd December 13, '63.

Left. Disch'd November 13, '62.

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Michaels, J., Pt., A, 10th
Wisconsin.

Micue, P., Pt., G, 34th
Massachusetts, nge 33.

Miles, A., Pt., U, 15th
N. Y. II. Arty, age 18.

Miles, F. N., Pt., F, 23th
Maine.

Miller, J. K.. Serg't, E.
205th Pennsylvania.

Miller, W., Pt., E, 15th
Iowa, nge 25.

Mink, J., Pt., A, 01st N.
York, age 18.

Misliaw, E., I't.,C, 118th
Pennsylvania.

Mitchell, W., Pt., K,
27th Pennsylvania.

Mizner. \V.,Pt., II, 34th
Illinois, age 21.

Moats. M., Pt., F, 15th
West Virginia, age 24.

Moffatt, R.. Scrg't, K,
121st Penn., age 23.

Moneyhan, B. F., Pt., D,
24th Indiana, age 26.

Monroe, II., Pt., I, 20th
Maine, age 25.

Mooncy, J.. Pt., I). 13th
New York, age 29.

Moore, C. W., Lieut.,

15th Ohio Battery.
Moore, D., Colonel, 21st
Missouri.

Moore. D. A., Capt., B,
01st New Y'ork, atre 29.

Moore, J. A., Pt., G, 38th
Virginia, age 20.

Morgan. J., Pt., K, 143d
Pennsylvania.

Morgan, J.. Pt., B, 26th
Virginia, age 21.

Morgan. J. C., Serg't, 1).

7th Wisconsin, age 25.

Moris, U., Pt., K, 34th
Indiana, age 30.

Morningstar, J. J., Pt.,

D. 70th Penn.
Motrin, J.. Pt., O, 120th
New Y'ork, age 21.

Morris, A.W., Pt., B, 6th
Iowa, age 21.

Morrison, A., Pt., K,23d
Illinois, age 23.

Moss, J. E-, Corp'l, E.
30th Illinois.

Mount, D. M., Serg't, B,
35th New Y'ork.

Mullen, J., Pt., C, 30th
Mass., age 20.

Mailer, H., Pt., E, 45th
New Y'ork.

Muller, M., Pt., F, 4th
N. Y'. H'vv Artillery.

Mulligan, j„ Pt., E, 5th
N. Y'. Cavalry, age 18.

Mnnday, L. G., Ft., I,

26th Virginia, age 38.

Mundy, F. H.,Pt.,G, 83d
New Y'ork, age 20.

Murray, .1.11., Pt , D, 2d
Vermont.

Myers, II., Pt., F, 119th
Penn., age 39.

Neal, !'., Pt., C, 28th
Iowa, ago 1!*.

Neft", J., Corp'l, B, 25th
Mass., age 25.

Newton, W. J., Lieut.,

K, 40th Virginia.

Nicholson, J., Pt.,C, 8th
N. Y'. Cavalry, age 47.

Nimocks. R. J., Tt.

25th Wis., age 44.

Nolan, K., Pi., K,
Indiana, age 20.

B

April 6,

8, '62.

Oct. 13,

13, '04.

Mar. 31,

Ap.1,'65,
Oct. 19,

20, '04.

April 2.

3, '05.

Julv 5,

5, '64.

April 7,

7, '65.

Sept. 20,

22, '62.

June 8,

Mar. fii.

£0, '05.

Sept. 19,

19, '04.

Julv 15.
15,' '64.

April 17,

17. '05.

June 22.

22, '04.

Mav 10,
11,' 04.

Dec. 10,

10, '04.

April 6,

6, '02.

June 30,

30, '63.

Mav 10,
10,' '64.

Dec. 13,

15. '61.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

Mar. 31.

31, '65.

Mav 10,

16, '63.

Julv 11.

13, '63.

Julv 3,

4, '63.

June 10,

10, '64.

July 24,
24.' '64.

Nov. 25,

27, '63.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

Oct. 19,

20, '64.

June 3,

3, '62.

April 2.

2, '65.

Mar. 22,

23, '64.

June 20,

20, '64.

Dee. 13,

14, '62.

Mav 3,

3, '03.

Nov. 7,

7. '63.

May 15.

15," '03.

Mav 10.
18," '0)4.

Mav 3,

3, '63.

Aug. 20.

20, '64.

Operations. Operators,
Result.

Julv 22,

23, '64.

22d Mav 17,

I

17." '64.

Left ; circ. Surg. G.W. Eastman,
10th Wis. Disch'd Aug. 15. '02.

Left : ant. post. flap. Disch'd
May 20. 1805. •

Right ; lateral flap. Discharged
August 2, 1805.

Left : flap. Disch'd January 21,

1805.
Right; post. flap. Disch'd Aug.
18. 1805.

Right : flap. Surg. E. M. Rogers,
12th Wis. Must, out Feb. 1 1, '05.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
November 25. 1865.

Right. Surg. J. Thomas, 118th
Penn. Disch'd April 21, 1863.

Right. Disch'd Oct. 17. 1862.

Left; circ. Disch'd June 10, '65.

Right ; flap. Disch'd June 9, '65.

Left : flap. Surg. F. C. Reamer,
143d Penn. (Also excis. hum.)
Disch'd June 29, 1865.

Right. Surg.V. II. Coflman, 34th
Iowa. Disch'd Sept. 12, 1865.

Right; flap; ha?in.: lig. femoral.

Disch'd January 13. 1865. Died
May 10. 1870; phthisis pulmo.

LeftJ flap. Disch'd May 27, '65.

Left ; flap. Mustered out June
20, 1800.

Right. Mustered out Feb. 12.

1865.
Right : flap. Surg. A. N. Dough-
erty, U. S. V. To V. K. C.

: circ. Furloughed Julv 29.

1804.

Right : flap. Confed. surgeon.
Disch'd June 22, 1865.

Right. Surg. G. McDonald. 23d
Va. To prison Feb. 10, 1805.

Right; oval flap. Surg. D. C.
Ayres, 7th Wis. Disch'd Julv
20, 1805.

Right ; flap. Disch'd July 18, '63.

Left : circ. Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd Jan. 17,1864. SpecAT.i.

Left: post. flap. Surg. J, Aiken,
71st Penn. Hajin.: amp. thigh
Nov. 3. Disch'd Juno 18, 1805.
Specs. 1410. 2604.

Left; eire. Ass't Surg. D. llnl-

dennan, 46th Ohio. Disch'd
July 10, 1865.

Left : circ. Discharged March 1.

1865.
Left: flap. Surg. II. McIIcnry.
125th Ohio. Disch'd Sept. 24,
1804.

Right. Mustered out June 5, Y,3.

Right : flap. Disch'd February
12. 1865.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. II.

Tdeler. 45th N. Y". Discharged
Nov. 1. 1802.

Left: flap. Disch'd October 1.

1865.

Right; flap
;
gangrene. Disch'd

October 28. 1804.

Right; circular. Recovery.

Left; circ: gangrene. Disch'd
Nov. 22, 1803

Left ; double flap. Ass't Surg.
A. A. Atwood, 2d Vt. Disch'd
April 13, 1864.

Left. Surg. P. Leidy, 119th Penn.
Disch'd June 27. 1864.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Oct. 3, 1803.

Right; circ. Confed. 6nrgcun.
Disch'd Sept. 0, 1865.

. Surg.W. A. Spence.C.S.A.
Recovery.

Left; lat. skin flap. Surg. A.
Hard. 8th IllinoisCav. Disch'd
Nov. 19. 1864.

Right; circ. Disch'd June 30,

1805.
Right; circ. Disch'd Feb. 13.

1865. Died May 26, 1807.
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Same, Militauy
DESCIUlflON', ANl> AOK.

Ot'EltATTOXB, OrKIIATOHB,
RESULT.

524

I

533

ran

527

528

529

530

531

532

533

534

1535

53(i

537

538

53!)

540

541

542

543

54

1

545

546

547

506 Norton, E. I)., Corp'l, r. June 17,

11th Conn, ago 21. 19, '64.

507 Norton, J., Seaman, U.S. July»,
8. Montauk, ogn 25. 9, '64.

508 Xnu-ell, IV. II'., Corp'l, May 31,

F, 49th Va., ago 22. J'c 1/62.
509 O'Brien, J., l't., A, 7th May 22.

Missouri. '22, '(13.

510 O'llrica, M., Ft., E, 3d Aug. 9,

Massachusetts, ago 26. 11, '62.

511 Ogden, M. H., l't., H, June 18,

98th Penn., age 91. 18, 'fi4.

512 Olun, F., l't., O, 37th April 2,

Wisconsin, age 40. 2, '05.

513 Oliver, J. It'., Corp'l, D, Mav :!,

12th Georgia, ago 21. 3, '63.

514 O'Neil, J., Pt., (). 28th Sept. 17,

|
Pennsylvania. 17, '(12.

513 Opperman. P.,l't.,E, 6th Aug. Hi,

Missouri Cavalry. 17, 'G2.

510 Ormsby, S. S., Corp'l, K, June 18,

50th Penn., age 36, 19, '64.

517 Osborn, J. H., Serg't, I, June 29.

8th N. V. Cnv., age 24. 29, '64.

O'Shaughnessy, J., Pt., Jan. I,

D, 42d Mass. 3, '63.

O'Sullivan. L>., Corp'l, Julv 2,

F, 3d Infantry, age 28. 2, '63.

520 Overman, A. A, Serg't, May 19,

A, 93d Indiana. 19, '63.

531 Owens, J. P., Serg't, D, Sept. 17,

Ptirnell Legion. 17, '62.

Paden. !'.. Fireman, U.S. Mar. 28,

Gunboat Diana. 30, 't>3.

Palin, It P., Pt., B, 9th June 8,

N.Y. Il'vy Art., ngc2(i. 8, '64.

Parker. B., Pt., O, 2d July 3,

South Carolina, age :17. 3, '63.

Porker, I'., Pt ,C, 150th Julv 1,

PetiTi.. age 2:i. 1, '63.

Parker. C.\V..Pt.,D,13th Sept. 30,

.New ilauip., age 21. 30, '64.

Parker, II , Pt., II, 44th Slay 2.

Georgia, age 21. 3, '0:1.

1 Vi/.r... J. M . Serg't, B, July 20,

SOth N. C, age 27. 21,''li4.

Pnrlon.A. B., Pt..G,193d (let. 14.

New York. 14, 05.

Parmenter, J.. Cnpt., E, June 3.

Hull N. V., age 42. 3. '64.

Paxton, J. T., Pt., II, Mar. 27,

1! th Iowa, age 21. 27, '65.

Peet, 0. W„ •
v erg't, A. Pee. 13.

2! til N.Y. S. M., ago 26. 13, '62.

Pels, A., Pt , I!, 4th New Jure 17.

York Artillery, age 29. 19, '64.

Pennington. ./.'/: ..PI..I), May 3.

2tith Alabama, age 18. 4. '63.

Perkins, M.V. I'.., Corp'l. Julv 18.

!•', 7th New Hampshire 20, '63.

Perry, A., l't., C, 41th Dee. 13,

New York. 13, '62.

Peters, A., Pt.. E, 37th Jane 17,

Wisconsin, age 37. 18, '04.

Peters, 8., l't, C. 139th Sept. 21,

Pennsylvania, age 19. 21, '64.

Petrrsl'eld. W. J., lt.,C, Nov. 30,

1st Alabama, age 21. Dee. 2,

1864.

PcUigrcw, F., l't., K, June 1.

I3th North Carolina. 1, '64.

Petty, O. IS., Corp'l, E, June 29,

5th Vermont. 30, '62.

Phillips, 11. P., Captain, Nov. 30.

ago 29, Do. 1/64.
Phillips.J.J., Serg't, II, May 15,

33d Tennessee, age 32. 17," '64.

Piilgeon, J.. Pt„ 0, 23d Sept. 18,

Colored Troops, oge 38. 20, '64.

Pierce, D. M., l't.. A, 4th June 18,

Delaware, age 19. 18, '64.

Pierce, W., Lieut., Alls- Sept. 20.

tin's Sharpshooters. 20, '63.

Pike, II. I... Lieut., Hat- May 5.

tery II, 1st Artillery. 5. '62.

Plant, It, Pt,, D, 7th In Dee. 13,

fantry, nge 19. 14, '02.

Left; post. flap. Disch'dNov.26,
1864.

Left. Surg. — Johnson, U. S. N.
Diseh'd Oct. 24, 1864.

Right. Surg. J. M. Hollowav,
C. S. A. Retired Mar. 15, 1865.

Right ; circ. Diseh'd June 4, '64.

Right, Surgeon E. McDonnell.
U. S. V. Diseh'd Dee. 0, 1802.

Left; flap. Diseh'd July 21, '65.

Left: flap. Surg.W.C. Shurlock.
51st Penn. Diseh'd Sept. 7, '05.

Lett; flap. Fnrloughed.

Left. Surg. II. E. Goodman, 28th
Penn. Diseh'd Nov. 15, 1862.

Right; flap. Surg. li.E. Osborn,
1st Mo. S. M. Cav. Diseh'd Jan.
9, 1863.

Right; circ. Surg. W. C. Sbur-
lock, 51st Penn. Diseh'd May
39. 1865.

Left; circ. A. Surg.O.H. Adams,
Bth N. Y. 0. M. O. June 7, '65.

Right; eire. Surg. A. I. dim-
ming, 42d Mass. Discharged.

Right; eirc. A. Snrg.C.Wagner,
U. S. A. Diseh'd Jan. 8, 1864.

Spec. 4:175.

Left; flap. Diseh'd August 10,

1863.

Right : circ. Diseh'd December
6." 1862.

Ilight ; post. flap. Surg. — Ellis.

II. S. N. Diseh'd Dec. 31, 1803.

Left : post. flap. Surgeon S. A.
Sahin, Dth N. Y. Diseh'd Jan.
20. 1866.

Right. Paroled Nov. 12, 1803.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Diseh'd
January 29, 1804.

Left. Discharged June 21, 1865.

Transferred May 20,

No.

550

555

559

561

5G3

Name, Mii.itauy
Desckiption, ami age

Platz, A., Musician, A,
19th Infantry, age 18.

Popp, M., l't., E, 55th
Illinois.

Porter, H., Pt., G, 13th
Massachusetts.

Pyle, J. M., Pt., II, 89th
Indiana, age 24.

Rabbidau, L.,I't.,F, 14th
Wisconsin, age 21.

Radiehel, C, Pt., F. 6th
Wisconsin, age 40.

Rady, D., Colored.

Ralston, It, Musician, C,
20th Iowa, age 22.

Rolyea, A., Pt.,G, 147th
New Y'ork, age 25.

Rauscher, C, Pt., B, 42d
Indiana, age 26.

Bawls. 11., Pt., D, 2d
Georgia.

Read, C. A., Serg't, A,
1st Mass. Cav., age 24.

Rech, F., Pt.,E, 2d Dela-
ware, age 21

.

Redman, T., Serg't, K,
5th Cavalry, age 20.

563 Reeder,O.W'.,Pt., 11,11th

Penn., nge 31.

504 Reeves. J. II ., It.,G, 39th
Illinois, age 24.

565 Refolt, E., Pt., G, 22d
Indiana.

56G Reider,G.W.,Pt..C,14th
Infantrv, nge 34.

567 ReUT, E., Pt., A, 12th In-

fantry, age 19.

568 Reiley. J., Pt., C, 7th N.
York Heavy Artillery,

age 29.

569

186: r

Left : ant. post. flap. Surg. J. II.

Avers, 34th Ohio. To Provost
Marshal Nov. 1, 1804.

Right: flap. A.Surg. L. Phinncv,
19. 'd N.Y. Discharged.

Ilight: ant. skin flap. A. Surg. J.

G. Porteous.l 1 frlli N.Y. Diseh'd
Nov. 15, 1804.

Right: circ. Surg. P. Harvey,U.
s. V. .Must, out Julv 10, 1805.

Left. Discharged March 8, 1803.

Right: circ. Diseh'd Sept. 38,

1804.

Left : flap Transferred May 24,

1803.

R't : eire. A.Surg. F. !>. Kimball,
3d N. II. Diseh'd Nov. 14, '03.

Left; flap Diseh'd Feb. 28. '03.

Left ; eirc. Surg. W.C. Shurloek,
51st Penn. Gangrene. Diseh'd
May 23. 1805. Spec. 3129.

Left : ant. post. flap. Discharged
June 0. 1865.

Ritrht: eire. Surg. — Hamilton,
1st Ala. To Provost .Marshal

May 0, 1865.

Right ; circ Retired Jan. 18, '65.

Right; flap. Confed. surgeon.
Diseh'd Jan. 31. 1803.

Right : eire. To Provost Marshal
April 6. 1865.

Right: not. post. flap. A.Surg.
II. E. Goodman, U. S. V. To
Provost Marshal Dec. 1, 1864.

Right; flap. Diseh'dMay 23/65.

Diseh'd May 12,

— Kratty, C. S. A.

Right; circ.

181*.

Right. Surg.
Recovery.

Left. Surg. St. John W. Mintz-
ner, 26th Penn. Retired Feb.
21, '07. Died March 25, 1875.

Left. Diseh'd September 8. 1 805.

584

Rostle, M., Serg't, G,52d
New Y'ork, age 28.

Reynolds, J. S., Lieut.,

H, 10th N.Y. Cavalry,
nge 38.

Rice, F. R.. Lieut., F, 1st

Michigan.

Rider, J. A., Pt., A, 4th
Virginia, age 30.

Riley, ,1., Ordinary Sea-
man, U. S. S. Wabash.

Roberts, G. W., Pt., II,

1st Maryland Artillery,

age 10.

Roberts, H., Lieut., II,

1st Massachusetts.
Roberts, J. 13., Corp'l, K,
88th Indiana, age 31.

Roberts, M., Pt., H, 21st

N. Y'. Cavalry, age 18.

Robinson, J. B-, Lieut.,

C, 2d Penn. Reserves,
nge 32.

Robinson, W..Pt., D, 82d
New Y'ork, age 41.

Rndflers, T. J., Pt., D,
50th Georgia.

Rodgers, W. II., Corp'l,

A, 140th N. Y., age 38.

Ross. I. C, Pt., F, 15th

Indiana, age 29.

Rosselit, M.,Pt ,F, 118th
Ohio, age 25.

Rouischkolb, F., Pt., E.
66th New Y'ork, ago 41

.

Souse. T. B., Pt., F, 2d
North Carolina, age 20.

Riidmuff, W. H., Lieut.,
F, 82d Penn., age 24.

Russell, E. M.. l't.. A, 1st

Penn. Reserves.
Russell. J. H.,Pt.,B,29th
Connecticut, age 20.

Russell, P. A., Corp'l, G.
89th New Y'ork, age 24.

May 22,

22, '64.

May 22,

22, '63.

July 1,

2, '63.

May 18,

18," '64.

June 23,

23, '04.

Feb. 5,

7, '65.

May 14,

14,' '63.

Oct. 26,

26, '03.

Feb. 0.

6, '65.

Aug. 15,

15, '64.

Aug. 31,

31, '62.

Sept. 13,

13, '63.

May 10,

10, '64.

July 10,
10,' '03.

May 5,

5, '64.

May 10,

18, '64.

Oct. 9,

10, '62.

May 24,

24, '64.

July 2,

3, '63.

June 17,

18, '04.

Feb. 3,

3, '05.

Mav 28,
29," '04.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

May 3,

4, '63.

Jan. 15,

16, '05.

July 1,

1, '62.

Aug. 29,

29. '02.

Mar. 19,

20, '65.

April 1,

3, '65.

May 12,
12," '64.

May 10,

11, '64.

July 3,

3, '63.

Mav 5,

6, '64.

Nov. 25.

27, '63.

Dec. 29,

30, '63.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

July 2.

2,
r
03.

June 1,

I, '04.

Sept. 14.

14, '02.

Oct. 27,

28, '64.

June 18,

18, '64.

Otehatioxs, Ol'ERATORK,
Result.

R't ; flap. A. Surg. J. C. Norton,

U. S. V. Diseh'd Jan. 17, 1865.

Left ; flap. Diseh'd Sept. 26, '63.

Died June 13, 1874.

Left; eirc. July 30, reampntat'n.
Diseh'd Jan. 30, 1804.

Right; flap. Diseh'd May 21,

1805.

Right; flap. Surg. II. McKennan,
17th Wis. Diseh'd Sept. 1, '65.

Right. Diseh'd August 23, 1865.

Left. Recovery. Spec. 1809.

Right; flap. Surg. A. T. Hudson,
26th Iowa. Diseh'd J une 25, '64.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. A. S.
Coe, 147th New Y'ork. Diseh'd
June 14, 1865.

Left; flap. Diseh'd April 5, 1865.

-; anterior. Ass't Surg. F. R.
Gregory, C. S. A. Recovery.

Right; flap. Surg.W. H.Wilbur,
1st Pt I. Cav. Diseh'd April
16, 1864.

Right; flap. Surg. J. W. YVis-

hart, 140th Penn. Mustered out
June 3, 1804.

Right ; post. flap. Veteran Re-
serve Corps Oct. 30, 1803.

Left ; circ. Surg. J.W. Anawalt,
11th Peon. Diseh'd Aug. 16. '04.

Lett ; flap. Surg. , C. S. A.
Diseh'd March 19, 1865.

Right; flap. Diseh'd Feb. 28/63.
Died April 16, '64; small-pox.

Right; circ.; ervsipelas; gang.
Diseh'd March ii, 1866.

Left ; circular. Discharged.

Left ; lat. flap. Surg. J. W. Wis-
hnrt, 140th Penn. Diseh'd Mav
16, 1865. Died Feb. 14, 1870;
consumption

Left ; long pi 1st. and short anterior

flap. Diseh'd Dec. 1, 1805.

Left: eire. Surg. H. K. Clark,
10th N. Y'. Cav. Diseh'd Sept.

8, 1804.

Left; flap. Surg. D. 1'. Chamber-
lin, 4th Michigan. Veteran Re-
serve Corps Julv 2, 1863.

; circ. Surg". — Walls, C. S.

A. Nov. 12. 1877; good stump.
Right. Diseh'd July 14, 1805.

Right: circular. Ass't Surg. J.

S. O'Donncll. Purnell Legion.
Diseh'd May 18. 1803.

Left : circ. A . Surg. T. F. Oakcs,
1st Mass. Diseh'd Feb. 5, 1804.

Left ; oblique flap. Confederate
surgeon. Gangrene. Mustered
out June 7, 1805.

Right: double flap. Discharged
September 14. 1865.

Right ; ant. post. (lap. Surg. C.
Rowers. 6th Penn. Res. Diseh'd
June 10,1864. Spec. 4511.

Right : eirc. Surg. S. II. I'lumb,
82d N. Y. Diseh'd Nov. 10, '04.

Spec. 4372.

Right. Confed. surgeon. Ex-
changed March 17, 1864.

Right ; flap. Surg. LeG. Capers,
C. S. A. Diseh'd Nov. 19, 1864.

Left; circular flap. Surg. II. E.
Ilasse. 24th Wisconsin. Diseh'd
April 21, 1864.

Left. Surg.J.W.Alexander, 15th

Penn. Cav. Diseh'd Nov. 31/64.
Died July 11/71; tuber, disease.

R't: lat. flap. Surg. C. S.Wood,
66th New York. Diseh'd Dec.
31, 1862.

Right. Exchanged Nov. 12, '63.

Left : circ. Surg. L. Emanuel,
82d Penn. Diseh'd Sept. 22, '04.

Left. Diseh'd November 29, '02.

Right : flap. Surg. A. C. Barlow,
62d Ohio. Diseh'd .May 16. '65.

Left ; flap. Discharged Nov. 4,

1864.
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No.

590

591

592

593

594

595

596

597

598

599

600

601

I

602

603

,604

Name, Military
description, and age.

606
I

607

608

609

610

611

612

613

614

615

616

617

619

620

021

Both, R. A., Pt., E, 59th
Massachusetts, age 19.

Ryan, J, Pt., E, 10th
Wisconsin, age 23.

Sampson. C. H, Serg't,

A, 3d Maine, age 3U.

Sanders, J. A., Corp'l, E,
7th S. C. Bat'y, age 30.

Santy, J., Pt.,' C, 91st
Ohio, age 21.

Saal, F., Tt., G, 183d
Pennsylvania, age 21.

Saxon, T. II., Pt., E, 4th
North Carolina, age 20.

Scott, J. G., Pt., D, 77th
New York, age 23.

Scott, O. D., Pt., F, 17th
Vermont, age 21

.

Scroggs, jr., Pt., I, 39th
North Carolina, age 19.

Scroth, J., Serg't.C, 19th
Infantry, age 24.

Seaman, W. P., Pt., C,
11th Missouri.

Seaver.C. E., Pt., 1, 13th
Vermont, age 28.

Secor, J. S, Pt, A, nth
N.Y. H'vy Art., ageJ9.

Segar, E., Pt., K, 22d
New York, age 21.

Seiforth, M., Pt., 1, 124th
Indiana, age 17.

Sellers, J. B., Pt., I, 27th
Indiana, age 21.

Shunger, A., Serg't, B,
86th New York, age 31.

Shappoe, W. A., Pt., A,
81st Pennsylvania.

Sharp, W. II. II, Serg't,

L, 9th Penn. Cavalry,
age 24.

Shaw, J., Pt., C, 19th
Maine, age 28.

Sheehan,M.,Pt.,H,100th
New York.

Shephard, G., Pt., K, 3d
Vermont, age 32.

Shields, T, Pt, G, 62d
New York.

Shoals. J., Corp'l.C, 27th
Mass., age 19.

Sibley, It, Pt, E, 6th
Missouri, age 27.

Siegrist, J. E, Serg't, C,
7th Pennsylvania.

Simmons, II. II., Capt,
F, 2d Miss, age 24.

Simmons, W. S, T.iellt..

A, 5th Colored Troops.
age 24.

Sine, J. F, Pt.. G, 90th
Pennsylvania.

Singleton. J. R,S'g't,M,
16th N.Y'. Cav, age 26.

Skolton, .1, Serg't Major,
27th Ohio, age 27.

Dates.

June 2,

4, '64.

Sept. 10,

21. '63.

July 1,

1, '62.

Aug. 21,

21, '64.

Oct. 6,

7, '64.

June 16,

17. '64.

May 3,

3, '63.

May 6,

6, '64.

June 7,

7, '64.

June 18.

19, '64.

May 14,
14."'04.

Aug. 14,

14, '62.

July 3.

4,
:

63.

Oct. 19,

20, '64.

April 29,

Mavl,
1863.

Mar. 10,

I

10, '65.

May 25,

I

26. '64.

July 2,

2. '63.

April 6.

8, '65.

Mar. 16,

16, '65.

July 3,

4, '63.

July 18,

I 18, 63.

Oct. 19.

19. '64.

May 3.

3. '63.

Mar. 8,

10, '65.

Aug. 31,

31, '64.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

July 2,

2, '63.

Feb. 20,

20, '65.

Deo. 13,

14. '62.

Sept. 19,

19, '61.

Juno 28,

28, '64.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

624

625

626

627

628

Skinner, M. C, Pt, E, June 18,

36tli Illinois, age 22. : 18, '64.

Shiran. J., Pt, 13, 170th June 16,

New York, age 48. j 17, '64.

Small, R, Pt, F, 34th . Nov. 30.

Colored Troops, age18.
,

30, '64.

Smallwood, W.J. .Lieut,
A, 7th Kentucky.

Smith, A. A, Pt, A, 3d
Rhode Island Art'ry.

1, '62.

April 9.

9, '63.

Smith, G. T, Pt,F, 13th June 21,

Mass, age 22.
|

21, '64.

Smith. II, Pt, E, 11th Sept. 13,

Vermont, age 19. I 13, '64.

Smith, II. C, Pt, E. 5th July 22.

Mississippi, age 24. 23. '64.

Right; flap. Disch'd June 13,

1865.

Left : circ. Surg. I. Moses. U.S.V.
Disch'd Sept. 30, 1864.

Right : flap. Disch'd Dec. 4, '62.

Died Jan. 28, 1870; effects of
sunstroke.

Left : flap. Exchanged.

Left ; flap. Surgeon J. M. Leet,

U. S.V. Disch'd May 20, 1865.

Right; circ. Surg. J.W.Wishart.
HOthPenn. Disch'd Apr. 27, '65.

; ant. and post. flap. Rapid-
ly improving.

Left ; circ. (also amp. right at low.
third). Surg. E. B. P. Kellv,
93th Penn. Disch'd Nov. 3, '64.

Spec. 513.

Right : ant. post. flap. Disch'd
May 18. 1865.

Right : flap. Provost Marshal
October 21. 1864.

Left: circ. Disch'd November
10. 1864.

Right; flap. Disch'd October 10,

1862.

Right ; flap. Surg. G. Nichols,
Kith Vt. Disch'd Nov. 7, 1863.

Right; flap. Disch'd June 29,

1865.

Left : nnr. posterior flap. Surg. J.
Ebersoie, ]9th Indiana. Disch'd
Nov. 19, 1864. Spec. 1146.

Left; post. flap. Surg. V. II.

Gregg, 124th Indiana. Disch'd
June 30, 1865.

Left ; circular. Discharged.

Left. Disch'd June 4, 186!.

Right; flap. Disch'd June 28,

1865.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. ('.

Helm, 92d Illinois. Discharged
Sept. 12, 1865.

Right. Surg. N. Havward, 20th
Mass. Disch'd Feb. 8, 1865.

Right; ant. post. flap. Assistant
Surg.W. D. Murrav, 100th N.Y.
Disch'd Feb. 3. 1864.

Right; flap. Disch d September
1. 18K).

Left
;
post. flap. Discharged.

Left; flap. Confederate surgeon.
I Disch'd Sept. 4, 1865.

Right; circ. Disch'd Julv 15.

1865.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Feb. 17, '63.

Right; circ. Surg.— Hill.C.S.A.
Hsem.; lig. fern. Provost Mar-
shal March 17, 1864.

Left ; post. flap. A. Surg. II. C.
Menyweather.oth Col'd Troops.
Disch'd May 15. 1865.

Left ; flap. ' Disch'd April 15,

1863.

Left ; unt. post. flap. Discharged
June 1. 1865.

Right : flap. Surg. A. B. Mona-
han, 63d Ohio. Disch'd Feb.
17, 1865.

Left; eirc. Surg. W. P. Pierce.

88th 111. Disch'd Feb. 27, 1865.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Discharged
Nov. 7, 1865. Died .March 30,

1873; pyemia.
Right ;

ant. post. flap. Disch'd
Dec. 23, 1865.

Left; circ. Surg.C.W. Mo.Millin,

1st Teun. Resigned Jan. 23, '63.

Left; flap. Surg. F. L. Dibble,
6th Conn. Julv 10. amp. right

leg. Disch'd August 25, 1864.

Spec. 1163.
Left; flap. Surg.A.W.Whitney,
13th Mass. Disch'd Oct. 17, '64.

Left : flap (amp. arm). Surg. C.
B. Park, 11th Vermont. Sept.

26, hem.; ant. fib. lig. Disch'd
Sept. 14. 1865.

Right : circ. Provost Marshal
and exchanged.

Name, Military
Dkscuiption, and Aoe

630 Smith, J, Pt, C, 22d
Indiana, age 22.

II Smith, J, Pt, C, 69th
New York, age 24.

632 Smith J. B, Pt, II, 9th
Michigan.

633 Smith. J. L, Lieut, F,
4th Michigan.

634 Smith, J. M., Pt, C, 14th

South Carolina.

635 Smith, P, Pt, K, 12th
Illinois, age 42.

636 Smith, V, Pt, E, 49th
Indiana.

637 Smith, W, Pt, H, 93d
Pennsvlvania, age 23.

638 Smith, W. D, Serg't, D,
6th N. Jersey, age 35.

639 Smith, W. B., Pt, F, «h
Georgia.

640 Smith, W. N, Pt, H,
52d Penn, age 19.

II Smith, W. P., Pt, 1st

Richmond Howitzers.
642 Snarr, P. H., Lieut, B,

18th Va. Cav, age 33.

643 Snodgrass. J. A., Pt, F,
6th Texas.

641 Snyder, J, Pt, B, 4th N.
Y\ ll'vv Art'y, age 48.

643 Snyder, J, Pt, G, 149th
Pennsvlvania, ago 19.

616 Southard, S. M, Pt., I,

14th Vermont, age 33.

647 ' Spnre, A, Pt, K, 187th
Penn, age 37.

648 'Spatli. J. P., Serg't, 1st

Louisiana, age 26.

649 Spcnard. li, Pt, G, 11th
Vermont, age 21.

650 Spence. J. D., Corp'l, C.
3d S. Carolina, age 20.

651 Spencer, M. L, Pt, K,
4th Kentucky, age 24.

652 Sperry, E. PH Pt, B, 3d
Iowa, age 20.

653 Sprague, O, Pt, B, 9th
Vermont, age 18.

654 Sprowl. T. J, Corp'l, C,
12th N. Jersey, age 19.

653 Statin, P. D, Pt, II, 43d
Wisconsin, age 19.

656 Stebbins, M. M, Serg't.
' K, 26th Mass, age 23.

657 Steincman, J, Pt, K.
37th Ohio, age 19.

658 Steingraber, W.. Pt, E,
25th Iowa, age 20.

659 Steinwater, J., Pt, Pur-
cell's Battery. Virginia.

660 Stephens, J, Serg't, K,
19th Illinois, age 25.

661 Stevens, B, Pt, F, 107th
New Y'ork, age 25.

662 Stevens.W. P,Corp'l.]I.
184th N. York, age 19.

663 Stitle, W, Pt, I, 29th
Ohio, age 21.

664 Stoddard, T,Pt,G, 64th
New York, age 19.

665 Stone, J. G.. Pt, K, 7th
N. Hampshire, age 21.

666

667

668

669

670

671

672

Stone, S. H, Serg't, B,
37th Wis, age 27.

Stoncbreaker, D. T, Tt,
F, 14th W. Va, age 22.

Stonehouse, J,Pt..F,7th
Wisconsin, age 21.

Storcv, J. II. R, Serg't,

F, lt'Wth Penn, age 25.

Storm, H. F, Pt, C, 71st
Indiana.

Stout, J, Pt, D, 101st
Illinois, age 25.

Stratton, C. H, Tt, F.
25th Massachusetts.

Dates.

June 27,

27, '64.

May 16,
16.' '64.

Julv 13,

14, '62.

June 27,

28, '62.

Julv 1.

2, '63.

April 7,

7, '62.

Dec. 28,

28, '62.

Sept. 22,

22, '64.

July 2,

3, '63.

May 5,

5, '64.

Aug. 12.

12, '64.

Julv 2,

3, '63.

Sept. 19,

20, '64.

Jan. 10,

10. '63.

Aug. 25,
26. '64.

May 10,
11,' '64.

Julv 3,

3, '"63.

June 18.

19. '64.

Sept. 17,

18, '62.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

Oct. 19,

20, '64.

July 30.

Au.1,'64.
April 6,

7, '62.

Sept. 29,

311. '64.

May 12,

12, '64.

Nov. 5,

5. '64.

Sept. 19.

19, '64.

Aug. 31,

31, '64.

Julv 22.
23,' '64.

Aug. 30,

31). '62.

Sept. 20,

21, '63.

Mav 25,

26, '64.

Oct. 19,
19, '64.

Mav 8,

9, '64.

Mar. 25,

26, '65.

Oct. 1,

1, '03.

Dec. 28,

28, '64.

Sept. 22.

22, '64.

June 18.

18, '64.

May 28.
28,' '64.

Aug. 30.

30, '62.

Mav 15,
15," '64.

Feb. 8,

8, '62.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Right
; post. flap. A. Surg. S. A.

Simpson, 52d Ohio. Disch'd
June 26, 1865.

Left: flap. Surg. J.W.Wishart.
HOthPenn. Disch'd Mar.10,'65.

Right ; flap. Discharged.

Left. Resigned March 7. 1863.

Right. Surg. J. J. Knott, P. A.
C. S. Recovery.

Left. Surg. H. \Vardner, U.S.V.
Disch'd August 1. 1862.

Left: flap. Disch'd March 29.

1863.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Recovered
Nov. 27, 1864.

Left : flap. A. Surg.C. Bacon, jr.,

U. S. A. Disch'd Nov. 2], 1863.

. Surg. W. P. Y'oung, 4th
Georgia. Recovery.
Right; ant. post. flap. Assistant
Surg. J. Flowers, 52d Penn.
Disch'd Nov. 14. 1864.

Right. Surg. — Jones, C. S. A.
Disch'd Fell. 18, 1864.

Loft. Exchanged November 22.

1864.
Right. To prison May 4, 1863.

Left; single flap. Disch'd Feb.
7, 1865.

Right; flap (amp. left leg, lower
third). Disch'd July 21, 1865.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. O.
Munsnn. 108th N. Y. Disch'd
Dec. 2, 1864.

Left : flap. Disch'd Jan. 13, '65.

Right : posterior flap.

Right; ant. post. flap. Surg. C.
B. Park, 11th Vermont. Dis-
charged July 21, 1865.

Right
;
posterior flap. Surg. J. G.

Hardy, 6th N. C. To Provost
Marshal April 8. 1865.

Bight; circ. Disch'd March 27,

Disch'd August 4,

Discharged

Right ; flap.

1862.
Left ; ant. post. flap.

Sept. 6, 1865.

Left : flap. Disch'd Jan. 15, 1865.

Right ; flap (amp. left leg, lower
third). Disch'd July 2, 1865.

Left
;
posterior flap. Surg. J. G.

Bradt. 26th Mass. Disch d Julv
3. 1865.

Right ; flap. A. Surg. C. B. Rich-
ards. 30th Ohio. Disch'd May
18, 1863.

Left ; lateral flap. Disch'd July
12. 1865.

Right. Disch'd August 14, 1863.

Left ; flap. Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd June 24. 1864.

Right; flap. Surg. P. II. Flood,
107th N. Y. Disch'd Mar. 2. '65.

Right; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
July 27, 1865.

Right ; circ. Surg. A. K. Fifield.

29th Ohio. Disch'd Aug. 16, '65.

March 15. 1866, amp. thigh.
Left ; circ. Surg.W. J. Burr. 42d
N. Y. Disch'd August 2, 1865.

Right ; circ. A. A. Surg. \V. H.
Finn. Disch'd April 28, 1864.

Spec. 4188.

Left. Surg. W. C. Shurlock. 51st

Penn. Disch'd June 18,1865.
Right; flap. Disch'd Juno 16, '65.

Left ; lateral flap. Disch'd Sept.
28. 1864.

Right : circ. Mustered out Jan.
17, 1866.

Left. A. Surg. J. D. Gatch. 16th
Ind. Disch'd Nov. 27, 1862.

Right : ant. post. flap. Disch'd
January 18, 1865.

Right: circ. Disch'd August 7.

1862.

1 Fisher (G. J.), Report of Pifty-seven Cases of Amputations in Hospitals near Sharpsburg, ML etc., in Am. Jour. Med. Sciences, Vol. XLV, p. 48.

Surg. Ill—00
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No.
Name, Military

Description, and Ace.

673 Stridor, J., Pt., K, 56th
North Carolina, age 34.

674 Strock, S. D., Corp'l, F,
140th Perm., age 36.

675 Sullivan, J., It., K, 64th
Illinois.

676 Sullivan, M..YL. H, 2d
Michigan, age 27.

677 Summers, J., Capt., B.
5th Alabama.

678 Sumner, A., Pt., B, 3d
North Carolina.

679 Swank, H. J., Pt., O,
126th Ohio, age 23.

680 Swarman, 1\, Corp), E.

12th Massachusetts.

681 Swarthout, O., Corp'l.G,
86th N.Y., age lit.

682 Sweet, J. O., Serg't. C,
12th Ohio, age 21.

683 Sweetland, L. I)., Pt.,

E, 128tb Ohio.
684 Sweezy, L. A., Pt., F,

7th Mich. Cavalry.
685 Swett, G. W., Serg't, K,

30th Maine.

686 Swett. V. W, Tt., A,
14th Infantry, age 22.

687 Swards. W. J., Pt, If,

5Jst Georgia, age 20.

688) Tanner, J., Corp'l, C,
689) 87th New York.
090 Tantmi. II. J. I)., Pt.. C,

I 47th Alabama, age 33.

691 Tatro, L., Pt.. E, 27th
1 Massachusetts, age 19.

692 Taylor, J., Pt., K, 8th
Kansas, age 23.

693 Taylor, S., Pt., E, 22d
New York, age 24.

694 Tebbetts. E. \V., Pt., D,
7th N. Hamp., age 44.

j

695 Thoraas,C., Pt., D, 121st

Pennsylvania, age 26.

696 Thompson. A. E., It., A, !

29th Wisconsin, age 16.

697 Thnmpson. J. it., Pt., F
21st Miss., age 20.

698 Thompson, J. S., Pt., F.

31st Miss., age 21.

699 Thompson, L.. Pt., li.

78th Illinois, age 22.

700 Thompson. R., Pt., 1. 5th

Artillery, age 20.

701 Tinker. W. II., Pt..B,5th
!

Mo. R. M., age 23.

702 Tract, W., PL, C, 20th
;

Michigan, age 33.

™?j Trim. S. H., Pt., B, 4 1 st i

m>
|

Alabama, age 19.

05, Troy, B. K, Pt, G. 10th

Iowa.
706 Tucker, J. M., Pt., A,

20th Indiana.

707 Tamer, C.A.,Pt., 1, 13th

Mass., age 31.

708 Twaits, J. B., Serg't, H,
HtUS.Y. S. M.ago 24.

Twinem.H., Pt..A, 122d
New York.

710 Uncleson, J.. Landsman,
U. S. Gunboat Com.
Barnev, age 23.

711 VanAls'tyne, I., Pt., B,
7th N. Y. Heavy Artil-

lery, age 23.

712 Van Fnsson, W. E., Pt.,

F, 52d Virginia.

713 Vincent. O. W., Pt., D.
I

88th New York, age 44.

Vining, R. H., Pt., H,
112th Illinois, age 16.

715 Vogt, G., Pt., D, 61st

Ohio, age 27.

Vorce, E., Pt., B, 14th

Infantry, age 35.

Vossler, J., Pt., G, 16th

N. Y. II. Arty, age SO.

Dates.

April 20,

20, '64.

July 2,

3, '63.

Oct. 4,

6, '62.

June 17,

18, '64.

May 3.

4.
r
63.

May 2.

3. '63.

Sept. 19.

19, '64.

Sept. 17.

18. '62.

Mav 12,

12. '64.

J une 9,

9, '64.

June 14.

15, '63.

July 3,

4, '63.

April 23,

3!, '64.

July 2,

4, '63.

Oct. 19.

20, '64.

Aug. 30,

30, '62.

Julv 2,

3, ''63.

Mav 16,
16,' '64.

Sept. 20,

20. '63.

Sept. 14,

14, '62.

Mav 10,
10.' 64.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

Julv 12.
12,"'63.

Julv 2,

3, '63.

Nov. 30.

Dec. I. '64.

Sept. 1,

1, '64.
I

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

Sept. 27,
27, '61. I

June 17,

17, '64. !

Mav 21.
21," '64.

|

Mav 16.
16." '63. I

Aug. 29.
[

29, '62.
|

June 5,

5, '64.
I

Aug. 29,
i

30. '62. I

Mav 6, I

7/64.
jMav 3,

4, "'63.
]

June 3,
:

3. '64.
j

Julv 3, I

5, '63. i

June 16.

18, '64. •

June l~>,

15, '64.

Julv 20.
21,' '64.

Mav 12.
12,' '64.

Oct. 7,

7, '64.

operations. opeitators,
Result.

Right ; circ. skin flap: fibula dis-

articulated. Surg. ('. II. I.add,
56th N. C. Retired Jan. 17. '65.

Right; circ. Surg. J.W.Wishart,
140th Penn. Disch'd Jan. 4, '64.

Left; flap. Disch'd April 6, '63.

Died Dec. 2, 1867.

Left : flap. Surg. S. S. French,
20th Mich. Disch'd Mar. 29, '65.

Left ; circular
;
gang. Recovery.

. Ass't Surg. R. E. Dennis,

C. S. A. Recovery.
Right ; flap. Discharged April

3, 1865.

Right. Disch'd and pensioned.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
Nov. 10, 1864.

Right; flap. Surg. S. Maguire,
4.M11 Kv. Disch'd Dec. 20. 1864.

Left ; flap. Disch'd August 26,

1863.

Right : flap. Disch'd December
14, 1863.

Right ; circ. Surg. S. C. Gordon.
1st La. Disch'd June 23. 1864.

Left: flap. Disch'd Jan. 19. '64.

Died Mar. 24, '72; phth. pulmo.
Left ; posterior flap. Surg. G. T.
Stevens, 77th N. Y. Exchanged
Feb. 16. 1865.

Both ; flap. Discharged October
15. 1862.

Right. To Pro. Marshal Sept.

10, 1863.

Right: flap. Disch'd August 23,

I 1865.
I Left ; flap. Surg. E. M. Seelev.

21st 111. Disch'd May 20, 1864.

Left ; flap. Surg.W. F. Hutchin-
son. 22d N.Y. Disch'd Dec. 19,

1862. Spec. 2303.

Right; flap. Disch'd June 3,

1865.

Lett ; gangrene. Disch'd A ug.

12, 1863.

Left. Surg. J. L. Dicken, 47th
Indiana. Disch'd Oct. 1, 1863.

Died July 16. 1864.

Left : flap. Paroled November
12. 1863.

Right ; circular. Transferred.

Right: circ. Surg. S. C. Moss,
78th 111. Disch'd May 26, 1865.

Right; circ. A. Surg. S. Adams.
U.S.A. Disch'd Mar. 30, 1863.

Right. Dr. E. McCueo, Louis-

iana, Mo. Disch'd Feb. 10, 1862.

Right; half circ. with posterior

flap. Surg. S. S. French, 20th
Mich. Disch'd June 24, 1865.

Both; circ. Surg. J. D. Jackson.
44th Tenn. Furl'd July 13, '64.

Right : left leg amp., mid. third.

Disch'd Sept. 3, 18H3.

Left ; circ. Disch'd .Mar. 6, 1 863.

Died March 20. 1864.

Left: ant. post. flap. Surg. A.W.
Whitney, 13th .Mass. Disch'd

Nov. 6, '65. Died Aug. 17, 1875. >

Left. Discharged Feb. 9, 1863.

Left; flap. Surg. Gillispio.C.S.A.

Disch'd Jiilv20, '65. Died, 1874.

Right. Disch'd April 3, 1865.

1875, chronic ulcer ; necrosis.

Left; circ. Surg. J. W.Wishart,
140th Penn. Disch'd Aug. 9.

1865.
Right ; circ. Surg. C. B. Gibson.

C. S. A. Retired Feb. 17, 1865.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg. J.

W. Wishart, 140th Penn. Dis-

charged March 2. 1865.

Left ; circular. Surg.G. A. Colla-

more, 100th Ohio. Discharged
Feb. 21, 1865.

Left. Discharged June 22, 1865.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Mav 20, '65.

Died August 23, 1870.

Right ; circ. Disch'd July 6. '65.

No.

718

7':'

720

721

722

793

721

7 _>.->

726

727

738

|U
1,730

;

731

732

733

734

!|735

736

737

738

739

|:740

741

1.742

743

.744

?«

746

747

748

'749

730

751

752

733

754

755

756)

757f
758

759

760

761

762

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Wagner, D., Pt., II, 90th Dec. 13,

Penn., age 23. 13, '62.

Wagner, J., Pt., C, 69th Dec. 13,

Penn., age 36. 13, '62.

Walbert.J., PL. D, 25th June 16,

Michigan, age 21. 16, '64.

Wallace. D-, Corp'l, A, June 19,

10th N. Y. Cavalrv. 19, '64.

Walker, J., Corp'l, C, Sept. 19,

139th Penn.. age 24. 20, '64.

Walker. J. S., Pt., K, Julv 1,

1 1th Penn., age 22. 3, '63.

Walker, h. J., Pt., B, Julvl,
13th N. Cage 21. 2,

!
63.

Walker, W.S.. Brigadier May 20,

General, age 42. 30, '64.

Walsh, J., Pt., A, 57th Mar. 25,

Mass., age 39. 25, '65.

Ward, J., Corp'l, H,56th July 1,

Penn., age 31. 2, '63.

Warner. J. C, It., A, Mar. 19,

121st Ohio, age 21. 20, '65.

Warner. N. C., Lieut., E, ' Aug. Hi,

39th Illinois, age 34.
]

16, '64.

Warner. T, Pt., H, 8th June 3,

N. Y. H. Arty, age 32. 4, '64.

Warren, J. M., Pt., II, ! June 1,

106th N. York, age 21.
|

1, '64.

Washburne, J., Pt., A, Sept. 29,

142d N. York, age 32. Oct. 1 .'64,

Wathier, F., Pt., D, 2d Nov. 8,

Artillery, age 28. 8, '63.

Weber. A., Pt.. D, 20th Sept. 17,

New York. 17, '62.

Weber. J.. Pt., H, 150th Mar. 2.

New York. ! 3. '65.

Webner, C, Pt.,E. 111th
;

June 1,

New York, age 22. | 1, '64.

Weeks, H. C, Serg't, E.
j

Oct. 19,

6th N. Y. H. A.,age21. I 19. '64.

Weeks, T., PL, G, 1st
I
July 3.

South Carolina, age 19. 3,
r
63.

Welch. J., Corp'l. A, 52d June 16,

New York, age 35. j 16, 'G4.

Welsh. A., PL. II, 9th June 29,

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Pennsylvania Cavalry.

Werner, F.. PL, C, 13th
New York.

Whatleii. T. J., Pt., D,
8th Alabama, age 33.

.
Wheeler,W. W., Corp'l.

i
D, 22d Indiana, age 25.

!
Whitbeck.G. II., PL, E,

134th N. Y., age 19.

Whitney, A.. PL. B, 5th

Vermont.
Whitten, L. T., PL, B,
40th Mass., age 23.

Wicland. J., PL, A. 43d
Illinois.

Wike, G.. PL, F. 55th
Pennsylvania, age 23.

Wilbur, M. J., Pt., C,
26th Maine.

Wilds. J., Pt., K. 121st

Pennsylvania, age 25.

Wilkins", J. IL.Corp'l, E,
1st Louisiana, age 25.

Williams, G.,Pt.,G,50th
Colored Troops, age 35.

Williams. G.. Lieut., 4th

Infantry.
Williams, G.. Quarter-
mast's employe,age 20.

Willson, C. C.'PL, I, 6th
Michigan.

Willson. S. L.,Pt.,D,72d
New York, age 18.

Wilson. J. E..Pt.,G, 67th
Now York, age 31.

Winklehaus. J., PL, K,
66th New Y'ork.

Winn.B.D.. It., A, 143d
Pennsylvania, age 24.

Winn. j. W., Corp'l, B,
6th Wisconsin.
Winstead, T. T., PL, I.

30th N. C. age 18.

—,
'62.

Julv 21,

23, •61.

July 3,

2. '63.

Mav 27.
28." '64.

Julv 2,

3.
'"63.

June 39.

30, '63.

Aug. 19,

19, '63.

April 6,

6, '62.

Sept. 29,

29, '64.

May 27,
37," '63.

Feb. 6,

6, '65.

June 14,

14. '63.

April 10,

10. '65.

July 3,

3, "63.

May 35.

26, '65.

Aug. 5,

5, '62.

July 2,

3, '03.

June 16,

16, '64.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

May 6,

8, '64.

Sept. 14,

14, '62.

Julv 2,

2, "63.

Right. Disch d August 24, 1864.

Left. Disch'd December 16, '63.

Right; circ; gangrene. Disch'd
Sept. 13, 1865.

Left : flap. Discharged.

Left; flap. Surg. S. F. Chapin,
139th Penn. Disch'd Apr. 20, 65.

Right: flap. Disch'd May 31,

1865.

Left ; flap. Surg. J. If. McAden,
1 :ith N. C. Paroled Oct. 22, '63.

Left (also other wounds). Ex-
changed Sept. 19, 1864.

Left ; flap. Surg.W. C. Shuriock,
51st Penn. Disch'd Sept. 12, '65.

Spec. 4018. Died after 1875.

Left; circ. Disch'd May 21, '65.

Right ; flap. Surg. T.B.Williams,
121st Ohio. Disch'd June 25. '65.

Right; flap. Disch'd Dec. 15,

1864.
Right ; flap. Surg. G. Chaddock,
7th Mich. Disch'd Dec. 12, '65.

Right; circ. Disch'd Oct. 16,

1864.

Left ; circ. Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd June 14, 1865.

Left. Discharged July 2, 1864.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. J.

Hansen. 20th N. Y. Disch'd
Dec. 6. 1862.

Left: eirc. Disch'd August 30.

1865.

Left; flap. Surg. V. E. Hubon,
28th Mass. Disch'd J ul y 4, '65.

Spec. 4878.

Left; circ. Disch'd June 8, '65.

Left. Surg. — Frost, C. S. A.
Exchanged Sept. 25. 1863.

Left; flap. Surg. J. W. Wishart.
140th Penn. May, '65, necrosed
end of tibia removed. Disch'd
Julv 29, 1865.

Left." Surg. — Kelly, 12th Ala.
Disch'd Sept. 26, 1863. Died
Oct. 16, 1865.

Right: flap. Disch'd March 6,

1863.

Left ; eirc. To Provost Marshal
Sept. 17, 1863.

Right ; circ. Disch'd January 8.

1865.

Right; flap. Disch'd May 30. '64.

Died July 31. '77; cerebritis.

Left. Oct. 11, 1863, reamputa-
tion. Disch'd Sept. 35, 1863.

Right ; circ. Surg. S. A. Green,
34th Mass. Discharged.

Right ; flap. Disch'd October 10,

1863.

Left ; flap. A. Surg. H. C. Merry.
weather, 5th Col'd Troops, and
Surg. T. H. Squire, 89th N. Y.
Disch'd May 17, 1865.

Right ; circ. Surg. B. B.Wilson,
U. S. V. Disch'd Aug. 17, ie63.

Right ; circ. Mustered out Majr

18, 1865.

Right; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
Aug. 9. 1864. Spec. 4371.

Left; ant. post, flap; circ. sect.

muscles. Disch'd June 10, '65.

Right: flap. Retired November
11. 1863.

Left : flap. Act. Staff Surg. C. B.
Richards, L'. S. A.

Left : flap. Disch'd October 16,

1863.

Both: flap.

72d N. Y.
Left; flap.

15. 1865.

Left ; lat. flap. Surg. C. S.Wood,
66th K. Y . Disch'd Nov. 6, '62.

Left: circ. Disch'd June 15/65.

Left. Disch'd December 23, '62.

Right : flap. Surg. J.W. Tracev.
14th N. C. Exch'd Nov. 12, '63.

Surg. C. K. Irwin,
Disch'd May 31. '05.

Mustered out July
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763

704

765

766

767

708

769

770

771

772

773

774

775?

770$
777

778

779

780

781

783

783

784

785

786

787

788

789

790

791

79-2

793

794

795

796

7:>7

799

800

801

80S

803

804

Name, Military
description, anii age.

DWisnor, I. W
97th Illinois.

Wondera, G.,l't.,B, 14tb
Pennsylvania.

Wood, J. B., I.ii'iit., M.
17th Penn. Cav..age 24.

H'ooUty, //. -t-. Pt, F,
8th Alabama, age 52.

Wucherer, c. L't, D,

Gist Ohio.
Yarian, J., l't., A. 35th
Indiana, age l

J7.

Ynder, A..Corp'l, E.55th
Pennsylvania, age 24.

Young.'L. II.. Pt., K, :iLst

Maine.
Yimkings, E.,Pt..II,42d
Pennsylvania.

AbbortC., l't., A, 38th
Wisconsin.

Adams, I. N.. Serg't, K,
125th Illinois.

Adams. J., Pt., G, 59th
Massachusetts, age 21.

Albert, J., Pt., F, Blst
New York, age 19.

Alexander. I!., Pt., L, 2d
N.Y. H'vy Art., age42.

Atkinson, j., l't., I, 4th
Iowa.

Babcock. E., Pt., B, 10th
N.Y. H'vy Art., age 39.

Barry, J., l't., I)., 2d N.
Hampshire, age 20.

Bartholomew, A. L. t Pt.,

P, 3d Vermont, age 25.

Basum, A., Pt., F, G3d
Pennsylvania.

Bell. J.W.,Corp'l,I,73d
Ohio.

Bennett. C, Pt., G, 2d
New York Artillery.

Ilernhard, A., l't., K"4th
Ohio Cavalry, age 35.

Bing, A., Lieut., A, 2d
Iowa.

Blair, I,., Pt., F, 0th Ver-
mont.

Boring, R. M., Pt., K,
4th Georgia.

Boughton. 8. E., Pt. G,
131th N. Y'ork, age 31.

Bowen, P. P., Lieut, L,
4th Penn. Cav., age 20.

Boyd, J., Pt., D, 52d
Ohio, age 'JO.

Boyer. J., Pt., I, 102d
New Y'ork.

Boyle, P., Pt, I!, 19th
Georgia, age 53.

Bradley. J., Maj., 142d
Pennsylvania.

Branson, W., Pt, I, 8th
New York Cavalry.

Briley, E., Pt., F, 2d
Tennessee, age 20.

Brodes, B., l't, E, 8th
Maryland, age 23.

Brooks, H., Pt, K, 20th
Michigan, age 22.

Brown, G., Laborer,
Quartermaster's Dep't-

ment.
Brown, H. G., Corp'l, B,
37th Wisconsin, age 21.

Brown, W.,Pt,B, 174th
Ohio, age 32.

Bryan, C, Pt, H, 110th
Pennsylvania, age 24.

1 Bandy, C, Pt, P, 6th
Wisconsin, age 30.

Burns, J., Pt., F, 140th
Indiana, age 22.

Dates.

April :>.

9, '05.

June 2.

2, '61.

June 21.

21. '63.

.Inly 2.

3, 'C:l.

Aug. 22.

23, 02.

Dec. 16,

10, '64.

May 16,
18." '64.

June 17,

17. '04.

Deo. 13.

1.7, 02.

June 17,

17, '64.

.Sept. 1,

1. '04.

June 30,
30, '04.

Oct. 12,
13, '04.

Aug. 14,

14
b
'04.

July 12,

14, '03.

April 2.

2. '65.

May 16,

16," 'G4.

June 5,

5, '64.

Mav 5,

5, '04.

Mar. 10,

19. '05.

June 28,

28, '64.

Feb. 25,

25, '04.

Oct. 3,

4, '02.

Sept. 28.

29. '04.

July—,
—,''03.

June 27,

27, '64.

May 28.

28," '04.

June 28,

28. '04.

July 2,

3. '63.

Aug. 26.

26, '04.

Dee. 13,

13. '02.

Julv 5,

5, '03.

Sept. 27
27, '64.

Aug. 21

31, '04.

Mar. 25,

25. '05.

Aug. 0.—, '64.

.Tune 17.

17. '64.

Dec. 7,

7, '64.

May 10,

— , '64.

Mav 10,

11, '64.

Dec. 7,

7, '64.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Lett, Surg. C. Davis, 97th 111.

Mustered out May 15, 1865.

Right. Discharged Aug. 6, 1861.

Eight; post. flap. Disch'd Oct.

0, 1863.

Right. For exchange Nov. 12,

l«ti3.

Left. Confederate surgeon. Dis-
charged Nov. 27, 1802.

Left : ant posterior flap. Disch'd
May 2.7, 1805.

Left; flap. Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd June 8. 1805.

Bight: circ. Surg. .I.D.Mitchell,
31st Maine. Disch'd.Ian. 14,'65.

Left; circ. Disch'd June 20, '63.

Left. Died June 21, 1864.

Left. Died November 4, 1864.

Right ; ant. posterior flap. Died
August 8, 1864

;
pyaemia.

Both. Died November 4, 1864;
pyaemia.

Right ; circ. Died Sept. 7, ie64
;

gangrene.
Left: "flap; head of fibula excised.
Died August 3, ie63.

Left. Died May 0, 1865: exhaus-
tion.

Right; haem., 20 oz. May 25,

amp. thigh. Died May 30, '64
;

exhaustion.
Left. Died J une 28, '64

;
pyaemia.

. Surg. O. T. Stevens, 77th
N. Y. Died May 18, 1804.

Right. Died March 30, 1865.

Right. Surg. J.W.Wishart,140fh
Penn. Hied July 27, 1864.

Right. Mar. 5, 18, haem., 16 oz.

each time; lig. popliteal. Died
March 22, 1864; pyaemia.

Left (haemorrhage)' Died Oct.
5, 1862.

Lett. Died November 13, 1804;
pyaemia.

Right Died July 23, 1863.

Right ; flap. Surg.W. H. Hoag.
134th N.Y. Died Feb. 17, '65,
typhoid pneumonia.

Left; circ. Died June 15, 1804
;

pvsemia.
Right ; circ. Died Aug. 7, 1864

;

exhaustion.
Right. Died July 3, 1803.

Right (also wound of thigh and
scrotum): ant. post. flap. Died
Sept. 2. 1804; exhaustion.

Left. Died Jan. 3, 1863 ; tetanus.

Right (also wound lung). Died
July 25. 1803. Spec. 3843.

Left ;'

circ. Died Nov. 9, 1864
;

exhaustion.
Right ; circ. Died Oct. 6, 1864

;

gangrene.
Right; typhoid symptoms. Died
April 14, 1805.

Right. A. Surg. J. T. Calhoun,
U. S. A. Died August 29, 1864

;

pyaemia. Spec. 4152.
Right; circ. July 21, amputat'n
thigh ; 31, three inches femur
removed. Died Aug. 3, 1864;
pyaemia. Specs. 2897, 2945.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. F.W.
Morrison, 174th Ohio. Died
Dec. 23, 1864

;
pyaemia.

Left. Died June 23, 1864.

Left ; circ. Died June 17, 1864
;

pyaemia.
Left; flap. Surg. H. B. Johnson,

1 15th Ohio. Died Feb. 26, 1865.

832

833

834

835

836

837

838

839

840

841

842

Name, Military
Description, and age.

Cain, C., l't., D,52d New-
York.

Cain, 'P., Pt. E, 90th N.
York, age 40.

Camp, W.H., pt., I, 40th
Alabama.

Campbell,D.,Pt,E, 11th
N. Hampshire, age 28.

^Cannon, S. D., l't, D,
2d Ala. Cav., age 22.

Carman, L.A.,Serg't, A,
24th Iowa, age 22.

Carney, P., Pt, A, 48th
Illinois.

Carr. C. C, Pt., D, 14th
N. Hampshire, age 21.

Carroll, P.,Corp'l,C, 23d
Kentucky.

Carter, J., Pt., I, 10th
Florida, age 46.

Cecil, II., Pt.,B.3d Iowa.

Chaffee, W. R., Pt, A,
142dN. Y'ork, age 28.

Chase, H. C, Serg't, B,
30th Maine, age 28.

Clark, G. W.,Pt.,C,93d
Penn., age 30.

Clark, J. W., Serg't, I,

120th Indiana, age 37.

*Cloar. W. F., Pt, A, 33d
Tennessee, age 24.

Closson, 1. II., Capt, H,
91st Pennsylvania.

Cochrane. J., Lieut., K,
67th Ohio, age 28.

Coleman. J , l't, F, 75th
Ohio.

Collins, T., Pt, K, 1st

Me. H'vy Art, age 21.

Corey, O". M.. Pt, H,
114th N. Y'ork, age 21.

Corser, CM., Pt, II, 1st

Ohio Artillery.

Coverdale, J. it, Pt, A,
22d Illinois.

Croyle, J., Pt, I. 54th
Pennsylvania, age 20.

Cummings, J. 8., Pt, B,
70th Ohio, age 16.

Davis. J. D.. Corp'l. D,
33d Missouri, age 23.

Dawson. H.. Pt, A, 49th
New Y'ork, age 35.

Dean, W., Pt, B, 1st

Cavalry, age 39.

DeHoff,'E..l't, H, 38th
Ohio, age 33.

Dempson, C, Corp'l, G,
32d Mass.. age 32.

Densmnre, F. M., Pt, F,
40th Indiana.

Denies, J. S., l't, II, 18th
Virginia.

Dillon, J., l't., E, 56th
Mass., nge 43.

Dimond, J., Serg't, K,
61st New York.

Droker, A., Pt., B, 57th
Indiana.

Dunham, J. H., Pt, D,
117th N. Y'., age 32.

Eldred. H. E., Pt., E, 2d
U.S.Sharpshooters,nge
27.

Engleman, W., Pt., K,
9th Iowa Cav., age 14.

Evans, if., Pt., E, 25th
South Carolina, age 45.

June 16.

16. 04.

Sept. 29,

29, '04.

June —

,

—
.
'64.

June 3,

3. '64.

Mav 18,
18,"'04.

Oct. 19,

30, '64.

Julv 13,
12,* '63.

Oct. 19,

20, '64.

Dec. 39,

39, '63.

Aug. 21,

22, '64.

July 12,

12, '63.

May 16,

16, '64.

April 9,

10, '64.

April 2,

3. '65.

July 19,

19, '64.

Aug. 30,

30, '64.

Oct. 27,

27, '64.

May 10,
16,' '04.

Mav 7,

7, '02.

June 18,

19. '04.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

June 19,

20, '64.

Nov. 7,

9, '61.

Sept. 19,

20, '64.

June 18.

18, '64.

June 6,

6, '64.

Mav 10,
10,"'64.

Oct. 29,— ,
'64.

Aug. 7,

7, 64.

Mav 12,

12, '04.

July 20,
20,' '04.

May 12,
14,' '64.

Julv 30.
30," '64.

May 12,

12, '64.

Dec. 31,

31, '62.

Oct. 27,

27, '64.

June 18,

18, '64.

June 10,

10, '64.

Aug. 21,

21, '64.

Operations, operators,
Result.

Right. Surg. G. L. Potter. 145th
Penn. Died June 21, 1804.

Right. Died October 15, 1804
;

exhaustion.
Left. Died July 3, 1864.

Righf: circular; bone necrosed.
Died July 12. 1804.

Left. Died June 25, 1864; gan-
grene.

Right. Ass'tSurg.H. M. Lyons.
24th Iowa. Died Nov. 14, 1804

;

irritative fever; exhaustion.
L't. A. Surg.R.L.VonHarlingen,
53d Ohio. Died July 20, 1803.

Left; circular: sloughing. Died
Nov. 35, 1864 ; anaemia.

Left : erysipelas. Died Feb. 2,

1863.
Left; flap. Died Sept. 15, 1864;
pyaemia.

Left Died July 22, 1863.

Right; flap. Died August 31,

1864.
Right July 18, bone exfoliated.
Died Julv 20, 1804; gangrene.

Left: circular. Died April 28,

1865; pyaemia.
Left. Su'rg. E. Shippen, II. S. V.
July 10, haein.; lig. of ant. tibial

;

gangrene. Died Sept. 19, 1864.

Right; flap. Sept. 21, gangrene.
Oct. 5. haemorrhage. Died Oct.

12, 1864 : pyaemia.
Right. Died" November 22, 1864.

Left Died May 28, '64
: exhaus-

tion from haemorrhage.
Left. Died May 10, J803.

Left: ant. post, flap: gangrene.
Died July 9. 1804.

Right. Oct. 29. haem.; amputa-
tion thigh. Died Nov. 11, 1804.

Right (wound of nnn, hip. and
foot). Died June 25, 1804.

Left. Died November 28, 1801.

Right ; ant. posterior flap. Died
Dec. 20. 1804; typhoid fever.

Left ; circ. Surg". B. N. Bond.
27th Mo. Died July 7, 1804;
pneumonia.

Left ; ant. post, flap

llartlett. 33d Mo
11, 1804.

Left : ant. post, flap

Everleth. 7th Me.
10. 1804 ; exhaustion.

Right ; flap. Died March 35, '65

;

chronic diarrhoea.

Left ; ant. post flap ; gangrene.
Dec. 5, amp. thigh. Died Jan.
16, 1865.

Left. Died June 9,'64
;
pyaemia.

Left. Died July 24, 1864.

; post. flap. May 12, partial

exc. Surg. C. B. Gibson,CS. A.
Died May 21, 18ti4.

Right : long posterior flesh flap.

Surg. T. F. Oakes, 56th Mass.
Died Aug. 0, 1804; exhaustion.

Left. Surg. J. W.Wishart, 140th
Penn. (Tibialartery wounded.)
Died May 12, 1804.

Left. Died January 8. 1803.

Right. Surg. N. Y". Lcet, 76th
Penn. Died Nov. 17/64; pyaem.

Left : circ. June 25. gangrene.
July 1, amputation thigh. Died
July 6, 1864 ; tetanus.

Right : circ. Surg. J. YVasson,
9fh Iowa Cavalry. Died July
1, 1864 : exhaustion.

Right. Died September 11 , 1864.

Surg.A. 'P.

Died Oct.

Surg. V. M.
Died June

1 LIDF.LL (J. A.), Example of Pyarthrosis and Spreading Osteomyelitis, in U. S. Sanitary Commission Memoirs, New Y'ork, Surg. Vol. I, p. 395.

2 O'KEEFE (D. C), Surgical Cases of Interest, treated at Institute Hospital, Atlanta, Ga., May and June, 1864. in Confederate States Medical and
Surgical Journal, Volume 2, p. 29.

8 JONES (J.), Case of Pysemia Supervening upon Hospital Gangrene, in U. S. San. Com. Memoirs. New Y'ork. 1871. Surg. Vol. II, pp. 337 and 430.
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Name, Military
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853

Everson.J., Pt., P, 111th
New York.

Fieger, J.. Corp'l, B,98th
Pennsylvania, age 30.

Flesbman, B., Pt., E.
118th Ohio. •

I

Fry, G., Pt., K, ICth
Kentucky.

Fuller, B.H. Pt.,\l, 13th
Georgia.

Gaylord, A., Pt., B, 75tb
Illinois.

Gibson, W.. Serg't, C,
27th Michigan.

Gillatt.C.W., l»t.,A.5i;th

Pennsylvania, age 19.

Gillespie, J., Pt, P, 09th
Illinois, aire 29.

Gnddard, J. F., Pt.. A,
57th Georgia, age 28.

Goodell, L., Pt., C, 2d
Vermont, age 23.

June 1!),

19, '64.

April 2,

8, '65.

June 27,

27, '04.

May 14.
14,''64.

July 9.

10, '04.

Oct. 8,

8, '02.

June 17,

17, '64.

Julyl,
2, '03.

Dee. 15,

15, '04.

Julv 22,

82, '64.

Nor. 4,

4, '03.

855 Gould, J. /,., Serg't, O. i July 2,

4tli Texas. | —, '63.

856 Greenhart, H., Pt.,G.9th Oct. 19,

Connecticut, age 4o. I lit. '64.

857 Groesbeck, W., Pt., B, ' Aug. 0,

74lh Indiana. 6, 04.

858 Hagan, P., Pt., A. 7th Sept. 19,

Michigan.
!

19. '04.

859 i Hammer, H.. Pt., F, 15th Nov. 25,

Indiana, age 24. 27, '03.

800 Hammond, S., Pt., J!, Julv 12.

07th. Indiana. 12.' '03.

801 ! Harrison, W. II., Pt., B, May 10,
' 4th .Michigan, age 24. 10, '64.

802 Ilaskiil. J. M., Serg't, A, July 8,

|
32d .Mass., ago 28. 3, '03.

803 Hawkins. G. W., Capt., Oct. 87,

I, 97th Pennsylvania. 27, '04.

804 Hayden,F.W.,Serg't,F, Oct. 13,

34'th Mass., age 25. i 14, '04.

805 'Hill, J., I't., A, 32<1 May 11,

Massachusetts, age 49.
|

I8,''04.

800 Hindman, W. S., Pt., E, ' May 23,

155th Penn., age 20.
j
—,*'04.

807 IIoasch.G., I't.. E, 110th July 9.

Ohio, age 45.
|

11, '64.

operations, operators,
Result.

Bight. Surg. G. L. Potter, 145th
Penn. Died Julv 8, 1804.

Right ; circ. Died"May 18, 1805

;

exhaustion.
Left. Surg. A. M.Wilder.U.S.V.
Died July 19, 1804.

Left. Died May 19, 1864.

: double flap- Surg. C. H.
Todd, 0. S. A. Died Aug. 19,

1804; exhaustion; diarrhoea.

Died (X'tober 14, 1802.

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Right.

Right. Died June 18, 1864.

Holmes, R. A. R., Pt., I,

3d N. Hump., age 35.

869 Hough. J.,Serg't.II. 15th

N.Y. H'vy Art., age 47.

Hufnagle, J., Pt., A, 4th
I Vermont, age 34.

871
,
Hughes, 67., Pt., I, 8th
North Carolina.

878 Hunt, T„ Pt., A, 44th
New York.

873 Hunter. J.. Corp'l, B, 7th

I
Illinois.

874 Ingram, G. W., Pt., A,
i

08th Penn., age 25.
rr, Johnson, C. L., Pt., B,

I

1st Tennessee.
870 Johnson, 1'., Pt., D,117th

Col'd Troops, age 80.

877 Johnson, J., I't., E, 57th
Indiana, age 31.

878 i Johnson. H.\ Pt., D, 7th
N. Hampshire, age 21.

879 Johnson. R. H„ Pt., C,
139th Now York.

880 Kahler, N., Pt., A, 100th
Illinois, age 24.

881
;
Kennedy. K., Pt.. E, 13th
Virginia, age 25.

882 Kennedy. J.,Pt., A, 69th I

j
New York, age 30.

883 Kenion, R., Pt., E. 149th
New York, age H5.

884 i Kennerson, A.. Serg't. K,
17th Maine, age 33.

885 Kimple, A., Lieut., C,
25th Iowa.

886; King, II. M., Corp'l. II,

145th Penn., age 27.

May 10,

Hi, '04.

Aug. 19,

19, '64.

May 18,

18, '04.

June 1,

2, '04.

July 3,

—,
''63.

Oct. 5,

5. '64.

July 8,

4. ''63.

Aug. 6,

6. '04.

Oct. 27,
27, '64.

Right. Died June 23, 1801 ; chr.

diarrhoea; phthisis puhnonalis.
Right : ant. post, tlap ;

gangrene.
Died Feb. 2, 1805: gangrene.

Right : ant. post. flap. Died Jan.
1. 1805; chronic diarrhoea.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. W.J.
Sawin. 2d Vt. Erysip.; gang.;
tibia exfol. Died June 6, 1864

;

pseudo-membranous croup.
Left. Died July 8, 1863.

Left ; flap ; erysipelas. Died Oct.
31, 1864: tetanus.

Right. Dieil August 25, 1864.

Left; oval skin flap; anaemia

;

gang. Died Oct. 19, '64; pyaem.
Right; circ: gang. Died Dec.
0, 1803.

Left. Surg.YV. Lomax, ISthlnd.
Died August 5, 1803.

Bight ; ant. post, flap; sloughing.
Died May 81, 1864: pyaemia.

Left (also right knee): sloughing.
Died Aug 23, 1803; diarrhoea.

i
Left. Surg. M. S. Kittenger.lOOtb

i
N. Y. Died Oct. 27. 1804.

Left: ant, post. flap. Died Nov.
! 9, 1804; exhaustion.
Right; nut. post. flap. May 22,

[
bam. Died May 28,'04

; pyaem.
Left. June 84, amputation thigh.

Died June 24, 1804.

Left; circ. A. A. Surg. W. S.
Adams. Aug. 4, haein.; lig. post,
tib. Died Aug. 8, '64

; haemor-
rhage. Spec. 3829.

Right ; circ. Died May 27, 1864
;

exhaustion.
Right; flap. Died Aug. 31,1804 ;

exhaustion.
Right; circ. Died JuneS, 1804;
dysentery.

Left : apparently flap. Died July
9, 1804 ; exhaustion.

Right. Died July 25, 180.3.

1804;Left: flap. Died Oct. 2
exhaustive suppuration.

' Left. July 20, haemorrh., 12 oz.

Died July 24, '03
: haemorrhage.

Right (alsoamputat'n left thigh).

|
Died August 21. 1864.

Right (also flesh wound). Died
Nov. 16. 1804: exhaustion.

May 27, l Right ; flap. Surg. E. B. Glick.

37, '04.
:

40th Indiana. Died Sept, 1, '64.

June 17, Left. Died June 29, 1864.

17, '64.

Sept. 89, Right. Surg. T. II. Squire, 89th
29, '64. New York. Death (?).

Nov. 25, Left; including head of fibula;

27, '63. gang. Died Dec. 16, 1864.
Feb. 7, Left : circular. Died ;

7, '65. exhaustion.
June 3, Right; flap. Surg. J.A.Spencer,
5, '64. 69th N. Y.N. G. Died June 18,

1864: oxhaustion.
June 87. Left : flap. Surg. J. L. Dunn.
27, '64.

I 109th Penn. Died Mar. 4, 1 865

;

small-pox.
June 10, Right; lateral flap. Died Aug.
10, '04. 4, 1804.

Aug. 31, Right, Died September 17, 1804.

31. "04.

fill

King, T., Serg't, C, 71st
New York, age 80.

Knapp, A. J„ Pt., F, 93d
Indiana.

Knowlton, C. C, Pt., I,

22d Mass., age 22.

Kroiuniller, G-, Pt., C,
14th New York Heavv
Artillery, age 38.

Laws, C., I't., E, 43d
Colored Troops.

Lease, II. A., Pt., E.14th
Missouri.

Lee. H., Pt.,D, 9th Col-
ored Troops, aged 21.

Leininger, A., Pt., E,
98th Pennsylvania.

Lenzenmeyer, R., Serg't,

F, 2d Pennsylvania.
Lewis, J. R., i't., G, 53d
North Carolina, age 32.

Limb, W. I'\, Pt., B,86th
Ohio.

Linch, N., Pt., B, 163d
New York.

Lympus, N. S., Pt.. K,
10th Iowa.

2d

pi if

May .
,

7, '04.

Right. Surg. J.W.Wish:irt,140th
Penn. (Gangrene.) Died May
27, 1864; exhaustion.

Lynch, M., Serg't, C
Vermont, age 22.

Maddox, W. /., Pt., A,
53d Georgia.

Marcey, H. P., Pt., K,
11th Penn. Cav..age 23.

Martin, D., Pt., C, 28th
Pennsylvania.

McCard'le, J., Pt., E, 2d
Penn. Artillery, age 23.

McCarmichael, A., Pt.,

D, 7th Miss., age 43.

McCIuskev, P., Serg't.

F, 20th N. Y., age 27.

McDemitt, T. J., Pt., E.
49th Penn., age 25.

McDermott, O., Pt., M.
1st Mass. H'vy Art'y,

age 30.

McDevitt, J., Pt., I, 7th
Rhode Island, age 87.

McElhannon, W. J., Ft.,

B, 45th Illinois.

McLean, M., Pt., B, 80th
Illinois.

912
|
McMillan, J„ Pt., H, 4th

,
Penn. Cavalry, age 18.

'

913 McNeil, F., Pt., E, 114th

J

New York, age 23.

914 I Mensen, M., Pt., E, 22d
Wisconsin.

915 Metz, J. H., Pt., G, 9th

[

Veteran Reserve Corps,
age 33.

910 Mier. J., Pt., I, 113th
I Ohio.

917 Miller, -J., Pt., D, 157th
' Pennsylvania.

918 i Miller. L., Pt., K, 50th
! N. Carolina, age 20.

919, Miller, M., Pt., B, 40th
Indiana.

920, Miller. W.,Serg't,G,45th

I

New York.
921 Moffitt, B. L., Lieut., —

,

; 1st New Jersey.
932 Molter, P., Pt., H, Cth

Wisconsin, age 23.

933 Monaghan, M., Pt., C, 2d
Michigan, age 43.

934 Moody, J., -
, age 20.

A,

July 2,

3, 03.

May 14,
14," '03.

Sept. 311,

20, '02.

July 9,

10, ''64.

July 30,

30, '04.

Oct. 4,

—, '62.

Dec. 5,

6, '64.

April 3,

2. '65.

July 3,

3,
f
03.

July 3,

3, '63.

June 30.

20, '04.

Dec. 13,

13, '63.

Dec. 13,

13. '64.

Oct. 19.

19, '64.

May 3,

—,"'03.

May 17,

17, '64.

Nov. 37,

37, '63,

July 2,

8, '64.

Nov. 30,

Dec.1,'64
Dec. 13,

13, '02.

Mav 10,
10,' '64.

June 20,

20, '64.

June 3,

3, '04.

June 26,

—, '63.

May 87,

27, '64.

June 24,

26, '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

May 25,

25, '64.

Julv 11,

11, '64.

June 27,

27, '04.

June 17,

17, '64.

April 19,

19, '64.

Dec. 31,

31, '02.

May 2,

3, '03.

Mav 5,

5, '64.

Mav 10,

11, '04.

June 10,

17, '64.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

May—

,

—, '03.

Sept. 1,

2, '64,

925 Moore, J. H., Lieut.,

100th Indiana.
926 Moore. W., Pt., K, 14th I July 20,

West Virginia, age 34.
|
21, '64.

937 Morse. J.,Pt„B,8d'Penn.
j
July 16,

H'vy Artillery, age 22. I — ,
'64.

Left. July 15, ha'in. Died July
15, 1863.

. Surg. J. It. Rice, 73.1 Ohio.
Died July 87. 1863.

Left. Oct.— . slough.: maggots;
bed-sores. Died Oct. 13, if.;-:.

Left. Surg. T. 1'. Oakes, 56th
Mass. Died October 8. 1804.
Spec. 6589.

Left; circ. Surg. D.MacKay,29th
Col'd Troops. Died Aug' o. 01.

Left. Died Nov. 14. '03; wound
and amputation.

Right: flap. A. A. Surg. .1. S.

Giltner. Died Dec. 33, 1804;
pyaemia.

Right; Hap. Died May 17, 1805;
exhaustion.

Right. Died July S3, 1803.

Right (also amputat'n left thigh).
Surgeon J. J. Knott, P. A. C. S.

Died July 10, 1803.

Right. Surg. W. B. McGavran,
20th Ohio. Died Aug. 8, 1864.

Right. Died December 81, 1802.

Left: flap. Acting Staff Surg. C.
11. Richards, U.S.A. (Alsow'nd
of arm.) Died Dec. 14, 1804.

Right. Died December 14, 1804.

Right, Surg. J. J. Knott, P. A.
C. S. Died June IS, 1803.

Right; flap. June 8, haemorrhage
Died June 25, 1864

; haem.
Right. Died December 17. 1863.

Left (also amp. right, low. third).

Died July 3, 1804.

Left ; ant. post, flap. Died Mar.
3. 1865.

Left. Jan. 3, '03, haem.: lig. post.

tibial. Died January 11. 1803.
Right; flap. Died September 8.

1864.
Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. C. C.
Jewett, 16th Mass. Died July
17, 1804. Spec. 4579.

Left; circ. Surg. J. Harris. 7th
R. I. Gangrene. Died July 8,

1864; pyaemia.
Right (also five other wounds).
Died July 15. 1863: pyaemia.

Right. Surg. J. T. Woods. 99th
Ohio. Died June 1, 1804.

Right; circ. A. Surg.W. Ii. Price,

4th Penn. Cavalry. Died July
9, 1804 : asthenia.

Right ; circ. Surg. L. P.Wagner.
114th N. Y. Died Oct. 8, 1801

:

pyaemia.
Left. Died June 12, 1804.

Left; lat. flap. Surg. J. Wilson.
Med.Insp. U.S.A." Died July
28, 1804; exhaust'n. Spec. 3100.

Left. Died July 6. 1864.

. Died June 23, 1864.

Left : ant. skin and post. mus. skin
flap. Surg. C. II. Ladd, 50th
N. C. Probably died.

Left. Died December 31, 1808.

Left; flap. Died May 38, 1863.

,t leg).Right (also flesh wound
Died May 6, 1804.

Left; circ: diarrhoea. Died July
6. 1804; exhaustion. %c. 357-i.

Left ; circ. July 30, lig. femoral

;

gangrene. Died July 35, 1804 ;

haemorrhage.
. Died May 28, 1803.

Left. Surg.W. Lomax, 12th Ind.
Died October 1. 1804.

Left. Died Aug. 4, '04
; nervous

prostration and emaciation.
Right. Haemorrhage. July 25,

1804. amp. thigh. Died August
10, 1804

;
pyaemia.

1 LIDELL (J. A.), Example of Osteomyelitis vrith Thrombosis, in If. S. Sanitary Commission Memoirs, New York, 1870, Surgical Volume I, p. 404,

American Journal Medical Sciences, N. 8., 1872, Vol. LXIV, p. 358.
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929

Name, Military
Description, and Aoe.

o i'e rations, ol'erato [is,

Result.

Morris. S. P., Serg't. K,
20th Pennsylvania.

Mullen, \V., Pt., I. 105fh
Pennsylvania, age 40.

930 Murphy. 11. I., Pt., C,
45th Georgia, age 35.

9:11

932

933

934

9:S5

9311

937

938

939

940

941

942

943

944

945

94G

947

948

949

950

951

952

953

954

955

956

957

958

959

960

9(51

9112

9G3

964

905

966

9fi7

908

969

970

971

972

Murphy, T. J., Pt., H,
30th North Carolina.

Newell. R. J., Corp'l, IJ,

19th Maine.
Nichols, P. C, Pt., F,

159th New York.
O'Uaniel, T., Pt., F,37th
Kentucky, age 18.

Oclom, ./.,'serg't, H, 21st

South Carolina, age 30.

Oliver, 11., Pt., K, 19th
Maine.

Osborne, W., Scrg't, K,
57th New York, age 42.

Owens, T. D., Pt., II,

81st Illinois, age 25.

Parks, J., Pt., E, 91st
Pennsylvania, age 38.

Parsell, M., Pt., K, 5th
Wisconsin, age 33.

Parsons, J., Pt., P, 80th
Indiana.

Phillips, N.,Pt., A, 188th
New York, age 20.

Piersim, E. J., Pt., B,
19th Virginia.

Pierson, J., Pt., F, 80th
Indiana.

Posey. F... Corp'l, E,30th
Colored Troops, age 4 1

.

Posey. J., Pt., D, 21st

Kentucky, age 34.
Pourje, L.'G.. Corp'l, E,
17th North Carolina.

Ramer, J. P., Corp'l, K,
5th N. Hamp., age 25,

Rannghan, ,1., Pt., E,
09th New York.

Rathourn, J. H., Pt„ F,
149th Penn., ngo 22.

Eeddick, jr. J., Pt., C,
20th North Carolina,

lieinhart, C.,Pt.. K, 74th
Pennsylvania, age 21.

July 2,

2, '03.

Aug. 12,

12, '64.

May 3.

3, '63.

Sept. 19,

19, '04.

July 1,—.
'03.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

June 11,
11. '64.

Aug. 21,

21. '04.

July 3,

3. '03.

June 17,
17, '04.

May 22,
23,' '03.

June 18.

18, '04.

April 0,

8, '05.

May 14,

14, '64.

Feb. 6,

0, '05.

Mar. 31.

A p. 1,'05.

May 14,

— .
'64.

Oct. 4,

4, '04.

June 20,

20, '04.

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

June 0,

0, '04.

May IS,

18, '04.

June 10.

10, '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

Aug. 27,

—,
'02.

I

.. Name. MILITAUT 1 „
lNU

', DESCRIPTION, AND AtiE. ,

L,A1KS-

Rhodes, J. II.,Pt..K,5th
New Jersey.

Ring, P., Pt., E, 69th
New York, age 45.

Rouch. J. T., Pt., A, 8th
Maryland.

Rouse, G. W., Adjutant,
100th Illinois.

Ryan, J. C, Corp'l, K,
0th New Hampshire.

Sanders, O. IF., Pt., B,
4th S. C. Cav., age 23.

Savage, J., Major, 2d
Massachusetts, age 20.

Sawney. I.., Serg't, F,
79th Pennsylvania,

Sohoonec.k.j'.,Pt.,B.55th

Pennsylvania, age 30.

Scott, 8., Pt., A, 48th
Colored Troops.

Sheridan, 8., Pt., IS, 12th

Colored Troops, age 28.
1 Shields, R., Corp'l, G,
4th Iowa, age 24.

Sholan, A.. Pt., D, 121st

Pennsylvania, age 40.

Shnll, V., Pt., I), 13th
Indiana, age 22.

Sill. W. J., Lieut., C,
75th Pennsylvania.

Skinner. J., Col'd team-
ster, age 50.

Smith, 1:. W., Pt.. E,

63d Tennessee, age 30.

Smith. J. C, Corp I, A,
Ht.iN.Y. II. A. .age 27.

Smith, J. J., Pt.. I). 5th
Tenn. Cavalry, age 21.

Smithus. E., Pt.,F, 127th
Illinois, age 25.

May 3,

3, TO.
June 3,

3, '64.

Mav 5,

5,
''04.

July 28,

28, '04.

Dec. 13,

13. '02.

May 31,
31, '64.

Aug. 9,

9,
p
62.

June 25,

20, '03.

June 3,

5, '04.

April 1,

1, '05.

Dec. 15,
17, '04.

Nov. 27,
27, '03.

May 18,
18," '04.

May 19,

19, '64.

July 1,

— ,
'63.

Sept. 20,

20, '04.

Sept. 29,

29. '04.

April 2.

2, '65.

April 7,

9. '02.

July 28,
28,' '64.

Left. Died July 12, 1863.

Left; flap; diarrhoea. DiedAug.
29, 1804.

Left ; ant. post, flap ; erysipelas.

Died May 24, 1803
;
gangrene

of stump.
; eirc.: typhoid fever. Died

October 10, 1804 ; cachexia.
Right. Surg. S. H. Plumb, 82d
N. Y. Died July 10, 1803.

Eight ; flap. Died Octuber 5,
|

1804; gangrene.
Right. Died July 4, 1804.

Right. Surg. A. A. White, 8th
Md. Died Sept. 13, 1804.

Right. Surg. A. J. Billings. 19th
Maine. Died July 11, 1803.

. Surg. G. L. Potter, 145th
Penn. Died July 2. 1804.

Left ; pyemia. Died J uly 12,

1803.

Left; lat. flap. June 30, haem.;
femoral Ug. July 0, fern, delig.

Died July 12, '04: haemorrhage.
Left; ant. post. flap. Died April

19. 1805.

Right. A. A. Surg. L. Darling.
Died July 15, 1804.

Right; circ. Died February 18,

1805; pyaemia.
Left. A. Surg. W. B. Ilartinan,
110th Penn. Died April 12, '65.

Right. Died June 15, 1804.

Right: circ. Died November 9,
|

1864
;
pyaemia.

Right; (lap. Surg. J. T. Woods,
99th Ohio. Died Aug. 12, 1804.

Right. Surg. I). C. Roundy. 37th
Wisconsin. Died April 10, '65:

irritative fever. Spec. 4032.
Left. Died June 25, 1804.

. Surg. G. L. Potter, 145th
Penn. Died June 10. 1804.

Rifrht; ant. post, flap ; dysentery.
Died July 10, 1804.

; circular. Died November
7, 1804 ; pyaemia.

; ant. post, flap; sloughing;
re-amp. knee joint. Died Sept.

2:1, 1803; gangrene.
Right. Surg. G. P. Oliver. 111th
Penn.- Died May 13. 1803.

Right; cire. Died June21, 1864.

Left. Died May 18, 1864.

Right. Died August 4, 1804.

. Died January 6, 1863.

Right; ant. post, flap ; sloughing.
Died June 11, 1864; pyaemia.

. Died October 22, 1862;
haemorrhage.

Left ; flap. Died July 1, 1863
;

pyaemia.
Left: ant. post, flap; sloughing.

Died July 9, 1864; gangrene.
. Surg. II. Osborne, 51st C.

Troops Died April 3, 1865.

Right; flap. A. A. Surg. J. S.
Giltner. Died Jan. 2, 1865.

Right. Surg. D. B. Allen, 30th
Iowa. Died Jan. 14, '04

: pyaem.
Right: circ.; slough.; diarrhoea.

Died Mav 26. 1804; exhaustion.
Right. Died June 16, 1864.

Left. Died July 21, 18G3.

Right. Died September 25, 1804.

Right ; flap ; sloughing. Died
October SI, 1864.

Right : ant. post. flap. Died May
10. 1805.

Right; circular. Died May 21,

1862.

Right; double flap. Act. Staff

Surg. C. B. Richards, U. S. A.
Died Aug. 18, 1864.

I

973 Snoddery, L.,Pt.,II.57th Juno 14,

Indiami.
;
— , '64.

974 Snodgrass, J..Pt.,C,36th June 27,

]

Illinois. 27, '64.

975 Snow, J., Pt., C, 109th June 30,

New York, age 27. ' 30, '64.

970 Stalze. W. B., Corp'l, B, July 18,

02d Ohio. 1 _, '03.

977' Stanley, W., Lieut., G. Dec. 15,

I

12th Mo. Cav., age 36.
I
17, '64.

978 Sullivaa. H., Pt., D.llth Julv 2,

I Mnss., ago 39. ! 4. '63.

979 Swain. F. P., Cnpt.. E, I Aug. 6,

12ild Indiana, age 45. —, '04.

980 Tal't, G. R.. Capt., A., June 14,

53d Massachusetts. 14, '63.

Operations, operators,
Result.

Theobald, D.,Pt.,G,97th
:
June 18,

New York. 1 18, '64.

Thewing, II. S., Pt.. C, ' May 31,

4th Michigan, age 18.
I

31, '04.

Tichenor. li., Pt.. F, 9th Oct. 19,

N. Y. H'vy Artillery. I 19, '64.

Titan, N., Pt., 11. '7th April 7,

New York, age 21. 8, '05.

Tompkins, O., Pt.,0, 1st Julv 3,

N. Y. Heavy Artillery, 4, '03.

age 45.

980 Tourney, J., pt.. I. 1st Aug. 29,

j
New Jersey Cavulry, 29, '64.

age 30.

987 Torronco. G. A.. Corp'l. May 13,

A, 4th Iowa. 13,' '04.

988 Tripp. J. W.. Pt., A. 1st May 25,

I Michigan, ago 18. 25,' '64.

989, Turner, 11. II
-
., Serg't, Nov. ::o,

G, 1st Alabama, age24. Dec. 1, '04

990 Unknown. I. 11., 148th
|

I
Pennsylvania,

991 Unknown, J.. Colored
servant, age 30.

992 Vail, W., Pt., A, 2d N.
, York.

993

i

994

995
I

996
I

997

998

I

999

1000

1001
I

1002

1003

I

1004

I

1005
I

1006

I

1007
I

I

1008

1009

1010

1011

1012

1013

Valentine. R. II., Pt., D,
5th New York.

Van Carder, J., Pt., F,
58th Penn.. age 22.

Vannatter, W. A., Pt.,I,

121st Penn. Reserves.
Walker, F., Corp'l, K,
47th Ohio.

Walker, J. H., Scrg't, K,
12th Missouri Cavalry,
age 22.

Wallick, E. F , Pt., E,
120th Ohio.

Walters, B. G„ Pt„ H,
19th Maine, age 19.

Wannamakc.r,J. H'.,Pt.,

F, 25th S. C., age 27.
|

Ward, L.. Corp'l, B, 94th
]New York, age 18.

Warren, R., Pt., C, 17th
Connecticut.
Wearer. C. I)., Pt., H.
43d Mississippi, age 33.

Weed, A. If., pt.. Cloth
Georgia, age 24.

Weight, J., Pt.. A, 148th
Pennsylvania.

Weston'nnn, W., Pt., C,
2d New Ilamp.. age 28.

White. L., Serg't, F, 7th
New Jersey.

Whiting, T. J„ Serff't-

Mnjor. 2d Michigan.
Whittaker, J. P., I>t., A,
17th N. C, age 44.

Williams, C. P., Pt., E,
35th North Carolina.

Williams. J. M., Tt., H,
20th Ohio.

Williams, J. II., Major,
18th Indiana.

Wilson, R., Pt., E, 29th
Colored Troops.

Mav 3,

—,'T>3.

Dec.—,
—, '64.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

April 7,

7, '05.

Sept. 28.

-, '04.

Dec. 13.

15, '62.

Mav 22,
22,' '63.

Sept. 14,

14, '04.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

Oct. 15,

15, '64.

A ug. 22,
22, '64.

June 18.

19. '64.

July 1,

-,m
Dec. 15.

15, '64.

May 3,

4, fa.
Julv 3,

3, '03.

June 3,

3, '04.

Mav 5.

5, '04.

May 6,

6,
!
CA.

June 16,

10. '64.

June 19.

19. '64.

Sept. 19,

19. '03.

Oct. 19,

20. '04.

July 30,

31, '04.

Left. Died July 14, 1804.

Left; circ. Surgs. H. E. llassc.

24th Wis., and W. P. Pierce,

88th Illinois. Died July 17, '64.

Left; large post, ami inns, llnp;

sloughing: haemorrhage. Died
October 15, 1864.

Right ; haem. from gangrenous
6tnmp, fatal Julv 31, 1863.

Left -. circ. A. A. Surg. A. Rolls.

Mortification. Died Dec. 19. '64.

Left. Died November 25, 1804.

Right. Surg. J. W. Lawton, F.
8.V. Gang. Died Aug 23,04.

Right; gangrene; ba-m rrhage

:

lig. femoral. Died July J!. 1803;
pyaemia.

Right. Died June EiJ, 1804.

Right: nut. |>ost. flap: sloughing.

Died June 19, 1804 ; exhaustion.
Left. Died November 20, 1804;

pyaemia.
Right; circ. Died May 8, 1805;

pyaemia.
Right (also wound of left); gang.
July 17. amp. thigh; 21, barn.;

femora) lignted. Died July 20,

18)13: pyaemia: h:em.; gang.
Left ; ant. post, skin (lap. Surg.
A. Hard, 8th 111. Cav. I lied Kept.

28, '04
;
pneumonia. Spec. 3158.

Left. Surg. A.T. Hudson, 96th
Iowa. Died May 20, 1804.

Right: ant. post. flap. Surg. A.
F. Whelan, 1st Michigan S. S.

Died June 8, 1804 ; pyiemia.
Right; ant. i>ost. finp. Surg.

—

MoMahon, C. 8. A. Died Mar.
4, 1865; smallpox.

. Surg. C. s. Wood, 66th N.
York. Il;em. Pied of pvannia.

llight. Died December IB, 1864.

Right ; oval skin flap. Surg. 1).

li. Van Slvck. 22d N. Y. Cav'y.
Died Oct. 87, 1804 ; tetanus.

Right. Died April li, 1805.

Left. Died October 30, 1864;
exhaustion.

Right. Confcd. surgeon. Gan-
grene. Died Feb. 13. 1863.

Right. Died May 22, 1803.

Right; ant. lat. flap. A. Surg.
J. M. Study. U. S.V. Gangrene.
Died Sept, 19, 1804 ; pyaemia.

Left. Died Sept. 23, 1804 ; shock
of operation.

Left : flap. Surg.W. J. Burr. 42d
N. Y. Slough. Nov. 27, (imp.

thigh. Died April 28. '05: exh'n.
Specs. 3445, 3440, 3447, 3448.

Right. Surg. G.W. Metcalf,70lh
N. Y. Died A ug. 20, '64

; exh'n.
Right. Died August 5, 1864.

Left. Died July 17, 1863.

Loft ; ant. post. flap. Died Dec.
25. 1804; shock.

; flap. Died July 9, 1863;
gangrene.

Left. Died July 24, 1863.

Left; flap. Died June 14, 1804;
gangrene.

Right. Died May 5. 1864.

Left (also amp. finger). Diod
May 13. 1864.

Right; circular. Died July 20,

1864.

Left. Surg. P. E. Hubon, 28th
Mass. Died June SO, 1864.

Left: mortification. Sept. 20.

amputation of thigh. Died.
Right (also w'nd left thigh) j eire.

Died Oct. 24. '04
: shock of op'n.

Left: flap. Surg. F. M. Weld,
27th Cold Troops. Died Aug.
20. 1804 ; diarrhoea and exh'n.

'LIDELL (J. A.), Pysemia connected with Thrombosis, in U. S. Sanitary Commission Memoirs, Surgical Volume I, New York, 1870, page 550.
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PRIMARY AMPUTATIONS IN THE LEG 479

FIG. '-IBS.—Stump after an
tern-posterior flap amputa-
tion. Spec. 43(1.").

CASE 734.—Private F. W, Knight, Co. E, 11th Vermont, aged 21 years, was wounded in the right leg, at Winchester,

September 19, 18C4, by a minid ball, which passed through the ankle joint. He was conveyed to the Depot Hospital of the

Sixth Corps, where amputation was performed but not recorded. Surgeon F. V. Hayden, U. S. V., noted the following history

:

"The wounded man was admitted to Sheridan Hospital, Winchester. October 5th, with amputation of the right leg at middle

third, performed the day after the injury by Surgeon W. A. Barry, 98th Pennsylvania, the Hap method being used, with circular

section of the muscles. Erysipelas appeared a few days after the operation. One and a half inches of protruding bone was

removed on October 10th. The treatment consisted of stimulants and tonics, including quinine, etc." On December 5th, the

patient was transferred to Frederick Hospital, and two weeks later to Central Park, New York City, whence Acting Assistant

Surgeon S. Teats contributed the specimen, No. 4330, Surgical Section, A. M. M., represented in the annexed cut (FlG. 287),

with the following result of the case: "The Stump became painful and tender, its end

cold and bluish in appearance, and a circular exuberant ulcer formed in the cicatrix.

On February 15, 1865, chloroform was administered and re-amputation was performed

by the circular method by Surgeon B. A. Clements, U. S. A. Sutures, adhesive straps.

and water dressings were applied after the operation. The result was favorable and

the stump healed." The patient was discharged from service August 17, 1865, and

pensioned, having been previously furnished with an artificial leg by Dr. E. D. Hudson,

of New York City. In his applications for commutation the pensioner reported the

stump as remaining in "good condition." His pension was paid March 4, 1880. The
Fig. 287.-Bony

Snucimen consists of the re-amputated stumps of the tibia and fibula, showing an
stump of the left ' .

leg, five months excellent deposit of callus but being carious internally,
after amputat'n.
Spec. 4:):i0. Case 735.—Private J. Shaud, Co. K, 93d Pennsylvania, aged 26 years, was

wounded at Fair Oaks, May 31, 1862. He was conveyed to White House Landing

and thence by transport steamer to New Haven, Connecticut. Surgeon P. A. Jewett, U. S. V., in

charge of Knight Hospital, recorded the wounded man's admission, June 9th, with " amputation of leg,"

and reported that he recovered and was transferred to New York City January 19, 1864, "to be

furnished with a wooden leg." Surgeon B. A. Clements, U. S. A., reported that the patient was dis-

charged from service at Central Park Hospital March 9, 1864, by reason of " loss of right leg by primary amputation, performed

for shot fracture involving the ankle joint." A cast of the stump (Spec. 4305, Surgical Section, A. M. M.), showing the cicatrix

to be located on tin: anterior face above the extremity, was contributed by Acting Assistant Surgeon G. F. Shrady, and is shown

in the adjoining wood-cut (Fig. 288). Dr. E. D. Hudson, of New Y'ork City, who supplied the pensioner with an artificial leg

before he left the hospital, described the stump as having been formed by an "antero-posterior flap amputation at the junction

of the middle and lower thirds" of the limb. The pensioner was paid June 4, 1880. He reports the condition of the stump as

remaining sound and healthy.

In the following instance both legs were successfully amputated at the middle thirds

one day after the injury:

Case 736.—Private jE. B. Higyinbotham , Co. F, 38th Georgia, appears recorded on a Confederate hospital register as

having had "both legs fractured by gunshot, at Spottsylvania Court House, May 12, 1864," for which "both limbs were ampu-

tated at the middle third by Surgeon W. J. Arlington, P. A. C. S., on the following day." The man recovered, and was subse-

quently furnished with artificial legs by the Confederate Association for the relief of maimed soldiers.

Fatal Primary Amputations in the Middle Third of the Bones of the Leg.—The one

hundred and fifty operations of this group were performed on twenty-two Confederate and

one hundred and twenty-eight Union soldiers. Exhaustion, pyaemia, and gangrene were

reported as the principal causes of death.

Case 737.—Private E. J. Valleley, Co. A, 3d Rhode Island Artillery, aged 18 years, was wounded by the explosion of

the magazine of the Gunboat "George Washington," near Beaufort, S. C, April 10, 1863. His injuries comprised two scalp

wounds of no great importance, a compound fracture of the upper fifth of the right ulna, a fracture of the right femur at its middle,

and compound comminuted fracture of the bones of the right leg and foot. There was most alarming nervous depression. Stim-

ulants and nourishment were liberally supplied, but no decided reaction followed. Forty-eight hours after the receipt of the injuries

it was thought best to amputate the leg, which operation was performed at the middle third on April 12th. After the operation the

thigh continued to swell till it reached an enormous size, which circumstance gave reason to believe that the femoral artery had

been ruptured by the fractured ends of the femur. The patient was delirious a good part of the time after the operation. He died

on the morning of April 14, 1833. There was no attempt at union in the incisions that were made for the removal of the limb,

and the stump had an unhealthy look, the discharge being of an ashy color and pasty consistence. For two days before he died

he was isolated from the other wounded patients. After death a large quantity of bloody serum was found in the cellular tissue

of the thigh ; the artery and vein were entire in their whole length. The lower fragment of the femur was pushed up behind the

lower end of the upper fragment, denuding the latter of its periosteum for more than three inches. The amputated portions of the

tibia and fibula were found to be both broken at the junction of the malleoli with these bones, the tibia being stripped of peri-

osteum for about four inches upward from the joint. The fibula was also broken about three inches above the joint. The

posterior end of the os-calcis was broken off, and this bone was extensively fissured and otherwise injured ; the cuboid bone was

comminuted. The wound in the soft parts was about four inches long, running upward from the superior surface of the astrag-

alus on the inner side of the leg, and the tibia protruded some two inches. The history, together with the specimen (No. 1165,

Surg. Sect., A. M. M. -

), consisting of the amputated bones of the leg. was contributed by Surgeon F. L. Dibble, 6th Connecticut.
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Cask 738.—Brigadier General G. W. Taylor, U. S. V., was wounded in the loft leg, at Bull Run, Angnst 27. 1862. The
character of the injury and its result was reported by Assistant Surgeon J. B. Brinton, U. S. A., as follows: ''A hall entered at

the inner edge of the tibia, about six inches above the internal malleolus, passed directly through and comminuted the bone very

badly for about six inches above and below, making two openings of exit on the anterior and outer aspect of the leg about five

inches above the external malleolus. The patient was admitted into the Mansion House Hospital. Alexandria, thirteen hours

after the reception of the injury, where Surgeon .J. II. Brinton, 1
T

. S. V., amputated the limb by the double Hap method at the

middle third. The operation was performed twenty-six hours after the reception of the injury, the patient losing

considerable blood and all the vessels requiring ligation. lie had been with the army through the Peninsular

campaign and his blood appeared to be very much vitiated by morbific influence of malaria. After the amputa-

tion it was discovered, what was previously suspected, that the fibula was not broken by the force of the ball, but

by the weight of the patient coining upon it suddenly when the support from the tibia was destroyed by its fracture.

The patient's arterial system did not fully react ; his pulse, which was feeble, tremulous, and very irregular at

times, evidently denoted a depraved condition of the system. He refused to take stimulants except sparingly.

This condition continued until September 1. lriG'2, when he died at 4 o'clock A. M. He was under the influence of

chloroform during the operation." The amputated parts of the tibia and fibula (Spec. 313, Sury. Sect., A. M. M.),

represented in the wood-cut (Fig. 289), were contributed to the Museum by the operator.

Case 739.—Lieutenant C. J. Sergeant, Co. P, 7th Iowa, aged 31, was wounded in the left leg, during the

sy B j
siege of Atlanta, August 11, 1864. Surgeon J. M. Woodwortli, 1st Illinois Light Artillery, described the injury

BH/1 as an "extensive fracture of both bones of the leg, produced by a musket ball, for which amputation was per-

I formed on the same day by Surgeon W. R. Marsh, 2d Iowa, at the field hospital of the 2d division, Sixteenth

Corps." Five days after the date of the injury the patient was moved to the field hospital at Marietta, and two

months later he was transferred to Chattanooga, thence to Nashville, and later to the Officers' Hospital at Louis-

ville. Surgeon F. Greene, U. S. V., in charge of the latter, described the amputation to have been performed by

the " anteroposterior flap method at the middle third," and reported that " for a month after the operation oozing

of blood continued from the stump, the patient's condition being feeble. Gangrene supervened in the latter part

of September, chiefly attacking the anterior flap. The bone became necrosed, and in October two pieces were

removed and the gangrene controlled." The patient was lastly admitted to Grant Hospital, Cincinnati, where he

obtained a leave of absence on December 12th. lie died at his home in Ottumwa, Iowa, April 10, 18(>5. his

attending physician, Dr. .1. 0. Hinley, certifying that "his disease was pyaemia, being caused by the amputation

of one of his lower extremities, the stump of which never healed."

Fin. 289,-Left
tibia fractured
by a musket
bill; fibula Iran-

lured by the
Bubjeet'swcight
suddenly com-
ing upon it.

—

Spec. 31.1.

Table LXIX.

Summary of Eight Hundred and Ninety-two Cases of Primary Amputations in the Middle Third of

the Leg for Shot Injuries.
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Name, Military
IDescuiption, and Agk.

Beers. R., Pt., D, 69th
Ohio, age 21.

Boers. ,I. B.,Pt,,E, 146th
New York, .tire 29.

Bennett, M..Pt., li, 125th

New York.
Bennett, B. II., Pt., I),

7tb C. Troops, age 23,

Benson, L. W., Pt-, I,

16th Conn., age 40.

Berg, M.,I't..B, 7th Kan-
sas Cavalry.

Biddle, A. II., Pt., K,
24th New Jersey.

Biggert, H.. PL, L, 15th
Penn. Cavalry.

DATE8.

42 l'.itten. L. C, Pt., K, 1st

U. S. S. S., age 21.

43 'Bixby.L. C.,Pt.,G,45fh
Illinois.

44 Blake, J., 1>t., K, 20th
Massachusetts.

45 Blakcley, B. P., Pt., F,
141h South Carolina.

40 lilakla. W., Pt., E, 40th
New York, aire 2!).

47 Blevins, J., Pt., E. 4'JtU

Illinois, age 21.

48 Bloxon. W. X., Pt., E,
22d C. Troops, age 20.

411 : Bocklay, II., Pt., D, 2d
Maryland, age 22.

50 Bodley, C, Corp'l, K.
28th Iowa, age 24.

51 Boehme, F., Pt., 0, 20th
: Mass.. age 27.

52 , Bond, J. D. M.. Pt., C.

j
78th 111., age 38.

53 i
Bonedun, 0. IF.. Pt., O,
7th Virginia Cavalry.

54 !
Book. G., Pt., E.t'ith Col-
ored Troops.

Booth, J. I., Pt.. B. 12th
AY. Virginia, age 22.

50 Boucher, P., Pt.. I, 28th
Massachusetts, age 20.

7 Bowen, J., Pt., C, 42d
Illinois, age 21.

58 Bowlund.W.,Pt.,C, 142d
New York, age 21.

Bowman, II. A.. Pt., G,
2d N. Hampshire.

3 Boyd, J. E., Pt., I, 44th
Tennessee.

61 Bradin.R.. Lieut, E,7th
N. York Heavy Artil-

lery, age 34.

62 Bra'fin. ./.)!'., Pt .0, 25th
I Virginia.

63 , Braillie, J., Pt., A, 1st

! Artillery, age 33.

64 Branson, P., Pt., E, 28th
I Illinois.

65 :
Brantley. L. G., Pt., C,
33d North Carolina.

66 Bray, P., Pt., o, 1st Mas-
sachusetts H'vy Artil-

lery, age 33.

07 Bremcnkuinp. P., Pt., A,
nth Illinois.

Bridgem, L. II.. Serg't,

H, 26th New Jersey.
Britting. J., Pt.,E, 110th
New York, age I 9.

r0 Bronson, D.. Pt., II, 0th
N. Y. Artillery, age 29.

71 Bronson, J. B.. Ft. ,1.14th

Ohio, age 18.

72 Brookings, !>., Serg't, II,

17th Maine, age 22.

Nov
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117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

J 26

127

128

129

130

131

139

133

134

135

130

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

> n;

147

148

14!)

150

151

152

153

154

155

150

157

Name, Military
Description, and Ace

Clark, II. B., Pt, F, 20th
Maine.

Clark, J. B., I't., 11th
Verrauut, age 29.

Class, C, Pt., G, 25th
Mass., ago 26.

Clayton, H., I't., E, 77th

New York, ago 20.

Clement, J. it., Serg't, I,

43d Georgia, age 25.

Clements, P. S., Pt., D,
6th N. Y. H. A., age 22.

Clingman, G W., Pt., A,
88th Penn., age 33.

Clinton. P. D.. Pt., C,
25th New Jersey.

Closs, W., Pt., K. 10th

N. Y. Heavy Artillery,

age 37.

Clunk, J., Pt., F, 76th

Oliio, age 18.

Cobb.G.W., Pt., K,20th
Maine, age 21

.

Cobb, J. P. C, Capt., II,

2d North Carolina.
Cobb, if. A., Lieut., K,
23d Alabama, ago 37.

Dates.

Mav 4,

6, '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

Feb. 8,

8. '02.

Oet. 19,

19. '64.

Julv 22,
23,' '04.

June 1,

1, '04.

May 8,

8,
f
64.

Doc. 13,

14, '62.

April 2,

3, '65.

June 18,

18, '64.

Mav 5,

7. 04.

Sept. 1!>,

20, '64.

Deo. 15.

17, '04.

Cochennour, J. 8., Capt., Sept. 1.

H, IkJtli Illinois, age 34. 1, 'til.

Cogswell, A. II., I't., 11, Oct. 27,

1st Mass. II. A., ago 18. 29. '01.

Cole, A. J„ Pt., C, 4-ltli Dec-. 13,

New York. 15, '02.

Cole. W.. Pt., II, 31st May 18.

Massachusetts, uge21. 18, '04.

Coogan, It., I't., E, 4th (Pet. 10,

Artillery.
I

10, '02.

Cook, A., Pt., E, 31st '. Juno 27,

Iowa, ago 34.
j

27, '64.

Coombt, L , Pt., K, 4th May 24,

Infantry, ago 28.
I

20. '64.

Cooper, J., I't., F, 47th Julv 29,

Ohio, age 25.
,

23, '64.

Corbet, J., Pt., G, 12th
j

Oct. 19.

Maine, age 26. 20, '64.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Corlew, H. M-.Corp'l. G,
nth Vermont, age 19.

Costello, II., Pt., D,24th
Massachusetts, age 30.

Cotton. S. O., Capt., A.
4th Louisiana.

Crago, G.W., Pt.,D,89«i
Ohio.

Craae. A. F., Serg't, II,

14.">tli Penn.
Cmwford, C, Pt., G, 1st

S. C. Hi lies, age 34.

Crawford, P. S., I't., A,
47th Penn., age 20.

Crosby, D. P., Pt., I, 6tb

South Carolina.

Crowe, 1).. Pt., E, 107th

New York.
CunitT. J., Pt.. II. 35th

New Jersey, age 26.

Cunningham, C, I't., D,
140th Penn.. age 22.

Curlcy, M., Pt.. G, 2d
Conn. II. A., age 20.

Curran, T., Pt., II, 2d
Iowa,

Curry, J.. Pt., II. 7th

Maryland, age 21.

Daiey. G. W., Corp'l, D,

53d' Penn., age 29.

Dale, II., I't., F, 5th N.
Hampshire, ago 26.

Daller, J., Pt. D, 11th

Indiana, age 25.

Dalrvmple. J., Pt., B,
79th N. Y"ork,age29.

Vangrrfield. L. J., Pt.,

Richard's Cavalry-

Juno 2,

2, '64.

Aug. 10,

10, '04.

Mav 0,

6, '64.

Sept. 20.

22. '63.

Dec. 13.

13. '02.

Julv 28,
28," '64.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

Sept. 30,

31), '04.

Sept. 17

19. '02.

Feb. 15,

15, '04.

Julv 2,

4, '03.

June 1,

1, '64.

A pril 6,

6, '62.

May 5,

6, '64.

June 3,

3, '64.

June 3,

3, '64.

Mnv 10,

10, '63.

Oct. 10,

10, '63.

June 3,

3, '61.

Left : circular. Confed. surgeon.

Disch'd Nov. 22, 1804.

Right: flap. Surg. C. B. Park.

11th Vt. (W'ndnrm, necrosed.)

Disch'd Sept. 28, 1805.

Left : cire. Surg. G. A. Otis, 27th

Mass. Disc], a Aug. 14, 1802.

Right; unt. post. flap. Surg. G.
'1 . Stevens, 7^tli N. Y. Disch'd.

Left; ant. pest. flap. Returned to

Provost Marshal Dec. 1, 1864.

Right : cire. Disch'd September
17, 1864.

Left; cire. Disch'd September
21, 1864.

Right; cire. Surg. J. Riley. 25th

N. J. Disch'd Feb. 2, 1803.

Left; cire. Surg. G, H. Blick-

hahn, 28th C. Troops. Disch'd

August 11, 1865.

Right: flap. Surg. A. Sabine,

76th Ohio. Disch d May 23, '05.

Left : ant. post. flap. Confederate

surgeon. Disch'd May 7, 1805.

Left: cire. Surg. B.M.t'rowell, 1st

N. C. Exch'd Dec. 9, 1804.

Right ; cire. A. A. Surgs. J. C.

Thorpeand J. R. Holmes. Gan-
grene. Jan. 9, *65, amp. thigh.

Provost Marshal June 3, 1805.

Left • cire. Surg. E. Rntwell, 14th

Mich. Disch'd Dee. 14, 1804.

Left : flap. Confederate surgeon.

Disch'd Sept. II. 1805.

Right: circular. Disch'd April

8. 1863.
Right: flap. To Veteran Reserve
Corps Nov. 19, 1864.

Right. Disch'd Jan. 12, 1803.

Right ; flap. Surg. E. J. McGor-
risk, 9th Iowa. Gang. Disch'd

January 20, 1805.

Right: flap. Confed. surgeon.

Disch'd November 14. 1865.

Right; flap. Surg. I. N. Barnes,

llfith 111. Disch'd Dec. 3. 1804.

Left: double flap. Ass't Surg.

W. C. Towle, 12th Maine. Dis-

charged June 21. 1865.

Right ; double flap. Surg. C. B.

Park, UthVt. Die. Oet 97, '64.

Left; post, flap: necro. Disch'd
January 25. 1805.

Union surgeon. Recovery.

Right ; circular. Disch'd Feb. 7,

1804.

Left. Disch'd February 6, 1863.

Right : flap. Surg. D. YV. Maull,

1st Del. To prison Jan. 21, '65.

Right : flap. A. A. Surg. \V. G.
Smull. Necrosis. Discharged

May 31, ie05. Spec. 4225.

Union surgeon. Recovery.

Right. Discharged May 1 5, 1863.

Left; flap. Ass't Surg. J. T.
Lanning, 35th N. J. Disch'd
Juno 4, 1865.

Right : ant. post. flap. Confed.
surgeon. Disch'd Feb. 22, 1864.

Left; cire. Surg. H. Plumb, 2d
Conn. II. A. Disch'd Mar.18,'65.

Left; flap. Subsequent opera-

tion. Disch'd Oct. 14, 1802.

Right. Confed. surgeon. Mny
19, 1805. re-amp. Discharged
November 3. 1865.

Left: cire. Surg. G. L. Totter.

145th Penn. Disch'd July 6, '05.

Right ; flap. Surg. J. H. Iluck-

man, 5th N. II. Disch'd May
6, 1805.

Right : flap. Surg. J. A. Comin-
gor. Uth Indiana. Disch'd July
31. 1803.

Left: cire. Surg. J. P. Prince.

::oth Mass. Gangrene. Disch'd
Feb. 15, 1803. Re amp. 1808.

Left. Surgs. Yost and White,
C. S. A. Recovery.

158

159

100

101

102

163

164

165

160

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

1 175

176

177

178

I

180

181

182

183

184

185

180

1.-7

188

189

11)0

191

193

193

194

195

191

197

198

199

Name. Military
Description, axu Acje

Duniels, II.. Pt., C, 5th

N. Hampshire, age 22.

Daniels, J., I't., K, 47th

Indiana.
DiiDiiiker, E. T-. Serg't.

A, let Maryland Arty.
Varey, T. P., I't., I, 0th

Texas.
Davis, B.W., Corp'l, 11,

24tb N.Y. Cav., age 23.

Davit, F. it., Sergt, A,
32d Tennesson.

Davis, H.T., Pt., 0,5th
Vermont, age 24.

Davis, J. B., Pt., 1, 96th
Pennsylvania.

Dawion, A. J., Pt., G,
49th Virginia, age 30.

Day, C. H., Pt., A, 32d
Maine, age 30.

Decker. P., I't., I, 23d
Indiana.

Deekertt, A. , I't, 1!, 79th

Penn., ago 19.

DeForest.A.. Pt..D,15th
N.Y. H'vyArt., age 41).

Demnsner. J. G., Pt., H,
30th Mass., age 36.

Deniston, W. H., Corp'l,

A, 15th Ohio.

Dennis, A., I't., (1, 79th Sept. 19,

Pennsylvania.
Dennis, A., Pt., D, 38th

Indiana, ago 32.

Denny. F. .1., Serg't, A,
1st Cavalry, age 20.

Depratln, J., Pt., II, 11th

Virginia, nge 27.

Devall, E., I't., K, 11th
Connecticut, age 19.

Dewalt, J. S., Pt., M,
100th Penn, age 19.

June 2,

2, '64.

May 10,
17," 03.

Sept. 17,

17. '62.

Mar. 5,

5, '64.

June 17.

19, '04.

Sept. 19,

21, '03.

Mav 5,

7, '04.

Sept. 14,

15, '62.

Mar. 25,

25, '05.

Mav 12,

12, '04.

Mav 12,

L4, '63.

Mar. 19,

19, '63.

Mar. 31,

31, '05.

Oct. 19,

211, '04.

April 7,

s. '02.

Dec. II.

12. '01.

Julv 28,
2!-',''04.

Julv 2.

3, '"03.

Mar. 14,

June 2,

3, '64.

179 Dewey, G., I't., D, 51st Dec. 13,

New' York. 14, '62.

Dibble. C. A ,
Serg't, E,

29th Wisconsin.
Dibble. H., Corp'l, G,
14th New \"ork Cav.

Dickerson. J. M., Pt., I,

18th Alabama, age 23.

Dickson, J. H., Pt., C,
11th Infantry, age 19.

Dickson, W.,Pt., 1, 109th
Pennsylvania, age 24.

Donley. J. P..Pt.,L, 18th

Penn. Cavalrv, age 40.

) Donsheidt, W., Pt., I,

5th Artillery, nge 29.

Doty, J. S., Pt., D, 19th
Michigan.

Dougherty, J.L., Serg't,

M, 18th i'enn. Cavalry,
age 24.

Dougherty. S..Pt., I, 8th

Penn., age 27.

Douglas, W., Pt., B, 6th
Wisconsin, nge 34.

Downing, D. J., Capt.,

II, 97th N. Y., nge 22.

Drake, A. H.,Pt., C,13th
Michigan.

Drake. C. N.Pt., C, 12th

N. Hampshire, age 24.

Duddenhausen, A., Pt.,

G. 17th N.Y'., age 24.

Dudley,W. K.,Pt.,F, 1st

Maine Cavalry.

Dticy, J.. Pt., C, 54th

Ohio, age 25.

Duffy, P. II., Pt., B, 2d
Colorado.

Durkee, W. P., Pt., B,
4th Vermont, age 22.

Eades. J. M., Corp'l, F,

70th Indiana, age 23.

Mav 1,

:i, ''o;i.

June 15,

15. '03.

Mav 15,

15,''04.

May 12,

12, '04.

July 20,
20," '04.

June 15,

15, '04

Sept. 19,

19, '02.

June 10,

16. '64.

Julv 6,

7, '63.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

June 18,

19, '64.

July 1,

1, 1i3.

Mar. 18.

20. '65.

July 2.

3, '03.

Sept. 2,

3, '04.

Mar. 1,

2, '64.

Julv 22.

23,''04.

Feb. 22,

23, '02.

Dec. 13,

14. '02.

June 15

15. '01.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left; cire. Surg. J. W. Buck-

man, 3th N. II. Disch'd Oct.

15, 1804.

Right : circular. Disch'd Oct.

II. 1803.

Right ; flop. Surg. M. Ri/.er, 72d

Penn. Disch'd July 4, 1803.

. A. Surg. R. E. Hill. C. S.A.

Retired Dec-ember, 1804.

Lett ; cire. Surg.YV. C.Shurlock,

51st I'enn. Disch'd May 31, '05.

. Surg. J. T. Graut, 32d
Tennessee. Recovery.

Right : ant. post. flap. Disch'd

January 13. 1805.

Right : circular. Disch'd March
1. 1803.

Left. Released June 24, 1865.

Right ; circular. Disch'd Aug.
20, 1804.

Left ; flap. Surg. M. Brucker,

23d Ind. Disch'd Aug. 8, 1864.

Right: flop. Disch'd June 11,

1865.
Left: cire. Disch'd September
20, 1865.

Left: flap. Discharged Septem-
ber 5, 180'5.

Left ; flap. Surg. S. T. Trow-
bridge, t-th Illinois. Disch'd

June 2. 1802.

Left : flap. Surg.VV. M. Wright,
79th Penn. Disch'd Feb. 9. '04.

Left ; unt. post. flap. A. A. Surg.

E. Jennings. Dis. Mar. 10, 1605.

Right ; cire: gangrene. Disch'd
Nov. 22. 1804.

Left. Surg. J. Harrison, C. S.A.
Exchanged Nov. 12, 1803.

Right; flap. Surg, f I. Derby, 23d
Mass. Hiem. Disch'd Oct.15,'02.

Left : ant. pust. flap. Surg. H.
Ludington, 100th Penn. Mus-
tered out Sept. 7, 1804.

Left ; slough. Dec. 28, re-amp.

Jan., 1863, amp. thigh. Disch'd

Oct. 23, 1863.

Left ; circular. Disch'd Septem-
ber 7. 1863.

Left ; circular. Disch'd Septem-
ber 24, 1803.

Right ; cire. Surg.C. J. Bellows.

7th Ohio. To Provost Marshal
December 1, 1804.

Right; flap. Discharged Jan-
uary 3, 1805.

Right : ant. post. flap. Surg. J.

A. Wolf, 89th Penn. Disch'd
April 20, 1865.

Left; ant. post. flap. Dee. 23,

re-amp. Disch'd Mar. 15. 1865.

Left; cire. Ass't Surg. S. Adams.
U. S. A. Disch'd May 3. 1863.

Left; flap. July 7, re-ainputat'n.

Disch'd July 17, 1865.

Left ; flap. fors. F. Dorsey and
N. B. Scott. Hagerstown, Md.
Disch'd Dec. 19, 1864.

Left : flap. Disch'd March 14,

1804.

Left ; unt. post. flap. Ass't Surg.

J. C. Hall. 0th Wis. Disch'd
May 4, 1805.

Left: flap. Surg. E. G. Chase.
104th N.Y". Resig'd Feb. 12, '64.

Left; flap. Disch'd July 20, '65.

Left. Surg. H. B. Fowler, 12th

N. II. Disch'd March 16, 1864.

Right. Discharged May 4, 1865.

Left. Surg.W. A. Spence, C.S.A.

June 14. amp. thigh. Disch'd

August 14, 1865.

Left ; cire. Surg. I. N. Barnes.

110th 111. Mustered out Oct. 24,

1865. Died July 22, 1870.

Left : flap. Ass't Surg. B. Norris,

H. S. A. Disch'd July 10, 1802.

Left : eirc: gangrene. Disch'd

April 25, 1803.

Right : flap. Surg. A. W. Reagan.
"uth Ind. Disch'd ,Iunc8, 1805.

1862,

• FISHER (G. J.), Report of Fifty-seven Cases of Amputations, in the

in American Journal Medical Sciences, 1863, Vol. XIV, p. 48.

Hospitals near Sharpsburg, ltd., after the Battle of Antietam September 17,
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214

215
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218
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227
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232

233

234

235

236

237

238

239

240
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Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Eaton, D. C , Corp'l, H,
5th N. Hamp., age 30.

Eaton, G., Pt., D, 121st
New York, age 27.

Eckerman, D. l'\, Pt., H,
2d Iowa.

Edleman, W., Pt., K,
129th 111., age 26.

Ehret, J., Pt., G, 1st X.
Jersey Cav., age 19.

Ehrman, C, Serg't, C,
17th Mo., age 28.

Eisert, C. II. P., Pt.. C,
17th Infantry, age 38.

Elliott, T., Corp'l, A,
119th Penn., age 20.

Erving, R. M.,Pt.,B,26th
Mass.. age 20.

Estis, F. M., Pt., D, 34th
Virginia.

Everts, D., Pt., H, 142d
New York, aire 24.

Paas, C, Serg't, I, 7th
Massachusetts.

Facks, J., Corp'l, B, Gth
Wisconsin, age 32.

Fail-ley, H., Pt., I, 28th
Massachusetts, age 34.

Fattier, A. J., Pt., 18th
Miss., age 19.

Fallon, T., Pt., D, 11th
Massachusetts.

Farmer, N., Pt., —, 13th
North Carolina.

Farmer, T. P., Serg't, G,
51st New York.

Farnsworth.E..jr., Lieut.,

C, 26th Massachusetts.
Farrell, \V., Pt., F, 158th
New York, age 32.

Farthing. W. O. W., Pt.,

1). 5th Texas, age 20.

Faulkner, L., Pt., C, 2d
Artillery.

Fellers, J. A., Pt, I, 87th
Pennsylvania, age 21.

Felman, J. II., Capt., I,

108th New York.
Fenlin, W. II., Serg't, F,
P8th Pennsylvania.

Ferguson. /.' W„ Pt., I,

19th Alabama, age 24.

Ferriter, J.. Pt., Letcher's
Battery.

Fieldson, T., Serg't, F.
14th New York Heavy
Artillery, age 21.

Fink, P., Pt.,B, 5th New
York, age 18.

Fletcher, T., Pt., I, 82d
New York, age 23.

Foote, D. W.. Lieut., I,

3d Iowa, age 33.

Foss, J. A., Serg't, C, 1st

Maine, age 22.

Foster, M. F., Serg't, H,
59th Mass., age 26.

Fought v, G. W., Serg't,

B, 57tl'i Ohio.
Franklin, J. 8., Serg't,

A, 74th New York.
Franklin, S., Pt., G, 54th
Massachusetts, age 42.

Frazier, W., Pt., I, 140th
Pennsylvania.

Free, S. S., Pt., B. 170th
New York, age 20.

Preidrich, .)., Corp'l, K,
2d Michigan, age 28.

Frost. L. G-, Pt., C, 3d
Maine, age 23.

Frost. N. G.. Pt., G, 32d
Maine, age 34.

Fry.H. S.,Corp'l, B,12th
Iowa, ago 24.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

Nov. 7,

7, '63.

Aug. 5,

5,
T
64.

June 15,

16, '64.

July 28,

28, '64.

June 25,

25, '64.

May 12,

12, '64.

May 10,

10, '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

July 30,

30, '64.

Oct. 27,

27, '64.

June 1,

1, '62.

July 1,

3,
f
63.

July 2,

4, '63.

Sept. 17,

18, '62.

May 3,

3. fe.
Aug. 16,

Hi, '64.

Sept. 30,

30. '64.

Oct. 19,

20, '64.

Sept. 29,

29, '64.

Julv 2,

3, '63.

April 13,

14, '63.

Sept. 19,

20, '64.

July 3,

3, *63.

Dec. 13,

15, '62.

Julv 22,
23,' '64.

July 2,

2, '63.

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

June 2,

2, '64.

Julv 2,

2, '63.

Oct. 5,

5, '62.

April 2.

2, '65.

June 17,

18, '64.

Dec. 28,

28, '62.

Aug. 29,

30, '62.

Nov. 30.

Dec 1. '64.

April 6,

6, '65.

May 18,

18, '64.

June 18,

18, '64.

Mav 10,
10.' '64.

July 30,

30, '64.

Mar. 27,

27, '65.

Operations, operators,
Result.

Left. Surg. L. M. Knight, 5th N.
H. Gangrene. Dec. 29, amp.
thigh, lower third. Discharged
Mar. 13. lSti3. Died July 1, 63.

Right. Disch'd June 15, 1864.

Bight ; flap. Surg.W. R. Marsh,
2d Iowa. Disch'd June 20, 1865.

Right ; circ. Surg. D. Johnson.
129th III. Gangrene. Disch'd
June 6, 1865.

Left; circ. Surg.W.W. L. Phil-

lips. 1st N. J. Cavalry. Disch'd
Nov. 11. 1864.

Right; circ. Surg. A. Sabine, 76th
Ohio. Disch'd March 14, 1865.

Left; ant. poet, flap; sloughing;
exful. Veteran Reserve Corps
March 3, 1865.

Right; circ. Surg. P. Leidy,
119th Penn. Disch. Junel5,'65.
Died Oct. 29, '73

; cong. brain.

Right ; long post, flap ; slough.;
necrosis. Disch'd Nov. 7, 1864.

. Surg. — Mason, C. S. A.
Retired Feb. 17. 1865.

Right;' circ. Surg. G. C. Jarvis,
7th Conn. Disch'd June 26,'65.

Right. Surg. O. Adams,7th Mass.
Disch'd Sept. 28, 1862.

Left; flap. Disch'd March 16,

1864.

Left. Surg. Z. E. Bliss, U. S. V.
Bone removed ; ha'm. Disch'd
March 22, 1865.

Left
;
posterior flap.

Right : flap. Disch'd September
21. 1863.

Right. Surg.— Bace, C. S. A.
Retired Jan. 9, 1865.

Left ; Hap. Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd Jan. 5, 1865.

Left. Surgeon J. O. Bradt, 26th
Mass. Disch'd Feb. 11, 1865.

Left; circ. Disch'd April 11, '65.

Left. Paroled November 12, '63.

Right : flap. Disch'd October
10, 1863.

Left ; flap. Mar. 22, '65, re-amp.
Disch'd May 20, '65. Spec. 4198.

Right. Surg. F.Wolf. 39th N. Y.
Disch'd April 22, 1864.

Right ; flap. Disch'd June 14,

1864.

Right ; ciro. Transferred Sept.
22, 1864.

Right. Retired February 9, 1865.

Right ; flap. Surg. W. C. Shur-
lock, 51st Penn. Disch'd Nov.
6, 1865. Spec. 1145.

Right ; flap. Confed. surgeon.
Duty Oct. 19, 1864.

Right; flap. Disch'd July 4, '64.

Left. Surg. B. F. Keables. 3d
Iowa. Resigned Aug. 21, 1863.

Left. Surg. F. M. Everleth. 7th
Me. Disch'd July 2, '65. Bone
removed in 1 867.

Left ; flap. Disch'd May 23, '65.

Died Aug. 23, '76; tuberc.dis.
Right : flap. Surg. E.O.F. Roler;
55lh 111. Disch'd Mnr. 7, 1803.

Right. Surg. J.T. Calhoun, 74th
New York. Disch 'dOct. 29. '62.

Left ; circ. Disch'd J uly 2, 1 865.

Right ; flap. A. Surg. B. F. Hill.

140th Penn. Disch'd June 27,
1865.

Right ; flap. Surg. D. W. Maull.
1st Del. Disch'd Nov. 10, 1804.

Right : flap. Surg. W. B. Fox,
8lh Mich. Disch d.Iul\-4, 1865.

Right; flap. Surg. T. Hlldreth,
3d Me. Disch'd Nov. 19, 1864.

Left : flap. Disch'd Feb. 8, 1865.

May, 1865, amp. knee joint.

Left; flap. Disch'd September
25, 1865.

268

269

270

271

272

273

274

275

276

277

278

279

280

281

282

283

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Fryer, E., Pt., A, 1st

Delaware, age 33.

Fuller, C, Pt., K, 14th

N.Y. H'vy Art., age 19.

Furney, M, Pt., G, 126th
Ohio, age 26.

Fyans, A., Corp'l, F, 32d
New York.

Gallup, E. A., Pt., L, 1st

Vt. H'vy Art., age 21.

Ganster, W. A., Pt., D,
Independent Penn. Ai-
tillery, age 21.

Garner, J., Pt., I, 5th N.
Carolina.

Garvin, M., Corp'l, C,
40th New York, age 33.

Gastrins, J., Pt, D, 4th
Virginia Battery.

Gates, E. 11., Capt., H,
4tb Pennsylvania.

Gieseke, A., Pt., I, 12th
Missouri.

Gilbert, D. U.,Pt.,K, 23d
South Carolina, age 35.

allien, J., Pt, A, 35th N.
Jersey, ago 23.

Gilkerson, J., Corp'l, G,
140th Pennsylvania.

Gillighan. II., It., K,22d
Mass., ago 23.

Gilmore, T., It., I, 107th
New York, age 21.

Ginnings. E. K-. Pt., K,
26th Illinois, age 19.

Glatzel, P. P., Pt., E,
26th Wisconsin, age 28.

Glynn, M.. Pt., A, 107th
New York, age 48.

Godchalke. A.. Capt.,H,
79th Pennsylvania,

Goery, L., Serg't, B,90th
I'ennsvlvania.

Goodno'w, A. H., Pt., C,
30th Iowa, age 22.

Goslon, L., Lieut., I, 3:ld

N. Carolina, age 22.

Gosper, J. J., Lieut., C,
29th C. Troops, age 24.

Graham, G. W., Serg't,

E, 7th Minnesota, age
24.

Graham, R.. PL, A, 98th
Illinois, age 19.

Grant. J., PL, F, 12th
Rhode Island.

Graves. It. V., Pt., Cren-
shaw's Va. Battery.

Greely, P., Pt., A, let

Wisconsin, age 22.

Green, D. M., Pt..A,97th

New York, age 26.

Green. E., Pt., H, 5th N.
Carolina Bat y, age 23.

Greenison, S. W., PL, E,
4th Georgia.

Gree.nwe.ll. J. A.,Pt..Bal-
timore L'ght Artillery;

Griffith. W. C. P., PL, H,
80th Indiana, age 20.

Grim. G. W.. Corp'l, V,
6th Ohio Cav., age 30.

Gross, \V., PL, C, 7th
Penn. Res., age 27.

Grove, S., PL, K, 3d
Iowa.

Groves, C. H.,Pt.,K.18th
Massachusetts, age 2'X

Har.lder, J. P., Serg't, K,
3d Mississippi, age 23.

Hadlow, II., PL, 11, 81st

New York, age 21.

Halm. M., Serg't,C, 26th
Wisconsin, age 32.

Haiglit. O., PL. L. 2d
N. Y. H. Art'y, age 26.

June 3,

3, '64.

June 18,

20, '64.

Sept. 22,

23, '64.

May 7,

8, 62.

June 1,

2, '64.

Aug. 18,

18, '64.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

June 18,

18, '64.

July 1,

I, '62.

June 30,

J'yl,'62
July 17,

17, '63.

July 2,

3, '63.

Dec. 9,

9, '64.

April 6,

6, '65.

May 11,

II, '64.

May 25,

27, '64.

Mar. 22,

22, '65.

June 1,

1, '64.

Mar. 16,

16, '65.

Sept. 19,

19, '63.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

May 13,

13, '64.

April 2,

3, '65.

Dec. 4,

4, '64.

Dec. 16,

17, '64.

April 17,

18, '64.

Deo. 13,

14, '62.

June 27,

27, '62.

July 21,

21. '64.

June 12,

13, '64.

May 5,

6,
r
62.

Aug. 21,

21, '64.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

May 14,

15, '64.

Feb. 5,

5, '65.

Deo. 13,

13. '62.

July 12,

14, '63.

Nov. 7,

7, '63.

Nov. 30,

30, '64.

Mav 31.

J'e 1,'62.

Mar. 19,

19. '65.

April 7,

8, '65.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

i

Left; flap. Surg. I). W. Maull,
1st Del. M.O.Nov. 19. 1864.

Right; flap. Disch'd July 7, '65.

Left: flap. Disch'd March 27,

1865.

Left. Surgeon F. H. Hamilton,
IJ. S. V. Disch'd July 15, 1862.

Left ; double flap. Gangrene.
Discharged Oct. 21, 1865.

Right ; circ. Surg. E. Jackson.
30th Colored Troops. DiSch'd
Jan. 3, 1865.

Right. Union surgeon. Fur-
loughed Dec. 19, 1862.

Right. Surg. O. J. Evans, 40th
N. Y. Disch'd March 4, 1665.

. Recovery.

Left. Surg. M. S. Kittinger. 100th

N.Y. Disch'd Oct. 31, 1862.

Left; flap. Surg.J.Spiegelhalter,
Pith Mo. Disch'd April 14,'64.

Right. Exchanged Nov. 12, '63.

Left; double flap. Surg. A. B.
Monahan, 63d Ohio. Trismus.
Transferred April 14, 1865.

Right; circular. Mustered out.

Left; ant. poBt. flap. Surg. I. II.

Stearns, 22d Mass. Discharged
October 17. 1864.

Left ; circular. Discharged July
20, 1865.

Right: lateral flaps. Surg. A.
T. Hudson. 26th Iowa. Disch'd
June 27, 1865.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Sept. 21, '65.

Right ; circ. Surg. P. H. Flood.
107th N. Y. Disch'd Feb. 20. '66.

Left; flap. Surg.W. M. Wright,
79th Peun. Nov. 21, '65, re-amp.
23d, haetn. M. O. June 30, 1866.

Right. Disch'd Nov. 20, 1862.

Right ; flap. Surg. A.T. Hudson,
26th Iowa. Disch'd June 16,65.

Right; circular. Released June
9. 1865.

Left. Surg. D. MacKay, 29th C.
Troop*. Disch'd May 15, 1865.

Right; flap. Surg. V. II. Kenne-
dy, 5th Minn. Disch'd April 4,

1865.

Right; flap. Ass't Surg. A. T.
Barnes, 98th 111. Disch'd July
23, 1864.

Right. Ass't Surg. J. G. Wilbur,
18th Mass. Disch'd Mar. 13, '63.

. Surg.W.C. Warren,C.S.A.
Retired Feb. 22, 1865.

Left ; flap. Surg. L. J. Dixon,
1st Wis. M. O. March 1, 1865.

Right; ciro. Surg. W. B. Cham-
bers. 97th N. Y. Disch'd June
13, 1865.

; flap. Discharged October
17. 1862.

Right. Surg.W.P.Young.C.S.A.
Exchanged.

Right. Surg. R. A. Lewis.C.S.A.
Recovery.

Right : uut. post. flap. ABs't Surg.
W. P. Welborn, 80th Indiana.
Disch'd May 18, 1865.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
August 16, 1865.

Right. Onngrene. Discharged
May 2. 1863.

Left : flap. Discharged October
13, 1863.

Left. Surg. W. Ilolbrook. 18th

Mass. Disch'd March 28, 1864.

Left : circ. To Provost Marshal
March 7. 1865.

Right. Confed. surgeon. Gang.
Aug. 1, amp. tliigli: 15, re-amp.
thigh. Disch'd May 2. 1863.

Left ; circular. Discii'd Nov. 23,

1865.

Right ; flap. Disch'd June 6, '65.

'FISHER (G. J.). Report of Fift>/..ieven Cases of Amputations, in the Hospitals near Sharpsburg, Jld., after the battle of Antietam, September 17,

1862, in American Journal Medical Sciences, Volume XLV, page 48.



484 INJURIES OF THE LOWER EXTREMITIES.

Name, Military
Description, and Ace.

293

299

300

Ballam.B.C, PL. Fred-
ericksburg Artillery.

Hullett, D., .Serg't, P,
ll?tli Ohio, age 24.

Halsey, If., PL. F, 48th
Pennsylvania, age 20.

Hamil.'T., Serg't.E.12th
Georgia.

Hamilton, T. />., Pt., K.
i:itli Georgia.

Ttamilton. \V. J., Serg't.

I, 11th Pennsylvania
Reserves, age 23.

Hammer. O., Serg't, E,
Wd New York, age 37.

Hanlon. W., Pt., E, 27th
New York.

Hannah. 67., Pt., G, 3d
Florida, age 24.

Hardin, J., Lieut., G,
101st Illinois, age 39.

Harding. IF. R., I>t., C,
loth North Carolina.

Harper, F. it., Pt,C, 0th

Mississippi.

llarrrll. II. D., Pt., G,
31st \'.Curolina,age22.

Ilurriar.in. J. M., Corp'I,

A, 20th Ohio, age 22.

IlaiTiger. J., Serg't, B,

105tb IVnn.. age 19.

Harrington, (1. W., Pt,
K, 38th Ohio, age 22.

G,

Harris. J. )!., Pt.,

37th Virginia.

Harris. L., Corp'I,

143d Pennsylvania.
Harris. L. S.. Corp'I, C,
Jeff. Davis Legion.

'Harwood, K. F., Pt.,

18th .Mississippi, age 30.

IIasoiiour.G.,Pt., 1,49th
Indiana.

Hn>

Mav 2,

2,
r
63.

April 2,

2, '05.

May 11,

11, '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

April 29.

— ,
'03.

May 23,

23, '04,

June 14.

15. '04.

Jul v 21.
23.' '01.

July 22.

22, '04.

May 25,
20,"'64.

Sept. 17,

17, '02.

April 10,

11. '03.

Sept. 30,

3". '04.

Dee. 4,

4, '04.

July 2,

2. '03.
[

Aug. 5,

5, '04.

July 3.

3. '03.

May 5.

7, '04.

June 14.

14, '04.

Sept. 17,

17, '02.

May 10,

10, '03.

Operations, Operators
result.

Right. Ass't Surg. H. L. Hines,
C. S. A. Recovery.

Right ; ant. post. Hap. Disch'd
July 29, 1805.

Left; circular. Disch'd January
5, 1805.

Right ; flap. Surg. — Lamar,
C. S. A. To Fort McIIenry
Jan. 5, 1805.

Left. Surg. J. Ehersole, 19th Ind.
Prison June 25, '03. Spec. 4819.

Left; circ. Surg. C. Bower, 0th
: Peon, Reserves. Mustered out

J

June 13. 1S04.
Left: circ. Surg. J.W.Wishart,

I 140th Penn. Disch'd May 22,'05.

I

Right; flap. Surg.— Smith. C.
S. A. Must, out May 31, 1803.

Left ; circ. To Provost Marshal
Dec. 1. 1864.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Oct. 13. '04.

Oct., 1805, re-amputation.
Right. Furloughed.

. Confederate surgeon. Re-
covery.

Left. To prison January 23, '65.

Right : circular. Disch'd May
15. 1805.

Right; (lap. Surg. — Patterson,

0. S. A. Disch'd Sept. 8, 1804.

Left; flap. Surg. J. Ilaller, 38lh
Ohio. Gangrene. Discharged
Mav 27. 1805.

Rigid. Surg.— Butler. 0. S. A.
Exchanged .March 3, 1804.

Left ; flap. Disch'd Jan. 23, '05.

N-
! Name, Military
Description, and Age.

328

Hochstetler, C, Pt., D, June 18,

54th Penn.. age 19. 18, '64.

Hoffses, R.W., Corp'I, E, May 5,

20th Maine, age 29. 0,
r
64.

Hogue, W., Pt., G, 83d
|

July 1,

Pennsylvania, age 24. : 1, 02.

Holladay, J. F., Pt., C, ! Mar. 12,

48th Ohio, age 22.
I

13. '63.

Hood. J. E., Serg't, F, July 30.

35th Mass.. age 23. 30, '04.

Book), B.A., rt„ I), 59th
,

Aug. 14,

Georgia, age 27.
!

14, '04.

Hope, J., I't., H. 2d Vir- Nov. 6,

ginia, age 30. i 8. '03.

Horton, B. J.. Lieut., I, De.31,'62,
24th Ohio. 'Jan.1,'03.

Hough, \V., Pt., A, 58th
[

July 14.

342

:',ll

Surg.
Recovery.

Right

Metcalfe, C. S. A,

post. flap. Doing well.

ns. J. S.,Pt., H, 33d
| Dec. 13,

New York.
j

13, 'C2.

Hawkins. W.W., Serg't. May 5,

I, 93d N. York, age 21. I 0. '04.

Hnynes, C. n.. Serg't, E, May 5.

20th Maine, age 28. I 7, '04.

Heist. E., Pt, E, 27th ' June 8,

Pennsylvania. I 10. '62.

309 Heist, j. A., Pt., G, 0th July 6,

Michigan Cavalry. 0. '03.

I 310 Hemingway, N. M., PL, ' Dec. 13,

II, 32d Mass., age 17.
I 13. 02.

311 Ileuuniinvav, A., PL, K, I May 0,

|
49th Now York, age 25. 0, *04.

1 312 1 Henderson, s. R., pt, F. June 5,
: 30th Virginia. 5 '64.

313
\
Hendricks, M, PL, K. Jan. 2.

|
79th Indiana. 2, '03.

1 314 j Hcndrickson, J., Lieut. Hoc. 13.

Col., 83,1 New York. pi, '02.

315 Hesslor. P., PL. K, 82d .May 18,

New York, age 23. 18.' '04.

310
,
Ilibbs, T.. PL, G. 2d N. June 1,

;
Y. Il'vy Art., age 47. 1, '6-1.

317 Hiekey, P.. I't., E, 3d ' May 14,

N. V. Artillery, age 31. 14.' '04.

,318 'Hicks. J.. Pt." It, 0th May 14,

|
Tennessee.

j

14. '64.

319} Jligginbotham, E.B..Vt., May 12,

320i| F, 38th Georgia. 13." '04.

321 I Higgins, V. N.. Pt., H,
[
May 4,

[
2d .Maine, ago 24.

,

5, '63.

322 Hiller. J. A., Corp'I, D. Sept. 26,
'

,

9th New York Cavalry.
! 20. '04.

|
age 20.

323: Mines, O.W.. PL. C, 98th Dec. 17,

Ohio, age IS). ! 17. '04.

324 Binson. J. /,., Lieut.. I, Sept. 19,

0th Alabama, age 29. ! 19, '04.

325 .
Hinson. J.W., PL.C, 33d

I
June 29,

Indiana, age 22.
j

29, '64.

326 Hohbs, J., Pt,
Indiana.

P., 39th I Sept. 19, Right ; flap.

[
19. '03.

j 9. 1864.

Left: flap. Surg. J.A. Hitter. 49th
Indiana. Disch'd Feb. 8, 1804.

Right. Discharged.

Right. Ass't Surg. A. B. Haines,
20th Ind. Mav 10, amp. thigh.
Disch'd July 12, '65. Spec. 4497.

Left: llnp. Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd April 10. 1805.

Left : flap. Discharged Septem-
ber 16, 1862.

Left: flap. Confederate surgeon.
July 27, re-amp. Discharged
May 21. 1804.

Right: circular. Disch'd June
18, 1863.

Right : circ. flap. Discharged
March 30. 1805.

. Surgs. Bell and Cross, C.
i S.A. Retired Dee., 1804.

Left. Discharged February 28,

1803.

Right. Mustered out June 30,

1800.

Right : circ. Surg. S. H. Plumb,
82d New York. Disch'd June
9, 1865.

Left: circ. Surg. G. L. Potter,

145th Penn. Gangrene. Disch'd
Nov. 4. 1805. lie-amp. 1800.

Right. Discharged December 7,

1804.

Left ; circular. Discharged No-
vember 21, 1805.

Both. Surgeon W. J. Arrington,

P. A. C. S. Recovery.

Left. Discharged June 9, 1863.

Left; post. flap. Surgeon A. P.
Clark. 0th X. Y". Cav. Disch'd
June 29. 1805.

Right: circular: gang. Disch'd
May 26. 1805.

R't : circ. Surg. — Weatherby,
C. S. A. To prison Dec. 9, '04.

Right ; flap. Surg. J. Bennett,
ith Mich. Disch'd July 21, '05.

Disch'd January

352

354

Blinois,

Howard, W. F., Pt., I,

14th N. Hamp.. age 24.

Bowie. J. N., Pt., B, 53d
North Carolina, age 31.

Bubbard, J. M., Serg't,

H, 2d Miss., age 26.

Hudson, J.. PL, II, 31st
Indiana, age 25.

Huffman, C, Pt., K, 7th
Illinois, age 17.

Huggins, A. C, Serg't
Maj., 24th N. Carolina.

Hunn. W. R., Corp'I, A,
122d N.Y., age 35.

Idner, G. W., PL, I, 23d
Indiana.

Ingraham, i7.,Pt..II,43d

North Carolina, age 4SI.

Inman, S., Pt., F, 10th
Maine, age 31.

Irvin, J., Lieut, E, 45th I May 18,

Penn., age 30.
j

18, '04,

Operations, Operators,
RESULT.

Right : ant. posterior double flap.

Disch'd April 1, 1805.

Right : circular. Disch'd Decem-
ber 12. 1804.

Right. Discharged May 30, 1803.

Right; flap. Disch'd July 23,

1803.

Left: circ. Surg. G. W. Snow,
35th Mass. Disch'd April 12/65.

Right. To prison October 15,

1864.

Left: flap. Surg.W.Wynne, 14th
Penn. Cav. Disch'd June 29, '04.

Left. Resigned June 10, 1803.

Right; flap.

3, 1805.
Right

; flap.

14th N. It
Right; flap.

I

356

360

361
j

362

363

Irving. W., Major, 38th
Ohio, age 30.

Isham. F. \V., Corp'I, D,
7th Wisconsin, age 32.

Jackson, J., Serg't, F,
12th Mo. Cav., age 22.

James, J., I't., B, 57th
Illinois, age 18.

Jecko, P., Serg't, D, 1 5th
Missouri, age 29.

Jedowin. T„ PL, C, 1st

Vt. H'vv Art., age 17.

Jellison, N. P., PL, 11th
Ohio Battery.

Jenne, R. C, Corp'I, I,

17th Vermont, age 20.

Jerman, D., PL.F, 190th
Penn., age 23.

Johnson, A., Pt., K, 1st

N. J. Cavalry, age IS).

Johnson. 0., PL. A, 43d
Colored Troops, age 38.

Johnson, J., Pt., G, 17th

Virginia, age 18.

Johnson. J. M., Pt., C, 3d
Delaware, age 31

.

Johnson, W. T., PL, I,

113th Ohio, age 21.

(Alias T. F. Bicker.)
Johnstone, R., Pt., G,
121st Penn., age 31.

Joline.W. II., PL. E. 12th
Penn. Reserves, age 20.

Inly 14. Right; flap. Mustered out May
14, '04. 3, 1805.

Sept. 18, Right; flap. Surg.W. H.Thar»r,
19, '04. 14th N. II. Disch'd Jan. 0, "'65.

Sept. 5, Right; flap. Surg. L. Hill, 53d I

0, '64. N.C. Recover}- Jan. 8. 1805.
j

Sept. 17, Left; flap. Transferred Decern-

|

17, '02. her 14, 1802.

May 12. Left; circ. A. Surg. A. C. Mills,

12, '63. 125th 111. Disch'd Oct. 10, 1863.
Feb. 15, Right; double flap; re-amput'n.
15, '62. Discharged May 1, 1802.

April 20, 1

. Surg. W. R. Wilson, 24th
20, '64. N. 0. Retired Feb. 24, 1805.

Oct. 19, ! Right; flap. Surg. (i. T. Stevens.
20. '64. 77th X. Y. Disch'd May 31, '65. i

May 12, Right: circ. Surg. M. Brucker, 1

12, '63. 23d Ind. Disch'd Aug. 7, 1803.

May 30, Right ; circ. A. Surg. J. T. Duf-
June 1, field, 7th Indiana. To prison
1804. Dec. 30, 1804.

April I, Right: flap. Discharged August
~ '65. 23, 1805.

Right ; circ. Surg. II. E. Smith,
27th Mich. Disch'd Jan. 18,

1805. Died April 17, 1871.

Left; flap. Surg. J. Hallcr, 38th
Ohio. Must, out July 12, 1805.

Left; circ. Surg. DC. Avers,7th
Wis. Disch'd June 13, 1805.

Right; circular. Disch'd July
2, 1865.

Right : ant. post. flap. Surg. J. R.
bearing, 57th ill. Discharged
July 22, 1805.

R't : flap. A.Surg.W. L. Graves.
0th Ark., C.S. A. Disch'd July
31, 1805. Also amp. forearm.

Left ; flap. Surg. .1. J. Meigs, 3d
Vermont. Disch'd Sept. 14, '05.

Left. Disch'd April 4, 18G3.

Jones, W., Corp'I, H,8th
New York Il'vy Art.,

age 25.

364 Jones, IP. it., Serg't, K,
50th Georgia, age 22.

365 Jones. W. P., Pt, F, 12th

|
Wisconsin, age 24.

366 ' Jones, W. S., Lieut., I,

2d Arkansas, age 21.

367, Jones, Z., PL, B, 24th N.
Carolina, age 25.

368 Jordan, J. I'., Lieut, B,
7th Virginia Cavalry.

Aug. 5.

5,
T
64.

Mar. 31,

31, '65.

Dec. 17,

18, '04.

Oct. 5,

5, '64.

Nov. 29,

29, '64.

Mar. 25,

25, '05.

Sept. 19
20. '62.

April 2,

2, '65.

July 11,
11," '64.

July 7,

8. '64.

Oct. 27,

27. '04.

Nov. 11.

12. '04.

June 3.

3, '64.

Aug. 0,

6, '64.

April 1.

2. '05.

May 10,

10, '04.

June 22,

23, '04.

July 2.

4. '03.

July 21,

21, '04.

Jan. 2.

3, '03.

April 2,

2, '65.

May 29,

29, '64.

Right: flap. Surg. L. W. Bliss,

51st N. Y. Disch'd Oct. 13. '05.

Right ; flap. Surg. L. W. Read,
U. S. V. Disch'd Aug. 7. 1805.

Died May 9, '80
: uicera. stump.

Left; circular. Discharged.

Right; circ. Surg. E. Jackson,
30th C. T. Disch'd Sept. 14,'o5.

Right : circular. To prison Feb.
10, 1805.

Right. Surg. D. E Wolf, 3d Del.
(Also amp. at left ankle joint.)

Discharged June 8, 1805.

Left ; liap. Surg. T. B.Williams,
121st Ohio. Disch'd May 23.

1805. Died May II, 1874.

Right: circular. " Disch'd Sept.
30, 1805.

Left; circ. flap. Surg. B. Rohrcr.
10th Penn. Reserves. Disch'd
March 24, 1805.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. G.
Chaddook, 7th Mich. Disch'd
December 5, 1804.

Right. Exchanged March 17,

1804.

Left ; flap. Surg. E. M. Rogers,
12th Wis. Disch'd June 1, 1805.

Left; flap. Disch'd November
7, 1804.

Left. Released July 22, 1805.

. Surg. — Price, 7th Vir-

ginia. Furloughed.

'FISITER (G.J.I. Report of Fifty- seven Cases of Anijnitations. in the Hospitals near Sharpsbvrg. Md., after the battle of Antietam, September 17,

1802. in American Journal Medical Sciences, Volume XLV, page 48.
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No. Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Dates. Operations, Operators,
RESULT.

I

369

370

371

37a

373

374

375 I

376

377

378
i

379

380

3?]

382

383

384

385

380

387

38S

389

390

Jowers, IF., Pt., F, 17th July 2,

Miss., age 39. ' 3, C3.

Kapp, J., Pt., I, 17tU Jan. 11,
Missouri,

j
11, '03.

Kaufman, \V., Serg't, E,
30 Missouri.
Kam. It. J/., Pt., F, 50th
Georgia.

Keller, II. , Pt., li, 55th

Pennsylvania, age 23.

A'. /../.;" ./. »F.,Serg't,6tli

Alabama.
Keller, I. N., Corp'!, B,
21st Ohio, age 22.

Kelly, E., Pt., A, 89th

Massachusetts.
Kellv. L. C, Corp'l, K,
52dOhio, age 21.

Keltner. S., Pt., I, 66th
Ohio, nge 18.

Kendall, T. O, Cant,, B,
21st X. J., age 35.

Kenfield. C. 1!., Pt., K,

35th Massachusetts.
Kennedy, J., Pt., 5th

Ohio Battery.
Kent, L. S., Pt., G, 4th
Louisiana.

Kemvnrthy, L., Tt., I!,

220 Indiana, age 23.

Kerr, J. II., Lieut., II,

57th X. C., ago 20.

Keeiah, /'.(/..PL, F,35th
North Carolina.

'Kidd, IT. ./., Pt., 49th
Virginia, age 20.

Killebrew, IF. H., Pt.. C,

12th Georgia, age 22.

Kitsinger, If., Pt., F,
34th Virginia.

Knight, C. B.,Pt.,F, 19th

Iowa.

Jan. II,

11, '63.

Ji.lv 2,

4. '63.

.Mm'. :(

3, '6-1.

May 5,

(i, '04.

I Sept. 1,

1, '64.

Sept. 17,

18, '62.

Jan. 27,

26, 04.

Dec. 19,

19, '64.

Slav 4,

0, '03.

Sept. 17,

19, '62.

June 5,

5, '63.

Aug. 31,

31, '64.

Mar. 16,

]li, '65.

July 29,

l

—,"'04.

May 19,
20,' '64.

Sept. 17,

17, '02.

July 3,

2, '63.

Sept. —

,

29, '64.

Dee. 7,

8, '62.

Right ; flap. Rc-amput'n. Ex-
changed March 17, 1864.

Right; ant. post. flap. Surg. E.
C. Franklin, V. S. V. Disch'd
Jan. 22. 1861.

Right : flap. Discharged May
29, 1863.

. Surg. J. L. Harris, C.S. A.
Paroled Nov. 12, 1863.

Left : flap. Discharged March
2, 1865.

. Surg. O. Whitfield, 12th
Alabama* Recovery.

Left : flap. Surg. D." S. Young,
81st Ohio. Disch'd Feb. 21, '05.

lt't; flap. Surg. O.B. Coggswell,
29th Mass. Disch'd Mar. 3. '63.

Right : Dap. Surg. M. M. Hooton,
86th 111. Disch'd Jan. 26, 1805.

Right; ant. post. flai^. Disch'd
June 30, 1865.

Right : circ Surg.E.O.Greenleaf,
54th X. C. Mustered out Juno
19, 1803.

Right ; Hap.
35th Mass.

Left. Surg.
Gangrene.

Snrg.G.W. Snow,
Disch'd Mar. 4, '63.

C. Carle, 41st 111.

Disch'd Sept. 8, 'G4.

Knight, F.W., Pt., E, 1st Sept. 19,

Vt. H'vy Art., ago 21. 20, '64.

391 Knowles. J., Corp'l, K,
114th Illinois.

393 Koch, D., Pt., A, 54th
New York.

393

394

395

396

July 15,

15,
-,
64.

Aug. 29,

29, '02.

Koch, II., Serg't, F, 82d May 25,

Illinois, age 20. 26, '64.

Koehler, A., Pt., D, 4th Dee. 13,

New York.
\

13, '62.

Kopp, E., Pt., K, 12th Mar. 25,

New Jersey, age 32. 27, '05.

2 Kosack, O., Pt., K, 2d Dee. 13,

Man-land, age 26. 13, '02.

397 Krine'r. J., Pt., B, 48th
,

Oct. 29,

Pennsylvania, age 26. i 29, '64.

398 i Laci/, J. F„ Capt., B, Mav 3,

i 44th Virginia. 3, '63.

399 Laird. P. P., Pt., D, 49th Aug. 21,

New York, age 19. |
21, '64.

400 Langflt. J. W-, Pt., A,
|

Mav 5,

100th Ponn., age 21. 7.
f
04.

401 Lariviere, A.. Pt., D, 5th July 10,

Mieh. Cavalry, age 35. 10, '63.

402

40'3

404

405

406

407

Larkins. W., Pt., G, 91st

New York, age 19.

Mar. 31,

31, '65.

April 2,

2. '05.

Mav 2,

3, '63.

Lathrop, W., Pt., F,
67th Ohio, age 18.

Latimer, J. 1\, Pt.. L,
3d Alabama, age 21.

Lalta, IF. T„ Pt.. A. 53d July 10,

Georgia, age 22.
I

10, '63.

Law, A. H„ Pt., C, 33d ' July 20,
Indiana, age 24. 20, '64.

Lawrence. C. 1'., Pt., B, July 2,

32d Mass.. age 21. I 3,
r
63.

Left. Recovered.
I

Left ; flap. Surg. J. A. Stillwell,

22d Ind. Disch'd June 12, 1865.

: Left. Confederate surgeon. To
prison February 16, 1805.

Surg. C. J. O'Hagan, 35th
N. C. Recovery.

Left ; post. flap. Transferred.

I Left, Surg. — Etheridge, C.S. A.
Exchanged Xov. 12, 1863.

Right, Doing well October 25,
1864.

Right; flap. Surg. M. B. Coch-
ran. 1st Iowa Cavalry. Disch'd
April 25, 1803.

Right ; flap of skin, circ. of mus.
Feb. 15. reamputat'n. Disch'd
Aug. 17, 1865. Spec. 4330.

Left ; flap. Discharged October
I 9, 1864.
Right. Surg. C. W. Hagen. 54th
N. Y. Sept. 3, re-amp. up. third.

I

Disch'd April 14,'04. Spec.0707.
Left ; circular. Discharged Aug.

I
31, 1805.

Right. Discharged August 28,
1863.

Left; flap. Surg.A.Satterthwaite,
12th N. J., and A. Staff Surg. W.
J.Burr.U.S.A. (Also amp. right

leg, low. third.) April 2. slough.
Discharged Oct. 3, 1865.

Left ; gangrene. Disch'd June
15, 1864. tpc.c. 0700.

Right ; eire. Surg.W.O'Meagher,
69th N. Y. Disch'd June 0, '65.

Right. Surg. P. F. Whitehead,
C. S. A. Recovery.

Right ; flap. Surg.G. T. Stevens,
77th X.Y. Disch'dJuly 18, '05.

Left ; flap. Surg. W. V. White,
57th Mass. Die. July 18. 1805.

Left ; flap. A. Surg. A". II. Stone,
5th .Michigan Cavalry. Disch'd
December 7, 1863.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. R. I

Morris, 91st N. Y. Discharged i

July 21, 1865.

Left ;'

circ. Surg. J.Westfall,67th
Ohio. Disch'd Aug. 12, 1865.

: flap. Transferred June 9,

1863.

Right. Surg. E. M. Waters. P. A.
C. S. .Exeh'd March 17. 1864.

Left; flap. Gangrene. Disch'd
July 21, 1865.

Left;" circ. Surg. Z. B. Adams,
32d Mass. Disch'd July 27, '64

.

Name, Military
Description, anij Age.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

408 3Lquirencc, J. R., Lieut.,

1, 1st Louisiana, age 33.

409 Lee, A. W., PL, K, 2d
N.Y. H'vy Art., age22.

410 Lemmon, E., PL.E. 10th
Ohio.

411
,
Lentz, D.. PL, L, 5th
Penn. H'vy Artillery,

age 40.

412 Leonard, A. ('.., PL, B,
IstW.Va. Cav., nge 23.

413 Lewis. J.W., Pt., K, 13th
Kentucky, age 21.

414 Light, O. II., PL, F, 12th
Rhode Islaud.

415 Little, A., PL, F, 100th
Penn., nge 22.

410, Locke. W. ,S., PL, K,4Jst
Mississippi.

417 Lockctt, E. F„ PL, C, 23d
Virginia.

418 Loeketl. W. F., PL, E,
30th Virginia, age 20.

419 ' Loetech.C, Serg't, B,2d
I Penn. Art'rv, age 36.

420 Long, J. C.,"PL, A, 3,1

Indiana Cav., age 22.

421 Long, J. D., PL, C, 15th
Indiana.

422 Lord. T. \V., Lieut., K,
17th Maine.

423 ' Lovell, It. L., PL, B, 17th
Virginia Cavalry.

424 Lucre, L., PL, C, 1st

Penn. Rifles.

425 Luzader, T., PL, C, 33d
Ohio, age 21.

426 Lyons, IF, PL, E, 1st

Tennessee Cavalry.
427 Mabers,II.S„\>t.,U,lUh

Alabama, nge 24.

428
|

Mainor, J. St., PL, B,
1 37th Georgia, age 22.

Male, G. W., Seaman,
Baron PeKnlb, U. S. N.

Maley, J., PL, II, 7th
Conn., age 26.

Malloy, P., PL, A, 10th ;

Tennessee, age 38.

432
i

Matters, 11 . PL, A, 108th
New Yoi !, age 17.

433
|

Manaharil. W. E-, PL,
G, 2d Mississippi.

434 Mangan. R , Lieut., D.
75th Illinois.

435 Mansim.H. IF., Serg't.H,
7th I'enn., age 22.

436 Map.s. IF IF., Pt., F,
5th N. Y. Cav., age 42.

437 Martin, F. S., PL,
Vermont, age 21.

",2d

438 Martin. J.. PL, L, 2d

J

N.Y'. H'vy Art, age21.

439 Martin, W., PL, D, 7th
Maine, age 16.

440 Mason, D. L..PL.B, 38th
Wisconsin, age 15.

441
j

Mason, E. P., Pt.,C, 29th
Ohio, age 19.

442 Mastereon, P..PL. A,fi!lth

New York, age 51.

443 Maury, J., PL, E, 31st

Georgia, age 38.

444 i May, E. A., PL, A, 27th
Michigan, age 21.

Sept. 17. Right
;

post. flap. Transferred
17, '02. November 28, 1802.

Aug. 10, Right; circ. Disch'd June27, '65.

17, '04. Pied Sept. 25. \iS ; consumption.
Dec. 29, Left : Hap. Surg. J. Pomerene.
30, '02. 42d Ohio. Disch'd April 3, '03.

Oct 6, Lett; circ. A. Surg. J. McCann,
6, '64. 5th Penn. Heavy Artil'y. Dis-

charged June 8. 1865.
Sept. 26, Right : flap. Discharged March
28, '04. 27. 1865.

Nov. 16, Left : flap. Discharged Mav 17.

17, '63. 1864.

Dee. 13, Right: circ. Discharged April
13, '02. 0. 1803.

June 1, Right; flap. Surgeon Bl . Rizer,

1, '64. 72dPenn. Disch'd April 15. '05.

Sept. 20, Right. Surg. J. S. Cain, C. S. A.
20, '03. Recovery.
May 3, Left. Ass't Surg. — Dennis. 23d
3, '03. Virginia. Recovery.
Get. 19, Right; circ. Surg J. Watkins,
19, '64. 36th Va. To Provost Marshal

February 11, 1865.

June 18, Lett: flap. Surg. E. Griiwold,
—,'04. 2d I'enn. Disch'd Oct. 19, 1805.

Oct. 11. Right. Surg. E. W. H. Beck. 3d
11. '03. Ind. Cav. Disch'd April li,

!
64.

P.e.31,'62, Left. Discharged March 0, I860,

Jan. 1, '63.

Mav 3, Lett; flap. Surg. C. S. Wood,
3, '03. 66th N. Y. Disch'd Kept. 10,

1863. Re-amp. November, 1864.

Aug. 7, . Surg. R. Fleming, C. S. A.
7,

T
64. Recovery.

Dec. 13, Right; flap. Discharged Sep-
13, '02. temhei-28. 1803.

Sept. 27, Left. Discharged October 29,

27. '62. 1862.

Oct. 12, . Ass't Surg. M. P. Shelton,
12. '63. C.S. A. Recovery.
July 2, Left. Surg. L. L. Saunders, P. A.
3, '03.

|
C. S. 8th, re-amputation. Ex-
changed Xov. 12, 1803.

De.31,'62, Right. Surg. — Gardner, C.S. A.
Jan. 1. '63. Recovery.
Mar. 13, Left; flap! Surg. J.Wise, U.S. X.
13, '03. Disch'd Oct. 22, 1803.

May 14, Left; flap. Surg. O. C. Jan-is,

14, '64. 7th Conn. March 2. '05, re-amp.
Discharged Sept. 13, 1805.

Sept. 19, Right; flap. Surg. — Pitts, 2d
21, '03. : Miss. To Provost Marshal J une

14. 1804.

Julv 3, Right; ant. posL flap. Surg. O.

3, '03. Munson. 108th N. Y. H*m.:

J

lig. nnt. tibial artery; necrosed.

I
Disch'd Nov. 3,

'04.
" Spec. 4323.

. Surgeon II. II. Hubbard,
P. A. C. S. Recovery.

Lett. Surg. S. H. Kersey, 30th
Indiana. Disch'd Dec. 2, 1864.

Right ; circular. Released June
14, 1865.

Right : ant. post. flap. Surg. X.
D. Ferguson, 8th N. Y. Cavalrv.
Disch'd May 3. 1865.

Left : ant. jwist. flap. Surg. M. J.

Hvde. 2d Vt. Oct. 31, bone re-

moved. Disch'd Aug. 25, 1865.

Accidentally killed Oct. 1 1. '65.

Right : circ. Amp. toes, left fi>ot.

Disch'd Xov. 11, 1864. May 11, .

1865, re-amputation.
Rigbfr; flap. Confederate surgeon.
Recovery.

Right ; nnt. post. flap. Surg. W.
B. Fox, 8th Michigan. Disch'd
July 11, 1865.

Left : flap. Surg. A. K. Fifield,

29th Ohio. Discharged Novem-
ber 20. 1863.

Left ; double flap. Discharged
Julv 24. 1865.

.' Retired January 31, 1865.

May 31,

31, '02.

June 24,

24, '64.

April 2,

3, '65.

Oct. 19,

20, '04.

Oct. 19,

20, '64.

June 10,

10, '04.

May 18,

18, '04.

July 30,

30, '04.

July 3,

3, '63.

Aug. 25,

27, '04.

June 2,

3, "04.

Nov. 16,

17, '63.

Right ; flap.

3, 1864.
Discharged June

lF£3HKH (G. J.), Report of Fifty-seven Cases of Amputations, in the Hospitals near Sharpsburff, Std.. after the Battle of Antietam, September 17,

1862, in American Journal Medical Sciences, Vol. XLV, p. 48.

•THOMSON (WILLIAM), Report of Cases of Hospital Gangrene, treated in Dour/las Hospital. Washington, D. C, in American Journal Medical

Sciences, Vol. XLVLT, p. 380.

3 Fisiier (G. J.), Rejxirt if Fifty-seven Cases of Amputations, in the Hospitals near Sharptburg, Md.. after the Battle of Antietam. September 17,

1862. in America* Journal Medical Sciences. Vol. XLV. p. 48.



4S6 INJURIES OF THE LOWER EXTREMITIES. [CHAP. X.

Name. Military
Description, and age.

Mhv. J. H., Pt, 1), asd
C'ol'd Troops, age 37.

May. P. J., Pt., C, 1st R.
Island Ai-t'ry, age 20.

447 McCnndless, G, Pt., K,
UStll Peun., age 48.

McClny. R, Pt., A, 10th
New York, age 18.

MoClure. 8., Pt, H, 83d
Indiana, age 28.

MoComas. D. H., Serg't,

K, 8th Mich., age 21.

McCoy, J., Pt., A, 64th
Ohio, age 20.

ilcCoy, W., Pt, G, 5th
Tenu. Cav, age 19.

McDonald, J. II., Pt., A,
23.1 Miss., age 19.

MoFarland.G. P., Lieut.

Col, 151st Penn.
McFarIand,J. If, Capt.,

G, 1st Missouri.
McGivene}-, J, Corp'l,

D, 155th N. Y., age 26.

McGowan, J, Pt., c, tith

Vermont, age 26.

Modrath, M, Pt.,K,27th
Mass., age 26.

McGuire, J, Pt., A, 12th
Massachusetts, age 27.

McG aire. T,Pt, A, 105th
New York.

McMullen, W, Pt., H,
66th Ohio.

MoNaughton, C, Serg't.

1, 5th Michigan.

Hears, T., Pt., H, Cist
Virginia.

Meinlianlt, J.
T
Corp'l, D.

12th Missouri.
Meissner, G. H., Pt.. F,
3d Wisconsin, age 26.

Merry, E. W., Serg't-
Maj.,21st Ohio, age 21.

458

Sept. 21,

21, '64.

May :i,

4, '63.

Nov. 7,

7, '63.

April 6,

7, '65.

May lit,

20, '63.

Sept. 30,

30, '64.

May 9,

10, '64.

Aug. 5,

5, 64.

July 20,

21, '64.

July 2,

2, "63.

May 16,

17, '63.

May 18,

18, '64.

May 5,

5, '64.

Mar. 14,

14, '62.

Dec. 13,

14, '62.

Dec. 13,

14, '62.

Aug. !>,

11, '62.

May 2,

2, '«!.

Juno 23,

23, '64.

Mar. 8,

8, '62.

Aug. 3,

3, %4.
July 20,

20, '64.

Operations, Operators.
Result.

Right ; circ. Discharged May
22. 1865.

Right : ant. post, flap ; nee. bone
removed. Disch'd Aug. 0, 1864.

Right. Dlsch'd May 3, 1864.

Perished Nov. 20, 1868, in a se-

vere snow storm.
Left: ant. post, flap.: sloughed;
exfol. Dlsch'd Oct. 21, 1865.

Left; circ. Surg. E. C. Franklin,
U. S. V. Gangrene. Disch'd
February 23, 1864.

Right. Surg.W.C. Shurlock, 51st
Penn. Disch'd June 11, 1865.

Right : circ. Confed. surgeon.
Disch'd April 27, 1865.

Right : lateral flap. To Provost
Marshal Nov. i'J, 1864.

Left : circular. To Provost Mar-
shal December 1, 1864.

Right. Mustered out July 27,

1863.

Right. Surg. — Node, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right ; circular. Disch'd March
17, 1865.

Right ; circular. Disch'd Aug.
2. 1865.

Left; circ. Surg. G. Derby, 23d
Mass. Disch'd Sept. 21, 1862.

Left ; circ. Surg. A.W.Whitney,
13th Mass. Disch'd Apr. 30, '63.

Left. Discharged, 1863.

Right; flap. Discharged Jan-
uary 15, 1863.

Left : circ. Ass't Surgeon R. A.
Everett, 5th Mich. Discharged
Dec. 11. 1863.

. Recovery.

Left; flap. Surg. C. Cook, 12th
Missouri. Discharged.

Right. Surg. J. Chapman, 123d
N. Y. Disch'd May 27, 1865.

Left ; flap. Surg. D. S. Young,
Mustered out May

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

494

195

496

•198

499

Monger, L. L., Pt., E,
105th New York.

Murphey, J. F., Pt., B,
28th North Carolina.

Myers, P., Pt., M, 1st

Wis. Cav., age 22.

Nance. R. G, Capt., B,
40th Illinois, age 42.

Neeley,J. T.,V\., F,21st
Mississippi, age 19.

Neighbors, W.R., Lieut..

G, 4th Tenn.
Nelson, E., Pt., H, 7th
Kentucky.

Nelson, S, Pt., B, 22d
Wisconsin, age 20.

Neveling, W, Pt., N,
71st Peun., age 26.

Newton, J. B, Lieut., K,
28th Illinois.

Noyes, C. II., Serg't, II,

169th N. York, age 21.

Nutter, L.S., Pt., A, 5th
New Hamp., age 16.

Pates.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

Sept. 16,

16, '64.

Sept. 5.

5, '64.

Jul v 28,
28,' '64.

Julv 4,

6, '63.

Sept. 20,

20, '63.

May 22,

22, '63.

July 20,

20, '64.

June 30,

30, '62.

Oct. 5,

6, '62.

Jan. 16,

16, '65.

Julv 1,

1. '62.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left ; circular. Discharged.

. Surg. — Tresoott, C. S. A.
Retired January 30, 1865.

Left; circ. Surg.W. Il.Thorne,
U. 8.V. Disch'd Aug. 30,1865.

Right; flap. Surg. A. Goslin,

48th 111. Aug. 2, re-amputat'n.
Discharged Jan. 7, 1865.

Left. Exchanged March 17, 'G4.

. Surg. — Berton, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right; flap. Surg.W. Hern-, 7th
Kentucky. Disch'd Aug.8,'63.

Left; Hap.' A.Surg\C. S. lllanch-

ard, 22d Wis. Disch'd July 4,

1865. Died Feb. 25, 1867.

Right; double flap. Sept. 1, 1863,
amp. knee joint. Disch'd Mar.
3, 1864. Specs. 668, 2458, 2778.

Right. Discharged June 10, 1863.

467 Mctz, L., Lieut., E, 78th June 15,

New York, age 28. J 6, '64.

468 Miller, I. D., Pt., C, 11th May 12,

Infantry, age 24. 13, '64.

469 Miller, J., Pt., C, 19th Oct. 27,
Wisconsin, age 27. 29, '64.

470 Miller, J. H, Pt, A, 54th July 22,
Ohio, age 35. 23, '64.

Miller, J. T., Lieut., E, Julv 1,

38th Virginia, age 24. 1, '63.

Miller, W-, Pt., A, 4th July 3,

Artillery, age 28. 4, "63.

Milliken. G. A., Corp'l, July 2,

I, 1st Minnesota,nge21. 3, '63.

Mills, II. L., Serg t, II, Dec. 16,
7th Minn., age 31. 16, '64.

Milner, S.,Serg't,G, loth Oct. 8,

Ohio. 10, '62.

Mitchelfelder, E, Pt., B, Dec. 13,

163d New York. 14, '62.

Monnghan, T„ Pt., A, Dec. 13,

63d New York, age 50. 14, '62.

478 Monroe, J. M, Pt.,G,42d Deo. 28,
Ohio. 28, '62.

479 Moon, J. B., Pt., E, 71st Aug. 30,

ndiana. 31, '62.

480 Moore, S. II., Pt., A, 30th Nov. 27,

Iowa, age 31. 27, '63.

481 Moore. T., Pt., B, Aus- May 25,

i

tin's Louisiana Bat'ry. 25, '64.

482 Morse, B. F., Corp'l, A, Sept. 17,

! 5th New Hampshire. 17, '62.

483 Morse. W. Jl, Pt., II, 1st June 18.

j
Mass. Artillery,age23. 19, '64.

484 I Mortnnto. L., PI..G, 57th Aug. 25.

New Y.jrk. age 59. 27, '64.

485 Mostly, IF. ft, Pt, G, Sept. 20,

25th' Ve. Cav., age 27. 20, '64.

486 Midler, IF.. Pt., If, 20th Jan. 2,

I Louisiana. 2, '63.

Discharged July 12,

Discharged March

Discharged

21st Ohio.

31. 1865.

Left; flap.

1864.

Right; flap.

27, 1865.

Left ; ant. post, flap
May 22, 1805.

Right; flap. Ass't Surg. C. B.
Richards, 30th Ohio. Disch'd
May 20, 1865.

R't. Surg. J. McAlpine, C. S. A.
Exeh'd and furloughed, 1864.

Left : post. flap. Surg. H. M. Mc-
Abee, 4th Ohio. Headquarters
March 26, 1864.

Left ; flap. Surg. J. B, LeBlond,
1st Minn. Disch'd Dec. 15, '63.

Right; flap. Disch'd October 5,

1865.

Left. Surg. C. S.Muscroft, 10th
Ohio. Disch'd Dec. 14, 1862.

Left ; double flap. To Veteran
Reserve Corps Feb. 29, 1864.

Right. Surg. L. Reynolds. 63d
N. Y. Disch'd Aug. 31, 1863.
Died December 25, 1874.

Left ; flap. Discharged April 2,

1863.

Right ; flap. Discharged Octo-
ber 1, 1862.

Right ; flap. Surg. A.T. Hudson.
26th Iowa. Disch'd Jan. 1, '65.

. Surg. W.A.Holt, C.S. A.
Retired March 21, 1865.

Left. Discharged December 6,

1862.

Left : flap. Discharged July 8,

1865.

Right : don. flap. Surg. — Tay-
lor. C.S. A. Disch'd Junel6.'65.

Right ; circ. Surg. J.W. Lawson.
P. A. C. S. To prison Jan. 5, '65.

Right. Surg.W. A. Holt, C. S.A.
Recovery.

Nutter, W. S, pt, A. May 18,

42d Missouri, age 22. —, '65.

500 O'Brian, T, Corp'l, D, Sept. 17,

; 69th New York. 19, '62.

501 O'Brien, J, Pt, E, 188th May 16,

Pennsylvania, age 26. 16, '64.

502 ''O'Connor. D., Ft, C, Sept. 21,
Cobb's Legion, age 28. ' 21, '63.

503 :
O'Keefe, R.. Pt, A, 1st ' Oct. 7,

Artillery, age 21. I 7, '64.

504 Oliver, D. S., Pt, E, 6th ' July 22,
Kentucky, age 24. I 23, '64.

505
I
Oliver, J. B, Corp'l, 6th

j
May 28,

N. Y. Battery, age 21. 28, '64.

506 Orkney, J. A, Corp'l,A, I Aug. 25,
4th Ohio, age 25.

j
27, '64.

507 O'Rourke, M, Pt,M,Cth May 9,

N.Y. H'vyArt, age 23. ' "

508 Ostrander.C.W, Lieut,
C, 122d N. Y, age 31.

509 I Ostrander, M, Pt, F,
I 15th N.Y'. Cav, age 19.

510
I

Otts. F. M., Serg't, B,
31st Miss, age 23.

511 Parker, J., Lieut, B,
14th Louisiana.

512 Patterson, G. G, Pt, B,
44th Illinois.

513 Patterson, J. M., Pt, K,
50th Alabama, age 34.

514
I

Patterson, J. W, Pt, E,
42d Indiana.

515 :
Patterson, T. B., Serg't,

II, 51st Ala, ago 30.

516
.
PatUm, J. F., Pt, K, 6th
Georgia.

Paul, D, Pt, I, 103d
Illinois, age 23.

518
I

Payne, M, Corp'l, A,
14th N. Y. H'vy Art'y,
age 26.

^Peebles, D. P., Pt, D,
18th Miss, age 22.

520 Penet, J. D, Capt., A,
144th N. York, age 25.

Perry, E. J, Corp'l, C,
61st Mass, age 21.

Peters, J, Pt, K, 1st

|
Kansas.

Peterson, D. M, Pt, M,
j

2d Mass. Artillery.

Pfeiffer, O, Pt, B, 47th
Pennsylvania, age 19.

10,
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488 INJURIES OF THE LOWER EXTREMITIES. [CHAP. x.

615

Name, Military
Dehcuh'tion, and Ace

Smith, !(., PL, II, 13th ' April 9,

Connecticut, age 34. !
10, '64.

' May :i,

OPERATIONS-, operator-*,
Result.

616 .Smith, II. Ii., PL, C, 2d
Delaware, age 31.

617 'Smith, I... Scrg't, II,

10th Georgia, nge :il.

618 Smith, T. A., Corp'l, A,
5th Conn., ago 21.

619 Smitluoa, C, I't., C,
116th OIU Troops.

620 Smiling, K. A., I't., Not-
tawav's Artillery.

621 Snow. I'. N., PL, i.', 97th
New York.

632 Snyder, O., I't., K, 200th
Pennsylvania.

633 Speer, A. C. Lieut., A,
14th Mich., age 30.

624 Spf.tr, A. C, I't., K, 4th
I ieorgia, ago 37.

025 Spellinun,T.,PL, 1', 37th
Massachusetts, age 21.

626 Spiker, J., PL, K, 100th
Pennsylvania, ago 21.

627 Spivttj.A.A., PL, 1), 54th
North Carolina, age2i.

628 Sprague, P. K., PL, A,
26th Mass., ago 20.

629 Springer, F, PL, G,
Cobb's Oil. Legion.

630 Springsteen. W. E., PL,
Ii, 14th Mich., age 24.

631 Slampen, W. II., PL, I),

43d N". I 'arolina, ago 22.

633 Starr, R II., Sorg^, K,
36th Illinois, age 24.

633 Steece. J., I't., C, 4th
Ohio Cavalry.

634 Steel. S. <t., PL, 11,149th
Pennsylvania, age 33.

035 Stever. I).. Sorg t, A,
90th New York, ago 38.

036 Stewart, C. W., PL, D,
4th Maryland, age in.

637 Stiles, .l..'Corp'l, I), 27th
Kentucky, age 22.

638 StinebttOgh, (I. Ii., PL,
II. 38th Ohio, ago 24.

039 St. Julie,,. J , PL, C, 8th
Louisiana.

040 Stonchouse, 8., PL, II,

27th Michigan, age 31.

641

042

Stratton,.!. P., Scrg't.l),

31st Indiana, ago 22.

Strode. C. /:., I't., II, 5th

Texas t Invulry, age 19.

Stllbhs, li., PL, F, 4th
Rhode Island, age 25.

Sullin, II. C, PL, A, 4tli

Mississippi.

Swil/.or. J.C..PL, A,22d
Iowa.

3,'L.
Sept 17,

ih, '68.

Aug. 9,

1 1, '62.

<)•!. 1,

1, '64.

June 22,

22, '04.

Sept. 17,

—, '63.

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

July 5,

5, '64.

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

Sept. 19,

20, '64.

July 11,

11, '64.

Aug. 21,

21, '64.

Sept. 19,

20, '64.

Sept. 14,

15, '62.

Sept.l,
1, '64.

Aug. 21,

21. 'IK.

May 17,

18, '64.

Oct. —

,

Mar K
8, '64.

Sept. 29,

29, '64.

May 5,

5. '64.

Dec. 14,

14, '63.

Sept. 1,

1, '64.

May 4,

5, T>3.

June 18,

311. '04.

Doc. 16,

10. '04.

. I une 28,

2.", '03.

Sept. 17,

18. '03.

30,

Mirg.
Cold

010 Syka, A., PL, 11, 6th
Alabama.

047 Tail. <i. P.. Captain, I!,

10th New York.
648 Taylor, M. A., Corp'l,

I). 13th New Hamp-
shire, nge 40.

649 Taylor, 'l'„ Pt.,G. 155th
Pennsylvania, ago 22.

650

651

652

653

654

Terrell, J. J.. Lieut., I,

1st North Carolina.
Thomas, A., Seaman. V.
S. Gunboat Choctaw*,
ngo 20.

Thomas. V'., PL, I, 7th
Ohio Cavalry, age 40.

Thomas, IT., PL, K. 13th
Georgia, ago 18.

Thompson, C. II., PL, C,
18th Massachusetts.

'«!>• 0,

6, '03.

Sept. 19,

21, '64.

June 2,

2. '64.

May 0,

(i. '64.

Deo. 13,

14, '02.

Sept. 30,

30, '64.

July 1,

1, '62.

Aug. 20,

20, '04.

Dec. 15,

16, '64.

April 29.

29. '03.

Dee. 13,

14, '62.

Right ; eire. Disch',1 Jan
1805. Died June 28, 1869.

Right; (lap. Discharged Aug.
Ill, 1804.

Left ; circular
;

gang. DisClk'd

March 0, 1803.

Bight: Sap. Surg.W.C. Bennett,
5th Conn. Gangrene. Disch'd
July 30, 1803.

Left; flap. Surg. II. .Meeker, U.
S. V. Disch'd -May 31, 1865.

Left (also right, low. third). Con-
federate surgeon. Recovery.

Left. Discharged November 30,

1802.
Right ; flap. Discharged July 4,

1665.
Rig, I; liap. Surg. E. Hutu-ell.

14th Mich. Disch'd Nov. 1, '64.

Right ; circular. Released June
28, 1865.

Left ; eire. A. Surg. J. (I.Thomp-
son, 77th N. Y. Disch'd.Ian. 17,

1866. July 8, '68, re umputat'u.
Left ; flap. Surg. W.C. Shut-look,

51st Peon. Disch'd Juno 1. '65.

Left; circular. To Provost Mar-
shal October 25, 1864.

Loft; circ. Surg. .1.11. Hradt,20th
Mass. Disch'd Nov. 7, 1804.

Left J
circular. Furloughed Dee.

19. 1802.

Left; flap. Surg. K. Bn.twcll.l4lh

Mich. Disehil Aug. II. 1805.

Right. Exchanged Ootober 27,

1864.

Right) eire. Surg. \V. I'. Peireo,

88th HI. Disch'd Jan. 0, 1805.

Loll. Discharged March 12. '63.

Left : flap. Discharged July 4,

1865.

Right; long post. flap. A
II. C. Merryweuther, 5th
Troops. Discharged.

Left; tlap. Discharged May 6,

1865.
Right; flap. Surg. A. Nash. 9th

Mich. Cav. Disch'd May 17, '01.

Left: tlap. Surg. C. N. Powlnr,
1051b Ohio. Discharged July
14. 1865.

Bigiit. Surg. — Mamtnir.CS.A.
Recovery.

Left; flap. Surg. II. E. Smith,
27th Mich. Hone rein'd. Disch'd
June 8, 1805. S/>rc. 3263.

Left; ant. post. tlap. A. A. Surg.
T.O. Elikin. Erysipelas, llis-

oharged April 11. 1805.

Right ; eire. A. Surg. A. Mather-
sua. U, S. N. Bono removed.
To prison April 28, 1864.

Left; post. flap. Ass't Surg. C.
L. Dllffcll. 51st Penii. Disch'd
Nov. 7. 1803. Re-amputation
Sept. 19, 1805.

. Surg. — Redruir, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Rigid; eire. Ass't Surg. \V. O.
Bryant, 122d Ohio. Disch'd
October 4. 1865.

. Ass't Surg. — Woatherly,
P. A. C. S. Recovery.

Left ; circ. Surg. B. Gesner, 10th
N. Y. Disch'd Aug. Hi, 1804.

Rigid ; nut. post. flap. Surg. C.
Gray, 7th N. Y. Disch'd June
8. 1804. Spec. 0700.

Right; ant. post. tlap. Surg. J.

A. K. Reed, 155th Penn. Dis-

charged Juno 8, 1865.
. Surg. — Manson, C. S. A.

Recovery.
Left. Recovery March 7, 1865.

Left : circular. A. A. Surg. J. H.
Mclutyre. Disch'd May 17, '65.

Left. Surg. J. Ebersole. 19th In-

diana. Exch'd June 25. 1863.

Left; circular. Discharged Sep-
tember 18, 1863.

661

Name, Military
Dekcrutiox, and Age,

072

088

690

693

095

Tliurlier, P. N., PL, H, June 16,

3d New Hampshire. 16, '62.

Tilbo, It, Corp'l, E, 17th Aug,
Connecticut, age 24. 21, *63.

Tillson.W. P., Lieut., G, April 2,

4th Vermont, age 22. 2, '65.

Todd, ./., PL, C, 43d N. Aug. 21,

Carolina, age 38. 21, '64.

Traurnicht, 11., PL, E, Oct. 8,^ Missouri.

Trindle, J., PL, K, 5fith July 21,

Massachusetts, ago 22. 21, '64.

Tripp, C. Corp'l. 1, 140th Juno 18,

New York, age 28. 18, '64.

Trlsket, A. J., PL, B, 1st June 12,

Michigan, age 30. 12, '64.

Troy, B. P., PL, G, 10th Mav 16,

Iowa. 16," '63.

'Tucker, W„ PL, K, 13th Sept. 17,

Mississippi, age 21. 17, '62.

ftyjOTl, J. II., I't., II, 51st Sept. 30,

North Carolina, age 22. 30, '64.

rjrich, 0., PL, E, 45th July 1,

New York, ago 20. 2, 63.

Ft/.. C. E., PL, 5th Ohio July 12,

Buttery. 12, '03.

Valentine. L.W., PL, H, May 3,

0th Maine, 5, '63.

Vim Doocer, B. S., PL, April 9,

It. 58th Illinois, ago 19. 9. '65.

Van Kirk, J.. PL, C, 1st May 28.

Penn. Cavalry, age 23. 28, '04.

Kunw. L., PL, A, 11th Sept. 17,

l-'loridn. 18, '64.

Van Ness, J., PL, C, 43d Oct. 19,

Now York, ago 20. 1!'. '01.

Vomer, W., Landsman, Aug. 5,

U.S.S.Harrford,age20. 5, '04.

Vick, E. C, PL, E, 7th Nov. 14,

North Carolina. 14, '02.

Wnber, W, PL, C, 44th De.31,'62,
Illinois. Jan. 1, '63.

Wade, G. B., Pt.,G, 13th April 6,

Missouri. 6, '62.

Wngner. G..PL.D, Inde- Sept. 9,

pendent Battalion New 9, '03.

York Vols.
Wnleott. W. lI.,«LicuL, July 3,

B, 17th Infantry. 3, '63.

Walker, P., PL, P, 24th Oct. 7,

Michigan, ago 24. 7, '04.

Walker, J., PL, B. 8th Juno 3,

New York Heavy Ar- 4, '64.

tillcry, nge 19.

Wnilingforil, O., PL, G, Mav 0,

17th Maine, nge 40. 7. '04.

Walsh, J., PL, A, 04th May 12,

New York, ago 42. 13, '04.

Walsh, J.,Corp'l,K, 37th April 2.

Massachusetts, age 24. 2, '05.

Wandrey, A., Scrg't, K, July 1,

2d Wisconsin, age 25. 3, '03.

Ward, J., PL, C, 88lh Aug. 29,

Pennsylvania, age 25. 3o. '02.

Warden, W. II.. Scrg't. April 9,

P, 70th Illinois, nge 22. 9. '05.

Warlord, S. J.,PL, B,8th Jan. 2,

Kentucky, age 24. 2, '63.

Warner. J. T., Corp'l, K. Sept. 30.

1 18th N. York, age 22. 30, '64.

Warwick, N., Pt.,B,!3th Mav 18,

Infantry. 20," '03.

Watson, W., PL, M, 2d
;

June 11,

Artillery, ago 27. j
11. '04.

Weatlieriow. S., Scrg't,
i
July 4.

I, 126th N. Y.. age 25.
j 4, '63.

Weaver. 71, PL, II, 66th Nov. 30,

Georgia, age 25. Do. 1.'64.

Weber, W., PL, K, 2d June 10,

New York Heavy Ar- 11, '64.

Hilary, age 22.

Wells, H. W., Scrg't, H, Dec. 13,

16th Maine, nge 20. 14, '62.

Welsh, M.. PL, E, 162d I July 27,

New Y'ork. I 27, '64.

Operation's, Operators,
Result.

Left. Discharged September 9,

1802.

Right ; ant. post. flap. A.Surg. C.
Mudge, 1st \. York Engineers.
Disch'd July 2, 1804.

Right; necrosed bone removed.
Mustered out Sept. 28, 1865.

Right ; circ. Surg. W. T. Brewer,
4iid N. C. Trans. Jan. 8. 1 805.

Left ; circ. Surg. C. Sphizig, 2d
Mo. Disch'd Dec. 17, 1864.

Left; tlap. Discharged August
23, 1805.

Rigid ; flap. Surg. T. M. Flan"
dreau, 146th N. Y. Haemor-
rhage. Disch'd June 24, 1805.

Right ; flap. Surgeon — Wier.
C. S. A. Disch'd Sept. 8, 1865.

Left (amp. right, upper third).

Discharged Sept. 3, 1863.

Left ; flap. Surg. J. T. Gilmore,
C. S. A. Retired Jan. 31, 1865.

Left. Released July 20, 1865.

Left; post. flap. Disch'd April
3. 1864. Died June 12, 1870.
Spec. 4307.

Lift. Surg. W. S. Edgar, 32d
Illinois. Discharged.

Left; double flap. Surg. P. S.

Holmes, 0th Me. Haemorrhage.
Disch'd October 27, 1803.

Right; circ. Discharged July 6,

1805.

Left : ant. post. flap. A. A.Surg.
W. II. True. M. O. Sept. 9. '64.

. -Surg. — Bacon, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Left; double Hap. Surg. G. T.
Stevens, 77lh N. Y. Gangrene.
Disch'd May 16. 1865.

Right. Surg. J. C. Palmer, U. S.

Navy. Disch'd Mav 5, 1865.
.

" Retired February 11, 1865.

Discharged May 19,

Discharged Aug.

Left; flap.

1553.

Right; flap.

21, 1862.
Right; hit. flap. Surg. S. W.
Gross, U. S. V. Disch'd Juno
23, 1804.

Left. Ass't Surg. J. S. Billings.

U.S.A. Rc-nmputution. Re-
tired January 7, 1865.

Right. Duty" Feb. 10, 1865.

Left: long post., short nut. flap.

Surg. C. II. I'egg, 8th N. York,
II. A. Disch'd Sept. 14. 1805.

Bight
; ant. post. Rap. Confed.

surgeon. Disch'd Nov. 29, 1804.

Right ; Int. flap. Surg. C. T. Kcl-
si-v. 64th N. V. Disch'd July
30. 1805.

Right: circ. Surg. E. M. White
37th Mass. DischdSept. 12, '05.

Right: circ. Ass't Surg. P. S.

Arndt, 2d Wis. His. April I
.'01.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. J. S.

Jemison, 80th N. Y. Disch'd
September 29. 1803.

Left; double lateral Hap. Dis-
charged June 24, 1805.

Left; flap. Discharged Novem-
ber 10, 1803.

Left: ant. post. flap. Discharged
September 12. 1805.

Left ; flap. Discharged.

Left ; circular. Disch'd March
18. 1865.

Right. Discharged December
25, ie64.

Right ; eire. To Provost Marshal
March 7, 1805.

Right ; circ. Surg. J. W. Wis-
hart, 140th Penn. Discharged
December 9, 1804.

Right. Discharged May 3, 1804.

Right: lat. flap. Disch'd Oct.
21, 1865. Re-amputation.

1 Flsih'R (G. J.). Report of Fifty-seven Cases of Amputations, in the Hospitals near Sharpsburg, Md., after the battle of Antietan,. in American
Journal Medical Sciences, 1863, Vol. XLV, p. 48. 2 ElSHER (G. J.), loc. cit., p. 48.
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Name, Military
description, ami agk.

69H Welsh, M., Pt., II, 4!>tli

Pennsylvania, age 20.

697 Welsh,'l'.. Pt., C, 31th
Ohio, ape 27.

698 West, G. P., Pt., I, 5th
Wisconsin, age J 8.

699 Westbrook, J., Pt., A,
104th Now York.

700 Wester, A. II., Pt..I, 30th
North Carolina, age 24.

701 Wheeler. C, Pt., J, 4th
Colored Troops.

702 Wheeler, E. II., Pt., G,
17th Maine, age 22.

703 Wheeler, H.,Pt.,D,125th
New York, age 22.

704 Whitcomb,W.W.,Corp..
C, lltli Mass., age 21.

705 Whitloclc, O. J., Pt., B.
44th Virginia.

706 Whitman, P. M., Pt., G,
35th Mass., age 25.

7U7 Wieks, W., Pt„ H, 8th
New Jersey, age 23.

708 Wierman, ,L II., Pt., A,
69th Indiana, age 24.

7U9 Wilburn. J. M., Pt., D,
63d Indiana, age 23.

710 Wiley, W. C, Pt., B,
70th New York.

711 Wilkinson, J. A., Serg't,

P, 23d Virginia.
712 Williams, J., Pt., B, 5th

Penn. Reserves, age 24.

713 Williams, J. II., Pt., I,

2d Kentucky.
714 Williams, R. W., Serg't,

I, 57th Mass., age 22.

Dates.

Williams, T., Serg't, K,
5th Illinois Cavalry,

Williams, T.,rt., E, 17th
Col'd Troops, age 25.

Williams. T. G., Pt., I,

23d North Carolina.
Willis, P. J., Serg't, A,
51st New York, age 24.

Willis, N. J., Pt., D, I5th
N.Y. Hv'yArt.,ageni.

Wilson, W'.L., Lieut., H,
15th Alabama.

Wilson,W. P., Serg't, F,
19th Indiana, age 35.

Wilson, W. W., Serg't,

O, 60th Ohio.
Winus, T., Pt., A,4thN.
Y. H'vy Art., age 20.

Wood, E. R., Pt., B, 18th
Connecticut.

May 10,

11, 'U4.

June 18,

18, '64.

April 2,

a, '65.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

July 3,

3, '03.

Feb. 11,

11, '65.

May 3,

3, '03.

July 2,

3, '63.

July 2,

4, ''63.

May 3,

4, M13.

May 18,

— ,
'64.

Oct. 27,

29, '64.

April U,

9, '65.

May 14,

15, 64.

July 3,

3,
f
63.

Aug. 25,

25, '64.

May 8,

8, '64.

Aug. 5,

5,
v6>.

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

June 4,

5, '63.

Dec. 14,

15, '64.

July 2,

3, '63.

July 30,

30, '64.

May 20,

20, '64.

Nov. 25,

26, '63.

July 1,

2, '63.

June 9,

10, '62.

Aug. 23.

24, '64.

June 17,

18, '64.

Opekatioxb, Opkkatoks,
Result. NO. 1

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

725 Wood, G., Pt., D, 33d Mar. 19,

Ohio, age 25. ; 20, '65.

726 Wood, M., Serg't, C, 1 lth ' Sept. 19,

Vermont, age 19. 19, '64.

Woodruff, S. B., Serg't, Aug. 10,

P, 20th Ky.,age 31. ! 10. '64.

Woodward^ W., Pt., 15, |
Oct. 19,

116th New York. 20, '64.

Workman, II., Pt, E. Jan. 11,

83d Ohio, age 18. ill, '63.

Wright, E. C, Corp'l, II, May 3,

21st N. Jersey, age 1'.'. 3, '63.

7J?

728

729

7!li

731

732

733

734

735

736

737

738

739

Wuuderlin, J. E., Pt.. C, ' May 3,

33d New York, age 27. ' 5,
!
G3.

Yaeger, W., Pt., 11.' 26th May 14,

Wisconsin, age 24. 1
14," '64.

Yoder, N. W., Lieut., A,
|
Jan. 2.

51st Ohio.
J

—, '63.

York, J. C., Pt., C, 94th Aug. 19,

New Y'ork, age 28. 1 Z0. 'C4.

Zibble, A. II., Pt., I,, 7th ! July 10,

Mich. Cavalry, age 18.
I

10, '64.

Zwicker, E., Pt., B, 7th
: Aug. 9,

Ohio.
I 11, '62.

Aleook. A.O.,Pt.,C,10th
|

May 10,

New York, age 41. 1
10, '64.

Aldrieh. J., Corp'l, F, Feb. 6,

188th N. York, age 4:1.
1 6. '65.

Anderson. D., Corp'l, H, ' Aug. 21,

7th Maryland, age 41. 21. '64.

Right; circular. Disch'd Janu-
ary 22, 1865.

Right; tiap. Discharged April
1, 1865.

Lel't ; circ. Discharged July 12.

1865.
Right ; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
December 26, 1862.

Right. Surg. G. W. Briggs, 30th
N. U. Paroled Nov. 25, 1803.

Right; circular. Disch'd July
25. 1865.

Left. Surg. N. A. llursatn, 17th
Maine. Disch'd Dec. 10, 1863.

Right ; flap. Surg.W. S. Cooper,
1 25th N. Y. Dis. June 20, 1864.

'

Right; circ. Surg. II. B. Fowler,
12th N. II. Disch'd Nov. 21, '63.

. Surg. P. F. Whitehead,
P. A. C. S. Retired Dec. 28, '64.

Right; ant post. flap. Surg. T.
P. Oakes. 56th Mass. Disch'd
Dec. 15, 1864. Re-amputation.

Right : circular. Disch'd Sept.
23, 1805.

Left: circ. Surg.W. A. Babcock,
76th 111. Disch'd June 5. 1865.

Left; flap. Surgs. B. G. Pierce,

96th HI., and II. E. Hasse, 24th
Wis. Disch'd Nov. 21, 1864.

Left: flap. Surg. J. Ash, 70th

I

N. Y. Discharged.
. Surg. C. C. Henkel.C.S. A.

I Retired December 30, 1864.

Right; circ. Surg. B. Rohrer,
loth Penn. Res. Diseh'd June
8, 1865. Spec. 2969.

Left. Surg. — Pattun, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right; circ. A. Surg. S. Adams,
U. S. A. Disch'd Oct. 30, 1865.

Spec. 4028.
Right : flap. Surg. J. B. Ensey,
5th 111. Cav. Dis. Aug. 11, '63.

Right; flap. Surg. P. H. dem-
ons, 17th Col'd Troupe. Mus-

! teredout May 31, 1865.

Left. Paroled September 25, '63.

Right ; circ. Surg. L. W. Bliss,

51st N.Y. Disch'd Mar. 1, '65.

Left ; circular. Discharged De-
cember 30, 1864.

Left. Surg. — Gunnal, C. S. A. I

Recovery.
Left : flap. A. Surg. P. S. Amdt.
2d Wis. Disch'd Dee. 13, 1863.

Right; flap. Confed. surgeon.
I Disch'd Jan. 6, 1863.

Left; flap. Surg. G. L. Potter.
145th Penn. Dis. June 16, '65.

Right. Surg. L. Uolbrook, lsth I

Conn. July 29, amput'n thigh.
Discharged May 4, 1865.

Left; circ. fConfederate surgeon.
: Discharged July 31, 1865.

Left; double flap. Surg. C. B.
Park, jr.. 11th Vermont. Disc'd
July 6. 1805.

Left; circ. Surg. J. C. Welch,
20th Ky. Disch'd Mar. 10.' 65.

Left: circular. Discharged June
6, 1865.

Left ; circ. Surg. J. Pomerene.
42d Ohio. Disch'd Dee. 17, '64.

Right; posterior flap. Surg. I).

;
McNeill, 21st N.J. Disch'd June
13,1863. Amp. knee joint.

Left: flap. Mustered out April
' 1, 1864.

Left ; flap. Surg. J.W. Hastings,
33d Mass. Bone rem. Disch'd.

Left. Discharged July 30, 1803.
Drowned .March 9. 1877.

Right ; circ. Discharged March
17, 1865.

Right ; circ. Confed. surgeon.
Discharged May 19, 1865.

Bight ; double flap. Discharged
October 27, 1862.

! Left. Died June 16, 1864.

Left ; double flap. Died March
2, 1865: pj-ffimia.

Right (also amp. left leg, lower
third). Died Oct. 1, 1864.

740 Armstrong, J. (}., Pt.,G,
I 8th Michigan.

741 Austin, E. B., Pt., A,
111th Ohio.

742 Axtelle,F.I[.,Pt.,B,34th
Massachusetts.

743 Bailey, S. G., Lieut., H,
5th Maine, age 29.

744 Bailey, S. \V., Serg't, I,

2d Vermont, age 31.

745 Ballard, J., PL, G, 143d
Pennsylvania.

746 I
Hammond. C, Pt., Car-
ter's 1st Virginia Bat-
tery, age 38.

747 I
Harms, 13. J.,Pt.,E,10th

I
South Carolina.

748 Dinger, L., Pt., E, 5th

I

Kentucky.
749 Bohrer, C, PL, G, 107th

Ohio.
750 Bradley, J., PL, K, 1st

Mass. H'vy Art.. age33.
751 Brongher, S. H-, Serg't,

I
C, I49d Penn., age 20.

752 Bruce, L. II. C, Corp'l,

I K, 14th Iowa.

753 Brugart, C-, Lieut., I,

26th Wisconsin.
754 Burdett, C, Corp'l, H,

2d Massachusetts.
755 Burns, P., Pt, 11, 88th

New York.
I

756 Carter, C, PL, G, 61st
Col'd Troops, age 40.

757 Cassidy, I., PL, H, 16th
Kentucky.

758 Chapel, G., PL, B, 6th
Virginia, ago 19.

759 Clevantine, J., Serg't, F,

1 50th Pennsylvania.
760 CoIcord.C. E., Serg't, C.

I 4th N. Hamp., age 26.

761 1 Cooksey, A. J., Pt, D, 3d
702) |

Miss., age 35.

763 Cork, I., Serg't, C, 4th
Col'd Troops, age 25.

764 Craig, J. S., PL, H, 14th
Indiana.

765 Crumley, II. W., Corp'l,

D, 110th Ohio, nge 20.

766 Curran, G., PL, 1, 124th
New York, age 33.

767 Carry, />., Pt., K, 6th
Louisiana.

768 Curtis, J., PL, C, 28th
Massachusetts, age 26.

769 , Day, J. E., Lieut., K,
3d West Virginia.

770 Deneza. C, Pt., L, 5th

|
Mo. Mil. Cav., age 30. I

771 Drain. J. F., Pt., A, 53d 1

Virginia, age 26.

Nov. 29,

29, '63.

May 14,

14, '64.

Juue 5,

(i, '64.

May 3,

3, '63.

Sept. 19,

20, '64.

May 5,

5, '64.

Mav 14,
14," '64.

July 22,
—,''64.

Nov. 25,

2(1, '63.

July 1,

—. '63.

May 19,

19, '04.

May 5,

5/64.

May 18,

18, '64.

July 1,

—, '63.

July 3,

4, '63.

June 19,

;

-,'64.

July 15,

15, '64,

June 17,

I
17, '64.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

772

773

774
I

775

776:
I

777

I

778

H
780

I

781

'782

783

784

Durkin, J. W., PL, F,
120th N. York, age 35.

Edwards, R. T., Serg't,

E, 19th S. Carolina.
Elmer, A., PL, F, 1st

New York Cavalry.
Emerson, C A., Pt., II,

97th Ohio.
Farman, D., Corp'l, H,
155th Penn., age 23.

Fisher, G., PL, D, 24th
N. Y. Cavalry, age 44.

Folkarts. J., PL, K, 5th
Michigan, age 50.

French, D. H., Serg't, E,
34th Mass., age 24.

Gibson, C. O., Pt., H, 4th
Vermont, age 31.

Ginnicker. C. B., Lieut.,

D, 9th Mass., age 27.

Givens, S., PL, A, 9th
Col'd Troops, age 28.

Goodrich. M. B., Lieut.,

H, 93d Peun., age 25.

Goudy, C. W. C, PL, D,
1st Mass. H. A., age 22.

June 3,

3, '64.

May 16,

16, '64.

Deo. 15,

16, '64.

Sept. 29,

29, '64.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

July 18,

18. '64.

July 29,

29. '64.

July 9,

11, '64.

May 10,

11, '64.

Aug. 28,

28, '62.

Oct. 23,

23, '64.

July 2.

4, '63.

Mar. 31,

31, '65.

, '64,

Primary.
.Mar. 31,

31, '65.

June 27.

27, '64.

Aug. 16,

16, '64.

May 18,
I 19, '64.

I July 2,

I 3, '63.

Oct. 13,

! 14, '64.

: Oct. 19,

19, '64.

I
May 5,—,

'64.

Sept. 29,

29, '64.

I
May 5,

5,
f
64.

May 19,
1

19, '64.

Right. Surg. J. P. Prince. 30th
Mass. Died Dec. 27, 1863.

Right. Died June 30, 1864; py.
semia.

; circular. Died July 21,

1804
; pysemia.

Right. Died May 30, 1863; py-
teinia.

Right; flap. Surg.G. T.Stevens,
77th N. Y. Died October 21.

1864; diphtheria.
Right. Surg. II. F. Lvster, 5th
Michigan, Died May 16, 1864.

Right. Surg. 11. F. Lyster, 5th
Michigan. Died May" 20, 1864.

|

Left. Surg. M. W. Bobbins, 4th
Iowa. Died July 311, 1804.

Right ; circular ;
gangrene. 1 lied

December 17, 1863.
Right. Died July 16, 1803.

Left. Died June 22, 1864.

Right; ant. post. flap. Surg. L.
Holt, C. S. A. Died April 4,

1805; pleurisy.

Right; circ. Surg. C. Powers,
100th N. Y. (Also wound of
thigh.) Died June 14, 1664.

Right. Died July 16, 1863.

Left; circular. Died July 26,

1863.
Left. Surg. P. E. Hubon, 28th
Muss. Died June 26, 1864; ty-

phoid fever.

Right; circ; erysipelas; gang.
Died Aug. 5, 1864; gangrene.

Right. Surg. J. T. Kimbly, 11th

Kentucky. Died Juue 17, 1864.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Died May
27, 1864; prostration.

. Died Juno 12, 1864.

Left. Died June27, '64 ; tetanus.

Both; circ Died Jau. 2, 1865;
exhaustion from sloughing.

Left ; flap. Died October 1 , 1864.

Right. Died January 6, 1863.

Left. Died J uly 28, '64 ; tetanus.

Left: ant. post, flap; gangrene.
Died Aug. 26, 1804; exhuust'n.

Right; circ. Surg. C. II. Todd,
C. S. A. Died July 16, 1864.

Left; flap. Surg. 1'. E. Hubon.
28th Mass. Died Mav 17. 1864.

Left. Surg. R. W. Hazlett. 5th
West Virginia Cavalry. Died
Sept. 27, 1862; pyaemia.

Left. Died Nov. 10, 1801; gan-
grene.

Left. Oct. 1. hoem.; 9tli, amp.
thigh. Died Nov. 5, 1803; ex-
haustion. Specs. 1963, 1975.

Left; gangrene. Died April 25,

1865.

Right. Died.

. Died May 14, 1865.

Right. Died July 18, 1864.

Right. Died October Hi, 1864;
exhaustion.

Right. Died July 14, 1804 ; ex-
haustion.

Right. Died Septembers, 1863;
exhaustion.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Died Nov.
13, 1864 : exhaustion.

Right. Died November 26, 1864
;

diphtheria.
Right. Died June 9, 1864.

Left. Died October 21, 1864;
exhaustion.

Left; flap. Died June 14, 1864;
pyaemia.

Right
;
gangrenous. Died May

24, 1864.

Surg. Ill—62
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NAMK, MllJIAltV
Dehckii*tion, ani> AOE.NO.

Gray.J. C, Pt, 11, null July 23,

OrKUATIONH, Orl'.UATOKH,
ItEHI'l.T.

Texas, age 20.

(ire.,,. II., It., tl,

Michigan, age 20.

7*7 Greene, \V. P., Lieut, A,
I Ith West \ irginin.

788 Hatch. A., Kergt, A.7(li

( lonneeticut, age 22.

789 Batch. T..lt.,l>, 1st Me.
Heavy Art'y, ago 45.

730 Ilnynes. II., It., (J, Mb May 24,

24, '64.

June 17,

17, '64.

Sept 22,

23, '1,4.

Aug. Hi,

Hi, '64.

Jane 19,

19, '64.

Infuutrv. nge 19.

791 llayirard, J. W, It .. A,
1m ti c. Troops, ago 25.

792 Hello, c:., Pt, II, J2lst

Pennsylvania.
793 UtwUtt, J , It, E, Mth

Virginia.
794 Hi, hart, i:. J, It., I, 27th

New York.
795 Ilollanlieok. 8, Corp'l,

, I), W.I N. Y, age 28.

790 Hopkins, s. M, Lieut, I.

, 12th Rhode Island.
797 Irwin, D, lt,<l, IstMd.

tjovulry, ago 21.

798; Irwin, f, it, C, 14th
1 New Jersey, age 20,

799 Jaoobson, I', Pt.C, Ilth :

Connecticut, nge IB.

BOO

801

602

803

604

805

800

807

BOB

809

810

811

613

B13

Job, J, It, M, 2d New
York Artlltery.

Jolnimn, J. If, It, II.

19th Arkansas, ago 25.

Johnson, M. II., It, O,
loth Georgia.

Jones, L, It, D, 58th

Massachusetts, ago 45.

Julllvett.N, It, D, 98th
New York, ngo 19.

Kirk. A, I't, K, 95th

New Yurk.
Klook, M, It,
Minnesota, age

Koto", ('.. Uorp'l,

Indiana.

25, '64.

Sept. 29,!

30, '64.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.
;

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

Sept. 14,

15. '62.

Aug. 15,

16, '64.

Dec. 13,

1:1, 'OS.

Aug. 10,

10, '64.

May II),

10, '04.

Juno 18,

18, '04.

Juno 10,

10, '04.

Nov. 30,
Doe. 1, '04.

Sept. 14,

III. '02.

June 3,

3, '64.

Sept. 29,

30, '04.

May IS,

12, tt. i

Right ; nnt. posterior flap. Died
March 13, 1865.

Right. Surg. s. 8. French, 20th

Mich. Died July 2, 1804 ; irrita-

tive fever.

Left; eire. Died Oct. 31, 1804;
irritative fever.

Rt. Surg.G. C. Jarvls, 7th Conn.
Died Sept. 9, IHU4; exhaust'n.

Right; flap: pyemia. Died.lulv
13, 1804; exhaustion.

Left; circular. Died August 20,

1804.

Right. Died October 31, 1804:
tetanus,

I,cft. Died March 5, 1803: gan-
grene.

Right. Died April 25, 1805.

Right: circular: slough. Died
October 28, 1802: pleur. eff'n.

Left ; flap. Died September 7,

1804,

Left : flap. Died December 20.

1802.

Left. Died September 1, 1804;
mortification.

Right; circular. Died June 10,

1804 ;
gangrene.

Right
; eire.; gangrene. Aug. 20,

re-amp. thigh
;
gangrene ; liu'in.

Died August 26, 1804.

Right. Surg. J.W.Wishart, 140th

Pnnn. Died July I I. 1864.

Right; eire. Surg. — Raskin,
C. 8. A. Died May 27, 1805.

. Died October 7, 1802.

Right; flap. Died July 1,1801.

Right (also amp. arm). Surg. J.

A. Iligelow, 8th Conn. Died
Ootober 9, 1804 ; exhaustion.

Left: circular. Died May 31,

1804; exhaustion.

NO.!
name, military

Description, and Age.

827 McEntyre, D, It, R,
100th N. Y, age 22.

808 MeLnne.W, Pt, D, 09th
Pennsylvania.

82') Medium..!. E, Corp'l, II,

114th 111, age 20.

8:ill Mills, A , It, K, Oth
Mississippi, age 24.

831 Modlin. .7. H, Scrg't. C.
36th Indiana, ago 24.

832 Moore, A. J, It, D, 50th
Pennsvlvanift.

833 Morris, W. P, Pt, A,
1 Hith Illinois.

834 Munn, W, Pt, I, 27th
Michigan, ago 31.

835 Nnson, II, It, C. 1st

Rhode Island Artil'ry,

I nge :ih.

836 Neff, J, It, K, 10th
Massachusetts, age 27.

,837: Noe, A.W, It, E, 13th
I Illinois.

838! Nolan, R, Pt, B, 12th

I
Col'd Troops, ago 24.

839 Page, J. C, Sorg't, II,

I loth Miss, age 25.

840 Park, A. O, Pt, K, 11th
West Virginia.

8-11 Pitrmn, W. C, It, F,
14th Texas, age 25.

842 'Powell, W. II., It, I, 3d
South Carolina, age 20.

May 15.

15, '04.

May 12,

12, 114.

Dec. 15,

15, 04.

Nov. 30,

Deal, '64

May 30,
:»,' '04.

May 10,

10. '04.

July 22.

22, '04.

May 10,

10, '04.

Nov. 30,

Dec. 2, '03.

May 10,

10, '04.

Nov. 27,

27, '63.

Dec. 15,

17, '04.

Nov. 30,

Pee.2.'0'4

Sept. 19,

19, '04.

Dec. 10,
10. '04.

Sept. 17,

18. '02.

operations, operators,
Result.

Gang

py-

II, Dili Deo. 10, I Right; ant. post. Map : sloughing.

U.
it. mil

815

810

818

820

821

Kruppel, L, Corp'l, D,

46tb New York, nge 37.

I.araboo, J, It, E, 75th
Ohio, age 19.

I.uKose, (', Corp'l, II.

93d New York, ago 27.

Lee. T, Pt, B, 43d Now
Vork,nge45.

I.evan. U. \V, It, C.

131st Pennsylvania.
Lewis, N, Lieut, C,

114th New York.
Lcwzador. \V„ Pt, 11.

9th Indiana, age 2-1.

Livingstone, L. 1,< 'apt,

F.8II1 Alabama, age 23.
!

Hi, '04.

Dec. 4.

4, '04.

June 17,

17. '04.

July 1.

1, fa.

May 5.

(i, '01.

July 12.

12. '64.

Dee. Kl,

—,
'62.

Oct. 19,

19, 'til.

June 15.

15. '04.

Julys,
3. '0:i.

49th

823

s-jii

Long, O, Pt, O,
Pennsylvania.

I.onge. J, Pt, L. Ilth

Vermont, age 18.

I.ozo, .1, Corp'l, I), 21st

Michigan, age 22.

Magner, E, It, 1, 09th

New York.
Mann, II. II. Lieut, 1.

59th Virginia, age 41.

Manny, I), Pt,7th New
York Battery, ago 21.

Marshall, 1!. F, It, A,
1st N. Hampshire II vy
Artillery.

McCarthy. I), Corp'l, C,
20th .Massachusetts.

McClure. D,lt, D,28th
Colored Troops.

McCullough, L., Corp'l,

II. 31st Miss, age 19.

McDermott, E, Pt, II,

7iliN'.Y.H.Art,ngc48.

dpi 19,

19, 'til.

June I.

2, '<i4.

Mar. 19.

19. '05.

Sept. 17,

— ,
'02.

May 2D,

20, '64,

June 28.

28, '64.

Sept. 14,

14. '01.

Sept. 19,

19. 'til.

Julv 30,

30, 04.

Julv SO,

21, '64.

June 20,
2D. 'I M.

Died Dec. 29, '04
: irrita. fever.

Left: ant. post. flap. A.A.Surg.
J. E. Patterson. Died Decem-
ber II. 1864.

; Left. Died Jane 24, '64; pyemia.

Left ; hem.; lig. femoral. Died
August 29. 1663; pneumonia.

Left. Died May 30, 1804.

Right; circ. A. A. Surg. M. F.

Price. Died Nov. 14. 1801.

Right. Died.

Right; sloughing*. Died Nov.
3U, 1804 : pyemia.

Left: gangrene. Died Julv 4.

1864.

Lett ; erysip. July 14, amp. thigh:
Iiumu. Aug. 4, three ins. hone
removed. Died Sept. 27, I8li:t;

erysipelas
; hemorrhage.

Left ; Hap. Died I Ictobcrli, 18114
:

exhaustion.
Right. Died September 2. 1804.

Right.

emia.

,813 Preston. J. A, Sorg't.A, May 11,
' 1st Mich. Cav, ago 32. Il,''li4.

844 Pyles, W. II, Pt, II, Aug. 4,

i Ith West Virginia, ago 5, 04.

I
32.

845 Queen. C, It, E, 1st Aug. 17,

I Cold Troops, ago 20. I 17, '04.

840 Quin,J., Pt, A, Austin's De.3n,'02,
' Sharpshooters, age 30. Jan. I, '03.

847 Raymond, W. M, Capt.,

848

819

D, 52<l Indiana.

Ilemkwitz.G. A, I't, (1,

24th Illinois.

Roberts, I, Pt, F, 100th
Col'd Troops, age 22.

Robinson, (1. II, It, D.
39th Illinois.

Roehl.C, Corp'l. E, 21st
Iowa.

Sapp. \Y. E, Musician.
A. Ilth N". J, age 20.

Saunders, J, It, E,95th
New York, age 33.

Sohweiohardt, F, It,l),

16th Illinois, age 38.

Seerwald, C, It, A, 8th
Ohio.

Sergent, C. J, Lieut, F,

7th Iowa, nge 31

.

Dec. 10,

10, 04.

Oct. 8.

8, '63.

Dec. 15,

15, '114.

May 12,
12," '04,

Mav 1,

1, '03.

June 23,

23. '04.

Feb. li.

0, '05.

June 26,

20. '04.

Julv 3,— .
'03.

Aug. 11,

11, '04.

Right : single post, flap

Died July 21). I Bl !.

Right. Died May 26, 1804

emia.
Right; flap. Died Januarv 10,

1865.

Right; ant. post, flap. Surg. —
W nyles.C. S. A . Died May 13.

1805; exhaustion.
Right. Surg. S. II. Kersey, 30th
Indiana. Died July 23, 1864;
chronic diarrhoea.

Left (also flesh wound right log).

Died Mav 13, 1804.

Right ; circ. A. Surg.C. 1!. Rich-
ards. 30th Ohio. Erysipelas.
Died August 5, 1804.

Right; circ: gangrene. Sept. 20,

amp. thigh. Died < let. 4, 1804
;

exhaustion. .Spec. 3330.

Left ; flap (also amp. right leg,

lower third). Died December
21, 1803; pyemia.

Left; flap. Died May 28,1804.

Left. Surg. S. C. Plummer, I3th
Illinois. Died Dee. 19, 18.13.

Left. A. A. Surg. .1. .S. Giltner.
Died Dec. 30, 1804 : gangrene.

Left; circular; gangrene. Died
March 20, 1805: pneumonia,

Left. Died October 23, 1804.

Right : circular. Died February :

11, 1805: exhaustion.
Right: flap; slough.: necrosis.
Nov. 30, amp. thigh. Lied Mav
2, 1803: oxhaust'a. Spr.ci. :j9ii2.

795, 3837.
Right; flap. Died August 20,

1864.
Left : circ. sect, skin and muscles.
A. A. Surg. W. It. Grain. Fry- ;

sipelas. Died August II, 1864.
Left. Died September 1

1
, 1804 ;

exhaustion.
Left. Surg. E. Swift, II. S. A.
Hem. Died January 8, 1803.

Left ; ant. iwist. Dap. Jan. 12, '05,

re-amputation. Died Jan. 13,

1805; irritative fever.
: typhoid fever. Died Nov.

19. 1862.

Left ; flap. Died December 22,
1864 ; effects of amputation.

Right. Died May 25, 1804.

Left: double flap; slough.
Mav 20, 1803.

Left. Died Julv 31. 1804.

Died

Died May 18, 1805: py-

Dicil October 29, 1802.

Right. Died May 24. 1804; ex-
haustion.

Left: sloughed. Died Julv 24,

1804.
Right ; Teal's method. Surg. 11.

H. Ilontecnu, U. S. V. (Also
wound of thigh, tract, left mot)
Henuirrh. Died Sept. 14. 1804;
exhaustion. Spec. 3245.

Left: circular. Died October 7,

1804.

Right; flap. Surg. D. MacKav,
29th Cold Troops. Died July
30, 1804.

Left; circ. Died Feb. 20. 1805;
chronic diarrhoea.

Left : circular. Died June 27,

1864 ; exhaustion.

Sharp. D. C, It,
Iowa, age 25.

1

858 Sherman, It. T, Pt- F.

2d Pennsylvania Res,
ago 21.

859 SinkswiUcr, J., Pt, K,
52d Virginia, age 34.

800 Small. J. W. M, Corp'l,

D, I7thlnfaiitrv.age32.
801 Smith. (1. It, Pt", 1,59th

New York.
802 Smith, L. C, Serg't, G,

4th Mich, age 20.

803 Spriggs, I. 11, Pt, D,
118th Ohio, age 20.

804; Storm, J, It, A. 17th

Wisconsin.
805 ' Stout. C. R, Pt, K. 25th

Massachusetts, age 20.

800 Sturtevant, L„ Serg't, F,

IstMe. II.Art'y, ogeSS.

Oct. 28,

29, '02.

May 12.

12. '04.

.Mav 30.
31," '04.

Julv 2,

3, '03.

Oct. 27,
27. '04.

Mav in,

11, '04.

May 14,

15. '04.

Mav 19,
19," '03.

July],
1, '04.

April 2,

2, '05.

Right
: post. flap. Died March

19. 1805; tetanus.
Left. Surg. ( :. s. Prink, U. S. V.
Died Julv 7. 1804.

Right. Died August 7, 1803.

Left ; ant. post. Hup. Surg.W. R.
Marsh. 2d Iowa. October, '04.

necrosed bone removed. Died
April II). 1805.

Left. Nov. 10, erysipelas. Died
Nov. 18,1862; erysipelas and
pvemia. Spec. 470.

Right. Surgeon 11. Rohrer, 10th
Penn. Res. Died June 3, 1804;
exhaustion. Spec. 4510.

Right; circular. Hone removed.
Died August 12, 1804.

Left. Died July 14, 1863; py-
xmia.

Right. Died October 30, 1804.

Right; flap. Died May 27, 1864.

Right ; circ. Surg. S. IC. Craw-
ford, 50th Ohio. Died Sept. 1.

1804 ;
pj-emia.

Right. Died July 15, 1803.

Right.
anus.

Right ; lateral flap,

14, 1805; exhaustion

Died July 14. 1804; tet-

Died Mav

1 Fisher (O. J.). Ueport of Fifty-seven Cases of Amputations, in the Hospitals near Sharpsburg, Md,, after the battle of Antietam. in American
Journal Medical Sciences, 1803. Vol. XLV. p. 48.
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Name. Military
DF.SCniFTIOX, AND ACE. Dates.

867

668

8G9

671

672

873

1-7-1

875

876

t-77

878

87'J

Taylor. A., Pt., I, 13th (lot. IP.

New Vurk, ftffe 4tj. I
19. '04.

Taylor, &. W., ling. Aug. 27.
General U. S. V. I 28. '69.

Thibock, It., Pt., I), 5th May II),

Wisconsin, age 30. : 10, '64.
Tltompstm, J. T.. Pt., H,

,
Sept. 30,

51st X. Carolina, age 1!). ' 3(1, '64.

Thompson, T. N-, Pt.,!). I June 2,

8th New York Heavy
! 3. 'U4.

Artillery, age 17.

Tracy, Ci". B., Serg't. E, May 12,
"tli'.V I lamp., age 28.

\

12."'04.

Troope, 8., Pt., IS, 12th Dec. 15,
Col d Troops, age 38.

|

16, '04.

Twining. L. C-, .Serg't, ' Mar. 19,

IS, 136th New York. 19, '65.

Twining, P.E.,Kerg't.F, June 1,

3Gth Wisconsin, age 2C. 3, '64.

Valleley, E. J.,Pt.,A,3(l April 9,

R.I. Artillery, nge IP.
\

11, '63.

Vetter, J. C, Pt., (i, 86th May 3,

Wisconsin. 3, '03.

Wait. 15. , Corp'l. C, loth ' Aug. 19,

Michigan, oge 30. I 20, '64.

'Waters,W„ Pt.,K, 123d May 15.

New York. i 15, '64.

OPERATIONS. OPERATORS,
TCF.SL'LT.

night: nap. Died November 18,

1H04: pyiemia.
Left: double flap. Surg. J. H.
Brinton, U. S. V. Died Sept.
1. 1SU2»; exhaustion. Spec. 313.

Jt't : circ. Surg. (J. E. Crane, 5th
Wis. Died June 5. '64 : pytemia.

Lett (also w'nd of pelvis;. Died
Oct. 1(1. 18(54 : exhaustion.

Right (alsow'd of thigh andfract.
left leg). Surg. S. II. Plumb, I

KdN.Y. Died June 24, 1864.
Left. Died June 6, '64: pyaemia.

Left ; flap. A. A. Surg. J. S. Gilt-

ner. Died Dec. 30, '64
; gang,

night (also fracture left fibula).

Died April 8, 1865; pyaemia.
Left: eir-. Surg. S. 11. Plumb,
82d N. Y. Sept. 14, nmp. thigh.
Died October 16, 1864.

Right (alsofract. ulnaand femur).
Died April 14, '03. Spec. 1165.

Left. Died May 18. 1863.

Right ; flap. Died September 18,

1664 : pyaemia.
Right (also amp. left hip joint).

Surg. J. W. Brock, 66th Ohio.
Died May 15, 1864.

880

881

882

883

884

885

886

Name, Military
description, and age. i

Watson, W., Pt., C, 4th
Iowa.

While. A., Pt., C, 2d
Virginia Cavalry.

Winslow. 8., Pt, 1, 37th
Massachusetts.

Word, W. F., Corp'l, G.
48th New York, nge22.

Wvman. A. R., Corp'l,

B, 9th New York ll'vy
Artillery, age 27.

Yardley.'W., Pt..—, 85th
New York, age 19.

Young. II. E.,Pt, 11, 1st

Miss. Marine Brigade,
age 18.

Bradford, F. L.. It., A,
10th Mississippi.

Emflnger. E., Pt., E, 7th
Mississippi.

Gambill, A. >!., Pt., A,
6th Missouri.

''O'Brien, J.,V\., 1st Va.,
age 30.

Oxford, E. J., Serg't, E,
2d Georgia.
Weaver, ST., Pt.. H, 66th
Georgia, age 25.

.May 13,

13, '64.

Oct. HI,

19, '04.

April 2,

2. '65.

May 1 6,

16,''G4.

June 22,

22, '04.

Mnr. 10,

10, '65.

April 20,

2(1, '03.

Sept. 1,

I, '04.

Aug. 31,

31, '64.

May 1,

—,''63.

Sept. 17,

19, '02.

Aug. 31,

31, '64.

Nov. 30,

Dec. 1, '64

operation's, operators,
Result.

Left. Surg. J.Spiegelhaltcr, 12th

Missouri. Died May 14. 1804.

Right; circ. Died October 21.

1864 : erysipelas.
Left. Died April 24, 1805; py-
temia.

Right ; flap. Died September
23, 1S64.

Left ; circ. Surg. W. A. Child,

10th Vermont. Died July 10,

1804: tetanus.

Right ; circular. Died March 27,

1805; typhoid fever.

Right. Surg. J. Roharts, 1st M.
Marine Brigade. May 15, re-

nmputat'n ; haemorrhage. Died
Slav 31, 1803.

Left.

Right.

Left; post, flap: sloughing. Re-
covery doubtful.

Left.

Right ; circular.

Primary Amputations in the Lower Third of the Leg for Shot Injury.—There

appear on the records of this Office nine hundred examples of primary amputation in the

lower third of the leg. Six hundred and seventy-six terminated successfully, two hundred

and fifteen fatally, and the results in nine instances are not recorded, a fatality of 24.1 per

cent., exceeding the mortality of the primary amputations in the middle third 7.2 per cent.

Successful Primary Amputations in the Lower Third of the Bones of the Leg.—The

six hundred and seventy-six operations of this group were performed on six hundred and

seventy-three patients, three being amputations of both limbs. Five hundred and thirty-

two were Union and one hundred and forty-one were Confederate soldiers. Of the former,

five hundred and twenty-eight were pensioned or placed on the retired list; forty-three of

these have died since the date of their discharge. In fifty-two instances re-amputation in

the leg and in six amputation in the thigh was subsequently performed.

Case 740.—Lieutenant E. F. O'Brien, Co. A, 28th Massachusetts, aged 29 years, was wounded at Cold

Harbor, June 3, 1864. Surgeon W. S. Cooper, 125th New York, reported his admission to the field hospital of

the 1st division, Second Corps, with "shot fracture involving the left ankle; leg amputated at lower third by

Surgeon P. E. Hubon, 28th Massachusetts." Five days after the reception of the injury the patient entered

Armory Square Hospital, Washington, and one month later he proceeded to his home on leave of absence. He
was discharged from service October 13, 18li4, and afterwards entered the Veteran Reserve Corps, in which

organization he served until April 17, 1807. when he was mustered out and pensioned. Subsequently he obtained

employment as clerk in the Post Office and Interior Departments at Washington. In May, 18G9, when visiting

the Army Medical Museum, he was in excellent health, and stated that he had worn a "Salem" artificial leg

with satisfaction for over five years. In his application for a new artificial limb, supplied in 1880, the pensioner

reports the stump as continuing in "very good condition." His pension was paid September 4, 1880. The
amputated bones of the leg, together with the astragalus {Spec. 4494, Sury. Sect., A. M. M.), were contributed

to the Museum by the operator, and are represented in the wood-cut (FlG. 290), showing the tibia to be shattered

into the ankle and the fibula fractured transversely.

Case 741.—Lieutenant Robert Catlin, 5th U. S. Artillery, was wounded in an engagement on the Weldon
Railroad, near Petersburg, August 21, 1864, by a twelve-pound round shot which crushed his left foot. Three

hours after the reception of the injury the limb was amputated in the lower third, by circular incision, by Surgeon

W. B. Fox, 8th Michigan. The wound healed rapidly, and Lieutenant Catlin was able to be about in a month. Dr. S. Weir

Mitchell,'1 who had the patient under treatment for a period of three years on account of neuralgia of the leg stump, published an

1 Circular No. 0, S. Of. O., November 1, 1865. Circular No. 7, S. G. O., July 1, 1807, pp. 29, 58.

2 FISI1EU (G. J.), Import of Fifty-seven Cases of Amputations, in the Bospitals near Sharpsburg, Md., after the battle of Antietam, September 11,

1862, in American Journal Medical Sciences, Volume XLV, page 48.

* MITCHELL (S. W.), The Iielations of Pain to Weather, being a study of the natural history of a case of Traumatic Neuralgia, in American

Journal of Medical Sciences, 1877, Vol. LXXI1I, p. 306.

FIG. 290.—The
lower portion of

the bones of the
left leg nnd the
astragalus. The
tibia isshattered

into the ankle.
Spec. 44:14.
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elaborate account of the results of his observations. In July, 1866, Lieutenant Catlin was promoted Captain. Dr. John H.

Brinton, in the spring of 1875, at the request of Dr. Mitchell, exsected one and a half inches of the peroneal nerves, but without

material influence on the neuralgic pains. The patient was furnished with an artificial limb by A. A. Marks, of New York.

He was placed on the retired list as captain December 15, 1870.

Case 742.—Private J. Cavanaugh, Co. C, 7th Wisconsin, aged 27 years, was wounded before Petersburg, June 18, 1864,

by a shell, which caused a fracture of the lower portion of the left leg, involving the ankle joint. Surgeon C. N. Chamberlain,

U. S. V., reported that the injured leg was amputated at the field hospital of the 4th division, Fifth Corps. Surgeon B. 15. Wilson,

U. S. V., contributed the pathological specimen, No. 152C, Sure/. Sect., A. M. M., shown in the adjoining wood-cut (Fig. 291),

and reported the following history of the case: "The patient was admitted to Stanton Hospital, Washington, from City Point,

July 1st. He had suffered amputation of the leg at the lower third, by the circular method, the day after he was wounded, being,

according to his statement, in a high fever at the time of the operation. He was treated with stimulants, and ice dressings locally.

During the month of September the limb became much swollen and abscesses formed in the line of the middle third of the bone,

which, after discharging, left fistulous openings, clearly indicating necrosis of the shaft of the tibia. His term of

service having expired, the patient was discharged October 5, 18G4, but being unable to leave, he was retained

as a patient in the hospital. The shaft of the tibia being evidently extensively necrosed, I determined to

perform another amputation above the diseased portion. This operation—though opposed by the medical

Staff of this hospital and by Surgeon A. N. Dougherty, U. S. V., as well as Surgeon T. F. Betton, 1st

U. S. V. V., who saw the case—was preferred by me to that of exsecting the sequestrum for the reason that

it involved no more danger and would give the patient a much better stump (though six inches shorter) for

fitting an artificial limb. The operation was performed one inch below the tubercle of the tibia, by the cir-

cular method, on February 25, 1805, and the stump was treated with cold-water dressings. Traumatic

erysipelas followed (an epidemic of erysipelas breaking out in the hospital the same week), and for a few

days fears were apprehended as to the result. The patient, however, made a good recovery, and by March

15th the inflammation, which had extended to the abdomen, had subsided. Before he finally left the hospital

FlG.B91.-Slxtaa.of tnu Pa, ieut received an artificial limb, on which he walked with great ease and comfort. The specimen
theetnmpnfthebooei indicates clearly and in a marked degree the efforts of nature in throwing off dead bone and supplying its
of the left leg. show- '

.
° °

, . , .,. ° ,

ii># a moBstve itivo- place by new growth. The adventitious process, thrown out to unite the amputated ends ot the tibia and
lucrum. Spx. 152(i.

f| uu ]a an(j (jms give ,]le extremities of those two bones firmness and solidity, shows to how great an extent

the reparative process can be carried. By what agency the want of bony matter at this point was perceived and its deposit

determined at the proper place and in the proper form is beyond the scope of human knowledge at the present time. The fact,

however, evidences the powers of nature to accommodate herself to circumstances and to repair in a limited degree the effects

of losses which are irremediable." The specimen, consisting of the re-amputated stumps of the bones of the leg joined by osseous

deposit at their lower extremities, shows a massive involucrum except on the anterior border, where a heavy sequestrum is

visible. The patient became a pensioner after leaving the hospital. On September 2, 1874, he was examined by Dr. C. F.

Falley, pension examiner at Lancaster, Wisconsin, who certified to the loss of the leg and reported: "The amputation has leil

rather an irritable stump, but, as his cork leg does not press on it, I do not think it any great injury in wearing an artificial limb.

He can flex and extend the stump freely," etc. The pensioner was paid March 4, 1880. In his application for an artificial leg he

reported that Surgeon D. C. Ayres, 7th Wisconsin, performed the first amputation.

Case 743.—Private F. Grahaine, Co. A, 6th Wisconsin, aged 26 years, was wounded at Spottsylvania. May 10, 1864.

Surgeon C. N. Chamberlain. II. S. V., reported his admission to the field hospital of the 4th division, Fifth Corps, with "shot

fracture of right ankle joint, followed by amputation of leg at lower third." The wounded man was conveyed

to Armory Square Hospital, Washington, several days after the reception of the injury, and two months later he

was transferred to Harvey Hospital at Madison, where, on September 7th, a second operation was performed by

Surgeon H. Culbertson, U. S. V., who made the following report: "The stump of the tibia became necrosed from

the lower end to its tuberosity. New bone formed, but the necrosed portion was not separating. There were

several cloacae, and the lower end of the tibia projected through the soft parts of the stump. The patient was

in an anemic condition and his system was failing from the constant discharge and reflex irritation from the

diseased stump. Designing to resect the diseased tibia, I made an incision from the tuberosity of the bone

down to its lower extremity, but on separating the soft parts I found the disease so extensive as to lead me to

amputate by a short anterior and a long posterior flap at the tuberosity of the tibia. In notching the tibia the

periosteum was pushed back, the notch sawed oft', and the periosteum laid over the surface of the bone. The
anterior and posterior tibial arteries were ligated. Simple dressings were applied after the operation, and quinine

and iron was administered. The sutures were removed on the fifth day and the ligatures came away on the

fourteenth day. The wound steadily healed." The re-amputated stump of the tibia and fibula {Spec. 3696,

. 3H2.—Re- Sunj. Sect., A. M. M.), the latter being well rounded and united at its extremity with the former, were con-

amputated per- tributed to the Museum by the operator, and are represented in the wood-cut (FlG. 292). The specimen shows
tions of the right ... . . , .......
tibia and libula. a sequestrum in the tibia six inches long; over the upper part oi the anterior border the mvolucrum is wanting.
^*c ' The patient was discharged from service August 22, 1865, and pensioned, having been previously furnished

with a "Bly " artificial leg. In his application for commutation lie described the stump as continuing in "healthy condition."

This pensioner was paid March 4, 1880.

In the following instance both legs were amputated in the lower thirds on the day of

the injury. The patient survived the operation ten years:

Case 744.—Private D. Lee, Co. G, 2d New York Artillery, aged 20 years, was wounded in both legB by a shell during

the siege nf Petersburg. June 16, 1864. and entered Harewood Hospital. Washington, six days afterwards. Surgeon R. B.
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Bontecou, U. S. V., reported: " The patient bad both legs amputated by Assistant Surgeon 0. S. Paine, 2d New York Artillery,

on the day he was wounded, the operation being performed by the circular method at the lower thirds. He stated that he

was in good health at the time of the operation. At the time of his admission he was suffering from diarrhoea, and there were

symptoms of gangrene in the stump of the right leg. the tibia and fibula protruding; granulations of stump of left leg not very

good. The treatment was supporting, and included opiates, astringents, and the external application of solution of chloride of

lime to the gangrenous stump. By June 20th the patient was improving and the granulations had become heallhy." He was

subsequently transferred to the General Hospital at Rochester, discharged May 31, 1805. and pensioned, having been previously

furnished with artificial legs of the "Bly" pattern. In his application for artificial limbs, dated 1870, the.pensioner described

the stumps as being in a "sound condition." He died September 25, 1674. Though the immediate cause of his death was not

ascertained, the pensioner's health had been reported as having become very much impaired.

Fatal Primary Amputations in the Lower Third of the Leg.—Two of the two hun-

dred and fifteen operations of this group were double amputations; the operations were

therefore performed on two hundred and thirteen patients,—one hundred and ninety-one

Union and twenty-two Confederate soldiers. Re-amputation in the leg was performed in

seven and amputation in the thigh in two instances.

Cape 745.—Private W. J. Holmes, Co. G, 33d Mississippi, aged 18 years, was wounded in the left leg, at the engagement

of Peachtree Creek, near Atlanta, July 20, 1861, and suffered amputation two days afterwards. About four months after

losing his limb he was taken prisoner at Franklin, Tenn., whence he was conveyed to Nashville and sub-

sequently to Louisville. Surgeon R. R. Taylor. U. S. V., who contributed two post-mortem specimens

from the stump, reported the result of the case as follows: "The patient was admitted to Crittenden Hos-

pital on December 9th. He was suffering from chronic diarrhoea, of which he died December 23, 1864.

His left leg had been amputated by the circular method, at the lower third, in consequence of gunshot

fracture of the lower portion of the tibia and fibula. In October a portion of the fibula came away, after

which the stump healed rapidly. At the time of his death the stump was entirely well. The accompany-

ing specimens are intended simply to illustrate the changes in the cut ends of the bones and nerves. The

latter, consisting of the extremities of the posterior and anterior tibial and of the muscttlo-cutaneous

nerves, are bulbous.'' The nerve portions constitute specimen 4244 of the Surgical Section of the Museum.

A representation of the specimen of the bones of the stump {Spec 4243, Sury. Sect., A. M. M.) appears

in the wood-cut (Fig. 293). In the history of the specimen on page 400 of the Catalogue of The Surgical

Section of the JJ. S. A. Medical Mvscum, Washington, 1806, it is remarked that "though the stump is said

to have been entirely healed, * * the specimen shows the extremity and posterior surface of the tibia

necrosed." In a letter dated December 18, IS67, Dr. II. M. Lilly, late Acting Assistant Surgeon, Btates

that he prepared this specimen, and adds: "I can corroborate Surgeon R. R. Taylor's statement that the

stump was entirely healed. In explanation of the necrosed appearance of the end and posterior portion

of the tibia, I offer the following history of the preparation of the specimen as possibly giving it the appear-

ance of necrosis. Owing to the inconvenient arrangements of the hospital (the hospital not being finished at that date), I macer-

ated the specimen in a tin can in my private room. Under such circumstances it was of course desirable to destroy completely

all effluvium. To this end 1 supplied the water in the can liberally with the solution of permanganate salts furnished by the Medical

Purveyor. May it not be that the chemical action of these salts has slightly damaged the specimen, giving it a partially necrosed

appearance?"

Case 746.—Private B. Spriggle, Co. I, 17th Pennsylvania Cavalry, aged 28 years, was wounded in the engagement near

Funkstowu, July 10. 1803, and entered the General Hospital at Frederick ten days afterwards. Assistant Surgeon R. F. Weir,

U. S. A., reported: "He was wounded by a minie ball, which entered the outer side of the left foot just below the external

malleolus, passing directly through, involving the bones of the ankle joint and emerging three-fourths of an inch below the

internal malleolus. The leg was amputated at its lower third by flap operation the same day he received the injury. At the

time of admission the stump looked well and there was healthy suppuration; patient doing well constitutionally, suffering

none and having good appetite. He was allowed a generous diet, and in addition one-half pint of port wine daily, and the

stump was dressed with adhesive plaster straps and cold-water applications. On August 4th, the flaps having firmly adhered,

the straps were taken off the stump and simple cerate dressing was applied. Two days afterwards the patient was able to sit up for

a few hours in a chair, and on the next day an abscess was opened which had formed near the end of the stump. The patient's

appetite now had become a little depraved and he had some irritation of the stomach. During the evening of August 7th he

had a severe chill, followed by some fever the next morning. Quinine and fever mixture was then prescribed and the wine con-

tinued. August 9th, pulse 106 and rather feeble; appetite not improving; some discharge still coming from the superficial abscess.

On August 10th, the patient had improved a little, but the granulations were not looking very healthy and the stump was ordered

to be dressed with Hay's lotion. On the following day there was another chill; pulse 130; no improvement. On August 12th,

the chills continued, the tongue looking pale, and the pulse being accelerated; but the patient was apparently much better. A
bandage was applied to prevent the burrowing of pus towards the knee joint. August 13th, pulse 134 and very irregular ; tongue

dry: patient complaining of a great deal of thirst, having some cough, and gradually sinking. Milk punch was now substi-

tuted for the wine. The next day the patient was very delirious, the pulse accelerated and threadlike; great deal of tenderness

in the knee; joint doubtless involved; fluctuations detected. August 15th, patient sinking and still very delirious; pulse 150; a

good deal of subsultus; very little diarrhoea; tongue red and dry; knee joint seemingly enlarging. Patient taking no nourish-

ment but beef tea, having no relish for other food; stimulants and opiates administered in large doses. Death occurred at 11.55

Fig. 293.—Bony stump
of left leg, live months
after amputation. Spec.

4243.
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A. M. on August 16, 1863. On dissecting up the integuments and opening the chest during the post-mortem examination, the

lungs were found to be healthy and weighing eighteen ounces; heart normal and weighing eight ounces; liver healthy and

weighing three pounds and fifteen ounces; weight of spleen seven ounces, and weight of kidneys nine ounces. On removing

both bones of the leg from the point of the operation to the knee joint, a circumscribed abscess, containing about an ounce of pus,

was found in the belly of the gastrocnemius muscle. The knee joint contained between three and four ounces of pus. The
capsule was broken down and the pus extended up the outer side of the thigh about six inches above the joint; cartilage quite

soft and commencing to erode around its edges." The bones of the stump, exhibiting a minute sequestrum, nearly separated on

the carious extremity of the tibia, were contributed to the Museum by Acting Assistant Surgeon .7. C. Shinier, and constitute

specimen 3878 of the Surgical Section.

Case 747.—Private A. C. Paine, Co. F, 42d New York, aged 30 years, was wounded in both lower extremities, at the

battle of Gettysburg, July 3, 1863. He was admitted to the field hospital of the 3d division, Second Corps, where Surgeon

I. Scott, 7th West Virginia, recorded the injury as "fracture of both feet, caused by a solid shot," necessitating "primary ampu-

tation of both legs at the lower third, which operation was performed by Surgeon H. M. McAbee, 4th Ohio." Surgeon H. Janes,

U. S. V., recorded that the patient died at the Seminary Hospital, Gettysburg, July 23, 1803, from the effects of his injuries.

Table LXX.

Summary of Nine Hundred Cases of Primary Amputations in the Lower Third of the Ley for Shot

Injuries.

[Recoveries, 1—676; Deaths, 677—891 ; Results unkuuwu, 892—900.1

Name, Military
Description, ami Ace.

Abbey, C. P., Serg't, C, Mar. 16,

107th New York. 16, '65.

Abbott, II. S., Pt., D,32d Aug. 14,

Wisconsin, age 20. 14, '64.

Allen, C, Lieut., H, 11th May 22,

Wisconsin. 2:1, '63.

Almanv, J., Pt., B, 9th ! Sept. 19,

Kentucky, nge 3!). 20, '63.

Amelunxen, M., Lieut., Aug. 29,

H, 68th New York. 29, '62.

Andrew, J. J., Pt., E, Oct. 22,

26tb North Carolina. 24, '64.

Annand, A., Adj't, 28th May 18,

Massachusetts, age 30. 19, '64.

Antis, T. S., Pt., L, 2d July 2,

N. Y. M. R., age 22. 3, '64.

Armstrong, A. II., Corp'l, Sept. 19,

A, 106th N. Y., age 22. 19. '64.

Armstrong, S. J., ft., C, July 14,

1st Michigan Cavalry.
|

16, '63.

Augustine, A., Pt., B,
|
Sept. 17,

50th Pennsylvania.
I 17, '62.

Auman, P., Pt., II, 211th April 2,

Pennsylvania. 2, '65.

At/res, II., Pt., B, 27th ! Aug. 25,

j
North Carolina. ' 26, '64.

Babb, J. A., Corp'l. K, ! Aug. 3,

10th Indiana, age 24.
\

3, 64.

Baboock, E. A., Pt., G,
j

Juno 18,

146th N. Y.. age 18.
! 18, '64.

Babe, R.. Pt., D, 97th
,
May 20,

Pennsylvania, age 22. 20, '64.

Badger. S.. Pt., F. 26th July 1,

North Carolina, age 17. 1, '63.

Baker, L, A.. Capt., A, Aug. 16,

39th Illinois, age 29. 16, '64.

Baldwin, R. F.. Lieut., Nov. 80,

F, 1st Arkansas, age 25. Dec. 1, '64

Bales, A.. Pt„ A, 4th June 1,

Indiana Cav., age 19. 1, '64.

Bavton, S. A., Pt., K, July 2,

26th N. C, age 19. . 2,
r
63.

Barber, C, Pt., F, Oth May 13,

Iowa, age 28. I 13, '64.

OrKRATiox6, Operators,
Result.

Barfield, 7'., Serg't, L,
8th South Carolina.

Barge, A. X., Corp'l, B,
28th Georgia.

Barnes. I. M., Pt., F,
83d Illinois.

Barnes. M. J., Pt., E,
65th Illinois.

Sept. 20,

21, '63.

Au#.24,
24,
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Name, Military
|

description, and age. 1

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Black, G., Serg't, C, 4th May 8,
Maryland, age 23. 8, '04.

Blair. J. £., Pt., A, 10th Sept. 1 7,

Alabama. , 18, 'Gil.

Blauchard, C„ Pt., II. Sept. 29,
96th N. Y.. age 29. 29, '64.

Bloom, 0., Pt., D, 2d
N. H., age 22.

Boshme, C. 1'., Pt., A,
52d New York age 25.

Bonhomme, E., Pt., E,
73d C. Troops, age 27.

Bonner, R., Pt., D, lBt
Mississippi, age 21.

Boyle, P., Pt., G, 24th
Mississippi, age 48.

Brackett, E. J., Pt., D,
3Sth Mass.. age 22.

Brady, F., Pt., K, 40th
Pennsylvania, age 22.

BrazeU," M.. Pt., F, Cist
Illinois, age 38.

Biokford, U., Corp'l, G,
14th Maine, age 21.

Brian, W., Capt., K, 3d
Pennsylvania Res.

lirockway, J. W., Capt.,
C, 29th C. T., age 29.

Brooks, P.C., Pt.,D, 3d
East Teun., age 20.

Brothers, C. P., Serg't,

II, 11th South Carolina.
Brown, T., Pt., K, 1,1th

Massachusetts, age 21.

Brown, W. P., Serg't, G,
24th New Jersey.

Brubaker, D., Pt., C,
127th Pennsylvania.

Bryan, W. A., Pt., C,
lith Penn. Reserves.

Burditt, I. J., Pt., Hamp-
ton Legion.

Burk, C. J-, Serg't, A,
140th Penn., age 44.

Burke, M., Pt., D, 20lh
Mass, age 22.

Burkett, J., Pt., M, 5th
Cavalry.

Burr, C. M., Pt., E. 2d
Conn. II. A., age 21.

Burt, A. W., Lieut., A,
7th S. C. age 22.

Burtner, J., Corp'l, E,
103d Penn., age 19.

Bushey, P. P., Pt., C,
56th Mass., age 22.

Butler, J. II., Lieut., G,
2d Artillery.

Byington, A., Corp'l, I,

Cth N. Y. Cav., age 23.

June 3,

4, '04.

April 2,

4, '05.

April 10,

10, 'G5.

Nov. 30.

Deo.1,'64.

Oct. 8,

8, '02.

Sept. 30,

30, '04.

July 20,
21, '04.

July 20,
21,"'04.

Oct. 19,

20, '04.

Dec. 13,

13, '02.

July 3(1.

Au.1,'64.
July 1,

1, '04.

Aug. 21,
21, '04.

Julv 3,

4, '03.

Deo. 13,

13, '02.

Dec. 13,

15, '02.

Dec. 13,

1 5, '02.

May 31,
J'e 1,'G2.

Nov. 27,

28, '03.

May 10,

10, '04.

April 9,

9, '05.

Oct. 19,

20, '04.

Julv 2,

3, '03.

April 19,

20, '04.

May 18,

18, '04.

Nov. 8,

8, '03.

June 2,

2, '04.

Caldwell, J. P., Pt., A, July 30,

115th N. Y., ago 39. 30, '64.

Call, C. K., Pt., K, 35th Dec. 13,

Massachusetts, age 24.
j

14, '02.

Cann, C., Pt., D, 30th
!
July 30,

New York. |Au.l,'o4.

Carey. J. H., Pt., D, 27th Juno 3,

Michigan, age 20.
j

3, '04.

Carney, P., Pt., A, 2d I Dec. 13,

Maine.
|

13, '02.

Carpenter, S. B., Pt., F, June 10,

11th Vermont, age 20.
j

10, "64.

Carr. H. C, Pt., B, 22d Oct. 8,

Indiana. 9, '62.

Left ; circ. Surg.— Mitchell, C.
S. A. Disch'd Nov. 11, 1804.

Left; Surg. R.Y.Royston,C.S.A.
Recovered.

Right ; flap. A. Surg. M. Bines,
90th N.Y. Disch'd Apr. 17, '65.

Re-amp. at mid.th'd June 15/05.
Lett; circular. Discharged Jan.
8. 1805.

Left ; circ. April 10, ha?m. from
ant. and post. tib. arteries; necro.
bone removed. Disch'd Nov. 14,

1805. Died Aug. 18, 1874.
Left; ant. post, flap; slough. Apr.
24, '05, re-amp. low. third thigh.
Discharged J uue 17, '05. Died
June 3, 1807; marasmus.

Right ; circular. Provost Mar-
shal March 2, 1805.

Left. Feb. 9, 1863, re-amp. mid.
third, circ. lat. flaps. Trans*
ferred Oct. 8, 1803.

Left; flap. Surg. S. Cooper, Cth
N. II. Discharged Jan. 18, '05.

Right; circ. Discharged Aug.
25, 1865.

Right; flap. Disch'd Apr. 20, '05.

Re-amp. mid. third July 17, '05.

Left ; circ. 1 lisch'd Mar. 30, '05.

Died Jan. 27, '09 ; consumption.
Left. Confed. Surg. Discharged
Sept. 15, 1803.

Left : circ. Surg. J. P. Prince,
30th Mass. Disch'd Mar. 9. '05.

Left; circ. Surg. C. W. McMil-
lan, 1st F.ast Tenn. Gangrene.
Discharged Feb. 20, 1865.

. Surg. — Lobeu, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Discharged
Jan. 29, 1804.

Lett ; circular. Discharged June
29, 1863.

Left; flap. Mustered out May
29, 1803.

Right. DiscbargedFeb.il, 1803.

. Surg. — Darby, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Right; circ. Surg. J. W. Wis-
hart, 140th Penu. Discharged
March 10, 1805.

Right. Surg. N. Hayward. 20th
Mass. Discharged Oct. 12, 1804.
Spec. 517.

Right : flap. Surg. A. K. St.Clair,

1st Michigan Cavalry. Dis-
charged August 10. 1805.

Right ; circ. Surg. II. Plumb, 2d
Conn. II. A. Disch'd June 9,65.

Left. Paruled Nov. 14, 1803.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. —
Gott, 2lstGa. Discharged Apr.
19, 1805.

Left ; flap. Surg. \V. V. White,
57th Mass. Necrosis. Dec. 25,

!
lateral flap amp., middle third.
Disch'd Apr. 3, '05. Spec. 4330.

Left. Surg. E. W. II. Beck, 3d
!

Ind. Cav. Aug. 5. 1804. rem. 6
i ins. tibia from stump. Retired

Feb. 7. 1805.
Right ; circ. Surg. A. P. Clark,
Gth N. Y. Cav. Discharged Sept.

I 20, 1804.

Left : flap. Discharged May 23,
i 1805.

Left ; flap ; bone removed. Dis-
charged Mar. 5, 1803.

Left ; circ. Surg. D. MacKav,
27th C. T. Disch'd Dec. 20, '64.

Right; circ. Surg. A. F. Wholan,
1st Michigan S. S. Discharged
October 28. 1804.

Right. Discharged April 7, 1803.

Left; flap. Surg. C. B. Park, 11th
Vt. Discharged Dec. 24, 1804.

Left ; flap. Discharged Feb. 10,
1863.

. I Name, Military
Description, and Age. "-w1-b-

91 Carshaw. W. E., Pt.. E, I July 1,

14th N.Y. State Militia. 1, '03.

92 Carter. C. A., Pt., B, June 17,

11th Maine, age 21. 17, '64.

93 Carter, W. A., Pt.. D, May 12,

148th Penn., age 20. 13, '04

94 I

Carter, W. F., Pt., G, Sept. 22.

45th N. C, age 21. 22, '04.

95
j
Case, C. P., Pt., D, 8th May 2,

Penn. Cavalry, age 18. 3, '63,

90 Case, S., Pt., C, 11th May 22,

Wisconsin. 23.''03.

D7 Caslello, P., Pt., F, 3d Sept. 17,

Alabama. 18, '62.

98 Castn,A.H.,Setg\,G, June 10,

17th Virginia. 10, '63.

99 'Catlin, It., Lieut., D, Aug. 21
5th U. S. Artillery. 21, '04

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Cavanaugh, J., Pt., C,
7th Wisconsin, ago 21.

101 Cuvender, L., Pt , II, 3d
Michigan, age 22.

102 Chalfant, G. W., Pt, E,
52d Ohio, age 21.

13 Chartier. N. A., Pt., A,
37th Wisconsin, age 20.

10-1 Chase, G. W., Corp'l,

G. 50th Mass., age 25.

15 Christ, W., Pt., 1, 57th
Pennsylvania, age 23.

106 Christian, Q. /-., Serg't,

2d Ricbm'd Howitzers.
107 Church, J. /'., Capt., K,

48th Tennessee, age 33.

18 Clark, A., Lieut., F, Uth
Maine, age 25.

109 2 Clark, II. W., Pt., II,

100th N. York, age 30.

110 Clark, J., Pt., E, 89th
Illinois, age 29.

.1 Clark, P., Pt., D. 140th
New Yolk, age 28.

112 Clay, W. C, Pt., D, 2d
U. S. S. 8., age 35.

113 Clayton. (.!., Pt., I, 4th
N. Hampshire, age 37.

.4 Clayton, IL, Pt., A, 74th
Indiana, age 44.

115 Clearwater, R., Pt., G,
125th Illinois, age 33.

6 Clemens, II., Pt., H, 12th
New York.

117 Cochran, S. B., Pt., A,
2d S. C. Rifles, age 20.

118 Colburn, A. T., Pt., A,
34th Mass., age 23.

9 Colbv, A. T. G., Pt., B,
28th New Y'ork.

Collins, A., Pt., D, 2d
Pennsylvania, age 19.

121 Collins, J., Pt., C, 82d
New York, age 20.

12 Colomy, M. G., Pt., K,
31st Maine, age 42.

123 Comerford, J., Pt., B,
10th Now York, age 21.

Compton,T.,Pt.,D,29th
New Jersey.

125 Conaway, J., Pt., H,
13th Penn. Cav., age 37.

126 Condon, E., Pt., F, 1st

Maine.
127 Connelly, J. F., Pt., G,

7th Maine, age 30.

June 18,

19, '64.

Mnv 5,

5, '64.

July 19,
19,''04.

June 18,

18, '04.

May 12,

18, '64.

June 10,

17, '04.

Mnv 12,
12" '04.

Dec. 10,

17, '64.

Muv 18,

19,''G4.

May 13,
13.' '04.

Julv 27,

28, '04.

Julv 2,

3, '63.

May 31,

31, '64.

Mnv 16,
16,''64.

June 15,

15, '64.

Sept. 20,

21, '63.

July 18,

18, '61.

Oct. 28,

29, '63.

Oct. 13,

14, '64.

Dec. 13,
14, '02.

Aug. 16,

17, '04.

June 3,

3, '64.

Sept. 30,

Oct. 1, '64.

Feb. 6,

6, '64.

May 2,

2, '63.

Aug. 14,

14, '64.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

Left: circ. A. Bnrg. P. S. Amdt,
2d Wis. Disch'd Nov. 20. 1863.

Left ; circ. Disch'd June 28, '65.

Re-amp. below kuee. Died Oct.

31, 1809, from chronic dinrrluea.
Riglit: flap. Discharged July 28,
1865.

Lett. Transferred to Provost
Marshal June 1, 1805.

Left. Discharged May 24, 1804.
I

Left: flap. Discharged Aug. 20,

1803.

Left. Surg. — Mitchell. C. S. A.
Recovered.

. Surg.— Bee, C.S. A. Re-
covered.

Left ; circ. Surg. W. B. Fox, 8th
Mich. Retired Dec. 15. '70. Ex-
section of 1J in. peroneal nerve
by Dr. J. 11. Brinton, 1875.

Left; circ. Surg. D, C. Ayres,
7th Wis. Disch'd Oct. 5, '64.

Spec. 1520. Feb. 25, '05, re amp.
1 inch below tubercle of tibia.

Left : Hap. Discharged I'eb. 10,

1805.

Left. Surg. II. M. Duff, 52d t )hio,

Two subsequent amputations.
Discharged Oct. 17, 1805.

Right. Surg. W. C. Sburlock,
51st Penn. Disch'd .lime 20, '65.

Right ; circ. Surg. T. F. Oakes,
50th Mass. Disch'd Dec. 15, "64.

Left : flap. Surg. J. W. Lyman,
57th Penn. Disch'd Sept. 5, '05.

. Surg. — Roscoe, C. S. A.
Retired Oct. 12, 1804.

Right: nnt. post. flap. Surg.W.F.
Westmoreland, 53d Tennessee.
Trans, to Pro. Mar. March 7, '05.

Left; flap. Surg. N. F. Blunt,
llth Me. Disch'd Julv 10, '05.

Left ; lat. flap. ; and right toot,

Chopart's op. Surg. M.S.Kit-
tinger, 100th N\ Y. Discharged
Dec. 13, 1804. Spec. 2857.

Left
; ant. post. flap. Discharged

Dec. 1, 1804.

Right; hsem.; lig. of post, tibial

artery. Recovered.
Left: circ. Surg.W. P.. Reynolds,
2dU.S.S.S. Disch'd Mnr.22,'05.

Right : flap. Discharged Sept.
27, 1864.

Right ; circ. Discharged March
17, 1865.

Riglit; flap. Surg. J. Y. Finley,
2d Kentucky Cav. Discharged
Feb. 18, 1804.

Right; (lap. Surg. R.W. Pease,
12th N. Y. Duty Sept. 9, 1801.

Left; circ. Surg. — skinner, 44th
Ala. Furloughcd Mar. 14, '05.

Left; circ. Nov. 23, removal of
two inches fibula and fibula.

Disch'd May 11, 1805.
Right. Re-amp. o inches below
knee. Disch'd Jan. 21, 1803.

Left. Discharged May 15, 1805.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg. S.

II. Plumb, 82d N. V. Disch'd
June 30, 1805. Spec. 1524.

Right : circ. Discharged Aug.
24. 1865.

Left; flap. Surg. B. Oesner. 10th
N. Y. Disch'd July 10, 1804.

Spec. 4302.
Left. A. Surg. J. T. Brown. 94th

N. Y. May 20, re-amp. at mid-
dle third. Disch'd June30, '03.

Right. Surg. G. T. Stevens. 77th
N.Y. Discharged June 21, '05.

Right : flap. Discharged Julv
20, 1865.

Right; ant. post. flap. A. Surg.
D. II. Armstrong. 100th N. Y.
Disch'd Mar. 8, 1865. June 3.

1809, re-amp. at June, mid. and
lower thirds. Spec. 524.

1 Mitchell (S. W.), The Relations of Pain to Weather, being a study of the natural history of a case of Traumatic Xeurulgia, in American

Journal of Medical Sciences, 1677, Vol. LXX1II, page 306.

-SMITH (Stephen), Analysis of 439 recorded amputations in the Continuity of the Lower Extremity, in United States Sanitary Commission

Memoirs, Surgical Volume II, New Y'ork, 1871, pages 110, 140.
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128

130

131

133

134

namb. Military
DESCKll'TIOX, AND AfiK

m:>

i:.i

156

Connor. H., PL, D, 20th
Massachusetts, age 35.

Connver, J., Pt., c, 33d
New Jersey, age 45.

Cnoloy. S.I.,Pt.,K,97th
New York, age 33.

Cook, S. A., Pt., A, Sd
Wisconsin.

Cornell, M. E., Pt.. K,
With Illinois, age SI.

Cornish, ,7., Serg't, B,
39th Colored Troops.

Cornish, J., Pt., P, 8th
Colored Troops, ago 35.

Corson, G. F., Serg't, B.
7th N. H., age 27.

Cotton, G. K., Pt,, M,
4th N.Y. II. A., age 25.

Couso, F. H., Pt., I!,

83d I'ennsvivnnia.
Cor, /:., l't., I, 13th
Louisiana.

Cox, L. C, Corp'l, D,
(1th Tenn., age 29.

Coy, S., Pt., K,ai Mich-
igan, age 33.

('rain. L. G., Serg't, C,
33th Ohio, age 23.

'Crawford, R. !>., pt.,
Gth S. Carolina, age 27.

Cregar. H., l't., P, 35th
Ohio, age 21).

Crew, .1., Pt., K, :ilst

Illinois, age 30.

Crilley, O., Serg't, E,
81st Pennsylvania, age
21.

Croft, A. C, l't., I), 7th
Wisconsin.

Cross, II.. Pt., A, ICth
Infantry, age 19.

Cunningham, R., Pt., E,
8th Iowa Cav., ago 18.

Cunningham, W., Pt., H,
1st W. Virginia, age 23.

Daniels. I>. 1!.. l't., K,
7th Illinois.

Daniels. V., Pt., E, 70th
New York, age 30.

Daniels, W. 11., l't.. B,
1st Mass. Il'vy Art'y.

Daniey, S. B., Serg't,' I!,

15th 'N. .1., age 27.

DATES.
Operations, Operators,

Result.

May 24,

24, '04.

May 25,

164

166

Danrer, J. II, Pt., H, 1st

Virginia.
Davidson, A. J., l't., B,
17th Virginia.

Davis. E., Pt., D, 76th
Col'd Troops, age 37.

Davis, G.,Pt.,F,2d Mich-
igan, aged 23.

Davis, J., Pt., A, 28th
Pennsylvania.

Davis, j. A., Pt., F, 5th
Iowa Cavalry, age 23.

Davis, R. I., l't., 1!, Pur-
eel] Battery.

Dean, S. II, Pt., F, Gth
Georgia Cavalry.

Denrulf. E., l't., 11,127th
Illinois, age 31.

Deforest, M. J., Capt., B,
81st X. V., ago 25.

Dcighton. .!., l't., I, 6th
Colored Troops.

Dr. Laughter, A., Lieut.,

D. 5th Florida.
Dennis. A. \V., Pt., D, 1st

X. Y. Artillery, age 18.

Derr, J., Pt., 'lC, 148th
Pennsylvania, age 26.

De Tar, T., (apt., D,
32d Iowa, age 37.

Dewey, D. A., Serg't, P..

121st K. Y., oge 23.

18, '64.

1

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

May 14,

15. '04.

July 30,

Au.1,'64.

Aug. 15,

16, '04.

Oct. 1,

1, '64.

Aug. 25,

20, '64.

Dec. 13,

14, '(!2.

Sept. 20,

22, '03.

Dec. 15,

10, '64.

Juno 17,

18, '64.

July 22,

24, '04.

Sept. 17,

18, '02.

July 21,
21,' '64.

May 27,

27, '63.

June 21,

21, '64.

Sept. 14,

10, '62.

Sept. 1,

1, '04.

May 7,

7, '04.

Aug. 29,

20. '02.

Feb. 15,

17, '02.

April 1,

1, '04.

May 20,

20, '64.

May 12.

12,''C4.

July 3,

3, '63.

Aug. 7,

7, '04.

April 12,

12, o.;.

Nov. 16,

10, '63.

Sept. 17,

17, '02.

Dec. 15,

17, '64.

June 26,
20, '02.

Feb. 12,

12, '02.

May 19.

i9, '6a
June 3,

3. '64.

Sept. 29,

20, '04.

Aug. 21,

21, '64.

May 5,

6.
''02.

May 10,

10, '64.

Dec. 10,

17, '64.

May 0,

7, '64.

Left ; ant. pout. Hap. Discharged
April 17, 1805.

Left : nut. post. flap. Surg. J.
Roily, 33d N. J. Discharged
March 10, 1865.

Bight ; eirc. Surg. W. B. Cham-
bers, 97th X. Y. Discharged
Oct. 27, 1804.

Left; flap. Surg. A. J. Ward, 2d
Wis. Discharged Dec. 6, 1802.

Bight : flap. Surg. W. P. Pierce,

88th 111. Disch d Oct. 20, 1864.
Eight; eirc. Surg. F. M. Weld.
27th Colored Troops. Disch'd
Dec. 21, 1864.

Right ; eirc. Discharged Feb.
II. 1865.

Left; eirc. Surg. C. M. Clark,
39th 111. Re-amp. mid. third.

Discharged May 7, 1805.

Right; eirc. Surg. J W.Wishart,
140lh Penn. Disch'd July 6, '65.

Left ; eirc. Discharged August
27. 1803.

Right. Surg. L. Holt, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Right ; ant. post. flap. A. Asst.

Surg. J. K. Simmons. Disch'd.
Left ; flap. Disch'd Apr. 15, '65.

Died Nov. 20, 1808, of phthisis
pulmonalis.

Right ; flap. Surg. A. 11. Mona-
han, Gild Ohio. Discharged
August 11, 1865.

Right; circular. Recovered.

Left ; eirc. Surg. C. N. Fowler,
105th Ohio. Disch'd June20,'65.
Died November 29, 1866.

Left ; eirc. Disch'd Dec. 3, 1803.

Died Dec. 23, 1809.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. J.

W. Wishart, 140th Penn. Dis-
charged January 0, 1805.

Left ; circular. Discharged July
23, 1803.

Left; circular: gangrene. Dis-
charged May 20, 1805.

Right ; flap ; erysipelas. Dis-
charged.

Left; eirc. Surg. D. Baguly, 1st

W.Va. Disch'd Mar. 10, 1803.

Right; eirc. Discharged May
I. 1862.

Right. Discharged July 7, 1804.
Spec. 2211.

Left ; circular. Discharged Mar.
II, 1865.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. R.
Sharpe, 15th N. J. Discharged
May 2:1. 1805.

Right. Paroled Sept. 25, 1863.

. Surg.— Fleming, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Left ; ant. ]K>st. skin flapand eirc.

section of muscles. Discharged
June 17, 1S65.

Left ; flap. Discharged May 31

,

1804.

Right ; flap. Discharged Sept.

25. 1863.
Right ; eirc. A. A. Surg. J. H.
Mclntyre. Disch'd June 29, '65.

Right. Surg. — Capot, C. S. A.
Discharged Oct. 28. 1804.

Right. Surg. C. J. Towles, C.
S. A. Recovered.

Right ; flap. Surg. ,1. R. Gore,
127th III. Disch'd Aug. 27. '64.

Left : flap. Discharged October
27. 1804.

Right ; flap. Discharged April
ly, 1865.

. Surg. O. S. West, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Left: circular. Discharged Jan.
13. 1863.

Right : flap. Discharged Feb.
10. 1805.

Right: flap. Surg. V.R. Kennedy,
5th Minn. Disch'd May 15, '65.

Right ; flap. Surg.— MofTatt, C.
S. A. Disch'd June 20, 1805.

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

176

189

192

Diamond, It., Pt., K, 3d
Alabama, age 25.

Dietrich, C, Pt., E, 91st

New York.
Dillon, J., Pt,, K, 20th
Massachusetts.

Divers, P. D., Pt., K, 1st

Virginia.

Douglas, J. H., Pt., G,
91st Penn., age 33.

Dowd, J., Farrier, M,
10th Missouri Cavalry,
age 24.

Downing. H., Pt., C, 4th
Rhode Island Artil'ry.

Downs, S. N., Pt., H,
19th Maine, age 25.

Dreibilbis, A., Pt., G,
90th Penn., oge 21.

Drost, M., Pt., K, 1st

Maryland, age 29.

Drury. J. T., Lieut., I,

17th Indiana, age 25.

Dunkin, J. II., Pt., E, 0th
Virginia.

Dunn, J. R., Pt., H, 96th
New York, age 35.

Durall, A., Pt., A, 1st

Virginia Art'y, age 18.

Dyer, C. F., Pt., A, 12th
Mass., age 24.

Dates.

198

•00

202

205

208

Jll'.l

Eaton, G.W., Pt., A, Gth
Maine, age 21.

Edmunds, J., l't., I, 32d
Col'd Troops, age 27.

Edwards, J. A., Pt., G,
10th Mich., age 24.

Eisenhart,S.A.,Corp-,M,
8th Penn. Cav., age 26.

Eldridge, N., Pt., D. 77th
New York, ago 27.

Elligott, T., Pt., I, 105th
New Y'ork.

Elliott, J., Lieut., 2d
Artillery.

Elliott, W., Pt., A, 7th
New Hamp., age 22.

Ellis, L., Pt., 6th Maine
Battery, age 23.

Engle, G. \\\, l't., E.
1 1 th Ohio Cav., age 1 9.

Erskine, W. M., l't., B,
1st Maine Heavy Artil-

lery, age 20.

Evcrtson, J., Lieut., G,
82d New York, ago 27.

Fairy, P. W., Serg't, G,
4th S. C. Cav., age 20.

Farrell, T., Pt, E, 111th
New York.

Favour, C. L., Corp'l, II,

16th Maine, age 21.

Parent, P., Pt., I), 7th
Wisconsin, age 23,

Fennee, J., Pt., E, 6th
Missouri.

Ferguson, A.,Pt.,G,8Sfh
Pennsvlvania, age 21.

Ferris, j. A., Pt., A, 2d
Conn. H. Art.,nge29.

Fezer, H., Pt., K, 7th
Ohio, ago 21.

Fink, R. P., l't., F, 10th

Penn. Cavalry, age 21.

Finkbciner, O, Pt, L, 3d
Ohio Cavalry, ago 18.

Fisher, J., Pt., E, 8th
Indiana Cav., oge 18.

Fisher, J., Pt., D, 70th
Pennsylvania, oge 21.

Fisk, J., Corp'l, D, 19th
Iowa, age 24.

Filch, E., Corp'l, D. 23d
Virginia.

Flemmer, C, Pt., H, 4th
Col'd Troops, age 20.

Sept. 19,

10, '64.

April 13,

13, '03.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

May 5,

5,
r
64.

July 3,

3, '63. '

April 18,

10. '03.

July I,

1, '(S.

June 18,

18, '64.

Juno I,

3, '04.

June 3,

4, '04.

Sept. Ill,

111, '63.

May 12,

13, '64.

Mav 15,
15,' '04.

July 14,

14, '64.

Dec. 13,

14, '62.

June 3,

3, '64.

Feb. 11,

11, '65.

Sept. 1,

2, '64.

June 24,

25, '04.

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

Dec. 13,

14, '02.

Aug. 21,

21, '04.

Oct. 23,

23, '64.

J une 3,

3, '64.

Aug. 28.

29, '02.

May 31,
31,' '64.

July 3,

4, '63.

May 28,

29, '64.

Mar. 31,

31, '65.

July],
2, '63.

Mav 5,

7,
r
H4.

May 22,

22, '63.

May 8,

9,
r
64.

June 1,

1, '64.

Nov. 27,

27, '63.

April 21,

22, '64.

Oct. 25,

25, '64.

Mar. 9,

9, '64.

July 30,

31, '64.

Mar. 27,

27, '65.

Sept. 19,

20, '64.

June 15,

15, '64.

Operations, Oierators,
Result.

Left ; eirc. Surg. A. Bowie. 3d
Ala. To prison Jan. 5, 1805.

Left. Discharged April 10, 1804.
J

Left. Surg. X. Hayward, 20th
Mass. Disch'd Aug. 12, 1803.

Left. Surg.— Graham, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Right; eirc. Asst. Surg. E. T.
Whittingham, U.S. A. Disch'd
Feb. 8, '05. Died June 30. '77.

Right. Surg. P. X. Woods. 30th
Iowa. Disch'd. Jan. 25, 1804,
arap. thigh ; necro. Nov., '07,

re-amp. 'Died Nov. 15, 1807.
Loft. Discharged Aug. 30, 1802.

Right ; flap. Surg. S. H. Plumb,
83d X. Y. Disch'd .Mar. 10, '05.

Right ; eirc. Surg. D.W. Bland,
90th Penn. Disch'd Apr. 6, '65.

Right; flap. Discharged June 3,

1865.

Left ; eirc. Surg. A. Swing, 13th
Mich. Disch'd June 1, 1864.

Left ; ciro. Surg. T. B. Ward,
0th Virginia. Recovered.

Left; flap. Discharged January
25, 1865.

Right. To prison March 22, '65.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Oct. 8, '63,

re-amp. middle third. Disch'd
March 17, 1804.

Left; flap. Discharged Decem-
bers, 1864.

Right; eirc. Discharged Octo-
ber 28, 1805.

Right; flap. Surg. C. II. Mills,

125th III. Disch'd July 1, '65.

Right ; circular. Discharged Oc-
tober 10, 1804.

Left ; eirc. Surg. E. Phillips, 0th
Vermont. Disch'd Aug. 12, '05.

Left ;
long post. flap. Discharged

Nov. 0, 1803. Spec. 2714.
Left: eirc. Surg. A. F. Whelan.
1st Mich. S. S. Retired Feb. 1,

1805. Died April 18, 1871.

Right ; flap. Surg. G. C. Jnrvis,

7th Conn. Disch'd June 13, '65.

Left ; flap. Disch'd December
20, 1864.

R't ; don. flap. Surg. J. E. Sum-
mers, U.S. A . Disc (1 Mar. 14, '03.

Died Jan. 1 8. 1 87 1 . Spec. 314.

Left. Surg. C. II. Pegg,8thN.Y.
Art. July 0, re-amp. at up. th'd.

Disch'd (iet. 28, '64. Spec. 31 73.

Left. Surg. (1. Chaddock, 7th
Mich. Disch'd June 12, 1864.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Recovered.

Right; flap.

lllthN.Y.
Left : flap. Discharged Xovem-
ber28, 1863.

Right ; eirc. Disch'd Oct. 3, '04.

Stump never healed permanent-
ly. Died Oct. 8, 1870.

Right: flop: gangrene. Disch'd
October 18, 1803.

Right: eirc. Surg. J.W. Rawlins,
88th Penn. Disch'd July 4, '05.

Right : eirc. Surg. II. Plumb, 2d
Conn. Art. Gangrene. Disch'd
August 4, 1805.

Left ; eirc. Surg. C. J. Bellows,
7th Ohio. Disch'd June 24, '64.

Right; eirc. Disch'd September
28, 1864.

Right; flap. Disch'd March 17,

1865.

Left. Discharged June 25, 1864.

Left ; eirc. Surg. D. Merritt, 55th
Penn. Re-amputation. Disch'd
January 27, 1865.

Left. Surg. L.M.Sloanaker, 10th
Iowa. Disch'd June 5, 1865.

Left ; eirc. Surg. J. M. McGuire,
C. S. A. Toprison Jan. 5. 1865.

Left ; circular. Discharged Felt

10, 1865.

Surg. W. Vosburg,
Dlsch'dJuly25,'65.

'Fisher (O. J.), Report of Fifty-seven Cases of Amputations, in the. Hospitals near Sharpsburg, Md., after the Battle of Antietam September 17,

1862, in American Journal Medical Sciences, 1808, Vol. .\LV, p. 48.
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\.r NAME, MILITARY
DESCRIPTION, AND ACJE.

212 Flesh, J., It., 11, 73<l

Ohio, age 23.

i2!3 Flower, E. W., It., E,
8th Michigan, age 22.

4 Fluetsoh, .1. L., Pt.. K,
L5th Missouri, age 30.

215 Flynn, Patrick, Pt., C,
12th Infantry, age 31.

(i Foley, J., Serg't, E, 35th
Iowa, age 25.

217 Folk, N., Pt., K, 93d
Pennsylvania, age 31.

218 Folsom, II. \V., Pt., E.
31st Maine, age 26.

219 Ford. T., Pt., 0, 69th In-
diana.

22(1 Foster, T. F., Lieut., II,

S5th Alabama, age 24.

221 Foy, 1'., Pt., H, 8th
Pennsylvania.

222 Friel. 1., Pt., II, Mil
Pennsylvania.

3 Fry, J. J., Pt., D, 78th
Illinois, age 20.

Fulkineer, J. M.. I't., E,
3dW. Va. Car., age 19.

!5 Gallup, S. H., Corp'l, S,
18th Conn., ago 43.

22C Ganthrop, II., Lieut., F,
4th Delaware, age 24.

17 Garrity, T.. Pt,, 6, 21th
Massachusetts.

!8 Gatohell, C. II., Serg't,

E, 1st Maine Ileary
Artillery, age 24.

229 Gaitlt, T. J., Pt., F, 3d
Tennessee, age 22.

230 Gavin, S., Pt., L, loth
Connecticut.

231 Geiger, J., Pt., D, 40th
Pennsylvania, age 27.

232 Geissler. E., Corp'l, K,
3d N. J. Car., age 36.

233 Gibson, II., Corp'l. F,
21st Michigan, age 30.

234 Gilmore, ('.., Pt.. G, 33d
Illinois, age 19.

235 Gladsrm, W. I)., Serg't,

D, 44th N.Carolina.
236 Glasooe, W., Pt., ( 1, 29th

Connecticut.
237 Glaser. J., Serg't, C. 15th

N.Y. IT'vyArt., ago 37.

238 Glassie. .1., Pt, 11, 63d
New York, age 22.

239 Gomlerniun, C. Pt., C,
98th Perm., age 19.

240 Goodwin. A., Corp'l, B,
:',0th Ohio, age 20.

241 Goodspeed, 11. M., S'g't,

C, 30th Indiana, age 25.

242 Gordon, C. II.. Pt.. B,
33d Miss., ago 24.

243) Gordon. J., Teamster U.
244J S. service, age 38.

245 Gordon, \V.. Pt., 0, 2d
Iowa Cavalry.

Grahame, p., Corp'l, A,
6th Wis., ago 26.

:7 Grant. A. A., Pt„ A, 2d
Vermont, age 27.

8 Grant, A. D., Pt.. C, 8th

|
South Carolina, ago 19.

219 . Grant. E. L..Pt., F,145th
i Pennsylvania, age 20.

250 Grant. 'T., Pt., D, 21st
South Carolina, age 19.

251 Green, P., Pt.. A, 66th
Illinois, age 23.

252 Green, W. J., Pt., F, 42d
Georgia, age 20.

253 Greene, .!.«., Pt., A, 7th
Rhode Island.

May 14,

14, '64.

May 24,
24," '64.

May 14.
14." '64.

May 5,

5, '64.

July 1 4.

14, '64.

Sept. 22,

22, '64.

April 6,

II, '65.

April 9.

'.), '65.

July 20.
21,"'64.

May 1,

1, '63.

Aug. 29,

29, '62.

Sept. 1

,

1, "64.

July 24,

24, '64.

Juno 5,

5, '64.

April 1,

I, '65.

June I,

1, '63.

Mav 18,
19," '64.

Mav 14.
14."'64.

Mar. 8,

10, '65.

June 20,

20, '64.

Aug. 17,

19, '64.

Mar. 19.

20, '65.

Mar. 31.

31, '65.

Aug. 21.

21, 114.

Oct. 27,

27, '64.

July 8.

9, '64.

June 3.

3, '64.

J line 8,

8, '64.

June 27,

27, '64.

July 4,

4, '64.

Xov. 30,

30, '64.

Aug. 30,

Sep.1,'62
Mav 9,

9,
f
62.

May 10,
10,"'64.

Mav 5,

6, '64.

Julv 2.

2, '"63.

June 8,

8, '64.

June 18.

19, '64.

Mar. 21,

22, '65.

May 15,
16." '64.

Dec. 13.

1 3. '62.

iatioks, Operators,
Result.

Right; flap. Surg. I. X. Hines.
73d Ohio. Disch'dSept. 24,'64.

jDied Dec. 3, 1808; consumption.
Right; eirc. Surg. YV. C. Shur-
lock, 51st Petin. Discharged
February 1. 1865.

Lett: fire, Surg. YV. P. Pierce,
SStli 111. Disch'd Mar. 20. '65.

Lett: flap. Surg. G. T. Stevens,
77th X. V. Disch'd Feb. 28,'65.

j

Died April 13. 1872.

Left: eirc. Surg. G. L. Lucas,
47th 111. Disch'd Oct. 17, 1865.

Left: flap. Surg. E. It. Cmberger,
93d Penn. Re-amp. at June. mid.
and lower thirds. Discharged
October 2. 1865.

Left : flap. Discharged July 7,

1865.

Left: flap. Surg.YV. A. Babcock, !

76th 111. Mastered out, 1865.
Right: ant. post. flap. Provost
Marshal Dec. 8, 1864.

Right; eirc. Discharged Feb-'
ruary Hi. 1864.

Right. Discharged January 5,

1863.

Left; double flap. Surg. S. C.
Moss, 78th 111. Gangrene. Dis-
charged July 6. 1865.

Left : flap. A. Surg. T. Morton,
3dWest Virginia Cavalry. Dis-
charged July 18. 1865.

L't : post. flap. Surg. L.llolbrook,
18th Conn. Disch'd Mav 4. 1865.

Right. Surg. D. E. Wolfe. 3d
Delaware. Recovered.

Right; eirc, Surg. S.A.Green.
24th Mass. Disch'd Sept. 21, '63.

Nov. 30, '67. re-amp. mid. third.

Left; double flap. Surg. II. F.
Lyster, 5th Mich. Disch'd June
24. 1865.

Right: flap. Discharged.

Left; flap. Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd Juno 29, 1865.

Right ; circular. Disch'd May 29,

1865.

Left : dou. flap. Surg. H. Fenm,
175th N. Y. Disch'dSept. 23, '65.

Left; flap. Confederate surgeon.
Discharged.

Right : eirc. Surg- A. T. Bnrtlett.

33d Mo. April 22. rem. of half
inohofbone. Disc'd Oct. 1.V65.

. .Surg.YV. R. Wilson, ('. S. A.
Retired Feb. 17, 1865.

Left: eirc. Surg. G. C. Jarvis.
7th Conn. Disch'd Aug. 7. '65.

Right: circular. Disch'd April
13, 1865.

Left ; oval flap. Surg. P. E. Hu-
bon, 28th Mass. June 25. amp.
lower third thigh. Mar. 19, '65.

seq. rem. Disch'd Aug. 15. '65.

Died Xov. 12. '67. Spec. 3100.

Left; circular. Discharged May
30, 1865.

Left: eirc. A.Surg.t '.!',.! tiehards.

30th Ohio. Disch'd Feb. 17, '65.

Right : eirc. Surg. S. II. Kersey.
36th Ind. Duty Sept. 21, 1864.

Right : eirc. To Provost Marshal
March 7. 1865.

Both. A. A. Surg. M. J. Davis.
Recovered.

Right. A. Surg. G. II. Xoyes, 2d
IowaCav. Disch'dAug. 11,'C2.

Right. Sept. 7, re-amp. at tu-

bercle of tibia. Disch'd August
22. 1865. Spec. 3696.

Left: flap. December 2, bone!
removed. Disch'd May 29, '65.

Right. Exchanged Nov. 12. '63.

Right; eirc. Sarg. G. L. Potter,

145th Penn. Disch'd May 15, '65.

Right. Surg. G. T. Stevens. 77th

N. Y. To prison Sept. 23. 1864.

Right : flap. Surg. J. Pogue,66th
Illinois. Disch'd July 7. 1805.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Provosf
Marshal Dec. 1, 1864.

Right; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
February 6. 1863.

Xamk. Military
description, and age.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

254 Greenfield, C. S., Pt., B, Sept. 14,

19th Illinois. 14, '61.

Greer. D., Pt., F, 90th July 1.

Pennsylvania, age 45. 2, "63.

256 Gregory, A. B., Pt., K. Sept. 17,

13th Xorth Carolina. 17. '62.

257 Griffin. G. YV., Pt., (4,1st Oct. 27,

X. Y. Arty, age 23. 28. '64.

258 Griffin. T. B., Lieut., 0, July 2,

18th Miss., age 25. 3, '63.

259 Gullisath, B., Capt., F, Dec. 10.

5th Penn. Cav., age 27. 11, '64.

260 Gulmire, N., Serg't, II, Xov. 22,

8th Michigan, age 20. 23, '63.

il Gutmun. C., Pt.. B. 19th Oct. 27.

Wisconsin, age 27. 29, '64.

262 Height. L., Pt., F, 6th July 24,

Michigan, age 23.
j

24, '64.

63 Halford, J. U.. Pt., G, ' July 28,

12th Louisiana, age 26.
I 28, '64.

264 Halleivanger, J., Serg't, I Julv 3,

> H, 3d S. C, age 24. ' 4. '63.

(2651 Hammond, G.M.,Lieut., July 2,

A. 86th New York.
j 2, '63.

266 Hammond..!. A., Corp'l, 1 Aug. 14,

C, 11th Maine, age 22.
j 14, '64.

267 Hamrick; 3/.,Pt.,D,19th ! Oct. 13,

Virginia Cavalry. I 13, '63.

268 Handley, J. R., it., K. I June 18,

Uth Conn., age 23. ! 18, '64.

269 Hanlin, T., Pt., E, 10th I Sept. 19,

I
West Virginia.

j
20, '64.

271)
;
Hargrom. 11. F., Lieut, ! Nov. 30,

L, 12th La., ago 31.
| 30, '64.

271
]

Harmon, S„ Pt., 1, 105th ' April 9,

Pennsylvania, age 27. I 9, '65.

272 Barney, W. A., It., B, ' Mar 5,

27th Xorth Carolina. 5, '64.

273 : Harris. A., Pt., A, 57th ! April 6,

Ohio.
, 7, '62.

274 Harrison, J'. J., I't., B, Nor. 18,

15th Georgia. ! 18, '64.

275 Hart, C, Pt., 1), 148th May 3,

, Pennsylvania. 3, 63.

276 Hart. G. W., Pt., C, 30th Sept. 19.

Indiana. 21. '63.

277 I Hastings, J K.. Pt., H, Julv 2,

62d Penn.. age 24. 3, '63.

278 ' Havs.G., lt..C, 6th X.Y.
j

Oct. 19,

I
H'vr Art'v, age 34. | 20, '64.

279 Hazel'baker! A. J., Pt., ' Deo. 7,

. G, 181st Ohio, age 27. | 7, '64.

280 Hefner, J., Pt., K. 6th [July 23,
Maryland, age 37.

,

23," '63.

281 Hdsabeck. G. J.. Pt., C, Julv 28,

33d K. C., age SO. i

28."'64.

282 BenJon, J. I'.. Pt., M.7th Julv 1,

South Carolina, uge 19. ! 2, '63.

283 Herrick. M. S., Lieut, E,
j

April 26,

8th Massachusetts.
I

26, '61.

284
!
Hess. G., Pt., I, 28th June 24.

Penn., age 18. 4 ! 24, '64.

285 ! Bibbs, S.T.,Pt..H, 107th ' June I.

Illinois, age 19. 1, '64.

286 Hibner. C, Pt., K, 5th I Mav (i,

Michigan, age 30.
I 6, '64.

287 Hickie, J., Pt., A, 10th
I
June 3,

Vermout, uge 18.
i

3, '64.

288 Higgins, D., Pt., G, 11th ; June 2,

Vermont, age 30. 2, '64.

289
j

Hill, S., Pt., D, 198th
I Penn., age 36.

290 I Hinchey, F , It.. 1>, 8th
X. Y. Heavy Artillery,

1 age 21.
291

|
Hinson,J. £>..Pt.,A,57th

Xorth Carolina.
292 Hobos, J., Pt., II. 15th

Tennessee, age 25.

293 Holland, T. P., Pt., E,
2d Rhode Island.

294 Ilolman, J.G., Serg't, F,

52d Illinois, age 22.

295 Holmes, W. L.. It., 1,1st

Me. H'vv Art'v, nge33.
296 Helton, 0., Pt., G, 4th

Tenn. Cav.. age 21.

297
j

Hoon, S., Pt., D, 63d
Ohio, age 21.

Mar. 31,

31, '65.

"June 16,

16. '64.

Dec. 10.

12, '64.

Xov. 30,

30, '64.

May 6.

8. '64.

Mav 27.
27," '64.

Mav 19.
20." '64.

Sept. 27,

27. '64.

July 22,

22. '64.

298 I Hoover, J. W., Pt., K. I Mav 9,

I

20th Indiana, age 24. j 9. '64.

Left; flap. Discharged Xovem-
ber 19, 1861.

Left : eirc. Disch'd May 9, 1864.

Died March 1, 1865.
. Surg. J. II. McAden. 13th

N. C. Recovered.
Right; nap. Discharged August
2, 1865.

Right. Surg.J.T.Gilmore.C.S.A.
Exchanged Oct. 20, 1863.

Right. Discharged May 15. '65.

Left ; (lap. Surg. J. P. Prince,
36th Mass. Disch'd May 4, '64.

Right; eirc. Surg. J. Harrison.
V. S. A. Disch'd May 23, 1865.

Right. Surgeon E. Powell. 72d
III. Gang. Disch'd Jan. 3, '65.

Left ; flap ; gang. Recovered.

Left. Exchanged November 12,

1863.

Left : circular. Discharged Sep-
tember 22, 18(13.

Left; ciro. Discharged April

17, 1865.
. Surg. — Granunon,C.S.A.

Recovered.
Left ; eirc. Surg. O. T. Stevens,
77th X. V. Disch'd May 7, '65.

Right: flap. Discharged July
211. 1865.

Right : eirc. Provost Marshal
March 7, 1865.

Right : flap. Mustered out July
1, 1865.

Left. Surg. E. L. Howard, 27th
X. C. Furloughed Jaa. 23, '65.

Right. Discharged June 13, '62.

Left ; circular. Surgeon .

15th Georgia. Recovered.
Right. Surg. G. I,. Potter, 145th
Penn. Disch'd Sept. 19, 1863.

Left ; circular. Discharged May
12. 1864.

Right. Surg. J. Kerr. 62d Penn.
Julv 13, re-amp. middle third.

Disch'd Sept. 211, 1864.

Right; post. flap. Discharged
September 12, 1865.

Right: eirc. Surg. C. H. Hood,
If. S. \'. Discharged.

Right. Discharged June 15, 1864.

Right; flap. Surg. D.W. Maull,
\

1st Del. To prison Dec. 14, '64.

Left. Exchanged Sept. 25, 1863.

Right. Sin-g. N. Smith, 6th Mass.
Disch'd Mav 21. 1861.

Left : flap. Sing. H. E.Goodman,
11. S. V. Disch'd May 89, 1863.

!

Left : flap (also flesh wound right

leg). Disch'd May 27, 1865.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Confed.
surgeon. Caries. Discharged
Jan. 21, 1865. .March 13, 1865.

re-amp. upper third : circular.

Right: flap. Surg. W. A. Child.
10th Vt. Disch'd Juno 27, 1865.

Left : ant. post. flap. Surg. C. B.
Park, 11th Vermont. Gangrene.
Disch'd August 11, 1865.

Left; flap. Disch'd August 7,

1865.

Left; eirc. Surg. M. F. Regan,
164th New York. Disch'd Julv
27, 1863.

Left. Surg. R. S. Peebles, P. A.
C. S. Furloughed Jan. 26, 1865.

Left: flap. To Provost Marshal
.March 7, 1865.

Right : flap. Sarg. A. Holt, C. S.
Discharged.

Right: eirc. Surg. E. Guelich.
9th Illinois. Disch'dJuly 6, '65.

Right ; eirc. Surg. H. F. Lvstcr.
5th Mich. Disch'd Jan. 2(1 '65.

Right: an(. post. flap. Disch'd
June 20. 1865.

Left : flap. Surg. N. Gay, 0.8.V.
Disch'd March 12, 1865. Died
Oct. 11, 1867; consumption.

Left; circular. Disch'd Septem-
ber 12, 1864.

SURG. Ill—433
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Name, Military
Description, and Aoe.

Dates.

Hostetter, C, Corp'l, L,
1st Penn. Cav., age 19.

Hotchkiss, L. P., Lieut.,

U, 189th N. Y., age 23.

Hough, I'., Pt., I, 7th
Louisiana.

Hoyt, 8., Pt., li, IDth
Michigan, age 24.

Hubbs, A. H., Corp'l, 1),

122dN. York, age 21.
Bu.ddle.slon, S. H., Pt.,

ft, 44th Vu., ago 25.

Hughes, H. II., Pt., C,
4th Indiana, age 28.

Hughs, P., Pt., I, 17th
Ohio.

Hulbert, K. I)., Serg't.K,
83d Pennsylvania.

Huntley, I). P., Pt., A,
5th Mich., ago 42.

Hurley, M., Pt., C, 101st
Illinois, age 3'.'.

Hyde, A..!., Pt., H, 21st

Wisconsin, ape 27.

lago, H., Pt.", 0, 51st

Pennsylvania, age 21.

312 Jackson, J. A.,Corp'I, I >,

49th Penn., use 32.

313 ' Jameson, A. W., Pt, O,
|

4th Ohio.

314 Jellison, 0. \V., Pt., C,
' 1st Mo. H. Art., age 22.

315 Johnson, C, Serg't, K,
50th N. Y., age 22.

31(i Johnson, F. M., Pt., A,
38th Indiana.

317 Johnson, H. 0., Serg't,

C, 28th Ky., age 95.

318

319

321)

321

322

323

324

32.">

326

327

328

April 5;

5, '65.

Mar. 31,

31, '05.

May 23,

23, '02.

June 27,

29, '(12.

May 6,

7, '(14.

Mar. 25,

25, '05.

April 8,

8, 04.

Sept. 2",

22, '03.

Mav 27,

28, '02.

Mav 7,

7,
"04.

Mar. 15,

15, '05.

May 14,

14, '64.

Mav 0,
* 7, '04.

Sept. 19,

19, '04.

Dec. 13,

13, '02.

Mav 19,

19," '04.

Nov. 30.

30, '04.

Oct. 8,

8. '02.

Feb. 24,

25, '04.

operations, operators,
Result.

Name, Military
DESCRIPTION, AMI Age. Dates. Operations, Operators,

Result.

Johnson, J_., Pt., H, 1st

Ohio Cavalry, age 25.

Johnson, N., Pt., H, 14th
N. y. II. Art., age 24.

Johnson, YV., Serg't, F,
27th Mich., age 32.

Johnston, L. A., (,'apt.,

II, 1 1 til Perm. Res.
Jones, A. J., Pt., [.. 1st

Ohio Battery.
Jones. T., Pt.. M, 2d N.
York Artillery.

Jones, W., Pt, A, 2llth

Maine, age 27.

Jordan. (1. P., Corp'l, F,

17th Maine, age 34.

Jmje., T. A'., Pt., E, 0th
South Carolina.

'Judge, I!, Pt., I), 90th
Illinois, age 23.

Jung, II., Pi., I, 40th N.
York.

329 Justice, T. J., Pt„ F.

07th Ohio.
330 Kanvon, B, H., Corp'l,

F, 3d Iowa.
331 Kasmire, C. P., Serg't.

A, 3d Me. Cav.,'age 28.
332' Kelly, F. A..Pt.. II. IStb

Infitntrv, age 23.

333 Kelly, (i., l't., C, 122d
Illinois.

|

334 Kelly, J., Pt., H, 107th

Pennsylvania, ago 23.

335 Kelly, J., Pt., G, 38th
Wisconsin, ago 24.

330 Kelly, T., Pt., 1, 11th
Maine, age 39.

337 Kelly, W., Pt., G, 2flth

Iowa, age 4S.

338 Kennedy, J. M., Corp'l,

G, 20th Mo., age 25.

Kenner, L. C, Pt., II.

71st New York, age 21. I

Kenney, C, Pt., 13, 31st

Maine, ago 39.

June 15,

15, '04.

July 30,
Aug. 1, '04

June 19,

19, '04.

Dec. 13,

15, '62.

Oct. 19,

20, '04.

A ug. 14,

14, '04.

Mar. 31,

31, '65.

Mav 3,

3, '03.

Mav 6,

0. '04.

Mar. 31,

Ap. 1, '03.

Aug. 30,

30. '0.'.

Oct. 27,

28, 'til.

July 12,
12.' '03.

Sept. 19,

19. '04.

May 30,

30. '04.

Dee. 31,

31, '62.

June 19,

20, '64.

Feb. 10,

10, '65,

Mav 18,
18,' '04.

Nov. 0,

0, '02.

July 10,

10,''04.

July 2,

3, '03.

May 24,

24, '64.

Right; circular. Disch'd July
7, 1805.

Right. Mustered out May 30,
lt-on.

. Surg. — Triplett, C. S. A.
Retired Feb. 21, 1804.,

Left. A. A. Surg. J. Swinburne.
Jan. 0, '03, re-amp. middle third.

Discharged August 24, 1804.

Right; ant. post. flap. Confed.
surgeon. Disch'd Juno 14, '05.

Left; circular. Released June
14, 1805.

Left; Hap. Discharged June 10,

1804.
Right : flap. Confed. surgeon.
Disch'd January 21, 1804.

Right ; flap. Discharged August
14, 1802. Died June 13, 1808

;

consumption.
Right: ant. posterior double flap.

Surg. W. O. Hudson, 4th Ala.
Disch'd May 5, 1805.

R't : flap. Surg. J. M. Chapman,
123dN. Y. Disch'd June 15, '«5.

Right; flap. Surg. J. T. Reeve,
21 st Wis. Disch d Mav 22, '05.

Right; flap. Surg. W. 0. Shur-
lock. 51st Penn. Disch'd Juno
10, 1865.

Left : circ. Surg. C. F. Crehore,
37th Mass. Disch'd Sept. 8, '65.

Left (also w'nd of arm and face).

Juno 24, '03, re-amp. mid. third.

Disch'd Dec. 25, 1803.

Right : circular. Disch'd Decem-
ber 3, 1804.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Discharged
July 9, 1865.

Right. Discharged Feb. 21, 1863.

Left ; eirc. Surg. F. Salter, U. S.

V. Feb. 20, post, tibial artery
lig. July 11, re-amp. mid. third.

Disch'd June 24, 1805. Died
June, 1877; effects of fall on ice.

Left ; flap. Surg. R. li. McNary,
3d Ky. Cav. Disc. May 30, '05.

Left: flap. Surg. W. V. White,
57th Mass. Disch'd Oot.21.'05.

Right: flap. Surg. 11. 10. Smith,
27th Mich. Disch'd Sept. 19. '65.

Right : flap. Confed. surgeon.
Discharged Oct. 5, 1863.

Left. Discharged May 12, 1865.

Right: ant. post. flap. Disch'd
May 31, 1865.

Left; flap. Discharged June l!l,

1805.

Right; flap. Disch'd .September
16, 1803.

Surg. R. II. Jordan, Oth
S. C. Recovered.

Left;eire. A.A.Surg.T.T. Smi-
ley. Disch'd Feb. 20, '04. Aug.
3, '64, re-amp., flap, mid. third.

Right. Surgeon O. Shenk, 40th
N. Y. Disch'd Dee. 30. 1862.

Right; eirc. Surg. M. S. Kittin-

ger, 100th N. Y. Discharged.
Right ; flap. Surg. IS. F. Keables,
3d Iowa. Disch'd May 20, '64.

Right ; circular. Disch'd March
10, 1865.

Left ; flap. Discharged Septem-
ber 20, 1864.

Left: flap. Discharged April 7,

1803.
Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. J. F.
Hutchinson. 107th Penn. Disc'd
Mav 28. 1805. Spec 4141.

Right : flap. Surg. W. C. Shnr-
loek, 51st Penn. Dis. Oct. 11, '65.

Right : flap. Surg. N. F. Blunt,
11 th Me. Must, out Nov. 18,'04.

Left ; flap. Discharged Decem-
ber 26, 1802.

Left : ant. post. flap. Surg. J.

Thomas, 118th Penn. Disch'd
April 18, 1805.

Left. Discharged.
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Kidder, N. P., Pt., M, 1st , Nov. 12,
N. H. Cavalry, age 20. I 12, '64.

Kierman, M., Pt., H, 2d May 27,

Louisiana. ! 28, '03.

Kimball, L. N., Pt., II, ! Mav 10,

22d Mass., age 19. 10,* '04.

Kimberly, C. A.. Lieut..

H, 112th N. Y., age 22.

Kinnard. H., Pt., II, 39th
Colored Troops.

Kinner, O. W., Corp'l,

Or, 139th N. Y., age 31.

Kirkpatriok, W., It., C,
2d Iowa, age 18.

Kirwin, 1'., l't., A, 155th
New York, age 20.

Knecht, A., Lieut., A,
52d Ohio, age 27.

Knight, J. J., Pt., 1, 31st
Georgia, age 25.

Knott. D., Pt., K, 4th N.
Jersey, age 40.

Knowltou, 11. L., Corp'l,

H, llth Vt., age 22.

Kopp, E., Pt., K, 12th N.
Jersey, age 32.

Sept. 29,
29. '04.

Julv 30.
31,* '04.

.Iul\ in
10," '04.

Aug. 18,
18," '04.

Mav 18
18," '64.

Aug. 7,

7, \A.
Sept. 19,

21. '01.

June 1,

1, '04..

June 1*

1, '64.

Mar. 25,

20, '05.

Krininger, C, Corp'l, C,
2d Kentucky.

Kunz, L., Pt., E, 120th
Ohio, age 40.

Ladford.S.E.,Vt,1J,'M
N. C. Battery, ago 20.

La Flenr, A. 1.., Serg't,

II, 4th Mich., ago 22.

Lambeth, A. M., l't., u,
23d North Carolina.
Lampman, A., Pt., K,
30th Wis., age 36.

Lampman, J. M., Corp'l,

II, 17th Mich., age 20.

Lancaster, T. W., l't., K,
42d New Y'ork, ago 44.

Mav 21,

21, '62.

Mav 0,

0, '01.

Julv 3.

I 3, '03.

May 10,

! 10, '64.
1 May 9,

<', '64.

June 22,

23, '04.

Nov. 10,

17, '03.

•May 12,

13, '04.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Discharged 381
February 11, 1865.

Langston, IF., l't., F, ] st Sept. 17,
Texas, ago 37.

j
18, '02.

'

Lapp, C, Pt., I', 5th Mav 25,
Ohio, age 22. 20,* '04.

Larabce, C., Pt., A, 142d Oct. 27,
New York, age 40. 27", '64.'

Latney, T„ Pt., D, 30th April 0,
CoI'd Troops, age 21. 7, '05

Law, H., Pt., D, 34th De.31,'62,
Illinois. Jan.2,'63.

Lauf, .!., Pt., F, 91st N. Mar. 31
York, age 22. 31, '05.

Lee, D., Pt., G, 2d N. Y. June 10,
Il'vy Artillery, age 20. 10, '04.

Lehr, G. M., Corp'l, O, May 22,
llth Missouri. 24, '63.

Lemnm, J., Pt., K, 38th Aug. 30,
Yirginia. 30, '02.

Lo Roy, J. D., Pt., C, May 1!),

4th N. Y. Art., age 44. 20," '04.

Lewis, J. A., Pt., F, 17th July 28,
Florida, age 22. 28,' '04.

Linn, E. D., Pt., C, 178th Dec. 14,

Ohio, age 30. 14, '04.

Little, F., Pt., B, 53d June 3,

Penn., age 18. 3, '04.

Little. J. S., Lieut., A, May 23,

93d New York, age 29. 23, '04.

Littlefleld, L.Pt., K, 31st July 30,

Maine, age 26. 30," '04.

Livingston. H. B.Pt., A, Mav 10,

48th New Y'ork, age 30. 10,' '04.

Lockwood, J., Pt.,(j, 5th Aug. 29,

West Virginia, ago 29. 29, '02.

Loveland, W., Pt., E, Julv 20,

20th Coun., age 35. J 20,' '0!.

Lucius, W. M., Colored
j

June 8,

serv't, 2d Mich., ago 12.
|

8, '04.

Left; flap. Surg. J. W. Smith,
2d ( (bio Cav. Disc. June 2, '65.

Left; flap. Disch'd April 18, '04.

July 2, 1864, re-amputation.
Right ; ant. post, flap : small art.

ligated. Disch'd Oct. 17, 1804.
Jan., '07, amp. thigh, low. third.

Left: circular. Disch'd March
23, 1805.

L't ; circ. Surg. D. MnoKuy, 29th
C. Troops. Disch'd Deo. 20, '64.

Right. Disch'd June 10, 1865.

Left; flap. Surg. W. C. Jacobs,
81st Ohio. Disch'd Mar. 23, '05.

Left : circ. Disch'd Mar. 27, '05.

Died April 3, '08: consumption.
Right: flap. Surg. II. M. Duff.
52dOhio. Disch^ March 18, '05.

Right : circ. A. Surg. — Dorsey,
1st Md. Cav., C. S. A. To Pro-
vost Marshal April 1. 1865,

Rigid ; circular. Disch'd May
3. 1805.

Left ; flap. Surg. D. M. Goodwin,
3d Vt, Disch'd June 2, 1805.

Right : flap. March 27, left mid.
third, flap. Surg. A. Satter-
thwaite, 12th N. J., and Acting
Staff Surg. W. J. Burr. Dis-
charged Oct. 3, 1805.

Right. Surg. D. J. Griffith, 2d
Ky. Disch'd Jan. 19, 1803.

Right : flap. Discharged March
7, 1805.

Right. Exchanged November
12, 1863.

Right ; flap. June 20, 2 ins. of
stump removed. Dis. June 5, '65.

. Surg. R. J. Hicks, 23d N. C.
Recovered.

Left. Surg.W. J. Burr, 42d Now
York. Disch'd Aug. 24, 1864.

Left; flap. Confederate surgeon.
Discharged May 17, 1804.

Left; ant. post. nap. Surg.W. J.

Burr. 42d N. Y. Recovered.
Transferred July 18, '04. Died
March 8. 1865.

Right. Discharged November
12, 1862.

Left; flap. Surg. W. Altaian,
28th Penn. Disch'd Feb. 24, '05.

Left; circ. Surg. A. C. Barlow,
02d Ohio. Necrosis. June 15,

1865, re-amp. mid. third. Dis-

charged Oct. 13, '05. Spr.c. 4328.
Right. Discharged January 31,
I860.

Right ; flap. Confed. surg. Jan.
27, re-amputation. Discharged.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Discharged
July 27, 1805.

Both : circ. A. Surg. O. S. Paine.
2d N. Y. H'vy Art' v. Disch'd
Mav 31 , '05. Died Sept. 25, '74.

Right; flap. Ass't Surg. II. M.
Sprague, U. S. A. Discharged.

Left. Surg. — McAlhine, C.S.A.
Recovered.

Left: circ. Surg.W.S.Thompson,
U. S. V. Disch'd March 7, '65.

Right ; circular. Sept. 8, re-amp.
in up. third. Trans. Sept. 22, '04.

Right; ant. post. flap. Surg. J.
Campbell, 178th Ohio. Disch'd
June 29, 1805.

Right ; circ. Surg. J.W.Wishart,
140th Penn. Oct. 15, excision of
1 inch tibia and fibula. Disch'd
December 8. 1864.

R't ; flap. A. Surg. ,T. D. Stewart,
74th N.Y. Disch'd Sept. 20, '64.

Left; circular. Disch'd Decem-
ber 23, 1804.

Rigid ; Hap. Surg. J. L. Mulfonl.
48th N.Y. Disch'd Oct. 19, '04.

Rigid; ant. post. flap. Surg. P.

R. Randall, 5th W. Ya. Dis-
charged March 24, 1803.

Right ; circular. Surg. J. W.
Terry, 20th Conn. Discharged
January 21, 1865.

Right. Transferred June 17/64.

' SMILEY (T. T.), Gunshot Wounds, from Arkansas Post, in the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, 1863, Vol. LXIX, p. 157.
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Namk. Military
Description, and Ace.

OPERATIONS I IPF.KATOU8
111.

Lynch, D., Pt., A, 33d
Wisconsin, age 29.

Lynch, M. J., Pt.. li, 'Id

N. Y. Light Artillery,

age 20.

Lyons, .1.. Pt., II, 20th
Mass., ago 27.

Mab, I",., I't., II, 24th In-

diana.
Mace, ,T.,Pt., B, 4th X.
Y. Cav., ace 82.

Mahan, J., I't., (1, lsth

Perm. Cav., age 111.

Major, W. T., Corp'I. E.
48th N. Y.. age 29.

Malork,A. F., Pt., B, 23d
N. C.,uge 29.

Slalnne, M., Pt., K, Oth
N. C., age 26.

Malony, M., Pt., G. 25th
Virginia.

Mance, G., Serg't,C,14th
N. Y. S. Militia, age 24.

'Mansur, N., Pt., A, 5th
N. Hampshire, age 42.

Marple, T. J., Corp'I, K,
91st Penn., age 34.

Marsh, E.G., Pt., H, 8th
Michigan, age 17.

Martin, A. P., Pt., I, 3th
Tenn., age 21.

Martin, P., Pt., K, 17th
New York, age 25.

Martin, J, I., Serg't, 15,

41st Tenn., age 23.

Martin. L., Pt., E, 29th
Colored Troops.

Martins, W. F., Capt., I,

1st Mass. II. A,, age 47.

Mathews, H. C, Pt., II,

116th Ohio, age 21.

McAnaltv, H..Corp'], A,
69th New York.

McCarty. P., Pt., F, 10th
Infantry, age 19.

McClaughry.W., Pt., A,
155th N. Y., age 34.

s McColloin,.T.,Corp'l, B,
1st D. C. Cav., a^c 23.

McCommon, J. S.,Capt.,
K, "3d Ohio, ago 26.

McCoy. J., Pt., F, 64th
New Y'ork, age 23.

McCracken, J.J)., Lieut.,

K, 7th Texas, age :17.

McCurlev. F.. Serg't, I,

6th Maryland, age 30.

McDonald. B..Pt..U,Ii;th

X. \'. H. A., age 35.

McDonald. .1.. Pt., K.
1 Lth Penn. Cav.. age 24.

McElroy, C, Pt., E, 36th
Wisconsin, age 31.

McGee, J. H., Pt., L, 1st

Ohio L. Art., age 24.

McGlafhn, C, Pt.. K. 3d
Vermont, age 20.

McGilire. H.,Pt., 0.120th
New York, age 34.

Mellenry, J. H., Pt.. H,
48th Illinois, age 21.

Mclntire, II. M., Lieut.

Col.. 1st Penn. Res.

Mar. 30,

30, '63.

Oct. 22,

22. '64.

.lulv 28.

88, '64.

May 16.
17.' '03.

.lune 12,

12, '64.
I

Oct. 19,

21, '64.

July 30,
30," '04.

July 1,

2, '63.

July 1,

2, '63.

.lulv 3,

3, '63.

May 8,

8, '64.

Julv 27,

27, '64.

Juno 18,

18, '64.

June 3,

3, '64.

June 2,

2, '64.

Mar. 19,

19. '65.

April 2,

2, '65.

Julv 30,
30," '64.

Mav 19,
19," '64.

April 2,

2, '65.

Aug. 25,

27, '64.

Mav 28.
28." '64.

June 3,

3, '64.

Sept
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483

[
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483
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490

491

192

493

494
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Name. Military
DESCRIPTION, AMI AliE.

Newman, W., It., D, May 25,

149th N. York, age 20. 26, '64.

Nichols, J. B., l't., A, 8th Nov. 4.

Michigan, age 35. 4. '64.

.Xorman, W. 11. 11., l't.. July 2,

II. 50th On., ago 22. 3, 63.

Northrop. A.. Carpi, O, Jnne20,
107th Pennsylvania.

: 20, '64.

'O'Beirne, VV., l't., I), July 27,

38th .Muss., age 23. 27, '64.

O'Brien, E. I'-, Lieut.,A, June 3,

28th Mass., age 29. :i. '64.

O'Brien, II.. l't., C. 170th
j

.lime 16,

New York, age 35.
j

18, '64.

O'Brien, J„ l't., G. 66th .1 22,

New York, age 50. 23, '64.

O'Dougherty, B., Serg't, June 2*.',

II,33d N. j., age 29. 22, '64.

O'Driseoll, B. J., Lieut., June 16,

C. 188th New York.
,

16. '64.

O'Keer, ./. M., l't., 1), 1st Nov. 7,

Texas, age 27.
, 7, '64.

Osborne, E. J., Pt., B, , Dec. 15,

18th Ohio, age 21. I 17, '64.

Oetrander, I>. V. L., Pt., May 13,

B, 100th N. Y., age 28. 13, '64.

Overstrut, W.J.,Vt.. K,
i

Nov. 30,

43d Miss., age 20. , 30, '64.

Page, !•'., l't., K, 3d : April 16,

Michigan.
, 16, '62.

Palmer, .I. . Corp'l, F, 62d Oct. 13,

Ohio, age 22. ' 13, '64.

Parker, D., Pt., I', 61st i July 2,

New York, age 29. I 4. '63.

J'artain, ./., Pt., D, Phil- May 6,

ip's Legion, Georgia. 6, '64.

Patten. G. \V., Corp'l, F, Mar. 25,

1st Maine, ago 18. 25, '65.

Paul, P., Pt., F, 3d In- May 1,

f'antry, age 27. 1, '63.

Percy, J.. Serg't, B, 5th Sept. 17,

Alabama. 17, '62.

Perkins. P., Pt., G, 7th Sept. 18,

Kentucky, age 20. 19, '64.

Perry, L., Corp'l, G, 3d
,

July 2,

A rkansas, age 25. 2, '63.

Peters. \V., Pt., C, 139th Sept. 19,

Penn., age 23. I 19, '04.

Pettet. .1. A., Pt., B, 8th , Mar. 23,
Wisconsin. I 23, '65.

Pheifl'or. P.. Pt., A, 11th ' Aug. 22,

Penn. Cav., age 35, , 22, '64.

Pickering, I!., l't.. A. 11th ' Nov. 25,
Michigan, age 22. 25, '03.

Pierce, V. O., Serg't, ]!, Oct. 19,

14th N. II., age 28. 80, '64.

Pleasants, J. IF., Pt.. Sept. 19.

11, Richmond Howitzer 19, '64.

Battery, age 22.

I'lumstend, M. P.. Serg't. June 3.

II, 131st N. Y., ago 21. 3, '63.

Pobr.er, M., Ft., 1), 23d July 27.

Kentuekv, age 21. 27, '64.

Polly, M.'H., "Corp'l, A, July 3,

Kith N. Y. II. A., age 23. I 3, '64.

Poole, W. !>.. Serg't, I. Nov. 10,

5th S. Cage 33.
: 10, '63.

Porter. J., l't., E. 16th Aug. 10,

Penn. Cav.. age 20. 16. '04.

Porter. W., Pt., B, 60th April 2.

Ohio, age 22. 2, '05.

OPERATIONS, OPERATORS,
RESULT.

Powell, J. E., PL, II, 7th Slav 14,

S. C. Battery, age 26. 14.' '01.

I'rize.r, II'. J., Serg't, A. Nov. 30.

9th Arkansas, aire 24. Heel, '61

Qiiinn.J.A.,Pt.,K, 109th July 30,
New York, age 20. 30,"'04.

Quinn. P., l't., D, 5th X. .lulv 18,

Y. I 1 v v A rt'y, age 27. 1
9," '04.

Eafford. O., l't'.. II, 20th Sept. 30.

Maine, age 28. Oct. l.'Ol.

Rank. 1!. II.. PL, K, 51st June 3.

Penn.. aire 27. 3. '04.

Rathlmm! W., Pt., H, Dec. 13.

7th Rhode Island. ' 13, '02.

Right ; flap. Surg. J.V. Kendall,

149th N.Y. Disch'd Oct. 5, '65.

Left; circular. Discharged Mav
25. 1865.

Left; Hup. Surgeon — Davids,
('. S. A. Also w'nd right thigh.
Kxchanged Nov. 12, 1803.

Left; Hap. Discharged April 20,
in;:,.

Left: circ. Surg. P. K. Ilubon.
2*th Mass. Disch'd Oct. 9, '64.

Nov. 15, '07. re-amp. mid. third.

Lett: circ. Surg. P. E. Ilubon,
28th Mass. Disch'd Oct. 13.'04.

Subs. V. R. C. Spec 4494.
Left; flap. Surg. I'. Douglas,
170th N. Y. Disch'd Oct. Hi, '65.

Mar. 1, 1867, bilateral flap am-
putation at middle third.

Right; hit. flap. (Unfed, surgeon.
Disch'd Oct. 21. 1865.

Right; circ Surg. J. Reilv. 33d
N.J. Disch'd April 3. 1805.

R"t : flap. Surg. W. O'Meagher,
69th N. Y. Disch'd Jan. 17,'65.

Left. Transferred to prison Mav
30, 1865.

Rifrht; flap. A. A. Surg. P. G.
Albright. Disch'd April 6, '65.

Right: circ. Ass't Surg. W. D.
Murray, 100th New York. Dis-
charged January 13, 1865.

Rijrht: ant. post. flap. To Provost
Marshal March 1, 1805.

Both ; circ. Discharged August
16, 1802.

Left; circular. Surg. A. C. Bar-
low. 02d Ohio. Discharged.

Left : circular : gangrene. Dis-
charged Dee. 8. 1864.

Right (also amputation middle
third right arm). Recovered.

Left; circular. Discharged Sep-
tember 1 1, 1805.

Left ; circular. Discharged Feb-
ruary 11, 1804.

Right. Confederate surgeon. Re-
covered.

Left : circular. A. A. Surg. M. II.

Head. Disch'd Oct. 5, 1864.

Left. Transferred for exchange
November 12, 1863.

Right : flap. Discharged May
6, 1805.

Left: flap. Discharged May 22,

1865.
Right: Bloughing. Dec. 8, flap

re amp. middle third. Disch'd.
Right. Discharged August 22.

1864.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg. E.F.
"Ward. 38th Mass. Discharged
September 1 I. 1865.

Left : circ. Kurg.G. W. Setnple.
1'. A. C. S. To Provost Marshal
April, I. 1865.

Ri^ht : (ire. Disch'd Mar. 30,04.
Died Jan. 11. 1807; typh. fever.

Right: eire. Sum-
. A.M.Morrison.

23d Ky. Disch'd April 28. '05.

Right; eire. Surg.O. S.Copeland,
llllh N.Y. Art. Dis. .May 31. '05.

Name. Military
:
Description, and Are.
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496 Ray, A'., CnpL, D, 6th
North Carolina.

Rea. W. M., l't.. K, 140th
Pennsylvania.

498 ! Reed, J. M., PL, B. 10th
Iowa.

499 Ren. C., Lieut. Col.,

98th Penn.. age 35.

500
,

Regan, It., Pt., A, 59th
Mass.. age 25.

Right : circ. To Provost Mar-
shal December 1. 1864.

Right: lat. Hap. A.Surg. A. P.
Herman, 16th Penn. Cavalry.
Hsem. Disch'd April 0, 1805."

Lett ; ant. post. flap. A. Surg.VY.
Carroll, V. S. V. Discharged
July 17, 1805. Spec.4140. Died
June 22, 1808.

Right; circ. Cont'ed. surgeon.
Furlmighed July 23, 1804.

Right; lateral flap. To Provost
Marshal March 7. 1865.

Right. Surg. \Y. ('. Shurlock.
51sl Penn. Disch'd Jnn.30,'65.

Left: flap. Discharged i Ictober
17. 186j. Died May 17, 1*74.

Right: eire. Discharged Feb-
ruary 21. 1805.

Left; flap. Discharged July 18.

1805.
Riirlit : circ. Discharged March

i.. 1803.

501 ! Reifert. L., Serg't. D.
29th New York.

502 Reisinger, C. S.. Serg't.

D. 150th Penn.,age25.
503 Relyea, W., Pt., II. 77th

New York.
f>04 Rennoe, D. M.. l't

. II,

29th Indiana.

505 Reynolds, M.,Pt..I,114th
New York, age 27.

506, Rice. C. II., l't!. I', 129th
1 Pennsylvania.

.507 Rice, M. (I.. Pt., I. 27th
Mass., age 31.

308 I
Rich, W. IL, Corp'l, F,
4th N. II.. age 20.

509 Rideuour, C, Corp'l, T,

7th Maryland, age 22.

510 Rifcnverfiek.VY. M.. Cor-
poral, II, 149th Penn.,
age 30.

511 Riley. S., PL, K, 10th
Indiana, age 23.

512, Sister, T. IF., PL. H,
13th S. C, age 19.

513 Rittenhousr, .1. 11., PL,
E, 51st Georgia.

514 Robar, A., PL, I. 6th
Vermont, age 16.

515 Robertson, W. T., PL, D,
;

llth Mississippi.

516 Robinson. S. O, Pt.. 0.
12th New Hampshire.

517
j

Robinson, T. 1!.. Corp'l.

!
B, 72d Penn.. age 32.

518 i Robnault, J.. PL, H, llth

Pennsylvania, age 27.

519 Roe, E., Pt.. Texas Bat-
tery, age 20.

520 ,
Rogers, J., PL. B, 29th
Conn., ngc 38.

521
j

Rosevelt. (1. \V., Serg't,

K. 26th Penn.
522 Runeiman. I-'.. PL, II.

27th Mich., age 30.

5S3 !
Runyon. S. ('., Pt.. H,
2d Penn. Art'y, age 46.

524
I
Ryerson, J., l't"., E. 13th
Ohio Cavalry.

525 Rvncarson. I., Pt., B,
110th Ohio, age 2o.

520 Sanders. J. IF, PL, D,
31th Mass.. age 31.

507 Savage, IFF.. PL, A. 1st

.Maine Art'y, age 18.

528 Scofleld. R..' Pt.. A, 9th
Colored Troops.

529 Scott. H., PL. C, 2d Del-
I aware.

530 Scott, J. G.. PL, D, 77th
New York, age 23.

Mav 30,

30, '64.

Mav 8.

8. '64.

Mav 22,

23, '03.

April 2.

2, '65.

July 7,

7. '64.

Oct. 3.

4, '61.

June 19.

19. '64.

May 3,

3. '63.

Jan. 2,

2. '03.

Oct. 19.

20. '64.

Dec. 13,

14. '62.

June 18.

18, '64.

Sept. 8,

8, '63.

May 5,

5, '64.

May 12.

12. '64.

Ausr. 3,

3. '64.

Mav 3.

4.
r
63.

Sept. 26,

20, '04.

Mav 10.

11. '64.

May 31.

J'e2,'62.

Julv 2.

3. "63.

May 12.

12, '64.

Dec. 13,

14, '62.

Dec. 15,

16, '64.

Oct. 27,

27, '04.

July 2,

4, fa.
Nov. 22.

22. '63.

July fi,

6, '64.

July 30.
30." '64.

May 5,

6. '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

Aug. 20,

26, '04.

Sept. 29,

29, '64.

May 2,

4, '63.

May 6.

6, '64.

Operations, Operators.
Result.

531 Scroggint, T. G„ Serg't. Julv 9,

A, 31st Ga., ago 22. 9. '64.

532 Scullion,.!., PL, E, 155th June 16,

New York, age 20. 17, ^64.

533 Secor, I.. PL. D. 28th June 3.

Mass.. ago 23. i 3, '64.

534 Seibert. J.. l't.. II. 53d Nov. 27,

Penn., age 21. 27, '63.

35 Seil/.nicyer. J.L..PL, E. Sept. 29,

5th Penn. < "av.. age 21. 29. '04.

530 Sessions, G. II'.. l't., K. July 1,

5th Alabama, acre 22. 1, 63.

537 Setlev, S.. Pt.. F. 58th April 17,

l'en'n.. age 19. 17, '63.

538 Shaff. P., PL, F. llth Oct. 2,

Mich. Cav., age 38. 2, '64.

Left. Surg. J. G. Hardy. C. S. A.
Recovered. i

Ritrht ; eire. Surg. JAV.Wishart, !

140th Penn. Disch'dMay 29, '65.

Right; circ. Discharged Septem-
ber 28. ie63.

Left. Discharged June 29. 1865.

Left : flap. Surg. T. F. Oakes,
50th Mass. Disch'd June 3,'65.

Died April 22. 1809. Spec. 6533.
Left. A. Surg. J. VV. S. f'.onlev,

V. S. A. Disch'd Dec. 13, 1861.

Left: flap. Surg. W. F. Hum-
phrey, 149th Penn. Discharged.

Left : flap. Discharged Novem-
ber 3. 1 863.

Right; flap. Discharged March
23, 1863.

Right : lateral flap. Discharged
June 12. 1865.

Right : flap. Discharged Mav
25. 1803.

Left : circ. Surg. G. T. Stevens,
77th N. Y. Disch'd Oct. 3, '65.

Left : ant. post. flap. Surg. S.W.
Gross. U. S.V. Disch'd June 1,

1864. Spec. 4315.
Riirht ; flap. Discharged Decem-
ber 12, 1864.

Left : Hap. Surg. W. P. Htim-
phrey, 149th I'cnn. Discharged
January 20, 1805.

Left : circular. Discharged Feb-
ruary 21, 1865.

: circular. Recovered.

. Surg. — Hovt. C. S. A.
Retired February 16, 1805.

Left. Discharged A ngust 25. '04.

Left. I Tnion surgeon. Recovered.

Right; circ. Recovered. Dis-
charged.

Left: flap. Surg. M. Rizer. 72d
Penn. Disch'd Feb. 15, 1805.

Right ; flap. Discharged Decem-
ber 10, 1863.

Left : circular. To Provost Mar-
shal March 7, 1865.

Right; circ. A. Surg. H. Grange.
7th Col'd Troops. Discharged
April 11, 1865.

Left: flap. Surjr.SLJ.W.Mintzer,
26th Penn. Disch'd Mar. 14. '04.

Left: circ. Surg. J. P. Prince,

36th Mass. Disch'd Jan. 26, '65.

Right : posterior flap. Disch'd
July 18, 1865.

Left: circ. SurgAV. B. Fox, 8th

Michigan. Discharged.
Left: circular. Discharged Nov.
2, 1864.

Right: circ. Discharged June
8. 1865.

Left: flap. Disch'd Deo. 29, '64.

Re-amp. at middle third.

Right: circular. Discharged .Sep-

tember 7, 1865.

Right : circ. Discharged August
20. 1863.

Right ; eire.: flap (also left at up.

third). Surg.E.B. P. Kelly.95th
Penn. Discharged Nov. 3. 1864.

Spec. 513.

Left. Exchanged September 21.

1864.

Right ; circ. Discharged June
1. 1865.

Left: circ. Surg. P. E. Ilubon,
28th Mass. Disch'd Feb. 6, '65.

Left : ant. post. flap. Surg. J.W.
YVishart. 140th Penn. Disch'd
March 28, 1865. Killed Dec.
22, 1879; railroad accident.

Left; circular. Discharged Julv
18. 1865.

Right: ant. Surer. T. C. Hill. 5th

Ala. Exchanged Nov. 12. 1803.

Left : circ. Sunr. F. P. Morong.
2dMd. Disch'd Oct. 7. 1864.

Left; circ. Surg. L.C. Woodman,
llth Michigan Cavalry. Dis-
charged Jul}- 1, 1865.

O'Meagher (W.), Surgical Cases from Field Hospitals.

Surgical Reporter, Philadelphia,, 1805, Vol. XII, p. 253.

Amputation of Left Leg, tower Third. Stump healed in three weeks, in Medical and
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Name, Military
description, and ace

539 Sharp, J. IT., Pt., G, 5th
Georgia, age 26.

540 Shay, M., Pt., K, 94th
New York, age 21.

541 Sheet!, J. S.. Pt., E, 52d
Virginia, age 22.

542 Sheiluy, T.J., l't., li. 1st

Penn. Rifles, age ID.

543 Shell, J., Ft., H, 13th
Tenn. Cavalry.

544
,
'Shell, W.T., Serg't, 18th
Mississippi, age 24.

545 Simons, C. II., Pt., K,
59th .Mass., age 35.

54ii Simmons, ('.. l't.. L, (1th

Mich. Cov., age 21.

547 Simmons, R.. Pt., 1, 20th
Miss. , age 22.

016 Simmon.-!, W.J., l't., K,

37th Georgia, age 22.
541* Simpson, E. A., Serg't,

li, 30th Mass., age 34.

550 Simpson, J. N., l't., 1,

7th S. O., age 29.

551
|

Sinclair, F. C, Lieut., C,
13th Mississippi.

552 ! Slade, S. G., l't., A, 13th
Georgia, age 24.

553 Smedberg, VV. R., Capt.,
F, 14th Infantry.

554
|

Smith,A. B., Pt., F, 16th
South Carolina, age 24.

555 Smith, C, Pt, K, 1st

Maryland, age 42.

55fi Smith, C. G., Pt., F, 4th
Infantry, age 26.

.

557 Smith.C. G., Pt., H, 102d
Illinois, age 18.

558 Smith, D., Pt., G, 21st
Penn. Cav., age 24.

550 Smith, F.. Serg't, G, 7th
Louisiaaa, age 28.

560 Smith, H.CPt.G, 30th
Iowa, age 32.

561 Smith, .7. C. Pt., I, 24th
Iowa, age 20.

562 Smith, J. L., Pt., C, 12th
North Carolina.

563 Smith, J. M., Pt., I, 23d
Georgia.

564 Smith, .1. M..Pt.,K.155th
New York, age 53.

5iio Smith. N., l't., H, 2.1

Iowa Cav.. age 26.

566 1 Smith, S., Pt., K. 4th
I Georgia, age 17.

Snelling, E. A., l't., Not-
toway's Artillery.

Snuggs, W., l't.. II, 14th
North Carolina, age 1^.

Snyder, J. D., Pt., G,
149th Poaa., age 19.

Soper, L., Serg't. A, 11th
Vermont, age 32.

Spraker, W.. Serg't, I,

64th N. Y., age 24.

Spratt, J. R., Lieut, E,
33d Iadiana. age 27.

Stairfdl. M. M., Pt., B,
50tli Tena.

Stanwcll, B. £., Pt., A.
12th Alabama, age 22.

Statin, P. D., Pt., H, 43d
Wisconsin, age 111.

Stark, H. M.,Pt.G, 18th
Infantry, age 19.

577 Starr, A. D., Pt., H, 4th
Iowa, age 20.

578 Steel, E. 15., Pt., I, 35th
New York.

9 Steger, J., Pt., G, 52d
New York.

Oct. 19,

IS), '64.

June 18.

19, '64.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

May 8,

II, '64.

Nov. 1 1,

12, '64.

Sept. 17,

18, '62.

Juae 17,

17. '64.

Sept. 10,

III, '64.

July 20,

20, '61.

Nov. 30,

Dec. 1, '64.

Oct. 10,

21 ,'64.

Sept. 3.

4, '64.

Nov. 6,

8, '63.

July 1),

9, '64.

.May 5,

5, '64.

Nov. 30,

30, '64.

April 1,

2, '65.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

May 15,

16, "64.

Aug. 21,

21, '64.

Mar. 25,

25, '05.

Nov. 24,

25, '63.

May 16,

16, '63.

Mav 3,

3, '63.

July 6.

7, '64.

Oct. 27,

28, '64.

Mav II.

9, '62.

Mar. 25,
'

2.-,. '65.

Juae 22,

2-', '64.

Mav 12.
12," '64.

Mav 10,

11.' '64.

April 2.

2, '65.

July 2,

4, '63.

Mav 25,
26," '64.

Sept. 16,

1 li, '63.

Sept. 11),

21, '64.

Nov. 5,

5, '64.

May 31,

31, '64.

Mav 27,
27," '64.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

June 1,

1, '62.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left; circ. Surg. II. Watts, 133d
N. Y. To Pro. Mar. April 8, '65.

L't ; circ. Surg.D. A.Chamberlain,
04th N\ Y. Disoh'd .Mar. 2, '65.

Left; tiap. Surg. C. B. Gibson,
C. S. A. Trans, for exchange
February 10. 1865.

Left ; circ. Surg. J. J. Comfort,
1st Pena. Rifles. Disch'd Nov.
18, 1864.

Right; Hap. Surg. VV. H. Mat-
lock. 13th Tenn. Cav. Disch'd
July 21, 1865.

Right; circular. Doing well.

Left ; ant. post. Map. Discharged
May 11, 1665.

Right ; Hap. A. Surg.G. R. Rich-
ards, 1st Mich. Cavalry. Dis-
charged May 3, 1865.

Left; circular. Transferred Sep-
tember 22. 1861.

Right ; circular. To Provost -Mar-

shal March 7, 1865.
Left: ant. post. flap. A. Surg. B.
Fordyce, 160th N. Y. Gang.
Oct. 26, re-amput'u thigh, low.
third. Disch'd Oct. 16, 1865.

Left. Surg. J. Evans, :ld S. C.
To Provost Marshal for exeh'ge
February 1 1 , 1865.

Right ; aiit. Surg. S. V. 1). Hill,

C, S. A. Recov d ; exchanged.
Left. Exchanged.

Right. A. Surg. J. S. Smith, 1 .

S. A. June, 1804, re-amputatn
mid. third. RetiredDec. 15, '70.

Left : circular. To Provost Mar-
shal March 89, 1805.

Right; Hap; gangrene. Disch'd
October 11, 1865.

Left : circ. A. Surg. J. R.Gibson,
1 1. S. A. Disch'd Aug. 22, '64.

Right ; circ. Surg.W. Hamilton,
102dlll. Disch'd May 18, 1865.

Left ; ant. post, flap; gang. Dis-
charged August 2. 1865.

Right ; ant. circular. Surg. H. N.
Youog, C. S. A. Released June
14, 1865.

Right ; flap. Surg. A.T. Hudson,
26th Iowa. Disch'd Feb. 1 ,

'65.

Left ; Hap. Discharged Septem-
ber 18, 1863.

Lett : gang. Transferred June
9. 1863.

Right. Surg.— Morgan, C. S. A.
Retired February. 1865.

Right : flap. Surgeon F. Wylie,
153th N.Y. Disch'd May 27,'65.

Right. Surg. G. Reeder, 2d Iowa
Cavalry. Disch'd Aug. 12, "o2.

Left: circular. Released Jinn 1

14, 1865.

Right (also left leg at mid. third).

Confed. surgeon. Recovery.
Right: Hap. To prison October
17. 1864.

Left : Hap (also am)', right leg, up.
third). Disch'd July 21, 1665.

Left : flap. Surg. ('. li. Park. 1 1th

Vermont. Disch'd Sept. 14, '65.

Left ; circular. Disch'd May 3,

1864. Spec. 4364.
Right. Surg.W. C. Bennett, U.S.
V. Discharged Feb. 3, 1865.

Left. Surg. — McFarlaml.C.S.A.
Recovered.

Right ; circ. Surg. —YVeatherby,
6th Alabama. To prison Jan-
uary 5, 1865.

Left ; flap (also amp. right leg, up.
third). Disch'd July 2, 1865.

Left ; circ. Surg. S. Marks, 10th
Wis. (Also wound right foot.)

Disch'd Dee. 22, 1864.

Left; circ. Surg. B.N. Bond, 27th
Mo. Disch'd May 23, 1865.

Left. Surg. W. A. Madill, 23d
New York. Disch'd June 6, '63,

Left. Discharged September 14,

1862.

NO,
Name, Military .

Descrip nox, and Age. uate8.

580

581

582

583

584

585

586

587

[588

589

590

591

592

593

594

51)5

596

597

598

591)

BOO

601

602

603

604

605

606

607

608

60!)

610

611

612

613

614

615

616

617

618

619

Stein, F., Pt.. H, 10th ! July 3,

Infantry. 3, '63.

Stetler. J. A., Pt., A, l June 18,

143d Penn., age 19. 18, '64.

Stevens. J., Pt., C, 711th

Ohio, age 45.

Stewart, J., l't., K, 1st

Maryland, age 24.

Stewart, R. F.. Capt., B,
170th N. York, age 3.4.

July 20.

21, '64.

Aug. 19,

20. '64.

June 17.

17, '64.

Stewart, T. G., Pt., D, Dee. 16,

36th Illinois, age 41.
, 16, '64.

Stills, J., Pt., D, 90th
|

Sept. 4,

Indiana, age 20. 4, '63.

Stokes, C, Serg't, C. 7th Dec. ',.

Florida, age 35.
j

7. '64.

Stone, J. F., Pt., E, 29th Nov. 30,

Mississippi, age 23. lie. 1.'04

Street, T. (',., Pt., C, 7th
| May 6.

Maryland, age HI. 7. '04.

Striep. M.. Corp'l, B, 6th Aug. 29,

N. Y. Cavalry, age 25. 29, '64.

Strohuber, G., Pt., A, Oct. 27,

188th N. Y., age 20. 27, '64.

Strong, L. M., l't., K, 3d April 2,

Vermont, age 21. 2. '65.

Stroup, C. W., Pt., II, July 3,

52d N. 0., age 29. 3, '63.

Suidon.J. K., Lieut., F, July 2,

24th Virginia, age 22. 3, '63.

Suratt. J. G., Pt., F, 7th
i
July 3.

North Carolina. 3, '63.

Talesfero, W. M., Corp'l.
! Oct. 11,

E, 2d Va. Cavalry. 11, '63.

Taylor, J.W., Pt, C, 5th April 27,

N. Y. Cavalry, age 44. 27, '64.

Taylor, J., Pt., B, 5th Feb. 19,

Colored Troops. 20, '65.

Taylor, W. P., Serg't Mar. 25.

Maj., 56th N.C., age 24. 25, '65.

Teel, H., Corp'l, H, 122d Sept. 19,

Ohio, ago 22. 19, '64.

Temple, R., Serg't, E, July 2,

21st Virginia. 2, 63.

Thayer, W. S., Lieut., H, April 1 8,

11th Virginia. 18, '64.

Thomas, B.B., Serg't.B, Julv 3,

26th N. C, age 23. 3, '63.

Thomas, H. S., Major, April 5,

1st Penn. Cav., age 26. 5. '65.

Thomas, ,L, Pt, I, 30th Julv 30,

Col'd Troops, age 22. 30,"'64.

Thomas, S. B., Pt, H, Mat 25,

37th Virginia, age 40. 26, '65.

Thomas, W. B., Corp'l, E. Mav 6.

7th Georgia. : 7, '64.

Thornton, M. L., Pt., E. I Oct. 11),

31st Georgia, age 22. ! 11), '64.

Thornton, R. B., Pt., F,
i
July 1,

12th N. C, age 21. I 2, '63.

Thurlkil, J., Pt., G, 31st Oct 27,

Col'd Troops, age 29. 28, '64.

Torrcyson, 1'. N., Corp'l, Mav 8,

C, 35th Va. Battery. 8, '64.

Torrv, A., Pt, H, 99th Sept. 16,

Penn., age 30. 16, '64.

Travis, C, Pt, E, 23d Julv 29,

Missouri, age 30. 29,"'64.

Tribou, D. W., Corp'l, Sept. 17,

C, 29th Mass. 17, '62.

''Trimble, J. E., Major . July 3,

General, C. S. A. 3, '63.

Tullis, J. W.. Lieutenant, Julv 2,

Hardaway's Alabama 2, '63.

Battery, age 24.

Turner, G.. Ft, E, 1st Mav 31,

Mich. Cav., age 34. 31," '64.

Tattle, R. S., Corp'l, F, Julv 11.

27th Michigan. 11."'63.

Tyrrell, J. C, Serg't. I, Dec. 13,

28th New Jersey. 13, '62.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Right Discharged December
23, 1863. Spec. 1454.

Right : flap. Surg. F.C. Reamer,
143d Penn. Disch'd June 1, '65.

Re-amp. at mid. third Jan., 1867.

Left ; circular. I lischarged.

Right ; circ. Surg. A. A. White,
8th Md. Disch'd Aug. 1, 1865.

Left; circ. A. A. Surg. W. H.
Randolph. Disch'd Jan. 6,1865.

Died August 30, 1670.

Left ; circular. Discharged Julv
12, 1865. Died Julv 1, 1870.

Lett ; flap. Surg. A.'C. Fosdick.

90th lull. April 22, '64, re-amp.
at mid. third. Disc. Nov. 11, '64,

; circular. To Provost Mar
shal March 7, 1865.

Left; circ. Surg. — Lynch, C.
S. A. To Pro. Mar. May 6, '65.

Right; circ. Discharged March
24, 1865.

Right; flap. Discharged.

Left ; circular. Discharged Mav
26. 1865.

Left; ant post. flap. Surg. J. J.

Meigs. 3d Vermont Disch'd.
Right. July 1 1, reamp. Trans
ferred for exch. Nov. 12, 1863.

Right; cire. Recovered. Ex-
changed.

Right. Paroled September 5.

1863.

Surg.— Lee. C. S. A. Re-
covered.

Left ; flap. A. Surg. O. H. Ann-
strong, 5th N. Y. Cav. Disch'd
Oct. 6, 1664. Spec. 224-1.

Lett ; unt eirc. Ass't Surg. G. V.
R. Merrill, 6th Colored Troops.
Discharged Nov. 10, 1865.

Right; circular. Released Juue
19, 1865.

Left ; ant. post. tiap. Ass't Surg.
J. G. Thompson, 77th N. York.
Discharged August 14, 1865.

Recovered. Transferred
Julv 15, 1863.

Left. Surg. J. R. Ward, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Right, Paroled October 24, 1863.

Right; flap. Discharged August
17, 1865.

Right ; flap. Surg. G. R. Potts.

23d Col'd Troops. Discharged
August 23, 1865.

Right ; circ. Surg. E. P. Roche.
Released June 14. 1865.

. Surg. G . S. West, C. S. A

.

Retired February II, 1865.

Right : circ. (also amp. right arm
I

at mid. third). Surg. G. G. But-

]
ton, 31st Georgia. To Provost

;

Marshal April 8, 1863.

I
Left. Transferred for exchange
September 25, 1864.

Left; circular. Discharged Aug.
23, 1865.

. Surg. W. J. Allen, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Left; circular flap. Surg. D. S.

Ilavs, 1 10th Penn. Discharged
June 1, 1865. .Spec. 4113.

Left; flap. Discharged Jan uarv
20, 1865.

R't Surg.G. B.Coggswcll, 29th
Mass. Disch'd Jan. 13, 1863.

. Surg. II. McGuire.C. S. A.
Transferred August 18, 1863.

Left. Surg. J. McC. Greene, C.
5. A. Recovered. Trans, for

exchange March 17, 1864.

Right ; flap. Discharged Sep-
tember 24, 1864.

Right; circ. Surg. J. P. Prince,
36th Mass. Discharged Sept.

16, 1863.

Right; flap. Surg.W. D. Newell,
28th N. J. Discharged Julv
6, 1863.

1 FISHER (G. J.), Report of Fifty-seven Cases of Amputations in the Hospitals near Sharpsburg, Md., etc., in American Journal Medical Sciences,

1863, Vol. XLV, N. S., p. 48.

'McGlIUK ill). Clinical Remarlcson Gunshot Wounds of Joints, etc., in Richmond Medical Journal, 1866, Vol. 1, p. 150.
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Name, Military
description", and aoe

631

IJ3-J

633

634

633

636

637

638

639

640

64

643

644

645

646

647

648

649

650

651

652

653

654

655

Underwood, L. A., Cor- April
porul, F, 4th Vermont,
ago -J I.

Vou Kirk, A. J., l't , H
MUth Penn., uge-.il.

Van Kureti, J., Corp'I,

B, 1st Mich., age S3.

Vauocker, I.., PL, P,

UMth New York.
Vanpelt, P. P., l't., 1.

14th N. J., age 24.

Van Soheffelin, A., l'l.,

E, 76th N. V., ago 3(1.

Vincent, 11. G., ft., II.

15th Iowa, age 21.

Voanlin, /'., Pt., G, 44lh
Alabama.

Wallace. (1. II., l>t., I,

9th C. Troops, age 22.

•Warner, CI., I.ient., K.
27th Mass., uge 26.

Wuterhouse, B. W., l't.,

G, 23d Ohio, age 27.

Watrous, B. Si., l't., A,
2d Artillery, age 211.

Watson, W. 11., Pt., A,
33d Alabama, age 24.

Weaver, J., Pt., 10. 136th
Ohio, age 211.

Webb, J., Pt., C, 155th
Penn., age 26,

Webber, W. A., Capt.. A,
23d Virginia.

Weber, T., Pt., 5th Ohio
Battery, age 20.

Weeks, ./., l't., K, 4th
Florida, age 20.

Welch, J. M., Pt., B, 9th
Iowa, age 19.

Wesohke.C.PL, H,07fh
New York, age 3U.

West, J. M., Pt., C, 9"th
Ohio, age 30.

Wetberbee, J. M., S'g't,

B, 151st N. Y,, age 25.

Whartum.J.. Pt.,K, 10th
Louisiana.

Wheeler,.!. 1L, Pt.,C, 2d
Vermont, age 25.

White. A., l't., B, 52d
Penn.. age 23.

White. B. E., Pt.,E, 16th
Vermont.

White, .1. E., Serg't, F,

160th X. York, age 34.

Whitcscll, D. A., Serg't,

0.5th Arty, age 20.

Whitlow, J. U., Pt., A,
57lh Virginia.

Wilcox, B. P., Pt., E,
14!lth N. York, ngo 22.

Wilder. W. W.. Pt., K,
3d Mich., age 27.

Williams. II.. I't..K.98th

Pennsylvania, age 23.

Williams, .1. B., Pt.. H,
2d Penn. Art., age 27.

Williams. S. W., Serg't,

C, 27lh Mo., ago 29.

Williams, W. 1'., Pt., B,
188th Penn., nge 18.

Willis, W„ Pt.', I, etb

Maine.

May 12,

12, '64.

650 Willison. S. D., Pt., C.

2d Mich., age 28.
657

658

3dWilson. R., Pt., A
Ohio, age 29.

Wilson, B. E., Major,

37th Georgia, age 33.

659 Wilson. S. L., Lieut., P,

, 1 14th Ohio.
6i iO i Wise. W. M., Lieutenant,

May 8,

8, '64.

Aug. 30,

30. '62.

June ),

1, '64.

Nov. 18,

19, '63.

April 6,

7, '62.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

July 9,

9, '64.

Mar. 14,

14, '62.

July 24.

24, '61.

July 1,

1, 'ii.'i.

Aug. 18,

18, '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '61.

May 8,

8. '64.

May 10,
10,' '64.

July 12,

12, '63.

Dee. 7,

7, '64.

Oct. 29,

29, '63.

May 12,

12, '64.

May 26,
20,' '64.

Nov. 27,

27, '63.

Dee. 13,

13, '62.

Sept. 5,

5, '63.

July 3,

4, '63.

Oct. 19,

21, '64.

July 2.

3, '63.

J til v 2.

3. 63.

July 20,
20," "64.

Aug. 29.

30. '62.

April 9,

9, '65.

July 19,
19,"'64.

Oct. 26,

26, '63.

Sept. 29,

29, '64.

Mar. 26,

27, '63,

June 3,

3, '64.

Oct. 29,

29, '63.

Nov. 30,

Deo.1,'64,

Dec. 29,
29. '62.

May 15,

15. '64.

. OPERAI
Sl.'l.'L

Lett
; flap. I.iseli'tl Aug. 10, '65.

(Also wouiiils of right shoulder
and left hand.

)

Right: circular. Surg. J. \V.

Wishurt, 1 loth Penn. " Disch'd
April 16. 1865.

Left; flap. Confederate surgeon.
Discharged .May 11. 1865.

Left. Discharged October 29,

1862.
Lett ; circular. I liseharged Feb-
ruary 3, 181.5.

Right. A. Surg. X. 11. Barnes,
76th X. Y. Disch'd Jaly 82, '64.

Bight. Discharged June 18, '62.

Left. Dec. 16. resec. of nee. tibia.

I'urloughod March 2. 1863.

Right; flap. Discharged March
21, 1865.

Bight; cire. Surg. G. A. Otis.

21th Mass. Recov., prom., and
transferred to Vet. Bos. Corps.

Bight: ant. post. flap. Surg. —
Duffy, C. S. A. Disch'd May
18, 1865.

Left. Trans, to Headquarters
January 17. 1864.

Bight ; circular. Recovered.

Bight; circular (also wound left

leg). Discharged June 2, 1865.
Left; ant. post. flap. Discharged
April 6. 1865.

. Surg. C. C.Henkle.C.S. A.
Recovered.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. C.
Carle, 4 1st 111. Gang. Oct. 7,

re-anip. by Luke's flap method.
Discharged Sept. 13. 1864.

Left: circular. To Provost Mar-
shal March 21, 1865.

Left; flaps. Surg. D. B. Allen,
30th Iowa. Disch'd Aug. 26, '64.

Bight: ant. post. flap. Surg. ]£.

sharp, 15th N. Jeisey. Disch'd
May 11, 1865.

Left; circ. Surg. E. B. Click,
40th Ind. Disch'd Nov. 12, '64.

Spec. 3395.
Left. April 4, 1864, re-amp. in

upper third. Discharged July
6, 1865.

Bight. Recovered.

Left. Re-amp. in upper third in

1863. Disch'd April 22, 1864.
Spec. 1358.

Right: flap. Disch'd Sept. 20. '04.

Re-amputation May, '65, Died
May 8. 1865.

Left. Discharged October 29,
1863.

Loft;. kit. flap. A. Surg. D. H.
Armstrong, 160th New York.
Discharged April 28. 1865.

Left: flap. A.Surg.II.K.Spooiier,
55th Ohio. Disch'd Oct. 12. '63.

Right. Retired February 2. 1865.

Disch'dBight flap: gangrene.
August 8. 1 865.

Bight; double Hap. Discharged
I

July 30, 1863.
Left ; cire. (amp. right foot, Hev's
method). Disch'd Oct. 6. 1865.

Left: flap. Discharged July 4,

1865.
Bight: cire. Discharged Feb. 4,

1864. Died Dee. 19. 1871.

Left: circular. Disch'd March
26, 1865.

Bight: lateral flap. Surg. J. D.
Mitchell, 8th Maine. Disch'd
December 24. 1863.

Right. Discharged February 4,

1865.

Bight. Discharged February 24.

1864. Died in 1865.

Left: circular. To Provost Mar-
shal March 18, 1865.

Left Discharged August 14,'63.

Right. Surg. F. A.Walker. Re-
covered. I-'urloughed.

Name. Military
Description", ami Ahe,

Woerts, C, Pt.. 1, 108th

Ohio, age 2(1.

Wolcott. II. 1'., Lieut..

K. 41st Ohio.
Wolf, M., Pt.. A. 160th
New Y'ork, age 21.

Wood, W. H., l't.. 1.

126th N. Y., age 83.

Woodruff, J., Pt., K.
57th Mass.. age 26.

Woodward. J Ft.. C,
14th N. Y. S. M.

Wnrhii, C.I,. F., Pt., A.
5th Ala., age 22.

Wrieth, II. , Ft., B, 20th
Mass.. age 20.

Wright. P., l't.. II. 39th
Cold Troops, age 29.

Wybourn.W. A., Serg't,
1.' 147th X. Y., age 23.

Yaia, S., Corp'I, H, 33d
Virginia, age 38.

Yerkes, W. H., Pt.. C,
128th Pennsylvania.

Young, F.V., Pt., 1,111th
New York, age if.

Young. G. A., Pt., F, 5th
Artillery, nge 23.

Young, J'. B..1'L, K, 11th

Indiana, age 21.

Ziegler.S. R., Ft.,A,4!)th

Penn.. age 23.

Abbott, J. I., Pt.. C, 2d
Conn. H. A., age 26.

Adams, N., Pt., D, 36th
Wisconsin, age 34.

Anderson, D., Corp'I, H,
7th Maryland, age 41.

Angell. O. W., l't., K.
18th Ohio.

Arnhood, ,L, PL, C, 17th
Ohio.

Arte. Ph., Saddler. II.

17tb I'enn.Cav., age 24.

Austin, J., Pt., G, 11th
Michigan.

Austin, S. J.. PL, A, 33d
Massachusetts.

Baker, S., l't., B, 8th W.
Virginia.

Bakehouse, H., Pt., B,
82d Penn., age 36.

Banks, 8., l't., 0, 43d
Colored Troops.

Barstovr, '1'. A., Serg't,

B, 15th New Hamp.
Baniett.V.J.,Vt., B,42d
A labama.

Bassett.G. L., PL. O.] 9th
Michigan.

Bates. E. C. PL. C, 9th
Maine, age 17.

Baysman.T..l't.,D, 1 Itli

Cold II. Art'y, nge 22.

Billings. D., Serg't. A.
149th New York.

Bird. E., PL, H, 8th
Michigan, age 19.

Black. A.. PL, A, 3dN.
Jersey, age 43.

Boling, R. F.., Corp'I, D,
6th Kentucky Cavalry.

Borosky. J., l't.. A, 199th
Pennsylvania.

Bounds, 0..r.,Pt.,H,39tb.

Alabama, age 18.

Bourn, S., Pt., E, 32d
Alabama.
Bowman, D..PL. B, 15th
Infantry, age 24.

Bniiil. W. .A, PL, D, 21st
North Carolina, age 28,

Briggs, E. C, PL, P.,

125th Ohio.
Brown, A.. PL, A, 5th

N. Y. Cavalry, age 47.

Bryan. M. W., PL, G.
11th Michigan.

Aug. 1-1,

14. '61.

Dec. 31,

31. '62.

(let. 19,

20, '64.

July 3.

5. '03.

July I.

4. '64.

July J,

1. '63.

July I.

1. '63.

July 28.

29, '64.

Feb. 11.

11, '65.

Feb. 6.

6, '65.

Mar. 25,

26, '65.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

May 6,

6. '64.

Nov. 7,

7, '63.

May 16,

17," '63.

6, 61.

June 27.

27, '64.

June 17,

17, '64.

Aug. 21,

21. 64.

Dei'. 31,

— .
'62.

Sept. 19,

—, '63.

Aug. 11,

11, '64.

De.31,'62.

Jan.], '63,

June 1,

1. '64.

Aug. 23,

—, '63.

June 3,

3. '64.

July 30,

30, '64.

May 27.
27.' '63.

-May 15.

— ," '64.

May 15.
15.' '64.

June 3(1,

30, '64.

Mar. 30,

— .
'65.

July 20,
20,"'64.

Sept. 30,

Oet.1,'64.
July 30.
30." '64.

June 24.

24. '64.

April 9,

9. '65.

Deo. 16,

16, '64.

May 15,

— ,' "64.

June 3,

3, '64.

Oct. 19.

19. '64.

Sept. 19,

19. '63.

July 7,

9. ''64.

Aug. 7.

7,
T
64.

operation's. operator!*,
Result.

Left: circ. Surg. C. Spinzig, 2d
Mo. Disch'd .lime Hi. I860.

Left: flu].. Surg. A. G. Hart, 41st

Ohio. Disch'd -May -^7. 1863.

Right; circ. Discharged July
10, 1865.

Bight: circ. Discharged July
IS, 1865.

Left. Yit'f. 18. re amp. at June, of
mill and up. thirds. Dec. 22.

luern. Disch'd June 27, 1865.

Bight: ant. post. Hap. Surg. J. M.
Farley, 1 1th N.Y. s. M. Disc'd
Peb.26, 1804. Spec. 4309,

Bight. Retired October 14, 1864.

Left; flap. Confederate surgeon.
Discharged August 13, 1865.

Left: Hap. A. King. F. B. Kim-
ball. 3d New Damp. Disch'd
October 19, 1865.

Right; circ. Surg. A. S. Coe,
147th N. Y. Duty A pri 1 3, 1 865.

Prom. Lieut. Dis. Juno 7, 1865.

Left : circular. Released J une
LI, 1S65.

Right. Discharged May 11, 1863.

Right
; flap. Confed. surgeon.

Discharged June 16, 1865.
Left. Discharged August 19, '64.

Left: flap. Surg. R. B. Jessup,
^4th Ind. Discharged August
31. 1861.

Left : flap. Discharged Novem-
ber 10, 1864.

Right: circular. Died August
211. 1864: typhoid fever.

Left. Died June 29, 1S64; gan-
grene.

Left (also amp. right leg at mid-
dle). Died Oct. 1, 1864.

; erysipelas. Re amputat'n.
Bied March 18. '63: exhaustion.

Left. Died October 17, 1663;
pneumonia.

Left : flap. Died November 17,

1864.

Right. Died January 20. 1863.

Right. Died July 18, 1864.

Left. Died September 20, 1863.

Left: circular. Died April 9.

1865.
Left (also amputat'n right thigh).
Surg. D. MaeKav. 29th Colored
Troops. Died j'uly 31, 1864.

Right. Died May 27, 1863.

Left. Surer. E. Hutchinson, 137th
N.Y". Died May 25, 1864.

Left. Died May 20. 1864.

Right. Died August 12, 1864;
exhaustion.

Right (also w'd left leg and bond):
sloughing. Died May 16, '65.

Right. Died October 9, 1804.

Left. Died October 24, 1864; '

exhaustion.
Left; circular : sloughing. Died
August 28, 1864: pyaemia.

Left. Died July 25,' 1864.

Right. Surg. C. M. Clark, 39th
Illinois. Died May 8. 1865.

Right; circular. A. A. Surg. R.
L. McClnre. Died Feb. 2, 1865;
chronic diarrhoea.

. Died May 23, 1864.

Left. Died July 18. 1864.

Bight: circular. Died Novem-
ber 10. 1864: pyaemia.

. I lied October 21 . 1863.

Left. Died July 24, 1864.

Bight (amputation arm). Died
September 6, 1864.

1 OTIS (G. A.), .4r»iy Medical Intelligence, in linstnn Medical and Surgical Journal, 1862, Vol. LXVI, p. J ;:>.
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Name, Military
Descuiptiox, and Age.

operations. Operators,
RESULT.

705 Bryant, J., I't., G, 23d
Michigan.

786 linnn, J. K., I't., 6th X.
York Battery, age 19.

707 Burge, \V.. i't., K. 103d
Illinois.

70S Burr, O., I't., K, 25th
Mass., ago 39.

709 Campbell, 8, Pt., A, 63d
Now York.

710 Carknard, .1. E.. Pt.. E,
7th X. Y. Heavy Artil-

lery, age 21.

711 Carney, A. B., Pt., E,
55th X. Carolina.

71 -J CaiT'uigtun.W. II.. Serg't,

E, 51st New Y'ork.

713 Chedister, J. A., Pt., I,

15th West Va., ago 30.

714 Childersjt., I't., G, 15th
Virginia, ago 42.

715 Christy, D. L., Serg't, C,
102d I'etin., age 24.

710 Cobloigh, J. \V., Serg't,

A.lstVt. II. A.,age24.
717 Cugan.W. II., W., li,U9th

Ohio, ago 25.

718 'Cox, J. F..Capt.,D, 29th
.Mississippi, age 31.

719 Crowlcv, J., Pt., K, 88th
New York.

700 Caller, M., I't., II, 7:1.1

Illinois, age 22.

721 Dangherty. J., l't.,C, 1st

Delaware.
722 Davis, A. W.. Corp'l, F,

Mtb N. C., age 24.

3 Davis, W., Pt., II, 48th
Pennsylvania, age 28.

724 Davis, "W., I't., A, 31st
Maine, age 19.

725 Deliarr, G-, Pt.. B, 109th
New Y'ork, age 35.

720 Detohon, W. V., Pt., 9th
Co., 00th Ohio, age 19.

727 Devereux, C., Corp'l, F,
3 1th Vermont, age 33.

728 Dunga.fl, C, I't., II, 32d
Alabama, age 28.

Easterbrook, S., Pt., F,
It. Island Art., age 48.

Kdson, U., I't., C, 22d
Massachusetts, age 35.

II Elder. W.. I't., V, 63d
Pennsylvania, age 21.

732 Fisher, 0. E., I't., 15, 6th
Pennsylvania, age 31.

733 Flore, C., Pt., G, 10th
Minnesota, age 23.

14 I-'ogle, M. P., Corp'l, A,
133dNew York, age 31.

735 Forbes, .1. K., I't., A, 5th
Iowa

30 Faster, C. B., I't., 11,27th

South Carolina, age 29.
737 Fox, J. M., Pt., C, 01st

Ohio.
738 Francis, C, Pt., H, 83d

Pennsylvania.
39 Frost, A. C. Pt., C, 15th

Massachusetts.
740 Fry, YV. H., Pt., H, 56th

Pennsylvania, age 21.
741 Galligher, T., I't., D, 4th

Delaware.
742 Gerhart. J., Pt., 1), 49tl

I'ennsvlvania, age 32.

43 Gibbs, M., Pt., C, 139th
Pennsylvania, age 32.

744 Gillam', J. B., I't., K,
15th Xorth Carolina.

15 Goodsell, C. H., It., C,
124th New York.

46 Goodwin. T., Pt., II, 22d
Wisconsin.

747 Graff, 8., Pt., B, 83d
Pennsylvania.

748 Grant, P., Pt., I!, 67th
Ohio.

_

May 14,

14, '64.

May 28,
28.' '04.

Nov. 25.

25, '03.

June 30,

30, '04.

.Iiuio :'.

3, '64.

June 16,

17, '04.

.Mar. 25,

25, '05.

Mar. 14,

14, '62.

Sept. 3.

4. '64.

April 6,

8, '05.

May 5,

0, '04.

Mar. 25,

25, '05.

Aug. 10,

Hi. '04.

Aug. 31,

31, '04.

Mayl,
1, '63.

|

Nov. 30,

Deo.1,'64'.

July I,

1, '63.

July 12.

12, '04.

June 3,

3, '04.

July 30.
31,''04.

July 14,
14,' '64.

July 30,
30.' '04.

Oct. 19,

10. '01.

Nov. 25,

—, '03.

May 12,

12," '04.

May 10,

11, '04.

May 5,

0, '64.

July 20,

20/64.
April 5,

5, '05.

June 14,

14, '63.

Sept. 19.

19, '02.

Aug. 21.

22. 04.

July 22,
22," '04.

Juno 27.

28, '02.

July 2,

—, 63.

May 12.

13,' '04.

Juno ',.

3, '04.

May 10,

10, '64.

April 2,

2. '05.

Sept. 14

10, '62.

May 3,

3, '03.

May 15,
15," '64.

May 3,

3. '03.

May 12
12. '64.

Right. Died July 14, 1864.

I. ill ;
circular. Died June 22,

1804 ;
pva?min.

Left. Surg. J. Hutchison, 15th

Michigan. Died Dec. 10, 1803.
I. r'll: sloughing, Died July 12,

1804 : exhaustion.
. Surg. J.W.Wishart, 140th

Penn. Died June 8, 1864.

Left; ciri;. Surg. J. E. Putnfret.

7th X. Y. II'vv Artillery. Died
July 28. 1804.'

Right. Died April 19, 1805.

Left. Died May 9. 1802.

Left. A. A. Surg. J. R. L'hler.

Died October 3, 1804.

Left. Died May 5, 1805; gan-
grene.

:

Left : circular. Died June 18,

, 1804 ; exhaustion.
Right : flap. Died March 28, '05:

exhaustion.
Left. Died September 16, 1804;
irritative fever.

Left; gangrene; erysip. Died
October 31. 1804.

Right (also amp. left great toe);

litem. Died May 20. 1803.

Left. Died December 28, 1864.

Left (also w'd of leg). Surg.G.W.
New, 7th Ind. Died July 3.'ti3.

Right. t'onfod. surgeon. Aug.
4, re-amp. upper third. Died
Aug. Ill, 1804. Spec. 2923.

ltight ; circular. Died Septem-
ber 5. 1804 ; diarrhcea.

Left : ant. post. Hap. Died Sept.
0, 1804 ; pyietnia.

Left; pyteuiia. Died September
25, 1804.

Left ; circular: sloughing. Died
August 13, 1804; exhaustion.

Right : ant. post. Hap. Died Nov.
17, 1804 ; exhaustion.

Loft. Died March 2, 1864; in-

flammation lungs.
Right. Died May 24, 1804 ; ery-
sipelas.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. I. H.
Steans. 22d Mass. Sloughing.
DiedJune30, 1804; exhaustion.

Right (also tract, cranium); circ.

Died May 30, 1804.

R't. Surg. A. M. Wilder, U. 8.V.
Died Nov. 12, '04; exhaustion.

Left ; circ. A. Surg. F. H. Milli-

gan, 10th Minn. April 20, re-

amputatiou. Died May 11, '05.

Right. Surg. R. Watts, jr., 133d
N. Y. Hsem.; lig. post, tibial.

Died Nov. 17, 1803.

Left. Died September 23, 1862.

Died

Name. Military
description", ami aoe. Dates. I

Operations, Operators,
result.

Right; circular: pysemia,
September 17, 1804.

Left. Died August 27, 1804.

Left. Aug. 0. re-amput'n. Died
August 9. 1802; pyaemia.

Left. Sept. 12. amp. thigh. Died
Sept. 10. 1803; gangrene.

Left. Died June 14, 1804.

Left. Died June 11, 1864.

Left. Died June 1, '04
;
pyaemia.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Died May
10, 1805: exhaustion.

: sloughing. Died October
12, 1862.

Left. Died August 3, 1863.

Left : circ. Surg.W. C. Bennett,

U. S. V. Died July 12, 1804.

Right. Died July 3, 1803.

Left. Died May 24, 1864.

749 Green. J. L. W., Pt.. F,
i 20th Xew Y'ork.

750 Green, R. B., It., G, 7th
Rhode Island.

'51 ' Griffith, J., I't., H, 4th
Delaware, age 39.

52 Hall. H., It., K, 50th
Ohio, age 20.

753 Hall, J. F., It., B, 68th
Pennsylvania.

754 Hanson. J., Pt., K, 3d
Wisconsin.

55 Harrigan.YV..I't..M.24th
N. York Cav.,age21.

750 Harris, R„ It., G, 132d
New Y'ork, age 20.

757

758

759

760

761

762

763

764

765

766

767

768

769

770

771

773

774

75

776

8

779

WO

781

782

783

784

Hart, J., It.. G. 74th
Indiana, age 29.

Hurtuian. T. R.. Serg't,

K, 88th Penn., age 21.

Henry. P., It., C, 78th
Pennsylvania.

Higgins", A..I't.. E. 104th
New Y'ork, age 23.

llilsondegen. J., It.

10th Michigan.
Hinkle,.!. H.,Pt.,I,'
Indiana.

//o&soii,./.£..Pt.,Hro

1st Va. Art'y, age t

Holmes. W. J.. I't.Ji.

Mississippi, age Is

Honestea. L.,l't.. 1!,

Infantry, age IS.

Howell, J. H., Pt.,C
Michigan.
Hoyt, II. II., I't,

Connecticut.

P,

0th

ik's

3.

33d

Kith

23d

, 0th

Hubbard, J., It., I. loth

Connecticut, age :J8.

Hukill, YV. '1'., Pt., E,
66th Illinois.

Hyatt, C, Capt., E, Sth
Wisconsin.

Ingrahani, G. M., It., M,
4th N. Y. H. A., age 19.

Johnson, J. M., Pt., E,
43d Cold Troops.

Johnson, T. B., It., II,

19th Arkansas, age 35.

Johnson, Z., Pt., I, 8th
Wisconsin.

Jones, P., It.. I, 9th
Col'd Troops, ago 23.

Kendall. Z., Pt., G, 11th
Vermont.

Kent. II. O., Pt., E, 4th
Vermont.

Kipp. G. J., It., I, 1st

New Jersey, age 21.

Krappman, A., Pt., A,
40th X. York, age 29.

Lamphere, L. ()., Pt., E,
21st Conn., age 19.

Larkins. J., It., E, 37th
Wisconsin.

Laiighlin, E. W., Pt.. E,
77th Illinois, age 19.

Layton, J., It., P, 4th
N". Y". Heavy Artillery.

Leesholts, W., Pt., G,
147th I'ennsvlvania.

785 Leight.E.P.. Serg't Maj.,
1st Mass. Cav., age 24.

186 Lieber, J., Corp'l, B, 1st

Ohio.
•87 Littlefield, L. P., Pt.. K.

1st Mass. H'vy Art'y.
788 Livingston, J., Pt., A, 1st

Mien. S. 8., age 18.

Dec. 13.

13, 62.

Dee. 13,

—,
'62.

June 2,

4. '04.

July 22,

22, '64.

July 3,—. '63.

Julv 4.

—,
"'61.

June Hi.

16. '64.

Feb. 1

.

2, '04.

Jnlv 22,
22,' 04.

Mar. 30.

31, '65.

Mav 31.
31,' '04.

Aug. 19.

19, '04.

Sept. 30,

30, 04.

Mav 15,

15, '64.

May 2,

4. '03.

July 20,
22,' '04.

May 5,

5, '64.

May 14,
14,' '64.

Oct. 2J,

24, '02.

Dec. 14,

14, '02.

May 10,
16,' '04.

Aug. 21,
21, '04.

June 24.

24, '64.

July 30,
30," '64.

Nov. 30,

30, '64.

Mav 9,

—,
"'62.

Sept. 29,
29, '64.

June 1,

1, '64.

Den. 13,

13. '02.

.May .,,

5, '04.

July 2,

4, '03.

June 30.

30, '04.

July 30,
30." '04.

Jan. 11,

11, '63.

June 19.

20, '04.

May 25,
25," '04.

.May 4,

4.
;
04.

Nov. 24,

24. '63.

Mav 19,
19, '64.

Mav 9,

10, "'64.

Right: circular. Died January
2, 1803.

Left. Died January 2, 1803.

Right ; circular; sloughing. Died
July 1. 1804.

Eight. Surg. J. C. Welch. 20th
Kentucky. Gangrene. Died
Septembers. 1804.

Right. Died August 1,1863.

Left. Died July 9. 1864.

Right. Died July 13, 1864.

Left: circ. A. Surg. J. W. Gray,
98th N. Y. Died May 20, 1804,

under intl. Ohio, during operat'n.
i

Right. Died August 14, 1804.

Right : lateral (lap. Died June
7, 1805.

Left. Died July 15. 1804.

Left: ant. post. flap. Surg. E. G.
Chase, 104th N. V. Died Sept.

23, 1804 : erysipelas.
Left. Died November 6, 1804:
pyiemia.

Left. Died June 1, 1861.

: flap : typhoid f

MTMuy 89, 1863.

fever; luein.

Died'"

Left; circ' Died Dec. 24, 1804;
ehr. diarrli. Specs. 4243, 4244.

Right. Died November 2, 1804:
variola.

Left. Surg. 1). L. Heath, 23d
Mich. Died July 0. 1S04.

Right; post. flap. *A. A. Surg. T.
T. Smiley. Died < let. 30, 1 802

:

gangrene. Spec. 73,3.

Left ; circ. Surg. G. A. Otis, 27th
Mass. Hami. Died Dee. 16, '62,

Right. Surg. J. Pogue. 60th III.

Died July 9. 1804; pyemia.
Left. Died September 22, 1804.

Left; circular. Died August 10.

1864.

Left; circ. Surg. F. M. Weld.
27th c. T. Died Aug. 5, 1864.

Left ; circular. Died May 27,

1805.

Left. Died June 6, 1862.

Right. Died October 12, 1804.

Left. Surg. H. Plumb. 2d Conn.
11. A. Died Oct. 31. 1804.

Right. Died December 19. 1862

;

tetanus.
Left. Died June 20, 1804.

Left. July 10, haemorrhage, 24
ounces; fatal.

Right (also amput'n left thigh):

sloughing. Died July 22, 04;
tetanus.

Right : circ, Surg. G. W. Snow,
35th Mass. Died July 30, 1804.

Left. Feb. 9, re-amput'n. Died
February 19, 1803: pysemta.

Right. S'urg. W.Watson, 105th !

Pennsylvania. Died June 28,

1864. 'Spec. 2649.
Surg. II. B.Whiton, 00th
Died June 4. 1864.

circular. Died Julv 12.

Right.
N. Y.

Right;
1864.

Left. Died December 27, 1803.

Looklund, B., Pt.. C, 3d Sept. 23.

Artillery, age 25.
;

23. '63.

Long. M."l!., It., B. 12th Aug. 30,

Wisconsin, age 24.
|

30, '04.

3 Looney, M., It., B, 1st May 31,

Mass. Cav., age 23. J'e 1,'04.

Right: flap: erysipelas: gang
Died Mav 24. 1864.

Right : lateral flap. Surg. S. S.

French, 20th Michigan. Died
June 21. 1864; pytnmia.

Left. Died October 11. 1803.

Left. Surg. E. M. Rogers. 12th I

Wis. Died Nov. 23. 1804.

Left; circular. Died June8,'G4 :

pyaemia.

1 JoSES (J.), Investigations upon the Nature, Causes, and Treatment 0/ Hospital Gangrene, etc., in U. S. San. Com. Mem., Surg. Vol, II, p. 200.

'SMILEY (T. T.t, Twenty Cases of Gunshot Wounds, in Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, 1863, Vol. 68, p. 419.

3 LlDELL (J. A.), On the Secondary Traumatic Lesions of Bone. etc.. in IT. S. Sanitary Commission Memoirs, Surgical Volume I. X. Y., 1870, p. 2*
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792

793

794

795

?9<i

797

798

(799

800

Hill

802

803

Mil

80."

800

807

808

809

810

811

81S

813

814

815

816

817

818

819

;820|

ml

823 j

ea4j

823

82(i

827

828

829

830

831

832

833

834

name, military
Description, ami Ah

Loper, R., I't., I', 25(11

Michigan,
Lottrldgc, I>. I'., It., M.
:.M New York Cavaln .

Lovilott, P.C , It., 11, 1st

.Mass. II. Art'}', age 23.

Luther, /'., CorpT, K,
52<1 North Carolina.

Magnus, N., l't, A, nth
Colored Troops.

Murks, P., Corp'l, A, 1st

Minnesota.
Marquis, W. II., I't., E,
83d Penn., age 20.

Marsh, W.W.. It., I, 14th
Now York Heavy Ar-
tillery, age 20.

Martin, 1'., l't., K, 8th

Maine, age 20.

McAfuot. (I. W., I't., A.
8th Penn. Res., age 20.

McCahitn, J. D., l't., II,

40th Pennsylvania.
MeCardle, .1., l't., E, 2d
Pennsylvania, age 23.

McCool.A., Pt.,E, 188th
Pennsylvania, age 21.

McCool,J.G.,Pt., 1, 44th
Illinois.

McGraw, 1'., l't., K,42d
New York.

Mot! dire, J., Corp'l, 4*),

40th New York, age 21.

Mo.Millan.T.,(ol
,

(l serv-

ant. 50th Pennsylvania.
Meekins, J., l't., E, 2d
Penn. Art'y, age 45.

Mitchell. «'.'
11., Lieut.,

E, I4ih Ohio.
Mitchell, W. .r., Pt., P,
5lith Mass., age 40.

UUtttU, B-, l't., D, 17th
North Carolina, age 18.

Monson, J., 1*1., II, 2d
Conn. II. Art., age 27.

Moore, A., Pt., A, (list

Pennsylvania, age 25.

Morolook,W..lt.,I, 19th

Michigan.
Murray, .1., l't., I), 51st

New York.
Myres,G.,('orp'l, IS, 14th
Infantry, age 23.

Ifash, .;.' v., Sorg't, K,
40th Miss., age 17.

Nason. II., Pt., C, IstR.
Island Art'y, age 38.

A'odfc, /'., l't.,

Louisiana.
1st

O'Noil, E., l't., K, 124th

Ohio.
Paine, A. ('., I't., F, 42d
New York.

Palm, J., Pt., I', 22d
I Penn. Cavalry, ago 19.

Parker, M. I'.', l't., K,
19th Michigan.

Patterson. J., Pt., C, 2d
Penn. II. Art'y, age 29.

Perry, A., l't'., E, 0th
New Hampshire.

Perry, O., Pt., F, 41st
Illinois.

Phillips, W. A., Pt., B,
Mth Georgia, age 25.

Pickle, A. H.,I't.,G, 08th
Pennsylvania, age 25.

Potter, II. W., It., O,
14th Infantry.

Price, R. S., Pt., B, 1st

N. J. Artillery, age 25.

Quinn, J., .Sergeant, A,
170th New York, nge
45.

835
;
Ransom, J. D., Capt., C,
I42d N. Y.. age 29.

836' Reed. J. M.. Adj't, 10th
Vermont.

837 Rcither. J. G., Pt.. F,
; 142d N. Y . age 26.

638 Riley, J., Pt., B, 9th
Vermont, nge 21

.

May II,
14," '04.

Doe. <;,

0, '04.

May 19,
10.' '04.

Julys,
-, 63
Aug. 2..,

26, '54.

.lulv 2.

;. '63.

Aug. 27,

July 26,

20, "64.

July 21,
24,"'04.

Dee. 13.

i
15, '02.

.lulv 20,
20." '04.

.lulv 2,

2, 'l!4.

June 1,

1, '01.

Sept. 19,

19, '03.

July 3,

3, 113.

May 5,

5,
f
64.

Nov. 25,

25. '63.

July 18,

18, '01.

Sept. 1,

—,

'04.

June 17,

18. '04.

May 21.

21, '04.

June 1,

3, '04.

Julv 12.
12," '04.

May 15.

15, '04.

May 0,

— , \M.
Aug. 18.

1H. '04.

July 211,

20," '04.

Nov. 30.

Dec. 2, '03.

May 27,
27," '03.

May 31,

31, '64.

July 2,

3. '03.

Aug. 21,

22, '64.

May 15,

15, '64.

June 10,

10, '04.

Dee. 13,

13. '02.

July 12,

12, '03.

July 12,

13, '04.

July 2,

—, '03.

July 2,

4,
r
63.

July 3,

4, '63.

Aug. 25,

25, '04.

Operations. Operators,
Result.

Celt. Hied July 29, 1804.

Left : circular. Died December
20. 1804; exhaustion.

Righti Hup. Died June 7, 1804.

Right. Surg.C. S.Wood, 66th X.
Y. Hied Sept. II. 1863.

Left: Teal's method. Surg. U.K.
Kwnsev. 1. S. V. Died March
12. 1805.

Right. Surg. C. S. Wood, 00th

N. Y. Died July 24, 1803.

Left (amp. rigid shoulder joint);

lig. brachial. Died Sept. 12,'03.

Celt; flap. Surg. W. V. White,
57th Mass. Died Jan. 23, 1805;
phthisis pulmonalis.

Left; flap. Died Aug. 7, 1804;
exhaustion.

Left; erysipelas. Died April II,

1803; pyjemia.
Left. Died July 25, 1R64.

Right (alsoanip. left upper third).

Died July 3. 1804.

Right (also flesh w'd right thigh);

circular. Died July 21, 1864. i

Left. Hied October 13, 1803.

Right. Died August 14, 1803.

Left. Died May 14, 1804; li.-rm-

orrhage and exhaustion.
Left. Surg. A. M. Wilder,!:. S.Y.
Died I)ecetnber3. 1803.

Right; flap. Died August II,

1S64.
Left. Died September 20, 1804.

Right. Died July 21, 1804.

Left; circular. Died August 1.

1804.
Left; circular. Died August 30,

1804.

Left; gangrene. Dietl August
7. 1804.

Left. A. Surg. D.L. Jewctt. 20th
Coon. Died June 24, 1H04.

Right. Died May 20, 18(14.

Right ; circular. Died Septem-
ber 11, 1801.

Right. Sept. 20, re-amputation.
Died October 4, 1804.

Right (also amp. left, mid. third);

circular; gangrene. Died Dee.
21. 1863; pvicmia.

Both. Died May 27, 1803.

Name. Military
•j Description, and Age.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

830
j

Roach, W., l't., I', 27th June 18,

Massachusetts, age 44. 18, '04.

840
i

Rogers, J. P., Pt.,G, 24th
Iowa.

841 Rosscr, .1., Pt., 1), I LOtfa

Ohio.
842 Ryan, '1'., I't.. E, 8th

Maryland, age 2:1.

843 I Sabine, C. P., Corp'l, II,

100th New York.

Sept. 29,

Oct. 1. '64

April 2,

2, '65.

Oct. 27,
27, '64.

Sept. 28,
—, '64.

Right. Died June 21, 1804.

Both. Surg. II. M. Mc Alice, 4th
•Ohio. Hied July 23, 1803.

Left; circular. A. Surg. C. W.
I

Stinson.aiidlll. Died Sept. 2, '64.
1 Left. A. Surg. (J. M.Trowbridge.
|

1 0th Mich. Died May 25, 1804.

Right. Died June 22, '1804.

Right. Died January 27, I8G3.

Right: gangrene; amp. thigh.

Died September 12. 1803.

Left; circ. Surg. W. P. Young,
4th Georgia. Died July24, '04.

Left. July 10. ha?morrhago, 24 oz.

Died July 12, 18G3.
Right. Died August 18, 180:1.

Right (also amp. forearm); eolliq.

diarr. Died Aug. 22. '63 ; exh'n.
Right ; doable flap. Surg. N.
Hayward. 20th Mass. Necrosed:

I removal of ins. tibia. Died
' Nov. 5, 1804. Spec. 3320.

Right. Surg. D.C.. Rush, 101st

Penn. Died Nov. 10/64 ; pyaem.
Right. Died April 0, 1805."

Left. Surg. A. M. Clark. 1 1. S.V.
Died Nov. 28. 1804: pyaunia.

Left. Died October 31, 1864;
exhaustion.

844

845

840

847

848

849

850

831

852

853

854

855

850

857

858

859

860

Mil

862

863

SOI

805

800

867

868

809

87(1

871

872

873

871

875

870

877

878

879

880

881

882

883
|

884|

Saekhimer, O.P., Serg't.

II, 81st Penn,. age 27.

Sanoerman, G, Corp'l, G,
105th Penn., ago 31.

Sanford, L., Bugler, C,
73d Ohio.

Schappie, N., Pt., K, 7th
New York, age 30.

Schmehl. M., Pt., D,
198th Penn.. age 19.

Seville, J., Pt., II, 123d
Pennsylvania.

Shannon, E., Pt., 1, 38th
Massachusetts.

Shea, D., Pt., F, 13th
New Hampshire.

Siinmillgtoii. J. 8., S'g't,

11, 10th Illinois Cav.
Smiley, '!'. J., Pt., P,
9th Alabama Cavalry.

Smith, O.M., Pt., 11,0th
Ohio Cavalry, age 33.

Smith. J. S., Pt., P, 2d
X.Y. Il'vyArt., age 17.

Smith. W. II., Pt., II,

23d Penn.. age 22.
Southworth. W. 11., Pt.,

P. 42(1 Illinois, age 25.

Spriggle, B., It., I, 17th
Penn. Cavalry, ago 28.

Stahli, 11., Pt., B, 187th
Penn., age 17.

Sliers. W.. It., A, 97th
Ohio.

Stlteler, ('., Pt., D, 16th
Infantry.

Stover, j. II., Pt., 188th
Pennsylvania, age 21.

Sutlin. M.,Pt., II, 8th N.
Y. il'vv Art'y, age 28.

Swinger", J., Pt".,K, 130th
Indiana, age 18.

Sykcs. W. E., Corp'l, G,
1st N. Y. Art'y, age 47.

Taylor, W. 11/., Pt., G,
25th S.O., ago 25.

Taylor, \V., It., II, 65th
Ohio.

Thilkt, U. J., Pt,A, 19th
Virginia.

Thomas, 1'., Corp'l, 10th
Michigan.

Tibbetts, s., Corp'l, D,
1st Mc. II. A., age 29.

Miner. P., Pt., E, 189th
New York.

Van Bnren, J. II., Pt., G,
2d Conn. H'vy Art'y.

Vandruff, II. C, Corp'l,

A, 97th Ohio.
Wakefield. \V.,Pt., E, 2d
Ohio Cavalry, age 20.

Ward, T.,('tipt., E, 07th
Ohio, age 31.

Wassenberg, J., Pt., T,

27th Penn., age 23.

Webster. G. W., Pt., I,

7th Maryland.
Welch, J.'B., Pt.,G, 35th
Iowa.

Wells, W.W.. Lieut., F,
58th Penn., age 30.

April 8.

8, '04.

Oct. 19,

19, '04.

Aug. 21,

21, '04.

April 9,

11. '03.

June 22.

24. '04.

May 5,

5, '04.

July 3.

—,
''63.

April 7,

8, '05.

Mar. 31.

31, '05.

Dec. 13,

—, '62.

April 13,

13, '03.

June 3,

3, '64.

Sept. 10,

10, "63.

June 24,

— , '04.

June 20,

21, '03.

June 2,

2, '64.

June 1,

1, '04.

Nov. 25,

25, '03.

July 10,

10, '63.

Aug. 19,

20, '64.

June 22.

22, '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '03.

June 1,

1, '64.

June 3,

3, '64.

Aug. 3,

3, "04.

May 19,

19, '04.

Aug. 20,

21, '04.

Sept. 19,

19, '03.

July 2,—, 'G3.

July 14,

—, '64.

June 18.

20, '64.

Mar. 30.

31, '05.

Sept. 19,

19, '04.

Dec. 10,
10, '64.

Mar. 31.

Ap.1,'65.
Oct, 13,

13, '64.

Nov. 25,

25, '63.

May 0,

0, '64.

July 14.

14, '04.

May 20,
20," '04.

Wevman. J. B., It., A, July 20,

0th Kentucky, age 22. 21. "64.

Wheatly, J., It., C. 61st May 3,

Ohio. 3, '63.

Whittier, F. M., It.. K, June 27.

14th Kentucky 27, '04.

Wilson, A. N., Pt., I, 5th Aug. 30,

New York. 30, '62.

Wilson, W. O, Pt., B, ' Dee. 13,

4th Vermont.
,

1:1, '02.

Left. Surg. G. T. Stevens, 77th
New York. Died July 0, 1804;
exhaustion.

Right. Died May 17, 1864.

Left. Died October 24, 1864.

Right ; oire. Surg. A. A. White.
8th Md. litem.. 32 oz. Died
Sept. 10, 1864; haemorrhage.

Left; circ. (also w'nd clavicle);

slough.; pneum. Died April 30,

1803; py;c:nia. Spec. 1188.

Left; circular. Died June 29,

1 864 ;
gangrene.

Left; circular. Died May 30,

1804: exhaustion.
Left. Died July 12, 1863.

Left; flap: gangrene; anamiiu;
diarrhoea. Died May 12, 1865.

Left. April 24, re-aniput'n. Died
April 25, 1865; tetanus.

Left. Died December 26, 1862;
tetanus.

Left. Died May 5, 1863.

Left. Died June 25, 1864.

Right. Surg. E. A. Clarke, 8th I

Mo. Cav. Died Oct. 9, 1863.
Righ t. Died September 22, 1804

.

Right. Died July 18, 1863
; py-

aemia.
Left; flap. Dr. A. Garcclon, of
Maine. Died July 20, 1864.

Left. Died June 28, 1864.

Left. Died April 2, 1864, of ty-

phoid fever.

Left ; flap. Died August 16, '63.

Spec. 3878.

Left; circular. Died Septembor
7, 1864 ; pyaemia.

Right. Died July 27, 1864.

Right. Died September 29, '63
:

tetanus.

Left; ant. post, skin flap. Died
June 30, 1804

;
gangrene.

Left. Died August 13, 1804.

Right. Surgeon J. W. Lawton,
U. S.Y. Died Sept. 1,1804.

Left; flap. Died June 1, 1864.

Right : circular. Died Septem-
ber 12, 1804

;
pysemia.

Lett. Died October 13, 1863.

Right. Died August 0, 1863.

. Died July 17, 1864.

Left : Circular. A. A. Surg. O.W.
Peck. Died July 30, 1804.

Left: gangrene, ilied April 28,

1805; exhaustion.
Left: circular. Died October 7.

1864; exhaustion.
Left. A. A. Surg. J. C. Thorpe.
Died January 9, 1805.

Left. Surg. 8. II. Plumb, 82d N.
York. Died June 4. 1805.

Left. Died October 21, 1804.

Lett. Surg. J. Reily, 33d N. J.

Died April 19, 1864.

Left. Died May 27, 1864.

Left. Died July 19, 1864.

Left; circ. Surg. C. A. Cowgill,

U. S. V. June 0, re-amputation.
Died June 11, '04 ; exhaustion. !

Left; circular. Died September
27, 1804: chronic diarrhoea.

Right. Died May 21, 1803.

Right. Died July 18, 18(14.

Right. Died October 10, 1802.

Left. Died January 13, 1863.
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Hospital, Fori Monroe, ami Surgeon A. E, Stocker, 17. S. V., reported that he was discharged January 6, 18C3, by reason of

" loss of right leg." He was a pensioner until Juno 14, 1808, when lie died. The cause of hi.-* death has not been ascertained.

Fatal Cases of Primary Amputations in the Leg, seat of Operation not indicated.—
This group includes four hundred and eighteen amputations performed on four hundred and

twelve patients; three hundred and forty-nine were Union and sixty-three Confederate

soldiers, in throe instances re-amputation in the thigh became necessary.

Cask 7.">~.—Private J. Jameson, Co. A, 29th Illinois, aged 24 years, was wounded at the battle of Spanish Fort, March
'2'J, 18(1"), by the explosion of a shell, which caused flesh wounds of the left shoulder and left hip and fracture of the tibia and

tilada of the right leg. Assistant Surgeon W. 10. Waters, U. S. A., reported that the wounded man was admitted to the Six-

teenth Corps Field Hospital, where the injured "leg was amputated by Surgeon S. L. Clieaney, 29tb Illinois.'' Surgeon J. K.

G. Uaxter, U. S. V., reported the following result: "The patient entered Barracks Hospital at New Orleans eight days after

being wounded. He had undergone antero-posterior flap amputation of the leg on tile field. The flesh wounds were granu-

lating feebly. Secondary haemorrhage took place from the anterior tibial on April 4th, amounting to thirty ounces, and being

controlled by manual pressure on the groin for forty-eight hours. The patient was also troubled with some diarrhoea; he had a

good constitution, however. Both bones protruded from the stump, and no union of the flaps took place up to April 12th, when
one inch of the fibula was resected by Assistant Surgeon E. McC'lintoek, U. S. V., who performed the operation without using

anaesthetics. The patient died April 18, 1865."

CASE 7515.—Private S. Watson, Co. C, 118th Pennsylvania, was wounded in the left leg during the engagement at the

crossing of the Potomac, on September 2d, 1862. Surgeon E. McDonnell, U. S. V., contributed the following description of the

injury and its result : "The wounded man was conveyed to the German Reformed Church Hospital at Sharpsburg, where the

leg was amputated below the knee on September 21st. The operation was performed for compound fracture of the leg. On
September 28th the patient's condition was favorable, but during the following two days it was critical. On October 1st, the

aspect of the stump was unhealthy, the entire flap threatening to slough; no union; discharge black, sanious, and unhealthy.

During the next two days he mended somewhat, and on October 4th lie was much improved. The difficulty in the case was a

complete falling apart of the flaps, there being no union whatever. The posterior flap was large and heavy and composed of

the thick muscles of the calf of the leg, making a bad wound to heal by granulations, the bone being exposed. October 11th,

the patient's system has been sinking. He has some diarrhoea and tympanitis, and was restless and delirious during the night.

He must die unless the whole stump is removed by an operation above the knee, and I have become sick of amputating thighs

secondarily. October 13th, condition very low; pulse at times not perceptible; jaws and body rigid. Patient had a passage

from the bowels during the night and passed water quite freely. Small doses of brandy and morphine were administered; no

relief. October 14th, at 8 P. M., applied a large bread poultice to stump. Hemorrhage from stump occurred during the follow

ing night. Death at 11.30 A. M. on October 15, 1802."

Table LXXI.
Summary of Fire Hundred and Seventy-one ( 'ones of Primary Amputations in the, Leg for Shot Injury,

the point of operation unspecified.
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,. ! Name, Military
description, ann ace.

A,

Dates operations, operators,
Result.

30 Crawford, E. !>.. PI
7th Georgia.

:il Cross, J. W., I't., C, t!a.

Legion Cavalry*.
32 Dry, C. /'.. I't.'. is. 2d

Mississippi.

33 Echalaz, .1. F., Corp'l,

II. 65th New York.
34 Falkland, J. B., I't.. D.

8th N. ('.. age 22.

35 Fisher, C, I't., G, ad
North Carolina.

30 Flaherty, (.'. TV.. Pt., A,
31st Mississippi.

37 Foll.es, IV. C, Pt., Shoe-
maker's Battery.

38 Ford. J. A., I't..' II, 23d
North Carolina.

39 ' Foxuorlh, C. B., Pt., I,

10th South Carolina
40 Frazier, G. TV., Pt., D,

37th Virginia.
41 Fuller. W.,fierg't, 0,1st

South Carolina.
42 Green, II. II'., Pt., Bean-

regard's Artillery.

43 Gregory, .1. T., i't.. P.,

3d Arkansas.
44 Hardin, I'., Lieut., I,

Kith Mississippi.

45 Barrell, F. II., Pt., D,
48th Georgia.

46 Hart, R. A., Pt., U, 12th
North Carolina.

47 Barrel/, J., PI., E, 5th
North Carolina.

48 Baljield, D., Pt., II, 5th
Tennessee.

4'.) Biggins, J., PC, C, G3d
!

Virginia.
50 Hig-ninu. M., Pt.,B, 46th

Pennsylvania, age 30.

51 Bmx-ell' C, Pt., E, 5th
Missouri.

52 Hubbard, J. A., I't.. A,
18th Virginia.

53 Banter, J. B.. Pt.. 1.

28th Virginia.
54 James, D. B., Corp'l. G,

8th N. Carolina, age 23.
55 Johnson, C. L., Serg't,

L, 7th South Carolina.
5(1 Jones, B. C, Capt., E,

56th Virginia.
57 Kirkland, J. G., Pt., D,

2d South Carolina.
58 Kirkley, I). C., Lieut.,

D. 15th S. Carolina.
59 Lansing, J., Serg't, K,

5th Louisiana.
60 Leach, B. F., Pt.. II.

10th Arkansas.
61 Leans. T. If., Pt., A,

57th Georgia.
62 Lewis, W. M., Pt., D,

1st Tennessee.
63 Lietner, W. Z., Capt., E,

2d South Carolina.
64 Lilly, E. J.. I't., C, 23d

North Carolina.
65 Logan, II'. R., Capt., O.

4th Georgia Cavalry.
66 Love. IT., Lieut.. K, 40th

Mississippi.
67 Lowell, F. r'., Pt., II,

26th N. Carolina.
68 Mallard. IV. IV., Pt.. E,

30th N. C, age 30.

69 Marburg, F.. Lieut., 7th
Missouri Cavalry.

70 Mayer. C, Serg't.'H, 6th
Louisiana.

71 McClcndon. W. 11., Pt.,

D. 8th Georgia.
72 Me Coy. E. C, Pt., B, lbt

South Carolina.
73 McDoul, J.. I't., G, 21st

Georgia, age 21.
74 McFall, J. A., Pt., F,

18th Tennessee.
75 McLewis, A.

Georgia. ' 19. '63.

76 llcAetln, W. W., Serg't,
]

May 2,

B, 9th' Louisiana. 4, '63.

N I

Name, military
Description, and Age. Dates. Operations, Operators,

Result.

. Union surgeon. Recovery.

Left. Surg — Metcalf, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right s'urg. H. II. Hubbard,
1'. A. C. S. Recovery.

Left. Discharged Decemher 12,

1862.
Lett. To prison April 13. 1865.

Left. To prison November 10,

1864.
. Recovery.

I

. Ass't Surg. B. Howard,
it. s. A. Recovery.

. Transferred Octoher 9,'63.

Recovery.
. Surg. P. p. Whitehead, P.

A. 0. S. Recovery.
. Surg. — Sloan, C. S. A.

Recovery.
. Recovery.

. Surg. — Brown. 3d Ark.
Retired March 20, 1865.

. Ass't Surg. , 16th
Mississippi. Recovery.

(

. Ass't Surg. — Saunders.
Recovery.

. Surg. T. B. Wilkinson, P.

!
A. C. S. Recovery.

. Transferred June 8, 1862.

Right. Purloughed February 20,

1863.
. Surg. — Hunt, C. S. A.

Recovery.
Right. Discharged Jan. 6. 1863.

Died Juno 14, 1868.
. Union surgeon. Feb. 6, '63,

re amputated. Recovery.
Right. Surg. M. C. Rowland.tllst

N. Y. Released June 6, 1865.
|

. Surg. II. W. Thompson.
C. S. A. Recovery.

Right. Released June 21 , 1865.

Surg. J. E. Chancellor,
'

C. S. A. Recovery.
. Surgeons Dunn and Lee,

0. S. A. Recovery.
. Surg.— Lamond, C. S. A.

I Recovery.
,

'

. Surg. — Johnson, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Left. Stag. — Strickland. C.S. A.

I
Discharged Dec. 8, 1864.

Left. To Provost Marshal Aug.
7, 1863.

Left. Recovery.

Right. Recovery.

Right. Surg.— Lamond, C.S.A.
Recovery.

. Surg. R. .1. Hicks, 23d N.
Carolina. Recovery.

, Right. Surg. J. B. Edelin.C.S. A.
Recovery.

, Left. To prison November 10.

1864.
. Surg. L. P. Warren. 26th

I
North Carolina. Recovery.

. Furloughed Jane 10,1863.

Left. To prison A ugust 1 3. 1863.

. Surg. W. A. Robertson, C.
S.A. Retired Feb. 1, 1865.

Right. To prison January 25.

1864.
. Surg. W. A. Robertson. C.
S. A. Recovery.

: flap. Transferred May 26,
', 1863.

Left. Transferred June 9, 1864.

. Surg. — Headly, C. S. A.
Recovery.

. Recovery.

77
|

McKiel, B. M., It., E, April 20,

56th N. C, age 26.
I

20, '61.

Jeff.

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91
I

92

93

94

I

95

96

98

99

100

Hi]

102

103

Hi-1

105

10C

107

108

109

no

19th

,11th

A, 83d

B,I't

Mkhie. II.. Ft.. A
Davis Legion.

< Middle.ton, J.. Pt., L,
10th South Carolina.

Miller, L., Pt„ PurcelTs
Battery.

Miller, P., Pt., II, 33d
Virginia.

Mills, ./. /'.. Lieut.. (!,

21st Mississippi.

Mitchell, 1\ I'. R., Pt.,

D. 1st Tennessee.
Moody, IV. J., Pt., B, 5th
North Carolina.

.Woorc A. £., Pt., K, 4th
Virginia Cavalry.

Moore, <:. W., i't., C,

19th Alabama.
Moyer. D., Pt., B,
South Carolina.

Nash. I: TV., I't., E
Mississippi.

Nolen, p. J., Pt.

Pennsylvania.
Norton, IV. C,
2d Mississippi.

O'Xiel, C, Pt., G, 5th
North Carolina.

Outlaw, J. E., Pt., A,
23d N. Carolina, age 26.

Parker, J. C, Pt., A,
8th N. Carolina, age 21!.

I'eden. ^Y. B.. Corp'l, A,

i

17th Mississippi.

Proctor, S. A.. I't., F,

12th S. Carolina.

Putnam, IV. A., Pt., B,

49th North Carolina.

Raburn, J. JbT., Corp'l, P,
25th Tennessee.

Richardson, I)., Pt., I,
;

61st N. Carolina.
Roberts, J., Lieut., I,

'

48th Virginia.

Rodgers, T. M.. Pt., C,
11th Tennessee.

Ruby, V. TV., I't., D, 42d
Mississippi, age 29.

'Russell, W., Corp'l, I,

28th Alabama.
Russ.J. J, Pt„ D, 18th

N. Carolina, nge27.
Sadler, A. Z)., Serg't, C,

! 21st Mississippi.

Saunders, G. L., Pt., G,
24th Virginia.

Scarborough, D. J.. PC,
n, 14th S. Carolina.

Shorter, J., PC, H, 46th

Mississippi.

Shedd, TV. H. B., Pt., C,
41st Mississippi.

Slusser, S. ,?.,Pt.,H, 12th

Virginia.

SUlt, B., I't.,C, 9th Ga.

July o,

9, '63.

Sept. 19,

19, '63.

Aug. 29,
29. '62.

July 21,
21,' 'til.

May :t,

— ,
"'03.

July 3,

— ,
''63.

May 5.

— .
''62.

Nov. 1,

1, '62.

July 28,

28, '64.

July 22.
22," '64.

Aug. 29,

30, '62.

Juno 27,

27, '62.

July 1,

I , '63.

111

112

113

114

115

1,6

117

118

|119

120

121

122

Stinespring, IV. B., PC,
E. 10th Virginia.

Stone, S., Pt., B, 37th
Virginia.

Talifero, J. M., Pt., H.,

52d Virginia.

Terry, R. L., Pt., C, 78th
Illinois.

Thompson, .J. TV., Corp'l,

H, 13th Mississippi.

'J'orf</,IV./'„Pt.,—,10th
South Carolina.

Tracy, J. N.. Corp'l, I,

5th Missouri.

Triplett, B. F.. PC, Stu-
art Horse Artillery.

Yann, C, Pt., F, 12th
Georgia, age 16.

Walker, II. C, PC, B,
26th N. C, age 19.

Waller, J, Pt., A, 23d
Virginia.

Wnrd.G.H., Lieut. Col.,

15th Massachusetts.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

Sept. 30,

30, '64.

Nov. 29,

29, '63.

Julvl,
3. '"63.

Aug. 21,
21, '64.

Sept. 19,

19, '63.

Dee. 11,

11, '63.

May 3,

3, '63.

Jan. 1,

1, '63.

July 1,

2,
r63.

Sept. 19,

19, '63.

May 2,

2,
r
63.

Dec. 11,

11, '62.

May 5,

5, '62.

Aug. 24,

24, '64.

June 22,

22, '62.

Sept. 21,

21. '63.

May 6,

6. '64.

Oct. 14,

14, '64.

May 3,

3, '63.

May 3,

3, '63.

Sept. 16,

18, '62.

June 27,

!
—,

'64.

Dec. 11,

11, '62.

Sept. 19,

19, '63.

May 1,

1, '63.

. Oct. 15,

15, '63.

Dec. 16,

16, '64.

July 1,

!
3, '63.

June 27.

I 27, '62.

Oct. 21,

I
21, '61.

Left; ant. skin. post. mus. skin
flap. Surg. C. II. Ladd.C. S. A.
Disch'd June 15, 1804.

Left. Recovery.

: Hap. Surg.T.P. Bailey.lOth
'

B.C. Trans. Oct. 31, 1863.

Left. Sing. — Havocs, C. S. A.
Transferred Jan. 30. 1863.

•
. Surg. H.McGuire, C. S.A.

Recovery.
Left. Transferred July 9, 1863.

Left. Paroled September 5, '63.

Left. Paroled August 31, 1862.

Left. Ass't Surg. F. Gilliam, C.
S. A. Recovery.

Left. To prison February 18,

1865.

Right. To prison November 10,

1864.
. Surg. — Ward, C. S. A.

Recovery.
Right. Discharged January 20,

1863.

Left. Surg. II. 11. Hubbard, P. A.
0, S. Recovery.

Right. Paroled August 31, 1862.

Left: post. flap. Surg.R.J. Hicks.
23d N. C. Trans. Jan. 8, 1865.

Right. To prison April 13, 1865.

Left (also resection bones of light

leg). Surg. J. I'. Prince. 36th
Mass. Exchanged.

. Surg. T. P. Bailey, 12th S.
Carolina. Recovery.

. Ass't Surg. C. Duffy, 2-tfli

N. 0. lictired Jan. 28. 1865.
. Ass't Surg. F. R. Gregory,

C. S. A. Recovery.
. Ass't Sunt. li. R. Murphy,

16th N. C Recovery.
. Surg. — Flemuiing.C.S.A.

Recovery.
Right. Surg. — Manney,C.S.A.
Transferred August 3, 1863.

. Paroled August 22, 1863.

Left. Transferred September 30,

1863.

; circular. Transferred June
5, 1863.

Right (also amp. left foot). Surg.
— Hill, C.S. A. Recovery.

. Recovery.

Right. Surg. P. B. Henderson,
P. A. C. S. Recovery.

. Recovery.

Right. Surg. — Powell, 41st

Mississippi. Recovery.
Surg. W. II. Burton, 7th

Va. Cavalry. Recovery.
Left. Surg. G. F. Cooper. Re
covery.

. Surg.— Campbell, C. S. A.
Recovery.

. Surg.C. C. llenklc, C.S.A.
Recovery.

. Surg. — Bland, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Lett. Mustered out June 7. 1865.

Right. Surg. — Austin, C. S. A.
Recovery.

; erysipelas.

Left. Recovery.

Right. Surg. J. H. Murray, P. A.
C. S. Recovery.

Right. Exchanged January 16,

1865.

. Paroled August 22, 1863.

Right. Surgeon — Rievers, 28th
Virginia. Recovery.

Left. Recovery. Killed at Get-
tysburg.

1 TERRY (C), Report of Wounded treated in Field Hospital of Hindmun's Division after the battte of Chickamauga. in Confederate States Medical

and Surgical Journal, 1864, Vol. I. p. 76.
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Name, Military
Description, ani> Age.

136J
13?)'

138

141

1(H)

163)
' 164

,165

Wayland, W. It., Pt.. K, Oct. 15,

l'.ltli Virginia. 15, '61.

124 llV/ifc, J. B.. Serg't, C, Aug. 1,

13th Virginia Cavalry. 1. 63.

Abbott. O., Pt., H, 7th July 11,

New Hampshire. —. '63.

Aokennan, W., Pt., H, June 8,

8th New York. 8, '62.

Acres, (i. C, Pt., D. 4th July 28,

Iowa. 23, '61.

Adsit, J. E., Pt., F,97th Sept. 17.

Sow York. 17, '62.

Anderson, A., Pt., G, Sept. l!l

26th Missouri. IS), '62.

Andrews, A. J., Lieut., Dec. 13,

C, 104th Now York. 13, '62.

Andrews. T., Pt., C, 20tli June 3,

Michigan. —, '64.

Amick, W. M., Serg't, June 18,

H, 55th Penn., age 22. 18, '64.

Amidon, E. H., Pt., li, June 111,

36th Wisconsin. lit, '64.

Allen, J. W., Pt., H, 1st Oct. 8,

Tennessee. 8, '62.

Alverd, A. O., Pt., C, May 31.

100th New York. — , '62.

Arkerson.A., Pt., D.llth June 18,

Infantry. 18, '64.

Arnold, T., Pt., K, 7th Feb. 21.

Infantry. 22, '62.'

Atheain, J., Serg't, II. Jan. 11.

25th Iowa. —, '63.

Bailey, S. W., Pt., H, May 27,

6th Michigan. 27, '63.

Baker, A., Pt., Q, 3d Nov. 27.

Missouri. 27, '63.

Barrett, E., Pt., K, 14th Mar. 23,

Indiana. 23. '62.

Baxter, W., Pt., K, 3d May 15,

Wisconsin. —. '64.

rieokert. E., Pt., C, 25th Dec. 13,

Ohio. —, '61.

Beckstine, P.. Lieut., I, July 20,

B2d Illinois. 20, '64.

Beeson, W. II., Serg't, July 2,

(i, 62d Pennsylvania. 4, '02.

Beers, (,'., Pt.', K, 7th July 3,

New Jersey. 3, '63.

Bihl, A., Pt., K, 82d May 3,

Illinois. 3. '63.

Bingham. II'. //. M., Pt., Sept. 10,

B,'54th N.Carolina. Ill, '64.

Bitner, J., Pt., K, 102d Oct, 19,

Pennsylvania. 19, '64.

Blackwcll, <!., Tt., B, July 14,

7th Minnesota. 14, '64.

Blakley, J. L., Pt., A, Juno 16,

52d New York, age 47. 17, '64.

lilanchard, J.. Pt., C, June 14,

91st New York. 14, '63.

Bloomestine, J., Pt., F, Sept. 17,

4th New York. —, '62.

Bower, J.. Pt., A, 5th May 4,

New Jersey. —,
''62.

Bowman, J., Pt., I. 46th July 20,

Pennsylvania. 20, '64.

Boyhs, C., Pt., G, 55th July 20,

Alabama. —, '64.

Brady, P., Corp'l, II, 3d Oct. 8,

Ohio. 8, '62.

Branson, J., Serg't, P, June 27,

40th Illinois. 27, '64.

Brierly, J., Pt., D, 07th May 20,

Pennsylvania. —, '64.

Brink. E., Seaman, Gun- Oct. 11,

hoat Maratanza. —, '62.

Brinkman, A., Pt., G, Aug. II,

9th Pennsylvania. 11. '64.

OPERATIONS, OPERATORS,
EESUI.T.

. Surg. J. T. Oilmoro.C.S.A.
Discharged February 22, 1862.

. Recovery.

ltight. Died.

; gangrene. Died June 15.

1862; tetanus.
Left. Surg. B. X. Bond. 27th Mo.
Died August 5, 1861.

Right. Died October 17, 1862.

. Died January 10, 1863.

Bight. Died January 26, 1863.

Right (also wound of shoulder).
Died June 8, 1864.

Right. Died August 11, 1864.

Left. Surg. C. Miller, 36th Wis-
consin. Died July 9, 1864.

. Died October 20, 1862.

157

Left. Died June 12, 1862.

Both. Died June 19, 1864.

. Died February 26, 1862.

Left. Died February 5, 1863.

Left. Died May 28, 1863.

Left (also amp. fingers). Died
December 28. 1863: pyaemia.

Right. Died April 2, 1862.

Right. Died June 18, 1864.

. Ass't Surg. II. R. Wirtz,
U.S.A. Died Jan. 28, 1862.

Left. Died July 20, 1864.

. Died July 10, 1862.

Right. Died Jul}-, 1863.

Left. Died May 31, 1863.

. Died October 6, 1864.

Left. Died October 20, 1864.

. Surg. A. T. Bartlett, 33d
Mo. Died August 6, 1864.

Left; post. flap. Died July 2,

1 864 : pvipmin.
Right. Surg. T. B. Reed, U.S.V.
Died June 21, 1863.

. Died September 21, 1862.

. (also wound of arm). Died
Mav J 7, 1862.

Right. Died September 7, 1864.

Left.

!7^

180

184

Name, Military
Description, and Age

Bueklin, G., Pt., K, 12th
Rhode Island.

Pulley, J., Tt., E, 16th
New York.

Bunker. C. I... Pt.. I, 1st

Me. Heavy Artillery.

Burke. P. E., Colonel,

66th Illinois.

P.urnes, J. P., Pt., II,

13th West Virginia.
Butler, M., Pt., D, 15th
New York.

Buxton, A., Capt., II, 2d
II. S. Sharpshooters.

Bi/bee, J., Pt., F, 21st
Kentucky.

Bi/ers,
—

', Pt., E, 5th
Alabama.

Byrne, W.E.,Pt.,K,42d
New York.

Cahill. D., Pt., E, 10th

Dates.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

May 3,

3,
r
63.

June 16,

— ,
'64.

May 16,

16, '64.

Oct. 19,
19, '64.

June 3,

3, '64.

May 5,

6, *64.

June 20,

20, '64.

July 3,

—, '63.

Julv 2,—, '63.

Oct. 8,—
.
'62.

June 16,

16. '64.

July—,
—."'63.

May 15,

—,'64.
Sept. 29,

30, '64.

July 3,—. '63.

July 3,

—, '63.

July 3,

—, '63.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left.

Died July 21, 1864.

Died November 7, 1862.

168

172

Bronsher, I., Pt.. D, 81st
Illinois, age 25.

Brown. A., Pt, I, 3d
North Carolina.

Brown, C, Lieut., E.
100th New York.

Brown, II. F., Corp'l. I, Sept. 1

14th New Hampshire.
Brown, J. D., Pt., I!, 3d
North Carolina.

Brown. It., Pt., G, 49th
Colored Troops.

Brown, W.D.,Vt.,Ander-
son's Chesapeake Bat'y.

Brown, W. M., Pt., G,
12th Illinois.

Bryant, W., Pt., D, 19th

Left. Surg. W. Graham, 40th
Illinois. Died July 23, 1864.

Left. Died May 22, 1864.

Right. Died June 28, 1864
; ex-

haustion.
Both. Died August 12, 1864.

Left. Died June 14, 1863; py-
aemia.

Right. Died December 14, 1863.

Ohio.

.May 2S

22, '63,

Nov. 21

— , '63.

July 18, Right. Died August 13, 1863;
20,' '63.

|
tetanus.

Right. Died September 19, 1864.

19, '64.
I

Julv —

,

—. '63.

June 7.— .
'63.

July 3,

— ,
''63.

May 14, Right. Died June 1, 1864.—. 64.

Jan. 2,
|

Left. Died January 20, 1863.

. Died July 18, 1863.

Right. Died June 14, 1863.

. Died July 11, 1863.

'63.

Cain. Win., Pt., 1', 7th N.
Y. II vv Arty, age 23.

185 CaUmoay, It. il'., Capt.,
K. 22d Georgia.

186 Campbell, J. B.. Tt., F,
3d Tennessee.

187 Camphor. L.. Serg't. D,
4th C. Troops, age 26.

¥ Carr. W.. Serg't, I, 12th
Massachusetts.

8 Cathcart. B. P., Pt., G,
I list Pennsylvania.

190 Chalker, W. B., Pt, A,
48th Georgia.

191 Champlain, J., Pt., D. I July 3.

12th Infantry. —, '63.

192 Chandler, J. S., Pt., E, Mav 14,

II lth Illinois. 14,' '64.

193 Chedister. J. O., Pt., I, Nov. 7,

7th Iowa. 7, '61.

1D4 Chism, R., Serg't, K, May 7,

91st Penn., age 21. —,
''64.

195 Church, R., Pt., 0, 40th Nov. 24,

Ohio. 24, '63.

196 Clayton, J., Pt.. F, 4th June 18,

N. Y. H'vy Artillery. 18. '64.

197 Cliff, J., Recruit, Col'd 1864.

Troops.
198 Cleoman.P., Pt.,K,86th May 3,

New York. 3, '63.

199 Ch/de, C. £.'., Pt., Phil- July 1,

lips's Legion. Georgia. 3, '63.

200 Cole, J., Serg't, Kane's June 8.

Penn. Rifles. 8, '62.

II Cole, M. R-, PL, A, 6th May 31.

Indiana. 31, '64.

202 Cole, S. B., Pt., II, 18th Sept. 14,

New York. 1 6, '62.

203 Colstcn, R., Lieut.-Col., |

2d Virginia.

204 Cohim, W., Corp'l, G, July],
21st Mississippi. 1, 63.

' 205 Conrad, C, Pt.. (i, 12th May 14,

Missouri. 14, '64.

206 Cooper. W., Pt., D, 2d Aug. 28,

Cavalry, age 22. 28, '64.

207 Crowell.'S.W., Lieut., I, June 18
1st Me. H'vv Artillery. 18, '64.

208 Crownings!] ield, L. C., Dec. 25.

Pt., G, 142d N. V. 25, '64.

209 Cuppernell, L., Pt., E, May 3,

121st New York. 3, '63.

210 Curtain. P., Pt.. E, 1520. Nov. 6,

New York, age 32. 6, '64.

211 \
Davenport, C. O., Pt., G, Sept. 19,

36th Virginia. —,
'64.

[212 Davis, J., Pt., E, 8th July 2,

Virginia. —, 63.

213 Dean.W. J., Pt., I>, 10th Sept. 19,

Missouri. 19, '62.

214 De Gouth, B., Pt., M, May 6,

5th Artillery. 6, '64.

215 I Demay, II., Pt., D, 20th .May 3,

Connecticut. 3. 63.

216 Demby, W. II., Serg't, Feb. 11,

I
G, 4t'h Col'd Troops. 11, '65.

217 | Dennison, C. E., Capt., Dec. 31,

B. 18th Infantry. 31, '62.

218 Dettmer, G., Pt., E, 82d July 20,

Illinois. 20, '64.

219 Dixon, J., Pt., —, 18th Aug. —

,

Infantry. —, '64.

220 Dolph, I., Pt., C, 136th Dec. 13,

Pennsylvania. 13. '62.

II I I

Right. Died January 9, 1863.

. Died May 20, 1863.

Right. Died June 28, 1864.

Left. Surg. W. R. Marsh, 2d
Iowa. Died May 19, 1864.

Left; flap. Died October 28,

1864
; pyaemia.

Left (also wound buttock). Died
June 19, 1864; pyaunia.

. Died May 7, 1864.

. Surg. C. J. Walton, 21»t

Kv. Died June 20, 1864.

Right. Died July 21, 186:1.

. Died July 24, 1863.

Left. Died October 15, 1862.

Left. Surg. S. H. Plumb, 82d '

N. V. Died July 25, 1864.
. Died July 16, 1863.

Left. Confederate surgeou. Died
May 24, 1864.

Left. Died October 27, 1864;
exhaustion.

Left. Died July 14, 1863.

Right. Died August 10, 1863.

. Died July 16, 1863.

Left. Died July 0, 1863; haem-
orrhage.

Left. A. Surg. J. F. Smith, 55th
Illinois. Died May 16, 1864.

. Died November 30, 1861.

Left. Died June 1, 1864.

Right. Died December 4, 1863.

Right. Died June 28, 1864.

Left. Died November 16, 1864.

Right. Hied May 20, 1863.

Right. Died July 20, 1863.

Left. Died June 11, 1862.

. Died May 31, 1864.

. Died October 21. 1862;
exhaustion.

. Died December 23, 1863.

. Died July 6, 1863.

Left; flap. Surg. J. Spiegehalter,
12th Mo. Died May 22, 1864.

Right. Died October 24, 1864.

Right. Died June 28, 1861.

Right (also amp. arm). Died
January 11,1865.

. Died May 15, 1863.

. Surg. J. L. Brenton, 8th
Ohio. Died Nov. 12, 1864.

. Died September 25, 1864
;

exhaustion; shock.
. Died July 11, 1863.

. Died September 30, 1862.

Right. Died May 13, 1864.

Right. Died May 31, 1863.

Left; circular. Died.

Right. Died January 15, 1863.

Right. Died August 8, 1864.

Left. Died August 10, 1864.

Left. Died January 15, 1863;
pyemia.
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233

224

225

226

227

•-'•-'8

229

230

•-'HI

-32

•233

234

23.-)

231 i

237

238

239

240

24]

242

243

244

24.")

240

Name, mimtakv
DESCKLPTIOX, AMI AGE.

Donnhay. T., Pt.,A,19th
Michigan.

Doster, J., Pt., C, 90th
Ohio.

Dongan, S. W., Corp'l,
( !, 8tb Kansas.

Duncan, J. It., dipt., II.

32d Illinois,

Dungan. J. W., l.ieul.,

A, 113th Ohio.
Eaton. I. V., Pt., D, 4tU
Maine.

Eberly, C, Pt., C, 98th
Pennsylvania.

Efford, W., Pt., G, 53d
Indiana.

Ellinwood, A. W., PL,
1". 23th Mass , age 21.

Emmel. P.. Pt., E, 103d
New York.

Enos, J., Teamster, 39th
Indiana.

Erisman. J., Pt., D, "'.!h

Indiana.
E , J. X. I'.

Operations, Operahihs.
Result. No.

Name, Military
hem rip1ion, a.nh age.

Operations. Opehaiors,
Result.

248

249

250

251

252

253

254

255

256

2.77

258

259

200

261

2C2

203

204

2(i3

266

Esson, II. J., Pt.,G, 17ih

Michigan.
Faber, W., Pt.. II. 47th
Ohio.

Kartell, J , Pt., P, 2d R.
Island, age 33.

Partington. P., PL, <l,

82d New York.
Feller, J., Serg't, A.2Ist
Ohio.

Fightmaster, (1. W„ Pt.,

V. '.'2d Kentucky.
Finchelcr. II. S., It., A,
40th Alabama.

FoUet, L. P., It., D, 92d
New York, age 38.

Fold, J. II., Pt., (', Bth
Iowa.

Foss, C.A., Lieut,C,72d
New York.

Foss, .1., Serg't, (', S'.'tb

New York.
Fowler. R. II.. Serg't, A,
27th Connecticut.

1'rener, D. C. Pt., (1,

141st Pennsylvania.
Frirl. (;., Pt." 1>, 2d Ky.

Krit7„ J., It., A, 124th

Ohio.
Pulton. C..,l.ieut.,C, 88th
Pennsylvania.

Carrison. M.,Pt.,B,126th
New York.

Geary, \v. T., It., E.
lOth Conn., ago 19.

Gehring, J.. Pt., G, 59th
Illinois.

Gmlry, L . it.. P., 33d
Mississippi.

(iilbert.P.. Seaman,Guu-
boat Tyler.

Gilchrist, .1. E , It., IS,

78th Pennsylvania.
Glenni, J., it., II, 81st

IVnnsylvania.
Goodwin, A. N., Lieut..

A, 9th Maine.
Grant, W. I/., Lieut., I!,

18th Georgia.
Green. J„ it., D, 69th
Pennsylvania.

Gregory. O. It. H, 7th

Ohio.
Grey, A. I!., It., G, 7th

Wisconsin.
Gridley, E., Pt., II. 57th

Pennsylvania.
Gridley, W\, It. A,

136th Pennsylvania.
Griffith. .1. 1,., It., I, 22d
Iowa.

Grogan. C. II., Serg't. 1.

6th Connecticut.
Grossman. W., It, C,
11th Penn. Res.,age 23.

Mavla,
15, '64.

Pee. 31.

— .
'02.

Sept. I!).

1!'. '63.

( let. o.

5, '62.

.lime 27,

27. '64.

July 2.

2. '63.

May 12,

12, '64.

(let. ;..

5. '62.

June 3,

3. '04.

Dec. 13.

13. 02.

Oct. 8.

8, 62.
Sept. 1,

— .
'14.

July 3,

3. '63.

May 12,

12,''64.

May 26,

26, '63.

May 5,

5, '114.

July 3,

3. '63.

Aug. 21.

— . 04.

May 22.
—.'•(.3.

July 28.

28. '114.

June 1.

1. '04.

May 22.

— .'
'C3.

July 3,

—
.
*63.

Sept. 17,

17. V.'.

Dec. 13.

13, '112.

May 2.

3. '113.

Sept. Ill,

19. '63.

May 15.
—.''64.

Dee. 13.

13, '112.

July 2,

2. '63.

Sept. 27,

28. '63.

Oct. 8,

8, '(12.

July 20.
-.''04.

Mar. 1.

-. '62.

May 31.

31. '64.

I Ice. 13,

13. '62.

July 20.

—,"'03.

April 5,

5, 'ra.

May 5,

5, Y,2.

Mar. 23.

23, '02.

May 8,

8. '64.

Dec. 13,

13, '02.

Dee. 13.

13. C2.

May 22,
22.' '03.

July 11.
-,' T>3.

May 8,

0. '(14.

267 Grotenhaus, J., Pt., D. Mav 6.

8th Michigan. ' —, '64.

Right. Surg. J. Bennett, 19th
Mich. Died May '.'3. 1864.

Left. Died February 9, 18(53.

Left false wound of right wrist).
Died September. 180:1.

. Died July 18. 1864 : debil.
itv resulting from injury.

Lett. Died July 4. 1864.

Right. Died August 18. 1863.

Left. Died May 20, 1864.

. Died.

Left. Died July (i. 18(14.

Left. Died January 5, 18(13.

Right. Died October 25, 18(12.

Left. Died September 20, 18(14.

. Died July 3, 186;!.

— . Died May 21, 18(14.

Left. Died September 7. 1803.

Right. Died Juno 6, 1804.

Right. Died July 10, 1803.

left. Died October 2, 1804.

Right. Died May 28, 1803; py.
amiin.

Right. Died August 11, 1804.

Left. Died Juno 14, 1864.

Right : double flap. Surg. A. T.
Hudson, 20th Iowa. Died June
24, 1863.

. Died July 7, 1803.

(also amp. other thigh and
w'd of arm). Died Sept. 21. '02.

. Died December 17. 1802.

Right. Died May 20, 1863.

Left. Died December 1, 1863,

while n prisoner.

Right. Died July 18, 1804.

(nlso wound of side). Died
December 30. 1802.

Right. Died July 18, 1803.

Left (also partial that, right leg).

Died October 7, 1863.
•

. Died October, 1802.

Left. Died Scptcmbcr8, 1804.

. Died March 4, 1862.

Left. Died June 5. 1864.

Right. Jan. 1. '63. re-amp. thigh.

Died Jan. 2. '03; shock and exh'n.
Deft. Died July 27, 1863.

Right. Died April 10, 1865.

Left. Died May 5. 1862.

. Died April 12, 1862.

Left. Died May 13, 1864.

Right. Died December 17, 1862.

Right. Died December 18, 1862.

. Died May 24. 1863.

Died July 23. 1803.

Right. Surg. B. Rohrer, 10th Pa.
Res. (Also amp. arm.) Died
August 3, 1804.

. Pied Mav 19. 1864.

208

209

278

279

280

281

282

283

287

2F8

289

290

291

292

293

294

295

296

297

298

299

300

301

302

303

304

[|
305

306

! .107

308

309

310

Grovcr. C. D, Serg't, F,
25th Connecticut.

Groves, J., It., F, 7th
Massachusetts.

Guild, J., Pt., C, 153d
New York.

Halfhill, c., Pt.. 1, 21st

Iowa.
//,;(/. J. P., PL, It, 22d
Virginia, ago 25.

Hanlty, O., It., B, "1st
Mississippi.

Ilr.rord, J. \V., PL, E, 3d
Colored Troops.

Bardg, if. .F.,Pt.,F, 11th
Mississippi,

liarrimiui, ('., Pt , I',.

19tb Maine.
Harris, A. C, PL, A, 43d
Georgia.

Hnskall.ll. A..PL,C. 4th

New llatnp., age 24.

Haskuison, A., PL, G,
84th Illinois,

Hitlry, — , Pt., 1, 52d
North Carolina.

Hawkins, A., PL, K,4th
Maine.

Heath. J., Serg't, K, 2d
Colored Troops.

Heighly, II. (I.. PL, C,
1st U.S. Sharpshooters,
age 25.

Hrs.i, T. IF., PL, K, 8th
North Carolina.

Buttrly, /'., PL, B, 12th
Alabama.

Havener, \V, c . Serg't,

E, 28th Illinois.

Higgins. P. M.. Pt., 11,

5th New Hampshire.
Hill, W. S., Serg't. P,

02d Penn., age 24.

Ilinchman. ,1. It., Serg't.

L, 54th Penn., age 23.

Ilogan, J., PL, 1, 50th
Massachusetts.

IMlmmy. R. H., Corp'l,

D, 13th (ieorgia.

Holmes, P., Corporal,
Katie's Penn. Rifles.

Hoover, P. M-, PL, B,
83d Penn., ngn 24.

Ilorminger, (1.. It., H,
1st New Jersey.

Home, O, PL, A, 15th

N. Y. H'vv Artillery.

Horner, YV.,'Pt ,11, 155th

Pennsylvania.
Ilorlnn', I). P., PL, I),

25th North Carolina.
Ilorton. II. R., PL, I', 7th
R. I. Battery, age 37.

Howard. II., PL, D, 20th
Massachusetts.

Howe, D., Serg't, C. 1st

New York.
Howe. O. W., PL. P.,

34th Massachusetts.

Hubbard, E., Corp'l, B,
3d Kentucky.

Hubbard, W. 11.. PL, E.
2d Kentucky.

Huffha. ./. II., It., A.
28th Virginia.

Hughs, P.W., PL. A. 5th
New York.

Hunt, J„ PL. II. 7th
Ohio.

Hyatt, J., Corp'l, P. 48th
New York.

Jackson, .1., PL, D, 1st

Maine H'vv Artillery.
Jacobs, C, PL, B, 19th

i Ohio.
Jamison. J., PL, A, 29th
Illinois, age 24.

April 13,

13, "63.

May 3.

3. '03.

Sept. 19,

19. '64.

May 22,
22," '03.

May 3,

4. '03,

July 20,
—,''64.

Sept. 30,

30. 04.

July 2.

3. '03.

July 2
2, 03.

May II,

—,
'64.

Sept. 29,

Oct. 1,'04.

Dec. 31,

31, '02.

July 2,

-, Vl.
May 0,

7, '04.

1804.

July 2,

3, '03.

Sept. :ki,

30, '04.

Sept. 17,

17. '02.

Oct. 5,

5, '62.

Deo. 13,

13, '02.

June 3,

3, '04.

July 18.

18, '04.

May 0,

— ,

S
64.

Juno 8,

8, '02.

May 6,

0, '64.

Mav 3,

3, '03.

June 19.

19. '04.

June 17,

—.
'04.

May 11,
14.' '04.

June 24,
—. '04.

July 1,

1, '03.

May 12,

12, '04.

Mav 15.
15,' '04.

Dec. 29.

— ,
'02.

April 0.

—, '02.

July 3.

—,
'03.

June I,

—,
'04.

Mar. 23,

— . '62.

July 18,

1
8,'

'03.

Juno 20.

20, '04.

Sept. 19,

19, '03.

Mar. 29.

29, '05.

July 2.

4, ''03.

. Died April 10. 1863.

Left. Died June 11. 18)13.

Right. Died Septeuiber28, 1864. I

. (wound of both legs). Died
June '.', 1863.

; flap. Died May 24. 1863;
i typhoid fever.

Left. Died August 27, 1864.

Right. Died October 2, 1864,

Left. Surg. H. M. M.Abee. 4th
Ohio. Died July 90. 18(11.

Left (nlso frnct. right leg). Died
July 7. 18(st; hu'iuorrhngs.

Left. Died May 22, 1804.

Left. Died October 9, 1864.

Left. Died January 8, 1863.

. Died July 17. 18*1

Right Died May 13, 1804

Right. Died October 24. 1864.

311 ! Jam, J. P.. PL. C. 37th
Virginia.

312
J

Johnson. C, Pt., G. 1st
]
April 20.

I

Wisconsin Cavalry.
j

26, '63.

313. Jollife, J.. It.. F,'70th I Julv2,
New York.

|
2. '63.

314 Jnvei. W. P., It.. D, 2d July 2.

Georgia. —, '63.

Left. July 17, luetic. 24 o».. from
post, tibial. Dint July 18. 1803;

ha'inorrhage.

Left. Wed October 7, 1664 1 irri

tntive fever.

|

Left. Died October It, IMS.

I Dim! October 5. 1802.

Right. Dinl December 27, 1802.

Right (also w'nd of back). Dinl
\

June 14. 1804.

Left. Died July 25, 1804.

Right. DiedMny 13, 1804.

Died July 10, 1863; py-
a?mla.

Left. Died June 14, 1862.

Deft. Died May 27. 1864.

Dlnl May 24. 1863.

Right. Died Julio 20, 1864.

Left. Died June 24. 1864.

Right; circ. (also left leg). Died
June 13, 1804.

Left. Died July 4, 1804 ; exhaus
tion.

Left. Surg. N. llaywurd, 20th
Mass. Died July 8. 1863.

Died May 22, 1804.

Right. Dinl May 21, 1804.

Dinl January 1, 1803; ty.

phoid symptoms.
Right. Died April 18. 1862; py
a'tnia.

Left. Died July 28, 1863.

Right (also wound of left leg).

Died June 4. 1864.

Died April 5. 1802.

Right. Died August 9, 1803;
chronic diarrhcra.

. Dinl June 25. 1804.

Left. Died September—, 1863.

Right; ant. post. flap. Surg. S.L.
Cheaney,29th Illinois. April4,
ha?m. Died April 19, 1805.

Left. Died July 4. 1803.

Left. Died April 20, 1863.

Loft. Died August 4, 1863.

Died July 20, 1863.
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vo Name, Military
i )a1f,*° Dew.'kiptiox, am. A<n:.
1ATKS -

Operations, operators,
Result.

315

316

317

318

319

320

321

322

323

324

325

326

327

328

320

330

331

332

£13

:U!4

335

:i3fi

337

:138

339

Mm
MIS

342

343

Jones, W., Corp'l, 23d
Wisconsin.

Kahue, M., It., I, 1 13th

Ohio.
Kalchbaok, .1., Pi

,
—

,

16th Infantry.
Keely, li., pt., 1', 7tli

Illinois.

Kellogg, T. A.. Corp'l,

A, 14th Infantry.
Kilos. J. O., PL. A, 124th
New York.

King. C, Pt, K, 54th
Massachusetts.

King, I., Pt., E, 126th
Ohio, nee 21.

Kruroelbein, W., Corp'l,
K, 2d Missouri.

Kuiter. J. W., Pt., 1',

57th Pennsylvania.
Laib, 1'., Serg't, A, 7th
Now Jersey.

Lambert, W. II., Pt., H,
160th N. Y., ago 31.

Lnmponl, I>., It., 11.8th
New Hampshire.

Langdon, B.,Pt., II. 93d
New York, ago 19.

Lawrence, .1. It., Capt.,
II, Dili N. J., ago 36,

Lehman, .1. J., Pt., C,
5oth Pennsylvania.

Lerch, J., i't., it, nth

Penn. Reserves.
Lewis, II. I'., Lieut., I),

145th Pennsylvania.
Lewis, I.., I't., E, 55th
Pennsylvania, age 18.

I.ininge'r,W.,l't.,ll, 145th

Pennsylvania.
Lively,!,., I't., K, 12th

Massachusetts, age 27.

Livingstone, J., Pt., B,
60th Ohio.

Locke, P., Pt., I', 2-!d

Indiana,
Lntjan, A'. It , I't., I, 4th
Virginia.

Lote, C, Corp'l, K, 151st

Pennsylvania.
Luullca, J., I't., I), 13th
Indiana.

Lynch, M., Pt., E, nth
.Massachusetts.

Madden, M., It., A, 4th

Kentucky.
Maharntr, II., Pt., F,

I HI) Mississippi,

Hanson, J. P., I't., A.
121st Pennsylvania.

347
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Name, Military
Description, and Ace. Dates.

operations, t iterators,
Result.

411

412

413

414

415

41fi

41

418

411)

420

421

422

423

424

42:1

426

427

428

42!)

430

431

I 432

133

4341

435$

43fi

437

438

43!)

440

441

442

143

444

445

44(5

•147

448

449

450

451

452

453

454

455

456

457

I'liillips. P., PL. B. 1st

Rhode [stand Artillery.
Pickett, J. M'.. l't.. (J,

13th Alabama.
Pierce, A., l't.. 1. 7th
Rhode Inland.

Pierce, L. D., l't., K, 63d
Ohio.

Pike. W., PL, B, 75th
Illinois.

Pilgrim, M., PL, C, 1st

Louisiana.
Pine, J., Tt., I, 3d In-

fantry.

Pinney, A. N., Capt. H,

May 9,

9, '64.

July 3.

— .
'63.

June 8,

8, '64.

May 9,

9, '62.

Oct. 8,

|
8, '62.

June 14,

14, '63.

July 3,

i —.63.
July 30,

30, '64.

May 10,

10, '64.

July—,
—, '63.

May 12,
14,*'64.

July—,
—,''63.

April 6,

—, '62.

Sept. II),

19, '63.

May 16,—, '63.

April 8.

8, '64.

Juno 1,—,
'64.

July 2,

3. '63.

July :<•

5, '63.

Deo. 14,

1 4, '62.

May 22.

22, '63.

Dec. 13,

13. '62.

A llg. 30,

30, '62.

. Died May P. 1864.

Left. Died July 28, 1863.

Right. Died Juno 20, 1864.

Left. Died June 9, 1862.

Left. Died October 15, 1861

Bight. Died.

Right. Died July 25, 1863.

458

Namk, Military
Description, asd Age.

Savage, W. E., PL, K, Sept. 19,

114th New York. in, '64.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left. Surg. L. P. Wagner. 1 14th

N. Y. Tetanus. Died Oct. 27,

1864
;
phthisis and exhaustion,

Right. Died May 30, 1863.

Left. Died August 27. 1864.

27th Colored Troops.

Burner, A. E., I'L, C,
19th Maine, age 31.

Pool. J., PL, B, 16th
Oeorgia.

Poole, M. C. PL. I, 13th
Oeorgia. age 20.

Potter, H. ft.. PL, G,
14th Mississippi.

Potter, W. A., PL, B,
55th Illinois.

Potts, J. C, Capt., V,

39th Indiana.
Powell, J., Serg't, 1,10th
Towa.

Price, A., rt., A, 58th
Illinois.

Proctor, I., PL, E, 110th
Ohio.

I'roscus. E.. PL, E, I 11th

New York.
Progine, J. L., PL. I',

1st Penn. Artillery.

l'ullin. C. B., Corp'l, II,

35th New Jersey.
Purdy. J. A., PL. E,
72d Illinois, age 24.

Putnam. 8., Serg't. E,
145th Pennsylvania.

Quiiily. J., PL, B, Mil
\Y. Virginia, age 42.

Randall. A.. PL, (',35th Doc. 13,

New York. 13, '62.

Raper, jr., PL, <;, 5th May 5,

North Carolina. 5, 62.

Sag, A. .'., PL. K, 34th July 3,

North Carolina. 3, "63.

Bay. S., Serg't, D, 84th
'

Sept. 2,

Illinois. 2, '64.

Seed, C. H-. Serg't, 1',
'

July :i,

7th North Carolina. I 3, '63.

Reeder, (., Pt., I', 131th ! Oct. 10.

New York. 10. '01.

Raxes, L. A., Pt . D, 15th July 3,

Georgia. I. 3, '63.

Renninger. A , Pt., ]•'.
;
Doc. 13,

131st Pennsylvania.
I 13, '62.

Rhinehart, A. I!.. Pt., II, I May 3,

124th New York. | 3. '63.

Rice. 11. J., PL. A. 3d l Oct. 8,

Ohio.
| 8. '62.

Rice, J. II., Pt.. B, Uth July 3.

New Jersey. I 3. '63.

Richard, .1.', Corp'l, B, I May m.
143d Penn., age S3. 10, '64.

Rickard, N\. PL, A, 50th May 0,

Pennsylvania. —,
'64.

Roberts'. P., PL, H, 41st July 12.

Illinois.
: —.' '63.

Robinson. \V., PL, I, 6th
\

May 5.

Now Jersey. — , '62.

Rodgers, S." E., Pt., C, Oct. 8.

15th Kentucky. 8, '62.

Rogers, R., PL, B. 6th July 14,

Michigan Cavalry. — ,
'63.

Rollins, V. G., PL, A, May 3,

12th New Hampshire. 3. '63.

Ross, E. D., PL, I, 5th May 3.

Michigan. 5. '02.

Bolter, E. A., It.. C, 10th July 3,

Oeorgia. — ,
'63.

Rue, M.. l't., K, 111th July 1,

New Y'ork. —, '63.

Ryan, S., Corp'l, C, CGth Juno 15
Ohio. 15, '64.

Series, A., PL, F, 53d Oct. 5,

Illinois. —, '62.

459 Saxbv.W. H., PL, K, May 27,

91st New York, age 22. 27, '63.

46(1 Schell, J.. PL. I. 1st N. Aug. 19,

York Artillery.
j

19, '64.
|

401 Schilling, J., PL, I', 3d Jan. II, Right. Died January 24. 1863.

Missouri.
|

11, '63.

462 Schwab. D.. PL. H, 33d May 3. Left. Died June 10, 1863.
New Y'ork. —."'63.

463, Scott, C.V.. Lieut., G, 1st Oct. 19, 'Left; posterior flop. Died Jan
I Rhode Island Battery. 19, '64. nary 21. 1865.

464
,

Scott, H. R. K., Lieut., i July 3, . Right. Died July 29, 1863.
Right (also atop. arm). Surg. G. 'j

II, 8th Alabama. — , Y>3.

.1. Potts, 23d Colored Troops. I 463 Scott. J., Pt., I. 1st New ! June 1. Left. Died Juno 19, 1864.
Died August 8, 1864.

]

Y'ork Dragoons.
|

1, '64.

Left. Surg. W. J. liurr, 42d N. 46G i
Scott, J. W., PL, D, 2d

I
July 1, ,

Right. Died August 5, 1863.
Y. Died June 4. '64

; pyaemia.
\

Wisconsin. I 2, '63.
|

(also amp. arm). Died July 407 ' Semson, S. A., l't., (i, July 14,

6. 1863. 12th l„wa .
! 14, '64.

Left (also wound right). Died 408M Shearer. P., PL, I, 35th ! Dec. 15,
Jane 4, 1864; pyaemia. 4691 Indiana. I

15, '64.

Right. Died August 18, 1863. 470 Shinn. \V., PL, I, 5th June 18,

New Jersey.
, 18, '64.

471 Shores, P., Pt., D, 40th > July 8,

Illinois. I 8, '64.

472
,
Simpson. II.. PL, D. 137th ' June 15,

I
New York. 15, '64.

473 Slatterv. E. T., Serg't, I, April 7,

55th Illinois. 7, '62.

474 Small, .1. P.. PL. It, 1st June 18,

Mass. Il'vy Artillery. 1 18, '64.

475 Smoltz. J. M., PL, I, 98th ' June 27.

Oh

. Died April 11, 1862.

Right. Died October 4, 1863.

. Died May 26, 1863.

Left. Died April 9, 1864.

Right. Died June 2, 1864.

. Died July 17, 1864.

Both. Died December 16, 186-1.

Left. Surg. S. II. Plumb, 82d N.
Y". Died Juno 18. 1K64.

Left. Died July 18, 1864.

Left. Surg. H. M. MoAboe, 4th 476 Smith. B. SI., I'L, K, 8th
Ohio. Hied July 10, 1863.

|
Florida.

Right. July 10, hseuiorrhage. 477 Smith, E., PL. II, 2d N.
Died JnlySO, 18il3: exhaustion. Y'ork ll'vy Artillery.

. Died December 14, 1862. 478 Smith, F.., PL, C, 11th
Maine, age 42.

Right. Died June 3, 1863; py- 479 Smith, P., Corp'l, 0, 3d
aunia. New llainp., age 19.

Lett (wound of arm and breast). 480 Snapp, \V., Serg t, F, 5th
Died December 13, 1802. Kentucky.

. Surg. p. R. Randall, 5th 481 Spinning, W. W., PL, B,
W.Va. Died Sept.— , 1862. 93d Ohio.

480 Stadsker, D. P., PL, C,Both. Died December 13, 1861:

Right (also w'd right arm ; litem.:

lig. axillary). Died June 14,

1862: exhaustion.
Left. Died July 31, 1863.

(also amp. arm). Surg. T.
M.Cook, 101st Ohio. Die.l Rep
tember 6, 1864.

Left. Died August 13, 1863.

liight. Died October 19, 1864.

. Hied July 11, 1863; py-
temia.

Left. 1 lied January 2, 1863.

l.cft. Died M;:y 25. 1863.

Right. Died November 4, 1862;

j
typhoid fever.
-^. Died July 11, 1863.

Left talso flesh w'nil right thigh).

Died August 4. 1864.
. Died May 19, 1864.

Right. Died July 24, 1863.

. Died June 2, 1862.

Bight. Died October 25, 1862.

Left. Died July 30, '63; wounds.

Left. Died June 2, 1863.

. Died.

. Died July 6, 1863.

Lett. Surg. II. M. McAbee, 4th

Ohio. Died July 4. 1863.

Right. Died July 2, 1864.

. Died November 3, 1862.

Left. Died July II, 1864.

Right. Died April 17, 1862.

. Died June 29, 1864.

Right. Died July 5, 1864.

Right. Hied Reptomber28, 1862.

Left. Died June 28, 1864.

27, '64

Sept. 11

17, '62

Juno 11

18, '64.

Aug. 14, Right; circular. Died Repteiu
14, '64.

Aug. 16,

16, '64.

Dec. 31,

31, "62.

Sept. 19,

19, '63.

May 14,
—,''64.

Dec. 13,

13, '62.

July 3,

3, '63.

July 3.

—.'•63.

July 12,

-, '63.

bar 4, 1864 ; pyaemia.
Bight. Aug. 22, amp. left. Died
August 3li. 1864: exhaustion.

Left. Died April 7, 1863.

Left. Died.

Left. Died May 28, 1864.

Right. Died April 26, 1863, am
putatiou and diarrhoea.

Left. Surg. O. Munsou. 108th N.
Y. Died Julv 15. 1863.

. Died July 18, 1863; barni
orrhnge.

Left (also wound of thigh). Hied
July 23. 1863.

32d Alabama.
483 Stanley, W., PL. 11. 53d

I Pennsylvania.
484 Starr. A.. Pt.. C, 106th

Pennsylvania.
485 Stephens, -I. D.. PL, C,

17th Mississippi.

486 Stephenson, W. C., PL,
C, 3d Iowa.

487 Stern, P., PL, B, S9th
New York. —

.
'62.

488 Stevens. . I. ('., Capt., II. April 6,

46th Illinois. 6, '62.

489 Stevens, M„ Pt., B, 1st July 9,

New York Engineers. 9, '64.

490 Stinbacker, .1., PL, II, May 12,
j

Left. Died May 20, 1864.

56th Penn., age 36. !
—.

'64.

491 Stockhamme-r, i'., Serg't, May 14,

G, 12th Missouri. —,"'64.

492 Stone. D. C, Serg't, F, Oct. 5,

28th Illinois. 5, '62.

July 2,

2. '03.

June 18,

18. '64.

July 2,

2, '63.

April 8,

8, '65.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

Dec. 1.

1/63.
Oct. 5,

5, '62.

493 Stone,—, Pago's Battery.

434 Stnncstifler, J., "PL, E,
1st Maryland.

495 Stouteng'er, J., PL. O,
147th New Y'ork.

496 Stowluiclge, B.. l't.. I,

82d Colored Troops.
497 Spears. T. W., I'L, B,

29th Maine.
498 Spei-1, II.. Pt., H, 2d

Maryland.
499 Tatlo'ck, A., PL, E, 53d

Indiana.
500

.
Taylor. G., PL, G, Ulth July 2,

New Y'ork. 3, T>3.

501 I Terwillager. T. S. C, Mav 5,

Pt.,B, 120th N.Y. 5, '64.

502 Tewcl, W„ Pt., A, 15th Sept. 19

I
West Virginia. 19, '64.

503 Thomas, G. B., Pt., C, Julv —

,

51st Oeorgia. —,
'63.

504 Thomas. I., PL, II, tfth Dee. 31,

Kentucky. 31, '62.
1

505 Thompson. P., Corp'l, E, Nov. 27,

30th Iowa. 27, '63.

Aug. 28, . Surg. S. S. Sohultz, 26th
Penn. Died Sept. 22, 1862.

. Died April 16, 1862.

Left. Died July 9, 1864.

. Died May 22, 1864.

. Died October 9. 1 862.

Left. Died July 11, 1863.

Right. Died June 18, 1864.

. Died July —, 1863.

Left. Died April 8, 1865.

. Died October 22, 1864.

Right. Surg. J. S. Ross, Uth N.
Hampshire. Died Dec. 5, 1863.

. Died October 16, 1862.

Died July 20, 1863.

. Died May 26, 1864.

: flap. Died September —

,

1864.
. Died July 10, 1863.

. Died January 8, 1863.

Right (flesh w'nd left leg). Ass't
Surg. S. S. Buck, 103d Illinois.

Died December 12, 1 863.
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I

in the upper, three hundred and sixty-eight in the middle, and three hundred and thirty-five

in the lower third of the leg; in forty-seven the seat of the amputation was not indicated.

Intermediary Amputations in the Upper Third of the Leg for Shot Injury.—Two
hundred and ninety-six operations were recorded; one hundred and ninety-four had suc-

cessful, and one hundred and two fatal terminations, a mortality of 34.4 per cent.

Successful Intermediary Amputations in the Upper Third of the Leg.—The one hun-

dred and ninety-four operations were performed—one on a civil employd, twenty-two on

Confederate, and one hundred and seventy-one on Union soldiers. Of the latter, one officer

was placed on the retired list, and one hundred and sixty-eight enlisted men became pen-

sioners, of whom twenty have died since their discharge. In three instances the amputa-

tion in the leg was followed by amputation in the thigh.
1

Case 754.—Colonel F. Fessenden, 30th Maine, aged 25 years, was wounded in the right leg during an engagement

near Cane Kiver, April 23, 1864, and entered St. James (Officers') Hospital, New Orleans, six days afterwards. Assistant

Surgeon S. H. Orton, U. S. A., reported : "The tibia was fractured irregularly for two and a half incites at the upper part of the

middle third, two pieces of bone being entirely detached. Flap amputation at the upper third was performed on April 30th, by

Surgeon F. Bacon, U. S. V.; chloroform was used. At the time of the operation the periosteum was detached, with infiltration

of pus beneath the integuments down to the ankle joint. The patient's constitutional condition was good and he progressed

favorably. He was granted a leave of absence, and left the hospital May 18, 18G4." The specimen (3G03) shown in the

annexed wood-cut (Fig. 294) was contributed to the Museum by the operator, with the following supplementary description

of the case: "The tibia was splintered by a glancing bullet, which did not lodge in the leg and made but a

single wound in the integuments. The fibula was not fractured and has not been preserved. I first examined

the wound some seven days after it had been received and was surprised—in view of its apparently small

extent— to find the bones stripped of periosteum and evidently dead for a distance of several inches above and

below. One of the fissures ran directly across the nutrient foramen. The artery had been ruptured at that

point and considerable haemorrhage had ensued, the blood being evidently infiltrated through the calf of the leg.

To this fact I attributed the loss of vitality which had taken place even in the larger fragments of the bone. The
leg was amputated without delay immediately after the examination." After leaving the hospital Colonel Fes-

senden returned to active service, and was promoted to Brigadier General and subsequently to Major General.

He was retired from service November 1, 1866. At the battle of Shiloh, April 7, 1862, he had also been

wounded in the arm.

Case 755.—Private J. Wheeler, Co. A, 8th Connecticut, aged 23 years, waswounded

at Antietam, September 17, 1862. Surgeon T. H. Squire, 89th New York, recorded bis

admission to the Locust Spring field hospital, near Sharpsburg, and noted the following

description of the case: "The wound was through the right ankle joint by a musket ball.

The leg was amputated one week alter the injury by Surgeon W. II. Leonard, 51st New
York, at the junction of the upper and middle thirds. The flaps sloughed and the ends of

both bones became exposed, being surrounded by red granulations. By a healing pro-

cess the stump slowly changed for the better, the efforts of nature being supported by

treatment as good as could be, and the patient being cheerful and expecting a good recov-

ery. On November 12th, the ends of the bones exfoliated and were taken away, after

which the stump improved and the patient's general health became quite good." He sub-

sequently passed through hospitals at Frederick, was transferred to Knight Hospital,

New Haven, and finally admitted to Central Park, New York City, October 30, 1863.

Acting Assistant Surgeon S. Teats reported from the latter hospital that "the stump had

healed up perfectly sound by June 1, 1863; also that the patient had been discharged

from service November 17, 1863, and received an artificial leg. The man has been paid

as a pensioner to September 4, 1880. In his application for commutation, dated 1875, he described the stump as being " very

uneven and sensitive;" but five years later he reported its condition as "sound." A plaster cast of the stump (Spec. 2746),

contributed by Assistant Surgeon J. W. S. Gouley, U. S. A., is represented in the annexed wood-cut (Fig. 295). The specimen

indicates the amputation to have been performed by the posterior flap, while the cicatrices resemble those following a circular

operation. The integument on the anterior surface appears tightly drawn over the bone.

Case 756.—Brigadier-General H. E. Payne, U. S. V., aged 37 years, was wounded at Port Hudson, June 14, 1863.

He was conveyed to the field hospital of the 3d division. Nineteenth Corps, whence Surgeon S. C. Hartwell, 38th Massachusetts,

reported :
" Shot wound of left leg." Two days after the reception of the injury, which involved the fracture of both bones of

the leg, he was conveyed to New Orleans, whence Dr. P. C. Boyer reported that the patient "was under treatment at the Hotel

Dieu Hospital from June 16th to July 22d for gunshot wound of leg and amputation." The operation was performed by Dr.

1

FlG.294.-Right
tibia fractured
in middle third.

Spec. 3603.

PIO. 2U5. —Stump after

flap amputation at junc-
tion of upper and tniddlo
thirds of leg. Spec. 274ti.

1 Two of the operations were done in the middle third of the thigh : Cases of Pt. A. J. Chcever, H, 16th Mass. (Table XXXV, No. 35, p. 280, ante)
i

Corporal H. W. Hughes, T, 133d New York (Tabi.k XXXIX, No. 4:!, p. 314, ante.); and one in the lower third : l>t. F. Hoffman, H, 2d Penn. Artillery

(TABLE XL, No. 47, p. 320).

SURG. Ill—65
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FIG.29(J.-Fiac-
tured portion of
right tibia : ne-

crosis. Sp. '-2587.

Warren Stone, of New Orleans, on June 23d, four inches below the knee; the patient entirely recovered and became able to

walk with the aid of an artificial limb. General Paine ultimately resigned his commission May 15, 1865, after which he waB
pensioned. Since leaving the service he has served as a member of Congress, and has been Commissioner of Patents.

Case 757.—Private A. Rutter, Co. C, 100th Pennsylvania, aged 20 years, was wounded, at Bethesda Church. June 2,

1864. Surgeon M. K. Hogan, U. S. V., reported his admission to the field hospital of the 1st division, Ninth Corps, with "shot

fracture of right leg by minie ball." Surgeon G. L. Pancoast, U. S. V., who amputated the limb, made the following report:

"The wounded man was admitted to Finley Hospital, Washington, on June 15th, from the field hospital. His injury consisted

of a compound comminuted fracture of the right tibia, for which amputation was performed at the upper third on

June 20th. The operation was done by the flap method and chloroform was used as the anaesthetic, the patient's

general condition being excellent. After two days of suffering the patient's progress of recovery was rapid.

Cold-water dressings were applied." A part of the amputated tibia (Spec. 2587), showing fracture in the upper

third and exhibiting well-marked necrosis, was contributed by the operator and is represented in the wood-cut

(Fig. 396). The patient was subsequently transferred to Judiciary Square Hospital, where, after being fur-

nished with an artificial limb by Jewett's Patent Leg Co., he was discharged from service May 4, 1S65, and

pensioned. His pension was paid June 4, I860. In his applications for commutation he reported the condition

of the stump as continuing "all right."

Case 758.—Sergeant W. F. Johnson, Co. H, 84th Illinois, aged 19 years, was wounded in the right leg,

at Dallas, May 30, 1804. Surgeon J. D. Brumley, U. S. V., reported his admission to the field hospital of the

1st division, Fourth Corps, with "shot fracture of tibia, lower third." Assistant Surgeon C. C. Byrne, IT. S. A.,

who amputated the limb at the Field General Hospital at Chattanooga, made the following report: "The
wounded man was admitted June 0th, and on the following day circular amputation was performed at the junc-

tion of the upper and middle thirds of the leg. Chloroform constituted the anaesthetic. The patient's consti-

tutional condition at the time of the operation was good, but the injured parts were swollen, infiltrated, and cedematous, and

there was some erysipelatous inflammation. Two days afterwards the parts assumed a decidedly gangrenous appearance, and

the pus become fetid, black, and profuse. This rapidly increased, though liquor of chlorinate of soda was freely applied.

On the third day pure bromine was applied, which arrested it. A second application gave the parts a healthy aspect, granula-

tions springing up at once. Tonics and stimulants were given internally." On August 29th, the patient was transferred to

hospital No. 19, at Nashville, where he obtained a furlough and was allowed to proceed to his home. In the following Novem-
ber he entered the Post Hospital at Rock Island, -whence Acting Assistant Surgeon P. Gregg reported that "either in conse-

quence of deficient flap or subsequent sloughing the banes protruded and became necrosed. It was deemed necessary by Surgeon

W. Watson, U. S. V., in charge, and myself to re-amputate. I performed the operation on May 17, 1865. It was necessary to

remove the head of the fibula. The joint is useless for any practical purpose." The patient was discharged from service August

10, 1865, and pensioned, since when he has been supplied with artificial limbs at stated intervals. Surgeon G. G. Craig, of Rock
Island, who examined the stump on February 9, 1877, reported that "the patella and a portion only of the head of the tibia

are remaining, which are drawn hack and anchylosed." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1880.

Case 759.—Lieutenant-Colonel E. P. Taft, 9th New York Heavy Artillery, aged 32 years, was wounded

in the left leg, at the battle of Monocacy, July 9, 1864. Assistant Surgeon T. H. Helsby,- U. S. A., reported:

"The patient was admitted to hospital at Frederick the day after receiving the injury, which consisted of a

fracture of the tibia and fibula in the lower third, caused by a conical bullet. Buck's extension apparatus was

applied, with water dressings to the wound, and a generous diet was ordered. Secondary haemorrhage having

occurred frem the posterior tibial artery, it became necessary on July 22d to amputate the limb. The opera-

tion was performed by Assistant Surgeon R. F. Weir, U. S. A., in the upper third, near the tubercle, by the

circular method. At the time of the operation the parts were in an unfavorable condition from fading erysip-

elas and loss of blood, and the constitutional state of the patient was anaemic and depressed. Simple dress-

ing was applied and a good diet administered. Secondary hemorrhage occurred from the stump on July 24th,

for which the popliteal artery was ligated in the stump. Moderate sloughing was arrested by the application

l" a solution of permanganate of potash, and the after treatment consisted of quinine, porter, and stimulants.

On September 7th, the patient received a leave of absence. When he left the hospital he was in fine spirits,

j,j, jp-^-'tite and general condition was good, and the stump looked healthy and was almost healed." The

amr/fllatct' "ones of the '°g (Spec. 3926), showing the tibia to be shattered and the fibula fractured transversely,

were forwari. '' tn tne M"5eLun by 'he operator and are represented in the wood-cut (Fig. 297). Lieutenant-

Colonel Taft n ^s mHsterefl out November 28, 1864, and subsequently re-commissioned as Colonel. He
h <

*
• after being ultimately discharged from service. Dr. William G. David, of Lyons, N. Y.,

jULiUIIC <* IK. II ?r*VMW^

u .-c j . , < was the attending phvsician of the pensioner, reported that "the shock to his constitu-who testified thai h* \ , , ,,,.." ,, , . . , , . ,. ,

„ , t loss of the limb, as well as the long-continued and excessive discharge from the
tion from the wound Ma. , , ,. , , ,,.,,,, . , .-.,.,,.

, . 'uced him that he never recovered his health, but continued anaemic, and died of
stump, so prostrated anw ny
dropsy on January 20, ffl&f*

m , i r j. j- a 4 j' * in the Upper Third of the Lea.—The operations
Fatal Intermediary Amputation* ac c j ei e 2

Flo. 2!)7_Lowcr
tliinl, left leg: tibia

shattered and fibula

transversely frac-

tured. Spec. 39~G.

belonging to this group number one handr^
d and two—fifteen performed on Confederate and

eighty-seven on Union soldiers. Erysipelas

eighteen, and pyaemia in nineteen instances,

preserved in the Army Medical Museum.

was noted in five, tetanus in six, gangrene in

Specimens in twenty-two of the eases are
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Case 7G0.—Private J. N. Coder, Co. K, 46th Pennsylvania, was wounded in the left leg, at Cedar Mountain, AuguBt 9,

1862. He was admitted to Wolfe Street Hospital, Alexandria, five days afterwards, where amputation was performed by Acting

Assistant Surgeon S. E. Fuller, who reported the following history: ''A rifle ball passed through the leg, fracturing the tibia

about its middle. The limb was amputated three inches below the knee joint by the circular method, by order of Surgeon J. E.

Summers, U. S. A., in charge of the hospital, on August 27th. Three days after the operation the stump had become much
swollen, with red streaks extending up the limb; no suppuration. Quinine and brandy were ordered internally and warm-
water dressings were applied to the stump. August 31st, patient much the same; treatment continued, and limb painted with

muriated tincture of iron as far as the redness extended. September 1st, swelling great and no suppuration ; sutures removed

and some thick dark-colored fetid matter washed out of the stump. September 4th, redness disappeared; swelling less; no

suppuration; treatment continued. On September 7th some sloughing of the stump appeared, when lint wet with solution of

chloride of soda was applied, and the parts were occasionally touched with nitric acid. On September 14th about two inches

of the soft parts came entirely away, leaving a granulating surface, and the patient appeared better and had good appetite. On
September 16th, I called at 2 A. M., found the peroneal artery bleeding freely, and applied a tourniquet to the femoral, giving

brandy and opium internally. There was no return of the hemorrhage, but the patient gradually sank, and died September 19,

1862." The amputated tibia, showing periostitis to have covered the shaft with a delicate coating of callus, was contributed by

the operator, and is specimen 321 of the Surgical Section A. M. M.

Case 761.—Private G. Kimmel, Battery I, 1st New York Light Artillery, was wounded in the right leg, at Chancellors-

ville, May 3, 1863. Assistant Surgeon J. R. Smith, 136th New York, recorded the wounded man's admission to the field hospital

of the 2d division, Eleventh Corps, May 15th, and his "'death from pyaemia, after amputation of the leg below the knee, June

3, 1863." Surgeon R. Thomaine, 29th New York, who contributed the specimen (No. l,
r
>42) shown in the

adjoining wood-cut (Fig. 298), reported that the attempt was made to save the leg, but amputa-

tion had to be performed thirteen days after the reception of the injury on account of suppuration.

The specimen consists of the amputated bones of the leg, exhibiting the tibia to be shattered in

the upper third, and showing a decided effort of nature to throw off the dead bone.

Case 762.—Private E. Williams, Co. F, 136th Pennsylvania, aged 45 years, was wounded

at Fredericksburg, December 13, 1862. Surgeon C. J. Nordquist, 83d New York, reported his

admission to the field hospital of the 2d division, First Corps, with "shot wound of right leg."

Surgeon O. A. Judson, U. S. V., contributed the pathological specimen with the following fp.

description: "The wound was caused by a minio" ball entering the upper part of the middle

third of the tibia, passing obliquely downward and backward, fracturing the bone in its course

and wounding the anterior tibial artery, and emergina: through the gastrocnemius muscle. The

patient was admitted to Carver Hospital, Washington, December 21st. The leg was placed in

a fracture box and the bone kept well in apposition. Water dressings were applied. The patient

I I
V I "9 progressed favorably until December 28th, when a profuse and continually recurring hemorrhage

set in which resisted ordinary measures for its control. Amputation was accordingly resorted

to, and performed at the upper third of the leg by flap operation. On January 1, 1863, ha:m-

orrhage to the amount of thirty ounces occurred from the anterior tibial artery in the stump,

which was laid open and the bleeding vessel was secured. But the patient gradually sank, and

died the evening of the same day. His Bystem was also iufected with pyaemia. Examination revealed an oblique fracture of

the tibia, also that a piece of bone had been driven into the anterior tibial artery. The inter-muscular tissues of the limb were

distended by pus." The wood-cut (Fig. 299) is a representation of the amputated shaft of the tibia (Spec. 634), which was

comminuted in the middle third but shows very little displacement of fragments.

Table LXXII.

Summary of Ttvo Hundred and Ninety-six Cases of Intermediary Amputations in tlie Upper Third of

the Leg for Shot Injuries.

FIG. 298.—Portions
of bones of right leg;
tibia fractured in up-
per third. Spec. 1542.
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17

18

19

20

21

BS

S3

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

45

46

47

I 48

I

I 49

51

Name, Militant
description, akd aof.

Bowers, E., Pt., 1!, 2d
Cord Troops, age 25.

Howies, J. L., Pt., A,
101st New York.

Bowman, F. If., Pt., II,

1st Missouri.

Brndish, A. L., Pt., K,
6th Maine, ape 40.

Briggs, D. J., Pt., 1!, 1st

Michigan,
lirooks, E., Pt., C, 145th
New York, age 18.

Brooks, S. S., Pt., II, 8th
Indiana, age 23.

Brown, II., Corporal, I,

50th Penn , age 31.

Broum,r. J., Pt., E,24th
Alabama, age 24.

Buttle, S. W., Pt., G,
36th New York.

Camaban, T, A., Corp'I,
I, 9th I'ennsylvnnii.

Case, II., Pt., 1, 12lh

New Yoik.
Catew,J. /'.,Pt.,E, 11th
Virginia.

Cavauaugh, J., Pt . II,

12th Massachusetts.

Chajimnn, J. P.. Pt., I,

(list Georgia, age 27.

Cheevcr, A. .1., Pt., K,
ldth Massachusetts.

Clark, G. W., Serg't, C,
30th New York.

Clark, W.S., Pt., (1,5th
Artillery.

Clements, 1. N., Pt., F,

122d New York, age 23.

Colson.C. H.,Pt.,H, 31 st

Maine, age 22.

Connolly, T., Pt., II,

115th N. Y., age 20.

Cooper, W. II. M., Pt.,

IC, ltfth Indiana, age 22.

Cotter, T.. Pt., F, 30th
Massachusetts.

toiler, i ., ii.,

Massachusetts,

12th

Cotton, T., Pt., I, 2fith

Col'd Troops, age !!8.

Courtney, A. H., Corp'I,

F. 26th N. C., ago 26.

Covert, A., Pt., I,
""

Michigan.
Craft, W. 8., Capt., II.

1st Penn., ago 23.

Curtz, G. It., Pt., H,
Blst Penn., age 18.

Davis, H., Pt., K, 1st

Kansas.
Davis, M., Pt., F, 14th
New Hnmp., age 19.

Davis. W. B., Pt., C,
10th New York, age 21.

Day, II. F., Pt., F, 12th

New Hampshire.

Decatur, D. F., Pt., K,
35th Massachusetts.

Petiman, J. H., Pt., A,
50th Virginia, age 30.

Decry, S., Pt., K, 90th
New York.

De Laney, C, colored,

civilian, age 47.

Dew, A., Pt., I, 31st

Ohio, age 20.

Diviney, P.,Pt., B, 170th

New York, age 23.

Down, H., Pt., K, 44th

New York, age 22.

operations, operators,
Result.

Mar. li,

9, '05.

Sept. 1,

4, '02.

May Hi.

19. '03.

Mav 3,

6, '"03.

July 21,

26, '61.

May 3,

17, '03.

Oct. 19,

29, '04.

Sept. 30,

Oct. 14,

1864.

Jan. 3,

1863.

May 31.

Juno 2(1,

1802.

June 30,

J'y3,'02.

Aug. 29,

<ep.8,'62

JulyS,
10, '63.

Sept. 17,

Oct, 15,

1862.

July 9,

21, '64.

July 2,

14, '63.

Aug. 30,

Sept. 6,

1862.

May 2,

21. '63.

May 5,

10, '64.

July 3,

30, '64.

Feb. 20,

24, '04.

Aug. 27,

27, '62.

May 27,

June 4,

1863.

Ji
1

I

uly7.
0, '64

July 1,

6, 'ii3.

April (i,

Mnyl.'02.

May 27,

June 17,

1864.

May 6,

9, '64.

Aug. 10,

_, '61.

Sept. 19,

22, '64.

Oct. 27,

Nv. 4, '64.

July 2.

29, '63.

Sept. 17,

Oo.l7, '62.

July 2,

5, '63.

July 13,

21, '63.

Mar. 10,

April 4,

1865.

Sept. 20,

Oct. 4,

1863.
[

June 16,

20, '64.
j

June 22,
! J'y6, '64.1

Ilight; circ. Confederate surgeon.
Discharged .Inn. 18, 1866.

Kight
;

post. flap. Discharged
February 12. 1863.

. Retired February:'. 1865.

Deft; flap. Surg. F. S. IMmes,
OthMaine. Discli'd Ang.2],'63.

Right; circ. Surg. St. (1. 1'cachv,

P. A. C. S. Disoh'd Jan.2li, '63.

Left; post. flap. Ass't Surg. L.
W. Kennedy, 123d New York.
Discharged' August 21, 1803.

Left; lateral oval flap. A. A.
Surg. R. II. Sterling. Disch'd
July 28, 1865.

Left; anterior posterior flap. Con-
federate surgeon. Discharged
March 19, 1865.

Right ; circ. Furloughed June
Hi, 1863.

Right ; circ. A. Snrg.W. Thom-
son. June 28. litem. Discli'd

May 25, 1863. Died Jan. 28,

1869. Spec 41137.

Left. Discharged September 2,

1862.

Right ; flap. Act. Ass't Surg. D.
Weisel. Disch'd Nov. II, 1862.

Left. Union surgeon. Trans-
ferred Julv 23. 1863.

Left. Surg. II. A. Vanderkieft,

U. R. V. Discharged December
27, 1862.

Left (also w'nil chest and thigh);
circ Surg. ('.It. Todd, C. S. A.
Exchanged Oct. 17, 1864.

Left. July 18. amputation thigh,

middle third. Discharged Jan-
uary 27, 1864.

Right. A. Surg. B. Howard, IT.S.

A. Discli'd Nov. 22, '02. Died
April 17,1868.

Left ; circular. Discharged.

Left; circ. Confederate surgeon.
Disch'd November 30, 1864.

Right ; circular. Discharged Jan-
uary 6, 1865.

Left: ant. post. flap. Surg. E.
Oiddings, C. S. A. Discharged
June 9, 1865.

Right ; flap. A. Surg. Green, 19th
Ind. Disch'd August 26, 1863.

Left; flap. Surg. S. K. Towle,
30th Mass. Discharged August
25, 1803.

Right; flap. Discharged Julv
7, 1865.

Left. Paroled September 22, '63.

Left; flap. Discharged August
8, 1862.

Kight; ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.
\V. II. Finn. Discharged Sep-
tember 27, 1864.

Right; flap. Disch'd April 20,

1865. Died Deoeinber28, 1874;
chronic bronchitis.

Right. Discharged Decembcr30,

'

1861.

Left ; circular. Discharged July
19, 1865.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Disch'd
July 27, 1865.

Right ; ant. post. flap. A.A.Surg.
J. Dickson. I'ischnrged July
9, 1864. Spec. 1611.

Right. A. A. Surg.W. E. Towns-
end. Disch'd March 13, 1863.

Left. Surg. —Harrison, C. S. A.
Paroled Sept. 25, 1863.

Left ; Hap. Surg. A. II. Van Nos-
trund, 4th "Wisconsin. Disch'd
December 10, 1803.

Left; flap. A. Surg. E. Gregory,
17thConn. April!', haemorrhage.
Recovery May 18, 1 865.

Right (necro.; gang.); ant. post.

flap. A. A. Surg. C. E. Boyle.
Discharged February 3. 1865.

Left ; lat. flap. Dr. A. Oarcolon,
of Maine. Discharged Feb. 1,

1865. Spec. 2775.

Left; circ. A. Surg. A. Dnlanv.
Disch'd Mar. 18,'65. Spec. 2807.

Name, military
I

Description, Axn Age.

Dudley. W. \V., Lieut.
Colonel, 19th Indiana.

Duffy. II., Pt., G, 8th
New York, age 19.

Duffy, P., Pt., A, 59th
Massachusetts, age 45.

Duncan, J. F., Pt., H,
4th Alabama, age 19.

F.lmer. II., Corp'I, A,
11th Mass., age 24.

Farmer, M. S., Pt., B,
17th Kentucky.

Fcssenden, F., Colonel,
30th Maine.

Fleming, 8., Pt., D, 12th

West Virginia.

Flyhouse,P.,Pt.,A,10th
Infantr}*, age 27.

Foss, II., Pt., H, 9th
Ohio, nge 25.

Fox, J. N., Pt., K, 24th
Alabama.

Friend, J., Pt., E, 43d
Ohio.

Fuchs, F., Serg't, A,
5th Ohio.

Gage, C. P., Pt., I, 15th
Massachusetts.

Galloway, E. T., Pt., D,
56th Penn., age 15.

Garvin. M., Pt., D, 69th
New York, age 22.

DATES. Operations, Operators,
Result.

Gates, C. H., Pt., II, 1st

New Y'ork. age 20.

George, G. \V., Lieut., I,

5th New Hampshire
Glenn, E., Corp'I, D,
24th Wisconsin, age 19.

Goodrich, L. II., Tt., B,
6th Vermont, age 30.

Graham, W. II., Pt., E,
1st W. Virginia, age 21

.

Grant, A. D., Pt., K, 8th
Vermont, age 21.

Grant, J., Pt., A, 7th
Wisconsin.

Greenough, L., Pt., B,
1st I.a. Cavalry, age 23.

Grigsby, P.. Pt., C, 7th
Ohio.

Guilford, &., Pt., A, 67th
Ohio, age 20.

Haohinann, J.. Tt., B,
41st New York.

Hall, J. O., Pt., D, 8th
N. Y. Heavy Artillery,

age 28.

Hamilton, A.C., Pt., H,
18th Ohio.

Hammond, R., Pt., A,
15th Ohio, age 24.

Harkins, T., Pt., 1. 115th

Pennsylvania, age 21.

Hatch, O.C.,Pt..C, 48th

Pennsylvania, nge 29.

Hauer, L., Ft., C, 1st

Missouri Lt. Artillery-

Hay, T. H., Lieut., B,'
54th New York.

Hibbard, J. J., Serg't,

D, 7th Wisconsin.
Heart, W. A., Corp 1, D,
29th Ohio.

July 1,

9, '03.

Oct. 27,

30, '04.

May 24,

June 17,

1864.

Julv 2,

29. ''63.

July 2,

12, '63.

Feb. 15,

25, '62.

April 23,

30, '64.

June 13,

19, '63.

May 6,

12, '64.

Sept. 19,

23. '63.

Nov. 25,

Dec.8,'63.

Mar. 4,

20, '62.

Mar. 23,

30, '62.

Sept. 17,

20, '62.

Mav 5.

29, ''04.

July 1,

18, '62.

Julv 2,

5,
r
63.

Sept. 17,

21, '62.

Sept. 20,

30, '63.

Mav 4,

7, '"63.

June 5,

25, '64.

Oct. 19.

Nov. 13,

1864.
Sept. 14,

Oct. 4,

1802.

May 17,

20, '63.

De.27,'62,

Ja.20,'63.
July 18,

21, '63.

Aug. 30,

Se. 14, '62,

June 16,

21, '64.

Jan. 1,

15, '63.

April 7,

11. '62.

July 3.

10, ''63.

Aug. 29,

Sep."5,'62.

Aug. 10,

Sep.4,'61.

July 2,

23, "'63.

July],
20, '63.

June 9,—, '62.

Hednpath, J. P., Pt.. A, May 16.

31st N. C. age 25. J'nc7,'64.

Hoffman, F.. Pt., H. 2d June 18,

Penn. Heavy Artillery, July 18,

age 18. 1864.

Right. Dr. S. O. Kinger, Littles-

town. (July 3, excision fibula;
gangrene ; haemorrhage.) Dis-
charged April, 1864.

Left ; circular. Confederate sur-

geon. Disch'd Aug. 7, 1865.
Left ; ant. post. flap. A.A.Surg.
H. M. f\an. Discharged Aug.
24, 1865.

Right. Exchanged November
12, 1863.

Right. Discharged February 19,

1864.

Left. A. Surg. A. P. Shacklefurd,
17th Kentucky. Disch'd Julv
16, 1862.

Right ; flap. Surg. F. Bacon, U.
S.V. Promoted Brig. Gen. May,
1864, and retired. Spec. 3603."

Right. A. Surg. S. P. Bryan, 12th

West Virginia. Disch'd April

21, 1864.
Left ; circular. Recovery. Acci-
dentally killed Jan. 26," 1865.

Right. Confed. surgeon. Dis-

charged Juno 4, 1H64.

Right; post, flap {haemorrhage).
Exchanged February 14, 1864.

Left. Surg. F. M. Rose, 43d Ohio.
Discharged Augu.*t 7, 1862.

Left; flap. Discharged July 1 8,

1862.
Left. Surg. S. N. Sherman, 34th
N.Y. Discharged Jan. 10, 1803.

Right; circ. Surg. J. A. Phillips,

9th Penn. Reserves. Disch'd
May 1!(, 1805.

Right: circ. A. A. Surg. D. W.
Cheevcr. Discli'd May 22, 1803.

Died June 23, 186!': consump-
tion. Spec. 22.

Right ; circ. Surg. N. Hay ward,
20th Mass. Disch'd Oct.' 17. '64.

Left. Surg. L. M. Knight. 5th N.
II. Disch'd March 7. 1863.

Kight; circ. (other w'nds). Surg.
T. L. Magee, 51st 111. Disch'd
Nov. 28. 1864. Insane. 1872.

Left; flap. Confederate surgeon.
May 10, heem.; lig. ant. tibial.

Discharged March 19. 1864.

Left; circ. (recur, haemorrhages).
Discharged November 26, 1804.

Died December!'. 1807.

Left: ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.
A.W. Emory. Discharged Juno
28. 1805. SlKC. 3475.

Left. Ass't Surg. A. H. Smith,
U. S. A. .Gangrene. Disch'd
April 2, 1863. Specs. 741, 785.

Right ; flap. Discharged March
14, 1864.

Right. Surg. A. K. Fifleld, 29th
Ohio. Disch'd Aug. 13, 1803.

Right; ant. post, flap (two w'nds
of left leg); gangrene. Disch'd
August 23, 1864. Spec. 4304.

Left. Ass't Surg. A. M. (lark,

U. S. V. Discli'd Oct. 7, 1863.
Left ; circ. A. Surg. ( 1. F. Wins-
low, U. S. N. Gangrene. Dis-
charged J line 1!', '65. Spec. 502.

Right : flap. Discharged April
27, 1863.

Right ; flap. Discharged Feb-
ruary 21, 1863.

Right; flap. Discharged Septem-
ber 20, 1864.

Right; ant. post. flap. Discli'd

September 29, 1803.

Right ; circular. Discharged.

Left. Surg. Z. E. Bliss, U. S. V.
Discharged June 19, 1864.

Left ; circular. Discharged June
6, 1864.

Right. A. A. Surg. W. B. Crnin.
Disch'd Dec. 23, 1862. Died
September 24, '72: colliquative

diarrhoea. Spec. 4544.

Left; post. flap. Retired Decem-
ber 8, 1864.

Left; circ. A. A. Surg. J. Money-
penny. Necrosis. Dec. 6, 1864.

amputation thigh. Discharged
Aug. 15, 1865. Spec. 3714.
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Name, Military
description, and age. DATE!

100

108

110

115

117

119

120

122

124

Ilollinsworth.J. W., Ser-

geant. G, 22d Alabama,
age 22.

Hooper. C. A., Pt., M,
1st Maine Cav., age 25.

Housely, H.. Cook with
the 33d Wisconsin, age
20.

Hughes, II. W., Corp'l,

I, 133d New York.

Hughes, J. D., Serg't, 11.

Morgan's Cav., age 31.

Hunt, II. C, Pt., C, 22d
Wisconsin, nge 31.

Hutchinson, H„ Corp'l,

G, 15th Conn .age 25.

Irons, D. II., Pt., A, 0th
Colored Troops, nge 24.

Jeffords, v., Pt., c, 77th
New York.

Johnson, A. C, Pt., (I,

3d Michigan.

Johnson, W. F., Serg't,
H,84th Illinois, age 19.

Jokel, O., Pt., K, 15th
Missouri, age 23.

Jones, J. A., Pt., I, 8th
Colored Troops.

Keeney, R., Corp'l, K,
143d Penn., age 21.

Kchr, C, Pt., I, 58th N.
York, age 35.

Kenyon, L.. Pt., D, 28th
New York, age 20.

Kerns, G. D., Pt.. II,

155th Penn., age 19.

Kinney, 1. N., pt., D,
35th 'Illinois.

Klinker, II., Pt., C, 2(ith

Wisconsin, age 28.

Koeth, G., Pt., 11, 140th
New Y'ork, nge 24.

Krieger, A., Pt., B, 43d
Illinois.

Lackey, J., Sergeant, G,
14th La., age 23.

I.awson, J., Pt., H, 12th
Penn. Heserves, age 21.

Leonard, J., Pt., D, 36th
New York, ago 21

.

Lucas. J. P., Lieut., E,
5th Penn. Reserves.

Marble, J. D., Pt,, D,
7th Wisconsin.

Martin, J., Pt., G, 4th
New York, age 27.

Martin. S. J., Serg't, G,
6th Kansas Cavalry,
age 27.

McCracken, J.H., Corp'l,
A, 8th Md., nge 24.

McDonald, J. S.. Capt.,

B, 15th New Jersey,
age 22.

McGuire, J., Pt., F, 73d
New York, nge 17.

McKnight, J., Pt., A,
17th Mass., age 25.

Operations, Operators,
result.

Name, Military
Description, and Age

136,

137

138

140

126 McLaughlin, H., Pt., E,

10th Infantry, nge 23.

McNanny, C, Pt., G,
lOGth N. York, age 35.

8 Metcalf, L. IL, in., E,
11th New Y'ork.

129 Milan, J., Pt., ('., 1st

Texas, age 30.

130 Mille, J. M., Serg't, G,
8th South Carolina.

Miller, O, Pt., G, 9th
Pennsylvania, age 19.

Mundhenk, II. W., Pt.,

B, 93d Ohio, age 20.

133 Murphy, J., Pt., F, 52d
Pennsylvania, age 21.

Dec. 15, Left; ant. post. flap. A.A.Surg. 134
16/04. A. Rolls. Haemorrhage. To

Provost Marshal .March 27. 1805.

Oct. 2, Right circular. Diseh'd April
29, '04. 15, 1805.

April 2, Left; ant. post, skin flap, circ. of
11, '05. muscles. Also amp. right thigh.

Surg. F. E. l'iquette. 80th Cold
Troops. Recovery.

June 14. Right. A. Surg. J. ilomans, jr.,

24, '03. LI. S. A. Diseh'd Oct. 12. 1803.

Amputation thigh. Recovery.
June 10, Left : ant. post, skin flap. A. A.
23, 'G4. Surg. I. L. Stockwell. Ilaemor.

I'o Provost Marshal Oct. 13,04.
July 20, Left; circ. Surg. E. L. Bissell,

'64. 5th Conn. Diseh'd Aug. 23,'G5.

Mar. 8, Right. Surg. E. B. Haywood, C.
14, '05. S. A. Diseh'd Nov. 7, 1805.

Sept. 29, Right. Discharged May 10, 1865.

Oct. 2, '04.

April 4, Right: flap. Surg. A. Campbell,
7, '02. 77th N. Y. Diseh'd June 9, '62.

Sept. 20, Right ; ant. post. flap. A.Surg.
29, '01. J. W. S. (iouley, !_'. S. A. Dis-

charged'.Iau. 20, 1803. Spec. 345.

May 30, Right; circular. A. Surg. C. C.
June 7, Byrne, U. S.A. May 17, reamp.
1804. leg. Discharged June 8, 1865.

Nov 30, Right: circ. Confederatesurgeon.
Dec.5,'64. Discharged August 1, 1865. 14."

Feb. 20, Left ; circular. Discharged Oct.
M'h6,'G4. 5,1805. 140
May5, Left; circ. A. A. Surg. D.O.Cald-
30, '04. well. Diseh'd Nov. 17, 1864.

Aug."30, Left : circular. Discharged Feb.
Sep.2,'62. ruarv 1, 1804.

Aug. 9, Left;"circ. Diseh'd Nov. 19, '62.

12, '62. Died September 12, 1868. 148
June 18, Left; circ. A. A. .Surg. W. E.
30/64. Sparrow. Diseh'd Jan. 10, 1805.

Mar. 7, Right. A. Surg. W. S. Crimes.
20, '62. 4th Iowa. Diseh'd July 30, '02.

July 1, Left. Surg. J.A.Armstrong,75th
7, '03. Penn. Diseh'd April 9. 1865. 150

]

May 8, Right; post. flap. Discharged
14, '64. April 28, 1865.

April 6, Left ; flap. Discharged August 151
9. '62. 7, 1862.
May 5, Left j circular. Taroled July 12,

12, '64. 1865.

Dec. 13, Right ; flap. Discharged August
17, '62. 24, 1804.
Julyl, Left. Surg. A. B. Mott. U. S. V.

1
154

13, '62. Discharged May ti, 1863.
Dec. 13, Right. Confed. surgeon; gang.
17, '02. Discharged Sept. 17, 1803. 155
Aug. 28, Right; circ. Discharged Janu-
Sep.1,'62. ary22, 1863.

Sept. 17, Left ; flap. A. A. Surg. .1. II. Pca-
Oct. 12, bodv. Diseh'd Dec. 13.'02. Died
1802. Dec. 24, '76. Specs. 744, 4433.

Mar. 14, Right; flap. Surg. J. S. Redfield.

21. '64. 6th Kansas Cavalry. Diseh'd
October 7, 1804.

Mav 8, Right ; circ. Surg. S. Moore, C.
12, 'en. S.A. Diseh'd March 17, 1865.

Mav 0, Right falso other wounds); circ.
13,"'64. Surg. L. W. Oakley, 2d N. J.

Discharged December 15, 1864.

Mav 4, Right; circ. Surg. A. B. Mott,
21, '03. U.8.V. Diseh'd Mav 11. 1865.
Dec. 16, Left: flap. Surg. I. F. Gallonpe,
29, '62. 17th Mass. Discharged June

2, 1863.
Jtiue 27, Left. Confederate surgeon. Dis-

30, '02. charged January 22, 1863.

Aug. 26, Left; circ. A. A. Surg. C. H.
Sept. 21, Jones. Discharged June 1, '65.

1864. Spec. 3132.

July 21, Left; flap. Surgs. Gibson and
20," '61. Peachy. C. S. A. Discharged.
July 2, Rigid : "short ant., long post. flap.

23, 03. A. A. Surg. B. Stone. Recovery.
Spec. 2052.

Sept. 20, . Surg. J. T. Gilmure, C. S.
27, '63. A. Recovery.
June 30, Left: circular. Aug. 14,ha?mur-
Julv 30, rhage: ligation femoral artery.

18"o2. 1 >ischarged June 29. 1863.

May 9, Left; circular. A. A. Surg. L. E.
29, '04. Tracy. Necrosis. Discharged

February 17, 1865.

Mav 5. Left: ant. post. flap. Discharged
13, '62. August 9, 1864.

Myers. M. 8., Pt., F,
70th New York.

Nearce, ,L, Pt., 11, 27th
Illinois.

Neff, W.W., Pt., G, 0th
Michigan Cav., age 18.

Newton. W. C., Serg't,

G, 3d Iowa.
Nichols, A. V., Pt., O,
4th Penn., age 22.

139 O'Leary, J., Pt., A, 8th
Infantry.

(iCRourke, P.. Pt., F, 7th
New York Heavy Ar-
tillery, age 41.

July 1,

23, '03.

Nov. 7,

14, '61.

July 6,

9. '63.

Oct. 5,

8, '02.

Mav 9,

13, \A.
Aug 9.

14, '02.

May 31,

June 6,

1864.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Oviatt. F.V., Pt., A, 37th
,
Aug. 21,

Massachusetts, age 37. i Sept. 2,

Oioens, J., Pt., H, 10th
Louisiana.

Owens, W., Pt., H, Elli

ott's Regiment, age 39.

Paine, H. E., Brigadier
General, U. S. V., age
37.

Portingall, I., Pt., E, 3d
N. Y'. Artillery, age 21.

Post, T. H., Pt., II, 2d
Infantry, age 30.

Power, W., Corp'l, D,
47th New Y'ork, age 23.

Proper, J., Pt., K, 20th
New York.

Rand, W. H., Pt., F, 4th
Mass. Cavalry, age 19.

Pt., I, 5th N.

161

Rapp, A.
Jersey.

Rewitzer, E., Pt., 1, 15th
New Hampshire.

Hitter, J. J.,Serg't. B, 1st

Kentucky, age 30.

Ritter, M."V., Lieut., C,
23d Ohio.

Rolph, S., Pt., H, 8th
Ohio.

Rowe, R. W., Pt., H, 1st

Missouri Artillery.

Rufenah, J., Serg't, E,
48th Miss., age 31.

Rutter. A., Pt., C, 100th
Pennsylvania, age 20.

Sandford, R. L., Corp'l,

E, 1 18th Penn., age 30.

Sandford. W. R., Pt., D,
23d Virginia, age 25.

Shantz, J. J., Pt„ K, 1st

Michigan, age 33.

Smith, It. A., Pt.,G, 77th
Ohio.

Spahman, J., PL, F, 62d
Pennsylvania.

Squire, W. P., Pt., C,
75th Illinois, age 20.

1864
July 1,

21. '62.

Oct. 25.

Nov. 15,

1864.

June 14,

24, '63.

May 16,

19. '64.

Oct. 19,

24, '03.

July 30,

Aug. 3,

1864.

Sept. 1,

12, '62.

July 3.

22, '64.

May 3,

10, TO.

May 27.

,I'e4, '63,

Sept. 19,

Oc.17,'63.

Sept. 14

17, '62.

Mar. 23,

27, '62.

Aug. 10,

24, '61.

May 3,

10, '63.

June 2,

20, '64.

Sept. 17,

Oc.15,'62.

July 3,

17, ''63.

Feb. 6,

10, '65.

April 6,

11, '62.

July 1,

4/62.
Sept. 2,

19, '04.

167

; 69

Stack, W., Boatswain's
Mate, V. S. Steamer
Meteor, age 25.

Starkey, G. L., Pt., D,
19th Maine, age 21.

Steele, W., Pt., O, 70th
New York.

Sullivan, J., Pt., D, Otb
Massachusetts.

Sullivan, P., Corp'l, K,
82d Illinois.

Tart, E. P., Lieut.-Col.,

9th New York Heavy
Artillery, age 32.

Mar. 20,

26, '65.

July 2,

11, '63.

July 22,

Au.3,'63.

Aug. 29,

Sep.-,'02
May 2,

6, fe.
July 9,

23, '04.

Right : circ. Discharged Sept.

20. 1864. Spec. 2456.
Rigid : flap. Surg. E. II. Bow-
man, 27th Illinois. Discharged
August 7, 1863.

Left: flap. Confederatesurgeon.
Diseh'd May 24, '64. Spec. 6691.

Right. Discharged April 7, 1863.

Left; circular. Duty September
19. 1804.

Left ; long post. flap. Surg. J. E.
Summers, II. S. A. Discharged
June 16, 1863. Spec. 3046.

Left; circ. A. Surg. W. Thom-
son, U. S. A. (May 31, excision

6 ins. tibia.) Discharged July
28, 1865. Specs'. 1502, 3546.

Right; semi-oval skin flap. circ.

tissue flaps. A. A. Surg. G. II.

Dare. Diseh'd Aug. 2. 1865.

; circ. Surg. — Rosser, C.
S. A. Retired March 1. 1805.

Right ; ant. post. flap. A. Surg.
W. H.Warner, 3d Wis. Cavalry.
Exchanged January 27, 1865.

Left. Dr. Stone, New Orleans,

La. Resigned May 15, 1865.

Commissioner of General Land
Office in 1878.

Right: flap. Confederate surgeon.
Discharged Jane 25, 1805.

Left; circ. A. A. Surg. R. Itartho-

low. Nov., gangrene. Diseh'd
February 18, 1864.

Right; flap. A. A. Surg. S. J.
Holly. Diseh'd March 2, 1865.

Died Sept. 18, '70; consumpt'n.
Right ; circular. A. A. Surg. C.
M. -Ford. Discharged N'ovem-
27. 1862.

Left; flap. Ass't Surg. H. M.
Spragne, II. S. A. Discharged
December 13, 1804.

Right
;
post, and ant. flaps. Sorg.

G. P. Oliver, 1 11th Penn. Dis-
charged Mar. 1 8, '04. Spec. 6695.

Left ; flap. Mustered out Aug.
15, 1863.

Left. Surg. — Fithian. C. S. A.
Discharged June 18, 1864.

Right. Resigned February 14,

1863.

Left : circ. Surg. G. W. Clippin-

ger, 14th Indiana. Discharged
October 25, 1862.

Left; flap. A. Surg. S. H. Mel-
cher, 5th Mo. Discharged.

Left ; flap. Retired February 22,

1865.

Right; flap. Surg. G. L. Pan-
coast, U. S. V. Diseh'd May
4, 1865. Spec. 2587.

Left. Surg. M. Storrs. 8th Conn.
Discharged March 10, 1863.

Right. Surg. — Dorbet. C. S. A.
Necrosis; haemorrhage j erysip-

elas. Exch'd March 17, 1864.

Right; circ. Discharged Aug.
4, 1865.

Right. Discharged September
29, 1862.

Left ; flap. Discharged October
14, 1862.

Left; circ. A. Surg. T. A. Mc-
Graw. U. S. V. Diseh'd March
6,1865. Sept., 1865, amp. thigh,

middle third : gangrene.
Right. Dr. Langler. U. S. N.
Discharged August 18, 1865.

Died July 29, 1672.

Left ; eirc. A. Surg. II. C. Leveu-
saller, 19th Maine. Recovery.
Died January 31, 1877.

Left ; flap. Discharged January
30, 1864.

Left. Discharged May 5. 1863.

Died April 8. '70: lung disease.

Left : flap. Discharged Septem-
ber 11, 1803.

Left (haem.i; circ. A. Surg. R. F.

Wier, U. S. A. Ligation popli-

I
teal nrterv. Diseh'd Nov. 28,

I 1864. Spec. 3920. Died Jan.

1 20, ie07 ; dropsy.

'Galloupe (I. I'.). Army Medical Intelligence, in Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, 1863, Vol. LXV1II, p. 205.
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Name, Military
Description, and ACilt.

Thomas, J. A., Pt, K,
111th N. York, age 19.

Tracy, G., Ft., 51, 1st

Maine Cavalry, age 29.
Turner. J. W., Pt., A,
5tb U. Troops, age 34,

Tyrrell, 1'., Pt., F, 4th
Rhode Island, age 18.

Yangorp, J., Pt., C, 1st

Missouri.
175 Wald, C, Pt., C, C8th

New York, age 25.

176 ' Warren. E. E„ Ctirpl, I,

, 144th New York.
177 Watson, C., Corp'I, C,

6th Kansas Cavalry.
178 Watts, T., Pt., D, 40th

New York.
179 Webher, E., Corp'I, H,

2d Massachusetts.
180 Weiss, E., Pt., A, 1st

Missouri Lt. Artillery.

1 Welch, T., Pt., D, 30th
Illinois.

182 Whalley, E.,Pt., B, 18th'

Massachusetts, age 30.

13 Wheeler, J., Pt., A, 8th
Connecticut, age 23.

185

186

m

ISP

189

iyo

191

192

193

m
us

196

197

SOt

201

202

203

204

203

206

207

206

White, P., Pt., G, 119th
Pennsylvania, age 21.

White, J., Pt., I, 14th
Indiana, age 23.

White, R., Pt., B, 17th
Indiana, age 35.

Whitehouse, J., Pt., F,
5th N. Hainp., age 17.

Whitner, D., Corp'I, A,
107th Ohio, nge 21.

Williams, S. J., Pt., B,
24th Wisconsin.

Wilson, J., Pt., E, 50th
New York, age 25.

Winter, A.,Corp'l, C, Cth
Connecticut.
Woods, W. B., Pt., C,
11th Alabama, age 25.

Yingling, O., Pt., D,
105th 1'enn., age 37.

Zitelch, G., Serg't, K,
7th New York, age 25.

Ackland, G., Corp'I, II,

21st Missouri, age 25.

Adair, F. M., Pt., D, 32d
Texas, age 27.

Allen, J. P., Pt., D, 7th
Massachusetts.

Ash, O. IF., Corp'I, K,
23d Kentucky, nge 31.

Bates, S., Pt., I, 14th KT.

Jersey, age 18.

Beck, IP. A., Pt., F,
Thomas's Legion.

Bee, J. L., Pt., B, 4th S.
Carolina Cav., age 21.

Benson, N., Pt., C, 45th
N. Carolina, age 42.

Bland, F. M., Pt., D, 23d
Ohio.

July 2,

1(1, '63.

Mar. 31.

ip.18,'65.
•Sept. 27,

[Oct. 3, '64.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 5.

1802.

Oct. 5,

9, '62.

July 2,

9,
r
63.

Nov. 26,

29, '02.

Aug. 24,

Se.l9,'6&
Sept. 1,

5, '62.

Aug. !),

12, 'C2.

Aug. 10,

Sep.4,'61.

De.29,'62,
Jan. 5, '63.

De.13,'62,

'Jan.3,'63.

Sept. 17,

23, '62.

May 5,

9,
r
64.

May 5,

18, '64.

April 2,

7, '65.

April 7,

2U, '65.

July 1,

24, 63.

De.31,'62.

Jan. 6, '63.

May 31, i

J'e3, '62.1

July 18,

21, '63.

June 30,

J'y3, '62

Oct. 27,

No.22,'64
Deo. 13,

18, '62.

April 4,

24, '65.

April 8,

13, '65.

May 5,

10, '64.

July 27,

Au.12,'64.

July 9,

29,
r
64.

Sept. 19,

Oct. 4,

1864.

May 30,

June 29,

1864.

July 12,

Aug.1,'64.

May 19,

June 17,

1863.

operations, operators,
Result.

Bly, E. P., Pt., A, 83d July 1,

Pennsylvania, age 23. 5, '62.

Bond, A., Pt., K, 27th July 3,

Pennsylvania, age 37. 7, '63.

Brooks. H., Pt., K, 20th Mar. 8. .

Michigan, age 22. 25. '65.

Brown, T. C, Pt., F, De.31,'62.

34th Illinois. Ja.12,'63.

Brownfleld, G., Pt., 19th Sept. 19,

Indiana Bat'ry, age 24. Oct.8,'63.

Left. Surg. H. M. McAbee, 4th

Ohio. Hemorrhage. Disch'd

j

April 25, 1861.

Left : circ. A. A. Surg. F. II. Col-

ton. Disch'dJuly 13, 1865.

Right; circular: gangrene. Dis-
charged March '^7. 1865.

Right : Hap. Surg. 11.W. Rivers,
4th R.l. Discharged March 6,

1863. Died Dec. 10, 1871.

Right ; dap. Discharged Feb-
ruary 24. 1863.

Right ; circular. Discharged Jan-
uary 19, 1864.

Left. A. A. Surg. W. II. Butler.

Discharged February 25, 1863.

Right ; flap. Surg. J. E. Quidor,

U. S. V. Disch'd Aug. 26, 1803.

Right ; circ. Discharged May
23. 1863.

Left. A. Surg. J. Wightman. 2d
Mass. Disch'd Jan. 15. 1863.

Right; flap. Discharged Novem-
ber 29, 1861.

Right; flap. Discharged October
12, 1863.

Left ; circular. Discharged April
25, 1863.

Right; post. flap. Surg. W. H.
Leonard, 5lst N. Y'. Ilaemorrh.;
extol.; bone removed. Disch'd
November 16, 1663. Spec. 2746.

Left ; cire. Surg. I*. Lcidv, 1 19th

Penn. Disch'd October 27, 1864.
Died Dec. 2, '73 ; consumption.
Spec. 1425.

Right. Discharged October 11,

1864.

Right; flap. A.Surg. R.W.Coale,
O. S. V. Disch'd May 31,1865.

Right ; circ. A. A. Surg. J. Sweet.
Disch'd Sept. 29, 1865. Died
February 9, 1868. Spec. 4097.

Left ; circular. Discharged Feb-
ruary 7, 1864.

Right. A. Surg. II. M. Duff, 52d
Ohio. Disch'd Feb. 25, 1863.

Right ; circular. Discharged Au-
gust 9, 1862.

Left. Confederate surgeon. Dis-

charged February 20, 1864.

; flap. Surg. A. Wauld, C.
S. A. Recovery.

Right; circ. Confed. surgeon.
Discharged June 26, 1865.

Left ; circ. Surg. C. Grav, 7th N.
Y. Gang. Disch'd May 8, '63.

Died July 2, '70; heart disease.
Left; ant. post. flap. A.A.Surg.
R. W. Tookcr. April27. haem.;
29. lig. fern. Died May 1, 1865.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. J. B.
G. Baxter, U. S.V. Died April
22, 1865; typhoid pneumonia.

Left. Surg. G. T. Stevens, 77th
N. Y". Died Muv —, 1864.

Right ; circ. A. A. Surg. C. S.
Merrill. Irritative fever. Died
August 13, 1864; non-reaction.

Right. A. A. Surg. O. M. l'aullin.

(Haemorrhage.) Died August
23, 1864; pyaemia. Spec. 3941.

; circular. Ass't Surg. J. M.
Lawson, 30th N. C. Died Octo-
ber 6, 1864 ; pyaemia.

Right ; oval flap. A. Surg. J. C.
McKee, U. S. A. Died July 2,

1864. Spec. 2716.

Left ; circ. A. A. Surg. N. A. Rob-
bins. Died Aug. 7,'64

; exhaus.
Left. A. A. Surg. J. Thompson.
(May 19. Syme'snmp. ankle j't;

periostitis.) July 2, amp. thigh.

Died July 16, 1863; exhaustion.
Spec. 1706.

Left. Died July 25, 1862.

Left. Died September 30, 1863

;

exhaustion ; diarrhoea.

Right (gangrene). Died April
14, 1865.

Right. Died January 21 , 1863.

Name. Military
DKscitLvnox, ami Are.

Right ; sloughing,
ber 19, 1863.

Died Novem-

209 Buck, M. II., Pt., B,

—

Infantry, age 25.

Burns. II. C, Serg't, H,
7th Penn. Cav., age 39.

1 Butts, J. n.,Pt.,F, 129th
Pennsylvania.

212 Cain, P., Pt., D, 88th

j

New York, age 34.

213 Camp, T. S., Serg't, C,
2d Infuntrv.

1 214 Campbell, \V. II., Pt., B,
139th N. York, age 23.

215 Canfield, D.W,Pt., M,
14th N.Y. H.A., age2l.

216 Castle, W., Pt., D, 17th

I Maine, age 39.

217 I

Crdl, -R., Lieut., K, 1st

Virginia Cavalry.

218 Clare, J., Pt., C, 145th

I New York,
219 Cloniger, J. W., Pt.. K,

72d Indiana, ago 22.

220 Coder. J. N., Pt., K, 46th

I Pennsylvania.

221 Crabe, A. B.. Pt.,H, 58th

|
Massachusetts, age 18.

222 Davidson, J., Pt., E, 88th

|
Pennsylvania.

223 ' Delaney, J., Pt., G. 67th
New York, age 20.

224 Dow, W. R.. Pt., E, 15th
I New Jersey, nge 35.

225 Ellis, C. V., Pt., I, 20th
I Massachusetts, age 23.

226 Eshleman, L.I't., E, 17th
Penn. Cavalry, nge 31.

227
I

Ettinger, I., Serg't, F,
Cth New Jersey.

228 i Fisher, A., Pt., H, 6th
New Jersey.

229 Ganges. P., Pt., H, 32d
Col'd Troops, age 23.

230 ! Gerral, J., Pt., D, 14tb
Indiana.

231 Gray, J. A., Lieut., B,
8th Indiana Cavalry,
nge 32.

232 Gressnon, E., Pt., Dar-
den's Louisiana Batte-
ry, age 28.

233iGrube, C. W., Pt., F,
I 153d Penn., ago 31.

234 Haines, J., Pt., A, 26th
Michigan, age 4t't.

235 Vail, W. II., Pt., D, 11th
South Carolina, age 34.

236 Hathawav.G. II., Pt.. A,
125th Iliinois, nge 24.

Hcrdman.O.,Pt.,G, 121st

New York, age 20.

8 Hogan. D., Pt., H. 170th
New York, nge 40.

Holmes. J. B.,Pt.,F, 1st

Maine I Ieavy A rtillerv,

oge 18.

240 Homer, C. H.. Corp'I, L,
10th N. Y\ Cav., age 33.

241 i Hood, T. M., Lieut., G,

|
40th Illinois.

242 Hotaling. A., Serg't, A,
I 7th N. Y. H. A., age 25.

243 Hughs, E., Pt., G, 124th

I
New Y'ork.

244 ' Hurlbut, A. R., Capt.,A,

|
5th Vermont, age 27.

245
|

Huston, A.. Pt., II. 12th
Ohio Cavalry, age 18.

246 Jones, J., Pt., I, 27th
Indiana.

Nov. 27,

Dec. 13,

1863.

Oct. 21,

Nov. 2,

1864.
Dec. 13,

26, '62.

Slay 18,

June 8.

1864.

May 3.

8. '63.

June 3.

17. '64.

. I line 17,

28, '64.

Sept. 21,

29, '64.

May 24,

—, '64.

May 2,

8, '63.

Sept. 27,

Oc.14, '04.

Aug. 9,

27, '62.

June 4,

16, '64.

Aug. 30,

Se.12,'62.

May 6,
27, ''64.

May 10,

J'e2,'64.
Dec. 13,

,
'62.

Aug. 25,

Sep.7,'64
Aug. 29,

Sept. 19,

1862.

Mav3,
—,

''63.

Nov. 30,

Dec.4,'64.

May 1,

15, '63.

Sept. 5,

22, '64.

Dec. 16,

19, '64.

July 1,

19, '63.

May 12,

28, '64.

May 9,

16, ''64.

June 27,

July —

,

1864.

Nov. 17,

19, '63.

May 24,
30,' '64.

May 19,

25, '64.

June 24,

J'y 9. '64.

April 6,

12, '62.

June 22,

J'yl3,'64.

Mav 3,

9, '63.

May 5,

10, 64.

July 20,
28." '64.

Aug. 9,

15, '62.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left ; flap. Surg. E. Bentlcy, U.
S.V. Gangrene. Died Decern-
ber 24. 1863; pyaemia.

Left ; circ. A. Surg. T. A. Mc-
Graw, U. S.V. Gangrene. Died
November 19, '64

; exhaustion.
Left. Jan. —, 1863. re-amp. leg

;

haemorrhage. Died Jan. 30, '63.

Left; flap (erysipelas); haemor-
rhage. Died June 14, '64

; haem-
orrhage. Spec. 2489.

Left. Surg. G. P. Oliver, 111th
Penn. Died May, 1863.

Left; circ. A. A. Surg. H. M.
Dean. Died June 28, '64 : haem.

R't: Hap. Surg. G. L. Pancoast,
U. S. V. Died July 28, 1864.

Left; ant. post, skin flap. A. A.
Surg. ,1. S. Waggoner. Died
Sept. 30, 1864 ; tetanus.

Left. {May 24, amput'n at ankle
joint.) Died June 22, 1864.

. Surg. G. V. Oliver, 111th
Penn. Died May 15. 1863.

Left. Surg. A. T. Barnes, 98th
Illinois. Died Nov. 9, 1864.

Left ; circ. A. A. Surg. S. E. Ful-
ler. Erysipelas : haemorrhage.
Died Sept. 19, 1862. Spec. 321.

Left ; flap. A. A. Surg. J. C. Nel-
son. Died; irritative fever and
exhaustion. Spec. 2585.

Right. Surg. E. Bentley, U. S.V.
Died September 25. 1862.

Left; circ. Snrg. R. B. Bontecou,
U.S.V. Died July 10, 1864;
exhaustion.

Left. Died June 18, 1864; diph-
I theria.

Left. Surg. P. Pineo, U. S. V.
Died January 7, 1863.

Left. Surg. Z. E. Bliss. (Gan-
grenous.) Died Sept. 23, 1864.

Right; flap. Surg. E. Bentley,
U. S.V. Died September 29,

1S62; pyaemia.
Left. Surg. C. H. Lord, 102d N.Yr .

(Also w'nd of right leg.) Died
May 26, 1863.

Left. Died December 27, 1864

;

pyaemia.
Right. Died May 16, 1863.

Left; flap. A. A. Surg. J. H.
Green. (Gangrenous.) Died
October 2, 1864 ;

pyaemia.
Left; ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.
R. L. McClure. Died Decem-
ber 23, 1864 ; exhaustion.

Left ; circular. Died September
4, 1863 : erysipelas.

Left. Julv 7, haemorrhage. Died
July 8, 1864.

Left; circ. A. Surg. H.C.Roberts,
U. S. V. Died May 16, 1864.

Left. Aug. 11, amputation thigh.
Died September 9, 1864; irrita-

tive fever.
Right: posterior flap. A.A.Surg.
W. M. Hudson. Died Novem-
ber 24, 1863.

Right ; Int. flap. A. A. Surg. R.
Ottman. Died June 26, 1864.
Spec. 2472.

Right. Surg. D.W. Biiss.U. S.V.
Died June 7, '64

; haemorrhage
and diarrhoea.

Left; flap. Surg. B. S. Herndon,
C. S. A. Died Sept. 9, 1864.

. Surg. E. O. Franklin, U. S.

V. Died April 26, 1862.

Left; circular. A. A. Surg. W.
W. Valk. Died Julv 26, 1864.

Left. Surg. G. P. Oliver, 111th
Penn. Died May 19, 1863.

Left. Surg. G. '1'. Stevens. 77th

N. Y. Died June 9,'04
;
pyaem.

Right; flap. Surg.G. W. Brooks,
12th Ohio. Aug. 28, haemorrh.
Died Sept. 15, '64; hectic fever.

Left ; ant. post. flap. A. Surg. J.

B. Brinton. IJ. S. A. Aug. 18,

haem.; ligation of ant. tibialand
interosseous arteries : gangrene.
Died August 20, 1862.

1 THOMSON' (W.), Report of Cases of Hospital Gangrene treated in Douglas Hospital, Washington, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci
y

s, 1864, Vol. XL VII, p. 389
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Name, Military
description, and age.

Operations, Operators,
result.

253

253

356

257

Kelly. 1\. Pt., I, f,5th

New York, age 26.

Kimmel, G.. Pi., Battery
I, 1st Now Y'ork Light
Artillery.

Kirb'l, II. W. Pt., li,

27th S. c. ago 50.

Klump, G., Pt., D. 98th
Pennsylvania. age 50.

Lamoy, W. II., Pt.. I.

97th New York, age 30.

Latimer. J. IK., Pt., CI,

9th Virginia, age "-'4.

Lattin, J. M., C:apt., E,
11 lth N. York, age 28.

Loftioe, D.. Pt.. K, 5th
Tennessee, age 20.

Luther, A. ]•:., Pt., E, 3d
Mass. Cavalry, age 32.

MeBride. P., Pt., H, 75th
Ohio.

McDermott, J., Pt., A,
15oth New York.

Name, miutaky
Description, and Age.

238 McGeary, J. S., Corp'l,

II, 8th Pennsylvania
Reserves, age 20.

259 McKav, G.W., Capt., K,
34th 'Ohio, age 23.

10 MoKenna, J., Pt., I, 11th
Pennsylvania.

261

202

263

264

205

266

267

SI

269

270

271

272

273

27.;

McQune, A., Pt.. II, 14th
Infantry, age 40.

Mc Williams. D. W., Pt.,

R. 17th Miss., ago 34.

Mills. N.W.,Lieut.-Col.,
2d Iowa.

Moore, C, Serg't, D, 42d
New York.

Moore. G.W., Corp'l, 0,
8th X. Y. Art'}*, age 26.

Moore. R. A., Serg't, I.

4th Penn. Reserves.
Myres, 1). T., Pt., H, 51st
Indiana, age 20.

Norris. ,T., Pt., K, 08th
Pennsylvania, age 30.

O'Leary, T., Pt., K, -4th

Artillery.

Passenge, C. E., Serg't,

E, 37th Illinois, ago 23.

Randall, C. E., Major,
25th Ohio, age 26.

Kay, J. L.. Pt., D, 10th
Kentucky Cav., age 18.

Beddick, St., Pt., E, 1st

Florida.

Oct. 19, Left: ciro. A. A. Surg. J. Neff. ! 274
27, '64. Died Nov. 8, 1864

;
pyemia.

May 3, Right. Died June 3, 11:03; py-
|
275

10, '63. emia. Spec. 1542.

May 19, ; posterior flap. Died May
1864. 26, 1804; pyemia.

July 11, Right ;circ. (haemorrhage). Died
26, '64. August 3, 1864. Spec. 2888.

Mar. 31, Right: post. flap. Surg. N. R.
April 11, Moselev, U. S. V. Died April

1865. 27, 1805; exhaustion.
July 3, Left. Aug. 15, gangrene. Died
8, 63. Sept. 8. 1863

;
gang.; diarrhoea.

Spec. 1977.

June 21, Left ; circular. Surg. A. B. Mott,
J'yl3,'64. U. S. V. Died July 15, 1864.

May 14, Left; cire. A. A. Surg. M. L.
June 1, Herr. Died June 10. 1804; ex-
1864. haustion. Spec. 3503.

Mar. 4, Left ; cire. A. A. Surg. R. W.W.
19, '64. Carroll. (March 13, excision

;

15, haemorrhage. ) Died April

0, 1864; pyemia. 2^-_

May 3, Right. Died May 12, 1863
; py-

9, 63. emia.
June 3, Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. N. R.
12, '64. Moseley, U. S. V. Died July

7, 1864. 284
Dec. 13, Right ; ant. post, skin flap. A. A.
28, '62. Surg. D. Weisel. Died Feb. 5,

1863; pneumonia. Spec. 206. 285
July 24, Right; flap. A. Surg. C.W. Stin
29, '64. son, 23d 111. Died Aug. 13, '04. 286
Aug. 30, . Ass't Surg. I!. Howard,
Sept. 3, U. S. A. Died September 18,

1862. 1862; tetanus. 287
May 12, ; flap. A. A. Surg. J. H,
23, '64. Thompson. May 26, hemorrh.

Died June 11, 1864; exhaustion. 288
July 2, Left (necrosis). Died Sept. 11,

—, '63. 1863. Spec. 1979.

Oct. 4, Right : circular. Died October
11, '62. 12, 1862; tetanus.

July 2, Left (hem.; July 24, lig. post.

Aug. 1, tibial). Aug. 20, capillary haem.
1863. Died Sept. 5. 1863. Spec. 1648. 290

June 3. Left; cire. A. A. Surg. C. P.Bige-
13, '64. low. Died June 20, 1864; hem.
Dec. 13, Right. Died January 8, 180:1; 291
29, '62. haemorrhage. Spec. 581.

Pe.16,'64. Left. A. A. Surg. \V. Anderson.
Jan. 4, '65. Died January 9, 1865.

July 2, Left; haemorrhage, 10 oz. Died 292
28, "63. August 1, 1863.

May 2, Right. Surg. (!. P. Oliver, 11 lth 293
8, '63. Penn. ( Also wound of leftleg.)

Died May 14, 1863.

Oct. 26, Left ; cire. Surg. S. S. Boyd, 84 th

Not. 24, Ind. (Haemorrhage; ligation.)

1864. Died December 13, 1864.

Nov. 30, Left; cire. Surg. A. Wvnkoop, 29.

Dec.8,'64. U. S. V. Died Dec. 15,'l864.

June 9, Left. A. A. Surg. D. Ruck. Died
19, '64. June 26, 1864; exhaustion. 29f

Jan. 2, Right. Surg. C. J. Walton, 21st
5, '63. Kv. (Also wound of left foot.)

D'ied January 8, 1803.

Dates.

Redmond, J. IF.. Pt., D, Aug. 21,

25th S. C, age 45. ! 31, '64.

Roberts, W. J., Pt., D, Sept. 19,

4th North Carolina. 24, '64.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Sehwerin, II. R., Capt.,

C, 119th New York.

Sheldon, B., Corp'l, C,
4th N. V. Heavy Artil-

lery, age 29.

Sbeppard, M.,Pt„ C,7th
N. Y. Heavy Artillery,

age 4 1

.

Shull, \V. J., Pt., F, 37th
Indiana.

1 Skinner, J. S., Pt., K,
2d New Jersey.

181 Stalker.G.W., Pt., I,83d
Pennsylvania, age 23.

Stander", C, Pt., D, 17th
Infantry.

Stetson, "M„ Pt., A, 35th
New Y'ork.

Stout, J. H., Pt., B, 13th
Tenn. Cav., age 16.

Strasburg, W., Pt., F,8lh
N.Y. IPvyArt., age 19.

Tefft. J. A.. Corp'l, I,

140th N. Y'ork, age 25.

Thayer, A. II., Pt., H,
40th Mass., age 39.

Thompson, J. W., Pt., G,
10th Alabama, age 38.

Van Bnskirk, I., Lieut.,

F, 27th Indiana.

Van Antwerp,W., Lieut.,

F, 13th Indiana, age 24

Vaughn, If.', Pt., H, 1st

Virginia, age 30.

Wade, H. P., Pt., K,32d
Massachusetts, age 30.

Whitney, A. S., Pt„ E,
3d New Jersey, age 22.

Williams. E., Pt.. F,

136th Penn., age 45.

Wood, J., Pt„ A, 3d
Maryland Cavalry, age
21.

Y'ork, M., Pt., E. 120th

New Y'ork, age 20.

Left : cire. A. A. Surg. J. Cass.
Died Sept. 3, 1804 ; diarrhoea.

; circular. A. Surg. O. M.
Burden, P. A. C. s. Hemor-
rhage. Died October 11, 18b4 ;

exhaustion.
May 2, Right. Surg. .1. D. Ilewett, 1 19th

9,
r
63. N.Y. (HaMii.; May 5. excision.)

Anaemic. Died Slay 10, 1803.

Oct. 28, Right; cire. Surg. O. A. Judson,
Nov. 12, U.8.V. Died Nov. 16, 1864;

1864. pyaemia. •

May 21, Right; oval. A. A. Surg. J. C.
June 0, Nelson. Died June 11, 1864;
1864. diarrhoea. Spec. 2475.

Jan. 2, Left. Surgeon 0. J. Walton, 21st

5, '63. Keutucky. Died January 11,

1863 ; tetanus.
May 2, Right. Surg. J. A. Lidell.U.S.V.
16, '63. (Also woundof left foot.) Died

May 20. 1863; pyaemia.
July 2, Left* Died July 10, 1863; tet-

9, 63. anus.
Dec. 13, Left. Died December 23, 1 802.

20, '62.

Aug. 29, Left ; ant post. flap. A. A. Surg.
Sept. 5, R. Reyburn. Gangrene. Died
1862. September 11, 1802.

April 12, Right ; Hap. Surg. II. Wardner,
16, '64. II. S. V. Died April 29, 1864;

diarrhoea. Spec. 3314.

June ?., Right. Surg. S. 11. Plumb, 82d
6, '64. N.Y. Died July 5, '64

;
pyemia.

Mar. 31, Right. A. A. Surg. C. K.'Oolds-
April25. borough. Erysip.; typhoidfev.

1865. Died May 25, 1865; prostration.

May 21, Left; cire. A. Surg. II. V. Hob-
25, '64. erts, U. 8. V. Died June 8, '64

;

exhaustion.
July 3, Left. (Also flesh wound thigh.)
Aug. I, Aug. 19, slough. Sept. 8, hem.
1863. Died Sept. 18, '63

; haemorrhage
and gangrene. Spec. 1974.

Mnv3, Right. Surg.W. H. Twiford,27th
16, '03. Indiana. Died May 20, 1863.

Spec. 1149.

May 8, Right j circular. A.A.Surg. G.
21, '64. Ooloosdian. Died May 26, 1864;

exhaustion.
April 1, Left : circular. A. A. Surg. C. B.
20, '65. Wright. (Gangrene.) Hemor-

rhage: ligation posterior tibial.

Died Aprd 30, 1865 : exhaustion.
July 2, Left. Died July 31, '63; pyemia.
5, '63.

May 8, Right ; circular. A. A. Surg. C.
28, "'64. A. Lindsay. Died June 1 3, '64

;

pyemia. Spec. 4576.
Dec. 13, Right; flap. (Haemorrhage.) Jan.
28. '62. 1, '63, lig. aat. tibial. Died Jan.

3, 1863, hemorrhage. Spec. 034.
May 18, Right ; double Hap. A.A.Surg.
June3, C.Bnusch. Died June 11, 1864;
1804. pyemia.
July 2, Left. A. A. Surg. F. Hinkle.
27, "'63. (Gang.) July 28, amp. right leg,

lower third. 'Died Aug. 8, 1863;
exhaustion. Specs. 1605, 1609.

The operations were performed in the right leg in one hundred and twenty-seven and

in the left leg in one hundred and fifty-eight instances; in eleven cases the side was not

indicated.

Intermediary Amputations in the Middle Third of the Leg.— Three hundred and

sixty-eight cases of intermediary amputations in the middle third of the leg are found on

the records. The terminations are asaertained in all: two hundred and fifty-eight ended in

recovery and one hundred and ten in death, a mortality rate of 29.8 per cent.

Recoveries after Intermediary Amputations in the Middle Third of the Ley.—The

two hundred and fifty-eight operations of this group were performed on two hundred and

thirteen Union and forty-four Confederate soldiers; in one instance the patient was a citizen

employe". Of the two hundred and thirteen Union soldiers the names of two hundred and

*LIDELL (J. A.), On the Major Amputations for Injuries in both Civil and Military Practice, in Am. Jour. Med. ScCi, 1864, Vol. XLVU, p. 365.
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FIG. 300.—Stump of left leg 10 months after circu-

lar amputation in middle third. Spec. 4318. [From
a cast.]

ten were found on the Pension Rolls. Fourteen have died since the date of their discharge,

one from constant discharge of stump, six from phthisis, and seven from causes not stated.

In four instances amputation in the thigh was subsequently performed.

Casf. 703.—Private G. W. Smith, Co. F, 76th New York, aged 20 years, was wounded in the left leg, at Gettysburg,

July 1, 1803. He was conveyed to a field hospital of the First Corps, where amputation was performed but not recorded.

Surgeon H. Janes, U. S. V., reported that the wounded man was admitted to Camp
Letterman August 20th. his injured leg having been previously amputated, also

that the patient did well and required no other treatment than simple dressings to

the wound. Surgeon B. A. Clements, U. S. A., reported the following description

and termination of the case: "The injury involved the ankle joint and was caused

by a minie" ball, which passed through antero-posteriorly, fracturing the bones.

The leg was amputated by the circular method, at the Express Office Hospital,

Gettysburg, five days after the reception of the injury. The man at the same time

was wounded by another ball in the upper part of the left thigh. This was a flesh

wound and healed in about two months. The stump healed kindly, and was

entirely well when the patient was transferred to Central Park Hospital, New
York City, on October 14th. In December following the stump ulcerated and a

portion of a ligature escaped, after which it again healed." On May 20, 1304,

when discharged from service at his own request, the patient's general condition was good and motion of the knee joint perfect.

After leaving the hospital he was furnished with a "Palmer" artificial leg. In his application for commutation the pensioner

describes the stump as remaining in "good condition," and states that Surgeon J. H. Beach, 24th Michigan, performed the

amputation. The pensioner was paid March 4, 1880. A caJst of the stump (Spec. 4318), showing amputation to have been

performed at the middle third, and exhibiting the curious marking of an equal-armed cross on the cicatrix, was contributed by

Acting Assistant Surgeon G. F. Shrady, arid is represented in the wood-cut (Fig. 300).

Case 764.—Private G. Cullom, 1 Co. D, 83d Ohio, aged 20 years, was severely wounded in the left ankle joint, at Cham-

pion Hills, May 16, 1863. He entered and remained at a field hospital for three weeks, when he was sent on board of a Hospital

transport. Assistant Surgeon H. M. Sprague, U. S. A., recorded the wounded man's admission on board of the Steamer City

of Memphis, June 8th, and his transfer to Jackson Hospital, Memphis, June 14th. Surgeon W. Watson, U. S. V., in charge of

JackBon Hospital, contributed the pathological specimen with the following history: "The patient was under the attendance of

Acting Assistant Surgeon J. Witham. When admitted he was very much reduced by diarrhoea, greatly emaciated, and suffering

from extensive bed-sores over the sacrum. He had undergone amputation of the wounded leg, eight inches below the knee, pre-

vious to admission, and both bones were protruding from the stump. Simple dressings were used and adhesive plasters applied

to the bed-sores, and he was allowed a generous and nourishing diet, with porter. On June 18th, he was placed upon a water-

bed, after which a constant but slow improvement ensued and the stump was healing. On August 23th the bone, having become

entirely detached, was removed. After this operation the patient's progress was more rapid, and he acquired

strength enough to go about on crutches. On September 30th, when the patient was transferred to St. Louis,

the stump had nearly healed." The removed fragment (Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, p 405, Spec. 2099), consisting

of semi-tubular sequestrum from the tibia, five inches in length, is represented oil PlaTB LXXI, Figure 4,

opposite page 428. The patient was discharged from service, at Jefferson Barracks Hospital, October 19, 1863,

and pensioned. In the following year he was supplied with an artificial limb by Dr. Douglas Bly who
described the amputation as having been performed by the flap method. In his application for commutation,

dated 1870, the pensioner stated that his limb was amputated twenty -five days after the reception of the injury.

The pensioner died August 27, 1872, of consumption, superinduced by the amputation, his attending physician

certifying that the stump never healed and never ceased to suppurate, discharging fragments of bone at times.

Case 765.—Private J. Sterritt, Co. C, 119th Pennsylvania, aged 39 years, was wounded in the lower

part of the left leg, at Spottsylvania, May 10, 1864. Surgeon O. A. Jttdson. 11. S. V., contributed the patho-

logical specimen, shown in the annexed wood-cut (Fig. 301), with the following history: "The wound was

caused by a colloidal ball entering the leg anteriorly about three inches above the ankle joint, passing trans-

versely through, producing compound comminuted fracture of the lower third of the tibia and involving the

ankle joint. The man entered Carver Hospital, Washington, three days after being wounded. At the date of

his admission the injured ankle was tumid, red, and painful, and the foot cedematous; but his constitutional

turesin lowerthirds
state wa9 good and there was no emaciation. On May 14th the patient was etherized and the parts were

of the bones of left examined, when the severity of the fracture was discovered and pus was found to have burrowed freely about
lee Spec 2**84 .

*
.

the ankle joint. Consequently the leg was amputated at the middle third by the skin-flap method and circular

section of muscles. The operation was performed by Acting Assistant Surgeon O. P. Sweet. The patient reacted well from

the shock of the operation and continued to do well. Simple dressings were applied to the stum]) and stimulants were admin-

istered. About half of the anterior flap sloughed, but by June 1st the stump looked well and secreted laudable pus
;
granulations

red anil healthy. About June 12th an abscess formed on the crest of the tibia, probably resulting from necrosis of a small por-

tion of the bone." The patient recovered and subsequently passed through different hospitals, being ultimately discharged

August 7, 1865, and pensioned. Previous to leaving the service he was supplied with an artificial leg. In his application for

commutation, dated 1870, he described the condition of the stump as " unhealthy at present," and six years later he reported it

as "inclined to be sore." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1880. The specimen (No. 2284) consists of the amputated portions

1 HuYA-N (James), Seventeen Additional Cases of Amputations from the Armies of the South- West, in American Medical Times, 1883, Vol. VII, p. 288,
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of the bones of the leg, and shows the extremities of the fibula to have been carried away and the adjacent portion of the tibia

to be broken. Another fracture, where the bone was chipped, is also exhibited five and a half inches above the joint, from which

longitudinal fractures extend into the articulation.

Cask 766.—Sergeant J. Peart, Co. A, 21st New York Cavalry, aged 22 years, was wounded in the left leg, at Ashby's

Gap, July 18, 1864. and entered the General Hospital at Frederick nine days afterwards. Assistant Surgeon R. F. Weir, II. S. A.,

ill charge, reported the following history: "The injury was caused by a minie ball, which shattered the tibia near the ankle.

When admitted here the limb was in a very bad state, being oedematous, ecchymosed. and discolored. Amputation of the leg in

the middle third was performed by Acting Assistant Surgeon J. H. Bartholf on July :ilst, by lateral flaps of skin and fascia ami

circular method through muscles. The patient's constitutional condition at the time of the operation was fair and his health good.

One week afterwards the stump became gangrenous, when nitric acid was applied with success. The patient's progress went on

gradually to recovery. Though the stump was not entirely cicatrized at the end of three months it was in good shape and there

was no retraction of the flaps, extension of them by weight and pulley having been adopted at the beginning. The stump was

healed, and the patient in good health on December "20th, when he was transferred to Central Park Hospital, New York City,

for an artificial limb." The patient was discharged from service at the latter hospital May 23, 1865, and pensioned, and several

weeks afterwards he was furnished with an artificial leg. In his application for commutation the pensioner described the stump

as continuing in a "healthy condition." His pension was paid March 4, 1880.

Case 767.—Private C. Burbridge, Co. K, 88th Pennsylvania, aged 40 years, was wounded at Spottsylvania, May 10,

1864, and entered Mount Pleasant Hospital, Washington, three days afterwards. Assistant Surgeon C. A. McCall, U. S. A.,

reported: "The injury was caused by a minie ball entering at the internal malleolus of the right leg, comminuting the fibular

extremity and the astragalus and laying bare the tendon. The parts became swollen, tense, and discolored, and synovitis was

fully developed. Amputation at the junction of the middle and lower thirds of the leg was performed by the antero- posterior

flap method on May 24th, by Acting Assistant Surgeon P. C. Potter. The anaesthetic was made up of two parts chloroform and

one part ether. At the time of the operation the patient was in a weak anil debilitated condition and failing hourly, suffering

from nervous trembling, restlessness, exhausting insomnia, and severe pain, which was lancinating and at times grinding and

unsupportable. There was also copious discharge of ichor from the wound, and a Binus and abscess had extended up the limb

and was opened a day or two before the operation. Interrupted sutures were applied to the stump, which broke out from

ulceration of the Haps on the third day. Straps were then used and a tendency to slough counteracted by antiseptic poultices.

Tonics and malt drinks were administered. By June 30th, the sloughing had stopped and abundant granulations were springing

up. The greatest point of difficulty in this case was produced by the flaps falling asunder at each dressing, thus breaking up

the nearly healed union and allowing the tibia to protrude." In the following month the patient was transferred to York, and

subsequently he passed through various hospitals at Philadelphia, being ultimately discharged from service at Chester, June 27,

186.ri, and pensioned. He had been previously supplied with an artificial leg. In his application for commutation, dated 1870,

the pensioner described the stump as being "tender;" but in his subsequent statements he represented it in "good condition."

The pensioner was paid June 4, 1880.

Fatal Cases of Intermediary Amputation in the Middle Third of the Leg.—The one

hundred and ten operations of this group were performed on one hundred and nine patients,

in one instance both legs having been amputated. Ninety-eight were Union and eleven

Confederate soldiers. In one case the amputation in the leg was followed by amputation

in the thigh in the lower third. Death is ascribed to pyaemia in thirty-four, exhaustion

in eighteen, gangrene in five, and tetanus in four instances.

Case 768.—Private J. Heakin, Co. D, 6th U. S. Cavalry, aged 24 years, was wounded in the right ankle, at the battle

of Old Church, May 31, 1864. He was admitted to Stanton Hospital, Washington, four days afterwards, where amputation

was performed by Surgeon J. A. Lidell, U. S. V., who made the following report: 1 "The wound was inflicted by a minie ball,

which entered anteriorly, passed backward and inward, apparently going close to the posterior tibial artery and

escaping behind the lower end of the tibia. The ankle joint was involved. The parts became swollen, red, and

tender. During the night of June 7th the patient had secondary haemorrhage from the wound, losing about a

pint of blood, bright red in color. On the following day the leg was amputated at the place of election by

double flap method, the anterior flap being shorter than the posterior, and the tibia being divided after the

procedure of Sanson. Sulphuric ether constituted the anaesthetic. The loss of blood was trifling during the

operation and the patient's general condition at the time was favorable, there being no constitutional disturbance

worth mentioning. The shock of the operation was little and passed away quickly ; reaction moderate. The
patient died of pyaemia June 21, 1864. The examination of the injured member showed the lower end of the

tibia to be badly comminuted into the ankle joint, which was filled with pus. The posterior tibial artery was

grazed by the bullet and some very small fragments of bone had been driven into it. The haemorrhage

occurred on the detaching of these fragments by suppuration, together with the separation of the bruised tissue

belonging to the wall of the artery. The astragalus was uninjured." The latter bone and the lower portion of of the right anklo

the amputated tibia (Spec. 2470) were contributed to the Museum by the operator, and are represented in the
^ored Spec 2470

wood-cut (Fig. 302).

Case 769.—Private W. Nixon, Co. H, 20th Illinois, was wounded in the lower part of the right leg, near Kenesaw

Mountain, June 17, 1864, by a musket ball striking the anterior surface of the tibia and entering the bone. He was admitted to

a field hospital at Big Shanty, and thence, ten days later, to the general hospital at Rome. Slight haemorrhage is said to have

1 Lidell (J. A.), Secondary Bxmorrhagefrom Pottcrior Tibial Artery, etc., is U. 8. Sanitary Commuiion Memcin, New York, 1870, Vol. I, p. 23.

Surg. Ill—66
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occurred on June 21st, and while being transported in the railroad ears from Big Shanty to Rome the patient bled to syncope.

After several more slight haemorrhages, which were temporarily cheeked by plugging the wound, it was found that the bleeding

could no longer be restrained, it being impossible to secure the vessel at the point of the injury on account of extensive dis-

organization around the wound as well as on account of the depth of the artery and the uncertainty of finding it. Amputation

was then decided upon and performed through the middle third of the leg, on July 6th, by Surgeon G. F. French, U. S. V.

Tlie ball was found in the medulla of the amputated bone, and the bleeding vessel was discovered to be the anterior tibial artery.

At the time of the operation the patient was enfeebled by the loss of blood. Reaction was fair, but his condition was low;

pulse feeble; lips and skin very pale. For some days his condition continued very crit-

ical. On July 27th, a slight diarrhoea came on and the patient's condition, although

improved, was still critical. On August 3d, colliquative diarrhoea set in and the patient's

strength was fast failing; pulse flagging; appetite entirely lost. He died

on August 19, 18G4, of exhaustion, though every effort had been made
from the beginning to sustain his strength by a nutritious diet and the

generous use of stimulants. At the time of his death the stump bad almost

entirely healed The amputated tibia (Spec. 3382), longitudinally frac-

tured, with a battered colloidal ball lodging in the lowest third of the

bone, was contributed, with the history, by the operator, and is shown in

the wood-cut (Fig. 303).

Case 770.—Sergeant P. Smith, Co. K, 69th New York, aged 30 years,

was wounded at Deep Bottom, August 16, 1864. Surgeon J. F. Dyer, 19th

Massachusetts, reported his admission to the field hospital of the 2d divis-

ion, Second Corps, with "shot fracture of both legs." Four days after

receiving the injury the wounded man was admitted to Satterlee Hospital

at Philadelphia, where both limbs were amputated by Acting Assistant

tured lower por- Surgeon J. H. Hutchinson, who described the wound as follows: "A
tibia! Spec. S§2. conoidal ball entered the left foot a little in front of the external malleolus,

which it fractured, thence passing behind the joint and making its exit

below and posterior to the internal malleolus. The missile then entered the right foot just in front of the internal malleolus,

penetrated the joint, anil lodged against the external malleolus, whence it was removed August 26th. Considerable difficulty

was experienced in discovering the position of the hall, a large mass of loose bone having to be removed before it could be

found. After the patient's admission it at once became evident that he would have to lose both feet; but it was considered more

prudent to wait for the establishment of suppuration. About September 3d, both feet were discharging a large amount of healthy

pus, and the patient was weak in consequence of this excessive drain, but was supported by means of quinine, beef essence,

and milk punch. On September 6th I amputated both legs by the circular method, the left one above the ankle joint (at the junc-

tion of the middle anil lower thirds) and the right one and a half inches higher up, the patient being etherized during the oper-

ation. By September 23d the patient, considering bis situation, was still doing well. Considerable sloughing had taken place,

particularly in the left stump, where the tibia was exposed. There was also two slight bed-sores notwithstanding the very

careful nursing the patient received." Surgeon I. I. Hays, U. S. V., in charge of the hospital, reported that the patient died of

exhaustion October 10, 1864. The amputated bones of the ankles of both legs (Spec. 3644) were forwarded to the Museum by

the operator anil are shown in the wood-cut (Fig. 304). In addition to the injuries described the specimen exhibits the left

astragalus to be fractured, the base of the right tibia to be shattered, and the right fibula fractured transversely just above the

malleolus as if by the propagated force. There are also traces of periosteal disturbance.

FIG. 304.—Bones of both ankles. The
astragalus and outer malleolus of the left

and the base of the tibia of the right ankle
are fractured. Spec. 3644.

Table LXXIII:

Summary of Three Hundred and Sixty-eight Cases of Intermediary Amputations in the Middle Third

of the Ley for Shot Injury.
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Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Operations. Operatoks,
Result.

23

34

85

20

27

28

2'J

30

31

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

Billmnn, EL, I't., A, 40th Nov. 25,

Ohio, age 25. Dec. 11',

1803.
Bolen, J., PL, E, 6th ' April 8,

Mass. Cavalry, age 25. I May 7,

I 18ti4.

Bowers, S.M., I't., 1', 11 Hi July :i,

Mississippi, age 81. , 7, *63.

Bowks, G. S-, PL. O, I July 3,

18th Virginia, age 27.
| 7, '03.

Boygon, W. (i., Boat- Mar. 29,
swain's Mate. U. S. April 1,

Steamer Osage, age 39. 1865.
Brannan, J. J., Serg't, G, Sept. 19,

10th W. Virginia, age Oct. 14,

87. I 1804.
Bressin, C PL, K, 4th May 8,

Ohio Cavalry. 10, '08.

Broun, H. O., I'L, A, 0th June 87,
Georgia. J'y 1, '08.

Brooks, A., PL, E, 72d I July 8,

New York, age 81. I 5, '03.

Brooks, N. M., Copt., C,
' May 12,

18th N. Jersey, age 88. June 8,

I 1804.
Broils. II. A., Corp'], H, July 3,

8th Ohio, age 83. I 25, '03.

Bullock, S. J., Serg't, A, I July 3,

108th New York, age 0, '03.

80.

Burbridge, C, PL, A,
88th Pennsylvania, age
40.

Burr, H. C, PL, K, 8th
Connecticut, age 3o.

Butler. J., PL, C, 3d
Michigan.

Buttingcr, C, Corp'l, B,
2(ith Massachusetts.

Cadugan. A.. Corp'l, I,

110th New York.

Caldwell, J. .v., PL, K,
3dN.C, age 30.

Campbell, I., I't., Stew-
art's I.a. Scouts,age 32.

Campbell, J. H., PL, D,
95th Pennsylvania, age
15.

Carr, ('.. PL. E, 80th
Pennsylvania.

Caufroon, ('. E., Pt., K,
1st Pcnn. Reserves.

Church, (jr. S., Pt., G,
0th Pcnn. Reserves.

Church. M. I'., PL. B,
10th New York, age 21.

Cole. J.. Pt., D, 188th
Pennsylvania, age 21.

Condon, T., Pt , K, 42d
Illinois, age 38.

Cool; M., PL, I, 20th
Louisiana, age 23.

Courier. W. C, PL, F,
43d Ohio, age 23.

Cover, P., PL, G, 14th
Pennsylvania ( 'avalry,

age 20.

Crawford. E., Pt., F,
105th Ohio, age 30.

Crawford, T., PL. I, 8th
Michigan.

' Cullom, G.. 1>L, D, 83d
Ohio, age 80.

Dallmeyer. P., Lieut., C,
18th Missouri, age 24.

May 10,
23,''04.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 15,

1802.
May 3,

0, '03.

June 30,

July 4,

1802.

July 13,

Aug. 10.

1803.

May 12,
15,"'04.

Nov. 30,

I)ec.7,'04.

Aug. 81,
88, '04.

Aug. 20,

Sep.0,'02.

June 3D,

J'y 3, '02

Dec. 13,

25, '02.

Juno 27,

July 22,

1802.

June 3,

28, "04.

Jan. 1,

15, '03.

April 7,

20, '02.

Mar. 0,

11, '05.

Aug. 20,

Sept. 23,

1803.

Sept. 19,

Oct. 4, '03.

Sept. 14,

17, '02.

May 10,

Juno 10,

1803.

May 28,
80,' '03.

Right: (lap. Surg.W.W. Bridge,
40th Ohio. Discharged March
31, 1805.

Right ; anterior p. islcriorskin flap.

A. A. Surg. R. \V. W. Carroll.

Discharged October -1, 1865.

Right ; circ. Exchanged March
3, 1804.

Bight : circ. Exchanged March
17. 1804.

Right ; circ. Surg. T. J. Turner,
U. S. N. Discharged August 5,

1805. Died June 811, 1808.
Right : anterior posterior flap.

Surg. II. F. Garrett, Kith YV.Va.
Discharged August 80, 1805.

Left. Ass't Surg. T. McMillan.
4th Ohio Cavalry. Discharged
July 8, 1808.

. Surgeon — McKinney, C.
S. A. Recovered.

Right ; flap. Discharged Feb-
ruary 84, 1804.

Right; flap. Surg. D. W. Bliss,

U. S. V. Discharged October
4, 1804. Spec. 2120.

Left: flap. Surg. N. Hay ward,
20th Mass. Bone removed. Dis-
charged December 15, 1603.

Right : circular. Ass't Surg. F.
Wolf, 39th N. Y. Sept. 1. rem.
necrosed bone. Discharged J uly
15. 1804. Sjkc. 4370.

Right: anterior posterior flap. A.
A. Surg. P. C. Porter. Disch'd
June 27, 1805.

Right; ant. posterior flap. Surg.
G. II. Oliver. 111th Penn. Dis-
charged April 14, 1863.

Right. Discharged May 1, 1804.

Right. Surgeon M. S. Kittinger,
100th N.Y. Disch'd Sept. 85, 02.

Died Oct. 9, '05; consumption.
Right; flap. Surg C. B. Ilutchins,

110th N. Y. Discharged Sep-
tember 19, 1803.

Right ; circular. Old Capitol
prison October 14, 1804.

Right; circular. Transferred to

prison July 22, 1805.

Left; lateral flap. A. A. Surg.

W. B. Morrison. Disch'd Aug.
7, 1805. Subsequent operation.

Left. Discharged February 12,

1803.

Right. A.A.Surg. J. Swinburne,
Discharged November 3, 1802.

Left: flap. Discharged March 19,

1803. Spec. 010.

Left. Ass't Surg. R. Bartholow,
U. S. A. Necrosed bone rem'd.
Discharged January 11, 1803.

Left (Juno 3, nmp. toes; gang.;
hcem.); anterior post. flap. A.
A. Surg. II. M. Dean. Disch'd
August 3. 1864, Spec. 2035.

Left; circular. Surgeon 'I'. D.
Fitch, 48d Illinois. Discharged
October 31, 1804. Spec. 277.

; erysipelas. Trans. October
11. 1802. to military prison.

Left; anterior Sap. A.A.Surg.
E. L. Mola. Discharged Aug.
8, 1805.

Right; posterior flap. Surg. J.

Paddock, 28d Virginia, C. S. A.
Discharged May )4, 1805. Died
May 24,'05; phthisis pulmonalis.

Sight : ant. post. flap. Surg. W.
L. Johnson. 18th Ohio. Aug. 5,

1804, amp. thigh, lower third.

Hffim.: ligat'n of profunda. Dis-
charged Mar. 18, '05. Spec. 3108.

Right ; circular. February, 1803,

operation 8 ins. below the knee.
Discharged February 5, 1803.

Left ; flap. Aug. 25, rem. necro.
bone. Discharged Oct. 19, 1663.

Died August 27, 1872; phthisis
pulmonalis. Spec. 2099.

Right. Skey'smethod. A.Surg.
H. M. Sprague. II. S. A. Dis-
charged Nov. 14, 1804. Died
July 18, 1671. Spec 1027.

Ko.

J
49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

05

06

67

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Devan, R. P., It., D, 3d
Wisconsin.

Dickens, H. S., Pt., H,
120th N. York, age 30.

Dietz, W., Serg't, I, 29th
New York.

Dillen, F. M., PL, H, 7th
Wisconsin, age 24.

Dotts, J. L., Lieut., D,
54th Penn., age 82.

Dresser, YV. M.. I'L, G,
35th Mass., age 84.

Drummund, R. A., I'L,

I. 89th Indiana.
Ellis, W. F., PL, B, 3d
Maine, age 24.

Fairfield, S. G., PL, C,
1st Mass. Heavy Artil-

lery, age 43.

Farmer, 8., PL, 11, 1st

West Virginia, age 88.

Fernandez, J., Serg't, A.
8d Florida, age 19.

Dates.

Aug. 9,

17, '63.

July 3,

ii'a

May 2,

10, '03.

May 10,

13, '04.

Sept. 23,

Oc.15,'64.

Sept. 17,

22, '08.

April 9,

12, '04.

Aug. 30,

Sep.2,'62,

May 10,

June 8,

1804.

June 5,

J'v2, '64.

May 5,

June 4,

1802.

Finn, E. A., Corp'l, G, Sept. 19,

13th Michigan, age 28. Oct.-, '03.

Deo. 14,
17, '62.

Jan. 2,

5, '03.

Foote, G. A., Serg't,

14th Conn., age 28.

Ford, T., Pt., K, 1st

Florida, age 17.

Foster. H. S., Serg't, E,
104th N. Y., age 28.

Garlock, D. C, PL, (',

111th New York.

Gibson, E.M., Serg't, A,
10th Indiana, age 31

.

Gifford, J., PL, C, 1st

Louisiana.
Gilford, \V. W., PL, D,

:i0tli Illinois.

Gilmnr, J., PL, A, 1st

Vermont Cavalry, age
30.

Ginsenger, J., Pt., K,
58th New York.

Goodell, F. A.. PL, B,
75th New York.

Granger, G., Corp'l, D,
5th Ohio.

Griffin, J. M., PL, II,

10th Miss., age 81.

Grigsby, J. L., PL, K,
83d Kentucky.

Gutheridge, J. L., Corp'l,

A, 00th Ohio.

Haggerty, J., PL, I, 35th
Indinna, age 30.

Hall, A. it., Serg't, B,
58d N. C, age 20.

Hall, W.. Corp'l, I, 4th

I Col'd Troops, age 23.

Halley, M.. Corp'l, E,
03d New York.

Harvey, W„ PL, C, 88th
Penn., age 24.

Basel, G., PL, E, 72d
Ohio, age 20.

Healer, R. A., Pt., B,
4th R. I., age 21.

Heitzmnn, F., Pt., K,
97th New Y'ork, age 31.

Heller, A. E.,Pt.,C, 49th
Pennsylvania.

Herring, C. P., Licut.-

Colonel, 118th Peon.
Hipps.J.E..Pt.,U,mb
Mississippi, age 21.

Hodtje, F. J/., Pt., D, 5th

Arkansas.
Hofses, L. W., Pt., D
19th Maine, age 28.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

July 1,

8,
r
63.

July 3,

27, "'03.

Julv 1,

14, "03.

Aug. 29,

Sep.9,'62.

Sept. 19,

26, '63.

July 8,

28, '04.

Aug. 30,

Sept. 15,

1802.

July 7,

88, '03.

Aug. 9.

Sep.3,'02.

July 3,

12, '03.

Sept. 20,

25, '03.

Aug. 9,

15/62.

June 81,
27, '64.

July 2,

13, "'03.

June 17,

July 3,

1864.

Sept. 17,

23, '02.

Aug. 10,

27, '64.

April 6,

15, '02.

Mar. 14,

21, '62.

Sept. 17,

21, '62.

Sept. 17,

20, '02.

Feb. 0,

20, '05.

July 2,

26, '03.

Sept. 20,

Oct. 6,'Sa

July 3,

11, "03.

Left : circular. A. A. Surgeon S.
E. Fuller. Discharged October
29, 1802. Spec. 54.

Left ; Hap. A.A.Surg. S. R. Skil-

lern. April 24, 1804, ant. post,

flap amput'n thigh, lower third.

Disch'd April 28, '05. Spec. 2740.
Right; circular. Surg. R. Tho-
main, 29th New York. Dis-

charged June 20, 1803.

Left; circ. Surg. D. C. Ayres,
7th Wis. Disch'd Oct. 8, 1604.

Right: circ. A. A. Surg. B. B.
Miles. Discharged May 14, '05.

Rigid : flap. Surg. YV. 11. Leon-
ard. 51st N. Y. Discharged.

Right : circ. Discharged April
30, 1865.

Left; circular. Discharged May
23, 1803.

Left ; moditicat'n of anterior flap.

Surg. D. P. Smilh, l\ S.V. Dis-

charged JulyS, '04. Spec. 3300.

Left ; circular. Confederate sur-
geon. Discharged Juno 2. 1605.

Right, i Bone removed: litem.:

ervsip.l Tenle's method. Ass't
Surgeon J. S. Billings, U. S. A.
Old Capitol prison July 21. 1802.

Right : Hap. Discharged Decem-
ber M. 1604. Subseq. operation.

Left: circular. Discharged July
31, 1863. Died Nov. 13,1809.

Left. A. A. Surg. W. ('..Work-
man. I Msehnrgod June 5, 1605.

Left; flap. Surg.O. II. Richmond,
104th N.Y. Disch'd Mar. 22,'64.

Left; circular. Ass't Surg. D. C.
Peters, II. S. A. Discharged
September 1 4, 1 863. Spec. 1606.

Right. Surg. J. M. Farley, 84th
N. Y. Discharged June 35, '64.

Right. Surg. II. Black, 0. S. A.
Retired December 26, 1804.

Right : flap. Discharged Novem-
ber 11, 1803.

Left ; flap. Surg. N. It. Moselcy,
U. S. V. Discharged February
17, 1805. Spec. 8895.

Right : double flap. Surg. D. P.
Smith, II. S. V. Discharged
November 13, 1802.

Left; anterior post. flap. Surg.
S. K.Towle, 30th Massachusetts.
Discharged November 81, 1863.

Right ; circular. Discharged No-
vemlier 12, 1868.

Right. Exchanged November
13, 1803.

Left; flap. Discharged.

Left ; double flap. Ass't Surg.
J. II. Brinton, II. S. A. Dischyd
( letobcr 37, 1 802. Spec. 38.

Left: circular. A. A. Surg. J.W.
Dighy. Discharged July 10,

1804. Spec. 8311.
Left. Paroled September 25. '03.

Retired from service Feb. 10, '05.

Right; post. flap. Ass't Surg. J.

II. Frantz, I'. S. A. Discharged
November 28, 1805.

Left : post. flap. .Surg. L. Rey-
nolds, 03d N. Y. Discharged
December 15, 1802.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. E. B.
Woolston. Disch'd Nov. 23, 04.

Left : flap. Discharged Febru-
ary 22, 1603.

Lett : circular. Surg. S. A. Green,
24th Mass. Disch d Sept. 9, '02.

Right ; anterior post. flap. Dis-

charged April 30, 16C3. Died
June 15, I860; continual dis-

charge from stump. Spec. 1040.

Left. Discharged January 24,
1603.

Right. Discharged June 1, 1803.

Left: flap. Fnrloughed Decem-
ber 1, 1803.

. Surgeon G. G. Crawford,
P. A. C. S. Recovered.

Right ; circular. Discharged Au-
gust 27. 1804.

1 BRYAN' (J.), Seventeen Additional Cases of Amputations from the Armies of the South- West, in American Medical Times, 1863, Vol. VH, p. 288
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NAMI'., MILITARY
DESCItll'TlOS, AND AGK.

Hiigan, C. n., Curp'l, A,
8'Jth Ohio, ago 26.

19 Ilnotsrll, J. /'., I't., A, 2d
Louisiana.

90 Ilnusr, l'.A.,Vi, B, 33d
North Carolina.

Ill Huntzinger, J. \V., Pt.,

'A, 21st Indiamt.

93 Hutchins, A. J., Pt., K,
B5th Otiio.

93 Jamison, R. E., Pt., K,
19th Iowa.

94 Jenkins, D. A., I't., A,
19th Alabama, age 35,

15 Johnson, E., Pt., G, 54th
Massachusetts, age 35.

96 Johnson, T. G., Corp'l,
II, 41X11 Illinois.

97 Johnson, \\\, Pt.. [,149th
Pennsylvania, ape 33.

98 Johnson, W. II., Capt.,

P, 144th N. V., age 37.

Jones, II., Pt., A, 5th

Col'd Troops, age 18.

100 June, M. P., Pt., L, 9th
N. Y. Heavy Artillery,

age 17.

1 Kahl, C, Serg't-Major,

75th Penn.. age 59.

12 Kchoe, J., Serg't, II. 39th
New Jersey, age 29.

13 Ketl,/, T., Pt , A, 22d
Kentucky.

4 Kimball. V.'., It., K, 88th
Illinois, age 29.

15 Kinnan.V., Pt., II, 147th

New York, age 23.

6 Kinney, V. P., Pt., C,3d
Wisconsin, age 31.

107 Knox, R. P., It., C, 11th
Pennsylvania, age 28.

108 Koehler, J., Pt., I, 150th
Pennsylvania, age 36.

109 Koontz, A., Pt., H, 19th
Ohio.

110 Laird, S., Pt., P, 4th
Vermont, age 21.

Lavorty, E., It., E, 53d
Pennsylvania, age 43.

Lease, D., Pt., E, 1st

Ohio, ago 2.>.

113 Leslie. G., It., C, 5th
New Hampshire.

114 Littlefield, A., It., C, 2d
Rhode Island.

Lonrrgan, T., Serg"t, li,

I42d Penn.. age 39.

fly i,

.Sept. 19,

Oct. 9,

1863.
i'eh. 8,

15, '62.

Aug. lfi,

20, '64.

Aug. 5,

25, '62.

Mav 1.

21!, ''63.

Dec. 7,

28, '68.

De.16,'64
Jan. 11,

18C5.

Peb. 20,

Mar.6,'64
April 6,

14, '62.

Jul
7.

Feb. 10,

23, '65.

Sept. 29,

Oct.2,'64.

Oct. 19,

Nov. 2.

1864.

Julv 1,

4, '63.

April 21,

26, '65.

De.29,'62,

Jan. 18,

1863.
July 20.

Aug. 19.

1864.

June 19,

July 5,

1864.

July I,

4, '63..

Aug. 31,

Sept. 15,

18C2.

May 5,

.

29, ''64.

Jan. 1,

5, '63.

De.16,'62,

Jan. 12,

1863.

Dec. 1 3,

30, 62.

Sept. 19,

26, '63.

Dec. 13,

2* '62.

Mav 3,

20, '63.

Dee. 13,

17. '63.

July 2,

5, '63.

May 12,

June 6,

1864.

June 3,

Loughlin. J., It.. A, 69th
New York, age 36.

Lowry, H., It., D, 93d
Pennsylvania, age 19.

Lubbert.W., It., B, 20th
,

.

Massachusetts, age 32.
j

9, '64.

McAuley, A., Pt., H, 7th
'

Louisiana.
McCarthy, J., Pt., D,
71st New- York.

McCarty, W., Pt, B, 23d
Illinois, age 40.

McFaddeu, D., Pt., G,
26th Ohio, age 39.

McGivern. L., lt..G,5th
Kentucky, age 50.

June 9,

12, '62.

Mav 3,
10. ''63.

Julv 2).
28," '64.

Sept. 20,

26. '63.

Nov. 25,
28, '63.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

!„ Name, Military
• Description, and Age.

Left ; anterior post. Hup. Ass't
Surgeon C. S. Prink, U. S. V.
Discharged December 5, 1863.

Right. Surgeon G. L. Miller,

C. S. A. Recovered.
Left. Recovered.

Right. Discharged November
15, 1862.

Right : posterior flap. Surg. C.
L. Wilson, 75th Ohio. Disch'd
March 19, 1804. Spec. 6705.

Lett ; flap. Discharged Decern-
ber 12, 1864.

Right ; anterior posteriorflap. A.
A. Surg. L. Sinclair. To Pro-
vost Marshal March 7, 1865.

Right ; flap. Discharged July
16, 1865.

Left. Discharged July 11, 1862.

Left ; anterior posterior flap. Dis-

charged January 30, 1864.

Left; circ. Ass't Surg. J. (J. Mur-
phy, U. S. V. Peb. 17, lig. ant.

tib. art'y. Disch'd May 15, '65.

Right; flap. Discharged June
21. 1865.

Right ; lateral skin flap and circ.

section of muscles. A. A. Surg.
J. Neff. Disch'd May 13, 1865.

Spec. 3428.

Lett; flap (also flesh wound of
shoulder). Disch'd Peb. 26, '64.

Right; circ. (erysipelas). A. A.
Surgeon \V. B. .Chambers. Dis-

charged June 8, 1865.

Right : flap. Surg. II. P. Steam,
U. S. V. Re-amputated. Dis-
charged June 2, 1863.

Right; anterior posterior Map. A.
A. Surg. M.W. Benjamin. Dis-
charged June 9, 1865.

Right ; flap. Surg. E. Bentley,

U. S. V. Discharged October
27, 1865. Specs. 2517, 2833.

Left : circular. Discharged No-
vember 28, 1863.

Left; anterior post. flap. A. A.
Surg. J. E. Warner. March 12,

1863, removal of exfoliat'n from
tibia. Discharged April 24, '63.

Lett: circular. A. A. Surg. H.
Gibbons, jr. (May 5, excision
4 inches of fibula.) Discharged
April 19, 1865. Specs. 35:13, 2404.

Right ; flap. Discharged May,
1863.

Right; circ. Surg. A. M. Wilder,
It. S. V. Discharged April 5,

1864. Spec. 4319.
Left; posteriorflap. Surg. O. A.
Judson, TJ. S. V. Discharged
October 4, 1864. Died January
4, 1880. Spec. 6712.

Right ; circular. Surg. D. S.

Young. 21st Ohio. Discharged
October 7, 1864.

Right : circ. Discharged April
4, 1863.

Right: ant. post. flap. Surg. J. H.
Baxter. I'. S. V. Discharged
Oct. 7. 1 863. Died Dec. 6, 1 877

;

phthisis pulmonalis. Spec. 1135.

Right; circular. Surg. T. Jones,
8th Penn. Reserves. Discharged
March 10, 1864.

Right: circular. August 5, re-

nmputntion : erysipelas. Dis-

charged March 18, 1865.

Right ; anterior posterior flap.

Surgeon C. Page, U. S. A. Dis-
charged March 23. 1865.

Left ; double flap. Sarg. E. Bent-
ley, U. S.V. Disch'd Nov., 1865.
Died Oct. 6, '66; phthisis pulm.

Left. Recovered.

Right. Surg. C. K. Irwine, 72d
N. Y. Discharged Julv 30, 1864.

Left ; flap. Ass't Surg. J. S. Tay-
lor, 23dlll. Disch'd May 3, '66,

Left: flap. Discharged August
26, 1864.

Right : flap. Discharged Sep-
tember 27, 1864.

125

126

127

128

129

130

i:n

LUS

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

153

154

155

156

157

158

159

160

161

162

McC.onigle, H., Pt., F
73d Pen a., age 51.

McGriff, J. C, It., B,

7th Georgia.
McGukiv, W. 1'., Pt., F,
2d S. C. Rifles, age 30.

Mcllvaine, R. I.. Serg't,

K, 8th Penn. Reserves.

McTaggnrt, J., Pt., D,
46th Indiana, age 35.

Magee, W., It., K, 81st
Pennsylvania.

Maguirc. S., Serg't, G,
11th Penn. Res., age 24.

Malone. S. S.,I't., K.lOth
West Yirgioia, age 20.

Manning. T., It., H, 5th
Ohio, age 23.

Marston, B. P., Serg't-

Major, 3d Maryland.
Mastersan, il., Pt., H,
10th Louisiana.

Mauk, S. S.. Pt.,E, 90th
Ohio.

Mays, C, It., K, 1st

Artillery, age 19.

Meagher, D., Pt., C, 5th
Connecticut.

Merrill, S., Pt., F, 2d
New Haaip

, age 33.

Miller, C, Pt., D, 53d
Pennsylvania.

Miller, R.F.,Pt.,E, 123d
Illinois, age 27.

Miller, W. W., Pt., G,
40th New York, age 27.

Minott, J. S., Corp'l, F,
1st Michigan sharp-
shooters, age 31.

Myers, D., It., K, I2th
Pennsylvania, age 20.

Newkirk, G. W., Pt., I,

42d Indiana, age 22.

Newman, O., Pt., K, 7th

New York, age 20.

Xichols, A.. Pt., C, 6th
North Carolina, age 20.

Norton, M., It., I, 52d
New York, age 37.

Nussbaumer, B., Pt., B,
67th Ohio, age 27.

O'Brien, J.. Pt., K, 124th
New York.

O'Bryan, J. C, Pt., K,
45th Penn.. age 18.

O'Donalt, P., Pt., B,
27th Virginia.

O'Donnell, J., Corp'l, P,
81st Pennsylvania.

O'Neal, J., Pt., I, 153d
New York, age 28.

O'Neil, J., Pt., A, 3d
Penn. Reserves.

Ortle. H.. Pt., A, 5th
Loaisiana.

.Pai'tie, J. A.. Pt., E, 2d
Missouri, age 21.

Palmer, W., Lieut., B,
82d New York, age 29.

Parris, G. W., Pt., C,
loth Massachusetts.

Patterson, W. L,, Corp'l,

C, 198th Penn., age 21.

Patty, T. W., Pt.. P.,

40th Indiana, age 18.

Paul, L., It., C, 28th
Massachusetts, age 40.

Peart. J.. Serg't, A, 21st

N. Y. Cavalry, age 22.

Dates.

Nov. 25,

Dec. 25.

1863.

Aug. 30,

Se.20.'62.

May 3,

7, '63.

Aug. 29,

Sept. 16,

1862.
April 8,

12, '64.

De.13,'62,

Jan.1,'63.

May 6,

31, '64.

Julv 23,

Au.11,'64.

Aug. 9.

19, '62.

Aug. 9,

12, '62.

Nov. 27,

De.12,'63.

Sept. 20,

24, '63.

June 6,

24, '64.

Aug. 9,

23, "62.

July 2,

5, '63.

Dee. 13.

16, '62.

Jan. II.

14, '65.

Dec. 13,

16, '62.

May 12,

27, '64.

June 27.

J 'y 23/62.
Oct. 8,

22 '62.

Mar. 31,

April 8,

1865.
Julv 2,

30. ''63.

Mav 9,

12, '64.

Mar. 23,

April 23,

1862.

Mav 3,

9. 'S3.

June 27,

J'yl8,'64.

July 1,

21, '61.

July 1.

22. '62.

Sept. 19,

Oct. 19,

1864.

May 11.

31, '64.

May 5,

30, \\4.

Nov. 30,
Dec.2,'64.

July 1,

31. 63.

June 30,

J'y4,'62.
Mar. 29,

April 3,

1865.

Nov. 25,

Dec. 6,

1863.
June 2,

9, '64.

July 18,

31, '64.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Right ; ant. post. flap. Surg. W.
H.Gunkle, 73d Penn. Disch'd
April 25, 1864. Died April 5,

1868; consumption.
. Ass't Surg. II. W. Harding,

C. S. A. Recovered.
Right: circ. Transferred June
9, 1864.

Right; circular. A. A. Surg. J.

St. Goff. Discharged November
29, 1862.

Right; flap. Surg. J. P. Hess,
96th Ohio. Duty July 8, 1864.

Left. Surg. D. W. Bliss, V. S.V.
Disch'd Dec. 5, 1863. Spec. 943.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. D. L.

Height. Haemorrhage; gang.
Discharged. Spec. 1222.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. C. II.

Jones. Disch'd June 14. 1865.

Right; flap. Ass't Surg. J. F.
Dav, 10th Maine. Discharged
May 5, 1863. Spec. 6708.

Left: circular. A. A. Surg. M. H.
Barton. Disch'd Nov. 28, 1862.

. Surg.W. P. Young, C. S.A.
Recovered.

Right; circ. Surg. II. Ilerrick,

17th Ohio. Disch'd May 13, '64.

Left; circular flap. A.A.Surg.
T. Carroll. Disch'd July 17,'65.

Right; flap. Discharged October
27, 1862.

Left; flap. Surg. .1. M. Mermn,
2dN. H. Disch'd June 21', 1864.

Left. Discharged September 19,

1863.

Left: flap. A. A. Surgeon E. L.
Jones. Disch'd June 4, 1865.

Right. Discharged April 2. 1863.

Left : circular skin flap. Surg. E.

Bentlev, V. S. V. Discharged
Octobc'r 17. 1864.

Right. Ass't Surg. R. Bartholow,

U. S. A. Disch'd Oct. 16, 1SC2.

Left: flap. Discharged June 19,

1863.

Right ; circular. Surgeon A. F.
Sheldon, P. S. V. Discharged
August 2. 1865. Spec. 4877.

Left. Surg. — Hawley, C. S. A.
Spic. rem. Retired Mar. 14. '65.

Left ; circular. Discharged Octo-
ber 26, 1865.

Left. Surg. A.D.Gail, 13th iDd.
(Also w'nds of breast and leg.)

Disch'd July 28, 1862. Cariesof
stump. 1863, amputation thigh,
middle third.

Right. Surg. G. P. Oliver, 111th
Penn. Disch'd April 5, 1864.

Right; flap. Dr. F. Hinkle, of
Marietta, Penn. Discharged.

Left. Surgeon — Hunt, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Left. Ass't Surg. J. R. Smith.
U. S. A. Disch'd (Jet. 16, 1862.

Right; flap. Surg. L. P.Waguer.
114th New York. Discharged
February 11, 1865.

Right; flap. Surg. S. A. Welch.
3dPenn. Reserves. Discharged
September 23. 1864.

. Surg. J. R. Page, C. S.A.
Retired from military service
March 6, 1865.

Lett; circular. Provost Marshal
May 6, 1865.

Left; circular. Surg. A. li. Mott,
P. S. V. Transferred to Vet.
Res. Corps. Disch'd June 30, '66.

Left. Discharged December!!,
1862.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. M. J.

Munger. Discharged August?,
1865. Spec. 4037.

Left. March 13, 1864, re-amputa-
tion 3 inches above. Discharged
January II, 1865.

Right; flap. Surg. II. Bentlev,
P. S. V. Discharged March 29,

1865. Died July 24. 1869.

Left: lateral flap of skin and circ.

of muscles. A. A. Surg. J. H.
Burtholf. Disch'd May 23, 1865.
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No.

104

169

170

Name, Military
Description, ash Ac

174

Peck, H. C, Serg't, li.

5th New York, ago 26.

Perkins, J. {)., Lieut.,

M, 2d Florida, age 19.

Phillips, D. IF., PL, P,
32d Georgia, age 32.

Piggott. M., Capt., F,
66th Illinois, age 29.

Pitts, R , Pt., F, 76th
New York, age 26.

Pollard, J., Capt., H,
9th Virginia Cavalry.

Poole, C. H., Pt.,G,39th
Massachusetts, age 18.

Porter, H. M., Pt., II,

11th Infantry.

Potts, J., Pt., II, 123d
Pennsylvania.

Price, J. W., Corp'l. I,

2(lth Conn., age 24.

Post, H., Pt.. K, 104tu
Illinois, age 2."?.

K, 49th

Aug. 30,

Sep.2,'02

ya,
fa.

175

176

Dee. lfi,

19, '64.

May 14,

June 5,

1864.

July 2,

lfi, '63.

June 24.

J'y 4,'G4.

May 5,

26, '64.

July 2,

9, '63.

Dee. 13,

28, '62.

July 3,

Aug. 1,

1863.

Dec. 7,

11, '62.

Operations, Operators.
Result.

2i hi

201

202

203

Left : flap. Surg. It. H. Coolidge,
I'. S. A. Discharged May 14,

1803.

Left (also amputation leftthumb).
Trans, to Provost Marshal Octo-
ber 22. 1863. Exchanged.

Left; circular. A. A. Surg. R.
L. MoClure. To Provost Mar-
slial May 6, 1865.

Right: flap. Ass't Surg. T. A.
McGraw, U. S. A. Discharged

||

January 24. 1865.

Left : anterior posterior flap. Dis- 204
charged August 26. 1804.

. Surg. J. G. Dudley, P. A. ' 205
C. S. Recovered.

Left; circular; gangrene. Surg. '206
D. W. Bliss, U. S. V. Dischvd
Dec. 17, 1864. Spec. 2354.

Left; flap. Ass't Surg. W. R.
Ramsay, IT. S. A. Transferred
to regiment Sept. 12, 1864.

Left. 1 lischarged March 9, 1863.

Spec. 981.

Left; post. flap. Sarg. H. Janes,

IT. S.V. Nov. 9. re-amp. at June.
of middle and upper thirds, flap

method. Disch'd June 24, 1864.

Left; flap. Surgeon R. F. Dyer,
] 04th Illinois. Anchy. of knee.
Oct. 24, 1803, amp. thigh, mid.
third. Disch'd March 4, 1864.

Right ; flap. Discharged July
7. 1862.

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

209

210

211

Smith. G., Pt., K, 81st

New Y'ork, age 26.

Smith. G.W.,Pt.,F, 76th
New Y'ork, age 20.

Snyder, P., Pt., B, 151st

Pennsylvania, age 21.

Sparks, M. G., Sergt, I,

10th New Jersey, age
25.

Speelman, B., Pt., K,
98th Ohio, age 20.

Sprauer, H., Lieut., F,
2d Louisiana.

Steenis, P., Pt., E, 6th Sept. 14,

June 3.

13. '64.

July 1,

5, '03.

July 1,

7, '03.

April 2,

13, '05.

Sept. 20,

24, '63.

May 27.

31, '03.

Wisconsin, age 23.

Steinhans, F., Pt., H,
20th Wisconsin.

Steinmetz, W., Pt., F,
8th New Y"ork.

Sterritt, J., Pt., C, 119th
Pennsylvania, age 38.

30, '02.

Julvl,
12, ^63.

June 8,

25, '62.

May 10,
14,' '64.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Reece, B., Pt., K, 49th April 7,

Illinois. I 13. '62.
j 7,1802. " 11219

Reynolds, J., Serg't, C,
I

July 14, Right: flap. June 12, 1864, re-

6th Michigan Cavalry, : 17, '03.
I moval of necrosed end of tibia. ' 213

age 30. Discharged October 20, 1864.

Richardson, J. M., Pt., Oct. 4,
|
Eight. Surg. S. L. Nidet, C. 8. A. 214

|
H, 35th Mississippi. I 21. '62.

j
Recovered.

177 Richardson, t )., Serg't- ' July 13, ! Left : circular. A. A. Surg. J. A.
Maj., 7th Minn., age 31. 31, '64. i Edmonson. Disch'd April 10,'65. 215

178 Rigor, I)., PL, II, 36th Sept. 19, Left; flap. Discharged Septem-
Indiana. age 26. I

28, '63.
|

ber21. 1864. 216
179 Rinard, C. B-, PL, K, 4th July 15, Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. A. 'I

i Iowa Cavalry, age 15. 21, '64. Sterling. Discharged Septem- 217

180 Ritzert, P.. PL, K, 100th ' July 18,

j
New York. I 22, '63.

Roberts, D. R., PL, B, 3d Nov. 30,

South Carolina, age 33.
j

Dec. 29,

1864.

Roberts. M. S., Pt., B, ' May 3,

5th Maine, age 23.
|

7. '63.

ber 1, 1865.

Right : circular. Surg. D. Merritt, I 218
5oth Penn. Discharged Decem-
ber 22. 1863.

Right; anterior posterior flap. A.
A. Surg. W. Vance. Trans, to

Provost Marshal March 7, 1865.

Left. C'onfed. surgeon. Disch'd
March 15, '64. Spec. 6694

219

920

Stevens, T. M., Serg't. li.
,
July 3,

45th N. C, age 21.
j

6, '63.

Stief, P., Pt., K, 139th July 30,

New York, age 3(1. Aug. 14,

1804.

Stigall, It., Corp'l, G, 1st Jan. 2,

Florida. ! —, '63.

Stilts, A., PL, 1, 4th New Sept. 14,

Jersey. 21, '62.

Stone, E. W., Corp'l, A, Mar, 14

21st Massachusetts.

Robinson. R. It., Gov't Feb. 20, Rigiit : circular. Surgeon J. H.
employe, age 24. 1 26, '65.

I Phillips, U. S. V. Recovery.

221

186

Rodenhoffer, L., Pt., A
1 17th Penn., age 18.

Ryan. J., Pt., II, 20th
Connecticut, age 39.

D,R.i/an, V., Pt
Arkansas.

187 Sanders. I. J., PL, E,
31st Illinois.

188 Searberry, .1., PL, D,
'.list Ohio, age 19.

189 Seism, J., PL, L, 2d Mis-
souri S. M. Cavalry,
age IP.

190 Scott. ('. L.. Sergt, E,
154th New York.

191 Scligar, A., PL, A, 43d April 7,

Illinois, age 27.
|

17, '62.

192 Sercey, \V„ Colored fire- Nov. 1,

man, Steamer, age 25. —, '64.

193 Shaffer, F„ Capt., I, 73d Nov. 25,

Pennsylvania, age 26. De.11,'63.
194 Shell, 11. a, Serg't, C, ! Nov. 30,

31st Miss., age 32. Dec. 20,

1804.
195 Shewalter, C.W.,Pt.,G, April 12,

June 18, ! Left j circular ; gangrene. A. A. ' 222
July 13, I Surg. T. L. Van Norden. Dis-

,

1864. ' charged March 24, 1865.
|
223

May 3, ' Right ; anterior post. flap. Corj-

fi, 63.
I federate surgeon. Discharged

June 30. 1865.

1 st ' Sept. 20, Right. Surgeon — Sizemore, C. 224
1

24, '03. i S. A. Recovered
Nov. 7, Right. Surgeon T. Sim, U. S. V.

225

226

228

229

Storke, L., PL, A, 72d
New York.

Struyer, L., Serg't. A.
210th Pennsylvania.

Sullivan, J., Corp'l, F,

40th New Y'ork.

Sullivan, P. T., PL, A,
1st Mass. Heavy Artil-

lery, age 38.

String, H., Pt., A, 1st

Louisiana. l 9,
r
63.

Terry. J. D., Serg't, E, Mar. 14,

23d Massachusetts.
I

22, '02.

Texter, G., Corp'i, I, 7th ! June 10,

New Y'ork Artillery,
! 25, '64.

age 27.

Thomas. F. M., Serg't, I, July 30,

8th Iowa Cav., age 22. Au. 4.'04.

Thompson, B., PL, C, Sept. 17,

28th Pennsylvania, age Oct. 4,

33. ! 1862.

April 6,

1862.

July 1,

23, '62.

April 1,

14, '05.

Aug. 30,

Sep.7,'02.

June 16,

: July 9,

1864.

Mav 3,
U TR

Todd, J. C, Capt.,

14th Alabama.
A,

8th Tenn. Cavalry.
196 Shute.W. A., PL, i", Kith

Massachusetts, age 31.b

197 Skigell. I., PL, M. 2d N.
Y. H'vv Art'v, age 22.

198 Slack, it, PL," B, ninth
New Y'ork, age 27,

199 Srnitu.C.W., PL. D. loth
West Virginia, age 21.

10. '61. Discharged Augusta 1862.

May 9, Left: flap. A. A. Surg. W. W.
26, '64. Mills. Disch'd July 30. 1864.

Oct. 25, Left; anterior posterior flap. A.
Nov. 2, |

A. Surg. J. 11. Page. Necrosis.
1804. Discharged Juno 11, 1865.

May 3, I Right. Surg. R. Thomain, 29th
19. '63. New Y'ork. Discharged Nov.

! 4. 1803. Spec. 1544.
Left; flap. A. A. Surg.O. Blanck.
Discharged October 7, 1862.

Left: anterior posteriorflap. Duty
January 28. 18(55.

Left. Sing. B. L. Hovev, 136th
N. Y. Resigned July 5, 1804.

Left ; anterior posterior flap. A.
A. Surg. T. Morrison. Trans, to
Provost Marshal March 7, 1865.

Left : flap. Discharged August
11. 1805.

Aug. 30, Left; double flap. Surgeon J.

Sept. 2, Jamison. 80th New York. Dis-
charged June 4. 1863.

Right : circ. Discharged July
29, 1865.

Right: anterior post. flap. Ass't
Surg.W. I). Murray. 100th N. V. 235 Ward, A. S." Serg't, C,
Discharged December 20, 1864. 107th N. Y'ork, age 22.

Left; single Hap. Surg. F. H. 230 lFar«, E. S., Serg't, C.
Gross, II. S. V. Discharged 19th Virginia, age 25.

March 18, 1865.

Toomey, J. J., PL, A,
29th Pennsylvania, age
21.

Trapp, D., PL, E, 125th
New York, age 32.

Trausdale. IF. F., Lieut.,

E, 7th Alabama Cav.
Travis, J. A.. Serg't, D,
86th N. Y'ork, age 26.

Truckey, P., PL, G, 14th Sept. 17

25, '62.

June 2,

11, '04.

Mar 3,

15, Vi3.

May 15,

31, '64.

June 18.

July 2,

1864.

May 14,

27. 04.

May 3,

20, '63.

16, '65.

1802.

April 7,

18, '65.

May 3,

13. '04.

July 3,

29, 'M.

Indiana.
230 i Tryon, L. J., Corp'l, K,

j

81st New Y'ork, age 21.

231
I

Tucker, J. G., Pt., K,
20th Michigan, age 22.

232; Upright, G. T., PL, B,

I
8th Ohio, age 21

.

233 Van Gundy, J., PL, K,
4th Iowa, age 18.

234 Walter, J., PL, Carpen-
ter's Battery.

June 18,

July 8,

1804.

July 2,

23. '63.

Mar. 3.

Apr.1,'62

Mav 25,
29,' '62.

Mav 3,

8, '63.

July 3,

6. '63.

Right; anterior post. flap. Surg.
A. T. Sheldon, U. S. V. Dis-

charged January 6, 1865.

Left; circular. Surgeon J. H.
Beach. 24th Mich. Discharged
May 20, 1864. Spec. 4318.

Left; circular. Discharged July
27. 1863.

Right; ant. post, skin flap. A. A.
Surg. Z. P. Denneler. { A pril 2.

1865. excis. of fibular portion of

ankle.) Disch'd Feb. 2, 1866.

Left: flap. Confederate surgeon.
Discharged January 31. 1805.

Rigiit. Surgeon J. B. G. Baxter,

U. S. V. Disch'd July 3
!

, 1863.

Left ; anterior post. flap. A. A.
Surg. W.W. Keen. Discharged
Jan. 23. 1864. Specs. 791. 3833.

Right: flap. Discharged May
14, 1804.

Right. Ass't Surg. T. H. I.cgler.

8th New Y'ork. Discharged
December 12, 1863.

Left ; skin flap and circ. section of
muse. A. A. Surg. O. P. Sweet.
Disch'd Aug. 7. '05. Spec. 2284.

Right. Surgeon J. It. Raine. 45th

N. C. Erysipelas. Exchanged
November 12. 1863.

Right; flap. A. A. Surg. S. J.

Hnlley. (Excision 3 ins. shaft of
tibia.)' Disch'd June 19, 1805.

Left. Surgeon C. J- Walton, 21st

Kentucky. Recovered.
Left ; circ. Surg. L. W. Oakley,
2d N.J. Disch'd Jan. 3, 1863.

Right
: circular. Surg. George

Derby, 23d Mass. Discharged
February 17, 1863.

Left. Discharged.

Right ; flap. Discharged August
4, 1805.

Right. Discharged August 11,

1803.

Right: anterior post. flap. A. A.
Surg. J . M . Boisnot. Discharged
June 13, 1805.

Left. Surgeon— Bratton, C.S.A.
Recovered.

Left: circular. Surg. S. E. Stono,

23d Mass. Disch'd July 7, 1803.

Left: circular. Surg.W. Watson,
105th Penn. Discharged July
14.1805. Specs. 818. 3081.

Left ; lateral flap. Discharged
July 14, 1805.

Right : flap ;
gang.; erysipelas.

April 14, 1803. circ. amp. thigh,

lower third. Discharged May
6, 1801. Specs. 3883, 3905.

Right. Ass't Surg. W.C. Good-
win, C. S. A. Discharged Jan-
uary 14, 1805.

Left; circular. Ass't Surg. M. C.
Woodworth, U. S. V, (May 1 5.

excis. lower third tib.) Disch'd
July 2. 1805. Spec. 3361.

Left ; circular. Surgeon A. F.

Sheldon, I'. S. V. Discharged
June 8. 1805.

Left. Surg.W. F.Westmoreland.
P. A. C. S. Recovered.

Right. Ass't Surg. C. C. Byrne,
IT. S. A. (Haemorrhage.) Dis-

charged March 28. 1804.

Right. A. A. Surg. J. C. Douglas.
Discharged March 4, 1863.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. N. It.

Moselev, I'. S. V. Discharged
September 30, 1804. Spec. 203.

Right ; circ. A. A. Surg. A. F. A.
King. Disch'd April 4, 1865.

Spec. 2826.
Right; circ. A. A. Surg. A. A.
Hamilton. Disch'd May 9, 1804.

Right ; flap. Discharged Janu-
urv28. 1803.

Left. Surg.W. H. Baldwin, C. S.

A. Recovered.
Right, Surg. H. K. Goodman,
28th l'enn. Disch'd July 27, '63.

Left. Surgeon C. S. Wood, 06th
New York. Exchanged Nov.
12, 1863.
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S37

use

239

240

241

242

243

244

245

24G

247

248

249

250

251

252

253

254

255

256

257

258

259

260

861

263

Name, Military
description, and age.

Watson, W., Pt., E, 7tU
Michigan, ago 24.

Weaver, J., Pt., C, 154th
New York.

Webster, B. II., Pt., I,

9StU Illinois, age 20.

Welker, C, Pt., K, 9th
Michigan.

Welsh. J., Pt., H, 61st
New York, age 26.

Welsh, M., Pt., I, 154th
New York.

Weston, W. P., Pt., H,
64th Ohio.

Wheeler, II., Ordinary
Seaman,U. S.N.,age 2:1.

' Whitakcr, J. F., Pt., K,
8th Tenn., age 26.

Whitetel, J. W., Serg't,

B, 19th Virginia, age

Wieand, J., Pt., B, 47th
Pennsylvania.
Wildman, E. S., Lieut.,
O, :18th Virginia,age 35.

Willburn,R.,Pt.,A,8Ist
Illinois.

Willetts, J. F., Pt., B,
1st New Jersey, age 22.

William, J., Pt.,E, 118th
New York, age 19.

Wilson, &., Pt., B, 18th
Missouri.

Wilson, L. P., Corp'], K,
88th Pennsylvania.

Yost, S. R„ Tt., A, 28th
Pennsylvania, age 24.

Young, W., Pt., F, 7th
Indiana.

Zant, J. 11., Pt., A, 37th
Georgia.

Zerger, J., Pt., B, 53d
Pennsylvania.

Zook, C., Pt., C, 8th
Pennsylvania, age 19.

Andrews, J., Pt., C, 5th
Artillery, age 19.

Apgar, J., Pt., A, 15th
New Jersey.

Bambauer, J., Musieian,
H, 56th New York, age
22.

Barber, W. B.. Serg't, I,

93d New York, ngo 32.

263 Baxter, P., Pt., D, 1st

Potomao Home Brig.

264 Berry, J., Pt., B, 39th
Illinois, age 38.

265 Bigelow, L., Corp'!, B,
13th Massachusetts.

266 Biggs, M. L., Corp'l, A,
53d Kentucky, age 20.

267 . Binrnson, C, Pt., C, 2d
Conn. H. Art., age 33.

268 Blanohard. E. W., Pt.,

II, 45th Penn.,age 16.

Blodgett, E. J., Pt., E,
6th New Hampshire,
age 83.

Blois, E., Lieut., C, 18th
Georgia, age 24.

May 15,

21, '64.

Mar. 1,

12, '65.

Sept. 19,

24, '63.

July 12,

15, '62.

Sept. 17,

29, '62.

May 3,

25, *03.

De.31,'62.

Ja. 12, '03.

Jan. 15,

30, '65.

May 16,

J'cl'2,'64.

July 3,

0, '63.

Oct. 22,

25, '62.

July 2,

7, '63.

May 22,

26, '03.

June 1,

7, '64.

May 16,

June 9,

1804.

April 5,

26, '62.

Sept. 17,

21, '62.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 5,

1802.

Aug. 9,

12, '62.

Nov. 25,

De.18,'03
June 1,

5, '62.

Deo. 13,

21, '62.

Dee. 13,

20, '62.

May 2,

16, '63.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

270

271 Bolt, 8., Pt., A, 77th
Illinois, age 25.

Nov. 30,

Dec. 20,

1804.

May 23,

30, '64.

July 2,

5, '63.

Aug. 16,

21, '64.

Aug. 30,

— , '62.

April 30,

Mav 12,

1865.
June 1,

14, '04.

June 3,

16, '64.

May 6,

26, '04.

April 6,

27, '65.

May 22,
June 3,

1863.

Right ; flap ;
gangrene. Disch'd

December 29, 1864. Spec. '1540.

Left : circular. A. A. Surg. E. L.
Mola. Disch'd June 15, 1865.

Right; anterior post. flap. Surg.
8. B. Hawley, 35th III. Dis-
charged April 26, 1804.

Right ; flap. Surgeon C. Smith,
9th Michigan. Discharged No-
vember 29, 1862.

Right. Surg. H. S. Hewit.U.S.V.
Gangrene. Disch'd July 23, '63.

Died May 4, 1868. Spec. 402.

Right. Surg. S. N. Sberma«,34th
New Y'ork. Discharged March
3, 1864. Spec. 1550.

Left: flap. Discharged May 11,

1803.
Left. Dr. H. N. Adams, U. S. N.
Discharged October 13, 1805.

Right; circular. June 30, 1804,
improving.

Left; circular. Surg. — Chase,
C. S. A. Transferred ftir ex-
change November 12, 1863.

Right; posterior flap. Discharged
December 3, 1862. Spec. 687.

Right. Surg. — Given, C. S. A.
To Provost Marshal Sept. 25, '03.

Right. A. Surg. II. M. Sprague,
U. S. A. Discharged August
22, 1803. Sjkc. 1028.

Right; circular. Surg. E. Bent-
ley, U. S.V. Gangrene. Disch'd
June 8, 1865. Died Dec. 10, '00.

Right ; flap. Surg. — Gibbs, C.
S.A. Disch'd Slay 27, 1865.
Re amp. in up. third Dec, 1865.

Left ; flap. Surgeon S. B. Houts,
18th Mo. Disch'd July 15, 1862.

Left; flap. Ass't Surg. W. M.
Notson, U. S. A. Discharged
February 19, 1863.

Left; anterior post. flap. Ass't
Surgeon C. I'. Russell, U. S. A.
Disch'd March 19, '63. Spec. 810.

Left ; flap. Discharged Novem-
ber 19. 1862.

. Surgeon G. M. McDowell,
C. S. A. Recovered.

Left; circular. Subsequent am-
putation. Disch'd Nov. 7, 1864.

Right : anterior post. flap. ' A. A.
Surgeon A.W. Tryon. Disch'd
Nov. 15, 1863. Specs. 650, 1596.

Left ; flap. Surgeon E. Bentlev,
U. S. V. Died December 30,

1862; pyaemia. Spec. 599.

Right; anterior post. flap. A. A.
Surg. C. Carvallo. (Ball extr.;

gangrene.) Died May 20, 1863;
exhaustion. Specs. 1251, 2226.

Right ; lateral flap. Ass't Surg.
J. F. Huber, U. S. V. (Dec. 2,

excision tarsus.) Died Decem-
ber 20, 180-1

; pyaemia.
Right; anterior post. flap. Surg.
A. F. Sheldon, U. S. V. Died
June 11, 1864: gangrene.

Right ; flap. Die* July 26, 1863.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. S. J.
Holley. Died September 4, '64

;

irritative fever.
. Died October 18, 1862.

Left ; flap. Surg. N. Gay, U.S.V.
Died June 17, 1805; exhaustion.

Left ; flap. A. A. Surgeon S. B.
Ward. Died June 18, '04 ; gang.

Left ; circular. Surg. E. Bentlev,
U. S. V. Died June 20, 1864;
tetanus. Spec. 2710.

Left ; anterior post. flap. Surg.
A. Delany, IT. S. V. Died May
30, 1804: "exhaustion.

Left : circular. A. A. Surg. J. P.
Arthur. (Also w'nd left thigh.
Erysipelas.) Died May 4, 1865;
exhaustion.

Right. A. Surg. II. M. Sprague,
U. S. A. Died June 21, 1863;
pyaemia. Spec. 1633.

Name, Military
Inscription, ami Ace

Bourn. W. I., Pt., F, 12th
Georgia, age 30.

Boylan, A., Pt., E, 35th
New York.

Bradbury, G.W., Corp'l.

A, 98th* Illinois.

Bulle.n, B. W., Lieut.,

Darden's La. Battery.

r.umpus, M., Pt., A, 5th
Maine, age 29.

Burton, J. M., Serg't, G,
1st Tenn. Artillery, age
38.

Butters. T. S., Corp'l, I.

2d Mass., age 22.

Buxton, G. W., Corp'l,

A, 2d Massachusetts.

Castle, E. W., Pt., D, 2d
Conn. Heavy Artillery,

age 20.

Caugbey. L., Lieut., C,

16th Pennsylvania Cav-
alry, age 23.

Cavaugh, G., Pt., 1, 10th

New York.

283 Cave.W. M.,Pt., E, 18th
Indiana, age 22.

284 Cearfas, G. W., Pt., D,
100th Penn.. age 30.

285 Chase, C. B., Pt., G, 7th
Maine.

16 Clark, E. J., Pt., I, 8th
Michigan, age 36.

Clock, C. H., Pt.,G, 10th
Connecticut, ngo 23.

288 Covil, G. B., Serg't, H,
11th Conn., age 32.

Craig, W., Pt., E, 74th
Illinois.

290 Crowter, J. D., Pt., D,
4th N. Y. Heavy Artil-

lery, age 24.

291 Despond, P., Pt., A, 5th
Michigan.

292 Detrich, C, Pt., K, 82d
Ohio.

293 Dowling, J. T., Lieut.,

17th Infantry, age 35.

4 Eastman, C. E., Pt., E,
9th Maine.

295 Evans, A., Pt., E, 1st

Illinois Artillery, age
27.

296 Faust, J., Pt., H, 119th
Pennsylvania, age 24.

297 Frampton, T. H., Pt., G,
22d Mass., age 18.

298 Fuller, J. P., Pt., F, 4th
Michigan, age 35.

299 Gammel, M. A., Pt., G,
- Arkansas, age 23.

300 Gibney, J., Pt., L, 2d N.
York Heavy Artillery,

age 18.

301 Gihnorc, J., Pt., F, 144th
New York.

302 Grace, E. C, Lieut., A,
139th Penn., age 24.

303 Granger, B., Pt., K, 1st

Penn. Rifles.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

July 9,

13, "04.

Aug. 30,

Se.10,'02.

Sept. 19,

O0.I6, '63,

Nov. 30,

Dec. 30,

1864.

Mav 10,

24 ,"'64.

Mar. 7,

20, '65.

July 3,

17, '03.

Aug. 9,

15, '02.

April 6,

18, '65.

July 28.

Aug 15,

1864.

Aug. 30,

Sept. 5,

1862.

Oct. 19,

Nov. 9,

1804.

May 12,

22, '64.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 11,

1802.

May 10,

June 4,

1864.

Aug. 16,

26, '04.

June 3,

10, '64.

Nov. 25,

28, '63.

April 2,

23, '05.

June 17,

20, '64.

Aug. 29,

Sept. 18,

1862.

May 10,

20, '64.

July 18,
23,' '63.

Mar. 12,

April 4,

1864.

Mav 2,

17, '63.

May 22,

30, '64.

May 5,

12, '64.

Sept. 17,

30, '62.

June 10,

—, "64.

Feb. 10,

22, '65.

May 5,

20, '64.

Aug. 29,
'62. Int.

Right: circular. A. A. Surg. T.
E. Mitchell. Died August 12,

1864 ; diarrhoea.
Right. A. A. Surgeoa W. Eddy.
Died October 12, 1862. Spec. 61.

Left. Died November 1, 1803
;

secondary haem. and pyaemia.
Right ; lateral flap. A.A.Surg.
R. McNeily. Tetanus. Jan. 6,

1865, amp. thigh, lower third.

Died January 7, 1805; tetanus.

Right ; ant. skin flap and post,

muse. flap. Surg.A. F. Sheldon,
U. S. V. (May 19, lig. of ant.

tibial artery for secondary ba?m.
Diarrhoea: pyaemia.) Died May
29, 1864 ; toxsemia.

Left : anterior post. flap. Surg.
B. B. Breed, U. S.V. Gangrene.
Died March 26, '05

; exhaustion.
Right. Jul}- 21, haemorrhage

;

diphtheria. Died July 31, 1863.

Left. A. A. Surg. O. F. Scheldt.
Diarrhoea. Died Aug.31, 1862;
pyaemia. Spec. 43.

Left : posterior flap. Surgeon B.
A. Vanderkieft, II. S. V. Died
April 23, 1865. Spec. 4100.

Right ; circular. Surgeon A. B.
Mott, U. S. V. Diarrhoea. Died
August 23, 1864.

Left. Ass't Surgeon B. Howard,
U.S.A. Died September 13,

1802: pyaemia.
Left ; lat. skin flap and circ. sect,

muse. A. A. Surg. C. H.Jones.
Died Nov. 21, '04; exhaustion.

Right ; lateral flap. Chills. Died
June 10, 1804.

Left; circular. Ass't Surg. J. H.
Searle, 20th N. Y. Died Oct.

30, 1862; pyaemia. Spec. 770.

Left ; circular. Surg. A. F. Shel-
don, U. S.V. June 6, haem.; lig.

ant. tib. art. Died J une 16, 1864
;

secondary haemorrhage.
Right; circular. Ass't Surg. C.
Wagner, U. S. A. Died Sep-
tember 11, 1864 ; exhaustion.
Spec. 3707.

Right ; circ. Surg. N. R. Moseley,
U. S. V. June 13, haem. Died
June 14, 1864 ; secondary haem-
orrhage. Spec. 2485.

Right; flap; haem.; lig. of post,

tib. art. Dec. 4, re-amp. in upper
third. Died Dec. II, 1863.

Right ; circular. Ass't Surg. W.
F. Norris, U. S. A. Died May 7,

1865; pyaemia. Spec. 226.

Left. Died June 22, 1864.

Left. Ass't Surg. B. A.Clements,
U.S.A. Died Oct. 28, 1862;
pyaemia. Spec. 62.

Right : circular. Med. Insp. F. H.
Hamilton. Died June 1, 1864

;

pvaemia.
Left. Surg. D. Merritt, 55th Penn.
Hjem. July 25, lig. of peroneal
artery. Died August 8, 1863.

Right. A. A. Surg. A. Sterling.

Died May 6, 1864 ; typhoid fever
and pvaemia.

Right. "A. Surg. C. C. Lee.U.S.A.
Died May 19, 1863. Spec. 1250.

Left ; rectangular flap. A. A.
Surg. R. Ottinan. Died June 9,

1804 ; exhaustion. Spec. 2474.
Left. Died June 21, 1864.

Left
;
gangrene. Died Decem-

ber 5, 1862.

Right. Ass't Surgeon F. Wolf,
U. S.V. Died July 16, 1864.

Spec. 2419.
Right ; anterior flap. A. A. Surg.
E. L. Mola. (Erysipelas.) Died
February 28, 1865.

Right ; circular. Med. Inspector
F. H. Hamilton, U. S. A. Died
June 5, '64; pvaemia. Spec. 4545.

Left. Died October 2, 1862.

'O'KEEFE (D. C), Surgical Cases of Interest treated at Institute Hospital, Atlanta, Ga., May and June, 1864, in dmfedtrate States Medical and

Surgical Journal, Richmond, 1865, Vol. H, p. 28.
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Name, military
Description, ami Auk.

( il'I'l. VT10NS. OPERATORS,
Result.

Grovor, J. C., Corp'l, M,
1st Massachusetts H'vy
Artillery, age 20.

Harris. A. F., Corp'l, G,
52d New York, age 37.

Havens, YV., Ft., K. 7th

New York Heavy Ar-
tillery, age 29.

Heakin, J., Ft., D, Cth

Cavalry, age 24.

Jordan, W., Ft., D, 1st

Alabama Artillery, age

Keegan, T. 1-'., Pt., D,
7I1<1 New York, age 20.

Kensey, 11. C, It., K,
104th Pennsylvania.

2 Kroft, J., Pt., D, 7th
New York, age 33.

Lahser, A., Pt., I, 24th
Michigan, age 20.

Lannahan. J., Pt., H, 9th
N. Y. Heavy Artillery,

age 20.

Lavevc, D., Pt., P, 5th
New York, age 24.

McClellan, J.,Pt.,I, 40th
Ohio, age 19.

McClure, R., Ft., K, 82d
Pennsylvania, age 37.

McCoy, O., Ft., E, (12d

Pennsylvania.

McGeongh, M., Lieut.,

H, 1st Sharpshooters,
ago 30.

Mc.Millen, J., Pt.,K, 86th
Illinois, age 23.

McMullen, G., Lieut., C.
110th Ohio, age 34.

Madris, J., Pt., C, 33d
Indiana, age 3.3.

Magoon, J. B., Pt., A,
33d Mass., age 42.

Martin, P., Pt., P, 18th
Louisiana, age 32.

Mayne, It., Ft., K, 6th
Vermont, age 20.

Miller, A. L.,Pt.,D, 121st
New York, age 23.

Miller, L., Pt., 18th Ohio
Battery, age 19.

Moore, C., Pt., E, 1st R.
I. Light Art'ry, age 38.

Morrison, D.,Pt'„ A, 11th
Maine.

Mullen. E., Pt., D, 5th
N.Y. II vyArt., age 25.

Muster, W., Pt., I, 83d
Pennsylvania, age 22.

Neil, J. P., Pt., G, 14th
South Carolina, age 18.

Nicholson, J., Corp'l, C,
40th Penn., age 27.

Nixon, W., Pt., H, 20th
Illinois.

Norton, A. L., Corp'l, D,
14th Conn., age 29.

June Is.

Julv 10,

1&)4.

June 10,

19, '04,

June 25,

Julv 19,

1£64.

May 31.

June 8,

1864.

April 12.

15, '64.

Julv 3,

12. *63.

June 1,

Sept. l(i,

Oct. 8,

18H4.

May 23,

June [i,

18G4.

Oct. 19,

Nov. 7,

1804.

Juno 2.

19, '64.

May 1 5,

June 4,

1864.

April 1,

17, '65.

Jan. 23,

Feb. 12,

1864.

May 7.

17, '64.

Julv 10,

17, '64.

Julv 9,

21. ''64.

July 20,

Aug. 13,

1864.

June 22.

Julv IS,

1864.

April 7,

16, '62.

Mav 5,

29, '04.

May 11.

17, '64.

De.16,'64.

Jan. 8, '65.

Mav 3.

12, ''63.

Mav 31,

June 29,

1862.

July 18,

24, '64.

Julv 1,

8, '62.

April 2,

9, '65.

April 2,

22. "05.

June 17,

July 6,

1864.

June 3,

6, '64.

liiglit: circ. A. A. Surg. A. J.

Smith. Gangrene. Died July
15, 1864

;
exhaustion.

Right; double flap. Hied June
29, 1864; pyaemia.

Right. A. A. Surgeon W. II. B.
Post. (June 25, amp. 2d and 3d
toes ; gangrene. July 14, Firo-

goff's amputation.) Died July
21.1864; exhaustion.

Right ; short ant. and long post,

flap. Surg. J. A. Udell, U. S.V.
(Ikemorrhage.) Died June 21,

1864; pyaemia. Spec, 2470,
Left ; ant. post. flap. Surg. H.
Wardner. U. S. V. (Also w'nds
of head left humerus, left arm.
and right thigh.) Died April 23,

1864
;
pyaemia. Specs. 331 1 , 3312.

Left. D'ied A ugust 1 , 1863 ; ex-
haustion. Spec. 145(1.

Right; sloughing: haemorrhage.
June 14, femoral artery tied.

Died June 14, 1862.

Left; circular. A. A. Surg. J. S.

Waggoner. Nov. 1 6, re-amputa-
tion. Died November 16, 1864

;

effects of anaesthetic.

Right. Surgeon G. L. Pancoast,
IT. S. V. Died June 18, 1864.
.Slice. 2464.

Left : circular. A. A. Surg. R. H.
Stirling. (Gangrene.) Died De-
cember 5, 1864 ; pvaemia.

Right. A. A. Surg". W. 11. Ran-
dolph. (Erysipelas.) Died.Iunc
27, 1864 ; asthenia.

Left; circular. A. A. Surgeon
H. C. May. Sloughing. Died
June 23, 1864 ; exhaustion.

Right; circular. A. A Surg. A.
V. Cherbonnier. Died Julv 3,

1865; dysentery. Spec. 410*3.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. YY'.

F. Peck. Died February 26,

1864
;
pya?mia.

Left; circular. A. A. Surg. J. C.
McGee. Died May 22, 1864;
pyaemia. Spec. 2275.

Left ; circular. Died August 17,

1864 ; exhaustion.
Left; circular. A. A. Surg. J. H.
Bartholf. Died Aug. 21, 1864.

Right; ant. post. flap. Ass't Surg.
YV. II. Trull, U.S. V. Died Aug.
29, 1864 [ irritative fever.

Left : ant. post. flap. Ass't S org.

B. R. Fryer, U.S.A. Died July
18, 1864 ; pyaemia.

: erysipelas. Died April 25,

1862; mortification of leg.

Right. Surg. Z. E. Bliss, U. S.V.
(May 22, rem. of ball and frag-

men'tsof bone; erysipelas.) Died
June 2, 1864.

Left • flap. A. A. Surgeon W. E.
Clark. Died May 23, 1864;
pyaemia.

Right: flap. A. A. Surg. F. G.
Albright. Died Jan. 18, 1865.

Left. Died June 30, 1863. .

Left. A. A. Surg. F. H. Brown.
(Also wound of right femur.)
Died July 2*1, '62; tuberculosis.
Spec. 13.

Left: flap. Ass't Surg. J.Willard,
1st Md. Died July 28, 1864.

Right ; flap. Ass't Surgeon J. S.
Billings, U. S. A. Gangrene;
diarrhoea. Died July 15. 1862.

Left. A. A. Surg. J. M. Hotaling.
Die, 1

. April 20, 1865: diarrhoea.

Right- c. lar. A. Surgeon F.
!;. jlartindale, U. S. V. Died
April 24, 1865.

Right. Surg.G. F. French.U.S.V.
(Haemorrhage) ; diarrhoea. Died
Aug. 19, '64; exh'n. Spec. 3382.

Left. Died June 29, 1864 ; py-
aemia.

Name, Military
Description, ami Aoe.

O'Harran.P., Ft., A,52d
New York, age 40.

Parry, \\\, Ft., 1!, 5th

Mich. Cavalry, age 33.

Parsons,B. /''..Lieut., G,
4th Georgia, age 22.

Patterson, A., Ft.. K,
4th Maine, age 35.

Peed, I., Pt., A, 16th
Kentucky, age 28.

Perkins, A. W., Pt., 1-:,

11th Infantry, age 40.

Piper, E. C., Serg't, K,
12th New Hampshire,
age 28.

Pittman, N., Ft., D. 1st

Massachusetts Heavy
Artillery, age 32.

Fitzel, A., Ft., E, 34th
Ohio.

Pressf/rares.J.Ii., Lieut.,

8th Virginia.

Reynolds, YV., Corp'l, I,

6th N.Y. II. A., age 32.

Ross, \V. A., Pt., I, 123d
Pennsylvania, age 18.

Sehuler, C, Corp'l, C,
71st New York, age 23.

Scott, I)., Ft., G, 25th
Ohio, age 18.

Sharp, YV., Ft., I, 8th N.
York Heavy Artillery,

age 21.

Sicker, H., Ft., K, 35th
Ohio.

Smith. P., Serg't, K,
69th New York, age 30.

Spiller, J. F., Corp'l, I,

7th New Hampshire,
age 21.

Steele, O. A., Serg't, K,
1st New Hump. Oav.

Stilwell, C, Ft., K, 57th
New York.

Temple. A., Serg't, F,

1st Missouri Cavalry,
age 24.

•Tlllapaugh, O.W.,Cor-
poral, II, 151st N. Y.,

ago 23.

I'mbarger, J.W., Corp'l,

I, 117th Illinois, ago 30.

Vangeson, J., Corp'l, F,
4th Artillery, age 35.

June 16,

Julv 16,

1864.

Mav 28.

J'ne6,'64.

Julv 13,

18,' '64.

Oct. 28.

Nov. 13,

1861.

Nov. 30,

Dec. 15,

1804.

May 8,

24, V).

June 3,

29, '64.

May 19,

June 10,

1864.

Sept. 1(1,

14, '62.

July 2,

13, '63.

May 31.

J'el5,'G4

Deo. 13,

18, '62.

Julv 2,

13, '63.

Nov. 30,

Dec. 4,

1864.

June 3,

7, '64.

Sept. 19,

22, '63.

Aug. 16,

Sept. 6,

1864.

Feb. 11,

Mar. 6,

1865.

Oct. 6,

9, '64.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 3, '62

Aug. 21,

Sept. 6,

1864.

May 31,

June 6,

1864.

Dec. 5,

1864,

Jan. 12,

1865.

Aug. 16,

23, '64.

Van Scoter, G., Pt., G, Aug. 29,

5th New York. '62. int.

Velie, G. YV., Pt., C, 24th June 3,

Michigan, age 28. 28, '64,

White, A. J., Pt., A, 8tb
New York Heavy Ar-
tillery.

Williamson, II., rt.,D,
11th Miss., age 20.

Witzel, J.. Serg't, I, 1st

Maryland, ago 24.

YY'ood, F., Serg't, A, 5th
Michigan Cavalry, age

June 3,

9, '64.

Julv 2,

5, '63.

Aug. 19,

22, '64.

Oct. 19,

Nov. 7,

. 1864.

Woolten, T., Pt., F, 32d Mar. 10,

Y'irginin. 14. '64.

YVright, B., Pt., G, 8th ! May 6.

Michigan, age 23. 27. '64.

Yagle, J. F., Pt., E, 87th
Indiana, age 23.

Sept. 20,

Oct. 5,

1863.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left: posterior flap. A.A.Surg.
I'.. Seyffarth. Gangrene. Died
July 25. 1864: pyaemia.

Left. A. A.Surg. .I.H.Thompson.
Died June 15. 186-1; pyaemia.

Right. A.A.Surg. X. A. Bobbins.
Died July 30, 1864.

Left ; circular. Ass't Surg. YV.
Thomson. U. S. A. Died Nov.
19. 1801 ; gangrene. Spec. 4926.

Left ; circular. Surg. J. R. Lud-
low, U. S. V. Died January 8,

1865; pyaemia.
Left; circular. Ass't Surg. W.
F. Norris.U.S.A. Haemorrhage.
Died June 1, 1864

; pyemia.
Left: ant. post. flap. A.A.Surg.
L. C. Dodge. Died August 8,

1864 ; ehr. diarrhoea. Sfeec.2715.

Left; circular. A. A- Surgs. 11.

B. Knowles and M. F. Price.

Died June 14. 1864; pyaemia.
Left. Died September 16, 1862;
tetanus.

Left. Surgeon C. 8. YY'ood. 66th
New Y'ork. Died July 15, 1863

;

tetanus.

Left. A. A. Surg. J. 11. Thomp-
son. Diedjnlyti, 1864 ; pvaunin.

Right. Died January 4,' 1863;
diarrhoea. Spec. 677.

Left; haemorrhage. Died July
21, 1863; haemorrhage.

Left; anterior posterior flap. A.
A. Surgeon YV. Balser. Died
December 28, 1864; he-tie fever.

Left; anterior flaps. Surg. F. F.

Burmcister, 69th Penn. (Itnem.)

Died July 12, 1864. Spec. 3204.

Left; sloughing. Died October
16, 1863.

Both; circular. A. A. Surgeon
J. II. Hutchinson. Sloughing;
bed-sores. Died October 10,

1864
; exhaustion. Spec. 3644.

Right; lateral flap. A. A. Surg.
li. B. Miles. Died March 13,

1865; pyaemia.
Right; circular. Died November
12. 1864

;
gangrene.

Left. Surg. H. S. Ilewit, U. S.V.
Died October 9, 1862. Spec. 762.

Right; circular. A. A. Surgeon
C.A.Warner. Died September
20, 1864 ; pyaemia.

Right; circular. A. A. Surgeon
C. H.Osborne. Died Juno *21,

1864
;
pyaemia.

Left. A. A. Surgeon II. M. Lilly.

(Dec. 15, 1864. Chopart's amp.
foot: gangrene.) Died January
14, 1865: pyaemia.

Left: circalar. A. A. Surg. S, J.
llolley. Died September 2, '64;

exhaustion.
Lett. Died October 12, 1862.

Right; circular. Surgeon I). W.
Bliss, U. S.V. (Excision ankle.)

Gangrene. Died July 18. 1864.

Left ; rectangular flap. Surg. E.
Bentley.U.S.V. Flapssloughed.
Died July 10, 1864

; exhaustion.
Specs. 2497, 3340.

Right; sloughing. Died Febru-
ary 18, 1864.

Right ; circular flap. Surg. A. A.
YVhite, 8th Maryland. Died
September 16. 1864.

Right ; anterior post. flap. Ass't

Surgeon D. C. Peters, V. S. A.
Died Nov. 18, 1864; pyaemia.

: flap. Burgeon C. B. Gibson,

C. S. A. Died May 19, 1864.

Right; anterior post, skin flap.

Surgeon A. F. Sheldon, U. S. V.
Died June 11, 18(i4

; exhaustion
and typhoid condition.

Left; circular (gangrene). Died
October 14, 1863.

1 Liiiei.i. (J. A.), On the Wounds of Blond Vessels, etc., in United States Sanitary Commission Memoirs, New Y'ork, 1870, Surgical Y'ol. I, p. 23.

2 PACKARli (John H.). Death from Chloroform, in American Journal Medical Sciences, 1865, Y'ol. XLIX. N. S., p. 272.

3 LuiEI.I. (J. A.) (Secondary/ Traumatic Lesions ofBone, etc., in U. S. San, Comm. Mem., Surg, Y'ol. I, N. Y., 1870, p. 408) cites this case as an amputation

in the thigh ; but in his rejiort of cases of pyaemia, at Stanton Hospital, for the second quarter, 1864, he designates the operation an amputation in the leg.
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Intermediary Amputations in the Lower Third of the Leg for Shot Injury.— The

number of the intermediary amputations in the lower third of the leg is three hundred and

thirty-five; two hundred and fifteen were successful and one hundred and twenty fatal—

a

mortality of 35.8 per cent.

Recoveries after Intermediary Amputation in the Lower Third of the Leg.—The two

hundred and fifteen operations of this group were performed on two hundred and fourteen

patients—fifty Confederate and one hundred and sixty-four Union soldiers. Of the latter,

one hundred and sixty-two have been allowed pensions; the claim of one soldier is still

pending, and the name of another has never appeared on the Pension Rolls. Twelve

have died since their discharge from the service—three of phthisis, one of softening of

the brain, one of ulceration of the stump, six of causes not reported; one pensioner was

accidentally drowned.

CASE 771.—Private O. Payne, Co. D, 20th Colored Troops, aged 19 years, was wounded in the right foot, near Peters-

burg, June 7, 1804, and entered Mount Pleasant Hospital, at Washington, three days afterwards. Assistant Surgeon C. A.

McCall, U. S. A., reported : "Accidental gunshot wound through tendo-achillis, passing through the ankle joint and emerging

almost at right angle with the line of entrance, literally grinding the astragalus and part of the os calcis. Sanguineous fluid was

discharged from the wounds, and the foot became somewhat (edematous as far as above the malleoli. Two weeks after the

patient's admission his pulse grew weaker, more compressible, and frequent, which was attended by loss of appetite and sleep.

On .June 27th, an anesthetic consisting of equal parts of ether and chloroform was administered, and the leg was amputated by

the circular method, by Acting Assistant Surgeon A. Transue, the bone being divided one and a half inches above the malleoli.

The patient reacted finely, and after the operation his appetite improved, he slept well, and the parts looked favorable." On
October 8th, he was transferred to hospital at New Albany, where a second operation was performed by Acting Assistant Surgeon

W. A. Clapp, who contributed the following description of the case :
" The patient stated that he contracted syphilis previous

to being wounded. Extensive necrosis of the shafts of the tibia and fibula followed the first amputation, and the pain and dis-

charge from the stump became so great as to necessitate a re-amputation, which was performed by the circular method, three

inches below the knee, on March 18, 181)5. At the time of the operation firm sequestra had formed and there was great swelling

of the sort parts. The subsequent progress was favorable." The patient was ultimately discharged from service, at the Joe Holt

Hospital, Jeffersonville, August 1, 1865, and pensioned, and one year afterwards he was furnished with an artificial limb of the

Palmer patent. The bones removed at the second amputation were subsequently contributed to the Museum by Dr. T. W. Fry,

late Surgeon U. S. V., who at the same time stated that the man was in good health and walking about on crutches, with a good

stump, which had healed kindly. The specimen is numbered 4740 of the Surgical Section, and is represented in Plate LXXII,
Figure 1, opposite page 317, ante. The pensioner was paid March 4, 1880.

Case 772.—Private E. Vermilyea, Co. K, 91st New York, aged 21 years, was wounded at Gravelly

Run, March 31, 1865. He was conveyed to the field hospital of the 3d division, Fifth Corps, whence Surgeon

A. S. Coe, 147th New York, reported "a bullet wound with fracture of left ankle joint." Surgeon A. F. Shel-

don, U. S. V., reported the following description and result of the injury: "A musket ball entered the lower

extremity of the tibia anteriorly, fracturing it into the joint and upwards for four inches. The wounded man
was admitted to Campbell Hospital at Washington, six days after the injury. Suppuration set in about the

wounded foot and extended to the muscle of the calf and the patient suffered considerable fever and irritation of

the system. On April 11th. circular amputation of the lower third of the leg was performed by Assistant

Surgeon A. Delanv, U. S. V., the operation being attended with the usual amount of haemorrhage and three

ligatures being applied. Anaesthesia was produced by sulphuric ether. The patient did well after the operation,

and was discharged from service June 19, 1865." Several months later he was furnished with an artificial limb

by the Salem Leg Company. The amputated portions of the hones of the leg (Spec. 4054) were contributed to

the Museum by the operator and are represented in the annexed wood-cut (Fig. 305), showing the tibia to be

Fin. 305.—Low- fractured by a round ball, which is lodged just above the ankle, Assuring into it. In his first application for

bones of'lcft Ipk'
commutation, dated 1870, the pensioner represented the stump as being in a sound condition, but in subsequent

the ball lodged in statements he reported it as troublesome. The Albany Examining Board, on February 5th, 1879, certified to

the amputation, and stated that "the stump is tender and abscesses occasionally form on the posterior aspect of

the leg, more especially if an artificial limb is worn for a few weeks at a time. The pensioner also states that he has neuralgic

pains and is now and then laid up for from one to three weeks." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1880.

Case 773.—Private T. B. Stewart, Co. C, 2d Connecticut Heavy Artillery, aged 31 years, was wounded, at Opequan

Creek, September 19, 18G4, and admitted to the Depot Field Hospital at Winchester three days afterwards. Surgeon R.

Sharpe, 15th New Jersey, in charge, recorded the following history: "The injury cousisted of a shot wound of both feet by a

shell, severely fracturing and comminuting all the tarsal bones. On September 23d the right leg was amputated, and on the

following day the left leg was amputated, both by circular operation, at the lower third, by Assistant Surgeon J. G. Thompson,

77th New York. Severe sloughing of the stumps followed, and on October 2d there "was secondary haemorrhage from the inter-

osseous artery of the left leg. which was controlled by taking up the vessel with the forceps. The patient recovered and was,

transferred from Winchester November 8th." He was subsequently admitted to hospital at Frederick, and lastly he entered

Central Park Hospital at New York City, where he was furnished with artificial legs by Dr. E. D. Hudson. Oh August 13, 1865,
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FIO. 306.—Stump after lap
amputation in lower third of

tlio left leg. [From a cjut.]

Spec. 1025.

tlio man was discharged from service and pensioned. In his application for commutation, dated 1870, he described both stumps as

being in " sound condition :" but live years later be reported that " the bones stick out." The pensioner was paid March 4. 1880.

Case 774.—Private G. Morgan, Co. E. 97th New York, aged 30 years, was wounded in the left ankle joint, at Matcher's

Hun. February 6, 1865. Assistant Surgeon 1). C. Peters, U. S. A., reported: "The wounded man was admitted to Jarvis

Hospital. Baltimore, February 11th. Tin- injury was caused by a musket ball entering the external malleolus, fracturing the

astragalus, and making its exit internally. ( arics of the astragalus ensued and the foot became greatly

inflamed. On March 2d, the leg was amputated at the lower third by Acting Assistant Surgeon B. B.

Miles. Ether was used, and the operation was pel-formed by lateral Haps with circular section of

muscles." The patient was subsequently transferred to Ira Harris Hospital at Albany, where he was
discharged from service October 13, 1865, and pensioned. A plaster cast of the stump (Spec. 1025),

represented in the annexed cut (FlG. 30G). was contributed to the Museum by Assistant Surgeon J.

II. Armsby, U. S. V., in charge of the latter hospital, and shows the ends of the bone apparently

rounded and sufficiently covered, while the cicatrix is slightly but not injuriously drawn on the pos-

terior surface. In his application for commutation the pensioner described the stump as continuing

ill a "healthy condition." His pension was paid June 4, 1&80.

Case 775.—E. Robinson, a landsman (colored), aged 24 years, while attached to the U. S.

Steamer Hodolph, was wounded in the left leg by the explosion of a torpedo in Mobile Bay, April 1,

18(55. The injury involved a dislocation of the tibia at the knee and a compound comminuted frac-

ture of the fibula and tibia near the ankle of the same leg. The fracture was impacted as well as

comminuted. When he was admitted to the Naval Hospital at Pensacola, three days afterwards, the

dislocation had been reduced, but on examination (the patient being under the influence of chloroform)

both the tibia and fibula were found to be severely injured near the ankle, the bones protruding from

the wound and large and small fragments being easily felt by introducing the finger. It was then

deemed useless to attempt to save the limb, and amputation was performed about four inches above

the injury. The dislocated bone was kept in position by pasteboard splints and the greatest care was

used in dressing the stump. The case progressed favorably until April '22(1, when the patient com-

plained of headache and nausea, followed in a short time by a severe chill and high fever. Pyaemia

being apprehended, the stump, though nearly healed at the time, was carefully examined, and fluctu-

ation was detected at the under portion near the cicatrix. After the escape of pus by free incision

into this part the patient, who was a man of strong constitution, over six feet high and stout in pro-

portion, improved rapidly under the administration of quinine, and was soon able to be transferred to New York, where he

entered the Naval Hospital on June 15th. He was discharged from service November 24, 1805, with a good stump, being

able to walk easily and well on an artificial limb and suffering no weakness of the knee consequent upon the dislocation. The

history was contributed by Passed Assistant Surgeon J. R. Tryon, U. S. N., who also forwarded the amputated bones of the

leg, which constitute specimen 5(1(32 of the Surgical Section of the Museum, and exhibit the seat of the injury, including a

longitudinal fissure in the tibia about three inches in length. The man is a pensioner and was paid September 4, 1880. He
reported the stump as continuing in ''good and healthy condition."

Case 77C.—Private O. M. Armstrong, Co. B, 120th New York, aged 33 years, was wounded at Cold Harbor, June 3, 1864.

Surgeon F. E. Burmeister, 69th Pennsylvania, reported his admission to the Second Corps Hospital, at White House, with

"shot wound of left ankle joint, for which amputation was performed by Dr. Henry McLean, of Troy, N. Y., on June 10th."

Two days afterwards the patient entered Armory Square Hospital, Washington, where a subsequent operation was performed

by Surgeon D. W. Bliss. U. S. V., who described the case as follows: "The man was admitted with amputation of the leg at

the lower third. The stump was very painful and symptoms of necrosis were exhibited. Simple dressings were used, and

stimulants and nourishing diet were prescribed. On October 11th, the patient was placed upon the operating table and put

under the influence of chloroform, when the stump was opened and a ring of necrosed bone, which encircled the tibia, was taken

away by means of a pair of dressing forceps. The patient did well after the operation, and was transferred to hospital at

Rochester in February following." The removed fragment, consisting of a tubular sequestrum four inches long, was contrib-

uted to the Museum by tile operator (Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 404, Spec. 3284), and is represented on Plate LXXI, Figure 3,

opposite page 428, ante. The patient, was discharged from service May 31, 1805, and pensioned, having been previously sup-

plied with an artificial limb by Dr. I). lily, who described the amputation as having been performed by the Hap method. The
pensioner died October 22, 1870. The cause of his death is reported to have been softening of the brain.

Fatal Intermediary Amputations in the Lower Third of the Leg.—One hundred and

twenty amputations—one hundred and three performed on Union and seventeen on Con-

federate soldiers—belong to this category. In two instances amputation in the lower third

of the thigh was unavailingly resorted to. Death was ascribed to pyaemia in thirty-five,

exhaustion in twenty, tetanus in five, gangrene in three, and secondary haemorrhage in

four instances.

Case 777.—Private L. Mock, Co. I, 119th Pennsylvania, aged 22 years, was wounded in the left foot, at Rappahannock

Station, November 7, 1863, by a musket ball, which entered about one and a half inches below the internal malleolus, passing

upward and outward, making its exit anterior and under the external malleolus and opening the ankle joint in its passage

through the parts. He entered Armory Square Hospital at Washington two days after receiving the injury. On December

6th, Surgeon D. W. Bliss, U. S. V., amputated the leg above the ankle by Hap operation, the patient being under ether, to

Scbg. 111—07
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Fig. 307.—The
lower portionB of
the bones of right

leg. Spec. 1347.

which a little chloroform was added towards the last. Three vessels were ligated, the loss of Wood being small. The patient

reacted well from the anaesthetic. At the time of the operation his constitutional condition was tolerably good and the tissues of

the wounded parts were in a healthy state. The stump grew painful, but its appearance was good. Cold-water dressing was
used and nourishing diet with stimulants were administered. On December 9th the patient had three chills, followed by profuse

perspiration. On the following day there was no chill, the stump still looked well, and the patient suffered no pain. Quinine

and opium were now prescribed in addition to the former treatment. By December 18th there was well-developed pyaemia,

from the effects of which the patient died December 21, 1883. After death yellowness, to an extreme degree, came on, and, on

inspection, the shoulder and elbow were found to contain pus, the shoulder having a large quantity and the other joints being

believed to be in a like condition. The tarsal bones of the amputated limb, contributed with the history by the operator, con-

stitute specimen 1903 of the Surgical Section of the Museum. The specimen exhibits no perceptible attempt at repair, and

shows that the ball passed through the calcaneum, which is necrosed, and grazed the astragalus, opening the ankle joint. The
appearance of the entrance and exit wounds is shown in Pi.aTE XXXIX, FlGUKE 2.

Case 778.—Corporal G. 13. Scott, Co. K, 8th New York Cavalry, aged 10 years, was wounded in the right lower

extremity, at Beverly Ford, June 9, 1863. He was conveyed to 'Washington and admitted to Lincoln Hospital on the following

day, whence Surgeon G. S. Palmer, U. S. V., contributed the pathological specimen (No. 1347) represented in the adjoining

wood-cut (Fig. 307), with the following description and result of the injury: "The wound was of the right

ankle joint, affecting the internal malleolus and bones of the foot. The ball entered over the inner malleolus

and was not extracted. Incisions with the knife were made over the external malleolus, allowing the free flow

of pus, and fragments of bone were daily extracted. The leg was amputated at the lower third on June 20th.

The patient never recovered from the shock of the operation. On the second day he had a severe chill, followed

by profuse sweating. His tongue became dry and he complained of great thirst; pulse 130; appetite capri-

cious. The flaps of the stump grew whitish around the ligatures, and a watery offensive discharge commenced

to escape from the stump. On the third day the anterior flap became tawny, having a decided tendency to

slough, and the limb became decidedly erysipelatous. On June 24th, profuse diarrhoea set in and the patient

complained of pain in the loins, but his mind was yet clear and he was in excellent spirits. The stump now
had no sensation in it whatever. The chills followed each other in rapid succession, the patient having as

many as two daily, followed in each case by diaphoresis. He rested well until the evening of June 29th. On
the following day twenty-five drops of laudanum were administered, which produced a quiet slumber. On
awakening from this he became delirious and very restless; pulse 183 and compressible; respiration thirty-five

per minute and labored; fever intense. He died on the morning of July 1, 1863. The wound at no time dis-

charged purulent matter, but profuse, thin, and offensive fluid, staining the dressings with a dirty blood color.

The flaps retained their proper relations, the ligatures not loosening. No erysipelas existed beyond the knee,

which was slightly swollen. At the post-mortem examination the stump was found to have become blackened,

the epidermis being readily detached from its base, and a large bleb full of brownish serum was discovered on the inner side of

the knee. The anterior flap was perfectly black, and the muscles in the posterior flap had become a softened pultaceous mass.

The periosteum of the fibula was detached and of a dark green color; the muscles were affected as far up as the union of the

tibia and fibula. The anterior portion of the fibula and the crest of the tibia were dotted with a reddish color, the rest of the

bones being pure white." The specimen consists of the amputated lower extremities of the bones of the leg, the external

malleolus being broken off.

Case 779.—Sergeant TV. H. Gaslim, Co. K, 8th Virginia, aged 20 years, was wounded and captured

at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863. His injury was described by Assistant Surgeon W. F. Richardson, C. S. A.,

from Camp Letterman, as follows: "A minie ball entered the centre of the sole of the right foot, passing

through the tarsus and emerging at the top of the foot. The leg was amputated at the lower third on

August 1st. The patient was troubled witli abscesses which formed in the stump, and now and then attacks

of diarrhoea came on, which brought his condition down. Astringents, nourishing diet, tonics, and stimu-

lants were administered. In the beginning of September the discharge had grown very slight; but about

October 20th the stump became much swollen and inflamed, the discharge copious and unhealthy, and the

tibia protruded one-half inch, the bone being necrosed for six inches above the end of the stump. Diarrhoea

was now profuse and obstinate. By October 30th the patient had become much reduced and the necrosed

portion of the tibia was loose. On November 4th the diseased portion of the bone, six inches in length,

was removed. The patient died on the following day, November 5, 1603." A section of the bones of the

stump (Spec. 1962), showing very extended ravages of disease, was contributed by Acting Assistant Surgeon

E. P. Townsend and is represented in the wood-cut (Fig. 308).

Case 780.—Private L. Smith, Co. D, 12th Infantry, aged 24 years, was wounded in the left foot, at

cjpottsylvania, May 12, 1864, and entered Stanton Hospital, Washington, six days afterwards. Surgeon J.

Fin. 308.—Sections A. Lidell, U. S. V., reported: "The nature of the injury was an extensive shell wound on the plantar sur-

of right tibia and libu- face a]j tne tarsal bones except the cuboid being fractured. The foot became much swollen and inflamed
la. three months after '

t
amputation in lower and the wound was sloughing and full of maggots. Acting Assistant Surgeon C. H. Osborn amputated the
hud. Spec. Jh...

jeg at {jje
iower tljii-tl, on May 21st, by the circular method, using sulphuric ether as the anaesthetic. But

little blood was lost during the operation. The patient reacted promptly and did not suffer much shock. Tonics and stimulants

were administered. On May 26th, there was a pyaemic chill, which returned at intervals for two weeks. The stump commenced

to slough, abscesses formed in the thigh, and large bed-sores came on over the sacrum. The patient was also troubled with

diarrhoea. Death resulted from pyaemia July 3, 1864. At the autopsy the anterior part of the stump was found to have sloughed

to within one inch below the tubercle of the tibia, exposing the bone, which was denuded of its periosteum. There were two

huge abscesses, one in the popliteal space and the other in the middle third of the thigh; small thrombi in the veins. The lungs
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contained several superficial abscesses; the liver was enlarged, soft, and fatty; spleen soft and enlarged. All the other viscera

were in a normal condition." The stump of the leg, showing the tibia to be exposed for the extent of six inches, was con-

tributed to the Museum by Assistant Surgeon G. A. Mursick, U. S. V., and constitutes specimen '2739 of the Surgical Section.

Table LXXIV.
Summary of Three Hundred and Thirty-five Cases of Intermediary Amputations in the Lower Third

of the Leg for Shot Injury.

[Recoveries, 1—215; Deaths, 216—335.

|

NO Name, Military
Description, axl> Age.

Adams, S. N., Pt., D, April 2,

110th Ohio, age 29. 12, '65.

Agan, H., Pt, I, 7th Sept. 17,

Michigan, age 17. 24, '62.

Anderson. R., Pt., H, April 12,

76th Colored Troops, 20, '65.

age 25.

Armstrong, O. M.,Pt.. B,
120th N. Fork, age 33.

II

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

jo

21

-•2

23

2-1

23

if.

27

28

Operations, Operators,
Result.

June 3,
|

10, '64.

Babcock, E. O., Pt., I,

34th Mass., age 27.

Bachtell, S., Pt., H, 7th
Pennsylvania Cavalry,
age 22.

Bacon, A., Pt., B. 2d S.
Carolina, age 21.

Bacon, W., Pt., D, 7th
Maine, age 21.

Barnett, J. B., Pt., E,
191st Perm., age 33.

Bathurst, J. P., Serg't, I,

5th Pennsylvania Re-
serves, age 23.

Betty, W. J/., Pt., K, 7th
Arkansas.

Biglow, I., Pt., E, 8th
Louisiana.

Bisbee, A., Corp'l, B,
7th Maine, age 25.

Blankenship, IF. A.,
Capt., F, 25th Virginia,
age 21.

Boardwell, I, Pt, C,
36th W isconsin, age 18.

Bowles, Jt. A.. Pt., H,
22d Virginia Battery.

Brady, B., Pt., E, 73d
Ohio, age 21.

Brennan, W. D., Capt.,
A, 142d New York,
age 24.

Bromlev, W., Pt., A,
140th 'N. York, age 33.

Brown, A. J'., Pt., B, 43d
North Carolina.

Brown, C. 1"., Pt., F, 1st

Connecticut Cavalry,
age 24.

Brown, J. C, Pt., E,
5-'d Ohio, age 20.

Brown, ,T. D.,Pt.,1, 109th
New York, age 19.

Brown, S., Pt., I, 107th
Ohio, age 21.

Brmcn, W. A., Pt., F,
38th Alabama.

June 18,

July2,'64
Aug. 18,

Sept. 17,

1864.

Julv 2,

26, ^63.

July 12,

15, '64.

Mnr. 31,
April 8,

1865.

Dec. 13,

28, '62.

Sept. 19,

28, '63.

Sept. 17,

20, '63.

April 16,

Mav 12,

1862.

July 2,

9, '63.

June 6,

19, '64.

June 28,

Julv3,'62
May 15,

J une 5,

1864.

Sept. 29,

Oct. 19,

1864.

Mav 6,

13, ''64.

Oct. 19,

25, '64.

June 20,

July 3,

1864.

July 21,

Aug. 6,

1864.

Nov. 3,

6, '63.

July 2,

5, "63.

Nov. 25,

Dec. 5,

1863.

June 16,

23. '62.

June 16,

Buist, C. B.. Pt., C, 27th
South Carolina.

Burke. .)., Serg't. II, 7th
N.Y. H'ry Art., ageSl. 28. '64.

Bush. H., Pt., D. 85lh Aug. 2!

Pennsylvania, age 33 Sept. 1

1863.

Right; flap. A. A. Surg. F. H.
Colton. (Also fractureand exc.
left tibia.) Disch'd Sept. 1 1/65.

Right; circular. S. G. Gray, Act-
ing Medical Cadet, U. 8. A.
Discharged June 6, 1863.

Left ; ant. post, ykiu Hap; circular
section muscles. Surgeon F. E.
Piquette, 86th Colored Troops.
Discharged June 10, 1865.

Left: flap. Dr. H. McLean, Troy.
Necrosis ; sequestra removed.
Disch'd May 31, 1865. Spec.

3284. Died October 22, 1870;
softening of brain.

Left ; tlap. Confederate surgeon.
Discharged July 6, 1865.

Right ; circular. A. Surg. T. A.
McGraw, II. S.V. Disch'd Jan.

30, 1866; subsequently re-amp.
Left; circular. Surg. S. Buruch,
3d Battalion. S. C. To Provost
Marshal September 17, 1863.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. T.
Carroll. Necrosis. Discharged
Juno 16, 1865. Amputation
thigh in 1866. Spec. 2841.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Surgeon N.
R. Moseley, U. S. V. (April 1,

Syme'stunp. ankle joint ; slough-

ing.) Disch'd June28, 1865.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. D.
Weisel. Gangrene ; exfoliat'n.

Discharged December 19, 1863.

Right. Surg. P. F. Eve, C. S. A.
Recovery.

. Union surgeon. Recovery.

Right ; circular. Surgeon R. B.
Bontecou, U. S. V. Discharged
February 10, 1863. April 8,

1863, amputation thigh.

Right. Ass't Surg. \V. Black, C.
S. A. Exchanged Dec. 5, 1863.

Left : double flap. Ass't Surg.
S. B. Word, U. S. V. Disch d
May 4. 1865.

. Surg. — Peticolas, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Left ; circular. A. A. Sarg. C. S.

Merrill. Erysipelas. Disch'd
February 28, 1665.

Left ; circular. Surg. D. G. Rush,
101st 1'enn. Discharged May
15, 1865.

Left; circular. Discharged May
25, ie65.

. Surgeon It. T. Baldwin,
C. S. A. Recovery.

Left ; circular. Surg. A. F. Shel-
don, II. S. V. Disch'd March
26, 1865. March. 1868, re-ampu-
tation. Specs. 2765, 4700.

Right; skin [lap. A.A.Surg. S.

VV. Blackwood. April 22, 1865,

re-amp leg. Disch'd ,Iune3,'65.
Left; circular. Surgeon I). \V.
Bliss, U. S. V. Disch'd March
27, 1864. Spec. 1764.

Right; circular. Discharged Feb-
ruary 7, 1864.

Left : flap. Surg. J. C. Morgan,
29th Mo. (A Iso wound of right

leg.) Transferred.
. Surg. II. linger, P.A.C.S.

i Recovery.
Left ; necrosis. Julv 16, re-nmp.
Disch'd Mar. 3, '65.' S;wc. 2880.

.Left; circular. Surg. I>. Merritt,

55th Perm. Sloughing; erysip-

elas. Discharged July 6, 1864.

No.
Name, military

description, anu age.
Dates.

,v

Bush, J., Pt., B, 54th
Indiana.

Career, S., Pt., G, 45th
North Carolina.

Clark, R. A., I't., F, 14th
New Jersey, age 21.

Cluck, J., Pt., B, 7th
Peun. Reserves, nge
30.

Conklin, J. II., Pt., A,
40th New York, age 22.

Conroy, J., Pt, C. 4th
Infantry.

Coombs, L. D., Corp'l,

F, 2d Wisconsin, age
28.

Corey, R., Pt., C, 18th
Connecticut, age 34.

Crocker, N. C, Pt., A,
11th Maine, age 28.

Cruger, E., Tt., E, 5th
New York.

Curtis, H. H., Pt., C, 7th
Wisconsin, age 22.

Curtis, J. B., Pt., I, 8th

New York Artillery,

nge 21.

Davidson, S., Pt., B, 7th
Indiana, age 23.

Dayton, B. F, Pt., B,
57th Mass., age 18.

Denniston, J. F., Capt.
and Commissary, U. S.

V., nge 24.

Dersam, F. E., Pt., H,
8th New York Heavy
Artillery, age 31.

Devlin, J. R„Pt.,E, 20th
Massachusetts.

Dodge, T. A., Lieut.,—

,

119tb New York.

Downey, S. IF., Lieut.,0,

28th Alabama, nge 39.

Driscoll. D. O., Pt., B,
14th Infantrv, age 19.

Dudley. E. H., I't., K,
16th Vermoat, age 20.

Dyer, S. M., Pt., I, 5th
Wisconsin, age 20.

Emory, J., Pt., A, 36th
Indiana, age 28.

Emory, J. D., Pt., B,
139th Penn., nge 24.

Fate, L., Pt., G, 13th
Mississippi, age 23.

Ferris, R. P., Pt.,F, 101st

New York.
Fespernian, W. C, Serg't,

F, 7th North Carolina.
Finnagan, P., Pt., D,
108th N. York, age 24.

Fleetwood. L. A., I't., C,
54th Massachusetts (C.

T.I, age 22.

Flippin, E., Pt.,F, 49th
Virginia, age 28.

Mav 31,

June 3,

1863.

May 5,

8, '64.

July 9,

Aug. 3,

1864.

Dec. 13,

28, '62.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

May 5,

8,
f
iA.

Aug. 30,

Sept. 4,

1862.

May 5,

15,
1
64.

July 18,

28, '64.

Aug. 14,

25, '64.

Aug. 30,

Se.20,'62

Mav 5,
31, ''64.

June 3,

14, '64.

June 9,

13, '62.

May 12,

27, '64.

Aug. 25,

Sept. 10,

1864.

June 3,

9, '64.

Sept. 17.

211. '62.

Julv 1,

6, '63.

Dec. 15,

18, '64.

Mav 5,

8.
r
64.

Julv 3,

18, ''63.

Mav 4,

7, '63.

Mav
13, ''64.

Oct. 19,

28, '64.

Aug. 29,

Sep.- '62

De.13,'62.

Jan. -.'63.

Sept. 17. !

Oc.l I. '«->.!

Julv 18. ,

23,' '63.

Mav 30.

Left ; flap. A. A. Surgeon M. B.
Graff, Trans. July 24, 1863.

Died Jan. 14. 1870; ulceration of
stump. Spec. 1629.

Lett. Surg. J. B. F.delin, C. S. A.
Discharged March 4, 1865.

Left; circ. A. A. Surgeon J. C.
Shinier. (Alsopenetr. wound of

lung.) Discharged September
11, 1865. Spec 3922.

Left; circular. Surg. H. Bryant.

U. S.V. (Also wild of hand and
back.) Discharged December
11, 1863. Spec. 4548.

Lett; circular. Discharged May
15, 1865.

Right; flap. A. A. Surg. ]'. II.

Brown. Aug. 9, '63, bone rem.;
gangrene. Disi'hnrged.

Right: anterior posterior flap.

Surg. E. Bentlcv, V. S. V. Dis-

charged December 22, 1864.

Left : circular. A. A. Surgeon J.

t lohlsboroilgh. Disch'd March
23, 1865.

Right; circular. A. A. Surgeon
R. O. Sidney. Discharged June
12, 1865.

Right. Discharged February 11,

1863.

Left; circ. Confederate surgeon.
Discharged May 26, 1865.

Left; circular. A. A. Surg. A. N.
K. Andrews. Sloughing. Dis-
charged November 10, 1864.

Spec. 2533.

Right : circ. Surg. P. F. White-
head, C. S. A. Discharged Oc-
tober 3, 1862.

Left; circular. Surg. O. A. Jnd-
son, U. S. V. August, 1864, re-

amp. Disch'd Dec. 27, 1864.

Right; circalar. Surgeon D. W.
Bliss, U. S. V. (Aug. 25. Piro-
gofT'samp. ankle joint.) Disch'd
January I, 1867. Spec. 3211.

Right; ant. posterior flap. Ass't
Surg. S. H.Ward. U.S. V. Dis-
charged Sept. 13/65. Spec. 2664.

Left ; flap. Discharged Decem-
ber 12. 1862.

Right: flap. Ass't Surg. G. M.
McGill, U. S. A. To V. R. C.
November 26, 1863.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. R. I..

McClure. To Provost Marshal
February 6. 1665.

Right: circular. To regimeut
October 7. 1864.

Left: circular. (July 4. Seine's
amputat'u foot; sloughing); ne-
crosis. Dec. 21. re-amputation.
Discharged April 23, 1864.

Left. Confederate surgeon. Dis-
charged April 25, 1864.

Sept. 19, 1 Left; Hap. Discharged Septem-
22. '63.

]
her 21. 1864.

Left ; flap. Discharged Febru-
ary 25, 1865.

Left : flap. To prison Jane 6,

1865.

. Discharged November 1,

1862.
. Surg. — Miller, C. S. A.

Recovery.
Left : flap : exfol. Discharged
November 13. 1862. Spec 386.

Left (eurious). Nov. 6. re-nmp.
Dischnrged JuncS. 1664. Died
September 3, 1866. Spec. 4.111.

Right : circ. Exchanged March
J'ne5,64.j 1, 1865.
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Name, Military
DEBCKII'TION, ANli AGE.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

89

BO

91

92

S3

Forloine, Jt., Serg't, K.
J r>t 1 1 Virginia.

Friddle, W., I't., D.Slst
UiiimiH, age 25.

Fuhrman, J., I't., K,27th
Indiana, age 24.

May 16,

!W,
-

64.

June in.

26, '64.

Mav 3,

21, to.

Gaines, IF. 11., Lieut., B,
14th Virginia Cavalry.

Gardner, C. .(., Serg 1,
<

',

1st N. York Dragoons,
ago 21.

Glenn, W, I't., A, lotli

Pennsylvania, age 25.

Grindstaff, .1.1!.. I't., A,
7th West Virginia, age

I
38.

dross, J., I't., E, 800th
' Pennsylvania, age 21.

Bannon, M., I't., A, 9th
New York Heavy Ar-
tillery, age 30.

! Hnppe, J., I't., B, 4th
Artillery, age 30.

Harden), R., PL, C, filst

Pennsylvania, age Si-

Hare, I)., Pt., I, 95th
(Olio.

Harp, A., I't., I), 8th

Alabama, age 35.

Harris, W. W., I't., B,
186th N. York, age 34.

Hart, .1.. I't., A, 14th

Connecticut.
Ilartv, 1)., I't., P, C9th
New York.

Harvey, O. W., Pt., 1,

I4tn New York Heavy
Artillery, ago 20.

Hausbeek, A., Ft., G,
105th Penn., age 19.

Hank, J., Pt., I, 36th
Ohio,

lloerr, P.. I't., B, C2d
Pennsylvania, age 23.

Hoinbrce., J., I't., B, 10th
North Carolina.

Hooks, J. B., It., K, 12th

Georgia,
llosington, C, Pt., E,
lUSd Ohio, age 36.

l.'orl;, A., I't., D, 8th
Mississippi.

Hunter, W., I't., 1, 113th
Ohio, age 54.

Jaeger, C, Corp'l, G,
46th New York, age 27.

Jorvis, II. P., Lieut., A,
24th Mass., age 19.

Johns, D. S., I't., 0, 2:W
South Carolina.

Johnson. 1). B., Pt., II,

8th N. Y.H. A., age 21.

Kendall, J., I't., K, 2d
Delaware, age 21.

Keys, H., Pt., A, 18th
Massachusetts, age 20.

Aug. 17,

Se.15,'64,
Aug. 11,

26, '64.

June 27,

July 21.

18f«.

May 12,

June 4,

1864.

Mar. 25.

Ap.24,'65
Oct. 19,

Nov. 9,

1864.

July 1,

6,
f
63.

May 12,

28, '64.

Mar. 12,

15, '63.

July 3,

28, '63.

April 2,

17, '65.

Dec. 13,

17, '62.

Sept. 17,

25, '62.

June 17,

20, '64.

May 5,

June 2,

1864.

Sept. 19,

Oe.19,'63.

July 2,

12, to.

July 1,

22, to.
May 10,

J'ne5,'64
June 13,

21, '63.

July 2.

28, '63.

Sept. 18,

Oct. 3,

1864.

May 12,

31, '64.

June 5,

8, '62.

Aug. 30.

Gep.2,'62.
June 3,

8, '64.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 6,

1862.

Dec. 14,

19, '62.

King, A., Lieut., K, 62d
Pennsylvania, age 25.

King, S. 8., Serg't, I,

190th Pennsylvania.

June 27,

Julv —

,

1862.

May 22,

June 17,

1864.

Lamont, II., Ft., B, 8th Sept. 29,

Connecticut, age 40. ' Oct. 27,

1864.

Lane, I., Pt., A, 8th Sept. 17,
'

Michigan, age 24. Oct. 14.

1862.

. Surg. J.G.Dudley, I'. A.
<;. s. Discharged tat. 2, 1864.

Left. Ass t Surg. C. < . Bj me,
U.S. A. Disch'd Feb. 1^, 1865.

Right ; ant. post. (lap. Ass't Surg.
W. Thomson, U. s. A. Erysip-
elas. Disch'd Sept. !(,. 1863.
Spec. 1851. Died March 31, 1876.

Left. Surgeon — Butler, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right ; long ant. short post. flap.

A. A. Surgeon G. 11. Dare. Dis-
charged April 28, 1865.

Right; sloughing. Sept. 4, re-

amp, posterior Hap. Discharged
July 25, 1864.

Right ; circular. Surgeon I). YV.

Bliss, U. S.V. Discharged April
15, 1865. Spec. 2428.

Left; flap. Surgeon E. Bentley,
U. S. V. Disch'd July 15, 1867.

Left ; lateral skin flap ; circular
section muscles. A. A. Surg.
H. B. Miles. (Necrosis.) Dis-
charged August 2. 1865.

Left ; circular. Discharged De-
cember 9, 1863.

Right; ant. posterior flap. Surg.
K. Bentley, U. S. V. Disch'd
June 8. 1865.

Right. A. A. Surg. J. B. Taylor.
Discharged August 22, 1863.

Right. Exchanged November
12, 1863.

Left; flap. A. A. Surgeon YV. F.
Goodwin. Disch'd July 20, '65.

Left; flap. Discharged August
1, 1863.

Right; circular. Surgeon II. S.

Hewit, U. S.V. Extol. Disch'd
January 2, 1863. Spec. 210.

Right; flap. Surg. I. V. Miller.

14th N. York Heavy Artillery.

Discharged June 8, 1865.

Right ; circular Hup. Surg. E.
Bentley, U. S. V. Gangrene.
Di6ch'd May 25, '65. Necrosis.

Nov. 29, 1865, re-amputation.
Left ; flap. Discharged Febru-
ary 15, 1864.

Left; circular. Surg. J. Thomas,
118th Penn. Discharged July
13, 1864.

Right. Recovery.

. Surg.— Goodlett, C. S. A

.

Recovery.
Left. (June 14, amp. ankle joint.)

Necrosis. Sept. 17, re-amput'n.
Discharged May 16, 1865. Died
December 16, 1866.

Right. For exchange November
13, 1863.

Right ; circular. A. A. Surgeon
J. B. McPherson. Gangrene.
Feb. 27, '65, removed exfoliat'n.

Discharged July 3, 1865.

Left : circular. A. A. Surg. D. L.
Haight. Hsem. Sept. 30, bone
removed. Disch'd Oot. 27, 1864.

Left ; eirc. Surg. S. A. Green,
24th Muss. Disch'd Sept. 9. 1863.

Necrosed bone removed in 1866.
. Surg. — Michell, C. S. A.

Recovery.
Right : ant. posterior flap. Dis-
charged August 2, 1865.

Left : ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.
J. Sweet. Necrosis. Discharged
January 16, 1863. April, 1864,
bone removed. Spec. 2757.

Right. A. A. Surgeon W. A.
Harvey. Discharged June 10,

1863. Spec. 980.

Right. (June 28. amput'n foot.)

1863, re-umput'n. Discharged
March 17, '63. Died July 12. 72.

Right; circular. A. A. Surgeon
M. F. Price. Discharged June
29. 1865.

Right: flap. A. A. Surgeon E.
K. Deemev. Discharged Octo-
ber 28. 1865.

Left; circular. Ass't Surgeon.1.
Oliver, 21st Mass. Discharged
April 2, 1863.

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

Ml.",

106

Name, Military
DE8CRUTI0N, ami AGE

Lnvell, M., Serg't, A, 7th
.Michigan, age 20.

Learv, olios < oimell. D.,

It., C, 28th Massachu-
setts, age 32.

Leary. J., Ft., I, 106th
New York, age 45.

Leathers, J. A., It., K,
19th Virginia, age 24.

Leslie, A., It., D, 9th
New York, age 21.

Lewis, T. A., Pt., I, 2d
Illinois Cav., age 25.

Lindley, T., Pt., L, 1st

Penn. Cav., age 21.

Lister, J., It., M, 2d New-
York Heavy Artillery,

age 26.

Loffgins, A*., Ft., A, 26th
N. Carolina, age 23.

Lmrry, J. C, Corp I, F,
38th Tennessee, age 26.

Mathews, B., PL, B, 14th
New Jersey, age 23.

Matteson. P., It., C,
186th New York.

May, C. II., It., B, Kith
Massachusetts, age 28.

107 Mayer, H„ It., B, 12th
I Maine, age 30.

108 McCami., 1L, Ft., D.
127th Illinois.

inn McGuire, G. F., Pt., I,

57th New York, age 21.

McLavgMiv, I. T., It.,

B, 13th Ala., age 48.

McLaughlin. M., Ft., H,
31st New York.

McMontry. II., Corp'l, A,
16th Infantry, age 34.

McPherson, A. D., Serg't,
A, 105th Pennsylvania.

McQuilkin, D. I,., Pt., E,
38th Ohio.

McQuinn, J.. Ft., K, 35th
Massachusetts, age 42.

Meivhard, P., It., I).

6th Louisiana.
Merrill, J., Ft., B, 5th
Wisconsin, age 35.

Miller, W., It., A, 72d
Pennsylvania.

Moflit, YV., Tt., F, 1st

Connecticut, age 20.

5thMoore, O., Ft., I,

Ohio.
Morgan, C. F., It., B, 1st

Massachusetts.
Morgan, G., Pt., E, 97th

New York, age 30.

Morgan, J. M., Black-
smith, II, 13th Penn-
sylvania Cav., age 17.

Morrill, J. A.,Pt.. A, 10th
Vermont, age 19.

Morris, ./..Serg't.C, 11th
Mississippi, age 23.

Mueller, J.,Capt.,B,17fb
Missouri.

Mulligan, J.. It., D, 89th

Pennsylvania, age 32.

Murphy, T., Pt., C, 15th
Iowa, age 13.

129 Myers, S. II., It., E, 75th
Indiana, age 20.

Julv 3,

14,"*63.

June 3,

9, '61.

Oct. 19,

Nov. 17,

1804.

July 3,

17, to.
Fee. 13,

28, '62.

April 8,

22, '64.

Sept. 13,

Oct.9,'63.

June 1,

10, '64.

July 2,

23, '63.

Nov. 30,

Dee. 28,

1864.
June 1,

28, '64.

April 2,

29, '65.

June 18,

27. '64.

Sept. 19,

Oc.10,'64.

Jan. 11,

31, '63.

Dec. 13,

24, '62.

Julv 3,

(i, '63.

May 3,

17, '63.

May 28,
J'ne"3,'64.

July 2,

Aug. 1,

1863.

Nov. 25,
28, '63.

July 30.

Aug. 20,

1864.

May 2,

5, '63.

Mav 111,

13, '64.

Sept. 17,

28, '62.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 10,

1862.

June 9,

13, '62.

Aug. 19,

29, '62.

Feb. 6,

Mar. 2,

1865.

June 16,

Julv JO
18"63.

June 1,

7, '64.

July 3,

7, '63.

Nov. 27,

Deal, '63.

Sept. 17,

21, '62.

July 21,

28, '64.

June 20,

30, '64.

OrERATTOKS, Ol'ERATOHB,
Result.

Left; flap. Discharged June 4,

1864.

Right; circular. Surg. E. Rent-
ley, I'. S.V. Discharged Muv
25.1865. Spec. 2663. Nov. »).
18117. re-amp. Died of lia-m. of
lungs February 7, 1873.

Right; lateral flap. A. A. Surg.
R. II. Sterling. Disch'd June
14, 1865.

Left. Exchanged November 1
-J.

1863.

Left; ant. posterior flap. A. A.
Surg. T. II. Dearing. Disch'd
July 29. 11-114. Spec. 716.

Right; circular. A. A. Surg. H.
Smith. Disch'd June 15, 1864.

Left. Surgeon 1 1. YV. Bliss, U. S.
V. Discharged April 14, 1864.

Left ; flap. Surgeon W. Watson,
105th Penn. Discharged Nov.
22, 1864. Spec. 3259.

. Surgeon — Bork, C. S. A.
Paroled November 12, 1863.

Right; flap. A. A. Surg. J. E.
Patterson. To Provost Marshal
March 7, 1865.

Right; ant. post. flap. Surg. E.
Bentley, V. S. V. Discharged
April 15, 186."..

Left ; circular. Surg. E. Bentley,
U. S.V. ( W'nds shoulder, back,
and hip.) Disch'd July 15, 1865.

Left; circular. Discharged Feb-
ruary 18, 1865.

Right. A. A. Surgeon L. Fassitt.

Discharged June 1, 1865.

Right; lateral flap. A.A.Surg.
T. T. Smiley. Erysipelas: ne-
crosis. Disch'd Nov. 6. 1863.

Right; circular. Ass't Surgeon
(i. M. McGill, U. S. A. Dis-
charged December 16, 1864.

Left. Surgeon C. S. Wood. 66th
New Y'ork. July 14, tetanus.
Exchanged April' 27, 1864.

Left; circular. Discharged De-
cembers, 1863.

Left; circular. To regiment Sep-
tember 29, 1864.

Left. A. A. Surgeon J. Dickson,
Discharged June 4, 1864. Spec.
1649.

Left; flap. Discharged August
11, 1864.

Right; double flap. A.A.Surg.
E. Seyffarth. Discharged June
15, 1865.

Right. Surg. W. A.Robertson,
P. A. C. S. Disch'd Sept. 1, '64.

Right ; flap. Confed. surgeon.
Discharged June 17. 1865.

Left: circular. A. A. Surgeon P.
Middleton. Necrosis. April 28.

1864, amp. thigh. Discharged
September 3, 1864. Sjiers. 97,

2748, 4172.
Left; circular. Surgeon B. Beust,
U. S. V. Discharged August 5,

1863.
Left ; flap. Surg. P. F.Whitehead,
P. A. C. S. Disch'd Feb. 1, 1863.

Right; circular. Discharged No-
vember 8, 1862.

Left; lateral flap. A. A. Surgeon
B. R. Miles. Disch'd October
13, 1865. Spec. 1025.

Left. Surgeon J. II. Baxter. V.
S. V. Disch'd March 6, 1865.

Left : flap. Surg. E. Bentley, II.

S. V. Discharged January 2,

lf-65. Spec. 2548.
Left ; circular. Surg. S. R. Cham-
bers, P. A. C. S. Recovery.

Left ; flap. Discharged Septem-
ber 14, 1864.

Left. Surg. T. II. Squire, 89th
N. Y. Disch'd May 21, 1864.

Right; flap. Surg.W. H. Gibbon,
15th Iowa. Discharged July
26, 1865.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. E.
Stubbs. (June 21, excision of
ankle joint.) Disch'd March 7,

1865. 'Died April 12, 1872.
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Name, Military
DESCltll'TION. AMI A((E. I

Dates.

Nase, A., CapL. K. l.'th April 6,

Illinois. 24, '02.

Ol'EHATlOSS, OfEliATOUS
Result.

Nasi], C., Serg't, A, 82d
Col'd Troops, age SI.

Nason. C. T., I'l., C, 1st

Massachusetts Heavy
Artillery, age '25.

O'Connor, J., ft., I, nth
.Massachusetts, ago 44.

Osgood. I., l>t., H, I lth
N. Hampshire, age 33.

135 Palmer, <>., l>t., F, 45th
Pennsylvania.

136

137

138

13'J

I In

141

142

143

144

145

14(i

147

148

1411

151

1

151

Parker, G. /.., Pt., I, 1st

Virginia, age 25.

Parrot!, J., Serg't, H,
28th Tennessee, age 34.

Parsons, II., I'L, C, 9th
West Virginia, age 23.

Pastorius, II., PL, E, 62d
Pennsylvania, age 25.

Paxton, J., l>t., 1'', 23d
Virginia, age 33.

Payne. I >., PL, 1), 28th
Col d Troops, age 19.

Pingel, P., PL, (J, 17th
Wisconsin, age 25.

Pope, It., PL, I. 53d N.
Carolina, age 2(1.

Powers, J. A., PL, E, 03d
Pennsylvania.

Price, T., PL. I, 43d N.
Carolina, age 18.

Habom, I., PL, F, 40th
Indiana, age 20.

Beagles, E., PL, A, 3tith

Wisconsin, age 30.

Reden, H., PL, B, 11th
New Hamp., age 30.

Reeder, S. B., Serg't, U.
S. Marines, age 21.

-Richard, J.. Pt., D, 5th
Connecticut, age 19.

Richardson, G. ()., Pt.,

K, 13th New York.
152 Ridenour, W.M.,Pt.

1
B,

1 lth W. Va.,age 20.

153 Hideout, J. J., Pt., F,
12th Virginia, age 21.

Riebe. H., PL, P, 68th
New York, age 40.

155 Kix, G. S., Artificer, A,
8th New Vork Heavy
Artillery.

15tj Robinson, E., Landsman,
II. S. Steamer Rudolph,
age 24.

157 Rose, E. P., PL, K, 6th
Wisconsin, age 25.

>8 Ross, J., PL, P, 2d South
Carolina.

159 Ross, \V. W„ Pt., I, 9th
New Hamp., age 21.

» Savage, J. IF., Serg't, K,
13th Alabama, age 27.

161 Scullen, M. P., Pt., I),

13th Vermont, age 21.

Sears, O. H., PL. K, 6th
Vermont, age 24.

163 Selah, T.. Serg't. E,96th
Pennsylvania.

104 Serael, .V. It., Turner's
Brigade, age 23.

165 Shappeard, S., Pt., D,
142d New York, age 19.

April 1.

If, '65.

May 10.

S2, *64.

Aug. 311,

Se.11,'62.

Dec. 13,

19. '62.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 2,

1862.

July 3.

7, '63.

Nov. 30,

Dec. 28,

1864.

July 20,

Aug. 3,

1864.
May 25,

31,
,

64.

April 6,

15, '65.

June 7,

27, '64.

Mar. 16,

13, '65.

Julv 2,

6,
f
63.

Aug. 29,

Sept. 3,

1862.

Sept. 5,

19, '64.

Deo. 1,

13, '64.

Aug. 16,

Sept. 4,

1864.

June 20,

30, '64.

Mar. 3,

21, '65.

July 4,

—, '64.

Dec. 13,

16, '62.

June 15,

30, '64.

July 3,

12, '63.

July 1,

4,
r
63.

June 22,

July 7,

1864.

April 1,

4, '65.

July 1,

6, '63.

July 3,

20, ''63.

June 21,

29, '64.

Sept. 30,

Oe.15,'64
Julv 3.

19, ''63.

Sept 19,

Oct. 13,

1864.

Mill' 3.

6, '63.

Jan. 8.

14, '65.

May 26.

June 9,

1864.

Name, Military
DKSCKIl'llOX, AND AGE. '

1'K RATION'S, 1'KHATO KS,

RESULT.

Right. Surgeon E. S. l'euner,

C. S. A. Resigned .1 nly 7, 1863.

Right; ant. post, skin Hap: circ.

sect. urns. Surg. !'. E. Piquette.
86th C. T. (April 4. cxc. of 3.1

nieta. bone.) Disch'd May 30.'65.

Left; ant. post, skin flap. Nov.
15. removed nee. hone. Disch'd

|

June 30, I860, S/«:s. 4758, 3411.
Right; circular. Disch'd April

29, 1863. Drowned Mar. 27, '70.

Left ; circular : necrosed. Jan. 2,

1863, re-amp. Discharged May
3, 1864. Spec. 268.

Left; flap. Surgeon II. S. Hewit,
U. S. V. Necrosis. Discharged
March 6, 1863.

Left ; circular. Ass't Surgeon P.
I!. Yates, C. S. A. Erysipelas.
Recovery.

Right; ant. posterior Hap. A. A.
Surg. .1. E. Patterson. To Pro-
vost Marshal March 7. 1865.

Left; anterior posterior skin flap.

A. A. Surg. M. M. Towusend.
Discharged May 31, 1865.

Right; circular. A. A. Surg. M.
F. Price. Disch'd Jan. 18, 1865.

Right ; circular. Released June
24, 1865.

Right : circular. A. A. Surg. A.
Transue. Necrosis. March 8,

1865, re-amp. Discharged Aug.
1, 1865. Spec. 4740.

Right ; circular. Discharged Sep-
tember 1, 1865.

Right. Paroled November 12,

1863.

Left ; flap. Discharged January
19, 1863. Died December 5,

1866 ; consumption.
Left. To Provost Marshal April

1, 1865.

Right. A. A. Surg. R. McNeilly.
Discharged May 20, 1865.

Left; circular. A. A. Surg. J. 11.

Roe. (Gangrene.) Discharged
May 23, 1865.

Left ; flap. Surg. J. D. Mitchell,

31st Maine. Disch'd Oct. 17,'65.

Left. Discharged August 26,

1865.

Left. (July 4, exc. 4th and 5th
met.) Aug. 12, re-amp. Disch'd
May 12. 1865. Pied Feb. 24,'67.

Left ; circular. Disch'd March
II), 1863.

Right ; circular. Discharged.

Right. Surg. — Dailert, C. S. A.
Necrosis; erysipelas. Exch'd
March 17. 1864.

Left. Discharged May 21, 1864.

Right; circular. A. A. Surgeon
W. C. Mulford. Discharged
March 27. 1865.

Left. Ass't Surg. J. R. Tryon,
V. S. N. Discharged November
24, 1865. Spec. 5662.

Right; circular. Ass't Surgeon
A. D. Andrew, 6th Wisconsin.
Discharged January 1 1, 1864.

Left. Surgeon— Barnes, C. S.A.
Recovery November 12, 1863.

Right: circular. Surgeon A. F.
Sheldon, IT. S. V. Discharged
November 18, 1864.

Right. Retired March 20, 1865.

Right ; anterior posterior flap.

Ass't Surgeon J. D. Johnson,
U. S. V. Spec. 1696.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. T. J,
Dunott. (Amp. right great toe.)

Oct. 13. haemorrhage: necrosis.
Discharged October 28. 1865.

Right: circular. Discharged Au-
gust 7, 1863.

Left ; circular. Ass't Surg. II. T.
Legler, U. S. V. To Provost
Marshal March 2. 1865.

Left; aat. posterior flap. Ass't

Surgeon W. Webster. U- S. A
Discharged April 3, 1865.

166 i Sherman. A., Pt.,D, 20th Oct. 20,

Massachusetts. , Nov. 14

1801.

167 Shirk. J. C..PL, F, 207th April 6.

Pennsylvania, age 26.
j

29, '65.

Simmons, J. J., Lieut.,

176

183

1 85

187

189

A, 6th Mississippi, age Dec. 20.

24.
|

1864.

Hitgreaves, J., PL, C,8th ! April 0,

Virginia, age 25.
i 12, '65.

Smith, A. S..PL.D, 104th Nov. 25,

Illinois. :De. 12/03.
Smith, R. R.. PL, E, 3d

j

Aug. 20,

Ohio Cavalry, age S3. I
24, '04.

Smith, T.G.,Pt„F, 107th ,
Sept. 17,

New York.
| 20, '02.

Spearse, U. W., PL, G,
]

Sept. 19,

40th Mississippi.
! 29, '63.

Stabenfeldt, E., PL, A, ' Sept. 17,

3d Wisconsin, age 30. i Oct. 3,

i
1862.

Stamps, J. B.,Pt.,A, 12th
|
July 9,

Georgia, age 21.
, Aug. 6,

1864.

Statem, E. S., PL, B, 45th
,
Sept. 19,

Virginia, age 23.
I 23, '64.

Stealcv, J., Corp'l, E, ' Sept. 19,

10th W. Va.,ago22.
Stewart, J. L., PL, 1),

49th N. C, age 30.

Sfcwart, T. B., PL, G,
21st Massachusetts, age

Stewart, T. IV, PL, C, 2d
Connecticut H'vy Ar-
tillery, age 31.

light : circular. Surg. N. Hay-
ward. 20th Mass. Discharged
February 27, 1862.

light: circular. A. A. Surgeon
F. II. Getchell. Disch'd Sep-
tember 23. 1865.

Nov. 30, Right : circular. A. A. Surgeon

194

Suite, J. M., PL, E, 23d
N. Carolina, age 20.

1 !i ; L., PL, —, 22d
N. Carolina, age 21.

Terwilleger, T. R., Cor-
poral, D, 85th N. York,
age 21.

Thaytr, J'. 0., Corp'l, F,
8th Georgia, age 23.

Thompson, Si., Pt., C,
7th Indiana, age 25.

Tibbetts, J. G., PL, M,
1st Maine Heavy Artil-

lery, age 28.

Tibbler. N. R., Lieut., K,
6th Arkansas, age 26.

Tnothe, I. ff, Pt., B, 61st
Georgia, age 23.

Turner, S.,Corp'l,H, 21st
Virginia, age 20.

Valentine, C. L., Pt., B,
5th Wisconsin, age 34.

300

.'U2

Vermilyea, L., Pt,, K
91st New York, age 21.

Vick. T. IP"., PL, C, 3d
Arkansas.

Wakefield, S. D„ PL, E,
3d Maine, age 24.

Waldon, E., PL, E, 3d
Delaware, age 25.

Walsh, R., PL, C, 11th
Massachusetts, age 20.

Wanzer, S. O., Pt., K,
36th Illinois, age 20.

Warddle, J.. PL, G, 16th
Massachusetts.

Warner, J., Pt., C, 3d
Wisconsin, age 32.

Weaver, H. P., Corp'l,

B, 155th Pennsylvania,
age 19.

Welsheimer, E. W., Pt.,

G,73d Ohio, age 19.

Welton. J. A., Lieut., E,
51st Indiana.

23, '64

April 1,

21. '05.

June 2,

24, '64.

Sept. 19,

23, '64.

May 2,

14, '63.

May 3,

25, '63.

April 20,

May II,

1864.

July 2,

5, '63.

July 22,

Aug. 1(1,

1864.

June 3,

9, '64.

Nov. 30,

Dec 29,

1864.

Julv 1,

4, '63.

July 2,

10, '63.

Mav 11,

15, '64.

R. McNeilly. To Provost Mar-
shal March 7, 186:,.

Right. (Erysipelas.) Released
June 15, 1865.

Lett: flap. #nrg. R. F. Over.
104th 111. Disch'd May 6, 1864.

Lett: flap. A.Surg.T.A.McGruw,
II. S. V. Disch d April 8, 1865.

Right. Surg. S. N. Sherman, 34th
N. Y. Disch'd Dec. 6, 1862.

. Surg. — Roberts, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right ; flap. Ass't Surgeon J. B.

Br'mton, U. S. A. Oct. 8, lignt'n

ant. tibial. Disch'd Mar. 6, 1863.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. J. H.
Coover. Exchanged October
17, 18li4. Spec. 3816.

Right. Surgeon — Hill, C. S. A.
Exchanged November 24. 1864.

Left ; flap. Discharged February
5. 1865.

Left: circular. A. A. Surg.W. E.
Roberts. Released Aug. 2, 1865.

Left; circular. A. A. Surg.W. C
Mulford. Disch'd Oct. Hi, 1865.

Nov., 1867, re-amp. upper third.

Both ; right. Sept. 23d : left, 24th.
Ass't Surgeon J. G. Thompson,
77th N. V. Oct. 2, haemorrhage.
Discharged August 7. 1865.

Left. Surgeon — Lott, C. S. A.
Retired March 24, 1865.

Left; circular flap. Recovery.

Right; circular, ('unfed, surgeon.
Partial anchylosis knee joint.

Discharged July 27, 1865.

Right. Surgeon — Meoms, 11th

Georgia. Recnverv.
Lefl : double flap. A". A. Surg. E.
Seyflarth. (Haemorrhage. 1 Dis-

charged September 20, 1864.

Left; circular. Surg.W. Watson,
105th 1'cnn. Discharged Jan. 6,

1865. Died January 0. 1871.

Left; anterior posterior skin flap.

A. A. Surg. R. McNeilly. To
Provost Marshal Feb. 6, 1865.

Left. Paroled September 25, '63.

Mar. 31,

April 11,

1865.

May 6,

9, '64.

June 4,

7, '64.

April 1,

11, '65.

June 25,

J'y 6, '62.

Sept. 20,

23. '63.

Aug. 29,

Sep 3, '62.

Mav 3,
15, '(13.

Julv 2.

5. '63.

Oct. 29,

Nov. 16,

1863.

Left; circular. Surg. —- Black,

C. S. A. Exch'd March 3, 1864.

Right ; circular. Surgeon O. A.
Judson, U. S. V. Discharged
September 12, 1865.

Lett ; circular. Ass't Surgeon A.
Delany, U. S. V. Discharged
June 21, 1865. Spec. 4054.

. Surg. — Brown, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Left; ant. posterior flap. Surg.
A. Garcelou, of Maine. Diseb d
March 6, 1865. Spec. 4474.

Right; circular. A. A. Surg. P.

Hnll. Discharged October 6,

1865. Spec. 4055.

Right. A. A. Surg. C. H. Stowe.
Discharged June 10, 1863.

Left ; circular. Disch'd March
16. 1864.

Left. Discharged Februarv 4,

1863.

Left : Hap. Ass't Surg. W. Tow-
ers, 3d Wisconsin. Discharged
August 25, 1863.

Right : circular skin flap. Surg.

J. A. E. Reed, 155th Penn. Re-
amputation; hannouhngc. Dis-

charged July 21, 1865.
Left: anterior posterior flap. A.
A. Surg. C. F. Havties. Haemur-

|
rhage. Disch'd Dec. 30, 1664.

April 30, Left. Confederate surgeon. Dis-

May4,'63 charged June 20. 1864.

Wheeler. W. W., Pt , E,
]
Dec. 13, Left ; circular. Surg. E. Bentley,

16th Maine, age 20. '
22, '62.

I U. S.V. Discharged May 21,

1803. Spec. 5Wi.

1 SEMMES (A. J.), Surgical Xotes of the late War, in Xetc Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal, 1866, Volume XIX, p. 68.
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204

205

206

207

208

209

210

211

212

213

214

215

216

217

218

219

220

221

222

223

224

225

226

227

228

229

230

231

232

233

234

235

230

Name. MIIJTARV
DESCRIPTION, AND ACE

Whcelock, G. C, Pt., K.
7th Michigan, age 20.

White, J., Pt, D, 2;1

Maryland, age 30.

Williams, ./. C., Pt., F,
27th Indiana.

Winters, Z., l't., C, 129th
Illinois, age 23.

Wood, D., Pt., A, 56th
Ohio.
Woolbright, J. F, Pt., D,
Orr's S. C. Rifles.

' Wright. A., —, H, 9tli

Kentucky.
Wright, H.D..Pt.,D, 5th
Mich. Cavalry, age 21.

2 Wright, J. B., Pt., H,
Kith Mass., age 30.

Wright, W. II., Pt., E.
30tb New York, age 23.

Yates, G., Pt., I, 4th X.
Jersey, age 25.

Zimmer, D., Corp'l, E,
2d Ohio.

'Acker, T., Pt., A. 155th
New York, age 40.

Adams, W., Pt., D, 3d
New York Artillery,

age 24.

Auliff. M., Corp'l, G, 7th
Wisconsin, age 20.

Barker, L. A., Pt., E,
37th Georgia, age 43.

Barker, M. H., Rcrg't,

C, 6th Vermont, age

Belger, W., Pt., C, 1st
Massachusetts Heavy
Artillery, age 30.

Bliss, G. F., Corp'l, D,
30th Maine, age 21.

Bollinger, B.,Pt.,C. 143d
Pennsylvania, age 32.

Brooks. J. P., Serg't, K,
57th Mass., age 26.

Brown, A. A., Pt., D, 5th
Florida.

Brown, J., Capt., H, 92d
Ohio.

Burch, T. C, Pt., F, 83d
New York, age 43.

Burns, J., Pt., C, 147th
Pennsylvania.
C , B., Pt., —, —

.

Cain, J. L., Pt., G, 1st
Maine H. Art., age 23.

Campton. J. D., Pt., H,
33d Iowa.

Cartbey, M. L., Pt., G,
50th Indiana.

Childers. L. H., Corp'l,
G, 110th Ohio, age 26.

Clark. H., Pt., D, 8th
Cold Troops, age 33.

Cohatci, J., 2d Assistant
Engineer, age 24.

Cowdrey. E. A., ('apt..

A, 95th New York, age
31.

July 24.

Aug. 6,

1864.

Aug. 29,

Sop. 4, '62.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 5. '02.

July 10,

13, '64.

May 16,

19, '63.

May 5,

12, '64.

Sept. 19,

Oct. 1,(13.

Nov. 12.

19, '64.

Aug. 30,

Sept. 13,

1862.

Aug. 30,

Sept. 7,

1862.

May 5.

18, ''64.

Sept. 20,

Oct. 14.6.1.

May 28,

June 13,

1864.

June 27,

July 11,

1864.

Mav 10,

16," '64.

Dec. 16,

20, '64.

Mav 10,
20.''64.

Mav 12,
23,' '64.

Mav 23,

31, '64.

June 20,

Julv 10,

1864.

May 18,

June 5,

1864.

Julv 2,

13. "63.

Sept. 19,

27, '63.

May 8,

15,^64.

Nor. 25,

—, '63.

Feb. 15,

26, '62,

June 18,

21, '64.

April 30,

MY 3, '64
'

April 30,

Mav 25,
1864.

June 3,

27, '64.

Sept. 29,

Oct. 4.

1864.

June 4.

89, '64.

Mar. 31.

April 16,

1865.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

I

Right; circular. Surg G.E.Mil-
ler, C. S. A. Discharged Aug.
29. 1865.

Right ; circular. Discharged Sep-
tember 29, 1863.

Left ; flap. Discharged January
5, 1863.

Right j circular. Surgeon A. W.
Reagan, 70th Indiana. Disch'd
Julv 29. 1865.

Right. Surg. W. X. King, 56th
Ohio. Disch'd August 19, 1863.

. Surgeon — Fletcher, C. S.
A. Recovery.

Right. Surg. 'P. F. Eve, C. S. A.
Haemorrhage. Recovery.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg.W. P.
Moon. Disch'd June 24, 1865.

Right ; circular. Ass't Surg. C. A.
McCull, U. S. A. (Ha?m.) Nov.
3. 1862. re-amputation. Disch'd
June 18. 1863. Spec. 136.

Right; necrosis. Jan. 16, 1864,

re-amputat'n. Discharged Sep-
tember 28, 1864. Died May 20,

1871 ; consumption.
Eisht ; flap. Surg. D. W. Bliss,

U. S. V. Disch'd March 16, IB65.

Right ; circular. Discharged.

Right ; ant. posterior skin flaps.

Surgeon J. A. Udell, Li. S. V.
(Haemorrhage.) Died June 22,

1864 ; exhaustion.
Lett; Circular. Ass't Surg. E. F.
Hendriek, 15thConn. DiedJuly
30, 1864: irritative fever.

Right; ant. posterior flap. Surg.
E. Bentley, II. S.V. Gangrene.
Died June 16, 1864

;
pyaemia.

Right; circular. A. A. Surg. II.

E. McClure. (Gangrene.) Died
December 28, 1864.

Left; anterior posterior flap. A.
A. Surgeon O. P. Sweet. Died
May 24, 1864

; pyaemia.
Right ; circular. Surgeon N. It.

Moseley, U. S. V. Died June
16. 1864 ; pyaemia.

Left; circular. A. A. Surg. M.
F. Price. Died July 6, 1864;
asthma.

Right; circular. A. A. Surg. M.
L. Baxter. Died July 15, 1864

;

exhaustion.
Left ; ant. posterior flap. Surg.
C. Page, U. S. A. Died July
14, 1864; tvphoid fever.

. Died July 14, 1863; teta-

nus.
Right. Sept. 28, haein.: ligation

on face of stump. Died October
5. 1863; haemorrhage.

Right ; ant. posterior flap. A. A.
Surg. A. P. Craft. Died June
9, 1864 ; exhaustion.

Left. (Gangrene.) Died Decem-
ber 3, 1863.

Right ; circular. Died March 9,

1862: erysipelas.

Left: circular. Died August 5,

1864; pvannia.
Right. Died May 13, 1864.

Left. Died May 28, 1864.

Left; circular. A. A. Surg. G.
W. Edwards. Died July 14,

1864; exhaustion.
Left : circular. A. A. Surgeon T.
Hopkins. Died October 6, 1864 ;

tetanus.

Left : circular : sloughing. Died
July 26. 1864: pyiemin.

Right; anterior posterior flap.

Surg. H. \V. Ducachet, II. S. V.
Died Mav 7, 1865: pyaemia.
Spec. 4078!'

N.i.
Name. Military

Description, and age.

237 Cummings, II. W., Pt.,

D. 28th N. J., age 21.

238 Vefnelt, D., Pt., G, 10th
Georgia, age 21.

239 Dodge, L., Pt., D, 10th
Vermont, age 27.

240
;

Engleman. C, Adj't, 4th
Pennsylvania Cavalry,

I
age 26.

241 Farnham, L., Pt., D, 5th
New Hampshire, age
37.

242 Ford, J. E.. Pt., A, 33d
Ohio, age 29.

3 Frodine. J. W., Pt., G,
6th Wisconsin.

244
j

4 Frost, G., Pt., B, 57th
Ohio.

245 Gallagher. E.. Pt., F,

j

69th N. York, age 37.

246 Gaskins, IP. //., Serg't,

K, 8th Virginia, age 20.

247 Gattan, T., Pt., C, 64th
Ohio.

248 Gesner, II., Corp'l, G,
176th N. York, age 18.

249 Gilreath, L. P., Pt., B,
2d S. Carolina, age 22.

250 Gravenstine, C, Pt., E,
95th Pennsylvania, age

• 24.

251 Guntman, C. Pt., A,
27th Pennsylvania.

252 Hall, M. J.,' Pt., G, 2d
New Hampshire.

253 Hannans. J., Pt.,K,97th
Pennsylvania, age 23.

254
,
Harrington, IT., Serg't,

B, 109th N. Y.. age 26.

255 ;
Heagy, P., Pt.. C, 7th
Pennsylvania Res.

256 Hill, A., Pt., F, 18th
Massachusetts, age 27.

257
,
Hodgkinson, W., Corp'l,

A, 9th New York State
Militia, age 23.

258 Bnffsficker, W., Pt., B,
3d Mississippi, age 19.

259

260

261

262

263

Holt, J., Pt., H, 6th Wis-
cousin.

Hudson, Tf. J., Pt., D,
12th Georgia Batterv,
ago 24.

Hulle, H. B.. Pt.. A, 3d
Mississippi, age 24.

Hyler, F. II.. Pt., B, 55th
Ohio, age 20.

Iron. F., Pt., A, 76th
Col'd Troops, age 20.

264 Johl. W. H., Pt., D, 52d
New York.

265 'Johnson, M., Pt., G, 23d
i Wisconsin.

266 Jones. Ii. I!.. Pt., B, 7th
Illinois Cavalry.

267 Karnes. O. W., Pt., E.
65th New York, age 35.

268 Keller. \V., Pt., I. 1st

Cavalry, age 39.

Dec. 13,

26, '62.

Julv 2.

I8,''03.

Sept. 22,

Oct. 12,

1864.
Mar. 30,

April 19,

1865.

June 3,

9, '64.

Mar. 19,

April 8,

1805.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 0,

1862.

Jan. 3,

22, '63.

June 3,

17, '64.

July 2.

Aug. 1,

1863.
Dec. 31,

Jan. 4,

1863.

Oct. 19,

Nov. 7,

1864.
Julv 2,

20, '63.

Aug. 2,

2V64.

May 3,

— ,
'63.

A ug. 30,

Sep.8,'62.

May 20,

June 11,

1864.

June 23,

July 20,

1864.

Dec. 13,

24, '62.

Dec. 15,

1862.

Jan. 4/63,
Dec. 13,

17, '62.

Dee. 16,

1864,

Jan. 2/65,

Julv 1,

—,
''63.

Julv 9,

22, '64.

Dee. 5.

16, '64.

May 15,

June 6,

1864.

April 1,

26, '65.

Mav 3,

1
7, ''63.

I Jan. 1 1,

I

31, '63.

Oct. 9.

I Nov. 1 1,

|
1863.

: Oct. 19.

Nov. 18,

1 864.

Mar. 28,

April 12,

1865.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

. Died January 15, 1863:
pvaemia.—'-. Died August 17, 1863; py-
aemia.

Left ; circular. Surg. Z. E. Bliss,

U. S.V. Died October 29, 1864
;

pyaemia.
Left ; circular. Surgeon D. W.
liliss, LT. S. V. Died May 12.

1865; pyaemia.
Left; ant. posterior flap. Surg.
E. Bentley, U. S. V. Died Juno
20, 1864 ; gangrene.

Left; flnp. Ass't Surgeon W.
Webster, U. S. A. Died May
13, 1865.

Left. Ass't Surg. C. Bacon, jr..

U.S.A. (Necrosis.) Haeni. Died
Oct. 15, 1862; litem. Spec. 363.

Left; flap. Surg. J. Shrady, 2d
Tenn. Died Jan. 28, '63; pyaem.

Right. A. A. Surgeon A. Ansell.
Died June 28, 1864; pyaemia.
Spec. 2572.

Right. Nov. 4. removed 6 ins.

end of tibia. Died Nov. 5, 1863;
diarrhoea. Spec. 1962.

Left. Ass't Surg. H. P. Ander-
son, 64th Ohio. Died January
8, 1863; gangrene.

Right. A. A. Surg. B. B. Miles.
Died Nov. 26, 1864 ; exhaustion.
Spec. 3429.

Left; circular; necrosis of tibia.

Died October 2, 1863.

Right; circular. Surgeon Z. E.
Bliss, U. S. V. Gangrenous.
Died August 31. 1864 : pyaemia.

Left. Died June 7, 1863 ; typhoid
fever. Spec. 1548.

Right. Died September 16, 1862 ;

tetanus.
Right: circular. A. A. Surgeon
O. W. Peck. Died September
20, 1864; diarrhoea.

Left; circular. A. A. Surgeon
A. Ansell. (Gangrene.) Died
August 26, 1864. Spec. 3125.

Left; flap. (Haemorrhage.) Dec.
27, liaem.; ligation. Jan. 1, '63,

haemorrhage. Died January 30.

1 863. .Spec. 562.
Right. January 25, haemorrhage,
36 oz. Died January 29, 1863 ;

haemorrhage.
Left. Died January 27. 1863;
pyaemia.

Right: circular. A. A. Surg. E.
Woodruff. Carious : gangrene.
Died Jan. 11, 1865; exhaustion.

Left. Surg. S. P. Bonner, 47th
Ohio. Died July 16/63; tetanus.

Right : circular. A. A. Surg. T.
E. .Mitchell. Diedjuly3l, 1864;
chronic diarrhoea. Spec. 3942.

Right. Died January 14, 1865;
amputation and diarrhuea.

Left : circular. A. A. Surg. I,.

Sinclair. Died June 8, 1864;
exhaustion.

Rigtit: ant. post, skin flap : circu-

lar section muscles. Surg. F. E.
Piquette. 86th C. T. (Gangrene;
diarrhoea.) Died May 1 1, 1805;
hectic fever and acute diarrhoea.

Left. Surg. C. S.Wood, 66th X.Y.
Died Mav 26, 1863. Spec. 1173.

Left. A. A. Surg. T. T. Smiley.
Died Feb. 5. 1863: exhaustion.

Left : circular. A. Surg. J. C. G.
Happersett, V. S. A. Died Nov.
15, 18ti3: congestive chill.

Left: lateral flap A. A. Surgeon
R. II. Stirling. Died November
20, 1864: pyaemia.

Right : ant. post. flap. A.A.Surg.
J. H. Thompson. Died April 18,

1865; pyaemia and gangrene.

1 Eve (P. P.), Cases of Secondary Hemorrhage, in U. S. Sanitary Commission Memoirs, lt-70. Surgical Volume I, pp. 210, 21 1.

* Cotes (E.), Report of Some Cases of Amputations, etc.. in Medical and Surgical Reporter, 1862-63, Volume IX, p. 196.

'LlPEI.L (J. A.). On the Wounds of Blood Vessels, etc., in XT. S. Sanitary Commission Memoirs, 1870, Surgical Volume I. p. 24.

*SflKAl>Y (J , jr.). Gunshot Wound— Compound Comminuted Fracture of Left Metatarsus, etc., in Am. Med. Times, 1863, Volume VI, p. 113.

8 SMILEY (T. T.), Gunshot Wounds from Arkansas Fast, in Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, 1S63, Volume L.YIX, p. 159.
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NO.
Name. Military

DESCRIPTION, AND AGE.

Kelly, T., Corp'l, D, 4th
Maine, ago 42.

King, T., I't., — , 4th
Michigan, age 22.

271 Knowles, A. J., Corp'l,
M, 1st Maine Heavy
Artillery, age 34.

Kurtz, P. E., Serg't, G,
159th N. York, ago 2:2.

271! Lake, .1., Pt.. D, llth N.
York Heavy Artillery,

age 40.

274 Lance, S., Pt., I, 29th
Missouri.

Linekin, J. P., Pt., K,
20th Maine, age 17.

27G Ling, C. B., Pt., li, 50th
Pennsylvania.

277 Long, '1'., Pt., H, 37th
Wisconsin, age 34.

McCawley, S. E., Pt., H,
28th Iowa, age 19.

279 McCleary, A. P., Pt., B,
03d I'enn.. age 25.

McClure, It. C, Pt., H,
29th Iowa.

281 McGilton, J. F., Pt., G,
Cth Texas, age 18.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

28"

28;:

1 Minamom, J. G., Pt.,

L, 1st New Y'ork Artil-

lery, age 23.

Mitchell, T., Pt., C, 36th
Indiana.

Mock, L., Pt., I, 119th
Pennsylvania, age 22.

Morrison, S., Corp'l, I),

81st New York, age 24.

Moulton, B., Pt., H, Gor-
don's Cavalry, age 28.

Murray, L., Pt., H, 1st

Maine Heavy Artillery,

age 18.

Nailan. P., Pt.,

Rhode Island.
Ncwburg. H.,Pt
Massachusetts,

H. 3d

.F, 24 th
age 28.

Nivemeyer, J., Pt., G,
33d Iowa.

Norton, M., Pt., I, 73d N.
York, age 23.

Owens, G. II., Pt., F, 6tu

Maine, age 18.

Piles, W., Pt., A, 3d Vir-

ginia.

Praager, J., Pt., H, 12th
Missouri Cavalry, age
94.

Poole, J. H., Lieut., I,

52d Ohio, age 33.

Porsno, L-, Pt., B, 14th
New Jersey, ago 23.

Porter, G. 11., I't.. D. 3d
Indiana Cavalry, age
31.

Redd, J. P. D., Serg't, F.,

13th Virginia.

Relyea, 11., Pt., I, 2d N.
York Heavy Artillery,

age 52.

Reynolds, P., Pt., K, 5th
New Jersey, age 19.

Rickman, F.,l't.. K, 55th
Massachusetts.

Rutlilodge, J.W, Serg't,

E, 97th Indiana, age 30.

May 5,

15, '64.

May 31,

Juno 11,

1804.

June 18,

July 10,

1864.
Aug. 25,

28, 'C4.

May 19,

June 18,

1864.
De.29,'62
Jan. 19,

1863.

May 5,

8, '64.

July I,

16, '63.

June 18,

J'y 2, '64

Oct. 19,

Nov. 7,

1864.

July 2,

8, '63.

April 30,

May3,'64
Nov. 30,

Dec. 26,

1864.

May 18,

21, '64.

Sept. 19,

Oct. 7,

1863.
Nov. 7,

Dee. 6,

1863.

June 3,

27, '64.

Oct. 20,

31, '64.

May 27,

June 8,

1864.

June !'',

—,
'62.

Aug. 12,

24, '64.

April 30,

Muv4,'64
July 3,

21, '63.

Nov. 7,

11, '63.

Aug. 30,

Sept. 10,

1862.

Dec. 15,

25, '64.

June 27,

July 17,

1864.

May 6,

17. '64.

Mav 5,

17, ''64.

Dec. 13,

16, '62.

June 18,

Julv 4,

1864.

June 17,

20, '64.

July 8,

13, 64.

June 15,

30, '64.

Name, Military tiatits
Description, and Age.

Left; anteroposterior flap. Surg.
E. Bentley, U. S. V. Died May
21, 1864; exhaustion.

Left; circular. A. A. Surg. H. 13.

Knowles. Died Oct. 24, 1864.

Right; circular. A. A. Surgeon
M. L. Baxter. Died July 17,

1861; exhaustion. SfXC.2829.
Right ; circ. Surg. Z. E. Bliss,

U. S. V. Died April 28, 1865.

Right ; ant. post, skin flap. Ass't

Surgeon W. Thomson, U. S. A.
Died July 11, 1864. Spec. 3565.

Right. Died January 23, 1863.

Spec. 1031.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Died June
19, 1864 ; exh'n and privation.

Right. Died July 18, 1863.

Left; flap. Surg. T. R. Crosby,
TJ. S. V. Died July 7, 1864;
exhaustion.

Right ; circ. A. A. Surg. E. R.
Fell. (Necrosis); hemorrhage.
Nov. 11, ligation anterior tibial.

Died Nov. 19, '64
;
haemorrhage.

Right. Died November 7, 1863.

Right. Died May 22, 1864.

Right: circular. A. A. Surgeon
L. Sinclair. Died February 6,

1865.

Left ; double ant. posterior flap.

Ass't Surg. G. A. Mursick, U. S.

V. Died June 8, 1804
;
pyemic

pneumonia. Spec. 2494.

Left ; flap. A. A. Surgeon J. A.
Romayne. (Gangrene.) Died
October 15, 1863 ;

pyemia.
Left ; flap. Surgeon D.W. Bliss,

U. S. V. (Necrosis.) Died Dec.
21, 1863; pyemia. Spec. 1903.

Left. Died July 26, 1864
; py-

aemia.
Right; flap. Surg. Or. W. Hoge-
boom, U. S. V. Gangreue. Died
Nov. 6, 1864; typhoid fever.

Left; circular. Surg. R. B. Bon-
tecou, U. S. V. Died June 8,

1804 ; exhaustion.
Right. Died July 27, 1802 ; diar-

rhoea.

Left; circular. A. A. Surg. YV.
L. Welles. Died August 29,

1864 ; mortification of stump.
Right. Died May 13, 1864.

Left. Died August 1, 1863. Spec.

1453.

Right : circular. Surgeon D. \V.
Miss, U. S. V. Died January
31, 1861 ; variola. Spec. 1709.

Right. Died October 21, 1862;
pyemia.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Ass't Surg.
W. B. Trull, U. S. V. (Gang.;
tetanus.) Died December 27,

1864; inflammation of lungs.
Left; flap. Surg. J. E. Herbst,

U. S. V. (Gangrene.) Died
July 30, 1864

; pyemia.
Left : circular. A. A. Surgeon T.

Carroll. Died Sept. 24, 1804.

Right : circular. Ass't Surg. W.
Thomson, U. S. A. (May 5,

Syme's amputat'n.) Died June
4. 1804 : pyemia.

Left: circular. Died January
12, 1803.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg.W. H.
True. (Gangrene.) Died July
10, '64

: exhaustion. Spec. 2763.

Left; circular. Surg.W. Watson,
105th I'enn. DiedJuly 30, 1804

;

exhaustion. Spec. 4578.

Left: nutero. posterior flap. Died
July 28. 1804: pyemia.

Right; circular. A. A. Surg. J.

W. Digby. Died July 6, 1864.

303

304

305

306

307

308

309

310

311

313

314

Schulz, P., Pt., K, 4th
Artillery, age 28.

Scott.G.B., Corp'l, K,8th
N. Y. Cavalry, Rge 19.

Snaffle, J., Pt., 11, 90th
Pennsylvania, age 29.

Shlaffly, C, Pt., F, 1st

Pennsylvania Rifles.

Shoemaker, ]., Pt., H,
57th Ohio, age 33.

Simmons, N. E., Pt., K,
3d Tennessee, age 26.

Simpson, C. H., Pt., C,
143d New Y'ork.

Smith, H., Serg't, K, 2d
Infantry.

Smith, H. S., Pt., F, llth
New Jersey, age 21.

Smith. L., Pt., D, 12th
Infantry, age 24.

Smith, P., Corp'l, C, 3d
New Hampshire, age
19.

Smith, T., Pt., G, 28th
Connecticut.

Snyder. A. W., CorpT,
K, 183d Pennsylvania,
age 20.

Starwalt, if.. Pt., K, 5th
North Carolina, age 21.

Sterling, G., Pt., I, 20th
Maine, age 27.

Steward, A. R., Pt., B,
34th Illinois.

Steward. R., Pt., I, 8th
Penn. Reserves.

Stoerzer, H., Pt., B, 22d
Massachusetts.

Stone, W., Pt., D, 2d
Connecticut H'vy Ar-
tillery, age 32.

Thompson, J., Pt., A,
14th N. Y'ork Cavalry,
age 21.

Trumpleman, O., Lieut.,

C, 119th New Y'ork. '

Vangelder, L., Pt., D,
107th N. York, ago 21.

Vermillion, J. K., Pt.,

B, 1st Virginia Artil-

lery, age 20.

Wagers, J.. Pt., B, 14th

South Carolina, age 17.

Waters, D. J., Pt., F,
60th Ohio, age 21.

Webber, G. A., Pt., A,
20th Maine, age 19.

Mav 3,

20, ''63.

June 9,-

20, '63.

Dec. 13,

25, '62.

Sept. 14,

Oct. 3, '62.

Jan. 11,

31, '63.

May 14,

June 8,

1864.

Oct. 29,

Nov. 18,

1863.

Sept. 17

Oct. 3, '62.

May 12,

21, '64.

May 12,

21, '64.

Aug. 16,

22, '64.

June 14,

—, '63.

Mar. 25,

April 5,

1865.

Oct. 19,

Nov. 1,

1864.

Sept. 30,

Oct. 11,

1864.

April 6,

20, '62.

Dec. 13,

27, '62.

July 1,

27, '62.

June 1,

27, '64.

April 9,

24, '64.

July 3,

20, "'63.

May 25,

Jane 24,

1864.

July 24,

Aug. 5,

1804.

April 2,

5, '05.

May 11,

25, '64.

Mav 6,

29, '"64.

Operations, Operatoics,
Result.

Wetzel, J.. Pt., C, 165th
New York.

Wilson, H., Serg't, A,
71st Ohio, age 26.

Wood. I,., Pt., D, 5th April 6,

Mav 27,

J'ne'8,'63.

Sept. 2,

20, '64.

New Hampshire, age
15.

Woodward. H. B.,Serg't,

E, 125th New York,
age 22.

333 Wormsley, L. W., Pt., K,
8th Florida, age 35.

334 Wright, M. F„ Major,

29th Ohio, age 26.

335 York. M., Pt.. E, 120th
New York, age 20.

18, '65.

Aug. 16,

Sept. 10,

1804.

July 2,

6, '63.

Dec. 20,

—, '64.

Julv 2,

28, '63.

Right. Surg. J. H. Baxter, I'. S.

V. Died Mav 31, 1803; tetanus.

Spec. 1136.

Right. Died July 1, 181X1; ery-
sipelas. Spec. 1347.

Right. A. A. Surg. D. Weisel.
Died January 12, 1663; pyemia.
Spec. 479.

Left. Surg. H.S.Hewit, U.S. V.
Died Octoberl7, 1862. Spec. 439.

Left. (Jan.— , amp. ankle joint.)

Necrosis; gangrene. March 8,

re-amp. leg, middle third. Died
March 19, 18li3; gangrene.

Right ; circular. Ass t Surg. C.
C. Byrne, U. S. A. Died June
16, lfcj64 ;

pyemia.
Left. Ass't Surg. C. S. Frink, U.
S. V. Died November 25, 1863

;

pyemia.
Left. Died October 15, 1862.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Dr. Lewis,
Philadelphia. Exfoliation. Died
November 22, 1864; pyemia.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. C. H.
Osborn. I.arge bed-sores. Died
June 3, '64; pyemia. Spec. 2739.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. C. F.

Bullen. (Amp. right leg.) Died
August 30, 1864 ; exhaustion.

Left. Died June 29, 1863.

Right ; circular. A. A. Surg. H.
E. Woodbury. Died April 24,

1865 ;
pyaemia.

Left : circular. A. Surg. W. II.

Williams, 5th North Carolina.
Died Nov. 10. 1 864 ; plcuritis.

Left. Lenoir's method. Surg. R.
B. Bontecou, U. S. V. Erysip-
elas ;

gangrene. Oct. 15, amp.
thigh. Died October 20, 1864

;

exhaustion. Spec. 3285.

Left. Died April 25, 1862.

Left. Died December 28, 1862.

Left. Died July 28, 1862.

Left ; ant. post. flap. Ass't Surg.
W.Webster, U. S.A. Died July
24, 1804 ; pyemia.

Left; flap (erysipelas). A.Surg.
A. Hartsuff, U. S. A. DiedMay
5, 1864 ; pyemia.

Right (hemorrhage). Diedjuly
24, 1863. Spec. 1459.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. II. C.
May. (Necrosis.) Died Julv
29, 1804 : diarrhoea. Spec. 3496.

Left; circular. A. A. Surg. A. R.
Gray. (Xecro.): pyaemia. Died
August 20. 1804. Spec. 3808.

Left; circular. Died April 19,

1805; pyemia.
Left ; circular. Surg. R. B. Bon-
tecou, U. S. V. Died June 25,

1804 ; pyaemia.
Left ; circular. Ass't Surg.W. F.
Nnrris, U. S. A. Died July 10,

1804 : exhaustion and chronic
diarrhoea. Spec. 3534.

Right. Died June 12, 1803. Spec.

1300.

Left : flap. A. A. Surgeon D. H.
Bell. (Gangrene.) Died Sept.

24, 1804; exhaustion.

Right : circular. A. A. Surg. O.
II. Pegg. Died April 26, 1865.

Spec. 4098.
Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. G. 1*.

Sargent. (Sloughing.) Sept.

20, and Oct. 5, lucmurrh. Died
December 7, 1804; pneumonia.
Specs. 3658. 3057.

Left; necrosis. Dec. 29, amput'n
thigh. Died Dec. 30. '63: exh'n.

Left. (Dec. 20. excision tarsus. I

Died January 7. 1805.

Rigid. (July 27, amp. left leg.)

A. A. Surg. F. Hiukle Died
Aug. 8, 1803. Specs. 1005, 1009.

'LlDELL (.7. A.), On Thrombosis and Embolism, in American Journal Medical Sciences, 1872, Volume LXIV, p. 354, and On the Secondary Trau-

matic Lesions of Bone, in U. S. Sanitary Commission Memoirs. 1870. Surgical Volume 1, p. 330.
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Intermediary Amputations in the Leg, in which the Point of Operation is not specified.

In forty-seven instances of intermediary amputation in the leg the precise point of ablation

was not indicated. Fifteen operations were successful and thirty-two fatal; they were per-

formed on forty-six patients, in a fatal instance both legs having been removed. Twenty-

nine were Union and seventeen Confederate soldiers.

Case 781.—Corporal W. Dunlap, Co. E, Confederate Marine Corps, aged 152 years, was wounded during the naval engage-

ment with the Confederate Steamer Atlanta, June 17, 18G3. He was captured and treated at various hospitals, lastly entering

West's Buildings, Baltimore, on February 11, 1864. Surgeon T. H. Baehe, U. S. V., in charge of the latter, described the

injury as a "shot fracture of the right leg, produced by an iron splinter, for which amputation of the lug was performed on June

25th." Surgeon A. Chapel, U. S. V., reported that the patient recovered and was sent to Fort McHenry April 10, 18G4. The
Confederate hospital records show that the man was ultimately retired from service January 31, 186f>.

Case 782.—Private It. Field, Co. A, 6th Virginia, was wounded in the leg during an engagement on June 21, 1862. On
the following day he was admitted to Confederate hospital Chimborazo No. 2. at Richmond, the records of which show the fol-

lowing description of the injury and its result: "There was a gunshot comminuted fracture of the tibia and fibula, implicating

the ankle joint, the point of entrance being just above the external malleolus and that of exit three-fourths of an inch above the

internal malleolus. When admitted the ankle joint was swollen and painful, but there was no swelling above the seat of the

fracture, and no fever. On consultation it was decided to save the limb, which was laid on a pillow, cold-water dressings being

applied and poultices used to promote suppuration. By June 26th there was high inflammatory fever, which abated on June

30th. The ankle joint was now greatly swollen and red and suppurating considerably; patient very much emaciated; appetite

poor. Amputation of the leg was performed on July 2d, and on the night following hsemorrhage took place from the stump.

This was checked by elevating the stump and the application of cold water. The patient continued to decline, and died on the

next day, July 3, 1862. An examination of the amputated leg revealed extensive injury to the soft parts in addition to the

comminution of the bone. The tibia was split for three inches, and the ankle joint was filled with pus."

Table LXXV.
Summary of Forty-seven. Intermediary Amputations in the Leg, the Point of Ablation Unspecified.
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In the case of Private M. McDaniel, Co. K, 48th Virginia (No. 37, Table LXXV),
the left femoral artery was unsuccessfully ligated eighteen days after the amputation.

SECONDARY AMPUTATIONS IN THE CONTINUITY OF THE LEG FOR SHOT
INJURY.—Of the amputations in the leg for shot injury, the secondary operations give

the most favorable results. Of four hundred and forty-four cases, one hundred and seven-

teen were fatal, a mortality rate of 26.3 per cent., or 4.6 per cent, less than the fatality of

the primary operations. One hundred and thirty-three operations were performed in the

upper third, one hundred and seventy-four in the middle third, one hundred and twenty-

one in the lower third of the leg, and in sixteen instances the reports failed to indicate

the precise point of ablation.

Secondary Amputations in the Upper Third of the Leg for Shot Injury.—Of the

one hundred and thirty-three cases of this group, thirty-seven, or 27.8 per cent., had fatal

terminations. In sixty-two cases the right, in sixty-seven the left leg was removed; in

four this point was not recorded.

Example': of Recovery after Secondary Amputations in the Upper Third of the Leg

for Shot Injury.—The ninety-six successful operations were performed—thirteen on Con-

federate and eighty-three on Union soldiers. Of the latter, eighty-one became pensioners;

ten have died since the date of their discharge from the army.

Case 7.^3.—Private B. Fields, Co. C, 27th North Carolina, aged 21 years, was wounded in the right leg and taken

prisoner at Autietam, September 17, 1862. He entered hospital No. 5, at Frederick, ten weeks afterwards, where Surgeon H.

S. Hewit, U. S. V., recorded the following description of the injury :
" A gunshot wound of the tibia and fibula by a minio ball

;

continuity of bone entirely destroyed ; leg very much swollen, offensive, and filled witli pus. Flap amputation at the upper

third of the leg was performed on November "28th by Acting Assistant Surgeon A. V. Cherbonnier. The stump was closed with

three stitches and wet strips of muslin. Reaction was very satisfactory
;
patient cheerful. On the next day the dressing was

removed and some adhesive strips were applied, the stump looking well but there being some! pain, for which one grain of mor-

phia was administered. On November 30th the patient looked and felt well, having slept nearly all night ; appetite good ; wound

suppurating well; stump dressed with lint and cold water and well supported with a roller. Secondary haemorrhage occurred

on December 1st, when the popliteal artery was ligated by Surgeon Hewit. One week afterwards the ligature had not yet come

away, but there was haemorrhage from the wound, the cause of which was not very obvious. The tourniquet

was then applied to the femoral and the wound filled with charpie saturated with solution of persulphate

of iron. By December 11th the wound in the popliteal space was suppurating: stump healthy looking and

dressed with wet strips of muslin ; patient pale in appearance, and ordered to take three grains of quinine and

five grains of tartrate of iron and potassa every four hours. Early on the morning of December loth another

tolerably severe haemorrhage took place, the popliteal ligature not yet having come away ; continued the tourni-

quet to the femoral and prescribed quinine and iron, cod-liver oil, and egg-nog. Two days later the tibia was

found to protrude; tourniquet still kept applied, though a little slackened. On December 18th there was

another haemorrhage, the loss of blood being about six ounces, controlled by tightening the tourniquet. By
December 20th reaction was slowly established, though the patient's face was still bloodless; appetite tolerably

good ; treatment continued. An attack of diarrhoea had been promptly arrested by the administration of

rhubarb powder, ipecacuanha, and opium. December 24th, patient rallying, though the stnmp still gives

evidence of a low state of vital powers. Several days afterwards the stump looked healthier, and on Decem-

ber 29th, when the patient was transferred to hospital No. 1, he was in good spirits and good granulations

were springing up." Assistant Surgeon R. F. Weir, U. S. A., in chaige of the hitter hospital, recorded the

subsequent progress of the case as follows: "The stump continued to look and suppurate well, the patient

having but very little pain and his bowels remaining in good condition; appetite improving. For three days

previous to January 26th he complained of great tenderness along the inner side of the thigh, where, on exam-

ination, fluctuation was detected, ami where an incision was made which was followed by the evacuation of ten

ounces of pus, the sinus extending under the dee]) muscles of the posterior and outer aspect. Injections of

hydrochloric acid and laudanum diluted in water were then used, and by January 27th the ulcer of the

stump had nearly cicatrized and the cavity of the abscess was rapidly filling up; patient improving in general

health and able to sit up most of the time. About two weeks later the patient was in very good condition and tibia and fibuln

going about on crutches, the stump cicatrizing rapidly and looking healthy. On February 28th the patient

was discharged from hospital treatment, his general condition having improved very rapidly and the ulcer of the stump having

healed." Several days afterwards the patient was paroled and sent south. The Confederate hospital records show that the

man was admitted, on March 18th, to the General Hospital at Petersburg, and that he was permitted to leave for his home, on

furlough, April 6, 1863. The greater portion of the amputated bones of the injured leg (Spec. 751), contributed to the Museum
Surg. 111—68

KIO. 309.— Un-
united comminuted
fracture in the right
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Fir:. 310.—Stump of right leg thirteen

months after antcro- posterior flap oper-
ation. Spec. 4373.

by Dr. Cherbonnier, are represented in tbe annexed wood-cut (Fig. 309), showing an ununited comminuted fracture of both

bones in the lower part, followed by an effusion of a large amount of callus, fragments being attached to the fibula, while the

tibia is carious within.

Case 784.—Private B. F. French, Co. II, 7th New Hampshire, aged 21 years, was wounded in the right ankle during

the attack on Fort Wagner, July 18, 1863. On the following day he was admitted to hospital No. 9, at Beaufort, where

secondary amputation was performed by Assistant Surgeon J. F. Weeds, U. S. A., who recorded "a musket ball wound of the

right foot, followed, on September 19th, by amputation of the leg at the upper third, Fake's

operation being employed." The patient was subsequently transferred to McDongall Hos-

pital at Fort Schuyler, and thence, on November 4th, to Lovell, at Portsmouth Grove.

Surgeon L. A. Edwards, U. S. A., in charge of the latter hospital, reported that the stump was

the result of an autero-posterior flap amputation, also that it had become unhealthy at the time

of admission and showed a disposition to slough, for which bromine was applied. On March
3, 1864, the patient obtained a furlough, and subsequently he entered Central Park Hospital,

New York City, where he was supplied with a " Hudson " artificial leg. Surgeon B. A.

Clements, U. S. A., reported the following recapitulation and result of the case : "The injury

was at the ankle, the missile passing from within outward and fracturing the bones entering

into the composition of the joint. Not much haemorrhage took place. Water dressings were

applied at first, and three days after the injury the ball was searched for but could not be

found. Three weeks later the missile was removed, about which time erysipelas attacked

the parts, extending up to the groin, but soon disappearing. The amputation was performed on account of extensive necrosis,

the patient being under the influence of chloroform and ether. Sutures and adhesive strips were applied. The stump was very

slow in healing, but at the time of the patient's admission to Central Park Hospital, June 21st, it was in good condition." The
man was discharged from service at his own request, October 7, 1864, and pensioned. He was paid September 4, 1880. In his

applications for commutation he continues to report the stump as being in good and healthy condition. A cast of the stump

(Spec. 4373), made thirteen months after the date of the amputation and contributed by Acting Assistant Surgeon G. F. Shrady,

is shown in the adjoining wood-cut (Fig. 310), and exhibits the cicatrix extending transversely across the face of the stump,

which is well formed.

Case 785.—Private H. Dimock, Co. K, 52d Pennsylvania, aged 20 years, was wounded in the left leg, fracturing the

tibia, at Fair Oaks, May 31, 1862. One week after the reception of the injury the wounded man was conveyed to Philadelphia,

where, alter undergoing treatment at various hospitals, he was discharged from service April 21, 1863, Surgeon I. I. Hayes,

U. S. V., in charge of Saterlee, certifying to "the wound rendering the limb of no use." Examining Surgeon C. Marr, of

Hohesdale, Pennsylvania, certified, September 25, 1863 :
" He received a gunshot wound through the leg below the knee, pro-

ducing a false joint." Several years litter Drs. J. D. Lewis and J. M. Farrington, of Trumansburg, New York, testified that

they examined the pensioner and found him suffering from the effects of the wound, also that they deemed amputation of said

leg necessary, which was performed by the former en February 12, 186?, about five inches below the knee joint. They further

certified that after the amputation they examined the wound carefully and found the tibia one and a half inches gone, a cartil-

aginous union having formed a false joint in its stead, and the fibula being partially dislocated at the knee joint in consequence

of the whole weight of the body being thrown upon it in walking. Below the cartilaginous union in the tibia a number of pieces

of lead were discovered in the substance of the bone below the periosteum, all of which rendered the leg useless and a source of

irritation, causing a decline of his general health, etc. Dr. Farrington also stated that in

addition to the condition described the tibia contained an oblique irregular fracture. About

a year after the date of the amputation the pensioner was supplied witli an artificial leg by the

firm of B. F. Palmer, of Philadelphia, who described the operation as having been performed

by "flap method." In his subsequent application for commutation the pensioner represented

the condition of the stump as "sound." He was paid December 4, 1879.

Case 786.—Private G. C. Flanders, Co. E, 8th Ohio, aged 18 years, was wounded

in the left leg, at Winchester, March 23, 1862. He was treated at several hospitals and lastly

at Camp Dennison, where he was discharged for disability November 1, 1862. Surgeon

B. Cloak, U. S. V., certified to "gunshot wound in the upper third of the tibia, producing

compound comminuted fracture. At present the flexors of that extremity are very much
contracted, rendering the leg nearly two inches shorter," etc. Some months after being dis-

charged the man re-entered the service and joined the 11th Ohio Cavalry, in which organiza-

tion he served until May 26, 1865, when he was finally mustered out and pensioned. At the

time of receiving his last discharge he was quite lame, the wound having broken out anew
about two months previously and requiring surgical operations subsequently. Examining

Surgeon J. W. Toward, of Augusta, Maine, in 1837, certified to the injury, and stated that

" some of the bone has been taken out and the ball remains in the leg. The wound frequently

breaks out and is painful. He wears ffn apparatus attached to the boot and extending to

the hip, relieving the leg of pressure by the weight being sustained by the hip and thigh. I

think amputation will prove necessary," etc. Two years later Dr. J. C. Reeve, of Dayton,

Ohio, certified that during the six years following the reception of the wound the pensioner had seven operations performed on

the leg without cure, and added: " On June 17, 1868, I amputated Flanders' wounded limb, and subsequently I attended him

for some weeks. Examination of the bones after the operation showed that the ball, apparently a minit';, had perforated the

bone in an upward direction and remained embedded in the head of the tibia just below the line of the amputation." The ampu-

tated bones are represented in the wood-cuts (Figs. 311, 312). The missile is battered, considerably flattened, and embedded

Fig. 311.— Por-

tions of left . tihia

and fibula—anterior
view. Spec. 55£0.

Fig. 312 —Pos-
terior view of the
same specimen.

—

[Spec. 5580.]
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in a projecting form in the posterior surface of the tibia. The specimens were contributed to the Museum by the operator.

About nine months after the date of the amputation the pensioner was well enough to commence using a " Palmer " artificial leg.

In the following year he described the stump as being in a "sound condition," hut stated that the artificial limb did not prove

satisfactory. He died on June 16, 1872. The immediate cause of his death has not been ascertained.

Case 787.—Private F, Mullen, Co. E, 43d New York, aged 21 years, was wounded in the left leg, at Fredericksburg,

May 3, 1863, and subsequently underwent secondary amputation. Surgeon J. A. Lidell, U. S. V., who performed the operation, 1

forwarded the following descriptive history: "The wound was caused by a mini£ ball, which passed through and fractured the

tibia in the lower third. The man was brought to Stanton Hospital, Washington, three days afterwards. His general cond'^ion

was good, and it was judged expedient to attempt to save the limb without operation. It was accordingly placed in Hodgen's

splint and cold-water dressings were applied; stimulants administered. After several days the parts suppurated freely, and by

June 1st the wounds were discharging a good and healthy pus, consolidation taking place, and appetite and pulse being normal.

The parts continued to heal nicely up to July 28th, when the patient fell and re-fractured the limb while attempting to walk

across the Ward. On August 2d, several pieces of bone were removed. August 15th, parts ccdematous ; discharge thin and

fetid. On August 19th, several openings for the exit of pus were made, when a small necrosed splinter came away; pulse

weak
;
general health suffering. The leg remained in about the same condition until September 1st, when

compression by bandage was applied. About October 1st there was both general and local improvement, the

discharge being of a thick and healthier character. The splints were now removed and stimulants continued.

One month later necrosis of the shaft of the tibia had become extensive, the dead bone being completely encased

in an involucrum ; condition fair; discharges from several openings. But little change took place up to Decem-

ber 1st, and none for the better for one month afterwards. The involucrum was now large and the skin covering

the front of it thin and about to ulcerate extensively; the foot being considerably twisted inward by abnormal

muscular action (partial talipes varus) and the deformity steadily increasing; ankle joint also becoming stiff.

There being now no hopes of preserving a useful limb it was deemed advisable to remove it by amputation.

The operation was performed on January 9th, at the junction of the upper and middle thirds, by the flap method

(double flaps, the anterior one being short). The sawn end of the tibia was beveled off as recommended by

Sanson, that is, by placing the saw obliquely—not on the ridge, but on the internal surface of the bone. The

fibula was divided somewhat higher up than the tibia, as practised by Roux. Throughout the operation the

patient was kept insensible by sulphuric ether. He did not exhibit any perceptible shock. The flaps were

carefully coaptated and secured at several points by interrupted sutures and strips of isinglass plaster. Several

turns of a roller were placed around the leg to serve as a supporting bandage ; but no other dressing was

applied. A full anodyne was administered after the operation and another at 12 P. M. On the following day

the patient was sitting up in bed reading a newspaper, the stump being in fine condition, free from heat and

redness, and almost devoid of pain and swelling. On January 13th the sutures were removed and the stump

was dressed for the first time and found to be uniting by primary adhesion. There was no constitutional dis-

turbance whatever. On January 24th the last ligature, that of the posterior tibial artery, came away. The Fl0 313 —The
patient had not at any time nor in any way suffered in consequence of the amputation, and the stump had united lower thirds of......Tii i.i'.i i . i> f ' the bones of the
by first intention. In short, he recovered precisely in the same way as the most fortunate cases of amputation

ieft w, w;th io-

of the leg on account of disease get well." The amputated bones of the leg (Spec. 2022) were contributed to yolucrum of the

the Museum by the operator and are represented in the wood-cut (Fig. 313), showing the fractured tibia, with

an abundant involucrum formed to nearly the point of section, and a large detached but imprisoned sequestrum being exhibited

through the cloaca). A few points of osseous deposit are also seen on the fibula, which is uninjured. The patient entirely

recovered, and was ultimately discharged September 5, 1864, and pensioned. In his application for commutation, dated 1870,

he described the condition of the stump as being "in good order." He died March 5, 1871. The cause of his death has not

been ascertained.

Fatal Cases of Secondary Amputations in the Upper Third of the Leg for Shot

Injury.—The thirty-seven operations belonging to this group were performed—seven on

Confederate and thirty on Union soldiers. Pyaemia was noted in eight, gangrene in one,

secondary haemorrhage in five, diarrhoea in three, and exhaustion in twelve instances as

the immediate cause of death.

Case 788.—Private S. R. Twitehell, Co. G, 89th New York, aged 25 years, was wounded in the left leg, at Antietam,

September 17, 18G2, and admitted to hospital at Chester two weeks afterwards. Surgeon J. L. LeConte, U. S. V., recorded

the following history: "The injury was just above the ankle joint and was followed by limited necrosis of the tibia and forma-

tion of pus, which was evacuated by two incisions, one on the anterior aspect about six inches in length, and the other posteriorly

about three inches long. For three weeks after the incisions were made the wound progressed favorably. It then commenced

to slough, and this went on until the external wound measured six inches long and three inches wide. On February 15, 1863,

amputation was performed by the flap method at the upper third by Acting Assistant Surgeon L. Fisher. Tonics, stimulants,

perchloride of iron, quinine, whiskey, beef-tea, etc., were administered. The case progressed satisfactorily for a week after the

operation, when signs of constitutional irritation showed themselves and the patient gradually became worse. On February

28th he had a rigor, lasting twenty-five minutes, and the case was diagnosed as one of pyremia. After this time the patient

continued to sink until March 5, 1863, when he died. The post-mortem examination revealed nothing but pus in the knee joint."

The amputated two lower thirds of the bones of the leg (Spec. 2067), contributed by the operator, show that the tibia was

partially fractured in the lowest third, the injury being nearly repaired by callus, leaving, however, a sinus in the bone.

' Lidell (J. A.), On the Major Amputationsfor Injuries in both Civil and Military Practice, in Am. Jour. Med. SciC7iccs, 1864, Vol. XL.V1I, p. 376.
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FIG. 314.—P.

Cask 789.—Private H. Linn, Co. A, Otli Pennsylvania Reserves, aged 25 years, received a shot fracture of the. left leg,

at Antietam, September 17, 18l>2. Two weeks afterwards he was admitted to hospital No. 5, at Frederick, where Surgeon U.

S. Hewit, U. S. V., noted the following description and treatment of tin.' injury : "A minic hall entered the lowe*' part of the

leg inside the gastrocnemius tendon, and emerged on the outer side of the leg near the crest of the tibia and six inches from

the knee joint. On October 15th a fragment of lead was cut out from the outer part of the leg near the wound. Subsequently

a sinus formed up the intermuscular space for four inches, for which incisions and poultices were applied, eight

pieces of tibia being removed during the treatment. Towards the last week in November the patient was doing

well. On December 3d a small portion of the fibula above the malleolus was excised. The bones were found

considerably necrosed, and amputation, it was thought, would he necessary. On the next day the wound
looked badly, the patient suffered a great deal, and amputation at the upper third was performed by flap method

by Acting Assistant Surgeon A. V. Cherbonnier. In the following night the stump had to he re-opened in

order to arrest haemorrhage from some of the small vessels, persulphate of iron being used ; and when the

bleeding ceased dry lint was applied. By December 17th the soft parts of the stump were much retracted, the

ends of both hones exposed and necrosed, and there was an apparent effort at formation of an involucrum.

Ten days later the granulations were healthy and the patient's condition had improved." On December 29th

the man was transferred to hospital No. G, and subsequently to No. 1. Assistant Surgeon R. F. Weir, U. S. A.,

in charge of the latter, recorded the following result of the case: "Secondary amputation of the thigh was
performed at the junction of the middle and lower thirds of the femur by Surgeon J. B. Lewis, U. S. V., on

January 15, 1863. The patient progressed favorably until February 4th, when secondary haemorrhage super-

vened, which was checked only by ligation of the femoral at the point of election. February 15th, patient

about the same; pulse 135 and rather quick; tongue red and dry; sloughing condition of stump disappeared

and healthy granulations commencing. Brandy administered every half hour; also beef-tea and cod-liver oil.

After this the patient began to do well; appetite better; pulse much stronger; stump beginning to heal. On
February 21st the ligature was removed from the femoral. On Starch 5th the patient was slightly etherized,

and a piece of dead bone about one and a half inches in length was sawn off from the end of the femur; some
tions of fractured small pieces were taken out with the forceps; patient doing well otherwise; stump dressed

left leg. Spec. 718. with adhesive strips and cold water. For about two weeks after this the patient still

improved and felt quite comfortable; stump assuming a better appearance. At an exam-

ination on March 19th a sinus was discovered to be extending up on the posterior aspect to about the middle

of the stump, and the bone was found to be dead when felt by the probe, with indications that the process

of separation was going on; discbarges copious, offensive, and of a dark color. Poultices were continued

after syringing the parts with soda wash, and brandy, with generous diet, was ordered. By March 23d the

patient's general health was quite poor and he had hut little appetite; stump not looking

very healthy, there being considerable necrosed bone to come away; suppuration not as

healthy as before. Two days later the patient was worse and weaker; tongue coated;

teeth covered with sordes ; appetite poor; stump suppurating pretty freely and still

having an offensive odor about it, but integuments looking healthy. On March 28th the

patient complained of soreness over the shoulder; general health about the same; stump

looking rather better; appetite improving. On March 30th he was quite weak; tongue

coated and dry; pulse 140; skin dry and getting more yellow; stump doing poorly;

discharge unhealthy. Extensive necrosis of the femur was felt by the probe; wound
syringed with acid and soda wash alternately and poultices applied. The next day the

patient failed rapidly. At 1 P. M. he had a slight haemorrhage from the opening in the

stump, losing about one and a half ounces of blood. No bleeding vessel coidd be found.

Death occurred at 4 P. M. On examining the chest eleven hours after death the left

lung was found thinly studded with tubercles; lower lobe of right lung thickly studded

in upper and middle portion; middle lobe a complete mass of tubercular matter and filled

here and there with abscesses from the size of a chestnut to that of a pullet's egg; upper

lobe in the same condition. Heart normal in size; liver somewhat enlarged and very

fatty; spleen very much enlarged and highly congested; kidneys eidarged and fatly,

and pelvis containing a large amount of phosphatic deposit.on right side, also renal cal-

culi in upper portion of urethra. Specimen 3818 (Fig. 315), consisting of the stump of

the femur, shows extensive necrosis from the seat of the operation to within an inch of

the trochanter minor, the shaft on the outer side being thinly covered with an involucrum.

On the posterior surface the involucrum is bare from the end of the bone to within three

inches of the trochanter major, it having been broken down by ulcerative process, while

on tiie anterior portion of the shaft the sequestrum is exposed at several points from the

same cause. The neck of the bone was observed to be very short and its head quite large. Specimen 3983 (Fig. 316) com-

prises a portion of the external iliac and femoral arteries, including the occluded portion of the latter, also part of the profunda

and anastomotica magna, the end of which is covered with adipose tissue." The amputated portions of the bones of the leg

(Spec. 748), contributed by Surgeon Hewit, are shown in wood-cut (Fig. 314), exhibiting the fibula with loss of substance of

one inch in the lower third, and the adjacent portion of the tibia, which is superficially necrosed, while the superior portion of the

fibula shows increased periosteal action.

Case 790.—Private J. E. Eames, Co. F, 112th New York, aged 23 years, was wounded in the left leg, during the assault

on Fort Fisher, .January 15, 1865. He was conveyed to New York, and entered McDougall Hospital at Fort Schuyler ten

r<>

'
;

Fir,. :U5.—Stump
of left femur. Sprc.

3818.

Fl(i.31(i.—Portions
of external iliac, fem-
oral, profunda, and
unastom mag.; femor-

al ligated. Spec. :)W3.
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days after receiving the injury. Assistant Surgeon S. H. Orton, U. S. A., who amputated the wounded limb, made the follow-

ing report: "The wound was caused by a mini<3 ball striking the outer aspect one and a half inches above the ankle, passing

downward, inward, and a little backward, and emerging at the internal border of the tendo-achillis. At the time of the ampu-

tation, February 28th, the muscles were pale and flabby and there was not much retraction. The operation was performed \*y

the circular method about three inches below the patella, the spine of the tibia being sawn off after severing the bones. The

soft parts were cut above the division of the popliteal, so that was the only artery requiring ligation. After severing the limb

the incised edges of the integuments were brought together and held by a suitable number of sutures. Chloroform was used

and the patient passed through the operation very well ; in the evening his general appearance was better than it had been for a

week. Water dressings were applied and oakum to catch the discharge. Stimulants, tonics, and a most nourishing diet were

administered. On March 3d the ligature came away; stump looking healthy; discharge free; pulse 120. The integument over

the upper part of what remained of the spine of the tibia ulcerated, exposing a small portion of the bone. The patient died of

exhaustion March 17, 166r>. An examination of the amputated limb showed that the ball had passed through the base of the

external malleolus and grazed the external border of the articulating surfaces of the tibia and astragalus, both of which were

apparently necrosed. The whole ankle joint was filled with pus, as was also the articulation between the astragalus and

scaphoid bone. The soft parts were cedematous and filled with sinuses running in every direction. The foot presented the

anatomical curiosity—though not bearing on the case—of containing six toes, the supernumerary one being situated between

the normal fourth and fifth. On dissection it was found that there were only five metatarsal bones, but the fifth was double the

natural size iu breadth and had two phalangeal articulations. The patient stated that both his father and grandfather were

afflicted with the same deformity. His right foot was normal."

Case 791.—Private H. Loud, Co. A, 183d Pennsylvania, aged 18 years, was wounded at the Wilder-

ness, May 8, 1864. Surgeon J. E. Tomfret, 7th New York Artillery, reported bis admission to the field

hospital of the 1st division, Second Corps, with '•wound of left ankle by a musket ball.'' Surgeon N. 11.

Moseley, U. S. V., who amputated the fractured limb, reported the following result of the case: "The
wounded man was admitted on May 28th to Emory Hospital, Washington, where the soft parts became

gangrenous and the bones of the ankle joint necrosed; tibia and fibula denuded of periosteum some three

inches above the wound. Flap amputation of the leg at the junction of the upper and middle thirds was

performed on August 23d, chloroform and ether constituting the anaesthetic. The after-treatment consisted

of cold-water dressings, tonics, stimulants, and nourishing diet. Redundant granulations required the

application of caustics about three weeks after the amputation. The patient's condition varied much after

the operation, alternately recuperating and declining. He became weaker, yet, being young, hopes were

entertained of his recovery until within a couple of weeks of his decease, when his appetite failed and he ,
ri°- 317-—Bones of

J *
. . Tr stump of left leg seven

sank rapidly. Death occurred on October 14, 1864, from exhaustion and nervous irritability." The bones of weeks after amputa-
tion. Spec. 3318.

from each bone, were contributed to the Museum by the operator, and are represented in the adjoining wood-cut (FlG. 317).

the stump (Spec. 3318), exhibiting but little healthy action and sin sequestra which are about separating

Table LXXVI.
Summary of One Hundred and Thirty-three Secondary Amputations in the Upper Third of the Leg

for Shot Injury.

[Recoveries, 1—96; Deaths, 97—133.1

Name, Military
Description, axu Age.

Allbee, O. S., PL, K,
102d Illinois, age IS.

Andrews. S. 15., I't., P,
72d New York, age 28.

Atkinson, C. T„ Scrg't,

G, 11th Ohio, age 27.

Barraby, M., I't., I, 12th
Vermont, age 27.

Bartrain, A. E-, Corp"l,

I, 8th Connecticut, ago
21.

Hates. E. ("i., PL, A.
laid Ohio, age 19.

Becker, II., Corp'l, O,
102(1 New York, age 30.

Berry. W. 1'.. Corp'l.G,
7th .Missouri.

Brashear, It. H., Pt., 11,

3d Arkansas, age 20.

Brown, W., Pt., C, 15th
Infantry, age 30.

Dates.

May 15,

J'yi7,'64.
May 111.

Sept. 27,

18(14.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 21,

1862.

Nov. 1,

Dec. 20,

1862.
Sept. 20,

Dec. 15,

1804.
June 14,

\u.14,'i;3.

April 8.

May 13,

LB64.

May SS,

Oct. G,

1803.

Julys,
Sept. 1,

1863.

Aug. 7,

Oct. 18,

1864.

OPERATIONS, OPERATORS,
RESULT.

Left; flap. Discharged March
20, 1865.

Eight: flap. A. A. Surg. W". S.
Ward. (May 1 0, resection of 2A
ins. of tibia : necrosis.) Disch'd
November 27, 1864.

Right ; flap. A. Surg. J. S. Em-
erson, °th N. Hampshire. Dis-
charged January 16. 1863. Died
December 3, 1870.

Left: circular. Ass't Surg. C.
Wagner, U. S. A. Discharged
May 17, 1863.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. T. S.

Bartram. (Haemorrhage.) Dis-
charged August 23, 1865.

Left: circular. Discharged April
26. 1864.

Right : ant. posterior flap. Surg.
F. Bacon. IT. S. V. Discharged
August 12, 1864. S/KC. 4313.

Left; flap. Ass't Surgeon II. R.
Tilton, U. S. A. Discharged
Slay 20, 1864.

Left. Surgeon II. Batty. C. S. A

.

Transferred for exchange Nov.
12, 1863.

Rigid; nut. posterior flap. Surg.
B. B. Breed, U. S. V.. and A. A.
Surg. R. McNeilly. Discharged
May 23, 1865.

Name, Mimtaky
description, and age

Brown, L. K., Pt.. II,

Purocll Legion, Mary-
land Vols., age 19.

Busby, T., Pt., V. 19th
South Carolina, age 23.

Cliapin. II., Capt.,

27th Illinois.

Ii,

Chapman, II. E., Pt., A,
6th New Hampshire.

Charlemaine, A.. I't., A,
55th New York.

Connor. J. 0., Pt., C,
27th Virginia.

Cook, J., Pt., II, 101st

Illinois, age 19.

Copas. \V. II., Pt., B,
36th Ohio, age 28.

Copeland, M., Pt.. B,2d
Colored Cavalry, age
38.

Coyle, C. D., Pt., D,8M
Pennsylvania.

Crawford, H. M., Corp'l,

K, 116th N. Y., age 28.

Dates.

Au.29,'62,

lan.8,'64.

X'v30,'64,

Feb. 20,

1865.

Sept. 20,

Nov. 27,

1863.

Aug. 20,

Oct. 4,'62,

Mav 31,

J'y2"l,'62.

July 22,

Sep.- '61.

May 25,

Aug. 10,

1864.

Sept. 19,

Oct. 26,

1864.

Aug. 10,

Oct. 24,

1865.

June 27,

Aug. 1,

1862.

April 8,

Mav 16,

1864.

Oi'ekatioxs, Operators,
Result.

Left; flap. Surg. D. W. Bliss,

U. S. V. Discharged August
18, 1864.

Left; oval skin flap. Surg. B. B.
Breed, U. S. V. Transferred to

Provost Mnrshal May 6, 1865.

Right. A. A. Surg. C. C. Shoyer.
Discharged September 20, 1864.

Right. Surgeon C. Page, U. S. A.
Discharged March 8, 1863.

Right. Discharged March 6, '63.

Right. Surg. — Cooper, C. S. A.
Recovered.

Right; oval flap. A. A. fV.rg. J.

O'Connor. Dischartr.'d January
24, 1865.

Right; circular Surgeon Z. E.
Bliss, U. S. V. Haemorrhage.
Oct. 27, ligation of post, tibial

artery. Dis-h'd June 5, 1865.

Right; circular skin flap. Surg.
P. E. Piquette, 86th C. Troops.
Discharged January 16, 1866.

Left: flap. Ass't Surg. R. Bar-

tholow, U. S. A. Discharged
May 3, 1863.

Left : anterior posterior flap. A.
A. Surg. H. Siniih. Discharged
July 14, 1864.
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No
Name, Military

Description, and Age

Crist, A., Pt., P, 70th
New York.

Daily, P., Pt., E, 48th
Mississippi, age 25.

Dawley, !>., Pt., I, 9th
Indiana, age 22.

Dimock, H., Pt., K, 52d
Pennsylvania, age 20.

Dorn, D. II., Pt., E, 1st

Cavalry, age 23.

F.berhort, A. L., Pt., 1st

W. Virginia Cavalry.

Field, B., Pt., C, 27th
North Carolina, age 21.

'Finnigan, P., PL, F,
1st Confederate Bat'ry.

Fisher, J. P., Pt., A, 7th
Missouri Cavalry.

Fisher, P. IS., I't., 1, 113th
Ohio, age 27.

Flanders, G. C, Pt., E,
8th Ohio, age 18.

Flynn, M., Pt., A, 24th
New York.

French, IS. F., Pt., H,
7th New Hampshire,
age 21.

Gilson, D., Corp'l, O, 2d
U. S. Sharpshooters.

Goldsmith, W.H.. Corp'l,

F, 2d New Hampshire,
age 24.

Graaon, J. A., Pt., D,
tith West Virginia.

Green, II. R., Ft., F, 8 1st

Indiana.

Cm-ley, W.,Pt.,C, 11th
Infantry, age 18.

Ilaire, li. 11., Corp'l, E,
31st Illinois, age 32.

Hale, H., Pt., E, 84th
Pennsylvania, age 20.

Harback. M., I't., D, 5th
Kentucky, age 21.

Hatch, D. A., Pt., C, 2d
Massachusetts, age 25.

Hitchcock. J. N., Pt., F,
34th Massachusetts.

Hubbard, J. A., Corp'l,

A, 115th New York.
Hyatt, D., Pt., C, 4th
Delaware, age 52.

Jenni, P., Serg't, C, Jef-

ferson Co. State Militia,
age 23.

Kellerman, M., Pt., D,
75th Penn., age 48.

* Kelly, J. F., Pt.,A, 26th
Alabama, age 25.

Keyes, C. W., Lieut., E,
32d Maine, age 33.

Lay, R.. Serg't, E, 1st

Kentucky Light Artil-

lery.

April 2,

June 26,

1862.

Oct. —

,

20, '63.

June 2,

J'y 6, '64.

May 31,

1862,

Feb. 12,

1867.

June 12,

Sept. 25,
1864.

Sept. 12,

1862,
J'el8,'63
Sept. 17,

Nov. 28,
1862.

June 2,

Aug. 20,

1864.

Aug. 16,

Sept.—

,

1862.

June 22,

July 28,

1864.

Mar. 23,

1862,

J'el7,'68.

Aug. 30,

Oct. 21,

1862.
July 18,

Sept. 19,

1863.
Sept. 17,

1862,
Sept. 17,

1863.
June 9,

May 15,

1865.

Aug. 28,

1864,

Au.8, '65.

De.31,'62.

Mar. 6,

1863.

Mav 12,

1864,

Feb. 18,

1868.

July 2,

Aug. 10,

1864.

May 12,

1864,

Jan.8,'69.

May 27,

Sept. 6,

1864.

July 3,

Deo. 16,

1863.
May 15,

Sep. 5, '64.

Sept. 5,

Oct. 9,'62.

June 18,

Nov. 18,

1864.

Sept. 11,

Oct. 18,

1862.

May 2,

June 18,

1863.

July 28,

Oe.18,'64.

May 12,

June 12,

1864.
Dec. 18,

1864.

Feb. 13,

1866.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Right ; flap. Surg. A. B. Hasson,
U. S. A. Discharged Septem-
ber 8, 1862.

; flap. Surgeon — Holt, 16th

Miss. Recovered.
Right ; circular. Discharged May
15, 1865.

Left ; flap. Dr. J. D. Lewis of
Trumansburg, N. Y. Disch'd
April 21, 1863.

Left; flap. Discharged May 15,

1865.

Left. Dr.W.L.Clemmer, Browns-
ville, Penn. Recovered.

Right; flap. A. A. Surg. A. V.
Cherbonnier. Dec. 1, secondary
basin.; lig. of popliteal artery;
recurrence. Exch'd. Spec. 751.

Right; circular. Ass't Surg. W.
F. Richardson, C. S. A. (.June

3, Chopart'soperat'n.) Recov'd.
Right. Surg. E. P. Smith. 7th
Missouri. Discharged February
6, 1863.

Right; circular. Ass't Surg. G.
W. Burke, 4fith Penn. Disch'd
June 26, 1865.

Left; flap. Dr. J. C. Reeves, at
Dayton, Ohio. Recov'd. Died
June 16, 1872. Spec. 5580.

Right. Ass't Surg. J. M. Palmer,
85th N. Y. Discharged Septem-
ber 26, 1863.

Right; ant. posterior flap. Ass't
Surgeon J. F. Weeds. U. S. A.
Disch'd Oct. 7, 1864. SlKC. 4373.

Left; flap. Dr. N. J. Moore, of
Nashua, N. II. Disch'd March
2, 1863.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. J. S.

Ross. (June 9, 1864, res. 4 ins.

tibia.) Disch'd Oct. 14, 1865.
[light; flap. Dr. J. R. Ramsey,
of Clarksburg, West Virginia.

Recovered.
Left; flap. Surg. F. Seymour,
U. S. V. Discharged August
1, 1863.

Right. Dr. II. J. Bigelow, at the
Mass. Gen'l Hosp. (June 1, '64,

amp. at ankle joint. Necrosis.)

Disch'd Feb. 7, '65. Spec. 2421.

Left ; circular. Surgeon G. L.
Lucas, 47th 111. (Gangrene.)
Discharged June 22, 1865.

Left. Dr. G. L. Potter, of Julian
Furnace, Penn. Disch'd April
27, 1865.

Right; circular. Ass't Surg. T.
A. McGraw, U. S. V. Disch'd
June 9, 1865.

Right ; ant. posterior flap. Surg.
C. W. Jones, U. S. V. Disch d
April 2. 1864. Spec. 2155.

Left ; flap. A. A. Surg. A. Trau.
Discharged April 19, 1865.

Right ; flap. Discharged Decem-
ber 30, 1662.

Left ; flap. A. A. Surg. A. Trau.
(Erysipelas.) Discharged June
3, 1865.

Right. (Also flesh w'nd of chest

;

ha?m. from anterior tib. artery.)

Discharged January 19, 1863.

Left. Surg. D.W. Bliss, II. S.V.
(Haemorrhage.) Disch'd June
15, 1864. Spec. 1273.

Right. Ass't Surg. A. H. Powell,
P.A.C.S. (Gangrene.) Recov'd.

Left; flap. Dr. P. Dyer, of Maine.
(June 8, amp. foot.) Disch'd
September 27, 1864.

Left; flap. Dr. C. P. West, at
Louisville, Kentucky. Disch'd
August 28, 1865.
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Name, Military
Description, and Ann
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I.eighton, B. D., Pt., I,

9th New Hampshire.

Lester, J. II., Pt., F, 1st

New Jersey, age 20.

Logan, W. J.,Pt.,K,9th
Penn. Reserves.

Loughlin.J., Pt., K, 67th
New York, age 22.

McCarty, C, Corp'l, E,
1st New York, age 28.

McLaln, D. P., Pt., F,
4th Cavalry, age 21.

Macomber, G. W., I't.,

K, 126th New York,
age 20.

Masten, D.. Pt., G, 4th
Illinois Cavalry.

Moran, 5., Pt., G, 26th
North Carolina, age 24,

3 Mullen, F., Pt., E, 43d
New York, age 23.

Newman, D. J., Pt., G,
24th Wisconsin, age 16.

Xewton, J. W., Pt., E,
14th Virginia, age 24.

Norris, E., Civilian, age
20.

Ougheltree. G., Serg't.,

A, 12th Infantry.

Perigo, R., Pt., G, 66th
Ohio, age 44.

Perrin, F., Pt., H, 8th
Arkansas, age 25.

Phillips, J. L., Serg't, C,
1 04th New York.

Pierce, O. B., Pt., H,
38th North Carolina.

Powell, T., Pt., F, 6th
Colored Troops, age 30.

Pyne, C. M., Lieut., I,

6th Iufautry.

Redding, J., Pt., K, 42d
Illinois, ago 28.

Uenold, C. D., Pt., D,
37th Ohio, age 22.

Rhodes, J. H., Pt., A,
33d Ohio, age 30.

Ross, C., Lieut., E, 26th
Pennsylvania, age 41.

Runvan, C, A., Musician,
F, 9th N. Y. Heavy
Artillery, age 19.

Sampson, T.,Pt.,H, 46th
Colored Troops.

Schmidt, C, Corp'l, K,
39th New York, age 36.

June 4,

July 29,
1864.

June 27,

1863,
Feb. 8,

1863.
Aug. 39,

Dec. 23,

1869.
July 2,

Sept. 10,

1862.

June 30,

Aug. 28,

1862.

Sept. 17,

Dec. 22,
1863.

July 2,

Sept. 10,

1863.

Ap.15,'64
April—

,

1866.

July 2,

Oct. 28,

1803.

May 3,

1863,
Jan. 9,

1864.

June 27,

July 31,

1864.

July 3,

Aug. 10,

1863.

April 16,

June 2,

1864.
June 27,
July 28,
1862.

Aug. 14,

Se. 20, '64.

Nov. 30,

1864,
Jan. 2,

1865.
Sept. 17,

Oc.18,'62.

June 30,

An.—,'68.

Jan. 15,

April 26,
1865.

Aug. 30,

1862,
My 4, '64.

Sept. 20,

1863,
Jan. 17,

1864.
No.25,'63.

Feb. 26,
1864.

No.25,'63,

Jan. 13,

1864.

Julv 2,—, '63.

May 3,

Oct. 17,

1863.
Sept. 8,

Oct. 11,

1864.

Mav 6,

1864,

Feb. 18,

1865.

Shinn, W. J., Serg't. I, J'el8.'04
5th New Jersey, age 25. Ja.18,'65.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left. Dr. O. II. Bradley, of East
Jaffrey, N. H. Discharged Feb-
ruary 11, 1865.

Left; posterior flap. A. A. Surg.
R. A. Cleeman. Gangrene. Dis-
charged December 24, 1863.

Left. Dr. J. Kirker, of Alleghe-
ny, Penn. 1809, popliteal aneur-
ism

; dry gangrene. Recovered.
Left ; flap. Surgeon S. D. Gross,
U.S.V. (Erysipelas. July 26,

Pirogoir's amp. at ankle joint.)

Disch'd July 29, '63. Spec. 214.
Right. Ass't Surg. W. S. Forbes,
U. S.V. (Excision of 3 ins. of
tibia.) Discharged May 11, ie63.
Died August 21, 1867.

Right ; flap. Discharged May
26, 1865.

Left ; ant. posterior flap. (Gan-
grene.) Disch'd May 3, 1864.
Spec. 4303.

Left. Surg. G. It. Bibb, of Jack-
sonville, Illinois. (Discharged
September 17, 1864.)

Right ; flap. A. A. Surgeon .1. E.
Steele. Nov. 8, profuse haemor-
rhage; flaps laid open ; slough-
ing. Trans, to Fort Delaware
April 19, 1804.

Left; double flap. Surg. .7. A.
Lidell, II. S. V. Disch'd Sept. 5,

1864. Spec. 2022. Died March
5, 1871.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. J. C.
Thorp. (Gangrene.) Disch'd
April 9, 1865.

Right ; circular. (July 16, amp.
foot, Pirogoff's opera.; slough-
ing.) Recovered. Transferred
for exchange Nov. 12, 1 863.

Right ; circular. Ass't Surg. J.

E. Semple, U. S. A. Disch'd
July 17, 1864.

Right. (Also fracture of skull.)

Transferred to Veteran Reserve
Corps August 14, 1863.

Left ; flap. Discharged June 9,

1S65. Died September 4, 1866.

Left ; hi-lateral skin flap and circ.

section of muscles. A. A. Surg. I

M. L. Herr. Trans, to Provost
Marshal May 6, 1865.

Right ; flap. Discharged March
23, 1863.

. Surgeon W. A. Carrington,

C. S. A. Recovered.
Left ; circular. Ass't Surg. S. H.
Orton, U. S. A. (Jan. 15, exc.
3 ins. tibia.) Disch'd Oct. 14, '65.

Left; bi-lateral flap. Dr. W. H.
Van Buren of New York. Re-
tired December 15, 1870.

Left : circular flap. Surg. J. Y.
l'inley, 2d Kentucky Cavalry.
Discharged Sept. 29, 1864.

Left ; circ. flap. Ass't Surg. B. E.
Frver, U. S. A. Disch'd Aug.
34,1364. Died August 17, 1870.

Left ; flap. Ass't Surgeon A. G.
Albright, 79th Penn. Disch'd
July 15, 1804.

Left. Discharged June 18, 1864.
Died November 30, 1866.

Left. Dr. L. Briggs of Auburn,
N. Y. (May 3. excision of tibia.)

Discharged Julv 26, 1865.
Left; flap. Ass't Surg. J. H. Ben-
nett, 46th Colored Troops. Dis-
charged March 9, 1865.

Right (May 23, 1864, lig. of ant.

tibial art'y) ; ant. posterior flap.

Surgeon S. B. Ward, (J. S. V.
Re-amputation April 18, 1865.
Discharged July 14, 1865.

Right ; flap. Surg. D. W. Maull,
1st Delaware. Discharged.

'SMITH (STEPHEN), Analysis of Four Hundred and Thirty-nine Recorded Amputations in the Continuity of the Lmver Extremity, in United

States Sanitary Commission Memoirs. Surgical Volume II, New York, 1871. p. 140.

*J0XE8 (J.), Investigations upon the feature. Causes, and Treatment of Hospital Gangrene as it prevailed in the Confederate Armies, 1861-1865,

in United States Sanitary Commission Memoirs, New York, 1871, Surgical Volume II, p. 292.

•LIDKIX(J. A.), On the Major Amputationfor Injuries in loth Civil and Military Practice, iu Am. Jour. Med. Sets, 1864, VoL XLVII, N. S., p. 376.
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Name, Military
Description, ami Auk.

Smith. A. A., Pt., A, jkl April 8,

Rhudo Island Artillery. Jul v 10,

1863.

Smith, H.. Pt., II, 38d
Colnred Troops, age 37.

Snead. A. J., Tt., Court-
ney's Artillery.

Spencer, C Pt., A, 1st

It. Island Light Artil-

lery, age 32.

Spieer. J., Pt., K. 14th
K'y Cavalry, age 23.

Spivey, /.. J., Serg't, F,
51st N. Carolina, age
89.

Steinbeck, A., Pt., A,
58th Sew York, ago S3.

Struble, C. W., Corp'l,

P, 3d Infantry, age 23.

Sullivan, A. W., Pt., P,

69th Ohio, age 20.

Swallow, II. R., Serg't,

O, 31st .Massachusetts.

Thompson, II., Pt., K,
6th Maine, nge 24.

Vogel, P., Pt., I, 6th In-

1'antry, age 25.

Wheeler, C. D., Corp'l,

1!, 32d Col'd Troops,
age 21.

YVood.C. J.,Pt.,II, 149th
New York, age 44.

Woomer, E. M., Corp'l,

A, W3d Peon., age 21

.

Worrell, B. P., Pt., A,
1st New Jersey.

Wurth, L., Tt., C, 41st
New York, nge 27.

Brown, A. C, Serg't, G,
13th Penn. Cavalry,
age 36.

Cates, J. J., Pt.. I, 4th
Kentucky, age 22.

Christiana, G., Pt., A,
120th New York, oge
36.

Conrad, A., Pt., H, 26th
Wisconsin, uge 22.

Copeiand, A. M., Lieut.,

C, 8lst New Y'ork, age
25.

Crandull. S-, Pt., G, 17th
Michigan, age 18.

Eames. J. E.. Pt., F,
112th New Y'ork, age
23.

Eubanks. L. M., Pt., I,

30th Alabama, age 33.

Frazer, P., Pt., B, 4th
Artiller}-, age 24.

Band, J. C, Pt., C, 3d
Mississippi, age 21.

Harness, J. C, Pt.,

33d Ohio, age 21.

Fob. 10,

.Mar. 2<J,

1805.

Au. 9,'C2,

Aug. 9,

18ti3.

De.13,'62,

Dec. 28,

1869.
Mar. 9,

Juno 30,
1863.

May l(i.

June 17,

1804.
Aug. 16,

1804,
April 12,

1800.

July 3,

Aug. 5,

1863.
Sept. 25,

Nov. 20,

1863.

May 18,

1804,
Dec.3,'68.
May 3,

Sept. —

,

1863.

June 27,

1802.

June 27,

1879.

Feb. 10,

Mar. 16,

1865.

May 3,

Aug. 1,

1863.

May 5,

July 21,

1804.
April 14,

Nov. —

,

1862.
A ug. 30,

Dec. 1,

1862.

A ug. 15,

Oct. 20,

1804.

Sept. 20,

1803,

May6,'64.
July 2,

Aug'. 10,

1603.

May 15,

Aug 3,

1864.

Sept. 30,

Nov. 10,

1864.

Julv 31,

Sept. 1,

1864.
Jan. 15,

Feb. 28,
1865.

Nov. 24,

1864.

April 30,

June 28,

1803.
July 20,

Sept. 22,

18C4.

Aug. 3,

Sept. 22,

1864.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Right; circular. A. A. Surg. J.

W. Cushing. (April 9, flap am-
putation left leg.) Discharged
August 25, 1804. Spec. 1 103.

Left; circ. Surg. A. 11. Thurs-
ton, U.S. Y. Discharged July
26, 1805.

Right. Surg. T. H. Howard, C.
S. A. Recovered. Fuiloughcd
November 20, 1804.

Right ; flap. Recovered. Died
in 1871.

Right. Surg. J. M. Daniel, 47th
Kentucky. Discharged March
24, 1804.

Right ; posterior flap. Surg. —
Sutton, P. A. C. S. Retired
December 19, 1804.

Right. Dr. J. A. McArthur, Sol-

diers' Home, Philadelphia. (Dis-

charged July 20, 1665.) Recov-
ered. Died May 0, 1608.

Left; flap. Surgeon H. Palmer,
U. S.V. Discharged December
8, 1603.

Left ; lateral Hap. Surg. L. Slns-
ser, 69th Ohio. March 3, 1864.

spiculae removed. Furloughcd
March 12, 1864.

Left; flap. Dr. W. G. Breck,
Springfield, Mass. Recovered.

Left; circ. A. A. Surg. J. B. Cut-
ter. (June 9, diseased bones of
foot rem'd.) Discharged May
14,1804. .Spec. 4316.

Right. Act. Surgeon G. II. Mur-
mion, Soldiers' Home, Hampton.
(Also wads of groin and skull.

Necrosed. Rem. of fragments

—

opening in occipital bone. Dis-
charged Aug. 21, 1863.) Specs.

429, 6941.
Deft ; circ. Surg. A. H. Thurs-
ton, U. S. V. Discharged A ug.

17, 1865. Died Jan. 22, 1870.

Right. Surg. D.W. Bliss.U.S.V.
Discharged November 16, 1863.

Left; flap. A. A. Surg. E. Harts-
borne. Discharged September
9, 1865. Spec. 3078.

Left. A. A. Surg. O. F. Scheldt.
Discharged January 5, 1863.

Left; double flap. A.A.Surg.
T. O. Bannister. Discharged
September 14, 1803.

Right ; flap. Surg. N. R. Moseley,
V. S.V. Died October 29, 1864

;

exhaustion. Spec. 3316.

Left. Died May 18, 1864.

Right. Sept. 2, haem.; amputat'n
thigh. Died September 25, '63

;

exhaustion.
Right ; circular. A. A. Surg. N.
R. Morris. (Gangrene.) Died
August 25, 1804 ; diarrhoea.

Right. Surg. Z. E. Bliss, U. S. V.
(Haemorrhage: ligation.) Died
January 4, 1665.

Left ; circular. Surg. A. F. Shel-
don, U. S. V. Died September
15, 1864 ; exhaust'n. Snec.3126.

Left; circular. Ass't Surg. S.
H. Orton, U. S. A. (Necrosis.)

Died March 17, 1665 ; exhaust'n.
Left ; circular. Surg. H. J. Phil-
lips, U. S. V. (Gangrene.) Lied
November 30, 1664.

Right. Died September 18, 1863

;

diarrhoea.

Right; circular. Ass't Surg. T. A.
McGraw, U. S.V. (Necrosed;
gangrene.) Died Sept. 26, 1864

;

exhaustion.
Right; circular. Ass't Surg. T.
A. McGraw, U. 8. V. Died
October 4, 1864.
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Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Ileddon, N., Corp'l, F,
|
Aug. 13,

150th New Y'ork, age Sept. 17,

45.
|

1864.

Jackson, If

Florida.
Pt., K, 2d I May 5,

June 26,

1862.

May 5,

July 9,

1604.

Real, J., Pt.. II, 118th Hay 14.

Jones, M. M.,Pt.,D, 19th
Michigan, nge 25.

Ill

Ohio, age 21.

Kingsbury, A., Pt., D,
22d Massachusetts, age
18.

Lcvisee, I., Pt., E, 18th
Wisconsin.

Linn. II., Pt., A, 6th
Penn. Reserves, uge 25.

115 Loud, 11. , Pt., A, 183d
Pennsylvania, age 18.

116 Lovell, P., Corp'l, (',

10th Missouri, ago 41.

'Mabry.S. I)., It.,

Alabama, age 2:

M, 1st

lry, age
Marlett. G., Pt.

Michigan Cava
19.

Merrill, J. A., Pt., G
51st Tennessee.

Moore, J., Pt.,

Penn. Reserves
E, 8th

ago 20.

O'Connor, J., Serg't, C,
11th Massachusetts.

Patten, W. F., Pt., C,
9th Mississippi, age 24.

Pierson, J. C, Pt., D,
19th Infantry, nge 16.

Porter, W. C., Serg't, F,
66th Ohio.

'Rudolph, J„ Pt., E,4th
Michigan, age 24.

Sands, P. E., Serg't, B,
1st Sharpshooters, ago
31.

Slusser, C. C, Pt., H,
107th Ohio, nge 21.

Stevens, IP". E., Pt., E,
5th Texas, age 18.

Tanner, N. A., Pt., I, 2d
Michigan.

Twitchell, S. R., Pt., G,
89th New York, age 25.

Vogle, F., Pt., G, 74th
Pennsylvania, age 28.

133
j

Whistler, R.,

I 49th Ohio.
Pt., H,

133 Wilbur, W., Pt., B, 1st

N. York Cavalry, age

June 27,

1804.

June 26,

Aug. 1,

1862.

April 6,

May 9,

1862.
Sept. 17,

Dec. 4,

1602.

May 8.

Aug. 23,

1864.

Nov. 25,

1803,

Jan. 10,

1864.

Sept. 17,

1862,

Mar. 16,

1803.

June 5,

July 19,

1864.

Nov. 30,

1864,

Jan. —

,

1865.

Dec. 13,

24, '62.

May 3,

Juno 16,

1863.

Nov. 30,

1864,

Mar. 19,

1865.

July 28,

Sept. 7,

1864.

1862.

June 3.

Aug. 27,

1864.

May 10,

Oct. 19,

1864.

May 2,

June 15,

1863.

July 2,

Aug. 3,

1863.

July 16,

Sept. 26,

1863.

Sept. 17,

1862.

Feb. 15,

1863.

July 1.

Aug. 13,

1863.

June 2,

July 5,

1864.

May 8,

Julv 6,

1864.

Operations, Operatoiib,
Result.

Left ; ant. post. flap. A. A. Surg.
J. C. Thorpe. (Gangrene ; diar-

rhoea.) Died September 22. '64:

haemorrhage.
Left. Teale's method. A. Surg.
J. S. Billings, U. S. A. (Erysip-
elas.) Died July 6, '62. Spcc.l.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. F. C.
Leber. Died July 20, 1804:

pyaemia.
Left; haemorrhage. 12 ounces.
Died Aug. 20, 1804 ; exhaustion.

Right. A. A. Surg. S. D. Gross.

(Aug. 12, haemorrhage > Died
August 31, 1862; enteritis.

. Died May 111, 1862; py-
aemin.

Left; flap. A. A. Surgeon A. V.
Cherbonnier. (Excision); liu'ln.

Jan. 15, 1863, amp. thigh ; nee.;

lig. of feni.: haem. Died March
31,1803. Specs. 3818, 3983, 748.

Left; flap. Surg. N. R. Moftelev.

U. S.V. (Necrosis.) Died (let.

15, 1864; exhaust'n. Spec :!316.

Left ; circular. Ass't Surg. U.
Bartholow, U. S. A. (Primary
excis.; haem.) Jan. 15, slough-
ing; erysipelas; huem. Feb. 2,

amputation thigh. Died Feb-
ruary 3, 1664. Spec. 2108.

Right. Teale's method. (Gang.)
Erysipelas; diarr. Died March
22, '63; exhaustion. Spec. 3891.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. A. D.
Hall. (Haemorrti.) Died July
19, 1864; exhaustion.

Right. Died January 31, 1865;
exhaustion.

Left ; flnps of skin and circ. sect.

of muscles. Ass't Surg. G. M.
McGill.U. S.A. (Haemorrhage;
diarrhoea.) Died Jan. 19, 1803

;

pyaemia. Spec. 4577.

Left. (Necrosis.) Died June 23,

1863. Spec. 1237.

Right ; ant. posterior flap. Ass't

Surgeon J. C. Thorpe, V. S. V.
(Gangrene; necrosis.) Hem.,
12 oz. March 24, amp. thigh.

Died April 20, 1665; pyaemia.
Itight; circular. A.A.Surg. E.
M. Johnston. Died September
25, 1804; pyaemia.

Right. Died October 10, 1602.

Spec. 553.

Left; ant. post. flap. Surg. J. A.
Lidcll, IT. S. V. (Haemorrhage.)
Died Sept. 16,1664; exhaust'n.

Right : circular. Surg. O. A. Jud-
son, U. S.V. (Haemorrh.) Died
Nov. 4, 1864 ; exhaustion.

. (June 15, haemorrhage.)
Died June 29, 1863.

Right. Died September 4, 1863.

Right. (Haemorrh.: gangrene.)
Died October 11, 1863; pyaemia.

Left ; flap. A. A. Surg. L. Fisher.

(Sloughing: necrosis.) Died
March 5, 1863; pyaemia. Spec.

2067.

Right : flap. A. A. Surg. A. Hew-
son. (Gangrene; haem.) Sept. 7,

haem.; lig. femoral. Sept. 19.

lig. ext. iliac. Died Oct. 0, 1863;
haemorrhage. Spec. 2014.

Right. (June2, excision.) Died
July 14, 1864

; pyaemia.

Right; circular. A. A. Surg. H.
B. Butcher. iMay 28, Pirogoff's
amputation : gangrene.) Died
July 6, 1804 : exhaustion.

NORTH (A.), Report of Sixty Cases of Hospital Gangrene, in The. American Medical Times. 1863, Vol. VI, p. 255.

*LIDELL (J. A.), Gunshot Wound of Eight Ankle Joint involving Tibia and Astragalus, in XT. S. Sanitary Commission Memoirs, Surgical Volume

S, New York, 1870, p. 191.
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two inches shortening,

the morning of Dccemli

In five of the one hundred and thirty-three secondary amputations in the upper third

of the leg re-amputation in the thigh became necessary; one patient survived and four

succumbed to the operation.

Secondary Amputations in the Middle Third of the Leg for Shot Injury.— One
hundred and seventy-four Cases are included in this group; one hundred and thirty-seven

terminated successfully and thirty-seven fatally, a mortality rate of 19.7 per cent. In

eighty instances the right and in eighty-seven the left limb was amputated, and in seven

cases this point was not indicated.

Recoveries after Secondary A mputations in the Middle Third of the Leg for Shot

Injury.—Of the one hundred and thirty-seven patients who survived secondary amputa-

tion in the middle third of the leg twenty-three were Confederate and one hundred and

fourteen Union soldiers. Of the latter one hundred and thirteen became pensioners, but

twelve have died since the date of their discharge from the service—one of pyaemia, one

of continued suppuration of the stump, one of exhaustion, one of apoplexy, one of chronic

diarrhoea, one of phthisis, and six of causes not stated.

Case 792.—Private O. L. Bell, Co. D, 1st Delaware, aged 19 years, was wounded in the right leg, at Antietam, Septem-

ber 17, 1862, and admitted to hospital at Frederick ten days afterwards. Acting Assistant Surgeon W. S. Adams forwarded the

following history : "An examination revealed extensive comminuted fracture of both bones of right leg at the upper portion of the

lower third, a transverse fracture at the upper third, and an oblique fracture running down to within two inches of the external

malleolus. The limb was in Smith's anterior splint, which had been badly applied; and a piece of adhesive plaster, which had

been placed just above the knee, had been allowed to receive the weight of the limb for six weeks. The result was that it cut

through the skin, fascia, and to a considerable extent into the muscles, the incision made being seven inches long and at its

middle two and a half inches broad. After taking it off the limb was readjusted in the same splint, in which it remained about

three weeks longer, when it was placed in a fracture box. After union the leg showed

The patient's condition had remained good throughout, but on

r 26th he had a severe chill, followed at 10 A. M. by considerable

fever. On the next day there was some evidence of ery-

sipelas on the leg and thigh, and three grains of quinine

were prescribed every three hours, also fifteen drops of

tincture of chloride of iron every four hours. On the

following day erysipelas was very evident and extended

from the ankle to the hip ; limb hot and much swollen
;

pidse 130 ; tongue furred and bowels constipated. Saline

cathartics were now ordered and lead and opium wash

was applied. On December 29th the patient was no

better and there was total loss of appetite. The limb

was now suspended in Smith's anterior splint so as to

allow a free passage of air beneath and to facilitate the

application of local remedies to all parts affected. After

this the patient did quite well until January 10, 1863,

when there was some evidence of an abscess on the

anterior part of the thigh, but no distinct fluctuation

could be recognized; patient having no pain and feeling

quite well, his appetite having returned for some days.

The quinine was now stopped and brandy and tonics

were continued. On January 14th an extensive abscess

was opened on the anterior part of the thigh and about

a quart of pus was evacuated, after which the cavity

was syringed with tepid water and a bandage was

applied to the entire limb. One week later a solution

of zinc was ordered to be used for syringing. Subsequently the patient, continued to do well, requiring no treatment, and on

February 10, 1863, he was discharged, the walls of the abscess having become adherent and the ulcer nearly cicatrized." The
man subsequently re-enlisted in the 1st Delaware Cavalry and served for fifteen months, when the wound reopened. He then

passed through various hospitals, being ultimately discharged for disability, from Jarvis Hospital, Baltimore, June 15, 186f>,

and pensioned. Examiner I. Jump, of Dover, Delaware, certified July 1, 1871: "There is a large open sore some four or five

inches long and the skin or flesh on most of the leg is very much discolored, the discharge being very offensive except when

counteracted by disinfectants. The pensioner had to take to his bed last February, being unable to bear any weight on the limb

and suffering very much with it. His physician, who had served in the army, insisted on taking the leg off. I am of the opinion

that it never will be healed ; but I have advised that the diseased portions of the bones be removed ; it is barely possible he may

Fig. 318.— Posterior ami anterior
views of the bones uf the right leg.

Spec. fiM9.
Fig. 319.—Appearance of stamp. [From

a photograph.]
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recover." Dr. J. F. M. Forwood, of Chester, Pennsylvania, who subsequently, on August 19, 1872, amputated the leg seven

inches below the knee joint, communicated, in connection with the case, that after receiving his final discharge from service the

man "roamed about and had one or two operations performed for his relief, staying some fifty days in St. Joseph's Hospital,

Philadelphia, and finally drifting here, where I amputated his limb." At an examination of the stump in August, 1879, Examiner

Jump reported: "There has been ulceration for ten months continuously, sometimes confining him to his bed." The pensioner

was paid March 4, 1881. The amputated hones of the leg (Spec. 6569), together with a photograph of the pensioner, represented

in the wood-cuts (FlGS. 318, 319), were contributed to the Museum by the operator.

Case 793.—Private W. Holmes, Co. D, 18th Massachusetts, aged '20 years, was wounded in the right leg, at Fredericks-

burg, December 13, 1862. He passed from a field hospital to Campbell Hospital, Washington, two weeks after receiving the

injury, and six months afterwards he was transferred to Mower Hospital, Philadelphia. Surgeon J. Hop-

kinson, U. S. V., in charge of the latter, recorded the following history: "The patient was suffering from

a compound comminuted fracture of the tibia and fibula at the lower third. He also complained of diar-

rhoea, for which chalk mixture and laudanum were administered. Dead bone was discovered by the

probe. The leg had been operated on and several pieces of bone removed. At the time of admission,

June 20th, it was very much enlarged and disfigured by cicatrices. The wound was dressed with warm-

water poultices every hour. On July 15th a large ulcer had broken out on the limb and a large piece of

bone was taken away. Warm-water dressings were still continued, and the foot was kept elevated. On
the following day the ulcer was found to be extending, and bread and milk poultices were ordered to be

applied. Subsequently chlorate of potassa and muriatic disinfecting lotion were used. On July 19th,

creasote was applied to the ulcer; warm-water dressings continued; bone now in a sad state. On July

22d the leg was removed by flap operation by Assistant Surgeon C. R. Greenleaf, U. S. A., half way

between the ankle and the knee. The flaps were brought accurately together and dressed with water

dressing. On the following day the patient felt easy, having slept well during the night after taking a

half grain of morphia; pulse 100, full and soft. On July 26th the dressing was removed; stump looking

well and patient doing well. Extra diet was given, and porter daily. The stump healed rapidly and the

patient's general health was excellent. On September 30th the stump had entirely healed and the patient

went home on furlough." He was subsequently transferred to Haddington Hospital, and later to Ladies'

Home, New York City, where he was supplied with an artificial leg of the "Bly" pattern, and whence

he was discharged April 12, 1864, and pensioned. In his subsequent applications for commutation he

described the condition of the stump as continuing in a "healthy state." The amputated bones of the

leg (Spec. 2594), contributed by the operator, are represented in the annexed wood-cut (Fig. 320) and

exhibit the seat of the fracture, the fibula being firmly consolidated, and much callus being effused about the tibia, but caries

having prevented firm union. The pensioner was paid March 4, 1881.

Cask 794.—Private E. Collins, Co. A, 3d Mississippi, aged 22 years, was wounded above the right ankle, at Peach Tree

Creek, July 20, 1864. He was under treatment at Confederate hospitals until June 7, 1805, when he was admitted to the

Marine (Union) Hospital at Mobile. Surgeon S. Kneeland, U. S. V., in charge, contributed the specimen (No. 481), represented

in the adjoining cut (Fig. 321), with the following description: "The missile, a minis ball, perforated the

tibia in its course and lodged in the wounded man's shoe. The wound had never healed, and suppuration

and haemorrhage had continued up to the time of the patient's entrance into this hospital. For the last few

weeks haemorrhage had been frequent and profuse and it was with difficulty controlled by stuffing the

cavity in the tibia, which was large enough to allow the finger to be introduced freely. Suppuration was
also profuse, and there was great pain and swelling about the lower part of the tibia,

the patient being considerably exhausted from these causes. Circular amputation of the

leg near the middle was performed on June 8th by Acting Assistant Surgeon R. W.
Coale, chloroform being used. The stump at first was disposed to slough, but under

a tonic treatment and antiseptic applications it soon assumed a healthy appearance. The

subsequent progress was favorable, and by June 30th the stump was nearly well." The

records of the hospital show that the patient was discharged on parole July 9, 1865.

The specimen comprises the lower portions of the bones of the injured leg, and exhibits

the cavity in the tibia as well as external deposit of callus.

Case 795.—Private P. Larkin, Co. C, 48th New York, aged 24 years, was wounded

during the assault on Fort Wagner, July 18, 1863, by a canister shot, which fractured

the right foot. Assistant Surgeon J. E. Semple, U. S. A., reported that the wounded

man was conveyed to hospital at Hilton Head, where Pirogoff's amputation at the ankle

joint was performed one week after the date of the injury. The patient recovered, and

was discharged from service December 4, 1863, and pensioned. Dr. E. D. Hudson, of

New York City, who supplied the pensioner with an artificial foot several years after-

Flo. 320—Bones of the.

?bt leg seven months
er fracture. Sjicc. 25.04.

FIG. 322. — Bony
stump of right leg, af-

ter Pirogoff's ampu-
tation at the ankle
joint. Spec. 6913.

•i.
•*'2^

1
i"

^"ne80f wards, reported that he saw the man some weeks after leaving the service and found that
the right leg ten and ' " °
a half months after the tibia was extensively necrosed, that numerous pieces had exfoliated, and that there

' '
'

' was copious discharge of pus from the leg, which was enlarged about one-third beyond

its normal size, an involucrum being present corresponding to the extent of the necrosed bone, and several cloaca? having formed.

The pensioner subsequently suffered re-amputation of the leg at the middle third (near the junction with the upper third) at the

Soldiers' Home in Hampton, whence Dr. G. H. Marmion, surgeon in charge, described the case substantially as follows: "After

receiving bis discharge I.arkin was sent to bis home in Brooklyn, where he followed his trade as stucco-maker, but was com-

SURG. 111—69
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pelled to desist throe months afterwards, necrosis setting iu and continuing pretty much up to the present time. He is a man of

apparently good constitution, and should have done well had the leg been amputated at the junction of the middle and lower

thirds. As it was he led a life of Buffering and mortification, the odor of his leg completely ostracising him from the society of

his fellows. I think the operation of Syme or Pirogoff might be profitably abandoned. The re-amputation was performed by

me on May (i, 1879, with the assistance of hospital nurses, none of them being professional men. The etump was kept con-

stantly wet night and day with a dilute solution of carbolic acid. It healed entirely by first intention, and the patient is now
(June 10, 1879) able to walk on crutches a few yards to the hospital piazza. I had some fears of an extension of the disease,

but at present there is not nor lias there been any indication of the remainder of the tibia being involved. The patient is iu

excellent physical condition, fat, rosy, and good spirits." The bones of the leg (Spec. 0913), removed at the re-amputation and

contributed by the operator, are shown in the wood-cut (Fig. 322 on the preceding page), and exhibit a large involucrum

embracing a cylindrical sequestrum of the tibia. The pensioner was paid March 4, 1881. l

Case 79C.—Private L. V. Grant, Co. M, 8th Illinois Cavalry, aged 23 years, was wounded in the left ankle, at Beverly

Ford, June 9, 1863, and entered Lincoln Hospital, Washington, the following day. Assistant Surgeon J. C. McKee, U. S. A.,

who amputated the injured limb, reported as follows: "The wound was caused by the ball entering the inner malleolus pos-

teriorly, penetrating the base of the tibia, and remaining embedded on the semi-cylindrical face of the astragalus. Upon taking

charge of the hospital (December, 1803; I found the patient's condition as follows: Appetite capricious but well guarded by

taking acceptable food; constant pain in left breast, accompanied by headache; eyes constantly suffused and face flushed, wake-

fulness, restlessness, and night-sweats; also a strong aortic direct murmur of the heart, with considerable hypertrophy and con-

sequent labored heart action. He had to be propped up iu bed to allow him any rest, his expression being anxious, appetite

declining, pain of wound unremitting and excruciating, tissues inflamed and cedematous, and the joint immovable and firmly

anehylosed, rendering it impossible for the patient to put his foot on the ground. He begged again and again to have the limb

removed. An examination by the probe indicated diseased bone or foreign substance. The opinion of Acting Assistant Surgeon

W. F. Peck— under whose care he had been for some months—as confirmed by the statement of the patient was that the ball

had been extracted. Uninfluenced by the patient's constant and urgent solicitation I proceeded carefully to examine the case

further; and not being satisfied that I had sufficient authority to remove the diseased and injured joint by amputation, I delayed

for accumulative evidence, which was not long in presenting itself. The bad symptoms increasing, it became evident that some

measure for relief must be promptly taken to save the life of the patient. Assistant Surgeon R. Bartholow, U. S. A., under

whose care the patient had also been for some time, favored immediate amputation, and stated that he had intended to operate

before my arrival. Assistant Surgeon H. Allen, U. S. A., was also present and favored the operation. Acting Assistant Surgeon

W. F. Peck insisted upon removing the limb some time before I gave my consent; other medical gentlemen present were satisfied

that the removal of the limb was called for to rid the patient of a deformity and an encumbrance. Amputation was accordingly

performed on December 7, 1803, eight inches below the knee, by circular operation. Sulphuric ether was used and the patient

reacted promptly. The stump was left laying open on a pillow and strapped, when the healing process commenced. Simple

water dressings were applied. The aggravated symptoms of the heart disease became greatly modified after the operation. The
patient's appetite improved, his night-sweats ceased, and he was delighted to be able to sleep and rest, stating that he had not

enjoyed any comfort or relief from pain for months before. He obtained an excellent and useful stump. The ligatures came

away two weeks after the operation. The patient was furloughed February 11th, and subsequently he was transferred to

Judiciary Square Hospital to have an artificial limb applied." On September 24, 1864, his term of service expired and he was

mustered out. He was a pensioner until August 21, 1805, when he died. The cause of his death has not been ascertained. The
amputated part of the wounded limb, longitudinally bisected and exhibiting the place of lodgement of the missile, was contributed

to the Museum by the operator and constitutes specimen 1899 of the Surgical Section.

Fatal Cases of Secondary A mputations in the Middle Third of the Leg for Shot

Injury.-—Thirty-seven operations were performed—six on Confederate and thirty-one on

Union soldiers. Erysipelas was noted in one, pyaemia in seven, and gangrene in eleven

cases; in two instances autopsies were reported.

Case 797.—Private D. Bussler, Co. K, 93d Pennsylvania, aged 19 years, was wounded near the left ankle during the

engagement near Fort Fisher, before Petersburg, March 25, 1865. Surgeon S. F. Chapin, 139th Pennsylvania, reported his

admission to the field hospital of the 2d division, Sixth Corps. Assistant Surgeon H. Allen, U. S. A., contributed the patho-

logical specimen, numbered 195 of the Surgical Section, A. M. M., with the following description and result of the injury: "The
wound consisted of a compound comminuted fracture of the fibula; a conoidal ball had entered the outer aspect four inches

above the external malleolus, and emerged at the inner aspect one and a half inches above the internal malleolus. The patient

was admitted to Mount Pleasant Hospital, Washington, one week after receiving the injury. Circular amputation of the leg

was performed by Acting Assistant Surgeon H. Craft, on May 0th, at the junction of the middle and lower thirds. Eight liga-

tures were applied and sulphuric ether was used. At the time of the operation the leg presented a large open surface on the

posterior region, extending from one inch below the ankle joint to the junction of the middle and lower thirds of the limb.

Several spiculse had been removed previously and there had been gangrene ; the patient had lost his appetite and was very weak

;

pulse small. Reaction came on slowly. On the evening of May 9th he had a severe chill; suppurative process not yet estab-

lished; stump dark looking and flaps somewhat discolored; two ligatures now came away. Tincture of chloride of iron, with

stimulants and nourishing diet, were prescribed, also a camphor and opium pill every liquid stool. On the following day there

was another chill, followed by profuse cold sweat
;
previous treatment continued, and one-half drachm of bi-sulphate of soda

dissolved in water was given every two hours. There was very little discharge from the stump, which was dressed with solution

of bromine. On May 11th there were two chills and the treatment was continued. In the evening the bi-sulphate of soda was

'SMITII (S.), Amputations at the Ankle Joint in Military iyurgery, iu U. 8, Sanitary Commission Memoirs, Surgical Volume II, p. 134.
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stopped, but resumed the next morning. Several rigors occurred during the night and a slight chill on the morning of May
13th, when the patient had great pain in the stomach, and the bi-sulphateof soda was again stopped and morphiaprescribed. In

the afternoon the doses of bi-sulphate of soda were again resumed. He suffered great pain in the stomach through the night, and

the next day the remedy was again stopped. There were now symptoms of gastritis and the patient was gradually sinking.

The slough had all separated from the stump, which looked quite healthy. Poultices of charcoal, flaxseed, yeast, and creasote

had been used for several days. On the morning of May 15th the patient was very low and in a dying condition, and all med-

icines except stimulants and beef-essence were stopped. Death, caused by pyoemia, supervened at 3 r. M. on May 15, 18t>5.

At the autopsy the thoracic viscera were found to be normal with the exception of old adhesions of the right lung. The left

lobe of the liver and the spleen contained metastatic abscesses; other abdominal viscera were normal. The stump was in a gan-

grenous condition. The medulla of the upper third of the femur was greatly inflamed, particularly so about one inch below the

great trochanter; cancelli of upper part of femur very vascular; cancellous structure of tibia slightly vascular." The specimen

consists of the amputated portion of the fibula, showing the seat of the injury without any attempt at repair.

Case 798.—Sergeant J. C. Schmid, Co. F, 1st Rhode Island Light Artillery, aged 26 years, was wounded, before Peters-

burg. August 10, 18G4. by a minis' ball, which took effect above the malleoli of the left leg and implicated the bone. He was

admitted to Satterlee Hospital, Philadelphia, one week after receiving the injury. By September "2d the wound

had become gangrenous and was sloughing a little, the muscles and bone being exposed at the point of the

injury. The patient was thin looking but apparently of good strength and constitution, having good appetite

and being in good spirits. The wound became very large and deep, involving most of the muscular structure

on the inner and posterior surfaces and extending from the internal malleolus to within two inches of the

point of election. On September 22d the leg was amputated by Acting Assistant Surgeon O. P. Sargent just

above the point of election, by the circular method, the anesthetic consisting of two parts of ether to one part

of chloroform. One week after tbe operation the patient's condition was weak and his appetite poor, and there

was unhealthy inflammation. On October Oth there was gangrene of the stump, the swelling, inflammation,

and discolored spots extending to the groin. The patient died at noon on October 7, 1864, having suffered

much pain tin! previous night. The treatment embraced morphine, quinine, iron, and stimulants according to

the condition of the patient. Astringent lotions, caustics, and cataplasms of charcoal and linseed meal were

used to the wound and lead and opium solution to the thigh. A mixture consisting of one drachm of carbon-

ate of ammonia, two ounces of syrup of acacia, and six ounces of brandy was administered in tablespoonful ».
doses every four hours. The history, together with the amputated portion of the bones of the leg (represented portions of bones

in the annexed wood-cut, FlG. 323), was contributed by the operator. The specimen, No. 3647, shows that month and twelve

the tibia was nearly entirely fractured in the lowest third, a deposit of callus around the orifice, and au extensive days after injury,

loss of substance in the body of the bone, which is carious.

Case 799.—Sergeant J. Cannel, Co. I, 124th Ohio, aged 27 years, was wounded near Dalton, May 9, 1864. Surgeon

R. D. Lvnde, U. S. V., reported his admission to the field hospital of the 3d division, Fourth Corps, with "shot fracture of right

leg and flesh wound of left leg." Eighteen days after receiving the injury the patient was transferred to hospital No. 1 at Nash-

ville, whence Surgeon R. L. Stanford, U. S. V., reported the following: "The wound of the right leg was three-fourths of an

inch above the external malleolus and posterior to the tibia, the ball passing inward and downward and emerging three-fourths

of an inch below the internal malleolus, having fractured tarsal bones and opened the ankle joint. Circular amputation of the

leg at the middle third was performed on June lltli by Acting Assistant Surgeon H. C. May, chloroform and ether being used.

At the time of the operation the foot was tumefied and inflamed and the wounds were discharging sanious fetid pus. Abscesses

existed through the whole region of the joint, with extensive necrosis of bone, and the patient was much emaciated by suppu-

ration. Thirty-six hours after the amputation the integumentary flaps began to slough so as to expose the bones and face of the

stump. Charcoal and yeast poultices were used and stimulants and supporting diet prescribed." The patient died of exhaustion

October 4, 1864. Part of the tarsal bones of the amputated limb, somewhat eroded and showing no attempt at repair, were

contributed to the Museum by the operator and constitute specimen 3359 of the Surgical Section.

Table LXXVII.

Summary of One Hundred and Seventy-four Secondary Amputations in the Middle Third of the Leg

for Shot Injury.
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Name, M1UTAET
Description, ani> Ar.p.

10 Blood, J. N., Pt., C, Kith

Massachusetts.

1 lioggs, P. F., Pt., A, 1st

N. Carolina Cavalry.

i Brown, T. D., Pt., K,
P5th Illinois.

3 Bvgg, W. T., Serg't, II,

3d Arkansas.
14 Buisch, O., Pt., C, 160th

New York, age 44.

Burbank, B., Pt., H, 95th
New York, age 22.

Campbell, J. N., Pt., O,
2d Michigan Cavalry,
age 32.

7 Campbell, S., Pt., G,
20th Illinois, age 22.

B Carter, A. L., Lieut., B,
7(ith New York.

Chellis, J.C., Pt., B, 4161

Ohio, age 43. ,

Clinger, I.W., Pt.,I,26th
Ohio, age 2().

Collins, E., Pfc, A, 3d
Mississippi, age 22.

22 Covert, B. C, Pt., B,
67th New York.

3 Cowling, J. R., Pt., A,
62d Pennsylvania, nge
21.

24 Crnwforri, I.. M., Corp'l,

M, 13th Pennsylvania
Cavalrv, age 2a.

25 Currin, i>.. Pt., A. (K)d

New York, ago 5U,

i Oavis, T. I'., Pt., E, 82d
Pennsylvania, age 24.

7 Dellahellu, I'.. It., I),

2d Missouri, age 28.

28 Dougherty, A., Pt., D,
44th Indiana.

2!) Douglas, A. L., Pt., II,

2<1 Maine.

D ' Duffy, T.. It., I, 70th
New York, age 21

.

31 Dunn, T., Fireman, U.S.
Steamer "Juliet," age
26.

Durnu, J., Corp'l, C, 17th
Maine, age 38.

Duran, J, It., D, 1st

Maine Cavalry, age 48.

Fagan, P., It., B, 170th
New York, age 41.

Ferguson, E., Lieut., A,
1st Wisconsin.

Fleming, A. J., Pt., I.

83d Pennsylvania, age
45.

Gamble. .?., Pt., C, 15th
West Virginia, age 23.

Gash, J. R., Serg't, I,

16th North Carolina.

Dates.
Operations, Operators,

Result.

July 3,

Aug. 27,

1603.

July a
Aug. 27,

1803.

May 22,

June 27,

1803.

July 4,

Allg.8,'03

Se.10,'64.
Jan. 28.

1805.

Jan. 13,

April 3,

1803.

Nov. 30,

1664,

May 22,

1865.

May 9.

July 10,

1802.

July 1,

1803,

April 13,

1865.

Nov. 25,

1863,

Jan. 7,

ie65.

Dec. 27,

1802,

Dec. 18,

1803.

July 20,

1864,

June 8,

1805.
June 1,

July 11,

1862.

July 2,

1863,

Sept. 21,

1864.

Aug. 14,

Deo. 23,

1804.

Kept. 17,

Oct. 20,

1802.

June 1,

Dec. 14,

1864.

Sept. 20,

1803,

Mar. 21,

1804.

April 6,

June 25,

1802.

July 21,

Aug. 21,

1801.
June 1,

1862.

April 26,

June—

,

1864.

May 6,

Aug. 28,

1864.
00.27, '64
April 30,

1865.

June 18,

Aug. 10,

1864.

Oct. 8,

1802,

June 15,

1803.

June 27,

July 28,

ieo2.

July 21,

Oct. 12.

1864.

July 1,

Sept. 10,

1803.

Left ; antero-posterior flap. A.
A. Surg. F. llinkle. Disch'd
May 3, 1804. Spec. 1712.

Left. A. A. Surg. It. II. Wash-
ington, ('. S. A. Recovery.

Left ; circular. Surg. C. '1. Alex-
ander, U. S. A. (Muv 25, amp.
toes.) Dlsoh'd Aug. 12, 1803.

Right. Recovery.

Left; oval (lap. A. A. Surg. A.
Trail. Disch'd Muv 31. 1805.

Died July 31, 1870 ; chr. dUtrrh.
Left; flap. Ass't Surg. J. Ho-
mans, jr., I T

. S. A. Disch'd June
2, 1863. Died Sept. 17, 1808.

Left; circular. Ass't Surg. CM.
Sternberg, U. S. A. Discharged
July 17, 1805.

Left; flup. Discharged Ootol>er

13, 1802. Died April 17, 1870.

Right ; long posterior flap. Dr.
F. Hyde. Cortland, N. Y. (Dis-

charged November o, 1863.)

Right; anteroposterior flap. A.
Surg. (1. M. Sternberg, II. S. A.
(Necrosis.) Disch'd May 18,

1865. Spr.c. 3607.
Right; anteroposterior flap. A.
A. Surg. J. (}. A. r.unta. Dis-

charged April 10, 1864.

Right; circular. A. A. Surgeon
R. W. Coale. (Haemorrhage.)
Paroled July 9, 1865. Spec. 481.

Right ; circ. Discharged Sep-
tember 7. 1802.

Right. Surg. J. Kerr, 02d Peon.
(Primary exeis. tibia. I>iseh'd

July 13, 1864.) Recovery.

Right ; circular. Surg. A. I'\

Sheldon, H. S. V. Discharged
June IP, 1865. Spec. 3530.

Right ; circular. Discharged Jan-
uary 12, 1803.

Left; flap. A. A. Surg. A. Trau.
Discharged April 29, 1865.

Right; circular. Medical Cadet
C. II. Fisher. (Gangrene; iiaun-

orrhuge.) Discharged October
7, 1804. Spec. 2205.

Left; flap. A. A. Surg. T. II.

Harvey. (F.rysipelas.) Disch'd
September 12, 1862.

Right ; flap. Discharged Octo-
ber 5, 1861.

Left; posterior flap. (Primary
amp. aukle joint. Gangrene.)
Disch'd July 11. '03. Spec. 4312.

Left. Discharged ( >ctober 24,

1864.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. G. E.
Brickett. May 18, 1805. amp.
thigh. Disch'd August 7. 1605.

Left; circular. Discharged Au-
gust 12, 1865. Spec 4231.

Left; flap. A. A. Surg. G. W.
Miller. (Primary amp. toes.

Gangrene.) Discharged May
22, 1865. Spec. 3004.

Right; flap. Drs. T. Hatchard
aud K. B. Wolcott. of Milwau-
kee. Resigned June 17, 1604.

Left; flap. A. A. Surg. A. W.
Calhoun. Discharged Decem-
bers, 1802.

Right; lateral flap. Ass't Surg.
C.M.McGill. F. S. A. Hisi'h'd

April 10. 1866. Spec. 2415.

Left. Surg. Massengale, C S. A.
Recovery.

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

3!) :
Goode, S., Pt., K, 12th
Virginia Cavalry.

40 Grant, L. V., Pt., M, 8th
Illinois Cavalry, age
23.

41 Griebe, J.. Pt., E, 9th
Wisconsin.

42
\

Grieff, C. II., Pt., A, 90th
Pennsylvania, age 2L

43 Crier, W., Pt., K, 2d
Maine, ago 38.

44 Grimes, M., Pt., A, 10th
Kentucky, age 21.

45 ' Griswold, D. P., Corp'l,

| C, 76th New York.

40 Growner, H. L., Serg't,

A, 30th North Carolina,
age 33.

47 Ilafer, W. II., Pt., E, 2d
;

Pennsylvania Cavalry,
ago 24.

48 Hendricks. H., It., D,
49th Pennsylvania, ago
18.

49 Henri/, W. R., Pt., II,

|
38th Georgia.

50 Higinton, J. T„ Pt., K,
I Oth Tennessee, age 1 8.

51 Holmes, W., Pt., D, 18th

I

Massachusetts, age 20.

52 I

Horlne, W. T., Serg't,

K, 20th Indiana.

53 i
House, C, Pt., K, 60th
Ohio.

54 |
Houser, W., Pt., D, 5th
Cavalry, age 29.

55
' Howe, S. O., Pt., K, 57th
' Massachusetts.

Hubbard, A.. Farrier.

I), Oth New York Cav-
alry, age 32.

57 Hndlcr, J. M., Pt., D, 4th
Michigan, age 31.

58 Ingrahnm, E., Pt., I, 21st

! Ohio, age 21.

59

60

61

62

03

64

!

65
|

66

Jones. J. F., Pt., D, 7th
Virginia, age 29.

Jones, J.W., It., L, 13th

Tennessee Cav'ry, age
21.

Kasher, J. A., Pt., G,
145th Penn., age 24.

Kelley, W., Pt., M, 1st

N. York Cavalry, age
38.

King, S. 8., It., G, 13th
South Carolina.

Lackey, G. A., Serg't.

D, 58th Massachusetts.

Lane, D. C, Pt., A, 20th
Massachusetts, age 37.

I.arkin, P., Pt.. C, 48th
New York, age 24.

Laws, G. I,., Serg't, II.

5th Wisconsin.

Leigh. G., Pt., C, 3d Ar-
tillery, age 19.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

-, 9th N. Y.. . Surg.
Recovery.

Left: circular. AsB't Surg. J. C.
McKce, U. S. A. Discharged
Sept. 24, 1804. Died August
21, 1805. Spec. 1899.

Right; flap. Surg. II. Buekmas-
ter, U. S. V. Discharged Jami-
uary 8, 1803.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. S. D.
Gross. Erysipelas; hamiorrh.
Discharged Deo. 5. 1803.

Left. Discharged November 1,

1804. Died August 25, 1865.

Right ; lateral skin flap. Surg.
C. McDcrmont, IT. S.V. Disch'd
April 1, 1805.

Left ; flup. Dr. J. D. Trips, Vir-
gil. N. Y. (July 5, exeis. tibia.

Disch'd Sept. 23. 1864.) Rce.
Left. Exchanged December 20,

1862.

Right; flap. Surg. S. P. Smith,
2d Maryland P. II. It. Disch'd
April 10, 1805.

Right ; circular. A. A. Surg. A.
Transue. Discharged May 22.

1805.
-,— . Recovery.

Left: circular. To Provost Mar-
shal November 16, 1604.

Right : flap. A. Surg.C. R.Green-
leaf, U. S. A. Discharged April
12. 1864. Spec. 2594.

Right; flap. Surg. Z. E. Bliss, LT.

S.V. Discharged July 29, 1804.

Left ; flap. Discharged.

Left; flap. A. A. Surg. S. I).

Gross. Discharged August 8,

1803.

Left; circular. Surg. D.W. Bliss,

IT. S. V. Discharged August 4,

1805.

Left: antero-posterior flap. A.
A. Snrg.W. K. Cleveland. Jan. ,

1, 1805, amp. thigh. Disch'd
November 7, 1805. Spec. 278.

Left; sloughing: exfolial'n. Dis-
charged May 27, 1804.

Right; flap. Ass't Surg. J. C.
Patterson, 85th 111. Discharged
June 20, 1804. Died May 3,

1871 : consumption.
Left; flap. Surg. — Shivers, C.
S. A. Exch'd Nov. 12, 1803.

Left; anterior posterior flap. Dis-
charged June 10, 1805,

Right (erysipelas). Discharged
March 25, 1864.

Right: lateral flap. Ass't Surg.
J. W.Williams, l'. S. A. Dfi
chnrged August 14, 1865.

Right : flap. A. A. Surgeon G.
Martin. Exchanged March 17,

1804. Spec. 2071.

Left; flap. (May 27, amp. foot.)

Dr. C. K. Swarm, Easton, Me.
Discharged March 10. 1805.

Left. A. A. Surg. C. J. Morton.
Jan. 2. tuctii. Disch'd August
1, 1804. Re-amp. Died Jan.
80, 1866; pyemia. Spec. 861.

Right. Dr.G.II. Marmion. (July
25, 1863, PirogofTs amp. ankle.
Discharged December 4. 1863.

Necrosis.) Spec. 0913.

Left. Ass't Surg. R. Bartholnw,
IT. S. A. Discharged July 29,
1802.

Rig;ht : double flap. Surg. J. A.
Ltdell, U.S.V. (Prim. amp. ank.
joint.) Disch'd Sept. 17, 1804.
Died Sept. 13, 1871. Spec. 2165.

1 STEPHEN SMITH, Amputations at the Ankle Joint in Military Gurffttry, in f. S. ,<a»itar>/ Commission Memoirs, Surgical Volume II, p. 138
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No.
Name, Military

description', and age.

8'. I

90

ill

93

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

Lewis, T. 1)., I>t., I, 22d
Illinois.

Llvengood, J. D., Pt., B.
19th Indiana.

Lyons, .1., Pt, K, 9lh
West Virginia, age 19.

McCarthy, J.,Ft., F,48th
New York, age 38.

McCarthy, J., Pt., A, 9th
Massachusetts.

MeCosh, It., Pt., II, 30th
Indiana.

McDowell, J., Serg't, K,
111th N. York, age 39.

McGill, J. H.,Pt.,D, 60th
Illinois, age 24.

Operations, Operatoi:s,
Result.

McKelvey, A., l't., P,

169th N. York, age 2U.

MoKeever, D., Pt., B,

99th Pennsylvania, age
40.

McMonigal, N., Corp'l.

F, 09th Pennsylvania.
age 27.

Miller, N\. Pt., H, 1st

Artillery, age 34.

Moore, J. E., I't., C, 7:ld

Illinois.

Moore, W., Pt., G, 1st

North Carolina.

Morris, S. IP., Pt., G,
55th N. Carolina, age
23.

Mtmcha, J., Pt., C, 5th
Florida.

O'Xe.ill, J., Serg't, E, 1st

Louisiana.
'O'Reilly, O, Pt., F,
104th New York, age
23.

Palmer, A., Pt., G, 3d
Michigan, age 37.

Parker, W. B.,Pt.,G, 2d
Michigan, age 24.

Parkinson, J. 11., Pt., A,
111th Illinois.

Peet, G. H., Pt., E, 5th
Ohio.

Philpot, G., Corp'l, I,

8th Kentucky.

Potter, J. W., Corp'l, C,
1st Michigan Sharp-
shooters, age 22.

Rathhurn. C.W., Corp'l,

B, 1st Rhode Island

Artillery, age 29.

Reed. J., Pt., E, 89th

New York, age 24.

Roberts. H., Pt., F, 12th
Kentucky, age 23.

Rounds, J. E., Pt., E, 2d
U. S. Sharpshooters,
age 25.

Ross, J., Pt., I. 2d X. Y.
Heavy Artillery, age
40.

Rumbaugh, AY., Pt., D,
62d Pennsylvania.

Russell, A. K., Pt.. II,

1st Massachusetts Ar-
tillery, age 43.

Jan. 1,

Feb. 19,

1803.
Sept. 17,

Nov. —

,

1802.
Aug. 20.

Oct. 20,

1804.

Mar. 2,

1804.
April 25,

If05.

July 1.

Au. -,'02.

Jan. 1,

Apr.l.'O:).

July 2,

Oct. —

,

1803.
-Alar 9,

1804,
Mar. 4,

1807.

Juno 30.

Aug. 9,

1801.

May 15,

1804,
Jn.21,'05.

July 9,

1802,

Fao.-,'63
June 24,

1864,
M'h 1,'05.

Oct. 8. '62,

April 4,

1864.

June 26,

1862,
Ja.13,'63.

July 1,

Oct. 2,

1863.

July 2.

An. 6, '63

J'y 2, '03,

M'h -,'64.

May 18,

Feb". 12,

1865.

July 3,

Aug. 15,

1863.

June 19,

Nov. II),

1804.

May 13,

July 13,

1864.
A ug. 9.

Sept. 17,

1862.
Dec.9,'02,

Jan. —

,

1863.
Sept. 30,

Nov. 4,

1804.
De.13,'62,

Sept. 16,

1863.

Sept. 29,

Nov. 5,

1864.

No.29,'64.

April 20.

1805.

May 6,

June 22,

1864.

May 19,

1864.

April 5.

July 11,

1862.

May 19,

1864.

NO.
Name. Military

Description, and age.

Left : circular. Surg. T. D. Fitch, ; 100
42d Illinois. Discharged April

23, 1863.

Right. Ass't Surg. J. N. Green, 101

19th Indiana. Disch'd March
13, 1805.

Left ; ant. posterior flap. Surg.
N. F. Graham. 12th Ohio. Dis-

j
102

charged.
Right; eirc. A. A. Surg. LeR.
McLean. (Gangrene : ligation 103
post, tibial artery. Mar. 21. '04,

Chopart's amp.) Disch'd June i

10, 1865. Died December 19, 104
1874. Spec. 3007.

Lett; flap. A. A. Surg. J. H.
Peabody. Disch'd June 26, '63. 105

Right ; flap. Discharged July 8,

1803.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. B. B.
I 106

.Miles. Discharged April 16, 1

1864. Spec. 1731.

Right. Dr. YV. S. A. Cox, Long ',107

Prairie, 111. (Carles; ulcers;

gangrene. Disch'd March 14,

1805.) Recovery. 108
Lett ; short anterior, long post.

flap. A. A. Surg. \Y. L.Welles. 1

Discharged August 21. 1865.

Right; posterior Hap. Ass't Surg.
S. B. Ward, U. s. V. Disch'd

|

110
June Jo, I8n5.

Left ; flap. A. A. Surgeon J. A.
Cross. Discharged August 29,

|

111
1803.

Loft ; flap. Surgeon D. P. Smith,
U. S. V. To regiment June 7, |

112
1865.

Right; flap. Dr. J. C.Cook, New
port, lad. Discharged March

|
113

'

17, 1803.

Right. Surgeon J. G. Rrodnax,
C. S. A. Recovery.

Left ; antero-posterior flap. A.
A. Surg. J. Priestly. To prison 11;

April 20, 1804.
Left ; circular. Erysipelas. Ex- :

|
116

changed November 12, 1803.

. Surg. G. A. Nott, P. A.C.S. I

Retired January 30, 1805.
; 117

Right. A. A. ,N'urg. W. Robie.
( Prim. amp. ank. jurat; Syme's.)
Discharged May 31, 1805.

,

Left; flap. Sept. 2. hemorrhage;
ligation anterior tibial artery.

Discharged May 31, 1804.

Left : circular, s'urg. II. Bentley,

U. S. Y. To Vet. Res. Corps
February 17, 1805. Spec. 3407.

Left : flap. Discharged March
28, 1805.

Rig-lit : flap. C'onfederatesurgeon.
Discharged February 12, 1803.

Right. Ass't Surg. F. L. Town,
U. S. A. Discharged April 17,

1863.

Left; anteroposterior flap. A.
A. Surg. J. S. Wheeler. Dis-

charged May 9, 1865. S/iec. 4229.
Left; flap. A. A. Surgeon E.
Seyffarth. Discharged J one 24,

1804.
Left; antero-posterior flap. Surg.
G. S. Palmer, U. S. V. Furl d
April 10, 1805.

Left : oval flap. Discharged May
6, 1865.

Right ; circular. Surgeon D. AA
r

.

Bliss, I T
. S. V. Discharged May

15, 1805.

Left: flap. Surg. D. AY. Bliss,

TJ. S.Ar
. (Prim. amp. ank. joint.)

Disch'd March 15. 1805. Died
Jan. 8. "77: apop. and hemiplegia.

Left. Dr. 11. Wallace, ButlerCo.,
Penn. Discharged February 5,

1863.
Left. Surg. C. N. Chamberlain,
U. S. V. (Primary amputation
ankle joint : Syme's.) Disch'd
June 2, 1865.

Schafer, AY. A., Pt., H,
65th Ohio, age 22.

Schemerhorn. G. C, Pt.,

D, 74th Illinois, age 20.

Operations, operators.
Result.

Schmidt, II., Corp'l, It,

8th New A'ork Cavalry,
age 25.

tschaiidtgrieber, J., Pt.,

A, 2d Massachusetts.

Schweitzer. J., Pt., I.

0th Kentucky.

Scoggins, R. AV.. Pt., F,
1st Florida Cav'ry, age
19.

Scott, V., Pt., K, 26th
Pennsylvania.

Servis, B., Pt., K, 96th
Illinois, age 21.

Shannon. W., Pt.,C, 11th
Georgia, age 25.

Shelton, J.L., Pt..F, 11th
Georgia, age 35.

Sherman, M„ Pt., A, 1st

Minnesota, age 42.

ShoulB, D. L., Pt., E, 1st

New York Cavalry,
age 22.

Slater, J. A., Pt., H, 6th
Infantry, age 23.

Smith, A. J., Serg't, I,

72d New York, age 33.

Smith. C.AV.,Pt.,A, 10th

N. Hampshire, age 20.

Sm«'t?i,ajr,Pt,K,13Ui
South Carolina.

Smith, M., Pt., H, 7th
Wisconsin, age 25.

Starkoy. E., Serg't, H,
let Michigan, age 21.

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

120

127

128

12!>

Stearns, J. P., Lieut., K,
22d Massachusetts.

Streubel,W.,Pt.,K, 11th
New A'ork.

Taft, L., Pt., E, 34th N.
A'ork, age 41.

Thomas, E. 0., Serg't, E,
14th South Carolina.

Thompson, A. J., Capt.,
G, 7th Mississippi, age

Thorn, F., Pt., D, 63d
Pennsylvania, age 28.

Truel, E. M., Pt., E,
12th Wisconsin, age 23.

Tuttle, B., Pt., F, 1st

Michigan, age 24.

Walters, M., Pt.,K, 120th
New Y'ork, age 20.

Warmack, J. W., Pt., H,
44th Tennessee.

Webb, M., Pt., A, 114th
New York.

AVelsch.J. M.,Pt.,B,8th
Maine, age 21.

AVells. G. AY.. Pt., K, 4th

New Hampshire, age
24.

Nov. 30,

1804.

Jan. 4. '05.

Nov. 27.

1864,

Aug. li,

1805.

June 9.

July 14,

1803.

Mar. —

,

June 25,

1805.

Jan. 1,

June 9.

1863.

May ti,

Aug. 30,

1805.

Aug. 28,

Oct. —

,

1662.

May 9.

July 12,

1864.

July 2,

All. 8, '63.

July 2,

Aug, 3,

1803.

Aug. 14,

Sept. 24,

1804.

Nov. 25,

1804,

Fcb.0,'05

July 2,

Aug. 4,

1803.

July 2,

Aug. 21,

1863.

Se.29,'04,

Nov. 17,

1865.

May 3,

Au. 3/63.
May 5,

July 12,

1864.

June 27,

July 28.

1862.

July 1,

Oct. 1, '62.

July 21,

1861,

J e 20, '62.

Se.17,'62,

Feb. 16,

1863.

July 1,

Aug. 3,

1863.

Nov. 30,

1864,

Ja.20,'65.

May 5,

Aug. 17,

1864.

July 21,

Sept. 8,

1864.

Aug. 30,

1862,

Ja.22,'63
July 2,

Oct. 26,

1863.

De.31,'02,

Feb. 5,

1863.

June 25.

Aug. 18,

1803.

May 20,

1804,

Mar. 26,

1865.

Aug. 16,

1864.
Jan. 16.

1865.

Right : flap. A. A. Surg. AV. An-
derson. Re-amputation. Dis-
charged June 14, 1805.

Left ; circular. Surg. R. U. Tay-
lor, U. S. V. Disch'd October
30, 1805. Died November 18,

1807 ; exhaustion.
Right : ntitero-post. flap. Ass't
Surg. II. Allen, IL S. A. Dis-

charged Sept. 2. '04. Spec. 1352.

Left ; circular. Discharged May
24, 1866.

Right ; circular. A. Surg. A. C.
Rankin, 88th 111. Discharged
December 27. 1803.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. R.AV.

Coale. Discharged Deeeuiher
5, 1865. Spec. 1599.

Left
; circular. A. A. Surg. C. B.

Disch'd October 3, 1863.King.

Right ; flop. Surg. M. Goldsmith,

U. S. V. Discharged October
20, 1804.

Right. Paroled November 12,

1803.

Left. Surg. T. A. Means. C. 8. A.
Retired December 14, 1863.

Left ; eirculnr. Sorg. A. V. Shel-

don, u. S. V. Discharged July
24, 1865. Spec. 3258.

Left ; Intend flap. Discharged
May 28. 1805.

Left ; flap. Ass't Surgeon AV. T.
Okie, U. 8. A . Discharged Oc-
tober 17, 1804.

Right. A. A. Surg. F. Hinkle.
Discharged July 3, 1864.

Right; flap. A. A. Surg. A. II.

Crosby. Discharged May 18,

1805. Died Nov. 11, 1870.

. Recovery.

Right ; circular. Surg. E. Rent-
ley, U. S. V. Discharged Jan-
uary 19, 1865. Spec. 3341.

Left. Ass't Surg. R. Itartholow,

U.S.A. Necrosis. October25,
1863, re-amputatn. Discharged
December 28, I8il4.

Left ; flap. To Veteran Reserve
Corps.

Left ; circular. Surg. A. B. Mott,

U. 8. V. Disch'd April 6, 1863.

Right ; flap. Surg. AV. T. Hum-
phrey, 149th Penn. Discharged
June' 30, 1863.

Right; flap. A. A. Surg. J. L.
Avhittaker. Exchanged .March
17, 1864. Spec. 2054.

Left ; circular. Surg. — Doyer,
C. S. A. To Provost Marshal
March 21, 1865.

Left ; flap. ' Dr. R. Fnulkner,
Erie, Penn. (Gangrene. May
26, exc. lower 3d fib.) Disch'd
March 18, 1805. Spec. 2362.

Right ; circular. Surg. J. G. Mil-

ler, 11th Iowa. Disch'd August
31, 1865.

Right ; circular. A. A. Surg. T.
H. Allison. Discharged April
10, 1863.

Left : circular. A. A. Surg. A.W.
Colbum. (Haemorrhage) Dis-

charged October 14. 1864.

Lett. Surg. M. P. Scott, P.A.C.8.
Recovery.

Right : lateral flap. Ass't Surg.
AY. S. Webster, 156th N. York.
Recovery.

Right ; flap. Surg, f1. Derby, 23d
Mass. (Necrosis.) Ha?morrh.
April 12, 1865, ainputat'n thigh.

Discharged August 25, 1865.

Right; ant. posterior flap. A. A.
Surg. J. C. Morton. (Oct. '22,

1864, Syme's amputation foot.)

Discharged January 11, 1865.

'SMITH (8.), Amputations at the Ankle Joint in Military Surgery, in U. 8, Sanitary Commission Memoirs, New York, 1871, Surg. Vol. II, p. 136.
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KO.
Name, Military

description, am) ack.

133

KM

135

136

137

138

139

140

Ml

142

West, J. G., Corp'l, II,

02d Pennsylvania, nge
19.

Westfall, II., Pt., D,9th
New York, ago 38.

Wheaterhj, J. M., Pt., I,

13th Mississippi.

Whilty. J., Pt, A, f)th

Wisconsin, age 22.

White. M., Pt., I, 60th
Virginia, age 34.

White, R. II., Pt., D, Sth
N. York State Militia.

Wright, J.L.,Pt.,G, 97th
Ohio, age 24.

Bennett. 0., Pt., D, 9th
N. Hampshire, age 19.

operation's, operators,
Result.

July -J.

Aug. II

I so:

17,Sept
Oct. ill,

1882.
Sept. —

,

De.l:i,'62

May5,'C4
Feb. 8,

1865.

Sept. 19,

Nov. 1-',

1804.
Dee. 13,

I8(i2,

Feb.5,'63.

Nov. 30,

1864,

Jnn.8,'05.

May 19,

Aug. 19,

1864.

Brackett, W. H., Corp'l, Mar. 14,

B, 21st Massachusetts. May 5,

Bussler, D., Pt., K, 93il

Pennsylvania, age 19.

Cannel, J., Serg't. A,
124th Ohio, nge27.

Carl. P. S., Corp'l, K,
20th New York State
Militia.

Clellar, J. A., Pt., A,
15th Infantry.

Deyer, J., Pt., Chicago
Battery, age 27.

5 Fern. It, PL, C, 21st

Iowa,

Garland, I., Pt., C, ]st

Maine Heavy Artillery.

17 Gillmore, L.. Pt., K,
111th Pennsylvania.

18 Gregg, It., PL, C, 1st

Maine Heavy Artillery,

nge 37.

149 Ilathaitay. "*. H., Pt.,G,

33d Alabama, age 44.

150 Ingram. S., PL, A. 161st

New York, age 18.

151 Jennings, J. T., Corp'l.

K, 56th Pennsylvania,
age 48.

152 Johnston,W..PL, E, 20th
Pennsylvania.

Right: nap. A. A. Surg. B. B.
.Miles. (Gangrene.) Discharged
December Hi, 1863. Spec. 11,69.

Right; anterior post. flap. Surg.
T. II. Squire. H9th N. Y. Diseh d
April 8, 1863. Spec. 275.

Right. Surg. — Oilmore, C. S.A.
Recovery.

Left ; circular. Surg. H. Culbert-
son, U. S. V. (May 31, 1864,

Syme's amputation ankle joint.)

Discharged June 26, 1865.

Lett ; circular. Surg. J,W. Law-
son, P. A. C. S. Exchanged
February 16, 1865.

Right: circular. May 24. 1864,

i

re-amputation. Disch'd April

|

24, 1863.

Left: circular. Surg. I!. R. Tay-
I

lor, If. S. V. Discharged Jnne
[

10, 1865.
Right : circular. A. A. Surg. M.
Lumpen. (Gang.; sloughing.)
Died August 28, 1S04

;
pviemia.

Spec. 3637.
Left : circular. A. A. Surg. J. B.
Upham. Died May 16, 1862

;

t exhaustion.
Left, circular. A. A. Surg. It. '

Craft. (Spieularem.;gangrenc.)
Died May 15, 186.",; pyaemia.
Spec. 195.

Right; circular. A. A. Surg. II.

C. May. Died October 4, 1864 ;

exhaustion. Spec. 3359.
. Died October 7, 1862.

. (Removnl of fragments.)
Died Slay 12. 1862; pyiemia.

Left; circ. Surg. 8. K. Fuller,

I?. S. V. Died August 2, 1864;
chronic diarrhoea.

Right. Died June 26, 1863;
chronic dinrrbcea.

Left. (Gangrenous.) Died Au-
gust 10, 1804; pyaemia.

Left ; anterior post. flap. Surg.
F. Bentley, II. S.V. (Necrosis.)

Died July 16, 1864; pyaemia.
Spec. 3352.

Right ; circ. A. A. Surg. 0. W.
Peck. (July 12, Syme's amp.
ankle Joint.) Died Sept. 30, '64.

Left: circular. A. A. Surg. C. II.

Fisher. Died January 31, 1865.

Right ; flap. A. A. Surg. II. La-
tham. Died August 29,1864.

Left: lat. oval skin Map. A. A.
Surg. K. G.Waters. (Necrosis.)

Died March 22. 1865; pya?mia.
Right. Died November 5. 1862.

NO.

153

154

155

156

157

158

1 59

loo

161
!

162

1C3

164

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Kelly, J. A.. Pt., C, 21st

Michigan,

Loyd.D.. ('apt., E, 121st

Ohio, age 33.

Martin, 31. V., PL, C.
Uth Tennessee, age 22.

165

166

1G7

ice

169

170

171

172

173

174

McRae, C, PL, A, 27th
Michigan, age 34.

Mickee. J., PL, 1, 88th
Illinois.

Miller, J., PL, II, 26th
Ohio, nge 18.

Mitchell. J., Pt., I. 1st

Maine Heavy Artillery,

nge 45.

ilurrim, J. A., PL, D,
4th Alabama Cavalry.

Nichols, J. B., Pt., A.
24th New York Caval-
ry, nge 18.

O'Brien, J., PL, F, 19th
Infantry.

Penny, W., Pt., G, 2d
Maryland, age 22.

Pero. P., PL, C, 2d New
Y'ork Cavalry, age 22.

Rhmhis.B. B..V\., F,4th
North "Carolina.

Scbtnid. .I.C., Serg't, F,
1st Rhode Island Art 'y,

age 26.

Shoemaker, H. E., PL,
C, 52d Pennsylvania.

Smith, II. W., Serg't, K,
111th N. Y'ork, nge 20.

Spinlder, J. IT., PL, I.

18th North Carolina,
nge 30.

Stead. J. W., Pt., K, 3d
N. Hampshire, age 24.

Stout, I., Corp'l, C, 79th
Ohio, age 26.

Trnxler, G. S., PL, A,
511th North Carolina,
nge 41.

Wiokson. D. D., PL, I,

59th New Y'ork.

Young, W., PL, G, 8th
Illinois Cavalry.

De.31,'62,

-Mar, 19,

1863.

June 27,

July 28,

1864.

Nov. 25,

1863.
Mar. 10.

1864.

May 6.

June 10.

1864.

May 18,

July 18.

1864.

June 27,

Aug. 7,

1864.

May 16,

Juiv 6,

1864.
Feb. 3.

Mar. 13,

1863.
June 17,

Aug. 24,

1864.

Sept. 20,

1863.
Ian.8,'64

July 4

Sep. 1,'64

May 5,

June 20,

1864.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Aug. 10,

Sept. 22,

1864.
May 31,

July 1,

1862.

July 3,

Aug. 4,

1863.
May 3.

Aug. 31,

1863.

May 15.

June 21,

1864.

July 20,

Sept. 10,

1864.

Mar. 25,

April 29.

1865.

Sept. 17.

Dee. 1,

1 862.

June 9.

July 1(1,

1863.

Left. Died March 23, 1863.

Left: flap. A. A. Surg. J. A. Hall.
Died August 7, 1804

;
pyaemia.

Right. A. A. Surg.G. P. Hachen-
herg. (Necrosed.) March 21.

gangrene. Died March 25. '64
:

pneumonia. Spec. 2203.

Right: anterior post. flap. Surg.
II. IS. Bontecou, II. S. V. Died
July 18, 1864. Spec. 3069.

Right. Died July 24, 1864.

Left : circular. A. A. Surg. J.W.
Digby. Died August 31, 1864;
exhaustion.

Right: circular. A. A. Surg. J.

P. Arthur. Died July 9, 1864.

Right. Died March 31, 1863.
Spec. 1030.

Right ; circular. A. A. Surg. W.
P. Moon. Died Sept. 7, 1864.

Right. A. Surg. W. E. White-
head, U. S. A. Died January
20. 1864. Spec. 2034.

Right; post. Hap. A. A.Surg.
J.Tyson. Died September 29.

1864
; exhaustion.

Right. A. A. Surg. F. Hasson-
berg. (May 7, eaccis. met. and
fragm'ts ; luem.) Died July 15,

1864; chronic diarrhoea.

Right ; circular.

Left : circular. Died October 7.

1864
;
gangrene, Spec 3647.

Left. Ass't Surg. W. Thomson.
U. S. A. Died October 9, 1862;
gangrene. Spec. 4936.

Left, Ass't Surg. D. C. Peters.

tl. S. A. Died August 8, 1863.

Spec. 1607.

Right : circular. Died Septem-
ber 3, 1863; effects (amputation
last resort).

Lett: flap. A. A. Surg. H. li.

White. Died July 10, 1804;
irritative fever.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. F. C.
Leber. Gangrene. Died Sep-
tember 12. 1804.

Left; circular. A. A. Surgeon J.

Morris. Died May 5, 1805; ery-
sipelas.

Left : anterior post. flap. Ass't
Surgeon J. 15. Ilrinton. C S. A.
Died Dec. 16, 1802. jjpec.797.

Right. Died July 20, 1803. Spec.
1345.

Secondary Amputations in the Lower Third of the Leg for Shot Injury.—The num-

ber of secondary operations in the lower third of the leg is one hundred and twenty-one;

eighty-six patients survived the operation and thirty-five, or 28.9 per cent., succumbed.

The right limb was amputated in fifty-five, and the left in sixty-two instances; in four

cases the side was not specified.

Recoveries after Secondary Amputations in the Lower Third of the Leg.—Of the

eighty-six operations of this group nine were performed on Confederate and seventy-seven

on Union soldiers. The latter were pensioned, and one only has died since the date of

discharge from the service.

Case 800.—Private W. Nash, Co. C, 187th Pennsylvania, aged 19 years, was wounded in the right foot, before Peters-

burg, June 18, 1864. Surgeon C. N. Chamberlain, U. S. V., reported his admission to the field hospital of the 4th division,

Fifth Corps, with "severe injury to the bones of the foot, caused by a minic ball." Prom the field hospital the wounded man
passed to City Point, thence to hospital at Alexandria, and subsequently to Philadelphia. Assistant Surgeon T. C Brainerd,

U. S. A., in charge of Broad and Cherry Streets Hospital, described the injury as '"a compound fracture of the tarsus, followed
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by necrosis of bone, pain in the foot, and free discharge, for which tlie leg was amputated at the lower third by circular method,

on May 8th, by Acting Assistant Surgeon II. M. Bellows. At the time of the operation the patient had become much exhausted

from the profuse and continued discharges from the wound. He reacted promptly, ether having been used as an anaesthetic.

Dry dressings were applied." The operator subsequently communicated that the stump only required three weeks to heal per-

fectly. The patient afterwards passed through various hospitals, and was ultimately mustered out at the expiration of his time

of service, August 3, 1805, and pensioned. Several years later, when seen and examined by the operator, the pensioner was

found in general good health and with a good, round, and entirely healed stump, he being able to walk satisfactorily with the

aid of an artificial limb. In his application for commutation, in 1870, the pensioner described the stump as being "not in the

best condition;" but in his subsequent statements, five and ten years later, lie reported its condition as "good." The pensioner

was paid September 4, 1880.

Case 801.—Private D. Dietz, Co. B, 48th Pennsylvania, aged 21 years, was wounded in the left ankle joint, at Spott-

sylvania, May 12, 18C4. He remained at a field hospital for two weeks and was then conveyed to Washington, where he was

admitted to Campbell Hospital. Surgeon A. F. Sheldon, U. S. V., contributed the pathological specimen, No. 4052, repre-

sented in the annexed wood-cut (Fig. 324), with the following history of the injury: "A musket ball entered

the left foot posteriorly, passed forward between the astragalus and tibia, and emerged anteriorly, opposite

the point of entrance, fracturing the articulating surfaces of both bones. Circular amputation through the

inferior third of the leg was performed by Assistant Surgeon A. Delauy, IT. S. V., on November 10th, two

ligatures being applied and anaesthesia produced by chloroform. At the time of the operation the foot and

ankle were enlarged, with numerous openings discharging sanguinolent pus. Hectic irritation, pain, and loss

of appetite were rapidly overcoming what little vitality remained. The patient bore the operation well."

The patient was subsequently transferred to Judiciary Square Hospital for the purpose of being fitted with

an artificial limb, and on May 19, 1865, he was discharged from service and pensioned. In his application for

commutation, dated 1870, he described the stump as "healed and well," and subsequently he reported it as

being in "good condition." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1880. The specimen consists of the bones com- Fio. 324 —Bom
prising the ankle of the amputated leg, and shows that large quantities of spongy new bone were thrown out

Uionth« alter infunf

around the tibia, but the bodies of the bones were destroyed by suppuration. Sptc. 4058.

Case 802 —Private C. W. Fox, Co. I, 111th New York, aged 18 years, was wounded in the right foot during the

engagement at the South Side Railroad, March 31, 1805. He was admitted to Harewood Hospital, Washington, five days after-

wards, where amputation was performed by Surgeon R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V., who made the following report: "The metatarsal

bone of the big toe was fractured and the os calcis severely injured. When admitted the patient appeared to be considerably

debilitated; the condition of the injured parts, however, was tolerably good. The parts subsequently became gangrenous, with

disorganization of the ankle joint, sloughing of soft parts, and necrosis of bone. Sinuses formed and extended up the leg. The

limb was amputated at the lower third by the circular method on May 3d. The patient did well after the operation under simple

dressings, aided by a supporting and nourishing diet throughout. The parts had nearly healed when he was transferred to

Armory Square Hospital July 20th." About one month later he was transferred to Stanton Hospital, where a second operation

became necessary and was performed by Surgeon B. B. Wilson, U. S. V., who describes it as follows: "The first amputation

had been performed about one inch above the ankle joint. At the time of the patient's admission to Stanton Hospital the

stump had entirely healed, but it was swollen and painful and presented evidence of suppurative inflammation within. Poultices

were applied and abscesses soon pointed in two or three places, one in or near the cicatrix of the operation and the others along

the lower part of the shaft of the tibia, which, on rupturing, discharged a bloody and ill-conditioned pus pretty freely. Upon
examination with a probe the existence of necrosed bone was detected, and at the earnest request of the patient, who desired to

get rid of his trouble as quickly and fully as possible, it was determined to re-amputate the stump as far as the sequestrum

extended. The operation was performed on September Gth, three inches of the bones being removed by the ordinary circular

method and the sequestrum found to extend quite up to the point severed by the saw. The integument was brought together

laterally and secured by interrupted sutures and adhesive straps. The patient did well and the healing process progressed

rapidly. At the closing of Stanton Hospital, on September 19th, he was sent to Douglas Hospital, where I saw hiin two weeks

afterwards, when the stump was almost entirely healed and looked admirably." In October, 18G5, the patient was discharged

from service, to date from September Gth, and pensioned, having been previously supplied with an artificial leg. In his appli-

cations for commutation he described the stump as being in "sound" and "good condition." His pension was paid September 4,

1880. The bones removed at the second amputation were contributed to the Museum by the operator and constitute specimen

2454 of the Surgical Section, exhibiting the fibula in a state of caries and a large spongy involucrum surrounding a small

sequestrum of the tibia.

Fatal Secondary Amputations in the Lower Third of the Leg for Shot Lnjury.—
In the thirty-five cases of this class pyaemia was noted in ten, gangrene in ten, erysipelas

in two, and secondary haemorrhage in one instance. Nine of the patients were Confederate

and twenty-six Union soldiers:

Case 803.—Private TV. J. Craps, Co. D, 24th South Carolina, aged 33 years, was wounded at Franklin, November 30,

1854, by a musket ball, which entered the external lateral aspect of the left ankle immediately over the malleolus, passed

inward, and emerged at the internal aspect in front of the internal malleolus, fracturing the inferior end of the fibula and opening

the ankle joint. The man was taken prisoner and admitted to hospital No. 1. at Nashville, four weeks after receiving the injury.

The tissues about the ankle joint and dorsum of foot became swollen and infiltrated, which was followed by profuse discharge

of carious pus from three fistulous openings. On February 17, 1835, the leg was amputated at the lower third by Surgeon B. 13.

Breed, U. S. V. The operation was performed by bi-lateral skin flaps and circular section of muscles, two ounces of blood
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being lost and three ligatures applied. Chloroform was used and was followed by prompt reaction, A* the time of the oper-

ation the patient was much exhausted and suffering from obstinate diarrhoea. Disinfectant dressings were used, also tonics,

stimulants, anil supporting diet. The patient died of exhaustion March 11, 1865. The tarsal and metatarsal boms of the

amputated limb, contributed with the history by the operator, constitute specimen 4217 of the Surgical Section of the Museum.

The internal and middle cuneiform bones are wanting in the specimen, and the first metatarsal is obliquely fractured.

Ca88 804.—Private S. 15. Dudley, Co. B, 97th Indiana, aged 24 years, was wounded at Kenesaw

Mountain, June 27, 1864. Surgeon J, M. Woodworth, 1st Illinois Light Artillery, reported his admission

to the field hospital of the 4th division, Fifteenth Corps, with "shot fracture of right ankle joint." From

the field the wounded man was successively transferred to hospitals at Rome, Chattanooga, and Nashville,

and lastly, on November S29tb, he entered Crittenden Hospital at Louisville, where the injured limb was

amputated by Surgeon R. 1{. Taylor, U. S. V., who made the following report: "The wound was caused

by a niinie ball, which perforated the joint anteriorly. The injury resulted in anchylosis and inflammation

of the ankle joint, and fistulous openings formed around the joint leading to carious bone. The disease,

enkindled in the articulation and adjacent parts, became so extensive that amputation had to be performed

through the lower third of the leg on February 18, 1865. Chloroform was used and the operation was

done by the circular method, the patient being in good general health at the time. Simple dressings Were

applied, and for a time the case promised well; but in a few weeks the patient was seized with traumatic

erysipelas, which rapidly extended over the entire leg and thigh, and in spite of an energetic supporting

treatment he sank rapidly. His death occurred February 28, 1865." The bones comprising the injured

ankle joint, Spec. 4248, were contributed to the Museum by the operator and are represented in the wood-

Fio. 325.—Thebones cut (FlG. 325), showing the articulation in a state of anchylosis and exhibiting marked periosteal disturb-

mmiths'^ner'Yiihirv*— ance in the shafts of the tibia and fibula for several inches. The specimen also reveals the outer border of

Spec. 4248. the calcaneum to have been grooved and the posterior portion of the astragalus to have been carried away.

Cask 805.—Private L. Ordway, Co. A, 19th Maine, aged 33 years, was wounded before Petersburg, June 22, 1864, and

entered Broad and Cherry Streets Hospital, Philadelphia, eight days afterwards. Assistant Surgeon T. C. Brainerd, [I. S. A.,

reported: "The injury consisted of a gunshot fracture of the left ankle joint, the ball entering directly "ver the internal malle-

olus, fracturing it and a portion of the upper and inner articulating edge of the astragalus. The wound sloughed very badly

and the patient became very much emaciated. Amputation was deemed necessary, and was performed by th« circular method,

at the lower third of the leg, on July 83d, by Acting Assistant Surgeon F. H. Getchell. Chloroform was used. The patient

reacted well for one so weak as he was, anil the stump looked healthy for two days, after which sloughing set in. Dry dressings

were applied and beef-tea, tonics, and stimulants were administered. The patient continued to sink, and died of exhaustion

July 28, 1864." The amputated bones of the ankle, carious and showing no attempt at repair, were contributed to the Museum
by the operator and constitute specimen 3663 of the Surgical Section.

Table LXXVIII.
Summary of One Hundred and Twenty-one Cases of Secondary Amputations in the Lower Third of the

Leg for Shot Injury.

[Recoveries, 1—86; Deaths, 87—1SI.J

No. Name, Military
Desckiption, ano Aoe.

Dates.
ol'kkatioxs, operators,

Result.

Allhnnds, F. Jr.. Lieut.,

E, 35th Illinois, age 32.

ArnM, W. W., Pt., I,

14th Miss., age 38.

Bailey, D., It., G-, :i<I

Iowa Cavalry, age I.'!!.

Risbee, X., Serg't, K,
8!>th New York.

1 llralier, II. II., Pt., B,
1 1th Pennsylvania.

Hrinson, J.. Pt., (1, 38th
Indiana, age 42.

Bromley, H.,Pt., I, Mth
Pennsylvania Cavalry,
age -.'8.

Broucbard, A.. Pt., A,
5th New Hampshire,
age 31.

Brown. It., Pt., Q, 28th Aug. 9,

New York, age lit.
|
Sept. 27,

]»i2.

May 11.

July 18,

1864.

Dec. 15,

1S64.

Jan. 20,

18(15.

June ID,

1864,

Feb.- '65.

June 18,

1864,

A p. 3, '65.

Aug. 3(1,

CM..y68.

Dec.1,'62,

Feb. 21,

1863.

May 28,

July 12,

1864.

April ?,

May 15,

1865.

Name, Military
description, ami aoe.

Right : Hap. A. A. Surg. J. H. 10 Burnett, II".

Oreeu. (Synovitis and erysip.)

Discharged January 2, 1865.

Right: flap. To Provost Mar-
Bhal May 31, 1865.

Right. Dr. J. C. Hughes,

-

(.sloughing: ligation plantar.)

Discnarged Sept. 11, 1865.

Right : Map. Surg. A. II. Thurs-
ton, U. S.V. (Amputal'n toes.)

Discharged May 25, 1865.

Right: Teale's method (circular).

Ass't Surg.O. A. McCall, U.S. A.
(let. 13, re-amputation. Disch'd
September 14, 1863. Spec. 167.

Right : Map. Ass't Surg. A. T.
Barnes, !'8th Illinois. Disch'd
May 21, 1863.

Right: (lap. Discharged Janu-
ary 27. 1865.

Left: circ. A. A. Surgeon J. M.
Downs, i April 17, excision met.
bones.) Disch'd Aug. 12, 1865.

I SI Hi. amp. knee j't ; amp. thigh.

Right: circular. A. A. Surg. S.

E. Fuller. Disch'd October 23,

1862. Spec. :126.

Burns, C. E., Pt., I), 12th
Massachusetts, age 24.

12 Burrows, E., Pt., lllth

N. Y. Battery, age 31.

1 Burt, I'. P., Pt., C, 22d
Massachusetts, age 111.

4 Childers, F., Pt., G, Pth
Illinois.

15 'Connors, J., Pt., F, 76th
Pennsylvania, age 25.

16 "Covell, E. R., Pt., V.
52d New York, age 38.

17 Crouse, J.. Serg't, I, 1st

New York Light Artil-

lery, age 24.

18 Detwiler, M. L., Serg't,

A, 30th Illinois, age 24.

19 Dietz, D., Pt., II, 48th
Pennsylvania, age 21.

Dates.

July 4,

De.24,'63
Aug. 29,

1862,

April 23
1863.

May 1,

Aug. 25,

1864.

May 8,

June 8,

1864.

April 6,

May7, '62

July 11,

Sept. 27,

1863.

May 18,

1864.

Mav5. '(W.

July 2.

Aug. 2.

1863.

Feb. 5,

.Mar. 22,

1864.

May 12,

Nov. 10,

1864.

opeilation8, operators,
Result.

Left (necrosis). Discharged Feb-
ruary 7, 1864.

Right; double flap. Surg. J. If.

Baxter, U. S. V. (Sept. 13, '62,

Syme's amputation ankle joint.)

Disch'd July 11, 1863.
Right; flap. A. A. Surg. E. L.
Duer. (May 14, amput'n toe.)

Discharged September 23, 1865.

Right: circular. A. A. Surg. H.
B. Knowles. Discharged Sep-
tember 17, 1864.

Right. Surgeon — Fish. Dis-

charged A ugust 23, 1862.

Right ; antero-post. flap. A. A.
Surgeon J. M. Fulton. (Syme's
amp. ankle joint.) Discharged
August 28, i860.

Left; flap. Dr. U. Millar, R. I.

Hospital. (May 18, '64, Syme's
amputation ankle.) Spec. 4369.

Left. Discharged May 21, 1864.

Spec. 1651.

Right: flap. A. A. Surgeon A.
Sterling. Discharged August
30, 1864.

Left : circ. Ass't Surg. A.Delany,
U. S. V. Discharged May 19,

1865. Spec. 4052.

1 COUES (E.), Report of some faxes of Amputations and Rejections from Gunshot Wouwls, etc.. in Med. and Surg. Reporter, 1862-3, Vol. IX, p. 196.

2 SMITH (S.), Amputations at the AnkU Joint in Military Surgery, in U, S. Sanitary Commission Memoirs, New York, 1871, Surg. Vol. II, p. 138.

'Smith (S), Loc. cit., p. 136.
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N'AMK, MH.lTAUr
DKDlUU'TIUN, AND Alii

20 Donahue. M.C., Seaman,
I

U. S. Gunboat - Karon
DeKalb."

Eastman, J. E.. Serg't,

L, 1st Mass. Heavy
Artillery, age 39.

Egan, ()', Pt., E, 17th
Massachusetts, age 27.

Dates.
Ol'KUATlOXS, OrEUATOKS,

Result.

38

Evans. C, Pt., E, 120th
New York.

Evans, J., Pt., I. 19th
Michigan, age 40.

Farren, B., Pt., A, 82d
Pennsylvania, age 49.

1'inegan. P., Pt., H, 16th
Infantry, age 34.

Poster, '1'. .1., Pt., H,
140th I'enn., age 21.

Fox, C.W.,Pt , !, 111th
New York, age 18.

Francis. !•'., Pt., C,' 5th
New York Heavy Ar-
tillery, age 17

Fulmer. S. 1)., Pt., F,
105th l'enn.. age 21.

Gullaher,.r./Pt.,C,m\i
Louisiana, age 37.

Gardiner, A.. Pt., D,93d
New York, age 19.

Gibbons, J. S., Pt., K,
30th Virginia.

Good, J. P., Pt., K,203d
Pennsylvania, age 31

.

Grantham. J. W., Corp'l,

A. 7th Florida, age 26.

36 Grover, L. G., Corp'l, G,
" " Maine, age 21.30th i

Haslam.J, Pt., H, 129th
Pennsylvania, ago 30.

Hawley. W. S., Corp'l.

E, 51st New York, age
30.

Harden, I., Pt., K, 14th
Oiiio. age 20.

Heffennan, P., Pt., H,
14th Infantry, age 22.

Henderson, D. B., Lieut.,

C, 12th Iowa.

Hoffriohter. H., Corp'l.

G, 46th Ohio, age 23.

Holden. W. G., I>t., 1),

30th Mass.. age 29.

Hunt. E. \V.. Pt., I, 57th
Massachusetts.

Johnson. A. W., Pt., E,

64th New York, age 23.

Johnson, 8., Pt., C, 24th
Missouri, age 25.

Jones. W., Pt., G. 5th
Texas, age 22.

Keefer, H., Pt., K, 74th.

Indiana.

Jan. II.

Feb. 11,

1863.

May 19,

July 8. I

1864.

Feb. 1.

May 14,

]g64.

Mav 3,

J'y—,'63.

May 15,

June 15,

1864.

April 8,

Oct 25,

1865.

Dec. 31,

1862,

Feb. —

,

1866.

May 12,

June 24,

1864.

Mar. 31,

Mav 3,

1865.
July 18,

Aug. 20,
1864.

July 2,

Aug. 21.

1863.
July 2,

Aug. 24,

1863.

May 5,

June 21,

1864.

Sept. 16,

1862,
June 18,

1864.

Jan. 15,

Feb. 15,

1865.
Nov. 30,

1864,
Jan. 24,

1865.
April 23,

Aug. 13,

1864.

Dee. 13,

1862,
Nov. 17,

1867.

May 19,

Oct. 15,

1864.

Sept. 19,

1863,

June 13,

1864.

Aug. 29,

1862.

Oct. 8,

1863.

Oct. 4. '62,

Jan. 26,

1863.
Mar. 20.

April 20,

1865.

Aug. 19,

Oct. 19,

1864.

May 13,

Sep. 2, "64.

Deo. 13.

1862,

Oct. 9,'63

Feb. 1,

Mar. 17,

1863.

July 2,

Aug. 5,

186;).

Feb. 23,

Ap. 7, '63

Right. A. A. Surg. G. Bigsby.
Discharged April 30, 1863.

Right ; skin flap. A. A.'Surg. G.
O. Moody. Discharged July
12, 1865.

Lett; circular. A. A. Surg. J. B.
Cutter. Gangrene. Discharged
August 3, 1864.

Left. Discharged November 16,

1863. Spec. 1346.

Left ; circular. Discharged Sep-
tember 13, 1865.

Right; circular. A. A. Surg. J.
B. Roe. Recovered February
22. 1866.

Right. Dr. J. H. Armsby. (Dis-
charged Feb. 21, 1865: chronic
erysipelas of foot. 27th, partial

amputation of foot.)

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. A. F.
A. King. Discharged Septem-
ber 28, 1864.

Right ; cire. Surg. R. B. Bonte-
cou, II. S. V. Sept. 7, re-amp.
Disch'd Sept. 6, '65. Spec. 2454.

Right ; long post. flap. Surg. —
Miller, C. S. A. March 30, 1865,
re-amp. Discharged August 1 1

,

1865. Specs. 4301. 4327.
Right: circular. A. A. Surg. F.
Hinkle. Discharged Aug. 27,

1864. Spec. 1667.

Left. Exchanged October 2, '63.

Spec. 2050.

Right. Surg. N. R. Moseley, U.
S.V. June 26, gangrene. Sept.

4, necro. bone rem'd. Disch'd
May 1

1 , 1865. Spec. 2251

.

. Surgeon — Jett, C. S. A.
Retired February 15, 1865.

Left ; circular. Mustered out
May 24, 1865.

Right; antero-posterior flap. A.
A. Surg. R. McNeilly. Provost
Marshal May 6, 1865.

Left: flap. Dr. George Collins,

Bethel, Maine. Disch'd Jan-
uary 8, 1865.

Right
; flap. Dr. A. H. Halber-

stadt, Pottsville. Penn. (Dis-

charged May 18, 1863; amp.
toes.) 1868, caries; necrosis.

June 25, 1868, re-amputation.

Left ; flap. A. A. Surgeon J. H.
Thompson. (Mav 19, amput'n
meta.) Disch'd May 21. 1865.

Left; antero-posterior flap. A.
A. Surg. J. H. Drury. Erysip-
elas. Disch'd August 11, 1864.

Left ; antero-posterior flap. A

.

A. Surg. R. J. Levis. (Septem-
ber 9, 1863, Chopart's amputa-
tion.) Disch'd May 17. 1864.

Left ; flap. Resigned February
16, 1863.

Left; flap. Surg. B. N. Fish,
27th Mass. Discharged August
12, 1865.

Left : antero-posterior flap. Dis-
charged June 9, 1865.

Right. Dr. Gage, Worcester.
Gang. Sept. 24, re-amputation.
Discharged June 30. 1865.

Left ; flap. (December 29. 1862,

Syme's amputat'n. Discharged
January 29. 1863.)

Left; flap (caries). Discharged
May 5, 1863.

Left. Surg. C. H. Mastln, C. S. A

.

October 18. bone removed. Ex-
changed March 17, 1864.

Right ; flap. Discharged April
26, 1865.

Name. Military
Description*, i\n agk.

69

Keen, G* Pt.. A. Rth
Indiana.

Kelsey. A., Pt., I), 53d
Illinois, age 21.

Kock, \Y., Serg't, A, 1st

Virginia Artillery, age

Lee, D., Pt., B, 37th
Illinois.

Lillibridge, F. W., Pt,
B, 2d N. Y. Mountod
Rifles.

Long, J., Pt., F, 8th
Indiaua.

Martin, T. B., Pt., A,
24th Virginia.

May, M.. Pt, A, 9th
New York, age 22.

McDermott, M., Corp'l,

1st Virginia Cavalry.

Nash, W., Pt., C, 187th
Pennsylvania, age 19.

Newman, L.. It., A.
149th New York.

Nutter, 8. A., Pt., I, 1st

Maine Cavalry.

Oyler, A.. Pt., D, 55th
Pennsylvania, age 30.

Pendleton, E., Pt., G,
27th Mass., age 21.

Perkins. H., Pt., G,44th
Colored Troops, age 18.

Peters, H., Pt., A, 59th
New York, age 33.

Pisher, J. H.,Pt., C, 38th
Wisconsin, age 30.

Powers. J. W., Pt., C,
29th Wisconsin, age 21.

Price, S. I!.. Serg't, A,
2d Ohio, age 22.

Pyle, G., Pt., D, 15th
Infantry, age 19.

Quinn, J.. Serg't, K,
169th New York, age
21.

711 Reizler, C, Pt., B, 7th
New York Heavy Ar-
tillery, age 47.

Renfro, ft., Pt., C, 3d
Missouri.

Robinson, T.. Pt., II,

81st Pennsylvania.

Schneider, G., Pt., E,
4th Pennsylvania.

Schroeder, J., Pt., C, 2d
Missouri.

Siddall.J., Pt., A, 90th
Pennsylvania, age 20.

Snyder, A., Pt., H, 75th
New York.

Spielman, T., Pt., F,
95th Ohio, age 31.

Staekpole. F. A. H., Pt.,

A, 6th Maine, age 21.

Taylor, J. L.. Pt., F, 7th
Wisconsin, age 39.

Mav 23.

July!",
1863.

July 12.

Sept. 19,

1863.

May 15,

Sept. 25,

1864.

Mar. 7,

J une 22,

1862.

June 18,

1864.

May 22,

June 23,

1863.

July 3,

Aug. 14,

1863.

Sept. 17,

1862,

Ap. -, '63.

Dec. 13,

1862,

, '64.

June 18,

1864,

Mav8,'65.
Ju'lv 20,

Sept. 21,

1864.

June 7.

Sept. 13,

1864.

Se.29,'64,

Jan. 18,

1865.

Mar. 8,

April 18,

1865.

Ilee.1,'64,

Feb. —

,

1865.

May 17.

Aug. 17,

1864.

July 12,

Aug. 15,

1864.

Mav 16,

Sept. 18,

1863.

May 15,

June 15,

1864.

July 3,

Aug. :«),

1864.

May 16,

A tig. 19,

1864.

June 3,

July 21,

1864.

May 20,

1863,

Peb.1,'64.

June 3,

Dec. 7,

1864.

Sept. 14,

Dec. 16,

1862.

Oct. 8,

Nov. —

,

1862.

Aug. 30,

Oct. 3, '62

May 27.

J'y -, '63.

Aug. 30.

1862,

July 10,

1864.

May 3.

Nov. 24,

1863.

May 5,

June 5,

1864.

Ol'KHATIOKS, OrRBATOUB,
RLSL'LT.

Left ; circular. Surg.W.Watson. I

IT. S. V. Erysipelas. Disch'd
September 15. 18ti3.

Right; flap. Surg. .1. T. Ran-
dolph, V. S.A. Discharged May
25, 1865.

Right: anterior flap. Ass'tSurg.
G. B. Parker, U. S. V. Disch'd
Mav 19. 1865.

Riglit; flap. Surg. E. A. Clark, '

II. S. V. Discharged August
23, 1862.

Riglit. (June 18, Chopart's amp.
foot.) Disch'd August HI, 1885.

Circular atnput n leg afterward.
Riglit : (lap Discharged Sep-
tember 8, 1863.

Left : circular. Surg. — Gillett,

C. S. A. (Ha-morrhngo.) Re-
covery.

Left ; lateral flap. ( Primary amp.
ankle Joint. Disch'd Jun. 16,

1863.) 1870, stump sound.
Left. Specimen 263, A. M. M.

Right ; circular. A. A. Surg. H.
M. Bellows. Discharged Aug.
3, 1865.

Right; eirculur. A. A. Surg.
R. McNulty. Discharged 1865.

Re-amputn'tion 18t?7.

Left ; flap. Drs. A. Towle and
J. Sawyer. Biildeford, Maine.
Discharged July 27, 1865.

Right : flap. Surg. W. Watson,
105th Penn. (Gangrene.) Dis-

charged May 25, 1865.

Left : eireuhi'r. Ass't Surg. E.
F. Hendrii-k. 15th Connecticut.

Discharged Nov. 23, 1865.

Left. A. A. Surg. J. S. Giltner.

Discharged January 16, 1866.

Left ; antero-post. flap. March
26, 1865, re amputat'n. Disch'd
June 6, 1865. Sp'C 4335.

Left : flap. Ass't Surg. H. Allen,
II. S. A. Discharged April 8,

1865.

Left : flap. Discharged Decem-
ber 19. 1864.

Left ; circular. Surg. R. L. Stan-
ford, IT. S. V. (May 1 5, Syme's
amp. ankle Joint; gangrene.)
Discharged October 10, 1864.

Left : circular. A. A. Surg. 0. H.
Fisher. Disch'd July 11, 1865.

Died March 27, 1870.'

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. J. H.
Thompson. Discharged May 3,

1865. Spec 3102.

Left; lateral skin flnp. A. A.
Surg. F. E. Marsh. Discharged
March 31, 1865.

Right. Ass't Surg. R. B. Maury,
P. A. C. S. Recover--.

Left; flap. (Discharged Novem-
ber 9, 1804.)

Left ; flap. Discharged October
14, 1863.

Left. Surg. J. O. Hatchitt, II. 8.

V. Discharged February 19,

1863.

Left; flap. Ass't Surg. W. E.
Waters, 1'. 8. A. Discharged
February 17, 1864.

Right ; circular. Discharged Au-
gust 29. 1863.

Right; circular. A. A. Surg. C.
E. Boyle. IRem. of os cafcis.)

(Discharged February 4, 1864.)

Left; circular. Surg. J.A. Lidell,

U. 8. V. Discharged June 18,

1864. Spec. 1847.
Left : circular. Surg.— Tucker,
C. 8. A. Deo. 26, rem. of seq.

Disch'd May 2fi, '65. Spec. 3697.

1 Bhvan (J.), Seventeen Additional Cases of Amputations from the Armies of the Southwest, in American Medical Times, 1863, VoL VIL p. 287.
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NO NAMK, MILITARY 1)., KK

80 Thomas, T. M.. PI., K. .May 21
155th I'enn., age 'Si. Aug. .',,'64

81 Tullle, J. D„ It, P, Mih
New Hampshire, age
44.

83 Verdoo, J., Pt., A, 17th
Infantry.

83 Von Schirach. P. C,
l.ieut., K, 54th New
York.

M White, A. H., Pt., D.
L-.'d Illinmn.

85 Williamson. J., Pt., II,

26th Pennsylvania, age
28.

86 Wilt, Z., Pt., A, IGotb
Pennsylvania, ago ~'2.

87 Ambrose. II.. Pi., H.
20th Indiana, a;,— 24.

Ballard, J. II., Pt., 1'..

28th North Carolina,

age 311.

Barrett, J. I!., Corp'l, C,
I li, til Ohio.

90 Beeoher, V... Pt
. E,36tb

llinois. age 20.

91 Blackmail, C. C. Col.,

23d N. Carolina, age
30.

2 Craps, \V. J., Pt., D,
24th South Carolina,
age 33.

93 Dudley, S. B., Pt., II,

97th' Indiana, age 24.

French, C.H., Pt.,0,2d
Indiana Cavalry, age
20.

95 Geffney, T., Pt., I). 74th
New York, age 4-,'.

Gibson, J.. Pt., H, 4t:th

New York, age 22,

97 Goodwin, S. M., Sorg't,

I, 19th Indiana, age 119.

Herman, C, Pt., E, 33d
MaasacbtMetta.

Hill, T. J., Corp'l, I, 83il

Pennsylvania.

Jndn, G., Corp'l, P, 8th
Pennsylvania lies., age

Sept. 19.

1864,
Jan. 4, '05.

.July 4,

Aug.li,'ti:i.

Aug. 29,

Nov. 28,

1862.

,Oct. 2, '62,
1 Feb, Hi,

1863.

May 2.

J une '-',

1863.

April 18,

.luiie I 1.

1863.
July 2,

Aug. 14,

1863.

July 2.

Aug. 211,

1863.

June 5,

J'y 8, '64.

Oct. 8.

— ,
'62.

Sept. I

1

.',

Nov. Ill,

I HI 14.

Nov. 311,

1864,
Pe.l7,'ti.'i.

June 27.

1864,

Feb 18.

1865.

May 9.

June 14.

1864.

June 3,

J'y !', '<>4.

May 5,

June I I,

1864.
May 23,

July 19.

1864.

Mav 2.-..

June 26.

1864.

June -J:,

July 30,

1862.

May 8.

June 13.

1864.

Ol'ltUATHivH, Ol'EltATOns,
Result.

Left : lateral skin flap. A. A.
Surg. P. K.Marah. Discharged
March 31, IS65.

tight ; lateral Hap. A. A. Surg.
J. Nell. Discharged July III,

1865.
Left: Hap. A. A. Surg.W I. Hays.
To Itegiuicnt Sept. 28. 1863.

Right; Hap. Resigned April 26, I

Namf., Military'
Description, ami age.

mght;
1863.

I

Right ; flap. A. A. Surg. W. A.
Johnson. Discharged May —

,

1863,

Left; flap. Surg. .1. II. Maxtor,

U. S. V. Discharged June In,

1864. Spec. 1187.

Left: flap. Discharged July 28,

1863.

Left. Died September 8, 1*63;

pyaunia.

Uight. Died September 20, 1863;
pyu-niiu. .s>rc. 'Jllii'J.

Left. Died July 1(1, I8C4.

Right, Died November 14, 1862.

: circular. Rurg.W. S. Love,
P. A. C. S. Died November 13,

1864: exhaustion.
I.ol't ; circular. Surg. II. II. Breed,

li. S. V. Died Unroll II, 1865;
exhaustion. Sprc. 4 '17.

Right; circular. Surg. It. R. Tay-
lor, II. s. V. Died February £8,

1865; erysipelas. .Spec 424*.

Right; circular. A. A. Surg. M.
L. Ilerr. Died September 30,
1861.

Right; circular. A. A.Siirg. A.
Ansell. Died August 2, 1864;
p\ a'tnia.

Left : circular. Surg. A. p. Shel-
don, II. S. V. Died June In,

1864; exhaustion.
I.ilt

;
posterior Sap. A. A. Surg.

E. Seyflortb. (June 8. r.'m'd
carious bone.) Died November
5. 1864: exhaustion.

Right; circular; gangrene. Died
August 22, 1864; pva-lnia. Spec.
335B.

Left. Ass't Surg. It. Rartholow,
li. S. A. Died August II, 1862.

Spec. 817.

Right; circular. A. A. Surg. ('.

W. Carrier. Died June 25, '04
;

pyasmin.

104

105

in,,

107

Kaufman, C. E., Pt., II,

1st Pennsylvania lies.

Keneily, A. v., Pt., K,
Hampton's South Car-
olina Legion.

Mcllale. J., Pt., D, 15th
Infantry, age 21.

McMullen, W., Pt., ]!,

24'h New York.
Kevin. II. M., Pt., F.
140th Penn.. age 20.

Ordwny, L, Pt.. A, 19th
Maine, age 33.

Owens, II. J.. Serg't, I,

14th Tennessee.

108 Palmer, s. n. A., Pt., I.

2d New Ilauip., age 35.

109 Paugh. J. W.. l't.,E, 3d
W. Virginia Cavalry.

no Pepper, (i. W., Pi., c.
2d Pennsylvania ll'vy
Artillery, age 30.

Ill Perkins, ".I. ('., Pt., II.

81st New York, ago 27.

112 I'ollard. .1. II., Pt., p,
12th Virginia, age \m.

113 Reynolds, II. G.. Pt., K,
7th Mississippi, age 23.

114 Itieker. II. J., Ft., A.
32d Maine.

115 Sean-right, W., pt., i.

116th Penn., age 19.

llti 'Shroedor. C, Corp'l I,

127th Illinois.

117 'Street, J. IF.,—, K, (Kith

Georgia.

118 Sullivan. J., Pt.,C, 56th
Massachusetts, age 19.

119 TiKilur, S. J.. Pt.. F, 30th
Alabama, ago 21.

I2ii Wlards, w. c. Corp'l,

D, 80th Ohio.

121 Williams. .!.. Pt.. E, 5th
New Jersey, age 27.

Aug. 30,

Sept. 17,

Dec.2,'62.

Nov. 25.

1863.

Feb.6,'64.

Aug. 29,—,
'62.

May 12,

June 29,

1864.

June 22,

July 23.

1861.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 21,

1862.

July 3.

Aug'. 10.

— . '63. I

April 3,'

1863.

June 25,

Aug. 14,

1864.

June 3,

July 7,

1864.

Oct. 27.

Nov. 29.

1864.
Dee. 15,

1864,

M'h 1,'65.

May 18.

June 28,

1864.

May 12,

June 14,

1864.

May 13,

Juno —

,

1863.

Aug. 31.

Oct. 20,

1864.

May 6,

June 20,

1864.

Dee. 16,

1864.

Jan. 20,
1865.

Oct. 4.

No. 7, '62

June 18,

July 26.

1864.

Operations, Operators,
It I- SILT.

. Died October 9. 1862.

Right; necrosis. Died Decem-
ber 13. 1862. Spec. 1097.

Left : double flap. Died March
6. 1864 ; chronic diarrhoea.

Died October 13, 1862.

Right ; circular. A. A. Surg.W.
11. Morrison. Died July 1 1,64 ;

typhoid fever.

Left ; circular. A. A. Surg. P. H.
Getchell. Died July -8, 1864;
exhaustion. .Spec. 3663.

Right. Asst Surg. C. Bacon, U.
S. A. Died October 311, 1862.
Spir. 364.

Left (also fracture of ulna); gan-
grene Died August 14, 1863;
pyaemia.

Right; posterior flap. Died April
16. 1863. .Sprc. 4276.

Left ; flap. Surg. N. It. Moseley,
li. S. V. Gangrene. Died Au-
gust 25. 1804 *3pec. 3127.

Left : cite Surg. It. P.. Bnntecon,
I'. S.Y. (Also tract, right ankle
joint; excised.) Died July 17,

1804; exhaustion. .Sprc. 3035.

Left ; lateral Ha|is. Surg. T. H.
Crosby, U. S. V. Died Decem-
ber 2. 1864 : exhaustion.

Left ; lateral skiii Hup. Surg. B.
II. Breed, I'. S. V. Died March
1 1 , 1865 ; exhaust'n. Spec 4216.

Left. A. A. Surg.W. II. Triplet!.

July 8. re.amp.; gang.; diarrh.

Died July 11, 1864: pyjemia.
Right; double skin Hap. Surg.
J. A. Lidell, F. S.V. Died July
19, 1864; pyaemia.

Right; antcro-jiost. Haps. Pro-
truding bone removed. Died
September 26, 1863.

Left : circular. Ass't Surg. P. II.

Wright. P. A. C. S. Died Octo-
ber 28, 1864

;
p\-a'tnia.

Right: circular.' A. A. Surg. D.
J. Evans. Died August 7, 1864.

Left: circular. A. A. Surg.W.
M. Rodman (Necrosis.) Died
April 8, 1865; chronic diarrhoea.

Left. Died November 13, 1862;
pyieniia. .Spec. 1034.

Right; circular. A. A. Surg. P.

II. Getchell. (Gang.; tuemorr.)
Died Aug. 19, 1864. Spec. 3661.

Secondary Amputations in the Continuity of the Leg, Third not indicated.— In six-

teen of the secondary amputations in the leg the seat of the operation was not specified;

eight proved successful and eight were fatal. The right limb was removed in seven, the

left in five cases; in four the side was not indicated.

Successful Secondary Amputations in the Leg, Third not indicated.—The eight oper-

ations of this group were performed on Confederate soldiers. Meagre histories of the cases

are found on the hospital reports:

Case 806.—Lieutenant I. Ward, Co. C, 9th Tennessee, was wounded in the right lower extremity at the battle of Chap-

lin Hills, October 8, 1862. He was taken prisoner and conveyed to the General Hospital at Perryville, whence Surgeon J. G.

Hatchitt, U. S. V., reported the following: "On November 25th I amputated the right leg on account of gangrene of the foot

resulting from gunshot wound of the ankle. The operation was performed by the circular method. The integuments where

the incision was made were infiltrated with greenish serum. The patient was much exhausted from diarrhoea. He recovered."

The records of Perryville Hospital show that the patient was transferred to Danville as a convalescent.

Fatal Cases of Secondary Amputations in the Leg, Third not indicated.—Eight oper-

ations performed on seven patients belong to this sub-division; five were Union and two
1 Bbvan (J.), Seventeen Additional Cases »f Amputations from the .\rmies of the Southwest, in American Medical Times, 1863, Vol. VII, p. 288.

•JONES (J.), I'yiemia Supervening upon Hospital Gangrene, in U. S. Sanitary Commission Memoirs, New York, 1871, Surgical Volume II, p. 444.
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Confederate soldiers. Pyaemia, secondary hemorrhage, exhaustion, irritative fever, and

phthisis were reported as the causes of death

:

Case 807.—Sergeant J. Evans, Co. I, 29th Colored Troops, aged 33 years, was wounded during the engagement near

Richmond, October 12, 18G4. Surgeon J. J. Craven, U. S. V., reported his admission to the field hospital of the 3d division,

Tenth Corps, with "shot wound of left ankle." Assistant Surgeon E. McClellau, U. S. A., reported the following result of the

injury: "The patient was admitted to hospital at Fort Monroe three days after being wounded. His injury consisted of a wound

of the foot involving the ankle joint. There was free suppuration and copious discharge of unhealthy pus. The leg was

amputated by Hap method, on November 17th, by Acting Assistant Surgeon H. B. White. At the time of the operation the

patient was in a very weak condition. He died of exhaustion November 19, 1864."

Table LXXIX.
Summary of Sixteen Secondary Amputations in the Leg for Shot Injury, Point of Ablation not specified.

[Recoveries. 1—8; Deaths, 9—16.]

No Name, Military
Description, ami Age.

l A. 11-
, iige 24.

Btntley, C, Pt., A, Bth
Louisiana.

Barter, J. E., Pt., C, 1st

South Carolina, age 25.

McDaniel, F. H., Pt., U,
2Cth North Carolina.

Mclnlire, B. S., Pt., K,
10th Tennessee Cav'ry.

Ward, A., Lieut., C, 9th

Tennessee.

Ward, P. H., Pt , B, nth

Louisiana.

Nov. 25,

1863,
Feb.- 'tit

Juno 27,

July 28,

1862.
Dec. 13,

1862,
April 17,

1863.

July 1,

Oct. 2,

18ta.
Jan. 29,
Juno 29,

1864.
Oct. 8,

Nov. 25,
1862.

June 27,

Oct. (j, '(12

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Left. Dr. R. H. Taylor, of -Mem-
phis. (Nov. —, PirogofTs amp.
ankle: gang.: caries.) Ueeov'y.

Left. Recovery.

; flap. Recovery.

. A. A. Surg. It. II. Wash-
ington, C. S. A. Recovery.

. Surg. — Reagan, C. S. A.
Recovery.

Right ] circular. Surg. J. B. Hat-
ehitt, IT. S. V. Gangrene. Re-
covered February 12, 1863.

Right. Recovery.

Xo.
N ami--. Military

Description, an i> Auk.

Wright, J. £., Corp 1, 11,

15th Alabama.

Cain, W. H., Serg't, fi,

115th N. York, age 23.

Calhair, J., Pt., O, 12th
Mississippi.

Daniel, J. P., Corp'l, II,

11th Virginia.

Evans, J., Serg't, I, 29th
Colored Troops, nge 33.

Hillobrarul, M., Pt., D,
1st Ohio.

Keach, H., Pt., I, 164th

New York, age 22.

Waters, W. W„ Pt., I),

22d Indiana.

Dates.

Aug. 22,

Nov. 21,

1862.

Aug. 1(1,

Sept. 17,

1864.

1862.

July—,

1863.

Oct. 12,

Nov. 17,

1864.

Sept. 19,

— , '63.

June 3,

J'y5,'64.

Ol'KliATlONS. < IPERATOBS,
Result.

Right. Ass'tSurg.E. A. Drewry,
C. S. A. Recovery.

Left. Sept. 25,

Sept. 86, 1864

Aug. 29,

1862.

ha?morrh. Died
hamiorrhngo.

Right, Died September 24, 1862.

Both: irritative fever. DiedSep-
tember 30, 1863.

Left; Hap. A. A. Surgeon H. B.
White. Died November 19, '64

;

exhaustion.
Right. Died November 2, 1863;
pyasmia.

Right ; flap. A. Surg. — Oibbs,
1". A. C. S. Died Aug. 9, 1864.

; erysipelas. Died August
31, 1862; phthisis pulmonale.

AMPUTATIONS IN THE CONTINUITY OF THE LEG OF UNCERTAIN DATE.
The intervals between the dates of the injuries and operations could not be ascertained in

five hundred and seventy cases, either one or the other of the dates and sometimes both

having been omitted in the reports. The operations were performed in the upper third

in fifty-one, in the middle in forty-seven, and in the lower third in fifty-one instances; in

four hundred and twenty-one cases the point of ablation was not recorded.

Amputations in the Upper Third of the Leg of Uncertain Date.—Of fifty-one opera-

tions of tli is group thirty-three proved successful and eighteen were fatal; forty-five were

performed on Confederate and six on Union soldiers. The side injured was not specified

in fifteen cases; in twenty the right, and in sixteen the left leg was amputated.

Table LXXX.
Summary of Fifty-one Amputations in the Upper Third of the Leg, time of Ablation not specified.
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Name, Military
description, and age. Dates. Ol'EJtAl IONS, OPERATORS,

Result.
..

i
Name. Military

. Description, and Age.

Fletcher, R. J., Major,
11th Alabama

Frartl, J., PL, r\ lOlh

Virginia, age 31.

Freeman, IV. D.. 1't., E,
46th North Carolina.

Green, W. R., It.. I, 53d
Nurth Carolina, age 19.

Harrington, J. R., PL,
C, 4Ut Miss., age 23.

Howard, I). R., PL, A,
2d Maryland.

Jsbell, W. //., PL, K, 47th
Virginia.

I.angley, J. /'., PL, C,
3d North Carolina.

,
Ledyard. W. N., Lieut.,

j

A, 3d Alabama, age 28.

f.emai/, L. A., Pt., II,
1

4dth' Alabama, age 48.

McCall.C. S., PL. E'.Sltt

,
Georgia.

McCarthy, W. E., PL, K,
5th Alabama.

MclJawiel. J. J., 1't., P,
35th Georgia, age 32.

Miller, J. £., I't., C, .'Kith

North Carolina.

Parker, G. W., Lieut., D,
44th North Carolina.

Raders, J. P., I't., A,
37th Virginia.

Rickard. J

July 2.—, '63.

May 8,—
, 63.

1862.

July 14.—
.
'63.

Aug. 31,

1864.

Aug. 19.—
,
'64.

July 3.—
, 63.

July—,
1863.

July—
,— ,

'63.

May S3,— .
'63.

Sept. 88.
1864.

Sept. 17,

— , '62.

Dec. 13,

—, '62.

July —

,

1863.

Sept. 311,

1864.

Oct. 19,

1864.

26 Roberts. J. P.,l't. ,11,7th

Texas, age 20.

27 Rosson, II'. />'., It., K,
49th Virginia.

28 Spindle, J.C.I'L.I ),17lh

Virginia, age 24.

29 ' Swartz,J.S.,V\., K. 5th

j

Virginia, age 24.

Dec. 16,

1864.

Aug. 2,

1864.

May 16,

1864.

Aug. 19,
'62, —

.

Right. Furloughed 1864.

Right. Retired January 16, 1865.

. Recovery.

Left. Exchanged March 3, 1864.

Right. RetiredJanuary 12, 1865.

Right. I'urloughed October 28,

1864.

Left. Gangrene. Discharged
October 8, 1864.

Right. Exchanged March 17,

1864.

Right : circular. iOxchaiiged Jan-
uary 89, 1864.

Left. Retired.

Right. I'urloughed November
26. 1864.

Right. I'urloughed.

Left. Retired March 15, 1865.

Right. Exchanged March 3, '64.

Left. Furloughed.

Right. Retired March 8, 1865.

Amputation of right leg. Dis-
charged.

Left ; circular. Surg. — Roberts,

j
(J. S. A. To Provost Marshal
Man* 7, 1865.

Left. Retired February 6, 1865.

; antero-post. flap. June 4,

8, haemorrhages. Disch'd Jan-
uary 16, 1865.

Left. Retired January 30, 1865.

30 Tapp, C. T., PL, C, 60th Nov. 27,

(Ieorgia.
! 1663.

131 Tay, S. £..Serg't, E, 49th July 9,

North Carolina, age 35. —, 64.

32 Watkins, R. It., Serg t, June 18.

II, 46th Va., age 23. — . "64.

33 Wilson, S-, Adj't, ICth April 6,

Va. Battery, age 26. j
—. '65.

34 Apperson, J. R., Serg't, I
Oct. 8,

D. 123d Illinois. I —, '62.

35 Atllt, C, Pt., li, 69th May 9,

Ohio.
I —,

'rM.

36 Bailey, R. M., 1>L, D,
31st Mississippi.

37 Bowens, G. B., Pt., F,
13th Georgia. 1862.

38 Brown, E., PL, E, 49tb
Georgia.

39 CorUn, I. D., Pt., 1st

South Carolina. i 1862.
40 Davis, U., Corp'!, K, 62d

Virginia.

41 Davis, W. W\, PL, C, 1st

Ohio Cavalry, age 19. 1863.
42 Foster, B. G, Lieut., I, Mav

5th Alabama, age 40. 31, '64.'

43 Oilhniin, H. T., 1't., II, Aug. 31,
8th Michigan. 1862.

44 llanaxk, J. II., Pt., C,
61st Georgia. 1862.

45 Hoover, IP. P., PL, G, 1st June 18,

Texas, age 25. ' 1864.
46 Love. W., PL, G, 16th May 10,

Maine, age Ifi. —, '84.

47 Lynch, J., PL, A, 1st
Louisiana. 1863.

48 Oaks. J. A., PL, B, 58th July 3,

Virginia.
I —, '63.

49 Reid, M. J., Corp'l, F, ! May 16,

19th Georgia, age 25.
|

1864.

50 Seala, R. E„ PL, C, 2d
Mississippi, age 21.

|
1862.

51 I
Sell, J. M„ Capt., I, 83d July —

,

Pennsylvania. i 1863.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Right. Furloughed.

Right. Retired February 21, '65.

Right, To prison September 23,

1864.

Left: anterior skin flap. To Bal-
timore May 10, 1865.

. Died October 17, 1862.

Left. Died July 7, 1864.

Left. Died September 26, 1864.

. Died July 13, 1862; py-
teroia.

. Died May 29, 1864.

; circular. Died December
31. 1862.

. Died June 8, 1864.

. Died March 3, 1664; small
p. IX".

i
posterior flap. Gangrene.

Died June 10, 1864.
. Died September 85, 1868.

: Hap. Died December 10,

1862.
; posterior flap; gangrene.

Died July 20. 1864.

Left : sloughing. Died May 25,

1664: pyajmia.
Right. Died Jl ay 31, 1863.

. Died July 15. 1863.

; circular. Died June 16,

1864.

Left ; erysiiajlas. Died Septem-
ber 23, 1868; diarrhoea.

. Died July —, 1863.

Amputations in the Middle Third of the Leg of Uncertain Date.—Forty-seven cases

belong to this sub-division; thirty-nine were successful and eight fatal. Forty-one of the

patients were Confederate and six Union soldiers. The right leg was amputated in twenty-

six, the left in nineteen instances; in two the side was not indicated.

Table LXXXI.
Summary of Forty-seven Amputations in the Middle Third of the Leg, time of Operation unspecified.

[Recoveries, 1—39; Deaths, 40—47.]

NO.
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No Name, Military
description, and age. Dates.

O'Xeal, J. J., Pt.,G, 18th
Virginia.

PUUmort, E. K., Pt., A,
27th North Carolina.

Poole, F., Pt., E, 20th S.
Carolina.

Pressley, /., Pt., I, (iOth

North Carolina, nge 44.

Roche, F. 1\, Pt., A, 32d
Virginia, age 21.

Rodarmcl, W. L., Pt., D,
5th Mo. S. M. Cavalry.

Shelton, J. A., Pt..A,23d
Mississippi, age 23.

Hmoot, R. IV., Pt., A, 1st

Va. Battery, age 34.

Talbrrt, if. 8., Pt., H,7th
S. C. Battery, age :'.">.

Warren, S.. Pt., A, 47th
North Carolina.

1 Wliitaker, J. F., Pt., K,
8th Tennessee, age 26.

April —

,

186S.

Oct. —

,

14, '03.

Aug. 27,
1803.

Nov. 30,

18G4.
Sept. 24,

1804.

Aug. 8,

1862.

Nov. 30,

18(14.

May
1(1,

'04.'

Jane 3.

'64, —

.

June 12,

18(i4.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Right. Recovery.

Left. Furloughed.

Right. Retired February 7, 1865.

Right: nntero-pnsterior flap. To
Provost Marshal April 6, 1865.

Right. Retired March 4, 1865.

Right. Discharged March 30,'65.

Left: circular. To Provost Mar-
shal.

Left. Retired April 1, 1865.

: circular. Furloughed Au-
gust 15. 1864.

Left. Furloughed.

Right : gangrene. Recovered.

Name, Militart
Description, and Age.

Dates. Operations, Operators,
Result.

Whiteside, J. £., Pt., B,
34th N. C, age 45.

HWiamJ,JV.,Pt.,G, 60th
North Carolina, age 38.

Coupe, /., Lieut., C. 20th
Georgia, nge 31.

Edmonds, J.W., Pi., H,
1st Ohio Lt. Artillery.

Green, S. R., Pt., A, 5th
New Hampshire.

Honrie, L., Pt., D, 20th
Pennsylvania, nge 22.

Houser, I., Pt.,11, 1st N.
Carolina Cavalry.

Stockton, J. R., Pt., I,

7ist Pennsylvania.
Stovall, J. 11.. Serg't, F,
15th Georgia.

West. I'., Pt.. K, 42d N
York, age 24.

Mar. 25,

—, '65.

Nov. 29.

—, '64.

July 2,

— , '63.

July 2,

—, 63.

May 15.

1864.

July ),

—,

'63.

July —

,

—,
'63.

July 2,

—, '63.

Right. Released June 28, 1865.

Right ; antcro posterior flap. To
Provost Marshal March 7, 1865.

Left. Died December 31, 1864.

Left. Died July 16, ie63.

I

. Surg. C. S. Wood, C6th
. New York. Died July 30,1863.
Right : circular. Died August
23, 1864 : typhoid pneumonia.

Left. Surg. J. P. Carroll, C. 8. A.
Died A] ril 2. 1864. Spec. 3155.

Left. Died July 12, 1863.

Left. Died May 29, 1864; py-
emia.

Right. Died July 23, 1863. '

Amputations in the Lower Third of the Leg of Uncertain Date.—Fifty-one opera-

tions—thirty-four successful and seventeen fatal—were performed on forty-four Confederate

and seven Union soldiers. The right limb was amputated in twenty-two, the left in

twenty-five cases; in four instances the side was not indicated. Gangrene was noted in

three, pyaemia and erysipelas in one instance each.

Table LXXXII.

Summary of Fifty-one Amputations in the Lower Third of the Leg, time of Operation unspecified.

[Recoveries, 1—34; Deaths. 35—51.1

No.
Name, Military

Description, and Age.

Beeman, H.C., Lieut., H,
43d North Carolina.

Bland, C.C., Pt., K, 36th
N. C. Artillery, age 18.

Bradley, J.II.,'l't., II, 2d
Mississippi, age 29.

Bradley, J. H., Pt , G,
Kith North Carolina.

Burke. M., Pt., Breath-
erd's Battery.

Calahan,J., Pt., C, 10th
Louisiana.

Caldor, P., Pt., E, 4th
North Carolina.

Cheatham, T. B., Pt., II,

59th Alabama.
Clarke, ir.B.,Vt.,l,mk
Georgia.

Dyer, S., Lieut.-Col., 3d
Mississippi, age 32.

Finley, J. IV., Pt., I, 41st

Alabama.
Gildart, J. B., Pt., K,
16th Mississippi, age21.

Goods, D. C. Pt., E, 12th
North Carolina, age 18.

Bamiah, S. II., Pt , K,
15th Miss., age 25.

Henderson, A. R , Pt., B,
lsrth North Carolina.

Ireland, R. S., Pt., II,

7th South Carolina.

Jones, M. M., Pt., G, 14th
Alabama.

Koonce, H. C, Lieut., K,
(ilst North Carolina.

Larkins, J. P., Pt., B,
Cobb'sGeorgia Legion.

i<#fcr.C.,Serg't, D,28th
North Carolina, age 22.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Right. Furloughed.

Left : circular. To Provost Mar-
shal April 8, 1865.

Left : circ. Exchanged March
3, 1864.

Left. Exchanged March 17, '64.

1862.

May 30,

— ,
'64.

Jan. 13,

—, '63.

July 1,—,
'83.

July 1,

—.63.
|

. Surg. — Murray, C. S. A.
Oc.19,'63.

1 Recovery.
Left. Exchanged March 3, 1864.

Left. Furloughed December 9,

1862.

Left. Furloughed December 23,

1862.

. Discharged December 19,

1862.

Right ; cire. To Provost Mar-
shal March 27, 1865.

Right. Furloughed December 1,

1862.

Left. Retired February 11, 1865.

I
Left. Released June 28, 1865.

Left : circular. To Provost Mar-
shal May 2, 1865.

Right. Furloughed March 31,
I 1865.

Left. Surg. S. S. Satchell, C.S.A.
Recovery.

Left. Discharged October 17.

1863.

Left. Furloughed.

Right. Released July 17, 1865.

Right. Released June 28, 1865.

1862.

Sept. 14,

—, '62.

Nov. 30,

— ,
'64.

1862.
Sept. 28,

—, '64.

Mar. 25.

—, '65.

Nov. 30,

— ,
'64.

Feb. 6,

—, '65.

J'e29,'64.

Sept. 17,

— ,
'62.

Sept. 30,

— , '64.

Oct. 27,

1864.

Mar. 22,—. '65.

Long, J. F., Corp'l, G,
41st Georgia.

Longshore, E. C. Pt., B,
3d South Carolina.

Mott, V. IF., Pt., D, 13th
N. C. Artillery, age 39.

Mullet/, IF., Pi., E, 2d
Virginia Cavalry.

Patterson, E., Pt., II, 1st

Alabama, age 27.

Pattern, J. JT..Pt.,E, 16th
North Carolina, age 17.

Remey, S., Pt., H, 5.1th

New York, age 19,

RowLs, S.H.,Vt., D, 11th
Alabama.

Taylor, J. E.. Lieut., E,
66th North Caroliua.
Thompson. J. M., Corp'l,

B, 55th Ala., age 20.

lUnderwood.E. E.,Y\.,D,

30th Georgia, nge 24.

Washburne, J. A.,Pt.,H,
11th North Carolina.

White, J. R., Pt., C, 3d
N. C. Artillery, age 26.

Williams, J., Pt., F, 5th
Arkansas.

Brown, G. W., Pt., D,
16th Georgia.

Edison, E., Pt, C, 39th
Alabama, age 26.

Estus, B. F... Pt., Price's

Virginia Bat'y. age 28.

Forsyth. 1). JJ..Pt.,G,8th
Virginia, nge 32.

Hardgrove, If. U., Pt.,

A, ll.th Virginia.

Boon, St., Corp'l, B,
131st New York.

Oct. 8, '62.

1864.

Jan. 13,

— , '65.

Aug. 30,

—, '62.

Nov. 30,

—, '64.

Sept. 20,

—,
'63.

May 31,

— ,
"62.

Jan. 13,

1865.

Oct. 8,

— ,
'62.

1863.

De.31.'62,

—, '63.

April 2,

—,
'65.

Mnr. 31,

—, '65.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

No.18,'64

May 27,

—,"'63.

Right. Transferred February 1
1

,

1863.

Left. Furloughed March 14, '65.

Left ; flap. To Provost Marshal
April 1, 1865.

Right. Retired February 7, 1865.

Right; oval flap. To Provost
Marshal April 6, 1865.

Right. Retired February 7, '65.

Right: circular. Disch'd July
8, 1863.

Right. Transferred May 1, 1865.

Right. Furloughed.

Right ; anteroposterior flap. To
Provost Marshal Feb. 24, 1865.

; gangrene. To Provost
Marshal -May 4, 1863.

Right. Furloughed.

Right. Released June 28, 1865.

Left. Transferred March 11, '63.

Left. Died December 1, 1862.

Left. Died May 16, 1864.

Right. Died ^uy 14, 1865.

Right. Died May 19, 1865; py-
aemia.

Left ; circular. Died December
11. 1664: gangrene.

Right. Died July 3. 1863.

' O'KEEFF. (D. C ), Surgical Cases of Interest treated at Institute Hospital, Atlanta, Georgia, May and June, 1864, in Confederal/ . tates Medical

anel Surgical Journal, I860, Volume U, p. 28.

1 THOMSON (W.), Reptrrt of Cases of Hospital Gangrene treated in Douglas Hospital, Washington, D. C, in American Journal of Medical Science,

Vol. XLVII, p. 382.
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NO.

!

41

42

43

I
44

45

46

Name, Military
Description, ami age.

Jones, ilcG., PL, G, 67th
North Carolina.

McCleary, J. L., .Serg't,

C, 2011] S. Carolina.
Moore, I). 'I'., PL, H,
100th Illinois.

Prince, E.S., Pt.,C, 45th
Alahnma. age 35.

Richmrmd, W.O., Pt., D,
57th N C., age 22.

Smith, W.R., Pt., B, 44th
Alabama.

1805.

1862.

Sept. ID,

— , 03.

Nov. 29,—, '04.

Oct. R,

1804.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Right Died April 5, 1865.

Left. Died September 5, 1802.

Left. Died December 17, 1863;
small-pox.

Left. Died February 2, 1805.

Left. Died January 8, 1803.

Right ; circular. Died October
21, 1864; gangrene.

,-„ |
Name, Military

I

Description, and Age

47
;

Stewart, J., Corp'], F,
2:id Iowa.

48 I Wndawurth. W , Pt., I,

4th Massachusetts.
4!)

|

Wicenga.V., It., F, 37th
New York.

Waiter*/, J. B., Pt., A,
7th South Carolina.

Young. (>. W., Pt., C,
95th New Y'ork.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

May 17,

— , '03.

Died July 21, 1803.

June 14, Left. Died July 24, 1863.

—, '63.

May 3, Left. Died May 27, 1863.

— ,
'63.

Right. Died December 1, 1802.

1862.

May 12, Left. Died May 27, 1864.

—,
'64.

Amputations in the Continuity of the Leg of Uncertain Date and without Indica-

tion of the Seat of Operation.—In four hundred and twenty-one cases of amputations in

the leg neither the interval between the injury and the operation nor the precise seat of

the operation was1 reported. The operations were performed on four hundred and eighteen

patients, in three instances both legs having been amputated. Ninety-six were Union and

three hundred and twenty-two Confederate soldiers. One hundred and thirty-nine opera-

tions resulted successfully, and one hundred and ninety-seven fatally, while the termination

of eighty-five cases was not ascertained. The rate of mortality of the cases in which the

results were determined was therefore 58.6 per cent. The right limb was removed in one

hundred and forty-three, the left in one hundred and fifty-three cases; in one hundred and

twenty-five reports the side was not mentioned. As will be seen from the subjoined table,

the reports of the cases are very incomplete.

Table LXXXIII.

Summary of Four Hundred and Twenty-one Cases of Amputations in the Leg of Uncertain Date and

Seat of Operation.

[Recoveries, 1—139; Deaths, 140—336; Results unknown, 337—421.]

NO Name, Military
Description, and Age.

1

2

3

4

5

6

3
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Aliernathy, M. J., Lieut.,

E, 1st Arkansas.
Adair, II., Corp 1, D, 8th
Georgia.

Alcridge, A. If., Pt., II,

3d F'lotida.

Allen, W. A., Pt., Reed's
Bat. Artillery.

Angling, A. G., Pt., O,
24th Tennessee.

Arent, J. M., Pt, H, 12th
North Carolina.

Barham, W. It., Pt , F,
1st North Carolina.

Bellany, L. F, Pt., B,
19th Virginia.

Bleavin, C, Pt., A, 36th
North Carolina.

Bobo, D. P., Pt., D, 11th
Mississippi.

Bossier, S., Pt., I, 9th
Louisiana.

Bowen, B„ PL, G, Orr's
Rifles.

Brock, M. C, Pt., C, 48th
Mississippi.

Brown, II. C. Serg't, 15,

Cobb's Legion.
Broutn, P. IP, PL, I, 15th
Virginia.

Brown, W. J., Serg't, I.

21st South Carolina.

Carroll, \V., It., I, 3d
Pennsylvania.

Cashan, T.. Pt., B, 21st

Georgia.
Chaney, M. M., Lieut.,

Hart's Regiment.

Julv —
1803.

Operations. Operators,
Result.

Name, Military
Description, and Age

1864.

Sept. 17,

— .
'62.

Mnr.9,'63.

Feb. 5,

—, '65.

1802.

1802.

1804.

Julv 3,

— ,
"'63.

Sept. -
1802.

1803.

1862.

1862.

1803.

. Transferred June 20, 1805.

Left. Paroled November 12, '03.

Right. Furloughed April 21, '03.

Right. Retired October 30, 1864.

Left. Furloughed January 1,'64.

Right. Retired February 3, '05.

Both. Furloughed September
23, 1864.

Lett. Recovery.

Right. Furloughed.

. Discharged October 20, '62.

. Discharged November 5,

1862.

Right. Furloughed December
11, 1864.

Left. To be exchanged October
28, 1863.

Left. Furloughed February 10,

1803.

Left (also amputation arm). Re-
covery. November 18. 1864.

Left. Recovery.

Right. Furloughed December
19, 1862.

Right. To prison April 22, 1864.

23

24

j

23

26

! 27

J28

29

30

31

32

33

34

"I
36

|

37

38

39
[

It., B,

It, C,

It, G,

Clayton, W. II
,

3,d Mississippi
Connor, D. (>.,

Cobb's Legion.
Cooper, ir. U. /..

5th Texas.
Currie, D. J., Pt., D, 51st
North Carolina.

Davis, J., It, L, 2d S.
Carolina.

Davis, J. L., Serg't, (1,

46th North Carolina.
Davis, J'., Pt, H, 21st
South Carolina.

Vonahoe, A., Pt,
Gregor's Battery.

Donavan, J., It.

Tennessee.
Dougherty, J. N., Pt, D,
£th Alabama.
Drum,E.J.,Vt.,C, 28th
North Carolina.

Duclos, il., Pt, C, 2d
Louisiana

Dznne, B. £., Pt., A, 5th
Texas.

Ellis, P. F., PL, I, 13th
Mississippi.

Exter, T. C, Pt., H, 8th
Georgia.

Fagan, J. B., Lieut. -Col-
onel, 15th Alabama.

Farthram, A. S., Capt.,

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Mc-

10th

1862.

Sept. 23.

1803.

1862.

1862.

Aug. 25,

1864.

1862.

1862.

An.25,'64
;

1862.

1803.

1862

II

FelU, C. B., Pt, A, 2d
Tennessee.

Finley, A., Serg't, D, 5th
Arkansas.

1862.

July 1,

— ,
'63.

Sept. 19,

— .
'04.

Dee.7,'64,

1863.

Left. Furloughed February 20,
1863.

Left. Recovery.

Left. Discharged October21, '62.

urlougbed August 16,

Discharged August 6, '62.

Left. Retired January 20, 1865.

Right. Furloughed July 27, '62.

Right. Retired October 13, 1864.

. Recovery.

Left. Discharged February 2,

1863.

Right. Retired February 3, '65.

Right. Discharged November
30, 1862. .

. Discharged December 7,

1863.

Right. Discharged September 9,

1802.

Discharged October 31,

1802.

Right. To duty March 10, 1864.

. Transferred October 11,

1804.

Right. To Pro. Marshal March
18. 1865.

Lett. Furloughed April 28, 1863.
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NO

40

II

42

4:1

44

4.".

46

47

a
49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

SO

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

ft)

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

61

82

83

64

85

86

87

Name, Military
Description, and Age. I

Operation's. Operators,
Result.

Name. Military '

T,. Trs
Description, and Aoe.,

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Fisher, E. D.. Corp], G.
16th Louisiana.

Flavell, R. II., Serg't, F.

7th Missouri, ago 22.

Fowler, L., Pt., L 34th X.
Carolina, age 34.

Fulkard, U. A., Serg't,

K, 50th Georgia.
Garvey, J., 1't.. C, 18th
New York.

Goddin, T., PL, B, 8th
Florida.

Godfrey, J., Pt., E, 1st

South Carolina.
Gooding, W. B..CapL, K,
22d North Carolina.
Goodman, J., Pt., E, 9th
Alabama, age 21.

Grant, J. M., Pt., I, 1st

Louisiana.
Griffin, J., Pt, K, 7th
Michigan.

Gulick, D. J'.,Vt., D, 8th
Virginia.

Hall, J., Pt., II, 14th N.
Carolina, age 26.

Banks, A. <?., Serg't, 1',

1st Texas.
Harttnan, L., Pt., G, un-
assigned, age 23.

Hawkins, W., I.andsman,
U. S. Navy.

Hegler, C.' Pt., F, 7th
North Carolina.

Htim, IF., Pt., I, 7th Vir-

ginia.
Heister, F., Pt., A, 2d
Maryland.

Henderson, J. T., Pt., K,
7th Sooth Carolina.

Hendricks, it. S., Pt., D,
6th Cavalry.

Herment, I. A., Capt., C,
12th South Carolina.

Hicks, J. V., Pt., A, 56th
Georgia.

Hinson, W., Pt., F, 17th
Tennessee.

Humphreys, B. F., S'g'l,

G, 12th Arkansas.
Hunter, J. B., Corp'l, G,
1st South Carolina.

Hutchinson, J. IF., Pt..

11, 15th Alabama.
Ingram, T., Pt., D, 45th
Alabama.

Jackson, B.F.. Pt., Ketch-
am's Ala. Battery.

Jackson, E. M., PL, C,
24th Georgia.

James, W. F., Serg't, G,
24th Alabama.

Jennings, G. IF., Pt., K,
30th North Carolina.

Jennings, H. J., Pt., B,
14th South Carolina.

Johnson, H. L. W., Capt.,

C, 12th Arkansas.
Jones, J. J., Pt., D, 4th
Alabama.

Jones, W. C, Serg't, H,
21st Georgia.

Justice, J. G., Lieut, and
A. D.C.

King, T. £., Pt., E, 55th
Virginia.

Lanier, C, Serg't, L, 2d
Florida.

Lemmons, A., Serg't, D,
40th Alabama.

Lierum, C. T., Captain,
Engineer Corps.

Lipsey, R.C., Pt.,A, 11th
Mississippi.

Luck, J. W., Pt., Nel-
son's Artillery.

McCann.J. ,F.,Corp'l, II,

9th Georgia.
McCarthy, T., Serg't, K,
57th Texas, age 21*.

Mantifitld, Q. M., Pt., V,
4th Texas.

Miller, H. C, Pt., G, 8th
South Carolina.

Milling, J. H., Pt., K, 2d
Louisiana.

1862.

May 12,

—;
-03.

.lone 13,

— ,
'<;•!.

1862.
June 27.—. '62.

July 2,

1863.

1862.

July 3,

— ,'t::i.

1862.
Sept. 7,

—,
'62.

1865.

May 3,

—,'63.
Sept. 17,

1862.

1865.

Mar. 14,

1863.

1862.

July 3,

1863.

Sept. 13,

— .
'64.

July —

,

1863.

June 1 1,—.
'64.

July —

,

1863.

Nov. —

,

1863.

1863.

1862.

1862.

J 862.

1862.

May 11.

'64, —

.

1862
July —

.

1863.

1863.

1861.

1862.

Aug. 16,

1864.

1862.

1863.

Mar.2,'61

1862.

July 2-',

—,' '64.

May 31,

—, '62.

1862.

Left. Furloughed April 28, 1863. 88

Left. Discharged August 8. 'ti:{. 89

Right. Retired February 22, '65. 90

Left. Furloughed February 21. 91
1863.

Right. Discharged March 24. 92
1863.

Left. Paroled August 22, 1863. 93

Right. Furloughed December 94

19, 1862.

Left. Surgeon P. G. Robinson, 95
C. S. A. Recovery.

; circular. Furloughed Sep- \\C,

\

tember 25. 1862.
. Exchanged January 11, 97

1863.

Right. Discharged February 6, 98
1 1863. Died March 6, 1870.'

Right. Recovery, June 3, 1865. 99

Right. Retired February 23, '65. 100

liight. Transferred December 5. 101

1862.

Right. Transferred July 31, '65. 102

Left. Discharged March 10. til. 103

Right. Exchanged March 26, 104
ilea

Left. Transferred July 26, 1863. 105

Right. Furloughed. 106

Right. Puroled November 12, 107
1863.

Left. Retired January 18, 1865. 108

Left. Paroled October 24, 1863. .109

Right. Exchanged February 14, 110
1864. I

Left. Retired January 13, 1865. !

111

Right. Transferred on parole. 112

. Discharged October 14, ' 113
1862.

Left. Discharged November 21. 114

1862.

Left. Furloughed June 12, 1862. 115

Right. Furloughed June 12, '62. 116

Left. Recovery. 117

Right. Furloughed August 19, 118
1862.

Discharged September 28, 119
1862.

I

Right. Paroled September 5, '63. 120

Left. Transferred on parole. 121

. Discharged October 11, 122
1861.

Left. Discharged November 30,
;
123

1862.
Right. Retired February 28, '65. 124

-
;

Left. Retired November 3, 1864. !

125

!
I'

Left. Discharged November 14, 126
i 1662.

. Left. Exchanged February 14, '' 127
1864.

- ; Left. Surgeon — Holt, C. S. A. ' 128
Recovery.

. Discharged November 3, 129
1862.

Left. Retired October 27, 1864. 130

Right. Recovery. '

131

Right. Discharged June 22, '63. ' 132
I i

Right. Discharged November 133
12, 1862.

Left. Furloughed March 16, '65. 134

Right. Discharged September ,
1
135

18, 1862.

1865.

Dec. 13,

'62, —
Oct. 14,

1663.

July—,
—.''63

1862.

July—,
1863.

1864.

May 12,

—,"'64.

186*
July 3,

—,''63.

1862.

May 31,

1864.

May 27,

—, '62.

July 3,

— ,
'63.

1862.

Mint,r,T. F..PL, D, 26th
Virginia.

Myers, J. F.. It., C, 38th
North Carolina, age 24.

Nichols, M., Pt., E, 27th
North Carolina.

.Yi'x, T., Pt„ H, 2d
Georgia.

Page, M. W., Pt., B, 5th
Alabama,

Parker, M., Pt., H, 35th

Georgia.
Patterson, If., Pt., A,
20th South Carolina.

Peace, J. }'., Pt., E, 23d
North Carolina.

Perry, W. A., Pt., E,
4Mb Virginia.

Piekels, J. i*.,Pt.,K, 5th

Texas.
Phger,J.M., Pt., K, 9th
Alabama.

I '/iim iner, J. B., Pt., K,
37th North Carolina.

Price, J. S., Pt., D, 52d
Virginia.

Proctor, W. //.,Cnpt.,F,
|

13th Virginia Cavalry.
Purkett, It., Pt., A, 28'th

North Carolina.
Ray, J. S.Lleut.K, 38th
N. Carolina, age 36.

Rhom, R., Pt., A, 49th
North Carolina.

Richardson, H. It., Pt.,

F, 1st Tennessee. | 1862.
Rilei/. J., Pt., D, 56th
North Carolina. | 1862.

Riley, J. O., Pt., G, 6th
Louisiana. I 1862.

Ritzell, H. 67., It., A, Aug. 19,

12th North Carolina. —. '64.

Robinson, D., Pt., —, 5th July 2,

North Carolina. I —, '63.

Rolnnd. J . It., I, 124th June —

,

Colored Troops, age 35. —,'65.

Ross, J. «/., Pt., A, 3d
South Carolina.

Sample, W. P., Serg't, F,
9th Louisiana. 1862.

Semmons, W. J., Pt., A,
9th Louisiana. 1862.

Shifflett, J., PL, C, 4th Sept 19,

Georgia, age 29. —, '63.

Sholer, G. If., PL, A, 7th 1863,

Confed. StatesCav'lry.
Simmons, A. A., Pt., C, ! Nov. 25,

40th Alabama, age 31. 1863.

Smith, R. It. PL, F, 3d Sept. 17,

North Carolina. | —, '62.

Smith, IT. M., Pt.,A, 41st

Georgia. 1862.

Snider, T. L., Serg't, C,
25lh North Carolina.

Stanson, B., PL, D, 18th
North Carolina. I 1862.

Starr. J. T, PL, I, 11th
'

Georgia. 1862.

Stephens, E., Pt., A, Hoi-
comb's Legion. i 1862.

Stockdell, J., Pt., F, 13th !

Virginia.
]

1862.

Switzer, B. W., Pt., C,
|

Oct. 8.

27th Mississippi. —, '62.

Thompson, L., Corp'l, C, ' July —

,

I 16th North Carolina. I —, '63.

Tiveman, D., It., E, 42d Sept. 17,

New York, age 36. —, '62.

Trahan, L, PL, K, 10th May 3.

Louisiana. —, '63.

Warford, B., Pt., A, 7th
Tennessee.
Wasmm, P. M., PL, F, !

16th Tennessee.
Watson, J. A., Pt., A,
4th South Carolina. 1863.

Watson, L. S., Pt., K,
28th Virginia.

WelU. J. J.. PL, E, 27th Oct. 8,

Mississippi. —, '62.

Westmoreland, J., Pt., H,
2d Mississippi. 1862.

Wilder, F. W., PL, A, July 5,

59th Georgia. —, '63.

>TtWams,Z.,Pt.,B,4l8t
i

Alabama. 1862.

I

Right. Transferred April 9, '65.

I^eft. Retired January 25. 1865.

Right. Furloughed.

. Paroled September 12, '63.

Right. Furloughed February 3,

1863.

Left. Paroled September 5, 1663.

Right. Furloughed January 9
1865.

Right. Retired January 28, 1865.

. Discharged August 6, '62.

Right. Transferred September
25. 1863.

Right. Furloughed December
i

19. 1862.

Left. Discharged December 4,

I 1863.

Right. Transferred April 8, '65.

—
. Retired.

Right. Discharged September
10, 1862.

Right. To prison September 28,

j
1863.

I Left. Furloughed August 13,

1862.

Left. Transferred February 14,

1863.

Left. Furloughed September29,
1862.

. Discharged December 20,

1862.

Left. Retired February 3, 1865.

Left. Transferred July 18, 1863.

Right. Recovery, February 19,

1866.

. Exchanged February 3,

Left. Discharged December 2,

1862.

. Discharged November 7,

1862. *

Right. Retired January 9, 1865.

Right. Duty May 13, 1864.

Left. Retired November 19, '64.

Right. Recovery.

Left. Furloughed February 21,

1863.
K

Left. Furloughed September 19,

1862.

. Paroled Angust 16, 1862.

. Discharged October 21,
1862.

Left. Discharged October 12,

1862.

Right. Discharged August 29,

1862.

Left. To Provost Marshal April
1. 1863.

Left. Paroled September 12, '63.

Left. Discharged March 3, 1863.

Died February 26, 1864.

Left. Transferred.

Left. Furloughed April 18, 1803.

Right. Furloughed April 18, '63.

Right. Duty June 20, 1863.

Left. Exchanged June 5, 1865.

. To Danville February 12,

1863.

. Discharged October 1 7, '62.

Right. Recovery. October8, '64.

Left. Paroled June 17, 1865.
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NO.

136

137

138

139

140

HI

141!

14:i

Ml

145

'146

147

'

148

14!l

150

151

152

I 153

L
155

156

157

158

159

160

161

163

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

177

178

179

180

181

, 182

i
183

Namk, Militant
Description, and Ace.

Wilson, a II., Lieut., F,
luti Mississippi.

Wilt, O. W., l't.. Brown-
er's Virginia Cavalry.
wood, n: r.,Pt.,i>,sSth
Georgia.
Yawn, A*., l't., II, 5th
Florida.

Abner, J., l't., I, 30tb
Illinois.

Alderman, ('., Pt., I, 9th
Georgia.

Alley, W., l't., A, 34th
Indiana.

Alliger, J., l't., O, KI2d
New York.

Allmray, S., l't., G, 1st

South Carolina.
Amos, IF, l't., Peyton's
Battery.

Anderson, I, R., l't., I,

11th Mississippi.

Angel. J.Q., l't., I, 21st
Iowa.

Armstrong, .I. \\\, It., E,
5th Ohio.

Arthur, It., Serg't, II,

22d Iowa.
Arrritt, A. />., PI ,

(I,

30th Georgia,
linker, J., l't., A, loth

lown.
Barrett, J. M , l't., G,
5!st Alabama.

Bartholomew, T. K., l't.,

G, 22d lown.
Beaver, A. I)., l't.. A,
57th North Carolina.

Hrndall, It. F., l't.. I',

53(1 Virginia.

Ilenluun, J., l't., II, 19th
Illinois.

Birch, N.. Pt„ F, 5th N.
Jersey i nge 33.

Betting, II, Capt., Gen.
Chambliss' stnfT.

Bowman, J. T,, l't., I,

16th North Carolina.
Iloyd, J., Pt., E, 7th
l.ntiisinnn.

Brack, J. II, l't., I, 43(1

Alahama.
Broekett, W., l't., K.

35th Illinois.

Brown, It., l't., E, 88th
Indiana.

BnJwn, S. II., pt., C,
81st Illinois.

Ilarkingliam. M. It., l't..

II, 1st Virginia,

llultrieh, 1'. W., l't.. II,

32d Massachusetts.
Calvert, II'. ./.. l't, I, 1st

South Carolina.
Camp, O. T , l't., Gra-
ham's Virginia Bat'ry.

Campbell, .1. R.. Serg't.

D, inth S. Carolina.
Campbell. W. IF., l't., 1,

8th Florida.

Cantwell, I., Pt., C, 7th
Ohio.

Carring/on, IF. II'., l't.,

A, 2d Texas.
Chaplain, M'. E., Lieut.,

I, 1st South Carolina.
foe. IF. II'.. l't.. M, Slot
North Carolina.

Connelly. B. C. Corp'l,
B, 18lh Infantry.

Conns, A.. l't., il. 4'Jth

Ohio.
Cooper, C... Lieut., II,

24th Virginia.

Copplck, .1., l't., 0,74th
Ohio.

Couch. II., l't., V, 89th
Illinois.

Danm, C. l't., K. 25th
Ohio.

Davidson, B. R., It.. H,
liOth Alabama.

Davis. J. K., l't., li, I oth

Iowa.
Dixon, IF., l't., G, ."Hi

North Carolina.

Dates.

%

1861

IH12.

1863.

July 3,

—, '63.

May Hi,

— ,
'63

Sept. 17,

—, '62.

July 2.

—, *63.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

May 17,

—,''6.'l.

Sept. 17,

— .
'62.

May 22.

— , '63.

May 22,

— ,
'63.

July —

.

— , '63.

Dec. 31,

—,
'62.

1862.

Mnr. 7,

—,
'62.

Deo. 31,

—,
'62.

1863.

July 2.

—,
''63.

July 2,

1863.

April 6,

— , '62.

July —

,

—,''63.

Oil. 8.

— .
'62.

Namk, Military
Description, ami age.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

July —

,

—,"'63.

Dec. 31.

I

I
1862.

Mav 16,

—,
'63.

July 3,

— ,
'63.

Left. Fnrlotighed December 18,

1862.

Left. Furloughed July 10, 1863.

Left, rurloughed April 18, 1863.

. Discharged December 20,

1862.

Right. Died October 12, 1863.

Left. Died July 10. 1863.

Right. Died June 14. 1863.

Right. I lied November 19, 1862.

Right. Hied August 10, 1863.

. Died August 8, 1862.

. Died June 3. 1863.

Right. Died June 3(1, 1863; diar-

rhODR and fever.

Left. Died October 24. 1862.

. Died June 2. 1863.

. Died October 20, 1864.

Left. Died June (i, 1863.

Right. Died August 28, 1864.

. Died August 7, 1663.

. Died October 20, 1864.

Right. (Also amp. left forearm.)
Died August 6, 1863.

Died March 7, 1863.

. Hied June 22, 1862; py-
aemia.

Left. Died October 18, 1864.

Left. Died October 22, 1883.

. Died October 20, 1864.

Left. Died June 2, 1864.

Right. Died April 14, 1862..

. Hied January 11, 1863.

Left. Died June 4, 1863.

Right. Died August 1, 1863.

. Died August 5, 18(C).

. Died September 23, 1862.

Left. Died July 16, 1863.

Left. Died June 11, 1864.

Left. Died November 16, 1863.

Left. Died August 23, 1863.

Right. Died Mny 13, 1862.

Left. Died.

Right. Died September 17, 1863;
chronic diarrhoea.

Died November 19, 1862.

Right. Died February 14, 1863.

Left. Hied July 27, 1863.

. lied January 18, 1863.

. Died January 27. 1863.

. Died June 30, 1862.

Left. Died May 31. 1864.

. Hied June 8, 1863.

Right. Died July 10. 1863.

I|l84

185

186

IH7

188

189

190

191

192

I

193

194

I US

I

I

197
'

I

,198

199

:
200

201

I

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210
I

I

211

212

213

I

j

214

215

216

,217

218

I

219

220

221

922

223

224

228

229

230

231

IMidds, ./., l't., G, I !th

Alabama.
Dunham, Z., Serg't. A.
18th Infantry.

Karp, W.R.. l't.. i:, 7th
North Carolina.

Matter; £'., l't., D, 5th
South Carolina.

Eldin, T., l't.. K, 1st S.

Carolina Rifles.

Ellis, D., l't., F, 7th N.
York Cavalry, age 24.

Epzell, E. J., l't., B, 51st

North Carolina.
Etmeir, W., l't., G, 73d
Indiana.

Fair, R. II., Scrg'l, B,

10th I'enn. Reserves.
Fenton, P., Lieut., B,
19th Georgia.

Ferguson. F. F., l't., G,
6th Virginia.

Finley. A. M., Serg't. E,
55th Alabama.

Floyd, C. J., PL, II, 18th
Alabama.

Fonsler, ./., l't., F, 2d
South Carolina.

Fowler. II. I.., l't., E,
Hampton's Legion.

Fox, J.O., It. K, I15lh

New York.
Frazier, W., It., F, 5th
New Jersey.

Garlick, A. ./.. Pt., B,

4th Virginia.

Gavitt. E. D„ It., D,
4th Rhode Island.

Gee. J., Pt., G, 137th
New York.

Gilford, L. S., Corp'l, B,
22d Illinois.

Greenwell, J. R., It., 4th
Virginia.

Gregory, J. T., Serg't, C,

27th Georgia.
Garni, A. II., Lieut.. I,

7lh Virginia, age 19.

Gottbrecht, A., It., B,
16th Iowa.

llamm.J.D.. It., C, 42d
Mississippi.

Hammond, J., Corp'l, B,
3d I Delaware.

Hnndly. P., Corp'l, K,
4Pth Pennsylvania.

Harris. ./. /'. I).. Pt., H,
27th Georgia.

liarmid, ./. .'., l't., A,
59th Georgia.

Ilawillr, .1. C., Pt.. K,
13th North Carolina.

Nay, W., It., E, llilh

New York.
Helmick, J., Pt., O, 19th
Iowa.

Beyer, W., It., E, 41st
Illinois.

Higgins, it. P., Pt., F,
8th Georgia.

Hittle, G. W., It., G,
75th Illinois.

Hodge, It.. It.. F, 1st

Tennessee.
Howlett, J., It., I), 29th
Virginia.

Buggeom, J.. It., E,
llth Virginia.

Jackson, J. C, Pt., I,

47th North Carolina.
James, W. A., Serg't, K,
14th Alabama.

Jenkins. J. S. P.. It.. C,
12th Virginia Cavalry.

Jones. G. IF.. It., I, 13th
N. Carolina, age 30.

Jones, R., It., D. 5th
North Carolina.

Kelley, E., Pt., E, 76th
New York.

Kellis, J.. Pt., E, 47th
North Carolina.

Kelly, W. M., Pt., E,
13lh Alabama.

KeJsne, .1. G., l't., G, 1st

Tennessee.

1862.

Dee. 31,
'62, —

.

June 27,

1862.

July 3,

Aug. 31,

—,
'62.

.Mar. 14,—, '62.

July 2,— , \i3.

Sept. 19,

—, '63.

1862.

1863.

June 15,

—, '64.

June —

,

— .
'62.

1862.

1862.

July 3,— ,m
June 27,

—.
'62.

Dec. 7.

1862.

Feb. 15,

1862.

July 3,—,
'63.

Oct. 8,

— ,
'62.

Oct. 8,

—, '62.

1862.

1863.

May 5.

1862.

Aug. 30,

5*3
July 3,

—,
'63.

. Died June 30, 1862.

. Died February 17, 1863.

. Hied January 5, 1863.

Right. Died October 19, 1864.

. Died September 13, 1862.

Right. Pied May 16, 1864.

. Died Juneo. 1864 : tetanus.

. Died March 23. 1863.

. Died.

Right. Died January 13, 1863.

Lilt Died June 1, 1864.

Right. Died August 16, 1864.

Right. Died August 14, 1864.

. Died.

. Died September 30, 1862.

Right. Died June I. 1864.

. Died September II, 1862.

. Died March 8, 1864.

Right. Died June 11, 1862.

Left. Died July 27, 1863.

Left. Died October 8, 1863.

. Died Septemlwr 8, 1862
;

gangrene and pvtetnin.

Left. Died June" 28, 1864.

Left. Died August 29, 1863.

Left. Died September 5, 1864.

. Died June 16, 1864; py-
(pmia.

. Died June 29, 1862.

Right. Died October 25, 1862.

Left. Died Jnne8, 1862.

Left. Hied September 6, 1863.

. Died June 28, 1863.

Right. Died July 18, 1862.

Right. Died January 10. 1863.

. Died March 8, 1862.

Left. Died September 9, 1863.

. Died November 12, 1862.

. Died October 25, 1862.

Left. Died May 24, 1863.

. Died September 5, 1862.

Right. Died September 2, 1862.

. Died September 8, 1862.

Hied June 23, 1864
; pneu-

monia.
Left. Died August 22, 1863.

. Died June 9, 1862; py-
aemia.

- — . Died September 16. 1862.

. Died July 25, 1863.

Right. Died July 25, 1863.

. Died June 15, 1863.
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No.
Name, Military

Description, axd age.
Dates. Operations, Operators.

Result.
.. Name, Mii.itakv

Dkscriptiox, axd Auk.
Operations, Operator*,

Result.

I, 157th April 9,232 Kenney, J., Pt
New York.

333 Kirk, W. S., PL, C. 4th —
Texas.

234 Kneclit, A. M., Serg t. K.
12th South Carolina.

23") Laflith, J.. Serg't, D.
104th New York.

236 Lamford, I'.. PL, G, 3d
South Carolina.

237 Lemon, W., Pt., K, 57th
Virginia.

238 Lillibridge, D.N..PL, 1',

12th Iowa.
239 Linsley, 8., PL. C, 100th

Col'd Troops, age 24.

240 Lohmann, C, Lieut., D,
20th New York.

241 Lumsford, U. K\, PL, K,
8th Georgia.

242 Maek, H., Pt., B, 36th
Wisconsin.

243 Maltbie. E. P., PL, F, yd
Conn. Artil'ry, age 57.

244 Martin, M. W„ PL, G,
7th Virginia.

245 Martinson, C., Pt., II,

9th Iowa.
24ti Mason. A., Corp'l, K,

93d Illinois.

247 McCauley. — , PL, E,
47th Alabama, age 45.

248 McCIellan. C. H., PL, A,
7tli Michigan.

249 MoCloud, 1>., PL, I, 55th
Petinp}Tlvairta, age 27.

250 McCun'y, G. S.. Pt, I,

14th South Carolina.
251 McLaughlin, S-, l'L, N,

6th South Carolina.
252 McMichael, C, PL, II,

17th Iowa.
253 McMnrrin, II. 8., PL, K,

2d New York.
254 McMurry, W. IS., I.ieuL.

K, 1 1th Mississippi.

255 Miller, P., Serg't, G, 3d
Iowa Cavalry.

256 Miller, J. A., Corp'l, P,
93d Illinois.

257 Moon, R.. PL, C, 2d
New York,

i 208 Morrow, J., PL, K, 18th
Georgia.

259 Morton, P.. PL, D, 72d
Pennsylvania.

260 Mullen,' P., l'L, E, 81st

New York.
261 Mmnford, S., PL, E, 1st

Delaware.
262 Munrot, T. M., PL, K,

I8th North Carolina.
263 Seal, J. E., PL, A, 13th

Iowa.
264 Oliver, ./. J., Serg't. K,

61st North Carolina.
265 Oxford, J. AT, PL, A,

3kI Mississippi.

266 Passingrr. II. it., l'L, C,
3il South Carolina.

267 Plummet-. C. H., Corp'l,

P, 18th Wisconsin.
268 Praithtr, £..Pt.,B, 13th

( North Carolina.
269

|

Prior, R. M.. PL, B, 34th
I

North Carolina.
270

j

Quad; W„ PL, E, 27th
I Mississippi.

271)1 Rath, R. A., Pt., P, 52d
272(1 North Carolina.
273 1 Rriche, L. J., PL, D,

I

57th North Carolina.
274

;

Rhoads, W.. PL, A, 53d
Pennsylvania.

275 Roach. T. P., Corp'l, K,
I 6th Maine.

276 Rabbins, J. P., PL, 53d
Virginia,

277 Robinson, J. W-, PL, H,
10th Ohio Artillery.

278 Robinson, T. R., PL, H,
41st Illinois.

279 Rogan, J. L., Pt., E, 4th
Texas.

280 Rosin, IP., PL, C, 11th
Mississippi.

A up;. 16,

—, '64.

July 2.

— ,
'63.

July —

,

—,
'63.

April 6,

Sept. 17.

— , '62.

1861.

1864.

June 1.

—,
'64.

Sept. 17,

—, '62.

Mar. 7,

—, '62.

1863.

July —

,

—,"'63.

Sept. 17,

—, '62.

June 18,—.
'64.

July —
—,''63.

-May 16.

— ,
'63.

Sept. 17,

— , '62.

July 11,

— ,
'64.

April 6,

— ,
'62.

July 2,

— .

"'63.

Oct. 4.—,
'62.

May 5,—, '62.

Oct. 8,

—, '62.

Sept. 17,—,
'62.

*£
July 3,

—,
'63.

1864.
April 6,

— , '62.

1862.

Left. Died September 26, 1865;

exhaustion,
. Died October 5. 1862.

Right. Died September 9, 1864.

Lett. Died September 6. 1863.

. Died December 24, 1862.

Left. Died August 24, 1 863.

. Died October 13, 1862;
erysipelas.

Left. Died March 10, 1865;
phthisis pulmonalis.

Right. Died October 9. 1862.

. Died September 1, 1861.

Right. Died June 8, 1864.

Right. Died July 2, 1864.

. Died October 14, 1862.

.
. Died March 15, 1862.

Right. Died July 30, 1863.

i
-. Died September 8, 1864.

Right. Died October 7, 1862.

Left Died July 9, 1864.

Right. I tied September 12, 1863.

Left. Died December 28, 1864.

. Died July 2, 1863.

Right. Died October 26, 1868.

Left. Died May SI, 1864.

. Died February 25, 1865.

Left. Died July 13, 1863.

Left. Died November 10, 1862.

. Died September 17, 1862.

|

Right. Died October 14, 1863.

. Died June 9, 1862.

Left. Died October 18, 1862.

. Died December 27, 1862.

Lett. Died May 4, 1862; haem-
orrhage.

. Died October 29, 1 864

.

Right. Died August 18. 1864.

Right. Died September 5, 1863.

Right. Died November 29, 1862.

. Died May 24, 1862.

'

Left. Died July 5, 1862.

Right. Died December 6, 1862.

Both. Died January 8, 1863.

Left. Died December 18, 1862.

Left. Died October 9, 1862.

Right. Died May 28, 1863.

. Died July 20, 1863.

Left. Died June 26, 1864.

Left. Died May 10, 1862.

. Died October 2, 1862.

. Died September 24, 1862.

-81 Rugg. A. J., Pt., Mc-
lutosh's Battery.

282 Sanchez, S. J., PL, B, 2d July 2,

Florida. —, '63.

283 Saunders, i/., Pt.. C. 4th July 21,

Virginia.
i
— ,

'61.

284 Sawyer If. F„ l'L, It, Oct. 8.

37th Tennessee. — , '(i2.

285 Scott. J. It.. PL, G, 4th
; Texas. ! 1862.

266 Scott, J.. PL. II. 47th -
North Carolina.

. Died June 1, 1863.

. Died July 17, 1863.

. Died September 8, 1861.

. Died November 14 862.

. Died July 5, 1862.

Left. Died September 19. 1862,

Left. Died October 26, 1862.287 Senor, P. II., Corp'l, B, Oot. 8,

79th Pennsylvania. —, '62.

288 Shelter, D. PL, F, 46th April 6, Right. Diod April 20, 1862; py.
Ohio.

;

— , '62. semia.

289 Sherwood, (!. W., l'L, Sept. 19, Left. Died Ootober 16, 1863.

E. 21st Illinois.
|

— , '63.

290 Shilling. J. , PL, li, 20th Sept. 17, Bight. Died November 13, 1862.

Massachusetts. —, '62.

Right. Died July 29, 1863; •!
1 hnustion.

I
Died October 20, 1862.

291 Shrelas, A., l'L, E, 26th July 2.

K'urth Criil,,ii> li'tNorth Carolina.

292 Simpson, O., Pt , 2Ut
Wisconsin.

293 Sims, O. 7'., Pt, I, 12th
South Carolina.

294 Singlebush, J. W., PL,
I

O, 73d New York.
295

]

Sink, J, PL, F, 5th
Virginia.

296 Smith, J., Pt, H, 3d
Delaware.

297 Smith, J. C.,Pt.,C, 112th
Illinois.

298' Smith, J., PL, I, 86th
New York.

299 Smith, L. IS., PL, B, 11th
Mississippi.

300, Smith, R.. Corp'l, 11,

3t)th Virginia,

301 ' Snider, If., PL, G, 2d
I N. 0. Battery.

302 Spradtin, If.. PL, II.

*,'6lh Alabama.
30;

63.

Oot. 8,

—, '02.

July 2,

— ,
'63.

June -

1864.

Aug. 30,

— ,
'62.

July 2,

—,m
13 Steele, R. f., Pt., I, 7th July 3,

North Carolina, ago 30. — , 63.

304 Stevens, A. G., PL, D, I Deo. 31,

2Sd Illinois. 62,—.
305

;

Streens, II. F., PL, K, I

38th Virginia,

Left.

306 Stover. W. It.. PL, E, 2d
;
Aug. 31

WisoonBin. ! — ,
'62.

307 Stewart, J. .v., Pt , G,
'<

1st South Carolina.

308 Striblev, W., Serg't, A, De.31,'62, -
30th Indiana. I

Summers. W., PL, D, ' June 26.

17th lown. I — , '63.

Tnrleton, L. V., Pt., O, Sept. 27,

47th Missouri. — , '6-1.

Ihfe, /.'. R„ l'L, C, 15th July —

,

Georgia. —,
'63.

Thr,,:. s. u„ Serg't, F, July—,
I 1th Georgia. — .

'63.

Thomason, If. A , Serg't,

E, 2d S. Carolina.

Tonilinson. D., PL, E, I Oct. 8,

42d Indiana. . — , '62.

Traville, J.. PL, D, Hoi- '

comb's Legion.
Trursdale, ./. C, PL, I, ,

-

12th South Carolina

309

310

311

312

313

314

315

316

317

318

319

330

Left. Died September 6, 1864.

. Died July 29, 1863.

Died July 1, 1863.

. Died June 29, 1882.

Left. Died June 24, 1864.

. Died September 10, 1862.

. Died Ootober 1, 1862.

Right. Died June 9, 1864.

. Died July 17, 1863.

—-. Died June 4, 1863.

night. Died August 29, 1863

. Died January 15, 1863.

Left. Died June 1, 1664.

.
. Died September 30, 1862.

Left. Did September 16, ie64.

Diet! January II, 1863.

Died July 6, 1863.

Died November 1, 1864.

. Died August 5, 1863.

. Died August 8, 1803.

Right. Died June 1, 1863.

. Died November 24, 1862.

. Died May 9, !865.

Right. Died Juno 20, 1864.

Tullis. A., PL, G, 28th May 16, Right. Died July 9, 1863; gan-
Iowa. ' —,

'63.

Tyler. II., PL, C, 25th
South Carolina.
Vanderfard, A. A., LL, ' —
D, 21st S. Carolina.

Van Kuren, J., Serg't. May 1.

I H, 2lBt Iowa. —, '63.

321 Vaughn, O. If., It., B,
1st Tennessee.

322 1 Walker, J. A., Pt., K, !

45th Georgia.
323 Walker, N. A., Pt., I, Mar. 7,

9th Iowa.
I
—,

'62.

grco
Right. Died June 20, 1864.

Left. Died February 28, 1863.

Left. Died June 18, 1863.

. Died September 6, 1862;
pyaemia.

Left. Died May 26, 1864; py-
emia.

Right. Died April 2, 1862.

324 Walter, L., Pt., A, 13th De.30,'62, Left. Died January 19, 1863.

Ohio. , '63.

1

325 l Waltz, A., PL, K, 7th I Left. Died December 28, 1862.

I New York. 1862.

326 Weber, G., PL, E, 3d Sept. 17, Right. Died November 2, 1862.

Wisconsin. I
— , '62.

I

327 Wat, O. A'., Lieut., K, Left. Died July 23, 1863.

40th Virginia.

328 Wheatley, F. M., Pt., 2d Right. Died October 28, 1864.

Maryland.
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No.

329

:»<>

331

332

333

3:14
J

335

3»;

337

338

339

340

341

3411

343

344

345

346

347

348

349

350

351

352

353(
3M5
355

356

337

358

359

100

361

362

3fi3

304

365

366

31 i7

:m

389

370

371

37-2

373

374

375

Name, Military
DEBCRIITIOS, ANIl AtiK

Wilkerton, £., I'l.. 1!.

11th Georgia.
Mi/liver, ./., Serg't, II.

41th North Carolina.

Winecoff, II. />.. Pt., II.

7th North Carolina.

Witltington, .1/.. I't.. 1>.

50th (leorgia.

Wood, A., I't., K. 1st

Mississippi.
Wimlall.R., I't., 11, 12th

Georgia.
Wright, L. M., It., K,
59th Alabama.
Wynn, P. A., Corp'l, I.

3d (leorgia.
Alkins, II. O., I't.. 1>.

13th Uol'd Troops.
Andrew; .1. P., I't., I),

13th Mississippi.

Bailey, II. /'., I't., 1st

Washington Artillery.

Beaufort, .1. £., I't., F,

15th Mississippi.

Veil, J. ./., PI., C, 13th
.Mississippi.

Bennett, IF. F., I't . I),

6th Georgia.
Bon, P. I,.. I't., A. 17th

-Mississippi.

Bridget, J. M.. I't., I,

38th North Carolina.
Brockington, IF. J., I't..

A, 7th S. ('. Cavalry.
Brown, R. !>., Serg't, H,
45th Georgia.

llruce, ./. /(., Pt., I, 1st

Tennessee.
Brumjield. J. F., I't., C,
4tith Virginia.

Bugg, J.. I't., (J, 28th
Georgia.

Bulls, IF. .;., I't., Ii, With
(leorgia.

Camble, T.. Pt., D, 7th
Mississippi.

Cameron, J. IF., Pt., I,

211th South Carolina.
Carpenter, P. J., Pt., D,
13th Virginia.

Chamberlain, W. I)., Pt..

I, 14th S. Carolina.

Chapman. R. F.. Lieut..

K, 9th Virginia.
Chestnut, F. M.. Pt., F,

8th Arkansas.
Clal.l,/, J. '!., I't., A. 10th

( leorgia.

Cone, L.. Serg't. 1), stli

< leorgia.

Conner, J.. Pt.. (1, 7th
Louisiana.

Cox, ,1. J'., Serg't, I>,

28th South Carolina.

Craft, ./. /.. I't., II, 33tl

North Carolina.
Creole. II. I)., Pt.. B,
27th tieorgia.

Davit, G. IF.. Lieut., II.

6th Virginia.

Davis, J. IF.. Pt.,K, 37th
South Carolina.

Duncan, IF. P.. I't.. K.

44th Tennessee.
Edwards, A. !>.. I't.. C,

28th North Carolina.

Evans, IF. I).. Corp'l, E,

18th South Carolina.

Pt.. H.

Jul V —

.

—."'113.

July 3.—. ''ii:!.

Dec. Hi,

'114. —

.

July 3,

'113,'—
.

1 8(io.

July 3,

'till, —

.

18(15.

July 3,

— ,
''(13.

18114.

1804.

ie«4.

April ti.

'62, —

.

181 iS

July 3,

113, —

.

Foderfield, .V

Kith (leorgia.

George, IF.. Pt., K. 7th

Louisiana.
Green, A. ./.. Pt.. D. 29th
(leorgia.

Grace. /.., Pt.. A. 20th

Georgia.
Cunn. R. G.. Pt.. A. 17th

Mississippi.

Ilarhuck. C. II.. Pt., K.
21st loiva.

Harder. T. I)., (apt.. H.
9th Georgia.

Sept. 19,

1804.

1804.

July 3.

'03,—.

OPERATIONS, OPERATORS,
RESULT.

Right. Died July 22. 1803.

. Died December I. 1863;
chronic ilinrrlio'ii.

Right. Died February 14, 1803:

pva-inia anil hectic fever.

Right. Died October 17. 1803.

Lett. Died September 2, 1803.

Left. Died .May 2.1, 1864.

Left. Die,! May 24, 1864.

. Died June 5, 1804.

Left.

Right.

Right.

Right.

Right.

Right.

Right.

Right.

; flap.

Right.

Right.

Left.

Left.

Both.

Left.

Right.

Left.

Right.

Right.

Left.

: circular.

Right.

Left.

Left.

Right.

Left.

Left.

Left.

Right.

Namk, Military
DESCRIPTION, anh Ace.

370

377

378

379

380

381

382

383

384

38.1

380

387

388

389

390

391

392

393

394

395

396

397

398

399

ion

4111

402

403

404

405

406

407

ins

409

410

411 i

412 I

413

414

41:1

410
I

417!

418

419

420

421

Pt.. F.

F,

(.III.. D.

:

., l',13th

H, 0th

Horn's, K. II.

7th (leorgia.

Harrison,' A". C. I't.

44th tieorgia.

Henson, S. C, Corp'l. F.

4th (leorgia. age 24.

Bow, M. /A, I't.', K. 20th
(leorgia.

Jackson, X., Pt,
(leorgia.

Jacobs, IF. /., F
(leorgia.

Jones, J., Pt.

(leorgia.

Janet, IF. R-. Serg't, A,
13th South Carolina.

Kotow, G. IF., Serg't, D,
Kith North Carolina.

Langdon, J. J.. Pt.. E,
48th (leorgia.

Lewis, A., I't., I, 49th
(leorgia.

Lewis. J. T., I't., B, 7th
South Carolina.

.

Loeb. 11., Pt., A, 22d
Mississippi.

Magi, IF. J., Pt.. K, 3d
South Carolina.

Mallony, M. M., I't., C,
15th Tennessee.

McCrary, IF.. Pt„ B,26th
North Carolina.

Melton, li. IF., Pt., H,
1 1th (leorgia.

Mercer, M., I't., D, 35th
Georgia.

Miller, IF. A'., (.'apt., H,
31st Georgia.

Mizells, J. K, I't., B, 11th
South Carolina.

Murray, IF. B.. Corp'l,

I), 5th S. ('. Cavalry.
Myers, T., I't., A, 45th

'

Georgia.
Ntal, H. R., Pt., G, Pal-

metto S. S. S. Carolina.

Neely, I., Pt.. D, 1st

Tennessee.
Newman, IF. A., Pt., C,
28th Georgia.

Peables, J. C, I't.

28th Alabama.
Price, IF. K.. Pt., K.
44th Tennessee.

Reese. T. B., I't.. E, Phil.

Legion.
Bobbins, C. ('.

Buleon. F., Pt.. Wash-
ington Artillery.

Sair, A., — . (1. 57th N.
Carolina, age 31.

Sawyer. H.A.. ('apt., C,
2d N. Carolina, age 24.

Slniler. F. II. B., Lieut.,

A. 2d South Carolina.

Smith. I. II., I't., A, 32d
Mississippi.

Smith, M. B.. I't

South Carolina.

Stanfill, J. IF.,

20th (leorgia.

Stewart. A.. Pt . I>, 1st

Tennessee.
Strane.G.L..Vt.. D.Hol-
comb's Legion Cav'y.

Truett, J. D.. Pt.. C, 38th
Georgia.

Turner. P. S., Pt., A,
44th (leorgia.

Vause. IF. A., Pt., I, 28th
Georgia.

Watkint, IF. //., Corp'l,

C, 20th Georgia.
Welch, J., It.. F, (list

(leorgia.

Whitetielil.n\H..Pt..V,
14th (leorgia.

mat*, r. M., i't., c.

1.1th ( leorgia.

Winstcad, I.. Serg't, 1),

1st Tennessee.

1804.

1804.

1804.

1804.

Aug. 10

1804.

Au.25,'04.

1804.

180.1.

1864.

1804.

H,

1802.
Oct. 8.

'02, —

.

1804.

180.1.

(let. 8.

—
.
'62.

1804.
Oct. 8,

1802.

July 2.

— .
'03.

F. 2d

I't.. A.

1803.

1802.

Jtllv —

.

— .' '03.

Oct. 8.

1802.

Sept. 30.
'04. —

.

1804.

April —
1805.

April —
1805.

1804.

I£65.
Oct. 8,

— , '02.

operations, operators,
Result.

night.

Right.

Right.

I. ill.

Right.

Left.

Left.

Right.

Left.

Left.

Left.

Left.

Right.

: Hap.

Left ; circular.

Left.

Left.

Right.

Lett.

Lett.

Left.

Right.

Right.

Left.

Right.

Left.

Left.

Left.

Left.

Left.

Left.

Right.

Right.

; circular.

Right.

Left.

Right.

Left.

Left.

Right.

Left.

Right.

In one instance (Case 16, p. 558) the arm, and in a second instance (No. 155, p. 560)

the forearm, was amputated at the time of the removal of the leg. This is the last cate-
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gory of the five thousand four hundred and fifty-two amputations in the leg for shot injury

performed during the American civil war.

Recapitulation.—In thirty-nine instances, with nineteen recoveries, nineteen deaths,

and one unknown result, both legs were amputated. The five thousand lour hundred and

fifty-two (5452) operations were therefore performed on five thousand four hundred and

thirteen (5413) soldiers, of whom three thousand nine hundred and seventy-four (3974)
belonged to the Union and one thousand four hundred and thirty-nine (1439) to the Con-

federate armies. Of the operations on the Union soldiers the results wrere recorded in all

but fifteen cases. Two thousand five hundred and seventy-nine (2579) recovered, and one

thousand three hundred and eighty (1380), or 34.8 per cent., died. Of the Confederate

soldiers the results in one hundred and twenty-two cases remain undetermined; nine hun-

dred and sixty-three survived, and three hundred and fifty-four, or 26.8 per cent., perished.

This favorable percentage of mortality among the Confederates, however, would probably

be materially affected had it been practicable to ascertain the results in the one hundred

and twenty-two undetermined cases. In fifteen of the five thousand four hundred and

fifty-two cases of amputations in the leg, the opposite limb was amputated in one instance

at the hip,
1

in seven in the thigh,
2
in two at the ankle joint, and in five through the foot;

re-amputations in the leg for diseased stumps or haemorrhage were performed in one hundred

and forty-four cases. In six instances the amputation in the leg was followed by disarticu-

lation at the knee, and in seventy-one by ablation in the thigh. The right leg was involved

in two thousand three hundred and sixty-nine cases, the left in two thousand five hundred

and forty-four, and in five hundred and thirty-nine the side was not recorded.

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS ON SHOT FRACTURES OF THE BONES
OF THE LEG.—As already stated, the shot fractures of the bones of the leg number

eight thousand nine hundred and eighty-eignt (8,988). They form the most numerous

group of shot fractures of the long bones of the extremities, comprising nearly one-third

of the twenty-nine thousand and three (29,003) cases of this nature recorded during the

American civil war, as follows: Shot fractures of the humerus (Second Surgical Volume,

Table LV, p. 6(56) eight thousand two hundred and forty-five (8,245), or 28.4 per cent.;

shot fractures of the radius and ulna (Second Surgical Volume, Table CXXIV, p. 922)

five thousand one hundred and ninety-four (5,194), or 17.9 per cent.; shot fractures of the

femur (Table XX, p. 175, ante) six thousand five hundred and seventy-six (6,576), or 22.6

per cent.; and shot fractures of the bones of the leg (Table LX1, p. 432, ante) eight thou-

sand nine hundred and eighty-eight (8,988), or 31.0 per cent. It will be borne in mind

that cases involving the articulations in the upper as well as in the lower extremities are

not included in these tabular statements.

It has been shown in Table LXI, page 432, aide, that of eight thousand nine hun-

dred and eighty-eight (8988) cases of shot fractures of the bones of the leg the bone injured

was specified in five thousand and seventy-two (5072) instances; one thousand and thirty-

three (1033) were fractures of the fibula, two thousand five hundred and eighty-eight (2588)

'fuse of Private W. Waters, Co. K, 123d New York. Cask 286, iwge 135, and No. 24, TABLE XV, ]>age 138, antr.

'Cases of: Pt. H. Brown, Co. K, 22d Colored Troops, secondary operation, lower third left thigh ; recovered ; Table XI.. No. 15, page 320, ante.

—

Pt. C. L. Johnson. Co. B, 1st Tennessee, primary operation, lower third left thigh; fatal; Table XXXII, No. 1402. page 201. ante.—Pt. J. U. Lewix, Co.

II. Ski Georgia, primary operation, lower third left thigh,; fatal ; Table XXXII, No. 1461), page 262, ante.—Pt. S. Hanks, Co. C, 4:kl Colored Troops,

primary operation, middle third right thigh; fatal ; Table XXXI, No. 706, page 235, ante.—Pt. I,. O. Liuiiphere. Co. (1. 21st Connecticut, primary oper-

ation, lower third left thigh; fatal: TABLE XXXII. No. 1445, page 262, ante.—Sergeant J. Toss, Co. C. 59th X. V.. primary amputation thigh: fatal;

Table XXXIII. No. Illi, page 2o!i, ante.—Cook H. Houseley. Co. F. 3:ld Wisconsin, intermediary operation, lower third right thigh: recovery: TABLE
XXXVI, N... 91, page 294, ante.
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of the tibia, and one thousand four hundred and fifty-one (1451) of both tibia and fibula.

Of the one thousand and thirty-three fractures of the fibula, fifty, or 4.8 per cent., of the

two thousand five hundred and eighty-eight cases of fracture of the tibia,- four hundred and

forty-two, or 17.0 per cent., and of the one thousand four hundred and fifty-one fractures

of both bones, one thousand and forty-two, or 71.8 per cent., were amputated.

Three thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight (3938), or less than one half of the

eight thousand nine hundred and eighty-eight (8988), shot fractures of the bones of the

Table LXXXIV.
Results of Shot Fractures of the Bones of the Leg treated by Conservation on the Occasions named and

from the Authorities quoted.

OCCASIONS AND AUTHORITIES.

Casks.

Thirty Years' War, 1618-1618 (SCHMIDT 1
)

Franco-German War, 1671-1678 (PuiiMAXN')

Siege of Douny, 1710 (CANSAC8)

Battle of Molwitz, 1741 (ScllMUCKEK4)

Dettingen, Footenoy, and Touroay, 17411, 1745, etc. (Ravaton, 5

BOUCHBB," BOBDBNAVK, 7 BAGIEU")

Seven Years' Wur, 1756-1763 (MEHEE," BILGUEU.™ BOUMEX.VE")

Napoleonic Wars, 1791-1818 (Laubkxt," LabBT," Hutin,"

Guthrie, 10 Fexecii, 10 HEStnen")

Revolution in Paris, 1830 (Ahnal, 18 Jobekt le Lamhai.le,"

MEXlfellE, 2" LABUKT")

French in Algeria, 1830-36 ( BAUDENB," BAGltfc'3 )

Spanish Peninsular War, 1836-1837 (AIXOCK24
)

Mexican War. 1815—18 H'OSIXII'") ,

Revolution in Milan. 1848 (RKSTELU*)

Kerolution in Paris, 1848 (MALGAIGNE,I'GOB8ELIN,a,HUGUiEB,M

JOBSBT,30 ll.U,T>EXS3 ')

Sehleswig Holstein War, 1848-50 (STHOMEYEK32
)

British in India, 1857-58 (Williamson33
)

Crimean War, 1854-57 (Matthew, 34 Chexu35
)

Italian War, 185!! (CHBNU,W DEMME37
)

New Zealand War, 1863-65 (MOUAT3")

Danish War, 1864 (LUECKE, 53 Heine, 40 Ociiwaiit41 )

French in Mexico, 1864 (BIXTOT43 )

A ustro- Prussian War, 1866 (Bkck,43 Bieff.l, 44 FIBOHEB (K.), 45
'

MAAS, 46 STBOMEYEB")

U. S. Army, 1865-1870 (OTIS48) I

Franco-German War. 1870-71 (GEItMAKS49) 1

Franco German War, 1870-71 (Frexch60
)

Uusso-Turkish War, 1876-77 (TILING")

Aggregate.

7

5

1

3

7

33

13

54

13

47

1

e

49

58

19

598

508

3

31

1

296

7

,030

186

12

5

5

1

3

6

33

10

26

9

28

1

6

27

52

18

429 169

424 84

3L.. 1

31

17

Fractures.

Tibia.

225

7

855

125 59

9 3

114

2,989 2,339 534 116

34

Mortality Rate IS.a perct.

2 ensa
6.

521 55 38

614

~4

Tibia and
Fibula.

Bone not
Specified.

d

31

287 76 27

22

390

364

261

3

12

193

321

106

10...
I

19 ...

14 2

132 ...

74 ...

31 34

48 ....

50
1

1

1,337 380
1
37

leg treated without operative interference give a mortality rate of 13.8 per cent. From
the above table (Table LXXXIV), in which an attempt has been made to collect as far as

1 SCHMIDT (JOSEPH) {Speculum Chirvrgicum odcr Spiegel der Artzvey. Augspurg, 1656, pp. 155, el seq.) details seven cases of shot fractures of the

bones ol' the leg treated conservativelj' ; five recovered and two proved fatal: Steffan. shot fracture left leg, February 20, 1641; recovery. II. Hornet,

dragoon, shot fracture left leg, May 6, 1648
;
pieces of bone removed; recovery. Lieut. Uossmann, fracture upper third left leg, May 21, 1648 ; recovery.

Lieut. L. Kytzinger, aged 60, shot fracture upper third right leg, May 18, 1648 ; fatal. M. Zowi, shot fracture left leg; recovery. II. J. Buchrcr, shot

fracture tibia with great loss of soft parts: recovery. F. T. Marin, shot wound of right leg; fatal. 2 PURM.\XX (M. G.) (Funfftzip Sonder-vnd Wunder-
bahre Schusswunden Curen, Leipzig, 1721) details five successful cases of shot fractures of the bones of the leg: Obs. IV. p. 53, D. Grie6tng, wounded
during Siege of Stettin, August, 1677; fracture of both bones of leg : recovery. Obs. XIII, p. 113, H. Rother, shot fracture tibia, Ancklam, 1676; recovery.

06a. XI11, p. 115, C Wutke, wounded at fcjtt'tfiu, in 1677; shot fracture left tibia; recovery. Obi. XXIX, p. 2.'2, J. Fischer, shot fracture left leg and left
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practicable the cases of shot fractures of the bones of the leg recorded by military surgeons

of other campaigns, it will be seen that the mortality rate of these cases is 18.5 per cent.,

or 4.7 per cent, in excess of those of the American civil war. Examining the remote effects

arm at Stettin, in 1676 ; recovery. Obs. XXXIIX, p. 282, H. H , shot fracture left fibula and right tibia, Ancklam, 1678 ; recovery. 3Cannac (Stir unt

jambe ecrasie par un obus, ou petite botnbe, in Mem. de V Acad. Roy. de Chir., 1753, T, II, p. 494) cites the case of an officer wounded at the siege of

Douay, in 1710; shot fracture middle third of tibia, removal of spieula?; recovery. 4 .Schmuckeu (J. L.) (Chirurgische Wahrnehmungen, Berlin uud
Stettin, 1774. B. II, pp. 503, et seq.) records three eases of recovery after shot fractures of the bones of the leg : Cadet von Sasse, fracture lower third of tibia,

Molwitz, April 10, 1741 ; spieulae removed; recovery, with curvature of leg—upper part of fibula movable while walking. Captain Graf le Mede. frac-

ture of tibia, Leuthen, December 5, 1757; recovery, with curvature. Major von Ruitz, fracture of both legs, one in middle and the other in the lower

third, Schweidnitz, May 16, 1762; splinters removed; recovery. 5 Kavat0N (Chirurgie d'armee ou traite des plaits d'armes a feu, Paris, 1768) records

three cases: Obs. XCII, p. 369, Corp'l La Joie, Kegiment Coud6, fracture of middle third of left tibia and fibula, July 89, 1743; long incisions, removal

of splinters; recovery. 06s. XCVI, p. 376, Grenadier A. "Riant, fracture of middle third tibia, Nov. 20, 1759; recovery. Obs. CI, p. 387, F. I)'A'mour,

shot fracture upper third left tibia, Warbourg, August 7, 1700 ; removal of splinters; recovery, with shortening. 6 BOL'diER (Sur des playes d'armes a

feu complique'es sur-tout de fracas des os, in Mem. de VAcad. Roy. de Chir., Paris, 1753, T. II) records, at p. 463, the case of an English volunteer, wounded
at Foutenoy, April 30, 1745; shot fractures of head of humerus and middle third of leg; amputation at shoulder joint ; recovery ; and at p. 474, the case

of a soldier of the regiment de la Couronne, wounded at Tournay, in 1745; fracture of middle third of fibula; fatal. 7 BORI>ENA\'E (J'ricis de plusieurs

observations sur les playes d'armes d feu en diffirentes parties, in M<m. de VAcad. Roy. de Chir., 1753, T. II, p. 528) cites a case observed by M. TUKSAN
of shot fracture of upper third of tibia; the patient recovered. "Bagieu (Examen de plusieurs parties de la Chirurgie, Paris, 1756, p. 132): Engineer,

shot fracture middle third right leg ; recovery. 9 MEHKE (.1.) (Traite des plaies d'armes &feu, Paris, an VIII, pp. 133, 143) records three cases of recov-

ery following shot fractures of the bones of the leg treated conservatively : Cavalier of the regiment Saint-Jul, shot fracture of both bones of right leg,

middle third, Rosbach, November 5, 1757; recovered. A soldier of the regiment of Cuirassiers of Gessler, shot fracture of bones of leg
; recovery. M.de

Alvensleben, Knsign of the Guards, received a shot fracture of the bones of the leg at Torgau, in 1760; recovery. 10 BlLC.UER (J. U.J (Chirurgische Wahr-

nehmungen, etc.. Berlin, 1763, Abth. IV, pp. 4G0, et seq., Obs. 30, 31, 34, 37, 42, 44, 45, 4!), 50, 55, 56, 58, 59, 61, 62, 65, 66, 67, 68, 72, 73, 75, 81, 84, 85, 90, 93,

96. 110); 29 cases of recoveries occurring during the Seven Years' War, 1756-63: in 4 of the cases the tibia was fractured, in 17 both tibia and fibula, and

in 8 cases the location of the fracture was not indicated. n BOURXENKB (Obs. sur les grandsfracas d'os d, la suite des plaies d'armes A feu, in Deiiorne's

Journal de Mid. Mil., Paris, 1782, T. I, p. 214): Soldier, wounded July 10, 1760 : shot fracture of tibia and fibula in upper third ; recovery in six weeks.

12 LAURENT (Memoire clinique sur le tetanos chez les blesses, Strasbourg, an V [1796], p. 61): Lefrano, Sergeant of Grenadiers, shot comminution of leg,

1791 (?), tetanus 13 days after injury; recovery. 13LAREEY (D. J.) (Mimoires de Chirurgie Militairc et Campagnes, Paris, 1812, T. II, p. 261): General

Baudot, shot fracture of bones of leg, Aboukir, March 8, 1801
;
gangrene ; death. U HUTIN (P.) (Memoire sur la n-'cessiU d'extraire les corps Strangers

et les esquilles, dans le traitement des plaies par armes a feu, in Mtm. de VAcad. Nat. de M-'d., Paris, 1852, T. XVI, p. 446): Obs. 14, 15, 21, 24, 25, 28,

relates six cases of recovery after shot fractures of the bones of the leg during the years 1793 to 1813. In one case (Obs. 15) fragments of bone continued

to be discharged for 33 years. In one the tibia, in one the fibula, and in four both bones were fractured. Ifi GUTHRiE (G. J.) (.4 Treatise on Gunshot

Wounds, London, 1827, 3d ed., p. 398): Soldier, wounded at the battle of Rolica, Portugal, August 17, 1808 ; both bones shattered in two places : lecovery
1G FENECII (E.) (Observations recueillies d Varmee d'Espagne sur les plaies d'armes d, feu aux extrCmites, Paris, 1813, These No. 22, 06*. VII, p. 10, and
Obs. XIX, p. 16): Soldier, 31st Infantry, shot fracture of right tibia, before Almeida, May 5, 1811 ; simple fracture of fibula; fatal. Roqnes, Lieutenant,

70th regiment, shot in left leg, August 21, 1808, in Portugal ; both bones were fractured in the lower third ; fatal. 17 IlENNEN (J.) (Principles of Military

Surgery, London, 1829, 3d ed., pp. 131 , 190): French soldier, wounded in 1814 ; left tibia fractured, fragment extracted ; recovery. Lieut. -Col. H ,

musket ball partially fractured fibula, Bergen-op-Zoom, March 8, 1814 ; recovered; limb completely varicosed. 18Arnal (Mfmoire sur qutlques partic-

ularites des plaies par armes a feu, in Jour. vniv. et hebd. de m>'d. et de chir., Paris, 1831, T. Ill, p. 35) records 17 cases of shot fractures of the bones of

the leg treated conservatively ; in 8 cases the fibula, in 2 the tibia, and in 7 both bones were fractured ; no results are given. l9 JouERT (DE Lamhalle)
(Plaies d'armes d, feu, Paris, 1833, pp. 285, et seq.) cites 18 cases, with 1 fatal result ; in 5 tlie fibula was interested, in 6 the tibia, in 5 (1 fatal) both

bones, and in 2 cases the bone injured was not specified. ^MENIERE (P.) (L'Hotel-Dieu de Paris en Juillet et Aotit 1830, Paris, 1830, p. 312); 17 enses

(7 recoveries, 10 fatal). 21 LARREY (II.) (Relation Chi'rurgicale des 6v6nemens du Juillet 1830, Paris, 1831, p. 119); 2 cases; recoveries. w BaL'UEN8 (L.)

(Clinique des plaies d'armes a feu, Paris, 1836, pp. 483, et seq.); 10 cases; 8 of the tibia (5 recoveries, 3 fatal); 2 of the fibula (recoveries). 23 Bagre
(Obs. de Chir., recueillies a Vhopital Turc, a Alger; in Rcc. de Mem. de Med. dc Chir. et de Phar. Mil., Paris, 1831, T. XXXI. pp. 156. 157, 159): Frac-

ture of tibia 1 (recovery), of tibia and fibula 1 (recovery)- 24 Al.COCK (R.) (Notes on Vie Med. Hist, and Stat, of the British Legion of Spain. London,

1838, p. 53); 47 cases (28 recoveries. 19 fatal). 25 PORTER (J. B.) (Medical and Surgical Notes of Campaignes in the War with Mexico during the.

years 1845-46-47-48, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1852, Vol. XXIII, N. S., p. 32); 1 case of fracture of tibia; recovery. ^Restelli (A.) (Note et Osserra-

zioni cliniche di chirurgia militarc, in Annali Vnivcrsali di Mcdicina, 1849, Vol. CXXX, p. 265); 8 cases; fractures of both bones in 2 (1 recovery, 1

fatal), of fibula in 4 (all recovered), of the tibia in 2 (1 recovery, 1 fatal). ^Des plaies d'armes d, feu,- CommunicationsJ aites a VAcademie Nationale de

M'decine, Paris, 1849, par MM. MalgaIGNE, p. 45, 11 cases (5 recoveries, 6 deaths); '^GOSSKLIN, ibid., p. 46, 3 cases (1 undetermined. 2 fetal); w HUGUIRB,
ibid., p. 131, 9 cases (7 recoveries, 2 fatal); s°J0bert (DE Lamballe). ibid., p. 154, 16 cases (6 recoveries, 10 fatal); 31 Balhens, ibid., p. 232, et seq., 10

cases (9 recoveries, 1 undetermined). ^STROMEYER (L.) (Maximen der KriegsheilKunst, Hannover, 1855, p. 756), 58 cases: Fractures of both bones in 8

cases (7 recoveries, 1 fatal), of tibia in 27 cases (25 recoveries. 2 fatal), of fibula in 23 cases (20 recoveries, 3 fatal). M Williamson (G.) (Military Surgery,

London. 1863, p. XXVI), 19 cases: Fractures of both bones in 2 cases (recoveries), of the tibia in 13 cases (12 recoveries, 1 fatal), of the fibula in 4 cases

(recoveries). M MATTHEW (T. P.) (Med. and Surg. History of the British Army, etc., London, 1858, Vol. II, pp. 355, et seq.), 102 eases: Fractures of

both bones in 59 cases (31 recoveries, 28 fatal), of tibia in 26 cases (20 recoveries, 6 fatal), of fibula in 17 cases (14 recoveries, 3 fatal). BCHBKtJ (J. C.)

(Rapport Medico Chirurgical sur la Campagne d' Orient, Paris, 1865, p. 417); 496 cases (364 recoveries, 132 fatal). ^CllENU (J.C.) (Stat. M4d.-Chir. de

la Campagne d'ltalie en 1859 et 1860, Paris, 1869. T. II, p. 781), 410 cases: Fractures of tibia, 109 (101 recoveries, 8 fatal); of fibula, 64 (62 recoveries, 2

fatal): bone not specified, 237 (184 recoveries. 53 fatal). ^DEMME (H.) (Militar-Chirurgische Studien, Wtir/burg, 1861, Zweite Abth., p. 278): 98 cases

(77 recoveries, 21 fatal). M Mouat (The New Zealand War of 1863-64-65, in Stat. San. and Med. Reports, Vol. VII for the year 1865, London, 1867,

p. 503); 3 recoveries. S9 LUECKE (A.) (Kriegschirurgische Aphorismen aus dem zweiten Schleswig-holsteinischen Kriege. im Jahre 1864, in Archiv fur
Klin. Chir.. Berlin, 1866, B. VII, pp. 50, et seq.); 5 recoveries: Tibia and fibula fractured in 1 case, tibia in 3, fibula in 1. 40 Heine (C.) {Die Schussrer-

letzungen der unteren Extremitdten, Berlin, 1866, p. 294, et seq.); 14 recoveries: Fracture of both bones in 4. of the tibia in 5, of the fibula in 5.

41 OUHWADT (A.) ( Kriegschirurgische Erfahrungen, Berlin, 1865, p. 314); 12 recoveries. *2 BLNTOT (Observations de blessures de guerre, in Rec. de Mem.

de Med. de Chir. de Phar. Mil., Paris, 1866, T. XVI, III ser., p. 240); 1 fracture of fibula; recovery. "Beck (B.) {Kriegschirurgische Erfahrungen

wuhrend des Feldzuges 1866, Freiburg I. Br. 1867, pp. 308. et seq.); 4 cases: Fracture of both bones 1 recovery, of tibia 2 recoveries, 1 fatal. .

w BIEFEL

(R.) (Im Reserve- Lazareth, in Archie fur Klin. Chir., Berlin, 1869, pp. 461, et seq.); 25 cases: Fractures of both bones in 11 (8 recoveries, 3 fatal), of

tibia in 14 (13 recoveries, 1 fatal). -"FISCHER (K.) (Militair'drztliche Skizzen aus Suddeutschland und Bohmen, Aarau, 1867, p. 96): 170 cases (122

recoveries, 14 fatal, 34 unknown results). w Maas (H.) (Kriegschirurgische Beitriige aus dem Jahre 1866, Breslau, 1870, pp. 54. et seq.); 23 cases: Frac-

tures not specified, 14 cases (11 recoveries, 3 fatal); of tibia, 4 recoveries; of fibula, 5 cases (4 recoveries, 1 fatal). 47 Ktromeyfr (L.) (Erfahrungen

uber Schusswunden im Jahre 1866, Hannover, 1867, p.,59); 74 cases (60 recoveries, 14 fatal). 48 0ri6 (G- A.) (Circular No. 3, War Department. S. G. O.,

1871, pp. 80-82); 7 recoveries : Fractures of tibia and fibula, 1 case ; of tibia, 5 cases ; of fibula, 1 case. 49 BECK (B.) (Chirurgie der A^chussverletzungen,

Freiburg, i. Br. 1872, p. 717); 102 cases (85 recoveries, 17 deaths). BILLROTH (T.) (Chirurgische Briefe aus den Kriegs-Lazarethen in Wtissenburg und

Mannheim 1870, Berlin, 1872. pp. 234, et seq.); 12 cases: Fractures of both bones in 8 cases (7 recoveries, 1 fatal), of the tibia in 4 cases (3 recoveries, 1
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conservatively, it must be admitted, with Guthrie, 3 that the results

. to have been more successful. The reports of the Pension Examiners regarding the

conditions of the preserved limb, even at the present time (1881), are replete with accounts

of extensive caries and necrosis with continued discharge, enlargement of the limb, irritable

ulcers, overlapping with projection of fractured ends, outward or inward curvature, anchy-

losis of the knee or ankle or of both, contraction of the toes, outward turning of the foot

eivin» the ankle the appearance of being dislocated, extensive and adherent cicatrices,

atrophy and weakness, and inability to sustain the weigh! of the body.2 Pseudarthrosis

was. noted only in seven of the three thousand two hundred and ninety-six survivors of

shot fractures of the bones of the leg treated without operative interference.

The difficulties in prescribing rules for the proper mode of treating shot fractures of

tin- bones of the leg seem to have been recognized by writers on military surgery, some

advocating immediate operation with many restrictions in favor of conservative treatment;

others inclining to conservatism, but citing many exceptions in which they consider imme-

fatal). Czekny (V.) (Bericht liber die im College Stanislaus in Weissenburg behandelten Verwundeten, in Winner Med. Woclienschrift, 1870, p. 1357);

3 eases : Fractures of both lumen, 1 recovery; of tibia, I recovery; I result unknown. FlHCfltctf (<».) d'orf Fining und Sehtoxs Versailles, in Deutsche

Zeitschrift fur Chirurgie, Leipzig, left], B. I. i>.
250) : 61 wises: Fractures of both l s in 42 cusei* (28 recoveries, ]•[ deaths), of tibia in 10 cases (9

recoveries, I death), of fibula in 2 cases (recoveries); in 7 cases with unknown results the bone fractured was not specified. FlHCIIKR (H.) (Kriegschirur-

gische Erfahruugen, Erlangen, 1872, j>. 198); 33 eases (28 recoveries, 5 fatal). GOLTlMMMEit (Bericht fiber die Thatigkeit tics Reserve-Lazaretts des

Berliner Bilfsvereins in tier Garde- Ulanen-Kaserne :» Moahif, in Berliner Klin. Wochenschrift, 1871, VIII Jahrg., p. 151); 14 cases (recoveries). 6RAF
(E.) (Die fiimiglichen Reserve-Lazarethe zu IHUsetd&rf wiihrend ties Krieges 1870-71, KIberfeld, 1872, p, 7l) : 20 eases (J5 recoveries, 5 fatal). GtTX-
KUKST (Bericftt uber die wiihrend des vorigen Jahrs in den Vereinsspital Ludwigsburg (JCinderkmUtnxtuU) aufgenommenen Schussverletzungen und
ihre Behandlung, in Zeitschrift fur Wundarzte unti Geburtshelfer, Stuttgart, 1871, p. 145); 1 fracture of tibia; recovery. KIKCHKEH (('.) (Aerztlicher

Btrieht (titer tins KSniglich Preusmsche FfJd-lsizare.fh, u s. w., Erlangen, 187-.», pp. i.7. 68); 82 cases (7-1 recoveries, B fatal). KOCll (W.) (Xotizen fiber

Schussverletzungen, nach e.igenen im Feldzugt 1870—71 gemaehten Erfahrungen, in Archivfur Klin, f'hir., Merlin, 1872, p. 520); 20 cases (19 recoveries,

1 fatal). KUKCHLEU (II.) (Analectrn am tin- Kriegsgeschichte, in Afemorabilien, Heitbronn, 1871. Jahrg. XVI, p. IM); 1 fracture of tibia; recovery.

LOSSEN (II. i (Kriegschirurgische Erfahrungen aus den Baracfcenfazarethen zn Mannheim. Heidelberg unti Karlsruhe 1870 und 1871, in Deutsche Zeit-

schrift fur Chirurgie, Leipzig, 1873, IS. II. pp. 138, el seq.)\ 14 cases (recoveries): 6 fractures of fibula, H bone not specified. Maykk (L.) (Kriegschi-

rurgische MUtheihnigeti nus dm Jahrcn 1*70-71, in Deutsche Zeitschrift fur Chirurgie, Leipzig, 1*7:1, I!. Ill, pp. 50, 52): !) eases: Fractures of both

bones in 5 rases (recoveries), of the tibia in 2 cases (I recovery, I fatal*, of the fibula in 2 rases (I recovery, I fatal). MOSBTIG (Erinnerungen aus

tiem deuUch-fransvsiechen Kriege, in Der Militaerarzt, with Wiener Med. Wochemchrift, 1872, pp. II. 22); 8 eases (7 recoveries, I fatal). Ott (K.).

OESTKKLKN unci ROMBKUU (Kriegschirurgische Mittheilungen aus derm hudwigsburger Rescrve-Spital, Stuttgart, 1871, pp. 45, 47); 10 cases (9 recov-

eries, 1 fatal). KuiTRKCHT (L.) (Milit&rarzttiche Erfahrungen, u. s. w., Wur/.hurg, 1871, p. 10); 13 cases: Fractures of both bones in 9 eases (0 recov-

eries, 3 fatal), of tibia in 2 (I recovery, I fatal), of fibula in 3 (I recovery, I fata!,. $ALZMANN (Mitlheilnngeu aus tiem Vereinsspital in Esslingen, in

Med. Correspond? rtz-B/utt des Wiirttcmbergischen Urttlichen Vereins, 1871, It. XI.I, p. Mil); 6 recoveries: Fractures of both bones in 3 eases, of tibia in

1. of fibula in 2. SCHINZINGER (A.) (Das Reserve- Lazareth Sdnaetzingen im Kriege 1870 und 187], Freiburg, i, Br., 1873, pp. 81, el seq.); 40 cases (41

recoveries, 5 fatal). SCHILLER (M.) (Kriegschirurgische skizzen aus dem deutsch-franzSsischen Kriege 1870-71, p. 10); 1 recovery. Seeuer (W.) (Die

Leistungen tier Vereinsspitdler Kleinkinderschule und Diakonenftaus in Ludwigsburg im Jahr 1870-71, in ZeiLfitr Wund&rzU, unti Geburtshelfer, Stutt-

gart, 1870, IS. XXIV, pp. 113, et sen); '.'> coses: Fracture of both bones <l recovery), of tibia (i recovery, 1 fatal). SociN (A.) (Kriegschirurgische

Erfahrungen, Leipzig, 1872. pp. 140, et sen.)-. 33 eases ; Fractures of both bones in !> (recoveries), of tibia in \4 (II recoveries, 3 fatal), of fibula in 10 (8

recoveries, 2 fatal). STEINBERG (Die Kriegslazarethe unti Baracken von Berlin, Berlin. 1872, p. 147); 590 cases: Fractures of both bones in 104 (128

recoveries, 16 fatal, 20 unknown results), of tibia in 307 (255 recoveries, 18 fatal, 34 unknown results), of fibula in 40 (41 recoveries, 2 fatal, unde-

termined results). Stole (Bericht aus tiem KUniglich Wiiittembergischen 4 Fettis/titat ran 1870-71. in Deutsche MUituirarztliche Zeitschrift, 1874. 3.

Jahrg. p. 208): 13 eases (0 recoveries, 4 fatal). STUMFF (L.) (Bericht uber das Kriegs-Spital ties St. Georg- Hitter- Ordens zu Xeuberghuusen im Jahre

1870-71, in Aerztliches Intclligenz-Blatt, Mttnehen, 1872. No, 50. p. 057); 5 eases (4 recoveries, 1 fatal). 6t, (*mr.u;bT (A.) (Fractures par armes a fen,

Paris. 1872, pp. 7, et seq.)-, 17 eases : Fractures of both bones in 5 eases (3 recoveries, 2 fatal), of tibia in 5 eases (recoveries), of fibula in 5 eases (4 recov-

eries, 1 fatal), bone not specified in 2 eases (recoveries). CHRISTIAN (J.) (Relation snr les plates tie guerre observies a I ambulance tie Bischwiller, 1870-71.

in Gaz. Med. tie Strasbourg, 187:.'. Xo. 24. p. 281 ); :t9 eases (33 recoveries, fatal). ('OU.SIN (A.) (Histoire chirurgicule tie Vambulance de I'ecole ties put-nix

et chaussi'es, in V Union Metiicale, 1872. T, XIII, p. 1 14); 11» cases (3 recoveries, 8 fatal). DE8PKK8 (A.) (Happort sur les tracaux tie la 7e ambulance a

Varmee du Rhin, etc., Paris, 1871, pp. 46, et seq-); 46 eases (£8 recoveries, 17 fatal, I unknown result). FEI.TZ ET GROLLEMUXD (Relation clinique sin-

ks ambulances de Ilayuenan, in Gaz. Med. tie Strasbourg. 1871. p. 202); 5 cases : Fractures of both bones in 2 (recoveries), of tibia in 3 ( I recovery, 1 fatal,

1 result unknown). HEYFELDEB ((>.) (Bericht uber meinc Wirksamkeit am Khein unti in Frankreich wiihrenti ties tieutsehframosisclien Krieges, in St.

Petersburger Metiicinisclie Zeitschrift, 1871, B. II, N. S., p. 50); 1 fracture of tibia; recovery. JOESSEL (Ambulances tie TJaguenau. in Gaz. M d. de

Strasbourg, 1871, No. 2, p. 21); 10 cases (0 recoveries, 1 fatal). MacCOKKAC (W.) (Notes ami Recollections of an Ambulance Surgeon, London, 1871,

p. 118); 43 eases (20 recoveries, 14 fatal). Panas (F.) (Mi'moire sur It traitement des blessures tie guerre par la methode antiphlogistique, in Gaz. Hebti.

tie Med. et de Chir., 1872, T. IX, p. 3!*0) ; ;t cases (1 recovery, 2 fatal). POXCET (F.) (Contribution a la Relation medicale de la guerre tie 1870-71, in

Montpellier Midical
y 1872, T. XXVIII, p. 41); 3 eases (I recovery, 2 fatal). Vasi.ix (L.) iStude sur les plaies par armes it feu. Pans, 1872, pp. 136,

et seq.); 8 eases: Fractures of both bones in 1 (recovery), of tibia in 5 (2 recoveries, 3 fatal), of fibula in 2 (fatal). H TILING ((J.) (Bericht uber 124 im
Serbisch'turkischen Kriege im Baracken-Lazareth ties Dorpater Sanitdts-Trainszu Switainatz behandelte Schussrerle.tzungeit. Dorpat, 1^77, pp. 63, et seq.)-,

12 cases (0 recoveries, 3 fatal).

'QfTTHRIfi (O. J.) (Commentaries on the Surgery of the War, etc., London, 1855, p. 647): " The treatment of gun-shot fractures of the leg ought to

have been more successful than it lias been, even when both bones were broken ; the want of success may be in part attributed to the remissness which

has taken place in supplying the necessary, nay, the essential appliances, by means of which much suffering might have been alleviated, perhaps pre

vented, even if cures could not have been effected."

s BBBTHO(,d (Statistik tier tiiin/i tien Feltizuy 1870-71, invalide geteordenen Mann»chaften ties 10 Armee- Corps, in Deutsche Militair&rztliche

Zeitschrift. 187°. .Jahrg. 1, p. 505) notices the frequency of anchylosis of the knee or ankle joints in fractures of the upper and lower thirds of the tibia,

and on page 560 remarks, of the cures of fractures in both bones, Hint "the results were in general, very unfavorable, and a higher average of disability

bhoxvs itself than in fractures of the lemur.'
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diate amputation indispensable. Thomson, after the battle of Waterloo in 1815, gives four

classes of injuries of the leg in which he considers amputation proper; but adds that '"it

may be doubted whether the practice of immediate amputation would be proper or neces-

sary in all these cases, could the wounded be conveyed directly into convenient hospitals."

Jobert de Lamballe declares conservative treatment and excision alike ineffective in oblique
fractures of both bones of the leg in the lower third.

2 Beck, after the European revolutions

in 1848, 3 and Schwartz after the Bchleswig-Holstein War, 1848-50,4 advised conservative

measures in transverse or slightly oblique fractures of the tibia only, but counselled the

removal of the limb in fractures of both bones; but after his experience in the Franco-

German War, 1870—71, Generalarzt Beck greatly restricted the number of cases in which
he considered amputation justifiable.

5 The conservative views of Guthrie regarding shot

fractures of the leg have already been adverted to on page 460, ante. Demme6 asserts

that Guthrie has ''too far extended the limits of conservative treatment." Stromeyer,7

Sedillot,
8 Legouest, 9 and Hamilton 10 agree that in extensive comminution of the tibia, or of

both bones of the leg, especially near the knee or ankle joints, it is prudent to amputate.

Gross13
declares that in shot fractures of both bones, "unless the patient is peculiarly fortu-

1 THOMSON (J.) {Report of Observations in the British Military Hospitals in Belgium, after the Battle <>f Waterloo, Edinburgh, 181<i. p. 940):

" 1st, In ra^es in which both bones of the leg have been broken ; *-M, in eases in which the bullets have passed through the ends of the tibia anil have

fractured this bono near to the knee or ankle joints; 3d, in cases in which a bullet is lodged deep in the tibia
;
and 4thly, in fractures of the tibia, with

wounds of the arteries in the leg."

2 Joukkt (DE LAMBALLE) {Plaits oVarmes a feu, Paris. 1833, p. 286): "Toutes les Ibis qu'nne fracture oblique a eu lieu, vers la region inferietire

du nienibre, chez un honune dont les forces limsculaires sont, puissantes. tnalgre, 1'appareil 1c plus eonveuable. nialgre. la demi-tiexion, tnalgre, la resection

des deux oxtreiuites de l'os, pratique
1

e dans le but de ne pas laisser les parties inolles irritces par leurs asperites. toujours, ou presque toujours, la mort est

survenue npres line serie de symptomes i'oruiidables, d'inrlaminatioii. de suppuration, d'erysipclo et de gangrene, et dans quelques chances que l'un a

uppclei's heureuses, les maludes ne se sont sauves qu 'apres avoir ete cent fuis au bord de la loiabe, et en conservaut un nienibre dcforme."
:( BECK (IS.) (Die, Schusswunden, Heidelberg, 1850, p. 'Jh'lt): " Is the tibia fractured, and is there only a transverse or slightly oblique fracture, the

injury is to be treated as a simple one; but when there is great splintering, or when the fracture is considerable, or the bom' injured in several parts, or

whoa the soft parts are much implicated, amputation must be performed; When lw>th bones are fractured the wound generally is a serious one. the frac-

ture is more comminuted, and the limb must be removed ; simple fractures only give promise of complete recovery of the extremity."

4 SCHWASTZ (H.) {Beitrage, zur Lehre von den Schusswunden, Sehleswig, 1854. p. 184): " Extensive comminuted fractures in the upper or lower

thirds of the tibia always require primary amputation. Is the fracture in the middle third, as a rule primary amputation is also to be performed :

very favorable circumstances only, us good constitution of the patient, easy transportation, excellent hospital accommodations, large and free wounds of

the soft parts, defined limits of comminution, etc., can justify the attempt at conservation;" and on p, 186: " Fractures of both bones, with extensive

Commit)utiou of both bones or of the tibia alone, require primary amputation. . . Isolated eases of this class, it is true, have been treated; yet such

attempts will only succeed iti a few instances, and will, in the majority of cases, result in death, and even in cases of recovery, imperfectly useful limbs

will bo obtained."

5 BECK (l>.) (Chirurgie der Schussverletzungen, Freiburg i. Br., 187:2, p. 718): ".Since the location of the bones, particularly the tibia, is o very

superficial one, since all changes can easily be recognized and operated for. since phlegmon ami abscesses ore accessible to observation ami to the knife

from the first moment, and since no particular obstacles are to be met with in the extraction of splinters and dead pieces id' bone.—there is a large and

fruitful field opened to the expectant conservative treatment of shot fractures of this limb."

6 DKMMK (H.) (Militi'r-Chirurgische Studien, Wiirzburg, 1861, Abth. II, p. 'J7.~>): "GUTHRIE has loo far extended the limits of conservative

treatment. The experiences of the last wars have only too frequently led to the conviction that by sacrificing the limb at the proper time, life may be

saved. Here also holds good the general rule according to which ('specially the comminutions and the extensive lacerations of the soft parts indicate

primary amputation. The laceration of the principal blood vessels of the leg come next.''

1 STKOMKYKli (L.) (Muxrmen der Kriegsheilkunst. Hannover. 1850, p. 287): "8. Tibia and fibula are fractured by a hall, with extensive splinter-

ing. Under favorable circumstances the leg may here be preserved. For example, if only one of the bones was struck by the ball and the other was

broken by the weight of the body in falling, or when the fissuring is limited. 9. The tibia alone is splintered to a large extent. Here also the preserva-

tion of the leg is possible, but not probable;'' and at p. 742 :
" Shot injuries of the fibula alone, however extensive, never indicate amputation, providing

tin 1 tibio-tarsal joint is not implicated. . . Kxtensive comminutions of* the tibia alone, and of the tibia and fibula together, do not per se necessitate

amputation, as they do not destroy the vitality of the limb. Experience, however, teaches that in the attempt to save the limb, very readily the life of

the patient is lost, especially through pyaemia, and that in cases in which the limb was preserved it was of less use than a wooden leg."

b8£dILLOT (Du traitement des fractures des membres par armtt de guerre, in ArcMv Gin, de Mid., Paris, 1871. T. XVII. YI r ser., p. 451): " L'nin-

putation immediate pa rait, intliquee lorsque les deux OB sont brises pres du genoii en fragments voluniineuux. avee ou sans complication d'hemorrhagio

et de paralysie, circonstances qui ajoutent encore u la neeessite de l'operation. . . I-es tractates completes des deux os de la jambe au tiers moyen et

au tiers inlerieur guerissent sans doute, mais se oonsolident diflicilement et apres beaucoup d'ueeidents. II soluble done prudent quand les eclats ossoux

sont considerables, les pertes de substance eternities, les parties molles violemmeut d6chirees e contuses, de se decider a ^imputation, stilt au tiers supe-

rietir suit j usque dans les condyles du tibia, operation moins sure, pensons-nous, qu'au lien dV lection, mais inliniinent preferable au sacrifice de hi cuisse."

y LSOOUSST (L ) (Traiti de Chirurgie d'Armee, Paris. 1872, 3d ed.. p. 531): " Les amputations sont tres-souvent indiqnees dans les blessures de la

jambe: elles sont indispensables lorsque les deux ns de la jambe sont fractures dans une grande etendue: lursque le tibia seal est fracture avee eclats

voluniiaenx ex perte de substance osseuse considerable."

"HAMILTON (F. H.) (.1 Practical Treatise on Fractures and Dislocations, Philadelphia, 5th ed.. 187.1, p. 512): "Gunshot fractures of the shafts of

both tibia and fibula demand amputation where the comminution is extensive, or the pulsation of the posterior tibial artery is lost, or the foot is cold and

insensible. We do not mean to say that some limbs thus situated have not been saved, but only that the attempt to save such limbs greatly endangers the

life of the patient, while amputation at or below the knee is relatively safe."

"GROSS IS. D.) <.l System t»f Surgery, Philadelphia. 187.'. 5th ed.. Vol. U. p. I0T2): "Gunshot fractures of both bones of the U?g are also, gen

erally speaking, bad accidents ; great swelling, followed by diffuse abscess, usually rapidly sets in, and unless the patient is peculiarly fortunate, he wilt
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nate he will be very apt to sink under the effects of erysipelas, pj'semia, osteomyelitis, or

hectic irritation;" while Heine 1 and Ocbwadt2 contend that by proper conservative treat-

ment happy results may be achieved in many of these cases.

In conservative treatment of cases of shot fracture of one or of both bones of the leg

all loose spicuJye were removed, the fractured ends coaptated, and the leg placed in an easy

position or secured in a fracture box or in

splints. Among the latter, many of the appli-

ances referred to on pp. 343-349, ante, as used

in fractures of the femur, were also employed

in fractures of the leg; but Smith's anterior

splint and Hodgen's cradle splint seem to

have been largely preferred to all others. Of

the fracture boxes, that of Petit3 (Fig. 326),

fio. 3x.-vv.m-B fracture box. (After petit.] so highly recommended by the practical Heis-

ter,
4 and later by Stromeyer3 and Esrnarch, 6 was extensively used. In the register of the

Nineteenth Army Corps Depot Field Hospital at Winchester, under the charge of Surgeon

L. P. Wagner, 114th New York Volunteers, is found a drawing of a fracture box used at

that hospital, a copy of which is shown in

the annexed wood-cut (Fig. 327). The bot-

tom of the box was filled with earth, and the

heel was kept somewhat raised by strips of

adhesive plaster (a a) fastened around the

foot and over the foot board, as indicated in

the drawing. Extension and counter-exten-

sion were rarely applied. Generally shot frac-

tures of the tibia or of both bones healed very

slowly. Of the nineteen examples cited on

pp. 433 to 444, the wounds did not close in

two until fifteen, and in one until twelve, years after the injury. In a fourth case (Case 690,

p. 439, ante) a large sequestrum was removed eight months after the injury; the wound

closed but broke out again, and the discharge of pus continued for eleven years, and when

the wound finally closed the patient's health declined rapidly and he died in about six

months. It should be added that in two of these four cases (Cases 680 of Colonel W. F.

Lynch and 692 of Major A. J. Bolar) the missile or a portion thereof had never been

removed from the leg. The remaining fifteen patients recovered—one in one month, three

in three months, one in five months, one in six, one in eight, two in ten, three in twelve,

one in eighteen, and two in twenty-four months, or at an average, in about ten months. 7

be very apt to sink under the effects of erysipelas, pyaemia, osteomyelitis, or hectic irritation, not to say anything of the danger of mortification, which is

often very great, especially when the bones are comminuted at the same time that severe injury has been sustained by the soft parts. Gunshot fracture

of the fibula alone is usually much less serious than similar injury of the tibia."

1 HEINE (C), Die. SchussverUtzungen der unteren Extremitaten. Berlin. 1866, p. 300.

'Ochwaut (A.), Kriegschinirgisclie. Erfahrungen, Berlin. 1865, p. 312.

3 PETIT MEAN' LOUIS), Traite des maladies da an. Paris, 1736, T. II, p. 279. The box is figured on p. 285.

4 HEISTER (D. I..) Institution's Chirurgiem in quibus quicqitid ad rem chirurgicam pertinet, etc., A mstelaedami. 1739, T. I, p. 215, and Table IX.

'•Stromeyer (L.) Erfahrungen ilber Schusswunden im Jahre 1866, Hannover, 1667, p. 50.

*EBMARCH (FE1EORICH), Handbuch der KriegsrJiirnrgischen Techmk, Hannover, 1877, p. 88.

'Surgeon-Major Gai'JOT, in his report from the hospitals at Montechiaro (J.-C. GHENT, Stat. Mid.-CMr. cU la Camp, d'ltalie en 1859 et 1860, Paris,

1869. T. II, p. 778J, states that according to his experience comminuted fractures of the leg heal slower than those of the thigh :
" II est a remarquer que,

lors de notre depart, les fractures de la jarnbe etaient beaucoup moins avancees vers la guerison que celles de la euisse. Dans nucuu cas 'il u'y avait

encore trace de formation du cal, mais, au contraire, une suppuration abondante. des fusees purulentes provoquees par dea esquilles nombreuses, s' 611ml-

nant difficilement. Nous n'osons avaneer que les d6sordres occasionnes dans les cas de fracture comminutive de la Jambe par coup de fen, sent plus

Fig. 327.—Fracture box used at the field hospital at Winchester. [From
a pen-sketch.]
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Of the three thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight (3938) patients with fracture of

the bones of the leg treated without operative interference, three thousand four hundred and

eighty-four (3484) were Union and four hundred and fifty-four (454) Confederate soldiers.

Of the former, two thousand nine hundred and fifty-six (2956) recovered, four hundred and

forty-six (446) died, and eighty-two (82) results were not ascertained, a fatality of 13.1 per

cent. Of the latter, three hundred and forty (340) recovered, -eighty-two (82) died, and in

thirty-two (32) cases the results remained undetermined, a mortality rate of 19.4 percent.

One thousand five hundred and fifty-five (1555) injuries, with one thousand three hundred

and thirty-five (1335) recoveries, one hundred and eighty-nine (189) deaths, and thirty-one

(31) undetermined results, were on the right side; one thousand seven hundred and seventy-

two (1772), with one thousand five hundred and twenty-nine (1529) recoveries, two hun-

dred and nineteen (219) deaths, and twenty-four (24) unknown results, on the left side; in

six hundred and eleven (611) cases the side was not indicated.

Detached splinters and fragments of bone are reported to have been removed in three

hundred and forty-seven instances with two hundred and ninety-nine recoveries, forty-two

deaths, and six undetermined results. Of the grave complications, pyemia was noted in

eighty-one cases, seventy-five of which terminated fatally; two cases of recovery from

tetanus, and twenty-two fatal cases are reported. Of seventy cases of gangrene, thirty had

fatal results. There were sixty-five cases of secondary haemorrhage; twenty-four of the

patients recovered, the haemorrhage having been controlled in twelve instances by compres-

sion and styptics, and in twelve instances by ligation; forty-one of the patients died,

twenty-seven after treatment by compression, and fourteen after ligation. The femoral

artery was ligated in five cases with three deaths, the posterior tibial in nine with four

deaths, the anterior tibial in six with three deaths, the popliteal in five with three deaths,

and the anterior and posterior tibials in one instance, which terminated fatally. In nine

cases the bleeding vessels were secured in the wound, and in thirteen at a distance from

the injury. Four of the former and nine of rne latter ended in death.

Excisions in the Continuity of the Bones of the Leg.—An examination of the reported

examples of excision in the bones of the leg, whether in the tibia or in the fibula, or in both

bones, shows conclusively that in a large proportion of the cases the operation was inju-

dicious. Not only does the percentage of fatality after excision exceed that of the cases

treated by conservation, but the remote results in the cases of recovery in the former were

even less satisfactory in regard to usefulness of the limb than those in the latter. The

fatality of the conservatively treated fractures of the tibia was 10.3, of the fibula 9.7, and

of both bones 20.2 per cent., while that of the corresponding excisions was 25.6, 27.2, and

61.1 per cent., respectively. Excisions in both bones were rarely performed, only eighteen

cases of this nature being reported, and the large mortality (61.1 per cent.) following this

operation would seem to justify its banishment from military surgery. 1 The excisions per-

difficiles a conjurer que ceux que presentent les fractures de la cuisse, et cependant cette remarque ressort des faits observes par nous. Le tibia est

souvent fendu en eclats dans une grande partie de sa longueur ; ses esquilles se detachent lentement ; son tissu spongieux et le canal medullaire suppurent

aisement et la reparation est extremement lente." BILLROTH (Til. ) (Chirurgische Briefe aus den Kricgs-Lazareihen in Weissenburg und Mannheim

1870, Berlin, 1872, p. 272) notes the tedious process of separation of sequestra in shot fractures of the leg. Haxnoveh (A.) (Die Danischen Invaliden aus

dein Kriege 18G4, Berlin, 1870, p. 27) observes that " the separation of necrosed bone frequently was of long duration with persistent fistula."

1 Stkomeyek (L.) (Afaximen der Kriegsheilkunst, Hannover. 1855, p. 743) remarks of the fractures of the bones of the leg that "the hopes "built

upon excision in the continuity were found delusive, as well in regard to preservation of life as in regard to usefulness of the limbs preserved by excision.''

Demme (H.) (Militdr- Chirurgische Studien, YVflrzburg. 1801. B. 11, p. 27G): " Resection of the diaphysis of both bones of the leg was performed several

times in Italy. I have to mention four cases of this kind in the hospitals of Brescia, wiiich all proved fatal from continued suppuration and pysemia.

The subperiosteal method was here also tried by Lakgiii, but, for the reasons already stated, had no better results. I believe, therefore, that I must join

SniOMEYEU and the majority of the military surgeons in condemning the operation." PlTHA (F. R. VOX) (Krankheiten der Eztremitatcn, Erlangen,

18C8): "For resection the leg offers an unfavorable field; the operation is. therefore, seldom and with great reserve performed." BECK (B.) ( Cliirurgie

Surg. Ill—72
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formed in the tibia exceeded those in the fibula, the former being one hundred and eighty-
five, the latter one hundred and eighty-two, with the percentage of fatality slightly in favor
of the excisions in the tibia. The results of this operation in European war surgery as
exhibited in the following table have been still less satisfactory; of one hundred and fifty-

two cases, one hundred and six, or 61*. 7 per cent., had fatal terminations:

Table LXXXV.
Results of Shot Fractures of the. Bones of the Leg treated by Excision on the Occasions named and from

the Authorities quoted.

OCCASIONS.

CAM .-. TIBIA. FIBULA. T
;,"

,A AN" l!0XK XOT
FIBULA. SrBCIFIEIl.

Involution in Lombard}-, 1848 (BECK 1
)

Snhleswig-Holstein Wur. 1848-50 (Esmakcii,' Stiiomkyek3
) .

CampagoM do Kabylio, 1854 (BKIITHKICANI)4)

Crimean Wur, 1854-56 (Matthew,' Chknu6
)

Italian Wur. 1850-60 ( I1EMME.' CHENU8
)

Danish Wur. 1864 (LASUKKBKCK,' LOCKE," HEINE")

Aiutru-Framlan Wur, 1886 (Beck," Fischer," Hikit.i. 14 )...

United Stutt-H Army, IHii5-7() (Oils 13
)

Fmiicii-Oi'rinun Wur, 1H70-7J (GERMANS1*)

Fruiimi-Cerinun Wur, 1870-71 (FltEM'll")

Turko-Ruuiao Wur, 18T6 (TIUKO, 18 Kahe 19
)

Aggregate

1
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The amount of bone excised varied from one-half inch to twelve inches,
1 and in one

instance the entire fibula, with the exception of about one inch of the external malleolus,

was removed (Case 720. page 457, ante). Forty-nine, or 12.6 per cent., of the three

hundred and eighty-seven excisions in the bones of the leg were subsequently followed

by ablation of the limb, viz: twenty-one hy amputation in the leg, five by exarticulation

at the knee joint, and twenty-three by amputation in the thigh. Considering the useful-

ness of the limb, especially after excision in the tibia or in both hones of the leg, the results

must be regarded as unsatisfactory. In the case of Private J. Hogan, 127th Pennsylvania

above ankle joint, in April, 1864. A fenestrated gypsum bandage was applied. Excision of 2 inches of the tibia a month after the injury by Dr. LttCKH

;

recovery. In November, 1804, the patient walked well, extensive new formation oi bone, exceeding in thickness the normal tibia. u II FIXE (C ) (Die

Schussverletzungen der unteren Extremitiiten, Berlin, 1800. p. 311): A Prussian officer, Lieut. H , shot wound of right leg. April IP, 1804. fracturing

tibia anil fibula in the middle third, and extensively lacerating the soft parts ; free incisions and application of gyps bandage. June 8. excision of 1 inch

of tibia by Dr. LAXtiEXBECK : recovery, with J inch shortening; according to the latest account no union of bone had taken place. "BECK (B.) (Kriegs-

chicurijische Erfahrungen Vldhrend des Feldzuges 1800. Freiburg, i. Br., p. 343 1 twice successfully excised portions of the tibia, retaining as much as

possible of the periosteum. Both patients recovered in a short time, and the deficiency in the bone was supplied by nature in a few weeks. "FISCHER

(K.) (Miiitairurztiiche Skizzen aus Siiddiutschlunil tend lliihmen. Aarau, 1807. p. 1»8) states that he saw tin excision of the diapliysis of the tibia per-

formed by TKXTOIt for shot fracture just above the ankle joint, four days after the injury. The lower extremity of the tibia was saved ; the patient did

well. IJ BIEFKL (B.) (In} Itcscrrc-Luzarith. Kriigsrhirnrgisrh" Aphnrismen ran I8ti(i, in Archie fiic Klin. Chir., Berlin. 1800, ]l. XI, p. 408): Joh.

Drost, shot comminution of tibia and fibula of right leg. June 27. I860, by canister shot ; enormous infiltration
j
excision of about 4 inches of both bones

August 7. ]8h'ii
;
periosteum preserved; death August 37, I8iiii. "Otis (O. A.) (Circular No. 3. War Department, S. <i. ().. Washington, 1871, pp. 287,

228): Pt. W. Hostler, I), :18th Infantry, shot comminution of left fibula, Fort Bayard, New Mexico, .Inly Ml. 1808; excision of about 3J inches of fibula

atal ligation of peroneal artery above and below wound on same day by Acting Assistant Surgeon .1. l.e Carpentier; death July 12, 1868. Pt. J. Shaw.

D, 3d Cavalry, shot wound of right tibia, received in tight with Italians October 17, 1807; necrosis; excision of necrosed portion by Assistant Surgeon

\v. M. AI'stin. I'. S. A.. February -J. 18fi8
;
recovered and returned to duty. "BECK (B.) (Ohirurgie der Schusscerletzungen, Freiburg i. Br.. 1872,

p. 900): G . artilleryman, fracture of left leg in lower third from canister shot ; immediately after the injury excision of portions of the injured bone

was performed; subsequent amputation of the leg; recovery. IDEM (loc. fit., pp. 907, 909, 010) also reports, from hospitals at Rastatt and Strassburg.

5 instances of excisions in the bones of the leg; 3 were excisions in the fibula and proved successful; 2 excisions ill the tibia were fatal. FISCHER

((1.) (Dnrf fining und Schlass Versailles, in Deutsche Zeitschrift fur Cltirmrgie, Leipzig. 1873. B. 1, p. 253): Unknown, shot fracture of both bones in

middle third ; 21 days after injury 1 inch was excised from the upper anil 2 from the lower ends; also removal of splinter 3 inches long; patient doing

well at the end of six weeks. In another case in which the tibia was extensively splintered a fragment of the twine was extracted on the 12th and U
Inches were excised on the 21st day after the injury: death lodays after the operation, lit itueciit (1..) (Mititur&rUliche Erfahrungen udhrend des

deiitsch-frnnzosischen Krieges im Jnlire. 1870-71. Wtirzbuig. 1871. p 80) cites a successful secondary excision in the fibula performed at the Bavarian

hospital No. VIII, at Antony anil Massy. SOC'IN (A.) (Krugschintrgvsclie Erfahrungen gesanimcU in CarUruhe. 1870 und 1871. Leipzig. 1872, p. 141)

details 2 cases : If. Scherf, shot fracture of tibia and fibula of right leg in middle third. Tool, August Hi. 1*70: removal of splinters; resection of pro-

trading portion of tibia September 15, 1870; recovery, with 8 centimeters shortening; large callus but no union of twine. Ferdinand Schwand, shut frac-

ture of both bones of right leg, Worth, August (i, 1870; excision of :i centi tros of tibia August 17; recovery, with very little shortening and consolida-

tion of bone. "C1IKM l.I.-C.) (Apereu Hist. Slut, it Clin., etc. pendant la Guerre de 1870-1871, Paris, 1874, B. 1. p. 403) tabulates 07 cases of excisions

iu the continuity of the bones of the leg, in the French army, of which 70, with 13 recoveries and 03 deaths, were in the tibia, and 21, with 4 recoveries

and 17 deaths, in the fibula. In the alphabetical enumeration of pensioners after amputations, disarticulations, and resections, in the second volume of

Dr. CHEXU'S work, the following cases of excision in the hones of the leg are mentioned : J.-B. Boiirguignon (p. 21 1. 1 Ith Chasseurs, shut fracture of left

fibula, Villorceaux, Dec. I), 1870: excision of fibula
;
gangrene ; recovery with anchylosis of ankle joint. J.-B. Millot, 23d line (p. ltlti). comminuted

fracture of left leg at Tertrc, January 11, 1871 ; resection ;
recovery witli considerable shortening. I'.-A. Originate (p. 1 14), 12th Cuirassiers, shot com-

minution of leg at Gravelotte; resection of portion of tibia: incomplete consolidation. C.-V. Ridel (p. 128). 82d line, comminuted shot fracture of lef.

tibia, Villorceaux, Dec. 8, 1870; resection
;
atrophy of limb. This ease is detailed by 1 ItlfAt'l.l. (A.) (Fractures par acmes a feu. Paris. 1872, p. 1ST),

who states that the operation was performed on May 22. 1871, and that I* centimetres of the tibia were excised. There is regeneration of hone and no

apparent shortening of the limb. E.-I. Schneider (p. 136), shell wound of right leg, received at Villierssur-Mame; resection of considerable portion of

tibia. A. -J.-B. Sovichc (p. 130). Ufa line, comminuted shot fractures of left forearm and right leg, Sedan; excision in lower third of tibia: atrophy of

leg. L.-M.A. Vedel (p. 147). 70fh line, shell fracture of right leg. Strasbourg, September 17, 1870; excision of 4 centimetres of both hones: recovery.

Besides the cases mentioned by ClIEKU, the editor has been able to gather from the sources indicated particulars of the following instances of

excision in the continuity of the bones of the leg practised on French soldiers during the Franco-German War, 1870-1871, not detailed by CHEXf : F.

Delalande ICBIPAULT) (A.) (Fractures par armes a feu. Paris. 1872, p. 173), wounded at Orleans. December 4, 1870, in the lower part of the left leg
;
no

consolidation on December 31, 1870; resection of centimetres of the fibula: recovery without shortening. The space between the sawn ends of the

bone is filled with a firm substance. Joseph C. (A. COISIS, Histnire Chirurgicale de I ambulance de Vecole des pants et chaussers. in V Union Midi-

cale 1872, T. XIII. p. 1"8), shell fracture of left leg. November 29, 1870 : erysipelas : gangrene ; excision of about fi centimetres of tibia
;
death December

22 1870 F Albertini (O. HEYFELliEK, Jlericht iiber meine Wirksamkeit tan llhein und in Frankreich wiihrend des Deutschfranzbsischen Krieges. in

~St. Fetcrsburger Med. Zeitschrift, 1871, B. II, N. F., p. 59). 3d Voltigeurs. shot fracture of bones of leg, Landonchamp, October 7, 1870; excision of the

fractured portion of the tibia November 18 : recovery without deformity and with new formation of lione. E. Terrier (O. IlEYFELDEH. loc. cit.. p. 59)

62d line, shot fracture of tibia received at Gravelottc; secondary excision of 4 centimetres of the tibia; recovery. M. Maze (T. BILLKOTH, Chirurgische

Briefe aus den Kneqs-Lazarethen in Weissenburg und Mannheim 1870. Berlin. 1872. p. '-34, No. 47, and II. LOSSES. Kriigsehirurgische Erfahrungen aus

den Barackcnlazare'lhcn, etc., in Deutsche Zeitschriftfur Chirnrgie. 1873, B. II. p. 140), , 48th Infantry, shot fracture of both hones of right leg August

4. 1870 : ends of tibia excised on the field ; loss of
1
J to 2 inches of bone ; in .March. 1871, the wounds had healed hut the parts had not consolidated. ""Tlt.lNii

((! )
(Bericht iiber 124 im Serbischtiirkischen Kriege im Baracken-Lazarrth des Vorpater Sanitats- Trains zu Swilainuiz behandelte Schussrerlrtzungcn.

Ilorpat 1877 p. 72): Simeon Baschitsch, aged 40. shot fracture of left tibia. August, 1870; excision of 12 centimetres of tibia, September 7, 1870; ampu-

tation in lower third of thigh September 15; death September Hi. 1870. I9 Ka1iE (E.) (Das ttmporSre Kriegslazareth des Kessorts der Anstalten der

Kaiserin Maria im Kloster Mariahimmelfahrl bei Sistowa, in St. 1'etersburger Medicimsche tVrxhenschrift. 1877. B. II. p. 385) states that a successful

excision in the diapliysis of the fibula was performed in the hospital near Sistowa under his charge.

In the 185 excisions in the tibia, 1* inches were removed in 5, 2 inches in 23, 2.J inches in 8. 3 inches in 20, 3J inches in 7, 4 inches in 14, 4$ inches

in 5 5 inches in 7, 5J inches in 2, inches in 7, and 7, 8. and 8J inches in 1 instance each, and in 78 the length of hone removed was not indicated. Of

the 182 fractures of "the fibula, Jinch was removed in 3 instances. 1 inch in 2, 1J inches in fi, 2 inches in 22, 2J inches in 10, 3 inches in 33, 3* inches in 7,

4 inches in 20 5 inches in 7, 6 inches in 3, b'J inches in 3. 7 inches in 1, 8 inches in 2, 12 inches in 1
.
and in 1 instance nearly the entire fibula

:

in 01 fracture,

of the fibula the amount excised was not stated. In the 18 instances of excisions in both bones of the leg the amount removed varied, according to the

nature of the iniury in each bone, from 2 to 5 inches in the tibia and from 2 to 8 inches in the fibula
;

in 3 instances neither the bone implicated nor the

amount excised was indicated.
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Volunteers (Case 703, page 445, ante), Assistant Surgeon W. Thomson, U. S. A., states that

"the leg was perfectly helpless, a hiatus of nine or ten inches existing in the tibia, with

no hope of an)' improvement from the lapse of time," and remarks: "no more useless or

unphilosophical operation could be devised than the one done in this case." Colonel W. F.

Fitch, 29th Ohio Volunteers (Case 705, page 446, ante), who visited the Army Medical

Museum in 1870, six years after the operation, greatly regretted that amputation had

not been performed. Three inches of the tibia had been excised and the bone remained

ununited; the calf of the leg was atrophied, and the foot swollen and useless. In the case

of Lieutenant 0. R. Fyler (Case 704, page 446, ante), 2d Connecticut Heavy Artillery,

Examining Surgeon H. E. Gates reported, in 1877, that "the whole leg and thigh is atro-

phied. The fibula is bowed outward, and there is partial dislocation of its head. The

leg bends easily at the seat of the injury and no weight can be borne upon it. I have

no doubt the fibula would instantly give way if the applicant should stand upon it. There

is great tenderness at the head of the fibula from stretching of the ligaments, the line of

support from the bending of the leg being thrown outward toward this articulation. The

pensioner wears an appliance weighing seven pounds, which incases the limb and gives the

only support. The disability is progressive on account of displacement and bending of

fibula, etc. I consider his present condition worse than if he had amputation above the

knee; locomotion is very painful indeed." Pseudarthrosis, rarely noted in the cases treated

without operative interference, was recorded in at least twenty-eight of the cases of recov-

ery after excision in the bones of the leg.
1 In the case of Private J. Lagro, 10th Vermont

Volunteers (Case 719, page 457, ante), Examiner O. F. Fassett reports that "the bones

have never united except by ligament, so that a false joint now exists;" and the same

examiner, in 1877, thirteen years after the injury, states: "The wound is still an open,

suppurating, and discharging sore, the bone being extensively diseased. The disease is so

near the joint that amputation must be above the knee. His condition now is worse than

with loss of the leg above the knee. The leg is bent into a curve and greatly deformed."

In the cases in which the excision was performed in the continuity of the fibula useful

limbs were preserved in several instances, but as a rule the foot could not be planted even,

as it would turn outward from the want of fibular support.

Amputations in the Leg.—At the time of the publication of the preliminary report

of 1865, 2
the results of two thousand three hundred and forty-eight (2348) amputations

in the leg, giving a mortality rate of 26.02 per cent., had been ascertained. Further exam-

ination of the returns has augmented the number to five thousand four hundred and fifty-

two (5452) and has increased the rate of mortality from 26.02 per cent, to 32.9 per cent.;

yet the final results, as reported in the preceding pages, compare favorably with the results

of amputations in the leg obtained in other wars, as exhibited in Table LXXXVI on the

opposite page. Of the seven thousand six hundred and thirty-seven cases cited in this

table, the final results were ascertained in seven thousand and thirty-eight. One thousand

eight hundred and thirty-nine (1839) were successful and five thousand one hundred and

ninety-nine (5199) fatal, giving a death rate of 73.8 per cent. This excessive rate of

1 Hk.ine (C.) (Die Schussvcrletzungen der unteren Extremit'dten, Berlin, lSofi, p. 310), who considers the fracture in the bones of the leg the most

favorable field for excision, "as here the reproductive powers of the bony substance, as well as of the periosteum, seem to be especially active and fruit,

fill," admits, on page 331, that "when the strength of the patient has not suffered too much, it is unquestionably preferable to await the separative process

to be performed by nature, as a resection, in every instance, adds a new wound to the old one with new dangers, and finally a condition not too rarely

resulting, but which we have as yet not mentioned, must not be overlooked, viz: the supervening of pseudarthrosis."

2 Circular No. fi, War Department. Surgeon General's Office, Washington, November 1, 1865, p. 47.
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mortality is principally due to the deplorable fatality attending the operations among the

French troops in the Crimean, Italian, and Franco-Prussian Wars.

Table LXXXVI.
Summary of Seven Thousand Six Hundred and Thirty-seven Amputations in the Leg for Shot Injuries

on the Occasions named and from the Authorities quoted.

OCCASIONS AND AUTHORITIES. Cases.

Pare'

Thirty-Tears' War, 1G18-1G48 (Schmidt) 2

French Ware, 1740-1756 (BOUCHER, DE GAEENGEOT, FAURE) 3

Seven Years' War, 1756-17C3 (SCHMUCKF.R)4

Napoleonic Wars, 1791-1815 (Larrey, Chavane, Klein, Hesnen, Guthrie) 5
. .

Fort Erie, 1814 (Trowhridc.e) 6

Revolution in Paris, 1830 (Laurey, Meniere, Aunal, Rous., Jobert) 7

Siege of Antwerp. 1832 (LARREY) 8

French in Algiers. 1830-1836 (Baudens, Bagre)'

Campaign of Constantine, 1837 (Sedili.OT) 10

Spanish Peninsular War, 1837-1838 (Alcock) 11

War in Mexico, 1845-1848* (PORTER)' 2

Revolution in Paris, 1848 (Ronx, Malgaigne, Huguif.r, Jobert, Baudens) 13
.

Revolution in Milan, 184? (Restelli)' 4

War in Sehleswig-IIoIstein, 1848-1850 (DJOEUP, STROMEYER) 15

Revolution in Baden, 1 840 (Beck) 16

Bombardment of Sveaborg, 1855 (IlEYFELDER) 17

Crimean War, 1854-1856 (C'HF.XU, Hl'HBENET, MATTHEW) 18

British in India, 1857-1858 (WILLIAMSON) "

Italian War, 1850-1860 (CI1ENU. DEMME, GHERLNl) 20

New Zealand War, 1863-1865 (Mouat) 21

Danish War, 1864 (Heine, Ochwadt) 22

French in Mexico, 1864 (BINTOT) 23

A ustro- Prussian War, 1866 (BECK, BlEFEL, FISCHER, MAA8. STROMEYER) 24

United States Army, 1865-1870 (OTIS) 25

Franco-German War, 1870-1871 (GERMAX6) (BECK, BILLROTH, CZERNY, etc.) 28

Franco-German War, 1870-1871 (FRENCH) (CHENU) 27

Turco-Russian War, 1876 (Kade, Steineu, THJNG) 28

I

4

12

i

159

2

19

Recoveries.

l

7

Deaths.

Aggregates.

1

94

3

10

2, 698

21

466

Q

12

1

93

9

207

3, 704

3

7,637

11

1

7

506

21

188

2

8

1

61

6

150

654

1,839

1

ft

1

33

37

1

8

1,617

32

3

106

3, 050

1

599

Rate of mortality, 73. 8 per cent.

As a rule the surgeons of the American civil war amputated in every part of the leg

regardless of the point of election, sacrificing as little as possible of the sound portions of

An early, and probably the earliest recorded example of amputation in the leg following shot wound is that reported by 'Pare (A.) ((Euvres de,

Paris, 1599, p. 408, Chap. XXII): Captain Francois Le Clerc had his foot carried away just above the ankle by a cannon ball. The wound healed, but

the leg became troublesome, and the patient had the limb amputated the width of five fingers below the knee. He recovered with a serviceable stump.

—

Four examples of amputation in the leg are recorded by a Schmidt (.Joseph) (Speculum Chirurgicum otter Spiegel der Artzney. Augspurg, 1656, pp. 153,

156, 157): 2 were successful, 1 fatal, and 1 result unknown : B. Lundluw, of the regiment Wnllenstein, received, November 22, 1663. a shot fracture of both

bones of the left leg; amputation of leg; death November 16. 1663. II. Ilraunmuller, Oheim's regiment, shot in the left leg May 23. 1663; amputation

of leg ; result not recorded. Cavalryman G. Burger, Caseleki's regiment ; left leg carried away above the ankle ; amputation higher up ; recovery. A
corporal of von Oelter's Bavarian regiment; left foot torn away; amputation in leg; recovery.

—

3 BoicHER (Obs. sur des Playes cVarmes a feu com-

pliquees sur tout de fracas des os, in Mem. de VAcad. de Roy. de Chir., Paris, 1753. T. II, p. 470) cites five amputations in the leg for wounds received at

Fontenoy, April 30, 1745 : A captain of Hainaut's regiment had the leg amputated in the field ; recovered October 26, 1745. In the case of a lieutenant

of the regiment Clare, the limb was successfully amputated 6 days after the injury. Of the remaining three, one died from haemorrhage 1 1 In nrs after

amputation, and the tither two survived the operation 16 and 20 days respectively. DE Garencf.ot (Moijens de rendre plus simple et phis ?urc Iamputa-

tion a. lambeau, in Mini, de V Acad. Roy. de Chir., 1753, T. II. p. 262): A soldier of the King's regiment received a shell wound of the right foot with

fracture of both bones of the leg; amputation 8 days after the injury; healed in 27 days. Fauhe (Lamputation itant absolument nicessaire dans les

plaies compliquees de fracas des os, etc., in Prix de VAcad. Roy. de Chir., Paris, 1819, T. Ill, pp. 339, 340) details 3 eases of secondary amputations in

the leg, the operation being performed, one on the 46th and two on the 47th days after the injury; all recovered. Bagieu (Examen de plusieurs parties

de la Chirurgie, Paris, 1756, p. 97): Shot fracture of tibia and fibula; primary amputation of leg; fatal. Ravaton (Chirurgie d'armte ou traitldes

plaies d'armes a feu, Paris, 1768, p. 372): Shot wound of left leg; amputation 6 weeks after injury: fatal. IDEM (toe. cit., p. 4041: Fray, of Schomberg's

regiment, shot fracture of left foot in September, 1755: primary amputation; recovery.

—

4 Schmixker (J. L.) (Vermischtc Chirvrgische Xchriftcn, Ber-

lin und Stettin, 1785, B. I): Captain von Wedel, shot fracture of ankle joint, August 11, 1760; amputation of leg at upper third; fatal.

—

s Lakkey (D.J.)

(Mfm. de. Chir. Mil. ct Camp., Paris, 1812, pp. 265, 269): Lieut. Bonichon, 21st Light Infantry, shot wound of left foot, October 7, 17^8 ; tetanus ; ampu-

tation in upper third; recovery. Another amputation for tetanus following shot wound was performed by Laerey on March 21, 180 1 ; tetanus subsided,

but the patient died 13 days after the operation. IDEM (loc. cit., T. II, p. 195): t'npta'm M . wounded at the second battle of Aboukir, in 1801 ; ampu-

tation immediately below the knee ; recoverv. IDEM (loc. cit, T. LU, pp. 56, 83, 156, 389, 391, and 378) refers to 16 cases of umputation in the leg: Han-
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the hones of the limb. One thousand fiv<> hundred ami nine (1509) of the five thousand

four hundred and fifty-two (5452) amputations were performed in the upper third, one thou-

sand four hundred and eighty-one (1481) in the middle, one thousand four hundred and

seven (1407) in the lower third, and in one' thousand and fifty-five (1055) instances the seat

nequln, fracture of leg in upper third, Eylno, February H, 1807 ; amputation through tuberosity of tibia ; recovery. During- the same campaign Lakiiky
performed 3 similar operations through the tuberosity of the tibia ; the patients recovered. At rim, in October, 1805, an officer received a shot through

tin* ankle ; gangrene and fever; amputation below the point of election; recovery. In Egypt, in 1799, Lakkky twice successfully amputated ch so to

the knee joint, and nearly on a level with the head of the fibula, and at Wag/rain and F.sslingen, in 1809, 9 similar operations were performed by him;

but tin; results are not Indicated. Of 9 eases of amputation of both legs performed utter Wagrain, 1 performed immediately after t lie reception ol the

injury proved successful; 2 others were fetal. Il>KM (loc. fit., T. 1\', pp. 56, (J9, 156, and 164) details 4 cases of amputation in the leg during the Russian

campaign 1812-13: 3 were successful and 1 proved fatal. Lakkky (I>. •') (Ctinique Chirurgic&te, Paris, 1829, T, III, pp. 651, 653, 662, 664, and 065)

cites the cases of Dosmenil, wounded at Wagrain. in 1809; amputation in middle third
; recovery, Lambels, wounded in the Russian campaign, 1812,

amputation in upper third; recovery. General Lnfcrriere, wounded at Craonne in 1814; amputatitm in middle third; recover)'. An officer, wounded
at Moscow in 1812; amputation in upper third; recovery. General Cheiiihieau, wounded at Lntzen in 1813;* amputation in upper third: recover)".

Kobsoinen, wounded at Ilanau in 1813; amputation in upper third; recovery. IliRM (Inc. cit, T. IV, pp. 271*, 282):' Oault. an officer of dragoons; shot

fracture of upper third uf right leg; amputation below the knee; recovery. Colonel d'Ksclignuc. amputation of leg; recovery. ClIAVANE (X.) (Consid-

eration* thru, prat, sur Yamputation a fain- a la suit? ties fractures cumminutivee de. la jambe, etc., Paris, 1814, Thtise No. 99, pp. 7, 9. Hi) details 3

successful amputations in the leg. Ki.r.i.s (I>. ('.) (Practische Ausuhten tier be.drvtendsten chirvrgisrhen Operational, Stuttgart. 1815, p. 31) relates a

successful case of amputation at the ankle and subsequent ablation in the leg. MENKEN (.1.) (l*rineiphs of Military Surgery, !Jd ecL, London, 1829, pp.

275. 3771: Chatelot. wounded in 1815, amputation leg; death. M—-, 3d guards, amputation ol leg July II, 1815; deuth August 3, 1815. GUTIIKIK

((i. J.) (Commentaries, etc., 6th ed., London. 1855, p. 158) tabulates S»3 eases with 23 deaths, after the battle of Waterloo, in 1815; 43, with ", deaths, were

primary, and 50, with Iti deaths, were secondary operations. < ; en I Kit: (G.J.) (A Treatise an Gunshot Wounds, etc., 3d ed., J-oiidon, 1827, p. 308) reports

38 amputations in the leg performed near New i >i leans, from January 8 to April 24. 1815 ; 26, with :t deaths and 23 recoveries, were primary operations,

and 2. both fatal, were secondary operations.

—

BTROWBRIDGE (A.) (Gunshot Wounds, in Huston Med, anil Surg. Jour., 1838, Vol. Will, p. 342) cites 1

case of amputation of leg and I of both legs from the siege of Kurt Erie, in 1 h J \ \
both patients recovered.—7 Lahijkv (II.) (Set. Chir. des Evhiemens tie

Juillet 1830, Paris. 1831, p. 129): 8 amputations in the leg (3 successful, :t fatal). MENIERE (I*.) (L' Hotel- Diea de Purist en Juillet et Aout 1891), p. 325):

9 amputations in the leg ; fatal. A UN A I. (Mem. sue ipieltptes part ieu tit rift's des phlies par a rims tl feu, in Jmtr, Univ. ft ID In I. iff M< it. tt </' C'hir. /'rat.,

Paris, 1831, T. Ill, p. 35): I amputation of leg; recovery. ROOX (I'laies d'armes a ft it. Commitmeat ions, etc., Paris, 184!', pp. 97. 38): 6 amputations of

leg (4 recoveries, 2 fatal). JOBKUT (UK L-AMUAI.I.K) (Piaiesttarmts u feu, Paris, I8:t:i. pi'. 303-305) cites :i amputations in the leg (no results).

—

B JLARRKY

(II.) [BUt. Chir. 'In Siiii* di- la Citadel le d'An vers. Paris. 1899. p. 334); 32 eases; '-'" primary (It; recoveries, 4 deaths), 2 secondary (1 recovery. 1 fatal.—

'BAUDEKS (L.) (Ctinique dim plates d'armes a-feu, Paris, 1836, p. 510): 1 amputation of left leg; recovery. Bahkk (Obs.de Chir.t
recueitties a Vhopital

Turc, a Alger, in Pre. iff Mem. dt Med. tie Chir. et tie Phar. Mil., Paris, 1831. T. XXXI, p. 168;: I amputation
;
recovery.—IO SKI>IU-O1 (C.) (Camp, de

C'tmstantine de 1837, Paris, I8::8. p. 366): 5 amputations in the leg (2 recoveries, 9 fatal).—"Amuik (K.) (Notes on the Med. Hist, and Stat, of the British

Legion in Spain, London, 18:18, p. 95): 12 amputations in the leg (1 I recovered, I fatal); 9 with 2 recoveries primary, and 9 recoveries were secondary

operations.—" PORTKK (J. II.) {Metf. and Sun/. Notes of Campaig its in the War with Mexico, during the years 1845-1848, in Am. dour. Med. Sri.. U 52,

Vol. XXIIL N. S., pp. 31, 32): 9 amputations in the leg (I recovery, 2 tidal).

—

li Des plates d'armes a feu Communications, etc., Paris. 1849, par MM.
Rot;x (p. N), 2 amputations (1 recovery, I fatal); Mai.<;au;nk (p. 4ti), 2 amputations (recoveries); HltGUIRR (p. 143), 2 amputations (recoveries); JOBKUT

(p. 154). I amputation (recovery); BALUKNB (p. 833), 1 amputation (recovery).

—

M REBTKIXI (A.) (Note ed Osservaziarn eliuiehe di chirurgia militare,

in Annul i Universalidi Metlieina, 184!*, Vol. t^XXX, pp. 243, 244); 4 cases (2 recoveries, 2 fatal). ,s I>.)OIUTr (Bemaerhuint/er over tie i Krigen 1848-50

foretat/ne Amputationer i Fttrbindrhe mett en Statistic t>rer <lem. in Hospitals- Medtlelelser, Kjobenhavn, 1852, It. V. p. 106): 48 cases (29 recoveries, 19

fatal). STROMKYBH (L.) (Maxime.n tier Krietjsheilhunst. Ilai ver, 1855, pp. 75ti, 757): 4ti cases (28 recoveries, 18 fatal).

—

l8BECK (B.) (Die SchttM-

wundrti, Heidelberg, 1850, Tabella): 3 eases (2 recoveries, 1 fatal).

—

17 HKYFKLOKlt (J. 1'.) (l>ie Vt rwuiitlttnijen mid Operatimten i it Folye des Bombarde-

ment.t eon Soiaborg vom 9.-1 I. Aug., in IMuttcht KliniK; 1855, It. VII. pp. 495 and 575); 10 cases (2 recoveries, 8 f'atai).— '* CllKNi; (J.-C.) (Bapport,etr.,

pendant la CamfHtgne tt'Orie.nt en ]H54-'55-'5ti. Paris. 1865, p. 666): 1,306 cases (:jti8 recoveries. \Klt* fatal). FIObBENET (<-'. v.) (Die Sunitiils-VerhaUttisse

tier Pnssisehen Verieundeteti iiahrent/ ties Krimhritges in ilen Jahrett 1854-185(1, Berlin, 1871, p. 182): 1,286 eases (69 recoveries. 643 deaths, 575 unde-

termined). MATTHEW <T. P.) {Met/. (t ,itl Surg. Hist. <>f the British Army, tie., in the t/ears ]854-'55-"5b. London. 1858, Vol. II. pp. 368, 369): 106 cases

Ci!i recoveries, :17 fatal).—w Wiu.iamhon (<;.) (Mititaru Surgert/, London, 18<i:i, p. XXVII): 21 eas.-s (recoveries).—"CHKSU (J.-<_'.t (Stat. Med.- Chir. de

Camp, tl'/talie en 1859 et JHtiO. Paris, 1869, T. II, p. 809): :t47 cases (lib recoveries, 331 fatal). IMCMMK (II.) (Miiifur-Chiritryische Studien, Wtirzburg,

1861, B. II, p. 278): 113 oases (69 recoveries, 44 fatal). GHEIUNJ (A.) (Pel. chir. dtlVOsptdaU mil. provisorio di S. Filippo, in Amiali Univ. di Met/..

Milano, iHiii). Vol. CLXXIII. pp. 419, 420): 6 caws <:i recoveries, 9 fatal).—*1 MOUAT (The New Zealand War o/ I8t;;i-b4-t;5, in Stat. San. and Med.

Reports. Vol. VII. for the year 1865, London, 18b7, p. 514): 2 cases (recoveries).

—

"II KINK (('.) (Die .Sehnssrerletzttngeii tier nuteren pxt remitdten, Berlin.

I8ii(>, p. 294): 9 cases (2 recoveries, I fatal). OiitWAI'T (A.) (Kriegsrhirurgisehr Erfahrungen, Berlin, 1865, tabular statement): 9 eases (ti recover';- s, 'i

fatal.—" BlNTOT (Obs. de htessttres de guerre, in Pee. de Mem. tie Me<i. de Chir. et tie Phar. Mil.. Paris, 18tib. T. XVI, p. 937): 1 case (recovery.)—M llr.cK

(B.) (Kriegs.-Chir. F.rfahrntigen triihrend des Felthuges ]8b(i. Freiburg, i. Br. I8(i7, ]>. 331): 49 cases (26 recoveries, ]? fatal). BlEFKL (R.) (Im Reserce-

Lazareth. in Archie fit r Klin, i'hir.. Berlin. I8*i9, 11. XI, pp. 465, 474): 4 eases (2 recoveries, 2 fatal). FISCHER (K.) {Milituirarztliche. Skizzen, Aarau,

I8t»7, p. 97): 2b' cases (22 rec<iveries. 4 fatal). Maas (II.) (Kriegsehi rurgt'sehe Beitriige. aits de,m Jahre I8bb'. Breslau. 1870, p. 73): 3 cases (2 recoveries,

1 fatal). Stuomkvkk (L.) (Erfahrungen iiher Sehusstrtmden im Jahre. 18t!(i, Hannover. 18n'7, p. 59): 17 cases (9 recoveries, 8 fatal).

—

2S 0TIS (G. A.)

(Circular No- 9, War Department, S. G. O., Washington, 1871. pp. 19f»-202): 9 eases (ti recoveries, 3 fatal)-

—

m Bf.ck (B.) (Chirurgic der Scltussverlet-

znngen, Freiburg, i. Br.. 1872. pp. 800, et setp): 152 cases (01 recoveries, 58 fatal. 3 undetermined). BILLROTH (T.) (Chir. Briefe tftis den Kriegs-Laza-

rvtheu in Weissenhtirg and Mannheim 1879, Berlin. 1872 pp. 232, et seq.): 7 cases (4 recoveries, 3 fatal). C'ZEKXY (V.) (Bericht ube.r die im College.

Stanislaus in Weissenhtirg hehantlelten Vertvimdeteu, in Wiener Med. Wochcnschrift, 1S70, pp. 1355-56): 3 cases (1 recovery, 1 fatal, I unknown).

Fl&CHEIt (<;.) (f>"tf Fining unit Sehloti Versailles, in DetUsche ZeUschrift fl'.r Chirurgie, 1872, B. I, p. 187): 19 cases (14 recoveries, 5 fatal). PlSCHEK

(H.) {Kriegsvhirttrgisehe Erfahrungen, Krlangeu, 1872, p. 213): 8 cases (5 recoveries, 3 fatal). GOLTIjammek (Bericht Hber die Thatigkeit des Reserve.

I.azaretts des tierliner Hilfsvereins in der fiarde-UlaTien-Kaserne zu Moabit, in Berliner Klin. Wochenschrift, 1871, Jahrg. VIII. p. 152): 2 cases

(I recovery, 1 fatal). (iKAF (E.) (Itie Kr'miglichen Rexerve-Lazarethe zu Ihtsxeldorf iciihrend des Kn'eges 1870-7], Klberfeld, 1872. pp. 31. 4P): 9 cases

(4 recoveries. 5 fatal). KlKCHNEE (C.) {Aerztlieher Berieht Ulier das Kihtiglieh Preassische Feld-Lazareth im Palast zu Versailles. Erlangen, 1872, pp.

^, 8!i): 9 cases (b recoveries, .'I fatal). KOCH (\V.) (Notizen iiber Sc/t ussverletzu nge.n, in Archie fur Klin, Chir., Berlin, 1872, B. XIII, p. 574): 12 cases

(9 recoveries, 9 fatal). LOSSES (-IL) { Kriegseh irnrgisehe Erfahrungen tuts den Ba rackenlazarethen zu Mannheim, etc., in Deutsche ZeiUvhriftfur Chir..

1879, B. II. pp. 138-148): 4 cases (4 fatal). MAVKli(L-) ( Kriegsch irurgische Mitthriiu ngen aus den Jahren 1870-71, in Deutsche Zeitsth riftfur Chirurgie.

IH79. B. Ill, pp. 50, 52): 2 recoveries. RUPPRECHT (L.) (Militdrdrztliche Erfahrungen tcdhrentl des Dnttseh-Pranzozischen Kriegcs im Jahre 1870-71.

Wiir/bnrg, 1871, p. 15): 5 cases (2 recoveries, 3 fatal). SfHIXZINCKR (A.) (Das Reserve-La zareth Schweizingen im Kriege 1870 und 1&71. Freiburg, i.

Br., 1879, pp. 84, 88): 5 eases (4 recoveries, 1 fatal). SSEQEEt (W. v.) (Die Leistvngen der Vereinsspitdler Kteink inderch ule und Diakonenhaus in l.nd-

vigsburg im Jahr 1870-71. in Zeitsehriftfiir Wunddrzte und Geburtshelfer, Stuttgart. 1871. B. XXIV, p. 117); 1 case, fatal. S0C1N (A.) (Kriegse/ttrur-

gische Erfahrungen gesammett in Carlsruhc 1870 mid 1871, Leipzig, 1872, pp. 144, 187): 4 cases, fatal. SXEINHERG (Die Kriegslazarethe und Baracken
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of operation was not indicated. The fatality of the operations in the upper third was 27.0,

in the middle third 20.6, and in the lower third 27.6 per cent.' Here as well as in the

amputations of the thigh (see Tablk XXIX, p. 213, ante) and in the ablations of the fore-

arm and arm (see Table CXXXII. p. 967), and of amputations in the arm (Recapitulation,

pp. 805, 806 of the Second Surgical Volume), the operations in the middle third of the limb

were less fatal than those in the upper or lower thirds. Tt will also be noted that the

mortality of the amputations in the lower third slightly exceeded that in the upper third,
2 a

result which appears to argue against the operations in the lower third immediately above the

malleoli, advocated and practised by Ravaton 3 and White, 4 and later by Lenoir, Goyrand,

and others.
5 Furthermore, of the two hundred and twenty cases of re-amputations in the

leg, knee joint, or thigh, the amputations had originally been performed in the lower third

of the leg in one hundred and two, in the middle third in seventy-five, in the upper third

in forty, while in three the seat of the first operation was not indicated; showing that abla-

tions in the lower third contributed nearly one-half of all the cases of re-amputation. The

considerations of greater safety of life, as evinced in the results of amputations ot the

middle third, and the excellent prothetic apparatus furnished at Government expense to

the maimed soldiers, outweigh the objections raised by surgeons to the inconvenience of a

projecting limb, necessitated by the use of a peg leg, as well as the question of the greater

cost of such apparatus.

From the returns it would appear that of the modes of operation the flap method was

most frequently employed—one thousand six hundred and ninety-eight (1698) instances

of this procedure being reported, against one thousand two hundred and six (1206) by the

circular, twenty-two (22) by the circular flap, and a few by Teale's" and HeyV methods;

but in at least two thousand five hundred (2500) cases the mode of operation was not indi-

cated. Assistant Burgeon .1. T. Calhoun, U. 8. A., in his narrative of service at the 4th

von Berlin, Berlin, 1872, p. 148): 13 cases (3 recoveries. fatal, 4 undetermined). STOLI, (Berieht OUS dan Kimiglich Wurttcmbcrgischrn 4. Feldspilal

von 1870-71, ia Deutsche Milituirarztliche Zeitschrift. 1874. 3d .Inhrg.. p. 218): 9 cases (4 recoveries. 5 fatal). STt'MPK (I..) (Berirht £ber iai Kriegs-

Spital des St. Georg-Bilter-Ordens zu Xeuberghuusen tin Jtitire 187*1-71. in Aerztliches Jntelligenz-Blutt. Miimhen. 1872. No. ".0. p. 657): 3 oases, trade*

terrained.—"CHKSD (J.-C.) (Apercu hist., •tat., el. Clin., etc.. pendant la guerre it 1870-71. Paris. 1874. T. I. p. 493): 3.704 eases («54 recoveries, 3,050

fatal). ™KAliK (E.) (Das temporure, Kriegslazareih des Hessorts de.r AnslaKrn der Kaiserin Maria im Kloster Muriahimmelfahrl bei Sisloira, in St.

Petersburger Med. Wochenschrift, 1877, 11. II. p. 384): 1 case, recovery. SIKTNKIt (If.) (Alls item Tagcbuche eines denUchen Arztes. in Wiener Med.

Wochenschrift, 1877, B. XXVII. p. 42(i): 1 case, recovery. Tilim; (O.) (Berieht iibrr 124 im serbischturhischen Kriege im Haruckeii-Lazarrth des

Dorpater Saiii tats- Trains zu Sn-ilainatz hehnndelte Schiisscerletzungi n. Dorpat. 1877, p. 77, No. 82): 1 case, fatal.

The precise figures are : Upper third 1,509 cases, viz.: 1,094 recoveries. 400 deaths, 1) unknown results, mortality 27 per cent. Middle lliird.

1,481 cases, viz: 1,170 recoveries, 305 deaths, unknown results, mortality 20.0 l>er cent. Lower third. 1.407 eases, viz : 1,01 1 recoveries, :187 deaths, 9

unknown results, mortality 27.0 per cent. See TABUS I.XVII. p. 401. ante.

' Staffsurgeou GKOSSHEIH (Ceber die Schussrerlctzungin des Fiissgeleuks uahrend des letzten Krieges und die Besultate ihrer Behandtung unter

Benutzung ojficidler Quellen. in Deutsche Mililairarztliche Zeitschrift. 1 870. Jahrgang V, p. 223, note ) remarks :
" Tin- supramalleolar amputation has

given very unfavorable results during the war 1870-71 ," and. on page 252. gives the percentage of fatality of the amputations in the lower third of the leg

as 53.9 per cent., and adds :
" The results of the amputations of the leg in the upper and middle thirds are incomparably better than those in the lower

third, their percentages of fatality being only 38.5 and 30.0 per cent, respectively."

3 RAVATOX, Sur Vutilitt de Vampututiim faite pres des malliota dans tes maladies du pied, et sur une bottine de nourelle invention, in Becuil

periodique d'observations de Medicine. Chirurgie. Pharmacie, etc.. Paris. 1757. T. VI. p. 130.

« WHITE (C). An Account of a new Method of amputating the Leg a little aboce the Ankle Joint, with a Description of a Machine particularly

adapted tn the Slump, in Medical Observations and Inquiries by a Society of Physicians in London. London, 1771. Vol. IV. p. 108.

LENOIR. (A.), Quels son! les cas et quels sunt Irs Hem. on it ancient dampuler lajambe, Paris. 1835; ibid, Xote sur une modification de la mctlindr

circulaire appliquee a I'amputation de la jambe. au drssus des maUeolts, in Archives tlcnerales de Meilecine, Paris. 1810. 3P scr.. T. VIII, p. 257. fjOY.

RAND (<}.). De I amputation de la jambe, partiquee loin du gennu : nonvel appareil de suslentation, in Journal IleMomadai re des Progris des Sciences el

Institutions Medicates. Paris. 1835. T. II, |>. 101. L.VRRKY, Amputation Sus-Miilleolaire. in Bulletin de I'Academic Boyale de Meilecine. Paris, 1841-42.

T. VII, p. 211. ARNAL et MARTIN, Memoirs sur I'amputation sus-malleolaire, in Annates de lit Chirurgie Francaise el Etrangire, 1841. T. Ill, p. 139.

ARNAL (L.), Memnire sur I'amputation sus-malleolaire, in Memnires de !' Academic Bmjale de Mulecine, 1843, T. X. p. 50. ROZK (M. A.). De I'amputa-

tion sus-malbolaire, in Gazette Medicate de Paris. 1847, 3'"" sir., T. II. p. 987. t'OOTK (H.). Amputation at the inferior third of the Jsg. in the London

Lancet, 1847. Vol. I. p. 274. BAKXETT (C. V.), Supramalleolar Amputation. Its relative value, in Transactions of the Medical Society of the State of

New York. 1857, p. 109. LAIIORIK, Communication sur Vamputation sns-mallenlaire. in Bulletin de la Sociftc de Chirurgie de Paris, Paris. 1859, T. IX,

p. 198; ibid., in Bullrtin de la Societe imp'riaU de Chirurgie de Paris pendant I'armee. 1800. Paris. 1867. p. 01. GUYON, Amputation sus-malleolaire

par unproved- nouveau. in Bulletin de la SociHi imperiale de Chirurgie de Paris, 1809. 2« sJrie. p. 334. Chaivel, Amputation sus-mall oUtire. in Mem.

de la Six. de Chir. de Paris. Paris. 1873. T. VII, p. 300. GAYRAUD (E.). De Vampntatiim sus-malleolaire, in Montjiellier Medical. 1877, T. XXXVIII. p. 120.

6 TEAI.E (T. P.), On amputation by a long and short rectangularflap, London, 1858.

7 IIEY (WILLIAM). Practical Observations in Surgery, illustrated by cases, 3d ed., London, 1814, p. 542.
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division, Second Corps hospital, April 1, 1864, prefers the " long posterior flap with a small

crescentic anterior flap, and after sawing the bones always removes the sharp projecting

angle of the spine of the tibia." Surgeon Burt G. Wilder, 55th Massachusetts Volunteers,

in his observations of cases at Judiciary Square Hospital, prefers the circular method in

amputations in the lower third. "Here at least, the circular method is superior to the flap,

that is, results in the best stump, both in appearance and for an artificial limb; * * it is

evidently the best method where the patient is obliged to undergo any subsequent trans-

portation. The large inferior flap formed from the calf constitutes a very thick cushion at

the end of the stump, but the superior edge of the tibia is always thinly covered."

Protrusion of the tibia or fibula or both, frequently noted, especially in cases in which

the crest of the tibia had not been removed at the time of the operation, was followed by

secondary haemorrhage, sloughing, and exfoliation. Surgeon B. Gr. Wilder, 55th Massa-

chusetts Volunteers, remarks of twenty-seven cases of amputations in the leg, observed at

the Judiciary Square Hospital at Washington in 1863: "The crest of the tibia was removed

at the time of the operation in four cases, and in none of these did the bone afterwards

protrude. In three cases sloughing followed a previous secondary haemorrhage. In eleven

cases the tibia or fibula or both protruded through the flap and exfoliation usually followed.

Secondary haemorrhage and sloughing occurred in two, indicating rather a constitutional

than a local cause. Omitting these two, there remains nine cases—five of them in the

middle third of the leg—in which the crest of the tibia exfoliated to a greater or less extent

for no other evident cause than its non-removal at the time of operation. The exfoliations

took place at various periods—during the second, third, fourth, sixth, tenth, thirteenth

weeks, and in one instance during the fifth month."

To prevent as much as possible the protrusion of the bones, which the great weight of

the soft parts forming the calf tended to aggravate, Dr. Frank P. Foster, of the New York

Hospital, applied with good advantage an apparatus shown in the appended wood-cut

(Fig. 329). A piece of adhesive plaster was cut in the shape shown in

Fig. 328; the

two limbs were

cut through at C
0, the surfaces of r

the end pieces B
B reversed, and JcT^

via. 328.—Adhesive piaster the pieces joined
with reversed ends.

, • i

together again
FIG. 329.—Fracture box with stump supported by adhesive plaster.

at C C with pins. The adhesive surface of the middle portion A was then applied to the

posterior surface of the stump and the ends secured to the outside of an ordinary fracture

box, as shown in Fig. 329. Traction downward on the fracture box was effected by means

of a weight and pulley.
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Section VI.

WOUNDS AND OPERATIONS AT THE ANKLE JOINT.

The cases to be considered in this Section are restricted to injuries, by weapons of war,

of the bones forming the tibio-tarsal articulation, viz: the lower extremities of the tibia,

the fibula, or the astragalus. Injuries of the os calcis and other adjoining bones, unless

the ends of the tibia and fibula and the astragalus are likewise involved, are reserved for

the next section. Seventeen hundred and twenty-two injuries of the bones forming this

articulation were found on the field and hospital returns. All were caused by shot; eleven

were contusions, and seventeen hundred and eleven fractures.

SHOT CONTUSIONS OF THE ANKLE JOINT.—Of eleven shot contusions of the

bones of the ankle joint indicated on the records, seven were treated throughout without

operative interference; four were followed by amputation in the leg. The latter cases have

already been cited in the tables of amputations in the leg,
1 and it remains only to give brief

details of the cases treated by conservation.

Shot Contusions of the Bones of the Ankle Joint treated by Conservation—The

injuries in the seven cases of this group were confined to the malleoli, in three instances

the internal and in four the external malleoli being involved. All resulted in recovery.

Case 808.—Private J. G. Clayton, Co. I, 24th Regiment (Confederate), aged 22 years, was wounded in the left, ankle,

at Drury's Bluff, May 16, 1864. The missile, a ball, impinged upon the lower end of the tibia, glanced downward and passed

through the anterior aspect of the ankle joint, lodging under the skin over the neck of the astragalus, whence it was extracted

two days afterwards. One week after the injury the foot and ankle were inflamed and swollen and there was excruciating pain

upon the slightest motion, while the grating of the inflamed articular surfaces was distinct. After free incisions to favor the

escape of confined pus, which was freely mingled with synovial fluid, and the persistent employment of cold irrigation and

anodynes, the local inflammation subsided. In the course of several weeks it entirely ceased and the general condition of the

patient became much improved. By the following January the wound had closed and the patient was able to walk with the

aid of a cane, though motion of the joint was still imperfect. The history of the case was published 2 by Dr. J. M. Holloway,

late Surgeon P. A. C. S.

Case 809.—Private W. Johnson, Co. B, 147th New York, aged 18 years, was wounded at Hatcher's Run, October 27,

1864, by a minid ball, which grazed the inner malleolus of the left ankle. He entered Lincoln Hospital, Washington, whence

he reported to Elmira for muster out May 27, 1865. Not a pensioner.

Case 810.—Corporal A. Daily, Co. A, 4211 Illinois, aged 29 years, was wounded in the right ankle, at Murfreesboro',

December 31, 1862, by a musket ball, which took effect upon the external malleolus, touching the bone. He was treated at

various hospitals, being assigned to the Veteran Reserve Corps November 25, 1863, and ultimately mustered out and pensioned

September 8, 1864. Various examining surgeons certify to weakness of the ankle joint, painfulness, and tendency to inversion

of the foot in walking. He was a pensioner in June, 1880.

Case 811.—Private P. McCabe, Co. G, 87th Pennsylvania, aged 23 years, was wounded in the left ankle, before Peters-

burg, June 23, 1864, by a musket ball, which contused the external malleolus. He was admitted to Stanton Hospital, Washing-

1 Cases of Pt. P. Reynolds, K, 5tb New Jersey, intermediary amputation, lower third of leg; fatal. Spec. 4o78. A. M. M. (Table LXX1V, No.

300, page 535, ante). Pt. W. Sharp, I, 8th New York Heavy Artillery, intermediary amputation, middle third of leg; fatal. Spec. 3204, A. M. M.

(Table LXXIII, No. 349, page 527, ante). Pt. J. F. Willetts, B, 1st New Jersey, intermediary amputation, middle third of leg ; recovery. (TABU
LXXIII, No. 250, page 526, ante). Pt. C. Bennett, D, itth New Hampshire, secondary amputation, middle third of leg: fatal. Spec. 3637 (Table
LXXVII, No. 138, page 550, ante).

2HOLLOWAY (J. M.), Comparative Advantages of PlliOGOFF's, STMK's, and CiioL'art's Amputations, and Excision of the AnkU Joint by HAJf.

COCK'S Method, after Gunshot Wounds and other Injuries, etc., in American Journal of Medical Sciences, 1866, Vol. LI, N. S-, p. 88.

Srno. TIT—73
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ton, eleven days after the injury, with the limh greatly swollen and intensely painful. An abscess was opened on July 10th,

and three weeks later a thin narrow piece of hone, about one inch long, exfoliated from the externa] malleolus. Subsequently

another small necrosed piece was removed, after which rapid and steady improvement began and the pain disappeared. About

September 20th the patient began to walk on rru'clies.' lie was mustered out of service October 13, 18(54, and pensioned. The
Pension Examining Board in September, 1877, report a " tender and adherent cicatrix, complete anchylosis of the ankle joint,

and some atrophy of the leg. In walking he cannot bring the heel to the ground, but puts his weight on the front part of the foot."

He was paid his pension in June, 1881.

Cask SV2.—Private J. Staton, Co. G, 45th Kentucky, aged 17 years, was accidentally wounded, October 24. 18f>3, by a

pistol ball grazing the external malleolus of the right ankle, lie was conveyed to the general hospital at Ashland, where

simple dressings were applied. The patient was returned to duty December 3, 1803. and mustered out with his command Feb-

ruary 4, 1865. Subsequently be made an unsuccessful application for pension.

Cask 813.—Private T. Ingersoll, Co. E, 8th Kansas, aged 20 years, was wounded by a ball striking the internal malle-

olus of the left ankle, at Chickamauga, September 11), 1863. He passed through several hospitals, and was mustered out of

service September 19, 1864, and pensioned. Examining surgeons certify to weakness and slight enlargement of the ankle joint.

His pension was paid to June, 1879.

Cask 814.— Sergeant C. Shade, Co. F, 46th Pennsylvania, age 23 years, was wounded, at Peach Tree Creek, July 20,

. 1864, by a minie ball striking the external malleolus of the left ankle. Simple dressings constituted the treatment. The patient

was returned to duty August 13, 1834, and was subsequently promoted to Lieutenant. He ultimately resigned July 1, 1865,

and afterwards became a pensioner. Examining surgeons certify that he complains of pain, weakness, and swelling on over-

exertion. His pension was paid to December, 1880.

SHOT FRACTURES OF THE BONES OF THE ANKLE JOINT.—Of one thou-

sand seven hundred and eleven instances of shot fractures involving one or more of the

bones of the ankle joint, five hundred and eighteen were treated without operative inter-

ference; twenty-nine were followed by excision; four by excision at the ankle and subse-

quent amputation in the leg; fifteen by amputation at the ankle joint; one by amputation

at the ankle joint and subsequent amputation in the leg; and one thousand one hundred

and forty-four by amputation in the leg, knee joint, or thigh

:

Table LXXXVIT.
Summary of One Thousand Seven Hundred and Eleven Shot Fractures of the Tibio-Tarsal Articulation.

treatment.

Treated by Conservation

Followed by

Excision at the Ankle Joint

Excision at Ankle—Amp. Leg

Amputation at Ankle Joint

Amputation at Ankle—Amp. in Leg

Amputation in the Leg

Amputation in Leg—Amp. nt Knee.

Amputation in Leg—Amp. in Thigh

Amputation at the Knee Joint

Amputation in the Thigh

Aggregates

518

29

4

15

1

1,063

o

19

11

Cases.

407 99

19

:s

13

1

77S

g

14

1

7

1, 711 1, 239 457 15

::n

29.6

25.0

7.1

(l.O

28.7

0.0

26.3

90.9

75.8

SHOT FRACTURES OF—

Lower
EXT. OP
Tibia

104 14

50 29

T.OWER
EXTREMITY
op Fibula.

a £

69 12

"I
3

157 50

207

94
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astragalus in one hundred and seventy-one, the articular ends of the tibia and fibula in one

hundred and two, the tibia and astragalus in sixty-two, the fibula and astragalus in twenty-

four, and all three bones composing the joint in seventy-three instances.

SHOT FRACTURES OF THE BONES OF THE ANKLE JOINT TREATED
BY CONSERVATION.—The fact that of the one thousand seven hundred and eleven

cases of shot fractures of the ankle joint five hundred and eighteen only, or less than one

third, were treated by expectant conservative measures, would. indicate that the surgeons of

the American civil war generally adhered to the teachings of the masters of the early part

of the present century, Larrey, 1 Thomson,2 and Guthrie,3 who considered shot wounds of

the ankle joint extremely dangerous and generally requiring amputation. It must be

assumed, therefore, that the most propitious cases only were reserved for conservative

treatment. Of the five hundred and eighteen cases the results were ascertained in all but

twelve; four hundred and seven had successful and ninety-nine fatal terminations, giving

a mortality rate of 19.5 per cent.

Case 815.—Private J. Dullahan, Co. D, 3d Vermont, aged 24 years, was wounded in the right ankle, nt the Wilderness,

May 5, 1864. Six days after receiving the injury he was admitted to Hnrewood Hospital, Washington, and one week later the

man was transferred to South Street Hospital, Philadelphia. Surgeon S. J. W. Mintzer, U. S. V., in charge of the latter hospital,

recorded a wound of the ankle with compound fracture of the inner malleolus hy a mini6 ball,

whicli entered at the inner malleolus and came out just behind the external malleolus. Cold-

water dressings were used. On May 23d there was great pain and swelling, and an application

of lead water and laudanum was kept wrapped around the limb ; morphia, milk punch, and beef

essence being administered. Two days afterwards the wounds of exit and entrance were

enlarged, after which the foot was again wrapped up in the same application. On May 27th,

the pain still continuing, equal parts of tincture of aconite and water were applied, and two

days later a plaster of extract of hemlock was made to cover the entire foot. On May 30th

quinine pills were prescribed, and another lotion consisting of laudanum and tincture of aconite

was ordered to be constantly applied. The entries in the hospital records at this date mention

that the patient was evidently sinking. He subsequently mended, however, and became well

enough to be transferred to Brattleboro' on June 29th. Several months later he was trans-

ferred to Burlington, where he was assigned to the Veteran Reserve Corps February 21, I860.

The patient was ultimately discharged from service at Sloan Hospital, Montpelier, July 25,r J D r * / » ' Flo. 3:10.—Appearance of limb ono
1865, and pensioned. Surgeon H. Janes, U. S. V., in charge of the latter, contributed the yenr after stint tnotora nf right inner

photograph represented in the adjacent cut (FlG. 330), and reported that, according to the
n,ttll~lua
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patient's statement, the lower end of the tibia became necrosed and was gouged out twice nt Brattleboro' Hospital. At the time

of the man's discharge his general health was good and the wound was nearly healed, with ligamentous anchylosis of the joint

and very slight contraction of the muscles of the calf of the leg. There was no appearance of caries or necrosis, and he could

walk a short distance with a cane, gaining some motion of the joint b3' exercise. Examiner A. L. Lowell, of Burlington, Ver-

mont, certified, March 26, 1870: "The cicatrix of entrance is adherent to the bone and healthy, but sensitive to pressure. The
inner malleolus is considerably thickened by bony deposit and the new growth is operative in limiting the motions of the foot.

The tibio-tarsal articulation is obstructed in its function by false anchylosis. In llexion and extension of the foot the toes

describe an arc of but two inches. The foot is inverted to such a degree as to throw the weight of the body on the outer margin

of the sole." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1880.

Case 816.—Private P. Driscoll, Co. B, 13th Infantry, aged £6 years, was wounded before Vicksburg. May 19, 1863.

Surgeon E. O. F. Roler, 55th Illinois, noted his admission to the field hospital of the 2d division, Fifteenth Corps, with "shot

wound of right foot." One week after the reception of the injury the wounded man was conveyed to Memphis, where he entered

Jefferson Hospital, and six months later was transferred to Marine Hospital, St. Louis. Surgeon A. Hammer, U. S. V., in

charge of the latter, described the injury as a "shot fracture of the ankle joint,'' and reported that the joint being much enlarged

and quite painful he lanced the part on June 18, 1864, when several ounces of pus escaped and several spiculce of bone were

extracted. The patient was in good health at the time of the operation. Warm poultices were frequently applied and after-

wards tincture of iodine. On August 6, 1864, the patient was discharged from service and pensioned. Examining Surgeon A.

1 Laui:ey (D. J.) {Mem. de Chir. Mil. et Camp., Paris, 1812, T. II, p. 468): "Lorsqu'un 6clat d'obus, an biscayen ou une balle ont fracasse. les

extr6mites articulaires, surtout celles qui forment l'articulation du pied ou du gonou, etquelcs ligamens qui affermissent cette articulation ont 6t6 arraches

ou roinpus, l'amputation immediate devient indispensable. La meme indication se preseuterait, si le corps etranger s'etait perdu dans 1'e.paisseur d'une

des extre-mites articulaires, ou se trouvait enclav6 dans l'articulation, de manie.ro a ne pouvoir en etrc extrait par les precedes simples et crdinaires."

'THOMSON (J.) {Report of 06s., etc., after the Batllr. of Waterloo, Edinburgh. 18IC, p. 238): " Wounds in which musket balls have passed through,

or are lodged in the ankle joint, almost all require immediate amputation. These injuries, by giving rise to high degrees of inflammation and symptomatic

fever, not unfrequently prove fatal. Among a great number who had survived the fever, we saw but few in whom secondary amputation was not

required : and, in the cases requiring it, this operation was far from being so successful afl the primary amputation had been."

3 GUTUItIE (G. J.) {A Treatise on Gunshot Wounds, etc., London, 1827, 3d ed., p. 3*J8): " Wounds of the ankle joint from gun-shot are extremely

dangerous, and in general require amputation."
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W. Woodhull, of Newark, N. J., certified April 9, 1868: "A conoidul ball fractured the lower extremities of the tibia and fibula,

also several of the tarsal bones. The joint is anchylosed and the heel is kept five inches from the ground. The os calcis and

astragalus were seriously fractured. Several pieces of hone have been lost and there is extensive deformity of the parts," etc.

The Dayton, Ohio, Examining Board in subsequent reports states that the pensioner "walks on the ball of the toes" and requires

the use of a cane. The pensioner was paid June 4, 1681.

In the following instance the missile was firmly wedged into the articulation, and was

finally removed by the aid of two trephines used simultaneously, one on each side of the ball

:

Case 817.—Chaplain J. W. W. Bolton, 5th West Virginia Cavalry, aged 26 years, was wounded at C'loyd's Mountain,

May 9, 1864, by a minio ball, which entered the right ankle near the external malleolus and lodged. He remained under treat-

ment iit a field hospital for six weeks and was then transferred to the general hospital at Parkersburg, whence he was reported

as having been "returned to duty November 25, 1864." Pome weeks afterwards the patient re-entered the hospital, when his

case was reported by Assistant Surgeon W. A. Banks, U. S. V., as follows: "From the time of the injury the patient has been

subject to formation of abscesses on either side of the ankle joint. The location of the ball was accurately ascertained with a

porcelain pointed probe after all other means had failed. On February 3, 1865. chloroform was administered and the missile

was extracted. An incision made below the external malleolus, one and a half inches long, exposed the ball lodging in the

articulation, its base being one and a half inches from the surface. The missile was so firmly impacted that it could not be

removed by any form of bullet forceps, the metal giving awny before the teeth of the forceps. It was finally dislodged by means
of two trephine elevators, using one on each side of the ball at the same time. The patient was in good general health at the

time of the operation. He did well afterwards. Simple dressings were applied. The wound healed and the patient recovered

with an immovable joint." He left the hospital three weeks after the operation, his term of service having expired June 14,

1864. Dr. V,. D. Saflord, pension examiner, and formerly Acting Assistant Surgeon at the Pakersburg Hospital, in June, 1872,

contributed the following supplementary description of the injury : "The ball entered through the external malleolus, into and

nearly through the astragalus, where it remained embedded until extracted," etc. "The injury produced extensive inflamma-

tion, and as a consequence he has nearly complete anchylosis of the joint and one and a half inches shortening." In his original

application the pensioner alleged that seventeen pieces of bone were taken out of the wound at different times. Owing to his

disability being considered permanent the pensioner has been exempted from further examinations. His pension was paid

September 4, 1881.

Case 818.—Private P. Lape, Co. K, 34th Massachusetts, aged 20 years, was wounded in the right foot, at New Market,

May 15, 1864. He was captured by the enemy and conveyed to hospital at Harrisonburg, where he was seen and examined by

Surgeon T. B. Reed, U. S. V., who described the injury as a "wound of the ankle joint ;" also, that an opening was made and

the ball was searched for and that poultices were applied. After remaining a prisoner for six months the man was exchanged

and conveyed to Camp Parole Hospital at Annapolis, whence he was permitted to leave for his home, on furlough, October 31st.

Drs. O. K. Brewster and W. W. Greene, of Pittsfield, MasB., who attended the patient at his home, certified that they removed

a detached portion of the astragalus from the wounded foot on February 7, 1865. The patient subsequently returned to Camp
Parole, and was discharged from service for disability March 21, 1865, Surgeon \V. D. Stewart, U. S. V., certifying to "gun-

shot wound by a ball, which entered immediately behind the internal malleolus, passed forward and outward and lodged, frac-

turing the end of the tibia and implicating the joint." Examining Surgeon II. Eastman, of Pittsfield, Mass., reported Novem-

ber 5, 1873: "From the appearance of the wound of exit I should say that a number of pieces of bone have been removed.

The ankle is perfectly anchylosed : the muscles of the calf of the leg are very much atrophied ; the limb is more than one-third

smaller than the other and is much lower in temperature. The muscles in the calf are so much contracted that when he is

standing the heel is one inch above the lloor, obliging him to walk on the anterior portion of the foot." The pensioner was paid

September 4, 1881.

Case 819.—Private S. Vansielen, Co. D, 9th New York State Militia, aged 20 years, was wounded at Fredericksburg,

December 13, 1862. Surgeon C. J. Nordquist, 83d New York, reported his admission to the field hospital of the 2d division,

First Corps, with "shot wound of lift ankle." Acting Assistant Surgeon L. Dorsey contributed the following description of the

injury: "A rifle ball penetrated the ankle, outer surface, fracturing the astragalus and tibia. The man was admitted to Hare-

wood Hospital, Washington, ten days after being wounded. On December 27th he was etherized, when the broken bones were

removed from the tibia and astragalus. During the progress of the case it became necessary to make several counter openings.

Simple dressings were applied and stimulants and tonics were freely given for a considerable length of time. In May, 1863,

the wound had entirely healed and the patient was gradually recovering the use of the ankle joint. On June 4, 1863, he was
discharged from service, having regained considerable motion of the joint." He subsequently became a pensioner and entered

the National Military Home in Ohio, where he was examined at successive intervals by the Dayton Pension Board, who certified

to the ball having passed through the ankle, and described the foot and ankle as being in very good condition, but the joint as

partially anchylosed and about one-half inch shortened. The pensioner was paid December 4, 1880.

Case 820.—Private J. H. Noble, Co. A, 20th Massachusetts, aged 32 years, was wounded and captured at the battle of

White Oak Swamp, June 30, 1862. He remained a prisoner for three weeks, and was then exchanged and conveyed to Balti-

more, where he entered Camden Street Hospital. Acting Assistant Surgeon E. G. Waters reported: "The injury was caused

by a musket ball, which entered the flexure of the left ankle joint in the median line of the leg, passed downward and backward

and emerged posteriorly, to the left and one inch above the insertion of the tendo-achillis. completely disorganizing the joint.

The patient was admitted in a very prostrated condition. An anterior splint and water dressings were applied, it being deemed

advisable to attempt to save the foot. On August 21st the necrosed extremity of the tibia and upper surface of the astragalus

were removed with a gouge. At this time a finger could be pressed through the joint and no cartilage could be felt in the line

of its passage. On October 20th the splint was removed from the leg and poultices were applied to promote exfoliation. On
November 1st a part of the calcaneum and astragalus were removed, and a sjnus extending downward from the internal malleo-
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lus was laid open. The patient subsequently experienced an attack of erysipelas. There was much thickening, but it rapidly

yielded to camphor and mercurial ointment. By January 22, 1863, all discharge had ceased and the case promised to leave an

anchylosed joint but a serviceable foot. Though Dot more than three or four such cases have been under treatment, it is deemed
proper to state that this is the only attempt that has been made in this hospital to save a foot after gunshot comminution of the

joint, and it is gratifying to know that it has resulted successfully.'' The removed portions of the bone, comprising twenty

small necrosed fragments, were contributed to the Museum by Surgeon A. B. Hasson, U. S. A., iu charge of the hospital, and

constitute specimen 424 of the Surgical Section. The patient was discharged from service March 23, 18G3, and pensioned.

Examining Surgeon O. S. Root, of Pittsfield, Mass., certified November 27, 1663: "The applicant is walking on crutches, his

limb being shortened one and a half inches and the ankle stiff. He cannot get the heel to the ground. The wound has recently

broken open and many pieces of bone have come out," etc. The Hartford Examining Board described the Injury December 1,

1875, and reported: "The great toe drops and the second and third toes override it; He has no power over the great toe; has

a very perceptible limp in walking, and is obliged to use a cane. The ankle is completely anchylosed, the leg much atro-

phied and two inches smaller than the other. The leg swells and is painful after using it." In September, 1878, the same board

reported that the parts " broke out again and discharged last July, confining him to his bed several weeks. The pensioner com-

plains of more or less constant pain in the leg, and if he uses it much it swells and becomes painful so that he is unable to sleep.

He still has to use a cane. The leg is worse than useless." The pensioner was paid September 4, 1880.

Case 821.—Private E. P. Dutton, Co. H, 2d U. S. Sharpshooters (subsequently transferred to the 4th Vermont), aged

18 years, was wounded in the left ankle, before Petersburg, October 13, 1864. He passed through various hospitals, lastly

entering Sloan Hospital, Montpelier, on April 30, 1865. Surgeon H. Janes, U. S. V., in

charge of the latter, contributed the photograph represented in the annexed cut (Fig. 331),

with the following report :
" Gunshot wound of ankle joint by a minie ball, which entered

two inches posterior to the internal malleolus, wounding the tendo-achillis, passed forward

and outward, and lodged (as the field surgeon stated) in the ankle joint. The missile was
removed the next day. No fragments of bone came away then or subsequently. For

about three months the discharge was profuse, offensive, and at times dark colored, after

which it gradually diminished. The original wound healed in about four and a half months.

Abscesses formed between the ankle and the tendo-achillis on each side, which continued to

discharge after the wound had healed. About January 1, 1865, the parts became gangren-

ous, which was checked by the use of nitric acid and bromine in the course of a week, the

ulcers healing about two months afterwards. When discharged from service, June 14, 1865,

the patient was in good health and able to fully extend the foot, but unable to Hex it beyond

a right angle. He could walk a mile or two without difficulty, but on going too far he felt _.„ „„, " T7« ,° °
. . , . .

FIG. 331.— Appearance of left lee m
pain in the joint. There was also some tenderness at the tibio-tarsal articulation." Exam- months after shot wound of ankle Joint,

iuer L. J. Allemau, of Boone, Iowa, certified to the injury and reported: "Contraction of '
rom ap o ograp .|

tendo-achillis and flexor muscles of first and second toes, drawing them inward and upward and deforming the first and second

joint of the first toe ; indolent ulcer below the external malleolus, and another above the inner malleolus starting from the edge

of the wound. Inability to walk on injured foot in consequence of said condition, and disability equal to loss of foot." The
pensioner was paid June 4, 1880.

Case 822.—Private G. F. Durkee, Co. B, 9th Vermont, aged 28 years, was wounded iu the left ankle during the engage-

ment at Newport Barracks, February 2, 1864, and entered Mansfield Hospital, Moorehead City, four days afterwards. Surgeon

J. B. Bellangee, U. S. V., in charge, reported the injury and added that the internal malleolus was fractured ; also that he removed

the comminuted bone two days after the patient's admission. The patient subsequently passed through various hospitals, and

on December 14, 1864, he was assigned to the Veteran Reserve Corps. Surgeon H. Janes, U. S. V., in charge of Sloan Hos-

pital, Montpelier, contributed a photograph of the case (Card Photographs, Vol. Ill, p. 44), with the following history: "The
wound was caused by a minis' ball, which entered at a point just external and above the internal malleolus, passed directly

downward and emerged at the inside of the sole of the foot, fracturing the tibia and opening the ankle joint. The patient stated

that a number of pieces of bone were removed at first, and that several necrosed pieces came away afterwards. At the time

of the injury he was iu excellent health, and his appetite continued pretty good all the time. At first suppuration was profuse;

large abscesses formed in the leg and he became much prostrated. Free incisions were made and cold-water dressings were

applied. About April 1st the wound began to improve. It gradually but steadily grew better, and finally closed about the

middle of July. He was not able to do without crutches until the latter part of September. After being transferred to the

Veteran Reserve Corps he never had to be excused from duty on account of ill health or lameness. On September 14, 1865,

when discharged from service, he could flex the foot on the leg to a right angle and extend it about ten degrees more. He was

able to walk four or five miles a day, but the joint would swell after going any considerable distance. There was also some

tenderness on pressure about the joint." Various examining surgeons have certified to the injury and have Btated that "the

ankle joint is restricted in its motion;" also that there is a depression on the inner side of the foot, and that the leg is atrophied

and shows several scars from abscesses. The pensioner was paid September 4, 1880.

Case 823.— W. B. H. Shaw, a Confederate soldier (regiment not recorded), received a shot fracture of the ankle joint,

at Uhancellorsville, May 3, 1863. He was admitted to the Richmond Confederate general hospital No. 24, from Camp Winder,

August 1st. Two weeks later the wound was in a very bad state of gangrene, and nitric acid was used, also disinfectants, tur-

pentine, and coal tar, which were applied to the leg every day. Tonics and stimulants were administered. During the night of

August 18th hsemorrbage took place, the patient losing one pint of blood. On the following day the anterior tibial artery was

ligated. By September 8th the patient was improving very fast aud the wound was healing. On September 15, 1863, when
the patient was furloughed, the wound was nearly healed but he had no use of the foot.
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Case 824.— Private A. li, ilcDaniel, Co. I, 7tli North Carolina, aged 34 years, was wounded and taken prisoner at

Gettysburg, July 3, 1863. He was admitted to Chester Hospital two weeks after the reception of the injury, where the nature

of the wound was not recorded. Three months afterwards the patient was transferred to Point Lookout Hospital, whence Act-

ing Assistant .Surgeon li. N. Wright made the following report: "The patient was admitted to this hospital with gunshot wound
of left ankle joint. The wound was inflicted by a mini<5 hall, which shattered the joint to a considerable extent, entering just

above the external malleolus, passing obliquely downward and forward and fracturing the bones. A number of bony fragments

have escaped from the openings and there has been considerable purulent discharge. Erysipelas made its appearance before the

patient entered this hospital. At the present time, March 2, 1864, the wounds are healed and the patient is doing well but has

very little motion in the joint." The man was forwarded to City Point for exchange the following day, March 3, 18G4. The
man being a Confederate soldier, no further history of the case could be obtained.

In the next two cases the joint became firmly anchylosed, causing, in each case, the

heel to be raised several inches and compelling the patient to walk on the toes:

Case 825.—Sergeant T. P>. Sturdivant, Co. B, 21st New York Cavalry, aged 39 years, was wounded in a cavalry skirmish

near Halltown, March 24, 18ti4. Acting Assistant Surgeon J. H. Bartholf reported : "Gunshot fracture of left ankle joint by a

rilled pistol ball, which entered the inner side of the leg five inches above the ankle, going downward and outward and emerging

one and a half inches below the ankle. The patient was admitted to Frederick from his regimental hospital at Halltown two

days after the injury. His general condition was not good; pulse 140. He had much pain in the ankle, which, with the foot, was
much swollen anil of a glistening surface. Pus, retained superficially on the inner side of the leg, was emptied by slitting down
two inches; and a few small bits of bone about the size of peas, which were felt by the finger within the lower wound, were

removed. Pressure over the outer ankle evacuated pus mixed with a yellow, clear, glairy fluid from the lower opening. Poul-

tices were applied to the wounds and a general supporting treatment was ordered; milk punch and morphia at night. Two
days after bis admissiou the patient was better in all respects, and by March 31st he had still further improved, the treatment

being continued and good food given. On April 4th the limb as well as the injured joint and the wounds were in a surprisingly

good condition ; redness and swelling gone; pain and tenderness of joint nearly gone; suppuration slight; nearly a correspond-

ing improvement in patient's general condition. On Apt il '28th a piece of bone about the size of a bullet, apparently from one of

the tarsal bones, was removed, after which the condition of the foot and ankle improved very much. The patient was now able

to sit up all day, and from this time he went on exceedingly well, being almost without pain or any trouble in the joint. He
walked on crutches up to the time of iiis furlough on May '25th. When he returned from furlough in July he walked with a

cane, the wounds having closed, leaving the ankle joint somewhat stiffened." He was subsequently transferred to Camp Parole,

Annapolis, whence he was discharged May 2, 1865, and pensioned, Surgeon W. D. Stewart, U. S. V., certifying to "anchylosis

of the ankle joint and extension of the foot" resulting from the wound. Examining Surgeon L. Darling, of Hammond Creek,

Pennsylvania, October 7, 1874, certified to contraction of the gastrocnemius muscle and the tipping of the foot upon the toes,

and added: "The pensioner's health is very feeble; he is weak and emaciated and has disease of the lungs." Examiner N.

Parker, of Wellsborough, Pennsylvania, reported, June 17, 1880: " The injured leg at the calf is three inches smaller than the

other; the weight is borne on the anterior part of the foot; pensioner quite lame. He stateB that nine months ago an ulcer

formed at the outer side of the ankle and pieces of bone came out. There is slight inflammation and soreness at the site of the

ulcer." The pensioner was paid September 4, 1880.

Case 826.—Corporal C. P>. Davis, Co. F, 9th New Hampshire, aged 23 years, was wounded and taken prisoner at

Poplar Grove Church, September 30, 18G4. He remained in captivity for nine days and was then paroled and conveyed to

hospital at Annapolis, whence Acting Assistant Surgeon J. S. Fulks made the following report: "The patient came into my
ward suffering from gunshot wound of the left ankle joint, indicted by a minio' ball passing transversely across and producing

compound comminuted fracture. Sloughing commenced and continued until the integument over a considerable space around

the wound was destroyed. Strong solutions of nitrate of silver and permanganate of potash failed to arrest the sloughing, but

this was successfully accomplished by the application of a concentrated solution of nitric acid. The wound is now (December

31st) progressing favorably and the patient will recover with anchylosis of the joint." The patient was subsequently transferred

to Webster Hospital, Manchester, where he was discharged from service May 27, 1865, and pensioned. Examining Surgeon T.

Sanborn, of Newport, N. IL, certified, August 2, 1865 :
" The fracture appears to have been a comminution. The tendo-achillis

sloughed away and the ankle is anchylosed. The toes point downward and the heel cannot be brought to the ground." Exam-
iner W. W. Sleeper, of Salisbury, N. IL, reported, September 5, 1873: "The ankle joint is deformed and stiff, causing the heel

to be raised about four inches and obliging the pensioner to walk upon his toes. There is necrosis about the joint, which has

discharged several pieces of hone but is now healed. The muscles of the leg are much diminished." Tbe deformity and anchy-

losis of the joint continued at the time the last payment was made to the pensioner, on June 4, 1881.

Of the ninety-nine fatal cases of shot fractures of the ankle joint treated conserv-

atively, death was ascribed to pyaemia in twenty-five and to tetanus in five instances:

Case 827.—"Private J. Jiggen, Co. B, 10th Wisconsin, was wounded at Chickamauga, September 19, 1863, by a mini6

ball, which entered the inner side of the right ankle below the malleolus, passing through the joint and making its exit on the

anterior portion of the instep. He was taken prisoner and remained within the enemy's lines until October 2d, when he came

through and was admitted into the general field hospital of the 1st division, Fourteenth Corps. The appearance of the wound
and limb was then healthy and considered favorable to recovery until October 14th, when the patient was attacked with rigors

The limb also commenced to swell about this time, which was accompanied by a cessation of discharge. Poultices were applied

to the wound and free incisions were made to favor the exit of pus. A stimulant ami tonic treatment was administered and con-

tinued up to the time of the patient's death, which occurred on October 20, 1863, with all the symptoms of pyajmia. At the
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post mortem examination of the limb the astragalus was found to be fractured and the tbree cuneiform bones in a state of com-

minution. The articulating surfaces of the tibia and fibula together with that of the astragalus were blackened and eroded, and

the cuboid and cuneiform bones with the articulating portion of the astragalus were in a complete state of disintegration." The
history was reported by Surgeon W. M. Wright, 79th Pennsylvania, in charge of the hospital.

Case 828.—Private J. Conly, Co. A, 90th Illinois, aged 18 years, was wounded in

the right leg, at Mission Ridge, November 25. 1863. He remained under treatment at a

field hospital for four weeks, and subsequently he was an inmate of the Chattanooga gen-

eral hospital until the following February, when he was transferred to hospital No. 1, at

Nashville. Surgeon C. W. Hornor, U. S. V., in charge of the latter, recorded the follow-

ing description and result of the injury: "A gunshot fracture of tibia and fibula by a

minie ball, which entered three inches above the external malleolus, fracturing the bone,

and passing downward and inward. The missile was removed at a point one inch internal

to the inner malleolus, its presence being suspected only by the formation of an abscess

over the seat of its lodgement a few days before its extraction. The patient died March

7, 18G4. At the post-mortem examination old and strong pleuritic adhesions were dis-

covered at the apex of the right lung, which contained a few dormant tubercles; the

remainder of the lung tissues were healthy. The bronchial mucous membrane was slightly

inflamed. The heart was healthy and contained neither light yellow nor blood clots ill

its cavities, and the blood in the heart as well as in the vessels was remarkable for its

fluidity. The liver was healthy and weighed four pounds and one ounce; spleen very

soft and puffy and weighing eleven and a half ounces; kidneys healthy, the right one

weighing five and a half ounces and the left one six ounces. The stomach and bowels

were in a healthy condition. On examining the cranium the vessels were found very much
distended with blood. The arachnoid cavity contained serum ; the organs otherwise were

healthy." The bones of the injured ankle (Spec. 2188) were contributed to the Museum
by Acting Assistant Surgeon H. C. May, and are represented in the wood-cuts (Figs. 332,

333), revealing that the tibia was split into the joint and showing the fractured portions of

the bones to be carious, the articulation being destroyed by suppuration.

Case 829.—Private W. H. Perry, Co. C, 1st Massachusetts Heavy Artillery, aged 39 years, received a gunshot fracture

of the light tibia and fibula, also flesh wounds of both lower extremities, and a wound of the thorax, at Spottsylvania, May 19,

1864. He entered Lincoln Hospital, at Washington, three days afterwards, where he died of pyannia May 30, 1864. The
history, with the pathological specimen (No. 4580), represented in the accompanying cut (FlG. 335), was con-

tributed to the Museum by Assistant Surgeon J. C. McKee, U. S. A. The specimen consists of the greater

portion of the bones of the right leg, showing the fibula to be transversely fractured in the lowest fourth and

the anterior portion of the tibia shattered into the ankle.

Case 830.—Corporal M. Martin, Co. D, 28th Massachusetts, aged 27 years, was wounded at Hatcher's

Run, March 25, 1865. Surgeon F. M. Hammond, 126th New York, reported his admission to the field hospital

of the 1st division, Second Corps, witli "shot wound of left foot." Ten days after the reception of the injury

the patient was transferred to Douglas Hospital, Washington, whence Assistant Surgeon W.
F. Norris, U. S. A., contributed the pathological specimen shown in the annexed wood-cut

(Fig. 334), with the following history: "The wound penetrated the ankle joint. The ball

entered in front, about midway between the malleoli, and made its exit posteriorly and a little

above the external malleolus, comminuting in its course the lower ends of the tibia and fibula.

There was marked constitutional disturbance, headache, high fever, rapid pulse, and loss of

appetite. But little swelling or inflammation in the joint, however, took place, and not much
discharge. The day subsequent to the patient's admission the joint was carefully examined,

when both bones were found to be much comminuted and amputation was decided as the

only resort giving a fair chance of recovery. The patient, however, positively declined al!

operative interference. Towards evening he had a slight chill. On April 7th there was

nausea and vomiting, and on the following day he had three chills, followed by fever and

teredbonesofthe profuse sweats. Nausea and vomiting continued, the fluid ejected being tinged with bile; the

S;'cc""53
discharge from both wounds, however, retained its healthy appearance. On April 9th, 10th,

11th, and 12th the patient had a chill each day, and on the latter day there was marked yel-

lowness of the face and conjunctivas; slight cough and delirium. On April 13th there was another chill; pulse 110, respiration

38; severe pleuritic pain in the right side of the chest. Death occurred on April 14. 1805. Rigor mortis was well marked at

the autopsy, also the yellow hue of the skin and conjunctivse. On opening the thoracic cavity nearly a pint of intensely yellow

fluid was found in the right pleural cavity. Each lobe of the right lung presented numerous patches varying in size from half

an inch to two inches in diameter, most of which on incision gave exit to pus; the left lung contained similar patches in both

lobes. The spleen was much softened, being almost semifluid in consistence; liver enlarged but apparently healthy; other

thoracic and abdominal viscera normal." The specimen (No. 253) consists of the astragalus and the lower halves of the tibia

and fibula of the injured limb, the extremities of both bones of the leg being shattered.

Case 831.—Private G. Abbott, Co. K, 9th Minnesota, aged 39 years, was wounded in the left foot, at the battle before

Nashville, December 15, 1864, and admitted to hospital No. 8 the same day. Two days afterwards the patient was placed tinder

the influence of chloroform, when the wound was examined and ascertained to have been caused by a minie' ball, which entered

at the outer aspect of the instep, passed inward and upward, and emerged one inch below the inner malleolus, badly fracturing

FIG. S15— Tibia
shattered into the
right unkle joint.

—

Spec. 4580.
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the cuboid, scaphoid, and head of astragalus, and channelling a large passage through these bones. The patient being a robust

man, it was thought advisable to attempt to save the limb and to trust to nature to repair the injury. Irrigation was found

serviceable to keep down and control the inflammation, swelling, and pain. The discharge was limited for some days, but pro-

fuse towards the last. On December 28th an abscess over the inner malleolus was opened, causing a free evacuation of pus.

Two days later suppuration was free from the posterior part of the leg as well as about the foot. Lead wash and tight band-

aging was applied. From December 30th the patient commenced to fail. He became very icteric in appearance, his pulse rapid,

and the discharge from the wound unhealthy. On January 2d he was delirious, and on the following day, January 3, 1865, he

died. At the autopsy all the internal organs were found remarkably healthy. The ankle joint was filled with pus and there

were sinuses extending up the leg. The capsular ligament of the ankle joint was found to be nearly destroyed, and the articu-

lar extremities and surfaces of the hones were eroded. The history, with the specimen (No. 3755), consisting of the calcaneum,

the fractured astragalus, cuboid, and Bcaphoid bones, was contributed by Acting Assistant Surgeon H. C. May.

Li one of the ninety-nine fatal cases of shot fracture of the ankle joint the tibial artery-

was ligated, in another the femoral:

Case 832.—Private W. Lazier, Co. M, 5th Artillery, aged 25 years, was wounded in the right ankle joint, at Brandy

Station, August 1, 1863, by a bullet, which entered close to the anterior edge of the internal malleolus, slightly comminuting it.

On the following day he was conveyed to Douglas Hospital at Washington. The missile was supposed to have lodged, there

being no external wound of exit and the patient not being .aware of it having been removed. On the next day Assistant Surgeon

W. Thomson, U. S. A., in charge of the hospital, etherized the patient and explored for the missile, but it could not be found.

The comminution was so slight that it was deemed possible to save the foot with the aid of free incisions should they become

necessary. A prescription consisting of two drachms of fluid extract of rhubarb, one scruple of quinine, and three ounces of

whiskey was ordered, on August 5th, to be given in teaspoonfid doses every four hours. Dead bone having been felt with the

probe, and the inflammation becoming so extensive and severe as to render operative interference necessary, two large incisions

were made at the sides of the internal malleolus on August 8th, by Acting Assistant Surgeon C. Carvallo, and several loose frag-

ments of bone were extracted. On this day the patient also had a chill of ten minutes' duration, and one-half drachm of quinine

dissolved in four ounces of whiskey was prescribed to be taken in tablespoonful doses. On August 11th the inflammation became

erysipelatous, involving the leg below the knee, and there was another chill. The quinine and whiskey mixture was then repeated

and tincture of iodine was used to the limb, after which a wash consisting of one-half ounce of muriate of ammonia, ten grains of

acetate of morphia, two ounces of sulphuric ether, and one pint of water, was applied over it. On August 13th there was still

pain, swelling, and redness, and another chill of fifteen minutes' duration took place. Fluctuation was well marked, and incisions

were made to give free exit to pus. In addition to the quinine, tablespoonful doses of a mixture of two drachms of muriated

tincture of iron, two ounces each of spirit of Mindererus and water, and half an ounce of simple syrup, were administered three

times a day. On August 15th, incisions were again required over both malleoli and another on the calf of the leg to allow

accumulated pus to discharge. The patient's condition was now too much depressed to allow an amputation. Two days later

pleurisy developed, which was treated by counter-irritation of turpentine and alcohol fomentations to the breast, and mustard

poultices. On August 18th the limb had grown very red, swollen, and painful as high as the knee, and, fluctuation being felt,

another incision was made by Dr. Carvallo, after which the leg was placed in a bran-box, and the wash, with one-half drachm

of fluid extract of hyosciamus superadded, was re-applied. Haemorrhage from one of the incisions in the calf of the leg, and sup-

posed to proceed from one of the muscular branches, came on one-half hour afterwards, when cold water, alum, and compres-

sion was applied, and Hoffman's anodyne mixed with brandy and water was given every half hour. Haemorrhages recurred in

the afternoon and evening, being decidedly arterial, and were checked by persulphate of iron applied with cha'rpie. Though active

interference was demanded, the undoubted disease of the lungs caused by metastatic abscesses from pyaemia, together with the

very rapid and difficult respiration and the collapse of the patient from the loss of six or eight ounces of blood, made amputation

impossible. The only other resort being ligation of the femoral, ether was carefully administered and that operation was per-

formed at 9 P. St., at the point of election, by Assistant Surgeon Thomson, the leg being so distended with clotted blood as to

make any effort to secure the divided vessels abortive. The clots of blood were removed from the leg by compression, and after

the operation the case was treated with the largest doses of stimulants, including aromatic spirits of ammonia and fluid extract

of senega. Though he reacted from the low state he was in before the operation, the patient gradually sank during the night

and died at 8 A. M. on August 19, 1863. At the autopsy both lungs were found to be filled with metastatic abscesses; there was

also effusion of serum in both thoracic cavities. No injured artery could be detected, nor could the missile be found. The
detailed notes of the case were furnished by the operators. Dr. Thomson also contributed the bones of the injured ankle (Spec.

1682), showing the articular surfaces to be eroded by suppuration and the internal malleolus to be slightly fractured.

Case 833.—Private W. C'oakley, Co. K, 28th Massachusetts, aged 37 years, was wounded before Petersburg, June 18,

1864, and admitted to the field hospital of the 1st division, Second Corps, where Surgeon W. Vosburgh, 111th New York,

recorded: "Shot wound of foot." Acting Assistant Surgeon E. C. Manoch reported the following description and result of the

injury : "The patient entered the First Division Hospital at Annapolis June 21st. He was wounded by a piece of shell, which

struck the inner aspect of the left ankle, fracturing part of the bones forming the joint. When first admitted the wound was

doing well. On June 25th he was isolated, at which time he complained of very severe pain over the whole foot, which had

become very much distended and increased in temperature. I ordered the parts to be painted with muriatic tincture of iron,

also the tincture to be given internally, and whiskey and beef-tea. The next day the pain in the foot had grown very intense

and the patient's face presented a very anxious appearance, he having passed a very restless night. On June 27th his general

condition was the same; pulse rapid and weak. The skin at the external front of the ankle now presented a purple appearance,

being soft and fluctuating on pressure. An incision gave exit to several ounces of foul pus, after which charcoal and yeast

poultices were applied. In the evening the discolored part assumed a decidedly gangrenous appearance. The patient sank

rapidly notwithstanding the strong stimulation with plenty of beef-essence, and he died early in the morning of June 29, 1864."
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Cask 834.—Dr. D. A. Hoffman, pension examining surgeon at Oskaloosa, Iowa, reports that " Brigadier General S. A.

Rice, U. S. V., was wounded at the battle of Jenkins's Ferry, April 30, 1864, a ball entering the external malleolus of the right

ankle, carrying with it a portion of his spur and strap, and passing through the ankle joint. I learned from the surgeon 'who

accompanied him that previous to his return home he had several attacks of erysipelas On June 1st I examined him and found

him suffering with pyemia and an unhealthy condition of the system generally, and the wound discharging unhealthy pus. On
June 15th the patient had another attack of erysipelas iu the wound. During the treatment of the case several pieces of bone

were removed. Despite all remedies he gradually grew worse, and died July (i, 18(54."

EXCISIONS AT THE ANKLE JOINT FOR SHOT INJURY.—During the Amer-

ican civil war thirty-three excisions at the ankle joint for shot injuries were performed. 1

The results in two cases were not ascertained; twenty-two patients survived the operation

and nine died, a mortality rate of 29.0 per cent. As indicated in the following tahle eleven

were primary, eight intermediary, and nine secondary operations; in five either the date of

injury or operation, or both, could not be ascertained.

Table LXXXVII1.
Numerical Statement of Thirty-three Excisions at the Ankle Joint for Shot Injury.

PARTS EXCISED.

End of the Fibula

End of the Tibia

Ends of the Fibula hud Tibia

Astragalus

Portion of the Fibula and Astragalus

Portion of the Tibia and Astragalus
|

2

S

1

OPERATIONS.

Cases.

12

Portion of the Fibula, Tibia, and Astragalus .

Bone not specified

Aggregates 33

l'HIMAUY.

- II i

...| 16.6

50.
1

100.0

50.0

60.0

29.0

INTER-
MEDIARY. SECONDARY.

ol

TIME NOT
Specified.

5 4

n

It is noticeable that although excision at the ankle joint had been performed in the

latter part of the last century by the elder Moreau,2 and had frequently been repeated, for

simple and compound fractures or caries, in the early part of the present century, the

operation, prior to the breaking out of the War of the Rebellion in 1861, had only been

done three times for shot injuries.
3 The first operation was performed in the English army

during the Crimean War; the lower end of the fibula was excised and the case terminated

in recovery; no details are recorded. 4 The second was performed, May 30, 1859, by Von
Langenbeck on a Russian General wounded at the Alma, September 20, 1854, in the left

'From the records it would appear that the first excision of the ankle joint during the American civil war was performed by Assistant Surgeon J.

S. Billings, U. S. A., on January 6, 1862, for an axe wound involving the external malleolus and the scaphoid bone. The case will be detailed in the

next chapter. The first total excision of the ankle joint for shot injury was performed by Surgeon E. IiKXTLKY, U. S. V., on October 9, 1862, in the

case of Private J. Brennan, 16th West Virginia. Details of the case will be given hereafter.

2 JEEFKAV (JamKS), Cases of the Excision of Carious Joints by H. Pake and P. F. MOkEAU, with observations, Glasgow, 1800, p. 141), Case V.

On April 15, 1792, the elder Mokeau excised the ends of the tibia and fibula and the articulating surface of the astragalus for caries in the case of M.

Lucot, who walked without any assistance whatever nine months after the operation.

3 The case related by FaUHE {L'amputation etant absolument necessairc dans les plaies compliances de fracas des os, etc., in Prix tie VAcadimie
Rmjale de Chirurgie, Paris^ 1819, T. Ill, p. 333) and cited by Culbeutson (Excision of the Larger Joints of the Extremities. Prize Essay. Trans.

Am. Med. Assoc, Philadelphia, 1876, Supplement to Vol. XXVII, p. 280) and others as the first instance of excision at the ankle joint, can only be

regarded as an instance of expectant conservative surgery. The articular surfaces of the tibia, fibula, and astragalus were fractured by shot at the battle

of Fontenoy, May 11, 1745, in a soldier named Charles d'Amiens. Dr. Head examined Ihe wound and proposed to amputate the leg, but desisted at the

urgent request of the patient. He then removed the detached portions of the tibia, fibula, and astragalus, placed the foot in proper position and secured

it by a suitable apparatus. The patient recovered with good use of limb in about four months.

•MATTHEW (T. P.) Med. and Surg. Hist, of the British Army which served in Turkey and the Crimea, etc., London, 1858, Vol. II, in tabular

statement on page 368 and brief reference on p. 379.

Surg. Ill—74
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ankle; the astragalus and the internal malleolus were removed by subperiosteal resection;

the patient recovered without shortening of the limb; the joint became anchylosed. 1 The

third was performed on a soldier wounded at Solferino, June 24, 1859. J. Neudorfer, several

months after the injury, excised the roughened bony surfaces and several osteophytes that

impeded the motion of the joint; the patient recovered rapidly with a useful limb. 2

Primary .Excisions at the Ankle Joint.—A complete excision of the ankle joint, in

which portions of all the bones forming the articulation were removed, was performed in

one only of the eleven primary operations; the patient recovered. The articular end of

the fibula was excised in five cases, of the tibia in two, of the tibia and fibula in one, and

of the astragalus in one; in the remaining case the portions removed were not indicated.

Eight patients recovered, two died; the result in one case could not be ascertained. Details

of the cases are subjoined:

Cask 385.—Private T. Bell, Co. H, 60th Illinois, aged 19 years, was wounded in the left ankle during the engagement

near Marietta, July 4, 1864, by a minie ball, which fractured the lower end of the fibida. He was conveyed to the field hospital

of the 2d division, Fourteenth Corps, where the excision was performed. The patient passed through different field hospitals

and subsequently through various general hospitals. Surgeon 13. B. Breed, U. S. V., in charge of hospital No. 1, Nashville, in

reporting llie case described the operation of excision as having involved the removal of three inches of bone from the fibula.

Acting Assistant Surgeon W. Sturgis reported that when the patient entered Camp Butler, December 5th, his general health

was bad. Erysipelas supervened, which was treated locally by linseed poultice and iodine, and internally by quinine, tincture

of chloride of iron, etc. The patient was ultimately discharged from service June 29, 1835, and pensioned. Examining Sur-

geon J. Robbins, of Quincy, Illinois, certified, June :J0, 1865: ''A ball passed through the leg antero- posteriorly, just above the

external malleolus, shattering the fibula and severing the tendo-achillis. Three inches of the lower extremity of the fibida have

been removed, and complete anchylosis as well as the loss of bone and tendon reader the limb useless." Numerous subsequent

examiners have corroborated Dr. Robbins's certificate. The pensioner was paid September 4, 1880.

Cask 836.—Private B. B. Evitts, Co. I, 11th Connecticut, aged 23 years, was wounded in the left ankle, before Peters-

burg, June 18, 1864. He was conveyed to hospital at Fort Monroe, thence to McDougall, New York Harbor, and lastly to

Brattleboro.' Acting Assistant Surgeon N. G- Brooks, in charge of the latter hospital, reported the man's admission, August

6th, with " shot fracture of tibia, followed by excision of the internal malleolus the day after the injury and favorable progress

subsequently." The patient was transferred to the Veteran Reserve Corps February 11, 1865, and five months later he was
mustered out of service and pensioned. Examining Surgeon C. B. Maltbie, of Falls Valley, Connecticut, June 28, 1868, cer-

tified: "The pensioner was wounded by a minie ball entering the ankle joint from the tibial side and lodging therein, from where

it was extracted. The injury rendered the joint stiff and incapacitated the man for manual labor. Use of the limb caused the

wound to reopen last season and to discharge freely." No changes were reported at subsequent examinations. This pensioner

was killed by falling from a locomotive engine July 19, 1875.

Cask 83T.—Private J. W. Bloyd, Co. H, 11th West Virginia, aged 18 years, was wounded in the left ankle during the

fight at New Creek, August 4, 1864. He was conveyed to the Post Hospital at New Creek, where partial excision of the joint

was performed, on August 5th, by Acting Assistant Surgeon W. B. Crain, who reported the following description of the injury:

"A conical ball penetrated the tissues on the outer aspect of the leg. one and a half inches above the external malleolus, fractur-

ing the fibula and burying itself in the ankle joint between the astragalus and the tibia. The articular surface of the astragalus

was considerably comminuted, and that portion of the articular surface and cancellated structure of the tibia external to the

groove of the flexor longus pollicis was also badly comminuted. The external surface was apparently uninjured. The opera-

tion was performed by slightly enlarging the wound on the outer aspect of the leg, where three large spiculae were removed from

the fibula. The ball and all the loose fragments were then extracted, and the rough spiculas of the fractured portion of the tibia

and astragalus were gouged and chiseled out. The constitutional state of the patient at the time of the operation was in every

respect favorable, and the limb was but little swollen, but very painful. The patient did well until August 27th, at which time

he began to suffer very much from pain, owing to a great accumulation of pus in the joint. To relieve this and to insure a free

and constant outlet a large-sized seton was introduced into the wound in the outer aspect of the leg, carried obliquely between

the articular surfaces of the tibia and astragalus and passed out in front of the external malleolus. An apparatus similar to

Smith's anterior splint was also adjusted to the limb in order to insure greater comfort." After he became convalescent the

patient was transferred to hospital at Cumberland, where he was discharged from service May 6, 1865, and pensioned. Dr. J.

C. Hupp, of Wheeling, and other examining surgeons have, at successive periods, certified to the injury. In 1873, the injured

ankle and also the lower third of the leg was reported as being enlarged, the extensors of the foot as acting imperfectly, etc.

Subsequently the mobility of the ankle joint was described as impaired. The pensioner was paid June 4, 1880.

Case 838. - Captain A. F. Miller, Co. K, 48th New York, aged 38 years, was wounded in the right ankle, at Cold Har-

bor, June 2, 1864. He was admitted to the field hospital of the 3d division, Sixth Corps, and thence, several days afterwards,

to the Seminary Hospital at Georgetown. Surgeon H. W. Ducachet, U. S. V., in charge of the latter hospital, reported that

the patient obtained leave of absence on June 13th and proceeded to his home. On January 13, 1865, the patient was discharged

1 VON LangenhECK (B.), Uebcr die Scliussfracturen der Gelenkt und ihre Behandlung, Berlin, 1868, p. 46, and GrUKLT (E.), Die Gelenk-Resec-

tionen naeh Schussverletzungen, Berlin, 1879, p. 133.

'' Xkl'dGkkku tJ.), Die Eiidresultate der GeUnk-resectionen, in Wiener Medicinische Presse, 1871, Jahrganft XII, p. 405.
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from service and pensioned. Dr. G. T. Stevens, formerly Surgeon 77th New York Volunteers, subsequently contributed the

following description of the injury and resection of the ankle, which he performed: ''The wound was caused by a miuie bull,

which penetrated the ankle, entering just behind the outer malleolus, passing nearly through the bones, and lodging in the inner

side of the tarsus. The os caleis and astragalus were badly shattered. Two days after the reception of the injury the patient

was brought under the influence of chloroform with intent to amputate; but after carefully inspecting the wound it was decided

to attempt to save the foot. The wound was then enlarged by crucial incision, splinters of bone were removed, and the ball,

which laid in the inner side of the ankle, Was extracted. The shattered fragments of the os caleis and astragalus were then

removed by a gouge and bone nippers, the wound was drawn together and water dressings were applied. On June Gth the

patient was transferred to White House Landing in an army wagon, where lie remained three days. Thence he was taken to

Washington, and a week afterwards he went to his home in Brooklyn. Water dressings were continued. Extensive suppura-

tion took place, and several deep incisions were made near the ankle. In about four weeks a considerable piece of dead bone

came away, after which improvement was rapid. In injecting fluids into the original wound they passed freely through the

ankle, coming out at an opening on the opposite side. In the course of eight weeks the patient was able to walk with crutches

and from that time his recovery was rapid. He now (March 9, 1808) walks with little difficulty and there is no anchylosis."

The Brooklyn and Boston Examining Boards in 1874, 1875, and 1877, respectively, certified to "anchylosis of the ankle joint,

tendons bound down," etc. The pensioner was paid June 4, 1880.

Cask 839.—Private I. Ostheimer, Co. F, 66th New York, aged 31 years, was wounded in the right leg, at Antietam,

September 16, 1862, and admitted to a Second Corps field hospital. Surgeon C. S. Wood, 66th New York, reported: "A minie

ball struck the tibia anteriorly.about four inches above the malleoli, shattering the bone. The fibula and bones of the foot were

uninjured. I performed resection of the lower four inches of the tibia, removing the bone from the articulation, after which

splints were applied to the leg; case sent to General Hospital." Acting Assistant Surgeon A. V. Cherbonnier recorded the

patient's admission to hospital No. 5, at Frederick, where a large sequestrum was removed on November 22d, also that a large

portion of the diseased tibia was resected on December 2d. About two weeks afterwards the wound assumed a healthy appear-

ance, and by December 28th it was filling up with healthy granulations, the patient being cheerful and feeling well. On the next

day he was transferred to hospital No. 1, where he remained until the following June, when he was sent to Patterson Park (Con-

valescent) Hospital at Baltimore. On August 10, 1863, the patient was returned to bis command for duty, and while in the field

he again came under the notice of Surgeon Wood, who made the following supplementary report: " The man laid in hospital for

seven months before he could move his leg. Being possessed of a good constitution and no untoward symptoms appearing, at

the end of that time he began to walk a little, and now—eleven months after the reception of the injury—he has just been

returned to duty. On examination a large cicatrix is found, the bone having refilled its entire length and uniting with the

astragalus with a moveable articulation. Although less than usual, the bone is not quite so long as its fellow, allowing the foot

to turn slightly inward. Otherwise he has a very useful limb. He cannot endure hard inarches as well as formerly, and prob-

ably never will. Still the case is one of interest, as not one in twenty saves his limb after the receipt of a like injury." Accord-

ing to information from the Adjutant General, U. S. A., this man has been reported as "missing in action" since the battle of

Todd's Tavern, May 8, 1864.

Case 840.—Private A. C. Rose, Co. H, 10th Illinois, aged 22 years, was wounded at Bentonville, March 21, 1865.

Assistant Surgeon J. W. Brewer, U. S. A., reported his admission to the Seventeenth Corps Field Hospital with " shot fracture

of left ankle," for which resection of fibula was performed by Surgeon W. A. Gott, 25th Wisconsin. From the field the

wounded man was sent to Foster Hospital at New Berne, thence to McDougall Hospital at Fort Schuyler, and lastly, on August

18th, to DeCamp Hospital, David's Island. On September 23. 1865, the patient was discharged from service and pensioned,

Assistant Surgeon W. Webster, U. S. A., in charge of the latter hospital, certifying to the disability resulting from fracture of

the fibula. Examining Surgeon I. H. Ruden, of Lacon, Illinois, who examined the pensioner periodically, in 1806 described

the injury as having been "followed by gangrene in the wound, which caused necrosis of one-third of the bone. Ankle nearly

immovable and painful." Some years later he stated that "about two inches of the bone had been removed. The cicatrix is

large and firm, so much so that the circulation of the foot is impeded, causing varicose veins; it is also so tender that he cannot

wear a boot or high shoe. The ankle joint is not free in its movements, owing to adhesions of the tendo-achillis to the heavy

cicatrix, and becomes swollen and painful when used to any considerable extent." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1880.

In the following three cases the limb was subsequently amputated, in two in the

middle, in one in the lower third of the leg. Two of the patients recovered, one died:

Cask 841.—Sergeant M. G. Sparks, Co. I, 10th New Jersey, aged 25 years, was wounded in the right ankle, before

Petersburg, April 2, 1865. He entered the field hospital of the 1st division, Sixth Corps, where Surgeon R. Sharpe, 15th New
Jersey, recorded the injury as a "shot fracture of the fibula and tarsus," also that "resection of the fibula" was performed.

The patient was subsequently transferred to the Depot Hospital at City Point, and from there, on April 12th, to Judiciary Square

Hospital at Washington. Surgeon E. Griswold, U. S. V., in charge of the latter, reported that when the patient was admitted

his constitutional state was not good and the injured parts were in a bad condition, necessitating amputation, which was per-

formed by antero-posterior skin flaps at the middle third of the leg, on April 13th, by Acting Assistant Surgeon Z. P. Dennler.

Chloroform and ether constituted the anaesthetic. After the amputation simple dressings were used and stimulants, etc., were

administered. Subsequently the patient passed through various hospitals, and on February 2, 1836, he was discharged from

service and pensioned. He was paid June 4, 1874, since when lie has not been heard from.

Case 842.—Private S. H. Myers, Co. E, 75th Indiana, aged 20 years, was wounded, before Kenesaw Mountain, June 21,

1864. He was admitted to the field hospital of the 3d division, Fourteenth Corps, where Surgeon F. Lloyd, U. S. V., recorded

:

"Shot fracture of left ankle; resection of two inches of tibia and fibula." One week afterwards the wounded man was sent to

the General Field Hospital at Chattanooga, whence Assistant Surgeon C. C. Byrne, U. S. A., reported that amputation became

necessary, and was performed by the circular method at the lower third of the leg by Acting Assistant Surgeon G. E. Stubbs,
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on June 30th. The patient's subsequent progress was fair, the treatment consisting of water dressings, tonics, and stimulants.

Aliout two weeks after the amputation he was transferred to hospital at Nashville, and lastly he was admitted to Ekin Barracks,

Indianapolis, where lie was discharged from service March 7, 1805, and pensioned. In his application for commutation he

stated that the first operation (meaning that of resection) was performed by Surgeon C. N. Fowler, 105th Ohio, five hours after

the reception of the injury. The pensioner died April 12, 1872.

Cask 843.—Private G. \V. Velic, Co. C, 24th Michigan, aged 28 years, was, wounded at Cold Harbor, June 3, 1864.

He entered the field hospital of the 4th division, Fifth Corps, where Surgeon C. N. Chamberlain, U. S. V., recorded: " Severe

shell wound of ankle joint; excision of lower end of fibula." Ten days after the date of the injury the wounded man was

transferred to Armory Square Hospital, Washington, where Surgeon D. W. Bliss, U. S. V.. subsequently amputated the limb

and recorded the result of the case as follows: "The injury was a lacerated wound of the right ankle, the outer malleolus being

shattered and the joint opened. On June 28th the leg was amputated at the middle third. The circular flap operation was

performed, the patient being under the influence of chloroform. On July 3d there was sloughing and sanious discharge from

the stump. By July 12th there was hospital gangrene, which rapidly extended to the knee and was treated with nitric acid and

yeast poultices. The patient died July 18, 18C4."

Case 844.—Private J. Durst, Co. D, 148th Pennsylvania, aged 24 years, was wounded in the left lower extremity, at

Gettysburg, July 2, 1863, and admitted to the field hospital of the 1st division, Second Corps. Surgeon C. S. Wood, 66th New
York, reported :

" The lower portion of the fibula was shattered by a minie" ball, and resection was performed of the articulation

of the bone about four inches in length. The tibia remained sound. A splint was applied to the outer portion of the leg, and

oold-water dressings. The case continued to do well, with a fair prospect of getting ultimately a very good limb." Three weeks

after being wounded the patient was transferred to the Cotton Factory Hospital at Harrisburg, where Acting Assistant Surgeon

W. S. Woods noted the case as one of " exsection of the left ankle joint," and recorded the following termination :
" The patient,

a man of irritable and nervous temperament, was suffering severely from the wound when admitted. There was considerable

sloughing of the wound at the time, attended with deep-seated suppuration. Several spiculse of bone were taken out. For a

time the leg was placed in a cushioned box splint and the usual simple cerate and cold-water dressings were applied twice each

day. The weather becoming unusually warm it was found necessary to suspend the leg in a cot splint, which proved to be far

more comfortable. The same treatment was continued, a tonic course and liberal diet being allowed. By August 13th the

wound granulated nicely and the patient was considered as doing well. He improved slowly until September 19th, when he

had a severe chill, also pain in the inguinal glands, followed by traumatic erysipelas. For the first two days antiphlogistic

remedies were advised, which were followed by quinine and whiskey. The leg was washed with glycerine and iodine. The
case resulted fatally on October 6, 1863."

Case 845.—Private J. Radford, Co. F, 14th Virginia, received a gunshot wound of the ankle joint May 9, 1864. Excis-

ion of the joint was performed on the following day, and the patient was subsequently transferred to General Hospital. The
report of the case was contributed by Dr. H. L. Thomas, late Surgeon P. A. C. S., who obtained the record of the injury and

operation from the notes of Confederate Surgeon J. S. Pride, Battle Hospital, Dublin Depot.

Intermediary Excisions at the Ankle Joint.—Of the eight excisions of this .group five

were successful, three fatal. In one case portions of the astragalus were excised, in one

the extremities of the tibia and fibula, in four the extremities of the fibula, and in two the

surfaces of the three bones forming the articulation were removed:

Case 846.—"Private J. Brennan, Co. K, 16th West Virginia, aged 18 years, was admitted to hospital at Alexandria on

October 6, 1802, with a wound of the right ankle joint, received accidentally the night previous. On examination it was found

that a pistol ball had entered the ankle three-fourths of an inch posterior and inferior to the internal malleolus, passed forward

and upward, rupturing the capsular ligaments and cutting its way between the articular surfaces of the tibia and astragal us and

lodging within the joint. He was in good health at the time of the injury and evidently suffered no great amount of pain. He
was freely purged and a light and nutritious diet enjoined. The question of procedure was exceedingly perplexing. The single

small bullet hole and the slight local and constitutional symptoms presented a case apparently well adapted to the performance

of resection, while the want of success attending this operation was a serious argument against its performance. It was decided,

however, to resect the joint, which was done on October 9th. The patient being under the influence of chloroform, two lateral

incisions were made about four inches in length, terminating three-fourths of an inch below the malleoli. The lips being drawn

asunder, a chain saw was then applied to the tibia and about one-third of an inch of the extremity removed; the extremity of

the fibula, on a level with the tibia, was removed through the opposite opening, and through the same aperture a portion of the

articular surface of the astragalus was taken away. By this method the division of the extensor tendons and of the anterior

tibial artery was avoided. The posterior tibial was uninjured. The incisions were closed with silver wire sutures, and the

bones were held in apposition by means of adhesive strips extending down the sides of the leg and embracing the sole of the

foot. Lateral splints of binders' board were applied. The haemorrhage was trifling, uo vessels having to be tied. On the fol-

lowing day there was considerable febrile excitement; pulse 100; skin hot and dry. Small doses of antimony and morphia

were administered. On the next day the patient appeared more comfortable but complained of slight pain; pulse diminished in

force and frequency. On October 12th the patient was comfortable; skin cool and moist; pulse 80 per minute. Discontinued

the medicine. On October 13th suppuration was established and the patient was comfortable; limb suspended by means of

Smith's anterior splint; lateral splints retained. From this time the dressings were daily removed. By October 16th the patient

was doing well and the wound was discharging freely; diet light, though nutritious. Four days later he began to take solid

food. On October 27th the incisions were filled with granulations. The dressings were continued to November 25th, when

Smith's splint was removed, the lateral splint being still applied. The patient remained in bed until December 20th, when he
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began to move about on crutches. The lateral splints were removed in the early part of February, at which time he moved

about freely and with little embarrassment. In dressing, the toes of the injured side were extended so as to be on a line with

those of the sound side. The advantage of this is apparent when a shoe with a high heel is worn. The elasticity of the instpp

thus brought into play compensates in a great measure for the anchylosis." The case is reported by Surgeon E. Bentley, II. S. V.

The subsequent records in the case show the patient was mustered out at the expiration of his term of service, June l(i, 1863.

There is no record of his ever having applied for pension.

Case 847.—Private N. Lloyd, Co. I, 29th Pennsylvania, aged 38 years, was wounded in the left ankle, at Gettysburg,

July 1, 1863. He was admitted to the Twelfth Corps field hospital, where Surgeon H. E. Goodman, 28th Pennsylvania, noted

that an excision at the lower third of the fibula was performed on July 12th by Surgeon J. A. Wolf, 29th Pennsylvania. Three

weeks after being wounded the patient was transferred to Camp Letternian, several months later fo hospital at Baltimore, and

subsequently to Philadelphia. Acting Assistant Surgeon W. V. Keating reported his admission to Broad and Cherry Streets

Hospital, December 11th, and described the injury as ''a compound gunshot fracture of the external malleolus opening the

ankle joint, followed, apparently, by resection of a very small portion of the malleolus. The patient apparently did not get

along very well. On his admission the tissues around the ankle joint were considerably swollen and there were symptoms of

chronic arthritis. A sinus on both the inner and outer side of the ankle connected with the joint, where the cartilages were

found eroded and from which a sanious discharge issued. On January 23, 1864, when the patient was transferred to Mower
Hospital, the swelling around the joint had somewhat diminished and the sinus on the inner side of the ankle had healed, while

the one on the external side still discharged a slight amount of sanious pus." Surgeon J. Hopkinson, U. S. V., in charge of

Mower Hospital, reported the result of the case as follows :
" At the time of the patient's admission the wound was nearly closed,

the joint stiff, the parts swollen, and circulation in the foot very feeble. The cold douche was used to the foot with marked
benefit. By February 16th the foot was much better, the patient being able to place it on the floor and bear some weight on it.

One month later the foot was rapidly improving and the treatment was discontinued." On April 20, 1864, the patient was dis-

charged from service. Examining Surgeon T. B. Reed, of Philadelphia, February 5, 1866, certified to " compound fracture of

left ankle, shattering the outer malleolus and requiring exsection of the same. Permanent anchylosis of ankle. The greatly

impaired use of the foot has produced subsequent irritation of the knee joint, with rheumatism. Is obliged to use a cane or

crutch constantly. Amputation of the foot and the use of an artificial limb would be a great improvement to his present con-

dition." Subsequent examiners substantially confirm Dr. Reed's report. The pensioner was paid September 4, 1880.

Case 848.—Private D. Stotflemeyer, Co. K, 66th Ohio, aged 17 years, was wounded in the right ankle joint, at Cedar

Mountain, August 9, 1862, and entered Fairfax Seminary Hospital several days afterwards. Surgeon D. P. Smith, U. S. V.,

reported that the patient was discharged from service October 9, 1862, by reason of "exsection of lower third of fibula, anchy-

losis of ankle joint," etc. Examiner S. M. Smith, of Columbus, Ohio, certified, December 22, 1862: "He received a wound in

the right ankle, a musket ball entering the outer portion of the joint, embedding itself in the bones of the joint and fracturing

them. Eleven days afterwards the missile and portions of bone were removed. At present there' is great enlargement of the

joint and foot, complete anchylosis of the joint, an open wound and necrosis of bone." Examining Surgeon W. S. Constant, of

Delaware, Ohio, November 4, 1880, certified to the injury and reported as its result "an occasional suppurating wound of the

ankle, partial anchylosis of ankle joint, and shortening of limb from contraction, so that he can walk only on the ball of the

foot. The pensioner cannot walk any distance or do much manual labor."

Case 849.—Sergeant A. M. Wright, Co. C, 80th Indiana, aged 23 years, was wounded in the left ankle, at Resaca, May
14, 1864. Surgeon E. Shippen, U. S. V., reported his admission to the Twenty-third Corps field hospital, whence the wounded

man was transferred to hospital at Chattanooga and afterwards to hospital No. If), Nashville. Surgeon W. M. Chambers, U. S. V.,

in charge of the latter hospital, described the injury and reported that "the bone was fractured and necrosed," necessitating

" excision of two and a half inches of the lower end of the fibula, which was performed on June 13th by Acting Assistant Sur-

geon J. J. O'Riley. Gangrene ensued the day after the operation, but was stopped by applying bromine. Simple dressings

were used and nutritious diet and stimulants were administered." The patient subsequently was transferred to Joe Holt Hos-

pital, and later to Lincoln Hospital, Washington. In the following March he was returned to duty, and on June 22, 1865, he

was mustered out of service. Examining Surgeon H. M. Smith, of Vincennes, Indiana, March 31, 1877, certified: "I find on

examination that the applicant received a wound in the ankle joint. The ball penetrated the lower part of the external malleo-

lus and passed through the head of the tibia, making its exit on the front part of the ankle, at which point a large cicatrix

exists—as if caused by sloughing—resulting in adhesions of the soft parts and partial anchylosis of the joint," etc. The pen-

sioner was paid June 4, 1880.

In the following instance gangrene appeared three months after the excision, and

amputation was performed in the middle of the leg:

Case 850.—Private F. Thorn, Co. D, 63d Pennsylvania, aged 28 years, was wounded in the left lower extremity, at the

Wilderness, May 5, 1864. Surgeon O. Evarts, 20th Indiana, reported his admission to the field hospital of the 3d division,

Second Corps. Three weeks after the reception of the injury the wounded man entered Emory Hospital, Washington, where

he underwent the operation of excision at the hands of Surgeon N. R. Moseley, U. S. V., who reported that "the injury con-

sisted of a gunshot wound of the left ankle, the bones being comminuted and the soft parts lacerated, but in a favorable condition.

On May 26th chloroform and ether was administered, and resection of the lower third of the fibula was performed. The parts

were kept in coaptation by adhesive straps, and cold-water dressings were used." According to a subsequent report the patient

obtained a furlough on July 16th and left the hospital for his home in Erie, Pennsylvania, where "Dr. R. Faulkner amputated

the leg at the middle third, on August 17th, by reason of gangrene." Several months later the patient, who had in the mean-

time been assigned to the 105th Pennsylvania Voluuteers, returned, and was transferred to Judiciary Square Hospital. After

being supplied with an artificial leg he was discharged from service March 18, 1865, and pensioned. He was paid March 4,
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1880. Five small fragments of the fibula, removed at the fust operatiou by Surgeon Moseley, and contributed by him to the

Museum, constitute specimen 2302 of the Surgical Section.

Throe of the eight intermediary excisions at the ankle joint proved fatal—two from

pyaemia and one from exhaustion :

Cask 851.—Private J. Davis, Co. L, 1st Michigan Cavalry, aged 18 years, was wounded at Salem Church, May 28,

1804. Surgeon W. H. Rulison, 9th New York Cavalry, reported bis admission to the field hospital of the 1st division. Cavalry

Corps, "with shot wound of left foot and hip." Surgeon J. A. Lidell, U. S. V., who operated in the case, made the following

report: "The patient was admitted to Stanton Hospital, Washington, June 4th, with a gunshot wound of the left tarsus, inflicted

by a minie ball, which struck the foot a little below the external malleolus and passed through the tarsus horizontally inward

and somewhat backward, escaping a little below and behind the internal malleolus. It occasioned compound comminuted frac-

ture of the calcaneum, astragalus, and posterior edge of the external malleolus. At the time of the operation, June 10th. the

ankle and foot were much swollen, inflamed, and very painful; the leg was also swollen. The edges of the orifices of both

entrance and exit were pouting and exhibited no tendency to close; discharge thin and scanty. Since the patient came to

Stanton Hospital the wound had been treated with ice dressings, but was manifestly growing worse. He now had a good deal

of constitutional disturbance; pulse quick and ranging from 110 to 120; skin dry and too warm; countenance pinched and

anxious; tongue coated, and appetite poor. He was also restless, got but little sleep, and his general condition was daily getting

worse. Wishing to avoid secondary amputation of the leg if possible on account of the great fatality which had lately attended

it, resection was performed of the anterior extremity and part of the external side of the calcaneum. Some fragments of the

astragalus were also extracted, and a splinter from the posterior edge of the external malleolus. The incisions were made on

the external side of the foot, from the orifice of entrance, first, to the base of the metatarsal bone of the little toe; second, to

the base of the external malleolus; third, to the point of the heel; and fourth, to the dorsum of the foot, two and a half inches.

Sulphuric ether constituted the anaesthetic. There was no shock. Ice-water dressings were continued. On June 11th the

patient was cheerful and free from pain and the swelling and irritative fever had abated. He died of pyaemia on June 20, 1864.

Autopsy: The ankle joint contained pus; the bones were partially denuded of their cartilage ; muscles of leg infiltrated with

pus. The left pleural cavity contained a large quantity of dark-colored effusion, and the left lung was compressed against the

vertebral column ; the inferior lobe contained an abscess about the size of an egg, which was filled witli dark-colored and offen-

sive pus. The right lung contained several superficial abscesses and some patches of lobular pneumonia. Thrombi existed in

the femoral vein.'' In his publication 1 of the operation the operator furnished the following supplementary details of the patient's

progress, as well as of the autopsy, in addition to his comments on the case: After the o.peration "the limb was placed upon a

wire splint (Smith's) bent to a right angle, which was well padded and applied to the posterior part of the leg and sole of the

foot, where it was properly secured by roller bandages for the purpose of keeping the ankle joint in a fixed position. The wound
was plugged with lint and a full opiate was given. The constitutional treatment consisted in the administration of nutrients,

tonics, and stimulants. On June 12th the patient had a severe pytemic chill and sweat, and quinine in full doses was added to

the treatment. On the next day he was much worse; wound discharging a thin dark-colored pus; chills and sweats increasing

in frequency and severity; complexion assumed a bronzed hue; breath bovine; bod}- exhaling a sweet mawkish smell ; anorexia;

debility; diarrhoea set in. Pneumonic symptoms also appeared, and a large proportion of blood was mingled with the sputa.

He sank rapidly. At the autopsy the calcaneum was found to be fractured entirely through and its cancellous structure was
gangrenous. The astragalo-scaphoid articulation contained pus and the articulating surface of its bones was entirely denuded

of its cartilage. The connective tissue on the front of the leg was infiltrated witli pus from the ankle joint upward to the extent

of three inches, and the tibia and fibula were denuded of periosteum to the extent of two inches. The liver and spleen were

both enlarged and softened, but the kidneys presented a normal appearance. There were clots in both ventricles of the heart.

Comments: In this case also osteomyelitis supervened, which was conclusively shown by the gangrenous condition of the can-

cellous tissue belonging to the calcaneum, or, rather, the gangrenous condition of the medullary tissue which filled the cancelli

of that bone. Besides, it is probable that if the interior of the tibia and fibula had been examined the marrow would have

been found inflamed at and above the place where those bones were seen to be denuded of periosteum at the post-mortem

examination. It is also probable that the medullary tissue of the denuded portion of the tibia contained collections of purulent

matter which were produced by the suppurative character of the inflammatory process involving that tissue. Furthermore, it is

probable that the inflammatory process had extended to the medullary tissue of the tibia prior to the performance of the resec-

tion of the tarsus, and if its presence there bad then been recognized, it would have contra-indicated that operation and called

for amputation far up the limb. The thrombosis of the femoral vein was of recent occurrence. The coagulated blood which

filled that vein presented a fresh appearance and had not yet undergone the puriform transformation, nor even become at all

softened. It was therefore obvious that the thrombosis had not occasioned the visceral abscesses nor the inflammation of the

lungs, since the morbid process in those organs was considerably older than the thrombus of the femoral vein. The thrombosis

was a move recent event than the pytemia. This circumstance is important, because it shows that the pytEinic process in this

case could not have had its origin in the thrombosis, and that if any relationship or necessary connection existed between them,

the pyamiie process induced the formation of the thrombi. The symptoms of irritative fever (or, speaking properly, the surgical

fever of an irritative type), which where so strikingly relieved by the operation, had been produced entirely by local causes,

namely, the inflammation of the various structures bordering upon and connected with the gunshot wound, such as the connect

ive, the fibrous, the osseous, and the medullary tissues. The symptoms of the purulent infection did not make their appear

ance till two days after the operation. They presented a marked contrast to those of the surgical fever which preceded the

operation. They denoted the occurrence of a poisoned condition of the blood and the whole system, under which the patient

sank rapidly, and died on the eighth day after its advent."

1 LlOELt. (Jons A), in XT. S. Sanitary Commission Memoirs, Surgical Volume I, pp. 524-6, and CULBERTSON (H.), Excision of the Larger Joints

of the Extremities, in Transactions of the American Med. Association. Philadelphia, 1876, Supplement to Vol. XXVII, p. 314.
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Case 852.—Private J. F. Geer, Co. F, 112th New York, aged 22 years, was wounded at Cold Harbor, June 2. 1.^64.

Surgeon S. A. Richardson, 13th New Hampshire, recorded his admission to the Eighteenth Corps field hospital with "shot

wound of left ankle." Surgeon R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V., contributed the following description of the injury and operation in

the case, which he performed: "The patient was admitted to Harewood Hospital. Washington, June 15th, suffering from a

wound of the left ankle, the ball passing from the inner to the outer suiface, opening the joint. On admission the condition

of the injured parts and the constitutional state of the patient was good. On June 25th resection of the injured joint was per-

formed by lateral vertical incisions over the malleoli, exposing the articulation. The ends of the tibia and fibula were cut off

by the chain saw, and the upper portion of the astragalus was removed by the cutting forceps. Sulphuric ether was used.

Two days after the operation the patient had slight febrile movement and his pulse was a little accelerated. The treatment

was supporting; simple dressings were used. Death occurred on July 24, 1864."

Case 853.—Sergeant \V. Roberts, Co I, 7th New York Artillery, aged 35 years, was wounded in the left ankle, at Cold

Harbor, June 10, 1864, by a conoidal ball, which passed from before backward, fracturing the external malleolus and opening

the ankle joint. He entered Harewood Hospital, Washington, five days afterwards, at which time his constitutional state

was very poor, the injured parts were in a very bad condition, and the wound discharged fetid pus. Resection of the ankle

joint was performed on June 24th by Surgeon R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V., who exposed the articulation by incisions over the

malleoli and excised the lower articular extremities of the tibia and fibula. Sulphuric ether was used. The patient did well up

to July 1st. From that period diarrhoea set in and he gradually sank. There were no pyajmic symptoms. He died July 6,

1864, from exhaustion. The history was reported by the operator.

Secondary Excisions at the Ankle Joint.—Of nine secondary operations the articular

surfaces of the fibula were excised in two, of the tibia and fibula in two, of the astragalus

in one, of the tibia and astragalus in two, and of the tibia, fibula, and astragalus in two

instances. Five patients recovered, four died.

Case 854.—Sergeant C. Barber, Co. E, 8rth Pennsylvania, aged 30 years, received a shot fracture of the fibula of the

left leg, at Gettysburg, July 1, 1863. From a First Corps field hospital he passed to York and subsequently to Philadelphia.

Acting Assistant Surgeon M. K. Knorr recorded the following description of the case at the South Street Hospital, where the

patient was admitted August 14th: "The wound was caused by a mini6 ball passing in above the external malleolus, fracturing

the bone, and passing through the interosseous space. About August 20th hospital gangrene set in and the wound filled with

large sloughs; patient became very weak. Stimulating poultices of yeast and flaxseed were then used, and pulverized persul-

phate of iron was applied to the slough. After three applications the patient appeared much better and the slough came off.

Poultices were now continued for a while, and afterwards stimulating applications. Still the wound was not healing, the dis-

charge being yet great and the patient's constitutional state extremely low and weak. On examination Surgeon C. N. Cham-
berlain, IT. S. V., found the bone to be necrosed and denuded of perios-

teum, and concluded to excise the fibula. This operation was accord-

ingly performed on December 19th, it being deemed necessary to remove

three-fourths of the length of the bone, including the external malleolus.

The patient rallied from the operation and made rapid improvement.

Tonics and stimulants were given and simple dressings used." Surgeon

H. Janes, U. S. V., subsequently in charge of South Street Hospital,

reported, in April, 1864, that the wound had healed with the exception

of the upper part, where a small sinus still existed. The patient was

afterwards transferred to Filbert Street Hospital, and on September 17,

1864, he was discharged from service and pensioned. Examining

Surgeon H. L. Hodge, of Philadelphia, certified, December 21, 1864:

"The limb is now much swollen, the ankle is painful and the foot turned

outward. He is very lame and the limb is useless." The Philadelphia

Examining Board, April 10, 1872, certified to the injury and operation

and described the result as follows: "A long cicatrix with musculo-

fascial adhesions; a slight varicose condition with tenderness about the

Flo. 33(i.—Outer view of left leg 18 ankle joint, and anchylosis of the ankle joint with atrophy of muscles
years after excision of the lower three- on posterior portion of leg. Increase of pension is recommended on
fourths of fibula. [From a photograph.]

. .

account of increased pain and firmness of anchylosis of the ankle joint."

In a communication dated April 18, 1881, accompanying the photographs represented in the annexed wood-cuts (Figs. 336,

337), the pensioner stated that " the ankle is very painful at present," and added that his disability had obliged him to give up

working at his trade of stone cutter.

Case 855.—Private W. A. Gavett, Co. K, 141st Pennsylvania, aged 43 years, was wounded in the right ankle during

the engagement near Bristoe Station, October 13, 1863, and entered Judiciary Square Hospital, Washington, three days after-

wards. Assistant Surgeon A. Ingram, IT. S. A., made the following report: "The wound was caused by a minid ball, which

entered at the internal malleolus, passed into the ankle joint and lodged. The missile was extracted the next day through the

wound of entrance. Partial excision of the ankle joint was performed on February 1, 1864, by Acting Assistant Surgeon J. F.

Thompson. An incision two and a half inches in size was made on the outer side of the ankle and several pieces of bone were

taken out. Part of the internal malleolus was dissected from the integument and removed through the enlarged wound of

entrance, and a portion of the astragalus was taken away with the bone forceps. At the time of the operation the patient's

general health was excellent, but considerable inflammation existed around the aukle joint aud there was great discharge of pus

FIO. 337.— Anterior
view ofthe same. [From
a photograph.]
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Fig. 338.— Excision of
right ankle joint. Outer
view 17 years after opera-
tion. [ From a photograph.]

from the wound. A collection of pus had also formed on the outer side at the point of the internal incision. The patient did

well for about a month after the operation, at which time both sides had healed. A day or two afterwards an abscess was

detected in front of the joint, which, on being opened, discharged considerable pus. Carious bone could be felt by the probe,

indicating the necessity of another operation." The patient was subsequently transferred to Philadelphia, where he was admitted

to Summit House and afterwards to Satterlee Hospital. On May (i, 1855, he was discharged from service and pensioned.

Examining Surgeon C. M. Turner, of Towanda, Pennsylvania, December 27, 1805, certified to the injury and added :
" Of

course anchylosis has taken place and the tendons of the foot and toes are in a degree contracted and rigid.'' On August 16,

1809, he reported that the pensioner "walks with difficulty and has much pain after exercise. The joint is often inflamed, and

abscesses form in the integuments, which discharge pus for many days. I do not think the joint is carious," etc. At sub-

sequent dates the same examiner certified to the heel hone being diminished in size, and to the leg being atrophied up to the

knee and shortened two inches. Examiner C. F. Paine, of Troy, Pennsylvania, September 22, 1879, reported " fistulous open-

ings, constantly discharging portions of bone. The pensioner is compelled to use a crutch or cane for locomotion." The pen-

sioner was paid June 4, 1880.

Case 850.—Sergeant W. H. Gaylord, Co. B, Gth U. S. Colored Artillery, aged 20 years, was wounded at Port Pillow, April

12, 1804, by a minie ball, which fractured the fibula of the right leg at the lower third. The missile entered above the external

malleolus, passed obliquely downward and backward, and emerged below and behind the internal mal-

leolus. Four days after the reception of the injury the wounded man was admitted to Adams Hospital

at Memphis, where Surgeon J. G. Keenon, U. S. V., on May 21st, excised the

external malleolus, the comminuted fragments of the fibula, and the end of the

tibia through a semilunar incision two inches long. Chloroform was used and

the haemorrhage was slight. The patient's physical condition at the time of the

operation, though somewhat emaciated, was fair and his spirits were buoyant.

The wound, which had been suppurating freely, was closing by healthy granula-

tions, but necrosed bone could be distinctly felt. The patient did well after the

operation. He was permitted to leave the hospital and go to his regiment on

June 7th, before his cure was complete. The history was reported by the operator.

Sergeant Gaylord was subsequently promoted to Lieutenant, and remained in the

Bervice until March 28, 1805, when he was discharged, Surgeon G. Perin, U. S. A.,

as a member of an examining board certifying to the injury, and adding that the

"wound is healed and ankle joint partially auchylosed. Cannot walk without a

crutch." The Cleveland Pension Examining Board, Drs. G. C. Ashmun and P.

Roeder, in 1877, add that there is " slight lateral motion of ankle, constant enlarge-

ment," etc. The pensioner was paid September 4, 1880.

Case 857.—Private E. Roberts, 7th Wisconsin Battery, aged 20 years, was wounded in the right foot, at Parker's Cross

Roads, December 30, 1802. Surgeon E. D. Kittoe, U. S. V., recorded his admission to hospital at Jackson, and several months

afterwards the wounded man was transferred to Jefferson Barracks, whence he was discharged October 0, 1803, and pensioned.

Surgeon J. C. Whitehill, U. S. V., subsequently contributed the following report of the case: "Understanding from Surgeon

H. W. Davis, 18th Illinois, who was in charge of the General Hospital at Jackson for some time in the early part of 1803,

that some doubts had been expressed concerning the removal of the os calcis and astragalus from a patient in that institution,

anil his recovery with a foot of comparatively good conformation and use of the ankle joint, I desire to set the matter at rest by

furnishing a detailed report of the case. In the latter part of March, 1803, while passing through the wards of the General

Hospital at Jackson in the discharge of my duties as Medical Director of the district, my attention was called to a case—that

of Private Roberts, 7th Wisconsin Battery—supposed to require amputation. He had been wounded in the heel by a rifle ball,

which grazed the posterior tuberosity of the os calcis and passed out through the sole of the foot about two inches forward.

Under the usual treatment the wound soon healed. The heel, however, remained tender, and the tenderness gradually increased
;

the integuments became cedematous and glazed; the pain more acute and deep seated; constitutional symptoms supervened; the

wound re-opened, and in spite of all treatment the patient's condition gradually grew worse. He had now hectic fever, some

bronchial irritation, diarrhoea, and impaired appetite; the foot and ankle were swollen ; the integument of the heel was an intense

dusky or purplish red, tense, and glistening, and three sinuses over the posterior part of the os calcis, with everted edges, were

discharging fetid sanious pus. Through the sinuses the probe readily detected carious or necrosed bone. After a careful exam-

ination I determined to make an effort to save the foot by removing the os calcis, to which, judging from the location of the

sinuses, I was in hopes the disease was yet confined. On April 1st, in the presence of Surgeon Davis in charge of the hospital,

Surgeon II. E. Foote, 22d Ohio, the ward surgeons of the hospital, and several other medical gentlemen, the patient was placed

comfortably on bis side and anaesthesia was induced, after which I commenced an incision at the margin of the sole immediately

behind the plantar artery, carrying it around the heel and along the outer margin of the foot to the tarso-metatarsal articulation,

and then keeping the knife close to the bone dissected up the flap thus made and exposed the under surface of the os calcis.

There was slight haemorrhage from a posterior perforating branch of the plantar, but this was readily arrested by torsion of the

vessel. A perpendicular incision of about two inches was next made over the heel and along the tendo-achillis, the tendon

detached from the os calcis, and the lateral flaps anil soft parts carefully dissected up so far as the calcaneo-astragaloid articula-

tion, keeping the edge of the knife close upon the bone to avoid wounding the vessels, and, if possible, to preserve a portion of

the periosteum, which was much thickened and in some places thickly studded with minute spiculae of bone. The articulation

was then opened, the interosseous ligaments were divided, and the bone readily removed. The articular surface of the astragalus

being diseased, the gouge was used for its removal until, finding the greater portion of its structure involved, I decided to remove

the entire bone. Keeping the knife close upon the posterior surface of the bone the dissection was continued to the ankle joint,

which was opened, when by using the point of the finger as a lever and at the same time as a guide and sheath for the knife, the

Flo. 339.—Inner view
of the same inj ury

.
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bones were sufficiently separated to allow the ligamentous attachments to be divided by a careful application of the point of the

knife. The greatest caution was used on the inner side to avoid wounding the plantar vessels and to preserve the periosteum,

which, at this point, like that of portions of the os calcis, was thickly studded with minute spiculse or corpuscles of bone. After

making a careful dissection to free the bone from its remaining attachments the entire astragalus was removed. Finding the

other articular surfaces healthy the wound was carefully cleansed, the parts coaptated, light water dressings applied, and the foot

and leg fixed in a position by a suitable splint so arranged as to retain them firmly without interfering with the dressings of the

wound. No part of the integument was removed, nor did a single vessel require ligation. Surgeons Davis, Foote, and several

other medical gentlemen, by attending to the administration of the anaesthetic and affording other assistance, rendered efficient

aid during the progress of the operation, which, from the large amount of careful dissection

required, was necessarily somewhat tedious. The subsequent treatment consisted in the main

of a careful retention of the parts in position, simple water dressings and a generous diet, with

wine, ale, and porter. A free suppuration of healthy pus was established ; the redness and

tumefaction of the integuments subsided ; the cavity of the wound gradually filled with healthy

florid granulations; and when I last saw the patient, two mouths afterwards, the wound was

healed except at its most dependent portion, from which there was a discharge of laudable pus.

The conformation of the foot was well preserved and bore but little evidence that so large a

portion of its bony structure had been removed. The following extract from a note concerning

the case, and received from Assistant Surgeon T. D. Washburn, 120th Illinois—in charge of

one of the wards of the hospital—described the appearance of the foot about that time (June

1st): 'The patient was not in my ward, but as this was an unusual operation I visited him the

more frequently to witness its progress. The parts healed kindly and by June 1st were almost

completely closed, and no one would have imagined that so formidable an operation had taken

place. The appearance of the foot was natural, a new formation having apparently taken the

place of the removed bone, leaving the configuration good; besides, he had some motion of the

ankle, and it certainly promised to make a very useful as well as ornamental member of the

body corporate.' I regret that I had no opportunity of seeing the case at a later date, to ascertain y l0 _ 340 Kxcision of os calci»

the amount of mobility of the joint retained or the character of the 'new formation,' whether nnd astragalus. [From aphotograph
. . . . taken 18 years after the operatiun.J

fibrous, osteoid, or osseous. I had hoped by preserving a portion of the periosteum to secure

a re-formation—in part at least—of the bony structure, and I have but little doubt, judging from the amount of reparative effort

evinced by the ossific formation found in portions of the thickened periosteum, that such a result was actually obtained. The
case presents several points of practical and pathological interest. There can be no doubt that the success of the operation

was to some extent dependent on the small amount of interference with the circulation of the part, as already stated, not a single

vessel requiring ligation. The granulations by which the cavity of the wound was filled presented a striking resemblance to the

medulla of young bone. To what extent was the preserved periosteum concerned in the new formation and what was its

ultimate character? The thickening proliferation of the periosteum was by far the greatest in the vicinity of the larger vessels,

and the osseous spicula! were most abundant in the same vicinity. The ossific deposits or formation in several places extended

some distance into the adjacent soft parts and were sufficiently abundant to produce a grating sensation under the knife. With-

out entering upon a discussion of the method or methods of the 'pathological new formation of bone,' 1 will merely add that it

does not seem unreasonable to suppose tbat the 'new formation' in this case was of an ossific character,

and that the success attending the case is a strong argument in favor of ' conservative surgery.' In similar

cases I should certainly look upon excision as the rational treatment, and amputation as the dernier

resort.'' Various examining surgeons have from time to time certified to the injury and to the disability

resulting therefrom. The photograph, represented in the adjacent wood-cut (Fig. 340), was contributed

by the pensioner in May. 1881. He states that " the os calcis and astragalus were both removed, which

makes the limb two and a half inches shorter. The articulations are now with the tibia, about two

inches above the joint."

Case 858.—Private R. Fuller, Co. I, 45th Illinois, ageil 19 years, was wounded during the siege

of Vicksburg, June 20, 1863. Surgeon G. R. Weeks, U. S. V., recorded his admission to the Seven-

teenth Corps hospital with "shot wound of left ankle." Six weeks after the reception of the injury the

wounded man was transferred to Jefferson Barracks Hospital, whence Surgeon J. F. Randolph, U. S. A.,

reported that "gangrene appeared on August 16th, and was treated by application of nitric acid with

favorable result," also that "resection of the external malleolus" was performed. The patient was dis-

charged from service April 3, 1864, and pensioned. In the following month Examining Surgeon C.

Hershe, of Muscatine, Iowa, certified to the injury involving the loss of the external malleolus, causing

anchylosis of the ankle joint and leaving the leg "so painful that he cannot put the foot on the ground

without enduring pain." The pensioner subsequently re-enlisted in the army and was assigned to the

42d Infantry, from which organization he was discharged March 31, 1869, when he again resumed his ion of external malleolus,

place on the Pension Rolls. Examining Surgeon F. Hooper, of Fall River, certified, November 13,
" mn P oograpi.)

1869 :
" The external malleolus is gone, and the astragalus and os ealcis are anchylosed to the tibia. A large cicatrix covers the

outside of the ankle. There is some motion between the scaphoid and astragalus, but it produces pain in walking." In Sep-

tember, 1877, the Cleveland Examining Board reported "partial lateral displacement of foot outward, with anchylosis of ankle

joint and deformity of foot," etc. The pensioner was paid June 4, 1880. The photograph from which the wood-cut (Flo. 341)

is copied was furnished by the pensioner in 1881.'

Fig. 341.—View of left

ankle 18 years after excis-

1 CUl.WKKTSON (H.), Excision of the Larger Joints of the Extremities, in Trans. Am. Med. Association, 1876, Supplement to Vol. XXVII, p. 314
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Four cases of secondary excisions at the ankle joint proved fatal—one from pyaemia,

one from gangrene, and two from exhaustion.

Case 859.—Private T. Lister, Co. 13, 20th Michigan, aged 20 years, was wounded at Spottsylvania, May 12, 1804.

Surgeon J. E. Pomfret, 7th New York Artillery, reported his admission to the field hospital of the 1st division, Second Corps,

with " wound of foot caused by a musket ball." Surgeon li. B. Bontecou, U. S. V., who operated in the case, described the

injury as a gunshot wound of the left leg, lower third, the missile fracturing the tibia, entering about one inch above the ankle

joint, and lodging in the head of the astragalus. The wounded man was admitted to Harewood Hospital, Washington, May 20th.

On July 5th sulphuric ether was administered, and the lower end of the tibia as well as the head of the astragalus, which had

become necrosed, were excised. The constitutional state of the patient at the time of the operation was very poor; the tissues

had become infiltrated with pus. Five days after the operation the fibula protruded and was somewhat necrosed, the parts other-

wise progressing favorably. The treatment was supporting. The result was unfavorable. Death occurred on August 7, 1804.'

Case 860.—Private A. B. McC'ool, Co. E, 188th Pennsylvania, aged 21 years, was wounded in both lower extremities,

at Cold Harbor, June 3, 1864. Surgeon S. A. Richardson, 13th New Hampshire, recorded his entrance into the Eighteenth

Corps field hospital. Secondary resection was subsequently performed at Harewood Hospital, Washington, by Surgeon R. B.

Bontecou, U. S. V., who reported that "the patient was admitted June 15th, suffering from gunshot wound of the right thigh

and of the left leg at the ankle joint, fracturing the external and internal malleolus. At the time of admission the condition of

the injured parts was not good, being oedematous and somewhat infiltrated with pus. Subsequently the parts sloughed exten-

sively and the bone became necrosed, the patient's strength failing day by day. On July 12th sulphuric ether was administered

and the ankle joint was resected, one inch each of the lower end of the tibia and fibula being removed. A severe and prostrating

diarrhoea complicated the case, from the consequent exhaustion of which, together with the excessive suppuration, the patient

died July 21, 1864. The treatment consisted of stimulants, sedatives, narcotics, and supporting diet." The excised portions of

the tibia and fibula were contributed to the Museum by the operator and constitute specimen 3045 of the Surgical Section.'1

Case 861.—Private J. T. McGuiffin, Co. B, 24th Regiment (Confederate), aged 23 years, received a gunshot wound of

the right ankle joint, at Drury's Bluff, May 10, 1864. The missile, a minie" ball, entered in front and on a line with the internal

malleolus, passed through the astragalus, and made its exit through the external malleolus, carrying with it a number of frag-

ments. The injury was followed by the escape of synovia. There was also another wound of the right foot, fracturing the

fourth metatarsal bone. Some days after the reception of the wounds the patient came under the care of Surgeon J. M. Hollo-

way, P. A. C. S., who thought that amputation of the limb, though advisable as a primary operation, was not then admissible.

Smith's anterior splint was applied and cold irrigation. Subsequently poultices, cerate dressings, and bandaging was used.

Several abscesses formed and numbers of small fragments of bone were removed on different days. Anodynes, stimulants, and

nutritious diet were administered as required. After consultation Dr. Holloway excised the ankle joint by Hancock's method,

on June 21st, completing the operation without injury to nerve, vein, artery, or tendon. The patient was not removed from the

operating table to his bed until the following day. By the second day the wounds had become unhealthy and gangrene of the

toes was in progress. The patient died suddeidy and unexpectedly on the morning of June 25, 1864, after his condition had

encouraged the hope that in a few days it would be favorable for amputation of the limb.3

Case 862.—Private J. C. Perkins, Co. B, 81st New York, aged 27 years, was wounded at Cold Harbor, June 3, 1864.

Surgeon W. H. Rice, 81st New York, reported his admission to the field hospital of the 1st division, Eighteenth Corps, with

" wound of ankles by a minie ball." Twelve days after the receptiou of the injury the wounded man was admitted to Harewood

Hospital, Washington, where both limbs were operated upon by Surgeon R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V., who made the following

report : "The patient was suffering from wounds of the right and left ankle joints, the ball entering above the external malleolus

of the right ankle, passing directly through, and entering the internal malleolus of the left ankle. On admission and at the time

of the operation the condition of the injured parts was not good. The wounds suppurated freely. There were detached por-

tions of bone in each joint, and necrosed fragments came away from time to time. The constitutional state of the patient was

poor. Resection of the right ankle joint and circular amputation of the left leg at the lower third was performed on July 7th,

the ansesthetic consisting of sulphuric ether and chloroform. The result of the operation was unfavorable. The stump sloughed

and profuse unhealthy suppuration followed the resection, extending in every direction and burrowing up the leg nearly to its

middle. The patient became very weak and sank gradually. He died of exhaustion July 17, 1804. The treatment was tonic

and supporting throughout." The tarsal bones of the right foot, together with the lower extremity of the tibia, were con-

tributed to the Museum by Surgeon Bontecou and constitute specimen 3035 of the Surgical Section.

Excisions at the Ankle Joint, Time between the Injury and Operation unknown.—The

five cases of this group would appear to have terminated in recovery, but it has been

impracticable to get accurate details of the cases. Two of the operations were performed

on Confederate and three on Union soldiers; the names of the latter do not appear on the

Pension Rolls. The right ankle joint was excised in two, the left in one instance; in two

cases the side was not indicated:

Case 863.—Private T. Haley, Co. D, 91st New York, was wounded at Port Hudson, May 27, 1863. Surgeon T. B.

Reed, U. S. V., reported his admission to a Nineteenth Corps field hospital with " wound of foot." Two days after the recep-

CULBKRTSON {H.), Excision of the Larger Joints of the Extremities, in Trans. Am. Med. Association, 1876, Supplement to Vol. XXVII, p. 312.

2 CULBERTSON (H.), Excision of the Larger Joints of the Extremities, in Trans. Am. Med. Association, 1876, Supplement to Vol. XXVIi, p. 312.

s Halloway (J. M.). Comparative advantages of Pirogoff's, Svme's, and Chopakt's Amputations, and Excision of the Ankle Joint by Han-
cock's Method, after Gunshot Wounds and other Injuries ; with Reports of Cases and the Results ; and proposing another Method Jor Excision of (he

Ankle Joint, in American Journal Medical Science, 1866, Volume LI, p. 90.
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tion of the injury the wounded man was transferred to University Hospital, New Orleans, where Assistant Surgeon P. S. Conner,

U. S. A., recorded: " Gunshot wound of right foot ; resection of astragalus. Patient absent without leave from September 7,

1863." There is no record of this man ever having applied for pension.

Case 864.—Surgeon E. Andrews, 1st Illinois Artillery, publishes that "J. K , 40th Illinois," in one of the Western

campaigns received a compound shot fracture of the os calcis and astragalus, and that both these bones were excised, the opera-

tion being followed by recovery.

Case 86.">.—Colonel Y. M. Moody, 43d Alabama, received a gunshot wound through the right ankle joint on June 16,

1864. He entered Confederate hospital No. 4, at Richmond, whence he was furloughed August 11, 1834. Excision of the lower

end of the fibula was performed ; the date of the operation was not recorded. The record of the case was found on the Confed-

erate hospital registers.

Case 866.—Private H. Gregory, Co. B, 35th U. S. Colored Troops, aged 18 years, was wounded at Olustee, February

20, 1864. He passed through various hospitals at Beaufort, one of which was under charge of Surgeon J. Trenor, jr., U. S. V.,

who reported the patient's admission, August 27th, with ''gunshot wound of left ankle; astragalus excised before admission."

Assistant Surgeon J. G. Murphy, U. S. V., reported that the patient was discharged from service June 5, 186T', by reason of
" anchylosis of ankle joint" resulting from the wound. There is no record of this man ever having applied for pension.

Case 867.—"Sergeant P. 11. Wright, Co. K, 13th North Carolina, was wounded in the engagement near Williamsburg,

May 5, 1862. A conical pistol ball entered on the outside of the os calcis near the sole of the foot, and passed up through the

outer portion of this bone and through the astragalus, comminuting the lower end of the fibula and lodging between the tibia

and fibula, three inches from their lower extremities. The missile was traced to its lodgement with difficulty. A crescentic

incision along the course of the peroneue longus and behind the external malleolus was intersected by a straight incision coming

up from the heel, and another crescentic incision was found necessary to be made anterior to the external malleolus. By work-

ing under the ligaments the loose fragments of bone were removed from the calcaneiim and astragalus; the lower comminuted

end of the fibula was cut and pulled away by means of the forceps, anil the bullet was found in its lodgement between the two

bones, about three inches from the joint. While the lateral ligaments were left in position with their superficial connections,

their bony attachments were of course disturbed. The granulation and consolidation, which will probably result, must give the

joint greater strength against inversion of the foot than it could acquire without them. The opening into the joint was made

very free by this operation, which is an advantage. It is now well enough settled that an inflamed and suppurating joint is

more likely to result well with a free and external opening than with a limited one." The nase was reported by Surgeon D.

Prince, U. S. V.; the result was not ascertained.

AMPUTATIONS AT THE ANKLE JOINT.—The number of exarticulations at

the ankle recorded during the American civil war is one hundred and sixty-one; one hun-

dred and three were primary, thirty-nine intermediary, and thirteen secondary operations;

in six instances the time between the injury and the operation was not indicated.

Table LXXXIX.
Numerical Table, of One Hundred and Sixty-one Amputations at the Ankle Joint for Shot Injury.

OPERATIONS.
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patients; seventy-eight recovered, twenty-three died, and in two cases the results were not

ascertained.

/Successful Primary Amputations at the Ankle Joint.—Seventy-eight operations per-

formed on seventy-seven patients belong to this group; sixteen were Confederate and

sixty-one Union soldiers; the names of the latter were all on the Pension Roll; but six

have died since the close of the war in 1865—two of diarrhoea and dysentery, one of

apoplexy; in three cases the immediate cause of death is- not reported.

Case 8li8.—Private O. Leukine, Co. E, 2d New Hampshire, aged 20 years, was wounded in the right foot, at Cold

Harbor, June 1, 1804, by a shell, which fractured the tarsal and metatarsal bones. Assistant .Surgeon J. C. MeKee, U. S. A.,

reported that the man was admitted to Lincoln Hospital. Washington, ten days after receiving the injury, also that the wounded

foot had been removed by Pirogotf's method, on the field, by Surgeon J. M. Merrow, 2d New Hampshire. The

patient subsequently passed through various hospitals, ami was ultimately discharged from

service June 16, 18(15, and pensioned, having been previously fitted with a " Palmer " artificial

foot. The cast (Spec. 3732), contributed by Acting Assistant Surgeon L. C. Dodge and rep-

resented in the adjoining cut (Fig. 342), shows an apparently firm cicatrix, but reveals the

stump to be a little irregular and without the appearance of being able to sustain decided

weight. The pensioner was paid December 4, 1880.

'

Case 809.—Private J. E. Ayers, Co. E, 8th New York Cavalry, aged 19 years, was

wounded in the left foot, at Funkstown, July 10, 1803, and entered the General Hospital at

Frederick eight days afterwards. Assistant Surgeon U. F. Weir, U. S. A., reported: "The
injury consisted of a compound fracture of the tarsus. Syme's amputation at the ankle joint

was performed on the field. During the progress of the case sloughing opened the stump, for

which nitric acid wash was applied by injecting. Adhesive straps were used to support the

posterior Dap, and tonics were given internally; generous diet was allowed. The patient

recovered with an excellent stump, and was discharged from service October 5, 1863." After

leaving the service he became a pensioner, and subsequently be was an employe in the Quar-

termaster General's Office, U. S. A., for a number of years. In 1879 he received an appointment in the U. S. Treasury Depart-

ment. On July 8, 1868. when visiting the Army Medical Museum, the pensioner walked remarkably well on an apparatus

furnished by Dr. 10. D. Hudson, of New York City, and the stump was found to be in good condition. Since then the pensioner

has contracted and suffered for a time from frost bite in the stump, but in 1881 the stump was in excellent condition. The Army
Medical Museum possesses a cast of the stump (Spec. 0056), represented in Fig. 343. A copy of a photograph of the pensioner,

taken in January, 1881, is shown in Figuke II of Plate LXXV,'2 on the opposite page.

Case 870.—Private H. W. Clark, Co. H, 100th New York, aged 30 years, was wounded by a shell in both feet, at

Drury's Bluff. May 13, 1864. He was admitted to a Tenth Corps field hospital, where the injured limbs were removed. Assist-

ant Surgeon E. McClellan, II. S. A., reported that the wounded man was brought to hospital at Fort Monroe
six days after the injury, and that "both feet were amputated" before his admission. About two months after-

wards the patient was transferred to McDougall Hospital, and subsequently to Central Park Hospital, New
York City. Surgeon li. A. Clements. U. S. A., in charge of the latter, reported that "the right foot was shat-

tered up to the metatarsal articulation, and the left heel with most of the tendo-achillis was carried away.

There was no great amount of haemorrhage. The amputations were performed on the field, while the man was
under the influence of chloroform, by Surgeon M. S. Kittinger, 100th New York, the right foot being taken off

by Chopart's method. His general condition at the time of the operation was good. At first sutures, bandages,

and cold-water dressings were applied, and when the patient arrived at Port Monroe, adhesive strips and band-

ages were used. Both stumps healed kindly, the right one in eight weeks and the left one in six weeks. At

the time of his admission here, on July 26th, both were entirely well, the tendo-achillis of the right stump being

considerably contracted." The patient was discharged from service December 13, 1864, and pensioned, and

fig. 344.—Stump subsequently be was supplied with artificial feet by Dr. 10. D. Hudson of New York City. Plaster casts of
after Symk's ampu-

t |le 8tump8 f tne ws contributed by Assistant Surgeon J. W. S. Gouley, U. S. A., constitute specimen 2857
tation at ankle joint. t b t J J » I

Spec. 2«57. [Krom of the Surgical Section of the Museum. That of the left limb, showing an excellent Syme's stump, is repre-
a cas

'' sented in the annexed wood-cut (Fig. 344). In his first application for commutation, in August, 1870, the

pensioner described the stumps as being "sound and healthy;" but later, in 1880, he reported their condition as "poorly."

His pension was paid December 4, 1880. 3

Case 871.—Private A. K. Russell, Co. H, 1st Massachusetts Heavy Artillery, aged 43 years, was wounded at Spottsyl-

vania, May 19, 1864, and admitted to Emory Hospital, Washington, three days afterwards. Acting Assistant Surgeon J. E.

Janvrin reported: "Gunshot wound of left foot, the ball entering the heel posteriorly, passing forward through the os calcis

and astragalus, and making its exit anteriorly on the dorsal surface of the foot. The os calcis and astragalus together with the

metatarsal bones were comminuted, and, according to the patient's statement, the soft parts were very much lacerated. Chloro-

form was administered, and Syme's operation was performed on the day of the injury. When admitted to Emory Hospital the

sutures had given way and the flap was pendant, with unhealthy discharges and tendency to slough. Adhesive straps and

1 Smith (S.i, Amputation* at the Article .Joint in Military Surgery, in XT. S. San. Com. Memoirs, New York, 1871, Surgical Volume II, p. 132.

2 SMITH (S.), Amputations at tlie Ankle Joint in Military Surgery, in U. S. Sa?i. Com. Memoirs, New York. 1874. Surgical Volume IT. p. 138.

3 SMl'lll (S.), Amputations at the Ankle Joint in Military Surgery, in U. S. San. Com. Memoirs, New York, 1871 , Surg. Volume II, pp. 110. 140.
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cold-water dressings were applied, and subsequently linseed, charcoal, and yenst poultices were used. Alteratives, tonics, and

stimulants were administered, the patient being much exhausted and suffering from loss of appetite, with derangement of the

system generally. On June 3d the parts were thoroughly cleansed, and a Hat padded splint was applied to the anterior surface

of the leg, extending beyond the stump, after which adhesive straps were passed from beneath the leg across the Hap and carried

over the end of the splint and fastened. These were gradually shortened as the healing process went on, thus removing the

tension and weight of the flap from the anterior edge of the wound. By July 12th the patient was doing well and the granula-

tions were covering the bone. About August 18th the stump had nearly closed and the patient's general health was good Two
weeks afterwards he left for his home on furlough. The success attending this case is attributed in a large measure to the

method adopted for supporting the flap." The patient subsequently entered the general hospital at Ueadville, whence he was

discharged from service June 2, 1865, and pensioned. After leaving the service he was furnished with an artificial foot. A
photograph of the stump, taken three months after the date of the amputation, and contributed by Surgeon N. K. Moselv. l T

. S. V.,

is represented in Figuke 4 of Plate LXXV, opposite page 596. The man subsequently underwent a second operation, which

was certified to by the Surgeon General of the State of Massachusetts, who communicated the following on January 26, 1671

:

"The pensioner has sustained re-amputation six inches below the knee, which was performed by Dr. C. N. Chamberlain, of

Lawrence, late surgeon U. S. V., assisted by Dr. G. W. Garland, the case being at the time under my observation." In his sub-

sequent application for commutation the pensioner described the stump as being in a good condition. His pension was paid

December 4, 1880.

Case 872.—Private E. R. Covell, Co. C, 52d New York, aged 38 years, was wounded in the left foot, at Spottsylvania,

May 18. 1804, and admitted to the field hospital of the 1st division, Second Corps. Surgeon J. W. Wishart, 140th Pennsyl-

vania, described the injury as a "shell wound of the tarsal and metatarsal bones," for which he performed

"Syme's amputation at the ankle joint." Ten days after being wounded the patient entered Emory Hospital

at Washington, and subsequently he was transferred to Central Park Hospital, New York City. Surgeon

B. A. Clements, U. S. A., in charge of the latter, reported the following history of the case: " Considerable

haemorrhage took place at the time of the injury, and the man's general condition was not very good in conse-

quence of liis suffering from diarrhoea. Amputation at the ankle joint was performed under chloroform six

hours after the reception of the injury, the ends of the tibia and fibula also being removed. Sutures, adhesive

strips, and cold water dressings were applied. The parts did not unite by first intention, though there was

no sloughing nor necrosis. When the patient was admitted to Central Park Hospital. August 17th, the stump

had healed with the exception of a small ulcer in the cicatrix near the external angle of the Haps, and his general

condition was pretty good, though he still had diarrhoea. By October 2d the stump was entirely healed

and the diarrhoea was much improved." The patient was discharged from service November 3, 1864, and

pensioned, having been previously furnished with an artificial foot. A cast of the stump (Spec. 4369) was

contributed to the Museum by Surgeon J. J. Milium, U. S. A., and is represented in the adjoining wood-cut

(FlG. 345). After leaving the service the stump was re-amputated at the lower third of the leg on May 5,

1869. In his subsequent applications for commutation the pensioner described the condition of the stump as Joint. Spec. 4369.

"sound and healthy." His pension was paid September 4, 1881.

'

Case 873.—Lieutenant W. C. Weeks," Co. I, 5th Michigan Cavalry, aged 28 years, was wounded at Five Forks, April

1, 1805, by a colloidal musket ball, which passed through the left ankle joint. Assistant Surgeon C. A. Lealc, U. S. V., reported:

"He was immediately conveyed to hospital at City Point, where Surgeon A. K. St. Clair, 5th Michigan Cavalry, performed

Pirogoll's amputation at the ankle joint the same day, removing the articulating surfaces of the tibia and calcaneimi and bringing

the cut extremities into apposition. On April 16th the patient was transferred to Armory Square Hospital at Washington,

where he was admitted in a very feeble condition. Erysipelatous inflammation extended from the stump several inches above the

knee joint. Extensive suppuration had taken place, and, although fifteen days had elapsed since the operation, the rough edges

of the calcaneum could be rubbed against the denuded end of the tibia, proving that no union existed. The
integumentary Bap had partially united, thus confining a large quantity of pus in the stump, which prevented

the bones from being kept in apposition. Metastatic abscesses had commenced to form along the course of the

anterior tibial lymphatic glands, and every symptom prognosticated an unfavorable termination, the only hope

being based on the remarkable strong constitution of the patient. The abscess at the stump was freely evac-

uated, and the metastatic abscesses were freely opened as soon as fluctuation could be detected; the calca-

neum and tibia were held in proper position by means of adhesive straps after the limb had been thoroughly

cleansed with liquor of chloride of zinc. Large linseed poultices were applied over the lower third of the

tibia and lead and opium wash over the remaining part of the limb as far as the erysipelas extended; stimu-

lants and beef tea were administered. The patient gradually improved until April 28th, when he had a chill,

which was soon followed by others. Quinine and tincture of chloride of iron was then prescribed and an

ounce of brandy was given every two hours. Bv Mav 2d the patient hail the peculiar sweet odor of breath FlG
- 34(1.—Stump

.

* L l after l'lKOOOFFS
and the well-marked icteroid hue, especially in the conjunctiva?, which were exceedingly yellow. Several amputation nt an-

chills occurred each day and were followed by considerable febrile movement and great prostration; hut by
niastcrc-wt 1

r°m *

the frequent administration of stimulants and the constant application of artificial heat the patient rallied, after

which beef tea was given in quantities as large as could be tolerated. From May 6th he improved, the chills occurring at longer

intervals and with less severity until May 12th. when they ceased. A slight diarrhoea at this time was checked by starch and

opium injections, after which the patient convalesced rapidly. By June 26th lie had entirely recovered, the os calcis having

united to the tibia and the wound having closed, leaving a solid, firm stump." A plaster cast of the stump, Specimen 2296 of

'SMITH (S.), Amputations at the Ankle. Joint in Military Sitrrgery, in IT. 8. San. Com. Memoirs, New York, 1871, Surgical Volume II, p. 136.

2 Circular No. 6, War Department, R. Or. O., 1865. p. 47. SMITH (S.), Amputations at the Ankle Joint t'n Military Surgery, in U. S. Sanitary

Commission Memoirs, New York, 1871, Surgical Volume Tl, pp. 116, 132.

Flo. 345.—Stump
niter Syme's am-
putation at ankle
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the Army Medical Museum, is shown in Flo. 346, and a photograph of the patient is copied in Figure I of Plate LXXV,
opposite page f)9G. Lieutenant Weeks was mustered out, of service July 20. 1865, and pensioned, after which time he com-

menced to wear the " Palmer" artificial foot. In a subsequent report, dated June 28, 1866, Dr. Leale furnished the following

information in regard to the ease: " I have just received a communication from Lieutenant Weeks (residing at Allegan, Mich-

igan), in which he states: 'I am able to do anything that most men can do: my patent foot works like a charm. I am at present

engaged in a large flour mill, and my stump has never troubled me but once since I left the hospital, and then it was caused by

an accident, which loosened a small splinter of bone. This I had removed at Chicago, since which time it has done well. I

adjusted my false foot on October 1, 1865, and never take it off except when I go to sleep. I can easily walk without a cane.'''

The pensioner was paid September 4, 1881.

Cask 874.—Private II. Bell, Co. A, 2d New York Artillery, aged 45 years, was wounded in the left foot, at the battle of

White Oak Swamp, June 30, 1862. He was conveyed to hospital at Fort Monroe, whence he was transferred to DeCamp Hos-

pital, David's Island, three weeks afterwards. Surgeon J. Simons, U. S. A., in charge of the latter, recorded

the patient's admission with "amputation of foot." Assistant Surgeon J. W. S. Gouley, U. S. A., in charge of

Central Park Hospital, New York City, contributed the cast {Spec 4218), represented in the annexed wood-cut

(Fig. 347), with the following description: "This interesting wax specimen, a cast of Pirogoffs operation. I

regret to say has an incomplete history. According to the patient's statement he was wounded by a shell, which

tore oft' the outside of the foot nearly up to the ankle. He was etherized on the field, and when he awoke he

found that he had no foot. When admitted to this hospital, ou October 28th, the stump was healed and in the

condition represented in the cast. The parts were perfectly consolidated, and the heel was firm and capable of

sustaining the weight of" his whole body without giving rise to pain or tenderness. The limb was about three-

fourths of an inch shorter than its fellow. The patient was furnished with an apparatus by Dr. Hudson, which

answered admirably, the heel of the artificial limb being made three-fourths of an inch higher, while the ankle

joint was lowered. On the whole it was as shapely as the width of the ankle would allow. The patient was
Fig.:M7.-Stump discharged front service July 7. 1863. Before he left the hospital he was able to walk without, the assistance
of left leg alter , . .

, . ... . „ . . ~ __ ,_ ^. , , . _ -_
Pikogoff's am- ot a cane and without causing any irritation to the stump. Examining Surgeon W. M. Chamberlain, ot New
natation atankle V ( ,rk City, certified to " loss of most, of the left foot. PiroKoflTs operation has been successfully performed. A
joint. [From a e a
cast.] small fragment of the heel only is left, and the pensioner wears an artificial foot." The pensioner was paid

March 4, 1871, since when he has not been heard from. 1

Case 87.
r
>.—Captain .1. I'. Denniston, Commissary of" Subsistence, IT. S. V., aged 24 years, was wounded in the right

foot, during the engagement at the Weldon Railroad, August 25, 1864. Surgeon N. Hayward, 20th Massachusetts, reported his

admission to the field hospital of the 2d division, Second Corps, with " fracture of ankle," followed by " Piro-

goff's operation, performed by Surgeon G. Chaddock, 7th Michigan." Surgeon D. W. Bliss, U. S. V., who
subsequently re-amputated the limb, reported that " the patient entered Armory Square Hospital, Washington.

August 28th. On September 6th haemorrhage ensued, which was controlled by styptics and a compress, but

commenced again two days afterwards, when the femoral was held by the attendants for several hours. On
September 10th a fresh and copious hemorrhage set in, when, after a thorough examination of the parts, it was

deemed proper to amputate at a point about three inches above the ankle, the patient being in good condition

at the time. The entire loss of blood probably amounted to a pint, its source being first the anterior tibial and

afterwards the femoral artery. The amputation was performed by the circular method and without much shock-

to the patient's system. The treatment included tonics, stimulants, and nourishing diet. Simple dressings

were used. Three weeks after the operation the patient was doing well." The re-amputated stump, showing

the soft tissues and the cut surfaces of the tibia and os calcis softened by suppuration, was forwarded to the

Museum by the operator and constitutes specimen 3211 of the Surgical Section. In 1881 the soft tissues were

Fir. 348—Bones removed from the specimen, when it was found that the tibia was fissured to the extent of four inches (FlG.

of the right nnkle 348). The patient was subsequently transferred to the Seminary Hospital, Georgetown, where he obtained

goff s amputn- leave of absence November 25th, when he started for his home. He was ultimately mustered out of service
tion. Spcc.ZiU. January 1, 1867, and pensioned. While serving as an officer of the 70th New York, at the battle of Williams-

burg, May 5, 1832, Captain Denniston had also been wounded in the right forearm, for which injury he underwent the operation

of resection of the continuity of the bones.2 After leaving the service he obtained ah artificial leg from the Pittsburgh Artificial

Limb Manufacturing Co., and since then he has continued to report the stump of his amputated leg as being in a "healthy

condition." The pensioner was paid September 4, 1881.

Fatal Primary Amputations at the Ankle Joint—The results in twenty-three primary-

amputations at the ankle joint were fatal. Syme's operation was performed in fourteen,

and Pirogoff s in six instances; in three the mode of operation was not indicated. Seven-

teen of the patients were Union and six Confederate soldiers. In four instances the

exarticulations at the joint were followed by amputations in the leg:

Case 876.—Private H. E. Boynton, Co. L, 1st Massachusetts Heavy Artillery, aged 18 years, received a shot fracture

of the left foot and of the right arm, at Spottsylvania, May 19, 1864, and was admitted to the field hospital of the 1st division,

Second Corps. Susgeon .1. W. Wishart, 140th Pennsylvania, reported that he amputated the foot by Syme's method on the day

of the injury. Three days afterwards the wounded man entered Emory Hospital at Washington, where Surgeon N. R. Moseley,

1 SMITH (S.), Amputations at the Ankle Joint in Military Surgery, in U. S. San. Com. Memoirs, New York, 1871, Surgical Vol. II, pp. 117, 134.

2 See Medical and Surgical History of the War of the Rebellion, Part II, Volume II, Table CXXVIII, p. 957, No. 23.
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U. S. V., excised two indies of the middle third of the fractured humerus. The case resulted fatally on June 22, 1864. The
excised portion of the humerus (Spec. 2322) and most of the bone of the amputated foot (Spec. 828) have been contributed to

the Museum by the respective operators. The latter specimen consists of the metatarsus, scaphoid, cuboid, and outer two cunei-

form bones, and shows a large, battered, conoidal bullet occupying the place of the inner cuneiform, the bones adjacent to it

being fractured.

Case 877.—Private E. P. Hale, Co. I, 1st Minnesota, aged 24 years, was wounded through the left lung and in the left

foot, at Gettysburg, July 2, 1883. He was admitted to the field hospital of the 1st division, Second Corps, where amputation

was performed by Surgeon C. S. Wood, 66th New York, who described the injury of the foot as follows: "A minie ball entered

at the internal malleolus, passed obliquely downward and outward, and emerged about two inches below the external malleolus,

comminuting the astragalus and involving the ankle joint. Syme's operation was performed." Five weeks after the reception

of the injuries the patient was transferred to Camp Letterman, whence Acting Assistant Surgeon A. B. Shekell reported that

the wounds discharged freel}- and that the patient continued in a weak state, his condition and the stump of the leg improving

but slightly, though stimulants, quinine, and iron were freely administered. Simple dressings were applied. On September 2d

an abscess was opened on the inner side of the right thigh, which discharged about a pint of pus. The case terminated fatally

on September 12, 1863. The lower extremities of the bones of the stump (Spec. 1949), showing the articular surfaces to be

destroyed by ulceration, were contributed to the Museum.

Case 878.—Private G. Harfeter, Co. D, 104th Pennsylvania, aged 22 years, was wounded at Morris Island, September

27, 1863, and was conveyed to hospital No. 5, at Beaufort, the following day. Assistant Surgeon J. S. Smith, U. S. A., reported:

"The wound was by a fragment of shell in the left foot, which was amputated the next day by Surgeon 1{. B. Bontecou, U. S. V.,

on board of the hospital transport Cosmopolitan. Syme's operation was performed. There was also a slight flesh wound of the

right hip and right arm. Simple dressings were used and anodynes were given at night. On October 1st slight haemorrhage

occurred, which was easily controlled by slight pressure, about an ounce of blood being lost. Two days afterwards a profuse

haemorrhage took place, reducing the patient's vitality to an alarming extent. The stump was then opened for the purpose of

securing the bleeding vessel, but it could not be found, and the anterior tibial was ligated two inches above the seat of the haem-

orrhage. The bleeding did not recur, but the patient gradually sank. He died October 12, 1863."

Case 879.—Private F. M. Bland, Co. D, 23d Iowa, aged 22 years, was wounded in the left foot during the engagement

at the Black River, May 19, 1863, and entered Adams Hospital, Memphis, several weeks afterwards. Acting Assistant Surgeon

B. J. Bristol reported: "Syme's operation at the ankle had been performed the same evening the injury was received. At the

time of the patient's admission to Adams Hospital, June 13th, nearly the entire flap had sloughed off and the bones were exposed

to view. An abscess had also formed at the middle of the lower third of the leg, and there was periostitis of the tibia and fibula

at the same point. The general condition of the patient was low, he having had diarrhoea for four months. He was put upon

iron, quinine, stimulants, and astringents. On June 17th his general condition was somewhat improved, the diarrhoea checked,

and it was decided to operate. Amputation of the leg was accordingly performed at the junction of the middle and upper third.

by Acting Assistant Surgeon J. Thompson. I saw the patient for the first time the next day, when, though in a low condition,

he seemed to be rallying from the shock of the operation. I administered tonics, stimulants, and beef tea freely, and had water

dressings applied to the stump, under which course the general condition of the patient gradually improved. The stump then

appeared to do well, but before many days it began to discharge a thin ichorous-looking pus. About June 26th the flaps gaped

open, no adhesions having formed in any part of the stump. The flaps soon commenced sloughing, and it was decided that the

only chance for the patient laid in another amputation. Accordingly on July 2d the thigh was taken off at the middle of the

lower third, which operation the patient seemed to bear well. The tonic and supporting treatment was continued, and as before

the patient seemed at first to be doing well ; but the stump soon became gangrenous. An abscess also formed below the clavicle,

the edges of which sloughed away, laying bare the thyroid axis, the branches of it too sloughing off. On July Kith the patient

was removed to my ward in a rapidly sinking condition. He died three days afterwards—on July 16, 1863." The Syme stump

(Spec. 1706), removed at the first re-amputation and contributed to the Museum by Surgeon J. G. Keenon, U. S. V., shows the

extremities to be necrosed and an absence of reparative action.

Table XC.

Summary of One Hundred and Three Cases of Primary Amputation at the Ankle Joint for Shot Injury.

[ Recoveries, 1—78
; Deaths, 79—101 ; Results undetermined, 102-103.]

.NO
Name, Military

Description, and Age.

Ayres, J. E., Pt., E, 8th N.
York Cavalry, age 19.

Baal, M., Pt., E. 21st Iowa,
age 20.

Barnett, J. B., Pt., E, lillst

Pennsylvania, age 33.

'Bell, II., Pt., Battery A, 2d
New York Artillery, age 45.

Date
of

Injury

July 10,

1863.

May 17,

1863.

Mar. 31,

1865.

June 30
1862.

Nature of Injury.

Conoidal ball comminuted left

tarsus.

Shot fracture of right foot.

Conoidal ball comminuted tar-

sal and metatarsal bones of
left foot.

Shell fracture of tarso-metatar-

sal bones of left foot.

Date
of

Opera-
tion.

July 10,

1863.

May 17,

1863.
April 1

1865.

June 30,

!

Operation and Operator.

Syme's amputat'n at left ankle
joint.

Pirogoff's amputation at right
ankle joint.

Syme's amputation at left ankle
joint. Surg. A. A. White, 8th
Maryland.

Pirogoff's amputation at left

ankle joint ; lower portion of
tibia and anterior portion of
oaloaneum exsected.

Result and Ukmarkb.

Sloughing. Discharged October
5, 1863

;
pensioned. Spec. 6056,

A. M. M. Stump in good con-
dition in 1881.

Discharged Sept 26, 1863; pen-
sioned. Stump perfectlyhealed.

April 8, amputation in low. third

of leg. Discharged June 28,

1865, and pensioned.
Discharged July 7, 1863: stump
finely formed; pensioned. Able
to walk without aid of cane

;

portion of calcaneum useless.

Spec. 4218, A. M. M.

1 SMITH IS.), Amp at the Ankle Joint in Mil Surg., in U. S. San. Con. Mtm. N. Y., 1871, Surg. Vol. II, p. 138. "Smith (S ), loc.cit., pp. 117,134.
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Name, Military
DESCiuraoN, and Ace.

DATK
OF

J

INJUKY.
Nature of Injury.

Blake, II., Pt., I, 37th Mass., Juno 13, Shot fracture of right tarsus. .

age :t(i.
j

1804.

Hlukemnn, M. A., Pt., D, Sept. 22,

36th Ohio, ago 36.
: 1864.

B!anhenbecke.r, <7..K.,Pt.,C, June 24,

4th Vu. Cavalry, age 20. ' 18(14.

Bourkney, N., l'( , K, 15.0th June 16,

New York, ago 32. : 18(i4.

I

Conoidal ball fractured the
right ankle joint.

Conoidal ball fractured meta-
i

tarsal bones of left foot.

Shell fracture of light tarsus .

.

Dail
OF

Opera
! TION.

June 13

|
J 864.

Sept. 22,

I HIM.

June 24,

1864.

Juno 17.

I

1864.

Brewster, J., Pt., I, 29th Sept. 2D, Orapeshot wound of left foot, Sept. 29,

Conn, (colored), age 22.

Brink. ,s. S., Pt., It, 36th
Wisconsin, age 28.

Operation and Operator.

20

Bunting, J. K., Corp'l, I, 8th
Michigan, age 28.

1 Clark, II. W., Pt., H, 100th
New York, age 30.

Collins, W., Pt., P, 3d Mis-
sissippi Battery, age 28.

2 Connors, J., Pt, F, 76th
Pennsylvania, age 25.

'Coven, E. It., Pt., C, 52d
New York, age 38.

4 Denniston, J. F., Commis-
sary of Subsistence, IJ. S.

V., age 24.

6 Dresser, E. E., Pt., A, 20th
Massachusetts, age 21.

Dudley, E. H., PL, K,
Vermont, age 20.

1864.
j

fracturing metatarsal bones. I 18(i4.

June 18, Conoidal ball fractured left foot.'June 18,

•Duffy, T., Pt.,

York, age 21

.

I, 70th Ne

April 16,

1862.

May 13,

1864.

July 22,

11-64.

July II,

1863.

May 18,

1864.

Aug. 2£

1864.

June 24.

1864.

July 3,

1803.

Juno 1,

1862.

Foreman, J. M., PL, B, 7th
Louisiana.

Freeman, J. C. Pt., A, 9th
New York, age 26.

Hicks, II. F., Pt.. A, 1st R.
Island Arlillery.

7 Holland, Ji. B.. Corp'l..

44th Virginia.

Holmes, A. IV.

Georgia.
Ilosington, G.,

Ohio, age 36.

Pt, K, 20th

A, 123d

'-.'7

30

39

Humble, 71, PL, O, 24th
Texas.

Hunt, J., Pt., C. 19th Indiana,
age 38.

Hunter, A., PL, F, 140th
Pennsylvania, age 33.

Ishain, D. E., Pt., E, 154th
New York, age 19.

Jackson, F., Pt., E, 86th
Colored Troops, age 32.

"Johnson, P., Capt, K, 26th
Michigan, age 22.

Johnson, J. M., Pt, C, 3d
Delaware, age 31.

May 4,

1 863.

Sept. 17,

1863.
Dec. 13,

1 862.

May 3,

1863.

June 19,

1864.

June 13,

1863.

May 13,

1864.

Juno 18,

1864.

May 8,

1864.

May 3,

1863.

April 3,

1865.

May 12,

1864.

June 3,

1864.

Shot comminution ofastragalus April 18,

and calcaneum.
j

1862.

Solid shot fractured bones of May 13,

both feet. . 1864.

Conoidalball fractured the arch July 23,

of the left foot.
,

1664.

Musket ball comminuted the July 12,

right tarsus.
!

1863.

Shell wound, carrying away a May 18,

large portion of left foot ; con-
{

18(i4

siderable haemorrhage.

Conoidal ball fractur'd the right Aug. 25,

ankle. 1804.

Shell fragnit extensively hirer- June 24

ated foot and injured tarsal
j

1864.

and metatarsal bones.

Shell fracture and laceration of July 4,

tarsal bones of left foot. 1803.

Musket ball fractured tarsal June 2,

and metatarsal bones of left 1862.
foot.

Gunshot wound

Shot fracture of left foot

Shot wound of both feet

Shot fracture of tarsus

Shot wound of right foot

Wound of left foot by conoidal
ball.

Shot wound of right foot

Conoidalball injured right foot.

Shell fracture of all metatarsal
bones in right foot.

Shell wound, shattering and
carrying away most of left

Compound fracture right foot

by fragment of shell.

Conoidal ball comminuted left

tarsus.

Shell wounds of left foot and
right leg.

May 5,

1863.

Sept. 18
1862.

Dec. 14,

1862.

May 4,

1863.

June 19,

1864.
June 14

1863.

Mav 13.

18*64.

June 18,

1864.

May 9,

1864.

May 4,

1863.

April 3,

1865.

May 12,

1864.

June 3,

1864.

Pirogoff's amputation at right

ankle joint.

Amputat'n Jit right ankle joint

by Syme's method.
Symo's amputation at ankle
joint.

Amputation at ankle joint by
circular incision. Surgeon N.
Hayward, 20th Mass.

Syme's amputation at ankle
joint.

Flap amputation at ankle joint.

Surgeon N. Hay ward, 20th
Massachusetts.

Syme's amputation at left ankle
joint. Ass't Surgeon O. A.
McCall, U. S. A.

Syme's amputation at left ankle
joint ; Chopart's amputation
right foot. Surg. M. S. Kit-

tinger, 100th New York.
Syme's amputation at ankle
joint.

Syme's antero-post. flap ampu-
tation at right ankle joint.

Syme's amput'n at ankle joint,

end of tibia and fibula rem'd.
Surgeon J. W. Wishart, 140th
Pennsylvania.

Pirogoff's amputation at ankle
joint.

Result and Remarks.

Discharged December lfi, 1864:
pensioned. Stump well healed.

Discharged May 8. 1865. and pen-
j

sinned. Stumpperfectly healed.
Sloughing of flaps; abscesses.
Furloughed October 30. 1864.

Discharged March 15, 1865, and
pensioned.

Discharged July 22, 1865, and
pensioned. Sound stump.

Discharged April 25, 1865; pen-
sioned. Stump unsound ; bone
diseased.

Discharged June 27, 1862; pen-
sioned. Stump healthy and
useful.

Discharged December 13, 1864.
Spec. 2807, A. M. M.

Syme's amp. at ankle. Surg.
N. Hayward, 20th Mass. Soft

parts so much destroyed that

flaps were made from sides of
ankle and foot and exter. sole,

Syme's amputation at ankle.
Ass't Surgeon 0. II- Rich-
mond, 104th New York.

Syme's amputat'n at left ankle
joint.

Amput'n at ankle joint. Surg.
J. B. Davis, C. S. A.

Syme'samp.at left ankle. Surg.
O. C. Humphreys, 9th N. Y.

Symo's amput'n at right ankle,
and Pirogoff's at left ankle.

Pirogoff's amputation at ankle
Joint Surg. B. F. Whitehead,
C. S. A.

Amputat'n at right ankle joint.

Surgeon C. Cord, C. S. A.
Amputation at ankle joint by
Confederate surgeon.

Amputat'n at right ankle joint.

Surg. G. W. Lawrence.C.S.A.
S3*mc's amput'n at right ankle
joint. Surgeon J. Ebersole,
19th Indiana.

Syme's flap amputation at right
ankle joint Surgeon J. W.
Wishart, 140th Pennsylvania.

Chopart's amp. attempted, but
finding astragalus and cunei-
form injured. Syme's operat'n
was performed. Surg. C. S.

Wood, 66th New York.
Syme's amput'n at right ankle
joint. Surgeon H. Osborne,
51st Colored Troops.

Syme's amputation, left ankle
joint. Surg. J. W. Wishart,
140th Pennsylvania.

Syme's amputation at left ankle
joint: also amp. in mid. third

right leg. Surg. G. W. Met-
calf, 76th New York.

Recovered.

Necrosis of tibia. Sept. 27, amp.
lower third leg. Disch'd Aup.
28, 1805; pensioned.

Discharged Nov. 3. 1864
; pen-

sioned. May 5, 1869, amput'n
lower third leg. Spec. 4369, A.
M. M.

Ha?m. from ant. tib. and femoral
arteries. Sept. 10, amp. lower
third leg. Disch'd Jan. I, 1867,
and pensioned. Spec. 3211.

Fragments of necrosed bone re-

moved. Discharged Dec. 12,

1864. Died Nov. 14. 1870, from
ulceration of bowels.

Inflammation j sloughing. July
\8, amp. lower third leg. M. O.
Aug. 10, 1863. Amp. up. third

leg Dec. 21, 1863; pensioned.
Sloughing of flaps. Nov. 6, amp.
middle third leg. Nov. 28, se-

questra removed. Disch'd July
11, 1863; pensioned. Healthy
stump. Spec. 4312.

Furloughed June 23, 1863.

Discharged December 30, 1862;
pensioned. Stump healed.

Discharged September 14, 1863;
pensioned.

Recovery. 1864, unable to walk
without crutches. Parts still

swollen and (edematous; heel
drawn upward.

Discharged August 25, 1864,

June 21, amp. leg 3 ins. above
ankle joint. Sept. 17, re-amp. in

middle third leg. Disch'd May
16, 1865; stump entirely healed

;

pensioned. Died Dec. 16, 1866.

Retired March 2, 1865.

Discharged May 20, 1865, and
peus'd. Stump perfectly healed.
Declares, in 1875, that his leg is

slowly getting weaker.
Discharged June 14, 1865; pen-
sioned.

Discharged January 22, 1864, and
pensioned.

Discharged Aug. 7, 1865. Stump
perfectly healed.

Discharged Nov. 30, 1864; pen-
sioned. 32 ins. shortening; flaps

retracted. Not heard from since
September 4, 1870.

Discharged June 8, 1865; pen-
sioned. Small ulcer on stump
in 1874.

'Smith (S.), loc. cit., pp. 110, 140. 'Smith (S.), loc. cit., p. 138. 'Smith (S.), loc. cit., p. 136.

*Capt Denniston had received a shot fracture of the bones of the forearm, at Williamsburg, May 5, 1862, for which excision was performed. See

Second Surgical Volume, TAHLE CXXVIII, p. 957. No. 23. B SMITH (S.), loc. cit, pp. 109, 140. 6 SMITH (S.). loc. cit., p. 138.

'HOLLOWAY (J. M.), Comp. Advantages of Pirogoff's, Syme's, and Chopart's Amp., etc., in Am. Jour. Med. Sci. t 1866, N. S., Vol. LI, p. 85, and

SMITH (S), Amp. at the Ankle Joint in Mil. Surg., In U.S. San. Co t. Mem., New York, 1871, Surg. Vol. IT, p. 134. B Smith (S.), loc. cit., p. 138.
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39

40
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42

43

44

45
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47

48

49

50

51

5S

Name, military
description, and agb.

Date
OK

Injury.
Nature of Injury.

Date
OF

Opera-
tion,

i

Operation and Operator.

June, J., I't., E, 43d New May 10,

York, age 25. 1864.

Kilboru, M., I't., F, 141h In- Nov. 3,

fantrv, age '29. 1862.

King, C, Pt., B, 82d Ohio, Mar. 19.

ape 19. 1865.

1 Lt Blanc, L. D., Pt., Don-
aldsonville Artillerv. 1862.

>La Blanc, ()., Pt., E, fid N. June 1,

Hampshire, age 20. 1864.

Leigh, G., Pt, C, 3d Artil- Sept. 24
lery, age 19. 1863.

Luyster, T., Pt., B, 10th N. May 10,

York, age 19. 1864.

Lynn, S., Serg't, C, 104th Nov. 25,

Illinois, age 28. 1863.

3Lyon, B., Pt., C, 12th Mas- Sept. 17,

sachusetts, age 19. 1862.

McConihe, L. A., Pt., F, 3d Aug. 26,

New Hampshire, age 20. 1863.

Mclntire, K. P., Pt., K, 2d May],
Infantry, age 30. 1863.

Melntyre, N., Pt., F, 10th May 14,

Missouri, age 22. 1863.

Maddux, T., Pt, E, 19th May 22,

Kentucky, age 23. 18G3.
Marsh, B. F., Pt., K, 12th Oct. 19,

Alabama. 1864.

May, M., Pt., H, 9th New Sept. 17,

York, age 22. 1862.

Montaldo, 1*., Pt., K, 6th Jan. 2,

Ohio, age 33. 1863.

Munger, M., Pt., II, 8th May 6,

Michigan, age 19. 1864.
Newell, T. P., Lieut., G, July 2,

45th Georgia, age 24. 1863.

"O'Reilly, C, Pt., F, 164th May 18,

New York, age 23. 1864.

Patton, A. G., Pt., I, 139th May 12,

Pennsylvania, age 23. 1864.

Volley, J. B., Corp'l, F, 4th Oct. 7,

Texas, age 24. 1864.
Porter, A., Pt., K, 106th July 6.

Pennsylvania, age 22. 1862.

Price, S. B., Serg't, A, 2d Mav 15,

Ohio, age 23. 1864.

Ross, J., Pt., I, 2d New York May 19,

Heavy Artillery, age 34. 1864.

Russell, A. K., Pt., II, 1st

Massachusetts Heavy Artil-

lery, age 43.

Smith, G. W., Pt., II, 6th
Illinois Cavalry, age 21.

Smith. S. B.
t
Lieut., D, 3d

Michigan, age 26.

Smith. T. A.. Pt., H, 11th
Penn. Reserves, age 18.

Smyser, J. W., Pt., A, 27th
South Carolina, age 25.

Snyder, L., Corp'l, F, 71st
Penn., age 24.

Spearman, It. F., Pt., D,
25th South Carolina.

B Stetson, A. L., Pt., G, 20th
Massachusetts, age 26.

«Stockwell.W. S., Serg't, B,
57th New York, age 23.

Thornton, F. C, Pt., K, 34th
Virginia.

Conoidal ball fractured tarsal

bones, left foot.

Shell wound right foot

Left foot badly shattered by
shot.

Shot wound of left foot On field.

Shell fracture tarsal and meta-
tarsal bones, right foot; great
laceration.

Shell carried away portion of
right foot.

Conoidal ball comminuted the
right os calcis.

Conoidal ball fracturing right

foot.

Solid shot shattered left tarsus
and carried away phalanges
and metatarsus.

Shell wound of left foot

May 12, Flap amputation at ankle joint

1864. | by Confederate surgeon.
Nov. 3. S vine's amputation, right ankle
1862. I joint.

Mar. 19, Byrne's amputat'n at left ankle
1P65.

I
joint. Surgeon J. Chapman,

1 133d New York.
Disarticulation at ankle joint..

Conoidal ball injured left foot.

.

Conoidal ball comminuted the
left tarsus and splintered the
astragalus.
Wound of left fm>t by conoidal
ball.

Gunshot wound

May 19,

1864.

Sept. 15
1864.

May 2,

1863.

Dec. 13,

1862.

June 24,

1864.

Dec. 15,

1862.
May 30,

1864.

May 2,

1863.

May 3,

1863.

July 30,

1864.

Solid shot comminuted the left

foot.

Conoidal ball fractured meta-
tarsal bones, right foot.

Oomp. fracture left foot, just

below joint, by conoidal ball.

Fracture of right foot by a frag
meat of shell.

Shell wound of right foot

Wound of left foot by conoidal
ball.

Shot wound of right foot

Shot wound left foot, destroy-
ing tarsus.

Conoidal hall fractured left foot.

Conoidal ball passed through
metatarsus from dorsal to

plantar surface.

Conoid, ball lacerated soft parts

of left foot and coin, os calcis.

astragalus, and metatarsals.
Shot wound of right foot

Four of left tarsal bones shat-
tered and soft parts exteusive-

lj' destroyed.

Wound of right foot by conoid-
al ball.

Shot wound of right foot.

Fracture of left foot by conoidal
ball.

Conoidal ball fractured tarsus

Spiral case shot perforated left

ank. joint, destroyingarticula-
tion and soft parts about heel.

Unexploded shell comminuted
phalanges, metatarsal bones,

andport'n oftarsus, right foot.

Greater port'n of right foot torn

away by fragment of shell.

Result and Remarks

I

June 1, Pirogoff s amputation at ankle
1864.

j

joint. Surgeon J. M. Mcrron,
!

2d New Hampshire.
Sept. 24, Svme's amputation at right an-

1863. I kle joint.

May 10, Circular amputation at right

1864. I ankle joint. Surg. M. Rizer,

I
73d Pennsylvania.

Nov. 25, Pirogoff's modificat'n ofSynie's
1863. I amputat'n at right ankle joint.

I
Surg. C H. Miller, 125th 111.

Sept. 17, Syme's amputat'n at left ankle
1862.

I Joint. Surgeon J. McL. Hay-
!

ward, 12th Massachusetts.
Aug. 26, Syme's amp., left ankle joint.

1863. Surg.A.J.H.Buzzell.3di\.H.
May 2, Amputation at left ankle joint.

1863. Surg. G. It. O. Todd, C. «. A.
May 15, Syme's amputation at left ankle
1863. joint. Surgeon II. S. Hewit,

II. S. V.
Mav 23. Amp. at left ankle joint. Surg.
1863. I W. K. Sadler, 19th Ky.

Oct. 19,1 Amputation at ankle joint by
1864. I Surgeon — Scott.

Sept. 18,] Syme s amputat'n at left ankle
1862. joint. Surgeon G. C. Hum

phreys. 9th New York.
Jan. 2, Pirogoff's amputation at the
1863. right ankle joint.

Mav 6, Syme's amp. at left ankle joint.

1864. Surg. B. Rohrer, 10th Pa. Res.
July 2, Pirogoff's amputation at right

18u'3. ankle joint.

May 18, Syme's amputat'n, right ankle.
1864. Surg. G. W. Briggs, C. S. A.

May 13, Pirogoff's amputation at ankle
1864. joint. Surgeon S. F.Chapin,

139th Pennsylvania.
Oct. 7, Syme's amputation at right an

-

1864. kle joint.

July 7, Pirogoff's amputation at left

1862. ankle joint. Ass't Surgeon P.
Leidy, 106th Penn.

May 15, Syme's nmputat'n at left ankle.

1864. Surgeon B. F.Miller,2d Ohio.

Mav 19. Syme's amputation at ankle
1864. joint. Surg. J. W. Wishart,

140th Pennsylvania.

May 19, Syme's amputation at ankle
1864. joint; sloughing.

Sept. 15, Pirogoff's amputation at right

1864. ankle .joint; portion of heel
bone retained. Surg. G. P.
Christy. 9th Illinois Cavalry.

May 2. Syme's amputation at left ankle
1863. joint. Surgeon C. S. Wood,

66th New York.

Dec. 15, Pirogoff's amputation at right

1862. ankle joint.

June 24, Syme's amputation at right
1964. ankle joint.

Dee. 16, Pirogoff's amputation at left

1862. ankle joint.

Mav 31 , A mput'n at ankle joint. Surg.
1864. C. B.Gibson, C. S. A.
May 2, Double lat. flap amp. (Syme's
1S63. modified) at left ankle. Surg.

N. Hayward, 20th Mass.
Mav 4, Syme's amput'n at right ankle
1863. joint. Surgeon C. S. Wood,

66th New York.
July 30, Pirogoff's amputation at right

1864. ankle joint.

Discharged March 15, 1865; good
stump. Pensioned.

Discharged September 18, 1863;

pensioned.
Discharged August 15, 1865, and
pensioned.

Recovery.

Disiharged June 16. 1865, and
pensioned. Stump healed.

Flaps sloughed ; March 29, 1864,

amp. lower third leg. Disch'd
Sept. 17, 1864. Died Sept. 13,

1871. Spec. 2165, A. M. M.
Discharged April 24, 1865; pen-
sioned.

Discharged February 23, 1864,

and pensioned. Fine round
stump.

Discharged Oct. 23. 1863. Stump
highly serviceable ; 3 inches
shortening.

Discharged Nov. 5, 1863 ;
pen-

sioned. Stump healed.
Discharged July 24, 1863; pen-
sioned.

Discharged January 21, 1864,

and pensioned.

Discharged October 5, 1863; pen-
sioned.

Discharged February I, 1865.

Disch'd January 16, 1863; pen-
sioned. April, 1863, amputation
lower third leg.

Discharged June 22, 1864, and
pensioned. Stump healed.

Discharged January 27, 1865. and
pensioned.

Transferred for exchange Sept.

27, 1863. Spec. 6688, A. M. M.
February 12, 1865, amp. of leg at

junc. of lower third. Disch'd
Mav 31, 1865, and pensioned.

Disch'd March 16, 1865. and pen-
sioned. Stump healed soundly.

Retired January 25, 1865.

Discharged September 5, 1862;
pensioned. Died July 10, 1864.

Gangrene of stump. June 15,

amp. leg at lower third. Dis-

charged (Jet. 10, 1861; pens'd.
Secondary amput'n of leg. upper
third. Disch'd March 15, 1865.

Died Jan. 8. 1877; apoplexy
and hemiplegia.

Discharged June 2, 1865. Ampu-
tation leg at mid. third. Card
Photo's, Vol. 1, p. 45.

Discharged October 17, 1864

;

pensioned.

Transferred to V. R. C. July 2,

1863. Disch'd January 1, 1868

;

pensioned. Stump sound and
healthy.

March 14, 1863, gangrene. Dis-
charged Sept. 11, 1863; pen-
sioned. 1878, stump tender;
cannot wear artificial limb.

Purloughed August 6, 1864.

Discharged May 17, 1864 ;
pen-

sioned. Stump perfectly healed.
Transferred.

Discharged Dec. 29, 1863; pen-
sioned. Cicatrization perfect;

2J inches shortening.
Discharged Aug. 24, 1863; pen-
sioned. Very creditable stump.

Healed bv first intention. Fur-
loughed*October 23, 1864.

1 FOBMEXTO (F., jr.), Notes and Observations on Army Surgery, etc., New Orleans, 18C3, p. 27. 'Smith (S.), loc. tit., p. 132.

Smith (S.), loc. tit, p. 138. 'Smith (S.), loc. tit., p. 136. *Smtth (S.), loc. tit., pp. 110, 140. s Smith (S.), toe. tit., p. 138.

Surg. Ill—76.
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Intermediary Amputations at the Ankle Joint—This group comprises thirty-nine

cases; twenty-five terminated in recovery and fourteen in death, a mortality rate of 35.9

per cent. Thirty-four were Union, and five Confederate soldiers.

Recoveries after Intermediary Amputations at the Ankle Joint.—Of the twenty-five

successful intermediary amputations at the ankle joint, ten were performed after PirogofF

s

and thirteen after Syme's method; in two cases the mode of operation was not indicated.

Of the patients, five were Confederate and twenty Union soldiers. The latter were all

pensioned; but one has since died of phthisis. In seven instances re-amputations in the

leg became necessary—in two in the lower, in two in the middle, and in two in the upper

third; in one the point of re-amputation was not specified.

Case 860.— Private P. Carter, Co. I, 7th Michigan, aged 22 years, was wounded at Fredericksburg, December 11, 18ti2.

Surgeon G. S. Palmer, IT. S. V.. recorded liis admission to the field hospital of the 2d division, Second Corps, with "shot frac-

ture of right foot. Treatment of simple dressings." Two weeks after the reception of the injury the wounded man was trans-

ferred to Lincoln Hospital, Washington, where Syme's amputation at the ankle joint was performed, on December 26th, by

Assistant Surgeon (i. M. McGill, II. S. A. The patient recovered, and was discharged from service March 2, 1803, and pensioned.

Several years afterwards he was fitted with an artificial foot by Dr. K. D. Hudson, of New York City. Dr. A. P. Ranuey. of

Bronson, Michigan, testified. June 25, 187") :
" I have been Carter's family physician for the past three years and have examined

him to-day. His right leg from the knee down is withered to the hone. The foot was taken off at the ankle joint, and there

was no cushion left for the end of the hone to rest upon. At times the end of the hone is exposed and very painful, and much
of the time there is discbarge from the stump. I have treated liim with poor success at various times during the yeans 1872,

1873, and 1874, and have advised an amputation of the limb at the knee, as it would, in inv opinion, give liim less trouble than

at present," etc. The pensioner was paid March 4, 1881. A part of the amputated foot (Spa: 4859), showing fracture of the

calcaneum and cuboid bone by a eonoidal ball, was contributed to the Museum by the operator.

Cask 881.—Private W. A. Elderkin, Co. C, 6th Maine, aged 24 years, was wounded at Rappahannock Station, November

7, 1863, by a mini6 ball, which entered the dorsum of the right foot, fracturing the metatarsal hones, and making its exit at the

plantar surface. Two days afterwards he was admitted to Harewood Hospital at Washington, where tin 1 wound became gan-

grenous about November 23d. For this a local treatment of nitric aeid and oakum dressing was

applied and a constitutional treatment of tonics, stimulants, and beef tea diet was administered. The
disease, however, not being arrested and the patient growing weaker, operative interference became

necessary, and Pirogoff's amputation was performed on December 6th by Surgeon R. P. Bontecou,

U. S. V. After the operation the parts were kept properly adjusted and the supporting treatment

was continued. About January 4, 1864, the progress of the case was interrupted by erysipelas

making its appearance, followed by sloughing of the soft parts to some extent. Tincture of chloride

of iron was then prescribed and wheat Hour was applied locally. The inflammation was arrested in

about two weeks, after which the patient's health improved daily and the wound healed rapidly. He
was discharged from service with a useful stump April 23, 1864, and pensioned. The amputated part

of the foot (Spec. 2028), contributed with the history by the operator, is represented in the annexed

cut (FlG. 349), and shows the metatarsus to have been badly shattered, some of the fragments being

necrosed and a slight effusion of callus having occurred in the neighboring parts. After receiving his

discharge the patient was supplied with a "Palmer" artificial foot, which, however, did not prove

satisfactory, and is reported to have become entirely useless in about two months. The pensioner

died December 14, 1866, his physician, Dr. A. G. Peabody, of Machias, Maine, certifying that "death

was caused by consumption arising from hardship, exposure, and the loss of the foot, the amputated

foot leaving a stump which never thoroughly healed, but remained a constant drain upon the vital Fl°- 349.—Portion of riuht„,,..„ o* / i XovX, metatarsus shattered.

—

powers of the man s constitution. Sptc. 2028.

Case 882.—Private J. H. Short, Co. F, 140th Pennsylvania, aged 19 years, was wounded at Spottsylvania, May 12,

1864. Surgeon J. E. Pomfret, 7th New York Artillery, reported bis admission to the field hospital of the 1st division, Second

Corps, with "shot wound of left foot." Several days after receiving the injury the wounded man was sent to Washington,

where he entered Harewood Hospital and suffered amputation of the foot. Surgeon R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V., who performed

the operation, made the following report: "The wound was caused by a ball entering in front of the ankle joint, opening the

same, and lodging against the astragalus. On his admission to Harewood Hospital the patient was suffering from irritative fever

and the parts above the joint were considerably swollen. Syme's operation was performed on May 25th with favorable result,

the patient improving rapidly and making a good recovery. Sulphuric ether constituted tbe ana>sthetic used in the case. Sim-

ple dressings were used, and the treatment was supporting." The patient was subsequently transferred to hospital at Phila-

delphia and later to Pittsburgh, whence he was discharged from service November 4, 1864, and pensioned. His photograph,

taken at Harewood Hospital and contributed by the operator, is copied in FIGURE 3 of Plate LXXV, opposite page 596. In

his applications for commutation the pensioner continues to describe the condition of the stump as "very good and sound."

He was paid September 4, 1880.

Case 883.—Private W. Darling, Co. E, 6th Wisconsin, aged 41 years, was wounded in the left foot, at Antietam, Sep-

tember 17, 1862. He was admitted to hospital at Smoketown, where the limb was amputated three weeks after the date of the
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Flo. 330.—Stamp of
left leg after Baudkn's
amputation at the an-
kle. Spec. 4957.

Fir. 351.—Bones
of left lefr after 1*1-

KOGOFF'S amputa-
tion. Spec. 214.

injury. Surgeon B. A. Vanderkieft, T T
. S. V., who performed the operation, reported that the patient recovered and was dis-

charged from service January 13, 18(53. The man became a pensioner, and was subsequently furnished with an artificial foot

by Dr. E. D. Hudson, of New York City, who contributed a cast of the stump (Spec. 4957), represented in the adjoining cut

(Fig. 350), with the following description of the case: "The injury consisted of a comminution of the ta*sus and calcaneum,

and the amputation was performed at the ankle joint by Bauden's dorsal flap, the tibia and fibula being left in their entire length

with the exception of the malleoli." In his applications for commutation the pensioner

continued to report the stump as being in "good condition." He was paid September 4,

1880.

Cask 884.— Private .1. Loughlin, Co. K, 67th New York, age 22 years, was wounded
in the left foot, at Malvern Hill, July 2, 1852. He entered Fourth and George Streets

Hospital, Philadelphia, several weeks afterwards, whence Acting Assistant Surgeon J. B.

Bowen reported the following history: "The injury was caused by a minie ball, which

entered the external portion of the ankle, passing through, fracturing and comminuting

the tarsal bones. The man was taken prisoner and sent to Richmond, where he remained

about two weeks. Twelve days after the receipt of the wound a portion of stocking and

shoe sloughed out. He suffered great pain and the wound discharged large quantities of

purulent matter, .also several pieces of bone. When released by the enemy he was trans-

ferred to a hospital transport, where Pirogoff's operation was performed on July 26th.

The patient was received into this hospital the same day. Erysipelas invaded the stump

and extended to the knee, and abscesses and sloughing appeared on the posterior surface.

Amputation at the upper third of the leg was performed by flap operation on September

Kith, by Acting Assistant Surgeon S. D. Gross. Since then the man has improved and

the stump has united. The treatment embraced muriatic tincture of iron, quinine, whis-

key, and morphine." The patient was subsequently transferred to Haddington Hospital,

whence he was discharged from service July 29, 1863, and pensioned. About one year

afterwards he was supplied with an artificial leg by Dr. E. D. Hudson, of New York City. The pensioner was last paid March

4, 1869, since when he has not been heard from. The bones, forming the Pirogoff stump and including the lower half of the

shafts of (he tibia and fibula (Spec. 214), were contributed to the Museum by the second operator, and are represented in the

annexed cut (FlO. 351), showing the cut extremities of the tibia and calcis to be carious. No union whatever had occurred.

The lower extremity of the fibula is also carious, and the upper portion of the shaft is necrosed and enlarged by attempts at an

invohierum from the periosteum.

Fatal Intermediary Amputations at the Ankle Joint.— Fourteen of these operations

wen 1 recorded, eight by Pirogoff's and six by Syme's method. In one instance exarticula-

tion at the ankle joint was followed by re-amputation in the middle, and in two by ablation

in the upper thirds of the leg. The fatal issue was ascribed to pneumonia in one, pyaemia

in three, tetanus in one, erysipelas in two, exhaustion in four, and typhoid fever in one

instance. In one case the right arm had been amputated in the upper third.
1

CASK 885.— Private S. Smith, Co. K, 86th New York, aged 47 years, was wounded at the Wilderness, May 10, 1864, by

two minic balls, one of which passed through the left foot and fractured the tarsal bones; the other produced a flesh wound of

the dorsal region near the spine. Several days after receiving the injury the wounded man was admitted to Harevvood Hospital,

Washington, where lie did well up to Way 23d. From that date his mind became wandering and delirious, his left arm and

right leg keeping up constant motion. Imitation from the wound was suspected as the cause of this unusual action, and ampu-

tation was deemed necessary on May 25th. when Surgeon R B. Bontecou, U. S. V., performed the operation by his modification

of Pirogoff's method at the ankle joint. The patient improved after the amputation, all symptoms of derangement of mind dis-

appeared, and he became perfectly conscious. Ether was used as the anaesthetic. The patient continued to do well up to June

1st, when pyasmic symptoms appeared, the wound ceased to suppurate, and rigors set in ; skin hot and dry. In spite of a sup-

portingttreatment the patient gradually grew weaker. He died July 19, 1864. The tarsal bones, together with the malleoli and

a thin section of the tibia, removed at the amputation (Spec. 3054), with the history, were contributed to the Museum by the

operator.

Case 886.—Private D. C. Hayes, Co. A, 4th New Hampshire, was wounded at the battle of Pocotaligo, October 22, 1862,

by a minid ball, which struck the dorsum and penetrated to the sole of the left foot, passing out nearly opposite the point of

entrance without having caused much apparent comminution or splintering of the bone. He was admitted to hospital at Hilton

Head the following day, whence Assistant Surgeon J. E. Semple, U. S. A., contributed the pathological specimen (No. 691) with

the following report: "We endeavored to save the foot, but the patient became much reduced and mortification set in. Syme's

operation was performed on November 11th, and death occurred on the following day from exhaustion." Acting Assistant Sur-

geon T. T. Smiley, who performed the amputation, states in his publication of the case3 that the patient died with all the symp-

toms of pyamiia, also that the injury produced violent pain and high inflammation, which he ascribed to a longitudinal fracture

of one of the metatarsal bones, opening the tarso-metatarsal articulation. The specimen consists of a ligamentous preparation of

the scaphoid, cuboid, cuneiform, and metatarsal bones of the amputated foot, the bases of the second and third of the latter

exhibiting the seat of the fracture by the bullet.

1 Cask of F. Schoneekles, Private, U, 2d Delaware. See CASK 77, TA11LB LXX VII, p. 7G0 of the Second Surgical Volume.

'SMILEY (T. T.), Twenty Cases of Gunshot Wounds, lu Huston Medical awl Surgical Journal, 1803. Vol. LXVIII, p. 419.
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Table XCL
Summary of Thirty-nine Cases of Intermediary Amputations at the Ankle Joint for Shot Injury.

[Recoveries, 1—25; Deaths, 26—39.]

84

Namk, Military
Desciuition, and Age.

Atwell, J. J., Pt., A, 8lh Vir-

ginia, ago 20.

•Bayard, J., Pt., B, 28lh N.
York, ape 28.

Burns, C. E., Pt., D, 12th
Massachusetts, age 24.

7 Butler, W. M., — , K, 7th
Arkansas.

Carter, P., Pt., I, 7th Mich-
igan, age 22.

3 Clark, F. W.
t
Pt.. B, 12th

Georgia.

*Cook, G. L., Pt.. B, 1st

Pennsylvania-, age 22.

Darling, W., Pt., E, 6th Wis-
consin, age 41.

Dickey, W. II., Serg't, A,
8th Pennsylvania Reserves,
age 28.

Elderkin, W. A., Pt., C, (ith

Maine, age 24.

Forsyth, G., Pt., E, 14th N.
Jersey, age 25,

* Gross, D. N., Pt., E, 8th
Illinois Cavalry, age 24.

Gurley, W.. Pt., C, 11th In-
fiuitry, age 18.

Johnson. A. \V., Pt., E, 64th
New York, age 23,

6 Larkin, P., Pt., C, 48th N.
York, age 24.

Loughl'ui, J., Pt., K, 67th
New York, age 22.

Morse, G. F.
t Pt., K, 16th

Massachusetts, age 19.

Newton, J. TT., Pt., E, 14th
Virginia, age 26.

19 'Ramsdell, J. H., Pt., C,
Minnesota, age 30.

6th

Sanford, A. C, Pt., E, 6th
Connecticut, age 27.

Short, J. H., Pt., F, 140th
Pennsylvania, age 19.

Strout, S.,Capt. After Guard,
U. S. Navy, age 38.

•Unknown, age 24

Whitney, P. P., Pt., A, 6th
Michigan, age 24.

Date
OF

IXJUKY

July 3,

1863.

July 6,

1861.

Aug. 29
1862.

Sept. 20,

1863.

Dec. 11.

1862.

Mav 10,

1864.

June 30,

1862.

Sept. 17

1862.

Dec. 13,

1862.

Nov. 7,

1863.

Mav 13,

1864.

June 29.

1862.

Mav 12,

1864.

Dec. 13,

1862.

Julv 18,

18*63.

July 2,

1862.

May 1,

1862.

July 2,

1863.

Dec. 7,

1864.

Aug. 16,

1864.

May 12,

1864.

April 1,

1865.

Nov. 25,

1863.

Aug. 5,

1862.

Natuuk ok Injury.

Conoidal ball entered instep
and lodged among the tarsal

bones of left foot.

Musket ball passed through in-

step, fracturing tarsal hones of

left foot.

Fracture of right foot, involv'g
ankle joint, by musket ball.

Ball passed through right foot.

Conoidal ball comminuted os

calcis and cuboid bones, right

foot.

Conoidal ball fractured astra-

galus and third and fourth

metatarsal bones.
Conoidal ball passed through
right instep, fracturing tarsal

and metatarsal bones.
Conoidal ball fractured left

tarsus and calcaneum.

Conoidal ball fractured the left

foot.

Musket ball entered dorsum of

right foot, fracturing metatar-
sal bones.

Conoidal ball injured left foot.

Canister shot comminuted the
right astragalus aud carried

away ends of both malleoli.

Conoidal ball entered below ex-

ternal malleolus and crushed
posterior tuberosity of os cal-

cis.

Ball entered between extensor
longus pollicis and calcaneum.
fracturing bones of foot.

Piece of shell comminuted tar-

so-metatarsus except calcis,

right foot.

Conoidal ball perforated left

ankle, cotnmin g tarsal bones.

Datk
OF

Ol'E NA-
TION.

Operation and Operator.

Shot fracture of left foot.

Conoidal ball fractured tarsal

bones of right foot.

Conoidal ball passed through
tarsus from dorsum to heel.

Conoidal ball fractured tarsal

bones of left foot.

Bali lodged against astragalus.

left foot; tarsus comminuted.
Pistol shot wound of right foot.

Shot fracture of left tarsus . .

.

Shot wound of right foot

.

Julv 17,

1863.

Julv U,
1861.

Sept. 13,

1862.

Oct. 3,

1863.

Dec. 26,

1862.

May 28,

1864.

Julv 23,

1862.

Oct. 8,

1862.

Dec. 24,

1862.

Dec. 6,

1863.

May 18,

1864.

July 22
1862.

June 1,

1864.

Dec. 20,

1862.

July 25,

1863.

July 26,

1862.

May 16,

1862.

July 16,

1863.

Dec. 16,

1864.

Sept. 14,

1864.

Mav 25,

1864,

April 15.

1865.

Aug. 16,

1862.

Syme's amputation at left an-

kle joint. A. A. Surgeon T.
T. Smiley.

Syine's amp. left ankle joint,

Ass't Surgs. J. W. S. Gouley
and W.J. White, U.S. A.

Syme's amputation at right

ankle joint. Surgeon D. P.

Smith, U. S. V.

Pirogoff's amputation at right

ankle joint.

Syme's amputation at right an-

kle joint, posterior Hap. A ss't

Surg. G. M. McGill. l
r
. S. A.

Pirogoff 's amputation at ankle
joint. Surgeon C. B. Gibson,
C.S.A.

Syme's amputation at right

ankle.

Syme's modified amputation at

ankle joint, dorsal Hap. Surg.
B. A. Vunderl-.ieft, If. S. V.

Syme's amputation at left an-

kle joint. Surg. II. Bryant,
U. S. V.

Pirogoff's amputat'n with Bon-
tecou's modification. Surg.
R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V.

Pirogoff's amputation at left

ankle joint.

Syme's amput'n at right ankle
joiut. Ass't Surg. R. Bartho-
low, U. S. A.

Amputat'n at right ankle joint.

Surgeon D. W. Bliss, U. S. V.

Syme's amputation at left an-

kle joint. Surgeon C. Gray,
7th New York.

Pirogoff's amputation at right

ankle joint. Ass't Surg. J.W.
Applegate, U. S. V.

Pirogoff s amputation at left

ankle joint.

Pirogoff's amputation at left

ankle joint. Surgeon C. C.
Jewett, 16th Massachusetts.

Pirogoff's amputation at right

ankle joint.

Amputation at left ankle joint

by Svme's method. Surgeon
8. D.Tumey, U. S. V.

Circular amputation at left an-
kle joint bv Svme's method.
A. A. Surg^ E. B. Woolston.

Syme's amp. at left ankle joint.

Surg. R. B. Bontecou, U. S.V.
Amputat'n at right ankle joint

Surgeon — Smith, IT. S. N.
Intermediary amp. at left ankle
joint by Pirogoff's method,
Prof. P. F. Eve.

Pirogoff's amp. at ankle joint,

leaving portion of os calcis

Surg. E. F. Sanger, U. S. V.

Result and Remarks.

Paroled Nov. 12, 1863; stamp
healed.

Discharged July 24, 1861
;
pen-

sioned. Serviceable extremity.

Cushion one inch thick, well uni-

ted to tibia, and quite tender.

April 22. 1863, amp. lower third

leg. Discharged Julyll, 1863;
pensioned.

Haemorrhage from plantar arch.
Doing well.

Discharged March 2, 1863; pen-
sioned. Leg withered to knee;
troublesome stump; at times
bones exposed and painful. Spec.

4859, A. M. M.
Recovered. Heel drawn up; a
tender cicatrix formed part of
sole of stump.

Aug. 1, straps to stump. Disch'd
Dec. 7, 1862; pens d. Stump
healed perfectly.

Discharged January 13, 1863;
pensioued. Spec. 4957, A. M. M.

Abscess. Discharged Dec. 10,

1863; pensioned. Stump per-

fectly healed. ^wc.575, A.M.M.
Erysipelas ; sloughing. Disch'd
April 23, 1864. Stump never
healed thoroughly, and was a
constant drain upon the vital

powers. Died Dec. 14, 1866, of
consumpt'n. Spec. 2028, A.M.M.

Discharged April 6, 1865, and
pensioned.

Necrosis. Discharged December
7, 1863; pens'd. Good stump.

Necrosed sequestra removed at

different times. Disch'd Feb.
7, 1865. Amp. upper third leg
Feb.18,'68. Spec.2421, A.M.M.

Discharged Jan. 29, 1863; pen-
sioned. Oct. 9, 1863, amput'n
lower third leg.

Discharged Pec. 4, 1863. Amp.
legat middle third May 6, 1879,

fornecrosis. Spec. 6913, A.M.M.
Erysipelas. Sept. 16, amput'n of

leg, upper third. Disch'd July
29, 1863

;
pensioned. Not heard

from since March 4, 1869. Spec.

214, A. M. M.
Discharged August 4, 1862, and
pensioned. Good stump; can
bear his weight upon it.

July 25, sloughing. August 10,

amp. at junction of upper thirds

of leg ; stump healed. Exch'd
November 12, 1863.

Discharged June 4, 1865; pen-
sioned. Stump sound and reli-

able for support.
Discharged April 27, 1865, and
pensioned. Stump healed.

Discharged Nov. 4, 1864
;
pens'd.

Card Phot., Vol. I, p. 45.

Discharged June 5, 1865; pen-
sioned. Sound stump.

January. 1864, complete disinte-

gration of calcis and end of tibia.

Feb., 1864, amp. leg. Recov'ry.
Discharged Oct>ber4, 1862; pen-
sioned.

1 Smith (S.), Amputatioyis at. thv. Ankle Joint in Military Surgery, in If. S- Sanitary Commission Memoirs, Surgical Volume II, p. 136.

2Eve (P. P.), Cases of Secondary Hemorrhage occurring in the Gate City Hospital (Confederate) after the battle of Chickamavga, etc., in U. S-

Sanitary Commission Memoirs, New York, 1870, Surgical Volume I, p. 210.

3 Hoixoway (J. M.). Comparative Advantages of Pirogoff's, Symk's, and Chopart's Amputations, etc., in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1866, N. S.,

Vol. LI, p. 85, and Smith (S.), loc. cit., p. 134. * Smith (S.), loc. tit., p. 140. 5 Smith <S.), loc. tit., p. 140.

8 Smiiu (S.), toe. cit., p. 134. 7 Smith (S), loc. tit., p. 136.

MIOT.T.OWAY (I. M.). Comparative Advantages of PIROGOFF'S, Symk's, and CHOPAttT's Amputations, etc., in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1866, N. Sn
Vol. LI, p. 85, and SMITH (S .), loc. cit., pp. 116, 132.
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NO.

25

26

29

Name, Military
debcuiption, and age.

Whitty, J., Pt., A, 6th Wis-
consin, age 22.

Alley, J.

Bagcr, A., Pt., K, 2d Mary-
land.

Gregg, R., Pt., C. 1st Maine
Artillery, age 37.

Havens. W., Pt., K, 17th N.
York Heavy Artillery, age
29.

30 'Hayes, D. C, Pt, A, 4th
New Hampshire.

Haynes, G., Pt., F, 12th N.
Hampshire, age 22.

Johnson, H. H., Pt.. A, 9th
N. York Heavy Artillery,

age 18.

Lincoln, G., Pt., »tli Illinois,

age 27.

Phillips, J., Pt., I, 5th Mich-
igan, age 31.

Schoneckles, V., Pt., G, 2d
Delaware.

Shook, G. L., Corp'l, C, 37th
Massachusetts, age 25.

Smith, S., Pt., K, 86th New
York, age 47.

'Sutton, E. L., Pt., H, 77th
Illinois.

Wilbur, W., Pt., B, 1st New
York Cavalry, age 27.

Date
of

Injury

May 5,

1864.

July 2,

1863.

Dec. 13,

1862.

June 18.

1864.

June 25
1864.

Oct. 22,

1862.

June 3,

1864.

July 9,

1864.

Feb. 15,

1862.

May 10,

1864.

Deo. 13,

1862.

Sept. 19,

1864.

May 10,

1864.

Jan. 11,

1S63.

May 8,

1864.

Natuhe of Injuky.

Conoidal ball fractured left cal.

canentn.

Conoidal ball fractured left tar-

sal bones ; also flesh wounds
of thigh and shoulder.

Shot fracture of right foot

Shot wound of right foot, with
great injury to tarsus.

Conoidal ball injured 2d and 3d
toes, right foot. June 25, '64,

amp. of injured toes : gang.
Conoidal ball fractured 2d met-
atarsal bone and injured tarsal

articulation, left foot.

Shot wound left foot near mal-
leolus, fractur'g tarsal bones;
exit near little toe.

Shell fracture 4th ami 5th met-
atarsal bones ; extensive Ineer-

. ation of soft parts.

Rifle ball fractured tarsal and
metatarsal bones.

Conoidal ball fracl'd left tarsal

bones, leaving os ealois intact.

Shot fracture of bones of right

foot; also fracture of right

humerus.

Conoidal bull fractured left foot.

Conoidul ball fractured tarsal

bones, left foot ; also flesh

wound of back.
Conoidal ball fractured 2d and
3d metatarsal bones, left foot,

involving tarsal articulation.

Shot fracture of2d anil 3d met-
atarsal bones of right find.

Date
of

Opera-
tion.

Operation and Operator.

May 31,

1864.

July 15.

1863.

Jan. 9,

1863.

July 12,

1864.

July 14,

1864.

Nov. 11,

1862.

June .10,

1864.

July 12,

1864.

Feb. 25,

1862. I

May 17.

1864. !

Dec. 19,

1802.

Sept. 86,

1864.

May 25,

1864.

Jan. 24,

1863.

May 28,

1864.

Syme's amputat'n at left ankle
joint. Surgeon E. Donnelly,
2d Pennsylvania Reserves.

Syme's amputat'n at left ankle
joint.

Pirogoff'samp. at right ank.j't.

A. A. Surg. J. R. Ludlow.
Syme's ampnt'n at right ankle
joint. A. A. Surgeon O. W.
Peck.

Pirogoif's amp. at right ankle
joint. Surg. R. B. Bontecou,
U. S. V. Sloughing

;
gang.

Syme's umput'n at ankle joint.

A. A. Surgeon T. T. Smiley.

Joint diseased and edematous.
Syme's amp. at left ankle j'nt.

Surg. R. B. Bontecou, U. 8.V.
Svme'samp. at right ankle j'nt.

Ass'tSurg. R. F.Weir.U.S.A.
Malleoli sawn off; articular
surface of tibia left intact.

Pirogoff's amputation at ankle
joint. Dr. T. L. Maddin, of
Nashville.

Pirogoff's amp. at left ankle j't.

Surgeon E. Bentley, U. S. V.
Pirogoff's amp. at right ankle
joiut ; also amp. arm at upper
third. Surgs.C. S.Wood, 66th
N. Y., and C. Gray, 7th N. Y.

Pirogoff's amp. at left aukle
joint, leaving a portion of os
calcis. A. A. Surg. J. Young-
love.

Pirogoff's amp. at left ankle j't

with Boutecou's modification.
Surg. R. B. Bontecou, TJ. S.V.

Syme's amputat'n at left ankle
joint. A. A. Surgeon T. T.
Smiley.

Pirogoff's method with Boute-
cou's modification. Surgeon
R. B. Bontecou, IT. S. V.

Result and Remarks.

Gangrene in stump. Feb. 8, 1865,

amputation at junction of lower
third of leg. Discharged June
26, 1865; pensioned.

Died July 16, 1863, of tetanus.

Stump donewell. Died Feb. 21,

1863, of pneumonia.
Sloughing. July 18, 1864, amp.
of leg at junction of upper third.

Died Sept. 30, 1864.

Jsly 19, amputation leg, middle
third. Died July 21, 1864, of

exhaustion.
Died Nov. 12, 1862, of pyemia.
Spec. 691, A. M. M.

Died, from tvphoid fever, July 9,

1864.

July 18. extensive erysipelas, ex-
tending to abdomen. Died July
28, 1864, of ervsipelas. Spec.

2281, A. M. M.
Feb. 25, erysipelas ; March 2,

whole body involved. Died
March 8, 1862, of erysipelas.

Died May 28, 1864, of exhaus-
tion.

Died.

Died October 14, 1864.

Died June 19, 1864, of pyaemia.
Spec. 3054, A. M. M.

Died Feb. 3, 1863, of pyaemia.

July 6, amputation of leg, upper
third. Died July 6, 1864, of
exhaustion.

Secondary Amputations at the Ankle Joint.— Thirteen secondary" amputations at

the ankle joint were recorded; the mortality rate was 7.7 per cent., only one of the cases

having a fatal termination. Of the twelve successful operations four were performed after

Pirogoff's and six after Syme's method ; in two cases the mode of ablation was not indicated.

Eight of the patients were Union and four Confederate soldiers. In one instance the leg

was subsequently amputated in the middle third. Of the eight Union soldiers the names

of seven were found on the Pension Rolls; two have died since their discharge from the

service. In the fatal secondary amputation at the ankle Syme's operation had been per-

formed; the patient died of exhaustion.

Case 887.—Private O. C. Crandall, Co. B, 7th Wisconsin, aged 19 years, was wounded in the right foot, at Gettysburg,

July 1, 1863. He remained at a First Corps field hospital for nearly two weeks and was then removed to Broad and Cherry

Streets Hospital, Philadelphia, whence Acting Assistant Surgeon W . V. Keating contributed the follow-

ing history :
" The wound was caused by a mini6 ball, which entered on the outer side just in advance

of the ankle joint and passed directly across, fracturing the astragalus and lodging beneath the skin

on the inner side of the foot, whence it was removed four hours after the reception of the injury. At
the time of admission his general condition was broken down, and the foot and ankle were much

intlamed, swollen, and painful; the wounds discharging sanious pus. The patient was ordered extra

diet, with tonics, milk punch, and beef-essence, and the foot was enveloped in a fomenting poultice.

Five days after admission the wounds commenced to slough and a large abscess formed on the outer

side of the foot above the wound, in its course burrowing the tendo-achillis. At the same time the

patient was rapidly growing weaker. On August 1st it was decided, in consultation, that to operate

was the only means of saving life, and on the following day, while the patient was under the influence

of ether, Pirogoff's amputation was performed by Acting Assistant Surgeon A. Hewson. The edges

of the Haps were brought together by means of lead-wire sutures, and an opening was made along the

side of the tendo-achillis to prevent the collection of pus. The stump was covered with lint saturated

FIO. 352.— Portions of tibia,

fibula, astragalus, and cal

canetini, from a PlKOGOF*
amputation. Spec. 2783.

1 SMTI.KT (T. T.). Tictvty Cases of Gunshot Wounds, in Boston Med. and Surg. Jour.. 1863. Vol. I.XVITT, p. 419.

'Smlkt (T. T.), Gunshot Wounds from Arkansas Post, in Boston Med. and Surg. Jour., 1863, Vol. LXIX, p. 159.
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with a mixture of laudanum and whiskey, and the limb was kept at perfect rest in a fracture-box. On the third day after the

operation sloughing took place to a slight extent on the outer side of the stump in the line of the first incision, exposing the

lower extremity of the fibula. The stump was then washed with a solution of permanganate of potassa and a fomenting poul-

tice was applied. The discharge from the stump was very profuse for a few days, but it gradually subsided and healthy granu-

lations established themselves. The patient continued to do well afterwards, bony anion taking place and the case promising a

good and useful stum]), with the limb one inch shorter than the other. The patient's general condition now was very good.

The advantages claimed for the operation in this case were, firstly, that it was less extensive than an amputation higher up in

the leg and thereby produced less shock ; secondly, that less blood would in all probability be lost, and the patient would have a

greater length of limb for actual use after recovery." The specimen (No. -<J783) represented in the adjoining wood-cut (FlG. Xy'2)

was contributed by the operator, and consists of the lower borders of the tibia and fibula, the astragalus, and a slice of the

upper portion of the calcaneum, all which were removed at the amputation. The astragalus is shown to be fractured and

carious, and the tibial articulation is eroded. The patient was subsequently transferred to Mower Hospital, whence he was dis-

charged June 11, 18o4, and pensioned. He formerly represented the stump as being in a good state, but at a special examina-

tion on March lfi, 1880, its condition was described by Dr. T. B. Mansfield, pension examiner at Sac City, Iowa, as follows

:

"I find the claimant suffering from necrosis of the end of the stump of the tibia, also atrophy of the muscles of the lower leg.

There is some discbarge at present from the wound, and the cicatrices present an unhealthy condition, assimilating senile or dry

gangrene. The general appearance and appetite of the pensioner is good. He states that he has constant pain in the wound

and constant pain in the knee, and that he is unable to walk but a short distance without experiencing great pain in the stump

and entire limb. I think his wTound will necessitate another amputation." This pensioner was paid June 4, 1880.'

Cask 888.— Private I. T. Mossup, Co. D, 100th New York, aged SO years, was wounded in the left foot,

during the assault on Fort Wagner, July 1^, 1803. He was admitted to hospital at Beaufort on the following

day, and several months later he was transferred to McDougall Hospital, at Fort Schuyler, where amputation

was performed but not recorded. Subsequently the patient passed to De Camp Hospital, and lastly, on Feb-

ruary 18, 18tS4, he entered Central Park Hospital, New York City. Surgeon B. A. Clements, U. S. A., in

charge of the latter, made the following report : "The patient had been wounded by a conical ball, which passed

just under the malleoli, fracturing the astragalus and calcaneum. Amputation at the ankle joint was performed

at McDougall Hospital, on November 11th, by Syme's method, and the result has not been retarded by any

accident whatever since the operation, the cicatrix being completely formed when the patient was admitted to

Central Park Hospital. He has an artificial foot (from Hudson), and at his own request his discharge has been

recommended." A cast of the leg (Spec. 726), made nine months after the amputation, and showing a well-

formed and apparently useful Syme's stump, was contributed to the Museum by Assistant Surgeon J. W. S.

Goidey, U. S. A., and is represented in the annexed wood-cut (Fig. 353). The patient was discharged from |

service June 1, 18.54, and pensioned. In his applications for commutations, dated 1870 and 1875, he described after Syme's nm-

i i . • /, i i- • „ , <, , , 11 . ,/>,., 1, ,•„ m, putation at left

the stump as being in good condition, but five years later he reported it as painful all the time. I he ankle. .Spec. 726.

pensioner was paid December 4, 1880.*

Tablk XGIL
Summary of Thirteen Cases of Secondary Amputations at the Ankle Joint for Shot Injury,

[Recoveries, 1—12; Deaths, 13.]

NO.
Name, Military

Description, and Age.

Date
OF

Injury.
NATUltE OF INJUKY.

Date
OF

Opera-
tion.

Operation and Operator. Result ami Remarks.

3 Connolly, P., Corp'l, K, 70th Aug. 27,

New York. 1802.

«CrandalI, O. C, Pt., B, 7th
|
July 1,

Wisconsin, age 19.

Ewino, A. G., Pt., Forrest's

Cavalry.

GriJJin, J. tf., Lieut., C, 10th

Texas Cavalry.
5 Johnes, A., Corp'l, K, 5th

New York, aged 27.

6 Mossup, I. T., Pt., D, 100th
New York, age 30.

1863.

July-,
1864.

Dec. 31,

1862.

June 27,

1862.

July 18,

1863.

Conoidal ball comminuted left

tarsus.

Conoidal ball fractured astrag-

alus and was removed from
inner side of foot.

Shell fracture of right foot : ca-

ries of ends of tibia and fibula.

Shot wound of left ankle joint. ! Mar. it,

I 1863.

Conoidal ball passed through Aug. 4,

tarsal bones of the right foot;
J

18*12.

sloughing.
Conoidal ball fractured left as- Nov. 11,

tragalus and calcaneum. 1863.

O'Donahue, M., Pt., D, 124th May 4,

Ohio, age 36.
|

1864.

Porter, L. S., Pt., F, 49th Dec. 31,

I

Nov. 19, Foot a large shapeless mass.
1864. Syme's amp. at left ankle j't

:

tibia sawn through above mal-
leoli. A. A. Surg. S. Smith.

I Foot and ankle much inflamed;
slough 'g ; Pirogoff's ampufn.
A. A. Surg. A. Hewson.

Pirogoff's amputation at right

ankle joint. Prof. P. F. Kve.

Amp. at left ankle joint. Surg.
F. Hawthorne, P. A. C. S.

Syme's amputation at right an-
kle joint. Ass't Surg. R. Bar-
thoiow, U. S. A.

Syme's posterior flap amputa-
tion. A. A. Surgeon J. B.
Cutter.

Aug. 2

1863.

Aug. -
1865.

Ohio, age 32.

rR-

1862.

.

: Dec. 9,

1864.

Musket ball injured ri^ht foot. Nov.— ,' Pirogoff's amputation at rijrht

Primary amput'n 3d and 4th i 1866. anklejoint. Prof.C. E.Weber,
toes with metatarsal bones

;

of Cleveland.
re-amputation.

Shell fracture of left ankle ... Feb. 25, Syme'samputationatleftankle
1863. ' joint.

Musket ball passed through Jan. 20,
' Svme's amput'n at ankle joint,

tarsus. 1865. : Dr. G- Buck, New York city.

Discharged Aug. 13, 1863; pen-
sioned. In 1870, stump sound;
receives entire weight of body
on stump; 2 J ins. shortening.

Limb kept in a fracture-box

;

sloughing. Disch'd June 11,

1864; pensioned. Spec. 2783.

Also partial paralysis from pistol

ball in spine. Recovered ; caries

of ends of tibia and fibula.

Recovery,

Erysipelas; stump healed. Dis-

charged Dec. 6, 1862. Died
March 28, 1880, of consumption.

Disch'd June 1, 1864
;
pensioned.

Two ins. shortening; limbsome-
what atrophied, tissue healthy,
compact and symmetrical. Spec.

726, A. M. M.
Discharged Dec. 27, 1864, and

.

pens'd. Stump healed. Diwl
April 13. 1873.

Disch'd Dec. 6. 1863, and pens'd.
]

Stump healed, but is trouble-

some and causes pain.
Stump firm and useful. Two

,

inches, shortening.

1 SMITH (S.), Amputation^ at the Ankle Joint in Military Surgery, in IT. S. Sanitary Commission Memoirs, Surgical Volume II, p. 119.

1 Smith (S.), loc. cit.
t p. 140. S SMITH (S.), loc. cit., pp. Ill, 136. * SMITH (S.), loc. cit., p. 119.

8 SMrrn (S.), loc. cit., p. 136. 6 Smtth (S.), loc. cit., p. 140. 'Smith (S.), loc. cit, p. 136.
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J v |

NAMK, Mll.ITAIlY

UrscnimoN, ami Aok.

10 Rooney, J. .v., I't., D, 37th
Georgia.

1 I Taylirr, J. W. I., l>t.. A, 3il

Arkansas, ago 23.

12 Well*, O. W., I't. K, 4th
Now Hampshire, ago 24.

13 Prat, E. 1!., I't., 1, 32d
Maine, ape 41.

|
Datk
oi-

i INJUHY,

Sept. 20,

1863.

Kept. 30,

I 863.

A uK . 16.

18114.

June 15,

1864.

Nature of Injury.

Shot wound in front of foot-

Shot wound of right foot...

Conoidul ball fruct'tl metatarsal
bones, right foot. Necrosis of
tarsus and metatarsus.

Hull entered inner side of right
footat mid. of first metatarsal
Isine

:
exit at base of 2d and 3d

toes; prim. amp. 2d and 3d toes.

Date
ok

OPERA*
TIOH.

(Jet. 2fi,

1863.

April 13,

1864.
(let. 22,

1864.

July 18,

1864.

Operation and Operator. Rksuli and Remarks.

PirogufTa umputat'n ; resection
of tibia and calcis.

Disarticulation right foot at the
ankle joint.

Svmc's amputation at right an-
kle joint. A. A. Surg. fi. A.
Chesley.

Syine's amputation at right an-

kle joint. Surg. R. B. Ilonte-

cou', U. S. V.

Doing well November 1, 1863.

Retired November 30, 1864.

Sloughing. Discharged .Tan. 11,

1865; pensioned. Jan. 16,1865,
amp. of leg at middle third.

Gangrene; haemorrhage. Died
July 23. 1861, of exhaustion.
Spec. 3068, A. M. M.

I

Me

the

aiu

Of three of the cases cited in (he preceding table specimens are preserved in the Army
lical Museum.

Amputations at the Ankle Joint of Uncertain Date.—In six instances the date of

injury, or of the operation, or both were not recorded. Four, it would appear, recovered

two proved fatal. All were Confederate soldiers:

Table XCIII.

Summary of Six Cases of Amputations at the Ankle Joint for Shot Injury of Uncertain Date.

[Recoveries, 1—4; Deaths, 5-6.]

NO.
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be amputated, and the quicker the better." Surgeon A. J. Phelps, 1 U. S. V., Medical Direc-

tor of the Fourth Army Corps, declared, after the battle of Chickamauga: "In my mind

there is no question upon the necessity of amputation in cases of knee joint injury (gun-

shot); and it is also my opinion that the same treatment is scarcely less necessary in wounds

of the tarsus and ankle joint." Surgeon J. T. Woods, 2 99th Ohio Volunteers, after the

battle of Chickamauga "found the early history of these cases exceedingly flattering, and

affording ample reason to warrant an effort to save the limb in injuries of this class; hut

at a later date the incapability of nature's power of reparation became apparent, * * the

unwarrantableness of conservatism (?) in these cases is most obvious, every indication pre-

sented by them warranting the conclusion that, after much suffering and great exhaustion,

the choice is still between death and loss of foot." Surgeon H. S. Hewit, 3 U. S. V., in

charge of the hospitals at Frederick after the battle of Antietam, expressed the opinion

that "amputation of the leg ought to be performed in every case of- gunshot penetration and

fracture of the ankle joint.'' A year later, Surgeon Hewit, 4 then Medical Director of the

Department of the Ohio, counseled the medical officers under his charge that "amputation

was to be employed in almost every penetrating injury of the ankle joint," and made con-

sultation obligatory in all doubtful cases of this injury. It is therefore not surprising that

the number of amputations following injuries of the ankle joint, recorded during the war, is

proportionally very large. Of one thousand seven hundred and eleven instances of shot

injuries of the bones of the tibio-tarsal articulation, five hundred and eighteen were treated

by expectant conservative measures, in thirty-three instances excision was practised, and in

one thousand one hundred and sixty recourse was had to ablation of the limb either at the

ankle joint, in the leg, or in the thigh. It may be assumed that the five hundred and

eighteen cases treated by conservation were, as a rule, instances in which the injury was

comparatively slight, and in which the articulation originally was not seriously involved.

Of these five hundred and eighteen patients four hundred and seven recovered and ninety-

nine, or 19.5 per cent., died; in twelve the ultimate result was not ascertained. Free incisions

into the joint were frequently made, and in forty-one instances fragments of bone were elim-

inated; pyaemia was noted in twenty-eight, gangrene in twenty-two, erysipelas in twelve,

and tetanus in five instances.

Examining the cases of recovery after conservative treatment of shot fractures of the

bones of the ankle joint adduced at pp. 579 to 582, ante, it will be seen that the remote

results in many instances were less satisfactory than the early progress of the cases had

promised. In the case of Private J. H. Noble (Case 820, p. 580, ante), in January, 1863,

six months after the injury, the wound had healed and an anchylosed and serviceable limb

was reported; but nearly a year later the patient was walking on crutches; the wound had

reopened. In 1878, sixteen years after the injury, the pension examining board reported

that the "parts broke out again and again, and discharged; the pensioner complains of

more or less constant pain in the leg, and if he uses it much it swells and becomes painful,

so that he is unable to sleep. He still has to use a cane; the leg is worse than useless."

In the case of Sergeant T. B. Sturdivant (Case 825, p. 582, ante), who was discharged in
P

1 Phelps (A. J.), The Battle of Chickamauga, Observations by, in Bound Manuscript No. 11, Div. of Surg-. Records, Surgeon General's Officp.

2 WOODS (J. T.), Observations of the Surgery of the Battle of Chickamauga, in Bound Manuscript No. 11, Division of Surgical Records, Surgeon

General's Office.

3 HEWIT (H. S.), Report of the Surgery of the V. S. A. General Hospital No. 5, at Frederick, Md., In Bound Manuscript, No. 33, Surgeon General's

Office, Division of Surgical Records.

* HEWIT (H. S.), Report on the Military Medicine, Surgery, and General Conduct of the Medical Department of the Army of the Ohio, etc., in

Appended Documents, Medical and Surgical History of the War of the Rebellion, Part I, Volume I, p. 311.

SUUU. Ill—77
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1865, with "anchylosis of the ankle joint and extension of the foot," an ulcer formed on

the outer side of the ankle and pieces of bone were discharged as- late as 1880. Private

Dutton (Cask 821, p. 581), when mustered out in June, 1865, was able "to walk a mile or

two without difficulty," but several years later there were indolent ulcers at the inner as

well as the outer side of the joint, and the patient was unable to walk; his disability was

then reported as equal to loss of foot.

I'.rrixitiii at the Ankle Joint for Shot Injury.— The substitution of excision al the

ankle joint for amputation effected no saving of life. Of the thirty-three cases in which

this operation was practised, the results are known in thirty-one, of which nine, or 29.0

per cent., proved fatal, while the mortality of the cases treated by expectation was only

19.5 per cent, and that of the amputations 25.1. The results of this operation performed

in the European wars were even less satisfactory, as will be seen from the appended table:

Table XCIV.
Results of Excisions at the Ankle Joint on the Occasions named and from the Authorities quoted.

ACTION, ETC.

Crimean War, 18.
r)4-'57 (Matthew, ' Laxgexiieck2

)

Italian War, 18"i!) (NrudOrfeb8)
Schlenwig-Holstein War, 18(14 (T.angexwcck,4 NeudSrfek")

Mexican War, 18(15 (XElioOuFEll )

A astro-Prussian War, 1886 (Beck,' Lauffs," Stcomeyer,' Laxgexheck, 10 Guru")
Franco-German War, 1870-'7I, (C,urlt, ,2 Beck, 13 KRATZ.'TiOLTPAMJiER, 15 Cousix 1*)

Rosso-Turkish War, 1876-78 (Soo. Otto, du Croissant Rouge, " Steixer, ,8 Reviiek, " Tiling, 20 Wahl")

Aggregates -
v
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lowed by secondary amputation, and that in at least nine instances the joint remained pain-

ful and swollen, compelling the patients to use crutches or canes for support, and unfitting

them for manual labor; in several instances the wounds reopened, abscesses formed many
years after the injury, deficient circulation and varicose veins followed, and in one case

the continued irritation finally extended into the knee joint. In regard to this operation

August 7, by v. LANGEXKECK; shortening 8-0 centimetres; uses a crutch. (See also GUKLT (E.), Die GeUnk-Resectionen vach Schussverletzungm ,-

ihre Geschichte, Statistik, End-Rcsultate. Berlin, 1879. p. 404.) LANGEXBKCK (B. v.) (loc. cit., p. 47, No. 7): A. Thiel, 1st Austrian Infantry, Kbniggriltz,

July 3, 1866, right ankle joint; July 26, excision of external malleolus and the upper joint surface of the astragalus by Prof, v, LangknhkcK; recovery,

with anchylosis. GL'KLT (13.) (loc. cit., p. 489). LANGEXBKCK. (B. y.) {loc. cit., p. 47, No. 8): M. Wagner, Austrian Infantry "Regiment No. ti, Kbnig-

gratz, July 3, 1866; shut fracture left ankle joint ; July 26, subperiosteal resection of tibia, fibula, and upper surface of astragalus by Prof, vox Laxgex-

BECK; death August 6. GUKLT (E.) (loc. cit., p. 493). Langenbeck. (B. v.) (loc. cit., p. 47, No. 9): Bissig, train -captain, Austrian Infantry No. 55,

Kbniggratz, July 3, 1866; shot in right astragalus; July 26, excision of lower portion of internal malleolus and of astragalus by vox LangexbecK;
gangrene; death. GuiiLT (B.) (loc. cit., p. 493). n Gurlt (E.) (Die Gelenlc-Resectionen vach Schussrerletzunge.n , v. s. w., Berlin, 1879, p. 400): R, Witt.

Kaiser Alexander Garde-Gren. Beg't, Kbniggratz, July 3, 1860; shot fracture left ankle joint ; August 20, excision of external malleolus and portion of

astragalus by Dr. Wagxek; bony anchylosis ; 6 centimetres shortening; walks short distances comfortably, sometimes even without a cane. GUKI.T (E.)

(loc. cit, p. 401): A. Streese, Kaiser Alexander Garde-Gren. Beg't, Kbniggratz, July 3, 1866; shot fracture of right auklo joint] August 31, excision of

both malleoli and talus by Dr. WAGNER j recovery, with 2$ inches shortening; new formation of bone; able to walk a mile with the use of a cane.

GUKLT (E.) (loc. cit., p. 402): Jacob Baecke, 1st Magdeburg Beg't, No. 26, Kbniggratz, July 3, 1866; left ankle joint ; August 17, excision of 1 inch of

tibia and fibula and joint surface of astragalus by Dr. Sl'iEKiNG ; recovery ; walks with apparatus, GUHI.T (E.) (loc. cit., p. 405): A. Griezka. 7 Pomin.

No. 54, Trautenau, June 27; shell wound of left ankle joint ; September 19, joint surface of tibia excised and necrosed portions of astragalus removed;

recovered; walks on crutches and with a high heel; shortening 6 centimetres. GUKLT (E.) (loc. cit., p. 406): A. Bauske, 8th Pommeranian Reg't, No. til

;

shrapnel shot, July 3, 1866, at Kbniggratz, in left ankle; July 29, excision of lower extremities of tibia and fibula and upper part of astragalus by Dr.

ButiCH : recovery, with 9 centimetres shortening ;
anchylosis; walks with a crutch. Gurlt (E.) (loc. cit., p. 445): II. Morgenstern, 6th Saxon Infantry,

Kbniggratz, July 3, 1866 ; shot wound of left ankle joint ; July 28, excision of lower ends of tibia and fibula and the whole astragalus by Prof. Uracil

;

Nov. 21, amputation of leg; recovery. GUKLT (E.) (loc. cit., p. 445): G. H. Seifert, 13th Saxon Infantry, Kbniggratz, July 3, 1866; shot through rigid

ankle joint; July 29, resection of ends of tibia and fibula by Dr. Diehl ; shortening 10 centimetres ; little use of ankle and foot. GORLT (E.) (loc. cit.,

p. 447): A. Seidel, 12th Saxon Infantry, Kbniggratz, July 3, 1866; shot fracture of right leg at the ankle joint; July 26, excision of lower end of tibia

and of the astragalus by Dr. BusCH; death July 31, 1866. Guklt (E.) (loc. cit., p. 489): A. Juno, 2d Austrian Infantry, Kbniggratz, July 3. L8661

shell wound of left ankle; August 4, excision of left ankle joint with extirpation of astragalus; recovery. Gl'KLT (E.) loc. cit., p. 490): F. Mistelbauer,

6 th Austrian Beg't ; shot wound of left ankle joint ; resection of left tibia and fibula
; Nov. 27, amputation leg; recovery. GUKLT (E.) (loc. cit., p. 190):

A. Leitgeb, Austrian Infantry Regiment No. 15; Kbniggratz, July 3, 1866 ; right ankle joint ; July 27, excision of ends of tibia and fibula and astragalus

by Professor BusCH; recovery, with good use of limb. GUKLT (E.) (loc. cit., p. 490): G. Bulsoni, Austrian Inf. Reg't, No. 26, July 3, 1866, Kbnig-

gratz ; right aukle joint ; August 8, excision of the fractured joint surface of the tibia and removal of the fractured external malleolus by Dr. PiNCKE
;

recovery; walks with a cane. GuitLT (E.) (loc. cit., p. 490): V. Kanta, 34th Austrian Infantry. Kbniggratz, July 3, 1806; left ankle joint ; August 3,

excision of joint by Dr. IlAHX; recovery. GUKLT (E.) (loc. cit., p. 490): W. Stelzig, Austrian Infantry No. 42, Kbuiggratz, July 3, 1866; shot fracture

of right ankle joint ; July 25, excision of ankle joint by VON LAXGEXBECK
;
good recovery. GUKLT (E.) (loc. cit., p. 491): J. Bresonelli, 47th Austrian

Infantry, Kbniggratz, July 3, 1866 ; comminution of right external malleolus ; August 8, excision of end of tibia and upper portion of astragalus by

Surgeon FINCKE; Sept. 3, amputation of leg in upper third; recovery. GUKLT (E.) (loc. cit., p. 491): A. Diener, 73d Austrian Infantry, Koniggriitz,

July 3, 1866 ; ankle joint fractured
; Oct. 20, inner surface of external malleolus, portion of astragalus, and part of 08 calcis removed by Surgeon HECK

recovery, with 4 centimetres shortening; able to walk several miles without pain. GURLT (E.) (loc. cit., p. 492): F. Dubsky. Austrian Jaeger Batt. No.

17 ; shell wound of outer malleolus of left foot ; August 21, excision of 2£ inches of end of tibia by Surgeon GrAKHDE ; recovery. GUKLT (E.) (loc. cit.,

p. 492): N. Prymak, Austrian Lancers Beg't No. 11, Kbniggratz, July 3, 1866; shot fracture lower end of right tibia and fibula ; July 28, excision of 2

inches of tibia and fibula by Prof. BU6CH ; recovery, with varus position. 12 GUKLT (E.) (loc, cit., pp. 611, et. seq.) details 99 cases of excisions at the

ankle joint from the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71 ; the results in 4 cases are not stated; 57 were successful and 38 fatal, a mortality rate of 40 percent.

The operation involved the tibia in 7 (4 recoveries, 2 deaths, 1 unknown result), the fibula in 5 (3 recoveries, 2 deaths), the tibia and nstragalus in 7 (2

recoveries, 5 deaths), the fibula and astragalus in 4 (4 recoveries), the tibia and fibula in 22 (11 recoveries, 8 deaths), the tibia, fibula, and astragalus in 38

(24 recoveries, 13 deaths, 1 unknown result), and in 16 instances (6 recoveries, 8 deaths. 2 unknown results) the portions of bone excised were not Indicated.

In 13 instances, with 11 deaths, amputation was subsequently resorted to. To the 99 cases reported at length by Professor GURLT in his exhaustive

work must be added the following 5 cases: ,3BECK (B.) (Chirurgit der Schussvcrletzungen, Freiburg, i. Br., 1872, p. 881): F- , 1 Baden L.-Gr—

.

Beg't, No. 109; comminuted shot fracture of ankle joint
;
primary excision ; recovery, with anchylosis. Beck (B.) (loc. cit., p. 909): 1 case of resection

of internal malleolus; fatal. i4 Kkatz (Re.sulta.te der wiihrend des Utzten Feldzuges ausgefiihrten Gelenkresektionni, in Deutsche Militair&rztticJie

Zeitschrift, Berlin, 1871, Jahig. I, p. 596): Saeckel, Jaeger Bat. No. 11 (Prussians); shot fracture left ankle joint; excision of lower portions of bones nt

leg; shortening 2.^ inches, with ^edematous swelling ; atrophy of muscles from knee downwards ; active movements of foot weak. ls GOLTI>AMMER (Bericht

iiber die Tltdtigkeit des Reserve-Lazaretts des Berliner HUfsvereins in der Garde- Ulanen-Kaserne zu Moabit, in Berliner KUnisclie Wochenschrift, 1871,

Jahrg. VIII, p. 151): Leclerc, 1st French Engineers, wounded at Worth, August fi, 1870, in left ankle; Sept. 13, excision of astragalus, OS calcis, and os

naviculare ; recovery, with good use of foot. I6C0USIX (A.) (IJistoire Chirurgicalc de Vambulunce dc VEcolt des Pants et Chaussies, in V Union M-'d-

icale, 1872, T. XIII, p. 159): Soldier, 110th French line, shot fracture of lower ends of tibia and fibula, November 29, 1870 ; December, lia?morrhage from

peroneal, which was ligated ; excisiou of lower ends of tibia and fibula ; pyaemia ; death December 25, 1870. (GOKDOX, Lesso?ts on Hygiene and Surgerij

from the Franco-Prussian War, London, 1873, p. 167.) 17 Societe Ottmnane de secours aux blesses et malades militaires constitu'e d'apres la Convention de

Gendre, Vol. Ill, Ambulances fixes et mobiles da Croissant rouge, Constantinople, 1878, p. 39, and GURLT (E.) (loc. cit., p. 1153): At the hospital at Beyler-

bey, under the charge of Dr. BALDKIAX ; Mehmet, shot wound of ankle joint ; rescctiou; death from anasmia. l8 STEIXER (F.) (Aus dem Tagcbuchc e.ines

deutschen Arztes wiihrend der Zeit des Kriegesim Oriente 1876, in Wiener Ned. Wochenschrift, 1877, No. 18, p. 426): K. N., aged 29, shell fracture left ankle

joint, middle of August, 1876; September 1, excision of 4 inches of fibula; doing well in three weeks. ,9 BeyHER (Caul) (Dteardiseptische Wundbchand-

lung in der Kriegscldrurgie, in B. VOLKMANN'S Sammlung Klinischer Vortruge, Nos. 142, 143, Leipzig, 1878, pp. 1219 and 1234) tabulates 6 cases i4

recoveries, 2 deaths) of excisions at the ankle joint treated at the Barrack hospital at Swilainatz, but gives no details. The 2 fatal cases are related by 6.

TILING in his Bericht iiber 124 im serbisch-turkischen Kriege ira Baracken-Lazarcth des Dorpater SanildtS' Trains zu Swilainatz behandelte Scftitssverh t-

zungen, Dorpat, 1877, pp. 76 and 81 : St. Petkowitsch, aged 18, shot fracture of right internal malleolus August 20, 1876; excision of ends of tibia and

fibula; September 2, amputation at knee joint ; September 7, secondary haemorrhage and death. O- Urosehewitsch, aged 28, shot fracture of astragalus

aud os calcis ; ankle joint opened
;
wound received a few days before September 21, 1876 ; September 21, excision of the astragalus and entire os calcis

;

September 25. amputation at ankle joint; gangrene ; death September 30, 1876. '-^Dr. TlLlXG (loc. cit., p. 80) reports a third fatal case, not included in

Dr. REYHEU'S statistics: G. Konstantinowitsch. aged 56, shot wound of left ankle joint, received in the early part of September. I876-. October 11.

excision of articular extremities of tibia and fibula and astragalus ; death October 20, 187*5. w Gl'KLT (E.) (/"<". cit., p. 1 1."4) tabulates a successful <-use

of excision ut the ankle joint observed by Dr. Waul at the hospital at Sistowa; no particulars are given.
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it is therefore only necessary to reiterate the opinion expressed in the preliminary report,
1

that while the " judicious use of the gouge and bone forceps are admissible in gunshot

wounds of the ankle joint, the formal excisions are rarely successful."
2 Recoveries with

useful limbs have been claimed for this operation in some instances during the Franco-

Prussian War, 1870—71, and later, under antiseptic treatment, in the Russo-Turkish War,

1876-77, 3
but hardly sufficient time has elapsed to judge of the remote effects of the opera-

tions performed during these campaigns.

Amputations at the Ankle Joint.— Amputation at the ankle joint for disease had

been frequently performed since the middle of the last century4 in civil practice, but the

operation seems not to have been performed for shot injury until about the middle of the

present century, during the Schleswig-Holstein War, 184(8-1850, in which four exarticu-

lations at the ankle are recorded by Professor Stromeyer. That it was not regarded with

favor by surgeons of the late civil war is evident from the limited number of cases in which

it was performed; and, although the number of operations recorded has increased from

sixty-seven cases reported in the preliminary report from the Surgeon General's Office in

1865, 5
to one hundred and sixty-one cases reported here, yet the proportion of exarticula-

tions at the ankle joint to the cases of fractures remains very small when compared with

the number of amputations in the leg following similar injuries. Of the seven thousand

five hundred and forty-three shot fractures of the bones of the foot and ankle joint recorded

during the war, one thousand six hundred and twelve, or 21.3 per cent., were followed by

amputation in the leg, while only one hundred and sixty-one, or 2.1 per cent., were disartic-

ulated at the ankle joint. The operation seems to have been selected by the few surgeons

who performed it as an "operation of expediency," with a view of falling back, in case of

necessity, upon amputation in the leg as a "dernier ressort."
6

It may be assumed, there-

fore, that only the cases most favorable to such an operation were selected for its perform-

ance. As far as the mortality rate is concerned, the exarticulation at the joint would seem

to have been followed by less loss of life than the amputations in the leg—the fatality rate

of the former being 25. 1,
7
of the latter 32.9 per cent.; but of the one hundred and sixty-

one exarticulations at the ankle, twenty-nine, or 18.0 per cent., required reamputation,

while of five thousand four hundred and fifty-two amputations in the leg, in only two

hundred and twenty-one, or 4.0 per cent., reamputation became necessary.

1 Circular No. (i. War Department, Surgeon General's Office, Washington, Nov. 1, 1865. Reports on the Extent and Xature of the Materials

availablefor the preparation of a Medical and Surgical History of the Rebellion.

1 Surgeon D. Pkinck, r. S. V., in htaiVbtej on Surgical Cases and operations at Harrison's Landing, Va., August 12, 1862, Surg. General's Office,

Div. of Surg. Ilea. File A, No. 132, remarks: "Any injury requiring a complete exsection of the tihio-astragalean articulation would be almost certain

to make amputation a more suitable remedy on account of the thinness of the stratum of soft parts covering the bones." Hamilton (P. H.) (A Practical

Treatise on Fractures and Dislocations, 5th ed., Philadelphia, 1875, p. 51.1): "Resections at the ankle joint are much more hazardous than amputations,

and scarcely to he preferred, in army practice, to attempts to save the foot without surgical interference." At.nkw (D. H.) (The Principles and Practice

of Surgery, Philadelphia, 1878, Vol. 1, p. 254): " Amputation either through the joint, or above in the continuity of the limb, is a much more successful

operation than excision, which fact of itself should determine our course where the articulating extremities of the bones are comminuted.'' SEIULl.or

(Du trailement des fractures des membres par amies de guerre, in Arch. Gen. de M>d., 1871, T. XVII, p. 457): "Nous la croyons contre indiquee par

l'6tendue des surfaces osseuses la presence des nombrenx tendons p6riartieulaires. le volume et la position superficielle des os, la di1tieult6 de la contention

de la jambe et du pied, et le danger des complications. Nous maintenons cependant nos appreciations sur les avantages de la resection des mall6oles."
8 GK0S8HEIM, Ueber die Schussverlet:ungen des Fussgelenks wdhrend des letzten Krieges und die Resultate ihrer Rehandlung unter Benutzuug

officielter QuelUn, in Deutsche Militairarztliche Zeitsclirift, 1876. Jnhrgang V, p. 227, et seq.

4 The first authentic example of this operation is recorded by Bkasdok (Essai sur les Amputations dans les Articles, in Mini, de V Acad. Roy. de

Chir., Paris. 1774, T. V. p. 771): The foot of a child, 10 years of age, became mortified from some external cause. M. SEUII.IF.lt, surgeon at Laval,

amputated through the ankle Joint. The patient apparently suffered little from the operation; there was little inflammation or suppuration ; a sound

stump ensued, which never reopened during the twelve years which the patient survived the operation.

5 Circular No. 6, War Department, Surgeon General's Office, Washington, November 1. 1865. Reports on the Extent and Future of the- Materials

availablefor the preparation of a Medical and Surgical History of the Rebellion.

•SMITH (S.), Amputations at the AnJ:le Joint in Military Surgery, in U. 8. Sanitary Com. Memoirs, Surgical Volume II. New York. 1871, p. 102.

7 In Circular No. 6, War Pep'l. Surg. General's Office, November 1, 1865, p. 45, the number of exarticulations at the ankle joint was stated as 67
;

58 recovered and 9 were fatal, a fatality of 13.4 per cent. This mortality rate was ascertained from partial returns, and it was stated at the time that

the records were far from complete. The fall returns have augmented the mortality rate to 25.1 per cent., as shown in Tablk LXXXIX, p. Zft'i, ante.
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Fig. 354.—Syme's
amputation at the
ankle. [After Es-
MAHCII.J

FIG. 355.—PlKOGOl'Vb uiui>utatiiiii lit the ankle.

The operations most generally preferred were those of Syme and Pirogoff, but in a

few instances the malleoli and the articular surface of the tibia were retained, and in others

the malleoli were removed while the articular surface of the tibia was left intact and the

bone covered with a dorsal flap. In Syme's operation (Fig. 354) the malleoli and from

one-half to one and a half inches of the surface of the tibia were removed; in Pirorroff's

operation (Pig. 355) the os calcis was sawn through and its cut surface placed

in apposition to the sawn ends of the tibia and fibula. In both operations

the heel flap was used. The advantages claimed for the Pirogoff operation

would seem to be a gain in the length of the stump and the preservation of

the heel cushion in its natural condition attached to the os calcis, thus

insuring a stump capable of readily sustain-

ing the weight of the body. The latter ad-

vantage cannot be denied, provided a firm

union of the cut surfaces of the os calcis and

the tibia and fibula can be obtained; the

additional length of the limb may be con-

sidered a substantial gain in unaided loco-

motion, but in the application of an artificial

limb the Syme stump offers the best facili-

ties, the base of support being on the same [After E8MA "CH -)

plane as the natural ankle joint, while, in the Pirogoff stump, the base is necessarily on a

much lower plane than that of the sound limb, allowing no space for the play of an arti-

ficial joint. The few surgeons who recorded their views on the relative value of the Syme
and Pirogoff operations have expressed themselves in favor of Syme's operation. Surgeon

J. Wilson Wishart, in a letter to the Surgeon General dated May 1, 1866, states: "If called

upon to choose in a given case, I should prefer Syme's to Pirogoff's." In a letter to this

Office, in 1869, Surgeon C. S. Wood, who had performed Pirogoff's operation on several

occasions, states that he had so much trouble in preventing displacement of the parts to be

united that afterwards he always gave Syme's operation the preference.

To what extent union of the cut surfaces of the os calcis and of the tibia and fibula

has taken place in the cases of recovery after Pirogoff's operation, and whether the union

was osseous or only ligamentous, could not be positively ascertained. Of three cases in

which the limb was subsequently amputated in the leg, the bony portions removed at the

second operations are preserved in the Army Medical Museum. In two of these cases

(Captain Denniston, Case 875, p. 598, ante, and Private Loughlin, Case 884, p. 604, ante)

there were no indications whatever of union after two and three weeks; in the third case

(Private Larkin, 48th New York, Case 795, p. 545, ante) the patient was discharged cured

on December 4, 1863, four months and nine days after the operation; but when seen some

weeks after his discharge by Dr. E. D. Hudson, to whom he had applied for an artificial

limb, the tibia was already extensively necrosed and the leg was enlarged one-third beyond

the normal size. The patient led a life of suffering for fifteen and a half years, until

re-amputation was performed in May, 1879. In this case union of bone had taken place,

as shown in the specimen (No. 6913 Surg. Sect., A. M. M.) represented in the wood-cut,

Fig. 32, on page 545. As far as is indicated by the recorded cases, cure followed more

speedily after Pirogoff's than after Syme's operation; in twenty-five cases of the former the

average time was 2.8, in forty-seven of the latter 3.7 months.
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Judging from the cases before us, the risk of life, in military surgery at least, is some-
what greater in Pirogoff's than in Syme's operation. Of the eighty-three operations after

Syme in the American civil war. the result was not determined in one ease, sixty-one were
tallowed by recovery, twenty-one by death, a mortality of 25.6 per cent.; while of forty-

nine operations after Pirogoff, thirty-live were successful and fourteen fatal, a fatality of

_W..~) per cent. A similar result has been obtained from the cases collected in European
and other campaigns, grouped in the following table:

Table XCTV.

Results of Amputations at the Ankle Joint on t/ic Occasions named and from the Autliorities quoted.

ACTION, ETC.
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Considering the number of re-amputations after Syme's and Pirogoff's operations,

Pirogoff's method would seem to be the more successful. Of eighty-three cases of Syme's

amputation, twenty, or 24.0 per cent., submitted to re-amputation; of forty-nine Pirogoff's

operations, eight, or 16.3 per cent., were subjected to re-amputation. Sloughing of the flaps

seems to have been the most frequent cause of the re-amputation after Syme's operation,

this complication having been given as the cause in twelve of the twenty re-amputations;

tender stump is given in one case, and necrosis in another; in six the cause was not stated.

In the eight re-amputations after Pirogoff's operation necrosis and caries are stated as the

cause in two, sloughing in four, gangrene in one, and secondary haemorrhage in one instance.

Deducting the cases in which re-amputations were performed there remain forty-six recov-

eries after Syme's and thirty after Pirogoff's operation. In sixteen of the forty-six opera-

II, p. 9). 9 C0RNAZ (Amputation tibio-tarsienne d'apres le procede de Piuoc.OFF, in £cho Medical, Sept. 10, 180], p. 428): J. F. D
; accidental shut

wound of left foot, involving tarsus and metatarsus ; PiROFOFF's amputation performed the same day by Dr. CORNaz ; recovery in about 2 months, with

union of sawn surfaces and good use of stump. 10 CiiENU (J.-C.) (Statistique Med. Chir. de, la Campugne d y

Italie en 1859 et 1800, Vol. II. p. 823) tabu-

lates 9 disarticulations at the ankle joint, 4 successful, 5 fatal, and gives some details of the 4 successful operations : L. J. Boyer, sergeant. 55th line ; shot

fracture of right metatarsus. Solferino, .June 24, 1859; amputation at ankle joint by Dr. Arlauh, after September 28; the malleoli were removed Octo-

ber 8 ; December 10, recovery. J. Gros, 86th Infantry ; shot fracture of left tarsus, Solferino, June 24, 1859 ; amputation at the ankle joint by Dr. .1.

1IOUX, Aug. 18, 1859; recovery. X. Hecht,9th Artillery ; shot fracture of right foot, at Solferino; disarticulation at ankle joint; recovery. L. J. Paviot,

80th Infantry ; shot fracture of right calcaneum, Solferino, June 24, 1859; amputation at the joint; recovery. " H kink (0.) (Die Schussverhtzungen der

Unttren Extremitdten, Berlin, 1866, p. 338) and OCHWAitT (A.) (Kriegschirurgische Erfahrungen, Berlin, 1865. Appended Tabic of Operations, p. XIII.

Case 54): Private Chr. L , 3d Danish Infantry ; shot fracture of right astragalus and 06 caleis, April iS, 1804 ; PIROGOFF'S operation was attempted

on May 4, but the os caleis being found fissured the operation was finished according to SYME's method by Dr. FISCHER; £ inch of the epiphysis of (lie

tibia was removed; several necrosed fragments of the tibia came away; recovery, with a poor stump. In a case at a hospital at tllderup, Staffsnrgeon

AiiEL performed PiROCOFF's operation (HEJKK, loc. cit., p. 339, and LtfCKE (A.) (Krirgschir. Aphorismen in Langenbeck's Archiv fiir /Clin. Chir.,

Berlin, 18b"6, B. VII, p. 19): P. Schlott, 3d Danish Infantry, wounded at Puppell, April 18, 1804; shot fracture of tarsal and metatarsal bones; PiROGOFl's

amputation at ankle joint by Dr. ABEL; pyamiia and gangrene: death May 10, 1804. NEUl>C>RFER (J.) (Atts deni feldarztlichen Ikrichte fiber die Ver-

wundeten in Schteswig, in TjANGENUECK'b Archiv fur Klin. Chir., 1805, B. VI, p. 544): J. Brandner, 9th Chasseurs, at Oeversee. Feb. 0, 1804, received

a shot fracture of the right astralagus and internal malleolus ; February 24, PIROGOFF'S amputation at the ankle performed by Dr. NkupOrfek; April

12, union of os caleis and tibia: May 20, stump healed; patient able to walk tin the stump without pain. NeUI>0rfer (loc. cit., p. 558) tabulates a second

case of amputation after PiROGOFF, but gives no details or result. 12 FlSCHF.R (K.) (Militairdrztliche Skizzen aus Suddeutschland und Bbhvicn, Aarau,

1867, p. 99) refers to 2 operations after Syme and 3 after PIROGOFF, performed during the Austro- Prussian War, I860
; the results are doubtful. ,3 Oris

(G. A.) {Circular No. 3, WarDep't., S. G. O., Washington, 1871: A Report of Surgical Cases treated in the Army of the United Statesfrom 1805 to 1871
;

pp. 193, 194): II. G. Nims, additional paymaster, admitted into post hospital, Fort Vancouver, Washington Territory, Dee. 2.^, 1800, with shot fracture and

comminution of external and middle cuneiform bones of right foot; Dec. 28, PIROGOFF'S amputation at ankle joint by Assistant Surgeon J. E. SEMri.K,

TJ. S. A.; recovered. Private P. Vandel. A, 3d Infantry, accidentally wounded Nov. 5, 1807
;
conoidal ball shattered left os caleis and injured astragalus

;

Syme's amputation at ankle joint by Assistant Surgeon A. D. WILSON, U. S. A.; recovered. N CllENU J.-C.) (Apercu hist. stat. et clin., etc.,pendant la

guerre de 1870-71, T. I. p. 493) tabulates 105 instances of amputation at the ankle joint ; 17 recovered and 88 proved fatal ; and gives details of a few

cases of recovery : T. II, p. 31, P. P. F. Chambon, aged 20, 14th Provisionary regiment; shot fracture of left foot. May 20, Paris; amputation at ankle

joint; pensioner; p. 55, L. L. Faivre, 7th Artillery, aged 30; shell fracture of left foot, MontbeJiard, January 15, 1871; amputation at ankle joint
;
pen.

sioner; p. 74. Ilavart (C. J. M.), 12th Infantry, aged 27 ; comminuted shot fracture of left foot, received at Saint- Privat; amputation at ankle joint; pen-

sioner; p. 75, llermier (C. A.), 3d Zouaves, aged 33; shell fracture of left foot ; amputation at ankle joint; pensioner; p. 99, Mangin (P. (J. A.). Captain,

24th Infantry, aged 31 ; shell wound of left tarsal bones, received at Bapaume: amputation at ankle joint; pensioner; p. 100, A. Marchaml-Lill'oz, 04th

Infantry, aged 28; shot wound of left foot. Sedan ; exartioulation at ankle joint; pensioner. Other cases are given in detail by SEDILLOT (Du traitemnit

des fractures des membres par armes de guerre, in Arch. Gen. de Med., 1871, VI* ser., T. XVII, p. 458): Louis Charlier, -18th Infantry, aged 21 j shell

wound of foot. Woerth, August ; PliiOGOLT's amputation on the day after the injury by M. Sarazin ; partial gangrene of stump; recovery : walks

well ; no consolidation (CHENU, Apercu hist. stat. et clin., etc., Paris. 1874, T. II, p. 32); Jean Barjet. 9th Cuirassiers, aged 20 ; shot fracture of right tarsus

and metatarsus. Uoiehshofen, August 0, 1870; PIROGOFF'S operation. August 19, 1870, by M. JOES&EL; abscess; doing well at the end of September; os

caleis movable (ClIEXU, loc. cit., p. 8); Francois Berga, sergeant. 50th Infantry, aged 33
;
fracture of left tarsal bones, Woerth, Aug. 0, 1870; PIROGOFF'S

amputation performed August 7, by M. Joessel; abscess ; wound healed September 27 ; os caleis movable (Ciiexu, loc. cit., p. 13). 15 Beck (It.) (Chir.

der Schussivrletz., 1872, p. 838, et seq.) details five cases of amputation at the ankle joint ; one by Syme's and four by Pirogoff's method: F , 14th

Prussian L. W. regiment; shell wound of right tarsal bones; Syme's amputation at the ankle joint; recovery. 1) , 14th L. W. regiment ; severe shot

injury of foot, at Strassburg; Pirogoff's amputation; good recovery. P , 14th L. W. regiment; shell comminution of tarsal bones; FlUOGOFF's

operation; gangrene ; septicemia; death. S , Baden Artillery regiment No. 14 ; shot wound of tarsal bones, January 10, 1871 ; Pikogotf's opera*

tion; patient discharged in September, 1871 ; result of operation very favorable. G , 7th h. W. regiment ; wounded February 9, 1871 ; Pirogoff's

amputation at ankle
;
pyemia ; death 8 days after the operation. FISCHER (G.) \Dorf Floing und Schloss Versailles, in Deutsche Zeitschriff fi'ir Chir-

urgie. Leipzig, 1872, B. I, p. 202), in a case of PIROGOFF'S amputation performed 19 days after the injury, received September 1. 1870, the remaining por-

tion of the os caleis became necrosed and was removed two months after the operation ; the patient then recovered in 3.V months. In a case of Syme's

operation extensive granulations and pus formations retarded the recovery 2£ months. Graf (E.) (Die Kbnigl Reservelazarethe zu Dusseldorf, Elberfcld,

1872, p. 50): H. Riemaun, 40th Prussian Infantry ; comminution of ankle joint, especially astragalus, August 0, 1870 ; Pirogoff's amputation Aug. 17

;

death September 11, 1870, from pyaemia. KlRCHNER (C.) (Aerztlicher Bericht iiber das Kbniglich J'reussische Feld-Lazareth im Valast zu Versailles,

Erlangen. 1872, p. 89) tabulates a successful amputation after PiROGOFF ft* shell wound of the tarsal bones, and a successful Syme's operation for shot

fracture of the ankle joint. UUFPRECIIT (L.) (Militairdrztliche Erfahrungen ivdhrend des deuisch-franzusischen Krieges im Jahre 1870-71, Wiirzburg,

1871, p. 80) observed a successful operation by NeudOrfer after Syme's method, at the Bavarian field hospital No. VIIT. SCHIXZINGER (A.) {Das

Reserve-Lazareth Schivetzingen im Kriege 1870 und 1871, Freiburg, i. Br.. 1873, p. 91): Diemenet ; shot fracture of left foot, August 18, 1871 ; comminu-

tion of metatarsals; September 2, PiROc;OFF's amputation by Dr. Schinzinger; good recovery. A. GlUck, 04th Infantry; shot fracture of right ankle

joint August 18, 1870 ; September 14, PIROGOFF'S operation ; union of the tibia and os caleis, the latter projecting downward like a shovel; patient cannot

walk; February 22, 1671, the remaining portion of the os caleis removed, and ends of tibia and fibula resected; recovery, with useful stump. Sroi.l*

(Bericht aus dem Koniglich Wurttembergischen 4 Feldspital von 1870-71, in Deutsche Militairdrztliche Zeitschrift. 1874. Jahrgang III, p. 215): Fahnert,

107th Infantry, shell wound of foot, October 30, 1870 : Pirogoff's amputation on the day of injury ; necrosis of pnrt of the remaining pert ion of the os

caleis; necrosed portions removed; in the summer of 1^71 the patient had good use of his leg.
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tions after Syme's method the stumps are reported as sound and useful, in ten as simply

"healed;" in one case the flaps retracted, in two necrosis is diagnosed, and in three the

wounds never healed, abscesses continuing for years; in fourteen the remote conditions are

not reported. Of the thirty Pirogoff operations nine are stated to have given good and

serviceable limbs, four are reported as "healed/' in two the remaining portion of the os

calcis is drawn upward, in one caries is reported, in two the retained portions of the os calcis

are considered hindrances, in three abscesses continued to form. The conditions of nine of

the patients could not be traced beyond the time of their discharge from the service.
1

To relieve the tension caused by the weight of the flap and the consequent tendency

to sloughing so' frequently noted, Acting Assistant Surgeon J. E. Janvrin applied a flat-

padded splint to the anterior surface of the leg, which extended beyond the end of the

stump. Adhesive straps were then passed from beneath the leg across the flap and carried

over the end of the splint and fastened. These were gradually shortened as the healing

process went on.

There seems to have been no foundation for the statement made in the preliminary

report,
2 on the authority of Baron von Haurowitz, 3 Surgeon-in-Chief of the Russian Navy

(during a visit to this Office in 1865), that Pirogoff had himself abandoned his operation,

finding the segment of the os calcis likely to become necrosed. In a letter dated Berlin,

March 28, 1866, Professor Pirogoff 4 emphatically denies that he has ever given up this

operation, and states that he had not a single case of necrosis of the segment of the os

calcis, although he had performed the operation more than sixty times.

I SCHEDE (Ueber partielle Fussamputationen, in VOLKMANN's Samm lung Klinischer Vortrdge, Leipzig", 3874, Nog. 72, 73, pp. 515, 516) remarks:

" The difference of the length of the stumps, further, is a very considerable one, and upon this, other authors to the contrary notwithstanding-, T would

not place too little weight. PliiOGOFF himself estimates the length gained by his method at least 1£ inches. According- to O. WEUEIt, the shortening

of the leg- after PlKOGOFK's operation amounts to 2.8 ctm. in the averag-e, while in SYME'S method the limb loses from 6 to 8 or U ctm. Yet the former

figure can certainly be still considerably reduced by sawing off the bone obliquely, whereby much more may be preserved, and rotation is rendered easier.

Among our patients operated upon there are several on whom no meastliable shortening- could be shown : as a rule it amounted to about 1 ctm., some-

times to 2, and only once did it rise to 3 etin. So little shortening, of course, is very easily counterbalanced by a slight dropping of the pelvis. "With a

PiKOGOFF stump the patient can therefore not only walk very well without an artificial apparatus and simply with a somewhat cushioned lace-boot—as

our patients learned to do without exception very readily: but in favorable cases not even an elevated shoe was required. But when an American surgeon

and inventor of an artificial leg. Dr. HuofiON, rejects PUKOGOKF'S operation for the reason that his method results in too long a stump to admit of apply-

ing a complicated prothetic apparatus with an artificial ankle joint, and therefore prefers SYKB'S cut, one will be inclined, on the same principle, to the

views of another American, Dr. BLY, for whom in turn the SYME stump is too long- because it is not adaptable to hw artificial apparatus, and who. there-

fore, advises amputations of the leg throng-bout. We would, therefore, return again to amputation at the point of election as the only alternative, only

with this difference, that in this case a greater portion of his limb be sacrificed and his life be put in greater jeopardy, not in bin own interest, but in that

of the instrument maker." That the patient's life is not put in greater jeopardy by the PiuocOFF than by the SYME's operation has been shown in the

statistics of the American as well as the European campaigns above cited. Great stress is laid by SCHEDE upon the increased length of stump, enabling

the patient to walk very well with a "somewhat cushioned lace-boot " without the addition of a complicated artificial ankle joint, as required after Syme's

amputation. But in the former case the surface of the stump, acting as a pivot on the cushioned shoe, is exposed to the danger of continued attrition

similar to the irritating friction caused by the heel cap of an ill fitting- boot or shoe. In the artificial apparatus the friction is in the joint, and not on the

tender surface of the stump, which is securely encased in the parts fitting to the leg". Moreover, the artificial joint will allow an easier and more graceful

movement, which, in point of appearance, is quite a desideratum with the young soldier, and which causes no extra expenditure, as the United States

government furnishes him, at reasonable periods (every fifth year), with an excellent apparatus. The writer has seen Instances in which it was almost

Impossible to detect the use of an artificial foot with an articulated joint, even after attention had been called to that fact.

^Circular No. 6, War Department. Surgeon General's Office, Washington, November 1, 18C5. Reports on the Extent and Xature of the Materials

available/or the preparation of a Medical and Surgical History of the Rebellion, pag-e 46.

3 Not Harronwitz, as erroneously printed in Circular No. 6.

4 "Berlin, 28 March, 1866. Sir: Having read in the Circular No. 6, Surgeon General's Office, dated November 1, 1865, page 46, that the Baron von

Haurowitz, Surgeon-in-Chief of the Russian Marine, in his recent visit to your office has mentioned that I had myself abandoned my osteoplastic operation

of the foot, finding- the segment of the os calcis likely to become necrosed, I have the honor to state that I have never given up this operation. I had

not one single case of necrosed segment of the os calcis, though I have made this operation more than sixty times, the results of which I published in my
Outlines of General Military Surgery ( Grundziige der Kriegs Chirurgie, Leipzig, 1864). With the argent request that my protest may be made public,

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant. N. PIROGOFF."
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Section VII.

WOUNDS AND OPERATIONS IN THE FOOT.

According to the plan pursued in the previous sections of this Chapter, the consider-

ation of the wounds of the bones of the foot in this section will be restricted to those

inflicted by weapons of war. The cases number five thousand eight hundred and sixty;

viz: one bayonet and five thousand eight hundred and fifty-nine shot wounds.

BAYONET WOUNDS OF THE BONES OF THE FOOT.—A solitary case of bay-

onet injury of the metatarsal bones is reported from the Fairfax Seminary Hospital:

Case 889.—Corporal J. Hough, Co. I, 120th New York, aged 20 years, received a bayonet wound of the left foot on

October 10, 18li4. He was treated at the Depot Hospital of the Second Corps, at City Point, and subsequently at Fairfax Sem-

inary Hospital. Surgeon D. P. Smith, U. S. V., in charge of the latter, certified that the metatarsal bones were injured and

that the patient was returned to duty June 20, 1865, to be mustered out of service. The man has not applied for a pension.

SHOT WOUNDS OF THE BONES OF THE FOOT.—Twenty-seven shot contusions

and five thousand eight hundred and thirty-two shot fractures are recorded. Of the former

one, and of the latter four hundred and fifty-one proved fatal, a mortality rate of 8.3 per

cent. In four hundred and forty cases the results were not ascertained.

SHOT CONTUSIONS OF THE BONES OF THE FOOT.—Of the twenty seven

cases of this group, seventeen are designated as contusions of the tarsals, four of the meta-

tarsals, one of the metatarso-phalangeal articulation, and two of the phalangeal bones. In

three instances the part injured was not indicated. Twenty-six of the patients recovered

and one died of tetanus.

Case 890.—Lieutenant W. Stribler, Co. B, 03d Colored Troops, aged 27 years, was wounded in the right foot by the

accidental discharge of his pistol, on President's Island. January 14, 1805. He was admitted to the Officer's Hospital at Mem-
phis the following day, when the ball, which had lodged against the scaphoid boue, was extracted through an incision one and

a half inches in length by Assistant Surgeon S. S. Jessop, U. S. V. Partial anaesthesia was produced by chloroform. At the

time of the operation the foot had become somewhat swollen and was very painful, but the patient's physical condition was good.

Profuse suppuration followed during the first month, and an abscess formed over the internal malleolus without involving the

ankle joint. Cold and warm-water dressings and poultices were used and stimulants were administered. The patient recovered

and was mustered out of service May 5, 1835. The history was reported by the operator. Lieutenant Stribler subsequently

became a pensioner. On January 20, 1870, he was examined by Dr. W. Jones, of St. Joseph, Missouri, who reported as the

results of the injury: "Anchylosis of the ankle joint, with an atrophied and partially contracted condition of the muscles of the

foot, causing deformity of a character sufficient to render it very difficult to secure proper appearing covering that can be worn

with any degree of comfort. The loss of the use of the ankle joint also greatly interferes with walking and causes his move-

ments to be imperfect and laborious." The pensioner was paid December 4, 1881.

Case 891.—Lieutenant W. C. Hall, Co. K, 136th New York, aged 28 years, was wounded in the right foot, at Resaca,

May 15, 1864. From a field hospital of the Twentieth Corps he passed to Nashville, where he entered the Officer's Hospital

one week after the reception of the injury. Surgeon J. E. Herbst, U. S. V., described the wound and its result as follows : "The
ball passed transversely through the tissues on the plantar aspect, immediately beneath and grazing the under surface of the os

calcis. The internal or external plantar nerves, or both, were injured, and no doubt the patient suffered exposure to draughts

during his transportation hither. Tetanus in the form of trismus and emprosthotonos ensued on May 24th. The wound was

freely incised aud cleansed. Purgatives of croton oil were administered, seconded by the use of calomel and opium, the latter

Surg. 111—78
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in large quantities with little effect. Chloroform had the effect of relaxing the spasms; hut notwithstanding all our endeavors

rigidity increased and spasms became more violent until the patient was at last overcome hy their intensity. Death occurred on

.May 26, 1804."

SHOT FRACTURES OF THE BONES OF THE FOOT.—The cases included

in this group number five thousand eight hundred and thirty-two (5,832), or only about

one halt of the number of shot fractures of the bones of the hand recorded on page 1019

of the /Second Surgical Volume. In the following table it has been attempted to group the

shot injuries of the foot, as far as possible, according to the different bones implicated.

Table XCV.
Summary of Five, Thousand EUjht Hundred and Thirty-two Shot fractures of the Bones of the Foot.

TREATMENT.
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of 1.1 per cent. A few cases will be detailed to indicate the manner of treatment gen-

erally pursued, which was similar to that of wounds of the hand discussed on page 1020

of the Second Surgical Volume. Shot fractures of the os calcis even when quite extensive

healed, as a rule, without difficulty:

Case 892.

—

Shot fracture of the os calcis.—Sergeant D. M. Tarrance, Co. 15, 1st Pennsylvania Cavalry, aged 24 years, was

wounded in the right foot, at United States Ford, May 25, 1863, and entered Harewood Hospital, Washington, three weeks after-

wards. On September 29th the patient was transferred to Mower Hospital, Philadelphia. Surgeon ,). Hopkinson, U. S V..

reported: "The patient was wounded hy a hall entering outside of the tendo-achillis. passing downward, forward and inward

through the os calcis. fracturing the hone, and emerging at the inner margin of the sole of the foot. The heel became very mucb
swollen and painful and pus continued to discharge from both the wound of entrance and exit, all the symptoms of necrosed bone

being present. Flaxseed poultices were applied; iron and quinine with wine was administered. On December 1st. another

examination having been made, it was decided to cut down and remove the diseased bone, and a crucial incision was made along

the internal aspect of the bone, its length parallel with the axis of the bone being three and a half inches, in the opposite direction

two and a half inches. The loose pieces were then removed and the necrosed hone was scraped with the gouge, after which the

wound was closed with sutures and cold-water dressings were applied. The operation was performed by Acting Assistant Sur-

geon J. H. Jamar, the patient being in good general condition at the time. He did well afterwards. Small fragments of bone

exfoliated and were removed at different intervals. By January 20, 1864, the wound was healing kindly and the patient was

allowed to go to his home. About the end of February the wound had healed with the exception of a small point, and the

patient dispensed with his crutches and used a cane. He was discharged from service July 8, 1864." Examining Surgeon W.
Jewell, of Philadelphia, certified to the injury April 7, 1866, and described the wound as still suppurating. The pensioner was

paid March 4, 1871.

Case 893.

—

Shot fractures of scaphoid and cuneiform bones.—Lieutenant J. Miller, Co. A, 5th Ohio, aged 26 years, was

wounded in the left foot, at Cedar Mountain, August 9, 1862. Acting Assistant Surgeon J. A. Murphy, in charge of Third Street

Hospital, Cincinnati, reported: "The ball entered between the scaphoid and internal cuneiform bones and passed out one inch

below the external malleolus. The patient was sent to Cliffburu Hospital, at Washington, where Assistant Surgeon J. S.

Billings, U. S. A., on August 14th enlarged the wound of exit and removed several pieces of bone. The patient remained in

said hospital for three months, when he obtained a leave of absence and came to bis home (in Cincinnati). He applied for treat-

ment in this hospital in December, 1862, when there was still considerable inflammation in the foot. Poultices and cold-water

dressings were ordered until the wounds healed. Five small pieces of bone were removed from both the wound of entrance and

exit. He is now (April, 1863) able to flex the foot on the leg and walks with a slight halt." Lieutenant Miller was discharged

from service June 11, 1863, and pensioned. The Cincinnati Examining Surgeons have certified to the injury from time to time.

In 1877 they added that "the cicatrix is small, healthy, and adherent. There is some flattening of the plantar arch; middle

tarsal joint very much impaired; motion of ankle good but limited in range." The pensioner was paid March 4, 1881.

Case 894.—Private J. A. Lunderman, East Missouri Militia, was wounded in the left foot during a skirmish on March

9, 1863. Acting Assistant Surgeon F. A. Bushey reported: "The wound was caused by a conical pistol ball, which entered at

the astragalo-cuboid articulation, comminuted the cuneiform and scaphoid hones, and lodged in the foot. The man entered the

General Hospital at Springfield eleven months after the injury, at which time the external wound had healed, but the foot was

much swollen; constitutional condition good. On February 10, 1864, Dr. B. A. Barette attempted to extract the ball and made

an incision three inches in length along the tibialis amicus muscle, when a quantity of necrosed bone was taken out, hut the

missile could not be found. Simple dressings were applied after the operation. The patient recovered and was returned to duty

March 26, 1864." He is not a pensioner.

Case 895.

—

Shot fracture of os calcis and tarsal bones.—Private J. Chew, Co. C, 58th Indiana, was wounded in the left

foot, at Chickanianga, September 20, 1863. He was conveyed to hospital at Chattanooga, where Surgeon J. T. Woods, 99th

Ohio, recorded the following history: "A minie ball entered one inch below the outer malleolus, ranging slightly forward and

comminuting the head of the os calcis and tarsal hones. Careful exploration failed to detect the missile. Several spicules and

one small fragment of lead were removed. On September 26th inflammatory action in the parts had increased and the pain was

severe and attended with great restlessness. Irrigation was then applied to the parts and anodynes were freely administered.

By September 30th the inflammation was increasing, the pain intense, and several more spicule were removed. On October 2d

an incision was made from the entrance wound forward and inward, opening into the discolored mass freely, after which several

pieces of tarsal bone were removed, also a Belgian musket ball from near the internal cuneiform bone. Irrigation to the foot was

continued. Three days afterwards the appearance of the parts was better, the pain had decreased, and an anterior splint was

applied, elevating the foot. On November 2d part of the tarsal bone from the inner side of the foot was removed." Several

days afterwards the patient was transferred to hospital at M urfreesboro' and subsequently to Evansville, where he was dis-

charged from service November 9, 1864, Acting Assistant Surgeon J. A. Jearicon certifying to the use of the foot being com-

pletely destroyed by the wound. There is no record of the man ever having applied for pension.

Case 896.

—

Shot fracture of tarsal bones.—Private J. Campbell, Co. F, 11th New York, aged 36 years, was wounded

and captured at Bull Run July 21, 1861. Surgeon R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V., reported: "He was admitted to Hygeia Hospital

at Fort Monroe, from Richmond, October 21, 1861, with gunshot wound of right tarsus. A ball had passed into the foot in

front of the ankle joint and came out at the tip of the heel. The patient was in had condition when he arrived, and the foot was
very much swollen and painful, with profuse discharge from several sinuses. The fistulas were dilated with sponge tents and

carious hone was removed. He recovered the use of his foot and went to his home in New York City." The patient was dis-

charged from service February 16, 1862, and pensioned. The New York City Examining Board certified. November 4. 187-1:
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"The wounds are still open and connect with dead hone; the cicatrices and surrounding tissueB are thin, inflamed, and tender;

movements of joint limited." In the following year the same hoard reported that "a portion of the astragalus has been removed.

Cicatrices are deep and adherent ; wound of exit still open and connecting with dead bone." The pensioner was paid September

4, 1880.

Case 897.

—

Shot fractures of tarsal and metatarsal bones.—Private J. E. Chase, Co. F, 1st U. S. Sharpshooters, aged 25

years, was wounded in the right foot, fracturing the hones, at Spottsylvania, May 12, 1864. He passed through several hospitals

and was ultimately transferred to the Veteran Reserve Corps, December 4, 1864, by reason of the results of the injury. On
August 31, 1800, the man was mustered out and pensioned. Dr. E. D. Hudson furnished the following description of the case:

"Compound comminuted fractures of the metatarsus and tarsus were caused by three rille shots, and were followed by extensive

necrosis and exfoliation of the metatarsus. The insertion and function of the tibialis amicus, peroneus longus, and extensor

muscles are destroyed, the plantar aspect of the foot is turned inward and upward, and the patient rests his leg on the outside

of the foot, which is turned down, the extensor muscles failing to make the great toe and other parts hug the ground. The limb

is not shortened, but there is soreness and stiffness of the foot and considerable anchylosis of the tarsus. An apparatus was

applied to antagonize the flexor muscles of the foot and the extensors of the toes, and to reduce the heel and the foot to a normal

position." Examining Surgeon L. Richmond, of Troy. Vermont, certified to the injury as follows: "One ball entered between

the lower extremity of the tibia and tendo-achillis on the inner aspect, passed outward and downward, and made its exit near

the sole of the foot, severely injuring the os calcis. Another ball passed through the foot, severely injuring the three outer

metatarsal bones and the tendons; extensive sloughing followed. The third ball entered on the inner side just about the union

of the great toe with its metatarsal bone. * * The pensioner walks partly upon the side of the foot," etc. Examiner J. C.

Rutherford subsequently reported that " the foot and leg are atrophied and there is but very little muscle left upon the limb.

There is no strength in the ankle. He is obliged to use a mechanical support on the foot and leg to enable him to walk at all.''

Case 898.—Captain M. D. Bearden, Co. D, 6th Tennessee, aged 154 years, was wounded in the left foot, at the Chatta-

hoochee River, July 1, 1864, and was admitted to Lookout Mountain Hospital near Chattanooga eight days afterwards. Surgeon

L. D. Harlow, U. S. V., reported : "A conical ball fractured the cuboid bone and lodged in the centre of the foot under the scaphoid

bone. The foot became greatly swollen and inflamed, particularly on the inner side, and the patient, who had been a strong and

robust man previous to the injury, grew weak, feverish, and irritable. On August 27th an abscess which hail formed on the

internal surface was opened, and the hall was extracted through the opening. Chloroform was used during the operation. Rapid

improvement followed." The patient subsequently entered the Officers' Hospital at Knoxville, where he was mustered out of

service April 27, 1865, and pensioned. The Knoxville Examining Board certified to anchylosis resulting from the injury. The
Pension Office Examining Board, Washington, D. C, reported the pensioner's condition March 11, 1881, as follows: "This man
can do no manual labor. The ankle and leg to the knee are much enlarged, and the lower two-thirds of the tibia and soft parts

are much diseased. He has to use crutches at times to walk, and a stout cane at all times. He is very lame, and from the great

ulceration of the bone and soft parts must suffer constant pain."

Case 899.—Private H. West, Co. L, 7th Illinois Cavalry, aged 22 years, was wounded in the left foot, at Colliersville,

October 11, 186^!. He remained at a field hospital for some weeks and was then conveyed to Memphis, where he entered Adams
Hospital November 17th. Surgeon .J. G. Keenon, U. S. V., in charge of the latter, reported: "The patient had been wounded

by a ball penetrating the scaphoid bone and carrying with it the tongue of the buckle of a spur, which lodged. After a time a

sinus formed in the injured foot, connecting with what appeared to be necrosed bone, but which proved to be perfectly healthy.

On March 10, 1S64. chloroform was administered, and a vertical incision was made about one and a half inches in length and

continued along the track of the ball from within outward, after which the tongue of the buckle was found and removed. The
operation was performed by Acting Assistant Surgeon S. S. Jessop, the patient being in good physical condition at the time.

He did well until March 30th, when hospital gangrene supervened, which was checked by one application of pure bromine."

The patient was ultimately discharged from service May 13, 1865, and pensioned. Examining surgeons have certified to "anchy-

losis and deformity of the foot," etc. The pensioner was paid March 4, 1881.

Case 900.

—

Shot fractures of metatarsal bones.—Private C. S. Wheelwright, Co. M, 1st New Jersey Cavalry, aged 26

years, was wounded on picket duty near Warrenton, January 31, 1864, and admitted to Douglas Hospital, Washington, the

following day. Acting Assistant Surgeon C. Carvallo, reported: " The ball entered the external dorsal aspect of the right foot

anterior to the fourth tarso-metataisal articulation, and emerged posteriorly to the metatarso-phalangeal articulation of the big

toe, having fractured the fourth metatarsal bone obliquely and passeil beneath the others. Water dressings had been applied

before.admission and were continued. The foot became red. swollen, and painful, and the patient had considerable fever, anorexia,

and pain. Epsom salts, weak diaphoretics, and the dressings soothed the symptoms considerably. On February 8th the distal

fragment of the fourth metatarsal bone was found to be movable, but still attached by its phalangeal articulation, anil an effort

to remove it proved impossible without injuring that joint. It was therefore decided to leave its removal to nature, and a seton

was conducted through both wounds in order to keep them open and promote suppuration. Subsequently an exacerbation of

the symptoms manifested itself, after which the foot showed an erysipelatous tendency by swelling, redness, heat, and puffiness.

A solution of nitrate of silver with acacia, constantly applied for forty-eight hours, finally subdued the inflammation, when a

profuse discbarge of healthy pus followed and gave great relief to the patient. Thenceforward the stimulants wrere substituted

by tonics, and water dressings took the place of all former local applications. In a very short time all the swelling and redness

had left the foot, and the wound showed such a healthy appearance and discharged such small quantities of pus that I enter-

tained hopes the fractured bone would heal without being removed. I then applied Sentin's starch bandage, which the patient

still had on when be went home on furlough on March l.'th. I afterwards heard that he was attacked with erysipelas and had

entered Central Park Hospital, New York City." The patient was discharged at the latter hospital May 20, 1864, and pen-

sioned. Examining Surgeon J. T. Burdick, of Brooklyn, N. Y , certified that "the flexor tendons of the middle toes and some
of the ligaments of the pedal arch were injured." The pensioner was paid September 4, 1880.
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Case 901.—Private I. Parse, Co. F, 21st Wisconsin, aged 25 years, was wounded in both lower extremities, at Chick-

araauga, September 19, 18C3. The injuries were produced by two musket balls, one of which fractured the first and second

metatarsal bones of the right foot, the other fracturing the fibula of the left leg near its lower extremity. The wounded man
passed through various hospitals and lastly entered Harvey Hospital, Madison, on July 12. 1804. Surgeon H. Culbertson,

U. S. V., who operated in the case at the latter hospital, reported the following result of the injuries: "The patient was assigned

to the Veteran Reserve Corps October 7th. The fracture of the metatarsal hone had united with a eery large provisional callus,

which interfered with the action of the extensor tendons and compressed the tarsus. This growth was mainly developed from

the first metatarsal bone, which jutted over the second, the parts being tender and the patient unable to walk without pain. In

order to accomplish the chiseling oft' of the exostosis, if possible, or failing in this, to remove a portion of the first metatarsal

together with the diseased bone, an incision was made down to the bone, commencing one-half inch from the nietatarso-phalan-

geal articulation and extending two and three-quarter inches along the inner border of the first metatarsal. Another incision of

two inches was then carried over the dorsum of the foot down to the superficial fascia; and at right angles with the first cut,

care being taken not to divide the extensor tendons. The soft parts were now separated with the handle of a scalpel, preserving

the periosteum as much as possible, and the bone was sawn through with a metacarpal saw about one inch from the metatarso-

phalangeal joint. The old line of the fracture, three-fourths of an inch from the tarso-metatarsnl joint, was next separated with

a strong narrow knife and removed with the diseased structure. A portion of the exostosis, projecting from the upper fragment

and jutting over the second metatarsal bone, was removed with the forceps. No vessels required ligating. The wound was left

open for two hours until all bleeding had ceased, after which the edges were brought together and secured with sutures and

adhesive plaster. A compress secured by bandages was applied over the seat of the wound for twelve hours; the foot was
elevated and cold-water dressings were used. The external wound healed by first intention and the patient progressed well.

He was returned to duty February 20, 1865." The removed exostosis, one inch in length, and contributed to the Museum by

the operator, constitutes specimen 3G94 of the Surgical Section. The patient was mustered out of service August 19, 1865, and

pensioned. Dr. J. F. Force, pension examining surgeon at Heron Pake, Minnesota, states that "the great toe was left, but it is

so tender that he can use it but little in walking. The left ankle joint is considerably weakened. His bodily health is good."

The pensioner was paid June 4, 1881.

Case 902.—Surgeon T. H. Squire, 89th New York, records that "Private C. M. Yarnes, Co. F, 89th New York, aged 24

years, was wounded at the storming of a fort on the Nansetnond River, April 19. 1863, by a musket ball, which entered the outer

margin of the right foot at the root of the little toe and came out on the inner margin of the foot just below the ankle, traversing

the whole sole of the foot diagonally and below the bones. I think the phalangeal extremity of the metatarsal bone of the little toe

was injured, but not the rest of the hones, and whether any of the vessels were injured or not was more than I could tell, though

there had been no hemorrhage. The wound of entrance was small, while that of exit was large, ragged, and pouting. The
first day after the injury the foot was hot and painful. I placed it in an easy elevated position, applied wet dressings, and drew

blood liberally from the patient's arm, from which time the pain grew less. By April 25th the foot had a good appearance. On
June 6, 1863, the patient went home on furlough. He had done well. The wound of entrance had suppurated freely and bone

was apparently yet to come out of this opening." He was ultimately mustered out of service August 3, 1865, and pensioned.

Examining Surgeon J. G. Orton, of Kinghamton, N. Y., December 14, 1872, stated that "the action of the ankle joint is much
impaired, obliging the patient to walk almost entirely on the heel and always giving him a limping motion. The disability is

permanent in its present degree." The pensioner was paid December 4, 1880.

Case 903.—Private J. Johnson, Co. D, 4th U. S. Artillery, aged 36 years, was wounded in the right foot, at Drury's

Bluff, May 14, 1864. He was admitted to Point Lookout Hospital three days afterwards, where Acting Assistant Surgeon J.

Gilman recorded the following: "The wound was from a minie' ball, which entered at the dorsal surface and was taken out at

the plantar aspect, having fractured the metatarsal bone of the great toe. Gangrene set in, destroying the continuity of the

dorsalis pedis artery and necessitating ligation, which was performed on July 20th by Surgeon A. Heger, IT. S. A., in charge of

the hospital, who enlarged the wound and tied the artery above and below. The case progressed favorably; the gangrene being

cured and the wound granulating, when the patient was transferred to Judiciary Square Hospital at Washington on August 6th."

He was subsequently transferred to Fort Washington, and on July 16, 1865, he was discharged from service and pensioned by

reason of "difficulty in walking in consequence of the wound." Examining Surgeon J. 0. Stanton, of Washington, D. (.'.,

reported, September 10, 1873: "The cicatrix is large, now open, and discharging. He has no motion of the great toe." The

pensioner died at the Soldiers' Home, Washington, D. C November 6, 1878.

Case 904.—Private J. T. Bartley, Co. B. 38th Indiana, aged 20 years, was accidentally shot in the left foot, at Nashville,

March 3, 1864, the ball passing in at the arch, fracturing the third metatarsal bone, and coming out at the plantar surface. On
the following day he was admitted to hospital No. 1, whence he was transferred to Jefferson ville two months afterwards, and
subsequently to No. 6, at New Albany. 'Acting Assistant Surgeon E. S. Crosier, in charge of the latter hospital, reported that

owing to troublesome haemorrhage the anterior and posterior tibial arteries were ligated by Acting Assistant Surgeon J. Grant

six days after the reception of the injury, also that the parts were attacked with gangrene during the early stage of the case.

The patient recovered and was discharged from service April 10, 186"). He is not a pensioner.

Case 905.— Shot fracture of toe.—Corporal R. Steele, Co. F, 27th Massachusetts, aged 23 years, was wounded in the

left foot, during the skirmish at Gum Swamp, May 22, 1863. Surgeon E. P. Morong, 2d Maryland, recorded his admission to

Foster Hospital, New Berne, and his return to duty one month afterwards. Surgeon G. A. Otis, 27th Massachusetts, made
the following report: "Corporal Steele was sent to me from Foster Hospital June 25th. He had been under treatment for a

wound at the phalangeal articulation of the left great toe, caused by an Enfield rifle ball. Dead and detached fragments of the

distal phalanx could be felt and the wound showed no disposition to cicatrize either on the dorsal or palmar aspect. I laid

open the toe and removed the loose fragments, including the entire distal phalanx and part of the proximal phalanx." The

man recovered and subsequently continued with his regiment until mustered out September 27, 1864. In 1880 he became an

applicant for pension by reason of alleged painfulness in walking.
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Case 900.

—

Shot fracture of tarsal bones ; death.—Captain C. E. Jennings, Co. G, 26th New York, was wounded in the

foot, at Bull Knn, August 30, 18(32, and was conveyed to Washington. Surgeon C. L. Allen. U. S. V., reported : "The patient

was a man about thirty years of age, of a sanguine temperament, and apparently of good constitution and fair health previous

to being wounded; while he was at Alexandria, on his way to Washington, a surgeon had declared the necessity of amputa-

tion ; hut before the operation could hi; performed tin' patient was taken to Washington. The ball had entered on the inner

side of the foot and passed through the three cuneiform hones and the cuboid, the wound of exit being upon the external and

upper surface of the foot. On September '27th the foot was enormously swollen, and there were five or six openings besides the

original wounds discharging large quantities of unhealthy sanious pus. The leg and even the thigh were very much swollen and

oodematous, and the lower third of the leg was marked by several long cicatrices, said to he the results of incisions made early

in the case for erysipelatous inflammation. His general condition was that of marked hectic and his emaciation was great.

lie had also considerable dyspnoea and complained of pain in his chest, for which sinapisms were being applied. Compound
tincture of cinchona and tincture of cantharides, with brandy and liberal allowance of beef-essence, etc., were now immediately

ordered for the patient, hoping but not expecting to raise him to a condition to sustain amputation of the leg. Although

crowding the nourishment and stimulants to the utmost he continued to sink, and died on October 1, 1862. No post-mortem

examination was held.''

Cask 907.

—

Shot fracture if first metatarsal bone; death.—Private W. S. llodgkins, Co. A, 14th New York Artillery,

aged 27 years, was wounded at Spottsylvania, May 10, 1864, and entered Emory Hospital, Washington, two weeks afterwards.

Surgeon N. R. Moseley, U. S. V., reported: "The patient was received with gunshot wound of left foot, fracturing the hrst

metatarsal hone. Cold-water dressings were applied to the wound and alteratives were given internally. This treatment was
continued for some weeks, the wound doing well, although the patient's constitutional health was very poor. On June 29th

stimulants with alteratives were ordered, and warm applications were made to the wound, which appeared to be obstinate in

healing. On July 20th simple cerate dressings were commenced, the wound appearing healthy in some parts, though peculiarly

unhealthy around the edges; internal treatment continued. One month later the wound was erysipelatous in appearance and

warm poultices were again applied ;
patient's appetite still good. By September 9th erysipelas and gangrene had invaded the

wound and creosote was added to the poultice; stimulants given internally. In about ten days cold-water dressings were

resumed, gangrene having disappeared, hut the parts still being unhealthy. On September 27th the patient was attacked with

chills followed by high fever, when antiperiodics and tonics were prescribed ami warm applications were again used. Several

days afterwards the patient began to sink rapidly. He died October 3, 18G4, from the effects of irritative fever produced by the

unhealthy wound."

EXCISIONS IN THE BONES OF THE FOOT.—Ablations of one or more of the

metatarsals with their corresponding toes have been classified with partial amputations of

the foot and will be cited hereafter. The cases to be considered in this group will be

confined to excisions of the tarsal bones or of the metatarsal bones without removal of the

corresponding toes. Ninety-seven cases of this nature have been recorded. The results

in four cases were not determined. Seventy-five were successful and eighteen proved fatal,

a mortality rate of 19.3 per cent. Of the ninety-seven operations, thirty-one involved the

tarsal bones, five the tarso-metatarsal articulation, fifty-seven the metatarsal bones, and

four the metatarso-phalangeal articulation, as indicated in the following table:

Table XOVI.

Numerical Statement of Ninety-seven Cases of Excisions in the Bones of the Foot.

PARTS EXCISED.

Excision in tlio Tarsal Bones

Exuisltjl] in the Tarso-Metatarsal Aniculat'n.

Excision in the Metatarsal Bones

Excision in the Metatarso-PualaugeaJ Artic-

ulation .

Aggregates.

31

5

I

37
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be ascertained. A few examples of each of these groups will be detailed, and a brief

account of all cases given in a condensed tabular statement.

prijiary excisions ix the hones or the eoot.—The results were ascertained in fifty-one

of the fifty-three primary excisions; forty were successful, eleven fatal, In five instances,

two successful and three fatal, the limb was subsequently amputated in the leg.

Cask 908.—Captain A. Badeau, Aide-de Camp on Brigadier General T. W. Sherman's Stuff, was wounded in the left foot,

fracturing the tarsal bones, before Port Hudson. May 27. 1863. He was admitted to the field hospital of the 2d division. Nine-

teenth Corps, where he was treated by Surgeon E. F. Sanger. U. S. V.. who contributed the following description of the ease:

•'The ball penetrated at the instep and came out below the internal malleolus. I resected the middle cuneiform bone, portions

of the internal and external cuneiform, and the proximal end of the second metatarsal, on account of which operation he was sent

to New Orleans permanently disabled. I met him during the following fall at Newport, It. I. He was then still lame and went

on crutches." About ten months after being wounded, Captain Badeau was promoted and appointed on the Staff of General Grant,

in which position he continued up to a short time before being retired from active service on May 18, 1869. In addition to the

history of the case, forwarded by Dr. Sanger on February 26. 1878, the operator makes the following mention of the result of the

injury: "I learn that the arch of the foot is somewhat depressed by the wound and operation, tending slightly to valgus."

Case 909.—Lieutenant L. A. Dubois, Co. E, 120th New York, aged 24 years, was wounded in the right foot, before

Petersburg, September 20, 1864. Surgeon O. Everts, 20th Indiana, reported his admission to the field hospital of the 3d

division, Second Corps, with "shot fracture of metatarsus, followed by resection." Surgeon II. F. Lyster, .

r
>th Michigan, who

performed the operation, reported that the second metatarsal bone was fractured and the posterior tibial artery lacerated, also that

the operation consisted of the excision of the distal extremity of the fractured bone and of the ligation of the lacerated artery,

and was followed by "recovery with a useful foot." The patient was transferred from the field to the Depot Hospital at City

Point, where he obtained a leave of absence on October 8th. On January 10, 1865, he was discharged from service and pen-

sioned. Ararious examining surgeons have certified to the injury resulting in considerable "lameness, much pain and difficulty

in walking." The pensioner was paid September 4, 1880.

Case 910.—Private B. J. Smith, Co. G, 21st Kentucky, aged 22 years, was accidentally wounded in the left foot, and

was conveyed to Cumberland Hospital, Nashville, November 28, 1864. Surgeon B. Cloak, U. S. V., reported: "The metatarsal

bone of the second toe was fractured, and the adjacent parts were much swollen by irritation from the comminuted bone. Acting

Assistant Surgeon T. C. Eakin made an incision on November 28th, two and a half inches in length on the dorsal surface of the

foot, and excised two-thirds of the fractured metatarsal bone. Chloroform was the anaesthetic used; the patient was in good

health at the time of the operation. Several days afterwards erysipelas of a simple cutaneous character attacked the foot hut

was easily arrested. About one month after the operation the patient was progressing favorably." He was subsequently trans-

ferred to hospital at Louisville, and lastly to Camp Dennison. where he was mustered out of service September 11, 1865. There

is no record of his ever having applied for pension.

Case 911.—Private J. Leunze, Co. C, "1st Ohio, aged 37 years, was wounded in the right foot, at Campbellsville, Novem-

ber 26, 1864, and entered hospital No. 1, at Nashville, the following day. Surgeon B. B. Breed, U. S. V., reported: "Gunshot

fracture of first metatarsal bone; foot much inflamed and tumefied; tarso-metatarsal articulation opened; patient's constitutional

condition good; secretions natural. Excision of the first metatarsal bone was performed on November 28th, by Acting Assistant

Surgeon C. II. Fisher, while the patient was under the influence of chloroform. The treatment consisted of water dressings and

nutritious diet. Wound healing kindly when the patieut was transferred to Louisville, December 20th." Subsequently the

patient was transferred to Camp Dennison, where he was discharged from service May 16, 1865, by reason of "paralysis of foot

and toes resulting from the wound." Several years afterwards the man became an applicant for pension and was examined by

Surgeon L. Whiting, of Canton, Ohio, who certified, April 29, 1868, as follows: "There is great deformity and disability of the

injured foot. A large part of the metatarsal bone of the great toe is lost, and the toe itself is so distorted that it now lies at least

an inch posterior to its original locality. * * * q'm, weight of the body in walking is sustained by the heel and a portion of the

external border of the foot."

Case 912.—Private J. C.Troutman, Co. K, 3d Tennessee, aged 29 years, was wounded accidentally in the left foot, at Kings-

ton, June 19, 1864. After remaining at a field hospital for over two months he was transferred to Chattanooga, whence Assistant

Surgeon C. C. Byrne, U. S. A., described the injury as "a shot fracture of the second and third metatarsal bones. Excision of

the fractured bones was performed on the field through an incision three inches in length, chloroform being used. At the time

of the operation the parts were inflamed and swollen, but the patient was in good constitutional condition. Cold-water dressings

constituted the treatment and favorable progress followed." The patient subsequently passed through other hospitals, and was
ultimately discharged from Brownlow, Knoxville, July S, 1865, by reason of "much 'impairment of the usefulness of the foot."

Two years afterwards he made application for pension and was examined by Surgeon A. B. Tadlock, of Knoxville, who certified

to the injury and stated: "The second and third metatarsal bones have been exsected, which permanently damages the arch of

the foot and materially obstructs locomotion." Owing to subsequent failures to respond the man's claim was suspended by the

Pension Office in 1873.

Case 913.—Private P. Pero, Co. C, 2d New York Cavalry, aged 22 years, was wounded in the right foot, while on picket

duty near Alexandria, May 5, 1864. Surgeon C. Powers, 160th New York, in charge of the Alexandria Hospital, made the

following report :
" The ball entered at the inner side of the middle of the metatarsal bone of the great toe and emerged over that

of the little toe. The first, second, third, and fourth metatarsal bones were shattered. The patient suffered considerable pain.

Two days after the injury excision of the first metatarsal bone was performed and the shattered fragments of the second, third,

and fourth were removed by Assistant Surgeon C. H. Andras, 128th New York. Chloroform was used, and the patient reacted
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promptly. He did well afterwards. Five days after the operation considerable haemorrhage occurred, hut was completely

arrested by light pressure on the dorsal artery. Simple water dressings were used. The case was still doing well when the

patient was, on May 22d, transferred to University Hospital at New Orleans." Surgeon S. Kneeland. U. S. V., in charge of the

latter hospital, reported the result of the case as follows :
" The whole foot became greatly swollen, purulent inflammation having

occurred on the dorsal and plantar surfaces ; several of the hones became disorganized and the tibio-tarsal articulation completely

anchylosed; patient greatly reduced by the excessive suppuration; pulse 78; appetite tolerably g 1. He also suffered from

chronic diarrhoea and intermittent fever, from which he had recovered on June '20th. when the leg was amputated at the middle

third by Acting Assistant Surgeon F. Hassenburg. Chloroform was used, and the haemorrhage attending the operation was
slight. Under a supporting diet and cool dressings the patient did well up to June :10th. He died from the effects of chronic

diarrhoea July 15, 1864."

Cask 914.—Private J. G. Fowler, Co. K, 42d Illinois, was wounded in the left foot, at the battle before Nashville,

December 15, 1804. He was admitted to Cumberland Hospital at Nashville, whence Surgeon B. Cloak, IT. S. V., reported : ''The

metatarsal bone of the second toe was fractured and two-thirds of its tarsal extremity was excised the day after the injury. One
week after the operation trismus set in, the patient complaining of stiffness of the jaws, and on the following day the muscles of

the neck and shoulders were in a state of tonic spasm. The patient was placed under the influence of chloroform and the wound
was thoroughly cleaned out with the knife, after which concentrated nitric acid was applied. Large quantities of opium were

administered internally, but without effect. On December 25th opisthotonos ensued, in which condition the patient died at 8 a. m."

intermediary excisions in the bones or THE rooT.—Twenty cases with fifteen recoveries

and five deaths, a mortality rate of 25.0 per cent., belong to this group. In two of the

fifteen cases of recoveries the patients subsequently submitted to amputations in the leg:

Case 915.—Private J. M. Cole, Co. G, 8th Michigan Cavalry, aged 22 years, was accidentally wounded in the right foot,

at Waynesboro', November 20, 1864, and entered hospital No. 1, Nashville, eight days afterwards. Surgeon B. B. Breed,

U. S. Y., who operated in the case, made the following report: "The wound was caused by a ball entering the dorsal surface,

fracturing the third and fourth metatarsal bones, and emerging directly opposite on the plantar aspect. The foot became highly

inflamed and tumefied; tarso-metatarsal articulation opened; patient suffering much from pain; appetite impaired; bowels

constipated. The third and fourth metatarsal bones were excised on November 150th through an incision two and a half inches

long ou the dorsal surface. Chloroform was used. Hospital gangrene appeared in the wound five days after the operation and

was promptly arrested by one application of undiluted bromine. After this the wound healed rapidly. Cold-water dressings

were used and nourishing diet was furnished. On December 21st the patient was transferred to Louisville." He was ultimately

discharged from Harper Hospital, Detroit, May 12, 1805, by reason of permanent lameness resulting from the wound. Examiner

D. A. West, of Lexington, Michigan, June 13, 1877, certified to the wound, loss of metatarsal bones, etc., and added that " the

cicatrix is very sensitive to the touch. There appears to be bulbous extremities of some of the nerves," etc. "A spicula of bone

is now troubling the plantar surface and may necessitate removal." The man's application for pension was rejected owing to

his inability to produce corroborative evidence as to the cause of the reception of the injury.

Cask 91(i.—Private M. H. Hargrave, 8th Indiana Battery, aged 42 years, was wounded at Chickamauga, September 20,

18G3. He was admitted to the field hospital at Crawfish Springs, where Surgeon A. Ewing, 13th Michigan, recorded the injury

as "a wound of the left foot, the ball entering the centre of the metatarsal bone, going inward and backward through the tarsus,

fracturing all the bones in its passage. Resection of theos calcis and portion of the astragalus was performed on September 29th."

After passing through other hospitals subsequently the patient was transferred to Evansville, March 8, 1804, the wound having

healed previous to that date. On December 30, 1864, he was mustered out of service and pensioned. Various examining sur-

geons certified to his inability to walk without crutches. The pensioner died November 16, 1871. His attending physician.

Dr. F. W. llillert, testified :
" He came under my personal observation when he was discharged from the army ; was then very

much prostrated, and prostration was succeeded by violent reaction and fever, terminating in general nervous exhaustion. This

left him partially paralyzed in the lower extremities, broke down his constitution, and finally generally paralysis, it is supposed,

took place, resulting in death."

Cask 917.—Private M. Gofthey, Co. A, 114th New York, aged 27 years, was wounded at Cedar Creek, October 19, 1804.

Assistant Surgeon J. Homans, jr., U. S. A., reported his admission to the field hospital of the 1st division. Nineteenth Corps,

with a " severe bullet wound of the bones of the left foot." Surgeon T. B. Reed, U. S. V., reported the following result of the

injury: " The patient was admitted to Filbert Street Hospital, Philadelphia, five days after receiving the wound. The missile

had entered at the insertion of the tendo-achillis and remained hidden among the bones of the foot. The os calcis and the astrag-

alus were fractured. After admission the parts commenced to slough ; circulation became feeble ; appetite depraved, and general

condition bail. Haemorrhage from the posterior tibial artery to the amount of eight ounces occurred on October 31st. when
Acting Assistant Surgeon E. L. Duer ligated the vessel in the continuity behind the malleolus, removed a portion of the os calcis

and extracted the ball. Ether was used as the anaesthetic. The patient did not recover from its influence for several hours, then

suffered from nausea constantly, became jaundiced, and presented decided pyemic symptoms. The treatment consisted of mer-

curials, tonics, stimulants, and nutritious diet. Cups were applied over the liver and nitric acid to the wound, followed by per-

manganate of potash. Death resulted on November 9, 1864. At the post-mortem examination no metastatic abscesses were found,

nor any pus except in the joints of the foot; liver greatly engorged; blood fluid and dark ; stomach softened
;
gall bladder empty."

Cask 918.—Private W. W. McKeran, Co. H, 3d Michigan, was wounded in the foot, at Fair Oaks, May 31, 1802, by a

musket ball, which entered the outer side of the fifth metatarsal bone and made its exit at the first metatarsal just behind the

great toe. He was admitted to Judiciary Square Hospital, Washington, four days afterwards, where the wound went on slowly

for some days. The foot was probed and portions of the metatarsal bones were found to be bare and broken. There being no

apparent natural effort to throw off the fragments, the upper wound was enlarged and one-half the second metatarsal bone,
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including the phalangeal articulation, was removed, together with considerable fragments of the third and fourth metatarsals.

On the following day there was some pain, but no haemorrhage. On June 2tith the patient was much better; foot a little red
;

poultices applied. June 28th, severe chills; quinine administered. June 29th and 150th, patient the same; foot inflamed a little.

July 1st, very severe chills and fever; skin and conjunctiva? yellow; tongue brown, dry, and horny. July 2d, bail symptoms

increased. July 3d, continuous vomiting; jaundice worse; tongue more moist. July 4th, patient apparently a little better.

July 5th, foot improved, but general aspect bad. Patient died July 6, 1802. The history was contributed by Acting Assistant

Surgeon D. W. Cheever, who also forwarded the removed portions of the metatarsal bones. {Cat. Surg. Sect., 18G(i, p. 420,

Spec. 506.

)

secondary excisions in the bones of the foot.—One of the seventeen secondary excis-

ions in the bones of the foot was followed by death. Of the sixteen patients who survived

the operation one subsequently suffered amputation in the leg. The names of twelve are

found on the Pension Rolls; one has died since his discharge from the service of Bright's

disease of the kidneys.

Case 919.—Sergeant T. Barbin, Co. C, 81st Pennsylvania, aged 18 years, was wounded in the right foot, at Fredericks-

burg, December 13, 1862. Assistant Surgeon C. R. Greeuleaf, U. S. A., contributed the following report of the injury: "He
received the wound from a conoidal ball, which passed directly through the boot and entered the heel, passing through the os

calcis in an oblique direction from behind forward and from above slightly downward. Considerable hemorrhage attended the

wound, and after an attempt at walking the man was carried to a house near by, where a bandage was applied. Two days after-

wards he was taken to Washington and admitted to Mount Pleasant Hospital, where cold-water dressings were applied. Eight

days later he was transferred to Mower Hospital, Philadelphia, where, on examination, the bone was found to be carious, and

poultices were ordered. From this date until the time of the operation several pieces of bone were discharged and some small

abscesses were opened. As no improvement was observed and the probe could be passed entirely through the bone, showing a

considerable loss of substance, it was finally determined to remove the os calcis. On May 16th I proceeded with the operation,

being assisted by Drs. J. H. B. McClellan and C. K. McLean (Acting Assistant Surgeons), and the patient being freely under

the influence of chloroform. An incision was commenced a little in front of the articulation between the cuboid and calcis and

carried around the heel, parallel with the long axis of the calcis, to a point just posterior to the posterior tibial artery; another

was made at right angles to this, about two and a half inches in length, through the tendo-achillis. The flaps were then

dissected back and disarticulation was effected in the manner recommended by Mr. Erichsen, the operation being completed in

thirty minutes and no artery requiring ligation being cut. Monsell's solution was used to control the haemorrhage from the

smaller arterial twigs and veins. The flaps were accurately brought together and retained in position by silver-wire sutures,

an opening being left posteriorly for the escape of fluids. Cold-water dressings were used. One-half grain of morphia was

given, and some little febrile action during the next two days was controlled by spirits inindereri. On May 18th, Smith's ante-

rior splint was applied to the leg and adhesive strips from the toes to a point near the incision. The incisions on the inner side

of the foot healed by first intention and the sutures were withdrawn on May 20th, and a sponge tent was ordered to keep open

the posterior point of exit, which had closed by granulations. On May 22d all the sutures were removed and adhesive strips

re-applied. Large quantities of grumous pus were being discharged. The patient continued to improve, and on the 24th the

Bplint was removed, a sling made from a sheet being substituted. After this the patient improved rapidly and left his bad on

June 12th, the wound having healed with the exception of a slight track at the junction of the two incisions, from which a little

healthy pus was being discharged. By June 17th the patient could bear his weight on the foot, the sinus having closed. The

contour of the foot was not materially altered, the sole being a little flatter than its fellow. He was in excellent health and line

spirits, and felt no pain when bearing his weight on the foot, but said that it felt very springy." In addition to the history, Dr.

Greenleaf also stated that as soon as the parts had become a little hardened and accustomed to their new position, a shoe filled

with hair at the heel was to be furnished to the patient. The subsequent records of the hospital show that the patient was able

to wear his shoe by July 15th, and could walk without crutch. Afterwards he was allowed to stay at his home in Philadelphia

on furlough, getting stronger every day and his foot being entirely healed. On November 30, 1803, he was discharged from

service and pensioned. Examining Surgeon W. Jewell, of Philadelphia, September 14, 1866, certified that "the removal of the

os calcis lias left the pensioner lame in his gait but not otherwise injured. Other examiners report nothing additionally import-

ant. The pensioner was paid September 4, 1880. The excised calcaneum, contributed to the Museum by the operator, and

exhibiting general caries, constitutes specimen 1286 of the Surgical Section. 1

Case 920.—Private M. Dean, Co. F, 4th Kentucky, aged 24 years, was wounded in the right foot, at Chickamauga,

September 19, 1863. He was sent to hospital at Chattanooga, and thence one month afterwards to hospital No 1, at Nashville.

Surgeon C. W. Horner, U. S. V., in charge of the latter, reported: "The wound penetrated the structure of the tarsus and

metatarsus. The parts became considerably swollen, painful, and involved in suppurative inflammation. The patient's system

was much reduced from irritative fever and nervous disturbance. On December 7th Acting Assistant Surgeon G. P. Hachenberg

made an incision about three inches in size and excised the cuboid bone, using two parts of chloroform and one of sulphuric ether

as an anaesthetic. The patient improved very slowly. Tonics and stimulants were administered, and warm-water dressings, and a

weak solution of bromine was applied to the wound about two weeks after the operation." Three months after the date of the

operation the patient was transferred to hospital No. 7, at Louisville, whence he was returned to duty June, 1864. At the

expiration of his term of service, October 25, 1864, he was mustered out of service and pensioned. Various examining surgeons

have certified to the injury and to the use of the foot and ankle as being very much impaired. The pensioner was paid Sep-

tember 4, 1880.

1 A detailed account of this case by Surgeon C. R. GREEXLKAF, U. S. A., will be found on page 389 of Vol. XLVI of the American Journal of tht

Medical Sciences. Philadelphia, 1863.

Surg. Ill—79
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Table XCVII.

Summary of Ninety-sewn Cases of Excisions in the Bones of the Foot.

Primary operations, 1—53 ; Intermediary operations, 54—73 ; .Secondary operations, 74—90
; Time of operation not specified, 91—97.

Name, Military
Description, ash Age.

Aldrloh, W. S., Pt., B,
14th Infantry, ape 21.

Anderson, F.,Pt.,H,28th
Pennsylvania, age 40.

Anderson, J., Pt., F, 7(jth

New York, age 19.

Badeau. A., Captain and
Aide-de-camp.

Chapman, p., Pt., 11,

38th Illinois, ago 36.

>C , G., — , — , age 23.

Donnhue, M., Pt., 0,7th
Rhode Island, age 23.

Drumtnoud, A. II., Pt.,

II, 3d Maine, ago IS.

Dubois, L. A., Lieut., I,

190th New York, age
24.

Eggleston, P., Pt., I),

8th New York Cavalry,
age 21.

Freeman, D. It., Pt., D,
7th Wisconsin, age 21.

Gurrity, P. II.. Corp'I, II,

91st New York, uge 24.

13 Goodwin, J. L., Lieut.,

II, 57th Mass., age 24.

14

17

18

21?
go

f

Greenleaf, B. F.,' Pt., E,
5th 'I'enn. Car., age 31.

Harrington, W. C, Pt.,

0, 1st Vt. II. A., age 111.

Henry, A. R., Pt., I, 12th
Massachusetts, age 311.

Hitchcock, B. P., Serg't,

F. 149th N. York, age
24.

Jock, D. B. \V., Pt., II,

104th X. York, age 23.

Leunze, J., Pt., C, 71st

Ohio, age 37.

McGlinn, J., Corp'I, F,

66th Ohio. nge29.
Murray. M., Pt.. F, l'Jth

Colored Troops.

Nash, C, Serg't, A, 82d
Colored Troops, ago 21.

Phalen, I'.. Pt., B, 117th
N'cw York, age 40.

Pickett, O., Pt., B, 51st

Virginia, age 20.

Richards, J.. Pt., D, 5th
Connecticut.

Howell, P., Pt., A, 1st

Maine H'vy Artillery.

Ryan, J.. Serg't, G, 4th
West Ya., age 25.

Sonnlon, B., Pt., K, 103d
Illinois, ago 27.

Sbriver, G. A., Lieut..

B, 1 l'Jth I'enn., age 23.

Smith, B. J., Pt..G, 21st

Kentucky, age 22.

Smith. W. A., Serg't, C,
7th Infantry, age 30.

Treanor, J., Lieut., H,
28th Mass., age 23.

Troutman, J. C, Pt., K,
3d Tenn., age 29.

Dates.

May 12,

12, '64.

May 25,

25, '(14.

May 5,

5, '04.

May 27,

27, 03.

Mav 19,
19." '04.

Mav 1 2,
12," '04.

Dec. 5,

5, '04.

Dec. 13,

13, '02.

Sept. 20,

20, '04.

Nov. 12,

12, '04.

May 5,

5,
f
G4.

June 14,

14, '03.

Jul v 22,
22,"'64.

Aug. 15,

10, '04.

April 2,

2, '05.

May 12,

12, '04.

May 25,

25, '04.

July 1,

—,%3.
Nov. 20,

28, '63.

July 28,

28, '04.

July 30,

Aug. 2,

1804.

April 4,

4, '05.

Sept. 29,

29, '04.

Sept. 19,

20, '04.

Julv 4,

4, '04.

June 23,

23, '04.

Nov. 24,

24, '03.

Nov. 25,

25, '63.

April 2,

2, '05.

Nov. 28,

28, '04.

Feb. 21,

22, '02.

June 3,

3, '64.

June 19,

22, '04.

operations, opeuatoits,
Result.

Right; part of OS calcis. Disch'd
May 20. 1805; pensioned.

Left; third metatarsal. June 9.

amputation toe. Yet. Reserve
Corps March 29, 1805.

Left. Duty December 9, 1804.

Left; mid. and parts of int. and
ext. cuneiform ; end of 2d met.
Surgeon M. F. Sanger, U. S. V.
Retired May 18, 1869.

Right : 2d metatarsal. Disch'd
January 25, 1865 ; pensioned.

Right; whole cnlcaniMun; amp.
left leg. Surg. — Strait, C.S.A.
Recovery.

Left; metatarsal. Surg. L. W.
Bliss, 57th N. V. Duty April
28, 1805.

Right; 'M and 4th metatarsals.

Disch'd June 4, '04
; pensioned.

Right; end of 2(1 met. Surg. H.
F. Lyster. 5th Mich. Disch'd
January 10, 1805.

Right ; head 1 st phal. great toe

;

head 1st met. Surg. N. D. Fer-
guson, 8th N. Y. Cavalry. Mus-
tered out June HI, 1805.

Left : 4th metatarsal. Disch'd
May 22, 1865; pensioned.

Right; 2d metatarsal. A. Surg.
J. T. Myers, 91st N. Y. Duty
September 3. 1805; pensioned.

Right ; 2d and 3d metatarsals.

Disch'd Nov. 29, 1804. Died
Nov. 22, 1809 ; consumption.

Left; 2d metatarsal. To l'rovost

Marshal Nov. Hi, 1864.

Left ; 5th metatarsal. Disch'd
July 6, 1805; pensioned.

Right; 2d metatarsal. V. R. C.
April 28, 1865; pensioned.

Left ; 2d metatarsal. Surg. J. V.
Kendall, 149th X. Y. Disch'd 1

June 12, 1805; pensioned.
Left; portion os calcis. Disch'd i

May 10, 1804; pensioned.
Right; 1st metatarsal. A. A.
Surg. C. II. Fisher. Disch'd
May 10, 1805; pensioned.

Right; 1st metatarsal. V. R. C.
November 19, 1804.

Left; lower half os calcis. Right;
5th metatarsal. Sing. D. Mae-
Kay, 29th C. T.; recovery.

Right ; 3d metatarsal. Surg. N.
N. Horton, 47th C. T. Disch'd
May 30. 1865.

Left
;
portion of os calcis. Dis-

charged July 0, '05; pensioned.
Right; portion cuboid. Toprisou
February Hi. 1805.

Left; 4th and 5th metatarsals.

July —, nin]). leg: Aug. 12,

re-amp. leg. Disch'd May 12,

1805. Died Feb. 24, 1807.

Left ; 4th metatarsal. Duty June
7, 1805.

Right ; 4th and 5th metatarsals.

Surg. I. N. Barnes, 110th 111.

Disch'd July 0, '04
; pensioned.

Right ; 1st metatarsal. Disch'd
July 5. 1804; pensioned.

Right; 1st metatarsal. Disch'd
June 19, 1805; pensioned.

Left ; two-thirds 2d metatarsal.

A. A. Surg. T. C. Eakin. Ery-
sipelas. Disch'd Sept. 11, 1805.

Right; 1st and 2d metatarsals.
Disch'd Aug. 23. '02

: pensioned.
Left; os calcis. Surg. P. E. Hit-

bon, 28th Mass. Disch'd Oct.
13, 1804. Died Feb. 8, 1870;
consumption.

Left; 2d and 3d metatarsals. Dis-
charged July 8, 'G5; pensioned.

Name, Military
Description, axd age

Troutman, 1'., Pt., A,
77th Perm., age 18.

•Turner, 11. A., Lieut.
andQ. M., 43d .Mass.

Vandergriff, J..C;tyt., F,
53d Georgia, age 28.

Yan (-order, C, Serg't,

B, 39th Ioiva, age 27.

Weaver. G.. Teamster,
97th Xew York.

Whittier. C, Pt., C, 12th

Massachusetts, age 19.

Baumberger, J., Musi-
cian. II, 50th N. Y'ork.

age 22.

Fowler, J. G., Pt., K.
42d Illinois.

Hall, A. A., Corp'I, M,
31st Maine, age 18.

Hanson, N., Pt., C, 38th
Wisconsin, age 34.

Hunt, P., Lieut.. A, 1st

Rhode Island A rtillery.

Jones, J., Serg't, H, 21st
Georgia.

Judkins, A., Pt., B, 10th
Maine.

Locke, J., Pt., G, 5tU
North Carolina.

Norton, W. A., Capt., I,

100th Penn., age 23.

Pero. P., Pt.. C, 2d New
Y'ork Cavalry, age 22.

Williams, J. M., Capt.,
C, 31st Maine, age 47.

Wright. M. P., Major,
29th Ohio, age 26.

Young, — , Pt.. G, 8th
Ohio.

Arnot. T.. Pt.. E, 7th
Michigan, age 28.

Bailey, D., Pt., G, 3d
Iowa Cavalry, age 20.

Bowen, M., Corp'I, H,
57th Mass., age 22.

Brouchard, A.. Pt., A,
5th Xcw Hampshire,
age 34.

Cole, J. M., Pt.. G, 8th
Michigan Cavalry, age
oo.

Hargrave, M. IL, Pt., 8th
Indiana Battery, age
42.

Jackson. R. G., Pt.. A.
8th Xew Y'ork Heavy
Artillery, age 23.

Jacobs. W. G., civilian,

age 30.

Kinsell, G. W., Pt.. D,
184th Penn., age 19.

McDougal, J.. Pt., E,2d
N. Y'. Cavalry, age 23.

Mycrson,G.,Pt., G, 14th
Connecticut, age 24.

Mav 27,
27," '04.

Nov. —

,

1862,

Primary.

Operations, operators,
Result.

Oct. 5,

0, '04.

Julv 13,

—,
'04.

Sept. 17,

— .
'02.

Nov. 30.

Dee. J.

1804.

Dec. 15,

10, '04.

April 2,

2, '65.

June 17.

17, '04.

May 30,

30, '04.

May 3,

3, '03.

Ma v 2,

2,
f
63.

July -,
1803.

June 18.

18, '04.

Mav 5,

7, '114.

June 3,

3, '64.

Deo. 20,

20. '04.

Mav 5.

— ,
'04.

Sept. 17,

Oct. 4,

J 802.

June 10,

14, '04.

May 18,

28, '04.

April 7,

17, '05.

Nov. 20,

30, '04.

Sept. 19,

29, '03.

June 3.

9, '04.

Sept. 11,

10. '02.

June 3.

2f>, '64.

May 20,

30, '64.

Oct. 14,

18, '03.

Right; os calcis. Sltfg. S. II.

Kersey, 30th Ind. Discharged
April !, 1865; pensioned.

Right: 3d metatarsal. Surg. A.

C. Webber, 43d Mass. Duty
December 21. 1862.

Right; two metatarsals. Surg. J.

J. Knott, 53d Ga. Recovery.
Left: internal cuneiform. Surg.
J. 11. /oaring, 57th 111. Disch d
June 5, 1805.

Left ; 2d and 3d metatarsals. Re-
covery.

Left; large portion OS calcis. Dis-

charged Jan. 13, '63; since died.
Right; ext. mid. cuneiform and
scaphoid. Ass't Surgeon J. F.
Huber, U. S. Y. Died Dec. 26,
1804: pyaunia.

Left; two-thirds tarsal and 2d
metatarsal. Died Dec. 25, 1804

;

tetanus.

Left; metatarsal. Surg. J. H.
Kimball 31st Me. Died April
15. 18G5.

,
Left; metatarsal. Surg. W. B.

; Fox, 8th Mich. Died June 25,

1804; wound.
Right ; os calcis. Surg. G. L.
Potter, 145th Penn. Died June
14, 1 804 : pyaemia.

; os calcis.

Left; mctatar. and phal. of three
mid. toes. Died June 14, 1803

;

gangrene of leg.

Left; tarsal and metatarsal. Died
July 18, 1863.

Left ; 5th metatarsal. Died July
21, 1804; exhaustion.

Right; 1 st metatarsal. A. Surg.
C. II. Andrus, 128th X.Y'. June
20, amp. leg. Died July 15,

1864 ; chronic diarrhoea.

Right. Died June 15, 1864, of
wound.

Left : tarsal : amputation of leg.

Died January 7, 1805.
; distal end 4th metatarsal.

Surg. C. Bowen, 0th Penn. Res.
Left: 2d metatarsal. A. A. Surg.
J. Dickson. Discharged Nov.
3. 1802 : pensioned.

Right ; 3d and 4th metatarsals.
A. A. Surg. J. X. Sharp, Feb.
—, 1805, amp. leg. Discharged
Sept. II. 1805.

Left; portion os calcis. A. A.
Surg. P. G. II. Bradford. Dis
charged May 13, 1805; pens'd.

Left : 2d and 4th metatarsals. A.
Staff Surg. J. Aiken, U. S. A.
Disch'd Aug. 12, 1805. Amp.
leg. Feb. —, 1866, amp. knee
joint; subsequent amp. thigh.
Right: 3d and 4th metatarsals.
Surg. B. B. Breed, II. S. V. Dis-

charged May Ij, 1805.

Left; portion of os calcis and as-

tragalus. Disch'd December 30.

1804. Died November 10, 1871

;

paralysis.
Right; 1$ in. 3d metatarsal (ery-

sipelatous). Ass't Surg. S. B.

Ward, 11. S. Y. Disch'd Oct. G,

1804 ; pensioned.
; third of os calcis. Disch'd

Deo. 1,1862; pensioned.
Left; 4th and 5th metatarsals.

A. A. Surg. E. L. Bliss. Disch'd
May 18, 1805: pensioned.

Right ; 3d metatarsal. A. A. Surg.
If. W. W. Carroll. Discharged
May 22, 1865: pensioned.

Left ; os calcis. Surg. E. Bentloy,
U. S. V. Disch'd Aug. 1 8, '05.

1 McGuiRE (H.), Excision of the Os Calcis, in The Philadelphia Medical Times, 1870-71, Vol. I, p. 6.

•WEBBER (A. C.), Army Medical Intelligence, in Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, Vol. LXVIIL 1863, p. 164.
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Table XOVIII.
Numerical Statement of One Thousand Five Hundred and Eighteen Cases of Amputation in the Foot.

METHOD OF OPERATION.

Medio-tarsal amputation (Chopart's)

Amputation through tarsal bones, method not specified

Amputation through tarso-metatarsal articulation (Lisfranc's)

Amputation through tarso-metatarsal articulation (HEY's)

Amputation of from one to four metatarsal bones and toes

A mputations of toes

Parta amputated not specified

Aggregate* ...

Cases.

24

17

113

1,227

50

1,518

72

1

22

11

99

I,09a

18

l, :)lfi

if-'

if

13.2

50.0

I. 3

35.2

8.3

2.5

57.1

5.7

Inter-
mediary.

Second
I akv. '

Time sot
SPECIFIEIl.

fi3 243 20

1 ..

1

!
12 ..

I 76 ..

|
I

1 ..

92 2

94
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reported that "the flap was made from ihe inner side of the foot, the sole being too much mutilated for Chopart's operation.".

Two days after the date of the injury the wounded man was transferred to Hampton Hospital, and several weeks later he was

transferred to Philadelphia. He was discharged December 10, 1664, and pensioned. In his subsequent application for commuta-

tion the pensioner reported the stump of the foot as being in "'good and healthy condition." His pension was paid June 4, 1880.

Case 9:24.—Private .T. Miller, Co. E, Gth Pennsylvania Reserves, aged "20 years, was wounded in the right foot, fracturing

the bone, at Fredericksburg, Dec* mber 13, 18G2. He was admitted to the field hospital of the 3d division, First Corps. Surgeon

C. Bower, 6th Pennsylvania Reserves, reported that he performed "amputation at the tarsus" on the day of the injury. Acting

Assistant Surgeon H. Hirschfield reported the progress of the case as follows : "The patient was admitted to Harewood Hospital

at Washington ten days after being wounded. Chopart's amputation had been performed on the field. On December 27th,

when the case was first seen by me, there was much suppuration and the wound seemed to be drawn open by the tendo-achillis.

I applied a splint to correct the ten-uon and at first used cold water and afterwards warm dressings; tonics and stimulants were

administered. By January 20, 1863, the wound had nearly healed and dry lint and bandages were used. A small abscess had

appeared at the ankle and had been opened. About February 15th this opening became gangrenous and the leg in this locality

swelled up to an enormous size—the abscess, which originally was onl\- two inches long, growing into a large sore of circular

shape three and a half inches in diameter. All the tissues and even the periosteum were destroyed. Healthy granulations,

however, were filially brought out, and the part was healing but could not close up on account of necrosis in part of the tibia.

While the healing process of the neighboring parts was progressing favorably, erysipelas set in and spread from the foot to

nearly up to the knee, being attended by excessive sloughing of the original abscess. This soon passed off, however, and after

a few days the wound again became healthy in appearance, decreased in extent, and the leg resumed its natural size rapidly.

Things now went on favorably again for a time, when severe pain indicated another collection of matter above the line of the

affected tibia and towards the middle of the leg, which was relieved by an incision two inches in length into the periosteum,

giving free exit to the confined pus. This last opening healed up readily, and by June 1st nature had completed the exfoliation

of the cortical substance of the tibia, which I removed four inches in length. The wound now healed up very rapidly, but several

days afterwards gangrene re-appeared and continued up to June 10th. Poultices were continued in the mean time and the treat-

ment was adapted to the exigencies of the case. During the progress of the case the patient's general condition, which was very

good now, had varied according to the several complications, being sometimes very low and prostrated from hectic and diarrhoea,

but always reacting rapidly. On June 14th healthy granulations once more showed themselves, and by

July 8th the wound had closed up to the size of a two-shilling piece. Ten days later it was healed entirely,

the patient's general condition being excellent." He was discharged from service September 4, 1803, and

pensioned, and one year afterwards he was supplied with an artificial foot by the Palmer Arm and Leg Co.

of Philadelphia. The pensioner was paid June 4, 1880.

Cask 925.—Private T. H. Hodgson, Co. F, 67th Ohio, aged 32 years, was accidentally wounded,

at Folly Island, June 22, 1863, by a musket ball fracturing the left foot. Amputation by Chopart's method

was performed the following day by Surgeon S. F. Forbes, 67th Ohio. The wounded man passed through

various hospitals and was lastly transferred to Central Park, New York City, where, as soon as the stump

had entirely healed, he was supplied with a "Hudson" artificial foot. Four months later, on August 9,

1864, the patient was discharged from service and pensioned. The Dayton, Ohio, Examining Board on

January 16, 1871, reported a " well healed and very useful stump," and described the operation as very

creditable to the operator and to the author of it. A cast of the stump (Spec. 1530), made about a year

after the date of the operation and showing a firm and smoothly united cicatrix well up on the anterior

face, was contributed to the Museum by Assistant Surgeon J. W. S. Gouley, 11. S. A., and is represented amputRrura oMhe^eft
in the adjoining wood-cut (FlG. 358). tool. [From a ca«t.]

In the succeeding three cases three or more of the metatarsal bones with the cor-

responding toes were removed. The remaining toes were a constant source of annoyance:

Case 926.—Private R. P. Saint, Co. F, 123d Indiana, aged 22 years, was wounded in the right foot by a shell, during the

siege of Atlanta, August 4, 1864. Partial amputation of the foot by removing the four outer toes, including the distal extremities

of their metatarsal bones, and leaving the great toe intact, was performed on the day of the injury. The wounded man continued

under treatment in various successive hospitals until June 11, 1865, when he was discharged from service and pensioned.

Examiner G. W. Mears, of Indianapolis, certified, August 23, 1865 :
" The wound is now healed, but the foot and ankle are weak.

As yet but little weight can be sustained on the foot and crutches are therefore still in requisition. It is, however, improving in

strength and will soon be used in walking." On November 17, 1866, the same examiner stated : "What disables the pensioner

most seriously is the pain suffered when the foot is much used, the eschar being yet tender to the touch from imperfect healing

and liable to inflammation," etc. Examining Surgeon O. A. Haise, of Russell, Kansas, October 12, 1877, described the great toe

of the injured foot as being drawn or lapped across the cicatrix. The pensioner was paid March 4, 1881.

Case 927.—Private J. T. Lewis, Co. B, 38th Illinois, aged 21 years, was wounded in the right foot, before Atlanta,

August 16, 1864. Surgeon M. G. Sherman, 9th Indiana, reported his admission to the field hospital of the 1st division, Fourth

Corps, and described the injury as a " fracture of the metatarsus, followed by amputation of three toes by Surgeon S. H. Kersey,

36th Indiana." The wounded man subsequently passed through various hospitals and was, lastly, transferred to Jeffersonville.

Assistant Surgeon A. B. Prescott, U. S. V., in charge of the latter, described the operation as a "flap-amputation of the three

lesser toes at the tarso-metatarsal articulation." On June 1, 1865, the patient was discharged from service and pensioned.

Examining Surgeon J. Portness, of Xenia, Illinois, certified, April 6, 1866 :
" The third, fourth, and last toes with their metatarsal

bones have been removed, leaving only the great and second toe. This renders the sole of the foot very narrow and destroys

the elasticity of the arch of the foot in a great measure." The reports of subsequent examinations show no additional information.

The pensioner was paid December 4, 1878, since when he has not been heard from.
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Cask 928.—Sergeant H. S. Carroll, Co. D, 33d Missouri, aged 20 years, was wounded in the left foot, at the battle of

Lake Chicot, June 6, 18G4, by a shell which destroyed the second, third, and fourth toes. He was admitted to the Sixteenth

Corps Field Hospital, where partial amputation of the injured foot was resorted to by Surgeon A. T. Bartlett, 33d Missouri, who
described the operation as having been performed through the second, third, and fourth metatarsal bones. From the field the

patient was sent to Adams Hospital, at Memphis, where he remained under treatment for four months, when he was returned

to duty. He was discharged August 10. 1805, and pensioned. Various examiners have from time to time certified to " irritation

and swelling of the toot when much used;'' and Dr. II. E. Jones, of Louisiana, Missouri, added, January 12, 1878, that "the

big toe is drawn nearly at right angle with the foot and rests on the little toe." The pensioner was paid June 4, 1881.

Cask 929.—Private C. L. Daniels, Co. K, 57th Massachusetts, aged 18 years, was wounded before Petersburg, July 20,

18G4. Surgeon M. K. Hogan, U. S. V., reported his admission to the field hospital of the 1st division, Ninth Corps, with " shot

fracture of the bones of the right foot, treated by Chopart's amputation."

Acting Assistant Surgeon F. F. Maury reported the result of the case as

follows: " The patient was admitted to South Street Hospital, Philadelphia,

July 20th. He stated that he was wounded by a mini6 ball entering the

right side of the foot and fracturing the bones to such an extent as to demand

amputation on the field. He was sent to City Point and thence by hospital

boat to this city. At the time of his admission to this hospital the patient

was in a typhoid condition, fretful, irritable, and at times delirious. The stump

was in a very good condition, with but a slight tendency to inflammation in

the leg. This condition yielded readily to applications of laudanum and

lead water, after which the stump and leg both improved. Compound
tincture of cinchona: and afterwards quinine was prescribed: beef tea and

milk punch were given. The typhoid fever did not yield to the treatment,

the patient continuing to sink until July 29th, when death supervened." The
tarsal bones; dorsal view, amputated metatarsal and part of th6 tarsal bones (Spec. 6331), with the

'
' bullet attached and showing the seat of the fracture, were contributed to the

Museum by Surgeon H. Ludington, 100th Pennsylvania, who performed the operation. A representation of the specimen

appears in the wood-cuts (Figs. 359, 300).

Cask 930.—Private W. H. Jamison, Co. G, 24th Michigan, was wounded in the left foot, at Fredericksburg, April 29,

1863. Surgeon J. H. Beach, 24th Michigan, described the injury as follows: "A minie ball passed through the foot from right

to left. All the metatarsal bones were injured and all but that of the second were comminuted fractures. The fractures extended

to the tarso-metatarsal articulation in the first and in the fourth. Amputation was performed on May 1st, by Surgeon E. Shippen,

U. S. V., at the tarso-metatarsal articulation by Lisfranc's method, a good covering being obtained from the plantar flap. Perfect

anaesthesia was preserved during the operation by chloroform. The case was left at the First Army Corps Hospital and was

doing well at last advices." Surgeon A. W. Whitney, 13th Massachusetts, reported that the patient died at the Fitzhugh House

Field Hospital, May 24, 1863, from the result of the injury. The amputated bones of the foot (Spec. 1121) were contributed to the

Museum by the operator.

In the following table one hundred and sixty-one primary amputations in the tarsal or

metatarsal bones are enumerated; space will not permit to cite the amputations of the toes

in this and the succeeding three tables:

Fig. 360.—The same
;
plan-

tar view.

Table XCIX.

Summary of One Hundred and Sixty-one Primary Amputations in the Tarsal and Metatarsal Bones

for Shot Injury.
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Name, Military
Description- , and Age.

Carlisle. J.. Pt.. II, Kith

Vermont, age 22.

Carroll, II. S^,.Serg't, D,
33d Missouri, age 20.

Christian, W. T., PL,
G, S5th Ala., age 25.

Clark. II. W.. Pt., II,

100th New York, age
30.

Coan. N., PL, II, 12th
New .lersev, age 27.

Coffin, I., i>t., D, (i9th

Pennsylvania, age 21.
Collins," J., Pt., I, 20th
Massachusetts, age 26.

Cornwell, N. S., Pt., C,
10th Mass., age 26.

Cunningham, D. C, Pt.,

A, 5th Louisiana.
Davis, J.. Serg't, A, 12th
Massachusetts.

Davis, J. B., Pt.. 11,

105th Illinois, age 27.

Dunn. B., Pt., E, 3d
North Carolina.

Dyer, 1'. A. M , Pt., P,
1st West Va., age 35.

Eddy. W. P..rt.. E. 1st

Mass. II. Art'y, age 2!).

EUiff, W. W., Pt., G,
1 17th Illinois, age 24.

1 Finnigan,I'., Pt., F, 1st

Battery.

Fitzpatrick. M. C. (alias

Coots ,Pt.. II, 2d N. Y.
M. Rifles, age 44.

Forbes, W. E., Pt., II,

14th Indiana Battery,
age 40.

Franklin, J. W., Pt., B,
8th New York Cavalry,
age 32.

Fuller. H. D., Pt., F,
28th Iowa, age 1G.

Salvia, D. G., Pt., G,
32d Mass.. age 20.

Harvey, P., Pt., E, 3d
Infantry, age 21.

Gay, S. J. J., Corp'l, H,
51st Georgia, age 21.

Gillespie. C. Pt., F,
94th New York.

Gillon, J., Pt., F. 27th
Ohio, age 22.

Givens. \V. W„ Pt., D,
1st West Virginia Cav.

Colli, P., Pt, K, 8th
Pennsylvania Cavalry,
age 27.

Graham, J„ Pt., E, 2d
Pa. Art'y, age 22.

Greyer, J., Serg't, G,
52d Virginia.

Gunderman, S., Pt., F,
4(ith Pennsylvania, age
21.

Hall, J. Ii., Lieut., I,,

1st Mass. H. A., age

Hail, J. T„ Pt.. D, 1st

Georgia, age 27.

Hand, E., It., K, 2d
Michigan, age 18.

Harris, L., Pt.. A, 100th
Pennsylvania, age 18.

Harsey, W., Pt., G, 27th
South Carolina, age 27.

Hart. E., Pt., C, 8th
Ohio, age 34.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Name, Military
Description, ani> Age.

Julv 3,

3, '03.

June 0.

6, '04.

Mar. 25,

25, '05.

Mav 13.
13," '04.

Mav 5,

5, 'ti4.

.lune 22,

22, '64.

Aug. 14,

15, (14.

Mav 5.

5. '04.

Mav 4,

5, \a.
Dec. 13,

13, '02.

June 7,

9, '1)4.

Julv 3,—,
''03.

April 9,

10, '04.

Mav 10,
10.' '04.

Mav 6,

0, '"(14.

June 2,

3, '04.

June 30,

30, '04.

Aug. 18,

18, '04.

June 18,

18, '63.

Oct. 19,

20, '04.

Mav 5,

5, *G4.

Dec. 13,

13, '02.

Mav 1.

2. '03.

Mar. 13,

13, 05.

Aug. 4,

4,
v
04.

Julv 3,

3, '03.

April 5,

5, '05.

June 18,

18, '64.

June 1.

—, '64.

June 20,

20, '64.

June 16,

16, '04.

Nov. 28,

29, '64.

June 3,

— , '64.

Mar. 25.

25, '05.

Aug. 21,

21, '04.

June 22,

23, '64.

Left; great toe and metatarsal.

Discharged August 11, 1863.

Left: 2d, 3d, and 4th toes thro'

metatarsals. Surg. A. T. Bart-

lett, 33d Missouri. Duty Octo-
ber 0, 1804; pensioned.

Left ; Lisfranc's. To Provost
Marshal June 13, 1865.

Right; Chopart's; also anil', left

ankle joint. Surg. M. S. Kitiin-

gir, 100th New York. Disch'd
Dec. 13, '04. Spec. 2857.

Left; 4th toe. mid. of metatarsal.
Vet. lies. Corps June 19, 1805.

Left, Chopart's. Confed. sur-
geon. Disch'd June 27. 1865.

Left; 1st, 2d, 3d, and 4th toes,

portion of metatarsals. Surg.
N. Hayward, 20th Mass. Dis-
charged April 1, 1865.

Left ; Chopart's. Disch'd Janu-
ary 7, 1865.

Left; Chopart's. Surg.— Strick-

len, C. S. A. Disch'd Nov. 6, '63.

Left; small toe and portion meta-
tarsal. Disch'd .March 27, 1803.

Left; 3d toe and portion of meta-
tarsal. A. Surg. A. Waterman,
105th Illinois. Disch'd October
29, 1804

;
pensioned.

Left. Paroled Seplember23. '03.

Right : 4th toe and 1 inch meta-
tarsal. Surg. 1'. Gardner. 1st

Va. Cav. Duty Sept. 9. 1804.

Right : Chopart's: no motion of os

calcis. Disch'd July 22. 1804.

Left; great too and metatarsal.
Duty July 14, 1864; pensioned.

; Chopart's. Surgeon C. B.
Gibson, C. S. A. August 20,

amp. leg. Transferred.
Right; Chopart's. Disch'd April
1, 1805; "an excellent stump.''

Died Dec. 28, 1809;. consumpt'n.
Right; oval; 3d and 4th toes,

portions of metatarsals. Recov-
ery Nov. 4. 1804.

Left; Lisfranc's. Disch'd Dec.
12. 1863: 'painful and difficult

use of limb."
Left ; Chopart's. Surg. J. W. II.

Vest, 28th Iowa. (Also amp.
arm.) Disch'd Jane 21, 1865;
" better to have removed entire

foot." Spec. 4220.

Left : 2d toe and metatarsal. Dis-

charged April 1, 1805.

Right ; 4th and 5th toes and meta-
tarsals. Disch'd April 2. 1803;
pensioned.

Left; Chopart's.

Left; Chopart's. Surgs. Hum-
phrey and Ramsay. Disch'd
May29.'05 ; stumpbadly formed.

Left: Hey's. Discharged Julv 5,

1805.

Right; Chopart's. Discharged
December 3. 1803.

Right; Hey's; thro' metatarsals,
near tarsal articulation. Disch'd
September 23. 1865.

Left; 2d toe and portion meta-
tarsal. Surg. G. T. Stevens.
77th N. Y. Disch'd Mar. 20, '05.

: great toe at tarso-metatar-

sal articulation. Surgeon C B.

Gibson. C. S. A. Transferred.
Right: Chopart's. Surg.— Payne.
Disch'd March 0. 1865: "condi-
tion worse than if amp. in leg."

Left ; 4th and 5th toes and meta-
tarsals. Disch'd October 3, '64

;

peasioned.
Left : Chopart's. To Provost
Marshal March 7. 1 865.

Right: great toe and metatarsal.
Vet. Res. Corps March 4, 1805.

Right ; Lisfranc's. Surg.— Davis.
Discharged June 19, 1865.

Left: Chopart's. Furl'd March
17, 1865.

Left ; Chopart's. Surg. J. L. Bren-
ton. 8th Ohio. Disch'd Janu-
ary 25, 1865.

51 Hart. J. W., PL, H, 22d
Indiana, ago 18.

52 Hawley, W. P., Corp'l.

E, 51st New York, lure

30.

53 Hazel, P., Pt., G. 9th
New Jersey, age 18.

54 Herman. L., Pt.. M. 7th

N. Y. Art'y, age 18.

55 Higgins. T., Corp'l, II,

122d Ohio, age 33.

56 Hodgson. T. II.. PL, F,

67th Ohio, age 27.

57 Horr, D. P., Corp'l, H,
17th Maine, age 23.

58 Hnwland, II., I't.. A, 3d
Missouri Cav.. age 17.

59 Humbarger, A.. I't . K.

30th Indiana, age 31.

00 Ireland. .1., I't.. H. 8th
i N.Y. II. Art'y, age 24.

01 Jcnks. T. B., Pt., A,
37th Mass., age 45.

(S3 Johnson. S. J., Pt., B,
31st C. T., age 19.

i Kendig. D. B., Pt., (',

5th Tennessee, age 25.

04 King, A., Lieut.. K. 02d
Pennsylvania, ago 25.

Dates. Operations. Operators.
Result.

80

82

84

85

King, J., Serg't. K, 50th
Georgia, age 41.

Kingsley, G. II., I't.. A.
1st I). C. Cav., age 27.

Koon, C, I't., G, 41st

Ohio, age 24.

Lamb, II., Pt.,C, 125th

Ohio, age 19.

Longford, J. C. Serg't,

B, 38th Georgia, age
23.

Lare, I)., Corp'l, A, 51st

Pennsylvania, age 23.

Lewis, 'J., Pt.. B, 38th
Illinois, age 21.

Lewis, J., Lieut., C, 1st

Delaware.

Lewis, L., Lieut., A, 5th
Confederate States.

Lillibridge, F. W.. I't.,

B. 2d New York M. It-

age 18.

Little. L. B.. C'apt., A,
9th N. Hanip., ace 21.

Lvford.G. A.. Corp'l, D,

13th Mass.. age 21.

MeCartv. T., Pt.. B, 4th
N. Y. Art'y, age 32.

MeGinlev. R., Serg't. H,
2d West Va., age 41.

Mann. W., PL. A, 11th
Illinois, age 32.

Matthews. ,/.. Pt., H, 2d
North Carolina, age 20.

Mnnson. J. S., Corp'l, G,
17th Maine, age 21.

Marsh, F. M., Corp'l, B,
118th Ohio, age 22.

Mania. J., PL. L. 2d N.
York Heavy Artillery.

age 21

.

Miller, J., PL. E. 6tb

Penn. Reserves, age 22.

Mitchell, C.PL. E, 149th

New York, age 19.

86
|

Mizen, H., Pt.."A, 145th
Pennsylvania.

Mar. 19,

19, '05.

Mav 19.

19, '04.

Mav 15,

15, '64.

June 8.

8, '04.

April 2.

June 22,-

23, '03.

Dec. 13.

13, '62.

June o.

0. '65.

Nov. 30.

Dee. 2,

18114.

Aug. 17,

18, '04.

July .1.

3, '03.

Dee. 13,

14. '04.

April 2,

2, '05.

June 27,

28, '02.

Aug. 21,

—, '64.

June 17,

—,
'04.

Nov. 5,

'

5, '62.

June 27,

27, '04.

Julv 9,

II, '04.

Dec. 2,

2, '03.

Aug. 16,

16, '04.

Sept. 17,

17, '02.

De.31,'62,

Ian. 1, '03.

June 18,

18, '04.

Julv 2.

-, '04.

Dec. 13,

13, 62.

Feb. 5,

5, 05.

Sept. :".,

— ,
'01.

Mav 22.
—."'03.

Sept. 23,

— ,
'03.

Mav 5.

5. '64.

June 2,

3. '04.

June 10.

10. '04.

Dec. 13.

13, '02.

May 3,

3,
f
63.

June 18,

18, '64.

Right; Chopart's. Disch'd Jane
30. 1805.

Left
; Hey's. June 9, gangrene.

Oct. 15. amp. leg. Disch'd Mav
21. 1805.

Left; 3d toe at tarsometatarsal
iirtieulat'n. Disch'd Mav 23. '05.

Lett: flap: 2d toe at tarsn-ineta.

nnio. V. It. ('. t'cli. 21, 1865.

I. ell: Chopart's. Disch'd June
23. 1805.

Left ; Chopart's. Surgeon S. F.

Forbes, 07th Ohio. Discharged
August 9. 1804: well healed.
useful slump. Sprc, 1530.

Left: Chopart's. Disch'd May
11, 18113: "Mump will always
he troublesome.'

Left: 1st toe at middle of meta-
tarsal. Recovery,

Left: triangular of 2d toe at tarsal

joint. A. A. Surg. M. 1'. Woolf.
Soldiers' Home April 27, 1805.

Right ; 3d toe. portion metatarsal.
Disch'd Mav 30, 1805.

Right: Chopart's. Surg. ('. V.
Crehore. 37th Mass. Disch'd
Jan. 20, '04

: serviceable stump.
Left; Hey's. Discharged Mav
10, 1805.

Right ; 3d, 4th. and 5th toes ami
metatarsals. Discharged June
18, 1865.

Hight; mortification; July, ISott,

amp. leg; 1803, re-amputation.
Disch'd March 17, 1803. Died
July 12. 1872.

Right: Chopart's. Provost Mar-
shal March 8. 1805.

Right; Lisfranc's. Discharged
Dec. 14, 1804; serviceable limb.

Left; Lisfranc's. Surgeon A. G.
Hart, 41st Ohio. Discharged
December 31, 1802.

Left ; 2d toe and portion metatar-

sal. Surg. J. 11. Hums, 3d Kv.
Discharged Feb. 20, 1805.

; great toe and its metatarsal.
Surgeon C. II. Todd, C. S. A.
Transferred August 25, 1864.

Right ; 2d toe and metatai'sal.

Disch'd Sept. 11, 1864.

Right : (lap : 3 lesser toes at tarso-

metatarsal artieutat'n. Disch'd
June 1, 1805.

Right: Chopart's (modified).

Discharged February 23, 1800;
"cicatrix under heel; pressure

painful."
Left ; Chopart's. Surgeon W. A.
Gentry. 17th Tenn. Recovery.

Hight; Chopart's. Disch'd Aug.
10, 1805; amputation leg.

Right : 3d toe and metatarsal.

Disch'd Oct. 24. '0-1: pensioned.

Left: Chopart's. Surg. A. W.
Whitney, 13th Mass. Disch'd
January 7, 1863.

Left; 2d' toe at middle of meta-
tarsal. Disch'd June 8. 1805.

Hight. Surg. 11. W. Hazlett. 2d
W. Va. Disch'd Nov. 29, 1801.

Died Dec. 15, 1800: "absorption
of (ms from necrosed bone."

Right; Chopart's. Disch'd Aug.
7. 1803; ankle anchylosed.

Right : Chopart's. Transferred.

Left : 2d toe at middle of metatar-

sal. Duty July 12. '04
: peus'd.

Left, 4th toe and metatarsal.
Duty December 3, 1864.

Left ; four smaller toes and por-

tion of metatarsal. Discharged
Nov. 11, 1804. Also amputat'n
right leg: re amputation 1805.

Right ; Chopart's. Surgeon C.
Bowers. 0th Penn. Res. Exfo-
liation : gangrene. Discharged
September 14. 1863.

Left; 1st toe and metatarsal. Vet.

Res. Corps Dec. 15.'03; pens'd.

Left : 5th toe and metatarsal. Sur-
geon J.W.Wishart, 140th Penn.
Disch'd Jan. 14, '05; pensioned.

1 SMITH (S.), Amputations at the AnkU, Joint in Military Surgery, in (7. S. San. Com. Menu., Surgical Volume II, p. 140.
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87

88

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Myers, S.. Pt., D. 2d N.
York Heavy Artillery,

ago 24

.

Neal,T.,Pt., 1, 6fh Mich-
igan Cavalry, age Silt.

89 ' iVet'fe, E. C, Serg't. C,
1st Maryland Cavalry.

Nicholson, .T.W., Pt., B,
97th Illinois, age 30.

Nicholson, W., Pt.. K,
191st Pcnu., ago 18.

12 Noyes. D. K., Capt., A,
(!th Wisconsin, age 42.

13 Oakley, P., Pt., A, 2d
Artillery, age 17.

14 O'Connor, D., Pt., I, 66th
New York, age 22.

95 O'Donahue, it., Pt., D,
124th Ohio, age 30.

96' Oliver. A., Lieut., K,
18th Miss., age 23.

97 Parkinson, J„ Pt, 1, 103d
Illinois, age 29.

98 Parmelee. E. A., Pt., F,

5th New Hamp.,age 24.

99 Quick, 8., Pt., F. 28th
Kentuekv, age 45.

100 Roid. !}., Pt.,L, 2d Conn.
Artillery, age 25.

101 Reilley, C. J., Serg't, K,
29th Peon., age 2;i.

2 Reynolds, D, Pt., M,
27th Michigan, age 19.

13 Reynolds, S. T., Pt., G,
4th Indiana Cavalry,
age 20.

14 RoW>, G., Pt., D, 2d
Artillery, age 19.

105 Roberts. O. O., Serg't,D,

1st Maine, ago 22.

6 Rohm, O. W., Pt., H,
1 1th Indiana.

107 Rosewell, J.,Pt.,E,102d
I^nn., age 21.

18 Sadler, A. P.. Serg't, G,
21st Mississippi.

109 Saint. It. P., Pt.. P, 123d
Indiana, age 22.

Sands, J., Lieut.. C, 30th
Illinois, ago 26.

1 Schoop. S. I., Capt., I,

31st Colored Troops.

112 Schrmder. II., Pt., II,

28th Louisiana.
113 Sciter, Ii.. Pt., C, 9th

New York, age 25.

4 Shaughnessy, M., Pt.,H,
2dPenn. H'vy Artil'ry,

age 26.

1 15 1 Shea, J.. Letcher's Bat-
tcrv, age 45.

.6 Sheffield. B., Corp'l, B,
Hist C. Troops, age 39.

7 Shelly. M., Pt., C, 28th
Iowa, age 21.

8 Shipley, T., Corp'l, F,
1st Maryland, age 29.

119 Smith, B. n., Capt., 1st

Virginia Artillery.

10 Smith, A.. Serg't, G,
66th New York, age 47.

Smith, N. R., Lieut.. F,
157th N.T., nge25.

Spencer. D. M., Pt., B,
184th N.Y., age 21.

June 3,

3, '64.

Oct. 18,

18, '62.

May 23,

23, '64.

April 2,—, '65.

June 22,

23, '64.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

April 20,

21, '64.

June 22,

23, '64.

May 14,

14, '64.

Nov. 30,

30, '64.

Feb. 15,

15, '65.

Mar. 25,

25, '65.

June 18,

19, '64.

June 1,

1, '64.

July 10,

11, '64.

July 24,

)>4, 04.

Sept. 3,

3, '64.

July 21,

21, '61.

Oct. 19,

20, '«4.

May],
1, '63.

Sept. 19,

19, '64.

Dec. 11,

11, '62.

Aug. 4,

4,
?
64.

May 15,

15, '64.

Oct. —

,

—, '64.

Oct. 8,

—, '62.

Sept. 17,

17, '62.

June 18,

18, '64.

Dec. 13.

—, '62.

July 14.
14,' '64.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

Aug. 22,
22, '64.

Oct. 16,

10, '62.

Dec. 11,

11, '62.

July I.

2, '63.

Nov. 8,

8, '04.

Operations, operators,
Result.

Right: tnid. toe at mid. of meta-
tarsal. Furloughcd June 9, '04;

pensioned.
Left ; Hey's. Discharged June
29, 1864.

; Chopart's. Surg. C. B. Gib-
son, C. S. A. Syme's amp. re-

commended by returning board.
Right; Hey's; "at middle of met-
atarsal bones." Surg. C. Davis,
77th 111. Diseh'd May 26, 1865.

Right ; 2d and 3d toes, and 1st

too and portion of metatarsal.
Discharged March 2, 1865.

Right ; Chopart's. Surg. A. J.
Ward, 2d Wisconsin. Diseh'd
July 27, 1864.

Left ; 2d toe and metatarsal. A.
A. Surg. J. A. Romayne. Duty
July 3, 1804

;
pensioned.

Right ; Lisfranc's. Confederate
surgeon. Diseh'd June 10, '05.

Right ; 3d and 4th toes and meta-
tarsal bones. Diseh'd Dec. 27,

1804. Nov., 1866, Pirogoff's

amputation : recovered. Died
April 13. 1873.

Right; Chopart's. To Provost
Marshal March 27, 1865.

Left; Lisfranc's. Surg. B. Bond,
25th Mo. Diseh'd June 15. '65.

Left; Chopart's. Diseh'd June
26, 1865.

Right ; 4th toe and metatarsal.
Diseh'd Feb. 8, 1865

;
pension'd.

Right ; 4th and 5th toes at tarso-

metatarsal artieulat'n. Diseh'd
January 5, 1805: pensioned.

Left ; Chopart's. Surg.J. A.Wolfo,
29th Penn. Furl'd; killed in a
railroad accident Sept. 20, 1804.

Left ; 3d toe and metatar. Surg.
— Sherlock. Disc'd June 13. '65.

Right ; three mid. toes near met.
phnl. artic. A. A. Surg. M. L.

Herr. Duty June 14. 1865.

Right ; Chopart's. Discharged
November 17, 1861.

Left ; Chopart's. Surgeon G. T.
Stevens, 77th N. Y. Diseh'd
February 11, 1865.

Left; Lisfranc's. Diseh'd Oct.
22, 1863; uses crutch.

Right; Chopart's. Surg. S. F.

Chapin. 139th Penn. Diseh'd
April 15, 1865 ; sound stump.

Left (also amp. right leg). Surg.
— Hill. C. S. A. Recovery.

Right ; four small toes, taking
metatarsals obliquely. Diseh'd
Juno 11, 1865.

Loft; Lisfranc's. Surg. W. P.
Pierce. 88th 111. Diseh'd Feb.
17, 1805.

Left ; two toes with metatarsals.

Surg. E. Jackson. 30th Colored
Troops. Diseh'd Doe. 15, 1864.— . Recovery Feb. U, 1863.

Right : three lesser toes and outer
side foot. Surg.— Humphreys,
Recovery.

Left ; Chopart's (flap from inside).

Surg. G. T. Stevens. 77th N. Y.
Discharged Dec. 12, 1864.

Left; Chopart's. Recovery.

Left ; three outer toes and meta-
tarsals. Duty Dec. 7, '64

;
pens'd.

Right; Chopart's. Surg. W. A.
Daniels, 28th Iowa. Diseh'd
April 14, 1865.

Left ; 2d toe, half of metatarsal.
Surgeon A. A. White, 8th Md.
Diseh'd June 14, '05; pensioned.

Left ; Chopart's. Surg. — Mason,
C. S. A. Discharged.

Right; Lisfranc's. Surg. C. S.
Wood, 66th N. York. Diseh'd
May 1, 1803.

Left ; Chopart's. Diseh'd Sept.

23, 1803; stump good.
Left ; Chopart's. Surg. N. Barnes,
184th N. Y. DischilJune2,'05.

Name. Military
Description, and Age.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

123 Stabler, E., Pt., K, 12th
Ohio, age 26.

124 Stead, I. B., Serg't, I,

j
136th Penn., age 20.

125

126

,127

128

129

130

131

132

133

135

136

137

|

138

:

139

;
140

141

142(

143J

Strait. O., Capt., E, 41st
1 llinois, age 30.

Swain, S. 1'.. Pt.. B, 65th
Indiana, age 32.

Swartz, W. S., Pt., F,
107th Penn.. age 31.

Taylor, W. ,/.,Pt.,Norfolk

Blues Lt. Art'y, age 21.

Thomas, A. P., Lieut.,C.

1st Mich. Sharpshoot-
ers, age 27.

2 Turck. E., Pt., E, 7th
Louisiana.

Yanwagoner, J. H., Pt..

B, 31st Wis., age 24.

Walker, D., Pt.. G, 2d
New York H'vy Artil-

lery, ago 20.

Walters. M., Lieut., A,
3d Penn. Res., age 22.

Welling. D. C, Lieut.,

A, 10th Mich., age 24.

Williams. H.. Pt.. K,
198th Penn., age 23.

Williams, J. H., Lieut.,

F. 14th S. C, age 30.

Williamson, J., I>t.. D,
86th Illinois, age 24.

Wilson, T. H., Pt., F,

4th Mass. Cav.. age 19.

Zimmet, T\, Serg't. K,
lllth Penn., age 26.

Beck, R. C. Pt., H, 15th
South Carolina.

Bumell, L. S., Corp'l, D,
43d New York.

Carpenter, J.W.. Serg't.

I, 10th Vermont.

Daniel, C. L., Pt.. K,
57th Mass., age 18.

Darrow, H. C, Pt., G,
77th New York, age 24.

Edgcrton, G. B., Pt., E,
16Sth N.Y., age 33.

Folsom, T. T., Pt., E,
5th New Hampshire.

Harrington, G. M., Pt.,

A. 60th Ga., age 20.

Heigans. H., Pt.. G, 1st

Delaware.
Hint?., C, Pt., K, 35th
Massachusetts.

Jameson. W. H., Pt., C,
24th Michigan.

Lapham, I. B.. Pt., C.
9th N. Y. Artillery.

Monroe, H.B., —
Randall. J., Pt.. F, 29th
Connecticut.

Umberger, J.W., Corp'l,

I, 117th Illinois, age 30.

Whitaker, A. J., Corp'l,

A. 66th N. C.age 24.

Whitehead. II., Pt., L,
16th Michigan, age 32.

3 Everett, W. P.. Corp'l,

H, 9th Alabama.

Mitchell, J.. Pt.. A, 90th
Ohio.

Pride. IT., Pt., F, 61st

Virginia, age 36.

Stittwell, W. K., Pt., I,

53d Georgia, age 21.

June 18,

20, '64.

Dec. 13,

14, '62.

June 25,

25, '03.

July 20,

21, '04.

Aug. 28,

28. '02.

April 2,

2, '05.

May 11,

11, '64.

May 3,—,
''63.

Aug. 10,

10, '64.

Mar. 31,

April 1,

1805.

Dec. 13,

—, '62.

July 19,

19, '64.

April 9,

9, '65.

July 2,

3, '03.

July 19,

19, '64.

Oct. 7,

8, '64.

June 21,

21, '64.

June 2,

3, '64.

May 27,
27,' '04.

June 3,

3, '64.

July 20,
20,' '64.

May 18,

18, '64.

May 9,

10,''64.

May 3,

3,
,
63.

Aug. 31,

31, '64.

Dec 13,

14, '62.

July 30,

30, "64.

April 29,

May 1,

1863.
June 4,

4, '64.

June 1,

1, '64.

Oct. 27,

27, '61.

Dec. 15,

15, '64.

June 10,

16, '64.

June 10,

—, '64.

May 5,

5, TA.

May 11,

14, '64.

July 31,

31, '64.

Oct. 19,

19, '64.

Left ; Hoy's. Ass't Surg. S. T.

j
Buck, 12th Ohio. Discharged
August 18. 1864.

! Right; Chopart's. Diseh'd Feb.
I 28, 1863; "no power to move

ankle except with the hand."
Right ; Chopart's. Discharged
August 20. 1864.

Left; 2d toe and metatar.: litem.

I Discharged April 1, 1805.
I Left : 2d toe and metatarsal. Dis-

eharged Doc. 10, 1864
;
pens'd.

Right ; Chopart's. Released May
30. 1865.

Left ; 4th toe and half of meta.
Surg. A. F. Whelan, 1st Mich.
S.S. Diseh'd Sept. 13,'64

;
pen'O.

; Chopart's. Surg. F. For-
mento, jr., C. S. A. Recovery.

Left ; Lisfranc's. Diseh'd May
30, 1865; "better to have re-

moved whole foot ; cannot wear
boot or shoe, etc."

Right ; Hey's. Diseh'd July 0,

1805; stump unhealed.

Left ; Chopart's. Diseh'd Juno
30, 1806. Died Dee. 23, 1879

;

consumption.
Left : Lisfranc's. Surg. E. Bat-
well, 14th Michigan. Gangrene.
Discharged Feb! 22, 1865.

Right : Lisfranc's (also amp. left

leg). Surg. H. A. Grim. 198th
Penn. Diseh'd Oct. 6. 1865.

Right; Chopart's. Surg. T. A.
Means, C. S. A. Exchanged.

Right ; Lisfranc's. Surgeon —
Houghton. Diseh'd March 5,

1865 ;
good stump.

Left; 5th toe and meta. Diseh'd
July 30, 1865.

Right ; Lisfranc's. Surg. J. L.
Dunn, 109th Penn. Discharged
June 29, 1865.

Right ; Hey's. Surg. C. B. Gib-
son, C. S. A. Died July 23, '04.

Right : Chopart's. Died June
26, 1864.

Right ; 1st metatarsal (Hey's am-
putation left foot). Died June
15, 1864.

Right ; Chopart's. Surg. H. Lud-
ington. 100th Penn. Died July
29. '64 ; typh. fever. Spec. 6531.

Left ; Chopart's (also exc. elbow;
torn.). Died June 23. 1864,
gangrene of arm.

Left. Died June 3. '04
: pyaemia.

Left ; Hey's. Died May 26, '63.

Right : Chopart's. Confederate
surgeon. Died Nov. 10, 1864.

; Chopart's ; tetanus. Died
December 25, 1862.

Right : 5th toe and meta. Died
Aug. 5. 1864: congestion lungs.

Left; Lisfranc's. Surg. E. Ship-
pen. U. S. V. Died May 24,

1863. Spec. 1121.
Left ; great toe and meta. Died
June 17, 1864 ; acute diarrhoea.

Right. Died August 10, 1864;
exhaustion.

Left. Surg. A. C. Barlow, 62d
Ohio. Died Nov. 11, 18U4.

Left ; tarsal bones sawn through.
Surg. M. Wiley, 117th Illinois.

Gangrene; Jan. 12, 1865, amp.
leg. Died Jan. 14, 1865; pysem.

Right ; Hey's
;
gangrene. Died

July 18, ]"864; gangrene.
Left. Died July 2, '64

; wounds.

; Lisfranc's ; excision of tar-

sal bones nnd malleoli. Surg.
D. Prince, U. S. V.

Left ; 4th toe nnd metatarsal. —
Gastner.

Right; great toe and metatarsal.

Left; Chopart's. Surgeon J. J.
Knott, 53d Georgia.

'Holloway (J. M.), Comparative Advantages of Pirogoff's, Syme's, and Chopart's Amputations, etc., in Am. Jour. Med. Sci's, Vol. LI, p. 86.

2 Formento (F., jr.), Notes and Observations on Army Surgery, New Orleans, 1863, p. 27.

' SMITH (S), Amputations at the Ankle Joint, etc., in United States Sanitary Commission Memoirs, Surgical Volume II, New York, 1871, p. 123.
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intermediary amputations in the rooT.—Two hundred and sixty-seven operations

were followed by recovery in two hundred and forty-three, by death in twenty instances;

the result in four cases was not recorded; the mortality rate therefore was 7.6 per cent.

Fifty-two were amputations through the tarsal or metatarsal bones and two hundred and

fifteen were ablations of the toes.

Case 931.—Private C. Crandall, Co. K, 2d New York Artillery, aged 18 years, was wounded in the left foot, at Spott-

sylvani.i, May 18, 1864, and entered Carver Hospital at Washington six days afterwards. Surgeon O. A. Judson, U. S. V.,

reported: "Gunshot fracture of metatarsus. The injury was caused by a musket ball, which entered the space of the fifth

metatarsal bone and emerged at the corresponding point of the second metatarsal bone. On May 29th partial amputation of the

foot by Lisfranc's method was performed by Assistant Surgeon H. Allen, U. S. A. The case did remarkably well. By
September 30th the stump had entirely healed but was still very tender, the patient being unable to stand on it." He was

discharged from service December 12, 1864, and pensioned. He died May 12, 1867.

Cask 932.—Private Gf. W. Leslie, Co. E, 2d South Carolina Rifles, aged 23 years, was wounded July 8, 1863, by a

conoidal ball, which fractured the first and second metatarsal bones of the left foot and produced great laceration of the soft

parts. He was conveyed to Confederate hospital No. 9, at Richmond, where amputation by Chopart's method was performed on

August 3d by Assistant Surgeon C. W. P. Brock, C. S. A. At the time of the operation the tissues were infiltrated and in a

sloughing condition, and the patient was in a debilitated state, having suffered from angeioleucitis and erysipelas. Slight

sloughing of the flaps followed, but by September 1st the stump was nearly healed. The patient recovered with a useful limb.

Case 933.—Private S. Hacket, Co. F, 11th Pennsylvania Reserves, aged 25 years, was wounded in the right foot, at

Fredericksburg, December 13, 1862, by a round ball, which entered the sole near the third metatarsal bone, passed through the

tarsus, and was extracted just anterior to the internal malleolus. He was admitted to Lincoln Hospital, Washington, ten days

after receiving the injury, and Chopart's amputation was performed the following day. The patient's complexion was yellowish,

his pulse rapid, and the color of his tongue light red and smooth. On December 29th he had a chill and complained of pain in

his hips. There had been a few discharges of laudable pus anil the stump looked well. On January 3d an abscess, which had

been forming for three days, was lanced and bled profusely. During this time the patient had been costive and continued

icteroid, the conjunctiva being of a pearly whiteness and his pulse moderately rapid, full, and regular. The granulations of the

sore were more eminent and were bathed in a not unhealthy pus. His tongue on this day was furrowed, and during the morning

he had a slight chill. On January 6th he had three chills, and the stump was inactive, the pus being white and cheesy. The

abscess over the malleolus was now better, but the patient's skin was very yellow, with a brown tinge; tongue pale; coun-

tenance anxious. During the next three days he had one or two chills each day, and by this time he had become very feeble

and his mind was wandering somewhat; pulse very rapid. The stump did not look very badly, but some hardness was noticed

along the track of the vessels. By January 11th he was wholly delirious, which continued for two days, when he recovered

his consciousness. The left pupil was now more dilated than the right; the stump was looking well, but was more swollen than

at first. After this he became extremely exhausted and died January 15, 1863. The autopsy showed much emaciation. On
opening the chest a large cavity was found just above the right lung, the top of it being lined with a greyish pus. Pleurisy with

firm attachments existed on the right side, and there was partial pneumonia in the posterior lobe. A mass of separating dead

tissue partially occupied the excavated space in the upper and anterior portion. The walls were lined with a thick and cheesy

pus. Partial pneumonia with small circumscribed collections of pus existed in the lower lobe of the left lung posteriorly, while

in the upper lobe anteriorly and at the middle there was a sharp-edged and deep excavation having separated dead tissue in it.

The spleen was attached by fibrinous adhesions to the surface of the diaphragm and contained small circumscribed collections of

pus. The liver was large, heavy, and mottled, with a distinct rough feel ; kidneys natural and a little pale; inguinal glands

greatly swollen. There was also a deep abscess below the popliteal space and unconnected with the stump. The amputated

portion of the foot {Cat. Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 421, Spec. 4493) was contributed to the Museum by Assistant Surgeon G. M.
McGill, U. S. A., who also recorded the history of the case.

Table 0.

Summary of Fifty-two Intermediary Amputations in the Tarsal or Metatarsal Bones for Shot Injury.

[Recoveries. 1—36; Deaths, 37—51; Unknown, 52.]

NO.
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Name, Military.
DESCHIPTION, AND Ann.

29

Cox. S., Lieut., O, 4th
N. Y. Heavy Artillery,

age 23.

Crandall. C, Pt., K, 2d
N. V. Heavy Artillery,

age Id.

Dotson. D. N., Serg't, K.
37th Tenn., age -'4.

Gelvair, W., Pt., C, 16th

Penn. Cav., age 26.

George, J. H.,Pt.,I, 40th
Illinois, age 20.

Grimstead, R. T., Pt., I,

93d Indiana.
Green, A.. Pt., D, 8th
N. Y. Artillery, age 30.

Hansmeier, A., Pt., A,
114th Illinois, age 1(1.

He-Herman, P., Pt., P,
14th Infantry, age 20.

Kelton, W., Pt., H, 3d
Vermont, age 23.

Keyes, C. W., Lieut., E,
32d Maine, age 33.

Knowlton, D.. Serg't, M,
1st Maine H'vy Anil-
ler}\ age 10.

Lackey, G. 1L, Serg't,

D, 58th Mass., age 24.

Landenberger, F.D.,Pt.,
B, 6th Penn. Cavalry,
age 57.

Leslie, O. W., Pt., E, 2d
8. Carolina, age 23.

Little, D. H., Pt., G,
138th Penn., age 20.

London, J. C, Pt., C,
90th Penn., age 28.

Lovelady, A., Pt„ A.
4th Iowa Cav., age 22.

Lynch, A., I't., C, 20th
Pennsylvania, age 30.

McCarty, J.. Pt., F, 48th
New York, age 38.

Madison, J., Pt., C, 9th
Minn., age 48.

Operation's, Operators,
Result.

Kn Name, Mii.itahv r».-r,--

|

AO
- Description, and AGE.'

UArI'*-

Aug. 2.',,

20, '64.

May 18,

20, '(14.

Nov. 30,

Dec. 5,

1864.

Oct. 27,

Nov. 15,

1864.

Jan. 13,

25, '64.

June 11.

J'y -. '63

June 23,

July 18,

1864.
June 10,

13, 'C4.

Aug. 30,

Sept. 9,

1862.
May 6,

13, '64.

May 12,

June 8,

1864.

June 18,

July 5,

1864.

May 12,

27, '64.

Mar. 18,

24, '64.

July 8,

Au.3,'63
Nov. 27,

Deo. 9,

1863.

Nov. 27,

Bo.15,'63,

June 10.

July —

,

1864.
May 25.

June 1,

1862.
Mar. 2,

21, '64.

July 16,

23, '64.

I

Lett ; little toe and metatarsal.
Surgeon N. R. Moseley, U. S. V.
Discharged January 18, 1865.

Left; List'ranc's. Ass't Surg. II.

Allen, U. S. A. Disch'd Dec.
12. 1864. Died May 12, 1867.

Right; Chopart's. Surg. D. J.
Roberts, 20th Tenn, To Provo.
Marshal May 6, 1865.

Right ; 3d toe and lower third of
metatarsal. Surg. N. R. Mose-
ley, U. S. V. Duty April 20, '65.

Right (gangrene); 2d and 3d toes

and metatarsals. A. A. Surg. S.

S. Jessop. Duty June 8, 1864.

Left ; 2d toe and metatarsal. Dis-

charged Dec. 28, 1863.
Right ; Lisfranc's. A. A. Surg.
D. G. Caldwell. Disch'd Sept.
27, 1864.

Right ; Lisfranc's. Discharged
June 20, 1865; painful, tender
cicatrix.

Left ; Chopart's. Confed. surgeon.
Heel drawn up. Oct. 8. 1863,

amp. leg. Disch'd May 17, '64.

Right: 1st toe and metatarsal.
Vet. Res. Corps Nov. 25, 1864.

Left (gang). Dr. P. Dyer, Wil-
ton, Me. Gang. June 12, 1664,

amput'n leg. App't in U. S. A.
Retired December 31, 1870.

Left ; 4th toe and half of meta-
tarsal. A. A. Surg. K. R. Green-
ough. Disch'd March 27, 1865.

Left: 1st toe and metatarsal. A.
A. Surg. J. C. Nelson. Erysip.;
gangrene. July 27. amp. leg.

Disch'd March 16, 1865.

Right ; 2d toe and metatar. Ass't

Surg. J. W. Williams, Lr . S. A.
Discharged Sept. 3, 1864.

Left; Chopart's. Ass't Surg. C.
W. P. llrook, C.S.A. Recovery.

Right ; great toe and metatarsal.

Surg. E. BouUej. U. S. V. Dis-
charged Feb. 27, '64 : pensioned.

Left ; 4th toe and metatarsal.
Transferred May 30, 1864.

Right (gangrene): great toe and
metatarsal. A. A. Surg. Sliarpe.

Disch'd March 20, 1865.

Right; Key's. Confed. surgeon.
Disch'd March 16, 1863; good
sturnp.

Right; Chopart's. A. A. Surg.
C. T. Reber. (Mar. 2. lig. post,

tibial; gang.) Mar. 23, bones
removed; April 25. 1865, amp.
leg. Disch'd June 10, 1865.

Died Dec. 10, 1874. Spec. :|(I07.

Right ; 2d toe and part of meta-
tarsal. Surg. J. G. Keenon, U.
S. V. Disch'd May 26, 1865.

Marshall. J. S., Pt., It, July 2.

131st Co., 2d Bat. V. It. 20. V).
Corps, age 20.

Mendenhall, A., Corp'l, Aug. 14,

II, 30thllliuois,age38. 24, '64.

Operations, Operators,
Result.

Quade. C. II.. Pt., F,8th
N. Y. Heavy Artillery,

Rooney, A., Pt., V, 40th Aug. 29,

New York, age 20. Sept. —

,

1862.

June 22.

Julv 16,
18"64.

Shearer, A., Pt., A, 6th
Colored Cavalry, age
25.

Snyder, B., Pt., F, 129th
Pennsylvania, age 24.

Watson, J. H., Serg't, G,
121st Penn., age 22.

Barnes, M., Pt., D, 28th
Mass.. age 34.

Bell, B. A., Pt., A, 14th
Virginia.

Brooks, T. M., Pt., C,
124th N. York, age 10.

Decay, S., Corp'l, A,
170th New York, age
35.

Graham, P., Corp'l, K,
26th Ohio.

Hackett,S.,Pt.,P, 111th
Penn. Reserves.

King, E., Pt., B, 1st

Vermont Cavalry, age
18.

King, S.. Serg't, C, 9th
West Va., age 23.

Linville. A. J., Pt., G,
44th Illinois, age 18.

Lombard, M., Pt., D,
15th Ohio.

Mockler.W., Pt., G, 81st

Pennsylvania, age 47.

Nash, .'/.. Pt., C, Mary-
land Battalion.

Schmidt, J.. Pt., C, 102d
Penn.. age 29.

Smith, B. J., Pt.. I, 14th

N. Y. II. Art'y, age 28.

Whistler, A. W., Pt., I,

54th Pennsylvania.

Moore. O. M., Pt.,—, 28th
N. Carolina, age 17.

De.—,*64

Jan. 8, '65.

May 7,

15, "'64.

May 10,

21, '64.

June 4,

—, '64.

.May 10,

19, '64.

Nov. 27,

Dec. 8,

1863.
June 11,

30, '64.

Sept. 19,

25, '63.

Dec. 13,

24, '62.

Aug. 25.

30, '64.

July 20,

25, '64.

Oct. 30.

Nov. 12,

1864.

Sept. 20,
Oc.10,'63.

Deo. 13,

26, '62.

Julv 3,

14, "'63.

June 5,

25, '64.

June 1,

12, '64.

June 5,

22, '64.

Aug. 25,

31, '64.

Right ; toe at middle of metatar-
sal. A. A. Surg. J. A. Buchanan.
Duty May 21,1864.

Lett; toe and metatarsal. A. A.
Surg. R. O. Sidney. Disch'd
April 4. 1S65.

Left (erysip.; gang.); 4th and 5th
toes and metatar. A. A. Surg.
A. Trail. Disch'd Fob. 18, 1865

;

pensioned.
Right ; Lisfranc's. Surg. D. W.
Bliss, [J. s.V. Disch'd May 20,

1863. 1870, stump healthy.
Left ; thro' ant. part cuboid and
cuneiform bones. Discharged
June 12, 1865.

Left (gang.); 4th toe at middle of
metatar. Surg. A. V. Sheldon.
U. S. V. Disch'd .May 26, 1865.

Left ; 2d and 3d toes and metatar-
sals. Surg. E. Bentlev, U. S.V.
Duty January 30, 1865.

Right; 3d toe and metatarsal. A.
A. Surg. J. G. Nelson. Died
July 6. 1864 ; dysen. and w'nd.

Left ; Chopart's. Surgeon C. B.
Gibson,C.S.A. Died May 27. '64.

Left ; 3d and 4th toes and meta-
tarsals. Surg. E. Bentlev, XL S.

V. Died Dec. 20, '63
; pyemia.

Right; 1st toe and metatarsal. A.
A. Surg. J. G. P. Strowbridge.
Pyemia. Died July 29, 1864

;

excessive suppuration.
Right ; Chopart's (also ex. elbow).
Died Oct. 8, 1863.

Right ; Chopart's. Ass't Surg.
G. M. McGill.U.S. A. Died Jan.
15, 1863

;
pya?mia. Spec. 4403.

Right ; 1 st toe and metatarsal and
3d toe thro' 3d phalanx. A. A.
Surg. W. J. MoIIenoh. Died
Sept. 11, 1864; pyemia.

Right ; 2d toe and part of meta-
tarsal. Died Aug. 3, 1864.

Left ; Chopart's. A.A.Surg.

—

Bell. Died Feb. 10, 1865 ; ex-
haustion.

Left ; Chopart's. Died Novem-
ber 24, 1863.

Right ; Chopart's. Dec. 31, hasm.
Died January 10. 1863.

Left : tetanus. Died July 16,

1863.
Left ; great toe and metatarsal.
Surg. II. Palmer, U. S.V. Died
June 27. 1864: Inflam. liver.

Right. Died, in l.ibby Prison,

July 3. 1864.

Left. Ass't Surg. H. Grumbine,
20th Penn. Cav. Died August
16, 1864

;
gangrene and ha?tn.

Left; Choparts. Surg. D. F.
Wright, C. S. A.

secondary amputations in the rooT.—Of ninety-four secondary operations ninety-two

were successful and two fatal, a mortality rate of 2.1 per cent. Seventy-six were ablations

of the toes, eighteen amputations in the tarsal or metatarsal bones.

Case 934.—Private E. McEntee, Co. B, 73tl New York, aged 23 years, was wounded in the light foot, at Gettysburg,

July 2, 1863, and entered Jarvis Hospital, Baltimore, eight days afterwards. Upon examination a compound comminuted

fracture of the tarsal articulation was found, with a musket ball lodging in the foot. Efforts were made to save the limb ; but a

high degree of suppurative inflammation set in, when it was decided to amputate, and Chopart's operation was performed on

August 4th by Assistant Surgeon D. C. Peters, U. S. A. The patient recovered, and was discharged from service December 16,

1863, and pensioned, the stump, though healed, remaining tender and giving indications of remaining unserviceable for a long

time, thereby unfitting him for duty in the Invalid Corps. Part of the amputated foot, exhibiting a great effusion of callus and

showing necrosis in the track of the missile, was contributed to ther Museum, with the history of the case, by the operator, and

constitutes specimen 1650 of the Surgical Section. The pensioner was paid September 4, 1880. In his application for commu-

tation, dated 1870, he described the condition of the stump as still "very tender;" but in subsequent statements he reported it as

"pretty good" and "healthy."

Cask 935.—Lieutenant H. Holt, Co. F., 30th New York, aged 20 years, was wounded in the right foot, at Bull Run,

August 30, 1862. Surgeon C. L. Allen, U. S. V., described the injury as follows: "The ball entered at the top of the foot,

fracturing the fifth metatarsal bone, and was cut out on the field from the sole of the foot. He went on horseback to Centreville,

where during the afternoon of the following day he was placed in an ambulance. The next day he came to Washington, taking
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th<> (ins at Fairfax Station and entering Emory Hospital for a day or two, when he removed to a private boarding-house and

was attended by a private physician. On September 28th, foot was swollen; abscesses opened, and the original wounds were

all discharging freely. The patient was much emaciated, his countenance expressing Buffering and showing the strongly marked

hectic Hush; appetite gone; thirst considerable; pulse ll'O, feeble and fluttering; pain and stiffness in the jaws, with inability

to open the mouth more than to admit the tip of the little finger between the teeth. This condition (trismus), he stated, had been

coming on for two or three days. Jiuxham's tincture, brandy, beef-essence, etc., with an occasional full dose of morphia was

prescribed. On October 5th another abscess opened. October 9th: The patient lias slowly and steadily improved in general

appearance since my first attendance; pulse 110 to 110 with more strength. It was thought advisable to put the patient under

the influence of ether and examine and perform any operation considered necessary, Surgeons M. Clymer and J. II. Brinton,

U. S. V., being requested to see the ease. The foot was still enormously swollen, and the probe passed readily from the wound
of entrance to the opening below the external malleolus. In the upper opening four inches above the inner malleolus the probe

rapped distinctly upon the denuded tibia. Surgeon Clymer made an incision nearly the whole length of the external side of the

foot, and removed the fragments of the fifth metatarsal bone together with the little toe. Since it appeared at this stage that all

or nearly all the tarsal and metatarsal bones were diseased, as well as the lower third of the tibia, it was decided that amputation

was necessary, but that the patient at this time could not endure any further operation. The tonics, stimulants, and nourish-

ments were now crowded as much as possible. On October 12th the patient had somewhat improved. On the following day tinc-

ture of cantharides, in doses of twenty drops every four hours and to be increased if necessary, was prescribed in addition to

his other treatment. For three or four days the patient steadily but very slightly improved, after which he evidently failed for a

few days, lie had taken nearly two ounces of tincture of cantharides and suffered a little of strangury. All remedies except his

nourishment and a little brandy were now omitted, and on the following day compound syrup of phosphate of lime and iron was

ordered. On October 'J'M the patient was still very feeble, but looked a little brighter and had a little appetite
;
pulse 120 to

K10. After this he steadily improved, and by November 1st he had a good appetite, his pulse having gradually lessened to from

80 to 90 per minute. On November 8th he was dressed and able to sit in a chair, and about two weeks later he first went down
stairs on crutches. The wounds on the external side of the foot had completely healed by December 21st, while the openings

on the other side, both above and below the malleolus, were still discharging. All the openings healed up about December 31st,

but several days after more swelling appeared toward the toes, and on January 3d an opening occurred over the second meta-

tarsal bone, near the distal extremity. This discharged freely for several weeks, denuded bone being detected by the probe.

On January 29th the patient was able to wear his boot all day, and one week afterwards he walked with a cane. 15y February

15th the last opening had closed. On March 13, 18G3, the patient was mustered out of service, walking with ease by the aid

of a cane and without much difficulty without one. He subsequently informed me by letter that he was holding a position on the

stall' of Brigadier General Pierce in Massachusetts." Lieutenant Holt is a pensioner, and was paid February, 1871).

Table CI.

Summary of Eighteen
1 Cases ofSecondary Amputations in the Tarsal or Metatarsal Bonesfor Shot Injury.
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The results in fifty-four cases were not ascertained; three hundred and twenty ended in

recovery and twenty-three in death, a mortality rate of 6.5 per cent. Sixty cases were

amputations in the tarsal or metatarsal bones; three hundred and forty-seven were ampu-

tations of the toes. Few details of the cases were reported.

CASE '.>3f>.—Corporal G. Marsh, Co. G, 17th Iowa, aged 25 years, received a shot wound of the right foot, at Champion

Hills, May 16, 1861!, and was conveyed to Gayoso Hospital, Memphis, two weeks afterwards. After some time had elapsed in

an attempt to save the whole foot an operation was resorted to which involved the four small toes and metatarsal bones. The
wound healed kindly, and the patient recovered with a comparatively useful foot. The case was reported by Surgeou J. Bryan,

U. S. V.' The patient was subsequently transferred to Jefferson Barracks, where lie was discharged from service October 0,

186:i, and pensioned. Examining Surgeon J. Windle, of Des Moines, Iowa, certified to the loss of the four small toes and meta-

tarsal bones, " leaving the big toe greatly deformed, the ankle-joint stiff, and the muscles on the sole of the foot contracted so

that the toe touches the ground first and causes him to walk with difficulty. The limb is considerably wasted and weak." The
pensioner was paid September 4, 1881.

Table CII.

Summary of Sixty Cases of Amputations in the Tarsal or Metatarsal Bones of Uncertain Date for

Gunshot Injury.

[ Recoveries, 1—32 ; Mouths, 3:!

—

49; Results unknown, 50—60.]

No.
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Concluding Observations.—Less frequent than the shot lesions of the bones of the

hand, the shot fractures of the bones of the foot were found more vexatious, 1 not rarely

leading to extensive inflammation and accumulations of pus under fascia and tendons, and

to tedious exfoliations of fractured bones; and the percentage of fatality of the injuries of

the foot considerably exceeds that of the injuries of the hand, the former being 8.3, the

latter only 3.1 per cent. In many of the cases of fractures of the tarsal bones detailed on

pages 619 to 622, the wounds suppurated for months and even years. In the case of Camp-

bell (Case 896, page 619, ante), who was shot through the tarsal bones in July, 1861, the

pension examiners testified in 1874 that the wound was still open and connected with dead

bone; and, in 1875, that a portion of the astragalus had been removed. In the case of

Tarrance (Case 892, page 619, ante), who received a shot fracture of the os calcis in 1863,

necrosed bone was removed with the gouge six months after the injury, and the wound was

yet suppurating in 1866. In other cases, although the wounds closed, the limbs remainSd

of little service. In Chase's case (Case 897, page 620, ante) the foot is turned inward

and upward, the leg resting on the outside of the foot, and the patient cannot get along

without an artificial apparatus. Flattening of the plantar arch was recorded in the case of

Miller (Case 893, page 619, ante), anchylosis of the ankle joint in the case of West
(Case 899, page 620, ante), and swelling of the ankle and leg to the knee with disease of

the tibia and soft parts in the case of Captain Bearden (Case 898, page 620, ante), who
either has to use crutches or a stout cane at all times to walk.

The treatment generally consisted in the application of cold-water dressings or of

poultices.
2 Of the grave surgical complications, pysemia was noted in fifteen cases, all

fatal; tetanus in fourteen, with two recoveries, twelve deaths; gangrene in thirty-seven,

with thirty recoveries, six deaths, one unknown result; erysipelas in twenty-three, with

twenty recoveries, three deaths; and hemorrhage in twenty-three cases, with nineteen

recoveries, three deaths, and one unknown result.

Excisions in the bones of the foot for shot injuries are of very recent date. The opera-

tions ascribed by Velpeau3 and Heyfelder4
to Formey5

in the sixteenth century and to

1 Ravaton*
(
Chirurgie d'arm&e ou traitc" des plaies d'armts it feu, etc., Paris, 1768, p. 389) :

" Les coups de feu qui fracturent les os du pied sont

tres fiicheux : ou peut les distinguer en ceux qui percent le pied suivant sa longueur d'arriere en avant, ou de devant en urriere ; en ceux qui le percent

de eot§. plus ou moine obliquement : en ceux qui ont lenr entree stir le col du pied, et leur sortie au talon, et par la route la plus courto an tarse. au

metatarse en fracturant les os des doigts. Toutes ces differentes fraetures sont toujour* nccompagnees de lesion de tendons, et c'est la multitude de ces

memes tendons qui aggrave la maladie.'' Neale (H. St. John) (Chirurgical Institutes, etc., London, 1805, 2nd ed., p. 256) : "Gunshot wounds of lite

tarsus, wheu the bullet remains in its substance, or when it has pierced quite through, are much more dangerous than those of the wrist ; and many reasons

may be given for this. First, the bones of the tarsus are larger than those of the wrist, and of consequence a greater havock is occasioned hero ; secondly,

the tendinous parts that cover these bones and tie them together are larger and more numerous. Thus the nervous system suffers more in the injury.

Thirdly, the conjoined group of bones in the tarsus form a much thicker body, and therefore we cannot reach them with our incisions to the bottom of the

wound, as in the soft fleshy parts. These wounds should therefore be regarded as being of very great consequence, and even it may be said of as great

importance as those that pierce a joint quite through." Pouter (J. B.) {Medical and Surgical Notes of Campaigns in the War with Mexico, etc., in

Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1852, Vol. XXIII, p. 30) :
" Wounds of the foot and leg do not, by aDy means, recover so readily or so perfectlj- as wounds of tho

hand and forearm." PIKOGOKF (X.) (Grundzuge der Allgemeinen Kriegschirurgie, Leipzig, 1864, p. 823) :
" With a wound of the foot the case is different

from a wound of the hand. The patient with a wounded hand can stand and go about, aud during fair weather can remain in the fresh air the whole day.

In shot wounds of the foot on the contrary the patient is confined for half a year or a year to his bed at the hospital, and, in the end, the foot preserved is

so crippled that he must have recourse to crutches." THOMSON* (J.) (Report of Observations, etc., after the Battle of Waterloo, Edinburgh, 18U\ p.

144) :
" Various instances presented themselves of gunshot wounds of the foot. In some of these the balls hnd passed between the soft parts and the bones

on the under as well as upper part of the foot. In other instances the balls had passed through the foot in every direction and had fractured the tarsal

and metatarsal bones. These fractures were always accompanied with great swelling, which depended on the communication of inflammation from the

wound to the contiguous ligaments and articulating surfaces." Guthrie (G. J.) (Treatise on Gunshot Wounds, London, 1827, p. 412) :
" The feet gen-

erally suffer from wounds of musket balls; and as the parts in the foot, although bearing a general resemblance to the hand, are more complex and

difficult of management, so are wounds of the foot more dangerous and more generally followed by defective cures from apparently slighter causes."

2 Stromeyek (L.) (Maximen der Kriegsheilkunst, Hannover, 1855, p. 748) warns against the too early application of cataplasms in fractures of the

tarsal bones ; but advises their application in fractures of the metatarsal and phalangeal bones, as the cold applications are apt to become harassing.

3 Velpeau (A.-A.-L. M.), Nouveaux iliments de midecine operatoire, Paris, 1830, T. II, p. 660.

*Heyfelder (O.), Le.hrbuch der Resectionen, Zweiter Abdruck, Wien, 1863, p. 104.

*RlvEUIU8 (L.) (Opera Medica Vniversa, Lugduni. 1679, p. 571, Obs. XIII) cites a case of shot wound of the calcaneum ; the ball had lodged in

the calcaneum and was removed by FORMEY with the aid of a trephine :
" trepano calcaneum aperui, et in eo latentem g-lobulum inveni et extraxi."
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Morand 1
in the seventeenth, were certainly not excisions, but simply extractions, by the aid

of the trephine,' of missiles lodged in the calcaneum. An excision of four metatarsals and

the cuneiform bone, performed by Langenbeck in 1848, in the Schleswig Holstein war, seems

to have been the first operation of this nature for shot injury; and since then only a few

cases of excisions of the tarsal or metatarsal bones can be traced,
2 as the surgical histories

of the late great European wars barely mention these cases, or include them, without com-

ment, in the tabular statements of operations of the foot and toes.

As indicated in Table XOVI, page 622, the excisions in the tarsal bones had a fatality

of 16.6 per cent., in the tarso-metatarsal articulation of 40.0 per cent., in the metatarsal

bones of 14.8 per cent., and in the metatarso-phalangeal articulation of 75.0 per cent.,

making in the aggregate number of cases a mortality of 19.3 per cent., which slightly

exceeds that of the partial amputations of the foot, viz: 18.9. The unfavorable results,

especially in the cases in which the tarso-metatarsal or the metatarso-phalangeal articula-

tions were involved, were found to be due to inflammation of the synovial membranes and

the ease with which purulent suppuration extended through the spaces between the adjacent

bones. The usefulness of the limb remained largely impaired in nearly all the patients who

submitted to this operation. In the case of General Badeau, in which the middle and

portion of the internal and external cuneiforms were removed, the arch of the foot remained

depressed, 3 and the operation tended slightly to valgus. In Dubois' case (Case 909, page

623, ante), the pension examining surgeons testify to lameness, and much pain and diffi-

culty in walking; and in Hargrave's case (Case 916, page 624, ante) it is reported that he

was never able to walk without crutches. In the case of Leunze (Case 911, ante), in which

the first metatarsal was removed in 1864, the great toe had become distorted in 1868 and

was pushed at least one inch posterior to its original locality; the weight of the body in

walking was sustained by the heel and a portion of the external border of the foot.

Amputations in the Foot.—Amputations were performed in every part of the foot as

was deemed necessary from the nature of the injury, thus causing a series of operations

1 Morand (Opuscules de Chirurgie, Paris, Seconde Partie, 1779, p. 248): " J'ai vu des balles enclaves dans les os, et entrg autres une dans le

calcaneum qui no put etre tir6e que par 1'application du trepan, en fembrassant dans le cercle de la comonne."
2 ROfcS ((1.) {Militairiirzt lichen aus dem ersten Schteswigschen Fcldzuge im Sommer, 1848, Altona, 1850, p. 56): L , Shot at Dilppel, June 5,

1848 ; ball entered the- dorsum of the foot, fractured the metatarsals, and escaped at the sole of the foot : June 15, excision of the four inner metatarsals

by LAXGENBECK; gangrene; June 16, amputation in tho log ; also amputation of left leg for shot wound of ankle; death. MATTHEW (T. P.) (Medical

and Surgical History of the British Army, etc, in the years 1854-'55-'56, London, 1858, p. 36) tabulates from the Crimean War a case of excision of the

os calcis and part of the astragalus; the patient was invalided. OcHWADT (A.) (Kricgsckirurgische Erfahrungen, Berlin, 1863, Appended Table, p.

XVI. Case No. 65): Private C. I- , tilth Prussian Kegiment, was shot' in the calcaneum. April 18, 18t!4 ; excision of calcaneum was performed by

LANGENBECK on May 24; recovery. LlVke (A.) (Krirgschirurgische Aphorismen aus dem zweiten schleswig-holsteinsehen Kricge, im Jahre, 1804, in

Archiv fur Kliuische Chirurgic, Berlin. 1866, B. VII, p. 129): A. Biep. 24th Prussian Bcgiment. shot June 29, 1864, through the calcaneum : removal

of fragments at various periods; August 2, subperiosteal excision of calcaneum by LtJCKE ; August 15, gypsum bandage; recovery ; in December, 1864,

there was a moderate amount of new osseous formation. Oils (G. A.) (Circular No. 3, War Department, .Surgeon General's Oflice, Washington, 1871,

p. 227): C- L , 1st U. $. Cavalry, shot wound of calcaneum, at Camp Bidwell, Nov. 3, 1866; caries; excision of portion of calcaneum February 26,

1867
;
good recovery. J. E , 10th U. S. Cavalry, shot through metatarso-phalangeal articulation of left great toe, January 21, 1868, at Fort Pile}-

;

March 1, 1868, excision of phalanx and head of metatarsal bone; periosteum preserved; healed with profuse suppuration; recovery. BECK (B.)

(Chirurgie der Schussverlctzungcn, Freiburg, i. Br., 1872, p. 900); Soldier, 3d Baden Infantry, shot through the metatarsals; extensive suppuration
;

excision of the metatarsal bone of the 5th toe in the third week; favorable result. IDEM (loc, cit., pp. 907 and 916) tabulates a fatal case of excision in

the metatarsal and another of the calcaneum from the hospitals at Passtatt and Strassburg. ClIirAUi.T (A.) (Fractures par armes 'feu, Paris, 1872, p.

170): J. S-—-, 41st French Infantry, aged 44; shot wound of left foot; Beaugency, Dec. 8, 1870; February, 1871, extensive suppuration; excision of

part of astragalus and the entire os calcis two months after injury; wounds cicatrized and patient walked well in June, 1871 ; in July a fistulous opening

discharged fetid pus; death Aug. 18, !871
f
of phthisis. Heyfeldeu (O.) [Bcricht uber mcirte Wirksamkeit am Rhein,etc, in Petersburg Med. Zeitschrift,

1871, B. II, p. 61): Bazze, 67th Infantry ; shot wound of os caicis and calcaneum Aug. 16, 1870; December 9, excision of part of calcaneum ; reproduction

of hone followed in a few weeks. IDEM (p. 80): French officer, shot through the os calcis at SedaD(?); partial excision of calcaneum by HETFELDEK;
good recovery. TILING (G.) (Bericht uber 124 im serbisch-turkischen Kriegc im Barac.ken-Lazareth des Dorpater Sanitats- Trains zu Swilainats bchan-

delte Schussverletzungcn, Dorpat, 1817, p. 81): M. G , aged 21 ; shot fracture of calcaneum in September, 1876 ; excision of the os calcis ; wound
nearly healed in October.

3 Hamilton (F. H.) (^1 Treatise on Military Surgery and Hygiene, New York, 1865, p. 508): " The tarsal hones constitute a large portion of that

important arch upon which the entire bony superstructure rests. The several portions of which it is composed are oil alike essential to its perfection, and

the removal of any single bone necessarily gives a certain degree of instability to the gait. What, therefore, might be regarded as a success in any

other portion of the body must often be regarded as a failure hero."
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differing materially from each other. The medio-tarsal operation of Chopart, 1 between the

astragalus and scaphoid bone (Fig. 361), was performed in eighty-five instances. In two

the results were not determined; seventy-two were successful and eleven fatal. In two

instances, with one recovery and one death, the reports merely indicate that the ablation

was performed through the tarsal bones; these operations were probably also after Chopart.

Lisfranc's2 amputation through the tarso-metatarsal articulation (Fig. 362) was performed

on twenty-four patients; twenty-two recovered, one died, and one result was not determined.

Hey's operation, 3

in which the four

outer metatarsal

bones are exar-

ticulated at their

junction with the

tarsals, and the

projecting pail, of

the lirstcunoi form

rl^Jfr " ""'1
"8 am^taiimi rf IUe foot

- f Af,cr b011C Willcla 8UP" Flo. MK.-Libfrakc'. amputate i„ .ho foot
]

ports the great toe 1:sMAliC" 1

is removed, was performed in seventeen cases; eleven were successful and six fatal. In

one hundred and thirteen instances from one to four toes, with the corresponding metatar-

sals, were amjDiitated,
4 and in one thousand two hundred and twenty-seven cases one or

more toes were removed. 5 Of the two hundred and ninety-one patients with amputations

in the foot, thirteen submitted to subsequent operations, viz: one to amputation at the

ankle joint and twelve to amputations in the leg; one of the latter died. The twelve

hundred and twenty-seven amputations of toes were followed by amputations in the foot in

two, at the ankle joint in two, in the leg in six, at the knee joint in one instance, making

a total of eleven re-amputations following amputations of the toes. In five hundred and

fifty cases the amputation involved the right limb, in eight hundred and forty-seven the

left limb, and in one hundred and twenty-one the side was not indicated.

It is difficult to attain a common standard of the usefulness of the foot after amputa-

tion, as the patient, according to his individuality, personal vanity, or the necessities of his

condition, will insist on diverse requirements; but it is evident that a well-rounded stump

is of the utmost importance. A remaining portion of a finger or thumb may be very useful;

but a remaining toe will frequently be a source of annoyance and even an inconvenience;

will add nothing to the patient's power of locomotion and prove a hindrance to the proper

fitting of a shoe.

1 IjAFITEAU. Observation sur unc amputation partielle du pied, in La Medecine eclairie. par les sciences physiques ou Journal des dicourerUs,

Paris, 1792, Vol. IV, p. 85.

2 LltiFKAXC (.7.), Nouvelle methode operaloire pour Vamputation partielle du pied dans son articulation iarsometatarsienne, Paris, 1815, p. 17.

3 HEY (\V.), Practical Observations in Surgery illustrated by cases, London, 3d ed., 1814, p. 554.

4 Four metatarsals with their corresponding toes were amputated in 3 instances ; throe in 7 instances, two in 19 instances, aud one metatarsal and

the corresponding toe in 84 instances. Of the 113 cases, 5 were not terminated, 99 recovered, 9 were fatal.

5 The operation involved one toe in 1,001 cases, two in 145, three in 31, four in 8, and all toes in 18 instances ; in 24 cases the number of toea

removed was not indicated.
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CHAPTER XI.

MISCELLANEOUS INJURIES.

In the beginning of this work, in the first chapter on injuries of the head, and to some

extent in the second, third, and fourth chapters on injuries of the face, neck, and spine,

the miscellaneous injuries, as well as the injuries by weapons of war, were discussed. But

as the work progressed it was found advantageous for the compiler as well as the reader to

examine the injuries caused by direct impact of weapons of war by themselves, and to

reserve the injuries from other causes for a separate chapter. In this chapter will, there-

fore, be considered the numerous accidents similar to those daily occurring in civil life,

and to which the soldier is likewise exposed, such as burns, scalds, contusions, sprains, dis-

locations, frostbites, simple and compound fractures, punctured and incised wounds—not

including sabre and bayonet wounds—and lacerated wounds. As will be seen from the

following tabular statement the number of these injuries was by no means insignificant:

Table GUI.

Summary of One Hundred and Seventy-one Thousand Five Hundred and Sixty-five Miscellaneous Injuries.

liurns and Scalds

Contusions

Concussion of I'.niin

Compression of Brain

Dislocations

Fractures

Simple Fractures

Compound Fractures

Incised Wounds'

Lacerated Wounds

Punctured Wounds2

Poisoning

Other Accidents and Injuries

Aggregates 171, 565

1 The entire number of incised wounds as indicated on pago XXV of the First Surgical Volume was 22,749. From these have been deducted 522

sabre wounds referred to in the preceding ten chapters.

2 The entire number of punctured wounds as indicated on page XXV of the First Surgical Volume was 5,784. From the**e have been deducted

400 bayonet wounds referred to in the preceding ten chapters.
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Besides the number of accidents recorded in the preceding table there were a number

of deaths from violence, such as drowning, suicide, homicide, and execution of sentence:

Table CIV.
Summary of One Thousand Three Hundred and Thirty-six Dcatlisfrom Various Causes.
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removed the offensive incrustations, when a saturated solution of alum was applied with good effect. To tlie deepest burns on

the hands poultices of slippery elm were found to be more grateful and beneficial than the alum and were therefore substituted,

being followed three days later by simple cerate. This was continued until cure was complete." On September 5th the patient

was transferred to Camden Street Hospital at Baltimore, where he remained until May l(i, 18G5, when he was mastered out of

service and pensioned. Examining Surgeon J. G. Orton certified to the existence of "several extensive scars, the result ofburns.

One over the posterior part of the left elbow impairs the action of the extensor muscles and renders the joint defective. He also

complains of pain in the hack and over the bowels, resulting from a fall at the time of the explosion." Subsequent examiners

report no additional information. The pensioner was paid September 4. 1681,

Cask 938.— Private C. II. Shields, 6th Maine Battery, aged 21 years, was injured by the explosion of some cartridges

during the battle of the Wilderness, May 6, 1864. Surgeon II. <_'. Tompkins. 4th New York Artillery, reported his admission

to the Artillery Brigade Hospital, Second Corps, with "severe burn of face and hands by powder." From the field the injured

man passed to Armory Square Hospital tit Washington, anil thence to Cony Hospital at Augusta, where he was discharged from

service for disability June 13, 1860, and pensioned. Examining Surgeon J. ]>. liell reported, July 8. 18G5, that " the disability

results chiefly from disfigurement. Both ears were disagreeably deformed and partially destroyed. The left side of the face is

scarred and blackened, and the use of the left hand is somewhat impaired by the scar of the burn." Examiner G. W. Burket, of

Tyrone, Penu , certified September 4, 187">: "Loth ears were burnt, causing partial deafness from closure of the external meatus

of the left ear." Kxaminer I. E. Oattnan, of Sacramento, Cal., September 4, 1S79, confirmed the existence of partial deafness,

also that the upper and greater portion of both ears were burned off by the explosion.

('ask 939.—Private C. Withee, 1st Wisconsin Battery, was severely injured by the explosion of a caisson during the

battle of Big Black Liver, May 18, ISO!!. He was admitted to Union Hospital, Memphis, three weeks afterwards, where Surgeon

J. 1). Bromley, U. S. V., recorded the following result: " lie had been very badly burned over his face, both hands and both

arms, by the accident, and when he entered this hospital he was a most pitiful and repulsive looking object. His face was covered

with scabs so that the eyes could not be opened. A bullous eruption covered the body and arms, and tetanus caused the left

hand and wrist to he so contracted that the finger nails were embedded into the wrist, while the wrist was flexed on the arm to

such an extent as to bring its dorsal aspect further down than any part of the hand. Trismus existed, so that a spoon could

hardly lie introduced between the teeth. By tonics, anodynes, and supporting treatment the patient was relieved sufficiently to

enable him to converse and to take food by means of a spoon. His mind, which had been delirious, now became sane, and his

left arm was straightened by gradual force, after which splints were applied. On June 15th, however, when taking some

drink— after having taken his nourishment in the morning as usual—he appeared to have difficulty in swallowing, and in half

an hour afterwards he died, apparently from suffocation caused by spasm of the epiglottis."

Cask 940.—Private K. A. Bunion, Co. I, 08th Indiana, aged 24 years, had his feet scalded by accident, and was admitted

to Hospital No. Li at Nashville on February 20, 1863, Surgeon E. Swift, U. S. A., contributed the following report of the case:

"The injury was caused by the upsetting of a pot of hot coffee, involving the right foot at the heel and toes and affecting the left

foot but slightly. No unfavorable symptoms were presented when the patient was admitted. His pulse and respiration were

natural ; tongue lightly furred ; bowels rather loose, with a tendency to diarrhoea. The wound was dressed with simple cerate.

On February 28th his bowels became more loose, accompanied by slight pain, when pills of blue mass, ipecacuanha, and opium

were prescribed. The effect of this seemed to be favorable and indications were generally promising until March 5th, when the

bowels became costive, the urine scanty and very highly colored, and the skin yellow, showing all the symptoms of an aggravated

case ofjaundice. With a view of gently moving the bowels, two compound cathartic pills were then given, followed four hours

afterwards by doses consisting of two grains of quinine, three grains of nitrate of potassa, and one-twelfth of a grain of morphia.

On March 7th the bowels were still costive and the urine scanty. Indeed all the symptoms were aggravated and the patient had

a severe spasm followed by delirium approaching mania. Three pills, each containing' five grains of blue mass and one drop of

croton oil, were now prescribed, one to be given every three hours until the patient had an operation. He was bathed, and

warm water was given freely, 1 corn-meal gruel. On March 8, lSOiJ, the patient died, having been comatose and perfectly

unconscious since the spasm of the previous day. Perspiration and urine became profuse before death. Sectia cadaveris : An
incision was made from the ensiforni cartilage to the symphysis pubis and transversely to the crest of the ilium. The general

appearance of the liver was not marked, though of a rather pale color and tough in texture. The gall bladder contained the usual

amount of bile, the hepatic and cystic ducts being perfectly pervious and free. The ileum and jejunum were natural in appearance,

but the duodenum gave evidence of being the seat of the disease. It had a soft, doughy feeling, its inner coats being softened down

and entirely disorganized; perforation had taken place at a number of places in this part of the intestinal canal. The outer coat

was perforated, with sharp well-defined edges, while the inner coats were softened and beveled, and indeed affected in their

entire surface. A marked peculiarity was that the disease involved only the duodenum, the other parts of the alimentary canal

being in a perfectly normal condition."

Contusions and Sprains.-—Less serious even than the preceding group of injuries were

the numerous contusions and sprains. Forty-six thousand nine hundred and seventy-two

of the former had one hundred and seventy-two, and forty-two thousand seven hundred and

four of the latter had three deaths,—a total of eighty-nine thousand six hundred and seventy-

six cases, with one hundred and seventy-five deaths, or a mortality of 0.19 per cent. As

a rule the patients were returned to duty, no lasting disabilities having followed the injuries.

A few of the graver cases will here be cited:

CASK 941.

—

Contusion of the spine.—Private J. Sanford, Co. I. 32d -Massachusetts, aged !i7 years, was accidentally hurt

in the back on September 12, 1802. He was admitted to Fairfax Seminary Hospital the following day, where he was discharged
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from service on December 8, 1862. Surgeon D. P. Smith, U. S. V., certified to the following disability: "An injury of the

lumbar vertebra? which has resulted in inflammation of the kidneys and of the tissues of the lumbar region, rendering it difficult

for him to stand." The Boston Examining Board reported, November 27, 1862: "Partial paralysis of the superior anil inferior

extremities, bowels, and bladder from injury to spine. The paralysis of the inferior extremities is no worse than a year ago,

perhaps the legs are a trifle smaller. The paralysis of the arms has increased somewhat. The disability is permanent and

incapacitates him for all manual labor." Dr. \Y. TI. Wallace, of East Boston, testified, March 29. 1880: "Tin- pensioner is

suffering from an injury of the spine, partial paralysis of the upper and lower extremities, great irregularity of the bowels

—

sometimes obstinate constipation, at others diarrhoea; also inability to retain the urine and at times inability to pass it. lie

requires the passing of a catheter once and often twice a week, and is unable to feed, dress, or undress himself fully two-thirds

of the time. There is emaciation and loss of sleep from pain in back and legs. He will never be any better."

CASE 942.

—

Contusion of the spine.—Private K. Clark, Co. D, Cth Ohio Cavalry, aged 54 years, received an injury of

the spine during the battle of Bull Hun, August 29, 1862, and was treated at St. Aloysius Hospital, 'Washington. Assistant

Surgeon A. Ingram, U. S. A., in charge, reported the man's discharge from service December 18, 1862, by reason of "slight

anterior curvature, with much tenderness resulting from the injury." The Chicago Examining Board. September 5, 1873,

reported that the man was hurt by falling from his horse, and that "the horse stepped upon his loins, injuring the structure of

the spine in the muscular and fibrous portions. There is apparent permanent rigidity of the spinal muscles and great pain on

pressure or movement." Examining Surgeon J. F. Daggett, of Lockport. Illinois, May 22, 1877, certified to an injury of the

spine, etc., and stated that it is difficult to determine what structural impairment there is, hut that the functional derangement is

severe and continued, and that there is "anchylosis of the lumbar vertebra:; brain affected from spinal irritation or other causes;

tendency to mental derangement; general health bad." The pensioner died August 24, 1881, from the results of his injuries.

Cask 94:i.

—

Sprain of the back.—Private J. B. Saunders, Co. K, 143d New York, aged 47 years, entered Satterlee Hos-

pital, Philadelphia, December 23, 1862. He had several months previously received a fall against the arm of a seat in a railroad

car, straining the small of his back. Since then he had suffered from occasional retention of urine, anil his bowels were never

moved except by the most powerful cathartics. Pressure upon any of the lumbar vertebra; appeared to give pain, but there was

no fracture or displacement to be detected. While the patient remained in Satterlee Hospital large doses of castor oil, with one

drop of croton oil added, were administered, ami pills of compound extract of colocynth, with one-sixteenth grain of strychnine

added, were given. Friction to the spine, with stimulating liniments, was applied. No change took place in the condition of

the patient, who was discharged from service January 29, 1863, and subsequently became a pensioner. Surgeon I. I. Hayes,

U. S. V.. who reported the case, described that there seemed to be a complete paralysis of the muscular coats of the large intes-

tine and also of the sphincter ani, from which cause an evacuation would take place only when the mass of feces became so great

from natural accumulation or from the action of the cathartics as to no longer leave room in the bowels to contain it, when the

fecal matter appeared to pass off by force of gravity and unmolested by the sphincter as soon as it reached the rectum. Exam-
ining Surgeon A. Otis, of Ellinsville, N. Y., December 8, 1872, certified: "There is great tenderness of the spine, especially of

the lumbar vertebra?. His lower limbs are very weak and at times almost paralyzed. He trembles almost continually, has an

anxious, waxy, and cadaverous expression of countenance, difficulty in micturition, and is excessively constipated." The pen-

sioner died from the effects of bis injuries December 2, 1875.

Cask 944.

—

Contusion of the abdomen.—Private A. Bickel, Co. K. 142d Pennsylvania, aged 29 years, entered Satterlee

Hospital July 10, 1863, having received a severe injury during the march to Gettysburg. The accident was incurred while a

fence was being knocked down for the purpose of facilitating the passage of troops, when he was struck with the butt end of a

musket in the lower part of the abdomen, causing a severe contusion of the bowels and forcing the right testicle back into the

abdomen. The patient suffered much from pain in the bowels, which were also quite inactive, and his general health as well as

his appetite was poor. His treatment consisted of the administration of compound cinchona tincture and of rhubarb, to which

subsequently aloes and small quantities of extract of mix vomica and Iryosciamns were added. On November 1st, the patient's

bowels being still very painful and inactive', the medicines were discontinued and injections of warm salt water were substituted.

Very little change in the condition of the patient occurred up to December 16, 1863, when he was discharged from service and

pensioned. The history of the case was contributed by Acting Assistant Surgeon D. Kennedy. Examining Surgeon S. L. Beck,

of Mifflinburg. Pennsylvania, September 17, 1873, certified that "the stroke produced an injury of the bladder and an abdominal

rupture, which causes some pain and other inconvenience, so that he is somewhat disabled in performing manual labor. He
will be no better, but may get worse." Examiner T. H. Wilson, of Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, reported. November 14, 1881

:

" I find the pensioner has a reducible inguinal henna in the right side and has been wearing a truss, which, he alleges, does not

retain the bowel completely, so that it frequently escapes in spite of the truss," etc.

Cask. 945.

—

Contusion of the shoulder.—Private J. M. Granger, Co. F, 141st New York, aged 26 years, entered Central

Park Hospital, New York City, December 17, 1862. Surgeon B. A. Clements, IT. S. A., forwarded the following report: "In
October. 1862, the patient was injured at Annapolis by the falling of a heavy piece of timber on his right shoulder, striking

upon the superior and posterior aspect over the spine of the scapula. The blow was so severe as to knock him down. He was

immediately taken to hospital, where the hand and arm swelled largely and he became unable to use them without great suffering.

Five weeks afterwards he entered Trinity Hospital at Washington, whence he was transferred here two weeks later. On
examination the patient was found to be well nourished and in general good condition, but his face had an anxious expression,

or that of suffering. The right shoulder was swollen, the greatest amount of tumefaction being directly over the supra-spiuous

region. The whole arm and hand were also swollen and of a purplish color, and the patient was unable to raise them except to

a limited degree. By an assistant the arm could be moved with difficulty and the hand might be placed on the top of the head.

The patient underwent a variety of treatment, including colchicum, iodide of potassa, liniments, etc., without any appreciable

benefit, the condition of the shoulder and arm remaining unchanged, the hand swollen and cold, and the arm quite stiff and useless.

When he received his discharge from service December 23, 1863, his general health was not as good as formerly." lie subse-
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quently made application for pension, and received the following certificate from Examining Surgeon W. M. Chamberlain, of

New York City: "There has been a general contusion of the shoulder, followed by inflammatory action about the joint. Depres-

sion of the shoulder and almost total inability to use the arm is dependent perhaps upon rupture of the musculo-spiral nerve."

Owing to the applicant's inability to prove the origin of the injury in the line of duty his claim for pension was rejected.

Case 940.

—

Sprain of both ankles.—Private A. Leehaus, Co. K, 4th Ohio Cavalry, aged 39 years, accidentally sprained

both ankles severely at Stone Mountain, October 23, 1804. After passing through various hospitals he was transferred to

Madison, where he was mustered out of service May 25, 1865. Subsequently his name was admitted on the Pension Rolls.

Examining Surgeon J. S. McNeeley, of Hamilton, Ohio, certified July 2, 1673: " Both ankles are partially anchylosed, the right

one to a greater extent, and both are painful when walking, especially at night after having walked much during the day.

The pains are influenced by atmospheric changes. The right ankle is always swollen, the left one at times.'' Other exam-
iners substantially report the same condition. The pensioner was paid December 4, 1880.

Concussion and Compression of the Brain.—The nine hundred and eighty-three cases

of this group have been considered in detail in the chapter on injuries of the head, and

the reader is therefore referred to pp. 35-68 of the First Surgical Volume.

Dislocations.—The percentage of mortality of the three thousand and sixteen cases

of dislocations was 0.33, death having followed the injury in ten cases; but the records of

the Pension Office show that the results of many of these injuries were severe and of long

continuance, the disabilities' frequently increasing with time.

The great number of bones, with their projecting processes, which form the vertebral

column, the narrow limits to which mobility in the column is confined, the manner in

which the articular surfaces are joined, the number and strength of ligaments which hold

them together, and of the muscles which enclose them, would seem to preclude the possi-

bility of displacing any portion of the column without at the same time causing a fracture

of the body of the vertebra or of its many processes. A few cases of dislocation of the

dorsal or lumbar vertebra? without fracture were recorded, but the correctness of the diagnosis

in some of the cases may well be questioned. A case of luxation of the lumbar vertebra

is reported by Surgeon E. Bentley, U. S. V.:
1

Case 947.

—

Dislocation of first lumbar vertebra.—Private A. Hoffman, Co. E, 101st New York, sustained a dislocation of

the superior lumbar vertebra by the falling of the brick wall of a building at Port Republic, June 1, 1802. He was admitted to

Washington Street Hospital, at Alexandria, sixteen days after the occurrence of the accident, there being perfect paralysis of all

'Instances of dislocation of the lumbar vertebrae are not frequent. HAMILTON (F. H.) (A Practical Treatise on Frachtres and Dislocations, Phil-

adelphia, 1875, p. 541) cites two cases : one from Cloquet (
Obs. d'une luxation de la colonne vertibrale comp. de. fracture, et suivie de guirison, in Orthop.

Clin, sur Us Difformitis, parO. A. MAISONAllK. Paris, 1834, T. I, p. 433, n second from DLTUYTttEN (Lecnns Orales de Clin. Chir., Paris, 1839, T. I, p. 464):

both cases were accompanied by fracture. To these may be added instances cited by: Fabkicius Hildanus ( Opera quae extant omnia, Francofurti ad

Moenum, 1646, Cent. V, Obs. (i8, p. 43): A fanner, failing from a tree, had one of the lumbar vertebra? forced inward; paralysis of the lower extremities:

he survived several years. AURltAN {Luxation incomplete des vertebres, in Jour, de Mid. Chir. Phar., etc., Paris, Decembre, 1771. T. XXXVI, p. 522):

A man was forcibly thrown on his seat ; the spinal apophyses of the 2d and 3d lumbar vertebra? became very prominent ; diastasis of the vertebrae ; body

bent forward; unable to straighten out : amelioration in two months. SciIMUCKEK (J. L.) ( Von einer Verrenkuvg des lelzten Riicken- und ersten Lenden-

wirbelbeins, vom Ilerrcn KUniGEli, in VermiscMe Chirurgische Schriften, Berlin und Stettin, 1776, B. J, p. 286): A wall tailing on a soldier caused dislo-

cation of last dorsal and first lumbar vertebra?, the former being forced outward and to the right to the width of three fingers; recovery. BrOckmann
(Brvbachtung einer Verrenkung des zweitrn Lendenwirbcls, in Arch, fiir Med, Erfahrung. im Gebiete der prakt. Med. Chir. Geburtsh. und Staatsarz-

neikunde. Jahrgang 1825, Berlin, 1825, p. 409): Young man, aged 30, jumped from third-story window; dislocation of second lumbar; paralysis of blad-

der; survived the injury eighteen months. Larrey (D. J.) (Cliniqur. Chirurgicale, Paris, 1821), T. Ill, pp. 271-272): A young soldier received a com-

plete luxation of the first lumbar from a contusion by a cannon ball; recovery. A young Swiss soldier fell from a third story window ; complete luxation

of first lumbar; leg fractured and amputated: recovery. A soldier named Samson received a complete luxation inward of the first lumbar by a fall

from a parapet ; spine curved till the head touched the knee ; lower extremities paralyzed
;
paralysis gradually diminished

;
patient survived. Lerert

(Luxation simple et incomplete par cause externe de la douzieme vertebre dorsale, en avant de la premiere lombaire, etc., in Bull, de la Soc. Anat. de Paris,

Paris, 1836-'37, T. II, p. 238): Deloge, aged 50, received a dislocation of the first lumbar by the fall of a scaffolding; paralysis of lower extremities;

death in 46 days ; at the autopsy tho first lumbar was found dislocated downward and inward ; there was fracture of the body of the vertebra. MERTEXS
(General.Bericht des KSnigl. Kheinischen Med. Collegii iiber das Jahr 1840, Koblenz, 1841, p. 97) successfully reduced a dislocation of the third lumbar

which projected half an inch. Kkij (Forhaiullingar vid Srenska Lakarc-Siiltskapets sammankomster, 1857-1858, in Hygiea, Stockholm, 1858, B. XX,
p. 116): Sailor, aged 23, January 7, 1858, second lumbar dislocated 7 lines backward, fracturo of articular and transverse processes ; death. KUXKLElt

(G. A.) ( Case of Dislocation of Third Lumbar Vertebra, in Cincinnati Lancet and Obs., 1858, Vol. I, p. 212): In 1856, a young man, aged 10, was thrown

from a swing
; large depression, fully admitting a pigeon's egg, in region of third lumbar vertebra; recovery; depression remaining. VINCENT (Bulletins

de la Soci''t>' Anatomique de Paris, Paris. 1850, T. XXV, p. S5), in March. 1850, presented to the Anatomical Society of Paris a specimen of fracture and

dislocation of the first lumbar vertebra. Patient had been injured 8 months previously; the fracture had consolidated; there had been paralysis of the

lower extremities and of the bladder and rectum. HOLMES (T.) (Dislocation of the Spine in the Dorsi-Lumbar Region, in Transact, of the Path. Hoc.

of London, 1859, Vol. X, p. 210): Man, aged 10, struck across the loins by a heavy piece of timber on October 30, 1858; paralysis of lower extremities

and bladder; died Nov. 22; preparation in St. George's Museum; the transverse processes of the lumbar vertebra are fractured. Ranke (H. It.) (Uebcr

Beugungsluxalxon der Lendenwirbtl, Inaug. diss., Halle, 1873, p. 14): Man, aged 30, fell about 30 feet from a platform; luxation backward of first lumbar;

paralysis of lower extremities and bladder ; compression of spinal cord ; death after 2 months and 1 1 days. The autopsy showed that there was no frac-

tnre. Porta (Tv.) (Delle lussazioni delle vertebre, etc., Oss 7, p. 6): A soldier fell from his horse and dislocated the fourth lumbar forward the width of a
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the parts below the seat of injury. His stools passed off involuntarily, and the urine was drawn off by the catheter. On July 5th

he passed his urine freely and some slight sensation was felt in both feet aud legs. Erysipelatous inflammation attacked the

inguinal region of the right side and resulted in gangrene, terminating in death on August 29, 1862. No autopsy was recorded.

In the next case the ninth dorsal vertebra was displaced, allowing two fingers to be

inserted between the eighth and the tenth vertebra.

Case 948.—Surgeon G. Jewett, 51st Massachusetts, describes a case of dislocation, which occurred at Newberno, May 20,

1803, as follows :
" The case was an injury of the spine, not positively diagnosticated. The patient was in a sitting posture when

he was crashed to the ground by a great weight from behind applied to his back and shoulders, bending the back nearly double.

Within three minutes I examined the back and found a fluctuating tumor occupying the site of the ninth dorsal vertebra. The
tenth was very prominent. Two fingers could be inserted between the eighth and tenth. Perfect loss of sensation and motion

existed below the injury, with paralysis of the sphincters, and there was considerable shock and violent pain in the epigastrium.

The treatment was by rest and opium. Three days after the accident a digital examination showed a reappearance of the lost

vertebra, a great difference between the spinous processes still remaining. No crepitus could be discerned at any time. At this

date (the eleventh day alter the injury) the patient is in General Hospital and the paralysis still continues. My opinion is that

there was a luxation anteriorly of the ninth dorsal vertebra." No positive identification of this case has been practicable from the

registers of the New Berne hospitals. Corporal J. P. Simpson, Co. I, 51st Massachusetts, is the only member of that regiment

who is recorded as having been treated for " paralysis" at the Stanley Hospital from May 25th to July 6, 1863. Three weeks

later he was mustered out by expiration of service. He is not a pensioner.

Displacement of the eighth dorsal vertebra was accompanied by fracture of the pro-

cesses in the following case:

Case 949.—Private R. L. Root, Co. D, 32d Wisconsin, aged 33 years, was severely hurt in the back while engaged in

building fortifications at Decatur, June 20. 1864. About five weeks afterwards he was transferred to Nashville, whence Surgeon

R. R. Taylor, U. S. V., reported his admission to hospital No. 8, and described the injury as a "dislocation of the spine."

Several months later the patient was transferred to Brown Hospital, at Louisville, where he was discharged for disability

November 10, 18C4, Assistant Surgeon B. E. Fryer, U. S. A., certifying to " fracture of dorsal vertebra, producing paralysis of

the right inferior extremity." Examining Surgeon W. H. Walker, of Fond du Lac, Wisconsin, reported, June 10. 1865 :
" He

was injured by being crushed down under a stick of timber. Fracture of the process of the eighth dorsal vertebra seems to

have been produced, which has resulted in extensive forward curvature of the spine. The ligaments of the right hip joint were

strained so that they are now relaxed, weakening the joint." Examiner H. Roberts, of Providence, Pennsylvania, December

28, 1868, made a corroborating report of the injury and its results, stating that "a gradual and increasing curvature of the

spinal bones in the portion known as the dorsal has been going on for three years. The curve is about eight inches in length

and the deviation is now two inches to the right, with a very short convex curve also. For the past year he has had to almost

entirely abandon any work which required him to stoop forward and lift any light weight." The Philadelphia Examining

Board, June 8,. 1881, referred to curvature and deformity as being very marked, and added that the pensioner " Btates that he

suffers from numbness in the lower extremities. There is atrophy of the muscles over the buttock. He would have been bene-

fited by a spinal support, but owing to the want of this he has become so disabled that he can do no labor."

As an example of sub-luxation of one of the cervical vertebras Surgeon J. Tunnicliff,

1st Michigan, has furnished the following notes of an accident which occurred on the Balti-

more and Ohio Railroad during the month of November, 1861:

Case 950.—" The man was standing guard during a gale on an embankment while a lumber train was passing. The
wind blew him off the bank down into the cut, by the passing train, and at the same time lifted a quantity of lumber from the cars

aud piled it on him. It was about two minutes before the lumber could he removed sufficiently to relieve him. The main injury

seemed to be in the cervical vertebra?. Indeed, the force of the blow as well as the weight of the lumber was on the neck. As
he was lifted up he said ' he thought his neck was broken.' His head was inclined to one of the shoulders, and for a number of

minutes he was utterly unable to raise it up. The pain he represents as having been most excruciating. He persisted, however,

in his efforts, with the assistance of one of his comrades, who performed traction by grasping his head, when a sudden snap

was felt and heard distinctly by himself and those about him, and his head had resumed its normal position. This was followed

by acute pain at the point of the injury to the cervical column, with a most distressing tingling sensation and pain down the

brachial plexus, which continued more or less for four weeks after the injury. He was unable to rotate his head one-half inch

even after five weeks, and, although improving, he cannot now (December 31, 1861) do it more than two inches, marking at.

this time about four inches of a segment of a circle with the end of his nose." The name of the soldier could not be learned.

finger ; no fracture ; ligament destroyed. FOWLKK (R. S.) (LHslocation of the Lumbar spine, in The British Med. Jour., 1863, Vol. II, p. 280): Laborer,

aged 25, in 1863 ; dislocation between 1st and 2d lumbar, the lower vertebra being thrown behind and to the left of that above it ; lower extremities not

paralyzed ; death on the following day ; at the autopsy no fracture of the vertebrae was discovered. Clinical Lectures and Reports of the London Hos-

pital. Loudon. 1866, Vol. Ill, pp. 348, 354 : At the Museum of the Loudon Hospital are 3 specimens of luxated lumbar vertebra? ; in one the body of the

first lumbar lias slipped forward for about half an inch on the surface of the second, crushing the latter. In the second specimen the third lumbar is

nearly half an iucb in front of the fourth, with only very slight splintering of the edges of the bones. The third specimen shows a clean dislocation of

the third lumbar forward without fracture. The articular processes of the third lumbar have completely left those of the fourth and passed forward a

third of an inch. There is no important fracture. Eut-ENKKKG (A.) (Luxation und Fractur des ersten Lumbalwirbels, mit todtlichem Ausgange durch

Ruckenmarkscompression und secundiire Cystitis und Pyelonephritis, in Archivfur Klin. Chir., Berlin, 1866, B. VII, p. 507): A printer, on May 1, 1865,

fell a distance of twenty feet; first lumbar dislocated backward \ inch : death on the following day ; splintering of body of vertebra.
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In the following, the sternal end of the clavicle was dislocated upward. As in similar

cases cited by Malgaigne and Hamilton, 1 the dislocation could readily be reduced, but it

was impossible to retain the bone in its place.

Cask 951.—Private E. I). Hallenbeck, Co. li, 1st Wisconsin Cavalry, aged 20 years, entered Hospital No. 2 at Nashville

on August 12, 1863, having sustained a dislocation of the sternal end of the right clavicle by falling from his horse. Acting

Assistant Surgeon E. Jennings, who reported the case, stated that the attempt was made to reduce the luxation, but the bone

Could not be retained in its place. In the following month the patient was detailed for light duty about the hospital, and on

February 0, 1804, be was assigned to the Veteran Reserve Corps. He was ultimately mustered out and pensioned. Examining
Surgeon W. A. Knox, of Chicago. Illinois, May 18, 1867, reported the "dislocation still unreduced. The injury being upon the

right side materially interferes with bis capacity for manual labor." The Chicago Examining Board certified, March. 18*9:

" lie has permanent dislocation of the right clavicle from its sternal articulation upward. The end of the bone has affixed above

its natural position, weakening the part and limiting the power in the right arm."

Examples of dislocations of the various joints of the upper and lower extremities will

next be adduced. Dislocations at the shoulder and elbow joints were the most frequent:

Case 952.—Dislocation at the shoulder.—Farrier L. Swaftbrd, Co. G, 9th Indiana Cavalry, aged 36 years, was severely

hurt at Pulaski, November 8, 1864, by bis horse falling and throwing him upon his left shoulder, dislocating the joint. For

some weeks he was at the regimental hospital, where ineffectual attempts were made to reduce the luxation, and subsequently

he entered Gayoso Hospital, at Memphis. Surgeon F. N. Burke, U. S. V., in charge of the latter, reported that the patient

was transferred to the Veteran Reserve Corps May 11, 1865, by reason of disability from ''chronic dislocation of left shoulder

joint." The man was mustered out of service September 4, 1865, and subsequently became a pensioner. Examiner J. Menden-

hall, of New Castle, Indiana, reported May 17, 1866: "I suppose the joint has been dislocated; it is now partially anchylosed.

He cannot put his hand on top of his bead, nor raise the elbow up from the body more than about twelve inches, but can move

it better forward than backward. But this motion is limited, though I think it will improve." Examining Surgeon W. H.

Boor certified, December 9, 1875: "I find the left shoulder joint anchylosed so that the arm cannot be raised only as the

scapula gives it motion. The muscles of the arm and forearm are soft. He says his shoulder is painful." This pensioner was

paid December 4, 1880.

Cask 953.

—

Dislocation at the elbow.—Private H. Mewes, Co. E, 63d Illinois, aged 28 years, had his elbow,joint dislo-

cated by falling from a wagon during the march near Holly Springs, October 20, 1863. He was treated at the regimental

hospital, subsequently in Nashville, and lastly in Clay Hospital. Louisville. Surgeon A. F. Watson, U. S. V.. in charge of

the latter, described the injury as an unreduced ''dislocation of the radius." The man was mustered out of service April 11,

1865, and subsequently made application for pension. Examining Surgeon L. W. Low, of Albion, Illinois, reported June 4,

1868: "The injury is such that the head of the radius is luxated and again adjusted by rotary motion of the hand and forearm,

rendering the hand and arm nearly useless for labor and weak at all times." Examiner H. C. Reed certified, July 4, 1879:

"The ulna is displaced inward, the olecranon resting on the internal condyle. The forearm is qnadrifiexed and about one-half

pronated, there being very little rotary motion retained. The head of the radius could not be located, but a distinct ' snap' could

be felt on forcible rotation outward over the normal site."

Cask 954.

—

Dislocation at the elbow.—Private H. Finley, Co. H, 5th Connecticut, aged 29 years, suffered a dislocation

of the right elbow while going to Stevenson, Alabama, October 5, 1864, on a railroad train, which was attacked by the enemy

and brought to a sudden stop, causing him to be violently thrown to the ground. He was treated in the field hospitals of the

Twentieth Corps until the arrival of the troops at Savannah, when he was placed on board of a hospital steamer and conveyed

to McDougal] Hospital. Fort Schuyler, New York Harbor. Assistant Surgeon S. II. Orton, U. S. A., certified to the patient's

discharge from service March 13. 1865, by reason of uselessness of the right arm from an "unreduced luxation of the ulna

backward upon the humerus." Examining Surgeon W. W. Potter, of Washington, D. C, March 29, 1869, certified to the

following disability: "A fall upon the right elbow while in a semi-flexed position has driven the olecranon process of the ulna

upward between the condyles of the humerus, at the same time forcing them apart. Considerable deformity is the result, with

inability to Ilex the forearm beyond a right angle or to extend it perfectly. He has very little strength in the arm; its motions

are circumscribed and general usefulness seriously impaired." Examiner M. Burton, of Richmond, Virginia, reported, Septem-

ber 23, 1873, that "the dislocation still exists, the joint is indexible and the limb useless for manual labor. The fingers have

some power of flexion and extension." This pensioner was paid June 4, 1881.

Case 955.

—

Dislocation at the wrist.—Private C. Meservey, Co. G, 69th Indiana, aged 47 years, received a severe injury

of the left forearm and wrist during the battle of Richmond. August 30, 1862. Surgeon M. K. Taylor. U. S. V., reported his

discharge from service at the Keokuk Genera] Hospital, March 5, 1863, by reason of the following disability: "Much deformity

from an unreduced fracture of the radius and dislocation of the lower end of the ulna." The man subsequently became an

applicant for pension, and received the following certificate from Examining Surgeon S. W. Vance, of Connersville. Indiana,

on June 18. 1867: "The injury consisted of a fracture of the lower end of the radius about an inch and a half from its articu-

lation with the semilunar and scaphoid bones, together with a dislocation of the lower end of the ulna. This dislocation and

the fracture of the radius just above caused the hand to assume a rather pronated condition, carrying forward with it the lower

fragment of the radius, which has united to the superior fragment, leaving the bone, however, very crooked at the site of the

fracture and tin' end of the ulna still dislocated. The condition of the bones necessarily renders rotation impracticable, and

1 Halc AIUN'K (J. 1-'.). Traiti des fractures et des luxations, Paris, 1855, T. II, p. 426. Hamilton (Frank HO, A Practical Treatise on Fractures

and Dislocations. Philadelphia, 1875. p. 561.
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moreover greatly weakens and debilitates the muscles and tendons of the surrounding parts," etc. Examiner A. C. Fosdick,

of Brownsville, Indiana, in July, 1875 and 1881, reported no change in the condition of the injured parts.

The following is an example of successful reduction of a dislocation of the head of the

femur upward and backward into the great ischiatic notch. The thigh had become flexed

on the pelvis at nearly right angles, and the limb was well thrown across its fellow:

Cask 956.

—

Dislocation at the hip.—Lieutenant Colonel W. A. Bullitt. 3d Kentucky, aged 24 years, was wounded at the

battle of Rocky Face Ridge, May 9, 18(34. He was wounded in two places. The first shot entered at a point live inches

below the anterior superior spinous process of the ilium, left side, and did not emerge; the second ball struck the right side

between the seventh and eighth ribs and came out about four inches below the point of entrance and two inches posteriorly. An
ambulance was obtained and the patient was transported live miles to a field hospital, whence he was taken to Chattanooga the

following day. On the ninth day erysipelas commenced in the wound of the right side, which extended all over the body and

up to the head, resulting in numerous abscesses in the areolar tissue. On June 3d the patient was transferred to Louisville,

where an attack of dysentery came on and reduced him very much. This was in turn succeeded by another attack of erysipelas,

extending all over the body as the former had done. About August 7th he began to have a great deal of pain in tin- left iliac

fossa, which at first was paroxysmal and continued a month before the abscess that gave rise to it was detected. This abscess

was opened by a dee]) cut one-half inch to the inside of the anterior superior spinous process and above Potipart's ligament,

when a large quantity of pus—estimated by the surgeons present at half a gallon—escaped. The abscess continued to discharge

for about three months. When the pain first commenced the patient, in order to feel relief, would Hex his thigh on the pelvis

during the paroxysms, which came on about u o'clock daily; but afterwards hi! kept the knee closely approximated to the chest

and any attempt to extend the limb caused severe pain. About October 20th, while in the act of turning over from his back to

his right side, he felt the head of the right femur slip from its position with a severely painful jolt. This occurred almost daily

for two weeks, when the attention of the surgeon was called to it and a dislocation was recognized. The patient was etherized

and an unsuccessful attempt made to replace the bone. The abscess closed up shortly afterward*. A second attempt at reduction

in February, 1H05, again failed. A few days later the patient got out of his bed and began to walk about on his crutches. He

came to New York City May 24th, where he was admitted to the Central Park Hospital, under the care of Dr. I,. A. Sayie, who
reports the following: "When I saw him in June his general health was good and he was able to walk about very well on crutches.

His left thigh was Hexed on the pelvis at nearly right angles and strongly adducted across its fellow, lying on its upper third

and compressing the genital organ. The difficulty of urinating was a most serious annoyance. The whole limb was much colder

than the other, bathed in perspiration, and much shrunken in size. Then! was some slight mobility of the hip and of the knee,

which was stiffened by a. firm contraction of the hamstring muscles. Motion, however, gave pain. On July 20th I determined

to attempt reduction by manipulation after the method so well described by Dr. Heed and Surgeons W. J. Sloan, J. J. Milhau,

U. S. A. Several bed-quilts were folded and laid upon the floor; the patient was placed thereon and thoroughly amesthetized

by chloroform. After removing my boots I placed one heel on the crest of each ilium, thus holding the pelvis by the weight of

my own body, when with some considerable force I succeeded in breaking up the adhesions and obtained tolerable free motion

of the limb. The finger was then passed into the rectum as far as the ischiatic notch, and when the limb was moved by an assist-

ant the head of the femur could be distinctly felt gliding on the finger. This examination was also made by Professor Hamilton,

and the diagnosis as to the position of the head of the bone was confirmed. I thereupon stated my intention that, should the

attempt by manipulation prove unsuccessful, I would wait some days for the inflammation necessarily produced to subside, then

subcutaneously divide the contracted adductor muscles and restore the limb to parallelism with the other, leaving the head of

the bone in its abnormal position. By considerable effort I finally succeeded in reducing the limb to parallelism with the other,

retaining it there by means of extension with weight and pulley over the foot of the bed and secured to the thigh by means of

adhesive plaster and a roller. On account of the long-continued contraction of the hamstring muscles the leg could not be extended

from the thigh : but as the tension had given way somewhat while the patient was under the influence of chloroform. I concluded

to try and bring it straight by constant extension, and consequently applied another plaster below the knee, with weight and

pulley on the foot of the bed, a little lower than the former one, the thigh being slightly elevated every day until the limb was

straightened and the two extending forces acted in the same line. Another weight and pulley was applied at a right angle to

the limb, opposite the knee joint, for the purpose of adducting the limb. An irrigating apparatus, from which cold water was
constantly dripping, was arranged over the hip joint, and a rubber cloth placed under to protect the bed. For three days the

patient suffered great pain and had to use morphine to allay it; but after the third day no anodyne was necessary. No reac-

tionary fever or constitutional disturbance set in, and at the end of the third week the limb was parallel with the other and of the

same length. A line drawn, however, from the center of the pubis to the trochanter major of that side proved to be nearly half

an inch longer than measurement on the opposite side, and firm pressure from the foot caused it to ride upon the ilium and

become more than an inch shorter than the other. It became necessary, therefore, to devise some plan by which the limb could

be extended during walking and the weight of the body borne upon it. I therefore took a plaster cast of the hip in its improved

position and on this cast fitted a crutch passing under the pubis and around the gluteo-femoral fold, with a wing hammered out

so as to accurately fit the buttock, in which he could comfortably sit. Opposite the tuberosity of the ischium I made a ball and

socket joint, from which an iron rod ran down the limb to the ankle joint, being bifurcated at its lower extremity and terminating

in rounded knobs, and the main shaft being capable of extension by means of a racket and cog-wheel. A neatly fitting shoe,

well padded on the instep to bear pressure, had an iron band secured under the sole, which terminated opposite each side of the

ankle in cups or sockets to receive the rounded ends of the rod. With this instrument adjusted and the extension applied the

limb was brought to the same length as the other, and the patient could bear his entire weight upon it without pain. The limb,

which before the operation had been cold and very much atrophied, now grew rapidly in normal temperature and in October

had nearly resumed its natural size." Photographs of the patient, showing the position of the limb before and after the operation,

and of tin- apparatus, applied and unapplied, were forwarded with the history of the case by the operator, who also contributed
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two plaster casts, one representing the hip eight months after the luxation and the other the condition of the reduced parts. Tin'

casts constitute specimen 403.'! of the Surgical Section of the Museum. Lieutenant Colonel Bullitt was mustered out of service

Octoher 7, 1865.

Cask 957.

—

Dislocation at the hip.—Private .T. B, Holroyd, Co. C, 15th Illinois, aged 28 years, was captured by the

enemy during the Atlanta campaign, October 4, 1864, and for months underwent the hardships of the Andersonville Prison,

where his left hip joint became affected from the exposure and privation. After being released from captivity he was conveyed

to Cumberland Hospital at Nashville, thence to Jeffersonville, and lastly, on July 21, 1865, to Camp Butler. Surgeon A. B.

Campbell, V. S. V., in charge of the hitter, reported that the patient was suffering from "dislocation of the left hip joint," and

that lie was mustered out of service August 9, 1865. Examining Surgeon J. G. Hostetter, of Mt. Carroll, Illinois, certified,

June 19, 1806: "The ligaments and head of the left thigh bone are diseased, allowing displacement of said bone on making a

misstep. He cannot raise his left leg to the height of a stair-step, and drags, as it were, rather than moves his limb in walking"

Examiner B. T. Buckley, of I'reeport, Illinois, reported, April 7, 1871: "The disability consists in the imperfect use of the left

leg, produced by partial dislocation of the hip joint and causing pain and lameness on exercise. The displacement has increased

and consequently there is increased inability to use the limb." Examiner H. N. Bradshaw, of Monroe, Wisconsin, stated, Jan-

uary 10, 1875, that "the region of the joint is flatter than it should be, showing considerable atrophy of the muscular structure;

the leg below the hip is smaller than the right one, and the muscles are flabby. The leg cannot be Hexed upon the abdomen,

and any attempt to place it in that position is evidently attended with much pain." This pensioner was paid September 4, 1881.

Cask. 958.

—

Dislocation at the knee.—S. Chiquoine, a fireman attached to the U. S. Steamer Rudolph, 21 years of age,

and of a strong constitution, sustained a dislocation of the left tibia backward during the action in Mobile Bay, April 1, 1865.

He was admitted to the Naval Hospital at Peusacola three days afterwards. The luxation was reduced, but there was consid-

erable swelling of the limb, accompanied by inflammation. The treatment consisted in moulding pasteboard splints to the limb,

in keeping the extremities at perfect rest on a double-inclined plane, and in applying water dressings. Ten weeks after his

admission the patient was transferred to hospital at New York, where he was discharged for disability June 30, 1865, with

probabilities of regaining full use of the limb. The notes of the case were furnished by Passed Assistant Surgeon J. K. Tryon,

U. S. N., who supplemented the history with the following remarks : "From the severity of this and other eases I think the

dislocation of the tibia in each must have been complete. Considerable deformity about the knee existed for months after the

injuries, and the joints in most of them were impaired in some degree by the inflammation, adhesion, etc., which invariably

follow." Examining Surgeon L. Jemison, of Bordentown, New Jersey, reported, August 23, 1870: "The bones of the leg now
stand a little back from their normal position and the joint seems movable upon the cartilages. He complains when standing

any length of time upon his feet, and falls from a slight touch to the limb," etc. The Philadelphia Examining Board in October,

1873, certified to "grating in the knee joint when moved; ligaments relaxed and knee falls back unless supported when his

weight is borne upon it," etc. At subsequent dates the same board reported that " the patella projects forward and the internal

tuberosity projects inward," also that there is decided crepitus, and that deformity is caused by dislocation of the internal semi-

lunar cartilage of the knee. The pensioner was paid June 4, 1881.

Cask 959.

—

Dislocation at the ankle.—Private J. Reich, Co. K, 21st Illinois, aged 33 years, was severely hurt in the left

foot while doing guard duty on the Louisville and Lexington Railroad, June 15, 1864. The accident occurred while he was

riding on the cowcatcher of the locomotive, which struck an obstruction on the track and threw him off. He was picked up in

a senseless condition and was conveyed to Clay Hospital, at Louisville, where his left ankle joint was found to be much injured.

Several weeks afterwards he was transferred to Jefferson Barracks, and lastly he entered the General Hospital at Quincy, where

he was discharged December 20, 1864, and pensioned. Surgeon D. G. Brinton, U. S. V., in charge of the latter hospital, reported

that the patient was "crippled for life," and described the disability as a " dislocation of the left ankle joint (Pott's fracture) with

consequent permanent uselessness of the limb." Examining Surgeon J. H. Maxwell, of Newton, Illinois. September 4. 1873,

certified to the disability and stated that "there is great deformity of the foot and ankle in consequence of the dislocation never

having been reduced. Walking is very difficult, and if continued becomes painful." Four years later the same examiner reported

no improvement in the condition of the limb, stating that "the astragalus is forced below the outer malleolus," that the foot is

nearly flat, etc. The pensioner was paid June 4, 1878, since when he has not been heard from.

Case 960.

—

Dislocation of tarsal bones.—Private J. Beers, Co. F, 84th Illinois, aged 27 years, while on duty as assist-

ant teamster, December 23, 1862, was accidentally precipitated to the ground by the slipping of his left foot. He stated that

he heard a cracking sound in the foot and felt something give way about the middle of it. This was attended with intense

pain, which subsided in the course of a few weeks. The foot remained swelled about a month, when that also partially subsided,

and from that time he has not had pain except when he has attempted to use it in walking. He was present at the battle of

Murfreesboro' (December 31st), but was unable to participate in that action on account of lameness. After the battle the surgeon

applied a roller bandage, but it produced so much pain that he soon had to remove it. No other application was used. On
January 30th the man was brought to Nashville, where he was sent to Convalescent Barracks, and several days afterwards to

hospital No. 22. At that time he was in good general health. There was slight tumefaction below the external malleolus and

the foot was everted, its inner border being nearly thrown in contact with the ground, giving the foot a splay appearance.

Below the internal malleolus a prominence existed corresponding to the rounded head of the astragalus, and great and deep-

seated tenderness was experienced on pressure upon the astragalo-scaphoid articulation. The most remarkable circumstance of

the case was the very slight inflammation in and around the joint. The case was diagnosed as a luxation of the astragalo-

scaphoid articulation, and no treatment was deemed advisable nor reduction attempted for the reason that, having been so long

delayed, it would have been necessary to break up the new adhesions, it being feared that the resulting inflammation would prove

uncontrollable. Locomotion remained much impeded and the patient's condition continued unchanged up to March 10, 1863,

when he was discharged as unfit for further service and returned to his home. The history of the case was contributed by

Surgeon L. W. Beckwith, 38th Indiana. There is no record of the man ever having applied for pension.
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Simple and Compound Fractures.-—The total number of injuries of this group was

seven thousand and four, of which five hundred and twenty-six, or 7.5 per cent., were fatal.

Four thousand three hundred and forty-six, with seventy-six deaths, were specified as simple

fractures; one thousand three hundred and seventy-one, with three hundred and ninetv-

seven deaths, as compound fractures; and one thousand two hundred and eighty-seven, with

fifty-three deaths, as fractures merely. Instances of fractures of the cranium and of the

vertebra? have been cited on pages 42 to 68 and pages 426 to 429 of the First /Surgical

Volume. Examples of fractures of the boties of the face, of the ribs, the sternum, the clavicle,

the scapula, the ilium, and the bones of the extremities will here be detailed.

Case 961.

—

Fracture of the lower jaio from the kick of a horse.—Assistant Surgeon S. C. Sanger, 6th New York Cavalry,

reported the following history of the case of "a contused and lacerated wound in connection with fracture, which was incurred

accidentally. The patient was kicked by a horse. The ' heel cork ' or iron projection of the shoe impinged the anterior aspect of

the lower jaw a little to the right of the symphysis, and drove inward a large portion of the alveolar process to which six teeth

were attached. It was determined to place the fragment in situ. This was difficult because the fracture was impacted at the

point where the blow was received and the separated bone was drawn inward by the upper fibres of the genio-hyo-glossus muscles.

But the object was finally accomplished by extracting a tooth from the sound portion of the jaw, when the fragment was secured

in its place by silk cord and silver wire, two small braces made of cork being placed between the movable teeth and the cor-

responding ones of the upper jaw. The patient was sent to General Hospital. The accident happened June 19, 1863, and on

August 18th the patient arrived back in camp and reported for duty. An examination made showed that the bone had united

perfectly and without any perceptible deformity, but little trace of the severe laceration of the soft parti being discerned in the

well-shaped and scarcely apparent cicatrix." This case has been identified as that of Farrier J. O. Bivins, Co. B, 6th New York

Cavalry, aged 32 years, who entered Emory Hospital, Washington, three days after the date of the injury, and was returned to

duty August 13, 1863. He was mustered out of service September 19, 1664, and has since then filed an application for pension.

Case 96*2.

—

Fracture of the lower jaw by a fall from a horse.—Private L. P. Towers, Co. F, 3d Ohio Cavalry, aged 48

years, sustained a simple oblique fracture of the lower jaw by falling from his horse December 1, 1864. The injury was located

about an inch to the right of the symphysis, its track being from above downward and forward. Two days after the accident

the injured man was admitted to Crittenden Hospital at Louisville. lie had lost nearly all his teeth except the incisors, and

various surgical dressings were applied to retain the fractured parts in position, but without success. On December 18th Acting

Assistant Surgeon A. H. Hoy administered chloroform and made an incision two inches long over the seat of the injury, after

which holes were drilled through the fractured ends of the bone and a small iron wire was passed through. The fracture was

then reduced and retained in place by twisting the wire, an ordinary retentive apparatus being placed under the chin and

fastened over the top of the head. With the help of some little traction the wire came away, bringing with it two small necrosed

fragments, on January 7th, at which time not a particle of union had taken place between the parts. Two weeks afterwards

the patient was granted permission to leave the hospital for a short time and came back intoxicated. Violent gastritis then

supervened, and death resulted on January 24, 1865. At the post-mortem examination a second fracture was discovered, being

situated in the left condyle and extending obliquely downward and inward. The mucous coat of the stomach was in a state

of intense acute inflammation and some inflammation existed in the duodenum and jejunum. The injured maxilla, contributed

to the Museum, with the history of the case, by Surgeon R. R. Taylor, U. S. V., is numbered 4*246 of the Surgical Section. The
specimen shows a portion of the body of the bone at the seat of the fracture to be wanting, both ends of the fragments being

carious and necrosed and both condyles carious.

Case 963.

—

Fracture of the sternum; railroad accident.—Private R. Boyle, Co. A, 3d New Jersey, met with a railroad

accident on April 3, 1862, and was admitted to hospital at Alexandria several days afterwards. Surgeon J. E. Summers,

U. S. A., described the injury as a "transverse fracture of the sternum between the articulations of the third and fourth ribs,

with displacement, the fractured ends sliding upon each other and shortening the bone one and a half inches. From the pos-

teriorly curved condition of the spinal column there is reason to think that there was crushing of the first and second dorsal

vertebrae, although there was no paralysis of any of the limbs or organs. The patient is much crippled in appearance, but is

evidently recovering, although slowly, with considerable deformity.'
-

The patient was discharged for disability resulting from

his injury June 16, 186*2. He is not a pensioner.

Case 964.

—

Fracture of ribs by a fall from a horse.—Lieutenant E. Whitfield, Co. I, 2*2d New York Cavalry, aged 29

years, was injured in the right side by falling from his horse near Leesburg, July 12, 1864. Acting Assistant Surgeon A.

Edelin, who attended him at Washington, reported that the injury involved a ''fracture of ribs, which had not yet united on

October 19." Several weeks later the patient obtained a leave of absence, and on December 19, 1864, he was discharged from

service and pensioned. Examiner J. D. Button, of Auburn, N. Y., certified, February 9, 1870: "The sixth and seventh ribs on

the right side were fractured and dislocated from the sternum, and not being properly adjusted an imperfect cure was the result.

There is a projection of two inches outward from the chest at the ends of those two fractured ribs, which are not joined to the

sternum. The muscles which move the arm are weakened and exercise causes pain." Subsequent examiners report the exist-

ence of an ulcer on the left thigh, alleged to be the result of a wound of the knee by a spent ball, which was also corroborated

by the Auburn Examining Board. The latter, on December 5, 1877, described the projection caused by the fractured ribs,

and added that the pensioner ''has an anxious expression of countenance; distended nasal alee; respiration easily disturbed;

loud resonance and weak respiration in right lung, indicating emphysematous condition of the lung." The pensioner was paid

September 4, 1881.

Sukg. Ill—82
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FIG. 3t>3.-Bones
of the ritflit fore-

arm. Spec. 1784,

Cask 965.

—

Fracture of ilium from u full under a horse.—Major \Y. E. Bryan, 3d New Jersey, aged 41 years, was injured

in the right hip by his horse falling upon him. near Brandy Station, February Hi, 1864. Two days after the accident lie was

conveyed to Washington, where he entered Armory Square Hospital and afterwards Georgetown Seminary.

Surgeon D. VV. ISIiss. I,'. S. V., in charge of the former, and Surgeon II. W. Dueachet, U. S. V.. in charge of

tin- hitter, both described the injury us a "fracture of the right ilium.'' Subsequently the patient was treated

for a time in private quarters, ami on June -JIJ. 1864, he was discharged from service, since when lie has

become a pensioner. The Philadelphia Examining Board, consisting of Drs. .1. Collins. T. S. Harper. J. II.

Sherwood, ami E. A. Smith, certified, February 7. 1872: "The pensioner sustained a fracture of the crest of the

light ilium, lie complains of constant pain ami inability to follow any occupation, looks delicate, ami carries

the right hip somewhat higher than the left." Subsequent examining boards reported, in 1670 and ls77, that

the hip is flattened ami the leg slightly shorter than its fellow, lie alleges

pain and fatigue in the hip. and has oblique inguinal hernia of right side, well

supported by a truss." The pensioner was paid .June 4. 1881.

Cask 900.

—

Fracture of scapula, humerus, anil fori arm ; railroad accident.

John Gazell, a laborer of the Commissary Deportment, V. 8. A., aged 36

years, was run over by a city passenger railroad car at Washington, August

1(1, 1803, and died at Douglas Hospital one hour after the accident. Acting

Assistant Surgeon ,J. E. Smith made the following report of the injury:

' Everything to alleviate his Bufferings was done that could he, hut the mini

did not react from the shock in the least. At the autopsy a tumor was

observed on the right side of the throat which was supposed to bare resulted

from the injury, hut on cutting down upon it I discovered it to he a pre-exist-

ing enlargement of the thyroid gland. A section of the tumor displayed fatty

degeneration of the greater part with two sacs, each containing ahotit one-half

ounce of sero-sanguinoleiit fluid. The left inferior portion of the tumor was

ossified. Previous to his death the patient had passed bloody urine which

could not lie satisfactorily accounted for, the kidneys, ureter, and bladder being found apparently uninjured. The right

humerus was comminuted, as were also the radius and ulna of each forearm. On the left anterior side the ribs were all broken

except the twelfth, and the lung was considerably lacerated; posteriorly the same ribs were fractured except the first, second,

and twelfth. The left scapula was transversely fractured below its spine and the left clavicle at its acromial extremity." The

injured scapula (FlC. 364, Spec. 1031). humerus (Spec. 1780), and both hones of both forearms (FlGS. 303, 36,">, Spec. 1784 of the

Surgical Section of the Museum), were contributed by Assistant Surgeon W. Thomson, U. S. A.,

and are represented in the adjoining wood-cuts. The left radius and ulna show an oblique

fracture at the junction of the upper thirds, the superior fragments being wanting, while in the

right radius a nearly transverse fracture exists in the lower part of the middle third and longi-

tudinal fractures occupy the lower fragment. The lowest third of the right ulna is comminuted.

Cask 967.

—

Fracture of humerus from the blow of n club.—Private W. Jordan. 1st Alabama

Colored Artillery, aged 'SI years, was wounded at the battle of Fort Pillow. April 12, 1864, and

entered .Mound City Hospital two days afterwards. His injuries consisted of a comminuted
shot fracture of the left ankle, flesh wounds of the left arm and right thigh, and a comminuted

fracture of the superior portion and bead of the left humerus, inflicted by a club. The wound
of the ankle became very painful and the soft parts much inflamed. Amputation at the middle

third of the leg was performed by Surgeon II. Warduer, U. 8. V.. on April 15th, chloroform

and ether being used and three ligatures applied. The patient was in good condition at the time

of the operation and seemed to do well for several days, when hemorrhage took place from the

tibial artery, which was checked by the application of persulphate of iron. Death, from pysemia,

took place on April 23, 1864. The upper portion of the injured humerus and the amputated

hones of the leg. contributed with the history of the case by the operator, constitute specimens

3311 and 3313 of the Surgical Section of the Museum. A representation of the former appears

in the annexed wood-cut (FlG. 366).

Fig. 3(14.—The left scapula trans-

versely fractured. Spec. 1G01.

Fig. 365-Bones
of tuft forearm,
obliquely frac-

tured. Spec. 1784.

Fig. 366.—Up-
per portion of
left humerus.
Spec. 3311.

Casf. '.168.

—

Fracture of the hones of the elbow; railroad accident.—Private P. Stutz, Co. A, 91st Pennsylvania, met with

a railroad accident on April it, 1864, and entered South Street Hospital at Philadelphia, whence Acting Assistant Surgeon J. F.

Koerper reported the case as a "compound fracture of the right elbow, cured with partial mobility of the joint. The patient

stated that while on his way from Chester to Philadelphia he attempted to alight from a railroad car, when the sudden starting

of the train caused him to fall and the wheel to strike his elbow. He was brought to this hospital soon after the accident. The
parts were much swollen and contused, and crepitation could he felt around the joint. The wound on the inner side, a little

above the joint, communicated with a detached piece of the internal condyle. Haemorrhage, though not very profuse, was
controllable only by pressure on the brachial artery. Cold-water applications were used to the joint, and angular splints were

applied to the posterior surface of the arm. Ten days after the accident the swelling bad become reduced, and by May 15th the

wound was healed and slight movements of the arm had been restored. Only simple bandages were now used, and the patient

was detailed for light duty. By September 1st the patient had almost recovered the entire use of the arm. He deserted from

the hospital on October 11, 18J4."

Cask 969.

—

Fracture of the hones of the forearm; railroad accident.—Private W. Call, a substitute, aged 19 years, was
severely injured in the right forearm by a railroad collision at Madison, Wisconsin. December 30, 1864, and entered Harvey
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Hospital tlic following day. The limb was found to have suffered a compound comminuted fracture of the radius and ulna at

the lower fourth and a simple fracture uf the radius at tlie upper third. The radial and ulnar arteries and large nerves were

intact. In the course of several weeks inflammation resulted, the arm, forearm, and hand becoming greatly swollen from effusion

uf serum and blood into the cellular tissue, bullae existing on the dorsum of the wrist, and the skin being very sensitive.

Healthy pus was freely discharged from the openings. The patient, though in possession of medium strength and appetite and

having a naturally good constitution, was suffering from intermittent fever, deranged secretions, and much emaciation. ( )n

February 11. 1865, Surgeon II. ( 'ulbertson. F. S. V., made an incision four inches long over the radius, extending upward from

the wrist on the dorsum of the forearm, separated the soft parts down to the ulna ami removed five loose pieces of radius and

ulna, together witli one-quarter of an inch of the lower end of the latter, from the seat of the fracture. An incision was also

made through the integuments of the radial and ulnar borders of the dorsum of the hand to liberate the effusion of blood and

serum. The lips of the upper wound were then approximated with sutures and plaster, being left open at the seat of the frac-

ture below and filled with lint, and light poultices were applied over the seat of the fracture as well as over the dorsum of the

hand; arm placed in a fracture box filled with tow. One grain of morphia was given immediately after the operation, to be

followed with such doses as the patient might need. Whiskey, quinine, and muriated tincture of iron were prescribed, with good

diet. About one month after the operation the external wounds were healing up, the swelling having subsided ami the patient's

constitutional state continuing good. On April 21, 18ti.
r
>. he was returned to the l'ost Commander, having entirely recovered.

The history of the case was reported by the operator. There is no record of Private Call ever having applied for pension.

Case 970.

—

Fracture of the femur from a fall under a horse.—Sergeant D. F. Mansfield, Co. F, 91st Pennsylvania, aged

37 years, was admitted to Harewood Hospital, Washington, January 18, 1805, suffering from great deformity of the right thigh,

the result of a simple fracture of the femur at the middle third, the injured parts not having been properly adjusted. The injury

occurred near the Weldon Railroad November '29, 1864, by a horse falling upon the man. At the time of admission the deformed

limb was of no use whatever to the patient and locomotion was impeded, although the fractured parts were firmly united. The

constitutional state of the patient otherwise was good. On January 28th (surgeon R. 1!. Bontecou, U. S. V., refractured the limb,

after which a straight splint and counter-extension were applied, An anaesthetic consisting of chloroform and sulphuric ether was

used. The patient did well after the operation, the parts uniting symmetrically. On March 13th the splint and extension were

removed, when the fractured parts were found to be firmly united and the limb was placed ill a plastic bandage. The patient

continued to do well. On April (ith the plastic bandage was removed and the patient was allowed to be up on crutches, the

fractured limb being one and a half inches shorter than the other, but firm and id' perfect use. The history was reported by the

operator. The patient was discharged from service .lime 24, 18(1,5. and pensioned. Examining Surgeon <). I. Beach, of Parker-

ville, Kansas, May 19, 1873. certified to the injury resulting in shortening of the limb, and added that there is "displacement

of the patella downward, causing much weakness in the leg; muscles placid. Complains of constant numbness and occasional

severe pain in the leg, restricting locomotion." etc. The pensioner died of consumption April 17, 1875.

Cask 971.

—

Fracture of the femur caused hy a fall from a bridge.—Private F. Buob, Co. C, 108th Ohio, aged 3(i years, was

admitted to the Government Hospital for the Insane near Washington on May l(i, 18fi5, his condition being described by the super-

intendent, Dr. C. H. Nichols, as follows: " The patient's mental condition was that of slight chronic dementia. He was not able

to walk up stairs to the ward on account of a lameness of the left hip, the sergeant in charge of him stating that this was caused

by a fall from a bridge, which had occurred between two and three weeks previous to his admission. His own statement was

that in marching across the bridge at night he was accidentally crowded off the side and fell down some distance, striking upon

his left hip. As he laid upon his hack the injured limb appeared shortened and the toes turned toward the other foot. By
measurement the shortening was found to be three-fourths of an inch. The trochanter was flattened and approximated to the

anterior superior spinous process of the ilium. On rotating the-limb no point of false motion was discovered and no crepitation.

The arc of the movement of the trochanter was less than that of the sound side. When the patient stood erect there was the

same shortening and the same inversion of the foot. He could limp about a little by the aid of a chair, bearing considerable of his

weight upon the injured limb. The diagnosis of the case was that of an impacted fracture of the neck of the femur. The limb

improved rapidly, and in a few weeks the patient walked without inconvenience excepting what arose from the shortening.

The general appearance of the man. however, led to the suspicion of pulmonary tuberculosis, and a physical examination of the

chest confirmed this suspicion. The tuberculosis advanced with the ordinary phenomena of cough, expectoration, some

haemoptysis, and occasional pleuritic and pneumonic inflammation. From this disease the patient died January 28, 1866. The
post-mortem examination of the body proved the correctness of the diagnosis respecting the lung disease. Nothing peculiar was
noticed about the acetabulum of the injured side except that the ligamentum teres and the cushion of fat at the bottom were more
vascular than on the sound side. The femur presented unmistakable evidence that the injury was an impacted fracture of the

neck of the bone, the line of it being partly within and partly without the capsular ligament. By comparison with the sound

femur a shortening of three-fourths of an inch was shown, and the impaction was found to be greater anteriorly than posteriorly,

thus causing the inversion of the foot. The union of the bone appeared to be firm and sound." Both the injured and the sound

femur were contributed to the Museum by the reporter of the case and constitute specimen 2376 of the Surgical Section.

Cask 972.

—

Fraeturc of the patella.—Lieutenant J. II. Sullivan, Co. G, 1st Regiment Fotomac Home Brigade, aged 27

years, was thrown out of a wagon on July 24, 18f>4. striking his knee on the stone pavement and fracturing the patella. The

bone was split into three fragments, there being one outer lower, one inner lower, and one larger tipper piece. The patient was

admitted to the General Hospital at Frederick on the day of the injury. Anti-inflammatory treatment, such as ice and evapo-

rating lotion, was used to the joint, and a straight splint was applied to the back of the limb, coaptation being made by compress

above and below the bone, drawn and pressed together by adhesive plaster. The limb was kept elevated during part of the

treatment on an inclined plane. After union had taken place a plaster of Paris splint was applied to enable the patient to go

about. On October 20, 18(54, he returned to his regiment to be mustered out, his term of service having expired. At the time

of leaving the hospital the patient had recovered from his injury with short ligamentous union. The case was reported by

Acting Assistant Surgeon J. H. Bartholf. The patient has never applied for a pension.
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Cask 973.

—

Fracture, of the tibia.—Sergeant-Major J. L. Keys, 18th Pennsylvania Cavalry, was admitted to Frederick

Hospital July 13, 1864, with a chronic indolent ulcer of the right leg, the result of an old fracture of the tibia. Assistant Sur-

geon 1{. F. Weir, U. S. A., recorded that the ulcer was treated by straps and stimulant applications and became much diminished

in size. On September 25th the patient received a furlough for thirty days, and when he returned he showed evidence of pro-

tracted intoxication. Symptoms of mania a potu soon after prevailed, and, though subdued for periods by treatment, resulted

fatally on October 26, 1864. At the autopsy the body was found to be well nourished, the lungs healthy, and a large deposit of

fat on the outer surface of the heart. The liver was much enlarged and decidedly fatty ; kidneys fatty; spleen and intestines

healthy; omentum very large; stomach very much contracted, its coats being intensely thickened, the rugae remarkably prom-

inent, and the mucous membrane much congested. On removing the calvarium the membranes were found to be much congested,

with slight effusion between the arachnoid and pia mater, slight deposit of lymph on the pia mater and consid-

erable effusion beneath. The substance of the brain was quite firm. A section of the injured tibia was presented

to the Museum and forms specimen 3932 of the Suryical Section, showing the old consolidated fracture followed

by a spongy and carious condition of the anterior portion of the bone.

Cask 974.— United fracture of the tibia.—Specimen 1057 (Fig. 3G7) was contributed to the Surgical Section

of the Army Medical Museum by Assistant Surgeon E. Coues, U. S. A., and consists of a portion of the shaft of

the tibia, exhibiting a simple oblique fracture firmly consolidated. Death occurred from an independent cause.

Case 975.

—

Fracture at the ankle joint.—Captain T. M. Howrigan, Co. H, 1st Michigan Cavalry, aged 37

years, suffered a fracture at the left ankle joint while passing through Washington, November 11, 1862. The
accident was occasioned by his horse becoming frightened and falling with him, causing his left foot to be caught

under the horse and to be fractured. He was discharged for disability June 30, 1863, but re-entered his regiment

as Major several months afterwards, and remained in service until ultimately mustered out June 19, 1865, since

which date he has become a pensioner. Examining Surgeon J. A. Brown, of Detroit, Michigan, August 11, 1869,

certified to the fracture and to the tibia being partially dislocated at the ankle, and added that " motion and
Bolidated frue- strength of the foot and ankle are considerably impaired." The Kansas City Examining Board reported, Septem-

fjpec 1057. uer 4, 1873: " Upon careful examination we find fracture of the tibia and fibula and dislocation of the internal

malleolus, it being projected inward and downward, with tumefaction and pain. Close to the femur and femoral

vessels at the upper third of the thigh there is found an osseous deposit about six and a half or seven inches long, one and a half

inches wide above and tapering off in a wedge-shape below, and one-half inch thick, and just above this there is a smaller

deposit, being two inches long and one inch wide. These deposits interfere materially with the circulation and mobility of the

limb, which is atrophied and partially paralyzed. General health bad." The same board on September 8, 1877, reported the

existence of " large varicose veins of the entire limb. He is feeble, very nervous, and quite lame, being compelled to support

himself by a cane in walking. He is much more feeble now than two years ago, and unable to do manual labor." One year later

the board reported that the pensioner "is now confined to his bed and has not been able to walk for several months. He has to

have constant attendance and is not able to help himself." The pensioner died May 2, 1879. His attending physician, Dr. A.

B. Sloan, of Kansas City, testified that death was caused by "exhaustion induced by ossification of the arteries in the lower

limbs and the deposit of bony masses in his left thigh, resulting from the injury and exposure in the army."

Punctured, Incised, and Lacerated Wounds.—Thirty-six thousand nine hundred and

seventy-five punctured and incised wounds, not including those caused by sabre or bayonet,

were reported; five hundred and thirty had fatal terminations, a mortality rate of 1.4 per

cent. The number of lacerated wounds is recorded as five thousand three hundred and

eighty-four, of which one hundred and ten, or 2.0 per cent., ended in death.

Cask 976.

—

Punctured wound of chest.—Private B. McGinnis, Co. H, 7th Kansas, aged 31 years, was discharged from

service at the General Hospital at Leavenworth City, December 29, 1863, Acting Assistant Surgeon S. F. Few certifying to the

following disability: "He has been under treatment in this hospital since August 18, 1862, for a punctured wound of the right

side below the axilla, caused by a knife in the hands of a comrade during a drunken quarrel. Chronic pleurisy exists, accom-

panied by empyema. The thoracic walls on the right side are much compressed, and there is dullness on percussion and almost

entire absence of respiratory murmur in the right lung. There is discbarge of fetid matter from a fistulous opening in front of the

right axilla, and the patient's general health is much impaired." There is no record of this man ever having applied for pension.

Cask 977.

—

Punctured wound of urethra.—Passed Assistant Surgeon J. K. Tryon, IT. S. N., reports that " J. Welsh, a

seaman, aged 43 years, and of Btrong constitution, was admitted into the Naval Hospital at Pensacola June 29, 1864. He had

been admitted on the sick list eight days previously with difficulty of micturition accompanied by inflammation of the spermatic

cord and tunica vaginalis, and on June 28th he had ruptured the urethra by passing a sail needle for a bougie. At the time of

the patient's admission to hospital the scrotum and perinasum were gangrenous, consequent upon extravasation and infiltration of

urine in the surrounding cellular tissue, caused by the laceration of the urethra. The buttocks were swollen and inflamed, large

quantities of pus escaping on incision. He was weak and faint, unable to void urine, and laboring under all the effects of a severe

shock. L
Tpon consultation it was decided that no operation could possibly be of benefit to the patient. A catheter was accord-

ingly passed into the bladder after considerable difficulty; tonics and stimulants were freely administered, and the affected parts

were dressed with liquor sodse chlorinatis. On June 30th the patient was no better, being hectic and comatose, from which he

could be easily aroused. Urine passed freely through tfie catheter. On July 1st there was no change. During the following

night the patient removed the catheter; the scrotum sloughed away entirely and the testicles became exposed, with an ulcerated

surface extending over the perinftjum, and the buttocks filled with maggots, which seemed unavoidable from the extreme difficulty

in keeping the parts clean and from the heat of the weather. On July 3d a gum-elastic catheter was again passed into the
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bladder. The patient, however, failed rapidly, became fully comatose under all the depressing circumstances, and died iu a

pitiable condition on the morning of July 15, 1864. The autopsy revealed the stricture and point of rupture just external to the

triangular ligaments. The severe symptoms of the case at the time of reception into the hospital render it highly doubtful whether

the laceration of the urethra and extravasation of urine could have taken place only the day previous to admission, but under any

circumstances should not the treatment in the first instance have been decisive, puncturing the bladder through the rectum (if

the catheter could not be introduced) and making numerous and deep incisions into the affected parts?"

Case 978.

—

Punctured wound of Ince joint.—Private 15. F. Carr, Co. G, 2d Minnesota Cavalry, aged 19 years, was

wounded in the left knee during the engagement with the Indians near the Little Missouri River. August 8, 1864. He remained at

a field hospital for two months and was then transferred to Fort Ridgely. Acting Assistant Surgeon A. Muller, in charge of the

latter, certified to his discharge from service, February 1, 1865, by reason of "an arrow wound through the knee immediately

below the patella, causing stiffness of the knee joint and considerable limping." Examining Surgeon B. R. Palmer, of Sauk

Centre, Minnesota, reported, June 17, 1868: "An Indian arrow passed into the knee joint under the knee pan. There are

evidences of extensive inflammation of the joint in numerous cicatrices around the joint. There is no anchylosis, but great

irritability in the joint after exercise, and difficulty in walking far or standing long." Examiner J. M. McMastera on Septem-

ber 6, 1877, made a corroborating report of the nature of the injury, and stated that "an iron or steel arrow penetrated the

knee joint. At present there is partial anchylosis of the joint, with dryness of the synovial membranes, indicated by cracking

upon motion, and considerable tumefaction in the popliteal region." The pensioner was paid December 4, 1881.

Case 979.

—

Punctured wound of knee joint.—Private T. A. Jackson, Co. H, 1st Rhode Island Cavalry, aged 23 years, is

recorded by Assistant Surgeon E. J. Marsh, U. S. A., as having been admitted to Judiciary Square Hospital, Washington, April

29, 1863, with a " perforating wound of the left knee," and as having been transferred to Philadelphia one week afterwards.

Acting Assistant Surgeon W. W. Keen, jr., reported the case as a "punctured wound of the knee joint " and described the injury

as follows: "The patient was admitted to Satterlee Hospital May 7th. He stated that in the previous December he met with a

fall from his horse, during which a pair of scissors from his knapsack punctured the knee joint and broke off; that the points

were removed three days after the accident, being three inches' deep according to the statement of his surgeon, and that severe

inflammation followed and a large number of abscesses formed about the joint. At the time of the patient's admission the injured

joint was smaller than the sound one, the hamstrings were contracted, and motion was limited from complete flexion to an angle

of 135° with the thigh. Crepitation was very marked and motion of the patella much restricted. Just to the inside and above

the tubercle of the tibia there was a cicatrix from a wound, and all about the joint old cicatrices from abscesses were found.

The evidence was rather in favor of penetration of the joint, both by the position of the cicatrix mentioned and the escape of

synovia, which seems probable from his statement, though of this he is not quite confident. The scissors were rusty when hi'

was wounded. He walks about on crutches but is unable to bear weight on the limb." Surgeon I. I. Hayes, U. S. V., reported

that the patient was discharged from service June 1, 1863, by reason of anchylosis of the left knee joint resulting from an injury by

scissors penetrating the knee joint." The man is not a pensioner.

Cask 980.

—

Incised wound ofneck.—Assistant Surgeon G.W.Hogeboom,8th Kansas, reports that "Private S. Noyes, Co. K,

13th Wisconsin, was admitted to hospital at Leavenworth, May 28, 1862, with a partially healed incised wound across the throat,

running diagonally from left to right and crossing the trachea just below the pomum adami. He was sent here from the Law-

rence Hospital and no account came with him of the injury, which is said to have been inflicted by himself with a bowie knife

while laboring under a temporary aberration of mind some time in March. When I first saw him the wound was discharging

healthy matter and there was some hoarseness of voice and expectoration of considerable quantities of pus at times; pulse 70, full,

soft and regular
;
general condition of system very good ; mind sound. There was no apparent opening from the external wound

into the trachea. It soon, however, became evident that there existed some obstruction to the closing up of the wound by granu-

lation, and from time to time thorough search was made for any deep-seated abscess and for sinuses connecting therewith. From

the character of the sputa at times I feared that there might exist such connections with the trachea internally, but failed in every

attempt to find any leading from the external wound. The patient's general condition, though every effort was made to find the

true seat of the difficulty, continued much the same until the morning of June 29th, when his hoarseness was a great deal worse

and accompanied with great difficulty of respiration and increased frequency of pulse attended with considerable hardness. I

immediately put him on calomel and tartar emetic in pretty liberal doses. By 6 r. If. the symptoms were in a measure relieved.

The treatment was continued through the night. At 8 P. M. on the following day the dyspnoea was still aggravated and the

patient's blood greatly in need of oxygenation. I then sent for instruments for the purpose of performing tracheotomy, but before

the operation could be done the patient expired asphyxiated. At the post-mortem examination I found an old sinus communicat-

ing with the trachea from behind, just below the chordae vocales, leading to an abscess below and immediately behind the opening

into the trachea. The trachea was contracted from behind to less than one-third its normal size, and following it closely a very

tortuous and small sinus connected the abscess also with the external wound. Sub-acute inflammation extended in a limited

degree to the larger bronchia, and patches of false membrane were found on the right side of the trachea. Other organs healthy."

Case 981.

—

Incised wound of abdomen.—Private J. Mooney, Co. G, 1st California Cavalry, was stabbed with a knife by

a fellow soldier May 18, 1863. He was conveyed to Camp Stanford Hospital at Stockton, whence Surgeon W. W. Hays, 6th

California, made the following report: "When first seen, about three-quarters of an hour after the injury, I found a wound in

the left side of the abdomen extending from about the centre of the seventh rib three inches diagonally toward the umbilicus, and

another in the back, on the left side of the second lumbar vertebra, extending upward and across the vertebral column for about

two and a half inches. About three feet of the small intestine, with some omentum, was lying upon the external surface of the

abdomen, being partly cold from exposure to the air and distended with gas. By gentle manipulation all was reduced in about

half an hour, and the wound was closed by interrupted sutures. The wound in the back bled freely and was only controlled by

an injection of sulphate of iron. The treatment consisted of the free use of opium, half a grain being given every hour during

the first twenty-four hours, and low diet. On the third day the bowels were opened by an enema and afterward by a full dose

of castor oil. Very little inflammation occurred, and that was controlled by opium and cold water. The patient improved rapidly,
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and to cluv (May 31st) be is walking about the camp, although the wound in the back is still discharging slightly. " About two

months after the occurrence of the accident the patient was admitted to hospital at Camp Drum, whence Surgeon S. S. Todd, -4th

California, reported his discharge from service September 6, 1863, by reason of "ventral hernia."

Cask 982.

—

Incised wound of hitee.— Private If. Moody, Co. (1. 118th New York, aged 24 years, entered Turner's Lane

Hospital. Philadelphia, May 23, 1864, and was discharged for disability seven months afterwards. Acting Assistant Surgeon

AY. W. Keen, jr., contributed the following history of the case :
" The patient had been struck by an axe in the right leg. just

below the patella, during the fall of 1863. The axe severed the ligameiititm patella, but he states that no synovia escaped and

hut very little blood. He was sick in lied for live months and then got up, having no anchylosis and the great primary swelling

having disappeared. In December, 1803, he enlisted in the army, having good use of the limb, though he could not run nor walk

rapidly without care, lie states that within the last six weeks the patella has been drawn upward, and that before then it

had almost kept its normal position. He now constantly requires a cane and cannot extend the limb by the quadriceps muscle.

No anchylosis exists." The cast (S/nc 6692, A. M. M.) was taken by Dr. Keen at the time of the patient's admission to

Turner's Lane Hospital, and shows the position of the patella, also the sear and resulting deformity, the limb being flexed. Some

years after his discharge the man claimed a pension for disability from diarrhoea, etc., alleged to have originated in the service.

and was inspected by Examining Surgeon T. C. Noyes, of Oshkosh, Wisconsin, who in connection with the case mentioned the

condition of the injured limb on August 19, 1880, as follows: "T find the right thigh atrophied from hip to knee, with slight

paralysis. Its size above the knee is three inches smaller than the left, somewhat weaker, and uncertain in movement."

Cask 983.

—

Lacerated wound of leg.—Private J. Fan-ell, Co. 15, 132d New York, aged 21 years, was severely injured by

an explosion at Bachelor's Creek, May 26, 1864. Surgeon C. A. Cowgill, U. S. V., reported his admission to Foster Hospital

at New Berne with "extensive laceration of the popliteal space of -the left lower extremity." Four months after receiving his

injury the patient was well enough to leave for his home on furlough. He subsequently entered Ladies' Home Hospital, New
York City, and lastly McDougall Hospital, whence he was discharged from service June 16, 1803, and pensioned. The New
York City Examining fioard certified to the injury on November 23, 1870, anil stated that "the outer hamstring muscles were

carried away, causing partial paralysis of the left foot. The cicatrix is eight inches in length by three in width." Five years

afterwards the same hoard reported that ''the strength of the knee joint is greatly impaired ; complete' paralysis of foot at the

ankle joint and also of the toes; foot cold and badly nourished." The pensioner was paid September 4, 1881.

CASE 1)84.

—

Lacerated won nil of leg.—Private P. Berrer, Co. I, 3d New Jersey Cavalry, aged 26 years, was kicked in the

left leg by a horse on March 14. 1864. He was admitted to hospital at Philadelphia, where simple dressings were applied and

where he remained until June 19th. when he was transferred to Ward Hospital at Newark. At the latter place the injured limb

was operated upon by Assistant Surgeon J. T. Calhoun, U. S. A., who made the following report of the case: "The site of the

limb kicked by the horse was on the anterior aspect, at the junction of the middle and upper thirds of the tibia. A lacerated

wound was produced and the hone was laid bare. In the course of some months a large and unhealthy ulcer developed itself,

covering the whole face of the lower upper third and upper part of the middle third of the tibia and causing profuse suppuration.

On November 8th an anaesthetic of ether and chloroform was administered and an incision three inches long was made, after

which a sequestrum four inches long was extracted with a bone forceps and carious bone was removed by means of a gouge.

The patient's general health at the time of the operation was in a fair state. His subsequent treatment consisted of simple dress-

ings, stimulants, and full diet. The wound di«l well for a time, but prospects of complete recovery remained remote and indifferent

at the time of the patient's discharge from service on April 8, 1865." The Philadelphia Examining Board reported, September

4. 1875: "On the inner side of the injured leg there is an extensive scar, which involves fully one-half of the surface. The
tibia is enlarged and the scar is hard and discolored. It has been open recently, but is now nearly healed." Two years later

the same hoard described the scar as discharging pus and the limb as greatly discolored and hypertrophied. The pensioner

was paid June 4, 1881.

Other Accidents and Injuries.—Of fifteen thousand two hundred and seventy-three

injuries of various kinds, grouped in this class, one thousand and seventy-five were fatal,

a mortality of 7.03 per cent. A large number of these cases were injuries from frostbite.

Cask 985.— Private A. Ztifall. Co. C, 142d Pennsylvania, aged 21 years, had his feet frost-bitten in the field during the

month of January, 1863. After undergoing treatment in field hospitals for several months, he was transferred to Washington

and subsequently to Philadelphia. Acting Assistant Surgeon I{. M. Girvin reported that at the time of the patient's admission

to Satterlee Hospital, June 23d, his feet were swollen and purplish looking and he had not been able to wear bis shoes for five

months. He was doing well and no treatment was required. The patient was returned to his regiment for duty on December

2, 1863. At the battle of the Wilderness, May 5, 1864, he received a gunshot Hesh wound in the left thigh, for which injury he

was again treated in various hospitals. He was ultimately mustered out of service May 29, 1865, and pensioned. Examining
Surgeon II. Brubaker, of Somerset, Pennsylvania, reported. November 4. IS74 :

" Tin' toes of both feet are stiff and the feet are

very tender from the presence of chilblains, which become very troublesome during the winter, when he is unable to wear shoes

most of the time." Examiner S. L. Good, of Meyersdale, Pennsylvania, March 15, 1880, certified to "loss of motion of the toes

of both feet; cold and imperfect circulation. He states that the feet are numb and get cold easily. He cannot walk much."

The pensioner was paid December 4, 1881.

Cask 980.

—

Frostbite of both feet.—Private L. S. Cronkhite, Co. I, 40th Indiana, aged 46 years, was taken prisoner at

the battle of Franklin, November 30. lsH>4, and had bis lower limbs frozen by exposure dining his captivity, which lasted for

several months. Assistant Surgeon J. A. White, U. S. V., reported that he was admitted as a paroled prisoner to McPherson
Hospital at Vicksburg. April 2, 1865, suffering from "frostbite of both feet," subsequent to which date the patient passed

through various hospitals until August 31, 1805, when he was mustered out of service. Having made an application for pension,

he was examined on December 31, 1880, by Examining Surgeon J. T. French, of Knoxville, Iowa, who described his condition
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as follows: "He lias Buffered from frozen feet. The flesh has sloughed off both the great toes and inner side and bottom of the

feet, causing extensive contraction of the tendons. He is unable to walk or attend to ordinary farm labor, rendering his dis-

ability equal to one-half of total."

Cask 987.

—

Strurk by lightning.—Private S. Millard, Co. K, 52d Pennsylvania, aged 20 years, was struck by lightning

while doing guard duty near Port Royal, May 13, 1864. lie was treated at the regimental hospital and subsequently at the

General Hospital at Hilton Head, whence Assistant Surgeon J. F. Huber, U. S. V.. reported the case, stating that ''the electric

fluid passed down the man's body in a zigzag direction and burned the body in its course." Tin 1 patient is recorded as having

been returned to duty three months after the occurrence of the accident. He was ultimately mustered out of service .Inly 12,

1865, and afterwards allowed a pension. The following detailed account of the case was subsequently contributed by Dr. .1. B.

Crawford, of Wilkesbarre, Pennsylvania, who at the time of the accident held the rank of regimental surgeon of the 52d Penn-

sylvania volunteers: "I saw the man about ten minutes after the reception of his injury. He laid upon tin' ground apparently

dead. No pulsation of the heart could be felt, no respiration could be observed, nor could any symptoms of life be discovered.

There was complete relaxation of the muscles and the pupils were much dilated. The electric fluid seemed to have lirst touched

the point of the bayonet, about one inch of which was melted. The brass buckle of bis belt, his steel watch-chain, and the

larger portion of the silver casing of the watch were also melted. The hair was burned from his chest and pubes. and the skin

of nearly the whole anterior portion of his body was more or less deeply burned. The injury to the skin was most severe about

the pubic region, where some sloughing subsequently took place. Passing down the legs the fluid singed the hair and slightly

burned the skin on the anterior surface of each limb. The soles of his boots were completely torn off, and no trace of them,

with the exception of a few small portions left attached, could he found. No marks of the electric fluid were made upon either

of the upper extremities nor upon the head or the neck. It seemed to have first touched him below the clavicle and to have

descended over the anterior portion of the body, where it left its visible traces. The woolen shirt which he wore at the time

was also much burned and was still smoking when I reached him. At first I had no thought of making any attempt at resusci-

tation, but while awaiting the arrival of a stretcher for the purpose of removing the body I decided to try the effect of artificial

respiration. No appliances for this purpose, however, were at hand, and my only resource was to compress and expand the

chest, depending on the elasticity of its walls and on the forcible elevation of the arms for means of expansion anil inflation, and

on direct compression of the chest with the hands for expiration. Being aided by my assistant. Dr. .1. Flowers. I proceeded to

carry out my purpose, the relaxed state of the muscular system seeming to facilitate the proceeding greatly. Ammonia was

applied to the mouth and nose while the forced respiration was being carried on. After continuing this procedure for a quarter

of an hour or more, and when about despairing of success, we were rewarded by what seemed to be a faint gasp in our patient

—

so slight, indeed, that we were not quite sure of its reality, yet enough to induce us to persevere in our efforts. We soon saw

more unequivocal signs of life, and at the expiration of half an hour we could detect positive evidence of the heart's action,

which was feeble and exceedingly slow, not amounting to more than thirty-five heats per minute. After continuing the treat-

ment for another half hour our patient was so far restored that we had him conveyed to the regimental hospital. As he was yet

unable to swallow, ammonia was given by inhalation, and whiskey was freely applied to the surface of the body. After the

expiration of some hours the patient became able to swallow small quantities of liquid ; the limbs and organs of speech, however,

remained paralyzed. He continued in a similar condition for about five days, the bowels being constipated and the urine passing

involuntarily. Sensibility seemed to have been lost. On the sixth day after the injury a slight improvement in all the suspended

functions was apparent. The voice gradually returned; movements of the limbs again became possible; the bladder and bowels

gradually resumed their wonted action, and sensibility anil motion returned by slow and uniform degrees. At the expiration of

three weeks I left for the north and lost sight of the patient, who was then able to walk a few rods with the aid of crutches.

Some three years afterwards he applied to me for a certificate on which to found a claim for a pension. At that time he had not

fully recovered, sensibility and motion being still impaired. His gait was unsteady and his movements tremulous and feeble;

Ids pulse had regained its normal frequency and force. His condition still continued to improve, and at the expiration of another

year he was able to attend to some light labor. I again saw the man in July. 1873, when he told me that he had nearly recov-

ered from his injury and had resumed his trade as wagon-maker. He also stated that he enjoyed tolerable health, and expe-

rienced none of the ill effects of his injury except on the approach of and during a thunder storm, at which time he would feel

excruciating pains throughout his system," etc. In consequence of adverse reports by the examining surgeons the pensioner's

name was dropped from the rolls on March 4, 1869, since when he has made ineffectual attempts to" be restored. The Scrnnton,

Pennsylvania, Examining Board certified, on March 7, 1877, to "reflex paraplegia consequent on the general electric shock of

such intensity as to disturb the co-relation of the nerve centres. While it did not utterly destroy, it has so far unpaired the

neural force as to give rise to loss of power by exhaustion more or less complete and to consequent occurring nutritive changes."

Case 988.

—

Struck by ligldning,— Sergeant W. Roberts, Co. C, 56th Ohio, aged 24 years, was struck by lightning while

on the march from Jackson to Vicksburg, July 22, 1863. He was conveyed to hospital at Vicksburg. where he was under treat-

ment for several weeks, after which he received a furlough and was allowed to proceed to his home. Surgeon L. K. Stone,

U. S. V., reported that "the man was admitted from his home to the General Hospital at Gallipolis on February 9, 1864. At

the time of his admission he could not walk, only shuffle along a few inches at a time, and could stand only when supported

on crutches or canes. He showed considerable emaciation; appetite poor; ptdse 120 and feeble; skin dry and cool. His mind

was not at all affected. According to his account of the accident he had sought shelter in the woods during a heavy thunder

storm and was standing under and against a tree, when he was struck senseless to the ground, one or two other soldiers being

killed at the same time. He remained unconscious for some hours, but was at last resuscitated by the dashing of cold water

and by friction, and was then removed to a hospital as soon as possible. The physician under whose care he was while staying

at his home stated that at first he was nearly helpless, and in December there was yet no perceptible improvement in the case.

his pulse being 125 and feeble, his emaciation considerable, and the use of his lower extremities being greatly impaired. Nothing

was mentioned about the treatment employed. On examination of the patient after his admission here, well marked general

paralysis of the motor system was found, particularly of the lower extremities, with some slight insensibility, anil a sluggish-
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ness of the capillary circulation. There was no oedema nor subsultus tend'mum. He could move his toes and partially flex his

legs or his thighs, but coidd not walk. The upper extremities were somewhat affected, but in a much less degree; bowels very

sluggish ; no affection of the urinary organs. Though occasionally there were severe paroxysms of pain just below the scapula?,

no pressure at any particular point along the spine caused pain. Atmospheric changes affected the patient very much, and when
the air was charged with electricity he showed considerable constitutional irritation, with fever, pain in the head and limbs, and

nausea. This was followed by two or three days of depression before he would recover his usual condition. The treatment

was principally chalybeate, with milk diet. The patient is slowly improving now (May 12th) ami able to walk more easily

with crutches, but is still quite feeble." At a subsequent date the patient was transferred to Columbus, where he was dis-

charged by expiration of service on October 27, 1864. On making an application for pension he received the following certificate

from Examining Surgeon W. G. Gill, of Decatur, Alabama, dated April 23, 1881 : "I have carefully examined the applicant.

He appears quite nervous, and says his left side gives him great pain when he exercises in attempting to do manual labor; that

he has never been able to do a regular day's work since the war, and although partially recovered from paralysis caused by
lightning, he still suffers very much. I rate his disability total."

Case 989.

—

Fatal case of sunstroke.—Private C. Vaughn, Co. B, 1st Louisiana, aged 30 years, was sunstruck at New
Orleans, and admitted to St. James' Hospital on September 16, 18G3. Acting Assistant Surgeon J. X. C. Smith reported that

"the patient was brought to the hospital in a state of unconsciousness. He could swallow nothing and occasionally had spasms

of the lumbar muscles. He was carefully watched. Cold-water applications were made to the head, and mustard was applied

to the back of the neck and to the soles of the feet. On the following day the patient's jaws were still spasmodically closed and

nothing could be forced into his mouth. At 2 r. m. the ice was taken from his head and his whole body was washed in mustard

water. His pulse was not much different from that of one in ordinary health. At 3 P. Jr., by some singular movement which

no one saw—although he was in a ward of forty-three beds, mostly occupied, and the nurses were but a few feet off—he seemed

to have rolled over and broken awash-basin, a sharp edge of which cut a gash three inches in length across the masseter muscle

of the left side of his face, nearly dividing it, and cutting in twain a branch of the transversalis faciei artery, which bled pretty

freely. The artery was secured by a ligature and the wound was stitched and secured by adhesive strips. The patient groaned

several times during the operation, but never recovered his consciousness nor took either nourishment or medicine while in the

hospital. He died at 10 P. M. on September 17, 18G3."

Cask 990.

—

Injury from a scorpion bite.—Private J. Sculley, Co. H, 6th New York Cavalry, aged 25 years, was stung

by a scorpion on the back of the neck, between the third and fourth cervical vertebrae, while in camp at Fair Oaks, June 27,

1862. Surgeon A. P. Clark, 6th New York Cavalry, who treated the case, made the following report: "The patient was a man
of robust constitution and of good health. I saw him a few minutes after the reception of the wound, which occurred at 10 A. M.

There was no swelling of the part, but he complained of intense pain in the back and lower extremities. I cauterized freely.

Severe spasms soon came on, producing in quick succession complete emprosthotonos and opisthotonos; pulse 55 and weak

;

pupils dilated; voice feeble; face livid; surface cold and bathed in clammy perspiration. He remained in this condition for two

and a half hours, when he gradually became insensible, the action of his heart becoming more feeble and irregular. Ten minims

of Bibron's antidotal mixture and a tablespoonful of brandy diluted with the same quantity of warm water was administered

and repeated every half hour until two and a half ounces of the brandy had been given. During this time hot sinapisms, with

diluted acetic acid, were kept applied along the spine and lower extremities. At 12 o'clock his face and hands began to swell,

the skin of these parts resembling an attack of phlegmonous erysipelas, though of a duskier hue. The swelling continued to

increase until about 6 P. M., at which time his head was of an enormous size and his eyes very glassy, appearing as if they would

burst from their sockets. The swelling also extended down the neck and chest as far as the lower part of the pectoral muscles,

down the arms as far as the insertion of the deltoid, and over the shoulder on either side of the wound; but there was none in

its immediate vicinity or below it on the back. The patient still remaining unconscious, I took twelve ounces of blood from the

left median cephalic vein and cupped him along the spine and lower part of the thorax, put two minims of croton oil upon his

tongue, and administered an enema of warm water and olive oil. Sinapisms were still continued. About 2 A. M. on the follow-

ing morning signs of returning consciousness appeared, when another enema was given and his feet were put into warm water.

In about a quarter of an hour afterwards he had a copious discharge from his bowels, very offensive and of a dark gelatinous

character, which was soon followed by the vomiting of a large quantity of matter of a similar but not so offensive nature.

After this consciousness returned and the swelling gradually subsided. At 3 P. M. the patient was able to sit and ride in an

ambulance. He reached Harrison's Landing on July 1st, when he reported to his company for duty. No untoward symptoms

afterwards appeared. During the course of the first day some ten different medical officers saw the patient and none of them

entertained any hope of his recovery. I am of the opinion that it was through the action of Bibron's antidote conveyed into the

circulation that the virus of the scorpion was neutralized or eliminated from the system, and that the action of the medicine was

promoted by the uther measures employed."
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Section II.

OPERATIONS FOR MISCELLANEOUS INJURIES.

Numerous operations for miscellaneous injuries or diseases, such as excisions, amputa-

tions, ligations, operations on the eye, the mouth and its dependencies, the air passages, the

chest, the genito-urinary organs, etc., were reported during the war. Detailed reports will

be given of the more important cases, and all will be cited in condensed tabular statements.

EXCISIONS.—Forty-five cases of excisions for miscellaneous injuries or diseases were

reported. Twenty-five were excisions of the bones of the head, five of the upper extrem-

ities, and fifteen of the lower extremities. The results are indicated in the following table:

Table CV.

Numerical Statement of Forty-Jive Cases of Excisions following Miscellaneous Injuries or Diseases.

EXCISIONS.
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Flo. 368.-
Exoised t»<>r

tiun of fibula.

Sijtc. 346.

incisions were mad** anteriorly and posteriorly and resection of the tibia and fibula was performed. Firm union resulted three

months after the operation, a gypsum apparatus being used during the last month. The patient was discharged from service

December 17. 1861, and sent home, lie had urgently requested that amputation be performed, but on careful examination it was

deemed more prudent to saw oft" the dead bone which had not yet been east oft* and to resort to amputation only in ease of failure

of the resection. The excised portion of the tibia (Sper. 34fi), represented in the adjacent cut (FlG. 3G8), and

measuring one and one-fourth inches in length, was contributed with the history of the ease by Assistant Surgeon

.1. W. S, Gouley, If. S. A. The patient became a pensioner after receiving his discharge. Examining Surgeon II.

I>. Train, of Sheffield. Massachusetts, September 7, 1S7'2. certified to the injury and resection, "shortening the limb

three inches. There is a perfect solidification at the place of fracture; no motion of ankle and instep. After slight

exertion or during damp weather lie has often severe pain, which prevents any labor. Since bis discharge he has

been obliged to lead a sedentary life from inability to walk. His general health is fair, but his system is generally

weakened and sensitive to cold weather. The foot is gradually perishing, and the pensioner would have been

infinitely better off to-day if amputation had been performed." Five years later the same examiner reported that

" since last examination spicules of bone were frequently discharged, the wound breaking out afresh. lie cannot

walk any distance without crutch or cane. General health poor." The pensioner was paid December 4, 1881.

Case 992.

—

Partial excision at the anlic joint.—Private L. Ettinger, 1 Co. K, 58th New York, aged 52 years, was
accidentally injured, near Hunter's Chapel, December (i, 1861, by the blow of an a.xe, which struck his right foot just below the

external malleolus, penetrating the anlcle joint. Assistant Surgeon J. 8. Hillings, U. S. A., who operated in the case, made the

following report: "The man was admitted to the Union Hotel Hospital, Georgetown, January 1, 1862, being very feeble and
emaciated and complaining of great pain in the foot. A large gaping wound existed at the site of the injury, from which sanious

fetid pus was escaping and at the bottom of which dead bone could be felt. Sinuses also ran down each side of the tendo-achillis,

and the whole integument about the ankle joint was livid and undermined. On January 6th partial excision of the ankle joint

was performed by a curved incision three inches long, made just below the external malleolus and including the original wound.

The external malleolus, the whole of the astragalus, and a small portion of the scaphoid were found to be carious and were

removed by means of the bone gouge and Listen's forceps. The haemorrhage was slight. Simple dressings were applied, and

ale and good diet were furnished. By March 1st the wound had entirely healed, the skit) had resumed its natural appearance,

and the patient could walk with a cane. He was then sent to Philadelphia, where he was discharged from service. I saw him
eight months afterwards, walking with a cane and with but a very slightly perceptible limp. The age and debilitated condition

of this patient rendered the expediency of excision very doubtful; but the result proved entirely satisfactory." The records

of South Street Hospital, Philadelphia, show that the patient was discharged September 17, 1862, by reason of "anchylosis of

the right ankle joint " resulting from the wound. The man subsequently became a pensioner. The nature of his injury and

disability has since then been corroborated by successive certificates of various examining surgeons. The pensioner has been

for some years an inmate of the hospital for the insane at Randall's Island, New York Harbor.

Table CVL
Summary of Twenty Cases of Excisions of the Bones of the Extremities.

[ Upper Extremities, 1—3; Loner Extremities, —20.]

NO.
Namk, Military

description*, and age.

Date of

Injury

Di.seasf..

Nature of Injury ok
Disease.

1
,
Onnsby, M. S., P
Infantry. age 20.

D, 8th
j

1862.

Bliss, O. M.. Capt.. H. 0th i Oct. 8,

Iowa, age 41. 18(14.

Reynolds, T.. Pt., Perma-
nent Party at Carlisle Bar-
racks, Penn., age 27.

West, W., Pt., P,78th Ohio.
age 30.

May ! l

1&3.

Oct. !<>.

1863.

Reynaud, C, Pt., II, 24 Ken- : Mav

H Taylor. J.. Pt., C, 38th Col-
;

tired Troops, age lfi. I 1864.

7 Burnett. A. J., Pt., G. 6th Aug. 7,

East Tennessee, age 36. 1863.

8 Cobnrn, S., Pt.. G, 3d Illinois '

Cavalry, age 38.

it Disney, T. \V., Pt.. B. 36th
Massachusetts, age 33.

10 Harper, H. 8., Pt.. E. 137 th Aug. —

.

New York, age 35. 1864.

Abscess mi light shoulder from
pressure of knapsack and ao-

! contremants. Anotherabscess
in leg: ulceration.

Compound fracture of the left

humerus, caused bv tall of
1

horse.

Right arm run over by a street

car. fracturing humerus.

Compound comminuted frac-

ture of the rigid elbow joint.

Condyles of humerus, head of
radius, and portion of ulna
crushed by a car wheel.

Right ulna fractured at tipper

part by blow from a musket

;

both ends of bone denuded.
A log fell upon him, fracturing
lower third of right femur:
necrosis and sloughing.

Compoundoomminut'd fracture
of left leg and dislocation of

ankle : run over by a wagon.
Ulcer of the right leg; perios-

titis of tibia and inflammation
of leg from knee to ankle.

Accidental fracture of the right

tibia: 3 inches of necrosed
bone exposed.

Scurvy and ulcer of left leg:
tibia extensively necrosed.

Date
OF

Opera-
tion.

Ol'ERATION AND OPERATOR.

Aug. 15,

166S. .

Oct. !*

1864.

< >ot. 2*2,

J 663.

.June 4.

1864.

Oct. 17,

1864.

Aug. --'I.

1863.

Second-
ary .

Sept. 2,

1864.

Jan. -Jl

1865.

'ortion of acr. proc, of scapula
, excised; August 2*2. spine and

balance of acr. proc. remov'd.
A.Surg. K.Bartholow.C.S. A.

Excision of upper part left hu-
! merus thro' a single incision.
' Surg. A. Goslin. 48th Illinois.

Resection of -2 inches of shaft
of right humerus.

Hxeision of condyles of right

humerus, head of radius, ami
point of olecranon through an
incision 5 ins. long. A. A.
Surg. .1. S. Baily.

Resection of both ends of bone,
about 3 ins. of shaft removed, i

Surg- R- R. Taylor, V. S. V.
Resection of 4 inches of lower
third of shaft of right femur.
A. A- Surg. O. Shiftier.

Excision of the left tibia

Discharged Nov. 1, 1862. Claim
for pension rejected. Spec. 415,
A. M. M. See First Surgical ,

Volume, p. 564.

Erysipelas appeared ; had nearly
passed away on Oct. 31, 1864.
Died March 24, 1865.

Diseh'd Mar. 26, 1861. Necrosis;
wound re opened; discharged
pus; pensioned: arm impaired.

Erysipelatous iutiamiaat'n, which
appeared on the 8th day. was
readily subdued. Died June
20. 1864, of mortification of the
arm.

Diseh'd June 13,'65; pensioned:
anchylosis elbow: good motion
of fingers. Died Dec. 28, 1870.

Wound sloughing. Died Octo-
ber -0. 1864. td' exhaustion.

Discharged June 27, '01: anchy- '

losis of the ankle joint. Claim
fur a pension rejected.

Mustered out July 6,
f

6Vt; tissues

inflamed and indurated: ankle
,

partially stiffened.

Discharged March 8, 1805; pen-
sioned; two inches shortening;
lameness. Died Jan. 31. 1873.

Mustered out Sept. 15, 1865; pen-

'

stoned. 1877,partsstill discharg-
ing extensively ; walks with dif-

ficulty; limb nearly worthless.

CULBERTSON (H.), Excision of the Larger Joints of the Extremities? in Transactions American Medical Association, 1876. .Supplement to Vul.

XXVII, p. 344. Prize Essay.

Excision of 3£ inches of the
right tibia.

Excision of 5 inches of the right

tibia.

Excision of 10* inches of left

tibia through an incision 12
inches long. Surg. G. Grant,
tl. S. V.
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No

19

80

Nasie, military
description', am) age,

Date of
Injury

DiseaseJ

Nature of Injury or
DlSEABE.

Datk
or

Opera-
tion.

Hickey. T., Corp'l, E, 3d > Jan. 31,

Michigan ( lavaJry, ' 18(14.

Hughes, J., Contraband, ;ige

Mickey, B. F,, Unassigned
recruit, ago 25.

Moulton, A. S., Pt., A, 6th
New Hampshire.

Olds, J. K.. Serg't, B, 10th
New Vork Artillery, age 29.

Peaseley, C, Pt., A, Kith
Massachusetts.

White. H. C, Pt„ C, 40th
|

New York, age 23.

l Ettinger, L.
T

Pt., K, 58th'
New York, age 52.

Danbury. E., Pt., K. 14th

New Jersey, age 22.

Pettio. H„ Pt., K, 7i;th New
York, age 22.

April 6
1865.

Fracture of bones of right leg; Mar. 10,

kick by a mule: fractured ends 18*54.

overlapped : gangrene.
Comminuted fracture of the Mar. 3,

tibia: necrosis about middle. 1865.

Comp'd comminut'd fracture of April 20,

the lower third of left tibia and 1865.

fibula, caused by leaping from
railroad car while in motion.

Disease of left leg, caused by July,11,
fever j necrosis of tibia. I 1862.

Operation and Operator.

Kraetiirril coils of tibia rcmov'd
by chain saw. A. A. Surg.
S. S. Jessop.

Excision of about 2 Inches of
tibia at middle third. A. A.
Surg. H. H. Watts.

Excision of 2 inches of left

tibia through incision 3 inches
long. Surgeon T. W, Pry,
U. 3. V.

Excision of a portion of tibia.

Result and Remarks.

May 29, Compound fracture of middle
1864. third of right tibia and fibula

;

fibula firmly united; no at-
\

tempt at union in tibia.

Aug. 31, Comminuted fracture of the
1861.

j
left tibia and fibula by kick of
a horse ; no attempt at union :

|

I

bone bare for space of 2 inches.

Necrosis of the right tibia,

caused by syphilis.

Dec. 6, Right foot struck with an axe
1861. just below malleolus, pene-

j

t rating ankle joint; large gap-
ing wound, at the bottom of
which dead bonecould be felt.

Oct. 3, Comminuted fracture of the
1863. | right os calcis by a railroad

!
accident.

Feb. 7, Ends of tibia remo'd « ith chain
1865.

i

saw; holes drilled to facilitate

formation of callus. Surg. « >.

; A. Judson. V. s. V.
Second- Excision of 2 inches of shafts

ary. ' of tibia and fibula" through
! anterior and posterior ineis'ns.

Second- Excision of 6 inches of the right

ary.
|

tibia, middle third.

Jan. 6, Curved incision 3 inches long
1862. justbelow external malleolus:

malleolus, astragalus, and a
small portion ofscaphoid bone
removed by bone gouge and
Liston's forceps. Ass't Surg.
J. S. Billings, U. N. A.

Oct. 10, Excision of entire os calcis.

1863. Surg. A. Treganowan, 14th

|

New Jersey.

May—, I
Ulcer, causing caries .

1863. I

July26, Excision of the first metatarsal
1863. bone of right foot. Assistant

Surg. W. Thomson, II. S. A.

March 19, ligation of j*>st. tibial

;

metastatic abscess. March 29,

amp. thigh. Died Mar. 31 1861.

March 31, 1863: reeov'd. Walk-
ing on injured leg.

Absented himself without leave.
Not pensioned.

Discharged Sept. 27, 1862: pen-
sioned. 1871. leg swollen and
painful : varicose veins.

Discharged June 14, 1865; tibia

ununited: limb totally useless.

May, 1877, amputation of leg
below the knee.

I Msebarged Dee. 16, 1861
;
pens'd.

1877, no flexion or motion at an-
kle ; wound breaking out afresh.
Spec. 346. A. M. M.
Discharged Oct. 3. 1865. 1869,.
ulcerated surface of litnb with '

indurated and adherent border.
March 1. entirely healed. Dis-

charged September 17, 1862;
anchylosis of ankle Joint : i*c».

sioned. February. 1881. lias

been for the past eight years an
inmate of Hospital for the In-

sane at Randall's Island.

Wound healed bat opened again
during march in Wilderness.
Transferred for muster out May
23. 1865; not a pensioner.

Discharged Dec. 19, 1863 • pens'd.

1877. foot partly everted, toe

retracted, foot weakened.

AMPUTATIONS.—Seven hundred and seventy-six cases of amputations in the bones

of the extremities are found on the records. One hundred and ninety-five were in the upper,

and five hundred and eighty-one in the lower extremities. Of the former twenty, or 10.5

per cent., and of the latter one hundred and forty-six, or 25.5 per cent., were fatal.

amputations in the uppkr extremities.—Six were amputations at the shoulder joint,

forty-four in the arm, thirty-four in the forearm, seventeen of the hand, and ninety-four of

the fingers; in one of the latter re-amputation in the forearm became necessary:

Table 0VII.

Numerical Statement of One Hundred and Ninety-jive Castes of Amputations in the Upper Extremities

for Disease or for Injury not inflicted by Weapons of War.

AMPUTATIONS.
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Cask 993.

—

Amputation in the arm.—A. J. Ross, a civilian, was hurt in the left forearm by a railroad accident at Mound
City, April 18, 1863. The injury and its results were described by Surgeon H. Wardner, U. S. V., as follows : "The radius and

ulna were fractured in several places and the superficial muscles of the palmar side of the arm were terrible lacerated, besides

which the arm was bruised about the elbow joint. The patient was considerably prostrated from loss of blood, so much so as

to cause me to desist from operating when counseled by his attending physicians. Adhesive strips and cold-water dressings

were used and the patient was put upon stimulants and tonics. By May 1st much of the superficial muscular substance of

the forearm had sloughed away and the olecranon process was exposed and denuded. Flaxseed poultices

with charcoal and cinchona were now applied. On June 3d I again visited the patient and urged him to

have the limb amputated. The treatment was continued until June 18th, when it was found that the bones

would not unite and the patient was on the decline, and I was called by the attending physician for the pur-

pose of operating. I found the patient quite weak and showing symptoms of epilepsy. I performed the

amputation at the middle third of the humerus by circular operation and dressed the stump with simple

dressings, which were continued until June 24th, when a portion of the ligatures came away. Two days

afterwards the patient was able to walk about the room, and the next day the remaining ligatures came away.

On July 4th the patient was attacked with fever and diarrhoea, which continued over two weeks, reducing

him very low and seriously retarding the progress of the case. By July 25th, however, he was regaining

his strength rapidly and the stump was again improving. In the following month he was able to walk about

town and was gaining flesh very fast. On October 13th he was considered cured." The amputated portion

of the humerus and the bones of the forearm (Sper. 1770) were contributed to the Museum by the operator

and are represented in the cut (FIG. 369). The specimen shows the bones of the forearm to be fractured

near the middle and again at their upper extremities, the greater portion of the shafts being necrosed and

having slight and imperfect involucra. The fragments of the lower extremity of the humerus are attached

to it in irregular positions by callus.

Case 994.

—

Amputation in the forearm.—Private N. W. Pelton, 2d Wisconsin Cavalry, aged 46 years,

was admitted to Harvey Hospital at Madison on November 15, 1864, with disease of the right hand, for

which amputation was performed by Surgeon H. Culbertson, U. S. V., who reported the following history:

"The patient had lost the thumb and index finger of his right hand, which were removed by Dr. R. L.

Tolfore, of Lone Rock, Wisconsin, on April 20, 1864, the operation being the result of, a felon contracted

the previous month. On December 30th, when the forearm was amputated, the wrist joint had become par-

tially anchylosed from ostitis and necrosis of several of the carpal bones, and there was an open sinus on

the dorsum of the hand; plastic organized material in the cellular tissues of the fingers, hand, wrist, and

along the extensor and flexor tendons; cellular tissues indurated and of a yellow color; periostitis extend-

ing up the radius and ulna three inches above the wrist joint ; structure of ulna somewhat softened and

darkened for two inches above its lower extremity; loss of motion in the remaining fingers induced by the

organized effusion about the tendons. The patient's system had become impaired from continued pain and

discharge. He had recently had an attack of erysipelas in the hand and arm, but had entirely recovered

and earnestly desired to have the hand removed. The amputation was performed by the circular method

at the lower fourth of the forearm, above the diseased bone, three vessels, the radial, ulnar, and interosseous arteries, being

taken up. Chloroform was used with good effect. One grain of morphia was given after the operation, and the wound was

closed with sutures, adhesive plaster, and bandage. Fifteen hours afterwards the bandage was removed and cold-water dress-

ings were applied. The patient died January 7, 1865, of erysipelas, which extended to other parts of the body and was arrested

in the arm and stump." The bones of the amputated limb, comprising the lower portion of the forearm, the carpus, and three

metacarpal bones, were contributed to the Museum by the operator and constitute specimen 3695 of the Surgical Section. The
carpus shows the semilunar bone to be partly necrosed and caries exists in the adjacent bones.

Case 995.

—

Amputation in the forearm.—Private F. Schubnel, Co. A, 23d Indiana, aged 37 years, had his right hand

poisoned in May, 1864, while engaged in pulling and gathering leaves for bedding for a field hospital during the Atlanta campaign.

Surgeon M. Brucker of the regiment certified to the injury, and reported that it produced malignant ulceration, affecting the whole

arm. At the expiration of his service, July 28, 1864, the man was mustered out and returned to his home, where amputation

subsequently became necessary and was performed four inches below the elbow on September 2, 1864. Dr. D. H. Combs, of

Charlestown, Indiana, who performed the operation, certified that when the man came to him "he was suffering from poison

which had affected his system. Gangrene had ensued, the arm was greatly swollen, and there was no remedy but amputation,

which was performed. After a time the stump healed well and the patient was in a fair way to recovery, though his system

was weakened from the effects of the poison; his gums were spongy, tongue flabby," etc. The operator further added that he

saw but little of the patient after the stump had entirely healed. In his application for commutation, dated 1870, the pensioner

described the stump as being in a "sound condition." No definite cause of his death, which occurred on April 5, 1873, has been

reported to the Pension Office.

Ninety-three of the one hundred and ninety-five amputations in the upper extremities

were ablations of fingers. In the following tabular statement are given condensed accounts

of the remaining one hundred and two cases of amputations at the shoulder, in the arm, in

the forearm, and in the hand; sixty-seven were for fractures caused by falls, railroad acci-

dents, etc., six for punctured and incised wounds, eight for burns or scalds, four for poisoning,

and seventeen for diseases.

FlQ. 3159.—Bones of

the forearm, with por-

tion of humerus. Spec
1770.
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Table CVIII.

Summary of One Hundred and, Two Cases of Amputations in the Upper Extremities for Miscellaneous

Injuries or Disease.

[ Amputations at the shoulder, I— : amputations iu the arm, 7—50 ; amputations in the forearm, 51—85 ; amputations in the hand, BC—102.]

Name. Miutaky
Description, and age.

Armes, A.. Pt., 1). 93d New Sept 20,
York, age 22. 1864.

Date of
IsjtUY

Corragin, J-, Pt., 13th Mich-
igan Battery, age 23.

Wunderlieh, M.. Pt., H. 1st

Michigan Artillery, age 20,

Bowers, G% W., Pt., A, :td

I Maryland, age 25.

Hill, I. B. (Rev.). V. 8. San-
!

itary Commission, age 68.

W'halen, M., Corp'I, G, 33d
Massachusetts, age 38.

Baker, J., Serg't, A, 48th
Pennsylvania.

Carpenter. J. X., Pt., A, lllli

Michigan.

Carrigan, P. s., pt., P, 5th

I

Cavalry.

Coleman. J.. Pt.. D, 6th
Tennessee Mounted Infan-

try, age 18.

Dilley. A., Gov't employe,
Nashville and Chattanooga
Railroad, age 20.

Downey, J., Pt, D, 145th
New York, age 4U.

Feigley, J. C, Serg't Maj.
31st Ohio, age 25.

Freeman, H., Pt., D, 60th
Illinois, age 21.

Fuller, A., Serg't, O, 14th
Maine, age 24.

Funking, H., Pt. D, 5th N.
V. H'vy Artillery, age 23.

Loveridge, J., Pt., G, 14th
N. Y. Heavy Artillery.

Lowry, p., pt., C, 21st New
York Cavalry, age 27.

Marcy, G. F., Pt., F, 21st

Massachusetts.
Meeks, J. C, Serg't., A, 24th
Georgia, age 22.

Megatis, T., Hospital Stew-
ard, 00th Peiiti., age 41.

Mitchell, E., Pt.. E. 6th In-

diana Cavalry, age 28.

Murphy, It., Pt., H, 1st

Rhode Island Artil'rv, age
46.

Navins, J., citizen

Neer, M., Pt, H. 14th West
Virginia, age 29.

Newcomb, N. L., Pt, G,
174th Ohio.

lune 10,

1865.

Tune 30,

1865.

Oct. 4,

1863.

June 15.

1864.

Sept. 15,

1864.

Feb. 3,

1864.

Sept. 24
1864.

Nov. 21
1865.

Mar. —
1865.

June 12

1863.

Oct. 28,

1863.

Feb. 24

1864.

NATURE op I.VJUHr on
Disease.

Right arm crushed by railroad
cars.

Right arm carried away by
railroad ears.

Comminuted fracture of right
arm. caused by a railroad ac-
cident.

Right forearm and arm crushed
by railroad cars.

Left arm crushed by railroad
cars.

Right arm severed and scapula
fractured by railroad cars.

June 30.

1864.

Oct. 25,

1864.

Dec. 18,

1862.

June 14

lt-65.

Aug. 20,

1861.

July 16.

1864.

July 4,

1864.

Oct. 30,

1864.

May 14,

1863.

July 23,

1863.

April 14

1864.

May 12,

1865.

Date

OrF.KA-

TIOX.

Sept. 20,

1864.
I

June 20,

1865.

June 30,

1865.

Oct. 4,

1863.

June 15,

1864.

Sept. 15.

1864.

Coiiip'nd comminuted fracture Feb. 3,

of left arm and laceration mid- 1864
die finger, right hand; rail-

road accident.

Railroad injury of right arm...

Right forearm crushed by being
run over by a locomotive.

Incised wound of left elbow
joint : gangrene.

While attempting to get on a
moving train had both amis
crushed by car wheels ; left

humerus crushed to its head.

Comminuted fract. of forearm
and arm, great laceration of
soft parts; railroad accident.

Compound fracture of left arm
;

railroad accident

Unfavorable result of vacci-

nation in rebel prison
;
gan-

grenous.
Left arm crushed by railroad

cars.

Comminuted fracture of right

arm and left foot; railroad

accident.

Injury of the right arm by rail-

road ears.

Comminuted fracture of right

humerus, radius, and ulna,

also of second and third toes
of right foot.

Left arm injured above elbow;
railroad accident.

Comminuted fracture of right

elbow joint.

Railroad ears completely crush-
ed and comminuted right hu-
merus in lower third.

Right arm crushed ami almost
severed; railroad accident.

Fell from caisson and sustained
compound comminuted frac-

ture of left arm.
Compound fracture of right ra-

dius and ulna and simple frac-

ture of humerus; fall from a
bridge ; sphacelus.

Left forearm crushed from wrist

to elbow, also fracture of in-

ferior maxilla; railroad acci-

dent.

Right arm injured above the
elbow; railroad accident.

Sept. 24,' Circular amputation of arm 4

1804.
I inches from fold of pectoralis

|

major.
Nov. 21, Circular amputation of right

1865.
| arm at lower third. Ass't

j

Surg. D. Bache, U.S. A.
April 0, Circular amputation at middle
1865. I third of left arm. A.A.Surg.

J. W. Taylor.
Prim'ry Amputation of left arm, 3 ins.

of bone allowed to remain in

stump; also of right forearm
at middle third. Dr. Brand-
ish, Nashville.

Operation and Otkrator.

Amputation at the shoulder
joint; flaps from deltoid mus-
cle and axilla. A. A. Surg.
M. Baldwin.

Amputat'nat the shoulder joint
by external aud internal (taps.

A. A. Surg. F. P. Foster.
Anteroposterior Hap amputa-
tion at shoulder joint. A. A.
Surg. M. L. llerr.

Flap amputation at shoulder
joint by Lisfrane's process.

A. A. Surg. J. Kirker.

Amputation at the shoulder
joint. Ass'tSurg.C. C. Byrne,
U. S. A

.

AmpuTat'n at the shoulderjoint
and removal of fragments aud
head of scapula. Ass't Surg.
C. Bacon, jr., U.S. A.

Circular amputat'u of arm near
shoulder joint. A. A. Surg.
A. II. lial'berstadt.

UEsut/r and Remarks.

Oct. 20
1 863.

Feb. 24,

IBM.

Sept 28
1864.

June 30,

1864.

Oct. 25,
1864.

Dec. 18,

1862.

June 15.

1865.

Aug. 30.

1861.

Julv 19,

1864.
July 4,

1864.

Oct. 30,

1864.

May 14.

1863.

July 26,

1863.

April 14

1864.

Mav 13,

1865.

Flap amputation at upper third

of left arm. Surg. R. S. Ken-
derdine, U. 8. V., and A. A.
Surg. D. \V. Hunt

Amputat'u of left arm at upper
third. Pension Kxam. Surg.
Hamlin, Newark, Ohio.

Circular amputation of left arm
near shoulder joint. Confed-
erate surgeon.
Arm amputated 5 inches from
shoulder. Surg. T. F. Perley,

U. S. V.
Circular amputation at middle
third of right arm and at low-
er third of left leg. Surg. Z.
E. Bliss. U. S. V.

Flap amputation of right arm,
upper third. Surg. S. Morse,
14th N. Y. Heavy Artillery.

Flap amputation of right arm,
upper third, also of second
and third toes. A. A. Surg.
H. S. Streeter.

Amputation of arm at upper
third.

Circular amputation at middle
third of right arm.

Circular amputation of right

arm at upper third. A. A.
Surg. E. L. Duer.

Circular amputation at upper
third of arm. Ass't Surg.W.
H. Jones, 115th Ohio.

Flap amputation of arm at up-
per third.

Oval skin-flap amputation of
right arm at surgical neck of
humerus, with circular section

of muscles. Ass't Surg. W.
Thomson, U. S. A.

Antero-posterior flap amputa-
tion at lower third of arm.
Surg. S. N. Sherman, U. S. V.

Circular amputation at lower
third of arm. Surg. G. W.
Kizer, C. S. A.

Discharged February 17, 1865;
pensioned: good stump.

Discharged September 10, 1865;
pensioned.

Discharged October 27, 1865; not
a pensioner.

Died October9, 1863, of pya?mia.

Pied June 16, 1864, of shock.

Died September 16. 1864. of in-

juries. Autopsy revealed also

fracture of first, second, and
third ribs, etc.

Transferred to Veteran Reserve
Corps March 3, 1865.

Discharged September 30. 1864.

Discharged March 2, 1806; re-

jected as a pensioner.

Discharged June 6, 1865.

Recovery. Wound of left shoul-
der has never healed. May 20,

1866, three sinuses in front and
one behind shoulder leading to

necrosed bone. Oct., 1866, his

health is very good.
Much sloughing. Disch'd Nov.
3, 1864; stump healed.

Discharged June 1, 1864.

Mustered out Jnly 31, 1865.

Discharged September 11, 1865;
stump healed.

Doing well. Discharged May
31, 1865.

Discharged-May 19, 1864.

Discharged November 22, 1865.

Discharged January 13, 1862;
stump good.

Sent to prison February 16, 1865.

Gangrene. July 10, secondary
haemorrhage. Discharged De-
cember 12, 1864.

Transferred December 1, 1864
;

not a pensioner.

Discharged September 17, 1863;
stump healed but tender.

Discharged from hospital Nov.
15, 1863, perfectly well. Spe-c.

1840, A.M. M.

Haemorrhage on 17th day; no re-

currence. Discharged Septem-
ber 10. 1864 : not pensioned.

Discharged June 28, 1865; stump
sound.
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Name, Military
DESCKU'TIuN. AM" A<;e.

Osborne, ('., PL. 38th New
York Battery.

Rieman,
Maine,

Date or Date
Injury Nature ok Injury oh of

or DISEASE. OVBBA-
DlSEASK.

I

TIO\.

Operation am> oi'ki:atok. Result and Remarks.

Feb. 24, Compound comminuted frac- Fob. 24,

1865. ture of right humerus; rail- 1865.
mad accident.

|-:th Jan. 16, Injury of left arm; railroad Jau. 16,

I ]P(i4. accident. J8t>4.

Romine. J.. PL. F, 122d Sept, 1 I.

Ohio, age 20.
j

18<i4.

Right arm crushed under
wheel.

ROSS, A. .J., civilian. April 18, fracture ofleft radius and ulna,

1863.

Seary, J., PL, II, 1st Mis- May26,
soui'i Cavalry, age 26. 1864.

Secor, D., CorpT, A. 56tli

N'.w York, age 32. 1865.

Seit, 1-'., PL, F, 68th Now Sept. 15,

York. ! 1864.

ng elbow ,i"int ; rail-

road accident.

Fracture of left arm by being
thrown from his horse.

July 12, Comp'nd comminuted fracture

Nov. 4.

1864.

Juno lg,

1863.

May 26,

1864.

July 12,

maif left arm ; railroad accident.
Right arm crushed by railroad Sept. 15,

accident. i 1864.

Sumner L. O., PL, I>. 78th July in, Injury of right arm: railroad Twelve
Now York. 18*02. accident. hours

after.

Railroad injur}' of loft arm. .
.

i 1865,

,
Injury of right arm above ol- July I",

bow and dislocation of thigh; 1864.

railroad accident.

Tattle, J. H.. PL, E, 38th Mar. 28,' Injury of loft arm by railroad Mar. 28,

Massachusetts. 1865.
i

accideut. 1865.

Thompson, M., I'L, C, 1st Jan. 22.

Pcnn. Light Art., ago 30. 1865.

Tucker, \V. J., Pt., G, 1 Ith July 15,

Veteran Rosorvo Corps. 1864

38 Van VIenk, \V., PL. II, 125th

New York, age 37.

Wade, S., Pt., E, 177th Ohio,

age 21.

(let. Pt,
j

Injury of right arm ami right Oct. 1!*,

1862, knee; railroad accideut. L863.

52

55

Wait, II. U, I*t., C, 3d Iowa,
ago 25.

Clark, J., employe in the

Quartermaster's Depart m't,

age 30.

Coker, J., Pt., C, 6th Ten-
ncssee, nge 34.

Conway. J. A., Pt., A, 55th
Pennsylvania, age 22.

Dougherty, J., Pt., A, 90th
Pennsylvania.

Enyart, H. D., Pt., G, 23d
Veteran Reserve Corps, age
28.

Ilitehens, C, Pt., C, 2d Ma-
ryland P. H. B.

Read)'. P., Pt., E, 13th New
York Cavalry, age 48.

Rouse, M., colored woman,
age 23.

Sweeny, J., PL, E, 70th N.
York.

Adams, T. B., Pt., A. 6th
Kansas Cavalry, age 39.

Campbell, S., Pt., H, 2d Ma-
ryland, age 22.

Oct. 13, < Compound fracture at middle
1864.

!
third of left humerus; rail-

road accident.

May 9. Right elbow joint crushed by
1864.

I

railroad oar wheel.

Jau. 4, Compound comminuted frac-

.1865. tare of left humerus, radius,

and ulna; railroad accident.

Jan. 26, Comp'nd comminuted fracture

1865.
j

at upper third of left radius

i

and ulna, also fracture and
1 dislocation of right elbow.

Ma)* 24. Railroad carscompletely crush-
1865. ed left radius and ulna and

right tibia and fibula.

Nov. 11, Compound fracture left radius

1863.
|

and ulna, laceration of scalp
and cone, of brain, fracture
of 2d and 3d ribs

;
gangrene.

Oct. 13, Compound fracture of right

1864. radius and ulna; accident;
gangrene.

April 3, Right arm crushed from wrist
186*3. to middle of humerus; rail-

road accident.

June 9, Compound comminuted frae-

1864. ture of middle and up. thirds

of right radius and ulna, joint

destroyed : railroad accident.

Fleer of left arm and neck re-

sulting from frequent attacks
of malarial fever; gangrene.

Mar. 28, Comp'nd comminuted fracture

1864. of right humerus, lower third,

extensive laceration of fore-

arm ; also compound fracture
of left metatarsus and pha-
langes; railroad accident.

Scrofula; inflamma'n involving
ligaments, carpal bones, and
low. thirds of radius and ulna.

Palmar abscess of left hand;
erysipelas.

Dilley, A., Gov't employe^
Nashville and Chattenooga
Railroad, age 20.

Dunlap, O., Capt..
Illinois.

26th

June 12, Both arms crushed by car
1863. wheels: attempting to get on

: moving train.

Dee. 28.' Injury of right hand mid right

1864. ,
foot; railroad accident.

Fleming, J.. Corp'l, F, Cole's June 20. Left hand mangled and forearm
Maryland Cavalry. 1864.

Fosgate, O., Pt., C, 57th
Massachusetts, age 43.

Gardner, C. A., PL, B, lOtb Mar. —

,

New York Artillery. 1864. |

fractured, also thumb and first

finger right hand ; railroad
accident.

Felon ou right index finger;
fissures of hand sloughing;
btemorrh. from palmar arch.

Fever sore

Oet. 13,

1864.

May 9,

1864.

Jan. 4,

1 865.

Jan. 27,

1 865.

May 24,

1865.

Nov. 15,

1863.

Oct. 24,

1864.

April 3,

1863.

June 9,

1864.

April 15,

1865.

Mar. 29,

1864.

Feb 19,

1863.

Prim'ry.

Dec. 28,

1864.

June 21

1864.

Juno 16,

1864.

Aug. 28,

1864.

Flap amputation of arm 9 ins.

from shoulder.

Flap amputat'n at middle third

of arm. Surg. O. M. Hum-
phreys, U- 8.V.

Flap amputation of arm near
insertion of deltoid. Surg. T.
A. Dargan. P. A.C. S.

Circular amputation at middle
third of arm. Surg. II. Ward-
uer, I'. S. V.

Flap amputation at upper third

of left arm.
Circularamputation of left arm
at lower third.

Amputation of right arm about
3 ins. from Klmulder. Surg.
L. SehultZ, 68th N. Y.

Amputation of arm 3 inches
from shoulder. Surg. E. P.
Gray, 78th N. Y.

Aniputat'n ofarm below shoul-
der Joint.

Flap ainpulat'n at middle third

of right arm.

Flap amputation of left arm \>

inches from shoulder. Surg.
H. Fearn. 175th N. Y.

Flapamputation at upper third

ofarm. Surg. W. S. Cooper,
125th N. Y.

Circular amputation at upper
third of arm. A. A. Surg. S.

L. Merrill.

Flapamputation 2 inches above
elbow.

Amputation of arm by antero-
post. semi-circular flaps. A.
A. Surg. W. Raiser.

Flap amputation of both arms
at middle third. A. A. Surg.
II. S. Streeter.

Circular amputat'u,lower third,

left arm. A. A. Surg. R. M.
Kirk. Amp. of right thigh.
A ntero-posterior flap amputa-
tion at middle third of arm.
A. A. Surg. S. C. King.

Amputation at upper third of
right arm. Surg. A. Ham-
mer, U. S. V.

Amputation of arm near shoul-
der joint.

Flap amputat'n at middle third
of arm. Ass't Surg. J. II.

Frantz, U. S. A.

Circular amputation at upper
third of arm. Surgeon T. J.
Wright, 64th U- S. C. T.

Circular amputation of right

arm. A. A. Surg.W. S.Ward.

Amputation of right forearm .

Antero-posterior flap amputa-
tion at middle third of forearm.

Amputation of right forearm,
middle third, and of left arm,
upper third. Dr. Brandish,
Nashville.

Amputation forearm just above
wrist and of leg just above
ankle. Surg. O. Hoyt, 30th
Wisconsin,

Circular flap amputat'n at low-
er third of left forearm and
thumb and finger right hand.

Circular amputation at tower
third of forearm. A. A. Surg.
M. M. Jarratt.

Flap amputation at lower third

of left forearm. Dr. Trow-
bridge, Watertown, N. Y.

Discharged June 14, 1865.

Jan. 31 . ligation of axillary. Feb.
17. ligation of subclavian. Gan-
grene; necrosis. Disch'd Julv
31. 1865.

Discharged June 20, 1865; good
stump.

October 18. IK63, cured. Spec.

1770, A. M. M.

Discharged Julv 31,1864. Died
July 15, p-68.

Discharged November 4, 1865.

Discharged June 17, 1865; sound
stump.

Discharged January 17, 1863;
sound stump.

Deserted July 2, 1865; no pension

record.

Discharged Nov. 2, 1864; stump
healed.

Stump wasted and weak, but
healed. Disch'd June 30, 18b'5.

Discharged November 21, 1862.

Died July 28, 1868, of pya?mia.

Discharged April 13, 1865; stump
healed.

Mustered out August 26, 1865.

January 22. pytemic symptoms
set in. Died February 11, 1865,
of pyaemia.

In a semi -moribund condition.

Died January 27, 1865.

Died May i.'8, 1865, of internal

injuries.

Died November 18, 1863, of in-

juries; autopsy.

Died November 11, 1864, of py-
aemia; autopsy.

No reaction. Died April 5, 1863.

June 13. pysem- symptoms. Died
June 2!'," 1864, of pyaemia ; au-
topsy.

Died April 27, 1865, of diarrhoea.

Rallied to some extent. Died
March 31, 1864, from nervous
shock.

Discharged August 12, 1863.

Feb. 23, sec. haem.. lig. of radial

artery. Trans, to V. R. Corps
Julv*lG, 1863; stump perfectly
healed. SpecsA 184, 1185. A.M.M.

Recovered. May 20, 1866, three

sinuses in front and one behind
shoulder leading tonecro. bone,

Oct., 1866, health very good.
Discharged May 15, 1865.

Discharged March II. 1865,

Transferred to Veteran Reserve
Corps January 18, 1865; sound
stamp.

Transferred to Veteran Reserve
Corps.
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LtATKuf
Name, Military Injiry

DESCRIPTION, and Are. OR

67

68

69

7U

; 1

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

7'.)

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

Gardner, M., Pt., I, 12th Col- Aug. 26.

ored Troops. 1864.

Garrett, E„ Pi.. A. 43d Col-
ored Troops. age 20.

(Havin. .1.. Pt., (1, 21st New Jan. 18,

York Cavalry. 1865.

Craeser, W., Pt., I. 4','d New
York.

I iBt'A.

Oridley, J., Pt., — , 9th Mich- Sept. 16,

igau, age 30. 18t»4.

Halbert. J. S-, Pt., I, 8th June 24,

Illinois Cavalry. I I860.
Hawkins. S„ Pt.*, A, 9th New Jan. 80,

York Cavalry, age 35. 1865.

Hughes, T., Pt., 11. 49tfa N. Aug. 30,

York, age 44. Lti64.

Jones, >'.. Pt., D, 4th Engi-
neers, Colored Troops.

Kennedy, P. A. 11., Pt., 11, April
36th Indiana. 1863.

Killgore, J. A., Pt., B, 97th Nov. 1,

Illinois, age 19. 1863.

Lflviers, 11 H.. Pt., V, 26th
Michigan, age 30.

Moreland, J.,Pt.,G,9thOhio Mar. 14
Cavalry. 1865.

Osborne, W.L., Pt., H, 12th

West Virginia.

Pampell, J. K., Serg't, 11, 3d Nov. 9,

Maryland, age 23. 1863.

NATUBE ok injuky oh
Dl>KAr*E.

Injury of right hand and foot

by railroad cars.

Both limbs injured by falling

into fire.

Right baud burned, destroying
bone and muscles.

Left hand |H>isoned while a
prisoner of war.

Contusion of left lorearni by
ears.

Injury of left forearm
;
railroad

accident.

Axe wound in left wrist joint. .

Comp'ud comminuted fracture

of right radius and ulna; rail-

road accident.
Cut by an axe ueross forearm
and face.

Scrofula. Right w ri*t Joint,

knee, and ankle affected by
tuberculosis; exten. destruc-
tion of bony and lofl parts.

Lower two-thirds of right fore-

arm body crushed; railroad
accident ;

also scalp wound.
Injured by a thrashing machine
previous to enlistment.

Fracture of the riglit hand :

accident ; mollifies of carpal
bones.

Cancer of left forearm .

Date
OF

I »PK RA-

TION.

Aug. 2"

1864.

Jan. 18,

1865.

Operation am> opkkatok

Amput'n of forearm ami legal
lower thirds. Surg. (J. Bteg*
man. 12th Colored Troops.

Cin-ular amputation at middle
third of both forearms.

Amputation at middle third of

forearm. Acting Start' Surir.

N. F. Graham.
Amputation below elbow Joint.Feb,

Iff

Sept. 17, Flap amputat'n at middle third

1864. 1 of forearm.
June 24, Amputation 2 inches below el

1865.
1
bow joint.

Jan. 20, Circular flap amput'n at lower
18t>5.

! third of forearm. Surg. II.

Currnu, 9th N. Y. Cavalry.
Aug. 30, Circular amputation at UppST

lb64. I third of forearm. Ass't Surg.
I P. C. Davis, U.S. A.
Double tlap amputation at mid
die third ot forearm.

Aug. 16, Circular amp. 5 inches below
1864. , elbow. Dr. J. M. Younl,

,
Indianapolis. (Feb. 'A 1864.

amp. riglit thigh, low. third.)

Nov. 1, Circular amputation at upper
1863. third of fttranrm. Ass't Surg.

I
S. H. Orton, I'. S. A.

Amputation at middle third of

left fotearni.

Aug. 15, Ainputat'ii between elbow mid

Payne, W. T., Serg't, M, fith May 3.

Kentucky Cavalry, age 22. 1864.
Price, H., Pt., II, 66th New Feb. 6,

York. 1863.

Roller, J., Bugler, 13th New July 13,

York Battery. 1865.

Schubnel, p., Pt,, A, 23d Mnyl4,
Indiana. 1864.

Wood folk. H . Pt.. II. 28th Sept. 1

Colored Troops, age 2-'. 1864
Aylmcr, K. P., Lieut., 1st June 25,

Wisconsin Battery. 1864.

Hall, T. E., Pt., 9th Indiana Jan. 27,

Battery, age 40. 1865.

Hede, C, Coru'l, F, 33d In- June 21

diana, age 28. 1864.

Norton. M. t employe Quarter- Mar. 26,

master's Department, age J864
30.

Pelton. N. F., Serg't, 2d Wis- Mar.
cousin Cavalry, age 46. 1864.

shields, J., Pt., G, 83d Penn-
sylvania. 1864.

Tomlison. J., Pt., A, 120th Dec. 5,

Indiana, age 42. 1864,

Davidson, S. H., Pt., 2d Iowa Mar. 22,

Battery, age 19. 1864.

Denmark. J. II., Pt., H, 14th Jan. 12,

New York H'vy Artillery, 1865.
age 19.

Dickey, C B., Pt., C, 104th Julv—,
Ohio" age 22. 1864.

Doan, C, Pt., C, 3d Penn. April 3,

Res.jCorps, age 30. 1864.

Dovle, J. II.. Pt.. K, 18th Nov. 23,

Iowa.
i

1864.

Ellison, D.. colored seaman. Nov. 11,

U.S. Steam'rCen. Thomas, ' 1864.

age 16.

Comp'nd comminuted fracture
left forearm and right middle
linger; railroad accident.

Right hand and wrist crushed
by railroad ears.

Fell into tiro and burned right

forearm from elbow to linger?*;

gangrene.
Right hand crushed; railroad

accident.
Kight baud poisoned by weeds;
malignant ulceration, threat-

ening mortification.

Right hand injured by falling

into lire.

Comminution of right forearm
;

run over by a burse-car.

Burn and scald of left forearm ;

explosion of Steamer Eclipse.

Right radius comminuted at

lower third by car wheel.

Compound frnc. lower third of
left radius and ulna; caught
in an engine; skin and muscles
torn from hand and forearm.

Felott of thumb and index fin-

ger of right hand. April SOT,

thumb and index linger re-

moved] ostitis and necrosis of
carpal bones ; erysipelas.

Extensive burn of right fore-

arm ; extensive slough'g and
suppuration.

Erysipelas of right hand fol-

lowed by gangrene; slough-
ing.

Bowie knife dividing right ul-

nar aitery nud opening ulna-
carpal articulation. Mar. 22,

1864, ligation of ulnar artery :

dry gangrene.
Punctured wound of right hand.

1865.

1864.

Nov. 9,

1863.

May 3,

1884.

Feb. 27,

181.3.

Julv 13,

1865.

Sept. 2,

1864.

J. I ingle, Cam

Junes'
ism.

Feb. 15,

1865.

Julv 15,

1864.

Mar. 36,

1864.

Dec. 30,

1864.

Oct. 31,

1864.

Jan. 21,

1865,

April 12,

1864.

wrist. Dr.
bridge, (Hi

Amputation forearm at upper
third.

Circular amputation at middle
third of forearm. Surg. K. It

Clark, 34th Mass. Amputat'n
right middle linger and pur

Hon metacarpal Done.
Flap amputat'n at middle third

of forearm.
Flap amputation about middle
of forearm.

Antero posterior flap amputat'n
at lower third of forearm.

Amputation at Upper third of

forearm. Mr. D II. Coml)*,
Chnrlestnwn, hid.

Flap amputation at upj>er third

of forearm.
Flap amputation at lower third

or forearm. A. A. Surg. J. C.

Lee.
Circular amputation at Upper
third of forearm. Surg. W.
Varian, U.8.V.

Circular amput'n at the upper
third of forearm. A. A. Surg.
K. Kramer.

Circular nmputat'n uf forearm.

Circular amputation at lower
third forearm; radial, ulnar,

and interosseous arteries tied

Surg. H. Culbertson, C. B. V.

Circular amputation 2 inches

below elbow, Ass't Surg. II.

Allen, U.S.A.
Circular amputation at upper
third of forearm. Ass't Surg.
B. Knickerbocker, II. S. A.

Amputation of fourth linger

with head of metacarpal bone,

Surg. J. G. Keenon, V. S. V

Discharged Aujrusl 22. 1865.

Discharged March 8, 1866.

Discharged Aug. 16, 1965; good
stump, dud since.

Discharged February 4. 1865.

Discharged ; Mump painful.

Discharged.

Transferred to Veteran Reserve
Corp-. November 37, 1864.

Discharged March 10, 18M; ex-
cellent stump.

Mustered out BepesmberSl, 1*64.

Rapid recovery) discharged I»e

oamber i*. 1863.

Discharge,! October 99, 1864.

Discharged April 21, 1865.

Discharged April 90, 1864.

Healed kindly ,
discharged April

11, INK.

Flap* united by Ant lateotVuBj
discharged September 15, ISM.

Discharged April 14, 1883; exoel*
lent Mump.

Discharged August 4, 1865.

Discharged July 28, 1864.

Discharged December .111, 18li5,

Died July lit, 1864, of pneumonia.

Sloughing; secondary hieniorrh.

Died March 24, 18ti5, of exhaus-
tion and pViemiu.

Died Jul) 9, 1884, of chronic
diarrhma.

Mar.2*J. erysipelas. April 2. Iimiii.

from radial art.: lig at middle
thin! of brachial. Died April

4, 1864, of hamiorrhage.

Died January 7, 1865, of erysip*

elns. gjm 3693, A. M. M.

Feb. 20, Amputation of little finger and
1665. i

head of metacarpal bone; an-
1

tero-posterior fla|>s.

Kight hand injured by railroad July 12, AH the bone of little finger and

Typhoid pneumonia and diarrh.

Died November 4, IS64. of ex
haustion : autopsy.

March 3. gang, in stump. Died
May 211, '65. of acute dysentery.

Returned to duty June 8. 1864.
See Second Surqiral Volume, p.

436.

Furloughed Mar 25. 1865; nearly
healed

1864.accident; little finger cut off,

third and fourth fing'rs broken.
Railroad car passing over left

hand ami crushing it.

Bitten in the middle of third

left finger by a comrade ; bone
denuded and exposed.

Metacarpal bone of mid. finger ,
Nov. 21

crushed by machinery. ' 1864.

April 5,

1864. I

Dec. 7,

1864.

its metacarpal boue removed.

Amputat'n of fingers, left hand, Discharged
through the metacarpus.

Oval amputation of finger ami Recovery
head of metacarpal bone. ,

Surg. C K. Swasey, I*. S. V.
Amputation of middle finger

, Recovery.
and metacarpal bone. Ass't

Surg. H.T. Legler, IT. S. V.
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in the leg with five re-amputations in the thigh; four exarticulations at the knee joint with

one re-amputation in the thigh; one hundred and forty-two were ablations in the thigh, and

one an exarticulation at the hip joint.

Cask 99G.

—

Amputation at the hip joint.—Private J. W. Spradling, Co. A, ISM Illinois, was wounded in the right side

and back by a shell at Black River Bridge, May 17, 1863. He passed through various hospitals and was lastly admitted to

Mound City on January 25, 18G4. Surgeon II. Wardner. IT. S. V., in charge of the latter, recorded the following description

of the injury :' ''The missile struck the right side between the ilium and lower rib, inflicting a wound six by nine inches. Cold-

water dressings were applied for four weeks, and afterwards simple cerate. The wound healed kindly in about three months.

About five or six days after the reception of the wound a bedsore commenced forming on the left hip, which was attacked with

gangrene, causing sloughing of the soft parts and exposure of bone. This continued sore for ten months. By March 22d the

sore had entirely healed up, but the patient had no use as yet of the leg, the integuments being adherent to the hone. Feeling

in the leg and foot was almost normal; but feeling in the thigh was rather dead, though improving. The patient was able to

walk about on crutches." He was discharged from service for disability April 3, 1804, anil pensioned in pursuance of a certificate

by Examining Surgeon A. II. Kellogg, of Clinton, Illinois, who stated that "the applicant now has partial paralysis of both lower

extremities, resulting from the effects of the wound, and incapacitating him for obtaining his subsistence by labor.'' Examiner

J. Wright, of Clinton, reported March 25, 18G7 : "The original wound was in the right lumbar region, which has healed, leaving

a large cicatrix. While being treated in hospital a bedsore formed on the left hip which was attacked by hospital gangrene,

destroying the muscles, cellular tissues, periosteum, and injuring the bone. This wound partially healed, leaving four and some-

times five fistulous openings communicating with the femur, there being also anchylosis of the hip and knee joints. He has been

laying on his right side for over three years, being unable to be turned over or to sit up, and requiring a nurse all the time. I

amputated the left leg at the hip joint on the 20th day of February. 18(17. The wound is nearly healed and will get well, I think.

How much the other limb will be worth is more than I can tell now." One year later the same examiner reported that "the

right leg is perfectly useless ; he cannot bear bis weight on it nor use it with the aid of crutches, and requires an attendant con-

stantly." At a subsequent date Dr. Wright certified that he continued as the attending physician of the pensioner, who was

taken with diarrhoea, and then "dropsy followed and continued off and on until the date of his death on September 28, 1872."

Case 997.

—

Amputation in the thigh.—Private C. W. Barnes, Co. I, 95th New York, aged 23 years, was admitted to

Mower Hospital, Philadelphia, May 6, 1863, suffering from osteo-cephalomatons tumor of the right tibia. Surgeon J. Hopkinson,

IJ. S. V., reported : "The history of this patient's case is as follows: While he was assisting in building a wharf at Aquia Creek

about June 20, 18(52, he fell and bruised himself over the spine of the right tibia. He was soon able to resume duty, but in about

ten days after the accident he noticed a small lump growing on bis leg. This gave him no annoyance and he remained with bis

regiment until the battle of Bull Run, August 29, 1802, when be was taken prisoner. He remained in captivity until the following

December, when be was paroled, sent to Annapolis, and thence back to his command. lie now continued to perform the duties

of a soldier until February 20, 1863, when he was again excused on account of the swelling, and one month later be was sent to

Douglas Hospital, whence he was transferred here. The tumor in the mean time had gradually grown

larger, attaining the size of a goose egg by July 29th, when it was decided to remove it, which was accord-

ingly done by Assistant Surgeon C. R. Greenleaf, U. S. A. In a few days, however, it began to reappear

in the wound, and large portions of it were removed on August 20th by the same operator, after which it

was not long before it again showed signs of returning, and amputation was decided upon. The limb was

taken off, after gaining the patient's consent, on October 17th, at the lower third of the thigh, by Acting

Assistant Surgeon J. H. Jamar. But little haemorrhage attended the operation, which was performed

by the anteroposterior flap method, four ligatures being applied. Chloroform constituted the anaesthetic

and the patient reacted promptly. The wound united by first intention, and by November 8th the stump

had almost entirely healed, there being no indication of reappearance of any tumor. The tumor, when

removed, bad been examined by Dr. J. M. Da Costa, of Philadelphia, and pronounced to be undoubtedly

carcinomatous." The patient was subsequently transferred to Haddington Hospital, where he was sup-

plied with a "Palmer" artificial limb. He was ultimately discharged from service, at Broad Street Hos-

pital, December 16, 1864, and pensioned. A wet preparation of the shaft of the tibia of the amputated

limb, exhibiting the tumor at the upper third of the bone, was contributed to the Museum by the opera-

tor, and constitutes specimen 2779 of the Surgical Section. The pensioner was inspected on February I,

1882, by Examining Surgeon O. Warner, of Paterson, New Jersey, who reported that he found the

"stump small, shrunken, painful, tender, and sore on the end, so that it is impossible for an artificial limb

to be worn with any comfort or benefit."

Case 998.

—

Amputation in the thigh.—Dr. D. Stanton, late Surgeon U. S. V., reports that "John

Meyer, who represented himself as a discharged soldier of a Minnesota regiment, on bis way to his home, „
37u

"!_ c xm „a

was left by reason of an attack of remittent fever at New Brighton, Pennsylvania, where, during a fit of comminuted fracture of

delirium on January 9, 1866, he jumped from a second-story window to the ground, a distance of twenty
e emur

-
«"•*•

feet. When called to see him I found a compound comminuted fracture of the left femur extending about four inches above the

condyles, the upper end of the bone protruding through the skin and pantaloons. The condyles were split apart and the patella

was slightly fractured. I amputated at the junction of lower and middle thirds of the bone, making anterior and posterior

flaps. Two arteries were ligated. Union through almost the entire extent took place by first intention, and in six weeks the

stump was entirely healed and of very good shape." The amputated portion of the femur and the patella {Spec. 2455), contributed

to the Museum by the operator, are represented in the adjoining wood-cut (Fig. 370), showing the line of the operation to have

1 WRIGHT (JOHN), Amputation at the Hip Joint, in Cincinnati Lancet and Observer, 1868, VoL XI, p. 257. Circular No. 2, S. G. O., p. 109.
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passed through a. small exostosis. No subsequent history of the patient lias been ascertained. There is mo record of his ever

having applied for pension.

Cask 999.

—

Amputation in the ikigh.—Private P. O'Beilly, Co. V, 5th New York Heavy Artillery, aged 40 years, had

both his legs horribly mutilated by the ear wheels of a railroad train near Baltimore, November 5, 1804. He was conveyed to

Patterson Park Hospital, where the right thigh was amputated at the middle third by Surgeon T. Sim, U. S. V. The patient

then was so rapidly failing that it was considered useless to proceed with any further operation on the other limb. He was

insensible at the time of admission and remained so up to his death, which occurred four hours afterwards. The amputated

portions of the leg were forwarded, with the history, by tin' operator, and form specimen Ii470 of the Surg. Serf, of the Museum.

Table OX.

Condensed Summary of One Hundred and Forty-nine Amputations in the Thigh for Miscellaneous

Injuries or Diseases.

[Recoveries, 1—'.10; Deaths, 91—149.)

Name, Militant
Description, and Age.

Anders, J. J.. Pt., E, 05th
New York, age 30.

Anderson, M., Pt., K, 115th
Illinois.

3 Barnes, (I., Pt, I, 95th New
York, age 23.

4 Heard, It., Landsman, I'. 8.

Navy, age 3i.

Bergman, J., pt., 7th New
York Battery, age 38.

Bite, J. A., Pt., C, 95th New
York.

7 Blackburn, J., Pt., B, 19th
Illinois.

8 Boderker. G., Pt., C, 6th

Missouri, age 39.

9 Bolton, P., Serg't, F. 51st

New York.

3 Bowen, T., Pt.. E, 13th New
York.

1 Bruce, C, I't., K, 95th Illi-

nois, age 37.

2 Ruckridge. .1. N., Pt., C, Oth

New York Ariillery.

13 Burgess, <>. S., Pt., L, 8th

New York Artillery, age 18.

I Burns. .)., Pt., A, 17th New
York, age 21.

15 Carlisle. J. L„ Kecruit, loth

Michigan Cavalry, age SI.

B 'Cator. A., Pt., (J, 48th New
York, aye 21,

7 Chapman, O.W., Pt., E, 76th
Pennsylvania.

3 Clarke, T.W., Chaplain, 99th
New York, age 42.

19 Coe, S., Col'd Pioneer Corps.

20 Collier, L., Pt., I, (ith Mis
Bouri, age 17.

21 Concannon. E. ('., Corp'l. H,
9th Veteran Reserve Corps,
age 24.

22 Dillon. R.. Pt.. F. 5th New
!

York.
23 Drysddl, II.. Pt., E, 71st

Pennsylvania.
24 Duncan. G.W., Pt., P, 31st

Pennsylvania Caw, age III.

25 Dunn, W. P., Pt., I. 193d |Aog. 13,

Pennsylvania, age 30. 1804.

Date or
Injury

or
Disease.

Oct. J 9,

1804.

Oct. 5,

1802.

June—

,

1802.

Sept. 1,

1804.

April 30,

1804.

Dec.—

,

1804 to

1805.

Sept. 17,

1861.

Nov. 0,

1803.

June 7,

1803.

Sept. 8,

1802.

Dec. 19,

1864.

1861.

June 30,

1805.

Feb. 29,

1805.

1861.

Mav 10.

1862L

\ng.U
1803.

Sept. 25.

1861.

May 4.

1804.

Nov. 33,

1801.

Sept. 28,

1803.

Nature of Injury on
Disease.

Erne, right leg; fall from horse:
leg shortened and atrophied;
toes paralyzed; exostosis.

Right leg injured ; railroad

accident.

Injury of the right leg: osteo-

cephalomatous tumor of tibia
;

tumor removed.
Left leg caught in engine on
hoard steamer Alabama.

Comp'iid fraet. of lower thirds

of right tibia and fibula by a
caisson wheel.
Phlegmonous erysipelas, right

foot and leg. caused by ex-
posure to wet and cold.

Right leg mashed from knee to

ankle; accident.
Rinitver by nmmunit'n wagon,
tract ur'g right tibia at middle.
Extensive supp. and necrosis.

Jan. 3.4, ba;in. fr. post. tib. art.

Left limb injured by railroad

accident.

Fracture Of the left leg; rail-

road accident.

Compound comminuted frac. at

upper third of left leg; rail-

road accident.

Axe wound of right foot, sever-
ing tarsus unci metatarsus;
erysipelas

;
gangrene.

Scrofulous inflammat'n of right

knee joint; anchylosis: cartil-

ages disorganized: beeniorrh.
Right foot and left thigh at

middle third fractured; rail-

road accident.

Injury of right knee and frac-

ture of tibia; railroad aceid't
j

inflammation in knee joint.

Wrenched his right leg; osteo-

sarcoma of fibula: leg much
swollen, red. and tender.

Scurvy; extensive ulceration
of right leg. exposing!) inches
of tfbia.

Injury of left second toe; de-
formity and partial disloeat'u.

Palling tree crushed the left

leg.

Right thigh crushed by a
wagon.

Fracture left tibia and fibula:
laceration lower third of right

thigh; railroad accident.

Injury of right knee by fall of
a fence.

Railroad cars crushed the right

log.

Strumous synovit. left knee j t

:

large amount of pus deeply
seated in the joint; necrosis
of external condyle.

Right leg crushed ; railroad ac-
cident. Aug. 12. amputation
leg; stump diseased.

Opera-
tion.

June 20,

1868.

Oct 5,

1802.

Oct 17,

1863.

July 6,

1864.

May 23
1865.

Sept. 17,

1801.

Jan. 4,

1864.

June 10,

1863.

Sept. 29,

1802.

Dec. 19,

1864.

Mav 37,
1864.

Nov. 20
1804.

June 20,

1805.

Tune 26,

1808.

July 21,

1862.

Aug. 20,

1865.

Feb. 7,

1872.

Aug. 11.

1863.

Oct. 4,

1861.

May 4,

1864.

Second-
ary.

Sept. 28,

1863.

June 19,

1864.

Jan. 1,

1 805.

Flapamputation at lower third

of thigh. Dr. A. Marsh, Al-
bany, N. Y.

Flap amputation at lower third

of thigh.

Antero-posterior flap amputat'n
at lower third of right thigh.
A. A. Surg. J. 11. Jamar.

Amputation of thigh inches
below trochanter major.

Circular amputation at lower
third of thigh. A. A. Surg.
E. Curtis.

Amputation at middle third of
thigh. Dr. II. B. Salmon,
Stuyvesant, N. Y.

Amp. at lower third of thigh.

Dr. R. G. Rogue, Chicago.
Circular amputation at upper
third of thigh. Surg. N. Gay,
U. S. V.

Flap ainput'n at middle third
of thigh. Surg. J. T. Carpen-
ter. IL 8. V.

Amputation at middle third of
thigh. A. A. Surg. W. Sar-
gent.

Circular nmputation at middle
third of thigh. Surg. S- E.
Fuller. U. S. V.

Antero-posterior flap amputat'n
of thigh near junct. of middle
and lower thirds. Surg. D.
W. ISliss, U. S. V.

Circular amputation at lower
third of thigh. Surg. R. \V.

Pease, U. S. V.
Circular amputation at upper
third of left thigh. A. A. Surg.
R. P. Johnson. Amputation
right leg, lower third.

Amputation at middle third of
right thigh. Dr. I).\V. Flora,

Chicago, Illinois.

Flap amputation at junction of
middle and lower thirds. Dr.
W. Parker, New York.

Amputation at lower third of

thigh. Dr. A. Strong, Hones-
dale, Penn.

Amputation at lower third of
thigh. Dr. J. llomans, late

Ass't Surg. U.S. A.
Flap amputat'n at middle third
of thigh.

Flnp amputat'n at middle third
of thigh.

Antero-post. flap amputat'n at

junct. of mid. and lower thirds
of left thigh. Surg. E. Rent-
ley, u. S. V.

Flapamp. at upper third thigh.

Surg. C*. Taylor, C. S. A.
Antero-posterior Hap ampnta'n
at lower third oT thigh.

Circular amputation at lower
third of thigh. Ass't Surg.
C. Wagner, l

T
. 8. A.

Amp. of thigh at lower third.

A. A. Surg. F. F. Maury.

Result and Remarks.

Recovery, (l)iseh'd June 5, '65.)

Died M*arch 31, 1870; absorption
of pus.

Discharged.

Discharged November 5, 1864.

Spec. 2779, A. M. M.

Discharged Aug. 9, 1865; stump
puckered and tender.

Wound healed, leaving a good
stump. Discharged December
2, 1864.

Discharged October 5, 1865.

Discharged October 4, 1801.

Discharged.

Discharged.

Discharged Feb. 16, 1863. Piece
of bone subsequently removed
from stump.

Discharged.

May 30. slight haemorrhages ; re-

covered.

Necrosis of stump. Discharged
May 31, 1865.

Slumps ulcerated. Discharged
November 14, 1865.

Discharged August 5, 1865; re-

covered.

Discharged July 8, 1803.

Discharged July 29, 1805; recov-
ered, with sound stump.

Discb'dFeb. II, 1803. (Nov. 26,

1802, amputation toe: .Fan. 21.

1803, amputat'n low. third leg )

Returned to regiment September
22, 1863.

Transferred to Veteran Reserve
< orps,

Discharged January 27, 1865

;

stump very well shaped. Sjtcc,

2550, A. M. M.

Discharged December 13, 1862.

Discharged.

Recovered.

Discharged.

1 KENNEDY (J. T.), Amputations of Thigh, etc., in American Medical Times, Volume V, 1862, p. 105.
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NO.

26

°7

28

29

30

Date ul'

Name, Military Injury
Description, and Age. or

DlSEASS.

Nature ok Injury or
DISKASE.

I Date
OF

|
Opera-
tion.

I

Plenary, J., I't.. li. ."itli New
York Heavy Artillery.

Gallagher, i... I't.. A". H9th Jan. 31,
Ohio, age IP.

I 18(15.

(ilceson, II.. I't.. A. Hmi\
New York, Hffe '.'7. 18til.

Godfrey. T.. I't., 11, i!2d Ken Feb. an
tacky Artillery, age 35.

I
18o4.

Green, 1). v., Lieut.. D. 16th
West Virginia, Rge 43.

33

34

35

»;

37

38
1

3'J

40

41

«

43

44

45

46

17

48

49

50

51

5a

53

54

55

oe

57

58

59

Hasiiell, F., I't.. 11. 39th Illi-

nois, age 39.

Hooks, II. A.. It., <;, 78th Sept.29,
Pennsylvania,

I
18t!4.

Hornbeek, s. s.. I't.. K,38th Aug. 15,

Kentucky. i IgfiS.

llutehinso'n. A., contraband, ' Mar. 5,

ae;e5.").
|

18ti4.

Jackson, K. II.. Serg"t, I), ail . Sept. I,

Michigan Cavuln'.Hge 31.
j

1KH4.

Knlblieisli, .1.. It.' A. IHith Feb. 24,

Ohio, age a7.
|

181*4.

Keller, F.. I't.. E, l«h Ohio, Jan. 34,

age SI.
I

18lio.

Hvdrarthrus of left knee joint. April 26.

1865.

Compile! eoiiiniiuiited tract, of Jan. 31,

right leg; railroad accident,
i

1865.

Scurvy of both legs, resulting April25,
in mortification. 1865.

Fract. of Icjr ,, x-t. into knee j'nt Mar. 29,
and eump'nd fract. ankle j't

;
j

1864.

crush, bet. ferryboat ami duck.
Injury of right "leg by a fall:

,

Oct. 7,

lameness. .Must, out June JO, 1863.

1863. Enlargement of artery
behind knee; gangrene.

Anchylosis of left knee .joint ; i Oct. 17,

necrosis of femur ami tibia:
|

1867.

diseased bones fractured by
accident.

Right tibia, fibula, and patella Sept. 29,

fractured; railroad accident. I 1864.

Injury of left limb; railroad Aug. 16,

accident.
, 1803.

Thifflieruslieclhv a falling tree. Mar. 10,

i 1864.

Ol'KllATION AND OPEKATOK.
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Name, military
Description, ami aoe.

Hitman, W. II.. I't., E, 4th

Tenn. Cavalry, age 38.

i Powell. J., It., E,28tli IVim
I sylvaniu.

|
I'uliuiin, (I. A., I't., K, 2d

|
Colorado Cavalry, age 24.

Quiiiu, P. intmitofSnldiers'
Home, lie.! 54.

Randolph. \V. M., It., A,
llilh Missouri Cav., OK«ai.

Roberta, F. ., IH..O, IStli Wis-
cunsin, aire 24.

Rubinctt. M. 1(., Musician, II,

2d Mar.\ land I'. II. li.

Sooville, i:.. It., B, 123d N.
York, age 'Jit,

Sealey. I>. K., It., C, 74th
Illinois.

Shenernuui, J., It.. K, lOtli

Ohio Cavalry, ago 34.

Smith, K. II.. It., I), 3d W.
Virginia, age 38.

Southard, .1. \V., refugee,

age 14.

Sowtc. II. A., It., II, 5th

Michigan * lav., age 2w.

Spmgtr, G., It., G, 1st Kan-
sas, age 33.

Stauber. W., It., L, Mill

Illinois Cavalry.
Straw, P.,Pt., (S,203d Peun-
svlvunia.

Sullivan, E. 0„ Serg't, K,
18th Missouri Mounted Vol-

unteers, age 38.

Tanner, 11. li., PL, l>. 1st It.

Island Light Art., age 26.

Tarwater, II. C, It., 0, 61st

Tennessee, age 24.

Trowbridge, L. M., Corpl,
F, fith West Virginia, age
28.

Tscholl, J., It., D. IStli Mis-

souri, ago 28.

Utter, J., Drummer, P., 5th
Ohio.

Van tnwagen, A., It., B,
II til New York, age 37.

Van Nordstrand, D., Wagon-
er, It, 12th Indiana Cnv.

Wclilier, C, It., 8th Co. N.
York Ind. Vols.

Weiser, A., It., A, Goth Illi-

nois.

Welch, J. M., Serg't, A, 24th
Massachusetts.

Wheeler, C, Pt., I, 2d Ohio
Heavy Artillery, age 18.

Wilkinson, J. W., It., I), nth
New Hampshire.

Williams, K. A., It., F,
18tth Pennsylvania, age 19.

Zachman, S., pt,, D. 82d
Ohio.

AHee, M. J., Corp'I, I, 33d
Indiana, age 22.

Allen, —, contraband, aire 23.

Date ot'

Injury

Jan. r>,

1 862.

Anderson, I)., Conductor II.

S. Mil. Railroad, age 25.

Ashenhurst, J. D.,Pt.,H,8th
Kansas, age 22.

1802.

July:!,
1 81 it.

May 2,

181 it.

April II

ISKI.

Dec. 20,

18ti4.

Oct. 7,

18(14.

May 1,

18'',"..

July 24
1864.

Mar. IB.

1862.

Feb. 20,

istei.

Mar. 3,

1865.

Oct. 14,

18113.

Oct. li.

1861.

Jan. 26,

I8(i"..

( let. 24,

18(14.

Oct. I,

1863.

Oct. (i.

18(13.

Oct. Id,

1864.

Oct. 9,

18(14.

Aug. 17.

18113.

Feb. 8,

18(12.

Jan. 29,

1865.

May 21),

1862.

Oct. 2,

1863.

June 17,

1865.

Nov. 10,

1864.

Nature of Injury oit

Disease.

Ulcers on left leg from scurvy
resulting from imprisonment.

Cell from horse and injured r't

leg; caries of tarsus, tibia, and
fibula; erysipelas; abscesses.

Anchylosis left knee; chronic.

enlargement of knee joint.

Scrofulous inflammation disor-

ganizing right knee; abscess.

Itight lower limb kicked by a
horse ; extensive suppuration;
knee joint disorganized, with
ulceration of bones.

Right leg injured; railroad ac-

cident.

Railroad cars crushed the left

leg.

infusion from fall. if troi

msis left tibia.

lie

Fracture both legs; had oomm.
of right leg; railroad aeeid't.

Right femur crushed by rail-

road accident.

Compound comminuted fract.

right leg ; railroad accident.

Scrofulous affection of lower
part of right thigh and knee.

Mortification of left leg from
defective circulation and in-

nervation.
Left knee cut just above joint

by an axe.

erysipelas resulting from cold.

Left leg, kicked by a horse. . .

Fract. middle right femur; ac-

cident
; limb shortened and

flexed at knee.
Kight leg fractured by a kick
from a horse ; erysipelas.

Injury of left ankle joint, fract.

external malleolus ; contusion
of foot; erysipelas.

Left leg entirely severed at

knee,severe burn oversacrum,
nates, anil both thighs; rail-

road accident.

fracture of left femur; railroad

accident.

Injured by a railroad accident.

Left tibia and fibula fractured
at lower third; railroad acci-

dent.

Injury of left lower extremity;
railroad accident.

Axe wound 2 inches above pa-

tella, suppuration extending
into knee joint.

Coot fractured and tibia split

into knee joint; railroad acci-

dent.
Sprain of left leg; ulceration
of knee joint.

Comp'd comin. fract. mid. third

left thigh ; railroad accident.

Accidental injury right leg and
knee ; inflam. and sup. kneej't.

Typhoid fever, resulting in ul-

ceration of right leg and dis-

ease of bone.
Left thigh crushed; railroad

accident.

Punctured wound of right knee
joint by the point of an axe ;

synovitis.

Comminuted fracture of both
knee joints by railroad acci-

dent.

May 28. Comp'd com. fract. of left tibia

18(15. i and fibula; railroad accident.
Sept. — . Axe wound of left thigh and
1864. knee, openingjoint; gangrene.

Date

Opera-
tion.

Aug. 27.

18(15.

July 6,

1802.

Mar. 17,

1867.

Sept. 3,

1864.

April H,

18.1.1.

May 2,

18(14.

April II

1863.

Feb. 18,

1865.

Oct. 25,

1864.

May II,

18(1.1.

July 25
1864.

Oct. 5,

1864.

Oct. 18,

18(12.

About
April 12

18112.

April 4,

18113.

Mar. 26,

1865.

July 1,

1865.

Second-
ary.

Feb. 6,

186.1.

Oct. 24,

1864.

Oct. 1,

1863.

Oct. 6,

1863.

Oct. 23,

18(14.

Jan. 24,
1865.

Oct. 4,

1863.

Aug. 17,

1863.

Aug. 1,

1863.

Jan. 30,

1865.

Sept. 211,

1863.

June 111,

1864.

Oct. 2,

1863.

July 31,

1865.

Nov. 11,

1864.

Mav 28,

1865.

Sept. 22,

1864.

Operation and Operatoh.

Amputation lower third of left

thigh. Dr. J. I). Ketcherside,
Duoktown, Tenn.

Tenle's rectangular flap amp.
at middle third thigh. Ass't
Surg. It. llartholow, II. S. A.

Flap amputation at lower third
of thigh. Dr. T. 11. Dearborn,
Hillsborough, N. II.

Amput'n at lower third thigh.
Surg. R. 1). ISontcooii, U. S. V.

Double flap amput'n at middle
third of thigh. Surg. .1. R.
McClurg, II. S. V.

I'lapamput'ii low. third thigh.
June 18. 3 ins. bone removed.

Amputation at lower third of
thigh. Surg. S. P. Smith, 2d
Maryland P. II. I).

Circular amput'n at lower third
of left thigh. Sarg. J. Reily,
33d N. J.

Circular amputation at lower
third of right thigh.

Flap amputat'n at middle third
of thigh.

Antero-post. flap amputation at

lower third of thigh. Surg.
S. N. Sherman, II. S. V.

Circular amp. at middle third

of thigh. Surg. II. War.lner,
II. S. V.

Amput'n of left thigh at lower
third. Dr. C. W. Topping,
DeWitt, Mich.

Amputation at middle third of
thigh. Surg. H. Nauman, 9th
Wis.; subsequent operation.

Amp. at n.iddlethird left thigh.

A. A. Surg. E. Andrews.
Flapamputation at lower third
of thigh.

Flap amputation at mid. third

of thigh.

Amputation at middle third of
thigh. Ass't Surg. J. W. S.
C.ouley, U.S.A.

Circular amputation at lower
third of thigh. Ass't Surg.
C. lincon, jr., II. S. A.

Flap amputation at mid. third

of left thigh. Surg. S. N.
Sherman, U. S. V.

Circular amputation at upper
third of thigh.

Amputation at upper third of
left thigh.

Anteroposterior Hap amputat'n
at lower third of thigh. Nurg.
W. O'Meaghcr, Slth N. Y.

Flap amputation at mid. third
of thigh. Dr. J. N. Green,
South Rend. Indiana.

Amputat'n at junction of lower
thirdsof left thigh. Surg. I).

P. Smith, U.8.V.
Circular amputation at lower
third of thigh. Ass't Surg.
I. Brown, 6.1th Illinois.

Circular amp. low. third thigh.

Dr. II. J. Higelow, Boston.
Flapamp. at upper third thigh.

A. A. Surg. 'P. W. Bangh.
Flap amp. at upper third thigh.

Dr. T. Haynes. Concord, N.H.
Flap amputation at mid. third
of thigh. Dr. J. B. Mitchell,
Bellefonte, Penn.

Flap amputation at junction of
upperandmid. thirds ofthigh.
Dr. J.C. Reeve, Dayton, Ohio.

Amputation at middle third of
right thigh. A. A. Surg. D.
J. Griffiths.

Circ. amp. at middle third left

thigh; flap amp. right thigh
at low. third. Ass't Surg. H.
T. I.egler, U. S. V.

Circular amputation at middle
third of left thigh.

Circular amp. at middle third

of thigh. Ass't Surg. T. A.
McGraw, U. S. V.

Result and Remarks.

Discharged June 16, 1861; bad
stump; bone protruding. Re-
covered.

Discharged December 12, 1862.

Discharged February IS

Recovered.
1864.

Healed by first intention. Re-
turned to" Soldiers' Home cured.

Discharged May 27, 186.1.

Discharged Mar. 24, 1865. Specs.

2990, 3698, A.M. M.
Discharged August in, 1864.

Discharged August 5, 1865.

Discharged February 28, 1865.

Discharged August 22, 1865.

August 1. haemorrhage; ligation

of popliteal artery. Mustered
out September 3, 1864.

December 31, exfoliation from
femur removed. July 31, 186.1,

stump healed. Left lor home.
Discharged Oct. 2. 1862; unable
to wear artificial limb.

Discharged April 19, 1863. 1870,
stamp sound and healthy.

Discharged December 4, 1863.

Died September 1(1, 1872.

Mustered out June 23, 1865.

(Mustered out February 27, '65.)

Recovered.

Discharged April 7, 1862. Spec.

21, A. M. M.

Discharged May 16, 1865.

Gangrene. December 11, 1864,

2 inches of protruding bonesawn
off; recovered.

Mustered out August 15, 1864.

Died Jan. 2.1, 1868, of phthisis

pulnionalis.

Discharged January 30, 1864.

Carious bone remov'd from stump.
Discharged September 4, 1865.

Discharged May 25, 1865.

Discharged. Spec. 2004, A. M. M.
(Case 8, p. 8, ante.)

Discharged April 23, 1864.

Discharged March 26, 1863; re-

covered.
Feb. 8 and 14, haemorrhage. Dis-
charged June 2, 1865.

Discharged September 22. 1862;
recovered.

Discharged October 9, 1866.

Discharged.

Died Aug. 11. 1865, of diarrhoea.

See p. 362, ante.

Died November 11, 1864. from
shock, four hours after operat'n.

Died June 2.1, 1865, of exhaust'n.

Died September 30, 1864, of ex-
haustion.
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Name, Military
Description, and Age.

96 Bowns. W. A., Quartermas-
ter, 15th Conn., age 26.

Brown, G., Pt., C, 34th Illi-

nois.

Caringer. J. L., Pt.. G. 141st

New York, age 43.

Cavanry, W., Pt., —, 102d
Pennsylvania.

Cochran, M. F., Teamster, II,

70th New York, age 34.

Conway, J. A.. Pt., A, 05th
Pennsylvania, age 2','.

Curgill. \V.. Pt., —

.

New York.
90th

1stDraper, B. fr\, Serg't. F
Rhode Island Artillery.

Dunn. J., Pt., G, 30th" Con-
necticut.

Ely, J. H., Corp'l, H, 13th
Infantry, age 24.

English, P.. IT. S. Railroad
employe, age 25.

Foley. M., Pt., G, Marine
Artillery, age 28.

Frazer, H. C, Pt., A, 40th

New York.

Fnrgerson.M. A., contraband.

Good. II. ,T.. Serg't, I,. 10th

Indiana Cavalrv, age 29.

Harmer. S., Pt.. U, 98th
Pennsylvania, age 18.

Hartz. T., Pt., G, 7th Iowa,
age 4 1

.

Hiekey, T., Corp'l. E, 3d
Michigan Cavalry.

Hofer, F., Hospital Steward,
U.S.A.

Hume. C M.. Pt., A, 3d
Iowa Cavalry.

Inner, C, Pt., — , 86th Ohio,
age 23.

Jennings. D.. Pt., C, 37th
Iowa, age 52.

Jones, H., Pt., D, 1st New
York Cavalry, age 17.

Kellins, D. H., Serg't, G,
Hist Indiana, age 30.

King, F.J., Pt., O, 6th Ten-
nessee, age 22.

King, J*., freedman

Kitteredge, A., Pt., H, 4th
Vermont, age 56.

Leeds, A. P., Pi.. H, 10th
Indiana Cavalry, age 24.

Lindsley, E. D., Pt., 1>, 114th
Illinois.

Lucas, S., colored employe
Quartermaster's Dep't.

Matthews, A., Serg't, 82d Co.
2d Vet. Res. Corps, ajre 31.

Miller, M. G., Pt., F, 87th N.
York, age 23.

Moore. M. B., Pt., B, 6th
Maryland, age 22.

O'Reilly, P., Pt., F, 5th N.
York H'vy Art., age 40.

Providence, T., pt., II, 55th
Ohio, age 25.

Reams, O. F.. Pt., B, U. S.
Engineers, age 23.

Robinson, S., Pt., C, 15th
Pennsylvania Caw, age 22.

Rose, J., Pt., B, 119th Illi-

nois, age 35.

Date of
Injury

May 21,

1865.

Sept. 24,

1864.

Nature of Injurv oh
Disease.

June 14,

1864.

Nov. 15,

1863.

Slav 24,

1865.

Oct. 29,

1864.

Mar. 30.

1862.

Nov. 4,

1863.

April 11.

1865.

Sept. 6,

1862.

June 20,

1862.

Nov. —

.

1863.

May 5.

1864.

May —

,

1864.

Nov. 4,

1864.

Jan. 21,

1864.

Dec. 11,

1864.

Sept. 23,

1864.

Aug. 13,

1864.

Mar. 13,

1865.

Sept. 24.

1864.

Jan. 26,

1865.

Mar. —

,

1864.

Jan. —

,

1864.

May 5,

1864.

May 9,

1864.

May 22,

1864.

Aug. 16,

1862.
j

Dec. 3, i

1864. I

Nov. 5.
,

1864.

July 4,
[

1865. I

Mar. 12.

1864. !

Nov.—
1864.

Comp'd comm. fracture middle
third left femur and mid. third
right tibiaand fibula ; railroad

accident.
Fracture of right leg; railroad

accident.
Accidental incised wound left

foot ; gaugrene : sloughing.
Fracture of right femur by fall

;

knee joint involved.

Fracture of right knee joint

;

run over by a wagon.
Comp'd eoinminut'd tract, right

tibia and fibula and left radius
and ulna: railroad accident.

Left foot, leg. and lower third

of right thigh crushed; rail-

road accident.

Both bones of left leg fractured

by kick of a horse.

Comp'd comm. fraet. left thigh
into knee : railroad accident.

Fall upon right knee caused
scrofulous disease of joint.

Right leg crushed ; railroad

accident-
Left tarsus lacerated ; explos'n
of gunboat Picket; gang.
Axe injury of left knee joint

;

gangrene.

Injured by a fall ; gangrene
from below knee to foot : tibia

exposed and partly destroyed.
Comp'd fracture of lower third
of femur: pyteraia; gangrene.

Fracture of right leg; run over
by cars.

Comm. of right femur at mid.
third by railroad accident.

Bones of right leg broken by
kick of a mule; gangrene ;

fractured ends overlapping.
Compound fracture of knee j't;

accident.

Fract. both legs, dislo. r't ankle,

injury face and chest : explo.
steamer Maria

;
mortifi. r't leg.

Third and 4th met. bones and
little toe r't foot crushed and
heel lacerated : railr'daecid't;

slough'g of foot and leg; in-

flammation of thigh.

Fracture of left tibia; railroad

aceident: abscesses; mortifi-

cation.

Left leg crushed and right foot

contused ; railroad accident.

Fracture oi left leg, including
ankle joint: railroad accident.

Comp'd comminuted fracture
right tibia, fibula, and lower
third femur; railroad accid't.

Right log run over by a dray;
gangrene.

Subcutaneous cellular inflam.

left foot and leg: gangrene.
Laceration of foot around heel

and up tendo-achilles: railr'd

accident ; gangrene in leg.

Scrofulous abscess involving
left knee joint.

Comp'd commi tinted fracture of
right tibia and fibula; railroad

accident.

Comp'd fracture of left leg near
ankle by railroad ears.

Contusion resulting in slough-
ing ulcer.

Injured by railroad accident.

.

Both legs mutilated by railroad
ears.

Fract. r't femur and extensive
lacerat'n thigh ; railr'daecid't.

Axe wound of right knee joint.

Necrosis of tibia from a bruise ;

periosteal inftam. Jan. 13,

1865, portion of tibia removed.
Simple fracture of lower third

of right tibia; gangrene.

Opera-
tion.

May 21
1865.

1864.

Jan. 24,

1865.

June 15.

1864.

Nov. 15,

1863.

May 24,
18*65.

Oct. 29,

1864.

May 8,

1862.
Nov. 4,

1863.

Sept. 8,

1864.

April 12,

1865.

Sept. 14,

1862.

Aug. 14,

1862.

Feb. 15,

1864.

June 24,

1864.
J une—

.

1864.

Nov. 10,

1864.

Mar. 29,

1864.

Dec. 14,

1864.

Oct. 10,

1864.

Aug. 25,

1864.

Sept. 28,

1864.

Jan. 27,

1865.

May 28,

1864.

Mar. 18,

1864.

Mav 10,

3864.

Mar. 16,

1864.

Mav 9.

18*64.

June I.

1864.

Sept. I,

1862.
I>ee.25,

1864.

Nov. 5.

1864.

July 5.

1865

April 24.

1864.

Jan. 23,

1865.

Sept. 5,

1864.

Operation and Operatok. Result ani» Remarks.

Circ. amp. at upper third of left

thigh ; amp. right leg. Surgs.
C. A. Cowgill, U. 8, V., and
N. Meyer, 16th Conn.

Amputation at middle third of
thigh.

Circular amp. at low. third left

thigh. Surg. O. Grant. U.S.V.
Anteroposterior flap nmpu tut 'n

at middle third of thigh. A.
A. Surg. S. G. Minassian.

Amputation at middle third of
thigh.

Circular amp. at lower third of
right thigh and of left arm,
A. A. Surg. II. S. Streeter.

Amp. right thigh at lower third

and left leg. Ass't Surg. C.
Bacon, jr., U.S.A.

Circular amputation at lower
third thigh.

Amputation at lower third of

thigh.
Anterioposterior flapamputat'n
at upper third of thigh. A.
A. Surg. O. I). Norton.

Amput'n at lower third thigh.

A. A.Surg. S. T. Buck.
Circular amputation of thigh
immediately above knee.

Antero-post. fhip amputat'n of
thigh 6 inches below trochant-

er*. Brig. Surg. ,1. C. Dorr.
Circular amputation nt lower
third of thigh. Surg. D. <>.

McCord, 9th Louisiana ('. T.
Flap amp. middle third thigh.

Surg. C.N. Hoagland, 7IstO.
Amp. of thigh fust above knee.

(May — , 1864. amp. of leg.)

Flap amputation of thigh. A.
A. Surg. A. Robillnrd,

Lateral flap amputation lower
third thigh. A. A. Surg. S. S.

Jessop.

Amputation of thigh

Flap amputation at junction of
lower thirds right thigh. A.
A. Surg. T. F. Rumbold.

Antero- posterior flapamputat'n
at lower third right thigh. A.
A. Surg. C. E. Boyle.

Circular amputation at upper
third of thigh. A. A. Surg.
R. \V. Coale.

Double flap amputation lower
third of left thigh. Act. Staff
Surg. N. F. Graham.

I double flap amputation middle
third of thigh. A. A. Surg.
J. B. MoPhereoD.

Circular amp. at middle third

of thigh. A. A. Surg. II. S.

Streeter.

Circular amp. lowerthird thigh.

A. A. Surg. B. K. Dodson.
Circularamp. lower third thigh.

Ass't Surg. A. lngmm.U.S.A.
Flapamputation thigh at lower
third. Surg. C. N. Hoagland,
71st Ohio.

Lateral flap amp at lower third

thigh. A. A. Surg.J. F.Wilson.
Antero-posterior flap amp. at
lower third of thigh. A. A.
Surg. B. P. Brown.

Circular amp. lower third thigh.

A. A. Surg. O. 1\ Norris.

Amputation at middle third of
thigh.

Amputation at juncture lower
thirds of right thigh.

llnrht thigh amput'dat middle
third. Surg. T.Sim, 11. S. V.

Circularamp. at Up. third thigh.

A. A. Surg. D. J. Griffiths.

Lateral flap amputation upper
third thigh. Surg. E. Bent-
ley, u. S. V.

Circular amputation at lower
third of right thigh. Ass't
Surg. J. C Thorpe, II. S. V.

Circ. amp. at lower third thigh.

Surg. J. F. Randolph, U. S.A.

Died May 21. 1865.

Died December 4, 1864.

Died January 25, 1865.

Died June 15, 1864, of concussion.

Died Dec. 8, 1863. of pyemia.

Died May 28. 1865. from effects

of internal injuries.

Died October 29, 1m>4.

Died May 27, 186V.

Died November 5. 1863.

Died September II. 1861.

Died April 20, 1865.

Died October 3, 1862, of tetanus.

Rapidly sinking. Died Aug. 14,
1862." Ante, p. 362.

(Inng. again set in; gangrenous
inflammation of throat. Died
March 4. 1864.

Died June 27, 1864, of pya-miu. I

Abscesses forming. Died Aug.
30, 1864, of epilepsv.

Died December 12, 1S61. of gan-
|

grene.
(March 10, excis. tibia; Mar. 19,

ligation posterior tibial artery.

Died Mar. 31, '64. of exhaust'n.)
Died November 22, 1865.

Died December 24, 1864.

Oct. 19, luein.: ligation of artery.
Died Oct. 29, 1864, of py:emi*a.

Autopsy : saphenous and* femor-
al veins full of pus.

(iangreneof stump. Died Sept.

2, 1864, of pyemia.

Died March 28, 1865.

Died October I, 1861.

Semi-moribund. Died January
27, 1865.

Died June 4, 1864.

Died March 19, 1864, »f shock
and exhaustion.

Died May 12, 186*4, from effects

of gangrene.

Died March 29, 1864, of exhaus-
tion.

Sloughing. Died July J. 1864,

of diarrhoea.

Haemorrhage. Died JunolP, '64,

of pyaemia.
Oct. 6, luein. Died Oct. 11, 1862,

of marasmus.
Died Dec. 30, lHi-i. of pymmia.

Died NovemWr 5. 1861. Spec.
3470. A. M. M.
Died July 6, 1865. from effects of
shock.

Died Mav I. 1864, of pyaemia.
Specs, 22:il. 2253..VM.M." CASE
529. p. 363, ante.

Died February 13. 1865. from
exhaustion.

Died September 7, 1864.
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Name. Military
Desciuttiox, ash Auk.

Searle, T. B.. Lieut., O, lut

New York Artillery.

Smith. M. V.. I't., A. Ilth
West Virginia, age 24.

Smith. (). I'.. Serj-f't, P, 69th
Ohio, age S8.

Date of
Injury

Oct. 31,

1864.

Sept. 19,

1864.

June 1 1.

I8tss.

Storey, K. G., Pt., K, doth
Illinois, age 44.

Strouse, A.. I't.. G, I74th
Ohio, ago 20.

Swift, It. I!., I't., II. 1st Mich-
igan, n^e i.'3.

Taylor, T., Ft., D, 5th Penn-
sylvania Ites., age :((».

Thomas. J. I,., Pt., E, 12th
Missouri, age 25.

Tinkler, P., Pt., A, 18th Illi-

nois.

Townc, YV. H., Pt.. A, 18th
Connecticut, age 30.

Turner. It. H.. Corp'l, E, 1st

Maryland, age 33.

Urban, II., Serg't, F, 20th
Massachusetts, age 22.

Vigor, J. II.. Pt., I). 173th
Ohio, age IK.

Walton, J., Pt., C, 724 Ohio,
age 4:i.

Wilkins.lt., I't.. IS, 8th Iowa,
ttge 24.

Wilson. T., Pt., (!, 7th Vet.
Reserve Corps, age 4 1

.

Dec. 1 0,

18(14.

Nature ok Injury or
Disease.

Nov. 24.

18(3.

Nov. 1,

18C4.

Nov. 17.

1863.

Oct. :i,

18(14.

Peb. -.
18(14.

Oct. 13,

18(i4.

April 7,

18114.

Oct. 20,

1863

A 32-pounder gun crushed right

thigh.
Contusion ot left knee joint and
fracture ot patella: tall from
a horse.

Comp'd comui. tract, heads of

right tibia ami fibula anil obt.

tract, of int. condyle of femur;
r't hand injured ; railr'dacold.

Comp'd comminuted fract. of
riglit leg: railroad accident.

Abscess of rigid thigh : gan-
grene.
Axe wound of riglit knee joint;

sloughing; joint extensively
opened.

Contusion left foot, fracture os

ealeis, and injury of ank. joint
by a fall: gangrene.

Fract. left leg. rupture femoral
artery ; liinb tumefied ; rail-

road accident.

Accidental injury

Date
OF

Opera-
tion.

oct.31;
18(14.

Nov. 7,

18(14.

tune 11

18l>.">.

Dec. 111.

18(14.

Feb. (1.

18(15.

.Tan. .1.

18(i4.

May 13,

18(i4.

Nov. 3,

1864.

OPERA (TON AND OPERATOR.

Amputation at upper third of

thigh.
Amp. middle third thigh by hit.

oval skin tlaps, eire. see. muse.
A. A. Surg. J. Ned.

Antero-posterior flap amp. of

right thigh by transfixion.

Flap amp. at lower third thigh.
Surg. S. K. Fuller, II. S. V.

Amputation at middle third of

thigh.
Circular amputat'n at junction
of lower thirds. Surg. S. I>.

Tiirney, U. S. V.
Anteroposterior flap amputa-
tion of thigh. A. A. Surg. F.
F. Maury.

Flap amputation at junction of
middle and lower thirds.

Amputation of left thigh

Right ankle crushed by railr'd

accident. Nov. 18. 1863, amp.
leg: necrosis of tibia

Incised w'ml, adze penetrating
left knee joint.

Chronic ulcers of left leg
;
gan-

grene; flaps sloughed and
condyles protruded.

Comp'd coinin. tract, right tibia,

fibula, and femur: knee joint

involved: railroad accident.

Compound fracture riglit ankle
joint; railroad accident : ery-
sipelas.

Right leg crushed : railroad ac-

cident; gangrene involving
knee joint.

Contusion of leg ; ant. surface a
black slough from ankle to

knee: ant. tibial art. involved.

Mar. 8,

1864.

Oct. 18,

1864.

.Ian. 4.

1865.

Oct. 13,

18(14.

April 26
18(14.

Dec. 2.'

1863.

Lateral liap amputation lower
third of thigh. Surg. H. W.
Owings, 2d E. S. Maryland.

Circular amp. at middle third

of thigh.vAss't Surg. R. F.

Weir, U. S. A.

Circular amputation at middle

I

third of thigh. A. A. Surg.

|

J. C. Morton.
Circular amputation at upper
third of thigh. Surg. J. C.
Whitohill. U.S. V.

Lateral Hap amputation lower
third of thigh. Surg. .1. R.
Me.Clurg. I!. S. V.

Flap amputation at upper third

of thigh. A. A. Surgeon D.

Cummins.
Flap amputation at lowerthird
of thigh. A. A. Surg. .1. C.
Man-.

Result anii Remarks.

Died November 1. 18(14.

Died December I. 1864,

haustitm.

Died June 30, of py,

Died December 20, 18(14. ofshuck.

Died Feb. 16, 1865, of py«mia.

Died January 7, 1864, of exhaus-
tion. Case 527, p. 362. "«fc.

Died May 13, 1864, from shock.

Died November 3, 1864, of ex-
haustion.

Died July !>. 1863.

Secondary lnomorrage from fem-
oral artery. Died Mareli 28,
1864. of haemorrhage.

Died October 24. 18(14. of pyaemia.
Ca«e 528, p. 363, ante.

(Dec. 25, '64. amp. at knee.) Jan.
6, '65. litem.; lig. femoral artery.

Died Jan. 7, '65: haemorrhage.
Died October 14. 1864, of shock.

Died May 12. 1864, of pyaemia.

Died January 24, 1865, of chronic
diarrhoea and bronchitis.

Varioloid and pleuropneumonia.
Died Mareli 13, 1864, of pneu-
monia.

Exarticuhdinns at the Knee Joint

.

—Four amputations at the knee joint for miscel-

laneous causes were reported; two proved successful, two fatal. In one instance amputation

in the thigh was subsequently performed:

CASES 1000-1003.—Private (i. Brown, E, :54tli Illinois, aged 54, had liis right leg crushed in a railroad accident, Septem-
ber 24, 1804: circular amputation at the knee joint was performed on the same day. the condyles of the femur being sawn off';

gangrene appeared but was cheeked by the application of bromine; the patient recovered.— Private H. (lertjahr, D, 82(1 Penn-
sylvania, aged 45, had the left leg removed at the knee joint by Surgeon E. Bentley, 1 1. 8. V.. on March 7, 1805, for necrosis of

the middle third of the left tibia, lie was discharged the service June 4, 1885.—Sergeant .1. Shearer. A. lltb Maryland, aged

28, received, on May 20. 1805, several kirks from a horse which caused compound comminuted fractures of both legs; excessive

haemorrhage followed. On May 21st the left leg was amputated through the knee joint, retaining the patella and condyles of

femur; the riglit leg was removed at the upper third by the anteroposterior Hap method; Assistant Surgeon G. M. McGrill,

U. S. A., performed both operations. The patient died May 22. 1805.— Sergeant II. Urban, 1*'. 20th Massachusetts, aged 22,

suffered from chronic ulcers of the left leg ;
gangrene set in and the lower part of the tibia became exposed and necrosed. Act-

ing Assistant Surgeon J. II. Parkard, on December 25, 1804. amputated the limb at the knee joint, removing the patella* the

Haps sloughed and the condyles protruded, and on January 4, 1805. circular amputation of the thigh at the middle third was
performed by Acting Assistant Surgeon J. C. Morton ; haemorrhage subsequently occurred, and on January (ith the femoral
artery was ligated in continuity. The patient died on January 7th, of recurring haemorrhage.

Amputations in the Leg.—Of two hundred and fifty-nine amputations in the leg

the results were determined in all but one case; one hundred and eighty were followed by
recovery and seventy-eight by death, a mortality rate of 30.2 per cent. One hundred and
forty-seven were for fractures, forty-four for frostbites, seventeen for gangrene, and the

remainder for various accidents and diseases.

Cask 1004.

—

Amputation in the ley.—Private C. O. F. Chirk, Co. (1, 1st Oregon, aged 35 years, was frost-bitten in his feet

and hands while on inarch between Owyhee and Malheur rivers, Idaho, December 17, 1805. He was conveyed to Camp Auburn
where portions of the lower limbs were amputated by Acting Assistant Surgeon M. V. Amen on January 17

;
1800. The patient

recovered, and was mustered out of service April 14, 1800, and pensioned. Having been sent East, after receiving his discharge from
service, for the purpose of being provided with artificial limbs, he was admitted to the Post Hospital at Washington on February 2
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1867, whence Assistant Suvgeon W. Thomson, U. &>. A., described the case ;is follows: "The operation seems to have licen

Chopnrt's, on the right foot, which had entirely healed when the patient was admitted. The stump was

linn and well fori 1, lint so sensitive for the space of one and a half indies from the cicatrix that the

man desired the limb to be removed at a point above the ankle. The amputation of the left leg had been

performed about six inches above the ankle and had failed to close from the presence of a ligature.

After this was removed the Stump healed entirely. The patient hail also lost portions of the phalanges

of both hands from the same cause On May '22. l S! i7 . he was furnished transportation to New York

City to be fitted with artificial limbs." These were supplied by the firm of Monroe and Gardiner.

Ke-amputation of the stump of the left leg subsequently became necessary and was performed by Professor

F. II. Hamilton, at Bellevue Hospital, on November 9. 1888. Several years later, when the pensioner was

supplied with artificial limbs by D. W. Kolbe, of Philadelphia, both stumps were reported as being in a

sound condition. The pensioner was paid December 4, 1881. Casts of the stump of the foot and of the

leg were prepared at the Army Medical Museum, and constitute specimens 41 "28 and 411*1. respectively,

of the Surgical Section. The latter is represented in the annexed wood-cut (Fig. 371) and apparently

shows the amputation to have been performed by the posterior flap-method. 1

Fig. 371.—Sunup after

posterior flap amputation
of leg. Spec. 4191.

Table CXI.

Condensed Summary of Two Hundred and Fifty-nine Amputations in the Lee/ for Disease or

Miscellaneous Injuries.

[Recoveries. 1—180; Deaths, 181—S58; Result undetermined, 259.]

Name, Military
Description, asu Aoe.

Aylesworfh, F. P., Serg't, E,

5th Vermont.
Baker, C. It.. Pt., E, 11th

Massachusetts.
Hanks, A. M., Ft.. II, 13th
Pennsylvania, ape :3~'.

Bates, C. Corp'l, E, 30th
Maine, age 31.

Bell, W. II., Pt., 1), :s:id

Kentucky.

Best, R„ Pt.. D, 1st N. Y.
Mounted Rifles, age 41

.

Bishop, R., Government em-
ploye, age 28.

Bond, J.. Pt., A, 149th Illi-

nois, age 20.

Bond, J., Pt,, K. 150th Illi-

nois.

Boon, X., Pt., E, 2d Colored
Cavalry.

Bouchsein, T, E.. Pt.. A,
68th New York.

Branson, D. A.. Pt.. C, 73d
Illinois, age 25.

Brazier, .1., unnssigned Re-
cruit, Vet. Vols., age 22.

Brockwav, M., Pt , 1. 47th

Ohio.
Brown, A. It, Pt.. D, :lil

Vermont, age 20.

Brown, C, Pt., II. 9th .Mis-

souri.

Brown, (J. E.. Pt., (i, 1st

Massachusetts Heavy Artil-

lerv, nge 22.

Brown, R., Pt., G, 31st Ohio.

Buckner, A. .1., Pt.. E. 4th
Iowa Cavalry, age 27.

Burns, J., Pt.. A, 17th New
York, age 21.

Date of
Injury

Disease.

( )ct. —

,

;

1861.
May -,
J ne. 64.

186L.

July 20,

1863.

Dee. 1,

1864.

Aug. 17,

I8t 14.

Feb. 26,
1865.

May 5,

1865.

May 2.

1864.

Mar. —

.

1865.

-Mar. 28.

1865.

June 22,

1863.

Dec. r>.

1863.

A prill 5,

1865.

Jau. :J,

1865.

Feb. 1,

1864.
Julv 19,

1864.

.lane 20,

1865.

Nature of i.vhtuy or
Disease.

Burns, J., Pt., G, 20th Penn. Jan. 28,
Cavalry, age 18. 1864.

Callaway, A. R.. Pt.. A.l 1 5th Sept. 9,

Illinois, ape 22.

Carson, K-, Pt., 1st Kentucky Sept. 12,

Battery. 186.*.

Typhoid fever, resulting in hos-

pital gangrene.
Scrofulous ulcers from chafing;

tit' boot (luring" marching.
Running sores of legs, the re-

sult of fever; necrosis of both
tibia1

.

Frostbite and gangrene in both
feet, contracted in rebel prison.

Comp'd fracture lower third by
wagon wheel ; severe injury

to ankle joint ; mortification.

Disorganization of right foot

and ankle joint from burn.

Right ankle joint crushed by
railroad accident.

Rig-lit leg crushed by railroad

accident.

Right leg injured by railroad

accident.
Scrofulous disease, involving
bones of right leg.

Com. fracture of left foot and
nnklejoint by railroad accid't.

Erysipelas, - gang., abscesses.

and diseased bone from abra-
sion of foot.

Injury to right leg by railroad

accident

Comminuted fracture right leg

by falling tree.

Opening in right ankle joint

and ill-conditioned leg from
a misstep.

Left leg fractured by railroad
accident.

Frostbite of left foot followed
by ulceration.

Left leg crushed by railroad

accident.
Axe wound, tract'g phalanges
and met. bones 3d toe, r't tout

:

ulceration and sloughing.
Comp'd tract, right foot with
great destruction of soft parts,

and eomp. fracture left thigh,

mid. third, by railr'd accid't.

Right leg injured by railroad

accident.
Fracture of left leg above an-
kle by railroad accident.

Right leg crushed by cannon
wheel.

Date
of

Opera-
tion.

Jan. 4,

1862.

Dec.—

,

1866.

.June 3.

1869.

April 25,

1865.

Aug. 8,

1863.

May 1,

1865.

Aug. 17,

1864.

Feb. 26,

1865.

Dec. 1
1

,

1865.

May 3,

1864.

.Ian. 10,

1866.

.Mar. 28,

1865.

June 22,

1863.

Jan. 3,

1866.

April 15,

1865.

Mar. 15,

1865.

Feb. 1,

1864.

Dec. 10,

1864.

J une 20,

1865.

Jan. 28,

1864.

Sept. 9,

1863.

Sept. 12,

1862.

OPERATION AND OPERATOR.

Amp right leg, middle third.

circular, and all toes left foot.

Amp. left leg, lower third, flap.

Dr. .1. II. Bigelow, of Boston.

Amp. left leg, uppertliird. Dr.
.1. W. King, Covington, Ky.

Amp. both legs, lower thirds,

anteroposterior flap. A. A.
Surg. A. J. Smith.

Amput'u right leg, upper third,

tlap. Dr. .Moore, < Jreensbuig,

Kentucky.
Amp. right leg, upper third, bi-

lateral flap. A. A. Surg. L.

McLean.
Amput'u right leg, lower third,

posterior flap. Surg. .1. L.
Roe, 137th Indiana.

Amp. right leg. middle third,

circular. Surg. J. 11. Phillips,

u. S. V.
Amputation right leg, middle
third.

Amp. right leg, junction upper
and mid. thirds. A. A. Surg.
A. MeLetehie.

Amp. left leg. upper Third, flap.

Surg. L. Schultz, 68th N. V.
Amp. right leg, lower third.

post. flap. Dr. R. II. Buck,
late surgeon 13th Ind. Cuv.

Amp. right leg, middle third,

flap. Dr. W, W.Rutherford.
llarrisbiug. Penti.

Amp. right leg. middle third.

Surg. s. P. Bonner,47th Ohio.
Amp. right leg. junct. middle

\

and lower thirds, eire. Dr. L.

Richmond, Derby, Vermont.
Amputation left leg. upper
third, flap.

Amp. left leg, lateral skin flaps

and circular section muscles.
A. A. Surg. B. B. Miles.

Amp. left leg, upper third, ant.

posterior flap.

Amp. right leg, lower third.

flap. Surg. M. K. Taylor,
u. s. v.
Amp. right leg. lower third,

circular, and left thigh in up-

per third. A. A. Surg. R. P.
Johnson.

Amputation right leg, upper
third, flap.

Amp. left leg, upper third, flap.

Ass't Surg. J. A.Jones, 115th

Illinois.

Amp. right leg, flap, mid. third.

Ass't Surg. R.F.Weir.Tj.S.A.

Result and Remakes.

Discharged February 27, 1862.

Discharged April 18, 1865.

Must'dout Aug. 6, 1861. Stump
healed; right leg improved af-

ter amputation of left.

Discharged Oct. 21, I8B5; sound
stumps.

Discharged December 15, 1863.

Discharged October 14, 1865.

Recovered September 25, 1864;

stump entirely healed.

Discharged July 25, 1865.

Discharged July 25. 1865.

Discharged July 14, 1866; sore
stump.

Discharged October 12, 1864.

Discharged July 19, 1865; stump
healed.

Discharged July 1!>. 1865.

Discharged May 8, 1864.

Must'd out July 27. 1865; stump
j

healed. Died April 10, IH67.

Discharged November 17. 1865.

Discharged May 16, 1865.

Discharged September 24, 1864. '

Discharged August 7,



672 MISCELLANEOUS LNJURIES. [CHAP. XI.

33/

36J

46/

47>

Name, Militakv
Description, am) Ace.

59)

60)

Caton, (i. W„ Pt., M, 2d E.

Tennessee Cavalry.

Christoflersoo, .T.,Pt., B, 10th

Veteran Reserve Corps.

(Murk, C. O. I'., Pt., G, 1st

Oregon.

Clark, T. W., Chaplain, 99th
New York, age 42.

Collins. P., l>t., I. 29th In-

diana, age 28.

Conn. S.. Pt., <!, Igtli Mis-

souri, age 22.

Connell. J., Pt.. A, 31st Illi-

nois, age 35.

Crane, 11., l>t., E, 89th Illi-

nois, age 30,

Cummins, J. W., Pt., L, 5th
Michigan Cavalry, age 22.

Dougherty, H.T., Pt., K, 31st

Illinois, age 22.

Davis, .!.. Pt., li, 31st Wis-
consin.

Dees, (i. W.. Pt., E, 13th
Missouri Cavalry, age 2:1.

Del.ong, R. 1,., Pt., B, 5th
Vermont, age 20.

Dennis, 1'., Pt., K, 98th Illi-

nois.

Devine, P., citizen, age 17...

Doherty. 10., Pt., I), 9th Mas-
saehnsetts. ago 40.

Dolaway, 11., Pt., I), 50th
Pennsylvania, age 17.

Douglas. S., liovernm't em-
ploye, age 3:1.

Doyle, T., Pt., (}, 14th Con-
necticut, age 28.

Dunlap, O., Cap*., I, 26th
Illinois.

Dunn. W. V., Pt., I, 192d
Pennsylvania, age SO.

English, 0., Pt., C, 12th N.
V. Cavalry, ago 33.

Faulkner, j., Pt., H, 13th
Infantry.

Poelv, M., Pt., C, 38th New
York.

Ferguson, J. C, citizen

Fink. .1., Pt., G, 1st Mary-
land P. II. 11., age 30.

Fitzgerald, W., Pt., A, 103d
Illinois, age 29.

Fitzmier, F.,Pt., D, 3d New
Jersey Cavalry.

Flack, M., Pt., 11, 135th Penn
sylvania.

Ford. T., Corp'l, F. 1st Ala-
bama Cavalry.

Freeland. J. J.X'orp'l, I, 74th
Indiana.

Funking. 11.. Pt.. D, 5th N.
Y. Artillery, age 23.

Gainey, .1.. Pt., C, 18th New
York Cavalry.

Gardner. M.. Pt., I. 12th

Colored Troo|»s.

Garrett, J. W„ Pt.. li. 1st

Ohio Artillery, age 27.

Gates, L., Capt., H, 7th In-

diana, age 24.

Geary, J., Pt., K, 1:11st New
York, age 53.

Date of
Injury
or

Disease.

July 25.

1863.

July 10,

18(14.

Dec. 17,

1865.

Nature ok injury oa
Disease.

May 10,

1802.

Iulv2.
180.").

Jan. 17,

1802.

Oct. 31,

1804.

Jan. 10,

1804.

Feb. —

,

1865.

Left foot and ankle crushed by-

railroad ears.

Left leg torn off and left thigh
fractured by railroad accid't.

Frostbite of both feet

Mar. 2,

1803.

Dec. 13,

1865.

Mar. 21,

1804.

Sept. 8,

1802.

.Sept. 14,

1803.

Feb. II.

1864.

Aug. 15.

1804.

Dec. 20,

1803.

April 24,

1864.

Dec. 28,

1864.

Aug. 12,

1804.

Nov. 30,

1804.
\pril 21,

1865.

May 27,

1862.

Nov. 18,

1803.

Aug. 30,

1862.

1805.

Dec. 13,

1864.

Jan. 28,

1863.

Injury of left 2d toe, resulting

in painful deformity and par-

tial dislocation.

Left leg injured by railroad ac-

cident.

Comp'd fracture left leg by a
fall from a wagon.

Left leg injured by railroad ac-

cident.

Axe wound of right foot ; ery-
sipelas ; necro. of tarsal bones.

Slough 'g and unhealthy condi-
tion of stumps following amp.
of both feet at ank. j't on ace.

ofscurvy contracted in prison.

Gangrene of both feet follow-

ing frostbite while prisoner of
war.

Left leg injured by railroad

accident.
Frostbite of both legs

Comp'd tract, both bones right

leg by railroad accident.

Left leg injured by railroad

accident.

Comp'd comminuted fracture

of bones of both legs.

Comp'd com. fracture of bones
right leg by kick of a mule.

Comp'd com. fracture of left

foot by railroad accident.

Frostbite of both feet

Oct. 18,

1804.

Aug. at;,

1804.

Sept. I.

1804.

Sept. 15,

1804.

Comp'd com. fracture left leg
by railroad accident.

Injury of right foot and right

hand by railroad accident.

Fracture mid. third right tibia

and fibula by fall from a rail-

way car.

Compound fracture of right

leg.

Compound fracture right foot

by railroad accident.
Left leg fractured by a falling

tree.

Comp'd com. fraot. both legs,

lower third, by railr'd accid't.

Right leg and left foot man-
gled by railroad accident.

Frostbite of left leg in rebel

prison.

Frostbite of both feet

Injury to both legs by railroad

accident.

Scrofulous disease of right foot,

contracted in Andersonville
prison.

Right foot crushed

Comp'd fracture left foot and
right arm by railroad accid't.

Right leg fractured by fall of

Injury of right foot and hand
by railroad accident.

Comp'd tract, of bones of right

leg by railroad accident.
Left leg crushed by railroad
accident.

Extensive necrosis of tibia and
large sloughing ulcer from
injury by falling.

Opera-
tion.

July 2."

1803.

July 11

1804.

Jan. 17,

1866.

Jan. 21,

1803.

July 2,

1805.

Feb. 1,

1802.

Oct, 31,

1804.

Mar. .",.

1804.

May 10.

1805.

April 17

1805.

Mar. 2,

1863.

Deo. 10
18, 1863.

Mar. 24.

1864.

Sept. 8,

1862.

Sept. 14,

180-1.

Feb. 24,

1864.

Aug. 15.

1864.

Feb. —

,

1864,
April 24.

1804.

Dec. 28.

1864.

Aug. 12.

1804.

Nov. 30.

1864.

May 10,

1805.

May 27,

1862.

Nov. 18.

1803.

Aug. 31.

1862.

OPERATION AM) OPERATOR.

Jan. 28,

1863.

June 30.

1865.

Oct. 18,

1864.

Oct. 25,

1864.

May 10,

1865.

Aug. 27.

1804.

Sept. 4.

1804.

Sept. 15,

1804.

Mar. 23,

1863.

Amp. left leg 3 inches above
ankle, circular. Surg. W.
liobbs, 85th Indiana.

Amp. left leg. upper third, circ.

Dr.J.Evans, Havre-de-Grace,
Maryland.

Amp. left leg. mid. third, and
right foot. A. A. Surg. M.V.
Aman. Nov. 9, 1S6'8, re-amp.
in upper third.

Amputation left leg, low. third,

Hap.

Amp. leftleg. low. third. Surg.
F. R. Kimball, 3d N. 11.

Ampnt'n left leg. middle third.

Surg. W. Yarian, IT. S. V.
Amp. left leg, mid. third. Hap.
Dr. J. Northrop, Woodstock,
Illinois.

Amput'n right leg, lower third,

aotcro-post. skin flap. Surg.
II. T. Legler. U. S. V.

Amputation of both legs, lower
thirds, flap. A. A. Surg. E.
Seyffarth.

Amp. both legs, lower thirds,

circular. A. A. Surg. F. E.
.Martindale.

Amput'n left leg, upper third.

Amp. both legs, lower thirds.

Ass't Surg. D. G. Wilson, 1st

Michigan Cavalry.
Amp. right leg, junct. middle
and lower thirds, flap.

Amput'n left leg, upper third.

Circ. amp. both legs, low. th'ds.

A. A. Surg. T. H. Stillwell.

Amput'n rightleg, upperthird.
Surg. J. F. Sullivan, i)th Mass.

Autero-posterior flap amp. left

leg, lowerthird. A. A. Surg.
VV. C. Merrillat.

Circular amput'n of both limbs
1 inch above ankle joint.

Flap amp. left leg 2 ins. below
knee. Surg.Z.E.Bliss, U.S.V.

Ampnt'n of right leg at lower
third. Surg. O. Hoyt, 30th
Wisconsin.

Circular amputation mid. third

right leg.

Flap amputation of leg at junc-
tion of upper and mid. thirds.

Flap amputat'n of leg at lower
third.

Amputat'n in middle third leg.

Surg. A. J. Rerry. :18th N. A'.

Circ. amp. both legs, low. third.

A. A. Surg. T. II. Stillwell.

Amputation right leg 1J ins.

below tuberosity of tibia. A.
A.Surg. J. II. Bartholf.

Amputation of leg at middle
third.

Amputation of right leg, lower
third, after discharge.

Amputation right, leg 5 inches
below knee, and left leg 4 ins.

below knee.
Antero-post. flap amp. of leg at

upper third. A. A. Surg. J.

D. Sheer.
Flap amputation of leg, lower
third. Dr. R. Larrimer, Mil-
lersburg. Indiana.

Circularamp. of leg. low. third.

Surg. Z. E. Bliss, V. 6. V.
Flap amputation of leg, middle
third. Surg. A. C. Walker,
18th N. Y. Cavalry.

Flap amput'n right leg, lower
third. Surg. 6. Stegman,12th
( lolored Troops.

Circular amputation leg in up-
per third.

Flap amp. of leg. upper third.

Surg. W. M. Wright, 79th Pa.
Circular amp. upper third leg.

Surg. J. J. Reese, U. S. V.

ItESl'l.T AND ItEMAKKB.

Gangrene. Discharged April 24
1865.

Discharged.

Disch'd April 14, 1866. 1870,
sound stumps. Specs. 4128 and
4191, A.M. M.

Diseh'd Feb. 11. 1863. (Nov. 26,
1862, amp. left 2d toe.) Feb. 7,

1872, amp. thigh, lower third;
recovered.

Recovered Aug. 13, 1865. (Dis-

charged soldier.)

Discharged April III, 1862.

Discharged Mar. 23. 1865. (Also
wound right thigh.)

Discharged June 14, 1864.

Discharged Aug. 2, 1865. (Feb..

1865, amputation both feet at

ankle joint.)

Discharged October 13, 1865.

Discharged August 20, 1863.

Discharged June 2, 1866.

Discharged November 4, 1865.

Discharged July 30, 1863.

Gangrene. Recovered June 24,
1864. Spec. 1844, A.M. M.

Mustered out June 21, 1804.

Discharged June 28, 1865. Spec.

251, A. M. M.

Recovery slow.

Discharged August 1, 1805.

Discharged May 15, 1805. (Also
amput'n right forearm.) Stump
well healed.

Jan. I, 1865, amp. in right thigh,
lower third. Feb. 22, ligation
femoral artery; recovery.

Discharged June 7, 1865.

Discharged May 30, 1866.

Discharged December 20, 1862.

Transferred.

Discharged Oct. 24. 1864. (Also
loss of great and 2d toes of left

foot.)

Mustered out August 15. 1865.

Amp. of right foot at met. phal.

art., andgreattoe. left foot, Dec.
20,1804. Diseh'd July 5, 1865.

Discharged ; sound stumps.

Discharged November 4, 1865.

Discharged February 1, 1805.

Disch'dMay 31, 1805. (Also circ.

amputation arm. middle third.)

Mustered out in 1805.

Diseh'd July 18. 1865. (Also
amputation right forearm, lower
third.) Stamps healed.

Discharged.

Haemorrhage
;

gangrene. Dis-
charged .May 15, 1865.

Disch
Fd October 0, 1863. Spec.

2793, A. M. M.
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No.

69

70

71

72

7:i

74

75

76

77

78

79

Hi 1

81

82)

83|

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Gilbert, J. N„ Serg't, It. 4th
Michigan Cavalry.

Gleeson, II.. Pt., A, 140th
New York-, age 27.

Glover, W. A., 1't., B. 18th
Indiana.

Grady, M., Pt., A, 48th Ohio.

Griffin. It. D , Ft., B, 40th
Illinois.

Griswold, P. N - Saddler. G,
2d New York Cavalry, age
91.

Hassett, J., Pt., 1. 13th Mary-
land P. H. B.

Hatch. G., Pt., M, 14th Col'd
Heavy Artillery, age 23.

Hearn, J. M., Pt., A, 7th Ten-
nessee Cavalry.

Heckathom, —, Pt., E, 100th
Pennsylvania.

Hubl'itt.W. S., Pt., 8Sd Ohio,
age 35.

Iloughtaling, II., Pt., B, Stli

Michigan, age 22.

Honsefelter, -L, Pt., M, 0th

New York Artillery.

Hurley. T., 1't.. K, 8th Ten-
nessee Cavalry,

Date of
Injury

Disease

.-7

99

100

Huyard, A.,Pt..C,122d Penn-
sylvania.

James, H.. Pt., O, 6th Penn.
Cavalry, age 25.

Johnson, O., l*t., S, 4 1th Wis-
consin, age 44.

Jones, J., Pt., H, 11th Penn.
Cavalry, age 30.

Jones, S., Pt., I, 30th Iowa,
age 31.

Joseplms, M., Government
teamster, age 25.

Keffe, J., Pt., D, 12th Massa-
chusetts.

Keller, J. O., Pt., I, 49th
Pennsylvania.

Kelly. I*. F., >Serg't, IS, 28th
Ke.Iitn.ekv. acre lit.

Kelsey, j".. Pt., I, 18th In-

diana, age 24.

Kenyon, G. \Y., Pt.. H, 46th
Penn., age 25.

Kier. I., Pt., A, 99th Colored
Troops.

Lambert. H. M-, Serg't. D,
12th Illinois Cav'ry, age 30.

Lnshander. J. R., Pt., L, 4th
New York Heavy Artillery,

age 19.

Leonard, J. S., Pt., B, 1st N.
Jersey Bight Artillery, age
45.

Lewis. C, Pt., B, llfith Col-
ored Troops, age £2.

102( Lowe. G. s., Pt., F, 35th
103> Massachusetts.
104 McCann, R.f Pt.. D. 924 Illi-

nois, age 43.

105 McDonald, \Y. II., Pt., F,
' 60th New York.

10G Mclntyre. J., Pt., A, 3d

j
Pennsylvania.

|!Q7|McLay, W-, Pt., G, 12th
Illinois,

8 MoQuade, T., Pt., F, 6:Hh
New York.

109 Magly. A.. Pt., F,66th Ohio.
age 37.

! 110 Mahaffey, S.. Pt.. H, 30th
Iowa.

Nature of Injury ok
Disease.

Feb. 4.

1863.

Aug. !),

1863.

Oct. 26,

1861.

Mav 1,

1865.

Mar. 25,

1865.

Mav 22
1805.

Mav—,
1864.

Nov. 7,

L864.
Sept. 20.

L864.
Nov. 15
1862.

Mar. 7,

1865.

Feb. 10.

1863.

Mav 28.

18*65.

Mar. 28,

1865.

July 23,
1863.

Aug. 14.

1863.
Mar. —

,

1864.

June 10,

1862.

Nov. 15,

1862.

Aug. 18,

1864.

July 14.

1864.

Oct. 10,

1863.

June 3,

1865.

Mav 28,

1864.

lune -

1865

Opera-
tion.

Fracture of right leg by kick
of a mule.

Scurvy, resulting in mortifica-

tion, contracted while a pris-

oner of war.
Tubercular synovitis of left

ankle joint.

Left ankle joint fractured by
explosion of steamboat.

Right leg crushed by cannon
Jailing on it.

Sprain of right ankle; inflam-

mat'u of synovial membrane
;

carious bone.
Comminuted fract. of os caleis

and mid. cuneiform bone, right
foot, by railroad accident.

Lower third right leg crushed
by railroad accident.

Burn of left leg, at Anderson-
\ille prison.

CEderaa of right foot from
sprain : mortification.

Comp'd fracture of left ankle
by railroad accident.

Necrosis following sprain right

ankle joint.

Diffused aneurism left post. tib.

artery near int. mal., inj. to

artery by broken glass : ha?m.
Injury of both legs by railroad

accident.

Frostbite of both feet

Bones of right leg comminuted
at middle third by railroad
accident.

Left inter, malleolus and pos-
terior tibial artery severed by
nn axe.

Typhoid fever; disease of both
limbs, resulting in gangrene.

Disease of both feet, ending in

gangrene.

Left foot crushed by a wheel

;

gangrene.

Compound fracture right ankle
joint by railroad accident.

Frostbite toes of left foot: gan-
grene.

Right foot and leg crushed by
railroad accident.

A xe woundof right foot ; caries
extending to tarsus.

Bight foot fractured by railroad

accident.

Right foot injured by railroad
accident.

Comp'nd comminuted fracture
right leg by fall of a horse.

Left ankle run over by wagon :

tibia dislocated and low. third

of fibula and internal malle-
olus broken.

Left leg run over by a wagon
;

I
sloughing and necro. of tibia.

Sprain in right instep

Operation ani» Opekatou.

June 2.

1864.

Dec. 1 1,

1862.

Mar. IS,

1865.

Julv 26
1861.

Oct. 29,

1864,

June 8,

1865.

Hospital gang, of both limbs..

Comp'd fracture right tibia and
fibula by falling timber.

Bight foot and leg crushed bj'

railroad accident.

Left foot injured by railroad
accident.

Comp'nd comminuted fracture

I

of bones of right leg by ma-
ehinery.

Comminuted fracture left ankle

I

joint by railroad accident.

Comminuted fract. both bones
1 of left leg: railroad accident.

I

Bight leg crushed by railroad

accident.

April 5, Amputat'n of leg, middle third.

1863. Ass't Surg. C.C.Gray, U.S.A.
June 7, Amputat'n upper third left leg.

1865. Dr. A. M. Leonard, Lockport,
New York.

May 5, Flap amp. leg at lower third.

1865. A. A. Surg. S. A. Cummins.
June 13 Flap amp. leg, lower third. Dr.
1867. W. H. Mussey. Cincinnati.

Oct. 26, Flap amput'n leg, upper third.

1861. Surg. S. W. Thompson, 40th
Illinois.

Dec. 26. Flap nmpntation of leg at op-
1867. per third.

April 9, Amp. of leg. upper third, lateral

1865. flap ofskin, circ. sect, of muse.
A. A. Surg.M B. MrCansland.

May 24, Circularamp. lepat junction of

1865. upper and middle thirds. A.
A. Surg. D. Shephard.

Sept. 9, Flap amp. of leg, lower third.

1864. Drs. Lion and Pelat, C. S- A.
Mav 2. Amp. of leg at mid. third. Dr.

1866. M. P. Barker, Newcastle, Pa.

Nov. 8, A nten> posterior flap amput'n
1864. leg at middle third.

April 20, Ant. flap amp. of leg, low. third.

1665. Surg. B. B. Bontecou, 1'. s.V.
Dec. 7. Amputation leg at juiict. lower
1862. and middle third's. Surg. J.

G. Wood. 6th N. Y. Artillery.

Mar. 7. Amp. right lejr, upper third,

1865. left leg, middle third. Drs.
L. C. Brown and E. B. Root,
PainesvMle, Ohio.

Mar. 10, Amp. of both legs, mid. third.

1863. A. Surg. E. Marshall, 124th

New York.
May 28, Antero-posterior flap amp. leg,

1865. upper third. A. A. Surg. 11.

M. Bellows.
Mar. 28, Flap amput'n leg, lower third.

1865. A. A. Surg. J. K. Simmons.

Mar. 22, Left leg at up. third, right leg
1865. at lower third, circular. A.

A

Surg. A. Claude.
Oct. 16, Flap amputation of left leg
1863. near upper third. Surg, N

Gay, U. S. V.
Oct. 20, Oval amp. leg at junct. middle
1864. and lower thirds. Surg. T. J.

Wright, 64th Col'd Troops.
Aug. 14, Posterior flap amp. of leg at

1863. junction mid. and lowerthirds.
Nov.— , Flap amput'n leg. lower third.

1864. Dr. B. F.Wagonseller, Selin's

Grove, Pennsylvania.
June 10, Amp. leg in upper third. Surg.
1862. A. H. Thurston, IT. 8. V.

Sept. 26, Amputation at middle third of
1863. leg.

Aug. 18. Flap amp. of leg at lower third.

1864. Surg. 8. Bart, U. S. V.
Julv 15, Flap amp. of leg. lower third.

1864. Surg. II. E. Hubericu, 99th
Colored Troops.

Oct. 25, Double flap amputation of leg
1863. in upper third. A. A. Surg.

VV. II. Ensign.
June 3. Amput'n of leg at lower third,

1865. skin flaps and circ. section of
muscles. A. A. Surg. A. \V.

Merrill.

Mar. 15, Antero-post. flap amp. of leg at

1865. junct. upper and mid. thirds.

A. A. Surg. It. I). Watson.
Feb. 1, Flap amp. of leg at lower third.

1866. A. Surg.G. M. McOilUT.S.A.
Jan. 12, Circular amputation of both
1863. legs at lower third.

June 2, An tern-posterior flap amputat'n
1864. leg. Surg. C. Helm, <»2d Bis.

Dec. 11, Amputation of leg in middle
1862. third.

Mar. 18. Flap amp. of leg. lower third.

1865. Dr. A. B. Carr. St.Clair.Penn.

Nov. 3, Antero-post. flapamp. right leg,

1863. junct. upperand middle thirds.

A. A. Surg, W. P. Sweetland.
Julv 20, Circular amputation of leg at

1861. middle third.

Oct. 30, Anteroposterior tlap amput'n
1864. of leg in upper third.

June 8, Flap amp. of leg. middle third.

1865. Sunr. S. G. Boeers.30th Iowa.

Result ami Remarks.

Discharged August 3, 1863.

(April 25, 1865, amp. right thigh,

mid. third.) Dis-h'd Aug. 29,

1865; stumps healed.
Discharged June 17. 1865; stump
entirely healed.

Discharged; good stump.

Discharged February 23, 1862,

Mustered out Nov. 8, 1865. Died
June 18, 1870, of consumption.

Discharged August 5, 1865.

Discharged; stump healed.

Discharged July 13, 1865.

Must'd out July lit. '65; healthy
stump.

Mustered out June !», 1865.

Discharged August 12, 1865,

Discharged March 3, 1863.

Mustered Old Juh 17. 1865,

Discharged August 11, 1863.

Discharged September 7, 1865.

Mustered nut July 20, 1865.

Disch'd May 27, 1865. (Sabre
cut in lumbar region October 17,

1864.)

Nov. 6. Chopart's amp. right foot.

Nov. 1 1, int. plantar artery lied.

Discharged June 3, 1865.

December 31, 1864; le-arly well

Discharged October lit, L863.

Discharged May 15. L865.

Discharged July 10, 1862.

Discharged Dec 10, 1863; stump
healed.

Mustered out Julv 16, 1865.

Ibem. Nov. lit amp thigh, low.
third. Disch'd Julv 30, 1864.

Specs. 1744 and [87!t* A. M. \|

.

Discharged November 3. 1**G5,

Mustered out. Spec. 2403. A.M. M.

Discharged May 5, 1866.

Discharged May 2, 1863. Died
August 5, 1867.

Discharged June 28. 1865.

Discharged February 5, 1864

Discharged.

Gangrene of stump. Jan. 15. '64,

amputation of thigh. low. third.

Discharged July 5. 1861.

Mustered out August 3. 1861.

Discharged May 17. 1865.

Blustered out.

SP8G, HI—85
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Name, Military
Description, and Age.

11G
117/

118)

119]

Pt., Ms!Manson, M.
Maine.

Manuel. J., Contraband, afire

10.
K

Marshall, J., Corp'l, B, 4th
Ky. Cavalry, age 25.

Mason, G., Ft., C, 12th Vet.
Reserve Corns.

Menvin, I), G., Pt., Ii, 44th
Wisconsin, age 40.

Miller, D, W., Pt., A, 13th
Kentucky Cavalry, age 18.

Mofg-on, M., Pt., H, 3d Col-
ored ll'vy Art., age 19.

Mullully, J., Pt„ C, 49th
Mass., age 18.

121 Nash, J., Pt., H, 5th Pcnn.
Cavalry, age 31.

Date of
Injury Nature of Injury ok

Disease.

Feb. 4,

1804.

Jan. 1,

1804.

May 10,

1864.

Deo. —

,

1803.

Jan. 1,

1804.

Dec. 8,

18(12.

122

123

I 24

125

126

isg

128

139

131

;

132

133

134

135

13G

L37

138

Ohring, C, Corp 1, P, 42d
Indiana, ago 21.

Older, B., l't., I, 08th Ohio,
age 22.

Olds, J. K., Serg't, B, 10th

N. Y. Artillery, age 29.

Orne, W. II., Corp'l, D, 10th
New Hampshire.

Peaceley, C, Pt., B, 49tli

Indiana, age 26.

Feb. —

,

1802.

Mav 29,

1804.

May 15,

1805.

Periosteal irjflam. of left ankle
and caries of tarsal bones.

Comp'd com. fracture of leg 4
inches below knee joint by
railway cars.

Fracture of both bones of left

leg by fall.

Left foot crushed by railroad
accident.

Phagedenic ulcer of right leg
;

sloughing of soft parts.

Loss of both feet from frostbite.

Frostbite of both feet

.

Opera-
tion.

Right leg injured by railroad

accident.

Scrofulous caries right tibia,

tho result of an old fracture.

Dry gangrene of left leg

Camp fever and disease right

foot ; excessive ulceration.

Comp'nd tract, mid. third right

tibia and libula by a blow
from a cable.— Sore on left leg, followed by
disease of bones of foot after

debility and intermittent fev.

Compound fracture left ankle
by railroad accident.

Peck, S., Pt.. C, 184th Now Sept. 17,

York, age 37. 1804

Penny, L., Pt., E, 11th Ohio,
age 22.

Perrigo, C. M., Pt., I, 143d
New York.

Pettibone, S., Pt., D, 33d
Illinois.

Peuschke, A., Corp'l, K,
145th New York.

Pike, P., Pt., D, 1st Colorado
Cavalry.

Poole, E. W., Pt., 15th Ohio,
age 19.

Quaid, W. R., Pt., L, 5th
Pennsylvania Cavalry.

Rcdfbot, O., Corp'l, K," 100th
Pennsylvania, age 29.

Rew, M. D., Corp'l, E, 5th
New York Cavalry.

Richardson, J., Contraband.

Mar. —

,

1864.

Oct. 20,

1802.

Mar. 2,

1865.

Sept. 30,

1863.
Nov. 21,
1864.

June 3,

1865.

July 29,

1805.

Feb. 20,

1805.

1391 Robinson, A., Ft., I, 8th Col-
14o] ored Troops, age 5!6.

141 Rumpf, J., Serg't, B, 75th
Pennsylvania.

142 Scott, M., PI., I, 14th Ohio.

113

11

145

146

147

148

149

i 51

1

151

Severy. W. F., Pt., I, 3d
Vermont, age 25.

Shanger, R„ Pt., 4th New
Jersey Lt. Battery, age 20.

Simmons, VV., Substitute,
age 32.

Skillin, W. E., Pt., H, loth
Maine.

Slater. C. II., Pt., D, 27th
New York.

Smith, J, D., Pt., C, 74th
Illinois.

Smith, R., I't., E, 100th N.
York.

Smith, T., Contraband, age
33.

Snyder, J., I't., B, 51st New
York, age 27.

152 Stacy, A., Pt.. H, 12th Kan-
sas, age 51.

Stevens, J. A., Pt., E, 1st

Wisconsin Cavalry.
154 Stone, I. M., Pt., M, 1st Illi-

nois Artillery, age 24.

Dec. 2,

1864.

Deo. 18
18G4.

Mar. 15,

1805.

Dec. 25,

1801.

Julv27,
1804.

Mar. 4,

1865.

Jan. 17,

1865.

Dec. 28,

1862.
Nov. 7,

1804.

Sept. 13,

1864.

Nov. —

,

1864.

Oct. 4,

1804.

Mar. 20,

1864.

Oct. 21,

1803.

Lacerated wound left ankle,
opening joint, by railr'd acci-

dent.

Right foot and leg crushed by
railroad accident.

Necro. of left ank. j't and wast-

ing of leg, the result of sprain.

Both legs injured by railroad

accident.

Right leg injured by railroad

accident.
Compound fracture of left leg
by a fall from a horse.

Left leg injured by railroad

accident.

Left leg injured by horse fall-

ing on it.

Frostbite of left foot in rebel

prison.

Intlam. right ank. j't from scur-

vy contracted in rebel prison.

Necrosis of lower end of tibia

and sloughing ulcerinvolving
foot, after injury.

Frostbite of both'limbs

Injury to right leg by railroad

accident.
Irritative fever, debility, and
gangrene of right foot, result-

ing from imprisonment.
Left legjammed by boat against
wharf; bones of foot crushed.

Left leg crushed by wagon;
gangrene ; necrosis of tibia.

Right foot and ankle crushed
by railroad accident.

Left leg cut off by railroad ac-

cident.

Axe cut of left foot

Left leg injured by railway ac-

cident.

Fracture of right foot by rail-

road accident.

Comminuted fracture of leg

;

railway collision.

Comp'nd fract. left ankle and
foot by railroad accident.
Axe wound of left foot ; necro-
sis of bone.

Erysipelas of right foot

Comminution of lower end right
tibia and astragalus by fall-

ing timber.

June 15

1807.

Feb. 5,

1864.

Feb. 10,

1804.

May 15,

1864.

Jan. 7,

1865.

May 13,

18G5,

Feb. 1,

180G.

Jan. 25,

29, '64.

Dec. 9,

18G2.

Jan. 8,

18G4.

Sept. 9,

1803.

April 1,

1862.

May —

,

1877.

Mar. —

,

1870.

May 15,

1865.

Sept. 17,

ieG4.

Mar. —

,

1864.

Sept. 24,

1863.

Mar. 2,

1865.
Sept. 30,

1863.

Jan. 29,

1867.

June 4,

186.).

July 29,

1865.
Aug. 11.

1865.
Any. 15.

1807.

Mar. 15,

1865.

Feb. —

,

1805.

Mar. 15,

1805.

April 19,

1865.

Dee. 25,

1801.

Oct. 27
1864.

Mar. 4,

1865.

Jan. 17,

1865.

Jan. 8,

1863.

Nov. 7,

1864.

Sept. 13,

1864.

Jan. 25,

1865.

Oct. 4,

1864.

Aug. 15,

1864.

Tuly 27,

1805.

May 22.

1864.

Operation and Operator.

Flap amputation of leg, lower
third. Dr. G. E. Hriekctt.

Posterior flap amputat'n of leg.

A. A. Surg. C. Pelaez.

Flap amputation of leg, middle
third.

Circular amp. of leg at junct. of
middle and lower thirds. A.
A. Surg. J. B. Cutter.

Antero-post. flap amp. of leg,

upper third. Ass't Surg. J. C.
Thorpe, U. S. V.

Amp. left leg at junct. mid. and
lower thirds; amp. right leg
at junct. of middle and lower
thirds. Dr. H. Owens.

Amput'n of left and right legs

at middle thirds. Surg.II.il.
Hood, 3d Colored ll'vy Art.

Amputat'n of leg at mid. third.

Dr. W.J. Gilfillan, Brooklyn
College Hospital.

Circular amputation of leg at
middle third. Ass't Surg. C.
A. McCall, U. S. A.

Flap amp. of leg, upper third

A. A. Surg, II. M. Lilly.

Amp. of leg in middle third
A. A. Surg. W. R. Burke.

Amputation of leg below kticc

Result and Remarks.

Amputation leg in mid. third.

Dr. T. Haynes, Concord, N.H.

Circular amputat'n of leg, low.
third. Surg. J. O. Hatchitt,

U. S. V.
Flap amp. of leg, lower third.

Dr. D. T. Krebs, Watsoutown,
Penn.

Flap amp. of leg at mid. third.

A. A. Surg. R. Wirth.
Flap amp. of leg, middle third.

Dr. F. Hyde, Courtland, N.Y.
Flap amp. of both legs in mid.
third. Surg.G.P.Rex, 33d 111.

Flap amputation of leg, middle
third.

Amput'n of leg in upper third.

Dr. J. W. Humilton, Colum-
bus, Ohio.

Double flap amp. of leg, mid.
third. A.A.Surg.C.E.Boyle.

Flap amputation of leg in mid-
dle third.

Circular amp. of leg, low. third.

A. A. Surg. E. DeWitt.
Amp. of leg, mid. third. Dr.
D. Prince, Jacksonville, HI.

Posterior flap amp. of leg, upper
third. Surg. F. E. Piquette,
86th Colored Troops.

Amput'n of both legs in lower
third.

Flap amputation of leg at mid-
dle third.

Flap amput'n of leg in middle
third. Dr. S. F. Forbes, To-
ledo, Ohio.

Circular amp. of leg, mid. third.

Dr. S. Cabot. Boston.
Flap amp. of leg, upper third.

A. Surg. T. Calhoun, U.S.A.
Circular amp. of leg, mid. third.

A. A. Stirg. J. C. Morion.
Circular amput'n of leg. Ass't
Surg. G. Z. lliggins, 15th Me.

Circ. amp. of leg, middle third.

Surg. H. Bryant, U. S. V.
Flap amputation of leg in mid-
dle third.

Flap amp. of leg, lower third.

Surg.— Hiland, C. S. A.
Circular amp. of leg in upper
third. Ass't Surg. '1'. A. Me-
Graw, U. S. V.

Circ. amp. left leg. lower third.

A. A. Surg. L. Curtis.

Amput'n at lower third left leg
by Dr. Clark.

Post, flap amputation right leg.

A. A. Surg. J. D. Skecr.
Short ant. and long post, flap

amp. of leg, up. third. Surg.
II. Culbertson, U. S. V.

Disch'd January 12, 18G3. Died
Jan. 4, 1874, of typhoid fever.

Feb. 20. ligation of anterior tibial

artery for haemorrhage. Dis-
charged December 15, 18G4.

Discharged May 23, 1865.

Discharged July 19, 1865. Re-
amputation 4 ins. higher Sept.

26, 1805. Died Dec. 24, 1808.

Jan. 9, haemorrhage. Discharged
May 31, 1865.

Discharged January 14, 1865.

Discharged May 9, 1865.

Discharged June 18, 1865.

Discharged June 18, 1864.

Discharged May 10, 1864. Spec.

1921, A. M. M.
Discharged August 19, 1862.

Discharged June 14, 1865. (Feb.,

1865, ends of tibia removed.)

Discharged Aug. 20, 18G3. Died
Jan. 5, 1874, of chr. diarrhoea.

Extensive sloughing. Mustered
out August 7, 1865.

Discharged July 18, 1865.

Discharged June 26, 1865.

Discharged September 17, 1863.

Discharged A ugust 4, 1865.

Discharged June 7, 18G5.

Discharged.

Mustered out June 8, 1 865.

Discharged September 21, 1865.

Discharged December 12, 1865.

Discharged June 29, 1865.

Good result.

Discharged June 7, 1865 ; sound
stumps.

Discharged June 19, 1865.

Mustered out March 8, 1865.

Discharged October 31, 1862.

Discharged October 21, 1865.

Discharged July 8, 1865.

Discharged.

Mustered out May 25, 1863. Died
January 8, 1872.

Discharged April 25, 1805.

Discharged December 4, 1864.

Recovered in 30 days.

Discharged July 26, 1865. Spec.
3070, A. M. M.

Discharged December 31, 1864.

Discharged September 8, 1805.

Discharged December 28, 18G4.

Spec. 2422, A. M. M.
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155

156

1571

158)

159

160

161

162

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

177

1781

179/

180

181

182

183

18-11

185[
186

187

188

1891

190(
191

192

193

1951
19(i|

197

198

199

200

201

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Date of
Injury
on

Disease.

Stoner, P., Pt.,K,57th Penn-
sylvania.

St. Ong, M., Pt., B, 7th Ohio,
age 34.

Storer, L., Pt., P, 105th Illi-

nois.

I

Dec. 22, Right foot fractured by railroad Dec. 22
1864. 1 accident. : 1864.

Sept. 20,' Left foot and ankle crushed by Sept. 20,

1863.

Sept. 24,

1863.

Katueh of Injuky OK
Disease.

Date
of

Opera-
tion.

Operation and Oferatoi:.

Taylor, 6. B., Pt, II, 1st Sept. 23,

N. C. Cavalry, ago 22. 1863.
'Taylor, II., Serg't, B, 30th May
Illinois. 1863.

Thomas. J. C. Pt., I, gth N.
Y. H'vy Artillery, age 19.

Thompson. FT.. Corp'l, G, 5th
Tenn. M't'd Inf.. age 20.

Thompson, VV., Boatswain's
Mate, U. S. N.

Troutman. J. W., Corp'l, F,
40th Indiana.

Trueheart, Q. W., Pt., F,
67th New York, age 20.

Underwood, J., Pt., 1, 103d
Illinois, age 24.

Wallace, B-, Freedman, age
35.

Ward. W*., l't., B, 60th New
York.

Watkins, E. D., Pt., 11, 5th
Kentucky Cavalry, age 30.

Watson, IS., Pt., E, 10th
Tennessee, age 23.

Watt, P., Pt., A, 28th Mas-
sachusetts.

Watts, A., Pt., E, 73d Illi-

nois.

Way, C, Pt., H, 47th Iowa.

Weed, E. D., Pt., I, 128th
Indiana.

Weidle, J. P., Pt., G, 29th
Ohio, age 40.

Wollirs, W., Pt., K, 60th
Illinois.

Werner, A., Pt., 101st Penn-
sylvania.

Williams. B., Pt.. I, 3d Col-

ored Heavy Artillerv, age
14.

Wilson, J., Government em-
ploye, age 23.

Aerushield, L.. Corp'l, H,
66th Illinois, age 19.

Black. H., Pt., D, 3d Maine,
age 20.

Buchanan, D.. Pt., F. 12th
Penn. Cavalrv, age 17.

Black, J., Pt., I, 16th Conn.,
age 33.

Bonus. W. A., Lieut, and
Quartermaster, 15th Conn.,
age 26.

Bryant, B., Pt., B, 2d East
Tennessee Cavalrv.

Bucke, N. P., Serg't U. S.
Marines.

Coleman. R., Pt., B, 83d
Pennsylvania.

Coiman. M.. Pt., F, 103d
Illinois, aged 42.

Creek, J. W., Pt., D, 91st
Indiana, age 21.

Curgill, W., Pt., 90th New-
York.

Davis, D., Pt., L, 2d N. Y.
Heavy Artillery, age 23.

Dawson. W., Serg't, B, 1st

Kentucky Cavalry.
Dennis, J., Pt., Signal Corps,
age 111.

Dunham. M., Pt.. D, U. S.
Engineers, age 23.

Flenncr. I.. G., Pt., I, 161 fit

* thio, nge 45.

Garrett, '('.

., Pt.. F, Kith Col-
ored Troops, age 28.

railroad accident.
i

1863.

Both legs injured by railroad Sept. 24.

accident. 1863.

Mar. 20,1

1865.

Oct. 27,

1864.

Sept. 16,'

1862.

June 15,

1864.

June 6,

.

. 1863. I

May 10,

1862.

Feb. 21,

1864.

Oct. 24,

1864.

Jan. 11,

1862.

1863.

Sept. 18,

1864.

Oct. 11,

1864.

Feb. 13,

1864.

June 15,

1865.

Mar. 11,

1865.

Jan. 1,

1864.

Fracture of left tibia and fibula

by fall of horse.

I'ract. of left leg, lower third

;

haun.; lig. ant. tibial artery.

Dry gangrene of right leg from
exposure in rebel prison.

Comp'd dislocation right ankle
outward by railroad accident.

Right foot contused by recoil

of gun.
Fracture of right leg by acci-

dent.

Fracture of right leg by rail-

road accident.

Compound fracture of let! leg
by railroad accident.

Old ulcer of right heel, extend-
ing up leg

;
gangrene.

Left leg injured by railroad
accident.

Frostbite of both feet : amput'n
both feet April, 1865.

Left leg fractured by railroad
accident.

Left leg injured by railroad
accident.

Erysipelas and disease of bone
from a sprain.

Left foot injured by railroad
accident.

Right leg crushed by railroad
accident.

Right ankle dislocated and tib.

and fibula fractured by falling

building.

Fracture of bones of left leg by
railroad accident.

Sept. 23,

1863.

May 18,

1863.

April 5,

1865.

April 13,

1865.

Oct. 28,

1864.
Sept. 16,

1862.

June 15,

1864.

July 2,

1863.
July 14,

1864.

May 10,

1862.

Mar. 18.

1866.

Oct. 24,

1864.

Jan. 11,

1862.

Nor. 20,

1863.

Sept. 18,

1864.

Oct. 11,

1864.
Feb. 13,

1864.

July 30,

1865.

Right leg injured by railroad ' Mar. 11,

accident.
|

1865.
Both legs frostbitten Jan. 25,

1864.

Mar. 30,

1865.

Julvl3,
1864.

Mav 21,

1865.

Sept. 1,

1862.

Dec. 17,

1861.

Nov ,

1864.

1863.

1862.
Oct. 29,

1864.

1864.

April 14,

1863.
April 20,

1864.
Jan. 24,

1864.

July 10,

1864.

Sept. 26,

1864.

Necrosis of right tibia of four
years' standing.

Right foot cut by an axe ; swell-
ing and inflammation.

Disease of left foot ; necrosis of
metatarsus.

Contusion of left foot by fall

from horse ; necrosis.

Frostbite of both feet while in

captivity.
Comp'd com. fract. right tibia

and fibula, middle third, and
left femur, middle third, by
railroad accident.

Right leg inj. by falling down
an embankment : necrosis.

Left leg fractured by railroad
accident.

Frostbite of both feet ; mortifi-

cation
Senile gangrene, left foot, from
scorbutus.

Aug. 20,

1864.

:Aprill9,
1865.

July 3,

1864.

Aug. 6,

1864
April 24

1865.

Mav 21
1865.

June 8,

1863.

Dec. 17
1861.

Circular amputation left leg.

middle third.

Antero-post. muse, flap ampu-
tation of leg. middle third.

Flap amp. right leg. Surg. J.

Bennett, 19th Mich. Circ,
left leg. Ass't Surg. J. E.
Link, 21st Illinois.

Amputation of leg

Nov. 9,

1863.

Ulcer of left leg. exposing tibia, June 29,

from injury by fall.
I

1864.

Left leg and foo't and right thigh Oct. 29,

crushed by railroad accident, I 1864.

Scald of left ankle by boiling Dec. 17

coffee; gangrene: h*a?morrh. I 1864.

Result and Remark?.

Gellison, G., Pt.,

Illinois.

E, 65th

Fractured bones of both legs
;

dislocation both ankles.
Gangrene; ulcerat'n following
injury by kick of a mule.

Necrosis following axe wound
of left ankle.

Accidental contusion right foot;

extensive sloughing.
Comp'd fract. tibia and lacera-

tion foot by railroad accident.
Fracture of bones of leg by
railroad accident.

April 16,

1863.

Sept. 26,

1864.

June 6,

1864.

Aug. 3,

1864.
Oct. 1,

1864.

Double flap amp. leg, upper
third. A. A. Surg. L. Dyer.

Flap amp. leg, up. third. Dr.
M. W.Townsend, Byron, N.Y.

Flap amp. leg, middle third.

A. A. Surg. A. S. Austin.
Amputat'n of leg, middle third.

Flap amp. of leg. mid. third.

Dr. D. Funkhouber, Indian-
apolis.

Circular amp. of leg, mid. third.

A. A. Surg. W. C. Merrillat.

Amputation of leg below knee.
A. A. Surg. J. Thompson.

Oval amptat'n leg. upper third.

Surg. T. .I.Wright, 64th C. T.
Flap ampt'n leg. middle third.

Surg. J. S. Gale. 60th N. Y.
Amputation right leg 6 inches
below knee.

Amputation of leg, mid. third.

Flap amp. of leg, lower third.

Jau. 14, 1864, re-ampntation.
Circular amp. leg, lower third.

Ass't Surg.Ii.E.Fryer.U.S.A.
Circ. amp. leg at low. third. Dr.

Cherry, Bloomington, 111.

Amp. leg, middle third. Dr. T.
Iligday, Rolling Prairie, Ind.

Teule's rect. flap amp. A. A.
Surg. A.F. Johnson; gang.;
re-ainputated May 7.

Amp. leg, junct. upper thirds.

Dr. Owens, St. Luke's Hos-
pital, Chicago.

Amputation leg in middle third.

Surg. S. J. Mintzer, U. S. V.
Oval amp. of both legs at junc-
tion lower thirds. Surg. H. H.
Hood. 3d Cold H'vy Art.

Flap amput'n leg, upper third.

Surg. E. A. Clark, U. S. V.
Flap amput'n leg, upper third.

A. A. Surg. R. J. Lulder.
Circular amp. leg, lower third.

A. A. Surg. W. B. Carey.
Circular amp. leg. middlethird.
A. A. Surg. A. R. Gray.

Circular amp. both legs, lower
third. A. A. Surg. E. DeWitt.

Circ. am)), mid. third right leg
and up. third left thigh. Surgs.
C. A. Cowgill, U. S. V., and
Surg. N. Meyer, 16th Conn.

Amputation of leg at upiier

third.

Amputation of leg iu upper
third.

Amputation of both legs below
knee.

Antero-post. flap amp. leg nt

middlethird. A. A. Surg. R.
II. Brown.

Amputation of leg, upperthird.

Amp. left leg at tuber, of tibia

and right thigh at low. third.

Ass't Surg. C. Bacon, U. S. A.
Circular amp. lee, middlethird.
Ass't Surg. J. T. Calhoun,
U. S. A.

Amputation both legs in upper
third.

Circular amp. leg at up. third.

A. A. Surg. C. Bausch.
A mputation of leg, upper third.

Surg. E. Bentley, U. S. V.
Circular amp. of leg. up. third.

A.A. Surg. M.B.McCuiislnnd.
Circ. amp. leg at lower third.

Surg. II. B. Johnson, 1 1 5th O.
Amputation of leg

Discharged July 7, 1865.

Discharged January 23, 1864.

Discharged December 15, 1863.

Transferred to prison December
15, 1863.

Discharged August 9, 1863.

Discharged October 3, 1865.

Discharged June 2, 1865.

Discharged Jan. 19, 1865. Died
May 1, 1874.

Discharged April 1, 1863.

Discharged May 30, 1865. (May
12, '64, amp. arm, lower third.)

Haemorrhage. Discharged Nov.
18, 1863. Spec. 1704, A. M. M.

Did well.

Discharged September 16, 1862.

Recovered.

Discharged.

Discharged.

Gangrene. Discharged March
15, 1865.

Discharged.

Mustered out May 24, 1865.

Discharged September 29. 1864.

Mustered out July 3! .
'65. Died

Nov. 29, 1874, of consumption.

Discharged June 27, 1865.

Discharged May 9, 1865; stumps
healed.

Convalescent.

Died April 20, 1865.

Died July 8, 1864.

Died Aug. 6, '64 ; shock and hiss

of blood. Spec. 1839, A. M. M.
Died April 27, 1865. of exhaust'n.

Died May 21, 1865.

June 11, tuemorrh. Died June
16. 1863. of pyaemia.

Died December 17, 1861. Spec,

20, A. M. M.
Died January 2, 1865.

Died November 12, 1863, of ex
haustion.

Died July 5, 1864.

Died three hours after operation.

Pied December 17, 1864.

(Also disl. left shoulder and other
injuries.) Died April 18, 1863.

Died Oct. 1, 1864, of exhaustion.

Died June 18, 1864, of pyremia.

Died Aug. 8, 1864, of exhaustion.

Died December 4, 1864.

Died August 12, 1863.

1 BltYAN (J.), A short account of the "Mary Ann" Hospital, Grand Gulf, Mils., in Am. Med. Times, 1863, Vol. VII, p. 5.
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Name, Military
DESCRIPTION', ani> Aok.

Pt„ I, 3lstGilchrist, .1

diana.
Gilchrist, YV., Corp'l, II, 2d May 16,

Blaine Cavalry, ago 24. lt<(!4.

Date of
I VJUKY

DtSF.ASK

234|

235f

Glasgow, G., colored cook,
F, 3d Now Jersey ( avalry.

Graham, D.. Pi, I. 51st N.
Carolina.

Harmer, 8., Pt., B, iifith

Pennsylvania, age 18.

Hart, J., Pt., E, 140th Now
York, age 19,

Henry, W., freedman, age
22.

Holloran, J., Pt., D, 140th
New York.

Hutchison, S., Pt„ A, 5th
Maryland, age 27.

Ivory, J., Pt., D, 2d Term.
Cavalry.

Jackson* J., Pt., K, 9th Mas-
sachusetts.

Kuppelman, W , Pt., G, 17th
Missouri.

Kennieott, E. S.. Pt., D, 31st
Iowa, age 28.

King, J., Pt.. 2d Battalion
Vet. Res. Corps, age 55.

Kirk, M., Pt., E, 10th Yet.

Iteserve Corps.
Kries, P., Pt., H, 1st Missouj'i

State Militia, age 41.

Lahay, J.. Pt., K, 46th III 1
-

nois, age lfi.

Lee, I... Pt., A, 12th Colored
Troops, age 19.

Lovell, L., Pt., — , 1st Mich.
Lt. Artillery, age 52.

Loyd, E., Pt.. K, 2d Mary-
land, nge.25.

McAllister. J., Pt.. I, 3d Illi-

nois Cavalry.
McElroy, D„ —, age 27

Dec. —
1864.

Nature ok injury ou
DlBEASE.

Chronic ulcerof left leg becom-
ing gangrenous.

Lett leg kicked by horse; ex-
tensive gangrene overdorsum
of foot.

Feet frostbitten: sloughing of
tees, exposing bones.

July 17. Comp'd com. tract, of bones of
1804. | log by railroad accident.

May —, Compound fracture right leg

1804. by oar running over it.

Mortification of both feet from
exposure to cold.

Left ankle crushed by railroad
accident.

Mortification of both feet, ex-
tending above ankle joint.

Left leg crushed by railroad

accident.

May 8,

1864.

-Mar. 10,

1864.

McQuaid, R. !>., Lieut, K,
29th Michigan, age 30.

Marks. J. II., Pt, G, 6th
Pennsylvania Cavalry.

Mai/, W. A.
t
Pt., H, 7th N.

Carolina, age 23,

Meador, P., Pt.. K, 26th
Colored Troops, age 40.

Miller. D., Pt., 145th New
York.

Mulhattau. P., Pt., B, 150th
Pennsylvania.

Murphy, K., Pt., D, H3d N.
York, ago 21.

Newton. O.. Pt.. K, Kith N.
York H'vy Art., age 40.

Palo, J. II." N., Pt., C, 97th
Illinois, age 36.

Oct. 15,

1864.

Nov. 8,

1863.

Oct. 27,

L864.

April 27,

J 864.

May 20,

1865.

Jan. 6,

1864.

Feb. !?,

1865.

Opera-
tion.

Frostbite of both feet; gan-
grene.

Left leg injured by railroad ac-

cident.

Left leg fractured by wagon
wheel.

Accidental compound fracture

of bones left leg.

Right foot and leg comminuted
by railroad accident.

Both legs badly crushed by
railroad accident.

Frostbite of lett foot

Right leg injured by railroad

accident.
Dry gangrene both legs

Mav 20

1863.
Juno L9,

L862.

Jan. 11,

1865.

Dec 24,

1862.

Oct. 17,

1864.

Mar. 18,

L864.

Oct 17,

1862.

Oct. 8,

1864.

Oct 1:2,

1862.

Nov. 1,

1863.

Necrosis of right tibia; gang,
caused by injudicious appli'n
of tourniquet to suppress li£F*rn.

Idiopathic phlegmonous erysip-

elas of right foot.

Fract. of right leg and oa calcis

of both feet by a fall.

Comm'n met. bones right foot;

gangrene; railroad accident.

Comp'd com. fract. right tibia,

upper third, with dislocation.

Compound fracture left leg by
wagon wheel.

Compound com. fracture left

leg by railroad accident.

Frostbite left foot and two mid-
dle toea right foot.

I'ight foot fractured by railroad

accident.
Roth legs crushed by railroad

accident.

Right tarsal bones comminuted
in attempt to jump from rail-

way ear : gnngrene.
Erysip. inflam, of right leg and
foot, resulting in gangrene.

Compound fracture right leg.

mid. third, by railroad accld t.

April 20,

1863.

July 10,

1864.

Feb. 3,

1865.

July 20,

1864.

May —

,

1864.

Jan. 4,

1863.

May 8,

1864.

Jan. 7,

13, '63.

Mar. 11.

1864.

April 2,

lR.il

Oc-t 17,

1864.
Nov. 8.

1863.

Oct. 27,

1864.

April27,
1864.

May 20.

1 865.

Jan. 12.

1864.

Feb. 2,

1865.

Nov. 25.

1864.
Sept. 25,

1884.

Dec. 28,

1864.

Mav 21.

1863.

June 24,

1862.
Jan. II,

1865.

Operation and Operator

Amputation left leg. Surg. F.
Irish, 77th Pennsylvania.

Circ. amput'n leg, junction oi

upper thirds. A. A. Surg. (1.

E. Cricket.
Amput'n left leg, middle third.

A. A. Surg. S. T. Ruck.

Amputation of leg

Amputation of right leg

Oct. 18,

1864.

April! 6,

[864.

Oct. 19,

1862.

Oct. S,

1804.

Cire.amp. both legs, low. third,

Surg. J. II. Baxter, IT. S. V.
Amputation of leg, lower third.

A. A. Surg. B.E. Dodson.
Circ. amp, both legs, low. third.

Surg. .1. II. Baxter, U. S. V.
Amp. leg, upper third, lateral

skin flaps and circ. sect. muse.
Rurg.Z.E. Bliss, V. S.V.

Flap amp. both legs, low. third.

A. A. Surg. F. Ilerwig.
Flap amputation of leg. A. A.
Surg. T. B. Townsend.

Amputation of leg, low. third.

Circular amputation of leg. up-
per third.

Circular amp. of leg. Surg. R.
S. Kenderdine, I", s. V.

Circularamp. of both legs, mid.
third. Dr. W. H.Whit©.

Circ. amp. leg 4 inches above
ankle. A. A. Surg. L. II.

Callaway.
Amputation of right leg

Result am> Remarks.

Circ. amp. both legs. up. third.

A. A. Surg. J. S. Giltner.

Flap amp. of right leg below
tuberosity of tibia. .Surg. S.
D. Turaey, U. S. V.

Amputation of leg, lower third.

Surg. D.W. Bliss, U, S.V.
Amp. right leg, mid third, and
Syme's amput'n at left ankle.

Lat. skin Hap amp. leg. Dr. T.
M.Miukoe. New York.

Flap amput'n leg, upper third.

Surg. J. E. Horbst, V. S.V.
Amputation of leg

Died April 26, 18t!3, of gangrene.

Chills and fever and diarrhoea,

hied July 22. 1864.

(Jan. 11, 1865, amp. of toes, both
feet sloughing.) Died Feb. 7,

'

1865, of traumatic pneumonia.
Died July 21, 1864, of nervous
shock and pyaemia.

June. 1864. amput'n thigh above
knee. Died August 30, 1864,

of epilepsy.
Died January 16, 1863.

Died May 19, 1864, of gangrene.

Died Fob. lb, 1863. nf pyaemia.

Died March 15, 1864.

Oct. 17,

L86U.

July 15,

1864.

Nov. 16,

1863.

239)1 Rudge, L. IL, Corp'l, II

240{[ New York Artillery.

241>[ Sanders, B., Corp'l, '3d Md.
242>

|
Battery, ag.j 37.

1st July— , Both legs injured by railroad

i

1863. ;' accident.
- Mortification of both legs to
1 junction of middle and lower

thirds.

243 Shearer, J., Serg't, A, 11th May 20.

,

Maryland, age 28. 1865.

'244fsiigh, J. W., Capt., F, 1st Oct. 23,

:

Michigan Kngineers. 1863.

245' Smith, J., Lieut.. I, 65th Judo 2.

Ohio. 1865.

|246 Smith, W. IF., Pt., I, 17th Dec 1.

Alabama, age 19. 1861.

247

1248

Sorter. J. !>.. Pt.. E, 16th
Vet. Res. Corps, age 21.

Thirlway, J., Pt., I, 69th N. Dec. 20.

York, age 18.
i

1864. '

Comp'd com. fracture middle
third right leg, and double
compound fracture left leg in

middle and upper thirds, by
horse kicks.

Coin, fractur" right leg and
simple fracture left leg by
railroad accident.

Comp'd com. fracture left ankle
joint rind injury of spine.

Frostbite of rocs of both feet;

mortification of parts.

Abscess of foot; gangrene and
repeated haemorrhage.

Frostbite of right foot
;
gang.

.

Feb. 16,

1865.

May 21,

1865.

Nov. —

.

1863.

June 2,

1865.

Mar. 0,

1865.

July 18,

1864.

Feb. 17.

1865.

Circ. amp. of leg, upper third.

Surg. W. D. Baylor, C. S. A.
Amp. left leg. junot up. thirds.

and 2d middle toes, right foot.

A. A. Surg. i:. l'eWitt.
Amputation of U>g, lower third.

Doub. flap amp. left leg, jmiot.

up. thirds, and right leg just
below tub. of tibia, skin flap

and circ. sect, of muse. Ass't
Surg. H. S.Schell, l_\ S. A.

Lateral flap amp. legal middle
third. Dr. Ct. A. Peters, New
York City Hospital.

Circ. amp. of log. lower third.

A. A. Surg. A. Van C'ortlandt.

Flap amputation of leg, upper
third. Surg. P. Bacon,U-S.V.

Amputation of both legs

Amput'n through middle third,

both legs. Surg. B. B. Breed,
U.S. V., and A. A. Surg. L.
Sinclair.

Ant. post, skin flap amp. right

leg and amp. thro' left knee
joint, leaving patella and con-
dyles, by Ass't Surg. Gt. M.
McGill, IT. S. A.

Amp. right leg 4 inches below
knee. Surg. B. Woodward,
22d Illinois.

Amputnt'n of leg. lower third.

Surg. F. B. Click. 40th Ind.
Flap amputation right leg in

middle third. Ass't Surg. J.

C. Thorpe, U.S. V.
Oval flap amp. of leg, lower
third. A. A.Surg.YV.C.YVey.

Circ. amp. of leg. lower third.

A. A. Surg. C. F. Trautman

Died April 30, 1801, of rnngestivo
fever.

Died October 19, 1864.

I >ied May 14, 1864, of acuto plea-
ritis.

Gangrene. Died Dee. 1, 3 804, of
typhoid fever.

Died May 5. 1864, of tetanus.

Died May 21, 1865, of shook.

Died January 1R, 1804. of tetanus.

Gangrene. Died Feb. 19, 1805.

Died Jan. 13, 1865, of gangrene.

Died September 26, 1864. of ex-
haustion.

Gangrene; tetanus. Died Feb-
ruary 3, 1865.

Chronic bronchitis. Died May
23, 1863.

Diarrhoea. Died Aug. 28. 1862.

Died Jau.19, 1865, of exhaustion.

Died January 6, 1863.

Sloughing. Died Oct. 25, 1864.

Died June 23. 1864. of pyaemia.

Died October24, 1862. Spec. 781,

A. M. M.
Died October 8, 1864, »f Bhock
and loss of blood.

Gangrene; diarrhoea. Died De-
cember 1, 1862.

Died Aug. 24, 1864, of dysentery.

Nov. 18, ha?m.; lig. post. tib. art.

on face ofstump. Died Nov. 25,

1863, of pyaemia.
Died July 17, 1863.

Died March 12, 1865. (May 13,

1864, shot fracture upper third

femur.)

Feeble reaction after prolonged
primary shock. Died May 22,

1865.

Died November 15, 1863. Spec.

2077, A. M. M.

Acute meningitis. Died June 10,

1865.

(Feb. 11, 1865, 1st 4 toes right foot

and 1st 3 toes left foot amput'd.)
Died June 16, 1865, of exhans.

Gangrene. Died Aug. 11. 1864.

Died February 25, 1865, of ex-
haustion.
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Name, Military
Description, ami Ai

Thompson. J.W., I't., A, jib
Colored Troops, age 22.

Towns, W. II.. I't., A, ISth
Conn., age 30.

Weber. J., I>t., E, 7th Mew
Vork. ago Oil.

Westfiill, L., Pt.. M, 24th N.
Vork Cavalry, age 17.

Wilmot, W., Musician, E,
Mill Illinois Cav'rv, age 5]

Date of
Iv.rri-.Y

Jan. —
1«14.

Nov. 17.

lt?C3.

Jan. —

,

it-..;..

Wood. W.
Vork.

I

L02d X. Sept. il

1 6(14.

Woody, B. ('.. I't.. K, 14th
I'enn. Cavalry, age 18.

Vaneram, 1'., I't., E, rod
Pennsylvania, age 114.

Michel, —, Lieut., 1 4th l.a. .

Julv 15,

1864.

May 10,

18ii4.

! OPERA-
! TIO.N.

XaTUHB OF INJUKY OH
Disease.

Frostbite of feet ; gangrene

Con i pile. .m. fract. right ankle;
crushed by railroad cars.

Frostbite of both feet; tetanus.

Gangrenous ulcer on low. third
left leg, exposing tibia.

Gangrene of right foot to ankle
and of toes of left foot, from
exposure.

Both legs injured by railroad l'riin'ry.

accident.

Right leg crushed from ankle July 15,

to middle by railroad accid"t. lbt>4.

Fracture bones of right leg at June 13,

junction of lower thirds by 1H05.

mule kick
;
gangrene.

Gangrene

Feb. 17,

IBfA.

Nov. 18,

1SG3.

Feb. 10,

1805.

Jan. 19,

1865.
Feb. 8,

18U5.

Operation ani> Operator.

Amp. left leg, lower third, seini-

circ. method above, flap from
below. A. A. Surg. Ji. T.
Crooker.

Flapaiiiputat'n lower third leg.

Surg. 11. W. Owings, 3d !:. 8.

Maryland Vols.

Amp. both legs, lower third.

with lateral eh.sure,. I stumps.

Ass't Surg. 11. Allen, !'. S. A.
Circ. flap amp ,.t leg, liiid.lhird.

Surg. 11. 1!. Bonteoou, I . 8.V.
Ant. post, flap amp. right leg.

lower third, and all toes of Lett

foot. Ass't Surg. W. S. Tre-
maine. V. S. V.

Amp. of both legs. mid. third.

A. A. Snrg. C. V. l.ee and Dr
W. c. Way. or Elmira.

Ant. post, flap amp. of leg at

junot.of upper thirds. Surg.
s. N. Sherman. 1'. s. V.

Ainputalu.ii of leg at up. third.

I A. A. Surg. G. K. Smith.

Amputation of leg

RES1 1.1 AND KKMARKS.

Died February 20, 18o'4. of ex-
haustion.

March 8. 1864, amp. lower third

thigh. Hied March 28, 1864.
of secondary ha?mt,rrhage.

Died February 11, [865.

Died February 11, 1865, of ex
liauslion.

Died March 11. 1805, of exhaus
tion.

Died September 17, 1864.

Died July 26, 1804, of traumatic
gangrene.

i Died June *~'7, 1865, of pvseuiia
Spec. 424S, A. M. U.

Result unknown.

Of fit'ty-oiie partial amputations of the foot for miscellaneous injuries or disease, forty-

seven were followed by recovery and four by death:

Table CX1I.
Condensed Summary of Fifty-one Partial Amputations of the Foot for Miscellaneous Injuries or Disease.

[Recoveries, 1

—

47; Deaths, 48—51.]

Name, Military
Description, and Age.

Bamer, J., Pt., G, 178th New-
York

.

Barnhart, M., Pt., II, 50th
Pennsylvania, age 28.

Bickel, J. f Pt., H, 22d Ohio.

Butler, J. K., Pt., H, 10th
Kansas, age 13.

Date of
Injury

Disease,

1864.

.Sept. 15,

186*4

.

Jan. 7,

1864.

iU

II

12

Charles. M.. Pt., It. 10th X.
Jersey.

Clark, C O. P., Pt., <l, 1st

Oregon.

Conklin, J., Pt., 1', 1st Ohio
Cavalry, age IS.

Corcoran, C, Pt., G, 1st Mas-
sachusetts, age 22.

Counter. <>. R., Pt., — . 4th
N-'\v Hampshire.

Deunison, C. \V., Pt., B, 2d
Rhode Island, age 18.

Downey. J., Pt., B, 12th Illi-

nois Cavalry, age 34.

Dukes. .!. R., Serg't, E, 87th
Indiana.

Fletcher. J., Pt., D, Isi Col-
ored Troops, age 25.

Gardner, J., Pt., F, 65th In-

diana.

Nature of Injury ok
Disease.

Frostbite of both feet.

19( Harris, T., Pt., C, 27th Col-
20( ored Troops, age 25.
21 Hawkins, E., Pt., B, 9th In-

diana, age 21.

22* Hayes, .7. S., Pt., I, 21st N.
23 V .Jersey.

24<j Hirsch! P.. Pt., D. 98th Penn-
25!>| sylvania, age 38.

26 Horuan, \V„ Pt., M. 18th
Kentucky, age 45.

Dec. 17,

1865.

July 10,

1864.
Nov. i:l.

1864.

Feb. 10.

18)15.

Dec. —

,

1663.

Jan. I,

1864.

Not. 1,

1862.

Dec. —

,

: 1863.

April 2,

I 1864.

Oct. —

,

1864.
Mar. 17,

1865.

Jan. —

,

1863.

Jan. 1,

1864.

Julv 21
18*64.

Left foot frozen ; slough, oftoes.
Nov. 22, '04. amp. of toes ; ne-
crosis of met. bone ofgreat toe.

Injury of left foot ; railroad ac-
cident.

Feet frozen ; toes slough 'd from
left foot except 5th and one
phalanx of 4th.

Frostbite both feet : gangrene
April 28. '62, Syme's amputa-
tion at left ankle joint.

Frostbite both feet

Fract. of metatarsal bones of
right foot; railroad accident.

Phalanges of great toe cut by
an axe; necrosis.

Frozen feet

Date

Opera-
tion.

Mar. 27.

1865.

Sept. 15,

1864.

Mar. 20,

1864.

May 4.

1862.

Jan. 17,

1866.

Frostbite of both feet; loss of
all toes. Sept., 1864, left foot
contused.

Severe frostbite both feet; ca-
ries of metatarsal bones.

A xe cut of left foot

I Freezing of both teet ; gan-
grene.

Laceration of left tarsus and
fracture of metatarsus; rail-

road accident.

Gangrene both feet from wear'g
tight shoes : toes dry and hard.

Com. met. bones and lac. soft

parts left foot j railr'd accid't.

Frostbite of both feet: gang,
and mortification.

Both feet frozen ; line ofdemar-
cation well defined.

Comp'd com. fract. 4th and 5th
metatarsal bones right foot

;

railroad accident.

Operation and Operator.

Feb. 14.

1865.

Mar. 4.

1865.

Sept. 17.

1864.

April 15,

1864.

Feb. —

,

1863.

Jan. 22,
1864.

June 5,

1864.

i Jan. 19,

I

1 865.
' Mar. 17,

I
1865.

I Mar. 3.

13, '63.

Feb. 9,

1864.

July 21
1864.

Partial amputat'n of both feet.

Amputation great toe and met-
atarsal bone. Surg. G. Ii.

Paneoast, CJ. S. V.

Chopart's amputation left foot.

Amp. 1st, 2d, and part 3d met.
bones left foot, and great toe
and head met. bones right foot.

Surg. A. C.Vau Duyn.U.S.V.
Lisfranc's amputat'n right foot.

A. Surg. B. E. Fryer, IJ. 8. A.

Chopart's amp. right fool and
amp. left leg at middle third.

A. A.Kurg.M. V. Amen.
Amputat'n through metatarsal
bones, Bap from sole of foot.

Oval amp. ofgreat toe and met.
bone. A. A. Surg. J. Murray.
Amp. left foot thro' met. bones
and of right fifth toe.

Disarticulation of met. hours
of left foot. Surg. st. J.W.
Mihtzer, U. 8. V.

Amp. of both feet thro' tarso-

metatar. articulation. A. A.
Surg. FA. N. Isham.

Chopart's amput'n of left foot.

A. A. Surg. F. Reetanus.
Amp. both feet thro' met, bones.
A. A. Surg. C. B. Fry.

Modification of Chopart's amp.;
the proximate half scaphoid
bone allowed to remain. A.
A. Surg. J. G. Harvey.

Amp. at tarso-met. articulat'n.

Surg. E. Bentley, U. S. V.
Amputation at tarsometatarsal
articulation.

Amputation of both feet thro'

metatarsal bones.
Flap amp. right foot at mid. of

metatarsus, and of toes and
heads of met. bones left foot.

Ass'r Surg. A. Ingr.un.U.S.A.
Circular flap amp. 4th and 5th
toes at tarso-metatarsal artic-

ulation.

Resu L'l anii Remark*.

Discharged Oct. 16, 1865; feet

blue and cold.
Discharged Aug. 10, 1865. Amp. i

left ring linger for shot fracture.

Discharged Nov. 15, 1864 -, stump
remaining sore.

Discharged March 7. 1865.

Discharged August II, 1862.

Disnh'd April 14, '66. Nov. 9. '68,

re-amp. left leg. 1870, stump
sound. Specs. 4128,4191, A.M.H.

Discharged March 25. 1865.

Mustered out June 27, 1865j do
ing well.

Discharged July 11, 18C5.

Discharged July 5, 1865.

Discharged June 20, 1864; good
I

stump.

Discharged February 15, 1863.
i

Discharged February 7, 1865.

Mustered out June 22, 1865, with
excellent stump.

Discharged September 2, 1865-

ende of bune well covered.
Mustered out September 28, 186."..

One foot healed, small ulcer on
the other. Discharged.
Stump healed and promised to be
useful. Discharged September
22, 1864.

Transferred to Veteran Reserve
( 'orps May 4, 1865.
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four and a half inches below the knee, being very offensive and requiring constant care and attention. This condition no-doubt is

due to anaesthesia of the foot and leg. The cicatrices extend around the leg and are constantly scaling. There is also varix

above to a slight extent. The toes of the left foot were amputated at the tarso-metatarsal articulation, the stump showing a good

horny cicatrix; hyperesthesia of foot or stump; atrophy of leg; stump alleged to be painful during changes of weather," etc.

The pensioner was paid September 4, 1881.

LIGATIONS.—Eighteen instances of ligations of the larger vessels were reported.

The injuries in eight cases were incised wounds, in two punctured wounds, and in five

aneurisms; in three cases the nature of the injury was not specified. Four of the opera-

tions were on arteries of the neck and trunk, four on vessels of the upper and ten on

arteries of the lower extremities. Seven were fatal, viz: a ligation of the primitive carotid,

of the external and common carotids, of a branch of the mesenteric, of the radial, two of the

femoral with subsequent ligations of the external iliac, and one of an artery of the dorsum

of the foot. Ten of the cases are here detailed

:

Case 100C.

—

Amputation in the arm. Ligation of the axillary and subsequently of the subclavian artery.—Private II. Kieman,

Co. A, 12th Maine, aged 21 j'ears, had his left arm crushed by a railroad accident near New Orleans, January 10, 1804, and

suffered amputation at the middle third of the humerus. Surgeon J. B. G. Baxter, U. S. V., reported that the man was conveyed

to Barracks General Hospital, where "the axillery artery was ligated, by reason of secondary haemorrhage from the brachial

artery, on January 31st. On February 7th another haemorrhage supervened and the subclavian was ligated in the third portion,

at its point of exit from behind the scalenus anticus muscle. The probable loss of blood amounted to two quarts. The subsequent

treatment included tonics, stimulants, and diet as nourishing as possible. Some pyaemia did supervene, but haemorrhage did not

again recur. By February 29th the ligature had come away and the wounds were healing rapidly, the patient's appetite being

good and his condition presenting every prospect of recovery. The operations were performed by Surgeon O. M. Humphrey,

U. S. V." The patient was subsequently admitted to Central Park Hospital, New York City, where he was discharged from

service July 31, 1805, and pensioned. Several months after receiving his discharge he was furnished with an artificial arm by

the firm of M. Lincoln, of Boston. The pensioner was paid September 4, 1881. Stump in good condition.

Case 1007.

—

Ligation ofprimitive carotid for aneurismal tumor.—Acting Assistant Surgeon W. P. Moon reports the follow-

ing history of "Private H. Cater, Co. C, 100th New York, aged 37 years, who was admitted to Mower Hospital, Philadelphia.

September 12, 1804, on account of a tumor of the neck, situated in the upper portion of the right great anterior triangle and being

about an inch and a quarter in diameter. The tumor had first been noticed about a year before, growing slowly, and for two or

three months the patient was subject to paroxysms resembling asthma, relief being obtained by inhalations of ether. His general

health was good, but the mass was evidently encroaching upon the larynx and oesophagus latterly, and after consultation it was

decided to attempt the removal of the tumor. The patient was first allowed a furlough to go home and consult his friends, alter

which, finding his case growing rapidly worse, he finally consented to submit to an operation. Accordingly, on December 13th,

he was thoroughly etherized, and I made am incision over the centre of the tumor down to the cyst. The enveloping membrane
was found to be very vascular and the tumor had the feeling of the fibroid class. While we were examining the mass, having

partly enucleated it and getting down to its attachment, the patient was seized with vomiting and two superficial veins were

ruptured by the retching. As soon as these were tied another seemed to give way, the retching increased, and the haemorrhage

became so profuse that we were compelled to desist from all further efforts for the time being and decided to close up the wound

after ligating the open vein, hoping for a favorable termination by suppuration. For some days the case did so well that we had

strong hopes of a favorable result. Drs. D. H. Agnew, E. R. Fell, and others were present at the operation, and the patient

was carefully attended by Dr. Fell. Two days afterwards the case had become complicated by erysipelas, involving the chest

and right side of neck, but being readily controlled by tincture of iodine externally, and tincture of chloride of iron, Dover's

powder, etc., internally. On December 18th the wound had closed except at the upper and lower points of the incision, from

which openings healthy pus was discharged; but there was an unpleasant odor which excited suspicion
;
patient's tongue white

in centre, but moist. No untoward symptoms exhibited themselves until December 20th, when secondary haemorrhage suddenly

set in to the amount of some thirty ounces, being arrested by charpie and compress. After the wound was opened and a careful

examination had been made by Dr. T. G. Morton and myself, we could not determine distinctly from what vessel the haemorrhage

came, owing to the altered condition of the tissues, and therefore concluded to ligate the right primitive carotid as the most likely

means to prevent a recurrence of the haemorrhage. The ligature was applied about an inch and a quarter above its origin from

the innominata. The tumor was found to have nearly disappeared, and what remained consisted of a calcareous deposit attached

to the thyroid cartilage—the veins covering it, -with the entire cyst, having sloughed away. On the next day the patient was

apparently doing well; wound dry but disposed to slough; very little pus forming. The parts were dressed with diluted

chlorinate of soda. On December 29th there was partial paralysis of the left side; wound showing some disposition to clean

out; pulse 108; tongue dry and coated; nausea, with some vomiting; slight delirium, with some tendency to diarrhoea, which

was controlled by an enema. Wound dressed with solution of permanganate of potassa. On December 30th the patient seemed

to improve—taking his cream, beef-essence, and brandy without difficulty, and having no vomiting nor diarrhoea; pulse 90;

wound cleaning out. On the following morning the wound presented healthy granulations, but the patient had a rigor, followed

by fever and perspiration, precursors of pyaemia. From this time a decided change for the worse became evident and the patient

continued to sink until the morning of January 5, 1865, when he died. The wound was healthy at the time of death. The post-

mortem examination revealed the ordinary condition of a pyaemic patient, and showed that pus had dissected down the sheaths

of the vessels nearly to the pericardium. An organized clot was found above as well as below the ligature. The forme!
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extended down to the point of the ligation, and the latter was found occupying the carotid to within a few lines of the inno'minntn

and extending up an inch and a half above the bifurcation. The ligature had ulcerated through the carotid."

Cash 1008.

—

Ligation of brachial for aneurism.—Corporal R. L. Phillips, Co. M, 1st Wisconsin Cavalry, aged 44 years,

admitted into City Hospital, St. Louis, September 15, 1802, with an aneurism of the brachial artery, caused by a sprain; had

been increasing gradually. October 2d, ligation of artery by Surgeon J. T. Hodgen, U. S. V. October 24th, coldness in hand
;

ligature removed. Returned to regiment November 20, 1862, quite well; aneurism nearly same size, but no pulsation.

Cask 1009.

—

Ligation of brachial for incised wound.—Private W. Stewart, Co. G, 1st Connecticut Cavalry, aged 23 years'

admitted to Douglas Hospital, Washington, July 31, 1865, with an incised wound of the internal aspect of the lower third of the

left arm. inflicted with a penknife. July 31st, ligation of the brachial artery (supposed) at its bifurcation in continuity by Sur-

geon R. H. Bontecon, U. S. V. The radial pulse was almost if not quite as full as on the right side, leading to the conclusion

that either the brachial had not been tied or that the bifurcation was high up in the arm. August 6th and 8th, ligatures came

away. August 35th, wound entirely healed; slight pain in forearm. Transferred to New Haven August 31, 1865.

Case 1010.

—

Ligation of femoral followed by ligation of external iliac; death.—Private W. P. Webb, Co. H, 4th Maine,

aged 21 years, was admitted to Master Street Hospital, Philadelphia, August 12, 1862, suffering from an abscess resulting from

a contusion. Acting Assistant Surgeon P. 15. Goddard reported that "the injury was located at the outer and anterior part of

lower third of the right thigh, and was indicted by a blow with the butt end of a musket. The abscess was followed by caries

of the femur, and the patient was much debilitated when admitted, but improved until secondary haemorrhage set in at the seat

of the abscess. In order to control this Acting Assistant Surgeon D. Gilbert was obliged to ligate the femoral artery above the

profunda on September 21st. The patient did well until the ligature cut through on September 25th, when from the aplastic

condition of the blood no coagidation had taken place in the calibre of the vessel and violent haemorrhage from the divided

femoral artery was the consequence. This was controlled by the ligation of the external iliac below the origin of the deep

epigastric by Acting Assistant Surgeon W. II. Panconst on September 25th. The haemorrhage, however, reappeared at the seat

of the first ligation on September 30th, when Dr. Pancoast was obliged to enlarge the former incision, and finding that the lifting

up of the external iliac on the groove director just below the bifurcation controlled the bleeding entirely, he ligated the artery at

that point. The patient lived several days after the operation; but he could not recover from the effects of the haemorrhages

ami sank away gradually till October 3, 1862, when he died. The temperature of the leg continued good after the operation."

Cask 1011.

—

Ligation of femoral followed by ligation of external iliac.—Private D. Britton, Co. C, 5th Indiana Cavalry,

aged 31 years, entered hospital No. 2, at Nashville, on September 19, 1864. He was admitted on account of femoral aneurism,

located in Scarpa's triangle, for which pressure had been applied, producing an extensive gangrenous slough below Poupart's

ligament. Surgeon J. E. Herbst, U. S. V., who described the case, reported that he ligated the femoral artery three-fourths of

an inch below Poupart's ligament on October 2d, and that haemorrhage to the amount of forty-eight ounces occurred four days

afterwards, when the external iliac artery was ligated by Acting Assistant Surgeon M. N. Benjamin. Death occurred on Octo-

ber 7, 1864, from exhaustion resulting from the haemorrhage.

Case 1012.

—

Ligation of femoral artery for -popliteal aneurism.—Private J. Fleming, Co. C, 157th Pennsylvania, aged 47

years, was admitted to Cuyler Hospital, Philadelphia, June 6, 1864, with aneurism of the popliteal artery of the right leg.

Assistant Surgeon H. S. Schell, U. S. A., reported that "when first seen the tumor was about the size of a duck's egg; pulsa-

tion strong and diffused; bruit loud, but thrill not very well defined. The patient kept his leg in a semi-flexed position and

complained of constant pain proceeding from the tumor and ankle of the same side. Below the seat of the aneurism the limb

was somewhat ccdematous, dusky, and slightly pitting on pressure. He stated that he first observed the tumor some months

previously, after a severe exertion in lifting heavy stones, that it gradually though slowly increased in size, and that latterly the

pain in the limb had increased in intensity. According to his statement the only treatment to which he hail been subjected before

his admission to Cuyler Hospital consisted of the application of an ointment and of a liquid, which from his description was the

tincture of iodine. Physical examination showed the heart to be perfectly healthy and there appeared to be no disposition to

disease of the arteries in any other part of the body. Bearing in mind Mr. Syme's case in which coagulation and a spontaneous

cure was effected by the simple application of a bandage to the limb, this plan way tried and the patient was strictly confined to

his bed. No success followed this method, and forced flexions were next employed, the leg being bent upon the thigh and firmly

fixed by numerous turns of a figure of eight bandage. This mode of treatment likewise proving unavailing, pressure by means

of an instrument resembling Signoriui's tourniquet was resorted to, but was found equally as ineffective as the means previously

employed. Meanwhile the aneurism was steadily enlarging and the risk of venous obstruction became more imminent daily.

It was accordingly resolved to tie the femoral artery at the lower angle of Scarpa's space, which was done in the usual manner
on June 16th by Acting Assistant Surgeon J. Ashhurst, jr. Anaesthesia was induced by the use of ether, and the vessel was
reached by an incision about three inches in length. The haemorrhage during the operation scarcely exceeded a fluid drachm ;

pulsation ceased instantly upon the tightening of the ligature. The edges of the wound were then brought together by hare-lip

pins and several points of the interrupted suture (lead wire being the material employed), after which a light dressing of dry-

sheet lint was applied and the entire limb below the wound was enveloped in carded cotton. The temperature of the limb was

at first slightly above that of the other, but it soon became normal and remained so. When the state of anaesthesia passed off

the patient complained of a burning pain in the heel and ankle. The tumor (which in a few days became hard, showing that a

clot had been formed) gradually diminished in size, no recurrent pulsation taking place at any time. The wound healed almost

throughout by adhesion. The application of cotton to the limb was discontinued on the fifth day; the ligature came away on

the seventeenth day, and the progress of the patient afterwards to recovery was uninterrupted." The patient was subsequently

transferred to Mower Hospital, whence he was discharged July 5, 1865. and pensioned. The Philadelphia Examining Board
reported. December 7, 1870: "We find the aneurism entirely cured by a ligation of the right femoral artery at Scarpa's spare ;

limb somewhat atrophied and numb; use and power of limb impeded." Several years later the same board certified that the

pensioner "complains of numbness down the whole surface of the thigh and leg. There is, however, no evidence of waflt of
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blood-sujiply in the leg; nor is there nny atrophy of ihe limb. There is no pulsation in the artery below the Beat of the liga-

tion." The pensioner was paid December 4. ltf?9.

Case 1013.

—

Ligation of femoral artery.—Private Jerry Hart, Co. B. 2d Kentucky, was admitted into hospital No. 9,

Nashville, with nil injury received in a quarrel at Shiloh, Tennessee. Femoral artery ligated. Discharged January 30. l*ti:(.

Case 1014.

—

Ligation of superior profunda for incised wound.—Private J. Shaw, Co. D, 4th Minnesota, aged 23 years,

was admitted into Crittenden .Hospital, Louisville, June 26, 1863, with an incised wound of left arm, inflicted with a knife, 'i'iie

superior profunda was ligated in the wound. He was mustered out July 19, 186.">.

Cask 1015.

—

Ligation uf an artery of thv foot.—Surgeon T. H. Squire, 89th New York, reports: "Private T. P. Barrows,

Co. G, 35th Massachusetts, aged 18 years, accidentally wounded by an axe. which slipped from the handle while lie was using

it, making a transverse cut across the dorsum of the left foot, injuring the metatarsal boned, dividing the tendons and one artery,

which required a ligature. The wound lias been painful, the foot is badly swelled, the wound is ugly, and, for aught I know,

the boy will eventually lose his limb or life from it ; now being poulticed. Died November 1, 18(VJ."

Details of the remaining eight cases of ligation belonging to this group have already

been given in the preceding chapters. 1

OPERATIONS ON THE EYE OR ITS APPENDAGES.—Seventy-six operations for

diseases or injuries of the eye were reported. They include operations on the conjunctiva,

for pterygium, syrnblepharon, ankyloblepharon, gonorrhceal ophthalmia; on the cornea, for

staphyloma and leucoma; operations on the iris and the ciliary body; operations for cata-

ract, for strabismus, for lacryinal fistula, and, on the eyelids, for blepharitis, entropion,

ectropion, etc. In seven instances the eyeball was extirpated. Brief abstracts of all the

cases are given in the appended table:

Table GXIII.

Condensed Summary of Seventy-six Operations on the Eye or its Appendages.

name, Military Descrip-
tion, and A<;e.

Adams, J.,Pt.,P», 1st Louisiana.
ape :I5.

Anderson, G. II., Pt., D, 15th
Vet. Reserve Corps, age 22.

Barry, C, Pt.,H, 58th Illinois,

Bgtftfl.

4 Beach, J. \V., citizen, age 47..

Injury ok Disease.

1863, inflammation right iris, eucepha-
Inid tumor size of horse-chestnut.

August, 1804, staphyloma involving
entire cornea of right eye, result of

variolous postules.
Attachment of fold of conjunctiva to

cornea, right eye; nebulous and im-
perfect condition left cornea, result

(tf ophthalmia, March, 18t>3.

Lenticular cataract on both eyes, pro-

ducing total blindness.

Operation and Operator Rksult and HKMAKK8.

Bendon, T., Serg't, D. 170th
New York, age 20.

Blakeman, A., T't.. A, 10th
Wisconsin, age 20.

Boas, II., l>t., B, 8th Veteran
Reserve Corps, age 20.

Brandy, P. M., Corp], C, 42d
Indiana, age 31.

Brown, B. L., Pt., 11,84th Illi-

nois, age 25.

Butler, H., Seaman, Gunboat
Mound City, age 23.

Callaghan, J.. Pt., C, 45th Illi-

nois, age 21,
(handler, T., I*t., E, 7th Illi-

nois Cavalry, age 33.

Cornell, R. A., Pt., II, 103d
Illinois, age 25.

May, 1804, injury left side of head

;

staphyloma of left cornea.

November, 18(13, staphyloma of left

cornea.
Central leucoma of left eye. result of
gonorrhceal ophthalmia; vision null.

Crippen. J. H., Pt.. E, 101st

New York, age 20.

DeArcey, J., Pt.. I, 1st Michi-
gan Engineers, age 30.

Pterygium of right eye

Large pterygium of both eyes

Penetrating wound of left eyeball:
large protrusion of humor.

Severe strabismus, sing, convergence,
result of cercb. affect, in childhood.

Leucoma of both eyes from purulent
ophthalmia.

1803, entropion left eye, result of gran -

ularophthalmia ; lashes in perpetual
contact with the globe.

Cornea right eye ulcerated; slightly

panniform and somewhat Kinesthetic;

neuralgic pains.

Cornea of both eyes ulcerated; pan-
niform and anaesthetic ; repeated
paracentesis on both eyes without
relieving pain.

June 8, 1863, removal of eyeball and
contents of socket by knife.

Rapidly increasing in size. Nov. 20,

excision of staphyloma. Surg. J. S.

Hildreth, U.8.V.
Oct. 13, 1864, Hap dissected. Staphy-
loma involved whole cornea. Dec.
31, excision staphyloma right eye.
Pel). 18, iridectomy. Surg. J. S.

Hildreth, U. 8.V.
Oct. 19, 1864, incis'n thro' left cornea.
forming semi-lunar flap; capsule of

lens opened and lens extracted. A.*

A. Surg. P. Strube.
Jan. 10, i>5, removal of whole cornea;
a portion of humor evacuated.

Aug. 10, 1804, operation for staphy-
loma. Surg. A. Hammer, V. S. V.

June 3, 1865, artificial pupil at upper
and int. margin of cornea. Surg. J.

S. Hildreth, U.S. V.
Dec. 24, 1804. Desmnrres's process.

Surg. J. S. Hildreth, tf. S. V.
March 4, 1865, Desinarres's method.
Surg. J. S. Hildreth, V. S. V.

Sept. 15, 1862, extirpation of ball of
eye. Surg. E. C. Franklin, U. S. V.

Dec. 10, 1803. strabotomy. Surg. M.
K. Taylor, IT. S. V.

March 11, 1865, iridectomy by pro-
[

cess of dechirement; both eyes.

.Surg. J. S. Hildreth, U. S. V.
May 0. 1803, elliptical section of ex-

ternal integument of upper lid; new
position maintained by three sutures.

Surg. J. S. Hildreth, U. S. V.
April 17, 1805, division of cilinrv mus-
cle. Surg. J. S. Hildreth, TJ-'S- V.

May 19, division of ciliary muscles of
both eyes between external and in-

ferior recti-museles. Surg. J. S. Hil-

dreth, U. S.V.

Recovery in three months. 1 tfsoh'd

Jan. 2, 1864. Died in 1866.

Discharged July 22, 1805; pens'd.

Discharged April 13, 18(15; pens'd.

Total Toss of sight of right eye;
disease of left eye, resulting in al-

most total hiss of sight.

Eyes closed with plaster and band-
age. Oct. 25, able to read with a
bicornous lens. Recovery Novem-
ber 2, 1804.

Discharged May 17, 1805; received
artificial eye.

Disch'd Oct. 13. 1864; loss of sight

left eye. threatened loss right eye.

Ilecovery of vision of large objects.

Discharged July 2, 1865.

Adherent in a few days. Disch'd
August 7, 1865.

Flap united, pterygium disappeared.
Disch'd April 13, 18(i5: pensioned.

Duty Dec. 7. 1802; pens'd. "Sym-
pathetic affection of rigid eye."

Accord of optics nearly normal.
Discharged November 19, 1804^.

Can see large objects. Discharged
June 17, 1805; totally blind; pen-
sioned.

Complete remedy, eyelashes all pre-

served and in their proper position
;

eyes weakened. Disch'd June 0,

|
1865; pensioned.

i
Pain relieved, ulceration speedily
modifying. Discharged June 19,

1865.

Disch'd Sept. 1, 1805; pain relieved,

condition of eyes improved
j
right

eye permanently destroyed; pen-
sioned.

1 For a ligation of the thoracica longa for an incised wound see First Surgical Volume, page 550, case of D. Hughes, 13th N. Y. Artillery. The

Instance of ligation of the branches of the mesenteric artery for a punctured wound will be found on page 02. Case 200, of the Second Surgical Volume.

Details of a case of ligation of the radial and also one of the ulnar artery, for incised wounds, are given on page 436 of the same volume ; and three

cases of ligation of the tibial artery are cited on page 7, C'ABEte 5. 0. 7 of this volume. Pur ligation of iliac see Case 978, p. 336, Second Surgical Vol.

Surg. Ill—86
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No.

S3

24

as

36

87

88

29

30

31

33

33

34

35

36

37

38

Name, Military Descrip-
tion, and Age.

16 Doran, J. E., Pt, E, 3d Illinois

Artillery, age 17.

22

Duolap, G. S.,Pt., B, 1st Mis
souri Cavalry, age SI.

18 Edward. J., contraband, age
25.

9 Elliott, J. M., Pt., H, 30th Ken-
tucky, age 29.

Ellsworth, J., Pt., A, 1st Mich-
igan Artillery, age 24.

21 Essing, R., Pt., B, 58th New
York, age 40.

Finn, A., Pt., A, 8th Veteran
Reserve Corps, age 23.

Flint, J. D., Pt., K, 13th Wis-
consin, age 20.

Frank, P., Pt., E, 58th Illinois,

age 33.

French, D. S., Pt., A, 70th
New York, age 39.

Furrow, W. P., Pt., E, 51st
Illinois, age 29.

Garrett, D. J., Serg't, C, 9th
Iowa, age 24.

Getz, B., Pt., L, 4th Cavalry,
age 24.

Grieshaber, U., latePt., K, 30th
Missouri, age 37.

Haight, P. (>., Corp'l, K, 15th
Vet. I<es. Corps, age 26.

Hamilton. W. W., Pt., A, 95th
Illinois, age 21. (Discharged
soldier.)

Hayne, P., Serg't, C, 60th New
York, age 33.

Hicks, W., Pt., 1, 107th Illinois,

age 30.

Hixon, H. A.. Corp'l, II, 18th
Massachusetts, age 23.

Hoffstetter, J., Pt., 48th Co.
Vet. Reserve Corps, age 34.

Howard, M. H., Serg't, C, 1st

Missouri Cavalry.

Hughes. J. C, Pt., C, 1st Mis-
souri Engineers, age 23.

Johnson, H. J. N., Pt., K, 14th
Illinois Cavalry, age 19.

Kennedy, J. M„ Pt., K, 119th
Illinois, age 23.

Kenner, J., civilian prisoner,

age 19.

Knapp, C, Pt., K, 65th Illinois,

age 56.

Laraont, J., Pt., K, 8th Veteran
Reserve Corps, age 49.

Long, Z. V., Pt., D, 9th Illinois

Cavalry, age 22.

Injury or Diskask.

Purulent ophthalmia with moderate
chemosis of both eves.

Central leucoma of both eyes, caused
by ophthalmia; right eye quite use-

less.

Protrusion and destruction of eyeball
by sharp edge of hoe.

Pannus covering cornea of right eye;
total obscurity of vision.

Gonorrhceal ophthalmia with large
chemosis of both eyes.

Entropion ; both low. lids well marked.

Purulent ophthalmia with chemosis
of both eyes.

Entropion caused by superabundance
of integument.

Trichiasis right upper lid, caused by
blepharitis andgranular ophthalmia.

Double entropion, caused by catarrhal
inflammation of eyes.

Cornea panniform and superficially
ulcerated.

Staphyloma

Staphyloma left eye, result of gonor-
rhoea! ophthalmia; leucoma of right,

result of purulent ophthalmia.

Artificial pupil of right eye; com-
plete blindness.

Aug., 1864, purulent ophthalmia with
chemosis of both eyes.

August, 1865, central hernia iris, left

eye, from sloughing of cornea, re-

sult of purulent ophthalmia.
Defective vision right eye from cen-
tral albugo, result of ulceration fol-

lowing fever.

Large pterygium left eye

Strabismus interims (double); bleph-
aritis, granular lids.

Glaucoma of both eyes

Small vascular tumor, upper eyelid.

Irido-cboroiditis right eye; permanent
contraction of pupil.

Partial staphyloma of right cornea
from ulceration following erysipelas
of face.

January, 1864, panniform cornea, sur-

face covered with exudations.

Disorganization of right eye

Mernin, J., Pt.,

sota, age 43.

F, 7th Minne-

Merritt, J. A. J., Corp'l, I, 6th
Florida.

Morris. O., Pt., F. 5th Maine,
age 26.

Moderate sized pterygium returned
after previous operation.

Cornea of left eye ; ulceration; pain,
which was not relieved by repeated
paracentesis, etc.

Ant. chamber both eyes nearly oblit-

erated; irides attached to capsules,
result of ophthalmia.

Spurious cataract and occlusion of
pupil right eye; total blindness.

Complete staphyloma ofcornea, result

of confluent small-pox.
November 4, 1863, splinter perforated
cornea and wounded lens, left eye

;

splinter extracted.

Operation* axd Operator.

Aug. 29, 1864, division of ciliary mus-
cle, righteye. Surg. J. S. Hildreth,

U. S. V.

Dec. 31, 1864, operation for artificial

pupil. Feb. 25, 1865, iridectomy of
both eyes. Operator: Surg. J. S.
Hildreth, TJ. S. V.

Feb. 2, 1864, excis. eye ball, edges of
palpebral wound brought together
by sutures. A. A. Surg. C. Pelaez.

Aug. 25, syndectomy. Pannus con-
necting necessitated re-operation.

Sept. 9, disease reproducing itself.

Hancock's operation performed Oct.
7. Surg. J. S. Hildreth, TJ. S. V.

Jan. 21, 1865, division of ciliary mus-
cles of both eves. Surg. J. *S. Hil-
dreth, U. S. V.

Feb. 4, 1865, excision of triangular
flap on both eyes. Surg. J. S- Hil-
dreth, TJ. S. V.

Oct. 19, division of ciliary muscle.
Surg. J. S. Hildreth, TJ. S. V.

April 18, 1865, removal of integument
beneath lower lid right eye. A. A.
Suvg. M. L. Herr.

Sept. 9, '65, trausposit'n "by a new pro-

cess adopted for the first time, so far

as known, in this case." Surg. J. S.
Hildreth, U.S. V. Trichiasis left up.
lid ; same operation, same operator.

Oct. 4, 1863, Janson's operation, Des-
marres's modification. Surg. J. S.
Hildreth, TJ. S. V.

April 13, 1865, division of ciliary mus-
cle left eye. Surg. J. S. Hildreth,

U. S. V.
May 1, operated on by A. A. Surg. -

—

Blickhalm.
July 25, 1864. exc. of staphyloma, left

eye. Jan. 7, '65, iridectomy of right
eye, Desmarres's method of dSchire-
ment. Surg. J. S. Hildreth, TJ. S.V.

July 12, 1864, operation for artificial

pupil. Surg. A. Hammer, U. S.V.
Oct. 2, 1864, division of ciliary mus-
cle of right eve. Surg. J. S. Hil-

dreth, U. S. V.*

Sept. 16, 1865, iridectomy by dechire-
ment. Oct. 11. Hancock's operation.
Surg. J. S. Hildreth, IT. S. V.

Feb. 11, 1864, excision of portion of
iris. Surg. J. S. Hildreth, U. S. V.

Jan. 14. 1865, Desmarres's operation.

Surg. J. S. Hildreth. TJ. S. V.
Sept. 16, 1863, Graefe's operation on
rectus interims dexter. Dec. 1, '63,

same operation on sinister. Surg. J.
S. Hildreth, U. S. V.

Iridectomy both eves. Surg. J. E.
McDonald, U. S.*V.

May, 1863. tumor exc, its bed plugged
with lint saturated with liq. ferri per-
sulp. Surg. H. Culbertsou, U. S.V.

March 1J. 1865, division of ciliary

muscle. Surg. J. S. Hildreth,U-S.V.
Oct. 15, 1864. excision of staphyloma,
leucoma followed. March 4, 1865,
iridectomy by process of dechire-
ment. Surg. J. S. Hildreth, U. S.V.

April 13.1865. divis. of ciliarv muscle.
Surg. J. S. Hildreth, TJ. S.V.

Feb. 5, 1864, extirpation of right eye.
Surg. J. H. Curry, TJ. S.V.

Feb. 4, '65, Desmarres's meth. on left

eye. Surg. J. S. Hildreth, U. S. V.

April 26, 1865, divis. of ciliary muscle.
Mav 13, operation repeated. Surg.
J. S. Hildreth, TJ. S. V.
May 6, 1865, attempted excision of
irides; division of ciliary ring of
each eye : excision impracticable.
Surg. J. S. Hildreth. U. S. V.

Nov. 10, 1864, operation for artificial

pupil by Surg. A. Hammer, TJ. S.V.

May 11, 1864, removal of eye.

Nov. 21, fragments of crystalline ex-
tracted, protruding parts of iris ex-
cised. Surg. J. S. Hildreth, U. S.V.

Result and Remarks.

Cornea improved for a few days and
then sloughed away; cornea of
other eye also destroyed ; blind.
Discharged Aug 28, 1865.

Disch'd April 13, 1865; has good

Recovery March 6, 1864.

Left hospital Oct. 16, 1865; pens'd.

Totally blind; complete opacity
and staphyloma of both cornea.

Discharged July 28, 1865 ; vision of
right eye good, left eye lost from
central leucoma.

Discharged May 17, 1865 ; defective
vision ; lids entirely recovered,
natural condition.

Cornea sloughed away. Discharged
Jan. 23, 1865; total loss of sight
left eye

; pensioned.
Discharged Nov. 28, 1865; claims
pension for moon-blindness and loss

of sight of right eye.
Disch d Nov. 11, 1865; pensioned.
Deformity and induration of both
upper lids.

Disch'd March 14, 1864; pensioned.
Structural changes left eye, caus-
ing almost total loss of vision.

Disch'd June 19, 1865; eye greatly
improved; pens'd. Loss of sight
of left eye.

Discharged Feb. 28. 1866; pens'd.
" Total blindness left eye."

Discharged Aug. 10, 1865; pens'd.

Total loss of left eye, imperfect
vision of right eye.

Sight partially restored.

Cornea destroyed by ulceration.

Disch'd June 4, '65; sight of right
eye lost, left eye impaired.

Nov. 8, 1865, extent of opacity of
cornea disappearing: pens'd. To-
tal loss of left eye.

March 15, 1864, vision improving,

Pter3"gium entirely displaced. Dis-

charged May 22. 1865.

Strabismus not completely corrected.

Transferred March 9, 1864.

July 27, 1865; doing well.

Duty June 7, 1863.

Discharged June 19, 1865; claim for

pension rejected.

Disch'd May 25, 1865; sight very
imperfect, owingto atrophy of optic

nerve; pensioned. Blind in right

eye, left impaired.
Disch'd June 27, 1865; panniform
condition to a great extent disap-
peared ; pens'd. Defective vision.

Escaped Feb. 24, 1864. Movement
of muscles of eyeball preserved.

Pterygium entirely displaced. Dis-
ch'd Mar. 1 5, '65, cornea nebulous

;

pensioned. Impairment of sight.

Cornea clean and in good condition
;

an artificial pupil will give him an
excellent vision.

Discharged June 2, '65; total blind-

ness both eyes
;
pensioned.

Disch'd June 2, 1865; complete and
permanent loss of vision from oph-
thalmia and iritis; pensioned.

Recovery, with good stump for arti-

ficial eye.
Transferred March 15, 1864; form
of eye well preserved but vision
lost*
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N'amk, Military descrip-
tion, and Age.

Injury or Disease. Operation and Operator. Result and remarks.

Myers. P. J.j Pt., K, 11th N. Y.
Cavalry, age 22.

Neville, C. W., Pt., E, 21st
Missouri, age 17.

Nichols, A.. Pt., L, 3d Michi-
gan Cavalry, ape 30.

O'Brien, D, J., Pt., C, 2Sth
Massachusetts.

Oliphant, W. J., Pt., B, 132(1

New York, age Hi.

Oppelcust, G.,' Pt., K, 112th
Illinois, age 35.

Patterson. S. B., Pt., O, 8th
Vet. Reserve Corps, age 34.

Pemberton, J.. Pt., A, 5th Ken-
tucky Cavalry, age 29.

Plowman. A. J., Pt., A, 6th
Maryland, age 27.

Scheming, A., Pt., G, 8th Vet.
Reserve Corps, age 20.

Shaffer, W., Pt., F, 123d Illi-

nois, age 30.

Smith, A., Pt., P, 8th Veteran
Reserve Corps, age 25.

Street. G. S-, Pt., M, 1st Conn.
Artillery, age 34.

Sullivan, J., Pi, G, 2d Mass.
Cavalry, age 21.

Tibbitts. W., Pt., H, 147th N.
York, age 25.

Toomey. J., Pt., G, 18th Mis-
souri, age 21.

Ulrica. H., Pt., K, G3d Illinois,

age 25.

Gonnrrho?al ophthalmia of both eyes,
ulceration, chemosis.

Staphyloma

March, 1864, ectropion of right eye.

Congenital convergent strabismus of
right eye.

Double divergent strabismus

Staphyloma both cornea, and iris of

right eye, from ophthalmia.

Chronic choroiditis of both eyes

Irido-choroiditis of right eye

Pterygium, double at internal nngle
of either eye.

Purulent ophthalmia with chemosis of
both eyes.

Purulent ophthalmia, large chemosis
of both eyes.

Nebulous condition of cornea of both
eyes.

Excessive myopia of both eyes

Van Curen, C Pt., E, 17th
Wisconsin, age 46.

Van Tassel, E., Pt., A, 120th
New York, age 19.

Vosburg, J., Pt., K, 3d Minne-
sota, age 43.

Welch, J., Pt., B, 17th Mich-
igan, age 43.

Welsh, P., Pt., D. 28th Ken-
tucky, age 35.

Whipple. H. L., Pt., E, 77th
New York, age 30.

Williamson, J„ Pt., D, 174th
New York, age 20.

WycolT. D. K., Serg't, F, 108th
New York, age 20.

Young. A. W.. Serg't, X,, 12th
Tennessee Cavalry, age 29.

Curtis, J., Pt., E, 12th Indiana,

age 42.

Wolf, J. H.. Musician, E, 12th
Penn. Reserves, age 26.

Staphyloma of cornea and iris, result

of ulceration.

Staphyloma of cornea of left eye;
catarrhal ophthalmia.

Internal strabismus

Purulent ophthalmia ; large chemosis
of both eyes.

Chronic inflammation of lachrymal
sac, with mucous discharge.

Chronic inflammation of lachrymal
sac attended with mucous discharge.

Staphyloma cornea; sight obliterated.

Fistula of lacbrymalis left eye; ab-
scess at internal canthus.

April G. 1804. purulent ophthalmia;
large chemosis of both eyes.

Large ulceration of cornea following
chronic ophthalmia : sloughing.

Entropion left eye, upper lid

Cataraetons lens dislocated into ant.

chamber of left eve; blow, Septem-
ber. 1862.

Symblepharon left lower lid with
cornea.

Ankyloblepharon both eyes from in-

flammation of lids.

Large central leucoma both eyes, re-

sult of purulent ophthalmia; only a
small part of each cornea remained
transparent.

Sarcoma, right eye entirely destroyed,
inflamed, ulcerated, and protruding
from orbit.

Pterygium, double

July 25, Hancock's operation ; divis.

of ciliary muscle,
dreth, U. S. V.

Extirpation left eye.

Surg. J. S. Hil-

July 12, operation by Surg. A. Ham-
mer, U. S. V.

June 8, 1863, operation by A. A. Surg.
J. W. Cushing.

Division of both externi recti. A. A.
Surg. J. H. Hinton.

Sept. 10, '65. exc. ofstaphyloma, right

eye, Desmarres's process. Surg. J.

S. Hildreth, U- S. V.
April 26, 18G5, division of ciliary mus-
cle, right eye. June 17, same oper-

ation on left eye. Surg. J. S. Hil-

dreth, U. S. V.
March 8, 1865. division of ciliary mus-
cle, right eye. Surg. J. S. Hildreth.

u. S. V.
Dec. 1 1, 1863. displacement richt eye
by Desmarres's process. Feb. II,

1864, snmeoperat'n onlefteye, using
one stitch only to maintain position.

Surg. J. S. Hildreth, U. S. V.
Aug. 21). 1864, division of ciliary mus-
cle, left eye abscess ; cornea finally

sloughed away. Jan. 7, '65, staphy-
loma excised. Aug. 23, '65, iridec-

tomy of right eye. Surg. J. S. Hil-

dreth, IT. S. V.
Sept. 2, division of ciliary muscle of
right eye. Surg. J. S. Hildreth,

XJ. S. V.
March 8, 1865, iridectomy of both
cornea. Surg. J. S. Hildreth, U.S.V.

June 15, Hancock's operation, right

eye. Surg. J. S. Hildreth, U. S. V.

Feb. 2, 1864, excision of tumor with
staphyloma. Surg. J. S. Hildreth,

u. s.'v.

June 1, cornea removed by Surg. J.

E. McDonald, II. S. V.
May 6, 1865, Graefe's operation, sep-

arating digitations of tendons from
sclerotic. Two-thirds of error cor-

rected. Surg. J. S. Hildreth.U.S.V.
Sept. 25, 1864, division of ciliary mus-
cles of both eyes. Feb. 11, '65, ex-
cision staphyloma, left eye. Surg.
J. S. Hildreth, II. S. V.

May, 1863, sac opened and tent intro-

duced to obliterate sac and set up
new action in lining membrane.
Surg. H. Culbertson, U. S. V.
May — . same operation as in ease 64.

Surg. J. H. Culbertson.
June 27, division of cornea with cat-

aract knife, removal of lower section

with scissors. Surg. II. C. Culbert-
son. U. S. V.

Feb. 5, 1864, introduction of style by
the usual method. A. A. Surg. J.

M. MoGrath.
Oct. 7, division ciliary muscle, right

eye. Surg. J. S. Hildreth, U. S. V.

Dec. 31, 'G4, divis. ciliary muscle, left

eye. Surg. J. S. Hildreth, U. S. V.
Dee. 30. 1863. excision of oval piece
of integument sutures. A. A. Surg.
(r. P. Hackenburg.

Dec. 29, 1862, lens extracted by supe-
rior section of cornea. Snrg. D. P.
Smith. U. S. V.

Nov. 2, '63, symblepharon dissect, up,

conjunctiva of globe drawn together
bysutures- A.A.Surg. J. II. Hinton.

Jan. 25, 1864, separation of lids from
globe ofright eye with probe-pointed
scissors. Feb. 24, same operation on
left eye. Surg. J. S.IIildreth,IT.S.V.

July 27, 1865, iridectomy both eyes
by process of d6chirement. Aug.
25, operation on left eve to enlarge
pupil. Surg. J. S. Hildreth, U. S.V.

Majr 15, 1865, whole diseased eye re-

moved with bistoury. A. A. Surg.
E. Seyffarth.

Dec. 11, 1863, displacement of ptery-
gium, right eye, Desmarres's meth-
od. Surg. J. S. Hildreth, U. S. V.

Discharged Feb. 6, 1864. Pen. Ex.
1881, sight greatly impaired, etc.

Contracted small-pox ; remain'g eye
ulcerated, sloughed awav. Disch'd
Jan. 26, '64; pens'd; totally blind.

Duty Sept. 12, 1864; claims pension
for disease of eyes resulting from
measles.

Result good; Veteran Res. Corps.
Discharged December 13, 18G4.

No change by operation ; Veteran
Reserve Corps January 31, 1864.

Disch'd Oct. 16, 1865; pens'd. Oper-
ation of no benefit ; can distinguish

nothing. Died Sept. 11, '76: eh. diar.

Discharged July 3, 1865: defective
vision; pensioned.

Discharged June 17, 1865; affected
with granular ophthalmia

;
pens'd;

blind in left eye.
March 15, 1864, recovery; about |
disappeared from right eye; left

eye much more satisfactory owing
to absence of second stich.

Discharged Aug. 26, 1866, and pen-
sioned; no vision in left eye; right

eye affords enough sight to enable
him to go about alone.

Discharged March 6, 1865; pens'd.
Right eye totally blind, left eye
can only discern light.

Disch'd May 24, '65. Sight improv'g,
bids fair to become good enough
to enable him to read fine print.

Myopia disappeared. Disch'd Dec.
13. 1863; pensioned. Amblyopia;
right eye useless, sight feeble.

Disch'd 'August 12, 1864. Loss of

vision of left eye ; sight of right

eye impaired; pensioned.
Discharged July 19. 1865; pens'd.
Loss of sight of left eye.

Operation on other eye will correct

deformity. Discharged July 24,

18G5.

Discharged April 27. 1865. Loss of
sight left eye, cornea of right eye
nebulous

;
pensioned.

Doing well.

Doing well.

Active conjunctivitis and eomeitis
resulted. Duty Nov. 28, 1864;
pensioned. Loss of left eye and
chronic ophthalmia right.

March 6. active inllam. set in: style
removed, tinet. chlor. iron injected.

Discharged July 31, 1865.

Cornea sloughed away. Discharged
June 13, 'i]r); sight of right eye lost,

central nebulosity of left : pens'd.

Discharged June 28, 1865; pens'd.

Sight of left eye lost.

Duty, and discharged Feb. 8, 1865;
pensioned for wounds.

Disch'd March 23, 1863. Very tol

erable vision : pension claim reject-

ed. Spec. 1195.

Duty January 6, 1865.

Recovery, with ability to use eyes

j

and read some. IMseh'd Aug. 12.

!
1864; pensioned. Died April 9,

j
1866: phthisis pulmonalis.

I

Vision of both eyes improving. Dis-

charged October 20, 1865; pens'd.

i Nearly blind.

I No pain after operation. June 30,

,

eve healed. Died July 5, 1865;
I

debility.

, Doing well; injured in a street affray
! and died December 27. 1863.
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OPERATIONS ON THE MOUTH AND ITS APPENDAGES.—Three plastic opera-

tions for disease have been detailed in the First Surgical Volume. 1 One operation for

hare-lip will be added:

Case 101(i.—Private Morel) Seely, Co. F, 10:i<l Ohio, aged 21 years, was admitted into Cumberland Hospital, Nashville,

March 7, 1864, with gunshot wound of left leg, middle third, with injury to tibia. Patient also had congenita] hare-lip. On
March 15, 1864, Surgeon C. McDermout, U. S. V., operated for hare-lip, without anajsthesia. Two interrupted sutures, one

uniting mucous membrane On inner border of lip, used with dressings of adhesive plaster. Union by first intention within five

days; patient fed on liquid food. The wound of the leg did well. The patient recovered and was furloughed April 13, 1864.

OPERATIONS ON THE AIR PASSAGES.—To the six cases of laryngotomy for

disease, recorded on page 417 of the First Surgical Volume, should be added a fatal opera-

tion performed for sore throat following typhoid fever, making seven cases of this operation

with only one recovery

:

CASE 1017.— Private Samuel Mitchell, Co. C, 12th Infantry, was admitted into hospital No. 1, Frederick. September 19,

1862. Acting Assistant Surgeon W. W. Keen, jr., reported: " Had had typhoid fever followed by sore throat. On October 5th,

3 l'. M., the respiration became somewhat embarrassed and grew rapidly worse, till at 4 P. M. Or. G. L. Potter, the officer of the

day, was hurriedly summoned. The neck was observed to be swollen, especially on the right side; there was great dyspnoea,

both in inspiration and expiration, coldness of the extremities, and insensibility. Laryngotomy, on examination of the epiglottis,

was immediately resolved upon, but the patient revived scarcely at all, although the respiration through the artificial opening

was free, and in about fifteen minutes ceased to breathe. Post-mortem twenty-four hours after death: The tonsils are deeply

eroded, the epiglottis erect and firm, not from (Edema but from effusion of lymph about the vocal cords. There is a marked

plastic effusion, especially on the right side. The lungs are congested and somewhat filled with oedema; other organs healthy,

save Peyer's patches, which are ulcerated to some extent."

OPERATIONS ON THE CHEST AND ABDOMEN.—For the cases of thoracentesis,

herniotomy, and paracentesis, the reader is referred to pp. 573—598 of the First, and pp.

187-191 of the Second Surgical Volume.

OPERATIONS ON THE GENITO-URINARY ORGANS.—With the exception of

ten instances of removal of testes, the operations on these parts have been fully discussed

in the Second Surgical Volume!' Two of the ten cases proved fatal

:

Cases 1018-10^7.— Iiemoeals of the testes.—Private J. B— , Co. F, 77th New York, age 23 ; bruise of right testicle against

pommel of saddle, September 1, 18(54. Testicle and spermatic cord greatly enlarged; three fistulous openings through scrotum

discharging pus. December 10th. right testicle removed by Acting Assistant Surgeon H. Pearce. Returned to duty March 19,

1865.—Private ./. S. 1)— , conscript. C. S. A., age 33. October 28, 1863. incision at superior portion of scrotum, testicle forced

through the aperture and exscinded by himself. November 2d, serious hemorrhage, which recurred on November 6th, when

artery was ligated. Furloughed November 23, 1863 —Private E. G— . Co. H, 30th Illinois, age 24. January 6, 1864, excision

of left testicle by Assistant Surgeon W. Feland. 30th Illinois, on account of scirrluis. Gangrene, secondary haemorrhage from

spermatic artery. June 30th, wound nearly healed and doing well. Mustered out September 8, 1864.— Lieutenant G. W. II—

.

173d Ohio, age 28; sarcocele of right testicle of nine months' duration; tumor a little larger than an ordinary goose egg. Feb-

ruary 6, 1865, testicle removed by Acting Assistant Surgeon J. A. Hall. Mustered cult May 15, 1865.— Private D. P. H— . Co.

E. 30th Colored Troops, age 20; chronic orchitis; right testicle much enlarged and painful. Testicle removed and spermatic

artery tied by Acting Assistant Surgeon O. Shinier. Discharged July 31, 1865.—Private J. M. J— , Co. D, 146th New York,

age 24; injury to right testicle by fall from horse. Excision of right testicle. Discharged September 25, 1865.—Captain G.

McP— , 8th Tennessee Cavalry, age 36 ; cystic sarcocele; right testicle enlarged to the size of a goose egg. July 7. 1864,

right testicle removed by Surgeon I. E. ilerbst, U. 8. V. Returned^ to duty August 10, 1864.—W. 8— , colored civilian, age

50; left testicle enlarged to the size of a small cocoanut; dragging pain when walking. November, 1864, removal of left tes-

ticle by Assistant Surgeon S. J. linmstead. 29th Illinois. The organ when removed weighed two and a quarter pounds. It was
contributed to the Army Medical Museum by the operator, and is numbered 3654 of the San/ical Section. The patient recovered.

—

Private J. C— , Co. 13, 3d East Tennessee Vols.; cystic enlargement of left testis. March 29, 1864. extirpation of left testicle

by Assistant Surgeon B. E. Fryer, U. S. A. Erysipelas attacked the parts, extending to the abdomen. Died May 31, 1864, of

peritonitis.—Captain E. D. L— , 43d Wisconsin, age 32; sarcocele of right testicle, the result of injury. March 16, 1865,

removal of right testicle by Surgeon J. E. Herbst, V. S. V. Furloughed April 9, 1865. Died June 2, 1865, cause not stated.

'Casus iif IS. E. Sadler, C". C, 9th Iowa Cavalry, p. 369s H. Kennedy, citizen, p. 370: and Pt. C. Burgan, Co. B, Vuroell Legion, p. 375.

''Coses of lithotomy, page l'8° : operations for fistula ani, page 321 ; operations for removal of piles, page 322; operations for uhymosis, page 343;

external perineal urethrotomy, page 100 ; operations for hydrocele, page 421). Two cases of extirpation of the testes on account of contused wounds have

been cited : P. W. I.ucas. 1st Virginia Battalion, page 414, and Recruit H. D. Taner, page 418.
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CHAPTER XII.

WOUNDS AND COMPLICATIONS.

The subject of injuries affecting the several regions of the bodv having been thoroughly

discussed throughout the preceding portions of this history, the present chapter will bo

devoted to a general consideration of wounds and complications, in the course of which the

endeavor will be made to use, to the best advantage, the large amount of material accumu-

lated during the late war, illustrative of facts of general interest and of statistical value

relating to wounds; of the nature, peculiarities, and effects of missiles and projectiles used

in warfare; of the conditions affecting the course and result of wounds, with ^special refer-

ence to the graver complications of secondary haemorrhage, erysipelas, pyaemia, gangrene,

and tetanus.

During the late war there were treated two hundred and forty-six thousand seven

hundred and twelve (246,712) cases of wounds by weapons of war. Of these, two hundred

and fortv-five thousand seven hundred and ninety (245,790) were shot wounds, and nine

hundred and twenty-two (922), or 0.37 per cent., were sabre and bayonet wounds. The

average percentage of sabre and bayonet wounds in the European Wars during the last

twenty years was 2.4, as shown in the following table:

Table CXIV.

Frequency of Sabre and Bayonet and Shot Wounds on Occasions named and from Authorities quoted.

OCCASIONS.

English in the Crimean War, 1854-57 (Matthew 1

)

French in the Crimean War, 1854-57 (Chenu 2
)

French in the Italian War, 1859 (Cheni; 3
)

Austrian:! at Verona, 1859 (RICBTER*)

Austrian? at Montebello, 1859 (RlCHTEB*)

Germans in Schleswig-Holstein War, 18(14 (Loeffler6
)

French in Mexico, 18114 (BlKTOT7)

six Weeks' War in Germany, I860, Bavarians (Richter8
).

Six Weeks' War. ISfifi, Italians (ColiTESE')

Six Weeks' War in Germany, I86T>. Prussians and Austrians iRlCHTEU 10
)

.

Franco-Prussian War, 1870-71. Germans (FlftCHEU 11
)

Aggregates

.

10, 129

26,811

15, 966

18, 521

281

3,2:12

85

1,697

2, 903

8,527

54, 268

142, 430

Sabre and
Bayonet.

15S

818

56a

543

54

. 61

19

56

93

333

3, 485

Shot.

Percentage of
Sahre and Bay-
onet Wounds.

9,971

25, 993

15, 401

17, 978

227

3,171

66

1, 641

2,811

8,194

53, 482

- 1.5

3.0

3.5

^. :<

19.2

1.8

22.3

3.3

3.1

a9
1.4

138, 935

In comparison with the large number of shot wounds, the number of sabre ami

bayonet wounds seems insignificant, offering a striking commentary upon the advance of

1 MATTHEW (T. P.), Medical and Surgical History of the British Army which served in Turkey and the Crimea, etc.. London, 1858, Vol. II. pp.

257. 259. 2 CHENU (J.-C), Rapport au Conseil dt Sanl ' des Armies, etc.. pendant la Campagne d' Orient en 1854-1835-1856. Paris, 1865. p. 607. 'Cheni;

(J.-C.), Statistique. Mifl. Chir. de la Campagne d' Italic en 1859 et 1860, Paris, 1869, T. IX ; the figures here given were obtained from a compilation of the
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modern military science, and showing that with the general adoption of long-range repeat-

ing fire-arms the sabre and bayonet are rapidly falling into disuse, and that the time is

coming, if it has not already arrived, when these old and honored weapons will become

obsolete;
1 and when such wounds from these sources will be regarded rather as incidents of

battle than as the results of regular tactical manoeuvres.

SABRE AND BAYONET WOUNDS.—Of the nine hundred and twenty-two

cases of these injuries reported in detail throughout the history, and grouped together in

the following table, a large proportion had their origin in private quarrels or broils, or were

inflicted by sentinels in the discharge of their duty:

Table CXV.
Summary of Nine Hundred and Twenty-two Sabre and Bayonet, Wounds recorded during the American

Civil War, 1861-65.

HEAT (IK IN.IUItY.

Sabre an<l Bayonet Wounds of Scalp. .

Sabre and Bayonet Fractures of Cranium

Sabre and Bayonet Wounds of Face

Sabre and Bayonet Wounds of Neck

Sabre and Bayonet Wounds of Chest

Sabre and Bayonet Wounds of Abdominal Parietes

Penetrations of Abdominal Cavity without injuring Viscera

Penetrations of Abdominal Cavity with injury to Viscera. .

.

Sabre and Bayonet Wounds of the Pelvis

Sabre and Bayonet Wounds of the Back

Sabre and Bayonet Flesh Wounds of Upper Extremities .

Sabre and Bayonet Fractures of Clavicle or Scapula

Sabre and Bayonet Wounds of Elbow Joint—
Sabre Wounds of Bones of Forearm

Sabre and Bayonet Flesh Wounds of Lower Extremities . .

Bayonet Wounds of the Knee Joint

Bayonet Wounds of the Metatarsals

Afrirreirales
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tion and confinement of pus; from the chances of injury to blood-vessels, nerves, and viscera,

and the possibility of pyaemia, gangrene, and tetanus.

As might be anticipated, wounds by the sabre involve chiefly such parts of the body

as are especially exposed to blows in the ordinary use of this weapon; thus injuries of the

head and upper extremities are more largely represented, while wounds from the bayonet

show a decided preponderance in the lower extremities.
1

Wounds from sabre blows2 were not of a grave character, except in cases involving the

cranial cavity, where the mortality attained its highest percentage. Seven cases recorded

in previous chapters of the history show fractures of one' or both bones of the forearm by

sabre blows; in one case primary, and in another secondary amputation became necessary. 1

One fatal case of tetanus is reported as following an incised sabre fracture of the cranium

;

also one case of pyaemia from a similar cause. Epilepsy, insanity, loss of vision and hear-

ing, and impairment of mental faculties seem to have been among the remoter effects of

injuries of the cranium from this cause.

The fatality of bayonet wounds exceeds that of sabre wounds by 2.7 per cent., and is

chiefly due to injuries of viscera and large blood-vessels. The heart, lungs, diaphragm,

liver, stomach, jejunum, and spleen are noted as having been punctured; and of the blood-

vessels, the common iliac, femoral, internal pudic, and brachial were involved.

The fatal cases of bayonet wounds of the lower extremities, five in number, resulted

from gangrene in three cases, and from primary haemorrhage and pyaemia in one instance

each. The median and sciatic nerves were lacerated in two cases, and the penis punctured

in one. No case of tetanus is reported as following a bayonet wound.

SHOT "WOUNDS.—The consideration of generalities on shot wounds, their nature,

frequency, fatality, and principal complications will be preceded by a tabular summary of

all shot wounds of which records are found in this Office. In the introductory memoran-

dum of the Second Surgical Volume and in the various sections throughout the work the

total number of wounds of the portions of the body under consideration, so far as known at

the time, were indicated. Since then additional reports and records of hospitals, especially

field hospitals, frequently subjected to the varying fortunes of a successful or unsuccessful

campaign, records which in some instances were supposed to have been lost or destroyed,

have been received at this Office, as the work on the surgical history progressed, increasing

somewhat the total number of injuries. There undoubtedly remain, even at the present

time, quite a number of casualties of which there are no histories on file, especially of the

early part of the war in 1861, when each regiment and sometimes each detachment of troops,

before the establishment of base and general hospitals, continued to find shelter for its more

seriously injured patients in tents or buildings temporarily occupied which offered no facil-

ities for keeping records, and when volunteer officers and also enlisted men were allowed to

proceed from the battle-fields to their homes to be treated by their family physicians. A
few special reports of some of the most interesting of these cases have been received at

this Office; but undoubtedly quite a large proportion failed to be recorded at all. Further-

more, after general engagements many circumstances interfered with the efforts of medical

1 Of 522 sabre wounds, 368 were wounds of the head and 97 of the upper extremities, making a total of 465, or 89 per cent, of the whole number.

Of 400 bayonet wounds, 184, or 46 per cent., were in the lower extremities.

2 Examples have been cited in the First Surgical Volume, on pp. 1 to 30, of sabre wounds of the head ; on p. 322, of the face ; on p. 399, of the neck
;

in the Second Surgical Volume, on pp. 3, 4, of the abdominal parietes; on p. 32, of simple perforations of the abdominal cavity without visceral injury; on

pp. 61, 62, of the small intestines ; on p. 76, of the large intestines; on p. 129. of the liver; on p. 429, of the back; on pp. 435. 436, of the upper extremities ; on

p. 473, of the clavicle and scapula; on pp. 828, 829, of the elbow joint ; and in the Third Surgical Volume, on p. 7, of sable flesh wounds of the lowel

extremities. 3 CASKS: 1845, 1846, on page 919, Second Surgical Volume, of Privates William Billows and Corwia Davis. •
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officers to obtain accurate details of the number of wounded, and no record could be made

of the wounded among those reported as captured and missing. The shot wounds now

recorded number two hundred and forty-five thousand seven hundred and ninety (245,790).

They have been grouped in three tables, the first containing shot wounds oi the head, face,

and neck, the second those of the trunk, and the third those of the extremities:

Table CXVI.
Tabular Statement of the Shot Wounds of the Head, Face, and. Neck recorded during the American

Civil War.

NATURK AND .SEAT OF INJURY.

Shot Injuries of tw; Head.'

Flesh Wounds of the Sculp

Contusions "f the Bones ef the skull

Fractures of the Outer Table ....

Fractures of the Inner Table

Fissures of the Hemes of the Skull

Fractures without known depression

Fractures with depression

Penetrating Fractures

Perforating Fractures

Smash

Contre-Coup

Total Shot Injuries of the Bead.

Results.

T
7, 73'J

328

138

20

19

2,911

3(14

486

73

!>

1 2,08!)

4, 865

273

128

1

12

960

232

84

17
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material, already alluded to in a previous chapter, to show a remarkable degree of success

in the treatment of such cases. The high mortality of shot wounds of the neck is almost

necessarily to be expected from lesions of parts of great vital importance, placed in close

relation with the great nervous and vascular trunks found in this region.

Table CXVIT.

Tabular Statement of the Shot Wounds of the Spine, Cheat, Abdomen, Pelvis, and Back recorded during

the American Oivil War.

NATUKK AND SEAT OF ISJUHV.

Wounds of the Spink

Fractures of Cervical Vertebrae

Fractures nf horsal Vertebrte

Fractures of Lumbar Vertebrae

Fractures of Cervical and Dorsal Vertebra1 .

fractures of Dorsal and Lumbar Vertebra?

.

( Fractures of Vertebras, region not stated . .

.

shot wounds ok tiik Chest..

Total Shut Injuries of the Spine.

' Flesh Wounds of the Chest

Fractures of Ribs

[ Penetrations of the Cavity of the Chest . . .

Total Shot Injuries of the Chest.

Shot Wounds ok the Aiidomrn ..

Flesh Wounds of the Abdomen

Contusions of the Abdomen

Injuries to Viscera without external Wound

Penetrations without Visceral injuries

Wounds of the Stomach

Wounds of the Intestines

Wounds of the Liver

Wounds of the Spleen

Wounds of t lie Pancreas

Wounds of the Kidney

Wounds of the Blood-vessels, < Omentum, and Meseutery.

Wounds of the Supra Renal Capsules

Penetrations, extent not determined

Total Shot Injuries of the Abdomen.

Shot wounds ok the Pelvis.

Fractures of the Hones of the Pelvis

Penetration of the Cavity without injury to Viscera.

.

Wounds of the Bladder

Wounds of the Prostate

Wounds of the Rectum

Wounds of the Nerves and Blood-vessels

Wounds of the Penis

Wounds of the Urethra

Wounds of the Testes

Wounds of the Spermatic Cord

Wounds of the Genital Organs indefinitely deserilted

Total Shot Injuries of the Pelvis

Shot Wounds of the Hack .

Repeated as Shot Wounds of the Back

Specified us over the Posterior Thoracic Region

Specified as over the Posterior Abdominal llegion

Specified its wounds of Hips. Buttocks, Nates, etc

Total Shot Injuries of the Hack

.

91

137

149

3

260

643

27

50

ti:i

ST

4,409

238

41

19

7!!

653

173

29

5

78

54

1

2, 599

2,881

120

21

12

19

118

112

'233

5

20

7

60

484

108

27

4

51

47

1

2,226

:t, 2113

1,494
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The great fatality of undoubted shot penetrations of the abdomen alluded to on page

204 of the Second Surgical Volume is apparent in the preceding table; of three thousand

four hundred and eighty-nine (3,489) determined instances of such lesions, three thousand

and thirty-five (3,035) had fatal terminations, a mortality rate of 86.9 per cent., exceeding

that of the shot fractures of the cranium with penetration of the brain, which, as indicated

in Table CXVI, was 82'.7 per cent.; even the large fatality of shot fractures of the hip,

84.7, in the succeeding table, is in some measure due to complications with injuries of the

viscera of the abdominal cavity.

Table CXVIII.

Tabular Statement of the Shot Wounds of the Upper and Lower Extremities recorded during the

American Civil War.

NATURE AND SKAT OF INJURY.

Shot Wol*i>s of tiik
TJpi'ek Extremities.

Flesh Wounds of the Upper Extremities' 54, 729 "1

Periarticular Wounds of Shoulder Joint2 72J

Fractures of the Clavicle and Scapula3

Fractures of the Bones of the Shoulder Joint 4

Fractures of the Hones of the Shoulder Joint in Confederate Army (excisions) 5

Fractures and Contusions of the Shaft of the Humerus6

Fractures of the Bones of the Elbow Joint 7

Fractures of the Bones of the Elbow Joint in the Confederate Army (excisions) 8

Fractures and Contusions of the Bones of the Forearm9

Fractures and Contusions of the Bones of the Wrist Joint 10

Fractures of the Bones of the Wrist Joint in the Confederate Army (excisions)

Fractures and Contusions of the Bones of the Hand 12

Total Shot Wounds of Upper Extremities 87, 793

Shot Wounds of the
Lowe it Extremities.

Flesh Wounds of the Lower Extremities 13 58,702\

Periarticular Wounds of the Hip, Knee, and Ankle Joints'* 437

J

Fractures of the Bones of the Hip Joint 18

Contusions of the Shaft of the Femur 16

Fractures of the Shaft of the Femur' 7

Contusions of the Bones of the Knee Joint 18

Fractures of the Bones of the Knee Joint 19

Contusions of the Bones of the Leg-20

Fractures of the Bones of the Erg'21

Contusions of the Bones of the Ankle Joint22

Fractures of the Bones of the Ankle Joint23

Contusions of the Bones of the Foot 24

Fractures of the Bones of the Foot 28

Total Shot Wounds of Lower Extremities .
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verified in this table. In the upper extremities the fractures of the wrist had a greater

fatality than those of the forearm (12.9 and 9.4 per cent, respectively), and in the lower

extremities the results of the injuries of the knee joint were slightly less favorable than

those of the femur, the fatality rate being in the former 53.8, in the latter 53.1 per cent.,

although the difference 0.7 per cent, is very trifling. That the wounds of the joints are of

a more serious nature than those of the long bones immediately above them has been

shown in numerous tabular statements throughout the preceding volumes, yet the percent-

ages of fatality do not seem to have been proportionally increased. But the joint wounds

were far more frequently followed by excision and amputation, and it would seem therefore

that the increased ratio of operation had tended to reduce the percentage of fatality.

Longmore 1
cites from Albinus, Liharzik, Marshall, and from measurements of the

Pythian Apollo and Farnesian Hercules, the relative amounts of superficial area presented

by the principal divisions of the human body, and gives as the mean of these measure-

ments the following percentage of the whole target area of the body: For the head, face,

and neck, 8.51 per cent.; for the trunk, 28.91; for the upper extremities, 21.14; for the

lower extremities, 41.41. If battles were fought and decided on level and unobstructed

ground we might find that the percentages of the injuries inflicted on the various sections

of the human body would correspond with the proportional percentage of the area; but it

is evident that the nature of the field of operations, whether fortified places or the open

plain or rolling wooded districts, must necessarily change the relative regional frequency of

injuries. Of the wounds that came under treatment in the American civil war, as shown

in the following table, 10.77 per cent, were injuries of the head, face, and neck, 18.37 of

the trunk, 35.71 of the upper extremities, and 35.15 of the lower extremities.

Tablk OXIX.

Table indicating Percentage of Fatality and Relative Frequency of Shot Wounds recorded during the

War of the Rebellion.

Shot Injuries of the Head

Shot Injuries of the Face

Shot Injuries of the N'eck -

Shot Injuries of the Spine

Shot Injuries of the Chest

Shot Injuries of the Abdomen

Shot Injuries of the Pelvis

Shot Flesh Wounds of the Back

Shot Injuries of the Upper Extremities

Shot Injuries of the Lower Extremities

BK&ULT8.

IS, 089

9, 41ti

4,895

642

SO, -.'64

8. 4:58

3, 159

12, 681

87, 793

86,413

Aggregates 245, 790

Recoveries.
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injury in only one thousand one hundred and seventy-three cases of soldiers killed on the

battle field. Of these, four hundred and eighty -seven (487) were of the head and neck, six

hundred and three (608) of the trunk, thirty (30) of the upper extremities, and fifty-three

(53) of the lower extremities. Iu the Introductory to the Mrst Surgical Volume, at page

XXVI, it has been stated that the total number of killed, according to the Adjutant Gen-

eral's Report, was not less than forty -four thousand two hundred and thirty-eight (44,238).

Applying the proportions of the one thousand one hundred and seventy-three (1,173) cases,

viz: four hundred and eighty-seven (487) of the head, six hundred and three (603) of the

trunk, thirty (30) of the upper extremities, fifty-three (53) of the lower extremities, to this

total of forty-four thousand two hundred and thirty-eight killed, we would have eighteen

thousand three hundred and sixty-seven (18,367) killed from wounds of the head, twenty-

two thousand seven hundred and forty-one (22,741) from injuries of the trunk, one

thousand one hundred and thirty-one (1,131) from wounds of the upper extremities, one

thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine (1 ,999) fiom casualties in the lower extremities.

Adding to these the cases of wounded according to the above table, viz: twenty-six thou-

sand four hundred (26,400) of the head, forty-five thousand one hundred and eighty-four

(45,184) of the trunk, eighty-seven thousand seven hundred and ninety-three (37.793) of

the upper extremities, eighty-six thousand four hundred and thirteen (86,413) of the lower

extremities, we have a total of injuries according to regions of body, including killed and

wounded, of forty-four thousand seven hundred and sixty-seven (44,767) head, sixty-seven

thousand nine hundred and twenty-five (67,925) trunk, eighty-eight thousand nine hun-

dred and Lwenty-four (88,924) upper extremities, eighty-eight thousand four hundred and

twelve (88.412) lower extremities; or, according to percentages, of 15.44 per cent, injuries

of the head, 23.42 per cent, injuries of the trunk, 30.66 per cent, injuries of the upper

extremities, 30.48 per cent, injuries of the lower extremities, making a total of 61.14 per

cent, of injuries of the extremities.

Whether we take into consideration the percentage of the injuries of the upper extrem-

ity s derived from the total wounded and killed, 30.66 per cent., or that obtained from the

number of soldiers treated for wounds only, 35.71, the regional proportion of these injuries

is very large. The same is to be said of the relative frequency of the wounds of the head,

face, and neck, amounting to 10.77 per cent, of the wounded and 15.44 per cent, of the

wounded and killed. But the protection afforded to the lower extremities and the trunk

in the many siege operations, by parapets, and in field operations, especially during the

severe and extended campaign beginning with the battles of the Wilderness, Spottsyl-

vania, Cold Harbor, and ending with the siege of Petersburg, by trenches, ditches, behind

trees, etc., screened those parts to a large extent from injury, while the head and upper

extremities were continually exposed to the practised eye of a vigilant foe.

The influence exerted by the nature of the military operations on the regional per-

centage of injuries is well illustrated in the next table, in which it has been attempted to

give the proportions of the injuries of the head, face, and neck, the trunk, and the extrem-

ities, from the most reliable accounts of European and other campaigns. The percentages

of the injuries of the head varies from 20.2 per cent, among the French in the Crimean

campaign in 1854-57, to 6.4 per cent, in the Revolution in Paris in 1830; the percentage

of the trunk from 31.2 in the New Zealand Campaign in 1863-65, to 9.3 in the Mutiny in

India in 1859; the percentages of the upper extremities from 39.3 per cent, in the Russo-

Turkish War, 1876-77, to 18.8 in the campaign in the Kabylie in 1854-57; and the
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percentages of the lower extremities from 48.2 in the same campaign, to 27.1 in (he New
Zealand War in 1863-65, and it will be noted that the fluctuations are the largest in cam-

paigns confined to a limited territory. But of the entire number of two hundred and

sixteen thousand three hundred and forty-eight (216,348) cases here referred to, thirty-one

thousand one hundred and eighty-four (31,184), or 14.4 per cent., were injuries of the head,

face, and neck; forty-five thousand five hundred and eighty-three (45,583), or 21.1 per cent.,

injuries of the trunk; sixty-six thousand four hundred and seventy-five (66,475), or 30.7

per cent., injuries of the upper, and seventy-three thousand one hundred and six (73,106),

or 33.8 per cent., injuries of the lower extremities, nearly approaching, the percentages

derived from the iniuries of the American civil war.

Table CXX.
Tabular Statement of the Relative Frequency of Shot 1founds of the Different jRegions of the Body.

OCCASIONS AND AUTHORITIES.

Revolution in Paris, 1830 (MENIERE, 1 Joi-.ert (de Lamiiali.e2
)

Revolution in Paris, 1848 (BAUDKXS. HucuiKlt. JOUKttT (he LAMBALLE3)..

.

8ohlesw%-Holstein War, 1848-5 I (Simon. 4 DjOttUP6)

Crimean War. 1854-57, English (MATTHEW6
)

Crimean War, 1834-57, French (CllENl 7
)

Campaign in the Kabylie, 1854-5? (BKKTHEKAXD)8

Mutiny in India, 1858-59 (WILLIAMSON )

Campaign in Italy, 1859, Austrian (DEMME 10
)

Campaign in Italy, 1851), French (Chenu")

Campaign in New Zealand, 1863-05 (MOUAT 12
)

French in Mexico, 1864 (BINTOT 13
)

Schleswig-Holstein War, 1864 (LOEFFLEli 14
)

Austro-Prussian War, 1866, Germans (Maas, 16
,
BiEFEL, 16 Stromeyee, 17

Beck 18
)

A astro- Prussian War, 1 866, Italians (COETESE")

Revolt in Montenegro. 1869 (RlEl)L and EliNER20
)

'.

IT. 6. Army. 1865-70 (OTIS21
). .„

Franco-German War, 1870—71, Prussians (Fischer22
)

Franco-German War, 1870-71, Bavarians (BECK23
)

Franco-German War, 1870-71, French (CllENU24
)

Russo-Turkish War, 1 876-77 (TILING, 26 Kade")

Totals

War of the Rebellion in United States of America, 1861-65.

Aggregates 462,087. 57,584 12.5

627

413

ti, 3fi5

9, 971

25, 1)93

1,422

558

17,095

13, 401

48

66

3,171

Head, Face,
and Neck.

liter Lower
extremities, extremities.

2,282

2,811

108

387

53, 482

4,344

71,443

371

216, 348

245, 739

Cases.

to

46

949

2,000

5,263

220

60

2,050

1,514

8

11

458

218

333

17

83

7,880

611

9,376

47

31, 184

26, 400

(i. -1

11. 1

14.9

20. 1

20.2

15.5

10.8

12.0

9.8

16.7

16.7

14.4

9.5

11.8

15.8

21.4

14.7

14.1

13.1

12.7

Cases.

14.4

10.7

117

77

1,006

1,500

4,937

249

52

3,750

2,265

15

10

614

410

sag

16

145

8,835

772

20, 243

41

45, 583

45, 184

18.7

18.7

15.8

15.0

19.0

17.5

9.3

21.9

14.7

31.2

15.1

19.4

18.0

18.8

14.8

37.5

16.5

17.8

28.4

11.1

21.1

18.4

Cases.

193

llli

1,804

3, 089

8, S38

267

212

6, 047

5, 378^

12

SO

30.8

28. 1

28. I

31.0

31.7

18.8

38.0

35. 4

34.9

25.0

30.3

925 29.2

591

761

40

79

17, 795

1, 174

19,588

146

66, 475

87,793

90,767 19. 6 154,268 33.3 159,519

25.9

27. 1
J

37.

20. 4

33. 3

27.0

27. 4

39.3

30.7

35.7

Cases.

277

174

2, 596

3, 382

7, 555

686

234

5, 248

6,244

13

35

1,174

1,063

1,188

.35

80

18, 972

1,787

22, 236

137

73, 106

86,413

44. 1

42. 1

40.9

31.9

29.1

48.2

41.9

30. 7

40.6

27.1

37.9

37.0

46.6

42.3

32.4

20.7

35.5

41. 1

31.1

36.9

33.8

35.1

34.5

The excessively large percentage of wounds of the hands and fingers, frequently noticed

by writers on military surgery, was also observed in the American civil war. Of thirty-

1 MENIERE (P.) (L'Hotel-Dieu de Paris en JuilUt et Aout, 1830, Paris, 1830, pp. 273 to 339) records 272 cases ; 33 of head and nock, 80 of trunk, 51

of upper and 108 of lower extremities. 2JoitERT (A. -J. HE Lamballe) (Plaits d'Armes .< Feu, Paris, 1833) records, according to the tabular statement

of Li. Serrier ( TraiU de la nature, des complications et du traitement, des plaits damies J feu, Paris, 1844, p. 30). 7 cases of head and neck, 37 of trunk,

142 of upper and 169 of lower extremities; total 355. 3Des plates d'armes d feu. Communications faites a V Acadimie Rationale de At define, Paris.

1849: Bacdens (pp. 224 el seq.), head and neck 15, trunk 26, upper extremities 40. lower extremities 51 ; total. 132. HUOUXRB (p. 1311. head and neck 24,

trunk 31, upper extremities 36. lower extremities 41 ; total 132. JOIJERT (A. -J. DE LAMIIALLE) (p. 150), head and neck 7, trunk 20, upper extremities 40.

lower extremities 82 ; total 149. 4 Simon* (G.) ( Ueber Schusswunden, Giessen, 1851, p. 3), wounds of head and neck 15, of trunk 24, of upper extremities

37, of lower extremities 80 ; total 156. 8 Dj6uuT (M.) (Om den relative Ilyppighed af deforskjellige Skudsaar efter deres Ssed<\ og om deres Dodeligheds-

Forhold, lit Hospitals- Meddeleher, Kjobenhavn, 1852, Bind V, pp. 360-363), head and neck 934. trunk 982, upper extremities 1,767, lower extremities

2.516; total 6,199. 6 Matthew (T. P.) (Medical and Surgical Hist, of the British Army, etc., in the years 1854-55-56, London. 1858. Vol. II. pp. 257,

etc.), and McLEOI) (G. H. I?.) (Notes on the Surgery of the War in the Crimea, London. 1858. p. 414). 'CHENU (.l.-C.) iRupport, etc.. pendant la

Vampagne d'Ofient en 1854-55-56, Paris. 1865. p. 627). LONOMORE (Gunshot Injuries. London, 1877, p. 607) erroneously cites the number of shot

iniuries of the lower extremities among the French in the Crimean War as 11,413, and of the upper extremities as 8,803 ; these numbers include shot
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three thousand and sixty-four (33,064) instances of fracture and contusion of the upper
extremities, including the articular portions of clavicle and scapula, eleven thousand thr
hundred and sixty-nine (11,369), or above one-third, were fractures of the bones of tl

hands and lingers. It has already been slated in Note 4, on page 4:35 of the Second
Surgical Volume, that 27.8 per cent., or over one fourth of the fifty-tour thousand se

hundred and twenty-nine (54,729) shot flesh wounds of the upper extremities, were tl

wounds of the hand. It is possible that this large percentage is due to the increased

exposure ot the hand from almost constant movements over a considerable area, thus

increasing the chances of intercepting missiles in their flight.

definition of shot injuries.—All injuries caused directly or indirectly by missiles and

projectiles impelled by the force of gunpowder or other explosive compounds have been

included in the term "shot" injuries. They differ from the accidents common to ordinary

life not so much in their essential character as in the peculiarity ot' the conditions and cir-

cumstances attending them, and on this account invite especial attention to the producing

causes, to the dangers and complications liable to arise in their course, and to their man-

agement and treatment under conditions generally less favorable than are found in the

practice of civil surgery.

A gunshot wound is essentially a contused wound, yet, the character of the missile and

the circumstances relating to the individual at the time of injury may impress upon it the

additional features belongiug to incised, lacerated, and penetrating wounds. In degree, it

may range from trivial simplicity to all the terrible gravity of injury seldom seen but on the

battle-field, yet in all its phases, simple or complicated, the application of the sound prin-

ciples of general surgery forms the basis for treatment and marks the advance in the

surgical science of the present day.

The great superiority of the rifled arm and cylindro-conoidal projectile, as compared

with the smooth-bore arm and round ball, had been fully established by the experience of

foreign nations in the great wars of Europe between the years 1848 and 1860. An inter-

esting field of inquiry had thus been opened to the military surgeon regarding the modifica-

tion of the nature of wounds resulting from the use of the improved firearms, and quite an

extensive bibliography 1 on this subject had already been presented to the European pro-

as well as miscellaneous injuries. 8BKUT1!KUAKD (A.) (Campagnes de Kabylie, Talis. 1862, p. 314). 9 WILLIAMSON (G.) (Military Surgery. London.

1863, pp. XXIV-XXVI) ""DEMMK (II.) (MilitiirChirargische Studien, Wurzburg. 1861, pp. 19, 20). "CHEKVJ (J.-C.) (Statisliaui Med.-Chir. de la

Campagne tl'Ilttlie en 185'.t et J8LU, Paris, 18G9, T. II). The figures here given were obtained from a compilation of the tabular statements on pp. 424

to Hofi of the seeond volume of I>r. CMKXU's work ; the summary on p. £49 of his work includes the injuries of a miscellaneous character, which have

been eliminated in this calculation. '-' MOIAT ( The AVu? Zealand War of 1863-64-T5, in Stat. San. and Med. Reports, far the year 18C5, Loudon, 18G7,

Vol. VII, p. 477). i:'I*iniot (Observations de blrs.utres de guerre, etc., in Jircueil dr. Mimoires. de Medecine de Cliirurgie ct de I'harmacie Militair.'s,

Paris, 18GG, T. XVI. p. 42). w I.okfflek (F.) (General- Bericht itbrr den Gesuvdheitsdienst im Feldzuge gegen Dduemarlc 18G4, Berlin, 18G7. l'rster

Tticil, p. 54). 15 >I.\AS (11.) (Kritgschirurpische Britrdgr aus dem Jahre 1866, llreslau. 1870, p. 1-2), head and neck 12, trunk 41, upper extremities

50, lower extremities 100; total 212. ,0 BlKFEL (It.) (tin Reserve- Lazareth. Krirgschirurgische Aphorismen von 18bG, in Laxgexoeck'8 Archiv fur
Klin. Cliir., Berlin, 1869, B. XI, p. 371), head and neck 38, trunk 77, upper extremities 82, lower extremities 185; total 382. "Stromeyer (L.) (Erfah-

runge.n uber Sdtusswuuden im Jahre 1866, Hannover, 1607, pp. 10. 11), head and neck 139, trunk £50, upper extremities 302, lower extremities 610; total

1,391. IN BECK (IS.) (Krirgschirurgische Erfahrungrn u-uhrend des Feldzuges 18GG in Suddeutschland, Freiburg I. Br.. 1807, pp. 25, 2G). 19 Coutesf.

(F.) ( Ulieriori ragguagli suite perdite dell'escrtito italie.no sofferte vella campagna del 1866. in Annali Univ. di Med., Milano, 1868, Vol. CCV, p. 500).

™RIEI>|. und EliNKK (Aus dem K. A'. Tritppcn Spital in Cattarn, in Wiener Med. Wochenschrift, 1870, p. 155). 21 Otis (G. A.) (Circular No. 3, War
Department, Surgeon General's Office, Washington, 1871, p. 86). "'-'Fischeu (G.) (Statisiik der indtm Kriege 1870-71, etc., Berlin, 187G. p. G4) tabulates

the sent of injury in 61,146 killed nod wounded. To make a fair comparison with the statistics here cited it will be necessary to deduct the number of

killed, 7,664, leaving 53,482 cases to lie considered here. *>BBCK (11.) (Chirurgie der Schussrerletzungen. Freiburg i. lir., 1872, p. 1G0). "CUEXU
(J.-C.) [Apercu hist. stat. el din., etc.. pendant la guerre de 1870-71, T. I. pp. XXVN, XXVIII, XXIX, XXX). »THJKG (G.) (Bericht iiber 124 im
Serbischlurkischrn Kriege im Barad.cn- Lazareth des Darpater Sanitats-Trains zu Stvilainatz behandelte. Schussverletzungen. Dorpat, 1877, pp. 18-97),

heatl and neck 10, trunk 21, upper extremities 31, lower exttemities G2 ; total 124.
"G KAl>E (E.) (Das temporurt Kriegslazareth der Anstalten der

Kaiserin Maria im Klosttr MariahimmeJfahrt bei Sistowa, in St, Petersburger Medicinische Wachenschrift, 1877, No. 45, p. :183), head and neck 37

trunk 20, upper extremities 115, lower extremities 75; total 247.

1 Des plaies d armes a feu. Communications faites a VAcadimie Rationale de Mfdecine, Paris. 184!). This volume contains articles by BAUUEN8,

Koux, Mai.uaignk, AMU8SAT, liLAXDIX, PlORItY, V'ELPEAU, HUOUUSu, JonF.RT (de Lamuali.e), BEGIN, Rochoux, and Deverqie. Simon, Ueber

Schusswunden verbunden mit tinem Berichte uber die im grossherz. Militair-Lazareth zu Darmstadt behandelten Veruiundeten vom Scrmmer 1849,
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fession. American surgeons had had but little opportunity to familiarize themselves with

the active practice of military surgery, and were obliged to draw upon the authorities

abroad for their early information, upon which was largely based the practice of the later

surgery of the war.

firearms and their PROJKCTiuss.—The reports of medical officers on the early engage-

ments of the rebellion allude to the great diversity of missiles,
1 showing that every avail-

able weapon had been seized upon to arm the troops hastily thrown into the field; this was

especially true of the Confederate troops. The northern forces were, perhaps, from the

beginning, better, or at least more uniformly armed. Previous to the war a rifled musket

adapted to the use of the minieS projectile had been issued to the troops of the regular army,

and distributed among the arsenals in the several sections of the country. Many of these

fell into the hands of the Confederate government on the commencement of hostilities, and

were appropriated to the use of their troops. Large numbers of arms of modern manufac-

ture were purchased from abroad, principally of the Austrian, Belgian, and Enfield pattern,

but inventive ingenuity, roused by the exigencies of war, soon superseded these by arms

of domestic manufacture of great power and precision, among which breech-loading and

magazine guns occupied prominent positions.
2

Giessen, 1851 . UEHTKI.LI I ANTONIO), Note cd Osservazioni cliniche. di chirurnia Militare, in Annali Universali di Medicina, 1849, Vol. CXXX, Vase.

369, p. 225, Waters <E.), Observations on Gunshot Wounds, made in Paris during the Summer of 1848, in Monthly Journal of Medical Science, Edin-

burgh and London, 1849, Vol. IX (N. S., Vol. III. pp. 25], 309, 353). Ai.yi'IK (A.), Chirurgie. Conserratrice, e,t moyens de restrtindre Vutilit ' des opira-

tions, Montpellier, 1830. BECK (B.), L>ie Schuss- Wunden, Heidelberg, 1650. Boss ((V.I, MititairCrztliches aus deni ersten Schleswigschen Feldzuge im

Sommer 1848. Alttma, 1850. BEUTHEUAKD (A.), Des pansements des plaies, Paris, 1851. IDEM, Des plaies- d'armes d feu de Vorbite, Palis, 1851.

Esmakch (F.), Vber Resectionen wach Schusswunden, Kiel, 1851. DjOliUF (M.), Om den relative llypighed af de farskjell ige Skudsaar efter deres

Smde, og om deres Dodel ighe.ds- Forhold, in Hospital s-Meddelelser, 1852, lVind V. p. 349. IDEM, llemxrkninger ovtr de i Krigen 1848-50 foretagne Ampu-
tationer i forbindelse vied en Statistik over dem, in Uospitals-Meddc.lelser, 1852, B. V, p. 99. IlL'i'iN (M. 1- .), Memoire sur la necessit' d'extraire les corps

itrangers et les esquilles, dans le traitement des plaies par armes ,1 feu, in Mem. de V Academic Nationals de Midecine, 1852, T. XVI, p. 407. Baudknb,

M moire, sur le traitement des plaies d'armes ^ feu, in tiecueil de Memoires de Midecine, de Chirurgie et de Pharmacie Militatres, 18f>3, 2*" ser.. T. X,p. 98.

8CHWAUTZ (H.), Jledrdge zur Lehre von den Schusswunden, Schleswig. 1854. BALLINGALL (Sir GROUGE), Outlines of Military Surgery, 5th cd., Edin-

burgh and London, 1855. GUTHRIE <G. J.). Comment, on the Surgery of the liar in Portugal, France, and the Netherlands, etc., (ith ed , London, 1855.

HeyfeLDEB (J. P.), Die Verwuvdungen und Operationen in Folge des Jiombardements von Sv aborg vom 9-11 Aug., in Deutsche Klinik, 1855, 13. VII,

p. 553. StkomKYKK (L.), Maximen der Kriegsheilkunst, Hannover, 1855. VALETTE, Documents pour seri'ir a la solution de plusieurs ([uestions relatives

au traitement des plaies par projectiles de guerre, in Recueil de Mem. de M d. de Chir. et de J'har. Mil., 1855, 2m" ser., T. XV, p. 204. QUBfiXOY (M. P.),

Notice Medico- Chirurgicaic sur Varmie d Orient, in Recueil de Mem. de Mid. de Chir. et de Phar. Mil., 1857, T. XX, 2me ser., p. 241. SCKIVE (G.l,

Relation medico chirurgicale de ta Campagne d Orient, etc., Paris, 1857. AliMANI) (A.). Histoire Medicochirurgicale de la guerre de Crimee, etc.,

Paris, 1858. BaUHEXS (L.), La Guerre de Crimie, etc., 2d ed.. Paris, 1858. MATTHEW (T. P.) Medical and Surgical History of the British Army
which served in Turkey and the Crimea during the War against Russia in the years 1854-55-56, 2 volumes. London, 1858. MACLEOD (G. II. B.),

Notes on the Surgery of the War in the Crimea, etc., London, 1858. KaU-ERON, Compte-Rendu des Amputations Primitives et des Amputations Corntec-

utircs m Recueil de Mem. de Mid. de Chir., et de Fhar. Mil., 1858, T. XXI, p. 28:!, et T. XXII, p. S3U. Al'lM.v (L.), Le Chirurgien a V Ambulance, etc..

Paris, 1859. BILLROTH (T.), Historische ttifdien uher die Bturtheilung und liehandlung der Schussiruvdeti vom, XV Jahrundert bis auf die neueste

Zeit, Berlin, 1859. PitASKK (P.). A Treatise upon Penetrating Wounds if the Chest, London. 1859. LEoOUKST (L ), La chirurgie militaire contem-

poraine, in Archives gen rales de Medecine. Paris. 1859, V" Her., T. XIII. pp. 78. 201, 462. LOEFKLEK (1''.), Grundsdtze und Rcgeln fiir die liehandlung

der Schusswunden im Kriege. Berlin. 18.j9. LoilMEYEK (C P.), Die Schusswunden und ihre liehandlung, Gottingeu, 1859. WILLIAMSON (G.), Notes

on (he Wounded from the Mutiny in India, etc , Loudon, 1839. BEUTUEUAKD (A.), Campagne d' Italic tie 1859, Paris. 1860. LANDA (X.), La Campana

de Marruecos Mcmorias de nn medico-mil., Madrid. 18(10. I'aravicim. L'o.yiitale Mildure a Santa Maria di Loreto, etc., in Annali Cniversalidi Medici na,

Milano, 1800, Vol. CLXXI, p. 365, and Vol. GLXXll, p. 191. Hot X (.1.), De Vosteomy 'lite et des amputations secendaircs a la suite des coups defeu. etc .,

Paris, I860. IDEM, Disarticulation de la cmsse d'apres des observations recueillies a Saint Mandrur, in M m. lit T VAcad, des Sciences, le ]f, Ami. 1800.

' Appended Documents, Part 1, Vol. I, p. 7 ; Assistant Surgeon C. C. Gray, U. S. A., in report of services at the first battle of Bull Ran, Va., July

18. 1861, says: "The greater number of our wounded were injured by round musket balls: the wounds in Hie ted on the Confederates were of a graver

character, a large proportion of them being caused by colloidal rifle balls and canister shot." At p, 10, Surgeon C. P. II. Campbell, !_*. S. A., iu record

of services at railing Waters, Va., July 2, 1861. says :
" Wounds were all from gunshot and principally of the lower extremities, produced by round

musket balls, buekshot. and in one or two instances by sphero-conoidal balls." At p. 15, Assistant Surgeon Philip C. Davis, I*. S- A., in report relative

to the battle of Wilson's Creek. Mo., August 9. 1861, says: "The fire to which our men was exposed was principally from musketry at short range.

The Confederates used the minie rifle, while the Missouri State Guards and the irregular troops were armed with smooth-bore muskets, western ritles, and

double-barreled shot-guns—the last being very effective at short range." At p. 12, Surgeon A. IS. Crosby, U- S. V-. in report of the engagement at Ball's

Bluff, Oct. 21, 1861, sa} s :
" Their [Confederate! can ridges generally contained a round ball and three buckshot.'' At p. 12. Surgeon J. A. Liilell, I". S. V.,

jn a report of the same engagement, says :
" The enemy had no artillery, and most of the wounds of our men were inflicted by round musket balls." At

p. 22, Surgeon II. P. Stearns, U- S. V., iu a report of the battle of Belmont, Mo., Nov. 7, 1861, says: " The enemy used both the smooth-bore muskets

with round ball, shot-guns with ball and buck, and also rifles with conoidal ball.'' At p. 31, Surgeon J. H. Brinton. U. S. V., in an account of the cam-

paign of the Army of the Tennessee from February to June. 1861, including the battle of Shiloh, says :
" The nature of the wounds caused by the fire to

which the troops were exposed at the battle of Shiloh was of the most varied kind; at times they were exposed to that of artillery both light and heavy,

from which almost every species of projectile was thrown— solid shot, round and conical, grape and canister, spherical case and shell ; at other times the

fire was from musketry. The small arms used by the enemy were the improved rifle throwing conical balls, the western rifle, and the old-fashioned

smooth-bore musket : the cartridges for the latter were generally composed of ball and buckshot."

*The collection of missiles in the Army Medical Museum at Washington Indicates the progress made in the United States duinig the years of the

war in the improvement of firearms. Though by no means complete, the series of unused missiles and projectiles on exhibition affords an interesting and
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For the purpose of this history, projectiles common to warfare may be divided into

those used with small arms, as rifles, muskets, pistols, etc.; those discharged from heavy

ordnance, as cannon, both rifled and smooth-bore, mortars, torpedoes, etc.; those which acted

indirectly in the causation of injury, as splinters, stones, and fragments, detached or set in

motion by projectiles in their flight, and missiles of an unusual or eccentric character.

By far the larger number of shot injuries were inflicted by missiles from small arms, as

indicated in the following table:

• Table CXXI.
Table indicating the Seat of the Injury and Nature of the Projectile in the Cases of Shot Wounds

reported during the War.

.SEAT OF INJURY.

Shot Flesh Wounds of Scalp

Shot Injuries of Cranium

Shot Flesh Wounds of Face

Shot Injuries of Facial Bonos

Shot Flesh Wounds of Nock

Shot Injuries of Spine

Shot Flesh Wounds of Thoracic Parietes

Shot Injuries of Ribs

Shot Penetrating Wounds of Chest

Shot Flesh Wounds of Abdominal Parietes
•

Shot Penetrating Wounds of Abdomen

Shot Injuries of Pelvis

Shot Flesh Wounds of flenito-Urinary Organs -

.

Shot Flesh Wounds of Buck

Shot Flesh Wounds of Upper Extremities .

Shot Injuries of Gloriole and Scapula

Shot Injuries of the Hones of the Shoulder Joint

Shot Injuries of the Shalt of the Humerus

Shot Injuries of the Hones of the Elbow Joint. - . .

Shot Injuries of the Radius and Ulna

Shot Injuries of ihe Bones of the Wrist

Shot Injuries of Ihe Hones of the Hand

Shot Flesh Wounds of Hie Lower Extremities

Shot Injuries of the Hones of the Hip Joint

Shot Injuries of the Shaft of Ihe Femur

Shot Injuries of*llie Hones of the Knee Joint

Shot Injuries of the Tibia and Fibula

Shot Injuries of the Bones of Ihe Ankle Joint

Shut Injuries of the Hones of the Foot

y.

r.

:i

9

5

1

3

1

4

10

HI

3

4

<t-
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or lead hardened by an alloy of tin or antimony. The superiority ol the elongated missile

thrown from the rifled barrel over the spherical ball rests upon the fact that the elongated

bullets usually have an exjxinsive base, either plain or hollowed, which l, v t | H . explosion

of the charge is intended to till the grooves of the rifle and give the projectile, as it is driven

forward, rotation on its long axis, thus increasing its range and precision.

The cuts appended |
Fig. 373) arc designed to illustrate the general appearance of the

more common and typical varieties of small-arm missiles used during the war by both

contending parties:
1

•j h i /. ( m n

Flii. 373 a. C. 8. round musket-ball, calibre .lilt, weight :i»7 grains; /,. Iluck and ball, calibre .69, weight "f ball :ii-7 grains: r. Springfield rifl.-.l

musket ball, calibre .58, weight 500 grains; d. Enfield rilled musket ball, weight 450 gruiiis; *. Austrian ri lie-ball, weight 460 grains; /. Elongated bullet,

calibre .71, weight 675 grains; g. Elongated bullet, calibre .lilt, weight 7t,0 grains; h. Elongated bullet, calibre .577, weight 517 grains; i. Hi unsidk rifle

bullet, calibre .54. weight 400 grains; /> SPENCER rifle bullet, calibre .56, weight 434 grams; /. Su \i:r's carbine ball, calibre ."-.'. weight 4.70 grains;

m. UREEN'S rirle ball, calibre .53, weight 575 grains; w. Colt's army pistol bullet, weight 207 grains.

The large projectiles used with ordnance may also be

classified under the headings spherical and elongated, the

former being generally used with smooth-bore, the latter with

rifled guns. Round shot are solid spheres of east-iron vary-

ing in size and weight. A grape-shot i Fm. 374) is composed

of a number of cast-iron balls (in the I
r

. B. service generally

nine) arranged in layers of three each and kept in position

by a series ol tables or plates which are held together by a

vertical rod secured by nuts on each end; these missiles vary

in calibre to tit guns of various sizes; at the discharge the

several parts become separated and each part acts as a dis-

tinct projectile. They have a considerable range.

A canister shot is a projectile made by enclosing a large

number of iron or leaden balls of less size than grape in a

cylinder of tin, which is torn asunder at the discharge of the

gun ; the contents are scattered, assuming in their onward

course something of the area of a cone; when used against masses of troops and at short

range the canister shot is very destructive. Shrapnel shots are spherical or elongated,

1 The number "f varieties of missiles and projectiles en exhibition in the Army Medical Museum exceeds "»e hundred, embracing specimens ..f

nearly all the latest Inventions. Seme of these were tested in actual warfare, while ethers, although constructed "l"" 1
theoretical principles, were laid

usitte after a few trials ; a detailed description of all these would be impracticable.

Surg. 111—88

Kits. 374.—Orap<
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according t<> tin; character of the gun in which they are used, and when adapted to smooth

bores they are designated spherical ruse shots, rhey are shells of considerable thickness,

tilled with musket l>:ills consolidated into mass
t
by a composition of sulphur and resin

(Fh;s.:>7->. 37(>, 377),

and are ex] doded by

a, charge of powder

titled Hit" i heir inte

rior, winch is ignited.

as may be desired,

bv a tunc or uercus

Ft<i. 375.—A 1-J pminuer s| nejil casooln.t. miter and "-" '<•-"" "«.o ra< » '«'"'
FK)i 376.—The, same sawn in half showing the bullets

upper view. Spnr. 43M. Half ni*e.
, Al •

__ __ , ,;_„ and composition. Xprr. 4S94. Half size.

sion fuze. They have

a long effect ive ran sic

and are calculated to

inflict serious injury

by the great number

:il case-«li..t. miter and of fragments Set loose

at tlnir explosion.

The projectiles used in rifled guns exclusively combine with the properties and char-

acter ot the projectiles just described those which pertain particularly to guns constructed

on the rifled principle; they differ greatly in size and weight; their velocity varies with

the calibre from 1,1"" to 1,550 feet per second, and their range has exceeded five miles.

The 10-pounder percussion Parrot, case-shot, illustrated in Km. ?>7<S is a missile of this nature.

Bv the explosion the shell is rent into many fragments, varying in

weight from a \'c\v grains to many pounds; these fragments are driven

in all directions with great force and inflict injuries of the gravest

character. The Museum collection is particularly rich in specimens

of fragments of exploded shells of all sizes and descriptions, showing ^IjH
the gre»t diversity of shape and form which these fragments mav take. IL^

Puffed projectiles are also cast solid, and are

used for breaching or battering purposes.

Bolts, so called, are solid metal projectiles

of elongated form, with surfaces so cut as to fit

corresponding surfaces in the barrel of thegun
;

they are made to fit with great exactness, so

that a greater proportional effect is attained

with a smaller charge of explosive compound.

The \\ hit worth gun and projectile mav be

taken as the type of this class. Its projectile

has been thrown nearly six miles. It is prob-

.,.,.
!! "'

! ,.,,,
._• "U^rfmn able that the extreme care necessary to pre- fKi.378.-A io.p.mnder per

V.' '

—
'

J: - '
J ' ousslon Parrot casc-sliot. Spec.

neil tor howitzer in' ixuti. Spec. 45e3. ,] p i' ,1 V " *1 1 j«7
serve the surfaces ot the gun and missiie clean 4iK '•

and smooth will rentier it practically less effective than many of the ordinary patterns ot

rifled ordnance which possess almost equal power, range, and precision.

With this general knowledge of the more common forms of ordnance projectiles it will

be unnecessary to enter more fully into a detailed account of the improvements made from

time to time with the object of perfecting these agents of destruction.
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Shells thrown from mortars differ little if any from ordinary spherical shells except
in size and in the manner of projection. Their use ia generally restricted to sieges. Under
the same circumstances hot solid shot were used during the war, but with the intention of

destroying property rather than human life.

Hand grenades (Km. 379) are small iron shells tilled with powder and
ischarged by percussion: they were used in sieges and assaults at close

quarter, and their effects arc similar to ordinary shells: as their name indi-

cates, they are carried and thrown from the hand.

Torpedoes. o%more properly/ow/osses. were largely used as a

means of defence during the late war* they were, as a rule, simplv

large shells arranged with lever- connected with a percussion fuze

and sunk below the surface of the ground in the supposed path

ol an assailing parly. A pressure ,,f the foot upon the concealed

lever was sufficient to explode the shell, resulting in effects similar

to the bursting of a like projectile under ordinary circumstances.

Torpedoes of more complicated construction and of far greater

power were employed in the defence of rivers and harbors and

proved important and effective agents of destruction. In an

artiele*on torpedo wounds. IV. S. \\". Umss 1 describes a formidable

engine ol this character, containing about sixty pounds of gunpow-

der and capable of being exploded by a. pressure of four pounds

"lily. Dr. Gross adds that "its effects can readily be imagined."

Surgeon .1. B. Brown. 1'. S. A..a Medical Director of the Fourth

Army Corps, in an extract from a narrative of his service at Wil-

liamsburg, Virginia, reports that the enemy "had planted torpe-

does in the works and along the road leading to Williamsburg,

designing that they should explode by the pressure of the foot of those passing over them.

A casualty occurred in General Casey's division from the explosion of one of these torpe-

does and one man was killed and live wounded. The wagon track and the side paths for a

mile were studded with these buried shells; but they were guarded, as soon as discovered,

by men detailed to remain near them to point them out to passing troops. I passed near

several of them and observed the ingenuity with which they were concealed. ' Sure-eon D.

\V. Hand, U. S. V.,
3
in an extract from a report relative to operations in North Carolina,

relates that cm "June 4. 1864, two large torpedoes were accidentally exploded at Bachelor's

Creek, an outpost of New Berne, instantly killing thirty-six soldiers and eight negroes and

seriously wounding twenty-nine men attached to the 132d New York Volunteers."

A bridge torpedo, devised by McCallum, designed to be placed in an auger hole in

the beam of a bridge, is represented in Figure 380. The two sections are joined by a

percussion cap connected with a lever placed under one of the planks of the bridge; slight

pressure is sufficient to explode the torpedo.

In a third division of missiles and projectiles are included such as cause wounds and

injuries indirectly; splinters, stones, fragments, or foreign bodies set in motion or driven by

the force of projectiles in their course, and which frequently by their action or lodgement

Fin. 379.—Kfti'huni
1 -pound hand irn 1

Spec. 45U:i.

MIkoss (S. \\\), On Turjxdo WouruU, in American Journal Medical Science. lstiti, Volume LI, page J'o.

* APFESMX to Part I, Vol. I. Medical and Surgical History of the War of the Rebellion, page 67.

» APl'k.NLUX to Part 1, Vol. I, Medical and Surgical History of the War of the Rebellion, page 23y.
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complicate direct shot wounds, and which arc themselves sources of danger and oi uncer-

tainty in diagnosis. The must common examples of this class are fragments o\ stone and

splinters of wood turn from the earth or from trees, and from structures forming defensive

works, scraps of iron or metal from ordnance, firearms, or from articles of equipment: or

indeed from any object with which projectiles come in contact.

In the class of unusual or eccentric projectiles the missile illustrated in Fr<;i'i:N 381

may be placed; it is a conoidal leaden shell two inches in length, one and a half in calibre,

weighing nine and three-quarter ounces. The missile was cut out of a

horse killed while the rider was reconnoitering with General Kearney on

the day of the second battle of Bull Run. No report was heard from the

direction in which it came. It was subsequently learned that such mis-

siles were fired from globe-sighted rifle guns of

some thickness. FmuRH 382 represents what

is known as a ricochet shell, picked up on the

battle-field of the Wilderness in 186") by Cap-

tain James M. Moore, LI. 8. A., and presented

to the Army Medical Museum ; it is of peculiar

form, weighing nine and one half pounds; it has

'•!':. SSI.— I. l™ shell S ins. In iengt
IK itit-l lilire. \vtMjcliriijfU3 ounces. Spp
3-J94. [Natural size]

Uillgutetl |»cr-

II. Spec. 47(i5.

a. shallow narrow excavation at the head,'ap-

parently designed for a charge and percussion

cap, which charge seems to have proved insuf-

ficient to burst the missile. They are said to

have been commonly used by the Confederates

at the battle of Fredericksburg, at the battle

of the Wilderness, and on other occasions.

It, is stated that railroad iron cut into suitable lengths, spikes, and scrap-iron were

used by the Confederates in lieu of regular projectiles. No specimens of such missiles are

in the Museum collection to substantiate this statement.

Shaler's sectional bullet, represented in Figure 383, is drawn of natural size and weighs

608 grains; if is designed to part in its flight, forming three separate missiles; whether it

was ever used on the field is not known.

The ordinary "buck and ball." Figure 373, l>, p. 697, a compound missile,

was very extensively used during the early part of the war; it, consists simply
of the ordinary round ball, calibre .(>!>, and three buckshot enclosed in the same
cartridge. Cartridges made up en-

tirely of buckshot were common and

at close range made very effective

missiles. Slugs and fowling-piece

ammunition are also noted as liavine

been occasionally used.

A peculiar missile, said to have

been thrown into the prison camp at
p,a384—Ba,le' wi "' 8™<h».-<») attachment, actual size. spec, mo.

Johnson's Island with a message attached, is shown in Figure 384. It is a conoidal bullet

with a spade-shaped appendage twice its length, designed to render the course of the projec-

tile more accurate. It is believed to be a pattern rejected by the Ordnance Department

FIG.383—Sha-
ler's sectional
ball. Spec. 4621.
No. :«;.

about the year I860; its history is not positively known.
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"Greek fire" for incendiary purposes was employed, probably by both sides in a few

instances. It was used at the "siege of Charleston, in 1 863

;

l but its employment led to

such representations respecting its barbarity that the use of it was but little resorted to, if

at all, during the remainder of the war.

A small quantity of composition, a portion of the contents of a fire-ball used by the

Confederates and captured at Morris Island, was contributed to the Army Medical Museum

by Acting Assistant Surgeon H. K. Neff. It is specimen 572 of the Surgical Section, and

is described as "a mixture of nitre, sulphur, and antimony, and when used is made into a

paste with sand and rosin. The missile was wrapped on the outside with three layers of

heavy canvas, tarred and pitched without, with a network of twine over it. The bottom

was cast-iron covered only with pitch. Within the ball was a tin cup to which the canvas

and twine were fastened, and which contained the composition, and near the base was

embedded a 6-pounder shell. Three pins in the top are withdrawn before loading in the

gun to allow ignition previous to its exit from the muzzle. The composition burns slowly

with intense heat. The missile was designed to be thrown from a mortar." Except in the

instances quoted it is doubtful if the use of this agent was at all common.

explosivk isaxus.—The subject of the employment of explosive missiles in warfare

between civilized nations has been largely discussed from an ethical point of view, partic-

ularly since the civil war in the United States. While their use is acknowledged to savor

of barbaric warfare, there is still a manifest reluctance to place them entirely beyond the

pale of legitimate employment.

By an agreement between the principal nations of Europe, signed by their representa-

tives at an international military conference held at Saint Petersburg in October, 1868, it

was resolved to abstain from the use of explosive projectiles under the weight of four

hundred grammes. In commenting on this agreement, Dr. Longmore2 remarks that "not-

withstanding the International agreement just referred to, there is great misgiving on the

part of many as to the abandonment of explosive bullets in time of war. The government

of the United States has not joined the convention, and the treaty is only obligatory upon

the contracting parties when at war between themselves; it also ceases to be obligatory in

case of a power which has not joined the convention allying itself to either one or other of

the belligerents. The English government of the day was greatly blamed by the press and

by many military men for joining the treaty."
3

One hundred and thirty cases of wounds attributed to explosive missiles were recorded

on the returns (Table CXXII, page 696. ante). The records of the Ordnance Office, U. S.

Army, show that thirty-three thousand three hundred and fifty (33,350) Gardner's "explo-

sive bullets" or "musket shells" were issued to the troops in the early part of the war; that

1 LOXGMORK (T.), Treatise on Gunshot Wounds, their history and treatment, Loudon, 1877, pageol. 2 Ibid, page 48.

:f For the infurmution of those who have never seen the treaty a] hided to above the text is here reproduced from the work just quoted : "Consider-

ing that the progress of civilization ought to have the effect of lessening as much as possible the calamities of war: That the only legitimate object that

states ought to propose to themselves during war is to weaken the military strength of their enemies: That for this purpose it is sufficient to put hors-de-

combat the greatest number of men possible: That this end would be overpassed by the employment of arms which would uselessly aggravate the

wounds of men placed bors de-combat or that would render their death inevitable : That the employment of such arms would be consequently contrary

to the laws of humanity- : The undersigned having received the orders of their governments in this respect ere authorized to declare as follows : § 1. The
contracting powers mutually bind themselves to renounce, in case of war among themselves, the employment by their land or sea forces of all projectiles

charged with explosive or inflammable matters of a less weight than 4110 grammes §2. They will invite all the states which have not sent delegates to

the military international commission at St. Petersburg to accede to the present engagement. § :!. This engagement is only obligatory upon the contract-

ing or acceding parties in ease ,if war between two or more of themselves : it is not binding in regard to parties who have not joined the Convention.

§ 4. It will equally cease to he obligatory from the moment when in a war between powers which have joined the convention, another power, not a partv

to the convention, shall join one of the belligerents. § "'• 'l"he contracting and acceding parties will come to a further understanding among themselves

every time that a precise proposition shall be made on the subject as regards future improvements that science may make in the arms of troops, so that

the principles which they have laid down for reconciling the necessities of war with the laws of humanity may be maintained."
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of these over ten thousand (10,000) were abandoned on the field for want of transportation.

It is probable that the latter fell into the hands of the Confederates, accounting in a measure

for the wounded before alluded to; but many reports of wounds attributed to explosive balls

wore made in which it is doubtful if the missile was really of this nature, as under certain

circumstances the ordinary ball is capable of great distortion and of inflicting severe injury.

The extent of the damage from explosive missiles is greater than that ordinarily caused

by the simple projectile; bony structures are more extensively shattered and the area of

destruction in soft parts is larger; haemorrhage, both primary and secondary, is more com-
mon; extensive sloughing follows, and the course of repair is slow and tedious.

The Gardner "explosive bullet" or "musket shell" (Fig. 385), referred to as having
been issued to the United States troops, 'is a cylindro-conoidal projectile of lead, made in

two sizes; the larger of calibre .58, weighing 451 grains, the smaller of cali-

bre •')!. weighing 363 grains. Within the interior is placed an accurately

fitting acorn-shaped chamber tilled with fulminate, and commu-
nicating with a one and one-quarter time fuze, which is exposed to

the charge at the rear of the missile; the fuze is ignited by the 'lis-

charge oi the piece. The bursting charge is sufficient to rend the

bullet and transform it into a jagged dangerous missile. Should

it have penetrated the body before exploding its effects are still

more destructive. It is claimed that other forms of projectiles of

thi> nature were used provided with a percussion cap which would

explode upon contact with even soft tissues. No specimens of this

kind are found in the collection of the Army Medical Museum.' The appearance of an

exploded musket shell extracted from the thigh of a private of the 120th New York Vol-

unteers is shown m Fiourk 38(3. The wound resulting was a flesh wound of the muscles

oi tli« i thigh, and the bullet \v;ts removed by enlarging the opening oi entrance. 2

Six well authenticated eases <>t" injuries from explosive balls have already been cited;3

accounts oi sixteen cases of alleged injuries from similar cause are here appended:

Casks H>&M043.—Private .Jowpli Baker, Co. II. 29tli \>w York, wounded :it Hull Kim. August *>*». \*[\->. Acting

Assistant Stuyeon W. it, Ilniumoni] reported tin' |mtit*nt'* mlini>sinn into liapiisi Church Hospital, Alexandria. Scptriuhor ]. ls<>->.

Kn:.3P5.—flanl-
ner's exploitive
ball. Sprr. 4ti9|.

Pit;. 386.—Kx plosive
1) it I 1 extracted from
thigh. Spec. 4561,

' There h

bullets, eontrib

Kn; >7.—Ex-
plosive, bullet

Spec, u1 4.

r. however, »n exhibition several specimens of centre-fire metallic ou-t ridges for a breech -loading rifle .35 calibre, loaded with explosive

red l.\ Mnjor-Ceuerul M. V. MKIOR, Quartermaster General I '. S. A., itml Niirgrrwi II. It. Tll.TOX. I". S. A., and found in the camp <>(

Chief Joseph's hand of Ne« Perc.es, in 1877, after their surreuder to General Mile*. The projectile is represented in Kin. 387. A copper

shell nearly three torn th> of mi Inch in length, loaded with fulminate, i- enclosed in ;i boring tit the head of Hit- bnllel : tin- end of the

.-lie 1 1 projects sufficiently In act ;is ;i percussion eilp by which the missile is exploited. 'I'll* 1 following extracts In .in n letter from Surgeon

II. JI. Tll.TOX, I*. s. A. give some interesting tarts in connection with this and another form of ex pitwive mi grille :
" Kurt Riley, Kansas,

April 3. lr-81. Surgeon l>. I.. HfXTlNOTON, I*. S. A.. Washington, I». e. I»kai; Doeioit: In reply to your note of enquiry about

exploitive balls used by tin- N'.-z Perees, I will give you such Information as 1 have. Dining the siege, whieh hinted live dais. 1 ,s

disposed in doubt that the Ness Perees had any explosive balls, although several men insisted that they had been struck by them, as

they distinctly heard the explosion. Ihie man t>f the 9tli Cavalry was shot through the thigh in front of the femur: the skin was dis-

colored, and tin- hole was targe enough to admit the thumb: there was only a bridge oi skin. After the surrender and discovery of

explosive tails in the village. I was convinced that a number of the (founds had been caused by explosive balls. . . I was curious

to know how the Indians had obtained these explosive balls, and heard upon enquiry that in passing through Idaho they bad made a

raid upon a ' ranch ' of an Englishman who had limited in all pa its of the world, and who was well supplied with rifles and ammunition

including explosive halls, and the N'ey. Perees hail captured his outfit although he escaped. ... I have an impression that explosive balls, like other

balls, cause a larger wound at the point of exit than at the point of entrance, although explosive halls and ' Express rifle balls greatly lacerate the tissue

before their exit. My attention having been drawn to the subject. I found that a citizen employe with the 7th Cavalry had explosive balls for use in

hunting. The Winchester rifle hall was cast with a cavity of proper size to receive a .93 calibre cartridge in its apex ; the .22 calibre cartridge required

a portion of its ball to be removed in order to fit into the .44 calibre ball. J saw the effect of these on antelope, and the laceration was beyond the point

of entrance. Very respectfully, H. R. Tii.ton. Burgeon I . S. A."
2 The case has already been referred to, as a case of flesh wound of the lower extremities, in Xott 1 of page 24, ante.

See Cases of: Pr. W. Qrltzmacber, ('. 5th Wisconsin; Spottsylvauia, May 12. 1804
;
explosive musket ball struck frontal bone and fractured outer

table : recovery : First Surgical Volume, p. 129. Pi. J. F. Singer. K. 24th Wisconsin ; Dallas, Ga.. May 27. 18ti4 j explosive bullet fractured external table

of the occipital bone : recovery ; idem, p, 217. Lieut. T. E. Maley. 5th Cavalry; Deep Bottom. July 28. 1864
;
ball exploded in left antrum of Highmora :

recovery
; idem, p. 352. Pt. P. T. White. I. 7th Michigan ; Artiet*n. Sept. 17. 1H62 : ball exploded in belly of pectoral muscle • recovery : idem, p. 494.

Corp'l A. Burlinganie. 64th New York
; Fair Oaks, June 1. 1862; missile exploded in lett forearm ; recovery : Second Surgical Volume, p. 923. L'orp'l

S. P. Keller, 1st Maryland ; Weldon Railroad, August 18. 1864; missile completely shattered right knee: recovery
;
Third Surgical Volume. t>. 250,
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with a wound of the right thigh, inflicted by an explosive ball, which entered the internal femoral region, centre of the middle
third, fracturing and comminuting the femur; ball extracted on the battle-field, under tlio f'nscia lata, between the rectus and the

vastus externus, almost in the line of its direction. Treated in Smith's anterior splint ; union of bones with considerable curvature

externally; limb shortened 2£ inches and foot inverted. Discharged February 29, 1803.—Lieutenant ('. M. Ball, Co. G, 141st

Pennsylvania, aged 35. wounded at Chancellorsville, May 3, 1833, by what he thought was an explosive ball, which entered the

left leg in the upper portion of its lower third, inner and posterior aspect, and produced two wounds in its exit, one on the

posterior and the other on the anterior aspect of the leg; fragments of hone discharged. Tins officer was discharged from service

December 9, 1803. and pensioned, and paid in September. 1806, since which time he lias not been heard from.—Private M. Con-
ner, Co. 1), 102d Pennsylvania, aged 30, wounded at Cold Harbor, June :!, 1864, by an explosive ball, which injured the right

malleolus; extraction of missile; admitted into Third Division Hospital, Alexandria. Discharged from service .Jan. 7. 1805.

—

Private W. Bohmer. Co. D, 20th Wisconsin, wounded at Resaca, June 22, 18G4, by an explosive ball, causing transverse frac-

ture of alveolar process of superior maxilla, removing teeth of left side to molar and on right to bicuspids; fistulous opening

into nose. Treated at Harvey Hospital, Madison, and returned to duty November 19, 1804.— Sergeant D. S. Durell. Co. K. 3d
New Jersey, was admitted into Turner's Lane Hospital, Philadelphia, August 28, 1853, witk a wound of the right leg, caused

by an explosive conical ball, at ChancellorJville, May 3. 1863. The ball struck the upper third of the right tibia anteriorly,

making but one orifice. Portions of the missile were said to have been extracted in camp at Washington and at West Philadel-

phia hospital. Discharged from service January 23, 1804. Reported by Acting Assistant Surgeon George Hutton.—Sergeant
J. L. Fentou, 9th Massachusetts Battery, aged 28, was admitted into Jarvis Hospital, Baltimore, July 10, 18(i3, with a wound
of the right leg, inflicted by an explosive ball at Gettysburg. Acting Assistant Surgeon B. B. Miles reported that when admitted

the patient had typhoid symptoms, and on the night of July 27th had a slight hnomorrhage. He died on July 28. 18,13, with

supposed pyaemia. An autopsy revealed the knee joint and thigh infiltrated with pus, and a compound comminuted fracture of

the tibia. The specimen of the upper third of the right tibia, showing superficial necrosis around the injury on its posterior

aspect, was contributed to the Army Medical Museum by Assistant Surgeon D. O. Peters, U. S. A., and is numbered 1613 of the

Surgical Section.— Sergeant O. V. Gingrass, Co. A, 29tli Missouri, wounded at Ringgold. Georgia, November 24, 1803. At the

general field hospital at Chattanooga the wound was recorded as a gunshot fracture of left malar bone and superior nasal bone

by a conoidal ball, lie was subsequently treated at hospitals in Nashville and Louisville, and on June 25, 1801, was admitted

into the hospital at Jefferson Barracks, Missouri. Surgeon J. 1". Randolph, 1
T

. S. A., reported that an explosive ball entered

two inches forward and one and a half inches above angle of inferior maxilla, emerging at nose, exploding as it passed out,

tearing away body of superior maxilla and entire nose and destroying left eye. The patient was transferred to St. Louis and

discharged July 14. 1805.—Private Charles G. Hall. Co. G. 5th Maine, aged 30, was wounded at the Wilderness, May 10, 1804.

On May 14th he entered Carver Hospital, Washington. Surgeon ( >. A. .IndsTni, JJ. S. V.. repotted: "Gunshot wound of left

side of pelvic region, flesh. Explosive ball entered body near anterior inferior spinous process of ilium and lodged in the same

side near the sacrum. May 10th. extraction of ball on field ; simple dressings. Doing well June 20, 1804, when he was returned

to regiment, to be mustered out.''—Acting Assistant Surgeon 1). C. Owen reported that Private James Keiiuey. Co. I. 100th

Illinois, aged 18, was admitted into the hospital at Quincy. Illinois, December 20, 1863, with a gunshot wound of the right

shoulder by explosive ball, received at Missionary Ridge, November 25, 186,!. Ball entered half way between the shoulder

joint and neck and penetrate 1 the flesh two and a half inches; extracted from place of entrance; wound healed. Returned to

duty February 10, 1804.—Private T. P. McElroy. Co. V, ^lst Pennsylvania, aged 40, wounded at Spottsylvania. May 12, 1804.

Treated in Washington and Annapolis hospitals, and admitted, on August 18, 1804, into hospital at York, Pennsylvania. The

following record of the case appears upon an unsigned ease-book: "An explosive ball struck the lower jaw on the left side

of the chin, bursting and comminuting the bone. The ball was removed by Dr. Vanderkieft, siirgeon-in-charge of tin' Naval

Academy Hospital, on May 21, 1864. Several fragments of bone were removed at the same time and several had come away

before. The wound is now healed externally but discharges slightly into the mouth." McElroy deserted from hospital

October 14, 1801.—Private P. F. Moore, Co. B, 83d New York, aged 40, wounded at Tolopotoiny Creek, Virginia, May 30,

1864. On June 4, 1804. he was admitted into Mt. Pleasant Hospital, Washington, where the injury was diagnosed as ••arm

poisoned by explosive ball." lie was afterwards treated in hospital at Bristol and Philadelphia, but no subsequent allusion is

made to the character of the missile.—Medical Cadet E. D. Mitchell reports: 'Bugler Jack Robinson, 1st V. S. Cavalry,

was killed at Brandy Station. August 1. 1863, and by order of General Buford his body was sent to Washington for interment.

Autopsy August 2d. one hour after admission into Douglas Hospital. The ball entered over inner third of right clavicle,

fracturing it, wounding the apex of the right lung, and passed out obliquely, striking the seventh cervical vertebra, and was cut

out underneath the skin near the inferior angle of the scapula. The lung was too much decomposed to make a preparation of.

The hall had evidently exploded after it struck him. There was a great amount of hemorrhage, but the body was too much

disorganized to allow of finding its seat. The specimens are the clavicle and ball." The specimens were received at the Army

Medical Museum, and the clavicle is numbered 1644 of the Sunjical Section, hut the missile is not attached and a careful search

failed to discover any trace of it.— Private John Ryan, Co. E, 114th Illinois, aged 21, wounded at Guntown, Mississippi, June

10, 1864. and admitted into Adams Hospital, Memphis, June 13th. Surgeon J. G. Keenon, U. S. V.. reported: "A lacerated

wound, f.-om explosive shot, of calf of right leg. June 17th, extraction of ball through extension of opening
;
calf of leg appeared

as if peppered by buckshot. Ball had exploded after entering limb. June 30th, gangrene attacked the wound and was checked

with bromine. On August 25th the patient was transferred to Quincy, Illinois, and discharged June 22. 1863."—Private W. II.

Stanley, Co. C, 1st Maine, aged 21, was admitted into Chestnut Hill Hospital, Philadelphia, June 7, 1804. with a gunshot wound

of left foot, received at Spottsylvania May 19, 1864, said to have been inflicted by an explosive ball. Simple dressings were

applied, and the patient was returned to duty July 11, 1864.—Acting Assistant Surgeon Louis Eassitt reports: "B. C. Wright.

1st U. S. Chasseurs, was wounded on the skirmish line at Malvern Hill, July 1, 1802. by an explosive ball, which entered about

the middle of the right clavicle, fracturing the bone, passed through the cavity of the thorax, and was extracted four days after

below the spine of the right scapula. Large amount of haemorrhage from the lungs. Sensation at the time of receiving the
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wound was like that of a ' blow from a man's fist.' Admitted into hospital at Chester, Pennsylvania, July sJUtli. Several pieces

of brass were extracted liy me from the anterior wound near the clavicle, and others front the posterior wound near the scapula,

(He had no scales, on liis shoulders or any natal about his person ) These form a portion of an explusive cap attached to a

conical ball, which I have no doubt ignited at the moment il struck the clavicle, and these fragments were driven through the

lung." Wright was discharged from service November 30, lMfri.— Private. A Farey, Co. C, 183d Pennsylvania, aged :!.">,

wounded at Cold Harbor, June 3, 1804. Acting Assistant Surgeon .1. A. McArthur reported from South Street Hospital. Phil-

adelphia: " Wounded by an explosive ball, which entered the right side of the thorax one and a half inches from the acromion.

On June 12th a large abscess which had formed over the biceps muscle was opened and the ball extracted." Erysipelas attacked

the wound and the patient died July 2"2, 1864. At the autopsy the ball was found to have passed through the glenoid cavity of

the scapula, partially fracturing the head of the humerus, and passing around the hone lodged beneath the fascia covering the

biceps muscle. The upper half of the right humerus was forwarded to the Army Medical Museum by Dr. McArthur. and con-

stitutes specimen 3009 of the Surgical Section. There is a double longitudinal partial fracture of live inches on the inner side of

the shaft. The head is carious, and necrosed bone borders the lines of separation in the shaft.

kffects of lakue witojECTii.iis.—The eflt'cts of these ] >roj eet i les depend on their weight,

size, and momentum. At high velocities they virtually encounter no resistance from a

single human body and their force is but slowly expended on masses of soldiery. Their

form is of little importance, as similar results follow the use of spherical and elongated solid

shot and shell; their impact is followed by instant death or by wounds of great severity.

When the injury is not immediately fatal, as is not rarely the case when a limb is

carried away by a projectile of considerable size striking directly, the surface of the stump

will be found to be somewhat "cleanly cut," the skin and muscular tissues contused and

dark with but little retraction; the bone fractured witli not much splintering or comminu-

tion above the seat of injury; the arteries retracted and the haemorrhage slight. If the

projectile strikes obliquely or with somewhat diminished force, the resulting wound resembles

a deeply grooved furrow corresponding to the size of the projectile and influenced by its

direction; the skin, fascise, and deeper soft parts are extensively lacerated or removed

entire, the surface is covered with blood clots and shreds of connective, muscular, and

aponeurotic tissue; if penetrating cavities, disorganization and destruction of the parts will

follow, resulting in death either immediately or in a very short time. Should a large pro-

jectile come in contact with a limb under these circumstances, it may carry it away entire

or leave it partially attached by fragments of skin and muscular tissue; in its midst will

be found fragments of shattered bone, the whole forming a mass devoid of form and life.

An illustration of a laceration of the leg from a cannon ball is given in Plate LXXVI,
opposite page 478, ante. The lithograph is copied from a sketch made on the field.

A solid projectile whose velocity is so greatly diminished as to seem harmless is still

capable of doing great damage through its acquired momentum; it may not possess the

force necessary to carry away any part of the body, but a contusion or wound resulting from

its impact is generally serious and not infrequently fatal. It may be that no outward

evidences of injury are manifest beyond some discoloration, but subsequent symptoms

indicate the existence of grave internal lesions, rupture of viscera, concussion of the brain

or spinal cord, and sometimes fracture of bones with extensive comminution and disorgan-

ization of the surrounding soft parts. The following case of fracture of the humerus in

three places, leaving the skin intact, taken from a report of his personal service at the

battle of Bull Run, is rekxted by Assistant Surgeon B. E. Fryer, U. S. A.:

Case 1044.—"A Sergeant of Bickett's Battery walked from the field to the hospital after having been struck by a round

shot, en ricochet, on the arm, fracturing the humerus in three places and producing great contusion without breaking the skin.

The case is interesting from two facts— the great injury to the bone without laceration of the surrounding soft part:., and from

the fact that disorganization of the tissues did not take place in this, as it nearly always does in all parallel cases. The result of

the treatment of this man was doubtful, and the question of amputation was raised by the other medical officers of the hospital.

but I strenuously opposed it, and had the satisfaction of seeing this useful soldier recover and return to duty with no other

deformity than a slight shortening, and with a perfect use of the arm. The treatment in this case was to lay the arm on a

pillow; cold water until all swelling had subsided, after which I ordered a plaster of Paris splint."
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Tn the next case the femur was fractured at the neck and the soft parts were severely

bruised, but the skin was not broken:

Cask 104.".—Surgeon James T. Stewart, 04th Illinois, aged 40 years, was wounded at Decatur, Georgia. July 1!>. 1864.

The following history of liis ease was kindly furnished by this officer: "While acting in the capacity of Surgeon-in-Chief of

the 4th division. Sixteenth Army Corps, near Decatur, I was struclc by a spent shell on the right hip. The shell came from the

side, struck me fairly on the hip and fell down, not exploding. It crushed the soft parts dreadfully and broke the thigh hone in

the neck. The skin was not broken, but everything underneath it was bruised into a jelly. I was laid on my left side as I could

not lie on my back, the wounded leg resting on the sound one with a pad between them. In this position I lay for two or three

months, with no extension or counter extension or apparatus whatever, as I could not bear ally. I remained on the field for

three days and was sent in an ambulance to the field hospital a distance of about four miles. I lay there three or four days, and

bail to be moved about four miles further to the right. This time four men carried me on my cot, and while on the way the end

of the cot came oil' suddenly and threw me off in the road. I survived the shock, but it was all I could do; I lay in ibis held

hospital perhaps about ten days, when I was put in an ambulance and carried back to Marietta, some twenty-two miles. Hera

I lay, 1 think, about a month. At the end of this time, there being no union of the bone whatever, I prevailed on them to start

me for St. Louis for the purpose of getting under the care of Professor Pope. I went as far as Nashville, but could ride no

f irther, hence I was put in the hospital there. After a week they put me on a train for Louisville. In consequence of exhaus-

tion 1 was obliged to stay in Louisville, in hospital, probably ten days, when I was put on a steamboat for Cairo, but, the boat

was stopped at Evansville in consequence of a raid the Rebels had made on the river below ; but after a week or so went on, and

finally arrived safely at Cairo, was transferred to another boat, and eventually reached St. Louis. Professor Pope examined the

leg. and told me the bone was uniting and that be would not advise any change in the treatment. On this advice I came to

Peoria. As to the result, the leg is shortened one inch. There is quite a hollow where the trochanter major should be. The

leg is weak and most of the lime sore and tender in the hip. It does not often give me pain. I can walk with a cane pretty

well, but without a cane it gives out in a few squares. For six or seven years after the injury it improved, since then it has

rather grown worse and gives me more trouble now than it did ten years ago." Dr. Stewart was mustered out December 22,

1864, and pensioned. Examiner G. L. Lucas, of Peoria, reported September 4. 1877: "That no improvement had taken place

since last examination."

Slighter contusions very generally destroyed the vitality of the skin and soft tissues and

resulted in extensive sloughing and slow repair. The occurrence of simple fracture and

dislocation was noted, but these complications were infrequent.

Probably the largest class of injuries attributable to heavy projectiles is that resulting

from fragments of exploded shells. The nature and character of these wounds are largely

influenced by the weight, form, and velocity of the fragments. Pieces of great weight

moving with high velocities inflict injuries similar to and not less severe than those caused

by the large projectiles already mentioned. As their velocity diminishes, which is rapidly

the case, owing to the great resistance offered by the air to the passage of irregularly shaped

bodies as well as to gravitation and modification of the original impetus, the factor of weight

alone assumes importance, as even with slow motion the momentum of such masses is

almost irresistible. Form may determine the severity of a wound—-especially when the

fragment is of a small size, the sharply outlined edges becoming sources of danger to blood-

vessels, nerves, and viscera.

Wounds from large shell fragments are attended with great laceration and destruction.

When the force has been insufficient to carry away a portion of the trunk or an extremity,

the resulting wound is deeply contused with ragged and irregular edges; there may be a

loss of more or less substance; bony structure exposed to the force of the blow is shattered

and comminuted; not infrequently the missile will be found lodged in the wound. In

other cases a large fragment will pierce the skin without destroying the vitality and sink

deep into the cavities or soft parts; the skin retracting will present so small an opening as

to obscure the diagnosis until subsequent symptoms disclose the true nature of the injury.

As in eases of solid shot, contusions of little or no outward significance beyond slight

bruising, but attended with extreme internal disorganization, are met with. Shell fragments

striking obliquely, as often happens when the missile explodes on the ground, generally

produce superficial wounds only, though covering an extensive area. A curious case of

SUBG. Ill—89
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lodgement of a 12-pound unexploded shell in the gluteal muscles appears upon the records

of the field hospital of the Eighteenth Army Corps: 1

Cask 104G.— Private B. D. Thayer, Co. D, 25th Massachusetts, aged 21 years, was wounded at Petersburg, June MO,

1864, and was takes to a field hospital of the Eighteenth Corps, where it was reported that Surgeon II. N. Small, 10th New
Hampshire, removed a 12-pound round shell from the left gluteal region, the patient surviving the operation some forty-eight

hours. The missile, which was retained by the operator, was entirely concealed behind the gluteal muscles.

Wounds by grape-shot partake of the general nature of injuries from cannon balls.

The velocity of these projectiles is, however, generally lower, and their weight less, so that

their destructive power is somewhat limited. Case and canister shot, as well as small frag-

ments of shell, produce effects not materially differing from those of small-arm missiles.

The effects resulting from the explosion of torpedoes, though somewhat dependent upon

their size, nature, and proximity, are extremely terrible. Not only is the violent action

of fragments and splinters hurled at their initial velocity to be considered, but also the con-

sequences of exposure to the flame and gas of the exploding charge. Should life be not

immediately extinguished, fearful mangling and mutilation results, and limbs may be

entirely torn away or shattered almost beyond recognition, while the presence of burns and

the effects of the inhalation of gases serve to complicate and obscure the condition.

Although it has been previously stated in this history (see Second Surgical Volume,

page 28) and elsewhere that "reports of alleged traumatic effects from the wind of balls

* * * do not seem to merit serious consideration," it would appear by the number of

reports of cases of this character during the late war, that there is still a lingering belief that

injuries from this source are not of infrequent occurrence. After a careful consideration of

these reports the evidence unmistakably points to effects produced by actual contact of the

missile causing severe concussion, or to the accident known as the " brush of a ball," in which

the missile passes so near as to actually touch the clothing or skin without tearing the one or

the other, and producing apparent paralysis, swelling, inflammation, and sloughing.

The several theories of vacuum, 9 of foreign bodies carried along with the ball,
3 and

of electricity,
4 which have from time to time been suggested to support the idea of injuries

1 Descriptions in detail of injuries caused by solid projectiles or large fragments of shell, together with illustrations, have been given in the preced-

ing parts of the history. On page 01 of the First Surgical Volume it was pointed out that, "without any attendant injury to the skull or concussion of

the brain, the scalp may be wounded by the largest projectiles from artillery," and that "cleanly-cut furrows were made ... by fragments of shell

in rapid flight." A case of contusion of the occipital by a C-pound iron cannon ball is cited on page 99, and instances of crash or smash produced by

cannon balls or explosion of large shells are given on pp. 212-214. On pp. 475-477, remarks on and cases of injuries to the contents of the chest by large

spent shot and fragments of 6hell will be found ; see also case of H. B , on p. 487, and on p. 486 the case of C. P. lietts, injured by grape-shot. In

the Second Surgical Volume visceral injuries without external wounds are referred to on pp. 15-28. The cases of Howard, p.. 16 ; Charles G , p. 18
;

Ijoveland and Dulepohn, p. 20; five cases on p. 21 ; cases of Bishop, Bence, Brown, Rand, and Bowditch, on p. "23; of Williams, on p. 24 ; and the

cases on pp. 25, 26. were all from solid shot or shell fragments. Case 649, p. 223, of fracture of the os innominatum by a shell fragment, is illustrated by

a plate. Specimen 4457, a fragment of shell extracted from the ischintic region, is illustrated by a wood-cut and referred to at p. 240. An illustration

of a shell fragment extracted from the sacrum is given on p. 250, Case 732. A portion of hand grenade, extracted from bladder by lithotomy, is

illustrated in Plate VII.

*FORBB8 (P.J (Observations on the Cause of Death from what is called the Wind of a Ball, in The Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal,

1812. Vol. VIII, p. 310) is of the opinion "that there is a mechanical cause for the effects produced by a ball passing close to the human body which will

sufficiently account for them. This is the vacuum produced by the rapid motion of the ball through the air. which though of itself partial, yet when we
combine with it the condensation of air taking place immediately before the ball, may, I suppose, have fully the same effect as if the vacuum behind it

were complete. When a ball then passes close to the stomach, there is, in the first place, a great addition to the pressure on that viscus from the condensa-

tion of the air ; as soon ns the ball is passed, this pressure, with a great part of that of the atmosphere, is taken off; the consequence of which is a sudden

expansion of all the fluids in the stomach and the blood in its blood-vessels, and the rupture of both. The rupture of the stomach is the cause of death,

and the extravasation of the blood, of the black appearance, externally, ... on the same grounds an easy answer is afforded to the question pro-

posed by Dr. Spexce, why the passage of ball has not always the same effect in battle ? This arises from want of the necessary velocity to produce the

condensation and vacuum which has been considered as the cause of the effects produced, as great velocities we know from the experiments made with

cannon balls are rapidly destroyed by the resistance of the air."

9 BPENCB (J.) (Observations on thote Accidents commonly ascribed to the Wind of a Ball, in London Medical and Physical Journal, 1812, Vol.

XX VII I. p. 142) states that "there are many substances, comparatively light of themselves, on board ship, such as canvas, rope-yarns, part of the bedding,

etc., which, when carried along wilh the velocity of a ball, or even driven but a short way with that force, are apt to do considerable injury by hitting

(he body, and, by occup3'ing a large or small bulk, may or may not produce external marks of injury.''

4-Ei.lis (!).> (Observations on the Nature and Cause of certain Accidents which sometimes occur in battle and have been usually ascribed to the,

wind of a Ball, in Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, 1812, Vol. VIII, p. I) says that it is sufficiently proven that the peculiar facts ascribed to

the wind of a ball " nre likewise occasioned by the varied operation of atmospheric electricity, for, in both cases persons are suddenly struck down with

loss of sense and motion, vision is impaired or irreparably injured, the body is discolored, the nerves paralyzed, the bones broken, and even life destroyed

without any visible external injury- or breach of parts, or any appearance of the body from whence the injury proceeded."
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from the "windage of balls," have all been disproved, and it is now conceded by modern

surgeons that without the actual contact of the projectile injuries cannot occur; on the

other hand it is admitted that slight contact from the "grazing" or "brushing" of a projec-

tile, or the rolling motion of a cannon ball over the surface of the body, may, by the weight

and momentum, aided by the elasticity of the skin, effect most serious results, while little

or no external evidence of such contact is left.
1 Instances of injuries attributable to the

explosion of shells near at hand, without wound or contusion, are numerous, and generally

well authenticated. They are,
8
for the most part, cases of partial or complete paralysis, deaf-

ness, blindness, loss of voice, rupture of superficial blood-vessels, and mental prostration.
3

Case 1047.—Private William C. Goodell, Co. A, Gth Vermont, aged 37 years, was admitted into Satterlee Hospital,

Philadelphia, August 12, 1862, Buffering from shock resulting from the explosion of a shell at White Oak Swamp. Virginia,

June 30, 1802. The missile exploded a few feet behind the patient, the fragments tearing off his knapsack and the clothing from

the upper part of his body, but producing no visible wound. The shock was very severe, producing a sensation of "sinking

into the earth," followed immediately by total loss of power and consciousness, which, however, lasted but for a short time.

Upon their return he found himself unable either to hear or speak. Immediately after the reception of the injury he was sent to

Harrison's Landing, and thence to Satterlee Hospital, where he came under the care of Acting Assistant Surgeon Francis West,

who reports: "On examination no external lesion of the hBtid or spine was discoverable, and he had no paralysis anywhere of

ordinary motion or sensation. He could move his tongue perfectly in every way, but he could not speak, and he was totally

insensible to all sound ; he was, in a word, simply deaf and dumb. He complained of some uneasiness in his head, which was

hot and his face flushed. His pulse was activ* but not very full. Respiration very little if at all disturbed ; no vomiting, bowels

regular. The case was regarded as one of probable congestion of the brain at or about the point from which the proper nerves

of speech and hearing arise, or, if more general in its character, manifesting itself by particular pressure at the deep origin of

these nerves; in other words, that the part of the fourth ventricle giving rise to the glosso-pharyngeal and auditory nerves was

compressed, and thus the functions of speech and hearing destroyed. The treatment employed was depletory and revulsive_

Blood was taken by cups applied to the nucha and behind the ears, and active purgation was kept up by calomel and other

cathartics. Cold applications were made to the head with derivatives to the feet, and a low diet was enjoined. This plan of

treatment was pursued for several days, and until all evidence of local or general excitement had disappeared. The only mani-

festation of disease which then remained was the deaf-dumbness, which did not in any degree diminish. A blister was now
applied to the uucha and a discharge kept up for several days. No change was observable in the deaf-dumbness, but the patient

was otherwise doing well. Still viewing his disease as dependent upon local hypertemia, or perhaps non-inflammation of the

brain at the point already indicated, which after some weeks of primary treatment had refused to yield, it was determined to try

the alterative effect of small doses of calomel. This was given in quantities of an eighth of a grain every three or four hours

and continued for several days. No better success was the result. After a short time the calomel was repeated and pushed to a

slight ptyalism, but still without any favorable effect. The strength of the patient in a short time began to decline, but without

any change in his intelligence or spirits, which all along had been remarkably good. Communication with him was kept up by

means of a slate. Quinine in moderate quantities was given, and his general health seemed to improve, but still the deaf-dumb-

ness remained. On mentioning his case to some of my colleagues it was suggested that, as the patient might possibly be feigning

an inability to hear or speak, it would be well to render him unconscious by etherization and then test his powers in these

respects. The operation only confirmed the reality of the symptoms. Electricity was also tried, but without any good effect.

On December 10th, just four months after admission, it was noticed that the left leg had not full power of motion, and that the

face was somewhat drawn to the right side. On the 12th of the same month he was seized with a convulsion which lasted for

1 In Note 2, on page 28 of the Second Surgical Volume, a supposed case uf the " capability of compressed air or wind from n missile to bruise or

inflict visible injury " is referred to. The case is reported by Surgeon B. Uhott in the Am. Jour. Med. Sci., N. S., 1873, Vol. LXV, p. 1)2 :
" After a

skirmish upon John's Island, in which the besieging gunboats took part, a private entered the Marine Hospital of Charleston, of which I w-as then surgeon,

to be treated for discoloration of the skin, a purple, yellow, and green bruise, extending from the mamma to ilium of right side and front the umbilicus to

the dorsum. The discoloration precisely resembled such as I have seen in scorbutic patients among tho Andersonville prisoners, nn eoohyniosis. But

the man was in perfect health, no signs of scurvy. I give his account of the cause of the injury: He was standing with his ritle held by the barrel at

arm's length and the butt resting on the ground, when a large shot or shell passed between himself and his rifle without touching either or moving him

from his position. Immediately after he observed the discoloration, and was sent to the hospital for fear of internal injury. The case rests upon my
evidence of the injury and upon the soldier's account of the cause."

3 Three Cases of Injuries of the Nervous Centres from Explosion of Shells, without Wound or Contusion, are given by (1. Bruu, in New Fork

Med. Jour., 18Go, Vol. I, p. 428, and Five Cases of Injury to the Nervous System by the Erplosion of Shell, by B. KlIKTT, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1873,

Vol. LXV, p. DO. Dr. Ilhett's fifth case, with his comments thereon, are as follows: "Case V. The private injured in the gun chamber with Lieut. Poor

was brought into the hospital a frightful object, bleeding at mouth, nose, ami ears, his eyes protruding from their sockets. The sutures of the cranium

parted, one parietal bone overlapping the other, and the sutures with the occipital and frontal bones loosened. The head dislocated from the neck, the

latitude of tnotiou showing either a parting of the ligaments or that the base of the occiput was broken up. The thoracic and cervical regions were

bloated, blown up with an escape of air into the cellular tissue; emph}-sema; yet there was no external wound or injury. The place and time did not

admit of a post-mortem examination. Now the question arises whence this extensive disorganization 1 I offer the following suggestion, not professing to

affirm its correctness : I think the man was driven by the force of the explosion head foremost into the earthwall of the gun chamber ; that the cervical

vertebne were driven through the fractured occiput, and the sutures were forced asunder from within by pressure upon the cranial contents."

3 One hundred and thirty cases nppear upon the field casualty lists of compression of the brain stated to have been caused by the explosion of shells.

Twenty-three were discharged. Of this number deafness is alleged in one case, irritability in one, meningitis in one. paralysis of limbs in one, parnlysis

of optic nerve in one, insanity in two, and spinal affection and nervous prostration in one case each. SeveDty-one patients returned to duty. Among
these cases the early Bymptoms were temporary deafness in five cases, momentary loss of sight and hearing in one, loss of speecli in one, and cephalalgia

in one. One patient deserted, and in thirty-five cases the results could not be ascertained.
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nearly half an hoar, and was followed by stupor, accompanied at short intervals by startlings of an indistinct gutteral sound.

On the next day these symptoms had entirely disappeared and Ins intelligence was found to be perfectly rational, as it had
always been during the whole course of his disease, although he retained no recollection of what had occurred during the previous

twenty-four hours. He could only protrude his tongue with great difficulty, anil it was drawn, in a marked degree, to the

right side. The occurrence of this hitter train of symptoms was sufficient to satisfy me of the correctness of my early views of

the pathology of his affection. The indications were clear that the original hypertonia and inflammatory conditions had resulted

in softening of the cerebral tissue tit about the origins of the proper nerves of audition and speech in the floor of the fourth ven-

tricle. From the period of the subsidence of the graver symptoms just enumerated his condition lias been variant from day to

day. Sometimes be seems to he better, and then suddenly his symptoms become aggravated, with complaint of severe pain in

his head. During the last month he has recovered sufficiently to be able to occupy himself in some trilling mechanical work,

but still he remains perfectly deaf and dumb. The only other manifestation of paralysis is a slight loss of power, with stiffness

in his right leg. His intelligence, spirits, and general health are quite good." Goodell was discharged for disability, February

4. 1803, and pensioned. Examiner O. G. Dyer, of Brandon, Vermont, reported, January 31, 1870: "The pensioner has com-

plete loss of speech and hearing, the result of an injury sustained upon the upper middle third of the spinal column. At this

point there is an angular curvature of the spine, and to the right, on a line with the spine of the scapula, between it- and the

vertebral column, a large circumscribed tumefied swelling, tender and painful on pressure, but without heat or redness. The
tenderness and pain also extends to and involves the angle of curvature. Pensioner also has partial loss of sensation of both

bands and feet. He has also hectical symptoms and is now totally incapacitated from all labor, requiring the aid of an attendant to

supply his daily wants. On September 4, 1877, Dr. Dyer reported that the patient " is quite lame and gets about with difficulty."

The proportion of cases of deafness among officers of the artillery arm, as well as among
the cannoniers, has been, since the war, a frequent subject of remark, 1 and on page 385

of the First Surgical Volume allusion is made to the frequency of rupture of the membrane

of the tympanum from "propinquity to artillery fire."

An illustration of the serious injuries sometimes inflicted by the discharge of heavy

artillery on soldiers in the near vicinity is given in the following case:

Case 1048.—Corporal John S. Terhune, Co. K, 32d Illinois, was admitted into the hospital at Evansville, Indiana, in

August, 1802. Assistant Surgeon W. D. Turner, 1st Illinois Artillery, reported :
" Case of aneurism of abdominal aorta. Traces

his injury to the 1st of March, 1802. While on the gunboat. Dexington he was leaning over the side of the boat immediately

above an 84-pound gun, when it was discharged. Another man was standing behind him and leaning most of his weight on

him. The shock from the discharge caused them both to fall, or threw them back about seven or eight feet. It felt like an

electric shock. On tho same night be commenced discharging arterial blood from the bowels, which continued about four weeks.

He was treated by Dr. Christy. Hid Illinois; took pills of opium. The discbarges ceased in the beginning of April, when he

first perceived a fluttering above the umbilicus, which has been increasing in extent and severity. It extends at present from

four inches above the umbilicus to the bifurcation of the aorta below. He was dizzy part of the night when hurt, but was on

picket duty part of the same night at Savannah, Tennessee. Present appearances: Anxious, uneasy; is a tall man, six feet

three-fourths inch high; is losing flesh. Has, as he sajs, a sinking in his stomach. Appetite is very poor. Has orthopneca,

dyspnoea, tinnitis aurium, and throbbing in right side of head and neck and in right hypochondrium. Has considerable tender-

ness over spine at lower dorsal vertebra and to the right side a space of about the size of the palm of the hand. Dowels at times

are costive, at present lax. The last blood he passed was very black. Has sensations of numbness when he lies on his back.

Feet do not swell. Sleeps at night but two or three hours. Has bad dreams at night of falling off precipices and into water.

In the supine position the abdominal aorta is felt to the left and partly over the spine, and is much increased in size. The pul-

sations at and immediately below the umbilicus for one-half inch are much stronger than at the apex of the heart. The same

extends to about one and one-half inch above in the mesial line. One-half tin inch above the umbilicus is the most powerful

pulsation. Pulse 80. and very weak, feeble, and compressible. Extremities cold and numb. Circulation very defective; least

noise causes violent excitement and palpitation. Has paralysis agitans almost constantly; sometimes cannot hold a pen from

trembling in his band. There is general numbness in right side; in stepping on any elevation always puts the left foot forward,

ns the right is deficient in power. Treatment: Purgatives, rest, anodynes." This man was discharged October 2, 1802. for

"aneurism of the abdominal aorta; by compressing the aorta above, the tumor becomes soft and also is reduced in size." He
was pensioned. Examiner J. W. Lee, of Majority Point, Illinois, August 9, 1871, certified to diaphragmatic hernia with con-

siderable tenderness on pressure, with slight rupture of the abdominal artery, causing an enlargement of the capillary blood-

vessels of the right leg. He is very much emaciated, presenting the appearance of one whose nervous system was gradually

giving way, rendering him unfit for manual labor." Dr. W. H. Edson, of Willow Hill, Jasper County, Illinois, states that

Terhune died June 24, 1877, from inflammation of the lungs superinduced by his internal injuries. No autopsy.

EFFECTS OF MISSILES AND PROJECTILES FKOM S>IAIX ARMS. By reference to TABLE CXXT,

p. 696, it will be seen that of the aggregate of shot wounds reported during the war, by

far the greater number was due to projectiles from small arms. In considering the effects

of large projectiles, size, weight, and velocity constituted the principal factors; in the

case of missiles and projectiles from small arms, form, both original and that acquired by

1 LONOMORE, io his treatise upon Gunshot Injuries, etc., London, 1877, p. 118 ct seq.. graphically describes the effects produced by a tprrifio explo-

sion of the Trench and English magazines of gunpowder and munitions of war during the Crimean campaign in 1855.
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accidental causes, assumes importance, as well as the relation of the individual injured to

the impinging projectile, the direction of the ball, position, structure, and power of resist-

ance of the parts, and course of missile through the tissues. With reference to the projec-

tile itself, form and velocity are of principal importance; size, weight, and volume modify

the character and extent of the wound, while the remaining factors have an especial sub-

jective relation. The great disparity in the number of wounds by round balls as compared

with those by conoidal balls, indicated in Table CXXI, on page 696, shows that the

greater effectiveness of the latter was early recognized by the combatants in the late war.

Aside from the influence which the improvements in modern small arms may have

had in increasing the general effectiveness of projectiles, the adaptation of the conoidal

missile to the rilled gun has unquestionably wrought a change in the surgical relations of

wounds, the opinion being generally expressed by surgeons that wounds caused by the elon-

gated missile are more severe and dangerous than those resulting from the spherical ball.

The cylindro-conoidal projectile attains a great range with effective power; it opposes

less frontage to the resistance of the air and its velocity suffers less retardation than that

of the spherical ball. Rotation upon its long axis tends to give it a steadier flight and a more-

direct course. Its pointed apex, aided by its rotation, gives it the mechanical advantages

of the wedge and screw, enabling it to pierce more easily the structures of opposing bodies

while it suffers a proportionately less diminution of force; adding the factor velocity, we

have a missile endowed with tremendous force, maintaining for a long time and over greet

distances a steady flight, not easily deflected, piercing and rending opposing obstacles, and

preserving, even at immense range, a momentum sufficient to render it deadly in its effects.

It is probable that the effects produced by round bullets at very close quarters are

equally if not more destructive than those produced by elongated missiles; the initial

velocity in the two cases does not vary greatly, and, in short distances, the advantage of

form as a destructive element is on the side of the round ball; but as the peculiar power

of the rifled bullet mainly lies in its destructive effects at long range, the change of military

tactics, based on this fact, has compelled the general use of weapons of greater power and

has thus lessened the opportunities for comparison on any extended scale.

The size and weight of small-arm missiles vary within such narrow limits as to make

practically but little difference in the effects produced by them, though, in the question of

the extraction of a hall from between bones or in joints, dimension may be of importance,

as well as in the consideration of the gravity of penetrating wounds of the chest, as pointed

out on page 615 of the First Surgical Volume.

Missiles from carbines, pistols, and from fowling pieces, when used as weapons of war,

produce injuries very analogous to those of the ordinary small arms; but, being of smaller

size and impelled with less force, their wounding power is generally less:

Cask 1041).
—

" Sergeant .Stephen M. Harper, Co. D, 4ih Ohio Cavalry, aged 25 years, while acting as a picket guard,

nine miles from Nashville, February 28, XSi\'i, was wounded by seven different bullets, iired simultaneously from a rebel ambush.

The missiles were buckshot of the largest size. One shot passed through the biceps muscle of the right arm, entering the skin

three lines outside of the cephalic vein, passing upward and inward, and emerging just anteriorly to the nerves and to the

brachial artery. Another entered the right deltoid muscle, passing backward, and emerging at a point over the scapula two-

thirds of the distance between the acromion process and the inferior angle of the bone. Another grazed the skin two inches

above the insertion of the left flexor biceps cubiti. Another entered the flesh over the seventh intercostal space, on a line perpen-

dicular from the left nipple, and, passing backward and outward three inches and three-fourths, emerged through the skin over

the ninth intercostal space. Another entered over the ninth rib at a point on a line drawn from the right nipple to the right

anterior superior spinous process of the ilium. This ball glanced around the body under the integuments, and was arrested by

contact with the right lateral surface of the spinous process of the second lumbar vertebra, from which place it was afterwards

removed through an incision made for the purpose. Another entered the right thigh two inches below Poupart's ligament, at the
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outer margin of the quadriceps extensor muscle, and emerged over the posterior superior spinous process of the ilium upon the

Bnme side. Tile seventh grazed the skin over the body of the hyoid hone. The quantity of blood lost was inconsiderable.

Only water dressings were applied to the wounds. There was very little ecchymosis and swelling. Suppuration was Blight.

The wounds were all healed by the 1st of April; but an attack of diarrhoea, which supervened while in the hospital, so

depressed the general health of the patient that lie was unable to resume active service after recovery from his wounds."

Surgeon E. Swift, U. S. A., reported the case. The patient died in hospital No. 8, Nashville, on April G, 1862.

At close range the "buck and ball," used extensively in the late war, was considered

very effective, for, besides the effect of the round ball, the buckshot had sufficient force to

place a man, temporarily at least, hors du combat.

The accidental forms and distortions which leaden projectiles are liable to assume by

contact with opposing obstacles both within and without the body form a curious and inter-

esting feature in the study of missiles and their effects. The illustrations given in Plate

LXXVIII, opp., are taken from the collection of missiles in the Army Medical Museum. 1

If the distortions of bullets were of all imaginable forms, their courses were frequently

no less erratic, as shown in the following example:

Cask lO.'O.—Private John R. Smith, Co. G, 22d Illinois, was wounded at Belmont, November 7, 1861. Surgeon J. H.

Brititon, U. S. V., who saw this soldier at the time of being wounded on the field, describes the erratic course of the missile as

follows: "A small conical ball entered behind the left shoulder and passed underneath the skin across lower part of left side of

neek, across median line, and then upward immediately beneath the base of jaw of rit/ht side, emerging just below the angle of

the maxilla. The man was shot in front of a fence, and the ball lodged in the fence and was removed and returned by his

comrade. It was probably a small rifle projectile, or possibly, although unlikely from the time and circumstances, a revolver

projectile. The track was superficial, for days discolored olive and yellow, as if painted by a camel's-hair pencil ; there was

little extravasation and almost no pain; no injury to either clavicle or maxilla. On the 26th of November, nineteen days after

the injury, the patient was discharged from the hospital well. I could not obtain the hall. I watched this case almost from the

moment of wounding." Smith was promoted sergeant and lieutenant, and mustered out July 7, 1864, at the expiration of his

term of service, and pensioned. Examiner T. S. Hening, of Springfield, reported, July 8, 1864: "Smith received a gunshot

missile beneath the jaw on the right side; it crossed the median line to the left side and then down the neck and outward to

the acromial extremity of the vertebral portion of the spine of scapula. Considerable injury was done to the tissues of the left

shoulder, the motion and power of which, together with those of the elbow joint, are much impaired. The left arm is somewhat

wasteil and its circulation defective." Examiner J. Bowman, of Elora, Illinois, certified, March HI, 1880: "Physical signs of

disability are loss of hearing in left ear, paralysis of left arm and hand, extreme tenderness of left scapula and clavicle— in fact

the whole left shoulder is disabled. Applicant states that the whole left shoulder and left arm have no power of feeling except

a constant tingling and numbness of the muscles of left shoulder and ami, and that he is not able to perforin any kind of manual

labor." This pensioner was paid to March 6, 1881, and since reported "dropped from Roll because of death."

1 ot the 20 missiles in Plate LXXVIII, 15 ore conoidal and 5 round balls. Brief abstracts of the conditions under which the missiles were found

will be given ; fuller details of the cases will he found in the Catalogue of the Surgical Section of the IT. S. Armu Medical Museum, Washington. 1866

:

Spec. 4537 [Cat., p. 607), a conoidal ball split and flattened by the inferior maxilla; nearly one-third of the body is smoothly and obliquely split olf from

the apex and turned back, forming a plane surface with nigged edges.

—

Spec. 209 {Cat., p. 614), a conoidal ball with the base split on the tibia into three

equal parts, two of which are curled outwardly upon themselves. The second groove is almost obliterated.

—

Spec. 4279 (Cut., p. 014). a conoidal ball

split on the tibia from the npex to the second rim, with the two halves turned backward. The bullet lodged astride of the middle third of the tibia, and

was discovered by the Kelaton probe after an unavailing search by ordinary means.

—

S??c. 4403 ( Cat., p. 612), the greater port of a conoidal ball which

entered the meatus auditorills extemus of the left ear to the depth of an inch and lodged in the mastoid process, whence it was extracted nearly three

months after the injury.

—

Spec. 4483 {Cat., p. (105). a conoidal ball much distorted and curved against a vertebra : the apex is obliquely flattened : a piece

of bone is held in the base.

—

Spec. 4411 {Cut., p. fill), a conoidal ball flattened by contact with the femur. The apex is undisturbed in shape; impact

evidently occurred when the ball was revolving on its short axis, and probably at a low velocity.

—

Spec. 4400 {Cat., p. 004), a conoidal ball, slightly rounded

at the apex, with a deep longitudinal groove its entire length, from contact with a clavicle.

—

Spec. 2045 { Cat., p. 010). a conoidal ball extraeted from the

sole ot the foot, laterally end smoothly flattened somewhat like a fan. The smooth surface has a multitude of shallow parallel grooves.

—

Spec. 693 ( Cat.,

p. 606), a Conoidal ball flattened from the apex backward, with body curved over the base to a diameter of nearly an inch and cue-fourth ; ball entered

the front of the knee below* the patella and passed upward and inward through the inner condyle of the femur.

—

Spec. 123d ( Cat., p. 669), a conoidal ball

removed from the knee joint, apparently split longitudinally and expanded and flattened laterally ; the missile probably struck in the act of longitudinal

rotation.— Spec. 4058 (''at., p. 606), a conoidal ball detected by Xelaton's probe and extracted, 20 months after injury, from the sternum. The missile is

flattened upon itself from the apex to the second ring, with jagged borders.

—

Spec. 4151 [Cat., p. 5I>3), an elongated rifle ball, very little disfigured, with

an ordinary military coat button inverted, together with the cloth to which it was sewn ; the missile had passed through the liver and lodged beneath the

diaphragm.

—

Spec. 2241 (Cat., p. 615), a conoidal ball w ith the apex somewhat driven into the body, and the whole laterally compressed with a flattened

fragment projecting from one side. The missile was found lodged against the femur behind the trochanter major.

—

Spec. 3028 ( Cat., p. 505). a conoidal

ball, beaten into nearly a triangular pyramid with very sharp edges, extracted from the lower third of the thigh. It probably ricochetted from a stone

before wounding.

—

Spec. 4423 {Cat., p. 012), a conoidal ball smoothly flattened over a surface of one by one and a half inches by contact with femur, with-

out producing fracture. The flattening is lateral, as if by being rolled out after splitting.

—

Spec. 2813 ( Cat., p. GOO), a spherical bullet flattened and half-

way split, with ragged edges, removed from near the fifth lumbar vertebra.

—

Spec. 4564 (Cat., p. CUU). a spherical ball, somewhat flattened and smoothly

split ueur the centre, with the smaller portion bent down at right angles; extracted from above the condyle of the humerus.

—

Spec. 4553 (Cat., p. 591), a

flattened round ball, which passed subcutaneously from one thigh to the other.

—

Spec. 4435 (Cat., p. 600), a round ball, grooved in one side to the depth

of a quarter of an inch, with a fragment bent outwardly, removed from the superior maxilla, it had penetrated the brain through the opposite temple.

—

Spec. 4565 (Cat., p. OOOi, u spherical ball, irregularly flattened on one side, iu which is embedded a fragment of an iron nail as though from the heel of

the shoe ; missile was extracted from agaiDst the bone near the centre of the plantar surface of the foot.
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1

Entrance and Exit. Wounds.—Small projectiles impinging upon the human body and

penetrating the skin inflict what is known as the wound of entrance; if preserving sufficient

force to perforate, the opening last made is called the wound of exit.

These wounds of entrance and exit, which have for years been the subject of lengthy

discussions, are believed to possess certain diagnostic values, as indicating in a general way

the form and variety of missile, its velocity, its probable course through the tissues, and, to

some extent, the nature and character of the wound. Under the force of ever varying

conditions they are very diverse in appearance and extent, and their significance is largely

dependant upon the experience and acuteness of the observer.

In general, a bullet preserving its integrity, impinging at ordinary range and at a

right angle upon a portion of the body well covered with soft tissues and not unnaturally

put upon the stretch, leaves, as it passes through the skin, an opening more or less regu-

larly rounded in form, often perhaps a little less in diameter than the missile, with the

edges inverted and livid in hue, due to the contusion and to the discoloration from the

burned powder carried upon the missile. In the case of a spherical ball there is generally

some loss of substance, a portion of the integument being carried away before its obtuse

surface. A cylindro-conoidal bullet will probably cause a more irregularly outlined open-

ing, either stellate or slit-like, with serrated edges.

The wound of exit may closely resemble that of entrance, but is usually larger and

more irregular, with everted edges, bearing fewer evidences of contusion, but often showing

a greater loss of substance.

Prom this simple uncomplicated form of wound we find an almost infinite variation,

dependent upon the peculiar circumstances which impress their characteristics upon each case.

If the missile has carried before it a foreign body, or has become distorted before

impact, or has suffered a diminution of velocity and force, the wound of entrance will be

modified accordingly. The resistance offered by the tissues to the passage of a missile

through any part of the body and the reciprocal effect of the tissues upon the missile will

largely influence the character of both entrance and exit wounds. Obliquity of the course

of a projectile to the plane of the surface of the body will result in merely a superficial

grazing of the skin or penetration and perforation, in which case the appearance of the

wounds of entrance and exit will depend on the angle of impact. Fragments of shell pro-

duce irregularly shaped wounds, with contusion and considerable loss of substance; should

their force be sufficient to perforate a part, the wound of exit is lacerated and ragged, with

portions of muscular and connective tissue thrust out of the opening. The differential

diagnosis between these and bullet wounds is usually not difficult.

A single wound of entrance may have two or more wounds of exit; as, for example,

when a missile is divided upon a bone. A projectile may be split into fragments before

striking the body, in which case the fragments may each enter and leave separately, or one

or more fragments may lodge. Multiple wounds of entrance and exit are common, resulting

from a missile perforating two or more parts of the body successively, as two arms, two legs,

the body and one or more extremities, or parts of the same extremity when flexed. Cases

are recorded in which the projectile has entered and made its exit by the same opening.

Plate XXXIX, opposite p. 712, and Plate XL, opposite p. 714, give typical repre-

sentations of wounds of entrance and of exit made by spherical and conoidal balls and

small fragments of shells under varying circumstances. The drawings were made from
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recent wounds, at field hospitals, during the war, by the late Hospital Steward E. Stauch,

U. S. A., and present faithful delineations of the early appearances of these wounds. 1

effects of pkojectixes on mi'scui.ar tissue and tendons.—The differences of structure

and density of the muscular tissues of the body encountered by a missile in its passage are

found to influence the directness of its course, unless its velocity, i. e., force, is sufficiently

great to overcome the resistance offered, as in the case of conoidal missiles at high velocities,

the course of which is generally direct.

Round balls presenting an obtuse frontage part more easily with their force, and are

readily deflected by fascice and aponeurotic expansion, pursuing curious and devious courses

until they either find exit or make lodgement:

Case 1051.— Corporal S. S. Walker, Co. F, 51st Illinois, aged 2C years, was wounded at Chickamauga, September 19,

1803. He was treated in hospitals in Nashville and Louisville, and on December 2d was admitted into the hospital at Quiucy,

Illinois. Acting Assistant Surgeon F. K. Bailey reported: "A round leaden bullet entered one inch to the right of the third

dorsal vertebra and gives no indication of having passed out, but seems to have passed round the body and lodged in the pector

alia muscle; wound healed." He was returned to duty March 9, 1804, and discharged from service June 10, 1805, and pensioned.

Pension Examiner T. S. Heuing, of Springfield, Illinois, reported, August 23, 1805: " Applicant received a ball on the right side

of the second dorsal vertebra, which entered the back, lodged, and is concealed in the tissues, probably on the inner side of the

front portion of the right third rib, where there is tenderness, though the ball did not, I think, puss through the lung ; complains

of pain in chest and difficult breathing on exertion and in dam]) weather; also weakness of the right arm and muscles between

the shouhhfS. Has also a buckshot lodged over the right parotid gland, and one on the outside of the left shoulder which only

produces slight soreness." The pension examining board at Springfield report, under date of February 18, 1880: "Ball remains

unextraeted." His pension was paid June 4, 1881.

The effects of missiles of different character upon muscular structures are not dissim-

ilar; the track of a small conoidal ball passing swiftly through a muscle is generally more

cleanly cut than that made by a large or round ball; but in all shot wounds there is usually

found an irregular channel with contused and lacerated walls, more or less devitalized by

contact witli the missile, the area of injury gradually shading off by concentric layers until

lost in healthy tissue; there is always more or less loss of substance dependent somewhat

upon muscular tension or relaxation, also upon the direction of the missile through the

muscle, whether transversely or obliquely to its long axis. Fascia? and aponeurotic tissues

are torn and lacerated or simply perforated, according to their condition of tension at the

time; their opening-; seldom correspond with the openings in muscular tissue, owing to the

ever constant change in the relations of parts due to movement and muscular action. Hence

it is frequently difficult: to follow the course of the missile with accuracy; when, for the pur-

1 The drawings in I'l.ATK XXXIX represent : FlCIS. 1 and :i, tin* entrance and exit wounds of the left foot und the right thigh in the same subject

by a conoidal bullet. The soldier at the time of the injury was in a sitting posture on the ground, with the left leg well flexed. The loft drawing of

I'm;. 3 shows the wound of entrance just behind the joint of the great toe: the right drawing the wound of exit diagonally below
;
the upper sketch of

I'm. 1 shows Ibo entrance wound of the right thigh, in which the ball lodged ; the missile after indicting the wound of the foot had probably lost part of

its force and had possibly suffered some change in rotation, nit striking the thigh directly with its apex. The lower drawing of I'm. 1 shows the entrance

wound inflicted by a Conoidal hall that flattened on the right clavicle and lodged beneath the scapula. Fid. ',! represents the wounds of entrance and

exit in a shot fracture of the ankle joint by a conoidal ball ; entrance wound to the left, exit to the right. Flu. 4, a penetrating wound of the abdomen

by a conoidal ball : the upper drawing shows the wound of entrance, the lower the wound of exit. Flo. o, simple flesh wound of thigh by spherical

ball : upper drawing represents the wound of entrance, lower, that of exit. Flo. 0. a simple flesh wound of lower third of arm by a conoidal ball

;

wound of entrance to the left, exit to the right. Fin. 7, flesh wound of arm by n small fragment of shell
;
wound of entrance to the left, exit to the right.

Fin. i?, shot wound of neck by a conoidal ball ; wound of entrance to the left, exit to the right, by a missile travelling with high velocity. Fin. 9, shot

worn .1 of thigh by a roinie ball, large calibre; entrance wound to the left, exit to the right. I'M. 10, flesh wound of hand by fragment of shell. FIG.

1], flesh wound of shoulder by a fragment of shell. Flo. 12, slight flesh wound of leg by fragment of shell. FIO. 13, gunshot wound through body

from right to left, between ninth and tenth ribs, by a conoidal ball; the figure represents the wound of entrance. FlG. 14, shot wound of left thigh, frac-

turing- trochanter, from a spherical musket ball. The wounds on Plate XL represent : FIG. 1, shot wound of left hand, fracturing bone, by a conoidal

ball; wound of entrance to left, of exit to right—both very characteristic. FIG. 2, shot wound of foot, fracturing bone, by a conoidal ball; wound of

entrance to left, 1 1 exit to right. Flo. it, flesh wound of right arm, making exit from forearm, by conoidal ball : left drawing represents wound of entrance,

right, wound of exit—somewhat oblique. Flu. 4, flesh wound of shoulder by a conoidal ball ; upper figure shows wound of entrance, lower of exit.

FIG. o. shot wound of leg, involving bone, by conoidal ball ; here the right figure represents the wound of entrance and the left the exit Around. Flo, (i,

shot wound of foot by conoidal ball ; left figuro wound of entrance, right, of exit. FIG. 7. shot wound of left shoulder, fatal, by conoidal ball ; entrance

to left, exit to right. Flu. 6, shot fracture of ilium by conoidal ball; entrance Wound to left, exit to right. FIG. P. Qesh wound of leg by conoidal ball ;

entrance wound above, exit below. FIG. 10, shot wound of arm. involving bones, by a conoidal bail : entrance to left, exit to right. Flu. 1 1, shot wound
of left leg, latal, by a conoidal ball ; entrance to left, exit to right. FIG. 12. shot flesh wound of foot by conoidal ball : entrance wound to left, exit t'»

right—a typical representation of the effects of u conoidal ball at high velocity.
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pose of diagnosis, it becomes necessary to do so, the relation of the individual to the imping-

ing projectile becomes of great importance.

Contusions of muscular tissue are found as the result of the impact of "'spent balls,"

or where the force of the missile has been retarded upon some obstacle, as on a part of the

equipment, or on objects upon the person, as books, money, buttons, etc. The contusion may
present all degrees of severity from simple ecchymosis to the loss of vitality of the part struck

;

this may be limited to the skin, in which case an eschar of rounded form and of about the

size of the missile is thrown off, or it may affect deeper structures, as the contents of the

great cavities.
1 Contusions result more frequently from round than from conoidal balls.

AVounds by distorted bullets, by fragments of shell, by foreign bodies, or by elongated

bullets revolving on their lesser axis, are more destructive in their nature than the usual

wounds from intact bajls; the irregularity of a bullet track, due to the causes mentioned,

constitutes one great source of danger in flesh wounds. The cavities and irregular pouches

formed along the track give lodgement to foreign matters driven in with the missile, as

shreds of clothing, etc., causing irritation, inflammation, and abscess, with the retention

and burrowing of purulent accumulations, and exposing the patient to the danger of septi-

caemia, or, at least, prolonging convalescence and retarding cicatrization.

Many cases attended with extensive destruction of skin, muscular tissue, tendons, and

ligaments resulted fatally or in very serious disability from contraction and rigidity of

parts, and from the formation of extensive cicatrices impairing motion and becoming the

seat of pain and inconvenience.

Gangrene, tetanus, and pyaemia were not infrequent complications, and in a number

of lesions of the muscular structure of the extremities life was only preserved by recourse

to amputation. Instances of this nature have been cited among the flesh wounds of the

extremities.

A few instances of repair of shot wounds of muscles by first intention have been noticed,

but they were very rare and presuppose a cleanly cut wound, a sound constitution, and a

temperate habit of life.

effect oe missiles and EKOJKCTn.Es on bony STKUCTURE.—The effects of missiles and

projectiles upon the bony structure of the human body have been so thoroughly illustrated

in their practical relations that little more than a brief general consideration of the subject

is here necessary.

Gunshot injuries of bones may be classified as contusions, simple fractures, partial

fractures, penetrations, perforations, and complete fractures, with varying degrees of com-

minution and destruction of substance. Nearly every form of gunshot missile and projectile

used in warfare is liable to cause these various injuries. The properties inherent to the

missile, as velocity, size, form, and weight, and the conditions pertaining to the individual at

the time, as posture, part wounded, etc., will determine the nature, extent, and severity of the

injury. Slight forms of injury may result from the impact of a solid shot, a fragment of shell,

or from a leaden bullet; injuries of the gravest character may equally be inflicted by these

missiles. Between the extremes are found wounds of all degrees and grades, but they are

all simply the manifestation of mechanical force acting in accordance with established laws.

1 A soldier found an iron breast-plate, probably thrown aside by some Confederate, on the field at Kingston, N. C, and put it on. Ho was struck

by a mlni6 ball >n the breast pinto over the region of the third rib and severely contused. He expectorated a full pint of blood and suffered from dyspnoea

;

the next day lie was able to walk about. Since the reception of the wound a round excavation about the size of a Belgian minie bullet has sloughed

out nt the point where he was hit, laying bare the rib. The same breast-plate was worn by another soldier at Whitehall, with less fortunate result. A
minie ball struck it near its lower border and passed through it, carrying fragments of it into his abdomen, causing death.

Scrg. 111—90
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Discussion upon the comparative effects of round and conoidal missiles lias Leon

virtually put at rest by the general adoption of arms of precision and some form of elon-

gated eonoidal bullet. Writers on modern military surgery agree in conceding to the

conoidal missile greater force and more destructive power. 1

There is no doubt that at very close range the damage inflicted by the round ball is

hardly less than that resulting from the conoidal bullet, but beyond this point, and to

extreme ranges, the conoidal missile is by far the more efficient engine of destruction:

Case 1052.—Private G. R. Packard, Co. P, 3d Maine, aged 21 years, was wounded at Fair Oaks, May 31, 18G2. Acting

Assistant Surgeon S. Teats contributed the following history: "The patient, a farmer by occupation, of temperate habits, having

no Strumous or other hereditary disease, was wounded by a round ball and buckshot, both coming from the same musket at

close range, the ball fracturing the left humerus and the buckshot wounding the left shoulder. The arm was amputated about

the middle, a few hours after the injury, on the field. On admission to DeCamp Hospital, June 8, 1862, the whole stump was

swollen and painful; the end was nearly cicatrized. Anteriorly, just below the left clavicle and at its external third, there was a

small opening from which thin bloody pus was discharging; posteriorly, on the same side, at about the lower angle of the scapula,

there was a circular cicatrix the size of a buckshot. About the cicatrix there was a fluctuating tumor, with heat and pain of

tile part. Xo aneurismal thrill or bruit. He was much debilitated and anaemic. On passing an exploring needle into this tumor

no pus could be detected. July 1st, arterial haemorrhage to the amount of one pint from the anterior wound, which ceased

spontaneously, after which pus was again discharged. July 20th, haemorrhage again about the same amount as before, again

followed by discharge of pus. July 28th, haemorrhage again amounting to one and a half pints, but this time it did not (lease

spontaneously as in the two previous eases. On consultation it was decided to ligate the axillary artery. This was done by

enlarging the wound and passing the ligature around it near its origin, without, however, seeing the artery, the pulsation of the

vessel being the guide. The haemorrhage ceased as soon as the ligature was tightened. With each occurrence of haemorrhage

the tumor posteriorly diminished in size somewhat. Some two or three days after the operation an organized clot was discharged

from the wound about the size of a hickory nut. Two days after this another clot of like size and appearance was discharged.

Subsequent to this laudable pus was discharged until August 5th, when the patient died from another recurrence of haemorrhage.

The ligature could not be found; it was supposed that during sleep he had pulled it away. Autopsy sixteen hours after death:

On tracing up the axillary artery it was found that about two inches of it had almost entirely disappeared. Commencing just

below the lirst rib a cavity, containing several ounces of more or less organized clot, existed around this deficiency of the artery,

which cavity extended downward into the axilla and backward under the scapula. No pus was found in the shoulder joint.

The head of the humerus was very soft, and on cutting through the softened articular cartilage a pasty substance was found

beneath it. taking the place of much of the spongy extremity of the bone. This pasty substance was the broken down spongy

structure. Other organs normal. In the specimen it will be seen that about one-third of the border of the cartilage of incrus-

tation is detached from the bone. This is due to manipulation and maceration." The specimens were forwarded by Dr. Teats,

together with a wet preparation, ill two portions, of parts of the aorta, innominata, left common carotid, subclavian and axillary

arteries. (See Co'. Surg. Sect., 1866, p. 459, Spec. 4339.)

Contusions of bone more commonly result from the impact of missiles under low

velocitv, as a spent ball or fragment of shell, or when the force of the missile has been

nearly expended in overcoming the resistance of overlying tissues, or when the line of

direction has been oblique to the bone, causing a glancing or grazing blow. Round balls,

parting rapidly with their force after their initial velocity is diminished, will generally con-

tuse rather than fracture; the same is true of shell fragments, unless their weight is sufficient

to cause fracture by crushing. Contusions of bone may be followed by no very serious

results; such cases undoubtedly occurred during the late war, and recovery followed with-

out bad symptoms. Instances of this nature have been reported on pp. 817 and 920 of the

Second Surgical Volume.

In many cases the contusion was at first unrecognized, until tardy and faulty cicatriza-

tion and discharge of bone proved the existence of caries and necrosis:

Case 1053.—Private C. C. Mulford, Co. K, 6th New York Artillery, aged 42 years, was wounded in the right thigh, at

Spottsylvania, May 19, 1804, and entered Fairfax Seminary Hospital six days afterwards. Assistant Surgeon H. Allen, U. S. A.,

1 MATTHSW (T. P.) {Medical and Surgical History of the British Army which served in Turkey and the Crimea in the years 1854-1856, London,

1858, Vol. II, p. 2o3) found that "the conical bullets used so extensively in this campaign inflict a much more severe and dangerous wound than the old

round bull." EltlcnsEN (J. E.) ( The Science and Art of Surgery. Philadelphia, 1878, Vol. I, p. 336) declares: "On the bones especially, the modem
conieo-cylindrical ballet produces the most destructive effects; not only comminuting the part struck, but often splitting up the shaft of the bone by its

wedge-like action, in fissures many inches long leading into contiguous parts." MACLEOD (G. II. B.) (Notes on the Surgery of the War in the Crimea,

London. 1858. p. 118) asserts that : "The greater precision in aim, the immensely increased range, the peculiar shape, great force, and unwonted motion

imparted by the new rifles to their conicul balls, have introduced into the prognosis of gunshot wounds an element of the utmost importance.'' AsH-

HUKST (J., jr.) ( The Principles and Practice of Surgery, Philadelphia. 1871, p. 158) finds that : "Bullet wounds have increased greatly in severity sine©

the introduction of rifled muskets and of conoidal balls. The old round musket ball, fired from a smooth-bore, pruduced a comparatively slight wound."
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described the injury as follows: "Tlie wound was caused by a musket ball, which entered at the upper part of the middle third

of the thigh and lodged. The case was treated as a simple flesh wound
;
patient doing well. On June 14th the missile was

found and extracted. A severe diarrhoea came on June 19th and continued till June 25th, when it was controlled. Four days

afterwards diarrhoea again appeared, and brandy and opium were prescribed. During the night of June 30th the patient had a

severe chill, followed by fever, dry tongue, and collections of sordes upon the teeth. I saw the patient for the first time on July

1st, when he was in a dying condition, being bathed in a copious clammy sweat, though his mind was quite clear, and he com-

plained of no pain. There was discoloration of the skin. He died on the following day, July 2, 18G4. Autopsy: Emaciation

extreme ; affected thigh very little swollen : wound open, and the integuments for some distance above and below it of a purplish

red color; femoral vein entirely healthy; internal organs healthy. The bone was found to have been grazed by the ball. Upon

removing the femur its walls immediately opposite the track of the ball were found to be stripped entirely of periosteum, and

that covering the bone above and below this region was thickened and stained of a grayish hue from contact with a dark colored

offensive pus, which laid both in the wound and around the bone. At the great trochanter an abscess of about the size of a hen's

egg was discovered. This was entirely distinct from the collection before mentioned, being separated from it by a track of com-

paratively healthy tissue. The pus contained therein was more laudable than that found elsewhere. When the bone was sawed

open, which was accomplished with some difficulty on account of the increased thickness and density of its walls, its entire

interior was found filled with pus, the fluid being of an ochre-yellow, with large oil}- globules floating upon the surface. No
trace of the original structure could be seen anywhere. The spongy tissue at the head of the bone was completely discolored

with a uniform grayish yellow stain, while that of the condyles was perfectly healthy. The walls of the bone were of great

thickness and the sawn surface presented a white, glistening, eburnated appearance. No vascularity was seen, and the haversian

canals were found not to be enlarged." The greater portion of the injured femur, contributed to the Museum by Surgeon P. P.

Smith, U. S. V.. constitutes specimen 2075 of the Surgical Section, showing necrosis at the point of contusion on the inner surface

in the middle third, above and below which the hone is greatly roughened by suppuration in nearly its whole extent.

Unhappily a very considerable percentage of cases of contusions of bone proved to be

far from innocent, and were followed by a train of most serious complications. In discussing

shot contusions of the cranial bones in .the First Surgical Volume, at page 101, hremorrhage,

gangrene, periostitis, and exfoliation were mentioned as early complications, and among

the later results vertigo, chronic irritation of the brain, mental imbecility, and impairment

of the special senses. Surgeon John A. Lidell, U. S. V., in an article on shot contusions

of bones 1 enumerates ecchymosis of the osseous tissue, ecchymosis of the medullar}7 tissue,

osteomyelitis of a simple character, necrotic osteitis, and suppurative osteomyelitis, as con-

sequences of contusion of bone, and says: "Any injury of bone in the nature of a bruise,

however trivial it may appear to be at the time of infliction, may be followed by serious

consequences, which it is the duty of the surgeon to anticipate and ward off if possible."

Stromeyer describes contusions of bones as follows: "They [bullets] strike the bone

without breaking it and flatten themselves against its surface; the bone struck becomes

necrotic from the destruction of its periosteum. In crowded hospitals such injuries of the

larger long bones cause suppuration of the medullary canal, which extending itself, at last

by the passage of pus into the veins, gives a fatal termination. In the autopsy (the bone

being sawn in its long axis) the marrow is found filled with pus from the wounded part

upward, and the same morbid product in the neighboring large veins; as in the femoral

vein after contusion of the femur. The spot struck by the ball is colorless and exsanguine;

in its circumference appears the commencement of a line of demarcation. Contusions of

this kind, which up to the present time have been little attended to in the long bones, are

well known in the bones of the skull, where caused by a blow or fall they have the same

dangerous consequences if not properly treated, as suppuration occurs in the diploe and

purulent inflammation in the sinus, with its usual results." Dr. Lidell
3

is of the opinion

that, owing to their better blood-supply and consequent greater vitality, shot contusions of

upper portions of the body give more favorable results than similar lesions of the lower

extremities. The results as tabulated on the next page from the records of this Office

seem to favor this conclusion.

1 Lidell (.1. A ), On Contusion aud Contused Wounds of Bone, with an Account of Thirteen Cases, in Am. Jour, Med. Sri., 1SG5, Yol. I., p. IT.

1 S i UOMEYRR (L.), On the Fractures of Bones occurring in Gunshot Injuries, Statiiam's translation. London, 1856, pagre 2.

3 Llli':i.L (J. A.), On Contusion and Contused Wounds of Lone, etc., in American Journal of Medical Sciences, 1865, Volume L, r-a^e 20.
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upper third, inflicted by n conical musket ball, which penetrated the front of the limh at the inner Bide of the femoral vessels,

and, passing backward and outward through the limb, lodged beneath the skin. It was extracted by an incision from behind.
When lie came to the hospital, six days after the injury, it was thought that the wound was only a flesh one. His general con-

dition was lair, or rather below par at that time. Simple dressings to wound were ordered. and nutrients ami stimulants were
allowed. Subsequently the wound did well, and he appeared in a fairway to recover for a time. .Tulv 1st. it was observed that

he was failing in strength and emaciating. Stimulants and the supporting treatment were continued with tinct. ferri muriat.

Afterwards lie sank into a typhoid condition, the skin becoming warmer than natural, but without sweats, the pulse frequent

and feeble, the tongue dry and red, with almost entire loss of appetite. lie also became somnolent, and toward the last it was
difficult to rouse him. lie did not have any chills, lie died July 18th. The amount of discharge from the wound was iit no
time great, but the thigh remained swelled and inflamed all the while. On making an autopsy it was found that the bullet had
struck the shaft of the femur on its postero-inner side, two or three inches below the trochanter, grazing and bruising it. The
aperture of exit bad healed. There was an abscess about the place of injury of the bone as large as an orange, and pus had
a'.so burrowed among the muscles of the thigh. There was a large deposit of new bone about the contused portion of the femur.

A longitudinal section was made with a saw. New osseous tissue was also found deposited in the medullary canal. The marrow
presented the 'red inflammatory' appearance described by Yirchow. There was no thrombosis, nor anv lesion whatever of the

veins and arteries. The cadaver was considerably emaciated and resembled in its general appearance that produced by typhoid
fever. There was no lesion of the intestines or any other of the internal organs. For an account of the autopsy and for much
other interesting information concerning tins case, the writer' is indebted to Assistant Surgeon George A. Mursick, 11. 8. V."

A case of gangrenous osteomyelitis following shot contusion nf the femur has been

cited on page 171. ante, and a similar case is here detailed:

Cask 1057.—Private (1. Cole. Co. A. 91st New York, aged 36 years, was wounded in the right thigh, at Petersburg,
March 31, 1865, From a Held hospital be passed, on April 3d, to the Fifth Corps Depot Hospital at City Point, and two davs
later he was transferred to Washington. Assistant Surgeon W. P. Xorris, U. S. A., contributed the following history: "The
patient was admitted to Douglas Hospital. April 6th, witlia wound indicted by a nnnid ball, which caused a severe contusion of

the femur at the middle third without producing fracture. His constitutional condition at the time of his admission was good
and the wound looked healthy. On April 12th a very much flattened bullet was extracted by Acting Assistant Surgeon II.

Gibbons. On the 17th, erysipelatous inflammation appeared abott't the wound, which increased on the following day in spite of

the application of poultices and tincture of iodine. On the 20th there was a slight attack of erysipelas of the nose, and the

following day the patient had two severe chills, which were repeated on the 2-Jd, 23d, and '24th. On the 25th he again had two
chills, and one on the next day. The conjunctiva' now had assumed a yellow tinge, and he had pain in the chest : pulse 132,

On the i27th there was another chill, the constitutional condition remaining as before, and on the following day there was one

more repetition, and secondary involvement of the knee joint manifested itself. The skin and conjunctiva! were now deeply-

jaundiced, and the discharge from the wound unhealthy, fetid, and bloody. On the 29th there was hiccough, delirium, and
vomiting, and the patient sank rapidly. He died on the following day—April \V), 18oT>. At the autopsy, both lungs were found

to be covered posteriorly with an offensive greenish flaky lymph and to contain a number of small pyaemia abscesses. There
was about five ounces of effusion in the thoracic cavities. The other organs were but slightly affected. On removing the femur

the periosteum was found to be wanting for five inches in length and one-third of the circumference of the bone, the part so

bared showing evidence of absorption of its tissue except at the point struck by the bullet. On sawing open the shaft of the

femur longitudinally the lower half was discovered to be in a gangrenous condition, the medulla being greenish, soft, and offen-

sive, and the cancellated structure of the condyles presenting the same appearance. There was about two ounces of thin

brownish-yellow fluid in the knee joint, and the femoral vein near the joint as well as the small articular veins were filled with

clots, their inner coats in some places being reddened and in others of a greenish hue."

A leaden bullet coming in contact with a bone presenting a smooth flat surface, as one

of the i'aces of the tibia, may flatten itself against it, contusing without fracturing the bone:

Cam: 1058.—Private W. J!. Donkersley, Co. I, 2d New Jersey, was wounded at Chancellorsville, May 2, l-i>3. He was

admitted, on May 8th, into Douglas Hospital. Washington. Acting Assistant Surgeon Carlos Carvallo reported : "This patient,

received a flesh wound of the right inguinal region : ball extracted on field; doing well, wound suppurating." At the end nf a

week Donkersley was transferred to Satterlee Hospital. Philadelphia, whence Acting Assistant Surgeon J. II. Hutchinson

reported: " This man received a wound from a conical hall which entered the right groin and flattened itself on the bone without

producing fracture. He lay upon the field all night, and was removed Sunday morning and the ball extracted. From the time

of the wound on Saturday afternoon until Sunday morning he was entirely insensible, and remembered nothing from the time

of receiving the shot until he roused to consciousness in an ambulance on Sunday. After reaching this hospital on May 17th. he

did well, and went on duty as clerk in the Commissary Department on June 1, 1863." The patient was transferred to the Veteran

Reserve Corps in September, 1863, and discharged from service May 31, 1864. He is not a pensioner.

In the next case a conoidal ball struck the angular surface of the tibia with full force.

The missile split to within a few lines of its base without seriously contusing the bone:

Case 1059.—Private Henry C. Mallory, Co. G, 36th Indiana, aged 20 years, was wounded at Murfreesboro', Tennessee.

December 31, 1862. He was admitted, on January 3, 18(13. into hospital No. 3, Nashville. Surgeon Alexander Ewing, 13th

Michigan, reported: "Was struck by a large conical leaden bullet, at about the distance of two hundred yards, at the battle of

Stone River, on the 31st day of December. 18IW. He was standing in an open plain in the act of loading his gun. The interest

in the case is that the centre of the apex of the bullet struck directly on the spine of the right tibia, between the middle and

•Lion. I. (.t. A.l, On Contusion and Contused rVouwU of Do?if. etc.. in Am. Jour. Med. &i., lSti.",, V<j1. L, p. -JG.
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lower thirds, and split the missile to within a few lines of its base, overlapping the hone, when' it was firmly held by the tissues.

Remarkable as it may appear, the bone was not injured, and in a very slant time the wound healed up. It was evident, as well

from the distance as the injury done to the bullet, that it stack with full force." Mallory was discharged from service September

21, lH(i4, and pensioned. Examiner II. 11. Deming, of l';ni:i, Illinois, reported. June 2:!, 1879: "Ball struck tibia on anterior

surface, splintering it so that quite a large piece of bone came out. There is left quite a depression anil a very large tender

cicatrix. If he walks too much the leg swells up. The pain at times is severe."

Instances in which the missiles split upon the bones of the forearm and on the zvgoma

are here adduced:
Case 1000.—Private A. Wilson, Co. L, 1st Minnesota, aged 30 years, was wounded at Antietam. September IT, 1862.

He was treated in Carver Hospital, Washington, and on December 12th was admitted into Satterlee Hospital, Philadelphia.

Surgeon I. I. Hayes, U. S. V., reported: "The ball, the precise character of which is unknown, struck at the outer side of the

lower part of the left arm.; part of it passed through the member and came out at the posterior Burface. Next day a portion of

the ball, about the size of a dime, was cut out from the front part of the arm toward the inner side. On bis admission into this

hospital his arm seemed nearly well, but a small ulcer, scabbed over, marked the point of entrance of the ball, ami a probe

passed into this discovered a sinus extending several inches upward, a piece of metal being discovered ami clearly felt at its

upper extremity. His general condition was perfectly good. January Md, having administered chloroform, I laid open the

sinus before mentioned for about three inches and readily extracted a piece of ball. Its concave surface was closely applied to

the outer edge of the lower Mat portion of the humerus; the bone beneath was roughened and apparently bare of periosteum.

On several subsequent occasions I convinced myself that the hone was dead and looked for a tedious process of exfoliation
;
but

on January 15, 1863, thinking to pass a probe, I found the wound firmly united, and the healing process lias gone on most favor-

ably. There is no swelling, no tenderness, no orifice through which the smallest probe could be inserted, and the wound has

the aspect of a healthy and rapidly healing ulcer." Wilson was returned to duty April 22. 1863, and discharged from service

November 24, 1805, and pensioned. The Williamsport Examining Board reported, July 6, 1881: "The projectile penetrated

the left arm at the insertion of the triceps and passed inward and upward. Fragments were extracted from two places in the

belly of the biceps. Some fragments of bone were removed. The arm has every motion free except tensile strength." His

pension was paid December 4, 1881.

CASE 1001.—Corporal Julius Relham, Co. K, 1st Kansas, aged 21 years, was wounded at Wilson's Creek, August 10,

1801, and entered the "House of Refuge" Hospital, St. Louis, on August 16th. Assistant Surgeon S. M. Horton, U. S. A.,

reported :
" The following is an interesting case of a minis' ball splitting in two by the resistance offered by the zygoma of the

left side of the face. One-half of the ball was found embedded in the corresponding cheek beneath the middle portion of the

masseter muscle; the other half was found and extracted from beneath the outer portion of the platysma myoides of the same

side. The zygoma was not broken. The case was that of Corporal Julius Relham, of Co. K, of the 1st Kansas regiment, who
was wounded at the battle of Wilson's Creek, August 10, 1801. He left the hospital for his regiment, well, November 15, 18151.

The inertia of a spongy zygoma splitting a minie ball of lead is similar to that of a tallow candle resisting the woody fibres of

a pine board when shot through it from a gun." Relham was mustered out May 31, 1804, and pensioned. Examiner W. Jewell,

of Philadelphia, reported, December 27, 1804 :
" Ball passed through his left cheek, lodging near the angle of the lower jaw.

The ball was extracted. The wound continues to discharge and is probably connected with the duct of Steno. The jaw is con-

tracted, preventing the opening of the mouth more than half an inch." The Philadelphia Examining Board, January 3, 1872,

certified : "Ball entered through middle of superior maxillary bone of right side; a part of it was extracted in the mouth and

another part in the neck below the angle of the lower jaw. All the back teeth of upper jaw of right side decayed

in consequence. He has occasional discharge from wound through mouth and nose. Motions of jaw limited and

painful; can chew on one side only." The same board reported. September. 7, 1877: "Scar of entrance is puck-

ered to a point ami adherent. Exit is fast to muscles of neck and drags badly."

Cask 1062.—Captain James Ferguson, Co. I, 4th Ohio, was admitted into Seminary Hospital. Georgetown,

December 20, 1802, with a shot wound of the left forearm, received at Fredericksburg. Surgeon J. II. Brinton,

U. S. V., who examined this officer's injury, reported: "A conical ball entered below the inner condyle of the

humerus, traversed the forearm obliquely downward and outward and split on the radius, one portion emerging on

either side." Four anil one-half inches of the left ulna were removed by A. A. Surgeon II. W. Ducachet.

Captain Ferguson was attacked with confluent small-pox and removed to Kalorama Hospital, Washington, Feb-

ruary 8, 1801!. Acting Assistant Surgeon R. J. Thomas. U. S. A., reported: "The condition of the arm when
admitted was bad; no disposition to heal, with strong gangrenous tendency. Iledied February 15, 1863." Sur-

geon Brinton furnished a drawing of the divided missile, which is copied in the wood-cut (PlO. ;I88).

In other cases bullets were found wedged between bones without serious iniurv.

Simple Fractures, following shot injuries, are infrequent, and generally result from

the impact of projectiles of the larger class, as solid shot, grape-shot, or large shell frag-

ments of which the momentum is nearly expended. The examination of the cases of shot

injuries of the lower extremities has confirmed the opinion expressed on page 815 of the

Second Surgical Volume, ''that shot fractures of the long bones without injury of the soft

parts are more infrequent than visceral ruptures without external wounds."

Hamilton 1 observes: "When the bones of a limb are broken bv a solid shot and the

'Hamilton (F. II.), Trtaliu on Military Surgery, Philadelphia, 1805, p. 194.
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integuments are not torn the fracture is seldom simple, but almost always the comminution

is excessive. Five cases of simple fractures have been reported on pp. 815, 816 of the

Second Surgical Volume, and three cases are given on p. 440 (Case 693) and pp. 704, 705

(Cases 1044, 1045) of this volume. To these may be added the following:

Case 10G3.—Private H. Emerson, Co. I, 88th Illinois, aged 34 years, was wounded at the hattle of Franklin, November

30, 1864, and was admitted to Cumberland Hospital at Nashville the following day. Surgeon B. Cloak, U. S. V., recorded

that " the patient stated that he was struck by a spent cannon ball. There was no external indication of the injury except a

small bruise on the left knee and a general ecchymosed condition of the surrounding part. The skin was not broken, but the

limb was very much swollen, with pulsation in the popliteal region. The patient's general health was good. The limb was

amputated on December 1st, at the lower third of the thigh, by the circular method, by Acting Assistant Surgeon J. C. Thorpe,

when it was found that the popliteal artery had been ruptured at its lower portion and that the condyles of the femur, tibia, and

fibula were fractured. The patient seemed to do well for twenty-four hours after the operation, when the wound became

unhealthy and gangrenous irritative fever set in
;
pulse 130, skin dry and jaundiced. He continued to sink, and died on Decem-

ber 13, 1864."

Partial Fractures.—Several instances of partial fracture of bone in which a portion of

its substance had been cut without complete solution of the continuity were met with. Thia

lesion is more commonly seen in spongy bones or in the parts of long bones

well supplied with cancellated structure. In Specimen 1998 (Fiq. 389) the

external portion of the surgical neck of the left humerus is partially fractured,

but the continuity of the bone is not destroyed. The patient,

Private John G. Levering, Co. A, 5th Michigan, was wounded at

Mine Run, November 27, 1863. On account of the extremely

unhealthy condition of the soft parts, the head of the humerus

was excised December 14th by Surgeon D. P. Smith, U. S. V.

Profuse suppuration followed; the patient died of pneumonia

January 3, 1864. Specimen, 1991 (Fig. 390) shows a compara-

tively clean-cut passage in the outer and upper portion of the in-

ternal condyle of the right femur. Private F. Johnson, Co. A,

10th New York, aged 45, wounded at Reams's Station, August 25, 1864. On August 30th

symptoms of inflammation of the knee joint presented themselves, and the limb was ampu-

tated at the lower third by Surgeon N. R. Moseley, U. S. V.; death from exhaustion and

diarrhoea occurred on January 23, 1865. In the following case a conoidal ball had gouged

out the anterior surface of the left tibia:

Case 1064.—Private Joseph Stacey, Co. I, 27th North Carolina, was wounded at Antietam. September

17, 1862, receiving a compound fracture of the left tibia; conoidal ball entered inner side of spine of tibia

and emerged one and a half inches below on the outer side. Patient had double pneumonia and pericarditis.

Stimulants and supporting treatment; large bedsore. Died of exhaustion November 13. 1862. I ost-mortem

:

Deft lung almost altogether involved, the lower and middle lobes returning to the first stage; lower lobe of

right lung congested. The specimen, consisting of the upper portions of the bones

of the left leg, was contributed to the Army Medical Museum, with the notes of the

case, by Assistant Surgeon Philip Adolphus, U. S. A. The missile has gouged out

the anterior surface of the tibia just below the tubercle. The specimen is numbered

815 of the Surgical Section, and is figured in the wood-cut (FlG. 391).

Fig. 391.—Upper
portion of left tibia.

Spec. 815.

FIG. 389.—Head
and 1£ ins. of left

humerus. Spec.
1998.

FIG. 39".— Lower
third of right femur.
Spec. 1991.

Fig. 392.—Head of right hu-
merus with symmetrical bul-

let groove. Spec. 'Jj90.

Penetrations of Bone.—Small missiles, as bullets and

small fragments of shell, often penetrate a bone and remain

fixed, with little splintering and Assuring. Instances of

this nature are met with in spongy bones or in parts of bones

whose structure is cancellated. A unique illustration of such an injury is found in Specimen

2590 (Fig. 392). An excavation at the base of the great tuberosity of the humerus, the shape

and a little greater than the size of a conoidal ball, one inch deep, extends into the head of the

bone. The walls of the cavity are perfectly smooth, as if formed by design, and there is no
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Fir.. 304.—View of Spec. 3540, lifter bisection.

Assuring or comminution connected with tin- injury. The ease has been detailed on page

543 of the Second Surgical Volume (Case 1513), accompanied by a cut which only imperfectly

indicates the nature of the penetration. Tn Figurk 392 the nature and depth of the

excavation are more clearly illustrated. In the following case the missile lodged in the

cancellated structure of the femur, hut no Assuring or splintering were observable:

Cask 105.").—Private .T. Gleason, Co, H. 'Jd New Hampshire Heavy Artillery, aged 18 years, was accidentally wounded

at Washington, May 10. 1S(14, l>y a pistol

ball, wliicli entered tlie upper third of tlie

left thigh anteriorly. He was conveyed to

Douglas Hospital, where pyaemia sul»e-

quently appeared, the lirst chill occurring

on May!2<ith,aud Iteing preceded by marked

icterus The ball could not be discovered.

Secondary haemorrhage from the femoral

artery to the amount of fourteen ounces

occurred on May 31st, and to the amount of

fifteen ounces on the next day, still further

adding to the patient's depression. His

death occurred on .Juno 1, 1864. At the

autopsy the whole hod}- was found to be

Fir.. 393.-Outer view of >.prer third of left
deeply tinged with bile. No metastatic

femur. Spec. 3540. abscesses were discovered. The knee joint

was found to he disorganized, as was also the hip joint on the wounded side, and a large dark-colored cavity existed in the

injured thigh, which had been an immense abscess. No secondary deposits were seen in the lungs. On dividing the femur longi-

tudinally, the medullary canal and cancellated portion of the bone were found in a diseased condition.

The medulla was softened, of a dark red color, and ill the early stage of that change which is seen in well-

marked cases of pyaemia after amputation, when this material is found of a dark green color and in a

state of advanced decomposition. Before death the patient had wandering delirium for

days, profuse perspiration, chills, a rapid feeble pulse, and icteroid hue. The upper

third of the injured thigh, longitudinally bisected, and showing an impacted pistol ball,

which penetrated the base of the neck and lodged in the cancellated portion, consti-

tutes specimen 3540 of the Suri/v-al Section of the Museum (FlGS. 393, 31)4), and were

contributed, with the history of the case, by Assistant Surgeon W. Thomson, U. S. A.

More frequently penetrations were accompanied by Assur-

ing and splintering. Specimen 406 (Fig. 395) represents the

lower third of the left femur with a conoidal ball embedded

just above the patella. A tissure extends upward three and a

half inches, and another and independent tissure occupies the

outer surface. The patient, a Confederate soldier of Mor-

gan's Cavalry, had been wounded in a skirmish in front of Winchester by a minid ball,

which perforated the quadriceps femoris close above the left patella and lodged one inch

above the articular surface of the knee joint. The limb was amputated by

Dr. V. B. Thornton. The patient recovered. Specimen 405 (Fig. 396) shows

the lower third of the right femur with a conoidal ball embedded, point down-

ward, in the anterior surface, just above the articulation; a

tissure extends upward the length of the specimen. Pri-

vate Joseph J. Shelley, 2d Tennessee (Confederate), was

wounded at the battle of Middle Creek, Kentucky. January

10. 1862; the limb was amputated by Dr. G. PL Higgins,

in the lower third of the thigh. The patient died a few

hours after the operation from loss of blood. In those two

instances as well as in specimens 4179 and 3228 (Figs.

397, 398), received without history, the former from the battle-fields of the Wilderness,

the latter from in front of Petersburg, the fissures do not extend into the knee joint, although

FIG. 395.-Lower third

of left femur. Spec. 406.

FIO. 39fi.— Lower
third of right femur.
Spec. 403.

KM. 397. —Lower
third of left femur.
Spec. 4179.

Fir.. 308.—Lo\vr extrem-
ity of left femur. Spec. :!228.
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Fie. 399.— Section
left femur. Spec. 71)1',:

the point of impact was close to the articulation. Illustrations of similar injuries in the

humerus will be found on page 581 of the Second Surgical Volume, Figures 4(51 and 462.

Perforations oj JJ<>/a'.— The illustrations show tin' manner in which

bones may be more or less cleanly pierced. When shafts of long bones

are perforated there is commonly much splintering, as illustrated in Specimen

7069 (Fig. 399). A Colt"s revolver ball passed through the

upper third of the femur from behind forward, comminuting

the femur; amputation was performed about twelve hours

after the injury; death three hours after the operation. In

Specimen 1662 (Fig, 100), the tibia had been perforated

below the head, causing longitudinal fissures: Private Frank

1). Robinson. Co. II. 7th New Hampshire, wounded at Fort

Wagner. Morris Island, July 11. 1863. The posterior tibial

I

,

'
, I i , Flo. 400.—I'pim

artery was injured, beconuary memorruage ensued, and on portion of left tibia

ii-i * perforated. Spec.

August 1st the hmu was amputated m the lower third by Surg. Ui,i '-''

R. B. Bontecou by the circular method. The patient died August, 11, 1863. In the follow-

ing ease the perforation was in the lower third of the femur, with fissures extending upward:

Cask lOlili.—Pri vate S. S. Kopp. Co. K. 10th Pennsylvania Reserves, aged -.'1

years, received a shot fracture, of the right femur, at linn Hun. August S2H, 1863.

He was admitte<l, one week after the injury, to Judiciary Square Hospital at Wash
ington. where the thiol, was putated at tlie middle third by Surgeon ('. Page,

U. S. A., on September iiOth. Tin' patient survived the operation two days. The
amputated portion of the femur, perforated ju.-t above tin- patella by a musket ball,

was contributed hy tin* operator, and forme specimen ?(> of the iiuryical Sertion. It

is represented in the wood-cuts (FlGB, 401, 402); two longitudinal Hssures extend

upward ami a slighi one enters the joint.

In the next ease the shaft of the femur is perforated in

its centre. A longitudinal fissure on the anterior surface

extends into the joint and for four inches upward, ending

in a slight transverse fissure; on the posterior surface an Fw^oa.— Posterior

right femur perforated. oblique fracture runs upward for nearlv four inches. „',','."." "" *'""" "'"'"'

Spa. ?n. 1 1

Cask 1067.— Private Reuben Donnelly, Co. A. 25th Ohio, was wounded at Bull Kim. August 30, 1862. Acting Assistant

Surgeon Thomas C. Barker reported :
" Up entered King Street Hospital, Alexandria, on September 3d, suffering with a wound

of tin' right thigh. A round ball entered the front part of the thigh just above the patella and passed directly through the limb

from front to rear, dividing the condyles anil splitting the bone up the shaft several inches. On September 5th Surgeon J. B.

Summers, II. S. A., amputated the thigh at tin- junction of the lower ami middle thirds by the antero-postertor Hap operation.

The case progressed favorably. Inion had taken place throughout the whole of the

Haps, with tin- exception of one point, about one-eighth of an inch in diameter, river

the end of the lion,., winch lay at a depth of three-fourths of an inch In-low the orifice

of the aperture. Patient's health, appetite, and general vigor bad been good up to

the night of Octoher 3d, when, during a cold rain, he was attacked with a severe chill.

The next day. in the afternoon, he had another chill, and although tonics and stimu-

lants were sedulously \\>^vt\ with him, he sank in general vigor and his appetite tailed.

Absorption of the new granulations took place around the aperture which had remained

ununited, and the opening increased to nearly an inch in diameter, the integuments

retracting and leaving the end of the bone nearly on a level with the external surface.

Suppuration occurred in the medullary canal of the hone. Emaciation was extreme:

debility was rapidly increasing, with indisposition and incapacity of taking and retain

hit; food, or even stimulants to any appreciable amount; and the patient gradually

Flo. 403.—Shot per- sank, and died of exhaustion and debility Octoher 'ill. l-rVJ." The specimen, consist ..''"''''A?
4

'
~~ ''"

M™eriorvfew
?bt

S
frn

31»
:

'"- " t

'

t '"' '""'''"' ,llin ' "' ,lle ,1 - llt felnul*< perforated hy a round hall directly through men."

tlie centre of the shaft, just below the upper margin of the patella, was forwarded to

tin' Museum by Dr. Barker, and is represented in tlie wood-cuts (FlGS. I'M. 404). Tlie shaft is split longitudinally in its ante-

rior surface for four inches, anil posteriorly obliquely for the same distance. The condyles are also separated by a fissure.

Surg. 111—91

FK..401.— I.iiH-i'i-lliinl

IG. 404. — Posterior
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In a case of transverse perforation of the tibia just below the head no fissuring was

noticeable six months alter the injury, when the patient died from exhaustion:

Cask I0U8.— Private ./. W. Sailor, Co. K, 4sth North Carolina, aged 23 years, was wounded in the right leg, at Hatcher's

Kim, March 13, 1835. lie was treated in Confederate hospitals until May (ith, when lie was admitted into hospital at Point

Lookout. Subsequently he was transferred lo Armory Square, and lastly to Douglas

Hospital, Washington. Assistant Surgeon \V. V. Xorris, V. S. A., in charge of the latter,

made the following report: The wound was caused by a ball perforating the tibia at

the upper third without involving the knee joint. The patient was cachectic and much

emaciated, the wound indolent and discharging a thin unhealthy pus. Stimulants, tunics.

and good nutritious diet were freely exhibited. On September 3d the wound was care-

fully examined and a considerable cjuatttity of carious hone was removed. On the next

day the patient had a severe chill which recurred on the (ith. lie had been subject to

periodical chills and fever, and this attack of intermittent yielded readily to a lull dose

of quinine. On September 10th slight diarrhuca caine on and continued for nine days.

the patient growing much weaker. The wound, which had improved in appearance after

the removal of the dead hone, again looked unhealthy, small abscesses having formed

along the line of the tibia, which, when opened and examined by the probe, showed

extensive necrosis of the hone. Subsequently the patient had a slight chill, which was

followed by an attack of erysipelas of the leg. and from this period he steadily declined.

lie died, apparently of exhaustion, on October 1, L865. The autopsy showed a dirty

yellowish clay color of the skin. The thoracic and abdominal organs were apparently

healthy, except tin' liver and the spleen, the former being enlarged and the latter much

Fir 40-. Posterior
soft»»tl«tl and weighing fourteen ounces." The perforated tibia, contributed with the his-

vicw of upper portion torv bv Assistant Surgeon Norris, and constituting Specimen 1-141 of the Surgical Section same specimen i
!nt-

rifflit tibia. Spec. 1444. c
"

, "., ,.,'.,
., , •- ~ , e ,, .,

'. -, ? .,
era! view,

ot the .Museum, exhibits the deposit ot a large quantity ot callus on the outside ot the

bone, and shows the cavity of the passage of the ball to be enlarged by ulceration, the lower portion of the shaft being super-

ficially necrosed. Posterior and lateral views of the specimen are copied in the wood-cuts ( FlGS. 40.">, 406).

Complete Fractures.— In by far the greater number of shot fractures of bones the

solution of continuity is complete, the degree of comminution depending upon the attend-

ing circumstances. In rare instances fractures, transverse or oblique, but,

simple as regards comminution, occur. They are commonly

due to the impact of partly spent missiles or to glancing or

grazing blows. Specimen 1 148 (Fig. 407) shows an oblique

fracture in the upper third of the left femur, with a minute

fissure extending to the lesser trochanter and a small portion

chipped from the anterior surface at the point of impact. The

case has been fully detailed on page 131 of this volume. Speei

men 1210 (illustrated in the Second Surgical Volume on page

175, and a history recorded, in detail, on page 482 of the First

Surgical Volume) shows the left clavicle transversely fractured
Flo. 407,— Fracture <>i ,. , . . . , .. . ,

me upper tiiint of the directly in the middle without
lett femur by a conoidal
muskst-baii. spee.iue. which is attached, was a conoidal ball which entered near the

third dorsal vertebra, fractured the corresponding rib at its angle, and was found after death

encysted immediately beneath the fractured point of the clavicle. Another illustration of

this rare fracture is given in Figure 408. The Specimen, number 1412, shows the lower

half of the right humerus apparently amputated for a nearly transverse fracture through

both condyles; it was received without history from Surgeon C. S. Wood, 66th New York.

In these cases the missile is usually found in close apposition to the fractures.

A form of injury is referred to in Circular No. 6,
1

in which the bones are fractured

and comminuted, though less than common at the point, where the ball impinged, while at

a short distance above or below this point an oblique or transverse fracture is produced.

When point of impact is above the middle of the bone, the fracture is below; when below

fig. ,1ns. -Trans-

comminution. The missile. yerse fracture in

lower humerus.
Spec. 1412.

'Otis (G. A.), Circular No. 6, War Department, Surgeon General's Office, Washington, November 1, 1865.
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FlO. 410.—I ,i,ivor

half <>f loft femur.
Spec. 1064.

the middle, the oblique fracture is found above. Specimen 4703 (Fig. 409) shows a nearly

transverse fracture in the middle of the left tibia, communicating with the point of impact

by a longitudinal fissure. Specimen 1064 (Fig. 410) exhibits the lower portion of the left

femur, amputated in the middle third for a perforation with oblique fracture

above the seat of injury: Lieutenant F. M. Wells, Co. L\ 132d Pennsylvania,

received, at Chancellorsville, May 2. 1863, a comminuted fracture of the left

femur just above the condyles. He was at once removed to the field hospital,

ami on May 6th was transferred to Washington and admitted into

Armory Square Hospital. Shortly after admission he was placed

under the influence of chloroform and the injured limb examined.

It was decided to amputate the thigh at the middle, which opera-

tion was performed bythe antero-posterior flap method, by Assist-

ant Surgeon (
'. C. Byrne. U. S. A. The patient gradually sank,

and died .Tune 2, 1863.

In the following case the transverse fracture is connected with the point

of impact by several fissures, Fractures of this nature are principally found in

the lony bones of the lower extremities, and are probably the

result of tin- diivet impact of a missile at high velocity upon the

hones somewhat tiriulv Gxed by the weight of the body:

Cask lOUtf.— Private .1. Scan ton. Co. A. 3d Maryland, was wounded at Cedar Moun-

tain. August 9. lsii-j. by a musket ball, which entered above the external condyle of the

left frinur and passed directly through from front to rear, badly comminuting the shaft to

the extent of four inches. He was admitted into the Mansion House Hospital at Alex-

andria several days afterwards. Infiltration of the soft parts from the anterior superior

spinous process of the ilium to the spine of the tibia followed the injury. Amputation of

the thigh at the middle third by the circular method was performed by Assistant .Surgeon

P. Adolphus, U. S. A., on August 15th. and the case resulted fatally on August 20, 1862. The history of the

case, with the amputated portion of the femur, was contributed by Surgeon ,1. K. Summers, U. S. A. The

bone is numbered specimen 4 -

2 of the Suryieitl Section of the Museum, and exhibits an extensive longitudinal

fracture implicating the joint, and being complicated with an oblique fracture in the lowest third (FlG. 411). $pec.~i

Commonly a hone is broken into many fragments, some of which are entirely detached

and driven into the surrounding tissues, while others remain connected with

one or more of the fragments by shreds of periosteum. Over

ami above this shattering and comminution, effects common
to all forms and varieties of missiles, the extensive splinter-

ing ami lissuring so often found is unquestionably due to the

wedgelike form and great force of the conoidal bullet:

CASE 1070.—Corporal S. Forrester, Co. E, (S7th New York, aged 37 years, was
wounded in the left leg, at the battle near Winchester, September 19, 181)4. He was

admitted into the Sixth Corps hospital several days afterwards, whence Assistant

Surgeon .1. G. Thompson. 77th New York, described the injury as follows : "Aminie
ball entered the posterior edge of the outer tuberosity of the tibia, taking a down-

ward direction through the medullary canal, comminuting the bone and becoming

impacted beneath its anterior surface, at the junction of the middle and upper thirds.

On the morning of September "24th I performed amputation through the lower third

of the thigh, being assisted by Acting Assistant Surgeons W. L. Hammond and W.
1>. Henderson. The operation was done by a modification of the ordinary flap

Pig. 412. — Dunes nf method, making the incision the same as for skin Haps, as described in Smith's
left leg shattered by » . „ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

cKimiilaliiall. Spec. :!-.'7:i.
ffpertttive ourr/eri/, which obviates the redundancy of muscle characteristic ot the

Flo. -!')!>. — Upper
half of left tibia.—

Spec. 47ii:(.

''10. 411.—Lower
half of Left femur.

Fig. 413.—Same speci-

men
;
posterior view.

irdinary Hap method, and still gives enough to preserve the even contour of the

stump. The patient suffered considerable pain previous to the operation, which was subsequently relieved, and by September

'i&th he was doing well, the stump healing by first intention. Toward October 8th, however, traces of phlebitis appeared in

the stump, thrombosis in the femoral and internal saphenous vein, and the patient was troubled with hiccough and vomiting.

Stimulants, tonics, and nutritious diet were administered. Death resulted from pyemia on October 13, 1864. At the autopsy
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FIG. 414 Uppel
portion ol left limner
us. Spec. 1726.

Kl«. 415.—I' pptr
portion of rijjfhl femur.
Sptr. SlbO.

the face of the stump was found T < i be granulating and surrounded with provisional callus; femoral vein tilled with thrombus:

pus oozing from both the femoral anil iliac veins; metastatic abscesses under the integument covering the lower portion of the

pecloralis major muscle: fatty degeneration of the liver. In the left ventricle of the heart an embolism was found adherent to

the valves." The bones of the amputated leg. contributed to the Museum liy the operator and shown in the woodcuts (FlGS.

412, 413), constitute specimen :W7:i of the Saryiml Section.

When tin; shaft of a long bone is fractured uboui equidistanl from the epiphyses the

fissures extend upward and downward in aboul equal proportion: but as the point ol frac-

ture approaches the ends the tendency is to split in the direc-

tion of the longer fragment. This is particularly noticed in

fractures of the humerus near the head, where the general

tendency of fissuring is downward. Specimen 1 726 ( Fig. 414)

is the excised portion of the left humerus, including the head

and four inches of the shaft. The fracture is at the surgical

neck, and extends with comminution obliquely down the shaft.

Excision of the head and four inches of the shatt was per

formed and the specimen contributed by Assistant Surgeon

( J-eorge M. McGill, U. 8. A. Specimen 2160 (Fig. 415) shows

the upper half of the right femur; the missile struck the ante-

rior surface of the bone a little below the trochanter minor

and shattered and fissured the femur downwards. In Sped
men 2176 (Fit;. 416) the comminution extends upward and

downward in about equal proportion. The weapon was dis-

charged at close range. The soldier. John Watson, Co. F, 83d Indiana, while on duty at

Convalescent Camp, Nashville, became enraged from some cause, threw his musket from

him, causing its discharge. The missile, a minis' ball, entered the right

thigh, greatly lacerating the soft parts and extensively comminuting the

femur. He died on the same day. The specimen is a fair illustration of

the effects of a conoidal ball at short range.

From a careful examination of a large number of

specimens of Ion"; bones in the collection of the Army
Medical Museum it would seem that the statement made

by Esmarch is correct, that "in comminution of along

bone the fissures almost never extend into the epiphyses;

in the same manner injuries of the epiphyses, only in

rare cases, extend into the shaft, unless the bullet strikes

the adjoining border of both parts, in which case both

are usually more or less severely comminuted." This is

probably due. in the greater number of cases, as Esmarch

says, "to the soldier being generally young and the parts

not consolidated." The Museum possesses several speci-

mens showing this kind of injury, some of which have

been illustrated on the preceding pages (see Figures 409, 410). The few

exceptions to this rule seem to be cases in which the consolidation is complete, or in which

the direction of the missile was such as to necessarily cause this effect, as in Specimen 2564

(Fi<;. 417), where fissures extend through the head and into the shaft.

It has been shown that cases of penetration and perforation of bones may occur with-

out complete fracture; but the contrary is the more general rule, and even in spongy bones,

FIG. 41*!.—Lower tun
thirds of right femur,
Spn.: 21711.

KIG. 117.—I'pper third of
right liuinems. Spec. 256*4.
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where we naturally look for such lesions, it will usually he found that complete destruction

of the hone has resulted.

effects of missiles and TKojECTiLKs on nerves.—Shot wounds and injuries of nerves

afforded a wide field for study and observation during the late war.

Wounds of this class, not implicating the great nerve centres and not complicated by

severe lesions of other tissues and parts, show a very small percentage of mortality, hut

comprise a class of injuries which result too often in great and permanent disability, attended

with intense suffering and misery, and are often but little amenable to treatment.

In May, 1863. under the direction of the Surgeon General, U. S. A., a hospital for

the treatment of diseases and injuries of the nervous system was organized in Philadelphia,

under the charge of Acting Assistant Surgeons S. Weir Mitchell, George R. Morehouse,

and W. W. Keen, jr., U. S. A. 1

The results of the experience of these gentlemen in the study and treatment of the

large number of cases under their charge have been incorporated by them in several pub-

lications which form most valuable contributions to the literature of a much neglected

subject, and constitute an admirable digest of the typical forms of nervous lesions resulting

from shot injuries.
2

The immediate effects of shot injuries of nerves were pain—not generally felt locally,

but at some point in the distribution of the nerve—in completely divided nerves; total loss

of sensation in the parts supplied by it; shock more or less profound, proportionate to the

reflex disturbance; and paralysis of motion and sensation, complete or partial. Of forty-

eight cases of severe gunshot injuries of nerves selected with a reference to the study of

the immediate effects of injuries, Drs. Mitchell, Morehouse, and Keen (loo. cit., p. 14)

found that "by far the larger number felt, when shot, as though some one had struck them

sharply with a stick," and that "about one-third experienced no pain nor local shock when

the ball entered. * * More rarely, the pain of the wound was dagger-like and intense,

while a few, one in ten, were convinced for a moment that the injured limb had been shot

away; * :;:

in two instances of neck wounds the pain at the moment of wounding was

intense, and was referred to the insertion of the deltoid muscle."

In a case of shot wound of the leg the patient felt no pain, but had so vivid an "impres-

sion" of a wound in the other leg that he found it difficult at first to get rid of the erroneous

idea. With reference to the shock from wounds of nerves the same authorities [loc. cit.,

p. 15) say: "Every case of wound of nerve trunks in the legs fell instantly, and not one of

the whole twelve lost consciousness; yet in gravity and in the size of the nerves injured these

were among our worst cases. Of the remaining thirty-one, seven fell instantly, uncon-

scious; one only of these bled very largely. All of the seven were wounded in the neck,

face, or arms. Of the total number of arm cases (eighteen in all) two were of the class

described above as falling senseless. Of the remainder, two only fell, but with entire con-

1 The following is a copy of the order organizing this hospital :
" Surgeon General's office, May 23, 1863. Surgeon W. S. King, U. S. A.,

Medical Director, Philadelphia. SlK: The Surgeon General directs that a ward he set apart in either the South or Christian Street Hospital for the

exclusive treatment of diseases of the nervous system, and that contracts be made with Doctors S. W. MlTCHKI.I. and MOI'.EHOUSE, and that they be

assigned to the charge thereof. . . . Very respectfully, your obed't serv't. By order of the Sturgeon General. J. R. Smith, Surgeon U.S.A.'

Acting Assistant Surgeon W. \V. KEEN, jr.. V. S. A., was subsequently assigned to duty at this hospital as resident physician, and the scope of the

hospital enlarged to include patients Buffering from injuries of the nerves.

* Mitchell (S. W.), StORKHOUBE (G. Hj, and Keen (W. W.) (Gunshot Wounds and other Injuries of Nerves, Philadelphia, 1804, p. 1'} remark

upon the number and variety of the cases presented for treatment in the Philadelphia hospital as follows :
" Among them were representatives of every

conceivable form of nerve injury—from shot ami shell, from sabre cuts, contusions, and dislocations. So complete was the field of study that it was not

uncommon to find at one time in the wards four or five cases of gunshot injuries of any single large nerve. It thus happened that phenomena, which one

dav seemed rare aud curious, were seen anew in other cases the next day, and grew commonplace as our patieuts became numerous."
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sciousness and in full possession of their senses; fourteen continued standing, or walked

away. * * Of the wounds of the lower neck and axilla, brachial plexus, or axillary

nerves, one fell senseless, four fell conscious, and the remaining eight suffered no imme-

diate fall. * * If, then, we regard the fall with loss of consciousness as the most marked
expression of the condition known as shock, we shall have some right to infer that it is

most likely to be severely felt in wounds about the upper third of the body."

In paralysis of nerves, motion is more frequently impaired than sensation. Mitchell.

Morehouse, and Keen remark (Joe. eit., p. 18): "It would be natural to suppose that a ball

striking a nerve, or passing near it, would equally damage its motor and sensory fibres.

Practically, it is the motor filaments which suffer most severely, most often, and most

extensively. Nor is this less true of the case in all stages, for we find that the lesions of

motion are always the least readily relieved and the last to improve."

Of the forty-eight eases studied by these gentlemen (Joe. eit., p. 17) with reference to

paralysis, five were rejected as being wounds affecting nerves of single function; of the

remaining forty-three, "thirty-two exhibited total loss of motion with defective sensation

or entire loss of that function. Tn the remaining eleven there were partial loss of motion

and usually slight loss of sensation." Tn defining total loss of motion "it is to be under-

stood that the whole limb became powerless at once."

Of injuries resulting from shot wounds of the great centres, those of the cranium have

been fully considered in the previous parts of the history; it may be stated in general

terms that the greater percentage of such injuries proved fatal at once or within a short

period. Those who survived the original injury most generally became the victims of

insanity, epilepsy, or chorea.'

Case 1071.—Private W. T. White, Co. D, 84th Indiana, aged '20 years, was wounded at Chickamauga, September 19,

1863. Surgeon W. M. Chambers, IT. S. V., noted bis admission into hospital No. 15, Nashville, with "gunshot wound of upper

jaw, with injury of infra-orbital nerve; simple dressings applied." The patient was discharged from service at Madison, Indiana,

May 10, 1864, and pensioned. Examiner George W. Mears, of Indianapolis, reported, June 21, 1864: "Ball entered left side

of nose one-half inch below the inner corner of the eye, and ranging backward and outward escaped on the posterior and outer

or left side of the neck two inches from the ear. The wound is healed except at a point forward of the ear, where an abscess

formed. The sight of the left eye is nearly extinct. The under lid is somewhat deformed and the cheek much swollen. There

is also a constant discharge of saliva from the left corner of the mouth, which is also slightly deformed." Examiner J. C. Helm,

of Muncie, Indiana, reported, November 10, 1868 :
" The sight of the left eye is much injured, and what there is, is in my opinion

worse than useless, as the eyeball is so much turned outward as to destroy the axis of vision and confuse the mind with other

objects. The ball passed through the base of the skull, evidently injuring the cerebellum, and as a consequence he suffers from

vertigo, dizziness, blindness, fnintness, etc., and has frequent spells of severe pain in the head, which are increased by exercise

or excitement. These symptoms are growing worse, and he is in great danger of insanity, which I fear will ultimately be his

lot. The deformity is also growing worse; the eyeball is turned out and is constantly red, part of the face is paralyzed and

twisted over so as to be quite hideous, and is getting worse, as are all these symptoms, so that altogether his disability is equal

to or worse than the loss of a limb." Later reports do not show any improvement in the condition of the pensioner. The pen-

sioner was paid December, 1881.

A reference to Table CXVII, page 689, ante, will indicate the large number of wounds

recorded as affecting in some manner the spinal column and its contents. The percentage

of mortality will afford some evidence as to the varying extent and gravity of these wounds.

Where the spinal cord was severed or involved, a fatal issue seems to have ensued more or

less remotely.

Aside from these there were innumerable cases of lesions in which it was evident that

there had been damage done to the nervous centres by concussion, compression, or contu-

sion, or in which were presented the phenomena of reflex paralysis.

1 Instances of epilepsy following injuries of the skull will be found in the First Surgical Volume, at pp. 22, 48, 50, 54, 55, 59, 1 IS, 119, 170, 177,

187, 193, 194, 196, 198, 215, 218, 221, 228, 230, 235, 237, 238, 257, 270, 282, 284, 287, 288. 289, 293, 319. and 341, ami of impairment of the mental faculties

at pp. 12. 30, 53, 117, 118, 119, 120, 104, 166, 171, 172, 173, 174. 175, 176, 181, 185, 193, 194, 217, 221, 226, 228, 231, 232, 234, 236, 237, 238, 244, 253, 294,

310, 340, 350.
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The following oases will serve to illustrate these lesions and injuries of the spine:

Case 1072.— Private ('. ('. Thomas, Co. A, 2d Wisconsin, aged 23 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 1, 1SG3.

He was admitted into the hospital at York, Pennsylvania, on July 17th. Surgeon II. Palmer, U. S. V., reported: "Minie ball

entered tlie back 'it the point of tin- right shoulder blade, passed across, and was extracted three inches below the left shoulder

blade, deeply situated. Patient nun plains of numbness and loss of power of the legs. There is no displacement or tenderness of

the spinal column. Cold-water dressings : orifice of entrance filled with granulations, tliat of exit discharging Borne pus." He
was discharged from service January 6. 1864, on account of partial paralysis of tlie lower extremities, the result of the injury, and

pensioned. Examiner I.. S. Thompson, of Shackopee, Minnesota, reported. September 23, 18?f>: " Ball entered just below inferior

angle of right scapula, and passing across the hark lodged about two inches below the inferior angle of the left scapula, from

whence it was removed. The missile injured the spine to such an extent that the patient has but a limited control over the

inferior extremities, and from this cause, together with the consequent weakness of the spine, be is incapacitated for all manual

labor." Examiner 1[. H. Kimball, of Minneapolis, reported in September, 1877, that the pensioner "has only partial control

over the bladder and rectum."

Cask HIT'.!.—Lieutenant J. F. Moreland, Co. C, 17th Indiana, was wounded at Hoover's Gap, Tennessee, June 23, 1863.

Assistant Surgeon S. J. F. Miller, 5th Kentucky, reported, from the Officer's Hospital. Murfrceshnro', Tennessee: "The patient

entered this hospital June 27th, wounded by a niinie ball. It struck him two inches to the left of the spinal column, opposite

the first lumbar vertebra, and followed up the spinal column until it reached the spinous process of the first cervical vertebra,

when it turned to the left, and was cut out just beneath the skin over tlie middle third of the sterno-cleido mastoideus muscle;

the lower half of his body was paralyzed. He passed his feces unconsciously and we had to draw his urine with a catheter. He
died July 12, 1863; for want of time no autopsy was performed."

Cask 1074.—Color Sergeant James S. Scbermerhorn, Co. F, 127th Illinois, aged 33 years, was wounded ;it Vicksburg,

May 19, 1863. He w»s treated in the field and at Webster Hospital. Memphis, and Marine Hospital, Chicago, and discharged from

service December !), 1863, for "gunshot wound of spine with fracture of the spinous and transverse processes of the ninth, tenth,

and eleventh dorsal vertebrae. There is partial paralysis, hut also severe pain of the whole column, producing severe nervous

spasms." Examiner J. 1'. Lynn, of Chicago, reported, January 23. 1864: "The ball struck the crest of the left ilium three

inches hack of the anterior superior spinous process, passed through near the sacrum and lumbar vertebral articulation, and was

cut out two inches to tlie right. The wound of entrance is discharging, the oilier is healed, but an opening over the spine is

discharging pieces of vertebra and pus. There is nearly complete paraplegia." On July 24, 18(i.
r
>, Dr. Lynn reported :

" Since

he received his wound he has been and is now wholly deprived of the use of bis legs. His bladder is paralyzed ami his urine has

tube drawn by a catheter. He has also only partial use of his arms, and is unable to sit upright." Being an applicant for a chair

in which to propel himself, be was examined at Chicago by Assistant Surgeon Thomas J. Ascli, II. S. A., January 17. 1871,

who states: ''There is complete paralysis of the lower extremities below the scat of the injury; locomotion is utterly impossible,

and the trunk cannot be maintained in an upright position except with the aid of a supporting apparatus consisting of two steel

rods with crutch-shaped extremities to support the arms, fastened to a belt buckled around the body. ' lie was confined

to bis bed from tlie date of bis wound until the Spring of 1870, during which lime portions of the vertebra; were removed by

Dr. Isliam of this city." Examiner L. II. Robbing, of Lincoln, Nebraska, reported, August 5, 1874: "The pensioner is wearing

an apparatus to support the upper part of the body, without which he has no power to sit erect. The legs are wholly useless.

He requires the regular personal aid and attendance of another person." The pensioner was paid December 4, 18,80.

In the next case 1

it is supposed that the spine was wounded or that the missile lodged

within the vertebral column in such close proximity to the nerve centres as to cause com-

pression of the anterior branches:

Cask 1075.—" Private S. Johnson, Co. I. 8th Pennsylvania Cavalry, aged 18 years, enlisted in August. 1861, Health

good previous to enlistment, except a typhoid fever four years before. Six months after enlisting he had a fever, probably of a

malarious character. Three weeks before he was wounded he suffered with pain in the rigid leg, made worse by movement,

but unaccompanied with any rheumatic swelling of the joints. May 3, Isli;'.. he was wounded by a small ball in the left cheek

while t-itlillg at a trot. It entered at the middle of the ramus of the jaw a little below the level of the teeth. From his position

as well as the after evidence, it seems that the ball passed backward and inward and finally lodged in the spinal column. The

edge of the jaw was somewhat injured, and probably was the source of the small fragments of bone which afterward escaped

from the neck. When shot the man fell forward on his horse's neck; says he was confused though conscious, and felt as if he

had been struck in the ear and then lifted up in the air. lie also felt instant pain in the back of bis neck and in all of bis

limbs. There were no spasms. He was removed from his horse and carried to a house near by. The motion increased his pain,

especially any movement of the neck, lie now became aware of the total motor paralysis of the arms and legs. He is not sure

whether sensibility was also extinct or not. Two days after being wounded he became delirious, but gradually recovered his

senses after three or four days. He was finally sent to Douglas Hospital, Washington, then under charge of Assistant Surgeon

W. Thomson. U. S. A., and was transferred to our own wards July I'd. 1803. The wound healed in nine weeks, after the dis-

charge of a few small fragments of the jaw. Meanwhile his left leg improved slightly. July 19, 1863; present state: A more

wretched spectacle than this man presents can hardly be imagined. He lies in bed motionless, emaciated to the last degree, and

with bedsores on both (dhows and both hips. His hands lie crossed on his chest, perfectly rigid, the fingers extended, the skin

congested nud thin, the nails curved, false anchylosis of all the joints of the upper limbs, the head and neck rigid, with acute

paiu in these parts on movement. The right leg has motion of a feeble nature in all of the joints; the left only very slight vol-

untary movement. Tlie hands, the appearance of which has been alreadv alluded to. present certain characteristics which belong

1 Mitchell, MOKEiiot SE, and Keen, Gunshot Wounds and Other Injuries of Xrrva, Philadelphia, 18(14, p. U2«( seq
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usually to cases in which there have been wounds of the brachial nerves. In the present instance, as in many others, these

peculiarities have been modified by the long continued rest of the limbs in one posture. The results of the nerve injury and its

consequent effects on the nutrition of the pari may, however, be partially discriminated, so that what is due to them and what is

due to mere rest may he discerned to some extent. Tims, the shining palm, the slight eczema, the burning pain, the atrophy,

and the swollen joints, whose appearance simulates subacute rheumatism,—these, with the contraction of certain muscles, are all

owing to the nerve; lesion ; while the; anchylosis and the peculiar flattening of the hand are perhaps owiifg to this and to the long

rest and disuse, the arms meanwhile lying crossed on the chest, the fingers in extension. The disuse alone would have caused

anchylosis, but never to such a degree as occurs when the joints have been subacutely inflamed at the same time. The loss of

the lateral palmar arch is owing to both causes, and the monkey-like appearance of the hand, the thumb rotated outward, and

its nail looking upward and even toward the forefinger, is caused first by the subluxation of the metacarpophalangeal articula-

tion, and secondly by the weakening and atrophy of the adductor and short flexors of the thumb. The nerve lesion, affecting

the muscles and the general nutrition of the part, has so relaxed the unused tissues of the limb as to make the pressure of its

own weight an effective aid in thus altering its form. Specimen 6*693 of the Army Medical Museum represents casts of both

arms, anil exhibits admirably their condition soon after they began to improve. Sensation: Tactile sense enfeebled equally in

both arms, worse in the left. Feeble in both legs, worse in the left. Confused power of localizing sensation in the legs. Mis-

takes right for left, but not left for right. There is muscular hyperesthesia of the upper members, shoulders, and neck; none in

the legs. The left brachial plexus is sensitive to pressure and this causes pain in the left arm and hand. The palms prickle

and burn a little, the feet not at all. Every attempt at passive motion causes exquisite pain in the arms, hands, and shoulders;

but most of all the hack of the neck, about the first and second vertebra'. This is due. first, to the hyperesthesia of tin- muscles,

and secondly, to the state of false anchylosis, owing to rest in one fixed posture, lie either is too weak to move the body or is

really paralyzed in the spinal muscles. The biceps flexors and wrist muscles are very rigid as well as the trapezius, and the

atrophy of the muscles throughout the upper limbs is singularly well marked. His condition was loo grave to allow of an

electric examination. There was no inflammatory swelling about the neck, and it was therefore resolved to treat him with free

passive motion, breaking the adhesion and forcing him to exert himself as far as he could. Tonics, porter, and liberal diet were

ordered, and the shampooing ami passive movement was vigorously carried out, despite his pain and most earnest supplications

to be let alone. The bedsores were treated with alternate applications of iced water for ten minutes, followed by a poultice as

hot as could be borne. This local means, recommended by Brown-Sequard, succeeded niarveloiisly, as it always does, the bed-

sores healing easily within ten days. August 25th, stili losing flesh
;
great pain in the neck ; moves head and legs a little better;

no change in the arms. Despite his prayers and protestations the shampooing was continued, and on October 15th be was

greatly improved. He is fatter; the legs can be voluntarily crossed: appetite voracious. December 7th, great gain; can move

right arm freely; can raise his head, bend and turn the neck; sits up daily. December 29th, motion returning in right hand;

no gain in left ; but in both the malpositions have been relieved and the hyperesthesia reduced. From this time the improve-

ment was manifest and rapid. On January 7, 18(54, the case was carefully reviewed with the following results: Xutrition: Much

fatter; atrophy lessened. The hands have lost their smooth, shining look, so expressive to us of a nerve lesion. The nails are

less curved. The temperature is better. Sensation: Right arm and hand, tactility and localizing sense good; left arm rather

less perfect; tactility and localizing sense in legs normal or nearly so. Sense of pain more perfect than at first, but even now a

pinch causes a feeling of prickling only, rather than the usual sensation. There has been some burning of the right face, neck,

and arm within the past week. VolwnHary motion: Left leg normal in extent of action, hut still feeble; right leg health}-
. The

right arm has regained all the shoulder and elbow motions except that, owing to a remnant of contraction in the biceps, exten-

sion is not quite entire. Flexion, pronation, and supination are perfect. Extension of wrist incomplete, owing to contracted

state of flexors. Flexion of wrist perfect. The thumb has lost abduction, owing to contraction of the abductor. Fingers,

extension perfect, as also flexion of first phalanges; the joints being still still' and swollen, the second and third joints possess

but two-thirds of their healthy extent of flexion. Lift iii-m: For ten days past the shoulder has begun to exhibit voluntary

power; elbow, no movement; pronation and supination slight : llexion and extension of wrist also slight; lingers, feeble, trem-

ulous movements. For the first time we now examined the electric state of the muscles. The electro-muscular contractility

was good in the right biceps, feeble in the left
;
good in the right supinator longUS, feeble in the left; good in the extensors

of both hands; good in the flexors of the right hand, feeble in the left. The interossei on both sides showed great loss of this

property. The abductor policis on the left had no electro-muscular contractility. As a rule, this property was lessened in the

left arm and shoulder, while the electro-muscular sensibility was scarcely altered in the two members, except, perhaps, some
diminution in the thumb muscles of the left hand and in the flexor group of the left forearm. The whole left arm was still very

stiff. Ordered the patient to be etherized daily, and the adhesions to be forcibly broken. Passive motion to be continued, and

the limbs to be faradized daily. The future progress was inconceivably rapid. On January 20th he could rise to his feet, and
by February 20th could walk a few steps. March 20th, walks well without a cane or any aid ; the left hand alone has not

gained to any great extent, although the malposition of the hand has been much relieved. The patient was discharged in March,
slightly shuffling in his walk, but with nearly entire use of all his limbs except the left hand and forearm." Johnson was pen-
sioned. The Philadelphia Hoard of Pension Examiners reported, October 23, 1873: "Total paralysis of left, leg so as to cause
foot to trip at times.'' In November, 1877, the same board reported: "Suffers no pain in arm, but has to move arm in different

positions. Is anchylosed at shoulder and partially so at elbow. Toes are drawn up and use impaired; paralyzed. Has evi-

dently progressive nerve trouble from ball, no doubt, lodged near spine in cervical region. Has weakness of hand, right side,

and is cold almost all the time. There is atrophy of arm, forearm, and leg, left side."

The following case illustrates what is known as concussion or "commotion" of the

spine; it is not supposed that any large nerve could have been touched:

Cask 1076. —Thomas Carroll, aged 21 years, pi umber, of New Jersey. Enlisted November, 1863, in Co. D, 3d New Jersey
Cavalry. Healthy to date of wound. December 15, 1863: While seated on a fence rail, a pistol ball, accidentally fired, took
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effect on tlie buck of his neck. It entered at the middle line, exactly over the interspace between the spinas of the sixth and
seventh cervical vertebrae, and was cut out on the left side of the neck one inch below the angle of the jaw. No bone escaped

at any time, and the surgeon who explored the wound at the time of the injury felt assured that there was no fracture. The
patient thinks that he was looking to the left when hit. but is not sine. If lie be correct as to his position, the ball could have

come near to no part of importance except the spine, and. in any case, it would be difficult to assert that it could have wounded

the cervical and still less the brachial plexus. He fell senseless, was removed to a hospital tent, and finally recovered his reason

within two hours. As he became aware of his condition In' found that although he could talk. see. ami hear, he hail neither

motion nor feeling in any of his limbs. The trunk was equally powerless, lie describes himself as at first unable to feel the

bed upon which ho lay, but as having good feeling ill the head anil face. About the second day he had severe pain and tender-

ness in the right shoulder and neck. Gradually, sensation first? anil then voluntary power, returned to the whole right side.

Within a month the left side also improved, with the exception of the left arm. Within two months the right side was well anil

the left leg nearly so. About May 1, l£(>4. he began to be able to stir the left thumb. Present state. May 14. 1864 (admitted

May 12, 1S04): General loss of flesh. Left arm exhibits marked atrophy. Measurements : Left biceps. Si inches ; right biceps.

'.If inches. Forearm, left, 8J inches; right, 9$ inches. Legs, no notable difference. The left shoulder muscles are fearfully

atrophied, especially the deltoid. The arm has dropped, owing to want of support, so that a thumb may be laid in the furrow

between the head of the humerus and the acromion process. This subluxation of the bone increases the apparent length of the

left arm nearly half an inch. Casts of both shoulders, which exhibit well the deformities, were sent to the Army Medical Museum

at Washington. There are no contracted muscles. The hand is swollen and congested, the cuticle thickened and hanging in

yellow scales. Nails not curved. No acid sweat. Slight burning of the left palm a recent symptom. Tactile sensation and

sense of pain absent in left ulnar distribution, and defective everywhere else in the arm below the shoulder. Normal in right

arm. Sensation alike ill the legs, and normal in both. The right arm is weak ; I he left arm power less, except slight ability to

abduct the thumb. The left leg is weaker than the right, and his gail if awkward, from his swinging his right leg outward

and forward.

As the subject of reflex paralysis is one of great interest in the study of spinal injur ll'S,

md has been thoroughly and exhaustively treated in Circular ft, 8. <i. 0., March 10, l.StJl,&
it is deemed proper to reproduce tin- < Similar at this point

:

"CIRCULAR No. (i.

"Surgeon General's "Office,

"Washington, D. C, Mnrch to, 1804.

"The following paper on Reflex Paralysis, the result of gunshot wounds, founded chiefly

upon cases observed in the U. 8. General Hospital, Christian Street, Philadelphia, by S. Weir

Mitchell, M. 1)., George H. Morehouse, M. D., and William W. Keen, jr., M. ])., is published for

the information of Medical Officers, in the belief that immediate and practical benefit may be

derived from it:

"JOS. K. BARNES,
"Acting Surgeon General."'

"Since the establishment, in May, 1863, of a Special Hospital for the treatment of diseases

and injuries of the nervous system, a vast number of cases of gunshot and other injuries of nerves

have been studied by the authors of this paper.

"The great mass of these will be considered in a future essay, upon the history, results, and

treatment of gunshot wounds of nerves. We have judged it wise, however, to report separately

:i class of very infrequent cases, in which paralysis of a remote part or parts litis been occasioned

by a gunshot wound of some prominent nerve, or of some part of the body which is richly supplied

with nerve branches'of secondary size and importance.

"So far as we are aware, the Medical Histories which we are about to record stand alone as

the first reports of sudden reflex paralysis from mechanical injuries. How they differ from the

paralytic affections which result from disease of organs, and which have been so ably treated of by

numerous authors, we shall presently consider. That they have thus far escaped notice may be

easily accounted for. In the first place they are rare; among some sixty or more carefully studied

instances of wounds of nerves, we have met with only seven cases of reflex paralysis of remote

organs, in which the influence was prolonged or severe. In the majority of cases the reflex effect

is either very slight or very transient, and for one or both of these reasons unlikely to attract

notice from surgeons on the battle-field, or in division or Corps hospitals, where their brains and
bands are taxed to the utmost by the palpable misery of wounds in the early stages of treatment.

Ibid it been otherwise, we do not doubt that numerous cases of reflex paralysis from injuries to

nerves would have been recorded.

Sukg. Ill—92
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"The various effects produced upon the nervous system by gunshot wounds have received, it

seems to us, far less attention and far less study than their interest and importance appear to call

for. Among them are some which must clearly he classified with the results illustrated by the

cases reported in this paper; but there are also others which are far more numerous, in fact very

common, and which are signally exemplified on every battle-field. These have been more or less

vaguely treated of as shock, commotion, stupor, etc. The larger part of those, who receive flesh

wounds involving no important organ, are but little affected at the time, or may even be uncon-

scious of having been hit, and at all events exhibit no well-marked immediate constitutional dis-

turbance. In other cases, and particularly in wounds of graver nature, the patient instantly falls

senseless, and so remains during a few minutes, or many hours, reviving again either completely,

or suffering from a continued state of depression known as the result of shock, and marked by
the usual features of great weakness, feeble circulation, pallor, etc. In other cases these last-

named symptoms come on at once, and without the intervention or accompaniment of unconscious-

ness. These very interesting states of system may be due, it seems to us, either to an arrest or

eufeeblement of the heart's action through the mediation of the medulla oblongata and the pneu-

mogastric nerves, or to a general functional paralysis of the nerve centres, both spinal and cere-

bral, or finally to a combination of both causes. Arrest of the heart movements is producible, as

is now well known, by any violent irritant directly addressed to the trunks of the pneumogastric
nerves, or to the medulla oblongata, and it is conceivable that such an effect may be brought about
by any. very severe injury of an external part.

•• In fact, it has long been known that the sudden crushing of a limb in inferior animals will

stop tin' heart or make it act slowly for a greater or less length of time. Now if we add to this

M. Bernard's experiments, in which he, showed that irritation of the posterior roots of spinal

nerves suddenly checks the cardiac motions for a time, and that like irritation of the anterior or

motor roots gives rise to no such result, we shall be able to see how it is possible that a gunshot
wound of a large limb may be competent to effect a like result. We should remember, too, that

in nearly all of these cases the hemorrhage from large vessels, such as are usually opened by
accidents of this nature, is sufficient, even during syncope, to add to or deepen, so to speak, the

effects of the reflected nerve impression. Where small vessels only have been wounded this might

not occur, but it is proper to state that men who have fallen senseless at the instant of the wound,
frequently awaken after a time to find themselves drenched with blood. Supposing such an arrest

of the heart movements to have taken place, a continuance of their stoppage, even for a brief

period, would naturally give rise to cerebral anaemia, pallor, unconsciousness, and the remaining

phenomena of shock.

"Again, as we have said, a severe injury, as a gunshot wound of a limb or the neck, may
produce its effects of unconsciousness and loss of power by greatly weakening or for a time

destroying, with various degrees of completeness, the functions of all the nerve centres and of

their conducting cords.

"The influence of shock in thus causing temporary paralysis of nerve trunks is very well

known to every experimenting biologist. Thus, after opening the spinal cavity, it is very common
to discover that the sensitive nerves are for a time unimpressible by stimuli. But, as a general

thing, this is not so as regards the nerve centres within the skull, which are rarely so disturbed by
the operation of uncovering them as to refuse all reply to irritations.

"The majority of physicians will no doubt be disposed to attribute the chief share iu the

phenomena of shock in its various forms to the indirect influence exerted upon and through the

heart. There are, however, certain facts, which, duly considered, will, we think, lead us to sup-

pose that in many cases the phenomena in question may be due to a temporary paralysis of the

whole range of nerve centres, and that among these phenomena the cardiac feebleness may play a

large part, and be itself induced by the state of the regulating nerve centres of the great circu-

latory organ.

"The loss of consciousness, and the appearance of a state outwardly resembling syncope,

prevent us in most cases from feeling sure that the great nerve centres suffer loss of function pri-

marily and not through want of nutrition from feeble or arrested heart action. But there do exist

certain cases, more rare, it is true, in which singular affections of the nerve centres, other than

those of the heart, occur as a consequence of wounds. These are well described by Legouest in
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his Surgery of iho Crimean War, page 219, and in somewhat varied shapes must have been seen

by all who are familiar with the early history of gunshot wounds. The patients to whom we refer

do not fall when struck, but become insanely excited or almost hysterical. The author above

alluded to supposes that this form of nervous excitement occurs chiefly among those who are

already excited by immediate conflict and who are actively engaged.

"One well known instance has been related to one of the authors of this paper as having

taken place in the Mexican War, in 1846. An officer of well known courage was wounded in the

heel, and was thrown at once into a state, of alarm, which caused him to exhibit signs of the utmost

trepidation. His character for courage was such that the favorable verdict of a subsequent Court

of Inquiry was scarcely needed. Xo cases, such as the above, or such as Legouest has related,

have been met witli by us, so that they must be of very exceptional occurrence; yet as they show

the possibility of cerebral disturbance without precedent or accompanying feebleness of (he heart,

it is enough to prove that they do now and then take place. We are tempted to add the following

case as a still better proof that cerebral disturbance, the result of a shock other than traumatic,

may give rise to the most profound prostration, without any prolonged continuance of cardiac

weakness: A well known apothecary in Philadelphia was making a mixture of certain medicines

in a large mortar, when they exploded with such violence as to break the windows of the store,

crack bottles and jars, and deeply indent the board on which stood the mortar. Both he and his

assistant were thrown down. Both suffered rupture of the tympanal membrane of the right anil

left ear. The assistant felt no marked constitutional effects, and got well witli good hearing, but

with a constant buzzing in the left ear. The apothecary himself, of a more nervous temperament,

and perhaps, also, because lie was standing nearer to the point of explosion, was, lie thinks, insen-

sible for a moment. When seen by one of us a lew minutes later he was lying on a bed, witli a

pulse of rather remarkable strength, but now and then losing a, pulsation, and altogether irregular

as to rhythm, beating seventy one minute and eighty the next. His manner was excited and

hysterical. He talked incessantly, and his limbs were in continual agitation, with occasional

twitching of the facial muscles. The tympanal membrane was split across in his left ear, and on

the right side presented a triangular opening. He had no headache, but complained of the roar-

ing, hissing, etc, which seemed to be sources of the utmost annoyance. Despite his desire to

move about, his muscles were extremely feeble, and for twenty-four hours he, was unable to walk

without aid. lie recovered readily, both membranes healing completely, and his hearing none

the worse for the accident. The patient, it should be, noted, was not injured by his fall, and as we

have seen, showed no signs of concussion. lie, as well as his medical attendant, attributed the

phenomena which he exhibited to the shock given to the auditory nerve. This opinion has since

been confirmed by the cases reported by M. Brown-Sequard and others.

"Further on we shall show that in rare cases gunshot wounds cause partial or very general

paralysis of grave type and prolonged duration in parts not directly injured; we shall also show

that these protracted paralyses must be due to an equally permanent affection of the nerve centres.

Now, if this be possible, there is every reason to believe that a temporary, though general, paraly-

sis may take place in a large number of gunshot wounds. When the cardiac centres feel the shock

most severely the feebleness will of course be greater; but there is much reason to suppose that

the cerebral and spinal centres in general suffer en manse in every case of loss of consciousness

from shock.

"As we proceed we shall have occasion to discuss the mechanism of the more permanent

forms of reflex paralysis. Here we desire only to show that the effect of grave wounds is to cause

a condition of the centres which gives rise to a general and profound feebleness, and that in rare

cases the central effect is so intense as in some way to cause paralysis, which may last for hours,

days, or months.

"Another class of nerve affections demands some notice before we discuss the undoubted

instances of reflex paralysis from wounds which have fallen under our notice. These are what

the French writers call cases of injury from commotion. They differ from those we have described

in being due to the mere mechanical effect produced upon the neighboring parts. If, for example,

a ball passes near the. spinal column, it is conceivable that the roll of its motion and the resist-

ance of the tissues may determine in the spine a brusque and sudden oscillation of the contents

sufficient to cause very grave results.
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"We have sometimes seen this illustrated in a very interesting' shape and in a less danger-

ous form. Tims, in the ease of a soldierwho was shot at Gettysburg, July .">, 1863, the ball entered

the cheek, and passing outside of the ramus of the jaw was cut out of the trapezius muscle. It

struck the ramus, bill did not fracture it or interfere with the act of mastication. In October,

one or two very minute morsels of bone escaped from the neck in front of and four inches below

the jaw. The only injury to the jaw hone must have been on its exterior surface, from which the

pieces of bone alluded to worked down the tissues of the neck. The shock caused complete

paralysis of the inferior dental nerve, with absolute anaesthesia, analgesia, and loss of sense of

temperature in the lower li|> and ehin of the injured side. The sensation was for the most part

rapidly restored by the use of cutaneous faradization after the nerve had been allowed time to

recover from the results of the shock it had sustained. A portion of the lip, the skin below it,

and the mucous membrane within still remain rebellious to treatment.

"The other ease of mechanical shock to a nervous structure we shall report more at length.

It is one as to which there may reasonably exist some doubt whether to call it an instance of com-

motion of the spinal cord from injury of neighboring parts, or to regard it as an impression made
upon the spinal centre through the injured nerves, and resulting in a paralysis, as the reflected

result of the state into which tin; centres were, thus thrown. It is impossible to be sure that both

sets of causes may not have been at work.

" F/fn/i Wound nf Ha. I.
'</' A'/-; entirt Aphonia and Paralysis of all four limbs ; speedy recovery, the right arm rcmainlio/ weak,

"Morgan Kmory, aged 20, farrow, born in New York, unlisted September, 1861, in company 'C 9th Now York Cavalry,

a healthy man. August, I-;:.', had typhoid fever, but recovered perfectly. On the seventh of .Inly. 18;i:i, lie was wounded at

Williamsport. The hall |>:i>>e.l through the neck from side to side, posterior to the vertebra 1

, entering the left side one-half inch
below the level of the angle id' the jaw anil two inches from the posterior middle line of the neck, and emerging on the right

side at one-fourth of an inch lower down and two and a half inches from the same middle line. No hone has been discharged
from the wound, nor is there any evidence of injury of the spinous processes of the vertebras. Effect of wound.—He fell from
his horse, striking upon his righl shoulder and bruising it slightly. He was speechless for fifteen minutes, and could neither

stand nor move either arm. I le aei|iiircd partial use of his left arm and of his legs in three or four days, anil in a week could

walk; his right arm improved very little. September 21, 18(>3; present condition.—With the exception of slight numbness of the
left hand, his right arm is his only trouble. lie has no power to move the light shoulder and el how joints; the wrist and fingers

be can move slightly. He has a burning pain in the fingers, most marked when the hand is cold. Sensation of touch is generally
good. The circulation In both hands is had—the right is colder than the left—the right biceps and pectoralis major tire hypor-
a'sthetic. (lalvanlc text.— Electro-muscular contractility and electro-muscular sensibility slightly diminished in all the muscles
of the right arm. The shoulder joint is susceptible of passive movement, and seems not to have been injured permanently by
the fall; the shoulder muscles are not wasted. It seems that for some days after the wound his skin was hypera?sthetic from
the level of the wound down to the waist, so that a fly on the skin gave pain, although deep pressure did not. The muscular
hyperesthesia is of later date. Treatment.—Douche to arms; passive motion and electricity to right arm and shoulder. Three
weeks later the electro-iutisciilar contractility of the shoulder muscles was as good as on the other side. Jn the triceps the electro-

muscular properties were lessened; in the forearm and hand both were as usual. Continued to faradize daily. The faradization

was used up to November 1st. when he was fin long lied. At this time the electro-muscular contractility and sensibility of the

muscles were as good on the right side as on the left, lie has recovered all the mot ions of the el how, wrist, shoulder, and hand,
lint all are more feeble than those of the I, -ft arm. which is still a little numb, although fir less so than when admitted. The
burning pain which at first annoyed him is now rarely felt, and the hyperasthosia of the muscles is nearly gone. On his return from
furlough he was still better, and within a mouth was returned to duty. The fall upon the shoulder was incompetent to cause all

of the symptoms here described, and since, in other eases where this element of doubt was absent, we have seen paralysis caused
by commotion, therefore we see little reason to hesitate in assigning it as the producing cause of the paralysis in the present case;
moreover, there was no paralysis of cerebral nerves, and the loss of power lay chiefly in the range of those nerves over whose
spinal origin the hall passed.

" Iii many of the eases of injuries of the brachial plexus which we have observed it was quite

impossible that the nerve tissue could have been directly injured by the ball, and in some of these

at least the resultant paralysis must have been due to brief compression of their trunks during

the movement of the missile or to agitation of the nerves through the tearing of tissues more or

less remote.

"As we shall return to this subject iu a future essay, it is only necessary here to describe cases

of commotion so as to separate them from those of true reflex paralysis, with which they might
easily be confounded. We have met with another and very interesting form of paralysis which
might possibly be mistaken for reflex paralysis by a superficial observer. Men who are forced to

use crutches, and to bear heavily upon them, are sometimes affected with numbness of one or both

hands, and even with loss of motion iu these members. This result is due to pressure upon the

axillary nerves. It is most apt to occur in emaciated persons and those of large frame. Where
it presented itself early in the case, as it may do, it might readily be attributed to reflected irrita-

tion. It is then easily relieved by laying aside the crutches, or by padding them and adding a

handle by which to support the weight of the body on the bauds. Wheu the cure is delayed,

faradization always affords prompt relief.
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"We have seen that in all probability the state of shock from gunshot injuries is a state of

general paralysis. We have also seen that in the great mass of cases it is temporary. We have
now to show that in rare instances the paralysis continues as a more, or less permanent evil after

the general depression has passed away. When, therefore, a wound occurs, and the patient sur-

viving the first effect is found to have paralysis of a distant limb or limbs, it is impossible to deny
to such cases the title, of reflex paralysis. All of the following instances seem to us to have ful-

filled every condition which would entitle them to be so considered:

''Cask I,

—

Ball Wound of Right Side of the Neck, probably involving no important nerve directly; fracture of hyoid bone; wound
of throat. Reflex paralysis of lift arm; probable reflex paralysis of right arm; early recovery of left arm; partial and
remote recovery of right arm.

"Captain R. N. Stembie, U. S. N.. aged 4'J. While commanding the ram Cincinnati. May 10. 1862, the ship was attacked
by two relic] rams. Captain S. was aiming a pistol when a ball entered Ins right neck, broke the hyoid bone, and traversing the
neck emerged three and a half inches from the middle line, above, and to the right of the Biipevior angle of the scapula, through
the edge of the trapezius muscle, lie fell half conscious and confused, but, soon reviving, felt that both arms were paralyzed.
His first impression was that he was shot through both arms, lie was carried below ill great pain and spitting blood freely.

The pain in the arms was made worse by movement and by passive motion. Pressure gave him pain in the right arm and
shoulder only, and in the light chest. Sensation was never entirely absent from either arm, but was dull in both. His medical
attendant, Dr. .ludkins. of Cincinnati, who look charge of his ease on the I'.lth of May. lsi.'. writes as follows: 'When first

seen by me the anterior wound was discharging mucus and pus with saliva. His voice was hoarse; deglutition, which returned
in part on the third day. was still difficult and painful, lie experienced severe pain in the supra-hyoideau group of muscles and
in the pharynx. His left arm was still slightly paralyzed, having rapidly improved. On the right side the deltoid, biceps,
triceps, ami bracliialis auticus were completely paralyzed, and up to the date of this account, July 9, 1862, have improved very
little. The muscles of the right forearm are nearly as much paralyzed as those of the arm, and the sensibility of the right arm
has become painfully ataite. Captain S. seems also to have lost to a great degree the use of most of the shoulder muscles on
the right side.' The left arm was neatly well in four weeks, the sensibility and movements of both improving equally, so that
now. July 1<"\ lSlili, be has no loss of function in the member except slight want of tactile sensation in the ultimate distribution
of the ulnar nerve. The right arm was Hut little better at tins date, but the forearm had acquired every movement except
supination, which seemed to be limited about one-half, not by paralysis, but by contraction of tl ppoueut group of pronating
muscles. At this period sensation was entire in the right limb, but there was soreness on pressure in all the anterior arm muscles,
and neuralgia in the arm and forearm. The nutrition of both arms was good, but the right was the smaller, measuring at the

biceps '.If inches, while the left measured lOf inches. During the slow progress of his case Captain Stembie lost several small

pieces of the hyoid bone, and although hoarse for many months has recovered his voice without serious change in its tone or

power. His convalescence, interrupted by many accidents and by an attack id' pneumonia, continued up to the summer of 1863,

and was largely due to the skill and care of bis able medical attendant, Dr. .ludkins. When placed under treatment, in Phil-

adelphia, by Dr. Mitchell. July IS, 1863, Captain S. was still suffering from constant pain in the right arm. The left was well

except tis to the trifling loss of sensation mentioned above. The right forearm, though weak, possessed every movement except
supination, as did also the hand, but the arm hung tit the side useless, because there was scarce any abducting power ami very
little flexion at the elbow, both the biceps and long supinator being greatly enfeebled, and the former muscle, as well as the
bracliialis anticus. almost entirely atrophied and lost to view. Excepting the trapezius and rhomboid muscles, all the shoulder
group was nearly useless and partially wasted. From July 18th to September 9th he was faradized, tit first every day, and
then every third day. Active and passive movements which had already been employed being of course continued The result

was a steady gain, ending in a cure as complete as could be hoped for in a case so severe. He regained every lost motion, and
could raise his baud to his chin and abduct the arm about fifty degrees. The pronators alone remained intractable, despite every
effort, but as the supinators ami biceps developed themselves largely, even pronation gained somewhat, though not to such an

extent as the other movements. The pain and hyperesthesia diminished, but the former slid exists. It is believed that a second
course of similar treatment, about to be instituted, will further amend this case, in which all other means had utterly tidied.

Dr. .ludkins is of opinion that the entire paralysis was due to reflected irritation. Wc incline to this belief for anatomical
reasons, but even though we admit that the paralysis id' the right arm may have been caused by commotion of the brachial
plexus, it is impossible to suppose that the loss of power in the left member could have been similarly produced. The only

permanent lesion on that side was the loss of feeling on the ulnar side of the palm and fourth finger. With this exception it.

regained its normal functions within three or four weeks. Whatever may have been the cause of injury to the right arm, it

appears to have involved more or less nearly till the strands of the plexus, which is unusual in cases of traumatic injur}- from a

ball. Its results were also more lasting than in the other arm. A year and two months after the accident the right arm was a

useless member. Farardization of the muscles affected restored their power very rapidly, so that the patient regained every
movement of the limb, which is still improving,—electricity having been temporarily laid aside in September, 1863.

"Cask II.

—

Flesh Wound of Eight Thigh, without wound of any large nerve; complete paralysis of allfour limbt ; speedy recovery

of the left arm. tardy recovery of the other limbs, subsequent analgesia of the right siilr.

"Jacob Demmuth. aged 21, Swiss, enlisted July, 18U1, company ' D,' 108th New York Vols., a man somewhat below
the average standard of height, of lymphatic temperament and moderate intelligence. Ueports himself as healthy up to the date

of his wound, which took place at Fredericksburg. December 13, 1SI12. He was marching at double-quick, when a fragment of

shell as large as a musket ball struck his right thigh at the junction of the upper and middle thirds, directly over the femoral

artery. The fragment did not enter deeply, but merely lodged in the leg, and was removed a day later without injury to the

vessel. Effect of wound.—Ho fell half conscious, and although aware that he was wounded, he could not fix on the site of the

injury until he had examined the limb. He felt instantly a burning pain in both feet, in front of the right chest and in the right

arm. and in the right thigh about the wound. At first he was entirely powerless, but after a few minutes the power of the left

arm returned, leaving him paralyzed as to motion in the right arm and in both legs. He lay on the field twenty-four horn's, the

weather being very cold. Sensation was defective in all the parts paralyzed as to motion. He bad no pain in the back, but the

burning pains alluded to above continued for a long time, and were always eased by cold applied to the wound. While the

wound was healing he had headache and difficult, painful micturition. The wound closed in four weeks. During this period he
regained the power to move the right arm, feebly and slowly, although perfectly as to extent. The pain in the side and feet also

diminished, and the former disappeared altogether at ji later period. He could not stand, however, or lift his legs from the bed
at the time the wound healed, but there was then no headache or difficulty with the bladder or rectum. January 2S. 1863, he
was sent to Washington, where he improved so as to be able to walk with the help of a cane. His subsequent transfer to West
Philadelphia caused a relapse ; the pains returned, the paralysis increased, and he walked with difficulty on crutches. June 4,

entered Christian Street Hospital. Present state : Movement.—The patient is partially paraplegic. He has some power to move
the thighs when lying down, but cannot lift the legs from the bed. Below the knee all motion is lost, except a slight power of
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the feet are congested, but not swollen to any marked extent. Along the edges of both soles there are singular purple and blue
mottled spots, which lie says existed from tin- time liis boots were first taken off, twenty-four hours after lie was wounded. It is

possible that these marks are due to frostbite. The mascle8 of the legs are about equally irritable to induced electric currents.

Unfortunately, no very perfect electric examination of their condition was made at tliis period. Treatment.—Regarding the case

as one of reflex paralysis chiefly, he was ordered to have rough frictions, with cold to the spine, and to take the twentieth of a

sue no complaint, excel)! 01 more or less constant acini lot* uorsai aim tumour regions ot

was closely inspected for discharge, when the following notes were taken : Motion.—Ootid in

left arm; not so perfect in right arm, Until legs somewhat weak, so that he shuffles a little in walking, the worst movement
being that of extension in the toes of the right foot. Sensation.—Tactile sensibility feeble in the right leg and right arm, but
nowhere entirely lost; it is normal in tin

"1"
.

.. degree ot heat was untelt in any form, Higher heat

caused reflex movements, which did not tend to remove the limb from tint irritant, but were merely convulsive in their character.

Intense cold also gave rise to these irregular movements. Kb-rtrir examination.—There was some difficulty in determining the

state of the muscles as to their electric sensibility, owing chiefly to the want of intelligence in the patient and to the fact that be
spoke an impure German patois, which made it no easy task to obtain from him a clear statement of his feelings. Tint electro-

muscular contractility is slightly diminished in the right leg anil arm; it is much impaired in the extensors of the toes on both
sides; everywhere the muscles respond slowly. Tint patient was discharged December 14, 18(>3.

"'('ask III.— lluunU of Right Thigh, with probable commotion of right sciatic iter re ; partial paralysis of right let/ ; reflejc paralysis

of rit/ht arm; speedy recovery of arm ; history unfinished.

"William W. Armlin. aged 23, born in New York, farmer, enlisted August. L862, in company '1).' 134th New York Vols.

Healthy before enlisting, and, except a slight typhoid fever in the fall of ltft>2, healthy up to the tlate of tint wound, .Inly 1. 1863.

at (Gettysburg. While kneeling on the left knee, the right knee bent at a right angle, be was shot in the right thigh on a line

with the internal condyle of the femur, ten inches above it, ami a little anterior tit the artery. The ball passed upward, backward,
ant! outward, anil emerged two inches below the tuber ischii, anil one ami a quarter inches external to it. just, above the fold of the
nates. Dropping his musket be fell on bis face, weak, but not insensible; the right leg violently flexed for a moment. He felt

very feeble, but especially so in the right arm. with which be vainly tried to aitl himself. After a half hour the bleeding, which
was not excessive, ceased, ami he was able to stand on the left leg, but not on the right leg, anil bail scarcely any use of the right

arm, which, it should be noted, was in no way hurl when be fell. I te managed to bind up the wound with a water dressing, ami.
occasionally renewing it, lay two days on the field. Wben bit be perceived no pain, but within an hour u'burning attacked bis

instep, and lias never left it. remaining neither worse nor better. Sensation, be is sure, was unaltered except on the sole; motion
improved slowly, except in the flexors and extensors of the foot anil toes. To bis surprise the feebleness of the right arm
increased after he was put in bed, and indeed notably after the second day. Up to October :28th it improved slowly, but at this

time he went home on furlough, and began to use a crutch, which again so weakened the arm as to alarm him and deprive him.
as at first had happened, of the power to feed himself. Rejecting a crutch on this side, he used a liniment on the arm, ami it has
now gained so much as to have about one-fourth the force of the left arm. It did not lose sensation at any time. Present state.

December 14, 1863.—General health good. Nutrition.—Wounds healed. Leg below knee wasted, foot swollen, toes blue.

Contraction of great toe in flexion. Measurements, 8£ inches above internal condyle the thigh measures, right Hi. left 17f inches

:

middle calf, right 114., left 13 inches. Voluntary motion.—He lifts the right thigh well, hut complains of its weight. Knee
motions very fair; has no extension or flexion of the foot or tees. Sensation.—Tactility absent in sole of right foot, feeble in

second toe on its dorsal face, absent on top of third toe, hut elsewhere complete. Localization extremely confused, so that a touch
on the toes is felt, but is referred to the instep. Surface analgesia of the sole, but deep pricking with a needle is felt in the sole.

Hypersesthesia of the posterior thigh muscles to a slight degree; marked soreness on pressure in the calf muscles, the short
extensors of the foot, and its whole dorsal surface as well as the inside of the sole. Pain.—The pain lies deep in the calf and
extends outside, under ami in the peroneal muscles, down the front of the leg, and over the dorsum of the foot, and to the
external side. It is intense in the dorsum, but nearly absent in the sole. Water does not seem to ease the pain, which is of a

burning character 'like mustard.' Hitherto nothing has aided it. Electric test.—The thigh muscles respond -well. The right

tibialis anticus has no electro-muscular contractility, but its electro sensibility is highly exalted, as is the case in all the muscles
down to the foot. In the foot the electro-muscular contractility anil sensibility are both lost, except that in some parts of the
dorsum the sensibility cannot be tested readily for various reasons. It is certainly lessened. The right arm is still very feeble,

especially below the elbow, anil has lost in size. It measures comparatively as follows: Dec. 20th, right forearm 8f inches, right

arm 9 inches; left forearm 9^ inches, left arm t>f inches. He is not left handed. The arm is improving; the leg has remained
unchanged during some time past. Ordered, first, a blister over the whole dorsum pedis. Dec. 23d.—This has caused great
relief and is to he repeated. The complete history of this case will be detailed elsewhere. Up to this present date, February 1,

18(54, the burning pain in the foot has been relieved, and the hand and arm have entirely recovered under the use of the douche,
active exercise, and electricity.
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"The following cases are equally instances of reflex paralysis. We regret that, owing to

circumstances not under our control, they are less complete as to their symptoms and history than

we should have desired:

"Case IV.—A Sergeant was shot, during the kittle of Malvern Hill, in the right testicle. This organ was nearly entirely

destroyed by the ball. He fell without pain, believing himself wounded in the back. A few moments later he became senseless.

Recovering after a few minutes he discovered that he could walk, but that the right foot dragged when lie attempted to lift it

during the effort to get to the rear. This weakness remained permanent for several months, and was relieved by faradization, and
shampooing soon after the testicle healed. The flexors of the foot on the left leg were completely paralyzed to voluntary control,

but responded to the irritation of the induced electro-magnetic currents. There was no loss of sensibility.

"The next case was observed by one of us in the IT. S. A. General Hospital, Sixteenth and
Filbert Streets. Unfortunately no notes were taken at the time, which will account for the brevity

of the details:

"Case V.—An officer was struck by a small fragment of shell upon the external side of the left thigh. He felt pains of

a smarting character in both thighs at or about the same spot, and was impressed for a time with the conviction that he had
been shot through both thighs. The shell wound healed in the course of three or four months. Daring this time he bad occasional

smarting on the outside of the sound thigh. This gradually disappeared, and at length be noticed accidentally that there was a

space of skin about five inches square, on the outer part of the sound thigh, in which there was neither sense of touch nor of pain-

When examined by us, he could indicate the boundaries of the amesthetic space very readily by the loss of tactile sensations

when a body, moved while in contact with his skin, was made to cross the line on to the numb parts. These bounds were always
very accurately the same, lie returned to his regiment without any improvement having taken place in regard to amesthesia.

It is difficult, as it appears to us. to refer either this case or the last to any cause except a reflex effect. The interest of the case

just now recorded lies partly in the fact that at the time of the wound the patient felt a sensation which he referred to the part

which afterward became deprived of sensation.

"The following case is a still more remarkable instance of the same peculiarity, and is also

instructive from its resemblance to Case 111, that of Armlin, in whom a gunshot wound of the

right leg also caused reflex paralysis of motion only in the arm of the same side:

''Case VI.

—

Gunshot Wound of Right Thigh; hsions of motion and sensation; reflex paralysis of right arm as to motion.

"Daniel Kent, aged 24; Pennsylvaninn ; farmer. Enlisted August, 1862, company '15,' 145th Pennsylvania Volunteers.

Healthy until wounded. At Gettysburg, July 2. 1863, while charging at a full run, the leg raised up. he was shot in the right

thigh 10^ inches above the edge of the patella, directly over the rectus. The ball made its exit on the postero-internal surface

of the thigh one inch below the fold of the nates. It seems to have passed inside of the bone and could not have hit the sciatic

nerve. He fell at once, quite conscious, and feeling an instant stinging pain all over the right side of his body, and especially

in the arm. He lost a great deal of blood, and found that he could not sit up without giddiness. His wound was dressed in

six hours, and he was on the field thirty-six hours. The leg lost all motion and some sensation, and the tingling pain in the

arm left him within twelve hours. He remained in bed six weeks, and then was able to walk on crutches. The sense of touch

changed but little during the time which has since elapsed, and the power of movement in the leg has remained unaltered since

August 1, 1863. The wound healed in October, with some previous loss of bone. Since October the wounds have twice

reopened to give exit to small pieces of bone. Except an attack of ague in October, his general health has been good. Present
condition, December 26, 1863: Nutrition.—The leg is healthy in color; the foot swells when hanging down. The right thigh,

eight inches above the patella, measures 19 inches in circumference; the left measures Hty inches. The right calf measures 14i

inches; the left calf measures 15 inches. Sensation.—No pain anywhere; tactile sensibility entire; sense of locality healthy.

Motion.—The thigh is voluntarily flexed very slightly, and only through the agency of the psoas muscle, the anterior thigh

muscles refusing to obey the will : abduction and adduction of the thigh normal; extension of the thigh is normal ; extension

of leg none. The foot is almost moveless, except that the will can cause feeble flexion of the toes and slight eversion and
inversion of the foot. Electric examination.—The rectus muscle has its electro-muscular contractility somewhat lessened; that

of the two vasti muscles is lost until the wet conductors reach the upper parts of tin- muscles (three inches above the wound),
where this properly becomes normal. The sartorius has its electric contractility diminished. Below the knee the peroneus
longus responds very well, but, with this exception, none of the lei.' muscles stir under the most powerful induced currents. The
short extensor of the toes and the interossi still possess some power to contract under electrical stimulus. Throughout, the

electro-muscular sensibility is diminished in all the muscles which have suffered in their contractile power, and the sense of pain

seems also to be materially lessened since dry electric conductors, with strong currents, cause no pain when applied to the bones
or nails of the foot. The history of the arm, which was reflectively paralyzed, has been reserved for separate detail here.

After three days from the date of the wound the right arm. which had remained feeble, became so completely paralyzed that the

patient could no longer raise it to his lips; under the use of a stimulating liniment it grew better until he used crutches. Prob-

ably owing to their employment he became much worse, but gradually improved again up to this present date ofJanuary (i. 1864.

The right and left arms measure nearly the same: power of right arm one-fourth that of left. Electric examination —Electro-

muscular contractility normal; electro-muscular sensibility somewhat lessened. Treatment.—Faradization of arm daily ; alternate

hot and cold douche, and active motion. On close examination, soon after admission, some evidence of tubercle was found in

the right lung, and the patient was therefore ordered to hi! discharged January 20, 1604.

''Case VII.— Wound of Might Deltoid ; sensory and slight motor paralysis of right arm; speedy recovery.

"Michael Farrell. aged 28; farmer; born in New York; enlisted September, 1801, company ' I,' 20th New York Vols.; a

vigorous, healthy looking man—was well up to date of enlistment. At Fredericksburg, December 13, 1862, he was shot in the

left shoulder while lying down. The ball entered the erector spina? mass of muscles on the left side on a level with the lower
angle of the scapula, and passing upward and outward, lodged under that bone; the wound healed readily, the ball remaining.
February 3d, went to duty. July 1. 1S63, a small ball passed through the right deltoid muscle three inches above its insertion

into the humerus. The ramrod fell from his hand and the arm dropped. He retired to a hospital, and on examination found
that although he had all the movements of the arm he had no sensation. During the next four days he was exposed to the sun
a good deal, and the arm, being bare, was blistered, which, he says, to a great extent restored its feeling, which has since gone
on improving. There is now. July 2."). 1863, some slight paralysis of motion, but all the movements are feeble, and those of the

arm painful, owing to the contractions about the ball track; the arm improved, and the man was returned to duty Oct. 22. 1863.

"Before proceeding to discuss the causes which give rise to reflex paralysis, it will be useful

to analyze the symptoms of the preceding cases so as to learn how they differ and in what respect

thev resemble one another.
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" Relation of the .scat of the wound to the part or parts paralyzed.

"Case I.—The wound involved the muscles of the neck or throat, and the hyoid bone.

Result: Paralysis of both arms and of the neck. Cask II.—Fragment of shell; wound of mus-

cles over and external to the right femoral artery. The injury may have caused concussion of the

crural nerves, and thus much of traumatic paralysis. Result: Reflected paralysis of the right

arm and leg and the left leg. "Case III.—Probable injury of the sciatic nerve—(commotion).

Result: Reflex paralysis of the right arm. Case IV.—-Ball wound of right testicle; paralysis of

right anterior tibial muscles and peroneus Iongus. Case V.—Wound by fragment of shell in

external side of left thigh; paralysis of tact on a corresponding part of right thigh. Case VI.

—

Ball wound, probably involving the crural nerves. Result: Paralysis of right arm. Case VII.

—

Ball wound of deltoid muscle; sensory and slight motor paralysis of same arm. There is no

evidence in this case that the ball struck the bone or directly injured any large nerves, since even

the deltoid itself had nearly full power when the patient was first examined by us. In three of

these cases the leg was hit, and the arm of the same side was paralyzed. In three cases tin'

paralysis affected the opposite side of the body; and in one the paralysis of tact and pain was
observed to have fallen upon a space symmetrically related to the wounded spot as regards posi-

tion. No general law, therefore, can be deduced from these records, nor, from what we see in the

causation of reflex paralysis from disease, should we expect to find any inevitable relation between
the part injured and the consequent paralysis. The constitutional condition at the time of the

wounding, as to excitement, mental and physical, may possibly have to do with causing the

resultant paralysis.

"Of the seven cases above reported, two were in active movement, two were standing about

taking aim, one was kneeling, and of two we have no information as to this point. It may prove,

upon examining a larger number of cases, that a man wounded when moving violently, or when
excited, is more than another liable to reflex paralysis, but as yet we are not entitled to such an

inference. In most of our cases the constitutional effects were instant and severe, and could not

therefore have been due to the loss of blood, which in some of them was copious. Pour of the.

seven cases had stinging, smarting, or burning pain in the part paralyzed reflectively. The pain

was an early symptom, which disappeared in all of them after a time. In three cases no such

pains were complained of.

"The after history of these cases is extremely curious. However grave the lesion of motion

or sensation, it grew better early in the case, and continued to improve until the part had nearly

recovered all its normal powers. In almost every instance some relic of the paralysis remained,

even after eighteen months or more from the date of wounding. In some the part remained weak,
in others there was still left some slight loss of sensibility, and in two the loss of power and of

sensory appreciation was very considerable. In a case of reflex paralysis from a wound we have,

therefore, some right to expect that the patient will recover rapidly up to a certain point; then in

most cases a small amount of loss of power or sensation may remain. The future history of our

own or other cases may determine hereafter whether the recovery is ever quite complete. In Case
I, the more prominent results were only the continued lesions which had been noted early in the

case. In Case II, the permanent lesions were chiefly of secondary character, and were at all

events additions to those which were first observed. In no other case were similar phenomena
noticed. In two of the seven cases there were lesions of sensation and motion; in three, motion

alone was lost; and in two the sense of tact and of pain were affected without other loss of func-

tion. The extent and duration of the induced paralysis have already been considered.

"Of the treatment we have very little to say. In Captain Stembel's case the left arm recov-

ered without treatment in four weeks, leaving only a slight loss of touch in the terminal distribu-

tion of the ulnar nerve. The right arm, which we also regard as reflectively paralyzed, recovered

sensation early, but was useless as to motion, until it was treated and cured by faradization

eighteen months after it was first injured.

"Demmuth, Case II, came under our care seven months after he was wounded; as to his pre

vious treatment we know nothing. In our hands strychnia not only failed to aid him, but did

harm. He was rapidly relieved by faradization, active and passive movement, and the douche,

with iron, quinine, and liberal diet.
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"Arinlin, Case III, used a liniment on the paralyzed arm with some improvement. Faradiza-

tion lias restored it completely. Case IV.—Believed by faradization. CASE V.—No treatment;

lesion of sensation only. Case VI.—Kent. A stimulating liniment applied upon llic arm seems to

have been of use. As in Case. Ill, the employment of crutches caused a relapse. Case VII seems

to have been accidentally benefited through the blistering to which the arm was subjected after

exposure to the sun—a useful hint in like cases. No other treatment was employed. Although
long periods had elaps.ed in every case before we examined them, in only one, that of Armlin, Case

III, was there any very notable wasting. And even in this patient the loss was generally through-

out the member, and may be readily ascribed to mere lack of use. In none was there atrophy,

such as characterizes lesions of nerves, and certain rheumatic and other palsies, save, perhaps, in

the doubtful instance of the, right arm in Case I.

"The electric examination was made at periods so variable in the several cases as not to

permit of any useful comparison of results, and lias been stated in each case merely for future use.

and reference when more, cases have been reported. In only one case did tin 1 muscles display

great loss of contractility when faradized, and in this, No. 1 of the series, the limb in question was

the right arm, as to which alone some doubt may exist concerning the cause, of the paralysis.

The ultimate causation of these very singular and hitherto undescribed affections is the last point

which we shall consider. The problem before us may be simply and briefly stated; its solution is

a task less easy.

"A gunshot wound occurs, involving large nerves or not, and we have instantly a paralysis

of motion and sensation, or of either alone, in some part of the body more or less remote. How
shall we explain this? Although we have long been aware that certain forms of disease are capa-

ble of causing paralysis of distant organs, of altering secretions and affecting nutrition, we have
had no plausible theory of the causation of these effects until M. Brown-Sequard attempted to

account for them in a manner equally simple ami ingenious. Recalling the fact that irritation of

the vasomotor nerves is capable of producing contraction of the blood-vessels, he interred that

when an external nerve is violently or permanently excited it may be able to produce contraction

of the capillary vessels of the nerve centres and thus give rise to paralysis. It seems unlikely,

even if we admit his explanation, that' the capillaries could remain contracted for any great length

of time. But it is possible that the alteration of nutrition, which this temporary anaemia causes,

may give rise to one of two results—either a continued disturbance of nutrition, which, however
slight, would occasion grave results if it existed in a nerve centre, or secondly, to a paralysis of the

capillaries of the nerve centre involved.

"We suppose, first, the existence of an exterior nerve lesion; secondly, a consequent irrita-

tion of the vasomotor nerves in* a limited part of the spine; contraction of its capillaries, anaemia,

nutritive changes, and finally, a relaxation of these vessels, which woidd be more apt to be a last-

ing condition, and would in fact constitute congestion. Such a series of consequences may very

possibly occur, and would no doubt be competent to cause a paralysis whose site, extent, and
character would depend upon the part of the nerve centres affected by the excitation. With so

satisfactory an hypothesis before us in this modified shape, it would seem needless even to suggest

any other explanation. But in a region of research so little explored, it may be allowable to point

out the fact that another mode of explanation is at. least possible, and the more so, since there exist

certain objections to M. Brown-Sequard's manner of viewing the subject. It is to our minds
improbable that contraction of the capillaries can continue for any great length of time. There is

no experiment on record to show that this can be, or that it ever occurs in a nerve centre. We
have therefore added the suggestion of consequent, and why may we not say primary, paralysis of

these vessels. Here we have firmer ground for opinion, since it has been most distinctly shown
that in section of the sympathetic nerve this result does take place, and is singularly persistent.

But whether the blood-vessels remain contracted or dilated, nutritive changes would occur, and

these the pathologist has failed to find. If now we ask ourselves the question whether it may be

possible to blight or exhaust utterly the power of a nerve centre, without the intervening mechanism
of contracted or dilated blood-vessels, we are tempted to think that such a result may be producible.

"It appears to us possible that a very severe injury of a part may be competent so to

exhaust the irritability of the nerve centres as to give rise to loss of function, which might prove

Surg. Ill—93
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more or less permanent. A strong electric current, frequently interrupted, is certainly able to

cause such a result in a nerve trunk, while a general electric shock, as a stroke of lightning, is, as

we well know, quite; competent to destroy the irritability of every excitable tissue in the economy.

Now if the former of these results can occur in a nerve so insulated as practically to have no cir-

culation, the loss of irritability cannot be set down as due in such a case to a defect of circulation.

Reflecting then upon the close correlation of the electrical and neural force, it does not seem
improbable that a violent excitement of a nerve trunk should be able to exhaust completely the

power of its connected nerve centre. The central change thus brought about would no doubt

involve the consequent or immediate occurrence of chemical nutritive changes, which would grad-

ually yield as time went on. While this view seems to us adequate to explain the facts, the notion

of vasomotor irritation and capillary contraction (Brown-Sequard) does not appear to be compe-

tent to cover all the facts; We have pointed out that no one has ever shown that capillary con-

traction can exist as a permanent state in a nerve centre; while, on the other hand, it has been

proven that section of a sympathetic nerve involves permanent dilatation of blood-vessels; but in

the brain, which is supplied by the sympathetic of the neck, division of this nerve gives rise to no

disturbance, although the side of the brain on which the section occurs grows warmer. However,
it is probable that the whole supply of vaso-motor nerves to the brain does not come from the

neck, while other organs, whose whole supply we can cut off, as the kidneys, do certainly suffer

nutritive changes as a consequence of such sections.

u One or other of the two theories we have offered must therefore be called on to explain the

central changes which give rise to reflex paralysis. Either the shock of a wound destroys directly

the vital power of a nerve centre, or it causes paralysis of the vaso-moter nerves of the centre,

with consequent congestion and secondary alterations. But there is no reason why, if shock be

competent to destroy vitality in vaso-motor nerves or centres, it should be incompetent so to affect

the centres of motion or sensation. Until the causation of these cases is better understood, it is

vain to speak confidently as to treatment founded on a conception of the mode of their production.

Experience has shown that the removal of the first cause, and in some instances the application

of alteratives, as blisters to the cicatrix, prove valuable in relieving such induced pain as may
exist. Further, that stimulating liniments or blisters to the affected member are useful, and that

the local application of induced electric currents to the muscles is of the utmost service. The
question of the use of internal remedies has yet to be decided by larger clinical experience. We,
ourselves, have been unfortunate in that no chances have presented themselves of treating these

cases in their early stages, Avheu the causes which first produce the paralysis are present and before

those later nutritive changes occur which, as we presume, are essential to the continued existence

of the state of palsy. We have endeavored to show in this report that the condition called shock

is of the nature of a paralysis from exhaustion of nerve force; that it may affect one or many nerve

centres, and finally, that it may be so severe as to give rise in certain cases to permanent central

nerve changes, productive of paralysis of sensation and motion, or of either alone.

" S. Weir Mitchell,
"Geo. E. Morehouse,
" W. W. Keen, jr.,

"Act. AssH Surgeons, U. 8. Army."

The number of recorded cases of wounds of nerves of special sense caused by missiles

is small. The following case of %hot wound of the neck is interesting, and is regarded as

a case of injury of the sympathetic nerve:
1

Case 1077.—Edward Moouey, aged 24 years, enlisted July, 1861, Co. C, 110th Pennsylvania. He was perfectly healthy

before and after enlisting, until wounded at Chancellorsville, May 3, 1863. He was standing erect and was looking toward

the left side, when a ball entered his right neck one and a half inches behind the ramus of the jaw, at the anterior edge of the

sterno-cleido mastoid muscle. The ball passed across the neck, rising a little, and emerged immediately below and a half inch

in front of the angle of the jaw on the left side. He fell senseless, and, judging from the movements of his regiment, may have

so remained during half an hour. On awaking, he found his mouth full of clotted blood, which lie pulled out. The bleeding

did not continue. After a short rest he was able lo walk nearly three miles to the rear, where his wounds were dressed with

cold water. On his way he discovered that his speech had become hoarse, difficult, and painful, and that deglutition gave rise

1 Mitchell, Morehouse, and Keen (loc. cit., p. 44) are of the opinion that this is a "case of injury of the sympathetic nerve, and if so, that it

is the only one on record."
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to great uneasiness and to burning pains. He says the sensation of pain was felt as though behind the pomum adami. After

five days of great suffering and utter inability to swallow, he obtained some relief, but, for a month or more, was forced to

swallow a mouthful of water after every mouthful of solid food. The power to swallow gradually improved, and is now as good

as it ever was. A week after he was wounded he became able to articulate without pain, although still hoarsely. This difficulty

also lessened by small degrees. At present, July, 1863, his voice is still a little hoarse. During his recovery, which was rapid,

the wounds healing within six weeks, he had a good deal of pain in the back of the neck. He says that he had headache when-

ever, after the injury, he attempted to walk far or exert himself; but he describes the headache as chiefly behind the ear and in

the back of the head, with some frontal pain. About one month after he was hurt a comrade noticed the peculiar appearance of

his right eye and called his attention to it. A little later it began to be troublesome in bright lights, and has remained so ever

since, with of late some change for the better. July 15, 1863: The pupil of the right eye is very small, that of the left eye

unusually large. There is slight but very distinct ptosis of the right eye, and its outer angle appeal's as though it were dropped

a little lower than the inner angle. The ball of the right eye looks smaller than that of the left. These appearances existed

whether the eye was opened or closed, and gave to that organ the look of being tilted out of the usual position. The conjunctiva

of the right eye is somewhat redder than that of the left, and the pupil of the right eye is a little deformed, oval rather than round.

In a dark place, or in half-lights, the difference in the pupils was best seen; but in very bright light, as sunlight, the two pupils

became nearly of equal size. The left eye waters a good deal, but has the better vision, the right eye having become myopic.

In sunlight he sees well at first, but, after a time, observes red flashes of light in the right eye, and finally, after long exposure,

sees the same appearances with the left eye also. He complains a good deal of frontal headache at present, and thinks that since

the injury his memory has been failing, although of late it has improved. Has lost flesh and strength since he was wounded.

About the 30th of August the patient rode to the office of Dr. Dyer, who examined his eyes with the ophthalmoscope, but found

no abnormal retinal appearances. Mooney walked from Dr. Dyer's office to the hospital, an unusual exertion, as he was weak,

and avoided exercise on account of the headache it caused. An orderly who was with him on this occasion remarked to one

of the hospital staff upon the singular appearance which his face presented after walking in the heat. It became distinctly flashed

on the right side only, and pale on the left. This fact was afterward observed anew by one of us. The patient had used exercise

and had just come in. The right half of the face was very red. The flush extended to the middle line, but was less definite as

to its limit on the chin and lips than above these points. He complained of pain over the right eye and of red Hashes in that

organ. A careful thermometric examination, made during repose, showed no difference in the heat of the two sides within the

mouth or the ear. We regret that it did not occur to us to repeat this when the face was flushed by exertion. Under a tonic

course of treatment he gained ground rapidly. The eyes became less sensitive, the pupils more nearly alike, the line of the lid

straighter. He had several attacks of fainting after exposure to the sun, and these, with occasional diarrhoea, retarded his

recovery. He was at last able to return to duty, and left for that purpose in October, 18G3, nearly all of his peculiar symptoms

having disappeared and his general health having been altogether recovered.

A case of neurosis, involving different branches of the sympathetic nerve, is reported

by Acting Assistant Surgeon L. K. Baldwin

:

Case 1078.—Private Hiram Voight, Co. E, 13th Massachusetts, was admitted into ward O of the West Philadelphia

Hospital on December 16, 1862, with a cicatrized shot wound of the right arm, producing paralysis of the ulnar nerve. Soon

after admission he had congestion of the kidneys, with scanty acid urine, which he passed with difficulty. Of this he was soon

relieved by acetate of potassa with sweet spirit of nitre, conjoined by demulcent drinks and fomentations to the spine. On
January 16, 1863, he was attacked with palpitation of the heart and violent dyspnoea, coming on in paroxysms, chiefly during

the night. He was of German birth, medium sized, with dark complexion and good physical organization, about 24 years

old. After the exhibition of a mild laxative he was put upon the use of tincture of assafcetida, with the application of a bella-

donna plaster to the cardiac regions. No tenderness of the spine was manifested upon pressure. Tincture of valerian was given

along with the assafcetida upon the recurrence of the dyspnoea, which resembled spasmodic asthma, and this plan of treatment

was pursued for several days. On February 14th the impulse of the heart was so considerable that five drops of tincture of

veratrum viride were given; but its discontinuance was soon demanded, and the antispasmodic treatment, with tincture of

valerian in addition, was resumed. On February 17th the dyspnoea was less violent and of sborter duration; but he began to

complain of general tremulousness with great nervous irritability. The tongue became furred and yellowish, with slight head-

ache and feverishness, which were relieved by the use of five grains of blue mass at night and slight laxatives in the morning.

On the 20th he had great cardiac agitations with some dyspnoea and general nervous tremulousness. His strength was also

failing. Pills containing one grain of sulphate of quinine and two grains of extract of hyoscyamus were given four times daily,

with a teaspoonful of compound spirit of sulphuric ether at times of paroxysms. On the 24th he felt better, but a repetition of

the mercurial was demanded by the state of the tongue, etc. Still had paroxysms of dyspnoea at night, with twitchiugs of facial

muscles and great nervous agitation. Mental functions were also somewhat disturbed. On the 27th he was attacked with

vomiting, which caused him great distress. He had no appetite and his stomach rejected everything. His pulse was moderately

full and regular, but his countenance and general movement indicated great malaise, and he seemed almost as if insanity were

impending. His face became flushed, with general heat of skin, and thirst, and a recurrence of the furred tongue, with constant

vomiting. He was again put upon the use of blue mass with aromatic syrup of rhubarb, which soon produced a favorable

change of the gastric symptoms as well as his general condition. Paroxysms of dyspnoea had now in a great measure passed

away. The pulse had become regular and firmer; but still his stomach remained irritable and non-retentive. On March 5th

his symptoms had a little improved, but he was very restless at night, and still gave evidence of great nervous irritability, which

were thought to be clearly traceable to an affection of the ganglionic centres of the sympathetic nerve. Endermic applications

of morphia to the epigastrium was tried for the relief of gastric irritability, but without apparent benefit. The stomach remained

rebellious to the reception of everything which was taken into it, and could. not be subdued by any medicinal or dietetic measures

which were prescribed. Notwithstanding the obstacle to proper nutrition, his strength was quite well maintained and no
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particular emaciation was observed. Being a German, lager beer and bock wine were temptingly offered him; but with no

successful result. In this way be continued for several days longer, being fortunately, however, now relieved of ,nll pulmonary

and cardiac symptoms. All medicine was suspended, and on March 30th be first expressed a desire to be discharged and sent

home. This wish was acquiesced in, and be was discharged from service April 18, 1863, and pensioned. Examiner (I. S. .Touch.

of Boston, reported, December 21, 18G7: "He now has partial paralysis of bis left hand, which impairs its power and usefulness.

There is no evidence of nervous debility or softening of the brain."

The following two cases of shot wounds of the portio dura nerve, seventh pair, are

copied from Mitchell, Morehouse, and Keen, pp. 47, 51:

Case 1079.—Private John C. Dyre, Co. E, 71st Pennsylvania, aged 19 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863.

While aiming, a ball entered just behind the left ear at the level of the meatus. It broke the mastoid process slightly, and was

said to have gone forward and downward. It has not been found. He fell unconscious, and reviving within about two hours

at a hospital, where he had been carried, be found that he could not use the jaw, owing to pain in the ear. There was also pain

in the left cheek and brow, left neck, shoulder, arm, and hand, together with the left chest. The left arm was weak for several

days. He may have fallen upon it. The pain was a neuralgic ache, not the pain of a bruise. Wafer dressings were used after

a vain search for the ball. Within two days be bad pain in the lower teeth and jaw on the left side. After five weeks all the

pains grew better rapidly, and at the.same time the motions of the jaw returned. The ear was deaf from the first ; but be does

not know whether blood flowed from it or not, or when pus first came from it. Present stale, February 14, 1854, eight months

after reception of wound : The features are slightly drawn to the right in repose, and excessively so during laughter and speech.

Specimen 1567, in the Army Medical Museum, is a cast of his face in repose. The left side is absolutely paralyzed. The inner

canthus of the left eye is a little rounder than that of the right eye. The tears overrun the lid at. times. Inability to close the

lids on the left side, owing to which he has formed the habit of rolling the eyeball upward so as to cover it with the passive lid.

He then supposes that he has closed the eye. Chewing on the left side causes pain in the teeth, which endures for some time.

Sensation is perfectly normal on the paralyzed side. Motion is of course utterly lost in all the muscles of expression. Electric

test: Not the slightest contractility exists in any of the muscles of expression on the left side, with a curious exception. The
muscular layer of the orbicularis oris in the upper and lower lips still responds to the current, but more remarkably below

than above. There, is, however, no voluntary control over these parts. The buccinator alone of the masticating muscles

seemed to have its electric contractility enfeebled but not wholly lost. Examination of Special Senses— Tongue—Motions : The
upward and backward motion of the base of the tongue is awkwardly performed. In most of its movements the tongue inclines

slightly to the right side, and is capable of being drawn to the left side. The palate hangs a little to the right and acts imper-

fectly, so that/ood is apt to enter the nose. There is some further loss of power in the other muscles of deglutition, for be is often

troubled by food entering the glottis, while at times it is thrust back again into the mouth. Speech : He pronounces many letters

with difficulty or imperfectly, so that his speech may be said to be a little thick, and he so describes it, referring the trouble to

his lips and tongue. The labials are of course affected, but the guttural sounds are also imperfectly executed. Taste is appa-

rently impaired over the entire left tongue. It was examined by comparing its appreciations with those of the other side.

Electric state of Tongue : No loss of its electric properties was detected. Hearing on the left side was destroyed. The buck

part of the bony meatus was carious and the membrane absent, perhaps from inflammation consequent upon the wound. Treat-

ment : The patient was industriously faradized for several months without the least gain in any respect. The nerve may have

undergone such changes as might make it impossible to restore to the muscles their lost properties. Dyre was discharged from

service July 2, 18(54, and pensioned. Kxaminer T. F. Harper, of Philadelphia, reported. January 30, 1KIS9: "A gunshot wound
in petrous portion of temporal bone of left side of head, causing superficial fracture followed by some exfoliation of bone. There

has resulted a paralysis of seventh nerve, occasioning an impairment of vision of left eye; also a great deformity of the face, it

being much contorted and twisted to the right by loss of power in the muscles of the left side of the face.'' The Philadelphia

Examining Board reported, September 13, 1877: "Paralysis of left side of face, with loss of hearing, left ear, and defective

sight in left eye. Deformity, overflow of tears, and inability to close eyelids. Ball supposed to be in temporal bone."

Case 1080.—J. Gager, Co. M, 14th New York Heavy Artillery, aged 42 years, wounded at Spottsylvania. May 12, 1864.

The ball entered the left posterior neck one and three-quarter inches from the spine of the third cervical vertebra, and was cut

out immediately behind and below the left ear, about two and a half inches below meatus and a quarter of an inch behind the

jaw. Its track is unknown, except that it injured the ear and paralyzed the portio dura of the seventh nerve and splintered

the edge of the ramus of the jaw. His head, at the time he was shot, was thrown forward and downward He fell, conscious,

bleeding freely from the ear only. After two minutes he arose and walked away, the blood still spouting out from the ear, until

it was checked by a bandage over that organ. He had no pain until the next day, when he had the usual inflammatory pains.

His eyesight is said to have become affected on the second day, when there was, according to his account, a distinct difference

against the left eye. Things appeared hazy to the left eye. This remains the same. The paralysis of the muscles was imme-

diate, and his speech was made difficult. This seemed to him to come from a defect in the tongue and lips. Hearing was lost

at once in the left ear. Present state, June 8, 1864 : The pains in the face and the swelling, which was never great, are now
better. The wounds are open but healing. The nutrition is unaltered. The lines of the face are lost, the tip of the nose and

the lower mobile portions of the face are drawn to the right. The left eyebrow has fallen a little. The tears run over the edge

of the lid. The tongue is perfectly movable and under entire control of the will. Speech perfect, except a slight difficulty in

articulating the gutturals, and still more as to the labials. Special Senses : The left eye sees only one-third as well as the right.

Hearing is lost in the left ear. On washing out the pus a mass of granulations was seen at the bottom of the ear. Possibly the

bony meatus may have been fractured by the ball, but no bone escaped except pieces of the jaw, which came out with the ball.

Taste : There seems to be no marked loss of gustation. Taste is dulled a little on the left side. Tactility is equally good on

the two sides, both in the tongue and face. June 20th, the sight is becoming worse. Dr. Dyer is of opinion that it was affected

before he received his wound. Induced electric currents give rise to slight movement in the left eyelid and the elevator of the
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angle of the mouth. A rapid recovery was predicted, and, in fact, within three days later voluntary power returned in the

orbicular muscle of the eye. By July 2?th, every motion had been re-acqnired.

An illustration of paralysis of the facial nerve with distortion of the face is given in

Plate XXXVIII, opposite. The patient suffered from loss of sight in the left eye and

of hearing in the left ear.

Xerve trunks may be completely severed by a missile, or they may be partially divided

and lacerated. They may be injured by the near passage of a missile causing concussion

or "commotion," or they may be contused by a missile which has insufficient power to divide

or lacerate, or which has expended its force on neighboring tissues. As in the case of arte-

ries, their position and surroundings tend to protect them, and it is probable that their

mobility and form may enable them to slip aside and escape damage from a passing missile.

Mitchell, Morehouse, and Keen (op. cit.. chap. 5, p. 55) add to the above more com-

mon forms of shot injury—those from cicatricial pressure, and those from the extension of

diseased processes from wounded nerves to those which are healthy. The same authors

consider injuries by contusion of a nerve to be those "most apt to be permanent and serious."

The following case, taken from their work, illustrates the result of a contusion:

Case 1081.—James Walton, aged 47 years, Ireland, sailor ; enlisted June, 1862, Co. A, 115th Pennsylvania. At the

second Bull Pun battle, August 30, 1862, while lying on his belly in the woods, a shell, exploding in the air, cut off a large

branch, which, falling, struck him on the left shoulder, or rather across the base of the neck. He grew dizzy, felt stunned, and

lost consciousness. When lie revived he had sharp pains down the arm to the hand. It was totally paralyzed as in sense anil

motion. Up to September 15, 1862, he was a prisoner. At this date, when exchanged, sensation was still absent, but motion

was improving slowly. It gained, however, at the same time that atrophy was taking place in the very muscle whose power

was returning. From September, 1862, to September, 1803, the motions grew better, with one exception ; sensation returned to

a perfect extent, and the muscles ceased to waste. January, 18C4: The arms measure alike. The right forearm measures 104;

inches, the left 9} inches. The supinator longus and the extensor mass of muscles in the forearm are wasted, having lost about

one-third of their bulk. The flexor group is still more wasted, and is hard and contracted Tact and localization normal

All the movements of the fingers normal, except extension, which is incomplete, owing to the contraction of the flexors and

also to partial paralysis of their extensors. The wrist has loss of extension and of lateral movements, and the thumb lias also

defective extension. The patient was discharged from service October 3, 1805, and pensioned. Examiner W. Jewell reported,

August lti, 18GG : " Paralysis of left hand ; it is entirely useless, and, at his age, irrecoverable."

A case illustrating an injury of nerve trunks owing to their being involved in a cica-

trix has been detailed at page 462 of the Second Surgical Volume, and an example of the

extension of disease along a nerve trunk to others, with consequent paralysis and atrophy

appearing at points of distribution remote from the original injury, is here adduced:

Case 1082.—Stephen Warner, Co. A, 151st New York. 1 aged 33 years, farmer, New York ; enlisted August. 18tS2.

Healthy to day of wounding. At Locust Grove, November 27, lJ-63, a ball entered the left chest below the first rib, half an inch

below the clavicle and two and a half inches from its sternal end. Passing probably under the arch of the subclavian artery, it

went backward ami downward and made its exit two inches below the inferior angle of the left scapula, three and a quarter

inches from the spine. The ball was fired by a skirmisher not twenty yards distant, and was received while the patient was in

tlie act of bending forward to aim. He fell, giddy but conscious; tried to move, but failed, and fainted from loss of blood.

After several hours he revived and discovered that the left arm and hand were sensitive throughout. On the radial side of the

forearm there was slight numbness, a condition compatible with perfect tactile sensibility ; motion appears to have been lost, or

greatly lessened during some hours, and within a day to have become restored entirely. No doubt exists as to this point. No
dressing was used until the third day, when water was applied. At this date the arm motions were complete below the shoulder,

and there had been no pain. Soon after the cold dressing, to which he attributed the segment symptoms, he was seized with

neuralgic pain, which was principally in the median nerve distribution, but also on the outside of the aim and shoulder, with a

spot of intense pain at the deltoid insertion. The pain was darting and prickling in its nature. Coineidently with the pain the

joints of fingers swelled and became sore, and this was especially the case with the thumb and the fore ami second fingers. At

the same time the shoulder muscles grew weak, flexion of the fingers grew feeble, and the flexion of the forearm was affected.

All of those defects increased for several months, and the flexor group in the forearm wasted so much as to attract attention.

The biceps, brachialis anticus, and coraco-brachialis were in like manner atrophied. The pectoralis major was also thus

altered at a still earlier period. Up to the eighth day the patient spat blood freely. Then it ceased, and he has had no pulmon-

ary difficulties of any kind since his admittance on February 19, 1864. Nutrition : Atrophy of pectoralis major great, of shoulder

muscles slight, wasting of biceps and other anterior and internal arm-muscles considerable. Arm at biceps measures— left, 10

inches; right, llf inches. Foream— left, 10 inches; right, 11 inches. Left hand congested, dark, and cold. It grows cold

easily. Sensation perfect. The neuralgia has nearly disappeared, except in bad weather, and about the insertion of the deltoid,

1 Not 18th Pennsylvania Volunteers, as reported by Mitcuku.. MOREHOUSE, and KEEN, loc. cit, p. 64.
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where there is great tenderness, and a good deal of hardening and deposit in the subcuticular tissues and over the bone. The
only muscle which is hyperocsthetic to any marked degree is the biceps. The course of the musculocutaneous and the median

nerves is acutely tender upon pressure. Motion : None in the pectoralis major, scarcely perceptible in the biceps, the supinator

lougus alone flexing the forearm. Extension of forearm perfect. The fingers act in flexion feebly, but are improving. The
thumb motions are also weak but not lost. Motion is now most limited by the state of the finger joints, which, although no

longer tender, are stiff and enlarged. So much improvement has taken place very recently that we cannot be sure as to what

motions were lost. Probably the principal nerves of the external cord of the plexus, namely, the musculocutaneous and the

median, were those chiefly affected ; certain filaments of the posterior strand, as the circumflex, also sharing in the diseased

condition. * * The case was improving when admitted, and it gained ground with increased speed under a course of

baths, gymnastics, and faradization. Examiner D. Clarke, of Flint, Michigan, reported, September, 4, 1877: "Suffers most from

an affection of the nerves, causing partial paralysis of the arm, and of late extending to the leg, with 'darting' pains. Pressure

on the front cicatrix produces numbness, with a prickly sensation down the arm. Same effect produced by rubbing the spine."

In March, 1882, the pensioner was an applicant for increase.

The immediate effects of injuries by gunshot missiles upon nerve trunks are charac-

terized by shock, pain, and partial or complete loss of motion or sensation, the latter symp-

toms being peculiar and diagnostic of such lesions. The persistence and severity of these

symptoms and the extent of loss of function vary within very wide limits, and seem to

indicate, in some degree, the remote effects generally to be expected.

Case 1083.—Captain Charles P. Johnson, 17th Iowa, aged 21 years, was wounded, on May 14, 1803, at Jackson, Miss.,

by a spherical musket ball, which entered the buttock at the left side on a level with the great trochanter, passed through the

great sacro-ischiatic notch, traversed the sacrum, and made its exit on the right side through the right great saero-isehiatic notch

one inch above the right great trochanter, cutting the rectum, together with many blood-vessels, nerves, and muscles which supply

the pelvis and lower extremities. At the time of the injury he was in perfect good health, weighing 200 pounds, and measuring

six feet one inch in height. He fell and was carried to a house near by, where he was taken prisoner, and sent, a month later,

to Atlanta, lie remained a prisoner for seventeen months, until liberated by General Sherman in 1804. He was then sent to

llenton Barracks, and mustered out of service in 1865. He then moved to Alton, Illinois, and finally came to Garden Grove,

Iowa. During all tins time he was never able to stand erect or turn upon his back or either side; but lay prone upon his face,

passing his life upon a couch, from which he could never by any voluntary effort move. Assistant Surgeon John V. K. Hoff,

U. S. A., who made a careful examination of the patient in February, 1870, reported :
" The following tissues must have been

involved to a greater or less extent, either in the wound itself or in the inflammation consequent upon it : most of the muscles

arising from posterior aspect of pelvis, external and internal ; several branches of external iliac artery; great sciatic nerve and

numerous smaller nerves arising from it, and the sacral plexus ; also some of those of the sympathetic system, and finally the

rectum. I could not discover that any osseous tissue had been primarily involved. The patient remarked that small pieces of

what appeared to be dead bone had occasionally been discharged while the wound was open, and from the fact that it re-opened

several times it is reasonable to suppose that there was a certain amount of necrosis ; but from the direction of the wound, and

the fact that no history of bone trouble is given by his medical attendants, I take it that, if there was necrosis, it was due to

inflammation, and not to the primary effects of the wound. For six weeks immediately following the injury the fleeces were passed

through both orifices of the wound, and not at all by the natural opening. After that they were evacuated both by wound and

anus; then by anus alone; then from time to time, as the wound re-opened, again by wound; till finally, in 1872, the fistulae

healed entirely and spontaneously. The treatment of this case consisted solely in the administration of anodynes, tonics, and

laxatives. No surgical procedure has been attempted further than to keep the wound in the most favorable condition for healing.

Much of the time patient, has been without professional advice, and while a prisoner often wanted for the bare necessities of life.

Present condition : Mr .Johnson informs me that since being wounded his health was best two years ago, from which time it

has gradually failed. The face is pale and emaciated, body shrunken till little is left but skin and bones; the muscles of the

gluteal region have almost entirely disappeared, giving a peculiar flattened appearance to the buttock. The lower extremities

are almost entirely devoid of motion, and, except anterior of the thighs, of sensation ; they are cold to the touch, and have little

muscular or adipose tissue; leg at lower third measures six inches in circumference; thigh, middle third, twelve inches; joints all

Stiff (doubtless from want of use). Upper extremities comparatively well developed, due to constant exercise; I judge the weight

of body would not exceed seventy pounds. Patient rests alternately on breast and elbow (the body as stated being horizontal, face

downward), sleeping in the former position, eating, reading, etc., in the latter. Spinal cord is very sensitive to pressure throughout

its whole extent; pain is constant, referred to sacral region, and is only rendered bearable by the habitual use of anodynes.

Patient is generally neuralgic. Skin pale but natural in appearance and feeling (at upper portion of the body)
;
perspiration free,

sometimes copious
;
pulse weak and irregular ; heart action irregular, with anaemic murmur; respiration normal ; tongue coated

and fissured ; appetite for both solids and fluids capricious ; bowels constipated. This has been the case since 1867, necessitating

the habitual use of laxatives (probably in a measure due to the opium habit)
;
previous to that time, more especially while a pris-

oner, there was constant diarrhoea, the dejections often passing involuntarily; now, under the influence of cathartics, the move-

ments are regular, but always accompanied by more or less pain referred to the rectum, especially when the fajces are in the least

degree hard, at which time the rectum seems without expulsive power. The rectum has partially recovered its integrity, the wounds

(about five inches above the anus) have closed, leaving a slight cicatricial contraction and a certain amount of torpidity, which may
bean additional cause of constipation. The sphincter ani muscle is normal. Bladder is somewhat irritable, but when not allowed

to become over distended is entirely under control. Other viscera than those mentioned were not examined, for the reason that

any movement caused suffering. The patient has several times, with assistance, attempted to stand erect and to change his

position to the back and sides ; but never succeeded, and has given up all hope of ever recovering the use of his lower extremities.
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He has consulted eminent surgical authority, and was advised against resorting to any operative interference, as such offered

little promise of successful results." Captain Johnson died in 1879. In a subsequent report, dated December, 1879, Dr. Hoff

states :
" The general clinical features of this case, so far as I could ascertain, remained unchanged from date of examination up

to the autumn of 18/7, when, while out driving. Captain Johnson was overtaken by a severe rain storm, from the effects of which,

his wife says, 'he never fully recovered.' The exact immediate condition obtaining after this exposure, I regret to say. could not

be learned, as the case at that time did not fall under observation of a physician, and the attendants' descriptions were vague

and general. I infer that there was no pulmonary complication ; in fact, it was stated that the lungs remained remarkably

healthy. The exposure to storm seemed to precipitate a condition of general asthenia; patient lost all ambition and hope, refused

to take accustomed exercise (in carriage), and failed perceptibly. The circulation in lower extremities, heretofore weak, now
became deficient ; the limbs were benumbed, and the toes, to borrow the patient's own expression, 'seemed as though they were

breaking off.' Pain was always present, and in greater degree after the exposure of 1877. From this time his appelate became

more capricious, though digestion was apparently good, ' there being nothing/ his attendant said, that he could not eat at times.

The bowels were constipated, the result of causes already described. Micturition frequent and painful, the quantity of secretion

estimated as less than normal (no chemical examination of urine was made). There was marked change in the patient's psychi-

cal condition : memory failed, he became exacting, demanded constant attention, though not irritable, and suffered continuously

from insomnia. In July, 1878, an eczematous eruption appeared on the genitals, spreading upward and downward to epigastrium

and knees, covering the entire abdomen. This lesion discharged a copious and exceedingly offensive secretion, continued acutely

for nine weeks, and never entirely disappeared. The greatest difficulty was experienced in treating the cutaneous lesion, on

account of the necessarily prone position of the patient. A physician, Dr. Todd, was called and attempted to remove pressure

by propping the patient on his side with pillows. This posture very soon became unbearable, and the patient urgently demanded

to be returned to what he called his ' natural ' position, which was done. The eczema, joint offspring of the general asthenia and

local nervous conditions, probably excited by the difficulty of absolute cleanliness, added impetus to causes already hastening the

final result. 'After the appearance of the eruption,' says Dr. Todd, ' there was a gradual though well-marked decline of powers,

the digestive organs losing tone, and vomiting was not infrequent.' The wound never re-opened ;
there was no absciss and no

observable fever. Pain in sacral region, as always, was severe, and in the latter months of life this extended to the lumbar

region, causing intense suffering. Alcohol and anodynes were used extensively throughout the whole course of the case—morphia

being taken to the average extent of 8$ grains per diem. No post-mortem examination was made "

Instances of immediate death from injuries of nerve trunks are probably rare, though

it is not difficult to conceive of such disturbance of central ganglia as may induce a fatal

result. The records of this office indicate the frequency with which tetanus developed

itself in the early progress of wounds of nerve trunks, and how generally fatal it proved.

Nervous spasms were of frequent occurrence, but were, as a rule, easily controlled.

The important labors of Mitchell, Morehouse, and Keen in the vast field presented by

the organization of a hospital for diseases and injuries of nerves cannot be seen to better

advantage or be better appreciated than in their clinical observations upon the remote

effects of nerve injuries.
1 "Most of the cases presented phenomena which are rarely seen

and which were naturally foreign to the observation even of those surgeons whose expe-

rience was the most extensive and complete. Nowhere were these cases described at length

in text-books, and, except in a single untranslated French book, their treatment was passed

over in silence, while even in the volume in question but a limited class of nerve lesions

was discussed. In the great monographs on military surgery this defect is still so complete

that wounds of nerves are there related rather as -curiosities, and as matters for despair,

than with any view to their full clinical study and systematic treatment."

In cases of nerve injury, immediate symptoms, whom not severe, may pass away,

leaving the patient uninjured, but by far the more common result is that, while there may

be a temporary improvement, there is a permanency of certain symptoms, especially those

of paralysis of movement and sensation. As time progresses others are added which give

the case a hopeless aspect, viz: altered nutrition, changes in calorification, persistent pain,

and other sensory phenomena,

On the subject of altered nutrition, Mitchell, Morehouse, and Keen (Joe. cit., p. 69)

remark: "Atrophy of the muscles of an entire member is sure to follow complete division

of its nerves wThen there is no subsequent repair. In this case the muscles waste alike,

the areolar tissue shrinks, the vessels fade from view, and the pulse becomes feeble and

'Mitchell, Morehouse, and Keen, Gunshot Wounds and Other Injuries of Serves, Philadelphia, 1804, page 10.
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small. The rate at which this process goes on varies greatly, but it begins very early in

extreme cases, and continues until nothing is left but bone and degenerated areolar structures,

covered with skin, whose altered surface tells of the singular blight which has fallen upon

the member. * * * Partial atrophy is due, of course, to partial nerve lesions. The

filaments which supply a group of muscles may have suffered, or only those of one or

more muscles, or, finally, a part only of the nerve fibres of one muscle. In some cases

the loss is equal throughout a muscle; in others it affects a lateral or longitudinal part of

a muscle. Among the injuries which fail to palsy a limb at once and completely, those which

bruise a nerve have seemed to us to be the most likely in the end to cause atrophies." The

effects of altered nutrition upon the skin and appendages are thus described by Mitchell,

Morehouse, and Keen (loc. cit., p. 77): "Early in the case it is found associated in most

instances with oedema of the part, and is one of the remotest effects of the loss of nervous

influence. The skin-becomes thickened and dry, the epithelium hangs in patches here and

there and is yellow or even pale brown in tint. These peculiarities are in part owing to mere

disuse; but this in no way applies to the changed form of the nails, which become curved

as in tubercular disease, although to a less degree than in the other form of cutaneous

affection, which is caused by partial injuries of the nerves. In fact, it may be stated as a

rule, that the skin and subcuticular tissues are less strikingly altered in entire paralysis

than in cases of lighter nature."

A second form of altered nutrition of the skin was not infrequently seen; it has been

noticed by Paget: 1 "Glossy fingers appear to be a sign of peculiarly impaired nutrition and

circulation due to injury of nerves. They are not observed in all cases of injured nerves,

and I cannot tell what are the peculiar conditions of the cases in which they are found;

but they are a very notable sign, and are always associated, I think, with distressing and

hardly manageable pain and disability. In well-marked cases, the fingers which are affected

(for this appearance may be confined to one or two of them) are usually tapering, smooth,

hairless, almost void of wrinkles, glossy, pink or ruddy, or blotched as if with permanent

chilblains. They are commonly also very painful, especially on motion, and pain often

extends from them up the arm. In most of the cases this condition of the fingers is

attended with very distinct neuralgia both in them and in the whole arm, and its relation

to disturbance of the nervous condition of the part is, moreover, indicated by its occasional

occurrence in cases where neuralgia continues after an attack of shingles affecting the arm.

In two such cases I have seen this same condition of the fingers well marked, and only very

slowly subsiding, and seeming unaffected by the ordinary treatment of neuralgia." Mitchell,

Morehouse, and Keen state that out of fifty partial nerve lesions under their charge, this

condition existed in nineteen, and their description of the symptoms agrees with that of

Paget just given. An instance has been cited on page 1020 of the Second Surgical

Volume (Case 2046), and the appearance of the hand and fingers is faithfully shown in

Plate LII, opposite page 1020 of the same volume. This condition seems to have occurred

in cases of injury in which there was not complete destruction of the nerve and during

healing. Its duration was variable, in favorable cases disappearing after a few weeks. Pain

was an invariable attendant upon these cases. Eezematous eruptions were a frequent accom-

paniment of this condition of the skin. In many cases of altered nutrition the hair was

observed to disappear from the affected region, and a remarkable alteration in the nails was

noticed, which is thus described by Mitchell, Morehouse, and Keen (loc. cit., p. 81): "They
1 Paget, Clinical Lecture on .Some Cases of Local Paratgsis, in Sledictil Times and Gazette, Luiuluu, Alareh "2(j, 1£G4, Vol. I. p. 'S3~2.
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[the nails] suffer only in the fingers the neural supply of which has been interfered with, so

that the nails in the median distribution may be contorted and those in the little finger be

unaffected. The alteration in the nail consists of a curve in its long axis, an extreme

lateral arching, and sometimes a thickening of the cutis beneath its extremity. In other

instances a change takes place which is quite peculiar, and which, to us at least, was new.

The skin at that end of the nail next to the third finger joint becomes retracted, leaving

the sensitive matrix partly exposed. At the same time the upper line of union of skin and

nail retreats into or under the latter part, and, in place of a smooth edge, is seen through

the nail as a ragged and notched border. The patient who presented these changes in the

most striking form had also lateral arching; of the nail, but no longitudinal curving. It was

a case of the most terrible suffering, from a combination of burning pain in the hand and

neuralgic pain in the forearm. * * * When the nails of the toes have been attacked,

and they are very rarely so, the curving is less marked, but a distressing ulceration is apt to

occur at their angles, and to break out again and again, despite of every care and attention."

Of altered nutrition of joints, Mitchell, Morehouse, and Keen (loc. cit., p. 84) observe:

"It consists essentially in a painful swelling of the joints, which may attack any or all of

the articulations of a member. It is distinct from the early swelling due to the inflamma-

tion about the wound itself, although it may be masked by it for a time; nor is it merely a

part of the general oedema which is a common consequence of wounds. It is more than

these,— more important, more persistent. Once fully established, it keeps the joints stiff

and sore for weeks or months. When the acute stage has departed, the tissues about the

articulations become hard, and partial anchylosis results, so that in many cases the only

final causeof loss of motion is due to this state of the joints. Of all the agencies which

impede movement it is the most difficult to relieve."

It was found in the cases of wounded limbs that after complete division of nerves the

secretions of the skin were generally absent, while incomplete division led to variable con-

ditions of this function. In some cases there was excessive sweating, which was limited to

the area of the surface affected. There were also noted cases of perverted secretion, as acid

sweating and perspiration of a disgusting odor. The following cases well illustrate the con-

dition above described:

Case 1064.—Kilian Grim, :iged about '20 years, German, enlisted August, 1861, Co. B, 121st Pennsylvania. Healthy

until wounded, but exhausted and ill-fed for three days before being hurt. At Fredericksburg, December 13, 1*62, a ball

passed through the lower third of the thigh, entering externally four inches above the upper border of the patella, and emerg-

ing two inches lower on the inside. It went behind the bone, entered the right, leg below and behind the knee, and, traversing

the calf obliquely downward, made its exit on the other side. Ill the right leg no large nerves were injured. In the left the

sciatic must have been slightly affected. He was able to walk several miles with his limbs thus wounded. The chief difficulties

in his case, when we examined him ill .July, 18ti:i, were severe burning on top of the left foot, congestion and eczema, without

marked redness or thinning of the skin, but accompanied with ulceration on the edges of the nails. This existed also in the

great toe of the right foot, which had defective sensibility. He had complete paralysis of all the flexors of the foot, partial of

the ./for. com. dig. pedis and of the calf muscles. He could walk, but dragged the foot, or else carried it in a long sling. All

of ihese muscles improved under treatment ; the burning grew better, and the eczema left his foot, but the ulcers proved unman-

ageable. After five months' treatment he was discharged, with more or less volitional control over all the muscles affected. At

no time had he any marked atrophy.

Case 1085.—Admitted about the same time as the last was another instance of ball wound close to the sciatic nerve.

Here also was burning on top of foot. Defective sensation of touch on the outside of the foot and the leg, in the sole and the

toes, and part of the instep. Loss of power in the flexors of the foot complete. Eczema coming in crops about every two weeks

as high up as to the knee, and with relief to the burning. Foot swelled when dependent, and this increased the pain to an

unbearable degree. Nearly total relief of all the symptoms in five months, when he was transferred to the West. Cessation of

the electricity at this time. Partial relapse as to movement. No further history.

Case 1060 —Austin Lawton, machinist, aged '20 veal's, enlisted April, 18151, Co. A, 4th Ohio. Wounded at Chancellors-

ville, May 3, 1863, by a piece of shell, which fell on the inside of the arm just below the axilla. The skin was torn slightly and

the parts severely bruised. His fingers clutched the ramrod, which he was using, and required force to unlock the grip. Pain

Surg. Ill—94
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in the hand, of a burning character, came on, he says, within a few minutes, and has remained ever since. So severe was it

that he was in bed on account of the pain alone for nine weeks. The hand is now kept in a sling and constantly covered with

wet cloths. Sensation impaired in the back of the forefinger and thumb and in the radial half of the palm. The flexor profun-

dus digitorum and the flexor subl. dig. were both very feeble, but they soon regained power when faradized, during a few weeks.

It was then perceived that the real difficulty lay in the stiffened and painful state of the joints at the second and third digital

articulations. Passive motion and the usual treatment of the burning were ordered, with almost total return of normal move-

ment, but without any ease to the burning. After two months he preferred to return to his regiment for light duty as orderly to

the colonel.

Besides illustrating the phenomenon of excessive skin secretion, the following case

presents with unusual clearness the group of symptoms which may attend lesions of nerve

trunks; in many cases one or two of these symptoms may predominate; but here they all

seem to be strongly marked, as pain and burning hyperesthesia of the skin, partial paraly-

sis of sensation and motion, excessive skin secretion and commencing impairment of

nutrition. In addition reflex action is well shown.

Case 1087.—Private William A. Sturdy, Co. I, 18th Massachusetts, aged 22 years, was wounded at Bull Run, August 30,

1862, receiving an injury of the right arm. He was admitted, on September 2d, into Camden Street Hospital, Baltimore, and

on September 19th was transferred to West's Buildings Hospital. Here he remained until April 29, 1863, suffering from neural-

gia. He was afterwards treated in Lovell Hospital, Portsmouth Grove, and on May 23, 1863, was admitted into Central Park
Hospital, New York. Acting Assistant Surgeon M. G. Echeverrio reported: "The ball entered the posterior and superior part

of the outer face of the right arm and came out through the union of the two inferior with the superior thirds of the inner border

of the biceps brachialis. There was scarcely any inflammation of the wound upon its infliction; the arm became numb, and the

first night after he was wounded he had severe pain in the hand which has continued ever since, existing principally in the thumb,

index and middle fingers. Sensibility has been impaired in the forearm and hand. Electricity was applied in the beginning for

a period of three or four weeks, with very little success. August 16, 1863 : There is now hyperesthesia, and the skin of the hand

is constantly wet with perspiration. Pressure of the wound produces a burning pain in the three fingers affected ; their movement
is likewise very much impeded and the nutrition of their muscles has been diminished; they exhibit a beginning of atrophy

The temperature of the hand is not different from that of the other hand, nor does the pulse in the right forearm exhibit any marked
difference to that of the left. The touch of a rough surface with the left hand produces, by reflex action, a more or less severe

pain in the paralyzed fingers of the right hand. This phenomenon may be repeated several times, and when discontinued a great

deal of the left hand is wet. An ointment composed of four grains each of aconitine and atropine to an ounce of cerate has brought

about great relief of the neuralgic pain, but the paralytic condition of the fingers remains always the same." This soldier was
discharged from service August 16, 1863, for "neuralgia of right hand, the result of gunshot injury," and pensioned. Examiner

J. B. Chase, of Taunton, Massachusetts, reported, May 16, 1877: "The bullet struck the right arm near the junction of the upper

and middle thirds of the humerus, on the outer and posterior surface of the arm (it being raised at the time), and passed directly

through on the inner side of the humerus without injuring the bone, and emerged near the head of the biceps muscle, injuring the

brachial nerve. The circumference of the right arm is 10| inches, of the left arm 11 inches; of the right forearm 10 inches, of

the left 10J inches. The radial nerve is partially paralyzed. The muscles of the right thumb, particularly the abductor, are

very much smaller than those of the left, and the forefinger is smaller than the left. He cannot fully rotate the forearm nor fully

extend the elbow. He says his right forefinger and thumb are very weak, and alleges pain in the thumb, index, and side of mid-

dle finger next the index, and that they are cold. Pressure at place of exit of bullet causes pain along the course of the radial

nerve."

Lesions of sensation were always present in some degree. Hyperesthesia and anes-

thesia were commonly observed. The following case shows how sensation may be pre-

served while motion is largely impaired

:

Case 1088.—Corporal B. Graham, aged 22 years, enlisted September, 1861, Massachusetts Artillery, 5th Battery. Pre-

viously healthy. On May 12, 1864, he was struck on the back and outside of the right arm by a piece of shell which denuded

but did not break the humerus. The wound lay immediately below the deltoid insertion, and was five inches wide as it stretched

across the arm, and three inches in diameter from above downward. The arm dropped and lie had sharp pain in the wound, so

that he cried aloud. The after pain was trifling. As he went to the rear he examined the limb and found that he could move
his fingers a little, but that there was no notable loss of feeling. The wound healed rapidly, and is now, June 10, 1864, level

with the skin. Nutrition is unimpaired. The right forearm measures 9f inches, the left 9^ inches. Outside of the elbow, for

a short space, tactility is enfeebled. In the radial distribution touch is slightly less perfect than usual; elsewhere there is no

lesion of sensation. The supinator longus muscle, supplied by the musculo-spiral, acts pretty well. The extensors of the wrist

and thumb and the extensor communis are completely paralyzed. The interossei act well. The triceps extensor is healthy.

The muscles above named as paralyzed have no electric contractility, the currents applied to them always causing contraction of

the flexor group. He was discharged September 14, 1864.

Neuralgia was of great frequency and of great persistence, stubbornly resisting treat-

ment. Its favorite seat seems to have been the hand and foot; other parts of the body

were rarely attacked. Severe neuralgia was in some instances due to the presence of
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foreign bodies, such as fragments of lead from a bullet, splinters of wood, iron, or bone
pressing upon or embedded in a nerve trunk; the pain resulting from such causes were

always more acute and persistent. "The intensity of neuralgia varies from the most trivial

burning to a state of torture which can hardly be credited, but which reacts on the whole

economy, until the general health is seriously affected." (Mitchell, Morehouse, and Keen,

op. cit., p. 102.) The temperature of affected parts was found to be higher than that of

surrounding or corresponding portions of the body. The following case illustrates this

painful condition:

Case 1089.—J. H. Corliss, late private, Co. B, 14th N. Y. S. M., aged 27 years, shingle dresser, enlisted April, 1801, in

good health. At the second Bull Run hattle, August 29, 1862, he was shot in the left arm three inches directly above the

internal condyle. The ball emerged one and a quarter inches higher, through the belly of the biceps, without touching the artery,

but with injury to the median and ulnar nerves. He was ramming a cartridge when hit, and "thought be was struck on the

crazy-bone by some of the boys for a joke." The fingers of both hands flexed and grasped the ramrod and gun tightly.

Bringing the right hand, still clutching the ramrod, to the left elbow, lie felt the blood and knew lie was wounded. He then

shook the ramrod from his grasp with a strong effort, and unloosened with the freed band the tight grip of the left hand on the

gun. After walking some twenty paces he fell from loss of blood, but, still conscious, attempted to walk several times and as

often failed. He was finally helped to the rear, taken prisoner, lay three days on the field without food, but with enough water

to drink, and had his wounds dressed for the first time on the fourth day, at Fairfax Court House. On the second day the pain

began. It was burning and darting. He states that at this time sensation was lost or lessened in the limb, anil that paralysis of

motion came on in the hand and forearm. His statement is unsatisfactory and indistinct. Admitted to the Douglas Hospital,

Washington, D. C, September 7, 18G2. The pain was so severe that a touch anywhere, or shaking the bed, or a heavy step,

caused it to increase. The suffering was in the median and ulnar distribution, especially at the palmar face of the knuckles and

the ball of the thumb. Motion has varied little since the wound, and as to sensation he is not clear. Peter Pineo, Surgeon,

II. S. V., now Medical Inspector IT. S. A., exsected two or three inches of the median nerve at the wound. ( See Army Medical

Museum Specimen No. 959.) The man states, very positively, that the pain in the median distribution did not cease nor imme-

diately lessen, but that he became more sensitive, so that even the rattling of a paper caused extreme suffering. He "thinks be

was not himself" for a day or two after the operation. It seems quite certain that the pain afterward gradually grew better,

both in the ulnar and median tracts. Meanwhile the hand lay over his chest, and the fingers, flexing, became stiff in this posi-

tion. About a week after he was shot the right arm grew weak, and finally so feeble that he could not feed himself. He can

now, April, 18G4, use it pretty well, but it is manifestly less strong than the other. The left leg also was weakened, but when

this began he cannot tell. He gives the usual account of the pain, and of the use of water on the hands and in his boots, as a

means of easing it. Present condition, April, 1864: Wound healed; cicatrix of the operation two and a half inches long over

median nerve. The forearm muscles do not seem to be greatly wasted. The interosseal muscles and hypothenar group are

much atrophied, and the hand is thin and bony. The thenar muscles are partially wasted. The skin of the palm is eczematous,

thin, red, and shining. The second and third phalanges of the fingers are flexed and stiff; the first is extended. Nails extra-

ordinarily curved, laterally and longitudinally, except that of the thumb. Pain is stated to exist still in the median distribu-

tion, but much less than in the ulnar tract, where it is excessively great. He keeps his hand wrapped in rags wetted with

cold water and covered with oiled silk, and even tucks the rag carefully under the Hexed finger-tips. Moisture is more essen-

tial than cold. Friction outside of the clothes, at any point of the entire surface, "shoots" into the hand, increasing the burning

in the median sometimes, and more commonly in the ulnar distribution. Deep pressure on the muscles has alike effect, and

he will allow no one to touch his skin with a dry hand, and even then is careful to exact a tender manipulation. He keeps a

bottle of water about him and carries a wet sponge in the right hand. This hand he wets always before he handles anything;

used dry, it hurts the other limb. At one time, when the suffering was severe, he poured water into his boots, he says, to lessen

the pain which dry touch or friction causes in the injured hand. So cautious was he about exposing the sore hand that it was

impossible thoroughly to examine it; but it was clear to us that there was sensibility to touch in the ultimate median distribu-

tion, although he describes sensation as somewhat lessened in this region, and states that he has numbness on the inner side of

the palm and in the third and fourth fingers (ulnar tract). When the balls of the first and second fingers were touched he said

he felt it; but, on touching those of the third and fourth fingers, he refused to permit us to experiment further, and insisted on

wrapping up and wetting the hand. He thus describes the pain at its height: "It is as if a rough bar of iron were thrust to

and fro through the knuckles, a red-hot iron placed at the junction of the palm and thenar eminence, with a heavy weight on it,

and the skin was being rasped off bis finger ends." (Mitchell, Morehouse, and Keen, loc. cit., p. 109.) The following informa-

tion was received from Douglas Hospital, under charge of Surgeon Peter Pineo, U. S. Vols.: " The hall passed through the

inner and anterior part of the arm at the junction of the middle and upper thirds, apparently involving the median nerve. He
entered this hospital September 1, 1862, suffering excruciating neuralgia of the palmar portion of the hand and fingers. The

wound healed kindly, but the pain in the hand continued in its intensity, yielding to no treatment, though nervous remedies,

both local and constitutional, were resorted to. The extreme suffering produced an exalted sensibility of the entire nervous

system which manifested itself in an extraordinary excitability of the patient, he complaining bitterly at the least jar or noise in

the ward. This sad condition increased in severity until December 9, 1862, when the operation of resection of the median nerve

was performed by Dr. Peter Pineo, in charge of the hospital. The patient being etherized, about two inches of the nerve was

removed and the wound closed by adhesive strips. After the effect of the ether passed off the patient still complained of much
pain in the hand, but seemed to think it was not so intense as before the operation. The patient's appetite continued good through

all this suffering, and he was allowed a liberal diet. For several days after the operation the patient was allowed sulphate of
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morphia ; hut it was booh entirely withdrawn. The wound healed hy first intention, but there seemed to be no positive improve-

ment in regard to the neuralgia until December 14th. five days after the operation, when he was moved to a separate room ;

after which the hyperesthesia seemed perceptibly to subside. February 11, 18liH, the patient was discharged from the service

at his own earnest solicitation. At this time lie was able to walk about the room at night, hut still suffered very much from the

slightest excitement." Examiner .1. '1'. Bur-dick, of Brooklyn, reported. October 2'A. 18(36: ''A ball perforated the arm three and

a half inches above the condyles, injuring the median and ulnar nerve trunks, lie alleges that two inches of the median nerve

were excised hy the surgeon; the existence of a longitudinal eschar three inches in length tends to confirm the statement. The
fingers are rigidly flexed into the palm. The arm and hand are atrophied. In my opinion the disability is equal to the loss of

the arm.'' The Brooklyn Examining Board, Drs. McCollom and Leighton, reported, September 18, 187H: "Contraction of

thumb and fingers into palm of hand. Extreme sensitiveness of the fingers. Arm and hand useless."

Paralysis of motor nerves from gunshot injury was found to vary in all degrees of

severity and completeness, resulting from blows, wounds', concussions, and from transferred

irritation. In the following instance a slug remained in the left shoulder for twenty years,

when it was accidentally disturbed in its resting place by a tall of the patient. Paralysis

of the left arm and left leg ensued, but was completely relieved l>v the removal of the slug:

Case 10'JO.—Sergeant C. A. Norton, 1st Maine Cavalry, aged 22 years, while out with a scouting party was wounded,

August 7, Iritis, by a rebel hid in a cellar, by three leaden slugs, one striking the light hip, another the right arm, and the third

lodging in the left shoulder. The wounds in the hip and arm were slight and occasioned but little pain and healed in twenty

days; the wound in the left breast and shoulder was deep and produced peculiar sensation. The slug entered just over the third

left rib about on a line with the middle of the clavicle, and passed upward ami backward, lodging in the deep muscles. When
bit the patient instantly fell forward but did not become unconscious, although it was some moments before lie could speak. The

mind was unusually active ami incidents of his childhood, long forgotten, passed rapidly in review. The pain at first was of a

sharp tingling kind, accompanied by a beating, throbbing sound in the left ear, and the eyes became very sensitive to the sun-

light. All these symptoms gradually disappeared, and in two months he rejoined his command. In about a year his eyesight

bad so failed that he was compelled to use positive glasses, and he also had frequent attacks of neuralgia of the heart. These
conditions remained unchanged for twenty years; the wound in the shoulder occasioned no further inconvenience until May,
I88J. But lie could at any time, by simply striking the heel of the left foot smartly on the ground, produce a numb feeling

on the left side of the body, including the arm and head. In May, 1S84, be fell down a flight of steep stairs, striking the left

shoulder in the fall. At first lie had a faint deathly feeling at the stomach, and a sharp smarting pain in the left hand and aim
and down the spine. These symptoms gradually wore off, and the next morning he only felt a slight soreness from the bruise.

About noon the day after the fall, while writing, he found he bad suddenly lost the power to move the fingers of the left band,

and in a moment the arm became useless. lie was writing at the time with the left hand, having lost the right arm at Fort

Fisher in 18G5. He could not rise from his chair, for the left leg was also powerless. He was at once removed to his home,

where it was found that he had paralysis of the whole left side, with complete loss of sensation, not being able to feel the deep

prick of a pin. The eyes were very sensitive to the light, and the voice was weak and tremulus. In four days he so far

recovered as to be able to walk, but the arm and hand remained almost useless. Feeling that the slug in the left shoulder was
the cause of this trouble, he had it removed ill June, 1882, twenty years after receiving the wound. It was about as large as

a common lead pencil, three quarters of an inch long, flattened at both ends, and weighed at the time of removal \2'.l grains.

After the removal of the slug the numbness and coldness gradually disappeared from the hand and arm, and in three weeks be

could hold a pen and write a few moments at a time, and in six weeks, with the exception of a slight weakness, tin' hand and
arm were as well as ever. The eyesight, which for nineteen years had compelled the use of glasses, improved so much that the

glasses were not needed or used, and the neuralgia of the heart, of which he had so long suffered, had not made its appearance

in September.

Iii the work of Drs. Mitchell, Morehouse, and Keen, so freely quoted, the diagnosis

and prognosis of this class of injuries are succinctly stated (op. ad., p. 120): "The diagnosis

of this paralysis is of course easy. A ball cuts a nerve, or, as is more common, stuns or

contuses it, and we have certain muscles made powerless. In a few days, if the nerve

injury has been partial, some of these muscles improve or recover entirely. In other cases,

weeks or months go by without change for the better, and the muscles fall victims to atrophy

and contraction." As to prognosis: "Of course every case of partial loss of function is more

likely to recover than one of total loss, and if the will lias any control over the muscle after

the injury we may reasonably look for an increasing gain. But there are varieties of mus-

cular injury outside of the mere palsy of volitional control. Early loss of tone in the

muscle is a bad sign: rapid shrinking in size is another; and contraction, when this is a

nutrient change and not pure spasm, is worse still. They are all due to lesions of nutritive

fibres, and are ominous of ultimate deformities and of permanent loss of power. But these

signs, already fully discussed, arrive late in the case. It is possible, at a very early date,
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usually within two weeks of the injury, to make a very complete prognosis, by means of

electricity, as to the extent of the motor palsy and the probability of its remaining intract-

able to treatment or not.''

As results of motor paralysis are found loss of motion from alterations of joints, con-

tracted muscles, spasmodic affections and tremors. The following cases show the condi -

tion and phases of injuries affecting motor nerves:

Case 1091.—Private Patrick H. Mahoney, Co. H, 13th Iowa, aged 38 years, was wounded at Shiloh. April 6, 1 SC.-J. On
May 7tli he was admitted into flip hospital at Quincy, Illinois. Surgeon R. Niecolls, U. S. Vols., reported: " Wounded in the

left arm; the hall entered near the insertion of the pectoralis major, traversed the axilla, and came out at the lower angle of the

scapula, evidently dividing some of the branches of the axillary plexus. Ever since admission he has complained of violent neu-

ralgia of the wounded arm, and especially of the hand, together with exalted sensibility of the whole surface, so that he starts

and complains of pain when touched anywhere. His face is flushed. Narcotics seem to make but little impression upon him.

September 3d : Neuralgia now confined to the hand. Flush and sensibility of surface nearly gone. Bowels regular; sleeps well.

Pulse 112, fill 1 and strong. Muscles of forearm somewhat atrophied, of hand completely so. Flexors and extensors of fingers

contracted so as to bend the fingers like the letter S. Skin of hand bright red, partially from the constant use of water dressings.

Has very little motion of the fingers. The galvanic battery was tried at one time, without effect. September loth: The pains

appearing to be somewhat periodical, a mixture containing quinine 30 grains, tincture of aconite -10 drops, strychnia i grain, aro-

matic sulphuric acid q. s., and water 4 ounces, svas given in tablespoouful doses every six hours. This prescription seemed to

aggravate his pain and was discontinued on the 17th." Mahoney was discharged September 22, 1802, and pensioned. Exam-
iner W, H. Walker, of Fond du Lac, Wisconsin, reported, March 15, 1807 : "He was wounded through the upper third of the left

arm, injuring the axillary nerve and artery. Hand and arm atrophied and entirely useless for practical purposes. He can use

the hand as a dead weight to hold a paper when writing. Cannot hold his fork to cut his meat. Cannot take his hat off with

the hand ; it is absolutely useless for manual labor." He was paid December 4, 1870.

Case 1092.—J. S. L. Scott, aged 31 years, farmer, New York, enlisted August, 1862, Co. F, 121st New York. Wounded
May 3, 1863, at Chancellorsville. The ball entered the right leg a little below its middle, in front of the fibula three-fourths of

an inch, and emerged one inch and a fourth behind the tibia, on the same level, without injury to the bones. Total loss of motion

below knee; slight of sensation. Pain only on the second day, from inflammation. The after history doubtful, except that sen-

sation improved. Present condition, September 12, 1803: The patient walks with a crutch, the foot being suspended in a long

sling, in extension, and quite useless. Attempts at flexion resisted by the pinning of the cicatrix and by shortening of the soleus

chiefly. (See Specimen No. 6682, in the Army Medical Museum, a cast of the foot and ankle.) Sensation impaired slightly in the

foot , but nowhere lost. The leg and thigh muscles slightly tender on pressure. The foot feels warm, the toes are cold and purple.

No burning. Treatment : Alternate cold and hot douches ; splint to correct malposition ; faradization daily. October 26, 1803,

re-examined : Tactility and localization nearly perfect ; cold and heat are appreciated correctly, although slowly ; sensibility to

pain much impaired below the knee, but lost at the outer head of the gastrocnemius and on the outside of the foot; volitional

control lost from the knee downward ; electric contractility feeble in the tibialis anticus, extensor longus digitorum com., and

extensor proprius pollicis : it. is best, though weak, in the peroneus longus. In none of these, nor elsewhere, are the contractions

sufficient to stir the parts. None of the calf muscles respond at nil, and electro-muscular sensibility is absent in all except at the

upper end of the external origin of the gastrocnemius. Withal, there is no atrophy. The electric brush gives-little or no pain

in the dried skin. The muscles, or. at all events, the subcuticular tissues, are sore when firmly pressed, especially the great

toe and the inside of the plantar arch. It is difficult to reconcile this with the analgesia so evident where a needle is used. Il

is remarkable, but in accordance with M. Duchenne's experience, that above the wound the muscles in general have lost electric

contractility as well as below it. December 20, 1803: The anterior muscles have regained sensibility to electricity. A club-

foot apparatus was used to flex the foot. January 1, 1864 :
( 'ontractility under electricity returning in anterior muscles and calf.

No voluntary power. January 20, 1804 : Calf muscles begin to respond to will. Electro-muscular contractility well marked

in tibialis anticus, peroneus longus, common extensor, and interossei. Volition good as to calf muscles ; none as to anterior

group ; but the foot is now flexed to over a right angle, and when it is cased in a stout gaiter he can walk well with a cane ; for,

although he has no volitional flexion, the weight of the body on the toes and ball of the foot serves to antagonize the calf. The

man is anxious to be discharged, although, from the return of electric properties in the tibial group, we feel sure of ultimate cure

with the aid of electricity. Under the circumstances we do not feel that it is proper to retain him. Discharged February 12,

1804, and pensioned. Pension Examiner Launing reported, February 4, 1874, that paralysis of the foot and toes was nearly

complete. The pensioner's condition was unchanged in 1870.

Carefully conducted experiments on the condition of calorification in injuries of the

nerves were made by Drs. Mitchell, Morehouse, and Keen. The results in a number of

grave cases are summed up as follows (op. tit., p. 135) :
" It was observed that the member

the nerves of which were affected was nearly always colder than the other, whether tip'

nerve lesion was extensive or trifling. In two cases there was no difference. One of these

was an instance of total motor palsy below the knee, with good tactile feeling preserved

and without atrophies. The other was a wound of the portio dura of the seventh nerve
;

the motor palsy complete, sensation perfect, Five cases had a higher temperature in the
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wounded limb than in the sound member. Of these, one was an ordinary nerve wound,

with slight loss of sensation and with a good deal of motor paralysis. All of the others

were cases of the burning pain so often alluded to. The examination in these was limited

to the spot affected. At the time of these observations we had no wounds in which com-

plete division of all the nerves of a part had occurred ; and in fact this is a rare accident.

The sole exceptions were wounds of the seventh pair. One of these we examined as to

temperature, but with no notable result. There was no difference between the two sides."

EFFECTS OF MISSILES AND PROJECTILES ON BLOOD-VESSELS. WoUllds of blood-VeSSels, the

effect of missiles and projectiles, were few in comparison with the total number of shot

wounds recorded during the war.

In the general consideration of these injuries the question as to the particular character

of the missile does not appear to assume much practical importance ; in fact, it is difficult

to distinguish the effects of injuries inflicted by one or the other form of more common
forms of bullets.

It is probable, from the general nature and conditions pertaining to missiles, that a

round ball will more frequently contuse than divide a blood-vessel, while the contrary may
be expected to result from an injury by a conoidal bullet ; but perforations by round balls

have also been noted, as in the following case :o
Case 1093.—Private Henry Owens, Battery A, 5th U. S. Artillery, aged 23 years, was wounded at Suffolk, Virginia,

April 15, 1863, by the bursting of a shell over his head. Surgeon T. H. Squire, 89th New York, reported : "A flesh wound,

a mere graze across the right ramus of the lower jaw, near the chin ; a second wound, penetrating, a slit three-fourths of an

inch across the side of the neck, over the middle of the sterno-cleido-mastoid muscle, the opening being near three inches from

the median line in front. April 18, 1863, the right side of the neck, extending down toward the subclavicular region, is swelled

and somewhat emphysematous to the touch. There is some pain in the chest in the region of the mediastinum ; some dyspnoea

and cough, and a little spitting of blood on one occasion. Respiratory murmur very distinct, and percussion resonant over the

front of both lungs. He died on April 19, 1863. Post-mortem examination at 1 o'clock P. M. on April 19th : Countenance

livid ; mottled appearance of skin on the right shoulder, arm, and chest ; frothing at the lips ; all of the right chest, save a

hand's breadth immediately beneath the clavicle, dull on percussion ; left chest resonant on percussion in front. Made one

incision through the skin and areolar tissue from tho point of the thyroid cartilage down to the umbilicus ; one from the point

of commencement, about four inches long, just below the ramus of the under jaw ; and a third at right angles with the first,

from the umbilicus, about six inches to the right. Dissected back this whole flap, including skin, superficial fascia, and pla-

tysma myoides. Areolar tissue of the whole right side of the neck injected with dark blood. Discovered the opening caused by

the missile to be nearly in the centre of the sterno-cleido-mastoid muscle ; the omo-hyoid muscle was also injured by the ball.

Sternohyoid and sterno-thyroid uninjured, being toward the median line from the wound. Thyroid gland quite large. Arrived

at this point, discovered that the ball had passed through the internal jugular vein about two inches above the clavicle, the

wounds of entrance and exit being on the anterior and posterior walls of the vein, the outer and inner third being entire. The
vessel from this wound, upwards in the neck, was occupied with a large clot of blood; par vagum and carotid uninjured;

scalenus anticus perforated, the direction of the ball being downward and toward the spine. On opening the chest a great

deal of scrum escaped from the right pleural cavity. There was extensive adhesions of recent false membrane over the whole

of the right lung, or the greater portion of it. The ball, after going through all the soft parts, as narrated, struck and fractured

the neck of the first rib, also the neck of the second rib, and finally found a lodgement by the right side of the body of the third

dorsal vertebra, in the posterior mediastinum. From the right cavity of the chest, after the lungs were removed, the ball could

easily be felt with the fingers, lying in the place where its motion was arrested, with nothing but the costal or mediastinal pleura

intervening between it and the cavity of the chest. The ball evidently bruised the mediastinal pleura, injured it, but did not make
an opening in it. The lung was not inflamed. The ball was round, the size of a common musket ball, and battered on one side.

It may be well enough to remark that there was never any bleeding to speak of in this case. By a further and more careful

examination of the injury to the vein I find that the ball actually perforated the vessel instead of biting out a piece on one side."

The wounded portion of the right internal jugular vein was forwarded to the Army Medical Museum by Dr. Squire, and is

numbered Specimen 1055 of the Surgical Section. A part of the parietes of the vein is carried away, and in the posterior portion

an orifice is seen, through which the contributor considers the missile passed.

Distorted balls, pieces of shell, fragments of stone and iron, and splinters follow the

general rule common to all missiles, by contusing, cutting, and puncturing blood-vessels.

The graver lesions due to the impact of large projectiles are so manifest in their charac-

ter as to need no comment.

The position of the larger trunks of the principal blood-vessels tends to give them
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immunity from accident. They are deeply placed, sheltered by the bony frame-work,

protected by soft parts and by fasciae capable of deflecting the course of a missile ; their

investing sheaths and coats are strong and tough ;
having a certain degree of freedom of

motion they are enabled to slip aside and elude a passing missile ; their tubular form and

easily compressed fluid contents are also elements of safety. All of these conditions may
have their influence in contributing to the many fortunate escapes from severe, perhaps

fatal, injury common to the experience of every military surgeon.

Case 1094.—Private Michael Hussey. Co. D, 37th New York, aged 32 years, was wounded, while on picket, at Oceoquan,

Virginia, February 24, 1862. Surgeon W. O'Meagher, 37th New York, reported: 1 "The ball entered the right thigh near the

lower angle of Scarpa's space, eluded or pushed aside the femoral vessels, passed upward, and escaped posteriorly in the gluteal

furrow. Very little hemorrhage occurred, though he walked a considerable distance back to the picket station. A plug of

scraped lint was inserted into each opening and a roller bandage applied, this being kept wet with an evaporating lotion. Next

day he was removed to the regimental hospital, and for two weeks following little more was done except to apply a poultice.

By this time he was able to walk about, no bail symptom having occurred to mar his speedy convalescence." On March 5, 1862,

he was transferred to the Mansion House Hospital, Alexandria, •whence he was returned to duty August 7, 1862. He continued

in service until June 8, 1865, receiving at Petersburg, on May 9, 1864, a shot wound of the forehead. In February, 1882,

Hussey was an applicant for pension.

In the case of Private William McDonald (First Surgical Volume, page 397), Co. F,

51st New York, a musket ball lodged between the carotid artery and the jugular vein,

pressing the vein forward to such an extent that the vessel was collapsed and little or no

blood passed through it. In the case of Captain J. N. Lake (First Surgical Volume, page

412), a musket ball passed on a level with the pomum Adami, between the jugular vein and

the carotid artery, without injuring either vessel.

Aside from the injuries of large trunks which are immediately fatal, it would appear

that the number of cases of wounds of important blood-vessels is small. In the preliminary

report (Circular No. 6, Surgeon General's Office, 1865, page 38) it was stated that " in the

campaign of the Army of the Potomac from the Rapidan to the James, in May, June, and

July, 1864, of a total of 36,508 gunshot wounds only 27 belonged to this category." Dr.

Longmore 2 says: " Out of 4,434 wounds detailed in the British returns of the Crimean War,

only 15 wounds of arteries were registered." Surgeon M. Goldsmith, U. S. V., "desiring to

learn whether external primary haemorrhage often occurs as the instant result of shot

wounds," placed himself "near the line of battle, and observed only one case, a soldier

struck in the neck, severing the carotid," and fatal before he could reach him.

In the following case the common carotid artery was perforated from before back-

ward ; death ensued very rapidly

:

Case 1095.—Lieutenant Colonel E. A. Kimball, 9th New York, aged about 40 years, of well-knit frame and in good health,

was shot at Suffolk, Virginia, at about 4 o'clock A. M. on April 12, 1863. Surgeon T. II. Squire, 89th New York, reported: "It

is said that Lieut. Colonel Kimball uttered a brief ejaculation after he was shot and died almost instantly. A pistol was the arm

used ; the person firing was on horseback, the person shot standing on the ground very near him. I examined the body at 3

o'clock p. M. Blood was dried on the clothes on the front of his person from the throat to the boots. An opening half an inch

in diameter existed in the front of the neck, the edge of it only about a quarter of an inch to the right of the median line, and the

centre of the opening being about three-quarters of an inch below the prominent point of the thyroid cartilage. No other open-

ing existed; but the ball was felt beneath the skin just over the posterior border of the scapula. Here I made an incision and

removed it with forceps. Putting my finger in the opening I found that the ball had just made a notch in the border of the blade

at the point corresponding to the termination of the spine of the scapula. From the point of entrance the ball took its course

downward and backward, but nearly in a direct antero-posterior direction. I made one incision in the medium line from the

thyroid cartilage to the top of the sternum, another from the point of commencement toward the angle of the jaw about two and

a half inches, and a third from the bottom of the first in the direction of the clavicle about two inches. 1st, Laid back the skin

and superficial fascia ; 2d, the platysma myoides muscle (the areolar tissue was dark with suffused blood near the wound) ; 3d,

divided the lower attachment of the sterno-cleido-mastoid and carried the muscle up and laid it on the reflected skin ; the ball

went just to the inner edge of this muscle ; 4th, divided the omo-hyoid and turned it away ; 5th, cut the upper attachment of the

1 O'MEAGHEll (W.), Cases in Military Surgery; Gunshot Wound of Thigh, narrow escape of Femoral Vessels, in American Medical Times, 1862,

Vol. IV, p. 205. s LO.NGMOItE (T.), Gunshot Injuries, etc, London, 1877, page 150.
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Rterno-hyoid and turned it down (the ball hole was riglit through the middle of the muscle), and also cut tl». lower attachment

and then the muscle away ; 6th, did the same thing with the sterno-thyroid ; 7th, discovered that the ball had made a notch

in the edge of the thyroid gland; 8th, cleared away areolar tissue dark with suffused blood; 9th, found the common rarotUl

artery absolutely perforated from before backward, there being a roundish opening in the anterior and a somewhat longitudinal

one in the posterior wall, the two lateral portions of the tube being entire; 10th, the. pal' vagum and the vein uninjured ; 1 1th,

this hall bole ill the carotid was used, without any alteration, to insert tht syringe pipe to inject arsenic to preserve the body:
12th, the ball was conical and quite a size larger in diameter than the diameter of the artery.''

The passage of a missile tlirougli any pari of (he body will necessarily divide and lac-

erate many small blood-vessels, but serious results seldom follow, as permanent retraction

of the injured vessels takes place at once.

When an artery of size is completely divided by the impact of a large or small pro-

jectile at high velocity there may be a gusli of blood; but the immediate retraction of the

inner and middle coats and the formation of a coagulum will generally prevent further

haemorrhage and secure the patient for the time at least.

In eighty-four of one hundred and eighteen cases of complete division of the larger

arteries no primary bleeding was observed, while in thirty-four cases, or 28.8 per cent., the

injury was followed by primary haemorrhage.

Table CXXTIT.
Summary of One Hundred and Eighteen Cases of Complete Division of the larger Blood-vessels, indi-

cating the number of cases in which primary bleeding occurred.

Results.

ARTERIES.

Complete division of Common Carotid.

Complete division of Internal Carotid.

.

Complete division of Axillary

Complete division of Brachial

Complete division of Radial

Complete division of Ulnar

Complete division <>f Femoral

Complete division of Popliteal

Complete division of Tibials

Complete division of Peroneal

Aggregate*

1

(i

l:.

1.1

fi

31

20

21

3

118

111

I',

4

2

1

6

5

4

2

28

14

18

'J

BO

Primary
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Assistant Surgeon W. S. Adams reported: " Wounded by a minie" ball, wliicli entered the outer and lower border of tlie popliteal

space, passed inward and downward, and lodged beneat-li the skin on the opposite side, from which point it was cut out upon the

lii'ld. Patient's condition fail', ami wounds present a healthy appearance. Ordered full diet. July 21st, (i r. M., hseniorrhage

lias just taken place from the wound of entrance to the extent of about eight ounces. Compression of the femoral was instituted

hy the patient, and when 1 reached there the haemorrhage had ceased. A compress of dry lint was placed over the wound ami

a nurse directed to watch it. At 1 a. m. slight oozing commenced at wound of exit, and at 4 A. M. it gushed out in a consid-

erable stream, but was again controlled by compression of the femoral artery. At this time about four ounces were lost, and, as

no bleeding vessel could he observed, a tourniquet was placed over the femoral artery, but not tightened. July 21th. the com

pi-esses have been removeiLfrom day to day ami the wounds dressed, hut then' has been no recurrence of haemorrhage. The
patient is taking tonics and generous diet. July 20th, haemorrhage has just recurred. Compression of the femoral controls it.

This time the patient lost about six ounces, lie was etherized, and upon thorough examination it was found that the ball hail

severed the popliteal artery and also wounded tin' posterior portion of the tibia near its articular surface. Taking into consid-

eration the win i ml of the bone so near the joint, if not actually involving it, together with the destruction of the soft parts along

the track of the ball, it was deemed advisable to amputate rather than ligate the femoral, which would be more than equivalent

to a second ligation of the artery. Amputation of the thigh at its lower third was done by Haps of skin and circular of muscles.

The patient being quite weak was ordered brandy and beef tea every half hour. July 27th, slept well last night, pulse 120 ami

quite nervous; has but little disposition to take nourishment; ordered milk punch, iron, and quinine. J uly 28th, had a slight

chill last evening; pulse 125 this A. M.; discharge from stump somewhat unhealthy; syringed it out with acid wash (muriatic

acid, one-half ounce to pint of water). July 31st, healthy granulations are being thrown out. The acid has very much improved

the appearance of the stump
;
general condition improving; is very despondent. August .

r
>th, pulse 120 and feeble. Has trouble

some diarrhoea; appetite poor; Stump discharges quite profusely. Ordered opiate injections after each evacuation, and a wine-

glassful of milk punch every hour. August 8th, diarrhoea still obstinate and is running the patient down. Ordered Monsel's

solution, fifteen drops four times per day. Continued injections and other treatment. August 10th, diarrhoea slightly improved.

August 15th, patient litis bad a troublesome hacking cough for some days; skin is becoming sallow. litis evidence of pyaemia,

but has had no chills. August 17th, evidently failing fast; raises pneumonic sputa; countenance anxious, mind wandering.

Died August lit, 1803. As the friends wished to embalm the body no post-mortem could be obtained." Portions of the femoral.

popliteal, anterior and posterior tibial arteries and popliteal vein constitute SpaAmm 3963 of the Army Medical Museum, and

were contributed by Dr. Adams. The specimen shows a large well-organized clot near the orifice of the posterior tibial, which

is severed at its origin.

In the cases in which the division of the blood-vessel is followed by primary bsemor-

rhage it is possible that some foreign body may be thrust into the open lumen of the artery

which will prevent retraction while insufficient to act as a plug; or that there may be

paralysis of the nerves of the arterial coats, preventing their retraction

:

Cask 1097.—Major W. F. Smith, 1st Delaware, received a shot flesh wound of the right thigh, at Hatcher's Run, Vir-

ginia, October 27, 1864. Surgeon A. N. Dougherty, Medical Director Second Army Corps, reported: 'Among the wounded

I noticed Major Smith being conveyed on a stretcher to the rear, evidently, from his ghastly pallor, severely hurt, and probably

suffering much from loss of blood. I accompanied him as far as the ambulances, where, witli the assistance of Surgeon J. M.

McNulty, U. S. V., and Assistant Surgeon C. Smart, U. S. A., Medical Inspector, I examined the wound and did what seemed

necessary. The ball (minie) passed through the right thigh behind the os femoris, a little below the middle, severing the femoral

artery but not injuring the bone. Haimorrhage had already been profuse, but was partially restrained by a handkerchief and a

leather strap which some one had applied. On consultation it was thought imperatively necessary to cut down upon and tie the

vessel in the wound, which I accordingly tied with the assistance above mentioned and that furnished by regimental medical

officers in compressing the artery at the groin. The enlarging of the wound quickly brought the upper cut end into view and

enabled me to cast a ligature around it; but in order to secure the lower end it was necessary to cut across the sartorius muscle.

The femoral vein also required tying. There was still considerable haemorrhage of a dark venous character, which, as its source

could not be brought into view, it was judged best to arrest by sponge compresses, the lowest one dipped in solution of per-

sulphate of iron, after which it ceased completely. A bandage was applied and he was sent in an ambulance to the Gurley 1 louse,

which he reached without molestation. Up to this time (October 30) there has been no return of the haemorrhage. The pulse,

which was scarcely perceptible at the wrist, was quite good yesterday. The leg and foot are pale and cold, with some mottling

about the instep, and sensibility is quite wanting below the calf. I directed artificial heat, wrapping in flannel and cotton bat-

ting, frictions, etc." An entry on the register of the hospital shows that amputation in the middle third of the thigh was after-

wards performed, and that the patient died November 6, 1804.

In the following case the complete division of the femoral artery was followed by

severe primary hemorrhage, but the bleeding ceased spontaneously:

Case 1098.—Private E. H. Clarendon, Co. I, 2Gth Massachusetts, aged 22 years, was wounded in action at Opequan
Creek, September 19, 1864, by a minie ball, which passed through the fleshy part of the left thigh and slightly wounded the right

thigh. The wounded man was brought to hospital at Winchester on September 22d. Severe haimorrhage occurred at the time

of receiving the wound, which ceased spontaneously. About eight days after the date of the injury serious haemorrhage took

place, wholly venous in character. After that time there was no recurrence, but a constant and free discharge of dark bloody-

pus. The patient became anaemic, feverish, and at times delirious, until he sank at length with evident manifestations of pyaemia.

He died October 17. 1864. The post-mortem examination disclosed a large dissecting abscess beneath the fascia and among the

muscles of the anterior portion of the thigh. The missile had entered about the junction of the upper and middle third of the

Suhu. 111—95
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limb, severing the femoral artery and wounding the femoral vein. Both the proximal and distal portions of the artery were

filled with firm coagula, and for about half an inch from the torn extremity of each there was a hard cartilaginous formation

surrounding the vessel, which was indeed nearly osseous in character. The crural nerve was inflamed in the track of the ball,

but not otherwise injured. The ('(moral vein was filled with a very thick pus, reaching from the wound to a point some two

inches above Poupart's ligament. Above this and to within about an inch of its junction with the internal iliac the vein was

.tilled with a firm coaguhnn of lymph. The distal portion of the vein contained very little pus. Purulent or lymphatic deposits

were found on the peritoneum, covering the hepatic vessels ; also on the anterior edge of the right lobe of the liver. Purulent

deposits were also found in the spleen, and a small abscess existed at its superior edge containing bloody pus. The treatment

of the patient had been of atonic and stimulating character. The history of the case, together with portions of the injured femoral

artery and vein, was contributed to the Museum by Surgeon C. H. Andrus, 17(ith New York. A wet preparation of the vessels

constitutes Specimen 3794 of the Surgical Section.

Cases of partial division of vessels more frequently came under

In these cases itthe observation of the surgeon.

Flo. 418.— Shot perforation of
right primitive iliac. Spec. 6336.

FIO. 419.—Shot laoera-

was usually found that only a portion of the calibre

of the vessel was carried away or that perforation

of the vessel had taken place. Under such condi-

tions the retraction of the vessel is rendered impos-

sible, and hemorrhage ensues proportionately to the

size of the artery and of the wound. A case of shot

perforation of the carotid has been cited on page

751, ante (case of Kimball) ; and a perforation of

the right primitive iliac by a pistol ball is shown
in Fig. 418. The injured man died in twelve min-

utes. A partial division of the femoral vein is

shown in Fig. 419. Profuse hemorrhage followed

immediately after the injury, which was with diffi-

culty arrested by compression. Details of this case

are given on page 304 of the Second Surgical Vol-

ume (Case 868). If the artery is large the hsemor- spec soft.

rhage will be profuse, and attended with speedily fatal results unless help is near at hand,

as in the case of Assistant Surgeon K. S. Vickery, detailed on page 16, ante. The follow-

ing additional data, furnished by Dr. Vickery in a letter to the editor, dated April 5, 1882,

will be found of interest

:

CASE 25 (Cont. from p. 16).
—"A partially spent ride bullet struck me on the front of the left thigh. Profuse haemorrhage

ensued and I fell fainting. Recovering consciousness I found myself lying on a stretcher, with the artery secured by a tourniquet.

It must have been done promptly, as several surgeons of the brigade and the hospital steward of the regiment were within a few

feet of me when I fell, and but for that prompt and timely assistance the haemorrhage would probably have been fatal. I was
then carried by stretcher and ambulance to the division hospital, about three miles to the rear. There, as the operating surgeons

were all very busy, I was placed in charge of one of the assistants, to watch that the haemorrhage was kept in control, until the

afternoon, when, having placed me under the influence of chloroform, Surgeon W. B. Fox, of the 8th Michigan Volunteers,

cut down in the opening, enlarging it, and ligated the femoral artery above and below the injured part. The wound, fortunately,

was well situated for ligation of the artery, being about four inches below Poupart's ligament and about an inch below the pro-

funda, the ball entering in front, passing back close to the bone but not injuring it, and lodging in the muscles of the posterior

part of the thigh about an inch below the surface, from which it was extracted at the time. The ligatures came away on the

thirteenth day. On the eighteenth day, while at stool, a secondary haemorrhage came on to the amount of eight ounces. It

<teased with the aid of compression and quiet, and there was no return of it. The wound was completely healed by November

3d. On the fifteenth day I was moved from field hospital to City Point by ambulance, and eight days afterwards placed on

board steamer and carried to a northern hospital. Some branch of the anterior crural nerve, probably the internal saphe-

nous, must have been injured by the ball, as I suffered severe pain in the wound and along the leg for some days. This caused

a want of sensation of the skin of the inner side of the leg from the knee down, which was greatest in the foot, and from the

deficient innervation and bad nutrition of the skin gave me much trouble for years, and though it has now much improved it

is the chief cause of the lameness which still continues. On March 11, 1865, seeing that I would not be able to resume my
duties, I was honorably mustered out of the service at my own request, and returned to Ireland to visit friends there. When
the wound healed the muscles of the knee remained contracted, so that when standing erect I could only touch the toes to the

ground, and had to use crutches. As this condition did not improve by the modes of extension employed, on June 15, 1865,
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Drs. Daniel Donovan and David Haddeu divided the hamstring tendons of the leg subcutaneously and forcibly extended the

limb. In a few months I was able to get about without crutches. The leg now remains weak, and has not regained its former

size or strength ; but it has never, during my service in the army, kept me a day off duty."

In the case of Booth, 7th Indiana Cavalry (Case 21, page 14, ante), the femoral artery

was perforated. Copious haemorrhage ensued at once, which was arrested by the applica-

tion of a tourniquet. Haemorrhage recurred on the sixth day, which was again arrested by

pressure; the wound became unhealthy, and the patient died on the tenth day after the

injury. Prompt operative interference would undoubtedly have afforded a chance of life.

Sometimes haemorrhage will continue though it may be retarded by the formation of a

coagulum in the track of the wound, but the tendency is to form a diffuse traumatic aneurism,

which, untreated, will exhaust the patient by frequently recurring haemorrhage. In the case

of Melley, 2d West Virginia (Case 13, page 555, First /Surgical Volume), the axillary had

been almost entirely divided; an enormous tumor of coagulum formed in the axilla. Haem-

orrhages recurring, the axillary was ligated; but during the operation the subclavian vein

was accidently opened and death ensued in less than ten minutes.

The greater number of cases of injury to blood-vessels were cai?<;d by contusion.

Missiles with low velocities, or those whose force is partially expended upon tissues previous

to striking the artery, seldom divide or penetrate, but contuse the arterial coats, destroying

or impairing their vitality, and establishing inflammatory action which results in the removal

of a slough at definite periods, accompanied by profuse secondary haemorrhage. In some

cases the resulting inflammation or the injury to the vasa-vasorum effects a partial or com-

plete occlusion of the arterial tube ; if the collateral circulation becomes well established

recovery may take place; but fatal gangrene of the extremity, deprived of its blood supply,

very commonly supervenes.

Cask 1099.—Private Henry Kuoble, Co. D, 149th New York, u as u • aided ut Kinggold, November 27, 1803. Assistant

Surgeon Norman Teal, 88th Indiana, reported: ''Wounded in superior regions of both thighs and posterior part of neck ; tniniti

ball entered left thigh on outer anterior aspect six inches below superior spinous process of ilium, dipped beneath the integu-

ment and deep fascia, and emerged on inner surface of thigh four inches below pubis; the wound of the right thigh was sup-

posed to have been made bythe same ball after passing through the left. I saw the case for the first time on December 11, 18(i3;

removed the ball from thewound of the neck. On examination found the left foot in a state of humid gangrene, with aline of demar-

cation encircling the ankle at the malleoli. On inquiry learned that this soldier had been brought hither from the battle-field after

suffering considerable exposure to cold on the battle ground and during transition; that the foot was cold and insensible at the time

of the patient's admission into hospital ; that he arrived here hungry and cold on the morning of November 28th, the next day after

the injury ; that he had diarrhoea at the time the wounds were received,*and that be had suffered from this disease more or less

during his sojourn in hospital. Know nothing of the treatment previous to December 11th. After this time opiates were exhib-

ited to control the bowels and tunics and .stimulants to invigorate and support the system. Amputation of the leg at the junction

of the middle with the lower third was performed on December 14th ; artery controlled by thumb alone. Very little hemor-

rhage
;
parts at point of section flabby. Treatment mentioned above continued ; alcohol, full strength, applied to stump freely from

the first; but little inflammation occurred, and but feeble efforts at reparation were made. Granulation sparse and flaccid through-

out ; appetite pretty good. My connection with this case ceased about the last of December. Dr. Kilbourne (hen assumed charge.

Death took place January 14, 18U4, on the 48th day after the injury andthe :llst after amputation. Autopsy : Wound in left thigh

closed ; track of ball occupied by an abscess containing thin fetid pus. The course of the ball appears to have been posterior to

the artery, impinging upon its sheath„for the wall of the artery at this point is thickened, of a brownish color, and its calibre

diminished one-half. A firm coagulum fills the sheath for one inch below the track of the ball. Bones protruded between the

flaps, which were lined with an ash-gray slough. The elaborate post-mortem examination in this case is omitted as unnecessary

to the description of the specimen, illustrating as it does death by pyaemia. The gangrene in this case was clearly due to the

diminution of the calibre of the artery and to the cold and exposure to which the man was subjected ; neither cause sufficient of

itself to have produced the result." Specimen 2114, Section I, Army Medical Museum, consists of a wet preparation of the upper

portion of the left femoral artery, with the walls much thickened by a coagulum in the sheath. It was contributed by Dr. Teal. 1

Not unfrequently spicules of bone driven before a missile puncture blood-vessels, and

though they may not be productive of instant trouble, they set up inflammatory action,

resulting in ulceration and sloughing attended with secondary haemorrhage.

An example of division of the intercostal artery by the fractured end of a rib has been
1 An abstract of this case was published by Dr. JOHN A. LIDELL in XT. S. Sanitary Commission Memoirs, N'ew York, 1870, Surgical Vol. [, p. ST.
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cited on page 551 (Case of Butterfiokl) of the First Surgical Volume, and an instance of

rupture of the popliteal by a fragment of bone is here adduced:

Case 1100.—Private Jonathan Witling, Co. A. 125th Ohio, aged S25 years, was wounded at Eesaca, Georgia, May 14,

18G4. He was at once admitted into the field hospital of [he 2d division. Fourth Corps, where the injury was recorded as a

flesh wound of the left thigh. He was subsequently treated in hospital at Nashville, and on August 25, 1864, was transferred

to " Joe Holt " Hospital, Jeffersonville, Indiana. Surgeon 11. P. Stearns, U. S. V., reported : "Compound fracture of lower

third of femur by conoidal ball. October 12th : Patient enfeebled and anaemic by constant discharge of pus. l'ulse frequent and

soft, tongue moist and clean, appetite good, bowels regular. Femur much shattered; ends overlapped and partially united.

Soft parts destroyed by gangrene, exposing blood-vessels; rupture of popliteal artery by a fragment of bone. Chloroform admin

istered and antero-posterior flap amputation of the middle third of the thigh performed by Dr. Stearns. The flaps subsequently

sloughed, exposing an inch of the femur ; repeated haemorrhages also occurred. Quinine, opium, and whiskey administered and

cold-water dressings applied. December 17th : Every indication of recovery ; flaps nearly healed. The man is in fine health

and spirits; all medicines have been suspended and nourishing die! alone depended upon." Wining was transferred to Cleve-

land, Ohio, March 24, 1865, and discharged from service May 20, 1865. He is a pensioner.

Wounds closely resembling incised wounds frequently are caused by sharp-edged shell

fragments flying with great velocity; but a certain amount of contusion and laceration,

always present, separates them from the class of purely incised wounds.

Missiles and foreign bodies lodging sometimes act as plugs, restraining for a time

haemorrhage from a wounded blood-vessel. An interesting case of occlusion of the common
carotid by an impacted ball is related by Surgeon John A. Lidell:

1

Cask 1101.—"At the Washington Infirmary, August 15, 1861, through the kindness of Dr. J. W. S. Gouley, then attached

to the medical service of the U. S. Army, the author had an opportunity to examine a very interesting preparation of the left

common carotid artery and the parts adjacent to it, which had been obtained on the previous day at the autopsy of a soldier

who had died from secondary haemorrhage following a gunshot wound of the left side of the face and neck. The ball, which,

by the way, was nearly spent, struck the lower jaw well forward and was deflected downward, backward, and a little outward

in such a manner as to pass obliquely through the left common carotid artery, and to lodge in the tunics and sheath of that ves-

sel underneath the omo-hyoid muscle, pressing somewhat upon the par vagum, and occluding completely the proximal end of the

divided artery. It was a round ball. The haemorrhage occurred fourteen days after the wound was inflicted and two or three

days after his admission into the infirmary. It came on suddenly, without warning, and was very profuse. The patient lost

more than a quart of blood, which flowed in a great stream from his mouth. On the supposition that the haemorrhage proceeded

from a lesion of some of the carotid vessels, an effort was made to tie the common carotid above the omo-hyoid muscle, but it

had to be abandoned on account of the great profuseness of a flow of blood which took place in the wound of operation, and

did not permit the search to be continued in order to secure the bleeding vessel by ligature at the place of injury. It was believed

by all the surgeons present that the patient was now so much exhausted by the loss of blood as to make it useless to attempt to

tie the common carotid artery below the omo-hyoid muscle, and the next morning he died. Moreover, the source of the litem-

orrhage was very obscure until it was revealed at the autopsy. It was then found that the divided carotid artery was still occluded

on the side of the wound toward the heart (proximal) by the impacted ball ; that a false aneurism as large as a filbert and elongated

in shape had been fanned at the distal extremity and on the inner side of the wounded artery just above the omo-hyoid muscle; that

the hamorrhage occurred from rapture or spontaneous opening of the sac of this traumatic aneurism ; that the hirmorrheujc was not

direct, but recurrent in character ; and that it could not have been arrested without the application of a ligature to the vessel on the

distal side of the wound in it. The ligation of the common carotid below the omo-hyoid muscle would, therefore, not have done

any good, unless the vessel had been tied at the same time at some point beyond the spot where it was wounded and where the

traumatic aneurism was situated. A remarkable and, so far as the writer knows, an unique feature of this case was, that the trau-

matic aneurism was formed in connection with the distal end of the divided common carotid artery, the occurrence of which

appears to have been favored by the free anastomosis which exists between the terminal branches of both the external and inter-

nal carotid arteries of the two sides of the bodv." The above has been identified as the case of Corporal Jonathan Calcf, 2d New
Hampshire. An abstract of this case has been published by Medical Cadet L. H. Hodman, U. S. A.,'2 who states that the man
was injured by a sentry, August 7, 1861. There was considerable haemorrhage at the time of the accident, but when admitted

to the hospital a few hours afterwards he was in a comfortable condition, bleeding having entirely ceased. No search was made

for the ball, but the edges of the fractured bone were retained in apposition by means of a suitable bandage, and quiet enjoined.

Diet consisted of nutritious soups and beef tea. The patient continued in good condition until the afternoon of the 13th, nearly

a week after the reception of the injury, when, lying quietly in bed, he was seized with violent arterial haemorrhage. The blood

poured from bis mouth, welling up with each pulsation of the heart. Compression over the carotid was instantly resorted to,

but a quart of blood bad escaped before the haemorrhage was controlled. The patient being now very weak, stimulants were

administered and directed to be given frequently through the night. Continuous compression was kept up over the artery. Bleed-

ing recurred twice during the night ami was controlled with great difficulty. He sank rapidly, and died on the morning of August 14.

1861, by syncope, in another and terrible attack of haemorrhage.

Case 1102.—Private John Jones, 187th New York, aged 27 years, was admitted into Jarvis Hospital, Baltimore, Feb-

ruary 11, 1865, with a gunshot wound of the mouth and throat, received at Hatcher's Hun, Virginia, on February 6th. The

1 Surgical Memoirs of the War of the Rebellion, collected and published by the IT. S. San. Comm.. New York. 1870, Surgical Volume I, page 172.

3 BoomAN (L. H.), Gunshot Wound of Carotid Artery—Secondary Hemorrhage, iu American Medical Times, New York, 1862, Vol. IV, p. 67.
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patient, at the time of admission into the hospital, was able to walk about, and a casual observer would have thought him to be

in nowise a dangerous condition. The musket ball had entered directly the mouth and in its progress carried away the upper

and lower incisors and canine teeth, and passing backward lodged, but where was not discovered until thepost-mortem revealed the

fact. The index finger inserted into the month found that it had wounded the right side of the tongue, and from thence the track

ran to the right side of tile neck and backward through the pillars of the fauces and then could not be further traced. The patient

himself thought that he had swallowed the ball. The only inconvenience lie suffered was in either talking or swallowing, ami

when resting on his back: and being so apparently comfortable it was not thought best to trouble him, hut orders were given to the

nurses to watch him closely. An examination externally revealed no signs of injury, and the only symptom there marked was

tenderness over the upper vertebra and general soreness of the muscles of the neck. lie had not the least sign of paralysis, and

the day previous to his death he was walking about his ward, and even requested bis medical attendant to extract for him a tooth

which was almost detached by the ball and was giving him some annoyance. On February 12th (six days after the injury was

received), at 5.30 v. M., a most furious arterial secondary hemorrhage occurred through and out of his mouth. Before assist-

ance could reach him (although close at hand) he had bled so copiously as to be in a state of syncope, and while bleeding he had

two convulsions, one of which was quite violent. During the active haemorrhage pressure was made over the common carotids,

yet it did not seem to control it to any great extent, and notwithstanding various expedients were employed it only stopped

when syncope came on. It is proper to state, also, in this connection, that pressure from within by the fingers did not stay the

haemorrhage, but to his detriment increased the suffering of the patient. The exhausted condition of the patient at this time

rendered it inexpedient to resort to any operative interference. The [Hemorrhage having entirely ceased through this effort of

nature, it was ordered that diffusible stimulants be freely given in such quantities as the stomach could bear, ami that ice should

be constantly kept applied to the parts, and under this treatment he slowly rallied and rested quietly until 5 o'clock on the fol-

lowing morning, when a gush of blood took place from the patient's mouth and he expired. An autopsy was made twenty-four

hours after death, and the track of the wound was thoroughly explored, after both common carotids had been injected with a suitable

materia], which, on cooling, hardened and distended the principal arteries of the head and neck. On the plan of operating recom-

mended by Mr. Guthrie on the living subject, an angular Hap of the integuments was made corresponding with the ramus and

body of the lower maxillary bone, and this integument was turned back, and by the saw the bone was divided near the first

lower molar tooth and the upper fragment raised. By a little diss»ction the wound was fully exposed and the first vessel

wounded was ascertained to have been the right internal carotid, which was converted into a traumatic aneurism for near its

entire length, and its position was occupied by an extensive clot of blood. On introducing the finger into the track of the wound
at this point and carrying it almost directly backward and inward, the ball was found loosely resting against the transverse

process of the first cervical vertebra, and was easily extracted without the aid of forceps. By further careful exploration of the

parts adjacent to where the ball was arrested in its progress it was ascertained that the right vertebral artery had been exten-

sively lacerated at the point where it passes through the foramen of the transverse process of the atlas, and that the ball resting

there had probably acted as a plug in preventing haemorrhage from that artery, and in proof of this assertion no clots of blood

were discovered here. The right transverse process of the atlas was completely fractured and comminuted, and the fragments

were readily removed en masse simply with the fingers and without any force. This fracturing of this process of the atlas was,

on further investigation, found to extend through the ring down to the spinal cord, yet the fragments were not driven in upon,

or were they apparently causing any pressure on the cord. On examining the brain, heart, and lungs they were found healthy

and in a normal condition, but were exsanguinated. Assistant Surgeon D. C Peters, U. S. A., 1 who transmitted the above report,

remarks : "It is somewhat remarkable that this soldier was not killed outright, or having lived so long lie should not have suf-

fered from paralysis in some form, and, in fine, that his terrible wound should have given him so little trouble up to the time of

his first haemorrhage. In my humble opinion operative interference at any stage of the treatment would not have saved nor even

prolonged his life."

In many cases where both artery and vein are divided the injury of the vein assumes

less practical importance at the time from the more serious lesion of the artery; but cases

of secondary haemorrhage from veins which have been contused and subsequently slough

are found to be not infrequent, as will be seen hereafter.

lodgemi:nt of missives ano projectiles.—Cases of lodgement of missiles, projectiles, and

foreign bodies in the persons of the wounded were of extremely frequent occurrence during

the late war. Although it is not possible to give with any accuracy the frequency of such

lodgements, it can be confidently stated that the percentage was very large.

Round balls are more prone to lodge than those of a conoidal form, as would naturally be

inferred from the rapidity with which the former lose their initial velocity and the resistance

offered to" their passage through the tissues of the body. Conoidal balls at ordinary range

preserve sufficient force to perforate the body; but at long range, or with velocity diminished

by contact with intervening objects before reaching the body, or when the posture is such

as to compel a long course through the tissues, lodgement very commonly occurs. As a

general rule the lodgement of conoidal missiles is deeper than that of round balls.

1 An abstract of this case was also published in the American Journal of Medical Sciences, ]8fi5, Vol. XLIX, p. 373.
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Instances of the lodgement of the larger class of projectiles, as solid cannon halls,

grape-shot, and fragments of exploded shell, have been cited on pages 240 of the Second

Surgical Volume, on page 716 (Cask 1040) of the present volume, and elsewhere.

The collection of the Army Medical Museum furnishes many specimens, not onlv of

missiles and projectiles proper removed from the persons of soldiers, but also of foreign

bodies, as buttons, coins, pieces of pocket-knives, shreds of clothing, portions of the accou-

trements of the soldier, and fragments from objects torn off by a missile in its course, as

iron wire from the bail ot a tin bucket, a portion of a ramrod, a toinpion nearly entire, etc.

Not infrequently pieces of bone or teeth from a wounded comrade driven before a missile

became themselves wounding missiles. Splinters of wood and iron, stones, and de'bris from

artillery caissons and carnages, from breastworks and defenses, acted in a similar manner.

All parts of the body share the liability to lodgement..

The direct effects of lodgement are those common to the presence of foreign bodies

generally in the tissues of the human structure; they become the centres and sources of

irritation, liable to be followed by symptoms of every degree of severity in nature's effort to

rid herself of the offending matter. These symptoms largely depend upon the size, nature,

and form of the intruding body; also upon the region of the body involved.

The most serious results follow the lodgement of missiles and foreign bodies in joints

and cavities of the body, or in organs necessary to life; even small missiles, with qualities

the least irritating, may be the cause of great mischief by the production of tetanus and

haemorrhage, when lodged where they may cause pressure upon nerves or blood-vessels.

Passing from the more immediate or primary effects of irritation and inflammation

resulting from the lodgement of foreign bodies, we find that the usual tendency of their

continued presence is to prevent or retard the course of healing. Cicatrization is slow and

liable to be interfered with by any aggravation of the primary irritation; the wound takes

on a condition of chronic inflammation, sinuses form with purulent discharges, sapping and

undermining the strength and vigor of the patient, opening the way for the invasion of any

of the surgical complications which may be near at hand. Especially does this seem to be

true of substances of organic nature, as shreds of wool or cotton, or splinters of wood. Until

such substances are removed by nature or art the progress of the case toward health is

usually entirely held in abeyance. Foreign bodies of a metallic nature, particularly those

with smooth surfaces, seem to act more kindly: they frequently permit the closure of the

wound; but if their location is subject to frequent movements the wound is liable to reopen;

this process may be repeated until the offending body is removed or discharged.

In many cases of lodged missiles the tendency to move or change place is observed
;

slowly and gradually the substance will work to the surface of the body, where it will often

form an abscess and be discharged, or it may tend toward the internal surfaces of the great

cavities, where its presence may be productive of great harm
;

or, on the other hand, it

may be harmlessly ejected from the body. Thus balls lodged in or about the abdominal

region and of which the exact position had not been ascertained have finally been passed

by stool per vias naturales. Scraps of iron and lead have been known to work their way
through the coats of the bladder, where they became the nuclei of vesical calculi which were

subsequently removed, by lithotomy. The collection of the Army Medical Museum contains

several specimens of this nature ; also of portions of bullets and shell fragments which have

been similarly lodged in the bladder and removed by operation. Cases of this nature have

been recorded on pages 269—276 of the Second Surgical Volume. The Museum collection
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also contains missiles which had for years lodged within the cranial bones. The least

harmful effects of lodgement are seen in the cases of balls lodged in the muscular or cellu-

lar tissues of the body and in regions of little vital importance. Musket balls have remained

encysted for years, causing but little trouble or inconvenience. At the Soldiers' Home, near

Washington, it is not uncommon to find old soldiers who have carried encysted bullets for

long periods in their persons with little more inconvenience than slight neuralgic pains during

damp and unpleasant weather. The writer has in mind the cases of two soldiers, one

wounded in the lower maxillary region during the Mexican war, the other in the gluteal

region during the late war, in both of whom the balls are firmly encysted; the missiles give

so little trouble that the suggestion of removal is not received with favor. A most remark-

able instance of the encysting of a ball is that of Lieutenant E. B. Blake (Case 552. on

p. 372, ante), who carried for fifteen years a full-sized conoidal bullet in the cancellated

structure of the condyles of the femur, experiencing but little trouble.

primary symptoms common to gunshot avouniis.—The immediate symptoms common to

shot injuries are pain, shock, and haemorrhage. To be duly appreciated in their primary

state they must be seen on the battle-field, as they are speedily evanescent, fatal, or merge

themselves into conditions pertaining to the later stages of shot injuries.

Shock.-—Severe shot injuries, particularly those involving the larger bones and the

more important organs and cavities, are followed by a train of phenomena known as

" shock," or a general perturbation of the nervous system. Upon the reception of such

injuries the person affected turns suddenly pallid, trembles, and may perhaps fall to the

ground ; the surface of the body is cool and bathed in profuse perspiration ; the features

indicate anxiety and distress, the respiration is labored and sighing, the circulation is

feeble, the mental condition is often one of agitation resembling fear, or there may be an

entire loss of self-control ; at times, in severe cases, consciousness is lost, and finally death

may ensue without reaction.

The degree of shock seems to bear some relation to temperament, to physical condi-

tion, and to the region of body affected. Equal degrees of injury seem to affect individuals

differently. While some are apparently overwhelmed by the shock, others maintain their

self-control and composure ; in some, shock seems to heighten the excitement under which

the individual is laboring during a battle ; in others, the effect is to produce a sense of fear

and panic. As a rule, the more severe the injury the greater will be the degree of shock.

Injuries caused by the larger projectiles, as the loss of a limb near the trunk, is generally

followed by depressing shock, and this independent of any loss of blood. Generally, shock is

more profound and persistent in grave wounds of the abdomen than in wounds of any other

part of the body. Profound and even fatal shock has been the occasional consequence of

shot contusion of the parietes of the abdomen, as in the case of Major King, British Fusi-

leers,
1 who was killed at the battle of New Orleans, January 8, 1815, by a musket-ball,

"which struck him on the pit of the stomach, leaving only the appearance of a contusion,

apparently in the same manner as a blow from the hands of a pugilist in the same part."

Wounds producing great splintering and comminution of long bones are generally

followed by a severe degree of shock. The duration of shock is very variable, sometimes

lasting but a few minutes
; at other times showing great persistence, and continuing for

hours or days. Here, too, individual temperament and idiosyncracy seem to exert a large

'Ul'THEl£ \<1. J i, .1 Treatise on Gunshot Wounds, etc ,
London, 3d editioD, 1847, p. 5.
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influence. When shock is very persistenl the prognosis is to be very guarded, as its persist-

ence may depend upon some severe or fatal injury, as was probably the case in the following

instance, reported by Surgeon E. Swift, U. S. Army:
Case 1103. — Private A. V. Pringle, Co A, y.

r
>th Louisiana, aged 24 years, temperament bilious, occupation farmer;

wounded at the battle of Stone's River, near Murfreesboro', Tennessee, December 31, 1862, bya miniehall under the left shoulder,

through pectoralis major. The shock knocked him down and he fell across the railroad track on his left hip. lie complained

more of this than of the wound; Buffered intensely from pains in his hip, back, and leg; quieted pains with morphine, and was
obliged to use a catheter twice daily as long as he lived. The wound healed very well, but he never recovered from the shock

of the fall. He had no appetite from the first. All the nervous symptoms increased in intensity; he had no rest except from

morphine, and for two or three days before his death he could not move at all. Died January 11, 18G3.

Shock may be the actual cause of death of many cases on the battle-field, especially in

severe injuries of the abdomen. Of twenty-seven fatal cases of shock fourteen were found

to be shot wounds of the abdomen and eight of the femur. Fatal shock is more frequently

a sequel of wounds by large projectiles than by bullets. Longmore 1 found that out of twenty-

two deaths from shock only eight were caused by bullets, and in all of these the cavity of

the abdomen had been penetrated by the projectile. In the remainder the injuries were

from gunshot, shell, or grape.

Pain.—Vi\m as a primary symptom of shot injury is rarely absent. In degree it may
be slight or severe according to the locality of the wound, its nature, and the mental condition

of the individual. In simple flesh wounds it is commonly described as stinging or cutting,

as from a blow by a cane; it is sometimes likened to the passage of a hot wire through flu 1

part; by others it is described as dull, like the blow from some heavy body. When nerves

tire injured or contused the pain is usually severe, but is commonly referred to parts sup-

plied by the nerve. In some cases the pain is referred to parts distant from the seat of

injury, as in the case of Lieutenant William F. Goodwin, 16th U. S. Infantry, who was

wounded at Chiekamauga, September 19, 186?>, by a conoidal ball, which caused a severe

flesh wound of the left thigh. He felt no pain of moment in the wounded limb, but had

a firm impression that the wound was in the right limb. The. case is referred to by

Mitchell, Morehouse, and Keen (loc. cit., page 14). When large nerve trunks are divided

there is momentarily intense pain, immediately succeeded by loss of sensation in parts

depending upon the nerve trunk. In severe wounds generally the pain which accompanies

them is lost in the anaesthesia of the shock which soon follows.

Pain resulting from shot contusions of bone is often severe and widespread, especially

if the injury is insufficient to cause unconsciousness.

Case 1104.—Captain A. L. Dealing, Co. II, 5th Maine, aged 28 years, was wounded at Chancellorsville, May II, 18<i:>.

He was admitted into .Seminary Hospital, Georgetown, on May 8th. Surgeon II. W. Ducacbet, IJ. S. V., reported: "Gunshot

wound of left thigh bone." The following account of the ease was furnished by the patient: "1 was wounded," says this officer,

"on Sunday, May 3d, by a round musket hall in my left thigh, very near the hip joint, the enemy being fifty or sixty yards

distant. The sensation produced when the hall struck me was as though a hall of glass had been thrown with irresistible force

and shivered to atoms against the bone of my thigh. This sensation was very distinct, and no other was felt for the instant. I

have no recollection of falling; but. found myself lying on my left side, with a strange feeling of numbness rushing through the

entire leg. This lasted bat a few moments ; the blood (lowing freely, this active numbness soon died away. I believed myself

mortally wounded, as I had no doubt the hone was shattered to the hip joint. Dreading to fall into the hands of the enemy 1

dragged myself from the battle-field about two hundred yards, when some of our men carried me to a place of safety. Taken

to the hospital at Falmouth on the 4th, my wound was probed by Surgeon N. S. Barnes, 27th New York, on tin' morning of the

5th. The probe struck the bone and followed the wound a short distance around it on the inside, without feeling the ball. Sur-

geon Barnes decided that the ball struck the hone, and, without injuring it, glanced to the right, passing around to the opposite

side from which it entered, and probably lay deep in the groin; but my thigh was so much swollen that the hall could not lie

found. On May 8th I reached Seminary Hospital, Georgetown. At length, after the swelling had subsided considerably, the

ball was found near the groin and near the surface, it was extracted by Surgeon Ducacbet on May 18th, but tins ragged, mis-

shapen piece of lead was so light that doubts were expressed as to its being a whole ball. The wound seemed to be doing well;

there was considerable yet no very severe pain, the severest and most continuous being in that region where the hall entered and

'I.OKGMOKK (T.). Gunshot Injuries: their history, etc., London, 1877, p. 150.
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struck the bono. On May 27th a small piece of bone was discharged from the wound, indicating that the bone was more or

less injured. On May 28th I was attacked with a most intense pain on the inside of the thigh, midway between the wound and

the opening where the ball had been extracted. This pain brought on fever and a severe headache. Chloroform liniment was

freely applied and alleviated the pain. On May Hist a piece of lead made its appearance at the opening where the ball had

entered, anil was extracted by Dr. Miller, and proved to be very nearly as large as that extracted on the 18th. This second

piece of lead is very ragged, and holds a portion of the cloth which it had carried into the wound. About the first of June the

nerves of my left foot, mostly in the toes, commenced troubling me, causing many sleepless nights and restless days for two

weeks. It was like a continuous nervous toothache. A powerful chloroform liniment was freely applied, but it proved less

effectual than cold water in easing the pain. This pain was not constant, but would burn my toes as with boiling water for ten

or fifteen minutes, then ease away somewhat for a few minutes, and then return in full force. On June 12th a course of vigorous

rubbing with a coarse towel was commenced on the foot and leg to the knee. On the third day the pain began to yield, and has

now, June 24. 1863, almost ceased. My leg remains as yet almost perfectly helpless. It cannot support its own weight. My
general health is very good." The patient was discharged from service September 15, 186:5, and pensioned. The Hartford

examining board reported. August 7, 1872: "Ball entered at middle of left nates and passed forward; part of the ball was

removed at the junction of the upper and middle thirds of the left thigh at the outer border of the sartorius muscle. In its passage

the ball struck the inner side of the femur, and in consequence of which portions of bone, with the remainder of the ball, were

discharged through the point of entrance in the nates. The knee becomes swollen and painful from slight use."

Under the stimulus of great excitement, as that prevailing during an active engage-

ment, men may receive wounds without being aware of the fact until their attention is

drawn to the blood flowing from the wound, or until they are affected by faintnesa from the

loss of hlood. Race and temperament undoubtedly exert a modifying influence on the

degree of suffering. The white races, as a rule, seem to be more susceptible to pain and

to suffer more acutely. The negro soldiers engaged in the late civil war bore their suffer-

ings with great fortitude and patience ; but it is questionable if the actual degree of Buffering

was as great, as that of the white soldiers. The nervous and sanguine temperaments show

a greater capacity for suffering than (he lymphatic or lethargic temperaments.

Primary Ma:morrliage.—Vv\\\Mwy haemorrhage, or the loss of blood immediately upon

the receipt of an injury severing or wounding a blood-vessel, lias been alluded to as causing

speedily fatal results, or as ceasing spontaneously by the retraction of the coats of the

bleeding vessels, by syncope, or followed by such retardation of the flow of blood as to allow

assistance to reach the wounded man, rendering him secure for a time at least.

As a result of the experience of the late war it may be stated that primary hemor-

rhage, within the bounds of possible succor, was infrequent; yet without doubt many

wounded men perished through lack of self-possession, want of coolness, or of sufficient

knowledge to save themselves.

It is probable that a large percentage of the "killed in battle" were cases where

primary haemorrhage followed the division of important vessels, death ensuing instantly

or before help could be procured. Rurgcon John A. Lidell,U. S. V.,' was convinced, from

his own observation, "that a large proportion of the persons killed in battle perish directly

from loss of blood: On the 25th of March, 1SG5, I examined the bodies of forty-three

soldiers as they lay dead where they had fallen on the field of combat at Fort Steadman, in

the lines before Petersburg. Of them 23 were wounded in the cranium, 15 were wounded

in the thorax, 5 were wounded in the abdomen. The blanched and exsanguinated appear-

ance of the cadaver in every case wounded in the abdomen denoted clearly that death had

been produced by haemorrhage, and the extreme rapidity with which that result had taken

place implied that some large blood-vessel had been injured. In all but two or three of

the cases wounded in the thorax the body presented a blanched and exsanguinated appear-

ance, occasioned by haemorrhage. There was much blood in the clothing and on the ground

where they had fallen in most of the cases wounded in the trunk. This fact shows that the

fatal haemorrhage generally took place externally. There were, however, some cases wherein

'LTDKLL (.1. A.), On the Wounds of Mood-vessels, Traumatic Hemorrhage, etc., in V. S. Sanitary Commission Memoirs, Surgical Volume I, p- 12.

Surg. Ill—96
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death had been produced by internal haemorrhage. While the bodies of these were pallid

and wax-like, there was but little Wood in their clothing and on the ground where they lay.

All the wounds appeared to have been inflicted by cylindro-conoidal bullets."

Primary haemorrhage from wounded veins is generally regarded as of less imminent

importance than that from wounded arteries. It was stated in the preliminary report

{Circular No. 6, 1865, p. 39) that " no cases have been reported in which the bleeding

could not be controlled by pressure." A further examination of the material at hand makes

it necessary to somewhat modify this statement. Primary haemorrhage from large trunk

veins lying in cavities and beyond the reach of ligatures appear to be as fatal as that from

arteries. A case of this nature is reported on page 71 of the Second Surgical Volume.

A colored teamster shot in the abdomen died forty-two hours after the injury. At the

autopsy the abdomen was found distended with clotted blood from one of the mesenteric

veins which had been cut.

Primary haemorrhage from the jugular and femoral veins would appear to be less

amenable to treatment than that from others which yield to pressure or cease spontaneously.

A case illustrating primary haemorrhage from the femoral vein is reported on page 338 of the

Second Surgical Volume (Case 981): a private of the 110th Ohio was wounded at Fort

Steadman, March 25, 1865; the ball entered the right thigh, cutting across the femoral

vein, and lodged in the gluteal muscles; haemorrhages followed continuously, which were at

times checked by styptics. Death occurred April 11, 1865.

Early in the war it was recommended that each soldier should have in his possession

some simple form of tourniquet, and in many instances the recommendation was carried

out; how far they were of use is not known, as no cases are recorded of life being saved

by them; but it is probable that they were little used, and it is very doubtful if, in the

excitement and confusion of battle, they could have been applied with any efficacy. Later

in the war experience taught the older and more experienced troops to do all that could be

done in cases of emergency.

HAEMORRHAGES AND LIGATIONS.

Of the many complications of shot wounds, perhaps none plays a more important part

than haemorrhage. Injuries, apparently trivial, prove fatal in the most unexpected manner,

as the lesion to the artery causes at first little or no disturbance; or haemorrhages occur in

cases in which, judging from the direction of the ball, no injury to a blood-vessel could

have been surmised. Thus the prognosis of the shot wound becomes exceedingly proble-

matical, and the surgeon not infrequently is suddenly roused from a feeling of security and

brought face to face with an unexpected and serious complication, which, under the peculiar

necessities of war, is of difficult treatment; and the results thus far have been by no means

as satisfactory as could be wished. Too often the surgeon is induced to await develop-

ments rather than to resort to prompt action.

It has therefore been thought desirable to give in the following pages as complete a

summary of the cases of haemorrhage, whether primary or secondary, as space would allow.

Details of many cases have appeared in this and the preceding volumes, and in a few

instances partial tabular statements of ligations of the more important blood-vessels have

been adduced. But during the progress of the work many additional cases were ascertained

and additional data were found of cases already reported; all will here be grouped together

in as concise a manner as possible to aid the student interested in the investigation of this
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important branch of military surgery in his researches in this direction. As already stated

in the consideration of the effects of missiles and projectiles on blood-vessels, it is difficult

to distinguish the injuries inflicted by one or another of the more common forms of bullets;

but it would seem, nevertheless, from the large series of bleedings reported during the

war, that the introduction of the elongated bullet, thrown from a rifled weapon, has largely

increased the number as well as the gravity of the injuries to blood-vessels. The injuries

of the arteries will be first considered, and those of the veins unattended by lesions of the

accompanying arteries are reserved for a special subsection.

ARTERIES.—The number of arterial haemorrhages found on the records of the field

and general hospitals was three thousand two hundred and forty-five (3,245). One thou-

sand six hundred and forty-nine oi these bleedings occurred in the lower extremities, eight

hundred and seventy-eight in the upper extremities, two hundred and ninety-one were haem-

orrhages of the head, face, and neck, and four hundred and twenty-seven of the trunk. Of

the three thousand two hundred and forty-five cases recorded, the blood-vessels involved

were not named in one thousand and ten instances; and as the details of these cases are

not as complete as those of the remaining two thousand two hundred and thirty-five, in

which the bleeding vessels were definitely ascertained, the former will be dropped in the

further discussion of the subject.

The cases have been grouped in a tabular statement, adducing : First, the bleedings of

the ramifications of the ascending aorta in the chest, neck, head, and upper extremities
;

and next, those of the descending aorta in the abdomen, pel vis, and lower extremities; and

lastly, the few examples of pulmonary haemorrhages. The tables also indicate the number

of cases in which pyaemia, erysipelas, tetanus, and gangrene were recorded as complications,

the number of cases in which death was ascribed directly to haemorrhage, and the propor-

tion of cases in which primary injury to vessels and primary bleedings were observed:

Table OXXIV.

Summary of Two Thousand Two Hundred and Thirty-five Cases of Arterial Hemorrhages of the

Head, Neck, Chest, Trunk, and Upper and Lower Extremities, in which the bleeding vessels were

indicated by name.

ARTERIES.
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The number of cases of primary lesions of blood-vessels was quite large, comprising

four hundred and eighty-five, or nearly one-fourth of the two thousand two hundred and

thirty-five cases. Of these, one hundred and ten were immediately followed by haemorrhage.

To what extent the injuries to arteries influenced the mortality rate among the wounded

will be seen from the fact that of the two thousand two hundred and thirty-five instances

in which bleedings formed an important element, one thousand three hundred and eighty,

or 61.7 per cent., proved fatal, while, of the total number of shot wounds, as indicated

in Table OXJX, page 691, ante, only 13.6 per cent, ended in death. Nor can this high rate

of mortality be attributed to the presence of other complications, such as pyaemia, gangrene,

erysipelas, tetanus, etc., as the fatality of the cases in which these diseases occurred com-

prised only 20.5 per cent, of the whole number of deaths, while in six hundred and fifty-

three instances, or 47.3 per cent., death was ascribed directly to haemorrhages, and in 22.2

per cent, to exhaustion following severe or continued loss of blood.

Of the two thousand two hundred and thirty-five cases of haemorrhage in which the

bleeding vessels were specified, one thousand one hundred and fifty-five were followed by

ligation. Many of these instances of ligation, especially of the larger arteries, have already

been cited in this and the preceding volumes, sometimes in detail, sometimes in partial

tabular statements. For the convenience of the reader all have here been grouped together

in a numerical statement, which will be followed by nominal lists arranged according to

the various blood-vessels operated upon.

Table CXXV.
Tabular Statement of One Thousand One Hundred and Fifty-five Ligations for Shot Injuries.

ARTERIES LIGATED.

Common Carotid

Extorn.il Carotid >

Superior Thyroid

Ungual
Occipital

Auricular

Temporal

Facial

Submental

Subclavian

Internal Mammary
Intcrcostals

Thyroid Axis

Superficial Cervical

Suprascapular

Axillary

Acromial Thoracic (Branch).

Subscapular

Circumflex

Muscular Branch

Brachial

Muscular Branch

Profunda

Anastomotic^ Magna
Radial

Ulnar

Interosseous

Forward 529

82

7

1

1

5

1

18

8

1

51

2

6

1

1

2

4!)

1

2

IS

1

170

3

7

1

59

22

Results.

Rec. Fat.

119

1

5

41

2

4

42

1

1

7

1

51

2

2

1

14

2

3

248

ARTERIES LIGATED.

Brought forward

Palmar Arch

Dorsalis and Radialis Indices

Dorsalis Carpi

Arch Vol. Profundi

Digital Arteries

Common Iliac

Internal Iliac.

Gluteal

Sciatic

External Iliac

External Spermatic

Femoral

External Pudic

Profunda

Perforating Arteries

Muscular Branches

Popliteal

Articular Arteries

Anterior anil Posterior Tibials

Anterior Tibial

Dorsalis Pedis

Interosseous

Posterior Tibial

Plantar Arterios

Peroneal

:H

Results.

Rec.

529

4

2

1

1

4

281

1

2

1

1

3

3
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Four hundred and seventy-one cases terminated in recovery, and six hundred and

eighty-four in death, a mortality rate of 59.2 per cent.

Ligations of the Common Carotid.—Eighty-two cases 1 of ligation of the common carotid

were reported; nineteen recovered and sixty-three proved fatal, a mortality of 76.8 per

cent. The operations were performed for haemorrhages from the common carotid in four

cases—two recoveries, two fatal; for hsemorrhages from the internal carotid in four cases

—

all fatal ; for injuries of the external carotid in eleven cases—one recovery, ten fatal ; and

in twenty-eight instances, with eight recoveries, for hsemorrhages from branches of the

carotids—the lingual in seven, the auricular in one, the temporal in two, the facial in five,

the maxillary in eleven, the middle meningeal in two cases. In one case it was found at

the autopsy that the haemorrhage had occurred from the vertebral artery. In the following

the bleeding occurred from the internal carotid on the eighth day:

Case 1105.—Sergeant P. B. Messenger, Co. A, 111th Pennsylvania, aged 33 years, was wounded at Lookout Mountain,

November 24, 1863. He was admitted to a^field hospital of the Twelfth Corps and transferred to the General Hospital at Tulla-

lioma five days afterwards. Surgeon B. Woodward, 22d Illinois, in charge of the latter, described the case as follows: "The
injury consisted of a compound comminuted fracture of the right lower jaw, the ball passing in at the angle of the mouth, going

backward through the neck, and making its exit close by the cervical column. Water dressings were applied and opiates were

administered. By December 2d the wound was discharging freely, no attempt having been made to remove any portion of the

fractured bone by reason of the great amount of swelling. At noon the patient fed himself with soup; but at 1.30 P. M. I was

called to him and found four quarts of blood collected in a large tin basin. Arterial blood was also pouring in torrents from his

mouth. On introducing the finger it was found that the internal carotid had sloughed, when I pressed lint soaked with solution

of persulphate of iron firmly back against the bleeding artery, and, holding it there with my finger, directed Assistant Surgeon

H. IVarce, 150th New York, to cut down and take up the common trunk, which he did. Before the artery was taken up the

patient had a severe convulsion from the loss of blood, rendering the operation very difficult. The lint was led in situ, though

the blood ceased to pour from the artery immediately after the operation; pulse at the wrist imperceptible; breathing gasping.

The patient was allowed to lie on the table tor four hours, being wrapped in hot blankets. At i) P. M. the pulse was perceptible

but very weak: patient made to swallow pure extract of heef in teaspoonful doses every fifteen minutes and through the night.

After he was removed to his beil extreme vigilance was kept up, and at 11 1". M. 1 gave him one-fourth of a grain

of morphia. The following morning his pulse was ItiO and very feeble. He had not slept any, but his bowels had

moved well and he had urinated. There had been no bleeding, and at 10 A. M. the lint was removed and his mouth
cleaned out. By 8 1". M. he had slept two hours, his pulse was 130 and fuller, and he was given one drachm of

wine with two drachms of extract of beef every two hours. During the next night he slept well; pulse 120 and

growing fuller; no haemorrhage; wound in neck suppurating well
;

patient sitting raised in bed and takes nour-

ishment freely ; feels well but weak; no cerebral symptoms; bowels moved ; urinates freely. At 2 P. M. his pulse

was 110 and he felt well enough to dictate a letter to his wife. At 8 P. M. on December 5th he was still doing well,

his head feeling clear; pulse 08 and growing full; appetite good; craves oysters, which are given as freely as be

wishes. No change took place until the night preceding December 8th, when his pulse become 120 and very soft;

evidences of cerebral symptoms beginning to show themselves, such as hebetude and listlessness ; breathing very

feeble; slight but perceptible divergence of the right eye. His appetite, which had been good, was now failing.

At 5 P. M. there was great hebetude and he could hardly be roused, though rational when roused : eyes winking;

pulse 120, very soft and feeble. Coma came on at 8 P. M. and complete paralysis of the left side. Death occurred

at 1 A. M. on December 9, 1803. The autopsy showed every part of the brain to be covered with lymph. The

right side seemed to be more pallid than the left, though this might be imaginary. Dissecting out the carotid from

its origin at the innominate to its entrance into the skull we found a firm clot at the point of the ligation, extending

one-half inch below and one and three-fourths inches above the ligature. The internal carotid was completely

filled with a firm fibrinous clot as far as the entrance of the skull, so that in no event could haemorrhage have

taken place. The jaw was a mass of putrilage and pus bad followed down the sheath of the common trunk,

bathing all the parts to a full inch below the ligation and dissecting out the descendens mini nerve." In addition

to the history of the case Surgeon Woodward has contributed a wet preparation of the ligated artery (Spec. 2018),

a representation of which appears in the adjoining wood-cut (FlG. 420).

Reviewing the above case Surgeon Woodward remarks: "'Here was a case in which,

according to Guthrie, 2 the internal carotid should have been ligated in the back of the

throat. If allowed to differ from so great an authority, I say it could not have been done.

1 Professor D. Haves AgnkW (The Principles and Practice of Surgery, Philadelphia, 1878, Vol. I, p. 630) states that "during the War of the

Rebellion there were llfi ligations of the common carotid for wounds of the face and the neck, 81 of which died," and gives as his authority the Surgical

History of il^. War, Part I. The eminent professor evidently overlooked the fact that the cases given in detail are also included in the tabular statements.

On page 423 of the First Surgical Volume the number of ligations of the common carotid, as then ascertained, was stated to be 75. On page 45G of the

same volume another case was subsequently added, making a total of 76 cases. Since then (i additional cases have been found, making a total of 82.

"GUTHUIK. (G. J.), Commentaries, London, 18.">5, Sixth Edition, p. 253.

Flu. 420. —
Right common
carotid ligated

1 k inches below
hi fa rent ion.
Spec. 2018.
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In the first place, the jaw was shattered, pieces of which had been removed before he came

to this hospital [Tullahoma]. The face and neck were enormously swelled, and a large

quantity of flowing pus from a great suppurating surface blinded every view of the parts.

Again, when the haemorrhage came on, it was in such a torrent that there was no time for

a nice dissection, such as Guthrie advises in his theoretical operation."

CASE 1106.—Corporal J. Quick, Co. G, 38th New York, aged 21 years, was wounded in the face, at the battle of Fred-

ericksburg, December 13, 1862, a ball passing behind the left condyle of the lower jaw and making its exit on the left side of

the nose. The wounded man was admitted to Eekington Hospital, at Washington, five days after receiving his injury, his face

being wry much swollen on the left side and the left eye being closed but uninjured. The treatment consisted of rest, aperients,

low diet, and lead-wash locally. No fever ensued, the swelling abated, and the patient did very well until December 25th, when
secondary htemorrhage occurred at 4 P. M. The blood gushed from his mouth and left nostril, amounting to a quart in a few

minutes. Acting Assistant Surgeon II. N. Fisher, assisted by Acting Assistant Surgeon A. Edelin, quickly plugged the nares

with bits of muslin strung on threads and thrust into the nostril, which promptly stopped the hemorrhage. It occurred again,

however, and was controlled by thrusting in more of the tampon. The patient slept pretty well all night, being carefully

watched and having his head well elevated. At 10 A. M. on December 26th he commenced bleeding again, the blood spouting

from the wound at the side of the nose. A compress then applied over the orifice, and snugly bandaged, controlled the haemor-

rhage. On the morning of the following day the patient had another free attack of hemorrhage, but it was promptly

checked by increased pressure on the compress, after which, on consultation, it was determined to tie the common
carotid artery. Acting Assistant Surgeon Fisher accordingly ligated that vessel just above the omo-hyoid muscle, the

patient not being etherized. The plugs were then removed from the nostril and the compress from the face, and no

hemorrhage recurred. The patient was put to bed, and the face and fresh wound were dressed with cold water.

With the aid of an anodyne the patient slept well during the following night. The next morning his pulse was 120,

a very slight pulsation being detected in the left temporal artery and that side of the head preserving its warmth.

He was now also afflicted with diarrhoea, the discharges being thin and light colored. Beef tea and stimulants were

ordered. On December 30th the pulse had increased to 150; patient's mind wandering; very restless; diarrhoea still

continuing. Opium pills were now prescribed and the stimulants continued. On January 2, 1863, the patient was

quite insensible, but gave answers when aroused; diarrhoea still continuing; stools frequent and involuntary; skin

cold; pulse 140 and weak; wound looking sunken and glassy. In addition to opiates vegetable astringents were

now ordered. Being unable to swallow solids and feeling choked by swallowing liquids, he was ordered oysters,

which he ate greedily and swallowed readily. On January 4th the patient was still in a stupor; skin cold; pulse no 421

146; some little redness about wound of face; wound of neck suppurating. In the afternoon a sanious discharge Left con>-

eame on from the place of operation, giving reason to fear haemorrhage from the artery. The oozing from the neck tid; uluer-

continued, and the patient's condition was about the same on the following day until 2.30 P. M., when the attending <1, i°n "fnrt-

surgeon was called in haste and found that the carotid had given way and the blood was gushing per saltum from out fornm-

the wound. Death supervened in a few minutes. At the post-mortem examination the artery was found to have spec'mB
ulcerated through anteriorly where the ligature was applied. No attempt at union of the inner coats of the vessel

was discovered, and no fibrinous deposit was found on the cardiac side, it having doubtless been forced out by the haemorrhage.

The distal side was, however, occupied by a plug extending up to the bifurcation of the vessel. The history of the case,

together with the injured portion of the ligated artery (Spcr. 898), represented in the annexed cut (FlO. 421), was contributed to

the Museum by the operator.

Table CXXVL
Condensed Summary of Eighly-tico Cases of Ligations of the Common Carotid for Shot Injuries.

[Recoveries, 1—19; Deaths, 20—82.]

No.

1
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Name,
Age, and Militauy

Description.

Date
OF

I N.I I IKY.
I

NAX,!REO,.. IS.IUHY. H^OK
PE0BAB- SOUUCE

o£l ^^l^ Result.

Herman, II., Pt., I,

112 1 li Pa. Res., age
23.

Houston. J. C, Pt.,
I). 2d Ala., age 18.

Sept. 17.

1862.

Apr. 9.

1865.

Wound of neck : ball Sept. 29,

lodged in .spinal 1862.

cord.
Fracture right malar May 0.

bone. 7, 1865.

Carotid artery ; an- Sept. 30,

etirisui. 1802.

Branches external May 7,

carotid. 1865.

Hughes, D. C, Pt., Mav-
F, 11th Virginia. 1862.

Hutcliins, H., Pt., I,
' Dee. 'J,

'J.jth Ohio, age 25. |
1864.

Butts, J/"., Pt., C. S.

A , ago 35.

Junes, K., Pt.,D,29th Julv 4,

Iowa. 18«:!

Junes, J. P., Pt., E, I
May 3,

21st Miss., age 36. i 1863.

Jungk, J.G., Serg't, , Sept. 30,

F,46thN.Y.,age3l). ! 1804.

Keiflin. V. L., Serg't, Julv 2,

K, 105th Pa. 1803.

Kenrick, A. F., Pt., I
June 2,

A, 16th Kv., age 24. i 1804.

Kilburn.D.W.,Pt.,I, May 19,

1st Maine, age 22. ' 1864.

Wound .

Fracture int. max-
illa.

Fraetuie lowerJaw

Fract lire left inferior

maxilla.
Fracture left, supe- .

rior maxilla.
Fracture right upper
jaw.

Fracture right arch
of atlas.

C.l

62

May 3,

1803.

Slav 9.

1804.

Sept. 26,

1863.

June 3,

1864.

May 22.

1863.

Nov. 25,

1803.

Jan. 1,

1863.

Sept. 20,

1863.

Nov. 24,

1863.

Feb. 6,

1865.

Sept. 20,

1863.

78

Kliuk,N.,Pt.,K,95th
Pa., age 26.

Lilley, E. F., Pt., G,
8th Texas, age 21.

McGuire, J. H., Pt.,

K, 24th Miss.
Mellrov, J. P., Pt.,

C, 45th Pa.
Melunis, S., Pt., A,
11th Illinois, age 27.

Mcintosh. T.,I't.. A,
40th Ind., age 18.

McKenney, E., Pt..

6th Pa. Cav., age 26.

Martin, T. B., Pt,, E,
96th 111.

Messenger, P.B., Ser-
geant, A, 111th Pa,

Moore, J. G-., CorpT.
B, 110th Pa., age 20.

O'Connor. P.,Pt.,H,
18th Inf.

Peckham, A. J., Cor-
poral.1, 115thN.Y.,
ago 30.

Phillips, G., CorpT,
H, 91st Pa., age 28.

IMc, L. A., Serg't,
A, 8th N.T. Ait,
age 21.

Quick. J.. Corp'), G,
38th N. T., age 21.

Reeves, W., Pt.. C,
761 li N. T., age 22.

Ritigan, J., Pt., B,
63d N. Y., age 30.

Robinson, J. W.. Cap-
tain, C. 27th Geor-
gia, age 21.

Rollin, J. X., Pt,, I,

lst.N. Carolina, age
28.

Schenck,W.,Pt., F,
119th N. York, ago
18.

Schlicher, J.,Corp'l.
C,20thMass..agc33.

Sheppard, P., Pt., K,
42d Indiana, age 34.

Smith, W. W., C. S. I Mav 5,

A. 1864.
Spaelit. M., Pt., D, I May 31,

52d Pennsylvania.
I

1862.

Stienberger, S., Pt., Mav 5.

1st Cavalry. ! 1862.

Theilman, II., Pt., K, June 19.

15th New York Ar-
]

1804.

tillerv. age 37.
'

I

Surg. Ill—97

Wound of face

Wound of face and
neck.

Wound right .-ide of
face.

Wound of face

Fracture left mas-
toid process.

Fract. inf. maxilla

;

int. max. art. inj.

Fracture lower jaw;
right side.

Fract. frontal bout! .

.

Wound through hit
side neck.

Fract. orbital plate
and nasal bones.

Fracture right lower
jaw.

Wound left side of
head.

Fracture left inferior

maxilla.

Dec. 18,

1804.

June 7,

1863.

Julv 18,

1803.

June 3,

1803.

Oct. 7,

1804.

July 12,

1803.

June 17,

1804.

Mav 29,

1804.

Mav 14,

1863.

Mav 16,

1864.

Lingual artery

Right; both ends in
wound. A. Surg.
R. F. Weir, U.S. A.

Left : in continuity.
Surg. A. McMahon,
U.S.V.

Left; in cont. May
17,lig. of right coni.

carotid.
In cont. A. A. Surg.
S. Ileiidrickson.

Right ; in continuity

Dec. 18.

1804.

I

June 7.

1863.

Brach., facial, and July 18.
j

Left; in continuity
lingual arteries. 1803.

Slough, rcc. 5, 6, 7. June 7,
; In continuity

1863.

External carotid
,
Oct. 7,

artery.
;

1864,

Internal carotid . . . Julv 13
1863.

June 2,

1864.

Oct. 27,

1864.

Aug. 25,

1804.

Dec, 13,

1862.

Mav 0,

1804.

Mav 6,

1804.

June 19,

1804.

Oct, 19,

1804.

Juno 15,

1864.

Julv 1,

1863.

Aug. 1,

1864.

Fracture cranium .

Mav 31,

1803.

Dec. 10,

17,1803.
Jan. 1,

1863.

Oct. 8.

1863.

Dec. 3,

1863.

Feb. 15,

1865.

Oct, 2,

1863.

Left inferior maxilla.

Ball impinged on
temporal hone.

Fracture left lower
jaw.
Fracture of inferior
maxilla.

Fracture of inferior

maxilla.

Wound left side of
neck.

Ball entered back of
neck ; fracture ver-
tebra.

Fracture sup. max-
illa.

Fracture left supe-
rior maxilla.

Fracture nasal, ma-
lar, and inf. max-
illary bones.
Wound of head and
neck.

Fracture sup. max-
illa.

Fracture lower jaw
and 3d cervical ver-
tebra.

Woundleft side face

;

fracture.

Nov. 4,

G, 1864.

Sept. 7,

9,1804.

Dec. 25,

1862.

Mav 12,

1864.

Mav 14,

18G4.

June 19,

1864.

Oct, —

,

1864.

Julv 6,

1864.

Julv 8,

1863.

Aug. 29,

1864.

Recurred 18th and June 19,

19th.
i

1864.
Faeialandcxterior May 29,

carotid arteries. 1804.

Mav 10,

1803.

Mav 10,

1864.
Oct. 10,

1863.

June 18,

1804.

.May 31,

1803.

Dee, 16,

1803.

Feb. 26,

1803.

Right ; incont. A. A.
Snrg.G.A.Chrslcy.
Kight. in continuity.
Surg. H. Palmer.!'.
S. V.

Left; in continuity.

Died i let. 1,1862.

Ha-lil. recurred ; died
Mav 26, 1865.

Died Mav 17. 1862.

Died Dec. 27, 1804
;

haemorrhage.
Died June 8, 1863.

Htem. recurred ; died
Julv 20, 1863.

Died June7,1863; ex-

haustion.
Died Oct. 12, 1864. of
luvinoirhagc.

Died Julv 14, 1803.

External carotid .

Aneurism

Ophthalmic artery ; Nov. 11,

haemorrhagesOct. 1863.

23 and Nov. 7, 10.-!

Internal carotid. . . I Dec. 3,

1863.

Internal carotid. .

.

Facial art.; Oct. 4,

ligature ext. caro-
tid. Surg. P. H.
Cleary, D. S. V.

Lingual

.

Post, auricular ar-

tery.

Recurred 20th and
27th.

Lingual and inf.

dental arteries.

Carotid artery

Internal carotid. .

Superior maxillary
artery.

Feb. 15,

1865.

Oct, 23,

1863.

June 8,

1864.

Nov. 6,

1864.

Sept. 9,

1864.

Dec. 27,

1862.

Mav 12,

1804.

May 31,

1864.

June 19,

1864.

Nov. 9,

1864.

Julv 10,

1864.

Kight ; in cont. A.
A. Surg. J. C. Nel-
son.

Right; ineontinuity.

Right; ineontinuity

Left; in continuity.

Incont. A. A. Surg.
J. II. York.

Incont. Surg. E. M.
Powers, 7th Mo.

Right; ineontinuity

Left; incont. Ass't
Surg.R. F.Weir.U.
S. A.

Right; in cont, A.
A. Surg. J. U. Coo-
vcr.

Right; both ends in

wound. Assistant
Surgeon n. Pcarcc,
150th N. Y.

Left; ill continuity.
Feb. 21, religated.

Right; ineontinuity.
Surg. I. Moses. U.
S. V.

Right; ineontinuity.
Surg. E. Bent ley,

TJ. S. V.
Left; in continuity.
Surg. N. R. Mosc-
ley, U. S. V.

Right : in continu-
ity. A. A. Surgeon
W. W. Valk.

Left; in cont. A. A.
Surg. II. N. Fisher.

Left ; in cont. A.
Surg. G. A. Mur-
sick, U.S. V.

Right ; in continuity.
Surg. G. L. Pan-
coast, U. S. V.

Left ; in cont . July
3, relig. below omo-
hyoid.

In cont. A. A. Surg.
G. G. Brewer.

In cont. A. A. Surg.
D.J. Orilhths.

Died .1 line 22, 1864.

Died Juno 2 1864, of
asphyxia.

Died May 20, 1863.

Died May 10, 1864.

Died Oct, 24, 1863.

Died Juno 19, 1864;
lueiiiorrhage.

Died J line 7,1803.

Died Dee. 19, 1803;
exhaustion.
Died April 6, 1863.

'Died Dec. 19, 1863.

Recurred 10th and July 16,

16th. i 1863.

Internal maxillary
|

Aug. 30,

artery. ! 1864.

Died Dec. 8, '63. Spec.

2018, A. M. M.

Died Feb. 25, 1865.

Died Oct. 25, 1803, of
exhaustion. Spec.
2133.

Died June 13, 1864;
exhaustion from
continued ha;m.

Died Nov. 18, 1864, of
exhaustion. -Spec.

3409.

Died Sept. 20. 1864
;

haemorrhage. Spec.
3252.

Died January 6. 1863.

Spec. 898, A.M. M.
Died May 13, 1864;

exhaustion.

Died June 1, 1864;

prostration. Specs.

2481,2482, A.M. M.
Died July 5,1861.

Died Nov. 9, 1864
;

exhaustion.

Died July 24. 1864
;

exhaustion.

Mav 12,

1864.

June 13,

14. 1862.

Mav 13,

1862.

Mav 21,

1864.

June 14,

1862.

Vertebral artery. Mav 10,

1862.

Left; incont, A. A. Died Aug. 23, 1803.

Surg. W. W. Keen. Spec. 4428. A. M. M

.

Right; in continuity. Died Aug. 30. 181,4;

Surg. B. B. Breed, ' haemorrhage.
U. S. V.

In continuity Died May 22, 1804,

Lttft ; in cont, A. A.
Surg. D. W. Chee-
ver.

In cont. Surg. R. B.
Bnntocon, TXS. V.

Died June 24. 1802

Spee.508, A.M. M.

Died May 23, 1862
liicmorrbage.

Julv 6, Left •. in cont. A. A. Died July 12. 1864

;

1864. Surg. O. W. Peck. exhaustion.
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one of the auricular, eighteen of the temporal, eight of the facial, and one of the submental

arteries. The results are indicated in Table C'XXV, on page 765.

Ligation of Superior Thyroid.—Cam: lil)7.— Private Gr. Atwood, Co. II. 142d New York ; shot injury of inferior maxillary

region, October 27, 18G4. Haemorrhage occurred from branch of superior thyroid November 7, 1884. Ligation of both ends in

wound November 7, 1864. Discharged April 19, 1865.

Ligation, of Lingual Artery.—Cask 1108.— Private P. Everson, B, 1st Minnesota; shot through base of tongue; jaw

fractured, July 2, 1863. Haemorrhage from both Unguals occurred July 14th; both arteries tied en masse in wound on the same
day. Discharged June 12, 1854; unable to eat other than liquid food.

Ligations of Occipital Artery.—Cases 1109-1113.—Private /.. C. Adzer, K, 9th Louisiana, aged 20, wounded at Monoeacy

Junction July 9, 1804 ; shot penetration of neck ; occipital artery severed ; July 19, haemorrhage., 1G ounces, from occipital

;

both ends of artery ligated in wound by Surgeon C. H. Todd, C. S. A. ; recovery.—Sergeant IX Holliday, B, 26th Pennsylvania
;

flesh wound of neck, July 2, 1863; haemorrhage, 32 ounces, occurred July 25; both ends ligated in wound on the same day
;

haemorrhage recurred on the 27th, but ceased spontaneously; duty May 3, 18J4.—Private It. Norris, C, 1st Cavalry, wound of

right side of head and neck, May 8, 18G4 ; May 19, haemorrhage from occipital ; May 25, 1864, ligation by A. A. Surgeon F.

Gr. H. Bradford; discharged July 25, 1864.—Private D. H. Roberts, E, 118th New York ; wounded October 17, 18G4 ; fracture

of external table of occipital bone; November 7, haemorrhage from occipital; ligation, both ends in wound, on same day; dis-

charged April 20, 1865.—Private J. Horton, D, 57th Massachusetts ; wounded May 18, 1864 ; ball lodged in first dorsal vertebra;

May 31, haemorrhage from occipital ; artery ligated in wound by Surgeon R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V. ; lucmorrhage recurred

;

artery re-ligated June 2; death June 2, 1864.

Ligation of Auricular Artery.—Case 1114.—Private C. Wagner, L, 1st New York Cavalry, aged 25 years; fracture of

temporal bone by pistol ball June 26, 1865; ligation of posterior auricular on the same day by Surgeon D. W. Bliss, U. S. V.

Discharged October 12, 1865.

Ligations of the Temporal Artery.—There were eighteen cases of ligations of the

temporal artery; fourteen were successful and four were fatal; the haemorrhages in fifteen

instances were from the temporal, and in three from hranches of this artery.

Table CXXVIII.

Condensed Summary of Eighteen Cases of Ligations of the Temporal Artery for Shot Injuries.

[Recoveries, 1—14 ; .Deaths, 15—18.]

No.

1

2

3

i

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

10

17

18
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Ligations of the Facial Artery.—Eight cases were reported; five of the patients recov-

ered and three died—one from haemorrhage, one from tetanus, and one from the severity

of the injuries to the bones of the lower portion of the face.

Table CXXIX.
Condensed Summary of Eight Ligations of the. Facial Artery for Shot Injuries.

I
Recoveries, 1—5; Deaths, (]—8.]

Name, Date
No. Age. and Military of Nati/ke of Injury.

Description. . Injury.

Frohaih.e Source
: n'™

OF

Date
OF

HiEMOR HyF.MORRMAdK.

Operation, Opera
Ol'ERA- TOR.
TION.

Bessel, A. J.. Serg't
14th Michigan.

Corwoll, J., l't., I),

4th P.i. Cavalry.
Gaines, W., l't., C,
5th Colored Troops,
nge 20.

McOray, J. A., Ft.,

145th Pennsylvania.
Woodward, C*. L..Pt.,

I, ->d Vt.,age 10.

Dtitton, A. H., Col.
21st Conn., age 25.

Foot. 1'.., l't.. r. 4th
C. Troops, age 22.

Parks, J. D., Pt.,A,
29th Conn., age 30.

July 5,
:

18(54.

Oct. 18,

i 1861.
Juno is,

' 1804.

May 12,
1804.

May 3,

j
1803.
May 20.

1804.

June 15,

1801.

Oct. 27.

1804.

Fracture of inferior
maxilla.

Fracture of left in-
,
Oct. 19,

ferior maxilla. 1801.
Fracture of superior June 25.

and inferior max- 1804.

ilia.

of lower June 4,

1804.

of lower

Fracture
jaw.
Fracture
maxilla.

Fracture
maxilla

Facial

Facial artery

.

Facial artery.

Oct. 19,

1801.

June 25,

1804.

June 4,

1804.

Facial ligatedin con-
tinuity.

Ligated

Incontinuitv. A. A

.

Surg. C. C.'Kla.

One end in wound. . . II

Discharged January
4, 1805.

Disc 1 argeil January
9, 1802.

Recovered.

vecoyert .1

of lowe May 31,

1804.

Fracture of superior June 15,

maxilla. ' 22, '64.

Fracture of body of
inf. maxilla.

Facial

Ascending pala-
tine artery.

Left; ligated in
i wound.

June 2, I One end in wound. .

.

1804. I

June.23. Incotitinuity. A. A.
1804.

| Surg. C. C.'Ela,
Ligation of facial

lleturued to duty
1'cli. 19, 1804.

Died .luue 4, 1804;
tetanic symptoms.

Di.d June. 23, 1804,

from ha-morrhage.
Died November 0,

1804.

Ligation of Suhmental Artery.—Casf, 1115.—Private J. Ketcham, Co. F, 5th Michigan, reeeiyed at Gettysburg, .July 2,

1803, a shot wound of left cheek, severing the submental artery. The vessel was tied on the field. The patient was returned

to duty on December 5, 1S63.

Ligations of the Subclavian Artery.—Fifty-one cases of ligations of the subclavian

artery for shot injuries were reported, of which ten terminated in recovery. In ten cases

the operations were performed for aneurism, either diffused or circumscribed. In seventeen

instances amputation had been performed prior to the ligation— in seven cases at the shoul-

der joint, in ten in the arm. In the remaining twenty-four cases the bleeding was from the

brachial in three, the posterior circumflex in one, the axillary in eight, the subscapular in

one, and the subclavian in five instances; and in six cases the source of haemorrhage was

not indicated. In the following case, of which the specimen is preserved in the Army Medi-

cal Museum, the subclavian was ligated in its third portion after the arm had been ampu-

tated in the upper third:

Case 1116.—Private 8. E. Peterson, Co. D, 14th Infantry, aged 27 years, was wounded at Chaiicellorsville, May 3, 1863,

and received into Second Division Hospital, Fifth Army Corps. Assistant Surgeon C. Wagner, U. 8. A., noted :
" Gunshot wound

of arm. Amputation by B. Howard. Assistant Surgeon, IT. S. A." From the field hospital the patient was, on June 14th,

admitted to Douglas Hospital at Washington, and several days afterwards he was transferred to

Satterlee Hospital at Philadelphia. Acting Assistant Surgeon D. Kenuidy contributed the speci-

men {Cat. Surg. Sect., 1£6C>, p. 458, ty"
1

. 26(17) with the following minutes of the case : "Patient

was wounded by a shell in the left arm, rendering amputation near the shoulder necessary. The
operation was performed upon the battle-field, about fifteen minutes after lie received the wtuud,

without the administration of anaesthetics. At the time he was transferred to this hospital he had

erysipelas of left side of thorax and back. He was immediately placed on tinet lira ferri chlor. y'ts

xx every three hours, and unguent, ferri sulph. used locally. The stump, which suppurated free!} ,

was dressed with a poultice. He began to improve, and by June 30th the erysipelas had disap-

peared and he was fast gaining strength. July 5th : Had slight diarrhoea ; prescribed astringents.

July 6th: Not so well; very weak. Ordered beef essence and wine whey. July 8th: Bled about

a pint from the stump; ice-water and compress applied. July 9th: Had another haemorrhage

early in the morning ; subclavian artery ligated at its third part. Present at the operation : Drs.

Hayes, Schell, Baldwin, and Roe. Prescribed brandy, one-half ounce every two hours. July

10th : Feels stronger and pulse good : ordered sulphate of quinine, gr». ii, three times a day. He
continued to do well until the 16th, when he had a hemorrhage from the artery where it had

been ligated; bled about a pint; digital pressure applied. July 17th : No bleeding. Early in

the morning of the 18th he lost some blood while changing the fingers. His pulse had be n very

\yeak since the 10th, and he was fast losing strength. About 10 o'clock on the morning of the 18th ofJuly he died." Thes) .'cimen

Flo. 4J:-'.— 1'ortious of the aorta,

iunominuta. left common carotid,

andsubclavian arteries. Spec. 2007.
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._ aorta, the innoininata, left common carotid, and subclavian arteries, terminating

at the point of ineffei t .;il ligation of the left subclavian in its third portion, showing the separation of the coats with no forma-

eonsists of a wet ['reparation of the arch of the :

>in

lion of clot

Table CXXX.
Condensed Summary of Fifty-one Cases of Ligations of the Subclavian Artery for Shot Injuries.

[Recoveries, 1—10: Deaths, 11—51.J

Name, I Date
No. Auk, and Military of

Description. Injury.

1 Caugkinan,G.M.,K,
liitli S. Cage 25.

2 FiuUj, J. T., I't., F,
r.ili N.C.age 23.

3 Herman, A., Pt., C,
48th N. Y., age 42.

4 Hlckey,J., Serg't, M.
1st X. V. Car., age
28

5 Hurst.C., Pt.,C, l«th
Ohio.

Kellogg. E. S., Pt.,

A, 88th, N. Y., age
21.

Kitrell, J. H., Pt., D,
3d Tennessee.

Palmer, D. J.,Corp'L
C, 8th Iowa, age 20.

Phelps, J. T.,Pt.,D,
21th Mass., age 32.

Wiggins, I'., Pt., G,
9th X. V. A., age 21.

Andrews, M., I't., E,
17th Vt., age 22.

Averitt, IF. S., Pt.,

II, 14th Tennessee.
Brannon, U., I't., B,
01st X. Y., age 22.

Broderiek.W'., Cor'l,

C, 109th Pa., age 39.

Buzzell, H.. Serg't,
I), 12th S. H., age
21.

CUck, J. B., Pt., G,
5tu Virginia Oav.

Conaut, A. E., Pt.,

K, 8th Maine, age

J.,

Y.,
Conterman, T.
Pt., G, 48th X.
age 21.

Denton, F. 31., Pt.,

H, 4th S. C. Cav..
age 34.

Dow, S. E., Color
Serg't, 4th X. Y.,

ULr '' 21.

Downing. S., Pt., C,
9th Ill.Cav.,age21.

Ev.ilv.F. M.,Pt.,G,
17th Keutuckv.

Cal.s, E. ().. Serg't,

M,4tb N. Y.H. A..
age 22.

Graves, II., I't., B,

5thPa.Cav.,age25.

Grimm, A., I't., D,
7th Conn., age 21.

Grothenn. H.,Serg't,
K, 5th Cav., age 28.

Henderson, .1. II.,

Pt., F, 57th Pa.
Hites, J., Pt.,C, 7th
Iowa, age 19.

Boliluneet, W. IF.,

Serg't, 3d S. C. Bat.
Howard, A. V., Con-
federate.

Ingalls, D. W., Pt.,

B, 8th Conn., age 85
Jordan. J F., Cant.,
B. 13th Va Cavalry,
age 31.

Knhca, K. P.. Pt.. B,

Jell'. Davis' Legion,
age 29.

Sing, J. II'., I't.. c.

29th X. Carolina.
Klochnor. G.M.,Cor.
D, »3il 111., age 23.

Julv 3,

1863.

Julv 2,

1863.

Feb. 20,

18G4.

Jane 5,

1 804.

Dee. 29,

18G2.

June 18,

1864.

Julv 12,

1803.

Apr. 7,

1802.

Aug.16,
1804.

Mar. 25.

1805.

Mav 12,

1801.

Aug. 9,

1,-h'J.

Mav 8,

1804.

Apr. 2,

1805.

Jane 3,

1804.

Nov. 8,

1803.

Mav 20,

1804.

Mav 9,

1804.

Mav 28,

1804.

(let. 27,

1804.

Julv 14,

1804.

Apr. 7,

1802.

June 4,

1804.

Oct. 7,

1804.

June 9,

1804.

June 9,

1803.

Mav 31,

1802.

Oct. 3,

1802.

Nov. 30,

1803.

Mav 31,

1802.

Mav 20,

1804.

June 21,

1803.

Jane 14,

1804.

Sept. 19,

1803.

Oct. 6,

1804.

Nature or Injury.

Date
of

UjEMou
RHAGE.

Julv 16,
17, ''03.

Shot through chest

;

subclav'u wounded.
Ball entered below
scapulaand lodged.

Shot fracture ofright Sept 5,

humerus; excision. 1804

Ball entered below
right clavicle.

Fract. right hume-
rus; amputation.

Fract. left humerus;
amputation arm.

Fract. right hume-
rus \ amp. arm.
Wound of left axil-

lary artery.
Fract. left shoulder

;

amputation.
Ball perforated be-

low light clavicle.
Fract. right hume-
rus : aaip. at sh.

Fract. left arm ; am-
putation.
Wound of right
shoulder and arm.

Left shoulder below
clavicle.

Wound right shoul-
der.

Wouud in right ax-
illa; lesion axillary
artery.

Fracture bead left

humerus; amp. at
shoulder joint.

Wound in right ax-
illa.

Flesh wound shoul-
der and chest.

Shot wound of ebesl

Fracture right arm

;

amputation.
Fract. right burner
us; amp. at sh. jt.

Flesh wouudof right
arm.

Wound left side
neck.

of

Fracture light clavi-

cle.

Right shoulder; axil-

lary artery wound.
Flesh wound left arm

Wound in right axilla

Wound left lung

Left shoulder ; inj.

spine.
Wound of chest

Left axillary artery
divided.

Through left axilla,

sev. axillary aitcry.

Fracture head ; right
humerus.

Left arm and chest . -

Jan. 11,

1803.

July 25,
1864.

Julv 26,

28, '63.

Aprils,
1862.

Sept. 26.

1804.

Mav 7,

1805.

Julv 23,

1804.

I'uobahle Source
of

hemorrhage.

Mav 29,

1864.

Apr. 17,

1865.

May 24,

25, ''64.

Mav 27,

30,'64.

Aug. 28,

1864.

Nov. 5,

1864.

Aug. 8.

10. '04.

Apr. 20,

1802.

June 25.

1804.

Dec. 14,

1804.

June 28,

1804.

Aug. IS,

1863.

June 19.

1862.

Oct. 22,

1862.

Feb. 27,

1804.

Posterior circum-
flex.

Axillary aneurism

Brachial on face of
stump.

Axillary ligated in
stump.

Hemorrhage from
stump, Aug. 2.

Aneurism

Axillary

Subclavian

Axillary artery. . .

.

Axillary (!)

Subclavian

Axiilary ane urism

.

Date
OF

Opera-
tion.

July,
1803.

Julv 17,

1803.

Sept. 5,

1864.

Sept. 19,

1804.

Jan. 11,

1863.

Aug. 8,

1804.

Aug. 2,

1803.

Apr. 14,

1862.

Sept. 20,

1804.

Mav 7,

1805.

Julv 27,

1864.

Large aneurismal
tumor.

Axillarv

Subscapularartery
and axillary vein.

Axillary aneurism

.

I

Subclavian

Brachial

Stump ...

July 12,

1863.

July 10.

1804.

Oct. 10,

11, '63.

Brachial ; axillary
ligated.

Subclavian artery.

Aneurism

Aneurism

Axillary artery

.

Subclavian

Branches axillary

Aneurism

Aneurism .

Mav 29,

1864.

May 30,

1865.

June 17,

1864.

Dec. 16,

1863.

May 26,

1864.

Mav 31,

1864.

Sept. 1,

1864.

Nov. 5,

1864.

Aug. 10,

1804.

Apr. 20.

1862.
Julyl,
1864.

Dec. 10,

1864.

June 30,

1804.

Aug. 18,

1863.

June 23,

1862.

Oct. 22.

1862.

Feb. 27,
> 1864.
June 7,

1862.
June 18,

1864.

Julv 14,

1803.

Julv 23,

1864.

Oct. 11,

1863.

Oct. 13,

I
1804.

OPERATION, OPERA-
TOR.

Ligated in third por-
tion in continuity.

In cont. in third por-
tion; lig. sabscap.

In cont. in third por-
tion Surg. A. B.
Mott, V. S. V.

Ligated in continu-
ity by Surgeon F.
H. Gross, GS.V.

In cont. bv Asst.
Surg.W. DJuroer,
1st Illinois Art.

In continuity inthird
portion by A. A.
Surg. R. J.'Revis.

In continuity in third
portion.

In cont. bv Surg. T.
F. Azpell, G. S. V.

In cont. by A. A.
Surg. J. C. Morton.

Both ends in wound -

Lig. by A. A. Surg.
J. B. Crandall.

Ligation of subcla-
vian.

In cont. by Surg. A.
V. Sheldon, XS. S. V.

In continuity in outer
third.

Right; in continuity.

Surg. N. E. Mose-
ley, rj. S. V.

Right ; in continuity.
Asst. Surgeon J. 0.
Baylor, C. S. A.

Left; in continuity.
A. A. Surgeon T.
Liebold.

Right; inc jntinuity.
A. A. Surgeon 0.
F. Shrady.

Left ; in continuity.
A. Surg. J. C. Mc-
Kee, G. S. A.

Right : in continuity.
Assistant Surgeon
H. Allen, G. S. A.

Right; in cont. A. A.
Surg. J. N. Sharp.

Right; in continuity.

Right; in continuity.
A. A. Surgeon T.
G. Morton.

Left; in continuity.
Asst. Surg. W. E.
Day, 117th N.Y.

Right; iu continuity.

Right ; iu cont. Surg.
R. H. Coolidge.

Left; in continuity..

R't ; in cont. Surg. J.

S.Hodgden.U.S.V.
Left ; in cont. Surg.
B.B. Breed, U.S.V.

Left ; in continuity .

.

Ligation; iu continu-
ity.

Left ; in cont. Surg.
J. A. Lidell, TJ. S.V.

Left ; in continuitv.
Surg. W.Seldon. C.
S.A.

Right; in continuity

Left ; in cont. Surg.
J. H. Grove, U.S.V.

Result.

Recovered ; arm par-
alyzed.

Fufloughed August
31, 1803.

Discharged October
4, 1864.

Discharged May 30,

1865.

Discharged March 7,

1863.

Hasm. Aug. 15. Dis- I

charged April 6,

1805.

Furloughed Septem-
ber 3, 1803.

Discharged Septein
ber 0, 1802.

Discharged Decem-
ber 13, 1804.

Discharged August
3, 1805.

Died July 28, 1864.

Died January 26,

1863.

Died June 19, 1864;
baem. ree'd.

Died June 11, 1863.

Died June 29, 1804,

of baem. Spec. 2812,
A. M. M.

Died Dec. 17, 1863.

Died May 29, 1864

;

exhaustion.

June 2, br. ax. plex.
veiuslig. Died.iune
2,1864. /Spec. 4331.

Amp. at shoulder jt.

Died September 2,

1864.

Died November 18,

1864; haemorrhage.

Died August 30, 1864.

Spec. 2568.

Died April 20, 1862

;

exhaustion.
Died July 1, 1864.

Spec. 2545.

Died December 18,

1864.

Died July 9, 1864.

Died Aug. 18, 1863.

Spec. 2609, A. M. M.
Died June 27, 1862;
pvsemia.

Died Oct. 31, 1862.

Died March 11,1865;
pyaemia.

Died June 8, 1802.

Died June 24, 1864;
pyaemia. &pee.4089.

Died Aug. 29, 1803.

Spec. 1084, A. M.
M.

Died July 31, 1864.

Died Oct. 21, 1863.

Died Oct 13, 1864.
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Ligations of the Axillary Artery.—The total number of ligations of the axillary

artery reported is forty-nine; of these seven recovered and forty-two proved fatal, a mor-

tality rate of 85.7 per cent. The operation was on the right side in seventeen, on

the left in twenty-five instances; in seven the side was not stated. In fifteen

instances amputation of the arm had been performed. In four of these fifteen

cases re-ligation of the artery was performed on the face of the stump, and in eleven

in the continuity. In one instance only was the artery ligated on the field immedi-

ately after the injury, for primary bleeding. Of the forty-nine operations, haemor-

rhages recurred in twenty-one, onlv one of which terminated in recovery after ampu-

tation of the arm. Four operations were performed for aneurism. The specimen

(No. 3630, Surg. /Sect.) of one of these cases is preserved in the Army Medical

Museum and is shown in Fig. 423. It is a wet preparation of the axillary artery,

and shows loss of substance by sloughing; slight haemorrhage occurred on the seven-

teenth day, which was controlled by pressure; severe haemorrhage followed on the

nineteenth day; an immense aneurism formed, which was opened, and ligatures

placed on both sides of the injury; mortification supervened; the arm was ampu- £§b.

Flu. 4J3.—
Axillary
art'] y show-
ing less of

substance
fromslough-

Spec

.

tated at the shoulder

reported in detail on

but death ensued several hours after the operation. The case is

page 443 of the Second Surgical Volume (Case 1255).

Table CXXXI.
Condensed Summary of Forty-nine cases of Ligation of the Axillery Artery for Shot Injuries.

[Recoveries, 1—7; Deaths, 8—49.]

No.

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
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No.

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

1

42

I

i

44

4'.

4U
I

47

48

49

Name. ' D.vrr.

Acm., and Military ok
Description*. Ixji'hv.

XATt'kK OK In.IIKV.

Date
OF

H.F.MOH
IMAGE.

Horpst, II., Serg't, Mav 5,

II, Illilli I'a.,age25. 1864
Hills, J. W., I't,, A, Dor. 13,

145th Pa., age 24. 1802.

Hoggard, J., I't., E, Aug. 21,

]37tta Ills., ago 20. 1804.

Hollingshead, A., Juno21.
Corpl, II, 12th Ky. 1804.

Hurd, F.. Corp'l, F, Mav 10,

8tli Maine, age 24. 1804.

Leddie, J„ Pt., E, June: 30,

118th New York. 1*04.

Lightfoot, J., Pt.,E, Ana. 10,

25th Mass., age 28. i
1804. 1

McTouqh, J. II., Pt.,
I

May 3,
'

1, 45th (ia., age 23.
t

1803. .

Mackev, J., Serg't, I, Mav 25,

501 li Pa., aa<'23. 1804.

Marquis, W. 11.,1't., Ana- 27,

K, 85ili Pa., age 20. 1863.

Mellov, K (.'., Pt.,K, Nov. 6,

2d West Virginia. 1603.

Miller, E. D., I't., F, Ana. 30,

ootli Pennsylvania.
|

1802.

Moure, U. 6'.", I't.. A, Mav 12,

20tli Georgia. 1804.

Morgan, W., I't., F, Julv 2,

126th N. Y., age 22. 1803.

Morgan, \V. I!., I't., Julv 3.

F, 17tli Connecti-
,

1863.

cut, age 24.

Moser, J., I't., B, i Nov.30,
51st 111., age 18. 1X04.

Oldfield, T., Sergt., Jnlv20,
D, lOtli Michigan,

;

1801.

age 33.

Oiirish, P., Sergeant, I
May 30,

E, 32.1 Massachu-
I

1864.

setts, age 10.

Packard, (i. K„ Pt., Mav 31,

F, 3d Me., age 21. ,
lt02.

Itapcr, W., I't., G, I Mav 5.

5th N.C. ' 1862.

Richards, S., Corp., 'Aug. 25,

M, 11th Pa., age 25. 1864.

Sawyer, D. Pt.. D, Julv 30,

,'ils't Me., age 33. 1864.

Shepp.rd.J. F., Pt., July 2,

A, 18th Mass., age 1863.

Smith, D., I't., E, June 12,

6th IYnu. Cavalry, 1804.

age 29.
j

Stetson, S. M., I't.,
|

Mav 31.

P., 32d Me., age 19.
\

1864.

Tighe, C, I't., F, June 16,

56th Mass .age 18. 1864.

VanGasonckjW.A., June 6,

I Pt., 11th New York 1804.

i Battery, age 23.

Walsh, '!>.. I't., D, Oct. 19,

100th N. V., age 23. 1804.

Yoho, P.. Corpl, F, Sept, 19,

j 110th Ohio, age 37. 11-04.

Fract. r't liuuierus; June 13,

amputation arm. 1804.

Wound through left Dec. 23.

axilla. 1802.

Fract. right hiune- Se]it. 9,

rus; amp. eh. joint. ' ls(»4.

Wound in upper 3d Jam—

.

right arm. 1804.

Flesh wound of left May 21,

arm. 1804.

Flesh wound of loll June 30,

arm.
i

1804.

Flesh wound of left
! Aug. 27,

shoulder.
| 29, 1804.

Fracture humerus; May 27,

am]), at sh. joint. 1803.

Wound left arm, div.
axillary artery.

Fracture right arm;
amp. at sh..joint.

Wound of chest ...

Flesh wound of arm.
inj. brachial art.

Flesh wound, left

arm.

Fracture humerus
;

amputation sh.jl.

Fracture left arm :

amputation arm.

Fracture right stap-
ula.

Flesh wound lel'l arm

Probable Soorck
of

H.kmouuii.v;k.

A xillary

I>A,I.

OK
Opeba-

.. June 13,

1864.

Subscapular art'y. Dee. 23.

Brachial

Brachial aneurism

180:

Sept. 9,

1864.

June 24,

1804.

i li'i i: \ i Ion, ( n-K.l: v-

Right; incont. A. A.
Surg. J. C. Nelson.

Left ; in continuity .

.

Brachial; art. tied ;

lisem. ree. May 25. 1804.

June 1.

Brachial June 30.

1804.

Right; in continuity;
relig. Sept. 1 1.

Right; both ends in

wound. Surg. K
Sliippen, U. S. V.

Juue 1.
|

Left; in cent. A. A.
Sing- J. H.Jamar.

Axillary ; diffused Sept. 17.

aneurism. 1864.

Axillary artery

A xillary

Ma\ 27,

1803.

June 5,
': 1804.

Brachial Sept. 12,

1803.
Aneurism - . - Xov. 19,

1803.
Brachial

Fract. left humerus

Fract. left humerus;
amputation arm.

Flesh wound right
arm.

Flesh wound left arm

Fracture head left

I hum.: amp.8u.it.
Wound through left

axillary space.

Flesh wound left arm

Fracture right arm; June 22,

amputation arm. 1804.

Wound lel'l chest and Julv 1,

arm. I 1804.

Fi act. left humerus; June 12,

amputation at sh. 1804.

.joint.

Wound left shoulder. Xov. 3,

1804.

Flesh wound left arm Oct. 4,

1864.

Left : in cent. Surg.
T. H. Squire, 89th
X'ew York.

Left; both ends in

wound. A. A. Surg.
L. K. Baldwin.

Ligated oa face of
stump.

Left axillary. A. A.
Surg. II. Craft.

Right; on face of
stump.

Right axillary tied.

Sura. S. X. Sherman.
Axillary tied iu con-
tinuity.

Left axillary tied . .

.

Aneurism ; brach.

;

lig. twice ; amp.
at shoulder joint.

Axillarv

A xillary art.

I
vein.

Brachial

Aua- 7.

8. 1804.

June 22,

1804.

I

Julv 2,

j
1804.

June 18,

1864.

and Nov. 3,

1804.

Oct. 7.

1604.

Axillary tied iu con-
tinuity.

Left; in continuity.
A na- 3, reliaated.

Right ; in continuity

Left; in continuitv.
A. A. Surg. J. 0.
Thorpe.

Let! ; in cont., Juue7,
relig. A.Surg.G. A.
Mursick, V. S. V.

Left ; incont. A. A.
Surg. S. Teal.

Right ; in continuity.
Surg. II. B. Bonte-
cou. r. s. V.

Left ; in cont. A. A.
Sura. W. P. Moon.
Relig. Sept. 11.

Left; tied 3 times on
face of stump.

Left : iu continuity

;

reliaated July 19.

23.

Left; incont. Asst.
Surg. II. s. Seh,. II.

U.S.A. Religated.
Right ; in cont. A.
A. Surgeon J. F.

Thompson.
Axillary tied. Sura-
R. B. Bontecou, V.
S. V.

Left ; in continuity ;

religated June 2:1.

Left; axillary artery
and veiuiieil. A. A.
Sing. E. L. liner.

Left; in cont. A. A.
Surg. W. L. Wells.

RESULT.

Died June 15. 1604.

Spec. 2463, A.M M.
Died Dee. 20. 1802.

Iliem. Died Sept. 1'-,

1804.
Died June 20, 1804.

Died Juue 1, 1864.

Died July 2, 1804.

Sept. 19. amp. atsh.j.
Died Sept, 19. 1*04.

Spec. 3030.

Died June 3, 1863.

Died June 5, 1864.

Died Sept 12, 1863.

Died Nov. 19. 1603.

Died Sept, 12, 1862.

May 23, amputation
at' shoulder joint.
Died Mav 23, '1864.

Died July'19, 1663.

Died Aug. 10, 1863.

II;em. ree. Dee. 19.

Died Dee. 21, 1604.

Died Aug. 10, 1804;
irritative fever.

June 8. amputation
shoulder jt. Died
June. 8, 1804.

Died Aug. 5,1862; re-

current haan.
Died June 14, 1802.

Died Sept, 18, 1804.

Died Aug. 9, 1804;
asthenia.

Died July 24, 1603.

Died Aua. 6, 1604.

Died June 22, 1804;
exhaustion.

Died J ul.v 4, 1864; ex-
haustion.

Died June 23, 1864 ;

exhaustion.

Il;em. reeuned Xov.
13. 15. Died Xov.
15 1864.

Died Oct, 22, 1861;
pyssmia. Spec. 3679.

Twenty-two ligations of branches of the axillary were reported : one (fatal) of a branch

of the acromial thoracic artery
;
two (one recovery, one fatal) of the subscapular; eighteen

(eleven recoveries, seven fatal) of the circumflex; and one (fatal) of the muscular branch.

Lii/iition of Branch, of the Acromial Thoracic Artery.—Case 1129.—Lieutenant A. Stephens, C, 121st Ohio, wounded at

Chickamauga September 19, 1863, in right chest ; haemorrhage October 6th ; October 10th, ligation of branch of acromial thoracic

in wound; haemorrhage recurred; death October 22, 1863.

Ligations of Subscapular Artery.—Cases 1130-1131.—Private E. Burk, I, 81st Pennsylvania, age 20; fracture of head

of left humerus May 12, 1864; May 20, excision; May 23, haemorrhage from subscapular; ligation in wound on the same day;

haemorrhage recurred May 28; death from pyaemia June 28, 18ii4.—Private J. Stottlemeyer, C, Cole's Maryland Cavalry;

fracture of spine of left scapula Juue 6, 1864 ; June 19, 20, haemorrhages ; July 24, ligation of subscapular in continuity ; returned

to duty December 3, 1864.
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Ligations of Circumflex.—Of eighteen cases, eleven recovered and seven were fatal.

Table CXXXII.

Condensed Summary of Eighteen Ligations of the Circumflex Artery for Shot Injury.

[ Recoveries, 1—11 ; Deaths, 13—16.]

No.

i
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Name.
I

Date
No. Auk. ami .Military i of

Description. Injury.

'PeppeT, K., Pt,, B, Dec. 31,

18th Inf., ago 35. 1802.

Perman, II., Pt.. F, Mav 2,

2d N.J. C.,age 83. 1861.

Pliillirick, C.W , Pt., Mav 15,

F, 3d N. H., age 22. 1864.

Pierce, G. W., Corp., Aug.29,
D, 20thlnd.,age22. 1862.

Potter. E., Pt., II, Mav 6,

80th N. "ST., age 29. 1804.

Powers, C. C, Pt., A, June 13,

40th Iowa. . 1865.

Priic, E., Corp'l, B, April 2,

39th N.T.,a«e 22. 1865.
Quinn, J..Pt., C, 18th Dec. 31,

Infantry. 1862.

Reede, K., Pt., C. Ant'. 14,

181th Polinsylva- 1864.

ilia, age 21.

Reese, C, substi- Oct. 17,

tiite, age 20. 1803.

Reese, R., Pt., U, (Jet. 8,

105th Ohio. 1862.

Rice, J. H., Pt, A, Mar. 19,

20th Conn., age 22. 1863.

Root, E. (.'., Lieut., Mav 19,

D, 2tl New York 1»64.

Artillery, age 29.

Schrichfiehl, J. H., Mav 12.

Pt., B, 20th Indi- 1864.

ana, ago 21.

100 Shook, J.. Pt, G, July 4,

27th Ohio, ago 21. 1804.

101 Sipes, J., Serg't, K, Julv 16,

82d Ohio, age 24. 1865.

102 Smith, T. J., Pt., E, April 0,

6th Iowa, age 22. 1862
103 ,

Smith. U. A., Pt., C. Aug. 14,

15th Iowa, ago 29. 1864.

104 Stevenson. T..I. ,Pt, Dec. 10,

G,52ilOhio, age 30. 1862.

105 Sweeny, P.,Pt..D, 2d Aug. 14,

New
-

" York Heavy 1864.
Artillorv, age 40."

100 Thompson, W. M., Nov. 25,

Serg't, E,99thOhio. 1863.
107 Tobert, L. 0., Serg't, April 9,

C, 2d Alabama, age 18C5.
18.

108 Trask, T., Pt, F, 2d June 3,

New York M. R., 1864.

age 16.

109 ! Tnltle, F. M., Pt., B, June27,
44th 111., age 23. 1864.

110 * Ward, C. O., Pt , G, June 30,

GGth North Caro- 1864.
lina, age 25.

111 Warren. S., Pt., A, Mav.31,
11th Maine. 1862.

112 Welch, E. F., Pt., JunclO,
57th New York, 1864.

[
ago 20.

113 ;
Whaleij, I., Corp., Jnl\'28,
H. 54th Alabama. 1864.

114 White, A. B., Pt., June 16,

D, 1st D. C.Caval- 1864.
rv, age 22.

115 White. E.B.,Pt., F, Mar. 31,
19th Maine, age 21. 1865.

116 Williams, J., Pt., A, Sept 20,

6th Pennsylvania 1862.

Cavalry, age 26.

117
|

Wilkinson, E. W.,
i May 10,

Serg., G, 42(1 New 1864.
1

York.
118 Wiltse, M. II., Pt. Mav 3,

G. 1st 0. S. Signal ' 1863.

Service, age 25
119 Winneuiore,E.,Mus., June 26,

K, 88th Pennsyl- 1864.

vauia. age 21.

1120 Barker, J. n.. Corp., Mav 12,

E.142dPenn.,age25. 1864.

121 Beaver.T , Pt. H,2d Aug. 27,

Wisconsin, age 30 1862.

122 Beveily.W.J., Pt.C, Mav 5,

)7th Maine, age 27. 1864.

Nature of Injury.

Fracture right ulna,
upper third.

Fraet. right radius,
middle.

Fract. left humerus;
May 15, amputation.
Lacerated wound of
left hand.

Flesh; left arm; iu-

j ured artery.

Fracture left radius,
middle.

Elbow ; injury tobra-
chial artery.

Flesh ; middle third
aim.

Left forearm, near
(dhow.

Fracture left radius
and artery.

Fracture ulna

Right brachial ar-

tery.
Fracture let t fore-

arm, upper third;
excision.

Left elbow joint. . .

.

Left forearm, upper
third.

Right humerus, iuv.
brachial artery.

Fract right radius

Right arm, upper
third brachial art.

Fracture left hand .

.

Date
of

U^vMOIt-
BHAOE.

Jan. 8,

10. 1863.

J line, 21,

1864.

June 1,

1804.

Sept. 9,

10. 1864.

Mav 17,

1804.

April 0,

1865.

Jan. 10,

22, 1863.

Sept. 2,

7, 1864.

robablr Source
of

hemorrhage.

Radial

Brachial

Palmar arch

.

Brachial

Ulnar, recurrent

Ulnar ligated Sep-
tember 2.

Oct. 22,

1862.

Mar. 19,

1865.

June 1,

15, 1864.

Mav 24,

31, June
7, 1864.

Brachial

Radial and branch
profunda.

Radial

Apr. 24,

1862.

Left arm .

Fracture elbow, sev.
brachial artery.

Flesh ; left arm, el-

bow.

Left forearm, radial
and ulnar arteries.

Flesh ; left forearm

Fracture left meta-
carp.

Flesh
; left arm, near

elbow.
Left arm ; fracture

;

amputated.

Fracture right sh.
joint; excision.
Flesh; upper third,
right arm.

Flesh ; right arm,
iuj. brachial artery.

Left arm; div. bra-
chial artery.

Fract ulna ; lacera'd
brachial artery.

Fracture right ulna,
upper third ; exc.

Right forearm, up-
per third.

Fract left humerus

;

amputated.
Fiact light humer-
us; excisiou.

Flesh, elbow ; brach.
artery severed.

Dec. 18,

1862.

Sept. 17,

1864.

Radial ......

Brachial

Brachial

Brachial

Apr. 17,

1865.

June 20,

1864.

Julv 17,

1864.

Brachial

Brachial

Brachial

Kadial

Ulnar ligated

Sloughing.

Date
of

Opera-
tion.

Jan. 10,

1863.

June2I,
1804.

June 1,

1864.

Sept. 10,

1862.

Mav 17,

1864.

June 17,

1865.

April 6,

1865.

Jan. 23,

1863.

Sept. 7,

1864.

Oct. 17,

1863.

Oct. 22,

1862.

Mar. 19,

1865.

June 1,

15,1864.

June 7,

1864.

Julv 18,

1804.

Julv 17,

1865.

Apr. 24,

1862.
Aug. 14,

1864.

Dec. 18,

1862.

Sept. 17,

1864.

Apr. 17,

1865.

June 20,

1864.

July 19,

1864.

Julv 16,

1864.

Operation, Opera-
tor.

In continuity; Feb.
10, hsemor. rec.

In cont, mid. third.

Ass't Surg. J. C. G.
Happersett, U.S.A.

On face of stump

In continuity

In continuity, mid.
Assistant Surg. W.
Thomson, U. S. A.

In continuity. Ass't
Surg. J. C. Miles,
U. S. V.

Ligat'u brachial and
ulnar.

Ligation in continu-
ity, upper third.

Botli ends in wound.
A. A. Surg. w. n.
Ensign.

In continuity. A. A.
Surg. A. Ilewson.

In continuity. Surg.
W. Variaii, U. S.

V.; ineffectual.
Ligation

Brachial .

Julv 6,

1864.

Aug. 11, Deltoid branch. .

.

12, 1864.
Julv 6, Brachial

1864.

Apr. 12, I
Brachial

1855.

Sept.20, Brachial
1862.

Mav 10,

1864.

Mav 15,

1863.

Aug. 8,

1864.

Post, interosseous

Ulnar

June 1,

1864.

Sept. 1,

1862.

Mav 23. Brachial
24, 1864.

Brachial

Brachial .

Julv 6,

1864.

Aug. 12,

1804.

Julv 6,

1864.

Apr. 12,

1805.

Sept.20,
1802.

Mav 10,

1864.

May 26,

1863.

Aug. 8,

1864.

June 1,

1864.

Sept. 1,

1862.

May 24,

1864.

Incont. IstSurg. II.

W. Ducachet, U. S.

V., and 2d A. A. S.

J. O. Stanton.
In continuity, lower

third.

Incont'n'ty. Surg. J.

I [.Grove, U. S. V.
Ligation. Surg. R

R. Taylor, U. S. V.
Ligation; in conti-
nuity.

Ligation in upper
third.

In continuity near
elbow.

Ligat'n. Surg. N.R.
Moseley, U. S. V.

Ligation

In continuity, lower
portion. Surg. A.
McMahon, U. S. V.

In cont. Surg. N. R.
Moseley, V. S. V.

In continuity, lower
third.

Incont. Asst Surg.
O'Leary, C. S. A.

In continuity

On face of stump.
Surg. R B. Bonto-
cou, U. S. V.

In wound

Result.

Feb. 12 , amputated.
Dis. April 21, 1863.

Discharged Septem-
ber 5, 1804.

Discharged August
18, 1864.

Discharged Febru-
ary 11, 1863.

Discharged March
12, 1805.

Recovery.

Discharged July 27,

1865.
V. R. C. July 8.1863.

Discharged D«o. 20,

1864.

Jan. 7, 1864, amp.
Disc. Nov. 28, 1864.

Hem. cont. by exci-
sion. Discharged
Jan. 27, 1863.

May 7, amp. Disc.
Oct. 18, 1865.

Dismissed Jan. 25,

1865.

Discharged July 29,

1864.

Discharged Mav 25,

1865.

Discharged Sept. 27,

1863.

Discharged Mar. 19,

1863.

Discharged Dec. 6,

1864.
Discharged Jan. 23,

1863.
Haem. September 29.

Discharged Fob. 3,

1863.

Discharged Juno 28,

1864.

April 23, 1865, ham.
Recovery.

Discharged May 23,

1865.

Discharged Fob. 28,

1865.

Juiy 26, slight hiem.
Recovery.

Discharged 1862.

Discharged Septem-
ber 19, 1864.

Both ends in wound.
A. A. Surg. J. M.
McGrath.

In cont.. mid. A. A.
Surg.W. li. Ensign.

In wound, both ends.
Asst, Surg. J. W. S.

Gouley, U. S. A.
In cont. (ulnar also).

Surg. J. M. Burr,
42d New York.

In continuity, near
elbow.

In cont , mid. third.
A. A. Surg. W. P.
Moon.

In continuity

In wound

Both ends in wound.
Asst Surg. G. A.
Mursick, U. S. V.

Discharged Decem-
ber 29, 1864.

Discharged June 29,

1865.

Duty October 10, 1862

Duty April 26, 1865.

Discharged January
11,1864.

Discharged January
13, 1805.

Died Juno 1, 1864.

Died September 17,

1802.

Died July 2, 1864, py-
a?mic pneumonia.

'Shrady (J.), Ligature of Brachial Artery, in American Medical Times, 1863, Vol. VI, p. 173.

a Wright (D. F.), The Effects of the Rxoiterian Method of Ligation on Inflammation, in Confederate States Medical and Surgical Jour-

nal, 1864, Vol. I, p. 177.
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Table ('XXXIV.

Condensed Summary of Fifty-nine Ligations of the Radial Artery for Shot Injury.

[Recoveries, 1—45; Deaths, 46—59.]

So
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Name.
No. Ar.E. and Mimtaky

Description.

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

m

52

53

June 3,

1864.

July 2,

1863.

Aug. 16,

1864.

Julv 2,

1863.

Nature of Injury.

Date
ok

HEMOR-
RHAGE,

Probable Source
OF

HEMORRHAGE.

Date
ok

Opera-
tion.

Operation, Opera-
tor.

Result.

Flesh; left forearm, June 11, Radial
inj.rad. art. ,

1864.

Fracture left ulna . . July 22, Radial artery
1863.

Fracture left wrist . . I
Sept. 9, I Radial artery
1864.

Thompson, W. M.,
Ft., E, 1st Mary-
land, age 24.

Van Kirk, P.,Pt., A,
26th Penn., aze 21.

Washington, M.,Pt.,
K, 8th Oolored
Troops, age 30.

White, P., Pt,, 1$,

22(1 Mass.. age 42.

Wiggins, H,, Pt., I, ! Feb. 26,

20th Mass., age 31. 1863.

Woodruff, J., Pt., A, |
June 18, Fracture fingers left Julv 3, Radial .

Flesh wound li'ft. Julv 10, Dorsal artery
hand.

j
1863.

I

Fracture left carpus; Mar. 9, Recurred March
xris.

!

1863. ! 10, 11, 12.

27th Mich., age 33.

Wright, W. C.
Corp'l, F, 107th JT.

York, age 21.

Wrightman. G., Sgt.,
L, 6th Mich. Cav.,
age 23.

Beach, II. M.,Serg't,
0, 5tlt Minn., age
31.

Daniels, L., Pt,, IS,

6»th N. Y.,age 26.

Fiantz, P., Corp'l,
H., 148th Penu

,

age 21.

Grundy. J. N.,Corp.,
F, 08th N. York,
age 21.

Humphrey, J. M.,
Pt., It, 183d Perm.,
age 32.

Jackson, T., Pt., 15,

95th N. Y., age 19.

Knock. A., Serg't, B,
84th 111., age 26.

Kuhn, J. G., Pt„ G,
75th Pa., age 42.

McCreadv, J. S.,

Captain', H, 126th
Ohio, age 35.

Merriek. T., Serg't,
F, 102d 111., age 33.

Palmer, A., Pt,, K,
73d Ohio, ago 40.

Pohlman. W. II . Ad-
jutant, 59th N. Y.

Strickland, M. /•'., —

.

(I. 50th Ga,,age 22.

Washburn, J., rt.,
H, 38th Ind.

1804.
,

hand; amputation, i
1864.

July 20, |
Flesh wound tight

1864. forearm, rupturing
|

radial artery.
May 28, Flesh wounds left | June!
1864.

Dec. 16,

1864.

hand and thigh.

Flesh wound right
arm, inj. rad. atid

ulu. arteries.

Radial

Radial artery

Jan. 10,

1865.

Mar. 25, i Flesh wound left
1865.

Mav 10,

1864.

Sept, 29,

1864.

Mav 18,

1864.

Feb. 7,

1865.

June27,

1864.

July 3,

1863.

Mav 10,

1864.

Oct. 20,

1864.

Julv 3,

1863.

Julv 3,

1863.

Sept 14,

1802.

Sept 10,

1863.

forearm and chest.
Fracture left fore-

arm.

Flesh wound left

arm.

Wound left hand

;

amp. ringers.

Fracture left radius;
wounds both hands.

June: 12,
i

Left; both ends in Duty Sept. 10, 1864.

1864. wound. Surg. E.
Bentlev, U. S. V.

J Julv 22, i
Left; one end in Dutv Mav 3, 1864.

|
1863. wound.

.| Sept. 9, |
Rad. tied in wound . Discharged Mav 26,

J
1804. . 1865.

I

Julv 10, Left: in continuity.. Recovered. Killed
1863. June 3, 1864.

Mar. 12, Left; in continuity.. Discharged Dec 20.

1863. I
1863.

Julv 3, Left; on face stump Transferred Julv 2?,

1X64. i

I 1864.

Aug. 5, I Right; io wound. A. Dutv Julv 13, 1865.
1864.

:
A. Surg. S. W.
Blackwood.

Juno28, Left; one end in Furlougbed Aug. 19,

1864. wound. 1864.

Radial and ulnar
|
Jan. 10, I Right ; rod. and uln. Died Jan. 27

arteries.

Radial artery.

Radial artery.

Oct. 9,
!

Radial and inter.

13, '64. arteries.

1865.

1865:

Mav 23,

1864.

Feb. 21,

1865.

Radial artery.

Radial artery.

Flesh wound left.
! July 22, Kail ial artery

forearm.

Fracture left hand
;

amp. ling.

1864.

Julv 24, I Radial artery.
1863.

Fracture left ulna;
oxc. ulna May 20.

Fracture left radius

;

wound left hip.

Flesh wound forearm
I

Julv 20,

1863.

Mav 19,

1864.

Nov. 6,

1864.

Wounds r't forearm
and left shoulder.

Fracture left radius;
amp. forearm.

Fracture met, hone
right thumb; amp.

Oct. 20
1862.

Oct. 3,

1863.

Radial artery

.

Radial artery

Radial

arteries tied, one jaundice, etl

I end in wound. A.
A. Surg. J. Sloan.

Left; both ends in Died April 12. 1865,

. wound. of asthma.
May30, Left; rad. art. and Died Sept. 3, 1864;
1864. muscbranc.h. A. A. ' pharyngitis.

I
Surg. A. A. Smith.

Oct. 16, Left; one end in Died Oct. 26, 1864.
1861. wound.

Mav 23, I
Left ; in continuity. . Died June 8. 1864.

1864.

Feb. 21,
i

Left ; in continuity--Feb. 21, amp. fore-
1865. ! arm. Died Aprils,

1865: pyiemia.
Julv 22, Left; one end in July 24," amp. arm.
1864. . wound.

,

Died Oct, 11, 1861;

[
diarrhoea.

July 24, Left; both ends in i July 29. amp. fore-
1863. wound. arm. Died August

19, 1863; pyiemia.
Spec*. 2C15, 2616,

2773, A. M. M.
Mav 20, Left; both ends in July 6, amp. forearm.
1864. wound. Surg.JT.B. Died Sept. 7, 1864;

Moselev, U. S. V. pyiemia, Spec. 2810,
A'. M. M.

Nov. 6, Left; in continuity. .
! Nov. 6, amp. arm.

1864. Died Nov. 15, 1864;
exhaustion

July 29, I
Due end tied

1863. wound.

Right ; radial ligatedJnlv-
1863.

Radial and ulnar Oct. 20, ' Left; radial and ul-

arteries. 1862. nar arteries in eon
tinnitv

.

Oct. 3,

1863.

July 20, amp. fore-

arm. Died July 31,

1863.

Died July 21, 1863.

Died Dec. 3, 1862;
pysemia. Spec. 217,

A.M. M.
Right; radial and ul- 1 Oct. 26, amp. fore-
nar arteries ligated. I arm. Died Oct, 29,

I 1863; pyaunia.

Ligations of the Ulnar Artery.—There were twenty-two cases of ligation of this artery

with two deaths, the fatal issue being ascribed to ha3morrha«;e in one instance and to

exhaustion following haemorrhage in the other. In a case of aneurism of the ulnar artery

both ends of the vessel were ligated in the wound ; the bleeding did not recur, and the

patient recovered without further untoward accident.

Table CXXXV.
( 'ondensed Summary of Twenty-two Ligations of the Ulnar Artery for Shot Injuries.

[Recoveries, 1—20: Deaths, 21—22.]

So.
Name.

Age, asi> Military
Description.

Date
OF

Injury.
Nature of Injury.

Date
OF

H^EMOli
UHACE

Black, J. A., Capt, Mav 23, ! Ftacture left ulna; Mav—,
B, 56th Pa., age 36. 1864. excision. I 1864.

Booth. U. W., Pt.. F, Aug. 21, Flesh wound; left Sept. 6,

1st Mich., age 26. 1864. i forearm. 7. '64.

Probable Source
of

haemorrhage.

Aneurism of ulnar
artery.

Date
of

Opera*
TION.

Mav 28,

1864.

Sept. 7,

1864.

Operation, Opera-
tor.

Left
; in wouiu

Left; both ends in
wound. A. Surg.
H.Alk-n.U.S. A.

Result.

Discharged Julv 1.

1865.

Discharged Feb. 25,

1865.
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No.

3

4

6

fi

Name,
I
Date

Age. ami Mii.itahy of
Description. Injury.

Bruso, T., Pt., A, Apr. 0,

121st N.Y.,age 21. 1865.

Cuilcr, J., Pt., n. May IB,

11th Cnnn , age 22. ,
1804.

Copley, .1. G.. (.'apt.,
I
Hay 6,

E.86thN. Y. 1864.

Cranshaw. S.,]>t.. IS, May 111,

701 li N. Y., age 41

Eiger, 3. H., Pt., F,
28th Mass., age 20.

Fallon, P.. Pt., I,

146th N.Y.,nge22.
Ford, M., Pt.,G,51st
N. Y.. age 28.

Fox. W. H., Pt., F.
16th Wia.,age 18.

Freeman, J. N..C:i\tt.,

H, 58th Va.,age.'tO.
Harbison, G., Pt., L,
2d Pa. II. A., age 32.

1864.

May 6,

1864.

Dec. 13,

1862.
Sept. 17,

1862.

Aug. 20,

1864.

Sept. 19.

1864.

Sept, 29,

1864.

Ilarrison.W. H.Pt,, Feb. 20.

M, 1st TJ. S. Art., 1864.
age 22.

14 1In veil, S. lF".,Pt.,E, July 3,

0th X. Cage 20. 1863.

15 Kripps, J. IS., Pt.. E, Sept, 29,

2d Pa. Art., age 40. i 1864.

16 Mct'ollift, J., Pt,, B, I
Aug. 11,

2d 111. Cay., age 28. 1884.

17 Price, L. II., Pt., G, Aug. 30,

86th N. Y. ' 1862.

18 Shaw, G. W., Pt., II, May 20,

851 h Pa., age 42. ,
1864.

19 Waitenl , W". 1).. ' Fell. 20,

Pt., 100th ()., age 23. 1865.
20 Wood, D. E., Pt., K, i

July 3,

64th N. Y., age 33. 1863.

21 Bell, G. L., Serg't, E, I Dee. 15,

10th Conn., age 3*. , 1862.

22 Clapper. J. D., Pt.,
] July 12,

G,43dN.Y.,ago22. 1864.

Nature of Injury.

Date
OF

1I.-v.mok.

i:i i aim:.

PUOBAU1.E Sot KCK
OF

H.VMOKII1IAI.K.

Date
OF

Ol'EltA-

TIOX.

i ti'i'.i.'A iion, Opera- Rksi i.i

Fracture It-It radius May 14, Ulnar artery
1865.

Flesh wound rigid June 2. Uu;ir artery
forearm. 1804.

Fract. left forearm: May 22. Dinar artery
excision. 1804.

May 14. Left; both cuds in Discharged Aug. 1,

1865 wound. 18115.

June 2, Right; in wound. A. Discharged Dec. 21.

1864. A.Snrg.O.W.Peek. ISM.
Ma\ 22. Left; in wound . . Max 23. amp. arm.

l«-64. Dutch. Sept. 19. 1884.

Fracture left radius
I June 18, ! Left ; amp. forearm Discharged Sept. 13,

and ulna ; excision.
i IHB4.

, same day. 1804.

Fracture left hand. May 21 ' May -21, ' Left ; ulnar tied; ex- Ma\ 28. amp. forea'm.
1864. ! 1864. ! ciaion. llisell. Apr. 10. 1865.

Spec. 2477, A M. M.
Woundof wristjoint Dee. 24. Ulnarartcry Dee 24. Left; in continuity. Discharged Apr. 23.

1862. 1X62.
'

1803
Fracture of ulua .. . Oct. 2, Ulnarartcry Oct. 3, -Left; both ends in Discharged Feb. 2,

1862. i 1862. wound. 1803.

Fracture of left ulna : Ligation of ulnar Discharged Mar. 22,

1865.

Flesh w'll right fore Sept. 19, Ulnar Sept. 19, Lig. in wound. Sure. Exchanged Oct 25,

arm, ulnar severed. 1864. '
! 1804. C. W.Todd, 13th Va. 1864.

Wound of right fore- Noy. 1, Ulnar artery Nov. 1, Liga. both ends in Duty Dec 22, 1884.

1864. 3, '64. coutr A. Surg. \V.

j

S G. Elliott, T S.V.
'

Mar. 1, Distal end of ulnar. Mar. I, Both ends in wound. Duty July 12, 1804.

1864. 1804. ' Surg. C. L. Allen,
U.S.A.

July 13, ! Left; ulnar ligated Kccovcrv.
1803.

Ulnarartcry Oct. 8, Left ; both ends in Returned to duty
1804. ' wound. Mar. 31. 1805.

Ulnarartery; 40oz Aug. 24,
' Oiiei-nd in w'd. Surg. Returned to duty

arm

Fracture of left ulna.

Fracture of ulna .

.

Fracture of ulna .

.

Fracture of radius

Fracture of ulna .

1804. 1804.
'

D.C. Jones, 2d IMC. ' Noy- 25. 1804.

Wound of left arm
;

gangrene.
Flesh wound right
forearm.

Fract. of right ulua.

.

Flesh wound right
forearm.

Left forearm

Sept. 15, Ulnarartcry; 18oz I Sept. 15, 1 In continuity .. .. Discharged lice. 29,

1802. 1802. 1802.

June 12, June 12. Ligation. Act. Assl. [Discharged Noy. 12,

18B4. I 1864. Surg. W.C. 1'ryer. 1804.

Mar. 20, Ulnarartcry; 20 oz Mar. 26, Both ends in wound. Discharged July 5,

1865. ! 1805. I A.A.Surg.U.Byers. 1865.

,Iuly24, i Ulnarartery; 8 oz ,Iulv24,
|
Both ends in wound .lul\ 29. exe. lliseh.

1803. 1803. lice. 31, 1863.

Dec 27, lOoz Dec. 27, In continuity; also Died March 11,1863.

1862.
|

1862. I amp arm.
Aug. 8, Ulnarartery; 6 oz. - Aug. 8, ' ISolh ends iu wound Died Sept. 14,1804.

1864.
|

A.Jk. Surg. W. 1804.

F. At lee.

I I i I

Of the branches of the ulnar artery the interosseous was ligated in nine instances, of

which three, or 33.3 per cent., proved fatal:

Ligation* of the Interosseous Artery of Forearm*—Casks 1144-1152.—Private .1. .1. Bodcn. B, 45th Pennsylvania; shot

fracture of lower extremity of radios September 14, 1802; October 17th, excision of pieces of radius; bnmorrhage; ligation

of anterior interosseous in wound by Assistant Surgeon E. W. Breunermann, U. S. A.; discharged, April 18, 1863,—Private

I. B. Flint, K, 1st Massachusetts Artillery, age 21 ; shot fracture right radius May 18, 1804 ; removal of ball ami section of

radius on May 28; haemorrhages May 28, 30, June 1st; ligation of interosseous, June 1. in the wound; no recurrence
; duty

February 16, 180").—Private T. Hart. C, 145th Pennsylvania, age 25; shot wound of third finger of left hand June, 1804 ;

amputation of finger; gangrene; interosseous tied to prevent haemorrhage; duty March 14, 18<i5.—Private S. IV. lfvwe/1, K. 6th

North Carolina, age 20 ; minie. ball entered posterior part of left forearm two and a half inches from wrist joint, fractured the

ulna and passed through. July 2, 180;!; haemorrhage July 13, 18(i:i; ligation by A. A. Surgeon J. H. Bartholf; no recurrence of

haemorrhage; transferred August 10, 1863.—Private I'. McKennelly, G; 10th Kentucky; shot fracture metacarpal bones of right

hand September 1!», 18(5:} ; September 28th. amputation, three fingers ; October 29th, amputation forearm : November 4th, haemor-

rhage from interosseous; ligated on face of stump; transferred to V. R. Corps August 20, 1864.—Corporal 1. Mart/, II. 184th

Pennsylvania, age 39; shot fracture of middle linger of right hand June 3, 1864; amputation of linger June 'J; gangrene: Hap

amputation of forearm at lower third; whole stump became diseased June 30, 1804; haemorrhage from interosseous in July

;

ligation of artery on face of stump; circular amputation of arm at lower third April 0, 1805; discharged July 20. 1865.— Private

J. Archibald, 33d New York, age 50; comminuted fracture of lower extremity of left radius and carpal bones December 13,

1802; amputation of forearm at upper third January 8, 1803 ; haemorrhage from interosseous January 10th; artery ligated on

face of stump same day ; haemorrhage recurred January 13, artery re-ligatod ; death from pyaemia January 211, 18!>:t.— Private

.1. Bowman. K. 20th Indiana, age 25; shot fracture of forearm; haemorrhages July 16th, August 4th ; ligation ; September 5th,

amputation of arm ; death of diphtheria and gangrene September 0. 1863.—Private J. A. Forsyth. < '•, 0th Maine, age 21 ; flesh

wound of left wrist June 30, 1864 ; July 19th, haemorrhage from branch of interosseous; July 30th, ligation of both ends iu

wound by Assistant Surgeon E. Curtis, IT. S. A.; August Pith, haemorrhage recurred; death ensued on August pi, 1564, from

secondary haemorrhage.

Ligations of Arteries of the Hand.— ( If twelve cases, four were ligations of the palmar

arch, two of the dorsalis and radialis indicis, one of the dorsalis carpi, one of the arms

volar is profundi, and four of the digital arteries. Due only terminated in death, from

pysemic irritation of the system.

Suku. 111—99
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Table GXXXVI.
Condensed Summary of Twche Cases of Ligations of Arteries of the Hand.

[Recoveries, 1—11; Death, 12.]

No
Name.

Aon, and Military
Description.

Date
OF

Injury.

Achuff. U. N., Pt., ' Mav 3,

K, 27th Pa., age 20
,

1863.

Gantt, Z., Pt,G,27th
!
Junelj,

S. C, age 30. 18G4.

Gripping, I. G.. Pt.,
Oneida N. Y.Cav.,
age 45.

Holdridge, H., Pt,
A, OtiiO. Cav., ;i{

Julv 3,

1803.

Mav 12,

160-1.

Lulan.l, J.,Pt.4thN. June 10,

Y. Art., age 17.
I

1804.

McNamara> P., Pt, Juneio,
A, 2d N. Y. Art, i

1804.

age 30.

Miilliu, D., Pt, K, May
10th Mass , age 24.

Roberts, K. D., Pt.,

F, 72(1 111., age 49.

Sylvester, II., Pt.,

G, 91stN.Y.,agc23.
Tucker, N. J., Pt,
E, 17th Ky., ago 23.

Turner, J. W., Pt,
A, 126th Ohio, ago
24.

Moynehan, \V., Pt.,
F, 122dOMo, ago40.

1804.

Mar. 9,

1864.

Mav 4,

1863.

Sept. 2,

1C04.

Mav 12,

1864.

Julv 0,

1864.

Nature of Injury.

Fracture 3d linger June 4,

right hand. 1863.

"Wound right hand. . Julv 20,

1864.

Fracture 2d met. Julv 30,

bono right hand. 1863.

"Wound both hands; May 21,

fracture lingers. 1804.

Fracture right met- July 17,

acarpua. 1804.

Fracture metacar- July 1,

pus bone left littlo 1864.

linger; amputation.

Fract. Ist3nict hones May 29,

right hand ; amp. |
1864.

Flesh wound right ' Mar. 22,

forearm and hand. It64.

Fract 2d phal. right Mav 17,

iud. finger; amp. ! 1863.
Fracture fingers left Sept. 25,

hand; amputation. 1801.

Flesh wound right May 21,

hand.
;

1804.

Date
of

ILejiou
ehage.

Fracture
hand.

hone left Julv 18,

1864.

Probable Source
of

Hemorrhage.

Deep palmar arch

Digital artery

Superficial palmar
arch.

Dorsalis indicis ar-

tery ligated.
Digital artery

Superficial palmar
arch.

Superficial palmar
arch.

Digital artery

Digital artery.

Date
of

Opera-
tion.

Juno 4,

1863.

Julv 20,

1864.

Julv 30,

1803.

Mav 21,

1864.

Julv 19,

1864.

July 1,

1864.

Mav 29,

1864.

Mar. 27,

1864.

Mav 18,

1863.

Sept. 25,

1801.

May 22,

1864.

Julv 18,

1864.

Operation, Opera-
tor.

Branch deep palmar
arch ligated.

One end 3d digital
in wound. A. Surg.
E. Curtis, U.S.A.

Branch snperfi. pal-
niaiarch in wound.

Both ends arch vol.
prof, tied in wd. A.
A. Surg. T.Liehold.

Dorsalis carpi, hoth
ends in wound.

Oueend dig. art. tied
in wound. Hiem.
rec.July6, 8, Aug. 5.

Eight dorsal indices
ou lace stump.
Right; superfi. pal-
mar arch tied.

Kight radialis indi-
cis on faco stump.

Left; supei ti. palmar
arch, hoth ends in
wound.

Both ends dig. art.

t'd in wound. Surg.
N. K. Moseley, U.
S.V.

Digital artery tied
in wound.

Kesult.

Recovered.

Recovered.

Discharged January
4, 1804.

Discharged Septem-
ber 9, 1864.

Discharged June 16,

1865.

Aug. 11, amp. fore-

arm. Disch. Mar. 27,

186J. Spec. 2450.A.
M. M.

Dutv September 3,

1861.

Discharged January
26, 1865.

Trans. Frovo Mar-
shal May 27, 1803.

Dutv December 7,

1804.

Veteran Reserve
Corps January 17,

1865.

Amp. fing. An. I has.

Died Aug. 15, 1804.

Ligations of the Common Iliac Artery.—Four cases of ligations of the common iliac

artery following shot injuries, and one following a bayonet stab, were reported during the war.
1

Table CXXXVII.
Summary of Five unsuccessful Cases of Ligation of the Common Iliac Artery.

No.
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Table CXXXYI1I.
Condensed Summary of Three Ligations of (he Internal Iliac Artery.

No,
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Table CXL.
Summary of Twenty-six Ligations of the External Iliac Artery.

in.-

!No,

S

7

8

'J

10

11

12

13

14

15

: 10

17

18

19

'Jii

.'1

22

Name.
AfiR ANll MlI.ITAKY

Desckiption.

Locke, II., Pt , 11,0th
Vei mont, age 23.

Smith, K. E , Pt., A,
nth Maine, age 19.

Zeiders, -I. K.,Serg't,
1 Slid I>enn.,ngcl9.

'Brown, IS. IS., Pt.,
(', itth Va. Cav., age
24.

2 Cornwell, K. Ii.Pt.,
25th()hio, ago 2:).

Dogolia, J. S., Pt.,A,
76th Pciin., age 32.

Dougherty, 51., Pt.,

B. 49th Pa., age 35.
3 Qatewood,J. II., Pt..

F, 21st Ga., ago 32.

Gentle, G. W., Pt.,

E, 6th Ohio.
Hambrecht, C, Pt.,

E, 4lh New Jersey.
Ilearv. P., Pt., E,
7.')d Ohio, age 25.

ITiisk, G. W., Pt,. F,

1st Maryland Cav-
alrv, age 40.

*Langfo'rd,.I.F..VX.,
F, 10th Gn., age 10.

McQuillan, J. A., Lt.,

I, 38th Ohio, age 25.

M.iiBliall. W. L, Pt.,

E, 11th Pa., ago 26.

O'Neil, M , Pt., E,

58th Mass.. age 19.

Ridge, J., Lieut., B,

13th Iowa.
"Scott, J. R., Col.,

10th Illinois.

Seaborn, A., Pt,, G,
07th Pennsylvania.

Sears, L. C, Sergt.
niaj.,5thX.lI.,{ige22.
Shields. P. J., PL,
D, 61 h Wis., age 20.

Smith, H. V., Corp ,

1st Wis., age 25.

sSnauldiDg. J. R,
Pt., F, 112th New
York, age 211.

Teel. M.,Pt., C,73d
Indiana.

Vogel, F., Pt., (i,

74th Peuu., age 28.

Yockev, P., Pt.. D,
29th Ohio, age 29.

Date
OF NATL'liK Of I.NJITiV.

IS.IIFKY.
H.EMOJt
RHAGK.

1—3; Heaths. 1—26.]

PROBABLE SOCKCK
OF

II.-EMOItltllAGE. ;

Ot'EltA-
TIOX.

Flesh wound right i May 12, Femoral art, liga-
j

May 16,Mav
1804. thigh.

Aug. 16, Fract. head it. till.;

1804. amp. thigh.

July 3, Flesh wd. it. thigh :

1863. Aug.4, fem.art.lig.;
Aug. 11, religated.

June24. Fract. ramus pubis
1804.

Operation. Opkha-
TOII.

Result.

1861.

Oct. 17,

1864.

Oct. 8,

1863.

ted; hirni. rec.

Femoral lig. Jan.
19, 1805; amp. at
hip joint ; lnem.

Julv 14, Femoral aneurism
1801.

1804.

Jan. 27,

Oct. 8,

1803.

July 18,

1884.

Sept. 14, Wound light thigh, Sept. 21, Aneurism; femo-
[
Oct. 30,

1802.
|

inj. femoral art. 1802. ralartery ligated. 1862.

Mav 10, Flesh wounds right Mav 24, Femoral a r t e r V I Mav 29,

1801. hip and hit thigh 1804. tied. 1804.

Sept. 10, Fracture left knee;
1804. amputation thigh.

Aug. 28, Fh-sli wounds left

1862. hipand right thigh.

Sept. 17, Fracture right fe- Oct 2,3,

1862. mur.
;

1862.

Sept. 14, Fract. os pubis and Oct. 18,

1862. i neck femur.
,

1862.

Nov. 4, Femoral art ex
1864. ligated 3 limes.

'

Femoral aneurism

Mar. 11, Wound in iliac re-

1802. gion.
Aug. 10, Flesh wound right
1864. I thigh.

Mar.27,1
1862.

j

Nov. 10,1 Femoral artery.
1861.

Sept 17, Wound in rt. groin, Nov. 6, Femoral aneurism.
I 1862.

|
injuring fem. art. 1862.

Aug. 17, Flesh wound right Sept. 20, Femoral art. tied
1864. thigh. 1804. September 20.

June 27, Flesh, right thigh, Aug. 23, False aneurism;
I

1862. I inj. fem. art. 1882. femoral tied.

June 3, !
Fract. right femur; Aug. 20, Femoral artery
amp. at hip,joint. , 1804.

Mar. 20,

1805.
Jan. 31,

1804.

Oct. 27,

1862.
Oct. 18,

1862.
Mar. 27,

1862.

Nov. 10,

1864.

Right; in continuity.

Ext. iliac tied. A. A.
Surg. J. C. Morton.

Right; in continuity.

Left; in cont. Ass't
Surg. J. C. Baylor,
C. S A.

Right; in continuity.

Left: in cont, Surg.
J. II. Thompson, U.
S. V.

Left ; iii continuity

;

lueni. recurred.
Right; in continui-
ty. Surg. J. Cham-
bliss, P. A. C. S.

Right ext. iliac tied..

Ext. iliac and fem.
arts. lied.

Ext. iliac, tied in
continuity.

Right; in cont, A.
A. Surg. J. C. Mor-
ton.

Right ; in continuity.

V.R.C. December 3,

1804.

Discharged Mav 27.

1865. Spec. 3709, A.
MM.

Discharged May 14.

1804.

Died Aug. 22, 1804;
exhaustion.

Died Nov. 3, 1862.

Died June 1, 1864;
gangrene.

Died April 8. 1865.

Died Feb. 17, 1864.

1864.

Julv 21,

1864.
Dec. 31,

1802.

July 30,

;
1804.

1 Dec. 13,

1802.

Apr. 29,

1803.

Mar. 24,

|
1862.

Jan. 15,

1865.

Nov. 6
1802.

Sept. 26, Right; in conlinuit v

1804.

Sept. 5.
j

Right: In continuity
1802.

Aug. 20,; Right ; in continuity
1861

Wound in left iliac , Aug. 26. Epigastric artery. .1 Aug. 30,' Left; in continuity.
region. 29, '64.

Wound in thigh, inj. April 5, Profunda artery.
fem. artery. I 9, 1863.

1804.

April 10, Ext. iliac tied.

1803. I I). Brainard.
Dr.

Fract, left femur; Sept, 22,
' Aneurism

amp. thigh. 1804.

Flesli wound right ' Dee. 22, femoral artery
thigh: profunda inj.

j

1862.
i tied.

Fract. left knee jt.; Juue 1,
|

Stump; fem. art.

amp. thigh. 1803.
|

tied and relig.

Fracture left femur. . Mar. 30, .
Femoral art* ry . . .

.

1862.

Flesh wound
thigh.

left Mar. 23.

31, 1865.

Dee. 31, Fract. right thigh...
1862.

July 3, Fract, rt. rib.; lueni.; Sept. 8,
j

Stump ; fem. art.

1863.
I
amp. leg.

I lf63.
j

tied Sept, 8.

July 22, ! Fract. right femur ;

' '

1864.
I

amp. thigh; reamp.

Sept. 25, Left; in cont, Surg.
K. Bcntley, TJ.S.V.

Right; in cont. Surg.
T. Antisell, U.S. V.

Left: in continuity..

Left ; in cont. Surg.
A. H. Thurston, TT.

S.V.
Left : in cont. Ass't
Surg. S. H. Orton,
U. S. A.

Right; in continuity.

Right; in cont, A.
A. Surg. A. Hew-
son.

Right ; in cont,: fem.
art. prev. tied.

1864.
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in the thigh had heen performed prior to the ligation; in eighty-two of these cases the vessel

was ligated on the face, and in ninety-seven in the continuity of the stump. In nineteen

cases, with five recoveries and fourteen deaths, the ligations were followed hy amputation.

Table OXLI.
Summary of Three hundred and Seventy-four Ligations of the Femoral Artery.

(Recoveries, 1—93; Deaths, 94—374.]

No.
Name,

A(iE, AND MILITARY
Description.

Date
OK

Injury.
Nature of Injury.

Date
ok

Hj-imor
hhace.

Probable Source
of

Hemorrhage.

Askev, J., Pt, F, Mar. 25,

200th Penn.,age 18. 1865.

2 Atchison, J. N., Tt., Aug. 27
F, 2(1 X.J. , age. 28. 1862.

Austin, A. II., Pt., I!, Apr. 20,

lOOtll X. V. 1863.

Iiai kaloo,J.T ,1't ,M, July 10,

2d OhioCav., age 28. 1803.

Blake, G., Pt., 1, 3d Aug. 27,

W. Va. Mtd. Inf. 1803.

Julv 2,

1863.

May 28,

1863.
Dec. 10,

1863.

Oct. 27,

1864.

Brauuan, J., Pt.. C,
44th N. V., age 26.

Brown, J., Pt.. D.
120th Ohio.

Brown, IV, Serg't,

1st Md. Art.
Bngbee, S., Corp., E,
14th Conn., age 24.

Cheanu, IV. IV., Lt., July 4,

B, 30th Ark. 1863.

11 <Check, ilL.Pt., 1,01st July30,
N.C. 1864.

Fract. r't knee joint; Apr. 11,

March 28. atnputa- 1865.

tion thigh.
Fract. left t'eniiir; Sept. 3.

primary atnputa- 1862.

tion thigh.
Fract. left leg; amp. June 7,

thigh May 22. 1803.

Flesh wouud right July 19,

thigh. ' 1863.

Flesh wound left Sept. 9,

thigh, severingpop- 1863.

liteal artery.
Fracture right leg ; July 12,

prim. amp. leg. 1863.

Flesh, left leg June 9,

10, '63.

Flesh wound left

thigh.
Wound right knee
.joint ; prim. amt>.
thigh, lower 1 hint.

Wound light knee;
prim. amp. thigh.

Flesh wound thigh.

Date
of

Ol'E ra-
tion.

Operation, Opera-
tor.

Femoral artery ... . Apr. 11,

1865.

Femoral artery 1

Femoral artery June 7,

1863.

Popliteal artel v ... Julv 19,

1863.

i
Sept. 9,

1863.

Julv 15,

1863.

June 10,

1863.

I

Cleggett, T., Pt., 1), I Apr. '.',

76th Colored troops, I 1865.

age 45.

Clover, B., civilian, Aug.—

,

age 16. 1864.

Coble, J. A., Pt., F, Nov. 27,

45th N.C, age 20. 1863.

Cockburn.W., Serg't. Dec, 28,

H, 2d New Jersey 1864.

Cav., age 38.

Collins, M., Pt., K, Dec. 7,

13th Kansas, age 27. 1862.

Cntbbert, T., Serg't, Oct. 27,

G, 8th New York 1864.

II. Art, age 44.

Danforth, H. J., May 18,

Corp'l, A. 8th New
|

1864.

York II. Art.
Darling, E. A., Pt., May 31,

H, 67th New York. 1862.

Dasscl, T., Pt., G, Jan. 11,

60th Indiana, age 25. 1863.

Davis, A. A., Pt., K, ' Mar. 31.

6th Wis., age 32. ' 1865,

Dow, G. E., Pt., G, ' June 3,

12th NIL, age 22.
j

1864.

Downs, T., Pt., F, Sept. 17.

88th X. Y., age 38. I
1802.

Fracture right knee
joint; amp. thigh,
lower 3d, April 24.

Flesh wound thigh,
femoral injured.

Flesh wound of left

thigh, lesion of fem-
oral.

Shot fracture left

knee joint; amp.
Dec. 29.

Left knee joint: amp.
thigh Dec. 10

Left knee joint
; prim.

amp. thigh; gan-
grene.

Right knee joint;

prim, amputation
thigh, lower third.

Fracture right thigh;
amp. low. 3d J line 3.

Eight leg; tibia and
arteries injured.

Eight knee joint;

prim. amp. thigh.
Left leg amputated
at knee joint June
3.

Fracture knee joint;
amputation thigh.

24 Ihinn. G. It., Serg't,

E, 25th S. Cage 20.

Ellis, II. II. , Corp'l,
I, 16th X. Y., age 23.

Upper third of right

25

20

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

i, join ->. i ., age 23.

Ferguson, D., Lieut.,

A, 113th 111 , age 27.

Gardner. IL.Capt., I,

100th 111., age 23.

Gardner, It. F., Pt.,

A, 1st Maryland
Battery, age 19.

Goodman, IV., Pt.,

Clark's N. C. Art.
Graham, K. P., Pt,,

II, 7lh 111., age 23.

Harhaugh, H., Serg't,
K, 7th Wis., age 22.

Ilartman, J, Pt., A,
37th Wis., age 16.

Harvey, R., Pt., E,
31st i'eun., age 20.

Hoilser.P., Serg't, II,

70th Penn., age 27.

May 16,
;
Upper

1864. thigh.
May 3, !

Left knee joint; amp.
1863.

|
thigh.

Jan. 1.1, I Left knee joint ; amp.
1863

Nov. 24,

1863.

July 2,

1803.

May 5,

1864.

Oct. 5,

1864.

July 2,

1863.

June 19,

1804.

i
July 1,

1862.

Aug. 10,

1804.

thigh.
Eight knee joint;
amp. thigh, middle
third.

Through lioth thighs;
gangrene.

Left thigh and leg..

Nov. 8,

1864.

Aug. 17,

1863.

Aug. 3,

1864.

May 2,

1865.

Sept, 1,

1864.

Jan. 23,

1864.

Jan. 7,

1865.

Dec. 25,

1802.

Nov. 21,

1864.

May 26,

1864.

June 14,

1862.
Feb. 20,
1863.

Apr. 4,

1865.

June23,
1864.

Sept.29,
1862.

May 29,

1864.

Mav 20,

1863.

Feb. 20,
1863.

Post. til), art. ; art.

tied.

Stump

Femoral artery.

Femoral artery.

Femoral artery.

Aneurism of femo-
ral.

Aneurism of femo-
ral.

Femoral artery

—

Femoral artery. -

.

Femoral artery . . -

Femoral artery. -

.

Femoral

Julv 23
1863.

June 5,

1864.

Eight knee joint ; Nov. 17,

amp. thigh Nov. 9. : 1864.

Left thigh; slough- Sept. 12,

ing. 1863.

Fpper third tibia; June 26, Femoral
prim. amp. thigh. 27, 1864.

Anterior tibial ar-

tery.
Profunda fenioris

Popliteal artery .

Femoral artery

Femoral artery. .

.

Profunda

Femoral artery. .

.

Nov. 12,

1864.

Aug. 17,

1863.

Aug. 3,

1864.

May 2,

I

1865.

Sept. 1.

1864.

Jan. 23,

1864.

Jan. 7,

18, 23,

1865.

Dec. 25,

1862.

Nov. 21,

1864.

May 26,

1864.

Junel4,
1862.

Feb. 20,

1863.

Apr. 4,

1865.

June24,
1864.

Sept.29,

1662.

May 29,

1864.

May 21,

1863.

Feb. 20,

1863.

Femoral

Femoral; 16 ounces

Profunda

Fract. of left femur
;

Aug. 12,

Aug. 1, amputation. 1862.

Flesh wound of left Sept. 10,

thigh. 1864.

July 23,

1863.

Eight; in continuity.
Act. Assist. Surg. J
Tyson.

Right; in continuity.
Surg. E. Bentley.F.
S.V.

Left; in continuity;
ha'iu. rec. June 11.

Right; in continuity.

Left; in continuity.
Surg. W. D. Stew-
art, U. S. V.

Eight; in continuity;
in Scarpa's space.

Left; in cent, Sur. J.
D.Bruiulcy.U.S.V.

Femoral artery tied

Eesult.

Disch'd July 28, 1865.
> Specimen 3997, A.
MM.

Discharged June 3,

1863.

Discharged August
23, 1863.

Amp. thigh. Disch'd
March 17, 1865.

Discharged Novem-
ber 12, 1863.

Eecovered.

Furloughcd July 31,

1863.

Detailed Mar.16. 1864.

Eight; on face stump. Discharged August
Surg. W. L. Baylor,' 23, 1865.

as. a.
Eight; in continuity Transferred to pri-

on April 21, 1864.

Femoral tied, in eon- Furloughed August
tinuity. Sur. D. F. —,1864.
Wright, P. A.C. S.

Ligation in contin-
(

Discharged July 22,

uity, in upper third.
I

1865.

Ligation in cont. just
above profunda.
Both ends in wound.
Surg. J. G. Dudley,
C.S. A.
Three consecutive
ligations in conti-
nuity.

In cont., in middle . .

.

In continuity, just
above profunda.
Surg. Gibus, C.S. A.

On face of stump ...

Eecovered.

Recovery.

June 5.

1864.

Nov. 17,

1864

June 27
1864.

Femoral ligated

Femoral, in cont.; in

Scarpa's triangle.

In cont, Surg. N. E.
Moseley, U. S V.

Femoral artery. A

.

A. Surg. W. H.
Ensign.

Femoral, in continu-
ity. Surg, H. S.

Hewit, U. S. V.
Femoral aboveorigin
of profunda; in cont.
Femoral, in continu-
ity; hieni. recurred.

Femoral, in continu-
ity; litem, recurred.

Ligation in cont. ; in
Scarpa's triangle.

In continuity

Femoral i Aug. 12,

1862.

Femoral ! Sept. 10
1864.

In cont. ; below Pou-
part's ligament.

Femoral, on face of
stump, lower 3d.

Sept. 13, Femoral; gangrene..
1863.

In cont., in upper
third. Surg. N. E.
Moseley. U. S. V.

Femoral, in contin-
uity.

In continuity. A. A.
Surg.J.H.Packard.

Mustered out May
11, 1865.

Discharged May 13,

1864.

Discharged July 18,

1865.

Discharged Aug. 11,

1865.

Discharged Aug. 9,

1862.

Discharged Dec.,
-1863.

Discharged Sept. 14,

1865.

Discharged Nov. 18,

1864.

Discharged Mar. 13,

1863.

Furloughed July 23,

1864.

Discharged Oct. 26,

1863.

Discharged Sept. 13,

1863.

Discharged Aug. 18,

1864.

Exchanged Oct. 28,

1863.

Eecovered.

Discharged May 22,

1865.

Discharged July 21,

1864.

Discharged Aug. 14,

1865.

Discharged Oct. 6,

1863.

Discharged May 20,

1865.

1 Wrioiit (D. F.), The Effects of the llunterian Method of Ligation on Inflammation, in Confed. States Med. and Surg. Jour., Vol. I, p. 177.
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N'a.mk. 1 Date
Auk, and Military

]

OF
DESCRIPTION. ' LVJUKY.

.VaITIRF. OF l-NJl'RY.

11.-. Burke v, C, l't., A,
10th I'm. Res., age
24.

llli Bibb, W. J., l't., G,
32d Tennessee.

117 Bicklev, H., l't.. E,
luth N.J.,age21.

118 Bills, C.,Pt.,K, 17th
N.Y.

119

li;o

Bloomer, J., l't., K,
irotii n. y.. aae a.

Boozer, f\ 8., Pt.,K,
5th S.C., ago 37.

Boston, 8. ,S., Pt.. K,
50th Va.

Bowser, J. F., l't., B.

11th Pa., age 18.

Brandon, E.E., Pt.,

K, 14th Va., ago 23.

Brassington, J., l't.,

H, 96tb Pa., age 32.

Briscoe. M., Pt., G.
155th N. Y., age 4a.

Britton, M., Corp'l,
F, 7th Pa. Res., age
21.

Brooks, A.M., Lieut
,

A, 20th Va.
Brooks, J. II., Pt., E.
lstllil.Cav., age 37.

Brown, S., Pt.. G,
134th N. Y.,age 16.

Brown. W. CSerg't,
(1, 51st X. Y., age
>»,

Burke, P., Pt., G,
luih Infantry.

Cain, W. H., Serg't,
I, 115th X. Y., age
23.

'Cameron, D. H.,Pf,,
C,4thIM.,age24.

Campbell. J. TV.,Sgt.,

A, I7thVra., age 23.

Campbell, S., Pt,, II,

140th Pa., age 30.

130 Campbell, S. G., Pt,,

F, 58th Va., age 31.

137 Carroll, B. A., Pt.,F,
3d Ala., ago 19.

Carter, C. S., Pt., D,
50th Pa., age 22.

139 Chase, J. B.,"Pt..K,
24th N.X. Cavalry,
age 49.

140 Clark, W. /,., Pt, K,
25th N. C, age 20.

141 1
Clavpole. S„ Pt,, 1),

02d Pa., age 27.

121

122

123

124

125

120

127

128
j

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

Aug. 30,

1862.

MavlS,
1804.

May 14.

1804.

Aug. 30,

181.2.

Aug. 25,
1804.

May 28,

1804.

Dividing of left pop.
liteal.

Right knee j't tract,;

prim, amputation.
Flesh, mid., left leg;
Aug. 3, ampin leg.

Right thigh, inv. pro-
funda artery.

Fracture upper 3d of
right leg.

Flesh, near groin. . .

.

ll.EMOR-
IllIAGK.

Sept. 11,

13, 14,

] 862.

Aug. 23,

1804.

Sept. 13,

15, 22,

1802.

Sept. 17,

1804.

PupllAIU.F S< n l;<

OF
Hemorrhage.

Date

OPERA-
TION.

Groin ami testicles.

142

it:;

144

145

146

147

148

Clellaml. YV., Pt.. H,
8th X. Y.,age 18.

Cleveland. J. L., Pt..

G, 16th Me., age 25.

Clvmer, J., Pt., 11,

104th Pa.

Coder, D., Corp'l, F,

10th Pa. Cavalry,
age 23.

Coleman, G., Pt., F,
9(th X.Y.,agol9.

Colgau W., Pt., C,

2d Mass. Cavalry,
age 21.

Conliu. J. _S., Pt., I,

5th Michigan.

149 Connell, M., Pt„ K,
2d N. Y. II. A.,
age 34.

150 Coultos, W. U., L't,

C, 61st N. V.

l.'.l Councell, JO. C Col.,
10th Miss., age 32.

Mar. 30,

1805.

May 10,

1804.

MavlS,
1804.

June .'{.

1864.
Dee. 13,

1802.

Apr. 6,

1805.

Aug. 10,

1804.

Aug. 30,

1802.

May 11,

1864.

Aug. 30,

1802.

Aug. 16,

1804.

Mar. 14,

18G2.

Aug. 4,

1804.

May 29,

1864.

May 31.

1801.

July 2.

1863.

May 12,

1804.

June 10,

1804.

April 1,

1805.

May 30,

1864.

June I,

18U4.

Dee. 13,

1802.

May 31,

1862.

Mav 28,

1864.

Right til.ia, head;
Apr. 11, amp. thigh.

Frae. up. 3d right tid.

May 19, am]): thigh.
Right til.ia, kneej't;
Mav 30, amp.

Left knee joint ; June
28, amputation.

Unites, r't foot; Dec.
26, amp. kneej't.

Fraet. right femur,
in), pop. artery-

Fracture left tihula.

Post, tibial artery.

.

Fraet, r't thigh, low.
3d ; primary amp.

Right kneej't; Sept,
11. amp. thigh.

Injuring right tibia;

Sept. 17, amp. leg.

Condyles r't femur;
prim, amputation.
Fracture femur

Fraet. middle third
right femur.

Left knee joint : pri-

mary amputation
thigh.

Flesh, right leg; sec-
ondary amputation
thigh.'

Right leg : amputa-
tion thigh.

Fracture left tibia
ami til. : prim. amp.
knee joiut.

Flesh, right thigh,
femoral artery.

Flesh, right leg

Flesh. left thigh, mid-
SI:

Primary amp. thigh,
lower third.

Popliteal space

A pi 1

. 17,

28, 1865.

May 25,
1804.

June 5,

1864.

June 15.

16, 1804.

Jan. 7,

1863.

Post, tibial .

I

Aug. 29,

1862.

Sept. 14,

1804.

May 31,

1862.

April 7,

1865.

June 1,

1862.

Aug. 21,

1804.

Trochanter minor,
right thigh.

Upper third femur ..

Flesh, left thigh ..

Sept. 11,

1804.

Nov. 14,

28, 181-2.

May 21,

1804.

Sept. 13,

1802.

Sept. 25,

1864.

Apr. 5,

1862.

Aug. 13,

1864.

June 10,

13, '64.

June 20,

1864.

Dec. 9,

23, '63.

Mav 28,

1864.

July 6,

1864.

April 10,

1865.

June 8,

1864.'

July 24,

1864.

Dec. 30.

1862.
June 15,

16, '62.

June 8,

9, '64.

Dec. 3,

1862.

Femoral .

.

Femoral .

.

Operation:, Opera-
TOE.

Result.

Femoral

Stump

Popliteal . .

.

Femoral

Post, tibial .

Femoral

Femoral . .

.

Femoral . .

.

In continuity, Scar-
pa's space.

(in face of stump. . .

.

On face of stump

lucont.; Oc. 3, hieni.;

unsuccessful att'pt
to relig.

In cont.,in Scarpa's
triangle.

In cout. A. Surg. J.

C. McKee, U. S. A.
Ligation

On face of stump. A.
Surg. \V. F. Norris,
U. S. A.

On face of stump. . .

.

On face of stump. A.
Surg. W. F. Norris,
U. S. A.

In eont. Surg. N. R.
Moseley, V. S. V.

In continuity. Surg.
E. Bentley, U. S. V.

In continuity, below Died April 20, 1865.

Sept. 28, amp. Died
Oct. 17, 1864; exh'll.

Died Dec. 7, 1862;
pvauuia. Spec. 1024,

A.M. M.
Died July 11, 1864

Profunda ligated.

Femoral

Stump

Femo'I and branch
profunda.

Anterior tibial .-

Femoral

Femoral

Popliteal

Sept. 14,

1862.

Aug. 14,

1864.
Aug. 23,

1864.

Sept. 26,

1862.

Sept. 17,

1864
July 3,

1804.

June 19,

1804.

Apr. 28,

1865.

Mav 25,

1864.
June 5,

1864.

June 16,

1804.

Jan. 7.

1863.

Apr. 17,

1865. profunda.
Sept. 11, In cent, A. A. Surg.

1864. E. B. YVoolston.
Nov. 28, In cout., low. 3d. A.
1862. , Surg. W. A. Con-

1

over, U.S. V.
Mav 21, I On face of stump ...

1864.

Sept. 13, In continuity.
1862.

Sept. 25, In continuity.
1864.

September 15, luem.;
18, amp. Died Sep-
tember 18, 1862.

Died September 23.

1864.

Died August 23, 1864;
exhaustion.

Died October 4, 1862.

September 18, amp.
Died Sept. 21, 1864.

Died July 20, 1864.

Died June 19, 1864
;

exhaustion.
Died May 21, 1865;
pyaemia.

Died June 24, 1864;
exhaustion.

Died June 7, 1864

:

exhaustion.

Hami. recur. Died
June 17, 1864.

Died Jan. 12, 1863.

Femoral -

Profunda

Right femoral art-
|

June 10,

erv, middle. 1862.

Flesh, middle
thigh.

•iiilil

Femoral

Femoral sloughed

FemoralMiddle of thigh, in- Juno 18,

jury femoral ar-
[

1862.
tery.

Fracture right leg Sept. 2. Femoral.
near knee; Aug.21, 1864.
amp. knee joint

Apr 5,

1862.

Aug. 13,

1864.

June 13,

1804.

June 21,

1864.

Dec. 23,

1863.

Mav 28,

1864.

July 7,

1864.

April 10,

1805.

June 8,

1804.

Jul v 24,

1864.

Deo. 30,

1862.

June 16,

1862.

June 9,

1864.

Dec. 3,

1862.

Sept, 27,

1864.

June 10,

1862.

June 15,

1865.

June 18, :

1862.

Sept, 3.

1864.

In continuity

In continuity, Scar-
pa's apace.

Incontinuity. Asst.
Surg. \V.Thomson,
U.S.A.

On face of stump . .

.

In continuity .
.'

On face of stump . .

.

In continuity, Scar-
pa's. A. A. Surg.
\V. H. Ensign.

In continuity, above
profunda. A. A.
Surg. J. Morris.

In continuity, Scar*
pa's. A. Surg. W.
1'. Norris, U. S. A.

One end in wound,
mid.

On face of stump . ..

In continuity, Scar-
pa's. A. A. Surg.
\Y. K. Cleveland.

Incontinuitv. Asst.
Surg. W.Thomson,
U. S. A.

In continuity

In continuity, four
inches below pro-
funda.

In cent. : also lig.

profunda. Surg. R.
li. Bontecou, U.S.V.
In continuity, one
end. A. A. Surg.
O 1*. Sweet.

Both ends in wound.
A. Asst. Surg. W.
Hunt,

On face of stump

.

Died Sept. 14, 1802;
exhaustion.

Died September 20,

1864.

Died April 6, 1862.

Died August 13, 1864;
exhaustion.

Died Juno 13, 1864;
exhaustion. Spec.
3557, A. M. M.

Died June 23, 1864;

pyiemia.

Died February 17,

1864; py.tmia.

Died June 2, 1864.

Died July 9, 1864.

Gangrene. DiedApr.
19, 1865.

litem, recur'd. Died
August 4, 1864

; as-

thenia.
Died July 24, 1864.

Died December 31,

1862; exhaustion.
Died June 16, 1862.

Died June 10, 1864

;

asthenia.

Died December 3,

1862; pyajmia.
Haenior. recurred.
DiedSeptember28,
1864.

Relig. profunda.
Died June 17, 1862.

Died June 16, 1865;
exhaustion.

Died June 23, 1862.

September 10, hiem.
Died Sept. 10, 1864.

1 Thompson (J. H.I. Report of the wounded at the battle of Xetv-Bernr. in American Medical Times, Vol. 5, p. 6.
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No.
Name,

Age, and Military
description.

Date
OF

INJURY.
Nature of Ikjiiky.

192 Griffiths, II., I't.. E,
8th N. r. Cav.

! US Gross, C, Pt., 6th
Penn. Cavalry.

194 I Hagan. J., Pt, G,
78th Pa.

!
195 nam, J. C, Serg't,

Ii, 87th Pa.
196 Hamilton, E., Capt.,

G.lSthN. J., age 19.

197 Harper, .1., Pt., I!,

16th Inf.
198 Harriman, R. C, Pt.,

F, 11th Mc, age 39.

199 Harrington, W. J.,

Pt,,C, 16'h Wis.
200! Harris, J. M., Corp'l,

C, 14th Iowa, age 20.

|
201 Harrison. E., Color-

Serg't, B, 10th N. Y.
1202 Haskoll, A. M.,

Corp'l, K, 12th Mo.,
ago 21.

203 Haskins, "W. H., Pt.,

i
K, 39th Massachu-

! setts, age 23.

j

204 I Hoyden, G., Pt., B,
1st Maryland bat.,
ago 22.

20.3 ! Heath, L., Scrg't, D,
! 2(1 Mich., ago 22.

2061 Horshay, C, Serg't,
l F, 25th Iowa,oge21.

1
207 Hickey, T. G., 73d

|
Pa., ago 53.

[208 1 Horn, ,S,Pt,.H, 53d
North Carolina.

209 ;
Horton, A., Pt„ I,

48th N. T , age 19.

210 Hul)hs,.T. Ii. Pt., B,
142(1 Pa, ago 20.

211
! Huggins, \V., Sergt,
: G.OOlh Illinois.

212
!
Hulliert, G. D., Pt..

G, 109th N.Y.,age37
213 Hyatt, J., Pt., E, 2d

J

Ohio, ago 30.

214 . Johns, J. Jr., Pt,, G,
1 5th Florida.

215 Johnson. F. B., Pt.,

E, 10th Maine.
218 Johnson, I'. X.. Pt.,

' I), 25th Ya., ago 22.

217 Johuson, V., Pt., I,

13th Iud., ago 22.

218 Johnston, J., Pt., B.
27th Connecticut,

219 Jones, W. 11., Pt., (',

14thN.Y.A.,age24
220 Jones. IF. II'., Ensign,

Thomas's Legion,
ago 25.

221 Jiulil, J. E , Lieut,,

K, 49th Mass., age25,

222 Kane. W. H , Sergt,
1, 115th New York,
ago 23.

223 Kcaton.J. M.,Pt.,D,
19th Ind.,uge 19.

Sept. 17,

1802.

May 30,

1804.

Jolv 17,

1804.
Oct, 19,

1864.

May 0.

1804.

Dec, 31,
1862.

Aug. 10,

1804.
July 5,

1804.

July 15,

1864.

May 10,

1804.

Oct. 1ft,

1864.

May 10,

1864.

Julv 3,

1863.

Juno 18,

1804.

Mar. 19,

1805.

Aug. 80,
1802.

Mar. 25,

1805.

June 3,

lc04.

Dec. 13,

1802.

Mar. 10,

1805.

May 17,

1804.
Slav 15,

1864.

Sept. 17,

1862.

Doc. 13,

180-'.

Mav 3,

1803.

May 10,

1804.

Dec, 13,

1802.

Juno 9,

1864.

Sept, 19,

1864.

Mav 27,

1801.

Aug. 10,

1804.

M:ivl2,
1864.

' Left femur, knee;
Nov. — , amp. thigh.

Left thigh, femoral
divided.

Right thigh, femoral
|

divided.
' Left knee joint ; Oct.

29, amp. thigh.
Right thigh, femoral
divided.

Date
of

HEMOR-
RHAGE.

I Nov. 19,

1802.

Mav 31,

1804.

Julv 23,

1804.
Get. 28,

1804.

Mav 15,

1804.

Probable Source
(if

hemorrhage.

Branch of femoral.

Femoral

Femoral

Femoral, 32 oz

Br'cb of profunda

Date
OK

Opera-
ticJJ.

Nov. 19,

1802.

Mav 31,

1861.

Julv 23,

1804.

Oct. 28,

1804.

Mav 15,

1804.

Operation, Opera-
tor.

Result.

Keeler, J , Pt,,D, 5th
Ohio Cavalry.

Keese, W.. Corp'l. G,
74th N. Y , age 31.

Keller. II H., Pt., B,

7th Michigan Cav.
Kelley, J. A., Lieut

,

C, ftth MUsouri.
Kennedy, J. J., Ser-
geant, G, 155th N.
Y., age 29.

Kinder. W. O., Pt„
I), 30th 111., ago 33.

Kinsev, R. C, Pt.,

K, 104th Pa.
Kitziug, A., Pt

Fracture of thigh . .

.

nead of loft tihia;
Sept. 10, amp. thigh.
Flesh wound of left.

thigh.
Lower third right
thigh.

Eightthigh, femoral
artery severed.

Right knee; Nov. 15,

amp. thigh.

Left auk Io joint

;

May 18, amp. thigh.

Leftkneejoint; July
8, amp. thigh.

Right tihia; July 7,

amp. thigh.
Itignt femur; Mar.
20. amp. thigh.
Middle third ofright
thigh.

Flesh wound of left

thigh.
Right knee j't

;
priin.

amp. thigh.
Fracture light leg;
Dec. 20, amp. thigh.

Right, thigh

Flesh w'ds of both
thighs.

R't ttligh ; hall lodg'd
in pelvic cavity.

Left knee
;

prim.
amp. thigh.

Eight knee; prim.
amp. thigh

Eight leg: May. 23,

amp. thigh.
Wounds of loth
thighs, frac. of left.

Eight tih. and tilt.
;

I Dee. 23, amp. thigh.
Flesh wouud of right
thigh.

|
Flesh wound of thigh,
femoral injured. .

Injury to coats of fe-

moral artery.

Left tibia; Sept. 17,

amp. at knee joint.

, Left knee j'nt; prim.
1 amp. thigh.

I

Sept. 23.

1804.

Julv 10,

1804.

Julv 27,

1804.

Mav 10,

1864.

Nov. 21,

1804.

Mav 24.

3 1,'
'64.

Julv 18,

1863.

Julv 12,

i 1804.

April 14,

1 1805.

Sept. 27,

1802.

Julv 0,9,

1805.

June 12.

I 1801.

Dec. 29,
1 1802.
I April 3,

1865.

!
June 8,

1 1801.

I

Mav 28.
' 1804.

Femoral

Femoral

Traumatic aneur-
ism.

Femoral

From stump

Femoral ; lig. muse
branch May 24.

Femoral artery. .

.

Femoral artery - -

Femoral artery .

.

From stump

H,
57th N. Y., ago 40.

232 Knapp.C. A., Pt., B,
6th Vt., ago 20.

Apr. —

,

1802.

July 23,
1863.

May 6,

1864.

July 4,

1863.

Aug.14,
1864.

Nov.29,
1864.

June 1,

1862.

Dec. 13,

1802.

Mav 10,

1864.

Oct, 3,

1802.

Dec. 25,

1802.

May 26,

1883.

Mav 19,

1804.

Dec. 31,

1 802.

Julv 5.

1801.

Femoral ; ha-in. re-

curred.
Pint 'da; prof, lig-

atel.
Profunda

Profunda

Prom stump

From stump

From stump

Profunda; prof,
lig'd in continuity
Fromstump

Femoral artery

June 12,

1804.

Sept. 25,

1804.

Mav 25,

1801.

Wound of left thigh. Mav 1,

1802.
Left klce j'nt

;
prim. Aug.14,

amp. thigh.
Right femur; prim,
amp. thigh.

Fracture of loft fe-

mur

25. 1803.

Mav 20,

18ii4.

Julv 12,
13, ''03.

Eight thigh and left Aug. 22,
groin.

J

1804.

Flesh wouud of right Jan. 20,

thigh ; gangrene. |
1805.

Right leg; Juno 8, Juno 11,

amp. leg. 1802.
Through popliteal Dec. 20,
space, arteries

i

1802.

wounded.
Left knee joint ; May May 31,

29, amp. thigh. ! 1804.

Femoral

From stump

Femoral artery .

.

Femoral

From stum]); re-

curred May 28.

Profunda

Femoral artery. .

.

Femoral

Femoral

Sept. 23,

1804.

Julv 10.

1804.

Julv 27,

1864.

Mav 10,

1801.

Nov. 21,

1804.

Mav 31,

1861.

July 13,
1K03.

Julv 12,

1864.

April 14

It- 05.

Sept, 27,

1802.

Julv 9,

1805.

June 12,

1804.
Jan. 9,

1803.

April 5,

18115.

June 8,

1804.

Mav 28,

1804.

Oct, 3,

1802.
Dec. 25,

1862.

Mav 20,
1 803.

Mav 22,

1801.

Dec. 31,

1802.

July 5,

18' 4.

Oct, 2,

1804.

In Scarpa's triangle.
Surg. II. S. II. wit.

U.S. V.
Bol 1 ends in wound ;

hiem. recurred.
One eyd in wound .

.

On face of stump. . .

.

In Scarpa's triangle.
Surg. II. W. Duca-
cliet, U.S. V.
Femoral ligated

Died Nov. 1ft, 1802.

Died June 8, 1804.

Died of gangr. July
27, 1804.

Died Oct. 28, 1804.

Died Mav 10, 1804.

Died Feb. 14, 1863.

In continuity. A. A. Died Sept. 20, 1864.

Surg. J. C. Morton.
Incontinnit-v. Surg.
G. F.French,U.S.Y.

Both ends in wound.
Surg. J. G Keenon,
II. S. V.

Femoral ligated on
field.

Femoral, on face of

stump.

June 12,

1804.

Sept. 25,

1804.

Juno 2,

1804.

Mav 1,

1802.

A.ag.25,
18ii3.

Mav 28,

1864
Julv 13,

|
1861.

Ang.22,
i 1801.

Jan. 20,

1805.

Juno 14,

1802.
Dec. 20,

1802.

Mav 31,

1804.

Femoral, on face of
stump.

Femoral ligated in
continuity.

In Scarpa's triangle.

Femoral on face of
stump.

Femoral, in continu-
ity.

In cent. A. A. Surg.
J. Morris.
Femoral, on face of
stump.

In Scarpa's triangle

Femoral, just helow
Pou part's ligament.

Femoral, in continu-
ity.

Femoral, in Scarpa's
triangle. A.A.Surg.
II. C.May.
Femoral, iu Scarpa's
triangle.

On face of stump .

.

On face of stump .

.

Femoral above pro-
funda, in eiuit.

Femoral, in Scarpa's
triangle.
Femoral above pro-
funda, in wound.

Femoral ligated . .

.

Bath endsin wound.
Medical Inspector
P. Piueo, U. S. A.

Femoral, iu eon! ittu-

ily. A. A.Surg. J.
C. Motion.

On flee of stump
;

relig. in Scarpa's
triangle. Surg. T.
Ii. Crosby, TJ. S. V.

Femoral, iu coutiuu-
ity.

Femoral, in continu-
ity; reamp.

Femoral, in continu-
ity.

Femoral, in continu-
ity.

Femoral, below Pou-
part's lig. A. Surir.

A. Delauy, U. S. V.
Both ends iucontinu-
ity.

Femoral, in continu-
ity.

Femoral, in continu-
ity. Surg. J. P.
Prince, 36th Mass.

In continuity; suc-
cessive ligations.

Died July 21, 1864;
gangrene.

July 27, amp. Died
August 3, 1864; py-
aemia.

Died May 22, 1864.

Hinn. Nov. 27, 28. 30.

Died Dec. 1,1864.

Died May 31, 1864.

Died Sept. 23, 1803.

Died July 28, 1864;
pyemia.
Died April 15, 1865.

Died Sept. 27, 1862.

Died July 14, 1805;
hiemorrhage.

Iljein. rec June 10.

Died June 23,1864
Died Jan. 12, 1863.
Spec. 652.

Died Apnl8, 1865.

Died June 8, 1864.

Died June 2, 1861.

Died Oct, 5, 1862.

Died Dec. 25, 1862.

Died Juno 2, 1803.

Died May 26, 1864.

Died Jan. 5, 1863.

Spec. 982, A. M. M.
Died Sept. 25, 1804.

Died Oct. 0, 1804.

Died .Ii 13, 1664.

(Vein also tied.)

Died Sept. 20, 1864.

Died June 12, 1864;
pya-nua.

Died May 4, 1862.

Died May 8, 1864.

Died Juno 25, 1864;
pvaania.

Died July 13, 1803.

Died Aug. 22, 1864.

Died June 26, 1S05.

Died June 14, 1862.

Amp. thigh Doc. 23.

Died Jail. 12, 1863.

Died June 4, 1864.
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Name,
I No.' Am:, ami Military

Description.

233 Knocht, M.. Pt., K,
4rli Ohio Cavalry.

Datk
OF

Injury.
Nature of Injury.

234

205

230

I

237

238

230

240

242

,
243

; 245

24(i

I

247

I

248

249

230

;251

252

253

254

255

256

257

258

250

260

261

262

263

264

265

2C6

267

268

:o9

J270

271

!272

273

274

Datk
of

H.EMOIi-
RHAQB.

JnlvlO,
1863.

Fraet. of left femur. July 28,

Koch, J. P., Serg't,
F, 69th Pa., age 22.

Krowlow. H., Pt,.. A,
66th N. V.. age 18

Lackey, M., Pt., K,
6th Vermont

Landon, L., Lieut.
II, 6th Col. Troops,
age 20.

Lane. W., Pt., I. 1st

East Tellll.. ace 20.

I.aufair, S. P.,Pt., A,
37th Mass., aae 40.

Lang. W. M., Pt.. ('.

40th N. V.. age 34.

Lapp, C, Pt.. I. 22d
Wisconsin, age 21.

Larabeo, J., Pt., E,
75th Ohio, age lfl.

Lawsun, L. B., Pt..

F, 128th Vow York.
Layne, J. It., Pt.. B,
10th Virginia, age
18.

Lazier, \Y., Pt.. M,
5th Cav., age 25.

Leake,W.G.,Pt, K.
6th New Jersey.

I.eline. G., Serg't, C,
8th Mich., age 27.

Linn, 11., Pt.. A, 6th
Pennsylvania Re-
serves, age 25.

Loetsch, H., Pt., G.
9th N. ,]., age 56.

Loutz, J., Pt.. D.
94th New York,
age 17.

Luufl, E. F., Pt., C,
4'h New Hamp-
shire, age 20.

Lutz, J., Pt., B, 1st

Pa. R., age 17.

Lvun.J. I! ,83<1 Ohio.
age 19.

McCarthy. J..Corp'l,
E, 76th N. Y.,age31.

lie Daniel J/.,Pl„, K,
481 h Virginia.

McGuire, T., Pt, D,
5;'d Penn , age 19.

MoMahon, J., Pt , A,
01st New York.

Me.Reynolds, J ., Cor-
poral, 9h Co.. 60th
Ohio, age 20.

Madden, O. B , Pt,
3ils 0. Bat., age 17.

Martin, , C, 16th
(ia.

Monk. 11., Pt. A, 23il

N. Cage 24.

Mason. . I. W., Pt., I,

12th X. Y., age. 21.

MaxlieM, D., Pt. E,
»7th N. V., age 20.

Mellott, F. 1,., Pt.lv,
12th Heun.

Merauville.R.E..Cor-
poral, F, 2<1 N. Y. C.

Meiriott, E., Pt, D,
Oth Mo C. S. M.,
age 23.

Met zor.W., Serg't, E,
1st La., age 26.

MiUer,A.,l't,E,95tb
Penn., age 18.

Miller, G. H., Pt, F,
3d Iowa, age 23.

Mills, J., Pt., i>, 4th
Missouri Cav.

Moan, F. EL, Corp'l,
K, 0th Me., age 22.

Molire, A., Pt., K,
With Penn.

Mon:ighan,M.,Pt,C,
2d Mid)., age 43.

Morris. W. C, Pt.,

E, 4tli Alabama,
age 24.

popliteal alter

-

wounded.
June 16. Left knee ; amputa-
1864. I

tion at knee joint.

1803.

July 3.

4, '64.

PnOBAliLF. SOURCE
OF

H.EMORRHACE.

Popliteal ; haun.
Aug. 3. popliteal
lig.; rec. 5, 9, 10.

Femoral

Mar. 31.

1865.

July 10,

1863.

Sept. 20.

1804.

Right leg : amputa-
tion at knee.joint.

Right thigh; prim,
amputation.

Left thigh, middle
third.

June 18, Femoral
1865.

Julv21
1803.

Oct. 9, Aneurysmal tumor
1804.

Pec. 31, Head oftibia : Mar. 2, Mar. 4. Femoral
1862. 1803. amp. thigh. 1863.

May 5, Right thigh; anipn- ' May 25, From stump
1804. tation. 1864.

April 2,
|

Right leg, inner side April 12, Posterior tibial ar
1865.

i

13, '65. tery.

.Iulv20, Left thigh, femoral ' Aug. 11, .
Femoral

1804. artery cut. 1804.

July I. Left leg; amputation J ulvl8 Posterior tibial ar

1863. of leg. 20, '63.
|

tery.

Sept. 10, Left knee j'nt ; Sept , Oct 1, . From stump
1864. I 26, amp. thigh. i 1804.

April 6, Flesh, lower third Femoral vein
18H5. right thigh.

Fracture right ankl,

Leg and thigh

Flesh, right t

femoral artery
high,

Aug. I.

1863.

May 5,

1862.
Nov. 30,

1864.

Sept. 17, Left fibula; Dec. 3,

1802.

Dec. 14.

1862.

April 2.

1805.

Aug. 17, !
Tibial

18, '63.

Date

Opera-
tion.

Aug. 10.

1863.

July 4,

1864.

June 18,

1865.

July 21,
1863.

Oct. 9,

1864.

Mar. 4.

1803.

Mav'20.
1864.

April 13.

1805.

Aug. II,

1804.

Julv 21,

1803.

Oct. 1,

1804.

April 25.

1805.

Aug. 18.

1863.

Operation. Opera-
tor.

Femoral above an-
astomotica magna.

On face of stump.
Surg. R. It. Boule-
cou, V. S. V.

On face of stump ; re-

lig. June 23.

On face of stump. .

.

Roth ends in wound.

oxo. ; 4th. amp.: Jan.
15, amp. thigh.

Fracture right knee

;

14th, amp. thigh.
Fracture lower third

left femur; amp.

Jan. 14,

17, '63.
I

July 30, Mesh, left thigh, Aug. 12,

1864.
I

right knee joint
!

1864.

Dec. 13,

1862.

April 9,

1865.

Oct. 1,

1864.

May 23,

1863.

Dec. 13,

1862.

Sept 17,

1862.

Aug. 19,

1804.

Fracture left femur; I Dec. 22,

20th, amp. thigh. | 1862.

Fracture righttibia,
knee: May 30, amp.

Neck of right femur

Fractured leg; June
9, amputation leg.

Fractured left leg,

upper third.
Fractured left knee
joint; Sept., ampu-
tation thigh.

Both thighs

Femoral

Femoral

.

Juno 5,

1865. !

Nov. 5, Profunda.
1861.

Dec. 31,

1862.

Sept.14, Fract'd right knee;
1862. Oct 2, amputation.

Sept 14, Upper part of thigh.
1802.

Right thigh: Sept.
20, amputation.

Shot wound

Sept 14,

1862.

Ailg.30,

1862
Sept. 17,

1804.

Sept.14,
180.'.

Aug.29,
1802.

May 3,

1865.

Apr. 23,

1804.

May 3,

1863.

Mav 18,

1863.

Jan. 16,

1864.

Mav 3,

1803.

June 1,

I8>2.

June 17,

1864.

Mav 19,

1864.

Oct 15,

1862.

Oct. 6,

1862.

Post tibial

Femoral.

Head left tibia: Oct.
2.', auiputat'n thigh.

Fractured left kuee
joint
Thigh: primary am-
putation.

Left knee joint; 4th,

amputation.

Left thigh : Apr. 29,

amputation.
Fract'd coud. right
femur; 14th. anipu-
tation.

Right thigh, profun-
da artery.

Left femoral artery.

Right knee joint; 14.

amputation thigh.
Fract'd left femur;
June 9, amp. thigh.

Fractured left log

;

17, amputation leg.

Fracture right leg;
primary amputa-
tion thigh.

Oct. 25, Femoral.
1864.

Sept. 5,

6, 1802.

Mav 4,

1865.

Femoral

.

Femoral.

May 25,

1863. |

June 3, Profunda
1863. |

Feb. 7,
>

1864.

Mav 16, i Stump ....

18, 186 1.

June 15,

1862. I

Jnlv20, Tibial. ...

1864.

June 12, Femoral .

1864.

Dec. 5,

1864.

Feb. 4,

1803.

Jan. 17.

1863.

Mav 19,

1865.

A lig. 12,

1864.

Dec. 22,

1862.

June 5,

1865.

Nov. 5,

1864.

June 27,

1863.

Dec. 31,

1862.

Oct. 3,

1862.

Sept. 5,

1864.

Oct. 15,

1862.

Sept. 28,

1862.

Oc« 6,

1862.

On face of stump . .

.

Ligation femoral .

.

Femoral, in Scarpa's
triangle.

Femoral. A. A. Surg.
J. M. Browne.
Femoral, in continn

I

Ity.

On face of stump

Artery and vein. A.
A. Surg. J. Morris.

Ineont A. Surg. W
Thomson, U. S. A.

In enntinnity

Ineont A. A. Surg

j

S. T. Williams.
Ligation

Ineont Surg. C. A.
Cowgill, II. S. V.

On stump ; May 25,

rolig. in coat A. A.
Surg. II. M. Bellows.
Both ends in wound.
A. Surg. W.Thom-
son, U. S. A.

On face of stump .

In continuity

In continuity, below
Poupart's iig.

In continuity

In continuity ; two
ligatures; excision

Ligation

Died Aug. 12, 1863.

Died July 12. 1864.

Died June 24. 1865;

gangrene.
1 i.riii. rec. Died Oct
22, 1863.

Died Oct. 28, 1864;
pyirmia.

Died Karon 6, 1861.

Died May 26, 1804.

Died April 15, 1865.

Pied August 11, 1861

Died August 20, 1863.

Died October 4, 1864.

May 6, lig. above
proton. Died May
7, 1805; exhaustion.
Died Aug. 18, 1863;
pvtemia.
Died May 20. 1862.

Died Dec. 5, 1864 ;

haemorrhage.
Died March 31, 1863.

I Spec*. 748, 3818, 3983.

Died Jan. 31. L8S2;
rec. htrmoiTbage.

Died May 26, 1805.

Oct 25,

1864.

Sept. 16,

1862.

Sept 7,

1862.

Mav 4,

1865.

May 15,

1804.

Mav 28,

1803.

Juno 3,

1863.

May 18,

1863.

June 15,

1862.

July 20,

1864.

June29,

1864.

Incontinuitv. A. A.
Surg. H. B.' Mabeu

;

Sept 11, relig.

In continuity

In wound, both ends

On face of stump .

.

Ligation of femoral .

.

In continuity

In continuity, to pre-
vent inHaiutuation.

In continuity, above
profunda.

On face stump ; two
muscular branches
also tied.

In continuity, Scar-
pa's space.

In continuity

In continuity, above
profunda.

Ligation

In continuity

Ligation . . .

Died Aug. 23, 1864;
pvtemia. .Spec. 3592,

A. M. M.
Died December 22,

1862.

Died Juno 7, 1865;
exhaustion.

Ilseni. recurred.
Died Nov. 13. 1864.

Died July 8, 1863.

Died Jan. 3, '63
; gan-

grene.
Died Oct 16, 1862.

Ha?m. recurred.
Died Sept. 17, 1864;
haun.

Died Oct. 28,1862; ex-
haustion.

Died Sept. 28, 1862.

It, in recur'd. Died
Oct. 9,'62;exha'sfn.

Died Sept. 28, 1862.

Died Oct 27, 1864.

Died Oct. 28, 1862.

IIa?m. recurred.
Died Sept. 12, 1802.

Died May 29, '65; ex-
haustion.

Died May 15, 1864 ex-
haustion.

Died Juno 6, 1863

;

pyajmia.

IJa-m. recurred.
Died June 10, 1863.

Died Feb. 17, 1804.

Died May 23, 1803.

Died June 19, 1862.

Incontinuitv. A. A. Died July 25, 1864:
Surg.W. II. Ensign.

|

gangrene.
On face of stump Died July 2, 1864.
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Name, Datk
NO. Alii-:. AMI MILITARY OF

DESCRIPTION. IXJIIRY.
N'a I [IKK OF IKJI.'KY

Datk
of

II.KMOK
ISIIACP..

PltOllAHI.K SOURCE
OF

II.T'.MOICKHA';!-:.

275 Moscrip. W. S,,

Serg't, lOtfa Wis-
consin, age 33.

276 Miillin, F. II.. I'l..

F. :til Penn., age 17.

277 Mm pli v, !>.. I't., F,

62d Penn., ago 1H.

278 J/i/c/v, (I. It., i't.. K.

(.Hi Va. Cavalry.
•J7il O'Kecfe. J., Maj.,

2ilN. V".C.,age24.
280 Osg I, T. J., I't..

A, 39th HI., age 20.

281 Pack, ./. /.'
.

I'l.. I),

39th N C ,
aye 17.

Aug. 22, Flesh, middle third Any.

2

1804. left thigh. 1804.

|

Date
ok

OPERA-
TION.

Aug. 27,

lHti4.

Nov. 14, Muscles of r't thigh, Nov. 14,

IMi.'l. .severing femoral. 1863.

Dec. 13, Right knee joint ; Jan. 4, Femoral . - ..Jan. 4,

1802. int. amp. thigh. 1803. 1803.

- Left knee joint; amp Femoral
j
Oct. 8,

Mav
1864.

282 Paddock. I), tl., I't.

(i, 83(1 l'euil.. ag.

23,

283 Padoii, W., Corp*]
(7, Kith I'ei.n lie

.serves, age 22.

284 Parker, J.,C'orp'l, H, >

58th Mass., age3f
285 ' Parker, A'., Corp'l

B, 51st (!)

1884. thigh.
Apr. I, Flesh, right popli- Apr. 1, Femoral
1865. teal space. 1805.

Aug. Hi, Fracture hetul right Sept. 23, Femoral.
1804. tibia; Sept, 15, am- 1804.

putal ion thigh.
Apr. 8, Flesh, right thigh, Apr. 20,

1805. lower third, injur 27. 1805.

ing artery.
Fracture tight knee Mav 23, Femoral
j t

;
16th, amp. ; lig. 1804.

muscular branches.
Mav 23, Popliteal space, right ' Mav 29, Popliteal.
1804. thigh. 31,1864.

280 Parks, J., I't., E.
Hist Pciin., age 38.

287 Pariv. T., Serg't, I),

Kith Mich., age 3d.

t, Fracture middle .rum—
1804. third left femur. 1864.

Mav 10,: Fracture left tibia; June 1. Sloughing
Mav 29, lig. post. 1804.

tibial.

Fracture, and amp. June 30, Stump ...

up. third left leg. 1804.

Flesh, right thigh .. Nov. 19, Femoral .

1804.

288

289

290

291

292

293

294

295

296

297

298

299

300

301

302

303

304

|305

306

307

308

309

310

311

312

313

314

Payne. 1). I't.. II, 2c

Conn. II. A., age 2."

I'avne. (I. II., I't.

Iy, 04th New York
age 18.

Pencil, K., I't., II.

O.'Jd Pennsylvania.

1804.

June 18,

1864.

Sept. 30.

1804.

I Oct 19,

,. 1804.

Oct. 12,

1804.

Mav 31,

1802.

Left knee,)t.; Nov. 2
amputation thigh.

Fracture left fibula;
21st, Hg. popliteal.

Femoral artery

Nov. 13, Femoral .

1864.

Oct. 28, Femoral .

1864.

Flesh, left thigh, July 15, : Femoral .

lower third. : 1863.

Flesh, right thigh. .. May 21, :
Femoral .

1864.

Flesh, lower third June 20, ' Femoral .

left thigh. .
1804.

Peters. AV. C, Pt, July 2,

C, 68th Penn. 1803.

Pope, P. P.. Pt., M, Mav »,

67th Ohio, age 22. 1864.

I'ope. AV., Pt.. I. 2il June 3,

N. V. A., age 19. I 1804.

I'ulhenius, J., Pt.,E. ' Dec. 13,
j

Fract. tib". ant. tibial Deo. 30,

1st Mich., age 20. 1862. artery; 20th, litem.: : 1862.

amp. thigh.
Rairdon, "VV., Pt,, I, June 27, Fracture right foot; July 23,

40lh Intl., age 35. , 1804. July 9, amp. thigh. ! 1864.

Rapp, D., Pt.,K. 7th Nov. 30. Flesh, left thigh. Dee. 9,

Indiana, age 20. 1863.
I

fern. art. and vein, i 1863.

Femoral

.

1804.

Apr. I,

1805.

Sept. 23,

1864.

Apr. 27,

1805.

Mav 24,

1804.

May 31,

1864.

June 27,

1804.

June 1,

1804.

June 80,

1801.

Nov. 19,

1864.

Nov. 13,

1864.

Oct. 29,

. 1804.

June 10,

1862.

July 15,

1863.

Mav 21,

1864.

June20,
1864.

Dec. 30,

1862.

July 23,

1864.

Dec. 9,

1803.

Operation', Opera-
tor.

In continuity, Sear-
pa's triangle.

Ligation

On face of stump . .

.

Ligation

"Result.

Hayner, G. W., Pt., Apr. 0,
j

Fracture hit femur;
G, 12th Alabama. 1865. April 17th, amp.

Reed, J, Pt., 0, 15th June 18, Left kl i'nt ;
2ath,

AV. Va., age 26. 1864.
|

amp. thigh.
Seed, ./. 1'.. Pt., IS, Apr.0, Right thigh
19th Ala , age 20. 1802.

Reed, AV. II., Pt., II. Oct. 19, Bight knee i'nt ; 21st,

loth Vt. age 31. 1804. amp. thigh.
Reigle, J.,

'

Pt., A, May 8, Right knee
;

-J8th,

88th Penn., age 23. 1664. amp. thigh.
Riley, E.,Pt.,G,98tb June25, Flesh both thighs.
Illinois. 1863.

Ringer. O, I't.. ('. July 6,
|
Right thigh ; flesh.

until Ohio, age 21. 1804.

Roberts, J., Serg't,

9th W. Va., age 31.

Roberts, A., Pt,, I,

l_'7th 111., age 20.

Robinson, J., Pt., D,
12th Conn., age 34.

July 2d.

1804.
May 19,

1803.

Oct, 19.

1804.

Ro'.inson, S., Serg't, I Mav 12,

3d N. II., age 23.
]

1804.

Rodgers. S. J., Pt., June 17.

A, 2d Mich., age 21. 1864.

Roe, J., Pt., II, 42diSept. 17,

New York. I 1862.

Root, J. L., Pt., n,
j
Oct. 19,

77th New York. 1 1864.

Rope, S., Pt., A, 140th 'June 16,

Penn., age 43.
)

1864.

Rosenf.-lt, N., Serg't, July 2,

D, 26th Pa., age 22. t 1863.

Ruhling, F. J., S'g't,

E. 112th New York,
age 29.

Soger,W., Serg't, E.,

188th N. Y., age 19.

June 1,

1864.

Apr. 1,

1865.

Upper third femur

Flesh, left popliteal
.-pace.

Right knee joint

:

Nov. 4, amp.
Left hip and root of
penis.

Mid. right thigh ....

Fract. low. left fem.;
October 27, amp.

Fracture left femur

Frac. left leg; 17th,

amp. thigh.

Head of fibula ; 19th,
amp.

Left tibia knee joint

;

11th, amp. thigh.

A pr. 27, Femoral A pr. 27,

1865. I

,

1865.

Nov. 1, Femoral Nov. 1,

1864. ! 1864.

Mav 29, i

[ May 29,

1802.
I

1862.

Oct 24, I

I Oct. 24,

1804. 1804.

June 8, : June 12,

12. 1861.
!

1804.

July 6, I July 8.

8, 1803. : 1863.

Aug. 22, Aug. 22,

1K04. 1804.

Jul v 29, Femora] July 29.

1864. 1864.

June 3. Popliteal June 5,

1803. ' 1803.

Nov. 11, Femoral Nov. 11,

1804. 1804.

Mav 28, Profunda, or pudic May 29,
29,1804. 18(14.

Aneurism July 26,

1804.

Oct. 29
30, 1862

Femoral , Oct, 30,

1862.
' Oct. 19,

, 1864.
July 20 i July 26,

1864. ,
I 1864.

Aug. 13, Femoral i Aug. 14.

11, 1863. 1803.
June 11,

:

Mus. branch and I June 14,

14, 1864. ! femoral.
;

1864.

Flesh, middle, right Apr. 15, Femoral Apr. 22
thigh. 20,21, 1865.

22, 1865.

Within adductor
mag. ; iclig. in cent.

I.igaied by A. A.
Surg. J. C. Morton.

In cout., in Scarpa's
space. A. A. Surg.
H.B.Cole.

In continuity, below
Pen part's ligament.

In continuity. Surg.
(1. L. l'aueuast, U.
S. V.

Ligation

In continuity where
it passes under Bar-

torious.
In continuity ; re-

ligated July o.

Until ends in wound.
A. A. Surg. G. R. H.
Robinson.

On tact- of stump

In continuity, low
down.

In continuity, four
inches below Pou-
part's ligament.

Ligation

In continuity

One end in wound* .

.

On face of stump. .

.

In continuity

Both ends in wound.
A. Surg. AV. Thom-
son, II. S. A.
On face of stump. . .

.

On face of s t u nip
;

Nov. 8, ha-ni.; amp.
Ligation

Ligation ; ha-m. re-

cut. Oct. 29.

In cont.; ha-m. Juno
10, 24.

In continuity, one
end.

Ill cont . out- end. A.
A.Surg. J. F II. ill.

Ligation. Surg. J. B.
Lewis, V . S. V.

In continuity, upper
third.

On face of stump .

.

In cont. 3 inch be-

low Poupart's lig.

In cont.. both cutis.

A A. Surg. O AV.

Peck.
Ligation

i

Ligation

In cont., in Scarpa's
space. Surg. R. B.
Bontecou, U. S. V.

On face of stump ....

On face of stump

;

June 17, religation
in continuity.

Both ends, in cout.
A. Surg.AV. F. Nor-
ris, U. S. A.

Sept. 8, ha-m. Died
Sept. 14, 1804; ex
liaustion.

Died Nov. 14, 1863;
nervous depression.

Died January 4, 1863;
exhaustion'.

Oct. 9, hsem. Died
October 10, 1864.

Died May 31, 1805.

Died September 28,

1864 ; exhaustion.

Died April 27, 1865
;

congestive chill.

Died Mav 24, 1*864;

exhaust ion.

Gangrene; amputa-
tion leg. DiedJuuo
20, 1864.

Died July 12. 1864.

Ha_-m. : amputation.
Died June 2. 1804.

Died July 12, 1804.

Died November 21,

1804; exhaustion.

Died Nov. 17, 1864.

October 29, amputa-
tion. Died Dec, 4,

1864
; exhaustion.

Died July 5, 1862;
pysemia.

Died July 15, 1863.

Died May 22, 1864

;

exhaustion.
Died June 24, 1864.

Died Jan. 15, 1863;
nervous prostration.

Died July 23, 1864
;

exhaustion.
Femoral vein also li-

gated. Died Doc.
13, 1863

;
gangrene.

Died May 6, 1865

;

exhaustion.
Died Nov. 14, 1804

;

ex liaustion.
Died June 30, 1802.

Died Nov. 21, 1864
;

pyjemia.
24th, rcligated. Died
June 24, 1864.

Died July 11,1864.

21.1, ha-m. Died Aug.
25, 1801.

Aug. 4, lia'lti. Died
August 24, 1804.

Died Juno 7, 1863.

Died Nov. 23, 1864.

June 1, ha-m. Died
June 2, 1864; hsem.

Died July 30, 1864
;

ha-m.

Died Oct, 30, 1862;
exhaustion.

Died Nov. 1, 1864.

Died Aug. 10, 1864;
exhaustion.

Died Oct. 2, 1863.

Died July 8, 1864;
gangrene.

Died April 29. 1865;
pyaemia.

344

1 Hollowai (.1
.
M >. Contecvtive and Indeterminate Haemorrhage from Large Arteries, etc., in American Jour. Med. Sci., 1865, Vol. L. p.

S -e also XT S Sanitary Otrmmistri&n Memoirs, Snrg. Vol. I, p. 188.
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J

LIGATIONS OF THE FEMORAL AKTEKY.

Name, Date
No. Age, and Military ok Nature ok Injury.

Description. Injury.

Pate
OP

HjKMOR-
RUAflE.

PKORAIII.E SOURCE
OF

11.1 Ml 'ILKH A.-l .

315 Salzmnn, <'., Pt., K. Dec.27, Fract. left leg: Jm. .Ian. 10. Femoral branch
2d Inf., age 31. 1885. 3, 1866, amp. thigh. 12.1866.1

316 Scanlan, P., l't.. G, Dee. 14, Lodged in it knee Jan. 1, ..

63d N. Y.. age 34. 1802. juint : 26th. amp. th 0.1863.

317 Scott. J.. l't., F, 1st Mnv3I, Kraft left leg: June June 16,

N.Y. Drag., age 33. ISM. 1, amp. knee joint. 1864.

318 Scott. J., l't.. F. 69th July 24, Injury lower third Aug. 6.

X. Y.,age3o. 1864. left thigh. 1864.
1 Seever, A., Serg't, Sept. 1, Grazing middle left Sept. 11, .

C. 16th Illinois. 1864. femur. 14, 1864.

Pate
OF

Opera-
tion.

Jan. 12.

1866.
I.hi i'..

Operation, Opera-
tor.

Result.

(319

320

321

Femoral

Self, L, Pt., II, 11th Upper third thigh. July 9.

Alabama. 1802, 11.1862.

Sexton, J., l't., A. 4th July 0. Fracture right fern., Aug. a.

Va. Cav., age 22. 1864. miihlle thud. 1864.

322 ' Shaffer, T.W., l't.. F. Sept. 2, Frae. left, flesh right
22dMicb. 1803. thigh.

323 ' Sharpe. A., l't.. P, June 21, Flesh, thigh
11th Pa. 1864.

324 'Shaw, M.. l't., I Sept. 1. Flesh, light thigh
17th X. Y. 1864.

325

326

327

328

329

Shay. M., l't, H. 01st Sept. 17, Low. third r't fem.

;

N.Y'., age 20. 1802. Nov. 15, amp.
Shcaffer, C, Pt., D, June ,

r
>. Right thigh, inv. fe.

1st N. Y. Cavalry.
|

1864. moral artery.

Shields, P. J.. I>t., P, , Apr. 29. Left knee jt. : hiii|>. Jnnel,
6th Wis., age 20. : 1863. thigh April 29. 1803.

Shnck,W.,Corp'l, K, |
Aug. 9. Head left tin.: 16th, Aug. 29.

46th Pa. 1864. amp. thigh. 1804.

Sbugert,J.L.,Corp'l, Apr. 1, Flesh, right knee; May 24,

P., 49th Pa., age 20. ISO.",. May 20, amp. 1865.

330 ' Simmons, T„ l't.. F, June 18, Flesh, upper third Jul\27.

'331

I
332

333

334

335

336

337

97th N. V., age 20. 180)

Singer, L., Pt., V, July 11

174th N. Y. 1803.

Six, I., Pt., K, 11th July 20

W. Ya., age 16. i 1864.

Smith, P. It., Pt., I, Nov. 25
93d Illinois. 1803.

Smith. J.. — , P, 97th May 18, Flesh, right thigh, May 30

left thigh. 180*.

Fracture left lemur; July 17,

13(11, amp. 1863.

Fract.n knee joint ; Aug. 3,

July 20, amp. thigh. 1864.

Frac't. right femur

Femoral

1863.

June 16,

1864.

Aug. 6,

1864.

Sept. 14,

1864.
I

July 11.

1862.

Aug, :,,

istu.

Pa., age 22. 1864.

Smith, R.W., Lt.. F, ' Aug. 30,

5th Pa. Res., age24. 1802.

Smith, W. F., Maj.,
]

Oct. 27,

1st Delaware. ! 1804.

Stark, O. H., Serg't, ' Sept. 29, Right le

upper thin
Flesh, thigh, fcmo- Sept. 7,

ral artery. 1802.

Sov, femoral artery, Oct. 27,

middle. Mil.
H,

II. 13th N. H., age 1864
36.

338 Steele, G. 8., Pt., P, I June 22
126th N. Y., age 23. 1864.

329 Story, F., Pt., E, July 23

38th Ohio, age 22. |
1864.

340 Stowell. F. M., Pt, July 2,

P,70thX.Y..agc28. 18ti3.

.141 I -'.S
-

, A., Pt., 37th May 3

X.C,age33. 1863.

342 Tafi.O li.Capt., A
"3d Mass.

5, ! Jan. 3,

3, ' 1865.

343 Thorn. II. O., Pt., I. Jul\20,
14th \V. Ya..agel9. 1804.

344 Thorp, E., l't .(!, 1st Aug. 4,

Penn. Ail., age 20 1804.

amp. leg: Jan
1K65, amp. kl

Fracture left knee July 23,

jt; 23d. amp. thigh. 1864.

Flesh, in Scarpa's Sep. 8,9,

space, right. 18<>4.

Fracture left tib. and : Aug. 1,

lib.; 31, amp. thigh. I 1863.

Lac. femoral artery
miihlle third.

lune 14, Right leg; June 14

1803. amp. leg.

Flesh wound righl
thigh.

Left knee jt; Aug.
5th, amputated.

Mai 10,

1863.

June 21,

1863.

Aug. 7,

1801.

Aug. 9,

1804.

Stump

A neurism

From stump

Femoral

Femora]

Femora]

Circumflex

Femoral; ancur
ism.

Femoral

Femoral

Femoral

Femoral

Museu. branch of
femoral.

Femora]

345 Tompkiia, «... l't. July 3, Tib. and lib.; July I. July'JI

K, lsi New York lso:i. amp. leg: 17th, amp. 1803.

Art., age to.

340 Tompkins, J., sub-
stl ute. age 21.

347 i Tracy, A. I,., PI..K.
141st Penn .age 35.

348 Truex, J. I!.. Corp.,
K.. 1 it li X. J. .age 22.

349
|

Unknown

amp. leg ;
17lh, am

thigh, upper third
-I nl\ 28, Right hg
1803.

Right knee: July 5,

amp. thigh.

Fracture right knee
joint : June It. amp
Femoral artery

July 2.

18113.

May 31

1864.
Sept. 17,

1802.

Aug. 10.

1801.

Femoral.

Femoral

Frae. left femur

Left hg: May 20,

amp. thigh.

1864.

May 25,

1804.

350, Yan Wie, 8., Serg
B, 02d Ohio, age 25.

351 1 Vermillve, J. C. Pi-. May 1

K, 124th New York, 1801.

' age 24. -

352 \Wakeham, J. K. Mar-31, Flesh, inj. femoral Apr. 15,

Corp.. E, 19th Vir- 1865. artery. 21,25,

,
ginia, age 27. ,

'
H,,;,"„

353 1 Walter, V., Pt , E, May 10, Fract. upper third June ,,

I 8lh Ohio, age 24. 1804. femur. 1801.

354 Wells, L. D.Pt.D-, Sept. 20, Right knee
74th Ind., age 22. 1803.

355 Wendt. C„ Pt., E, Oct. 19, '• Shattering right Oct. 27.

! 153d New York. ' 1804. knee ; 20th, amp. 1804.

July 12,

1803.

June 19.

1804.

Sept. 22,

1862.

Sept. 28, Fe ral

Femoral

I*i mot al

Femoral

Femoral

Femoral

June 21.

1864.

Sept. 12.

1801.

Noy.2il.
1802.

July 8,

1864.

June 1,

1803.

Aug. 29.

1804.

May 24,

1805.

Jul\27,
IHlU.

July 17,

1803.

Aug. .'I.

1804.

(In lb-Id.

June 2,

1801.

Sept 7.

- J 802.

Oct. 27,

1864.

Jan. 3,

1805.

..I nly 23,

18114.

Sept. 9,

1804.

Aug. 1.

1803.

Ma\ 111,

1803.

June 21,

1863.

Aug. 7,

1804.

Aug. 9.

1861,

Julv21,
1803,

.lull 29.

1861

July 12.

18113.

June 19.

1804.

Kept.22,
1862.

Sept. 28,

1801.

May 25,

1864.

Apr. 10,

1805.

June 9.

1864.

Xov. 17,

1863.

In continuity

In cunt
. in Scarpa's

triangle.

In emit. Sim g. N. 11.

Moseley. V S V.

In eon|. A. A. Surg
II M Dean.

I.ig. in mid. third.

Surg E. Hat well.

14th Michigan.
Ligation

In conl. : Aug o rr

lig. profunda. A. A.
Sing J. 11. Cooler
Ligation light fcmo
ral.

Itothcuds in wound

One end iii wound
Surg E. Hal well.

i in, Michigan.
On lace of Stump

lu continuity, Scar
pa's. Sing. Bald-
win.C s. A

Femoral, on la, , ,,i

sliunp :
J line 9, lig.

ofeit ilia,

In colli., ill Scarpa's.
A.Sulg J. B. Brin
Ion. 11.8. A

< III face of stump

Iii wound

In continuity

On face of slump . .

Ligatod. Surg .1 I.

I'roul.20tb Illinois.

In root. J inch be-

low Poupart's lig.

In continuity . un<
successfully.
Holh ends in wound

;

em also tied

Died Jan. 13. i860

Hani 1, , d 1>K,1

Jan. 14. 1803
Pied June 16 1864

collapse.

Died Aug 21. MM .

p\ a-mia.

Pi.-d September 18.

Mil

Died July 11. 1«02.

exhaustion
Pied August 1*64.

exhaustion.

Died Oct 10, 18«l.

Died J mo X. 18*4.

Died November 10
1804

Pi, si Kovrmbet 24

i86i. Svt low, isa
Pled .1 illy 21. Is64.

Hied June 111. 1MV.I.

On face of stump .

t)n face of stump -

Both ends in wound

< in fane of stump

Lig. in middle third.

.

Lig.; lueiu. recurred

;

amp. 'thigh
In oni I,,low prof
J.H.Coovrr, A AS.

I in face of slump .

.

Ligation

I In lace of slump

On face of .stump

i tne end In w ound

Oct. 27,

1804.

I it. A. A. Surg.
•it' Morton.

On fare of stump

Scarpa's spa c e, i n
™m A. A. Surg.J.
Morris. Relig

In com. above pro
funda.

In coni.. Scarpa's
Surg. \V. C. Otter
son. P. S. Y.

Ligation

Pied Sept, 2. 1K64

N/mv M, AM M

.

DM M»\ 25. IH65.

ex sanation.
Hied August 3. 1864;
g.lllgt, lie

Pied J id\ 17, 1-oi

Died August 14. 18(14,

li;r n.itrhrtge.

Pied Pec. .',. 1803.

Ila-m. recur'd I '., .1

Jl 5. Mil
Pied Sepi 7. 1862.

Spte. 509, a U. II
ILcui ; amp. I it, -I

Nov. 0, Mi4.

|
Pied Jan. 13, IMS;
pya-mia.

lla-in. n-eui'd. Pled
.lllly'29, 1864; exll'll.

Pied Sept. 10, 1864.

Pied A ug. 3, 1863.

Pied June.',, 1863.

Hied July 2, 1863;

p\a-mia.
Pied Aug. 12, 1864.

PiodAiig 12.04 .V;<

3929, 396(1, A M.S.
Pled July 26, 1863,
pi iclnia

Pud Aug. 4. 1863;
tetanus.

Died July 22, Mi:i

.

exhaust ion.

Pied June 20, 1864;

pyaunia.
Pud Sepi 22, 1802.

Pied Sepi. 29, 1864;
exhaustion

' Pied Max 28, 1864.

exhaustion.

ILeui. recur'd Pied
A pi. 28, 1885,

Pled June 17, 1801.

Hied Dec. 1, 1863; re

miilent haiu. ant.
tibial

Hied Nov. 5, 1864;
exhaustion.

iBATWEt.i. ( Ivi. Secondary Ka/iaarrhagefollowing Gunshot Woundof Thigh, in U.

"BaTWEI.L (E.I. Case*fmm the .Vote Book of an Army Surgeon, iu lied, ami Surg.

3 New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal, Vol. 9, p. 71.

,v San Com. Hem's, Smg. Vol. 1. p. Mi.

Sep., 1865, Yol. 13, p. 50.
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No.

336

357

3:8

359

360

361

302

363

364

365

306

367

368

309

370

371

372

373

374



< liAl'. XII. LIGATIONS OF BRANCHES OF THE FEMORAL ARTERY. 799

No.
Name, Date

Age, ami Military of
Description. Injuut.

Chirk .1.. I't..ir,7th
N. Y. Heavy Ai-iil-

lery, age 21.

Dawson, F., Bugler,
I, 1st Cavalry, age
24.

Doty.N., Ft,, E, lO'.'il

Penn., age 33.

Folenabee.C. M.Pt.,
li, 157th New Yfork,
aye 16.

Galiger, M„ Serg't,
G,73dif.T.,age22.

Gibson, E.H.,Pt..A,
14th Now Jersey,
age 15.

Gilkev, E., Pt., C, June 19,

I7lh Maine, age 27. 1864.

Natuke of Injcky.

Date
of

n.T-.MOK-

UHAGE.

PUOBAliLE SOL'llCE

OF
H."EM01iliUAGE.

JunelO, Right knee joint:
I
June27. Profunda

1804. pihuary amp. thigh. , 1864.

Oct. 19, i Fracture left knee Oct. 26, Profunda.
1861.

I

joint; Get. 22, amp. ! 1804.

i
thigh.

Sept. 19, : Condyle of left fern. ;
' Sept. 30,

1864.
|

Sept. 28, amp. thigh. 1864.

Dec. 6. Eight knee joint;
|
Dee. 19.

1864. Dec. 9, amp. thigh. I 18C4.

Date
OF OTEKATTON, Ol'EHA-

Ol'EltA- i TOIL
TION.

Result.

Julv 2,

1863.

Julv 8,

1864.

Jenkins, J. II.. Serg't,

B, 89th Ohio, age 24.

Labile, O., Pt., II,

128th Ohio, age 23.

Lowe, J. T., Lieut
,

D, 12th N. Jersey.
Murphy, M., Pt.,G,
5th Kentucky.

Pattison. T., Corp'l,
D,5thMioh.,age32.

Sturgis. J., Corp'l. G,
85th Pennsylvania.

Feb. 25,

Jr364.

Julv 9,

1864.

Oct. 14,

18C3.

Nov. -

J5,

1863.

June 27,

1864.

Oct. 26,

1864.

Branch ofprofunda ' Sept. 30,

I

1864.

Branch ofprofunda Dee. 19.

I 1864.

Fracture left femur; ' July 6.

Julv 5, amp. (high. ' 1863.

Fracture of light t'e- July 19.

mur, upper third. ' 1864.

Right thigh, upper Julv 5.

third. 1864.

Profunda. .

.

Circumflex .

Julv (i,

1863.

July 19,

1864.

July 5,

1864.

Left knee j't; amp.
thigh February 29.

Left thigh ; amputa-
tion July 12.

Wound of left thigh

Mar. 12.

1864.

July 15.

1864.

Profunda Mar. 12,

1864.

Branchofprofunda July 15,

1864.

Left thigh
gangrene.

flesh,

May 5,
j

Flesh wound of left Julv 13,

1864. I thigh. 1864.

Aug'. 16, I Beth thighs, right
,
New 1,

1864. femur injured. ! 1864.

Jan. 26.

1864.

Weiler, J. .Corp'l, K, I May 24,

40th N. V., age 20. i 1864.

Wells, E., Pt , 1, 12th ' Dee. 16,

Iowa. 1864.

Fraeturorightthigh; V1ay31,
prim, amputation. I 1864.
Right knee; amp. Dee. 21,

thigh Dec. 16.
'

' 1861.

Profunda.

Branch ofprofunda

Profunda

Branchofprofunda

Profunda

Jan. 26,

1864.

July 13,

1864.

Nov. 1,

1861.

Mav 31,

1864.

Dee. 21,

1864.

Profunda on face of
stump.

Profunda on face of
stump.

Ligated on face of
slum]).

Artery tied on face
of stump.

Profunda on face of
stump.

Circumflexbranchof
prof., both cuds in

wound. A. A.Surg.
T. J. Dunolt.

Profunda in wound.
Ass*t Surg. A. De-
lauy, D. S. V.
Profunda on face of
stump.
On face of stump ..

Profunda, both ends
in wound.

Profunda. Surgeon
A. II. Stephens, 6th
Ohio.

One end in wound
;

h;em. recurred.
Profunda, in conti-

nuity. A. A. Surg.
J. C. Morton.
On face of stump. . .

.

On face of stump . .

.

Died October 9, 1864.

Died November 9,

1864.

Died November 7,

1864.

Died December 26,

1864.

Died July 8, 1863.

Died Julv 20. 1864.

Vein also lig. Died
July 7. 1864; recur-
rence of hem.

Died March 16, 1804
;

pviemin.
Died July 22, 1861.

DiedOctober 30,1863,

Died Jan. 27, 1864.

Died July 20, 1864.

Died November 6,

1864.

Died May 31, 1864.

Died December 21,

1864.

Of the branches of the profunda the perforating arteries were ligated in six instances;

all the cases terminated in death:

Casks 1157-1162.—Private T. B. Benedict, D, 7th Connecticut, age 32; received a shot flesh wound of right thigh May
10, 1864; haemorrhage occurred from one of the posterior perforating arteries on June 9th, which was ligated; no recurrence

of haemorrhage; death May 3, 1805, of pneumonia.—Lieutenant J. Coote, F, 10th Alahama; wounded May 5, 1862, through left

knee joint; May 20th, amputation of thigh; May 23d, haemorrhage from branch of inferior perforating artery; vessel ligated;

death May "25, 1832.—Private T. Hagleman, I), 41st Ohio, age 49; wound of right thigh December 16, 1864; haemorrhage from

superior perforating artery December 29, 1804; vessel ligated at proximal end by A. A. Surg. S. W. Blackwood ; died January

15, 1865.—Private J. J. Smith. F, 11th Virginia; fracture of left femur October 19, 1884; amputation of thigh October 20th;

November 1st, secondary haemorrhage; perforating artery ligated on face of the stump on the same day; death November 9,

1864.— Surg. H. S. Wheeler, B, 2d Connecticut II. Artillery, age 29; fracture of condyle of femur October 19, 1864; amputation

October 26th ; haemorrhage November 1st from perforating artery, which was ligated on face of the stump ; death November 11,

1804.—Private W. F. Young, A, 114th New York, age 26; wound of left knee October 19, 1804; amputation on same day;

October 30th. haemorrhage from inferior perforating artery; October 31st, ligated on face of stump; died November 27, 1804.

Twenty-four cases of ligations of muscular and other minor branches of the femoral

artery were reported ; twenty-two were ligations on the face of the stump.

Table CXLII1.

Summary of Twenty-four Ligation* of Muscular and other small Branches of the Femoral Artery.

[Recoveries, 1—6; Deaths, 7—24.1

No.

I

o

3

4

5
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Table OXLV.
Summary of Forh/scren TAgations of t/tr Anterior Tibial Arfery.

No.
Name,

Aok, and Military
Description.

1 Bartley,J.P.,Pt,B,
:iki1i I ml., age 20.

2 Bnehnie, C, l't., E,
5>d X. Y., age 33.

:i Brewster, C. C,
Capt., 1). loth
Conn., age 45.

i 'Bullet, r. ir., Pt.,

II, L'-'rl X. C.

Date
of

I.n.hky.

Mar. 3,

1864.
A|,i. 2

1865.
Miiv 16,

1804.

|Uc

N.vrrni: ok I.v.iruv.

Fracture bonce lilt

Toot.

Fracture left ankle;
4th, amp. leg.

Flesh, left leg

liveries, 1-

D.uk
ov

HvEMOIt-
UIIA'.K.

20 ; tenths, '27—17.1

I'lCOllAllI.E Slil'Kl K
OP

HjEmokkiiaoe. Oi'KKA-
Tins.

OrKii.vnox, Oii'ica
TDK.

Result.

Apr. 10. Anterior tilii:il .

11, 1805.

May 21, Anterior tibial .

1804.

May 23, ' Fracture right foot;
18(14.

|

gangrene.

Condon, T., Corp'l,
C, 2il New Vork
Artillery, aye 21.

Elmer, A., l't , I,

09th Pa., ace 21.

Furrow, <;., K, loth May
Mass., age 20. 1804.

Galliger, M., l't., L, Apr. (i

lstW.Va.Cav.,age 1805.

31.

Goodrich, L. II., l't.,
I
Mav 4, Fract. left leg, mid- May 10

Aug.16, Flesh, rightleg, niid-
1804. die third.

Juih' 18, i Fract, tibia, ant. tib-

1802. ial artery divided.
Fracture right tibia,

middle third.
Right ankle

Mar. 9, Ant. and post, tibial. Discharged Apr. 11,

1804. A.A.Surg.J.Grant. 1865.

Apr. 11, I Both tibials, on face Discharged Xov. 14,

1805.
;

of slump. 1805.

May 21, Anterior tibial, one Discharged Sept. 19,

1804. end in wound. 1864.

June—,i June ::t, Ant. tibial in wound. Recovered July 23,

1804. A.Surg.R. O'Leary, 1804.

P. A. C. S.

Anterior tibial, both ' Discharged July 20,

ends in wound. A.
|

1805.

A.Surg.W.F.Atlce.
Anterior tibial Discharged Jan. 7,

1805.

June 9, : Anterior tibial, both Discharged Dec. 0,

1804.
I ends in wound. 1804.

Apr. 20, Ant, tib., one end in Discharged Aug. 25,

Aug. 20,

1804.

rune 8, Anterior tibial .

!). 1804.

1863. die
JulyijO, Fracture

1804

7th, amp.
It loot

ii, 01 It Vt., age 30.

10 I Gould, J., PI., C,
105th Pa.

11 I Hoar, .1., Pt., G, I July 24, Fracture right loot

.

144th X. V., age 17. ' 1803.

1803.

July 31,

1803.

12 Johnson, W. II., Feb. 10, ,
Left external malic- Feb. 17,

Capt., F, 144th 1805. olus. 1805.
Xew York, age 27.

13 McCrncken, E. W., Junel7, Right fibula, lacera-
Serg't, O, 170th 1804. tinn anterior tibial
New Vork, age 32. '

i avterv; excision.

14 Mangan, J., Pt., F, July 20, Flesh, 'left leg; 22d,
01st, Ohio, age 28. 180!. amputation.

15 Matters, I!., l't., A, ! July 3, Fracture right ankle July 8,

108th X. Y., age 18. 1803. joint; 4th, amp.
I

1803.

10 Palmer, A., Pt., G, July 3, Fracture left ankle; Sept. 2,

3d Mich., age 34. 1803. Aug. 15, amp. 1803.

17 Renshaw, J. L., Pt., I
Jiuih24, Flesh, left leg Aug. 2,

H,2dPn.R.age28. 1804. i
1804.

18 Riley, S., 11, 92d Pa., June, 1, Left leg, upper third. July 8,

age 111. 1804. I 1801.

19 Sampson. I., Corp'l, Mayll, Right leg
;
gangrene. June28,

F. 1st Mass. Cay., 1804. 1804.

age 35.

20 Sargent, C, Pt., B, Dec. 13, Fracture middle third Feb. 7,

4th Vt., age 24. i
1802.

i

tibia; Dec. 14, amp. 1803.

21 Saiilsbury. \V., Pt., July 30, Flesh, lower third Sept. 10,

K, 39th C. T., age 30. 1801. rightleg. ! 1804.

Metatarsal

Anterior tibial

Anterior tibial

Anterior tibial

Anterior tibial

Both tibials

Anterior tibial

22 Schmidt. (;.. Corp'l, May 5, Right tibia, middle
K, 39th X. Y.. age 30. 1804. third.

23 Smith. II., Pt., Ii, Sept. 13, Left leg; prim. amp. Sept. 26, Stomp
11th VI.. age 19. 1804. 1804. |

21 Stabcnfc'd. J., Pt., Sept. 17, Fracture right foot

;

Oct. 8, Anterior tibial .

1805. wound. A.A.Surg. 1805.

J. Sweet.
May 10, Ant. tibial, on face of i Discharged Mar. 19,

1803. stump. 1804.

On field. Anterior tibial Discharged Mar. 18,

1805.

July 31, Both tibials. Ass't I Duty Apr. 11, 1804.

1803. : Surg. W. Thomson,
U.S. A.

Fob. 17, Ant, tib., in eoutinu- ILrmorrhages recur-
1805.

i
ity. Asst. Surg. J. ' red : Feb. 23, amp.

j
G. Murphy. U.S. V. Disch.Ma.yl5, 1865.

June22, Anterior tibial liga- Discharged Jau. 20,

1804. ted; July 25, slight 1805.

{Hemorrhage.
Ant. tibial, on face of Discharged 1805; re-

stump, amputation I860.

Ant* tibial, on face of Discharged Nov. 3,

stump. 1804.

Ant. tibial, on faceof
:

Discharged May 31,

stump. 1804.

Both ends in wound. Discharged May 18,

1805.

Ant. tibial, in wound Discharged Feb. 9,

1805

Aug. 15,

1804.
July 10,

1803.

Sept. 2,

1803.

Aug. 2,

1804.
July 8,

1864.
June28, Both ends in wound
1804. I

A. A. Surg. T. Lie-
bold

F'eb. 7, ! On face of stomp .

.

1803.
One end in wound;

I religation.

Discharged Oct. 16,

1804.

Discharged Aug. 25,

1803.

Ila/m.; Jan. 9, 1805,

amputation. Dis-
ch'ged May 20. 1805.

May 23, ' Anterior-tibia!. Surg. 1805, amputation leg.

1804. E. Ilentlc.y. U. S. V.
j

Dlseh. July 14, 1805.

Sept. 20, Anterior tibial, on Gangrene. Disch'ed

A, 3d Wis., age 30.

25 Summers, P., Pt., A,
2d Vermont, age 29.

20 Weaver, I,., Pt., G,
4th Virginia, age 23.

27 Babcock. E , Pt.,K,
1st Mich. Cage 39.

1802.
,

Oct. 3, amp. leg. 1802.

May 5. Fracture tibia, right. June 26, 1 Anterior tibial
1804.

,
1801.

July 2. Both legs (also face). Juh-14.
1803. 1863.

July 3, i Fract. fibula, left; Oct. 19,

1863. excision; gangrene. 1803.

28 Boobar, J., l't., K, May 'JO. Middle third, left fib- JulylO,
8th Maine, age 49. 1804. ; lihi. 1804.

29 Brommcl.YY.E, 15th Mar. 31, Left leg, flesh, lower
X. Y. Art., age 30. 1805.

30 Humpus, M.. Pt., A, May 10.

5th Maine, age 29. 1804.

third.
Right ankle

31 Clark, E. J., Pt,. I,
I May 10,

8th Mich., age 30. ' 1804.

32 Clark, J. W., Serg't, JulylO.
1, 129th Ind., age 37. 1804.

oint..

.

May 19,

1804.

Fracture left foot; ' June 0,

June 4, amp. leg.
I

1804.

Fracture left leg; . July 19,

prim. amp. upper : 1804.

third.
33 Dener, C, l't., B, 0th I Juno 3, Fraeturo right leg. . . June 12,

Connecticut, age.32. ' 1804. i
j

1804.

34 Glass.M.C.Serg't.F, Feb. 17, Right anterior tibial Feb. 20,
10th Mich., age 24. | 1805. artery. I 1865.

35 Hardfelter. I,., l't., Sept. 27, Foot; prim.; Syme's I Oct, 3,

D, 104th Pa. 1803. amputation. '
' 1803.

30 Jones J., Pt., 1, 27th Aug. 9, Fracture left leg; Aug. 18,

Ind.
|

1802. Aug. 15. amp. , 1802.

Anterior tibial

1804.
;

face of stump.
Oct. 8, On face of stump ..

1802.
|

June26, One end in wound.
1801.

j
A. A. Surg. J. F.
Straw-bridge.

Both ends in wound.

Anterior tibial:
sloughed.

Anterior tibial . .

.

Anterior tibial ..

Branch tibial

July 14,

iso::.

Oct. 19,

1803.

Sept. 14, 1805
Discharged March 0,

1803.

Discharged May 13,

1805.

Paroled Nov. 12.1803.

July 10,

1804.

Anterior tibial . .

.

Both ends in wound. Died Oct. 19, 1803.

A. A. Surg. J. II. Spec. 2011. A. M. M.
Jaraar.

Both ends in w'd. A. Died Aug. 28. 1804.

A.Surg. T. Liebold.
.. Anterior tibial. A.A.I Died May 2,1865;

' Surg. S. \V. BriggS. lucmorrhage.
May 19, One end in wound - - - May 24. amputation.
1804. Hied May 29, 1804;

toxaemia.
June 10,

' On face of stump ... Ila-m. Died June 10,

1804.
| I

1804; haul.; gang.
JulylO, Anterior tibial, on Gangrene. Died
1804. faceot'stump. Surg. Sept. 19, 1804.

I A.M. Wilder, U.S V.
Junel'J, One end in wound. Iliem.; amp. of tliigb.

1864.
j

A. A. Surg. S. Co- I Died June 18. 1804
;

loosdian. exhaustion.
Ulceration anterior Feb. 20, In continuity Died Feb. 28, 1805;
tibial. ' 1865. haemorrhage.

Anterior tibial Oct. 3, In continuity, two Died Oct. 12, 186.!.

1803. inchesabovo stump.
Anterior tibial; in- Aug. 18. Anterior tib., anil in- Died Aug. 20, 1802.

terosseous. 1802. terosseous, on face
of stump.

37 Kane, J. A., Corp'l. Sept. 29. Lower third, right (let, 8- Anterior and pos- Oct. 12. Botli tibials, both Died Oct. 13, 1864.

C, 0th C. T., age 33. 1804. • fibula. 12,1804. tciim' tibials. li-04. ends in wound. A.
A. Surg. O.Warner.

Anterior tibial . .

.

1 Confederate States Medical and Surgical Journal, Volume 1, p. 177.
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12

13

It

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

|
38

i

' 39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

148

Name,
Ark, and Military

Description.

Gilraore, M, Pt., B,
96th 111., age 22.

Hagey, J. 1)., Pt., T,

138ili Pa., age 24.

rBgalls, H. B., I., 1st

Ale. Cav., age 25.

Johnson, A..T.,Corp.,
A, Htthlajl., »ge25.

Johnson, II. C, Sgt.,
C, 28th Ky., age 25.

Jones, S. Vv., Corp.,
A, 4th Del., age 29.

Leichtv, J., Pt., T,

8th Pa. Cage 21.

Lowtl). J., Sgt., M,
4th Wis. Cage 26.

McCartv, J., Pt., F,
48th N. T., age 38.

Moran, M., Pt., A,
2d N.J. Cage 20.

Poole, E. E., Pt.,E,
17th Ala., age 18.

Eigsbv, T., Pt., C,
9th N. II., age 23.

'Bitter. I).T..Corp'l,
F, 208th Pa., age 19.

Sheridan, J., D, 68th
Pa,., age 31.

Thompson, S., Pt.,

E, 41 h N. J., age 23.

Trask, H. V., Pt., G,
120th N. Y., age 27.

Trowbridge, D. A.,
L, 5th 111. Car.

Valentine, L. W.,
Pt., K, 6th Maine.

I
Adams, M. J., Pt., D,

I
20th Indiana.

Brown, \V.H.,5tbX.
J. Battery, age 25.

Cramp.T.,'Pt.,G,5th
Minn., age 33.

Flannigan, II. A.,
Serg't, II, 16th Pa.
Cav., age 25.

Fogle, M. P., Corp*l,

A, 133d N. Y., age
31.

Freeman, G. B., Pt.,

F, 58th Mass., age
32.

Fuller, C. E., Pt, D,
I 36th Wisconsin.
Gnffney. M., Pt., A,
114th' N. Y„ age 27.

Hoascb, G., Pt., E,
11 nth Ohio, age. 45.

Ilodgkins, F.,G. 1st
Mass.C age 29.

-'•Tones. W. II., Pt..

E.G.->th Nr.Y..age20.
McCluskev, P., Sgt.,

F, 2i'.thN.Y..age27.
'Matherson, It., Col..

32(1 New York.

Date
op

Injury.

Aug. 3,

18(i4.

Apr. 2,

1865.

Mar. 31,

1865.

July 1,

1863.

Feb. 4,

1804.

Oct. 8,

1804.

May 11,

1864.

Aug.24,
186 1.

Mar. 2,

1864.

Feb. 11,

1864.

Nov. 30.

1861.

Jnne20,
1864.

Mar. 25,

1865.

July 3,

1863.

Sept. 22,

1864.

Mar. 25.

1865.

July 8,

1803.

May 3,

1863.

June 25,

1862.

May 24.

1804.

Dec. 16,

1864.

April 7.

1865.

.JlllH' 14,

1863.

June 3,

1804.

June 3,

1864.

Oet. 19,

1864.

July 9,

1864.

Oet. 1,

1804.

Mar. 25,

1865.

Dec. 13.

1862.

Sept. 14,

1802.

Miller, II. L., Pt„ B. May 27,

93d Ohio, age 27. 1864.

Moore, G, Serg't, D. July 2.

42d N. Y., ago 40. 1863.

Oaklov, C. N.,Pt., A, Mar. 8,

85th N. Y., age 32. 1805.

Tyler, C Lieut., D, Aug. 3,

129th Indiana. 1864.

Vaughn, iV., Pt., H. Apr. 1,

1st Va., age 30. I
1865.

Wright, E., Pt.. F, ' May 5,

119th Pa., age 18.
j

1864.

Nature of Injury.

Da i E
OF

I II^MO It-

It HARE.

PltlHIAIII.E NOUKCE
or

ILKMORHlfAi.R.

Date

OPERA-
TION".

On ; ration, Opera-
tor.

Flesh, left leg, inv.
post, tibial.

Flesh, loft leg, artery
opened.

Middle, right leg,

flesh.

Fr. left fibula, mid.:
gangrene.

Left ankle
;
Feb. 25,

amp. leg, lower 3d.
Fraet. left, fibula ...

Apr. 7,

9, 1865.

Nov. 23,

1863.

Feb. 25,

1864.

...Aug. 3, Ligation. Surg.S.H.
1864. Kersey, 36th Ind.

..May 8, One end in wound.
I

1865. A. A. Surg. II. M.
Bellows.

Branch post, tibial Apr. 9. Ligation. Surg. F.
1805. Griswold, TJ.S.V.

..Nov. 23, One end in wound

Aug. 3, '

1864.

Apr. 21- Post, tibial

28, 1865. i

Post, tibial

Post, tibial

1863.

Feb. 25,

1864.

In field.

Fract. left fibula; ex-
rision.

Fr. up. third right
fibula; May 27, '65,

excis.

Fr. foot, dorsal pedis
and int. plant, ar-

teries.

Bight leg, middle,
flesh; gangrene.

Post, tibial

.

Post, tibial

Frae. middle
femur.

May 27,

1865.

Mar. 2,

1864.

Feb. 27, Tost, tibial

1864.

. . . I May 27
186."..

Mar. 2,

1864.

Feb. 27,

1864.

right 'Mar. 1, Post. tibial Mar. 1,

1865. 1865.

Flesh, left leg . . July 3, Post, tibial

1864.

Flesh, left leg. upper April 6, Post, tibial

A. A. Surg. J. H.
|

Jamar.
On face, in stump . .

.

Post, tibial and pero-
neal. Surg. A. A.
White, 8th"Md.

In wound

In continuity, upper
third.

In eont. behind Int.

malleolus.

In wound. A. A.
Surg. S. S. Jessop.

In wound, both ends.
Surg. B. B. Breed,
U. S. V.

Ligation

third.
Flesh, right leg .

.

Right leg, middle.

Severing post, tibia]
artery, right leg.

Flesh. 'right leg

1805.

July 25, Post, tibial.
1863. I

Post, tibial

.

Ligated by Surg. G.
L. Pancoast,TJ.S.V

Both ends in wound.

Oct.. 14,

17, 19, '04.

.July 3

i 1864.
. .. April 7

1865.

... July 25
1863.

j

. .. Oet. 19, ,

Both ends in wound
1864. A. A. Surg. J. W.

Kerr.
Onfield. Ligation

Post, tibial ...

Left le

Sept. 23,

1863. I

fraet. lower ! May 12, Post, tibial .

.

third;" 5th, amp.
Fract. left fibula ..

Flesh, right leg . . .

Fract. right tib., lac.

post. tib. artery.

Left leg, lowerthird,
inj. post. tib. artery.

Fr. lib. and fibula
;

prim. amp. right leg.

Fr. low. third rt. fib.;

June 9. exo.

Fract. tibia

Bones left foot

Sept. 23,

1863.

May 12,

1803.1863.

July 10, I Jul v 10,

1802.
\

1802.

June 10, Post, tibial June 10,

1804. I 1804.

Dec. 27, Post, tibial Dec. 27,

1864.

May 14, Post, tibial . ..

]

1865. !

June 23, Post, tibial . .

.

I
1863. i

1804.

June 23,

1863.

June 9,

1S64.

Post, tibial

.

In -wound

On face of stump. .

.

Ligation . .

Ligation

Both ends in wound.
A. A. Surg. S. W.
Blackwood.

In eont., mid. third .

On face of stump.

Ligated

Both bones left leg;
Jltb, amp. leg.

Right os caleis

Left fibula, post tib-

ial artery cut.
Fraet. left leg : prim,
amp. upper third.

Fr. right fibula and
inj. post, tibial.

On field

Fract. middle third
right fibula.

Fracture left ankle.

Lac. flesh left leg .

Oet. 31, i Post, tibial

1864.
|

Aug. 4, 5, Post, tibial

1804.

Oet. 29, i Post, tibial

1864.

Apr. 3, Post, tibial

1805.

Jan. 2, Post, tibial

1863.

Sept. 20. Post, tibial. .. .

Oct. 1,

1862.

Oct. 31,

1864.

Aug. 5.

1864.

Oet. 29.

1864.

Apr. 5,

1805.

Jan. 2,

1863.

< let. 2,

1802.

In eont.. low. third.

A. A. Surg. E. I,.

Duer.
On face of stump - -

.

One end in wound .

Both ends in wound

On face of stump ..

July 19, ' Post, tibial
24,' '63.

Both ends in wound
Surg. G. Burr, U

|

S.Y.
June 22, ' Ligation

I
1804.

July 24, Ligat'n. Aug. 1, '63

1863.

Discharged Jan. 10,

1S65.

May 9, 1865. amp. leg.

Disehaig'd July26,
1865.

Discharged Aug. 12,

1865.

Discharged Mar. 30,

1804.

Discharged Dec. 16,

1864.

Discharged June. 22,

1865.

Discharged Jan. 11,

1865.

Gang. ; amp. thigh.
Discharges July 17,

1865.

Amp. foot : amp. leg.

Disehaig'd June 10,

1865. Died in 1874.

Discharged Oct. 21,

1865.

To Provost Marshal.

Furloughed Aug. 1 1,

1864.

Discharged July 27,

ISOo.

Discharged Feb. 6,

1865.
Duty March 30,1865.

Discharged Aug. 4,

1865.

Discharged Nov. 17,

1863.

Discharged Oct. 27,

1863.

Died July 28, 1802.

Died July 7, 1864

;

pyaemia.
Died Feb. 14, 1865.

Died June 15, 1865;
erysipelas.

Disch. Aug. 31. Died
Nov. 17, 1863.

Died June 17, 1864

;

exhaustion.

Died June 13, 1864.

Died Nov. 9, 1864.

Died Aug. 8. 1804.

Died Nov. 23, 1864.

Died April 19, 186.",.

Died .Ian. 11, 1803.

Died October 1,1862;
exhaustion.

Died June 30, 1804.

Mar. 8,

1805.

On fieldOs caleis and post. , Post, tibial . ..

tib. artery.
Fr. left ankle joint, j Apr. 26, Post tibial Apr. 26,

April 20. amp. leg.
I

1865. i 1865.
Post, tibial artery of May 22, Post, tibial 'May 23,

light leg. 23, '64. , 1864.

Ha'm'ge
;
gangrene.

amp. leg.
I

Died Sept. 25, 1803.

Lig. post, tibial and ;
Died March 23, 1865:

peroneal arteries.
[

exhaustion.
Both ends in wound Died Nov. 22, 1864.

On face of stump.

In wound ; May '.

hiein. ree'd.

Died Aug. 30, 1865,
exhaustion.
Amp. leg. Died May
28, '64; ex'n and py.

stu

The plantar branch of the posterior tibial was ligated, in three cases, on the face of the

mp.after partial amputations of the foot; one case resulted in death:

1 Lideli. (J. A.). On the Wounds of Blood-vessels, etc., in XT. S. Sanitary Commission Memoirs, Surgical Volume I, p. 262.

2 I.ii>Ei.L (J. A.;, On the Wounds of Blood-ressels, etc., in XT. S. Sanitary Commission Memoirs, Surgical Volume T, p. 223.

3 American Medical Times. Vol. VI, p. 101. XT. S. Sanitary Commission Memoirs. Surgical Volume I, p. 46.
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Ligations of Plantar Arteries.—Cases 1169-1171.—Private D. Bailey, G. 3d Iowa Cavalry, age 26 ; shell wound of right

toot June 10. 1864; June 14th, removal of metatarsal bones; external plantar ligated by A. A. Surgeon J. N.Sharp; February,

1805, amputation of leg at lower third ; discharged September 11, 1865.—Private J. Betts, K, 2d New Hampshire, age 25 ; wound

of toes of left foot May 27, 1604 ; May 28, amputation of three toes ; June 9. haemorrhage from plantar; vessel ligated on face of

stump ; returned to duty July 4, 1804.—Private \V. Mockler. G. 81st Pennsylvania, age 47 ; shot fractune of right foot Decem-

ber 13, 1802 ; December 20, C'hopart's amputation ; December 31, haemorrhage from external and internal planter arteries; liga-

tion on face of stump on the same day; death January 10, 1803.

Of four ligations of the peroneal artery three had fatal terminations; the operation

was on the face of the stump after amputation in the leg in one case.

Ligations of tlie Peroneal Artery.—Casks 1172-1175.—Private O. F. Nash, K, 12th Wisconsin, age 21; shot wound of

leg August 23, 1864; August 27, resection of four inches of middle third of left fibula; artery ligated by Surgeon A. J. Miller,

13th Iowa; discharged June 30, 1865.—Private J. E. DeWitt, A, 9th New York Cavalry, age 23; shot fracture of fibula June

21, 1804; bleedings from peroneal June 24, 25; June 25, fractured portion of fibula excised and peroneal artery ligated by A. A.

Surgeon O. P. Sweet; death June 25, 1864.—Private C. E. Eastman, F, 9th Maine; shot fracture of left leg July 18th; ampu-

tation of leg July 23d; sloughing; haemorrhage from peroneal; artery ligated on face of stump by Surgeon D. Merritt, 55th

Pennsylvania.—Private S. Mitchell, D, 188th Penn., age 23; shot fracture of left fibula June 3, 1804 ; haemorrhage from peroneal

June 27th; ligation of peroneal and removal of two inches of fibula by A. A. Surgeon A. W. Merrill; death August 17, 1804.

General Remarks on Hemorrhages and Ligations.—It has been found most con-

venient in dealing with the cases of haemorrhage to classify them simply as primary and

secondary. While undoubtedly some of these bleedings occurred a short time after the

injury and before the period of suppuration had commenced, it was found impossible, from the

nature of the records, to eliminate these cases with certainty and accuracy; and inasmuch

as such haemorrhages partook more or less of a primary or secondary character they have

been assigned to one or the other of these groups. In the following table are indicated the

?s on which haemorrhage first occurred

:

days

Table CXLVII.

Table indicating the days on which the first Jtanorrhage occurred.

5

Day after injury on which
the haemorrhage occur-
led.

lat day 153

2dday 17

3d day I
17

4th day
\

26

24

37

02

I 58

68

71

£3
—t
? S

2,3

Day after injury on which
the latniorrhage occur-
red.

it

ZB

B S

4

5th day

6th day

7th day

8th day

9th day

loth day

11th dayT .... 71

12thday...
j

68

13thday
]

64

14th day
j

52

i

u

17

15

36

34

35

37

44

43

33
j

30 i

Forward .

ljlh day

16th day

17th day

18th day

19th day ... .

20th day ....

21st day

22d day ....

31 23d day ....

27 24t!i day

25
j

25th day ....

31 I 26th day

788

51

40

41
j

39

33
,

20

425

36

21

20

24

19

9

35
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partook of the character of primary haemorrhage and were results of reaction; as to those

of the second and third days the data are insufficient to determine their proper classification.

By the fourth clay sufficient time had elapsed to allow such changes as result from inflamma-

tory action and which are recognized as productive of secondary haemorrhage, and it will

be noticed that from this day the bleedings perceptibly increase and steadily maintain an

upward tendency until the tenth and eleventh days, when the greatest number of haem-

orrhages occurred. From this point their frequency gradually and' somewhat regularly

diminishes until the thirtieth day; after this time they lose their regularity and occur at

various intervals, subject to infectious diseases or other peculiar conditions attending each

case. Examples of long-deferred haemorrhages were not rare. In the case of Mullan, cited

in Table XLIX, on page 650 of the Second Surgical Volume, haemorrhage did not occur

until the 264th day, and in the following case the first bleeding took place on the 122d day:

Case 1176.—J. Brazzle, Co. G, 23d Missouri, aged 18 years, was wounded in both legs, at the battle of Jonesboro', Sep-

tember 1, 1664. He passed through several hospitals, lastly entering No. 8, at New Albany, on December 2d. Assistant Sur-

geon S. M. Horton, U. S. A., in charge of the latter, reported: ''The wound was caused by a mime ball, which entered the

left leg at the inner edge of the gastrocnemius muscle, three inches below the knee joint, and passed out at the opposite side of

the leg. splintering the fibula in its course. No haemorrhage took place at the time the wound was received, but three attacks

occurred in this hospital, the first on January 1st, the second on January lid, and the third six days later. The entire loss of

blood amounted to about a quart, and its source was the posterior tibial artery, the cardiac extremity of which was ligated at

the bottom of the wound, on January 9th, by Acting Assistant Surgeon A. S. Greene. Chloroform constituted the anaesthetic.

At the time of the operation the wound was in a healthy condition and the patient was in good health, but looked exsanguineous

from the repeated losses of blood. No recurrence of hemorrhage followed after the operation. Erysipelas, in a mild degree,

subsequently attacked the leg, leaving it eedematous. By March 31st the wound had not yet healed, but was discharging

unhealthy pus, giving evidence of caries of fibula at the site of the wound." The patient was subsequently transferred as a

convalescent to Joe Holt Hospital, and on July 26, 1865, he was discharged from service and pensioned. Examiner G. W
Newman, of Bethany, Mo., May 8, 1667, certified to the injury, and added: "From appearance there is yet some detached

pieces of the fibula in the wound. The wound is running, the leg is considerably enlarged, and the gastrocnemius muscle con-

tracted so that he cannot bend the foot forward, and walks with difficulty.'' Two years later the same examiner stated: "The
wound has not discharged for ten or twelve months. I think the leg will gradually improve," &c. Examining Surgeon J.

Walker, at subsequent dates, reported the wound of the right leg, made by the missile passing through the calf of that limb

before entering the left leg, produced no disability, but that the left leg is wasted and its motion much impaired, flexure being

confined to a right angle, and the limb requiring to be bandaged to prevent swelling. In May, 1677, the exit wound was

reported to be suppurating occasionally. The pensioner was paid September 4, 1880.

In another instance—a case of fracture of the humerus—haemorrhage from sloutdiinp-

did not occur until the one hundred and twenty-ninth day, necessitating, at that late period,

amputation of the arm:
Case 1177.—Sergeant M. Bumgardner, Co. B, 9th Iowa, was wounded in the right arm during the assault on Vieksburg,

May 22, 1863. He was treated at a field hospital for some weeks, and subsequently at Jefferson Barracks. Surgeon J. F.

Randolph. U. S. A., in charge of the latter hospital, made the following report: "The injury consisted of a fracture of the

humerus, lower third, and was caused by a round ball. The wound became gangrenous and sloughing, causing haemorrhage

from the brachial artery to the amount of three pints on September 28th. The bleeding was checked, but recurred on October

2d, when circular amputation of the arm was performed at the upper third by Assistant Surgeon IT. E. Tilton, U. S. A. Equal

parts of ether and chloroform were used as an anesthetic, from which the patient reacted tardily. At the conclusion of the

operation but little hope was entertained of his recovery, and for several, days afterwards lie continued very weak. Under a

treatment, however, of tonics and stimulants, and cold water applications to the stump, the patient subsequently rapidly

improved." On December 3, 1863, he was discharged from service and pensioned, and subsequently he was supplied with an

artificial arm of the "Lincoln'' pattern. In his application for commutation the pensioner described the stump as being in a

sound condition. The pensioner was paid June 4, 1881.

]S
T
ot unfrequently the haemorrhage following immediately upon the injury ceased spon-

taneously only to return at a later period, generally in the evening or during the night, at

times when the reactionary process, or the wound fever, were most pronounced:

CASE 1178.—Sergeant Christian Geisel, Co. H, 6th Pennsylvania Cavalry, aged 25 years, was wounded at Spottsylvania,

May 12. 1864. On May 16th he was admitted into Hammond General Hospital, Point Lookout, Maryland, whence Surgeon A.

Heger. U. S. A., reported: "Gunshot wound right side of chest; ball entered in front near the armpit, fracturing the right

shoulder blade at the middle; the missile was cut out on May Kith. Secondary hemorrhage occurred on May 27th, to the extent

of eight ounces, from the axillary*artery. The fractured lower angle of the shoulder blade was removed. The haemorrhage did

not come from the subscapular artery; the operation to ligate the axillary artery was therefore commenced May 27th. but he
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died before it was finished. His comrade said that hemorrhage to tin- amount of a gallon occurred immediately after being

wounded, but that it ceased spontaneously ; the pulse was very low before the operation was commenced ; he lost no blood during

the operation. Though be was very carefully and slightly put under tbe influence of chloroform, the same may have hastened

bis end. No post-mortem examination was made; the body was given to bis father."

Tn several instances one or more slight bleedings
—"warning bleeding"— preceded the

actual haemorrhage, as in the case of J. Lightfoot, 25th Massachusetts, detailed on page

443 of the Second Surgical Volume, and in the example here adduced:

Case 1179.—Private A. J/. Bvzhardt, Co. K. 14th South Carolina, aged 23 years, received a shot fracture of the upper

third of the right femur at the battle of Malvern Hill, July 28, 1864. lie was captured and conveyed to hospital at City Point,

whence be was transferred to hospital at Alexandria on August 10th. Surgeon E. llentley. U. S. \ .. recorded tbe following

result of tbe injury: "Tbe fracture was very high up and the femur was much shattered. Tbe limb was placed upon a double-

inclined plane and the fragments were placed in apposition as nearly as possible. Tbe patient was worn out with exposure and

anxiety and bad some diarrhoea. Slight hemorrhages occurred on September 4th and 7th, which readily yielded to pressure.

On September 8th a severe haemorrhage took place, exhausting in amount, from which the patient sank rapidly, and died the

same day. The post-mortem examination showed the heart to be exsanguineous and without clot; pus in body of the sternum;

lungs sound; liver pale and anaemic; other organs sound. Evidences of haemorrhage from branches of the profunda artery

were found."

Instances of haemorrhage from the distal ends of arteries after ligations of the cardiac

end are reported and will he referred to hereafter; but there were also a few instances in

which the bleeding occurred from the farther extremity of the wounded blood-vessel, either

as primary or secondary haemorrhage, before operative interference. In the case of 1 [arrison

[Second Surgical Volume, p. 926, Case 1869), haemorrhage from the distal end of the ulnar

artery was noted on the tenth day after the injury. In the following case bleeding from

the distal end of the anterior tibial artery occurred on the seventh day after the injury:

Case 1180.—Saddler G. V. Partridge, Co. B, 4th Massachusetts Cavalry, aged 21 years, was wounded in the left leg

during a skirmish near .Jacksonville, April 2, 1804. Tbe missile, a ball, passed directly through from back to front, fracturing

the tibia, comminuting a portion of the internal surface of the bone, and cutting the anterior tibial artery at the middle of the

limb. Five days after being wounded the man was admitted to hospital No. :!, at Beaufort, where hemorrhage occurred to the

amount of four ounces from the distal end of the injured vessel on April 9th. on which day the fractured bone was excised and

the artery was ligated. The operation was performed by Acting Assistant Surgeon W. A. Grecnleaf. who made an incision five

inches in length along the line of the internal surface of the tibia and removed eleven pieces of bone, cutting off the points with

tbe chain-saw. At the time of the operation the edges of the wound looked dry and red, and tbe parts were swollen, very

painful, and discharging some. The patient was in good spirits and had a good appetite, but was exhausted from previous loss

of blood
;
pulse 65. Only the lower extremity of the anterior tibial artery was ligated, the vessel having been so extensively

destroyed that it was impossible to reach the upper end. Chloroform was used during tbe operation, from which tbe patient

reacted well. He did well for three days, when chills came on and tbe wound sloughed. On December 17th sloughing ceased,

healthy granulations appeared, and pus discharged freely. Stimulants were duly administered. On April 20th chills were

more frequent and at times severe. Decided symptoms of pyaemia developed on April 37th, when a slight haemorrhage, also

recurred from the superficial arteries, which was easily controlled by pressure and the application of persulphate of iron. Death

resulted from pyaemia May 2, 1864. Tbe history of the case was reported by Assistant Surgeon J. l'\ lluber, I
1

. S. V.

Tn the ease of Calef, 2d New Hampshire (sec Cask 1101, page 7>">6, ante), in which a

round ball had occluded the proximal end of the divided carotid artery, a false aneurism

formed at the distal extremity,

The form of haemorrhage known as capillary or parenchymatous was occasionally seen,

and was marked by a steady leakage of blood from the capillary vessels, often great in

amount and frequently resulting in syncope or exhaustion. The discharge had neither the

bright scarlet of arterial nor the darker hue of venous blood; it flowed without jets and

was often difficult to arrest. When observed as a primary condition, or after a primary

operation, it was generally the result of what is known as ha?morrhagic diathesis. In

other cases it was due to paralysis of the capillary vessels from inflammatory action. It

was most frequently noticed as an accompaniment of pyaemia and osteomyelitis, and was

caused by interrupted venous circulation, assisted by the leueothycemic condition of the

blood in such cases.

Fifteen cases of this form of haemorrhage were reported. In the cases of recovery
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the bleeding was comparatively slight, and easily controlled by cold, compression, or

styptics. Of the nine fatal cases death occurred either as a direct result of the haemorrhage

or from the complications which probably gave rise to the bleeding, as pyaemia, gangrene,

erysipelas, and diarrhoea. Of the fifteen cases, capillary haemorrhage followed amputation

in seven instances— with three recoveries and four deaths; and excision in six cases—with

one recovery and five deaths.

Four cases of medullary haemorrhage were noted. Two, occurring from medullary

arteries of stumps in pysemic cases, resulted in death. One appears to have been a case of

recurring haemorrhage from medullary artery of tibia of a patient much debilitated—who
finally recovered. The fourth was a case of osteomyelitis of tibia and fibula further com-

plicated by diarrhoea; it ultimately terminated in recovery.

Traumatic Aneurism.—In seventy-four cases the injuries were followed by traumatic

aneurism. Twenty-three cases terminated in recovery and fifty-one in death, a mortality

rate of 68.9 per cent. Thirty-four, or nearly one-half of all the cases, were aneurisms of the

femoral or axillary arteries—twenty of the former and fourteen of the latter.

Table GXLVIII.

Summary of Seventy-four Cases of Traumatic Aneurism.

ARTERIES.

Common Carotid . ..

External Carotid...

Subclavian

Suprascapular

Axillary
; Acromial Thoracic .

I

Circumflex

Brachial

Profunda

Radial and Ulnar. .

.

Forward

.

Treatment.

Ligation. No ligation.

ARTERIES.
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shoulder joint. In Plate LXXVII. opposite page 808. the anterior as well as the posterior

appearance of the tumor is illustrated after a photograph contributed by the operator, Assist-

ant Surgeon J. C. McKee, U. S. A.

( 'ask 1 181.—Private l'\ M. Denton, Co. H. 4tli South Carolina Cavalry, aged 34 years, was wounded at 1 [anovertown, Mav

28. 1864. Surgeon L. W. Read, U. S. V., reported the patient's admission into the field hospital of the '.id division, Fifth Corp*.

with "gunshot wounds of abdomen and arm; sent to general hospital." On June 5th he was admitted into Lincoln Hospital.

Washington. Assistant Surgeon J. C. McKee, U. S. A., reported: "Minii? hall entered three inches below left shoulder joint

anteriorly, passed through the axilla under the scapula, and emerged one inch to the right of the vertebral margin. .Inly 1st,

suffers much pain in the hand and region of the wound. J illy 4th, arm easy ; hand very painful. The daily use of hypodermic

injections of morphia, etc.. relieved the pain a little. August '28th, swelling in region of wound, extending over pectoral ami

axillary regions, to vertebral border of scapula, left side, continuing to increase from day to day. Upon consultation it was

determined to he an aneurismal tumor, and pressure by spiral bandage advised, which was continued until September 1st. when

the tumor increased vvvy rapidly. The patient was quite irritable and weak. Chloroform was administered and ligation of the

subclavian artery was performed. On opening the sac the tissues were found so diffused with blood and disorganized that

amputation at the shoulder joint was advised and performed. Two ligatures were placed on the external jugular vein and three

at the shoulder. About eighty ounces of blood, mostly coagulated, were removed from the aneurism. After the operation the

patient rallied considerably. He died September 2, 1864, at 10 o'clock A. M., from exhaustion." The operator. Dr. McKee,

contributed to the Army Medical Museum photographs of the anterior and posterior appearances of the aneurismal swelling,

which have been accurately copied in PLATE LXXVII.

Causes of Haemorrhage.—The earlier cases of haemorrhage were due to the force of

the blood current in the returning circulation during reaction; to commencing inflammatory

action in which the swelling had been sufficient to force out the protective coagulum; to

weakened arterial walls, and to a depraved condition of the blood in persons suffering from

exhausting or depressing diseases. Not unfrequently the haemorrhage of the earlier days

had its source in the injury of some vessel of considerable size unnoticed in the primary

examination of the wound. Cases have been cited in which no excessive haemorrhage was

noticed until attempts were made to effect the removal of a lodged missile or foreign body

which had prevented bleeding by acting as a plug or tampon.

Regarding secondary haemorrhage in its usual acceptation, as embracing all cases of

bleeding from wounded vessels occurring after the establishment of suppuration, including

cases of rupture of the sacs of traumatic aneurisms, we find that by far the greater num-

ber are due to the separation of a slough, the result of a contusion of the walls of the

vessel and the inflammatory action consequent upon it. The time required for this process

varies within very wide limits, as shown in Table CXLVII, p. 805, and appears to be

dependent upon the size of the artery, the extent of the contusion, and somewhat upon its

proximity to the heart. Ulcerative action extending from neighboring parts may attack a

vessel with similar results.

Scorbutic diathesis, fevers, gangrene, pyaemia, osteomyelitis, ami all conditions which

lower the vital forces or alter the elements of the blood as well as the general condition of

the patient and his physical health largely influence this complication. Hygienic surround-

ings must also be taken into consideration as playing an important part in the maintenance

of a good physical status and enabling the wounded man to successfully resist the insidious

attacks of disease.

Thrombosis of veins will cause great pressure on the arteries of wounded parts and

re-open vessels temporarily closed:

Case 1182.—Private J. A. Campbell, Co. H, 81st Illinois, was wounded during the Vicksburg campaign, May "-2°., 1863,

receiving a gunshot wound of the left hand. He was admitted into Church Hospital, Memphis, whence Acting Assistant Sur-

geon ('. H. Cleaveland reported: ''Patient of a nervous, bilious temperament; had gangrene of left hand and arm. He was

very deaf, and no particulars could be obtained from him except that his hand was 'bruised by a cannon shot.' An ulcer bad

funned at the wrist just above the annular ligament; another in the palm of the hand, commencing one inch below the wrist,

Living open almost the entire palmar surface of the baud and fingers; the first and second fingers hung only by shreds from their

articular surfaces, the whole surface being covered with foetid sloughs, which were removed as effectually as possible and

Suku. 111—102
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bromine applied at once. A subcutaneous cavity was also found extending from the wound to near the elbow; the integument

was divided upon a director and bromine freely applied. August 10th, wound cleaning rapidly at both extremities; patient

troubled with anorexia and diarrhoea. At two A. M., August 14th, haemorrhage to the extent of thirty ounces occurred from the

radial artery while the patient was asleep, and soon resulted fatally. The autopsy revealed thrombi of various sizes in the

circulating vessels leading both to and from the heart."

Diseases of the coats of the arteries, as atheroma, etc., will hasten haemorrhage, and in

such cases the conditions will render operative interference doubtful or uncertain.

Transportation of the wounded during the process of suppuration has been mentioned

as a not infrequent cause of haemorrhage by surgical writers, and cases recorded in the late

war justify its enumeration as an exciting cause:

Cask 1183.—Private W. P. Lepper, Co. II, 148th Pennsylvania, was wounded at the Wilderness, May 6, 1804, receiving

a gunshot compound fracture of the right knee joint. Surgeon J. II. Brinton, IT. S. V., referring to this case, 1 remarks:

"I amputated at the knee joint, at a hospital in Fredericksburg. This man did well for three days. At the expiration of this

time orders were received to remove all patients from the temporary hospitals and to vacate Fredericksburg. I was subsequently

informed that as this soldier was being lifted into the ambulance for transportation to the boat a sudden and uncontrollable

haemorrhage occurred, which proved almost immediately fatal. Owing to the pressing exigencies of the occasion, opportunity

was not afforded for an examination of the stump after death."

Accidental causes will be found to be not uncommon, as falling out of bed, the pulling

off of ligatures during delirium, falling upon stumps, and spasmodic twitchings of muscles:

Cask 1184.—Sergeant Foster Hudson, Co. B, 132d New York, aged 24 }-ears, was wounded near Kinston, North Caro-

lina, March 7, 1805. Surgeon C. A. Cowgill, U. S. V., reported from Foster Hospital, New Berne: "Admitted March 8, 1805,

with a gunshot wound, shattering the tibia of the left leg and opening the knee joint. On March 9th Assistant Surgeon F. F.

Hendricks, 15th Connecticut, amputated the thigh at the lower third. There was extensive shattering of the head of the tibia,

and the soft parts were much infiltrated with blood and serum. The pulse was weak at the time of the operation. Simple

dressings were applied to the wound and stimulants administered. The posterior flap sloughed away on the eighth day, but the

interior was healthy and covered the stump. On the tenth day the ligature came away, but the stump looked well. Pulse weak,

appetite poor. Twelfth day, severe chill, followed by delirium, drowsiness, and spasmodic twitching of muscles. On March
21st, haemorrhage, amounting to one quart, occurred from the femoral artery. He died March 23, 1805, from secondary haem-

orrhage, probably induced by convulsive movements of patient and stump."

The records of the war show a large number of haemorrhages subsequent to excisions,

probably due to the engorged condition, of the vessels in the neighborhood of the injury

which were cut or injured during such operation.

Treatment.—Of the two thousand two hundred and thirty-five cases of haemorrhage,

two hundred and ninety-four were followed by amputation; seven hundred and eighty-six

were treated by compression, styptics, etc., or ceased spontaneously; and in one thousand

one hundred and fifty-five cases the bleeding vessels were ligated.

Table CXLIX.
Summary of Two Thousand Two Hundred and Thirty-Jive Cases of Hamwrrhagc, indicating Mode

of Treatment.

TREATMENT.

Haemorrhage followed by Amputation

Ha'iuorrhage ceased spontaneously or was arrested by Compression and Styptics

Hfemorrhage followed by Ligations

Haemorrhage followed by Ligations and -subsequent Amputation

Haemorrhage from Stump after Amputation (ligated)

Aggregates

Casks.

294

78G

720

87

348

2,235

RECOVERY.

182

sea

328

34

109

855

Fatal.

171'

524

392

53

239

1,380

Percent-
AC.E OF

Fatautt.

58.5

66.0

54.4

60.9

68.6

61.7

Amputation was resorted to for the purpose of saving life in cases of uncontrollable

haemorrhage, both primary and secondary: In primary bleeding, where the original injury

1 Brixton (J. II.). On Amputation at tht Kner Joint and at the Knee, in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1868, Vol. LV, p. 31G.
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was so far destructive to the parts as to render ligation unavailing; in secondary bleeding.

in cases of traumatic aneurism, with great infiltration of tissue; in gangrene following

division or ligation of the principal artery; and in cases where ligation had failed to arrest

bleeding, and where more radical measures were demanded to prevent a further loss of

blood. Of two hundred and ninety-four cases thus treated by amputation, one hundred

and twenty-two recovered and one hundred and seventy-two died, a fatality of 58.5 per cent.

Of the remaining one thousand nine hundred and forty-one cases of haemorrhage, seven

hundred and eighty-six were treated by compression, styptics, etc. The fatality of these

cases, as indicated in Table OXLIX, on the preceding page, was large, exceeding that of

ligations 12.2 and that of ligations and subsequent amputations 5.7 per cent. In a number

of cases digital compression was employed as a temporary measure, and in a few instances

steadily continued compression appears to have been rewarded with favorable results. Gen-

erally the tourniquet was carefully and judiciously used, although, in a few instances, a

resort to operative procedure would have been much better for the patient:

Cask 1185.—Sergeant T. A. Pulleys, Co. H, 6th Wisconsin, aged '25 years, was wounded before Petersburg. June 18,

16G4, by a musket ball, which fractured the right thigh. He was admitted to the held hospital of the 4th division, Fifth

Corps, where amputation a.t the lower third of the femur was performed by Surgeon J. H. Beach, 24th Michigan, on the follow-

ing day. Acting Assistant .Surgeon II. E. McCartin reported the following result of the case: "The patient entered Baptist

Church Hospital, at Alexandria, on dune "2Sth. The amputation had been performed by the posterior flap method. When
received into hospital the stump was found strangulated by a tourniquet placed around it to compress the femoral, and the Map

was gangrenous and sloughing extensively; patient's condition very low. Tonics, stimulants, and nutritious diet failed to pro-

duce any improvement. Haemorrhage to the amount of thirty-two ounces from the femoral artery occurred on June 28th ; the

patient died on June 29, 1864."

Cases of troublesome bleeding from the posterior auricular, occipital, or temporal

arteries, or their branches, are reported where the haemorrhage was controlled by compres-

sion by a clamp tourniquet, or by bandage and compress, or by a compress consisting of a

metallic disk. In one such instance transverse division of the wounded artery was suffi-

cient to secure complete retraction of the coats.

No cases of acupressure, after the method of Sir James Y. Simpson, appear on the

records, though it would seem probable that many wounds must have presented themselves

where this measure would have been found convenient, speedy, and effectual.

Torsion was employed to secure arteries, a few cases of this procedure being reported;

and Surgeon IT. S. Iiewit, U. S. V., mentions a case where the actual cautery was resorted

to for the arrest of troublesome bleeding.

Two cases of transfusion of blood are found on the records; one, a successful operation,

was performed by Surgeon E. Bentley, U. S. V.; the other, a fatal case, by Assistant

Surgeon B. E. Fryer. U. S. A. Both are here detailed:

Case 1181).—Private G. P. Cross, Co. F, 1st Massachusetts Heavy Artillery, aged 19 years, was wounded in the right

leg. before Petersburg, June 16, 181)4. and entered the Grosvenor Branch Hospital, Alexandria, two weeks afterwards. Surgeon

E. Bentley, U. S. V., who operated in the case, made the following report: ''The injury consisted of a flesh wound on the

posterior aspect of the leg. At the date of the patient's admission he was exsanguineous from previous loss of blood. Owing
to his condition no operative measures were adopted, but his languishing vital powers were sustained by stimulating treatment

combined with highly nutritions diet. Under this method he slightly improved in strength, but the circulating fluid was so

impoverished in quality and reduced in quantity that the face of the wound looked pale and had, and ultimately, on August

12th, it assumed a gangrenous aspect. Local applications, such as creasote, charcoal poultices, nitric acid, etc., were applied to

combat this condition. These means failed to arrest its onward progress, the leg presenting in a short space of time a mass of gan-

grenous sloughs, horribly fetid. Haemorrhage from the posterior tibial artery again commenced on the afternoon of August loth,

when it was deemed advisable to amputate to prevent further loss of blood. The operation was accordingly performed just at

the tubercle of the tibia, the condition of the parts not allowing a flap to be made below that point. Not more than two table-

spoonsful of blood was lost : but the patient not seeming to rally, it was determined to test the method of transfusion of blood as

recommended by Brown-Sequard. Blood having been obtained from the temporal artery of a strong healthy German, an

attempt was made to penetrate the internal saphenous vein, but was unsuccessful on account of its small size; after which an
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opening was made into the median basilic, and about two ounces were transfused by meansofaTiemann's syringe. Immediately

after the injection a marked difference was noticed in the patient's pulse, which became stronger and firmer. He was then

removed to his bed and generous diet was administered, together with stimulants and tonics, under which treatment he gradually

improved, his appetite became better, hi.s strength increased, and the stump assumed a healthy aspect. On October 90th the

stump had healed and the patient had so far improved as to be able to be furloughed. At its expiration he returned, and, finally,

he was transferred to Webster Hospital, Manchester, January 13, 1805, cured." The patient was ultimately discharged from

Central Park Hospital at New York City, June 9, 1805, and pensioned, and afterwards he was supplied with a "Hudson" arti-

ficial limb. This pensioner died August 24, 1807.

Case 1187.—Private J. Mott, Co. E, 105th Illinois, aged 37 years, received a Mesh wound in the upper third of the left

leg, at Kenesaw Mountain, June 20, 1804, by a musket ball, which lodged between the tibia and fibula. He entered Brown
Hospital, at Louisville, nine days after receiving the injury, the missile having been extracted and the wound looking unhealthy

and sloughing. During the night of July '24th the patient had a copious haemorrhage from what was supposed to be the anterior

tibial artery, which was arrested. On July 20th bleeding again commenced, the blood welling up from between the bones and

from the tissues posterior to them. It was then deemed necessary, in order to save life, to amputate, which was done through

the upper third of the leg by the circular method, by Assistant Surgeon B. E. Fryer, U. S. A. Ether was used as an anes-

thetic, and three ligatures were applied, the patient reacting very slowly. On the following day it was determined to transfuse

some blood into the patient, for which purpose, in the absence of any other suitable apparatus, an ordinary gutta-percha syringe

was used, the nozzle of which was filed to fit a small tube having a stop-cock through its centre. The right cephalic vein having

been selected, an opening was made carefully into it, and the syringe having been warmed and filled with blood from a healthy

man, a little of which was allowed to flow from the syringe before forcing its nozzle tightly into the tube in order that any air

might be driven out, the tube was introduced and the stream of blood was slowly and carefully forced in. About sixteen ounces

were thus transfused. The first effect upon the patient was to increase respiration from about fifteen to twenty-eight per minute,

though it soon returned to its normal number of about sixteen. The pulse ran up from one hundred to one hundred and thirty,

which, however, also soon returned to what it had been. The man's general condition was greatly improved. His pulse became

fuller and slower; he slept well; his stomach retained food, and altogether the prognosis became more favorable. On August

4th haemorrhage commenced from the face of the stump, the whole surface of which appeared to be involved. From the effects

of this, and from chronic dysentery, the patient died on the following day, August 5, 1804; although his condition, from the

effects of chronic dysentery and of the haemorrhage at the time of the transfusion, was such as hardly to expect his recovery, the

improvement was such as to show that the operation was not only justifiable, but that it was to all intents a success. The history

of the case was reported by the operator.

Styptics were very commonly-used. The persulphate of iron in powder or in solution

was placed in every knapsack and pannier, and was found at every hospital. In addition

to these we find mention of the nitrate of silver, gallic and tannic acids, alum, and turpen-

tine as having been employed. While it is possible that in many cases the use of styptics

may have been ill-advised, and while it may be admitted that in the hands of the timid

or ignorant surgeon they may furnish an excuse for procrastination or for deferring opera-

tions imperatively demanded, still the evidence as to their usefulness during the late war

is not altogether unfavorable, and should lead to some modification of the views previously

expressed in this history. The experience of surgeons in the Confederate Army was much

to the same point, and Dr. Chisohn observes that "iron styptics will control the most

annoying haemorrhage." Instances in which this class of haemostatics was successfully

used, even in bleeding from larger vessels, are not wanting:

Case 1188.—Captain E. H. Davis, Inspector General, aged 32 years, was wounded at Fort Steadman, March 25, 1805, by

shrapnel, which fractured and comminuted the bones of the right arm and forearm. Surgeon J. M. Holloway states ' that ampu-

tation of the arm was done on the morning of the 26th, supposed to be at the anatomical neck. Repair of the wound was very

rapid and unaccompanied by unpleasant symtoms other than occasional nervous twitching in stump. On April 19th he took a

long walk ; at that time the wound was nearly closed externally. On April 20th he experienced a tingling sensation in the arm,

which was immediately followed by a gush of blood. Medical aid was speedily obtained, the dressings removed; a small clot

near the lower edge of the incision was removed, and, after exposing the parts for a short time to the air, a compress was secured

in the axilla by means of a roller. The patient informed me subsequently that for three days before the haemorrhage the dis-

charge, which before that had almost entirely ceased, increased in quantity and was darker, and accompanied by a constant

aching pain in stump. From this it was concluded that ulcerative destruction of the tissues was going on, which in the end

invaded the artery. Haemorrhage recurred at 3 and again at o'clock of April 21st. Upon removing the dressings, extensive

extravasation of blood was discovered in the axilla and anterior thoracic region. Diagnosis: Indeterminate haemorrhage from

an aperture in the axillary artery, occasioned by ulcerative destruction of the coats of the artery and the newly formed tissues

surrounding. April 21st, 10 A. M., pulse frequent and feeble ; cheeks blanched from loss of blood ; mind clear and calm ; fully

aware of the danger of his condition. He was placed upon the operating table, a full stimulant was given, compression witli

the finger and key was made in the subclavian triangle, and the careful administration of chloroform was commenced. Before

1 JIOl.l.' iWAY (J. M.). Conserutire and Indeterminate TTaeniorrluiye from Lart/e Arteries after Gunshot Wounds, ttc,, in American Journal Medical

Seitncet, 1865, Vol. I.. \> J4S.
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he became full v anesthetized the dressings were removed and the cicatrix laid freelv open. The opening was then enlarged by

an incision at right angles to this, extending obliquely downward and inward through the skin and great pectoral muscle. A
number of large clots were turned out, and, the cavity being empty, pressure upon the subclavian was removed to secure a jet

of blood to guide to the bleeding point ; the jet was easily obtained, and the blood welled up from the bottom of the cavity, which

extended high up under the clavicle. Such was the disorganized condition of the surrounding tissues that no artery could be

seen, and it was decided, without delay, that the search should not be prolonged, and that the best chance for the patient would be

to plug the cavity with successive layers of lint saturated with a strong solution of persulphate of iron, well packed in, and

secured by a figure-of-eight bandage. This was done. Prescribed two grains of opium and ten grains of quinine to be taken at

once. April 22d : Has reacted fully; shows loss of blood; slight increase of heat ill stump
;
slept well all yesterday ami at

night under the influence of the opium and quinine. April 24th, attacked with colic last evening, which was soon relieved by a

huge enema; annoyed also by uneasiness in the stump. Disorganized blood still exuding. On April 2tith the sponge that was

placed over the plugs was removed by saturating it with water, after which slight capillary oozing occurred. On April 27th he

was seized with a slight rigor, followed by fever, which broke up in a short time, leaving him with a moist skin. On April

29th the largest and most superficial plug came away without force, in the evening; another at 12 P. M. The patient gradually

and steadily improved until the morning of May 5th. when he was seized with severe lancinating pain in the right side, which

persisted, with distressing nervous symptoms, throughout the day. Physical exploration of the chest could detect no lesion of

the lung ; strong suspicion of pyannia was entertained ; had suffered with severe pain in the muscles of the jaw during mastica

tion for several days. The patient subsequently suffered from colliquative sweats; the pain and stiffness of the muscles of tin'

jaw increased and interfered with Ins relish for food. On May loth the last wad was removed, and the channel soon after close. 1.

The use of ice and cold was very general and was very favorably regarded. Enterna]

haemastatics were used to some extent, but little can be said decisively in their favor from

the records of cases in which they were used. Of those most frequently used may be men

tioned tannic and gallic acids and ergot, generally in the form of the fluid extract. These

remedies were especially employed in cases where the vital powers were much depressed

and where the coagulative elements of the blood were deficient.

Ligations.—In one thousand one hundred and fifty-five cases of haemorrhage recourse

was had to ligations, embracing nearly all the principal- arterial trunks and their branches.

Of these, four hundred and seventy-one recovered and six hundred and eighty-four died.

The fatality in these cases, as well as in the cases of haemorrhage followed by amputation,

was principally due to exhaustion following excessive loss of blood previous to the opera-

tions, to recurring haemorrhages after operations, or to complications, such as gangrene,

erysipelas, and especially pyaemia, as indicated in Table CXXIV, pp. 763, 764.

Five hundred and forty-one of these operations, with two hundred and ninety-two

recoveries and two hundred and forty-nine deaths, a mortality of 46.0 per cent., were per

formed in the upper circulatory system, and six hundred and fourteen, with four hundred

and thirty-five deaths, a fatality of 70.8 per cent., in the lower circulation, thus confirming

the general opinion that proximity to centre, of circulation favorably influences the final issue.

Three hundred and forty-eight were ligations after amputations; of these, one hundred

and fifty-seven, with fifty-two recoveries and one hundred and live deaths, were ligations in

the continuity of the stump, and one hundred and ninety-one, with one hundred and thirty

four deaths, ligations on the face of the stump. It is probable that the ligation in con-

tinuity was frequently the only alternative, and perhaps a greater saving of life would have

resulted had the operation been more generally performed in the continuity, as bleedings

from the stump were generally found in patients of low vitality and where but little was

to be expected from any operation in the immediate proximity to diseased tissue. Of the

remaining eight hundred and seven cases, two hundred and thirty-six were ligations in the

wound, five lio-ations above and below the wound, and four hundred and thirteen ligations

in the continuity; in one hundred and fifty-three instances the mode of ligation was not.

indicated. It is probable that the large majority of ligations of the last group were opera-

tions in the continuity. The various modes of ligations with their respective mortalities

are indicated in the following table

:
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Table CL.

Table indicating the various Modes of Ligations and their Fatality.

28 1ft 71! 80 52 105 57 184

40.4% Si'.'";, 08.8% 70.1%

The fatality after ligations in the continuity was 63.1 per cent., after ligations in the

wound 43.6 per cent. The necessity of ligating both ends has been shown in numerous

instances in the preceding volumes. In the case of Lieutenant Colonel M. M. Dawson,

100th Pennsylvania Volunteers (Case 1251, page 442, /Second Surgical Volume), the

cardiac end only of the axillary was tied for haemorrhage occurring on the tenth day after

the injury; the haemorrhage continued, and the distal end was secured by tying the brachial.

In Private G. Harbison's case {Second Surgical Volume, page 451) a ligature was placed

on the proximal end of the ulnar artery; but haemorrhage recurring on the next day, the

distal end was ligated, and no further bleeding occurred. In the following instances of

ligation of the femoral artery haemorrhages from the distal ends occurred on the second,

fourth, and sixth days after the ligation:

Case 1189.—Private ,T. Sesler, Co. H, 148tli New York, aged '28 years, was wounded in the left, thigh, at Cold Harbor,

.Time 3. 18G4. From the field lie passed to Mount Pleasant Hospital, at Washington, and thence, on June 15th, to Mower,
Philadelphia. Surgeon J. Hopkinson, U. S. V., in charge of the latter, made the following report: "The injury was caused

by a musket ball passing through the inner aspect of the lower third of the limb. There was profuse discbarge and extensive

sloughing, extending down to and ulcerating through the femoral artery, and causing hiemorrhage to the amount of from four

to six ounces on July 24th. when the vessel was ligated in its continuity, at the middle third of the thigh, one inch above the

wound. Bleeding recurred to the extent of from six to eight ounces from the lower end of the artery on July 28th, when the

distal end of the vessel was ligated in the wound. The operations were performed by Acting Assistant Surgeon W. P. Moon,

chloroform being used in the first and ether in the last, and both being followed by prompt reaction. The patient did well after-

wards. The subsequent treatment consisted of simple dressings, tonics, and stimulants." The patient was discharged from service

on January 11, 1865, and pensioned. Examiner R. C. Dunham, of Seneca Falls, New York, certified. August 7, 1877, to the

injury, and added that the muscular structures and integuments on the inner side of the limb have sloughed out, and that the

remaining structures have healed to the bone ; also that " the leg is swelled below the knee and is sore and tender to the touch;

knee partially anchylosed. Some important nerves must have been wounded and are healed in the structure with the cicatrix,

as the leg below the wound is very numb and weak. He cannot walk but a very little distance at a time,'' etc. The pensioner

was paid March 4, 1882.

Case 1100.—Private C. Berkey, Co. A. 10th Pennsylvania Keserves, aged 24 years, was wounded at the battle of Manassas,

August 30. 1862, and entered Filbert Street Hospital, Philadelphia, four days afterwards. Acting Assistant Surgeon A. D. Hall

reported the injury as a " wound of the popliteal artery," and described the case as follows: "A round ball passed through the

lower third of the left thigh, entering on the inner side one inch or so above the condyles, and making its exit at the opposite side

in the direct course of the popliteal artery. The case was treated by simple dressings until the occurrence of arterial haemorrhage

on September 11th from both wounds, which amounted to about sixteen ounces, and was checked by compression with tourniquets

until September 13th, when it recurred twice to the extent of eight ounces. Compression by means of Petit's tourniquet over the
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femora], Skey's below the wound, and graduated compresses over the course of the vessel proving unsuccessful, and several attacks

of haemorrhage, though small in amount, occurring on the next day, the femoral artery was ligated at 10 p. M., at the middle

•

third of the thigh, after the method 'if Hunter. The ligature controlling the bleeding, all compresses were removed after the

operation. On September 15th there was slight oozing of bloody serum from the old wounds, and at 11 1'. M. another hemor-
rhage occurred from the inner wound to the amount of three ounces, which ceased after the application of the tourniquet to the

femoral where it crosses the brim of the pelvis. There was no return of haemorrhage until the morning of September l?th. when
it recurred to the amount of six ounces. The question of ligating the popliteal was now discussed, and after consultation it was

decided to cut down upon the artery, upon doing which the whole popliteal space beneath the external muscles was found to ho

in a sloughing state ami filled with broken down masses of clot and grumous matter. A cavity was formed by the sloughing

tissue that dissected up the muscles of the thigh ami laid bare the lower part of the femur. The bullet appeared to have grooved

the under surface of the femur in its passage, producing some comminution and opening the cancellated structure of the hone.

Under these circumstances it was considered that amputation, although almost certainly fatal, would afford the only chance for

the patient. Ether was accordingly given, and the operation was performed by the circular method at the upper part of the

middle third of the thigh. There was no reaction, the patient continuing to sink, and dying at 1 A. M. on September 18, 1862.

At the post-mortem examination the popliteal artery was found to be opened for about one-sixth of an inch at the middle of the

popliteal space, in a direction parallel to the axis of the artery. The popliteal vein was filled to distension by a firm clot. The
track of tlie wound was found to have entered through the external hamstring tendon, channelling the under surface of the femur

and emerging through the inner hamstring tendon. The popliteal artery was not obliterated, and the haemorrhage must have

occurred, after the ligation, from the lower end of the vessel through the recurrent circulation. The femoral artery was found

to be ligated about four inches below the origin of the profunda, a clot extending from the point of the ligature about one-fourth

of an inch up to the first small artery above."

Case 1191.—Private M. Knecht, Co. K. 4th Ohio Cavalry, was wounded in the left thigh, July 1, 1863, by a musket

ball, which entered at the lower and external side above the condyle of the femur, and made its exit at the inner condyle near

the attachment of the hamstring muscle. He was admitted to hospital at Murfreesboro' nine days after the injury, where Assist-

ant Surgeon W. P. MoCullough, 78th Pennsylvania, recorded the following treatment: '"The limb was bandaged from foot to

hip.and ice was applied to the knee. 1 heniorrhiiL'e occurred on duly "JSth and 31st to the amount of about twenty ounces, and

was controlled by compression. On August 3d there was another haemorrhage, amounting to twelve ounces, and ligation of the

popliteal artery was performed by enlarging the opening of exit. Two days later haemorrhage again occurred from the wound,

and a large anastomotic branch was tied. No further attack followed until August 0th, when profuse bleeding set in from the

lower end of the wounded artery, and the femoral was ligated in the middle third. Stimulants were given freely and artificial

heat was applied to the foot and leg. The patient died of exhaustion August 14, 1863." The lower third of the shaft of the

femur of the injured thigh, showing the outer and posterior border of the bone to he perforated above the condyle by the missile,

the seat of injury being carious, was contributed to the Museum by Surgeon I. Moses, U. S. V., and constitutes specimen 1757

of the Surgical Section.

Two hundred and sixty-one of four hundred and thirteen ligations in the continuity-

had fatal terminations, a mortality rate of 63.1 per cent., exceeding the fatality of ligations

in the wound nearly 20 per cent.; hut it will he observed that, with the exception of the

femoral, the large vessels, as the carotid, subclavian, axillary, iliac, and popliteal arteries

were, as a rule, tied in the continuity. It is to be regretted that ligations of both ends in

the wound were not more generally practiced.

Lidell records, 1

as his personal observation after several severe battles, that he had

not met "with a single case of primary haemorrhage which required a surgical operation,

such as the application of a ligature for its suppression." Neudorfer and Hichter,'
2 expe-

rienced European military surgeons, have never been called upon to control primary haemor-

rhage after injuries of blood-vessels by ligature on the battle-field or the first place of dressing.

But a number of such operations were performed during the war of the rebellion, and the

results of these operations seem to have been quite successful. Thus, for instance, of thir-

teen ligations of the femoral performed on the battle-field, seven proved successful; of ten

ligations of the tibial arteries, seven terminated in recovery; and of fourteen ligations of

the brachial only one had a fatal termination, although several of these cases were compli-

cated by fractures. Tn the case of A. Elmer, 69th Pennsylvania (Case 679, page 435,

ante), the tibia was fractured and the anterior tibial artery divided; the latter was secured

by a ligature on the field; the patient recovered. A case of shot fracture of the lower third

1 1.iiiF.i.i. (J. A.). On the IVbututs of Blood-vessels, Traumatic Haemorrhage^ Traumatic Aneurism, and Traumatic Gangrene, etc . in Vnited States

Sanitary Commission Memoirs, Surgical Vol. 1, New York, 1870, p. 12.

* Kim i Kit (I-;.), Chirurgie der Schussverlit-wigen im Kriege mit besonderer Ber ticks idttiyung Kriegschirurgischer Statistik, Bresluu, 1877, p. 34f>.
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of the left femur, in which the femoral artery was severed and successfully ligated on the

field, is cited in Table XLIX, on page 353, ante, ('ash 2.

VEINS.—Ilamiorrhagc from wounded veins is generally regarded as of less practical

importance than that from wounded arteries. It: is stated in a previous portion of the history

that "no cases have been reported in which the bleeding could not be controlled by pres-

sure." An examination of the cases in the following table shows that in live instances

at least ligation of veins was resorted to:

Table OLI.

Summary of One Hundred and Six Cases of Hamimorrhage from Veins.

VEINS.

Parietal

Temporal ...

Longitudinal Sinus

Internal Jugular. .

.

External Jugular -

Subclavian

Brachial

Median Cephalic. .

.

Intercostal

Vena Cava

Mesenteric

Gluteal

Hemorrhoidal .....

Internal Iliac

Femoral

Saphenous

Profunda

Popliteal

I

Trunk, vessel not named
Lower extremities, vessel not named

From Stump

Results. Causes ov Death. Ligation.

15

Totals

15

i;

2

1

7

106
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fatal as those of arteries. The femoral and jugular veins would appear to be less amenable

to treatment than others which yield to pressure or cease spontaneously. In forty-seven

(54.6 per cent.) of the eighty-six fatal cases, death was ascribed to secondary Inemorrhage

occurring at various dates
;

next in order we Had pyaemia and gangrene as causes of death,

especially in wounds of the lower extremities.

Among the one hundred and six. cases of haemorrhage from veins were twenty cases

of primary injury. Of these fifteen, or 75 per cent., were followed by primary bleeding,

while in the arteries only one hundred and ten of four hundred and eighty-five, or '11.1

per cent., were succeeded by immediate Inemorrhage. Secondary haemorrhage from veins

occurred at irregular intervals from one to seventy days; in one instance the bleeding did

not take place until the one hundred and thirty-seventh day; and in another, a ease of

shot wound of the buttock, uncontrollable venous haemorrhage occurred from a persistent

fistula three years after the injury:

Cask 1192.—Private W. H. Marsh, Co. K. 13th Illinois aged 23 years, was wounded al Chickasaw Bayou, December

20. 1862, by two musket balls, one entering the upper pari of the left thigh and the other passing into the hip, lie \v:is taken

prisoner and remained for a time in the hands of the enemy. In May, following, lie was conveyed to Memphis, where he entered

Overton Hospital, and remained for four weeks, after which he was transferred to Lawson Hospital, at St. Louis. Surgeon C.

T. Alexander, U. S. A., in charge of the latter, reported that, "the wound of the thigh, which is now quite healed, was treated

hy a Confederate physician as a fracture of the femur, which does not seem to have existed. The patient avers that the other

hall, which entered the gluteal region close to the tuberosity of the ischium, is still there, though it cannot he felt by the probe.

There is a sinus, however, extending six inches into the muscles of the buttock, and from the nature of the discharge it is

probable that there is a foreign body of some kind in the wound." Acting Assistant Surgeon F. K. Bailey reported the subse-

quent history of the case, as follows: "The patient was admitted to hospital at Quincy on duly 17th, being very feeble and pale

and appearing to have lost a great deal of blood. He could not stand on his left lower extremity, ami pus was still escaping

from the orifice, which was near the coccyx. Good nourishment and laxatives, when necessary, were given, with morphia pro

re tiatn. Solution of morphia was also used in poultices and dressing. Two mouths after his admission he complained of pain

in the hypogastric when passing urine, in connection with which lie stated that while he was at Vicksburg it was necessary to

use the catheter. In October he had neuralgic pains in the left side of the pelvis and in the thigh, and there were indications of

miasmatic chills; wound still discharging freely. Quinine was then prescribed, and subsequently small doses of strychnine

were added. On October 27th a probe was passed into the opening at the iscliiatic region to the depth of three inches toward

a point one inch above the crest of the ilium. There was still free discharge of pus, but the patient felt much better than he did

a month previously. On October 29th tincture of iodine was injected into the wound, subsequent to which he complained of

severe pain along the track of the fistulous opening, accompanied by spasmodic jerking of the wounded extremity. On Novem-

ber 1st a small piece of woollen cloth came out of the opening, which was followed hy another, one and one-half inches square,

the next day. Hy November 15th the wound had nearly healed, very little pus was escaping, and the patient was improving

in strength but could not yet step upon the injured limb. Oil November 24th be had some fever, with dysuria, when sweet,

spirits of nitre was ordered in addition to the quinine. About December 1st the patient was able to step a little and was

improving finely. During the next month no change occurred in the condition of the patient, who still complained of pain in

the affected side from the orifice through to the crest of the ilium, and also in the inguinal region; pus still escaping, and occasion-

ally a shred of clothing. By March 18, 1864, a probe could still be passed in the direction of the crest of the ilium. On June

6, 1864, the patient was discharged from service for disability, being barely able to walk, with the aid of a cane, and his wound
not having healed." The ultimate result of the case was communicated by Dr. Bailey several years later : "In November. 1865,

I returned to my former home in Joliet, Illinois, where I was called upon to examine the patient, who had returned there after

receiving his discharge. The fistulous opening of his wound, which for a long time had been an exit -for pus. had become gan-

grenous during the previous month, and about November 10th inflammation began to extend to the peritoneum, involving the

bladder and causing characteristic symptoms of peritoneal inflammation through the lower part of the abdomen. Extensive

venous lneniorrhage occurred about twenty-four hours before death. There was no post-mortem examination held." The records

of the Pension Office show that death took place on November 20, 1865.

In the next two cases death was ascribed to the sudden entrance of air into the veins:

Case 1193.—Corporal A. M. Delano, Co. E, 1st Maine Heavy Artillery, aged 21 years, was wounded at Spottsylvania, May
12. IH64, by a minio ball, which entered just back of the left ear, fracturing the mastoid process of the left temporal bone, passed

downward and forward and lodged just anterior to the artery at the angle of the lower jaw. On May 22d he was admitted into

Emory Hospital, Washington, where, on the same day. the missile and a fragment of the cranium were removed. On May 25th

haemorrhage to the extent of twenty ounces occurred from the internal jugular vein. He died suddenly on May 25, 18. >4. Air

was supposed to have passed into the vein. The autopsy revealed the jugular vein to be in process of ulceration two inches of

its length, with its tissues severed from before backward, except a few fibres on its posterior surface. Surgeon N. K. Moseley,

I*. S. V., reports the case.

Cask 1194.—Private B. I". Brown, Co. C, 22d Massachusetts, aged 23 years, was admitted into Emory Hospital,

Washington, May 13, 18d4, with gunshot wounds of the thigh, leg, and neck, received at the battle of the Wilderness, May 7,

Statu, ill—103
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IS64. The thigb had lx-i-u amputated on the field 1111 May 7th, in the lower third, by lateral Haps. A ball had entered the neck

below tlif angle of the jaw. passed through the larynx, and lodged near where the carotid crosses the omo-hyoid muscles. On
May lliili the hall was extracted from its position against the carotid by an incision one and a halt' inches lung, one inch below

the mastoid process of the temporal bone, by Acting Assistant Surgeon \V. H. Ensign, l". S. A. At this date the thigh was

healing kindly by first intention. The wound of the neck had an extraordinary appearance. The patient's constitution was

slender hut not much impaired. Some trouble in swallowing and breathing : cheerful, sleeps well, shows little signs of distress ;

pulse 90, bowels regular. No medicine given: but good liquid diet with local water dressings. Food litis to be administered

with a stomach pump, 'hi May 17th hemorrhage to the amount of one quart occurred from the internal jugular vein. Air

was supposed to have passed through tin- vein into the heart. A post-mortem examination showed the cause of haemorrhage to

be ulceration of the anterior surface of the internal jugular vein. The case is reported by Surgeon N. R. Moseley, U. S. V.

In ii third instance (Case of E. <
'. Melley, page 555, First Surgical Volume) the sub-

clavian vein was accidentally cut while searching for the axillary artery. The entrance of

air caused syncope, and death ensued in less than ten minutes.

Tn the accompanying chromo-lithograph (Plate LXXIX, Fig. I) the appearance of the

femoral vein removed from a stump twelve hours after death from pyaemia (Case of Sailor,

No. 469. page 289, ante) is faithfully represented. The end of the vein, well sealed up in

the stump, was empty, and collapsed from the end up to the valve of the first anastomosing

branch, a distance of about six inches. The vein in this situation was about as large as

the artery, the walls being much thickened and about the thickness of those of the artery;

the lining membrane looked velvety, wrinkled, and dirty-gray in color; there was no pus

in the vein. From the valve above mentioned up to the mouth of the vena profunda, a

distance of about two and a half inches, the femoral vein was filled to distension with fetid

broken-down liquefied blood, its lining membrane dirty-gray colored in this situation, and

its walls somewhat thicker than natural; no pus was found in this locality by the microscope.

At the mouth of the vena profunda the femoral vein was plugged up with yellowish-white

fibrine ; the vena profunda and many of its branches were filled and knotted with recent

coagulum ; the femoral vein was also filled with recent coagulum above the mouth of the pro-

funda to a distance of about two and a half inches; the lining membrane of the profunda and

of the part of the femoral vein last mentioned were stained dark red, and the walls of the

vessels somewhat thickened in the same locality. A thin dark colored recent coagulum,

not filling the calibre, extended the wdiole length of the external iliac vein.

TETANUS.
Considering the number of injuries, the proportion of cases of tetanus is not large; of

the two hundred and forty-six thousand seven hundred and twelve (246,712) injuries by
weapons of war, five hundred and five (0.20 per cent., or a little over two in a thousand)

were followed bv tetanus. In the rases in which this complication was observed the seat

of the injury was; in the bead, face, and neck in twenty-one instances, in the trunk in

fifty-five, in the upper extremities in one hundred and thirty-seven, in the lower extremi-

ties in two hundred and ninety-two instances. The preponderating frequency of tetanus in

the lower extremities, observed by Beck 1 and others, was very marked, over one-half of all the

cases having occurred after injuries in this portion of the human structure, due undoubtedly

to the massive layers of muscles and soft tissue, which prevent the surgeon frequently from

clearing the track of the wound of foreign bodies and other obnoxious influences. Of the two

hundred and ninety-two cases of tetanus in the lower extremities, the injuries were in the

hip in two instances, in the thigh in ninety-nine, in the knee in seventeen, in the leg in

ninety-five, in the ankle in twenty-two. and in the foot in fifty-seven instances; of the one

hundred and thirty-seven instances in the upper extremities the injuries were in the hand
1 BECK (B.). Chirurgie tier SchumeTletamgen, Freiburg, i. Br., 187-J. p. 331.
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iti thirty-seven, in the arm in thirty-four, in the shoulder in thirty-one, in the forearm in

twenty-four, in the elbow in seven, and in the wrist in four instances. The belief that shot

wounds "I tlic foot and hand are particularly apt to cause tetanus is not confirmed by the

cases recorded during the war. In the lower extremity, especially, this complication is

found most frequently in injuries of the thigh and the leg. In one hundred and thirty-one

instances tetanus followed closely upon operations in the extremities, viz, in one hundred

and sixteen cases after amputations and in fifteen cases after excisions. The rarity of tetanus

as a complication of chest wounds has been noted on page 635 of the First Surgical Volume,

and it- may here be added that in all but one of the seventeen cases there referred to the

complication was due to simultaneous injuries of the scapula, shoulder joint, or arm.

Of the five hundred and five cases, four hundred and fifty-one, or 89.3 per cent., ended

in death, as follows :

Table CLIL

Summary of Five Hundred and Fire Oases of Tetanus, indicating Scat of Injury and Result.

SEAT 01" IX.IUKY.

Head, Face, Neck -

Trunk

Upper Extremity.

Lower Extremity _

Aggregates.

Total Casks.
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eighth, when it gradually diminishes again until the fourteenth, after which period tetanus

appear irregularly, in one instance the malady not making its appearance until seven months

after the injury.

As the causes of this fatal malady are cited : excessive heat, exposure to cold and damp

air, draughts, neglect of thorough and early cleaning of the wound channel, pressure oi

missiles and bone splinters and of bandages on nerves, injuries to nerves while searching

for foreign bodies or while performing ligations and excisions.

The duration of the disease is indicated in three hundred and fifty-eight cases, of which

twenty-one ended in recovery and three hundred ami thirty-seven in death, as follows:

Table CLTV.

Numerical Statement of Results of Three Hundred and Fifty-eirjht Cases of Tetanus in which the dura-

tion of the disease was reported.

Result.
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was also impaired. He suffered great nervous irritation. September 16th, the pain in the forearm and hand is very severe; he

has also partial trismus; his jaws are stilt', but lie can opeu tlifin to the extent of about an inch. He has failed in strength and

appetite and is emaciated. " 1 >r. Lidell made an incision about two inches in length through the cicatrix down to the nerve, which

was loose 1 and laid bare to the extent of the incision. The old cicatrix was also removed. The nerve did not appear to be

injured in anv wav. The pain was apparently caused by compression of it—by the contraction of the cicatrix. The wound

was left open to lual bv granulation, lie bad l>een treated to date of operation by subcutaneous injections of morphia, which

relieved the ]>ain temporarily. September 17th, pain is slight, trismus lessened; passed a comfortable night. September lSth.

pain continues, trismus subsided. The injections of morphia were continued at night, and a grain of sulphate of zinc ordered

thrice daily. September 30th. treatment continued to date, The operation has only afforded partial relief. The pain continues

quite severe. ( tctober 0th, the wound of the previous operation lias entirely healed, but be cannot use the hand in consequence

of the exalted ,-eiisihilil v of it ; the pain in it is vevy severe, and lie is suffering much from want of sleep. Hi' has had several

paroxysms of severe tetanic irritation, with some stiffness of the jaws, one of which occurred this morning. Assistant Surgeon

George A. Mursick. U. S. V.. made an incision through the cicatrix of the previous operation and dissected out the median and

excutaneous nerves, which were found lying in close apposition, and resected three-fourths of an inch of each of them. They

were both involved in the new cicatrix. October 10th. the operation of resection did not avail anything, and his condition is as

had as ever. The pain i>- now so severe as to deprive him of all lest, and the sensibility of the hand is so great that he will not

allow anything to touch it. His general health is suffering severely. His countenance expresses great anxiety and his appetite

has failed. Surgeon John A. Lidell, 1'. S. V.. administered chloroform and amputated the right arm at the junction of the upper

with the middle third by auteror posterior Haps. Marks recovered, and was discharged May 27. 1865, and pensioned,

Including the case just detailed, amputation was resorted tu in twenty nine instances

alter incipienl tetanic symptoms; ten of the cases resulted favorably, and in several

instances it is noted that the symptoms ceased after the operation. A few of these cases

are here cited in detail

:

Casio 1 1 i »T .
— Private D. E, Isham, Co, E, 154th New York, aged 19 years, was wounded in the left foot, at Chanccllors-

ville, May 3, 1863, and was admitted to afield hospital of the Second Corps. Surgeon ('. S. Wood. 66th New York, made the follow-

ing report : "The injury was caused by the explosion of a shell, which carried away most of the foot and shattered the cuneiform

bone and the astragalus, leaving the foot hanging by the integument of the plantar surface. There was hut little haemorrhage,

but the shock was excessive and tetanic symptoms were present; in other words the case admitted of no delay. If I remember

right the patient had lain out all night. Not knowing the extent of the injury I performed ('Impact's amputation, but discover-

ing the cuneiform and astragalus hones to he so much injured I proceeded, while the patient was still under chloroform, to perforin

Synie's operation." The patient was subsequently transferred to hospital at Alexandria, and later to Washington, where he was

discharged from service January 22, 1S(>4, and pensioned.

Case 1198.—Sergeant T. Lewis, Co. E, 5th Michigan, aged 26 years, was wounded in the right forearm, at Gettysburg,

July 2, 1863, by a round ball, which entered on the ulmar side just above the styloid process, passed obliquely across, and came

out on the radial side about two inches above the joint, comminuting both hones in its course, lie was admitted to Broad and

Cherry Streets Hospital, Philadelphia. July 13th, at which time his general health was not very good, the wound being inflamed

and very painful. Several fragments of bone were removed, flaxseed poultice was applied, and the forearm was placed in liond's

splint. Under a treatment of tonics, with opium at night, the patient slowly improved until August 25th, when lie was sud-

denly seized with a chill followed by threatening tetanus. In consultation the next day it was decided to amputate the fore-

arm as a means of saving life. The operation was performed by Teal's method, at the middle third, by Acting Assistant Surgeon

A. Hewson, while the patient was under the influence of ether. He reacted readily. The stump was dressed with solution of

lead and laudanum, being slightly elevated on a pillow. The wound granulated rapidly, and by September 20th cicatrization

was almost complete, leaving a good stump without adhesion of flaps to the bones. A slight exfoliation from the end of the

radius occurred during the progress of the case. The carpus and amputated portions of the bones of the forearm were forwarded

to the Museum, with the history of the case, by Acting Assistant Surgeon W. F. Keating, and constitute specimen '2704 of the

Surgical Section. The patient was subsequently transferred to Mower Hospital, where he was discharged from service April

20, 1864. and pensioned.

Cask 1199.—Corporal P. Nelson. Co. K, 139th Pennsylvania, aged 19 years, was wounded at the Wilderness, May .">,

1864, by a musk.H ball, which shattered the radius and ulna of the right forearm for two inches at the junction of the middle

and lower thirds, also wounding the ulnar nerve. One week after receiving the injury the man entered Finley Hospital,

Washington, where he did well until June 9th, when the arm became much swollen and symptoms of tetanus ensued, including

stiffening of the jaws, great pain and restlessness, and irritable pulse. On June 11th circular amputation of the arm at the middle

third was performed under chloroform by Acting Assistant Surgeon 1). P. Wolhaupter. All symptoms of tetanus disappeared

after the operation and the patient rapidly recovered. He was ultimately discharged from service July 27, 186."), and pensioned.

The two lower thirds of the hones of the fractured forearm were contributed, with the history of the case, to the Museum by

Surgeon 6. L. Pancoast, U. S. Y
T
., and constitute specimen 2586 of the Surgical Section.

Cask 1200.—Sergeant A. Smith, Co. G, 66th New York, aged 47 years, was wounded at Fredericksburg. December 11,

1S62, by a shell which carried away a large portion of the right foot. Partial amputation of the foot was performed in the field

by Surgeon C. S. Wood, 6'Jtb New York. The peculiarities in the case were that symptoms of tetanus were quite marked, with

great exhaustion, and that relief was afforded temporarily by chloroform, and permanently by the amputation. The patient

continued to do well afterwards. He was discharged from service May 1, 1863, and pensioned. The history of the case was

reported by the operator.
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Case 1201.—Captain F. Schaefer, Co. I. 73d Pennsylvania, aged 12(3 years, was wounded at Mission Ridge, November

J"). 1803, by a musket ball, which fractured the left font and lodged. The missile was extracted the fifth day after the injury,

which was followed by extensive inflammation. On December !)th symptoms of tetanus ensued, which were relieved by active

purgatives, calomel, etc. Three days later the symptoms returned, and on December 13th tetanus supervened in its usual form.

On December 18th the leg was amputated at the middle third, after which the tetanus subsided anil the patient made a rapid and

good recovery. Surgeon K. L. Ilovey, 136th New York, who performed the operation, reported: "I believe, with other sur-

geons, that amputation cured this man of tetanus." Captain .Schaefer resigned the service July 5, 1864, and subsequently

became a pensioner.

Cask 1203.—Sergeant .). Henderson. Co. A, 126th New York, aged 29 years, was wounded in the right knee, at Spottsyl-

vania, May 10. 18(i4, by a musket ball, which shattered the bead of the fibula and the posterior surface of the tibia, lodging

between thi' gastrocnemius and soleus muscles. He was admitted to Finley Hospital. Washington, two weeks after the injury.

the wound appearing healthy and his general condition being good. A day or two afterwards the patient complained of soreness

in the throat, and on May 29th marked symptoms of tetanus, such as rigidity of the muscles of the jaw and difficulty of masti-

cation and deglutition, existed. On May 30th circular amputation at the lower third of the thigh was performed by Acting

Assistant Surgeon ]•'. (J. H. Bradford, immediate relief seeming to lie afforded by the operation. The following day the rigidity

of the muscles hud partly disappeared and improvement continued until the patient was entirely relieved. Further progress in

every respect continued favorable and the stump healed. The probable cause of the appearance of tetanus was owing to a slight

laceration of the external popliteal nerve, produced by the hall in its passage through the limb. On August 1. 18(>f>. the patient

was discharged from service and pensioned, having been previously fitted with a "Jewett" artificial limb. The upper portion

of the bones of the amputated leg. showing the seat and extent of the injury, were contributed to the Museum, with the history

of the case, by the operator.

.Cask 1203.—Corporal H. Kampp, Co. A, 113th Illinois, aged 211 years, was wounded in the right forearm, before Vicks-

burg, May 19, 1863. He was conveyed to hospital at Memphis, and subsequently to St. Louis, where be entered Dawson Hos-

pital one mouth after the date of the injury. Surgeon ('. T. Alexander, D. S. A., in charge of the latter, made the following

report: ''The injury consisted of a compound fracture of the radius and ulna near the wrist, and was produced by a conical

ball. Both bones were necrosed, and the wound was in a very bad condition at the time of the patient's admission. Numerous

pieces of bone were impacted into the surrounding fleshy tissue, and pus of a fetid and unhealthy character was flowing from

both wounds very abundantly. According to the patient's statement he was first taken with trismus about a week before his

admission here, while he was in hospital tit Memphis, though it did not appear that be bail been exposed to anything unusual.

As he was certainly getting worse every day it was decided to amputate its a last resort. Accordingly, on June 28th, the opera-

tion was performed about four inches below the elbow joint, the patient seeming to stand the shock very well and to gradually

improve from that time. The treatment at first had consisted of a narrow blister applied along the whole length of the spine on

each side, brandy and chloroform being administered every two hours. These last two remedies not appearing to do any good,

one-half drachm of tincture of cannabis indica was tried every two hours, under which the patient slowly improved. An enema

of beef tea and quinine had also been given three times a day from the first." The patient entirely recovered, and was dis-

charged from service September 1, 1863, and pensioned.

The treatment of this affection was empirical to the last degree, and the formidable

list of remedial agents employed in combating it presents a curious study of the diverse

pathological and therapeutical views entertained by the medical profession on this subject.

In the cases of recovery it is impossible to say how far any individual or class of thera-

peutical remedies was of avail. Chloroform, ether, opiates, stimulants, and external

irritants, embrocations and fomentations, were mainly relied upon. In some instances the

symptoms disappeared so speedily and permanently as to raise the question whether the

same result might not have occurred spontaneously. In the fully developed cases all

remedial measures failed and the cases ran on unchecked to a fatal termination. The

following are the remedies which are recorded to have been used by the medical officers:

Tincture of valerian, bromide of potassium, extract of cannabis indica, yellow jasmine,

woorara, extract of nux vomica, tincture of aconite, assafcetida, belladonna, chlorodyn, conium,

strychnia, solution of permanganate of potassa, hyoscyamus, chlorate of potassa, tartrate of

antimony, Hoffmann's anodyne, chloric ether, chloroform, camphor, quinine, hyposulphites

of soda and lime, nitric acid, mercurialization, castor oil, turpentine, and croton oil; stimu-

lants and opiates were given with all of these preparations. Of external applications the

following were used: Blisters, emollient poultices, warm fomentations, turpentine, ice,

olive oil, ereasote, warm baths, electric currents, chloroform liniment, powdered lime and

opium poultice, vapor baths, powdered morphia locally, snow and salt bagged and applied to

seat of injury, hyoscyamus ointment, and saturated solution of chlorate of potassa in wound.
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Injections were given of sulphate of atropia and sulphate of morphia hypodermically, opiates,

tobacco, turpentine, castor oil. soap ami water, milk of assafoetida, vinegar, and brandy.

In th^ Array Medical Museum is preserved a specimen (No. 3538, Surgical Section)

showing a shot laceration of the crural nerve in a patient who survived the injury twenty-

five days and died of tetanus. The specimen and its history were contributed by Dr.

William Thomson. On page 339 of the /Second Surgical Volume a drawing illustrating

its pathological histology was promised, but a careful microscopical examination of the

specimen failed to indicate any abnormal conditions:

Cask 1204.—Private Alexander Fletcher, Co. F. 31st Maine, aged 21 years, was wounded at the Wilderness May li. 1864.

He was removed to the field hospital of the 2d division. Ninth Army Corps, and was transferred on May 12th to Douglas Hos-

pital, Washington. Assistant Surgeon W.Thomson. 1". S. A., reported : "Gunshot flesh wounds of let! arm. and side over

lower ribs. On May 20th tetanus in the form both of trismus and opisthotonos appeared. Equal quantities of laudanum and

tincture of valerian were given in teaspoonful doses every two hours, which alleviated tin' symptoms somewhat. Death resulted

on May 31, 1S64, from tetanus. At the autopsy it was found that the hall had entered over the lower ribs and passed down

between the muscles of the abdomen over Poll part's ligament and under the femoral vessels, wounded the crural nerve, and

lodged near the middle third of the femur." The specimen of the lacerated crural nerve was contributed to the Army Medical

Museum by Dr. Thomson, and is numbered 3538 of the Surgical Section.

In crowded field and general hospitals neither time nor opportunity was found for

microscopical examination of minute structural changes, and the post-mortem examinations

are therefore incomplete and give only negative results; no anatomical lesions of the medulla

oblongata, the cerebellum, or the spinal cord in such cases were noted.

Sixteen, or 3.1 per cent., of the five hundred and five instances of tetanus were found

among the colored troops, who furnished 2.7 per cent, of the total number of shot injuries.

GANGRENE.
"The necessity of the careful definition of such terms as mortification, gangrene,

sphacelus, dry gangrene, moist gangrene, hospital gangrene, and gangrenous phagedena,"

urged by Joseph Jones in his article on hospital gangrene, 1 has become apparent from the

examination of the reports of cases of gangrene recorded during the war. According to

the conception or predilection of the surgeon, these terms, in many instances, seem to have

been used indiscriminately, and it has been found utterly impossible to determine with

accuracy the cases of traumatic gangrene, hospital gangrene, dry gangrene, etc. For

instance, there were reported, as will be shown hereafter, eight hundred and forty-six (846)

cases of gangrene during the years 1862 and 1863, of which, on the hospital records, only

one hundred (100) were designated as hospital gangrene, and yet Surgeon M. Goldsmith,

U. S. V., in his special report on the subject, in the spring of 1863, gives a tabular state-

ment of three hundred and forty-three (343) cases of hospital gangrene observed in the

hospitals of Louisville alone during only parts of the years 1862 and 1863. An attempt

to separate the various forms of this disease according to the descriptions of symptoms and

treatment noted in each case failed, and it has therefore been deemed advisable to include

in one tabular statement all cases of gangrene observed after shot wounds and to illustrate

the various forms by examples or special reports.

The total number of cases of gangrene reported was two thousand six hundred and forty-

two (2,642). Of these, sixty (60) were observed after wounds of the head, two hundred

and sixteen (216) after wounds of the trunk, and two thousand three hundred and sixty-six

(2,366) after wounds of the extremities, as follows:

1 Junks (JOSEPH), Investigation* upon the Nature, Causes, and Treatment of Hospital Gangrene as it prevailed in the Confederate Armies, Isul-

ltit!5, iu United States Sanitary Commission Memoirs, New York. lb?l, Sect mil Surgical Volume, p. 174.
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Tablk CLV.

Summary of Tiro Thousand Six Hundred and Forty-two Cases of Gangrene, indicating the Result and

Relative Frequency.

SEAT OF INJURY.
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Of the two thousand three hundred and sixty-six (2,366) instances of gangrene in the

extremities, one hundred and eighty-five (185) were cases of gangrene following excisions,

and in forty-six (46) of these cases amputation of the limb had to be resorted to. The
great liability of excisions to this complication will be referred to hereafter.

In eight hundred and ninety-eight (898) instances gangrene was noted on the face of

the stump. In a few of these cases the complication was caused by strangulation of the

slump by tourniquet. In the following instance the gangrenous condition of the limb was

ascribed to the tight application of bandages:

Case 1205.—Captain .1. Phinney, Co. K. 86th New York, aged 28 years, received u gunshot fracture of the left forearm,

lower third, ;it Spottsylvauia, May in. 1864. When In- was admitted to Seminary Hospital. Georgetown, four days afterwards,

lie was in a rapidly sinking condition, ami tin- injured limb was gangrenous from tin- dhow down, owing to tin- circulation

having been stopped by applying bandages too tight on the field. On May 15th the arm was amputated above the elbow joint

by Surgeon II. W. Ducachet, I'. S. V., who performed tin- operation by skin Saps and circular section of muscles. Chloroform

constituted tin- Kinesthetic. The patient began to improve within forty-eight hours after the amputation, ami. with the exception

of the formation of two abscesses in the stump, his improvement continued slowly afterwards. About June lltlth he was able to

walk about, ami three weeks later he left the hospital on leave of absence. The history of the case was reported by the operator.

The Adjutant General, ('. S. A., reports that Captain Phinney died August 10, 1864.

But the large majority of the cases were instances of hospital gangrene caused by the

crowded condition of the hospitals and the bringing together of many cases of extensive

fractures and large operation wounds.

How far the frequency of the occurrence of gangrene was influenced by the season of

the year cannot fie ascertained from the nature of the reports; it can only be stated that

in nine hundred and eighty-three (983) <>l the two thousand six hundred and forty-two

(2,642) cases the month was not indicated; that eighty-seven (87) cases were recorded as

having occurred in January, forty-eight (48) in February, forty-three (43) in March, sixty-

four (64) in April, one hundred and seventy-five (175) in May, three hundred and one

(301) in June, two hundred and ninety-four (294) in July, two hundred and, twenty-five

(225) in August, one hundred and ten (110) in September, ninety-eight (98) in October,

eighty-nine (80) in November, and one hundred and twenty-five (125) in December; the

highest number having been observed in June. July. August, May, and December; the

lowest in March and February.

The frequency of gangrene according to the different years of the war is indicated ill

the following table: rn ,-, T -r-r,

Table CLVI.

Indicating the Years in which the Gangrene occurred.
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Flesh Wounds of Head, Fare, and Neck

Fractures and Penetrating Wounds of Head, F'ace, and Neck .

Flesh Wounds of the Trunk

Fraet ores and Penetrating Wounds of the Trunk

Flesh Wounds of the Upper Extremities

Fractures of the Upper Extremities

Flesh Wounds of the Lower Extremities

Fractures of the Lower Extremities
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Only four cases of gangrene were recorded for the first eight months of the war in 1861

;

but it must be remembered that the medical reports for this period are very incomplete.

fn the following year, 1862, the number of cases of gangrene increased to two hundred and
twenty-three. A few sporadic cases occurred in the hospital at Fort Hamilton, New York,

Surg. Ill—104
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in the early part of September, among men wounded in McClellan's Peninsular Campaign

in June and July. 1862. < )f the three cases reported ul thai l\pspital by Surgeon P>. Randall,

IT. S. A., one, at least, was that of a prisoner who had been carried to Richmond and had

then been paroled. It was after the battles of South .Mountain and Antietain, in September.

1862, that serious outbreaks of hospital gangrene occurred at the hospitals at Frederick and

at West Philadelphia. The eases were carefully observed by Acting Assistant Surgeon W.

W. Kern, whose report is here given:

"Alter the battles of South Mountain and Antietam, September 14tb and L7th, 1862, an immense

number of patients was accumulated in the hospitals at Frederick, Maryland. The old general hos-

pital (No. 1), which had contained six hundred beds, was so crowded with patients that one thou-

sand were of necessity placetl in the wards, and one thousand eight hundred men were fed at its

tables and slept somewhere. The hospital consisted of five old barracks of inferior character, a

line new one (built very much after the style of our wards at this place [West Philadelphia], with

ventilation at the ridge-pole, either continuous or interrupted), together with a large, substantial

old stone building of Revolutionary times, better ventilated by its lire-places than by its windows.

To these were soon added two large new barracks, finely ventilated. Each of these buildings was

entirely detached from the others, and would accommodate some eighty patients, with about six

hundred and forty cubic feet of space to each in the old barracks and one thousand two hundred

and fifty cubic feet in the new. Besides these, about thirty hospital tents, with eight beds in each,

were pitched at various points. Here the allowance of air was only about one hundred and seventy-

five cubic feet. The hospital was situated on a hill on the outskirts of the town and in a mountain-

ous region. This, with the distribution of the buildings, procured the amplest circulation of pure

fresh air.

"About the middle of October the number of cases in Barrack E, of which 1 had charge, was
diminished from one hundred to seventy-eight. Excepting four or five, they were all severe surgi-

cal cases, a number of them being amputations, resections, or compound fractures of the thigh, and
the wounds were suppurating freely. Every means to insure cleanliness and pure air was taken.

Each patient had his own sponge. Oakum was largely used as a dressing, aud chlorinated soda

freely used on the dressings and the floor.

ii Preceding October 1!*, 180:2, three or four days of cold rainy weather set in, which occasioned

the closing of the doors and windows to keep both warm and dry. On the second or third day I

uoticed three cases of decided hospital gangrene, all in the lower extremity; about twelve or fifteen

wounds also, which had been progressing finely, stopped cicatrizing and assumed an unhealthy

appearance. They were red and punctated; in some small new vessels were seen; they bled

freely on removing the dressings
; the parts already cicatrized became bluish red, and, in the worst

looking cases, an areola of an inflammatory nature, red color, and with a hard base, was observed.

The cases of decided gangrene were removed to a tent, with six beds and an allowance of space of

two hundred and thirty-two cubic feet, where, under treatment, they rapidly recovered. Sixteen

beds were removed and the barrack still more carefully ventilated. The weather became fine, and
in two days the unhealthy sores recovered their original healthy appearance, and no more cases

occurred. Two other outbreaks of the disease occurred in this barrack, one on November 8th and
another early in December, running precisely a similar course. During the last an attempt was
made to treat the cases in the ward without isolation, but it only ended in an utter failure, and they

were again removed. Four days before it made its appearance in Barrack E the disease appeared

in Barrack B, where its history was an exact counterpart of the one already related. From these

two barracks, the most overcrowded and, by the way. the only ones in which erysipelas had appeared,

the disease spread to all the others, in most cases, apparently, by contagion, in some clearly by
infection, through the careless use of sponges, etc.; and yet, strange as it may seem, but one case

appeared among the patients in the tents. They were, it is tine, far lighter cases of wounds; but

they were, apparently, much more exposed by the small allowance of space and by their greater

proximity to the gangrene tents. When 1 left Frederick, December 11th, about fifty cases in all

had occurred, of which some eight or ten were still under treatment and progressing favorably.

Two cases had proved fatal, but by reason, it seemed, of other organic complications.
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"On December 2.'?, 1S62, fifty patients were admitted to Ward No. 1, and one hundred each

to Wards Nos. 2 and .'!. I'. S. A. General Hospital, West Philadelphia. Of these, twenty-five in

Ward ^N'o. 1. eighty in Ward No. 2, and fifteen in Ward No. 3, one hundred and twenty in all,

were gunshot wounds. There were at the same time two thousand three hundred and eighty-four

patients in the hospital, of whom rather more than two hundred were wounded. The allowance

of space in these three wards, which are contiguous, is nearly twelve hundred cubic feet to each

mail. But few of these new wounds were discharging freely, and scarcely any were more than Hesh

wounds of no great severity. ' At the time and after the admission of these patients, who were the

first occupants of the wards, 1 says Dr. Lewis in his report for Ward 1 for January, 1863, kindly

placed at my disposal by Mr. Knorr, 'the weather had been for some days unusually cold and blus-

tering, ami this portion of the hospital was so arranged as to afford no protection against draughts

of air proceeding directly from the outside through open doors communicating with the passage-

way leading to the ward.'

•'One week after their admission, /. c, December 30, 1862, I observed two cases of decided

hospital gangrene, both of the thigh, in my own ward, and at the same time eight or ten of the

other wounds began to look unhealthy. The cases of decided gangrene were immediately vigor-

ously treated by nitric acid, but were not removed from the ward, and the fullest precautionary

measures were taken to prevent the farther progress of the disease. Since the patients could not

be removed, I resolved to put the ward in as favorable, a condition as possible. I ordered every other

window on both sides to be lowered both day ami night, and put a reliable patient in charge of the

matter; I obtained a sponge for each man, directed the nurses to dress the gangrenous and

unhealthy sores last of all, and to wash their hands carefully in dilute chlorinated soda afterward;

used no dressing or bandage a second lime, and had the soda freely used on the Hoor near those

suffering from the disease. On the 31st no new cases appeared. On January 1st four more were

observed, and from the 2d to the 18th nine more. In Ward 3 no cases whatever have appeared;

in Ward 1 three cases appeared respectively on the 4th, 5th, and 8th of January. In Ward L, far

removed from Wards 1, 2, and 3, one case broke out on January 17th. These, as far as I know,

are all the cases that have occurred. They number nineteen in all : ten in the lower extremities,

five in the upper, and four in the trunk.

" A marked contrast is thus seen to exist between the disease as seen at Frederick and at

West Philadelphia. At Frederick it was notably contagious and spread widely and to every bar-

rack; in West Philadelphia, although probably contagious, it did not invade many wounds in the

same wards, nor did it spread widely to adjoining wards. There the patients were isolated, here

they were retained in the wards ; there all attempts to treat them successfully in the barracks failed,

here it has been perfectly successful ; there nitric acid was used as an escharotic, here both that

and the acid nitrate of mercury. It should also be noted that both attacks followed a few days of

bleak, cold, and rainy weather; that both occurred where a number of wounds were collected

together; that in individual symptoms both were precisely alike, and that they improved imme-

diately on the setting in of fine weather and under appropriate treatment; that simultaneously

with the outbreak of the disease a number of wounds assumed an unhealthy appearance, which

quickly disappeared under proper hygienic treatment and good weather.

"The disease, as I have observed it, is ushered in by from one to three days of unhealthy

action such as already described, accompanied in some cases with marked fever, coated tongue,

and prostration, but in by far the majority of cases with simply sleeplessness and general malaise.

The patient complains of sharp, burning, pricking or stinging paiu in the wound, sometimes so

severe as to make him cry out, the suffering being intense ; at others feeling rather as if the part had

been 'asleep.' If the surgeon now examine the wound he will find a layer of ash-colored matter,

which, as Guthrie describes it, 'covers the face of the ulcer and adhers so firmly as not to be readily

removed ; or, if separated, shows that it is a substance found upon the surface and constituting a

part of the granulations themselves;' the edges rugged, everted, or, more commonly, undermined,

or violet or livid in color; a marked areola, almost erysipelatous, surrounding the wound, an indu-

rated base feeling very like that of a hard chancre; the discharge thin, watery, bloody, ash-colored

or darker, and the wound considerably enlarged, and enlarging with aggravated symptoms, day by

day, regardless of Nature's best efforts; and benevolent Art now interferes to relieve the oft-time

wretched sufferer. The smarting paiu and the extension of the wound (usually conjointly, but
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sometimes separately) 1 have found to be the most distinctive characteristics of the disease. The

enlargement is usually confined to the skin and superficial fascia; occasionally, however, it extends

to the intermuscular cellular tissues, and, in rare instances, to the muscles themselves; arteries,

large nerves, and hones resist its destructive tendency with great perseverance. The following

case will illustrate the disease:

"Cask 1206.—Corporal II. II. Kuhn, Co. A. 10th Pennsylvania Reserves, aged 23, was admitted to Ward No. 2, West
Philadelphia Hospital, December 23, L862. He had Iteen wounded ten days before at Fredericksburg, by ;i ball which had
passed through the right thigh postero-anteriorly and inflicted a superficial wound, the openings being about two and a half

inches apart. The wounds looked well. < Irdered cold-water dressings. December 30th : The wound has done well up to this

date. Now, however, it is surrounded by an inflammatory areola, but without any bard base, is preternaturally hot, is not enlarged,

and no stinging pain is felt. Sleeplessness is the only constitutional symptom observed; ordered flaxseed poultice and morphia

sulphate, grain ,'. January 1, 1863: Wound looks worse; edges bluish and livid, undermined and thickened; the base surround-

ing the wound haul, the areola marked both in color and size: the pain sticking or pricking, and quite severe; the surface ashy
gray and punctated; it bleeds freely on removing the dressings; the two openings are coalescing, and the intervening sound
flesh is unhealthy and partially destroyed. 1 opened it thoroughly, cut away the intervening unhealthy flesh and applied strung

nitric acid to the entire surface, the patient being nuclei- ether; ordered llaxs 1 ami laudanum poultice covered with oiled silk,

and morphia sulphate, grain |. January 5th: The heavy siough from the cicatrization lias partly cleared off, but the surface

is still looking unhealthy and the pain still exists. I discontinued the acid wash and again cauterized by the nitric acid, ami
ordered poultice as before. The sloughing surface being large, some six inches long, I ordered 20 drops tincture of iron three

times a day : still no constitutional symptoms are seen. January 9th : The slough is all gone, ami line healthy granulations are

found covered with thick yellow pus; ordered the acid wash to be reapplied. January 11th: Again slightly unhealthy;

ordered acid wash continued, adding: live drops of nitric acid to the ounce. He now did finely, and tin' acid wash was gradually

diluted and then simple cerate substituted until January 23d. Two or three days of stormy weather having occurred, the wound
again looks unhealthy. The cicatrix is invaded at one point and looks bluish, and the discharge is less in amount and rather

unhealthy in character. There is, however, no pain nor ashy surface; no areola, and no extension other than that noticed.

Ordered tin foil to lie applied. January 25th : The wound is vastly improved, so that I ordered the foil discontinued. January
30th: Left on thirty days furlough, doing finely.

"The question lias almost uniformly been raised by authors, whether the disease is consti-

tutional or local. Without quoting particular authorities, suffice it to say that rather the larger

number regard it as a local disease, 'sometimes,' in the language of Guthrie, 'preceded by and accom-

panied with constitutional symptoms.' But the concurrent constitutional symptoms are no proof

of a similar character in the disease, for the removal of a benign tumor, tin amputation, or a gun-

shot wound is followed by the same. No one as yet lias ever seen the disease originate constitu-

tionally, but always locally. Wounds may become gangrenous; but hospital gangrene never gives

rise to ulcers. Even where the constitutional symptoms are present, as I have seen the disease,

they have been very slight, and rarely exceeded anorexia, sleeplessness, and a slight irritative

fever. Of the fifty cases in Frederick 1 have statistics of twenty live. In these the constitutional

symptoms preceded the disease in but five cases, accompanied it in four, ]< aving sixteen unaffected

constitutionally. Of the nineteen cases here seen there were two in which they preceded and four

in which they accompanied the disease, leaving thirteen with no constitutional disturbance. The
following is a case in which the constitutional symptoms were lirsl manifested and then the local:

"CASK 1207.— Private William P. Trump, (V D. 8th Pennsylvania Reserves, miner, aged 2i, was admitted to Ward No.

2, West Philadelphia Hospital, December 23, 1862, having been wounded on the Lith at Predericksburg. The ball grazed
slightly the right shoulder, and the wound did finely under cold-water dressings, January 2d : An active ['ever has set in, with
loss of appetite, coated tongue, and eostiveiiess : ordered three compound cathartic pills, and tartar emetic one eighth of a grain

three times a day. January (1th: The constitutional disturbance is about tliesame, mil local trouble has manifested itself. The
usual symptoms of hospital gangrene have become developed, the wound is enlarging, ami the pain is so greal as to deprive him
of all rest and to cause him to disturb the whole ward with liis outcries. I cauterized the wound freely with nitric acid and
ordered a poultice with morphia sulph. «r. one-quarter h. s. The pain ceased from that moment: be slept well: in three days
the slough separated. I applied the acid w ash, and he soon recovered sufficiently to desert."

"The offensive odor I have observed but in four cases, two at Frederick and two here. In

cases so severe as those observed by Maeleod and others, in which death occurred in sixteen hours,

it was, no doubt, one of the most marked and disgusting symptoms. The case in Ward L, bed 7,

was so offensive that its odor could readily be observed in the corridor, and one of those in Ward
1 was no less so. The experience of Dr. Lewis in Ward 1, as detailed in his cases, gives the most
marked efficiency to the permanganate of potash in ten grains to the ounce as a deodorant. It

controlled the odor when charcoal and fomenting poultices of porter and corn meal seemed to

have not the least effect. ^It deserves further trial.

"The circular form, also alluded to by other writers, is by no means so frequent in these

lighter cases; nor have I yet seen a case of secondary haemorrhage, although I have seen the ante-

rior tibial and the femoral itself pulsating at the base of such gangrenous sores, and in one case

at Frederick, of ligation of the external iliac, the disease being communicated by a sponge, attacked

the wound; and yet the artery resisted both the disease and the remedy. jShould such a misfortune

occur, I should unhesitatingly ligate higher up, anil with the greatest precaution against infection.

I should, it disease attacked the new wound, apply the escharotic immediately. Hut it will not
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always attack every sure, and this is a serious argument in favor of its local character. 1 have
often seen it attack a wound of entrance or of exit, and leave the other free: I have seen it attack

an abrasion over the head of the fibula and leave untouched a compound fracture of the same
thigh ; attack an ulcer on a leg, and pass by the granulating stump, three inches lower down. I

have yet to learn of a single case occurring among patients in the field—a fact fully corroborated by
other surgeons who have had greater opportunities in the field than myself, and which I can only

explain by the reason that the patients are usually placed in houses, or on the field itself, where

free ventilation is attained, and are speedily removed into hospitals.

"As to the treatment it has been pretty fully illustrated in the cases cited. As soon as the

disease is recognized I have applied either nitric acid or the acid nitrate of mercury. The former,

alone, was used at Frederick; but here I have used the acid nitrate of mercury in six cases, and

with the most favorable results. I prefer it, now, to the nitric acid, since it causes less pain—indeed,

often it saves time vastly by requiring no anaesthetic to be used; the pain continues for a shorter

time, the slough appears to lie more thoroughly destroyed and disintegrated, and it separates in

from twelve to thirty-six hours sooner than that from the acid. I have not yet met with a case of

ptyalism from its use. The relief obtained from the severe stinging pain is often almost instan-

taneous, and if the disease has been thoroughly checked it does not recur. Should I have any

other cases, I should also desire to make trial of a forty-grain solution of corrosive sublimate to an

ounce of glycerine. But whatever escharotic he used, I cannot insist too strongly upon the neces-

sity of its thorough application. The disease, especially in the milder form noticed here, can he

eradicated by this, ami by this only. It must be unsparingly applied to every spot and surface

involved. Stumps must be laid bare ami apparently ruined ; sinuses must be fully exposed, and

the disease relentlessly pursued to its furthest refuge. The timid hand, according to DeQuincey
the opprobrium of our profession, will not do here. The work must be thorough and complete and
the remedy applied everywhere—not only to the surfaces diseased, but also to those laid bare by

the knife, and even somewhat to the sound parts beyond, or the disease will spread inevitably,

and kindness well meant will be really unintentional cruelty. 1 generally used, as a means of

application, a stick rather than a mop, since, if sharp pointed, it penetrates to places which will

remain untouched if a mop is used. I have then usually applied a flaxseed poultice with one

drachm to a half-onnce of laudanum till the slough has separated. Poultices of meal and yeast or

porter are also good. Then, if any unhealthy spots were still seen, and especially if the stinging

pain had not subsided, I again made use of the escharotic, followed by a poultice. As soon as a

healthy surface is obtained I began with a stimulating lotion such as the 'acid wash' already

alluded to, varying its strength to the necessities of the case. Under this they have usually made
a rapid recovery. In five eases I have used tin-foil applied directly to the wound, surrounded with

charpie, for purposes of cleanliness, and have found it a most excellent remedy where wounds
have refused to respond to other stimulants.

"I have scarcely ever used the escharotic unless the two principal symptoms, viz, the peculiar

pain and the enlargement of the wound, were both present, along with the unhealthy condition of

the sore. On inspection I have often been tempted in several eases to apply the acid : but finding

the one or the other absent 1 have refrained and applied vigorous stimulation, as, e. //., the 'acid

wash,' sometimes further fortified by some little nitric acid, and I have been gratified to find a

successful result. Tin-foil itself will sometimes alone change their character vastly for the better.

" The constitutional treatment is, I take it, of far less importance than the local, just as the

constitutional symptoms are less grave than the local. Frequently they will subside entirely after

the vigorous local treatment advocated. The fever will abate, the patient will sleep well, the

tongue clean, the bowels relax, and he will tell you the next morning that he has eaten an excel-

lent breakfast and 'feels first rate.' If fever sets in, I treat it as usual in any irritative fever; if

the appetite and strength fail, by tonics and stimulant's and good diet. The tincture of iron, quinine,

milk punch, and beef tea are the most valuable auxiliaries in such cases.

"'Hospital gangrene, the typhus of wounds,' is, in its most marked form, a fearful and

unwelcome guest in any hospital, most of all in a military hospital. It claims many victims in its

fierce attacks, and often puts to naught all the resources of the most skilful surgeon. But in its

milder forms, such as I have seen it. and such as I have attempted to describe, the means already

indicated will, I feel confident, arrest its progress and baffle its worst endeavors."
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The next appearance of hospital gangrene, more serious in its character than that

observed at Frederick and West Philadelphia, was at Annapolis. It appears from the

report of Surgeon J. 11. Brinton, I
T

. S. V., who had been sent there to "inquire into tin;

oriein of the affection and the means which had been adopted tor its treatment and tor

checking its progress," that on January 11, 1863, one hundred and titty-three (153) patients

were brought to Annapolis from Richmond, Very many of these men were wounded, and

all had been closely confined in the prisons and prison hospitals of that city. Of these one

hundred and fifty-three men, four had hospital gangrene at the time of admission and thirty-

one contracted the disease within a short time. < >n January 29th four hundred and twenty-

one additional patients were admitted from the same place and under the same circum-

stances; of these, gangrene existed in fourteen at the time of their admission. By February

7th the number of affected patients amounted to sixty. All cases in which the process of

destruction was advancing, or in which reparation and cicatrization had not fairly set in,

were collected in special wards isolated from all other buildings, and special bedding, blan-

kets, utensils, sponges, surgical dressings, and instruments were provided for them. In this

manner the disease remained almost entirely confined to the paroled prisoners. All agreed

that the origin of their sores must be referred to their confinement in the Ijibby Prison at

Richmond and the adjacent hospitals. In the prison they were much crowded, and the

majority were unprovided with beds or cots, sleeping on straw which was foul and affected

with vermin. Their diet, although sufficient, was of poor quality. In the hospital they

received better care and every medical attention possible under the circumstances. In both

prison and hospital gangrene was prevalent: many cases were said to have died, and

others were stated to be in such condition from their sores as to forbid removal. The

paroled prisoners who had been taken on western battle-fields referred the development of

their gangrenous ulcers to tedious and painful transportation from the West to Richmond.

The cars used were closely boxed; the food on the road was deficient and miserable; many
of them had been altogether deprived of food for two or three days.

The treatment adopted in the Annapolis Hospital seems to have been judicious and

successful. It consisted chiefly in the limitation of the ulcerative process by the applica-

tion of fuming nitric acid to the edges of the sore, to its surface, and especially to tlle

healthy integument beyond tin 1 line of diseased action. In some cases nitrate of silver had

been successfully applied. The cleansing means employed during the separation of the

slough were chiefly Labarraque's solution, creasote and vinegar washes, yeast, cinchona, and

charcoal poultices, etc. The patient's constitution at the same time had been supported

by the internal administration of muriate tincture of iron and quinine, and by the free use

of stimulants, malt liquor, beef tea, and a general nutritious diet.

A few weeks after the appearance of the disease at Annapolis, Assistant Surgeon

J. J. Woodward, United States Army, was sent there for the purpose of examining into the

microscopical appearances of hospital gangrene. His observations are embodied in the

following report:

"Arriving at Annapolis I visited the patients affected with hospital gangrene on the morning

of February 18, 1863. I found that the progress of the disease was not yet arrested, and that one

or two new cases were occurring almost daily. No one had, however, suffered from it except

returned prisoners from Kichmoud, and the affection was proving much less fatal than European

experience would cause us to anticipate. The patients were isolated from the rest of the hospital,

in separate buildings. The number of cases in which the characteristic appearances of the earlier
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stages of the disease could be observed was only three or four, and about the same number pre-

sented vast sloughing excavations, which were still enlarging in spite of treatment. In all the
other eases granulating surfaces of various sj/.es. and in various stages of the reparative process,

indicated the former extent of the disease. As the description, history, and treatment of these

eases has been made the subject of special observations which will be duly reported to the depart-

ment by Surgeon J. II. Iirinton, l\ S. Y.. 1 shall limit myself as much as possible in this report to

pathologico-histologieal considerations.

" In its destructive progress hospital gangrene, as observed by me in these cases, appears to

follow at least two diverse modes of extension, which, however, are frequently combined in differ-

ent portions of the same excavation.

"I. On the one hand the tissues immediately adjacent to the slough, which have been slightly

reddened without being increased in thickness, become greenish-brown, or black
; the slough

steadily progressing in this manner into the sound tissues, from which it is not separate 1 so long

as it continues to extend by any pus-producing or ulcerative action or any true line of demarcation.
" II. On the other hand the tissues about to be invaded become not only reddened, but hard

and swollen, elevating the edges considerably, and causing, therefore, the cavity to appear deeper

than it really is. This thickened mass breaks down rapidly into a fetid yellowish ichor and is thus

quickly eroded, but in such a manner that the subcutaneous connective tissue is more speedily

destroyed than the skin which overhangs, therefore, the jagged, irregular underminings of the

morbid process. The sloughs in this case are ash colored, yellowish, or greenish-yellow, occasionally

brownish or blackish, in which latter ease it will generally be found that the dark color is due to

the putrid mass drying into a species of scab.

"In both these varieties the, slough attacks chiefly the skin and subcutaneous connective

tissue and adipose layer. The second variety, however, more frequently than the lirst, may
penetrate beneath the deep fascia of the part, still affecting especially the connective tissue septa,

dissecting thus profoundly between the muscles and tendons, which resist longer the destructive

process, and retain often their general form and appearance eveu after they have been completely

undermined and separated, except at their extremities, from their normal connections.

"In the first variety an examination of the slough as close as possible to the living tissues

showed nothing but the normal form elements of the affected part in various stages of putrefactive

decomposition. None of the lymph or pus-forms which usually result from inflammatory action

could be observed. The small vessels and capillaries of the living tissues near the slough were

gorged with blood, which, in the vessels immediately adjacent to the dead parts, was completely

stagnant. In proceeding in the investigation of the slougjis of this character from the living

tissues through the slough to the central cavity exposed by the disease, the elementary forms were

found to be more and more completely obscured by the putrefactive changes until a granular

opaque mass remained in which no form elements could be observed, except perhaps a few yellow

elastic fibres which had resisted decomposition. Associated with these changes was a tendency to

break down into a fetid, diffluent semi-liquid, and thus to leave a cavity which in this class of cases

was usually bounded below by the superficial surface of the muscles of the part. In these cases it

was generally observed that while the disease continued to spread peripherally, a line of demarca-

tion was formed by a true ulcerative action with pus-formation between the superficial slough and

the subjacent muscles, the pus being formed in at least some of the cases at the expense of the

muscular tissue, as will be seen in the sequel.

"In the second variety an examination of the thickened and hardened edges into which the

eroding process was extending showed the tissues to be transformed into a mass of cell forms, of

which the most numerous were spherical granular cells, quite identical in individual aspect to ordi-

nary pus corpuscles, but embedded in a granular mass, and thus coustitutiug what has been

variously called croupous fibrine, croupous lymph, and corpuscular lymph. This is the condition

described by Eokitansky as the 'death of textures replete with fibrin o-croupous exudates,
1

to

which category he refers hospital gangrene. Embedded in the same mass can also be seen occasion-

ally connective tissue cells in various stages of enlargement and multiplication by division. By
the liquefaction of the granular mass in which these elements are embedded they float out free,

forming a scanty ichorous pus. The process, therefore, in this variety consists of two stages: In
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the first there is an extremely rapid cell multiplication, resulting in the formation of the innumerable

cells of croupous lymph with which the tissues are crammed; in the second the death of the

infareted tissues occurs either gradaMm as an eroding ulcer or in mass as a bulky slough.
'• In cases of either variety in which a favorable termination is attained alter the sloughs are

thrown oft', granulations sprout from the bottom and sides of the cavity and gradually till it up.

In one or two cases in which this process had advanced to commencing cicatrization nothing was
observed different from what may be seen in the healing of ordinary ulcers of considerable size.

In many favorable cases, however, granulations sprout from the exposed muscles at the bottom of

the excavation even before the extension of the sloughing at the margin is arrested. 1 found in

these cases, as well as in the ulcerative process previously mentioned, by which the black sloughs

of the first variety are separated from the subjacent muscles, a good opportunity to study the pro-

cess of pus-formation in the muscular tissue. The observations made here confirm precisely, as do
many others made by me heretofore, the opinion that the muscular fibre, when involved in tin;

inflammatory process, contributes its share, to the formation of the products of inflammation. The
form elements involved especially are the so-called nuclei of the sarcoleinma, concerning which

there is a difference of opinion as to whether they are to be regarded as an anatomical portion of

the muscular fibre or as belonging to delicate connective tissue cells wound spirally around it.

These, whatever their nature, enlarge, elongate, multiply by division, and produce broods which

encroach on the proper substance of the fibre. The transverse stria; become pale, indistinct, and at

length are replaced by a granular appearance, finally the whole substance of the fibre is occupied

by spherical granular cells, the destiny of which may be on the one hand to develop into granulations,

or, on the other, to be set free as pus by the liquefaction of the matrix in which they are embedded.

"With regard to the constitutional conditions present in these cases of hospital gangrene

the patients were pale, the countenance anxious, the pulse frequent, small, feeble, the bowels some-

times affected with diarrhoea but in other cases constipated. The appearance of the patients in

some cases indicated the presence of a scorbutic taint. In other cases the yellow complexion and
the enlarged spleen indicated constitutional disturbances due to malarial poisoning. In all it was
observed that a needle inserted into the finger to obtain a drop of blood for examination required

to be carried deeper than usual to obtain it. The blood thus obtained presented in every case a

noticeable increase in the proportional number of white blood corpuscles, which were also, as a

rule, larger than normal (a^sv to &£$$ of an inch in diameter). This condition was developed in

some cases much more than in others, but in none attained to an exquisite degree. The red blood

corpuscles were scanty, pale, and showed less tendency than in healthy blood to aggregate into

nummular rolls.

"If now, in appreciating the foregoing observations, an attempt be made to recognize the

etiology of the affection, we shall seek for the efficient causes in the- exposures, the privation, the

want and depressing agencies to which these men had been exposed in the crowded prison hos-

pitals of Richmond. It was there that the affection originated, and although new cases still from

time to time occur in Annapolis, it will be borne in mind that, as previously stated, these cases

occur only among the wounded of the returned Richmond prisoners. The escape of these unfor-

tunates to the open wards, the generous treatment and good diet of the United States General

Hospital, will account for the small mortality that has occurred.

"In conclusion, an allusion may be made to the idea that the peculiar characteristics of this

disease are due to the local presence of microscopical fungi. This idea is not borne out by facts.

Accurate examination with a high magnifying power of cases in every stage, both where nothing

but an ordinary water dressing as well as iu cases in which various forms of antiseptic and caustic

washes had been employed, utterly failed to demonstrate any cryptogamic organisms except the

ordinary bacteria which are to be observed in every decomposing animal substance."

While, at Annapolis, the cases of hospital gangrene had been produced by infection, the

disease at Nashville, where it appeared a month or two later, in April, 1863, was undoubt-

edly of an indigenous origin. Thirty-eight eases occurred at hospital No. 8 within a few

days, and Surgeon M. Goldsmith, CJ. 8. V.. who had been sent there to look into the origin

and progress of the disease, found that

—

"I. All of the cases occurred in Ward No. 1. II. All the cases occurred in the row of beds
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next the windows opeuing upou an alky. III. All tlie cases occurred prior to the 24th of April,

or during The time when the ex tenia] atmosphere was colderthau that of occupied houses, enclosed

cellars, or underground drains. IV. The cellar under the hospital had passing under and opening

into it by several apertures the common sewer of that part of the city. V. The soil pipes from the

privies of the several wauls traversed this cellar and emptied without a trap into the common sewer.

VI. This soil pipe was made of tin and leaked badly. VII. In wet weather the cellar bottom mis

overflowed by the contents of the soil pipes and sewer. VIII. This cellar had but two openings,

one in the front of the building ami one on the alley. IX. The alley was long, narrow, and high

(Ave stories). X. The area of the adjacent building received the drainings of the garbage of the

kitchen, and this area formed a part of the alley. XI. Ward No. 1 derived its ventilation almost

entirely from windows opening on the alley. On the opposite side there was but one opening, a

door, leading to a hall which had no window. On the end next the street there were but three win

dows. XII. The prevailing winds during cold weather sweep the street on the front of the build-

ing, leasing the atmosphere in the alley almost still. XIII. The emanations from the area of the

adjoining building, as well as those from the cellar, were most offensive at all times, and were dis

gustingly perceptible in the evening when the external atmosphere began to grow cool. XIV. No

eases of hospital gangrene occurred alter the weather grew so warm that the outer air was wanner

than the air in the cellar and sewer (after April 24th). XV. The building on the opposite side of

the street (the alley running through only one square) prevented any wind from sweeping it below

the second story.

"In the early part of the season one patient was brought into the ward with hospital gan-

grene. In a few hours six other cases were developed in wounded men laying adjacent to him.

The disease did not spread, and with tin' termination of these cases disappeared for a season.

When it broke out again it attacked those who came into the ward without any appearance of a

gangrenous condition in their wounds at the time ol their admission. It will appear from the fact

related that the miasm generated by putrefying animal matters in the cellar, and perhaps in the

area, are given off at all seasons, and that just during that season when, from the relations of

temperature, the atmosphere of the cellar would ascend in the alley and the currents would enter

the wards most constantly— ('. c, when it was necessary to heat the ward with stoves, the cases of

gangrene occurred; and that they occurred in just that locality in which the gases would impinge

upon the patients in most concentration; and that when the miasm of the cellar would tlow down-

ward, i. e., when the external air was wanner than the air of the cellar, and when from the extinc-

tion of fires no air was drawn in at the windows, the disease ceased.

"The testimony of the surgeon having the ward and cases in charge is all the more valuable

that he did not anticipate or interpret the facts. He noticed, without peculiar interest, the occur

rence, and, as he expressed himself to me, supposed that by some singular accident the patients

having the 'lowest vitality' were placed in that row of beds; and he marveled greatly that the

cases should occur when the ventilation was best, because the windows in the alley were the only

available outlets for air in the whole ward, and were opened fully and diligently lour times a day
in even the coldest weather, and some part of the windows were kept open all the while.

"I think that the records of surgery do not afford a more unique or striking example of one

of the methods of the production of hospital gangrene, or afford a more pertinent commentary upon

the use of buildings constructed in utter disregard of all hygienic; rules. It is due to the Medical

Director at Nashville to state that he had closed this hospital, and reopened it only when the

crowd of patients coming from the front was so great that they could not be accommodated other-

wise, either in Nashville or at Louisville, and also to state that the attention of the Quartermas-

ter's Department had been called to the condition of the building.

"I found some cases of hospital gangrene in process at the field hospital at Murfreesboro',

Term. The wounds in the same and adjoining tents had an unhealthy look, and some were attended

with profuse and unhealthy suppuration. A few of the cases were already laboring under the

ichorous infection (pyaemia). The general police and attention to sanitary regulations were good

except in one particular—a particular to which, I fear, but little attention is commonly paid—

1

refer to the privies. The tents are arranged on two sides of the square, end to end, along parallel

streets laid out in squares, each row, I believe, being regarded as a ward. The privies are placed

along a middle line bisecting a square, and distant, as near as my memory serves, about twenty or

Surg III—105
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thirty yards from the (cuts. These privies are open sheds placed over shallow sinks, nowhere

deeper than an ordinary Held latrine. The flooring is so loose thai the whole arrangement is the

equivalent of three square, large Held latrines, with only this difference, that in the field they can

be policed by throwing in earth, while, in the presold (rase, they were hroad and shallow pits filled

almost to the surface with a pestilent semi-fluid mass, the excrement of men affected with typhus,

dysentery, diarrhoea, etc., etc., and incapable of the ordinary treatment of held latrines. At the

time of my visit the streets surrounding the square were Ailed with the odor of these sinks—an

odor such as is only to be perceived in the neighborhood of such collections— a nauseous odor, not

mere aminoniucal odors, hut a sickening phosphorescent odor. For some days prior to the appear-

ance of the hospital gangrene t he atmosphere had heen remarkably still and damp and the weather

warm and cloudy; what little wind there was had heen from the east. The tents holding the

wounded were at the westward of the privies. I state these tacts not for the purpose of intruding

upon the province of the medical inspectors, or as a text for any comment other than that in them

I can see clearly the operation of causes proverbially potent in giving rise to hospital gangrene,

erysipelas, and congeners.

"In Nashville I found a few sporadic cases of hospital gangrene, some of which had been

treated with bromine unsuccessfully. In examining the methods of applying the remedy I found

that the applications had not heen properly made. [ rt quested permission to show the surgeons

my methods on one of the cases. I dressed the first case in the presence of a uumher of medical

officers. This method was applied to all the other eases in the city on the same afternoon, and 1

had the satisfaction of seeing that every one of them yielded to a single application of bromine,

and in less than forty-eight hours were granulating throughout the. whole extent of the diseased

surface. The affair of these cases, 1 am informed, has settled all doubts lingering in the minds of

some of the surgeons on duty at that place in regard to the efficacy of the bromine treatment of

hospital gangrene."

As a prophylactic against this disease, Medical Director M. Goldsmith, U. S. V., ordered

the following compound solution: "Bromine, one Troy ounce; bromide of potassium, one

hundred and sixty grains; distilled water, enough to make four fluid ounces of the entire

mixture. At the same time printed directions for its use were issued as follows:

"1. For Fumigation:—Place vessels containing one ounce of the solution at different points of

the ward, and in number sufficient to secure in the latter the constant presence of the odor of

bromine. It should be borne in mind that if the vapor of bromine comes in contact with the vapor

of water, hydro-bromic acid is formed; therefore, when there is much of the vapor of water dis-

engaged in the apartment the quantity of the vapor of bromine must be correspondingly increased.

" 2. Topical application of the vapor

:

—A piece of dry lint is to be placed over the diseased part

;

over this is to he placed another piece of lint moistened with the solution of bromine; over this, a
third piece spread with simple cerate; the whole, to be covered with oiled silk and bandage, so

arranged as to retain the vapor in contact with the diseased surface as long as possible. The solu-

tion is to be renewed as often as it becomes exhausted by evaporation.

"3. The solution, in substance, as a direct application in Hospital Gangrene, Diphtheria, Gangrene

of the Tongue, and other diseases of this nature:—The parts are first to be dried by the application

of charpie; then the sloughs, if thick, should be trimmed out with forceps and scissors as much as

possible, for the thinner the slough the more effective is the remedy. The parts having again been

dried, the solution is applied by means of a mop, or a pointed stick of wood, in quantity sufficient

to satui'ate the sloughs. If the sloughs undermine the skin, or dip down into intermuscular spaces,

the solution must be made to follow, with the pointed stick or by means of a glass syringe with a

long nozzle. If the application has been effectual, all odor from the diseased surface ceases and

the sloughs become somewhat hardened. The remedy should be reapplied every second hour as

long as any odor of putrefaction is present, or as long as the sloughs appear to be diffluent. It is

not always necessary, especially when the sloughs are diffluent and thin, to use the solution in its

full strength; it may be weakened by the addition of water as the disease subsides.

"The points to be especially attended to, in the use of the solution of bromine, are two:

1. The solution should be applied in strength and frequency sufficient for the impregnation of the

ichole of the sloughs. 2. To secure this end, the application should be made by the surgeon himself,
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and never be trusted to a uurse. Ii' the slonghs are thick and cannot well be trimmed, tin* bromine

may be introduced into tbe thickness of the slough by means of a hypodermic syringe. After the

topical application of tlie solution the parts, when so situated as to render it practicable, should

be subjected to the influence of the vapor. (See par. 1.) Surgeons will do well to bear in mind

that bromine is a new remedy for the purposes indicated above. The directions for its use. given

here, are those followed in the military hospitals of this city; it may be found advisable to modify

them as experience with the remedy accumulates. It is, therefore, earnestly recommended that

the subject be studied diligently, that the effects of the remedy be carefully watched, and that the

application be varied as new facts are developed in its use."

The action and influence of bromine thus employed will he hest understood from the

reports made to Surgeon Goldsmith by several surgeons in charge of hospitals under his

direction in which the disease occurred. Surgeon B. Woodward, in charge of the Park

Barracks Hospital, Louisville. Kentucky, reported:

" In hospital gangrene the most remarkable effects of the use of bromine have been seen.

At hospital No. 7 there is one case of gunshot wound of the foot in which the gangrene included

the whole upper part of the foot from the toes to the tarsus. The integuments and muscles had

all sloughed away, leaving the extensor tendons bare and isolated. The local use of the bromine

had arrested the slough, and the line of demarcation was well marked. Another was at the same

hospital of wound of the leg by a piece of shell; the gastrocnemius and soleus were bared for a

space of eight inches by three inches; after the direct application of bromine the line, was well

marked, and the wound took on healthy action. In a third case at the same hospital the tibia was

bared and denuded of periosteum, but the same good results were had from the use. of bromine.

At hospital No. 3 I was shown two cases of gangrene ; in one the slough had destroyed not only

the muscles of the right arm, but the humeral artery had sloughed and had been ligated. Another

and perhaps the worst case at the same hospital, where the slough had carried away integument,

obliquus exteruus and obliquus interims, so that for a space of eight by five inches there was

nothing left but the tendons of the obliquus interims and the peritoneum, the sloughing had been

arrested, and the whole wound was covered with healthy granulations. In all these cases the

peculiar fetor of gangrene had disappeared. All these cases were mixed in with sick and badly

wounded men, and yet there had not beeu an instance in which others had taken the disease. All

of these cases were gangrenous when they were brought from the front to this city, and I cannot

find an instance in which it has originated here. This, as Dr. Goldsmith, in charge of hospital

No. 7, said, ' can only be attributed to the prophylactic power of the vapor of bromine in the wards,'

and, to use his own words, 'we are doing with the greatest impunity what, a year ago, we should

not have dared to do, viz, putting these cases in the wards with other wounded men.'"

Surgeon Thomas H. Mercer, U. S. V., records in detail in the following case the man-

ner in which bromine was employed at hospital No. 13, Louisville:

"Cask 1203.—Corporal Jesse Havens, Co. F, G9th Regiment Ohio Volunteers, was admitted to hospital No. 13, Louis-
ville, Kentucky. January 14, 1803. having been wounded at the battle of Murfreesboro', December 31, 1862, by a conical ball in

the anterior tibial region, lower third of leg; flesh wound. The wound did not bleed at all at the time of the injury, but appeared
to remain from that time until January 13th in about the same condition, with no disposition to granulate or heal. At that time,

or very soon after, the edges of the wound and flesh in the vicinity began to assume a purplish hue and unhealthy look. Water
dressings used up to February 1st; wound and surroundings growing worse daily. The wound then commenced sloughing and
extending, with a dark gray and blackish appearance. At this stage of the disease was commenced the antiseptic treatment,

the yeast poultice with cinchona and charcoal; after a few days nitric acid, diluted one-half, applied directlv to the wounded
surface and gangrenous surroundings, with some slight improvement. Tins was continued for several days, bromine was then
commenced, t went}' drops to one ounce of alcohol, as a substitute for the acid, with the cinchona and yeast poultice applied imme-
diately after the use of the bromine. Up to this time, February 20th. Acting Assistant Surgeon John Logan had the care of the

ease; the treatment constitutionally was sustaining. The gangrenous sloughs were becoming detached and the surface of the

wound was looking well, but very pale after removal of the sloughs. February 21st : Wound cleaning; some soft, pultaceons

sloughs remaining on the inferior third of the ulcerated surface. This wound, not exceeding a twenty-five-cent piece in size

when the patient was admitted, now extends some seven inches inferiorly and superiorly, and about live inches—two anil a half

on either side of the leg; applied the bromine twice a day over the surface of the wound and around the edges for an inch or

more. Ale. sulph. ferri gr. i every four hours; diet generous. February 22d: Soft pultaceons masses of slough removed with

forceps anil scissors. Bromine, ale, and iron continued. Appetite improving. Yeast anir cinchona poultice as usual. February
23d: Pearly edge developing around the ulcer; pulse 92; general surface of the wound looking well, and some disposition to

granulation. Tongue slightly furred, appetite pretty good; patient more cheerful. Ale. iron, etc., continued. February 24th:

Tongue improved, pulse 90; improvement in general appearance. Skin clear, mind tranquil, granulations appearing over the

entire surface of the wound, except a gangrenous spot about the size of a dime on the inner surface of the tibia, about tbe cen-

tral portion of the wound, involving the periosteum. Appetite improving. Bromine, ten drops to the ounce of alcohol, proves

as much as he can bear. Continue treatment as before. Generous diet. February 2oth : Tongue clean, pulse 90, appetite good;
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gangrenous spot lessening; granulations increasing : surface ulceration improving in color; treatment the same as before. Feb
ruary 26th : Tongue clean, pulse 96, appetite good; gangrenous spot lessening in width, slightly increasing in length; wound
still 'improving and filling up with fine healthy granulations. February 27th : Feels better; tongue clean, pulse 88, appetite good ;

gangrenous spot about the same; granulations improving all thu time
J

feels cheerful and hopeful. February 28th : Pulse84,

tongue slightly furred
; application of bromine quite painful for an hour or so after its use. March 1st: Pulse 84, tongue cleaner,

wound looking well; bowels in good order throughout since February 20th, previous to which time he had frequently suffered

from sharp attacks of diarrhoea. March 2d: Tongue clean, pulse Hi, wound filling with fine healthy granulations; bowels not

so easy; some griping pains in epigastrium ; countenance, however, cheerful. Gangrenous spot entirely devoid of the soft pulta-

ceous mass, leaving the periosteum exposed about the size of a live cent piece and black as ink. Appetite not so good; ordered

wine to substitute the ale; diet generous. March :'d : Pulse 88, tongue slightly furred, wound improving, bowels better; cheerful

and hopeful ; appetite good; treatment continued. March 4th : Pulse H>, wound about the same; tongue clean, bowels in good
condition : gangrenous spot still the same. 1 )iet generous and full. March 5th : Pulse 88, tongue slightly furred, appetite good,
wound gradually and steadily improving. Application of the bandage to the foot up to the edge of the wound to prevent burrow-
ing. March (ith : Pulse 88. Complains of some pains in the right side of the chest on taking along breath. Wound still

improving, appetite good. Ordered mustard sinapism to chest, and Dover's powder, grains 15, at night. March 7th: Pulse 90,

tongue clean; pain in chest relieved; appetite good as usual; wound still improving. March 8th: Pulse 108, tongue coated;
pain returned to the right side; not its well to-day; spirits depressed, appetite still good, bowels regular. Mustard sinapism to

chest
;
pnlv. Doveri, grains 25, in four powders, one every three hours; same treatment of wound. March 9th : Pulse 90, tongue

about the same; general condition much improved; pain in side relieved, appetite good, and in good spirits; wound healing.

March 10th: Pulse 88, tongue cleaning, wound painful, but improving in appearance; appetite good. Treatment the same.
March 11th : Pulse 96; condition about the same as yesterday. Treatment and diet continued; wound healing rapidly and pret-

tily. Bromine has acted like a charm, and still possesses a biting character when applied, from which he suffers for an hour or
so after its use."

Surgeon Goldsmith gives a statistical summary of three hundred and thirty-four (334)

well authenticated cases of hospital gangrene treated at the military hospitals at Louisville,

Kentucky, Nashville and Murfreesboro', Tennessee, and New Albany, Indiana, and remarks

that the testimony of these cases will establish the value of bromine in hospital gangrene

sufficiently at least for the purpose of challenging investigation.

Table CLVIT.

Summary of Three Hundred and Thirty-four Cases of Hospital Gangrene, giving Treatment and Results.

TREATMENT.

Treated

Treated

Treated

Treated

Treated

Treated

Treated

Treated

Treated

with Bromine in different ways

with Pure Bromine exclusively

with Pure Bromine in solution exclusively .

.

with Pure Bromine after the solution failed

with Pure Bromine after Nitric Acid failed.

.

with Bromine after other remedies failed

with Nitric Acid exclusively

with other remedies exclusively

with other remedies after Bromine failed ....

|o
H

162

27

811

8

23

8

13

13

4

5

Aggregates 334

148

25

84

8

22

8

5

7

4

311 21

Average Duration
OF TllKATMENT.

w —
o o

f> days 14 hours

.

2 days 22$ hours .

6 days 11$ hours

12 days lfi hours

.

3 days 1(1$ hours

2 days 4 hours

3 days 14§ hours .

7 days I.I7 hours

2.6

61.5

38.4

6.2

Surgeon J. H. Brinton, U. S. V., who had examined the outbreak of hospital gangrene

at Annapolis, reports of the cases at Nashville that

—

"Although of an analogous form the disease did not appear to me to be of so virulent a

grade; whether this was due to the original character of the affection, or to the effect of the reme-

dial measures employed, I am not prepared positively to decide. Nearly all the cases observed by

me were in the stage of reparation, and but very few in the period of progress. The shape of the

ulcers was characteristic, as was also the appearance of the gray slough, but tbe tendency of the

sores to burrow deeply and to extend rapidly was not well marked at the time I examined the

cases, some thirty in number. The treatment almost universally adopted in the Louisville hos-

pitals is that origiuated and introduced by Surgeon Goldsmith, U. S. V. It consists in the direct

local application of bromine, either pure or in solution, to the surface of the sloughing sore. Due
care is always first taken to remove as thoroughly as possible the sloughs, so that the agent may
act on the living tissues and permeate them to some extent. In cases in which the burrowing is

so extensive and deep seated as to render the application of bromine difficult or. incomplete, Dr.

Goldsmith resorted to hypodermic injections of bromine at the circumference of the sore. The
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punctures with the point of the syringe are made at intervals of from one-half to three-fourths of

an inch, and one drop of the pure bromine is thrown into the. tissues at each application. The
mode of dressing the surfaces of the sores with the bromine was exhibited to me by Dr. Goldsmith.

From my observation of the immediate effect of the reagent upon the diseased tissues, and of the

condition of the sores upon which it had been previously applied, I am inclined to look upon the

remedy as one of great value and well deserving of a fair and extended trial. * * 1 would here

remark that in the Louisville hospitals but little tendency has been observed in the disease to

spread from bed to bed, although isolation of the gangrenous patients has not been enforced. In

my own judgment the absence of this tendency to infection tells strongly against the supposed

virulence of the affection, and would ever throw doubts on its true nature—at all events in some,

instances. Assuming the disease, however, to be the veritable hospital gangrene, the facts con-

nected with its origin were peculiar. The disease occurred almost always in patients who had been

wounded at the battle of Murfreesboro', and who had been retained for some time in crowded hos-

pitals previous to their transportation to Louisville. I am informed by Surgeon Thurston, U. S.V.,

Medical Director of the Nashville hospitals, that no one upon whom the gangrene had already

appeared was ever sent from Nashville, and yet many were so infected when admitted to the Louis-

ville hospitals. The development 'of this disease on the route seems to have been owing to the

fact that the transportation of the wounded was effected by means of crowded and illy ventilated

boats, and that the trip by the Cumberland and Ohio rivers frequently occupied several days.

During this time these patients, who had already undergone much suffering, were exposed to all

the influence.' most apt to engender this disease. In contrast with this fact it was found that as

soon as the Louisville and Nashville Railroad was opened so that the wounded could be conveyed

from city to city in hospital trains in one day, all importations of gangrenous sores into Louisville

ceased. The development of hospital gangrene during the boat transportation is a noticeable

fact, and is strikingly analogous with the same phenomena observed among our paroled wounded
prisoners from Richmond received into the Annapolis general hospitals some months since."

It is well to state here that a few at least of the surgeons at Louisville and elsewhere

did not entertain the favorable opinion in regard to the use of bromine in cases of hospital

gangrene expressed by Drs. B. Woodward and M. Goldsmith. Acting Assistant Surgeon

John E. Crowe, in charge of General Hospital No. 4, Louisville, reports in July, 1863, that

it was efficacious in "very superficial wounds attacked with hospital gangrene; but when

the disease attacks a large or deep-seated wound it has failed, after repeated trials, to exert

any beneficial influence. Creasote is superior to it in this class of cases; yet creasote has

failed in several instances." Dr. W. W. Keen considered bromine a poor agent, painful,

inconvenient; the suffocating fumes preventing a close inspection of the wound. Surgeon

J. E. Summers, Medical Inspector, Department of Tennessee, believed that there was a

"tendency on the part of surgeons interested in the bromine treatment to regard every

slough as gangrene."

In February, 1863, a number of cases of hospital gangrene occurred at the Douglas

Hospital, Washington, D. C, and were observed by Assistant Surgeon William Thomson,

U. S. A., who, in a special report to the Surgeon General, gives the following interesting

account of the pathology and treatment of the cases. In several instances later information

has been added to the cases cited by Dr. Thomson

:

l

"The victims of this disease were wounded at Fredericksburg, December 13, 1802. For

several weeks previous to this battle the army had been resting on the Rappahannock and had

been exposed to no great hardships. It had been amply supplied with good and varied food, and

the men were free from any scorbutic or other cachectic taint.

"It is well kuowu that the fullest preparations had been made by Surgeon Letteriuau for that

engagement. The operations were performed promptly, and the wounded probably received better

care than ever before in the history of the war.

1 The report has been published in the American Journal Medical Sciences for April, 1864, Vol. XLV1I, p. 378.
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"On the 26tli o!' December, 1802, about two hundred wounded from the battle of Fredericks-

burg were received into the Douglas Hospital.

" 1 cannot speak of their treatment, medical, surgical, or hygienic, as at that time I was not

connected with the hospital. I tun, however, aware that the building in which the gangrene

appeared contained fifty badly wounded and recent cases; that there was a deficiency of medical

officers and dressers to insure the necessary cleanliness, and that the sanitary condition of the ward

was far from perfect.

"This hospital consists of the three brick houses known as 'Minnesota How,' and two large

wooden pavilions, each divided into two wards. The ward in which this disease originated is one

hundred and forty-three feet in length, twenty -three feet in breadth, and sixteen feet in height

(eighteen feet at the cone and fourteen at the eaves of the roof), and contains beds for fifty patients,

thus giving 1,050 cubic feet of space for each bed. There are two rows of windows, the lower of

which contains two, the upper one sash each; the upper windows so constructed as to be opened

by means of a cord, but when opened directing a current of cold air immediately downward upon

the beds beneath.

"On the 10th of Feburary, ISO,'}, I took charge of the hospital, and found the ward mentioned

in the following condition: There was no ridge ventilation, nor was there any egress for foul air

except through two large wooden shafts connected with two of the stoves, which had been placed

there only a few days previously. The ward was heated by ordinary sheet-iron radiating coal

stoves, and no provision had been made, until a few days before, to introduce any supply of fresh

air. It contained from forty to fifty patients, all wounded, many of them very severely. The
police was not unexceptionable, too little attention having been paid to the removal of offensive

discharges. The medical officer in charge preferred to water as a dressing either simple cerate or

mutton tallow, which had been issued to the hospital, and which had become rancid. The attend-

.

ants were, from a want of strict discipline, careless and inattentive. There was a perceptible and
offensive odor in the ward, which felt close and badly ventilated; and this condition of the

atmosphere seemed to have a marked effect on the spirits of the men; they were all gloomy, des-

pondent, and homesick.

"On February 17th, when marking my first visit with the officer in charge of the ward, I

discovered:

"Cask I.—Serjeant Otto Kosark, Co. K, 2d Maryland, who had been struck by a shell, December 13, 1862, which made
it necessary to amputate his left leg at the middle. The operation was done ten minutes after the injury. He was received here on
the 2'ith of December. The stump closed by granulation, a small portion of the tibia having been removed by exfoliation. The
cicatrization had been almost complete, when, a few days previous to the 17th, the still open wound commenced to slough. He
was niinunic. very pallid, haggard, and with an expression of great depression in his features; his pulse was very feeble and
rapid; he had been 'feeling very badly' for several days, and complained of a burning pain in the stump. On the outer side of
the tibia there was an ulcer one inch in diameter, covered with a yellowish-gray pultaceous slough, and a serous and very fetid

discharge; the edges were thickened and everted, and an areola of purple livid congestion extended for half an inch from the

margin, which was undermined. This sore was at once treated with pure nitric acid, applied both to the ulcer and to the areola;

tin' nicer was dressed with an antiseptic solution ofcreasote, and citrate of iron anil quinine, with stimulants anil nutrients, were
freely given. ( In the Itith the sloughing had extended to the border of yesterday's livid areola, but was now more superficial,

and the areola, which had likewise invaded the surrounding skin, was more florid. The ulcer was now two inches in diameter.

As t here was some doubt as to its specilic character, the patient was not removed from the ward until the 23(1, when he was trans-

ferred, with several others, to a small ward prepared in the brick building, anil completely isolated from the other wounded men.
The iron and ijiiinine were found to disturb his stomach and destroy his appetite, and was replaced by a mixture of nitro-

murintic acid and tincture of opium. March 3d : The sore was now perfectly healthy and was granulating rapidly. [The patient

was discharged June 1">, 1664, and was n pensioner in 1882. A plaster cast of the stump is preserved in the Army Medical
Museum and is numbered 6706 of the Sunjical Section."]

"This was a mild case, treated in its incipiency with nitric acid most thoroughly. The ulcer-

ation had not extended so deeply, nor so far beneath the margin of the skin, as to make it almost

impossible to reach every portion of the diseased surface. There was no scorbutis. The gums were

firm and hard. The patient was very pallid, his heart feeble, and his pupils dilated. The mucous
membranes were very pale, and the expression of the face haggard and anxious. He recovered

rapidly with a good stamp, and was seen, several months after, walking with great ease on an

artificial leg.

"Case II.—L. D. Thurston. Private, Co. A, 16th New Hampshire, aged 42 years, was struck by a fragment of shell on
December 13, lri62, at Fredericksburg, which caused a severe but superficial wound of the integuments on the outer side of the left

thigh. When seen, February 17, 1863, there was a wound at the middle of the thigh, on its outer aspect, three and a half inches
long by two and a half wide, exposing the muscular tissue slightly, the surface of which was glazed and dry. On the 10th of
February it bad been found desirable to open an abscess three inches below the left greater trochanter. On the 13th this had
assumed an unhealthy look, and when I saw it on the 17th the incision made by the lancet, half an inch in length, was sur-

rounded by a border of sphacelus one inch in width, and by an areola of purple congestion, in which there seemed to have
occurred a complete stasis of the circulation. There was no pus, but a discharge of very fetid dark-colored serum. There was
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iii. swelling, ulceration, or eversion of edges of the incision, which, although mortified, remained as sharp as when first made.
There was profound nervous prostration, which was indicated by his rapid, feeble, and irritable pulse; by his sallow hue; his

haggard and anxious expression of countenance; his weary and helpless decubitus and great mental despondency. He was treated

internally with stimulants, the most condensed and nourishing food, and citrate of iron and quinine; nitric acid was applied

locally, followed by a weak solution of creasote, three drops to the ounce of water, as an antiseptic dressing. The sphacelus
extended in all directions rapidly, unchecked by this treatment, from which I hoped little, since it was impossible to bring the

acid into contact with the diseased tissues, although it was injected into the incision. The constitutional symptoms also became
move grave, i >n the lsi^lit of the 20th there was quite a severe haemorrhage from the incision, oozing slowly, and very difficult

to restrain, since ii was caused by the erosion of vessels at a distance from the small incision. There was now a circular patch

of sphacelus surrounding this small incision, three inches in diameter. On February 23d he was removed to the ward in the

brick building. The original wound, hitherto unaffected, now began to be black and offensive. The sphacelus extended from
these two centres at the late of one inch daily, preceded by the above-mentioned areola of purple stasis. No treatment, local or
constitutional, produced the least effect. Stimulants were given in every possible form, until the stomach refused to retain them.
I'ure nitric acid was freely applied to the diseased surfaces with no benefit. He fell into a typhoid condition, with muttering
delirium, subsultus tendinum. etc.. ami finally expired February "28th. The sphacelus then extended from the trochanter major
to three inches above the outer condyle, and from the median line in front to a corresponding point behind. There had never
been any ulceration, but the tissues seemed to perish en masse. The incision made by the lancet was yet plainly seen in the cen-

tre of any extensive surface of mortification. This man was 42 years old, had bad chronic diarrhoea, and was in a feeble state of

health when wounded. No benefit was observed from any treatment. He took in addition to the nutrients and tonics the

acid mixture with tincture of opium. [A wet preparation of the thigh, exhibiting the ravages of hospital gangrene, is Specimen
1001 of\heSurr/ical Section, A. M. M.] * * *

"Casio V. 1—Isadora Wick, Co. D, 1st New York Artillery, aged 32 years, had his right thigh amputated on the field, for

comminuted fracture of the tibia, received December 13, 18G2, at Fredericksburg, caused by a miuie ball. He was admitted
December 2(>th. I regret that I can give no account of his progress, but I learn that the flaps had been insufficient, and that the

stump had been' closing by tedious granulation. There had been a free discharge, and his general condition was, therefore,

unfitted to withstand tiie depressing influence of hospital gangrene. His bed was on the same side of the ward, and in close

proximity to the first case reported. The operation had been a circular one; the granulation had entirely covered the end of the

bone, and there was. when seen on the 18th of February, only a narrow strip, not yet cicatrized between the margins of skin.

This was now covered with a gray slough and had the characteristic fetid odor. It was dressed simply with the creasote solu-

tion, my faith in the acid treatment having been shaken by the reports of medical officers who had visited the cases at Annapolis.

February 23d : The case was now considered an unequivocal one of hospital gangrene, and was removed to the ward selected for

such cases. The cicatricial tissue bad all yielded to the sloughing, and the subcutaneous connective tissue had been destroyed
for two inches beneath the skin at the outer angle of the original incisions. No change was made in the local treatment, as the

creasote was a perfect deodorant, and as good results were hoped for from its local use, as had been reported from Annapolis.
The destruction was limited to the connective tissue until March 9th, when there was a margin of sphacelus half an inch wide
in the true skin. The constitutional symptoms had been growing more grave. His mental despondency was most marked, his

face pale and anxious, his pupils dilated, his pulse 100 per minute and feeble, and his skin very moist; a free diarrhoea had also

commenced. The tonics and stimulants, having produced anorexia and nausea, were replaced by a mixture of tincture of opium
and hydrochloric acid in such proportions that he took gtt. xvi of tr. opii and gtt. iv of acid, hydrochlor. every fourth hour.

Beef essence and milk punch were given us freely as his stomach would tolerate them. 11th : As his general condition became
less favorable the local action was changed from molecular death to sphacelus. The whole face of the stump has now a margin
of black mortification of the skin, outside of which was the usual areola, of purple congestion—the complete stasis of to-day
becoming the sphacelus of to-morrow. The end of the femur, protected by rosy granulations, now protrudes from the black
mass of sphacelus, the integument having become loosened by the destruction of the subcutaneous connective tissue and retracted.

The presence of this mass of putrefaction seems to add to the nervous prostration, if indeed the absorption of such peccant
material is not its sole cause. Pure nitric acid had been applied several times, but it bad been found impossible to convey it into

the depths of the ulcer. 21st : No change except for the worse had occurred. Stimulating poultices of cinchona, ginger, and
flaxseed had been used locally, but with no benefit. Antiseptics, such as the solutions of chloride of soda, creasote, and per-

manganate of potash, were necessary to purity the ward and render it endurable for his attendants. Nutrients and stimulants
had been pushed to the last extent, and opium bad been largely given for its supposed specific effect in the disease as well as to

allay suffering. The symptoms bail been typhoid for several days; emaciation had gone on rapidly; there had been subsultus

tendinum and muttering delirium with extreme prostration until this date, when death occurred. The limb was removed after

death and the specimen sent to the Army Medical Museum. [Specimen 1000, Sury. Sect J
The sphacelus had involved all the

tissues for five inches above the divided bone, and there seems to have been a faint effort to form a line of demarcation.

"This was, at fust, a very mild case, with no very decided constitutional depression until the

system seemed to be poisoned by the absorption of the products of the gangrene, when the ulcer-

ation became more rapid, and was finally, as the strength succumbed, converted into uncontrollable

and rapidly extending sphacelus, accounting satisfactorily for the unfortunate result. The treat-

ment locally had been, first, weak solution of creasote, made soluble by one drachm of alcohol, four

drops to one ounce of water; and second, strong nitric acid, never fully applied, however, to the

depths of the diseased tissues. The constitutional treatment was stimulating, sustaining, and tonic.

" CASE VIII.—John Jordan. Private, Co. H, 2d Maine, aged 20 years, was struck at Fredericksburg, December 13, 1862,

by a fragment of shell, which passed across the right thigh below Poupart's ligament, through the scrotum, destroying the right

testicle, and behind the left thigh, producing in its course very extensive but superficial wounds of the anterior portion of right

and posterior portion of left thigh. He was admitted December 26, 1862, and placed in ward No. 5. February 27, 1803,

he had febrile disturbance and anorexia, a yellow, furred tongue, an anxious, restless expression of countenance, and a burning
pain in his left thigh. There was on the right thigh a granulating surface three by two inches in dimensions, level with the

integument, and cicatrizing rapidly. A smaller, equally healthy surface remained unhealed on the scrotum, while on the pos-

terior portion of the upper part of the left thigh an ulcer three by two inches in extent was found, oval in shape, covered with

an ashy gray slough, with its margin thickened and everted, surrounded by a livid areola, and, instead of normal pus, dis-

charging a thin fetid serum mixed with ddbris. He was at once removed to the house ; the whole diseased surface was touched

with pure nitric acid and dressed with the creasote lotion ; stimulants and the best extra diet, with beef essence and milk punch
at short intervals, and citrate of iron and quinine three times daily, were ordered. March 5th: The attempt to push the nutrients

and stimulants produced, as it generally does, anorexia, nausea, vomiting, and diarrhoea. The tongue became thickly coated

with a yellow fur and dry and red at the tip; and so great was the gastric disturbance that all medicines were discontinued aud
the stomach allowed to recover its tone by rest, no longer being teased either by drugs or excessive and undesired nutriment. No
benefit followed the local application, and the ulceration had extended in every direction. There was the characteristic margin,

1 Space will not permit to introduce nil rases cited by Dr. THOMSON. Casks III. IV, VI. and VII have been emitted here.
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preceded by tlie areola of livid stasis, preparing ''"' tissues for their rapid destruction. The connective tissue beneath the skin

had been destroyed, so that the akin for inch from its margin was perfectly movable. The muscles separated from each

other hy the death of their (•<>] ctive tissue lay ill the wound bathed iu its discharge, but rosy and florid, and resisting the

advance of the disease. This sore was so unmistakably hospital gangrene that several pictures of it were taken by direction

of Surgeon Briuton, which represent well the surface of the ulcer dripping with its thin serous discharge, mingled with threads

of dead connective tissue, its ' piled-up,' thickened, and everted margin surmounted by a thin line of vivid redness, and its broad
zone of purple congestion shading away into a bronze hue, the depth of color in the areola indicating the engorgement of the small
vessels and its hue the feebleness and slowness of the movement of the blood. It was determined to try the opium treatment,

with hydrochloric acid as a tonic, and this mixture was given in the proportion of 1G drops of tincture of Opium witli four drops
hydrochloric acid every three hours. The sore was dressed with a stimulating poultice composed of flaxseed, cinchona, and
ginger mixed with porter. Under the use of the acid internally the tongue has become clean and moist, the tone of the digest-

ive apparatus improved, and a, fair quantity of food had been taken. Porter and ale had been given as the stomach would
retain them. Jiut little change had taken place in the character of the nicer, which was eight inches in length by seven iu

breadth, extending to the perineum, and irregularly oval in shape. The muscles exposed (the seiui-niemhranosus and biceps)
had yielded and were now almost divided. The sores on tiie right thigh and scrotum had not been in the least affected, but
were cicatrizing rapidly. The entire surface of the gangrenous sore was now thoroughly cleaned, all sloughs and shreds
removed with forceps and scissors, was well dried with lint and carefully painted with pure nitric acid. The brush, charged
with acid, was passed beneath the excavated margin in some places more than an inch. The patient was etherized, and tins acid
application was made most carefully and completely. This was considered a dernier resort, for although the capacity for taking
and assimilating food seemed to have been increased by the acid treatment, internally, yet his strength was daily diminishing
from the exhausting discharge and from the absorption of the products of the gangrene. On the succeeding dayan entire change
in the sore was observed; there had been no extension of the gangrene, the fetid odor was gone, and the discharge was more
consistent and less serous. In a few days more all the shreds of dead fascia were removed, and the surface was found to be
perfectly healthy. The contrast between the ragged, offensive, yellow-colored ulcer before the last application of acid, and the
florid, perfectly normal granulating surface which replaced it, was as gratifying as it was surprising. With the local there was
also a constitutional improvement. The appetite became voracious, tint patient slept well ; there was no pain, and the process
of repair was very rapid. The acid was continued internally. April 1st: The sore was now two by three inches in extent and
cicatrizing rapidly; but a small surface yet remained unhealed. The patient was in perfect health, had gained flesh very
rapidly, and was now on crutches. There was some contraction of the flexors, as the biceps and semi-membrauosus were both
involved in the destruction. [.Jordan was discharged June !>, 1863, and pensioned. Examiner J. C. Weston reported, Septem-
ber 11, 1809 : "At the biennial examination in I860 atrophy and increased weakness of right thigh and leg had occurred. His
gait is always affected ; he has severe pain lit region of cicatrix of left thigh ; this cicatrix is six by three inches, is depressed,
indurated, adherent to muscles, and sensitive on account of rigidity and emaciation; he cannot fully extend the leg." His con-
dition had not improved when examined in ldTii.

]

"The most remarkable circumstance in this typical case is the fact that when the gangrene

attacked the granulating surface of the left thigh the equally large granulating surface of the right

thigh was unaffected ; and that while the gangrene was ravaging the left thigh the rapid cicatriza-

tion of the right proceeded uninterruptedly. The discharge from the left thigh was so profuse

that no precaution would have prevented the virus from coming in contact with the excoriated

surfaces of the scrotum and right thigh. If, therefore, the disease be propagated by inoculation,

all the circumstances were favorable; since the proximity of the thighs at their upper part, and a

denuded surface on the scrotum, that might act as a link, render it certain that a portion of the

great discharge from the left must frequently have been placed in contact with both of the other

sores. If, on the other hand, the gangrene be not a local but a constitutional disease, why should

it spend itself on one granulating surface when there were two others equally obnoxious ? The con-

trast between these sores was marked; for while the tissues of the left thigh were melting away
under one's very gaze, the process of repair in the scrotum and right thigh was progressing as

rapidly as under the most favorable circumstances. In its earlier stages this case was twice treated

with nitric acid, and perhaps imperfectly, from its not having been carried into the recesses of the

ulcer. The system of urging nutrients, stimulants, and tonics irrespective of the natural desires

of the patient is, 1 am satisfied, pernicious. The vital energy being depressed, the digestive

organs are enfeebled; and the introduction of milk punch, beef essence, eggnog, and with stimu-

lants porter, ale, etc., into an unwilling stomach, simply produces anorexia, nausea, vomiting, and

diarrhoea. The tongue became furred and dry, and there was a perfect disgust for all food. The
hydrochloric acid was given to correct this condition; and whether its action was confined to the

stomach in rendering soluble the aliment given in very small quantities, or whether its action was
catalytic or eliminative, I shall not pretend to state, but under its influence the tongue became
moist and cleau and the patient made known his desire for food. Nutrients were then given more
freely as his appetite returned. The recovery of this man is due, firstly, to the thorough applica-

tion of nitrid acid to every portion of the ulcer, which changed its specific nature immediately;

and, secondly, to the combined effect of acid and opium internally. After the last complete appli-

cation of acid the sore was changed in character, the areola disappeared, the surface became clean,

the margins lost their elevated appearance, the serous discharge became purulent, and the offensive

odor was entirely destroyed. An equally marked improvement occurred in his general condition.

"Case IX.—George Zilch (Zuelch), Sergeant, Co. K. 7th New York, aged 25 years, had his left leg amputated at its upper
third for a bullet wound received at Fredericksburg, December 13, 1862. He was admitted to Douglas Hospital December 20th,
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and placed in ward No. 5. The stump had closed slowly bv granulation until there remained an ulcer as large as a half dime
on its face. April 14. 18l>:!, this ulcer was inflamed around its edges and covered with a white pultaceons slough; there was no
constitutional disturbance, and the patient was allowed to remain on his crutches. The ulcer was cauterized with nitric acid

and dressed with solution sodas chlorinatse. 18th : The ulceration and areola are both enlarged, and the slough, yet very tough,

is thicker. Acid was again used locally. '21st: lie is feverish and inclined to nausea; his pulse 120, skin hot. and tongue
thickly coated. The ulcer is extending in depth, and he was removed to the gangrene ward. 22d : The solution of bromine was
applied to the sore after cleansing the surface as much as possible <>{ the tenacious slough. His general condition was unfavor-

able, and there was a tendency to diarrhoea and perspiration. Internally he took muriatic acid, with extra diet and stimulants.

24th: Bromine was again applied to the surface and used in the form of vapor. The ulcer was now three inches in diameter,

irregularly circular in form, with ragged, everted, and thickened edges, ami surrounded by a purple areola. The slough was
one inch in thickness, and resisted the action of the bromine. 26th: The sore is looking better; it has been disinfected since the

first application of bromine, and the constitutional symptoms are better. 27th: A painting in oil was made to-day by Surgeon
Brinton s direction, which would be pronounced a good representation of hospital gangrene. 28th : The slough is much thinner

to-day. and the granulations are showing the thin gray covering. 20th: The sore is much better, is becoming covered with

granulations, ami has lost almost entirely its specific appearance. There is no constitutional disturbance, no fever, no headache.
the tongue is cleaning off. ami there is a return of the appetite. The bromine vapor was discontinued, and sol. sod. chloriuat.

substituted. !50th : The livid areola has been changing daily in Inn.' tinder the bromine treatment, has now entirely disappeared,

and the sore is perfectly healthy. May 6th: He is still improving-, and is taking tonics and nutrients. 20th: The sore is reduced
to half its original size and is now cicatrizing rapidly. 2 1th : There is now a surface as large as a penny unhealed : health is

very good; he is about the ward on crutches, and is no longer considered an interesting case. This man steadily improved;
recovered with a good stump, and was finally sent to New York to be mustered out of service. He was discharged May o, 1863,

and died July 2, 1878, of valvular disease of the heart and cardiac asthma.

''We have in this case another instance in which the acid, locally used, proved useless, and

in which the solution of bromine caused an immediate improvement. It was found necessary to

apply the caustic solution to the nicer three times, owing to the thickness of the slough, which was

too closely attached to be removed by spatula or forceps. Its action here seemed to correct

the fetor at once, to check the molecular death, and to change the hue of the areola, by causing a

more healthy action in the capillaries. The gnawing burning pain was relieved, and the patient

was able to sleep in comfort. The absorption of the virus produced in the nicer was prevented by

its destruction, and the nervous system quickly regained its tone. 1 will conclude this brief his-

tory by a short summary.
u Etiolo/iy.—This disease made its appearance in a wooden pavilion containing fifty beds, most

of them occupied by very seriously wounded men unable to leave the building, with a cubic capa-

city of 1050 feet to each bed, heated by ordinary radiating coal-stoves, devoid of any system of ven-

tilation, and having no ingress for pure air nor egress for foul, except through the windows and

doors. This 'want of pure air was combined with a want of strict police and a careless and unscien-

tific method of dressing the wounds, rancid ointments being largely used instead of the ordinary

water dressing. No case of gangrene was received as such into the hospital, nor is it probable

that it was otherwise introduced. Although a majority of the cases in this ward escaped gangrene,

yet there was evidently some depressing agent at work, since but few wounds healed rapidly.

The patients seemed also dispirited, homesick, and moody. Those who were attacked were removed

to a ward in the brick house, where they were isolated and at the same time placed under better

hygienic influences. Two shafts for foul air, connected with the stoves, which withdrew the foul

air from near the floor, had recently been placed in the ward by order of the Surgeon General.

This was not considered sufficient, and the long doors of these foul-air shafts were kept constantly

open. Strict attention to cleanliness and careful dressing was enforced, and what might have been

ii very severe epidemic was confined to few cases. The upper row of windows were rehung in such

;i manner as to direct the currents of cold air admitted in a line with the roof, and, to crown all,

the ridge ventilation was applied to the pavilion. These precautious, and an improvement in the

diet of the house, giving more vegetables and antiscorbutics, enabled me to prevent any further

.serious manifestations.

"There were three other wards of like constructiou with Ward No. 5, but two of them were
unoccupied and the third one contained fewer and less serious cases. The table on the next page
indicates that of the nine unmistakable cases reported, eight appeared in Ward No. 5; and that of

these eight, five occurred on the west and three on the east side of the ward. Although these facts

would suggest the probability of inoculation, yet I cannot but remember that there were at least

thirty-five other wounded men in this ward who escaped, although the disease had been in exist-

ence several days before February 17th, when I took charge, and no precautions against contagion

had been employed. I shall not attempt to argue here the loug-disputed point of contagion or non-

contagion, but simply state it as the result of my observation that I saw no well-marked instance

of inoculation, while I did see many wounds escape this influence where inoculatiou was not only

possible but probable. Nor was it necessary to invoke the aid of any specific vmis, since the

Surg. Ill— 106
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Tablk OLVIIT.

Summary of Nine Cases of Hospital Gangrene, showing Dale of Attack and Grade of JJisease.

Names. W'aiiii. Sihk. Date op Attack. Grade of Disease. Result. Treatment.

Otto Koawick

I.. 1> Thurston

Samuel Fossett [Faweett]

C. Underwood

r.rJ-1 wick
Patrick Morriasey

J. Jordan

Ii. W. Plnmmer
George Zilch

3

West February 15, 1883. Ulceration

Went

West

.

East .

.

Cured .

February 10, 1803. j Sphacelus Death

February 18, 1863.; TJlceratiou Cured.

February 20, 1803. Ulceration, mild .. .. Cured.

West... . February 28, 1863. Sphacelus Death .

West. March 6, 1863 Ulceiation Cured.

Ulceration Cured.

Ulceration : Cured .

March 6, 1863

East
I
February 27, 1863

1
|
Building . March 9, 1863

5 I East
I
April 14, 1863 Ulceration C ured

Nitric Acid.

Nitric Acid.

Nitric Acid.

Nitric Acid.

Nitric Acid.

Nitric Acid.

Nitric Acid.

Bromine.

Bromine.

Notk.—Spaco would not permit to give the details cited by Dr. Thomson of the cases of Thurston, Fossett. Morrissey, and Plunimer,

referred to in this table.

unfavorable hygienic influences which had surrounded these men from the date of injury, Decem-
ber 13th, and tbe date of admission into hospital, December 26th, 18G2, to February 15th, 1863,

were sufficient to produce, in all the cases treated in Ward 5, a well-marked cachexia—neither

scorbutus nor anaemia, but more unmanageable than either, and due, most probably, to the absence

simply of fresh pare air in sufficient quantities. With no further improvements than those men-

tioned, a marked change for the better took place in the other inmates of this ward. Their

wounds became healthy and healed rapidly, and their spirits became cheerful. It will be observed

from the table that I have described two grades of hospital gangrene, the one mild, generally man-

ageable, and characterized by ulceration or molecular death of the tissues, spending itself gen-

erally in the subcutaneous and intermuscular connective tissue; the other, more rapid in its course,

more fatal, less amenable to treatment, and distinguished by sphacelus or mortification en masse

of the invaded tissues. It will be seen that, of the nine cases, seven are described as ulceration

and two sphacelus, and the latter both fatal. These two cases last mentioned were entirely unin-

fluenced by the treatment employed. The rapid invasion and advance of the mortification, and

the impossibility of reaching it with nitric acid to influence it locally, left but little to do but to

observe its profoundly depressing effect on the vital forces. Bromine may prove the antidote in

such cases, but its virtues were then unknown to me. Treatment: Recognizing the depressed

condition of the first few cases, I endeavored to remedy it by giving, at short intervals, nutrients

and stimulants, with such tonics as seemed proper; and milk punch, alternating with beef essence,

porter or ale, and egguog was at first given, regardless of the desires of the patient. The citrate

of iron anil quinine with sherry wine was given in doses of (> to 10 grains three times daily. This

system was found injudicious, since it overpowered the feeble digestive organs and caused nausea,

vomiting, and diarrhoea; it was suspended, and four drops of hydrochloric acid, in combination

with 16 drops of tincture of opium, were given every three hours. Under this treatment the tongue

became moist and clean, and the appetite returned sufficiently to cause the patient to ask for and
enjoy a reasonable quantity of food. The opium was given to allay the gnawing pain and to give

rest and sleep, as well as to obtain any specific influence over the disease which it might possess as

claimed for it by the older writers. The local treatment consisted at first in the use of undiluted

nitric acid freely applied to the entire surface of the nicer. The table indicates the success of that

treatment. Of the nine cases, all were treated with the acid in the early stages. Of these, two were

fatal and two resisted the acid—or, in other words, in four cases it was useless. Of these four, the

two fatal cases were not treated otherwise, while the other two were treated with success with

bromine. The five cases treated successfully with acid are marked ulceration, and were milder than

those that proved fatal or those that were treated with bromine successfully. The dressing, after

the use of the acid, was an antiseptic wash, either creasote or liq. sod. chlor. in a dilute solution

of bromine in water and bromide of potassium, proposed by Surgeon Goldsmith, IT. S. V. Two
cases were treated with this agent, in both of which nitric acid had failed. One of these would,

doubtless, have proved fatal, while the other was progressing rapidly, although the acid had been

used several times without benefit.

"The action of the bromine is that of a caustic; all the necrosed tissues are converted into
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tough yellow shreds and are perfectly deodorized. The ulceration seems to be checked at once,

while the nervous system, no longer depressed by the absorption of the fetid products of the mor-

tification, soon recovers from its depression. The areola loses its livid hue, becomes more crimson,

and finally disappears : the sloughs are rapidly thrown offand a rosy, florid surface appears beneath.

The bromine was also used in the form of vapor, couflned to the surface by oiled silk. Its antiseptic

influence is very powerful, since not the least odor could be perceived on dressing these gangre-

nous sores, even when they had been covered closely with oiled silk for twelve hours. From its

antidotal efficacy in these two cases I have formed a high opinion of its value in the local treatment

of this disease.

"Microscopy.—The discharges from several of these cases were examined to ascertain whether

some of the speculative, views in regard to the presence of fungi and their influence in producing

the disease could be sustained, but no fungi were found. The discharge consisted of fluid, granular

matter, and debris. The connective tissue seemed to have been broken down into unrecognizable

granular material. The fibrous tissue was softened and easily teazed out, and in the muscular

tissue the striated appearance was lost before the fibrous.

"No evidence of textural growth was found in the discharges, although the 'piled up' and
thickened margins of the ulcers would probably reveal, on examination, a multiplication of the con-

nective tissue-corpuscles, as reported in a similar group of cases at Annapolis by Assistant Sur-

geon Woodward, U. S. A. Since the preceding report was drawn up four other cases of hospital

gangrene have been observed, occurring sporadically, and treated with success with bromine.

Their clinical histories are very briefly ottered for. consideration, in addition to those already sub-

mitted. No other cases have occurred in this hospital. It will be observed that three of these four

cases were fully treated with pure nitric acid without benefit, and that the four did yield event-

ually to the local application of bromine. Where that remedy has required heretofore several

repetitions, it would now be used more energetically. The diseased surface would be thoroughly

cleansed of all sloughs by removing those portions dead, yet tenaciously adherent, with the forceps

and scissors, and pure bromine would be freely used by means of a glass pipette or a syringe. A
number of the cases reported I am now satisfied would have proved fatal but for this local treat-

ment, and it will be a proud satisfaction to Surgeon Goldsmith to know that he has not only already

been instrumental in preserving so many valuable lives, but that he has provided the military sur-

geons with a defence against one of the most deadly and obdurate of his antagonists."

Sporadic cases of gangi-ene had occurred in the hospitals at Memphis, Term., in May,

1863, and during the latter part of this month the number of cases increased so rapidly

that, on June 19th, an order was issued for the organization of Church Hospital for the

special care of patients afflicted with this complication. The hospital was placed under

the charge of Acting Assistant Surgeon C. H. Cleveland, whose detailed report of the pro-

gress and treatment of the disease is here appended:

u General Hi-story : Although 1 have been at no inconsiderable pains to obtain a history of

hospital gangrene as it has appeared in the military hospitals of this city, I am convinced that I

have been unable to collect all the facts necessary for a complete history, and therefore shall con-

fine myself mainly to such as fell under my own observation.

"The first cases of this disease which came under my notice were those of Lieutenants Albau,

Dallmyer, Letner, and Davis, who were brought to Officers' Hospital, of which 1 then had charge.

They were received from the hospital boat on the evening of May 27, 18G3, and each had gan-

grene of several days' standing when admitted, and were expected to survive but a few hours. In

fact, Lieutenant Letner, who had gangrene of the stump of the left leg, died on the 2!)th, the second

day after admission. Although the flaps sloughed away from the stump of Lieutenant Dallmyer

so as to leave the bone uncovered for at least two inches, still, the periosteum remained vitalized.

The gangrene was quickly arrested by the application of Labarraque's chlorinated soda solution,

under the vigilant care of Cadet Randall, who attended to the dressing of the patient. Granula-

tions sprang up all over the surface of the bone, a fine conical stump was formed, and on the 12th

of June, about a fortnight after admission, he was dismissed on leave of absence, and went to his

home. About this time, and later, a number of cases occurred in the different hospitals, but their
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nature was not always understood by attendant surgeons. When attention was especially called

to this disease by Surgeon Irwin, Superintendent of Military Hospitals here, cases were found in

the Union Hospital to the number of twelve (12) .Jane 25th; and soon thereafter at the Jackson,

G-ayoso, and Overton hospitals. The surgeon in charge of Adams Hospital reports the case of a

man who came from the vicinity of Vicksburg on the 18th of February. He says that is the only

case which has occurred in that hospital this .year—a statement evidently erroneous, as Corporal

Fuller was sent here, from there, with gangrene of right ankle, on the 9th of August. A similar

error occurred in the report of the surgeon in charge of the Webster Hospital, who says but one

case has occurred in his hospital; and yet he has sent to us Privates Alt, McEvoy, Cloud, MeClure,

and Butler, all with unmistakable gangrene. From the Overton Hospital we have received fif-

teen (15) patients, and how many more have had the disease in that hospital I am unable to

determine, as I get no response to my applications for information. From the Jackson Hospital

we have received eleven ( 11) patients; but from that hospital also have been unable to obtain any
further information.

" Up to the first of September forty-six (40) patients have been sent to us, from other hospitals,

haviug gangrene, which I have reason for supposing are not more than half the cases that have
occurred in the hospitals. 1 know of seven (7) cases occurring at the Officers' Hospital which were

retained there for treatment, as we have no special accommodations for officers.

"Not only have there been manifest errors in the reports from different hospitals in regard to

the number of patients who have had gangrene, but the date of its appearance has been incor-

rectly reported. Early in the months of June the wards of Union Hospital were filled with patients

from down the river, and immediately Cadet Randall reported to me that gangrene was among
them. Surgeon Irwin states that, according to information in his possession, gangrene appeared

first in the Union, then in the Jackson, the Gayoso, and the Overton hospitals; and his order for

organizing and opening Church Hospital was issued on the 19th of June, one week before the

disease was reported to have appeared in Union Hospital. The order for establishing and opening

this hospital was issued on the 19th of June; yet, owing to delays in the Quartermaster's Depart-

ment, no patient was received until the 30th of July, and the two days of that month are included

in the report for the month of August. During its organization and until the 7th of August 1

was in charge of this hospital, when Surgeon George K. Weeks was assigued to its temporary

charge for the special purpose of testing the use of bromine in the treatment of gangrene. Until

Surgeon Weeks came we had no bromine; one ounce had been furnished to the hospital, but after

the dressers had used it once it unaccountably disappeared. After that time reliance was placed

mainly on the local use of Labarraque's solution of chlorinated soda applied in its full strength,

although nitric acid, acetic acid, sulphate of zinc, and miniated tincture of iron were used in

some cases.

"The favorable result which followed the chlorinated soda preparation in the case of Lieu-

tenant Dalhnyer at Officers' Hospital gave me considerable confidence in it, both in gangrene and

erysipelas, which confidence is shown by the, hospital records not to have been misplaced, as every

case of erysipelas sent to us was cured by it alone in from three to five days. Private Samuel

Arbothnot was sent here from Jackson Hospital, with gangrene in the palm of the left hand, July

30th, and was returned cured of the gangrene August 8th. Robert Graham was admitted from

Union Hospital on the 31st of July, with gangrene of the right arm, and returned with no vestige

of gangrene remaining on the 4th of August. Private William Goff was admitted from Union

Hospital, August 1st, with gangrene of the right leg, and returned cured August 4th. Private

T. L. Twiman was sent here from the Overton Hospital on the 31st of July, with gangrene of the

right thigh, and returned cured of gangrene on the 5th of August. Private Fred. Louis came from

Jackson Hospital, with gangrene of the right hand, on the 30th of July, and was returned cured

on the 4th of August. Other similar cures have followed the persistent use of this remedy since

that date.

"On the 8th of August, when Surgeon Weeks took charge of the treatment, he brought from

Surgeon Irwin five ounces of pure bromine, which supply was exhausted on the 16th of August,

and no more has been had since. On the 20th of August, Dr. Warriner, agent U. S. Sanitary

Commission, gave to the hospital five bottles of Professor J. Lawrence Smith's compound solution

J
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of bromine, which is now used iu place of the pure article, but not to the satisfaction of any one

connected with the hospital, it evidently being- by no means equal in efficiency to the bromine in

full strength. During- the week that jiure bromine was applied it was found, as the records show,

that usually a single application sufficed to completely eradicate the gangrene. In cases of appar-

ent failure it was afterwards found that there were sonic parts, deep between muscles, under the

integuments, or in sulci or sinuses, which the bromine did not reach. While we had no bromine,

and also when we had only" the Smith's compound solution, we found it much more difficult, and iu

some cases quite impossible, to eradicate the disease, mainly from the impossibility of bringing the

remedies directly* in contact with the entire affected surface. Up to the 1st of September forty-six

(4G) cases of genuine hospital gangrene have been treated in this hospital. Of that number thir-

teen (13) died, but none directly from the gangrene. During the month fifteen (15) have been cured

and transferred to the hospitals from which they came. Eighteen (IS) still remain under treatment,

most of whom are entirely free from gangrene, but are not restored in health sufficiently to leave

the hospital. Some of these will die from the effects of gangrene on the system.

"Diagnosis.—Hospital gangrene, as it has been presented to us at this hospital, has assumed a

great variety* of appearances. In the earlier stages it has appeared as a dusky, almost black, mass

of dead and rotten flesh, occupying the seat of the disease, surrounded by a reddish ring of slightly

swollen integuments, which ring varies from one to five lines in breadth, while the adjacent tissues

do not appear to be affected by the disease, except that they, as well as the whole body, contain

less heat than is natural in healthy structures. Often the disease has burrowed under the integu-

ments bordering a wound, and when the skin dies it loses its epidermis, the true skin becomes red

dish, greenish, purplish, or black. When a surface, already divested of its skin is affected with

the disease (and most of the cases at this hospital are truly traumatic), the first invasion appears

by giving to the surface an ashy-gray color, with a pultaccous consistency, and the peculiar odor of

spoiled meat, by which the disease is readily recognized. This pultaccous ashy appearance of the

surface wounds presents itself when the areolar tissue alone is attacked. When the muscular tissue,

becomes affected, and when small blood-vessels have become ruptured, a dark, griimous, almost

black, dirty appearance of the diseased surface is presented, accompanied by a powerful fetid

odor, and, usually, with an invasion of the disease under the skin, and between muscles and ten-

dons in the connective tissues much beyond the boundary of the disease as it appears on a superficial

examination. In the case of Private Milseps, who was wounded at Port Hudson, on the 27th of May,

with a minie ball in the right thigh (the ball not being extracted till he came here), the disease

burrowed in the fascia of the thigh until his whole thigh appeared gangrenous in the deep-seated

parts, and he died suddenly from arrest of circulation. Postmortem examination revealed a detached

thrombus in the left auricle of the heart, plugging- up the artery, which weighed four hundred and

eighty-two (482) grains. One patient, Private T. I). Piggs, who was wounded high up in the right

calf by a musket ball, at Helena, on the 4th of July, and brought here on the 31st, had the disease

following down the tendon to the os calcis, which was necrosed. Although the entire extent of the

leg was laid open it was too late to save the patient, who has since died (Sept. 2d) from the absorp-

tion of gangrenous matter. I removed from his thoracic duct a thrombus nearly six inches in

length. These two cases are but extreme illustrations of the tendency of the disease to extend

itself iu the areola tissue, along plains, and between more solid organs and structures. But muscles,

vessels, nerves, tendons, periosteum, and bone are often invaded, when the part affected turns dark,

emits a peculiar (gangrenous) odor, dies, softens, and finally liquefies when not removed in the

form of slough or by the dresser's instruments.

"Preparation of Wound.—I am convinced that many surgeons have failed in the treatment

of hospital gangrene because they have not fully perceived the necessity of thoroughly cleansing

the wound of all dead and diseased matter previous to the use of any local application. Private

James McEvoy, who was wounded at Raymond, on the 12th of May, and had his right arm ampu-

tated near the elbow, had gangrene of the stump about the 20th of June, and was sent here on the

10th of August, with a statement that bromine had been applied, daily, for eight days. On exami-

nation it was found that there were at least two inches in extent of dead structure on the end of

the stump, and the bromine had been applied to that, and not to the live tissue. All the dead and

•lying structures were carefully' dissected from the surface of the stump, removing a large quantity
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of putrescent matter, and then bromine in full strength was cautiously applied to the entire surface,

and the disease was at once arrested. He remained ten days, and then was returned to Webster
Hospital.

"When patients are first brought here it is often necessary to place them under the influence

of chloroform while their wounds are being prepared, and obtund the pain caused by the remedies

applied; and afterward it is not refused them if the dressing is likely to be very painful. The
wound is washed by means of a stream of water projected from a syringe; all the pultaceous and
gangrenous matter removed with soft cloths; the more tenacious diseased portions taken away
with forceps, the scissors, and scalpel ; and finally, all blood, water, moisture, and semi-fluid mat-

ters under the skin, or between muscles or tendons, are removed with a little swab made by
winding a strip of soft cloth around a stick. If the disease has burrowed under the skin it is better

to at once open up all such retreats, as well as to carefully pare off the diseased portions of the

skin on the edges of the wound, that the agent applied may come directly in contact with the

vitalized structures in the parts affected. If, through carelessness or oversight, this thorough

preparation of the wound is not attended to, the progress of gangrene is not likely to be stayed

whatever the remedy applied.

"Soapsuds as a wash does not answer for gangrenous ulcers as well as pure warm water. It

appears to combine with the fluids of the surface, producing a slimy mixture which it is difficult to

remove. A diluted solution of Labarraque's chlorinated soda has been found to answer admirably

in these cases, for when applied in a gentle stream from a syringe it can be made to penetrate iuto

all the recesses of the disease, destroying all odor and dissolving and removing some of the dead

matter attached to the surface of the ulcer. At about the strength of sea water it seems to prop-

erly stimulate the structures as well as cleanse them. An ordinary hard-rubber syringe with the

little swabs (already described) have been found preferable to sponges or cloths for cleansing ten-

der and delicate surfaces.

"Local Applications.—Any substance which has the chemical power of decomposing the specific

virus of gangrene so that it uo longer exists as gangrene must possess the property of a curative

agent in this disease, provided it can be brought in sufficient quantities in direct contact with every

atom of gangrene matter; and provided also that it does not possess sufficient power to overcome

and destroy the vitality of such still vitalized structures and tissues as we wish to preserve. We
have made trial of nitric acid until we have become satisfied of three things in regard to it: It

will destroy all gangrenous matter with which it is brought in contact in its full strength. It is,

however, extremely difficult in many cases to apply it in full strength, as in siuuses and sulci, where

the moisture in those parts may so dilute it as to render it inefficient. It is unsafe, as, if brought

in contact with the fine tissues, nerves, vessels, periosteum, or bone, it is almost certain to cause

destruction to the parts and produce irreparable injury.

"Sulphate of zinc in solution does not appear powerful enough to arrest the disease in many
instances. Acetic acid has not been applied in a sufficient number of cases to have led to any posi-

tive conclusion. The same may be said of the solution of the chloride of zinc. The muriated

tincture, as well as the solution of the persulphate of iron, have both been used, but principally

on bleeding surfaces and to check haemorrhage from ruptured vessels ; and while they may have a

curative power, such property has net been so manifest as to give us much confidence in them as

arresters of gangrene.

"Labarraque's chlorinated soda solution has proved quite efficient, applied in its full

strength, as an arrester of gangrene. In all cases where the liquid could be thoroughly applied

to all of the affected parts, one, or at most two or three, applications appeared to eradicate the

disease. But it could not always be applied to deep-seated parts, or within sulci, without becom-

ing diluted with the fluids already there, and so much of the solution seemed to be demanded that

it was liable to flow beyond the ulcer and the healthy skin be blistered by it. But, during nearly

one-half the time this hospital has been open, we have placed our main reliance on this agent, and

our confidence has not been shaken. In all eases of ulceration, where no gangrene remains, we
wash the surface once or twice a day with this solution, diluted, and saturate the dressings with if

as often as they get dry, or once in two hours, and are well pleased with the result.

"Bromine in its full strength, however, is the agent which has given us the most satisfaction.

This does not appear caustic enough to destroy healthy tissues, but is of sufficient strength to
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unite with ami change all the parts affected with disease. Of course a few drops will not unite

with or change a large amount of gangrenous material, but in all cases under my observation

where the dead matter had been properly dissected away and the wound cleansed of its pultaceous

and other dead matter witli the syringe, the forceps, and the swabs, and the surface dried with

soft cloths, one application, or at most two or three, has obliterated all traces of gangrene and

left the wound a simple ulcer. As has been observed, the wound must be. thoroughly and carefully

prepared before the bromine is applied. Even if all other necessary conditions are complied with,

should moisture be allowed to remain in the deeper parts of the sore, that moisture may so dilute

the bromine as to render it inefficient, or it may protect the subjacent parts from the remedy, and

a point of gangrene will remain to infect the whole sore. Bromine can be conveniently applied by
means of little swabs, like those used in cleansing the wound. First, there should be prepared anil

at hand a cloth spread with simple cerate, large enough to more than cover the affected surface.

The ulcer should be cleansed and dried, and then an attendant, standing near the patient, holds

the phial of bromine, from which he removes the stopper just long enough to allow the surgeon to

insert into it a little swab, saturating it with the bromine, which is at once applied to the ulcer.

This operation is to be repeated until all parts of the sore are touched with the bromine; and to

parts beyond the reach of the swab bromine should be injected by means of a glass P. 1'. syringe,

when the sore should be immediately covered with the cerated cloth to prevent evaporation of

bromine and to protect the ulcer from the atmosphere. Then the part may be dressed with cloths

and bandages the same as for simple sores.

"The pain which attends and follows the application of bromine is quite severe, but not more

severe nor of longer continuance than follows the application of milder agents. The sense of pain

appears even somewhat obtunded by the action of it, and after a short time patients express them-

selves as being much easier than they have been for days.

"To surgeons and attendants bromine, when incautiously used, proves very disagreeable, and

this fact, doubtless, has prevented its use in many cases. If the vapor of bromine is allowed to

come in contact with the eyes and air passages such parts suffer severely from irritation for several

minutes, then all unpleasant effects pass away. But, with proper precaution, these parts need not

be exposed to the vapor, and ten or twenty patients may have bromine applied to them in a morning

without much discomfort to the surgeon.

"Whatever agent is applied to a gangrenous surface it does not appear desirable to disturb

the dressing" more than once a day. When bromine is used it is usually necessary to wait two or

three days for the surface of the sore to become thoroughly cleansed before it is again resorted to;

but if there remains a decidedly gangrenous odor on the second day, or if it appears at any future

time, the parts should be carefully examined and bromine applied to all affected surfaces. Gan-

grene can be detected by the trained sense of smell more readily than in any other way. and for

several days after the disease has disappeared wounds should be examined in this manner, as well

as by the eye, and all appearance of taint followed to its source and the disease eradicated.

"On the second day, usually, after bromine has been applied the surface of the ulcer looks

dark and charred; on the third day the dead portions begin to liquefy; and the fourth day the

surface appears studded with healthy granulations. After the gangrene is subdued the wounds

are dressed as simple ulcers, but in most eases the dilute chlorinated soda solution is constantly

applied, both as a slight stimulant to the newly formed tissues and to protect it from the virus

which may be in the atmosphere of the hospital. I have made considerable use of oakum, wet

with a solution of chlorinated soda or of the chloride of lime, to gangrenous ulcers the day after the

application of bromine, and to the ulcer after the wound is freed from gangrene, and am satisfied

that, in general, it is preferable to lint. It is easy of application, readily absorbs the excretions,

and is easily removed when the wound again requires dressing. A very convenient way of apply-

ing moisture to the sore is by means of a hard-rubber syringe. The solution may be drawn into the

syringe, the pipe of which can readily be inserted under the bandage and the liquid applied

directly to the oakum, tilling and covering the ulcer and moistening the entire dressing. The com-

pound solution of bromine has been extensively used by us since our stock of pure bromine became
exhausted, but we do not consider it a good substitute. It does not appear to be active enough to

readily destroy the gangrene. It has been applied day after day carefully, thoroughly, and faith-

fully, with the swab and the syringe, into parts where the gangrene has burrowed under fascia and
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along tendons, as it is very apt to <lo, and directly to the walls of snch extensions, when they have

been laid open, by means of pledgets of lint saturated with it, as well as in the same manner to the

original nicer, and yet we have sometimes failed for days to arrest the disease. I have made careful

trial of both the compound solution of bromine and Labarraque's solution of chlorinated soda, and

cannot discover that the bromine preparation possesses any valuable properties which the chlori-

nated soda has not. Both destroy the disease when applied to if, but the compound solution of

bromine causes more pain, does not appear to be any more active than the chlorinated solution in

full strength, and very readily loses its bromine by evaporation if not quickly and cautiously

covered with a cerated cloth.

"Pure unadulterated bromine seems to possess special properties which entitle it to more

confidence than any other agent with which we are acquainted. The liquid readily vaporizes in

the atmosphere and the vapor is easily absorbed by fluids. The vapor when brought in contact

with the odoriferous emanations of gangrene at once, destroys their odor, and probably their spe-

cific gangrenous character. When thoroughly applied in sufficient quantity to a gangrenous sore

it at once obliterates all gangrenous odor, and no gangrene appears afterward, unless the wound

receives new infection. Its ready vaporization permits its application to the bottom of sinuses and

sulci which cannot safely be laid open with the knife, and which are very common in the patients

of this hospital; its prompt, almost instantaneous, action precludes the necessity for a prolonged

use of the remedy; while sufficient experience in its use shows that it may be applied directly to

the covering of a nerve, or the periosteum, without destroying their vital integrity.

"Contagiousness.—Hospital gangrene is produced by infection upon an exposed surface.

Several cases have come to us with the disease following the application of a blister. It has also

appeared in bed-sores. One ease, where the arm had been broken, badly adjusted, and splints

caused abrasion, gangrene followed. A man acting as nurse to his captain who had gangrene,

had small spots of inflammation on his ankle, caused possibly by mosquito bites, which he had

rubbed the skin from; he also had little scratches on his lingers; gangrene set in at all these points,

and he may yet lose his life as the result. In Officers' Hospital, an officer with gangrene occupied

a room alone; the carpenters wished to put a water-pipe in it, and he was removed to a room in

which were three other officers with wounds not then gangrenous; all four had their wounds

exposed and dressed, and the gangrenous odor pervaded the apartment. Although the officer was

returned to his own room in an hour, the next day gangrene appeared in the wounds of the three

others who had been exposed to the infection.

"Instances have occurred in this hospital where wounds which had been free from gangrene

for several days became again diseased, and doubtless from renewed infection received from others

laboring under the disease. To guard against infection we have made free use of chlorinated soda,

chloride of lime, a solution of the permanganate of potassa, chlorinum, and bromine, and the most

scrupulous cleanliness and free ventilation. Each patient is supplied with his own drinking-cup

and other utensils, and his own sponges ; if he has two wounds and only one is gangrenous, each

wound has its sponge, and all are kept as clean as possible. If the nurses, dressers, or surgeons

have wounds or abrasions on their hands, bromine is applied and their hands exposed to the virus

without fear. In cleaning a very bad gangrenous sore the scissors were found to be dull, and while,

sharpening them I cut out the ball of my left fore ringer; I applied bromine, and the wound healed

kindly and readily. ZSTearly every day I have had either cuts, pricks, scratches, or other abrasions

ou my hands, which are freely exposed in dressing the wounds and in the dead-house, with no

unpleasant consequences. I have always applied bromine to the denuded surface before exposure,

and am convinced that the virus of the dead-house, as well as other animal poisons, is entirely

destroyed by the action of bromine.

'General Treatment.—The constitution seems to require much more than the ordinary amount
of nutriment in this disease, and it is only after considerable poison has been absorbed, and the

heart and lungs have become affected, that digestion and assimilation are deranged. It is true

that the temperature, of the entire body is, almost invariably, below the normal standard. During
the month of August the thermometer ranged, in the wards of this hospital, at 2 o'clock p. M., at

from 93° to 103°, and yet the average temperature of the patients at the same hour, as indicated

by the thermometer iu their axillae, was but 89°. The average daily temperature of Sergeant
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Wilkie, who died from pyaemia after secondary haemorrhage, was only 74°; and that of Private T.

D. Riggs, who had gangrene of the right calf extending down the tendon to the heel bone, was

only 84°. The pulse of the former averaged 114. the latter 88 heats in a minute. This low state

of temperature led us to very free use of alcohol in the various forms of ale, porter, whiskey, and

brandy, usually given once in two hours, and as much nutriment, beef, eggs, etc., as the patient

would take. A very marked desire for acids prevailed, which was gratified by giving pickles,

citric acid drinks, and acid fruits. After the disease had progressed to tin; serious invasion of the

general system (and most of our patients were old cases, brought from other hospitals) a very per-

sistent diarrhoea was common, and that was about the only condition that demanded active medica-

tion. We carefully avoided the use of cathartics and opium, and as a soother to nervous and febrile

excitement used Hoffman's anodyne. In some cases, distinctly complicated witli miasma (and

many of the patients came from the vicinity of Vicksburg, where they had beeu exposed for

months), we gave sulphate of quinire—one or two doses of ten grains each were usually sufficient.

"Conditions favoring the appearance of Gangrene.—While no certain cause for the disease

except contagion has been determined, it is evident that a depression of the vital forces has been

favorable to its accession. Fourteen (14) out of forty-six (46) cases of our patients were secession

prisoners, and I think that all the seven at Officers' Hospital were also prisoners—a much larger

number than a fair proportion, proving that exposure, privation, and a consequent depression of

vital forces is a condition favoring the appearance of the disease.

"Post-mortem Appearances.—The tables compiled from the hospital records, and the reports

of individual cases furnished by Cadets Gunn and Lloyd, together with the learned and able report

on the pathology of the disease by Surgeon Weeks, who has had unusual opportunities for the

study of gangrene at Louisville, Vicksburg, and this place, obviate the necessity of extended

remarks on this branch of the subject. With one or two exceptions we have made examinations

in every fatal ease and have observed a very uniform set of conditions. In all we have found

thrombi in the heart, some of which have beeu very large. In one we found a thrombus in the

thoracic duct, and I regret that we did not examine that passage in the preceding cases. In one

case of long standing the heart thrombus was softening, and the walls of the heart were tainted

with gangrene. In another case, where the disease was of still longer duration, the heart thrombus

was considerably broken down and liquefied, and the walls of the heart very much softened, flabby,

and decidedly gangrenous. The lungs in every case were spotted with dark specks, and, being cut

into, it was found that the smaller arteries were often filled witli thrombi and dark matter, evidently

the debris which had been washed away from a thrombus in the heart and become lodged in the

smaller vessels. The disease in this case was unusually malignant and rapid. In no case have I

perceived any collection of pus or softening of matter, such as is said to have been observed in the

lungs of those who have died of gangrene elsewhere.

"Curability of Gangrene.—This disease, like syphilis in its earlier stages, seems to be entirely

local, and completely curable when the parts affected are not vital organs, which has never been,

primarily, in any case coming under my observation, and when all the parts affected can bo reached

by direct application of the remedy. But the secondary affections, as the thrombi in the heart, the

pulmonary complications, and the change in the fluids, which is sometimes called pywmia, are con-

ditions which do not seem controllable by remedies. We have often had cases recover after the

heart, the lungs, and the blood had become seriously implicated. But gangrene can be considered

certainly curable only in cases where the system has not become seriously affected by disease. In

all simple cases gangrene seems as curable as a burn, scald, or any other serious wouud.

"General Treatment.—ZSTo remedy has yet been presented to us that has apparently any marked
or positive curative power over the constitutional and organic derangements produced by the

absorption of the poison of gangrene. We saturate the air of the wards of this hospital with

chlorine, and we have given bromuie internally for days and weeks; and while we do not know of

a certainty that this course has proved beneficial to our patients, we should hesitate to deprive

them of even the possible benefits arising therefrom. Pure air, full nutrition, alcoholic prepara-

tions repeated as often as once in two hours, hope, cheerfulness, and immediate removal of all

causes of distress and fretfuluess (for gangrenous patients are very childish), with perfect cleanli-

ness of the bed and the person, seem preferable to any form of perturbative medication."

Surg. Ill—107
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The largest number of cases of gangrene (1,611) occurred in 1864, when the terrible
hat ties of Grant in Virginia, and of Sherman in Georgia, filled the hospitals to overflow-
ing; hut the disease seems to have lost its terror to the medical officers. The cases were
quickly isolated in hospitals or wards specially assigned to this purpose, and under the

various treatments described in the preceding pages the larger proportion of the cases were
hrought to successful terminations. The proportion of cases of gangrene to the number of

troops engaged or to the wounded treated in hospitals during the six months of 1865 was

very small, only one hundred and thirty five (135) being found recorded on the registers.

Illustrations of hospital gangrene will he found on .the plates opposite pp. 739 and 928 of

the Second, and on Plate XXVH, opposite p. 53, of the Third Surgical Volume.

Instances of Dry Gangrene, the result of shot injuries, were rare. A case of this

nature has been detailed on page 310 of this volume (Case of E. Green), and another (Case

of H. Strauss) has been referred to in Note 2, on page 351 of the Second Surgical Volume.

The appearance of the feet in the latter case is shown in the chromodithograph opposite.

In these, as well as in the following seven instances, the gangrene was due to impaired

arterial circulation :

Case 1209.—Private W. Stool, Co. G, 70th New York, aged 20 years, was wounded in the left leg, at Manassas Gap,

July 23, 1803, and entered Lincoln Hospital, Washington, one week afterwards. Assistant Surgeon II. Allen, U. S. A., recorded

the following description of the injury: "The hall struck on the outer side of the leg, passing in a straight line inward through

the upper part of the belly of the gastrocnemius, and coming out on the inner side of the calf. The bleeding was copious.

Immediately after the reception of the wound the man experienced a severe pain in the ankle and was totally unable to walk,

only dragging the limb after him. When admitted into Lincoln Hospital the foot had become bluish, which appearance the

patient stated bad come on two days previously. The pain in the ankle passed off the first evening, but when the blueness com-

menced the pain reappeared and continued to increase in severity until the date of amputation. The color of the foot was that of

bluish stone, but not shrivelled, the toes being of a deeper hue than the rest. This appearance gradually increased up to the

ankle, and then run up posteriorly to the lower third of the leg. Amputation through the wound was performed by flap method

on August 3d. After the operation the constitutional symptoms, such as pale and tremulous tongue, quick and feeble pulse, con-

tinued about the same. The flaps were pale and rather flabby, but not gangrenous. A diarrhoea set in, which was checked by

August 25th; appetite capricious. By October 20th had entirely recovered, the stump having healed without exfoliating any

bone." On January 30, 1864, the patient was discharged from service and pensioned, and subsequently he was furnished with a

'•Palmer" artificial leg. In his application for commutation the pensioner describes the stump as being in a healthy condition.

He was paid December 4, 1880. A representation of the gangrenous limb is given in PLATE LXXIX, opposite p. 818.

Case 1210.

—

M. A. Gammcl, Co. G, Arkansas Regiment, aged 23 years, wounded at Antietam, September 17, 1862, by a

fragment of shell just above left ankle. Leg was amputated about two weeks afterwards. On October 28th he was admitted

into hospital at Frederick, Maryland. Patient suffered from a large bed-sore, and sloughing of the flaps allowing the bones to

protrude; he had also a violent diarrhoea. These complications were alleviated by treatment, but bis general condition continued

very poor; the discharge from the stump became thin, watery, and dark colored. On December 2d dry gangrene set in, in the

great toe of the right foot and also in the second toe. Pulse very feeble and rapid. General condition bad. December 4th

:

Gangrene involved all the toes; no constitutional symptoms developed; strength very feeble. The patient died December 5, 18(32.

Case 1211.—Private Charles Hanford, Co. I, 14th Ohio, was wounded at Chickamauga, September 19, 1863. The mis-

sile entered over the anterior border of the sterno-mastoid of the right side opposite the larynx, passed backward and inward,

striking the spine and comminuting its processes at that point. Another bull passed through the right hand at the middle of the

carpo-metacarpal articulation. A few spiculos were removed from the wound in the neck. He was admitted on September 30th

into the hospital at Chattanooga, Tennessee. There was complete paralysis of the lower extremities and of the right arm;

unpromising case. Simple dressings were applied and anodynes given. October 3d : Large slough of skin on dorsal aspect of

left foot; dry gangrene of toes of same side. No other change. Eight carotid seen pulsating through wound; little reduction

of general heat of body. No trace of motion in extremities and right arm ; slight in leg, but being pricked with a pin said it

was water falling on the part. October (itli : Motion slight in both extremities and right arm ; sensibility increased ; can detect

pricking in leg and feet. Gangrene of toes progressing slowly; ball of right toe involved; right hand and arm swollen.

Patient died October 6, 1803, with tetanic symptoms.
.

( lASE 1212.—Walter Hill, freedman, was admitted into Freedmon's Hospital, Vicksburg, Mississippi, April 26, 18C5, with

a gunshot wound of the left leg, accidentally inflicted on April loth. A conical ball entered the left popliteal space and lodged

in the deep-seated tissues of the joint. Simple dressings were applied. The bullet was cut out on April 26th. Patient died May
20, 1865, of chronic diarrhoea and dry gangrene of the leg.

Case 1213.—Private W. J. Logan, Co. K, 0th Pennsylvania Reserves, aged 23 years, received a shot wound of the left

foot, at Bull Run, August 30, 1862. The bullet entered the front of the heel and passed directly upward through the top of the

foot. Many pieces of bone were extracted. The patient was discharged from service at Carver Hospital, Washington, November

5, 1862, and pensioned. Dr. John Kirker, of Pittsburg, reported, April 15, 1870, that on December 23, 180'J, he "amputated the
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left leg at the junction of the upper and middle thirds hecause of dry gangrene of the foot produced under the following circum-

stances : He received a gunshot wound of the foot which so injured it as to compel him to rest chiefly on the heel in walking,

causing, in my judgment, aneurism, which gradually developed during the summer of 1809. Dr. A. M. Pollock operated for

aneurism in my presence. Dry gangrene resulted from impaired arterial circulation, it commencing in the original wound, and

had involved the whole foot at the time the operation of amputation was performed." The pensioner was paid in June. 1876.

Case 1214.—Private Peter Mon, Co. E, 2d Massachusetts, aged 27 years, was wounded at Chancellorsville, May 3, 1803.

On May 7th he was admitted into Douglas Hospital, Washington. A mime ball had entered the internal portion of the calf of the

right leg, lacerated the posterior tibial vessels, comminuted both bones, and lodged in the gastrocnemius muscle. When admit-

ted to the hospital his general condition was tolerable, and the injury to the vessels was not detected, as the heat and appearance

of the foot were good. On May 9th it was noticed that dry gangrene was beginning in the foot, and, after free stimulation during

that day, a circular amputation was done in the lower third of the thigh by Assistant Surgeon \V. Thomson, U. S. A. The
patient reacted well and had no bad symptoms from the moment of the amputation. The ligature around the femoral artery

separated on the tenth day, and by May 22d nearly one-half of the flap had united. A slight tendency to diarrhoea was readily

checked by laudanum enemata. The patient was discharged August 26, 1803; stump quite well; patient strong and hearty.

Case 1215.—Private W. Thompson, Co. II, 09th New York, aged 19 years, was admitted into Armory Square Hospital,

Washington, April 1, 1805, with a shot wound of the posterior aspect of the right leg, received at Hatcher's Run, March 25, 1805.

The ball passed upward and made its exit over the tibia five inches below the knee joint. Dry gangrene existed at the time of

admission, owing to the circulation to the foot being cut off. On April 2d Surgeon D. W. liliss, II. S. V., amputated the limb

at the lower third of the thigh. Pyajiuia supervened on April 12th, and the patient died from exhaustion April 15, 1805.

In all these cases the feet or the toes were the parts affected. As already stated,

interference with the arterial circulation was the cause of the gangrene, although the man-

ner of this interference may not be so clear in one or two of the cases. In the cases of

Steel, Thompson, Mon, 11 ill, and Green, the arteries of the affected limb had been injured.

In the case of Logan (Case 1213), dry gangrene developed upon the formation of an aneur-

ism following a shot wound of the dorsum of the foot. In llanford's case (Case 1211) com-

plete paralysis of the lower extremities and dry gangrene of the toes of the left limb were

the results of a shot injury of the neck with lesion of the spine. In the case of Strauss,

phlebitis and dry gangrene ensued after a shot perforation of the pelvis with injury of the

urethra. Gammel (Case 1210) received a shell wound just above the left ankle; the leg

was amputated; sloughing of the flaps and bed-sores followed, and thirty-five days after

the operation dry gangrene appeared in the toes of the rigid foot. The patient died.

In five of the nine cases of dry gangrene here cited, amputation was performed after

the appearance of the affection; four recovered. The remaining four cases, in which no

operative interference was resorted to, proved fatal.

TRAUMATIC ERYSIPELAS.

Less frequent than the instances of gangrene were the cases complicated by traumatic

erysipelas. Under traumatic erysipelas have here been considered the cases in which inflam-

mation of the skin, originating from a wound, quickly extended over the surrounding parts,

ending in rapid resorption, while the progress was accompanied by an exceedingly high fever.

Cases of acute suppuration and diffuse inflammation, or of diffuse acute osteomyelitis, which

have sometimes been classed with erysipelas, are not considered in this group.

The total number of cases of traumatic erysipelas was one thousand and ninety-seven

(1,097), or only 0.4 per thousand of the two hundred and forty-five.thousand seven hundred

and ninety (245,790) cases of shot wounds recorded during the war. With regard to the

various regions of the body, the cases were distributed as indicated in Table CLIX, on

the next page.

The percentages there given, viz: 14.0 per cent, for the head, face, and neck, 5.2 for

the trunk, 41.7 for the upper extremities, and 39.1 for the lower extremities, only indicate

the relative percentage of the frequency of the disease in the four subdivisions of the body

in regard to each other. The liability of the various portions of the body to this infection
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Table CLIX.
Numerical Statement of One Thousand and Ninety-seven Cases of Traumatic Erysipelas.

SKAT OF IN.TDKY.

Head, Face, and Nick.

Trunk

"Upper Extremities

Lower Extremiti* «....

154

57

457

429

107

23

259

229

Aggregates 1,097

-
-

44

33

ISO

193

B

3

1

18

7

IS) 29

Pi H

II
3 -

14.0

5. 2

41.7

39.1

is shown by comparing the number of wounds of each region with the number of cases of

erysipelas reported therein. In twenty-six thousand four hundred (26,400) cases of shot

wounds of the head, face, and neck, erysipelas was noted in one hundred and fifty-four, or

in 5.8 per one thousand; in forty-five thousand one hundred and eighty-four (45,184)

wounds of the trunk, in fifty-seven, or in 1.2 per one thousand; in eighty-seven thousand

seven hundred and ninety-three (87,793) wounds of the upper extremities, four hundred

and fifty-seven, or in 5.2 per one thousand; and in eighty-six thousand four hundred and

thirteen (86,413) wounds of the lower extremities, in four hundred and twenty-nine, or in

4.7 per one thousand. It would seem, therefore, that erysipelas occurred most frequently

in wounds of the head, face, and neck, next in wounds of the upper extremities, then in

wounds of the lower extremities, and least frequently in wounds of the trunk. The pre-

vailing opinion that erysipelas is most frequently found after wounds of the head and

face is here corroborated; the frequency of erysipelas after wounds of the upper extrem-

ities has also been noted by Socin, who was unable to assign any plausible cause therefor.

The average duration of the disease was eleven clays;
1

in 31.7 per cent, it subsided

in from one to five clays, in 31.7 per cent, in from six to ten days, in 19.4 per cent, in from

eleven to fifteen days, and in 17.2 per cent, the duration of the disease exceeded fifteen

days, as in the following case, in which it continued for about four weeks:

Cask Vi\\S.—Private G. Jl'atta; Co. A, 9th Louisiana, was wounded at Gettysburg, July, 1803, and was admitted on

July 18th into the Louisiana Hospital at Richmond; a minie ball fractured the crest of the left ilium; the ball remained embed-

ded in the bone anil was extracted. On admission the wound had a healthy appearance and the general condition of the patient

was good. On the 22d and 25th of July several loose spicules were extracted. On July 2Sth erysipelas appeared around the

wound and gradually spread upward and downward until the whole abdomen, back, and chest were invaded. It there seemed

to limit itself. At the first manifestation of the disease an active purgative was administered, and immediately after tincture of

iron was given, twenty drops every two hours. An ointment of sulphate of iron, a drachm to an ounce of lard, was used morn-

ing and night on the whole surface affected with erysipelas. In spite of this treatment the disease, which seemed to have stopped

spreading, extended to the neck, arms, and thighs. The fever increased considerably and was accompanied with delirium

and great restlessness, soon followed by coma and prostration ; there was also some diarrhoea; two blisters were applied to the

inner part of the thighs; carbonate of ammonia, camphor, and bark, with astringent enemata prescribed in addition to the tinc-

ture of iron. In order to check the progress of the erysipelas, which threatened to invade every part of the body, a bracelet one

and a half inches wide was made by cauterizing with nitrate of silver around the forearms and upper part of the legs. This

treatment seemed to check the disease. August '25th : The erysipelas did not spread beyond the line of cauterization, and did not

invade the head. Consciousness returned : the bowels became more regular, and the patient, after having been in a very critical

condition, and although now (August 25th) very weak, is gradually but steadily recovering; the wound has a healthy appear-

ance and discharges but moderately.3

1 Socin (A.) (Kriegschirurgische Krfuhrungen gesammelt in Ca-rlsruhe 1870 und 1871, Leipzig, 1873, p. 34) found that the average duration of the

cases observed at Carlsruhe in 1870-'71 was 10 days, ami LOsskx (II.) [Kriegschirurgische Erfalirungen aus den Barackenlazarethen ~u Mannheim, Hei-

delberg und CarUruhe 1870 und 1871. in Deutsche Zeitschriftfur Chirurgie, Leipzig, !&7'J, IS. I, p. 544) states that at Mannheim the mean average was

9 days.

* FORMENTO ( F., jr.), Notes and Observations on Army Surgery, New Orleans, 1863, p. 57.
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A first attack of erysipelas by no means secured the patient against a second, and as

a rule it would seem that the later attacks were the more virulent. On page 433 of this

volume has been detailed the case of Private 8. Prittaman (Case 674), in which the

patient had nine separate attacks of erysipelas, and in the two following cases repeated

attacks of the disease were noted :

Case 1217.—Private H. 13. Williams, Co. G, 27th Indiana, received a shot wound of the left wrist, at Antietam, Septem-

ber 17, 1862. He was admitted on the next day into hospital at Frederick. Acting Assistant Surgeon W. S. Adams reported:

"Wrist joint much disorganized; hall passed through left wrist, comminuting the small bones ; linger readily passes through

the opening. September 20th: Extensive erysipelas from elbow to fingers; made a free incision along the arm to the wrist and

two incisions along the dorsum of the hand. Ordered lead and opium wash to be freely applied and to take fifteen drops of

tincture of iron every three hours, two ounces of brandy every two hours, and three grains of quinine every three hours ; gen-

erous diet. In the course of three or four days the patient passed into other hands, and I saw no more of him until November

19th, when he again came under my care. He stated that he had had a second attack of erysipelas some time in October. At

this date, November 19th, there is felt evidence of a third attack; pulse 120, feeble; some diarrhoea; tongue red and glassy.

Iron, quinine, brandy, and generous diet ordered. .November 20th : Patient worse; erysipelas has extended to face, which is

much swollen; 21st, eyes nearly closed; treatment continued; affected parts kept continually wet with opium wash: 22(1,

swelling diminishing and parts assuming a darker hue; 24th, swelling almost entirely gone ; appetite improving; brandy and

quinine continued, but iron omitted on account of diarrhoea; 36th, diarrhoea cheeked; cod liver oil ordered; 2t3th, stomach

tolerated the oil; appetite improving; pulse 120, and small. December 2d : Erysipelas has again set in on the arm ; lead and

opium resumed ; 3d, made several free incisions and evacuated considerable pus; Gth, patient has several unmanageable bed-

Bores, and was to-day placed on a water-bed. On December 10th diarrhoea again set in ; he gradually failed, and died Decem-

ber 27, 1802. Post-mortem : On opening the chest the right lung was found to be firmly adherent to the diaphragm and pleura

costalis. Its middle and upper portions were thickly studded with miliary tubercles, ami the upper portion of the middle lobe

was in a state of diffused suppuration. But few tubercles could be found in the left lung. On examining the arm the integu-

ment over the external coixfryle was found to have sloughed away and the bone was in a state of necrosis
;
the elbow joint

contained pus ; the inferior extremity of the ulna had ulcerated; the carpal hones were comminuted and carious. Carpal

extremities of second, third, and fourth metacarpal bones near joints were in a necrosed condition and the joints opened. The

lower extremity of the radius was comminuted : there was also union of an oblique fracture at its middle third." The bones of

the right forearm and parts of the carpus and metacarpus were sent to the Army Medical Museum by Dr. Adams, and form

Specimen 3838 of the Surgical Section.

Case 1218.—Lieutenant Ar
. Austin, Co. E, 14th South Carolina, aged 30 years, was wounded at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863.

Acting Assistant Surgeon J. T. Laning reported: •'Wounded in the upper part of the right thorax, causing a fracture in

both the clavicle and scapula. Admitted into the Cavalry Corps hospital on July 14th. On the evening of July 17tb the

patient was taken with a chill, and on the 18th erysipelas developed itself on the right arm. Tincture of iron was applied to the

part and given internally. By July 23d the arm was much swollen, discolored, and ecchymosed. On the 21th a free incis-

ion was made in the middle of the arm, from which a great quantity of very unhealthy pus was discharged. The patient was

greatly prostrated, but improved quickly under tonics and generous diet. On August 5th erysipelatous inflammation set in over

the right hip, accompanied with great swelling, but soon disappeared. On August 12th the disease appeared in the forearm, to

which wet bandages were applied. On the 19th erysipelas manifested itself in the shoulder above the incision, and was com-

bated with tincture of iodine and wet cloths to the parts." The patient was transferred on August 21, 1863, and paroled.

Generally the disease confined itself to the parts first infected, and thence extended in

a centrifugal manner, showing that, as Socin expresses it, "the matter causing the inflam-

mation spread itself abroad more by the way of imbibition than in the direction of the

larger venous and lymphatic vessels;" however, swelling and abscesses in the axillary and

inguinal regions were not infrequent. In the case of Pease (Case 263, p. 114, ante) large

inguinal and popliteal abscesses were noted after the attacks of the disease.

Sometimes the disease spread itself over the neighboring parts and affected nearly the

whole body. Cases are on file in which the erysipelas made its appearance in the head

and extended down the neck and chest to the pelvis, or in which the disease originated in

a wound of the hand and spread over the arm and trunk and even the face; or where it

first showed itself in the toes and attacked the leg, thigh, and lower portion of the trunk.

In the case of Walker, cited on the opposite page, the crest of the left ilium was fractured;

the disease spread from the wound first over the entire trunk, and then over the neck,

thigh, and arms. In the case of Williams, 27th Indiana, cited above, erysipelas followed

a shot wound of the wrist and extended to the face. Erysipelas in the upper and lower

extremities seems to have been equally liable to attack the trunk.
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CASE 1219.—Private Jesse M:issey, Co. A, 129tli Illinois, received :i shot wound of the left hand, at Resaca, Georgia, May

15, 1804. The index finger was removed at the field hospital. On May 21st he was admitted into the field hospital at Bridge-

port, Alabama. Soon after admission erysipelas affected the hand, the whole arm and trunk in succession. Several abscesses

had to be opened. Iodine was applied externally. The patient recovered and was furloughed .lime 28, 1804, at which date the

wound had healed; there was some contraction of the fingers, caused by erysipelas.

Cask 1220.— Private George Lincoln, 9th Illinois, aged 27 years, was wounded at Fort Donelson, February 15, 18o2.

A rifle ball passed from Bide to side through the arch of bis foot, comminuting the anterior portion of the tarsus and the metatar-

sal bones. The patient was conveyed to the Academy Hospital at Nashville, where Dr. T. L. Madden, of Nashville, amputated

the foot, after the method ol'Pirogoff, on February 25th. Erysipelas appeared upon the stump on March 2d, and extended thence

over the greater portion of the body, causing death on March -1

. 18112. The case is reported by Surgeon K. Swift, U. S. A.

CASK 1221.—Assistant Surgeon A. K. Smith. 1st Michigan Cavalry, remarks, on the monthly report of sick and wounded

of the 1st Michigan Cavalry, near Fort Scott, Virginia, for January. 18(53: "The case of traumatic erysipelas supervened on a

gunshot wound of the foot received on January '.', 1863. The ball entered the dorsal surface between the last phalanges of the

second and third toes, and passed out on the plantar surface an inch posterior to the commissure of the toes. The last phalanx

of the second toe was shattered and the motatarso-phalangcal articulation opened. The case was not seen until the 14th. The

wound and foot were then considerably inflamed, tense, and painful. Amputation was not then thought advisable in the then

condition of the parts. Water dressings with cold irrigation were employed, but the wound did not assume a healthy appearance.

The track of the ball did not slough
; healthy suppuration did not take place, and there was no granulation. The wound con-

tinued to look dry, purple, tumid, and the slight discharge that took place was of a serous or semi sanguinnlent character. Tie-

general health, however, seemed good. On .January 20th an erysipelatous blush first appeared around the wound, and in a few-

hours an erysipelatous inflammation of the cellulo-cutaneous variety was fully established, accompanied with febrile symptoms of

an irritative type. The erysipelas spread rapidly up the limb until, on January 30th, it had reached Hie body. The limb was

much swollen, tense, of a dusky red color, and covered in patches with vesicles. The foot was greatly swollen, tense, boggy to

the touch, of a purplish hue, and covered with blebs. The wound wns"*livid, dusky, emitting a sanioits offensive secretion.

Thus matters went on until January 25th, when there seemed to be great danger of gangrene of the wound and foot. The

erysipelas was still spreading upward ; the constitutional symptoms were becoming serious ; the parts contiguous to the wound
were dark, boggy, al st insensible, and the discharges from the wound were offensive. Ampuflltion of the second toe at tin;

metatarsophalangeal articulation was resolved upon, notwithstanding the condition of the parts and the general symptoms.

This was done on January 25th. Two reasons led to ibis course. First, it was thought the incisions would he beneficial by

relieving the tension of the parts and by affording a t'wc outlet for the secretions of the wound and the inflammatory effusion;

and, second, it would remove a source of irritation in the fractured and shattered phalanx. The operatioti did not aggravate

any of the symptoms but rather mitigated them. They remained about the same for four days, when a. general amendment

began, which has continued up to this time, February 5th. The inflammation of the leg has subsided, desquamation taking

place. The swelling of the foot, though still considerable, is much reduced ;
the wound has put on a healthy character and is

now secreting healthy pus and showing healthy granulations ; the febrile symptoms have subsided ami the patient's general

condition is rapidly improving. He is convalescent. The treatment has been isolation, that the other wounded men might not

be endangered, good ventilation, nutritious animal diet, muriated tincture of iron, and wine; locally a solution of lead wash to

the limb and a solution of chlorinated soda to the wound."

Four hundred and fifty of the one thousand and ninety-seven eases of erysipelas proved

fatal, a mortality rate of 41.0 per cent.

Table CLX.

Numerical Statement of One Thousand and Ninety-seven Cases of Traumatic Erysipelas, indicating

the Results and Causes of Death.

ItEGIOX.
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In sixty cases death was ascribed to pyaemia, in eight to gangrene, in five to tetanus,

in twelve to haemorrhage, and in sixty-six to other diseases. In one hundred and sixty-

eight instances only was the fatal issue directly attributed to erysipelas, making a fatality of

15.3 per cent, in the one thousand and ninety-seven cases attended by this complication.

Erysipelas made its appearance under the most favorable hygienic conditions. Surgeon

D. Morgan, U. S. V., in the latter part of April and in May, 1862, reports from hospital

No. 3, at Evansville, which was located on high ground, free from moisture, and with

nothing to interfere on either side with the free circulation of air, that he had "no epidemic

disease unless it be erysipelas which followed some of the wounds." It was observed that

the disease prevailed less extensively in tents than in hospital buildings.

Generally the disease occurred in crowded hospitals with illy-ventilated rooms and

rapidly spread from one wounded patient to another. This was the case in Louisville in

November and December. 1862, where the progress of the affection, although quite virulent,

was successfully checked by the use of bromine. In their reports Surgeons M. Goldsmith

and B. Woodward, U. S. V., speak enthusiastically of this agent as a prophylactic against

erysipelas. Surgeon Woodward remarks that "since the use of bromine in vapor not one

case originated in the crowded wards*of the barracks [Park Barracks Hospital, Louisville],

in which, before its use, from five to eight eases of erysipelas a week had occurred." In

the application of bromine in erysipelas two different methods were employed: first, by

the action of the vapor of bromine on the affected part; second, by a direct application to

the erysipelatous surfaces of a solution of bromine of varying strength. In the first method,

the part affected was enveloped in dry lint; a cloth saturated with pure bromine was then

applied over this, and the whole dressing covered with a piece of oiled silk. The only

objection to this treatment was the tendency of the bromine to blister the skin by soaking

through the intervening layer of dry lint. The other mode of using the bromine was to apply

directly to the inflamed integument a solution of the bromine and bromide of potassium of

the strength of from fifteen to forty drops of the former to the ounce of water.

The treatment of erysipelas with bromine was principally confined to the hospitals at

Louisville, under the supervision of Medical Director M. Goldsmith. At other hospitals

the patients were at once isolated, or sent to separate wards, where disinfectants were freely

used. In the great majority of cases the disease yielded readily to a local application of

tincture of iodine and cloths saturated with a solution of creasote, the former to the wound

and inflamed surface, the latter a little more extensively to the neighboring parts. The

internal treatment consisted of tincture of muriate of iron in small doses, often repeated.

with quinine, etc., and good diet. In severe cases evaporating lotions of ether were applied

to the worst points and numerous incisions or scarifications made to relieve the tension, as

in Case 78, page 37, ante.

Opinions differ greatly as to the origin and mode of infection of traumatic erysipelas.

Billroth, in 1863, l believed that it might "result from retention of the secretion of a wound,

and consequent reabsorption of a slight amount of putrid substance, in which case it is so

much like lymphangitis that at the commencement it is often difficult to distinguish the

two diseases. In many sporadic cases no definite cause can be found; in other cases epi-

demic influences seem to come into play, for at the same time a large number of wounded

patients are attacked by the disease. Crowding such patients in badly-ventilated places

Billroth (T.), General Surgical Pathology and Therapeutics, translated f'min tbe fnurtb German edition by CHARLES K BACKLKT, New Yurk,

1671, p. 313.
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also develops a contagion, concerning which we are doubtful if it acts only on wounds, or,

being taken in by the lungs, may induce erysipelas in the wound; the latter is not very

probable." Sochi 1 claims that the originally pure local inflammation may generate sub-

stances of a peculiar nature, which have the faculty of spreading very rapidly over the

neighboring parts, causing similar inflammation, while at the same time the deleterious

matter passes into the blood and produces high fever; or that the disease may be caused

by the import of a specific agent—virus, if you wish it—of the nature of which we know
very little; but it may be stated that "it must be of a very perambulating kind; that it

does not necessarily depend on the presence of pus or infiltration; that it is by no means

present in every case of pus or infiltration; that it maintains itself for a long period outside

of the body without losing its efficacy, and finally that we know of no remedy which will

thoroughly exterminate it." After his experience in the Franco-German War, 1870—71,

Billroth abandoned the idea of septic infection and ascribed the disease to specific con-

tagion: 2 "Since I have conducted operations with disinfectants and the utmost cleanliness

I have had no further cases of septic erysipelas, none but cases of erysipelas occasioned

by contagion, and nearly all were observed in cases of wounds with healthy granulations.

I now believe that I have inoculated the disease, m the patients who shortly after the

operation were attacked by erysipelas, by sponges, bandages, etc. Whenever in the last

few years cases of retention of decomposed blood or secretion occurred—a matter which can-

not be always avoided—I noticed no erysipelas, but only a simple form of inflammation of

the areolar texture. Genuine erysipelas can be carried into the wound at every stage ; it has

nothing to do with the reparative process of the wound, and is always an accident intro-

duced from without. * * * That among the one hundred and thirty-two wounded

treated by me at Weissenburg only one, and at Mannheim only a few isolated cases occurred,

certainly proves that retention of secretion itself does not produce erysipelas. * * *

Immediate isolation of the cases, as well as thorough ventilation of the barracks, prevents

the further propagation of this fatal wound complication."

Very recent wounds were attacked by erysipelas, and again the disease occurred in

wounds with perfectly healthy granulations, or which were well advanced in cicatrization,

as in the following:

Cask 1222.—Private Arthur Farey, Co. C, 183d Pennsylvania, aged 35 years, was wounded at Cold Harbor, Virginia,

June 3, 1864. He was admitted into the hospital of the First Division, Second Corps, and on June 11th was transferred to

Philadelphia and entered South Street Hospital. Acting Assistant Surgeon J. A. McArthur reported: "Wounded by an explo-

sive ball, which entered the right side of the thorax one and a half inches from the acromion. At date of admission the wound

of entrance had entirely healed. The right arm was very much swollen and inflamed. A large abscess formed, situated imme-

diately over the biceps muscle; general condition poor. On June 12th I opened the abscess and extracted the ball and ordered

that the wound caused by opening the abscess be freely injected three times a day with a solution of chlorate of soda; painted

the whole arm and forearm with tincture of iodine and applied a bandage. Flaxseed poultice, mixed with lead-water, to be

applied to the wound. Four bottles of porter were given daily, and a mixture composed of sulphate of quinine one drachm,

tincture of muriate of iron one drachm, water six ounces, and simple syrup two ounces, was given in tablespoonful doses four

times a day. June 20th: The pain and swelling of the arm have almost disappeared; wound discharging healthy pus; general

health good. Injections kept up and poultice and iodine discontinued. July 18th : From the last date the patient continued

steadily improving till the present time. He is again suffering from erysipelas over the whole of the right arm. The wound
over the biceps is very unhealthy and discharging a large quantity of sauious pus. Abdomen tympanitic, pulse fluttering, legs

cedematous. July 20th : Gradually sinking, pupils very much contracted; semi-comatose; able to pass his urine and feces prop-

erly. Died July 22, 18(i4. at 3 p. m. Autopsy: Brain healthy; heart contained two clots (fibrinous), one lying loose in the left

ventricle and one occupying the right auricle and extending into the pulmonary artery. There was about six ounces of effusion

in the pericardium. Stomach and small intestines healthy; about two quarts of effusion in the peritoneal cavity, and large deposi-

tion* of lymph on various parts of the intestines. Liver cirrhosed. Upon laying open the wound made by the ball discovered

thai the missile had passed through the glenoid cavity of the scapula, partially' fracturing the head of the humerus, and passing

1 Socix (A.), Kriegschirurg ische Erfahrungen gcsamme.lt in Carlsruhe 1870 und 1871, Leipzig, 1872, p. 31.
1J Cir.i.Konr (T.i, Chirurgische lin'rfr atm <len Kreigs-Lazarethtn in Weissenburg und Mannheim 1870, Berlin, 1872, p. 97.
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around the bone lodged beneath the fascia covering the biceps muscle. " The upper half of the right humerus was forwarded to

the Army Medical Museum by Dr. McArthur and constitutes Specimen ISGIW of the Surgical Section. There is a double longitu-

dinal partial fracture of five inches on the inner side of the shaft. The head is carious, and necrosed bone borders the lines of

separation in the shaft. A brief abstract of this case was given among the alleged instances of injuries by explosive bullets on

page 702, ante.

Case 1223.—Sergeant M. V. 13. Carr, Co. K, 104th New York, aged •>:> years, received a shot wound of the left leg, at

Gettysburg, July 1, 1803, and on July lDth entered the hospital at York, Pennsylvania. A mini6 ball entered the outer .aspect

of the upper third of the left leg, passed downward and backward, and emerged on the posterior part three inches below t lie

popliteal space. On admission the parts were swollen and the discharge of pus abundant. Simple dressings applied. On
October 12th the wounds were still open; condition good. The patient was furloughed on October 28th and readmitted on

December Gth. The wound of entrance became unhealthy, and on January 15, 1804, was four by two inches in extent; granu-

lations flabby, not disposed to cicatrize, leg swollen but not painful. The parts were touched with solid nitrate of silver daily

and simple cerate applied. By March 1st the wound was nearly closed though three inches deep. April 1st: Wound closed;

no swelling of part, nor pain; leg lame. April 10th: Wound of entrance reopened; discharge slight. May 1st: External

part of leg red, painful, and swollen for several days; abscess discharged. Wound of exit reopened May 19th; wound of

exit nearly closed; leg less swollen and painful. On May 21st the patient was transferred to Ladies' Home Hospital, New York.

Acting Assistant Surgeon G. M. Smith reported that "on admission the wound was healed, but the patient was quite lame. He
was soon after attacked with erysipelas of the left leg. A lotion composed of three ounces of spirit of mindererus, one of alcohol,

and twelve of water was applied to the limb, and muriated tincture of iron given internally. In the subsidence of the erysipelas

he soon regained his general health. He was discharged from service July 'JS, 1804. The wound in the left leg had healed,

but the limb was purple and oedematous and the patient quite lame."

Erysipelas was noted in four hundred and fiftv-two cases of amputations and in one

hundred and six cases of excisions. Of the four hundred and fifty-two amputation cases the

disease occurred in one hundred and fifty-one instances before, and in three hundred and

one after the operation. Of the one hundred and six cases of excisions the complication

made its appearance in all but four cases after the operation, and here again the liability of

this operation to be complicated by erysipelas will be noted.

Regarding the years in which the erysipelas was recorded, it can only be stated that

the disease was most frequent in periods in which the number of wounded under treatment

was the largest. Five cases were noted in 1861 , one hundred and forty-three in 1862, three

hundred and one in 1863, four hundred and forty-nine in 1864, one hundred and thirty-

two in 1865, and in sixty-seven cases the year was not stated. The same may be said of

the seasons of the year, although it was generally more frequent in cold and damp seasons

and at times when it was necessary to keep the doors and windows of hospital buildings

closed. Thirty-nine cases originated during January, twenty-nine in February, thirty-

eight in March, seventy-seven in April, one hundred and thirty one in May, one hundred

and twenty-four in June, one hundred and seven in July, seventy in August, fifty-nine in

September, fifty-seven in October, thirty-five in November, thirty-six in December, and in

two hundred and ninety-five cases the month in which the disease manifested itself was

not recorded.

The wounded among the colored troops seem to have been seldom affected by this dis-

ease, as only eleven were attacked by it; but five of the eleven cases proved fatal—four in

consequence of erysipelas, and one of pleuritis and erysipelas.

PYEMIA.

The terms septsemia, septicaemia, ichorrhaemia, pyaemia, pyohaemia, toxaemia, etc.,

found on the surgical reports of the war, were probably used by the surgeons as expressing,

in their opinions, certain degrees or phases of blood poisoning, intelligible to themselves,

but which the descriptions of the cases fail to reveal, and which, therefore, have not been

adhered to here. Nor have the many careful investigations since the war enabled writers

on surgery to reconcile the differences of their views. Lidell
1
believes that pyaemia is the

'LIUKLI. (J. A.), On Pyxmia, in United States Sanitary Commission Memoirs, New York, 1870, Surgical Volume I, page 511.

Suku III—108
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"variety of septsemia in which some local suppuration constitutes the primary focus or

source of infection. In the other varieties of septic blood poisoning the source or focus

from which the poison proceeds, and the symptoms, or secondary disturbances and struct-

ural lesions induced by it in distant organs, are of quite a different nature, as, for example,

we may see, in cases of dissection wound, gangrene from injury of blood-vessels, senile gan-

grene, spreading inflammatory gangrene, and hospital gangrene." Iiueter declares that the

"first wound fever is essentially a septicemic fever. * * In the course of a few days

the wound fever gradually loses the character of the simple septicemic fever, and with

the appearance of suppuration changes into a septico-pyemic fever; and, finally, with the

extinction of the putrescent process and the continuance of suppuration into a simple pyemic

fever."
1 Socin claims that the various forms of the primary wound fever caused by the recep-

tion into the blood of putrid fermentative products should be designated as septicemic

fevers, and those caused by the resorption of certain pyogenic products of pus as pyemic

fevers.
2

Billroth contends that septicemia most frequently appears in the first days after

severe injuries, at a time when pus has not yet formed in the wound, and that pyemia is

found after local suppuration has been established, and adds: "I have not seen a single

instance of this disease in which there was not found, either on the living subject or on the

cadaver, a deposit of pus or ichor, from which it had originated." 3 A similar fact was

noted by Lidell. In not one. of the fifty-seven cases observed by him at the Stanton Hos-

pital did "pyemia make its appearance previous to the establishment of local suppuration." 4

Arnold, who cites detailed accounts of numerous post-mortem examinations in cases of

traumatic pyemia, discriminates between simple septicemia and septico-pyemia accom-

panied by metastatic abscesses, which latter he designates as pyemia.5

The reports of the cases of blood poisoning of the American civil war are not suffi-

ciently clear and indicative to follow the hypothetical discriminations pointed out by the

authors cited, and the entire series will here be considered under pyemia.

The total number of cases of pyemia after shot wounds was two thousand eight hun-

dred and eighteen (2,818), of which seventy-one (71) recovered, and two thousand seven

hundred and forty-seven (2,747) terminated in death—a mortality rate of 97.4 per cent.

In twenty-one (21) only of the two thousand seven hundred and forty-seven (2,747) fatal

cases were other causes than pyemia mentioned as having influenced the fatal issue, viz:

hemorrhage in seven, gangrene in six, tetanus in two, erysipelas in one, peritonitis in one,

and typhoid pneumonia in four. In the remaining two thousand seven hundred and twenty-

six (2,726) fatal cases death was ascribed to pyemia.

Whether in the cases attacked by pyemia the wounds were in the head, the face, the neck,

the trunk, or the extremities; whether the injuries were only flesh wounds or accompanied

by fractures; or whether they were treated conservatively or by operative interference,

seemed to be immaterial; all were alike fatal, as shown in Table OLXI, on the opposite page.

Over one-half of all of the cases of pyemia were found after wounds of the lower

extremities; in eighty-six thousand four hundred and thirteen (86,413) injuries of this

class, one thousand five hundred and sixty-four (1,564, or 18.1 per thousand) cases of

1 HUETEB (C.). Die chirurgische Eehandlung der WundjUbtr bei Se/uissicundeti. in Yolkmaxs'm Sammlung KliniscJter Vortrdge in Vcrbindung

hut Oeutschen Klinikern, No. 2*J, p. 101.

2 Socin (A.), Kriegschintrgische Erfahrungen gesammdt in Carlsruhe 1870 und 1871, Leipzig, 1872, p. 27.
'
s Billroth (T.), Chirurgische Brie/e aus den Kriegslazaretften in Weissenburg und Mannheim 1670, Berlin, 1872, pp. 108, 109.

4 LIDELL (J. A.). On Pi/semia, in United States Sanitary Commission Memoirs, New York, 1870, Surgical Volume I. p. 511.

8 AKXOLI> (,J.), Anatomische Beilrdge eu der Lehre von den Schussivunden, gesammelt wuhrend der Kritgsjahre 1870 und '71 in den Reserve-

lazarettiemu Heidelberg. Heidelberg. 1873, p. li'4. %
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Tablk CLXI.

Summary of Two Thousand Bight Hundred and Eighteen Cases of Pyamiia, indicating Location of

Injury and Result.

pyaemia being reported. Of eighty-seven thousand seven hundred and ninety-three (87,793)

injuries of the upper extremities, nine hundred and eighteen (918, or 10.4 per thousand), of

forty-five thousand one hundred and eighty-four (45,184) injuries of the trunk, two hundred

and seventy (270, or 5.9 per thousand t. and of twenty-six thousand tour hundred (26,400)

injuries of the head, face, and nock, sixty-six (66, or 2.5 per thousand), were followed by

this complication.

In one thousand seven hundred and twenty-one (1,721) cases the day of the appear-

ance of the pyaemic symptoms after the injury was noted as follows; On the

2d day in 5 cases.

3d rlay in cases.

4th day in 13 cases.

5th day in 16 cases.

6th day in 17 cases.

7th day in 24 case's.

8th day in . 29 cases.

9th day in 38 cases.

10th day in. 37 cases.

Ilth day in 37 eases.

12th day in 50 cases.

Kith day in 59 cases.

14th tlay in 54 cases.

15th day in CO eases.

16th day in 70 cases.

17th day in 68 cases.

18th day in 70 cases.

19th day in G6 cases.

20th day in 65 cases.

21st day in 50 cases.

22d day in 55 casts.

23d day in 42 cases.

24th day in 40 cases.

25th day iu 42 cases.

26t h day in 50 cases.

27th day in 31 cases.

2t*th day in 36 cases.

29th day in 31 cases.

30th day in 20 cases.

31st to 35th day in 135 cases.

35th to 40th ila.y in.
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Table CLXII.

Indicating day of Appearance of Pyaemia after Injury and after Operation.

Day of Ai'Pkakamjk.

1st

2d

3d..

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th .

10th .

11th

12th
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the flap sloughed off; granulations pale, discharge thin and serous; Labarraque's solution, diluted, was applied to the stump.

October 11th: had a severe chill this morning, and complains of a good deal of pain in the right knee; twenty grains of sulphate

of quinine and an ounce of whiskey were given every six hours. 12th : had another severe chill ; knee red. hot, and very much
swollen, pulse frequent and weak, tongue dry and coated, complexion assuming a bronzed hue

;
quinine repeated, and five grains

of citrate of iron and quinine, in pill, ordered to be given night and morning. A lotion of acetate of lead and opium was applied

to the knee and lime water to the stump. 13th: had another chill to-day, but it was not so severe as the others; temperature of

inflamed knee lessened; had slept well during the night; no change in the treatment. 14th: swelling of the knee much less;

treatment unchanged. 15th: had a slight chill about noon, but his general appearance is much better; same treatment continued.

18th: had vomiting, produced apparently by the large doses of sulphate of quinine, which were discontinued: hut the other

treatment was continued. 20th: bowels constipated; five grains aloes and fifteen of rhubarb were ordered. 25th: swelling dis-

appearing from knee rapidly; stump looks much better; granulations more fluid and healthy; discharge more laudable. October

30th : decided daily improvement ; continued the stimulants, together with the citrate of iron and quinine, and the lead and opium

lotion to the knee and lime water to the stump. The knee joint remained slightly swollen, hot. and tender for a long time;

indeed, the symptoms of inflammatory action in it did not entirely disappear till about the first of February, 1864. February 20th :

the amount of mobility at the knee is small (false anchylosis); patella now adherent; knee natural in size and shape. Stump

sore on account of having bruised it recently; general condition excellent. March 29th : the stump has refused to heal ; there is

an indolent excavated ulcer about the size of a franc piece situated at the posterior part of the face of the stump. The stump is

otherwise unserviceable on account of the delicate character of its covering, which had been taken from the dorsum of the foot.

There being now no prospect that it would ever become useful, the leg was reamputated about the junction of the middle with

the inferior third by the double-flap method, the anterior flap being considerably shorter than the posterior one. The tibia was

sawn oft' obliquely, as directed by Sanson ; anaesthetic sulphuric ether. April 18th : patient's general condition excellent.'' This

soldier was discharged September 17, 1804, and pensioned; he died September 13, 1871. The amputated stump was contributed

to the Army Medical Museum by Dr. Lidell, and is numbered 2165 of the Surgical Section.

In the well established cases of pyasmia all remedies were found ineffective. In wounds

of the extremities amputation has been recommended for the removal of the infection when

first observed; but even this extreme remedy seemed to be of little avail. Three or four

cases are reported in which limbs were removed while the patients were in a pysemic con-

dition, and from the successful issue it may be presumed that the removal of the infectious

focus had a beneficial influence, as in the following cases, in which chills had occurred

shortly before the operation

:

Case 1225.—Corporal C. Killan, Co. II, 2d Michigan, received a shot wound of the right elbow joint, at Fair Oaks, May
31, 1862. He was admitted on June 2d into hospital at Annapolis, Maryland. Surgeon T. A. McParlin, U. S. A., reported:

"The ball entered close to the external condyle of the humerus, fractured the olecranon process of the ulna, and passed out just

below the internal condyle of the humerus. On admission the arm was much tumefied; intense inflammation. Constant appli-

cation of iced water was made to the parts for two days by means of a syphon ; the inflammation having somewhat subsided, an

attempt was made to save the arm by making a crucial incision and removing the olecranon process by means of a metacarpal

saw. All splinters were removed and the parts brought, together with sutures and adhesive straps, The joint was kept from the

air by means of an albumen scab. The arm was kept at perfect rest by a splint, and water dressings used. For ten days the arm

did well, when sudden tumefaction of the entire limb supervened, with intense inflammation. The dressings were removed, save

such as were required to keep the wound from the air. A heavy chill with evidences of pyaemia came on. The patient was

stimulated and supported by generous diet, but the evidences of inflammation were so marked that tiie arm was amputated at the

lower third.'' Killan was discharged August 15, 1862, with a good stump, and pensioned.

In a case of shot wound of the knee with pysemic symptoms, in which the lymphatic

glands of the knee were greatly enlarged, amputation at the junction of the middle and

lower thirds of the femur was performed and the patient recovered with a fine stump:

Case 1226.—Private Joseph Jones, Co. K, 13th Tennessee Cavalry, aged 26 years, was wounded at Morristown, Tennes-

see, November 13, 1864, in the right knee. The ball entered near the upper edge of the patella, passed upward and backward,

grazing the patella, and emerged two inches above the inner condyle of the femur. He was admitted on the same day into Asy-

lum Flospital, Knoxville. The early progress of the case is not recorded. On May 10, 1865, a condition of pyaemia existed

;

the patient was scarcely more than skin and bone. The lymphatic glands in the groin were greatly enlarged; appetite nearly

entirely gone; tongue dry, hard, and glassy; pulse about 120, weak; nausea and occasional vomiting. Knee and leg very much
swollen; discharge very profuse and extremely offensive; soft structures of joint nearly entirely destroyed, articular surfaces

very much corroded, and pus burrowing extensively about and below the knee. Acting Assistant Surgeon T. W. Baugh ampu-

tated the thigh, at the junction of the lower and middle thirds, by the circular operation. The case progressed nicely; a drachm

of bisulphite of soda was given each day for the first five days, together with whiskey. After this the bisulphite wras decreased

to a half drachm, and quinine, iron, and whiskey added. The patient recovered with a beautiful stump. He was discharged

from service August 22, 1865. The case is reported by Surgeon F. Meacham, U. S. V.

From the numerous autopsies reported in cases of pyaemia the following have been

selected as indicating the conditions of the different organs in the fatal eases of this disease:
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Condensed Summary of Forty-eight Post-

so Name, Injury, etc.

1 1M.J. Brown, II, Uh Mich., age
35. Woundsof back and hand.

I

!Pt. G. H. Guernsey, E, I7tb
Conn., age 33. Flesh wound
elbow; amputation.

Pt N. Young, I?, 108th N. T.
Fracture knee joint.

Corp'l D. Ward, H, 13th Vir-
ginia; age 19. Fract. femur;
amputation.

Pt. TV.
York,
erum.

Fader, A, 140th New
age 20. Fracture sa-

il)

14

25

16

17

18

19

20

rt. G. Shaumway, C, 10th New-
York Heavy Artillery. Cont.
wound over right eye; age 28.

Corp'l N. M. Hildreth, B,04th
Now York, age 21. Fracture
femur; amputation.

Capt.AV. Bogardus, G, 8Cth Illi-

nois, age 43. Wound over
right sacroiliac symphysis.

Pt E. Satterfield, F, 12th West
Virginia, ago 40. Fracture
elbow joint; amputation arm.

Pt. M. McColligan, C, 66th
Mass., age 17. Fract. bum.;
amp. at shoulder joint.

Pt. A. H. Coinius, K, 34th New
York, age 25. Fract. fib.

;

amp. thigh; lig. femo. art. in
cont.

Pt. E. Gallagher, F, 69th New
York, age. 37. Fract. ankle
joint; amputation leg.

Pt. J. Brown, F, 5th New York
Cavalry, age 34. Fracture
wristjoint; amputation fore-

arm; reamp. arm.

Pt, C. T. Munn. G, 77th New
York, age 22. Fracture sca-

pula.

Corp'l C. Putnam, E, 64th New
York, age 27. Fracture left

knee joint; amputat'n thigh.

Corp'l J\ Crowley, A, 7th New
York, age 25. Fracture knee

;

amputation thigh.

Pt. S. Hackett, F, 11th Penna.
Res., age 25. Fracture tars.

bones; Chopart's amput'n.
Pt. A. Hammond, H, lllthNow
York, age 47. Fracture left

knee joint; amput'n thigh.

Pt. C. Rhodes, C, 2d Massachu-
setts Cavalry, age 20. Frac-
ture right ulna.

Pt. S. H. Stevenson, E, 34th
Ohio, age 26. Wound of r't

second finger.
Capt. Gr. Reis, C, 15th Missouri,
age 31. Fracture forearm

;

amputation arm.
Pt. J. Stuart, C\ Sth Michigan,
age 30. Fracture 8th rib.

Lunch and Pleural Cavity.

Blood effused in tissue of lungs in spots; no
abscesses ; costal pleura strongly injected.

A few inflamed, indurated, suppurating lob-
ules in lower lobes of lungs.

R't lung compressed; upper and middle lobes
studded with abs. ; left filled with abs. ; cavity
of lymph £ inch thick on pleura.

Lungs; lower lobe left caruified; hypostatic
congestion in right; pleuritic effusion in left

sac.

Lungs; left, inf. lobe congested, both lobes in-

filt. with serum ; masses of fib. matter in up-
per and lower lobes ; right, same condition.
Left, 22 oz., right, 24 oz.

Some congestion both lungs; small nhscesses
in left; old pleuritic adhesions. Right, 22
oz., left, 14 oz.; effusion.

Metastatic abscesses in both lungs. Left lung
weighed 1 lb. 12.J oz.

Lungs congested; portion lower lobe right col-

lapsed and camitied; metast. deposits in low.
and masses of white substance in up. and low.
lobes left lung. Weight, left, 18 oz. 4 dr.,

right, 18 oz. 3 dr.

Lungs flaccid and speckled ; small yellow mass-
es in left. Weight, right, 2 Ih.s., left, 1 lb.

10 oz.

Both lungs collapsed and containing abscess-
es; pleural adhesions.

Lungs dark colored posteriorly; numerous ab-
scesses in discolored portions; ribs of pig-
mentary matter in upper lobe. Weight, r't,

104 oz., left, Vloz.

Right lung adherent to thorax ; low. lobe of left

conges., red col'd ; fatty secretion witli blood
exuded; upper lobe dull slate cold; copious
frothy (Urty-white secretion exuded.

Low. lobe right lung consolidated and partly
hepatized; hard tubercles in apex and inferior
portion third lobe; second lobe left lung con-
solidated, parenchyma unhealthy. Weight,
right, 35$ oz., left, 25J oz.

Right lung adherent between lobes and to
right costal pleura; organ somewhat pneu-
monic and infiltrated with pus; left lung
healthy.

Pyamiic patch in posterior lobo of left lung;
lungs otherwise healthy; no pleuritic adhe-
sions.

Lungs adherent to pleura and diaphragm, and
interspersed thickly with pyaenuc abscesses.

Metastatic abs. in lungs; large excavations
fmrtially occupied by dead tissue above right
ling; pleuritic adhesions.

Posterior lobes of both lungs solidified and
collapsed.

Lungs filled with circumscribed abscesses;
pleura covered with broken down lymph;
effusion in left pleural cavity.

Posterior lobes of lungs congested; tubercles
in both, abscess in left; effusion in each
pleura*.

Both lungs gorged with dark venous blood . .

.

Abscesses in lungs; left pneumonic and hepa-
tized; old pleuritic adhesions in right; effu-

sion in cavitv.

Liver.

Flabby, ochre and slate col-

ored on surface; homoge-
neous ami spot'donsect'n.

Large, pale, clay colored,
and somewhat fatty.

Large abs. in middle lobe
cont. 4 oz. pus; tissues
around indurated.

Enlarged, heavy, light col-

ored, finely granulated in
appearance and quite
solid.

Kidneys.

No apparent disease
;
gall

perfectly black. Weight,

Abscess in right lobe; or-

gan light colored, mot-
tled, and finely congested
on surface. "vV't, 5£ lbs.

Reddish brown externally,
bile tinted on section;
friable aud ntitmegned.
Weight, 3 lbs. 14 o/.. 4 dr.

Large, mottled externally,
soft, ami congested; un-
pleasant odor. Weight,
7 His. 1 oz.

Normal

Light reddish brown, hard,
and full of blood. Weight,
78i oa.

Upper half of right, lobe
studded with sinall ab-
scesses.

Thick, firm, acini well
marked; nutmegged ap-
pearance; blackish color
externally; no gall in

bladder. ' W't, 63 oz.

Fularg'd, yellowish br'wn,
soft, flabby, and fatty.

Normal size, yellow,
ular, and brittle.

Contained several indura-
ted spots supposed to bo
pyaemia.

Large, heavy, and mot-
tled; rough to the touch.

Softened; no abscesses...

Congested ; largo abscess
in superior lobo opening
into peritoneal cavity.

Much enlarged and very
soft.

Enlarged and congested . ..

Enlarged, soft, and yellow

;

fatty.

Healthy

Healthy.

Natural in size, light in
color.

Normal; rather pale. Ri't,

7 oz., left, 7 oz.

Small masses white sub-
stance in both. "Weigkt
of each, ti oz.

Light colored, flexible, and
easily torn; no abnormal-
ity observed. Weight of
each, 7£ oz.

Yellow tinged. "Weight,
left, 5 oz. 3 dr., right. G
oz. Supra-renal capsules
distended with bloody
fluid.

Mottled, flabby, light col-

ored on section. Weight,
right, 7 oz., left, 8oz.

Healthy

Congested. Weight, rig't,

7 oz., left, C oz.

Reddish buff and mottled
on surface; flabby and
fatty.

Healthy.

Small and apparently soft-

er than usual.

A little pale but natural.

Softened; no abscesses..

Normal

Natural size and healthy.

Enlarged; the two w'g'd 21$
oz, Mottled ; capsule peel-

ed readily; cortical port'n
thickene'd; pale yellow.
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mortem Examinations in Cases of Pyaemia.
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1

2

12

13

15

20

2!

Splekn. Intestines.

Large, 7x4, and flab- Healthy.
by-

Joints. Blood Vkssels.

ion tit'

v ei n s

Healthy... . Slight patches of in-
I flammation in lowei

part small intestine.

Dark purple, t wiee
natural size; 2 lib.

musses at mid. post.
border; pus in low.
border.

Discolored interiorly,

mid easilv pulpiticd.
Weight, 22 oz.

! I*'ge abs, comm. with

I

kueej't ; syn. nienib. '

I

soft and brok'ndown
i

by ulceration,
Several mesenteric

I j
Veins

glands enlarged

I No intlanui

, neigbboi in
' observed.
A \illarv vein thiek'd

;

eltit partially brok'n
down into purnloid
matter.

Remakes.

Heart large and flabby. Recent pleuvitis
ot" iight side; thin pseudo-membraue
formed on long, not adherent to costal
pleura
Heart healthy

;
wound gangrenous.

Cyst on i ight side
rum, one on left ei

normal.

testiual canal natu-
ral.

Discolored;
trefactive.

5i lbs.

odor pu-
Weight,

Light colored along Portions of ileum and
exterior and ante- ' large intestine con-
rior border, Wt, l, gested; jejunum dis-
lb.

j
colored.

Light colored, flexi-

ble, and speckled on
section. Weight, 12

ttz.

Dark colored exter-
nally and internally.

Weight. U oz. 4 dr.

Large, flabby, light
colored, and* soft.

Abscesses in poste-

rior superior surface.

Dark colored, solid,

and quite full of
blood. Weight, Hi
oz.

Natural

Dark mulberry color,

and. softened. Wt,
Hi oz.

Large and flabby, con-
taining about a doz.
small purnloid foci.

About the normal
size, but softened.

Enlarged, and almost
of the consistence of
pulp.

Normal in appear'ce;
attached to diaph'm
and containing pus.

Softened ; no abscess-

Fairly congested .

Soft and enlarged .

Considerably enlarg'd
but without structu-
ral change.

22 Enlarged; more than
£ normal size; pale
blue, and soft.

A few blood spots and
some thinning of
mucous membrane;
otherwise natural.
Weight, 4 lbs.

Large intestine gen-
erally dark colored
and * con t ai n i n

g

patches of lymph

;

same in jejunum.

Jejunum tinted gray,
in ott led, speckled,
and hyperscmio; ile-

um congested; large
intestine dark col'd

and hyperajuiic.
Normal

Omentum extended £
way to pubis. In-
testines weighed 49

Inflated witli gas.

of pia mater
cov. cerebral filled

with blood; white
etas' ic thromb. 2 in.

long in ex. fern. vein.

Fibr, clot in ventr.
auricle adh. to

Clot in femoral artery
of stump; another
in femoral vein.

Health v.

Right knee joint tilled

with apparently
healthy aynuvia.

Pyarthrosia leftelb'w
joint ; pus in cavity

;

articular su rface
partly denuded of

|

cartilage.

Axillary vein clotted;

contained pus ami
oil globules; no pus
in femoral vein.

Fein. art. and vein dis-

eased ami eroded be-

low lig.; vein inflam-
ed above ami cont'd
purulent matter.

Apparently healthy.

Seemingly healthy

Pus formations in it
hip joint. *

Bight hip joint liter-

ally filled with pus.

Veins of both upper
extremities healthy.

Veins of stump near
end loaded with (Irk
soft <lots; higher up
fill'd with pus nearly
to Poupart's lig.

Congested; some adh.
of transverse and as-

cending colon, and
ulceration of small
intestine.
Normal

3 oz. pus in right hip
joiut.

Right elbow joint
tilled with pus

;
pus

in right shoulder
joiut.

Mucous lin'g of intes-
tinal can'l d'k venous .

col'd; ecchvmoses. I

Left femoral vein
tilled with clots up
to ext. iliac; fern.

art. healthy.

Veins leading from
forearm and hand

! diseased.
Pulmonary veins lill-

I

ed with tough cord*
I

like clots of fibrin.

containing 2 quarts se-

ntaining a pint. Heart

of heart extending from
live; clot iii left ventr.

Dear valve; clot .".lines long in femoral ar-

tery; brain, slight opacity of arachnoid;
jsome congestion. Stomach abnormally

large.

White fibrinous clots in In-art. Weight,
Hi oz. Pancreas much enlarged and red-

,

dened.

Clots in heart ; blood generally fluid ; some
conges, of brain ; abs. between left supra
renal capsule and kidne\ • pancreas en-

,

larged. Wt, 4 o/.. Congestion of fundus
of stomach.

Clots in ventricles and auricles of heart.
W't of organ, 7$ o/.. Plain, clear serum
in both lateral ventricles. Weight, 3 lbs.

oz.: pancreas normal.

Heart, clots in both auricles and ventricles.
Weight, » oz. Prain. scrum in arachnoid
and lateral ventricles; some congestion.
W't, 31bs. 7 oz. Gall bladder contained
ljoz. viscid tenacious bile; p;!iiereas nor-
mal.

Heart, large, flaccid, and containing clots.

Weight, I lb. Brain, surface exsanguine,
organ tlabbv. Serum in lateral ventricles.
Weight, .'1 lbs. 2 oz. Pancreas. Weight,
3 oz. Stomach large, mottled in fundus.

Large abscess in parictes of abdomen at in-

sertion of rectus muscle.

Heai t surrounded by adipose tissue; 5os.
fluid in pericardial sac ( »n opening skull
large quantityof blood escaped ; t clots ad-
herent to bone internally ; inguinal glands
enlarged.
Heart oj in. wide, 2$ in. thick, weighed 17i
oz. Brain normal; diaphragm dull slate

colored, with spots of lobulur pneumonia
and copious frothy secretions.

Fibrinous clot in both sides heart ; (eso-

phagus pale and yellow; trachea purple
and yellow

;
pancreas moderately soft

;

pale white color.

Heart large and flabby; left ventricle di-

lated; white fibrinous clot in right ventri-
cle and pul. art. Several abscesses in both
upper extremities.

Heart; large dot in r't ventricle, extended
into auricle, inf. and sup. cavie, ami pul-
monary art. and branches; clots in left

ventricle; bladder contracted to size of
walnut; abs. in thigh.

On section of right femur cavity found
nearly filled with pus; extensive inter-
muscular abscess in thigh.

Abscess through both hemispheres of
brain; inguinal glands greatly swollen;
deep abscess below popliteal space.

Clots in right side or heart; medulla and
cancellated structure of left, and medulla
of r't femur red and disorganized; no ab-
scesses in viscera.

Walls of heart thin and flabby; valves like
finest tissue paper; 2 oz. yellow serum in

pericardium; brain soft; serum beneath
dura mater and pia mater, and in lateral

sinuses; abscess on back of left hand.
Pericardium distended with serum. Fore-
arm and hand infiltrated with pus; gan-
grene; abscess on dorsal aspect left hand.

Heart flabby and pale; right ventricle
filled and soaked with blood.

Large thrombi in right ventricle and au-
ricle of heart; small thrombi in left side
of organ.
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No.

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

34

35

36

37

38

39

4u

41

42

43

41

Name, Injpry, etc. Lungs and Plki'mal Cavity. Liver. Kidneys.

I't. P. Oatro, If, 72d New York, Numerous small abscesses and patches of lobu- EnlVd, pale, yellow, tatty.
:

No abuormal appearances
Hge 21. Fracture ankle; am- lar pneumonia in both lungs, nrol softened.
putution at knee.

Pt. J. Davis, L, 1st Michigan i Abscess in left lung filled with dark fetid pus; Enlarged and softened
Cavalry, ago 22. Fracture small abscess in right lung; effusion in left '

tarsus; resection. i
pleural cavity.

Serg't W. Norton, I, 5th Wis- Nearly whole of loft lung inflamed
cousin, age 20. Fracture neck ,

right troch. major of femur.
Pt. J. Thompson, I>, 9th Vir-

i

Several abscesses in left Lung: right lung
gin ia, age 21. Flesh wound

I
healthy; 12 pints pus in left pleural cavity.

left (high.

No abscesses; fatty

Serg't D. A. Lent, A, oth New
York Heavy Artillery, age 24.

Flesh wound right leg.

Pt, J. T. Yocum, A, Sltth Illi-

nois. Fracture left thigh;
excision.

Pt. J. Wallace, F, 21st Georgia,
ape 38. Fracture femur; ex-
cision.

Corp*] A. W. Davis, F,l4th N.
C, age 24. Fracture tars, and
met.; amputation leg.

Corp'l II. Durragh. K, 106th
Pcnna , age 40. Fracture r't

j

shoulder joint ; excision.

Pr.-T. F. Bowser, B, 11th Penn-
sylvania, age 18. Fracture '

right knee Joint; amputation '

thigh.
Pt. J. D. Crowter, D, 4th New
York Heavy Ai tillery, aire 24.

Fracture right ankle joint; I

amputation leg.

rt. C. Smith, B, 7th Maryland,
ago 21. Fracture left fibula.

Lungs congested ; large abscess in upper lobe
right lung tilled with thick pus.

Left lung bepatized
;

cavity.
pus in pleural

Lungs adherent and studded with pysemic
patches; serous effusion in left pleural sac;
plenrocollesis both sides.

scesses in lower lobes both, and upper
x\\t lung. Weight, right, 13 J oz., left,

Normal

No abscesses; fatty

Absoessesin both kidneys

;

pus in both ureters.

Small abscess in cortical
portion of each

; pus in

meters.

Small, contracted, mottled,
and convoluted ; resem-
bled brain more than
liver. Weight, 51 oz.

Soft and fatty

Small al

lobe i-i

1U oz.

Right lung adherent to wall:* of thorax and dia-
phragm ; frothy fluid exuded from lobes on sec-
tion: left lung healthy. Weight, right, 21 oz.;

left, in.
Lungs adherent; lower lobe, right, pneumonic
and studded with hardened pyamuc patches;
patches contained no pus; slight congestion
left lung; effusion in tight side.

Lungs: lower lobes carnitied; adherent to sur- i

rounding tissue; large pyaniie patch in up-
per lobe, left; about20 abscesses in lower lobe, ;

right ; effusion in each side of cavity.
Lungs; lower lobes bepatized and dotted with Somewhat fatty

pytemic patches; recent adhesions about
right : 20 oz. effusion.

Decidedly fatty .

Lungs slightly adherent to thorax ; right lung
considerably congested and containing a small
abscess, weight, right, 11$ oz., left, 9$ oz.

Pt, C. W. Allen, C, 1st Maine
H. A., age 23. Fracture left

elbow; amputation arm.

Pt. J". Hiles, I, 1st Nebraska, Lungs; lower lobes studded with metastatic,
age 20. Fracture left radius;

'

amputation arm.
Pt. F. Guthberlet, K, 27th Mas-
sachusetts, age 26. Fracture
light elbow; exc. ; amp. arm.

Pt, P. Soanlan, G, 69th New-
York, age 34. Fracture kn<<
joint; amputation thigh.

Pt, G. Laforce, E, 20th New
Yttik. Wounds arm and knee
joint; amputation arm.

Pt. J. Moore, E, 8th Penneylvn
nia Reserves, age 20. Frac-
ture leg; amputation.

Pt. S.McCan, F, 1st U. S. Cav-
alry, ago 23. Fracture right
ulna.

Pt. C. Crealman, II, 1 18tb Penn-
sylvania, age 21. Fracture
right humerus.

Corp'l J. H. Hlgley, A, 00th
Pennsylvania, age 20. Frac-
ture upper third femur.

abscesses; recent deposit of lymph on both
pleural surfaces.

Pyu'iuic abscesses in lungs ; left collapsed;
both congested and adherent to pleura.

Lungs, strongly marked carbonaceous deposit
on: lowerand posterior parts engorged: right,

emigested and containing abscesses; pleu-
ritic adhesions on left side.

Lungs black, mottled, and reticulated; me-
lanic deposit.

Enlarged Ji in a state of I Apparently healthy
fat ty degenorat ion

;
gall

bladder nearly empty;
stricture near middle.

Somewhat fatty .

Abscess in right lobe filled

with creamy pus. W't,
59 oz.

No abscesses in liver.

Decomposed abscess in left

lobe size of a small shot,

Enlarged, adherent to dia-
phragm, stomach, and
trans v 'so colon; abs. in r't

lobe and on up. and r't side.

Large and finely mottled..

Apparently healthy

No abscesses in kidneys

Lungs slightly congested ; melauic matter pre- Light coffee colored, finely
sent; abscesses in both. Weight, left, 22£

J

mottled, and large. W't,
OZ., right, 15J oz. 82J oz.

Lungs congested and coated with broken-down
lymph: right filled with small abscesses ; effu-

sion in left pleural cavity; each weighed 25 oz.

Lungs contained numerous abscesses: both
partially adherent and bepatized; pleura
broken down and adherent to lungs ; effusion
in cavity. Right weighed 25J oz., left 19 oz.

Lungs congested ; recent indurations as large
as an egg in middle part of both near base

;

not converted into pus.

Three abscesse3 in, con-
taining 2 oz. pus each.
Weight. 5 lbs. 2 oz.

Enormously enlarged, and
containing numerous ab-
scesses.

Nutmeg appearance on sec-

tion; no abscesses in.

Enlarged, pale
ted.

iindindura-

Largn and pale.

Pt. J. Merrow, I), 12th Massa-
}

Two abcesses, size grain of maize, in apex left \
Healthy.

chusetts, age 31. Fracture
kneejoint ; amputation thigh.

45 Pt, J. Somers, E, 64th New
York, age 21. Fracture knee
joint: amputation thigh.

lung: surroundings of abscesses for about

i

inch of a dark pink color and denser than
surrounding tissue.

Abscisses in both lungs; left compressed, ad-
herent, and carnified ; right pneumonic; co-

pious (tins ion in pleural cavities.

Normal

Kidneys. Right weighed
6oz., left, 6£ oz. Supra-
renal capsules much en-
larged. W't, both, f oz.

Congested. Weighed 6oz.

Both contained abscesses
;

cortical substance con-
gested ; left enlarged;
right weighed7$, leftOoz.

Contained no abscesses. -

.

Pale, firm; cortical sub-
stance same hue as py-
ramidal.

Normal

46 Pt. M. Casey, K. 7th Veteran Pyasmio patches in lower lobes of lungs; large Healthy
! Reserve Corps, age 25. Frac- ! abscess in posterior lobe of right ; slight ad-

j

ture right carpus.
j

hesions; no effusion in cavities.

47
|

Pt. G. McCoy, E, 6dd Pennsyl- Abscesses in both lungs
I

In a state of acute hepa
vania, ago 32. Fracture foot ;

j

!
titis and quite friable,

amputation log.

48 Pt. \Y. Ramsey, II, 6th Vir- Lungs slightly congested at posterior lobes; Normal.—
ginia, age 19. small pvaemic paten in right inferior lobe of

:

right.

. Pale, otherwise healthy.

In a state of putrid decom-
position.
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-,,-,

\\ I l-IIM Jnixri*. 111.1HMI Yl>H.I>. Kim \kk-

Not enlarged; paler
1 ban natural, and
softened.

Enlarged and Soft-
ened.

Not enlarged or
t-BCtl.

.ti-

Large abscess in : dis-

charging pus into
abdomen ; organ en-

larged.
Normal Normal

Pus in ankle join!

;

also ill astl agnlo-SCa-
jihi.ul art ir ula tion.

II ip joint and parts
infiltrated with m

dark thin fetid pus.
Left knee and wrist
joints examined ; no
pus.

l'us in right knee and
wrist joints; none in

ankle.

Thrombus of superf. Large thrombus in right ventricle and an
feni.. profunda, and riele of heart : small om-s in left. Muscles
rxternal iliac veins. of thigh infiltrated with pus
Femoral vein Ibrom- Clots in both ventricles ol heart: raneel
hosed. Ions structure of cnlcaneiun gangrenous,

osteoma fill is.

No cbills oeeurred nlihough the disease

lasted 42 days.

Enlarged hut not soft- Healthy ..

ened.

Soft ami pulpy. W't. Capcum congested .

V2h oz. otherwise healthy.

'S\ Much enlarged, firm,

nol pulpv. Weight,
" 035.

32 Softer than usual Contained no pus.

Veins as far as exam- Heart healthy .
:i o/. serum in p 1 icar

ined healthy, diuni- Abscesses in ami pus at points of
right cerebrum, l'us burrowed an.ong
muscles of thigh from knee to h p

Ileal t : right ventricle tilled with a semi
organized clot, Pancreasand stomach nor-
mal

Parotid gland enormously enlarged and
distended with pus; cartilaginous hut no
ossifle union of fracture.

Old, partially diainte- Heart healthy; brain, large amount of se
grated blood dots in roua subarachnoid etfnsion. Lymphatic
fern, vein; walls of glands, left groin, enlarged,
vein thickened; fe

moral art. bealthv.
Small clot in right side heart, W't, »|o*.;
tissues of stump in slougldim condition:
stru«:ures of hones full of oil globules.

Heart : fibrinous clot in 1m»i h ventricles
W't. !in/. Ann and wound gangrenous

Considerably soften- Apparently healthy.
ed, and dark colored.

Knee joi nt not in-

volved.

34 Healthy

Apparently bealthv- Apparently healthy
Weight, !» oz.

Ufi- Noam tin spleen

A gruiuoiis dark pur- Normal
pie mass; very soft:

completely disorg'd.
Enlarged, softened, Transverse and de-
dark purple, and ad- scending colon and
heient to diaphragm rectum reduced in

and peritoneum. calibre.
Enlarged, hard, and Full of gas; colon es-

very light colored. penally distended

Fluid resembling pus
in left shoulderjoint

.

No pus in joints

Large a b se ess in

shoulder joint
;
pus

healthy.

1'emoral vein iullaui'd

and tilled with dark
riots; art. healthy.

l'us in one of I h

e

veins; clots in the
others.

Pai k riot partly tilled

femoral vein
;
inside

coat of vein red and
inflamed

;
post. lib.

art. oblite'd in w'd.
Arteries and veins of
stump healthy.

Closure of vein about
1} inches from ex-
tremity of bone.

Ves'ls of arm normal

:

firm black clot tilled

axill'y vein
; no pus.

Vessels of dura mater
congested.

Weighed 4Joz. Inflated, mottled, and
Streaked.

Much congested....
Weighed 10 OZ.

Soft, and of dark Small intestines some-
brown hue. \\"d 8 what ongested : c;e-

oz. cum sp h a c el u s

throughout.
Many small abscesses

j

in spleen: not much
enlargement.

Bark purple color, Healthy
faintly granulated;
not very firm.

Fibrinous, flaky, tena-
cious pus to hi]) j't :

abscesses extended
to knee j't ; cartila-

ges of knee j t erod'd.
Pus in left knee joint

;

synovial membrane
destroyed ; cartilage
eroded : pus in r't ah.

j't: none in hip j't s.
(
'ai pus filled with pus.

Marrow of femur ivd and soft
. in portion

gangrenous, aud entirely gone tot :t inches
in lower end.

Abscesses between muscles of stump. 2

small ones near bom-

Large fibrinous clot in left auricle and
ventricle, and long thin clot in right an
ride extending into pulmonary artery.

Large fibrinous clot in right side heart;
extremity of median nerve bulbous; small
abscess throughout tissuts of slump to

shoulder joint.

Fungous mushroom protrusion <»f medulla
and other marks of osteomyelitis.

Heart normal; slump odema ton sand tilled

with serum; bone semi-purulent through
out.

Heat t livid in cnlorand flabby; clots in right
and left ventricles ; dura mater tense;
coats of stomach pale, soft, and lujec ed
in spots.

Bronchial glands enlarged and as black as
ink; gall bladder light colored.

Phlebitis with total

disorganization of
fern, vein -. bel. knee
vein occupied by
tube tilled with pus.

About the usual size Normal
and consistence.

Healthv. Formation of pus in

left shoulder joint.

No pus in the joints

Vessels of fractured
arm healthv.

Thrombi in smaller
veins from side near-
est broken bone ex-
tend into fern. vein.

Femoral vein tilled
with a grayish black
clot ; artery ti lied
with partially de-

composed clot.

Femoral vein tilled
with partially soft-

ened clots nearly to

Poupart s ligament.
No riots discovered .

4H Decidedly softened

Suppurative inflam-
mation of veins of
leg.

Thick c tea m y pus
from face of stump
to Von pa lis liga-

ment in fern. vein.

Brain ; effusion ofserum into lateral ventri
eles; large abscess with black w alls about
middle third femur ; medulla of tibia soft-

ened.

Heart healthy. Weighed 7 oz.

Clot in left, and abscesses in r't ventricle of
heart; trach. and hron. tubes congested

;

cardiac orifice ofstomach congested ; pan-
creas broken down and softened.

Abscess below knee broke, discharging
offensive matter.

Medullary suhst. yellowish, ochre-colored,

and protruding from femur; noinflamma-
tion in thigh, or any of the organs; muscles
attached to femur healthy: periosteum
firmly adherent

Entire exterior of femur in a gangrenous
condition.

Soft parts of forearm, except vessels, thor-

oughly disorganized.

Pericardium tilled wit h serum; 'Jo/, serum
in lateral ventricles of brain ; no pus, but
an unusual amount of serum in all the se-

rous cavities.

Fibrinous clot in light ventricle of heart
pyramidal bodies becoming invisible.
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Abstracts of forty-eight post-mortem examinations are recorded in the preceding table.

Metastal i<- abscesses were found in the lungs in thirty-five, in the liver in nine, in the kidneys

in three, in the spleen in lour instances, and in sixteen cases pus was found in the joints. The

lymphatic glands of the groin were swollen in three eases, and in a case ol a fracture of the

femur (No. 28, p. 864), the parotid gland was enormously enlarged and distended with pus.

Several ether instances of swelling of the parotid glands were recorded in cases in which

no autopsies were made:

Cask 1227.—Private Henry M. Smith, Co. G, 82d Pennsylvania, aged 28 veal's, received at Amelia Springs, Virginia,

April 6, 1865, a compound comminuted fracture of the right knee. His right thigh was amputated in the middle third, by lateral

Haps, April 6th. He was admitted to division No. 1, Annapolis General Hospital, April 15th, from City Point. When first seen,

011 April 28th, by Surgeon It. A. Vanderkieft, U. 8. V.. who reports the? ease, the patient was in a state of great debility, with

delirium and other symptoms of py:etnia. The stump wis in a Very unhealthy condition, the discharge of pus sanious, and the

end of the femur protruding an inch. The stump was kept clean by the use of soap and wafer, and oakum dressings were

applied. Tonics and stimulants were administered internally. On May 2d the pyamiic symptoms were still more fully devel-

oped, the skin having assumed a yellow hue. The right parotid gland was swollen, ami its external appearance indicated that

an abscess had formed. The patient now lay in a lethargic state, the discharges from the bowels became involuntary, and he

gradually sank. He died May 7. 18ti.">. No post-mortem examination was made.

(ask 1228.—Corporal Robert A. Wheedon, Co. K, 47th North Carolina, aged 21 years, received a compound comminuted

fracture of the right thigh, at the buttle of Gettysburg, .Inly 3. 1863. Amputation was performed in the hospital of the 2d divis-

ion, First Corps. July 7th, at the upper third of the thigh. On July 12th secondary luemurrhage occurred, supposed to proceed

from a large muscular branch; was arrested, after about tbur ounces of blood had been lost, by elevating the stump and making

pressure over the femoral artery. Pycemia was recognized July 16th. An abscess developed in the region of the left parotid

gland, which was incised July 21st. when a slight discharge of pus oozed from the incision. Quinine, stimulants, and nourish-

ing diet were employed. The patient died July 23, I86i. No post-mortem examination was made. The case is reported by

Surgeon W. 1!. Chambers, 97th New York.

Cask 1229.—Private John Keeps, Co. C, 29th Iowa, aged 16 years, received on April 3D, 1861, a shot wound of the right

thigh ; the femur was fractured at the junction of the lower with the middle thirds, and the bone was splintered to the knee joint.

He was admitted to hospital at Little Rock, Arkansas, on May 3d. The ends of the bone at the point of fracture became carious,

and on July 9th amputation was performed at the junction of the upper and middle thirds of the thigh by the anteroposterior

flap method; there was little haemorrhage; chloroform was used. The patient did well till the 20th day, when abscesses formed

in the stump and in the parotid gland. The patient died of pyaemia August 8, 1864. No autopsy was held. The case is

reported by Assistant Surgeon E. A. Clark. U. S. V., who performed the amputation.

Case 1230.—Private J. F. Smith. Co. (', 61st New York, aged 17 years, received, at Burksville, Virginia, April 8, 1865,

a shot fracture of the right knee. On the following day (April 9th) amputation through the lower third of the thigh was per-

formed. He was treated in field hospital, and subsequently, on May 14th, he was admitted to Armory Square Hospital at Wash-
ington. The symptoms of the case are briefly noted on the bed-card by Acting Assistant Surgeon (J. If. Brown: Metastatic

abscesses of surface; swelling of joints; icteric tinge of skin and conjunctiva of eye; swelling of submaxillary, sublingual, and

parotid glands; joints painful; chills, and change of chill to that of burning heat; profuse diarrhoea; nausea, headache, and

delirium. Death on May 24, 1865, of pysemia and exhaustion. No autopsy was made.

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS ON SHOT WOUNDS.

The details of the treatment of special shot injuries and of the most serious complica-

tions have been fully described under the proper headings in this and the preceding volumes,

and it is, therefore, only necessary here to allude briefly to the immediate care of the

wounded after battles and engagements, and to a few points of a general character appli-

cable to shot wounds.

Slight wounds were examined and dressed at the primary stations; those of greater

severity received such care as their condition demanded, and were at once sent by the

ambulance wagons to the field hospitals. The importance of an early and complete exam-

ination of the wounded scents to have been fully realized by the surgical staff. This

examination was generally conducted under the influence of anaesthetics for the purpose of

accurate diagnosis; in its course, balls and foreign bodies were extracted, bleeding vessels

secured, and splinters of bone removed; upon its conclusion such operations were performed

as in the judgment of the surgeon were necessary. In determining the extent of injury it-

was not unusual to enlarge the wound caused by the missile, especially in cases where the
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advent of swelling caused difficulty or uncertainty of touch, or where it became necessarv

to remove splinters or foreign bodies. Tn the examination of a wound experience confirmed

the common view that the ringer is the surest and most intelligent probe. With regard to

the removal of splintered bone and foreign bodies, experience seems to warrant all reason

able means for their removal, since they are liable to become sources of irritation and

danger. The ends of splinters of bone still attached may be cut off, but forcible detach-

ment must be avoided. Missiles should be extracted if they can be readily found and it

can be done without risk to vital parts; but it should also be borne in mind that they may
become encysted, giving no further trouble.

The primary dressing of wounds and operations was always of the simplest character;

a piece of lint or linen held in place by the turns of a roller bandage and kept well moist-

ened with water. Instances have been cited of great inconvenience and even of serious

complications, such as gangrene and tetanus, being caused by tight bandaging. The pres-

ence of maggots in wounds, in the field and camp hospitals, was frequently an annoying

complication. After protracted battles, such as the fighting on the Peninsula in June and

July, 1862, and after the Wilderness and Spottsylvania, in 1864, when the means of trans-

portation were not sufficient to move the wounded rapidly to permanent hospitals, and when

the number of attendants was entirely inadequate to the demand, maggots were found in

abundance in and beneath the dressings and in the wounds. Surgeon D. Prince, U. S. V.,

cautions "against the use of too much dressing, as the impression that the work of flies

will be frustrated thereby is erroneous. While the dressings are wet flies will deposit their

eggs through several thicknesses of muslin, and also along the border of the dressings, and

once hatched the little ravenous maggots will insinuate themselves among all the layers of

dressings and under them into the wound itself. Nothing but frequent dressing will keep

them from developing in the wound. Oil of turpentine and infusions of tobacco were used

to kill these pests. Petroleum or kerosene oil was tried in some cases with markedly good

effect, but the most effectual remedy was a thorough examination of the dressing every

two or three hours." In well established general hospitals the presence of maggots was

rarely noted.

Climatic, Hygienic, and Moral Influences.—Of the effects of climate on the treatment

and result of wounds the reports of the war afford but little information. Casual remarks

were occasionally made by medical officers that in certain climates and localities wounds

"did well," or otherwise; but so vague a statement proves of little value, as it is more

than probable that insufficient consideration was given to other closely related conditions

which may have exerted a stronger influence than climate itself. The change of climatic

conditions experienced by our armies during the operations of the war in a sudden tran-

sition from the cool and more healthy regions of the north to the warm semi-tropical and

malarious climates of the south could not fail to make itself felt on the general organism,

aside from any of the concurrent exposures, hardships, or privations incident to the soldier's

life. To what extent the health, vigor, and efficiency of the troops campaigning in the

southern regions was impaired by causes due to climatic origin is shown in the medical

portion of this work. Suffice it to say that under these acquired conditions wounds and

surgical diseases suffered a corresponding modification. Laying aside the consideration of

other factors, it seems that continuous dry heat is not unfavorable to the satisfactory pro-

gress of gunshot wounds; the same may be said of the same quality of cold—both probably
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act as tonics to the system at large. Moist climates with continuous heal arc relaxing and

weakening, rendering the body less capable of resisting the onset of prevailing diseases,

and cannot be considered advantageous. It has been claimed, however, that the moist

climate of parts of the southern seacoast was exceedingly favorable to the healing process

of wounds; it may be that the especial qualities of sea air afforded a desirable element.

The pure bracing air of the highlands of Virginia. Tennessee', and Georgia were, without

doubt, especially favorable to the recovery of the wounded. The successful results of

wounds and operations in General Sherman's campaign from Atlanta to the sea was espe-

cially marked, though it must be admitted that very important factors other than that of

mild equable climate had their full influence upon the men ol that command. Sudden and

extreme variations of temperature and humidity were decidedly prejudicial to the course ol

wounds, and seem especially to favor the access of tetanus. Prolonged cold and moisture

were generally regarded unfavorably as favoring the presence of surgical complications, as

erysipelas and gangrene, though here the probable explanation is that these diseases were

engendered by the want of free ventilation.

The subject may be briefly summed up in the statement that those conditions of climate,

wherever found, which allow the fullest and freest exposure to pure fresh air, are undoubt-

edly those most favorable to the rapid and uncomplicated recovery from wounds, while such

conditions as tend to prevent a free out of door life, or compel the exclusion of large quan-

tities of free air from the wards of hospitals and from barracks and tents, or such as favor

the rapid decomposition of vegetable and animal matter, are to be considered as more or

less prejudicial and harmful to the course and treatment of wounds.

The influences of hygienic conditions, food, and concurrent diseases, upon the results

of shot injuries in time of war are similar to those observed in cases treated in time of peace

in civil hospitals. The influence of the mental condition on the results ol wounds is undeni-

able. All reports agree that the wounded of victorious troops, elated by the successes

achieved by their own bravery and that of their comrades, did better than those of defeated

armies. The most striking example of this influence of the mental condition on the success-

ful treatment of wounds in modern times is the fearful mortality among the French, after

shot wounds of all kinds, in the war of 1870—'71. The excessive mortality of that cam-

paign, repeatedly pointed out in the chapters on special wounds, was undoubtedly largely

owing to the mental depression caused by a succession of reverses rarely met with in the

history of warfare.

Multiple Wound*.—There is no doubt that in a large proportion of the killed on the

battle-field death was caused by several wounds simultaneously received; but many cases

of recovery after multiple wounds have also been recorded. It is impossible to give even

an approximate estimate of the frequency of the cases in which several wounds were found

in the same individual. The cases were classed with those injuries which seemed to be the

gravest. In the following instance there were no less than twenty six wounds of entrance

and exit. The patient died twenty-eight days after the receipt of the injuries:

Case 1331.— Private Franz Metzel, Co. A. lltli Massachusetts, aged iil years, was wounded at Spottsylvania, May 12,

1H84. On May 25th he was admitted into Armory Square Hospital, Washington. Surgeon 1 1. W. Bliss, I'. S. V., reported:

"This soldier accidentally jfot between or in the range of cross-firing ami received twenty-six separate wounds of entrance anil

exit, and when admitted was sufficiently strong to converse and relate his sad fate. The wounds were by minic balls, as fol-

lows: 1st entered just anterior to pxtemal malleolus of left ankle ami emerged about the middle of the sole of the foot ; 2d

entered left leg just above external malleolus, passed upward, and emerged five indies above the heel; 3d ball entered left leg

six inches above external malleolus, ami made its exit on the inner side four inches below the k joint : 4tli entered just below

the head of the left fibula, and emerged on the internal aspect nearly opposite point of entrance; f.tli entered left thigh exter-
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nally. three inches ahove knee, and emerged on inner side opposite point of entrance; 6th entered left thigh on the external and
middle part, passed through, and emerged opposite poinl of entrance; Tth entered just above the coccvx and remains in parts

unknown; 8th entered the hack three inches above left hip, and remains; Uth entered just below inferior angle of left scapula

and remains in parts unknown : luth. left arm. two wounds below and three above the elbow, the bones above and below being

fractured ; llih entered right leg above the middle and made its exit on the calf opposite point oi entrance; 1-th enured about

three inches below the right knee, a little internal, and remains.; Liitb entered right thigh externally, about the middle, and
made its exit on the inner side opposite point of eutrance; 14th entered upper third of l-iirlit thigh, on the external side, and
remains in parts unknown. He died May 30. 1864."

\\\ the following case the patient made a good recover}' after receiving four shot

wounds, three of which were "1 a serious nature:

Cask 1232.—Private Charles Sebring, CV>. F. 48tb Indiana, was wounded at lnka. Mississippi, September 19, 1862, and
admitted into hospital at Jackson, Tennessee, September 19th. Assistant Surgeon ,J. 1'. Wright, IT, S. A., reported: " He was
first disabled by a musket ball, which passed through the hamstring muscles of the left thigh; and in this helpless condition,

stricken down in the thickest of the fight, he received thr< titer wounds from musket balls -one ball impinging upon the left

parietal hone and furrowing the scalp without causing fracture; another passing through the left forearm, in its lower third, tract

uring and comminuting both hones: anil a third passing through the middle third of the right arm and emerging on the posterior

and inner aspect, causing a comminuted fracture of the humerus. The Mesh wound in the thigh healed rapidlv : the wound in

the left forearm continued to discharge for four months, and, after the removal of several fragments of bone, ultimately healed

with loss of pronation ami supination, and with contraction of the Hexor tendons: it seemed, however, to cause little constitu-

tional disturbance. The fracture of the left humerus gave to the case its peculiar interest. In November, lsiW, when the case

first came under my own supervision, the arm was much swelled and very intolerant of manipulation : there had been no attempt

at bony union, and the exsanguineous and emaciated condition of the patient augured a speedv and fatal issue. There was a pro-

fuse discharge from both orifices of the wound, the character of which, however, was healthy; light dressings wet,' applied and

a nourishing diet enjoined. Two weeks later the limb was seized with phlegmonous erysipelas; the pain was excessive and the

swelling so great that the tense and glistening integument threatened to hurst. (ireat constitutional disturbance ens 1; the

stomach rejected everything that was offered, colliquative diarrlitra supervened, a harassing cough racked the patient's frame,

already reduced to a skeleton hy months of suffering and exhaustive suppuration, the conjunctiva became ieteroid, and profuse

sweats by day and night gave additional evidence of the great prostrath f the vital powers. No pus was detected in the

alvine evacuations: but it was strongly suspected in the sputa, ami indicated by every test attainable. The local treatment

adopted was scarification of the affected part, followed by warm fomentations of infusion of elm ami laudanum, in which the w hole

limb was enveloped. The constitutional treatment was mainly supporting. About four days from its inception tin- erysipelatous

action showed signs of abatement, attended with marked improvement of the constitutional symptoms. This favorable change

continued for about three weeks, and the improved appetite ami cessation of diarrhoea and exhaustive sweats again afforded

encouragement. But the condition of the arm was not promising; the discharge had become very fetid, and the tissues, to the

fingers' ends, infiltrated with scrum. With the limb in this condition, the most favorable result to be anticipated from a second

attack of erysipelas would be gangrene of the extremity: and yet, although about this period the morbid action returned.

scarcely less threatening in character than before, it yielded pr fitly to free scarification followed by warm fortnentalions. the

only inconvenience resulting therefrom being a considerable amount of sloughing of the integument. On the suhsidet of this

second attack the utter prostration of the vital powers seemed almost to preclude the hope of recovery, A stimulating and nour-

ishing diet was enjoined, ale or milk punch, according to the patient's wish, being administered several times daily, together

with compound tincture cinchona, which was exhibited continuously for many weeks. From this period convalescence began.''

Sebring was discharged from service April 8, 1863, and pensioned. In May, lsii:!, his left arm was amputated near the shoulder,'

at his home, by Drs. Grimes and Badger. He was last paid in September, 1881.

CONSERVATION, EXCISION, AMPUTATION.

The shot wounds of the extremities number one hundred and seventy-four thousand

two hundred and six (174,206), or over two-thirds of the total number of shot injuries. ( )f

these, one hundred and forty thousand one hundred and twenty-four (140,124) were treated

without operative interference, four thousand sk hundred and fifty-six (4,656) were followed

by excision, and twenty-nine thousand four hundred and twenty-six (29,426) by amputa-

tion. To the eases of amputation should be added three hundred and tive (o()~>) amputa-

tions following excisions, and two hundred and forty-nine (249) re-amputations,2 making

the total number of amputations twenty-nine thousand nine hundred and eighty (29,980).

The tables on the next two pages contain numerical summaries of the shot fractures of the

'See TABLE I.XXXIV. No. 104, page 778. Second Surgical Volume.
2 In the Surgical portion <>f this work the extremities have been subdivided as follows : l

Tpper Extremities—hand, wrist, forearm, elbow joint, shaft

..1" humerus, and shoulder joint ; and Lower Extremities— foot, ankle joint, leg. knee joint, thigh, and hip joint. Under re-amputations, bore referred to,

are underst i eases in \\ hich, for instance, the original amputation was in the leg ami the subsequent operation at ttie knee joint, thigh, or hip joint, it

was imjKissible to indicate in this TABLE the cases of re-amputations in the same subdivisions; as. lor instance, amputations in the tower third of the

tLigh, with re-amputation in the middle or upper; ami likewise in the leg and arm and forearm, although a great number of such instances are reported.
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Table

Tabular Statement of Eighty-seven Thousand Seven Hundred and Ninety-three Oases of Shot

SEAT OF INJURY.

Cases. Tkeated by Conservation. Treated by Excision.

Flesh and Periarticular Wounds !

54, 801

Contusions and Fractures of Hand 11, 369

Contusions and Fractures of Wrist 1, 509

Contusions and Fractures of Forearm .

.

5, 194

Contusions and FYactures of Elbow 2, 816

Contusions and Fractures of Arm 8, 245

Contusions and Fract. of Shoulder Joint 1,579

Contusions and Fract. of Clav. and Scap

.

2, 280

»

53, 161

9,644

1,305

4,636

2,211

6,249

948

1,936

1,640

316

193

482

532

1,639

492

314

Total 87, 793 80, 090
| 5, 608

Amputations following Excisions of the Hand
Amputations following Excisions at the Wrist

Amputations following Excisions in the Eorearm

Amputations following Excisions at the Elbow

Amputations following Excisions in the Arm
Re-amputations following Amputations of Hand
Re-amputations following Amputations at Wrist .

Re-amputations following Amputations in Forearm

,409

11

76

73

357

139

30

2,095

1=2
"a
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OLXIII.

Injuries of the Upper Extremities, indicating /Seat of Injury, Mode of Treatment, and Final Result.

AMPCTATIONS-

FOLLOWEU HV ASIl'l TATION".
Op Hand and

FlNGEKS.
A I I 111

Wrist.
in the Fobb-

aum.
At tiik
Kuiow. In the Akm. At tiik

shoulder.

S
s

82

8,161

684

1, 204

1,147

4, 338

201

4:1

6, 750

558

1,013

865

3,211

133

3!)

247

124

177

277

931

66

P P p

1.155 0,551 198
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upper and lower extremities, indicating (he seat of injury, mode of treatment, and termina-

tions of cases.

Eighty-seven thousand seven hundred and ninety-three (87,793), with eighty thousand

and ninety (80,090) recoveries, five thousand six hundred and eight (5,608) deaths, and

two thousand and ninety-five (2,095) unknown results (a mortality rate of 6.0 per cent.),

were shot injuries of the upper extremities. Of these, thirty-two thousand nine hundred

and ninety-two (32,992) were wounds complicated hy fracture and fifty-four thousand eight

hundred and one (54,801) were flesh wounds: of the latter, eighty-two (82) were followed

by amputation. Of the thirty-two thousand nine hundred and ninety-two (32,992) shot

fractures of the upper extremities, three thousand eight hundred and forty-one (3,841), or

11.6 per cent., were followed by excision, fifteen thousand seven hundred and thirty-seven

(15,737), or 47.7 per cent., by amputation, and thirteen thousand four hundred and tour-

teen (13.414), or 40.7 per cent., were treated without operative interference beyond the

removal of bone splinters, of missiles, or other foreign substances.

Eighty-six thousand four hundred and thirteen (86,413) were shot injuries of the lower

extremities; the results were not ascertained in nine hundred and thirty-live (935) cases;

seventy-three thousand six hundred and sixty-five (73,665) resulted in recovery, and eleven

thousand eighl hundred and thirteen (11,813) in death—a fatality rate of 13. 8 percent.

Fifty-nine thousand one hundred and thirty-nine (59,139) were flesh wounds, of which two

hundred and one (2(H) were followed by amputation. Twenty-seven thousand two hun-

dred and seventy-four (27,274) were shot injuries involving the hones of the lower extrem-

ities; of these, eight hundred and fifteen (815), or 3.0 per cent., were treated by excision,

thirteen thousand four hundred and six (13,406), or 49.1 per cent,, by amputation, and

thirteen thousand and fifty-three (13,053), or 47:9 percent., without operative interference.

In reality the percentage of cases treated by amputation in the upper as well as in the lower

extremities was somewhat larger than here stated, as in three hundred and five (305)

instances (two hundred and twenty-six in the upper extremities, ninety-two in the lower

extremities) the excisions were subsequently followed by amputations, as is indicated in the

tabular statements on the two preceding pages.

In the upper extremities 11.6 percent, of the total fractures were treated by excision;

in the lower extremities only 3.0 per cent. There is little difference in the relative per-

centage of amputation in the upper and lower extremities (in the first 47.7, in the second

49.1 percent.); the proportion of cases of conservative treatment in the lower extremities

exceeded that in the upper 7.2 per cent., being 47.9 in the former and 40.7 per cent, in the

latter. It is difficult to account for this larger percentage in the attempts at conservation in

shot fracture of the lower extremities, unless it be due to the instructions given during the

progress of the war by medical directors of the armies that amputations in the thigh should

not be performed on the battle-field, and that by the time such patients reached general

hospitals the favorable time for operative interference had passed.

It is a curious anomaly that in the upper extremity conservatism was more extensively

employed in the part most distant from the trunk, while in the lower extremity the reverse

was the case. < >f eight thousand two hundred and forty-five (8,245) shot fractures of the

humerus, two thousand nine hundred and sixty (2,960), or 35.9 per cent,, and of five thou-

sand one hundred and ninety-four (5,194) shot fractures of the hones of the forearm, two

thousand nine hundred and seventy-one (2.971). or 57.2 per cent., were treated bv con-

servative measures throughout. In the lower extremities the percentage of cases of fracture
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of the femur treated conservatively exceeded thai of the fractures of the bones of the leg;

in the former three thousand six hundred and twenty (3,620) out of six thousand seven

hundred and thirty-eight (6,738), or 53.7 per cent., being treated without operative inter

ference, in the latter four thousand one hundred and sixteen (4,116) out of nine thousand
one hundred and seventy-one (9,171), or I I.S per cent.

1

One hundred and thirteen thousand nine hundred and forty (113,940) shot flesh

wounds of the extremities, including eases of injuries of arteries and nerves in which no
lesions of bone were reported, gave four thousand five hundred and sixty (4,560) fatal

results, a mortality rate of 4.0 per cent., of which fifty-four thousand eight hundred and
one (54,801) of the upper extremities, with one thousand six hundred and forty (1,640)

deaths, gave a mortality rate of 2.9 per cent., and fifty-nine thousand one hundred and

thirty-nine (59,139) of the lower extremities, with two thousand nine hundred and twenty

(2,920) deaths, a fatality rate of 4.9 per cent. Of the former in eighty-two (82), and of

the latter in two hundred and one (201) cases, amputation was resorted to, generally on

account ol haemorrhage, aneurisms, or extended sloughing or suppuration; less frequently

on account ol pysemia, gangrene, and erysipelas, and, in a few instances, on account of

lacerations of nerves.

Sixty thousand two hundred and sixty-six (60,266) of the one hundred and seventy-

four thousand two hundred and six (174,206) shot wounds of the extremities were compli-

cated by injuries of the bony structure. Forty-four thousand three hundred and seventy-

live (44,375) recovered, twelve thousand eight hundred and sixty-one (12,861) proved

fatal, and the result in three thousand and thirty (3,030) eases was not recorded, a mor-

tality rate of 22.4 percent. Thirty-two thousand nine hundred and ninety-two (32,992)

were fractures in the upper, and twenty-seven thousand two hundred and seventy-four

(27,274) in the lower extremities:

Table OLXV.
Summary of Sixty Thousand Tiro Hundred and Sixty-six Shot Fractures of the Extremities, showing

Treatment and. Results.

MODE OF TREATMENT.
4

s
v

b
>
o
u

&
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tation 25.8 per cent., showing that the fatality after excision exceeds that after amputation

in the whole series of cases 1.7 per cent., although over three-fourths of the excisions were

operations performed in the upper extremities, where the results of operative interference

are less serious than in the lower extremities.

The greatest fatality after shot injuries of the extremities with lesion of bone was

observed in shot injuries of the hip joint, where the fatality reached 84.7 per cent. Next

came the injuries of the knee joint, with a mortality of 53.7 per cent.; then those of the

thigh, of which 52.4 per cent, perished. Then come the injuries of the shoulder joint with

34.2 per cent, mortality, of the leg with 27.0, of the ankle joint with 26.9, of the arm

with 20.7, elbow with 19.4, wrist 12.9, forearm 9.4, foot 8.3, and finally the shot injuries

of the bony structure of the hand with 3.1 per cent, fatality.

A reference to Tables CLXIII and CLXIV, ante, shows a percentage highly flatter-

ing to the efforts of conservation; but it must be borne in mind that the cases reported as

treated conservatively were cases selected as specially adapted to this mode of treatment,

and probably were the least serious. Moreover, there were many cases in which conserva-

tive treatment was abandoned and intermediary or secondary excisions and amputations

were resorted to—cases which helped to increase the mortality rate of these operations,

but which should properly be charged to the attempts at conservation. On the other hand,

many operations were performed in the field, where the appliances and necessary rest of

conservative surgery could not be had, and where frequent transportation for considerable

distances was unavoidable, in which in general hospitals an attempt might have been made

to save the limb.

The disposition towards conservation developed itself rapidly as medical officers became

familiar with serious cases of shot injuries, and it is safe to say that in the later stages of

the war many limbs were saved which at an earlier period would have been sacrificed.

Especially was this the case in the upper extremities, where the preservation of the hand,

or even of portions of the same, was considered most important for the well being of the

individual. An examination of the many cases thus treated, as described in previous

sections of the history, will show the formidable risks taken to attain this end.

There was a decided growth in the disposition to save in shot injuries of the lower

extremities, especially in those of the femur, and the many favorable results leave beyond

doubt the wisdom of the course. Still there. was a wide difference of opinion on this point,

particularly between field surgeons and those in charge of general hospitals at the rear—

a

difference that can only be reconciled by viewing the subject from the standpoint of each.

Probably the least satisfactory ultimate results of conservative treatment were those

in the foot and ankle, which, while successful in saving life, render it doubtful, in the light

of their ultimate condition, whether conservation was the wisest course.

EXCISIONS.—The consideration of this operation at this point is restricted to the

excisions in the bones of the extremities; the three hundred and fifty cases of excisions in

the bones of the head, face, and trunk, including two hundred and twenty instances of

trephining, have been considered in the First fSurgical Volume.

Of lour thousand six hundred and fifty-six excisions, three thousand eight hundred

and forty-one, or over four-fifths, were in the upper extremities, and eight hundred and

fifteen in the lower extremities.

The excisions at the hip joint lead with the largest mortality, 90.9 per cent.; next

come the excisions at, the knee joint with 81.1 per cent.; the excisions in the shaft of the
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femur have a fatality of 69.4 per cent.; the excisions at the shoulder of 36.6 per cent.; at

the ankle joint of 29.0 per cent.; in the shaft of the humerus of 28.6 per cent.; in the

tibia and fibula of 28.2 per cent.; in the bones of the foot of 19.3 per cent.; at the wrist

joint of 13.8 per cent.; in the bones of the forearm of 11.3 per cent.; and in the bones of

the hand of 9.6 per cent. With the exception of the elbow the excisions in the joints show

Table CLXVI.
Numerical Statement of Four Thousand Six Hundred and Fifty-six Excisions in the Extremities.

SEAT OK OPERATION.

Casks. Primary.

- •*

INTERMEDIARY. Secondary.

H « P S-

Clavicle and Scapula 84

Shoulder Joint 1,08(5

Sh:ift of Humerus
'

606

Elbow Joint I 764

Radius and Ulna 986

Wrist Joint 109

Bones of Hnnd. 116

HipJoint
'

66

Shaft of Femur 175

Knee Joint 57

Tibia and Fibula 387

Ankle Joint 33

Bones of Foot I 07

60

603

177

551

85(i

04

103

6

19

348

101

165

109

15

11

60

Aggregates 4, 656

5]
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The results in excisions of the shoulder and elbow joints and, to sortie extent, in the

wrist joint have been more encouraging, as useful limbs were preserved after many of these

operations. In the excision at the wrist the patient generally recovered with anchylosis

and extreme deformity of the hand and stiffness of the fingers; but such is the adaptability

of the hand to all pursuits in life, that even with these disadvantages it remained a useful

member to the patient.

Tn three hundred and five eases the excision was followed by amputation of the limb,

in two hundred and twenty-six in the upper, in seventy-nine in the lower extremities.

The operations have been grouped into primary, intermediary, and secondary. The

primary operations contain the excisions performed within the first three days; the inter-

mediarv those from the fourth to the thirtieth day, inclusive; and the secondary those

performed more than thirty days after the date of injury. As indicated in Table CLXVI,
the ratio of fatality after primary operations was 27.0 per cent., after intermediary 38.1,

and after secondary 19.3 per cent. The results of the secondary operations were the most

favorable; hut it must always be remembered that this group embraces the cases only which

had successfully resisted the attacks of the inflammatory period.

It will be noticed in the detailed histories of cases of excisions that the period of

treatment extended over a long time, even months and years, and that these cases appeared

to be particularly prone to consecutive haemorrhage, gangrene, and pyaemia (see pages 808,

810, 825, and ,S57. ante).

Towards the latter part of the war the most thoughtful surgeons found it necessary to

exercise a careful discrimination in the selection of cases for excision, and to refuse to

operate in many instances m which, early in the contest, this operation would have been

favored.

A table indicating the different months in which the operations were performed is here

appended. The highest rate of mortality it will be noticed occurred in June, the lowest in

November; but as regards the influence of season on the operations seemingly no points

of value ran be deduced from the tabular statement:

Table CLXVII.

Tabular Statement of Exei&ions, inilieatin;/ the Montlis in which the Operations were performed.

.Tax. Fkii. Mab. Ai'itii.. May. Jl'XK. July.

SEAT OF INJURY.

„•
I ^ u "

rt O

M ' fc. X

Shoulder Joint Ill 5 10

Humerus 12 3 8

Ellmw Joint 12 3 C

Fore;.nn 7 1 12

Wrist Joint 2 1 1

Hand 2 1 5 j.

Hip Joint 2

Fenmr . . 1 . .

Kuw Joint -

Leg 10 4

Ankle Joint 1

Foot 5 .... 3

11

IS

17

Aggregate* till 23 50 18 89 33

Per <-t of Fatality. -7. 7% 21. ::"„ 28. 2%

28

20

16

30

4

1

13

4

128

33.

100

113

143

193

24

32

81

43

43

31

1

1

12

28

15

14

689

94

7(1

74

101

12

15

3(1

4

8

73

42

37

•Jl

21

3

32

82

86

07

114

14

August. Ski't. Oct.

* v *^

^ '*

ov.
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AMPUTATIONS.—The total number of amputations reported on the records in this

Office is twenty-nine thousand nine hundred and eighty (29,980); but the whole number of

amputations performed for injuries received during the war would undoubtedly exceed that

number. During the first eighteen months of the strife few or no reports were nmd< of the

wounded in the various engagements, and the hospital reports for this period were found to

be very meagre. Furthermore, a number of amputations performed on officers treated in

private quarters, and sometimes by their own family physicians, is unavoidably omitted in

this summary, as no reports of these operations were ever sent to this Office. Another

class of operations only partially included in this summary are late amputations, performed

after the soldiers were discharged from service lor wounds received during the war.

Of the twenty-nine thousand nine hundred and eighty (29,980) amputations the

results were ascertained in all but one thousand seven hundred and nineteen (1,719), as

shown in the following tabular statement:

Table CLXVIH.

Tabular Statement of Twenfi/-nine Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty Amputations, indicating Seat

of Operation and Results.

Upper Extremities

Lower Extremities.

.

AMPUTATIONS.

Amputations of the Hand or Fingers .

Amputations of the Wrist Joint

Amputations in the Forearm

Amputations at the Elbow Joint

A mputationa in the Upper Arm
Amputations at the Shoulder Joint . .

.

/ Amputations of the Foot or Toes

Amputations at the Ankle Joint

Amputations in the Leg

Amputations at the Knee Joint

Amputations in the Thigh

Amputat ions at the Hip Joint

7, !K>2

OH

1,761

40

5, 5.0

8«;

1,510

101

5, 523

105

(i, 360

6t>

Casks.

6, 551

CO

1,503

36

4, 054

500

1.317

110

3. 505

82

2, 878

11

3

1M

243

3

1,273

215

HI

10

1, 700

111

3. 4 1

1

K

l.r..'l

1

13

1

I S3

25

121

Aggregates 20, 980 20, 802 1,710

9

2.0

111. I

It II

7. (i

23. 8

20. I

5. 7

25. 1

33. 2

57. 5

54. 2

83.8

26. 3

Of the one thousand seven hundred and nineteen (1,719) undetermined cases, one

thousand one hundred and fifty-three (1,153) were amputations of the hand or fingers,

and but for the want of time and sufficient clerical assistance the results in nearly all these

cases could have been ascertained. As it is, the number of cases in which the ultimate

results are known is sufficiently large to determine the ratio of mortality attending the

amputations in the various sections of the extremities. As in the excisions the operations

at the hip gave the largest ratio of mortality, <S3.3 per cent.; next come the amputations

through the knee joint with 57.5 per cent., those of the thigh with 54.2 per cent., of the

leg with 33.2 per cent,, of the shoulder joint with 29.1 per cent,, of the ankle joint with

25.1 per cent., of the arm with 23. <X per cent., of the forearm with 1 l.(* per cent., of the

wrist with 10.4 per cent., of the elbow with 7.(5 per cent., of the foot with 5.7 per cent.,

and of the hand with 2.9 per cent.
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It will be rioted that with the exception of the amputations at the elbow and those at

the knee joint tne ratio of mortality in the upper extremities as well as in the lower

decreases with the increasing distance of the point of ablation from the trunk. No sufficient

reason can be assigned for the exceptionally favorable results in amputations at the elbow;

while the gravity of injuries as well as of operations in the knee has been repeatedly

pointed out in this volume.

Comparing the mortality rate after amputations with that of excisions in the same

portion of the extremities, we find the following results:

Table OLXTX.
Table indicating the Hate of Mortality after Amputations and Excisions in the Extremities.

UPPER EXTREMITIES—SEAT OF
OPERATION.

Hand and Fingers

Wrist Joint

Forearm

Elbow
Arm
Shoulder

Ratio of Moist, aftbe-

Amputation. Excision

2. <l

10.4

14.0

7.6

23.8

29.1

LOWER EXTREMITIES—SEAT OF
OPERATION.

9.0

13.8

11.3

23.0

28.6

30.0

Foot and Toes

Ankle Joint .

.

I<eg

Knee Joint . .

.

Thigh

Hip Joint

Ratio of Moiit. after—
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tained in two hundred and thirty-one (231), leaving twenty-three thousand seven hundred

and sixty-two (23,762) cases in which the results as well as the dates of operation and

injury were recorded.

Sixteen thousand two hundred and thirty-eight (16,238) amputations belong in the

group of primary operations performed within the first forty-eight hours; of these, three

thousand nine hundred and ninety-two (3,992), or 23.9 per cent., terminated in death; five

thousand five hundred and one (5,501) were intermediary operations; of these, one thousand

nine hundred and eighteen (1,918), or 34.8 per cent., proved fatal; and two thousand and

twenty-three (2,023) were secondary operations, performed after a lapse of thirty days from

the date of injury, of which five hundred and eighty-four (584), or 28.8 per cent., had fatal

terminations. The primary operations gave the best chance for life. The operations per-

formed during the intermediary or inflammatory period were the most unfavorable in their

results:

Table CLXX.
Summary of Twenty-three Thousand Seven Hundred and Sixty-two Amputations, indicating the period

of the Operation.

SEAT.

NJ

W.3

a.

o

Amputations

Amputations

Amputations

Amputations

Amputations

Amputations

Amputations

Amputations

Amputations

Amputations

Amputations

Amputations

of Hand or Fingers.

at Wrist Joint

in Forearm

at Elbow

in Arm
at Shoulder

of Foot or Toes

at Ankle Joiut

in Leg

at Knee Joint

in Thigh

at Hip Joint

Total 23,762

Aggregates

Cases.

4,501

07

1,655

35

4,626

722

1,045

153

4,900

189

5,803

06

,412

60

,420

33

:,581

505

987

115

:, 350

79

1,715

11

17, 268

89

7

235

2

1,045

217

58

38

1,550

110

3,088

55

l'HIMAKY.

M
OS

6,494

3,179

50

911

27

2,659

369

651

78

2,309

50

1,960

3

48

5

97

1

603

117

36

23

1,032

57

1,951

22

12, 246
I
3, 992

16, 238

n->9aS
P
ft

1.1

9.0

10.6

3.5

18.4

24.0

5.2

22.7

30.8

53.2

49.8

88.0

23.9

Intermediary.
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Of the different modes of operation each method had its advocates; but the flap

operations were more frequently used, especially in amputations in and near the joints. < M

eleven thousand and fifty-three (1 1,053) rases of major amputations in which the method

is specified, six thousand two hundred and forty (6,240) were flaps, and four thousand eighl

hundred and thirteen (4,813) circular operations. A multitude of varieties of the flap

operation were recorded; instances have been cited of the use of the anterior, posterior,

antero-posterior, lateral, bilateral, external, internal, oval, circular, U-shaped, rectangular,

and skin or muscular Hap. In regard to the last two modifications it seems to Lave made

little difference whether a thick covering of muscular tissue was used or a skin Hap. for, as

a rule, the stumps became conical sooner or later; short stumps sometimes remained well-

rounded, long stumps rarely; but when they remained full it was often due to osteophytes,

which in time became troublesome. The advocates of the circular operation claimed

for this mode that it required little time and care in dressing, was easily handled, that it

seldom sloughed, that its discharge's were less, and that it was less frequently followed

by haemorrhage than the Hap operation, while the latter mode would not stand transporta-

tion unless very carefully supported, and was considered, altogether, too nice an operation

tor the Hurry of a battle-Held. As far as the stumps are concerned, handsome rounded

stumps were achieved by either method, as has been illustrated in Plate LXXIII, oppo-

site page 356, and conical stumps were noted after the circular as well as after the flap

operation.

The side upon which the operation was performed was recorded in eighteen thousand

seven hundred and eighteen (18,718) cases. The amputations on the left side exceeded

those on the right by 3.4 per cent.—the operations on the left side being nine thousand six

hundred and eighty-three (0,683), or 51.7 per cent., on the right nine thousand and thirty-

five (9,035), or 48.3 per cent, of the cases in which this point was recorded. This is in

accordance with the facts pointed out throughout the preceding volumes, that, with a. tew

exceptions, the shot injuries of the left side were more numerous than those of the right.

Taki.k ri.xxi.

EXTEEM ITY.

Right Sihk.

Amputations in the Upper Extremities.

Amputations in the Lower Extremities.

7, 028

11,090

:i, 655

5, :tso

2, 84')

3, 138

810

,242

h

22.1

41.6

Left Sihk.

3, 073

5, 710

3, 127

3, 32(i

846

,384

21.2

41.7

Agg iti 18,718
! 9,035 5,983 3.052 33. 9, 083 (i, 453 8, 230

Whether the seat of the injury was on the right or the left side seems to have had no

influence on the ratio of mortality. In the upper extremities the fatality is slightly larger

in the amputations on the left side; in the lower, in those of the right: but the difference

in the rate of mortality of the two sides in the whole number is only 0.4 per cent.

The number of double amputations performed on account of shot injuries was one

hundred and seventy-two; of these, both upper extremities were amputated in forty-seven,

one upper and one lower in forty-three, and both lower in eighty-two, as follows:
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Table CLXXTI.

Numerical Statement of One Hundred and Seventy-two Cases of Double. Amputntions for Shot Injuries.

EXTREMITY.
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Ko.

17

Name, Military DKSCiur-
iio.v, an ii Age.

Bctrrv. J. II., I't., K, 5tli

Artillery.

18 Conner. J., I'l .., F, :id Del-
aware, BJIO 1").

13 Duey. M., I'(., K, <)7tli

reuusylv.mia, ago 21.

2Q

21

22

23

24

23

2G

27

28

20

30

ai

32

33

34

35

30

37

38

1111, \V„ Serjst., A. 70tli

Colored Troops, ago 29.

Maher.M, Coil)'), Detach-
ment of Ordnance.

Plnnket, T., Scr^'t, E, 21st
Massachusetts.

Price, I.. Corp'l, F, 15th
\V

rcst Virginia, aire 34.

Sliippcn, S. C, I't., I>, 3d
Utioile Island Heavy Ar-
tillery.

Soiing, A. II., Pt., A, etli

Wisconsin.

Chntfiehl, J., I't., E, 6th
Oliio Cavalry, age 32.

Colwell, A. N., Pt, E, 1st
Hhode isl.Mi'l Artillery.

Feiris, G. W., Corp'l, A,
36th Wisconsin, aye 34.

WaTker, P., I't , I, 104th
.Now 1'iirk. aye 40.

McDonald, J . Pt., (>, 85th
Pennsylvania.

Stanford. V. IS., Pt.. A, 1st
Ohio L. A.

Caasidv, J. E., Pt., K, 4th
Artillery, ago 33.

Decker, S. II., Pt., I, 4th
Artillery.

I) ATI'.

OK
Injury.

Date

( >i'i"
Operation ami Ol'KRATOIt.

TIO.V.

Result and Remarks.

July 3, Right forearm and left arm
18li3. at lower Ihiid carried away

by prcnatiire dine.hargo of
cannon ; l'r.ietiii e ofjaw.

I*"elt. 2, Compound fiaetuio of" right
1-G3. forearm,wound ofleft ann,

and wounds of breast : acci-

dental discharge of gun.

Jan. 15, Shell fracture id' riant aire,

1805. | middle third, an I left fore-

arm by colloidal ball.

Apr. 4, Fracture of right elbow and
18115.

I loft forearm by a shell

fragment.

Sept 10, Injured by explosion of a
1803. : shell.

Dec. 13,

1862.

Oct. 13,

1KU4.

July 10,

1803.

Sept. 17,

1802.

Juno 21,
1803.

Nov. 7,

1803.

May 27,

1804.

June 18,

1804.

Julv 29,

1802.

May 15,

1804.

Mar, 31,

1805.

Oct. 8,

1802.

Latham, E. P., Pt.Oth Bat- ' JiinelO,
tery Ohio Light Aitillery.

I

1802.

Lewis, W. II.. Pt.. 0, 5tli

Artillery, age 22.

Minor, E., I't., F, Ind. Bail
Minni-sot.l Cavalry.

Shelby, T., Pt.,E, 1st Ohio
Heavy Artillery.

Tucker, J. B., Sorg't, B,
Green River Batt'n Ken-
tucky Slate Militia.

3D
!
Wallace, R., Pt., F. 33d

I Missouri.

40
j

Magoonaugh, 15., Pt, Ord-
nance Corps, age 23.

41

Juno 7,

1-6 1.

Sept. 28,
1804.

A pr. 10,

1S65.

Julv 4,

1865.

Mav IP,

1804.

Mav 4,

18C5.

July :s, Flap amputation of left arm Discharged May 26, 1864;
IStSS. ;it upper third and right sound stamps,

forearm ;t middle third.

Thompson. X. M., Pt , 1st I Jan. 14,

Maine Battery. I 1863.

Shell wounds of b;»th arms .

Shell fractures of both arms
and flesh wound of thigh.

Both arras mangled by pre-
mature discharge of sun;
loss of light eye.

Shut wound* of both arms

Shot compound fracture of
left radius and right ear-

pal and metacarpal bones
Fracture of both forearms
by premature discharge of
cannon.

Shell wounds of hit iinn,

right hand, and (eft thigh.

Shot fracture right humerus
and lefl tonal in by cannon
ball.

Shell wounds of right arm
antl left band.

Mutilation of hands by pre-
mature discharge of gun.

Left hand blown offand right
wrist joint coiutu. by oxylo-
sion of cannon ; face and
breast burned.
Wounds of both forearms by
premature discharge ofcan-
non.
Both hands blown off by pre-
n ature discharge of can-
non.

Compound fracture both fire-

arms by explosion of a

shell.
Injured by premature explo-
sion of n cannon.

Comminution of both fore-

arms, premature discharge
of cannon.

Severe injury both forearms
and hands by ramrod from

|

cannon.

Shell wounds of both hands;
great mutilation.

"Wounded while firing a sa-

lute.

Left hand torn offabove, and
right below, -wrist; prema-
ture discharge of cannon.

Feb. 2, 1 Amputation right forearm;
May 28, dissenting aneurism of left

1863. brachial artery; amp, left

arm. upper third. Surg. E.
Wolfe and Asst. Sing. J.
M. Houston. :;d Delaware.

Jan. 10, Cir. amp. of right arm, upper
1805. third ; left forearm a t.ju net.

upper and middle thirds.
Apr. 4, Flap amputation right arm.
1865. lower third. Surgeon X.

N. IIo.tou,47th(J. T. Flop
amputation left forearm,
upper third. Asst. Surg.
B F. L\i'oid, UHthC. T.

Sept. 19, Amp. right arm, upper third;
18U3. I flap at middle third of left

forearm. Surg- E. II. Aba-
die and Asst. Surg. II. L.
Sheldon, CT.S.A.

Dec. 13, Flap amputation right arm
1802. near shoulder, and left fore-

arm in middle third.
Oct M, Amputation of right arm,
1804.

j
lower third, and left fore-
Ai id, upper third. Surg.
W. S. Walsh, 15th W. Va,

July 10, Amputation right arm near
1503, shoulder, and leit forearm

near wrist. Asst. Surg. II.

S. Lanison, 3d Ii. I. Art.
Sept. 17, Amp. in upper third of left
1862. arm. and flap amp. inupper

third right forearm. Surg.
J. McNulty, U. S.V.

Julv 14, Amputation at lower third
1883. of I« ft arm and lower third

of right forearm.
Nov. 7, Amp. in lower third left arm
1863. i and upper third right fore-

arm. Asst. Surgeon 11. Gr.

Taylor, 8th N. Jersey.
May 27, Circular amp. left arm, mid-
June 12, die 1 bird; circ. amp. right
1864. forearm, upper third. A.

A. Surg. W.B.Dick.
June] 8, Muse, flap amp. atsurg. neck

18ti4. right humeius, and circ. of
!elt forearm in upper third.

July 29, Amp. right arm near shoul-
1802. der, ami amp. at left wrist

joint. Surg. S. A. Green,
34th Mass.

May 15,
' Amp. fit mid. third right arm

1804. i and left wiist joint. Surg.
, K.B. Click, 40th Indiana.

Mar. 31, Oval flap amp. right forearm
1865.

i

at mid. ih'dand leftforearm
in upper third. Surg. W.S.

! Thompson, U. S. V.
Oct. 8, Amputation both forearms
1802. six inches from elbow,

June 10, Amp. right and left forearms
1862. in upper third. Burgs. J. C,

McPheeters, 33d Ind . and
, C. W. Millen, 2d Tcnn.

Juno 7, Flap amp. upper third right
1864. forearm and lowert bird left

forearm.
Sept. 28, Ant. post, flap amp. low. tb'd
1804. both forearms. Drs. Sow-

art and Murphy.
Apr. lu, Circ. amp. left, and flap amp.
18S5. right forearm. A. A.SurL's.

I C. F. Thomas and W. Tib-
bet ts.

July 4, Circ. amp. light forearm near
1865. elbow and left near wrist.

Asst. Surg. C. F. Ulrieh,
Kentucky State Militia

May 18, Amp. right forearm in mid-
1864, die and left in lower third.

Asst. Surg. C. H. Andrus,
128th New York.

May 4, Circ amp. mid. third right
I860. foreaim, and flap amp. at

left wrist. A. A. Surgs. E.
S. Snow and D. O. Farrand.

Jan. 14, Amp. left forearm 3 inches be-
1863. low elbow and at right wrist

joint. Surg. M. 1). Bene-
dict, 75th X. T.

Disch'd November 12, 1863;
healthy stumps.

Disch'd October 21, 1865;
good stamps.

Discharged July 22, 1865.

Discharged February 8,

1864; sound stamps.

Discharged, March 9, 1864.

Discharged June 0, 1865.

Discharged October 10, 1863.

Disch'd November 10, 1863.

Died July 14,1863.

Died November 7, 1863.

Died June 17, 1864, of pyae-
mia.

Died July 0, 1864, of exhaus-
tion.

Discharged March 7, 1864;
sound stumps.

Died June 4, 1864.

Discharged July 21, 1865;
both stumps perfectly
healed.

Discharged Nov. 3, 1862;
good stumps.

Discharged Nov. 20, 1862;
left stump sound, right
withered.

Discharged April 29, 1865;
stumps healed.

Recovered. Stamps healed.

Discharged June 22, I860.

July 11, reamp. left forearm
4 inchesbelowelbow. Dis-
charged August 23, 1865;
stumps healed.

Died on hospital steamer.

Duty October 16, 1865.

Discharged May 10. 1863;
stumps partially healed,
but pain 1 11I.
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Name, Military Descrip-
tion- , and Age.

Date
ok

IXJLTIT.

i
Date

Nature of tiie Injury, opera-
tion- .

Colvin, U. J., Pt., 3d New Oct. I, Compound fracture lowerend
York Ind. Batt,age22. 1804. light forearm, invoking

wristjoint, and of iiftli me-
tatarsal bone left baud.

Edwards, M., Pt, M, 3d July 13, Eight and left bauds blown
Now York Art., ago 20.

Harris, M., Pt., G, 12th
New York Cavolrv, age
10.

"Warren, M. 0., Mus., A,
20th Maine.

Carries, A., Pt., H. 39th
Ohio, ago 31.

Dardinger, J. S., Pt, A,
11th West Virginia.

1804.

Apr. 17

1804.

olf at wrist .joint by explo-
sion of shell; lleslf wound
of side.

Shot wounds of both hands.

.

Mav 3, Injured by the bursting of a
1803. musket in bis own bands.

Apr. 5, Accidental shot wounds of
1804. both hands.

Julvll, Both bands partially blown
1803. i off firing a salute.

Kami, W. J., Pt., K,45th Dee. 14

Massachusetts, ago 25. 1802.

Marquis, W. II., Pt, E, 83d Aug. 2

Pennsylvania, age 20. 1803.

Left arm near shoulder and
lower third right femur
crushed by solid shot.

, Shell compound fracture
right arm and left leg.

Gallagher, L., Pt., A, 69th Sept. 1, Shot fracture left humerus
Ohio, age 18. 1804. and wound right forearm.

Jan. 31, Wound of right log by rail-

1805. road accident.

Kirchor. H., Capt, E, 12th Nov. 27, Shot wound left leg and right
Missouri. ISO'S. ' arm.

Oct 2,

1801.

Jlllv 13,

1864.

Apr. 25,

May 3,

1864.

Mav 3,

1863.

Apr. 5,

1804.

Kreig, P.,Pt.,C,
York, age 28.

40th New

Lovely, C, Pt, I, lllli Ver-
mont, ago 38.

Aug. 21,

1804.

duuo
1804.

Compound comminuted
shell fractures left arm
and thigh.

Shot fractures left elbow and
right knee joint

Eose, F., Pt, D, 57th Now Oct. 14, 1
Shell compound comminuted

York, ago 20. 1803. fractures left humerus and
right knee joint.

Schmidt, 11., Pt, G, 57th ; Oct. 3, Shot wounds right leg and
Illinois. ' 1802. ' right arm.

2 Weeks, J. D., Pt, G, 3d Nov. 14, ! Comminuted fracture left fe-

mur, middle third, and left

elbow ; lacerated wound of
side; explosion of shell.

Apr. 22, Shell wounds left arm and
1862.

|
thigh.

Jiilv 2, Shot fracture right arm and
1863.

I
middle third femur.

July 1, Shot wounds left arm and
1863. thigh.

Sept. 20, Shot wounds left arm, lower
1804. ' third, and left thigh, mid

die third.
July 3, ' Comminuted fracture middle
1803. third humerus and lower

third tibia and tibia; con-
oidal hall.

July 12, Shot injury of left arm and
1863. knee joint.
July 3, Shot wounds of right thigh
1803.

I and right arm.
Mar. 27, Shot fracture left femur and
1865. left humerus.

05 Bierce. P., Pt, A. 1st Ohio Nov. 13, Shell wounds left elbow joint
Artillery, age 21). 1803.

j and left leg; also wounds
right leg and left thigh.

66 ! Martin, L., Pt, E, 291 h
!

July 30, Shot fractures left leg, right
Colored Troops. 1864. arm, left shoulder, and

face, hv conoidal balls.

Colored Troops, ago 20. I 1863.

Wiuu. J. J., Quartermas-
ter, U. S. S. Oneida, ago
33.

Arms, A. J., Pt, IT, 71st
New York.

Cramer. S., Pt, II, 142d
Pennsylvania.

Jackson, H., Pt, E, 4th
Colored Troops, ago 23.

Nickinson, A.. Pt, G, 52d
North Carolina.

62
!
Reed, F., Pt, A, 53d 111...

63 Thorn, T.. Lieut., D, 10th
Norl h Carolina, ago 30.

64 Wilson, J., I't. 21st N. Y.
Battery.

Operation and Operator.

Dec. 14,

1862.

Aug. 27,

1863.

Sept. 1,

1804.

Jan. 31,

1805.

Nov. 27,

1863.

Aug. 21,

1864.

June 1

1804.

Oct 14,

1863.

Oct. 4,

28, 1802.

Nov. 14,

1803.

Apr. 22,

1802.

Jlllv 2,

1863.

July 1,

1863.

Sept. 20,

1864.

July 3,

1803.

Julv 4,

1863.

Primary

Nor. 13,

1863.

July 31.

1864.

67 Partian, J.. Pt, D, Philip's ! Mav 6, Shot fracture right arm and May G,

Georgia Legion, 1S04. right leg. 1864.

68 ' Smith, II., Pt, E. 11 Ver- Sept. 13, Shell fracturoleftelbow joint I Sept. 13,

mont, age 19.
,

1801. and left leg; both limbs
]

1864.

almost shot off.

Result and Remarks.

Flap amp. lower third right
forearm and left little lin-

ger with part of metacarpal
hone. A A. Surg. E. Ohlcu-
Bchlagcr.

Flap amp. low third left fore-

arm and of right thumb, in-

dex and mill, lingers with
metacarpal bones.

Oval amp. right 3d finger,

low. third met. bone. A. A.
Surg. I'. C. Porter. Cire.
skin tlap amp. up. third left

forearm. Surg. C. A. Cow-
gill, U. S. V.
Amputation of both hands
at wrist joints.

Amp. right and left index
lingers with met. bones.

Amp. index, mid , ring, and
littlo lingers through met,
bones and port, thumb left

band, anil r t band through
met. bones except thumb,

j

Amp. at left shoulder j't and
mid. third r't thigh Surg. !

I. F. Galloupe, 17th Mass.
Amputation at right slr.ail

tier joint and at lower third
left 'leg.

Cire. amp. upper third left

arm. Surg. L. Slusser, 09th
Ohio. Flapamp. low. third
right thigh. Surg. C. Mc
Dermott, U. S. V.

Flap amp. right arm at mid.
third ami of loft thigh lour
inches above knee. Surg.
J.Spiegelhalter, 12th Mo.

Flap amp. left arm, up. third,
and left thigh at mid. third.
Surg. W. li. Fox, 8th Mich.
Double tlap amp. at mid. tb'd
left humerus and mid. third
right thigh.

Cire. amp. left arm 1 inch
from shoulder and of right
thigh at lower third. Surg.
W. II. Potter, 57th N. Y.

Amp. in upper right arm.
Confed. surg'n. Flap amp.
upper right thigh. Surg
J. K. Zearing, 57th 111.

Ant. -post, flap amp. middle
third left arm; obliquetlap
amp. of upper left thigh.
Surg. S. W. Gross, U. S. V.

Amp. left arm, upper third,
and left thigh at junction
ofupper and middle thirds.

Amputation of right arm
and of thigh.

Amputation left arm and
thigh.

Amputation lower third left

arm and middle third left

thigh.
Amp. arm at junction upper
and middle thirds; (high
at lower third. Surg. C. S.

Wood. 00th New York.
Amputation left arm and

thigh.
Amputation of right arm
and right thigh.

Amputation left arm and
leftthigh. Suig.C.Winne,
77th Illinois.

Flap amputation left arm at
middle third and left leg
at upper third. Surg. G.
H. Bane, 115th Illinois.

Flap amp. at upper third of
right arm, and cire. atlow'r
third of left leg. Surg. D.
MacKay. 29th ('. T.

Amp. middle third right arm
and lower third right leg.

Flap amputation left arm at

lower third and left leg at

upper third. Surg. ('. IV

Park, 11th Vermont.

Discharged Feb. 20, 1805.

Discharged Apiil 13, 1S65.

Returned to duty Dec. 17
1864.

Discharged Jan. 20, 1865.

Discharged Jan. 13, 1865;
healed.

Discharged Nov. 26, 1863.

Died January 24, 1803, of
pyemia.

Sept. 12, ba-rn. from brachial
art-; Hg. of axillary. Died
Sept. 12, 11-03.

Discharged March 2, 1800;
stump perfectly healed.

Mustered out Nov 14, 1804.

Discharged April 27, 1805.

Union of both stumps by
first intention. Disch'd
Feb. 0,1865.

Aug. 9, 18U4, rem. of seques-
trum. Discharged Oct. 13,

1804. Spec. 3104, A. M. M.

Discharged December 18,

1803.

Discharged July 27, 1865.

Discharged November 17,

1802; thigh slump un-
healthy.

Died July 3, 1803.

Died July 9, 1803.

Died October 11, 1804, of ex-
haustion.

Died July 19, 1863.

Died August 12,1803.

Died July 30, 1863, of py-
aemia.

Died March 27, 1865.

Discharged August 29, 1864:
good stump in 1870.

Disch'd December 6, 1865;
pound stumps.

Recovered.

Sept. 26, secondary haem.;
ant tib. art. lig. Disch'd
September 14, 1805; good
stumps.

' Galloupe (T. F.), Army Medical Intelligence, in Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, 1863, Volume xviii, p. 205.

! Gross (S W.), Original communications in American Medical Times, 1864, Volume VIII, p. 122.
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No.

UK)

101

102

103

Kit

105

106

107

Name, Age, and Military
Description.

Mills. W. F.. Pt., E, 8tU
Now York Heavy Artil-
kTv, ago 42.

Moore, J.. Pt., E, 4l'.th

Pennsylvania.

Myer, C, Pt., F, 30tli Mis-
souri.

Nicholson, D.. Pt., II. 22d
Massachusetts, a;c 23.

Nunengcr, G., Pt., A, 58tb
Virginia.

Rabbitt, E. C, Serg't. B,

10th Missouri.

Stewart. J., Pt., D, 77th
New York, age 38.

Tienmn. H., Pt., C, 110th
New York.

Wallace, D, Pt.,I, 5tb Ar-
tillery.

Date
of

Injury.

June 10,

1804.

Aug. 9,

1862.

June 4.

1803.

MavlO,
1864.

Natl re of Injury.

WliolpIcy.J., Lieut., D, 1st

Maine.
108 Woodworth.J. W., CorpT,

II. lltb Inf'antrv

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

1'.'8

129

130

131

Dunn, M., Corp'l, IT, 40th
Pennsylvania, age 21.

Parker,.T. A., Pt.,L, Cobb's
( leorgia Legion.

Ruth, < .11.. I't.,G, 21 Geor-
gia, age 22.

Lapham, C. N., Corp'l, K,
1st Vermont Cav., age 23.

Barker, J., Pt., T, r.Stll

Massachusetts, aee 42.

Smith, II., Pt.I.llth New
Jersey, age 24.

Brown. II., Pt,, K,22d Col-
ored Troops, age 19.

Housley, II., Cook, F, 33d
Wisconsin, ago 20.

Hanks, S.,Pt., C, 43d C. T.

Bradley, P., Serg't, C, lGth
Michigan.

Foss. J., Serg't. C, 59th N.
York.

Bess, T. IT., Pt., K, 8th
North Carolina.

Johnson, C. L., Pt., B, 1st
Tennessee.

Lamphere, L. 0., Pt., G.
21st Connecticut.

Lewis, J. R., Pt, II, 53d
Georgia, ago 32.

Birmingham, A., Lt., A,
GOtb New York.

Alexander. J. IT, Corp'l,

K, 13th Mississippi.
Bartram, IV. It., Pt., F, 1st

North Carolina.
Fisher, E. II., Lieut.. A,

21st Indiana.
Gordon, J., Teamster, Q.
M. I) , age 38.

Higginb&iham, E. 2?., Pt.,

V, 38th Georgia.
Kopp, E.,Pt., K, 12th New
Jersey, age 32.

Nov. 24,

1803.

Mar. 25,

1S05.

June21,
1864.

Julv 1,

1803.

Mar. 2.'..

1865.

Nov. 7,

1863.

May 25,
1861.

June 24,

1864.

Mar. 2.-.,

1805.

Julv 8,

1863.

Jon.' 17.

1864.

June 7,

1804.

July 30,

1864.

Apr.
1865.

Shot fracture of riuht femur
and left knee joint.

Fract. int. condyle right fe-

mur, and ri^bt Icl: below
joint : also wou'ds l't thigh.

Conoidal ball fractures both
thighs.

Shot wounds of both thighs
by conoidal ball.

Shot fract lire both thighs-

Shot wounds of both knee
joints.

Shell fracture both I-gs —
Shot wounds ofboth thighs.

Date
of

Opera-
tion.

June 111.

18114.

Aug. 15,

1862.

.rune 4.

1863.

May 10,

IM',1.

Operation, Operator. Kksilt and Remarks.

thigh!
g- S. II.

.

Nov. 25,

1803.

Mar. 25
1805.

Amp.
third. Surg. S.'ll. Plumb,
8-,M N. Y.

Double flap amputation low.
third both thighs. Surg.
J. B. Summers, U.S. A.
Double flap amputation both
thighs. Surg. M. W. Rob-
bins, 4th Iowa.
Am. post, flap amput'n both
thighs at low. thjnl. Surg.
J. Thomas, llMh IVnn.
Amputation of both thighn.

.

Amputationlowerthird both
thigbH. Surg. E. J. Buck,
lStli Wisconsin.

Amputation in lower third
both this'

Dii'd Juno 23, 1864.

August 26, nervous shock
from fright Dkd l boor
afterward, August 26, 1862.

DuMl-Iuni-S, 180;f.

Stumps unhralMr
slough. Died May -:i

June 23, Amputation of both thighs.

Conoidal ball shattered pa-
tella of right and condyles
of left knee joint.

Soli.l shot carried off both
legs.

Shot compound fracturemid.
third both thighs.

Grape shot passed through
!

both logs just below knee
Joint.

Shot wounds of both thighs.

.

Shell comminution left knee
joint and right, leg.

Both legs carried away by
Solid shot; extensive com-

- miniition.

Conoidal ball wounded right
knee joint and left leg.

Shot wounds right thigh and
left leg.

Shell fracture both logs . .

.

Shell fracture right knee
joint and left leg, mid. th'd.

1804.

July 4,

1868.

Mar. 25

Surgs. ti. I*. Oliver, llltli

I'enn.. and J. V. Kendall,
140th New York.

Circular amputation lower
third both thighs.

•ndency
to '

1864. Spec. 2866, A. M" M.
Died August 17,1802.

Died December 36, 1863.

Died April, 1865; pya-mie in

toxication.
Died Julv 3, 1864.

Died August 2, 1863.

1383, 13S4, A. MM.
Spca.

Amputation in lower third Died March 2.
r
», 1865.

1865. both thighs.
Amputation at middle third! Died November 8. 186:t

bulb thinhs
Nov. 7,

1803.

May 26,

both thighs.
Amputation both thighs, low. August, 1804, re-amp. right

A A B»>n U Taaia •>!.;. .1. ... 1.1 •!.;«.) III. .I.M
i iii|miiiii mil I"" iniii_nn,iirii . viiil;u.'i , i • • 1 . m iiiiii>. i i i i

27,1864. tliinl. A. A. Surg. S. Teals. thigh. raid, third. Disch'd
Aug. 1". 1865. Died Oct. 23,

1877. Sp«. 8183, A. M. M.
Amputation of both thighs.. Fnrloughcd August 2. 1884.

Julv :w,

1864.

Aus. 21,

1864.

Se]>t. 17,

18112.

Sept. 30,

1864.

An-. 6,

1864.

June 30,

1804.

Julv —

.

1803.

Conoidal ball fractured left

leg and right thigh.

Shell fracture left kueo joint
and right leg.

Shot wounds both legs anil

left arm.
Shot inietures left leg and
right thigh.

Compound shot fracture left

leg, inv. knee joint, and
right leg, lower third.

Shell comminution lower end
left femur and right foot
and ankle.

Shot wound left kneo joint
and fracture right leg.'

Mar. 25,
1865.

Julv 10,

1863.

June 17,

1864.

June 7,

1864.

JulV 30,

1864,

Mar. 10,

1865.

Apr. 11,

1865.

Julv 30,

1864.

Aug. 21,

1864.

Sept. 17,

1802.

Ant. post, flap amp. low, th'd

both thighs. Surg. L. W.
Bliss, 51st New York.

Ant. post, (lap amp. middle
third right thigh ami at left

knee joint. Surgeon L. P.
Woods, 5th New York Cav.

Oval flap amp, lower third 1

rig't thigh and It knee j'nt

.

Flap amputations at lower
third right thigh and at left

kueo joint.

Amputation right leg in up-
per third; double flan am-
putation left thigh, lower
th'd A.A.Siirg.O.Shittlcr. '

Amp. right thigh, lower th'd,

and left leg in upper third
;

antero-post. skin flaps and
eirc. sect. muse. Surg. F,
]•;. Pianette, 86lh C. T.
Amp. mid. th'd r't thigh and
id'leftleir, lower th'd. Surg.
D. MacKay, 20th ('. T.
Amp. lower third left thigh
and upper third right leg.

Released Aug, 2. 1865. Spec.
3998, A. M. M.

Discharged August 25, 1804.

Died June 27. 1864.

Died June 17, 1864.

Discharged March 20. 1865.

Died Julv 14, 1872.

Sent homo July 23, 1865
;

not a pensioner.

Dec. 13,

1802.

Dee, 11

1802.

Sept. 17,

1802.

Oct. 20,

1862
Aug. 30,

1862.

May 12,

18114.

Mar. 25,

1865. [

Shot wounds right kuee and
left foot.

Shot fracture both legs

Shot fracture both legs

"Wound of both legs by ex-
plosion of a shell

Shell wounds both legs, low.
third.

Shot fracture of both legs. .

.

Shot fracture m both t ibite

and left ankle joint.

Aug. 6,

1864.

June 30,

1864.

July —

,

1803.

Dec. 13,

1862.

Dec. 11,

1862.

' Leucine, J., Corp'l, K. 0th Feb. 8, ! Shot wounds of both legs by
New Jersey, age 35. 1802. cannon ball.

Oct. 20,

1862.

Sept. 1,

1862.

May 13,

1804.

Mar. 20,

27, 1865.

Feb.
1862.

"PI"
Amputation oi thigh and
log.

Amputation of left leg and
of right thigh.
Am putation in low. third left

thigh and upper third right
leg.

Amp. lower third left thigh
and lower third right leg.

Amp. left thigh, lower third

;

ri't leg at point of election.

Surg. J. .1. Knott, P. A. O. S.

Amp. right thigh, and Piro-
gotfs amp. left ankle joint.

Amputation of both legs.

Surgeon Gilmoro. C. S. A.
Amputation of both legs .

.

Amp. both legs. Surg. Iv
Head. 21st Indiana.
Amp. both legs, lower third.

A. A. Surg. M. .1. Davis.
Amp. iniil. third, both legs.

Surgeon Arlington, C. S. A

.

Flap amp. low. third right
and mid. third left leg. Sur-
geons A. Satlcithwaite.
12th N. J., and W. J. Burr.

Flap amputation both legs,

up. third. Surgeons ,1. II.

Thompson, U. S. V., and II.

W. Kivers, 4th R. I.

Died July 31, 1864.

Died September 16, 1864.

Died September 21, 1862.

Died October 7, 1864, of irri-

tative fever.
Died August 21, 1864.

Died July 22, 1884,oftetanus.

Hied July 10, 1863.

Died December 17. 1862.

Recovered.

Fnrloughcd Sept. 23, 1804.

Discharged November 20,

1863.

Recovered.

Recovered.

April 10, protruding bones
removed from stumps.
Discharged Oct. 3,1865.

Discharged September 30,

1862; ls7.\ knee joints
without motion, "stumps
very tender.

1 THOMPSON (J. H.>, Report of cases occurring at the buttle of Roanoke Island, Ta.. in Am. Med. Times, 1802, Volume IV, p. 199.
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No.

132

133

134

136

136

137

138

139

140

in

142

143

1 11

145

140

117

148!

149
j

150

151

152

153

154
''

I

155

156

157

158

150

160

161
I

102

Name, Military
Description, axd Age.

Lee, D., Pt.. G, 2d N.Y.
II. A., age 20.

Page, v.. Ft., K, 3d Mich .

7thScott, .1. G., Pt, D
New York, age 23.

Smith, A. A., Pt, A, 3d H
Island Art., age 23.

Snellings, U. A., Pt, Xot-
taway's Artillery.

Starin, F.,Pt., C, 43d Wis-
consin, age 19.

St. wart, T. 1!., Pt, C, 2(1

Conn. H. A., age 31.

Tanner, J., Corp'], C, 87th
Now York, age 18.

Trim, S. II., Pt., 15, 41 fit

Alabama, ago 19.

Troy, B. F., Pt, G, 101 li

Iowa.
Willson, S. L., Pt, D, 7'J.l

Now York, iifid 18.

Albert, J., Pt., 1'', 91st New
York, ago 19.

Anderson, D., Corp'l, II,

7th Maryland, ago 41.

Arkcrson, A., Pt., II, 11th
Infantry.

Brinkmann, A., Pt.,G,70th
Pennsylvania.

Cooksey, A. J., Pt, D, 3d
Mississippi, ago 35.

Daniel, J. I'., Corp'], II,

11th Virginia.
Flenilning. U., Pt., A,35tli
New York.

Luallen, J., Pt., D, 13th
Indiana.

McCurdle, .T., Pt., K, 2d
Penn. Artillery, ago 23.

Munson, J. P., Pt., A, 121st
Pennsylvania.

Nason, H.,Pt.C, 1st Rhode
Island Artillery, ago 38.

Nock, P., Pt., E. 1st La,,

att'ch'd to 1st Mo. Batt'y.
Paine, A., Pt., 42d New-
York.

Raudell. A., Pt., 0, 35th
Now York.

Hash, R. A.. Pt., F, 52d
North Carolina.

S , B., Corp'l, 3d Md.
Battery, ngo 37.

Shearer, F., Pt., A, 35th
Indiana.

Smith, P., Serg't, K, 69th
New York, ago 311.

York, M.,Pt,E, 120thNew
York, ago 20.

Carpenter, V. J.. Pt., D,
13th Virginia.

Johnson, J. M., Pt, C, 3d
Delaware, ago 31.

Date
OF

INJURY.

Juno 10,

1864.

A or. 10,

1802.

May 6,

1801.

Apr. 8,

1863.

Juno22,
1804.

Nov. 5,

1804.

Sept. 19,

1804.

Aug. 30,

1802.

Mav 21.

1864.

Mav 10,

18G3.

July 2,

1803.

Oct 12.

18114.

Aug. 21,

1801.

JunelT,
1804.

Aug. 11,

1804.

Doc. 15,

1 804.

Nature ok Injury.

Shell injury of hoth legs .

.

Shell wounds of hoth logs.

Shell fracture, of hoth logs ..

Fracture of hoth lees by ex-
plosion of magazine stmr.
G. Washington.

Shot fracture both logs

Shell wounds mid. th'd right
and low. third left. log.

Shell wounds hoth foot, com-
minut'gall the tarsal hones

Shell wounds both logs.

104 i Unknown, C. S. A .

I

lfiii

Bumgardner, S., Serg't, F,
14th W. Virginia, age 35.

Martin, J., Pt.,L,2il X. Y.
II. A., age 21.

167 Sadlnj. A. D., Serg't, G,
21st Mississippi.

108 Williams, II., Pt . K. 198th
Pennsylvania, age 23.

169| Hicks, H. F.Pt,. A, 1st P..

Island Artillery.
170 , 'Clark, 11. W., Pt.. IT, 100th

j

Xew York, ago 30.

171
1
Carpenter. J. W., Serg't, I,

lOtli Vermont.
172 Rowland, S., Serg't, A,48th

New York.

Both legs torn offnear ankle
by explosion of shell.

Shot wounds both logs

Shot fracture both logs, lower
third, by conoidal hall.

Shot wounds id' lower third
hoth logs.

Shell wounds both logs

Deo, 13,

1862.

Jan. 15,

1805.

Shot fracture both logs

Shot fracture both logs

Shot wounds of both logs .

Shot wounds of both ankles

Shell fracture hoth logs ....

Shot fracture of hoth legs.

.

Shell injury both legs

Shot, fracture of both legs

Julv 2,

1804.

Dec. 13.

18G2.

Nov. 30,
' Cannon ball took oft" both legs

1803.
(

just above ankles.
Slay 27,

j

Both feet carried away by
1803. ! cannon ball.

July 2, r'racturcof both foot by solid
shot,

Shell fracture both legs
1803.

Deo. 13,

1862.

Shot wounds both le

Doc 15,

1804.

Aim. 10,

18(14.

J iilv 2,

1803.

Date
OF

Opera-
tion.

June 10,

1801.

Apr. 10,

1802.

May 0.

1801.

Apr. 9,

Julv 31,

1863.

June22,
1804.

Nov. 5,

1804,

Sept, 23,

24,1801.

Aug. 30,

1862.

Mav 21.

1804.

Mav 10,

1803.

Julv 3.

180 1.

Oct. 19,

1804.

Aug. 21,

1804.

Juno 18,

1804.

Aug. II.

1804.

Dec. 10,

1804.

Second-
arc

Dec'. 13.

1802.

Jan. 15,

1805.

July 2,

1804.

Dec. 13,

1862.

Dec. 2,

1803.

May 27,

1803.

Julv 3,

1863.

Dec. 13,

1862.

Operation and Operator.

Circ. amp. lower third, both
legs. Ass't Surgeon O. S.
Paine, 2d N. Y. Art.

Oircularamp. at lower third,
both legs.

Flap amp. both logs. Snr.
E. B. P. Kelly, 95th Pa.

Flap am [i. upper th'd loft log.
Surgeon F. L. Dibble, 0th
Conn. Circ. of light leg.
A. A. Surg. J. W. dishing.
Amp. mid. th'dleft. and low.
th'd right, leg. Confed.surg.

Flap amp. unper third right
and lower th'd loft leg.

: Circular amputation lower
th'd both legs. Ass't Surg.
I. G. Thompson, 77th N. Y.

1 Flap amputation upper th'd
both legs.

|
Circ. amp. hoth legs. Surg.
D. Jackson, 44th Tenn.

Am]), right log 4 inches, and
left leg 8£ ins. below knee.
Klapamp. up. third both legs.

Surg. C. K. Irwin, 72d N. Y.
Amputation in upper third

' both logs.

Amp. both logs. Surg. W. C.

(

SuuiTock, 51st Penn.
! A mputation of both legs

|

Amputation of both legs. . .

.

j

Circular amputation in mid-
dle third both legs.

Amputation of both logs .

.

Amputation of both legs .

.

Amp. of both legs. Surg. L.
Barnes, 0th C. T., and As-
sistant Surg. H. C. Merry-
weather, 5th C. T.
Amp. left leg near knee and
right leg near ankle.

Flap amputation both legs
below knee.

Circular amp. lower right 3d;
flap at middle 3d left leg.

Both logs amputated

Amp. low. 3d both legs. S'g.

II. M. McAbee, 4th Ohio.
Amputation of both logs .

Amputation of both legs .

Result and Remarks.

June 3,

1801.

Sept. 22,

1804.

June 10,

1804.

Dec. 11,

1862.

Apr. 9,

1805.

Doe. 13,

lfOJ.

Mav 13,

18G4.

Juno 3,

1804.

May 3,

I8'e3.

Shot fractureupperthird left Feb. 10, Amp. through middle third
femur; mortification.

j

1805. ;
of both legs.

Shot fracture both legs . . . .] Dec. 15, Amputation of both legs

j

1864.

Shot wounds of both feet by Sept. 6,

conoidal ball.
;

1864.

Conoidal ball fractured both July27,
ankles.

I
28, 1863.

Shot wounds both legs

Shell wounds right log

left foot.

and

Shot wounds of both legs .

Shot wounds of both feet .

.

Shell wounds right leg and
loft foot.

Shot fracture right leg and
loft loot.

Shell wounds loft leg and
right foot.

Shot wounds of hoth feet . ..

Solid shot fractured hoth
foot.

Conoidal ball injured hoth
foot.

Shot wounds of hoth feet . .

.

June 3,

1864.

Primary

Sept, 23,

1864.

June 10,

1804.

Dec. 11,

1862.

Apr. 9,

1865.

Dec. 14,

186;;.

May 13,

1804.

June 3,

1864.

Circ. amp. both loirs, lo'r 3d.
A.A.Surg. J.A. Hutchinson.
Amp. both legs. A . A. Surg.
F. Hinklo.

Amputation of both legs . .

.

Disch'd May 31, 1865 ; died
September 25, 1874.

Discharged August 16, 1802.

Disch'd Nov. 3, '04 ; '79, rig't

legreamputated. Spec. 513.

Discharged August 25, 1864.

Spec. 1103, A. M. M.

Recovered.

Discharged July 2, 1805.

Discharged August 17, 1865.

Discharged Oct. 15, 1862.

July 13, 1864, recovered
;

furloughed.
Discharged Sept. 3, 1863

;

sound stumps in 1870.

Discharged May 31, 1865.

Died November 4, 1864, of
pyaemia.

Died October 1,1864.

Died June 19, 1804.

Died August 12, 1864.

Died January 2, 1865, from
exhaustion.
Died September 30, 1803.

Di Hi December 21, 1862.

Died January 23, 1805.

Died July 3, 1864.

Died December 25, 1802.

Died December 21, 1863, of
pyamria.

Died May 27, 1863.

Died July 23, 1803.

Died December 15, 1862.

Died January 8, 1863.

Died March 12, 1865.

Died December 16, 1804.

Died Oct, 10, 1864, of exhaus-
tion. Spec. 3644, A. M. M.
Died Augusts, 1863, Slice's

1605, 1609, A.M. M.

Amp. mid. th'd right leg, and
Svme's amp. left ankle i't.

Surg. D. E. Wolfe, 3d Del.
Lenoir's am. in log, and Piro-
goffsamp. iiiMtlioranklej't.

Surg. J. 't'. Gilmoro, C. S. A.
Amp. leftleg, mid. third, and
r't ft by C hopart's method.

Giro. amp. mid. 3d r't legand
four toes of left foot.

Amp. of right log and left

foot. Surg. Hill. C. S. A.
Circ. amp. low. third left log,

and Lisfranc's amp. r't foot.

Surg. II. A. Grim, 198th Pa.
Svme's amp. at r't and Piro-
golfs at left anklejoint.

Syme's amp. loft tinkle. Cho-
part's amp. r't font, Surg.
M. S. Kittinger, looth N. Y.

Hey's amp. left foot, and 1st

toe and met, bono r't foot.

Amputation of both feet . .

.

Discharged June 8, 1865.

Flaps of anklejoint; stump
sloughed. Died.

Disch'd November 4, 1865;
tender stumps.

Disch'd November 11, 1864.
May, 1865, reamputation
right leg.

Recovered.

Discharged October 6, 1865;
parts entirely healed.

Disch'd September 24, 1863.

Disch'd December 13, 1801.

Spec. 2857, A. M. M.

Died June 15, 1861.

Died June 0, 1863.

MoLi-OWAV (J. M), Comparative Advantages of Fiuogoff's, Svme's, and Choparts Amputations, etc.,

Volume LI, pp. 85, 80.

2 Smith (S.), Amputations at the Ankle Joint in Military Surgery, in U. S. San. Com. Memoirs, 1871, Surg.

in Am. Jour. Med. Sci., 1805,

Vol. II, pp. 110, 140.
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CHAPTER XIII.

ANAESTHETICS.

It was impracticable to determine the total number of eases in which anaesthetics were

employed during the war, but as near as can be ascertained they were used in no less than

eighty thousand (80,000) instances. Time and clerical assistance did not allow of the

examination of this enormous number of cases in detail, and in treating of this subject we

must confine our remarks to the number of major operations in which the agents used were

definitely ascertained. Of eight thousand nine hundred cases chloroform was used in six

thousand seven hundred and eighty-four, or 76.2 per cent., ether in one thousand three

hundred and five, or 14.7 per cent., a mixture of chloroform and ether in eight hundred

and eleven, or 9.1 per cent. These percentages differ somewhat from the percentages given

in the preliminary report,
1 where it was stated that chloroform was used in 60 per cent,,

ether in 30 per cent., and ether and chloroform in 10 per cent,; but at that time the per-

centage of the different agents had been principally derived from the reports of general

hospitals, and in which ether was frequently used. When, afterwards, the operations

performed in the field hospitals were examined, where chloroform was almost uniformly

used, the percentage of the cases in which the latter agent was employed increased to 76.2

per cent., as above indicated, while the number of cases in which ether or the mixture of

ether and chloroform was used was proportionally decreased.

The inestimable value of the use of anaesthetics in military surgery will hardly be

denied at this date, although it has been claimed that the effect of anaesthetics in the treat-

ment of shot injuries are deleterious, inasmuch as they add to the depression caused by the

shock, and retard union by first intention, and predispose to haemorrhages and pyaemia. It

is possible that in two hundred and fifty-four cases in which it was asserted that no anaes-

thetic was given the surgeons were actuated by such objections, as no reasons have been

assigned why anaesthetics were not administered. How far the use of anaesthetics has con-

tributed to the saving of life during the late war it is impossible to say, as we have no

statistics to make this comparison. It maybe stated, however, that their use has undoubt-

edly influenced the favorable percentages of mortality after major operations pointed out in

different sections of this and the preceding volumes.

From the rapidity of its effects, and from the small quantity required—qualities which

can only be appreciated at their proper values by the field surgeon when surrounded by

hundreds of wounded anxiously awaiting speedy relief—chloroform was preferred by nearly

1 Circular Xo. G, War Department, Surgeun General's Office, Washington, November 1, 1£C3.
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all the Held surgeons, and their testimony as to its value and efficacy is almost unanimous,

although all recommend the greatest care in its administration. It is, perhaps, best to allow

the different medical officers to speak for themselves on this subject: Burgeon C. J. Walton,

21st Kentucky, administered "chloroform in every painful operation, but did not keep the

patients under its influence longer than was absolutely necessary, withdrawing it as soon as

the cutting was completed. * :i: * While I could not dispense with chloroform, I must

protest against the extravagant and indiscreet use of it. It is a most potent agent, and

should be used with the utmost caution. In no case were we displeased with its effect."

Surgeon B. B. Breed, U. S. V.: "Chloroform was almost universally employed as an anaes-

thetic, and without bad effect in any case. Whenever practicable, I employed ether in

preference to chloroform, preferring, both from personal experience and observation, the

delay and discomfort in its administration to the possible danger from the use of the latter.

On the field of battle, however, chloroform is the safe and preferable agent." Assistant

Surgeon C. Bacon, jr.: "The anaesthetic I have seen used has invariably been chloroform.

Among the great number of cases in which I have witnessed its administration I have seen

but one death resulting from its use. I have, however, frequently seen cases in which its

use required extreme care, and, at times, have been obliged to desist in its administration

in cases of great exhaustion consequent upon long-established injuries. I have frequently

seen the use of chloroform attended with bad results when improperly administered. As

an anaesthetic I think chloroform should be given in prompt and efficient dose. The desired

effect being attained, its administration should be discontinued; in this mannerless chloro-

form is required, thereby avoiding to a great extent its toxical effect." Surgeon D. P.

Smith, U. S. V.: "I have in every instance but one, in the army, employed chloroform,

and in but one case have I had reason to believe its use disastrous. In this instance it was

given too profusely by an entirely incompetent person (since then dismissed from the medical

corps) while I was amputating at the knee joint. The patient never reacted from the shock,

but died about twelve hours subsequently." Assistant Surgeon J. T. Calhoun, U. S. A.:

"I have always used chloroform as an anaesthetic, have given it, and have seen it given

under my direction, and in the practice of other surgeons in an immense number of cases,

and never saw a death from it, or, in army practice, even an alarming symptom. I am
inclined to believe that in general practice the chief danger of choloform is that in its admin-

istration care is not taken to let the patient inhale sufficient air with it (a fact often due to

the desire to be economical in its use), and the patients die, not from the chloroform, but from

the want of oxygen." Surgeon II. S. Hcwit, U. S. V.: "Chloroform was used freely with-

out any fatal accident. But I conceived that those cases did not finally do so well who

were kept under its influence for a length of time; and I am of the opinion that when used

the patient should be kept under its influence merely long enough to last through the severest

part of the operation. I believe that when a patient is kept under its influence for a long

time his chances of recovery are thereby lessened." The serious results following the use

of chloroform, when "improperly" or "too long" administered, or when administered by

"incompetent persons," referred to by several of the operators, will hardly be charged to

the agent itself. In the reports of the surgeons in charge of base hospitals, sometimes the

use of ether, sometimes of chloroform alone, or a mixture of both, is advocated.

The most convenient and common form of administering; anaesthetics was a cloth or

paper folded in the shape of a cone, with a sponge in the apex. It was placed at some distance
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over the nose and mouth of the patient to allow the first inhalations to become diluted with

air, and then gradually advanced to the nose until anaesthesia was produced, when the

inhalation was suspended. The method of Marshall Hall, by placing a double fold of mus-

lin over the mouth and nose of the patient and simply dropping the chloroform

on it drop. by drop, was found to be tedious, and inoperative in the open air,

where many of the operations were performed, owing to rapid evaporation. In

the southern armies, where chloroform was scarce, Surgeon J. J. Chisolm, find-

ing that much chloroform was wasted by these methods, employed a flattened

cylinder two and a half inches long and one inch wide in its broadest diameter,

having in one of its broadest surfaces a perforated plate. Attached to the cover

are two nose pieces. When the instrument is not in use these projections can

be pressed into the cylinder, thus diminishing the size of the instrument. In

the interior of the cylinder is found a piece of sponge, or what is much better, a KiaT^T^cms.

bent wire, over which is folded a piece of cotton cloth. The chloroform when sp*. mo.

dropped through the perforated plate is received upon the sponge or folded cloth, which offers

an extended surface for evaporation.

In reference to the propriety of giving alcoholic stimulants prior to the administration

of ether and chloroform, the records of the war supply little definite information. They

give simply the number of cases in which anaesthesia was induced, and frequently not even

the name of the anaesthetic employed. In cases in which the effect of the anaesthetic was

believed to have led to a fatal result special reports were made. These special reports

throw little light on the question, since they include, in almost equal proportion, cases in

which stimulants had, or had not, been administered prior to the inhalation of the anaes-

thetic. Some surgeons advise the use of stimulants prior to anaesthesia uniformly; others

deprecate the practice except in rare cases, and others again discard it altogether. When
there is extreme depression, alcoholic stimuli will of course be employed, in conjunction

with other restoratives, to bring about reaction. But when the patient is in a fit state to

undergo a major operation, a stimulant should not be given with especial reference to the

anaesthesia about to be induced, as it would seem that in the practice of surgeons who

habitually employed the stimulants the patients were less readily anaesthetized. It would

be better to reserve the stimulant as a restorative in the course or on the completion of the

operation, that it may aid in reducing reaction instead of retarding the induction of anaes-

thesia.

It has been stated that the nature of the anaesthetic employed was indicated in eight

thousand nine hundred cases, viz: chloroform in six thousand seven hundred and eighty-

four, ether in one thousand three hundred and five, and chloroform and ether in eight hun-

dred and eleven cases. Of the six thousand seven hundred and eighty-four cases in which

chloroform was used, death was ascribed to this agent in thirty-seven, or 5.4 per thou-

sand
;

:
of the one thousand three hundred and five cases in which the anaesthesia was induced

by ether, four deaths, or 3.0 per thousand; and of the eight hundred and eleven cases in

CnisOI.M (.1. J.). (A Manual of Military Surgery for the use of Surgeons in the Confederate States Army, Columbia, 1SG4. pp. 439-30): "'Of the

many thousand instances of its administration since the war between the Confederate States and United States began, but two fatal cases from chloroform

inhalation have been reported. In one, the patient died in a few minutes after inhalation was commenced. In the other, the patient did not die for several

hours. The case was that of a healthy young soldier who had a miuifi ball embedded under the scapula, and who, while en route to rejoin his command,

Stopped at a hospital and desired its removal. The operation was very tedious, and he was kept under the influence of chloroform for one and n half

hours. Although be regained his consciousness when the administration was stopped, his pulse never reacted, notwithstanding the liberal use of brandy.

A few hours after the operation was completed there appeared an increasing disposition to sleep, which gradually ended in coma, the pulse becoming

more and more feeble. He died thirty-two hours after the inhalation. As the operation nffected no vital part, and as the health of the patient was good,

his death could be attributed to no other cause than the inhalation of the chloroform."

Suite. Ill—112
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which a mixture of chloroform and ether had been employed, two deaths, or 2.4 per thou-

sand, were charged to the anaesthetic. Brief abstracts of the fatal cases are given.

Deaths from Chloroform.—Thirty-seven cases were reported:

Case 123:!.— Surgeon M. K. Hogan, U. S. V., reports that Private Sylvester Anninger, Co. F, 147th New York, aged 27

years, received a shot fracture of the left leg, at Spottsylvania, May 12, 1834. lie was at once carried to the field hospital of the

3d division, Ninth Corps. He died May —, 1864, "under chloroform."

Cask 1234.— Corporal Ballon, Co. E, 14th Pennsylvania Cavalry, fracture of hones of right hand, April, 1863.

Operation for removal of fingers October 12, 1863. Chloroform inhaled without unpleasant symptoms; upon removing index

finger pain was evinced; small additional portion given and operation recommenced, when patient struggled violently; arterial

haemorrhage ceased to flow; tongue found to not have fallen back upon rima glottidis; usual means of exciting respiration

applied; good current of fresh air; patient rolled from side to side; artificial respiration resorted to; spirit of ammonia applied

to nostrils and cold water dashed on chest and face, without effect. In the opinion of Surgeon W. B. Wynne, 14th Pennsyl-

vania Cavalry, the operator, the patient was not under the effects of the anaesthetic five minutes before life was extinct. At the

autopsy the lungs were found to be perfectly healthy; the heart presented some appearance of slight ossification.

Case 1235.—Private J. Bradley, Co. D, 25th North Carolina; slight wound of patella; admitted into Chimborazo

Hospital, Richmond, June 25th ; necrosis and gangrene. July 18th, amputation at junction of upper and middle thirds of thigh.

There was hut little blood lost, but the patient sank under the operation and expired a few minutes after its completion. It is

remarked, upon an unsigned case-book, that "the chloroform may have, by its depressing effect, contributed to this unfavorable

result, for it. caused liira to vomit freely, and he was unable to retain any stimulants in the stomach."

Case 1230.—Private G. Budlinger, 76th Ohio, aged 30 years, admitted into hospital of 1st division, Fifteenth Corps,

with a shot wound of hand; placed upon operation table and about a drachm of chloroform sprinkled upon four folds of patent

lint applied to face, space being given for the free admission of air. After breathing it for a few moments quietly without any

apparent effect, more chloroform was added and reapplied by a nurse in attendance (the surgeon having stepped aside for a

moment), when, after six or seven respirations, the patient drew up his legs and arms convulsively, and heavy stertorous

breathing came on. Chloroform removed immediately, and a few moments given hiin to resume his regular breathing, but the

difficulty increased ; frothy exudation from mouth not caused by excess of saliva; respiration became more and more incomplete,

pulse small and imperceptible, veins of neck and face prominently distended; heart action ceased before respiration had entirely

stopped. Friction to extremities, cold water dashed in face, jugular vein opened, artificial respiration, without relief. The
surgeons of the hospital reported, as the result of an autopsy, that "being unable to discover any other abnormal condition, and

in the absence of further evidence, it may be proper to conclude that this is a case of apoplexy induced by chloroform."

Cask 1237.—Private J. G. Clarkson, Co. A, 35th Massachusetts, age 40 years, is reported by Surgeon F. M. Lincoln,

35th Massachusetts, to have died in hospital at Falmouth, Virginia, "from the inhalation of chloroform administered for the

performance of an amputation," January 20, 1863.

Case 1238.—Private J. Conley, Co. A, 90th Illinois, aged 18 years; shot fracture left ankle joint, Mission Ridge, Novem-
ber 25, 1853 ; ball lodged ; admitted into hospital No. 1, Nashville, February 4, 1863. Surgeon R. L. Stanford, U. S. V., reports

that the patient "died from the effects of the chloroform at the time of the operation of extraction of the ball," and forwarded

the specimen of the lower portions of the left leg, the astralagus, and calcaneum ; they constitute Spec. 3360 of the Sunjical Section.

Case 1239.—Private P. Conlin, Co. G, 11th New Jersey ; shot perforation knee joint, popliteal artery cut ; Ream's Station,

September 17, 1864 ; considerable haemorrhage
;
patient in a very nervous state and having great fears of the result. Stimulants

were given, and after he had rallied a little he was placed upon the table and chloroform administered. Plenty of fresh air was

allowed during the administration and he passed through the usual stages necessary to insensibility, but died before the contem-

plated operation was commenced, having just reached the point of insensibility. The only observable symptoms which were

unusual were the high state of nervous excitement while the chloroform was being administered and the very small quantity

required to render him insensible. Methods for resuscitation freely used for half an hour without effect. A post-mortem exam-

ination revealed nothing abnormal in the size or appearance of the organs.

Case 1240.— Sergeant S. Crumhaler, Co. A, 35th Virginia Cavalry, aged 44 years, was admitted into the Confederate

hospital at Charlottesville in May, 1864, with a pistol hall perforation of the head of the humerus, received at the Wilderness,

May 6th. On May 11th chloroform was administered and the head of the humerus was excised. He is reported to have died

May 16, 1834, " from the effects of the chloroform."

Cask 1241.—Private T. Donaldson, Co. E, 13th Ohio Cavalry, aged 19 years; shot injury left humerus, Poplar Springs,

Virginia, October 8, 1864 ; admitted into hospital at Beverly, New Jersey. Necrosis of humerus. October 29, 1S64, amputa-

tion of left arm at shoulder by antero-posterior flaps by Acting Assistant Surgeon J. C. Morton; chloroform used. Patient

"died from the effects of the chloroform and nervous shock to the general system." The upper part of the humerus was for-

warded to the Museum by Assistant Surgeon C. Wagner, U. S, A., and is numbered Specimen 3706 of the Surgical Section.

Cask 1242.—Private D. Flynii, Co. A, 18th Infantry, admitted into hospital No. 19, Nashville, January 5, 1863, with a

compound fracture of fingers of right hand, received December 31, 1862. January 8th, chloroform administered with a due

proportion of atmospheric air; patient was rather troublesome, struggled, etc. A relaxation of the muscles testifying to anaes-

thesia, the chloroform was suspended- and the operation commenced; just after the formation of the anterior flap tlie patient

commenced to breathe stertorously, and at that instant the brachial pulse suddenly ceased; there was an up and down movement
of the thyroid cartilage, a swelling out almost to bursting of the external jugular veins, blue lips, a pupil insensible to light, and

an ashy paleness. Cold water dashed in face, aqua ammonia to nostrils and upon thorax, tongue drawn forward with tenaculum.
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artificial respiration kept up, and the principles of Marshall Hall's method of respiration put into requisition, but without effect

;

patient expired after one or two long-drawn sighs. Amount of chloroform expended was about two drachms. No autopsy

possible.

Case 1243.—Private K. Gormley, Co. I, 7th New York Artillery, admitted into McClellan Hospital, Philadelphia, June

13, 1864, with a shot wound of the lower third of the right leg; ball lodged. On November 29th chloroform was administered

with a view of removing the ball. The anaesthetic was given with great caution, and inhaled with perfect facility until the

operation was nearly completed. Acting Assistant Surgeon W. E. Ely stated that "the patient's pulse continued good, and

nothing of unusual interest presented itself until the incision had been made, when I was suddenly deterred from proceeding in

search of the ball by a spasmodic rigidity of the muscles, such as generally occurs immediately before the point of complete

anaesthesia is attained. The patient, who had up to this time appeared perfectly sensible of external objects, suddenly threw liis

head back and almost immediately expired. Cold water was dashed into his face, ammonia was applied to his nostrils, his nwuth

was kept open, and his tongue drawn forward, while Hall's ready method of artificial respiration was kept up for nearly an

hour, but only with the effect of producing three or four long inspiratory efforts, when life became entirely extinct." Dr. Ely

was assisted by Acting Assistant Surgeon A. S. Uhler.

Cask 1244.—Private Thomas Hamilton, Co. A, 1st Maryland Infantry, aged 31 years, admitted into Patterson Park Hos-

pital, Pnltimore, June 25, 18(54, with a gunshot wound of the hand. September 3, 1804, patient placed on table to undergo au

operation for necrosis of the carpal bones. A sponge wet with chloroform was carefully held at first some three or four inches

from the face, and at no time less than two or three inches. The patient inhaled for about five minutes and still remained con-

scious, frequently making some remark. He soon, however, commenced muscular efforts, such as are quite common with

patients inhaling chloroform, except that the muscular contractions were more violent than usual. Before the contractions

ceased the pulse grew feeble and the chloroform was withdrawn fur two or three minutes ; the breathing continued regular, only

that the patient occasionally took a deep inspiration and expired forcibly, then the muscles became relaxed; the operation was

commenced; but the respiration soon commenced to fail and the pulse became imperceptible; the operation was stopped. All

known means for resuscitation were resorted to, hut life had iled. The friends of the deceased could only be persuaded to allow

an examination of the heart. The organ was found of normal size and appearance; both auricles were distended with venous

blood, but the ventricles were empty. A clot of white fibrin, streaked in some places with coagula of blood, was found in each

auricle.

Case 1245.—Private Robert Harris, Co. G, 132d New York, was admitted into Ward Hospital, Newark, New Jersey,

May 4, 1864. Surgeon George Taylor, U. S. A., reported that the patient died on May 20, 1804, while under the influence of

chloroform administered for the purpose of amputating the leg.

Case 1240.—Private John Johnson, Co. I!. 2d Pennsylvania Heavy Artillery, a patient in Mower General Hospital,

near Philadelphia, expired suddenly on May 13, 1805, while inhaling chloroform preparatory to undergoing a surgical operation.

The case is reported by Surgeon J. Hopkinson, IT. S. V.

Case 1247.—Private John Kroft, Co. D, 7th New York, shot fracture leg. Petersburg. September 10, 1804. Admitted

into hospital at Beverly, New Jersey, September 28th. Amputation of leg October 8th. On November 10th a second amputa-

tion was found necessary; at the previous operation sufficient chloroform was administered to produce complete anaesthesia

without unpleasant effect. On the latter date chloroform was administered on a sponge, from one drachm to a drachm and a

half— in all not over an ounce was given. He had been upon the table about fifteen minutes when fatal symptoms were mani-

fested, and he died in from five to six minutes. An autopsy revealed no pathological lesions sufficient to account for death.

Assistant Surgeon C. Wagner, IT. S. A., reported the case.

Case 1248.— William Laws, Co. E, 23d North Carolina, aged 24 years, shot wound of groin, fracturing tuber iscbii;

admitted into hospital No. 1, Frederick. October 28th, chloroform was administered to remove the fragments of the ischium.

The chloroform was administered on a pocket handkerchief which was pressed firmly against the mouth of the bottle which was

then inverted. Plenty of air was given, and the handkerchief was wet with chloroform but once. About a minute after the

administration was begun almost complete relaxation was produced, and two stertorous respirations were observed, when the

handkerchief was immediately removed. The pulse up to this time was undisturbed; the patient then took some ten or twelve

deep and rather rapid inspirations, with quickened pulse, when respiration suddenly ceased; the pulse continued for six or eight

beats, which were slower and feeble, and then suddenly ceased. Artificial respiration was immediately resorted to by Marshall

Hall's ready method, which produced distinct respiration, but no pulsation. Having kept it up for about twenty minutes

without result, the case was given up as hopeless. An account of the post-mortem appearances, together with other details of

the case, will he found in Case 703, page 242, Second Surgical Volume.

Case 1249.—Colonel McGilvray, Chief of Artillery of the Tenth Corps, was slightly wounded in the forefinger of the

left hand, at Flussus Mills, August 17, 1864. Excision of the joint was advised, and, on September 4th, chloroform was admin-

istered; about a drachm of the anaesthetic was poured on a sponge enclosed in a towel folded funnel-shaped. The patient came

very kindly under its influence, about two drachms of chloroform in all being used. The period of excitement did not last over

a minute and a half. The operation was commenced; the pulse was then beating steady and firm at about 65, respiration slow

and regular; at the time the inhalation of the chloroform had been discontinued for at least two minutes; at the moment of the

first incision the pulse and respiration at the same moment ceased without the slightest warning. The face flushed for a moment,

and then became pallid: the eyes were fixed and not suffused. About half a minute after the cessation of respiration the patient

made one or two spasmodic attempts at respiration and then was still. Artificial respiration was commenced and kept up for au

hour, but in vain. The heart and lungs were examined on the next day, hut did not indicate the cause of death. The particu-

lars of the case were communicated by Surgeon A. M. Clark, U. S. V.

Case 1250.—Sergeant George S. Moss, Co. C, 126th New York, received a shell wound of the penis, scrotum, and thigh,

at Gettysburg, July 3, 1863; the missile lodged among the muscles of the back of the thigh. The patient desired to have the
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missile removed, but positively refused to bo touched without the administration of chloroform. On August 8tli a stimulant was

given and the anaesthetic was administered; in one minute the patient came under its influence, the shell fragment was removed

in less than halt' a minute, and additional stimulant administered; pulse became suddenly weak, and the patient died almost

instantly. It was the opinion of surgeons present that the patient died from valvular affection of the heart.

Case 1251.—Private Patrick Murphy, Co. 13, 111th Pennsylvania, aged 22 years, admitted into hospital at Murfrcesboro',

Tennessee, October 28, 1803, with shot wounds of right knee joint and in centre of forehead, received at Brown's Ferry, Ten-

nessee, on the same day. On admission patient was wild, delirious, and unruly, but a few hours afterwards seemed partially to

recover his senses. On October l?0th amputation of the thigh was performed. On loosening the tourniquet no blood escaped

from the vessels, and the patient was observed to be in a state of collapse. Stimulants were freely given, but without avail.

He died on the table soon after the operation, probably from the effects of chloroform. A section of the anterior portion of the

cranium, showing a partial fracture and depression of the centre o£the frontal bone, was forwarded to the Museum by Assistant

Surgeon John C. Norton, U. S. V., and is numbered 21:!'.) of the Surgical Section.

Case 1252.—Private C. M. Odell, Co. I, 36th Wisconsin, received a shot fracture of the head and shaft of the humerus,

at Cold Harbor, June 3, 1804. Amputation was deemed necessary; his pulse was good, and lie walked to the operating table

unassisted. Chloroform was given until complete relaxation of the voluntary muscles was produced; the amputation was per-

formed, the arteries ligated, and the Haps were about to be closed, when respiration suddenly and quietly ceased. Artificial

respiration was set up, but without success. The autopsy showed the heart much enlarged, without thinning of the walls, and

distended on both sides with a grumous fluid and tough grayish clot, which extended into the great vessels.

Case 1253.—Surgeon J. F. Patterson, 131st New York, states that "on June 11, 1803, the 114th New York was ordered to

take a position in front of our line, and while advancing to execute the order one of the privates shot himself in the foot and was

carried to the field hospital for treatment. An amputation being deemed necessary, chloroform was administered by the assistant

surgeon of the 1st Louisiana in such a manner that death almost immediately ensued. The surgeon of the 114th, whose name I

believe was Wagoner, opened the chest of the cadaver about fifteen minutes after death, and finding the lungs lying on the back

of the chest announced that death was occasioned by collapse of the lungs." The case of William Rathbone, Co. K, 114th New
York, who received a gunshot wound of toe of left foot at Port Hudson, Louisiana, and who died, is reported by Surgeon L. P,

Wagner, 114th New York, but no details of the case are furnished.

Case 1254.—Surgeon S. A. Richardson, 13th New Hampshire, in a special report of the surgical operations performed at

Flying Hospital, Twenty-fourth Corps, March 30th to April 9, 1805, remarks :
" Manuel Silver, Private, Co. F, 10th Connecticut,

gunshot comminuted fracture of the left humerus by colloidal ball. Flap amputation left arm in middle third by Surgeon H. C.

Levensaler, 8th Maine, April 2, 1805 (primary operation). Died during the operation, from effects of chloroform given by Sur-

geon De Landre, 158th New York. Was brought under the influence of chloroform with difficulty."

CASE 1255.—Sergeant Major Adolphus Spaeth, 9th Ohio, was admitted into Cumberland Hospital, Nashville, September

24, 1803, with a shot fracture of the right wrist. The ball passed upward on the palmar aspect of the forearm nearly to the

bend of the elbow, but so deeply embedded as not to be found. He had violent erysipelas of arm and great constitutional dis-

turbance. Three or four days afterwards the ball was removed from the deep layer of muscles opposite the upper third of the

radius, palmar aspect. His general condition continued bad. On October 17th he was placed upon the table for amputation at

the middle third of humerus. During the administration of chloroform death took place with scarcely a premonitory symptom.

The post-mortem exhibited venous congestion of both lungs, evidently produced by the chloroform, the lungs being otherwise

perfectly healthy. The quantity of chloroform inhaled did not exceed two drachms.

Case 1250.—Private George E. Stannard, Co. G, 14th Connecticut, admitted into Finley Hospital, Washington, with a

shot fracture of left ulna, received at Fredericksburg December 31, 1802. Patient was a perfectly healthy, robust man, of lively

temperament, rather pale in color. On January 28, 1803, chloroform was administered for the purpose of removing the loose

pieces of bone. About two drachms of the anaesthetic were sprinkled on a towel and placed to the nose ; in about five or six

minutes ho came under its influence; the usual struggle came on just preceding complete anaesthesia, when he suddenly ceased

to breathe and his pulse failed. Every effort to resuscitate him failed. The history of the case, together with the specimen of

the lower extremity of the left ulna, was contributed by Surgeon I. Moses, U. S. V.; the Specimen is numbered 859 of the

Surgical Section of the Museum.

Case 1257.—Corporal C. F. Tarbell, Co. D, 21st Maine, aged 19 years, shot wound of left thigh, at Port Hudson, May
27, 1853. He was removed to the regimental hospital, where it was found necessary to amputate the thigh in the middle third.

Surgeon G. E. Brickett, 21st Maine, reports that the patient died May 27, 1803, from the effects of the chloroform.

Case 1258.—Private G. N. Titus, Co. G, 8th Vermont, was admitted into regimental hospital at Algiers. Louisiana, August

21, 1802, with a wound of one of his toes. Chloroform was administered by Surgeon II. H. Gillett and Assistant Surgeon S. H.

Currier, 8th Vermont, for the purpose of amputating the injured toe. The patient expired suddenly, before the operation was

commenced. Assistant Surgeon L. C. Herrick, 4th U. S. Colored Cavalry, reports the case.

Case 1259.—Surgeon Edwin Bentley, U. S. V., reports that a Confederate soldier, a large, robust, muscular North Caro-

linian, after the battle of Hanover Court House, May 29, 1802, underwent amputation of the thigh. The operation was per-

formed in the open air and very little blood was lost. A large amount of chloroform had been administered without the patient

becoming at all unconscious, when the surgeon forced him to large and free inspirations and he became immediately under its

influence. Just after the completion of the operation the pulse sank rapidly, and he appeared to cease to breathe simultaneously

with the effects of the anaesthetic.

Case 1200.—Surgeon John A. Lidell, II. S. V., in his report of the operations of the medical staff of General Sedgwick's

division of the Second Corps, at Fair Oaks, states: ''A soldier of General Richardson's division was placed on the table and
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chloroform administered for the purpose of amputation of the thigh for gunshot comminuted fracture of the femur in the neigh-

borhood of the knee joint. While inhaling the chloroform he suddenly became pale, pulseless, and ceased to breathe, dying on

the operating table while the amputation was going on."

Case 1261.—Private J. W. Whitlock, Co. K, 111th Illinois, gunshot wound of left elbow joint, Dallas, Ga , May 31, 1864.

Admitted into hospital of yd division, Fifteenth Corps, same day ; chloroform administered for the purpose of operating, but he

died from its effects. An autopsy revealed extensive adhesions of the pericardium and hepatization of the right lung. The case

is reported by Surgeon J. B. Potter, 30th Ohio.

CASE 1262.—Unknown soldier, with a shot injury necessitating amputation at the knee joint ; chloroform was admin-

istered, and the patient died while the operation was being performed. Surgeon D. P. Smith, U. S. V., the operating surgeon.

states that the anaesthetic was administered too profusely by an entirely incompetent person, who was subsequently dismissed

from the service.

Case 1263.—Corporal A. Wilde, Co. H, 61st New York, wounded at Deep Bottom, August 19, 1804; distal phalanx of

thumb shattered; admitted into hospital of 1st division, Second Corps. Assistant Surgeon C. Smart, V. S. A., reports that

chloroform was given, and after about three drachms had been taken the patient became much excited and passed into a violent

convulsion, in the midst of which he died. At the autopsy the heart was found small and firmly contracted, its walls being in

contact and the cavities obliterated.

Case 1264.—Private Lewis Winters, Co. I, 11th Michigan, aged 40 years, Atlanta, August 7, 1864; conoidal ball in

upper third right thigh. Admitted into hospital No. 8, Nashville, August 20th ;
gangrene. October 27th, preparatory to cleaning

and burning the wound Acting Assistant Surgeon K. W, Forrest commenced to administer chloroform from a sponge surrounded

with a napkin, plenty of atmospheric air being admitted. Not more than half an ounce of chloroform was poured upon the

sponge. His pulse was good, and lie was judged to lie a healthy man. After inhaling the chloroform for about three minutes a

very severe spasm came on; his head was thrown violently back, his body arched, resting on top of head and feet, the anus

were drawn up, and the bands violently clenched. The chloroform was withdrawn; the spasm relaxed in a few seconds; his

head and face became very much congested. Cold water was instantly dashed over his face and chest and ammonia applied to

the nostrils, and every means that could be devised to resuscitate kept up for more than an hour without effect. Autopsy: Five

points of cicatrization from scarification for cupping; considerable serous effusion under arachnoid and filling sulci ; vessels on

surface of brain much congested; pleuritic adhesions very linn on both sides; left lung deeply engorged with dark blood, frothy

serum exuding from cut surface, and numerous small chalk-like deposits found near the surface; heart normal in size and

appearance.

Case 1265.

—

D. Zebriske, Co. I, 12th Alabama, admitted into hospital No. 5, Frederick, October 18, 1862, with a shot flesh

wound left hip, traversing deep portion of gluteal muscles; Antietam, September 17, 1862; ball lodged. October 19th, chloroform

administered with a view of removing missile. No unusual symptom was observed; but while the operation was in progress

and the patient not in the act of inhaling the vapor, it was discovered that he had ceased to breathe. The autopsy threw no

light on the cause of death. The subject was ansemic, and exhausted by hardship and depleted by suppuration The report of

the case was made by Surgeon II. S. Hewit, XL S. V.

Case 1266.—Private G. G. Allison, Co. A. 6th New York Artillery, aged 43 years, admitted into hospital at Beverly, New
Jersey, July 7, 1864. On February 7, 1865, be was placed upon the table to be operated on for fistula in ano. Chloroform was

administered in the ordinary manner; room was well ventilated and the vapor of the chloroform freely diluted with atmospheric

air; full anaesthesia was produced, when the pulse rapidly failed, and in a very brief period death took place. The quantity of

chloroform inhaled did not exceed two drachms. Every effort was made to restore life by artificial respiration, ammonia, stimu-

lants, etc. An autopsy was made twelve hours after death; the brain, thoracic and abdominal viscera were very carefully

examined, but nothing detected sufficient to account for death; the brain was very slightly congested. Assistant Surgeon C.

Wagner, U. S. A., reported the case.

Case 1267.—Private Francis Ileward, Co. F, 1st New Jersey, was admitted into Fairfax Seminary Hospital, April 5,

1862, with a dislocation of left humerus forward and inward of a few hours' standing. Surgeon Henry A. Armstrong, 2d New
York Artillery, reduced the bone without assistance. On May 6th Acting Assistant Surgeon H. W. Ducachet discovered that

the bone was again out of place in the same direction. The patient was chloroformed and reduction attempted with the heel in

the axilla, but without success. On the 9th pulleys and counter-extending bauds were obtained and adjusted. Chloroform was

again administered, a drachm being poured upon a piece of lint about two inches square and held about three inches from his

face, a towel being thrown over the head of the patient and hand of the operator, and which was removed from time to time to

admit air. Some time elapsed before the muscles became relaxed, when the chloroform was removed. There was no stertorous

breathing, choking, or struggling, nor was there occasion to use force to keep him down, as at the previous administration.

There was, as there always is, congestion of the conjunctiva and vessels of the neck, but not as much, certainly not more, than

when the chloroform was administered on the 6th. Reduction was being attempted when symptoms of asphyxia were noticed;

the pulleys were instantly relaxed, the tongue drawn forward, and artificial respiration resorted to, but everything failed.

No autopsy was made. The report of the case is signed by Surgeon H. A. Armstrong and Acting Ass't Surgeon H. W.
Ducachet.

Case 1268.—T. A. Leaning, Co. H, 76th New York, a patient in Eckington Hospital, was troubled with stricture of the

urethra. An attempted examination by the catheter was so painful that chloroform was administered on a handkerchief, pains

being taken that the patient had plenty of air by holding the handkerchief far enough away from the face. In a few minutes

the rigidity of the muscles yielded, but only partly, and two or three stertorous respirations were taken. The chloroform was
immediately suspended and the examination by the catheter commenced. The instrument had only been introduced to about

the membranous urethra when an involuntary evacuation of both bladder and bowels took place; the patient at that moment
ceased to breathe and his face grew purplish. The action of the heart could not be observed at this time, since the administrator
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had not his finger on the pulse. On heing immediately observed, no puliation could be felt at the wrist nor observed on auscul-

tation over the heart. The tongue was immediately pulled forward with a tenaculum, but as no respiration succeeded, Marshall

Hall's ready method of artificial respiration was immediately commenced. The temporal artery was also instantly cut, but only

a few drops of blood escaped. Respiration incomplete and obstructed by eructation; passive vomiting, with friction of the

surface by the hand and by a stiff' brush, and stimulating injections of ammonia and turpentine were kept up for over two hours

with no favorable result, and the attempt at resuscitation was then given up. Acting Assistant Surgeon W. W. Keen, jr., who
reports the case, remarks of the autopsy that "almost the only things strictly abnormal were the enormous congestion—probably

passive—of the heart, fluidity of the blood, and the absence of rigor mortis."

Case 1269.—Surgeon J. R. Weist, 1st Colored Troops, reports: "A death from chloroform occurred in hospital No. 12,

Nashville, in 1862. The hospital was then under the charge of Surgeon Frederick Seymour, U. S. V. I supposed that he had

reported the case. I cannot now obtain the name of the soldier, but there can be no mistake about it, as I administered the

chloroform myself The patient was a United States soldier (Irish), suffering from anal fistula, and the chloroform was carefully

administered from a towel folded in the shape of a cone preparatory to an operation. The patient was in a well-ventilated room.

About two drachms of the anaesthetic had been used, when death suddenly occurred without any warning. Autopsy revealed

fatty degeneration of the heart. Nothing else abnormal found."

Considering the great number of oases in which chloroform was applied, principally

during and after the exciting circumstances of a battle, when expedition was a matter of

necessity, it is remarkable that not more cases of death from this agent have been recorded.

With what justice the fatal issues in the cases here cited are chargeable to the anaesthetic

the reader must judge for himself.

Deaths from Chlorojurm and Ether.—Two cases were reported. In one case, although

the patient's condition would appear to have been favorable, no efforts at resuscitation seem

to have been made; in the other case it is doubtful whether death was due to the severity

of the injury or the anaesthetic:

Cask 1270.—Private Henry Jefferson, Co. E, 19th Colored Troops, aged 20 years ; shot fracture of femur two inches below

trochanter major, August 14, 1865; doing well until October 16th, when the pus became rusty. November 17th, Acting Assistant

Surgeon H. Raphael, at the post hospital at Brownsville, Texas, administered an anaesthetic of two parts of ether and one part

of chloroform with the intention of excising the ends of the bone; but after inhaling two minutes the patient began to sink

pulse failed, spasms occurred, the head was drawn back and hands and feet were in a tremor; the sponge was removed, ami the

patient rallied; but upon re-administration spasms immediately returned, the pulse stopped, and the patient was dead.

Cask 1271.—Lieutenant Colonel J. C Hodges, 44th Indiana, was injured on the railroad, September 27, 1864. The right

femur was fractured and the soft parts lacerated; the left os calcis was also fractured; considerable haemorrhage. At the

patient's urgent request a mixture of chloroform and ether was administered. The pulse improved slightly, and amputation of

the thigh was decided upon. Five minutes before the conclusion of the operation the breathing was noticed to be stertorous and

soon intermitting, with flagging pulse. Artificial respiration was immediately resorted to by posture and by compression of

chest at intervals, while the tongue was drawn forward by an assistant. This procedure gave much encouragement for a long

time—indeed, for two hours the indications of returning vitality and consciousness seemed to depend entirely upon the vigorous-

ness of the efforts at artificial respiration, but every effort failed to restore life.

Deaths from Ether.—Four cases were reported. In three cases death was probably due

to the shock and the effects of the ether combined; in one an overdose was administered:

Case 1272.—Captain John Brenrian, Co. A, 16th Virginia, shot wound, right thigh, lower third, Weldon Railroad, October

27, 1864. Admitted into Harewood Hospital October 3lst. The condition of the wound was good, but haemorrhage occurred

November 10th, from the popliteal artery, by which ten ounces of blood were lost. The artery was ligated in popliteal space,

and the patient did well until November 21st, when the limb became oedematous. November 25th, haemorrhage recurred to the

amount of twelve ounces; it could not be controlled, and the limb was amputated; the patient died on the operating table from

the shock and effects of ether. At the post-mortem no abnormities could be discovered, with the exception of slight venous con-

jestion of the right lung and old adhesions of the left. The case is reported by Surgeon R. B. Bontecou, U. S. V.

Case 1273.—An unknown soldier received, in 1862, a shot fracture of the condyle of the femur. The patient was stout

and exhibited no symptom of exhaustion or severe shock ; his heart acted with uniformity and strength ; amputation was decided

on and ether was administered, which produced insensibility in about ten minutes. As soon as the operation was begun the

patient seemed to be regaining consciousness; but it required only a few seconds to restore complete anaesthesia. The assistant

then removed the ether from the patient's face, but was ordered by the operating surgeon to renew the application. After one

or two inspirations the patient ceased to breathe. The saw had not been applied nor the use of the knife been finished when

death occurred. The case is reported by Dr. Walter Burnham. 1

Case 1274.—Private John Maxwell, Co. E, 159th New York, was wounded before Port Hudson, May 27, 1863, just below

the knee, implicating the joint. He lay on the field of battle until midday of the 28th. His pulse was small and feeble and his

1 BURXHAM (W.), (Death from the Effects of Sulphuric Ether [In an overdose —Ed.], in The Boston Med and Surg. Jour., 1870, Vol. VI, p. 377.
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nervous system mueli prostrated. He was fed on beef tea and stimulants. He was brought to the field hospital, and three hours

later ether was administered to him with a view of amputating the wounded leg. After being partially anaesthetized he was

removed from where he had been lying and planed upon the operating table. More ether was then administered, anil as soon as

the patient appeared to be sufficiently narcotized a circular incision was made just above the knee joint. The assistant holding

the pulse remarked that the circulation was failing, and efforts were immediately made to induce restoration of the vital energies

by drawing out the tongue, throwing back the head, artificial respirati and dashing of cold water. All was in vain, and the

patient died May 28, 1853. The case is reported by Surgeon C. A. Robertson, 159th New Turk.

Case 1275.—Private Henry S. Ware, Co. K, 38th New York, aged 23 years, was struck by a shell in the upper part of

the right leg, at the battle of Williamsburg, May 5. 1802, for which injury the limb was removed on the field, at the middle third

of the thigh. He was admitted into the general hospital at David's Island. New York Harbor, on .lime 15th. and came under

the care of Acting Assistant Surgeon E. U. Root on June 2tith, at which time his general condition was bad. He was suffering

from diarrhoea and a very large bed-sore. The wound had nearly united but the bone was denuded. The constant discharge

from the stump necessitated the removal of the necrosed bone. On October 9th the patient was placed under the influence of

ether and an inch of bone removed with the chain saw, and then two inches of the bone with its involucrum. During the opera-

tion the femoral artery was divided, but not much blood was lost. Although it was found that more of the shaft was involved,

further operative interference was deemed unnecessary. The patient was removed to his bed, when severe vomiting commenced

which continued to the time of his death, seventy-two hours subsequently. The post-mortem examination showed all the viscera

healthy. Surgeon S. W. Gross, U. S. V., ascribes the death to the effects of the ether superadded to the previous exhausted

condition of the system. The constant vomiting and retching could not be arrested.

A few instances are recorded in which suspended animation was restored by energetic

and prompt interference. The following two may serve us examples:

Case 1270.—Private A. Boyd, Co. C, 38th Georgia, received a shot fracture of the right elbow joint, at Gettysburg, July

1, 1863, and was admitted to hospital at Frederick five days afterwards. Water dressings were applied until July 18th, when

considerable oedema of the limb having become apparent, with redness about the joint, a resection of the injured parts was

decided upon. The patient having been brought to the operating room, ether was administered by a Medical Cadet for fifteen or

twenty minutes without producing anicsthesia, when from one anil a half to two drachms of chloroform was added to the sponge

and closely placed over the patient's mouth and nose. In the course of thirty or forty seconds stertorous breathing was pro-

duced, whereupon Assistant Surgeon R. F\ Weir, U. S. A., in charge of the hospital, proceeded to operate and commenced the

incisions. About this time, however, pulsation in the brachial artery was noticed to be running down rapidly, and the respira-

tory movements of the chest and abdomen were observed to have ceased, when one of the attending surgeons was instructed to

examine the patient's tongue, and finding it had not fallen back, " Marshall Hall's" ready method was proposed and instantly

applied. After this had been kept up for about half a minute ami no respiratory effort had been observed, the operator immedi-

ately proceeded to open the larynx, when, after artificial respiration by means of compressing and relaxing the chest and

abdominal walls for the period of about two minutes, natural breathing was re-established and pulsation of the radial artery

could be felt. There was scarcely any hemorrhage from the incision, and none, perhaps, entered the trachea. The edges of the

wound were drawn together by adhesive straps. It not being thought proper to proceed with the operation of excision, the

patient was returned to his ward and stimulants ordered to be given freely, also generous diet. He rested fairly and took broth

very freely the next morning; pulse 130 and quite feeble; respiration quite easy. During the next night and for several days

afterwards the patient had a daily chill, and there was considerable cough, with well marked capillary bronchitis throughout

the whole extent of the left lung; tongue coated and brown ; wound of elbow but little disposed to suppurate. These symptoms

continued to grow worse, and subsequently there were several slight haemorrhages from the incision over the olecranon process.

During the last few days the patient's swallowing became very difficult, and beef tea and whiskey were administered by means of

clysters. Death supervened on July 28, 1863. The post-mortem examination disclosed a small abscess on each side of the sternum,

just beneath the pleura-costalis and about one and a half inches below the clavicles, and confirmed the existence of capillary

bronchitis. The history of the case was furnished by Acting Assistant Surgeon W. S Adams. The lower third of the injured

humerus and a wet preparation of the upper portion of the trachea, the cricoid cartilage, and larnyx. showing the incision made,

were contributed to the Museum by the operator, and constitute Sperimcnx 3901 and 4080, respectively, of the Suryical Section.

Case 1277.—Private S. R. Green, Co. A, 5th New Hampshire, was wounded in the leg, at Gettysburg, July 2, 1863, by

a minie' ball, which fractured the tibia and fibula. Amputation at the middle third of the leg was performed at a field hospital

by Surgeon C. S. Wood, 68th New York, who made the following report: ''Out of the hundreds of cases in which I have admin-

istered chloroform this is the only one accompanied by any unpleasant symptoms; here the patient sunk under its use, was

apparently dead, and respiration and circulation both ceased. But by the continual use for some ten or fifteen minutes of Marshall

Hall's ready method he was restored and the operation was proceeded with. The cause was evidently inattention on the part of

the administrator." The patient subsequently died at the Seminary Hospital at Gettysburg on July 30, 1863.

The reports of the surgical operations of the war are very deficient in regard to the

quantities of the anaesthetic used, the manner in which it was administered, the time required

to produce insensibility, the period during which it was maintained, or the unfavorable

symptoms following its application; the reports of the medical officers of the army after

the war were somewhat fuller on these points; but to make them as complete as possible,

the following order was issued in 1876 from the Surgeon General's Office:
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WAR DEPARTMENT, SURGEON GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Circular Orders, No. '2. Washington, October 2, 187*;.

With a view of collecting precise data relative to the effects of chloroform and ether, Medical Officers are instructed to

record, during the year 1ST", the cases in which recourse is had to amcsthetics, noting the following particulars : Name and age

of subject; nature of the anesthetic ; the quantity used ill maintaining anaesthesia; the time required to induce complete insensi-

bility; the time the anaesthetic influence was maintained; the mode of administration ; whether vomiting', excitement, or great

prostration was observed during or after the administration. These memoranda will lie transcribed and returned on the Quarterly

Reports of Wounded for March, June, September, and December, 1877.

By order, of the Surgeon General: C. H. CRANE,
Assistant Surgeon General, U. S. Army.

As the number of cases in which amesthesia was employed during the year 1877 was

limited, the order was continued in force by the following:

WAR DEPARTMENT, SURGEON GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, May 20, 1878.

Circular Orders, No. 1.

Circular Orders No. 2, of October 2, 1876, from this Office, will be hereby continued in force until further orders. Med-

ical Officers will render reports accordingly.

By order of the Surgeon General: C. H. CRANE,
Assistant Surgeon General, U. S. Army.

The information thus obtained is here briefly given: The total number of cases since

the close of the war, in 1865, in which anaesthesia was produced, is one thousand two hun-

dred and ten (1,210). Of these chloroform was used in three hundred and fifty-five (355),

ether in five hundred and eighty-seven (587), and ether and chloroform in two hundred and

sixty-eight (268) cases. In the eases reported previous to the issue of Circular Orders No.

2, Surgeon General's Office, 1876, the data are, like those of the war, very incomplete, and

we will therefore confine ourselves to the consideration of the cases reported since the issue

of that order. They number five hundred and -ninety-seven (597); in one hundred and

fifty-seven (157), or 26.3 per cent, of these, chloroform; in one hundred and eight (108),

or 18.1 per cent., chloroform and ether; and in three hundred and thirty-two (332), or 55.6

per cent., ether was administered. In three of the cases death was ascribed to the anaes-

thetic—to chloroform in one, to chloroform and ether in one, and to ether in the third.

The smallest quantity of chloroform used to induce anaesthesia was three-fourths of one

drachm, of chloroform and ether one drachm, and of ether two drachms; the largest quan-

tity of chloroform ninety-six drachms, of chloroform and ether one hundred and thirty

drachms, and of ether two hundred and fifty-six drachms; the average amount of the agents

used was. chloroform eleven, chloroform and ether thirty-two, and ether fifty-one drachms.

The average time in which insensibility was induced by chloroform was nine minutes, by

ether and chloroform seventeen minutes, and by ether sixteen minutes, as shown in the

following table:

Table OLXXIV.
Statement of Five Hundred and Ninety-seven Cases of the Employment of Anaesthetics, showing Quantities

used, Time to induce Anaesthesia, and Period during which it was maintained.

Anesthetic Agents Employed.
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The rapidity of the effects and the saving in quantity in the use of chloroform, so

important to the field surgeon, especially after large battles, is at once apparent. There is

hardly any difference in the average time required to produce anaesthesia by ether or bv

chloroform and ether.

Vomiting was recorded in twenty-three (23), or 14.6 per cent., of the one hundred

and fifty-seven (157) cases of chloroform: in thirty-two (32), or 29.6 per cent., of the one

hundred and eight (108) cases of chloroform and ether; and in ninety-eight (98), or 29.5

per cent., of the three hundred and thirty-two (332) cases of ether,—the relative frequency

being nearly the same in the cases in which ether or ether and chloroform was used, ami

less in the cases of chloroform, as well as less copious:

Table CLXXV.
Statement showing the Frequency of Vomiting, Excitement, and Prostration in Five Hundred and Ninety-

seven Cases of Anassthesia.

ANESTHETIC AGENT EMPLOYED.

Chloroform

Chloroform and Ether

Ether
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applying aqua ammonia to the nostrils. I lis respiration was now reduced to an occasional gasp, and finding the Nelatou posi-

tion of no benefit I had him laid on the table, and drawing forward bis tongue with a forceps introduced a large gum catheter

into tin' trachea and gently blow air into the lungs; lliis was repeated several times, the air being forced oil! after each inflation

hy pressing on the thorax. While attempting artificial respiration I ordered an enema of whiskey, which was retained, but was

immediately followed by a copious discharge of urine. This was the last act of the patient's life, fot he was now dead, and I

reluctantly discontinued toy efforts to revive him. 1 have estimated the quantity of chloroform used as about two drachms.

Death no doubt occurred from paralysis of tin- heart, as there was no evidence of a pulse after it first ceased at the wrist. After

the patient's death I learned that be had stated that he had heart disease and expected to die under the operation.

Assistant Burgeon C. E. Price reports a case of death from the administration of ether;

the case was hopeless before the operation was begun:

Case 127U.—A. J. Moore, aged GO years, Buffered for about six years from the results of a contusion of the knee. The
joint became swollen and painful, and an examination in May, 1878, showed that the bone had become diseased. Amputation

or resection was advised, but the patient refused to be operated upon, ami gradually became worse until July 11th, when he

finally consented to an amputation, lie was then put on a generous diet with stimulants. However, he grew rapidly worse.

The urine had only a trace of albumen, hut then; was oedema of the lungs with evidence of great effusion in the pleural cavity.

His breath began to he labored, and there were large, coarse, moist rales in both lungs, while the effusion almost destroyed all

movement in the left lung and impaired that of the right. He became greatly alarmed, as in two or three coughing spells he was
nearly strangled to death. He now begged me to operate, and said lie was sure to die very soon if I did not. When I explained

the dangers of the operation he said he knew it till, but that it gave him a possibility of life. Having no assistant of any kind. I

called upon Lieut. Halloran, 12th Infantry, who had on several occasions attended to the administration of an anaesthetic for me.

I read to Lieutenant Halloran and gave him to study the instructions as given in Ashlmrst's and Erichseu's Surgery, and

explained to him the importance of closely watching the effects of the anaesthetic. 1 had hut six ounces of ether (Squibb's), so I

took the bottle of chloroform for use in case the ether should prove insufficient. With Lieutenant Halloran to attend to the

anaesthetic and two soldiers for assistants I began. At first I attended to the anaesthetic myself. After a few breaths of the

ether I said: "Moore, do you feel it .'" He said :
" A little." A few more breaths and he said :

" Wait a minute and give me
a rest ;" I replied " all right," hut kept along with the ether. After a few moments more I gave the sponge to Lieutenant Hal-

loran and began applying an Esmarch's bandage. I had wrapped it up to the lower part of the swelling about the knee when I

looked up and said to Lieutenant Halloran "take away the sponge," and noticed that his breath had stopped. Lieutenant

Halloran replied :
" His pulse is good," but by the time I felt it it had disappeared. I instituted artificial respiration at once,

applied nitrite of amyl to his nostril, anil injected ammonia into a vein of the arm. I kept up artificial respiration after Sylves-

ter's method for three-quarters of an hour, but it was of no avail. In the chest a large effusion was found in the plenral cavity,

with stringy pus and bands of adhesion in many places. The upper and middle portions of the left lung were thickly filled with

points of caseous deposit,' and in many of these spots were deposits which were as hard as and seemed to be solid limestones.

The right side of the heart was dilated and nearly full of clotted blood; the left side was nearly empty.

The details of a case in which first ether and subsequently chloroform were administered

tire given by Assistant Surgeon P. J. A. Gleary, U. S. A.: 1

Cask 1280.—Private II. D. Bradfield, Co. H, 19tb Infantry, aged about 33 years, large and robust, addicted to liquor,

was admitted to hospital December 3, 1878, suffering with an injury of the middle finger, right hand, resulting in gangrene of

the second and third phalanges, and in consequence it was decided to amputate at the metacarpal articulation. For this purpose

a mixture of equal parts of ether fortior and chloroform was administered. About ten minutes previously two ounces of whiskey

were given. I examined his heart and found it normal in every respect. The anaesthetic was administered on a piece of lint,

covered with a small towel, held square in contradistinction to cone-shaped. I personally administered the mixture while the

steward observed his pulse. The cloth was held so as to allow a free admixture of air. He inhaled freely. About two drachms

were first poured on the cloth, but had no apparent effect. Shortly after about the same quantity was poured on; he observed

that "he did not feel it." After a time about the same quantity was again poured on, and, as I turned to look at some instru-

ments, he requested me not to begin yet to cut him. A further quantity was now poured on the cloth, when he began to laugh;

this was followed hy attempts to articulate, then, as is common, by strong gesticulations of his arms, to stop which the steward

forcibly pressed down one arm, holding him by the wrist, while an attendant did likewise with the other. He was now passing

to a state of unconsciousness, and in reply to my inquiry the steward said he could not feel the pulse, but added that his arm

was somewhat twisted, which prevented his perceiving the pulse. I therefore felt for the pulse at the other wrist, hut could not

perceive it. Just as I felt, the muscles of his arm and neck, which had been strongly in action, suddenly relaxed; his breathing,

however, was very good and such as would in no wise have attracted attention. At once I removed the anaesthetic and dashed

some cold water in his face. The pulse did not return. He continued to breathe freely for a little time longer, then his breathing

became labored, and then suddenly stopped. The action of the heart had previously stopped, and the man was dead. I will add

that everything I ever heard of, saw, or read, appropriate for such eases, was done, but to no effect. The mixture consisted of

chloroform and ether fortior; amount used exactly one ounce; time in using it, fifteen minutes. Cause of death, paralysis of the

In-art. Of the entire amount used one-half only was chloroform, i. c, half an ounce. Of this amount a large proportion was

wasted over the cloth and which lie never inhaled; the inhalation of the remainder occupied fully fifteen minutes.

1 Tin' case has been reported in tie' Philadelphia Medical Tunrs, Is?.', Volume I.\. age 280.
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CHAPTER XIV.

THE MEDICAL STAFF AND MATERIA CHIRURGICA.

Previous to the outbreak of the rebellion the regular arrnv numbered one thousand

one hundred and seventeen (1,117) commissioned officers and eleven thousand nine hun-

dred and seven (11,907) enlisted men. The Medical Department was composed of one

Surgeon General with the rank of Colonel; thirty Surgeons with the rank of Major, and

eighty-four Assistant Surgeons holding for the first five years the rank of 1st Lieutenant,

and subsequent to that period, until promotion to Surgeon, the rank of Captain. The offi-

cers of the Medical Department formed a portion of the General Staff of the army; were

not permanently attached to any regiment or command, but were subject to duty wherever

their services were needed. Experience had demonstrated this system to be the best for

the necessities of an army widely scattered over an immense area of territory, serving in

commands of less than regimental strength, while it possessed the advantage of increasing

the efficiency and value of the medical force in a professional point of view.

At the beginning of hostilities, in 1861, large forces of State troops, or militia, responded

to the several proclamations of the President calling for aid in suppressing the rebellion.

Each regiment was provided with a Surgeon and an Assistant Surgeon commissioned by the

States in which the troops had been enlisted. These officers were borne on the muster-rolls

and permanently attached to the regimental organization, being seldom detached except

for urgent reasons.

During the early military operations the administrative duties pertaining to the Med-

ical Department were performed by officers of the regular medical staff, detailed for the

purpose, or by volunteer Surgeons appointed as Medical Directors of Divisions, as allowed

by the President's proclamation of May 3, 1861.

On the 22d of July, 1861, Congress passed an act authorizing the President to raise a

force of volunteers, not exceeding 500,000, and prescribing the organization of this levy

into divisions of three or more brigades, and that "each brigade shall be composed of five

or more regiments, and shall have one Brigadier General, two Aids-de-Camp, one Assistant

Adjutant General with the rank of Captain; one Surgeon; one Assistant Quartermaster, and

one Commissary of Subsistence." The Surgeons authorized by this act were known as

Brigade Surgeons, and were borne as such on the official army registers of September,

1861, and January, 1862; they held the rank of Major.

The duties, prerogatives, and responsibilities of Brigade Surgeons being somewhat

vaguely defined, the following bill was passed by Congress on July 2. 1862: "From and

after the passage of this act Brigade Surgeons shall be known and designated as Surgeons
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of Volunteers, and shall be attached to the general medical staff under the direction of the

Surgeon General; and hereafter such appointments for the medical service of the army shall

be appointed Surgeons of Volunteers.''

The Brigade Surgeons, or Surgeons of Volunteers as they were henceforth called, were

assimilated to those of the regular staff, holding equal rank with the latter under commis-

sions conferred by the President and confirmed by the Senate. They became eligible to

all the duties and prerogatives pertaining to the medical officers of the army, whether in

the field as Directors of Armies, Corps, or Departments, or in charge of hospitals, etc.

From time to time, by acts of Congress, additions were made to the regular and volunteer

corps, and such changes effected as were necessarily demanded. The act of April 16, 1862,

was one of the most important of these acts, wherein the rank of Brigadier General was con-

ferred upon the Surgeon General. Provisions were also made in this act for an Assistant

Surgeon General and a Medical Inspector General, both with the rank, pay, and emolu-

ments of Colonel of Cavalry, and for eight Medical Inspectors with the rank, pay, and

emoluments of Lieutenant Colonel of Cavalry, also for Medical Purveyors and Medical

Cadets. The text of the act is here inserted

:

"AN ACT TO REORGANIZE AND INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY OF THE MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY.

u Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in

Congress assembled, That there shall be added to the present medical corps of the army ten Sur-

geons and ten Assistant Surgeons, to be promoted and appointed under existing laws; twenty

medical cadets, and as many hospital stewards as the Surgeon General may consider necessary

for the public service, and that their pay and that of all hospital stewards in the volunteer, as well

as the regular service, shall be thirty dollars per month, to be computed from the passage of this

act. And all medical cadets in the service shall, in addition to their pay, receive one ration per

day, either in kind or commutation.

"Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That the Surgeon General to be appointed under this

act shall have the rank, pay, and emoluments of a Brigadier General. There shall bo one Assistant

Surgeon General and one Medical Inspector General of Hospitals, each with the rank, pay, and
emoluments of a Colonel of Cavalry, and the Medical Inspector General shall have, under the

direction of the Surgeon General, the supervision of all that relates to the sanitary condition of

the army, whether in transports, quarters, or camps, and of the hygiene, police, discipline, and
efficiency of field and general hospitals, under such regulations as may hereafter be established.

'•Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, That there shall be eight Medical Inspectors, with the

rank, pay, and emoluments each of a Lieutenant Colonel of Cavalry, and who shall be charged

with the duty of inspecting the sanitary condition of transports, quarters, and camps, of field and
general hospitals, and who shall report, to the Medical Inspector General, under such regulations

as may be hereafter established, all circumstances relating to the sanitary condition and wants of

troops and of hospitals, and to the skill, efficiency, and good conduct of the officers and attendants

connected with the medical department.
" Sec. 4. And be it further enacted, That the Surgeon General, the Assistant Surgeon General,

Medical Inspector General, and medical inspectors, shall, immediately after the passage of this act,

be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, by selection

from the medical corps of the army, or from the surgeons in the volunteer service, without regard

to their rank when so selected, but with sole regard to qualifications.

"Sec. 5. And be it further enacted, That medical purveyors shall be charged, under the

direction of the Surgeon General, with the selection and purchase of all medical supplies, including

new standard preparations, and of all books, instruments, hospital stores, furniture, and other

articles required for the sick and wounded of the army. In all cases of emergency they may pro

vide such additional accommodations for the sick and wounded of the army, and may transport

such medical supplies as circumstances may render necessary, under such regulations as may here-

after be established, and shall make prompt and immediate issues upon all special requisitions
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made upon them under such circumstances by medical officers; and the special requisitions shall

consist simply of a list of the articles required, the qualities required, dated, and signed by the

medical officers requiring them.

"Sec. 6. And be it further enacted, That whenever the Inspector General, or any of the medi-

cal inspectors, shall report an officer of the medical corps as disqualified, by age or otherwise, for

promotion to a higher grade, or unfitted for the performance of his professional duties, he shall be

reported by the Surgeon General for examination, to a medical board, as provided by the seven-

teenth section of the act approved August third, eighteen hundred and sixty-one.

"Sec. 7. And be it further enacted, That the provisions of this act shall contiuue and be in

force during the existence of the present rebellion and no longer: Provided, however, that, when
this act shall expire, all officers who shall have been promoted from the medical stall" of the army
under this act shall retain their respective rank in the army, with such promotiou as they would

have been entitled to."

Approved April 16, 1862.

Beside the medical officers of the regular and volunteer staff, and the medical officers

of regiments, there was a class designated as Acting Assistant Surgeons, who were private

physicians, uncommissioned, serving under contract to do duty with the forces in the field

or in general hospitals. This class was very large and embraced in its number some of

the most eminent surgeons and physicians of the country. The Medical Cadets were gener-

ally young men, students of medicine, who were assigned to duty in general hospitals as

dressers and assistants. The Medical Department was still further increased by a number

of Hospital Stewards, who were enlisted as needed, and who performed the duties of druggists,

clerks, and storekeepers.

During the years of the war the organization of the Regular Staff had been increased

so as to number one Surgeon General, one Assistant Surgeon General, one Medical Inspector

General, sixteen Medical Inspectors, and one hundred and seventy Surgeons and Assistant

Surgeons; there had been appointed five hundred and forty-seven (547) Surgeons and

Assistant Surgeons of Volunteers; there were mustered into service between April, 1861,

and the close of the war, two thousand one hundred and nine (2,109) regimental Surgeons,

three thousand eight hundred and eighty-two (3,882) regimental Assistant Surgeons. Dur-

ing the same period there were employed eighty-five (85) Acting Staff Surgeons and five

thousand five hundred and thirty-two Acting Assistant Surgeons. 1

To the fidelity and efficiency of this vast body of professional men the Surgeon Gen-

eral, in his annual report of 1865, bears the following well-deserved tribute: "I desire to

bear testimony to the ability, courage, and zeal manifested throughout the war by the

officers of the Medical Department under all circumstances and upon all occasions. With

hardly an exception they have been actuated by the highest motives of national and pro-

fessional pride, and the number who have been killed or wounded bear honorable testimony

to their devotion and duty on the field of battle."

The following record of casualties of the Regular and Volunteer Staff during the war

shows well for the honor of those who are erroneously supposed to escape the dangers and

chances of war: "Thirty-two (32) were killed in battle, or by guerillas or partizans, and

nine (9) by accidents; eighty-three (83) were wounded in action, of whom ten (10) died;

four (4) died in rebel prisons, seven (7) of yellow fever, three (3) of cholera, and two

hundred and seventy-one (271) of other diseases, most of which were incidental to camp

life or the result of exposure in the field.''
2

'Brown (H. K.). The Medical Department of the. United States Army from 1775 to 1S7H, Washington, Surgeon General's Office, 1873, p. 245.

a Buow.\ (II. E.), (loc. cit). p. 846.
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Of the amount of labor performed by the Medical Staff during the war some idea may
be obtained when it is stated that 5.825,480 cases of wounds and disease occurred among

the white troops and 629.354 cases among the colored troops.
1

"The cost of maintaining the Medical Department formed no small portion of the total

expenses of the war, and it is a matter of just pride that it can be said that the medical

disbursing officers performed their duties faithfully and honestly, and that the immense

quantities of medical supplies distributed all over the country were almost without excep-

tion properly accounted for. The expenditures on behalf of the Medical Department to the

close of each fiscal year, on the 30th of June, from 1861 to 1866, were as follows:

1861 $194,126.77

1862 2,371,113.19

1863 11,594,650.35

1864 11,025,791.33

1865 19,328.499.23

1866 2,837,801.37

making a total of $47,351,982.24 expended during the war (exclusive of salaries of com-

missioned officers) for the benefit of the sick and wounded soldiers of the nation." 2

After the organization of the forces raised for the suppression of the rebellion was per-

fected, the medical service in the field was based upon an independent hospital and ambu-

lance establishment for each division of three brigades. The 'personnel of the division

hospital consisted of a Surgeon in charge, with an Assistant Surgeon as executive officer

and a second Assistant Surgeon as recorder, an operating staff of three Surgeons aided by

three Assistant Surgeons, and the requisite number of nurses and attendants.

The division ambulance train was commanded by a First Lieutenant of the line,

assisted by a Second Lieutenant for each brigade. The enlisted men detailed for ambu-

lance duty were a sergeant for each regiment, three privates for each ambulance, and one

private for each wagon. The ambulance train consisted of from one to three ambulances

for each regiment, squadron, or battery, a medicine wagon for each brigade, and two or more

supply wagons. The hospital and ambulance train were under the control of the Surgeon-in-

Chief of the Division. The division hospitals were usually located just out of range of

artillery fire. Sometimes three or more division hospitals were consolidated under the

orders of a Corps Medical Director, who was assisted by his Medical Inspector. Quarter-

master. Commissary, and chief ambulance officer.

The medical officers not employed at field hospitals accompanied their regiments and

established temporary depots as near as practicable to the line of battle.

As soon as possible after every engagement the wounded were transferred from the

division or corps hospitals to the base or general hospitals, which at one time numbered

205 : these were under the charge and command of the Regular or Volunteer Staff, assisted

by Acting Assistant Surgeons, Medical Cadets, and officers of the 2d Battalion of the

Veteran Reserve Corps.

The following extracts of reports are presented to show the Bystem of the medical

organization in one of the corps of the Army of the Potomac. The reports, which give in

detail the specific duties of each class of officers, were made in accordance with the follow-

ing circular letter of Surgeon T. A. McParlin, Medical Director of the Army of the Potomac

:

1 Brown (IT. E.). The Medical Department nf the. United Stale* Ann:/ from 177.". to 1P73. Washington, Surgeon General's Office, 1873, p. "AH.

MiUOWN (H. K ). line eit i. p, Mti
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"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"Medical Director's Office,

" September 28, 1S<»4.

"Surgeon J. J. Miliiat, U. S. Army.
" Medical Director Fifth Army Corps.

"Doctor: You will require from one of eacli of the following named officers a detailed

written report of tbeir duties, both sedentary and active, the reports they make and receive, their

duties and positions before and after engagements and on the march:

1. Medical Director of Corps.

2. Medical Inspector of Corps.

3. Surgeou-in-Chief of Division.

4. Surgeon-in-Chief of Brigade.

5. Surgeon in charge of Division Hospital.

0. Recorder of Division Hospital.

7. Attending or Prescribing Surgeon of Division.

8. Operating Surgeon.

t). Surgeon of Regiment.

10. Assistant Surgeon of Regiment.

11. Division Hospital Commissary.

12. Chief Ambulance Officer of Corps.

13. Chief Ambulance Officer of Division.

11. Ambulance Officer of Brigade, who will also specify the duties of the, non-commissioned

officers and privates under him. The reports when rendered you will forward to this office.

"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

(Signed) "THOMAS A. McPARLIN,
" Surgeon U. S. Army and Medical Director Army of Potomac."

The responses to tins circular were collected by Surgeon J. J. Milliau, U. 8. A., and

by him transmitted to the Medical Director, T. A. McParlin. Omitting the official verbiage

and forms the substance of the reports is here given:

" Duties of the Medical Director of a Corps : The Medical Director of a Corps is the head of the

Medical and Ambulance Departments of the corps, and he is held responsible by the Corps Com
mander that theyr be properly and effectively managed under all circumstances. It is therefore

impossible to specify definitely his duties in every case. He should possess the confidence of his

Commander and ask for instruction in all cases of doubt. He should have an office ami at least

two clerks, of whom one should be a Hospital Steward. The following books should be kept, viz:

1st, a Register of all Medical Officers and regular Hospital Stewards belonging to the Corps; 2d,

an Endorsement Book ; 3d, a Record of Certificates of Death, and action thereon ; 4th, a Letter aixl

Order Book ; 5th, a Blotter, in which are checked off the regular requisitions and Monthly Reports

of Sick and Wounded as received; 6th, a Manifold Writer. The following regular reports are

received: 1st, Daily Report of the Medical Inspector of the Corps ; 2d, the Weekly Report of Sick

and Wounded; 3d, the Weekly Report of the Ambulance Corps (in duplicate); 4th, the Weckly
Report of Brandy and Whiskey received, issued, etc., from each Brigade and from each Hospital;

5th, the Monthly Returns of Medical Officers from Divisions and Brigades; 6th, the Monthly

Returns of Hospital Stewards, U. S. A.; 7th, the Monthly Returns of Ambulance Officers (in dupli-

cate) ; 8th, Statement of Hospital Fund from each Hospital. After engagements are, to be trans-

mitted to the Medical Director of the Army: 1st, Nominal Lists of Wounded, for transmittal; 2d,

Classified Returns of Injuries and Wounds (in duplicate) ; 3d, Aggregate Mean Strength of Command
(per regiment); a Report of the Operations of the Ambulance Corps. The following Consolidated

Reports for the Corps are made at stated periods to the Medical Director of the Army : 1, Weekly
Report of Sick and Wounded; 2d, Monthly Return of Medical Officers; 3d, Monthly Return of Hos-

pital Stewards, U. S. A.; 4th, Statement of Balance due Hospital Fund ; 5th, Record of Certificates

of Disability, and action thereon. All other reports are simply transmitted without consolidation,

including certificates of death. The following papers are referred, by order of the Corps Com-
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mander, to the Medical Director for approval, recommendation, expression of opinion or disapproval,

viz: All tenders of resignations on account of disability ; all applications for leaves of absence;

all certificates of disability for discbarge, and invalid rolls when doubtful; all recommendations and
complaints referring to the Medical and Ambulance Departments or affecting' the health and well

being of the troops; all applications for leave of absence or resignation of Medical or Ambulance
Officers—in fact, all papers relating to the Medical Department are referred to the Medical Director

prior to the action of the General Commanding. The following papers require to be examined and
acted upon by the Medical Director: All requisitions for Medical and Hospital Supplies, and all

requisitions and estimates for supplies for the Ambulance Corps. Written circulars and instruc-

tions from the Medical Director of the Army and from the Surgeon General should either in whole

or part be promptly published to the Surgeons-in-Chief of Divisions and Surgeons-in-Chief of sep-

arate commands. The health and welfare of the troops, as well as the comfort and proper care of

the sick and wounded, should receive the unceasing attention of the Medical Director. It therefore

becomes his duty to ascertain, through the Medical Inspector, the Surgeons-inChief of Divisions,

and, from his own observation, the existence of irregularities and of deficiencies in the hospitals

or in the command, and he must issue the necessary instructions to have the one corrected and the

other supplied. In matters of defective police, bad drainage, unhealthy camp grounds, insufficient

shelter, improper or damaged food, etc., etc., he should first call the attention of the Medical Offi-

cers to the fact and suggest remedies; but it' these suggestions be not promptly attended to, a

written report with recommendations should be made without delay to the Corps Commander.
Special attention must be given to the keeping up of supplies, both medical and hospital. Circu-

lars should be issued from time to time, giving information to the medical officers as to what articles

can be obtained, specifying the manner of obtaining them. The Ambulance Corps being under

the direction of the Medical Director, the ambulances and everything connected with them claim a

full share of his attention. In conjunction with the Chief Ambulance Officer he must therefore see

that nothing is neglected to render them efficient in every respect and the intention of the law be

carried out. The Surgeons-in-Chief of Divisions look to the Medical Director for orders, instruc-

tions, and suggestions in reference to the fitting up of the different hospitals; lie should therefore

instruct them as to the number of tents to be pitched, and as to whether it is desirable to construct

fire-places, erect bunks, dig wells, etc., etc. As a general rule, verbal orders will be sufficient. When
a movement is ordered, the Medical Director should ask for instructions in reference to the sending

off of sick and wounded, the breaking up of the hospitals, the number of ambulances and wagons
allowed to march with the troops, and the number to be sent to the rear, and on receiving them will

give the necessary orders in writing, specifying the number of tents and flies to be carried, as well

as the amount of hospital supplies, medical stores, clothing, and rations, and directing the Sur-

geons-in-Chief of Divisions to see that the " hard bread" is put up in the ambulance boxes, and the

held companions and hospital knapsacks are filled. Orders should be given to the Chief Ambulance
Officer in reference to the position of the stretcher bearers; as a general rule they should all march
with their commands, with stretchers. When only a limited number of ambulances accompany the

troops, all the stretchers should go to the front strapped on the ambulances. Orders should be given

to have the water-kegs filled. On the march the Medical Director accompanies the Staff, acquaint-

ing himself as far as practicable with the nature of the country passed over, the general direction

and condition of the roads, the position of the houses, streams, woods, etc., etc. This knowledge

will materially assist him in the selection of hospital sites. When an engagement commences the

Medical Director should ascertain the position of the troops, and should immediately communicate
with the Surgeons-in-Chief of Divisions, directing the establishment of field depots for the wounded
at such points as will be most convenient for collecting them and where the ambulances can come

iil>. I*1 locating these depots special care must be taken to have them as near the line of troops as

possible, so as to diminish the distance of stretcher transportation. Ravines and woods should be

taken advantage of as a protection against the enemy's fire; if necessary, a breastwork can be

thrown up by the attendants. An occasional bullet or an occasional shell is not sufficient to war-

rant Medical Officers in leaving their posrs. If practicable, the Medical Director should himself

visit and inspect these depots, and give orders that will insure the object of their establishment

;

he should also consult with the Chief Ambulance Officer as to the best roads, everything considered,

to be taken by the ambulances. Should the enemy fall back these depots should be removed
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farther to the front; should our own troops yield the ground, the depots must be moved farther to

the rear. The moment the number of wounded warrants the establishment of Division Hospitals
the Corps Commander should be consulted as to the locality of these hospitals, in a military point

of view. The Medical Director then selects the site himself, or designates some one to do it in bis

name. Orders should be immediately given to the Surgeons-iu-Chief of Divisions and to the Chief

Ambulance Officer, designating the locality chosen. Should a lull occur in the firing or the enemy
be driven back, orders must be immediately given to advance the field depots and to take all the

available ambulances to the front to pick up the wounded as rapidly as possible, and to convey

them to the hospitals. During an engagement the duty devolving upon the Medical Director of

a Corps to select a site for the different hospitals of the Corps is not always an easy one. As a gen-

eral rule they should be placed near the most practicable roads, in rear of the centre of the troops,

and sufficiently to the rear to be out of the ordinary range of the enemy's guns; suitable ground,

good water, and plenty of fuel must of course decide the choice of locality. During the action the

Medical Director must keep himself thoroughly acquainted with the movements of the troops and

act accordingly. The Corps may take up a new position with a different front ; sometimes a part

or even the whole of a Corps may meet a superior force and be repulsed; under such circumstances

the Medical Director should be ready to act promptly, and to transfer his wounded to a safer locality.

Should the Corps Commander be present he will advise his Medical Director of the state of affairs

and give orders in reference to the removal of the hospitals. There are times, however, in which

the Director is called upon to act upon his own responsibility. Should it become necessary to

leave the wounded in hospitals in the hands of the enemy, the Medical Director will see that they

are properly sheltered, that a sufficient number of Medical Officers, Hospital Stewards, and attend-

ants remain with them, aud that an ample supply of medical and hospital stores, dressings, and

provisions be left for their comfort. After an engagement, the Medical Director of the Army should

be communicated with as to the means of transportation for the wounded to General Hospital; he

should be informed of the number and of the time at which they will be ready for such transit; on

receiving instructions the necessary orders are given. The Medical Inspector generally attends to

the shipment of wounded. During action the duties of a Medical Director require his presence at

Corps Headquarters, where he can be found, and where he can obtain the earliest information and

receive orders and reports. As a general rule, therefore, he cannot stop to operate dining an

engagement; he should remember that he is responsible for all the wounded, and that there are

occasions in which the delay of half an hour will result in the loss of his hospitals. The Corps

Commander should be kept informed of the operations of the Department both during and after

engagements, and should always be consulted in matters of importance. As it is necessary for the

Medical Director to visit his hospitals and field depots from time to time, lie should always leave a

competent Medical Officer at headquarters to represent him. When practicable, t lie hospitals of

the different Divisions should be located near together—each one, however, to be kept perfectly

independent and distinct in its management. This will much facilitate the operations of the Ambu-
lance and Medical Departments, enabling the divisions to assist each other in taking care of the

wounded. For instance, should one Division suffer more than another, an operating staff, or more

if necessary, with the Autenrieth wagon, can be ordered to the suffering Division; again, should

one Division be deficient in shelter or supplies, they can be obtained from the other Divisions;

another advantage is the facility given for inspection, and for giving instruction, and in distributing

the wounded as they come in; for instance, all available ambulauces are used when wanted, with

out reference to their Divisions. An ambulance reaches the hospital containing wounded of different

Divisions, no difficulty is experienced in distributing them, each to his own Division Hospital,

thus enabling them to be treated by their own Medical Officers and to be registered in their own
Divisions. Again, in sending off the wounded to General Hospital, the loading of the wagons will

be much facilitated and a corps train readily found. When avoidable, the wounded should not be

sent off from the field Division Hospital until they have been operated upon, properly dressed, fed,

and have obtained some rest, and have somewhat recovered from the shock. In sending sick aud
wounded off to General Hospital the Corps Director gives the necessary orders to have the wagons
or cars properly bedded with brush or hay, specifies the number of rations to be taken, and the

number of Medical Officers, Stewards, aud attendants that should accompany the train, giving any
instructions that he may deem important in reference to the roads, camping, etc. When the troops

Surg. Ill—114
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remain in camp some time, it will lie found convenient to have near each Division a few ambulances,
with horses hitched up ready to convey a patient to the hospital. These are known in the Corps
as picket ambulances, and are relieved every twelve hours. At this post there should be a medi-

cine wagon, under the charge of a Steward, to issue medicines to the regimental Surgeons. The
post should be marked by an ambulance guidon; this wagon to be relieved as often as emptied. As
a large number of stretchers and lanterns are always broken or lost during an engagement, orders

should be given after an action to have the deficiencies supplied as early as possible.

"Duties of the Medical Inspector of a Corps: A Medical Inspector of a Corps lias but few spe-

cific duties assigned to him, and these, with one exception, are such as the Medical Director may
direct to facilitate the management of the Medical Department and keep him informed of the defi-

ciencies which need correcting and errors that should be rectified; as his relative, position to the

Medical Director is analogous to that occupied by an Assistant Adjutant General to his Command-
ing General, any authority he may exercise in the discharge of duty is entirely delegated power.

The only reports made to him are the daily morning reports of each hospital from which the Corps

report is made. A monthly report of the inspection of troops lias been used, but since that has

been abandoned reports, not in tabular form, have been made of the condition of the troops only to

the Medical Director, calling his attention to any violation of sanitary rules that may have been

observed. Previous to an engagement, or march, he sees that the -direction of his superior officers

relative to the proper disposition of the flying hospital and medicine wagons are obeyed, and that

they are in readiness to accompany the troops. The principal duty devolved upon him during an

engagement has been to represent the Medical Director at the hospitals, to see that the men are

properly provided for, and when instructed to send wounded to the rear to assist the Chief Ambu-
lance Officer in the proper apportioning of the means of transportation, to make the detail of Medi-

cal Officers and attendants to accompany the. train, and ascertain that they are provided with

stimulants and other essentials to render the patients confided to them as comfortable as possible.

"Duties of the Surgeon-in-Chief of a Division: 1. The Surgeon-in-Chief of a Division promul-

gates to Surgeons-in-Chief of Brigades all orders, circulars, and communications that are received

from the Medical Director of the Corps, also all orders, circulars, and communications pertaining

to the Medical Department that emanate from Division Headquarters. 2. He receives all reports

that are made by the Surgeons in-Chief of Brigades and consolidates them before forwarding them
to the Medical Director of the Corps, except the 'Monthly Report of Sick and Wounded' fur-

nished by the regimental Surgeons, and the weekly report of 'Brandy and Whiskey' furnished

by the Surgeons-in-Chief of Brigades: these are forwarded without, any action from him. The only

reports made directly by him are the 'Monthly Return of Medical Officers' of the Division, which he

forwards to the Medical Director of the Corps, and the Personal Report to the Surgeon General from

the post at which he is serving. .'>. All requisitions for medicines and hospital supplies, made by
the Surgeons-in-Chief of Brigades, are received by him and forwarded to the Medical Director of

the Corps, without any action from him except 'Special Requisitions,' which are either approved or

disapproved before being forwarded. 4. All applications for leave of absence and resignation on
Surgeon's certificate, aiid all Certificates of Disability for discharge, of enlisted men, are forwarded

from their regiments through the regular military channel and referred to the Surgeon in-Chief

of the Division by the Assistant Adjutant General of the Division; each case is personally exam-
ined by the Surgeon-in Chief and the action indorsed on the official paper. Applications for leave

of absence of Medical Officers are referred to the Surgeon-in-Chief by the Assistant Adjutant Gen-
eral for his action. 5. All details of Medical Officers and enlisted men for duty at Division Hos-

pitals are made by the Assistant Adjutant General, to whom the names, rank, regiment, and com-
pany are furnished by the Surgeon-in-Chief. <i. The Surgeon-in-Chief of a Division has no official

relation with any Staff Officers except the Assistant Adjutant General. 7. A detail of one Medical

Officer as 'Officer of the Day' is made each day by the Surgeon-in-Chief, with instructions to visit

each regiment of the Division and inspect carefully its hygienic and sanitary conditions, also to

visit the Division Hospital and see that proper attention is given to cleanliness and to the comfort

of the patients; examine the cooking and whether the attendants perform their duties faithfully.

A written report to be furnished of these investigations. 8. Before an engagement the detail for

the 'Field Hospital' is announced by the Surgeon-in-Chief of the Division: the Surgeon in charge

of the Division Hospital remains in charge and has control of all the shelter; the officer detailed
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as Hospital Commissary provides the food; the records are kept by a Hospital Steward, V. S. A.

Three (3) Surgeons are detailed as operators, and three (3) Medical Officers are assigned to each

operator as Assistants. One Cook, two Hurses, and one Hospital Steward are taken from each

regiment for the 'Field Hospital.' !>. The .Medical Officers who remain on the field at the time of

and after an engagement are instructed to form their depots and locate them by Brigades, and are

to select their positions in compliance with instructions of 'Circular' from Headquarters, Army of

the Potomac, Medical Director's Office, dated October 30, 1862, and to examine each man before

he is put in an ambulance. 10. The position of a Surgeon-in-Chief of a Division during an engage-

ment is, first to locate the 'Field Hospital' and see that the details are properly filled, then to visit

the front and confer with the Ambulance Officer of the Division, ascertain that the depots are

properly located and that the Ambulance Sergeants have been notified of their positions, then to

report to the General Commanding and receive any instructions he may have; afterwards to return

to the hospital and assist in making the wounded comfortable. 11. On the inarch the Surgeon-

in Chief of a Division remains with the General Commanding.
" Duties of a Surgeon-in-Chief of a Brigade : 1. The Surgeon-in-Chief of a Brigade has under

his charge all the medical supplies allowed to his command. He draws once a month from the

Medical Purveyor of the Army all needed to bring what he has on hand up to the requirements

of the supply table, and in case of emergency can, during the month, make special requisitions

for necessary articles. He issues to Medical Officers in charge of regiments only what they want

for immediate use. By this excellent arrangement the Army has been relieved from the encum-

brance of the large supplies formerly allowed to regiments and the transportation of the Medical

Department is greatly reduced. Under two orders from Surgeon Letterman, Medical Director of

the Army of the Potomac, Brigade Surgeons were forbidden, for more than a year, to take receipts

from regimental Surgeons for supplies issued to them, and the Brigade Surgeon was ordered to

expend them on his annual returns. This proving unsatisfactory to the Treasury Department, a

circular from the Surgeon General directed a return to the requirements of Army Regulations in

the transfer of all property. As medicines and other expendable articles arc issued continuously,

and in very small quantities, it is unavoidable, for the Surgeon-in -Chief of a Brigade to be forced

to expend, on his returns, much property really issued to regimental Surgeons. The transporta-

tion granted to each Brigade for its entire medical supplies, including the desks and medicine

chests of regimental Surgeons, consists of one Army and one Autenrieth or Perot medicine

wagon. In addition, however, to the articles carried in the wagons, the boxes of the ambulances

are filled with the material necessary to establish a temporary field hospital in case the supply

train during a movement is inaccessible. This arrangement is one of the greatest advances made
during the past two years in providing for the, wounded—as the conveyances bringing them in

have all that is absolutely required to feed them, and the hospital tent and tly generally carried

in the ambulance; gives sufficient shelter. In the, construction of new ambulances it would be

desirable to increase the width and depth of the box so that larger camp kettles could be carried,

the present only admitting the smallest sized kettle. The Surgeon-in-Chief of a Brigade furnishes

the material carried in the ambulance boxes, and assures himself by weekly inspections of them
that each box contains all required by the supply table and other orders, lie also draws from the

Medical Purveyor and is responsible for the stretchers carried ou the ambulances. 2. The Surgeon-

in-Chief of a Brigade is the Medical adviser of a Brigade Commander in all professional ques-

tions affecting the command. Applications for leave of absence, discharge, and invalid rolls,

grounded on the certificates of regimental Surgeons, are submitted to him for his opinion of their

propriety, to be based on an examination of the applicant. It is the duty of the Surgeon-in Chief

of a Brigade also to keep careful watch over the health of the Brigade, pointing out and endeavor-

ing to correct all infractions of hygienic laws. He receives every Saturday, from each Medical

Officer in charge of the regiments constituting the Brigade, a weekly Report of Sick and Wounded
of his regiment and of the anti-scorbutics issued to it. Whenever a regimental Medical Officer

leaves or returns to his command he should furnish the Surgeon-in-Chief of the Brigade with a

copy of the order under which he acts. The Surgeon-in-Chief consolidates the regimental weekly-

reports of sick and wounded and of anti-scorbutics, and forwards them to the Surgeon-in-Chief of

his Division. He sends, at the same time, a report of the, liquors drawn and issued by him during
the week, lit; makes also, to the Surgeon-in-Chief of the Division, a monthly return of the Medi-
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cal Officers of the Brigade. After a battle he sends to the Surgeon-in-Chief of the Division a

report of the aggregate strength for duty and names of Medical Officers present for duty, and the

killed, wounded, and missing in action, according to the reports received from regimental Surgeons.

The losses in skirmishing in the intervals between the battles have been reported weekly.

"Duties of the Surgeon-in-Charge of a Division Hospital: The duties of a Surgeou-in-Charge

of a Division Hospital are somewhat varied, depending upon the season of the year and the state

of military operations, whether the Army is in winter-quarters or engaged in an active campaign. In

one case more permanent arrangements are made with a view of remaining undisturbed for several

months; in the other all the appliances of a, Division Hospital are arranged and managed to meet

certain conditions, definite transportation, general mobility, and despatch in its construction and

removal. Procuring all the necessary supplies for the sick and wounded, superintending the care

and treatment which they should receive, organizing the hospital attendants, keeping the necessary

and suitable records, causing reports to be made, and receiving orders from his superior officers

and complying with them, are briefly in the aggregate the duties of the Surgeou-in-Charge of a

Division Hospital. On the march the sick and wounded on hand are placed in ambulances, and
a Medical Officer connected with the hospital is assigned the duty of keeping with the ambulance

train and rendering such assistance on the journey as the wants of the sick, etc., may demand.

In the evening, or at the close of the day's march, the Surgeou-in-Charge will make the necessary

arrangements for sheltering and furnishing the sick, etc., present, with food and medical attend-

ance. This is often accomplished in this manner: The Medical Director of the Corps indicates to

the Ambulance Officer the place he desires the ambulances to park. The Surgeon-in-Charge then

proceeds (o pitch a sufficient number of tents, directs the cooks to provide beef tea, hot coffee, etc.,

orders sinks to be dug, sees that the sick and wounded are unloaded and taken care of, thus affording

them attentions and comfort consistent with the nature of circumstances. On the following morn-

ing, after food has been served to all, a 'Sick Call' is held, and all that require medicine receive it.

Soon after, a morning report is made, signed by the Surgeon-in-Charge, and sent to the Surgeon-in-

Chief of the Division. Thereafter, if it is intended to resume the march, the sick and wounded are

reloaded, the tents are struck, and everything packed. Thus the routine continues from day today
as long as the march may last. In the eventof an engagement, the Surgeon-in-Chief of the Division

indicates to the Surgeon in charge of the hospital the place selected for the location of the Division

Hospital. The latter then directs the pioneers or fatigue party to police the ground and pitch the

tents, establishes the kitchen, appoints a chief cook and a cook tor special diet, organizes the

nurses and other attendants, unloads the ambulances of the sick, provides operating tables and
all necessary appliances for surgical operations, such as chloroform, stimulants, dressings, etc.,

orders sinks dug, sees that a sufficient supply of water is near, either by opening springs or by
digging wells, etc. Thus accommodations are made for the sick on hand as well as for the wounded
that may be brought in from the battle-field. The Surgeon-in-Charge selects a Medical Officer to

superintend unloading and disposing of the wounded as they come in. Such as require operations

are taken to the tables and receive the attention of the Surgeons. Very often comfortable and
convenient beds are made by filling sacks with hay or straw, raising them from the ground on
crutches or cross-pieces. The Recorder's attention is then called to the wounded, and he takes

down their names, rank, regiment, and character of injury, and, in order to prevent confusion, often

finds it necessary to attach a small piece of bandage to the button-hole of the wounded man that he
may be assured afterwards that his name, etc., has been registered. It is the duty of the Surgeon-
in-Charge to see that the records are at the amputating tables and properly kept, specimens
preserved and labelled, etc. lie selects either a Medical Officer or a Hospital Steward to have
immediate supervision of the kitchen, diet, and feeding of the men. He sees also that the wounds
of all the wounded men are examined and dressed, and in order to secure this a sufficient number
of Medical Officers are assigned to wards as dressers, and a Medical Officer, Surgeon, or Assistant

Surgeon appointed each day to act as officer of the day. He is required to be on duty at night,
also to attend to any emergency that may arise—sudden haemorrhage, prostration, etc. The dead
likewise require t lie duties of t he Snrgeon-in-Charge. He selects a suitable location for a cemetery
and here inters the dead, giving them a Christian burial by the presence of a Chaplain to officiate

and attend to the funeral obsequies. The graves are marked by a headboard, written or inscribed

on it the name, rank, company, and regiment of the deceased. His effects are preserved and at a
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convenient time disposed of according to the requirements of the Arm; Regulations. His duties

consist, likewise, in making out provision returns and drawing from the Commissary of Subsistence

a sufficient number of rations for the sick and wounded, as well as for the hospital attendants

present. He should see to it that an abundant supply of chloroform, stimulants, beef-stock, blankets,

bed-sacks, bandages, dressings, shirts, drawers, and socks is on hand to meet almost any emer-

gency that may occur. When the sick and wounded are ordered to be sent to the -Depot Hos-

pital 7 a list of them will be made out complete, which, when approved by the Medical Director of

the Corps, will be sent with the Medical Officer who accompanies them. A proper entry of the

disposition of these will be made in the register. The supervision of the Hospital Fund made
from the savings devolves upon the Surgeonin-Charge. He will keep a correct account of it. ami

authorize the purchase from it, of such delicacies as are needed for the comfort of the more serious

cases in the hospital. The Surgeon in charge of the hospital is immediately subject to the orders

of the Surgeon-in-Chief of the Division, and such other orders as may come through him from

higher authority—Medical Director of Corps and Army. His reports should be made through the

same channel, also the requisitions for Medical Supplies, requests for details, etc.. and in fact all

official communications whatever, except property returns, which go directly to the Department of

the Surgeon-General. The following is a list of reports, requisitions, etc., made by the Surgeon in

charge of the hospital: A Weekly Report, Monthly Report, Report of Sick and Wounded. Cer

tiflcates of Death, Requisitions for Medical and Hospital Stores, Morning Reports, etc The fol

lowing is a list of the books and registers kept on hand: Morning Report Book, Register, Pre

scription Book, Case Book, Letter and Order Book.

"Duties of the Medical Recorder of a Division Hospital: 1. During a battle the names of all

wounded admitted to the hospital are carefully entered in the prescribed forms: Lists of Wounded,

giving Rank, Company, Regiment, and Corps; also the nature of the missile or weapon causing

the injury, when wounded, its nature (slight or severe) and the treatment pursued in each case.

On this form are also entered all amputations and operations and deaths. After the engagement is

over a Classified Return of Wounds and Injuries is prepared from this list. 2. At the operating

table an assistant prepares all specimens of interest for preservation in a specimen jar. Here,

likewise, the name and designation of the patient is noted down, with a full detail of the injury and

the operation performed, with the name and rank of the operator. When the specimen is ready to

be deposited in the jar it is labelled and the number on the label written opposite the patient's

name. As soon as possible afterwards, a complete list is made of all the operations during the

engagement, giving, as it were, a history of each case, the number opposite the patient's name cor-

responding with the number of the specimen in the jar. After a battle a report of aggregate

strength of men and names of Medical Officers present for duty is also made out.

"Duties of the Attending or Prescribing Surgeon of a Division Hospital: 1. To visit his ward

regularly twice each day, or as often as the condition of his patients may require. -'. To examine

and make proper diagnosis of patients as they may be reported to him, either for wounds or disease;

to make and keep a correct register of all patients, with their treatment, and daily to report them to

the Surgeon in charge of the hospital. .3. To prescribe suitable remedies and to see that they are

regularly administered by the attendants. 4. To inspect the diet of the men and see that proper

food is given them. 5. To attend strictly to the sanitary condition of his ward and surroundings,

and compel those whose duty it may be to remove everything offensive or detrimental to health.

6. To assist in all surgical operations, or operate, as he may be required by the Surgeon assigned

to that duty. 7. To see that the men under his care are as comfortable as circumstances will

admit.

"Duties of the Operating Surgeon: 1. The Operating Surgeon shall select steady and reliable

attendants, give them clear and explicit instructions relative to their respective duties, and assign

to each his proper place. 2. He shall see that all the necessary appliances be at hand required in

performing operative surgery, that the instruments are in good order and in their proper places,

and that a good and sufficient supply of lint, bandages, ligatures, sponges, plaster, etc.. be con

veniently placed and ready for use. .'5. He should take charge of all patients that in the opinion

of the Prescribing Surgeon require surgical attention, make a minute and thorough examination of

each case and determine whether surgical aid is necessary; judge of the best manner of benefiting

the patient, taking into consideration the relation of important organs, vessels, and nerves in
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proximity to the wound, what bearing they may have in the preservation or loss of the patient's life,

and to use every preservative means within the reach of surgical science to save the life of the

patient with as little impairment of all his functions as possible. 4. An operation being- deter-

mined upon, he should have the patient properly placed upon the table and should judge of the

practicability of administering anaesthetics, and if their use is found necessary should superintend

the administration. 5. The patient being etherized, the Surgeon proceeds with the operation that

the case requires in the most expeditious and scientific manner compatible with the nature of the

injury, endeavoring to preserve the usefulness of the parts operated upon to the greatest extent

—

in operations on the extremities preserving as great a length of bone as possible and securing

sufficient integument to give a liberal covering to the stump.

"Duties of the Regimental Surgeon: The first duty of the day is that of the Morning ' Sick

Call,' when the sick and disabled, as well as those who are neither sick nor disabled, present them-

selves for treatment. The Surgeon is called upon to exercise his judgment in determining the

character and gravity of their ailments. If he had none to deal with but those who were really sick,

his task would be plain, simple, and easy; hut, unfortunately, many of the cases are feigned, and
he is required to discover and overcome the means brought into requisition by a skulker's ingenuity

to carry out his deception. Presuming that the Surgeon is fortified by skill and experience suf-

ficient to detect these, and has a just sense of responsibility to the United States Government (for

he really regulates the strength of the command), his examinations will be made without partiality

and regardless of position or prejudice, and in his report he will assign to duty those who are fit

for duty, the sick to quarters for treatment, or send them to hospital, and recommend the perma-

nently disabled for discharge or the Veteran Reserve Corps. It may be added that in cases having

slight symptoms of diseased action, insufficient to indicate position and unmistakable disease,

humanity would dictate, and authority sanctions, that they be placed off duty, and that they may
have the benefit of the doubt and time for development of disease. Having concluded his work
thus far, the Surgeon will see that a copy of his report is forwarded to the Adjutant, who deducts

all excused from duty from the mean strength present in the regiment; and the available strength

of the command is obtained, which forms the basis for all details and assignments that may be made
in the regiment. Should the regiment be filled up by conscripts, substitutes, or enlisted men, the

Surgeon is required to examine each one carefully and report on their litness for service, rejecting

all those who, by reason of infirmity, are unfit, and recommending for reception such as he thinks

will be able to discharge the duties of a soldier. That the duties imposed upon the Surgeon are

important is obvious to any one, and should be particularly so to an ollicer who has recorded his

obligation to subserve the interest of the United States. If the Surgeon indulges the men and

reports them oft' duty when they are not sick, he imposes additional labor on the faithful men who
bear the heat and burden of the day, and virtually offers a reward to tin; faithless; or in examin-

ing recruits admits any who are physically disqualified, he acts in bad faith to all and in the cud
unwarrantably weakens the command, defrauds the Government, and may be the cause of render-

ing an important engagement abortive. If he conducts his examinations carelessly, the men will

soon avail themselves of the chance to escape duty, and in great numbers report themselves sick;

the Surgeon loses his influence for good, and he sinks into disrepute and merited disgrace, which

does not terminate with his service in the Army, but will follow him throughout all time. After

'Sick Call' the Surgeon should visit the sick in quarters, prescribe for them, and see that suitable

food is provided and their quarters made as comfortable as possible, inspect the camp daily, see

that it is well drained by proper ditching through which all superfluous or surface water may be

carried off, that all filth or anything likely to produce disease is removed or corrected, that the

quarters of the men are swept and aired and their bedding exposed to the suu whenever practicable,

that the sinks are covered with dirt or ashes (the latter preferable), that the food of the men is of

good quality and sufficient quantity (reporting any error in either), and that the cooking is judi-

ciously done. These duties are essential and should receive daily attention, as the neglect thereof

will decidedly increase the sickness of the regiment and consequently impair its efficiency. Should

a soldier die in camp or- regimental hospital, the Surgeon should notify his Commanding Officer

and forward to him an inventory of his effects, with the disease from which he died and the date

of death, select a place for burial and see that he is decently buried and his grave carefully marked.

The duties thus far pointed out are obligatory, and no excuse can be made for their non-perform-
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auce iu camp. There are many other acts of kindness, more correctly denominated 'favors,' that

can be extended by a Surgeon without detriment to himself, that will have a good effect upon the

soldier in leading him to believe that his life and comfort command the Surgeon's consideration;

these being done willingly will have the effect of improving the morale of the command and useful-

ness of the Surgeon. When a march is likely to be made the Surgeon is directed to send his sick

to General or Division Hospital. Again he is called upon to make a careful and rigid examination
to avoid imposition; for the terrifying effect of a prospective battle will cause men to limp who
never limped before, and many hitherto good soldiers will make an effort to escape it. The Sur-

geon completes his list and forwards a copy by name, rank, and company, regiment, and disease,

with descriptive lists of each man; when lie loads his men, providing sufficient food for the time
required to reach the hospital. Having provided the requisite quantity of medicines, etc., to till

the 'hospital knapsack' or 'held companion,' he gives them to his hospital attendants, and when
the regiment moves the Surgeon, Hospital Steward, and attendants take their position iu the rear.

If any of the command take sick or are wounded on the march, the Surgeon is notified and is pre-

pared to prescribe medicines or suitable dressings, and furnishes a pass for ambulance transporta-

tion (a duplicate of which he retains), or directs them to walk leisurely in the road, being governed
by the severity of the diseases or wounds, and being careful that no deception is practised by men
that are not sick, recording each case in his 'field Register,' with character of disease or wound.
Having thus carefully discharged his duties during the day, and though the march has been a long

and laborious one, he should, after arriving in cam]), visit and prescribe for the sick, and endeavor
to make them as comfortable for the night as (lie means at hand will permit, before his day's work
is done. Again, iu the morning, before the regiment moves, lie should sec them and prescribe

medicines for the day, select such cases as require wagon transportation, see that they are loaded,

and those able to march started before he leaves the camp. From day to day these duties should

be performed. Although trying on the. strength of the Surgeon he should not fail to do them,
as, sooner or later, a day of rest will come and be will be able to recuperate. During an engage-

ment the Surgeon, if not detailed on the operating stall' at the hospital, should report with his

assistants and attendants to a point selected iu the rear of his command, either by brigade or

regiment, and notify the sergeant in charge of the stretcher bearers thereof, that the wounded may
be carried to said point, to whom he should give such medicines and apply such dressings as their

wounds may require, to afford comparatively comfortable transportation to the hospital of their

Division, where each case receives minute examination and further attention. Should tin 1 Surgeon

be placed on the operating staff, his duty, in connection with other members, is to examine care-

fully every wounded man and determine the extent of his wound, the parts involved, and the neces-

sity for and kind of operation his case may demand. Should he be selected to perform the operation

he should endeavor to do it as scientifically and with as much despatch as the nature of the case

and safety of the patient will admit, and in all cases apply appropriate dressings iu such a manner
that they will not become detached in transportation to General Hospital. He may be thus

employed for an indefinite length of time; he should therefore feel it incumbent on him to labor as

long as there are any cases requiring attention, until all have had the advantage of primary opera-

tions and are relieved from the excessive pain of undressed wounds and increased mortality attend-

ing secondary operations. The duties of the Surgeon in every position may be summed up in

one sentence: He does not rest until everything is done that can contribute to the comfort of

the wounded. After a battle the Surgeon will report to his regiment, unless otherwise ordered,

and resume the charge thereof, and will perforin such duties as are mentioned in describing those

in camp, etc., previously procuring the names of the men killed in the action, and of the wounded,
the nature of their wounds and character of the missile inflicting them, together with all statistics

required in reports he may have to make. The reports required of a Surgeon of a regiment are

the 'Morning Report' to the Adjutant, the 'Weekly' to the Surgeon-in-Chief of the Brigade, and

the 'Monthly.' It is altogether necessary that a medical officer should so conduct his depart-

ment that he may secure the confidence of the officer in command of the regiment to which he is

attached, that said officer may receive his reports and rely on their correctness. If both military

and medical officers are sincerely interested in the health of the regiment and act iu concert, much
can be done to promote order and discipline. The necessity for this can be discovered when the.

opposite is experienced. The Surgeon cannot have an order issued or carried into effect without
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great difficulty, and if the variance should continue the intercourse will be so unpleasant that the

command eventually suffers in consequence. The officers are mutually responsible and should be

mutually respectful.
u Duties of the Assistant Regimental Surgeon: The duties of an Assistant Surgeon when in

charge of a regiment or hospital are. identical with those of a Surgeon in the same position. If he

be acting under a Surgeon in charge he will perform such share of the Surgeon's duties in the case

of the sick as the Surgeon may assign to him. The sick in the ambulances on the march are

usually put in charge of an Assistant Surgeon, one or more, whose duty it is to accompany the

ambulances and see that such medicines are administered as the patients may require; usually he

both prescribes and dispenses. He decides also what patients must be carried, and when they are

well enough to walk or to rejoin their companies. Beef stock, tea, and sugar are carried in each

ambulance for the use of the sick, subject to the order of the Assistant Surgeon in charge, and to

be prepared by the ambulance men belonging to each ambulance. When an action is about to

take place the Surgeons with the regiments are usually ordered to the Division Hospital, while

the Assistant Surgeons are left to establish regimental field hospitals or depots, where the wounded
come or are brought by the stretcher bearers to be dressed. Sometimes a Surgeon is left in charge

of the Assistant Surgeons of a Division with orders to select the places for the held hospitals. A
depot of this kind should be in some comparatively safe place, but not too far from the regiment,

and where the ambulances can have a good chance to come without being in great danger from the

enemy's fire; it should also be convenient to good water, which will be needed for dressing the

wounded. If the place is too much exposed the stretcher men will not be likely to bring the

wounded, nor will wounded men wish to be left where they may get more wounds while being

dressed or waiting their turn to be attended to; but will prefer to go farther to the rear. If the

ambulances cannot come to the depots where the men are brought to be dressed, a sudden change

in the lines may cause some men to be left on the field who were waiting to be attended to, and who
might have been carried oft' in a very few moments if necessary, even though they were not

dressed, were the ambulances there. Still, although perfectly safe places can seldom be found

near where the fighting is going on, especially where the ground is comparatively even, the Assist-

ant Surgeon should not allow his fears to induce him to remain too far away from his men, and
they should be kept advised of his whereabouts; hence, when a regimental field hospital lias been

established it should not be moved unless it is absolutely necessary to do so. Assistant Surgeons

on the battle-field should be furnished with the ordinary Surgeons' dressing case of instruments

—operations requiring other instruments than these are usually of too severe a character to be

attempted on the field. He should be accompanied by one or two nurses with plenty of lint,

bandages, isinglass plaster, water, sponges, and a few of the most frequently required medicines.

After dressing the men the Surgeon should see that they are properly placed in the ambulances,

and give the direction for their care until they reach the Division Hospital— duties often of great

importance to the patient. When it can be done conveniently it is better that the Assistant Sur-

geous of several regiments or of a Brigade be together on the field, as they will often be enabled to

assist and advise each other. An Assistant Surgeon in the field has very little opportunity for

observing severe surgical cases; after the first dressing lie very rarely sees or hears anything of

their further treatment or termination. So far as practicable the Assistant Surgeon in the field

should keep a memorandum of the names of the men he dresses, their companies and regiments,

also the character and severity of their wounds; this will be of much service in making the

required reports and in answering the inquiries of anxious friends. Of the relative position of an

Assistant Surgeon very little is to be said. He seems to be subject to the orders of the commander
of his regiment, brigade, etc., whether he be colonel or corporal, and to those of the Surgeon of his

regiment, brigade, division, etc., and has command only over those of inferior rank in his own
department. So far, however, observation leads to the belief that regimental commanders seldom

interfere with the duties of their Assistant Surgeons.
'•Duties of the Commissary of Subsistence of a Divisio)/ Hospital : The Division Hospital Com-

missary is under the immediate direction of the Surgeon in charge of the hospital ; he makes
reports to him and receives his orders. His duties while in camp are to draw at stated intervals

from the commissary officer, authorized to issue to the hospital, such stores as are required for the

use of the sick and wounded, stewards, and authorized attendants, on provision returns approved
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by the Surgeon in Charge. He is required by existing orders to keep on hand at least one thousand

rations of bread, sugar, coffee, tea, pork, and from six to ten head of beef cattle. He makes a daily

inspection of the stores on hand in order to keep np the necessary amount of supplies, so as to be

ready at all times for a rapid movement or an engagement. It is also his duty to make out the

provision returns, having them agree with the morning report of sick and wounded ; the names of

all the hospital attendants to be written on the back of each return. lie superintends the purchase

of such articles as are not furnished by the Government, and which the Surgeon-in-Charge consid-

ers necessary for the use of the sick and wounded. He also keeps an account of the savings of the

hospital, and makes a monthly report of the state of the hospital fund to the Surgeon-iu-Charge.

He has, in conjunction with a medical officer, charge of the cooking and preparation of the food,

seeing that there is no unnecessary waste, and that the place in which the stores are kept and food

prepared is properly policed daily. When orders to move are received he attends to the packing of

the supplies in the wagons assigned for that purpose. He also sees that there is a sufficient number
of cooking utensils on hand, and that they are kept clean and in good condition. On the march
he is required to keep his wagous with the hospital department, or wherever they may be ordered,

also to have the beef-cattle up with the wagons, so that if necessary they can be slaughtered and

prepared for food in the evening, or whenever a halt is ordered. lie selects a proper place for cook-

ing purposes, unloads such stores as are required for the occasion, and, it' within reach of the supply

train, gets his stock replenished. On the approach of an engagement it is his duty to have hot

coffee, tea, beef-soup, and other necessary articles of diet ready for the wounded as soon as they

may be brought in from the field. When the wounded are being sent to the depot hospital he

furnishes each man with sufficient rations to last him until ho readies his place of destination.

When men are returned to duty from the hospital he also furnishes them with rations.

"Duties of the Chief Ambulance Officer of a Corps : In addition to the regular monthly returns

of Quartermaster's property the Chief Ambulance Officer of the Corps receives and makes the fol-

lowing reports: 1, Daily Wagon and Forage Report; '2, Weekly Ambulance Report; 3, Monthly

Report of Transportation ; 4, Monthly Report of Officers in Quartermaster's Department of the

Ambulance Train and the time to which they have made their property returns ; 5, Monthly Report

of all Quartermaster's property received and issued during the month; (>, Monthly Report of Offi-

cers serving in the Ambulance Train. When not on the march the Chief Ambulance Officer of the

Corps inspects the ambulance train every Sunday morning with the object of correcting all abuses

and of promoting the efficiency of the train. Before a move ho should give timely notice to the

Division Ambulance Officers, so that they may have everything packed up and ready to start at the

appointed hour. It is his duty to regulate the order of march of his train, select suitable camping
grounds, and see that his train is at all times ready lor active service. Before an engagement ho

informs himself as well as possible about the country, roads, etc., sees that his train is well up and
together, so that as soon as the lines of battle are established he can park his whole train in some
central position from which to send picket ambulances as near the lines of each Division as possible.

An officer is always placed in charge of the main park of ambulances, one in charge of the picket

ambulances of each Division, and the remainder of the officers are instructed to take charge of the

stretchers, men, and sergeants. It is also necessary to leave an officer in charge of the hospital

train of the corps. The Chief Ambulauce Officer must personally superintend the working of his

train so as to see that every one does his duty, that the drivers do not become stampeded, and that

the wounded are transferred to the hospital as quickly and easily as possible. It is also his duty to

see that the stretcher men do not carry the wounded farther than is necessary. Wheu in camp,

and it is necessary to send off sick or wounded, the chief Ambulance Officer orders the proper num-
ber of ambulances and details an officer to take charge of the train; one ambulance officer from

each Division superintends the loading of the ambulances at his Division Hospital. When in

camp, the stretcher men are used in the hospital wheu needed. It is also necessary that the Chief

Ambulance Officer should see that the ambulauces are not improperly used. It being desirable

to receive orders as early as possible, the Chief Ambulance Officer finds it best to have his quarters

at Corps Headquarters.

"Duties of the Chief Ambulance Officer of a Division: He should be the receipting officer for

all Quartermaster's property belonging to his Division, and be responsible for all deficiencies.

He should make all necessary returns required by the Quartermaster's Department, Commissary
Surg. Ill—115
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Department, and Ordnance Department, viz: Monthly returns of property to the Quartermaster's

Department, Quarterly return of Ordnance, usual Ration return to Commissary Department, also

the daily Forage Report, the Weekly report of Ambulance Department, Monthly report to Quar-

termaster's Department, and Monthly report of Officers. When on the march he should attend to

the running' of his train, see that forage is drawn from the nearest post, and a sufficient quantity

kept constantly on hand; properly park his train at night according to orders from the Chief Am-
bulance Officer of the Corps; necessary sentries posted so that horses may not stray away or be

stolen, ami be ready to move at short notice. Before an engagement it is his duty to see that the

Brigade Officers are with their Brigades, and that they have the sergeants and stretcher bearers

well up witli their regiments, have his train so parked that it will be easy of access, and so near that

the stretcher men will not have any farther than actually necessary to carry the wounded, and at the

same time protect his horses from unnecessary exposure; and after an engagement to assure himself

that all the wounded of the Division have been removed from the field; also to assist the Surgeons

when a train of sick and wounded is to be sent to Base or General Hospital.

"Duties of the Chief Ambulance Officer of a Brigade: 1. While in camp one Brigade Officer of

each Divisiou train is constantly with the troops, and in case of any movement reports the fact at

once to the Chief Ambulance Officer of his Division. He should see that the drivers and stretcher

men are at the established posts, and that all orders from Surgeons for ambulances or stretchers

for the transportation of sick or wounded men are promptly attended to. 2. When not on duty

with the troops he will see that the ambulances are properly parked, and that the drivers attend

faithfully to the feeding and grooming of their horses, the cleaning of the harness and ambulances,

and to the policing of the stables and grounds of the park; also that the kegs are kept constantly

filled with fresh water. Stretcher men will assist in the policing when not on duty at the Division

Hospital. 3. A suitable non-commissioned officer will be selected to have the direct supervision of

the ambulances of the Brigade, and another of the stretcher men. The rest of the nou commis-

sioned officers will have charge of the stretcher men of their respective regiments under the one

in charge of the stretcher men of the Brigade. 4. On the march (unless otherwise directed) Bri-

gade Officers remain with the headquarters of their Brigades, and in case of an engagement select

a spot as near the line as possible, with a reasonable degree of safety to the horses, and as central

to the lines of the Brigade as possible. 5. The Brigade Officer will cause a small number of ambu-
lances to be brought to the spot selected, and others to be sent to fill their places ; aud as last as

they are filled to send to the place selected for the hospital. The stretcher men will be informed

of the position of the ambulances, and will bring to them as fast as possible any man that may be

wounded and unable to walk, until all the wounded men are carried fiom the field. G. The Brigade

Officer should inform himself of the shortest and best roads to the Division Hospital, and see that

the drivers take them, driving carefully, and avoiding the bad places as much as possible on an

uneven road. A good non-commissioned officer should remain constantly with the advanced ambu-
lances to see that the wounded men are loaded carefully aud speedily and the drivers do not get

demoralized. 7. No written reports are made by Brigade Officers. They report verbally to the

Division Officer any breach of discipline or neglect of duty that may require his attention. 8. He
receives only such orders as come through the Chief Ambulance Officer of the Corps or his Division,

or some medical officer."

It is only necessary to point to the manifold functions required of the medical officers

in the foregoing reports to see that their duties were arduous and responsible, calling, aside

from professional ability, for the exercise of firmness combined with tact and moderation

to do justice to the sick and wounded entrusted to their immediate care, and at the same

time to avoid complications with clashing interests.

MATERIA CHIRURGTCA.

At the beginning of the war each regimental Surgeon was furnished with a suitable

equipment for his regiment for field service, coneisting of medicines, stores, instruments,

and dressings, in quantities regulated by the Standard Supply Table. 1 In action he was
1 See Standard Supply Tablefor Field Sen ice, in Revised Regulations fnr the Army of the Vniftd Statet, 1861, p. 304.
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accompanied by a hospital orderly, who carried a knapsack containing a limited supply of

anaesthetics, styptics, stimulants, and anodynes, and material for primary dressings. This

hospital knapsack had been recommended for adoption by an army board in 1859; it was

made of light wood, 18 inches in height, 15 inches wide, and 7 J inches deep, but subsequently

Fig. 4-5.—Hospital knapsack of wicker-work, covered -j v
with enamelled cloth.

wicker-work, covered with canvas or enamelled cloth, was substituted for the wood; its

weight when filled was 18 pounds. This knapsack (Fig. 425) was in general use in the first

year of the war and served an excellent purpose. In 1862 it was changed for what was

known as the new regulation knapsack, in which the arrangement and character of the sup-

plies were modified. The new pattern was 16 inches high, 124 inches wide, and 6 inches

deep; the contents were packed in drawers, which were more accessible than in the old style

and less liable to become disarranged or broken.
1 The weight when packed was nearly 20

pounds (Fig. 426). Notwithstanding its convenience and general adaptability it was too

heavy and cumbrous to be carried by the Surgeon

himself, and, when entrusted to other hands, was

liable, in the vicissitudes of battle, to be lost.

In the early part of 1863 Medical Inspector R. H.

Coolidge, U. S. A., arranged a field case or com-

panion 2 (Fig. 427) to take the place of the knap-

sack. It was something after the plan of the one

used in the British service, and was intended to

be carried by the Surgeon himself, if necessary.
Wm

' '" ,a8*oa,Feld ""P"100-

The "companion" is a leather case 13 inches long, 6 inches wide, and 1h inches deep; it is

supported by a strap passing over the shoulder, and is provided with a waist strap to steady

it when carried.

The hospital medicine chest, mess-chest, and bulky hospital supplies were transported

in wagons of the supply train and were often inaccessible when required. To obviate this

1 The contents of the knapsack were : One piece of white wax. 8 oz. simple cerate, 12 oz. chloroform, 5 yds. adhesive plaster. 2 yds. isinglass plas-

ter. 1 oz. persulphate of iron, 100 compound cathartic pills, 150 blue mass pills, lHO opium pills, 100 opium and camphor pills, 150 quinine pills. 8 oz.

aromatic spirit of ammonia, 16 oz. brandy, 4 oz. laudanum, 10 bandages, 10 binder's boards. 4 oz. charpie, 2 medicine glasses, 1 (spirit) lamp. 12 oz. lint, 1

box matches, 1 paper of pins. 1 spool of surgeons' silk. 4 pieces of sponge. 4 (Dunton's) field tourniquets. 2 spiral tourniquets, 1 piece of tape. 1 spool of

lead wire. 1 spool of silver wire, and 1 spatula.

2 The contents of the Surgeon's Companion were: 6J oz. chloroform, 2 oz. fluid extract of ipecacuanha. 2 oz. fluid extract of ginger, 2 oz. solution of

persulphate of iron. 24 oz. of whiskey, 2 oz. tincture of opium, 144 compound cathartic pills, 144 colocynth and ipecacuanha pills, 144 sulphate of quinine

pills, 144 opium pills, 1 yard isinglass plaster, a medicine cup, scissors, teaspoon, pins, thread, 4 oz. lint, a towel, 2 doz. bandages, muslin, and corks.
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FIG. 428.—Medicine pannier.

inconvenience panniers were provided containing the most necessary medicines, dress-

ings, and appliances; they were designed to be carried on the backs of pack-animals, but

were found to be inconveniently heavy to be transported in this manner, and were more

generally carried in one of the ambulance

wagons and filled from the medicine chest as

required. Figs. 428, 429 represent the pan-

nier arranged for army use by Dr. Squibb, of

Brooklyn, N. Y.; it consists of a wooden box

strongly bound with iron, 214 inches in

length, lit inches in breadth, and 111 inches

in depth; it weighs, when filled, 88 pounds.

The medicines are well packed in japanned

tin bottles and boxes, and room is left for

an adequate supply of dressing material.

The pannier had two compartments.
1

In the early part of the war medical sup-

plies and instruments had been carried in

heavy army wagons. In March, 1862, a

medicine wagon was constructed by E. Hayes & Co., of Wheeling, Virginia, in accordance

with plans and instructions of Surgeon Jonathan Letterman, U. S. A. Details of the inter-

^ nal arrangement of this wagon could not be

obtained. A Board, consisting of Brigade Sur-

geon William Hayes and Assistant Surgeons

Hammond and Dunster, U. S. A., on April 17,

1862, examined the wagon and reported as fol-

fig. 42u.-uPPer tray of medicine pannier.
]ows • "The merits of this dispensary wagon are

so apparent, when compared with the old method of packing medicines and instruments in

unwieldy boxes and transporting them in the heavy army wagons, that the Board unani-

mously approves of the same, and recommend that it at once be. sent into the field where

it can be practically tested. The adoption of a vehicle of this or some similar construction

for the transporting of medicines, etc., in the field would be an actual saving in transporta-

tion over the present plan, as a three months' regimental supply can be carried with ease

in a single wagon dispensary. The advantage accruing from the prevention of loss by
wastage and breakage, the convenience of having the whole together and unencumbered
by other baggage, and the readiness of access to medicines, instruments, and dressings in

case of an emergency, are so palpable that it is only a matter of surprise that some such

plan has not been previously adopted."

In November, 1862, Mr. J. Dunton proposed a medicine wagon, a drawing of which
is shown in Fig. 430. It was examined by Medical Inspectors T. F. Perley and J. M.
Cuyler and Surgeons J. Simpson and J. H. Brinton, who reported, on November 3, 1862,
that it was questionable whether it would answer the purpose for which it was designed, as

it was faulty in construction, and its capacity insufficient to accommodate the entire hos-
1 The upper compartment contained 24 roller bandages, 1 yd. of isinglass plaster, 1 paper of pins, 2 yds. bleached muslin, and 1 pair of scissors.

In the lower compartment were 6J oz. purified chloroform, 2 oz. fluid extract of ipecacuanha, 2 oz. fluid extract of ginger, 2 oz. liquor of persulphate ot
iron, 12 doz. compound cathartic pills, 12 doz. quinine pills (3 grs. each), 12 doz. opium pills, 12 doz. pills of oompound"extract colocy.nth (3 grains) and
Ipecacuanha (J grain), 24 oz. whiskey. 2 oz. tincture of opium, i lb. patent lint, 1 medicine glass, 1 tinned iron teaspoon, 1 small piece tine sponge, J oz.
•ilk for ligatures. 1 towel, and 6 corks.
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pital supplies for a regiment for three months." The wagon could be elongated at both ends,

or closed, as was desired, and was arranged so as to be opened on the side.
1

Fig. 4:t().—DUHTON'B regimental medicine wagon.

As the organization of the medical staff was perfected, the cumbrous regimental sup-

plies were curtailed and the brigade supplies augmented. Each brigade was provided with

a "medicine wagon," which

was furnished not only with

drugs but with ample provis-

ion of stores, dressings, fur-

niture and appliances, an am-

putating table, and a limited

amount of bedding. The con-

tents of the medicine wagon

were constantly replenished

from the stores of the medi-

cal purveyors who accom-

panied each army. Figure

431 represents the medicine 3&
wagon of Perot.

2 While the

internal fixtures and arrange-

ments for transporting sup-

plies in this wagon were excellent and convenient, the cost of furnishing it was very great,

and on the recommendation of a Medical Board consisting of Surgeons C. H. Crane, K. 0.

1 This medicine wagon is erroneously designated by Professor T. LoNGMOKE (A Treatise on the Transport of Sick and Wounded Troops, London,

I8ti9, page 3861 as a United States Sick Transport Wagon with side and end openings.

2 CONTENTS OF Perot's Meoioine Wagon.—Drawer 1 contained an oval keg for 6 galls, of whiskey, with a cock on top and bottom, on« to Let

in air, the other to draw from. This keg is on a skid and can be drawn out and filled at the bung. Drawer 2 : Stronger ether for anaesthesia, 32 oz.; sweet

spirit of nitre, 32 oz.; solution of ammonia, 32 oz.; turpentine. 1 qt.; castor oil, 4 qts.; brandy, 6 qts.; olive oil, 2 qts.; purified chloroform, 3'2 oz.: copaiba,

32 oz.: sulphate of quinia. 10 07.; syrup of squill, 1 lbs. (part in Drawer '.1). Drawer 3: 1 sponge-holder for throat. 12 probangs, 1 hinged tongue depres-

FIG. 431.—PEROT*8 medicine wagon.
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Abbott, and Charles Sutherland, U. S. A.,

432, 433) was furnished to the army. An

Fig. 432.—Autekrteth medicine wagon.

in June, 1864, the Autenrieth pattern1 (Figs.

improved wagon, recommended by the Medical

Department and constructed at the

Government shops, was adopted

during the last year of the war.

Surgical instruments were fur-

nished by the Government, each

medical officer making requisition

for his equipment, receipting for it,

and becoming responsible for its

condition while in his possession;

no transfers were allowed, and an

annual return was required to be

made to the Surgeon General. On
leaving the service it was turned

in to the nearest medical purveyor,

who receipted for the same. The

instruments intended for surgeons

and assistant surgeons of the regu-

lar and volunteer staff were com-
prised in three cases—one for capital operations, containing amputating, trephining and

sor, 4 single trasses, 2 bottles ink, 1 bottle mucilage, 1 U. S. Dispensatory, 1 portfolio (cap size), 2 quarto blank books, 1 order and letter book, 4 quires
writing paper, 1 register of patients, 1 Gray's Anatomy, 1 Ericbsen's Surgery, 1 Packard's Minor Surgery, 1 Longmore on Gunshot Wounds, 1 tooth-
extracting case (army pattern), 1 8-oz. hard-rubber syringe, 1 self-injecting rubber syringe, 2 thumb lancets, 12 hair pencils, 2 scarificators. Drawer 4 :

Closet for 3 gall, con of alcohol, and a vacant drawer for any articles desired. Drawer 5: 1 set splints (6 forearm, 4 leg, 6 large coaptation, 4 small
coaptation), 2 papers pill boxes (turned wood), 1 pair pliers, 1 gimlet, 1 tape measure, 8 pieces binder's board (4x17 inches), 8 pieces binder's board
(2^x12 inches), razor strop in case, 1 file, 6 glass penis syringes, 1 corkscrew, 1 set Aiken's tool pad, 8 oz twine (J coarse), 1 hone, 1 razor. Drawer U :

2 quires wrapping paper (white and blue), 2 oz. ligature silk, 1 oz. linen thread (unbleached), 2 papers pins, 4 pieces cotton tape, case containing 25
needles, 1 spool cotton and thimble, 1 yard gray silk for shades, 8 field tourniquets, 2 screw tourniquets with pad, 12 cupping tins, 2 scissors (large anil
small), 1 pocket case, 1 box for sundries, 100 printed envelopes, 1 traveller's inkstand, 24 steel pens, 2 pen-holders, 6 lead-pencils No. 2, 1 stick sealing wax,
1 sheep-skin (dressed). Drawer 7, Dispensing Case: 1 Wedgewood mortar, 2 doz. vials (6 6-oz., 12 4-oz., 3 2-oz., 3 1-oz.), 1 pill tile (6x8 inches), 8 oz.
fine sponge (small pieces), 1 tin funnel (pint), 5 yds. adhesive plaster, 4 lbs. patent lint, pestle for mortar„4 yds. red flannel (all wool), 2 medicine measur-
ing glasses, 2 yds. gutta-percha cloth, 5 yds. isinglass plaster, 8 doz. assorted corks, 1 glass graduated measure (4 oz.), 1 minim measure, 10 yds. bleached
muslin, 2 cotton bats, 1 sheet cotton wadding, 1 set prescription scales and weights, 2 spatulas (3 and 6-inch), 2 glass urinals, 8 suspensory bandages, 2 lbs.
scraped or picked lint, 2J yds. oiled silk. 2i yds. oiled muslin, 16 doz. roller bandages, assorted (2 doz. 1 inch by 1 yd., 4 doz. 2 ins. by 3 yds., 4 doz. 2*
ins. by 3 yds.. 2 doz. 3 ins. by 4 yds., 2 doz. 3$ ins. by 5 yds., 1 doz. 4 ins by 6 yds., 1 doz. 4 ins. by 8 yds.), 10 lbs. pressed tow, 1 doz. towels,' aromatic
sulphuric acid, tannic acid, spirit of nitrous ether, stronger ether (for anaesthesia), strong alcohol, alum, aromatic spirit of ammonia, purified chloroform,
Dover's powder, sulphate of morphia, olive oil. castor oil, laudanum, paregoric, acetate of lead, bicarbonate of potassa, creasote, fluid extract of colchi-
cum seed, fluid extract of aconite root, fluid extract of ipecac, fluid extract of seneka, tincture of chloride of iron, solution subsulphate of iron pure
glycerin, chlorate of potassa, iodide of potassium, bicarbonnte of soda, whiskey, syrup of squill, blue mass, citrine ointment, powdered squill, Hoffman s
anodyne, carbonate of ammonia, solution of ammonia, camphor, collodion, copaiba, sulphate of copper, alcoholic extract of belladonna, fluid extract cin-
chona (aromatic), fluid extract ginger, mercury with chalk, oil of turpentine, croton oil, permanganate of potassa, Fowler's solution, chlorinated solution
soda, solution chloride zinc, resin cerate, simple cerate, powdered gum orabic, nitrate of silver (crystals), fused nitrate silver, sulpnate cinchona citrate
iron and quinia, powdered subsulphate iron, iodide of iron, powdered ipecac, powdered opium, pills of camphor (2 grains) and opium (1 grain) compound
cathartic pills, opium pills, pills of sulphate of quinia (3 grains), sulphate of quinia, powdered Rochelle salts, sulphate zinc, blistering cerate powdered
compound extract colocynth. Drawer 8

: 8 oz. Fowler's solution, 8 oz. aromatic sulphuric acid, 8 oz. fluid extract ipecac, 8 oz. fluid extract se'nek-, 8 oz
tincture chloride of iron, 8 oz. pure glycerin, blue mass, empty bottles, 8 lbs. sulphate magnesia, 8 lbs. flaxseed meal, 10 lbs. farina, 12 lbs white crushed
sugar. Drawer 9: 16 oz. Hoffman's anodyne, 16 oz. fluid extract ginger, 16 oz. laudanum, 16 oz. paregoric, 16 oz. chlorinated solution of soda 16 oz
solution chloride zinc, 4 lbs. syrup of squill (part in Drawer No. 2), 8 oz. powdered tartaric acid, 16 oz. subnitrate bismuth, 8 oz. ground cayenne pepper
16 oz. powdered Rochelle salt, 8 oz. alum. 8 oz. mercury with chalk, 8 oz. powdered ipecac, 8 oz. Dover's powder, 8 oz. acetate lead 8 ez bicarbonate
potassa, 8 oz. chlorate potassa, 8 oz. iodide potassium, 8 oz. bicarbonate soda. 8 oz. nutmegs, 8 oz. powdered gum arable, 8 oz. carbonate ammonia 8 oz
camphor. 8 oz. powdered opium, empty bottles, 8 lbs. castile soap. Drawer 10: 2 tin basins (small, for dressers), 3 wash-hand basins 2 vacant boxes for
sundries, 1 metal bed-pan. Drawer 11: 3 lbs. simple cerate, 24 oz. sulphate cinchona, 16 oz. mercurial ointment, 1 smoothing plane 1 saw 1 hatchet
1 nutmeg grater, 4 oz. white wax, 6 lbs. ground black mustard seed, 5 lbs. black tea, 1 box for sundries, 2 lbs. candles (half length) 'Drawer 12 • S doz'
planed splints, 20 gray blankets, 2 blanket cases (canvas), 8 gutta-percha bed-covers, 15 bed sacks, 15 pillow cases (white), 2 leather buckets 1 coffee
mill. The wagon alsocontained an amputating table, 3 box lanterns, and 2 camp stools, and four hand litters were attached outside

'Contexts OF THE AuTEKBJETH Medicise WAGOX.—FYr,( Case: Tannic acid, 1 oz.; aromatic sulphuric acid, 8oz, powdered gum arable 8 oz •

stronger ether, 2 lbs.; Hoffman's anodyne, 1 lb. ; alcohol, 64 oz.; alum, 8 oz.; solution of ammonia, 32 oz.; carbonate of ammonia, 8 oz.; aromatic spirit
of ammonia, 4 oz.; tartar emetic, 1 oz.; nitrate of silver, 1 oz.; fused nitrate of silver, 1 oz.; subcarbonate of bismuth, 4 oz.; camphor 8 oz simple cerate
2 lbs.; cerate of cantharides, 8 oz.; resin cerate, 1 lb.; pure chloroform, 32 oz.; collodion, 4 oz.; copaiba, 16 oz.; creasote, 4 oz.; sulphate of copper « oz-
fluid extract of aconite root, 4 oz.; extract of belladonna, 1 oz.; fluid extract of cinchona, aromatic, 16 oz.; fluid extract of colchicum seed 4 oz compound
extract of colocynth, 8 oz.; fluid extract of ipecac, 8 oz.; fluid extract of ginger, 8 oz.; tincture of chloride of iron, 8 oz.; citrate of iron and quinine 2 oz
solution of persulphate of iron, 4 oz.; powdered subsulphate of iron, 2 oz.; glycerin, 8 oz.; calomel, 8 oz.; blue mass, 8 oz.

;
mercurial ointment 16 oz.- citrine
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resecting instruments; 1 one for general and minor operations,
2 composed of knives, forceps,

catheters, etc.; and a pocket case.
3 For regimental surgeons and assistant surgeons the field

case4 was issued ; this con-

tained mucli the same as-

sortment of instruments

as those already mention-

ed, but were somewhat

more closely packed and

more easily transported.

Teeth-extracting instru-

ments and dissectingcases

were also furnished to reg-

imental and general hos-

pitals. Great liberality

was shown in providing

special instruments and

appliances, and every ef-

fort was made to render

the surgical equipment as

perfect as possible.

At the beginning of the war it was the general custom to secure possession of buildings,

such as churches, mills, and dwelling houses, for hospital accommodations; but the hygienic

evils growing out of such occupancy soon led to the use of tent hospitals for the wounded,

and finally, under the excellent organization of the field hospitals, tents were almost uni-

versally used by our armies in campaigns as well as in periods of inactivity. The prin-

cipal tents used were the Hospital and the Sibley tent.

Fig. 433.—AUTEMiil'.TH medicine wagon—side view.

ointment, 4 oz.; Dover's powder, 8 oz.; flaxseed, 6 lbs.; flaxseed meal, 12 lbs.; morphia, £ oz.; olive oil, 2 qta.; castor oil, 4 qta.; oil of turpentine, 1 qt.;

croton oil. 1 oz.; powdered opium, 8 oz.; tincture of opium, 16 oz.; paregoric, 16 oz.; pills of camphor (2gr.) and opium (1 gr.), 12 doz.; compound cathartic

pills, 16 doz.; pills of compound extract of colocynth (3 gr.) and ipecac (J gr.), 16 doz.; opium pills, 10 doz.; sulphate of quinine (3 gr.) pills, 12 doz.;

chlorate of potassa, 8 oz.; acetate of lead, 8 oz.; bicarbonate of potassa, 8 oz.; permanganate of potassa, 32 oz.; Iodide of potassium, 8 oz.; sulphate of

quinine, 8 oz.; soap, 8 lbs.; syrup of squill, 3 lbs.; powdered black mustard, 9 lbs.; bicarbonate of soda, 8 oz.; solution of chlorinate of soda, 32 oz.;

Rocbelle salt, 16 oz.; sweet spirit of nitre, 2 lbs.; solution of chloride of zinc, 1 lb.; sulphate zinc, 1 oz.; sulphate cinchona, 2 oz.; arrow root, 10 lbs.;

extract of beef, l(i lbs.; brandy, 6 qts.; farina, 10 lbs.; uutmegs, 4 oz.; sugar (white, crushed), 15 lbs.; extract of coffee; black tea, 10 lbs.; whiskey, 6 qts.;

patent lint, 6 lbs.; scraped lint, 2 lbs.; roller bandages (assorted ), 32 doz.; suspensory bandages, 8. The wagon also contained surgical instruments,

books, and stationery, prescription furniture and utensils, bed-pans, urinals, tow, coffee mill, rubber buckets, tin basins, wash-hand basins, blankets, gutta

percha bed-covers, lanterns, and a hatchet. The medicines were arranged in slides; the hospital stores, dressings, furniture, utensils, etc., were arranged

in drawers or on shelves.

1 The Capital Operating Cast contained : 2 amputating knives (one long, one medium), 2 catlings (one long, one medium), 4 scalpels, 1 cartilage

knife, 1 capital saw (long, bow, two blades), 1 metacarpal saw, 1 chain saw, 1 Iley's saw, 1 trephine (conical), 1 trephine (small crown), 1 bone forceps

(Liston's long, sharp, spring handle), 1 bone forceps (broad edged, slightly curved, spring handle), 1 bone forceps (gnawing, spring handle), 1 bone forceps

(sequestrum, spring handle), 1 artery forceps, 1 artery needle, 1 artery needle key, 12 surgeon's needles, 1 tourniquet screw with pad, 1 tenaculum, 1

scissors, 1 chisel, 1 gouge, 1 mallet, 4 drills (with one handle), 2 retractors, 1 raspatory, 1 elevator, 1 brush, 12 yards suture wire (iron), J oz. ligature

silk, £ oz. wax, 1 mahogany case (brass bound, slide catch), 1 leather pouch.

2 The Minor Operating Case, contained: 1 amputating knife, 3 scalpels, 2 bistouries, 1 hernia knife, 1 finger knife, 1 artery forceps, 1 ball forceps, 1

gullet forceps, 1 dressing forceps, 1 dissection forceps, 1 artery needle, 1 artery needle key, 12 surgeon's needles, 1 tenaculum, 2 scissors, 1 trocar and canula,

1 Belloc's canula, 1 bullet probe, 1 director, 1 cutting pliers (small), 6 steel bougies (silvered, double curve, Nos. 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6, 7 and 8, 9 and

10, 11 and 12), 3 silver catheters (Nos. 3, 6, and 9), 6 gum-elastic catheters (Nos. 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11), 24 suture pins (silvered), 6 yards suture wire (iron),

£ oz. ligature silk, £ oz. wax, 1 mahogany case (brass bound, slide catch), 1 leather pouch.
8 The Pocket Case contained : 1 6calpel, G bistouries, 1 tenotome, 1 gum lancet, 2 thumb lancets, 1 raz«»r (small), 1 artery forceps, 1 dressing forceps,

1 artery needle, C surgeon's needles, 1 exploring needle, 1 tenaculum, 1 scissors, 1 director, 3 probes, 1 caustic holder, 1 silver catheter (compound), 6 yards

suture wire (iron), £ oz. ligature silk, J oz. wax, 1 Russia leather case.

4 The Field Case contained: 2 amputating knives (one long, one medium), 2 catlings (one long, one medium), 3 scalpels, 2 bistouries, 1 beruia

knife, 1 finger knife, 1 capital saw (long, bow, two blades), 1 metacarpal saw, 1 Iley's saw, 1 trephine (conical), 1 bone forceps (broad edged, slightly

curved, spring handle), 1 bone forceps (sequestrum, spring handle), 1 artery forceps, 1 ball forceps, 1 dressing forceps, 1 dissection forceps, 1 artery needle,

1 artery- needle key, 12 surgeon's needles, 1 tourniquet screw with pad, 1 tenaculum, 2 scissors, 2 retractors, 1 trocar and canula, I raspatory, 1 elevator,

1 brush, 1 bullet probe, 1 director, 6 steel bougies, 6ilvered, double curve (Nos. 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6, 7 and 8, 9 and 10, 11 and 12), 3 silver catheters

(Nos. 3, C, and 9), 6 gum-elastic catheters (Nos. 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11), 12 yards suture wire (iron). J OS. ligature silk, \ nz. wax, I mahogany ease (brass bound,

ilide catch), 1 leather pouch
;
pocket case the same as allowed to staff Burgeons.
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Fig. 41)4. -Regulation hospital teut.

The hospital tent 1

in use previous to the war was 24 feet in length, 14 feet 6 inches in

breadth, and 11 feet 6 inches high; it was bulky, heavy, and difficult to pitch in windy

weather. By the action of an army board in

1860 its size was reduced, the general form

being retained. Its general appearance will

be seen in Fig. 434, and its dimensions were:

length 14 feet, breadth 1 4 feet 6 inches, height

11 feet (centre), with a wall 4 J feet, the

whole covered with a "fly" 21 feet 6 inches

by 14 feet. The weight of this tent, includ-

ing its poles and pins, was 21 7 pounds. Each

tent had at one end a lapel to admit of two or more tents being joined and thrown into one

ward. Each hospital tent was designed to accommodate comfortably eight patients. This

tent has been found in practice to answer every necessary purpose. By the Army Regula-

tions three hospital tents were assigned to each

regiment, also one Sibley tent and one common
wedge tent. The Sibley tent (Fig. 435) is con-

ical in shape, 18 feet in diameter at base and 12

feet high, with an opening at the apex, to which

is fitted a hood which may be closely fitted or

removed at pleasure. The absence of any wall

renders it inconvenient and illy adopted to hos-

pital purposes, and the want of a fly renders it

almost intolerable on account of heat in mid-

summer, while the centre pole curtails the avail-

able space and interferes with the free move-

ments of the medical officers and attendants. It

was not used to any very great extent for hospital

Fir,. 435.—sibiey tem. purposes. The wedge tent was still less adapted

to hospital purposes though found convenient as an adjunct to field hospitals. The hospital

tent "fly" alone was found to answer an admirable purpose in sheltering the wounded in

mild weather or when it was inconvenient or impracticable to pitch the entire tent.

Surgeon A. P. Meylert, U. S. V., treated about eighteen hundred (1,800) patients in a

field hospital of the Army of the Ohio constructed of tarpauling, such as was used by the

Quartermaster's Department for covering stores and forage, and remarks: "The chief cause

of success in this hospital, I believe, was in the mode of shelter adopted. The difficulty in

obtaining quarters for the sick and wounded, which in the outset I regarded as the greatest

possible calamity, was no doubt of the utmost advantage, since it led to the adoption of

those cool, clean, and airy wards, in which I am satisfied the patients improved more rapidly

and surely than in either wall or hospital tent or in ordinary buildings. Whenever it was

practicable, board floors were placed in the tents, resting on sleepers placed directly on the

ground. A trench from 6 to 8 inches in depth, dug around the base, and loose earth thrown

around the lower edge of the tent wall in cold weather, completed the arrangement."

1 In October, 1859, a board of medical officers, consisting of Surgeons C. A. Finley, R. S. Satterlee, C. S. Triplet-, J. M.Cuyler, and Assistant Sur-

geon R. H. Coolidge, had recommended for the army the following allowance of tents for the sick and wound«d and their attendants : For one company,

1 Sibley tent and 1 common tent; for three companies, 1 hospital tent, 1 Sibley tent, and I common tent; for five companies, 2 hospital tents, 1 Sibley

teut, and 1 common tent ; for ten companies, 3 hospital tents, 1 Sibley tent, and 1 common tent.
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The bedsteads used in the hospital tents were cots of a light frame-work of-stout wood,

provided with four folding legs and furnished with a jointed support near the head. The

whole frame-work was covered with sacking, and throughout the war proved a most useful

and satisfactory hospital cot. It was light, strong, easily transported, and was comfortable

to the patient.

Various modes were employed for heating hospital tents in the field. Wood-burning

stoves were largely used, their chief objection being the difficulty of transportation. The

plan which was most generally in vogue, particularly in the Army of the Potomac, and

which gave the utmost satisfaction, was (hat known as the California plan. A pit was dug

about two-and-a-half feet deep outside the door of the hospital tent; from this a trench

passed longitudinally through the tent, terminating outside its farther or closed extremity.

At this point a chimney was formed by barrels placed one upon the other, or by some other

simple plan. The joints and crevices of this chimney were cemented with clay. The trench

in the interior of the tent was roofed over with plates of sheet-iron issued for that purpose

by the Quartermaster's Department. A fire was built in the pit, and the resulting heat,

radiating from the sheet-iron plates, kept the interior of the tent warm and comfortable

even in the coldest weather. In the western armies, in the trench iu the interior of the

tent, railroad iron was placed in regular layei's and covered with iron plates when possible

to procure them, or with stone slabs. Occasionally funnel-shaped stoves, open at the bottom,

resting upon the ground, and provided with a short pipe, were used. These were, however,

objectionable. The wood fire burned out rapidly, and although an intense heat was cre-

ated while it lasted, after its extinguishment the atmosphere soon chilled, exposing the men
to rapid and uncomfortable changes of temperature.

From an examination of the records and reports in this office it would appear that

the first regular tent field hospital was organized during the battle of Shiloh, April, 1862.

by Dr. B. J. D. Irwin, U. S. A., Medical Inspector of the 4th Division, Army of the Ohio.

His interesting description is here given : "During the military movements of troops during

the battle of Shiloh," Dr. Irwin says, "one of the operating hospitals was moved forward

to a deserted farm-house situated on an open level piece of unbroken ground. The presence

of a spring of cool potable water and the nearness of the building to a branch of the creek

were advantages that were promptly recognized, and but a short time elapsed ere these valu-

able desiderata were utilized in providing shelter and other comforts for the large number of

wounded of our own division and those disabled on that part of the field in the preceding

day's conflict, pertaining to both of the contending parties, left on the field without assistance

some twenty-four to thirty-six hours. The proximity of this field hospital to the recaptured

camp of a division of our troops defeated and made prisoners the preceding day, suggested

the utilization of the abandoned tents for the benefit of the wounded; and as soon as the battle

ceased the hospital tents, commissary tents, and wall tents pertaining thereto were accordingly

taken possession of, and in a short space of time were removed to and pitched in regular

order on the level ground by which the house was surrounded. The building afforded an

operating room, dispensary, office, kitchen, and dining-room. Long into the night the ambu-

lances continued to bring in the wounded, who, after receiving the necessary professional

attendance, were made as comfortable as possible by being supplied with an abundance of

warm food, good bedding, and shelter from the inclement weather. Next day the hospital

camp was enlarged so as to accommodate some 300 patients, and the tents were system-

atically arranged; all bedsteads, cots, bedding, cooking and messing utensils, hay and
SlTKG. Ill— 11G
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straw found in the abandoned camp were taken possession of, and on the evening of the 8th

the Division Medical Purveyor reached us with our medical supplies and hospital stores. By
this time the hospital had assumed the proportions and discipline of a well regulated army

camp, arranged with a view to meet *h^ special wants of those for whom it had been estab-

lished. Some mattresses were secured, and the bed-sacks, filled with hay and straw, were

placed on cots, bedsteads, or improvised bunks, so that almost every patient was provided

with comfortable sleeping accommodations. A suitable number of attendants of each class

was detailed for duty in the establishment, which was placed under the charge of Surgeon

Menzies, 1st Kentucky Volunteer Infantry, so that the invalids were promptly and regu-

larly supplied with abundance of properly prepared nutritious food, and even a fair supply .

of extra diet and delicacies were served to the inmates requiring special attention. It soon

became manifest that the wounded in this improvised field hospital were better provided

for and more comfortable in every way than those who were moved aboard the hospital

transports. * * * In illustration of how the efforts made to ameliorate the condition

of the wounded were appreciated the following official communication was published, viz:

"'HEADQUARTERS FOURTH DIVISION, ARMY OF THE OHIO,
Field of Shiloh, April 12, 1862.

" Col. J. B. Fry,
Assistant Adjutant General, Chief of Staff.

'"Sir: I desire to call the especial attention of the General commanding this Army to the

admirable hospital accommodations adopted by Dr. Irwin, U. S. A., Medical Inspector of the

Division, during the battle of the 7th iust. They will be found as nearly perfect as the circum

stances would allow. The wounded in the Division did not Buffer from the inclement weather; they

were all promptly sheltered and cared for. I beg to recommend Dr. Irwiu to the favorable con-

sideration of his superiors.

'"Very respectfully,

(Signed) '" W. NELSON,
"

< Brigadier General.''

"Thus was established tliejirst tent field hospital of any magnitude for the reception and

treatment of the wounded on the field of battle. In the movements of the army following

Shiloh and culminating in the siege of Corinth, Miss., the utility of large field hospitals was

recognized, and soon developed into a system which became general in the combined armies

engaged in the investment of that place. * * * Further experience in the treatment

of the sick and wounded under canvas demonstrated the many great advantages possessed

by such hospitals over those established in churches, houses, and other structures temporarily

used as hospitals, such as the wooden and iron huts used by the allied armies in the Crimen,

or those established in large buildings, especially when not constructed in accordance with

modern sanitary science. Numerous tent hospitals of much greater capacity were estab-

lished and kept in successful operation during the last two years of the war, it having been

satisfactorily shown that the wounded who were treated under canvas did better in every

way, ami recovered sooner than those treated in the large permanent hospitals."

The consideration of the construction, organization, and administration of permanent

or general hospitals is deferred to the Third Medical Volume of the Medical and Surgical

History of the War.
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CHAPTER XV.

TRANSPORTATION OF THE WOUNDED.

The first removal of the wounded from the battle-field was generally effected by means

of hand litters. The number of litters issued during the war exceeded fifty thousand 1

(50,000). From the Purveyor's Office at New York, Brigadier General R. S. Satterlee

reports that from April 1, 1861, to August, 1865, sixteen thousand eight hundred and seven

(16,807) hand litters were issued. At the Medical Purveyor's Depot at Louisville, from

November, 1863, to August, 1865, seven thousand and ninety-eight (7,098) hand stretchers

were issued, and Surgeon D. L. Magruder, U. S. A., estimated that four thousand seven

hundred and thirty-two (4,732) had been given out before November, 1863. The Medical

Purveyor's Office at Philadelphia issued, from January, 1863, to August, 1865, five thousand

five hundred and forty-eight (5,548), and the Office at New Orleans, from September, 1864,

to the end of the war, eight hundred and thirty-five (835) stretchers.
2

In the beginning of the war the Satterlee, or U. S. Regulation litter (Fig. 436), was sup-

plied to the regiments. It weighed twenty -four and one-half pounds and was twenty-seven

inches wide. The canvas

consisted of two pieces, five

feet ten inches long, sewed

in the centre with a flat

seam, and with a hem on

either side seven and one- m <36-s*™» KK <" HeKma.i„„ bud inter.

half inches wide, through which the poles were passed; there was an inch and a half hem

on each end; on one end were three tarred rope loops to put over the pins on the cross-bar,

'The Records of the Property Division of the Surgeon-General's Office show that from 1861 to 1805 fifty-two thousand four hundred

and eighty-nino {52,489) litters of various manufacture were purchased and issued to the troops.

2 Extemporaneous modes of conveying wounded fiom the field of battle can only7 bo briefly alluded to. _ Stout sticks or muskets may
be passed through the sleeves of a coat, or rolled into the edges of blankets and a litter thus be formed. Hurdles, gates, or Udders, with

blankets or straw thrown over them, have made useful stretchers. Poles interlaced with ropes or telegraph wire have been found to

answer the purpose of .1 litter. Tho editor was once obliged to transport a soldier, wounded in the

abdomen, a distance of twelve miles along tho narrow bed of a creek filled with boulders and obstruc-

tions: "I was fortunato enough to find two ash saplings which, with a blanket stretched across, made
an improvised litter, on which my patient was borne by relays of men with comparative ease ami com-

fort. At another time a man belonging to a small detachment sent out from a scouting party was

wounded in the log by tho accidental discharge of a musket. Finding it impossible to place the man
on horseback, and unsafe to detach a small patty to seek the main command, his oomrades carried

him a distance of about three miles by forming a seat with their hands and arms similar to the chairs

made by children in their games (Fig. 437). During the late war I saw a soldier who had been wounded
at some distance from his command conveyed to a place of safety by laying him prone across a saddle,

the stirrup of ono side being sufficiently lengthened to afford support for one foot. The horso with

his burden was then led quite a distance. I am familiar with another instance whero a man, badly

wounded, was conveyed about a three-days' journey in a cot or hammock formed by securing a blanket riG 43^ Seat ma ,i e oy clasping hands
to two lariat-ropes ; tho ends of the ropes were gathered and carried by his comrades on horsohack.

All military surgeons know of instances where wounded men have been carried from the battle-field on muskets with an overcoat laid upon

them for a bed. Under the urgent demands of necessity the fruits of ingenuity are sure to come to the rescue." (See Circular No. 9, On the

Transport of Sick and Wounded by PackAnimaU, Washington, 1877, p. 27.)
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and two five-inch drilling loops for pulling the canvas over the poles; at the other end were

three eyelet-holes, with a piece of rope three feet long and spliced into one of the holes for

fastening the canvas to the pins on the other cross-bar. The poles were made of seasoned

red ash, were one and one-half inches in diameter and eight feet nine inches long. Sixteen

inches from either end of the poles were wrought-iron bands three-sixteenths of an inch thick

and three-fourths of an inch wide, and riveted to the poles as shoulders for the cross-bars

to strike against. The cross-bars weighed six and one-fourth pounds; they were made of

seasoned white ash, one and one-half inches thick by twenty-four inches long. A piece of

wrought-iron, six feet long by one inch wide and one-fourth of an inch thick, was so curved

as to form the legs 1 and sockets on either end of the wooden cross-bar for the poles to pass

through, and was fastened by two rivets, one at each end; the pin in the centre, on which the

canvas was looped, was used as a third. The three pins in each cross-bar were made of half-

inch iron, and projected one inch, with heads to keep the loops from slipping off. The

shoulder straps weighed one and one-half pounds, were made of leather two inches wide,

five feet eight inches long, with a three and one-half inches loop at one end and a buckle at

the other end for adjustmenton the handles of the stretcher. One objection to the Satterlee

litter was its bulk, which seriously interfered with its conveyance in large numbers.

The Halstead2
litter, a stretcher of lighter and more compact pattern (Fig. 438), soon

superseded the Satterlee. It weighed twenty-three and three-fourths pounds and was twenty

-

D three and one-half inches wide; the

Y
ZT length of the canvas (unbleached)

was five feet eleven inches, being

fastened on the outer side of the rave

no. 438—halsteau's litter. -with six-ounce tacks. The poles

were made of seasoned white ash, eight feet long and one and five-sixths inches square, with

thirteen inches at one end and twelve inches at the other, extending beyond the canvas, and

rounded off' for handles. The legs, which were also made of seasoned white ash, were four-

teen and one-half inches long, one inch thick, one and seven-eighths inches wide at the top,

and tapering to one and three-eighths inches at the bottom. They were fastened to the poles

with screw bolts, washers under the heads of the bolts, and rivets through the upper end

of the legs to prevent them from splitting. The braces to hold the stretcher open, one (on

the under side) at either end, consisted of two pieces of wrought-iron one inch wide by three-

eighths of an inch thick; one piece was fifteen inches and the other twelve inches in length,

hinged in the centre of the stretcher, the longer one overlapping the shorter three and one-

half inches, and, when open, shutting on a bolt or pin, forming a stiff* shoulder for the hinge

and preventing the stretcher from accidentally closing. The braces were fastened on with

heavy screws, with pieces of common hoop iron underneath the braces to prevent them from

wearing the wood. The shoulder straps weighed eight ounces, and were made of striped

cotton webbing two and one-half inches wide by fifty inches long, with a five-inch loop at

one end and a leather strap twenty-two and one-half inches long by one and one-sixth

inches wide, with buckle, at the other end to loop around the handles of the stretcher at

any length desired. A hair pillow covered with canvas accompanied this stretcher, which

1 Professor LONGMORE in li is Treatise on the Transport of Sick and Wounded 7rf>opx, London, 18o9, p. 199, has probably mistaken the iron feet for

yoke pieces, as he speaks of the absence of feet in the litter.

1 In the preliminary report, Circular Xo. 6, S. O. O., 1805, p. 81, this litter is erroneously called the Smith hand litter; the litter there designated as

the Halstend litter was a stretcher issued by the Sanitary Commission. It is to be regretted that these errors have misled Professor LOKOHORK, who iu

his excellent Treatise on the Transport of Sick and Wounded Troops, p. 141, reproduced the woodcuts from Circular No. 6'.
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Flo. 439.—Sanitary Commission litter.

Flo. 440.—Confederate litter.

gave great satisfaction, and out of the litters (16,807) issued by the New York Purveying

Depot twelve thousand eight hundred and sixty-seven (12,867) were of this pattern.

Of the litter shown in Fig. 439

and known in New York as the San-

itary Commission litter, few were

issued ; it was too fragile for the hard

usage of actual warfare.

A drawing of the litter used in the Confederate armies is shown in Fig. 410, and has

been copied from Chisolm. 1

Its construction was very simple and, with the exception of

the mode of securing the duck cloth, or sacking, to the frame, needs no explanation: "A
groove three-quarters of an inch

wide and five-eighths of an inch

deep is cut out in the length of

the frame. The cloth is tacked

in this and secured by a lath

which fits accurately the groove

and which is nailed in, covering

the cloth. The tension upon the cloth is not borne by the tacks, but is uniformly sup-

ported by the entire lath, and therefore never rips off."

A litter to be used as a bedstead was proposed by Assistant Surgeon Henry S. Schell,

in 1862, in a letter to Medical Inspector Volhun, U. S. A.: "I beg leave to suggest that

the hand litter at present in use

be somewhat modified, so that it

may be arranged as a bedstead

in the hospital tent when it is

desirable to have a large number

of beds quickly made up. It

generally takes a day, perhaps more, to prepare bedsteads, or rather to build them, so

that they may be elevated from the damp and uneven surface of the ground. The present

stretcher cannot be used to make two rows of beds, with a passage from door to door

between them in the usual manner, because

of its length. The litter (Figs. 441, 442) ri

which I would propose is constructed of two

Fig. 441.—Schki.l'b litter.

Fin. 442.—RCHEI.I.'s litter used as a cot.

parallel bars, each six feet two inches long,

connected by a strong canvas, and separated

by a jointed iron rod about six or eight inches

from each end, somewhat similar to those on the litter now in use. To the ends of each of

the parallel wooden bars a shorter one, ten inches long, is joined by a strong hinge placed

underneath. This latter bar constitutes the handle when used as a stretcher, or the leg

when used as a camp bedstead. It is retained in the upright position by a short iron stay,

as seen in the figure. I have long felt the want of such an arrangement when arriving in

camp and wishing to pitch the hospital tent immediately. The hinge will be found to

last much longer than the canvas. As each ambulance carries two stretchers, a hospital

may be improvised from these very readily."

Chisolm (J. Julian',

530. and Platb 1.

Manual of Military Surgery for the Use of Surgeons in the Confederate States Army, Columbia, ISM, :ld edition, page
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Flo. 443.—Hand-Utter osirrinjre—scale J incli to the foot.

In the last year of the war an order was issued for the construction of a form of litter
1

on wheels (Fro. 443), similar to one used advantageously in the Danish war of 1864,

_..--:,—--_. but there are no reports

that indicate its prac-

tical utility.

The modes of carry-

ing wounded men on

horse or mule litters

during the war have

been fully described in

Circular No. 9, Surgeon

General's Office, March

1, 1877, and we cannot

do better than to repro-

duce, with a few addi-

tional remarks, the ac-

count criven there bv the author, the late Suracon Georc;e A. Otis, U. S. Army:

"In the Revised Regulations for the Army of the United States for 1861, Paragraph

1298 reads: 'Horse litters may be prepared and furnished to posts whence they may be

required for service on ground not admitting the employment of two-wheeled carriages; said

litters to be composed of a canvas bed similar to the present stretcher, and of two poles,

each sixteen feet long, to be made in sections, with head and foot pieces constructed to act

as stretchers to keep the poles apart.' There is no record that these litters were used

during the war. 2

"During the progress of the late war in this country a number of persons, actuated by

motives of patriotism,

humanity, or interest,

devised and brought to

the notice of the War
Department forms of

FIG. 444.—United States Army regulation two-horse litter. [From a sample in the Army Medical Museum.] pnn VPV1 nfP fnr tTlf> ^ir-lr

and wounded in localities impracticable for wheeled vehicles, that were represented as

improvements upon existing patterns. Several of these were apparently suggested by the

descriptions of Delafield
3 and McClellan 4

of the horse litters and cacolets they had observed

in the Crimea. In October, 1861, W. C. H. Waddell forwarded to Secretary Cameron a

proposal to construct cacolets and litters for army use, accompanied by drawings (Figs.

l GURI.T (E.), Militiir-chirurgische Fragments. Berlin, 1864, p. G. NEL'IioRFER (J.), Uandbuch tier Kriegschirurgie, etc., Leipzig-, 1804.

2 Professor T. LoxGMORE, in his excellent Treatise on the Transport of Sick and Wounded Troops, London, 18G9, p. 292, thus refers to

this form of litter: "It is necessary to notice another form of Mick-transport litter issued for use in the early part of the late war in the

United States, in which, instead of two litters being suspended across one horse or mule, one litter was suspended between two horses.

This is a very ancient form of litter in Europe. Frequent notices of it occur, showing its common use on occasions of state and ceremony,

as well as its employment for tho carriage of sick persons, in tho records of our own country prior to the introduction of coaches. It seems

curious that its use should have been revived in modern times in America." In a note it is added: " This form of litter is referred to as

late as the reign of Charles II. A quotation introduced into the first volume of Knight's London, pp. 24 and 25, mentions that 'Major

General Skipton, coming in a horse-litter to London when wounded, as he passed by the brew house near St. John street, a fierce mastiff

flew at one of the horses and held him so fast that the horse grew mad as a mad dog: the soldiers were so amazed that none had tho wit to

shoot the mastiff; but the horse-litter, borne between the two horses, tossed tho major-general like a dog in a blanket.' "

3 Rrport on the Art of War in Europe in 1854, 1855, and 1856, by Major KlCHARu DET.AFIEI.I>, Corps of Engineers, from his Xotes and Observa-

tions made as a member of a "Military Commission to the Theatre of War in Europe," Washington, 1860.

*Report of the Secretary of War, communicating the Report of Captain GEORGE B. McCi.kllan* (First Regiment United States Cavalry), one

of the officers sent to the Seat of War in Europe in 1855 and 1856, "Washing-ton, 1857.
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446, 447) copied from Delafield's report, and suggested some trivia] modifications. In

November, 1861. Mr. G. Kohler offered lo furnish mule litters and chairs of patterns

imitated from those used in the Crimea. In July, 1862, three hundred of these litters were

purchased. In April, 1862, Surgeon Glover Perin, U. S. A., and Assistant Surgeon Benja-

min Howard, U. S. A., reported to Surgeon General C. A. Finley the results of their

inspection of cacolets and litters devised by Mr. Charles Proal, of Louisville. 1 News-

paper descriptions, almost textually quoted from Delafield's report, with figures of these

appliances, were transmitted. Mr. Proal claimed to have improved upon the French

patterns by diminishing the weight and cost of construction. Messrs. Lawrence, Bradley

& Pardee, of New Haven, Connecticut, in 1861. applied for a patent for a caeolet of cum-

brous pattern, weighing 131 pounds. The chairs

could not be detached from the saddle. A sample,

figured in the adjoining wood-cut (Fig. 445), was

sent, in 1867, to the Army Medical Museum, and is

numbered 824 in Section VI. It combines, in an

unusual degree, the undesirable qualities of weight,

weakness, and inconvenience. On September 25,

1862, a hoard of officers of the Quartermaster's

Department examined cacolets submitted by Dr.
1

. i .. i i-i Cn;. 44.'i.—Ca<-.,;.-i c,f Lawrence, Brudlr) & Pardee. Spec.

Slade Davis, and reported- that, as compared with km, sbct. vi, a. m. m.

others that had been purchased for the service, the only advantage of this form of caeolet was

its lightness. It was thought that those already on hand were as light as was consistent

with the requisite degree of strength. Mr. E. P. Woodcock, 3
of New York, in November,

1863, patented a pack-saddle with wooden outriggers from the pommel and can tie for the

suspension of litters. By securing litters to the projecting parts by straps, and protecting

the sides of the animal by pads, it was designed to carry two patients in the recumbent

position. This contrivance was exhibited by the United States Sanitary Commission at the

Exposition in Paris in 1867, but met with no more approval abroad than at home. Mr. J.

Jones,
4
of New York, in December, 1862, proposed to the Surgeon General of the Army a

mule litter for carrying two persons either in a sitting or recumbent position, the litters being

designed to serve also as efficient hand stretchers or hospital-beds. The 'exceedin<i; light-

ness, strength, and simplicity' of these conveyances were insisted on. The saddle with

'Extract from a communication to Surgeon General C. A. FiXLET, by Surgeon G. TEntx anil Assistant Surgeon B. HOWARD, dated

Louisville, April 2, 1861!: "The undersigned would respectfully state that Mr. Charles Pkoal, of this city, has submitted to our inspection

a saddle ambulance, which has been fairly tested by us in tho open field. Its chief excellences, compared with other saddle ambulanceii,

are that it is lighter, is nioro easily adjusted, and combines both the litter and the chair, both of which can be packed away in a very small

compass when the pack-saddlo to which they belong is required for other purposes. Tho weight of the entire ambulance, with saddle, -etc.,

is about seventy-four pounds, that of tho French being about one hundred and forty-two pounds. Tho modo of adjustment is such that two

litters, two chairs, or one chair and one litter, can bo used at tho samo time, at discretion, each of which may be affixed to or detached from

the saddle, while tho patient remains undisturbed. The harness appears to bo very complete, tho breeching and breast band preventing

motion backward or forward, while the surcingle, by being attached to the bottom of each chair or litter, prevents either undue oscillation

or shifting, which would be otherwise consequent upon any inequality in the weight of the two patients being carried . . . The price of

the ambulance and appurtenances completed is about $50."

2A board of officers, consisting of Colonel D. U. Rucker, Quartcrraastor, Captain J. J. Dana, A. Q. II., and Captain E. E. Camp,
A. Q. M., was convened at Washington, September 25, 1862, to " examine a caeolet to be presented for inspection by Dr. SLAM Davis, and

to report its opinion of the caeolet, as compared with other patterns which have been purchased for the service. Tho board reported that

" in their opinion the caeolet presented by Dr. Slade Davis possessed an advantage over those furnished by Mr. Koiiler (three hundred in

number, all of which are now on hand) in lightness only. Those made by Mr. Kohler are constructed in a stiong and desirable manner,

and aro as light as is consistent with tho requisite degree of strength. Xo call has yet been made, either for those first purchased or for

those furnished by Mr. Kohler, which cost $21,000. We would not recommend tho purchase of an additional number from any source."

'Compare LOXGIIORE {Treatise on the Transport o/ Sick and TToundcd, etc., op. cit., p. 290) : Subject-matter, Index of Patents for Inven-

tions, Washington, 1874, Volume III, p. 1232; and Serurier (Conferences Internationale det Societcs aux Illcsses Militaires des Armees de

Terre el de Mcr. tenues u Paris, en 1867, T. I, p. 47).

'Manuscript Records of War Department for 1862.
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two litters, girths, bridle, and other appurtenances weighed only 62 pounds, and could, prob-

ably, be reduced to 60 pounds. In September, 1863, a board of medical officers w?is con-

vened in Washington to examine into the merits of an adjustable ambulance and pack-

saddle, 'submitted by Spencer, Nichols & Go.' Lightness, strength, simplicity, efficiency,

adjustability, and cheapness were the merits claimed for this contrivance. 1 Shortly after-

ward (December 1, 1863) another medical board assembled in Washington to inspect and

report on a mule litter submitted by Messrs. Pomeroy & Co., which was found to possess

some good and some objectionable features.
2 In addition to these essays in invention,

cacolets and litters were submitted to the Quartermaster's Department that purported to

be constructed simply in accordance with drawings in General Delafield's report.
3 August

20, 1861, Messrs. Lutz & Bridget, harness-makers, furnished twenty such sets, with pack-

saddles and harness. These drawings, which are copied, of a reduced size, in Figs. 446

and 447, though prepared by

so distinguished an artist as

Professor Weir, do not accu-

rately represent the mechanical

details of either the French or

British Crimean litters and cac-

olets, and the ambulance equip-

ments made in imitation of

them did not prove to be of

utility. Early in the war, how-

ever, probably as early as May,

1861, the Quartermaster's
Department had purchased a

Fig. 446.—British Crimean mnle litter. [After WKIK.l _ , l C 1 i 1 11 number ot cacolets and mule

litters of the pattern used in the French army, and in July, 1861, engaged Tiffany & Co.,

of New York, to construct others, and employed a French agent to give instruction in the

•The board, consisting of Surgeon T. H. Bache, U. S. V., Surgeon O. Allen, TJ. S. V"., and Assistant Surgeon W. Moss, U. S. V.,

reported, September 16, 1S63 : 1. That the cacolets weighed 55J pounds, and the saddle-girths and other equipment 38 pounds ; 2. The saddle-

tree was joiuted so that by turning screws it could be adapted to animals of different sizes ; 3. As to simplicity, the saddlo was provided

with projecting crane-liko supports of hickory, covered with raw-hide, which were connected cither with a flat framework of hickory for

packs, or with litters for patients ; 4. As to strength, the saddle easily sustained two barrels of flour ; but when two soldiers, one of them a

heavy man, mounted on the litters there was a "slight yielding ;
" but the board considered the litters " strong enough to bear any load that

a horse or mule could carry." Finally, tho board considered the pattern submitted as "comfortable as such a conveyance can be made."
s The board consisted of Medical Inspector J. M. CUYLElt, TJ. S. A., Surgeon O. A. Judson, TJ. S. V., and Assistant Surgeon C. A.

McCall, TJ. S. A. The report is unaccompanied by a description or drawing of tho conveyance, but states that it was simple in construc-

tion, with unusual capacity for providing for the comfortable carriage of two wounded men. Some modifications were suggested, such as

strengthening the attachments of the litters by substituting chains for straps; of supplying means for rendering their framework rigid, so

that they might be used temporarily as stretchers ; of arranging that they might bo detached from tho saddle ; of having rings and hooks

for attaching necessary articles to the pack-saddle, and particularly a vessel for water. The board was unwilling to decisively approve of

the conveyance until these alterations had been effected and a trial in actual service had been successfully made.
3 Delafield (R.) (Report on the Art of War in Europe, 4-to, Washington, 1860, p. 73) makes the following observations on mule litters and cacolets

:

"The requisites for an ambulance should be such as to adapt it to the battle-field, among the dead, wounded, and dying; in plowed fields, on hill-tops,

mountain slopes, in siege butteries and trendies, and a variety of places inaccessible to wheel carriages, of which woods, thick brush, and rocky ground are

frequently the localities most obstinately defended, and where most soldiers are left for the care of the surgeons. These difficulties were felt in a great

degree by all the armies allied against Russia in the siege of Sebastopol, and the consequence was that the English, French, and Sardinian armies adopted

finally, in part or altogether, pack-mules carrying litters or cltairs. The careful and sure-footed mule can wind its way over any road or trail, among the

dead, dying, and wounded on any battle-field, as well as in the trench and siege battery. It required but suitable arrangements to support the wounded

from the nude's or horse's back to attain the desired object, and this the allied armies finally accomplished and put in practice. The merit of the plan

renders it worthy our consideration, particularly so in our Rocky Mountain and other distant expeditions." Further on he remarks : "... I witnessed

the transport of one hundred and ninety-six sick and wounded French soldiers, with their arms, accoutrements, and knapsacks, on the route from tbe

Tchernaya to Kamiesch Hay, on these litters and chairs. Fifty-two-of them were on twenty-six mules in the horizontal Utters, and one hundred and forty-

four seated in chairs on seventy-two other mules. A driver was provided for every two mules or four wounded men. The appearances, with such an

examination as I gave the whole equipment, were so favorable as to recommend it for trial in our service. To make the system better understood I annex

two additional figures (Fic.s. 446 and 447), showing the animal, the equipment, and position of the soldier, for which compilation and drawing I am indebted

to Professor Weir."
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use of these cacolets and litters, and purchased animals specially adapted for their transport.

The Quartermaster General has remarked that these horses and mules were gradually appro-

priated as draft animals, and that the litters and cacolets were, for the most part, con-

demned as unserviceable. The French litters

and cacolets were what is known as the old

pattern, such as the French used in Algeria

and the Crimea. They are figured in the surg-

ical report in Circular 6, S. G. 0., 1865, at

page 82. Surgeon General Longmore correctly

observes (op. cit., p. 291) that 'the same

drawings may also be seen in Chapter XX of

M. Legouest's Traite de Ckirurgie d'Armke,

Paris, 1863, pp. 968-9.' I ventured to copy

the drawings because they well represented

the identical cacolets and litters issued in our

army, and through an inadvertence, which

must be conceded to be unusual in me, I neg-

lected to acknowledge rav indebtedness to

my honored friend and master. I trust this

explanation will convince him and every one that I had no surreptitious design in using the

cuts. In the mule litters and cacolets now issued in the French army there are improve-

ments providing for making the sections of the litter rigid, so that it can be used temporarily

as a hand-stretcher, for reduction in weight, and for greater compactness in packing.
1 The

mule chairs and litters now issued by the British Royal Carriage Department are' lighter

and more convenient than those used in the

Crimea. I take the liberty of copying Sur-

geon General

Longmore's
Ira wings of

ii- cacolet

Fig. 448) and

ittor (Fig.

149) now em-

ployed in the

British serv-

ice.
2 The only

reference I

find of the act-

use and packed for traveling. [After LONGMOKE.] Vlgrl enmloV- I'ONt; -Mon-I': -l

ment in battle, during the late war in this country, of horse litters or cacolets, is made

bv Professor F. H. Hamilton. He mentions that, at the battle of Fair Oaks, Mav 31.

1862, when he was Medical Director of the Fourth Army Corps, eight pack-saddles, pro-

'M. BOUDIN states (Systkme d*ambulances des armies Francaist et Anglaise, 18oj. p. 35) that the cacolet weighed something over 19 kilogrammes

the pair. The pair in the Army Medical Museum weighs 40 pounds. Including the pack-saddle, Professor Losgmore says a pair weighed in the Crimen

was found to be 8f pounds and 12 ounces.

2 The weight of a pair of English litters used in the Crimea was 138 pounds 13 ounces without the pack-saddle. Thp prospnt pattern weighs 84

pounds without bedding or pack-saddle. With palliasses and pack-saddlp Hip weijrM is 167 pounds.

Surg. ITT—117

FIG. 448.—British mule chair or cacolet, open for FIG. 441).— British army mule litter attached to the pack-saddle. [After
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vided with a litter on one side and a cacolet on the other, were provided as a part of the

ambulance outfit of that corps, and were used only on the first day of the battle, proving

utterly unserviceable.
1 Notes are found in the War Department of the transmission, August

26, 1861, of twelve of the mule litters and cacolets made by Tiffany & Co., to the army in

the Shenandoah Valley, commanded by General Banks. A supply of litters and cacolets

was provided for the advance of the Army of the Potomac from Yorktown toward Rich-

mond, in May, 1862. There were forty, at least, in store at White House,3 but there were

no trained animals to bear them. Moreover, the subordinate quartermasters and medical

officers appear generally to have regarded the experiment with little favor. Medical Director

Tripler, who, in 1859, in a report on the needs of the ambulance service, had urged the

importance of supplying horse litters to troops serving in regions impracticable for wheeled

carriages, made several efforts to secure suitable equipment and proper animals3
for this

purpose, but without much success. His successor also, Medical Director Letterman, enter-

tained similar views, in correspondence with the opinions of European authorities; and

persevering, though ill-arranged, efforts were made to give the system a fair trial. In July,

1862, the Surgeon General requested the Quartermaster's Department to provide three hun-

dred litters, and this number was purchased of Mr. Gr. Kohler. 4 Prior to the battle of Antietam

Medical Director Letterman asked for a supply of mules equipped with cacolets and litters.
5

The Quartermaster's Department had an ample supply of the French patterns, which were

beyond all question the best that had been devised at that time. But there were no trained

animals to bear them, and few, if any, available skilled packers. September 1, 1862, the

Surgeon General requested that a hundred mule litters should be sent to Medical Inspector

R. H. Coolidge. A few weeks after the battle of Antietam a hundred and fifty mules were

sent to the Army of the Potomac for ambulance service, but they were so unruly that it

was thought unwise to pack them with their equipment, and the litters and cacolets were

sent along in wagons, and, as far as can be learned, never found their way to the backs of

the mules. 6
Little could be anticipated from such essays. In November, 1862, the Sur-

' HAMILTON (P. II.) (-4 Treatise on Military Surgery and Hygiene, 1865, p. 162) : "Just before the battle of Fair Oaks, eight we're sent to us for

the use of tbe 4th corps. They were only employed, however, on the first day of the battle. The horses were found to be impatient and restless under

them, and six of the eight were Boon broken and rendered unfit for use. Mules are better than horses for this purpose; they are not so high, and are less

restive under the pressure of heavy weights upon their backs ; but even mules require to be trained especially to this kind of service before they can be

rendered useful or safe."

2 From a telegraphic order of May 27, 1862, recorded ou the files of the War Department, and uddressed from the Headquarters of the Army of the

Potomac, by Lieutenant Colonel J. A. Hardjk, to Colonel S. Van VLIET, Quartermaster, at White House on the Pamunkey, it appears that a certain num-

ber of cacolets were at that depot prior to the battle of Fair Oaks. The dispatch reads :
"' The Commanding (leneral directs that you furnish the forty

cacolets at the White House, belonging to the Medical Department, with horses, and report to the Medical Director here the moment they are read}'.*'

Doubtless the eight cacolets sent to the Fourth Corps were supplied from this source.

'March 13, 1862, on receiving- the papers regardiug Mr. KoiILEU'S request for an examination of his litters and cacolets, Medical Director TRIFLER
makes the indorsement that: "there are sufficient horse litters for this army in tbe possession of the Quartermaster's Department. All wc want now is

horses or mules properly trained to carry them. On April 25, 1802, Dr. Tripler stated that there were some 200 or more cacolets furnished by the Quar-

termaster's Department, and that be made every effort to have horses trained to cany them with their loads; that orders to that effect were issued by
General McClellan, but were not executed.

*"

4 June 17, 1862,' Colonel RuCKER advises the Quartermaster General that he has advertised for proposals for mule litters, and that the only proposal

received is from Mr. G. KOHLER, and that the litter he proposes to furnish seems to be very high priced: " It is intricate and cumbersome in construction,

and, in my opinion, inferior to those now in Captain Dana's store-house" [the French cacolet and litierel. July 26, 1862, Surgeon General Hammond
states, in reply to a letter from the Quartermaster General concurring in Colonel Rucker's opinion: . . . "The litter presented by Mr. KOHLER has

been examined by myself and a board of officers, who agree that it possesses sufficient merit to entitle it to trial in the field. I therefore request that three

hundred of the mule litters presented by Mr. KOHLER be purchased for the use of the army." Quartermaster General MEIG8 replies, July 29, 1862, that

" inasmuch as the Surgeon General adopts and requests that these litters be constructed, though in the opinion of the Quartermaster's Depart-

ment they are not as good as those already on hand, they will be contracted for under the proposal of Mr. KoHLEU. The price bid is understood, as in

other cases, to include the whole set, namely: head-stall, harness, saddle, and two litters for each mule." As early as December 9, 1861, this pattern of

mule Utter had been reported on by a board convened by General McCLELLAN, consisting of Colonel D. H. Kicker, Surgeon C. H. LAUB, and Surgeon

J. R. Smith, it is presumed unfavorably, as further action was not had at tbe time.

6 The records of the Property Division of the Surgeon General's Office show that during the period from 1861 to 1865, nine hundred and eighteen

horse or mule litters were purchased and distributed by the Medical Department. Of these, 417 were manufactured in the depot at New York, and the

rest were purchased from Tiffany & Co., of New York, Wyeth & Brother, of Philadelphia, A. F. Coldcway, Louisville, Ky., and Suirc &. Eckstein, of

Cincinnati, Ohio.
8 In October, 1862, the Surgeon General again made requisition on the Quartermaster's Department for one hundred and fifty mules provided with

mule litters, to be sent to Dr. Jonathan LETTEnMAN, Medical Director of the Army of the Potomac. In reference to delay in compliance with this
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geon General made another requisition for a hundred and fifty mules with drivers, with a

view of having them drilled with cacolets in the held by Dr. Slade Davis; but this, like

previous experiments in this direction, proved abortive; and the ambulance material for

transport by pack-animals, accumulated at no inconsiderable

cost, was never really tested

m the field.
1 There seems

to have been a widespread

distrust of the system on

the part of officers of the

Quartermaster's and the

Medical Departments.

"In a letter of March

20, 18G3, Surgeon George

Suckley, U.S. V., Medical

fss^r Director of the Eleventh

Corps,wrote from theA rmy
— of the Potomac, near Fred-

Fig. 450.—French litiere folded. [After LEROUEST.J i i n r
encksburg, to burgeon J.

French cacolet unfolded. [After

H. Brinton, U. 8. V., at Washington : 'There are no cacolets in this corps, and I want

none. Three hundred and fifty pounds weight is too much for a mule's back over rough

ground, encumbered by bushes, stones, logs, and ditches. Among trees, cacolets will not

answer at all; although used in European services and in Algeria, they have there been

employed under some favorable circumstances, either on plains or on open rolling country.

Here they would prove, I sincerely believe, only a troublesome and barbarous encumbrance,

cruel alike to the wounded and the pack-animals."

AMBULANCE CORPS.

The necessity for a drilled and instructed corps for the transportation of wounded from

the field is apparent to every one who will consider the subject. The importance of having

the wounded rapidly removed from the scene of strife must be conceded, not only on the

score of humanity, but also as a military necessity. Without a detachment whose service

requisition Captain J. J. DAN' a, A. Q. M., reported October IT, 1862, as follows: "The order was given by me October 3d, immediately on its receipt, for

one hundred and fifty mules and litters to be made ready for service. At that time we had no mules sufficiently well broken for the purpose. I directed

fifty of the best to be taken from the ambulance train, the litters to be fitted upon them, and the mules drilled daily until they were fit to go into (he field.

On the I*th of October fifty mules, with litters upon them, were started for Dr. DETTEKMAN. Much difficulty was experienced in getting the mules for-

ward, as they were, many of them, inclined to lie down, and were otherwise unruly. Among a lot of mules received on' the 10th instant we found one

hundred which were, to some extent, suitable for the purpose, and were sent forward on the 11th instant, the litters being sent by wagons in order to

expedite the matter." October 3, 1862, Quartermaster General MEIGS, iu transmitting this report to Surgeon General HAMMOND, stated: "I desire

respectfully to call jour attention to the fact mentioned in the report: that there are a large number of cacolets now in the possession of the Government

which appear to have been overlooked by the officers of your Department, and to suggest the expediency of directing their availing themselves of them

as occasion may arise. General McCl.ELLAN issued orders, a year ago, fox drill and practice of ambulance men, including, as I understand, the use of

the mule litters, of which, of French and American manufacture, there were then a considerable number provided by the Quartermaster's Department.

Those lately purchased from Mr. KOHLEB, on the requisition of the Surgeon General, cost $21,000 and are still in store."

1 -'From the papers laid before the Quartermaster General to-day, there appears an expenditure for purchase of cacolets and litters in 1861 and 1862

for the army, partly upon requisitions from the Surgeon General, partly from orders originating in this office, of over §20,000. To this, if the cost of

animals and use of men, of forage, etc., supplied by this Department for the experiment of introducing these litters and cacolets, it would be found that

not less than $100,000, and probably more, has been expended in an experiment which was. so far as Information iu this office goes, entirely unsuccessful.

There never was, to the knowledge of the Quartermaster General, a requisition from any military commauder. All the requisitions came from the Sur-

geon General's Office. It is not known to this office that these mule litters ever were used in service, and the Quartermaster General believes that no

wounded man was ever placed upon one of them. While the wheeled ambulances aud hand litters provided for the hospital equipments were in constant

and useful use, the litters burdened the trains, and the mules were, by the ordinary accidents of service, taken for the ambulances and wagons. He

believes that no better cacolets or mule litter will be constructed than the French cacolet and litter, ordered at the beginning of the rebellion ; and these,

which though in his judgment inferior, were, at a later period, bought at the urgent requisition of the then Surgeon General. He is, therefore, of opinion

that any further expenditure by this Department in this line of experiment will be a waste of public money, and he will not, therefore, unless under order

of higher authority, expend money or make reports upon any models thus far submitted to him.

—

Man. o/Quaktkuma.stei; Gexekai., December 23, 1863-
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it is to attend to this duty, the natural impulse of sympathy will draw men from the ranks

to assist their fallen comrades, while the pretext is a temptation to the faint-hearted to

shirk the perils of their position. Moreover, the courage of troops under fire would be

sustained if they were assured that reliable men would be ready to bear them rapidly from

the vicissitudes of a conflict and to tender them early assistance.

No organized ambulance corps1 existed in the army at the beginning of the war, but

the necessity of such an organization under the control of the Medical Department was

1 Propositions wore made by citizens early in the war to aid in tbo establishment of an ambulance corps. In May, 18C1, Dr. J. O. Brox-
bon, of New York, urged upon General Winfield Scott tbe formation of an organization to consist of a surgeon-in-chief, witli aids, nurses,

and an efficient body of men to attend upon tbo ambulance and litters. Tbo letter was referred by General Scott to tbc Surgeon General, but

no furtber action seems to bave been taken. On September 19, 1861, the Surgeon General of Pennsylvania, Dr. II. II. Smith, wrote to Surg.

C. S. Triple it, TJ. S. A., Medical Director of tbo Army of tbe Potomac : "I shall have at Camp Curtin, near Jlarrisburg, in a few days, fifteen

of your ambulances, thirty of those of Coolidge, and fifteen transport carts, with harness complete, ready to send to the Pennsylvania Reserve

Corps. I should like to enlist, if authorized, and drill for ono week at this camp, teamsters as drivers, with non-commissioned and commis-

sioned officers, at tbc same pay as similar grades in the Army. Tbe corps would consist as follows: One driver to each carriage—60 drivers;

one corporal, mounted, to fifteen carriages—4 corporals ; one sergeant, mounted, to a division (20 carriages)—3 sergeants ; two second lieu-

tenants—2 officers; 67 men. This company would have its motions in transportation directed by tho lieutenants, who would be commanded
by tho surgeon of brigade, etc.; the officers and drivers dismounting to lift wounded men, and, whilst carriages went to a hospital and hack,

could ride round and give"temporary assistance with tourniquets, canteens, etc. This may suffice to show my general ideas, which can

readily be made to conform to Army Regulations when I am authorized to do so. Xot knowing who to apply to, I place the matter in your

hands, asking a prompt reply, that no time may be lost, especially if wanted. Such a corps would servo to drill and form ethers. "When
not acting with ambulances the corps could attend to general police of sinks, stables, water, fuel, etc., aided by guard-houso prisoners, and
relieving guard of such duties, or act as extra nurses, cooks, wardmasters, etc., of regimental hospitals. Many volunteer regiments are

deficient in these men—those having them could organize an ambulance corps readily." Surgeon Triplei; forwarded this letter to the honor-

able Secretary of "War with tbe following endorsement :
" Tbo plan suggested by Dr. Smith, if authorized to bo carried out, would meet a

pressing want—that of having properly instructed men to handle tho wounded. Tbo only difficulty in the way is that medical officers aro

not now authorized to command lieutenants. The necessity for that authority, however, becoming daily more apparent, it is hoped it may
be granted, at tho next session of Congress, to the samo extent as in the other staff departments. The wholo plan of Dr. Smith is, therefore

earnestly recommended to the favorable consideration of tbo honorable Secretary of War." No action was had on this recommendation. In

the eaily spring of 1862 a plan was submitted to the Secretary of War by Mr. Charles Pfiksciiing : "To every division of the army a company
shall be attached which will follow it immediately into action on tbo day of battle for the purpose of taking up all its wounded and carrying

them back to the ambulances, or to the points where tbo regimental surgeons havo taken position. Each man of this company should be

aimed and equipped in tbo following manner: Two navy revolvers, carried in tho cartridge-box belt; a hatchet, carried on tho left side of

tbo cartridge-box belt ; a cartridge-box on a leather belt; a knapsack half filled with his own tilings, while the other half is appropriated to

a stock of bandages, linen, lint, etc., as they may bo necessary for a bandage to prevent the death of tho wounded before he obtains the

assistance of tbe surgeon. Besides some prepared sticking plasters, etc., and some bottles with stimulating essences to recall the spirits of

tho wounded, or to enable him to bear the pains of his wound and of the transportation, a largo canteen with water, to which sonio vinegar

or pure brandy may be added for tho use of tbe wounded ; a tin tumbler with it ; a small canteen for the man's own use ; a small box on tho

earl ridge-box belt, with lint, bandages, a small bottle of vinegar for immediate use, so that ho has not to take olf bis knapsack ; the half

of a litter of my own invention. Two men of this company always keep together, and by means of their two halves they form a litter on

which they carry tho wounded from the battle-field to the ambulances, or to the places where tho regimental surgeons have established them-

Bolves. Every man has a broad bandoleer of black leather from tbe left shoulder to tho right hip, and ono from the right shoulder to the left

hip, with a sling to each to put tho ends of tho litter through, so that tho weight of tbo load rests on it, and that the men may have ono or

both hands free if they should bo obliged to make use of their weapons. Each man should have a small whistle to give signals to other

members of bis company. Each company should have ono first and one second lieutenant, and as many nou-commissioned officers as there

are regiments in the division. If brigades or regiments should be detached from the division, a corresponding number of platoons would bo

detached from the ambulance companies with them. All ambulance companies of the army should bo under the command of a colonel. Tho
men would be instructed in a particular drill for their particular duties on tho battle-field. Tho two or four wheeled ambulances would then

be stationed on a convenient place in the rear of the different regiments, and with them might be stationed tho regimental surgeons to give

tho wounded the first regular assistance before they arc sent farther back. By this arrangement not only a great deal of pain and suffering

might bo spared to the wounded, but a great many lives might bo saved also. In an economical point of view a saving would also bo made,

for tbo ambulances would last a good deal longer than at present. All tho confusion with tbe wounded at present on the battle-fields would
bo avoided ; tho ranks would not bo broken by men who want to assist their wounded comrades, or who use this ex.cuse to cover their cow-

ardice. The men of tbe ambulance companies would be detached from iho different regiments of every division, say one man from every

company. I am willing to undertake tho formation and instruction of these companies, aud to take tho command of them. (Signed)

CHARLES Pfirschino." The Secretary of War directed, on March 3, 1862, Surgeon-General C. A. FlNLEY to examine, or cause to bo examined,

this plan, and report. Surgeon General Fixlf.v sent tho paper to Surgeon Charles S. Tkipxeh, TJ. S. A., Medical Director of the Army oftho

Potomac, requesting bis views with regard to its adaptability to the service .and with regard to the question whether the proper organization

of the bands in the field would not obviate the necessity for tbc proposed organization. Tho report of Surgeon Tnil'LER is appended: " Head-
quarters Army of the Potomac, Mcd:cal Director's Office, "Washington, March G, 1862. Sir: I have the honor to report that, in obedience to

your instructions, I havo examined the plan of organization of an ambulance corps submitted by Charles Pfirsching. However desirable a

regularly organized ambulance corps may be for aa army, it is too late- now to raise, drill, and equip so elaborate an establishment as this for

our service. There is nothing new in this plan, nothing that has not been thought of and well weighed years ago in connection with our own
organization, unless it be tbe arsenal of pistols and hatchets with which the men are to be loaded. As wo have no ambulance corps proper,

an attempt has been made to instruct a certain number of men in each regiment in the duties appertaining to such a corps. An order pro-

viding for the drilling of ten men and the band of each regiment to the ambulance service was issued from these headquarters on tho ad of

October, 1861. This lias been generally faithfully done, and we now have a tolerably well instructed body of men for this duty. Instruc-

tions for the distribution and employment of these men dining an action have been prepared by me and even submitted to General Williams,

Adjutant General of the Army of tho Potomac, for the action of General McClelian, some ten days ago. I hope they will soon be, pi hated

and circulated. "When that is done all necessary and practicable arrangements for the transportation of our wounded will have been made.

I am, therefore, of opinion that the plan of Mr. Pfiksching is neither needed nor available for onr service at tho present time. Very respect-

fully, your obedient servant. (Signed) Ciias. S. Tkjtleb, Surgeon and Medical Director, Army of the Potomac." Tho report of Surgeon
Trifles, was returned, on March 7th, to the Secretary of War by the Surgeon General, who fully endorsed tho views of Surgeon TbIPLEB.
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early recognized by the medical officers, and already in April, 1862, Medical Director Triplet-

,

of the Army of the Potomac, called attention to the absolute necessity of having an experi-

enced quartermaster and assistant commissary of subsistence attached to the command of

the Chief Medical Officer of an army in the field: "I find it impossible to secure cither

transportation or iiibsistence for the men thrown upon my hands without tedious delays

and much unnecess try suffering. Time, which is so valuable to me now, is taken up and

wasted in endeavors, too often unsuccessful, to get together ambulances and wagons 1

to have

these trains properly and economically conducted, to have boats prepared and in position,

to procure buildings for hospitals, to get subsistence for the sick and wounded, and, in short,

doing the dutv assigned to quartermasters and subsistence officers. It seems to me that to

bring this evil to the notice of the Secretary of War will be sufficient to cause its instant

remedy; at all events, I protest beforehand against the Medical Department being held

responsible for evils they have no possible means of obviating. My experience in this cam-

paign has taught me that without an executive officer of these two important departments

under my command, more time is lost in negotiating through second and third parties, with

an even chance of not getting at all what is wanted, and a certainty of not getting it in

time, than would be required in procuring what is necessary and having it in the right place

if these officers were placed at my disposal."

On August 21, 1862, Surgeon General W. A. Hammond, U. S. Army, in a letter to

the Secretary of War, urged the necessity for such a corps

:

"SURGEON GENERAL'S OFFICE,
"Washington, August 21, 1SC2.

"Honorable Edwin M. Stanton,

Secretary of War.

"Sir: In accordance with your verbal permission, I have the honor to submit to you the

inclosed project for an Hospital Corps, and to ask your favorable consideration tor the same. The
plau is merely submitted as a basis on which the corps can be organized; much will remain to bo

done by regulations, and I propose, should you approve the inclosed outline, to ask for a board of

medical officers to perfect the organization. I have not considered it necessary to enter into details

;

the first thing essential is to obtain your sanction to the organization of such a corps. The need for

it is most urgent. In no battle yet have the wounded been properly looked after; men under pre-

tence of carrying them off the field leave the ranks and seldom return to their proper duties. The
adoption of this plan would do away with the necessity of taking men from the line of the army to

perform the duties of nurses, cooks, and attendants, and thus return sixteen thousand men to duty

iu the ranks. In view of these facts, and many others which could be adduced, I respectfnlly ask

your approval of the inclosed project.

'I am, sir, very respectfully,

"Your obedient servant,

(Signed) "WILLIAM A. HAMMOND,
''Surgeon General."

To this the following answer was received:

"WAR DEPARTMENT,.
"Washington City, D. C, August 29, 1802.

"Sir: The Secretary of War directs me to acknowledge the receipt of your communication

of the 21st instant, submitting a project for a Hospital Corps, and to inform you that the subject

was referred to the General-in-Chief, whose views, adverse to the project, are expressed in the fol-

lowing words: 'Our army trains are already much too large and very seriously impede the move-

ments of our troops in the field. The enemy have great advantages over us in this respect. To

'It wiil be shown hereafter that the importance of having the ambulance wagons under the cvntml < f the Medical Department had. before the war.

been pointed out by a board of medical officers consisting of Surgeons U. S. SaTTKHLEK, C H. LAUB, and Assistant Surgeon C. II. CRANE, U. S. A.,

who, in March, 1833, had been appointed a board tu examine and report upon Ihe Moses' ambulance wagon.
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organize such a medical force, us is here proposed would, besides involving enormous expenses,

greatly increase this evil. Moreover, the presence of non-combatants on, or near the field of bat-

tle, is always detrimental, as most panics and stampedes originate with them. Medical soldiers

would not obviate the necessity of sending fighting soldiers from their ranks with their wounded,
for the former would seldom be near enough to the enemy to x>erform that duty. The soldier can

be very much relieved by hiring cooks, nurses, and attendants in hospitals, whenever the circum-

stances will permit; but I can see no advantage in having them enlisted for that special purpose.

All persons so employed are, by law, subject to Army Eegulatious. I regard this project as one

calculated to increase the expenses and immobility of our army by adding to it a large corps of

non-combatants, without any corresponding advantages. I therefore report against its adoption.'

"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

"Surgeon General, (Signed) "P. H. WATSON,
Washington, I). 0." "Assistant Secretary of War.

A second appeal was made to the Secretary of War on September 7, 1862:

"SURGEON GENERAL'S OFFICE,
"Washington City, D. C, September 7, 1862.

"Sir: I have the honor to ask your attention to the frightful state of disorder existing in

the arrangements for removing the wounded from the field of battle. The scarcity of ambulances,

the want of organization, the drunkenness and incompetency of the drivers, the total absence of

ambulance attendants, are now working their legitimate results, results which I feel I have no

right to keep from the knowledge of the Department. The whole system should be under the

charge of the Medical Department; an ambulance corps should be organized and set in instant

operation. I have already laid before you a plan for such an organization, which I think covers

the whole ground, but which I am sorry to find does not meet with the approval of the General in-

Chief. I am not wedded to it. I only ask that some system may be adopted by which the removal

of the sick from the field of battle may be speedily accomplished, aud the suffering to which they

are now subjected be, in future, as far as possible avoided. Up to this date six hundred wounded
still remain on the battle-field in consequence of an insufficiency of ambulances and a want of a

proper system for regulating their removal in the Army of Virginia. Many have died of starvation,

many more will die in consequence of exhaustion, aud all have endured torments which might have

been avoided. I ask, sir, that you will give me your aid in this matter; that you will interpose to

prevent a recurrence of such consequences as have followed the recent battle, consequences which

will inevitably eusue on the next important engagement, if something is not done to obviate them.

"I am, sir, very respectfully,

"Your obedient servant,

"Hon. E. M. Stanton, (Signed) "WILLIAM A. HAMMOND,
Secretary of War? "Surgeon General, V. S. A.

This also was referred to the Greneral-iii-Chief and returned endorsed as follows:

"HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
"Washington, September 15, 1862.

"I am informed by the Quartermaster General that every effort is being made to supply a

large number of ambulances. It is proper to remark, however, that the enemy have provided for

their wounded on every battle-field with not one-half the ambulances and other facilities provided

for our armies. I do not perceive how the drunkenness and incompetency of drivers are likely to

be prevented any more by putting the ambulances exclusively under the direction of the Medical

Department. It is the duty of all officers to furnish fatigue parties, properly officered, on the requisi-

tion of medical officers, for the care and removal of the wounded, and it is the duty of all medical

officers to make such requisitions, and if not filled, to report the neglect. No such neglect has

been reported by medical officers on the recent battle-fields. My objection to the proposed organi-

zation of a separate non-combatant corps to be attached to the Medical Department were set forth

in my endorsement upon a former letter of the Surgeon General.

(Signed) "H. W. HALLECK,
" General-in- Chief?
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Owing to the opposition of the General-in-Chief, no further steps were taken in this

direction at this time. In the meantime the medical officers in the field had been com-

pelled to devise the best means they could for the immediate care of the wounded after

battles. At the suggestion of Medical Director Tripler, the following order was issued in

the Army of the Potomac on October 3, 1861

:

"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"Washington, October 3, 1861.

" General Orders No. 20.

"VI.—The hospital attendants, to the number of 10 men to a regiment, and the regimental

bands, will be assembled under the supervision of the brigade surgeons, and will be drilled one

hour each day, except Sunday, by the regimental medical officers, in setting up and dismantling

the hand-stretchers, litters, and ambulances; in handling men carefully; placing them upon the

litters and ambulance beds; putting them into the ambulances, taking them out, etc.; carrying

men upon the hand-stretchers (observing that the leading bearer steps off with the left foot and

the rear bearer with the right); in short, in everything that can render this service effective and

the most comfortable for the wounded who are to be transported.

• •*•••••
"By command of Major General McClellan:

(Signed) "S. WILLIAMS,
"Assistant Adjutant Oeneral."

Similar plans were adopted in other armies, but the first and most complete ambu-

lance system 1 was that established in August, 1862, at the instance of Surgeon Jonathan

Letterman, U. S. A., Medical Director of the Army of the Potomac. The plan is clearly

set forth in the accompanying order:

"HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,
" Camp near Harrison's Landing, Va., August ii, 1802.

" General Orders No. 147.

"The following regulations for the organization of the Ambulance Corps and the manage-

ment of ambulance trains are published for the information and government of all concerned.

Commanders of Army Corps will see that they are carried into effect without delay:

" 1. The Ambulance Corps will be organized on the basis of a captain to each Army Corps as

•A crude draft of apian for the establishment of an ambulance corps bad, on July 15, 1802, been mihmittcd to the Surgeon General by

Surgeon B. A. Vanderkieft, TJ. S. V., as follows: "Each division shall be provided with a special corps under the name of 'Division

Ambulance Corps.' This corps will be under the immediate orders of the Division Medical Director. This corps will be composed of one

huudred private soldiers and four non-commissioned officers, under the orders of a medical officer with the rank of surgeon, who will bo

aided in his duties by an assistant surgeon; both being detailed from respective regiments, and being exempt from all duties save those

connected with the above mentioned corps. The non-commissioned officers attached to this corps will have the rank and pay of hospital

stewards, and the privates will receive the additional pay of hospital attendants. Among the privates four will be detailed to act as cooks.

One blacksmith shall be attached to the corps. The four non-commissioned officers to be mounted. The men composing the Division Ambu-
lance Corps "will be selected from the different regiments forming the division; and preference will he given to hospital attendants recom-

mended by their respective surgeons as being competent, intelligent, and of unimpaired physique. As means of transportation there will

bo required: 12 four-wheeled four-horse ambulances ; 12 two-wheeled one-horse ambulances for transportation of sick and wounded; 1 four-

wheeled two-horse ambulance, containing the medical stores on hand ami serving as an ambulating surgery ; 2 four-wheeled four-horse

transport wagons, for transporting medical stores and provisions. The corps, having no permanent place of settlement, should always bo

provided with a few days' rations for attendants and patients. Rations and forage should be drawn by the medical officer in charge from the

division commissary. Every man belonging to this corps Bhall be instructed, if possible, four hours each day in the following exercises:

Transportation of sick and wounded; removing sick and wounded in ambulances from the field of battle; attendance of tho wounded on

the field before the arrival of the surgeon, such as applying tourniquets and bandages to prevent fatal bleeding, etc. Tho building of

provisional hospitals (abris), where no other means offer, and the construction of impromptu bunks and litters will also form part of tho

instruction of attendants, to make them more thoroughly efficient for their position. Each man shall be provided with a bag containing a

tourniquet, lint, linen, bandages, and a few haemostatic and stimulant medicines, the use of each having been explained. Duriug ami after

a battle or engagement, the surgeon in charge shall always superintend the transportation of the wounded, not only by bis own corps, but

even by tho different regimental ambnlanco corps. In cases where it may be absolutely required, operations on the field should even bo

performed by the surgeon in charge or his assistant surgeon, but only in the absence of the proper regimental surgeon, such privilege

belonging properly to him. After an engagement the division ambulances shall be used for transporting the sick and wounded to the central

hospitals ; and when the division is only moving they shall assist the different regiments in the transportation of the sick, thus preventing

the numerous stragglers arising from insufficient means of regimental transportation. When the corps has attained a certain degree of

proficiency, the men composing it may be gradually returned to the departments from which they have been taken, and new ones detailed

who shall be instructed in the same exercises. The division ambulance corps is thus not only intended for the transportation of sick and

wounded, but to be a school of instruction to form well disciplined hospital attendants."
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the Commandant of the Ambulance Corps, a 1st lieutenant for a Division, 2d lieutenant for a

brigade, and a sergeant for each regiment.

"2. The allowance of ambulances and transport carts will be: One transport cart, one4-horse

and two 2-horse ambulances for a regiment; one 2-horse ambulance for each battery of artillery,

and two 2-horse ambulances for the Headquarters of each Army Corps. Each ambulance will be

provided with two stretchers.

" 3. The privates of the Ambulance Corps will consist of two men and a driver to each ambu-
lance, and one driver to each transport cart.

" 4. The captain is the commander of all the ambulances and transport carts in the Army
Corps, under the direction of the Medical Director. He will pay special attention to the condition

of the ambulances, horses, harness, etc., requiring daily inspections to be made by the commanders
of Division ambulances, and reports thereof to be made to him by these officers. He will make a

personal inspection once a week of all the ambulances, transport carts, horses, harness, etc., whether

they have been used for any other purpose than the transportation of the sick or wounded, and med-
ical supplies; reports of which will be transmitted through the Medical Director of the Army Corps

to the Medical Director of the Army every Sunday morning. He will institute a drill in his corps,

instructing his men in the most easy and expeditious method of putting men in and taking them
out of the ambulances, taking men from the ground and placing and canwiug them on stretchers,

observing that the front man steps off with the left foo.t and the rear man with the right, etc. He
will be especially careful that the ambulances and transport carts are at all times in order, provided

with attendants, drivers, horses;, etc., and the keg daily rinsed and filled with fresh water, that he

may be able to move at any moment. Previous to and in time of action he will receive from the Med-
ical Director of the Army Corps his orders for the distribution of the ambulances and the points to

which he will carry the wounded, using the light two horse-ambulances for bringing men from the

field, and the four-horse ones for carrying those already attended to farther to the rear, if the Med-
ical Director considers it necessary. He will give his personal attentiou to the removal of the sick

and wounded from the field and to and from the hospitals, going from point to point to ascertain

what may be wanted, and to see that his subordinates (for whose conduct he will be responsible)

attend to their duties in taking care of the wounded, treating them with gentleness and care, and
removing them as quickly as possible to the places pointed out; and that the ambulances reach

their destination. He will make a full and detailed report after every action and march of the

operations of the Ambulance Corps.

"5. The 1st lieutenant assigned to the Ambulance Corps of a Divison will have complete con-

trol, under the Commander of the whole Corps and the Medical Director, of all the ambulances,

transport carts, ambulance horses, etc., in the Division. He will be the Acting Assistant Quarter-

master for the Division Ambulance Corps, and will receipt aud be responsible for the property

belonging to it, and be held responsible for any delicieneies in ambulances, transport carts, horses,

harness, etc., pertaining to the Ambulance Corps of the Division. He will have a travelling cav-

alry forge, a blacksmith, and a saddler, who will be under his orders, to enable him to keep his train

in order. He will receive a daily inspection report of all the ambulances, horses, etc., under his

charge from the officer in charge of Brigade Ambulance Corps, will see that the subordinates attend

strictly to their duties at all times, and will inspect the corps under his charge once a week ; a

report of which inspection he will transmit to the Commander of the Ambulance Corps.

"6. The 2d lieutenant in command of the ambulances of a brigade will be under the imme-

diate orders of the commander of the Ambulance Corps for the Division, and have superintend-

ence of the Ambulance Corps for the brigade.

" 7. The sergeant in charge of the Ambulance Corps for a regiment will conduct the drills,

inspections, etc., under the orders of the Commander of the Brigade Ambulance Corps, and will be

particular in enforcing rigidly all orders he may receive from his superior officers. The officers and
non-commissioned officers of this corps will be mouuted.

"8. The detail for this corps will be made with care by Commanders of Army Corps, and no

officer or man will be selected for this duty except those known to be active and efficient; and

no man will be relieved except by orders from these Headquarters. Should any officer or man
detailed for this duty be fouud not fitted for it, representations of the fact will be made by the

Medical Director of the Army Corps to the Medical Director of this Army.
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"9. Two medical officers from the reserve corps of surgeons of each Division, and a hos-

pital steward who will be with the medicine wagon, will be detailed by the Medical Director of the

Army Corps to accompany the ambulance train when on the march, the train of each Division being

kept together, and will see that the sick and wounded are properly attended to. A medicine wagon

will accompany each train.

" 10. The officers connected with the corps must be with the trains on the march, observing

that no one rides in the ambulances without the authority of the medical officers, except in urgent

cases ; but men must not be allowed to suffer, and the officers will, when the medical officers cannot

be found, use a sound discretion in this matter, and be especially careful that the men and drivers

are in their proper places. The place for the ambulances is in front of all the wagon trains.

"11. When in camp the ambulances, transport carts, and Ambulance Corps will be parked

with the brigade, under the supervision of the commander of the corps for the brigade. They will

be used on the requisition of the regimental medical officers, transmitted to the Commander of the

Brigade Ambulance Corps, for transporting the sick to various points and procuring medical sup-

plies, and/or nothing else. The non-commissioned officer in charge will always accompany the am-

bulances or transport carts when on this or any other duty, and he will be held responsible that

they are used for none other than their legitimate purposes. Should any officer infringe upon this

order regarding the uses of ambulances, etc., he will be reported by the officer or non-commissioned

officer in charge to the commander of the train, all the particulars being given.

" 12. The officer in charge of a train will at once remove anything not legitimate, and if there

be not room for it in the baggage wagons of the regiment, Mill leave it on the road. Any attempt

by a superior officer to prevent him from doing his duty in this or any other instance he will promptly

report to the Medical Director of the Army Corps, who will lay the matter before the commander
of that corps. The latter will, at the earliest possible moment, place the officer offending in arrest

for trial for disobedience of orders.

"13. Good, serviceable horses will be used for the ambulances and transport carts, and will

not be taken for any other purpose, except by orders from these Headquarters.

"14. The uniform of this corps is: For privates, a green band two inches broad around the

cap, a green half chevron two inches broad on each arm above the elbow, and to be armed with

revolvers. Non-commissioned officers to wear the same band around the cap as a private, chevrons

two inches broad, aud green, with the point toward the shoulder, on each arm above the elbow.

" 15. No person will be allowed to carry from the field any wounded or sick, except this corps.

"1G. The Commanders of the Ambulance Corps, on being detailed, will report without delay to

the Medical Director at these Headquarters for instructions. All Division, Brigade, or Regimental

Quartermasters having any ambulances, transport carts, ambulance horses or harness, etc., in their

possession, will turn them in at once to the Commander of the Division Ambulance Corps.

"By command of Major General McClellan:
(Signed) "S. WILLIAMS,

"Assistant Adjutant-General.'"

The advantages accruing from this organization became speedily manifest. At the

battle of Antietam, in September, 1862, by the active and energetic exertions of the mem-

bers of this corps the disabled of the right wing of the army (there was no ambulance

system on the left) were rapidly conveyed from the scene of conflict to the hospitals in the

rear. The train of ambulances plied incessantly between the battle-ground and the field

hospital. During the night of the battle all of our wounded in the widely extended field

were removed to shelter and received the necessary surgical attention. Different members

of the corps behaved with the utmost gallantry, passing freely under fire in their search

of the fallen, and advancing at times to the extreme verge of the enemy's pickets. All of

our wounded having thus been collected at the temporary depots, such as were deemed best

able to undergo further transportation were carefully selected. These, during the following

two or three days, were then conveyed by the ambulance train to Frederick City, Md.,

—

the nearest point of railway connections. At the first battle of Fredericksburg the results

SCRG. Ill—118
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of the persevering endeavors of the Ambulance Corps were not less happy. During the

night following the battle all of the wounded remaining on the ground not absolutely in

the hands of the enemy were safely conveyed to the city of Fredericksburg and its neigh-

borhood. When it subsequently became necessary to evacuate the city of Fredericksburg

for military reasons, the wounded were again placed upon the train and safely reached the

opposite bank of the river. These fortunate results were, however, obtained at the expense

of the Ambulance Corps, which experienced a loss of one officer and several privates killed,

besides others who were captured during their humane efforts to remove their fallen coun-

trymen.

In the Army of the Tennessee, with the exception of General Sherman's Corps, no

system for the formation of an ambulance train, for confining ambulances to their proper

use, or for the ready removal of wounded had existed prior to March, 1863, when Medical

Inspector E. P. Vollum, U. S. A., urged upon General Grant the necessity of establishing

an ambulance corps. The proposition was cheerfully entertained, and on March 30, 1863,

the following order was issued from the Headquarters of the Department of the Tennessee:

"HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE TENNESSEE,
"Young's Point, Louisiana, March 30, 18G3.

" General Orders No. 22.

" Army Corps Commanders will at once enforce the following regulations:

" 1. All ambulances with the Army in the field will be turned in to Division Quartermasters,

each Division retaining all the ambulances it now has.

" 2. Division ambulance trains will be formed in charge of one commissioned officer for each

Division, one non-commissioned officer for each brigade, and one driver and two enlisted men for

each ambulance, to be detailed for that purpose, who will be subject to the direction of the Chief

Surgeon of the Division.

"3. The officers in charge of Division ambulance trains will have direct military control over

all the non-commissioned officers and privates of their respective trains, and will see that the am-

bulances are only used for conveying sick or wounded, carrying provisions for hospitals when neces-

sary, and other purposes connected with the relief of sick and wounded.
" i. In removing sick and wounded the enlisted men detailed to attend ambulances, as above

directed, will alone be permitted to accompany them, and that they may be recognized as having
been appointed for this purpose, each of them will wear a white badge on the left arm above the

elbow, the same to be provided by the Medical Department.
"5. Division Quartermasters will be responsible for all public property connected with said

Division ambulance trains, and will exercise authority over all matters pertaining to the parking

and preservation of the same.

"0. Army Corps commanders and Medical Directors of Army Corps will make such regula-

tions for the removal of wounded and sick as will, in their judgment, best secure the end desired

to be attained under this order.

"By order of Major-General IT. S. Grant.
(Signed) "JNO. A. RAWLINS,

" Assistant Adjutant General?

Actual experience in the field suggested various changes in the original plan adopted

in the Army of the Potomac, and on August 22, 1863, Surgeon Letterman laid before the

General Commanding revised regulations, which were published in General Orders No. 85,

Headquarters of the Army of the Potomac, August 24, 1863:

"The following revised regulations for the organization of the Ambulance Corps and the

management of the ambulance trains are published in lieu of Special Orders No. 147, Headquarters

Army of the Potomac, August 2, 1802, for the information and government of all concerned. Com-
manders of Army Corps will see that they are carried into effect.
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" 1. The Army Corps is the unit of organization for the Ambulance Corps, and the latter will

be organized upon the basis of Captain as the Commandant of the Corps, one 1st Lieutenant for

each Division, one 2d Lieutenant for each brigade, one sergeant for each regiment.

" 2. The privates of this corps will consist of two men and one driver to each ambulance and
one driver to each medicine wagon.

"3. The two-horse ambidances only will be used, and the allowance until further orders to

each corps will be upon the basis of three to each regimeut of infantry, two to each regiment of

cavalry, one to each battery of artillery, to which it will be permanently attached, and two to the

Headquarters of each Army Corps; and two army wagons to each Division. Each ambulance will

be provided with two stretchers.

"4. The captain is the commander of all the ambulances, medicine, and other wagons in the

corps, under the immediate direction of* the Medical Director of the Army Corps to which the

Ambulance Corps belongs. He will pay special attention to the condition of the ambulances,

wagons, horses, harness, etc., and see that they are at all times in readiness for service, that the

officers and men are properly instructed in their duties, and that these duties are performed, and

that the regulations of the corps are strictly adhered to by those under his command. lie will insti-

tute a drill in his corps, instructing his men in the most easy and expeditious method of putting

men in and taking them out of the ambulances, lifting them from the ground, and placing and car-

rying them on stretchers, in the latter case observing that the front man steps off with the left foot

and the rear man with the right, etc.; that in all cases his men treat the sick and wounded with gen-

tleness and care; that the ambulances and wagons are at all times provided with attendants, dri-

vers, horses, etc.; that the vessels for carrying water are constantly kept clean and tilled with fresh

water; that the ambulances are not used for any other purpose than that for which they are designed

and ordered. Previous to a march he will receive from the Medical Director of the Army Corps

his orders for the distribution of the ambulances for gathering up the sick, and previous to and in

time of action he will receive orders from the same officer where to send his ambulances, ami to what

points the wounded are to be carried. He will give his personal attention to the removal of the

sick and wounded from the field in time of action, going from place to place to ascertain what may
be wanted, to see that his subordinates (for whose conduct he will be responsible) attend faithfully

to their duties in taking care of the wounded and removing them as quickly as may be found con-

sistent with their safety to the field hospitals, and see that the ambulances reach their destination.

After every battle he will make a report, in detail, of the operations of his corps to the Medical Di-

rector of the Army Corps to which he belongs, who will transmit a copy with such remarks as he

may deem proper to the Medical Director of this Army. He will give his personal attention to the

removal of sick when they are required to be sent to general hospitals, or toother points as may
be ordered. He will make a personal inspection at least once a month of everything pertaining to

the Ambulance Corps, a report of which will be made to the Medical Director of the Corps, who
will transmit a copy to the Medical Director of this Army. This inspection will be minute and

made with care, and will not supersede the constant supervision which he must at all times exercise

over his corps. He will also make a weekly report according to the prescribed form to the same
officer, who will forward a copy to the Medical Director of this Army.

"5. The 1st lieutenant assigned to the Ambulance Corps for a Division will have complete

control, under the captain of his corps and the Medical Director of the Army Corps, of all the am-

bulances, medical and other w7agons, horses, etc., and men in that portion of the Ambulance

Corps. He will be the Acting-Assistant Quartermaster for that portion of the corps, and will

receipt for and be responsible for all the property belonging to it, and be held responsible for any

deficiency in anything appertaining thereto. He will have a travelling cavalry forge, a blacksmith,

and a saddler, who will be under his orders, to enable him to keep his train in order. His supplies

will be drawn from the Depot Quartermaster upon requisitions approved by the captain of his corps

and the Commander of the Army Corps to which he is attached. He will exercise a constant

supervision over his train in every particular, and keep it at all times ready for service. Especially

before a battle will he be careful that everything be in order. The responsible duties devolving

upon him in time of action render it necessary that he be active and vigilant, and spare no labor

in their execution. He will make reports to the captain of the corps upon the form prescribed

every Saturday morning.
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" G. The 2d lieutenant will have command of the portion of the Ambulance Corps for a brig-

ade, and will be under the immediate orders of the commander of the ambulances for a Division,

and the injunctions in regard to care and attention and supervision prescribed for the Commander
of the Division he will exercise in that portion under his command.

"7. The sergeant will conduct the drills, inspections, etc., under the orders and supervision of

the commander of the ambulances for a brigade, be particular in enforcing all orders he may receive

from his superior officers, aud that the men are attentive to their duties. The officers and non-

commissioned officers will be mounted. The noncommissioned officers will be armed with revolvers.

"S. Two medical officers and two hospital stewards will be detailed daily by roster by the Sur-

geon-in-Chief of the Division, to accompany the ambulances for the Division when on the march,

whose duties will be to attend to the sick aud wounded with the ambulances and see that they are

properly cared for. No man will be permitted by any line officer to fall to the rear to ride in the

ambulances unless he has written permission from the senior medical officer of his regiment to do

so. These passes will be carefully preserved, and at the close of march be transmitted by the senior

medical officer with the train, with such remarks as he may deem proper, to the Surgeon-iu-Chief

of his Division. A man who is sick or wounded, who requires to be carried in an aiubulance, will

not be rejected; should he not have the permission required, the Surgeon of the regiment who has

neglected to give it will be reported at the close of the march by the senior Surgeon with the train,

to the Surgcon-in-Chief of his Division. When on the march, one-half the privates of the Ambu-
lance Corps will accompany on foot the ambulances to which they belong, to render such assistance

as may be required. The remainder will march in the rear of their respective commands to conduct,

under the orders of the medical officers, such men as may be unable to proceed to the ambulances,

or who may be incapable of taking proper care of themselves, until the ambulances come up.

When the case is of so serious a nature as to require it, the Surgeon of the regiment or his assist-

ant will remain and deliver the man to oue of the medical officers with the ambulances. At all

other times the privates will be with their respective trains. The medicine wagons will on the march
be iu their proper places in the rear of the ambulauces for each brigade. Upon ordinary marches

the ambulances and wagons belonging to the train will follow immediately in the rear of the Divis-

ion to which it is attached. Officers connected with the corps must be with the trains when on

the march, observing that no one rides in any of the ambulances except by authority of medical

officers. Every necessary facility for taking care of the sick and wounded upon the march will be

afforded the medical officers by the officers of the Ambulance Corps.

" 9. When in camp the ambulances will be parked by division. The regular roll-calls, reveille,

retreat, and tattoo will be held, at which at least oue commissioned officer will be present and
receive the reports. Stable duty will be at hours fixed by the captain of the corps, and at this

time, while the drivers are iu attendance upon their animals, the privates will be employed in keep-

ing the ambulances to which they belong iu order, keeping the vessels for carrying water filled with

fresh water, and in general police duties. Should it become necessary for a regimental medical

officer to use one or more ambulances for transporting sick and wounded, he will make a requisition

upon the Commander of the Ambulances for a Division, who will comply with the requisition. In

all cases when ambulances are used the officers, non-commissioned officers, and men belonging to

them will accompany them; should one ambulance only be required, a non-comrnissioned officer as

well as the men belonging to it will accompany it. The officers of the Ambulance Corps will see

that ambulances are not used for any other purpose than that for which they are designed, viz

:

the transportation of sick aud wounded, and in urgent cases only, of medical supplies. All officers

are expressly forbidden to use them, or to require for them to be used for any other purpose.

When ambulances are required for the transportation of sick or wounded at Division or Brigade

Headquarters they will be obtained as they are ueeded for this purpose from the Division train,

but no ambulances belonging to this corps will be retained at such headquarters.

" 10. Good, serviceable horses will be used for the ambulances and medicine wagons, and will

not be taken for any other purpose except by orders from these Headquarters.

"11. The corps will be designated, for sergeants, by a green band 1J inches broad around

the cap, and chevrons of the same material, with the point toward the shoulder, on each arm
above the elbow. For privates, by a band the same as for sergeants around the cap, and a half

chevron of the same material on each arm above the elbow.
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" 12. Ko person except the proper medical officers or the officers and non-commissioned officers

and privates of this corps will be permitted to take or accompany sick or wounded to the rear

either on the march or upon the field of battle.

u 13. No officer or man will be selected for this service except those who are active and

efficient, and they will be detailed and relieved by Corps Commanders only.

"14. Corps Commanders will see that the foregoing regulations are carried into effect.

"By command of Major General Meade:
(Signed) "S. WILLIAMS,

"Assistant Adjutant General^

The establishment of a uniform system of ambulance corps in the armies of the United

States was not accomplished until the spring of 1864, when Congress 1 passed the following

act. which was approved by the President on March 11, 1861, and promulgated by the

Secretary of War in General Orders No. 106, War Department, A. G. 0., Washington, D. C,

March 16, 1864:

u Bc it enacted by the Senate and Rouse of Keprcscntatii'cs of the United States of America in

Congress assembled, That the medical director, or chief medical officer of each army corps, shall,

under the control of the medical director of the army to which such army corps belongs, have the

direction and supervision of all ambulances, medicine and other wagons, horses, mules, harness,

and other fixtures appertaining thereto, and of all officers and men who may be detailed or employed

to assist him in the management thereof, in the army in which he may be serving.

u Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That the commanding officer of each army corps shall

detail officers and enlisted men for service in the ambulance corps of such army corps, upon the

1 A copy of the bill as originally introduced in Congress in the winter of I8fi3 to 18C4, was submitted by the Committee on Military Affairs of the

Senate to Surgeon LETTEKJIAN for recommendations aud suggestions, and was returned by hiin with the following letter

:

"HEADQUARTERS AItMY OF THE POTOMAC,
"Medical Dirf.ctob's Office, January^ iec4.

" DF.ATl StU: As desired by the cleric of the Committee on Military Affairs in the Senate, from whom, since I took Hip liberty of addressing you

on the 31st nit., 1 received a copy of the bill in reference to an Ambulance System, I have the honor to submit for your consideration the* following sug-

gestions, viz: In Section 1, line 2, after the word 'shall' insert the words 'under the con t ml of the Medical Director of the Army to which such Army
Corps belongs.' This suggestion is made, because it is considered necessary that there should be "i/r officer who shall have 1 lm control and supervision of

the Ambulance Corps throughout an army, and as the Medical Director of an army is bold responsible ["or the care (In the widest meaning «>f the word)

of the wounded and sick in that army, it is necessary that ho should control the subordinate officers in bis department, and his authority bo commensurate

with his responsibility. SECTION 1, line 4, after the word 'medicine' insert the words 'and other.' This will make the provisions nf the bill harmonize.

SECTION 2, line 2. after the word 'detail' insert the words 'officers and enlisted men.' SECTION % line 2, nfter the words 'Army Corps* insert the words

'upon the fidlowing basis, viz.' These alterations will, I think, clearly show that the officers aud men are detached from their regiments, brigades, etc ,

and the, Ambulance Corps in each Army Corps considered a unit, and as belonging not to any particular regiment, brigade, etc., but to the Army Corps

at large, a feature very essential to the proper working of the system. SECTION 3. Strike out nil after the word 'furnished,' in line 1, to the word 'and.'

in line 7, and insert the words 'to each Army Corps two-horse ambulances upon the following basis, viz: three to each Regiment of Infantry ; two tit each

Regiment of Cavalry; one to each Batter}- of Artillery; to which it shall be permanently attached.' The ground-work of the organization is to take

from regiments the direct control of the ambulances and form them into trains under proper officers and men. Unless they are so they cannot bo wielded

with facility, kept in order, or be properly supervised by the superior medical officers. It has been found when ambulances are attached to regiments that

they are of very little use, especially upon a march or in time of action—the regimental medical officers under such circumstances cannot, from the nature

and pressure of their duties at such time, control them. The proposed alteration will harmonize with the provisions of SECTION 8. It is proposed to

attach the ambulance to each battery, as the latter has no fixed position and is liable to constant change. I regard the last three suggestions as of vital

importance to the successful working of the system. SECTION 3, line 8, after the word 'division' insert the words 'train of ambulances.
1

SECTION 5.

Strike out all after the words 'Army Corps,' in line 15, to the words ' and it shall,' in line 18, and insert 'previous to a march, and previous to and in

time of action, or whenever it may be necessary to use the ambulances, to issue the proper orders to the captain for the distribution and management of

the same; for collecting the sick and wounded and conveying them to their destination.' SECTION 5, line 21, strike out all after the words 'Surgeon

General ' to the end of the section, and insert instead 'or the Medical Director of the Army; and all reports to higher authority than the Commanding

Officer of the Army Corps shall be transmitted through the Medical Director of the Army to which such Army Corps belongs.' The Medical Director

of an Army having, under the Commanding General, the control of the Ambulance Corps in all Army Corps, military subordination and discipline require

all correspondence and reports to pass through him. The words that are proposed to be stricken out are not necessary, as the Commanding Officer of an

Army Corps has all in his Corps under his supervision. SECTION G. Strike out in line 7 the words 'of their respective regiments' ami insert the words

' under his orders.' Tins is suggested that the different sections may be in harmony, nnd to reject the idea of the ambulances being attached to regiments.

SECTION 8. line 3, strike out the word 'officers* and instead of it insert the word 'persons.' I have made the above suggestions freely and without reserve,

as I believe you desire, and it is in accordance with my own wishes that my views be plainly given on the subject. The manner in which the ambulance

trains are now established nnd conducted in this army permits the formation either of Corps. Division, or Regimental Hospitals, or the change from one

to the other as the exigencies of the service may require at any time, without delay or inconvenience, and to the great advantage of the sick and wounded,

and I am fully convinced from my experience that when properly carried into effect this system can be managed without trouble, and the sick and

wounded, by their own officers, be promptly, carefully, and efficiently cared for. and thus, in no sm; 1 " degree, contributing to the efficiency of the nrmj-

in which it is properly administered.

"I am. sir. very respectfully, y*mr obedient servant,

(Signed) "JONATHAN LETTERMAX,
"Hon. Henkv Wilson, " Medical Director.

" I'. S. Senate."

It will be noted that the suggestions of Dr. Lettekman were incorporated in the bill.
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following basis, viz: one captain, who shall be commandant of said ambulance corps; one first

lieutenant for each division in such army corps ; one second lieutenant for each brigade in such

army corps; one sergeant for each regiment in such army corps; three privates for each ambu-

lance, and one private for each wagon; and the officers and non-commissioned officers of the ambu-

lance corps shall be mounted: Provided, That the officers, non-commissioned officers, and privates

so detailed for each army corps shall be examined by a board of medical officers of such army corps

as to their fitness for such duty; and that such as are found to be not qualified shall be rejected,

and others detailed in their stead.

"Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, That there shall be allowed and furnished to each army
corps two-horse ambulances upon the following basis, to wit: three to each regiment of infantry

of live hundred men or more; two to each regiment of more than two hundred and less than five

hundred men or more; and one to each regiment of infantry of less than two hundred men: two

to each regiment of cavalry of five hundred men or more; and one to each regiment of cavalry

of less than five hundred men; one to each battery of artillery—to which battery of artillery it

shall be permanently attached; to the headquarters of each army corps two such ambulances; and
to each division train of ambulances two army wagons; and ambulances shall be allowed and
furnished to division brigades and commands not attached to any army corps upon the same basis,

and each ambulance shall be provided with such number of stretchers and other appliances as shall be

prescribed by the Surgeon General: Provided, That the ambulances and wagons herein mentioned

shall be furnished, as far as practicable, from the ambulances and wagons now in the service.

"Sec. 4. And be it further enacted, That horse and mule litters may be adopted or author-

ized by the Secretary of War, in lieu of ambulances, when judged necessary, under such rules and
regulations as may be prescribed by the medical director of each army corps.

"Sec. 5. And be it further enacted, That the captain shall be the commander of all the ambu-

lances, medicine and other wagons in the corps, under the immediate direction of the medical

director, or chief medical officer, of the army corps to which the ambulance corps belongs. He
shall pay special attention to the condition of the ambulances, wagons, horses, mules, harness, and
other fixtures appertaining thereto, and see that they are at all times in readiness for service; that

the officers and men of the ambulance corps are properly instructed in their duties, and that their

duties are performed, and that the regulations which may be prescribed by the Secretary of War,
or the Surgeon General, for the government of the ambulance corps are strictly observed by those

under his command. It shall be his duty to institute a drill in his corps, instructing his men in

the most easy and expeditious manner of moving the sick and wounded, and to require in all cases

that the sick and wounded shall be treated with gentleness and care, and that the ambulances and
wagons are at all times provided with attendants, drivers, horses, mules, and whatever may be

necessary for their efficiency; and it shall be his duty also to see that the ambulances are not used

for any other purpose than that for which they are designed and ordered. It shall be the duty

of the medical director, or chief medical officer, of the army corps, previous to a march, and prev-

ious to and in time of action, or whenever it may be necessary to use the ambulances, to issue the

proper orders to the captain for the distribution and management of the same, for collecting the

sick and wounded and conveying them to their destination. And it shall be the duty of the cap-

tain faithfully and diligently to execute such orders. And the officers of the ambulance corps,

including the medical director, shall make such reports, from time to time, as may be required by

the Secretary of War, the Surgeon General, the medical director of the army, or the commanding
officer of the army corps in which they may be serving; and all reports to higher authority than

the commanding officer of the army corps shall be transmitted through the medical director of the

army to which such army corps belongs.

" Sec. ft. And be it further enacted, That the first lieutenant assigned to the ambulance corps

for a. division shall have complete control, under the captain of his corps and the medical director of

the army corps, of all the ambulances, medicine and other wagons, horses, mules, and men in that

portion of the ambulance corps. He shall be the acting assistant quartermaster for that portion

of the ambulance corps, and will receipt for and be responsible for all the property belonging to it,

and be held responsible for any deficiency in anything appertaining thereto. lie shall have a

travelling cavalry forge, a blacksmith, and a saddler, who shall be under his orders, to enable him

to keep his train in order, lie shall have authority to draw supplies from the depot quartermaster,
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upon requisitions approved by the captain of his corps, the medical director, and the commander
of the army corps to which he is attached. It .shall be his duty to exercise a constant supervision
over his train in every particular, and keep it at all times ready for service.

"Sec. 7. And be it further enacted, That the 2d lieutenant shall have command of the por-
tion of the ambulance corps for a brigade, and shall he under the immediate orders of the 1st

lieutenant, and he shall exercise a careful supervision over the sergeants and privates assigned to
the portion of the ambulance corps for his brigade; and it shall be the duty of the sergeants to
conduct the drills and inspections of the ambulances, under his orders, of their respective regi-

ments.

"Sec. S. And be it further enacted, That the ambulances in the armies of the United States
shall be used only for the transportation of the sick and wounded, and, in urgent cases only, for

medical supplies, and all persons shall be prohibited from using them, or requiring them to be
used, for any other purpose. It shall be the duty of the officers of the ambulance corps to report
to the commander of the army corps any violation of the provisions of this section, or any attempt
to violate the same. And any officer who shall use an ambulance, or require it to be used, for any
other purpose than as provided iu this section, shall, for the first offense, be publicly reprimanded
by the commander of the army corps in which he may be serving, and for the second offense shall

be dismissed from the service.

"Sec. 9. And be it further enacted, That no person except the proper medical officers, or
the officers, noncommissioned officers, and privates of the ambulance corps, or such persons as
may be specially assigned, by competent military authority, to duty with the ambulance corps for

the occasion, shall be permitted to take or accompany sick or wounded men to the rear, either on
the march or upon the tield of battle.

" Sec. 10. And be it further enacted, That the officers, non-commissioned officers, and pri-

vates of the ambulance corps shall be designated by such uniform or in such manner as the Secre-

tary of War shall deem proper. Provided, That ofticers and men may be relieved from service in

said corps and others detailed to the same, subject to the examination provided in the second sec-

tion of this act, in the discretion of the commanders of the armies iu which they may be serving.

"Sec. 11. And be it further enacted, That it shall be the duty of the commander of the army
corps to transmit to the Adjutant General the names and rank of all officers and enlisted men de-

tailed for service in the ambulance corps of such army corps, stating the organizations from which
they may have been so detailed; and, if such officers and men belong to volunteer organizations,

the Adjutant General shall thereupon notify the governors of the several States in which such
organizations were raised of their detail for such service; and it shall be the duty of the com-
mander of the army corps to report to the Adjutant General from time to time the conduct and
behavior of the officers and enlisted men of the ambulance corps, and the Adjutant General shall

forward copies of such reports, so far as they relate to officers and enlisted men of volunteer organ-
izations, to the governors of the States in which such organizations were raised.

"Sec. 12. And be it further enacted, That nothing in this act shall be construed to diminish
or impair the rightful authority of commanders of armies, army corps, or separate detachments,
over the medical and other officers and the non-commissioned officers and privates of their respect-

ive commands.

"Approved March 11, 1864."

By the passage of this act the authority of the Medical Department over the Ambu-
lance Corps was fully established. How effectually, and at the same time how considerately,

the medical officers availed themselves of the power thus conferred upon them is strikingly

shown in the systematic manner with which the immense number of wounded after the

battles of the Wilderness, Spottsylvania Court House, Cold Harbor, Petersburg, and of the

campaign in Georgia and the Carolinas, were cared for on the battle-field, wore removed to

field and base hospitals, and were finally distributed in general hospitals throughout all part

of the United States. Notwithstanding the opinion of General H. W. Hallock, do panics

or .stampede* were reported as having Keen caused by the presence of the noli combatants

of the ambulance corps.

s
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AMBULANCE WAGONS.

Ambulance wagons, or wagons especially designed for the transport of sick and

wounded, had not been in use in the armies of the United States until a year or so before

the outbreak of the War of the Rebellion. Transport carts, army wagons, ox teams, in

fact anything that could be made available for the purpose, had been employed. In the

War of Independence, in April, 1777. the Congress of the United States passed a bill

"devising ways and means for preserving the health of the troops" which contained the

following paragraph: 1 "That a suitable number of covered and other wagons, litters, and

other necessaries for removing the sick and wounded, shall be supplied by the Quarter-

master or Deputy Quartermaster General; and in case of their deficiency, by the Director

or Deputy Director General." There is no record that such vehicles were supplied. During

the war with Great Britain, in 1812-14, there were evidently no ambulance wagons in the

United States army, as Surgeon James Mann,2
in his report of that campaign, is found to

make the request that, "to facilitate the movement of the hospital department attached to

an army, it should be furnished with a number of wagons and teams, so as not to be imme-

diately dependent on the Quartermaster's Department, when requisite either to take the

wounded from the field of battle, or transport the sick in case of a retrograde march, or

remove invalids after having recovered from wounds to a remote hospital. The flying

machines called volantes, drawn by horses (an improvement of Larrey, Chief Surgeon of

the French army), are useful in open countries, where a corps is assigned to accompany

them on the field of battle, upon Larrey's plan.." The same author (loc. cit., p. 126) relates

that he transported, in February, 1814, four hundred and fifty sick men from Malone to

Plattsburgh and Burlington, a distance of seventy miles, in sleighs, losing six patients by

death. In the Florida war, in 1838, ambulance wagons are mentioned bv Surgeon R. S.

Satterlee, U. S. A., Medical Director south of Withlacoochee, in a report from Fort Brooke,

Tampa Bay. dated January 5th: "I found the ambulances very serviceable, but as some of

the wounded could not be transported in them, on account of the roughness of the road,

between thirty and forty of them were brought a part of the way on litters between two

horses." Surgeon Satterlee probably had reference to the ordinary transport wagons used

on this occasion for conveying sick and wounded.

In the General Regulations for the Army of the United States, Washington, 1817,

page 123, paragraph 704, it was ordered that: "For the accommodation of the sick and

disabled, a wagon will be attached to the rear guard, when necessary and practicable, and

a surgeon will attend to give assistance, and to see that no improper persons are suffered

to avail themselves of the accommodation." No ambulance wagons were attached to the

American army in Mexico in 1846-'48, or to the expeditions in Indian territories before

the outbreak of the war.

In 1858 an ambulance wagon (Figs. 452, 453) had been proposed by Dr. I. Moses, of

New York, and on March 2, 1858, a Board of Officers, consisting of Surgeons R S. Satterlee,

C. H. Laub, and Assistant Surgeon C. H. Crane, had been appointed to examine and report

on its merits. The report of the Board is appended : "The ambulance resembles an omnibus,

is entered by two steps in the rear, contains seats for eighteen persons—fourteen inside and

four on the front seat. By raising the flaps of the inside seats and supporting them by the

1 BBOWN (II.), The Medical Department of the United State Army from 1775 to 1873, Washington, 1873, page 36.

•Maxn (JAMES), Medical Sketches of the Campaigns of 1812-13-14, Dedhara, 1816, page 250.
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uprights attached, and removing the cushions from the backs of the permanent seats, a bed

is arranged which will accommodate one, two, or, on an emergency, three men lying down.
With one man in a recumbent position, room for twelve men seated remains; with two

men lying down, room for eight, and with three men lying down, room for six remains. A

Fir,. 452.—The "MOSES" ambulance wagon—front view. FIG. 45'i.—The "Moses" ambulance nrogon—rear view.

canvas, stretched and suspended by cords from the top, will accommodate two men lving

down where the roads arc rough. A close-stool is provided in the vehicle. Two seats,

separated from the rest, next to the door, are provided for the hospital steward and attend-

ant. Two movable chests are placed under these seats to contain what may be required

for daily use. The movable door closing the ambulance may become, by change of position,

a table for writing or dispensing medicine. The interior is closed entirely by curtains of

prepared canvas, or partly by curtains and Venetian blinds for free ventilation—windows

admitting suffi-

cient light when

entirely closed.

Under the front

seat are placed

two store chests.

Underneath the

carriage, on

either side of the

door, are two
five-gallon kegs

for water. Un-

der the body of

the vehicle are hooks for camp kettles, pails, and cooking utensils. Two drawers are

arranged on each side, between the wheels and under the carriage, which may be used as

panniers when necessary. On the hooks surrounding the ambulance, five feet from the

ground, canvas is stretched, extending ten feet on each side of the carriage, the front and

rear being protected in the same manner, which forms a comfortable and ample tent protec-

SURG. Ill—119

FIG. 454.—The "MOSES" ambulance wagon and tent.
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tion for thirty sick men, and which may bo arranged in a few minutes alter arriving in camp
by one or two men. In more .permanent encampments, or in hot weather, this canvas may
be fastened to hooks around the top of the ambulance wagon (Fig. 154), serving a better

purpose by giving more space and freer ventilation. It is suggested that a light iron rail-

ing, about four inches in height, should surround the top of the ambulance, where, by

having a suitable canvas cover, blankets and other indispensable articles might be securely

carried. A lantern suspended over the front seat may be removed to the rear of the car-

riage, at will. It will admit of sufficient accommodation in the way of transportation and

provide tent shelter for the sick of a regiment on marches. The dimensions are: extreme

length, thirteen feet eight inches; height of floor from ground, three feet three inches;

height of top from ground, eight feet four inches; height of inside, five feet; width, four

feet four inches. Weight, two thousand one hundred and fifteen (2,115) pounds. When
loaded with men, medicines, tent canvas, etc., it can be readily drawn by six hoi'ses or

mules. The size of the wheels and the track of the same correspond with those of the

government wagons. After a close examination of the ambulance, the Board is of the

opinion that it is well adapted for field and frontier service, and for the comfortable trans-

portation of sick and wounded men on long marches; that the tent arrangement forms a

valuable, useful, and comfortable shelter for hospital patients. On marches it does away

with .the use of hospital tents, is easily arranged, keeps the hospital separate, and requires

no detail of pioneers or extra duty men to pitch and arrange it. In submitting this opinion

the members of the Board must also express their views, based upon their own individual

experience, that to be made thus available and useful for the comfort and well-being of the

sick the ambulance should be the property of the Medical Department, and that the team,

harness, etc., should be under the exclusive control and direction of the medical officers

under all and every circumstance." No action seems to have followed the recommendations

of this Board, and no ambulances were built.

In October, 1859, a Board of Medical Officers, consisting of Surgeon 0. A. Finley, R.

Fio. 455.—The "Fini.ey" two-wheeled ambulance
wajron—front view.

FIG. 450.—The "FlXLEY" two-wheeled ambulance wagon—side view.

S. Satterlee, C. S. Tripler, J. M. Cuyler, and Assistant Surgeon II. H. Coolidge, had recom-

mended: 1st, that ambulance transportation ought to be furnished for forty men per thou-

sand—twenty lying extended and twenty sitting; 2d, that both two and four-wheeled
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ambulance wagons are necessary for the hospital service; 3d, that a two-wheeled ambulance

wagon is the best for the conveyance of dangerously sick or wounded men * * *; that

to each company one two-wheeled ambulance wagon, to a battalion of five companies one

four-wheeled and five two-wheeled ambulance wagons, and to a regiment two four-wheeled

and ten two-wheeled ambulance wagons be allowed

;

and that far hospital supplies to commands of less

than three companies one two-wheeled transport

cart, to commands of more than three or less than

five, or five companies, two, and to a regiment four

two-wheeled transport carts be assigned ; and that

the transport carts be made after the models of the

two-wheeled ambulance wagons (their interior ar-

rangement for the sick excepted) . The same Board

selected, from a number of the most approved plans

laid before them , the two-wheeled wagons designed F,G
-
457-T '"«

"

cooudqk - ambulance wag™,

by Surgeon C. A. Finley and Assistant Surgeon R. H. Coolidge. The bottom of the body

of the Finley pattern (Figs. 455, 456) was divided into two compartments, each containing

a movable mattress frame or stretcher; four longitudinal pieces either in or upon the frame-

work were grooved on their upper surfaces so as to receive the rollers in the mattress frame.

The body of the wagon rested on four elliptical springs fastened upon the shafts, which

extended the whole length of the body, crossing, and connected with the axle. The body

Flo. 458.—The " Tripleu" ambulance wagon—side view. Fig. 459.—The same—rear view.

of the Coolidge cart (Fig. 457) was hung on platform springs. The body was seven feet

long, four feet wide, and one foot and eight inches deep, covered with a ribbed frame-work

five and a half inches above the floor. Upon the relative merits of the two patterns of two-

wheeled ambulance carts the Board hesitated to express an opinion, and therefore recom-

mended "that one of each pattern be sent to the respective Military Departments of Texas,

New Mexico, Utah, California, and Oregon, and two of each pattern to Fort Leavenworth,

and that they be placed in service at the scene of Indian hostilities and on marches across

the plains, in order that their practical advantages might be ascertained." The Board con-
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FIG. 460.—The "TUIPLER" ambulance wagon—longitudinal section.

sidered the two-wheeled cart as the most convenient for the conveyance of dangerously sick

and dangerously wounded men. A number of these two-wheeled carts
1 were furnished to

the troops in the early

part of the war, but expe-

rience soon proved them

useless; their motion was

intolerable and excru-

ciating; wounded men
begged to be taken out,

wounded officers insisted

upon leaving them, and

they were supplanted by

four-wheeled vehicles,

the earliest of which was

the Tripler ambulance

wagon recommended by

the Medical Board of

1859 (Figs. 458-460).

It was constructed to carry ten men,2 four lying at length and six seated, and required

four horses. The body of the wagon was ten feet long, four feet wide, and the sides three

feet high. Upon
the floor were
permanently
laid four parallel

iron rails seven

feet long and one-

fourth of an inch

wide and high,

with convex faces.

Two spring mat-

tresses were run in

upon these rails.

Twenty-two inch-

es above the sur-

faces of these mat-

tresses another set

of rails was fitted

to the wagon, upon

which another set of mattresses was run. In front of the wagon was a chest intended for

instruments, dressings, etc., which, when closed, formed a seat for three persons. At the

tail of the carriage was another seat for three persons. All or any part of the interior of

'On May 20, 1861, Acting Surgeon General R. C. WOOD wrote to the Secretary of War: "It is highly important that provision be made for the

•afe and comfortable transportation of the sick and wounded, and in conformity with the recommendations of a Board of Medical Officers convened by

the Secretary of War, and their report approved by him in General Orders No. 1, January 19, I860, I have to recommend that . . . two hundred of

the two-wheeled ambulances be immediately constructed by the Quartermaster's Department. The recommendation was approved by the Secretary of

War and the wagons were constructed and sent to the troops."
2 LONr.HORE (T.) (A Treatise on the Transport of Sick and Wounded Troops, London, 1863, page 382) erroneously states that this wagon was

constructed to carry eight men, all lying down.

Fig. 461.—The "Wheeling" or "Rosecbans" ambulance wagon.
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the wagon was arranged so that it could be removed at pleasure, making it available for the

transportation of hospital supplies. The cover of the wagon was of heavy duck supported

on five hoops. The carriage was hung on plat-

form springs, and underneath the body was sus-

pended a water-butt three feet six inches long and

fourteen inches in diameter. This wagon was

extensively used and answered the purpose,

although it was cumbrous and very heavy. 1

The Wheeling or Rosecrans ambulance wagon

(Figs. 461, 462) was also used in the early part

of the war. It was built in the Government work-

shops after a design of General W. S.. Rosecrans,

U. S. A. It was lighter than the Tripler or the

Coolidge, could be readily drawn by two horses,

and would accommodate eleven or twelve sitting

or two recumbent and two or three sitting pa-

tients. Two cushioned benches were attached to

the two sides of the interior of the wagon, running

FIG. -liii.—The game—rear view.along its whole length. From the edge of each

of these benches, fastened by hinges, depended a cushioned seat the length of the benches.

These seats could be readily brought on a level with the benches, and when thus elevated

could be secure-

ly fixed by iron

feet, folded in

the suspended

seat. For the

ends of the iron

feet receptacles

were fitted in

the floor of the

wagon. When
both seats were

raised they met

in the middle

of the carriage

and made one

continuous bed

for two patients.

When Onl V One * IG ' *B3"—

^

ew COOUDOE ambulance wagon—side view.
J

seat was raised it formed a bed for a recumbent patient, while the other bench, with its

suspended seat, allowed space for at least four sitting patients. A water-tank, capable of

holding five gallons, was stored away under the seats in the rear end of the ambulance

wagon; not unfrequently stretchers took the place of one of the water-tanks. In front of

the benches a transverse seat, accommodating the driver and two or three patients, was

1 Detailed tspecificalionfl fi;r tbe TuiFLER ambulance wagon will be found in a Ri-pnvl of u Koanl of Officer* to decide upun t rutUm of Ambulanct

Wagon for Amy Usr, Washington, 1878. page 50.
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provided. Under the seat was a box for medicines and other articles for field use. Accurate

specifications for the building of this ambulance will be found on page 59 of the Report of a

Board of Officers to decide upon a pattern of ambulance wagon above referred to. The

body of the

wagon rest-

ed upon four

elliptical

springs, two

placed trans-

versely (one

on the front

and one on

rear axle),

and two on

the rear axle

running lon-

gitudinally.

A frame of

light wood,

with canvas
Fig. 4G4.—New Cooi.ipgk ambulance wagon arranged for two recumbent patients—perpendicular section.

cover, pro-

tected the patients against the inclemencies of the weather, and on the sides curtains of

canvas could be closely buttoned to the top and the body. At the rear of the wagon was a

step to assist patients and bearers in lifting in the wounded. The weight of the wagon was

between seven hundred and eight hundred pounds.

A four-wheeled ambulance wagon (Figs. 463, 464), designed by Assistant Surgeon R. H.

Coolidge, was

very little used.

The sills of the

wagon were
ten feet four

inches long,

and the body
rested hetween

two semi-ellip-

tical springs

seven feet nine

and three-
quarter inches

in length (Fig.

463). R was
* intended to ac-

commodate two

patients in re-

cumbent and four in sitting postures, two with the driver on the front seat, and two at the

end of the wagon, one on each side (see Fig. 465). The beds for the two prone patients

FIG. 465.—New " Coor.IDGE " ambulance wagon arranged for sitting patients—perpendicular section.
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were so arranged that they could be changed into seats, as shown in Fig. 465, when the

wagon would accommodate ten patients and the driver. Detailed specifications of this

ambulance wagon will be found on page 61 of the Report of a Board of Officers to decide

upon a pattern of ambulance wagon already referred to.

Other plans for ambulance wagons were proposed during the war, and for the informa-

tion of those interested in this subject we will here refer to such as were submitted to

boards of medical officers for examination and report. In June, 1863, A. W. Siis (Subject-

Matter Index of Patents for Inventions issued by the United /States Patent Office, Wash-

ington, 1874, Vol. I, page 14, No. 39,595) exhibited a wagon intended to carry four severely

wounded men in a recumbent position. A Medical Board (Medical Inspectors E. P. Vol-

luin and W. H. Mussey, and Surgeon J. H. Brinton, U. S. V.) considered an "increase in

the carrying capacity advantageous and feasible," but was not prepared to endorse the

plan of Mr. Siis in all its details. The Board was of the opinion that the Wheeling ambu-

lance wagon, then largely in use in the army, could readily be altered to carry four patients

in a lying position, as in Mr. Siis's plan. Mr. Siis, in April, 1864, offered an improved

plan, which was, by order of Surgeon R. 0. Abbott, Medical Director, Department of Wash-

ington, inspected by Assistant Surgeon W. E. Waters, U. S. Army, who reported, on June

2, 1864: "These improvements consist in adapting the ambulance for the conveyance of

four patients lying down, instead of two, as with the present arrangement, while, at the

same time, the carrying capacity for such as can sit up is not at all interfered with. The

improvement is effected by having the seats fastened with hooks to the side of the ambu-

lance so that they can be detached and put upon the floor, thus forming a bed, on which

the patient can lie with full as much comfort, as regards position, as with the present

arrangement, while they are made more comfortable by the addition of elastic springs

within the cushion." Surgeon Waters' report was approved by Medical Director Abbott,

who recommended that ten or twelve ambulances fitted with these improvements be sent

to the field for trial. In April, 1864, Gr. W. Arnold (Subject-Matter Index of Patents, etc.,

page 14, No. 45,152) brought to the notice of the Surgeon General an ambulance wagon for

which he claimed advantages over the Wheeling ambulance wagon in the arrangements of

the seats or beds. The Board (Surgeon 0. A. Judson and Assistant Surgeon W. Thomson)

to whom the examination of the vehicle was referred reported, on April 5, 1864, that "the

only advantages it possessed over the Wheeling model was that its litters could be removed

from the wagon, the patient placed upon them, and then easily returned; but that the

capacity for carrying men was diminished, and that the litters accompanying the wagon

were too heavy, weighing about seventy pounds each, and would add, with their apparatus

for suspension, nearly two hundred pounds to the weight of the ambulance wagon." On
October 11, 1864, E. R. McKean patented an ambulance wagon (Subject-Matter Index of

Patents, etc., page 14, No. 44,643) with litters or beds suspended by rubber rings. Surgeons

R. 0. Abbott, 0. Sutherland, and Assistant Surgeon William Thomson inspected the wagon

and reported, on March 25, 1865: "The principle of suspending the stretcher upon which the

patient lies by rings of India rubber, in lieu of the springs of steel usually placed beneath

the body of the wagon, is the main difference between this and the ambulance now in gen-

eral use. However valuable this principle may be, the mechanical contrivances by which

it is obtained in the wagon submitted are, in the opinion of the Board, too complicated,

wanting in solidity and durahilitv, and too liable to the loss of detached pieces, to render

this ambulance fit for the severe test of field service." In September, 1865, an India rub-
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ber spring ambulance wagon, by Perot & Co., was brought to the attention of the Surgeon

General by Brigadier General C. H. Crossman, U. S. Army. Surgeons C. McDougall, John

Campbell, and A. K. Smith, and Assistant Surgeon C. H. Alden, appointed a Board to

examine the rubber spring wagon, reported, on October 26, 1865: "The Board is very favor-

ably impressed with the plan proposed, and as its peculiarities are best shown by contrast,

would state the following as some of the particulars in which it is thought the India rubber

spring is superior to the ordinary steel spring. It more perfectly controls the movements

of the body of the ambulance in every direction, either upward, downward, or laterally,

rendering the motion of those seated or lying within steadier and more equable. It is better

adapted to carrying weights in the ambulance, acting with nearly the same effect with a

light or heavy load. It is believed to be more durable. An ambulance built upon this

plan was shown to the Board, belonging to the West Philadelphia Fire Company, which had

been in use for several years, and which showed but little evidence of wear in the springs.

It is easily repairable, as a spare spring can be readily carried in the ambulance wagon, and

can be substituted for a broken one with but little delay and trouble. The India rubber

springs weigh thirty-five and three-quarter pounds, which at seventy-five cents per pound

would amount to $26.81. Steel springs of the same power would weigh about two hundred

pounds and cost about $50.00."

The most serviceable ambulance wagon used during the latter part of the war was that

designed by Brigadier General D. IT. Rucker, and built at the Government repair shops at

Washington. It accom-

modates patients either

in the sitting or lying

postures. On the floor

of the vehicle are two

stretchers suitable for

carrying one patient

each, and each divided

by a longitudinal hinge-

joint. These stretchers

have the usual handles,

and run on elastic rollers

so as to move readily

longitudinally in the

bottom of the wagon.
When required as seats,

Fig. 4GC—The " Rucker" ambulance waffon. the joints of the Stretcfi-

ers are bent, and the two parts are made to assume (see Fig. 469) a position at right angles

to each other, the half which has the horizontal position being hooked to the sides of the

vehicle, the other part forming the support or leg for the front of the seat. When the lower

bed or stretcher is thus bent to form a seat, the upper beds are turned down to make backs

for the lower seats (see Fig. 469). These backs are only joined to the sides of the wagon

by hinges at their upper edge, and the lower edge can be raised upward and inward, toward

the middle of the carriage. When thus elevated the two backs meet in the middle of the

carriage and are there supported by iron supports, which, being hinged to their under sur-

faces, can be readily lowered for the purpose. In the floor are springs for the reception of
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I'm. 4C7.—The same—rear view.

the iron supports. A platform is thus built on which two patients, on stretchers, can be laid

(Fig. 468). These stretchers ordinarily are suspended from the roof of the carriage, each

stretcher being slung with one side to the middle of the roof and with the other to the bend

of the arched roof (see Fig. 469). The space be-

tween the upper surface of the lower and the lower

surface of the upper stretchers was about twenty-one

inches. This space was ventilated by lattice open-

ings on each side of the body of the ambulance

wagon, as indicated in Fig. 466. The body rested

on platform springs, and the fore wheels were smaller

than the hind wheels. The water-cask was under

the driver's seat, and the spigot projected slightly

through the side of the body. The weight was about

one thousand one hundred and twenty pounds, exceed-

ing that of the Wheeling, which only weighed from

seven to eight hundred pounds, but the Rucker wagon

was somewhat longer and broader. Detailed specifi-

cations of this ambulance wagon will be found on

page 48 of the Report of a Board of Officers to decide

upon a Pattern of Ambulance Wagon for Army Use,

Washington, 1878.

In October, 1864, Assistant Surgeon B. Howard, U. S. Army, constructed an ambu-

lance wagon (Figs. 470, 471) for which he claimed many advantages. A full description,

with illustrations, will be found on pages 981-994 of The Sanitary Commission Bulletin,

Vol. I, 1866; an extract, omitting some of the minor details, is here reproduced: "To enable

the badly wounded to

be easily loaded and

unloaded, two litters or

beds are provided,made

of wood, like an ordi-

nary shutter, with sli-

ding handles at each

i,
corner. Upon this the

I patientiseasilyshifted,

and without any dis-

3 turbance. The litter

is slid into the ambu-

lance wagon on rollers.

In the same way the
* FIG. 4fi9.—The body of the "KUCKKB" ambulance

patieilt is removed On wagou arranged for ordinary use.

arrival at the hospital, and without being disturbed until he reaches his bed. If part, or

all the patients are able to sit up, one or both of the litters can be slid into a compartment

provided for that purpose under the floor of the vehicle. There are six permanent seats,

each situated transversely, and each a corner seat with back and cushioned seats. This

gives a comfortable purchase, secures the patients against much of the usual jolting, and

prevents them being driven against each other in going over rough roads. The sides of the

Sckq. [11—120

\

Flo. 4CH.—The same—arranged for four recumbent
patients.
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ambulance wagon, as also both sides of the back of the driver's seat, and the inside of the

upper section of the tail-board, are cushioned, while the middle seats have for a back a

leather strap, like that used in stage coaches; thus each seat is i-endered very comfortable,

and being transverse instead of longitudinal is in every respect easier for the patient. In

order to diminish the motion of the body of the wagon and prevent rolling and pitching, so

intolerable in the ordinary ambulance wagon, semi-

elliptical springs have been substituted for the

elliptical ones. \n order that the limited motion

Flo. 470.—The Howard ambulance wagon. Fit;. 471.—The same—rear view.

thus obtained be so modified as to give least jar to patients, internal counterpoise springs are

used, the delicacy of which may be modified to any extent desired. The platform or frame

on which the seats and beds rest is as long but not so wide by about two inches as the

inside of the body of the wagon. Between the inside of the body and the frame of the

platform is an interspace; this is occupied by two lateral semi-elliptical steel springs on

either side, fastened at the centre of their arc to the inside of the body of the vehicle,

the feet of which play upon iron plates on the outside of

\ I \~1 the frame. Opposite the centre of the arc on the frame
_?^=^==^2_ _c^-=r^fe^^2_

i s fi xcc] a block of soft rubber, so that on the application of

fig. «2.-sPriBg»rto bed er utter frame. mud\ force it should be received bv the rubber blocks,

which thus act as buffers. The platform or frame on which the seats and beds rest stands

upon four iron stanchions, each of which rests on springs like the lateral springs described

above, but much stronger, as seen at Fio. 472, the iron stanchions resting on steel springs,

the feet of which play upon iron plates let into the floor of the ambulance wagon. The

spring is restrained in its motion upward by an iron staple, and when, by an unusual weight,

it is heavily pressed down, the force is received by a block of soft India rubber enclosed

within the staple. An impulse communicated to the floor of the wagon, instead of being

propagated to the beds or seats, causes a counteraction downward of the spring, which, if

the force be very great, spends itself upon the block of rubber. In this way, both laterally

and perpendicularly, a constant poise is preserved, and what would otherwise be a very

violent jar is reduced to little more than a vibration. The steadiness of the entire vehicle

is preserved by the stout semi-elliptical spring beneath the body, and the delicacy regulated

to any degree by the internal counterpoise springs within the body. That the water may
be carried securely, immobility of the vessel containing it during transportation is neces-
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sary. This is effected by substituting for the casks in ordinary use a tank, which slides into

a grooved bed and is secured by an ordinary fastening. In a military point of view it pos-

sesses a great advantage in this: that besides the prescribed articles which may be carried

in the driver's box, a large amount of medical supplies may be carried in the body of the

ambulance wagon without interfering with the comfort of badly wounded patients. There

being but four stanchions, and these being close up to the side of the vehicle, the entire

body beneath the platform is free for transportation of supplies. There is an arrangement

for suspension of fractures of the lower extremity, which is very grateful to the patients.

Two parallel iron bars are attached to the roof of the ambulance wagon longitudinally over

each bed, between which runs a roller with a dependent hook. The fractured limb being

placed in a double-inclined plane or other splint, a bandage is passed through terrestra of

the box splint and then carried over the hook from which the limb is suspended. In this

way, instead of the jolting and jarring so commonly experienced, simple oscillation is sub-

stituted, or, if desired, guys of bandage may be so extended to the uprights of the ambulance

as to render the limb nearly motionless during transportation."

The weight of the Howard ambulance wagon was twelve hundred and thirty-two

pounds. The plan of this wagon, with recommendations of some twenty officers of (lie

Army of the Potomac, was submitted for examination by Surgeon T. A. McParlin, Medical

Director of the Fifth Army Corps, to a Board of Medical Officers, consisting of Surgeon J.

J. Milhau, TJ. S. A., Surgeon L. W. Read, U. S. V., and Assistant Surgeon Geoige A.

McGill, U.S. A., who reported, on October G, 186-1, that: "the ambulance wagon meets the

approbation of the Board as one presenting some decided advantages over that now in use.

It is recommended further that at least two to a division be furnished, so that a fair trial can

be made of such vehicles." A number of the old pattern ambulance wagons were there-

upon altered according to the plans submitted by Assistant. Surgeon B. Howard, U. S. A.,

at the Government repair shops at Washington. But it seems that after nine months'

experience in the field these ambulance wagons failed to meet the expected advantages. In

a letter dated Medical Director's Olfice, Headquarters Fifth Corps, June 29, 1865, Surgeon

Charles Pace, U. S. A., remarks: "There have been two of the ambulance wagons in each

division train of the corps, and for ease to the patient the report is universal in their favor.

They are apt to get out of order, and being heavy cannot be carried where the other ambu-

lance wagons can go. For marches I think the Howard ambulance wagon is superior; but

for field work, in time of action, I would prefer the present Pucker pattern of ambulance

wagon." In a reply to a note of enquiry from the Surgeon General dated June 29, 1865,

Surgeon T. R. Spencer, U. S. V., from Headquarters of the Fifth Army Corps, takes a sim-

ilar view: "So far as I can learn in this corps, it is not regarded as an improvement upon

the old one. It is so heavy as to require four horses, else it rapidly destroys two. It is

so complicated as to be continually getting out of order. As now constructed the ambu-

lance wagon does not ride as easy over all roads as the old one. The only advantage it

seems to possess is in the greater convenience of loading and unloading; this soon results

in the loss of the bed, as officers will not consent to be removed from the bed during trans-

portation. Once lost, or taken from the ambulance wagon, the bed is never returned, and

the wasron is henceforth useless.
-

'

In the winter of 1864-65 an ambulance wagon, proposed by Dr. I. Danger, was used

at the Fifth Army Corps Depot Hospital before Petersburg. It was arranged to accom-

modate eight persons, four in sitting and four in recumbent positions, or six in sitting
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and two in recumbent, or all eight in sitting postures. The advantages claimed were,

greater seating capacity, greater facilities for loading and unloading, greater comfort to

patients, offering easier access to each single patient, superior ventilation, and that it had

apparatus for suspending two patients with compound fractures of the thigh. In April,

1865. a Board was convened, consisting of Colonel R. 0. Abbott and Assistant Surgeons

Flu. 473.—Au army wagon fitted up as an ambulance wagon. [After Langek.]

J. J. Woodward and William Thomson, U. S. A., to examine and report on this ambulance

wagon. The Board considered seriatim the advantages claimed by Dr. Langer, basing its

opinions on comparisons with the Wheeling and the Rucker patterns then most generally

in use: "The model examined is altered from a Wheeling ambulance wagon; the changes

are radical and the additions numerous. So

ingeniously complicated are the appliances, and

so multitudinous the objects to be obtained, that

the wagon would fail to meet the test of field

service. The probable loss of its numerous

detached pieces would rob it of all its special

advantages, and leave it less useful than the

Wheeling and Rucker wagons. In comparison

with the former it has some advantages; but it

fails to compete in practical usefulness with the

ambulance wagon devised by Brigadier Gen-
PjO. 474—The Confederate fiektambutance wagon. [After CHISOLM.J era} RUCker." With regard to the apparatus

for the purpose of transporting two thigh fractures the Board find: "The novelty of the

method and the uncertainty of its practical value would not warrant the alteration of all the

ambulance wagons in the service to fit them for transporting in this manner an occasional

fractured femur." The Board refused to recommend the introduction of the Langer ambu-

lance wagon into the service in preference to those then in use. At the same time Dr.
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Langer submitted to the Surgeon General for inspection an army wagon (Fig. 473) which

had been fitted up with twelve beds for transporting patients. Dr. Langer claimed "that

this change of the army wagon would not interfere with its design of conveying forage or

other articles to and from a camp; that when the wagon is used for carrying forage the twelve

beds are packed under a movable bottom, and the railing supporting them is stowed away

on the sides, so that the capacity of the wagon box is not impaired; that in ten minutes

after the wagon is unloaded it is changed into an ambulance wagon with all the equipments

for transport—six patients in a sitting posture, six in a lying, two of which, if necessary,

suspended on fracture beds of Dr. Langer's pattern; that there is room for all the equip-

ments of the patients, for a water-keg, and for boxes with provisions and bandages, and

that the wagon can be loaded from the front as well as the rear." As far as can be ascer-

tained the experiment was tried but once. A drawing of the Confederate field ambulance

wagon is copied from Chisolm 1
in Fig. 474. No description of the vehicle could be obtained.

RAILWAY TRANSPORTATION.

The facilities afforded by railroads for the movement of troops and material to the

theatre of warfare have formidably augmented the destructive power of armies; but they

have also offered useful and most effective means of saving lives and alleviating suffering

by the speedy removal of the sick and wounded from the scene of active operations. After

the battle of Gettysburg, in July, 1863, for instance, twenty thousand three hundred and

forty-two wounded came under the care of the medical officers of the Army of the Potomac,

and in two weeks fifteen thousand four hundred and twenty-five had been forwarded to

Baltimore, York, Harrisburg, and New York City. Of the remainder a large proportion

was unable to bear the fatigues of a protracted journey. After the bloody battles of the

Wilderness and Spottsylvania the distribution of the wounded was even more rapidly

effected, and, with a few exceptions, the fallen were, within a few days, comfortably sheltered

in the hospitals at Alexandria, Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New York.

By rapid dispersion of the disabled the fighting force is less diminished than by any

other plan. Fewer combatants are withdrawn from their proper duties to attend their sick

and wounded comrades. With proper inspection of those sent to the rear, and such enforce-

ment of discipline in the base hospitals as will ensure the prompt return of convalescents,

the number of sick and wounded engaging in fresh active service will be greater than by

any other arrangement; and a less proportion of division, brigade, and regimental medical

officers and hospital attendants need be detached from the marching columns, which, in

the exigencies of actual battle, are rarely adequately supplied with surgical assistance.

Large accumulations of medical and hospital supplies with the army become superfluous.

The depot hospitals, frequently great lurking places for malingerers, may be reduced to the

smallest compass. If, without changes, the wounded can be directly placed in a fixed hospital

not too distant, many primary mutilations may be justifiably avoided, with a view of employ-

ing more delicate special operations when the patients arrive at a safe place of rest. Lastly,

the most important consideration is the most obvious, the distribution of the sick and

wounded prevents the generation of those pestilences that are the greatest scourge of armies.

The sick and wounded avoid infecting each other, and those who are well escape contagion.

In a report published from this office
2 on the subject of transportation of wounded by

'Chisolm (J. J.), A Manual of Military Surgery, Columbia, 18G4. PLATE I.

2 Otis (Gho&GE A.), A Report on a Plan for Transporting Wounded Soldiers by Railway in Time, of War, Washington, War Department,

Surgeon General's Ofliee, lb7">.
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FlO, 475.—Interior of an improvised hospital cur.

railway, the means employed have been considered at length, and as there is very little to

be added to that report, it is deemed best to reproduce such portions of the report as refer

to railway transportation during the late war:

"After the action at Wilson's Creek and minor engagements in central Missouri, in August,

1861, the severely wounded fell into the hands of the enemy. They were soon paroled and con-

centrated at Bolla, the southwestern terminus of the St. Louis railroad, whither two hundred less

grievously injured, and carried off by the retreating army, had previously been sent. Here, the

freight cars available were fitted up for the transportation of this large body of Mounded to the

hospitals established at St. Louis. Various expedients were employed to adapt the cars to the

requirements of the different classes of patients. * * * Seasoned tent-poles were shaved down
to give them as much elasticity as was compatible with requisite strength, and secured transversely

near the roof, passing through holes in the side studs of the car. Hopes attached to these poles

and also to the floor suspended two tiers of field stretch-

ers, on which pallets were laid. With this plan a feeling

of insecurity was common to the patients and attendants,

and additional lashings and constant inspections were

necessary to prevent accidents. Another method con-

sisted in placing a double row of upright stanchions, which

were erected on either side of the car (FiG.475), connecting

the floor and roof, at intervals of seven feet lengthwise.

To these firm posts tiers of two or three litters were

securely lashed. In other cars rough wooden bunks were

built along the sides of the vehicle and filled with straw,

and made more comfortable by being floored by narrow

elastic slats. In all cases large window spaces were sawn
out of the ends and sides of the car to afford ventilation.

There was often cause to remark on the great ingenuity displayed, on this and other similar occa-

sions, by the line officers, quartermaster's men, and the soldiers themselves, in improvising various

contrivances for the comfort of the wounded subjected to these rough modes of transportation.

With an intelligent adaptation of the means at hand it was found practicable to make the con-

dition of the wounded on freight cars very tolerable with the aid of articles belonging to the field

equipment alone. * * *

"After the Army of the Potomac left the vicinity of Washington the sick aud wounded were

removed mainly by the hospital transport steamers on the Potomac, Rappahannock, York, and

James rivers. The short lines from Savage's Station to White House, on the York, and from Aquia
Creek to Fredericksburg, were largely utilized, however, for the same purpose; aud when the

theatre of hostilities was transferred to Maryland and Pennsylvania numerous railway lines

became available. Medical Director J. Letterman recorded the transfer 1 of no less than nine

thousand sick and wounded over the Aquia Creek road on June 12th, 13th, and 14th, 1863, when
the army moved northward after the disasters of Chancellorsville. All patients that would be

injured by sitting up were carried by hand to the railway on the beds they occupied iu hospital,

the beds being placed on hay-covered floors in freight ears.

"The following year, when this army was massed before the entrenched line at Petersburg,

a large depot hospital was erected at City Point, the base of supplies, at the junction of the James
and Appomattox rivers. This depot was couuected with the positions of the several army corps

by a railroad with branches, and the sick and wounded from the division hospitals were brought

to the depot chiefly in the box-cars which had carried forward supplies for the troops, and were

transferred to hospital steamers, or retained at City Point for treatment, at the discretion of the

medical director for transportation, Surgeon E. B. Dalton, U. S. V. There were at first two, and,

subsequently, a larger number of passenger cars converted into hospital cars by the erection of

rows of stanchions, to which litters were suspended by elastic rubber rings, each car having

accommodation for thirty recumbent patients. The box-cars, with door-ways at the sides 5 feet

iu width and an interior height iu the centre of G feet 9 inches, had a floor space of 25 feet 2

Letterman (J.), Medical Recollections of tht Army of the Potomac, New York, 18BG, p. 150.
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inches in length by 7 feet 8 inches in breadth, or about 192 square feet. They afforded comfortable

accommodation for nine recumbent patients, but were sometimes packed with as many as twenty.

When the floors were covered with a thick bed of fresh straw or hay, on which well tilled bed-

sacks or mattresses could be laid, the concussions from the motion of these rough cars were so

much deadened as not to be intolerable even to severely wounded men. There was a great advan-

tage in carrying the wounded on the beds or litters on which they lay through the wide door-

ways of the boxcars, and unloading them, in like manner, at the depot hospital or the wharves of

the transport steamers at City Point. It was, however, very difficult to obtain an adequate supply

of straw or hay when, after a general engagement, train after train was sent in rapid succession,

and recourse was sometimes had to bedding of dry leaves or evergreen boughs. In one of the

reports to Medical Director T. A. McParlin 1 it is stated that it was necessary to empty the bed-

sacks of the field hospitals of a corps in order to obtain sufficient bedding for the box-cars of a

train of wounded.

"In the summer and autumn of 1802, and during the two succeeding seasons, four large bri-

gades stationed at New Berne suffered from malarial fever to that extent that general hospitals, or

rather sanitaria, of great capacity, were established on the sea-coast at Carolina City, near Fort

Macon, the former connected with New Berne by a railway forty miles long. The patients were
conveyed in freight cars, for there were no others available. The floors of the cars were covered

with dry 'pine tags' supplemented by a layer of loose hay or straw when it could be procured.

The patients were laid upon bed-sacks on this substratum, and even those most gravely ill were
transported with comparative comfort. Medical Inspector 10. P. Volluin, U. IS. A., has recorded 2

that after the battle of Gettysburg, July 1-3, 1863, over fifteen thousand wounded were sent from
the field hospitals prior to July 22d, nearly all by railway to Baltimore, York, llarrisburg, and
Philadelphia. They were transported, in large proportion, in the boxcars of the returning supply
trains. 'Each car was supplied with a sufficient quantity of hay, and, on the longer routes, water-

coolers, tin cups, bed-pans, and urinals were placed on them.' After the battle of Olustee, Febru-

ary 20, 1804, where the wounded of the Union side numbered over eleven hundred, Assistant

Surgeon John II. Janeway, U. S. A., states that the grave cases of compound fracture and of

penetrating wounds of cavities, and, indeed, all the more seriously wounded, were transported on

the Mobile Railway on freight cars bedded with pine boughs, palmetto leaves, and a small allow-

ance of straw, covered with blankets. The trains moved slowly from Sanderson to Jacksonville,

on the coast, a distance of nearly fifty miles, and patients who had undergone amputation, and
others severely wounded, complained but little of the rough method of transit. In the campaigns
about Chattanooga, also, Medical Director G. E. Cooper, U. S. A., reported that in emergencies,

when the regular hospital trains were overcrowded, recourse was often had to transport by freight

ears bedded with dry leaves.

"In a letter to the Surgeon General, dated Philadelphia, January 7, ISO.'}, Surgeon A. K. Smith,

U. S. A., describes 'a car recently fitted up by the Philadelphia Railroad Company for the better

conveyance of the worse class of sick and wounded. * * * The internal arrangements are

similar to those of sleeping cars, with the exception that the berths slide in and out, and two men

can carry each, with its patient, to the ambulance wagon or the nearest hospital, the berths being,

in fact, comfortable stretchers. The car has fifty-one of these berths, and a seat at each end for

an attendant. It is provided with a stove, on which soups can be cooked, a water-tank and locker,

aud a convenient water-closet. It is proposed to use the car with the regular passenger trains,

and to bring to Philadelphia cases of a more serious nature than can be selected for transfer by

the ordinary mode of travel. This arrangement is entered into with great zeal by Mr. Felton,

president of the road, the plan being in a great measure due to the efforts of Mr. William Welsh.

If proved to work well, I am satisfied in saying that more cars will be similarly constructed for

the purpose of bringing the seriously sick and badly wounded from Frederick and Harper's Ferry.'

This proposition was warmly seconded at Washington, aud a number of passenger cars, converted

to hospital requirements, and hospital cars also of special construction, were soon in operation on

the railway lines connecting the theatre of hostilities with Baltimore, llarrisburg, Philadelphia,

and New Yoik. They were not fitted up on a uniform plan, but under the auspices of different

1 A Report from the fifth ( lorpn headquarters by Assistant Surgeon C. K. WINNE, U. S. A.
2 Voi.LUM (E. I'.). Report <>n the Transportation of the Wounded after the Battle of Gettysburg ; in Appendix to J'urt I, Medical arid Surgical

llutory of the War of the Rebellion, Washington, 1870, p. 143.
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benevolent associations; but all secured a comparatively comfortable mode of transport for recum-

bent patients, and rendered almost inestimable service in relieving the crowded hospitals near

the scene of hostilities. The hospital cars fitted out by the United States Sanitary Commission
are understood to have been arranged in accordance with plans furnished by Dr. Elisha Harris. 1

A model of one of these cars was exhibited at the Paris Exposition of 18G7 (see Fig. 47(5). These cars

were about fifty feet in length. A passage-way extended through the middle to the doors at either

Fig. 476.—Longitudinal section of a passenger car fitted up as a hospital car. [After Evaxs.
]

end. On either side of the passage-way were eight upright wooden posts, three inches square, con-

necting the floor and ceiling, and so placed that the distances apart should correspond with the

length of a field stretcher. At a distance somewhat less than the width of a field stretcher, opposite

each pillar, another post of like dimensions was placed next the side of the car; thus one side-pole

of a stretcher was attached inside the wall-pillar and outside the pillar next the passage-way, and
its suspension was rendered easier than if it was confined between the rigid pillars. Wooden pegs

inserted in the posts served for the attach-

inent of large rubber rings (Fig. 477), which

received and sustained the ends of the

stretcher poles. Thirty-two litters could be

suspended, leaving a space in the middle for

a stove and seats for attendants or wounded
who could travel in a sitting posture. It is

stated 2 that some of the india-rubber rings

that had been in use in these cars were

exhibited in Paris in 1SG7, and were still in

perfect order. I have been informed that

these cars had doors of three feet in width;

but even this space would be insufficient, if

the litters were as wide as represented by
Dr. Evans. The ordinary field stretchers

Fig. 4

1. Vertical view
EVANS.J

m
Mode of suspension of litters by rubber rings in the "Harris car."

2. Lateral view ; 3. Enlarged view of one of the rings, fAfter

used in the United States were uniformly 24 inches wide, and it was this form of stretcher that

was generally employed upon the hospital trains. Although the advantage of caoutchouc rings

for the suspension of litters was generally conceded, and the inventor and exhibitor were rewarded

with medals, many objections were raised to the arrangements of the car exhibited in Paris. Dr.

Loeffler 3 declared that the inconveniences attending the transport of wounded in tiers of three

superimposed berths were so considerable that the project must be abandoned. Professor Gurlt 4

referred to the danger of ' the frequent jolting of the car, striking the poles of the stretchers against

the posts and communicating concussions to the litters and the patients, which may have the

gravest consequences for the latter.' Professor Billroth 5 objects to these and all other arrange-

ments for the railway transport of wounded that cannot be extemporized.

STILLE (C. J.), History of the XT. S. Sanitary Commission, Philadelphia, 1SGG, p, 161 ; HAMILTON (F. H.), A Treatise on Military Surgery and

Hygiene, New York, I860, p. 168; and Evans (T. W.), La Commission Sanitaire des Etats- I'nis, Paris, 1865, p. 133, et Planche IV. A letter on file in

the Office of the Quartermaster General indicates that Dr. HARRIS invited General Meigs to inspect one of these hospital cars as early as March 20, 18G3.

2LOXGMORE ('1'.), A Treatise on the Transport of Sick and Wounded Troops, London. 1868, p. 476.

•LCEFFLER (F.), Das 1'reussischc Milttdr-Sunitutswesen, und seine Reform nach der Kritgserfahrung von 1866, Berlin, 18G9, B. II, 8. 851.

'GURLT (E.). Abbildungen zur Krankenpfegc im Felde, a. s. w.. Berlin, 1868, s. 5, Taf. II.

'BILLROTH (Til.), ChirurgiMltt Briefe am dm Kriegs Lazarctlicn, u. s. w., Berlin, 1872, s. 71.
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"Wheu the Army of the Potomac advanced to the line of the Rapidau, tbe Medical Director

of the Depart inei it of Washington, Surgeon Robert O. Abbott, U. S. A., recommended that an

hospital train of twelve ears, one fitted np as a dispensary and store-room for supplies, one for the

surgeon in charge and attendants, and ten for the sick and wounded, should be constructed on

plans and specifications prepared by the Assistant Superintendant of Military Railroads, J. Mc
Crickett.' remarking that 'during the past year two or three, cars somewhat similarly fitted up,

provided with medical officers, nurses, and the proper medical appliances, have been running, under
my direction, between this city, Philadelphia, and New York, and 1 make this request upon my
experience of their practical working ami the satisfaction they have given to patients their friends,

and this office. At present, the sick and wounded are transported in cars illy adapted for the

purpose, and with difficulty spared from the other pressing demands, and lives are lost on the
route, not infrequently, which in all probability might be saved

by a more comfortable and easy method of transportation. These
considerations and the extended facilities such cars will give for

transportation of the wounded particularly, will, in my opinion,

Justify the expense of construction.' It was designed that this

hospital train should ply between the advance of the army, near

Culpeper, and the base hospitals at Alexandria and Washing-
ton, and should supplement or supersede the freight ears bedded
with straw or hay that had been hitherto in use. The Surgeon
General and Quartermaster General cordially endorsed this pro-

ject, and several complete hospital trains were soon in operation

on this line.

"Figure 478 is a reduction from Mr. McCricke.tt's 'end ele-

vation of the hospital car, showing the litters in place, and ther ' ° ' ' tic 478.—Transverse ue.'tinn ..I lionpitnl cat

mode ot hanging them. The bottoms of the permanent couches, on th« Orange and Alexandria railroad.

two and a half feet wide, are made either of wooden slats or of canvas, with mattresses laid upon
them. For the second and third tiers, ordinary field stretchers are used. The inside poles of the

litters are suspended by a leathern strap or by strong webbing, the strap secured to a catling of

extra strength; the outside handles of the litters are supported by hooks of spring steel. There
should be some space between the inside litter handles and the side of the car to prevent concussions

;

r
—-

—

o
o
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rsqil »'»»*< 4

A—Stoves.
B—Water-c<»>ler.

Fig. 47l>.— Horizontal s.-otiun of hospital car on the Alexandria railway.

C—Wash Basin. E—(-hair. G—Tiers of couches. I—Wood Box.
D—Lounge or couch. F—Table. H—Water-closet. K—Surgeon's offiot

the hooks so constructed us to act as springs. The litters of the second and third tiers, when not

in use, can be taken down and folded under the permanent couches. The straps also can betaken
down or rolled up; there will then be no obstacles in the way when loading the cars with patients.

A door three feet and a half wide, at one end? gives ample room for ingress and egress of loaded

stretchers. The aisle is three feet and a half wide and can be occupied by folding chairs for those

who can travel in a sitting posture, the chairs being stored under the permanent couches. The

1 Mr. .1. McGiUCKETT estimated that the twelve care could be built in thirty days, at an expense not exceeding $30,000, if the task of Construction

was divided amoug the factories at Wilmington, York. Harrisburg, Philadelphia, and Springfield, Massachusetts. He thought it "much better in many
respects to have the cars made to order than to buy them at second-hand and have them altered," since railroad companies "can ill spare any of their

rolling stock at tins season, and would sell only worn-out or condemned cars, the alteration and fitting up and repairs of which, added to the prime cost,

would demand a greater sum than would be required for new hospital cars." It is impracticable to ascertain from the records of the Bureau of Construe-

tion of Military Railways whether a full train was built in accordance with the plans and specifications of Mr. McCilICKKTT, prepared in consultation

with Surgeon E. BENTLKY, U. S. V. It is known that the construction of a number of hospital ears was authorized about this time, ;it different ear-shops,

and that several hospital trains were soon ia operation on the Orange and Alexandria line ; but they were not of uniform patterns. In many of them, the

litters were suspended by india-rubber rings. It is probable that the cars constructed under the direction of the Sanitary Commission and those built by-

Government order would often be connected or separated on the differeut lines as the exigencies of the service required.

2 At the other end, represented in the elevation (FIG. 47^), the door opening into the attendant's mom is only two feet wide.

Surg. 111-121
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FIG. 490.—Lateral elevation of a part of one of the cars on the Alexandria line

capacity of the car, which measures inside eight and a half feet in width, forty-five and a half feet

in length, and six feet eight inches in height, permits the transportation of fifty or sixty patients

—

thirty in couches and the others in chairs.' Figtjiies 479 and 480 explain themselves.

"With the addition of special cars fitted up with rooms for kitchens, dispensaries, store closets,

quarters for the employes of the train, offices for the executive officer, etc., a well-organized railway

ambulance train became a nearly complete movable hospital establishment, with every reasonable

appliance for the sustenance, dressing, nursing, and medication of the patients. The hospital trains

of the armies in the East traversed railways within the Union lines, and were seldom molested.

They were moved generally at

a low rate of speed. They were

distinguished by displaying

the yellow hospital flag near

the engine, and by the inscrip-

tion 'U. S. Hospital Train'

painted in large letters on the

panels of the cars.

" The hospital cars prepared

under the supervision of the

Government officials and those

arranged under the direction of the agents of the Sanitary Commission were usually passenger

cars converted to hospital use, although the kitchen and executive cars, and a few of those for the

conveyance of the sick and wounded, were built specially for the purposes they were designed to

subserve. There was great variety in the details of the internal arrangements; but nearly all con-

formed to the general plan of securing berths in tiers to rows of uprights. The cars constructed

by different builders varied in dimensions. The longest were 58 feet in length including the plat-

forms. The usual interior length was 45 to 50 feet, which afforded space for five or six sections of

stretchers on each side, and space for stoves, lavatories, water-closets, and seats for attendants.

The height at the sides was G£ feet, the roof sloping upward to 7f feet, and being surmounted by

a clear story of 2 feet provided with windows and ventilators.

"It was in General George H. Thomas's Army of the Cum-
berland, of which Surgeon George E. Cooper, U. S. A., was

Medical Director, its long line of communication extending hun-

dreds of miles away to its base of supplies, that the utility of

railway transport, in relieving the army of its disabled men, was
must conspicuous. Although freight cars were used for very

severe cases, several trains of hospital cars of special construc-

tion were prepared at the Government work-shops for the con-

veyance of patients in the recumbent posture. In 1SC4 there

were three hospital railway trains, each consisting of ten or

twelve cars, with several freight or baggage cars attached some-

times, connecting the advance of the army with Nashville and

Louisville; one train, at least, daily leaving the vicinity of the

field hospitals, lu each train one car was fitted up exclusively

as a kitchen and store-room, and another as a dispensary, with

accommodation for the medical officer in charge, and an ample

supply of medicines, stores, instruments, and appliances. Sur-

geon Cooper reported that upon his arrival in the Department

a train of passenger cars fitted up for the transport of sick and

wounded by Acting Assistant Surgeon J. P. Barnuui was already

in operation on the line, a hundred and eighty-live miles in

length, between Louisville and Nashville. This train had been prepared at Nashville under the

direction of the Western Sanitary Commission. Each of the cars accommodated thirty-three recum-

bent patients. The pallets were placed in tiers of three, supported by iron brackets attached to the

sides of the car, and swung on india-rubber springs (Fig. 481). 'The bed-frames,' Surgeon Cooper

remarks, 'resemble stretchers with a portion of the handles sawn oil'. This style of car is objection-

FIO. 4BI.—Transverse section of a passenger ear
fitted out by Acting Assistant Surgeon J. P. Bar-
naul, and known as the "HARRIS Car.''
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able on account of tbe surgeon being unable to manipulate the wounds, when they require dressing,

without great inconvenience to himself. TLie space between the beds is too contracted, and causes

much complaint from the wounded. There is too much motion in the beds, and altogether the car

is not a good one.' Dr. Barnum states that during his connection with the railway hospital service

he 'supervised the transportation of 20,472 patients and lost but one, who, despite the advice of his

surgeons, implored that he might be taken to die in the bosom of his family.'

'

"The cars thus arrauged, and others in which litters were suspended by india-rubber rings

from pegs inserted in upright posts, as in the Eastern hospital trains, were alike known at the West,

under the designation of the 'Harris car.' Dr. P. L. Town, U. S. A., in a report to Assistant Sur-

geon General B. C. Wood, refers to them as follows: 'Other ways of securing the beds have been

tried. The 'Harris car' is in use, with beds arranged in three tiers, each bed resting ou stretchers,

suspended by four rubber rings, between uprights. Each rubber ring encircles a pin in the upright

J I JU
19

Fin. 48~.—Reduced plan of a horizontal section of nne of the oars <>f Dr. Bnrnuin's train, showing the positions of thirty-three litters, tho
wash-room, and water-closet. [ From a drawing furnished by Medical Director COOI'KU.J

and holds up one end of the lateral bar of the stretcher. This arrangement has one advantage

—

the stretcher can be unshipped, and, if necessary, the occupant can be borne away without disturb-

ing him. A ward in the ' Harris car' contains thirty-three or thirty-six beds. The removal of one

section of the tiers, that is, three ~^~

.

--...-.. p
litters, affords room for a stove

in cold weather. The ' Harris

car' has not worked well in prac-

tice. The elasticity of the rub-

ber bands keeps the bed in con-

stant vibration while the car is

in motion, to the great annoy-

ance of the patients, who com-

plain of reclining on what they

term ' a capering bed.' Severe

cases are now conveyed in the

cars to be hereafter described.

"Figures 482 and 483 further illustrate, by horizontal and lateral views, the arrangement of

one of the hospital cars of Dr. Barnaul's train. They are reductions from drawings prepared for Dr.

Cooper by a draughtsman of the Nashville Car Manufactory. Some further particulars respecting

the method of suspending litters by rubber tugs or rings, and the means of obviating the excessive

oscillation often complained of as a grave objection to this system, will be noticed further ou.

"Medical Director George E. Cooper preferred the arrangement of the ordinary first-class

passenger cars on the plan indicated in Fig. 484. The cars of this class were usually fifty-five feet

long and nine feet four inches wide, with a doorway twenty-two inches wide at either end, a passage

way of equal width through the middle, and, on either side, a row of fourteen double seats. Dr.

Cooper describes the arrangement ( Figs. 479, 4S0) he commends as follows :
' The cars thus prepared

have a capacity for thirty-three patients. The beds are made by removing the alternate seats, and

connecting the remaining seats with slats of ash or some other springy wood. Two bed-sacks are

laid ou the slats. The wounded are carried on the slats covered with bed sacks, and are placed

'Evans (T, W.), La Commission Sanitairt des £tats Unis, Paris, 18o'o, p. 135. Medical Director COOPER doubts this remarkable immunity

from deaths in transit on the hospital trains directed by Dr. BABXUM, while testifying to the indefatigable zeal and efficiency of the latter during his

protracted service. ''Acting Assistant Surgeon J. P. BAHKUM," remarks Dr. Town, "had charge of tho first hospital train built at Nashville. He
studiously labored to improve and systematize its working, and devised many espedieuts looking to the comfort of the patients in days when the theory

of hospital trains was not so well understood as uow."

Fin. 483.—Lateral view of half of n hospital car of Dr. Barnum's train, showing tho arrangement
of the litters and the wide side door. ( From a drawing from Dr. COOl'KIi.J
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two on each bed. The upper beds are framed as stretchers, and are hooked to the side and ceiling

of the car and covered with a mattress. On this upper tier the less gravely wounded are carried.

Tins plan was found to be the best, the least expensive, and the most comfortable to the patients

of all the hospital cars in use. The medical attendants could dress wounds in these cars without

much inconvenience.' On the drawings sent with this description Surgeon Cooper annotates :
' This

is the simplest and best form.'

" Dr. F. L. Town, IT. S. A., gives the following description

of five of these cars which he inspected: 'Each ward contains

about twenty-four beds, arranged lengthwise along either side of

the car, in two tiers ; the upper bed exactly above the lower. In

the lower tiers the bed is fixed firmly upon the car-seats ; the

backs of these [and an intervening seat] are removed. Its width

is that of the car-seat [about forty-four inches], and its distance

from other beds is the space between adjacent seats. In the

upper tier the beds are about two-thirds as wide, and are on

stretcher-frames, attached firmly on the outer side to the wall of

the car, and suspended on the inside by two iron bars from the

roof. Each upper bed thus stands or hangs immovably in its

place. The wide beds in the lower tier are considered double,

and, on short routes, are often occupied by two patients regarded

as mild cases. The American railway companies appreciate

economy of space in their sleeping cars, and the plan of trans-

porting two persons in one bed is not claimed as original in

hospital trains. The hospital car is supported on trucks with

elliptical steel springs, as is usual in passenger cars, and, in

addition, india-rubber springs are so arranged as to equalize the

motion and deaden the jarring of the car. This is a very valuable improvement and adds much to

the comfort of the patients. In the wards above described the patients ride with much ease and

every possible provision for their comfort.' Fig. 485 shows the horizontal plan of one of these cars.

"These cars were fitted up under the immediate supervision of Medical Director Cooper and

of Surgeon O. O. Herrick, 34th Illinois Volunteers. The latter was at one time in charge of one

of the trains, and is officially reported as having rendered signal service in devising expedients for

IV;. 4M.—Transverse section of hospital oar of

the Army of the Cumberland. Pattern of Ills.

Cooper mid Herrick.

nrizimtal plan of ono of the hospital Cumberland.

facilitating the safe transport of wounded and in promoting the organization and administration

of the system. General Thomas accorded the fullest authority to Medical Director Cooper to

select for the hospital trains the best locomotives and cars to be found among the rolling stock,

and to have new cars fitted up whenever necessary, and caused to be detailed for the hospital serv-

ice the most experienced conductors, engineers, and other employe's of the several railway lines.

Medical Director Cooper informs the reporter that the smoke-pipes of the locomotives of the hos-

pital trains were painted of a brilliant scarlet; the exterior of the hood, and of the tender car with

water and fuel, were of the same conspicuous color, with gilt ornamentation. At night, beneath

the head-light of the engine, three red lanterns were suspended in a row. These distinguishing

signals were recognized by the Confederates, and the trains were never fired upon or molested in

any way. Dr. Cooper 'was informed by wounded Confederate officers in Nashville, who were cap-

tured at the battle near that place, of the stringent orders given his troopers by General X. B.

Forrest for the non-interference with and protection of the U. S. A. hospital trains,' by giving
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pi tul cars constructed under Dr. Cooper's supervision.

n

them timely warning in the event of the railway being obstructed or torn up. The partisan troops

of ColonelJohn Morgan's command had similar instructions. It is related that on one occasion

Colonel Morgan's scouts stopped the train directed by Dr. Barnum. and having- switched it off

upon a siding, after inquiring if there were sufficient stores on the train for the sick and wounded,

they tore up the main track, and then rilled and destroyed five supply trains that successively

arrived at the point where the line was interrupted.

"Ventilation without exposure to drafts was well provided for in these cars by windows in

the elevated part of the ceiling

and by valvular openings near

the roof (Fro. 486). Dr. Town
comments 0:1 the admirable

manner in which t lie apparatus

for lighting and heating were

made also to promote ventila-

tion. He refers to many other

details, which there is not space

to notice here, and concludes

that 'the conception of a com-

plete hospital, with all its ap-

pliances and means of comfort, propelled by steam, was first carried into practical operation in the

medical department of the West, and its perfect success was most gratifying to all. In visiting

these hospital trains, the air is found sweet and pure, the wards neat and inviting, and it may
unhesitatingly be said that men on hospital trains are often as comfortable, and better fed and

attended than in many permanent hospitals.' Besides

Drs. Barnum and Derrick, Medical Director Cooper men-

tions Surgeon L. J. Dixon, 1st Wisconsin Volunteers, and

Assistant Surgeon 1']. J. Darken, U. S. A., as having super-

vised hospital trains with great skill and devotedness.

Of the Medical Director himself, Dr. Town observes:

'Colonel George E. Cooper has made the study of hospital

railway trains his pride. All of the western trains have

been in the Department in which he directs the medical

service, and many of the cars have been fitted up under

his supervision. * * * lie has just cause to be proud

of his hospital trains.' As far as the records of the Assist-

ant Surgeon General's Office show, the first official step

toward organizing hospital ears was a letter written

August 11, 1803, from that Office by Surgeon Joseph P.

Brown, U. S. A. (during the temporary absence of the

Assistant Surgeon General on other duty), directing the

Medical Director of the Army of the Cumberland 'to take

immediate measures to fit up a special train for hospital

purposes, with every possible comfort,' to run between

Nashville and Louisville.

" "When General Sherman's army was before Atlanta,

until the lines of communication were destroyed prepara-

tory to the march to the sea, hospital cars ran regularly from the front to base hospitals, some of

which were four hundred and seventy-two miles distant. 1

"The difficulty of introducing loaded stretchers or litters through the narrow end doors of

the converted passenger cars was obviated, in the train prepared under the supervision of Drs.

Cooper and Derrick, by leaving the middle section on one side free from beds, removing two win-

dows and the paueliug beneath, and introducing a sliding door, six feet in width, affording an

ample space for the ingress and egress of litters with the most severely wounded patients. Descrip-

Fio. 467.—Uprights ami elastic ring couplings for suspend-
ing litters hi hospital cars. IS. The upright post next the
passage-way: C. The fellow-post next the side of the ear:

I-\ oblique view of the coupling by rubber hands; D. Lat-
eral view of the coupling by rubber bauds. [After IIakuis.]

'Surgeou F. L. Town's report.
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tions of the kitchen, office, and dispensary ears, which added greatly to the efficiency of these

trains, are omitted here. A further description of the hospital trains of the Army of the Cumber-

land has been given by Dr. Dallas Bache, lT . S. A. 1 In addition to the illustrations that were

published with his paper, it may be useful to add diagrams explaining the details of the arrange

meats for suspending litters from upright posts in adapting cars for hospital purposes (Figs. 4S7.

488,489) that were planned by Dr. Harris in -December, 1862, and

successfully put in practical operation in the Spring of 1863. It has

already been shown that the adaptation of cars to hospital pur-

poses by securing field stretchers to rows of stanchions was practised

from a very early period of the late war; but the merit of devising a

simple and effective method of suspending the stretchers by rubber

rings was exclusively due to Dr. Elisha Harris, who, moreover, pro-

moted with great earnestness, during the war, the establishment and

organization of railway transport for the sick and wounded. A brief

and somewhat inaccurate account "of this system was published in

1865 by Professor F. II. Hamilton. 3 The plan was cursorily alluded

to the same year in a surgical report from this Office, :i and more fully described in a work by

Dr. T. W. Evans, of Paris. 4

'•Dr. Harris proposed to suspend three tiers of litters from upright oaken stanchions 4 inches

wide by 2 inches thick, extending from the floor to the roof of the car, which gave a length of

about 6 or Oi feet (FlG. 487, B and C). The stanchions were placed in pairs, the fellow posts 22

indies apart, and 04 feet distant from the next couple (Fig. 492). The stanchions at the end of

each row of uprights were perforated to receive on the broad face three hickory

pins an inch in diameter, and three on the narrow face; the other stanchions,

each pair contributing to the support of two tiers of litters, were provided with

twelve pins (Fig. 487, B, C), six termed holder or loop-pins, and six arresting

pins or stops (Fig. 487, F, D), designed to prevent the undue descent of the

litter. Around the pins on the broad face of the pillars were placed loops or

tugs of vulcanized india-rubber 3 inches broad, J inch thick, with 4 inches

aperture, and weighing 9| ounces Troy. The handles of the stretchers, sawn

off at 74 inches from the margins of the canvas, were inserted in the rings,

which were put upon the stretch by the weight of the patient. Too great

oscillation was prevented by the stopping-pins or by substituting more massive

rubber rings. The holder-pin for the lower stretcher was !U inches from the

floor, the stop-pin three indies. The space between the upper and middle and the middle and

lower stretchers was about 19 inches. The inside length of the cars fitted up varied from 41 to 47

feet, and would accommodate four or five tiers of litters on either side, with space reserved for

seats, closets, and offices at the ends. The inside width of the cars was 8 or Si feet, and as the

two series of berths occupied but 2 feet 4 inches on either side, a passage-

way of 3 feet 4 or 10 inches was left in the middle. The end doors, usually

opening 2 feet, were widened to 24, or, in the best models, to 3 feet. Hair

pillows (Fig. 489) were, attached to head boards of £-inch light wood, and

secured by straps to the litter poles. Dr. Harris proposed a modification of

this plan, designed to afford greater elasticity to the litters for the transport

of severe eases. The inner edges of the upright stanchions were placed 26

inches apart, and the handles of the litter were hung between the posts (FlG.

4SS, M); a wooden or iron traverse was substituted for the stop-pins, and

the mode of insertion of the pins in the uprights was altered (Fig. 488, E);

larger rubber rings, weighing 12 ounces, were nsv(\. On experiment this

-^

Fir:. 4P0.—Pillows for

stretchers. [After HAR-
MS,

j

Fn;. 4D0.—Hospital railway
•ar— rear elevation.

' Sec Report of Assistant Surgeon r>. BACIIK. 1". S. A., in Appendix to Part I. Medical and Surgical History of the. War of the Rein 11inn, p. >!>.

2 Hamilton (F. II.). .1 Treatise, on Military Surgery and Hani' tic, Xew York, I MB, p. IHS. The remarkable stal i is made t lint :
" The stretch-

ers are suspended en loops made ofrjutta-pi rcha," a singularly unsuitable material.

3 C'ireular No. G, S. G. (>.. Washington, ISfB. Reports on the Extent and Nature of the. Materials available for the Preparation of a Medical and

Surgical History of the Rebellion,—Surgical Report, p. 84. Diagrams were given (FIGS St>, 89, DO), from a photograph by C»ardner, of the working draw-

ings of the first hospital ear exhibited by Dr. HAEIUS in Washington in March, I8B3. I found the photograph on file, but, at that lime, could obtain no

precise information of its origin.

"Evaxs (T. W.), La Commission Sanilaire des £tats-Unis, etc., Paris, 1863.
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plan was found inferior to the first. Most of the cars were provided at one end with a wash-room

and water-closet (Fig. 491), and at the other end with a couch and seats for attendants, a stove,

and a small closet for a few essential medicines and dressings, and a copper boiler with an alcohol

lamp. This brief statement of details applies to many of the long passenger cars fitted up for hos-

pital purposes upon specifications supplied by Dr. Harris. This original design of Dr. Harris was

<§> 31
hi

^ iit
,

Fig. 4!>2.— Hospital railway car used at tin* Fast—ground pin

Fir.. 4'.H.

—

T". S. Army Hospital railway car used nt the East—side elevation.

not, however, limited to transforming passenger cars to hospital use: 1 and the adaptation of elastic

rubber rings2 to the suspension of litters, though valuable, was not the most important and enduring
part of his system. There will probably be many changes and improvements in the methods of

moving wounded men by railway, but the idea of utilizing the ordinary field stretchers for railway

transport, keeping the patients upon them until they reach a fixed hospital, will not soon be aban-

doned. This expedient had been already resorted to in isolated instances, but Dr. Harris proposed
its systematic adoption and devised a feasible method for its accomplishment The system was
much commended in Europe.3

"At the close

of the war there

w e re in u s

e

thirty-nine cars

that had been

fitted out under

the supervision

of the Sanitary

Com mission.
Except in a few instances, however, the Government had reimbursed the Commission for the

original cost and the expenses of the outfit."

In the fall of 1863 and winter of 1804 the chief army <>f tin' West was concentrated 4

principally along the line of railroads leading from Nashville, Tennessee, southwest via

Chattanooga, Tennessee, and stretching on toward Atlanta. Georgia. Heretofore such sick

and wounded, on railroad lines, as could hear transportation were taken to points in the

rear and north by ordinary passenger ears. Severe cases could not be removed at all

and had to remain in the nearest hospital depots. Those in transitu often suffered from

being delayed on the route by accident, or by the immense supply trains destined for the

army constantly passing over the road. Not unfrequently the delay was at points where

no rations could be drawn, and if they were to be had no means were at hand for cooking

them, or feeding the men, or of making them comfortable. Hence the idea of a hospital

train, an ambulating hospital, an independent hospital organization, which could furnish

1 I>r. HARRIS wrote me, August 17. 1875: "The original sketch, mail.' in .Finn". lBiy. is now before roe, with the simple proposition: Tartadily

and securely suspend in a»>/ railway en- as large a number as possible of the field litters, as portable hammocks, to be passed onwards, as beds for

patients, without delaying or encumbering transportation. Tin' method of swinging in position ami securely fastening the litters was settled in the first

pencil-sketch : the details of a complete ambulance ear were arranged the last week in December, 1862. and the first ear titled up. the pioneer, win* the

favorite old 51-feet ear that was mutilated, when occupied by the nth Massachusetts Volunteers, in the Baltimore Hot of April, 18fil
."

*The elasticity of the rubber rings was objected to by some snrgeons. Assistant Surgeon F. 1.. TOWN. F. s. A., remarks: " The Harris car does

not work well in practice; the elasticity of the rubber rings keeps tin- bed in constant vibration while the ear is in motion. This greatly annoys the

patient, who objects to riding a capering lied." 'H.vuonvitz (11. v.), Das Mililarsamldtswesen. 18»>6, S. 87.

4 For the account of the management of the hospital trains of the Department of the Cumberland alluded to here, the editor is largely indebted to

a manuscript report of Assistant Surgeon F. L. Town, F. S. A.
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each sick and wounded patient with a comfortable bed, feed and care for him en route, the

same as if in a general hospital, without regard to time or distance. Such hospital trains

were in successful operation during the last eighteen months of the war.

A hospital train, when complete, is made up of ten cars, and accommodates from one

hundred and seventy-five to two hundred patients comfortably. The arrangement of the

Kag^saag

% i rri nT-r^-T.

-'
train is as follows: One

box car. one kitchen car,

an ordinary passenger car

with seats, five cars with

beds, i. e., hospital wards,

an office car. and a con-

ductor's car. The forward

box car is fitted up as a

storeroom and carries provisions, hospital stores, bedding, etc. The drawings and brief

descriptions of this as well as of kitchen and surgeon's cars of the Army of the Cumberland

(
„,.,..,,,,......,.. , .... ,„^--

—

W

FIG. 49^1.—Baggage and commissary car of the Army of the Cumberland—horizontal plan.

Fin. 494.—Baggage and commissary car of the Army of the Cumberland—longitudinal section. Fig. 495.—The same—transverse section.

were furnished by its Medical Director, Surgeon George E. Cooper, U. S. A. The baggage

carl Fig. 493). contained three closets to store rations; the centre open space was intended

to carry barrels and large stores. The two bunks shown in the transverse section (Pig. 495)

FIG. 496.—Kitchen car of the Army of the Cumberland—horizontal plan.

were for the attendants belonging to the car. The kitchen car (Figs. 496, 497) was divided

into three compartments, the dining-room, storeroom, and kitchen proper. The storeroom

occupied the centre portion of the car, leaving a passage-way from the kitchen to the dining-

room. -The kitchen proper was furnished with a small range with boilers, etc., complete.

There were stands, tables, and a closet for kitchen utensils in the kitchen proper. The

letters indicate: A, kitchen, a, cooking range; b, sink; c, cupboard; d, table and shelves.

B, store-room: e, ice-box; f, shelves for provision. C, dining-room; g, table, surrounded by

benches. This apartment contained also a stove and wood-box. The car answered well the

purpose required and gave perfect satisfaction.

The passenger car with seats was occupied by those not confined wholly to their beds,
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and others, men furloughed from general hospitals, etc.. who did not ordinarily require them

at all. The five bed-cars were first-class passenger cars transformed into hospital wards.

The surgeon's car was an ordinary passenger car with the seats removed and with par-

titions and fixtures introduced for the accommodation of the surgeon in charge of the train

and his medical assistant; there was also a small dispensary and an office for the transac-

FIG. 497.—Kitchen oar of the Army of the Cumberland—longitudinal lection.

tion of business ( Figs. 498, 499). The letters indicate: A, dispensary and steward's quar-

ters; a, desk and book-case; b, shelves for medicines. This apartment contained also a

revolving chair at the desk and a bed for the steward. B, surgeon s sitting-room; </. lounge;
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FIG. 49P.—Surgeons
1

ear of the Army of the Cumberland—horizontal plan.

e, water-closet
;

/', clothes closet. C, surgeon's bedroom; c, bed. D, office: ;/. lounge; h
t

water-cooler; i, wood-box and stove. E, wash-room, with water basin, tank, and dressing

FIG. 499.—Surgeons' car of the Army of the Cumberland—longitudinal section.

locker. F F, passage through car. G, water-closet. The conductor's car in the rear was

similar to the car so called attached to freight trains on ordinary railroads. It was appro-

priated to the use of the conductor and the citizen employe's running the train. The

hospital cars were warmed and lighted in the winter in the same way as passenger cars on

our railroads. The same means were adopted in some cars as were in use in general hos-

pitals, combining warming and ventilation. The hospital wards were originally those cars

in which the central portion of the roof was raised considerably above the general plane:

by opening the windows occupying the space between the planes very perfect ridge ventila-

tion was obtained. The wards had also such other means of ventilation as were in use in

Surg. Ill— lv!2
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first-class passenger cars. If necessary, except in the coldest weather (and the seasons were

mild in this climate), the car doors could be thrown open for a few minutes, at intervals,

which rapidly supplied a fresh atmosphere.

The surgeon in charge of a hospital train was its sole head, the same as on a hospital

transport or in a general hospital. He had a citizen conductor and engineers, firemen, and

brakemen, employed by the Quartermaster's Department, who, under the immediate con-

trol of the conductor, moved the train when and wherever he ordered it. Unlike the chief

medical officer of a hospital transport, he was not required to act as a commissary of sub-

sistence or an assistant quartermaster. He drew his rations from time to time as in a

general hospital. One medical assistant and one hospital steward was ordinarily all that

were required on a train. Eidisted men were detailed as cooks, nurses, and hospital

attendants. Only a limited number of the latter were required, and those not on duty

occupied beds, if necessary, kept vacant in one of the wards. The needful washing of

bedding, etc., was done at one of the termini of the route.

In the spring of 1864, and during the advance of General Sherman's army on Atlanta,

Georgia, and while that place was occupied by General Sherman previous to his cutting

loose from all communication with the north and striking across the country to Savannah,

three hospital trains ran regularly between Louisville, Kentucky, and Atlanta, Georgia, a

distance of four hundred and seventy-two miles, viz: Train No. 3, from Louisville, Ken-

FIG. .

r
>00.—Kitchen and dispensary ear. Army of the Potomac—horizontal view.

tucky, to Nashville, Tennessee, distance one hundred and eighty-five miles; train No. 2,

from Chattanooga. Tennessee, to Atlanta, Georgia, distance one hundred and thirty-six

miles. These trains passed over the road once every day—down one day and returning the

next. Train No. 1 connected with No. 3 at Nashville, and with No. 2 at Chattanooga, on

Vic. Ml.—Kitchen and dispensary car. Army of the Potomac—longitudinal view.

alternate days. A time-table was prepared by which the running of the hospital trains was

regulated—which was adhered to for some time. Sick and wounded in the sanguinary

engagements of this eventful campaign were taken from the large hospital depots at Atlanta,

Marietta. Kingston, and Rome, Georgia, to the permanent hospitals at Chattanooga and

Nashville, Tennessee, and Louisville, Kentucky. Some men were brought directly through
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from Atlanta, Georgia, to Louisville, Kentucky, over this long span railway line, stretching

south four hundred and seventy-two miles to the distant army. If necessary, a ward in one

train was uncoupled and attached to the connecting train without disturbing the patients.

The ordinary modus operandi in railroad transportation was to empty the hospitals at Nash-

ville and Chattanooga of men partially recovered, and who would not be injured by moving,

and take them up to Louisville. The beds thus vacated at these points were filled from

below.

In the Army of the Potomac the complete hospital train consisted of twelve cars—one

for the surgeon in charge, one for the kitchen and dispensary, and ten for the sick and

wounded. The cars fitted up for the carrying of patients have been described on page 961.

The kitchen and dispensary (Figs. 500, 501) car was built according to plans prepared by

the Assistant Superintendent of Military Railroads, J. McCrickett. The car was divided

into two compartments. The dispensary contained a stove, A; a water-closet, B; cases for

shelves, C; cases of drawers, D; wood-box, E; table or desk, F; couch, G; wash-basins. H.

In the kitchen, P, were: C, cases of shelves; D, cases of drawers; I, water-cooler; J, refrig-

erator; K, sink for washing dishes; L, table; M, pantry; N, wood-box; 0, cooking-stove.

WATER TRANSPORTATION.

The military operations in the western departments in the spring of 1862 embraced

a large extent of territory and necessitated the moving of large bodies of men from point

to point. As a result, the fresh unacclimated levies fell victims to malignant fevers, diar-

rhoea, dysentery, etc. The resources of the Medical Department under these circumstances

were entirely inadequate to the pressing necessities. It became evident that to disem-

barrass the medical officers and to have them in readiness for the exigencies of battles,

which all knew were impending, the sick must be removed to points remote from the scene

of operations. For this purpose the large rivers of the Western States, especially the

Mississippi, offered the best facilities. But there were no transports at the disposition of

the medical officers. In order to send a single sick soldier it was necessary to apply to the

quartermaster of the army, who naturally gave the preference to his immediate duties,

and even when, after much circumlocution, a boat was secured and partly filled with

patients, it was frequently delayed until the demands of other departments were complied

with. The necessities of the sick and wounded were of a secondary consideration, and the

surgeon who exerted himself in the interest of common humanity was regarded as asking

favors for himself. The fact that the efforts of the Medical Department were thus paralyzed

was brought to the notice of the General Commanding by Surgeon J. Simons, U. S. A.,

Medical Director, who recommended that a suitable number of boats be taken and fitted

up comfortably with beds, cooking apparatus, surgeons, and nurses, etc. The appeal was

favorably received, and several steamers were chartered and placed under the charge of

medical officers. We will quote from the excellent report of Surgeon A. H. Hoff, U. S. V.,

master of hospital transportation on the Mississippi, made in September, 1863: "The City

of Memphis, a very large and fine steamer, was chartered, and Assistant Surgeon W. D.

Turner, 1st Illinois Light Artillery, placed in charge. The steamer City of Louisiana was

also chartered and fitted up under the control of Assistant Surgeon C. Wagner, U. S. A.,

and, with the City of Memphis, was at once employed in the carrying of sick and wounded.

About the 1st of April, 1862, after the experiment had been made and proved successful,
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Surgeon Simons requested that boats be purchased and fitted up as floating hospitals.

On his report and the co-operation of Mr. Yeatman, the President of the Western Sanitary

Commission, the steamer D. A. January was purchased and placed in my charge. This

boat, on account of her light draught and airy cabin, was well suited for the purpose.

There was no time to make more than temporary arrangements, and she was not recon-

structed until September, 1862, when she was fitted up with every convenience as a hospital.

These boats proving inadequate to supply the amount of transportation required, two of the

largest steamers on the river were chartered (the Empress and Imperial) and temporarily

fitted up, and Surgeons T. F. Azpell and J. H. Grove, U. S. V., were placed in charge

of them. The transportation still being insufficient, the steamers Stephen Decatur and

J. S. Pringle were added to the list, and these, together with the several boats sent by

different states, made quite a formidable fleet; yet they all had plenty of employment, as

sick and wounded had to be transferred to the number of thousands. These boats, as they

ceased to be needed, were discharged, leaving the D. A. January alone. As the hospital

accommodations at Pittsburg Landing were very imperfect, Medical Director Charles

McDougall, Surgeon, U. S. A., requested the construction of a floating hospital, which could

be towed from point to point, to be used as a receiving hospital, from which the transports

could load and in which the sick and wounded could be placed and made comfortable

in the absence of the transports. In this he was finallv successful, and the hulk of the

steamer Nashville was purchased and fitted up so that she would be able to receive in an

emergency one thousand men, and Surgeon Strawbridge, U. S. V., was placed in charge.

She was towed to Milliken's Bend, La., and was of great service, as the submerged condi-

tion of the country made it impossible to care for the sick on shore. Up to this time,

although the Assistant Surgeon General, on taking charge of the Western Department and

visiting the scene of active operations, repeatedly urged the purchase of more steamers for

hospital purposes, for some reason, unknown to him as well as to others, he was unsuccess-

ful ; but the unsuccessful attack on Vicksburg, in December, the battle of Arkansas Post,

and the advance of the whole army in the direction of Vicksburg made it necessary to

again resort to chartering transports. The City of Memphis and City of Alton were again

temporarily fitted up, and with the D. A. January transferred the sick and wounded from

Milliken's Bend, Young's Point, and Sherman's Landing, to Memphis and St. Louis. In

the meantime, however, several boats had been taken—the steamers Von Phul and J.

C. Swon, in fact at least one-fourth of the returning transports—without a single comfort

for the sick and wounded on board, were made use of to transfer them to the general

hospitals North. Under such circumstances the suffering was terrible and the mortality

frightful. I am not disposed to find fault, nor do I wish to censure any one, but I feel it

my duty to remark that the Medical Department did everything in their power to correct

this matter, with but poor success. The Assistant Surgeon General, never tiring in his

determination to push this matter, finally succeeded in getting the City of Louisiana pur-

chased and fitted up in a most comfortable manner, with good accommodations for four

hundred, with every improvement that a year's experience could suggest. During this

time the Navy had fitted the Red Rover in a most elegant and substantial manner; the

Marine Brigade also fitted the Woodford as a hospital with every comfort that could be

made available. The U. S. Hospital Steamer D. A. January having run for a year and a

half it became necessary to repair her. and upon examination new boilers were found to be

necessary. As we came in possession of more of the Mississippi additional accominoda-
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tions for the comfort of the sick and wounded were required. Under these circumstances

the January was reconstructed, better ventilation secured, better and more convenient

arrangements for cooking were made, and a fan, one hundred and sixty feet long and pro-

pelled by machinery, was placed in the main ward for the purpose of cooling the atmosphere

and as a means of ventilation. It answered an admirable purpose and did away with the

necessity of covering the decks with an awning, which was not only difficult but a very

expensive matter. After her reconstruction her name was changed to Charles McDougall,

in honor of Surgeon McDou.Q-all, U. S. A., who had interested himself when Medical Director

of the Department in securing proper transportation for the sick and wounded, and by whose

request she was finally fitted with all the conveniences for a hospital transport.

"It would be impossible for me, not being in possession of records, to give any idea of

the number of sick and wounded transferred—nor do I believe it would be possible, from

the fact that emergencies required boat after boat to be made use of where no record was

kept to give the exact figures—suffice it to say that the U. S. Hospital Steamer Charles

McDougall (D. A. January) carried from April 5, 1862, to September 12, 1863, twelve

thousand two hundred and ninety-nine sick and wounded to the several general hospitals.

she being constantly employed. A fair average may be made by taking into calculation

the time the other boats were employed, most of them probably carrying more at each load.

The use of steamers for hospital purposes being a new thing, changes in the arrangements

were required as the necessities became apparent. Orders wen' made by the chiefs of the

several Departments of such a character as would secure prompt attention on the part of

all their subordinates and at the same time place the surgeons in charge in such a position

that the least possible delay should occur. Believing it to be of interest and forming a

part of the success of the subject to which this history relates, I will append these orders

as they were made from time to time. The first great difficulty to be overcome was to do

away with the idea that as these boats were for the transportation of the sick and wounded

they were the vehicles for carrying not only all the friends of the sick and wounded, but

every man, woman, and child who became impressed with the slightest inkling that their

hearts contained one particle of sympathy for the poor soldier; curiosity seekers, sanitarians,

state agents, sutlers, committees from various associations, one and all concluded they had

a right to transportation on such a boat. This of course was out of the question, as it pre-

vented the employes from properly cleaning the boat and took up room required for patients.

More than this, it used up the subsistence which belonged to the hospital fund, which was

used to buy so many things necessary for the diet of the sick. It was annoying to the

surgeons, it was in the way of all discipline, and in fact disagreeable to every one. Under

these circumstances Major General Halleck issued the following order:

< HEADQUARTERS, DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSISSIPPI,
Pittsburg Landing, Tennessee, April 20, 1862.

Surgeon Simons has authority to prevent persons from travelling on hospital boats.

By order of Major General Halleck: (Signed) A. C. KEMPER,
Assistant Adjutant General.

No person will hereafter be permitted on floating hospitals except by permission of the

Surgeon in charge. (Signed) J. SIMONS, Surgeon of Army,
Medical Director."1

" This left the Surgeon in charge an opportunity of using his discretion in reference to

who should travel on his boat, and, I think, in most instances it has been confined to medical

officers who could assist instead of being in the way.
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" The next important step was to be arranged with the Subsistence Department. This

was surrounded with some difficulties, as there was no room on board for a commissary.

The difficulty was soon remedied by making the Surgeon in charge an Acting Assistant

Commissary of Subsistence, thereby enabling him to receive subsistence from any com-

missary by invoice and receipt, and to purchase such articles as the sick required.

' Cairo, Illinois, April 7, 1863.

Sir: By authority from Major General Halleck, commanding the Department of the Mis-

sissippi, Surgeons in charge of hospital boats will act as A. A. C. S., so far as receiving and issuing

stores for the hospital under their charge is concerned.

Eespectfully your obed't servant,

B. DuBARRY,
Capt, <fcc, C. 8., U. S. A.

To Surgeon in charge of hospital boat D. A. January.'

"By a similar order the surgeon was held responsible for all the property belonging to

the Quartermaster's Department in his charge, and required to receipt for it. This, of course,

was an anomaly in departmental matters, but one that was required for the proper adminis-

tration of the affairs of the floating hospitals; without such an arrangement the unavoidable

delays would have destroyed their efficiency. The Medical Department is much indebted

to Major Generals Halleck and Grant for the kindness shown and interest taken by them

in this branch of the service. We are also indebted to Quartermasters, Brigadier General

Allen and Colonel Myers, and to Colonel Parsons, in charge of the river transportation, for

their uniform kindness and assistance in the purchase and reconstruction of the boats;

also to Colonel Haines, Chief Commissary, for the liberal manner in which the boats have

been supplied with subsistence, and, through his orders, the little delay occasioned in

receiving supplies. In fact, all have wished us a 'God speed' in a work which has been

the means of relieving so much distress and probably of saving many lives."

Steamer City of Memphis.—The first boat chartered on the western rivers for the

transportation of wounded was the steamer City of Memphis, which was taken into the

service as a hospital boat at Fort Henry on February 7, 1862, by order of Major General

U. S. Grant, and placed under the charge of Assistant Surgeon W. D. Turner, 1st Illinois

Light Artillery. She was fitted out as thoroughly as circumstances permitted. Spring

mattresses were placed on the floor of the upper deck and saloon; the state-room was

rearranged, and medicine and commissary stores supplied. Her length was. three hundred

and thirty feet and her beam seventy feet; her main deck was large and roomy, and her

saloon of great length, and she was capable of carrying comfortably seven hundred and fifty

wounded men. From February 7th to 18th she was used as a receiving boat, conveying a

large number of sick and wounded from Fort Henry and transferring them to other boats.

No record of this work was kept; but the number thus transported is estimated at two

thousand. On February 18th she left Fort Henry with four hundred and seventy-five

sick and wounded for Paducah, Kentucky, where she arrived on February 19th; the

patients were transferred to the general hospitals, and the boat left for Fort Donelson the

same day and arrived there on February 21, 1862. The boat was discharged from the

hospital service in July, 1862, by Medical Director McDougall, of the Army of the Ten-

nessee, but re-engaged and employed in carrying wounded from the vicinity of Vicksburg

during Grant's campaign. No record of the number transported during her second engage-

ment is found.
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From February 18th to July 19th, 1862, the boat made fourteen trips and conveyed

seven thousand two hundred and twenty-one sick and wounded men, as follows:

Table CLXXVI.
Tabular Statement of Trips made by the Steamer City of Memphis from February IS to July 19, 1862.

Ko. of Trip.
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Table CLXXVIT.

Tabular Statement of Trips made by the Steamboat Louisiana from March 23 to June 1£, 1862.

NO. OF
TRIP.

3 ...

4 ...

5

6...

7....

8....

9

10...

Date of Departure.

March 23, 1802.

March 25, 1802

.

April 0, 1802 ...

April 12, 1802 .

April 20, 1802 .

May 1, 1802 ....

May 7, 1802

May 15, 1802 . .

.

May SI, 1862 . .

.

Juno 13, 1862...

Place of Departure. Date of Arrival. Peace ok Arrival.

,Island No 10, Tram .)
(,

Cairo, 111

Mound City, 111 , and Padueah, Ky .)! i Cincinnati, Ohio ...

.

Crump's Landing, Tcnn April8, 1802 Saint Louis, Mo
Pittsburg Landing, Tenn ' April 14, 1862 Saint Louis. Mo
Savannah, Tenn April 24, 1862 Cincinnati, Ohio

Pittsburg Landing, Tenn ' May 3, 1802 ' Saint Louia, Mo
Pittsburg Landing, Tcnii May 0, 1862 Saint Louis, Mo
Savannah, Tcnn May 17, 1862 Mount Vernon, Ind.

Hamburg, Tenn June 2, 1862 Saint Louis, Mo
Hamburg, Tenn Juno 14, 1862 Paducah, Ky

No. Sick and
Wounded.

Total.

35

280

310

325

306

328

340

325

350

400

2, nno

In April, 1863, the boat was purchased by the Government and remodelled as a perma-

nent hospital boat, with beds for four hundred and fifty patients, and was named the
;

R. C.

Wood,' in honor of the Assistant Surgeon General of the United States Army, to whose

wisdom, humanity, and constant foresight many of the improvements in the hospital arrange-

ments were due. Surgeon T. F. Azpell, U. S. V., was placed in charge. Her state-rooms

were removed, the whole upper deck was made into one large ward, with abundant light

and excellent means of ventilation, with ample provisions of bath-rooms, hot and cold water,

cooking apartments, nurses' rooms, dispensary, laundry, and many other conveniences. 1 Her

length was two hundred and fifty feet, beam forty feet, hold seven feet. From April, 1863,

to April 11,] 865, this boat made thirty-three trips, travelled thirty-four thousand eight hun-

dred and five miles, and carried eleven thousand and twenty-four (11,024) sick and wounded,

as follows:

Table OLXXVIII.
Statement of Trips made by the Hospital Steamboat R. C. Wood from April 1, 1868, to April 11, 1865.

NO. OF
Trip.

3 .

4..

5.

6.

7.

8..

9

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16

17

18.

19

20

Date of Departure. Place of Departure. Place of Arrival.
Ko. Sick

AND
Wounded.

April 1, 1863

May 26, 1863

June 2, 1863

June 8, 1863

Juno 23, 1863

July 4, 1803

JulyS, 1803

July 25, 1863

August 8, 1803

August 7, 1863

August 28, 1863

September 19, 1863 .

October 2, 1863

October 24, 1863....

February 6, 1864 ...

February 28, 1864 -

.

March 14. 1804

March 19, 1864

April 14, 1864

April 22, 1864

Milliken's 15end Saint Louis

Saint Louis Chickasaw Bayou and Memphis .

Memphis Chickasaw Bayou and Memphis .

Memphis ' Chickasaw Bayou and Memphis .

Memphis ' Vicksburg and Memphis

Memphis Helena and Men)phis

Memphis Vicksburg and Saint Louis

Saint Louis Vicksburg anil Saint Louis

Saint Louis Vicksbnrg and Memphis

Memphis Vicksburg and Keokuk

Keokuk Vicksburg and Saint Louis

Saint Louis
,
Vicksburg and Memphis

Memphis
|
Saint Louis

Saint Louis
|

Vicksburg and Saint Louis

Saint Louis Natchez and Saint Louis

Saint Louis I Vicksburg and Memphis

Memphis Nashville

Nashville

Louisville

Louisville

Louisville

Cairo and Louisville

Alexandria and New Orleans .

Carried forward

107

425

IM

459

397

300

371
|

389 I

330

412

355

418

3S7

178

303

349

240

120

213

0, 22')

1 See Report of the Western Sanitary Commissionfar the year ending June 1, 1863, St. Louis, Mo,, 1863, page 18.
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No. OF
Tmr. Date of Departure. Place of Dki'aRTURk. Place of Arrival.

Brought forward

May 3, 11*04

May 18, 1864

September 1, 1864

September 12, 1864

November 13. 1804

November 30. isfll

December 1, 1864

December 13, 1*04

29 December 30, 1804

30 March 1,1865 Louisville

31 March 14, 1865 Mound City

JO

28

New Orleans Louisville

Louisville - Evansville and Louisville

Louisville Mound City anil Louisville

Louisville Evansville and Louisville

Louisville Nashville ami Louisville . .

Louisville Mound City

Mnu ml City Clarksville ami Louisville

Louisville Cairo anil Louisville

Louisville Nashville ami Louisville ..

Keokuk ami Mi.uml Citv

Saint Louis and Louisville

32..
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hurricane dock (Fig. 503), the root' of the boat, was the texas, on top of that the pilot-

house. The staterooms were taken out and tin; whole cabin deck converted into one spa-

Fiii. 50:i — I'pper dock, <.r texas, of 1'. S. Hospital Steamer D. A. January.

A A Projections of lower dork.

B B Roof.

C C Cabin roof above skylights.

D D Smoke-stacks.

E Water-closets.
F Wash-house.
G G Wheels.
H H H Water-tanks.

I Captain's room. M Private rooms.

J .Social hall. N Dummy, or provision railway.

K Texas dining-r n. extending from lower dock to

L L L Rooms for steamboat officers, hurricane deck.

cious ward (Fig. 504). Long windows were placed on all sides of this ward, attached by

strong butts along the centre of the ward. About the centre of this deck, on one side, was

A A Projections of lower duck.
B Office.

C C Private rooms.
D Front stairs.

E E Texas stairs.

Fig. 504.—Cabin deck of I
-

. 8. Hospital Steamer I). A. January.

FF Steamboat chimneys. KK Bath-rooms, hot and cold.
GG Stoves. LL Steamboat's wheels.
H H Middle ward stairs. M M Water-closets.
I Nurses' dining-room. N Private room.
J Kit. -hen. O Drn«r-store.

Surgery.
Linen-room.

P
Q
R Sp:u •ctipie.l hy the mirror.

SS Cold-water pipes."

a nurses' dining-room, a bath-room, and water-closet, ami on the other a special diet kitchen,

bath and wash room, and water-closet. Away aft there was on one side a drug-shop and

steward's room, on the opposite side a linen-room, in the centre an operating-room. Drink-

ing-water throughout the ward was drawn from faucets placed at convenient distances.

The bath-rooms were supplied with water from a large tank on the hurricane deck, Idled

.I'll '"._!

3 Ale!

I I 1-JflilT

' I I rgl

WK\r\ wmsmw
PlO. 505.—Middle deck of tl. S. Hospital Steamer 1). A. January.

A A Lower deck.
BBB Hatchways.
C Boilers.

DDEE Middle deck.
F F Space for sick.

G G Norses' quarters.
H H Cold water.

I Side or middle deck,
. > Stairs to lower deck.

) Stairs to upper deck.

K K Water closets.

L Nurses' stairs from cabin deck.

M M Nurses' stairs to lower deck.

with water by steam-power. The drinking-water arrangement was a refrigerator on a large

scale. Pipes ran from the tank on the hurricane deck into two huge ice-chests in the hold

of the boat, one on each side. In these chests were large worms through which the water
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passed anJ was carried through the different wards, furnishing iced water, or water cool

enough for all purposes. By this plan a large amount of ice was saved, as the chests were

seldom opened.

Between the main and the boiler decks, on the middle deck ( Fig. 505). where the

wood-racks used to be, two wards, one on each side, were arranged, containing thirty beds

each, with water-closets, wash-troughs, and faucet for drinking-water. The wards were

low, but the bulkheading was composed almost entirely of windows, so that plenty of air

could circulate. On the lower deck (Fig. 50(3) there was a comfortable ward for one hun-

506.—Lower Boiler Deck nf the IT. S. Hospital Steamer I). A. January.

A Fool of stairs.
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NO. OF
Trip.

Date of Departure. PLACE OF DEPARTURE. Date of Arrival. Place of Arrival.

21

23.

24.

23.

26..

27 .

Brought forward

October 21, 18G2

October :((), 1862

November 1*. 1862

November 28, 1862

December 9, 1862

January 14, 1863

I

Columbus

Columbus

Columbus

Columbus

Helena . . .

.

A rkansas Post

March, 1801!

April, 1863

May, 1863

June, 18G3

August 11, 1803 ....

August 27, 18G3

September 5, 1803 .

.

September 15, 1863

September 29, 1863

28 October 28, 1863

29.

30.

31.

Served as receiving hos-

pital at Millikcn's Bend,

Louisiana.

Milliken'a Bend ...

Vicksburg

Vicksburg — .

Vicksburg

Vicksburg

New Orleans

November 23, 1863 .

December 9, 1863 . .

.

February 11, 1864 ...

Memphis

32 March 18, 19, 1864.

33. ' April 7, 1SG4 .

34 April 27, 1864

35 May 1, 1864

36. May 3. 1864 ...

37 May 3, 1864 ...

38 May 14, 18G4

39 May 22, 1864 .

40
|
June 10, 1864

41. . . June 21, 1861

42. ...i June 22, 18G4

43.

il

45

4G

47

48.

August 10, 18G4

August 22, 1864

.September 2. 1804

September 19, 1864 ....

September 20, 1864

Nashville

New Albany
}

Louisville \

Louisville

Louisville 1

New Albany >

Jeffersonville J

Vicksburg

Memphis

Cairo

Mound City

Mound City

Nashville

Mound City

Louisville, . . .
v
.

Evansville

Memphis

Memphis

Helena

Helena

Memphis '*

October 23, 1862

November 4, 1862

November 21, 1862

November 30, 1862

December 16, 1862

January 18, 1863

January 28, 1863

March, 1863 i

April, 1863
j

May, 1863 I

June, 1863 J

August 18, 1863

August 31, 1863

Septembers, 1863

September 18, 1863

October 7, 1803

Novembir2, 18G3

November 25, 1863

November 27, 28, 1863

December 12, 1863

Mound City ...

Keokuk

Saint Louis

Jefferson Barracks.

Saint Louis

Memphis

Saint Louis

Transferred to other hos-

pital steamers.

Saint Louis

Memphis

Memphis

Memphis

Memphis

Cairo

Cairo

Saint Louis

Evansville

February 15, 1864 Jefferson Barracks

March 19, 1864 Madison, Ind

April 8, 1864 Madison .

|
No. Sick

AM)
Wounded.

4,400

88

378

410

435

140

432

1,174

1,460

736

1,195

378

387

:;77

244

78

100

345

:;4t

97

41,3

382

May 1, 2, 1804

May3, 1864

May 8, 1864

May 9, 1864

May 17, 1864

May 26, 1864

June 12, 1861

June 22, 1864

June 25, 1864

August 16, 1864 . .

.

August 27, 1864...

September 9, 1864.

Memphis

Cairo

Louisville

New Albany

Jefferson Barracks

New Albany

Jefferson Barracks . . .

Evansville

Jefferson Barracks

Jefferson Barracks

Jefferson Barracks

Jefferson Barracks

September 24, 1864 Jefferson Barracks

.

October 12, 1864 Ihivall's Bluff

49 ' November 3, 1864 ..

50 November 10. 1864 .

51 November 25, 1864

52 December 1, 1861 ..

Mouth of White Eiver.

Mouth of White River

Nashville

Nashville

October 19, 20, 1864 ..

October 22, 1864

November 6, 1864

November 14, 1864 ...

November 29, 1864 . . -

December 5, 1864 ....

53 December 19, 1864
Louisville

Jeffersonville .

54 December 26, 1864

Jauuarv 5, 1865

56...
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NO. (IF

Trip.
Date or Departube. I'LACE OK DKl'AliTl i;k. Date of Abuival. Place of Abrival.

No. Sick
and

Woumieh.

04..

05..

CO..

07.

08 .

70 ...

77 ...

78/...

.70. ..

80. ..

81 ...

Brought forward

May 0. 1805 Selnia

May 8, 1865 Mobile

May 9, 1805
|

Fort Games .

May 18, 1805
j

New ( >i leans

.

May 31, 1805 New Orleans

June 2. 1805 New Orleans.

June 5, 1805 Vieksburg . .

.

June 20, 1885 New Orleans

June 21, 1805 Baton Rouge

Juno 23. 1805 Vieksburg . .

.

July 17, 1805 New Orleans

July 18, 1865 Baton Rouge

July 24, 1805 Cairo

August 3, 9, 1805 New Orleans.

August 10, 1805 Baton Rouge

August 12, 1865 Vieksburg...

August 26, 1865 New Orleans

August 27, 1865 Baton Rouge .

August 28, 1865 ' Vieksburg...

May
May

1805

1805

New Orleans .

Mound I ' i I v . . .

.

.. \

June 5, 1£05. Vieksburg

June 8, 1865 Memphis

June 10, 1865
j st'r \V. Butler, at Cairo .. J

June 28, 1805 Cain

June 29, 1805

July 24. 1865 .

July 26, 1865 .

August 111, 1865 .

August 18, 1865 .

Jefferson Barracks.

21, 534

389

500

229

Septeniber3, 1805

September 4, 1865

Cairo I

Jefferson Barracks S

Cairo )

Jefferson Barracks S

Cairo
)

Jefferson Barracks S

Total

439

250

23, 738

Steamer Empress.—The steamer 'Empress' was chartered on April 10. 1862, and

placed in charge of Surgeon Thomas F. Azpell, U. S. V. Being built expressly for a cotton

boat, and said to be the largest engaged in that trade, she was found to be admirably adapted

to hospital purposes. Her capacious dimensions and the unusually large area on each deck,

which could be used for beds, rendered her accommodations for the sick unsurpassed. Her

cabin was small, containing only forty state-rooms, which were principally used by the

hospital corps in consequence of their imperfect ventilation. Canvas flies on the upper and

tarpaulins on the lower deck completely protected the guards from the weather. Her length

was two hundred and sixty-six feet, width of beam forty-five feet, depth of hold eight feet

three inches. Her carrying capacity was five hundred patients, but this number could be

largely increased in mild weather. The largest number she carried on one trip was eight

hundred and seventeen. The 'Empress' made six trips, but her draught of water was such

as to render her unfit for the navigation of the Tennessee and Cumberland rivers during

their low stage. She was therefore discontinued as a floating hospital in June, 18(32.

/Steamer Imperial.—On April 10, 1862, the steamer 'Imperial,' a new and very large

boat, was fitted up as a transport for sick and wounded by Surgeon J. II. Grove, U. S. V.

She made four trips, carrying one thousand seven hundred and eighty-one (1,781) patients,

but her services were discontinued on May 17, 1862, as her draught of water was too

great for the low state of the Tennessee River during the summer season.

Other steamers employed on the western waters were the 'City of Alton,' the 'Baltic,'

the 'Ginnie Hopkins,' the 'Mercury,' 'Woodford,' 'Decatur,' 'Pringle,' 'Nashville,' etc.

Space will not permit to enter in detail into a description of these boats or the nature

of their service.

In the eastern armies, although many boats were temporarily Employed for the purpose

of conveying sick and wounded, few were fitted up as regular hospital transports. In the

early summer of 1862, when the scene of active operations was transferred from the interior

i)t Virginia to the eastern seaboard on the Peninsula, it became evident that unusual means
would be required to remove the sick and wounded as fast as possible from these malarial
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districts to healthier localities. The boats used for the transport of troops were all under

the immediate direction of the Quartermaster General. On application to the Secretary of

War quite a number were turned over to the medical authorities, but these boats were desti-

tute of all conveniences. Perhaps the earliest boat thus assigned in the latter part of April,

1862, was the 'Daniel Webster.' She was entirely without mattresses, bedding, medicine,

and surgical appliances, but was hastily fitted up by the Sanitary Commission, filled with

patients, ami. on May 1st, left the York Biver for New York. The 'Ocean Queen,' a

large, commodious vessel, capable of carrying comfortably one thousand patients, was, a few

days later, also turned over to the Medical Department and fitted up by the Sanitary

Commission. When received there was not a bunk nor an article of food on board. The

'Ocean Queen' took about nine hundred patients to New York, but, on her arrival there,

was withdrawn from the hospital service and sent with troops to the Gulf of Mexico.

The principal boats employed in the eastern waters, besides the two already mentioned,

were the •Connecticut,' 'State of Maine,' 'Western Metropolis,' 'De Molay,' 'Spaulding,'

'Baltic,' 'Atlantic,' 'J. K. Barnes,' 'Commodore,' 'Cosmopolitan,' 'Knickerbocker,' 'Elm

Flu. 507.—U. S. Hospital Steamship 'J- K. Barnes.'

City,' etc. The capacity of the 'Connecticut' was four hundred patients. She made

altogether forty-seven trips and conveyed eighteen thousand nine hundred and nineteen

(18,919) patients. The capacity of the 'State of Maine' was three hundred patients, and

she carried in forty-eight trips fifteen thousand seven hundred and eleven (15,711) patients.

The capacity of the 'Western Metropolis' was four hundred and fifty patients, of the

'De Molay' three hundred, of the 'Baltic' five hundred, and of the 'Atlantic' five hun-

dred patients. Some of these boats were employed on the inland waters, others, like the

'Western Metropolis,' 'De Molay,' 'Cosmopolitan.' and 'Baltic' conveyed the wounded

from all points along the Middle and Southern Atlantic coast to Philadelphia, New York,

and points in the North and East. Of the latter class was the 'J. K. Barnes,' lifted up
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in KV"\v York city during the latter part of 1864, under the supervision of Assistant Surgeon

A. II. Hurl. ( . S. A., to whose large experience in tin- transport <>f the sick and wounded

in western waters we have had occasion to allude. The '.I. K. Barnes' was two hundred

PIG, 508.—Spar deck c.f the l'. s. Army Hospital Steamship \T. K. Ba

a Forecastle. u OtHeers' ss. m KuIimhi.

b Table. h (lalley. n n Wlim-nxim anil t.ffli

rr llatelies. i Ice-house, n Table.
rldil Moss tables and mess-r i. /././. A- /.• Quarters of ineilieal uffinm. q q lleate

.< > Water-closets.
t t ( luartl rooms.
Ward A— I. 9, :i—7-J bunks.

Pantries. / / 1. iliiMI lool I'.alli l.iolll Mini Mater Ho.sot.

and twenty-three feet in length, thirtv-five feet two inches beam, and twenty-two feet nine

inches depth of hold. In fitting her up an orlop deck was introduced and a mess-room was

built on the forward deck in front of the galley. The arrangement of the bunks is shown

LCJ IIIII IIMlTT/TT IIIIIlMII 7v

I IT 1
1

1 1 i.LU
1 1

1 II
1 1 1 1 1 1 i,n

nm

raiLTirriini:

l 3

i_elhj ijjj mi

liu Lrarl 1 1 tn
Ward

Q Jj

m,JZLLLLLlili 1/1 1 1 lUUJIIXju
nfflfflffl

Flo. .500.—Oun deck nf 1'. S. Army Hospital Steamship 'J. K. Barm

rt Commissary storernom.
/) Engine,
c c Hatehes.

ilihlihl Ventilators.

t.
•• Wash-tables.

I r Water-closets

,, !i Closets.

h h h h si,-am lii'iitnrs.

Ward (forward), 1,2,3,4,5, n,

i:ih bunks.

Wan! C(midsbii»). 9, 9. I. 4—49 hunks.
Ward D (all). I. a, :t

—

iCl bunks.

in Pio. 509. On the completion of the 'Barnes,' Assistant Sure-con Thomas McMillin,

U. S. A., was assigned as Surgeon-in-charge, and, on December 23d, was ordered to report

to the Medical Director of the Department of the South, at Hilton Head, South Carolina,

a Quarters for nurses.

b Knapsack-room.

Fin. 510.—Orlop deck of 1'. S. Army Hospital steamship M. K. Barnes.'

c liairiratfe-room.

• ( Ventilator.

Ward E, 1. 9, :i—4fl bunks.

where she took her first load of sick on hoard on January 1, 1865. She continued on this

service until November, 1865, during which time she carried three thousand six hundred

and fifty-five (3,655) patients, as follows:
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Table OLXXX.
Statement of Trips made by the U. S. Army Hospital Steamship 'J. K. Barnes,' from January 1st to

November ,', I860.

No. OF
Trip.

1
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master's Department by order of Major Genera] Gilmore. The Acting Surgeon General
requested the return of the steamer to the .Medical Department, which being referred to
General Gilmore for remark, he replied that the vessel was only temporarily loaned to the
Medical Department, and that "as commanding officer of the department 1 hold myself
responsible for the administration of its internal affairs, and consequently assume the right
to apply its resources as the exigencies of the service may seem to require." 1 To this

endorsement the Acting Surgeon General replied, on December 25th, in the following letter
to the Secretary of War:

"SURGEON GENERAL'S OFFICE.
" December l'5. is<;;5.

"Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Major General Qilmore's endorsement
upon my application for the restoration of the steamer Cosmopolitan to the Medical Director,
stating that 'the steamer Cosmopolitan belongs to the Quartermaster's Department, and was placed
at the disposal of the Medical Director for temporary purpose by orders from these headquarters.'

" In the request of November 24th no question was made of the power of the general com-
manding the department to dispose of the steamer, but the necessity for her services was stated
as a reason for her restoration. The Cosmopolitan was selected by the then Medical Director,
under orders from Major General Hunter, ami by liis orders was fitted up and especially assigned
to the Medical Department as a hospital steamer, and not as a temporary transport. All hospital
steamers are owned or employed by the Quartern!aster's Department, but their outfits and move-
ments are under charge of the Medical Department. Upon the only occasion of einergeuey when
Major General Hunter used the Cosmopolitan as a dispatch boat lie did so after advisement wiih
his Medical Director * * * *

" Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

(Signed) ",I. K. BARNES,
uActing Surgeon General."

The Secretary of War directed the steamer to he returned lo the Medical Department,
which was accordingly done; but in the following June she Was again taken from it by
General Hatch, and much suffering to the sick ami wounded resulted. A similar interfer-

ence with the Medical Department in the case of the hospital steamer 'Spaulding' was
reported to the Surgeon General by Medical Inspector G J ['. Lyman, in December, 1864.
This report was forwarded to the Secretary of War with the following endorsement:

"Respectfully forwarded to the Honorable Secretary of War, with the urgent request that
orders may be issued prohibiting interference with hospital transports by other departments.

"The hospital transport Spaulding has just been titted up at great expense, and was dis-

patched to meet General Sherman's army upon notification of its arrival at Savannah. To divert it

to other purposes entirely cripples this Department in its efforts to provide properly for the sick and
wounded, and subordinates all its interests to the caprice or whim of local commanders.

(Signed) "J. K. BARNES,
" Surgeon General.,"

" S. G. O., January 3, 1805."

On January 23, 1865, the Surgeon General addressed a further letter to the Secretary

of War on this subject, of which the following is a copy

:

"SURGEON GENERAL'S OFFICE,
"January 23, 18(55.

" Sie: From the nature of the service upon which they are employed it is absolutely essential

that hospital transports and hospital boats should be exclusively under the control of the Medical
Department, and not, under any circumstances, diverted from their special purposes by orders of

local commanders or officers of other departments. I have, therefore, the honor to request that

1 BliOWN ( II. E.). Tht Medical Department of the United States Army/rom 177."> In 187:1. Washington. I). ('.. 187H, page 241.

Surg. Ill—124
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orders to this effect be issued, and that the hospital steamer Cosmopolitan be restored to the

Medical Department and placed under the immediate control of the Medical Director, Department

of the South, at Hilton Head, South Carolina, to be used as a hospital tender for the troops opera-

ting under Major General Sherman in that department.

"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
(Signed) "J. K. BARNES,

"Surgeon General?

In accordance with this request the following order was issued on February 8th:

"WAR DEPARTMENT, ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE,
"Washington, Februarys, 1.SG5.

" General Orders No. 18.

"Hospital transports and hospital boats, after being' properly assigned as such, will be exclu-

sively under the control of the Medical Department, and will not be diverted from their special

purposes by orders of local or department commanders, or of officers of other staff departments.

" By order of the Secretary of War.
(Signed) " E. 1). TOWNSEND,

"Assistant Adjutant General?

This order effectually en.led the interference of local or department commanders and

vested the control of the hospital transport steamers where it properly belonged--*, c, in

the Medical Department.



LIST OF PLATES

1. Plate XXVIII, facing p. 18. Gangrene following a Shot Laceration of the Femoral Artery. Case of

G. W. Gardner, page 18. (Chromolithograph.)

2. Plate LVT, facing p. 27. Dry Traumatic Arthritis of the Right Hip. Specimen 5518. Ca*e of Albert McOee,
page 27. ( Haliotype.)

3. Plate XXVII, facing p. 53. Effects of Hospital Gangrene. CaseofC. II. Dudley, page 53. (Chromolithograph.)

4. Pr.ATE LVII, facing p. 68. GUNSHOT FRACTURE OF THE RIGHT ACETABULUM AND THE HEAD OF THE FEMUR.
Case of James ('. Strong, page 68. ( Lithograph.)

5. Plate XXXIII, facing p. 74. Consolidated Gunshot Fracture of the Fkmur. Cose of Philip Sweeny, page
74. (Lithograph.)

6. Plate LIX, facing p. 178. Consolidated Gunshot Fiiacturk of the Femur, Too figure*. Fig. 1. case of \V.

Rigney, page 178. FlG. 2, case of T. Crassley, page 182. ( Lithograph.)

7. Plate LVIII, facing p. 180. Consolidated Gunshot Fractures of the Femur. Twofigures. Fig. 1, case of D.
Lewis, page 179. Fig. 2, case of A. F. Dinsmore, page 179. (Lithograph.)

8. Plate LV, facing p. 182. Two views of a United Shot Fracture of the Upper Extremity of the Right
Femur over 11 years after injury. Case of E. L. Postley, page 1*2. Specimen 6590. ( Lithograph.)

9. Plate XXV, lacing p. 184. Secondary Inflammation of the Knee Joint. Caseof William Ziliox, page 185.

(Chromolithograph.)

10. Plate LX, facing p. 188. Consolidated Gunshot Fractures of the Femur. Turn figures. Fig. 1, case of J.

Buckley, page 188. Fig. 2, case of J. Hamilton, page 188. (Lithograph.)

11. Plate LXI, facing p. 190. Consolidated Gunshot Fractures of the Femur. Twofigure*. Fig. 1, caseofA.
Ryder, page 188. Fig. 2, case of T. Miller, page 190. (Lithograph.)

12. Plate LXII, facing p. 1112. Consolidated Gunshot Fractures of the Femur. Twofigurei. Fig. 1. caseof II.

E. Gumberts, page 192. FlG. 2. case of II. Shetter, page 192. (Lithograph.)

13. Plate XXIV, facing p. 194. Osteomyelitis in* a Fractured Femur. Caseof Tobias liever, page 193. Specimen

2167. (Chromolithograph.)

14. Plate LXIII, facing p. 193. Consolidated Gunshot Fractures of the Femur. Two figures. Fig. 1, case of

J. Durst, page 194. Fig. 2, case of M. Barns, page 195. ( Lithograph.)

15. Plate LXIV, facing p. 198. Consolidated Gunshot Fractures of the Femur. Two figures. Fig. 1, case of

R. Ilanlon, page 190. Fig. 2, case of J. O'Connor, page 190. (Lithograph.)

If',. Plate XXX, facing p. 204. Obstructed Femoral Vein. Caseof Jonathan WaUace, page 204. (Chromolithograph.)

17. Plate LXIX, facing p. 224. Tubular Sequestra from Amputations of the Femur. Four figure:-. Fig. Lease
of H. II. Ellis, page 288, Specimen 1853. Fig. 2, case of J. Nash, page 288, Specimen 144. Fig. 3. case of J.

Classic, page 288, Specimen 3100. Fig. 4, case of J. McMahon, page 223, Specimen 4281. ( Lithograph.)

18. Plate XXXII, facing p. 226. Diseased Stump of Femur. Caseof John Sproul, page 225. (Chromolithograph.)

19. Plate XXXI, facing p. 228. Gangrene of the Medulla. Case of John Sproul, page 225. (Chromolithograph.)

20. Plate LXX, facing p. 242. iNVOircRA OF THE Femur. Four figures. FlG. 1, case of W. Vannatta, page 287, Spec-

imen 2(302. Fig. 2, case of J. Miller, page 241, Specimen 1094. Fig. 3, case of J. Wearing, page 224, Specimen
4196. Fig. 4, case of L. C. Griffin, page 293, Specimen 3141. ( Lithograph.)

21. Plate XXVI, facing p. 278. Osteomyelitis of Femur. Case of Clark Chase, page 279. Specimen 6715. (Chromo-
lithograph.)

22. Plate XLII, facing p. 280. Round Musket Hall in the Medullary Cavity of the Femur. Case of E. Kirby,

page 280. Specimen 1076. (Lithograph.)
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23. Plate XLIII. facing p. 290. Rf.sdi.TS of Osteomyelitis. Five figures. Figs. 1. 2, anil 3, case of \V. Sailor, page

289. Figs. 4 and 5, case of./. .Y. Saxton, page 290. (Chromolithograph.)

24. Pi.aii; XXI. facing p. 292. Gangrene of a Thigh Stump. Case of IF. E. Uaris, page 201. (Chromolithograph.)

25. Plate XX. facing p. 294. Pf.mouai. Artery and Femoral Vein after Amputation. Two figures. Case of

I). A. Barnett, page 292. Specimens 3991 and 2246. ( Lithograph.)

2i). Plate LXVI, facing p. 30<J. Shot Fracture ok the Middle Third of the Femur. Case of John Pool, page

306. Specimen 2229. (Chromolithograph.)

27. Plate XXIII, facing p. 312. Separation of Periosteum in Osteomyelitis. Case of E. W. Cappi, page 312.

(Chromolithograph.)

28. Plate XL1X, facing p. :U4. Medullary Abscesses of the Femur. Case of E. W. Capps, page 312. (Chromo-

lithograph.)

29. PLATE LXXII, facing p. 317. InVOLUCRA OF Bonks of THE Leg. Twofigures. FlG. 1, case of Oliver Payne, page

528, Specimen 4740. FlG. 2. ease of W. PI. Miller, page 317, .Specimen 4172. (Lithograph.)
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SUBJECT-MATTER INDEX

THREE VOLUMES OF THE SURGICAL PART
01" THE

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL HISTORY OF THE WAR OF THE REBELLION.

Abdomen, injuries of, II, 1-208; III, 689. Parietal wounds, II. 3; punc-

tured and incised wounds, II, 302; sabre wounds, II, 3, 8; III, C86;

rupture and protrusion of intestines after sabre wound, II, 3; bayonet

wounds, II, 3, 8; III, 086; other punctured and incised wounds, II,

4, 8; III, 653; lacerated and contused wounds, II, 4, 8: rupture of

muscles. II, 5. Shot Jlesh wounds, 11,6; III. 689; mortality rates of,

II, 7; tabular statement of injuries of parietes, II, 8. OnnpUcalions

of parietal wounds, II, 8 j haemorrhage. II, 8 ; foreign bodies. II, 11;

erangrcne, II, 8, 12; hernia, II, 13; nervous disorders, 11,13; tetanus,

II, 14. Shot contusions, III, 689. Visceral injuries without external

wounds, II, 15-28; III, 689; tabular statement of, II, 26; diagnosis

and treatment of, II, 27-28 ; ruptures of liver, If, 16; of spleen, II, 18;

of kidney, II, 20; of stomach, II, 22; of intestines, II, 22; of omentum

and mesentery, II, 23; of blood-vessels, II, 24; of diaphragm, II, 23.

J'cnctrating tvounds, II, 29; III, 689; penetrations without visceral

injury, II, 29-40, 202; by bayonet, II. 31-33,39; by arrow, 11,33;

by ramrod, II, 33 ; shot wounds, II, 34-39 ; III, 689; autopsies, II. 32,

36. Diagram of subdivisions of abdominal region, II, 97. Injuries

of abdomen involving stomach, see Stomach; involving intestines,

see Intestines; involving liver, see Iaver; involving pancreas,

see Pancreas; involving spleen, see Spleen; involving kidneys,

see Kidneys; involving suprarenal capsules, see Supra Renal
Capsules ; involving omentum, mesentery, and blood-vessels, see

Omentum, Mesentery, and ISlood-vessels. Complications of

penetrating wounds of the, abdomen, 11,176; haemorrhage, II, 176;

foreign bodies, II, 179: visceral protrusions, II, ISO; hernia, II, 184;

abdominal effusions, II, 188; air or gases, II, 198; traumatic peri-

tonitis, II, 199. Frequency of wounds of abdomen, 11,201; mortal-

ity, II, 202 ; diagnosis and treatment, II, 206-207.

Abdominal Effusions, II, ]SS; of blood, II, 189, 190; of bilo, II, 192;

of urine, II, 193; of faeces, II, 194; of pus, II, 197.

Abscess, in shot wounds of head, I, 127; in cerebrum, I, 327; air passing

through opening in abscess of neck, I, 360; nbscess around balls, I,

404 ; metastatic abscesses of lung, I, 626, 628; II, 841, 844, 920; III,

431, 433; of liver, I, 443, 585; II. 216, 772, 781. 843; III. 431, 547:

of spleen, II, 151, 843 ; III, 547; of kidney, II, 171.

Acetabulum, shot fractures of, II, 179; III, 65, 68, 78-79, 80, 81.

Acromial Tlioracic, aneurism of, III, 8C8; haemorrhage from. II, 459;

III, 764 ; ligation of branch of, II, 632; III, 765, 776.

Actual Cautery in haemorrhages, II, 320, 456, 736; III, 811.

Acupressure, III, 811.

Air, accumulation of, in abdomen, II, 198.

Air Passages, operations on, I, 415; III, 684.

Amaurosis in wounds of head, I, 38, 116, 178, 208, 228, 232, 289; pro-

duced by wind of shell, I, 344.

Ambulance Corps, III, D31-943; officers of, III, 913, 914; plans for

organization of: by Dr. II. II. Smith, III, 932; Surgeon B. A. Van-

DERKJKFT, III. 933; C. PFIRSCHIxr., 111,932; organization and man-

agement of, III, 933, 938, 939, 941 ; act of Congress establishing, III,

941, 943.

Ambulance Train, III, 902.

Ambulance Wagons, III, 944-957; MOSES, III, 945-946; I'IM.K.v,

two-wheeled, HI, 946; COOLTDGH, two-wheeled, lit, 947; TlHTUSB,

III, 947; BOBECItANS, III, 918; GOOLTOOE, four-wheeled, 111,949;

St>8, 111,951; AK.NOL11, III, 951; MCKKAN, III. 952; I'KBOTi CO.,

111,952; RUCKKU, III, 952; Howarh, 111.953: I.AMiElt, 111,953;

Confederate. Ill, 936.

Amputations, analysis of total number of, III. 877-886; mortality rates

of, III, 878; primary amputations, III, 879: intermediary, III. 879;

secondary, III, 879; methods of. III, 880; double amputations, III.

880. See Shoulder Joint, Arm, Elbow Joint, Forearm,
AVrist Joint, Hand, Fingers, Hip Joint, Thigh, Knee
Joint, Leg, Ankle Joint, Foot, Toes, Penis.

Anaesthetics, III, 887-898; number of cases of, III, 887; agents used,

111,687; mode of administering, 111,889: Mahsiiai.L IIau.'s mode,

HI, 889; administered by Clilsot.M's Inhaler, III, 689; deaths from.

Ill, 890-895; restoration of animation suspended by anaesthetics, III,

895; cases of anaesthetics in the U. S. Army since the war. III. 896
;

chloroform, 111,897; ether, 111,897; chloroform and ether, 111,897;

prostration following anaesthesia, III. 8117 : excitement. III, 697;

vomiting, III, 897.

Anal Fissure, treated by incision or by rupture of the sphincter, II, 321.

Anal Fistula, number of instances of. II, 321 : treatment of, II, 321.

Anaplasty, cases of. II, 77, 79, 91 ; unnecessary and ineffectual, II, 111.

Aiiastmnotica Magna of brachial, wounds of, II, 457; III, 764; liga-

tion. II, 454; III, 765, 782; offemoral, h.Tmorrhngos from, III. 764.

Ankyloblepharon, operation for. III, 683.

Aneurism, traumatic, III, 808; of neromial tlioracic, III, 808; aorta. II,

189; axillary, II, 468 ; 111,808; brachial, II, 463, 468 ; III, 680, e08;

carotid, II, 499 ; III, 679, 808 ; circumflex. HI, 808; femoral. Ill, 38,

39, 40, 42, 45, 46, 808 ; iliac, III.808; innominatn, III, 8C8; intercostal.

11,597; interosseous, III, 8C8; superior mesenteric, II, 25; peroneal,

111,808; popliteal, III, 14,680,808; profunda. III, 49, &'8 ;
pudic, II,

252; III, 808; radial, 11,969. 1010; 111,808; sciatic, 111,808; sub-

clavian, II, 632, 634,635; 111,808; suprascapular, HI, 808; tibial. Ill,

55,673,808; diffuse traumaticaneurism, 1,446,555; 111,753; following

bayonet wounds, II, 323, 335.

Ankle Joint, wounds and operations of, III, 577-616; shot injuries of,

111,577, 608-610; periarticular wounds of, III, 31, 690; shot con-

tusions of, III, 577, 690, 716; shot fractures of. Ill, 578, 690, 870;

treated by conservation, III, 579; treated by excision, III, 585, 610-

612; primary excisions, III, 586; intermediary excisions. Ill, 568;

secondary excisions, III, 591 ; autopsy, III, 590; treated by amputa-

tion, III, 535, 608, 612, 616; primary amputations, III. 596, 598;

intermediary amputations, 111,603; secondary amputations, III, 606;

Syme's operation, cases of, III, 596-4)15; I'lBOCOFI'S operation,

cases of, III, 596-615; BOXTICCOU'S modification of Pinor.OKF, cases

of, HI, 604, 605, 666
;
Baudex's operation, cases of, III, 604 ; modifi-

cation of SYME, cases of, III, 601 ; amputations following excisions,

HI, 870; re-amputations following amputations at ankle. Ill, 870;

miscellaneous injuries of ankle joint, dislocations, III, 648: fiactures,

III, 652; excisions of, HI, 657-658, 659; amputations at, III, 664.

(xvrt)



XVIII FTTB.TECT-MATTER INDEX.

Antiseptic treatment of wounds on Gold of battle, III, 418, 419.

Anus, abnormal, II, 109; instruments fur destroying septum: DuruTTUEx's

enterotome, BLASIUS' intestine pincers, Gross's, Rf.yiiaku'k instru-

ments, II. 110, 111 ; Dksallt's operations on abnormal anus, II, 113;

PaWYX's method, IT, 114,280; artificial anus, II, 109, 113; operation

to produce artificial anus, II, 84 ;
prolapsus of, II, 234.

Aorta, aneurism of, II, 189; ball encysted between aorta nnd vena cava,

II. 135 ; wounds of, I, 519 ; ecchymosis of arch of, I, 072; exposed to

view in shot wound of chest, I, 487, 597; haemorrhage from descend-

ing, III, 764.

Aphonia in shot wounds of cranium, I, 47, 108, 2GG, 283, 338, 382; voice

restored after haemorrhage from fauces, I, 4G; restored during vomit-

ing, I, (J33.

Apparatus, for excisions of head of humerus, II, 5G8, 5G3, 580, 594 ; for

excisions in shaft of humerus, II, G75 ; for excisions at elbow, II, 849,

907. 2C8 : for double amputation of forearm, II, 90S; for dangle wrist,

II, 1015; for amputation at the hip, III, 131. 1G2; for excision in shaft

of femur, III, 202 ; fur amputation of both thighs, III, 224 ; for frac-

tures of femur, III, 343-349.

Arachnitis after bayonet wound of cranium, I, 32; after shot wounds of

cranium, I, 53, 113, 125, 298.

Arm, shot injuries of, II, 807-815; carried away by missile, II, 020, 022,

G23, G23, 626, 629, 031, 032, G33, G34, G36; amputation of, for shot flesh

wounds, II, 4G9, 470; amputations of, for shot fractures, II, 097
;

pri-

mary amputations of, 11,097-750; autopsies, II, 717, 73G, 748; inter-

mediary. II, 752-715; autopsy, II, 772; secondary, II, 775-792:

autopsy, II, 781 ; mortality of amputations of, II, 805-807, 824 ; large

mortality in amputations in lower third, 11,824; ages of patients in

amputations of. II, 800; amputations of arm iu eastern and western

armies, II, 807.

Arnold's ambulance wagon, III, 951.

Arrow "Wounds, of cranium, I, 34: penetrating abdomen, II, 33; of blad-

der, II, 270; of knee joint, III, G53.

Arteries, statistics of wounds of, III, 763; frequency of haemorrhages

from. III, 763; erysipelas, gangrene, pyaemia, and tetanus in injuries

of, III, 7G3; primary injuries of, II, G21, 022, 025, 626, 627; III, 7C3-765

;

primary hemorrhages in wounds of, III, 763,704,765; enlargement

of arteries, III, 667; ossification of, III, 652; torsion of, II, 842: athe-

roma of. Ill, 810; ligation of, to control inflammation. III. 377, 383:

transportation in cases of wounded arteries, III, 810 ; occlusion of, by
Impacted ball. Ill, 756 ; ligations of, III, 705. Seethe several arteries,

Aorta, etc.

Arteriotoirjy in concussion of brain, I, 37.

Arthrit is, traumatic, I, 1 1G ; II, 490, 493 ; III, 27, 28, 54, 287, 290, 502.

Articular Arteries of popliteal : haemorrhages, III, 764
;
ligations, III,

765; primary injury of, III, 764.

Artificial pupil, operations for, III, 081, 682.

Ascites, paracentesis abdominis in cases of, II, 191 ; in wound of bladder,

II, 273.

Asphyxia, in wounds of face, I, 350; of neck, I, 417,418,419; of chest, I,

516; of spine, I, 427,452.

Astragalus, excisions of, III, 585, 567, 588, 591, 595, 624.

Atheroma of arteries, III, 810.

Auricular Artery, haemorrhages from. I, 101, 224, 393; III, 763; liga-

tions of, I, 233 ; HI, 765, 771; primary injury of, III, 763; primary

haemorrhage from, III, 763.

Axillary Artery, aneurisms, I, 528,539, 041, 542, 543, 545; II, 443, 455,

468, 572, 650 ; III, 80S ; wounds of, I, 538, 539, 553 ; II, 443, 454 ; in,

764; primary haemorrhages of. Ill, 764; ligations of, I, 553, 556; II,

442, 444. 468, 642-644,647, 780; III, 511. 602, 679, 765; summary of

cases, III, 775; limits of. II, 444; days intervening between injury

and hemorrhage. II, 442.

Axillary Fad, StbOMEtkr's, II, 517.

Axillary Vein, womidsof, I, 339,543,555; II, 640; ligations of, 1,039,555.

Itack, bayonet wound of. I, 356: II. 129; III, 086; incised wound of, III,

653; punctured wounds of, II. 429; shot flesh wounds of. II. 427, 428,

429-432; 111. G89; gailffreno in wounds of, 11,432.

Balls, varieties of. III. CS7; with guiding attachment, 111,700: balls

lodged in brain. I, 201,252,255,208; in face, I, 31G; in ilium. II, 216,

222: in bladder, II, 271,272,273,280; innocuously in knee joint over

fifteen years, III, 37»
;
between innnmiimta and vena cava, I, 534;

against innomiuata, I. 521: embedded in parotid gland, I, 305; con-

cealed under petrous bone. I. 367: held iu folds of omentum, II, 147:

ball encysted: in brain, I, 204,302; near lung, I, 087; between vena

cava and aorta. II, 130: in mesenteric pouch, IT, 179; in thigh, II,

100,420; in penis, II, 345; ball pressing on nerve, I, 410; balls ex-

tracted, I, 309, 310; II, 11, 12, 218, 230, 283; by trephine, I, 366; balls

ejected in coughing, I, 329, 342, 4G4, 4C5, 431, 090, 098, 029; ball ulcer-

ating into cavity of lung, I, 493; hall inverting in wound, I, 5:'2; II,

619; acting as plug in injured blu, d-vessels, III, 706; balls voided at

stool, I, 015, 584, 596; II, 30, 37, 70, ! 9-101 ; erratic course of. II, 134,

308,487; bmsh of, III, 706, 707; windage of, I, 344, 385; III, 700,

707; ball flattened by contact witli bono, III, 717; balls split: on cra-

nium, I, 180-182; on bones of face, I, 338; on bones of chest, I, 563,

570, 577, 593; on ilium, II. 232; on tibia, III, 717, 718. See Co-
noidal Balls, Musket Balls, Explosive Balls, Missiles.

Bandaging;, results of injudicious, II, 013, 517; 111,807. Seutix's starch

bandage, III, 020.

Battles and Engagements, chronological summary of, I, xxiii-clv.

Bayonet Wounds, III, 085, C8G, C87; relative percentage of, to sabre and

shot wounds, III, C85, G87; of scalp, I, 30, 31; of cranium, I, 31-34;

of face, I, 323,324; of neck, 1,400; of chest, I, 4G7, 470, 029; of heart,

I, 4G8; of abdomen, II, 3, 4, 31, 32, 323, 330; of flesh wounds of lower

extremities, III, 0,6; of knee joint, III, 300: of foot, III, 017.

Bed-cards, form of, I, xviii.

Bile, extravasation of, II, 192, 193; escape of, in shot wounds of liver, II,

142, 143.

Bladder, injuries of, II, 262-303; ruptures of, II, 2G3; punctured, incised,

and lacerated wounds of, II, 263; arrow wound of, II, 270; concus-

sions of, II, 264; shot wounds of, II, 264; frequency and Satality, II,

204; III, CSO; diagnosis and treatment, 301,302; opium, 3C3; autop-

sies, II, 288, 291, 292, 293, 290, 296; foreign bodies in, II, 208; autopsy,

II, 425; clothing removed from, II, 280; bone removed from, II, 277,

278, 279; missiles removed from, II, 270-281; puncturo of, II, 3G5,

370,381,385. Sec Lithotomy.

Bleeding from injured artery arrested by lodgement of ball, III, 750; pri-

mary, III, 703, 7G4.

Blepharoplasty, I, 368.

Blood, extravasation of: iu contusions of cranium, I, 03, 112; in fractures

of cranium, I, 67; in brain, I, 332; in abdomen, II, 189, 190, 191; in

pelvic cavity, II, 220; transfusion of, II, 042; III, 811.

Blood-vessels, injuries of, by round ball, III, 700; by colloidal ball, III,

700; by fragments of shell, III, 706; by spiculue of bone, III, 700,

75G; shot contusions of, III, 700; complete division of, III, 752; par-

tial division of, III, 704; retraction after injury of, III, 702, 754; pri-

mary injury of, III, 763, 764; primary bleedings from, III, 763, 764
;

of abdomen, II, 24, 174, 175, 202; III, 689; of chest, I, 030; ligation

of, I, 521, 525. See Arteries, Veins.

Bone, early removal of fragments of, I, 098; II, 230; III, 416, 867; union

of, III, 203, 208, 211, 212; formation of new, III, 182, 223; wiring of,

II, 819,820; III, 212; drilled to facilitate formation of callus, III,

609; osteitis in contusions of. II, 818; fragments of, removed from

bladder, II, 277, 278, 279.

Bone Forceps, II, 256, and plate opposite.

Hougies, II, 405.

Brachial Artery, aneurisms of, II, 444,463,408,470; III, 680, 8C8; in-

cised wound of, III, 660; puuetured wound of, II, 436; 6hot injuries

of, I, 553; II, 445, 400, 627, 074; III, 764; primary haemorrhages from,

HI, 764, 760; obliteration of, II, 467; ligations of, I, 003; II, 446, 030,

760, 703, 764, 769, 773, 774, 785, 840, 843, 926, 255, 908, 959, 986, 1010;

III, 663, CSO; summary of cases, III, 765,777-782.

Brachial plexus of nerves, wounds of, I, 409, 410, 461, 462.

Brachial Vein, haemorrhages from, III, 816; wounds of, II, 436; liga-

tions of, II, 436, 446, 448.

Brain, shot concussion of, I, 37, 60-67; treatment by cannabis indica, 109,

113, 116, 121, 122, 125, 308; compression of, after shot wounds, I, 18, 21,

38, 67, 126; after miscellaneous injuries, III, 640; loss of substance of,

I, 208,210, 218, 235, 241, 242, 207, 2G0; laceration of, I, 37,33, 40,67;

pus in, 1, 126; inflammation of, I, 111; exposure of, I, 40, 133, 162, 170,

199; ball encysted in, I, 204, 302. See Cerebral Hernia.

Bromine in cases of gangrene, III, 2D2, 634.

Buccal Cavity, shot wounds of, I, 392.

Buck and Ball, III, 700; injuries by, III, 7!0,714.

Burns and Scalds, III, 641.

Bushe's Compressor for haemorrhage in rectum, II, 320.

Buttocks, flesh wounds of. II, 426.
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Cacolets, III, 9215—D:}1 ; eaeolets of: KOIILER; PROAt; Lawrence,

BRADLEY & PARDEE; DAVIS; WOODCOCK; JONES; Sl'EXCEIl,

Nichols &. Co., ami Pomeiioy & Co.

Calcaneum, injuries of, see Os calcis.

Calculi, vesical, II, 269-283; around foreign bodies, II, 298; formed on

projectiles, II, 271,272,273, 274, 275, 276; on hair, II, 281; passed by

urethra, II, 376; instruments for crushing, II, 378-37J; renal, III, 540.

Canister-shot, uaturcof injuries by, III, GOG, 70G; description of,.III, 697.

Cannabis Indica in cerebral disturbances, I, 58.

Carditis in shot wounds of chest, I. G22.

Caries in shot contusions cranial bones, I, 10G, 128.

Carotid Artery, aneurisms of, I, 355; II, 499. 500; III, G79, 808; wounds

of common, I, 350, 350, 353, 412, 41G. 420, 421 ; II, 500; III, G79, 751

;

of external, I, 347. 421 ; of internal, I, 432, 456 ; occlusion of com-

mon, by impacted ball, III, 756; rupture of common, during cough-

ing, I, 350; haemorrhages from, III, 7G3 ; ligations of common, I,

421; 111,766,767-770; disadvantages of AXEL'S operation. I, 423;

ligation of external, III, 7G5, 770.

Casualties among army surgeons, I, xxx-xxxii.

Cataract, traumatic, I, 193, 340,315; operation for, III, G81.

Catheters, II, 380-384; of SQUIBB, II, 302; of GAUJOT and Spillman,

II, 381; catheter found at Pompeii. II, 382; curved gum-elastic, II,

382; of HEISTER, 11,382; of BOTES, II, 386; catheter gouge, 11,384;

unsuccessful attempts to introduce, II, 352, 3G5, 370, 373; broken in

dilating stricture, II. 376; broken in wound, II, 379; use of, causing

fistulas, II, 363 ; essential in wounds of urethra, II, 351 , 354; in wounds

of penis, II, 348.

Cerebral Artery, haemorrhage from, I, 2G9 ; III, 764.

Cerebral Hernia, after sabre fractures, I, 27; after bayonet fractures, I,

32: after miscellaneous injuries, I, 44, 58, GO; after shot contusions

cranial bones, I, 123; after shot fractures cranium, 1,206,210,211,

212, 249, 260; excisions of, I, 294-298, 302, 303; summary of opera-

tions, 1,309, 317, 318.

Cervical Artery, Superficial, haemorrhage from, 111,764; ligations,

III, 765, 774.

Cervical plexus of nerves, wound of, I, 405.

Cheek, shot wounds of, I, 387.

Cheiloplasty, I, 374.

Chest, injuries of, 4G5-650; frequency of, I, 509, GOO, G02, 603; mortality in,

I, G04-G11. Miscellaneous injuries of, I, iG6; punctured wounds of,

I, 599 ; incised wounds of, I, 470, 471 , 534, 599 ; incised wound of ster-

num, I, 534. Sabre wounds of, I, 4G6, 471, 599; III, 086. Bayonet

wounds of, I, 467, 470. 599; autopsy. I, 468. Contused wounds of, I,

471, 599. Shot wounds of, I, 472-650; III, 689; shot flesh wounds

of. I, 472, 473, 599 ; 111,689; shot penetrations of, 1, 599, GOO, GOG; per-

forations of, I, GOG; fractures without penetrations of, I, 473. 474-476;

autopsies, I, 474, 475, 476; internal without external injuries of, I,

476, 477; penetrations of, without fracture, 1,478-482; penetrations

of, with fracture, I, 482-495; with fracture of scapula, I, 483, 484, 486,

etc.; of ribs, I, 482. 4S4, 485, etc.; of clavicle, I, 482, 484, etc.: of ster-

num I, 486, 488, etc.: penetrations involving lung, I, 492-497, iYM ; her-

metical sealing. 1,497-514; involving blood-vessels, I, 519-528; per-

icardium and heart, I, 528-530; mediastinum, I, 4^i, 530, 535, 589;

thoracic duct, I, 535; lodgement of missiles in, I, GOG, 617; haemor-

rhage in wounds of, I, 611 ; complications in wounds of, I, 472, 631,

G33, G34-G38 ; treatment of wounds of, I, 642 ; operations on, 537.

Chisolm's Inhaler, III, 889.

Chloroform, percentage of surgical operations in which it was used. III.

887; value and efficiency of, III, 888; deaths from, III, 890-894;

Hall's method of artificial respiration, II, 242; quantities required

to induce anaesthesia, III, 896; period during which it was main-

tained, III, 890; vomiting, excitement, prostration after administra-

tion of, III, 897; use of stimulants prior to administration of. Ill, 889;

larynx opened to restore life after administration of, H. 811.

Chloroform and Ether, HI, 888 ; deaths from. Ill, 894
; time to induce

anaesthesia. III. 896; period during which it was maintained, HI.

896; vomiting and excitement after administration of. III, 897.

Circumcision f,>r phimosis, II, 361, 374.

Circumflex Artery, of axillary, aneurism of, III, 808; incisedwound of,
'

II, 498 ; shot wound of, II, 557: HI, 764 ; ligations of, I, 557 ; II, 454.

468, 438, 525, 551, 590, GC5, G2«J, G49, 682; III, 765, 777; circumflex .if

femoral, haemorrhage from, III, 764 ; circumflex of iliac, II, 324
;
III,

764.

Civiale's Lithotrite, II, 378.

Clavicle, sabre fractures of. II, 474; III, G8G: bayonet fractures of, II,

474 ; III, C6G; shot fractures of, II, 474 ; III, 690, 870; autopsies, II,

491 ; excisions in. I. 557-562, 598; II, 477. 489. 497-499: III, 870: sim-

ple fracture of, from fall, I, 562.

Climate, effects of, on treatment of wounds. Ill, 867, 81*.

Coccyx, shot fractures of, II, 252; treatment, II, 253.

Colica Media Artery, hemorrhage from, III, 764; wound of, II, 69.

Colon, punctured wounds of, II, 76: incised wounds of. II, 76; shot

wounds of. II, 77-1115, 155, 179, 288. 309, 318, 331.

Compression, for haemorrhage, II, 9, 10, 320, 922. 932; III. 515, 537, 569,

810; in wounds of abdominal parictes, II. 9, 10; in scnlp wounds, I, 16.

Compressor, BOSHB'S, for haemorrhage in rectum. II, 320.

Confederate hospital records. I, xx.

Conoidal Ball*, injuries by, III, 696; effectiveness of, III. 709; range

of. III, 709; appearance of injuries by, HI. 711: varieties <>f, HI.

697; power of penetration, HI, 757.

Contre-Coup, I, 214, 304, 305, 306.

Contusions, shot, of hone, III, 716; of blood-vessels. III, 755.

Contusions and Sprains, III, G42.

Coxitis, traumatic, III. 9, 25, 2G, 27.

Cranium, sabre fractures of, I, 1G-28; of frontal bone. I, 16. ][-, 19,20,21,

22; of occipital, I, 17, 18, 20, 21, 23; of parietal, I, 16. 17. 18. 19, 20,

21.22.23; of temporal, I, 21, 23; of sphenoid, I. 33; exfoliation of

cranial hones after sabre fractures of, I, 17.23.21. 21 r.psis of. I.

18, 21; trephining after sabre fractures of, I. 17, 22, 23. 24
j

pyirmia

after sabre fractures. III, 687. Bayonetfractures at, I. 31-34, 308 : of

frontal, I, 32, 33; of parietal, 31, 32, 33; treatment of bayonet frao-

turesof, I, 34. Sabre and bayonetfractures of. Ill, 686, 687. Miscel

lanemts injuries of: railroad accidents, falls, blows, failing trees,

kicks, I, 35-69, 305, 308; fracture external table only, I, 54. 55, 68;

bone removed, I, 55, 57, i\9; trephining of cranial Im.iios, I, 57-60, 611

;

III, 657. Shot contusions: frontal, parietal, temporal, anil occipital

bones, 1,95-128,308; III, 688; exfoliation of. after shot contusions,

I. 102, 103-106, 114, 119, 122, 123, 127; removal of exfoliation, I. 103,

104, 105, 111; trephining for shot contusions of, I, 122-126; balls

lodged in, I, 9G, 101, 102, 103, 105, 109; balls removed from, 1,97,

101, 102, 103, 105, 109. Shot fractures of external table alone, I,

128-141,307; 111,688; oftemporal bone, I. 131, 132, 136, 137; frontal,

I, 128-139; of occipital, I, 131, 135, 138. 139: of parietal. 1. 132, 133,

131, 137, 138; exfoliation removed, I, 132: bone removed, I, 129, 130.

134, 135; bail lodged in, I, 130, 131, 136; ball removed from, I, 130.

131, 136. Shot fractures, inner table alone, I. 141-159, 3( 7, III, 6w>

;

trephining for shot fractures of inner table, I, 148, 14:*. Shot frac-

tures of both tables, 1, 159-214 ; linear or capillary Assure, 1. 159-160

;

autopsies. I, 159-160; III, 688. Sh.itfractures of both tables, with

out depression, I. 161-1G7; III, 688; numerical statement of cases of,

1. 307; mortality of, I. 307. Shot fracture* of both tables, with

depression, I, 167-190; HI. 688; balls splitting on the cranial bones,

I, 180-182; balls lodged, I, 169, 179. 180, 183, 184; lulls removed

from, I. 168, 170, 175, 177, 17,«, 181, 183. 190; i -leal statement, 1,

307. Shot penetrating fractures, I. 190-206, 307; HI. 688; balls

lodged within the cranial cavity. I. 191. 192. 193-196. 200, 201. 202,

203. 204, 205, 206; missiles extracted from within the cranium. I, 191,

196-200, 201, 203; exfoliations. I, 192. 196. Shot perforations, I,

200-212, 307; III, 0S8; exfoliations after shot perforations, I, COS;

ccrasemeut, crash or smash, I. 213-214, 307; III. 688. Removal of

fragments, I, 213-261; lodgement of foreign bodies, I, 236, 237, 251

:

exfoliations, I, 215, 223, 227, 2-'H, 231. 210. Trephining after shot

fractures, I, 261-293, 299. 316. 317, 319, 320. Centre-coup, I, 304,306,

307; III, 688. Tabular statement, of operations on cranium, I, 309.

Crural Nerve, shot wounds of, 1, 416 ; II, 400: III, 9, 74, 823.

Cuboid Hone, excision of, III, 625, 626, 627.

Cuneiform Bone, excision of. Ill, 623, 626, 627.

Cutaneous Nerve, external, injur} of, II. 464. 470; excision of, II, 470
;

internal, wound of, II. 462. 463. 928; excision of, II, 462.

Cystitis, II, 221, 238, 239, 207, 287, 309, 356, 370.

Deglutition, difficulty of, in shot wounds of neck. 1. 403. 405. 411, 413:

in shot wounds of cranium. I, 263.

Dental -Artery, haemorrhage from. 1, 346. 353.

Diaphragm, bayonet wounds of. I, 467. 469 :
punctured wound of. II, 76

;

shot wounds, I, 536. 606, G34 ; ball lodged in. I. 480 ; rupture of, with-

out external wound, II, 25 ; hernia of, I, 515, 51G.
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Diastasis of cranial bones, I, 313.

Digital Arteries, injuries of, U. 459 ; III, 764: ligations of, II, 454; HI,
765, 785, 786.

Dilatation, in strictures of urethra, II, 366: instri its fur, by Pbhueve,
II. 387; by SHEl'EABD, II, 388; by WAKI.I-Y, II, 383; by MaLLI z,

II, 389; by MICHELEXA, II, 389; by RIGAUD, II. 389; by Matiiieu,

ii, 389; by Segalas, II, 390; by Holt, II, 390; by YoiLLKinEit, n,
390; by GOULKT, II, 390, 391

;
by DUCAMI'. II. 391 ; by TEEVAN, II,

391.

Diphtheria, operations for, 1, 418.

Dislocations, following shot wounds : at the hip, III. 67, 08, 69, 70,71, 7b,

83; at the knee, III, 373; of patella, III, 273; after excisions of bones

of ley, III, 440, 447 ; for miscellaneous injuries, III, 044.

Division Hospital, personnel of, III, to:!; duties of recorder of, III. 909.

Dorsalis Carpi Artery, hemorrhage from, 111,764; ligations of, III,

705, 785, 786.

Dorsalis et Kad. Iiul. Artery, III, 704 ; ligations of, III, 705, 765, 780.

Dorsalis Pedis Artery, haemorrhage from. Ill, 53, 704; ligations of, III.

681, 705, 803.

Double Amputations for shot wounds, HI, 880; mortality, III, 881.

Drainage Tubes, in cases of empyema, I. 580; Smith's watch-spring

dilator for sinuses, I, 580.

Drowning, summary of cases of, HI, 041.

Dry Gangrene, II, 351; III, 850, 851; after ligation of ulnar artery, II,

436; after shot wounds, II, 351; HI, 310, 314, 542; for frostbite, III,

078; due to impaired circulation, III, 850.

Duodenum, shut wounds of, II, 07, 08, 134, 147.

Dyspnoea, in wounds of chest, I, 638: in wounds of spine, I, 432, 434, 449,

454.

Ear, wounds of, I. 384 ; rupture of membrane of. by explosion. I, 385 ; total

loss of, I, 387.

Eccliymosis, IiunlKir, as a sign of penetrating wound of chest, I, 575.

Ectropion, operation for, III, 683.

Effusions, Smith's apparatus for, in plural cavity. I, 627.

Elbow Joint, wounds and injuries of, II, 827; bayonet wounds of, II, 827;

111,680; sabre wounds of, II, 827; 111,680; that wounds ot, EC, 838

;

III, 690; shot fractures of, in Confederate army, HI, 090: shot fract-

ures of, treated by conservation, II, 830, 915: III, 870; autopsies, II,

841,843,844; excisions at, II, 845; 111,870; primary excisions, II,

845; intermediary excisions, II, 864; secondary excisions, 11,884;

excisions at, followed by amputation. III, 870, 871 ; excisions at, for

miscellaneous injuries, HI, 657, 658; excisions at, in Confederate

service, II, 890, 897, 899, 900; extent of bone removed in excisions

at, II, 000; mode of operation, II, 906. Splints used in fractures of:

ESMABCH's, II, 835, 888: AHI.'S, II, 888; BOND'S, II, 897; HEATH'S,

11,905; Hodgex's wire suspension, 11,904; Yolkmann's wire splint,

II. 904; BAUER'S, II, 835. Apparatus for excision at: HUDSON'S,

II. 907; Laxgexbeck's, II, 907; SOCIX'S, II, 007; amputations at,

11,909; 111,871; primary disarticulations at, II, 910; intermediary,

II. 912; secondary, II. 913: mortality of amputations at, II, 909; dis-

location at, II, 827, 837.

Electricity applied to wounded nerves, I, 387, 409; II, 1020; III, 9.

Emphysema in wounds of the neck, I. 415; of the chest. I, 493. 579, 590,

6i3-15; II, 145, 100.

Empyema in wounds of the ehest, I, 470, 472, 490, 529, 578, 027; II, 290.

Encephahtis, in shot contusions of cranial bones, I, 111, 112; in fractures

of cranium, I. 205, 257.

Endocarditis, I, 533.

Enteronhaphy, II, 112, 124. 128; methods of, Palfix, II. 114; LAl'EY-

IIOXIE. II. 115; RKYBARD, 11,115; LEDlIAX, II, 115; the four mas-

ters, II. 110; DENAXS, II. 116; RAMDOHU, II, 117; JOEEET, II, 118;

LEMBEBT, II, 119; GELT, II, 119; E.UMEUT. II. 121 : BAUDEXS, II,

122: SflU.MAXX, II, 122; YEZIEX, II, 121; BOUISSOX, II, 122; BEB-

ASGEB-FEKAUD, II. 122; advocated by L.tBBET, BAUDEXS, I'lBO-

c.ofe, Lohmeyeo, etc., II, 124-126; opposed by r. H. Hamilton,

etc., II. 124.

Entrance and Exit Wounds, II, 258; HI, 711.

Entropion, operations for, III, 681, 682.

Epididymitis, II. 248.

Epigastric Artery, wounds of, II, 175; haemorrhage from, II, D, 103,

178: III, 764; ligation of, II, 186; III, 40; ligation of superficial

epigastric, III, 40.

Epilepsy in shot wounds of cranium. I, 118, 119, 176, 177, 229.

Erysipelas, traumatic, in scalp wounds, I. 77, 78, 79, 82; in wounds
of the face, III, 852; in wounds of neck. I, 402, 404, 408, 412, 413!

in shot wounds of upper extremities, HI. 852; in wounds of chest, I,

634; of the back, II, 43d; in flesh wounds of lower extremities, III,

37; in fractures of thigh, 111. 352; of the knee joint, III. 408, 410; in

shot wounds of the lower extremities. Ill, 852; frequency of, HI, 851,

852; fatality, 111,854; regional frequency. III. 852 : duration of. Ill,

652; repeated attacks tif. 111.853; causes of. 111,855,856; treatment

of, III, 855; following excisions, III. 657: following amputation, HI,

857; among white and colored troops, III, 857; idiopathic, III, 070.

Ether, in major operations. III, 887. 897; deaths from. Ill, 894, 895;

autopsies in eases of death from, III, 894. 895, 898.

Excisions of the bones of the head, see Trephining; of the bones of the

face, I. 383, 398; of portions of the spine, I, 403, see Vertebrae; of

the bones of the ehest, I. 557, 598, 616, see Clavicle, Kibs, Scap-
ula, Sternum; of pelvic bones, II, 255: in the extremities, HI,
874-870

; for specific operations see parts excised.

Excitement during myesthesia, HI. 897.

Execution of Sentence, III, 641.

Explosive Balls, I. 494; II, 923; III, 24. 176; injuries by. HI. 696, 701,

702-704.

Extirpation of eye. for thot injury, I, 199, 217, 330, 345; for miscellaneous

injuries or diseases, III, 681, 683.

Extravasation of blood in shot contusions of head, I, 38, 63, 67, 110, 112,

120, 125; in fractures of cranium, I, 332; in wounds of abdomen and

pelvic cavity. II. 170, 177. 194. 220; of freeal matter, in wounds of

stomach. II, 42. 48. 57; ofbile, II, 192. 193: of urine, II, 193; incis-

ions for, II, 200.

Extremities, shot flesh wound of, 873; shotfractures of
',
HI, 873; treated

by conservation. III, 869-874 ; by excision, HI, 869, 870, 871 , 872, 874-

876; by amputation, III, ^d\\ 871, 872, 877-880 ; by excision and sub-

sequent amputation. III, 609, 870. 871 : by amputation and re-amputa-

tion, III, 809, 870, 871 ; upper extremities, punctured flesh wounds of,

II, 435; sabre and bayonet wounds of, III, 086; shot flesh wounds of,

11,435; 111,690,870,871; mortality, III, 090: gangrene in wounds
of, III, 824; erysipelas, III, 852; pyaemia, III, 859; tetanus, III. 819;

excisions in, III, 870, 871 ; amputations in, HI, 870, 871 ; lower extrem-

ities, punctured flesh wounds of. III, 5; sabre and bayonet wounds of,

HI. 680; shot flesh wounds of, III, 690. 870. 871 ; shot fractures of, III.

090; fatality, III, 690; complications in shot wounds of: gangrene,

111,824; erysipelas, III, 852; pyaemia, III, 858; tetanus. III. 819;

amputations for miscellaneous injuries in. HI, 604.

Eye, punctured wound of, 1, 380; shot wounds of, I, 325: destruction of both.

I. 325, 342, 343, 345; destruction of one eye, I, 329, 343; balls lodged in

orbit. I, 340, 342; should be extracted, I, 345,385; incisions in ophthal-

mitis, I, 315; extirpation of eye, I, 1 99, 217, 330, 345; artificial eyes, I,

345, 387; operations for miscellaneous injuries and diseases of. HI. 681.

Eyelid, excision of tumor of, 111, 682.

Face, injuries of. I, 321-398; mortality, I, 382: miscellaneous injuries of, I,

324; punctured wounds of, I, 324; incised wounds of, I, 324; lacerated

wounds of, I, 324; sabre wounds of, I, 321-323: HI, 080; bayonet

wounds of, I. 323, 324; HI, 686; shot wounds of, I, 325-398; III, 688;

fatality of shot wounds of, I, 325; shot flesh wounds of, I, 383; III,

688; shot contusions of, III, 324: shot fractures of, I, 381 ; III, 688;

balls extracted, I, 383; removal of fragments, I, 383; excisions of

bones of, I, 383, 398; complications in shot wounds of: gangrene, HI,

824: erysipelas, III, 852; pyaemia. Ill, 859; tetanus, III, 619; plastio

operations III, 369, 360-383.

Facial Artery, shot wounds of, I, 350, 353, 397, 420; haemorrhage from, I,

346,348; ligations of, 1,374,422; HI. 705, 772; ligation of, for in-

cised wound, III, 656.

Facial Nerve, wounds of, I, 387; treatment of, by electric currents, I, 387

Faecal Fistula, II. 24, 49, 113. 2"2, 253, 277; plastic operation for, II. 79,

84, 85.

F'teces, extravasation of, II, 61, 77-97, 194, 195; laces vomited in shot

wounds of intestines, IT 79, 164, 189; involuntary evacuation of: in

fractures of cranium, T, 19,45,124,146; in wounds of spine, I, 431,

432, 161, 462.

Faradization, II, 342; III, 9.

Femoral Artery, aneurisms of, III, 608; bayonet wound of. III. 0; in-

cised wound of, III, 197; shot wounds of, III. 133, 100,701; shotpcrfb-

ration of. Ill, 755; haemorrhages of. III. 764; primary bleedings of.

III. 701: obliteration of. Ill 45,56: occlusion of. III, 13; emboli in,

HI, 14, 101; ligations of. Ill, 705,788,789,798.
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Femoral Vein, shot injuries of, III, 43, 44; partial division of, III, 754;

haemorrhages from, III, 757, 810
; primary bleedings of, III, 702; liga-

tions of, III, 44,47,48,49,50; thrombi in. III. 79, 191,590; removal

o£ darning needle from sheath of, III, 43.

Femur, shot contusions of, III, lb9, 710; amputations iu eases of, 111, 172;

shot fractures of, III, 174; shot fractures treated by conservation, III,

170: in upper third, III, 177; in middle third, III, 1r7; in lower third,

III, 194; partial shot fractures of, 111,175; perforations of, 111,721; sim-

plethot fractures of, 111,705; pseudarthrosis after fractures of, III, 174,

175, 170, 198, 199; extension and counter-extension in fractures of, III,

343; side fractured, III, 352; complications of fractures of: pyaemia,

III, 'Soil; tetanus, llf, 352; gangrene. III, 352; erysipelas, 111, 352;

luemorrhage, III, 352; lengthening and shortening of, III, 351 j ever-

siou of foot in fractures of, 111, 180, 195, 108, 199; inversion of foot, 111,

187; treatment of fractures of, III, 338; mortality in Union and Con-

federate armies, III, 355; splints and apparatus for fractured, III, 342:

DESAULT'S, III, 343; Smith's anterior, III, 345, 340; HODOBS'S, III,

340,347,348: SwiNUURXES, 111,347; PHTSICK'S, III, 343; GuitDOX

BUCK's, III, 348; LaNGEE'S, HI, 349; Bkll'b double-inclined plane,

III, 345; Hudson's, III, 180; HOWARD'S wire suture, III, 350, 301;

fracture of, treated by excision, III, 199; primary excisions. III, SCO;

intermediary excisions, 111,207; secondary excisions, 1 11,210: results

of excisions discouraging, III, 189; excisions for miscellaneous inju-

ries, III, 057; amputations in femur, see Thigh.

Fibula, shot fractures of, III, 432, 504; treated by conservation, III, 437;

excisions of, III, 445; fractured by patient's weight after excision ot

tibia, III, 464, 480.

Field Companion, surgeon's, II T, 915.

Field Hospitals, III, 920-922.

Field Register, form of, I, xiv.

Fingers, amputations of, for shot injury, II, 1019; for miscellaneous inju-

ries, III, 659.

Fire-balls, 111,701.

Firearms, rifled, superiority of, over smooth-bore, III, 094 ; firearms used

during the war, III, 095-704.

Fistula, anal, II, 321; gastric, II, 45-48; case ofAlexis St. Martin, II, 55;

thoracic, I, 630, 479, 480, 488, 490, 502, 577; urethral, II, 300-371 ; non-

traumatic urinary. II. 368, 387. 400; traumatic urinary, II, 403; recto-

vesical, II, 309, 310, 313; lachrymal, I, 329, 358; salivary, T, 330, 308,

387.

Foot, bayonet wounds of, 111,017: shot wounds of, III, 017; shot contu-

sions of, III, 617, 090, 716, 870; shot fractures of, III, Gltf, 690,870;

treated by expectation, III, 018; treated by excision, III, 022, 027, 63*,

038; primary, III, 023: intermediary, II I, 024: secondary, III, 025;

excisions in bones of foot for miscellaneous injuries, III, 057; amputa-

tions of, 111,627; primary, III, 028; intermediary, 111,033; second-

ary, III, 034: CHOPABT'S operation. Ill, 03!'; LlBFBANC'8, 111, 039,

IIEY'S. Ill, 03!'.

Forearm, II, 917; punctured and incised wounds of, II, 918; sabre wounds

of, II, 918: III, 080; shot wounds of. II, 91!'; 111.090,870; shot flesh

wounds of, 11.917; amputations following shot flesh wounds of, II,

471; shot contusions of. II. 91!'; Ill, 710; partial shot fractures of,

II
> 921; shot fractures of, treated by expectation, II, 922; III, 870;

mode nf treatment, II. 092: splints for shot fractures of: IlKWlT's,

II, 932; SWIFT'S, II, 932; Veudich's, II, 932; carried away by shot,

11, 625,020,047; excisions in, for shot injury, II, 933,960; III, 870;

primary, II, 933; intermediary. II. 953; secondary, II, 961; ampu-

tations following excisions in, III, &70, b71 ; amputations for shot in-

juries of, II, 907, 993: III, 871; primary, 11.907; intermediary, II,

980; secondary, II, 987; re-amputations in, III, 870, 871; amputations

for miscellaneous injuries, IU, 059.002: apparatus for double ampu-

tation of forearm, II, 908.

Foreign Bodies, lodged in chest, I, 582, .*84, 590, 5i'8, 617; extracted from

chest, I, 590-593, 595, 598; removed from abdominal parietes, If, 11,

12, 89, 90, 93, 140, 148; removed from flesh wounds, lower extremities,

III, 21, 22; removed from stomach, II. 52; early removal of, advised,

111,807; removed from bladder by lithotomy: clothing, 11,280; hair,

II, 281; arrowhead, 11,270; bone. II, 277-279; portion of bayonet

scabbard and of bayonet extracted by incision in perinnsum, II, 245;

lodgement of foreign bodies, III, 758.

Fougasses, III, 699.

Fracture-bed, Laxgek's, III, 349; 1'etit'b, III, 568.

Fractures, simple shot. Ill, 704, 705; of humerus, 11,815,810; of femur.

III, 705: without Assuring, III, 719; with Assuring. III. 720; perfo-

rating, III, 721.

Frontal Artery, haemorrhage from, I, 81; III, 763.

Frostbite, III, 071; amputations for, III, 071, 072, 073, 074, 075, (.76, 077.

Gall-bladder, shot wounds of, II, 136, 137, 140: shot rupture of, II, 193

Galvanism to revive patient asphyxiated by ether, II, lt7.

Gangrene, frequency of, III, 824; latality and causes uf death, III, 824;

frequency of, after excisions, 111, 825; after amputations, 111, PS5;

influence of season on. Ill, 825; yeurs in which the disease tH-curred,

III, 815; at Frederick, III, 826; at West Philadelphia, HI, 820; at

Annapolis, 111,830; symptoms of. III, 827; contagion by, III, 820,

f^27, 848; microscopical appearance of. 111, 83U; characteristics uf. 111,

827, 828, 830, 840; treatment of, III. 636-830; treatment by bromine,

III, 834-837; following strangulation by tourniquet. 111. 825; caused

by tight bandaging. Ill, 825; in scalp wounds, I, 79, 89; in wounds

of the face, 111,824; in wounds uf spine, II, IB9; in chest wounds, I,

472, 034, iu wounds ot abdomen. II, 8, 10, 12; in wounds of back, II,

432; in wounds of upper extremities. III. 824; in wounds <>f lower

extremities, III, 352, 509, 824; ha-murrhage in cases of, III, 763, 704;

senile, III, 075. See Dry Gangrene.

Gases in penetrating wounds of stomach, II, 198.

Gastric Artery, branches of, severed in shot wound of paucreas, II, 100.

Gastric Fistula in shot wounds of Stomach, II. 45-48, 50, 52,53, 51, 56;

ease of Alexis St. Martin, 11,55.

Gastroepiploic Artery, bayonet wound of branch obligated, 11,42.

Gastroraphy, II, 58,59, 113.

Geidoplasty, I, 375.

Genital Organs, injuries of, II, 343; shot wounds of. III. dS9. opera-

tions on, for miscellaneous injuries, III, 0844 See IVnis, Urethra,
Testes, Serotnm.

Glands, inflammation of prostate, 111,81; enlargement of inguinal. Ill,

925; ball embedded iu parotid, 1,305; wnund of parotid, 1,400, tu.

Glottis, cedemaof, 1,404,417,418.

Gluteal Artery, wounds of, II, 328, 330, 331, 331; cut .luring upemthm,

III. 97; hemorrhages from, II, 327,328. 339,330] III. 704; ligation*

of, II, 329, 330, 332; IU, 97, 705, 787.

Gluteal Vein, injuries of. II, 338 ; HI, 810. "

Grape-shot, description «"f, HI, 097; nature of injury by. Ill, 706; pails

injured by, 111,606,

Greek Fire, III, 701.

Ilii'inateiuesis, iu rupture of stnmneh without external wound, II. 22; in

wounds uf stomach, II. 41, 42. 47, 57 ; in wounds of intt**ttneit, II. 07,

88; in wounds or neck, I, 403, 413; of spine. I, 445.

Hematocele, 11,364.

Hematuria, II. 107, 108, 109. 179, 284. 2!>0. 294, 335.

Haemoptysis, not a certain sign of wound of lung, I, 636; cases, I, 482,

507; I, 145, 140.

Haemorrhage, arterial, summary of eases of. Ill, "303; fatality of, III,

7fi5; days on which first haemorrhngeoeeurred. 111.805; long deferred,

III, 800; recurrent. III. 800; warning bleeding?. Ill, 807; from distal

ends of arteries, III, 807; capillary. III, 807; parenchymatous, III,

193. 807; medullary, III, 808; treated by compression and styptics,

III, 810.81 1 ;
by ligation. III. 810; by ligation and subsequent ampu-

tation, III, 810; acupressure in. III, 811; actual cautery in. III.

811 ; treated by application of ice and cold. III, 813; primary bemor-

rhage. Ill, 701, 703, 704; uitcr complete divisions of large arteries,

III, 752; proportion of killed in battle caused by. III, 7<il : from shot

wounds of head, III, 703; I, 127, 250; of face, III, 703; I, 300, 393,

390, 397; of neck, III, 703; of trunk. Ill, 703; I, 472, 519-528,

011-613, 038, 042; II, Si\ 18. 57. 150. 154, 159. 170-179. 190. 320
;

upper extremities, III. 703; II. 472,928, 932; lower extremities. III,

763: in shot flesh wounds, III, 37; in shot fractures, III, 410. 448;

transportation as cause of, III, 810; treatment of, III. BIO; rerwus,

see Veins.

Ha'morrhoidal Artery, hemorrhage from, III, 704 ; II. 310, 320.

Haemorrhoids, operations for, II. 322; Smith's clamp in, II, 322.

Hemothorax, I, 624-020; II. 155. 173.

Hall's mode of administering chloroform, III, 869.

Hand, shot fractures and contusions ofbones of. Ill, 090. 870; fractures <>t

bones of hand treated by expectation, II, 1C20; III. 870; by excision,

II. 1019: III, 870: by excision and subsequent amputation, III, 870,

871: by amputation, II, 1021; III, 871; amputations for misecl-

Inneous injuries of, III, 059, 663, 064.

Harelip, operation for, III, 084.
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Head, wounds and injuries of. I, 1-300; incised tind punctured w«unds of, T,

1-34 : sabre wounds of. 1, 1-28; other incised wounds of, I. 28-30; bay-

onet wounds of, 1. 31-3-1 : miscellaneous injuries of: railroad accidents,

falls, blows, tailing: trees, kicks, 1, 35-69; gunshot wounds of, 1,70-320;

III, CSS ; complications ia wounds of: gangrene, III, 8-4; traumatic

erysipelas, III, 832; pj'aemia, 111, 859; tetanus. III. 819. See Cra-
nium, Scalp.

Heart, shot wounds of, I, 530, C13, 623; II, 51; incised wounds of, 571,

534 ; bayonet wounds of, I, 4(18 ; action of, visible through wound, I,

535, 597; autopsies in shot wounds of, I, 530, 531 , b'S'l; cardiac diseases

from wounds of. I, 533; congenital malposition of, III. 4TV7.

Hemiplegia, I, 316 ; II, 32.

Hepatic Duct, wound of branch of, II, 139 ; III, 764.

Hepatitis, seldom induced by shot wounds of liver, II, 139; case of, II,

148.

Hermetical Sealing in shot wounds of chest ; Howaiiu's method of, I,

497-514 : II, 32 ; autopsies in cases of, I, 503, 504, 505.

Hernia, abdominal, following bayonet and sabre wounds, II, 3, 4 ; fol-

lowing lacerated wounds. 11,5; following incised wounds, II, 129;

III, 654; following shot wounds, II, 46, 47, 184, 183; operations for

radical cure of, II, 186 ; diaphragmatic, I, 515, 516; II, 185; inguinal,

I, 596; II, 474, 852; III, 650, 653; double inguinal, II, 227; of lung,

I, 514, 515, 517, 518, 617; II, 147; phrenic, II, 25; scrotal, II, 288,

347, 368, 419 : ligation of hernia, I. 516. See Cerebral Hernia.

Herniotomy, II, 186, 187, 271.

Hip Joint, periarticular wounds of, III, 24, 690 ; shot fractures of, III,

65, 690, 870; treated by conservation, III, 06; excisions of, III, 89,

870; primary excisions, III, 92; intermediary excisions, III, 101;

secondary excisions, III, 113; amputations at, III, 127, 871 ; primary

amputations. Ill, 131 ; intermediary amputations. Ill, 139; secondary

amputations, III, 145; amputations at, for disease, III, 665.

Hoist on - Chisel for removal of depressed bone, I, 320.

Homicide, cases of. during war, III, 641.

Hospital, special, for the treatment of injuries and diseases of the nerves,

III, 729.

Hospital Cars, improvised from railway freight cars, III, 958 ; from rail-

way passenger cars, III, 960; Harris car, III, 960; McCrickett's
car, III, 961 ; ear of the Army of the Cumberland, III, 965; U. S.

Army hospital car, III, 967.

Hospital Commissary, duties of. III, 912.

Hospital Gangrene, diagnosis of, III, 845; conditions favorable to

accession of. Ill, 849 ; microscopical appearance of, III. 830-833, 843

;

at Nashville. 111,832; at Annapolis. Ill, 830, 836; at West Phila-

dolphin, III, 826 ; at Frederick, III, SCO; at Douglas Hospital, Wash-
ington, III, 837; at Memphis, III. 843; in shot tlesh wounds of lower

extremities, III, 33, 35; in shot fractures of knee joint, III, 416
:

treatment of, by bromine, III, 834-837, 842-848.

Hospital Knapsack, description and contents of, III, 915.

Hospital Steamers, or floating hospitals, in Western waters, III,

972-981: City of Memphis, III, 974; Louisiana, III, 973; It. C.

Wood, II, 975; D. A. January, III. 977; Empress, III, 981 ; in East-

ern waters, III, 981; Daniel Webster, III, 981; Connecticut, III,

981 ; State of Maine, III, 982; J. K. Barnes, III, 982.

Hospital Tents, HI, 920 ; mode of heating of. III, 921.

Hospital Trains, of the Army of the Potomac. Ill, 961 ; of the Army
of the Cumberland. Ill, 962 ; commissary car, III, 968 ; baggage car,

III, 968 ; kitchen car, III, 968, 969, 970; surgeon's car. III, 969.

Howard's wire sutures in fractures of femur. Ill, 350 ; in exoiMons of shaft

of humerus. 11.820; method of hermetical sealing. 1.497; bone drill,

II, 821 ; ambulance wagon, III, 953.

Humerus, shot contusions of, II. 667, 817; III, 716; partial shot fractures

of, II. GCS: simple shot fractures of, II, 815; complete shot fractures

of, II, 669,826; III. 690; treatment of, II. 811 : by splints of: Welch.
II. 811; Hamilton. II. 811; Put&ick, II, 812; Rose. II. 812;

KIRKHRIDE, II, 812; VEDDER, II, 812; SWIMilRXE, H. 812; by
Clark's method of extension. II, 813: by Lawson's method of

extension, 11.825; excisions in shaft of, 11,675,819-822,826: primary

excisions, II, 675; intermediary excisions, II, 680; metallic sutures

in cases of excision of, II. 820; excision of, for miscellaneous injuries

and diseases, III, 658; secondary excisions. II, 690; for amputations

in shaft of humerus. See Arm.

Hydrartlirus of knee joint, amputation in thigh for, II, 667.

Hydrocele, II. 420. 421.

Hydrothorax, I, 472. 624 : III. 430.

Hygienic Influences, effect of, on the treatment of wounds, HI, 867,868.

Hyoid Hone, fracture of, in hanging, I, 4C0.

Hyperostosis in shot contusions of cranial bones, I, 127.

Hypospadia, II, 387: III, 73.

Ileum, rupture of, II, 22, 205; shot wounds of, II, 70. 71, 72, 109, 190;

protrusion of, II. 62: enterorrhaphia in shot wounds of, II, 72.

Iliac Artery, common, aneurism of. Ill, 39; wounds of, II, 333, 335, 336;

Shot perforation of. 11,754; haemorrhage from, 111,764: ligation of,

III, 765, 786; II, 333, 333, 336; III, 39; external, aneurism of, III,

239; haemorrhage from, II, 10; III, 764: ligations, summary of, III,

765,787: cases, II, 10, 333, 336; III, 39, 77, 84; internal, bayonet

wound of, 11,335; shot wounds of, II, 330. 331: ligations of, 111,765,

786.

Iliac Region, penetrations of, mistaken for wounds of abdomen, II, 213,

214.

Iliac Vein, internal, injuries of, II, 190; III, 111, 816; external, emboli

in, III, 191.

Ilio-I.umbar Artery, haemorrhage from, II, 218, 327; III, 764.

Ilium, shot fractures of, II, 212-237; liability to pyaemia in, II, 212; danger

of purulent infiltration in, II, 212; shot fractures of both iliac bones,

II, 215, 216; excisions of portions of, II, 230-233.

Impalement, II, 204.

Incised "Wounds (not sabre), HI, 640, 652; of head, I, 28-30, 308; of

neck, I, 400; of spine, I, 424; of chest, I, 470; of abdomen, II, 4, 31,

61, 76, 129 ; of pelvic cavity, 263, 343; of lower extremities, III, 7, 361.

Inflammation controlled by ligation of femoral artery, III, 377, 383.

Inhaler, Ciilsolm's, for the administration of chloroform, III, 869.

Innominate Artery, wound of, I, 521, 606; aneurism of, I, 521 ; II, 808;

haemorrhage from, I, 520 ; III, 763.

Insanity, in fractures of cranium, I, 237, 238; in amputation of thigh. HI,

229; in amputations of leg. Ill, 295, 486, 518.

Instruments, contents of pocket case of, III, 919; of field case of. Ill,

919; of operating case of, III. 919; for resection, II, 256, and plate

opposite; Heixe'8 osteotome, Mollet's saw, gnawing bone forceps,

Legouest's curved gouge and chisel, TJ. S. A. gouge and chisel,

NELATON'S bone forceps, II, 236.

Intercostal Artery, aneurism of, II, 597; wounds of. I, 525, 526, 606;

ligations of, III, 765, 774 ; I, 550, 551, 552.

Interosseous Artery, offorea/m .- aneurism of, III, 808; wounds of, II,

4oG, 469, 911; accidentally wounded during operation, II, 954; hem-
orrhages from, III, 764; ligations of, II, 454, 961, 988, 1004 ; III, 765,

7S5
;
of leg, haemorrhage from. HI. 528, 764 ; ligation of. III, 51 8, 765,

803.

Intestines, shot wounds of, III, 689; large, punctured and incised wounds

of, II, 76 : shot wounds of, II, 76 ; small, punctured and incised wounds
of, II, 61 ; shot wounds of. II, 64 : of duodenum, If, 67 ; ofjejunum, II,

68; of ileum, II, 70; rupture of intestines, II, 3, 22, 26; operations on

large intestines, II, 109; anaplasty, II, 111
; enterorrhaphia, II. 112:

protrusion of, II, 32, 34, 62. 72. 73. 75, 183, 260: protruding intestines

returned, II, 62, 73, 260: worms in wounds of, II, 95.

Involucra of bones of the leg, III, 478, 492. 539, 545; of the femur. II 1.

189, 196, 198, 226, 241, 256, 293. 310, 317. 319.

Iridectomy, III. 681, 682, 683.

Ischium, contusion of, II, 254 ;
shot fractures of. II, 241-245, 255: excisions

of portions of, II, 245.

Jaundice, in shot wounds of abdomen and pelvic cavity, II, 138, 145. 160,

291. 304.

Jejunum, rupture of. II. 22, 23; bayonet wound of, II. 42; punctured

wounds €>f. 11,61
;
protruding after bayonet puncture, II. 6], 62; shot

wounds of, II, 68, 69, 72.

.Ingular Vein, external, injuries of. I. 407, 41J, 412, 491 ; III, 810 ;
inter-

nal, injuries of, I. 383, 392. 397. 420; III. 750, 816; accidentally cot

during operation, I. 392. 397; ligation of, I, 383, 392. 397.

Kidney, shot wounds of. IT, 163-172,202: HI, 689; autopsies. IT, 168, nil,

170; rupture of, II. 20, 21. 26.

Knapsack, Hospital, description and contents of. III. 91 5.

Knee Joint, periarticular wounds of, III, 24-32, 690; bayonet wounds of,

III, 360, CBG; punctured and incised wounds of, Hf, 6, 359; arrow

wound of. III. 653: miscellaneous injuries of. HI. 360: incised wounds

of, followed by amputation of II I, 362; shot contusions. Ill, 364, 690,
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Knee Joint— [Continued.

716, 870; shot contusions of. followed by amputation, III, 363 ; shot

fractures of, III. 367. 870; shot fractures of. treated by conservation,

III. 368, 384, 411, 417,418, 419, 870; by excision. III, 38*4, 419-4*22
;
pri-

mary excisions, III, 386 j intermediary excisions, II T, 391 ; secondary

excisions, III, 394 ; hy amputation. Ill, 397-407; primary amputations,

III, 398 ; intermediary amputations, III, 404 ; secondary amputations,

TIT, 407; amputations following excisions, III. 870; re-amputations in

amputations rtt knee joint. Ill, 871; modes of amputation : UoiN'S,

L£veill£'s, K. Smith's, Velpeau'8, Baudf.ns', Rossi's, Pan-

coast's, Stub's, Cardrn's, Melchiobj's, Stores' modification of

GRITTI'S. Ill, 494*496; shock in wounds of, III, 412; perforation of,

without lesion of bones, III, 415, 416; missile lodged in knee joint,

III, 372, 416; antiseptic treatment of fractures of, on field of battle,

III, 418, 419; G Kirn's osteoplastic operation, III, 383. 434,

Lachrymal Canal, destruction of, I, 345. 368, 370.

Lachrymal Fistula, I, 329, 358.

Lachrymal Sac, operation on. for chronic inflammation, IIT, 683.

Lance Wounds, I, 34; II, 34.

Langer's Ambulance Wagon, III, 955. 936.

Laryngotomy, I, 415, 418; III, 684.

Larynx, incised wound of, I, 400; shot wounds of, I, 406; III. 688: death

caused by clot of blood in, I, 354; opened in suspended animation

following administration of chloroform, II, 841.

Leg, punctured flesh wounds of, III, 6, 7; shotjlesh wounds of, III, 8; shot

contusions of bones < f, III, 427, 690, 716, 870; shut contusions followed

by amputation, III, 430; shotfracture of bones of, III, 432, 690, 870;

treated by conservation, III, 432, 564; treated by Petit's fracture box,

III, 568; by splints, III, 568; treated by excision. III, 444, 570, 870;

primary excisions, 111, 445; intermediary excisions, 111,453; second-

ary excisions, III, 456; excisions in the bones of the leg followed by

amputation, III, 870; amputations in, III, 460, 572, 671; primary

amputations, 111,491; intermediary amputatious, III, 512; secondary

amputations, III, 537; re-amputations after amputations in leg, III,

870, 871 ;
protrusions of bone after amputations, III, 576; amputations

for miscellaneous injuries of, III, 670; excisions for miscellaneous

injuries of, III, 657, 658, 659. See Fibula, Tibia.

Ligations of arteries in shot wounds, III, 765, 813; percentage of fatality

in, 111,813; ligations in continuity, III, 814; above and below wound,

III, 814; in wound, III, 814; ligations in stump. Ill, 814; rarely

required on field of battle, 1 II, 815; of veins in shot wounds, III, 816
;

ligations for miscellaneous injuries, III, 679; ligations in wounds of

the head, I, 160, 2S5> 241, 244, 255, 269, 288, 298, 313, 315; of the/ace,

I, 332, 339, 346, 347, 349, 350, 367, 396, 397; of the neck; I, 419; of the

spine, I, 455; of the chest, I, 537-556; of the abdomen, II, 191; of the

pelvis, II, 326, 327, 330, 333, 337; "of the upper extremities, II, 436,

442-454; of the lower extremities, III, 7, 38-52, 172, 353. See Aorta,

etc.

Lightning Stroke, III, 655.

Lingual Artery, haemorrhages from, III, 763; wounds of, 1,351,421;

III, 763; ligations of, I, 397, 421; III, 765, 771.

Lithotomy, II, 269-299.

Lithotrite, Civiales, II, 378.

Litters, III, 923; Satteklee's, III, 923; Halstead's, III, 924; Sani-

tary Commission's, III, 925; Confederate States', III, 925;

SCHELL's, III, 925; litter carriage. Ill, 926; mule litter: BRITISH,

III, 928; FRENCH. Ill, 931 ; two-horse, III, 926; litters suspended in

hospital ears, III, 958-

Liver, ruptures of, II, 16 ; bayonet wound of, I, 469 ; punctured and incised

wounds of, II, 129; shot wounds of, II, 131; III, 689; metastatic

abscesses of, II, 133: escape of bile from, II, 142, 143.

Lumbar Kcchymosis as a sign of penetrating wound of chest, I, 575.

Lumbar Nerve, shot wound of, II, 330.

Lumbar Vertebra?, miscellaneous injuries of. I. 426; shot injuries of, I,

441-449, 451, 458-462, 584; II, 36, 48, 72, 155, 168, 170.

Lunibrici, escape of, in wounds of abdomen, II, 42, 64, 68, 71, 91, 195.

Lung, sabre perforation of, I, 466, 467; bayonet wound of, I. 467, 468, 469,

470; knife wounds of, I, 470. 471 : shut wounds of, I, 491 ; shot wounds
of both, I, 495, 634 ; autopsies in wounds of, I, 492, 494, 497 ; collapse

of, I, 631, 632; balls lodged in, I, 489, 505, 552, 585; ball removed
from, I, 32, 585; foreign bodies lodged in, I, 493; fragments of cloth-

ing expectorated after wound of, I, 584.

Maggots, in wounds, III, 867; precaution against, III, 867; cases of, I,

241, 348; II. 754; III, 20, 454, 530; in stump. Ill, 269.

Surg. 111—127

Malar Bone, shot fractures of, I, 345, 381 ; excisions of, I, 383, miscel-

laneous injuries of, I, 324.

Malleolar Artery, external, wounds aud ha?morrbnges uf, III, 764.

Malleolus, external, excisions of. III. 589. 593: internal, excisions of. HI.

586, 591.

Mammary Artery, external, shot wounds of, I, 519, 523, 524 ; on ligation

of, I, 524; internal, shot wounds of. I, 523, 524, 548; HI. 764: on

ligations of, 1, 548
; II, 177 ; HI, 76:>. 774.

Materia Chirurgica, HI, 914; hospital knnpsaeks. 111,914; field cm
panion, III, 915; medicine pannier, III, 916; inedieine wair-ms of:

E. Hayes & Co., Ill, 916; of J. Dcntox, III, 916. of Prikvt, ill

917; of ACTRNREITH, 111, 918. Surgical Instruments: capita! op.ru

ting case, 111.919; minor oi>crating case. III, 919; pocket cane, HI.

919; field case, 111,919. Tents: hospital, III 920; SlBt.KV, III, 920.

Maxilla, upper, miscellaneous injuries of, I. 324; shot fractures of, I, 381;

excision of, I, 348, 354, 383. 398; lower, miscellaneous injuries of. I,

324 ; shot fractures of, I, 381 ; excisions of, I, 347. 331, 362, 383; splints

and apparatus in treatment of shot fractures of lover, I. 391.

Maxillary Artery, shot wounds of internal, I, 346, 331, 352. 360; hem-
orrhages from, HI. 763.

Median Nerve, bayonet wound of, II, 827; III, 687 ; shot wounds of, I,

479; II, 447, 946, 1020; excisions 0$ II, 461, 464. 470, 778.

Mediastinum, shot wounds of. I, 486, 535, 5*9.

Medical Department, expenditures of, during the war, HI, 90S

Medical Descriptive I-ist, form of, I, XVII.

Medical Director of corps, duties of. Ill, 903-906.

Medical Inspector of corps, duties of. III, 906.

Medical Staff, III, 899; casualties among, I, XXX XXXII; HI. 901.

Medicine Panniers, HI, 916.

Medicine Wagons, 111,917; Pekot's, HI, 917; DUNTON'S, HI, 917;

AUTENKIETO, III, 918.

Medio-tarsal amputations, III, 628.

Medullary Artery, hemorrhage from, III, 224.

Medullary Canal, of femur, hall lodged in, HI, 176; gangren* of, IIT,

225.

Meloplasty, I, 369.

Meningeal Artery, ruptures of, II, 49, 54, 60, 125; wounds of, I, 229
;

hemorrhage from, HI, 763.

Meningitis, Spinal, cases of, I, 439, 444.

Mercurial Poisoning, I, 375.

Mesenteric Artery, punctured wound of, II, 62; aneurism of, II, 25;

shot wound of, II, 155; htBmorrhage from, III, 764; ligations of

hranehes of, II, 62.

Mesentery, ruptures of, II, 23, 24
;
shot wouuds of, II, 174, 175; HI, 6K9;

ball lodged in, II, 179.

Metacarpal Bones, shot fractures of, II, 1019.

Metallic Sutures, in excisions of shaft of humerus, II. 820.

Metastatic Abscesses, in lung, I, 628, and plate opposite; in liver,

II, 133.

Metatarsal Hones, bayonet wound of, 111,617.680; shot fractures of

111,618; excisions of. 111,622.

Miscellaneous Injuries, III, 640; operations for, 111,657,

Missiles, nature and seat of injury of, in shot wounds, during the war. HI,

696; small arm missiles, round ball, III, 697: more pr->ne to lodge

than conoidal, HI. 757: buck and ball, HI. 697
: rifle balls. Ill, 697;

slugs, III, 700; from fowling pieces. III. 700; Shaikh's sectional

bullet, 111,700; erratic course of small missiles. 111. 710; effects of

small missiles. Ill, 709, 710; distortions of small missiles. Ill, 710:

large missiles, III, 697; shrapnel shuts, III, 697; spherical rase shot,

III, 69S: bolts. III. 698; rifled shut: WHTTWORTH, PARROT, III.

698; shells. III. 699; railroad iron as missiles, III. ''.97; effe.-ts of

missiles on bloodvessels. III, 750: on bony Structure, III. 713,

lodgement of, III. 757; early extraction of. III. 867 ;
encystment nf,

HI. 867.

Moral Influences, effects of. on the treatment of wounds. MI, 867, & -v

Mouth and Appendages, operations on, for miscellaneous injuries and

diseases, III, 684.

Mule Litters, III, 928.

Multiple Wounds, case of.

868.

334, P.40 II, 217, 241, 408 ; HI, 372, 109,
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Muscular Tissue, effects of gunshot projectiles on, III, 712; repair of

shot wounds of, III, 714 : pyaemia in shot lesions of, HI, 713.

Mu»culo-spiral Nerve, shot wounds of, II, 464 (note), G73 (note), 8(11 ;

rupture of, III, 644.

Nasal Bones, shot fractures of. I, 381 ; miscellaneous injuries of, I, 324.

Neck, sabre and bayonet wounds of, I, 399, 400; III, 086; miscellaneous

injuries of, I, 400; 111,653; shot injuries of, I, 401-434; III, 68S ;

wounds of, by conoidal balls, I, 402; lodgement of missiles in, I, 403;

extraction of missiles from, I, 403; torticollis in shot wounds of, I, 40.~>;

wounds of the larynx and trachea, I, 406; aphonia in. I, 407; wounds

of the pharynx and oesophagus, I, 408
;
paralysis in, I, 408 ; complica-

tions in shot wounds of: hemorrhage, I, 411 ; traumatic erysipelas, I,

412; III, 852; sloughing and gangrene, I, 413; 111,824; pyaemia, I,

413; III, 839; tetanus, III, 819; operations on the, I, 415.

Nerves, shot wounds of, III, 725 ; effects of missiles and projectiles on,

III, 725, 726, 730, 742; paralysis following shot wounds of, III, 720;

wounds of nerves of special sense, HI, 738 ; concussion or commotion

of, III, 741; contusion of, III, 741; cicatricial pressure on, III, 741;

tetanus following wounds of, III, 743; immediate deaths from injuries

of, III. 743: altered nutrition following injuries of, III, 743, 744;

excessive skin secretion following injuries of, 111,746; neuralgia fol-

lowing injuries of, III, 746; motor paralysis, III, 748; wounds of

nerves of the neck, I, 423; of the chest, I, 634; of the pelvis, II, 339,

342, 423; in flesh wounds of the upper extremities. III, 461-468; of

the lower extremities, III, 9; ball pressing on, I, 410; involved in

cicatrix, II, 736; excisions or removals of portions of nerve, II, 461,

462, 618, 736, 747, 970, 973; III, 11, 492, 495, 820; electricity in

injuries of, I, 387, 409; II, 461, 1020; III, 9; nerve included in liga-

tion of subclavian, I, 540 ; special hospital for treatment of injuries

and diseases of, III, 729; wounds of: axillary plexus, I, 410 ;
II, 461,

492 ; brachial plexus, I, 409, 410, 478, 522, 500; cervical plexus, I, 405;

crural nerve, I, 44G; II, 339, 400; III, 10, 74, 823; cutaneous nerve,

II, 462, 463, 464, 470, 928; III, 9, 11; excision of cutaneous nerve,

II, 462, 470; dental nerve, I, 358, 362, 397, 398; facial nerve, I, 117,

362, 387; lumbar nerve, II, 330; median nerve, I, 479; II, 447, 461,

464, 469, 470, 778, 827, 946, 1020; III, 687; excision of median, II,

461; musculo-spiral nerve, II, 461, 464, 673, 861; III, 644; optic

nerve, I, 326, 327, 335, 344; peroneal nerve, III, 492, 495; plantar

nerve. III, 617; pneumogasiric nerve, I, 357; popliteal nerve, III, 9,

II, 55, 56. 95, 103, 173; radial nerve, II, 452, 467, 925, 938; sacral

nerve, I, 449: II, 261 ; sacral plexus, II, 232, 253, 254 ; saphenous,

long, nerve, III, 9, 10, 11 ; sciatic nerve, II, 323, 327, 339, 340, 346,

354, 366, 406; III, 9, 10, 22, 56, 196, 311, 687. Spinal nerves, I, 577,

584; II, 163, 340; necrosis involving sympathetic nerve, II, 466;

thoracic nerve, I, 536 ; tibial, II, 412 ; anterior tibial, III, 7, 9, 11, 55;

posterior tibial, III, 9, 11, 12, 20, 54, 56 ; excision of posterior tibial,

III, 58; ulnar, II, 461, 465, 466, 469, 843, 861.

Neuralgia, traumatic, I, 478; probably caused by lodgement of ball, II,

232 ; relieved by removal of ball, II, 236 ; treatment of, II, 342.

Nervous Anxiety, in shot wounds of che6t, I, 638.

Neuroma, II, 463, 465, 466, 623, 628, 699 ; III, 624.

Neurotomy, II. 465, 623, 628, 699.

Nose, wounds of, I, 386 ;
protracted discharge from wounds of, I, 387.

Occipital Artery, wounds of, I. 80, 82, 83, 124, 132, 456; haemorrhages

from, III, 763; ligations of, I, 456 ; III, 765, 771.

CEdema of Glottis, I, 404, 417, 418.

(Esophagus, incised wound of, I, 400; shot wounds of, I, 536, 606, 634;

III, 618.

Omentum, ruptures of, II, 23; shot wounds of, II, 36, 174; III, 689 ; ball

held in folds of, II, 174; protrusion of, I, 449; II, 32, 33, 34, 169, 175,

180, 182, 183; removal of protruding, II, 32, 77, 91, 181, 182; slough-

ing of, I, 516.

Ophthalmitis, general, incisions in, I, 345.

Opium, use of, in injuries of abdomen, II, 17, 27, 207.

Optic Nerve, shot wound of, I, 326, 327, 332, 335, 344.

Orthopnrra, in chest wounds, I, 480, 505, 529 ; in wounds of the abdomen,

II, 135, 155.

Os Calcis, shot contusion of, III, 617; shot fractures of, III, 618, G19;

excisions of, III, 624. 625, 626. 627.

Osteoplasty, in wounds of the testes, II, 410, 416.

Osteomyelitis, following injuries of the upper extremities, II. 648. 715,

754, 788: of the lower extremities. Ill, 146, 148, 149, 132, 153, 156,

157, 193. 223. 280. 281, 290, 297, 301, 312. 315. 1 12. 590; resulting from

shot contusions of femur: simple, III. 716: gangrenous, III, 171, 717.

Osteophytes, in shot contusions of cranial bones, I, 127; in injuries of the

femur, III, 31, 202, 225, 291.

Osteo-sarcoma, amputation of thigh for, III, 666.

Palate Bone, shot fractures of, I, 381.

Palatine Artery, haemorrhage from, I, 346.

Palmar Arch Arteries, incised wound of, II, 437; haemorrhage from

II, 437, 448, 449, 459; III, 764; ligations of, II, 454: III, 765, 785.

Pancreas, shot wounds of, II, 138. 159, 130, 161, 202; III, 689; ball lodged

in, II, 159, 160; protrusion of, II, 158; excision of, II, 158.

Paracentesis, thoracis: for hydrothorax, I, 57.1; for metastatic abscesses

and empyema, 1,573; for idiopathic pleurisy, I, 573; for effusions fol-

lowing perforations of the chest, I, 574 ; abdominis, for ascites, II, 191,

192; naturalis, I, 576.

Paralysis, after shot fractures of cranium, I, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 278,

287; after wounds of neck, I, 409, 410; after wounds of chest, I, 478,

479 ; after wounds of abdomen, II, 14 ; of bladder and rectum, II, 252,

229, 247, 248; relieved by removal of ball, I, 424 ; electricity in, T, 442.

Parotid Gland, wounds of, I, 406, 411; ball embedded in, I, 305.

Patella, shot fractures of, III, 367; shot perforations of. III, 371, 373, 380

;

percentage of fatality of shot injuries of. Ill, 416; shot contusions of,

III, 364 ; bayonet wound of, III, 360; miscellaneous injuries of, III,

651.

Pelvis, sabre and bayonet wounds of, III, 686; punctured and incised

wounds of, II, 323, 326, 335, 336, 423; shot contusions of, III, 71G:

shot fractures of, II, 211-254, 424-426; 111,689; excisions of pelvio

bones, II. 255. See Ilium, Pubis, Ischium, Sacrum, Coccyx,
shot injuries of parts contained in pelvis, II, 257-406.

Penis, incised wounds of. II, 343,344; bayonet wounds of, II, 344; shot

wounds of, II, 34.3-349; laceration of, II, 374; ball encysted in, II,

345; ball lodged in, II, 345, 346; ball extracted from, II, 345, 346;

use of catheter in wounds of, II, 348; amputation of, II, 347, 349.

Perforating Arteries, haemorrhages from, III, 50, 239, 2f7, 764; liga-

tions of, III, 50, 239, 267, 765, 799.

Periarticular Wounds, of the shoulder joint, II, 502; of the elbow joint,

II, 829; rarity of, in wounds of the wrist, 11,995; of the hip joint. III,

25; of the knee joint, III, 28; of the ankle joint, III, 31; summaries

of, III, 690.

Pericarditis, in wounds of the chest, I, 529, 530, 578, 587, 62:'.

Pericardium, wounds of, I, 528, 529, 606; ball lodged in, I, PSSj autop-

sies in wounds of, I, 528, 529.

Ferinroum, shot wounds of, 11,243, 244,399; ball extracted frnm, 11,399;

lacerated wound of, II, 402.

Perineal Fistula, after shot wounds, II, 365.

Perineal Section (perineotomy), ball removed by, II, 260; fragment of

bone removed by, II, 399, 400; portions of bayonet scabbard and of

bayonet removed by, II, 245.

Periostitis, in 6hot contusions of cranial bones, I, 102, 127; of scapula, I,

564 ; in wounds of hip joint, III, 79; in fractures of bones of lower

extremities, III, 183, 310, 313, 314, 428, 455, 515, 518.

Peritonitis, traumatic, in wounds of spine, I, 427, 444, 446, 449; in wounds

of chest, I, 586 : in wounds of abdomen, II, 5, 7, 12 ; general observa-

tions on, II, 199, 200, 207, 208.

Peroneal Artery, traumatic, aneurism of, III, 808 ; wounds of, III, 456

;

haemorrhage from, III, 515, 764; ligations of, III, 51, 450, 456, 526,

763, 805.

Peroneal Nerve, excisions of, III, 492, 493.

Phalangeal Bones, of hand, shot fractures of, II, 1019; of foot, shot

fractures of, III, 618 ; excisions of, III, 626.

Pharyngitis, in wounds of the neck, I, 350, 416.

Pharynx, shot wounds of, I, 414; III, 688.

Phlebotomy, in shot wounds of chest, I, 649.

Phrenic Artery, haemorrhage from, II, 177; III, 764.

Phimosis, operations for, 11,343, 361, 374; non-traumatic, II, 386.

Plantar Artery, haemorrhage from, III, 7C4: ligations of, III, 552, 673,

678, 765. 604, 805.

Plantar Nerve, shot injury of, HI, 617.

Plastic operations, in injuries of the face, f, 368-380; for faecal fistula,

II, 79.

Pleural Cavity, incisions into, after empyema, I, 581 ; apparatus for effu-

sions in, I, 627.
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Pleurisy, traumatic, in penetrating wounds of chest, I, 617, 018; cases of,

470, 492, 574, 570.

Pneuinogastric Nerve involved in wound, I, 357.

Pneumonia, traumatic, in penetrating wounds of chest, I, 619-622; II,

483, 480, 499, 500; in shot wounds of the back, II, 432.

Pneumothorax, in shot wounds of chest, I, 033 ; cases of, I, 493, 494, 520.

Poisoned Wounds, III, 040, 050, 003.

Popliteal Artery, wounds of, III, U, 17, 18, 47, 51, 56, 173, 226; haem-

orrhages from, III, 764; aneurisms of, III, 14, 54, 55, 58, 542, 680,

808 ; occlusion of, III, 14, 18, 388 ; ligations of, III, 14, 50, 51, 54, 175,

383, 404, 509, 765, 800.

Popliteal Nerve, shot injuries of, III, 9, 11, 55, 56, 173.

Popliteal Vein, injuries of, III, 55; hemorrhage from, 111,810; ligations

of, III, 383.

Priapism, persistent, I, 209 ; II, 303 (note); III, 81.

Profunda Artery, of arm : injuries of, II, 448, 585, 649, 730 ; haemorrhages

from, III, 764 ; aneurism of, III, 808 ; ligation of, II, 454, 081 , 736 ; III,

765, 782 ; of thigh : injuries of, III, 47, 49, 55, 172; hemorrhages from

III, 764; aneurisms of, III, 49, 808; ligations of, III, 44-49, 172, 233,

236, 765, 798, 799 ; religations of, III, 44-47, 48.

Projectiles used during the war, III, 695-704 ; effects of large, III. 704.

See Missiles, Balls.

Prostate, shot wounds of, II, 303, 304, 313, 423; III, 689; autopsy in shot

wounds of, II, 304 ; ball lodged in, II, 304.

Prostration after anaesthesia, III, 897.

Prothetic Apparatus, in excisions nt the shoulder joint, II, 568, 573, 580,

594 ; in excisions in shaft of humerus, II, 675; in excisions at elbow

joint, II, 849, 907, 908 ; in nmputations in forearm, II. 908 ; in fractures

or excisions at wrist or ankle joint, II, 1015; for amputations at hip

joint, III, 131, 102 ; in amputations in the thigh, III, 224.

Pseudarthrosis, after fractured jaw, I, 301 ; in shot fractures of the hu-

merus, II, 673, 070, 080, 082, 687 ; frequency of, after excisions in shaft

of humerus, II, 090; niter excisions of elbow, II, 85:1, 854, 850, 858,

877, 890; after excisions in forearm, II, 934, 940, 945, 903, 904; in peri-

articular wounds of hip joint, III, 25 (note); in fractures of femur

III, 180, 198, 199; after excisions in shaft of femur, III, 202; after ex-

cisions in bones of leg, III, 447, 450, 450, 457, 459, 460 506, 572.

Pterygium, operation for, III, 681, 682, 683.

Ptosis, in shot wounds of cranium, I, 115, 186, 358.

Pubic Bones, shot fractures of, II, 237-240; table of cases of, II, 255;

autopsies after shot fractures of pubic bones, II, 238, 239, 240.

Pudlc Artery, traumatic aneurism of, III, 808 ; wound of, II, 357 ; haemor-

rhages from, III, 704 ; external, II, 320; III, 704 ; ligation of, II, 186,

326; 111,705,798; internal, aneurism of, II, 252; hemorrhage from,

II, 324, 327; wound of, II, 304 ; bayonet wound of branch of, II, 323.

Pulmonary Artery, thrombi in, II, 907; haemorrhage from, III, 704.

Punctured Wounds, number of, during the war, III, 640; of scalp, I,

30; of cranium, I, 31 ; of face, I, 321, 323, 324 ; of neck, I, 399; of

chest, I, 4GG, 407, 599; of abdominal parietes, II, 3; of abdominal

cavity without visceral jujury, II, 31, 202; of jejunum, II, 42; of

stomach, II, 42, 43, 44, 57 ; of small intestines, II, 01 ; of mesenteric

artery, II, 62; of large intestines, II, 70; of diaphragm, II, 76; of

colon, II, 76; of liver, II, 129; of spleen, II, 149; of kidney, II, 102;

of bladder, II, 203; of urethra, III, 652; of blood-vessels of pelvis,

II, 323; of pudic artery, II, 323; of iliac artery, II, 335; of penis,

II, 344; of back, II, 429; of upper extremities, II, 435; of brachial

artery, II, 430; of clavicle or scapula, II, 473, 474; of elbow joint,

II, 827; of metatarsal bones, III, 617; of lower extremities, III, 5;

of femoral artery, III, 6; of knee joint, III, 359, 653; of leg, III, 6.

Pus, extravasation of, in shot wounds of abdomen, II, 197; cases of, II, 24,

67, 104, 135, 136.

Pyaiinia, tabular statement of cases of, HI, 858; percentage of fatality

in cases of, III, 858; complicated with other diseases, III, 858; time

of appearance of, after injury, III, 859, 800; duration of, III, 860;

after shot flesh wounds, III, 800 ; after shot fractures. III, 800 ; treat-
\

ment of, III, 800, 801; in shot lesions of muscular tissue, III, 713;

post mortem appearances in cases of, III, 862-860; after shot fractures

of cranium, I, 250 ; of the face, III, 859 ; after shot wounds of the i

neck, 1,412,413; 111,859; after shot wounds of the spine, I, 454 ; of;

chest, I, 472; after shot fractures of pelvis, II, 212,231,239,247; in i

fractures of upper extremities, III, 859 ; in fractures of forearm, II,

932; in fractures of lower extremities, III, 858, 859; in flesh wounds

of lower extremities. III, 32, 33; in fractures of femur, III, 352: in

fractures of knee joint, III, 416; in fractures of leg, III, 509.

Pyohaomia, III, 857.

Radial Artery, incised wound of, II, 436; shot wounds of, II, 452, 455,

469, 840, 914; haemorrhages from, II, 452, 453; III, 764; aneurisms

of, II, 909, 1010; 111,808; ligationsof, II, 430, 452, 453, 469; 111,765,

782; summary of ligations of. III, 783; shot wound of radial aud

ulnar, III, 704.

Radial Nerve, shot injuries of, II, 452, 407, 925, 938.

Radius, shot fractures of, 11,922; treated by expectation, 11,927-932:

followed by excision, II, 936.

Radius and Ulna, shot fractures of, II, 923.

Railway Transportation of wounded, III, 957-971.

Ramrod, ubdominal cavity transfixed by, without injury to viscera, II,

33; missile extracted by, II, 251.

Re-amputations, III, 870,871.

Recto-vesical Fistula, after shot wounds, II, 309, 310, 313.

Rectum, shot wounds of, II, 305; III, 089; lesions of, without injury to

other organs of pelvis, II, 423; autopsies in shot wounds of, II, 316.

317,318; foreign bodies removed from, II, 322.

Rectus Muscles, rupture of, in lacerated wound of abdomen, II, 5.

Reflex Paralysis in shot wounds, III, 720, 729-738.

Remote Results of wounds and injuries, Bonrces from whence obtained,

I, xix.

Report of surgical operations, form of, 1, xvl ; of wouuded, form of, I,

xvi.

Resections, instruments fur, see plate opposite II, 256. See Excisions.

Rlilnoplasty, I, 372.

Ribs, shot fractures of, I, 488,566; III, 689; shot fractures of, without le-

sion of thoracic cavity, I, 446; fractures of, not shot, I, 599; excisions

of, portions of, I, 566, 570, 598.

Rille-balls, of Springfield musket, III, 697 ; of Enfield musket, 1 1 1, 697 ; of

Austrian musket, 111,697; of liurnsidc rifle, 111,097; of S|>encer rifle,

111,697; of Sharp's carbine, III, 697; of Green's rifle, III, 697; of

Colt's army pistol, II 1, 697; superiority of, over round ball, III, 694, 697.

Rucker ambulance wagon, III, 952, 953.

Sabre Wounds, of scalp, I, 1, 308; fracturing cmnium, I, 16, 308; of

face, I, 321, 382; of ueok, I, 399, 400; of chest, I, 406, 471 ; of ab-

dominal parietes, II, 3, 8; penetrating nbdomiunl cavity, II, 32, 202;

of small intestines, II, 61 ; of large intestines, II, 70 ; of liver, II, 129;

of urethra, II, 374; of back, II, 429; of upper extremities, II, 435,

436; of scapula, II, 473; of elbow joint, II, 828; of forearm, II, 918;

of lower extremities, III, 5, 7; summary of sabre wounds. III, 085,

680; mortality of sabro wounds, III, 686.

Sacral Nerves, wounds of, I, 449; II, 261 ; wounds of plexus of, II, 232,

253,254,341.

Sacro-lumbar Nerves, shot iojury of, II, 340.

Sacrum, shot fractures of, II, 246-251; excisions of portions of, II, 251

;

portion of, removed by trephine, II, 251; lodgement of 12-pound

shell in, II, 248.

Saliva, profuse escape of, in shot wounds of face, I, 369, 370, 371, 372, 375.

Salivary Fistula, oases of, I, 330, 368, 309 ; treatment of, I, 380, 387.

Saphenous Nerve, injury of long, III, 9, 10, 11.

Sarcocele, II, 418.

Scalds and Burns, cases of, during the war, III, 641.

Scalping, I, 315.

Scalp, injuries of, 1, 1-16, 28-31, 35, 70-95, 308; tabre wound* of, 1, 1-16;

summary of cases of, I, 16,308; sutures in 6calp wounds, I, 1-16, 25;

adhesive plaster in, I, 15, 16; other incised wounds, of, I, 28-30, 308;

bayonet wounds of, I, 30, 31 ; contusions and lacerations of, 1, 35,

38, 39-42, 43, 45, 47, 51 ; FltlAK's balsam in scalp wounds, I, 64

;

edges of wound approximated by tying hair, 1, 64 ; interrupted sutures

in scalp wounds, I, 64 ; 6abre and bayonet wounds of. III, 686 ; shot

wounds of, I, 70-95; III, 688 ; tabular statemeut of shot wounds of.

I, 70 ; scalp wounds complicated with intercurrent diseases. I, 85-88

;

compression of brain in scalp wounds, I, 75, 70 ; coma, I, 75, 70
; ball

extracted from gealp. I, 92; foreign bodies lodged in, I. 92: Mtou

wounds of scalp, I, 90, 91, 95.

Scapula, sabre wounds of, II, 473; III, 686; punctured fractures of, II.

474 ; shot fractures of, II, 474-481 ; III, 690, 870 ; remarkable Assuring

of, II, 488 ; exfoliations of, II, 482, 487 ; autopsies in shot fractures of

11,488, 489, 490; excisions of portions of, I, 502, 506; II, 492-495,

490, 497 ; III, 057, 058 ; excision of entire, II, 499 (note) ; trephiniug

of portion of, II, 492.
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Sciatic Artery, shot wound of, II, 326 ; haemorrhages from, II, 306, 327
:

III, 764 ; aneurism of. Ill, 808 ; ligations „f. II, 326, 765, 787.

Sciatic Nerve, bayonet wounds of, II, 323; III, (iS7; shot wounds of, II,

100, 179, 252, 339, 340, 3.V.; III, 9, 10. 22, 56, CO, 139, 196, 311.

Scrotum, shot wounds of, II, 419; ball extracted from. II, 419.

Septicemia, II, 351 ; III, 857, 858. See Pyaeniiu.

Sequestra, removal of, II, 71S : III, 212, 224, 439, 459, 520, 522.

Seton Wounds, in injuries of the scalp, I, 90, 91, 95; in injuries of the

ilium, II, 213, 227.

Shells, injuries by, III, 69(1; appearance of injuries by, 111,711; lodge-

1

ment of. III, 705. 706; lodgement of 12-pound shell in sacrum, II,
!

248. See Missiles.

Shock, in shot wounds of chest. I, 639 ; in shot wounds of the abdominal

parietes, II, 13 ; in penetrating wounds of abdomen, II, 30 ; as a pri-

mary symptom of shot wounds. III, 759; death from shock of wound
or operation, II. 490,541, 642, 644, 760, 979. 990 ; III, 298, 299, 300, 301, I

302, 308, 315, 321, 322. 459, 661, 662, 669, 670, 676.

Shot Wounds, number of cases of, treated during the war, III, 685, 688
;

regional frequency of. III. 691, 692; relative frequency of. Ill, 691,

692; definition of, III, 694; primary symptoms of: pain, III, 760;

shock. Ill, 759 ; haemorrhage. Ill, 762 ; entrance and exit wounds,

III, 711 ; early examination of, III, 867; early treatment of, III, 867
;

|

primary dressing of, III, 867: ma<rgots in, III. 867 ; multiple wounds.

III, 868, 869
;
influence of hygienic and moral conditions on treatment

of. III. 868; effects of climate on treatment of. Ill, 867. See shot

wounds of: Head, Face, Neck, Chest, Spine, Abdomen,
Pelvis, Hack, Upper and Lower Extremities; for shot

contusions, see Contusions ; for shot fractures, see Fractures.

Shoulder Joint, shot fractures of, II, 502; III, 690,810; periarticular,

wounds of, II. 502 ; III, 690 ; shot fractures of. treated by expecta-

tion, II. 502-519, 656 ; III, 870 ; haemorrhage in shot fractures of, II,

513, 514; autopsies in shot fractures of. II, 510, 511, 512, 513; shot

fractures of, treated by excision, II, 519-613, 664; III, 870; treated

by amputation, II, 613, 655 ; III, 871.

Sibley Tents, used as hospital tents, III, 920.

Simple Dressings in 6hot wounds of chest, I, 642.

Simple Shot Fractures, III, 704, 705; of the humerus, II, 815; of

the radius, II, 929 ; of the tibia and fibula by cannon ball, III, 440.

Skin Grafting, in shot wounds of back, II, 430, 431.

Small Arms
?
projectiles from and seat of injury in wounds by, III, 696;

effects by missiles from, III, 708, 709. See Missiles.

Solid Shot, summary of injuries by, III, 696.

Spermatic Artery, hemorrhage from, II, 337 ; III, 764 ; ligations of, II,

337; III, 684, 765, 788.

Spermatic Cord, shot wounds of, II, 417; III, 689; cases of, II, 339,

413, 415.

Sphincter, division of, for fistula, II. 315, 321; stricture of, after shot

wounds. II, 312, 314, 315; paralysis of. II, 310, 312.

Spinal Canal, incised wound of, I, 425; shot wounds of, II, 154, 155;

balls lodged in. I, 435, 436. 438. 439, 440, 443, 444, 447, 449, 452, 453,

457; perforation of. I, 444. 447; ball extracted from, I, 444.

Spinal Cord, laceration of, I. 426, 427, 431, 433, 435. 436, 438, 440, 443,

444, 447, 458; perforation of, I, 437, 446, 452; severed, I, 439, 444;

II, 339 ; compressed. I, 426, 438 : gangrene of, II. 169 ; exposed, II,

229.

Spine, miscellaneous injuries of, I, 426-429; III, 643, 649; incised wounds

of, I, 425; shot wounds of, I. 430-460; III 689; concussion of, I. 427,

427, 429,465; III, 643: foreign bodies in, I, 437,438, 444; excisions,

trephining of, I, 463-465; balls lodged in, I, 430. 432, 435, 436, 437, 439,

441, 447, 453, 459, 460: balls extracted from, I, 430,442,443,446,452,

456, 460, 462; absence of paralysis after shot wounds of, T, 431, 442, 443.

444, 446, 447, 449, 451 ; tetanus, dyspnoea, pyaemia, dysphagia, oostive-

ness, and priapism after injuries of vertebra'. I. 454. See Vertebrae,

and Cervical, Dorsal, ami Lumbar.

Spleen, ruptures of, I, 38, II, 18, 19, 26: punctured wounds of, II, 149; shot

wounds of, II, 149-157,202: 111,689; protrusion of, in penetrating

wound of abdomen, II, 151 ; extirpation of, II, 150.

Splenic Artery, wound of, II, 159; haemorrhage from, III, 764.

Splenitis, traumatic, II, 19, 157.

Splenotomy, II. 149, 254.

Splints, Am.'s felt. II, 822,888: Bauer's. 11.835; Bond's, II, 897; De-

sault's, III, 343; Ebmarch's, II, 835. 888; Gurdon Buck's, III,

348; HODGEN's, II, 904; III, 346, 347, 348; Harlan's bracketed, II,

509, 517, 562; Martin's, II, 822; PHYsiCK's, III, 343: Smith's an-

terior, III. 345, 346; VOI.KMann'k wire, II, 904; HEATH'S, II. 905;

in excisions of the shoulder joint, II, 509. 517; in excisions of the

humerus. If, 822 ; in shot fractures of the elbow, II, 835; in excisions

at the elbow, II, 888; in fractures of the femur, III, 343.

Sprains and Contusions* III, 642.

Staphyloma, operations for. III, 681-683.

Staphylorraphy in wounds of upper jaw, I, 378.

Sternum, shot fractures of, I, 486, 504. 525; excisions of portions of, I, 571.

Stimulants, in shot wounds of the chest, I, 647; prior to the administra-

tion of anaesthetics. Ill, 889.

Stomach, rupture of, without external wound. IT. 22; punctured and in-

cised wounds of, II, 42, 56; treatment of, by ligature, II, 44; shot

wounds of, II, 45-60, 154, 160, 202; III, 689; autopsies in cases of, II,

42, 4B, 50, 51 ; escape of lumbricoid worms in wound of, II, 42.

Stomatoplasty in shot wounds of mouth, I, 370.

Strabotomy, cases of, III, 681. 682, 683.

Stricture, Traumatic, in shot wounds of urethra, II, 351-358, 365, 368,

372, 397; after laceration of urethra. III, 652.

Stromeyer's Axillary Pad in wounds of shoulder joint, II, 517.

Stumps, after amputations in thigh, by the anterior, posterior, antero-pos-

tcrior, lateral, and circular methods, III, 356. and plate opposite.

Styptics, use of, in haemorrhage, III, 812 ; in wounds of scalp, I, 64; of face,

I, 346; injected into wounds of chest through female catheter, I, 544;

danger of their falling into the pleural cavity in chest wounds, I, 550;

discouraged in wounds of the abdominal parietes and abdomen, II, 9,

10, 177, 179; no reliance to be placed on the use of. II, 460.

Subclavian Artery, shot wounds of, I, 479, 521, 522, 560; haemorrhages

from, III, 764; aneurism of, I, 484; II, 621 ; III, 8C8; ligations of, II,

440, 449, 408, 632, 648, 716; III, 662; analysis of ligations of, III, 772.

Subclavian Vein, shot wound of, I, 560; haemorrhage from, III, 816;

accidentally opened while searching for artery, I, 555; rupture of, I,

527.

Subungual Artery, wounds of, I, 347, 353, 394.

Submental Artery, injury of, III, 763; ligations of, III, 765,772.

Subscapular Artery, injuries of, I, 351, 519, 596; II, 484; III, 764;

ligations of, II, 443, 484, 585; III, 765, 776.

Subsultus Tendinum, in shot injuries of cranium, I, 160, 162, 299.

Suicides, number of cases of. during the war, III, 641.

Sunstroke, fatal case of, III, 656.

Supra-renal Capsules, shot wounds of, II, 173, 202; III, 689; autopsy

in wound of, II, 173; ball encysted in II, 173.

Suprascapular Artery, wounds of, II, 490, 642; haemorrhages from, I,

539; II, 496; III, 764; aneurism of, III, 808; ligations of, I, 538, 549;

III. 765, 774.

Surgeons, duties of, as surgeons in chief: o/ a division. III, 906; of a
brigade, III. 907; in charge of division hospital, III, 908; as attend-

ing or prescribing. Ill, 909; as operating, III, 909; as regimental, III,

910 ; as assistant regimental, III, 912.

Surgeon's Field Companion, III. 915.

Sutures, in wounds of the eyelids, I, 388; in incised wounds of the abdom-

inal parietes, II, 4 ; in punctured and incised wounds of the stomach.

II, 44; in shot wounds of the stomach: JOIIERT's, LEMnERT's, II, 59;

LEDRAN'S, Bertrandi's, 11.44; in wounds of the small intestines, II,

72, 73, 76, 112, 124, 128; Pai.fyn's, Bell's, II, 114; Leduan's, Bee-

trandi's, II, 115; Joiseut's, II, 118; Lembert's, Gely's, 119; Km-

MEET'S, Vezien's, II, 121; the continued, the Glover's, If, 122;

BosEMAN's button, II, 183; HOWARD'S metallic in excisions of the

shaft of humerus, II, 820.

Symblepharon, operation for. III, 683.

Sympathetic Nerve involved in wound, II, 466.

Syndectomy, III, 682.

Talipes Fquinus, resulting from shot fractures of knee joint, III, 371,

394. 395.

Target Area of different portions of the human body. Ill, 691.

Tarsal Bones, shot fractures of, III, 618; excisions of, III, 622,623; am-

putation through. Ill, 628, 631, 632, 636.

Targo-metatarsal Articulation, shot fractures of, III, 618; excisions

of. HI. 622.
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Temperature, great diminution of, in shock attending wounds of the

abdomen, If, 30; in traumatic peritonitis. II, 200.

Temporal Artery, wounds of, I, 188, 352; division of, I. 160; baemor-

rhages from, I, 288, 338; III, 763; ligations of, I, 101, 215, 241, 244.

256, 310; III, 765; analysis of cases of, III, 771.

Tendons, effects of projectiles on. Ill, 712.

Tenotomy, III, 59.

Testes, shot wounds of, II, 405-418, 423; III. t!89; excisions of. for shot

injury, II, 409 ; III, 154 ; excisions of both, II. 414 ; suicidal tendency

after loss of, II, 416; traumatic displacement of, II. 418 (note); sutures

in removal of, II, 337, 410, 416; miscellaneous injuries of. I. 39; III

643. 684.

Tetanus, number of cases of, III, 818 ; location of injury in cases of, III,

818, 819; preponderating frequency in injuries of lower extremities,

III. 818; after operations in the extremities, III, 819; ratio of mortality

in, 111,819; date ofappearance of, after injuryTTII, 819; causes of. III,

820; duration of, III, S20; treatmentof, I, 454 ; III, 830; amputation

to relieve, III, 820 ; tetanus among colored and white troops, III, 823

;

frequency of, in wounds of the nerves, III, 743; in lesions of muscu-

lar tissue, III, 713; in contusions of cranial bones, I, 122; in injuries

of the face, III, 819; in injuries *»f the neck, III, 819; in injuries of

the chest, I, 472, 635; in injuries of the abdomen, II, 14, 4:12, 464; in

injuries of the upper extremities, II, 772, 932, 1O20; III, 819; in

wounds of the lower extremities, III, 35, 352, .'180, 400; 416, 442, 569.

Tlugli. amputations of, for shot contusious of femur, III, 172; for shot

fractures of. III, 213; primary amputations of, III. 214; intermediary

amputations of, III, 27J; secondary amputations of. III, 304; sum-

mary of amputations in, III, 870, 871 ; amputations in the, followed

by amputations at the hip, III, 870, 871 ; amputations in, compared

with amputations in arm, III, 331 ; seat of original injury in cases of,

III, 332; percentage of fatality in amputations in upper, middle, and

lower thirds of, III, 333; amputations in both, III, 333; table indi-

cating ages of patients in amputations of. Ill, 358; influence of size

of limb on mortality rate in amputations of,- III, 357; methods ot

amputations in, III, 355; periosteal flap operation, III, 317 (note);

GRITTI'8 method of, III, 357; treatment of retracted flaps in amputa-

tions of, III, 357; amputations of, for miscellaneous injuries. Ill, 664,

666.

Thoracentesis, for idiopathic pleurisy, I, 573; for hydrothorux, I, 573;

for empyema and metastatic abscesses of lung, I, 573; summary" of

cases of, I, 598.

Thoracic Artery, wounds of, II, 457; haemorrhage from, III, 764; supe-

rior thoracic, 11,817; thoracica longa, ligation of, I, 556.

Thoracic Duct, wounds of, I, 535, 634.

Thoracic Fistula in penetrating wounds of the chest, I, 630.

Thoracic Nerves, wounds of, I, 536.

Thyroid Artery, shot wounds of, I, 411; thyroid axis, haemorrhage from,

III, 764; ligations of, 765, 774; superior thyroid, shot wound of, I,

353; haemorrhages from, III, 763; ligations of, I, 383, 387; III, 765,
j

771 ; inferior thyroid, haemorrhages from, III, 764.

Tibia, shot contusions of, III, 428 ; shot fractures of, III, 432 ; shot perfora-

tion of, III, 722; shot fractures of, treated by conservation, III, 438,

563; hypertrophy of. III, 436 ; excisions of portions of, III, 445, 569,

570; excision in, a useless operation, III, 572 ; pseudarthrosis in excis-

ions of, III. 572.

Tibial Arteries, wounds of, III, 764; haemorrhages from, III, 764; I

anterior: incised wound of, III, 7; shot wounds of, III, 20, 48, 52, 55* i

400; haemorrhages from. III, 366, 378; ligations of, III, 765, 801-S03;
[

posterior: punctured wound of, III. 7; shot wounds of. Ill, 20, 47, 50.

51, 320; aneurism of, III, 7, 673, 808; ligations of, III, 765. 803-804;

anterior and posterior : wounds of, III, 52; aneurism of, III, 55, 808; i

ligations of, III, 52, 560, 621, 765.

Tibial Nerve, anterior : incised wound of, III, 7; shot wounds of. III, 9,

II, 55; posterior: shot wounds of. III, 9, 11, 20, 54, 58; excision of

portions of, III, 11, 58.

Toes, amputations of, for shot injuries. Ill, 628; for miscellaneous injuries

and diseases, III, 664; six, III, 541.

Tongue, wounds of, I, 392; removed by ligature, I, 355.

Tonsils, excisions of. for disease, I, 415, 419.

Torpedoes, nature of injuries by, III. 706 ; McCALLt/M'tj bridge torpedo,

III, 699.

Torsion of arteries. III. 811.

Tourniquet, distribution to each soldier, III. 762; use of. III. 811 : inju-

dicious use of, resulting in necrosis. Ill, 676; in gangrene, III. 825;

LEK and Lambkkt 8, II, 825; MORRL's. II, 992; Pktit'b. II, 992.

Trachea, shot wounds of, I, 414: III, 688.

Tracheotomy, I, 415, 418.

Transfusion of blood, II, 642; III, 58, 811.

Transportation of Wounded: by hand litters. Ill, 923; by wheel

litters, III, 926; by mule litters and cacolets. Ill, 926; by ninbulawe

wagons, III, 944: by railway, III, 957; by water. III. 971.

Trephining, in sabre fractures of omnium. I. 22, 23, 24; for miscellaneous

injuries, I, 57; for shot fractures of cranium. I, 261, 277, 317, 318, 319.

320; summary of cases of, I, 309; in injuries of spine, I, 463; missile

extracted by, II, 251; bone extracted by, II. 251.

Trichiasis of the eyelid, operation for, III. 682.

Trocar, Flijkant's, II, 385.

Tromatopncea in wounds of chest, I, 635; for cases see I, 480, 484, 576<

II, 53, 144.

Tubular Sequestra of femur, III, 224, 241.

Tympanitis, niter rupture of abdominal viscera, II, 22, 26, I(»6, 200; in

traumntio peritonitis, II, 200.

Tympanum, destroyed by shot wound, I. 3** 4 rupture of membrane of,

from propinquity to artillery fire. III, 708.

Vina, shot contusions of, £80; shot fractures of, II. i#22; shut fractures of,

treated by Conservation. II. 925; treated by excision of portions of,

II, 934 ; excisions of entire, II, 860; excisions of. for miscellaneous

injuries, III, 657.

Ulnar Artery, incised wound of, II, 436; III, 663; shot wounds of, II,

451, 453, 469, 470; 111,764; haemorrhages from. [IT, 764; aneurism

of, II, 451 ; III, 808; ligations of. III. 765, 784.

Ulnar Nerve, shot wounds of, II, 466.

Urethra, punctured wounds of, III. 652; other injuries of, not caused by

shot, III, 375 : sabre wound of. II. 314 ; shot wounds of, II, 351, 380

386, 404, 423; III, 689; incisions In, to prevent urinary infiltration,

II, 380. 385; foreign bodies in, II, 375; instruments for removal ot

foreign bodies from, II, 375; foreign bodies escaping by, II. 278, 279,

280, 284, 285. 294. 379; foreign bodies extracted from, II, 352. 379
j

incisions in, fnr removal of foreign bodice, II, 378, 400; use of catheter

iu wounds of, II, 352 ; strictures of, II, 386; treatment in strictures of,

II, 386; dilatation of, II. 368, 388; instruments for dilatation of, II,

:»88 ; operations on, II. 376-404.

Urethral Fistules, causes and diagnosis of, II. 360 ; coses of, II, 360, :*69.

Urethritis, caused by frequent catheterization, 11,387.

Urethroplasty, II, 401. 408.

Urethrotomy, II, 382; internal, 11,392; instruments for Internal, II, 392,

394, 395, 396; external perineal, II, 396, 397, 398.

Urinals, for urethral fistules, II, 403; GaMEL's, II, 403.

Urinary Fistules, II, 164, 386, 387, 400; apparatus fbr, II. 403; I'KM-

UERTOX's cunula for, II, 403; foreign Ixnlies escaping through, II, 265,

273, 285.

Urinary Infiltration as cause of death in shot wounds of bladder, II,

296.

Urine, extravasation of, as cause of death in shot wounds of bladder,

II, 296; absence of extravasation in wounds of kidney or ureter, II,

193 ; treated by free incisions, II, 373 ; escape of. through wound, II,

304 ; incontinence of: in shot wounds of cranium, I, 31. 187, 252 ; in

wounds of the bladder, II, 267. 271, 272 ; of the urethra, II, 353, 354,

355; retention of: in shot fractures of cranium, I, 37, 187, 300; In

injuries of the spine, I, 425, 426, 431, 432 ; in wounds of the stomach,

II, 42; in wounds of the intestines, II. 68.

Valgus, after excision of bones of foot, III. 623.

Varicocele, as a disability for military service, H, 422: operations for, II,

422.

Varix, aueurismal. II. 336; cases of, II. 100; III, 69, 170, 196, 373; fol-

lowing ligation of femoral vein, II. 354.

Veins, haemorrhages after shot injuries of. Ill, 816; fatality after shot

injuries of, III, 816; causes of death iu injuries of, III. 816, 817;

death from sodden entrance of air into. 111,817, 818: thrombosis of,

III, 809 : axillary vein, wounds of, I, 542. 555: II. 640; ligation of,

I, 539, 555; basilic, wound of. II, 637; brachial, punctured wound
of, II. 436: haemorrhages from. III. 816; ligations of. II, 436, 446,

448; cava, bayonet wounds of, I, 468; shot wounds of, I, 520, 606;

II, 139: haemorrhages from. III, 816 ; fe moral, wounds of, II, 304,
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Veins- [Continued.

338, 339; III, 13, 15, 43, 44, 47, 48; haemorrhages from, III, 737

;

partial division of, III, 754
;
primary bleeding from, III, 7G2 ; ligation

of, III, 44, 47, 48, 49 ; III, 54 ; thrombi in, III, 79, 191, 590 ; darning

needle removed from sheath of, III, 43; vurix after ligation of, III,

354; gluteal, injury of, II, 338; haemorrhages from, III, 816; hemor-

rhoidal, injury of, II, 338; haemorrhages from, 111,816; iliac, external,

injury of, III, 191 ; thrombi in, III. 191 ; internal, injuries of. II, 190;

III, 111; haemorrhages from, 111,816; intercostal, haemorrhage from,

III, 816; jugular, external, injuries of, I, 407. 408, 411, 412, 491;

haemorrhages from, III, 816; internal, wound of, I, 421; perforation

of, III, 750; haemorrhages from, I, 420; III, 816; ligations of, for

accidental cutting of, during operation, I, 392, 397 ; ligations of, for

shot injury', I, 383; lateral sinus, rupture of, I, 201; longitudinal

sinus, wounds of. I. 176, 203, 275; haemorrhages from, III, 816;

median cephalic, wound of, II, 536; haemorrhages from, III, 81G;

mesenteric, haemorrhages from, III, 816; omo-hyoid, shot wound of,

I, 457; parietal, haemorrhages from, III, 816; popliteal, injuries of,

III, 55 ; haemorrhages from, III, 816 ; ligations of, III, 383 ;
profunda

femoris, haemorrhages from, III. 816; saphenous wounds of, III, 15,

55; haemorrhages from, III, 816; ligation of. 111,52; subclavian, shot

wound of, I, 560; haemorrhages from, III, 816; accidentally opened

while searching for artery, I, 555 ; ruptured, I, 527 ; temporal, haemor-

rhage from. III, 816 ; tibial, punctured wound of. Ill, 7 ; shot wounds

of, III, 54 ; wounds of veins of the pelvic cavity, II, 338.

Vena Cava, bayonet wounds of, 1,468 ; shot wounds of, I, 52U, 006 ; II, 1 39;

haemorrhages from, III, 816.

Venesection, in penetrating wounds of the chest, I, 643-645; in wounds
of the abdomen, I, 207 ; cases of, I, 280, 483, 485 ; II, 76, 138, 155.

Vertebrae, incised wound of, I, 425 ; contusions and miscellaneous injuries

of, I, 42C; shot fractures of, I, 430; shot fractures of cervical, I, 430;

of dorsal, I, 433; of lumbar, I, 441; summary of shot fractures of, I,

452; 111,689. See Spine.

Vertebral Artery, shot wounds of, I, 417, 421; coat of, injured by ball

lodging against it, I, 335; haemorrhages from, III, 764.

Visceral Protrusions, after penetrating wounds of abdomen, II, 180, 182,

183, 184; excision of, II, 76; return of, II, 94.

Volar Arteries, haemorrhages from, III, 764; ligations of, III, 765, 785,

786.

Vomiting, from the effects of anaesthetics, III, 897.

Wheel Litters, III, 92C.

Windage of Balls, alleged traumatic effects of, III, 706, 707; to be dis-

missed from the domain of surgery, I, 344, 385; II, 28.

Wire Sutures, Howard's, after excisions in shaft of humerus, II, 819;

in shot fractures of femur, III, 330 (note), 351.

Worms, Lumbricoid, escape of, in wounds of abdomen, II, 42, 64, 68,

71, 94, 195.

Wounds, of entrance and exit, III, 711; caused by weapons of war, III,

685; complications of, III, 762; effects of climate on the treatment of,

III, 867, 868. See Incised, Punctured, Sabre, Bayonet, and

Shot Wounds.

Wrist, shot fractures of, II, 995; III, 690, 870, 871; treated by conserva-

tion, II, 996; III, 870; followed by excision, II, 999; III, 870; ampu-

tations following excisions at the, III, 870, 871; amputation at, for

shot fracture, II, 1017 ; III, 871 ; artificial apparatus in fractures of,

II, 998; after excisions, II, 1012, 1014, 1015; dislocations after shot

fractures of, II, 1002, 1005.
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Pago 2, fifteenth line, for 454, read 434.

Page 8, forty-third line, for furroughed, read furrowed.

Pa"0 24, sixth line, for XI, read XII.

Page 24, ninth and tenth lines of Note 1, for A. G. D., read A. J. D.

Page 24, tenth line of Note 1, for 18G2, read 1861.

Page 26, first line of Note 1, for shussverletzungen, read schussverletzungen.

Page 27, first line of Note 2, dele comma after anatomic.

Page 47, transpose Notes 2 and 3.

Page 50, Taule IV, No. 15, for Case 107, read CASK 110.

Page 58, Table VIII, No. 32, for amputation left thigh, read amp. left leg.

Page 62, fifty-fourth line of Note 1, for p. 16, read p. 316.

Page 63, eighth nonpareil line, fur 26, read 36.

Page 63, ninth nonpareil line, for 16, read 26.

Page 82, thirty-ninth line, for meager, read meagre.

Page 87, fifty-firth line, for J. F. Smith, read H. F. Smith.

Page 88, eighth line, dele the hyphen hetween the words fort}* and days.

Page 102, ninth line, for 87th New York, read Sth New Jersey.

Page 104, description of Fig. 55, for right, read left.

Page 128, sixty-ninth line, for 1848, read 1851.

Pago 130, fifty-sixth line, for Domiuico Ludovess, read Boasso Vominico.

Page 136, first line, for for wounds, were, read werefor wounds, nnd dele the

comma after the word wounds.

Page 142, first line of Note 3, for Kiulock, read Kinloch.

Page 151, Taule XVII, No. 9, for C. Warner, read C. Wagner.

Page 152, eighteenth line of Note 1, for Coxe's, read Cox's.

Page 153, description of FIG. Ill, for Spec. 5614, read Spec. 5684.

Page 156, first line of Note 1, for p. 26, read p. 17.

Page 163, first line, dele the word or after Williamson.

Page 1G8, thirty-ninth line of Note 2, for rizection, read rejection.

Pago 171, first line of Note 3, for Case 340, read Case 338.

Pago 174, first line of Note 3, for siege, read sie'ge.

Page 179, Case 363, seventeenth line, for W. S. Smull, read W. Q. Smull.

Page 181, Case 368, thirty-third line, for O. H. Hitchcock, read //. O. Hitch-

cock.

Page 186, Case 379, second line, for 15. Brinton, read B. Stone.

Page 188, eleventh line, for MeCollom, read McCollum.

Page 190, sixteenth line, for J. M. Gemrig, read J. //. Geinrig.

Page 191, thirty-eighth line, for eighty-six, read sixty-eight.

Page 192, twenty-fifth line, insert after Udell a reference to Note 1.

Page 194, Case 397, third line, for W. A. Childs, read W. A. Child.

Page 195, Case 399, fourth line, for Brenneman, read Brevcman.

Page 208, TABLE XXV, No. 7, for Mosely, read Moseley.

Pago 209, seventh line, for T. Fitzgerald, rend P. Fitzgerald.

Page 210, Taule XXVI, No. 35, for Thomaine, read Thomain.

Page 214, Note 2, sixth line, for L. Johnson, read C. L. Johnson.

Page 215, second line of Case 429, for Jameson, read Jamison.

Pag.! 220, Taule XXX, No. 295, for L. Barney, read L. Barnes.

Page 222, Taule XXX, No. 509, for N. Falsom, read N. Fohom.

Page 228, Taule XXXI, No. 119, for J. M. Eizer, read M. Rizer.

Page 232, Table XXXI, No. 437, for J. F. Galloupe, read /. F. Galloupe.

Page 232, Taule XXXI, No. 407, for J. H. Beach, read J. H. Beech.

Page 234, Table XXXI. No. 584, for D. S. Hayes, read D. S. Hays.

Page 235, Table XXXI, No. 663, for J. H. Beach, read J. H. Beech.

Page 235, Table XXXI, No. 684, for G. W. Simple, read G. W. Semple.

Page 235, Taule XXXI, No. 701, for Spec. 4332, read Spec. 4232.

Page 236, Table XXXI, No. 790, for YT. O. Meagher, read IT. O'lleaghrr.

Page 237, Table XXXI, No. 854, for H. C. Messenger, 56th Ohio, read A.

C. Messenger, 57th Ohio.

Page 239, Table XXXI, No. 1049, for A. Surg. M. Rizer, read Surg. M.

Rizer.

Page 240, Taule XXXI, Nos. 1116 and 1119, for Surg. C. M. Clarke, read

Surg. C. M. Clark.

Page 240, Taule XXXI, No. 1121, for Surg. W. It. Wray. read Surg. \V.

K. Way.

Page 210, Taule XXXI, No. 1122, for Surg. A. M. Dougherty, read Surg-

A. N. Dougherty.

Page 240, TAULE XXXI, No. 1140, for J. F. Kirably, read J. T. Kimbly.

Page 243, forty-fourth line, for middle, read lower.

Page 244, descriptions of Figs. 186 and 187, for Spec. 1966, road Spec. 2966-

Page 246, TAULE XXXII, No. 140, for H. Taylor, read J. H. Taylor.

Pngo 247, Taule XXXII, No. 173. for .1. Owens, rend J. Owen.

Pago 257, TAULE XXXII, No. 1052, for Spec. 3882, read Spec. 3832.

l'uge 276, Table XXXIV, No. 95, for Spec. 3895, read Spec. 3875.

Pago 276, TABLE XXXIV, No. 105, for Spec. 4280, read Spec. 4820.

Page 277, Taulk XXXIV, No. 142, for Left, read Right.

Page 281, Table XXXV, Nos. 55, 56, transpose the remarks in the third

column opposite these numbers.

Pago 285, Taule XXXV, No. 390. dele comma after word jfapi.

Page 286, Table XXXV, third column heading, for opeeators, read operators.

Page 288, Case 463, lino thirty, for p. 63, read p. 53.

Page 288, Case 466, socond line, for C. W. Chamberlain, read 0. N. Cham-
berlain.

Page 290, Case 470, first line, for J. N. Saxon, read J. N. Saxton.

Page 295, Taule XXXVI, No. 140, for Spec. 182, read Spec. 1882.

Pago 296, Table XXXVI, No. 198. for Vannetta, read Vannatla.

Pago 296, TABLE XXXVI, No. 236, for 116th Pennsylvania, read 116th

Illinois.

Page 298, Table XXXVI, No. 364, for Right, read Left.

Page 301. Table XXXVI, No. 571, for Saxon, rend Saxton.

Pnge 309, third line of Case 484, for Hatchett. read Ilatchitt.

Page 313, Taule XXXIX, No. 11, for Disch'd April 12, 1865, read Disch'd

August 12, 1865.

Page 314, TAULE XXXIX, No. 92, for Vanvonrst, read Vanvorst.

Page 318, line four of Case 492, for J. M. Burr, read W. J. Burr.

Page 336, Table XLVIII, 7th line, for 1739, read 1743.

Page 337, forty-ninth nonpareil line, for 1876, read 1871, and for B. XXIII.

read B. XXIV.
Pnge 348, second line of Note 1, for Schrady, read Shrady.

Page 331, second line of Case 497, for I.. W. Heed, read L. \V. Read.

Pago 372, descriptions of Figs. 223 and 224, for Schenk, read Sclienck.

Page 373, thirteenth line, for 272, read 372.

Page 449, Table LXIII, No. 1, third column, strike out the words leguseful.

Page 458, first line of Note 2, for middle, read upprr.

Page 459, Table LXV, No. 47, for large portion of tibia nnd fibula, road

small portion offtbula above malleolus.

Pago 464, sixth line of Case 727, for Spec. 4081, read Spec. 4018.

Page 477, Table LXVIII, No. 999, for Walters, read Waters.

Page 586, for Case 385, read Case 835.

Page 658, description of Fig. 368, for fibula, read tibia.

Page 838, sixteenth line, for Feburary, read February.
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